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please handle

tenderly. . .but FAST !

if you're the parent of, or agent for, a business baby which is about to take its first steps
into the lightning-fast competition for sales and distribution among the products of this postwar
world, it will pay you to give more than casual thought to radio, and WOR.
For if radio, and WOR, had proven only one thing during the years of war, they have shown the
breathtaking speed with which sound can mold opinion and create action.
While transportation is still a pressing problem, the need for creating a receptive preference
among millions of customers is a more immediate one. Your product may not be the first to arrive in
the stores, but you can, by radio, and WOR, quickly create patience and dealer enthusiasm;
keep buyers' funds cautiously reserved for what you have manufactured,
or are just about to launch.
Yes, competition will be keen. In many cases it will be first come,
first bought. But whether your product hits the market first or
afterwards, WOR can make the majority of more than 1 8,000,000
people in seven great states do what you want them to do — fast.
WOR can plant the story and merits of your product or
service in the minds and hearts of thousands of potential
customers in 33 great cities containing more than 100,000 people
each. WOR can reserve space for you on the shelves of the
greatest concentration of retail and department stores
in the United States.
Proof? In less than 1 3 weeks, WOR obtained 43 new
^
department store outlets for one war product; added hundreds of
new dealers and increased its sales in Albany, Boston,
—J
Philadelphia, Southern New Jersey, Maryland and throughout
other sections of the Eastern Seaboard.
What WOR did in that short time, so effectively, for this
business baby, it can do for yours. And the cost, we might add,
will leave you grinning contentedly and asking yourself,
"Now, why didn't I think of WOR sooner?"

—that power-full station

WOR

at 1440 Broadway, in New York
MUTUAL

Ha Mae, 17,
work in thecompany.
printing department oftheat telephone

tank wagon
businesshe
isClinton
right Fleming's
on the home
place. Here
stands beside one of the big trucks;
Lynn is driving, Marvin on the running
board©CI 8 «0694*
lower
right: ofThisWLS.is theMr.Fleming
old friends
Flemingfamily,
(left)
holds Kathy, age 2; Mrs. Fleming
holds
4-year-old
R.J.
Standing
•he radio are Marvin, 10, Lynn, 15.by

CROSS
SECTION
of your

THE FLEMINGS

OF ALLEGAN

-PROSPECTS

FOR YOUR

COUNTY
PRODUCT

THE FLEMINGS of Allegan County, Michigan
are a combination farm and business family. Ila
Mae, 17, works in nearby South Haven for the TriCounties Telephone Company. Mr. Fleming, with
his brother, Jesse, operates a gasoline tank wagon
business. And the family farms 220 acres— milking
18 Jersey cows, raising 90 hogs. Car, tractor, telephone, trucks, electricity ... all are accepted parts
of daily life.
To the Fleming family, WLS is a daily influence.
They tune our news broadcasts regularly; they like
Dr. John Holland's Morning Devotions and WLS
Feature Foods. One family project is attending

church every Sunday; another, delayed by wartime help shortages, is to visit Chicago and see the
WLS National Barn Dance. Their WLS listening
habits began in 1938 when they bought their first
radio set.
For more than 21 years, WLS has worked for Midwest American families like the Flemings. Our
million-letters-a-year indicates both the size of this
audience and the response our friendly service
brings. To profit from the confidence this four-state
audience has for WLS, call a John Blair man today.
He can give you added facts about the station, its
listening friends, and the established programs now
available.

8 90 KILOCYCLES
50,000 WATTS
AMERICAN AFFILIATE
Burridce D. Butler
President

REPRESENTED BY
John Blair a Company

GlennManager
Sn*yder
CHICAGO

7

MANAGEMENT AFFILIATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK, KOY PHOENIX ★ KTUC TUCSON * KSUN BISBEE- LOWELL-DOUG LA! |
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Bernie Armstrong.. KDKA Musical Director. rolls
. up his sleeves and gives, with equal
gusto, at the console, on the podium, or as
emcee of that zany, informal, daily, threequarters of an hour of fun and music, "Brunch
with Bill."
The energetic Armstrong lives and eats
ic. He is a genius at ferreting out new
.nt. As one of the outstanding figures in the
Pittsburgh entertainment-field, Bernie meets
a strenuous schedule on KDKA. On Wednesdays, from 7 : 30 to 8 P.M., he is organist for the
Duquesne Light show; Mondays through Fridays, 8: 15 to 8: 30 A.M., he plays for the Dream
Weaver show; and on Fridays, 7:30 to 8 P.M.,
he directs the music on the Duquesne Brewing
Co. program, KDKA's largest local production.
From its inception, KDKA, America's first
broadcasting station, has been noteworthy for
the calibre of its musical offerings. Today, the
musical cravings of the millions in KDKA's
vast Tri-State primary are competently served
by versatile Bernie Armstrong and the topnotch musicians under his direction. Why not
put Bernie's baton to work for your product?
1
Kl
i

WESTINGHOUSE
K EX

• KYW

REPRESENTED NATION ALIY^BY NBC SPOT SAIES-EXCEPT KEX

• WBZ

RADIO STATIONS Inc
• W B7A

• WOWO

• KDKA

• KEX REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
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Circuit
Closed
BEFORE CHET LaRoche forsook executive
direction of American, he made effort to buy
control of network in which he is 12%% stockholder. Ed Noble, who paid $8,000,000 cash for
erstwhile Blue two years ago, not only did not
entertain
probably
three
timesproposal
what hebutpaid,
if he won't
would sell
sell forat
all.
Better
bet
is
LaRoche's
stock
may
be repurchased.
MANY AFFILIATES are astir over what
standard time network schedules are doing to
local and spot accounts. While time shifts have
been perennial
it's farare worse
because
spot and headache,
local schedules
so well now
set
and
more
schedules
in
non-premium
time are
sold.
THAT BROADCAST mission to the Pacific,
sequel to recent ETO trip, is still very definitely
on. Lt. Col. Jack Harris (ex-WSM Nashville).
MacArthur's
in Washington
last
week to radio
discussaide,
planswaswith
Col. E. M.
Kirby, Army radio chief, and NAB officials.
FORMER Gov. William H. Wills tried to reFCC fortnight
following
turnsignof afromcardiac
condition. ago
He felt
he had relet
his FCC colleagues down after only a few
weeks of stewardship (he assumed office July
23).
colleagues,Gov.
however,
hear
of it.His
Incidentally,
Wills iswouldn't
progressing
nicely and is expected back soon.
NOW THAT Justin Miller has taken over
NAB's helm, with A. D. (Jess) Willard new
executive vice-president, as right-hand bower,
sweeping changes in entire NAB format and
operation are in store. C. E. Arney Jr., secretary-treasurer, most likely will be prevailed
upon to remain, but beyond that nothing is certain.
SIDELINE observers are looking for what
might be radio legal contest of the year in
connection with Buffalo Broadcasting Corp.
problem before FCC [Broadcasting, Sept. 17].
Representing BBC is Frank D. Scott, oldest
attorney in point of Washington practice and
a hard fighter. James Lawrence Fly, ex-FCC
chairman, has just been retained by Churchill
Tabernacle, which had a sort of long-term
lend-lease arrangement with WGR and
WKBW, upon which the FCC frowns.
UNLESS FCC gets boost in appropriation
pretty
soon, it's
goingin toboth
be inengineering
a bad way and
for
professional
talent
law departments. There are literally hundreds
of applications for FM and television, not to
mention AM new station and modification of
license pleas, to process. Commission will be
running a three-ring circus, with hearings
in progress three or four deep after Oct. 7
deadline on 60-day cooling off period on new
applications. Plea may be made to Attorney
General Tom C. Clark to borrow DOJ attorneys
{Continued on page 90)
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oming
Oct. 1: Upc
FCC Hearing on WINS sale, Room
2232, New Post Office Bldg., Washington.
Oct. 1-2: NAB Board Meeting, Inauguration
Justin Miller, Oct. 2, Washington.
Oct. 3: NAB Legislative Committee, Washington.
Oct. 10-11: RMA-Canadian RMA joint meeting Westchester Country Club, Rye, N. Y.
Oct. 1 1 : FCC Hearing on proposed T\^ules.
Oct. 15: FCC hearing on FM assignments in
New York.
Oct.Chicago.
20: FMBI Board, Ambassador East Hotel,
Bulletins
WIBG Philadelphia, 10,000 w on 990 kc has appointed Adam J. Young Jr., as national sales
representative. Ed McKeon, personal representative ofWIBG in New York, continues in
that capacity.
OFFICIAL date for the end of the wartime
Office of Censorship was set for Nov. 15 in an
order issued Friday by President Truman.
Censorship's
of Sept. 28. policy board was terminated as
FCC Friday afternoon announced postponement to Oct. 11 of hearing on commercial television rules and standards. Hearing originally
was scheduled for Oct. 4 but several interested
groups contended they could not prepare evidence by that time. Time for filing briefs and
appearances extended to Oct. 8.
'RADIO THEATER*
HEADS FIRST FIFTEEN
MOST POPULAR
of Sep-of
tember was Radio program
Theater,latter
withpartrating
21.4, according to C. E. Hooper Sept. 30 National Hooper Ratings. Bob Hope, with 20.6,
was second and Screen Guild Players third
with 19.2.
Remainder of first 15: Mr. District Attorney, 17.6;Carthy,Walter
16.3;It,Charlie
Mc15.3; Take Winchell,
It or Leave
15.0; Joan
Davis, 14.6; This Is My Best, 14.6; Inner
Sanctum, 14.6; Lowell Thomas, 13.8; Music
Hall, tian,
13.5;
Judy Canova,
13.3; 13.2.
Doctor Chris13.2; People
Are Funny,
Average
available
audience
was
pared to 72.1 in the Sept. 15 report76.8,
and com75.7
a year paredago.with 22.5
Average
sets-in-use
was
25.8,
com-a
in the last report and 24.9
year ago. Average rating was 7.9, compared
with 6.4 in the last report and 7.5 a year ago.
U.S.T. SETS START AT $19.95
U. S. TELEVISION Mfg. Corp. announced
prices of radios will begin at $19.95, with most
expensive video combinations ranging up to
and over
$1,000. Final retail prices still in
hands
of OPA.

Business Brief ly
CARNATION ADDS 80 • Carnation Co., Milwaukee (evaporated milk), Oct. 1 added 80
stations to NBC net carrying Contented Hour,
bringing total to 148 stations. Agency, Erwin,
Wasey & Co., N. Y.
BISCUITS
ON (Oven
'SUNRISE'
Ballard &Oct.Bal-8
lard, Louisville
Ready • Biscuits),
begins series of participating spots on Sunrise
Salute, 6-6:55 a.m. on WBBM Chicago. Agency,
Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.
WESTERN AUTO ON NBC • Western AutoJ
Supply Co., Los Angeles, Oct. 1 began weekly
half -hour Circle Arrow Show on 20 NBC stations, 9:30-10 a.m. (CST). Contract for 52
weeks
Kansas wasCity.placed by Bruce B. Brewer Agency,
COFFEE SPOTS • Ben Hur Products, Los
Angeles (coffee), Oct. 1 started using from
three to five transcribed announcements daily
on 50 western stations. Agency, Foote, Cone &
Belding, Los Angeles.
SKELTON TO RETURN • Brown & Williamson eTobacco
Corp., Red
Louisville
t es), wil resume
Skelton (Raleigh
on NBC cigarTues.,
10:30-11 p.m., probably sometime in January.
B & W now sponsors Hildegarde, Tues., 10:3011 p.m., and An Evening With Romberg, Wed.,
8:30-9
Chicago. p.m. Agency, Russel M. Seeds Co.,

CHUCKLES SPONSORS • Fred W. Amend j
Co., Danville, 111. (Chuckles candy) Oct. 29
begins Ty Tyson Interviews, 12:15-12:30 p.m.,
Monday-Friday on WWJ Detroit. Contract is
52 weeks. Sponsor also purchased participating
spots on Uncle Don on WOR New York, effective Oct. 16. Agency, Henri, Hurst & McDonald.
TUMS RENEWAL • Lewis Howe Co., St.
Louis (Turns) on Oct. 16 renews Date With
Judy on NBC Tues., 8:30-9 p.m., for 52 weeks.
Agency, Roche, Williams & Geary, Chicago.
MAGGI PARTICIPATIONS
MAGGI Co., New York, (seasoning boullion
cubes) is sponsoring Meet the Missus twice
weekly on WJR Detroit; has begun 52-week
participation in Housewives Protective League
o*n KM OX St. Louis; three participations weekly on Women Only, WHAM Rochester and Bob
Smith Show on WBEN Buffalo. Company has
renewed for another year its participations on
Bessie Beatty and McCann Pure Food Hour on
WOR New York; Housewives Protective
League, WBBM Chicago; Beulah Carney,
WENR Chicago; Ken and Caroline with Yankee Kitchen on Yankee Network; Mildred CarlForum, WBZ
Boston. Agency,
Needhamson's &HomeGrohman,
New York.
QUAKER QUIZ
QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago, (Ful-O-Pep) ]
Sept. 29 started Man on the Farm recorde
quiz series, on WOR New York, Sat. 1-1:301
p.m. Quaker also sponsors Those Websters on
120 CBS stations and Quaker Breakfast Pa
rade starting Oct. 8 on 9 Don Lee stations, six
weekly. Agency, Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York
BROADCASTING
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NEW ORLEANS
THE GREATEST SELLING POWER IN THE SOUTH'S GREATEST CITY
50,000 Watts ★ Clear Channel ★ CBS Affiliate
Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency, Inc.
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Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and
Circulation Offices: 870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C. Telephone: ME 1022
IN THIS I3SUE . . .
My Impression of Europe
By John E. Boston
Fetzer
Philadelphia,
Papers Buy Stations
Elliott Roosevelt Seeks to Buy Station
FMBoosters
Engineering
Standards
for All AM StationsSet
Possible
OPA Controls Endanger Set Production
NAB
Suggests
Commemorative
Stamp
Miller Assumes NAB Duties
FM Broadcaster Tells Troubles, Successes
By LeonardLeftL. Out
Asch
Newcomers
of FM — Durr
Hearing Set on FM Assignments
KSOO or KELO Ordered Sold by FCC
FMBI Urges More FM Channels
Local News Gains Importance
Brewery Proves Local Production Value
Text of FM Engineering Standards
PhillipsFailsBuysto KGHF
Strike
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Art
King,
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Norma
Pugliese, Adele
Porter, Molly
Jackson.
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Adv.
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skeletons

in

our

eloseL

. .

(just a long-time record of picking talent that
goes to the top)

You can peek into all the closets you want
at WBT. We've nothing to hide -least
of all our flair for picking some of the liveliest and most successful radio talent ever to
stand before anybody's microphone.
WBT's alumni are an illustrious group.
There's Johnny Long, for example, and Kay
Kyser. WBT listeners knew Johnny when
his now-famous Southern drawl was only
one of many; they remember Kyser when
his "how y'all"shook only Charlotte rafters.
WBT audiences were the first to dance to
the music of Skinnay Ennis, John Scott
Trotter and Saxie Dowell, back when
Variety would have referred to the batch of
them as "unknowns".
Lansing Hatfield and Norman Cordon
began their journey to the stage of the Met-

TTE * 50,000 Watts
s Best Salesman

ropolitan from WBT's studios. Joan Brooks,
Alfred Garr, the Golden Gate Quartet and
The Four Knights-f/iet/ all started at WBT.
So did newsman Bill Shadell (formerly CBS
correspondent in Europe), announcers
Sandy Becker (of CBS, New York) and Bill
Bivens, also sportscaster Buss Hodges.
This knack WBT has of recognizing bigtime talent and pushing it along to national
prominence is still as sharp as ever. (It's
also helped us win six Variety "Showmanagement" plaques -more
any other
station in the country.) than
Look at Camp
Meetin' Choir -30 richly melodious negro
voices that have hit the popula
rity jackpot
via CBS' Wings Over Jordan after only six
months on WBT. Or the Johnson Family,
three-year singing favorites of WBT listeners, featured coast-to-coast over the Columbia Network during the past summer.
People of the Carolinas acclaim WBT's
"discoveries" with open enthusiasm. But
they have the same welcome for products
of sponsors who advertise over WBT. Don't
keep our 659,814 radio families* waiting any
longer. Call us or Radio Sales today.
*Net weekly circulation,
CBS estimated radio families, 1944.

REPRESENTED BY RADIO SALES, THE SPOT BROAD
CASTING DIVISION OF CBS

They Sh outed
It From The
Hilltops
In ancient Persia, sentinels
stationed on mountain
peaks broadcast important
messages by shouting to
one another. With the
power of the human voice,
unamplified, rated at less
than one watt, the chances
are
good.the reception wasn't so
Radio Station

serving the TampaSt. Petersburg area,
has 5.000 watts — day and
night!
"voice"
clearly—
reachesItsmore
listeners
and loyal ones — than, any
other
in Florida's
richest station
trade area.
They
"loyal"
because
WFLA aregives
them the
very
satisfactory combination of
top-ranking NBC programs,
complete, up-to-the-minute
newscal coverage
and live loshows.
To reach these folks with
money to spend, today and
tomorrow, use WFLA. the
most-listened-to station in
the Tampa -St. Petersburg
market5000 WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT

UIFLft
TAMPAN*,
in • Ctrtcher 1. 1945

My Impression of Europe
(Third of a series by members of the U. S. Mission to ETO)
By JOHN E. FETZER
Kalamazoo
WJEF GRANDBroadcast
RAPIDS Division
Former Owner,
AssistantWKZODirector,
Office and
of Censorship,
STRANGELY enough the radio
trip to ETO brought me an entirely
unexpectedbarkationdefinitely
I reaction. hadBefore,
in mindem-a
minute inspection of physical radio
facilities and operational policies.
However, the trip revealed a much
broader bilitiaspect
es in Europe.of radio responsiTo illustrate, it is necessary to
transcend the radio scene and take
a look at the peoples of Europe. In
England I definitely gained the impres ion that the common people of
that country learned to know something about the common people of
America for the first time in history. The English people, tired of
war, found a new sympathy, understanding and friendship in the
American G.I. That friendship for
Americans, in my estimation, must
be preserved and fostered.
In France I was impressed with
a definite lackadaisical attitude on
the part of the people. Having been
stripped of her leadership and little
hope of effective restoration in the
Mr. Fetzer
future, France seemingly has quit.
In Germany the peoples of the
In Italy the least that can be said bombed-out cities have an inbred
is thatmainsonly
a frustrated
nation that
re- hate for Americans and a firm re— a nation,
however,
solve to repeat the atrocities of war
(Continued on page 79)
looks to the United States for help.
Sellers

18 shows

per week

on

WWDC

of Sales
Tru-Blu Beer is one of the
top
cipal
and
coach
at
Cleveland,
Miss.,
your
encedelivtoer his high school. In Cleveland he met
D. C.beverages in Washington,
an audi
R and
VEsor
DELI
spon
you'l
e l effec
tively. the girl who now is Mrs. Embry.
sag
es mes
sal
That's Jake Embry's theory.
Jake took a post-graduate course
And what does Tru-Blu
As assistant Hto Tomimor
Tinsley, presiHearst general ad- depend on in radio to keep its
dent of WIT Balt e, Jake has at ColumbiavertisingU.of ice hired
him
to
do
a
tice, has research job. When he finished, he sales going full speed ahead?
put his theoryion into prac
seen the stat develop into one was
offered a berth inzation.theJake organiThat management uses
took a WWDC
of the country's most
exclusively. They put
ers.
course (from
watt
ent
potWithout
250- network
on
18
shows
per week!
Hearst) in radio adaffiliation, WITH had
vertising and salesHere's another performance
to compete with the
manship in New
nation's top proYork, then was sent record in the favor of aggresto WBAL Baltimore
grams. Jake's jobwasas
sive and imaginative prosales manager
to become general
gramming.
to bringnue. Heinknew
the revesales
representative.
that
After 7y2 years he
If you've got something to
before he could insell down our way . . . take anjoined WITH mercial
as manager,
comterest advertisers, he
other look to see that WWDC
had to deliver an aulater becoming asdience. To keep those
s
i
s
t
a
n
t
t
o
the
presiis
on
your
schedule.
dent. Now that Mr.
had
tosponsors
hold itsWITH
audience.
Tinsley is operating
the new WLEE
Big-time musical
Richmond, Va., JakeJ..
productions were
built with transcriphas been named vicetions; news is a top
president of that
WWDC
commodity, but overJAKE
station.
cation story, page
40). (See dediall
public
service
is
the
guiding
factor.
Robert Campbell Embry was born
the big sales result
Public service to Jake means giv- Jan. 28, 1909, in Belzoni, Miss., but station in Washington, D. C
ing the public what it wants. He long ago he lost his given name and
learned something of the public became "Jake". He's active in the
Represented nationally by]
pulse as sis aip i. Jschool
Mis- Baltimore Adv. Club, is a member
ake receivedteacher
his A.B.in from
of the Maryland Mfrs. Representatives, Cosmopolitan Club, Societe
Millsaps College and was appointGentlemen Chefs de Cuisine and WEED & COMPAN
ed superintendent of schools at Sun- de
flower, Miss. Later he became prin- the Navy League.
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Is Your Audience
a Victim of "Boiler-Plate"?
it sends to newspapers. Its news service is written so that it can
BOILER-PLATE" is the old name for canned news, sent in
be read aloud without change or simply and easily edited to fit
the form of a printing plate to country newspapers,. ail
ready to slap on the press and start rolling.
time limitations or regional interest, when desired. It has always
been a principle with INS that news which cannot be read aloud
It is passing out of the newspaper picture because it is not
easily is not properly written for either newspapers or radio.
adequate for even the smallest and most remote rural needs
today. Yet, even in its heyday, no newspaper worthy of the
In INS, you get more news than you can use— and this is a
name could survive on boiler-plate alone. There had to be
DISTINCT ADVANTAGE because you can SELECT what
local news and the sure, local touch of a competent editor.
you feel best suits the interests of your own audience.
Is your radio station dependent today on "boiler-plate" news?
If so, your news programs are unprepared to meet the challenges
of a changing world and the new trends in audience interest.
As the flow of news shifts from a war to peace basis, your
listening audience will demand something more than "canned"
news bulletins— "boiler-plate." There will be greater emphasis
on the story behind the story and its international, national, or
regional significance. There will be greater emphasis on human
interest stories.
Right now, there is much evidence that listening news audiences are hungry for something more than "boiler-plate." If they
have heard a "canned" news program half an hour or fifteen
minutes before from another station or network— the same news
inhabit.
the same words— they will turn the dial. And it -will become a
International News Service sends to radio stations precisely
the same variety of news and human interest news-features that

INTERNATIONAL

Today, more than ever, ^NS is the greatest combination
news and news-feature service for radio. Always in the vanguard of changing trends, INS has been building the newsfeature as well as the news elements of its service on an entirely
new plane— easy to read, easy to understand, easy to edit . . .
and vital in audience appeal.
With INSv you get the news that is important to your area,
as well as the news that is important nationally and international y. Ifyou employ commentators, they have the greatest
treasure-store of source material available to them day in and
day out. You can build prestige, faith, and public interest in
your station more soundly than by any other improvement you
can make.
News is radio's greatest audience builder. We shall be happy
to guide any station in establishing the kind of distinctive
news coverage which will enhance its standing in its community
Ask us to send a representative or write for details to:

NEWS

SERVICE

General Sales Manager, 235 EAST 45th STREET, NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
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CHAMPIONS

OF

SPORT...

Chicago baseball fans are toasting the Cubs these fine October days . . . Charley
Grimm and his team can write their own ticket . . . Wrigley Field shines like a new
dime . . . and millions of Chicagoland fans, unable to see the thrilling spectacle of
a World Series, vote an orchid to WGN for bringing the games to them.
WGN has long been a champion for sports fans. In addition to an exclusive
Chicago airing of the World Series, WGN

listeners are treated to anl 11 week

schedule of outstanding college football games, a regular Friday evening sports
forecast and a daily strip known to millions as 4 'The Inside of Sports."
A Clear Channel Station
Serving the Middle West

CHICAGO 11
ILLINOIS
Watts
72050,000Kilocycles
MUTUAL
BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Eastern Sales Office: 220 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
West Coast: Edward S. Townsend Co., Russ Building, San Francisco, Calif.
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??It's

management

that

makes

I Hunk!"
Mr.
a : : Astation
salesman can- be ,a big, strong guy, ana1 still pack an empty
order-book. And it's the same way with radio stations.
The stations listed at the right don't just happen to be good
producers*7 They?re ibell-manageit stations — headed by men
who realize, that their stations' success depends upon the
combination } of steady listeners and 'steady advertisers —
that this combination in turn . depends upon top-notch
salesmanship and showmanship, inspired programming,
! and sound public relations. When such men accept your
account they also accept the duty of doing their utmost to
sell your product. And, being good managers, they know
how to do it!
We're
proud to represent
to be associated
with them.every one of them. You'll be happy
FREE

&

Pioneer Radio Station Representatives
Since May, 1932
NEW YORK: 444 Madison At DETROIT: 645 GriswoldSt. SAN FRANCISCO:
Cadillac 1880 Sutter 4?
Plaza 5-4130
October 1, 1945

IMC

EXCLUSIVE 1
WGE-WKBW
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH ...... INDIANAPOLIS
WJEF-WKZO . . GRANDKALAMAZOO
RAPIDSKMBO
KANSAS
CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN
. . MINNEAP0LI9-ST.PEORIA
PAUL
WMBD
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBLIOWA . SYRACUSE
WHO ....... DES
MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
SOUTHEAST
WCBM
BALTIMORE
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WDBI '. \SOUTHWEST
'. '. ROANOKE
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KEEW
BROWNSVILLE
KRIS
CORPUS
CHBISTI
KXYZ
HOUSTON
KOMA
OKLAHOMA
CITY
KTUL .......
PACIFIC COAST TULSA
KOIN
PORTLAND
KIBO
and WRIGBT-SONOVOX. SEATTLE
Die.

HOLLYWOOD: 6^1 Hollywood ATLANTA: 52? Palmer Bldg
Hollywood 21 Si
Main 5667
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Papers Buy WFIL, WHDH
bility, integrity, public service and
Philadelphia and Boston other factors.
Announcement of the WFIL
Dailies Bid For
sale came last Thursday from
Stations
George H. Johnson, president of
Lit Bros., and Walter H. AnnenTWO OF THE nation's top news- berg,
of the Inquirer,
Inquirer
and leaderpublisher
in the morning field.
Bostonpapers— Philadelphia
Herald-Traveler
— consummated transactions last week (sub- WPEN, Philadelphia independent
ject to customary FCC approval) regional, was purchased by the
which would give them established Bulletin, afternoon leader, for
standard station adjuncts.
$620,000 last year-end.
WHDH, which operates on 850
The Inquirer purchased WFIL
Philadelphia from Lit Bros, for kc with 5,000 w fulltime, is an
$1,900,000. The Herald-Traveler independent, having lost its Blue
(American) network affiliation to
acquired WHDH Boston for ap- WCOP
Boston last June. Robert
son Radio Co.proximately
Inc. $850,000 from Mathe- B. Choate, publisher of the newsBoth transactions will be subpapers,gotiaandted tRalph
G. Matheson
he transaction,
which ne-is
ject to whatever policy the Commission decides upon following oral for the acquisition of the WHDH
arguments Oct. 27 on its proposed stock by the Fidelity BroadcastingCorp., wholly owned subsidiary of
revolutionary "open bid" proced- the
Herald-Traveler Corp.
ure. This policy will be established' Application
the Boston
trans-It
in
pursuance
the FCC's case,
split
fer already isforbefore
the FCC.
decision
in theof Avco-WLW
wherein the FCC majority pro- shows that WHDH during the first
posed that sales transactions be six months of 1945 (while it was a
thrown open to public bids with Blue outlet) had gross income of
the Commission itself to select the $268,471, expenses of $161,910 and
purchaser on the basis of responsi- a net income before taxes of $106,-

in Big Deal
561. Net profit after taxes for the
six-month period was $34,092. In
1944 WHDH had a gross income of
approximately $600,000 and a net
income before taxes of approximately $300,000.
The Philadelphia
covers
purchase of WFIL andsale its
affiliate,
WFIL-FM,
as
well
as
the
transmitter side for the latter station. The
Widener Bldg., in which WFIL
studios are located, and securities
owned bycluded.
theAccounts
station
are not and
inreceivable
quick assets remain with the seller.
Applications for transfer will be
filed with the FCC within a fortnight.
It was also announced that Roger
W. Clipp will continue as general
manager and that there will be no
change in personnel. Albert M.
Greenfield & Co., real estate
brokers,
transac-of
tion. Mr.negotiated
Greenfield isthetrustee
the company which controls Lit
Bros., which in turn owns all the
stock of WFIL Broadcasting Co.
The Inquirer also is an appli(Continued on page 85)

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

FM Technical
Standards Set

By JACK LEVY
(See Text, pages 31 to 38)
SAFEGUARDS to insure good reFM listeners and
technicalception byperformance
by high
FM
broadcast transmitters were established last week by the FCC with
the adoption of engineering standardserarelating
allocation and option of FM tostations.
Combining the latest thinking of
the Commission with respect to
service coverage of community and
metropolitan stations, the standards
contain many refinements over
those established for prewar FM.
They incorporate engineering
knowledge acquired during operation of FM in the lower frequencies
plus changes
withband.
desired service intotheconform
88-108 mc
Guide for Manufacturers
The standards will serve as the
official guide for manufacturers of
FM transmitters and receivers.
They cover
requirements
for and
antenna systems,
maintenance
of determination
operating power,
construction and location of transmitter, terference
methods for
inbetween computing
FM stations,
Elliott Roosevelt
Seeks to Buy Outlet and other regulations
regarding
infor a $15,000 consideration to be
By FRED SAMPLE
Wilson paid his former partner
stal ation and use of equipment.
ELLIOTT ROOSEVELT wants to $49,000 for his half interest at that paid for his interest.
Together
the Rules & issued
ReguA recently discharged Army
time, after Mr. Shuman had aplations for FMwithBroadcasting
get back into radio.
general,on Elliott,
second Sept. 12 [Broadcasting, Sept. 17],
pealed succesfully against a court brigadier
But his interest this time is not
(Continued
page
85)
decision
dissolving
the
partnership
the standards provide everything
in a network. Apparently he wants
to be a licensee.
from an sential
engineering
standpointLater,
esfor FM operation.
Such is indicated by facts uncovered by Broadcasting. It has
the
Commission
intends
to
combine
been learned that within the last
inand a thesingle
reprint both the rules
standards.
few weeks, he has been negotiating
to
buy
KWFC
in
Hot
Springs,
Commissioner
E. K. Jett, engiArk.
neer member of the FCC, called
He offered about $75,000 for the
attention
to
the
fact
that the standstation, but was turned down by
ards do not include §3.202 to §3.205
the owner, Clyde E. Wilson, Hot
of the Rules, which comprise area
Springs furniture dealer. Mr. Wilclassifications and allocation of
son could not be reached for comchannels for community and metment, but the general manager of
ropolitan stations. These rules, he
his station, Robert Choate, acknowlemphasized, are highly important::
and should not be overlooked. He,
edged
that
"Elliott
was
interested."
KWFC is a 250 w Mutual affilireminded engineers that under :
ate operating on 1340 kc. It went
§3.204 metropolitan stations in
on the air June 21, 1940 under the
Area
I areuv/mnot contour.
protected beyond'
the 1,000
. .
joint ownership of Mr. Wilson and
Howard A. Shuman, each holding
On the whole, the standards aire
50% of the stock, with the latter
expected to be more acceptable ^o
acting as general manager. Corengineers inquirements
thatunder the
someoldofband
the' are
re'porate
licensee
was
the
Hot
Springs
Broadcasting Co.
eliminated
and2, section
others are
simplified.
In
Part
E,
relating
License was reassigned to Mr.
LUCK" said J.
Ryan,today
retiring
president
(1) topresihis to service area prediction, it is no
Wilson in 1943, after Mr. Shuman "GOOD
successor Justice Justin Harold
Miller, who
(Oct.NAB
1) takes
over the
withdrew from the business. Mr.
dency of the NAB. His contract is .for five years. Story on page 17.
(Continued on page 85)
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Boosters
War Developments
Pave Way for
Satellites
By J. FRANK BEATTY
SATELLITE transmitters — hundreds, even thousands of them — will
soon be technically feasible, permitting AM broadcast stations to
supply good signals in populous
areas where their coverage now is
weak.
Engineers representing several
leading makers of transmitters
have just started work on recommended standards for unattended
satellites — extra AM transmitters
that will pick up a station relay
signal above 1,000 mc and rebroadcast on the standard broadcast
frequency.
When their work is done — perhaps within a month — manufacturers will be able to turn out satellite
WARTIME progress in ultra-high
frequency transmission offers solution to spotty coverage of
broadcast stations, one of induscriticalnowproblems.
tertry'smakers
are ableTransmitto make
50 or 100 w unattended equipment
that can be spotted by stations in
populous areas where they have
weak signals. RMA group is now
rushing job of setting standards
for these satellite transmitters and
may finish within a month.
transmitters based on equipment
developed during the war for military purposes.
Conceivable is a vastly improved
standard broadcast band in which
stations will lay down strong signals in the thousands of spots now
lacking adequate service. Wartime
technical progress will supply the
equipment. Engineers will quickly
work out routine problems that
block production of transmitters.
Then
the development
of satellites becomes
a matter of allocation
engineering — a matter that involves
FCC policy decisions as well as the
planning of station operators and
their engineers.
Frazier Chairman
Actual work of reducing satellite transmission engineering to
recommended standards has just
been started by the Subcommittee
on AM Satellite Transmitters of
the Radio Manufacturers Assn.
The project was undertaken at a
meeting held Sept. 19 in New York,
following original recommendation
last autumn by Panel 4 of the
Radio Technical Planning Board.
Chairman of the subcommittee is
Howard S. Frazier, NAB Director
of Engineering. Members who attended the organization meeting
were A. C. Goodman, Western
Electric Co.; I. R. Weir, General
Electric Transmitter Division; M.
Page 16 • October 1, 1945

for
All
AM
Stations
J. Oman, RCA; Everett L. Dillard, cost less than $10,000. TransmitCommercial Radio Equipment Co.;
ter firms are hoping this sum will
R. N. Lindsay, Bell Telephone more than cover the cost of transmitter and interconnecting highLabs.; E. J. Coxey, Federal Telefrequency equipment.
phone & Radio Corp.
Representing a heavy share of
Four Transmitters
the industry's
transmitter
tion capacity, these
engineersproducwere
At present only four satellite
of the opinion that peacetime appli- transmitters are in operation.
cation of military equipment devel- WINX Washington has a suburban
oped during the war offered hope booster station in which a receiver
to strengthen the weak spots in the located in the cone of silence above
broadcast band.
the satellite antenna picks the
The transmitters would operate downtown signal out of the air and
on frequencies above 1,000 mc, a rebroadcasts it. WWDC Washington has a satellite connected by
region in which progress was extremely rapid during the war. wire line to a suburban transmitEquipment of the type planned for
ter. WSAI Cincinnati, located outcommon carrier relays probably
side the city, feeds a downtown
satellite by wire line. WLLH
would prove suitable.
Lowell, Mass., has a booster in
Judging by present thought of Lawrence.
these experts, complete installation
of a booster transmitter should
WBZA Springfield carries the

Possible
same program as WBZ Boston but
the operation is regarded as synchronous rather than satellite because of the distance between the
cities.
Among objections mentioned to
the
pickup signal
of a station's
broadcast
off the airstandard
is the
fact that any interference and fadingnal.areThecarried
on
the
booster
wire connection does signot
have this disadvantage but is Regardedstasal expensive
and
the
ation also is difficult in manyinsections where existing poles are
not available.
It is proposed to use an ultrahigh frequency
a fraction
of signal
a wattof toperhaps
relay
broadcast signals to boosters.
Past development of satellites
has been blocked by complexities
(Continued on page 80)

OPA
Controls Peril Yule
Sen. Homer E. Capehart (RSearch for Information
Ind.), former head of The CapeIs Discouraged By
Agency
Reliable reports in the manufacturing industry
that OPAfactors
will announce final increase
for
By BILL BAILEY
UNLESS the Office of Price Ad- set parts on Oct. 3 could not be
ministration acts quickly to (1) confirmed. Nor were they denied at
lift controls from radio parts or OPA where officials refused to give
Manufacturers,
(2) fix
there'll bybe any information.
few
radioprice
sets ceilings,
on the market
a wheel
until
OPA takes won't
action.turnSen.
Capehart
Christmas, unemployment will be meanwhile,
rampant in the manufacturing field (R-Ind.) charges OPA policy is
and the public must wait until retarding reconversion and creating
some
time next year for promised unemployment.
receivers.
That's
the consensus after
of opinion
(now the Capeamong manufacturers
weeks hart, Indianapolis
hart division, Farnsworth
Tel.
of bickering with OPA. Radio & Radio Corp.), manufacturers of
Mfrs. Assn. has requested action. combination radio-phonographs, is
OPA has countered with demands carrying on a one-man campaign
in Congress to break down the
for cost production data. Manufac- OPA
resistance to industry. Said
give suchofdata
becauseturersofsay they
the can't
peculiarities
the Sen. Capehart: "Unless the OPA
radio set-making industry.
does something soon, there won't

Set Making
be any radio set manufacturing
and thousands of people will be
Despite fiat assertions of OPA
unemployed."
officials thatmation,"
they'dBroadcasting
"give nolearned
inforthat
the
OPA
through
the
"back
"door," has assured manufacturers
that on Oct. 3 price ceilings will
be set on parts and receivers.
Efforts to confirm that at OPA
led to a merry-go-round of buck
passing.
Earl Morse, head of the parts
pricing division of OPA who is
supposed
know towhat's
next,
was to
too
see a coming
representative obusy
f Broadcasting.
His
(Continued on page 89)

NAB BLAMES OPA
Sets No Nearer Now Than
On VJ-Day
IN A STATEMENT Friday, NAB
asserted that the nation is little
nearer new radio sets than it was
on VJ-Day and, comments NAB,
"it's OPA trouble". Following is
the statement:
"Despite the page ads in national
magazines, chunks of newspaper
copy, and
adverDay.
tising, the some
nation broadcast
is little nearer
new radio sets than it was on VJ" 'It's OPA trouble' asserts our
reliable grapevine.
"A mere trickle of sets is being
produced today. Mostly samples.
Some parts manufacturers are
producing
stock ... to bewhen,
released to setformanufacturers
as and if they get a suitable price.
"Should the break come anytime
soon, it would be possible for a
considerable quantity of new sets
to "It
reachis theunderstood
public by that
year'sample
end.
flowing
the replaceDrawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix parts mentaremarket,
where into
permitted
price
"It's a reporter! He wanted to kilow about receiving set prices!"
schedule is fairly satisfactory".
BROADCASTING
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Expect to Expand
"NAB Suggests 25th Anniversary Stamp
Ryan Forwards Petition
To President For
Approval
PETITION to President Truman
proposingorativeissuance
of a commem-of
stamp in recognition
the
radio
industry's
the
nation was sent to the service
White toHouse
Fridaytiresbythis J.week
Haroldas Ryan,
who
interim NABrepresident.
The stamp would be a feature of
i National Radio Week Nov. 4-10,
winding up the celebration of
► radio's 25 years of service.
An attractive ring-bound volume
nearly 2x3 feet, the petition was
prepared by Willard D. Egolf,
NAB director of public relations.
It contains over a hundred letters
from leading figures in official, educational, business, religious, civic,
service and entertainment circles. LAST official act of J. Harold Ryan, interim NAB president who retires
These letters, addressed to Presi- after nearly two years service, was to send to President Truman this
dent Truman, point to the public
service of broadcasting in its 25 petition for a postage stamp commemorating National Radio Week
years of operation and cite reasons Nov. 4-10 and celebrating radio's 25th anniversary.
for recognition of radio through a was reached in mid-September, aster and war.
commemorative stamp.
Stations are urged to recount
after winning of the war, NAB ex- their
service to civil and military
plains that the spirit of celebraDesigns Submitted
tion of victory should permeate organizations through the year,
Two suggested stamp designs the week
tying in with their anniversary
in view of radio's im- dates.
are submitted. One stamp, of the
Those with poster board
large size often used for commem- struggle. portant contribution in the contracts are advised to feature
oratives, shows a transmitter house
"Radio waits for the writer anniversary copy. Station schedI and tower at the right, with city whose
ules, house organs and advertising
genius will catch the depth
at left and country scene in center.
also should carry mesages, the
and
of
radio's
own
story,"
ItPostage,
bears the25th
legend Anniversary
: "United Statesof the breadth
NAB
says. Display boards and
NAB statement says. Sugcabinets in station foyers and other
gested
program
ideas
include
a
25Broadcasting,
1920-1945",
and is ofof year parade of radio's public serv- public places are included. Refer3-cent
denomination.
The other,
ence to the week is advised in
ice, parade of music, sports parade,
conventional upright size, shows a summary
of news reporting, re- broadcast continuity as the date aptower over which is the legend "25th
proaches. Network participation
creation of special events and reAnniversary of Broadcasting", with
port on radio in emergencies, dis- already is being arranged.
the "1920-1945" placed across the
I tower. It also is a 3-cent stamp.
Included in the petition is a
Duties
presentation of the story of radio Miller Assumes NAB
I in war and peace. Wartime achievements, set ownership data and other
information are presented in detail. During Meeting S t ar ting Today
Inserted in the inside cover is a JUSTIN MILLER, new president
Miller on Air
copy of the NAB book Management of the NAB, assumes his new duties
in the Public Interest.
during a two-day meeting of the
JUSTIN MILLER, new president of the NAB, makes his
Resolution authorizing the com- trade association's board of directors, starting Monday morning
first broadcast since taking
memorative stamp petition was apover that position Tuesday,
proved by the NAB board last Aug. (Oct. 1) and closing the following
7. Should approval be given the evening with an inaugural dinner
Oct. Columbia
2, 10:35-10:45
p.m. over
the
Network.
petition the Post Office Department at the Hotel Statler, Washington.
would use its own judgment in seMore than 700 persons will attend the dinner, with major Gov- Elias will introduce the three speaklection of, a design. The two proers: Paul Porter, FCC chairman; J.
ernment agencies and the FCC beposed designs are believed to confirm to postal practice from artistic
ing well represented. Invitations Harold Ryan, retiring interim
and technical viewpoints.
were sent out in mid-September NAB president; and Mr. Miller,
and acceptances were received
(Continued on page 87)
American System
from most of those in high official
Another step in connection with
KSD Carries Games
the National Radio Week was posts.
The new president takes office as
taken last week when NAB sent to the trade association nears the cli- SCHEDULE of the KSD broadof the Missouri and Illinois
i stations a statement of policy and
max of radio's 25th anniversary footballcasts games
has been announced,
general discussion of objectives and
i methods.
with
Harold
Grimes handling the
Welcoming
ceremonies
at
the
year.
accounts. The eight
yiWerming the event "radio's own Statler dinner will be in charge play-by-play
Don S. Elias, an NAB director- games will be sponsored by the
j celebration",
NAB system
points ofoutbroadthat ofat-large
it is the American
and executive director of Boyd-Richardson Clothing Co., St.
casting and not the physical advent WWNC Asheville, N. C. Besides Louis, retail clothiers. Broadcasts
of radio that is being celebrated. contributing the off-the-cuff anec- began Sept. 29 and are to continue
dotes for which he is famed, Mr. every Saturday through Nov. 17.
Since decision to stage Radio Week
BROADCASTING
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Spending for Ads
A MAJORITY of national advertisers, 63%, expect to have larger
advertising appropriations in 1946
than 1944, and 73% will spend
more for advertising than they did
in 1940, according to a survey just
completed of 152 members of the
Assn. of National Advertisers.
For the balance of this year, the
ad18% of national
survey shows,
vertisers wil increase
advertising
expenditure
and
only
2%
plan
reductions.
exANA members
5% of less
Onlypect to spend
advertisi
in 1946
than in 1944for and
half ngof
are temthese say the reductiogns 32%
will
porary. The remainin
1944. Of
as
1946
in
spend the same
increases, more
planning
63%
the
than half estimate that they will
- 20% or more above the 1944
Jspend
estimate
the from
level, with
creases varying
a lows of
of 5%into a high of 300%.
memA large majority of ANA recond that
reporte
nt a major
bers,version87%,does not
represe
problem and of the remaining 13%
only one expected it would take
more than a year for its postwar
to equal the prewar
production
Two-thirds of the national
volume.
d definite plans
reporte
sers
adverti
to introduce new products within
are un-s
Anothernew2% product
year.that their
the next certain
the market ngwithin that
on
be
will
time and the remaini 32% do
new prodbring erout 1946.
not expect
ucts before toSeptemb
During the war 70% of the
companies asked theiron advertising
to take new tasks,
departments
such
as public, employe, community
and government relations.
FCC REITERATES ITS
RULE ON PROGRAMS
DENYING six applications for experimental television and eight for
FM developmental stations in the
old band, FCC last week reiterated
its rule that applicants "make a
satisfactory showing of a meritorious programs of research and exWhile recognizing
for de-in
perimentation".
velopmental work for need
television
the higher frequencies and for FM
in 88-108not mcgrant
band,applications
FCC said "itin
would
either of these fields unless the appresented a genuine
programplicant
of research
and clearly
showedtion wasthatnecessary
an experimental
stafor carrying
forward the research".
The Commission said it will "exthe torepresentations ofamine
eachcarefully"
applicant
determine
whether the proposed research is
more properly the subject of an
application
a commercial television or FM forstation.
Of 16 applications acted upon,
the Commission granted only two:
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, and
The Hallicrafter Co., Chicago.
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FM PIONEERS

SPEAK — FIRST OF A SERIES

FM
Broadcaster
Tells Troubles,
Successes
WBCA
Faced Its
BROADCASTING presents herewith the first in a series of articles on
FM written by men who have pioneered in the art. Mr. Asch leads off
Problems With
with some sound advice on management. His experience as the only
licensee of an independent commercial FM station operating in compeRealism
tition with AM stations has been unique. Born in Newark, N. J., Aug. 1,
1899, Mr. Asch attended Union College in Schenectady; was 16 years
By LEONARD L. ASCH
with
the
General Electric Co. in publicity and sales promotion; recipient
President, WBCA Schenectady
in
1924
of
the Coffin Award, GEs "Legion of Honor" for outstanding
THE MANAGEMENT story of FM
service. He resigned from GE to enter broadcasting — conducting an
for Broadcasting, requires me to
advertising agency and finally organizing WBCA.
point to ourselves, WBCA. You
will please pardon the subjective
One with 5 spots weekly, have
the basis of the cost of a direct
illustration.
take a contour.
look at
mail campaign per FM listener continued without interruption for
the WBCA 50Let'smicrovolt
home. Pre-Pearl Harbor, the fact the full four years. Seventy-four
The capital district of New York
that FM homes constantly were per cent are repeats.
State, 6,589 sq. miles, has a populaWhen a local merchant comes
increasing in the WBCA area, plus
tion of 1,094,300 and 285,539 radio
the promise of a guaranteed rate back with cash on the barrel-head
homes. If you like more detail,
for
the
contract
period,
enabled
the
getting reasonable results!
there are 185,057 urban and 100,station to sell the idea of a less — heTheis Mutual
412 rural radio homes in the metBroadcasting Systhan direct mail cost equivalent.
ropolitan district of Schenectady,
tem is finding national advertisers
Albany and Troy, with more than
Local merchants r.esponded and and agencies progressively recep15.000 FM homes.
tive, so that we find ourselves over
in some instances, farsighted busiSnugly fitted into this market
ness men, who spotted the future the sustaining network requirearea, are 8 AM stations : 1 50-KW ;
opportunities of FM, asked to have
ment. Leading agencies are recontracts made on a two to five
1 1-KW; 1 1-KWD, 500 WN; 1
peaters— but many are slow in
1-KW sharing, and 4 250-W; plus
accepting
FM.
year
basis
at
the
existing
time
rate.
Mr.
ASCH
2 FM stations; 1 television; 1
am sorry that we declined these
WBCA has no "rep" in New
facsimile; 2 shortwave; 3 ST interest with resultant likes and Ioffers
with thanks.
never had a local salesrelays, and much radar, which of
In a period of four years, 167 York, and
the cloth to fit.
man. We prefer to sell conservacourse is very hush, hush. In ad- dislikes. We cut
local merchants, in 51 lines of busitively, selecting our sponsors where
Rates
dition, applications have been filed
ness, have used WBCA for a total
some ticklish mafor 2 AM and 3 FM, CP's. A bit
of $39,865.00 in local time sales at possible, with
The glibobviously
"radio homes
neuvering toavoid
houses,
formula
would pernotdollar"
apply the
competitive
—
you'll
admit.
$50 per hour evening base rate high-pressure
spot "borax"
merchandisers,
In studying this area we found to FM in 1941. "Mail count" and schedule.
that only 1 AM station landed a "success stories" were not yet
and
other
such
"quick-dollar"
One with a weekly 15 minute
tomers. It is our belief that custhe
good signal in the entire market available. A realistic approach to
temporary
loss of this type of imarea, and one other ran a not too the listening audience because of show.
One
with
a
%
time
weekly,
15
:
::74"
mediate
"easy"
revenue
will
be
close second. This is the spot for FM set problem, dictated adoption minute strip show.
compensated by a more constant
FM, was our thought, so we did of an unorthodox rate scale.
One
with
a
5
minute
news
strip,
(Continued on page 81)
the necessary work back in happy
We finally found a yardstick on 6 times weekly, and
1940, and WBCA went on the air
in
July
1941,
with
a
16-hour
daily
schedule that has been maintained
to date in spite of hell and high Newcomers
water, and our mountain transof FM — Durr
Lett Out
revive broadof questionable value that they will for it thatcasting aits an"would
mark. mitter has passed the 25,000-hour Sees Little Hope New become
of
meaningless when needed public service" instrumentality
Service Will Solve
Our first concern, naturally, was
would
materialize.
to
arouse
us
to
meet
the
great
chal"It
now
seems
more
likely
that
to deliver a usable high-fidelity
Radio Problems
signal carrying a listener-attracCommissioner
advocated it will become predominantly a
lenges ahead."whichDurr
of FM as the so- three steps
listeners can mere adjunct of our standard
tive program structure. "Public THE PROMISE
l
u
t
i
o
n
t
o
the
shortcomings
of
radio
service, convenience and necessity," cannot be relied upon; only a vigi- take to insure that the public trus- broadcasting system," he predicted.
you bet — but confidentially, back
te ship of radioHechannels
is wisely
He erssaid
that existing
broadcastlant public can see to it that administered.
suggested,
first,
will have
heavy advantages
in 1941 we had hoped to make a
broadcasting is operated in the that citizens communicate their over the newcomers in operating
little money too!
best interest of society.
satisfaction or dissatisfaction with FM stations in that they will be
Program Structure
This was the tenor of an address programs to the broadcaster.
able to absorb the expense of the
In addition, the Commissioner new service with little effect on
In July 1941, with an off the air last Wednesday
byDurr
FCC before
Commissioner
Clifford
J.
the
their
net profits, utilizing perpick-up from Paxton (110 miles air- Christ Church Forum in New York urged, "do not hesitate to write
. [it] has ofthe looking
immeline) and Alpine (127 miles air- in which he warned of the dangers the FCCdiate. .responsibility
sonnel, studios and other equipline), plus local programs from a
ment for both operations.
temporary studio in the mountain of apathy toward overcommercial- after your interests and it should
Programming Expense
top transmitter house, WBCA went ism of programs and emphasized know what you want and expect."
Commissioner Durr declared
on the air. With the delivery of our the immense responsibility of raFurther, he suggested, listeners
should make their wishes known to "the cards are stacked still more"
dio in achieving world security.
ST, local programs became availHe also addressed the conference Congress, to whom the FCC is against the newcomer who will
able from the Schenectady studios.
An average of 29 live local shows on FM Education at Austin, Tex., directly accountable, if they "feel ha"ve to bear the expense of proper week, plus Mutual and Yankee last Thursday.
that the Commission is not propgram ing his station while the
network shows, Alpine music with
erly exercising the responsibility existing broadcaster can use the
In these times in which public
an occasional WQXR show plus understanding of important prob- which Congress has imposed on it same programs he carries over his
Associated Vertical Transcriptions
lems depends so much on the man- or . . . lacks the statutory author- standard station. "And the broadner in which they are presented
and AP news, was our original setcasters themselves," he pointed
ity fullyDurr
to safeguard
Mr.
said thatyourFM rights."
opens
over the radio, Commissioner
up and continues today.
"are more
endeavoring
to strengtL'
the favored
position
Basically this formula has found Durr declared, "We cannot afford new opportunities from the stand- enout,even
point of fidelity of reception and which has been given them.
favor with our audience. Mail sur- to permit the noblest words of our
"Many
of
them
are
offering
to
veys averaging a 50 % % return, languagestanttoattachment
be so degraded
by con- expansion of stations but he exto merchandise
pressed doubt that the hopes held
indicate a high degree of listener
(Continued on page 82)
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Anchor
Modern shipbuilding has done away with the romantic ship anchor. Instead it favors tljat _ business-like
affair in the picture. It has flukes instead of hooks-. And
a socket which allows it to become more securely imbedded on the bottom.
Radio station time buying has been made more
business-like too.

. Down here in Baltimore we've got a successful independent that gives you more listeners-per-dollar-spent
than any other station in this five-station town.
If you want to imbed your sales story more deeply
in this great Baltimore market . . . W-I-T-H is your
anchor.

No more automatic buying of the big-name call
letters that go back to early days in radio. No romancing.
Instead it's, "How many listeners do I get for the
money I spend?"
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

TH
<Wi
|
Baltimore, Md.
^0
^^
Tom Tinsley, President ' Represented Nationally by Headley-Reed
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FCC Sets Hearing
on FM Assignments
BarryRecalled
c
addition, he pointed out, the WBCA Marcus Loew
Booking Agency, sub- To N. Y. by
Many Members of FMBI transmitter
Net
is located on a mounmit ed a letter from the Graybar LAST WEEK the new executive
tain top and is one of few U. S. Electric Co. declaring its engineers setup
Unable to Begin
of American Broadcasting
areas
which
has
a
rime
condition.
have
not
yet
determined
the
defitake shape following
Service Jan. 1
nite conversion they will use in Co. began ofto responsibility
Pierson & Ball, counsel for
for the
AS A RESULT of protests from WMTW
(Yankee Network), their FM transmitters and that transfer
networks
operations
from ViceCBS and NBC against frequencies advised Boston
that
necessary
equipment
they
are
not
yet
able
to
say
when
Chairman
Chester
J.
LaRoche
to
assigned for their FM stations in
be available before the mid- equipment will be available.
President casting,Mark
Woods [BroadNew York, the FCC last Friday will dlenotof February
Sept.
24].
and
that
it
does
Dow, Lohnes & Albertson, counordered a hearing for Oct. 15. The
sel for WDRC-FM Hartford, Conn.,
Charles C. (Bud) Barry was renot appear "humanly
possible"
for
nets were ordered to submit by the
to begin tests
on Dec.
called from Washington where he
Oct. 10 exact frequencies they de- 1 aslicensee
requested
a
six
months'
extension,
required.
The
station
also
sire for their stations and for other stated that weather conditions on pointing out that none of four has been representing the network
transmitter
manufacturers
conto rejoin the program department
existing FM metropolitan stations. top of Mt. Washington, where the
tacted could guarantee delivery as national program manager. He
Participants were given until Oct. transmitter is located, do not perbefore
April
1.
reports
to Adrian Samish, who last
10 to file appearances.
mit transportation of equipment
The Commission also received
electedin vice-presiLewis Allen Weiss, vice-presi- Thursday
October and end of May.
dent
of
thewascompany
charge of
objections to the Jan. 1 deadline between
(Continued
on
page
91)
WHNF
New
York,
owned
by
programs
to
succeed
Hubbell Robfor the beginning of regular servinson Jr., who resigned from that
ice by existing FM stations on the
new band. A number of. stations FCC Orders KSOO or KELO Be Sold; post following
Mr. LaRoche'sduties.
retirement from management
advised they were unable to obtain
Mr. Barry should be able to step
necessary equipment by that time. Licensee Given Six Months to Comply into
his new post with a minimum
Simultaneously, the FMBI re- IN THE THIRD of a series of
as until June 29 of
The findings pointed out that an ofthispreparation,
ported that a survey to determine
year he served the network
whether stations would meet the precedent-setting decisions the last application filed by KSOO for full- as national
director
of program
deadline revealed that of 22 mem- fortnight, the FCC last week pro- time operation with 10 kw and
posed to deny the license renewal directional antenna at night to pro- operations.
bers replying, about half will be
Fred Smith Resigns
unable to do so and that the re- of KSOO Sioux Falls, S. D., but
tect WRVA Richmond, Va., dominant station on the 1140 kc chanmainder expect to comply by hav- gave the Sioux Falls Broadcast
Fred Smith, vice-president and
nel,
was
dismissed
in
September
Assn.
Inc.,
licensee,
until
March
25,
engineers
build ■ toup theor 1946, to dispose of either KSOO or 1942 without prejudice after the director of advertising and promodifying their
their
transmitters
motion, also resigned last week. No
new band.
KELO under the duopoly regula- freeze orders.
successor has been named but it
tion (Sec. 3.35).
"Since the Commission has de- was
CBS and NBC registered strong
announced that E. J. (Mike)
termined
that
the
common
ownerobjections to their assignments,
Asserting that
the is"present
Huber will continue as advertising
ship of both of these stations is in manager
situation
indicaboth from the standpoint of effect KSOO-KELO
and Theodore I. Obertive of the worst effects of non- contravention of the multiple own- felder
on coverage areas and the philosoas director of audience procompetition as far as community
ership rule, the licensee will have
phy governing the assignments.
motion,
reporting directly to
the choice of retaining KELO with Mr. Woods. bothMr.
Zenith Radio Corp. also protested servicesion isconcluded
concerned,"
CommisSmith, who had
that the the
stations
are its fulltime operation, or of keep- been
reduction in its radiated power.
assistant
to the Secretary of
Leonard L. Asch, president of used to supplement each other.
ing KSOO with its limited-time the Treasury before
joining AmerWBCA Schenectady, N. Y., in reSioux Falls company had con- operation,"
the proposed
ican and before that with Young &
sion. If thesaidlatter
alternativedeci-is Rubicam
questing an extension of time to
tended that the duopoly regulation
and
BBDO,
is expected
the licensee corporation will
begin tests on the new frequency, does not apply inasmuch as KSOO chosen,
his own public relainformed the Commission he has is a daytime station only, operat- have the opportunity of applying to establish
tions and promotion organization.
a nighttime operation.
been advised by General Electric
ing with 5 kw on 1140 kc, while forSioux
of Mr. Robinson
Falls Broadcast Assn. Inc. andResignations
Co. that the best delivery date ob- KELO is a 250 w outlet, operating
Mr.
Smith, as key members of
is
owned
75%
by
Joseph
Henkin,
tainable on necessary equipment is from 10 a.m. to midnight on 1230
the
executive
group
by
from six to eight months. A deliv- kc and that the FCC originally his son, Morton, and daughter, Mr. LaRoche to carry organized
out his plans
Ruth, and 25% by Sam C. Fantle for a new type of network
ery date of four months was given granted KELO to provide night- Jr.
organiBoth Henkins and Mr. Fantle
time service to the Sioux Falls area.
him by Radio Engineering Labs. In
zation, had been generally anticiare in the broadcast business.
It appeared
likely with
that 10the kwappliIt was somewhat of a surprise,
cation for fulltime
for however,
pated. when Alfred Wallenstein,
KSOO would be prosecuted and who
FMBI
Urges More Channels; KELO
as recently as August had acwould be sold. Mr. Fantle
is understood to be interested in
d the position of[Broadcasting,
musical director ofcepteAmerican
Charges FCC Is Stifling FM acquiring KELO should the HenA HARD-HITTING resolution acAug. ment
13],that resigned
with
a statesolved that "because of the failure kins decide to keep KSOO.
he had taken the
post
In one of the two other decisions,
cusing the FCC of "failure to meet of the Commission to meet its rebecause
"existing
policies
and
pers
p
o
n
s
i
b
i
l
i
t
y
i
n
this
respect,
it
now
FCC
ordered
Buffalo
Broadcastits
responsibility"
was
adopted
sonnel
indicated
to
me
beyond
unanimously by the FM Broad- becomes necessary for FMBI to
Co. (WGR-WKBW) not only doubt that together we could
casters Inc. board of directors, urge a substantial increase in the to doing away
with a lease
arrange-of establish leadership and distinction
ment with Churchill
Tabernacle
meeting last Tuesday at the Wal- number of channels assigned to
such as no network now has in the
dorf Towers, New York.
Buffalo,
but
to
divest
itself
of either music
this
service."
field ... I had confidence
An executive committee, headed WGR or WKBW [Broadcasting,
FMBI charged the FCC has
of the netfailed to provide the "truly free by Wayne Coy of the Washington Sept. 17]. Temporary licenses were that thework management
judging by the important
of WINX Washing- granted for 90 days on condition
radio
service"
that is possible
assigning
an insufficient
numberby Post, ton,licensee
and applicant for the Jansky that within 10 days applicant file step it had already taken to imof FM channels. The Commission & Bailey FM station in the nation's with the Commission a statement would prove
the public service of radio,
also was accused of imposing arti- capital,
was authorized to confer establishing that the "applicant has ideas. wholeheartedly support my
ficial regulations that in effect will with "appropriate representatives full
control
over
the
stations".
The third case involved WGST
saddle FM with the same scarcity of NAB in respect to the develop"I deeply"that
regret,
therefore,"
ment of a free radio in this coun- Atlanta, in which the FCC ordered concluded,
the recent
changeshe
of license availability that "is responsible for most of the regulapolicy
and
personnel
make
it
try." On the committee with Mr. that Georgia School of Technology, in
Coy, FMBI vice-president, are Cecil the licensee, stop making payments obvious to me that our project
ingtorytoday.issues" facing AM broadcast- Mastin of WNBF Binghamton, N. to Southern Broadcasting Stations would be no longer possible of
Y., and Gordon Gray, WMIT [Broadcasting, Sept. 24]. WGST achievement, and accordingly I feel
Declaringsignment ofthat
by the
as- Winston-Salem.
more "only
channels
to FM
given 90 days to apply for I must
tender my resumes
resignation."
Paul Whiteman
the post
If NAB agrees to take up the awasconstruction
broadcast service can the hopes fight
and license
for additional channels for to operate on thepermit
same frequency, of network director of music, which
and aspirations for a truly free
(Continued on page 84)
(Continued on page 88)
without the management contract.
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"SOD'S GREATEST MIRACLE II STDNE"

So said Chief Justice John Marshall when
he first viewed the Natural Bridge of Virginia. This rare formation of solid rock, ninety feet across and two hundred and fifteen
feet high, is one of the many diverse natural wonders m the Mother State of Virginia which has attracted thousands
of visitors from all over the world. Thomas Jefferson bought the land on which it stands in 1774
from King George III of England for twenty shillings ... the monument which nature has worked
with patient labor and magnificent skill to construct . . . the monument revered by the Indians for so many, many years
previously ... a Natural wonder in our times. So, too, W R VA brings the bounteous services of a modern, manmade wonder to Virginia, to the South, to the Nation . . . today's radio, the world within reach at the turn of a dial.
50,000 WATTS .... NIGHT AND DAY
STUDIOS IN RICHMOND AND
NORFOLK. VIRGINIA

Western
Let him show you
what we mean
With the Frequency Watchman on guard,
stability of the Western Electric Synchronized FM transmitter is governed by the
stability of the low frequency crystal,
which varies less than 25 cycles per million for an ambient temperature range
from 40° to 130° F. To demonstrate this
split-second control, let's take an extreme
case with a far greater deviation than
would occur when the transmitter is on
the air.

FM

Frequency

provides

Electric
Watchman

split-second

control

ZERO HOUR: Starting up offer a shutdown, transmitter may be 3000 cycles
above or below assigned frequency. Frequency Watchman goes to work.

ZERO PLUS 6/10 OF A SECOND:
The Watchman- in the fraction of a second
— has reduced deviation to 2000 cycles.

ZERO PLUS 3 SECONDS: Frequency
Watchman has now brought actual frequency to within 400 cycles of assigned
frequency.

ZERO PLUS 6 SECONDS: Transmitter
is on its assigned frequency and the
Watchman will hold it there.

TUCKED away inside every Western Electric FM transmitter is the Frequency
Watchman, a super sentry who maintains continuous and accurate control of the
transmitter's mean carrier frequency. Comes the slightest frequency deviation and he
corrects it quietly and efficiently. He works so fast that even in the extreme case shown
at the left, the correction is made in a few seconds. He is always on the alert, helping to make Western Electric FM transmitters the easiest to control and operate. He
is another reason why more stations will choose
Synchronzied FM.
For the full story, send for your copy of the illustrated booklet, r'The Frequency Watchman." Just
drop a line to Graybar Electric Co., 420 Lexington
Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

End
of War
Puts
Emphasis
on Local
News
1923-24-25, for Macon Telegraph, Airings were made for five minutes the most promise for radio and
News Experts Find as a basis for turning trained radio at 10:10 a.m., 15 minutes at 6:15 journalism.
"Within the past two weeks we
people into news gatherers for the p.m., and five minutes at 10:15 p.m.
Interest Still
air.
The reception by the public was have added a dischargee from the
''Our chief announcer and news- the most enthusiastic of anything Army Air Forces who was studyGreat
ing journalism when he entered the
caster was made news editor, and we have ever done, and within a
our
civic and educational director month we had added a journalism service. During 13 months in a GerCOMMENTS by radio editors on
man prison camp he continued his
their postwar plans for news cov- (a well known lady in civic circles) graduate of Wesleyan College, a studies
by securing journalism
was made his reportorial staff. young lady who had been selected books from
erage
[Broadcasting,
Sept.
3]
have
Geneva. These four
elicited further observations from Beats were set up on the same by the college to receive our annual devote their entire
to getting
other station and network experts. basis as a newspaper city room. $100 award to the student showing the news of Macon. time
We have also
Among them aifl^Robert Kinter,
added a high-school boy who has
nice-president of American Broadshownmer asunusual
abilityat this
suma freelancer
50 cents
casting Co.; Wilton E. Cobb, general manager of WMAZ Macon;
THERE'LL
ALWAYS
BE
NEWS
per
story.
He
is
to
be
our
school
Walter Haase, general manager of
and teen-age correspondent.
IS NEWS interesting in peacetime?
WDRC Hartford, Yen Miller, news
Three Unsponsored
Ralph Worden, news director of WGAR Cleveland, says it is. To
editor of KVOO Tulsa; Tom
prove
it
he
picked
a
day
at
random
—
a
day
eight
years
ago,
Sept.
McCarthy, news editor of WKRC
"The
broadcasts
the
13,
1937.
Here
are
a
few
of
the
stories
in
the
7:15
a.m.
newscast:
title ofthree
Towntalk
are under
withheld
Cincinnati; and Dave Driscoll, diFreighter Aground, 16 Rescued; 21 N. Y. Movies Bombed With
rector t^WOR-Mutual news and
from sponsorship. We consider
Stench and Tear Gas, Blame Union Rivalry; Closed Chicago Schools
special features.
them
our "front page"
and the
Teach by Radio; Chicago Zoo Directer Puts Perfume and Flowers
expense
Mr. Cobb, noting that his station
in Lions Cage, Lions Enraged, Lionesses Purr and Fondle Flowers;
service toisourcharged
city. off to public
in Georgia concentrates on extenPilot
Zadkoff
of
Russian
Search
Party
Crashes
in
Arctic;
Party
"I still regret that newspapers
sive courage of local news, finds
toGuild.
Scale Shiva's Temple in Grand Canyon; AFL Expels Newspaper
that his 5,000-watt CBS-affiliated
couldn't see the place of radio and
outlet "covers from 50 to 60 councooperate
by furAmong headlines on the 11 p.m. newscast that day were these:
nishing with
them newsstations
and saving
this
ties of the Middle Georgia area".
Wallace
Beery
Wounded
by
Blank
Cartridge;
George
Brent,
necessary
competition.
I
wish
Experiment in Local News
Constance Worth Annulment Refused; John Roosevelt, Ann Clark
news and wires would never radio
send
Engagement; BMT Strike Threatens in N. Y.; Stock Market Hits
"Believing that the end of the
out a mentflash
embarrassNew Low for Year; Feature Story on Counterfeiters; Atty. Gen.
such asandwasbring
recently
caused
war estwould
lessen
the
public's
interCummings
Says if President Read All Laws and Supreme Court
in network newscasts and comthrough
the
very
speed
of our
Decisions It Would Take Over Lifetime; Atlantic Storm Moves
medium.
mentators we started, some four
Away From Coast; Gov. Townsend Says No More Sentiment for
months ago, an experiment in local
"In addition to our local news,
we have added INS to our service
FDR Court Plan; First X-Ray Movies Shown; U. S. Monetary
news. At that time trained reportPlan Offered; League Meets at Geneva, China and Spain Protestwhich already included PA. We
ers were practically unavailable, so
ing, Refuses to Recognize Ethiopia as Italian Colony.
use these in building up newscasts
we took my own experience as a
(Continued on page 72)
reporter and sports editor back in

SIOUX

KSOO
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FALLS,

SO.

DAKOTA

1140 K C - 5000 WATTS
National Representatives
HOWARD H. WILSON CO.
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AGAIN

FOR

MIDWEST
FARMER
DAY
When you can pull farmers away from their important work in the fields to attend a radio
shindig
. . . party,
that's pulling
power.the And
when hadyoumade
can most
pull nearly
of these
soldiers
of thein
soil to your
even though
weather
of them70,000
at least
two weeks
behind
their work . . . well, you can use the biggest adjectives in the book for that kind of power. That's
what WNAX did with its annual Mid- West Farmer Day, this year. Nearly 70,000 strong they
came . . . from the five states of North and South Dakota, Nebraska, Minnesota and Iowa. They
heard
William USN,
D. Leahy,
ReartheirAdmiral
J. J.. ."Jocko"
Rear
AdmiralAdmiral
H. B. Miller,
praise USN,
them for
war effort
. enjoyedClark,
WNAXUSN,and and
network
radio
. . sawfor the
selection
it was shows
a big .time
the annual
Big Aggie
clan. of the "typical Midwest farmer" for '45. In every way

(Above) MUSIC MAKERS (from MEET YOUR
(Below)
' YOUR NAVY ORCHESTRA
NAVY)MEET

(Above) ONLY
CENTERCROWD.
PORTION
OF THEEVERY
STANDING
ROOM
JAMMING
INCH

n
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Our sincere thanks
Navy, The American
Company, Ladies Be
Meet Your Navy, for
this event America's
Picnic.

to the U. S.
Broadcasting
Seated, and
helping make
Biggest Farm

One of the big events of the day
was the tinduction
of the sixTribe.digniaries into the Rosebud
1
32
4

OF THE YANKTON STADIUM TO ENJOY ONE
OF THE "MIDWEST FARMER DAY'' SESSIONS
FICAU MIDWEST Wi
mamm men
L«rr re hi«ht,
WINNER
John Oeser, Westside, Iowa
RUNNKR8UP IN CONTEST i
Leo W. Hotovy, Dwight, Neb.
C Morrison, Neche, N. D.
W. J. AssussEN, Agar, S. D.
E. A. Pedbrson, Benson, Minn.

SIX CHIEFS
Fleet Admirel W«. D.
K.USN
R. Admir.l
Borod H. B Miller. USN
Rear
USN
Clerk,Admir.l
USN
Re«r
Gerdner Oleen
Cowlee,J. J.jr. "Jocko1'

JOHNNY OLSEN and AUNT JEMIMA
with "Ladies Be Seated" Broadcast

UMAX
SIOUX CITY • YANKTON
A Cowles Station
Represented by Katz Agency

*
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Chicago

WCOL
American Broadcasting Co. Affiliate

'nnounce5

The Appointment of
THE

HEADLEY-REED
COMPANY
as National Representatives
with Offices at:
New York 17, N. Y.

San Francisco 14, Calif.

Chicago 1, III.

Detroit 2, Mich.

Atlanta 3, Ga.

Los Angeles 14, Calif.

WCOL
The Listening Habit
of Central Ohio

COLUMBUS
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15, OHIO

Brewery

Proves

Value

Of Local Production Programs
A LOCAL SPONSOR with a net- local ket—10.5.
program in the Chicago marwork talent budget is as hard to
To lend variety to their adverfind as a pair of nylons, but in
tising schedule, Mitchell-Faust reChicago the Mitchell-Faust Advertising Co. points with pride to its
centlyscriptiplaced
tranons onWGNEasyfor Aces
their client,
client, Peter Hand Brewery Co.,
them four mysteries, a
which sponsors no less than six giving
comedy and a variety show as a
production broadcasts a week, all broadside.
on WGN.
As still another example of the
Breaking precedents seems to be
spirit of both the sponsor
an old story for this sponsor-agen- pioneer
and
Meister Brau this week
cy combination. In the first place, beganagency,
a
seriesTribune
of full-page
Peter Hand Brewery uses three The Chicago
plugging,ads notin
the
product,
but
the
radio
shows it
completegrams a week
half-hour
"thriller"
proto boost its product,
Meister Brau beer. These, Crime sponsors.
It's another of those "it couldn't
Files of Flamond, Country Sheriff
be done, but we did it" success
and Mystery House are all written stories
to be there's
tried in always
radio.
by
one ofGeorge
radio's
most prolific somethingthatnewproves
scripters,
Anderson.
Last summer, an admittedly poor ATLANTIC REFINING
time for a give-away offer, Meister
Brau started a radio campaign that
USING 78 OUTLETS
broke all the rules of the game. TENTH consecutive year of footFirst, they made a summer-time
ball broadcasting by Atlantic Reoffer. Second, the listener was refining Co., Philadelphia, [Broadquired to send in at least two coins
casting, Sept. 24] finds six sports
(35 cents) as well as detailed in- announcers on the schedule for the
structions for lettering on a per- ninth consecutive season. The six
sonalized stationery offer.
are Byrum Saam, Claude Haring,
While station and agency ex- Woody Wolf, Tom McMahon. Tom
perts were clucking tongues over Manning and Lee Kirby.
the sudden insanity of the Mitchstations will be
ell-Faust people, letters began usedSeventy-eight
for 180 games on special hookpouring sands.inAt that
to WGN
by
the
thouups, according
to Joseph R.manager.
Rollins.
time, sponsor was Atlantic
advertising
presenting
an
expensive
quarterAgency
is
N.
W.
Ayer
&
Son,
Philahour variety show Say It With
delphia, with Wallace Orr as acMusic with a Hooper of 4.3, but
count executive. Station list folat the end of a four-week period, lows:
program pulled 10,148 pieces of KDKA, WAAB, WARM, WATR,
mail.
WAZL, WBAL, WBAX, WBNS,
A breakdown on their other pro- WBOC, WBRK, WBT, WBTM,
grams was equally impressive:
WCED, WCHV, WDBJ,
Bulldog Drummond drew 11,975; WCAU,
WDBO, WDNC, WDRC, WEAN,
Crime Files, 8,907 ; Mystery House, WEIM, WENY, WERC, WEST,
which replaced Say It With Music, WFBC, WFBG, WFEA, WFIL,
garnered 9,772; Country Sheriff, WFOY, WFPG, WGAL, WGR,
3,579, and Casa Cugat, a half-hour WGY, WHAI, WHC'U, WHEB,
ET on a once-a-week schedule, WHEC, WHYN, WIBG, WICC,
pulled 1,092.
WILM, WISR, WJAC, WJEJ,
WKBO, WKOK, WKST,
The grand total for all Meister- WJPA,
WLLH, WLNH, WLVA, WMAJ,
Brau programs — 45,799.
WMAZ,
WMBS, WMRF,
The four weeks campaign sur- WNAC, WMBR,
WNBF, WNHC, WNLC,
prised everybody, including WGN
sales executives, who were crossing WOR, WORK, WPTF, WQAM,
their fingers, and Hilly Sanders, WRAK, WRDW, WRNL, WSAN,
WSAR, WSAV, WSPA, WSVA,
Mitchell-Faust's
vice-president
charge of radio, who
had gone wayin WSYP, WSYR, WTAM, WTHT,
out ontion idea.a limb to push the promo- WWNY, WWSW.
■\ It is results like these that have
CBC Bonus
sold the Chicago brewery on radio
ever since October 1941, when it MEMBERS of the Canadian Broadfirst hit the airlanes. At that time
Overseas
durit started cautiously with one
ing the casting
warCorp.years
haveUnit
a bonus
half -hour program, two series of coming to them following a vote
four quarter-hour programs and a of the CBC Board of Governors
series o^f three quarter-hour pro- that each member would receive
dividing upChicago
its timestation.
with $15 per month for each month
WGN andgrams,another
in compensaThe highest ratings any of these away tionfrom
for theCanada,
risks and
hardships
ever received was 4.3. Today, with which they have undergone. CBG~
a total of four half -hour shows on Overseas Unit went to England
WGN, one of them, Bulldog Drum- with the first Canadian troops in
mond, has a Hooper of 11.5 while December 1939, and some of the
Mystery House has the highest members
of the original group only
Hooper of any studio originated recently returned to Canada.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

VISION
1. When commercial broadcasting was only a dream, the
Oklahoma
the
possibilities Publishing
of radio. Company
Against thebecame
advice interested
of many • inin the
business it purchased WKY in 1928. Today WKY is one
of the strongest
in Oklahoma
Publishing Company's
four-fold
approachlinks
to sales
in the Southwest.
2.
Always
alive
to
new
and
modern
facilities.
The Oklahoman and Times joined the original group
of newspapers
subscribing to the now famed Wirephoto service of the
Associated Press. Today Oklahoman and Times readers
ore able to follow the news in pictures only minutes old
from every news front.
3. Six years ago Mistletoe Express sensed a need for
speedy and dependable service to banking institutions
throughout Oklahoma. It started such a service with the
delivery of cash letters between five state banks and the
Oklahoma City branch of the Federal Reserve Bank. Today
it serves 45 Oklahoma banks, and has seen the local
Federal Reserve branch advance to a full powers bank.
4. Twenty-eight years ago The Farmer-Stockman editorialized "the problem of soil erosion is one of our biggest . . „
no soil, no crops; no crops, no livestock; no nothing." Today
'59
independent
conservationService
districtshas cover
the state. The SoilsoilConservation
65 work75%unitsof
in these districts with 21,300 farms under agreement.

The vision and courage that turned a whistle stop
on the railroad into a seething, tented, Oklahoma
city of 10,000 in eight hours back in April, 1889, is
exemplified ctoday
in Oklahoma's
of merhandis ng .. . The
Oklahoman big
and four
Times,
The
Farmer-Stockman, Radio Station WKY and Mistletoe
Express. The Oklahoman and Times blanket the 26county Oklahoma City market. The Farmer-Stockman
completely covers the Oklahoma-North Texas rural
area. Radio Station WKY is the most-listened-to stabiggest buying
section.
Mistletoe
solvestion in Oklahoma's
statewide distribution
problems
effectually.
MISTLETOE

5L

EXPRESS

★

OKLAHOMA

PUBLISHING
COMPANY
THE DAILY OKLAHOMAN * OKLAHOMA CITY TIMES
THE FARMER-STOCKMAN * MISTLETOE EXPRESS
WKY. OKLAHOMA CITY * KVOR. COLORADO SPRINGS
KLZ, DENVER (Under Affiliated Management)
REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY

FARMER-STOCKMAN

*

"PROBABLY
TYPICAL

THE

MOST

OF AMERICA'S

'

rwmww-

music
oldeektime
Cr Follies.

-that's only a kilocycle view of K. C. !
But it's where youil see the most typical
of probably the most typical of America's
big towns. It's where you'll find KMBC
microphones, day in and day out, keeping John Americans knowing more and
more about the heart throbs of a nation.
What better evidence could one have
that the formula is successful—the knowbow that comes with a grass root understanding ofall the component parts that
make up this typical big town. For KMBC
has maintained its leadership inKansas City
down through the years, almost as many
years as make up radio's existence itself!
KMBC
OF KANSAS CITY
Free & Peters, Inc.
1928-BASIC CBS STATION FOR MISSOURI Al

50,000 watts is no guarantee that a clear channel
can't become muddy. For sensitive, faithful reproduction isthe product of transmitter design that
balances skillful circuit plan with stable, unfailing
dependability.
Such a transmitter is the new Westinghouse 50
kw that offers every advantage for clear channel
service. More than 12 important design features
are included in this unit. Fidelity, for example, is
strengthened by an equalized audio feedback in
the audio and modulation circuits. No special,
complicated circuit adjustments are necessary.
Metal-plate rectifiers are an important contribution to program continuity. Their life is virtually
unlimited and program outages caused by tube
[failure are eliminated. Tube transfer in the power
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amplifier and modulator is instantaneous.
Your nearest Westinghouse office can give you
all the facts on 50,000 watt transmitters. Or write
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, P. O. Box 868,
Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
j osoa
XXV— RADIO S 25th ANNIVERSARY— KDKA
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ELECTRONIC TELEVISION
IS AN RCA DEVELOPMENT
This is the eleventh in a series of advertisements showing that RCA engineers developed
the basic essentials of the electronic television system — including tubes and circuits.
RCA built the first all-electronic television
transmitters and receivers — the first commercial television station — established the
first television relay system — presented the
first electronic theatre television — was the
first to televise a baseball game and a Broadway play; and was first to televise from
an airplane.
RCA is, and will continue to be, the leader
in practical, successful commercial television.
You may expect the best of all kinds of
television transmitting and receiving equipment from RCA.

BUY MORE VICTORY BONDS

11.

THE

TELEVISION

RCA engineers have designed a large
number of antennas for television,
of which, perhaps, the best known is
the special antenna built by RCA
for NBC, and installed on top of the
towering Empire State Building in
New York City. RCA television antennas incorporate the latest developments of RCA Laboratories — the
world's acknowledged leaders in radio
research. For example, the "SuperThe Fountainhead of Modern

RADIO

ANTENNA

Turnstile" antenna, shown here, was
designed by RCA Victor engineers
from the original turnstile antenna
developed at RCA Laboratories. This
antenna, to be produced by RCA as
soon as conditions permit, radiates
signals from both the sound and the
picture transmitters, and provides the
broad response necessary for satisfactory television transmission.
Tube Development is RCA

CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION • CAMDEN, N. J.
In Canada, RCA VICTOR COMPANY LIMITED, Montreal

Win

the

field

with,

Women's

WELCOME HOME is extended Irving Waugh, Pacific war reporter of
WSM Nashville, by Edwin Craig, president of National Life & Accident
Insurance Co., WSM owner. Joining in greeting are Harry Stone, WSM H
general manager, and Ottis Devine (between Waugh and Craig), program director. Waugh saw peace signing ceremony on Missouri.

0. Spot announcements become "programs" with
Ronny Mansfield. He sets the stage for your day-time
spot with sentimental songs and charming patter that
women thrill to, and then he graciously comments on
your product. Spot announcements have personality
with Ronny Mansfield.
Ronny is big time. His voice has been featured
on many important night-time programs from coastto-coast. In addition, he has been a featured singer with
famous night clubs throughout America. That's why
he's different from the "run of the mill" participations.
Ask about rates (they're less than you think.)

Two-Hour Program to Feature Opening
Of WLEE, New Outlet in Richmond, Va.
FORMAL dedication of WLEE team of Masters & Rollins, Bob
Richmond, Va., owned by Thomas Russell, singer; Al Richie's orchestra, Nayda Norskaya, vocalist.
G. Tinsley,
WITH night
Baltimore, operator
takes place ofMonday
In addition to the regular cast
(Oct. 1), with a two-hour program the finale includes six WACs, six
from the Mosque, municipal audi- WAVES, six SPARS, six women
torium, in Richmond.
Marines, a soldier color guard and
Lewis G. Chewning, president of veterans from McGuire General
the Richmond Chamber of Com- Hospital. All box seats were reserved for wounded veterans from
merce, is to be toastmaster at a
dinner at the John Marshall Hotel military hospitals in the area.
preceding
the
dedicatory
ceremoHonor guests include commandnies, slated to start at 8:30 p.m.
Navy city
and1
Mr. Chewning also is to serve as Marineing officers
posts ofnearArmy,
Richmond;
m.c. at the program.
and state officials; civic club boards
Mayor William C. Herbert of
Chamber of ComRichmond is to welcome WLEE and of directors;
merce board of directors; advertisofficially dedicate the station to
ing
agency
heads;
WLEE clients;
public service in the community.
of the Richmond CommuniSpeakers include Maj. Gen. Phillip officials
ty Fund,
Cross,ofVicG. Hayes, Commanding General,
tory LoanAmerican
Drive andRedheads
all
Third Service Command; Mr. Tins- stations in Richmond.
ley; Irvin G. Abeloff, station manAmong
honor guests
are Wil-E.
bur M. Havens
and Robert
Program includes personnel from Mitchell, WMBG; E. S. Whitlock,
ager.
Camp
Va., with Fulton
30-minuteLewis
all- WRNL; William T Reed Jr. and
soldierLee,production;
Lucy, WRVA.
jr., MBS commentator; Guy Kibbee, C. AT.cocktail
party is scheduled for
stage, screen and radio star; Jean the John Marshall
at 5:30 p.m., preParker, Sylvia Froos, the dance
ceding dinner. Following the program at the Mosque, Mr. Tinsley is
to be host at a dance at the hotel.
WLEE will operate on 1450 kc
with 250 w power and will be affi-<fu
liated with both Mutual and Associated. A portion of the dedicatory
program
networks. was to be aired by both

^

- 5000 WATTS 1330 KC

KFI
. . . NBC for LOS ANGELES
50,000 WATTS • CLEAR CHANNEL • 640 KILOCYCLES
EDWARD C. PETRY AND COMPANY,
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INC., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

ENGLISH • JEWISH • ITALIAN
National Advertisers consider WEVD
a "most" to cover the great Metre-Cr^
pohtan New York Market.
Sfd for WHO'S WHO on W£VO
WtVP- 117 Wtrt Wfc
** (
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Getting

the

a

range

baltimore

on
habit

General William T. Sherman had two habits
which disconcerted the members of his staff.
He was fond of strong, evil- smelling cigars,
and he frequently chose a position in full sight
of the enemy's batteries, to discuss a tactical
problem. As hostile shells fell closer and closer,
Sherman would dryly remark: "They're getting
the range now. You'd better scatter."
Baltimoreans, like General Sherman, have a
habit. They tune their radios to "1400 on the
dial," for they've learned that WCBM can be
depended on for the finest in radio entertainment. Advertisers who act on this, can score
a sales bulls -eye in this market because
"listening to WCBM is a Baltimore habit."
John Elmer
WBSKmmk
BROADCASTING
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Free & Peters, Inc.
Ixtlutivv National *»pro*ontativos

WCBfll
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

George H. Roeder
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4
GOOD

BUYS!

*\VlAP-Lexington,Ky.
Kentucky's 2nd Market.
■Knoxville,Tenn.
Home of TVA
+WCMI -Ashland, Ky.
The Industrial Tri-State.
*KFDA "Amarillo, Tex.
Amarillo— Northwest Texas. •
D AND OPERATED BY
GILMORE N. NUNN and J. LINDSAY HUHN
Izz
* 1. WLAP
is the only station fully and exclusively serving the rich Lexington Bluegrass market —
Kentucky's second market. Hooper figures
"tell"ABC.
an impressive WLAP story. Affiliated
with

2. WBIR--serves the populous sections of the fast growing Knoxville market in a dominant fashion
as Hooper clearly shows. A station worth
"looking into" immediately. Affiliated with
ABC.
*3. WCMI
provides the needed coverage in the concentrated, industrial Tri-State area which is composed of Ashland, Kentucky; Huntington,
West cies.
Virginia;
Ironton.
Affiliated with
CBS. Ohio and adjacen*4. KFDA
sends a strong signal throughout the Amarillo-Northwest Texas area. Do they listen?
Ask for Hooper statistics and other data!
Affiliated with ABC.

STATION executives comprise advisory committee to West Virginia Industrial & Publicity Commission; At meeting with W. C. Handlan
(seated), executive director, were: John S. Phillips, WGKV Charleston;
H. I. Shott Jr., WHIS Bluefield; George W. Smith, WWVA Wheeling,
all members of committee. Meeting with them were (at right) Joseph J.
Herget and Ella Perrin, WCHS Charleston. Committee members not
present were Howard L. Chernoff, W. Va. Network, and Lt. Col. Joe L.
Smith Jr., WJLX Beckley.

Gilford Phillips, Colorado Publisher,
Is $300,000
KGHF
Buysof KGHF
Charles Alfred
Johnson, one
SALE
Pueblo, Pueblo;
Col., for Mrs.Price
$300,000 to Gifford Phillips, young He
of Denver's
wealthiest residents.
is
27.
Colorado publisher, subject to FCC
Mr. Phillips feels that radio can
approval,
in Denver. wasStateannounced
Senator last
CurtisweekP. contribute
toward progressive delopment of Colorado and the
Ritchie, present owner, will con- west. "That vemeans
political as well
tinue to manage the station, retaining one-sixth interest and re- "We
declares.
need progress,"
aggressive heleadership
maining on the board of directors. as economic
An affiliate of American, KGHF that is unafraid to face issues and
operates on 1350 kc with 1,000 w solve them. That leadership is esday and
pecially important in the newspation is on 500file wwithnight.
the An
FCC applicafor increase of power to 5,000 w. The
per and radio with
fields."the announceCoincident
station also plans to enter FM.
ment, it was revealed that Frank
Mr. Phillips is publisher of the S. Hoag
Jr., publisher of the
East Jefferson Sentinel and the Pueblo Chieftain
and Star- JourJefferson County Republican, both
nal,
Pueblo's
dailies,owner
and Wilweeklies. He was state radio direcliam F. and AltwoMeyer,
and
tor for the Republican National manager of KMYR Denver, have
Committee in 1944 and is consid- formed the Star Broadcasting Co.
ered a member of the liberal
branch of the party. He is a son of to start regional Pueblo station.
William Fuller
WILLIAM FULLER, 38, HollySnow in September.
wood announcer-producer, died at
his North Hollywood, Cal., home
Sept. 18.
57.7%
of all Iowa families
"Listen Most" (night) to

ffliAfam Statural
serve the populous areas
of their respective markets
— aggress ively!
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
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down South
Cotton is the 16-county
WHO
WSPA-Piedmont's largest
crop. Over 27,500,000
money
baled -pounds each year are
(55.6%. daytime)
in Spartanburg
produced
County alone.
Write for complete facts!
SPARTANBURG,
50,000
Watts • Des Moines
CAROLINA
WSPA SOUTH
Home of Comp Croft Free AL Peters, Representatives
5000 watts Day, 1000 watts Night
950 kilocycles, R«P. by Hollingbery
BROADCASTING
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r

over **
on

Ved9e^ e,er
V\o*P
\conThe radio and entertainment industry
has done a magnificent job during
the war. Now it is invited by KGW to
"Remember Our Men" in Peace — men
and women who should never be forgotten
- — those still in our Army and Navy hospitals. Marie Rogndahl, winner of the national "Hour of Charm" contest, was first
to sign. Arden X. Pangborn, manager of
KGW (left) ; Robert Shields, U. S. Veteran's
administration, and Dr. Paul I. Carter, manager of thetheVeteran's
witnessed
event. hospital in Portland,

BROADCASTING

Printed
"Remember
Men" pledge will be
furnishedcopies
withoutof the
charge
by StationOurKGW.
• Broadcast Advertising

one ofthe GREAT STATIONS ofthe NATION

KGW
PORTLAND, OREGON
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
eY EDWARD PETRY & CO. INC.
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NEWSPAPER
AND

ADS

PUBLICITY

• The presses are rolling, from coast to coast . . . pounding out the
hardest-hitting newspaper advertising . . . the hottest publicity
stories . . . ever prepared for the NBC PARADE OF STARS.
For this season, the first time in the history of radio's greatest yearround promotion drive, the entire 1945-46 NBC PARADE OF
STARS campaign was jointly planned in a series of coast -to -coast
meetings between the National Broadcasting Company and (1) local
stations, (2) sponsors, (3) advertising agencies and (4) stars.
Result: The 1945-46 PARADE OF STARS advertising campaignrunning 148 days— using space sizes from single-column individual
program ads to dominant 1200-line display copy — covering every
NBC program — utilizing an integrated, eye-stopping technique.
Plus — press publicity and pictures placed in the nation's newspapers byaffiliated stations serviced by the NBC Press Department.
Big every year, this year bigger than ever, NBC's 1945-46 Parade
of Stars launches a new chapter in its year-round promotion of the
greatest shows in radio . . . programs designed to continue to keep
NBC

ational
DCASTING

"the network most people listen to most. "

Lroadcasting

• Broadcast Advertising

Company

A service ofof America
I
Corporation
America's No. 1 Network
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LT.threeCOL.yearsJAMES
on leaveC. HANRAHAN,
from his post foras
executive
of Scripps-to
Howard
Radiovice-president
Inc., has returned
Army headquarters in Washington on
temporary
withprobably
Civil Affairs
Division, War duty
Dept.,
preparatory
to inactive
status.
He served
withSicily,
dist
i
n
c
t
i
o
n
f
o
r
25
months
in
Italy,
Africa
and
Germany,
and
was
decorated
three times. Upon his discharge, Col.
Hanrahan
is expected to resume operadirectiontionsof. LTScripps-Howard
. JACK HOWARD, Radio
president of
Scripps-Howard
been
on
active duty isinRadio,
the who
Pacifichastheater
for
shortlytwo to years,
the U. S. expected to return
JOHN
Jr., former radio
directorF. MANNING,
for Hirshon-Garfield,
New
York, agerhasof WHDH
been appointed
station
manBoston.
MRS.
MANformerly
Hirshon-GarfielNING,d, hasalsobeen
namedwithprogram
director
of WHDH.
LT.
HAROLD
F.
GROSS,
president
WJIM
Lansing,
Mich., released
from
theof
Navy,
has
returned
to
the
station.
FRED WAGENVOORD, acting manager
during tinueabsence
of Lt.duties.
Gross, will conhis managerial
FRANK
McINTYRE,
manager
of Lake
KID
Idaho
Falls,
will rejoin program
KUTA Saltcapacity
City
in
an
executive
about Oct. 1.
MARK WOODS, president; ROBERT E.
KINTNER, and
vice-president,
and JOHNof
DONAHUE
SLOCUM Broadcasting
CHAPIN
the
staff, first
American
Co., sales
attended
broadcast Sept. 30
of Fordon Motor
Co "Sunday
Hour"
that network
from Evening
Detroit.

THELMALos KIRCHNER,
KGFJ
Angeles, was manager
married toof
William H. Smalley in mid-September.
JIM OWNBY, sales manager of WJHO
Opelika, Ala.,
since 1942,WMJM
has been
appointed manager
Cordele,
Ga., licensed
to theof Cordele
Dispatch
Pub. Co.
C. L. THOMAS,
manager ofto KXOK
St.
has beenof the
appointed
the board
ofLouis,
governors
St. Louis Adv.
Club
for two year term.

RICHARD C. BACHMAN, formerly With
General Adv.,Outdoor
Adv., Pittsburgh
Outand Pittsburgh,
previously
on the
sales
staff ofdoor KDKA
has
been
app
o
i
n
t
e
d
s
a
l
e
s
representative
for
Mutual
inandwestern
Pennsylvania,
eastern
Ohio
northernin West
Virginia. He will
headquarter
Pittsburgh.
SAMUEL
BAIRDof KALL
has been
appointed
sales
assistant
Salt Lake
City.

DEAN
McNEALY, former
salesmanmajorfor inKGOthe
San
Army Francisco
has been and
presented with
Medal in
War oftion inBrazil
for "outstanding
cooperaand instructing
Brazilianpreparing
troops for combat
in the Italian
Theater
of
Operations."
WHIB Kansas City has appointed Adam
J. Young,clusiveJr.,nationalInc.,sales
New representative.
York, as exKIRK TORNEY, American Broadcasting
Co. sales
representative
In
cisco, is the father of twin San
boys. FranED VON ARX
shifts
from
the
deLouis tosalestraffic
departmentpartmentasof KXOK
assistantSt. manager.
WILLIAM J. REILLY, Chicago manager
of Weed &senta ive,Co.,
national
ison the
West station
Coast forreprestation conferences.
WCOL Columbus, O., has appointed
Headley-Reed
Co., New York, as native Oct.tional1. advertising representative effecKYA
SAN
FRANCISCO,
5000has wappointed
day and
1000 w J.nightYoung
on 1260
kc,Inc.,
Adam
Jr.
New
make WMAM the only exclusive national representative. York,
CJGX YORKTON, SASK., 1,000 W.
audible station during many kcchanges
Oct. 15 from 1460
to 940frequency
kc.
on
Thursday
for Mass.,
highhours of the day in this im- HOMEWORK
school students in North Andover,
is toAir"
hearonAmerican
"Town Meeting
of
the
WLAW
Lawrence
and
portant market area . . .
cuss program in class following day.dis-

IF IT'S A FORT INDUSTRY STATION
YOU CAN BANK ON IT!
A
"
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Marinette • Wisconsin
BRANCH STUDIOS IN
STURGEON
BAY• MICH.
• WIS.
IRON MI.
JOSEPH
MACKIN,
Mgr.
Nat'l
Representatives:
Howard
Co.
Chicago, New York, San Francisco,A. Wilson
Hollywood
BROADCAST

• Broadcast Advertising

THE
are

EYES
on

the

OF

TEXAS

AUSTIN

MARKET

As a bright spot on the economic map, Austin attracts the attention not only of Texas but of the
nation. The trend which started slowly in 1930 has gathered momentum wiih each succeeding
year.builtInnotthe on1930-40
decade, population
increase
wasor 65%.
Austin's
sound fluctuations
growth is
war production
nor any one
industry
crop whose
seasonal
could disturb the delicate balance of year 'round prosperity. It builds rather on a
broad
ment. foundation of agriculture, industry, commerce, education and state governThe results
are shown conclusively in these figures quoted from Sales Management Survey.
Austin's May 1945 Index was 13.4% higher than the National Average.
AUSTIN'S
Index. May 1945 Index was 91.7% higher than the May 1939 Austin
Retail Sales in 1 944 were over 65,000,000.
ANNUAL per family income is $789 higher than the National
Average and $1422 higher than the Texas Average,
AUSTIN was listed among the 200 cities expected to do
50% of the Nation's business rn June 1945.
The most effective key to this market is KNOW,
Austin's oldest and best established radio station. Hooper ratings show that it leads
Austin's
other
at all
hours.station by a wide margin
Write for a handsomely illustrated
brochure on "THE AUSTIN
TEXAS AREA."

RADIO
STAT

I O ff|

KNOW
AMERICAN, MUTUAL
AND TEXAS STATE
NETWORKS STATION

WEED

NEW YORK
BROADCASTING

& CO

•

BOSTON

* CHICAGO

• Broadcast Advertising

•

DETROIT

• HOLLYWOOD

SAN PRANCISCO
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BILL
WILLIAMS,
former continuity
editor
of KNX Hollywood
prior
tolar that
York andin editor
simicapacity,withis CBS
now New
continuity
for Don wood.LeeHe replaces
Broadcasting
System,
HollyEDDIEInc.
ALBRIGHT,
toradioParamount
Pictures
to handle
publicity.
SIDNEY TEN EYCK has returned after
absence of four yearsandto thespecial
announcing
events
staff of WCKY
Cinclistediniantithe
. He had Navy
enthe
day
after
Pearl
Harbor attack and
was recently released.
OREL
has
returnedPHILLIPS
to KDON
Monterey,
Cal.,
chief announceras
after serving
l>/2
years
as recording
supervisor
and In
Mr. Ten Eyck chargesion ofstudiostransmisPaoverseas forbroadcasts from Coast.
OWI operatedcific stations
on
the Pacific
GORDON cational
HAWKINS,
program
and
edudirector of Westinghouse Radio Stations inin Philadelphia,
will conradio script-writing
the U.duct a class
of Pennsylvania
this winter.at
Course willstructioembody
n of SummersameRadioadvanced
Workshopinat KYW' Philadelphia, conducted by

National Fire Prevention Institute of
America
her efforts
on behalf inof recognition
fire preventionof during
past
AL COLLINS,
with WIND manChibeen formerly
namedLakeproduction
Salt
City.
year. agcago,er of hasKALL
CPL. NAT BERLIN, formerly with
WNEWity andNewwithYorkWNYC
as head ofYork,
continuhas
PRODUCTIOn
been released from AAF New
after 3V2 years
J
Jthef
service.
In
the
Army
he
produced
and
JIM
SIMMONS
has
joined
announcMr. Hawkins
in
cooperation
with
Phildirected GI radio shows.
ing
staff
of
KCMO
Kansas
City.
adelphia
Board
of
Education.
He
left
Philadelphia
thisa week
Fort Wayne,at JAMES BUTTERS, released from Army, BOB FARRELL, NBC Chicago staff anInd.,
to inopencooperation
similarforwith
workshop
has signed a contract
with
WOWO
Indiana
joinednouncer.KECA
Hollywood
as with
an- the Chicagonouncer, Civic
first
RUDI GRUHN,
formerly
State
U.willExtension
Service.
Fortunder
Waynehis has
appearance in operaOpera
is to Co.
be aHisleading
New
York
stations,
also
has
been
added
project
be
fourth
set
up
role
in
"Rigoletto"
with
LAWRENCE
supervision. KDKA Pittsburgh and to KECA announcing staff.
TIBBETT.
WBZ
Boston
are using
WestingBARNETT FRANKS, Chicago radio actor
BERT
WOOD,Recording
director-producer
housefifth
planworkshop
ofalsospecial
training
NBC Radio
Division,
hasin heard
and
will beradiosetMass.
up next been
on
WGN Chicago
"Mystery
to assistant
month
at WBZA Springfield,
has cancelled
all commitments
managerpromoted
of the division.
Wood program
joined toHouse",
freelance
in New York.
NANCY HOLME, formerly with public- NBC ingasas anan engineer
engineer forin 1939
afterHartford,
workWTIC
WBRY He Waterbury
Electric
yer, ity
Los department
Angeles, ofandHillman-Shane-Breprior to that with Co.
transferredandto Western
radio recording
publicury Dept.,
relations
department ofbeenTreasTALENT added to staff of NBC serial
ap-of as a producer in 1943.
"Just ERS,
PlainOGDENBill"
are ROLAND WINTpointed Washington,
CBS Pacific Coasthasdirector
MILES,
COLEMAN ofWILSON,
former
announcereducationplaces
and GWENDOLYN
public relations.
She
reand
MURIEL
STARR. EDA HEINEMAN
producer
American
Hollywood
staff,
SHEPLEY
has joined KMPC Hollywood as anPEACHER, who resigned to join her nouncer.
formerly
nightannouncsupersorhasof NBC
husband.sistant to LOUISE
BELDEN,
formernamedas- JOAN DAVIS, star of the CBS Monday BILL ers,viBUTLER,
Mrs. Peacher,
has been
joinedcentral
WKYbeendivision
Oklahoma
City.
TOBY
NEVINS
has
added
to
talent
series
for
Lever
Bros.
Swan
soap,
has
director
of personnelCBSandwestern
assistantdivision.
direc- been made honorary president of the roster of WKY, as m.c. of early morning
tor of education,
"Sunrise Round-up".
BARRY FITZGERALD, movie actor, is
talent
startingstarOct.of 16"Hison Honor,
NBC. the Barber",
FRANCISCOLDIRON
HARDIN, DICK
WARNER
and
JACK
are
new
additions
to announcing staff of WGST
Atlanta:
HELEN KLEIN
has
been
added
to
production department.
JIM McGRATH
returned
to announcing staf ofhasWWDC
Washington.
HOYT
ANDRES,
at
one
time
with
WOAI San Antonio and KWK St. Louis
and announcing
former member
ofof FBI,
has
joined'
the
staff
KGO
San
Francisco..
MARJORIE the
JANEproduction
JOHNSON department
is new
assistant
0e*
a, *ait
of WWNC inAsheville,
N. C. PRISCILLA
PARKER
is nowthe writing
and announcing "Around
Ashe",
byTown
localWith
Ivey'sCarolyn
Dept.
Store andsponsored
formerly
handled
MARmarriage.
GARET W. SIMPSON before herby recent

00

*

Radio is like polo; you have to "ride off" the opposition if you are to score
sales-making shots in every chukker. And when you use WSIX you've got a
ten-goal man on your side — because WSIX has the best daytime Hooperating
of any Nashville station. WSIX makes even a "nearside forward shot" seem
easy because it offers top shows of both AMERICAN and MUTUAL — gives wide
coverage of middle Tennessee with a million potential buyers of your product.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC
AMERICAN

- MUTUAL

5000 WATTS - 980 K.G
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JIMMY
from and
WBDJ production
Roanoke,
Va., ofto HEIZER,
announcing
staff
WRVA
Richmond.
LaVERNE
PETERSON,
musical
director
WSAUstation
Wausau,
Wis.,
has returned
totoof Maine
the
from
an been
extended
trip
where
he
has
studying
under
PIERRE
MONTEUX,
artist.
orchestra
conductor
and symphony
recording
BETTY PARKE-TAYLOR
of the
nouncing staf of CBH Halifax,
has anbeeran. come engaged
to Phil Walker, war vetMACKNESS,
released hasfromrejoined
RCAF
onRAY
from overseas,
CBR return
Vancouver.
WINNIFRED WOLFE, who portrays
Teddy Family",
Barbour hasin announced
weekly NBCher"One
Man's
enCamp Beale,gagement to Sgt.
Cal. Vernon Paul Beck of
ROLLIE THOMAS, for two years in
Army, Loshas Angeles.
resumed post as announcer of
KFI
HOAGY
CARMICHAEL,
mc-songwritervocalist
of NBC
Show," and
has
beenplay"Hoagy
signed
asCarmichael
musical
advisor
will
featured
forthcoming
Universal
Pictures
Co.rolefilmin
"Canyon Passage".
JOAN WARWICK
WILLIAMS, CBS research librarian,
born Sept.
9. is the mother of a boy
LOUIS
SCALES, asreleased
has returned
writer from
and the
idea Army,
man
on CBS "Jack Kirkwood Show."
REGINA
SHIGO,
former
announcerwriter of WAZL Hazelton, Pa., has been
made music
adena, Cal. librarian of KWKW PasCLINT
WGTM FARIS,
Wilson, with
N. C,program
for sixstaffyears,of
has beenager.promoted
to
production
manFRANK former
HARDIN,program
releaseddirector
from
the Navy and
(Continued on page 50)
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WASHING
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Hudson
Circle

50,000 watts — NBC — 23 years of service
GENERAL
ROADCASTING

m

ELECTRIC
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SCHENECTADY,

N. Y.

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES
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PRODUCTIOnJ-Jf

IT'LL
BE
CLOSE!
If a 12-cylinder job appeals to Farmer Bill of Iowa, that's
what the next occupant of his garage will be!
Out here, the day is long past when farmers had to deny themselves luxuries. With a $7,672 average income in 1943, a 20%
(or more) increase last year, and the sky the financial limit
in days to come, they're in the big money.
But if you know lowans, you know that unprecedented prosperity hasn't changed their tastes. They still want their own
wholesome kind of entertainment such as KMA gives them.
That's why they depend upon KMA for news, farm information, and market reports. Farmers they are, farmers they'll
remain. Their preference for the No. 1 Farm Station in the
No. 1 Farm Market is shown by their letters to us: more than
twice as many as any other radio-sender in this area.
A few availabilities still remain. For information, call Free &
Peters!

(Continued from page 4-8)
ofnamed
WBIG program
Greensboro,
N. C,of hasWGTM.
been
EDWARD
COX staff
Jr.director
has
resigned
from
the
announcing
to
join
WHIT
Bern and WJNC Jacksonville, N. C.New
JOHN ALEXANDER, released from
RCAP ton,andhas joined
formerly production
with CHML staff
Hamil-of
CKWS Kingston, Ont.
JOE CARNEY and JACK DAVIS have
left the announcing
of WPEN Philadelphia to join KYWstaffPhiladelphia.
MICHAEL
to radio,
has
been
namedDEEGAN,
program new
director
of WDAS
Philadelphia
succeeding POLLY WHITAKER, resigned.
MICHAEL GRANT
is new Philadelphia.
addition to
announcing
staff of WPEN
GREGORY ABBOTT,
WNEW NewNewsreel
York
announcer
and Paramount
narrator, is father of a girl born Sept. 13.
DON GORDON,
nouncer, has joinedChicago
WGN freelance
Chicago. anTHOMAS
DALHASEN,
WGN
Chicago
continuity
born Sept. writer,
13. is father of a boy
CY HARRICE,
WGN
Chicago
staff
anNew York. nouncer, has resigned to freelance in
ARTHURgram is heard
GODFREY,
whose CBS
daily 9:15-10
a.m., prohas
become
a
character
in
Jack
Sparling's
strip, "Claire
Voyant"
in PM.
Hecomicis portrayed
as a finder
of talent.
HAL MILLER,
formerly
San
has joined
KYA ofSanKFWB
Francisco
asDiego,
announcer.
IRA SKUTCH,relations
assistantdepartment
manager inof
NBC
charge guest
ofductiontours,
proassistant has
in thebeenNBCnamed
television
department.
NELSONtellerOLMSTED,
storyin thean NBC
Army Chicago
broadcasting
his dramasnow over
Army
radio
station

KFMB

in Naples,
sufferedneara fractured
ankle
in a jeephas accident
Naples.
JEAN
SHELLY,
formerly
associated
with
various
St.
Louis
agencies,
has
joined
American
Broadcasting
Co.
Hollywood
sales promotion staff as copywriter and
assistant to JACK O'MARA, department
director.
AL
BOND,withnewKIRO
farm Seattle
and educational
director
whohad been
forwith themerlyDept.
of
Agriculture
Radio
Service ton,in hasWashingbeen
named - headWithof
"Farming
KIRO",
farm
servicenewprogram
started by that station.
CLARENCE M.
GARNES, former
program
directorandof
KANS
Wichita
more
with
WDOD recently
Chattanooga
Mr. Bond
program
staff,
has
been
named
program
director
of
WSAV
Savannah.
LT.
HENRY
W.
LUNDQUIST,
released
from the
Navy radio
after officer
three for
yearsFirstas
public
relations
Naval antDistrict,
hasprograms
been named
assistdirector
of
on
WCOP
Boston.
He
formerly
was
with
Boston as writer and producer. WEEI
CATHY LAWRENCE
has returned
WBAP-KGKO
Fort Worth,
Tex., asto
director
of
women's
activities.
WACS.
two years she has been servingForIn past
the
BILL
(Pappy)
WELLS,
veteran
of toseveral
iu'ro
campaigns,
has
returned
the
announcing staff of WCKY Cincinnati.
W.
S.
LUCKENBILL,
announcer
KOMA Oklahoma City, under name onof
Roger King, is father of a boy.
DAVID
GARRETT, director of continuof aity forboy.KOMA Oklahoma City, is father
BILL
ELY,
of KFSD
San Diego
and
Sanformerly
Francisco,
has joined
KYA
San KGO
Francisco
as announcer.
CRAN
CHAMBERLIN,
released
from
U. S. Hollywood
Maritime writing
Service, staff
has rejoined
KNX
and as-to
sumed
additional
duties
as
assistant
EVERETTrector.TOMLINSON,
department
Chamberlin wrote the Maritimediprogram
in service."We Deliver the Goods" while
ALsoundSPAN,effects,
CBS currently
Pacific Coast
Is in director
New Yorkof
for
conferences
with
home
office
executives.
CAPT. asBOBfieldFORWARD,
from
AAF
inspector ofreleased
intelligence
division, Western Flying Training headuaBroadcasting
rters, Santa Ana, Cal.,System,
has re-joined
Don Leewo d, as qsenior
Hollyannouncer.
GORDON SKILLING, supervisor of centraltional
European
CBC internashortwavesection
service,of Montreal,
has
resigned to return to U. of Wisconsin
asence.associate professor of political sciDOROTHYactivities,
LEWIS, will
NAB address
coordinator
of
listener
a joint
assembly
of
students
of
several
high
schools
in Washington
2 later
on theIn
25th
anniversary
radioOct.and
the afternoon
willof speak
to teachers.

KMA
AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.
The No. 1 Farm Station in the No. 1 Farm Market
152 COUNTIES
SHENANDOAH,
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AROUND
IOWA
4 TIMES DAILY
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year...

21st

Mis

—

and

more

POWERFULLY
PROGRAMMED
than
• Greatest WBAL

ever!
and NBC

Program Schedule in History!
Including these new local features —
ALL NAVY

FOOTBALL

BALTIMORE SYMPHONY

GAMES

ORCHESTRA

JUNIOR TOWN MEETING OF THE AIR
NEW

mm
WW
BASIC

AND

CHORUS

50,000

WW

M

NBC

NETWORK

Mm

WATTS
—
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one of America's Great Radio Stations

Nationally Represented
T

BROADCASTING

ORCHESTRA

I

M

by Edward

Petry & Co.

O
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Allied Arts [ft

PHILIP
CRAIG STOLAR, from WLAC
Nashville,
news editor.to KALL Salt Lake City as
LESLIE
N. FORD,
In theappointed
newspaperto field
for 19 years,
has been
the
news
of BuffCorp.,
a 1 o staff
Broadcasting
operator
of
WGR
Buffalo.and
HeWKBW
will
work
with
JACK
McLEAN. Stations
are
placingon more
emphasis
local
news.
C. A. UPCHURCH
Jr.,
in
newspaper
work
15N. years
Raleigh,fornamed
C,editor
hasin
been
and
newscaster
of
Ford
WRAL
Raleigh.
JOHN
MELVILLE,
former
newscaster
for
WRAL,
is
new
member of WSAZ Huntington, W. Va.
ED SOUDER, American correspondent

in
China, has service
receivedribbon
the awarded
AsiaticPacific
by thecampaign
commanding
forces,
China
theater. general, U. S.
BOB ballSTEELMAN,
formerandcollege
footand baseball player
recreation
director,
Omaha. is new sportscaster with KOIL
CYRIL forNELSON,
Great Lakes
coach
three
is newswimming
memberof
ofWWVAsportsWheeling,
and years,
announcing
staff
W. Va.
JAMESInc.C. and
HEALY,
for PrenticeHall
beforeeditor
the war
in radio
and newspaper
been appointed
news
editor of work,
WHBChas Canton,
O.
H. V.tor, iKALTENBORN,
s to address the NBC
BettercommentaBusiness
Bureau of Milwaukee Oct. 3 on "Looking at the KELSEY,
World Today".
NORMAN
chief announcer
WCHV
has shiftedat
to news Charlottesville,
staff of WRVA Va.,
Richmond.
JOHN
WIGHTMAN,
former
for KZRM and KZRH Manilanewscaster
who was
interned for three years at both Santo

LATEST
dope onbaseball
Texas club
League
Tulsa
(Okla.) Oilers
is offered
by Grayle Howlett (r), Oiler general
managersports
and editor
vice-president
'who is
former
of WGN Chicago,
upon
John Henry, sportscaster interview
for KVOO by Tulsa.
Tomas and Los Banos Japanese prisoner
ofville.war Ind.camps, has joined WGBF EvansSAM SALTERon has
started six-weekly
commentary
KFWB
Hollywood.sports world news on
J. RAYMOND WALSH, WMCA New
York ticcommentator,
will lecture
on polis at search,
the NewNew
School
for Social
ReYork,
which starts
Oct. 7.during the fall term

C010RAD0
For;
Dependable Information
on radio and markets
in the Middle West
anil Great

Southwest

* tV" 0

KANSAS

JoKlANOMA

GUS representative
HENDERSON has
appointed
sales
of C.been
P. MacGregor
Co., Hollywood
program
and
transcripproducer, in theat11 17southern
with tionheadquarters
Dexter states
Ave.,
Birmingham,
Ala.
W. S.manHARMON,
vice-president
of
HoffRadio Corp., Los Angeles radio set
and equipment
is In supChicagopforliersseries
ofmanufacturer,
conferences
with
. Oqnuarreturn
tobe Losjoined
Angeles
headt
e
r
s
h
e
will
by
B.
L.
FULLER,
resentative.firm's Washington, D. C, repCOOPERATIVE NewANALYSIS
BROADYork,at 11hasW.OFdoubled
headquartersCASTING,space
42nd St.its
ILK DIEHL
KEENAN,
Chicago radio
ress, has opened
a production
officeact-at
6 N. Michigan
scribed specialties.Ave. to present tranZELDArial GIBSON,
on theOct.
edito-1.
staff of Lifeformerly
Magazine,
joins
Mildred
Fenton assistant
Productions,
New
York,
as
executive
to
Miss
Fenton.
ANSON BOND,
of Bond-Charteris
terprises, has been
in New York En-for
past week working
with
clientstelevision
of McCann-Erlckson
on
animated
commercials.
He alsotheme
has submitted
station
identification
for
American
Broadcasting
Co.
Gruen
Watch
Co.
and
Bond-Charteris
taken
options
on usetheforEnterprises
George
Pal have
Puppetoons
for
video
the
watch
company,
tothisbefall.filmed and televised some time
FEDERAL
Inc.,television
independent
motion pictureFILMS
film and
concern,
has
organized
Hollywood
BORISbeenMORROS
andIn WILLIAM
LE-by
BARON, forniawith
at CaliStudios.executive
Facilitiesoffice
of American
Recording
ArtistsIn Corp.
will be used by
new company
television
plans. connection with Its
HELENent and GIRVIN
Agency, hasHollywood
talliterary service,
added radio
live
package department
with
ROBERT
D.Cal.,CARLSON,
formerly
of
KARM
Fresno,
as radio director.
JOHN GUEDEL RADIO PRODUCTIONS,
Hollywood,
in addition
dio programs,
has takento onpackaging
additionalraserviceing agencies
of representing
eastern
advertiswho
have
no
West
Coast
office or Hollywood production staff.
CECIL
L.
SLY,
vice-president
and
director of Universal Microphone sales
Co.,
Inglewood, Cal., and DEE BREEN, sales
manager,
three months'
sales
and
contactaretripon covering
all 48 states.
CLIFTON STEWART, formerly of the
CBC production
at Toronto,
has
joined
Rai Purdy staff
Productions,
Toronto.
JAMES A. FRYE, for 16 years Detroit
district
of thepromoted
Stromberg-to
Carlson representative
Co.,
has and
been
manager
of radio
in firm's Chicago
office. appliance sales
ZENITH RADIO Distributing Corp.,
whollydio Corp.,
owned subsidiary
of Zenith
RaIs being
expanded
and
followingChicago,
appointments
have
been
announced:
JAMES
H.
HICKEY,
formerly district
sales manager,
to general
manager;
CHARLES
Jr.,
with
the firm
before F.the PARSONS
war, to sales
manager;
THOMAS
B.
STONE,
and
acting district manager, tosalesman
district
manager.
Management Meet
CLINIC on distribution under
sponsorship
Assn.3 atof
Manufacturersof isNational
set for Oct.
Hotel Cleveland, Cleveland, for
management
and ofexecutives.
This
is one of a series
meetings being
held in major cities.
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Joins Associated
KRSC Seattle, operated by Radio
Sales Corp. on 1150 kc with 1000
w, has casting
joined
Associated BroadCorp. network.
BROADCASTING
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• VALLEY LISTENERS
HEAR ONLY
VALLEY STATIONS
REGULARLY
and
CLEARLY

A

RICH

MARKET
INSIDE

YOU'VE

Unbelievably isolated by an impenetrable
wall of static caused by its semi-tropical
climate and proximity to the Gulf Coast,
the Lower Rio Grande Valley, Texas' fabulously rich "Fourth City", can't be reached
consistently by any outside station! To
reach this prosperous audience of d quartermillion people, you must use a Valley station . . . and KGBS, Harlingen, is the only
CBS affiliate within listening range!

•
COMPLETE
Information
and
Rates
Gladly
Furnished
On Request
•

HARLINGEN, TEXAS
4/ulr of tki

The Walker
Company
National
Representative

McHenry
Tichenor
President
Troy McDaniel
Gen. Mgr.
Harlingen
Texas i
•
i

Bui/

"KGB

S"~ and

get

MORE

ONE

WITHIN
BROADCASTING

LISTENING
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RANGE

OF

THE

LOWER

for LESS

and

ONLY

RIO GRANDE

VALLEY
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Right Sails At The

Right Time

This skipper is using them, but it's only part of the
picture. Running on a broad reach, he's keeping jhe
proper sailing angle and taking every advantage of
light air. Under these conditions his skill shows to
best advantage.
In the same way the men of our organization know
the representation business. Years of experience have
taught them how to analyze a difficult sales problem
and then to use their station material with maximum
effectiveness.

PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY
• RADIO ADVERTISING
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO

New Era, New Leader
RADIO TODAY has a new leader and spokesman. Justice Justin Miller, after a distinguished
career as a jurist, has assumed the presidency
of the NAB, the over-all trade organization of
the broadcasting art.
There couldn't be a more propitious time for
leadership. The worst war in history is just
over. A new era begins.
Radio, perhaps to a greater degree than
most arts or pursuits, is on the threshhold of
revolutionary change. Television and FM are
getting under way. The rules of the game now
are being written. Missteps now will be visited
upon the next radio generation, just as faulty
engineering standards a score of years ago
distorted standard station patterns and prevented optimum results.
There are increasing signs also that new
radio legislation will be considered this year.
Past efforts have proved abortive, with the
result that provisions of law written nearly
20 years ago remain on the statute books.
Judge Miller enters upon his tenure with a
fresh approach. He has been exposed to and
has been a student of American radio for
years. He has grappled with its juridical problems as a member of the Court of Appeals
bench in Washington. He assumes the post only
days after his return from a whirlwind inspection of the European Theatre under War Dept.
auspices as head of the American Radio Mission. He has seen and heard the other side of
radio — the so-called European system of Government-owned and dominated radio.
Thus, President Miller comes to his new work
enriched with a knowledge and background
which few men in American radio have had. He
demonstrated to the U. S. Mission on that
month's air inspection that he is a man of
intelligence, ability and wisdom. He appears
to have all the prerequisites.
This year or possibly the next may be
radio's year of decision. The issue is whether
we shall continue to have a free, competitive,
untrammelled radio system — one "as free as
the press" to quote President Truman — or one
that will hew closer and closer to the European
method of state monopoly. It is as clearly
defined as that.
Radio has the leadership. In our democracy,
it has the right to expect continuance of the
American Plan in its truest sense. That means,
by Congressional mandate, dispelling of the
fog of confusion as well as regulation by
innuendo or lifted eyebrow.
Judge Miller's task isn't easy. He needs the
solid backing of all who live by radio. Broadcasters owe it to the public they serve so well,
and to themselves, to see to it that radio in
its year of decision gives its best to insure
survival as a free and virile medium.
WHETHER RIGHT OR WRONG, no one
can say of the FCC as presently composed
that it isn't
energetic.broadcasting
The steady developflow of
actions
on major
ments in the last few weeks has attorneys
and engineers against the ropes.
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"Thou Shalt Not-"
"The four freedoms are these: Freedom of
speech; freedom of worship; freedom from
want, and freedomF. from
fear."
D. Roosevelt,
before 77th Congress,
January 1941
"No member of the American Federation
of Musicians may participate in any way
whatsoever on a television broadcast, regardles oftype." James C. Petrillo,
President, AFM
On Thursday, Sept. 6, a member of the
Sholem Temple, Chicago, was barred from expres ing his religious beliefs during a television broadcast of Rosh Hoshana over WBKB.
His freedom of worship was cut off as surely,
by a blanket ruling laid down by James Caesar
Petrillo against AFM members appearing on
television, as was freedom of worship in Germany under Hitler. The fact that the member,
Max Sinzheimer, a German refugee, was a
member of Local No. 10 of the AFM and
therefore required to abide by AFM rules; cannot excuse the circumstance that as an individual he could not give full expression to his
religious convictions through music.
Mr. Sinzheimer is choir director and organist of the Sholem Temple and unfamiliar with
our democratic processes, since he has only
recently escaped from the Aryan treatment
accorded members of his faith by those who
are avowedly enemies of a form of government
that believes and permits freedom of speech,
religion and freedom of opportunity. He is
therefore bewildered by the action of Petrillo,
as president of a union whose sole purpose is
to provide security and unlimited opportunity
in his profession, in barring him from a part
in a broadcast of the services of his faith.
It all began when the International Council
for Religious Education, through its radio director, Jerry Walker, approached Rabbi Louis
Binstock of Sholem Temple for permission to
televise a portion of his Rosh Hoshana services. Mr. Walker says he had received a verbal
okay from officials of Local No. 10, which they
deny. Perhaps, since the Council was willing
to meet any salary demands of the union, any
objection they might have on a sustaining
religious broadcast seemed so remote as to be
incredible. But Mr. Sinzheimer, who tries hard
to be a good American and who belongs to the
AFM without fully understanding why,
thought it best to be on the safe side and asked
for permission from Mr. Petrillo in writing.
The answer from Mr. Petrillo: No.
Mr. Petrillo has black-jacked radio management, particularly in Chicago and St. Louis,
to employ musicians for the highly technical
job of operating a turn-table. He has successfully prevented a group of enthusiastic young
musicians from playing at Interlochen. He has
disregarded the expressed wishes of the President and the Congress. And in barring any
AFM member from television he has deprived
Americans of a public service.
Television cannot advance as long as Petrillo
controls the men who are needed to make it a
success. How long will radio as an entity, and
the people as a government permit this throttling of human liberty?

JUSTIN MILLER

Millerof
mannerin ofhismanown Justin
to thebe found
KEYis, can
definition
success: doing the work one enjoys
at it.jurist
Unia living
and making
most
lawyer,
practicing
versity—instructor,
and criminologist, the Associate Justice who
resigned his seat on the Federal bench of the
as presito takeof over
Appeals Assn.
U. S. dentCourt
rs
of the ofNational
Broadcaste
today, has found quiet pleasure in each of the
successive fields he has undertaken.
Judge Miller assumes the NAB^ helm after
having
completed
"refresher
course"of onradio
worldin
radio. For
many ayears
a student
this country, he returned Sept. 8 after a
month's tour of ETO, as head of a U. S. Broadcasting Mission arranged by the War Dept.To a man, the broadcasters on that Mission felt
radio had found the kind of leadership it so*
long had sought.
Possessed of a reserve stemming from his
judicial background, Judge Miller nevertheless
demonstrated he was thoroughly conversant
with radio and its myriad problems on that
month-long tour. He will be the first spokesman
in radio annals who can discourse at first hand
on the medium as it functions in both worlds.
Born in Crescent City, Cal., on Nov. 17, 1888,
Justin Miller is the son of Robert Willis Miller,
attorney, and the descendant of pioneering
stock. He is one of a family of seven children.
When six years old, his family moved to Santa
Rosa, Cal., where he attended grade school.
It is characteristic that the move was made
because of better educational opportunities
in Santa Rosa at that time. Moving later to
Hanford, Cal., he attended high school there,
graduating in spring of 1907. Enrolling in
Stanford U. at Palo Alto, Cal., he worked his
way through
of eco-It
nomics in 1910 asandassistant
in historyinstructor
during 1911.
was during this period of his college training,
young Miller also became assistant to David
Starr Jordan, then university president. Among
his most interesting and prized experiences,
Judge Miller cherishes the memory of his work
with Dr. Jordan, busy with his project on international relations and world peace.
Graduated in June of 1911 from Stanford
with an A.B. degree, Justin went on to the
U. of Montana, and continued to work his way
through
school,
instruc-in
tor in law.
He becoming
received an
his assistant
LL.B. degree
1913. Returning to Stanford for an additional
year, he was awarded a J.D. degree in 1914.
Soccer, football and track were his sports during college days. Justin also went in for debating, and(Continued
at Stanfordon page
was 58)
campus correBROADCASTING
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Continuously since 1939, The Studebaker Corporation has employed the facilities of WTIC in
the interest of its famed Studebakers including the
"Champion." For more than six years ... in Peace,
in War, and now in Peace again . . . Studebaker's
consistent radio promotion has been in obvious
recognition of Southern New England's status as an
outstanding market, and of WTIC's ability to cover
it successfully.
Of course, we've known for a long time that
Southern New England is well nigh unbeatable as a
place in which to sell your product, whether it be an
automobile or a breakfast food. We've been reminding you of that for more than twenty years. And
while we're about it, perhaps you'll pardon us for
mentioning that WTIC is the one, sure-fire means
of reaching and convincing the people of this wealthy
area. The sales figures in our area of the advertisers
who use our services are proof of that.
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

. » nflO„ §7.
rife
.„nflO«
W. rife'
DIRECT ROUTE TO
SALES IN
S output 'Tfecu &tt$ta*tci
The Trovelers Broadcasting Service Corporation
Affiliated with NBC
and New England Regional Network
Represented by WEED & COMPANY,
New York, Boston, Chicago,
Detroit, San Francisco and Hollywood
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Respects
(Continued from page 56)
spondent for the old Sam Francisco
Bulletin. President of the university English Club, he was also an
associate editor of Sequoia, monthly
publication.
Armed with his various degrees,
young Miller joined the San Francisco law firm of McCutcheon,
Olney & Williard as law clerk.
Shortly afterwards in that same
year, he returned to his home town
of Hanford. During his practice
there he was elected district attorney for Kings County.
As a member of the California
State Guard he was called to duty
during the Mexican border uprising of 1916 and for a time was staioned at Tucson,
Uponwent
return totcivilian
life Ariz.
Mr. Miller
to Fresno, Cal., joining the law firm
of Harris & Harris, practicing in
that city as well as San Francisco.
In addition to being an attorney,
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he was for two years executive
officer of the California State Commis ion of Immigration and Housing, taking over the latter in early
1919. Judge Miller became dean
of law at the U. of Southern California in 1927 for three years.
Later he occupied a similar position at Duke U. from 1930 to 1935,
resigning to become a special assistant to the United States Attorney General, assigned to Office
of the Solicitor General for argument of government cases in the
U. S. Supreme Court. Judge Miller
was a member of the U. S. Board
of Tax Appeals for a year, and
since 1937 has been associate justice of the U. S. Court of Appeals
of the District of Columbia, which
post he relinquished to take over
the NAB appointment duties.
An excellent administrator and
widely known for his organizational
ability, he has been president of
various associations and handled
many committees dealing with legal
practices and ethics. Nationally

known as a public speaker, he has
a keen knowledge of public relations and is thoroughly familiar
with all parts of the country and
their respective needs.
No stranger to radio and its
problems is Judge Miller. He has
written many opinions on appeals
from FCC decisions in broadcasting industry cases during his years
as member of the Appellate Court.
To his new position as NAB president he brings a wide understanding and appreciation, too, of the
importance of radio in American
daily life.
Justin Miller married May Merrill of Hanford on June 20,
1915. Writing under name of May
Merrill Miller, she is the author of
several historical novels, including First the Blade and House of
Cedar. They have two children,
Merrill Miller, aged 24, UCLA
student and now seaman first class
on duty somewhere in the Pacific;
and Jean Miller Abbott. A granddaughter, Susan Elizabeth, 18

months,
the lady
Judge's
prideMiller
and
joy and isfirst
of the
household. His brother, James **
Arthur Miller, is creator of the
famous Miller Tape and until recently was a major in the U. S.
Signal Corps.
A collector
Miller,
and heofhas' doodles"
specimensis Judge
from
many noted personalities. He collects them in preference to autohs. His otherhiker,
hobby heis gardening. gArapgreat
enjoys
trampinground histhePacific
foothills
which
Palisades, surCal.
home. Precise, yet soft spoken, the
judgeing hisgives
weighwords impression
well before heof speaks.
Of average height, he weighs 196
lbs., has hazel brown eyes and
brown hair sprinkled heavily with
grey. Born
and brednaturally
to his profes ion, it follows
that
Justin Miller should have carried
the
schoolnickname,
days. "Judge", since high
SHANNON ALLEN IS
S TART1NG OWN FIRM
SHANNON ALLEN, chief of the
radio andmationtelevision
section,Dept.,
infor-is
division, Interior
leaving that post by the middle of
October, nounceas
and inClosed
Circuit [Broadcasting, Sept.
24]. He is starti
... ing his own busin e s s,Associates,
Shannon
Allen
"exploring, writIn
the
dramaing, producing
of AmerMr. Allen
The new firm,
with offices 'in Washington and
New York, will deal in Americana,
producing programs
the indusica".onbusiness,
try, folk lore, music,
history,
past
and
present,
of
America.
Documentary as well as commercial
shows will be handled. Plans are
for writing and production of
package shows,
film
IP- transcriptions,
strips, television
shows, live and
recorded programs. All are to be
produced by a staff trained in reduction. search as well as in dramatic proMr. Allen, prior to his position
with the Interior Dept., was production director of WRC-WMAL
Washington, when those stations
were part of the NBC Red and
Blue networks. He was later night
manager of NBC Washington.

Kraft Promotes Three
THREE executives of Kraft Foods
Co., Chicago, were advanced to
vice-presidents last week. Promotions include: John H. Piatt, vicepresident in charge of advertising
and public relations; Norman
Kraft, vice-president
in charge of
product
research and development;
and Roseoe A. Page, vice-president
in charge incident
of withmilk
Cothe production.
. appointments,
John J. Wolf and Charles G.
Wright, assistant general sales
managers, were named to the board
of directors.
BROADCASTING
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...WMAQ

at 12:00

NOON

The Fair Store, one of Chicago's most important department stores, having successfully used radio to sell their
merchandise, recently decided to inaugurate a new campaign. They wished to make a deeper impression on the
2,855,700 families who comprise the second largest
market in the United States and who spend over
$3,500,000,000 annually.
WMAQ has been carrying a campaign for the Fair
Store since September of 1944. When they decided to
put on this new and larger campaign it is of great significance that they again chose WMAQ — the Chicago
station most people listen to most.
And so The Fair currently sponsors Moulton Kelsey
Monday thru Friday at 12:00 noon and Greg Donovan
at 5:00 pm with up-to-the-minute news. These two feaan integral
WMAQ's program schedule
which turesisare the
finest inpart
the ofworld.
WMAQ — morning, noon and night — reaches the people who listen and buy. Information concerning time
availabilities furnished upon request.
The Chicago station most people listen to most
670

ON
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WB., cuticle
ASSOCIATES
New York a(Softol
sets), is preparing
of spot
transcriptions
toto bestartusedin series
in a
national
campaign
future.
Agency
is
Slans
& Maury, near
New
VON MAUR J
York.
SINCLAIR REFINING Co., New York
(Sinclair H-C
andradio
Ethylcampaign.
gasoline),Gasohas
BUYS WOC/
launched
line will bea newadvertised
on 178 Mutual
stations onprogram
Prank heard
Singiser "Sinclair
for the 40th MARKET Headliner"
Also 14 special
programs three-weekly.
are planned,
headed
by
"Sinclair
Clubs" in
larger
cities.York.Agency isQuiz
Hixson-O'Donnell. New
»
/
TRIANGLE
PUBLICATIONS,
Philadelphia,attroicintroduce
new West Coast
theaegrlapahn,dinsports
newspaper.
Daily
Tela
24-day
campaign
started
Sept. 24scribed
is using
total
of
1,600
tranannouncements
on KFI KRKD
KECA
KPAC KGFJ
KMPCKIEV
KFWB
KMTR
KFVD
andis four
San Bull
Fran-&
cisco
stations.
Agency
Smith,
McCreery, Hollywoood.
DAVENPORT, ROCK ISLAND
& GAMBLE CO., Cincinnati
MOLINE, E. MOLINE
) PROCTER
(Spic &mond Swing
Span),on WJZ
Sept. New
24 started
RayYork, makes
Mon.Wed.-Fri.
total
of 1247:15-7:30
sponsors p.m.
for thisThisAmerican
cooperative
program.Chicago.
Agency is DancerFitzgerald-Sample,
AMERICAN
POULTRY
JOURNAL, discs
Chicago, is preparing 48 five-minute
featuring Smilin'
Ed overMcConnell
for
placement
on
list
of
30
stations.
Discs
are being
by NBC Radio
Recording
Division,madeChicago.
LOEWS Inc., New York (MGM motion
pictures), ter-hour
Sept.football22results
started onweekly
quarKECA placed
Hollywood. Contract
weeks
through Donahue
&forCoe,11 New
York.
B. MANISCHEWITZ Co., Jersey City N
Crackers)
Tarnweekly
J. (Tarn
weeks sta-on
for is13 using
break
KYW tionPhiladelph
ia. Account
York
Co., New placed
A. B. Landau
through
latest parisWelles
Newon York,
Barbison Corp.,
proRuth
ticipating sponsor
participathree
using
KYW,
gramtionson weekly
to advertise
13 weeks Federal
for through
Adv.,
Placed
slips.
its
Since 1943, Hooper and Conlan
Co., Cin-for
Arch Brace
York.cinnatiJung
surveys have shown that only New
has signed
spots
one-minute
six pads),
of (corn
schedule
WOC delivers the Quad-Cities —
& Sons,for
Kastor
W.
H.
through
weeks
13
Chicago.
the largest metropolitan area
between Chicago and Omaha;
Ltd., Los Angeles (DDT, insecand between Minneapolis and PARLYN ticide),
Sept. 24 onstarted
six-weekly
KHJ
St. Louis. It's the 40th retail afternoon
Contract
fornewscast
13 weeks
placedHollywood
through
Los Angeles.
market in the nation, with ap- Davis & Beaven,
proximately 218,000 population.
WASHINGTON
MOTORS
Co., LosAdvertisAngelesing(used
cars),Council,
has appointed
& Sales
Losis Angeles,
to
handle
advertising
and
continuing
heavy radio schedule on local area stations.
ACCORDING TO
LT. COMDR.vertisingR.managerE. ofMERRY,
adHOOPER THE
Levertheformer
Bros.,
Tohas returned
company
after 3y2ronto,years
with thetoRoyal
Canadian
Navy.
40 MARKET
IS DELIVERED ONLY
Dept.
Store, Tuscola,of HI.,U.
isROBESON'S
sponsoring
complete
BY
ofcola.
Illinois
football
games schedule
on WDZ Tus*
ROYAL CITY weekly
CANNINGmusical
Co., Vancouver,
4has
from started
the Account
CJORwasVancouver
Radioprogram
Theater.
placed
1**
Brown & Co.. Vancouver. by Cockfield,
DUDE RANCH Products, Portland, has
signed for once-weekly 52 week sponsorship of transcribed
OldLabs.,
Corral"St.
on KOIN
Portland.for "The
Groveseries
DAVENPORT, IOWA Louis,
that
threeweeklytivehasSept.
on signed
WKY
Oklahoma
City
B. J. PALMER, President
Program
is preparedeffecW.24. Ziv
Co., Cincinnati.
Zivby
BURYL LOTTRIDGE, Manager Frederick
"Songshas ofbeenGood
Cheer"
transcribed
series
signed
by
Heurlch
BrewCo.. Washington, D. C, for Senate
BASIC AMERICAN NETWORK Beer ingthree-weekly
52 weeks onMutual
WOL
Washington;
StateforAutomobile
5000
WATTS-1420
Kc.
Insurance
threeFREE & PETERS, INC., National Representatives weekly
for 52Co.,
weeksColumbus,
on WBNS O.,
Columbus.
New sponsors for Ziv quarter-hour "The
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Korn
Include:Maurice
Ems Brewing
Co., St.Kobblers",
Louis,St. through
Lionelfor
Co.,
Louis,
once-weekly
26Hirsch
weeks
on
WJPF
Herrin,
HI.,
and
KWK
St.
Farr
Distributing
Co.,weeks
Akron.
O., Louis:
threeAkron.
per Additional
week for 52contracts
WHKK
foron
Ziv transcribed
quarter-hour
"Easy
Aces"
include:
Katz
Drug
Co.,
Kansas
City,
throughfor Bruce
Agency,
five-weekly
52 weeks3. Brewer
on WDAFCo.,
KansasbertCity;
Skinner-Chamberlain
AlLea,
Minn.,
five-weekly
for
26
weeks
on KATE Albert Lea; Byrne Dept. Store.
Natchez.
Miss.,
five-weekly
for
weeks on WMIS Natchez: Trautman52
Butler,Butler:
Pa., five-weekly
26Dept.weeksStore,
on WISR
WDODH. Weber
Chat-for
tanooga,
Tenn., 260 episodes;
&52 Sons.
Zanesviue.
O.,
five-weekly
for
weeks on WHIZ Zanesville.
LOMA
LINDA
FOOD
Co.,
Arlington,
Cal.,
Oct. 3 startsContract
twice weekly
spots13on weeks,
KGW
Portland.
is for
through
Elwood
J.
Robinson
Adv.,
Los
Angeles.
WILMINGTON
FISH
CANNERS
Assn.,
Terminal Island, Cal. (canned fish),
Our
Gal!
Oct. 1 starts
schedule
on KGERthrice-weekly
Long Beach, newscast
Cal., for
22Losweeks.
Angeles.Agency is Allied Adv. Agencies,
The lady of the house!
She likes her WMMN
MONOGRAM PICTURES Corp., Los Angeles,Sept.to promote
LittleschedDevfriendly entertainers who
21 KRKD
started"China's
variedKFVD
spot
ule il's",
on KPAS
KIEV
KFAC.
Agency is Allied Adv. Agencies, Los
key to her every whim.
Angeles.
And how she goes for her
OLD NATIONAL BANK, Evansville, Ind..
Columbia serials!
Is sponsoring
play-by-play
account
of
local
highWMLLschoolEvansville.
football Setgames
station
ownerson FM
are
The lady of the house!
urged to share sets with sports fan
friends.
She's our gal for sure!
NANCY
CHRYSANTHEMUM
And why not when what
Center,campaign
LosO'NEIL
Angeles,
Oct. 1 KPAS
starts KFVD,
60-day
spot
on
KMPC
through Allied Adv. Agencies,
Los
she says goes. She's the
Angeles.
one who vertiskeeps
our and
aders inbusiness
SMILING
IRISHMAN'S
CORNER,
Los
Angeles
(used
cars),
adding
to
heavy
we.
they know it— and so do
local schedule
Oct. 1 ofstarts
fiveweekly
55-minuteon program
recorded
semi-classical
Hollywood. Contractmusic
for on52 KMPC
weeks placed
Thanks to Our Gal, we
les.
through Allied Adv. Agencies, Los AngeBON MARCHE Dept. Store, Asheville.
offer
you one
Greatest
Directof America's
Response
N. C, ning
has quarter-hours
added threeon additional
eveWWNC AsheAudiences.
ville
with
Kenny
Baker
transcriptions.
John Carroll, local fashion shop, has
for weekly
-hour feature,
"Playhouseon
ofsigned
Favorites",
NBC half
recorded
WWNC.
Ask a Blair Man
KINGSBURY
Breweries
Co.,
Manitowoc,
Wis.,
has
named
Christiansen
Adv.,
Columbia Network
Chicago, as agency. Radio may be used.
PRICE'S, San Francisco (shoes), has
started
two-hour
Schoolfor
Hit
Parade"
on KYAweekly
San "High
Francisco
13 weeks.
Contract
direct. Norwalk
Oil Sales
Co., placed
San Francisco,
has
started
half -hourKYA weekly
the
Drake"
for 52 "Dancing
weeks. Con-at
tract placedondirect.
INTERCITY COACH LINES, Lansing,
Mich., is sponsoring Michigan State
College sing.football
games clothing
on WJIMfirm,Lan-is
Small's,
local
sponsoring
quarter-hour
local high school
games resume
on WJIM.of all
PRINCE MACARONI Inc., Boston, has
signedton offorAmerican
sponsorship
on WCOP
Bosnetwork
cooperative
program
Bennett,
1:15-1:30 ofp.m.Connie
Contract
is forfive-weekly
52 weeks.
CALIFORNIA PACKING Corp., San
Francisco
Monte coffee),
has started daily on(Del
chain
schedule
KMJ break
Fresno,announcement
Cal. Cont
r
a
c
t
i
s
for
five
weeks,
through
McCann-Erlckson,
San Francisco.
Pacific
Guano Gaviots),
Co., San isFrancisco
(Super
Strain
seeds,
using
four
transcribed
spots
per week onAdv.,KMJOakland,
for 15 hasweeks.
Emil Reinhardt
account. Willard Tablet Co., Chicago
(proprietary), is sponsoring thrice- week(Continued on page 62)
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. . . The voice of the
Prophet
An ancient Arabian legend tells us
that thepartedProphet
certain innerMohammed
mysteries im-to
his adopted son, Ali. Fearing that
the secretguarded
would
in an un-to
moment, escape
Ali withdrew
the desert. Stopping at an oasis for
water,secret
he leaned
and
the
spilled over
out tointodrink
the —well.
The secret became part of a reed
growing beside the water, and when
a wandering
shepherdfromfashioned
musical
instrument
the reeda
(the first bassoon), the music made
men weep for joy.
A bundle of sticks
One of the earliest mentions of the
bassoon occurs in an inventory of an
English music collection made in
1574. The early instruments were
from six to eight feet long, made of
yellow boxwood or brass. Father
Alfranio, an Italian priest, conceived
the idea of doubling the instrument
into its present shape and giving it
the
a bundleand ofGerman
sticks,
fromappearance
which the ofItalian
names of the bassoon, "fagotto" and
"fagott" were derived.
The clown of the
orchestra
Although the bassoon is well suited
for joyous measures, as mentioned
in Coleridge's "The Ancient Marcomposers possibilities
have long recognizediner,"
the comic
of its
somewhat delssohn
pompous
quality.
made the best
use Menof it
to describe musically the character
Bottom
Dream." in "A Midsummer Night's

|A

(Continued from page 60)
lyKM five-minute
programplacedon
J. Contracttranscribed
for 21 weeks
through cago.First
United
Broadcasters.
ChiSeeck
&
Kade,
New
(Pertus in), is using a totalonofYork
130 chain
break announcements
KMJ
over
21 weeks.
AgencyArvey
is Erwln,
Co.,
New York.
Corp., Wasey
Chicago&
(B-V Lite),
is sponsoring
fiveminute
transcribed
programon KMJ
three atimes
per
week forChicago,
26 weeks.
Burllngame-Dr.
Grossman,
has account.
Hess &stockClark,
Inc.,
O. tran(livetonic),
Isone-minute
using Ashland,
total
of on234
scribed
spotsPhiladelphia.
KMJ,
through
N.
W.
Ayer
&
Son.
Los Angeles Union Stockyards (livestock
sale),ute spot
hasschedule
started onsix-weekly
KMJ for one-min13 weeks
throughgeles.
LisleColgate-Palmollve-Peet
Sheldon Adv., Co.,
Los JerAnsey
City
(Peet's
granulated
soap),
through
Leon
Livingston
Adv.,
San
Francisco,
started using
transcribed
chain breakhas schedule
on KMJ.
Miles
Labs..
Elkhart,
Ind.
(Nervine,
Anti-Pain
pills), has announcement
started dally schedule
one-rainut<j
transcribed
on
KMJ for 52 weeks through Wade Adv.,
Chicago.
M. WEINSTEIN, Los Angeles (retaU
Jewelry),
has with
startedPeter
five-weekly
newson
commentary
de Lima
KFWB
Hollywood
for
52
weeks.
Agency
is Adolphe Wenland Adv., Hollywood.
RICARDO
MARTIN,
Cal.
(beauty salon),
placingBeverly
direct,Hills,
on Sept.
29 started weekly 25-mlnute audience
participation
"SaluteContract
to Beau-is
KMPC program,
Hollywood.
for 13ty," onweeks.
S.(Steero
GUMPERT
Co.,
Brooklyn,
New
York
bouillon cubes), has started
twice-weekly
10-minute
newson commentary
with
Ed
Jorgenson
KFI
Los
Angeles. Contract
is for New
26 weeks.
Agency
Rose Martin
York.
Mlnick isDairy
Co., LosAdv.,Angeles
(ice

Quaker Oats Plans
PRINCIPAL postwar plans for
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago, cover
changes in mills to obtain better
productsduce newat items
lower developed
costs and toinproits
laboratories. Top executives feel
company is more fortunate than
many insofar as there is no problem
of reconverting factory equipment.
Quaker last week reported a new
record in sales and an increase
of more than $1,000,000 in net
profits 30.during its fiscal year ended
June
'Coronet' Quiz Off
EFFECTIVE Oct. 6, Coronet
Quick Quiz, sponsored by Coronet
magazine and heard on American,
Sat., 9:55-10 p.m. for the past two
years, leaves the air to make room
for Boston Symphony Orchestra,
sponsored by Allis-Chalmers Mfg.
Co., Milwaukee, to be heard Sat.,
9-10 p.m. Coronet will continue to
sponsor Coronet Story Teller with
Marvin Miller Mon. through Fri.,
9:55-10 p.m. on American.
cream), Oct. 14 starts participation
schedule
Baker's
Notebook"
KFI for In13"Art
weeks.
Agency
is J. onB.
Keefer
Adv.,Long
Los Island
Angeles.City,American
Chicle Co.,
N. Y.
(Beeman's
chewing gum),
Oct.
2 startson
using
twice-weekly
spot
schedule
KFI
through
Grant
Adv.,
New
Firm, for Dentyne gum, on Sept.York30
also started
six-weekly spot Browning
schedule on
KFI.
Agency
Hershey,
New isYork.Badger,
Contracts are for&
13 weeks. Harry Ferguson Co., Cleve-

landthrice-weekly
(farm Implements),
Oct. 1 startsIn
usingOwen
participation
Tom
for
39 weeks.program
Fuller on& KFL
SmithContract
& Ross,is
Cleveland, has
account.Cal (jeweler), has
DELANES,
Oakland,
started weekly
Ira BlueAd
sportscast
KGOquarter-hour
Sanis agency.
Francisco.
Fried
Adv.,onOakland,
AMERICAN
MOTH PROOF
Co., Los
Angeles
(Wll& Co.,
Kil), Loshas Angeles,
appointedto Glasser-Galley
handle advertising.
LT. PATtion of WEAVER,
in
charge
of
producArmedfromForces
Service,
upon release
Navy Radio
has resumed
post canas Tobacco
advertising
manager
ofGEORGE
AmeriCo.
and
aide
to
WASHINGTON HILL, president.
BALABAN FLOOR COVERING Co., Chicago, Sept.program
18 startedWAIT
quarter hour
six-weekly
Contract
26 weeksonChicago.
placed byChicago.
Rocklln Irving for& Assoc.,
E. A. utorAARON
&
BROS.,
Chicago,
distribfor Cedergreen Frosted Foods, has
appointedadvertising.
Rocklln Irving
Assoc.to beto
handle
Radio is& said
planned.
G. BARR
& Co.,
(Balm Sept.
Barr
hand
lotion),
beganChicago
sponsorship
24Stars"
of newon WMAQ
interviewChicago,
program11-11:15
"Meet a.m.
the
(CDST)tract forMonday
through
Friday.
Con52
weeks
placed
by
Arthur
Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago.
FRANK H. LEE Co., Danbury, Conn.,
has New
appointed
Welntraubfor
Co.,
York, William
to handleH. account
Disneydles alHats
men. Agency now hanLee for
accounts.
NATIONAL SCHOOLS, Los Angeles (instructi,on ) addingstations,
to schedule
southern California
Sept. 24on started
five-weekly
quarter-hour
recorded
musicaltraprogram
on
KFAC
Los
Angeles.
Conct is forAdv.,
13 weeks.
Agency is Adolphe
Wenland,
Los Angeles.
WESTERN CANADA FLOUR MILLS,
Toronto,
has onstarted
transcribed musicaltionsprogram
two15 Newfoundland
staand
on
Oct.
starts
five-minute
transcribed
commentaries
on
37
Canadian stations.
Account placed by McKlm Adv.,
Toronto.
REMINGTON
RAND
Ltd., Toronto
(electric
shavers),
has
spotsAccount
on a
number of Canadianstarted
stations.
Is being placed by Locke, Johnson &
Co.,
Toronto.
CANADA
STARCH Co., Montreal (corn
syrup),
1 startson transcribed
"The
Greatesttions.Oct.
ofAgencyThese"
stais Vickers 33& Canadian
Benson, Montreal.
DR.
CHASE
MEDICINE
Co.,
Oakvllle,
Ont.
(proprietary),
has startedstations.
spots
five-weekly
Canadian
Account
placedon by40Ardlel
Adv., Oakvllle.
ADAM HATS (Canada), Toronto, has
started singing spots with local dealer
tie-up ontions. aAgencynumber
of Canadian
is MacLaren
Adv., staToronto.
NOMA ELECTRIC
Co.,
Torontospots
(appli-on
a
n
c
e
s
)
,
h
a
s
started
five-weekly
10 Canadian stations. Account placed by
MacLaren
Adv., Toronto.
UNITED REXALL
DRUG Co., Toronto,
has started five-minute transcribed program
tions thrice-weekly
and spots onon an22 Canadian
additionalsta-17
Canadiantions havestations.
stanot yetPlansbeenfor French
announced.
Account placed by Ronalds Adv., Toronto.

JHt
The deep, throaty notes of the bassoon, ranging from 60 to more than
10,000 c.p.s. call for the best recordings. And the best today are:
VERTICAL CUT RECORDINGS!
Electrical Research Products
Division
OF
fester// Electric Company
233 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 7. N. Y.
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PACIFIC
NORTHWEST

Kino
7%£ 'pniettcUtf Statist
50,000
710 Watts
KC
CBS
SEATTLE , WASHINGTON

5000
WATTS
DAY AND
NIGHT
Represented by FREE & PETERS, Inc
INMIIONALLY R£PRfcSfclMTfcL> bT ADAM J. YOUNG, JR., INC.
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IT'S THE
THAT
TO

STATION

KNOWS

SAY

GOODNIGHT

Not just another
late hour filler,
"Sleepy Serenade"
is a top production,
a WGAR nightcap
of music and poetry
which thousands of
Clevelanders have
learned to enjoy
seven nights a week.
We are fussy
about "off-hours"
because our audience
CLEVELAND'S
WGAR
THE
FRIENDLY
STATION
" - a mm
FREE
R 4 0 / 0 ' 5 XX/
SPEECH
ANNIVERSARY
MIKE" £
WW

HOW

has learned to expect
good listening on WGAR
at all hours.

WIND
CHICAGO
5000 WATTS 560 KC

HARRY
W. SMITH,
Jr., for promotion
4>/2 years
advertising
and Corp.
sales
manager
of Selas
of America,
New
York,
has
joined
John
Mather
Lupton
Co.,
York, aswithvice-president.
to national
hisNewaffiliation
Selas
Corp.of
hePrior
was
industrial
director
American Gas Assn.. New York.
MILT licity
SAMUEL,
three years Coast
pubdirector of for
American,
division, West
has been
appointed
West
Coastity radio
publicofIndusthe
Bureaudirector
of Service
trial
of
Young & Rubicam,
effective Oct.pointm8.ent is part
Apof department
exmade necessarypansionby increasing number
of
programs emanating
from West
Coast
Mr. Samuel office.
MUCKS ROBERT
remains H.in
his present
post as
manager
of radio
of the West
Coastpublicity
office. department
NICHOLS,
formerly
with hasM.
E.GEORGE
Welborn
& Adv.
Assoc.,Agencies
Los Angeles,
joined
Allied
production
staff
in
charge
of
visual
advertising.
PEGGY SILENY,
LockCorp.,formerly
also
has with
been
added
to thatheed Aircraft
department.
LARRY
SCUDDER
has joined
agency's Seattle office as
account
executive.
ADVERTISING
& SALES
COUNCIL,
Los
has taken
at 520Angeles,
W. Seventh
St. additional offices
JOSH
HOGUE,promotion
for four director
years advertising
and sales
Owl
Drug
Co.,
San
Francisco
(West& ofRyan,
Coast
chain),
has
joined
Ruthrauff
Hollywood, as account executive.
S. GREENE,
toBRYDON
advertising
manager former
of Leverassistant
Bros.,
Cambridge, chandising
has joined
the
department
of N.plansW. merAyer
& Son, New York.
MORGANsistantS.directorA. for
REICHER,
asOWI joined
in former
ETO.Abbott
stain London,
Kimball tionedCo.,
New has
York, as account

flGEIlCIES
executive.
FRANCES
BROOKS,
former
advertising
and
Mary
Dept. promotion
New director
York, hasof
joinedLewis
Kimball
asStore,
account
executive.
DUANE
G.of BARTLETT,
former vicepresident
Edward
B. Sturges,
Inc.,
New
York,
and
WALLACE
PFLUEGER,
formerly
with
Darcy
Co.,
New
York,
have joined Doremus & Co., New York,
as copywriters.
HAROLD
METZEND ORF, offormer
ant advertising
East assistWashington Machinemanager
Co., Syracuse,
has
joined
Lawrence C. Gumbinner copy
Adv.. staff
New ofYork.
JAKE
VANandAERMAN,
Jr.,
stage
manager
writer
for former
WRGB,
GEJ.
video
station,
Schenectady,
joins
Walter
Thompson
Co.,
New
York,
Oct.
as assistant to AL DURANTE, radio pub-1
licity director. NORMAN VARNEY, rethe Navy, also
joins agency's
publicityleased fromdepartment
as writer.
BRICE DISQUE, released from the Army
as lieutenant colonel, has joined Compton Adv.,sistant to LEWIS
New York,
as executiveman-asH. TITTERTON,
ager
of
radio
division.
Priorassistant
to his
entry
was
managerin oftheNBCArmyscripthe department.
BILL MAILLEFERT, former civilian
employemand,ofhas returned
the Army Transport
Comdepartment of Comptonto the
Adv.,radio
New media
York.
DUANE
former vicepresident G.of BARTLETT,
Edward B. Sturges,
Inc.,
vice-president
of with
AlbertHillFrank-Guenther
Law,
and writer
& Knowlton,
New
York,
has
Joined
Doremus
&
Co.,
New York, as copywriter.
MICHEL
NORMANDIN,
formerly
with
Montreal stations CFCF CKAC CHLP
and freelance sportscaster, has joined

WROK
ROCKFORD

ILLINOIS

ROBERT S. CONLAN SURVEY
SUNDAY THRU SATURDAY
Morning
Distribution
Listening of
Afternoon
WROK
33.4
42.1
18.3
Station A
25.1
16.4
Station B
13.2
Station C
26.1
15.1
4.5
5.8
Others

Evening
31.3
21.6
11.3
30.1
5.7

Montreal.
HeCanadian
is also Advertising
father,Agency,
beingCouncil.
youngest
alderman
ona city
Montreal
City
AL
PAUL
LEFTON,
president
Paul Lefton Adv., Philadelphia, has ofbeenAl
elected president
of theatEagleville
culosis Sanatorium
Eagleville,TuberPa.,
toHEIM.succeed late JEROME H. LOUCHJULIAN department
WIER PEARSON
has &joined
the
media
of Gray
Rogers,
Philadelphia.
LT. BURNS
former& Bowles,
public relations directorW. ofLEE,
Benton
New
York, has
returned
frompublic
the South
Pacific,
where
he
was
relations
officerJlmain Public
the Fifth
Marine division
at
Iwo
Information
Office
and
is stationed in New York.
AGNES DANAHER has been promoted
from secretary to assistant to G. W.
FREEMAN,
account
executive
of StandNew New
Jersey,
schalkard Oil& ofPratt,
York.N. Y., at MarJOSEPH
W.
G.
CLARK,
for
four
years
on loan to Canadian
director-in-chief
of publicgovernment
relations foras
the three Canadian armed services, has
resigned
is returning
office of andCockfield,
Brownto &the Co.Toronto
GEORGE R. BISHOP has returned to
Anfenger Adv., St. Louis, as research
director.
GENE GRANT & Co., Hollywood station
representative,
opensMarket
northern
California officesOct.at1 681
St.,
San Francisco.
Telephone
is Garfield
5512.
Firm has been
appointed
Pacific
Coast sales representative for KGKB
Tyler,Dalles,
Tex., WJLD
The
Ore. Bessemer, Ala., KODL
PURA
LOPEZ,
Mestre & Co., formerly
Havana, with
and Publlcidad
writer of
original
radio scriptshas forjoined
American
and
Cubanish copyadvertisers,
the Spanstaff
of
National
Export
Adv.
Service, New York.
COL. DONALD
Q. COSTER
has 3>/2
recountry
years
Armyturned to this
service
abroad.andfollowing
He informerly
was account
executive
charge
of newson Co..business
Montreal.for J. Walter ThompAL REIWITCH,
for 2y2 years
radio mandicontact
for Weissrector, copy& writer
Geller,andChicago,
Oct. 1
joins Bozell
& Jacobs.JACOBS.
Chicago, as assistant to NATHAN
IDAHO ADV. Agency has been started
in Boise, isIda.,17 byBroadbent
EDWIN F.Bldg.,
CASEBEER.
Address
phone
2064. Casebeer
ecutive of Cline isAdv.former
Service.account
Boise. exSTELLER-MILLER-EBERTS,
Los Ange-at
les office, is expanding quarters
present address. 112 W. Ninth St.
JAMES R. DeGRAW, formerly with Col(Continued on page 66)

is the economic capital of a
vitally Important
empireinembracing
15 COUNTIES
4 STATES in
2 NATIONS.
the "influential" station in
04hMUOE>
OOKfcANCtCK.D. El Paso covers it ALL.
B.ODtR.1
CBS IO0OW.IU
VAl LAWRENCt 600 KC

WROK
THE o/i/y STATION THAT CAN DO A JOB FOR YOU IN ROCKFORD
V HEADLEY-REED
AMERICAN NETWORK
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WEAF
New York
WBZ & WBZA
Boston, Springfield
WGY
.
...Schenectady
KYW
Philadelphia
WRC
Washington
KDKA
Pittsburgh
WTAM
Cleveland
WOWO
Ft. Wayne
WMAQ
Chicago
KOA
Denver
KPO
San Francisco

TROUBLES? Why not give "Spot" the chance to solve them. He's
switched many a time buyer's headache to a halo — frequently offered
the advice that untied knotty spot problems. For when time is as
popular as it is on NBC represented stations the help of an insider
helps. Maybe he can't always provide just the time you were after —
but chances are mighty good that he can suggest another period
which will be just as productive as your original choice.
Call on " Spot" for consultation today and let him help you find choice
spots among those available on NBC's 11 vital stations which broadcast
to 55% °f me radio homes in the U. S. . . . in markets whose buying power
is 34.2% higher than the country's average . . . markets where products
go over thetop . . . and top the competition.

NBC

SALES

New York, Circle 7-8300 . . . Chicago, Superior 8300 . . . San Francisco, Graystone 8700
Washington, Republic 4000 . . . Cleveland, Cherry 0942 . . . Hollywood, Hollywood 6161
Denver, Maine 621 1 ... Boston. Hancock 4261

64)
flGEIICIES ^

this is

(Continued from
lins & joins
Cooperagency
and Beaumont
& execuHohman,
asof account
tive. NewSteelaccounts
agency
include
Simpson
Co.,
Madsen
Iron
Works.
Gendron Chemical Co. (Doff Soapless
Suds).
JULIAN
POLLOCK
Philadelphia,in
has
beenG.Assn.
elected
toCO.,membership
American
of Advertising
Agencies.
CHRISTIANSEN
ADV.,
Chicago,
has
moved
to
larger
quarters
in
the
Field
Bldg.,
135
S.
LaSalle
St.
New
phone
is Central 2484.
FRANCIS
MARTINrecording
Jr., formerly
WOR
studios, with
has
joinedNewtheCo.,York
radio
Kimball
New division
York. of Abbott
JAMES
timebuyer,C.ofonRESOR,
Sept. 15McCann-Erickson
married Emilie
Julianele
Philadelphia.
ESTHER
JONES,
with copy
Chicago
Times and UP, hasformerly
joined the
and
publicity
staff
of
Ivan
Hill
Adv.,
Chicago.
MARY
SHERIDAN,
with
MacFarland toAveyard
Co. for both
10 years,
Hill
handle & media,
radio joins
and
newspaper.
RANDOLPH
A.
SANDBERG
has
resigned
asGrantheadAdv.of toaccounting
department of
Burton Browne join
Adv. accounting staff of
JAMES A. CHRISTENSEN has been
named & radio
directorDetroit.
of Wolfe-JicklingDow
Conkey,
He formerly
was with
WWJ Detroit and production
the Detroit staff
News.of PATRICIA
TOBIN, Columbia,
former women's
director
KFKW
Mo.,
has
been
namedof
assistant
to Mr.forChristensen
radio features
women. to handle

WOOD
20th YEAR

STATION
IN
Chattanooga

CBS
WATTS
PAUL H.RAYMER COMPANY 5,000
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES DAY AND NIGHT

Petuiork RccounTS

He's Your Man . . .
When the BMI FIELD REPRESENTATIVE visits your city and your station,
he's there to serve you . . . he's your man.
You may know him well. For he's been
calling on you for some time now. AND,
he's one travelling man who is not trying to SELL.
The BMI FIELD MAN — he's been
especially picked for the job — is primarily aradio man. Years of valuable
experience in all phases of radio management are his special qualifications.
And with the added knowledge he possesses of music matters, he's in a position to be of extra service to you.
So — the next time you meet up with
GLENN DOLBERG or RALPH WENTWORTH or AL MARLIN or JIM COX—
remember, he's the BMI FIELD REPRES NTA IVE .. . He's your man!
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Harold R. MacNamee
HAROLD R. MacNAMEE, 48, a
partner in the Alley & Richards
Co., New York and Boston, died in
the Newton Hospital, Newton,
Mass., Sept. 23. He has been associated with the agency since 1928
and was headquartered in Boston.
Sept.
24Speaks
renewedon for
Kate
Smith thru
full 52CBSweeksnetwork,
Mon.
Fri., 12-12:15
Benton
& Bowles,
N. Y. p.m. Agency,
LEDERLE LABS, New York (vitamin
products),
Oct. 2 renews
for American
52 weeks
Doctors
Talk
on 160
stations,Adv.,
Tues.,N.It Over
Hazard
Y.9:30-10 p.m. Agency:
ARMSTRONG CORK Co., Lancaster, Pa.
(building
materials)
Sept. Theater
24 renewedol
for
52 weeks
Armstrong
Today
on Agency:
full CBS BBDO,
network,
12:30 p.m.
N. Y.Sat. 12Net Change
BRITISH
AMERICAN
Co., ofMontreal viously
(gasoline),
Sept.
27,20,OILinstead
preplanned
Sept.
started
Peerless Parade
on 9:30-10
28 CBC p.m.Trans-Canada
stations
Thurs.
Agency:
J.
Walter Thompson Co., Toronto.
McCOLL-FRONTENAC
OIL
Ltd.,
MontrealColumbia
(gasoline),stations
Oct. 7 adds
three ofBrit-33
total
CBC ishDominion
networkfor stations
on
Texaco
Star
Theater,
Sun.
9:30-10
Agency: Ronalds Adv., Montreal. p.m.
CAMPBELL'S SOUPS Ltd., New Toronto.
Oct. 7Request
replacesPerformance
Radio Reader's
Digest
with
CBO
Dominion network
stations. onSun.24 9-9:30
p.m.
Agency:
Ward
Wheelock
Co.,
Philadelphia.
CHARLES
PHILLIPS
CHEMICALOct.CO..5
New
York H.(Milk
of Magnesia),
changes
Waltz
Timep.m.fromon Fri.
p.m.
to
9:30-10
141 9-9:30
NBC
stations.
Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, N. Agency:
Y.
BROWN
TOBACCOOct Co30- 4
Louisville& WILLIAMSON
(Raleigh cigarettes),
shifts People Are Funny from Fri. 9:
10 p.m.Agency:
to 9-9:30Russel
p.m. M.onSeeds,
140 NBC
sta^
tions.
Chicago.
BROWN
&
WILLIAMSON
TOBACCO
Co..
Louisville (Raleigh cigarettes, Sir Walter
Raleigh
smoking
tobacco),
Oct. 15stations
shifts
People
are
Funny
on
141
NBC
from Fri.M. 9:30-10
to 9-9:30 Agency:
Russel
Seeds p.m.
Chicago.
BEAUMONT Labs., St. Louis (4-Way
Cold Tablets),
1 moves Cliff Edwards on 20311:55-12
MBSOct.stations
Fri. from
noon toMon.-Wed.2:25-2:30
p.m. Agency: Donahue & Coe., N. Y.

New Business
CENTAUR Co. Division of Sterling
Drug
York (Molle
cream),Inc.,Oct.New5 starts
Molle shaving
Mystery
Theater
on 59 Young
NBC stations
Fri. 10-10N. :30Y.
p.m. Agency:
& Rubicam,
TRIMOUNT CLOTHING Co., New York
(Clipper Harmon
Craft qlothes),
Oct. 13stations,
starts
Tommy
on 56 Mutual
Sat. N.7:45-8
Co.,
Y. p.m. Agency: Emil Mogul
P. BALLANTINE & Sons, Newark (beer,
ale),
16 NBC
startsTues.
"His Honor, p.m.
the
Barber"Oct.J.onWalter
Agency:
Thompson7:30-8
Co., N. Y.
GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER Co., New
Fitch Show Welcomed
Toronto,of Ont.
Oct. Dominion
2 starts
Parade
Songs (tires),
on 36 CBC
A CLOSED CIRCUIT broadcasttanetwork
stations,
Tues.
8-8:30
p.m.
(repeat toJ. J.Pacific
coastLtd.,
12-12:30
a.m.) welcoming the Fitch Rogue's GalAgency:
Gibbons
Toronto.
started on Mutual Sept.
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co. of 27, waslery, which
held24, inwithWGNMutual,
Chicago
stuCanada,Baseball
Montreal,Games0*t. on3 starts
World
dios
Sept.
sponsor
Series
51
Canadian
stations,Inc.,1:15N. p.m.
agency officials playing hosts to
Maxon
Y. to end. Agency: and
members of the National Assn.
BRITISH AMERICAN OIL Co., Toronto of600 Retail
Druggists. Talks were by
(gasoline),
Sept.Quebec
27 started
Taxi Thurs.
Thir- Edgar Kobak,
teen on 5 CBC
stations,
MBS president;
8:30-9son Co.,p.m.Toronto.
Agency: J. Walter Thomp- Theodore Christianson, former
of Minnesota, public reHOUDE GROTHE Ltd., Montreal (to- Governor lations
director, NARD; F. W.
startsFrench
Soireesstations,
Canadiennes bacco),
on Oct.1015,7:30-7:45
CBC
Fitch,
president;
Sandahl, F.viceMon.-Wed.-Fri.
p.m.
Agency:
president and salesLesmanager,
W.
Whithall Broadcasting, Montreal.
Fitch
Co.,
and
E.
G.
Nackel of
Renewals
L. W. Ramsey & Co., agency hanaccount. Dick Powell, the
R. J. REYNOLDS
Tobacco cigarettes
Co., WinstonSalem,
N. C.smoking
(Camel
and1 show's dling
Prince
Albert
tobacco),
Oct.
did a seven-minute cutrenews for 52 weeks Thanks to the in from star,
Hollywood.
full CBSWm. network,
8Yanks
p.m. onAgency,
Esty & Mon.
Co., N.7:30-Y.
TEXAS ucts)Co.,
York (Texaco
prodPure Oil Spots
Sept. Theater
30Newrenewed
for CBS
52 weeks
Texaco work,Star
on full
net- PURE OIL Co., Chicago, begins
Sun. 9:30-10
anan & Co.,
N. Y. p.m. Agency, Buch- spot
campaign Oct. 7 and 15 using
E. R.talSQUIBB
& Sons,
New YorkSept.(den-24 approximately 4 spots weekly on
products
and
cosmetics),
the
stations: WLOK
renews for 52 weeks Jimmy Carroll WHISfollowing
WJLS WKMO WGTC
Sings6:15-6:30
on full CBS
network,
Mon. -Wed.
- WFTC WRRF
Fri.
p.m.
Agency,
Geyer,
CorWCNC.
Contracts
nel & Newell, N. Y.
for 3 weeks were placed by Leo
GENERAL
FOODS
Corp.,
New
York
Burnett
Co.,
Chicago.
(Posts raisin bran and bran flakes),
BROADCASTING
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Presto transcribes battle experiences
during Bougainville offensive.

Because Presto equipment has
been right there in the front lines
with G.I. Joe ... to support his
strategy with actual combat
transcriptions ... to support his
morale with recorded messages
of his voice for the folks back
home . . . and to give America a
permanent, unprecedented sound
document of a world-at-war.

South Pacific natives serenade U.
listeners via Presto recordings.

Atmentthe with
front.thePresto
Armedis standard
Services. equip*

Prestoings torecordings
carryat Marines'
their families
home. greetPRESTO

RECORDING
CORPORATION
242 West 55th Street, New York 19rN. Y.
Walter P. Downs Ltd., in Canada
WORLDS LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF INSTANTANEOUS SOUND RECORDING EQUIPMENT AND DISCS

BROADCASTING
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PRomonon

More

people
to

WAKR

than
any

other

heard

listen

Promotion Personnel
PAT CAMPBELL,
director
of station Sysrelations for Don Lee
Broadcasting
tem,
Hollywood,
is
on
30-day
tour
28 Pacific
affiliates, conferringof
with
station Coast
executives.
JUDITH CORTADA, publicity writer
for promotion
department
American, has been named
publicityofmanager
of network's cooperative program department.
EILEEN director
OBERLING,
former
assistant
program
of WIND
Chicago,
has
joined tem,North
Central
Broadcasting
SysChicago,is asalsopublicity-promotion
director. She
in charge of new
radio serial
"Joe Palooka", recently purchased by NCBS.
HELEN KING,ploitation
for department
a yearofwithWORthe New
exYork, resigned Sept.
28.
MIRIAM
JEAN BAUMAN,
graduateRadioof
NBC-Northwestern
U. Summer
Institute,motionhasdepartment
joinedof theWWVApublicity-proWheeling,
W. Va.LER,She
succeeds toRUTH
LEE MILwho
resigned
be
married.
DON WEEKES has been named assistant
director foofr WJRpublicity
andBefore
public relawar
heWIODhadtionsWKZO
been withDetroit.
WJNO theinWKAT
andWELL
previously
the
publishing
field.
DOROTHY
DEDOYARD
has
been
named
assistant to M. MEDEARIS, promotion
manager of KXOK St. Louis.
WGAR Book
SOME 15,000
copies ofof 64-page
"Pacificof
Mission",
highlights
experiences
Carl George,
WGAR
Cleveland,assistant
while inmanager
Pacific asof

to
station

in Akron*

• C. E. HOOPER SUMMER 1945 INDEX 8 A. M. TO 6 P. M.

)0&

Hon. John Martin
Advertising Manager
Montgomery111. Ward & Co.
Chicago,
Dear John :
Iaround
was justhere",goin'whento say,
"Nothin's
new
I thought
of somenew . .thing. thatwellis
It's
sort something
of new.
folks
W C Hhere
S i atn
Charleston
have
interestedbeenin
for
a long
time and
now
heat istheoff War
theu
that
tella mebigafterwe're
ingoin'
way.it
Soundsit
No,
silly not
to ness!saybusibut we've got
practically
too
much
.something
. . business
this isI
think is more
important
b u s i n ethorn,
s a.
'Course
I'm
just
the
sweep
they
uphereman'thoaround
dn call me lots
of fancier
times,some-but I
names
must
right
. . boss
. beI Algy
the
sayheardit,
too.
I'll
let
Yrs., you
knowhaveallmoreaboutroom ittonext
I'll
write. week when
W C H S
Charleston, W. Va.

>£(

WGAR
being mailed
by
the correspondent,
station.
Selectedarearerepresentative
scripts
and
interviews
used
in the
book
which
is
being
sent
to andnational
and localofficials,
advertisers,
network
other
radio
members
of
FCC,
senators andand congressmen,
all Ohio
Ohio
newspapers
a
selected
Cleveland
list
including families of men interviewed
overseas.
KTUL Folder
FOLDER has been prepared by KTUL
Tulsa
KTUL-American
Legion toG. promote
I. Bill oftheRights
Cavalcade,
group American
organized byLegion
the station
the
local
post
toand tour
eastern
Oklahoma forforums
presentation
of
public
information
to
benefit
returned traveterans.
Included
are illust
i
o
n
s
o
f
some
of
the
weekly
tours
of key cities of the area.
Whirligig Promotes
Aof 2010-INCH
disc,starscontaining
pictures
big-name
dial towith
of humorous stunts
forand them
do,listis
promotion piece issued by Ward Wheelock
in behalf
"RePerformance", CBS
9 p.m.of SunSoups.Co.,questPhiladelphia,
day, starting Oct. 7 for Campbell's
Promotion Report
HARRYager ofD.WCOP
GOODWIN,
promotion
Sept. 27 manmade
aof presentation
toBoston,
American
the way in which
WCOP executives
blanketed
the Boston
area withnewspaper,
an intensive
campaign of radio,
billboard,
cardboard
and display
announce
affiliation
with advertising
American lastto
June.
Hunting Theme
USING
approaching
huntinghas season
motif, WNHC
New Haven
issued asa
folder, "It's an Open Season in Connecticut This Fall andinterested
Winter",in adadmarket. dres ed tovtime-buyers
ertising in the greater New Haven
Barn Dance Promotion
VARIETY—
Western
style—Pacific
is title Coast
page
for brochure
on CBS
"Hollywood
BarnwithDance"
program.of Piece
isandillustrated
photographs
cast
western cartoon figures. Letter
signed
by
D.
W.
Thornburgh,
Pacific
Coast network vice-president, is included.
Bookletpublished by
BOOKLET Program
has been
WMRN Marion, O., for Kline's Dept.
Store,from
sponsor of daily
Quizzer"
Story"Kline's
and pictures
of program itsarestore.
included.

Coldwater, Mississippi
This is a fine little community in Tate
County,
toa bring
advertising
results butto metropolitan
boil— your
concentrate
JACKSON,
center whoseon
1944 effective
buying
income
is estimated at $288790,000!
WSLI—youthemaximum
"Double-Return"
station,
offers
coverage
of this
market— at less cost)
■■BLUE NETWORKWEED A COMPANY
NATIONAL •RSPKUtHTATiVtf

WE'VE SEEN
SINCE PEOPLE

GATES first made Radio Transmitting Equipment in 1922— centuries ago in terms of the
youth of the entire Radio Industry.
Steadily, since that early beginning, GATES
Products have kept pace with— and frequently
led— the pack. Exclusive devotion to Radio
Transmission has made it possible for GATES
Engineers to concentrate on vital, constructive

IN BUSINESS
WERE

S A YING,

designing— and for GATES Workers to reach
a high point in precision.
For today's needs— for Post- War needs— rely
on the GATES-Way to complete, dependable
Equipment!
Be sure to write or call for details about the
GATES Priority System for Prompt Post-War
Deliveries. GATES RADIO CO., Quincy, III.

Engineering Perfection and Eye-Appeal
Combine in the GATES Speech Input Console
This Deluxe Model 30 is a beauty to see
—and a marvel of fine engineering. Control is amazingly simple— the result of
carefully planned front panel instrumentation. This Console contains complete
equipment for all studio requirements in
the normal operation of any size broadcasting station.

WRITE TODAY FOR
DETAILED BULLETIN

EXCLUSIVE
BROADCASTING

mm

QUINCY, ILLINOIS
MANUFACTURERS
OF RADIO
• Broadcast Advertising

PROGRESS

REPORT

GATES is now in full production on
civilian equipment and can make
prompt defivery on many popular
items.
TRANSMITTING

EQUIPMENT

SINCE 1922
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T

MARKE

Here you see cans of peas being lowered into a
pressure cooker in one of Utah's 30 canning factories. These plants last year packed 4,403,730
cases of fruits and vegetables, 22 kinds, valued at
approximately $11,000,000. More than 7,000
persons were employed. This year the output is
expected to surpass the 1944 pack.
Canning is just one of Utah's diversified industries that create substantial payrolls.

SERIES
fall andby winter
programs
has beenof started
WINX Washington
titled
"Congress
on
the
Air".
Sunday evening
half-hour andin debate
which
members
of Congress
current issues.
Lineddiscuss
to WMCA New
York, program
is available
through
facilities
of also
Keystone
Broadcasting
System.
Program
is the
directed
by radio
Bob
Coar,
in
charge
of
Capitol
room.
Tele Previews
WEEKLY
seriestelevision
of televised football
talks
on
NBC
WNBT
New York, started Sept. 28.station,
Information
and pictures
of
big
games
of
the
previous Saturday
distinguished guare
est whopresented
forecastsplus
games of next
day.
Program
is topcalled10
"Friday Night Quarterback".
Opera Revue
NEW KIND of opera concert presenting
popular selections from the great operas,
"Operatic10-10:30
Revue",p.m.started
Sept.Mutual.
30, in
Sunday
spot
English
sung onbysoloist
leading
Americantranslations
stars. Severalare guest
are
presented on each program.
New AFN Series
UNTOLD stories and facts European war
correspondents
have had
to withhold
for censor or security
reasons
are now
being
broadcast
on
"Correspondents
Diary",
quarter-hour
weekly
program
on
AFN. Program
eachfullWednight andis broadcast
repeated
the
followingnesdaymorning
for G. I.in listeners.
Well-known
reporters
are featured.
In orderandtoAFNcommentators
help veterans
face
postwar
problems,
starting
two new programs within isnext
few
weeks,
"Help
Wanted",
a
quarter-hour
featuring questions relative to employment problems to be answered by gov-

Local Advertisers Know
KDYL Brings Results
in selling to this market, local and national firms
take cognizance of the fact
that KDYL is the station
most people listen to most.
KDYL showmanship is a
proved result-getter, established in 23 years of successful service.

Your MUTUAL Friend
Memphis, Tennessee

ernment experts,
and "Mind
Own
Business",
a two-part
programYourshowing
fraud andcounter in deceits
encivilian veterans
life and may
showing
opportunities
and own
hazards
for those
who establish their
businesses.
Cuckoo House
WEEKLYClockchildren's
"The
Cuckoo
House"Saturday
hasprogram
been
on CJBClisteners
Toronto,
7-7:30started
p.m.
Junior
are taken through
the
interesting rooms of the mythical
Cuckoogram, tClock
House
during
the
prohe Green Room featuring strange
plants Room
and bringing
botanicalcurrent
curiosities,
News
events theto
their attention, the Work Room containing articles anyinclude
10-year-oldroom,
can
make. Other
music
room, rooms
magic room, hobby
story room,
corny closet.
SERIES of Veterans'
Saturday Forum
evening programs
has been started by WAAB Worcester,
Mass., under
title
"The
Worcester panel
Veterans' and
Forum" which
includes
discussion
opportunity
for both
employers
and veterans
to participate.
Listeners'considers
questionsa are
invited. Each
program
ads,
Promotion
for forum different
includes problem.
banners
on City Hall, posters and newspaper
ATC Records
BROADCAST version by WSIX Nashof AiratTransport
footballvil e games
local field Command
are distribution
being transcribed and duplicated
throughout
the world.for Sponsor
of
WSIX Dept.
play-by-play
account is CainSloan
Store, Nashville.
Favorite Selections
MUSICAL selections which are the favorites of outstanding people are pred in new weekly
half-hour
gramsofenteWNEW
New York.
Startedpro-in
Sunday evening period, first broadcast
was composed
of favorite
Chopin Program
recordings of President
Truman.
title is "Perfect
Program".
KMOX Showcase
VARIETY program started by KMOX
St.
presents
"theLouis,
man "KMOX
behind theShowcase",
man behind
the
mike" asalities.well
as station
talent
personH
a
l
f
-hour
Saturday
evening
feature
includes
music,
comedy
dramatic
skits and interviews.
Travel Stories
HUMAN interest stories of his travels
are being director
related ofby CJOR
Dick Diespecker,
Vancouver,
inprogram
new program started
on that
station
Army.
titled
"Off
the
Beaten
Track".
pecker
was
released
some
time
agoDies-as
radio liaison officer with the Canadian
Telecrime
TELEVISION audience plays detective in
"Photocrime"" series started on CBS television station WCBW New York. Pron collaboration
Magazineduced iseries
in telecast with
each Look
Tuesday.
The Latest

National Representative: John Blair & Co.
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AIRLINE (SCHEDULES
AMERICAN AVIATION
TRAFFIC GUIDE
In use queconstantly
byand airlines
and Pubfretravellers.
lishednt airandshippers
revised monthly.
TheTimetables
Standard — Guide
Air Transportation
Fares —to Routings
— Maps
$5.00supplements)
A YEAR
(12SUBSCRIPTIONS
monthly volumes and
AMERICAN
AVIATIONWashington
PUBLICATIONS
American Building
4, D. C.
BROADCASTING
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CHANNEL PHASE-SHIFT MODULATOR

IS STILL lit ^

REL is the pioneer builder of the phase-shift modulators and transmit ers for the Armstrong wide band FM system of radio signaling. The
modulators include the original design and the greatly improved two
channel design described by Major Armstrong before the Institute of Radio
Engineers on Nov. 5, 1941. Modulators built by this company have been
in constant reliable operation throughout the country since 1938. And on
Mt. Washington, inaccessible for months each year, the two channel
modulator has performed without a flaw.
The basic electrical characteristics of the two channel modulator now
in the field leave little opportunity for improvement but we have learned
how to add to the modulators reliability through improvements in its
mechanical and component design. REL takes pride in announcing that
the improvements are substantial and that they are incorporated in REL
FM broadcasting transmitters shortly to be made available to the industry.

<g§* —
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Hollywood
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Pioneer Manufacturers of FM Transmitters Employing Armstrong Phase-Shift Modulation
Radio Engineering Labs., Inc
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IN READERSHIP
Because it prints the
News while it's NEWS
News must travel fast. Or else
it isn't news.
News importance and value
depend
upon its freshness — and
authenticity.
That's
the reason
why
ADVERTISING
AGE occupies
No. 1 position in readership
among all general advertising
publications.
It goes to bed at Friday noon
— and on the following Monday
morning is on the desks of the
nation's advertising executives
everywhere.
That'sradio
one of broadcasting
the reasons why
more
stations use more advertising in
ADVERTISING AGE than in
any other general advertising
publication.
Would you care to hear a more
complete story of its influence?
Drop us a line.

News
(Continued from page 23)
that cover more than the network
broadcasts, and at 12:30 noon we
try to include at least five minutes
of state news for our territory.
"It is still an experiment, but I
believe we are on the right track
and will be doing a real public service if we can continue to improve.
I personally agree with the CBS
stand on commentators, and we
avoid any 'one man's opinion'
features." Hartford Views
Station Manager Haase has
asked all handlers of news at
WDRC news
to "start
concentrating
local
and sports
once againon
and to adjust your mental attitude
to the fact that the war is over".
"From now on," said Mr. Haase's
letter toto dothe ournewsnewsstaff,
"we areon
going
thinking
the local and State basis as wel las
on the international level. I think
people
anxious for home town
and stateare news.
"I want all of you to keep an eye
on the UP and AP wires, especially
as regards their coverage of local
and state news. We should use
every item that is of fairly general
interest. Reconversion and labor
problems
Hartford andinterest
Connecti-to
cut are ofin tremendous
a lot of people. Local tax rates,
municipal affairs and state government policies are going to assume
a major importance once again.
"The thinking of the people, I
believe, is going to revert swiftly
to local news, and I want all the
local you possibly can get on our
news programs. Sports, too, is very
important. Keep your eye on this
field, and use wherever you can.
Remember this: the war pressure
if off!
"Some of you may not know our
experience
the Hartford
rant
news with
broadcast
we haveCou-on
every night, except Sunday, from
6:05 toRemember,
6:15, directthisfrom
rant.
is a The
local Couand
state news program, the best, I
believe, in the state.
"The Hooper rating on this news
period has gone up continuously
from the moment the first broadcast
went on the air from The Courant
RELIGIOUS

last year. In addition, The Courant
recently announced an increase in
its circulation of 3,500 copies daily /
That was after the program had
been on the air seven months. Undoubtedly, radio had something to
do with it, as well as the fact that
The Courant is a very good news"I mention this to prove one
point: people want local and state
paper.
news, and we must give it to them.
If you have any ideas regarding
improvement of UP and AP local
state news coverage, please let me
know, and I will pass the informathe network side, Mr. KintnerOnhas
tion on." this to say:
"Post-war plans in news coverage have been gradually put into
operation by the American Broad-„J,
casting Co. since the conclusion of
the war in Europe. Therefore, we
do not believe the final peace in the
East, the surrender and occupation of Japan, will bring any sudden changes in news coverage.
"Our
editors, have
correspondents
and
commentators
been reminded
that theance ofpublic
abundfacts, will
and want
keenananalysis
of these facts, in the post-surrender
days, if our democratic ideals are
to triumph in peace time. Our slogan, as expressed on our public
service programs, is: 'Never have
so "American
many neededwill tocontinue
know sotomuch.'
cover
the foreign countries with its own
correspondents and will set up a
bureau in Tokyo immediately after *
the official surrender.
Foreign Bureau Emphasis
"The emphasis in our foreign bureaus, both in Europe and in the
Far East, will be on the political
and economic interpretations of the
news, as soon as the American
armiestine duties.
have settled down to rou"Our war correspondents, headed
by our famed George Hicks, who
have kept millions of listeners informed on the daily advance of
our troops, will, in great part,
form a corps of domestic correspondents, who will move about
this country providing on-the-scene
reporting,
which weon believe
(Continued
page 7U)will be
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Each Month
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"Sometimes I wish you
to something besides

"Sometimes 1 wish you'd listen
to something besides WCSH."

cA/2vn p»i c7^4m<)
'Sometimes I wish you'd listen to something besides NERN.

"Sometimes I wish you'd listen
to something besides WJAR"

"Sometimes I wish you'd listen
to something besides WLBZ."

New Englanders really respond io commercial messages on
NERN, which reaches them with peak program and power impact.
Expanding this thought: NERN transmits with three times the
power of any other combination here. NERN stations feature ably
produced local programs and the top-rated NBC shows, carried
because all NERN stations are NBC affiliates.
Expanding further: the New Englanders who do all this responding total only 6.3% of the U.S. population but have 11% of
capital resources in U.S. banks.
You can talk to them through NERN for only $292, without line
charges and with free studio facilities in Boston, Hartford and
New York. When you buy NERN, you buy a network.

Frequency Watts
WBZ 1030 50,000 Boston, Mass.
WCSH 970 5,000 Portland, Maine
WJAR 920 5,000 Providence, R. I.
WLBZ 620 5,000 Bangor, Maine
WRDO 1400 250 Augusta, Maine
WTIC 1080 50,000 Hartford, Conn.
Nationally represented by
WEED & COMPANY
New York, Boston, Chicago, Detroit,
San Francisco, Hollywood
"Sometimes I wish you'd listen
to something besides WRDO."

"Sometimes 1 wish you d listen
to something besides WTIC"
BROADCASTING
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NEW ENGLAND REGIONAL NETWORK

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
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Smart

Time

Will Put

with

Buyers

Their

the

largest

population

coverage" of any station in the
Hawkeye State ... at lOWA's best
frequency— 600 KC, 5000 Watts
Yessir, "keep your eye on Iowa" . . . one of the brightest
spots on any sales map. And when you go West, go to
Eastern Iowa's most popular station for lowest-cost sales.
WMT is Eastern Iowa's only CBS station . . . covering
126,500 square miles of "high test" sales territory!
* 3,500,000 people. WMT also has the largest daytime
primary area of ANY station in Iowa within its 2.5 MV line.

REPRESENTED BY
KATZ AGENCY
Page 74 • October 1, 1945

News
(Continued from page 72)
a major
feature of 'after-the-war'
news
coverage.
"We will continue to utilize the
combined talents of our program
and news departments to present
information and the background of
the news in the most entertaining
way"Wepossible.
expect that the field of
sports, which has been so limited
since Pearl Harbor, will enjoy a
rebirth of coverage with important
new blocks of time allotted for
play-by-play,
counts of sports blow-by-blow
events, as well ac-as
commentaries and feature programs. Harry Wismer, our sports
director, is developing new plans
and two new sports programs will
be inaugurated in the immediate
Tom McCarthy, news director of
future." Cincinnati, says: "That
WKRC
smart
guy who traded in his auto
for a one-horse shay when they
started to ration gasoline and tires
is back again . . . This time 'Wrong
Richard' is sending out condolences
to the slightly punch-drunk radio
news editors of the nation. It's
plain as the nose on his face, he
says, that folks will be able to use
a lot less news on the air from
now on.
"But don't you believe it! Radio
news outgrew its rompers during
and now
it's pants.
going
toWorld
look War
even II,better
in long
"World War II has produced the
biggest radio news audience in history and the news broadcasters who
can adapt themselves to the necessities of peace will keep that
audience. National news will come
into its own again as this nation
witnesses a renewed labor vs. manufacturer struggle.
Senategamey
committees will probe
slightly
war
contracts. A 300 million dollar
debt must be lifted.
"Local news, generally slighted
by individual stations, will come
into its own as soon as the radio
industry
men knowdiscovers
— that thewhatmannewspapernext door
is a lot more important than any
three out-of-state senators.
"Don't sell overseas news short.

The American listener has a big
stake in what happens to Britain
Germany,
the nations."
Balkans^"*
Japan,
ChinaPoland,
other
In a letter
toand
Broadcasting,
Mr.
Miller of KVOO Tulsa, takes issue
with some who believe that there
will be a lessening of interest in
news now that the war is over regardles ofmedia
Mr. Miller
says: considerations.
"It is my firm conviction that the
war has built a permanent audience
for radio news and that any decline
in audience will be negligible.
"I am sure that newspapers are
not losing any sleep over lack of
news or lack of reader interest in
current events. The history of
newspapers has been a long and
continued growth despite postwar j
periods.
"I do heartily agree, however,
that some radio stations should
rightfully worry over the future
of their radio news, but these are
the stations where managers have
failed properly to recognize the importance of a professionally staffed
news department. Untrained newsmen, whose only claim to membership in the fourth estate was a title
conferred by the radio station manager, are definitely facing a critical
situation. The day when the untrained man or the announcer can
tear offchine copy
fromWorld
a teletype
ended with
War II.ma"It
is
my
honest
prediction
these radio station managers that
who
have failed to avail themselves of
the services of trained newsmen
will soon realize their mistakes. L*f^
doubt seriously if any professionally trained newsman in a radio
stationture of his
is worrying
funewscasts. about
He isthe
trying
to meet this situation; he has the
skill to prepare a broadcast which
will be interesting or at least the
ability to experiment with his news
broadcast sufficiently to determine
what his listeners like to hear in
the area served by the radio station. Without doubt, radio station
news departments are going to present more regional and local news,
but this is not an innovation — that
is, if the department was efficiently
operating
under onskilled
{Continued
page direction
76)

• Symbolizing Winged Victory, Nike
from Samothrace is a masterpiece of sculpture of 280
B.C., treasured throughout the ages by all peoples
for sheer, simple, lasting beauty.
Pride of craftsmanship is represented by idealism in
conception and execution of Detrola radio receivers,
automatic record changers and other electronic instruments ... all of unsurpassed beauty and value
. . . developed especially for the world's outstanding
merchants and their customers.

DETROIA RADIO DIVISION |^ OF INTERNATIONAL DETROIA CORPORATION, DETROIT 9, MICHIGAN \ <^&Cl%0&<Sfycic/c&
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You cannot cover the
tremendous New York
market without using

News
(Continued from page 7U)
before the war. When war captured
the headlines, it merely meant we
were forced to drop some of the local and regional news, or tell it
with greater brevity in order to
make room for the war news. This
situation, I think, is going to be
even more pronounced when radio
stations realize the job they have to
do for the area they are serving.
There will be a great increase in
local and regional coverage which
will require trained newsmen and
at the same time will give a new
listener appeal to radi6 news broadcast ." *!
Mr. Driscoll said: During the
war years we basically broadcast
one story —oftheother
war. stories
There were
hundreds
that
never found their way into the
quarter-hour news periods because
there wasn't time for them. The
war is over, but its end has brought
about a world situation which will
spark off news events every hour.
Many of those news events are going to take place right in our home
town, others in nearby communities, in Washington, throughout the
country.
Greater care must be exercised
in the selection of news as taken
from wire service printers. The
human interest item, the bright
story, will come into its own. We
must dig up our own stories in

LOOKING OVER scores for future
Voice of Firestone programs are
Gladys Swarthout, operatic singer,
Harvey S. Firestone Jr. (left),
sponsor president, and Howard
Barlow, orchestra director.
many instances. At this station we
began this treatment right after
Jap Surrender Day.
A mobile unit is now a necessity for a news conscious station.
It must be equipped with the latest
shortwave transmitters; recording
equipment, both stationary and
portable; remote facilities, everythat willin enable
the news
divisionthingto bring
news from
the field.
A WOR mobile unit is priority
item with the station and is exted to be ofin the
operation
ter thepecfirst
year. right afThrough the use of a mobile unit,
features such as those which were

built slowly
quarter-hour
riods before into
the war,
can now pe-b^,,.
fed right into regularly established
news periods. Thus the audience
will HEAR the news events of the
community, news events for which
it bought newspapers in the past.
Such spot news and human interest
pickups will serve to dramatize
the newscrease theperiods,
will holdhabit.
and innews listening
Documentary news is something
this station believes in and helped
to pioneer.
exposed aridblackbrdughfc
markets, traffic Weviolations
eyewitness accounts of ship sinkings off our coast.
On the other hand, international
news is not going to be relegated to
the scrap heap. We cannot afford
to be so complacent, although such
a tendency seems to be in the offing. *»i
Esso Plaques
STANDARD OIL of New Jersey,
New York (Esso), is awarding
silver plaques in celebration of its
10th anniversary to 10 stations for
"10 years of serving public by
working together — 1935-45". The
plaques
wereStations
signed thus
"Your Esso
Reporter".
are
WBZ, WGY
Schenectady,honored
WJZ
New York, KDKA Pittsburgh,
WBAL Baltimore, WRVA Richmond, WBT Charlotte, WWNC
Asheville, WPTF Raleigh, WTAR
Norfolk. Agency is Marschalk &
Pratt, New York.

WBNX, because . . .
WBNX reaches

WHEN

THE

BUBBLE

•
2,450,000
1,523,000
1,235,000
660,000

Jewish speaking
Italian speaking
German speaking
Polish speaking
•

BURST!

V-J Day Plus One meant the END of good
business in many an "armament town".
But Roanoke didn't change. Roanoke was
busy with war work, but OUR big industries . . . railroading, steel production,
rayon manufacture . . . face a secure postwar without re-tooling or reconversion.
LET US INTRODUCE YOU TO THE PEOPLE
OF SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA WHOSE PROSPERITY HAS A FIRM FOUNDATION. One
station — WDBJ — gives you a top coverage of Roanoke and Southwest Virginia.
A class B quarter-hour, once, costs only
$30; Write for further information, or call
Free & Peters!

persons
persons
persons
persons

STRENGTHEN your present
New York schedules with
WBNX. Our program department will assist you in
the translation of your copy.,
CBS

. 5000 WATTS • 960 KC
Owned and Operated by the

TIMES-WORLD CORPORATION J
FREE & PETERS, Inc., Natl. Representatives
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Combinations

Only

A Combination
Georgia's

Georg/a

of Stations

Three

Major

Can

Cover

Markets

ATLANTA
500QW*

O

920 Kc

MACON

WMAZ
5000W 940 Kc

]
1

WTOC
5000W T290Kc

SAVANNAH
1

AVAILABLE

NO

AT COMBINATION

SINGLE

STATION,

RATES

All

CBS

regardless of power, has a strong

enough signal to deliver primary coverage of Georgia's
three major radio markets.
But the GEORGIA MAJOR MARKET TRIO, consisting
of the three CBS stations in these three markets
does the job
—AT ONE LOW COST

Georgia
Represented by THE

Maark°ertTrio
KATZ AGENCY,
Inc.

LINGO
VERTICAL
STEEL

TUBULAR

RADIATORS

Available Now
For Prompt Delivery
Yes, "Post-War" is HERE.
Those plans for station improvement are now ready for
action . . . and Lingo is ready to
fulfill your antenna needs.
Look to Lingo for greater efficiency and performance to
meet tomorrow's keen competition. Lingo Radiators and
supporting poles are available
for AM, FM, Television and all
UHF applications. If you are
not ready for installation now,
we will construct now and deliver when you are ready!

1
1
J
|
f
I
I
jj

WEST COAST PICKS
PROGRAMS FOR 25TH
PROGRAM entries from KNX Los
Angeles and KIT Yakima, Wash.,
won West Coast contest for best
broadcasts commemorating 25th
anniversary of broadcasting. Staged
under auspices of Packard-Bell Co.,
Los Angeles
radio set competition
and equipment
manufacturer,
was set up with assistance of Pacific Advertising Assn. Clubs. Promitted. grams from 39 stations were subTwo sets of awards will be precompetingof stations
beingover,
dividedsented,
into those
5,000 w and
and those under 5,000 w. Silver placques are to be awarded KNX and
KIT, with cash awards for winning
writers and producers. Tom Hargis
is KNX producer, with Everett
Tomlinson,
assistant
director of CBS
Pacificprogram
Coast and
KNX
sharing
writer
credit
with
Beth Barnes. Vern Carny, head of
continuity and radio sales director
for KIT, and Edna Kimpel Waugh,
continuity writer, will receive second set of prizes.
Star Parades
NBCNBCWILL
two parades
of
starspresent
on Sunday,
Oct. 7,
5 to 6 p. m., and Monday, Oct. 8,
10-11 p. m., or possibly 11:30 p. m.
Originating
usualChicago
origination point,fromNewstarsYork,
and Hollywood, Sunday program
will cancel the General Motors
Symphony
Air the
and Carnation
Monday's
program willof the
cancel
contented program and Mars Candy's "Dr. I.stars
Q."andSunday's
will feature
programs show
appearing regularly on NBC Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
nights and Monday's parade will
star the rest of the week's top
programs and
identification
will artists.
be used asSponsor
each
star or preview of program is aired.

FAME FOR MARILYN
WGL Singer Gets Lead in
Broadway Musical

At Familiar Mike
BACK in home town, Marilyn Maxwell, MGM actress released for star
role in "Nellie Bly," Broadway
musical, appeared on WGL Fort
Wayne lance
whereshows sheas formerly
did freesinger and
tap
dancer. She was interviewed by
Rosemary Stanger, WGL public
service director, during the Hollywood Reporter program.
Miss Maxwell (Mrs. John Conti),
co-stars with Victor Moore and
William Gaxton in the show, which
Eddie Cantor will direct. She will
appear on the Chesterfield Supper
Club and Kraft Music Hall, and do
a personal
in Philadelphia attheappearance
Earle Theatre.
Tour Canada
CHINESE BROADCASTERS have
visited Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. trealoffices
and studios
at Monand Toronto.
They have
been
touringing the
U.
S.
and
now
are
visitCanadian stations to study
Canadian system of governmentowned tions.
andVisitors
privately-owned
staare T. Y. Chen,
deputy
director
of
the
Chinese
Central Broadcasting Adm.; S. T.
Fan, chief engineer; T. Y. King,
chief architect and acoustics exrector.pert, and H. K. Hsu, program di-

UNIVERSAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES
%adio Engineering Consultants

Please include in your inquiries the
height required and approximate
site, so that complete quotation can
be made immediately, covering the
radiator itself and its subsequent
erection when so desired.

ANNOUNCE THE OPENING OF THEIR OFFICES

JOHN E. LINGO & SON, INC
EST. 1897 CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF

NOVEMBER 1, 1945
ROYAL V. HOWARD

VERTICAL
RADIATORS
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Fetzer
(Continued from page 10)
if ever given another opportunity.
Only occupation and a rebirth in
the principles
of democratic
cation will change
the format. eduConcerning the Russians, I
gained a definite impression that
Americans are no exception in the
inborn pattern of Russian distrust.
On the other hand, there seemed to
be a dim hope ahead that Russians
are becoming curiously interested
in American integrity.
What does all this have to do
with radio in Europe? In my mind,
it illustrates the need for a definite
American message by radio for European consumption. America needs
powerful radio voices inside Europe to tell again and again the
story of freedom. We need to explain to Europeans that in the aggregate Americans are English,
French, Italian, German, Russian
and almost every other nationality
on the face of the earth.
Common Heritage
We need to tell Europeans that
our forefathers sprang from a
common heritage and that it was
these same forefathers who left
the shores of their homelands to
come to America in order that they
might breathe the breath of life.
That they came to these shores
to fulfill a dream . . . that man
could one day speak the thoughts
of his own choosing, or could stroll
through the streets at night, unafraid, or could speak to his own
God, in his own church, without
fear and trembling. That great
strength, a youthful heart, vast
enterprise and hard work created
a new-found freedom. And from
that freedom
sprang
the democratic institutions
of America
and
thus the greatest free people on
earth.
American radio voices in Europe
need to reiterate that story day
and night, expressing the hope that
Europeans, too, may erect and
build democratic institutions. They
need to be told that they may build
free governments, which will be
sustained by a free press and a
free radio. Our American radio
voices in Europe need to tell the
story of a free radio with all due
emphasis on the fact that there
cannot be a free press without a
free radio.
We need to so strongly inculcate

TWO BROADCASTERS
SET UP LAB FOR NAVY

Mr. Townsend
Mr. Towner
SPECIAL devices laboratory was
set up by two broadcasters as their
last official act before leaving the
Naval Airship Training & Experimental Command at Lakehurst, N.
J., under command of Rear Adm.
C. E. RosendahL-_The broadcasters
were Orrin W. Towner, now back
at WHAS Louisville, and Comdr.
S. W. Townsend, owner of WKST
New Castle,of Pa.,
and Rochester,
presidenttreasurer
WARC
N. Y.
Mr. Towner was associate director of Airborne Instruments
Lab. of Columbia U. Division of
War Research, in charge of transfer ofturespersonnel,
and fixto the new supplies
laboratory.
At
WHAS he is technical director,
on leave since Pearl Harbor. Comdr.
Townsend was communications ofing,ficer oJulyf the23].Command [Broadcastthat story in European minds that,
of their own volition, they will erect
a system
a system of a offreea free
press.radioBy and
following
these fundamental lessons, the
propaganda pressure from other
European radio voices will fall of
its own weight. Freedom will
spread, America will win the peace
and Europe will win a new hope
which will resound forever to the
glory of the United States.
The continued use of shortwave
stations here at home will not do
the whole job. Something more
must be done. I, for one, heartily
endorse
our ongovernment's
effort to
secure time
Radio Luxembourg
and Radio Monte Carlo — these two
voices will go a long way toward
the completion of the American
scene in Europe.
THERE'S ONLY
1
STATUE OF
LIBERTY
but
WHiTrEACHES 2 NEW YORKS!
(The population
of WHN's primary coverage
more than
TWICEarea theis 15,398,40],
number of
people in New York City proper.)

I 5000 Watts Full Time
WHN
JSmmmSA
'-immmmm
Dial 1050 50,000 watts
\ American ■Broadcasting
Co.
> Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—
loew's Affiliate
ited by John BLAIR & CO.
BROADCASTING
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WJW and the Cleveland market offer
plenty of opportunity for expansion
Here, in the 7th largest ... 5th richest...
3rd most densely populated area in the
United States is an audience that spends
more than a billion dollars annually.
Here WJW . . . across the board, Monday thru Friday, delivers more morning dialers per dollar in Cleveland . . .
up to 20% more than any other station.

ABC Network

5000 Watts
October 1, 1945 • Page 79

Boosters
(Continued from page 16)
of the equipment employed for the
interconnecting circuit as well as
the economic factors. Now the
worst of these difficulties are said
to be eliminated by the new engineering developments.
According to Mr. Frazier many
local stations now having night
service areas less than line-ofsight from the transmitter tower
can have greatly improved coverage. In some cases this might equal
or even exceed the interferencefree coverage of some regional stations if more than one satellite
were used. Regional stations would
enjoy corresponding increase in
interference-free service areas.
Nine channels in the ultra-high
frequency band would be adequate
for this service, according to Mr.
Frazier. He described the engineering aspects of the operation thus:

THE

<3)efaoM

c€/iai/cMe
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"A very
smallcurrent
portionfromof the
antenna
carried
the
controlling transmitters would be
used for the double side band amplitude modulation of the highfrequency transmitter. The audio
program would be present as secondary modulation. At the unattended satellite a high-frequency
receiver would eliminate the highfrequency component and the resultant broadcast frequency carrier would be amplified in order
to drive the antenna of the satellite. It is proposed to use highly
directive antenna with both the
transmitter and the receiver."
Mr. Frazier said the RMA subcommittee was drawing up separate standards for each of the
five components— satellite control
transmitter, satellite control transmitting antenna, satellite control
receiving antenna, satellite cont ol receiver and AM satellite
transmitter. Of these five, the

first four are similar to common
carrier relays.
Location of satellite transmitters will involve careful engineering practice, he said, and amount
of powertrol edradiated
should be mush
conto place resultant
areas where there are few listeners.
Few standard broadcast stations, except those on clear channels, do not have areas where the
signal to noise area could not be
improved,
or interference
conditions alleviated,
said Mr. Frazier.
This would bring a corresponding
increase in the public service rendered by these stations.
Parr is 111
GRANT PARR, NBC correspondent in Rome, has been stricken with
tuberculosis and is in an Army
hospital at Naples. He has been
overseas five years and was about
to return to the States.

MBS Co-Op Series
Have 612 Sponsors I
Programs Net $2,900,000 Per
Year, Hauser Data Show
MUTUAL,menting withwhich
beganprograms
expericooperative
produced and broadcast by the network but sponsored by various adisers onindividual
stations, avsertfar
back as affiliated
1937, today
has 13 co-op programs on the air,
sponsored advertisers.
by 612 local, regional
and
national
They spend
some $2,900,000 annually for the
time and talent on 276 mutual stations, according to a report made
last week by B. J. Hauser, director
ofment.
the network's cooperative depart
Of the 13ter-hour,
programs,
10 are quarMonday-through-Friday,
broadcasts; one is a quarter-hour
thrice-weekly; one is a Sunday afternoon quarter-hour and one a Mon
day 13nightare half
show. Seven andof
the
news-hour
commentators
analysts; the others include woman's program, Hollywood program
juvenile
show, sports commentary,
ler.
novelty program and mystery thril-

Analyzing the operations of his
department, Mr. Hauser itemized
seven major factors: 1. the basic
aim is for programs that will appeal
to listeners,vertisingwill
do a selling, job
adand merchandising
for sponsors, and are priced fairly.
Merchandising Aids
2. Programs are supplemented
with hard-hitting,
chandising helps forpractical
stations merand
sponsors.
Some
weeks
network sent its stations a ago
list the
of more
than 100 ideas for use by local
sponsors. As much information as
f
the network can get on local merchandising ofadvertisers is passed
along to its stations for the benefit
KTHS
Hot Springs, Ark.
of other sponsors. The co-op department also works out special
KFMB
....
San Diego, Calif.
merchandising plans for its proKWKH
Shreveport, La.
3. Organized audience promotion
grams.
material
is prepared and supplied
to stations for their use and for
WCPO
Cincinnati, Ohio
sponsors.
4. Stations are sent printed and
WTJS
Jackson, Tenn.
mimeographed promotion materials,
written
from the local point of view,
WNOX
....
Knoxville, Tenn.
to helplocal
themadvertisers.
sell co-op programs to
their
WMC
Memphis, Tenn.
5. Co-op
department
keeps and
national and regional advertisers
KTBC
Austin, Texas
advertising agencies and also the
stationtual stations
representatives
all Muinformed ofof available
KRIC
Beaumont, Texas
co-op
programs.
6. The
department does much inKWBU
. . . Corpus Christi, Texas
dividualized work with stations, including
hundredsprospects
of letKRLD
Dallas, Texas
ters a month producing
on specific
for
particular
co-op
shows,
thankWCHS . . . Charleston, W. Va.
you letters to advertisers from talent, merchandising letters to customers of local sponsors, etc.
WBLK .... Clarksburg, W. Va.
7. Specific sales information is
exchanged among stations to help
WSAZ . . . Huntington, W. Va.
them make more sales and more
renewals. A house organ, The MuWPAR
. . . Parkersburg, W. Va.
tual Co-op, fulfills this function
BROADCASTING
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Set Prediction
Asch
(Continued from page 18)
DR. O. H. CALDWELL, editor and
electrical engineer and chairman
audience and steadier business of
civilian radio committee of
I flow.
American
Standards Assn. who
Hopefully, we await the imminent flow of FM sets, a larger spoke on "Home Receiving Sets"
■ audience and a boost in rate.
during intermission of CBS Symphony broadcast Sept. 30, pointed
A paramount problem in 1941,
as it is today, was the building of out that home receiving sets should
a listener load— FM radio homes. be manufactured at nearly pre-war
Radio set wholesalers and retail- rate by Christmas, and radios will
ers were approached with a co- have improved sensitivity and seoperative plan. Demonstration prolectivity, plus many new automatic
1 grams were broadcast for specific devices.
dealer meetings.
Dealers were sold a package by
H our staff: We designed and pro- sters for the program department.
duced a14-piece silk-screen window
training with enthusiastic
; display unit; installed a dipole on Careful
response has built a sparkling
the dealer's roof free for demon- series
of
programs and talent.
stration purposes; conducted a re- Every AM station
in our immediate
•. gave
tail FM
salesman's
institute
and
service
area
has drawn at least
the dealers trained salesmen;
"graduates,"
so the sysi arranged for local theater display one oftem our
must be good.
. and drawing for sets with coupons
■ obtainable at dealers stores to proConclusions
| mote store traffic; printed point-of
i sale leaflets; ran full page coThe management of an FM sta■ operative ads in local newspapers;
with an AM affiliation is
,i trained FM service men for deal- neithertionexpensive
nor difficult.
, ; ers, all this for a slight commisThe
management
of an inde• sion on each set from the wholependent
FM
station
require
saler to help defray our cost. This careful planning andwillpromotion
13 very worth-while operation cost for at least two to three more
|]|us about $3,000.
years.
Audience Promotion
tion will AM
be keencommercial
and bitter competiin small
communities,
for
instance: A local
With a truck load of noise making AM station in Schenectady
bought
L props, talks on FM were delivered
before Rotary, Kiwanis, and newspaper
spacestation,
to advertise
is
not
an
FM
and
can"Thisbe
other service clubs, PTA groups,
schools and other group exposures heard on any set."
Away from the metropolitan
j|[in Names
the entire
and service
addressesarea.of FM set centers like New York, and Chicago, FM will rapidly take over
1 [ purchasers were obtained from
the transition period can
. . dealers, a flow of mail was en- and
readily
be in less than two years.
\ i couraged by the offer of "Pioneer
The public, always receptive to
Listening
Certificates".
better equipment and service, will
51j mail
campaign
of friendlyA directletters force
the demand for FM sets when
[ . welcomed these new listeners.
J i Newspaper relations, locally, are FM service becomes available.
t : cordial. WBCA programs are fully
Four years of fulltime operation under the most adverse condij i listed and both paid display and
tions without dipping prohibitively
ill reader space is used judiciously on
into
the red — argues well for FM
I • an average of three times weekly.
New progressive plans are now operation in normal times with
n i in the works. For instance, the sets available.
With the establishment of FM,
i I "If you buy a new radio without
I FM — you'll obviously have an obso- I believe that the multiplexing of
will become a better comlete radio," newspaper campaign, facsimilemercial
j fnow underway.
combination than television
I WBCA has been a consistent for at least 10 years in smaller
communities.
f> leader in civic affairs, war bond
I drives, blood donor campaigns, and
Among the things to come, with
all war activities.
apologies to Drew Pearson, will be
a
coast-to-coast FM network built
1 . Sixty-eight civic, educational and
enterprisingbusiness
new"''religious local remote programs by a group
comers withofsuccessful
ie were produced last year, plus 520 backgrounds.
J'V local
civic,liveeducational
studio shows.and religious
FM today has too many soliciWe are proud of the many WBCA
tous "relatives," so publicly conj citations for public service.
cerned with its growth that protective blankets are continually
IIt- •
Personnel
being applied
against
theotsh
retical
draft. every
The lusty
| With 24 of our staff in the armed infant maychill orwell
be smothered
I forces, the replacement and training problem was a bit of a head- under
— but Itodon't
so. FMthehaspile,learned
walk think
and
i ache.
:, After some experience with AM will soon be running.
Next week: Fred Joyner, program
l'
personnel, select
it wasyoung
our director, WTNT Pittsburgh, disre experienced
iecision to carefully
Programming and Produc;alented "hams" for engineers and
tion oncusses
FM stations.
r nexperienced but promising young3ROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertisin g
I

Pulse Rates Winchell Tops for P.M.;
Two
Serials Tie for First Daytime
WALTER WINCHELL is the top in Hollywood (sponsored by Kel;Grand Life.
Central
and
eveningdren andshow
Chil- Portia log )Faces
LifeandCanBachelor's
Be Beautiful
John Station
W. Vanderare top daytime shows according cook had largest number of men
to a New York listeners rating listeners per listening set, 0.64.
compiled by The Pulse, Inc., for Leading children listeners (1.25)
September. Ten highest ranking was Terry and the Pirates.
shows for New York audiences
Top 10 weekday programs, in
were listed for both evening and order, are: When a Girl Marries,
daytime by quarter-hour ratings. Portia Faces Life, Ma Perkins
(CBS), Breakfast in Hollywood
Report shows that Winchell's (Kellogg),
Young Widder Brown,
rating was
and BeBachelor's
Children
and 16.0,
Life Can
Beauti- Dallas,
Pepper Just
Young's
Plain Family,
Bill, LifeStella
Can
ful were each 5.9. Other top eve- Be Beautiful,
Backstage Wife, Our
ning shows and their ratings were:
Lux Radio Theater, 13.7; Aldrieh
Children.
Family, 12.7; Gabriel Heatter, 12.3; Gal Sunday,CABToday's
Expands
Mr. District Attorney, and Your
Hit Parade, 12.0; Charlie McCarCooperative Analysis of Broadcasting, Inc., New York, has
thy, pense
11.7;andDr.Counterspy,
Christian, 10.7.
11.0; Susdoubled its headquarters space at
Other day shows and their ratings 11 W. 42nd St. Present headwere: Kate Smith Speaks and
quarters, established less than a
Stella Dallas, 5.8; When A Girl year ago, became inadequate when
Marries, 5.5; Breakfast Club, 5.4; CAB embarked on its extended expansion program last spring, acAunt Jenny's
Stories,
Big Widder
Sister,
Helen
Trent and
Young
dent. cording to A. W. Lehman, presiBrown, all 5.3.
'When Girl Marries' Leads
For the eighth time in 1945 When
a Girl Marries heads the top 10
weekday programs, according to
the September Daytime Report of
C. E. Hooper Inc. Average daytime
sets-in-use was 15.0, a decrease of
8.4 under August and 0.2 more
than a year ago. Average rating is
4.1, which is 1.6 less than August
and 0.2 under September 1944.
Average daytime available audience
stands at 71.0, an increase of 3.0
over August
tember a year and
ago. 0.4 above SepHighest sponsor identification
was 'Hymns of All Churches, with
an index of 71.1. Tied for highest
number of women listeners per
listening set (1.36) are Breakfast
Foxx on WNAC
JIMMY FOXX, veteran major
league star, who just closed the
season with the Philadelphia
Phillies of the National League, has
retired from baseball and on Sunday (Sept. 30) was to begin a
weekly sports commentary, Yours
for Life, on WNAC Boston on behalf of Life Bread, product of
Hathaway Bakeries Inc., Cambridge, Mass. Mr. Foxx has joined
the baking firm as general sales
promoter and will do his weekly
commentary 1:45-2 p.m. Sundays.
Account was placed by James A.
Silin Co., Boston.
Women Directors Meet
ASSN. of Women Directors of NAB
District 2 held a conference in
Albany last Saturday with Hazel
Cowles, WHAM Rochester, as
chairman. National Officers Alma
Kitchell and Dorothy Lewis addressed conference. In afternoon
group met with representatives of
the CED and farm and home safety
division of state.

Assignment of KRBA
To Yates Is Approved
ASSIGNMENT of KRBA Lufkin,
Tex. to Darrell E. Yates, station
manager, was granted last Tuesday
by FCC. At the time application
for assignment was filed in October
1942, Mr. Yates was to pay "$10,
and other good and valuable considerations" tothe three partners,
Ben T. Wilson, automobile dealer;
R. A. Corbett, oil distributor; and
Thomas W. Baker, engineer and
banker. Company is known as Red
Lands Broadcasting Assn.
In the same action, the Commission granted renewal of the station's license. KRBA has been on
the air since June 1938. Mr. Yates
has time.
been station manager since
that
NBC Adds Studios
NBC's
WestwillCoast
Radio Cityby ina
Hollywood
be enlarged
new wing containing two audience
studios. New building will be
started in about three weeks, with
finished job expected to be completed in four to six months. Building will cost about $630,000 and
will bring to six the number of
audience studios at NBC Hollywood.
Gerald G. White
GERALD G. WHITE, 53, with
WGBI Scranton, Pa., since March
1928,
died Bath,
Sept. N.18, Y.in With
Veterans'
Hospital,
the
exception of five years, he had been
employed continuously by WGBI
and served in the announcing, sales
and promotion departments. He
was a veteran of World War I,
and the WGBI 10-year club. Surviving are his wife, the former
Florence Gavin, and four children.
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Department of Commerce statistics prove North Carolina
leads the South in salaries and wages. In 1942 nearly 430
million dollars was paid out for services here. That sum
nearly doubles the average for the nine other Southern
states, and leads the second-ranking Southern state by
more than $92,000,000. North Carolina has the cash
with which to buy what it wants!

IS
NORTH
CAROLINA'S

With 50,000 Watts, at 680 k.c. — and NBC — Station
WPTF at Raleigh is by long odds the No. 1 radio salesman
in North Carolina. Let us send you the complete facts and
availabilities. Or just call Free & Peters!
50,000
J|

WATTS

—

NBC

N.C.
RALEIGH,
Free & Peters, Inc., National Representatives
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Durr
(Continued from page 18)
carry commercial programs over
their FM stations as well as their
standard broadcasting stations
without additional charge to the
advertiser. The newcomer with only
one station and with an audience
limited by the number of FM sets
in the hands of the public will be
at a tremendous competitive disadvantage."
Improbability of much program enlargement in the commercial FM field makes the development of educational FM broadcasting more necessary than ever,
Mr. Durr told Conference on FM
Education at Austin, Tex., last
Thursday. He emphasized, however, that such development in no
way lessens the responsibility of
the commercial stations to provide
educational programs.
Mr. Durr suggested that it
would be wise for educators to
establish stations early, warning
that the history of AM may be
repeated if channels reserved for
educational broadcasting are lying
idle when the commercial frequencies have been absorbed. He
added that it would be psychologically advantageous for educational
stations to be available when FM
receivers come into use.
Local Self-Expression
The ultimate success of FM
educational stations, the Commissioner advised the Conference, will
depend as much on their use for
local self-expression
as for
inschool
listening. By means
of FM,
he
pointed
out,
the
cultural,
intellectual and recreational needs of ,
all the children and adults of the
community can be served. Local
talent can be tapped and new
radio techniques may be explored.
By tionslinking
educational
stainto a network
the bestFM talent
of the state can be brought to each
community, he said, and by the use
of transcriptions the best programs
can be interchanged among stations.
Mr. Durr estimated that a nationwide FM educational system
would cost less than $50,000,000
and would add only about onethird of 1% to the national investment in the physical equipment of
our schools and colleges. Based on
estimates for a statewide network
in New York an expenditure of 1%
of the annual cost of $3,000,000,000
for operating the nation's schools
would provide
broadcasting 16 hours educational
a day throughout
the country, he added.

Mueller Expanding
Its News Schedule
C. F. MUELLER Co., Jersey City
(macaroni products), last week
added four new cities to its newsschedule,ofbringing
company's
total cast
number
news periods
to 76
a week.
New programs were added on
CKLW Detroit, WTOP Washington, WHEC Rochester, and WAGE
Syracuse.
Mueller campaign now comprises
a staff of 17 radio reporters and
commentators heard from three to
six times a week in five, ten, and
15-minute programs from stations
in 22 major cities covering Mueller
markets east of the Mississippi.
Included among Mueller newscasters are Frazier Hunt, H. R.
Baukhage, Morgan Beatty, Arthur
Godfrey, Charles Hobart, Tom
O'Connor,
Jeske,
Don Mack,
Goddard,
Alun Fred
Williams,
Wayne
Larry Colton, Charles Early, Marvin Behrens, Harry Moreland, Robert Otto, and Lowell McMillan.
Stations are: WKRC CKLW
WGR WTOP WNBF WBAL
WHEC WAGE WEAF WTRY
WARM KYW WGAR WRNL
WDRC KDKA WBZ - WBZA
WFCI WAYS WSB WGH.
Mueller Co. has sponsored news
programs on 11 of the stations for
as long as a year and a half to
three years without interruption,
and as conditions return to normal,
the schedule of stations may be expanded, assuming thatprewar
news interDuaneest remains
Jones atCo.,its New
York,level.
is ^
agency.
LEVER TO TELEVISE
NEW WCBW SERIES
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge,
which for two years has broadcast
weekly video programs on WABD,
DuMont television station in New
York,
-hour
telecastshas oncontracted
WCBW, forCBShalfstation
in that city, during the fall, when
WABD is off the air while moving
to its new channel [Broadcasting,
Sept. 24].
On sentOct.
Lever Bros,
prea video9 version
of its will
daytime
serial, Big Sister. On Oct. 30 it
will put on a sports program.
Sometime in November another
daytime
serial,willAunt
Jenny's Real
Life Stories,
be televised,
and
in December the series will conclude with a special Christmas
program.
Series, to p.m.,
be televised
Tuesday 8:15-8:45
will be
handled by Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
York,
and
will
advertise
Rinso,
Lifebuoy and Spry.

WATT On the Air
MIDWESTERN Broadcasting Co.
Luckman Comment
has announced the opening of
SID
LUCKMAN, former Columbia
WATT tion Cadillac,
Mich.,
sister
staof WTCM Traverse City, University
star, now of Chicago
Mich. WATT operates on 1240 kc, Bears, joins Bert Wilson, sports
250 w. Studio and transmitter are announcer, in series of football
housed in combination building commentaries, heard over WMAQ
with design and construction super- Chicago, Thursday and Saturday.
vision handled by Les Biederman, Program is sponsored by Atlas
general manager.
Prager Beer, Chicago.
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Strike

Fails

to Silence N. Y. Outlets
vator in the WOR-Mutual build- Broadway, the correct address.
ing but building operators decided
Julius Seebach, WOR board
it discriminated against other ten- member and former program direcants and withheld the service. Stator, came all the way from Georgia
tion used its theaters — WOR-Mu- to attend
the WOR board meeting
tual Guild
and
Longacre
—
for
origiwhich
was to have been held last
nation of broadcasts.
but strike.
was postponed beNorman Livingston, WOR pro- Monday,cause of the
gram director, and Charlie OppenEugene Thomas, WOR sales
heim, public relations director, set
up offices at the Guild Theater manager; Tiny Ruffner, assistant
(which WOR has on a five-year program director; Henry Gladlease). Station utilized its outlets
stone, newscaster; Dan McCulon the Astor Roof, Village Barn lough, announcer and Paul Killiam,
and the apartment of Dorothy and of WOR's special feature division,
Dick Kollmar.
were among those who made the
Marjorie Sable, newest member
climb.
of the WOR publicity department, 24-flight
rived on the
24th Mr.
floorKilliam
only to ar-be
assigned to the 13th floor staircase
started
her
first
day's
work
last
Monday by climbing 24 flights at to interview persons as they walked
1450 Broadway — instead of 1440 to their respective offices.

Shows Must Go On, So
Offices Are Reached
The Hard Way
REGULAR schedules at WOR, Mutual, WNEW, WHN, WEAF-FM
and WNBT, all of New York, were
maintained despite the strike of
New York City's Building Service
Employes International Union (Local 32 B and 164).
Walkout affected a large part of
midtown
station officesNewand York,
studioswhere
are the
located.
Rockefeller Center, housing NBC
and American, was not affected because it has a separate contract
with the union. CBS elevator service was not disturbed because nonunion operators are employed by
the building.
Even a Client Climbs
Many offices of advertising agen- Nets Sign NABET
Contract;
cies and station representatives,
however, were affected.
At J. M. Mathes Adv. Agency,
Dispute Ends
J. M. Mathes, president; Herold Platter -Turner NABET
as the bargaining agent
Heuston, account executive; Carl COVERING jurisdiction over platter-turners, acontract granting for platter turning.
H. Henrickson, director of research,
A
statement
issued by A. T.
substantial
wage
increases
and
apI'I sistant,
and Charles
research
asproximately
$1,250,000Friday
in retro-by Powley,
NABETnowpresident,
declarclimbedSchenker,
44 flights.
On Tuesactive
pay
was
signed
ed:
"NABET
has a contract
1 day executives were amazed to dis- the NBC and American networks that is the most satisfactory
j cover that a client, John D. Hal- and NABET. A contract between the union first bargained withsince
the
1 laren, advertising manager of Bur- the engineers and WOR New York companies, and by far the best
I climbed
lington theMills,44 flights,
New York, had is likely to be signed by end of this contract in the radio broadcasting
r Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey, week.
industry. I believe that the comNew York, provided office space at
panies now realize that the engiReprisals Threatened
26 Broadway for executives of its
ne r is a vital part of the broadNegotiations culminating in the
casting industry, something we
agency, Marschalk & Pratt.
had resumed Sept. 14 have suggested to them for years.
On Monday night Andrew Ham- agreement
under
J.
R.
Mandelabaum,
U.
S.
NABET
has
established a wage inengi- labor conciliator, following a 25%
crease for all other unions to fol||1 merschmidt,
neer, replacedNBC
Josephtelevision
J. Lombardi
hour strike of the engineers which
for." provides for
at NBC'sandtransmitter,
EmpireThomas
State disrupted operations of both netThelow andnewfightcontract
1t (, Bldg.
on Wednesday
[Broadcasting, Sept. 17]. wage increases from 25% to 47%,
i J. Buzalski, who had been sta- The netsworks
had charged that unwill- time and one-half for overtime,
| tioned on the 85th floor for 55
ingnes of the union to abandon an abolition of the wage differential
" 11 hours,
developed
a
sore
right
arm.
the larger and smaller
position"precipitated
on wage the
de- between
Hammerschmidt sprained his ank- "ultimatum
cities where managed and owned
mands apparently
le, and both men had to be replaced. strike while
NABET
had
charged
stations
are
located, six-year guar, L Their substitutes, elevatored up to
anteed length of service pay scale,
the nets with "stalling again" for 10% premium
,, !i, tion
the 85th
floor
by
special
dispensapay for night work,
of the union, were William J. fear oftractPetrillo
were signed.reprisals if a con- and improved working conditions.
Kelly and Paul Anderson.
Wage increases are retroactive to
WNEW employes walked 14
The AFM
president
had
last
December threatened the nets with Aug. 26, 1944.
flights and the WHN staff 17 to
strikes of musicians if The WOR contract calls for ine L work until late Monday afternoon, "wildcat"
creases of approximately 30%.
platter turner jurisdiction were
j.i when
the union togranted
the use asof given
one elevator
each station
to NABET. The Second Cir- Engineers at this station, it was
cuit
Court
of
Appeals
has
since
explained,
have received more in1 a "public service".
creases since 1941 than the emupheld anquiriorder
reWrong Address
ng the netsof theto NLRB
recognize
ployes at NBC and American.
^ i signed
Specialto elevator
was was
asWNEW which
Monday
lS
discontinued
on
Tuesday.
As
a
re- PALMER ORGANIZES
Trimount on MBS
f suit two shows were aired from
PEACE FOUNDATION TRIMOUNT CLOTHING CO.,
oe transcription studios rented especially by WNEW. All other broadYork (Clipper Craft clothes),
C. E. PALMER, president and part New
Oct. 13 starts Tommy Harmon,
°'[IWNEW
casts originated
fromthethe14thregular
studios on
floor owner of KCMC Texarkana, Ark.- ail-American
U. football
at 501 Madison Ave. Louis Bian- Tex., and newspaper publisher, has star recentlyMichigan
from
announced that he is making $100,- AAF, in a seriesdischarged
j music
colli, New
York
World-Telegram
of
sports
broadcritic and conductor of His- 000 available for the establishcasts
on
56
Mutual
stations,
Sat.
ment of the Palmer Foundation,
sia ' tory of the Metropolitan on
p. m., originating from vari!?° \ WNEW, described his "historic which will endeavor to promote an 7.45-8ous points
throughout the country.
rt|
MountHallWNEW"
the "attitude of fairness and unselfish- Script will be written and directed
a' |!; assent
station'sofMusic
program onafter
n
e
s
i
n
personal
and
public
affairs."
also recently
Mr. Palmer explained that the by Vic leasedKnight,
Ah i a 14-floor climb on a business ap- work
from the Army.
Agency re-is
will be carried out by the
Al\ pointment.
Emil Mogul Co., New York.
t'33 Union agreed to provide an ele- public schools.
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Kastor

Agency

Is Reorganized
ORGANIZATION of a new advertising agency has been announced
by H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago,
New York, St. Louis & Hollywood,
to be known as Kastor, Farrell,
Chesley & Clifford, with headquarters in New
York
and radio production offices
in Hollywood.
H. Kastor Kahn, president of
H. W. Kastor & Sons, is president
of the new agency. Other officers
are: executive vice president, Willoughby S. Chesley Jr., for 10
years account executive of Young
& Rubicam,
New York; William
vice presi-R.
dent and secretary,
Farrell,
previously
vice-president
and research director of Benton &
Bowles, New York; vice president
and treasurer, John M. Van Horson, previously
manager
chandising
department of
former-10
years, Young & Rubicam; vice
president, Charles E. J. Clifford;
vice
president
and a copy director
of Benton
& Bowles.
Offices Maintained
James Wright, vice president in
charge woodofoffice,radio
Kastor's
will atserve
in the Hollysame
capacity with the new agency.
George Duram, account executive,
and Todd Franklin, director of
research, recently moved from the
Chicago
officeintothat
Newcapacity
York and
will
continue
for
the new firm.
New agency will handle the
Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati
(Drene Shampoo) account. H. W.
Kastor tinue&to operate
Sons Adv.
will conits Co.
Chicago
and
St. Louis offices and will maintain
all its other P & G business.
MID-PROGRAM PLUGS
ARE OPPOSED FOR TV
COMMERCIALS in television
should be placed at the beginning
and endlowed toofinterrupt
programtheandaction
not alby
being placed in the middle of a
dramatic program, Edward Sobol,
NBC video producer, said Wednesdaytionin aat talk
on television
produc-of
a luncheon
meeting
American Television Society in
New York.
Fewer Jobs Shown
EMPLOYMENT in the radio manufacturing industry as of Sept. 1
was down about 40%, according
to a WPB sampling of the industry
following end of the war. Cuts
were attributed to military cutbacks but were not as heavy as the
industryponenthadfactoriesanticipated.
In com38% had been
laid
off by Sept. 1, with 42% in plants
makinguresend
These fig-of
indicateequipment.
an employment
275,000 that day, twice the prewar
employment.
HOURLY
newscasts
onprogram
"Gloomon Dodgers", morning
variety
New York,
being cut
from Oct.
15 WHN
minutes to fiveareminutes
effective
1.
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FMBI
(Continued from page 20)
FM that FMBI believes are necFMBI probably
sume anessary,
inactive
status. will
If NABasrejects the proposal, then FMBI
undoubtedly will increase its present activities, with a concurrent
increase in the rivalry between the
two organizations.
Committee will report back to
the FMBI board at its next meeting, called for Oct. 20 at the Ambassador East, Chicago, at which
time
FMBI's Asfuture
policy member
will be
determined.
one board
expressed it,by"What
we doattitude.
will be
determined
the NAB
It's
up
to
them
whether
they
to represent all broadcasterswantor
whether we have to continue the
battle ourselves."
Walter Damm, WTMJ Milwaukee, FMBI president, presided at
the meeting. Attending were: John
Shepard 3d, Yankee Network;
Clarence Leich, WMLL Evansville;

C. M. Jansky Jr., Jansky & Bailey,
Washington; W. R. David, WRGB
Schenectady; G. W. Lang, WGN
Chicago; Arthur Church, KMBC
Kansas City; Lee Wailes, Westinghouse Radio Stations; Ray Manson, WHAM Rochester; Prof. E.
H. Armstrong, WFMN Alpine;
Philip G. Loucks, general counsel;
Myles Loucks, managing director,
FMBI.
WMAJ State College, Pa.
Goes on the Air Nov. 1
WMAJ State College, Pa., 250 w
on 1450 kc, owned by Centre Broadcasters Inc., will
ing activities
on orstartaboutbroadcastNov. 1
President of Centre Broadcasters
is Richard J. Kennard, State College businessman. Associated with
him are H. Melvin Himes and W.
K. Ulerich also of State College.
Robert G. Walker, program director in direct charge of the station,
was formerly with KYW Philadelphia and other stations.

Morgan on Kraft Show
Pinch Hits for Crosby
WITH UNCERTAINTY as to
Bing Crosby's
return to NBC
Music
Hall, sponsored
by Kraft
Kraft
Cheese Co., Frank Morgan, comedian, hassecutive
beenweeklysigned
conguest for
spotssix when
program
shifts
from
New
York
Hollywood on Oct. 4, Thursday,to
9-9:30 p.m. (EST). John Scott
Trotter, musical director, and
Charioteers, vocal group, along
with Ken Carpenter, announcer,
continue.
Crosby
not expected
return to hisis weekly
program tountil
around the first of next year, providing al contract differences between himself and sponsor are
ironed out. On completion of his
current Paramount film, "Blue
he isforreported
as entering
aSkies",
hospital
a kidney
ailment
treatment.

WIND USE OF TOWER
HINGES ON LAWSUIT^
WHETHER or not WIND Chicago is able to take over top floor i0
of Lincoln Tower (formerly Mather ^
Tower)
for depends
use as FMon outcome
and television center
of tif
pending court litigation, with lessor ai
attempting to break contract, tl
Ralph Atlass, general manager of
WIND, said today.
Atlass had option on top floor
of Carbon & Carbide Building, as (I
owner of WJJD, but took over st
option on Mather Tower for WIND, pi
when Marshall Field bought out n
WJJD July 24, 1944.
V
Atlass said he felt confident he si
would be able to retain lease on n>
tower after "usual amount" of p:
negotiation.
Elizabeth E. Marshall, former ei
program director for the Radio cl
Council of the Chicago Public ft
Schools,director
has beenfor advanced
to television
that group.
She ol
will supervise three new television ,j,
shows a week which will be aired fi
into schools via WBKB Chicago. |
STATIONS AWARDED
PRIZES IN CONTEST
STATIONS W T I C Hartford,
WKY Oklahoma City and WOSU
Columbus, 0., have been selected by
the
Safety Council,Service
Chicago, National
for Distinguished
to
Safety
awards,
as
winners
of
the first National Farm Safety
radio contest, conducted July 2228, 1945.
Judges were Keith Himbaugh,
director of information, U. S. Department of Agriculture, John J.
Lacey, director of information,
American Farm Bureau, and Maynard
of theSafety
farm
divisionH. Coe,
of thedirector
National
Council. Records were submitted by
competing stations in three groups
— 50,000 w, stations of less than
50,000 w, and regional network
broadcasts. WTIC won in the
50,000 w class, WKY in the less
than 50,000 w, and WOSU as the
key station in a regional network
conducting farm safety broadcasts.
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'VIDEO INSTITUTE9 1
TO HOLD N. Y. MEET I
"TELEVISION
sored by TeleviserInstitute",
Magazine sponis to 11
be held at the Hotel Commodore, *
New
York, Oct.on 15-16.
First morning session
has dlN
Richard
Hubbell programming
as chairman, with
Paul Alley, Paul Mowrey, Helen p.
Rhodes, Dr. Donald Horton as m
speakers. Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith | B
is chairman of the operations 1!
panel; Dr. Goldsmith, James D. tl
McLean, Phil Fuhrmann, Dr. Peter a;
Goldmark, William M c G r a t h, |
speakers.
ft
Guest speakers at the luncheon \\ |
will beCorwin,
James Dr.Lawrence
Fly, Nor- * 1st
man
E. W. Engstrom,
Irwin Shane, William J. Haley (directorfromgeneral
of the BBC, speak- nti
ing
London).

580 KC
5000 Witt
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Engineering
(Continued from page 15)
longer required that profile graphs
be drawn for community stations.
For metropolitan and rural stations, such graphs are called for
and are to extend 10 miles from
the proposed antenna site.
New Coverage Chart
A new type of coverage chart
(figure 1) is provided in the new
standards which simplifies the
preparation of profile graphs for
metropolitan and rural stations.
With the use of the chart, which
shows signal intensities, it is unmecessary for station engineers to
provide data on curvature of the
earth.
Another chart (figure 3) not included in the previous standards
for FM, assists in measurements
of transmitter performance.
A third chart (to be designated
figure 2) which is expected to be
'available about Nov. 1, will be included as an integral part of the
new standards and will reflect Comlinission
carried on studies
during onthe propogation
war.

rts of interest
to men wason the
fishing pobanks.
The station
founded
by the late Capt. John Matheson,
father of Ralph.
Publisher Choate has been active
in newspaper
for a generation and waswork
formerly
one of
Washington's
topmost
correspondents. He has been active
in handling of WPB newsprint problems
during the war.
Counsel for the Boston newspapers are Dempsey & Koplovitz, and
for WHDH, George B. Porter, both
Washington firms.

Elliott
(Continued from page 15)
son of the late President, organized the Texas State Network in
1938, after having had his first
taste
of broadcasting as a commentator.
Elliott sold part of his stock in
the network when he entered the
Army in 1941. Control of it went to
Ruth Googins Eidson, his former
wife, and into a trust for three
children born of their marriage.
Interest in the Hot Springs market has been high since KTHS in
that
city, a 10 kw local sunset —
Papers
1 kw night time — operation passed
{Continued from page 15)
into the control of the Tri-State
Broadcasting
Presicant for a television station.
dent of latter System
is John Inc.
D. Ewing,
WFIL is the American (Blue) newspaper
publisher
and
licensee
outlet and operates on 560 kc with
.1,000 w. It also has been the key of KTBS Shreveport. Mr. Ewing
removal toofMemphis
the fai station of the Quaker Network, has applied
cility from Hotfor Springs
regional operation. WFIL is a
a step-up in power to 50 kw.
; combination of WLIT and WFI, with
Concurrently, he has applied for a
jwhich were combined in 1935, with new
kw, 5 kw LS facility on 740
I Lit Bros, and Strawbridge & kc in 1 Hot
Springs contingent upon
Clothier as half-owners. On June FCC approval
of the Memphis ap24, 1940, the FCC authorized sale plication.
It is understood that Mr. Wilson
ji terests
of the Strawbridge
&
Clothier
into Lit Bros, for $126,000.
rejected
Mr. been
Roosevelt's
$75,jtWFIL is applying this week for had
after
it had
bid up from
increase in power to 5,000 watts 000
an original offer of $60,000.
iday and night.
Meanwhile a full report on ElA top-ranking regional station,
liott's financial affairs in connec' WFIL approaches the million-doltiontionswithwas his
j lar class in gross receipts, it is
to bepre-war
made toradio
the operaHouse
junderstood. Net earnings before today. (Oct. 1) by the House Ways
taxes last year probably were in and Means Committee, which has
, excess of $300,000.
been investigating the deal.
Mr. Annenberg said that the
Elliott has figured prominently
"high standards of broadcasting in the news recently as a result of
his financial negotiations in the illj1 set
by
WFIL
in
the
best
interests
of the public will be maintained starred Transcontinental Broadunder its new ownership." Atcasting System, which died aborn[ torneys for Lit Bros, are Sundheim,
ing in 1939.
Folz, Kamsler & Goodis, of PhilaThe Committee is understood to
delphia. Inquirer counsel are Bell, have concluded that John Hartford,
Murdock, Paxton & Dillworth.
president of the Atlantic & Pacific
For the past year, George Jas- Tea Co., was entitled to a "bad
i pert, veteran New England station loss
debt" ontax hisreduction
a $196,000
loan toforElliott.
Mr.
j manager, who headed WBZ-WBZA Hartford
reputedly loaned Mr.
j: Boston-Springfield
from
1924
until
1929, has been radio consultant for Roosevelt ■ $200,000 when the late
President's son
j the Boston newspapers. Fidelity connection
withwasthenegotiating
Transconti-in
J,; also
is an With
applicant
FM, as wasof
WHDH.
the foracquisition
nental Broadcasting System, settling the loan with Jesse H. Jones,
; the standard station, one of the
, FM applications would be dropped former Secretary of Commerce, for
I ; and
the
sales
contract
contemplates
that move.
$4,000.
There have been considerable
WHDH before its Blue affiliation "leaks" regarding Elliott's financial
was known as the Fishermen's Sta- affairs, although the House
most ofCom-its
i tion, having broadcast boat ar- meetingsmittee hasinconducted
executive sessions.
rivals, fish prices and weather reBROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

-181 STATIONS
SOLD
No other cooperative program is sold locally
on as many stations. Certainly this acceptance
is indicative of the pulling power of
Fulton Lews, Jr. . . . and proof of his ability
to sell merchandise. If your client once again
is interested in selling ... do it the easy way,
with one of America's outstanding news
commentators. A few cities are still available.
Program originates from WOL, Washington, D. C.
Write, Phone or Wire at once toCooperative Program Department
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
1440 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
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You can buy the Gates
CB7 Transcription Turntable at any of these Gates
Authorized Distributors:
Specialty Distributing Co.,
425 Peach tree Street, N.E.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
223 East Broughton Street,
Savannah, Georgia.
554 Mulberry Street,
Macon, Georgia.
709 Chestnut Street,
Chattanooga, Tennessee.
Houston Radio Sup. Co., Inc.,
910 Calhoun Avenue,
Houston, Texas
Radio Specialties Company,
1956 S. Figueroa Street,
Los Angeles, California,
and
Phoenix, Arizona.
Manufacturers Sales Terminal,
222 Columbia Building,
Spokane, Washington.
Westinghouse Electric International Company,
Forty Wall Street,
New York, New York.
(EXPORT ONLY)
Canadian Marconi Company,
Montreal, Quebec, Canada.

GATES RADIO CO.
Quincy, 111.
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HIGGINS AND KISSEK
LEAVE SPOT SALES
HAROLD HIGGINS, Chicago
manager, and Willie Kissek, salesman, resigned last week from
Spot Sales Inc., when that organization was transferred by Loren
Watson to Adam J. Young Jr.
[Broadcasting, Sept. 24]. Mr.
Kissek was appointed manager of
the Joseph Hershey McGillvra
Inc. Chicago office. Mr. Higgins
has returned to his former home
in Dayton to enter radio sales.
The Young office announced it
would consolidate the Chicago
Spot Sales office with the Young
operations under the direction of
Bob Russell, vice-president. Deal
gives Young an additional 30 stations for his American and Canadian list. Mr. Watson continues
to head Radio Transcription Co.
of America and will act as exclusive representative for Associated
Transcription Library service.

Lynne Smeby Co. Asks FILE FOR NEW AM
Toledo CP 980 kc 5 kw
STOCKTON STATION
APPLICATION for a new station LINCOLN DELLAR, owner of
in Toledo, to operate on 980 kc KXOA Sacramento, last week filed
with 5,000 w fulltime, was filed an application as head of the Valwith the FCC last
ley Broadcasting
Co, for
a newat
broadcast
station
week by the Ohio- standard
Stockton,
Cal.,
to
operate
at
1380
MichigancastingBroadCorp., a kc with 1 kw power, unlimited time..
newly formed The cproposed
station
beome abasic affiliate
of thewould
MutualNetwork.
company.
cipals are PrinLynne DonMr.LeeDellar
will hold 70% of the
C. Smeby, presi- stock in the new company, with
dent, former
engineering director KXOA
be heldmanager,
by Morton
Sidley*
and the
reMr. Smeby
of NAB
andchief
be- 10% to sales
fore that
maining 20% by California Broadcasters Inc., a new group comengineer of
prised of eight Pacific Coast radio
WXYZ Detroit and the Michigan
Radio Network; Harold True, vice- men from various fields of broadpresident, news commentator on
casting operations.
Mr. Dellar would direct operaWWJ Detroit, and Nicholas Wations of the new station as well as
linski,
Toledo
attorney,
secretarytreasurer.
KXOA and plans a diversified proElectric Auto Light Co. of Togram structure with special emphasis on agricultural fare to
ledo is listed as owner of one-third
of the stock, with the three officials serve the large farm population in
area. The Stockton trading
holding approximately 22% each. the
area includes 200,000 people in
Mr. Smeby
for thedirector,
war's duration
142 STATIONS GIVEN has
been deputy
Opera- San Joaquin Valley. The city is
tional Research Staff, in the office now served by KWG, American
TEMPORARY STATUS
and KGDM, affiliated with
Signal Officer in Wash- affiliate,
LICENSES for 142 standard sta- of the Chief
to leave that post CBS.
tions were placed or extended on in aboutingtona. He hopes
Since his resignation last May
month.
temporary status by the FCC last
from Associated Broadcasters Inc.,
week, pending determination upon
Mr. Dellarramentohas
been toliving
SacCBS
STUDY
REVEALS
in order
take inactive
applications for renewal. An additional five stations which had been SERIAL POPULARITY charge of KXOA. He was formerly
on a temporary basis were granted MORE THAN half (54%) of all chief of the radio division, OWI
renewals (see FCC Actions, page women
Pacific Coast
92).
at home in the daytime lis- Overseas Branch,
was previously manto serial programs, according bureau,ager of and
WBT
Charlotte,
N. C.
The Commission placed 63 li- to a tenCBS
study of daytime serials.
censes upon a temporary basis for
the 54%, each listens to serials Acrobat Shoe Co. Plans
the period ending Dec. 1, 1945. An- anOf average
utes a day. of an hour and 27 minother 79 licenses already on temporary, were continued on that status
Television Show
The
program is heard 2.5 Chicago
for the period ending Dec. 1, 1945. times aaverage
PLANS for a half-hour television
week
by
the
radio
audience,
No particular significance was at- but the, majority of < listeners are program for Acrobat Shoe Co.,
tached to these actions which were
division of General Shoe Co., Nash7
household
duties
-while
they ville
resorted to because of lack of fa- doing
have
their
radios
on.
The
study
(children's
ancilities to process applications. The
t week shoes)
by Roz were
Metzger,
like the serial pro- director nofounced lasradio
for Ruthrauff &
Commission had recently desig- showed listeners
grams
largely
because
the
charnated 136 stations for temporary
acters and stories are true to life Ryan, Chicago, agency placing.
status
Built around a circus clown, a caJuly 30].until Oct. 1 [Broadcasting, and teach a moral lesson.
pering elephant,special
an "ornery"
and animated
effects, mule
proOf the five stations granted reTidewater Football
newals, three which had been on
gram will utilize Acrobat's new
temporary basis since Aug. 1 were TIDEWATER Associated Oil Co., animated
trademark
"Tumblin'
renewed until Aug. 1, 1927. These New York (Veedol oil and Tydol Tim", 8-year-old
circus acrobat.
are WJLD Bessemer, Ala.; KTSW gasoline), Sept. 28 started broadScript has been submitted to
casting Columbia U. home football WBKB Chicago, and if accepted
Emporia, Kan.; and KTTS Springfield, Mo. A fourth station (WAIR games on WMCA New York and a show will begin in five or six weeks.
network
New England stations
Winston-Salem, N. C.) which had includingofWTIC
Hartford, WBZ
been on temporary since June 1,
was renewed until Feb. 1, 1947. Boston, WJAR Providence, WLBZ
Bangor,
and
WRDO
A fifth (KFJB Marshalltown, Broadcasts start at 2:15 Augusta.
and
la.) which had been on temporary continue to conclusion ofp.m.games,
since Feb. 1, was granted renewal
with
play-by-play
descriptions
to Feb. 1, 1946.
Steve Ellis. Guest commentatorsby
will be featured. Tidewater also
sponsors Sports Round-up Fri.
WFNC Off Air
and Sat., 6:45-7 p.m., and Sun.
RAPIDLY advancing waters of 2-2:15
p.m. on WHN New York,
Cape Fear River forced WFNC and "Manhunt" on 12 independent
Fayettesville, N. C, to leave the midwestern stations, including
air Sept. 18. Station expected to WEAU Eau Claire, KGLO> Mason
resume broadcasting about the first City, KYSM Mankato, WCCO Minof last week. Transmitter building neapolis-St. Paul, KROC Rochester,
was under more than 10 feet of KWLN Willmar, KFYR Bismarck,
water and the engineers were re- WDAY Fargo, KABR Aberdeen,
moved by boat. Equipment was KWAT Watertown, and WNAX
saved with the aid of German pris- Yankton. Agency is Lennen &
oners of war stationed nearby.
Mitchell, New York.
190 ON THE DIAL— C LIAR CHANNEL
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Miller
| (Continued from page 17)
I -who
will be heard in his inaugural
address.
Also taking office during the twoday schedule will be A. D. (Jess)
Willard, new executive vice-president, who will be introduced at the
banquet. No broadcasts are planned
from the banquet itself, which will
b>e held in the Statler's combined
Presidential and Congressional
looms. Banquet arrangements were
made by C. E. Arney Jr., NAB secretary-treasurer.
At the Oct. 1-2 session of the
board, which all members are expected to attend, Mr. Miller will
describe the recent Broadcast Mission to Europe. Progress of Broadcast Measurement Bureau, and
work of planning the audience
measurement survey, will be
described to the board by Hugh
Feltis, BMB director.
Developments in allocation of
time by government agencies will
be outlined along with a tentative
plan by which U. S. agencies would
prepare material for stations, with
NAB handling the distribution of
the packet.
Return of war veterans to
civilian life will bring up several
problems that will be considered
by the board. Placement of employes returning to their stations
will be discussed, along with opportunities for employment of veterans anxious to enter radio because of radio activity in the
armed forces.
Capital Figures Attending
Among Washington notables
who have accepted invitations to
attend the banquet are Attorney
General Tom C. Clark; Secretary
of the Treasury Fred M. Vinson;
Postmaster General Robert E.
Hannegan; Associate Justices
Hugo L. Black and Stanley F.
Reed of the U. S. Supreme Court;
Chief Justice D. Lawrence Groner
and Associate Justices Henry W.
Egerton, Harold M. Stephens and
E. Barrett Prettyman, U. S. Court
of Appeals, District of Columbia.
From Capitol Hill will come
Senator Burton K. Wheeler and
Representatives Joe Martin, Clarence F. Lea, Alfred L. Bulwinkle.

Gen. George C. Marshall has accepted. The District of Columbia
will be represented by Commissioner Guy Mason.
For the FCC, Chairman Paul A.
Porter and Commissioners Paul A.
Walker, E. K. Jett and Charles R.
Denny Jr.
Past Presidents
Past NAB presidents who will
attend include Alfred J. MeCosker,
WOR; Earle C. Anthony, KFI;
Walter J. Damm, WTMJ; John Elmer, WCBM; Neville Miller; William S. Hedges, NBC; C. W.
Myers, KOIN; J. Harold Ryan,
Fort Industry Co.
Representing networks will be:
NBC, Niles Trammell, Frank E.
Mullen, Frank M. Russell; American, Edward J. Noble, Mark
Woods, Charles C. Barry, Robert
Kintner, Keith Kiggins; CBS,
Paul W. Kesten, Frank Stanton,
Frank K. White, Joseph H. Ream;
MBS,
Carlin. Robert D. Swezey, Phillips
Glenn Bannerman, president,
will represent the Canadian Assn.
of Broadcasters. From the Motion
Picture Producers & Distributors
will come Eric Johnston.
Among women guests will be
Mrs. Julius Y. Talmadge, DAR;
Mrs. Harold V. Milligan, National
Council of Women; Mrs. William
S. Culbertson, League of Republican Women; Mrs. Alma Kitchell,
NAB Assn. of Women Directors;
Mrs. Ruth Wilson Tryon, American Assn. of University Women.
Official welcoming committee

Transcription

from the NAB consists of:
District 1, C. S. Young, WBZ
Boston; District 2, William A. Fay,
WHAM Rochester, Craig Lawrence, WHOM New York; District
Covering
3, Joseph burgh,
E. Roger
Baudino,
KDKA WFIL
PittsW. Clipp,
Philadelphia; District 4, Don S.
Elias, WWNC Asheville, Richard
H. Mason, WPTF Raleigh; District
5, Johnlanta,M.HenryOutler
Jr., WSBWSGN
AtP. Johnston,
Birmingham; District 6, Howard
North
Summerville, WWL New Orleans;
Wylie P. Harris, WJDX Jackson,
Miss.; Emmet H. McMurry, WJPR
Greenville, Miss.; District 7, W.
Lee Coulson, WHAS Louisville, H.
K. Carpenter, WHK Cleveland,
Ralph G. Elvin, WLOK Lima;
District 8, Clarence Leich, WGBF
Evansville; District 9, Edgar L.
Bill, WMBD Peoria; District 10,
J. a Maland, WHO Des Moines;
Dietrich Dirks, KTRI Sioux City,
Caro
Arthur B. Church, KMBC Kansas
1 na's
No. li
City; District 11, C. T. Hagman,
W T C N Minneapolis ; John F.
Meagher,
KYSM Brown,
Mankato;KOMA
District 12, Kenyon
Oklahoma City; Plez S. Clark, KFH
Wichita; Hugh J. Powell, KGGF
Market
Coffeyville; District 13, Hugh A.
L. Halff, WAOI San Antonio; Roy
Collings,
WFAA
Dallas;District
O. L. Taylor, KGNC
Amarillo;
14,
Ivor Sharp, KSL Salt Lake City; . . . Winston-Salem
Ed Yocum, KGHL Billings, Mont.;
District 15, Clyde F. Coombs,
KARM Fresno; William Bates Jr., . . . Greensboro
KTRB Modesto; District 16, R. B.
Williams, KVOA Tucson; District
17, C. W. Myers, KOIN Portland.
. . . High Point

Turntables

We ARE now in full production on turntables
and are able to make excellent deliveries on

WSJS
WINSTON-SALEM

chassis only, chassis with cabinets, or complete
with lateral pickups and filters.
All equipments are latest design, inside rim drive

dual speed with aluminum platter.
WKZO, Kalamazoo, Michigan
The next time you buy turntables, buy the latest —
. . . have heard nothing but complimentary remarks about
the GATES CB7.
AP from our Program Dethese days.partment. That's out:tanding
John E. Fetzer
President and
GATES RADIO COMPANY
General Manager
available through
Quincy, Illinois
PRESS 50ASSOCIATION,
Rockefeller Plaxo inc
Nifw York. N. Y.
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5000 Watts
600 on the Dial

Represented by
HEADLEY - REED COMPANY
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CAPITAL TELEVISION
TOWERS APPROVED
TWO television tower projects were
approved Thursday by the Board
of Zoning Adjustment, District of
Columbia. Bamberger Broadcasting Service application to erect a
tower on a site at 40th & Brandywine, Northwest, with ground elevation of 407 feet was approved.
Bamberger had requested a 300-ft.
tower but was allowed only 200 ft.
NBC application for a 350-ft.
tower atop the Wardman Park
Hotel, with ground elevation under
200 feet, was approved by the
Board.
applications
cover stations.
towels
forBoth
commercial
television
FCC Sept. 25 denied application of
NBC for an experimental television
station in Washington on Channel
4, 66-72 mc, using 2 kw (4 kw
peak) power.
The Board's decisions indicate
that it is disposed to allow television stations to erect towers high
enough to give satisfactory service
to a considerable portion of the District. It is not willing, apparently,
to permit enough height to eliminate shadow areas in many portions of the city.
NBC and Bamberger now will
file applications with the District
of Columbia Board of Commissioners for right to erect the towers.

SELL
MANY PRODUCTS FOR
MANY ADVERTISERS

WQAM
Miami
V
E. HALLEY
E TEXASGEORGE
RANGERS
LIBRARY
f HOTEL PICKWICK, KANSAS CITY 6, MO.
VfcCXAN ARTHUR B CHURCH PRODUCTION 33
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American
(Continued from page 20)
he had held since 1943, until the
appointment of Mr. Wallenstein,
when he became director of popular
music for American.
Mr. Wallenstein, who is music
director and conductor of the Los
Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra
and who was musical director of
WOR New York until he resigned
that post to go to American, told
Broadcasting last week that he regretted the loss of opportunity to
"do a great public service job in
music" but that "the network has
changed the policies under which
I agreed, to serve".
Having Good Time
Questioned about his future
plans, Mr. LaRoche told Broadcasting, 'T hear of a lot of things that
I'm going k> do but I don't recognize any of them." Saying that he
had nothing to add to the company statement, he pointed out that
he is still vice-chairman of the network, a stockholder and director
and an advisor to Edward J. Noble,
chairman. "And," he added, "I am
having
a very
One of
the good
first time."
indications of
the change in operating policies of
American
appears
in the network's
plans to cover
the annual
forum of
the New York Herald-Tribune. Last
year a full hour was appropriated
for forum coverage on each of the
three evenings of the forum, with
advertisers on the network relinquishing their time and affiliates
their revenue for that commercial
time, in order that American might
present the forum speakers, not as
individual addresses, but as specially built radio programs, with
John B. Kennedy as commentator
introducing the speakers and summarizing their remarks.
New WJZ Schedule
REALIGNMENT of the 7-9 a.m.
week day programming of WJZ
New York, key station of American,
was announced last week by John
Hade, program director. New
schedule starts with a quarter-hour
news program followed by a halfhour of comedy and music. The
five-minute Esso Reporter 7:457:50 is followed by a ten-minute
news analysis by Gordon Fraser,
commentator and former foreign
reporter for the network. Breakfast With the Fitzgeralds occupies
the 8-8:30 period; Nancy Craig is
heard 8:30-8:55, and a five-minute
religious program completes the
two-hour session. New schedule is
effective Oct. 1.
Gen. Hill Confirmed
IT'S now.
BRIG.The GEN.
Lyons
Hill
Senate Luther
last Tuesday
formally confirmed his nomination
to be brigadier general [Broadcasting, Sept. 24]. Cowles Broadexecutivedirector,
vice-u'-0=i'ie,it
on leave casisting Co.deputy
Bureau
of Public Relations, War Dept.,
Washington.

PORTER, BOOTH JOIN
KREMER & BINGHAM

Comdr. Porter Comdr. Booth
TWO NAVY OFFICERS who
have worked together the past two
years in the Bureau of Aeronautics
are joining the Washington law
firm
Kremer & Bingham, 921
Towerof Bldg.
Lt. Comdr. William A. Porter,
veteran Washington radio attorney
who was released from active
duty Sept. 12, became a member of the Kremer & Bingham
firm last week. Comdr. Robert M.
Booth Jr., who completes his duty
Nov. 1, joins the firm then.
Comdr. Porter began practicing
radio law in Washington in 1930
and from 1935-41 he was a partner
in the firm, Littlepage, Littlepage,
Porter, Littlepage & Williams. He
opened his own office in 1941. When
he was called to active duty on
June 30, 1942, as a lieutenant,
Mr. Porter closed his law office.
During his Navy duty Comdr.
Porter was assistant head of Electronics Materials, Engineering
Div., Bureau of Aeronautics; was a
member of the Radar Committee of
the Combined Communications
Board and a member of the working committee
frequency
cations under theon radar
group.alloMr. Booth, graduated from Purdue U. with a B.S. degree in electrical engineering in 1933, joined
the Crosley stations in Cincinnati
ag engineer, attending night law
school.
In January 1941 he was called
to active duty as a lieutenant
(j.g.). Mr. Booth received his LLB.
degree from the Chase College of
Law, Cincinnati. His work in electronics in the Navy won for him
promotions and when he attained
full commandership last year he
was the mayoungest
non-aviator comnder in the Navy.
For someintendmonths
he wasRadio
super-&
ent of the Aero
Radar Labs., Naval Air Experimental Station, Philadelphia. He
was admitted to the Ohio Bar in
1942 biaand
to the
Bar last
June.District of ColumMr. Booth plans to confine his
future
activities law.
to the practice of
communications

Pulse

Modulation

Shown by Federal
PULSE Time Modulation, a method of multiplex telephone, telegraph, radio broadcast and video
transmission developed by the Laboratories Division of Federal Telephone & Radio Corp., was given its
first unrestricted demonstration in
New York last Thursday, day after
the Navy strhad
wartime reictions on thelifted
system.
Operating on a frequency of 1300
mc, PTM would make it possible
for all radio stations in a comespecially TV and from
FM, toa
broadcastmunity,simultanously
single transmitter, Federal engineers said. With PTM all broadcasters could share the most desirable location. Better reception
would be assured, since all reciving antennas
be focused
rectly on the could
transmitting
point.diFederal's own definition of PTM
is "a method of radio communication which involves the transmission of a series of short bursts, or
pulses,
each approximately
onehalf millionth
of a second long.
Unlike previous systems which
operate by varying or modulating
the strength or amplitude of the
wave (AM),or orfrequency
its rapidity
vibration
(FM),of
pulse main
timeconstant
modulation
waves and
rein amplitude
frequency. Actual communication is
achieved by variation (modulation)
of time interval between pulses.
The electronic tubes in a PTM
transmitter, the engineers explained, ineffect chop the material
to be transmitted into small bits
which fit together so they travel
in precise order over the radio
channel. These bits, or pulses, are
then shot out over the microwave
beam at a rate of 1,300 million vibrations per second, a speed which
enables themas embled attothebereceiving
filtered and
end re-so
each conversation or program is
received with completed fidelity.
Demonstration was of a radiotelephone circuit between the IT&T
Bldg. in lower Manhattan, Telegraph Hill, near Hazlet, N. J., and
the new
Federal atTelecommunications Laboratories
Nutley, N. J.
A single radio-frequency carrier
wave can handle up to 24 two-way
conversations, and this number
may be increased 10 times.
WBAX Extension
TEMPORARY license of WBAX
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., scheduled to
expire Oct.
1, 1945,
has been
extended to Dec.
1, 1945,
pending
decision
by
the
Commission
on
the
record. Decision in the case has
been hanging fire since 1941, with
the station operating on a temporary license during that time. Principal cause of postponement has
been application of John H. Stenger Jr.,cense,licensee,
for regular liandWBAX
applications
others for
facilities.of three

NEW TYPESignof NBC
musical-dramatic
programtionalsponsored
by Chicago,
InternaHarvester Co.,
starts on NBC coast-to-coast Sun.
Oct. 7, 2 p.m. Called Harvest of
Stars, program will be headed by
Raymond Massey as narrator and
m.c. Contract for 52 weeks placed
by McCann-Erickson, New York.
BROADCASTING
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OPA
(Continued from page 16)
secretary advised the reporter to
submit
his reporter
"problems"informed
in writing.
When the
her
he was seeking information, she
curtly replied: "You won't get it
here."
After further insistence the secretary agreed to permit James
Hoyt, assistant to Mr. Morse, to
talk to the reporter but cautioned
him, "Mr. Hoyt won't tell you any- OPENING OF NEW educational series on Kansas State Network, Radio
While waitingwanted
for Mr.to Classroom, dealt with the subject "Singing by Radio". Present at inHoyt, thething."secretary
augural were (1 to r) R. Russell Porter, director radio broadcast, Kansas
know if the reporter would talk State Teachers
Ray V. Gensen, general manager. KSAL Salina;
to E. 0. Lang, another assistant Gov. Andrew F.College;
Schoeppel; Robert K. Lindsley, general manager, KFBI
to Mr. Morse.
Wichita;
J.
Nelson
Rupard,
general manager, KTSW Emporia.
"I'llmetalksome
to anybody
who and
can
give
information
turer
may
use
adjustable
pricing
they will not make parts
answer a couple of questions," said unless he has filed with OPA a declared
adjustable price regulathe reporter. "Well, Mr. Lang will list of the prices he actually used under tionthe
of
Sept.
contending that
see you but he won't give you any in March 1942 in sales of original OPA might very18, well
fix prices at
information," was the secretary's equipment parts for radio re- less than cost production.
response.
Furthermore manufacturers contend
they
ceivers, electric phonographs, and
Mr. Lang prefaced the interview radio-phonograph
have met with the same kind of
combinations.
As
with: "I might as well tell you for the questions, however, Mr. opposition Broadcasting did in atI'm not going to tell you any- Gesner said he wished he could
tempts to gather
thing." Nevertheless he was plied answer them — but the parts secformation atOPA.some concrete inPrice Administrator Chester
with
these will
questions:
"Is ceilings
it true
tion hadn't given for publication
that OPA
set price
other than that al- Bowles, in a special article for reon parts on Oct. 3? Does the OPA any information
ready released.
tailers, said: "A flow of goods to
plan to lift controls on radio sets
top a growing mass market is the
Interim Factors
or parts? Does OPA know that
best
answer
to the threat of inflamanufacturers
a wheel
On Aug. 31 OPA issued a set
tion and to the long term prosperuntil OPA giveswon'tthemturnsomething
of interim increase factors, based
ity
of
industry.
Radios and big
definite?"
on meager cost production data ticket appliances are extremely
'Could' Answer
submitted by a few manufacturers. important among the reconversion
The permanent increase factor on goods coming back to the mar"I could answer all those ques- tubes,
on an 86% reply, was
ket. Speed of setting prices is
tion, but I'm not going to," said peggedbased
at 10.4% above ceiling important in getting radios and
Mr.
Lang.
"Talk
to
Mr.
Gesner
in
charged factors
betweenranged
Oct. from
1-15, appliances
our public relations department. prices
to retail
Manufacturers
agreedealers."
100 % with
1941. Interim
He'll
give
you
all
the
information
we want the public to have. We 5% for resistors and "all other Mr. Bowles, but they say his own
radio parts, as covered by Maxi- agency apparently doesn't because
have orders not to talk."
setting prices" is somemum Price and
Regulation
136" to 11%
So to Paul D. Gesner in public for coils
transformers
and "speed thingofthe parts
relations. Mr. Gesner explained
section hasn't disthe whole situation, said the In- chokes.
complained that played.
Mr. Bowles' statement said he.
dustry Parts Advisory Committee theManufacturers
interim factors were too low, had compared the radio parts inhad asked OPA to lift controls be- so OPA
on Sept. 18 issued the
dustry with the automotive parts
cause controls had been lifted on ing.
authorization
for adjustable pric- industry, which has been suspended
automobile parts. But OPA had
from price control as to original
decided otherwise.
Mr. Gesner suggested the writer equipment, and "found that the
To date only 35 manufacturers should
talk
to
Delmar
W.
Beman,
of the some 500 in the radio field the trade publication publicity reasons for such suspension do not
radiosmall
parts."manufacturer
Mr. Bowles
fears tothe
had
complied
with OPA's data
requestso man. Mr. Beman, like Mr. Gesner, apply
to file
cost production
might
be
penalized
by
his lack of
was
most
cordial,
gave
all
the
ininterim ceilings could be given
formation he had but, like his co- buying power if controls are lifted.
them. None of the large manuworker,
knew
nothing
about
the
On
the
other
hand,
small
manufacturers had cooperated.
Oct. 3 date.
facturers argue that price-fixing
To Mr. Gesner were put the
on
radio
parts
certainly
In
a
stinging
speech
on
the
same questions which Mr. Lang Senate floor Sept. 20, Sen. Cape- work to the advantage of the could
large
could answer but would not. Would hart
corporations and run the little
that "OPA price- manufacturers
Mr. Gesner confirm that on Oct 3 fixing declared
out of business.
policies
are
retarding
reOPA would give manufacturers
conversion and recovery. I make
Sen. Capehart declared that
something definite?
prospered and
the
prophesy,"
continued,do some"that manufacturers
served the public long before OPA
That's something Mr. Gesner unless we in theheCongress
hadn't heard
about.
All
the
inforthing
about
it,
not
too
many
and he couldn't understand why
mation he had was contained in
from now many millions of they need a Government agency to
three releases issued since June, months
run their businesses for them now.
men
will
be
unemployed."
He
inthe latest on Sept. 18 advising
in the Congressional Record
manufacturers of all radio and letters sertedfrom
the Magnavox Co.,
Club Switch Denied
radio-phonograph parts (except Fort Wayne; Electric Appliances
tubes, metal stampings, screw Inc., Indianapolis; General Fur- REPORTS that American Broadmachine products and cabinets)
niture Co., Terre Haute; Edgar
casting Company's
Breakfastto Club
from Chicago
New
they were authorized to make de- Morris Sales Co., Washington, and would switch
livery of original equipment parts Meyers & Son Mfg. Co., Madison York, have been officially denied
to set manufacturers at prices Ind., complaining that the OPA is by E. R. Boroff, ABC vice-president
up reconversion because in charge of the Central Division.
that "may be adjusted upward oiholding
its attitude toward industry and Only appearance in New York of
later when final reconversion pricBreakfast Club, or its star, Don
itsMeanwhile
price-fixing manufacturers
policies.
ing factors are determined."
have McNeill, will be for two weeks.
He explained that no manufacBROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
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RICHMOND
LOCATED MIDWAY
BETWEEN THE
NORTH AND SOUTH
Commercial
Industrial
Kilowatt
Hours
in the and
Richmond
Metropolitan
Area June 30, 1944
Six months ending
KWH 30, 1945
Six months157,325,259
ending June
174,123,021
KWH
An Increase
overof 10.7%
1944 for 1945
usE WMBG
In this Major Market
NBC IN RICHM0ND,VA.
5000 WATTS
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They

Like

Our Style
We say, with apologies le none,
that we sincerely believe WAIR
to be one of the best sales-producing stations in the entire sooth.
There is an intensity of popularity
in the large area we cover.
WAIR
Winston - Salem, North Carolina
Representative: The Walker Company
RICHMOND
COVERAGE
PETERSBURG
RATES
WIRE or WRITE
Petersburg, Virginia

u
In the old days they fired a
gun from The Citadel in
Halifax, Nova Scotia, to tell
the time.
Today the population listens
to CHNS for the time.
NOTE: They Still Fire the Gun
Keeping Up the Old Traditions!
Traditions, MuchHowever,
Business.Don't Get
CHNS DOES — Try It.

KOIN
We Work Today
for the Northwest's
Limitless Tomorrow
PORTLAND, OREGON
CBS Affiliate
FREE & PETERS, Inc., Nat l Rep.
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CHANGES EFFECTED
BY NEW WBT OWNER
THREE NEW appointments have
been announced by WBT Charlotte, N. C, recently purchased by
the Southeastern Broadcasting Co.
from CBS. Charles H. Crutchfield
has been named general manager.
Larry Walker succeeds him as program director.
Mr. Walker's post of assistant
program director is being filled by
Mrs. Thelma Haigler, for six years
personal secretary to Mr. Crutchfield. Jack Knell, news director,
has been assigned the added
responsibility of director of special
events. Winner of the 1939 "Headliners Award" for "Distinguished
ServiceSqualus
in Journalism"
in covering
the
submarine
rescue
operations, Mr. Knell was a former
CBS announcer and newsman.
New director of promotion and
publicity for WBT is Ed Connolly,
who was with the promotion department ofRadio Sales, spot sales
division of CBS. He has also
written and reported for WCAX
Burlington, Vt., and WLAW
Lawrence, Mass., and was with
AP in Boston for two years.
FBIS' TERMINATION
EXPECTED IN MONTH
FOREIGN BROADCAST Intelligence Service of the FCC is slated
to end within 30 days, the FCC
announced last Thursday. The service has been a principal source of
foreign intelligence since its inception five years ago, providing
this government with information
gleaned
broadcasts.from monitoring foreign
PA Plans News Service
Serving
Nation's
Capital
SPECIAL AP
news service
for
Washington, D. C, will be started
Oct. 15 by Press. Assn., filing from
the AP newsroom in the Star Bldg.
on a teletype circuit to radio and
newspaper correspondents, offices
and others. Circuit will emphasize
Washington news, but will carry
top domestic and foreign news,
operating from 8:30 a.m. to 8:30
p.m. daily except Sunday. Special
service will be provided on outstanding news. Joe H. Torbett, Press
Assn. Washington representative, is
organizing the service and will supervise. Basic rate in Washington
will be $75 monthly at the outset.
Network Strike Favored
By Radio Directors Guild
MEMBERS of the Radio Directors
Guild, New York, voted Sept. 24
in favor of a strike against the
networks, unless the union demands
are met. A committee has been negotiating nine months for a contract with the four major networks. Guild decided that the
counter offer of the networks on
minimum wage scales and working
conditions is unequitable and unreasonable.

WKWF Beats the Gun
In Storm; Debut Near
DURING Florida hurricane,
WKWF Key West— which has a
CP but awaits authorization to begin broadcasting after field engine ring tests — was on the air by
special FCC permission handling
emergency announcements. The station, owned by John M. Spottswood,
broadcast from 9:30 p.m. Sept. 14
until 10:45 p.m. Sept. 15— the first
time, FCC officials stated, that a
station had broadcast prior to approval of field strength tests. Mr.
Spottswood expects to begin broadOct. 1. casting on a regular schedule by
BEVILLE GOES BACK
TO RESEARCH AT NBC
LT. COL. H. M. BEVILLE, whose
release from the army is anticipated early this week, returns to
his former positionresearch
as director
for NBC.of
Under the new
set-up, research
becomes
a separate department,
with Mr. Beville
reporting directly
to Frank E. Mullen, vice-president
and general
manager. Previously,
Col. Beville research has been
a division of the
advertising and promotion department of the network.
Since leaving NBC and entering
service as a first lieutenant in
January 1942, Col. Beville participated in planning the invasion of
Europe while attached to Gen.
Bradley's staff; landed in Normandy on D-Day plus 3; served
with the First Army in France,
Belgium, Luxembourg and Germany; was awarded the Bronze
Star; returned to the United States
last June as a lieutenant colonel
and went to the Pacific in August
as a member of Gen. Hodges staff
to help plan the invasion of Japan,
returning to this country Sept. 18.
Reichhold Time
REICHHOLD CHEMICALS, Detroit (Cosmopolitan Records),
Sept. 29 started Cosmo Tune Time,
a cavalcade of stars featured on
Cosmo records, Sat. 8:30-9 p.m.
on 68 Mutual stations. New program replaces Detroit Symphony
Orchestra, sponsored by Reichhold,
which went off the air Sept. 15,
and Cosmo Symphonic Strings,
which filled in Sept. 22. Agency is
Grant Advertising, New York.

D. C. APPEALS COURT
NOW HAS FULL BENCH
FOR THE FIRST time in more
than two years the U. S. Court of
Appeals lumbia,forwhich the
Cosits District
on appealsoffrom
FCC decisions, has a full six-man
bench, with confirmation last week
by
the Senate of three Associate
Justices.
Former Sen. Bennett Champ
Clark Miller,
(D-Mo.)who succeeds
Justice1)
Justin
today (Oct.
becomes president of the NAB.
E. Barrett Prettyman, Washington
attorney with a long background
as government counsel, takes the
seat occupied by Thurman W.
Arnold, who resigned several weeks
ago. Wilbur K. Miller of Kentucky
was named by President Truman
to fill the vacancy created in May
1943 when Fred M. Vinson (now
Secretary of the Treasury) resigned to become War Mobilization
Director
Roosevelt. under the late President

FCC REVISES RULES
AS WAR TIME ENDS
WITH the nation reverting to
standard time at 2 a.m. Sunday
Sept. 30, the FCC last week revised its Rules & Regulations covering stations which operate by local sunrise and sunset to place all
stations on "mean astronomical
time" rather than fast war time.
Throughout the nation broadcasters in scattered communities which
still operate with daylight saving
time under local option face dual
confusion — with the changeover
yesterday and again when their respective areas adopt standard time.
In Chicago, for instance, all but one
network affiliate, WGN, are operating on Central Standard Time.
In its announcement Sept. 26 the
FCC said its Rules & Regulations
were being revised as follows to
conform to the end of Daylight
Savings Time:
Part 2, Section 2.36 of General
Rules and Regulations repealed.
The footnotes No. 26 Section 7.81
(d) page7.8220 (d)(b) onPart
Section
page7, 22No.Part27
7, No. 79 Section 8.221 (d) page
54 Part 8, No. 82 Section 8.222 (c)
(5) pageto read
57 Part
8 all: were
amended
as follows
"For example, 8:01 p.m. Eastern
Standard Time should be entered
as 0101 GMT; 8:30 a.m. Eastern
Standard Time should be entered
as 1330 GMT; 7:45 p.m. Eastern
Standard Time should be entered as
The Average Sunrise and Sun0045 setGMT."
Table (Section 3.8) of the
WPB Placing Employes Standards
of Good Engineering
WPB is helping its employes from Practice Governing Standard
radio, advertising, journalism and Broadcast Stations, was revised.
public relations fields in relocating
Order No. 129 was adopted, effecwith private industry, with the Intive Sept. 30. It repeals Order No.
dustry Personnel Committee named 90 adopted Feb. 3, 1942, and orderby WPB chairman J. A. Krug
ingrisespecific
average
of suncontacting employers. Interested orand sunset
in alltimes
existing
inganizations are asked to supply a
struments of authorization for
list of personnel needs to commit- standard broadcast stations be retee or contact WPB field offices.
turned to "mean astronomical time".
BROADCASTING
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Hearing
Thomas to Conduct
(Continued from page 20)
dent and general manager of Don Radio, Video Clinic
Lee Broadcasting System, advised A CLINIC in radio and television
that hement inistimeunable
to obtain
equip- directed by Eugene S. Thomas,
to meet
the deadline
sales manager of WOR New York,
for operation of KHJ-FM Los will be given during the 22nd anAngeles on the new assignment.
nual advertising and selling course
Similar information was received sponsored by the Advertising Club
of
New
York. Course is scheduled
from WMIT Winston-Salem, N. C. to start Oct.
8 and conclude March
Seven Arguments
11, with clinic under Mr. Thomas
starting
Feb.
18.
Joseph H. Ream, vice-president
Speakers during clinic include
and secretary, CBS, objected to the Norman
Livingston, director of
assignment
network's program S.operations
of WOR, who
station in Newgiven
York the
(WABC-FM)
on the ground that it will provide opens the clinic Feb. 18 with a
inferior coverage to that of other talk
on "Programming". Other
FM stations in the city. He chal- speakers and their subjects will
be:
Roger
Bower, program produced the basis onthe which
Comnission lenggranted
more the
desirable
er of WOR, "Production in the
Radio
Studio",
Feb. 21; Ralph B.
frequencies to pioneer stations, de- Austrian, executive
vice-president,
claring such policy disregards the
needs of listeners or the relative RKO Television Corp., "Production
showings which may be made by in the Television Studio", Feb. 25;
Peggy Mayer, freelance writer,
the various applicants.
Mr. Ream listed seven argu- "Radio and Television Writing",
Josephof A.radio,
Moran,Young
assist-&
ments in opposition to the FCC Feb. ant28;director
policy workson
: FM assignments to net- Rubicam, New York, "Commercial
Radio and Television Writing",
1. The frequency assigned
March 4; Mrs. Dorothy Lewis, coCBS will provide an interferordinator of listeners' activities,
ence-free coverage area within
the 50 microvolt contour of
NAB, "Program and Copy Acceptance", March 7.
only 62% of the similar servAmong lecturers and subjects inice area of a superior channel.
cluded in the program for the ad2. Network affiliation by
vertising and selling course are:
community stations cannot be
Paul Hollister, vice-president in
relied upon to fill the gaps
charge
of
advertising
and sales procaused by giving the networks
motion, CBS, "The Place of Radio
the less desirable frequencies.
in Advertising", Nov. 19; Edgar
3. The new networks receive
Kobak, president of Mutual, "Qualian unfair competitive advanfications for Salesmanship", Dec.
tage by the Commission policy.
3; Don G. Mitchell, v-p Sylvania
4. The local stations do not
Electric
Products
Inc., Biggest
"Advertising
require extended coverage.
and Selling, the
Job
5. The proposed plan does
Ahead",
Jan.
7.
not increase program choice.
The course has been conducted
6. The competitive advan21 years. Leading advertising and
tage of network facilities
sales executives appear without
would be completely reversed.
compensation, as a contribution to
7. CBS also is an outstandthe advancement of skills in their
ing pioneer in FM.
professions. Thirty-two lectures and
The CBS executive requested (1) eight series of clinics will be given
that FCC assign the network a this year.
frequency providing as great a coverage area as that of any other
FM station; and (2) that the Commission "negative any express or be broadcast
rounding areas.by affiliates in surimpliedtionsrecognition"
that FMbe staIn behalf of WGTR Paxton,
owned by networks
discriminated against. In the event Mass., Pierson & Ball asked an
his request is refused, he asked additional 30 days to file objections
for a hearing on the question.
to the frequency assigned the station.
Some Satisfied
WHEC Rochester, N. Y., asked
A. L. Ashby, vice-president and that the Commission assign the two
general counsel, NBC, voiced sim- Rochester
FM stations'
frequencies
apart
to facilitate
tuning
ilar objection to the assignment farther
in the station and making visual
given WEAF-FM New York, con- identification
on
the
dial
easier.
tending it would put the network
KMBC-FM Kansas City, Mo., adat a competitive disadvantage with
vised that it expects to be ready
non-network stations in New York.
with
tests and regular service at
He declared that the Commisthe
dates
set by the Commission
that other
FM and asked that
protection be given
stationssion's
willassumption
be available
for affilfor rural coverage if it becomes
iation with each of the four net- itnecessary.
works so as to serve all the area
WABF New York telegraphed
surrounding New York is unwarranted. There is no assurance, he "entire satisfaction" with the asadded, that network programs
signment given it and advised it
broadcast by the New York sta- would proceed to comply with the
tions of the networks would alsoCommission proposal.
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Meetings Changed
The tions
Federal
CommissionCommunicaannounces
that, beginning the first week
in October, the regular weekly sionmeetings
en banc ofwillthebe Commisheld on
Wednesday, instead of Tuesday. Motions hearings will
be held on Thursday of each
week beginning the first week
nesday.
of October, instead of Wed-

Rcnons
OF THE FCC
SEPTEMBER 21 TO 45).SEPTEMBER 28
tions, conditions (Action taken 9-17Decisions
NEW-AM
Midwestern
Broadcasting
\ The Rich Mahoning Valley
Co., station
Cadillac,WATT
Mich.—forGranted
ACTIONS BY COMMISSION
new
change
inmod.studioCP
SEPTEMBER 25
location
(Action
taken
9-18-45).
Earl
C.
Anthony
Inc.,
Los
Angeles
—
■
ACTIONS
IN
DOCKET
CASE
SEPTEMBER 26
Dismissed application
experimental TV Broadcasting
station. for CP Co.,newPasaKSOOposedSioux
Falls,
Ida.—
Adopted
proCoast
findings
of factfor
and
conclusions
Ohio's Third Market at less cost — affili- newPacific
d
e
n
a
,
C
a
l
.
—
Denied
application
for
CP
to(Sec.deny3.35).application
license
renewal
experimental
TV
station.
ate of the American Network.
Twentieth
Tex.— Adopted order
Boston
— Same. Century-Fox Film Corp., KRBA Lubkin,
renewal from
and applicaAsk HE A DLE Y-REED
General Television Corp., Boston — granting
tion forR.license
assgn.
license
Ben W.T by direct measurement of antenna
Same.
Wilson.
A.
Corbett
Thomas
Midland Broadcasting Co., Kansas Baker d/b Red Landsand Broadcasting
NEW-FM WJW Cleveland— CP new
Assn.
to
Darrell
E.
Yates.
City—
Same.
National Broadcasting Co., WashingFM
station,
to be assigned in 92-106 mc
power.
WFMJ
ACTIONS
ON MOTIONS
band,
ton, D.Adcock,
C. — Same.tr/as Stuart BroadcastSEPTEMBER
26
est.
cost.10,600 sq. mi. coverage, $70,000
S.
E.
Utica
Observer-Dispatch,
Utica,
N.
Y.
casting
Co.,
Knoxville,
Tenn.—
Denied
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO*
AMENDED WGAC Augusta, Ga. — 250
CP
application
for CP new developmental —without
Grantedfurther
petition
to correct
record change
broadcast station.
hearing
re application
w DN to12405 kwkc Dto 1580kw kc,N, increase
install new
for
new
station
and
application
of
MidWilliam
Henry
Alford,
Winston-Salem,
trans,
and
DA-N,
and
change
trans,
State Radio Corp. for new station in site, amended to change type of trans.
N. Everett
C. — Same.
Utica.
NEW-AM 1240 kc Robert W. RounsaAla. — Same. C. Atkerson, Birmingham,
WGBF leave
Evansville,
Ind.—aDplication
Granted mo-for bethton
ville andBroadcasting
George N. Clark d/b Elizato amend
Harold
O.
Bishop,
Harrisburg,
Pa.
—
licensetion forrenewal.
Same.
(Also
same
for
satellite.)
Tenn.
— CP new station Co.,250 Elizabethton,
w unl.
Utah Broadcasting & Television Co., Granted
Joe
L.
Smith
Jr.,
Charleston,
W.
Va.—
660
kc
KSKY
Dallas—newCP trans,
increaseand1
fornewleave
to amend kw to 50 kw, install
SaltNEW-Developmental
Lake City — Same. The Hallicraft- applicationmotion
for
CP
station.
change
trans,
site.
Orangeburg
Broadcasting
Corp.,
ers
Chicagodevelopmental
— Granted application Orangeburg, S. C— Granted petition to NEW-Relay WGST Atlanta, Ga.— Lifor Co.,
CP 100
new
cense to cover CP for new relay station.
station,
mc, 250 w. Assn.,broadcast
amend
application
forin new
station
soof NEW-AM
1450 kc Cedar Rapids Broadasapplicant
to show
changesMarch
issued
stock
Topeka
Broadcasting
Topeka,
since
1945,
and
orKan.
—
Denied
application
for
CP
new
station
250castingwCorp.,unl.Cedar Rapids — CP new
developmental broadcast station.
dered
amendment
to
be
made
part
of
Application
KVGB Great Bend, Kan.— License reNEW-Delevopmental Zenith Radio application.
hearing withdesignated
applicationsfor newal.
Corp.,newChicago
— Granted application for consolidated
SEPTEMBER 24
Augusta
Co.,Radio
CharlesCP
NEW-AM 620 kc Virginia Broadcasting
tion, 99.9developmental
mc, 1 kw. broadcast sta- ofOrangeburg,
ton, S. C, andBroadcasting
The
Observer
Co..
for new
stations. (Assignor), Corp.,
KCKN
Broadcasting
Co.,
Kansas
City
—
Roanoke,
WSRR
Stephan
R.
Rintoul
kw DA unl. Va. — CP new station
Denied application
for CP new develop- The Western Conn. Broadcasting Co. 1 660
NORTHERN FLORIDA*!
mental broadcast station.
Omaha—hours
CP increase
(Assignee),
Stamford,
Conn.—
Granted
500
w kcto 10KOWH
kw, change
from D
BEST RADIO "BUY"
SEPTEMBER 26
joint
petition forforcontinuance
hearing
to unl., install new trans, and DA-DN,
• Send for Detail* •
on
application
vol.
assgn.
license
ORDERED
by
FCC,
in
accord
with
rechange
trans,1400site.kc Harry Willard Linp
e
a
l
o
f
Public
Law
No.
403,
that
specific
now
set
10-4-45,
and
continued
same
NEW-AM
average times of sunrise and sunset of to George
10-9-45.H. Thomas, James J. Davidson der,
CP new station,
all existing
instruments
authoriza250NEW-FM
wMarshall,
unl. 48.3 Minn.—
Jr. andBroadcasting
Daniel H. Co.,
Castille,
d/b New
tion for standard
stationsofshall
be re- Iberia
mc WHFC Inc., Chicago
New continuance
Iberia,
La. — License
astronomical
to
cover
CP
WEHS. &
effectiveturned2to '"mean
a.m. Sept.
30, 1945.time",
Also hearing
—Granted
motion
for
NEW-Relay FarnsworthforTelevision
on10-1-45,
application
for new station,
revisedtions iaccordingly
Rules
& RegulaRadio
Corp.,
area
of
Fort
Wayne,
now
set
and
continued
same
n
termination
of
Daylight
SavCP
new
relay
station,
30.82,
33.74, Ind.
35.82,—
ings Time.
to 11-1-45.
37.98
mc,
0.1
w
and
A3
emission.
ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD .ACTION
NEW-Relay Farnsworth Television and
SEPTEMBER 24
Tentative Calendar . . . CP
RadionewCorp.,
of Fort1646,
Wayne,
relayareastation,
2029,Ind.2190,—
OCTOBER 1
KUTA change
Salt Lake
City— Granted
mod.
2830
kc, 25 wTVand82-88A3 emission.
license
partnership
name
from
WINS
New
York—
Vol.
assgn.
license
NEW-Exp.
mc
Pacific
Coast
Utah
Broadcasting
Co.
to
Frank
C.
Inc. to The Crosley Broadcasting Co., Los Angeles County
Garman,and David
G.
Smith, d/b
JackUtahL. from
Corp. Hearst
(furtherRadio
hearing).
CP new exp. TV station. Emission not—
Powers
Grant
R.
Wrathall
OCTOBER
4
Broadcasting
&Frank
Television
Co.
NEW-AM 1240 kc Star Broadcasting
be held
be- specified.
C.& Garmen
al BROADCAST
fore Commissionhearing,
en banc,to set
in matCo., Geneva,
CP new standard
d/bNEW-Relay
Utah
Broadcasting
TelevisionCPetCo.,
ter of promulgation
of
Rules
&
Regustation
250 w920N.unl.kcY.— Greater
area
of
Salt
Lake
City
—
Granted
for
NEW-AM
Muskegon
lations for GoodTVEngineering
Practice Broadcasters,
new
relay30.82,station
to33.82,
be used
with
for
commercial
broadcast
stations.
Muskegon,
CP new
KUTA;
33.74,
37.98
mc:
0.2 w.
standard
station
1 kw
D.Mich. — Ga—
1420
kc
WRBL
Columbus,
CP
KVOR
Colorado
Springs,
Col.
—
Granted
change
1230
kc
to
1420
kc,
increase
250
authority
to determine
power power.
by direct measurement
of antenna
wN, toand5 kw,
install
new
trans,
and
DAApplications
SEPTEMBER
21
change trans, WTAG
site. Worcester,
WBZA
Boston— Same.
NEW-FM
NEW-AM .,1240
kc Midwestern
Broad-to Mass.
WLIB
— CP new45.3FMmcstation,
7,000 sq. mi.
Cadillac,
Mich.—
License
NEW-AMBrooklyn—
Salt LakeSame.
City Broadcasting cover CPcasting Coas
mod.
for
new
station
(Returned
at
request
of
attorney.)& Co.,
Co.,
Salt
Lake
City
—
Granted
mod.
CP
NEW-Exp.
TV
P.
R.
Mallory
WATT. Also
authority
to
determine
for new station KALL for extension operating
— Mod.
CP authorizing
new
completion
antennapower
power.by direct measurement Indianapolis
experimental
TV station
waiver
Sees. date
3.55(b)to and12-3-45.
3.60 ofGranted
Com- of 1250
extension of completion
dateW9XMT,
only fromfor
kc
KWSC
Pullman,
Wash.—
Aumission's
Rules
&
Regulations;
condit
h
o
r
i
t
y
t
o
determine
operating
power
tions.
(Continued on page 93)
NEW-Developmental Raytheon Mfg.
Co.,
— developmental
Granted license
to
cover castNew
CPstation
forYork
new
broadtofrombe
assigned
by W2XRY;
FCCpowerchief10frequencies
engineer
time
to time;
kw;
to tooperate
ininclusive,
accordance
with
Sees.
4.151
4.157
and upon exp. basis only,
conditions.
LICENSESextended
for onfollowing
relay only
statemp,
pendingtionsdetermination
licensebasisrenewal
applications,
for
period
ending
12-1-45:
WKBR
KAOV forWMWB
WMFZ.
LICENSES
following
relay stations
further
extended
on
temp,
only,
pending determination licensebasisrenewal
applications,
for
period
ending
12-1-45:
KFAA
KNED KAGM
WBGN WJWA
WADA WAXY
WAUT
KIEL WQER
KEJR
WTNK. KBTA KBTB WAVB KAXL
NEW-AM Center Broadcasters Inc.,
State College,
Pa.— station,
Granted formod.approval
of license foand
r CP approval
new
antenna
trans, 3.55(b)
and studio
THE FIRST transmitter completed since V-J Day at Gates Radio & Supply
sites. Granted
waiver Sees.
and IT'S
Co., Quincy,
111. What's
Gates believes
model speech
is firstequipment.
from any
since war.
Progress more,
is announced
in 1 andthis5 250-C
kw models,
3.60 of Commission's Rules & Regula- plant
BROADCASTING
•
Broadcast
Advertising
P Page 92 • October 1, 1945

FCC Actions
(Continued from page 92)
9-16-45
nature.) to 12-15-45 (Returned for sigNEW-TV
50-56commercial
mc KDYL TVSaltstation,
Lake
TECHIllCfl
City
— CP 1new(returned
L^
Channel
at request of api plicant).
NEW-Exp.
TV
Farnsworth
Television
Radio Corp.,
Fort Wayne,newInd.experi— CP COMDR.
has beenplants
namedin works
manHERBERT C.fromOUTERMAN,
on terminal
the radio
Navy ofIn Cros'ev.
to& reinstate
CP authorizing
ager of allposition
Crosley
Cincinnati.
and
formerly leave
with leading
mentfrequencies
al TV station
W9XFT,
to be oper-by
this
he
will
have
direct
ated
on
to
be
assigned
supervision
of
production
of
all
Crosley
manufacturers in engi- home radio receivers.
FCC
chief
kw, aural and electrical
neering,
administrative
and appointed
merchan6FM kw,emissions.
visualengineer,
A5(Returned
and visual
auralfor4special
capacities,
has
triplicate.)for executivedisingassistant
toPhonograph
thebeenpresident
of BERNARD T. WILKINS has returned to
Emerson
Radio
&
Corp.,
WKBN neer. Youngstown,
O.,
SEPTEMBER 25
New
York.
Mr.
Outerman
will
assist
For 1>,2 Electric
years he Co.
has asasbeenchief
on engileave
BENJAMINandABRAMS,
president,
with tocialist.
Western
radar
speNEW-AM 1340 kc Jose Bechara Jr., executive
administrative
matters.
Mayaguez,
P.
R.
—
CP
new
station
250
w unl.
HENRY
DAWSON,
engineer
of
Canadian
1460 kc500WHEC
Assn. of after
Broadcasters, has international
returned to
increase
w N Rochester,
1 kw D to N.5 kwY.—DN,CP
Toronto
install site.
new trans, and DA-N, change
radio
conferenceattending
at Rio de Janeiro,
trans,
Brazil, as an observer for CAB.
94.9 mc45.1 WEAF-FM
New York— CP
change
mc1390to 94.9
VERNON
WILEMAN, recently
discharged
NEW-AM
kc mc.
Old Dominion
from
Command,
has
Broadcasting
joined RAF
the Transport
technical
staff
of heCKWX
CP new stationCorp.,
1 kw Lynchburg,
DA unl. Va. —
Vancouver.
Before
the
war
was
AMENDED
WCAU,
Philadelphia—
CP
with
CFAC
Calgary.
new
TV station,
84-90 82-88
mc,
ESR commercial
1,128, amended
to request
TREVOR
and LARRYstaffMc-of
mc.
CANCEVancouver,
ofPAYNE
the transmitter
NEW-EXP.
TV
The
Crosley
Corp.,
CJOR
are expected
back at
Cincinnati
—
Mod.
CP
as
mod.
for
new
CJOR
upon
release
from Canadian
exp. TVpletiostation,
for extension
comarmed services.
n
d
a
t
e
from
10-28-45
to
4-28-46.
CARL J. HOLLATZ,
manager of
950 kc WLOFto 950Orlando,
Fla.— 250
CP
change
kc, increase
Ken-Rad
divisionRaytheon
offormer
General
w to 51230kw, kcinstall
new
trans, and
has joined
Mfg. Electric
Co. in
anCo., executive
capacity.
DA-N,
and
change
trans,
site.
1420change
kc WWPG
Palm
Beach,
Fla.—
LT. COL. A. EARLE FISHER, recently
CP
1340
kc
to
1420
kc,
increase
placed
onradio
inactive
status byengineer
AAF andin
250NEW-TV
w to 1 kw,
new trans.
formerSouth
54-60install
mc KDYL
Salt Lake
the
forconsultant
11 Phonograph
years, has joined
City
—
CP
new
commercial
TV
station,
Emerson
Radio
&
Corp.,
ESR 1,060.
KARL
New York, as southern field representa1230 kcmissedWCOL
Columbus,
O.— DistechnicalTROEGLEN
director has
of been
KCMOappointed
Kansas tive.
application
for
CP
install
new
years hewith
has New
been York
field NEPHI SORENSON, from KDYL Salt
trans, and vertical antenna, change City. For three
trans, site (superseded by new applica- engineering
City ashaschiefshifted
KALL Salt
division of supervisor
Western Electric
Co., in- Lake
tion).
Lake City
controlto engineer.
s
t
a
l
i
n
g
a
n
d
servicing
radio
and
comNEW-AM 1270 kc Walter Adams
munications
equipment.
Active
in CORP. merlyROBERT
E.
BROOKING,
forGraham, plDecatur,
Ga.
—
Dismissed
apbroadcasting
for
more
than
15
years.
with
WAIT
and
WGES
new station 250 w unl. Mr. Troeglen is a senior member of has been training at the War Dept.Chicago,
radio
(at requestication fofor CP applicant).
Institute
of
Radio
Engineers.
stations
in
Washington
and
is
now
SEPTEMBER 27
tached to theTeletype
4033rd Detachment
Signal Multi-at-at
Chanel
Radio
Camp
Crowder,
Mo.
790
kc
KFQD
Anchorage,
Alaska—
Vol.
MURRAY
S.
FERGUSON
has
joined
assgn. Alaska
license Broadcasting
from WilliamCo.J. toWagner
operating staff
. international
JYHLA,
assistant chief
engineer toof
serviceof atCBCMontreal.
ROY LEO
tr/as
Mid- shortwave
WJIMstation
Lansing,
has returned
mgnt
Sun Broadcasting
Co.
CAHOON, senior
engineer
at CBCSackin- the
after Mich.,
42aboard
months
incruiser
the Navy
nEW-AM
1450
kc
Bay
State
Beacon
ternational
shortwave
stations,
as
radio
operator
the
San
Diego.
Inc.,
Mass. — CP new standard ville, N. B., has returned from Europe
stationBrockton,
250 w unl.
with
a
portable
German
tape-recorder
NEW-AM
1340
kc
Frank
D.
Peterson,
DICK
TULLIUS,
engineer
of
KOMA
weighing
300
pounds.
Theodore
RobertandM. Thomas
Odear, TOM WATSON, chief engineer of CJKL McBride
Oklahomaof City,
marriedCityMary
Ira
Porter,d/bHardwick,
Wood
Hannah
Oklahoma
Sept. Francis
21.
Graham
Peterson
Co., Lexington,
Lake, manager
Ont., andof JENNY
SHAFRED EDWARDS has returned to the
Ky. — CP new
standard &station
250 w unl. Kirkland
HEEN,
traffic
CJKL,
have
engineering
staff
of
WTIC
Hartford,
been
married.
kc WOOP
Conn.for Hemorehas than
been 15overseas
O. NEW-AM
— CP new 1600
standard
stationInc.,5Alexander
kwDayton,
unl. BURT COY, released from the Royal OWI
months. with the
NEW-AM
990 Wichtex
kc Darrold
Canadian
Navy
as
lieutenant
and
raCannan
tr/as
Broadcasting
FRANK
V.
BREMER,
WAAT appointed
Newark
dar
engineer,
has
been
appointed
chief
Co.. ardWichita
technical
director,
has been
station 1Falls,
kw D.Tex. — CP new stand- engineer of CKWS Kingston, Ont.
chairman
of the engineering
committee
1380
kc
WATL
Atlanta,
Ga.—
CP
change
of
NAB
District
2.
GORDON
JONES,
engineer
of
Northern
1400 kc to 1380 kc, increase 250 w to 5 Broadcasting & Pub. Co., Toronto, has
kw, install
RALPH nL.e ring stREED
hasWatrous,
joined the
engitrans,
site. new trans, and DA-N, change married Audrey McEntee.
of CBKfrom
centlytoafreleased
RCAF, Sask.
he Rewas
NEW-AM
1010
kc
Warren,
Davis,
YeaD.
J.
SWEENEY
has
been
named
engiattached
radar
service.
ger new
& Ford
Inc., station
Bloomington,
nemerntinofcharge
of mechanical
developCP
standard
1 kw D.Ind.—
the
research
and
advance
de1320 kc1490KGKY
Neb.— 250
CP
velopment
departmentCrosley
of the engineerchange
to Scottsbluff,
1320changes
kc, increase
ing division
of the
Cin- New Engineering Firm
winstall
to 1DA-N,
kw, kcmake
in trans.,
cin ati. He formerly
was withCorp.,General
change
trans,
site.
Electric
Co.
and
RCA.
H. J. FITZPAT820
kc
WAIT
Chicago—
Special
service
RICK,
former
works
manager
of
Plant
9 UNIVERSAL RESEARCH Labs.,
authorization
to7 a.m.commence
operation
consulting engineering firm, with
not
later inthanwhich
CSTsunrise
during
those
months
local
occurs
cast stations licensed to applicant for headquarters at No. 1 Nob Hill
later
than not7 a.m.
CST,
and
to cease
San Francisco, has been
operation
later
than
6
p.m.
CST.
period
ending WGBR
11-1-46. Goldsboro, N. C— Circle,
NEW-Relay
during
thoseTex.,months
in which
sunset
announced by Wesley I. Dumm,
License
to cover
CP authorizing new president.
atCST,Dallas,
is
earlier
than
6
p.m.
relay
station
WEQR.
firm is headed by
for period not to exceed six mo.
NEW-AM 1030 kc Fred Jones and Royal V. New
1380kckc toKRE1380Berkeley,
Cal.— 250
CP change
(Doc) Howard, vice1400
kc,
increase
w
to
1
Mary
Eddy
Jones
d/b
Fred
Jones
Broadpresident in charge of engineering
kw, install new trans, and DA-N.
casting Co., Tulsa,
— CP
new for
Broadcasters Inc.
standard
50 kw Okla.
DA-N
SEPTEMBER 28
780 stallkc newstation
WJAG
Norfolk,
Neb.
—unl.CP and
in- and Associated
Universal Broadcasting Co.,
trans.,
verticle
antenna
NEW-Developmental
Westinghouse
ground
system,
change
trans,
site.
and
is
a
subsidiary
of the latter
Radio Stations Inc. — CPstations
new portableNEW-AMO'Brien
1400 kcChalberg,
E. ThomasJohnO'Brien,
mobile
to be Mildred
Chal- organization. Southern California
operateddevelopmental
on 49.5, 107.5, 107.9,(5)505-525,
and William
of the
540-560,
900-920, 1975-2025 mc; 5 kw: berg,
GrahamMabeld/b O'Brien
BrainerdSmith
Broadcasting
Co., officeshave
beenconsulting
establishedengineers'
at 6757
emissions:
Minn.
— CP new standard sta- firm
cial for FM.AO, Al, A2, A3, A4, A5, spe- Brainerd,
t
i
o
n
,
2
5
0
w
unl.
Hollywood
Blvd.,
Hollywood.
NaNEW-TV
50-56
mc
Lancaster
Television
NEW-AM
1020
kc
KAW
Broadcasting
tionally
known
in
radio
engineering
Corp.,cialLancaster,
Pa.—
CP new
commerInc.,
Topeka,
Kan. — CP new standard and on loan to the Office of ScienTV
station,
Channel
2,
ESR
1400.
station
1
kw
D.
NEW-AM
550 kcJack
FrankL. Powers
C. Carman,
The sionCrosley
Cincinnati
— Exten- David
tific Research and Development,
G. Smith,
and
of special Corp.,
temporary
experimental
Howard recently returned
authorization
to
operate
1
kw
trans.
Grant
R.
Wrathall
d/b
Montana
Broad- Mr.
(W8XAL)
on
6080
kc,
AO
and
Al
emisc
a
s
t
i
n
g
&
Television
Co.,
Anaconda,
from
Europe where he headed a
Mont.
—
CP
new
standard
station
1
kw
s
i
o
n
s
f
o
r
identification
purposes
only
to
DA-N
unl.
special assignment for the Army.
be used with all international broadBROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

KSEIIDAHO
POCATELLO

PhU/ipsburg, New Jersey
NBC- Mutual
FACT or FICTION?

Glaciers can be used
for refrigeration.
A. Fact. The army uses
them for food storage.
It's a Known FACT that
WLAW
LAWRENCE, MASS.
is the preferred station of
nearly two million listeners
in Industrial New England.
5000 WATTS 680 Kc.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
WEED & CO.
October 1, 1945 • Page 93

Radio salesman wanted, one who
has had a good background in radio
selling to local accounts. Good salary. Permanent position. Send small
photo and references with reply.
KDYL
Salt Lake City
Utah

Engineer-Executive
Seeks position with progressive broadcaster or equipment manufacturer. Experienced all phases: studios,
high power standard broadcast and short wave transmitters, and FM. Proven
record with excellent references.
Box 239, Broadcasting
• Man with
Radio Background
to Learn Radio
Advertising and
Selling Business
Wire
Frank Flynn
KFBC
Cheyenne, Wyoming
WANTED
Top flight script writer, capable of writing and producing
acceptable ideas for local
accounts. Excellent salary.
Permanent position. Send
photo and sample of scripts
with first letter.
KDYL
Salt Lake City
Utah
Radio Construction
Men
Radio men who are interested in
buildingment canradio
avail broadcasting
themselves atequipthis
time of excellent post-war positions. Must be able to read schematics and do neat wiring but
engineering skill not mandatory.
Good wages in attractive middlewestern city. Wire, phone or write.
Gates Radio Company
Quincy, Illinois
Phone 522

r— Classified Advertisements —
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only — Minimum $1.00.
Situation Wanted 10c per word. All others, 15c per word. Count 3 words for
blind box number. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies
to Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C
Help Wanted
Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted
—transmitter
Veteran firstand/
classorlicense
— Experienced continuity writer.
er
for
studioholdfor Wanted
Rocky
Mountain
1
kw
outlet.
State
Give
full
details, educational
backeducation and experience. Box 661, BROADCASTING.
expected, ground,
in experience,
first references,
letter. Boxsalary
241,
BROADCASTING.
Excellent opportunity offered to 1st Can use one or two extra announcers,
class engineer
by
250
watt
Indiana
netwriter for spots
work station. Permanent position, start- also
and good
some continuity
scripts.
Announcers
must
CASTING^
ing at $45.00 per week. Box 43, BROAD- onhave
personality
voiceFlorence,
and be S.salesmen
the
air.
WOLS,
C.
Both staff announcer and salesman for Broadcast engineer for permanent
tion with 5 kw NBC affiliate. Must posihave
permanent
well-paying
positions
with
progressive
Rocky
NBC affilfirst class license and control room exiaofte in town
of and
15,000Mountain
stable population.
p
e
r
i
e
n
c
e
.
G
i
v
e
full
details
and
referBest
fishing
hunting.
Everything
ences in firstRadio Station
letter. Address
ChiefOffice
Enbut metropolitanism and high cost of
WMC, Post
living; send
photo,
references.
Ifapplian- Box 311,gineer,Memphis
1, Tenessee.
n
o
u
n
c
e
r
,
s
e
n
d
transcription
with
cation. Box 169, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Wanted
— Licensed
operator.Send
Mustyourbe
experienced
and steady.
Station executive — Experienced all
qualifications,
education,
recommendaphases
radio,
250,promotion,
5000, 50,000merchandiswatt stations and any smallin recent
tions;
writing,
Network
Great photograph.
Lakes area.
ing,
selling,
general
managerial.
3 years
Box 182, station
BROADCASTING.
stationber, relations
executive
position.
Soindustrious,
character.
Finest
Wanted—
Experienced
industry,highgovernment.
Seeks
man in network
stationstudio
east ofcontrol
Chi- references
security
with
progress
in
permanent
pocago.
Send
your
qualifications,
educaavailable. Octotion and photo in first letter. Box 183, ber 15.sition.
BROADCASTING.
BoxMarried,243,father,
BROADCASTING.
Station
manager
—
with
complete Naval
engiAnnouncer—
Outstanding
midwest
NBC
experience. Returning
affiliate wants morning man who can Comdr. 24neering
years allanywhere.
phases radio.
Servdo personality show with transcriptions. BROA
ices
available
Box
187,
DCAS
TING
.
$75.00 weekly
base with talent
nities. Send transcription
and opportupersonal
Young,
honorably
disbackground to Box 184, BROADCAST- ING^. Announcer—
charged.radio
College experience
andNewscasttraining
Whatever
became ofThethosesteady,
good depend- all
ing phases
a specialty.
Canproduction.
board, Tranturnable announcers?
tables, scription
etc. (notavailable.
a handle
technician).
kind that
you could count on. Wereliable
offer CASTING.
Box 198, BROADsteady employment,
compatible
surroundings, and good salary.
Send applltran- Engineer — 8 years broadcasting, 3 FCC,
with
cation. Writescription,Boxreferences,
193, photo
BROADCASTING.
16 months Firstfieldclassengineer
with largemarried.
comContinuity
writer-experienced.
Good
po- Prefer pany.
Pacific Coast license,
or Rocky37,Mountain
with 1,000 forwattcopymidwest
regional
networksitionstation
writer who
can states. Box 212, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer — Army officer expects
produce ments.
salable
commercial
Good salary
based onannounceshortly.' Seekstechnical
position proscripts
withexperifirst dischargegressive
letter. ence.
Box Send232,sample
BROADCASTING.
casting,station.familiar5 years
with FM, 1stbroadclass
operator's
license.
Age
34,
married. Box
Experienced
newsman
for
50
kw
western affiliate. Fdit and rewrite. Box 237, . 214. BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING.
Capableern market
local ofstation
south60,000manager
desiresin change.
Two
combination
announcer-engineers
needed
first-class
pleasing
promotion
minded,
good
character,
can
make
your
station
pay,
35
years
voice, forwith48-hour
weeklicense,
at $55.00
per Alert,
old. Havelongbeentimein arrangement.
present job sixMarried,
years.
week, S.WCRS,
NBC affiliate at Green- Wants
wood,
C.
two
children.
Available
immediately.
Experienced
announcer
with Box 215. BROADCASTING.
third class ticket.
Mustwanted
be capable
Announcer, producer, M.C., writer. Ten
copywriter
and radio
have car.
Submit photo
and
complete
background
years major
network
key position
station. with
Veteran, married,
references. Progressive station with
with major
station
as desires
announcer,
or smaller
plans. KSEI, Pocatello, Idaho.
metropolitan
station
as program direcWanted—eratorFirst
class
radiotelephone
optor.
Box
217,
BROADCASTING.
who knows
and as- Young radio sales executive several
sociated
equipment.transmitters
Good maintenance
with present employer, interested
man.
Provide
radio
background,
refer- years
in becoming
manences
and
snapshot.
KSEI,
Pocatello,
Idaho.
ager or stationassistant
in cityto upgeneral
to 300,000.
Now
$6000.qualifications
Can be available
Need a man with first class license who Januaryearning
1st.
Full
in
first
announce.
OaTl
i"!r° letter. Box 218, BROADCASTING.
orcan
write
telling MBS
allKH toaffiliate.
L. Watts,
woman,
college
graduate
desires
Gf't"!
Manager,
AS,TJnane
Hastings,
Nebr. Young
position
New England
continuitywithwriter.
Trained station
in scriptas
Wanted —inCommercial
manager with
250 watt
station
excellent
market
dual writing
and
announcing.
Special Sample
intercoast
to
coast
network
affiliation.
Salary
est
educational
programs.
plus bonus. Box 249, BROADCASTING. ING.
scripts available. Box 219, BROADCASTEngineer
— Experienced
operation an-of
5 kw transmitter
with indirectional
tenna, studio
switching,
recordina.
re- Announcer, continuity writer, sponsor
motes.
Permanent
if
qualified.
full
particulars to KFEL, Denver. Send
Colorado.
contact,
third class
license. Qualified
sports. College
Announcer
wantedfor— progressive
Experienced,5 watt
all- married.
Midwestbackground.
preferred. 26Boxyears,
230,
round
staff
man
BROADCASTING.
station.
Permanent
job
with
adequate
salary commensurate with ability. Wanted — Permanent connection with
broadcast
station
as
radio
technician.
Write mentfor
audition arrangefirst class telephone license. Box
or sendWAKR,personal
transcription
tails.
Akron, Ohio. with full de- Have
231, BROADCASTING.
ATTENTION SERVICEMEN!
To aid servicemen seeking radio jobs, BROADCASTING will
accept situation wanted classified ads at no charge. Thirty words
maximum. Two insertions. Sign name, rank and give address.

PUBLIC

NOTICE

Dirty Stories &
Profane
Language
Have their place . . . but not
ON
That'sJockey
MY
place.THE
Call AIR!
me a Disc
if you want, but my four 14
hour programs
will INCREASE YOUR HOOPER.
Ifa one
you hour
have seg
two open
30 minute
(or canor
make
it
open)
I
can
make
it
priceless property.
No Contests! No Bingo! No
Telequiz! Nothing phoney,
brother ! Just a simple, sincere,
honest conversationalist that
knows the human heart! The
FCC will love you more, believe me.
I need about $10,000 yearly to
change from LEADING C.B.S.
Station. P.S. I'm nearly a hillbilly, but more of a westernBox 240, BROADCASTING
PUBLIC NOTICE
pal.
Ace Newscaster
of
The Far Eastern Network
SHELDON BRENNAAUN
has over
5,000,000 Service listeners
in the SWPA
Available Jan. 1946.
Also experienced as dialect actor
and production director.
Prefer PacificWrite
Coast or Florida
Box 226, Broadcasting
7^ SCHOOL

H

RADIO TECHNIQUE
HEW YORK • CHICAGO
America's Oldest School Devoted
Exclusively to Radio Broadcasting
Comprehensive Day and Evening
Courses in all phases of Radio
Broadcasting
by Network
Professionals. taught
Moderate
rates.
Full Details, Request Booklet ft

Wanted
(Cont'd)
RadioSituations
recentnetwork
excellentexecutive
connection will
with sever
national
torounded
manage and
your carefully-planned
station. Unusually backwellgroupnerdieinnceall
phases
of radio
with exi
n
local
250
watt,
metropolitan
50,000 kwcellentand
national
networks.Replies
Exrecord and
references.
held in confidence.
Box 225, BROADCASTING.
Executive
engineer
chief
engineer
of largedesires
stationposition
planningas
FM and/or
television expansion.
Assume
full
responsibility.
Young
and
aggressive,
yetwithwell-settled
family
man.
Well ingknown
established
engineerrecord. ofPastbroadcast
experience includes
every
phase
all classes
of stations, 1 to 50engineering,
kw, major
network,oratoryoperation,
construction,
labdesign,
college
instruction,
Radarto development.
Salary
requirement
$3750
$7500
per
year
dependent
on
location
and
position.
Job
details
before
interview. Box 227, BROADCASTING.
Sports
announcer,
10
years
experience
U. S., Canada,
chief sports
and
special
events now
announcer
American
Forces
Network
in
Europe,
covering
events in France, England, Germany.
Expectsnent position
early with
discharge.
Seeks station.
permaprogressive
Box
228, BROADCASTING.
Advertising
salesman under 40, 14 years
experience,
contactingdesires
New York
agencies and advertisers,
permanent
positionentlywith
established
firm.highest
Presemployed.
Can
supply
references. Box 229, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-program
director —desires
Army perofficer aboutmanentto position
be discharged
station.
Go anywhere
but with
south.regional
27 years
old,
married. Eight
years' experience
announcer, news, commercial,
variety,as and
specialtor; producer;
events news
shows;editor;
program
direcand
writer.
Three
yearsmanaging
overseas foreign
as Radiobroadcast
Officer
for Army,
stations.
Relieved
from
Army
in
about
two weeks.
Best references.
Anxious
start
working.
arrange personal
Interview.
Box 189,CanBROADCASTING.
Engineer-producer
—l'/2Fiveyearsyearsgovernment
in broadcasting including
broadcasting
service
overseas add up
to most
rounded
experience
from
highly technical
operations
toFirst
topflight
dramatic
production
tasks.
class
phone
license,
married,
top
references.
Wanting connection
with forwardBox lookbroadcasting organization.
233,
BROADCAS
.
Veteran, 35, married,TING
Ph.D., Linguist;
wantstor orpermanent
position as two
news years
edinews specialist.
news experience,
splendidHasbackground,
foreignability.
travel,Boxgood
administrative
234, voice,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
all-roundfor experience,
sober
family
man
looking
permanent
good
paying job. Willing worker. No floater.
Box
235,
BROADCASTING.
Commercial
manager.
Excellent record
in sales
andmetropolitan
as sales promotion
director
with
independent.
Background
in
copy,
production,
pubwant your
a mansaleswithproblem,
ideas
who
canlicity. If you
analyze
formulate
an
operational
plan,
and
make it work, write Box 236, BROADCA
STING.
Continuity writer, commentator. Five
years'
experience
spot announcements,
local shows.
Discharge
from station
WAC Oc-or
tober 1San
st. Desire
connection
agency
Francisco
background. Mary Fenton,area.459College
Turk
St., San Francisco, Calif.
Salesman-program
director
—
Veteran,
age
35, married,
6 years
experience,
4 yearsreliable,
newspaper.
Activeradio
in
civic organizations,
want
tohealth,
make
permanent
home.
Have
good
personality,
enthusiasm,
ability.
Minimum
$3600.00. Mr. Hanson
Dustin,
Sgt.
Tom
119 Marvin
Ave.,c/oPetersburg, Reynolds,
Va.
Salesman—
Experienced in 30all years
phasesold,ofveteran.
radio station
from
A-Z.
$45.00
week
base.
Pacific
only. Give Ave.,
me aGeneva,
whirl. 111.Mel Merz,coast
122
McKinley
Veteran—
To
be
released
from directorhospital
desiresship.program
or
production
Nine years commercial, twoandyearsdiAFRS experience
recting. References.announcing
S/Sgt. Staton Dixon,
4762 Lake announcer,
Park, Chicago.
Experienced
newscaster,
honorably
discharged
Navy
veteran.
50
kw
Navy transmitter
man.
Excellent
background.
Restricted
license.
New
York
or New Henry
EnglandLazarski,
area. Available
Immediately.
1103 W.
Beldena Ave.,
Syracuse
4, N. Y. 15
Need
chief
announcer-newscaster?
years
experience
commercials,
newscastlng, ad lib, console operation. Available

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
afterter,October
15th. Call
H. W. Michigan
CarpenFranklin Hotel,
Saginaw,
at night.
Write Any
or wire.
south west
preferred.
placeWest,
considered.
Experienced
time
salesman—
Now cov-of
ering
Florida
calling
on
Chambers
Commerce,hotels,
real estate
realty
boards,
resorts dealers,
and others.
Would like
to represent
northern
and
eastern
stations
on commission
basis.
Give
full
Information
first
communication. Box 222, BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
newscaster-editor,
program
arranger, writer,
idea man. Married,
age
28. Wideground.
radioJournalism-advertising
show-business degree.
backNow chief
announcer
handling personality, platter,
interview
etc.
Sales experience.
Manage programs,
small station
or stafftive. onGo anywhere
large. Wifebutcapable,
attracpreferLikesoutheastern or any warm
climate.
hard
work,
congenial
atmosphere.
Permanent
connection
with
future.
Box 223,
BROADCASTING.
Station manager
yearsindependent
broadcast
experience,
proven— 19results
and network
promotion,
sales, Box
production,
engineering.
Will
invest.
BROADCASTING. 224,
Program
director-writer.
Journalism
graduate.
Producer
radionetwork
shows
and
minstrels.
Recording
and
tenor,
pianist.
Experienced
teacher
singing,
announcing, writing. Talent trained
for
stationably shows
and
personnel.
Honordischarged
veteran.
Arthur
Cornwall, Box 278, Chester, S. C.
Announcer-beginner.
Retiring capable,
officer,
29, married,voice,
sober,writing
sensible,
personable,
ability, ideas.
Exchange
inexperience
for
modest
salary, help, permanency.
Go
anywhere.
Transcription,
photo
on
request.
R.
1801.
Niagara St., Buffalo A.7,
N.Greene,
Y
Released
Naval
officerstation
desiresor connecsouthern
holder
ofMustCPtionbeaswith manager
or
chief engineer.
permanent. Write
or wire
GeorgeWestYazell,
510 Harvey St., Williamson,
Va.
Announcer. Desires
permanency.
2 years'25
experience.
Honorable
discharge.
years bles,old.controls.
News,Statecommercials,
salary, hours.turntaEarl
T. Perin, 317is
Willard .
Ave., Joliet, Illino
Will asoon
be
available
as
station
manger or assistant manager or other good
broadcasting
producing, scriptposition.
writing, Announcing,
public relations
experience.
Dance orchestra
and classical music background.
University
graduate. Four yearsmunications
Armyassignments.
Technical
Com2nd return
class
phone
license. Expect
immediate
from
Pacific
and
discharge.
Age
26.
Please
address
replies
to
home:
Major
Milton
Frank,
Jr.,
3740
Fillmore
St.,
San Francisco, Calif.
Announcer-newscaster
officer
awaiting discharge. 20 —yearsAAFexperience
all phases agement,
radio production,
including
station
mannews-editing
and
writing.
Network
caliber.
38,
married,
two
children.
Lt.
James
C.
Taillon,
Hq.4,
POATSC, li
1950 Broadway,
Oakland
Ca
f.
Announcer-writer— Veteran, married 3
years
experience organizations.
progressive stations
with large
years,
army
show quota
business.
Have morning
written,3 shows,
acted
commercially.
Specialty,
desires
northern,
progressive
affiliation.
Preston
L.
Taplin,
12
McKinley
Avenue,
Endicott, N. Y.
Announcer,
seeks IV2opportunity
with
progressive station.
years experience
onlib staff
work,
specializing
in
news,
adinterviews,
and dramatic ability. special
Box 244,events
BROADCASTING;
Executive work
— Youngin woman,
take over
creative
out-of-town
station.allas
Six years in New
York experience
continuity
dramaticwriter.
head, Dynamic,
directorproducer andand network
personable,
Good trouble -shoot er.
Box 245,tactful.
BROADCASTING.
Veteran awaiting November discharge
desirestionpermanent
positiondirector
as combinaannouncer-program
or asant. Age 26. Single.
progressive 250sistwatter
midwestPrefer
or southern
city less than
80,000.
$280
monthly.
Experience as combination
operator-announcer,
assistant program
director,
all
phases
announcing.
First
phone
license.
Three
years
Navyshows
Radar including
experience.AFRS
Did
many
service
overseas
and public relations. Box 246,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer
—
29 years
old. Veteran.
Experistation
operation.
Someprogressive
consulting.enceDesires
connection
with
stations tunitasy for advancement.
chief or with IragoodKealy,
opporCarlton Road, Hillsdale, Michigan. 25

Wanted to Buy

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Flying radioufactengineer
wants job, manr's agent in Washington,
Dallas-west coasradio
tu.reFM-television,
ing, aircraft
experience.broadcastBox 247,
BROADCASTING.
Man — itedGoodexperience.
background,
good work
voice, hard
limWants
for small
station.
Russell toHodge,
YMCA.
Memphis,
Tennessee.
Young,scripter
recentlyfordischarged
officer,
news
NBC
collegearmy
wants
back into
newsroom
ofgraduate,
Eastern
shortwave
or large
station.
Thomas 9,B. outlet
Mechling,
281 So.localOgden
St.,
Denver
Colorado.
For Sale
Three transmitters
for quick
sale,
one
rebuilt,
Two
used,
$1750.00
each.BROADCASTING.
The$2000.00;
three together
$5000.00.
Box
221,
For
sale — 1 kw Western
87737
convertedElecertic
to make D-it
ITransmitter
N
similar
to 6-B.G
Box .
238, BROADCAST Fore sale — Composite pre-amps and
channel amps using Kenyon LaboraStandard or Thordarson
Tru-Fidelityertorytransformers,
with separate
powsupplies;
monitoring
amplifiers;
composite
consoles.
Reasonable,
KFEL,
Denver, Colorado.
SERVICE

Wanted— 500 or 1000 watt standard
transmitter
immediately.
300 foot
selfsupporting Boxtowers.
other
available
material.
242, List
BROADCASTING.
Miscellaneous
Announcer's,
writer's,
emcee's
Comedy
Material.
Catalog
free. Box
29, BROADCASTING.

DIRECTORY

FREQUENCY MCASUWN9
SCW ICC
Exact Measurements • of any f<m«
R a A COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
64 Broid Strut New York 4, H. T.

"GEARED TO AM-FM EXPANSION
X*dt* Knglnaerinc CmntmltmmU
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Kama* City, Mo.
Washington, D. C. Hollywood, Col.

Custom-Built
Speech Input Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5. 0. C
District 1640

MORE RF KILOWATT HOURS
PER DOLLAR WITH
F & O TRANSMITTING TUBES
Freeland & Olschner Products, Inc.
611 Boronne St., New Orleans 13, La.
4756 Exclusively
High Power Raymond
Tube Specialiits

SOUND EFFECT RECORDS

The
Robert L. Kaufman
OrganizationCons traction
Technical
Maintenance,
Supervision
and Business
for Broadcast
StationsService*
g. DistrictWaahingtoa
2292 4, D. C

GENNETT'SPEEDY-Q
Reduced
Library Offer
Over 200BasicWrit*
Individual
SoundContaining
Effects
For Details
CHARLES MICHELSON
67 W. 44th St. New York, N. Y.
FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
STANDARD
Measuring & Equipment Co.
Phones 877-2652
1939 Enid, Okla.
Sin
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
Radio Towers
Erection,Ground
lighting,Systems
painting &
6100Portland
N. E. 1Columbia
1, Oregon Blvd.
C. H. Fisher, Agent Phone TR 7303

KLUGE ELECTRONICS CO.
Commercial & Industrial
No. Alvarado
Los1031Equipment
Angeles
26, Calif.
Myron E. Kluge
Exposition 1742
BUY
VICTORY
BONDS

the sparkling new transcribed 54 hour musical series starring
PHIL BRITO
'•J'
the
goldenaiuiit&m
voiced song-sation
radio or" wire .
For costs and
records ofwrite
CHARLES MICHELSON
*t>7 West 44th Street. New York !& MUrroy Hilt 2-3376 — 51A8

People
At

Deadline...

FELTIS INVITES NETS
TO DISCUSS BMB COSTS
ACTING on the resolution adopted Sept. 14
by the BMB board of directors, Hugh Feltis,
BMB president, last week invited the nationwide networks to discuss the question of network measuring
subscriptions
to theFrank
organization's
ence
service.
Stanton, audiCBS,
vice-president and general manager, replied
that his network is interested in the plan and
has arranged to meet with the BMB finance
committee to discuss the CBS subscription
costs.
Robert L. Swezey, Mutual vice-president
and general manager, and the network's department heads received the BMB presentation on Friday and will inquire further into
the costs as they affect Mutual. Plans were
made with Carl Haverlin, Mutual vice-president in charge of station relations, for a closed
circuit presentation of the plan to be made
Oct. 11 to all affiliates. NBC and American
have not yet set dates to discuss the plan but
they are expected to within the week.
TBA PREPARES ARGUMENT
FOR OCT. 11 TELEVISION
TELEVISION BROADCASTERS ASSN. will
not ask postponement of Oct. 11 hearing on
FCC's
rules, despiteof technical
extreme shortness
of time video
for preparation
data and
argument, TBA board decided at meeting in
DuMont studios in New York. Board was reported in agreement it should do nothing to
delay further the start of postwar television.
Col. William A. Roberts, Washington attorney, who will represent TBA at hearing, is
working with technical committee, headed by
F. J. Bingley, chief television engineer of
Philco Corp.,
preparation
of the itsgroup's
argument. Boardin declined
to reveal
position.
Board
approved
application
of
Westinghouse Electric Co. (manufacturing division)
for affiliate membership and of Syracuse and
Western Reserve universities for educational
memberships.
NEW DUTIES FOR HILL
IN SHUFFLING of duties in War Dept.,
Bureau of Public Relations, announced last
Friday, Brig. Gen. Luther L. Hill — just promoted to that rank — becomes BPR director.
Erstwhile director, Maj. Gen. Alexander P.
Surles, is now director of information with
BPR and Information and Education Division reporting to him.
Closed Circuit
(Continued from page 4)
unless relief comes. Engineering department
is already working triple time trying to keep
up.
COMMISSIONER Clifford J. Durr, soft-spoken
stormy petrel of the FCC who dissents at drop
of dollar
sign, outbreak
isn't in topof health.
has suf-If
fered periodic
a skin Heeruption.
he follows urgings of his colleagues, he will
spend about a month under observation, probably at Bethesda Naval Hospital, to clear up
bothersome condition.
Page 96 • October 1, 1945

TIMEBUYERS FLY
TO WLEE DEDICATION
A CHARTERED plane, carrying some 20 New
York timebuyers, was scheduled to leave New
York at 11 a.m. Monday for Richmond, Va.
Passengers are guests of President Thomas G.
Tinsley
WLEE Monday
and they'll
opening of
of WLEE
nightattend
(see formal
earlier
story, page 40). WLEE was scheduled to take
the air for first time at 6 a.m. today. Invitations for plane trip were issued to following:
William C. Dekker, McCann-Erickson; Ray
Nelson, Chas. M. Storm Co.; Betty Barrett,
Donahue & Coe; Gertrude Scanlan and Frank
Silvernail, BBDO; Roland Van Nostrand, Benton & Bowles; Frank Haas, Erwin, Wasey &
Co.; Gordon Mills, Arthur Kudner; Betty
Powell, Fritz Snyder and Vera Brennan, Biow;
Linnea Nelson, J. Walter Thompson Co.; Carlos
Franco, Young & Rubicam; Mary Dunleavy,
Pedlar & Ryan; Bea Gumbinner, Lawrence C.
Gumbinner; Ed Small, Ted Bates; Richard
Grahl, William Esty; Jack Haight, ColgatePalmolive-Peet Co; Chester Slaybaugh, Morse
International; Ted Fisher, Ruthrauff & Ryan.
Jack Allison and Frank Headley of HeadleyReed tive,Co.,
station representawere toWITH-WLEE
be hosts on trips.
TWO TV SPONSORS
UNITED STATES RUBBER Co. Sept. 28
started
Little'svideo
Fridaystation
Night inQuarterback
on
WNBTLou NBC
New York
to promote Keds. Agency Campbell-Ewald
Co. N. Y. Waltham Watch Co. renews for
13 weeks WNBT time signal each Fri. night.
Agency, N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y.
KUDNER RESIGNS RAIL ACCOUNT
ARTHUR KUDNER Inc., New York, has resigned the account of Assn. of American Railroads, after a nine-year affiliation. James Ellis,
Kudner president, explained that move was
made "in view
the two
fact important
that we are
also
advertising
agentsof for
aviation
businesses."
WPB DIVISION TO CLOSE
WPB Radio & Radar Division will wind up
its activities by the end of October. Final mopping up of details will be handled by two
or three administrative employes who will be
transferred to the Consumers Hard Goods
Division. M. E. Karns, director, and John
Creutz, assistant director in charge of producare expected to announce their plans in
a fewtion,days.
HOLD THAT HAMMER!
WHILE workmen were repairing the
roof of the Biltmore Hotel building in
Atlanta, control engineers of WSB, located on the top floor, found a way of
keeping the noise from station breaks
and live programs. Installing a PA
speaker on the roof and a mike in the
control room, they shouted a "Hold it
fellows"
openingceased.
any studio
mikes. Thebefore
interference

LT. COL. JOHN S. HAYES, chief of American
Forces Network, awarded the Order of the
British Empire. AFN Paris says its first time
an officer serving in broadcasting has received
award.
\\ INFIELD R. LEVI, former sales promotion
manager of WSAI Cincinnati, in Army since
1941, has been promoted to major, AAF. He
is stationed in India.
GILLIS PURCELL named general manager
of Canadian Press, which owns Press News
Limited, a radio news subsidiary, succeeding
J. A. MMcNeill. He was overseas with Canadian
Army, losing a leg in 1941.
COL. E. M. KIRBY, chief, Radio Branch,
Army Bureau of Public Relations, paid tribute
to
Spotlight
Bands Sept.
program
thirdMutual's
anniversary
broadcast,
21. on its
ARTHUR F. DERMODY, released from Navy,
joins Kelly, Nason, New York, as director of
media, market and research. Prior to his
Navy service, he was with Wendell P. Colton
Co., New York.
LOWELL THOMAS on Friday celebrated 15th
anniversary on NBC, the last 14 for same sponsor, Sun Oil Co. Network had cocktail party
and dinner at Waldorf-Astoria, New York,
preceding and following Mr. Thomas' 6.45-7
p.m. broadcast.
JOHN sumer
A. research
COLEMAN,
formerlyOil head
confor Standard
Co. ofof New
York, to Ross Federal Research Corp., New
York, as account executive.
E. F. (Bud) HASCALL Jr., v-p Henri, Hurst
& McDonald, Chicago, placed in charge of all
creative departments.
CHARLES BREWER, BBC North American
director, leaves New York Oct. 5 to tour key
cities. He will be accompanied by Christopher
Cross, BBC public relations director.
GEORGE DEPUE JR., formerly sales manager of World Broadcasting System and prewith Headley-Reed
Garfield viously
as radio
director. Co., to HirshonMRS. MARTHA D. COE, assistant research
director of WOR New York, joins WMCA New
York Oct. 1 as music supervisor in charge of
all live and recorded music programs.
FRANKLIN C. WHEELER, San Francisco
manager of Hearst Advertising Service, appointed vice-president
of Brisacher,
den & Staff,
San Francisco
office. Van NorCARLTON ALSOP, radio director of Sherman & Marquette, New York, resigns to join
MGM, Hollywood, Oct. 22, as a producer.
FORMER SENATOR C. C. DILL, of Washington state, co-author of the Radio Act of
1927, conferred with President Truman at
White House Friday. Radio was not discussed.
Senator Dill now is a practicing attorney in
Spokane with Washington, D. C. connections.
CEREAL'S
NEWSPRODUCTS SALES Co.,.
GROCERY STORE
New York (Cream of Rice), Oct. 1 starts
Frazier Hunt's Mutual co-op program, on WOR
New York, Mon., Wed., Fri. Contract for 26
weeks. Agency, Duane Jones Co., New York.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

• ADVERTISING

MUST

PACE PROGRESS

Advertising
brought

CHICAGO

to SAUK

CENTER!

TO A. Montgomery Ward, a drygoods salesman
who founded Montgomery Ward & Co. in
1872, goes the credit for bringing the big city
store to the smallest hamlets. It was Ward who
distributed the first mail order catalog, a little
100-page book three and a half by five inches in
size. DwarfingWardthat catalogs
first little
Montgomery
run book,
to moretoday's
than
1000 pages and millions of copies. They sell
shoes and automobile batteries, garden hose and
dress goods. They bring Chicago to Sauk Center
and its sister villages the nation over.

In the
Advertising

Must

VICTORY on the Fighting Fronts
must be followed by victory on the
Economic Front if our nation is to enjoy
continued prosperity. America's most
powerful armament in the coming Distribution Decade will be Advertising.
Manpower, materials, money and manufacturing facilities will be available in
abundance. So will the markets. But the
leading role in creating the demand among

THE

DISTRIBUTION

NATION'S

Make

Buying

consumers to keep the wheels whirring
falls to Advertising.
More than creating a demand for goods,
Advertising must also keep these demands
parallel to our ability to produce. Failure
on either count would mean a slump in
buying power, accompanied by unemployment and eventual depression.
The blueprints for victory on the Economic Front already are being drawn— in

MOST

DECADE
Still Easier!
the nation's advertising agencies and at the
Nation's Station, WLW. Advertising did it
before — and will do it again — better. So
when the time arrives, alert agency men
will be ready for the Distribution Decade.
The Nation's Station will be ready, too;
ready to go into action — with new, factual
data on how to move merchandise in the
4-State market that is WLW-Land.

MERCHANDISE-ABLE

STATION

"KLZ . . . gives its listeners something
Even S>- «-

.. to ,uok
..EveIVU«leB.tHe'Pw ,Co„.

aVs
est^^
..sg^
0" °Co,ot
on that*""
„17. ad„SPe
A"40" ,

„ KU-«

besides
jive in jingles
The final sentence
the editorial and
at the leftsoap
is one ofoperas.'
the straws
the
wind
which
indicate
that
KLZ's
effort
to provide
be
zealous
best
able radio service to Colorado listeners is meeting
success.
possible
with the
succes
"Colorado Speaks" has been a weekly feature of KLZ for more than
five
It presents thekeeping
ideas the
and people
opinionsof oftheColorado's
200 weeklyon
and years.
daily newspapers,
region informed
what their neighbors are thinking. It has built a firm bond of understanding and good will between KLZ and the newspapers of the Denver
region.
Colorado speaks through its newspapers and its newspapers speak
highly of KLZ.

b,,.stene„ som«W

fees** i'« >>"^__-

a City
KATZ AGENCY

THE LIBRARY OF
CONGRESS
ttWALRECQRO
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Meet

Jack

Shelley -

WftOs
Second
Hat
Correspondent*
courage and cheer from an old friend whose very
When Jack Shelley left Des Moines in October,
voice brought strength and re-assurance.
1944, accredited from WHO to the U. S. 1st and
When Jack Shelley returned from Europe, he was
9th Armies in Europe, he little thought that during
asked and accepted invitations to speak before
most of his trip he would be the only corresponaudiences totaling more than 45,000 people in
dent representing an independent station on the
Western Front — nor that he would be able to see
three months before his departure for the Pacific,
where he was accredited to Admiral Nimitz's
and report
the Germans' last offensive in World
War
II.
headquarters on Guam.
Unusual service for an independent station to
Both things happened. During most of the period
give? Yes! — but perfectly in line with WHO's
to February, 1945, Jack and WHO had a notable
whole philosophy of service, and another reason
why Iowa prefers WHO!
"exclusive" in Germany; and that included the
Battle of the Bulge, too! And several times every
week, Jack short-waved his story to WHO, where
+ WHO for Iowa PLUS +
it was re-broadcast to the intensely-interested MidDes Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
west . . . interviews with boys from Iowa Plus
B. J. Palmer, President J. O. Maland, Manager
FREE & PETERS, Inc., National Representatives
. . . up-to-the-instant war news . . . messages of

-9 1345

now directs the WOL News
lf&fet££~.
Bureau — probably the largest news staff ever assembled by
a radio station for the preparation of a single news program . . .

VOICE

"THE

OF WASHINGTON"
predented by

GENERAL

Familiar

ELECTRIC

to Millions

Albert L. Warner, familiar to millions as the "Voice of the Army" on the Army Hour every
Sunday afternoon since Pearl Harbor, heads up the entire news staff for General Electric's twelvetime-a-week newscast over Washington's leading news station.
Tell Your Sales News Where Washington Listens for ALL News

Basic Mutual

*A CowL^SlaUon
!■ fl n
I
^^^F
^/f^f

Represented Nationally by
The Kat% Agency, Inc.

of any Nashville station. (2) Top shows of both
AMERICAN and Mutual Networks. (3) A very
low unit cost for excellent coverage. In this
PERMANENT market over a million potential buyers await your "Sunday Punch".

Your sales message gets a straight-from-theshoulder punch in a spot where it can do the most
good when you buy WSIX! Here's why WSIX is
the "winner and still champ" in this rich middleTennessee area: (1) The best daytime Hooperating

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY

THE

KATZ

WATTS

INC

MUTUAL

AMERICAN

5000

AGENCY,

NASHVILLE
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Closed

Circuit

ARE NEW broadcasting studios going into
White House Executive offices? That prospect
popped up slast
week after networks
meeting ofwith
repre-J.
entatives of nationwide
Leonard Reinsch, Presidential radio adviser, at
White House. Plans have been under way for
new White House addition and theater studio
for Presidential broadcasts and large meetings
wouldn't
out of line.
new
Governmentbe buildings
will Practically
have them. all
Present
White House facilities are improvised and
inadequate.
FCC, WHICH for 11 years has been tenant
of Post Office Dept., is seeking building of its
own in new postwar Government housing program in Washington. Chairman Paul A. Porter
spearheads move to give FCC adequate elbow
room in a communications building. Government has $200,000,000 building project before
Congress.
dio too? Will that building have radio stuFORMER SEN. C. C. Dill, co-author of the
Radio Act of 1927, may get a Federal judgeship in West. Vacancy on the Federal bench
created by resignation of Secretary of Labor
Schwellenbach might fall his lot.
FIRST GLIMPSE of modern television and
other visual transmission pertaining to news
witnessed last Friday by board of directors of
AP and Press Assn., Inc., radio subsidiary.
RCA-NBC put on private demonstration so
they
could seetransmission.
what's ahead M.in visual
news and
intelligence
H. Aylesworth,
NBC's
first
president,
is
counsellor
to news
association.
COL. KEN DYKE, on leave from NBC where
he was director of advertising and promotion,
is expected back soon from Pacific Area, where
he has been chief, Information & Education
Section. esHe'll
arily inhis probably
old field. get a top job not necSENATE Committee on Manufactures giving
ear to complaints from radio parts and set
makers that OPA not only has held up reconversion (depriving public of much-needed sets)
but is tengaging
"gestapo"affairs.
tacticsReliable
in atempts to pry intois business
reports are that when OPA finally announces
price factors
week they'll beprotested.
double interim
factors
whichthismanufacturers
WILLIAM GAILMOR, provocative commentator on WJZ New York, American key, won't
be renewed when contract expires in November. Electronic Corp. of America has sponsored him several years.
J. LEONARD REINSCH, radio advisor to
President Truman and managing director of
Cox stations, plans to go into radio on his own.
Along with Frank H. Mcintosh, Washington
consulting . radio engineer and former chief,
Radio & Radar Branch, WPB, he is filing for
5,000 w fulltime regional on 630 kc in Cincinnati. Queen City Broadcasting Co. will be ap(Continued on page 86)
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Upcoming
Oct. 10-11: RMA-Canadian RMA joint meeting, Westchester Country Club, Rye, N. Y.
Oct. 1 1 : FCC hearing on rules and standards
for commercial TV, National Museum, 10th
& Constitution Ave., 10:30 a.m.
Oct. 11-12: NAB Program Managers Exec.
Com., Statler Hotel, Washington.
Oct. 15: FCC hearing on objections to FM
assignments in New York metropolitan
district.
Oct. 20: FMBI Board, Ambassador East Hotel,
Chicago.
Oct. 22: NAB Small Markets Stations Committee, Statler Hotel, Washington.
Nov. 4-10: National Radio Week.
Bulletins
WOR New York has become a subscriber to
Broadcast
Bureau,
tal number Measurement
of BMB stations
to 551.bringing toJ. KELLY SMITH, since 1936 general sales
manager of Radio Sales, representing CBS
owned and operated stations, has been appointed director of station relations for CBS,
effective Nov. 1. He succeeds Howard Lane,
who resigned to join Field Enterprises as general manager
of the Radio Division [Broadcasting, July 30].
NEGOTIATIONS between Lewis-Howe Co.,
and American
networkTruefor Detective
the former's
sorship of the weekly
seriessponare
expected to result in contract within the next
week.
PETRILLO was expected to pull the Prudential Family Hour, an all-musical show, on
CBS, Sunday evening. (See story on page 17.)
AMP PACTS EXTENDED
ASSOCIATED Music Publishers has extended
the music licensing agreements with WWRL
WTRC WSBA WRVA WQXR WPTF WOL
WMT WJBK WIOD WIBC WCBM WBNX
WAYS WAGE KWLK KWK KOMA KFI
KDLR KCKN KABR.

Business Briefly
D&H ON NBC • Hudson Coal Co., Scranton,
Pa., Oct.
14 starts
on 9 NBC Sun.,
stations in New
YorkD&Hand Miners
New England,
9:45-10 a.m. Agency, Clements Co., PhiladelDAIRY RENEWAL • American Dairy Assn.,
Chicago, on Oct. 28 renews Voice of the Dairy
phia. on NBC Sun. 1-1:15 p.m. Agency,
Farmer
Campbell-Mithun, Chicago.
WHITE ROSE TEA IN N. Y. • Seeman Bros.,
New York (White Rose Tea), Oct. 8 started
station breaks on following New York stations :
WJZ WOR WNEW WMCA WQXR and
WAAT Newark. Agency, J. D. Tarcher Inc.,
New York.
PERFUME SERIES • Renoir Parfums, New
York (Chichi and My Alibi perfumes), Sept.
25 started quarter-hour evening program,
Salon de Musique, Tues., Thurs. on WQXR
New York, 9:15-9:30 p.m. Company sponsored
noon Luncheon Concert on WQXR for past
year, and has newscasts daily on WLS Chicago, Mon. through Fri., 2:30-2:45 p.m. Agency, Abbott Kimball Co., New York.
PIC SPOTS • Street & Smith Publications
New York (Pic magazine), on Oct. 22 starts
transcribed announcement campaign featuring <
Don Dunphy, sportscaster, in about 20 major
markets. Contract for two weeks will be placed
through National Radio Clearing House, New
York.
SPOTS IN N. Y. • Weber & Heilbroner, New
York (haberdashery chain), Oct. 1 started oneminute announcements daily on WAAT Newark, WMCA New York and WQXR New York.
Agency, H. C. Morris & Co., Inc., New York.
LT. JACK HOWARD
CITED BY HALSEY
LT. JACK R. HOWARD, USNR, has been
cited by Adm. W. F. Halsey for his work as
intelligence officer preceding and during the
American occupation of the Yokosuka naval
station.
Lt. Howard served as liaison between the
commander of the American naval shore forces
and the Imperial Japanese naval authorities in
charge of the station. Lt. Howard is on leave
as president of Scripps-Howard radio.

Net Newsmen
on Second Globe Flight
A SECOND round-world flight following American; Bob Trout, CBS; Dave Driscoll,
course of Globester will have top newsmen rep- Mutual and (tentatively) Robert McCormick,
resenting major networks. Broadcasts are
Itinerary: Bermuda; Santa Maria,
scheduled from five separate points, with wire NBC.
Azores; Casablanca (X); Tripoli; Cairo (X) ;
recorder facilities aboard for delayed trans- Abadon, Persia; Karachi; Calcutta; Luliang;
missions.
(X) ; Marianas
JohnFlight tentatively set to begin Oct. 19 from Manilason Islands;
Honolulu (X)
(X);; Kwajalien;
San Francisco;
Washington, consuming two or three weeks broadcasting
St.
Joseph,
Mo.;
Washington,
D.
C.
(X
denotes
facilities.)
depending on wind and weather. Globester
world-girdling flight, which wound up last
Army
engineer
will be aboard to handle
Thursday night, took about a week. Longer wire recorder. Flight,
though not officially
stops
are
contemplated
by
the
radio
plane
en
route.
named,
is scheduled
as Transport
"Second Round-theWorld
Flight"
at
Air
Command
Network assignments are: Ted Malone, headquarters.
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Hon. Lyman Bryson
Columbia Broadcasting System
New York, N. Y.
Dear Lyman,

More work for me! Another office to
clean everynight, another desk to dust! See
the feller whose picture's on this letter....
the good looking one, I mean — that's Harry
Brawley a new man here at WCHS in Charleston,
W. Va. Who'm I? Why, I'm the guy leanin' on the
broom — I'm the guy who has more work to do
now. You see, the boss figured there was a
whale of a big job to be done here in Education in Radio. Of course, we've carried
the American School of the Air show for years— had student discussi
ons, special
demonstrations— all the usual thing. But the campaign we're putting
on this year
beats all! First— we've got Harry Brawley.... used to be a school
principal himself—knows how to talk the educators language; then— we promote the show like
a
million dollar commercial strip. .. .billboards , bus cards, newspape
rs, spots—
the works! And to top it off— actual cash prizes in a big contest for rural,
elementary and secondary schools.

We haven't forgotten adult education either. There's a plan brewing
for a
"Report to the Community" program. This'll deal with public health,
public utilities, educational institutions, government activities, welfare— all communit
y
problems.
I don't know why I keep saying "we" except it does mean more
work for me, too. This Brawley feller will be having meetings all over
the place with his Citizens Advisory committee, I suppose. Oh well, I
&99
guess I shouldn't kick. What's a little more
sweeping to me when the
Yrs. ,
station's offering real public service
to the community!
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Kino
SEATTLE
No.
America's

• TACOMA

5 • . . Pleasure

Second

Center

Craft

of Boating

Those Government Locks In Soattlc
are the second lories
In the Puget Sound area over 27,000 small power craft are
registered . . . plus several thousand unlicensed sailboats. Most
of these are pleasure craft! This great fleet has grown up here,
not only because of the magnificent natural facilities of the
region, but because of the large number of families with betterthan-average incomes ... a preferred market of people
enjoying the better things of life in economic stability.
KIRO is the only 50,000 watt station in this rich market ... it
brings Columbia Programs to Seattle and the Pacific Northwest.
THE
NORTHWEST'S
MOSTPACIFIC
POWERFUL
STATION
KIRO
I Jfe^'iceftdfy Station,
r SEATTLE, WASH.
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50,000 Watts
710 kc
CBS
Represented by
FREE and PETERS, Inc.
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you
To Americans everywhere, Philadelphia is
the home of such solid symbols of freedom
as the Liberty Bell, Independence Hall, the
Betsy Ross House and other great landmarks
of liberty.
To the people of Philadelphia, there is a
living symbol of the first of the Four Freedoms today— Freedom of Speech. It is radio.
Radio that is more than just good entertainment. Radio that has the interest of the
public at heart — that is friendly and neighborly. Radio that works side by side with
its townspeople — alert to their community
problems — eager to air both sides of controversies— and striving to forge a better and
brighter tomorrow by the public service it
performs today.

OF

All these add up to an active interpretation of radio's role in keeping the public
informed and protecting their "inalienable
right to freedom of speech."
And that is the kind of spirited translation
you will find at WFIL in Philadelphia— where
a "public service personality" pays off for
advertisers in listener response at probably
the lowest cost of any local network-affiliated station. a V4- \
So when people think of Philadelphia's
landmarks of liberty — they also think of
WFlL as the progressive station with the public service personality.
Good reason to check now with WFIL or
the Katz Agency for greater radio results tomor ow inthe nation's third largest market.

560

KC

PHILADELPHIA

Represented Nationally
by THE KATZ AGENCY
BROADCASTING
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STATION

EXPLOITATION

• From coast to coast . . . impact of the 1945-46 Parade
of Stars is as unlimited as the skill and ingenuity of NBC
independent affiliated station staffs. Displays, stunts and
local promotion are driving the story home everywhere.
Now, for the first time, radio's
drive, the 1945-46 NBC Parade
planned right down the line, in a
between the National Broadcasting

greatest year-round promotion
of Stars campaign, was jointlyseries of coast-to-coast meetings
Company and (1) local stations,

(2) sponsors, (3) advertising agencies and (4) radio stars.
Result: A potent attention-getting program calling for thousands
of rr stopper" displays and exhibits and posters, for ingenious
stunts, contests and tie-ups . . . plus extensive newspaper advertising campaigns . . . publicity stories and pictures . . . promotional
folders . . . scripts of live shows and recordings by radio's most
famous artists . . . elements tied together by a graphic "How to
Use" manual — and exploited by alert NBC station promotion men.

Big every year, this year bigger than ever, NBC's 1945-46 Parade
of Stars launches a new chapter in its year-round promotion of the
greatest shows in radio . . . programs that continue to keep NBC
"the Network most people listen to most. 99

Ever iee a station whose
daytime Hooper "share ol
audience" averages
49.0%!
Perhaps .
... but how about a
city where the daytime
"sets-in-use" averages
21.8*1
NO"!...
. . . then look at
Lincoln - - we feel it's a
rare result in a market of
over f00,000 population.
In Fact,

My

Impression of Europe
(Fourth of a series by members of the U. S. Mission to ETO)
By WILLIAM
Vice-President,S. HEDGES
NBC
THE WAR DEPT. apparently
plannedcast that
BroadMission the
to American
ETO should
not
only secure a comprehensive view
of what was being done to provide
American forces with radio service
and the uses of radio as an instrument in psychological warfare
while hostilities were still on, but
likewise as a means for controlling
and disseminating information to
the liberated and conquered countries. In addition, it was apparent
that the caWar
Dept.thedesired
sters to know
causesbroadand
effects of war and the means by
which victory was achieved.
For that reason, as a member of
the Mission, I have gained a wide
variety of impressions based on
Mr. Hedges
personal observation and from contacts with top-flight military per- ing such a swiftly paced journey
son el in Europe and from interEurope.
views with officials of foreign gov- through
These impressions are:
ernments. These are impressions
1. The American Army is a very
and not necessarily conclusions, efficient
organization in that, almost
because conclusions can only be without
there were
reached after a more thorough plenty ofexception,
materials, equipment,
study and understanding of the
(Continued
on
page
82)
background than was possible durSellers

how to real
writely forknoradi
—
ws o,,how-how
t programs
HARR
to Ybroadcas
how
to produce radio shows,
how to promote them, but most of
all, Harry W. Betteridge knows
how to sell radio! As proof of the
pudding, heoit.is sales manager of
WWJ Detr
Harry14
fellYoung,
into slim,
the good-looking,
radio business
years ago because he got good
marks in public
* If you're interested in
speaking at Albion
College, Michigan.
ratings, just multiply "setsHe was studying to
be
a civil engineer,
in - use" b y "share o f working
during off
hours
in a steel mill,
audience."
but by the time he
was graduated, there
was a depression,
Rtprtsented by Edward Petry Co., Inc. and Harry applied
for an announcing
job at WELL Battle Creek, in desperation and on the
I KFOR
I strength of those
good marks.
Always a sales"Nebraska's I it CO IN
man from his gradeCapital City Nebraska
schoolto days,
went
WWJ Harry
as local salesman aAin
Station" JI1
1935. The next year he went to
New York asresentatWWJ's
ive. Two years eastern
later, herepreturned to the home grounds as assistant sales manager, still keepGordon Gray, General Mgr.
Mefvin Drake, Station Mgr.
ing contact with his national advertisers, aswell as hypo-ing the
Blue and Mutual Networks
home-town accounts.
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KFOR has 80% more
daytime audience according
to Hooper than the next
highest station.

of

IN PENNSYLVANIA THE

TRI-PENN
MARKET

Sales

In 1939, Harry joined with ra- ijyWRRi
RG
ISBUo
dio representatives, George P. Holp
lingbery Co. in New York, and sold
a list of radio stations in the eastern markets. In 1941, he went back
once more to WWJ as sales manager, succeeding Harry Bannister
who had advanced to general manager. Harry brings to radio years
of contact with advertisers and
agencies from Boston to Los Angeles, and nowboth
he's New
on the York
job in
WORK
and Chicago callYORK
ing cause
on trade
beHarry —Betteridge believes that
to keep business, liproduces
fe T7:f": sales
for you
you must meet business.
Recently, WWJ
and the Detroit
• The Tri-Penn primary area
News set
a Tele-to
is a rich region in the heart of
visionupCommittee
investigate the new
Pennsylvania — which is not
media, and Harry
covered by any other station.
was named chairman. In that capacWrite main office— 8 West
ity, he has visited
most
of the country's
television
stations
King St., Lancaster, Penna., or
RY
and equipment manSales Representative
ufacturers this past year.
Harry met his wife, Louise
RAYMERi
Smith,ishat smorgasbord
college, felland
for herpromptly
Swedmarried her. Their two children,
Stephen, 9, and Karen, 4, also go
ing.
in
for smorgasbord. Other Betteridge hobbies are poker and fishr
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Fastest

Growing

Afternoon

Audience

in Indianapolis

COMPARATIVE PERCENTAGE
RECORDS
WIBC
59.2% GAIN
STATION "B"
4.1% LOSS
STATION "C"
10.5% LOSS
STATION "D"
12.9% LOSS
WIBC
HOOPER INDEX (Afternoon)
AVERAGE
DEC. '44 TO APRIL '45
1 8.4
APRIL-MAY
21.4
MAY-JUNE
21.7
JUNE-JULY
22.0
JULY-AUGUST
29.3

MUTUAL'S

OUTLET

Big "switches" in listening audiences don't "just
happen." They are the invariable result of good planning
and good operation.
The upward trend in W I B C 's audience started back
in December last year, shortly after this station was acquired by The Indianapolis News, Indiana's leading newspaper for more than three-quarters of a century.
That was the signal for the institution of new policies, including agreater consciousness of public responsibility, better programing and closer cooperation with listeners, that
have served to sky-rocket VIBC's afternoon audience.
Ask any Blair man, or write direct for positive proof that
W I B C is your "best buy," in Indianapolis.
JOHN
BLAIR & CO., National Representatives

IN INDIANAPOLIS

v»stu «*»• ^
J AUCTION su*sacbi»atLS,twt nil
;"»'» «» Boa5; 61,7 C^"*l""
fUpt «.i
T«J. HIE OfWUiJEC 6V£R A»5 M^f ™:

...and

Coleman
is SALES!
and
made
the
headlines in hunWHEN
a Syracusestation,
radio isstar,
dreds of newspapers. Or such as
on a Syracuse
the
subject, AP and UP feature stories when William Rockwell, last chief
the famous Oneida
was
and pictures all over the United ofrefused
train Indians,
reservations
States — not once but again and for his AirFlorida
Corps Lieutenant son,
again — that must be news!
and daughter. Coleman heard
Paul Coleman, with his Timekeeper wife
about it,hours
broadcast
an appeal, and
and
Program, originates news like that. within
the Lieutenant
Coleman is heard over Syracuse his family
were
on
their
way
Station WSYR. But he gets into Tallahassee, where the Lieutenantto
newsprint everywhere. Such as was stationed. The press wires
when he degot
hold ofby atherooster
con- scooped up the story and it hit
mned to death
Syracuse
the headlines everywhere.
Police for waking up the neighbors This
sort of stuff is news in its
at 4 a.m., auctioned it during the
own
No wonder listener
7th
War
Loan
Drive
for
$3,650,
and made the United Press and minds right.
naturally become receptive
Associated Press wires from under the spell of Coleman's Timecoast to coast. Or such as when
keeper Program can
overdoWSYR.
That
great selling
he reached out across the Pacific, means Coleman
for
participating
sponsors,
placed a Syracuse license plate on jobs
the car of General Diller, U.S.A., local and national alike.
for his first ride through Tokyo,
* THE STATION WITH THE STARS

SYRACUSE, N.Y.
BASIC NBC
5000 WATTS • 570 KC
Represented by Paul H. Raymer Company

SOMETHING
has

. . in Sacramento,

today,

been

New

There's a reason for this gratifying popular acceptance. The answer is "know how." The KXOA staff
includes a carefully chosen group of highly quali-

.

talking

about

Basic Affiliate

for the Sacramento

It's new . . . and it's news! A solid impact of wide
local promotion quickly established KXOA in the
Sacramento area. People are talking about "the
new station with the top-flight Mutual shows."
They say it's easy to listen to, fun to stay dialed to.

In Sacramento

added

everybody's

Mutual's
KXOA

NEW

Area

fied broadcasters who, together, give KXOA a
smooth, alert operation — the management "know
how" that Sacramento audiences and advertisers
have welcomed.
KXOA is now bringing to Sacramento
notch, audience-building Mutual-Don
plus smart, local programming. KXOA
by people who know and care . . . and
to take care of your campaign.

all the topLee shows
is operated
know how

- For A Better Buy Today, Call For

KXOA
Mutual's Basic Station for the Sacramento Area
Owned and Managed by Lincoln Dollar • Represented Nationally by John Blair & Co.
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ON

'Give

it the

old

zing,

OFF

Chester—

and
don't
forget
to
Ever try to list all the factors of success in spot broadcasting? Good announcing, good commercials, proper
time selection, sensible programming for specific audience-ap eal .. . you know how many elements must
be considered if the splendid results of spot broadcasting are to be attained.

breathe!"
EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES!
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
VV'CKT
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DCLUTH
WDAX
FABG»
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WJEF-WKZO . . GRANDKALAMAEOO
RAPIDSKMBO
KANSAS CITT
WAVE ....... LOUISVILLE
WTCN
.
.
MINNEAPOLIS-ST.
PAUL
WMBD
KSD
ST.PEORIA
LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
IOWA
Having specialized in national spot for going-on 14
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
years, we should by now have a fair idea of what's
SOUTHEAST
WCBM
BALTIMORE
required for success. If you feel that we could be helpWCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
ful to you, give us a ring.
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
SOUTHWEST
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KEEW
BROWNSVILLE
KRIS
CORPUS
CHRISTI
KXYZ
HOUSTON
KOMA
OKLAHOMA
CITY
KTUL
TULSA
FREE
&
PETERS,
inc.
PACIFIC
COAST
KOIN
PORTLAND
KIKO
Pioneer Radio Station Representatives
and WRIGBT-SONOVOX, SEATTLE
Ine.
Since May, 1932
CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan NEW YORK: 444 Madison Ave. DETROIT: 645 Griswold St. SAN FRANCISCO: 1 / ; Sutter HOLLYWOOD: 6331 Hollywood ATLANTA: 323 Palmer Bldg.
Franklin 6373
Hollywood 2151
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VOL. 29, No. IS
Notables
Porter Says FCC
Is Encouraged
1 1 1 I hm^
By J. FRANK BEATTY
OFFICIAL
Washington
and week
official broadcasting
joined last
in paying tribute to Justice Justin
Miller, formally inaugurated as
president of the NAB.
With some 800 capital dignis, top militaryand leaders,
casttarieexecutives
leaders broadfrom
related lines in attendance, the new
president
assumed
office
at
a
Statler Hotel dinner.
Sharing honors were J. Harold
Ryan, retiring interim NAB president, and A. D. (Jess) Willard, who
assumes the new post of executive
vice-president.
Recognition from Truman
Recognition
broadcasting's
achievements in of
the public
interest
and its future role came from President Harry S. Truman. Unable to
attend the dinner, President Truman sent a letter (see text this
page) to the new NAB head congratulating him upon his selection
for the post and assuring NAB that
the justice's past record of public
service
that
this "gives
type of excellent
leadership promise
will be
able to meet the challenging times
ahead."
Sincere praise of the association's selection
Justice
Miller
also came
fromof FCC
Chairman
Paul A. Porter. Predicting cordial
relations between the Commission
and the trade association, he said
Justice Miller's record is clear
proof that broadcasters face tomorrow with hope and confidence in
themselves and the public, with no
desire to rest on past achievements.
Responding to these tributes,
NAB's new executive reminded that
he had accepted appointment as a
challenge to render a public service.
He called on broadcasters to stand
firm in carrying to the world Amer-

WASHINGTON, D. C, OCTOBERi<X1945
Greet

Miller

at

NAB

HEAD TABLE notables included (1 to r): John Elmer, WCBM (1937-8
NAB president); Justice Hugo Black; Paul A. Porter, FCC chairman;
Justin Miller, new NAB president; Don S. Elias, WWNC, toastmaster.
ica's message of goodwill and hope,
and insistence upon free government, free speech, free competition
and free men.
Justice Miller suggested that the
time may be ripe to agree on reinterpretation of the communications
law.
In retiring from the post he had
accepted last year, Mr. Ryan rethe trade
association's
ord sinceviewed its
founding
in 1922 recand
reviewed castersproblems
faced
by broad-of
as well as achievements
the medium in public service and in
the business world. He concluded
with an expression of gratitude for
the support he had received in his
18-month regime and observed that
"we in the NAB are fortunate in
securing the services during this
important expansion period of so
eminent a public servant as Mr.
Justice
Miller." of his service to
In recognition
the association, Mr. Ryan was prestory) . sented with a scroll (see separate
Arrangments for the dinner
were made by C. E. Arney Jr.,
NAB secretary-treasurer.
Porter Approves
Cordial greeting from the FCC
was given the new NAB president
by Chairman Porter, first speaker
introduced by Toastmaster Don S,
Elias. The Commission is encouraged by the selection, he said, in
congratulating broadcasters on the
wisdom of their choice.
He predicted constructive and

MILITARY was represented at head table. Left photo (1 to r) : Niles
Trammell, NBC; Gen. George C. Marshall; Edward J. Noble, American
net; Wayne C. Taylor, Undersecretary of Commerce; Right photo, Maj.
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harmonious relations between the
FCC and the trade association.
Justice Miller's record, he said, is
clear proof
American
casters havethat
no desire
to restbroadupon
past achievements but face tomorrow with hope and confidence in
themselves and the people whom
they serve.
Drawing on his well-known flair

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY
Inaugural
for the humorous, the chairman
presented a searching review of
JusticeeralMiller's
career on research,,
the Fedbench. Exhaustive
he said, showed that the justice had
handed down nine radio decisions.
In four of these he upheld the FCC;,
in five he reversed the Commis-sion. • •
a basic qualification
forCertainly,
industry leadership,
he quipped.
But lest broadcasters grow smug,
he offered two choice excerpts from
opinions by Justice Miller.
First, inhe thequotedJustice's
language
GreatertheKampeska
case in which the Commission had
denied a license because it found
that over a period of years the
licensee had violated some of the
FCC's regulations and standards.
The applicant contended that because of previouson renewals
(Continued
page 69) its de-

Text of President Truman's Letter
Text follows:
of President Truman's letter, dated Sept. 29, to President
Miller
Dear Judge Miller:
I regret that I am unable to attend the dinner at which you are
to be inducted as the president of the NAB. However, I do want
toassume
extendthese
to younewan responsibilities.
expression of best wishes for success as you
Science has vastly expanded the frontiers of communications,
including broadcasting. The critical question is whether we are
wise and skillful enough to utilize these increased opportunities
for the maximum public benefit. Certainly these advances show
that broadcasting is still a growing, dynamic industry. And its
past achievements further demonstrate that those who have developed the service
to its present
maintaining
the status
quo. state are not content with merely
We all look to communications to provide in abundant measure
new opportunities for employment and economic activity. We
further expect that it will make new and important contributions
to our way of life. Government is prepared to discharge its full
responsibilities in the achievement of common objectives and will
take all appropriate measures to encourage and facilitate the new
developments that give such great promise for the future.
The problems which face your group call for the exercise of a
high degree of industrial statesmanship to reach proper solutions.
Your own record of public service gives excellent promise that this
type of leadership will be able to meet the challenging times ahead.
Very sincerely yours,
Harry S. Truman.

Gen. Harry C. Ingles; Charles Ross, Secretary to President Truman; Mark
Woods, American; Gen. A. A. Vandegrift; Paul Kesten, CBS; Joseph.
W. Martin Jr. (partial view), House minority leader.
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THREE ex-NAB presidents are in left photo (1 to r): J. Harold Ryan,
retiring NAB head; Justice Stanley Reed; C. W. Myers, KOIN . (1936-7
president) ; Fred M. Vinson, Sec. of Treasury; Neville Miller (1938-44

president). Right, Charles R. Denny, FCC; A. D. Willard, NAB executive v-p; Ewell K. Jett, FCC; Maj. Gen. Frank E. Stoner; Glen Bannerman, CAB; William D. Hassett, secretary to President.

NAB
to Expand
Labor
and
News
Activities
with a staff of assistants. The
He shifted to NAB from the man- relations service.
agership of WBT Charlotte.
First Steps Taken
For some time the limited two- present staff consists of a partC. E. Arney Jr., NAB secretary- man staff has been developing a time director, John Morgan Davis,
For Convention
treasurer, was voted a salary in- reference file of information about assisted by Milton Kibler, attorney.
crease from $12,000 to $16,000. labor laws and government orders. They have formation
gathered
inNext Year
and the necessary
project now
His functions continue as in the This library is believed to offer
awaits
appointment
of
personnel.
NAB Board of Directors, meeting past, being specified under the by- basis for an improved service since
Two discussions with FMBI
laws. President Miller was in- there now is available information representatives
for the first time under adminwere held during
istration of its new president, Willard. structed to specify duties for Mr. with reference to all matters in- the
two-day session. At a Monday
volving
wages,
working
conditions,
Justin Miller, came out of its Oct.
First full convention in three contracts and labor relations.
night meeting
FMBI Coy,
was repre1-2 sessions with a series of proj- years
sented by Wayne
The enlarged job would be
will be held in 1946, with a
ects designed to broaden service
(Continued
on page 74)WINX
to broadcasting and to the nation. committee of three appointed to handled under a fulltime director
Faced with a heavy schedule, the pick abers site
fix the time.
Memof the andcommittee
are Frank
board handled its problems in
M. Russell, NBC, chairman; Harry
stride and took these steps:
NAB Regional Meeting to Seek
t. NAB1— Named
committee
convention
in 1946.to plan
Initiated
2— Decided to reorganize
Strengthened News Coverage
labor relations work and exYet to be decided are when and
STRENGTHENING of radio news where
CHANGE in pace from bench
pand service.
meetings will be held, but
coverage
will be sought through
to
broadcaster
greeted
Justin
3— Adopted plan to hold
they
are expected to be scheduled in
a series of regional meetings to be all parts
Miller Tuesday night at inauseries of news clinics and enof the country.
held
under
the
auspices
of
the
NAB
gural ceremonies. After comcourage better presentation of
Greater emphasis on local as well
Radio News Committees.
p
l
e
t
i
n
g
h
i
s
3,000-word
address
news. (See separate story this
as
regional
and national news is
NAB
Board
of
Directors
at
its
he was whisked from head
page.)
Oct. 1-2 session
adopted
recom-as advocated by the committee, which
table to the other end of the
4— Met with FM Broadm
e
n
d
a
t
i
o
n
s
o
f
the
committee
proposes
Statler for a 10:35 p.m.
casters Inc. to arrange possible
local that
news stations
operation.re-examine
Stations
submitted by Arthur Stringer, their
broadcast on CBS. He made
wedding of two associations,
not
now
maintaining
local news
committee
secretary
and
NAB
dithe mike with just three minstaffs
are
advised
to
consider
such
with one overall trade group
coverage.
circulation and
utes to spare, and had time
envisioned for all forms of
tion.rector ofRecommendations
were promodrawn
for a glass of ice water. His
broadcasting.
of the phrase "processing
up at a committee meeting held of Usenews"
CBS talk was an 8%-minute
5— Authorized naming of
is condemned by the
Sept. 17 in Chicago.
boil-down of the inaugural
committee to study plan for
committee as implying superficial
address.
Believing
radio
news
faces
its
radio "Oscar" awards.
editing
or
rewriting
press assogreatest opportunity as well as its
ciation news and notof recognizing
6— Completed Bureau
Broadcast
greatestmittee responsibility,
the board
com- the independent
Measurement
board
gathering
of news
laid
before
the
NAB
R. Spence, KXRO Aberdeen,
and approved progress.
all sources and the writing
a program built around regional from
Wash.;
Hugh
B.
Terry,
KLZ
7 — Ordered study of proof
original
news
programs.
Suggatherings. These would include
Denver.
posed participation in proposed
managers as well as news
The time problem will require station
gested
phrase
is
"radio
news
reInter-American Broadcasters.
the board felt, because and special events directors.
8— Agreed to cooperate in . study,
Reporting
the
news,
in
the
comAid
for
Stations
troop
movement
and
crowded
rails
any feasible plan to aid govmittee's opinion,public
is oneservices.
of radio's
still may be complicating factors
ernment in operating some
As defined by the committee, the most
important
porting".
The committee was di- meetings
Committee
members
are:
E. R.
plan for efficient use of next year.
are
designed
to
aid
starected to select time and place
Vadeboncoeur, WSYR Syracuse;
medium by Federal agencies.
tions which are planning to estab- William
will not interfere with any
All members of the board were that
Brooks,
NBC
(or
Bill
Ray,
lish
news
departments
for
the
first
activity or request. time and stations planning expanjresent at the meeting, held in con- governmental
A. A.ArthurFahy,
KABR KOIN
AberSee Extension Need
Kirkham,
sion of their present news setups. NBC) ; deen;
unction with inauguration cereWhile the board reaffirmed the Subjects to be discussed include: Portland; Karl Koerper, KMBC
monies for the new president, except George D. Coleman, WGBI present labor relations setup, it Minimum efficient radio news de- Kansas City; Chet Thomas, KXOK
Scranton, director of District 3. saw need for extension of the servpartments for small, medium and St. Louis; Paul White, CBS (or
Mr. Coleman was unable to attend
ice now provided and took steps to large stations; special problems Everett Holies). NAB Board of
because of illness.
implement the department. The and methods of gathering local and Directors' Liaison Committee consists of Leslie C. Johnson, WHBF
A. D. (Jess) Willard took over board proposes that the labor rela- regional news; methods of presenting different types of news; legal Rock Island; Clair R. McCollough,
tions department render full and
during the board meetings as exproblems
in
news
broadcasting.
WGAL
Lancaster; Mr. Stringer.
complete
employer
and
employe
ecutive vice-president, a new post.

BROADCAST-FEDERAL group consists of (left photo, 1 to r) : J. photo, John E. Fetzer, WKZO; T. A. M. Craven, WOL; William B.
Leonard Reinsch, WSB; Gerard D. Reilly, NLRB; Frank M. Stanton, Ryan, KFI; E. L. Hayek, KATE; F. W. Borton, WQAM. They were
CBS; Martin B. Campbell, WFAA; Clair R. McCollough, WGAL. Right seated at second head table. First table is in the background.
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FCC
Acts
Commission Will
Examine Over
1,000 Cases
By JACK LEVY
WITH A BACKLOG of more than
1,000 applications for new standard, FM and television stations,
the FCC embarks this week on the
long-awaited task of awarding authorizations for the postwar era of
broadcasting.
When the Commission meets
Wednesday it will have before it
the accumulated applications of
nearly four years, during which
time all but a handful of requests
for new construction and improvements have been kept in its pending files. Not since April 27, 1942,
when a total freeze was imposed
on industry expansion has there
been a major authorization for
commercial broadcasting service.
Under subsequent relaxations allowing facilities useful to the war,
providing equipment was on hand,
about 40 stations were constructed.
Represented in the applications
before the Commission is an aggregate expenditure which would
equal the cost of the present broadcast plant in the U. S. Based on
returns from 159 stations, a survey now being undertaken by
Broadcasting indicates that broadcasters will spend in the next year
approximately $42,000,000 for FM,
$38,000,000 for AM construction
and expansion, and $30,000,000 for
television, or a grand total of $110,000,000. This does not include construction of educational, experimental and developmental stations.
Preparing for action on the applications, the legal, engineering
and clerical staffs have been working nights and weekends to compile basic data for the consideration of the Commission. Principal
center of activity has been the
broadcast section of the licensing

on

Applications

This

CENTER of activity as the FCC prepares to tackle the enormous
job of processing huge backlog of applications for AM, FM and
television expansion is the broadcast section of the License Division,
where applications are handled and licenses issued. Part of the
staff shown here are (foreground, 1 to r) : Ruth Kirschner, Margaret Hubbard. In background (1 to r) : Gertrude Newburn, Helen Bowie,
Marie Fish, Marie Rummel, Wm. P. Massing, division chief, Clara Iehl,
section chief.
division where a crew of 17 under [Broadcasting, Aug. 13]. The
Clara Iehl, chief of the section, has two-month period, it was explained,
been examining new applications would extend through today (Monday) so that all applications filed
as fast as they are received to keep
records current.
before the Commission begins procThe mass of applications facing eration. essing will be given equal considthe Commission was expected to
The Aug. 7 policy, it was pointed
reach deluge proportions by the
out, was issued before V-J Day
end of last week, as consulting en- and
was designed to set machinery
gineers and radio lawyers worked
late hours to clear their decks by in motion to facilitate station construction as soon as materials bethe end of the 60-day period desigcome available. It was a natural
nated in the Aug. 7 Statement of
Policy for filing new and bringing follow-up of the Jan. 16, 1945 policy which declared that when conpending applications up to date

Week
ditions permit resumption of norlicensingthanpractices
of notmal less
60 days"a forperiod
the
filing andcationsprocessing
new action
appliprior to takingof any
on the cases retained in the pending files" would be provided.
The voked
60-day
was thus
into offsetperiod
previous
wartime
restrictions which discouraged filof applications.
A ingcheck
of leading Washington
radio lawyers indicated that approximately 20 applications, of
which about half are for new FM
stations, were being readied for
filing before the expiration of the
60-daytheperiod.
This would
that
Commission
will mean
have
about 1,000 applications for AM
and FM alone to consider. Television applications will not be acted
upon until rules and regulations
have been adopted. A hearing on
Thursday.
the proposed rules will be held
It ission willexpected
that the
Commis-as
be disposed
to grant
many
applications
as
availability
of channels, absence of interference
and record of applicant permit.
Three main considerations will
doubtless be given primary scrutiny. These are program indications, financial position, and character of applicant. Where a satisfactory showing is made on these
points and there is no conflict with
the frequency or coverage of other
stations, the application is almost
certain to be granted.
Where the number of applications received exceeds the availability of frequencies, as in New
York, Chicago, and several other
cities, hearings will be designated.

Petrillo Threat Hangs Over Networks
WHOLESALE withdrawal of dent of American Federation of NBC, and Monday night the CarMusicians,
musical programs from NBC and threat
nation Hour's musicians also canFriday.loomed as a distinct
CBS over the week-end at the
celled out, both on orders from Mr.
That was the deadline set by the Petrillo's office.
order of James C. Petrillo, presiThe Sunday program went on
musicians' union leader for settleinstead of the orment of differences between affili- with a chorus
chestra. The Monday show was
ates of the two networks in Chattano ga, the NBC station in New cancelled altogether.
After vainly trying to reach
Orleans and the CBS station in
Columbus, Ga., and the AFM locals Mr. Petrillo for nearly two days,
in those cities.
NBC was informed Monday afternoon that the "union has taken
WSMB New Orleans and the
AFM local got under the wire with this action because two independently owned stations which broada contract signed Thursday, effeccast NBC's network programs,
tive immediately, but there was
no report of differences having WSMB in New Orleans and WAPO
been smoothed out between locals in Chattanooga, are involved in
and the other stations, although labor disputes with their local muWAPO Chattanooga said negotiasicians' unions."
In New
Orleans, Harold M.
tions were in progress.
Mr. Petrillo let the networks Wheelahan, general manager of
know that if the disputes were not WSMB, reported a contract was
settled by Friday the national signed, effective Thursday, to emat thetheir
regular
union would take further action to scale ploybutsix musicians
not to make
pay
assist its locals in securing settle- retroactive to July 1 as the union
ments. The previous Sunday, Artie had demanded. Earlier, he said
Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix Shaw failed to make his scheduled WSMB needed no local musicians
(Continued on page 85)
appearance on Fitch Bandwagon on
"Hank Greenberg Hits a Foul Into the — Gulp!"
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FM PIONEERS
FM

SPEAK — SECOND

Should

More Than BeautyNeeded to Drain
Listeners
By Program
FRED JOYNER
WWSW-WTNT Director
Pittsburgh
FM has offered a challenge to the
broadcasting industry, as a means
of providing
cast service. Itanwillimproved
in due broadcourse
attract many new interests with its
unusual type of service and will
present many innovations to the
field of programming.
In order that we may get off on
what I think is the right foot, what
FM needs from its program directors right now is more appeal to
the masses, the Mr. and Mrs. John
Everybody of our audiences. During FM's concentrated
experimental onadolescence
we have
the cultural side with good reason. Certainly, this type of music shows
off FM at its very best. The brilliance of a string section of an orchestra has never been presented
over any other medium. The overall tonal range of a symphony orchestra, ifproperly set up, is sheer
beauty to the ear.
Ears for Beauty Alone
But we must ask ourselves what
percentage of our post-war audience will have ears for such beauty
alone — the fact that FM makes it
possible for dance bands to be
heard as never before is something
that should be considered. Most of
the name band leaders with whom
I have discussed FM have been
eager to try FM because their
bands can now be heard with each
instrument bringing to an orchestration its rightful place in the
musical tonal range.
While on the subject of instrumentalists, aword of caution —
make sure that the unit is properly setup with regard to the microphone. Your studio charts for
set-ups
may not necessarily
apply
for
FM presentation.
We at WTNT
like to feel that each studio presentation is a demonstration for our
audience. Careful production
checks prevent out-of-tune horns,
scraping violin bows, pad slaps in
the reed section, soggy heads in
the
flaws.percussion section and similar
With the fanfare that FM has
received, it is the job of every program production man connected
with FM shows to hold up his end
of the job. To do this, he must understand what FM can do for a
program and must have complete
cooperation of the engineering department. FM can do what its engineers claim for it, and it is up to
the program directors to display
its program advantages.
I recall sitting in the control
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OF A SERIES

Provide
Appeal
to the
THIS is the second article in a series on FM, written by pioneers in this
new branch of the broadcasting industry. As program director of WWSWWTNT Pittsburgh Mr. Joyner has operated as a pioneer on a pioneer
FM station. Here he tells about some of the problems faced in FM program ing, and how he solved them. He first learned about radio as a
ham during high school. He left the U. of Cincinnati to service Atwater
Kent receivers. Then he moved to the broadcasting end of radio and for
16 years has been in programming.
booth during a symphony broadcast last season and noticing that
the VI on the panel was not operating. Upon inquiry, the engineer
on duty informed me that the possibility of over-modulating in the
transmitter on FM was remote, so
he was giving the program an
"ear ride", attempting to provide
the FM audience with a program
as near to what he was hearing as
possible. A long friendly talk with
the engineers is an important part
of understanding what you are going to do.
Studio acoustical treatment and
studio equipment are important.
Live shows with FM can be made
to live on the air if everything else
is equal. The proper use of studios and equipment requires experimenting. The final result of
those experiments will be amazing
not only to you, but also to your
listeners.
For the transcribed programs,
there are a few suggestions that

should be checked. Good turntables
with the best available reproducers are the basic equipment. The
pressure of the pick-up heads
should be checked regularly. Filter
positions in connection with transcribed programs should be used to
the best advantage.
Most important is selection of a
transcribed library. Most of the
libraries on the market today offer a complete catalog of types of
music and instrumentation, but
you are looking for quality, not
quantity. There has been considerable argument about vertical versus lateral cuts. This is a question
you can decide for yourself by
listening.
—honest
and then
decide.Audition them all
Phonograph records in my opinion have not reached a state of
perfection making them eligible
for FM presentation. InstantaneET's, however,
have not
foundonlya
wide ousrange
of acceptance
because of their quality but also
the flexibility of programming

Masses

Mr. Joyner
good shows not otherwise available.
Showmanship in connection with
FM is something that is now an
indispensable part of the FM program directors assignment.
All types of programs find a
place on the schedule of a wellprogrammed
station.fansWe enjoy
have
found
that ourFM sports
our rather comprehensive sports
schedule — play-by-play baseball,
football, basketball, hockey and
(Continued on page 72)

Cuban
Channel
Demands
to be Heard
die
publicity
and
arrangements
frequency.
CBF Montreal, a 50 kw
Would
Break Down for the March convention.
outlet,
has
been seeks
assigned
chanSeveral U. S. Clear
nel.
Cuba
also
four thechannels
Purpose of the proposed interAmerican broadcasters organiza- with up to 50 kw power, four with
tion is to bring American broad- 20 kw, two with 10 kw and four
DEMANDSFrequencies
of Cuba for additional
casters closer together. It was ap- with power from 500 w to 5 kw in
standard band frequencies below
by broadcasters attending the standard band below 1000 kc.
1000 kc which, if granted, would the Rio provedconference,
although only
Text of the Cuban demands, as
break down several U. S. clear two from North America attended.
from Spanish, follows:
channels, will be aired in Decem- They were F. G. Leydorf of the translated
by the Cuban Delegations
ber at an engineering conference engineering department, Crosley to Submitted
the
Delegations
the other tocounsignatoriesRegional
orof adhered
the
of American nations in Washing- Corp., licensee of WLW Cincinnati, North tries
American
Broadcasting
ton.
and Henry S. Dawson, engineer of Agreement.
The
Cuban
Administration
considers
the
Canadian
Assn.
of
BroadcastWord
of
Cuba's
demands,
along
ers.
that the inclusion in the NARBA of
with announcement of a move to
precepts which do not respond to
organize the Inter-American Assn.
Canada recommended that the allocation
aspects,
such
as the tonon-be
to50 Cuba
ofmore,
channels
of Broadcasting Stations, was North American Regional Broad- technical
used
with are
kwthe ormost
under 1000to
kc,
which
appropriate
brought back last week from the
casting
Agreement,
which
expires
service
to
large
rural
due
Third Inter-American Radio Con- March 29, be extended two years. render
to the greater propagation
of zones
emissions
of having
the frequency
specference in Rio de Janeiro by mem- The U. S. recommended a one-year in this trum;section
also
of
not
taken
advanbers of the U. S. delegation.
extension. Cuba demanded a new
tage of geographic
peculiarities
which
largest
of the frequenMeeting in Burmuda
agreement. It appeared likely that permitscies the
destined
tohavetheuseplaced
transmission
the
FM
band
Cuba
in inita
the
conference
of
engineers
repreIt was learned, also, that a meetposition,
preventing
senting al of the American coun- todisadvantageous
ing of U. S. and British represenrender a broadcasting public service
tries will adopt an interim agree- demanded
tatives to discuss frequency allocaby withitsitsnational
needs, in acConstitutional,
tions, will be held in Bermuda
ment, probably embodying the pres- its politicalcordanceand
social
structure.may and
ent NARBA, with amendments to Under 1000 kc, when
Nov. 19. An Inter-American ConCanada
use
Mexico
other
5 channels
vention of Broadcasters has been take care of immediate needs of the 5andchannels,
United
States
of with
America
usesor
scheduled for Havana on March various nations.
more
than
21
channels
50
kw
of these
demands the right to use more, Cubawithcan15 use
15, 1946, to perfect an organiza- theCuba
kw only
orof the
less.4 spectrum
690 kc channel, now assigned channels
tion. Dr. Jose Luis de la Rosa,
In
this
same
section
Cuba needs to be able to use 4 channels
president, and Dr. Jose Luis Fer- to Canada with KGGF Coffeyville, with
50 kw, 4with
channels
nandez, manager, of the Mexican Kan., operating with 1 kw days 20 kw, upandto2 channels
10 kw, with
and
(Continued on page 72)
Radio Assn., were named to han- and 500 w nights, as a Class I-A
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Postwar
That's a Navy Avenger getting off the ground in a
hurry . . . aided by four 330-horsepower jet units. The
jets units affixed to the fuselage resemble bombs. This
new system of plane launching cuts take-off runs from
33 to

stuff
This successful independent in this five-station town
delivers the greatest number of listeners at the lowest
cost. You can see the facts yourself . . . glad to show
them to you any time.

Reductions . . . cutting costs . . . increasing efficiency
. . . that's what everybody seeks whether you design
planes or sell a package item.
If you have something to sell in Baltimore, and are
trying to cut your radio selling cost, we offer you the
jet-moving independent station . . . W-I-T-H.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

k
Tom Tinsley, President

WITH
BALTIMORE, MD.
Represented Nationally by Headley-Reed
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We

are proud
of it, too!

WKY's
Antenna System
was
^Designed by

Glenn D. Gillett
Consulting Radio Engineer
Washington, D. C.
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FCC Postpones Clear Channel
Hearing
a
v
a
i
l
a
b
i
l
i
t
y
o
f
personnel
within
the
D.,
Westinghouse
Radio Stations
Defers Date To Jan. 16
Inc., WWSW Pittsburgh, WEW
Commission's
staff
and
among
interested
industry
groups,
were
Following Appeal
St. Louis, CBS, NBC, Associated
principal causes of delay.
Broadcasting Corp., WCAE PittsOf CCBS
3. Once the committees have
burgh, WHO Des Moines, WLS
BECAUSE of pressure of other completed their work and their Chicago, WPTF Raleigh, WQXR
work, the FCC last week postponed data has been translated into ten- New York, WHK Cleveland,
New York, WOAI San
its hearing on clear channel broadtative or final engineering stand- WNYC
Antonio, WEBC Duluth, WCAR
casting in the standard band until
ards,
a
period
of
not
less
than
Jan. 14, 1946. Action was taken three months will be required to Pontiac, WHKC Columbus, WFAA
following an appeal from the Clear prepare maps, graphs, tabulations, Dallas, John D. Keating, American Broadcasting Co., New York
Channel Broadcasting Service for
other exhibits indispensable to
Farm Bureau Federation
a three to six months deferment. and
a correct determination of the State
and New York State Conference
The hearing had been scheduled for issues.
Oct. 23.
Board of Farm Organizations,
The
three
committees
(each
of
The Commission explained that which includes a representative of Yankee Network, Memphis Publishing Co. (WMC), National
the "huge task" of processing ap- the Commission, serving as chairAssn. of Educational Broadcastplications for FM, permits,
AM and held
televi-in
man) areminCommittee
1
on
detersion construction
ers, WWL New Orleans, WSOC
ation of what constitutes a
abeyance during the war, will re- satisfactory signal, Committee 2 Charlotte, WHEB Portsmouth, N.
quiremediate
much offutureitsandtimethatin itthemust
im- on determination of what consti- H., WJW Cleveland, KPAS Pasadena, Capitol Broadcasting Corp.
tutes objectionable interference,
begin at once
prepare
for inter- and Committee
3 on determina- of Indiana, Regional Broadcasters
national toconferences
in November
tion
of
distances
to
which,
and
Committee,
Intermountain Broadand December.
areas over which, various signal
casting Corp., Minnesota BroadMore Time Needed
casting Corp., Radio Committees
strengths
are 4delivered.
Committee
is concerned with of Land Grant College Assn. and
In addition, the Commission rec- surveying
in primary and National Assn. of State Universiognized, as pointed out in a motion secondary listeners
ties, North Carolina Broadcasting
areas on availability of
filed by the CCBS, that the prelim- clear channel
service. Dallas W. Co., National Farmers Union and
inary work of the engineering com- Smythe, FCC chief
economist and Farmers Educational & Cooperamittees necessary for conducting
tive Union of America, King-Trenthe hearing could not be completed chairman of the group, said the dle Broadcasting
National
by Oct. 23. This work should be returns are now being compiled Council of FarmerCorp.,
Cooperatives,
completed by Jan. 1, it declared, and that the committee was endeavo
r
i
n
g
t
o
have
its
report
ready
for
emphasizing it intends to begin the
Dept. of Interior.
hearing
Jan.the14committees
"regardlesshaveof Oct. 23.
whether on
or not
Copies of the postponement, subed by Louismembers,
G. Caldwell,
completed
their ofwork."
sel formitCCBS
were counsent
In support
its motion, the
RADIO FOR WAR
CCBS declared that:
to the following: Crosley Corp.,
1. Until the committee determi- KSL Salt Lake City, KOMO Se$7,680,000,000
Worth
nations have been translated by
attle, KTHS Hot Springs, KWKH
End Equipment Delivered
the Commission it would be impos- Shreveport, KFAR Fairbanks, RADIO
manufacturers delivered
sible to prepare exhibits and other KOL Seattle, KFVD Los Angeles,
evidence pertinent to the hearings. KFBC Cheyenne, KTBS Shreve- $7,680,000,000 in radio and radar
end
equipment
to the
2. Despite diligent efforts, none
port, KYA San Francisco, KMBC between July 1940
and war
July effort
1945,
of the committees will have com- Kansas City, KUTA Salt Lake the
Radio
&
Radar
Division
of WPB
KOB Albuquerque, KOIN
pleted its work by Oct. 23 "or for City,
as WPB apPortland, Ore., WBAP Fort Worth, announcedproached itFriday
aObstacles
substantial
s demise. A new agency,
due toperiod
war thereafter".
and recon- WLIB New York, WSGN Birmingham, KSOO Sioux Falls, S. Civilian Production Administraversion problems, including untion, takes over Nov. 3, when WPB
Chairman J. A. Krug resigns.
Head
CPA is J. D. Small, Mr.
ETO Mission Members Feted Krug'sofchief
of staff. Figures do
not include output of 500 companies
producing
miscellaneous
items.WPB
CPA takes over remaining
By N.Y. Radio Executives Club
MEMBERS of the American member of the mission. Describing functions involved in transition to
Broadcast Mission to ETO were the 28-day tour of Europe largely peacetime production. Five main
handle industrial reguests of honor last Thursday at in a jocular manner, Judge Miller bureaus willconversion,
reconversion priorities,
the
openingof luncheon
the 1945- turned serious at the conclusion of
46 season
the RadioofExecutives
his talk to point out the responsi- field operations, international supbility of radio, as the major means
Club of New York, held at the
ply andlationdemobilization.
Littleremains
reguaffecting electronics
Roosevelt Hotel. Edgar Kobak, of communication open, in educatin the WPB-CPA program.
president of Mutual, was chairingmanEuropeans,
especially
the
Gerpeople, in the American way
man of an official welcoming comArmy received 60.5% of equipmittee, whose other members were of democracy and competitive priment going to the armed forces. It
vate enterprise.
Niles Trammell, NBC president;
varied from 90.7% radio equipment, 9.3% radar in 1942 to 37%
Murray Grabhorn, REC presiPaul Kesten, CBS executive vicepresident, and Chester J. LaRoche,
dent, opened the meeting by pre- radio and 63% radar in the first
vice-chairman of American.
senting alifetime silver member- six months of 1945.
Judge Justin Miller, new presi- Warren
ship cardJennings.
to last year's
With only $227,000,000 in plant
Next president,
meeting,
dent of the NAB, featured speaker
radiofromindustry
produc-in
at the luncheon, presented to Col. Mr. Grabhorn announced, will be expansion,
tion increased
$231,000,000
Edward M. Kirby on behalf of the held Oct. 18 under the auspices of 1939 to $2,834,000,000 in 1944.
mission which was conducted under the club's advertising agency radio These WPB figures, it was stated,
his guidance, a large silver tray, directors committee, headed by do not include some 500 companies
manufactured miscellaneous
inscribed
to "Task
Force ofKirby"
Coulter, McCann-Erickson, that
radio and electronic items.
and bearing
the name
each Lloyd
vice-president.
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WKY'S

NEW

ANTENNA

HORIZONTAL

RADIATION

INCREASED

WKY's new 915-foot antenna proves that
a radiator can be built which flattens wasted
sky waves and concentrates them along the
ground, pushing them out farther and
stronger than was ever thought possible.
WKY's "big Stick", a daring experiment,
has already proved itself more than a showpiece. Because of its radically new design,
WKY's signal is stronger and goes farther
than ever before. Its signal strength of 664
millivolts per meter (at 1 mile) is 58.8%
greater than with the same power radiating
from a standard quarter-wave antenna!
WKY, once again, has dared to pioneer
to bring better radio service to more Oklahomans and increased selling opportunities
to its advertisers.

II

WRY

5000 WATTS DAY AND NIGHT
N B C— 9 30 KILOCYCLES

Oklahoma

City

OWNED AND OPERATED BY OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The
Oklahoman
TimesDenver
— The Farmer-Stockman
KVOR,DailyColorado
Springsand— KLZ,
Mgrnt.'
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY THE (Affiliated
KATZ AGENCY

TO
ADVERTISERS
WHO
ARE
LOOKING

Most marketing experts agree that the
South is now the nation's greatest "area
of opportunity." If you feel that's true in
your industry, we suggest you consider
South Carolina as a starting point.
South Carolina is easy to cover. One station— WIS at Columbia — reaches virtually
the entire State, daytime. The WIS service
area has 74% more radio homes than
New Orleans, 185% more than Atlanta,
208% more than Birmingham.
We'd welcome an opportunity to tell you
how and why this 5000-watt station, at
560 KC, has a stronger signal (actually
delivers more microvolts) over a larger
area than is possible even to many
50,000-watt stations. Drop us a line — or
ask Free & Peters.

SOUTH
CAROLINA
5000 WATTS
•
560 KC
G. RICHARD SHAFTO J. DUDLEY SAUMENIG
General Manager
Sales Manager
FREE & PETERS, Inc., National Representatives
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'First

Man

on

Air'

Recalls

Early Days of Radio Telephone
NOTHING breath-taking like
"What hath God wrought!" were
the first spoken words on the airwaves. In fact, Lt. Comdr. Robert
J. Stull, reputedly the first man to
speakber what
on hethesaidair,thatdoesn't
day inremem1911.
The important thing is that a
small group working with Charles
Herald, a radio teacher in San
Jose, Cal., built studios atop the
Garden cause iCity
Buildingin— the
bet was Bank
the highest
city,
7
stories
—
and
sent
words
out
on the air where before there had
been only dots and dashes.
They called it radio telephone
and lartheyschedules
went every
on theWednesday
air with reguand
Saturday. The call letters were
6XE and 6XF, one for fixed, the
other mobile. The trolley lines runComdr. Stull
along the
stationningwith
DC street
current.supplied the interurban railway, flung an antenna over a high tree limb, and
"I guess we had the first commercials on, too," Comdr. Stull dropped
stream. the ground wire into a
says. "Aus music
Jose
loaned
recordsstore
for intheSanmusical
"But the best part of that was
portion of the programs, and we the electrified fish we brought home
baskets every
gave
the store
plugs." broadcasting heby the
• To test
their mobile
remembers.
"Theretimewaswe a went,"
metal
facilities, the group used to put plate attached to the ground wire
dropped
into
the
stream,
and
the equipment in a car and go to a we
field a few miles from the station. as soon as the current was turned
on,
the
fish
would
come
leaping
They plugged in 500 volts from the to the plate. If the current was upon
more than 20 seconds, we would
haveTheyaboutalsotwohaddozen
deadwith
fish."the
trouble
"ham" operators that talked back —
in Morse. "If we dropped a record
or muffed a line, a loud chorus of
Hi, Hi, Hi, would come tapping
through the receiver we kept turned
on. 'Hi' is the amateurs' signal for
laughter,"
he the
explained.
In one test,
San Jose station
talked fromernmentMare
Island into Alaska
a govradio station
with a crystal set. Later, 1912,
thev contacted Honolulu.
The station, which was the first
issued a broadcast license by the
Federal Radio Commission, later
became KQW San Jose. Comdr.
Stull is recently
electronics
researchretired
of theheadradarof
section, Navy Special Devices.

"Pardon me—WFDF Flint says
I must guarantee your future — "
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

What

else

does

If
Boston

want?

IT'S EASY TO FIGURE OUT that folks in
Boston want entertainment. But that's not
all, brother!
They want to know what's happening in
other fields, too.
They like to listen to public debates . . . parades
, . . inaugurations.
They have to hear church services— Catholic
. . . Protestant . . . Jewish.
They tune in to find out how folks live in
Brazil . . . Belgium . . . Holland and a host of
other countries.
That's why public service programs
total a full day a week on Boston's
WCOP. These service programs are carefully
balanced with entertainment programs.
And it's this balance that makes Boston
people push the WCOP button on their radios
. . . and leave it there.
There's a chance or two for you to
take advantage of this WCOP popularity.
We've got a couple of places open that
are honeys.
How about dropping us a line for the facts
and figures?

A Cowles Station
Exclusive American Broadcasting Company
Outlet in Boston

ROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising
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aimed at men slated for return to
civilian life, the AFRS station,
at Peleliu, Radio Palau, is bringing information on educational
benefits, compensation, privileges,
First AFRS
Station in Japan
and a complete series on various
civilian occupations.
The station is on the air 124
With 1 000 w Transmitter
Opens
hours weekly, with new members
FIRST
of the AFRS stations to be
Avery Commissioned
from
all three branches recently
erected within the Japanese home- TOL AVERY (known as Tol Ware
added to the staff. Ens. Grant
land, Radio Okinawa, is now oper- in radio) has been commissioned
Theis, inUSNR,
taken overCapt.as
ating on a 1000 w transmitter, with 2nd lieutenant and is now in charge
officer
charge,hassucceeding
sound-proofed studios. Staff is of one of the Far Eastern Network
Samuel J. Roley who returns to
headed by Capt. Julius Brody, mobile stations of AFRS, in Japan.
Hawaiian Headquarters of AFRS.
owner and operator of WFIG Sum- He had been a sergeant, He was
Ens. Theis was formerly with CBS
ter, S. C. Chief announcer and pro- formerly radio manager of Intergram director is Sgt. Hal Starr, of
Hollywood. Others on the staff
state Circuit Inc., Dallas, and
are: S/Sgt. Gordon Phillips (Don
KXL and KHW Portland, Ore. WFAA-WBAP Dallas-Fort Worth
S/Sgt. Lowell Colclasure, chief announcer.
Lee, Hollywood), Sgt. Bill Landrum
(WIBC Indianapolis), S/Sgt. Bill
technician, was on the engineering
Moran, USMC (WJOB Hammond,
Bill Adams a Colonel
staff at WGN Chicago. Pfc. Ken
Ind.), S 1/c Robert McGarry,
Elliot, a former announcer with WILLIAM H. ADAMS, former
USN (WBBM Chicago), S 2/c Bill
WNOE New Orleans, is featured farm director of KSFO San Francisco, now finance officer for the
Edwards,
USNR Hollywood).
(WLW Cincinon the Hi Neighbor program, taknati and KMTR
ing over for S/Sgt. Staton E. Dixon, Army of Occupation in Japan, has
* * *
of WNOX Knoxville.
been promoted to colonel. While
Shellon Station Head
CAPT. BRIAN SHELLON, former
manager of CJKL Kirkland Lake,
Ont., is now in charge of the Allied
Forces 50 kw station at Hilversum,
Holland.
$167,892,000
* * *
Promotions
KARL A. HOFFENBERG, station
manager of AFN Munich and John
A. McNamara, station manager of
CM* AFN Cannes and Nice, and Ben
Hoberman, formerly with WMFG
Hibbing,moted to first
Minn.,lieutenants.
have been pro*
*
*
*
f
f
i
Lt. Carstenson Gets Award
LT. VERN CARSTENSON, who
recently joined Armed Forces Radio
Service, Los Angeles, after 31
months overseas service, has been
awarded
Bronze
Star was
for meritorious service.
Citation
given in
recognition of his idea for a mobile
broadcasting station for Fifth
Army troops *in Italian
* * campaigns.
AAF Radio Praised
PRAISE for Your AAF was voiced
in Congress when Rep. Emanuel
Celler (D-N.
Y.) called
important contribution
towardit "an
morale
and
victory".
Produced
under
the
supervision of the Office of Radio
X*4 *
Production, Headquarters, AAF,
■it r '
headed
Lt. Col. Frederick
son, theby 10:30
program
heardBris-on
American
p.m. is
Thursday.
LUBBOCK TEXAS IS ONE
Among his remarks printed in
the Congressional Record, Rep. CelOF YOUR BEST PERMANENT
ler said that "Now that the fighting
is over, and the victory won, the
TEXAS MARKETS! KFYO's $167,892,000
program has a new and equally important mission . . . keeping Amereffective buying income is a PERMANENT MARKET — a
icans informed about our occupamarket which is the hub of a vast territory comprising
tional
air forces in Germany and
twelve West Texas Counties, known as the South Plains
* * *
of Texas Area. Dairying, grain, wide wholesale and
retail distribution, oil production, poultry raising, and
Sgt. Simmington Honored
cotton unite their vast revenue-producing power to make
M/SGT. HARRY J. SIMMINGLubbock, Texas, one of your best postwar Texas markets.
Japan."
TON, an engineer from KRGV
KFYO is the only station dominating this area with a
Weslaco,
awarded
consistent clear signal.
the BronzeTex.,Starhasforbeenmeritorious
achievement as radio technician
with the American Expeditionary
1 340
uDRlww
AFFILIATED WITH
MEMBER OF
Stations, Mediterranean Theater.
The citation said in part that Sgt.
AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO
ON YOUR DIAL ^
LONE STAR CHAIN
(Continued on page 62)
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ON THE SERVICE FRONT

finance officer, Alaska Defense
Command at Fort Greeley, Col.
Adams helped arrange for what is
said to be the first Army station.
KODK Kodiak, which went on the
air in September
* * 1941.*
Bronze Star to Moore
T/SGT. THOMAS H. MOORE, Jr.,
former commercial program manager ofgramWORdirectorNewat York,
now proHeadquarters,
AFRS, Information & Education
Division, U. S. Army Forces in the
Far East, .has been awarded a
Bronze Star by Gen. MacArthur
for "meritorious achievement in
connection with military operations". In his post as program director,sponSgt.sible fMoore
directly and
reor writing,wasplanning
producing scripts for broadcast
through the *Jungle* Network.
*
Radio Palau Changes
WITH A POLICY of programming

FOR

the

SECOHO

STRAIGHT

VERB!

outstanding work in promotion, KXOK has again r ece,v
lerican Broadcasting Company Award, presented to affiliated
is throughout the nation whose overall merchandising and
»tion program is, in the opinion of leading advertising agencies,
iding in every respect. KXOK once again has been desas a leading and enterprising "American" affiliate,
^omotion-minded" station is a successful station,
ilts for advertisers attest to the success of
KXOK's complete promotion plan
American lifeadcasttng Co
KXOK

How

Often

Do

They

Listen to News?
cross-section of radio fam- cent reported listening three times
90%)'v Listen Twice a Day * accurate
ilies
in six separate
listening areas
or more
Or Oltener, x Oil
distributed
in the northern,
mid- per
times dayor more
per and
day. 35% four
Slinw«4
^e
anc*
soutnern
portions
of
the
Farm
listeners
to newsof
Central Time Zone.
more frequently thantuneresidents
more
residents
village
and
Rural and urban, telephone and villages,
By EUGENE KATZ
than city dwellers. The
frequently
included
were
homes
e
non-telephon
Aaencu
Katz
The
Secretary
becietary, The Katz Agency,
^ ^ sampleg -n proportion to details by place of residence are
in each of the shown in the following table and
their distribution
HOW MANY times a day do lis- areas.
Though not a national sam- in the accompanying chart:
teners tune to radio news pro- pie, these 4,589 cases constitute, to No. of Times
grams? Do listeners usually dial the best of our knowledge, the ^fCten o^T
7 7.614
to a particular station for news, largest group of listeners recently One
10.1
5.5T . 3.4
orprogram
do theyhappens
listen totowhatever
news
surveyed
on
this
subject.
Their
reThree~"III"
tl'l
lo'o
st'l
Ioa
be available? sponses detail the colossal dimen- Four or more 32.4 38.2 39.8 35.0
Do
they
depend
more
for
news
sions
of
the
public's
dependence
No
Answer^.
-5
.5
.5
upon radio or newspapers?
upon radio for news during the
xoo.o ioo.o 100.0 100.0J>
To answer these and other re- war.
lated
Farm Listening Hieh izedIn samples
1941 andof again
1942 local"
sponse questions
to radio about
news, audience
we polledre-—
radio infamilies
were
in March and April of this year —
Of this panel, 90% reported that polled to determine the relative de4,589 individuals living in radio they listened to news broadcasts pendence of radio listeners upon
homes. The radio homes were an twice a day or more. Sixty-five per radio and newspapers for news.

OUTSTANDING among findings of
the latest Katz Poll is the fact that
74% of listeners prefer 15 minute
newscasts to these of shorter or
longer length. And a great majority
— 64% — prefer both straight news
and commentaries.

These surveys (made by CBS and
reported
in "Radio
Research
1942"
by Lazarsfeld
& Stanton)
employed
the question: "From which source
do you get the most of the daily
news — radio, newspapers, both
equally?"
for two successive yearsAnswers
were as19 Ul
follows:
1 U2
Radio
45.1% 58.7%
Newspapers __ 50.8% 39.6%
Both equally __ 4.1% 1.7%
100.0% 100.0%
In probing the roles of radio and
press in news dissemination in
1945, we used a different question,
but secured results closely approximating the CBS 1942 findings. The
increased dependence upon radio
indicated by both the 1942 and the
current surveys can, of course, be
attributed to the war and the
sharpened appetite for spot news
which it induced. In any case, our
£m4f Plekinq
m KfMMA
question: "What do you depend
upon most for your news — newsradio, magazines,
produced papers,these
responses: people?"
Mentions
Radio
56.4%
Newspapers
36.0%
Magazines .
6.0%
People
: 1.2%
No Answer
0.4%
Total Mentions 100.0%
Although this question was
aimed to invite a single answer,
more than half of the respondents
gave multiple answers, indicating
that a sizeable segment of the radio
audience is clearly conscious of its
dependence
upon more than one
medium
for news:
No. of Mentions %
Radio
4022 87.6
Newspapers
2569 56.0
Magazines 434 9.5
People
85
1.9
No Answer 25
0.5
Total Mentions, 7135 155.5
Total in Sample 4589 100.0
The more detailed reporting
afforded by newspapers, their
commentary
on and interpretation
Huge corn pickers like these have made
of the news, account, perhaps, for
WIBW will make this market "easy
it easy for Kansas farmers to harvest one pickings" for you! WIBW is the mostauponlargethempart,feltof bytheradio
"dependence"
listeners.
of the biggest, most profitable crops on listened-to station in this section. We have
In this connection, replies to the
the
confidence
and
good-will
of
more
question, "Do you prefer straight
record. These farm families and the agri- than five million customers in Kansas and
news reports or news commentacultural communities which they support adjoining states. For almost two decades,
tors?" are revealing. Sixty-four
per cent said they liked both;
are one of America's most profitable we've been establishing their buying
19.5%
preferred
straight news5.4%remarkets.
habits. We can do it for your product, too!
ports; 10.8% commentators;
gave no answer. Judging from
these replies, most listeners do not
sharply distinguish between these
two types of news programs. Undoubtedly, the aword
tors" was given
variety"commentaof yet
inter-it
WW
m m^0WIBW,WW—
BEN*^
LUDY
Columbia's
outlet &^
for kansas
p
r
e
t
a
t
i
o
n
s
b
y
respondents,
f7
^r
L%
Topeka
General
Manage,
KCKN,
Kansas
City
W
B
a
reasonable
conclusion
that
I
W
REPRESENTED BY CAPPER PUBLICATIONS, INC. NEW YORK, CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY, SAN FRANCISCO
(Continued on page 6 A)
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A
by

radio
the

station

is

Companies

known
it

keeps

XU-EMMEL
setts
Setts
SELLS
on

the

New

WJJD

Sales figures tell the story: 1943 sales were 100.3% ahead of
1942 . . . 1944 sales skyrocketed 82.48% ahead of 1943. And
figures for 1945 are exceeding even these sensational records!
For many years now, Nu-Enamel has spent the major part
of its Chicago advertising budget on the New WJJD.
At many times, their intensive schedule has been exclusive
with us. The sales figures, thus, are a pat on the back for
Nu-Enamel and for us as well.
Better check your fall schedules right away,
ancL call for availabilities. The New WJJD's
20,000 watts of solid SELLING power can
help fatten sales figures for you.
We specialize in results!
A TttandfaM *Pie£d STATION
BROADCASTING
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REPRESENTED

20,000 WATTS OF

POWER

THE NEW

WJJ

NATIONALLY

CHICAGO
BY LEWIS H

D

AVERY, INC.
October 8, 1945 • Page 2

FIRST to air strike views of Henry
Ford II was Robert F. Hurleigh
(left), WGN Chicago news director, who previously had scheduled a program with Mr. Ford
(right) and J. R. Davis, Ford sales
and advertising director. Hurleigh
was on goodwill tour of automotive
industry at the time.
FIFTEEN
years
Irna a Phillips,
Chi-as
radioteacher
writer,agoto left
goodas ajobradio
aactress.
schoolcago Later
audition
she
gave
up
that
career
to write radio serials, in which she has
become writers
recognized as industry.
one of theToday,
topnotch
Irna,
authoress ofoftheGuiding
Light, Today's Children
and Womenas instructor
in White
isin bacK
the classroom,
radio inwriting
at Northwestern U.

'Tropicalizatiort Plan Will Aid Radio,
Electronics Expansion in Tropic Areas
TROPICALIZATION, a system
lution of the problem included (1)
developed in the equipment man- substitution of materials less senufacturing industry during the
sitive to moisture, wherever possiwar to protect military goods from
ble, in place of those known to be
damage caused by high tempera- sensitive; (2) redesigning of some
tures and excessive humidity, will equipment and component parts
aid peacetime expansion of radio which were found to retain moisand electronic facilities in tropical
ture; (3) development and use of
regions.
fungus-proof coatTo extend the life of equipment water-resistent,
ings for equipment and parts, and
by preventing corrosion, fungus (4) adoption of special packaging
damage, and other ravages under procedures.
extreme climatic conditions, the
In the selection of suitable fungiRCA Victor Division of the Radio
cides, Mr. Eddison
much out
experimental werk wassaid,carried
Corporation of America has organized a comprehensive program of by the U. S. Army Signal Corps
tropicalization for equipment to be and other services, as well as by
used in the tropics and placed it industry, to reconcile numerous rein operation in several of its quirements.
Lacquers and varnishes having
plants.
Clifford Eddison, manager of high moisture resistance and other
qualities, and containing
RCA Victor's Chemical Engineer- desirable
ing Section, said steps toward so- admixtures of suitable fungicides,

MUSIC
WDAS

has

power-

is the on[y Philadelphia

radio station featuring three hours
of classical music every day
... In addition to
the usual musical programs,
Philadelphia's outstanding
full-time independent station
features classical music
every morning
from 10:45 to 12 Noon,
and again in the evening
from 10 to 11x45 P.M.
With "MUSIC" like this,
it's no wonder WDAS audiences have been loyal
for more than twenty years.
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Horse for Halsey
PLANS to present Adm. Wm.
"Bull" Halsey with a white
horse "Tucumcari" are originating from Tucumcari, New
Mexico. Clyde Smith, KTMN
Tucumcari, backed by Gov.
John J. Dempsey, hopes to
make the presentation on
Navy Day, Oct. 27, at San
Diego, Calif.
are now used by RCA Victor to
treat all equipment shipped to the
tropics. Coatings are applied by
spraying,cordindipping,
acg to the typeor ofbrushing,
equipment.
Packaging methods vary to meet
requirements for different types
of equipment. system,
One is inthewhich
cartonbarrier-carton
the
"barrier" consists of a thin metal
foil of aluminum or lead, backed
by a special paper which in turn
is backed by scrim cloth. The
equipment
in an ininneran
carton whichis ispacked
then sealed
envelope of the barrier material.
Next come an outer carton, a
water-proof bag, and finally a
strongsist wooden
mechanical case
shock.padded to reCBS Promotion Contest
A STATION PROMOTION contest
with cash awards totalling $25,000
is being conducted by CBS Sept. 16
to Nov. 17 to recognize and reward promotional activities of CBS
affiliated stations. All CBS stations
are eligible, and entries will be
judged without regard to size of j
community or power of station.
Judges will weigh ingenuity in use
of promotional
material
and reach
effectiveness with which
stations
their ences.
actual
and
potential
Grand award of $10,000 audigoes
to station with best all-round promotionaland
effectiveness
test. Second
third during
prizes conare
$5,000 and $2,000, with prizes of
$1,000 each to stations for best use
of guest-critic recordings, star recordings, local announcements,
newspaper ads, posters, car cards,
billboards, and movie trailers.

School of Air Expands
THE CBS "American School of
the Air"
programits series
has with
furtber
expanded
audience
the Armed Forces Radio Service,
which formerly carried only one
School of the Air program, now
carrying four transcribed programs
weekly to servicemen overseas, and
KGX San Francisco, shortwave
station, rebroadcasting entire seriestralstarting
Oct. 1America.
to Mexico,AFRS
Cenand South
will
carry
"Story
of
America",
"March of Science", "This Living
World", and "Tales From Far and
Near". KGX will carry these four
programs,
"Gateways
Music". All plus
programs
are half-to
hour
shows, and will be broadcast
in entirety.
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With this cheery greeting, the motorist
"Ma. Upt. fcfai,?/"
is enticed to the curb, and unburdened of his views, if any, on the subject of safe driving.
Daily, Monday through Friday, the roving KEX reporter interviews motorists at one of
Portland's busy intersections, in the interest of the Portland Traffic Safety Commission.
"Hey, Mr. Motorist!" is new to the air. . an educational program designed to help reduce the
traffic-toll in Portland. KEX is happy to lend a hand in support of worthy civic movements
such as this.
This is but one of the timely, well-planned public-service offerings of KEX . . Portland,
Oregon. They are integrated in a program-schedule which runs the gamut of the radio needs
and preferences of the teeming Portland area. KEX's local and network productions enlist
the attention, loosen the purse-strings, in one of the "Coast's" most impressive markets.

OREGON'S

AMERICAN NETWORK STATION

— WESTXKGBOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc—
WBZ
• WBZA
• KDKA
• WOWO
• KYW
• KEX
PORTLAND OREGON
5,000 WATT5
C
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES — EXCEPT KEX • KEX REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PAUL H. RAYMER CO.

Elliott Roosevelfs

E
IS TH

HS

SOUT

STATE
No. 1

Whether you're seeking urban or rural markets in the
South, North Carolina has what you want. In value of
manufactured products North Carolina exceeds the average of the nine other Southern states by nearly 200%;
in cash income to farmers by nearly 100%. North Carolina
is the best State in the South — and your best prospect
for productive radio advertising.

.■jS
5Ti

CAROLS
SALESMAN!

Financial

Affairs

Receive Further Probing by Congress
any representations
possible
INDICATIONS are that the finan- benefits
to the A & asP ifto the
loan
cial affairs of Brig. Gen. Elliott
Roosevelt, former head of the Texas was made, but added that after
Roosevelt
State Network, will become a po- President thusiastic
about it, Iwasfelt "so
thaten-I
litical football in Congress, with
on the spot and I had to make
the Democrats inclined to "forget" was
right then and there and
the
general's borrowed
and aI decision
did not want to do anything to
the Republicans
bent on money
a complete
incur the enmity of the President."
expose.
Chairman Doughton (D.-N.C.)
'Not Convincing'
of the House Ways and Means
From the report of A. Frederick
Committee last Monday, in a re- Olsen,
internal revenue agent, dated
port to the House, supported the
Bureau of Internal Revenue which July 21, 1945, the minority opinion
held that John A. Hartford, head included this excerpt: "Hartford
of the Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co., had made up his mind that he
was entitled
a $196,000
tax de-to would do nothing to embarrass
duction on histoloan
of $200,0000
Elliott's
not believe thatfather.
he shouldWe bedo criticized
Gen. Roosevelt. The loan was setfor
his
feeling
in
that
respect
...
tledtarybyofJesse
Jones, forformer
Commerce,
$4,000.Secre- On the other hand there is a serious
question
of
whether
Elliott
Party Conflict
treated his creditors squarely . . .
"The Committee do not feel jus- Elliott could have paid about 12
tified in challenging the conclusion cents on the dollar to his creditors
reached by the Bureau of Internal had they descended upon him en
Revenue," said the Committee ma- masse." Rep. Jenkins declared
jority report. Rep. Knutson (R.- that thesistin"voluminous
record,pages,
cong of several hundred
Minn.), ranking minority member
of the Committee, signed a minority was not entirely convincing."
report taking sharp issue with the
He said the majority of the ComDemocrats. Rep. Jenkins (R.-O.)
party matter
lines, de-to
took the floor Monday to denounce
cidedmittee,
to send"actingtheon whole
the majority concurrence in the the House," and charged his colleagues failed to take a definite
Internal Revenue Bureau's stand.
Quoting from the Treasury stand on the controversy.
Dept.'s investigation records, the
Rep. Jenkins placed in the Conminority
reportact asked:
"Whyon the
did
gressional Record portions of testiMr. Hartford
so heavily
mony by former Secretary Jones in
President's approval of the alleged which the Texan said he was asked
loan? Why was the obligation set- by the late President to straighten
tled for two cents on a dollar just
financial
inat the time the network began out Elliott's
asmuch as Elliott
had affairs,
gone into
the service. Mr. Jones told examinshowing a profit?"
ers he settled the Hartford loan
Excerpts given
from internal
Mr. Hartford's
statements
revenue for $4,000 and a $50,000 loan from
agents, also included in the minority David Baird, of New York, for
dissent, quoted the A & P execu- $500. A third loan of $25,000,
tive as saying he was given the made by Judge Charles Harwood,
impression that he and his brother, New York, was not settled, Mr.
testified.
George L. Hartford, "had been ear- Jones
Unless the Republicans force the
marked for this
loan" theby testimony
President
Roosevelt.
He said,
issue,
no further action was conshowed, he made the loan on the
templated in the House last week.
assurance of the late President
that it was a "sound business prop- WOWO Fort Wayne, Ind., has resumed
of special news bulosition and a finedenied
thing."there were weekly letidistribution
Mr. Hartford
ents nandto local
schoolprincipals,
officials. superintend-

With 50,000 Watts, at 680 k.c. — and NBC — Station WPTF
is by long odds the No. 1 radio salesman in North Carolina.
Let us send you the complete facts and availabilities. Or
just ask Free & Peters!
50,000 WATTS
— NBC
RALEIGH,
N.C.
Free & Peters, Inc., National Representatives
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Vear...

21st

--and

more

POWERFULLY
PROGRAMMED
than
• Greatest WBAL

ever!
and NBC

Program Schedule in History!
Including these new local features —
ALL NAVY

FOOTBALL

BALTIMORE SYMPHONY

GAMES

ORCHESTRA

JUNIOR TOWN MEETING OF THE AIR
NEW

ORCHESTRA

AND

CHORUS

50,000
WBAL
l£

NBC

OADCASTING

NETWORK
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WATTS
—

One of America's Great Radio Stations

Nationally Represented

by Edward

Petry & Co.
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here for the past number of years,
as before War Time this community
did not have Daylight Saving Time,
as did New York. Then after War
Time was established, Ohio as you
probably know went to Eastern
Standard Time during the winter
months. While we don't go through
a time change this fall, we will no
doubt resume this headache next
spring, if and when New York goes
Daylight munity
Saving
staysPhil
asTime
it.Woodand this comBusiness Manger
WFMJ, Youngstown
Sept. 19, 1945* * *
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
The report on tonal preferences
in your September 17th issue
should startle the industry. Remembering how much is spent to
achieve even the quality we now
enjoy, I wish the CBS study had
encompassed lower as well as
higher fidelity.
But the trend to higher fidelity
is defensible. It assumes simply
that radio's medium exists to reproduce sounds, not to create or
modify them. The engineer who
faithfully transmits studio speech
it.
and music to the public fulfills his
responsibility. It is for someone
else to answer if the public dislikes
Agreed that the medium is fast
stepping
beyond its passive
role ofa
slavish reproduction
to become
genuinely creative instrument. It
has opened an exciting artistic
field. But in serious music electronic manipulation can be conativestruedworkas tampering
of others. with the creThe authors do not think that
public preference
"medium"
fidelity
springs fromforhabit.
They
point out that we enjoy full fidelity in conversation and in the concity
cert hall. But I regard their alternative hypothesis
that "abecause
narrowit
tonal range
is preferred
sounds
better"
as
a
tautology
and
not an explanation.
Remember the struggle of the
recording companies to introduce
transcribing? No doubt
**' electrical
*
s
i
l
to an entranced public, the old
*
*
o
t
noise-makers
"sounded
tbey
Nor do the authors
recognizebetter."
that
we concede to radio what we will
not tolerate in real life — we cheerfully blindfold ourselves. This doutVve
Se
t»
ve
blecessstandard
made man
radio'scansuc-be
tV
possible.hasHence,
the
victim
of
a
narrow-range
t
s
o and still enjoy full toneradioin
nvhabit
ordinary,
non-radio
life. the
He two.
expects different
things from
yO»
So
I
suggest
we
give
the
public
e
c
i
Off fidelity. It will learn to aphigher
preciate it. To conduct a suitably
controlled experiment in range
preference, CBS should have called [
in people who have never been
subjected to electronic reproduc-,
BEN LUDY, GENERAL MANAGER, KCKN, KAN6AS CITY. . . WIBW, TOPEKA
tion
ivory-towered mor-'
tals —canif besuchfound.
ELLIS ATTEBERRy, manager, kckn, kansas city
Tom
Wertenbaker,
Assistant Manager,
Upstate Broadcasting Corp.
CAPPER PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
WNBZ
CHICAGO 1: ISO NORTH MICHICAN AVENUE CENTRAL S977 Sept. 30, 1945.Saranac Lake, N. Y.
mohawk 4-3280
(Continued on page 38)
DOUGLAS 5220
KANSAS CITY 6: 300 WALTOWER BUILDING VICTOR 3064
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Letters to the Editor
with the local dealer or
(Broadcasting will print "Letters share
dealers.
to the areEditor"
of general
which
not more
than 500interest
words
If radio will act as a whole, perhaps through the NAB, we can
in length.)
get quicker action which will result
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
in
a
healthy
business of which we
There will be millions of adver- are not rightfully
getting our
tising dollars spent by appliance share.
and automobile dealers, the cost of
L.
W.
Shapiro,
which will be shared between the
Valley Broadcasting Co.,
manufacturer and dealer in local
WSTV Steubenville, 0.
mediums. It's time for us in radio
Sept. 28, 1945.
*' * *
to stop beating our breasts and go
out after this business which is
going largely to the newspapers. EDITOR, Broadcasting:
The reason most manufacturers
You" to
froma "God
CharlieBlessCrutchfield
give when asked to share in deal- theMaynoteI add
concerning possible Dayers local radio advertising is, "We of WBTlight Saving
Time schedules.
feel ourcient tonetwork
program
take care
of ouris suffilocal
I think everyone in the industry
recognizes that this has been a
dealers."
Strangely magazine
they do and
not headache
consider national
in the past. It seems reasonable that radio has grown into
newspaper campaigns in the same
a
large
enough
child now that we
light, and in most cases, have prepared newspaper campaigns for can stand on our own feet and say
use in local newspapers and for whether or not we will accept Daywhich they pay a proportionate
light Saving Time.

NEW YORK 17: 420 Lexington avenue
SAN FRANCISCO 4: 12*7 RUSS BUILDING
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It seems to me that basically the
networks are responsible for past
Daylight Saving Time confusion
and that only by our refusing to
"go along" will we ward off this
semi-annual
in the fu-of
ture. Surely,"upheaval"
as representatives
their stations, NBC, CBS, ABC and
MBS can refuse to go along on
future Daylight Saving Time schedules. Admittedly the center of population is in the Eastern Time
Zone, but there are still some 600
or 700 radio stations to be affected
in thecific time
Central,
zones. Mountain and PaPhil Hoffman
Vice-President
Cowles Broadcasting Co.
KRNT Des Moines
Sept. 20, 1945* * *
Following is a letter to Mr.
Crutchfield forwarded by him to
the editor of Broadcasting:
I note with great interest your
note to the editor in Broadcasting
of Sept. 17. This time change headache has been semi-annaal with us

Pictured above
the Pinkney
one of Amarillo's
tutions, (left)is Two
members Packing
of the Company,
Pinkney personnel
looking local
over instisome
champion 4-H beef.

Amarillo's

Mocal

MARKET

"MARKET-MAKERS"
Amarillo is the distribution center for
Northwest Texas.
All business barometers give the Amarillo market excellent post-war rating.
Amarillo's
$152,000,000wholesale
in 1943. volume was over
Receipts in the Amarillo market area
(1944) on oil and gas, cattle and wheat,
were $325,000,000.

STABILITY

Now, more than ever before, the stabilizing influence local
industries exert has become a vital market factor.
Amarillo has her full share of local industries. Immense
wheat and mill elevators, refineries, tank manufacturing
concerns, cotton-seed oil and cake companies, power
plants, manufacturers of paints and varnish, and scores of
others to be found on the local industry roster create
large and regular industrial payrolls.
KFDA

Knows

Its Audience

That's why KFDA's programming is carefully keyed to
local tastes. The combination of ABC programs and local
presentations insures maximum listener response to your
sales message. KFDA does "tell them and sell them."
^Amarillo,

Texas

• JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
A NUNN STATION
National Representative
HOWARD P. ROBERSON, Mgr.
AN AFFILIATE OF THE AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY

NUNN STATIONS
KFDA,
Amarillo, Tex.
WLAP, Lexington,
Ky.
WBIR,
WCMI, Knoxville,
Ashland, Ky.Tenn.
Huntington, W. Va.
Studio
Owned— andN. operated
bv
GILMORE
J. LINDSAY NUNN
NUNN and

WMBD Works Out Policy for Allotment
Of Time for Controversial Questions
PODICY for guidance in selling applicant, and must be submitted
time for discussion of controver- to station 48 hours in advance.
sial issues has been worked out by Program time must run at least
WMBD Peoria, 111., in an effort to five minutes, and no product or
service advertising will be persee that "all interests are treated mitted.
with justice and equality."
The one-time national advertising
Edgar L. Bill, president of Peoria Broadcasting Co., said WMBD rate will
and all suchaccording
broadcasts mustapply
be identified
will provide free or sell time, de- to regulations
3.409,
pending upon circumstances in Communications inAct Section
of 1934. Time
each case, for discussion of public
be allotted "with due regard
questions and controversial is- will
sues. Each request will be consid- to all the other elements of balanced program scheduling."
ered on the basis of subject's
merit, contribution to public interest, degree of public interest, and
Albert Lincoln Salt
status of applicant with regard to ALBERT LINCOLN SALT, 80, rerecognized law and policy enforcetired president and chairman of
ment agencies and public welfare. the board
of Graybar Electric Co.,
Program material must be pre- Inc., distributors for Western Electric Co., New York, died in the
sented in talk or speech form only,
by authorized representative of United Hospital, N. Y. Oct. 1

J

KFH

Reap

CFCY
Serial

LABOR problems didn't bother Lt.
Josephmer labor
L. relations
Miller, USNR
director(1),of forthe
NAB, when this shot was made
last month with Jack Stone, WRVA
Richmond correspondent at Manila.
Now back in the States, Lt. Miller
was one of the first Americans to
enter Tokyo Sept. 6 as escorting officer of a labor paper editor's group.

Wichita

your share of this GOLDEN CROP
the-minute farm and market news
There's more gold than ever be- but
for news of all manner of new
fore in Kansas' 1945 wheat crop.
which their stored -up
Third biggest in size, this year's products
can buy.
$300,500,000 harvest broke rec- capital
ords in dollar value. And with the Whatever you have to tell or sell
to "the solid section", your message
war's end, Kansas and Oklahoma
farmers are listening eagerly to will yield a good harvest on that
KFH, Wichita, not only for up-to- selling station, KFH.

KFH
WICHITA
WICHITA IS A HOOPERATED CITY
CBS • 5000 WATTS DAY & NIGHT
CALL ANY PETRY OFFICE
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Protests
Transfers

Day
'Soap Shows'
Removed
To Government
Station
CBA
TRANSFER OF daytime serials
of Lever Bros., Procter & Gamble,
and Colgate-Palmolive-Peet from
privately-owned CFCY Charlottetown,
P. E. I., toN. theB., government's
CBA Sackville,
resulted in a
protest advertisement by CFCY in
newspapers of the area. Said
CFCY in the advertisements:
"The management of CFCY
wishes to assure listeners that the
removal of the daytime serial
stories from CFCY was in no way
due to CFCY action. The station
was obliged to go on the Dominion
network last year at the insistence
of the CBC, which is the government corporation controlling all
broadcasting in Canada. For the
first year we were left with the
daytime commercial shows.
"In this, the second year of the
Dominion network operation, the
CBC has, of Sept. 1, removed all
daytime commercial shows from
CFCY, causing us the loss of many
thousands of dollars, and you, our
listeners, the loss of many fine
programs. The business we have
lost through this change has been
given
to the
Sackville.
We CBC's
shall beowngladstation
to havein
a return of the business at any
Promised Replacements
Advertisements appeared over
the signature of K. S. Rogers,
owner
time." of the station, and one of
the pioneer Canadian broadcasters.
CFCY operates with 5 kw, CBA
with 50 kw. For some years after
the building
CBA it rate.
went Now
to ad-it
vertisers ataofnominal
isCanada
a basicnetwork.
part of the CBC TransDominion network stations, made
up entirely
privately-owned
stations exceptof for
the key station,
CJBC Toronto, owned by the CBC,
have been promised daytime commerical serials or commercial programs to replace the soap serials.
So far no daytime shows have
been placed on the Dominion net,
but it is understood that a number
of inquiries for daytime sponsored
nets are now under consideration,
including
a second
daytime Procter & Gamble
soap serial.

Associated Files
ASSOCIATED BROADCASTING
CORP. last Tuesday filed suit
American Court
Broadcasting
Co.
inagainst
the Federal
in Chicago,
asking that American be enjoined
from using
term for
"ABCdamages
Network" and alsotheasking
sustained
from
American's
current
use of that identification. Suit is
essentially a duplicate of that filed
earlier in Grand Rapids which was
dismissed when the court disclaimed
jurisdiction.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

ELECTRONIC TELEVISION
IS AN RCA DEVELOPMENT
This is the twelfth in a series of advertisements showing that RCA engineers
developed the basic essentials of the
electronic television system — including
tubes and circuits.
RCA built the first all-electronic television transmitters and receivers — the
first commercial television station —
established the first television relay system— presented the first electronic theatre television — was the first to televise a baseball game and a Broadway
play; and was first to televise from an
airplane.
RCA is, and will continue to be, the
leadercial intelevision.
practical,
successful
You may
expect commerthe best
of all kinds of television transmitting
and receiving equipment from RCA.

BUY MORE WAR BONDS

12.

THE

"LARGE-SCREEN"

RCA engineerses designed, and
RCA factori built, the first
electronic home-television receivers. The pictures received
were small, but wonder at the
miracle of their transmission
dominated the minds of the beholders. The latest type of RCA
Victor home-television receiver,
shown here in demonstration

RECEIVER

form, has a built-in, 16" x 21"
screen, which permits comfortable viewing by a large group of
people. The projection system
that makes this possible uses
"reflective" optics to attain much
greater efficiency than ever before. This system was developed
entirely by RCA engineers.

The Fovntainhead of Modern Tube Development is RCA

RADIO

CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION . CAMDEN, N. J.
In Canada, RCA VICTOR COMPANY LIMITED, Montreal

WFIL Changes Policy
On Free Time for Causes
JACK STECK, WFIL Philadelphia, program director, has reorganized the station's public service
policy relating to free time granted to organizations for promotion
of recognized causes.
The plan will limit the organization's message to time prescribed
by NAB for a comparable commercial show. It was put into operation because organizations seldom
secured services of professional
speakers and poor radio technique
resulted in loss of listener interest
and general lessening of effectiveness of the radio coverage.
Station explains that the new
policy increases its service since
professional assistance of WFIL
program department will be given
in addition to free time.

\\0»
y\0» *
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Queen for Day
OF MANY letters received
from listeners to the Mutual
Queen for a Day program,
WMOH Hamilton, 0., gave
special attention to one from
Mrs. Donald Diver, who
submitted the name of her
14-year-old daughter, Barbara, as a candidate so Barbara could ride in an airplane. Since the program
originates on the West Coast,
there was little WMOH
could do in connection with
the program, but Don Ioset,
executive director, saw to it
that Barbara was made the
WMOH Queen for a Day.
He arranged with Joe Hogan,
operator of the Hamilton
airport, to give Barbara a
long airplane ride.

Hicks Says Patton's Position in Row
Over Denazification Is Understandable
GEORGE HICKS, American Broad- week, following complaints that he
casting Co. commentator, returned kept Bavarian Nazis in office.)
from two years overseas with a
"Just about 99 per cent of the
conviction that "you still have to Germans still living, not counting
do business with the Nazis in Ger- the aged, children, and those confined in insane asylums, are Nazis
many"— and an equally strong
feeling that the GI can lick his own at heart or were members of the
postwar problems.
party wisesimply
to doorotherwas to bebecause
liquidated
sent
"I read about General Patton's
to
a
concentration
camp,"
Mr.
Hicks
latest
row,"
he
told
interviewers
can Patton get to help
in Chicago, where he took part in said. "Who Germans
but these forU. S. Steel's Theater Guild of the controlmer the
Nazis?
They all protest that
Air debut Sept. 30, his first com- they were never
Nazis
at alL but
mercial broadcast after he rewho
and
what
they isare."
turned to the States. "I believe I he Toknows
Mr. Hicks the big thing
not
can sympathize with his predica- the trouble
encountered in keeping
ment," he added.
the
Germans
in
line
but
the
fact
(Gen. Patton was relieved of his
"there are still thousands of
3rd Army command and of his post that
as administrator of Bavaria last our boys overseas with a job to do.
If people insist on thinking the
war is a big production number it
won't be long before they'll start
forgetting about the few who are
still holding on to a dirty, unwanted job, but a job that has to be
done," he added.
"If I were to say anything to
the American people it is this : The
war will never be over until every
American serviceman is back home.
Getting them back is the biggest
jobHefacing
said America
in talkingtoday."
with scores
of veterans and ex-servicemen
since returning to the States he
found almost identical reactions to
civilian life: It's wonderful but
who gave people the idea we have
to be put to bed? Let the GIs
alone,
he contended,
and they'll
lick their
postwar problems
the
same way they did the Germans.
"It seems illogical that a man
who can live under the terrible
conditions of war, who has met
and defeated a powerful enemy,
should be treated like a baby by
his friends and family. The discharged veteran has problems, certainly, but no greater than those
he Mr.survived
overseas."
Hicks said
his own immediate
plans,
other
than
as commentator on his
the assignment
U. S. Steel
program,
are astilllotindefinite.
"I learned
in two years
overseas about what makes people
tick. I think men who reported,
either for press or radio, the story
of the war will be able to do a
great
on covering
front. job
Certainly
we can the
neverhomego
back to the hysteria most of us
indulged in, in describing a lot of
special
calmer andin
able to events.
be a lotWe'll
morebe objective
GRAND
RAPIDS
our reporting. I think the American public
will welcome the difference," he declared.
Community Sing

^

\ VA^^

AMERICAN'S Ladies, Be Seated
cooperative program, heard Mon.Fri., 3:30-4 p.m., started a daily
community sing by audience Oct.
1, led by a housewife picked from
the audience before broadcast.
Prizes will be awarded weekly.
PAUL H. RAYMER CO., Sales Representatives
BROADCASTING
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THESE
20
WSM
YEARS

DISTRIBUTION

ICE-BREAKER

Most of WSM's listeners never saw an ice-breaker. But they have given
first place in their hearts for twenty years to an ice-breaker you can
use, right now, in getting your goods moving at normal speed up the
channels of distribution. WSM uses no dynamite . . . just a spearhead
of human warmth. Strictly speaking, WSM is an ice-melter which
blankets an area of five million people with a clear-channel, 50,000watt friendliness that means smooth selling for our sponsors.

THE

STATION

POSTWAR

HARRY STONE, Gen. Mgr.
DEAN R. UPSON, Comm. Mgr.
EDW. PETRY & CO., Natl. Reps.
BROADCASTING
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THAT

HAS

KEPT

OPEN

SELLING

50,000 WATTS
650 KILOCYCLES
CLEAR CHANNEL
N. B. C. Affiliate
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Letters to the Editor
(Continued from page 32)
TOTAL RANGE PREFERENCES FOR CLASSICAL MUSIC
67%
58%
Cross-Section43%Listeners
15%
12% 21%
38%
27%

m
NARROWh°%VS. MEDIUM MEDIUM VS. WIDE
83%
Professional Musicians

1
NARROW VS. WIDE

NARROW W.de
VS. MEDIUM
Narrow

WWSAS CITY
BOWER INDEX WHB
June-July '45
22.1
WEEKDAYS P.*.
20.7

Station
A

15.0

37.6

Station
B

Slatiort
c

16.1

12.0

Station
D
14.6

32.0

15.2

7.8

18.3

13.1

11.3

5.6
2.2
3.8

mythw
1.9
17.0
8 *. W.- tP.H 25.9
. . . and these are HALF of the
National Advertisers who use WHB
(Listing continued next month)
HEATING,Coal ETC.
Carey
Salt
CONFECTIONERY
Duffs
Mixes
Sinclair
Adams
Clove Gum
Chiclets
Duffy
Mott
Bituminous Coal
Edwards
Coffee
Beechnut
Rentyne
FOOD PRODUCTS
Employer's
General
Foods
AGRICULTURAL
„
Lumberman'sLiability
Mutual
General
Mills
Insurance
American Bird
Products *v,orynB.
^te'BCandyJeanuts
Dwarfies
Wheat Germ Westminster
Breedlove
Nursery
Whiz
JEWELRY Safety
Kellogg
Company
Hartz
Mountain
Products
WilburSuchard
Wrigley
American
Razor
PUlsbury
Feed
Kraft
Products
Gillette Watch
Safety Razor
Nutrena MiHs
ELECTRICAL
Lipton SoupCherry Bureau Helbros
Company
AIRCRAFT Airlines Hoover
Northwest
Parker
Pen
Bendix
Washers
Mid-Continent
Ovaltine Purina
MEDICAL
Prest-o-Lite Batteries Ralston
Douglas
Aircraft
Eoman Meal
Bread
Pratt
Whitney
Absorbene
FINANCIAL
Boots &Aircraft
Aspertane
H.Household
O. Peet Finance
& Company Pickwick
Rutherford'sCoffeeChili
Anacin
AUTOMOTIVE
Baum Bengue
Continental Oil
NationalEstateSmallBoardBusiness Standard
Bromo
Quinina
Skinner Mfg.BrandsCo.
Kefinoil
Real
Sinclair
Oil
Camp Tenderoni Carter Pills
FOODGENERAL
PRODUCTS- Van
Socony Vacuum
Quaker
Oats
Cystex
Doan's
Pills
Washington
Apricots
BREWERS
Aristos FlourBread
Tablets
Butternut
Alpen
Brau Beer
Dr.OliveEdward's
Wilson
Milk
Ballantlne
Blue
Bonnet
Margarine
Wonder
Bread
Ex-Lax
U. S. Breakfast Food Dr.
Feenamint
Pierce's
Pabst BlueBeerRibbon Beer Bond
CampbeUBreadCereal
Wheaties

office
Sales"
at any "Spot
DAVIS and
'phoneare DON
For WHB Availabilities,
Fall schedules
roomin for
vertisers who'd likestillto"fluid"...
use programs we've
or spots
the more
boomingadKansas with
City "agency
market. point-of-view".
You'll like doing. . business
with advertiser
WHB-the
station
where
every
awithclientthewhohappymust
get hisinmoney's
worthCity
in areal
results.
Swing alongis
medium
the Kansas
Kansas
^..HArrison 1161
New YorkCity
City 400Scarritt
MadisonBuilding.—
Avenut
Chicago.
__360 North
Hollywood
.Hollywood S31S
.Hollywood
Blvd.Michigan^.
atStreet.
(
San Francisco
S Third
KEY STATION for the KANSAS STATE NETWORK

MEDIUM VS. WIDE
NARROW VS. WIDE
rWWf Medium
J No Preference
Editor, Broadcasting:
tors of Broadcasting went dotty
I have been reading with much over cross-hatches. As a mattei
interest Broadcasting Magazine of fact, the legends at the bottom
of September 17th.
of page 32 in the September 17th
Am I hopelessly confused or is issue of Broadcasting to which
the diagram at the bottom of page Mr. Roosevelt refers were reversed.
Correct pattern is above.
32 allrowwet?
caption Medium
reads "NarversusTheMedium,
verNarrow
Yet sus
theWide,index
to theversus
graph Wide".
shows
dots used for "Medium" and a
Robert T. Bellaire
broad
cross-hatch
for
"Wide".
this is correct, the statement atIf ROBERT T. BELLAIRE, former
the end of the paragraph at the American correspondent in the Far
East, died in Tokyo Sept. 30 as a
head of thefessional
second
pro- result
musicianscolumn
favor athatnarrow
of a jeep accident. At the
range is incorrect. The graph shows outbreak of the war he was manager of the Tokyo Bureau of UP,
that 83% prefer the wide range
and only 7% of the medium.
and was later interned by the JapaClearly, there is something
nese. Repatriated on the Gripsholm, he was frequently heard on
wrong. Can you enlighten me?
Nicholas Roosevelt
American preceding the Japanese
New York Times
surrender,
was to have
continued his and
commentaries
for that
September 17, 1945
network from Japan, where he was
Editor's Note: We can. The Edi- representing Collier's Magazine.
Picture of an Advertiser
Listening to His Commercial on
WNAB
BASIC-AMERICAN IN
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
Concentrated Audience in the Nation's 59th Market
Bridgeportstantial isgains one
baby thatpost-war
threatensperiod.
to ehow216,621
subin thewarhere-now
people inin the1910Bridgeport
$90,270,000
retail sales.metropolitan
The Chamberareaof spent
Commerce
nays
30% eany-to-get
more is expected
in post-war. Here's real sales
potential
on WNAB.
AVAILABLE IN COMBINATION WITH WATR, WATERBURY
REPRESENTED
BY RAMBEAU
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Advertisement)
Music

Is

Again

Accented
on
WBIG
lege. Hoffman's areprograms
of piano
The chorus,
"Music featurHall"
interpretations
one of the
most orchestra rieties"
andshow.male
looked-forward-to in the Euterpe
ing John Barton, basso, are heard
schedule. A newcomer to Greens- in selections such as "Too Much
boro, Mrs. John S. Urbans, takes
and "Lassus Trombone."
over in February, followed in Mustard,"
of the Air", a preview
March by Lome Grant. The April of "Theater
Columbia and local programs
which
are
to
be heard that day and
programsvision of Mrs.
will beV. under
the
superB. Higgins and the one following,
has a varied
Miss Jane Hess, contralto, has selection
of
music,
devoted mainly
charge of the programs in May.
The Civic Club of the Air, heard to the popular type. This is a MonMonday, Wednesday and Friday feature.day through Friday, 11:00 a.m.
at 10:15 a.m., continues to hold
End-of-the-day music is heard
the interest of the Magic Circle
listeners as it has for the past every
night at 11:30 MOON",
on " 'NEATH
SOUTHERN
rated
five years. Announcements of civic THE
as WBIG's outstanding local proappeal are aired with the musical
gram.
.Memory
tunes
by
male
quarportion of the program presented
tets; soft blended voices of choirs;
by Margaret Banks at the solovox. sweet, flowing strains of the strings
Any type of music is likely to be — are all combined into an unheard on the Civic Club program,
interrupted half-hour of musical
with popular current tunes being gems for relaxation — music to
featured.
dream by, to read by, to divert one's
A program of long-standing on mind from the cares of the day.
In making out the program schedWBIG is the "Golden Quarter
ule for the coming months, MarHour", presented
everymorning
Monday,at
Wednesday
and Friday
garet has not overlooked the wealth
11:45. For fifteen years the Duke of talent to be found in the institutions of higher education located
Power Company of Greensboro has
brought to the WBIG audience the in the Magic Circle area. There are
best selections to be obtained in both more than a dozen colleges located
new and old tunes. This year the within the fifty mile radius and all
the facilities of the stasame high standards are being ob- are offered
tion, as are the grammar and high
served for the program and name
bands will continue to be heard. schools.
"The Golden Quarter Hour" has one
Among the schools heard regularof the largest followings of any
over WBIG are Woman's College
program of its type on the station. of lythe
University of North CaroTo add spice to the listening the
Margaret Banks, Music Director
lina, second largest
girls' school
the
nation;
Greensboro
College,in
Southern
Baking
Company
offers
WBIG, Greensboro, North Carolina
"Southern Varieties" every week- Elon College, Guilford College and
30 p.m. A different type of two Negro establishments, Bennett
To augment the outstanding ar- Eskey, Woman's College music ma- musicday atis1 : played
day, ranging College and the Agriculture and
ray of musical programs carried
jor from Richmond, who by an ex- from waltzes toevery
hillbilly and folk Technical
College.
quisite touch lends to the program music
over the
through itsnetwork,
affiliation withstation
the Columbia
a memorable singing quality from
WBIG's
music department reFor the tobacco growers and
Radio Station WBIG in Greens- the strings of her violin.
ceived many citations for its moThe Greensboro Euterpe Club, other rural residents Margaret has
rale-building efforts during the
j boro,
North
Carolina,
through
the
station music director, Margaret
a mid-day program, Mon- war. "Music In War", a stirring
of the South's oldest musical planneddays through
Fridays
at
1:15
p.m.,
I Banks, has planned for the coming one
article
written
by Margaret Banks,
I fall, winter and spring seasons a organizations,
sified schedule has
thatoutlined
promisesa diverto be of more mountain, folk and hillbilly appeared in the Congressional Recmusic,
presented
under
the
sponsorI processed schedule of musical pro- one of the club's best. The Euterpe
ord, and similar articles have been
grams. Every local program going Club programs will be heard over Warehouse
ship of Webster's
in a number of national
in Madison.and Planter's published
out over the WBIG air lanes will WBIG
every second and fourth
magazines.
With the advent of
Memories of yesterday are peace the tempo
be personally supervised by her. Wednesday of the month. Miss
of music toat keep
the
No detail will be too small — the Clarence Earl Anderson, soprano, is brought back to the mother-and- station has been changed
; briefest transcribed interlude will in charge of the October programs, father audience on Thursday eve- attuned to the times.
be of ranking importance. The one on one of which she will sing. Nonings at 8:00 o'clock, when the
Continuing her vital interest in
thing Margaret has kept uppermost
"Songs the
of theWBIG
Gay mike,
Nineties"
parade
program John
is underMedearis.
the di- before
setting
the the music life of the station Marrectionvember's
of Mrs.
in her mind as she has diligently
garet has recently announced a
scene for pleasant reminiscing of
worked for months is that the vast Leroy Wilde will feature the the
era just past.
scholarship to be awarded by WBIG
audience in the Magic Circle area Greensboro College Glee Club in
the study of music Any girl
The original arrangements and for
will receive enjoyment and pleas- seasonal music during the Decem- instrumentations
of 1900 selections living within the Magic Circle is
ure out of each and every note of
ber
programs. January's
for the one-thousand dollar
music played.
be presented
by Mark programs
Hoffman, are presented on Monday mornings eligible
scholarship, to be used anywhere in
Highlight of musical activities at will
\ the station is the WBIG Concert dean of music at Greensboro Col- at 10:00 in the "Music Hall Va- the United States. Applications will
be reviewed by five members of the
Ensemble which is active again
Euterpe
Club,based
who primarily
will make upon
the
; after a six-weeks vacation. The
final
decision,
Ensemble is featured in a five-aON
YOUR
the applicant's ability.
week program,
"Restfulof Music",
1470 DIAL
A completely diversified schedule
); under
the sponsorship
W. H.
Andrews, Jr. The program comes
was
COLUMBIA NETWORK
musicMargaret's
for WBIG aimandintheplanning
outlook theis
I just at the twilight of day, 7:00
a season that will linger for a long
! o'clock, when the quarter-hour intertime in the minds of the audience
I relaxation
lude of care-ceasing
music Recent
brings
of WBIG.
In Greensboro, N. C.
and contentment.
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addition to the group is Norma Lee
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NEW FIRM FORMED
BY A. KUDNER STAFF
JAMES H. S. ELLIS, representing
the staff, and Mrs. Arthur Kudner,
representing the estate of the late
Arthur Kudner, announced the
business of Arthur Kudner Inc.
will be carried on by Kudner
Agency Inc., a new company
formed by the staff for this purInitial stockholders, who also
will be members of board of direcpose.
tors: James H. S. Ellis, president;
Hayward M. Anderson, Samuel D.
Fuson, Schuyler Kudner, Edward
J. Owens, Robert D. Stewart, vicepresidents; Blackwell Smith, secand Shafto Dene. retary-treasure ; G.G. Christensen
A substantial block of stock is
being held for future issuance to
present and future staff members.
Agency will continue in same
headquarters in Rockefeller Center,
New York, as well as same offices
in Detroit, San Francisco, Honolulu, and Washington, D. C.
Navy Anniversary
EMERSON DRUG CO. Vox Pop
program will be broadcast from
the U. S. Naval Academy at Annapolis Oct. 8 on CBS, when it
joins
celebration Onof academy's
anniversary.
Oct. 10 100th
Kay
Kyser and his College of Musical
Knowledge program, sponsored by
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., will
broadcast from the Naval Academy
at 10 p. m. on NBC.

Y

MARKET
PORTER BLDG., KANSAS CITY, MO.

EVERETT L. DILLARD ELIZABETH WHITEHEAD
General Manager Station Director

Pioneer FM Station in the Kansas City Area
Ask for Rate Card
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Statement of The Ownership, Management, Circulation, etc., Requiredgres obyf August
the Acts24, of1912,Conand March 3, 1933
Of Broadcasting
Broad-at
cast Advertising,Combined
published Withweekly
Washington, D. C., for October 8, 1945.
District
of
Columbia
—
ss.
a notary personally
public in appeared
and for
theBefore
Districtme, aforesaid,
Maury Long,
who deposes
having and
been saysdulythatswornhe
according
to
law,
is the business
manager ofAdvertising,
Broadcasting
Combined
With Broadcast
that
the
following
is,
to
the
best of andhisof
knowledge
and
belief,
a
true
statement
thedaily ownership,
(and ofifthea
paper, the management
circulationthe) , date
etc.
inaforesaid
the abovepublication
caption, for
required by theshown
Act
ofof August
1912,embodied
as amendedin section
by the 537,
Act
MarchLaws3,24,and
1933,
Postal
Regulations:
1. That the names and addresses of the
publisher,
editor,
aging editor,
and editorial
business— director,
manager manare:
Publisher
Washington,andD. Editor
C. Sol Taishoff,
Editorial
DirectorD.— C.Robert K. Richards,
Washington.
Managington, D.Editor
C. — Art King, WashingBusiness Manager
ington, D. C. — Maury Long, Wash2. That the owner
ownedmustby bea
corporation,
name is:
and (If
address
stated and alsoits immediately
thereunder
the
namesing or and
addresses
of stockholders
ownholding
1
per
cent
or
more
of
total
amount ofporatiostock.
If not
by a corn, the namesmust
andbe owned
addresses
individual owners
given. If ofownedthe
by a firm,
company,
otheraddress,
unincor-as
porated concern,
its nameor and
well
must asbe those
given.)of each individual member,
Broadcasting
Publications,
Inc.,
Washington, D. C;Tash
Sol Taishoff,
Washington,
D. C; Betty
Taishoff, Washington,
D.
C.
3. Thatgage s, the
known bondholders,
mortand1other
or holding
per security
cent or holders
more ofowning
total
amount cofurities abonds,
mortgages
or
other
re: (If there are none so state.)seNone,
4. That the two paragraphs next above,
giving theholders, annames
of the owners,
if any,stockcontain not holders
onlyd security
theas listtheyholders,
of appear
stockholders
and
security
upon
the
books
of
the
company
but
also,
in
cases
where
the
stockholder
or
security
holder
appears
upon
the
books
of
the
company
as
trustee or intheanyperson
other orfiduciary
relation,
the
for
whomnamesuchoftrustee
is acting,corporation
is given; also
that the said two paragraphs contain statefull knowledge
and beliefments
asembracing
theaffiant's
circumstances
andand con-seditionsholders
undertowho
which
stockholders
curity
do
not
appear
upon
the
books
of
the
company
as
trustees,
hold
stock
and ofsecurities
infide aowner;
capacityand other
than
that
a
bona
this
affiant has no reason to believe that any
otheranyperson,
or corporation
has
interestassociation,
direct or indirect,
in the
assaidso stock,
stated bonds,
by him.or other securities than
Sworn to and subscribed Maury
before Long.
me this
1st day of October, 1945.
Nathan
(Seal)
NotarySinrod
Public.
(My commission expires October 15, 1948.)

Lakes Shipyard.
MIDLAND:
Home of Dow Chemical Co.
TOTAL:
101,520 Radio Homes.
NORTHEASTERN
MICHIGAN'S ONLY
NBC STATION
SAGINAW BROADCASTING COMPANY
610 Eddy Bldg Saginaw, Michigan
NATIONAL
HEADLEYREPRESENTATIVE—
- REED CO.

Om. t. Momnsb*, IL PASO, TEXAS

BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

A

Mandsome

Market

at a Most

Remarkable

Price

• Most people think of Louis XIV of France as one of the greatest spendthrifts of all time. Yet personal thrift was an actual habit with this monarch. When
planning a lottery for his court, he wrote his Minister of Finance to buy the prizes in
his own name, in order to "get the handsomest things at a reasonable price."
To advertisers contemplating Baltimore as
a rich, post-war market, WCBM offers intensive coverage, with an eye to thrift. A Baltimore habit accounts for this.
Since Baltimoreans know that they can depend on "1400 on the dial" for consistently
fine radio entertainment, "listening to
WCBM has become a habit in Baltimore."
John Elmer
President

BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

ujCBm

Free & Peters, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
George
H. Roeder
General Manager
5
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G . BENNETT
LARSON of has
executive adelphia
direction
WPENresumed
Philafter an illness
which he was hospitalized
for fiveduring
days.
GAYLE V.ofGRUBB,
for 17 yearsCity,
general
manager
WKY Oklahoma
has
resigned. HAASE,
WALTER
manager
of
WDRC
Hartford,
has
been Conn.,
elected
president
of Hart-for
ford Ad Club
new
year.
ROBERT J. COAR,
director
of the the
raSenatedio rooms
and ofHouse
of
Representatives,
isbornfather
of25. a girl
Sept.WILLIAMS,
GENE
Mr. Grubb
manager of KPRO
Riverside, Community
Cal., whoHospital
has been in River-a
heart sideattack
a month ago,following
has been
moved turn toto hishisdeskhomeby and
Nov. expects
1. to reLT.
WILLIAM K. Pacific
McDANIEL, USNR.
Amphibious
terminal leaveForce,
and will beFleet,
retiredis onto

jil
inactive status
in mid-November.
He
formerly
assistant
REYNOLDS,wasand
general
managertoto that
ofROBERT
KMPC
Hollywood,
previous
had
been with
Scripps-Howard Radio and
NBC.
1942. He was commissioned in Jan.
MAJ. BIRNEY IMES
Jr., owner
WCBI
Tupelo,inof
Miss., andColumbus
applicantandfor WELO
new station
Meridian,leased fromMiss.,
expected totostations.
be reAAF,toisaccording
He
will
return
WCBI, Maj.
headquarters
for
Mid
South
Network.
Imes
has
been In service five years.
RAY JORDAN,
manager
of
WDBJ
Roanoke, Va., Assn.
has beenBroadcasters.
elected president
of Virginia
Other
officers
elected areof EDDIE
WHITLOCK,
manager
of
WRNL
Richmond,
vicepresident;
JOHN
W.
NEW,
commercial
manager of WTAR Norfolk, secretarytreasurer.
CHARLES of H.WBTCRUTCHFIELD,
manager
N. general
C, has
been
appointedof district
byCharlotte,
Gov. 4 Gregg
as chairman
of the Cherry
North
Carolina Symphony Society campaign.
LOUIS H. PETERSON, president of
WSSV Petersburg, Va., has been ap-

Once

pointedfor co-chairman
of publicity Chest
comlocal Community
Drive.
CYmitteeNEWMAN,
assistant
manager
of
WSSV,
has
been
named
member
of local War Finance Committee for
Victory Loan Drive.
BRIG.dent oGEN.
DAVIDgeneral
SARNOFF,
f RCA written
and
officer inpresithe
Army, has
an article
titled
"Science
for
Life
or
Death",
discussing
atomic lishenergy,
ed in bookletwhich
form. has been pubLT.
COL. ofEDWARD
A. DAVIES,
vicepresident
WIP
Philadelphia
charge
ofchairman
sales, has
been organized
appointedin Officers
acting
of
newly
Reserve Club of Philadelphia, which
n.includes officers of World Wars I and
PAT
STANTON, general
manager hisof
WDAS
has tocancelled
trip
tobutPhiladelphia,
England.
Hehe might
was
leave next
week
learned
to book
back to thenotV. beS. able
for
six
monthspassage
or more.
SIDNEY
J.
FLAMM,
managing
director
of WPAT Paterson, is chairman of the
radio publicity
committee
for the Community Chestcommunities.
Drive at Paterson
and
surrounding
ROBERT
D.
SWEZEY,
vice-president
and general manager of Mutual, will
speakcialonRadio""Public
Service
and Commerat fourth
annual
luncheon Hotel,
of Oct.
TheNew25Pulse
Biltmore
York. Inc., at the
BILL
PABST,
manager
of
KFRC
San
Francisco
and during
theof warthe attached
tolieutenant,
the aviation
section
Navy
has passed his examinationas
for a private pilot's license.

-In -A- Lifetime

OPPORTUNITY

STATION

MANAGER

for
An important network station, independently owned, on regional channel has a oncein-a-lif etime opportunity for a thoroughly
experienced station manager. Station has
high production standards, sales leadership
and top audience ratings. Successful applicant
will have the opportunity and responsibility
of guiding station to even greater standing.
Every applicant's background will be thoroughly investigated. Salary commensurate
with ability. Write fully. Negotiations in
strictest confidence.
Box 271, BROADCASTING
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CommERCiHL i
HERMAN
(Sunny)
FIELDSmanager
has beenof
appointed
commercial
WPAT
Paterson
replacing
LEWIS
KING,
who has office.
opened his own stationA.
representative
GEORGE
on leave
from
NBC DIEFENDERFER,
Chicago
department
since
March
1943former
as asales
Navy
lieutenant,
returned
to
his
post
Oct.
2. He
replaces
LOU TILDEN,
who resigned
Sept.
radio Chicago.
department
of
Sherman1 to& head
Marquette,
TOM Sales
MALONE,
former salesman
for
Spot
and
previously
with
WABC
New
has joined
the New
sales York.
staff of
Adam York,
J. Young
Jr. Inc.,
RICHARD
GERKEN,
released
from
the
Navy WPAT
after four
years sales
service,force.has joined
the
Paterson
W.
L.
RAMBO,
formerly
in
charge
advertising
and public
relations
forof
Associated
Telephone
Co.,
Santa
Monica.
Cal., has executive.
joined KMPC Hollywood as
account
CHARLEStrol er of RYDER,
auditor andhas compKNX
Hollywood,
been
elected
Hollywood
Kiwanis Club
board of todirectors.
BABETTE
RYAN, hastraffic
manager Joinof
WIP
Philadelphia,
resigned
American
Broadcasting
Co., New toYork.
BOB
RUSSELL,
manager
of
Chicago
office of Adam J. Young Jr.the Inc.,
has
become a stockholder in the corporation.
WILLIAM
HUTT, formerly
KOTN
Pine
now with
localCity.
time
salesmanBluff,withArk.,
WKY isOklahoma
KSAN
San
Francisco
has
appointed
William G. Rambeau Co., Los Angeles.
New
York, as exclusive national representative.
V. N. ager(Bud)
manof publicity
KXOKSPRINGGATE,
St.director
Louis, sales
andstation,
BOB
TERRY,
are
in Chicago
contact for
advertisers,
network
and tradeto papers.
JAMESager of A.WWNCHAG Ashevllle,
AN, commercialC, isman-on
business trip to Chicago andN. Cincinnati
and isturn ttoo station.
leave for New York upon reJOHN
formerYorkcaptain
instaffAAF,of G.American.
hasHOAGLAND,
joined the New
sales
WILLIE KISSICK, account executive
for four
yearsmanager
with Spot
Chiago, is Joseph
now
ofMcGlllvra
theSales,Chicago
officeis ofcassisted
Hershey
Inc.
He
by
BILL
SAUERSTROM.
JAMES
W.
LeBARON,
former
manager
ofof New
Chicago
Yorkoffice,
office.is new sales manager
SGT. MARIE
A.wasHIGGINS,
former
NBCAP
traffic
clerk,
pictured
in anTimes
Radiophoto
in
the
New
York
Sept.
as she greeted
Generalissimo
Chiang27 Kai-Shek
in Chungking.

Krents Opens Office
MILTON
KRENTS,for radio
director of theE.Council
Democracy
and the American Jewish Committee for nine years, will open his
own offices in New York shortly
as a program consultant, specializing in public service broadcasts. He
plans togramsproduce
public service
for organizations
and prowill
package counts,
showscontinuing
for commercial
achis work with
the
American
Jewish
Committee's
radio activities, producing Eternal
Light on NBC. Mr. Krents during
the war was radio adviser to the
Office of Civilian Defense in Washington and was a member of the
radio Board.
committee
of the
War
Among
his Writers'
network
productions were Stephen Vincent
Benet's Dear Adolf programs in
1942; cathe
Day; Listen
of Reckoning
broadsts in 1943
to the People,
byTheBenet,
and
Morton
Wisbengrad's
Battle of the Warsaw Ghetto.
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Reprints of letters received from lAdolph J.
Rohm, Jr., president of the St. Louis Newsand Louis
WilliamTypographical
J. Gibbons, Union,
presidentpaperof theGuild; St.
who was ciliation
chairman
of
the
Inter-Union
ConSeptember is, 1945
Committee.

paper Guild
St. Louis NewsNcwtptp*
C. I. O.
Guild,
No. «7, Amtricn
LkJ„
M7 North MtS StrKt
St. Louis, Mo.

*r
Burbaoh
GeneGeor
ral geMaaaM ger
Radio Statloa KSD
11X1 Olivo Street
St Uui*# Mi.aourl

September 10, 1945.

Burbaonoh,KSD,
e 1£.Stati
eorg
Mr.G
Radloa Post
o/o
h,
St. Louis
12th
and Olive,-Dispatc
St. Loula, KisoBBpi.
Deer Mr. Burbaoh:of the St. Loui" »B*B**2I 5he^alTand objective
Soncillat
t be fairlook_out
am ^ news
ar is ins
Banner in ionvtoichCommit
yourte estatf orlonpre
ot other
from the f^^1' f^er Publi shins Company during the
*

- — T^sr^SeS^infs^^.

■journalistio objectivity.

"w Mr Burbaohi

»»t of that
KSD had tho ...illl ' tho new"* ^
**P*rt.
".puto

Si.^o^.j^rjsS^
^
radio m«w.u r.portiif^^h"^Mard for
a, « a Q<nrzsz
jr*

•»

Sincerely yours

Yours ;t,
very trul
«<*. the ,^r.?s
wky

OT,r

Prepaid eat, St
•uiTTypographioai
Uaioa Ho. &
Chalrmaa, Iater-uaioa
Coaoiliatloa Coiaalttoe

Which
St. Louis Station?
During the five-day period, August 24th to 28th, while the St. Louis
newspaper strike was in its second week, Edward ©. Ooody & Company, radio research bureau, asked 2,624 St. Louisans this question:
Which Radio Station Have You Been
Listening to Most for News Broadcasts During the Newspaper Strike?
Of the 2,135 listeners who expressed a preference, the answers were:

KSDSTATION "B"
STATION "C"
STATION "D"
ALL OTHERS

From August 16th to September 7th, when publication
of St. Louis' three daily newspapers was suspended
because of a Newspaper Carriers' strike, Radio Station
KSD not only strived to provide as many regular newspaper services as it possibly could, but also endeavored
to cover the news of the strike with the maximum
thoroughness and impartiality. The degree of success
which attended KSD's efforts in both . respects is reflected in the survey results reprinted in the lower
left-hand corner of this page, and in the letters
reprinted above.

40.47b
28.1%
14.2%
10.1%
7.2%

At a time when RADIO was virtually the sole source of
News in St. Louis, KSD's traditional thoroughness and
reliability of news coverage — and KSD's policy of not permitting its news broadcasts to be interrupted by middle
commercials — made possible this re-affirmation of KSD's
position as the station which more St. Louis listeners prefer
for the NEWS.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

KSD
ST.
LOUIS
• 5S0
KG
Owned and Operated by the
ST. LOUIS
POST-DISPATCH
National Advertising Representatives
FREE
&
PETERS, INC.
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CO-ORDINATIO
It is the skill of intelligently combining all
factors involved in a successful performance
that trademarks the "All-American."
In Fort Industry Company radio broadcasting it is the co-ordination of effort, starting
with the dotted-line acceptance

to the final

push info homes of the nation, that puts "AllAmerican" meaning into: "If it's a Fort Industry
Station you can Bank on it!"
We

have learned from experience that

those who know us intimately recognize this
skill of co-ordination as a tremendous factor
in their success in Fort Industry markets. To
those who do not, we would like to introduce
"Broadcasting at its Best" in these important
markets.

THE

FORT

WSPD
5,000 Watts and NBC
TOLEDO, OHIO

INDUSTRY
COMPAN!
WGBS
WWVA
WAG A
10,000 Wotts and American
5,000 Watt* and American
50,000
Watts and Amerirj
ATLANTA, GA.
MIAMI, FLA.
WHEELING, WEST V*

WHIZ
250 Watts and NBC
ZANESVILLE, OHIO

IT'S

A

FORT

INDUSTRY

WMMN
5,000 Watts and Colombia
FAIRMONT, WEST VA.

STATION

WLOK
250 Watts and NBC
LIMA, OHIO

YOU

CAN

BANK

!

FCC Speed -Up
RADIO'Sment,GREATEST
is on. Governbroadcasting artgrapple
and manufacturing
industry are in the throes of allocation developments as they affect FM, television, facsimile.
The extent to which these services, which
spring from the vacuum tube, will grow and
thrive depends basically upon the allocations
provided. There's the question of regulations.
FM allocations are all but fixed. The story
of unlimited facilities and ample room for
thousands of stations no longer fits. There will
be more stations, of course, but the number
will be limited in the larger markets. So there
will be freer competition, but not free competition that was so fervently sought.
In television, at this stage, there will be
very few facilities in the larger markets, s»
limited that the FCC proposes rules which
would require time-sharing — only six hours
a day is proposed. Yet secondary areas could
get more facilities than they would ever need.
This, the FCC says, will be only temporary.
The question naturally arises as to whether
a station, operating only six hours daily, can
support itself. Television will have to pass
through a developmental stage of red ink, as
did aural broadcasting. But the cost factors
are considerably higher, not only as to basic
equipment but in programming. The labor factor probably is the biggest single item.
There's no doubt about the effect of these
factors upon prospective applicants. Many
present-day licensees aren't as enthusiastic
about getting into these new fields as they
were. A good portion of them never were
very anxious anyway. Then, the writing of
stringent regulations to govern these services
even before they are under way has dampened
the ardor both of licensees and newcomers.
The FCC has a tough job in getting these
new services started on the right foot. It is
deplorably understaffed in both its engineering
and legal departments. It is determined not
to become the bottleneck.
isn't thefrom
FCC Congress
making haste
quickly?
ItsButmandate
in thetooCommunications Act is to encourage the wider and
more effective use of radio. By throwing regulatory road-blocks in the paths of the new
services it can hardly be encouraging new
capital — or even old — into these fields.
Hit-and-Run
JIMMY PETRILLO, the sour grape merchant,
has pulled his hoodwink-Houdini act again.
Nettled by the NABET victory over his
AFM in the matter of platter-turner jurisdiction, he interrupted musical programs on NBC
because two affiliates — WSMB New Orleans
and WAPO Chattanooga — hadn't capitulated
to local union demands. Then he disappeared.
for Congressof the
to blow
whistle
on It's
this time
concertmeister
brass the
section.
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Vitamin NAB
A REVITALIZED NAB under its new president, Justin Miller, moved with swift certainty
against mountainous problems last week.
Immediate action was taken by the Board
toward developing an expanded Labor Department.
A plan for a series of news clinics was
adopted.
Meetings were held with representatives of
FMBI . . . meetings which should lead to
abolition of the duo-association setup.
Indeed, the staid NAB, plodding along with
Percheron
like canter.purpose, suddenly broke into a coltThere has not been as much action in
organized broadcasting circles since Paul Porter became Chairman of the FCC and the
Great Paper Flood burst the tidewalls of the
Commission licensing division.
Amidst this bustling activity, Justin Miller
moved quietly and cautiously. He was listening— and learning. He has demonstrated insight and courage, but even more important,
a quality of restraint which personifies the
practiced jurist.
Of significance among the developments attending the Board meeting was the parley
with representatives of the FMBI. The NAB
with more firmness than it has heretofore
demonstrated indicated that it is not an Association of Amplitude Modulation Broadcasters.
In fact, it does not modulate in any direction,
up or down or back and forth. It is — and it
alwaysthathasencompasses
been — a broadcasters'
association,
and
all forms and
degrees
of the art: AM, FM, TV derivatives thereof.
There is a basis now upon which FMBI can
afford to dissolve its organization and unite
with NAB. The latter probably should establish an FM department — yes, and a television
department, also.
The decision to expand its labor department
activities is a wise one. In the new forms of
broadcasting which the future betides, problems
of labor relations will be multiplied. An intelligent pattern for handling them should
be established now.
There was a great deal of discussion about
improving the public relations effort of the
NAB, the spearhead operation of any association. Much more will be heard about this,
and soon.
Judge Miller's scholarly inaugural address
was received with attention. He marked carefully the pattern he would follow in leading
the art to a fuller life of service by the American system. He had, in a letter, the blessing of
President Truman, who wrote: "Past achievements (of broadcasters) further demonstrate
that those who have developed the service to
its present state are not content with merely
maintaining the status quo."
It appears that the NAB is awakening.
This is not intended as a reflection upon those
who preceded Judge Miller, but a reflection in
fact upon the membership which has stood at
dead calm for too long on association matters.
Judge Miller becomes the spark to rekindle
enthusiasm. Let us hope that he has lasting
qualities and will, under adversity and beyond
the flush of inaugural impetus, keep burning
brightly the will of the members to build for
better days.

ALCUIN WILLIAMS LEHMAN
INthen
THE assistant
SPRING toofthe1929,managing
A. W. Lehman,
director
of the Assn. of National Advertisers, was
given the job of compiling available
information about radio as an advertising medium. This assignment proved something of a
stickler. While a number of advertisers had
used radio with varying success, Al could find
nothing
statistics. that came under the head of basic
Then Eastman Kodak Co. passed on to other
ANA members some figures on listening to its
program, based on interviews conducted by
Crossley searchInc.firm toOther
this for
remakesponsors
similarengaged
interviews
them and early the following year "The Adat Radio",
Archibald
Crossley vertiser
andLooks edited
for written
the ANAby by
A. W.
Lehman, was distributed to advertisers and
agencies.
This volume, the first overall report on radio
listening — dealing with such topics as potential works,
audience,
of net-of
record comparative
broadcasting, popularity
best selection
programs, when people listen, measuring a
program's effectiveness,
plishments and its cost —broadcasting's
clearly showedaccomthe
need for a continuing audience measurement
service. Crossley on March 1, 1930, began field
work on the first industry study, working with
an advisory committee of advertiser and
agency research men called the Cooperative
Analysis
secretary. of Broadcasting, of which Al was
Four years later, when the CAB took over
supervision and sale of the radio surveys,
operating on a mutual basis as a membership
organization, Al was appointed secretary and
general
supervisory
entire CABmanager,
operation.
Aften tenheadyearsof the
in this
post, dentonof theMarch
1,
1944,
he
was
elected
presiCAB, his present position.
Looking back on 15 years of radio research,
Al said recently that when the CAB was
formed
didn'tof know
whether theradionational
was aadvertisers
real medium
communication orjust an expensive plaything, let
alone whether it was a primary or a secondary
advertising medium.
"These questions answered themselves as
knowledge
radio tobecame
available,"
declared.
"I about
have
come
that
differ-he j
ence between
whether
any think
medium
istheprimary
or secondary depends on how much knowledge I
we have of it. If a medium slips behind in supplying that knowledge it tends to become a
secondary medium. Today, as a result of the
work of the CAB and other radio research
(Continued on page 48)
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KOIN

1/ifaii$e&

KOIN vice-president Arthur R. Kirkham confers with Pacific Northwest
Tradeparticipants
Association(leftleaders
this area'sFrank
potential
future.
Broadcast
to right)on : Kirkham,
E. McCaslin,
president Portland Chamber of Commerce; John A. Laing, association

a

director; and S. S. McKeen, Vancouver, B.C., president of the association.
with backs
(from left)of: Kemper
Seattle Seated
businessman
and E.to camera
G. Rowebottom
Victoria,Freeman,
deputy
minister of Trade and Commerce for British Columbia.

PEACE finds the Pacific Northwest ready, willing and able to cut loose and hit its postwar stride.
Foreign trade looms large on the horizon. Our scenic-endowed playgrounds are destined to become
the nation's No. 1 mecca for tourists. Abundant hydro-electric power beckons manufacturers. Lumber
and agriculture are "solid".
UPON

THE PEOPLE depends this future. "Where there is no vision, the people perish."

KOIN encourages Northwesterners to keep dreaming and reaching, planning and working for the
Greater Pacific Northwest. The station's postwar development department is in good working order.
This is exemplified by its detailed news-and-interviews coverage of the recent PACIFIC
NORTHWEST TRADE ASSOCIATION meeting in Portland.
It ta6e& cut informed

community

fo intone a bound $utun&

PORTLAND,
mm

OREGON

FREE & PETE R S, Inc.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

Respects
(Continued from page 46)
groups, we have a superabundance
of knowledge about radio that
makes it probably the most primary
of all media, despite the lack of
'circulation records' such as are
available in the publication field.
"Radio couldn't have an Audit
Bureau of Circulation," he stated,
"so
it had toParadoxically,
develop new radio
research
techniques.
has
been so successful in supplying information that makes it easy for
the advertiser to spend his money
intelligently in radio that it has
forced other media to follow its
example."
In addition to his radio research
activities, Al has played a promi-

nentniquespartfor other
in newmedia.
research
In 1941tech-he
resigned from the ANA to open a
joint headquarters for the CAB and
the Advertising Research Foundation, of which he was then technical director and is now managing
director. From the spring of 1943
to July 1944, Al was managing director of the Traffic Audit Bureau,
a tripartite effort of the ANA,
AAAA and Outdoor Advertising
Assn. of America, continuing as
technical consultant until January
of this year.
Alcuin Williams Lehman — the
first name is for the educator at
Charlemagne's court for whom Al's
father, a minister of the Dutch Reformed Church, had a great admiration; the second is his mother's

ISO
MILLION

maiden name — was born June 13,
1897, on East Steuben, N. Y. Following the first world war, in
which he was stationed at Fort
Ontario, Oswego, N. Y., where he
recalls most vividly sentry duty
"keeping the Canadians from invading Newthe United
States,"
Al en-of
tered
York U.'s
School
Commerce.
Following
graduation
in 1923 he spent several years in
merchandising, but when the chance
came to join the ANA staff in 1928
he left the chain store business
flat.
Married to the former Adelina
Perrotty, hattan.Al He lives
in midtownbetween
Manis currently
hobbies, since the transportation
situation has curtailed his landgardening and
experiments
as a
weekendscapefarmer
he is too busy
for tournament bridge. He is a
member of the executive committee
of the Market Research Council;
chairman of the N. Y. U. School of
Commerce Alumni Committee for
the Employment of Returning Veterans, and a member of the Albany
Society, American Marketing Assn.
and Radio Executives Club.
Fightcasts for Vets
VETERANS at 30 military hospitals can now hear Friday night
fight broadcasts the morning after.
Gillette Safety Razor Co., Boston,
is transcribing the bouts, including commercials, for the hospitals in
the eastern time zones, under the
auspices of J. P. Spang Jr., president of Gillette. Previously the boys
were unable to hear the bouts be10 o'clockIn "lights-out"
order cainuse of thehospitals.
addition to
the broadcasts on American, Gillette sponsors the bouts on WNBT,
NBC bervideo
and in52Septemrenewedstation,
for another
weeks.
NBC, DuMont & GE have given
about 60 television sets to the hospitals in the area, so bouts also
may be viewed via video. Agency
is Maxon Inc., New York.

fnef-affer faxes)

If ever a city bulged with buying
power, it's South Bend, Indiana!
South Bend bank deposits approach
$110,000,000.00, 2% times greater
than the boom year 1928!
War Bonds held by South Bend
citizens are well in excess of
$132,000,000.00!
South Bend postal savings, more
than $8,000,000.00, lead the entire
state of Indiana.

OPERATING LICENSE for walkie-talkie
communications
system
has been
sued by FCC
Paramount
PicturesisInc.,
deviceattoisFlagstaff,
being used
locationand work
Ariz. in film

JOHN agerBODNER
has beenof named
ofservice
the chain
retaU bymanradio
set
and
stores
operated
FM
Radio
&
Television
Corp.,
Riverside.
Cal.
He
has
been
with
Brush
Electric
Co.
New handling
York state.RCA retaU contracts in
RALPH L. POWER Adv., Los Angeles,
has
re-established
itsforexport
division
and will works,
act agencies,
as agent
stations,
netprogram
and
script
.firms in Australasia. Clients include
Victorian
Broadcasting
Network;
Broadcast EntertainmentPty;Pty;
CentralProvince
MurRadioray Broadcasters,
Pty; stations Western
2UE 3HA
3TR
3SH.
CARLTONnouncer, KADELL,
Hollywood
has been elected president an-of
Los ingAngeles
chapter of AFRA
succeedKEN
CARPENTER.
remains
aofficers
board include:
member. GEORGIA
Other Latter
newlyBACKUS,
elected
FRANK MARTIN, JAMES DOYLE,
CARL BAILEY,
first toJOHN
fourth KENNEDY,
vice-president ERIC
respectively:
treasurer;
SNOWDON,
recording
secretary.
New
board
members
HAL
BERGER,
THEODOR
VON
ELTZ.are
CATHERINESINGLETON,
LEWIS, WALLY
PENNY
PAUL MAHER.
McVEY,
FRANCESMr. LANGFORD,
SALLY SWEETLAND,
GOULD. Bailey, Mr. Martin, BILLY
KFI Los Angeles has set up a special
transcription and recording service department which is available
to adverSMITH tising
is inand talent
charge agencies.
as manager.LYMAN
CHARLES
C.
FLARIDA
Jr.,
executive
with Stewart
& Assoc.,
New
York,
prior to Brown
service with
the Army,
has established
his
own
market
search organization known as CharlesreC. Flarida
bar Bldg., Jr.NewInc.,York.located in the GrayCHARLES REED JONES, for eight
years director
of advertising
for Republicto Pictures
New York,
has
resigned
join Corp.,
Songdirector
Lyrics
Inc.,
New
York,
as
editorial
of
Hits, Latest Hit Songs, Movie Sengs.Song
WARNER
TOUB,
released
fromof AAF.
has joined
radio
department
Ken
Dolan
&
Co.,
Hollywood
talent
service.
ABNER J. GELULA & ASSOC., Atlantic
City,augment
is to open
offices public
in Philadelphia
tolabor
relations,
relationsservice
and inadvertising.
C.
E.
HOOPER,
president
of
C. fallE.
Hooper
Inc.,meeting
will address
opening
luncheon
of
the
radio
group
of18, the
American Hotel,
Marketing
at Sheraton
New Assn.,
York. Oct.
PAUL
GARDNER,
formerly
with
script
department
of American,
Oct. 15 as associate
editor.joins Tune In
FRANK
HEALY
has
resigned Hills,
from
ACal.,& talent
S Lyons
Agency,
service,
to setBeverly
up his own
radio packaging organization.
HARRY
J. VINESZenith
has been
elected vicepresident
Radionics
New York, ofsubsidiary
of Zenith Corp.,
Radio
Corp.,eralChicago.
has been firm
genmanager ofMr.theVines
distributing
GRACE KING, former secretary to BOB
NOVAK
of
Mutual's
production
staff,
has joined
New
York. Mildred Fenton Productions.

Remember this, too— today ,with taxes
on a "pay-as-you-go" basis, South
Bend's 250 million dollar backlog
represents real NET buying power.
Our latest Hooper is convincing proof
that the way to tap this bonanza is
through WSBT. Send for a copy—

COLUMBIA
NETWORK

HH
f
SOUTH BEND

Paul H. Ray m»r Co, ,National R«pr*Mnlativ««
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960 KC
1000 WATTS

In peace, as in war, this densely populated area of DIVERSIFIED Industry
continues its steady pace of producing steel, coal, pottery, clay products,
chemicals and glass. . . NO RETOOLING— NO RECONVERSION. There
are 437,600
SPENDERS in Southwestern Pennsylvania—johnSELLlaux.them
through
WJPA.
MUTUAL NETWORK
For further details on Friendly Group Stotions. write
SPOT SALES, New York. Chicago, Son Froncijeo. Los Angeles
WSTV WFPG WJPA WKHY
STEU8ENVILLE.O..
WASHINGTON, PA., KINGSTON.
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Western
is

taking

Electric

orders

NOW

Our wartime job as the nation's largest producer of communications and electronic devices is nearing completion and we're
ready to take your order for equipment, at firm prices, without
priorities or certificates. Some of the equipment listed is ready
for immediate delivery, other items will be ready soon. Orders
will be filled in the order in which they are received.
See your Graybar representative for the latest information on
equipments in stock, and the delivery dates for other apparatus.

250 Watt to

SPEAKERS: 750A,751B,753B andC,
and others.

FM TRANSMITTERS:l, 3,10,50 kw.

TUBES: Standard tubes for broadcasting and allied fields are currently available.

AM TRANSMITTERS:
50 kw.

SPEECH INPUT EQUIPMENT:
23C, 25B and 22D.
MICROPHONES:
639 A and B.
PHASE

MONITOR:

632A, 633A and
2A.

AMPLIFIERS: 106A, 117A, 118A,
120B, 124A through G, 129A, 130A,
131 A, 132 A, 133A, 1126B and many
others available now.
REPRODUCER:

BROADCASTING
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ANTENNA EQUIPMENT: Line
branching, phasing and coupling equipment with accessories — 1 kw to 50 kw.
PLUS

Panels, receivers and attachments, rectifiers, and accessories.

Buy all
the Keep
VictoryallBonds
you can
— and
you Buy!

9A.
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PRODUCTIOn

WILLIAMtion manager
TROTTER, former
produc-Is
Memphis,
now supervisorof ofWHBQproduction
and
programs
at
WNOX
Knoxville.
CHARLES
PLANCHARD,
former
program
director
atas WJBO
Baton Rouge, La., to WNOX
announcer.
DEANE
MOORE,switchboard
announcer,operator
and TINAof
MONSELLO,
KHJ
Hollywood,
were
married
In that
city on Sept. 26.
BOB
DWAN,
released from
Maritime
Service,
has
resumed
post
as
NBC
Hollywood producer.
PAGE GILMAN, who portrayed Jack
Barbour
in NBCthe "One
Family"
before joining
Army, Man's
hasandbeen
mgontededtotstaff
o first oflieutenant
is proass
i
commanding
general
atformerly
Korea. HeAmerican
is son of western
DON E. GILMAN.
division
vice-president.
DICK BERTRANDIES, former producer
of KPO leasedSanfrom theFrancisco
recently has
reNavy asandlieutenant,
returned to the KPO-NBC staff.
WALT HARRIS,
from KIRO
Seattle,
to KFRC announcer,
San Francisco.
ANDY
PHILIP,andformerly
of CFGP
Grande
Prairie,
JOHN
BISHIPRIC,
recently released from the RCAF, have
joineding staff.
the VIRGINIA
CJCA Edmonton
announcTHYNE,
PEGGY
MILLER,
RUTHERFORD
have
joinedandthe WALT
CJCA continuity
staff.
BILL
SULLIVAN,
formerly
with
WKNE
Keene,
N.
H.,
has
jointed
announcing
staff of WFEA Manchester.
FRANCIS
known as "Maumee
ValleyofMcNERNEY,
Squire"
is father
a girl. on WTOL Toledo, O..
KARL Toledo,
NELSON,O., chief
announcer
of
WTOL
before
enteringto AAF
in
earlyas 1943,
returned
the
station
programhas manager.
He made
68Europe.
combat missions as B-26 pilot in
GEORGE
_TOMLINSON,
with KOMA W.Oklahoma
City, andformerly
JACK
GULLER,bury, Md.,formerly
with
WBOC Salisannouncingare
staf of new
WSSVadditions
Petersburg,to Va.,
LUELLA HOSKINS, former acting chief
and program
the radio sec-in
tion, Officesupervisor
of War ofInformation
Cairo, tion,Egypt,
is now chief,
radioof secpublic
information
bureau
the
North
Atlantic area of the American
Red Cross.
BOB
GOTSCH,
record turner
KXOK
St.
Louis,
has returned
to theat station
after
Marine.six months service with Merchant
WALTER DANNER, office manager of
CBS
a girl.research department, is father of
ZEKE
MANNERS
his hill-billy
music starts
Oct. 8andMonday
through
Friday
4:30-5
p.m. on released
WINS NewfromYork.
Manners
was
recently
Army
and
previously
had
been
on the
the
air for 15 years.
NORMANducer, wil CORWIN,
CBS
writer-proFair Oct. 17 speak
and onatOct.the 18Boston
will be Book
first
intoa be"Meetgiventhe atAuthor"
series
oflecturer
talks
the
Boston
Public Library.
EDDIE DUNN is new announcer on
Procter
&serialGamble
daytimeFlakes.
programCo. on"Rosemary"
CBS for
Ivory
GORDON
HEATH,
announcer
at
WMCAof
New
York,to hasplaybeena leading
granted rolea leave
absence
in the
New York stage play, "Deep Are the
COLUMBIA NETWORK
JEFF
RADLEY,
announcer
of
WPEN
Roots".
Philadelphia,
vous breakdown.is suffering from a nerJOHN DORIAN, released from V. S.
Maritime
has
joined announc* $54 million
ing staffmerly wasofService,
WFILWCOL
Philadelphia.
with
Columbus,He O.for(Sales Management)
PETER
ARNELL,
former
of
WPEN
Philadelphia,
has announcer
been signed
for commentaries
for Paramount
newsreels.
LEON BARZIN, conductor of WQXR
Represented by Howard H.Wilson Co. New
York orchestra, will be guest conPage 50 • October 8, 1945

J-Jf
dutwo
ctor of Buffalo
Philharmonic
Orches-on
tra
for
concerts
of that society
Nov. 16 and 20 at Buffalo.
ELLIOTT
writer of
NBC centralROBERTSON,
division pressstaffdepartment,
Chicago,sion'shasprogrambeen
transferred
to divi- SOMETHING
production
department.
JIM CAMPBELL,
former American
NEW WILL
Broadcasting
Co., Chicago,
is now freelancing
in Chicago.announcer,
GRACEen's andM.children's
JOHNSEN,programs
director atofAmeriwomBE ADDED!
can,drespeaks
"Broadcasting
Chiln" at theon meeting
of the for
Pioneer
Radio
Council
and
Parent
Teachers
Assn. of Springfield, Mass., Oct. 8.
DON BESTOR,
of is"Gloom
if thebuild
old another!
garage can't hold
Dodgers"
WHNconductor
Newof York,
com- And
it— he'll
poser toofon"Avenue
Americas
March",
be played
intheconnection
with
the
ceremonies
changing
thetoname
ofAvenue
Sixthof Avenue,
New
York,
the
Right now Iowa farmers are buythe Americas on Oct. 20.
ing everything they want and can
MARTHA
MICKEL,andformerly
with
KINY
Juneau,
Alaska,
at
one
time
with
obtain. As restrictions
WWDC Washington,
is new Fort
member
of legitimately
are lifted and other articles again
continuity
staff
of
WOWO
Wayne,
Ind.
become available, their purchasing
BOB PHYDODD
succeedsat CHARLES
MUR-N. power is going to surprise many a
as announcer
WDAY Fargo,
D. Murphy is now with KIRO Seattle. manufacturer.
CARROL SMABY, after three years
service overseas
the pianist.
Army, hasWAR-renedGERRELLS,
to WDAY with
asformer
staff
lies in the state's averRENturHeldt
vocalistrejoined
with The tip-off
age farmlastincome.
was
Horace
orchestra,
$7,672.
year In
at '43
leastit20%
WDAY as vocalist. LARShas BIRKLID,
known turnass to station
Texas Ranger
And it's still mounting. What
Oct. 15. on WDAY, re- more.
JACK
has shifted
New it amounts to is a newly discovered
York
toMYERS
Hollywood
assistantfrom
to BUD
market for luxury items!
EDWARDS,
westernasofdivision
program
operations
manager
American,
and
PAUL GATES, In charge of night pro- So maybe you think such prosperoperations. released from U. S.
ity has caused Farmer Bill and his
GALE gram
GORDON,
Coast
Guard,
hasonresumed
his role
as mates to go high-hat and develop
Mayor
La
Trivia
NBC
Fibber
McGee
new tastes? Not if you know Iowa!
& Molly show.
In radio, for instance, they still
MEL
KAMPE,
formerwithprogram
director
and
for
eight
years
WIL
St.
Louis,
has
production staff show their preference for KMA's
of St.joined
Louis advertising
Globe Democrat.
wholesome entertainment
EDWARD DENKAMA, at one time with simple,
programs and
ample, authoritative
WOOD
WLAV
WKZO
and
for
past
two
farm-news
by favoring
years production superintendent with us with morebroadcasts
than
as much
Klng-Sealy
Corp.,
has
joined
announcCorp. ing staff of Associated Broadcasting listener-mail as any twice
nearby
ERNIE NEFF has been named m.c. of receives. Doesn't that provestation
that
WCAE program,
Pittsburghheard
earlysix-weekly
morning "Wake
a.m.
Up"
6:45-8 as a full-time farm station — the
AL POSCA, released from the Navy, the
one track?
in these parts — we're on
has
rejoined KFI Los Angeles as an- onlyright
nouncer-producer.
JOHN CONTE, former announcer-m.c. Write for KMA's unusual story.
on NBCnow "Maxwell
House has
Coffee Time"as- Or call Free & Peters!
and
in the Forces
Army,
signed to Armed
Radio been
Service,
New York,
shortwave operations.
BILL onSTELL,
conductor
ofreturned
the "Mailto
Bag"
WRNL
Richmond,
the
last week following release
from station
the Army.
LT.
JAMES
CLARK, toreleased
from
the
hasD. returned
announcing
staff Army,
of WRVA
Richmond.
HeP-47
was group,
comm
u
n
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
s
o
f
i
c
e
r
of
a
9th Air Force, In the ETO. LT. JOHN
KMA
TANSEY, nouncealso
a former
anr, is expected
back theonWRVA
the staff
BLUEBROADCASTING
NETWORK CO.
following discharge
from
Navy.
AMERICAN
LEE BOLEN, technical engineer of KHJ
Hollywood,
has
been
named
staff
producer.
GLENN tenant
GARDINER,German
former prisoner
RCAF lieu-of
The No. 1 Farm Station
war continued
for threewho was
years
which voice
time
in the No. 1 Farm Market
he
almostduring
constant
practice, has started new Sunday everonto. ning musical program on CJBC To152 COUNTIES
HAROLD
HILL,
Marine Memphis,
Corps veteran
formerly
withto WMPS
hasof AROUND SHENANDOAH, IA.
been
added
announcing
staff
WCBI Columbus, Miss.
CHARLIE SCHENCK has taken over din of "Young1:45-2
Dr. Malone",
Monday
through rectioGRANT,
Friday
p.m. from
on CBS.
WALLY
RCAF.of
has returned to thereleased
production
staff
CKMO Vancouver, after five years overseas.
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AFFILIATED WITH
AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO. INC.

You

don't

to see
Market

Oklahoma
Audience

AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO., INC.
AFFILIATES IN OKLAHOMA
4 V UyL™

need

to

s-t-r-e-t-c-h

Network's

your

imagination

Concentrated

7

Major

Yes, you reach a BIG segment of Oklahoma's buying power through
the 7 Oklahoma Network Stations — for approximately HALF THE COST
of any two of Oklahoma's highest-powered stations. If you can't use
all 7 stations, you can use as few as 3 on the network rate. Penetrate
the markets having the best post-war permanent buying income . . .
with the OKLAHOMA NETWORK ... the stations which have dominance in their markets — most of them ALL OF THE TIME!
One Contract — One Contact — One Statement!

ASSURES YOU OudhnoL IN THE RICHEST MARKETS IN OKLAHOMA

KIAHOIA
NETWORK
ROBERT D. ENOCH, MANAGING DIRECTOR, APCO TOWER, OKLAHOMA CITY 2, OKLAHOMA

KADA—— Ada
KBIX
Muskogee
KCRC —Enid
KGFF — Shawnee
KOME — Tulsa
KTOK — Oklahoma City
KVSO — Ardmore

COFFEE
WITH
CONGRESS

"FIRST REALLY DIFFERENT
PROGRAM WITH A CAPITOL
HILL FLAVOR TO COME OUT
OF WASHINGTON"
. . so says VARIETY
A completely new idea in morning
programming is Bill Herson's "COFFEE
WITH CONGRESS" broadcast every
Saturday
It's
anothermorning,
"First" for8:15-9:00
WRC... a.m.—
First time members of Congress have
been informally interviewed in their
homes — over the breakfast table. Herson
presents
"little - known" infactsan ad-lib
about
"well-known"
friendly
chat law-makers
with Congressmen and
their
families.
Another reason why Herson is Washington's No. 1 morning
personality.
For
spot availabilities
see NBC
Spot Sales.

BROWN
& WEIRlocated
Inc., inNewFlskYork,Bldg.Is
new
agency
scheduled
open early
this month.of
STANLEY
A. toBROWN
Is chairman
the board
and
WALTER
WEIR,
president.
Both
were
associated
someBrown.
years
ago InWeiragency
headed
bywasMr.
Mr.
most
recently
chief
of&
the
creative
department
of
Kenyon
Eckhardt, New York.
JOE H.ator of LANGHAMMER,
formerly
operhis own agency
andan foraccount
three
years
executive
with
Bozell
& Jacobs,
Shreveport,
La., and
Omaha,
Is
now
associate In R. anD.
Putnam
ha agency.Co., OmaHERBERT
LORENTZEN, T.former
president
Lorentzen ofInc.,H.NewT.
York, haspointed been
apofan account
Needham
&
Grohmann,
Mr. Langhammer executive
New York.
HARRYJ. M.H. Mathes
BARNHARDT
Jr.,York,
formerly
with
Inc.,
New
has&
Joined
the
creative
staff
of
Lennen
Mitchell, New York.
R. L. LENHART,
former &account
utive withJoined
Marschalk
Pratt, execNew
York, has
creative
Erwin
Wasey & Co.,the New
York. staff of
BELMONT
FREIWALD,
leave from the
Army whereon heterminal
served
as captain
withhas a returned
troop carrier
squadron
in
ETO,
to aFreiwald
&of Coleman,
New
York.
He
Is
partner
the firm.
ARCH
MACDONALD,
formerly withJoined
the
Leo
Burnett
Agency, Chicago,
the
San Francisco
office of hasBotsford,
Constantine
& Gardner.
WILLIAM RAYBURN,
17 monthsIn
with
forces andforpreviously
CBS ofarmed
promotion
copy
staff
Benton &department,
Bowles, Newto York.
HAL tarySTENDEL,
former
assistant
secrein charge
of Cathedral,
national promotion
for the
National
Washingt
o
n
,
D
.
C,
has
Joined
The assistant
Mayers
Co..to
Los Angeles, as executive

HENRY MAYERS, agency partner. LEE ofHe the
Toronto byhead-office
of agency.
Is succeeded
P. C.office
LOGAN,
RODDY,Hollywood,
former has
writer-producer
KMPC
beenMayers
addedIES
toof
m
e
r
l
y
o
f
the
Montreal
and forre%
<*
cently
released
from
RCAF.
radio
department
of
The
Co.
EnC
flG
JACK
SHARP,
formerly
in
charge
of
REED
ROLAND,
formerly
with
National
radio
commercials
at Ruthrauff
& Ryan,&
Chicago,
has asJoined
Earle
Service,of hasMcCann-Erickson,
Joined the forChicago,
clientwork.
contactLudgin
and to Export
eignAdv.department
New York.
doCo.,all-round
creative
LT.
HARVEY
SPIEGEL has
E. KRAFF
has food
resigned
Wm.
H. Weintraub
Co., returned
Newdirector
York,to ofNORMAN
director
products
divisionas
as assistant
to the & research
Russelof M.new Seeds
Co., ofChicago.
after 33 months overseas as B-25 pilot. ELIZABETH JORDAN, formerly with
SHEEHAN,Co.,formerly
with the music, production, and commercial
J.L.RICHARD
Walter F.Thompson
andYoung
JAMES
program departments of NBC and Blue,
BRESLOV,
formerly
withcopy
& has
joined Advertising Research FounRublcam,
have
Joined
the
department of William Esty & Co., New York. dation.
JOSEPH
RICHARD
WYLLY,
released
from
the
Ryan
forCESARE,
13 years,withhas Ruthrauff
joined Hill&
Marines and
former
copywriter
with Adv., New
York, as vice-president.
Blackett,
Sample
&
Hummert
and
Lord
COL. director
BYRAN ofHOUSTON,
assistant
&copyThomas,
has Joined
the the
War forDept.Procurement.
Bureau toof
staff of New
Ted York,
Bates Inc.,
New York.
Public
Relations
WILLIAM
STROSAHL,
associated
with
Washington,
is
to
return
to
Young &
William Esty Co., New York, for four Rubicam, New York, as vice-president
been appointed vice-president and stockholder.
ofyears,the hasagency.
FRANK &BROMBERG,
formerly
TEX
WEINER,
former
of will
the OPA
Dorskind, New
York, with
has
radio
division,
New head
York,
Joinas Diener
joined
Ellis
Adv.,
New
York,
Chernow
Adv.
Agency,
New
York,
president and account executive.as vicedirector of radio, effective Nov. 1.
CLARENCE S. LUND Joined J. Walter
VERA EIKEL
has toresigned
Co., Chicago,
Oct. & 1 Co.as actrative assistant
WALTERas& adminisCRAIG,
radio York.
director
of Benton
Bowles, Thompson
count
Swift
accountthree
afterrepresentative
9V2years
yearsonhe with
thatas Swift
firm.
New
The
last
served
advertising manager.
FRANK
WOOD,
formerly
with
Penman.
Nell Adv., Seattle, has Joined R. W. JIM FONDA, released from the Army
Webstertion manager.
Adv., Los Angeles, as produc- after being assigned to AFRS for 2'/2
years, has
Cone rejoined
<5z . Belding,radioLos division
Angeles. of
LES.
CHITTY,
Cockfleld,
Brown radio
& Co.,time-buyer
Toronto, andat Foote,
GRACE
WILCOX
has
resigned
from
formerly
of Montreal
agen- Hollywood publicity staff of J. Walter
cy, has been
appointedofficemediaof themanager
Thompson
ican life. Co. to write book on AmerGARTH MONTGOMERY, originator of
the
"Chiquita
Banana" commercial
formerly
copywriter
atjingle,
BBDOand
York,Newhasradio
joined
Cornell
& New
Newell,
York,
as Geyer,
radio
copywriter.
JOHN CHRIST, released from the Navy
as lieutenant,
has rejoined
Hollywood radio Co.
production
staff oftheJ. Walter
Thompson
HAL DAVIS, released from the Navy,
has beenrector appointed
publicity Newdifor Kenyon radio
& Eckhardt,
York. licity
Prewar,
agency. Davis had his own pubROGER P. SMITH, former assistant
advertisingdivision
manager
of Pratt & Whitof Niles-Bement-Bond.
West neyHartford,
art director of LindsayConn.,
Adv., isNewnewHaven.
SGT. STEPHEN I. SMITH, account
executive Washington,
of Henry D.J. Kaufman
C, now
in& Asthe
Army, soc.,
has been awarded
the Bronze
(Continued on page 53)
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"WFDF Flint says we can have
a new truck soon."
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flGEllCIES /sft
(Continued from page 52)
Star Medal for meritorious achievement
inof theArmyprinting
and production
branch
and education
section ininformation
Mediterranean
area. He
helped
effect
restoration
of
productive
capacity of Italian printing plants.
HERBERT
er of N.twoSANFORD,
W. weeks
Ayer of& Hollywood
Son, isofficein manNew
York agfor
home
conf
e
r
e
n
c
e
s
o
n
new
network
sponsored
programs
Coast. to emanate from the West
MARK SCHREIBER,
severalDenver,
years
commercial
manager
offorKMYR
has
Joined
CARL
SALSTRAND
in
the&
partnership Denver
and operation
of Ball
Davidson,
advertising
agency.
A number of industrial accounts are

NORMAN
HARTFORD,
who onTormeny
conducted
sports program
KGFJ
and KEKDductionasLos
has Joined
protaf of Angeles,
Advertisers
Production
Agency, that city.
BENNwholesale
KAUFMAN,merchandising
former manager
of
the
ofhasSchenley
Distillers
Corp.,
Newdivision
York,
joined
Lennen
&
Mitchell,
New
York, as account executive.
DANA
JONES toCo.,newLosoffices
Angeles agency,S.
has
moved
Broadway.
Telephone is Tuckerat 756
6131.
JACK HOLMES, for eight years radio
editor ofpaperdowntown
Los
Angeles
news-of
s, has Joined production staff
Campbell-Ewald
Co.,beenthattaken
city. over
His for-by
mer
duties
have
Mrs. Holmes.
JENNISON
B. Co.,
PARKER,
copy writer
The
Mayers
Los Angeles
agency,of
and
Dorothy
formerly
Cleveland,
were Summer,
married Sept.
29. of
JIM
MORGAN, former
San Francisco
writer-producer,
has joined
Raymondin
R.similar
Morgan
Co.,
Hollywood
agency,
capacity.

when

you

advertising
EXECUTIVE STAFF of the new advertising agency of Kastor, Farrell, Chesley &
Is shown
above (1 toJohn
r) : W.VanS. Horson,
Chesley vice-president
Jr., executive vice-president;
C.Clifford
E.Kastor
J. Inc.
Clifford,
vice-president;
and treasurer:
H.agency
Kahn,
president;
William
Farrell,
vice-president
and secretary.
The
has
headquarters
in
New
York
and
radio
production
offices
in Hollywood.
Organization was announced by H. W. Kastor & Sons [BROADCASTING,
Oct. 1].
placed
theOklahoma,
agency in with
Colorado, New
Mexicotial usebyand
of radio.
Agency has substanbeen in Package & Production
business forSVANE,
a quarter-century.
Organization Announced
LELAND
formerly
advertising
manager
of WesixhasElectric
Co.. FORMATION of a new radio packSan Francisco,
joined Heater
Beaumont
age and production company, James
& Hohman, that city, as account executive.
Stevenson
Radioannounced
Productions,
NewKAL tion
PESKIND
has
been
made
producYork,
has been
by James
manageragency.
of RobertNORMA
F. Dennis
Inc., Stevenson,
former radio director of
Los
Angeles
SERVISS,
that department, Gale Associates, New York, and
Iswhonowformerly
accountheaded
executive.
George Silvers, formerly program
EILEEN
COCHRAN,
media
Robert F. Dennis Inc., Losbuyer
Angelesof creator and producer for Gale and
agency, cently
Is todischarged
marryfromJimNavy
George,
reto that producer-director and
service, prior
on Oct. 25.
story editor for radio division of
Associated Press. In addition to
HAL
LAWRENCE
has
Joined
Wesfern
Adv., tionLosmanagerAngeles
agency,KLINEas producand selling package shows,
succeeding
LENTZ, creating
resigned.
company has set up a department
G.Gailey
F. GLASSER,
president
of
Glasserservice out-of-town advertising
& Co., weeks
Los Angeles,
inagency
New toagencies
having no New York raYork
contactingisplans.
clientsforon twowinter
advertising
dio representation.
TED
DAHL,
Los Adv.,
Angeleshas manager
of
Garfield
&
Guild
resigned
to
Join lesCharles
Mayne Co., Los AngeEsso Review
, as accountH. executive.
BASIL
W.
MATTHEWS
has York,
resignedto MARK WOODS, president of
from
Benton
&
Bowles,
New
American,
and A. Clark Bedford,
Join Sherman & Marquette, New York.
In an executiveCo.capacity
vice-president
of StandPalmolive-Peet
account. on Colgate- executive
ard Oil Co. of New Jersey,
will
participate Oct. 8 in special broadcast on WJZ New York, key station of American, commemorating
10th anniversary of the Esso Reporter on WJZ. To be broadcast
following regular 6 p. m. Esso
newscast, program will include
resume of top events of the decade.
WAY To CBS
WPAY Portsmouth, 0., effective
March 1, 1946, will join CBS. Now
affiliated with Mutual, station is
owned and operated by Scioto
Broadcasting
Co. 250
and woperates
limited time with
on 1490 unkc.

FREDERIC DAMRAU. M.D.
247 Park
Ave.. New 2-3638
York. N. Y.
Wlckersham
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Promotion Personnel
ROBERT ofZ. American
HALL, photo
and
member
westerneditor
division
press
relations
department
for
months, has been appointed West15
Coast work.
publicity
for the
netHe succeedsdirector
MILTON
SAMUEL
who resigned
toof become
western
publicity
director
the
bureau
of
indusservice for West
YoungCoast& radio
Rublcam.
One oftors,trialthe
Mr. Hallfirstheld
that post on edithe
Francisco
"Call Bulletin"
from com1933
toSan 1937.
Inmentaddition
he
conducted
ary for the and
newspaper on San
Francisco
stations
various trade
publicationsalsoinrepresented
that area.
MARIE
H. HOULAHAN,
director hasof public
relations
for
WEEI
Boston,
been
appointed committee
chairman of the national
ofpublicity
Women Directors. of the NAB Assn.
ED CONNOLLY,
formerlynowof CBS
Radio
Sales
department
manager
WBT and
Charlotte, promotion
N. C, is
father of ofa girl.
Kroger Campaign
POSTER-SIZE
boundfor promotion
folder and ideaspiral
outline
extensive
local promotion campaign for transcribedby seriesKroger
"Linda's
First& Baking
Love",
sponsored
Grocery
Co.,
Cincinnati,to stations
has been byprepared
for
distribution
Ralph
Jones Co., Cincinnati, Kroger agency.H.
Centering
wedding for
of "Linda",
campaign around
is scheduled
Oct. 8
through Nov.
14contests,
and publicity
is to include
chandise
by mer2,800
Kroger
stores
in
18
states,
stunts,
and
special events.
Bicycle Rodeo
FOUR-WEEK safety campaign staged
by WFOY erationSt.with Augustine,
Fla., inCouncil
coopNational Safety
was
supported
by
twice-daily
45-mtoute
Parade"
program,
feature
stories"Safety
andgrams, spots
items
other
regular
proandwason special
announcements.
Climax
bicycle
rodeo
local
stadium
with
beauty
contest
andin
cash
awards. toLocal
advertisers devoted
commercials
campaign.
Guild Promotion
TO PROMOTE
program
spons
o
r
s
h
i
p
o
f
U.
S.newSteel
Corp. under
on American, WSGNoneBirmingham
presented
week prior prepared
to debut andof
"Theater Guild
of themusic
Air" afrom
half-hour
program
featuring
past
Guild tiveprograms
tied in with story
descripand
behind-the-scenes
show. This was supported by displayof
ads, car cards, letters and window displays.
WOV Promotion
WOV New motiYork
has issued
proo
al piece with
large reda new
letters,ofWOV, 8nprinted
separately
oncall
three
sheets
x
10
inch
paper.
Reverse
sides
explain
appeal
WOV
programs
have builtof up
Italian
residents
New with
York
and also speaking
evening
English speaking
listeners.
NBC Recording Review
NBC Radio Recording division has
issueding in "AtextWarand Record"
describpicturesof booklet
the constantly
Increasing
use made
records
in the
war
effort
and
the
part
played
the
division
in Treasury
cooperatingdepartments,
with theby War,
Navy
and
the
American
Red
Cross,
OIAA
and
other
agencies.
Reciprocal Promotion
WFIL phiaPhiladelphia
and the Philadelan educational
tion, haveForum,
started
a reciprocal institupromotionsaryprogram
forum's1945-46.
25th anniverseason forduring
Forum
stars,
including
Gen.
Carlos
P.
Romulo,
Sir
Thomas
Beecham,
James
Melton.
Nathan Milstein and Vincent Sheean,
will appearadelphiaonvisits.WFIL
duringwilltheirbe PhilStation
promoted in an advertisement
in organization's
monthly
magazine
which a also
will dioexpand
editorially
to
Include
rawritten Inbyreturn
a WFILWFILpromotion column
staff member.
will
give air announcements and free guest

ering years 1939-1944 also has been preKECA Trade Deal
LOS ANGELES DADLY NEWS, in a
pared.
two-way
trade
deal, has
started
twiceweekly
quarter-hour
news
commentary
featuring
Manchester
Boddy,
editor andIn
publisher,
on
KECA
Los
Angeles.
exchange
station has
dailyinradio
and
personalities
column
paper.news
Mutual Contest
MUTUAL iswhich
sponsoring
a contest
determine
station
mostto
effective
promotion
job on didTrade
the thenetwork
World
Series
broadcast.
news
editors will act as judges.
C. E. HOOPER Reprint
sent all subscribers
with the mercial
Sept.program30 report
networkreprints
evening ofcomthe
articleices describing
the 17newissue
HooperBROADservfrom
the
Sept.
CASTING.
Religious
Folder by Voice of
FOLDER
been prepared
Prophecy, hasservice,
transcribed
and live religious
program
describing
programis
features and organization. Booklet
illustrated.
Trade Letter
BI-WEEKLY
trade letter
startingWhite
Oct.
15 will be prepared
by WFAS
Plains,
Y., forexecutives.
distributionLetter
to buyers andN.account
will
give nessbriefs
on new and renewal busiand programs.
News Summaries
NEWSCASTERS of WIBC Indianapolis
are presenting
three-minute
sumes at weekly
luncheon newsmeetings
of seven maribusiness
clubs.
WWL Spoon
PLASTIC spoon accompanies promotion
piece leans.
distributed
WWL Up New
Theme used byis "Stir
Sales Or-to
the Deep South". Cards
CARDS bearinghave"Don't
you
know the
war
distributed
postingis over?"
toAdv.,
clients
andbeenfriends
by Burtonfor
Browne
Chicago.
Fair Booths
KIDO
Boise,Southwestern
Ida., sponsoredStatetwo Fair
boothsto
at Idaho
how radio works. Photo
ofgraphically
stars wasshowdisplayed.
NEW COURSE
"Radio
andorganized
the Class-at
room Teacher"
has been
Springfield
College,
Springfield,
Mass..of
by
Luella
Hosktos,
radio
executive
American
RedOct.Cross
information
bureau.
Started
4,
course
will
include
lectures by Doris Corwith, assistant to
the managerpartmenoft; Dr. Herta
NBC public
deHerzog,service
manager
of
radio Coe,
research,
McCann-Erickson;
Frederick
producer
of
NBC
television shows; Walter Johnson, assistant
general
Conn. manager of WTIC Hartford,

time to further attendance at forum
events and
will distribute
speciallyseries.
designed advertising
during broadcast
forum
The
Boston
Symphony,
over
WFIL, is a forum feature.
Listener Luncheon
ANICE IVES,
who
conducts
Woman's
Club
of thewill
Air"holddaily"Everyover
WFIL
Philadelphia,
listener
luncheon
Oct.
18
at
Adelphia
Hotel.
Pre-war
listener
luncheons
drew
about
1000 guests each week. Sponsors will
participate
in comingtableeventgadgets,
by donatingpleslobby
displays,
samand gifts.
Sponsorandrepresentatives
will
attend
luncheon
WFIL
will be included in floor show. stars
CBS Pacific Report
A 320-PAGE
of Pacific
war broadcasts tracing thebookcourse
of history
from
Pearl Harbor
toVolume
Tokyo contains
has beenextracts
publ
i
s
h
e
d
b
y
CBS.
from
over
300
broadcasts,
originating
from
all over theThirty
globe,photographs
and by CBS
correspondents.
Included In volume,
off the press are17
days after the Jap surrender.
Musical Review
marking
ofORNAMENTAL
Westinghousefolder
stations
duringprogress
past
year
has
been
prepared
by
house Radio Stations Inc. UsingWestingradio
anniversary
theme,
souvenir
brochure
reviews with
illustrations
a few ofKDKA
the
musical
eventsKYW
programmed
WBZ
WBZA
WOWO KEXby during
the year.
WQXR Gift to WQXR
FREE
six-month
New York
programsubscription
booklet will be sent
by station
tonameanyis New
York serviceman whosescription
subdepartment.submitted
Station istogiving
bookletcometohomereturning
servicemen
as welgift.
Pledge Cards
DECORATIVE
PLEDGE
cards are Ore.,
being
distributed
by KGWexpressed
Portland,
tocontinue
those towhoentertain
have
wish to
injured
veterans
in Army and Navy hospitals. Cards are
inOur conjunction
Men" drive. with KGW "Remember
Explains FM Service
FOLDER
has tobeenlisteners
distributed
by WAPI
Birmingham
explaining
and
announcing
experimental
operations
FM
to
be
started
by
station
via
W4XFM.into
Those
having
FM
sets
are
asked
cooperate to rating program tests.
Market Folder
PERSONALLY
addressed
promotion
let- AS AN EXPERIMENT, NBC publicity
ter
and
folder
futuredistributed
of Oklahoma
manager,mat Sydney
Eiges,to has
sent a
City marketPublishing
hason been
plastic
of Fred H.Allen
newspapers
Oklahoma
Co. (WKY KVORby which
network usually
services
with
KLZ).
history of local store is used mats. theInstructions
for
use
of
mats
as trendCase example.
were
askingto future
editors planning.
for their
Storm Coverage
reactionincluded,
as a guide
LARGE
newspaper-styled
broadside Tex.,
has
been
prepared
by KTHT
to relate
service
renderedHouston,
by station
during
recent
hurricane.
Photo
layout
of staff commending
to action is included
letters
service. along with
WWNC Album
ALBUM of personalities heard over
WWNC paredAsheville,
N. C, Importance
has been pre-of
by the station.
radio totorial the
survey. war is presented to picProgram Folder
FOLDER
were York
sent out
last weekandby bookmark
WMCA New
for
"Let's Listen to a Story" program, now
heard
every
weekday
on
WMCA,
5:155:30 p.m. Industrial Survey
WHAS
and affiliated
JournalLouisville
and Louisville
TimesCourier
have
startedtual Insight
extensive
campaign
to give
facinto
postwar
plans
of
leadLouisvillewasindustrial
and retail
firms. ingSurvey
started immediately
after
V-J Day to report reconversion
problems
levels etc. 1M41
TWIN FALLS • IDAHO
factually asandwellemployment
as through statements
from executives. A 40-page booklet covBROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
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Spoiisqrs
|A
starting early in October resumes
STAZE Inc.,hesive),New
York
(denture
ad"Smilin'
Ed McConnell"
transcription
expects to and
Increase
its sponbroadcasts
26 weeks
WPLA WHAS.
WLW
rship of hillbilly
religious
pro- WPTF
WBT forWCHS
WJAXon WIOD
grams tnowo 100soare
stations
Jan. 1.KPEL
Programs
carried onby KTRH
Charles
Michelson
Radio
TranscripYork, produced
and
KUTA WMBG
alsoonsponMillerWDSU.
threefullStaze
weekly
full Keelor tions,& NewStites,
Cincinnati,records,
is agency.
Don sorsLeeRex Network;
hour morning
WILLIAMsignedESTY
Co.,Lehn
New &York,Fink,has Newreaccount
of
"WHN
Newsreel"
seven
weekly
on
WHN
New York, and the Henry Gladstone York (Hinds Creams), after eight years.
news
period
weekly on
Company
sponsors
Fridayto
onquarter-hour
WOR Co.,
New New
York. York.
Agency three
is Raymond
American.
Agency"Blind
will Date"
continue
Spector
handle show until new agency is apEARLY
&
DANIEL
Co.,
Cincinnati
pointed,
(Tuxedo animal and poultry feeds). MISSION PAK PRODUCTS, Los Ange-

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

"YOUR

50,000
CLEAR
1180

WATT

CHANNEL
ON

DIAL

Affiliated with the
NATIONAL

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

National Sales Representative
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
*7Ae Si^nMen^
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Ca^Uixut Station'

PREVIEWING a series of spot announcements which started on 187 Keystone
Broadcasting
Sept. 24KBSforvice-president;
Emerson Drugs,JohnBaltimore
Seltzer)
arein charge
(1System
to r)of:stations
Mort Adams,
H. Kelley,(Bromopresident
advertising
for Emerson DrugNewCo.; York,
Noel Rhys,
L.vice-S.
Hanson, account
executive
of McCann-Erickson,
EmersonKBS;agency.
les (glazedCalifornia
fruits, candy),
southern
scheduleadding
on Oct,to weekly
WJZ Newprogram
York, Fri.of 7-7football
:15 p.m. news,
Programon
29 startsbined daily
participation
in"Housecom- will
replace
American's
"Headline
Edi"Sunrise
Salute"
and
tion"
on
WJZ
only.
Agency
is
GearePhiladelphia.
Protective League"
KNX
Loswives Angeles,
44 programs
spots are
weeklyforon Marston,
FRED rierBENIOFF,
San
Francisco
(furon KMPC
Hollywood.withContracts
signed 52 forweekMonday
contractthrough
with
13 weeks.Los Agency
KYA San), has Francisco
Breyer,
Angeles. is Hillman-Shane- Friday
"ManAd onFriedtheAdv.,
Street"
program.
MENNEN
Co.
"Fun
at
Breakfast
With
Placed
by
Oakland.
Ford
Bond", transcribed
DELANES JEWELERS, Oakland, Cal..
had added
stations to comedy
listprogram
of 90series,
outwith KGO San Franlets already23 broadcasting
five has contracted
Ira Blue
daysselected
a weektimesfor betwen
five-minute
periods
atFour
7
and
8
a.m.
daycisco5:45forp.m.,
throughsportscasts,
Ad Fried SaturAdv.,
new comedians have been added Oakland.
toCo.,theNewshow.
Agency
is
Duane
Jones
INTERSTATE
CIRCUIT
Inc.,
Dallas
York.
(movie weekly
chain), has
hours
to added
schedulethreeonquarterWFAA
NEW distJERSEY
Church at CONFERENCE
Ocean City, N.ofJ.,Methomade Dallas,
Tex.,
through
SteelCedar
Adv., Rapids,
Houston.
Iowa
Canning
Co.,
an appropriation
$3,000 for new
ven- has signed for six-month
ture into field of ofevangelism
by radio.
sponsorship
New JerseydelphiaConference
will
join
Philaon
WFAA
of
quarter-hour
"Music
for
Conference in sponsoring 13 Everyone",
Cedar Rapids.through W. D. Lyon Co..
week series
of Sunday
afternoonBroad-re- BEAUMONT
ligious programs
this winter.
Co. St. Louis, (Four Way
originate in Old St. George's Cold Tablets) has signed for sponsorChurch,casts willPhiladelphia.
ship of Morgan Beatty news over WMAQ
RETAILburg, Va.,MERCHANTS
ASSN.,
PetersChicago,
Monday-Wednesday-<Friday
has
contracted
withdaily
WSSVto 1:45-2
p.m.
(CST).& Co.,
Contract
signed
Petersburg
for
two
programs
through
Donahue
New York.
promote
Petersburg
and
the
shopping
LEAF MILLING Co., Toronto
advantages of the city. To run for MAPLE
(flour), has started transcribed spot
5212:45weeks,
are heard
12:30p.m. programs
and
10:30-11
p.m. signed
Mos- campaigncount onplaced23byCanadian
Cockfield,stations.
Brown Ac-&
kin
Stores,
Petersburg,
has
for
13
week
sponsorship
on
WSSV
of
Co.,
Toronto.DRY BATTERIES of Canada,
"Moskin's Mountain Music", Monday GENERAL
through
9:15-9:30 p.m.
McBride- Toronto,
hasonstarted
one-minutestations.
hockRennicks Friday
Co. Petersburg,
is sponsoring
ey stories
23Adv.,
Canadian
daily 11-11:05 p.m. newscast. Mutual Agency
is McKlm
Toronto.
SHERIFF'S
Ltd.,
Toronto
(puddings),
co-op,
"Inside
of
Sports",
7:45-8
p.m.
Monday
Friday,
hag been
signed
forthrough
sponsorship
on WSSV
for has started
weeklyVancouver
(half -hourfor"Fun
on CKWX
one
52burg.weeks by Tri-Motor Sales Co., Peters- Parade"
year. Agency
is Cockfield,
Brown & Co.,
Toronto.
ROBINreal HOOD
FLOUR
MILLS,
MontGROCERY
STORE
PRODUCTION
(Robin Hood oats), has started SALES Co., New York, to promote
weekly
show onby Cream of Rice, Oct. 1 started thrlceCKEY half-hour
Toronto. musical
Accountquizplaced
(Continued on page 57)
Young
&
Rubicam,Toronto
Montreal.(Rachelle
J. S.
Laing Agencies.
Hormone
cream),
has
started
thriceweekly
one &yearCo.,onToronto.
CKEY,
through spots
A. J.forDeane
Pfunder'slets), hasLtd.,
Toronto
(Plunder's
tabstarted
spot
and
flash
an- 9ntAe Wb&MahAet
nouncements six days weekly on CKEY,
lis.
through Mansen-Gold Adv., MinneapoFOREMAN
& CLARK,
Los opening
Angeles
(chain clothiers),
to promote
ofForewyn
its women's
specialtyfour-week
division, camThe
Shop,
started
paign Oct. 1 and is using daily participation in "Sunrise
Salute" onand KNX
"HouseProtective Mansfield
League"
Los
Angeles;wivesand
Ronny
on KFI
Los
Angeles
Frances Scully
program
onford,KECA
Los
Angeles.
Agency
is
BotsConstantine & Gardner, Los AnCHRISTIAN D.HEURICH
BrewingMonday
Co.,
geles.
Washington,
C, has added
through phonic
Wednesday
quarter-hour
"Symto schedule
on WOL
Washington. Swing"
Program
is aired 7:15
p.m. ffre POPULAR Station
P. LORILLARD Co. New York, (Old
Golds),
starts
sponsorship
Oct.
22
Clem McCarthy racing resumes on WHNof
New
York,Lennen
6:15-6:30
p.m. FiveNew weekly
Agency
& Brewing
Mitchell,
JOHN isEICHLER
Co., York.
New
York
(Eichler's
beer),
Sept.
28
started
JOHN BLAIR ft CO.
"Football Forecasts", quarter-hour
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
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(Continued from page 56)
weeklyFrancisco.
quarter-hour
newscast on KGOby
San
Account
Duane
Jones Co.,(clothier),
New York.IsIs bandied
Boos
Bros..
San Francisco
sponsoring
"Speaking
of
Sports",
Friday
9:45-10
on KGO.SanAgency
Is Foote,
Cone
&p.m.,
Germalne
SeedBeldlng,
& has
Plantsigned
Co., Francisco.
Losfor Angeles
(gardenof
seeds),
sponsorship
Norvell urdayGillespie
"Garden KGO.
Guide"Agency
Sat9:15-9:30
Isgeles.Steeler,
Millara.m.& onEbbets,
Los AnUNITED FRUIT Co., New York (bananas), Sept.on21 WNEW
started New
"MakeYork,Believe
Ballroom"
Fri.
6:35-6:45 p.m.,
weeks.used
Spotthree
annofor
uncements ha52ve been
weeklypanyonalso sponsors
WNEW since
January.
Comspots, chain breaks,
and participations
on 175is BBDO,
stations,N. in-Y.
cluding Canada. Agency
LYMAN AGENCIES, Toronto (Fellow*
syrup),
has
started
sixweekly
spots on
ais number
Canadian
Ronalds ofAdv.,
Toronto.stations. Agency
PURINArina products),
MILLS, IsWoodstock,
using spotsOnt.
six (Pudays
weekly tions.
on Account
a number
ofby Canadian
staplaced
James
Fisher
Adv., Toronto.
WHITE
N. J. spots
(Feena-on
mint
andLABS.,
Chooz),Newark,
has started
a number
Baker
Adv.,of Canadian
Toronto. stations, through
MORRIS
ROSENBERG
Co.,hasLosappointed
Angeles
(RoseMayers
peanut
butter),
The
Co.,
Los
Angeles,
to
advertising.
Radio will continue handle
to be
used.
BONCQUETamins), is using
LABS., schedule
Glendale, ofCal.two(vit-to
seven
transcribed
KUTA tionsKFWB
KRKD spots
KFVD. weekly
Other sta-on
will be Adv.,
added.
A. Stebbins
LosAgency
Angeles.Is Barton
GEORGE
WASHINGTON
Refin-1
ing Co.,schedule
Morris
N.Coffee
J.,perOct.
started
ofPlains,
nine spots
week
on
KMPC
Hollywood
for
8
through Ruthrauff & Ryan, New weeks
York.
SEECK &tus inKADE
Inc.,fiveNewweekly
York quar(Per), has started
ter-hour
transcribed
program
on Erwln.
KMPC
Hollywood
for
26
weeks
through
Wasey & Co., New York.
KINGjewelry),
JEWELRY Co.,
Los Angeles
(retall
6 started
weekly
halfhour audienceOct.participation
program,
"The
Three
B's",
on
KNX
Hollywood.
Contract isKeane
for Adv.,
52 weeks.
Agency is
Raymond
Los Angeles.
FIRESTONE
TIRE
&
RUBBER
Akron, sponsored
films
of Chester
welcome Co.,
Admiral
of
the
Fleet
W.to
Nimitz
Marshal Gregory
Zhukov andtakenRed inArmyWashington
Oct. 5
and presented
on NBC's
staNew
YorkIstelevision
same
night,
i James
AgencytionCo.,forWNBTCleveland.
Firestone
Sweeney
&
SMITH
BROS.,
Poughkeepsie,
N.
Y.
(cough drops), Oct. 1 started placing
series
dramatized
coast-tocoast ofin 20Canada
for 13spots
weeks.
Firm
plans
renewals
untillanguage
March 31discs
of these
contracts.
French
are
beingcy is Harry
placedE. inFoster
QuebecAgencies,
market.Toronto.
Agen-
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WEINREICH
BROS.
New Yorkon
(Marvella Pearls),
is nowCo.,sponsoring
WQXR
New
York
"Great
Names
In
Music",
Monday Scripts
- Wednesday
- Friday
9:15-9:30
of program
are
being madep.m.
available
by
firm
to
dement and Jewelry stores for use In
local radio partadvertising.
SEARS ROEBUCK & Co., Los Angeles,
In
13-weekon Oct.
Shop-Early-for-Chrlstmas
campaign,
using
heavy
schedule
of day on
and4 started
night Los
transcribed
announcements
five
area stations. List Includes
KNXAngeles
KFI
KFWB KECA KHJ. Others will be added. Agency is The Mayers Co., Los Angeles.
OKLAHOMA
& ELECTRIC
Co..
Oklahoma City,GASis sponsoring
on WKY
Oklahoma
City
"Music
for
Everyone",
Thursday
6:30-7 p.m.
Contract
for
26 weeks.chestrProgram
features
20-pleceIs ora and WKY artists.
TREMCOrontoMfg.
Co., Cleveland
and To(construction
maintenance
materials),
has namedand
FRANCIS
PAUL
as
advertising
manager
and M.G.
M. Basford Co. as agency.
ATLANTA MILLING Co., Atlanta, Ga.,
is sponsoring
six weekly
quarter-hour
morning
local
newscasts
on local
WGST
Atlanta.
Davison
Paxon
Co.,
departis sponsoring
of 10minutement store,
sports
programsseriespreceding
GeorgiaurdayTech
on WGST.football games each SatKELLY
KAR Co.,
AngelesSouthern
(used
cars),
adding
itsLosheavy
California radiotoschedule,
on Sept. 24
started
thrice-weekly,on local
cut-in onsponsoring
H. V. Kaltenborn
KFI
Los Angeles
and on"TheKFWBOld Los
Corral", five
times
per
week
Agency Is The Tullls Co., Los Angeles.
Angeles.
MANNING'S
Inc., Los Angelespromoting
(Pacific
Coast
opening restaurant
of new localchain),
coffee shop in a
four-week
campaign
which
started
Oct.
1 and Is usingon schedule
dally
announcements
KMPC of KFAC
KMTR.
Agency
Is
Knollin
Adv.,
Los
Angeles.
BOHEMIAN
DISTRIBUTING
Co.,
Los
Angeles
(Acme beer),
Sept. 30 started
weekly American
Professional
League
football
games
from
Gilmore
Stadium
on14 weeks.
KMTR Firm
Hollywood.
Contractis isusing
for
in programs
addition
transcribed
musical
spots
on
17 southern
California
andandArizona
stations.
AgencyLos isAngeles.
Brisacher, Van Norden & Staff,
CONSOLIDATED ROYAL CHEMICAL
Corp., Chicago (Puruna, Kolorbak),
Oct. 1 started
dailyon transcribed
quarter-hour program
KPAS Pasadena.
Cal., for& 26McMahon,
weeks. Agency
Larson
Chicago. is O'Nell.
HOFFMAN
CANDY outCo.,of Los
(boxedwar,chocolates),
radio Angeles
during
the
Oct. 8 starts
schedule
which
includesbineddaily
participation
In
com"Housewives
Protective
League"
and
"Sunrise
Salute"
programs
KNX Hollywood; thrice-weekly partici-on
pLos
ation in "Make
Believe
Ballroom" spoton
KFWB
Angeles;
thrice-weekly
announcements
on13 weeks.
KECA The
Hollywood.
Contracts
are
for
Co., Los Angeles, has account. Mayers
PEERLESS
TEXTILE
PRODUCTSGarfield
Co.,
San Francisco,
has appointed
& Guild Adv.,
that
city, to will
handleresult
advertising.
Media
selection
from
agency. current survey being made by
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET
Co., New
York,
placed
cream has
spots
a week12through
forColgate
52 Ted
weeksdental
WPEN
Philadelphia,
Bateson
Inc., New York.
UNITED WALLPAPER Inc., Chicago,
has appointed
MALCOLM
LUND
as advertising
director.
Former
advertising
managerseveral
of Parker
Pencampaigns
Co.,
Lundfor
headed
national
WPB
and OPA
in Washington.
He will
also serve
as advertising
director
for
Trimz Inc.,
aCompanyUnited
Wallpaper JOHN
subsidiary.
also
appointed
former advertising
manager
oftoSTILLER,
American-Marietta
Co., as assistant
Mr. Lund.
MARTIN JEWELERS, Chicago, Oct. 15
starts
quarter-hour
recorded
programfor
daily
WAITplaced
Chicago.
Contract
weekson was
&13 Assoc.,
Chicago. by Rocklin Irving
D. L. & W. Coal Co., New York (Blue
coal),
has started
weekly half CKEY
-hour
transcribed
"The IsShadow"
Toronto. Agency
Vickers &on Benson,
Toronto.
BEN HUR Products Inc., Los Angeles
(coffee), through Foote, Cone & Beldst Advertising

CLOSED
CIRCUIT
tual brings
togetherbroadcast
(1 to r):onF. Mu-W.
Fitch, president of F. W. Fitch Co.;
Edgar dent,Kobak,
Mutual network presiand Theodore
public relations
counsel Christiansen,
for National Assn.
of Retail pendent
Druggists.
Over
5,000
Indeand
chain
store
druggists,
wholesalers and salesmen heard what
they
had toGallery"
say about Fitchmoved
sponsored
"Rogue's
from
NBC
to Mutual Sept.which
27.
lng, Los Angeles, Oct. 1 started using
participation
InHollywood
"Three Menfor
on
Mike" Daily
onschedule
KFWB
eighta weeks.
25-mlnute
program.

IF

in addition
contests
stunts,
feature
skits tobuilt
aboutandIndividual
commercials. Additional sponsors Include(DailyTriangle
Publications,
phia
Telegraph)
throughPhiladelSmith.
Bull
&(Coronet
McCreery,
Hollywood;
Esquire
Inc.
Magazine),
Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago; through
Crosby
Productions,
Hollywood
(motion
pictures),
through
Ruthrauff
&
Ryan,
Los
Angeles;
Boncquet Labs., Barton
Glendale.
Cal.
(vitamins),
A.
Stebbins
Adv., Los through
Angeles.
BARKER BROS., Los Angeles (home
furnishings),
Oct. 1"Backgrounds
started thriceweekly quarter-hour
for
Living"
KNX Edgar
Hollywood.
is for director
52onweeks.
HarrisonContract
Wileman,
of
home
advisory
bureau
for
that firm,
series
which
originates
fromIs conducts
studio
Los Angeles
store.
Agency
Mays &In Bennett,
Los
Angeles.
CURTIS Lewis
PUB. & Co.,
Philadelphia,
has
named
Gllman,
Philadelphia,
as agency.
BEAUMONT Labs., St. Louis (4- Way cold
tablets),
Oct. 1 started
half-mlnute
daily
through
Feb. 18,10
1946, onannouncements
WNEW New York,
totalling
spots weekly. Company also sponsors
(Continued on page -58)

It Were

RABBIT,

You'd
Know
It!"
Customers don'tSoon
come back for shoddy
merchandise.
Nor does a local advertiser long continue a station
which doesn't sell his goods!
So WDAY is especially proud of the many local
sponsors it has held for a decade or more; some
much more. Take Hoenck's Fur Store. For twelve
years its five-days-a-week program has run without
a break. And Hoenck's is only one of eighteen
"locals" who have been with WDAY, steadily, from
ten to twenty-three years!
What's your deduction from that?

WDAY,

iirc
—

FARGO, N. D.
970 KILOCYCLES . . . 5000 WATTS
FREE & PETERS, INC., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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announcements
New inYorkaddition
stationsto
WOR WJZ WHN onWMCA
spots, grams
quarter-hour
transcribed
and five-minute
newscasts pro-on
50Agency
stations
throughout
is Donahue
& Coe,theNewcountry.
York.
CONFECTIONS
Inc., Chicago
(candy13
and
Snacks,
Karmel
Korn),
Oct.
starts onparticipations
inYork,
Jack Monday
Arthur
show
WEAF New
through
Saturday
8:15
a.m.Olian
Contract
for
52
weeks
placed
through
Adv..
Chicago.
BAYSIDE
NATIONAL
BANK,
Bayslde.
L.Barnes
I., Oct.program
3 starts onparticipations
Pat
WEAF New onYork.

BALANCED
for

Monday through Saturday
a.m.
Contract
placed7:05
through
S. Duane forLyon,52 weeks
New York.
SCHILLER-DUBROW, New York (Schlllu
women'sBERTapparel),
hasNewappointed
CHASON Co.,Account
York, to HERhanadvertising.
spot dlecampaign
about Jan. in1. planning
FLORENCE
SMITH VINCENT,
with
hasformerly
joined
S. B. Earl
PenickNewsom
& Co., & NewCo.,York
(drugs
and chemicals), as advertising manager.
TERRY BLANE PRODUCTS Co., New
York poo),(Crestone
Liquid
hashandle
appointed
Paris Creme
&which
Peart,ShamNew
York,
to
campaign
to include participation programsis said
and
spots.
SAFEWAYtional chain
STORES,
Vancouver
(nagrocers), has started
serial "Aunt Mary"
fiveis weekly
ondrama
placed
by J.CJORWalterVancouver.
ThompsonAccount
Ltd., Montreal.

DIET
Listeners

Good program planning means loyal listening
audiences for users of WHIO, favorite local station
of the prosperous Dayton and Miami Valley
market.
Is your message on the menu? You will be in
good company on WHIO.
NEWS: UP, INS, AP, Plus CBS' Best; also
a variety of popular local programs.
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sports events and gather material for
HOWARD
NELSON,
forto the
WDAYstation
Fargo, following
N.warD.,correspondent
has areturned
week-night
"Sports
program.
trip to his
He has
as many Call"
as three
footballFridaycovered
gamesnight-Saturday
in different
locations
durNorwaytions andtointerviews
get story ofofgovernment
present condiand
ing
night
period.
MARTHA
ELLEN
FIELDS,
reporter,
has
military
figures.
He
contacted
list
of
relatives of listeners in WDAY area. On been added to news staff of KOME
Okla.
programsviewedprepared
WDAY Gen.
he interCrown Princefor Olaf;
Otto Tulsa,
LEONARD
L. COLBY,
director
pubRuge,of all armed
lic relations
Kalamazoo
College,of sports
Kalforces desupreme
Norway;commander
C.Parliament;
J. Hambro,
presiamazoo, for
Mich.,
has been
named
ntinof Norwegian
Bishop
editor
and
director
of
promotion
for
Eivind
Bergrav.
This
was
second
trip
WKZO
Kalamazoo.
to1935.Norway
for Nelson,
first news
beingstaffin CHARLES MAILEY, released from the
New
member
of
WDAY
is HELEN SAUNDERS.
Army, has returned to the KDKA Pittsburgh newsroom. Mutual correspondent
CPL. CHARLES
WOODS,
former
newsBOB
BRUMBY,
caster of WOR
New
York,
WCAU
Philwho
adelphia and WLW Cincinnati, last after returned
a
year inlastthe week
Pacificfromarea,Japan
will
week was
assigned
to theGeneral
public relarepresent
Mutual
on
a
nation-wide
lections
office
of
McGuire
Hosture
tour
following
a
rest
at
his
home
pital,
Richmond,
Va.,
where
he
edits
in Georgia.
McGuire soldier publication.
TED HANNA, news director of WADC
LEE dleBLAINE
has andbeenspecial
namedevents
to hannews,
sports
for
Akron,
writing has
staff joined
in New CBSYork."World
Prior News"
to his
WCBI
Columbus,
Miss.,
and
the
Mid
WADCtor of WGAR
affiliationCleveland.
he was associate ediSouth Network.
Cables & Radio, and
DON PRYOR,
turned to ManilaCBSaftercorrespondent,
two months re-in ALL AMERICAN
& Telegraph
subsidiaries of American
Cable Co.,
& Radio
China, described Shanghai with one Mackay Radio
word, Manila.
"nauseating",
insaidrecent
broadcast
Corp., ducehave
applied
to5c theto 4cFCCper towordrefrom
Pryor
that
Japanese
press
rates
from
soldiers
toured
while hadhe between New York and South and Cenwas
therewhoofwereguilt,
stillandShanghai
arrogant
tral America.
Companies
also have reno sense
many and
of them
reductions
between
occupied
best
apartments
while
Ameriton,cities.Sanquested
Francisco
and LatinWashingAmerican
soldiers
slept
on
the
floor
of
the
can
YMCA.
BILL dentHERBERT,
CBC
war corresponnewscaster
CBR
American Shifts Mep.
Vancouver,and former
has returned
from ofoverseas
to Vancouver,
after
serving
with
Ca- NEWEST ASSIGNMENTS for
nadian
forces
in
Italy,
France,
Holland
and
Germany, London.
and at CBC overseas American Broadcasting Co.'s forheadquarters,
eign correspondents has been anDALE MORGAN,
events anunced by Richard
L. Tobin,They
dinouncer
withtransferred
Cowlesspecial
organization
for
rector onfonews
for American.
10Newyears,
has
from
WHOM
are: Arthur Feldman, London;
York to WOL Washington.
MARGARET SHARPE, former feature James Long, Paris; Edd Johnson,
writer forporter Boston
Stringer,
Rome; Robwith news Tribune,
bureau isofnewKPROre- Berlin;ert Ann
Sturdevant,
Stockholm;
Ned
Riverside. Cal.
Nordness, Oslo; Charles Foltz,
JOSEPH
MOIK,
former
feature
writer
for Tulsa
World,Newhas Orleans.
been named Madrid; Joseph Newman, Buenos
news
editorDaily
of WWL
Aires; Edmund L. Souder Jr.,
KATHERINE
KERRY,
formerly
fea- Shanghai; David Brent, Manila;
tured onPacific
"Albers stations
Homemakers
Hour"
on
NBC
and
at
one
Peng, Chungking; Frederick
time public relations and promotional Mike
B. Opper and Lawrence Tighe, Jadirector fordustries, hWest
beet sugar
as joinedCoast
Universal
Networkinpan;
William Brown,
Ewing, Sydney;
Pearl Harbor; Dickson
and
(KSFO)
San women's
Francisco,program.
as commentator on daily
Janet
Flanner
covering
the
NuremELMER
DAVIS,
commentator
on
CBS
berg trials assisting H. R. Baukbefore heto was
President
Roosevelt
servedrafted
head byof the
OWI.
will be available
foras broadcasting
after hage and Lowell Bennett.
his returncording tofrom
a
Florida
vacation,
acThomas A SERIES on radio commentators
L. Stix & J.hisG. representatives,
Gude.
titled "The
Canned issue
Opinionof Industry"
starts
in October
Common
EDWARD
R.
MURROW,
CBS
European
Sense, written by Norbert Muhlen.
chief, onOct.the1 sailed
tonewsLondon
QueenfromMerry.New York
LOUIS casterH.at KSDEDMONSON,
St. Louis, hasformer
joinednewsthe
THERE'S ONLY
faculty structof seriesU. ofof radio
Northcourses
Carolinaincluding
to innews, continuity, programming and
1
production.(Bud) FOSTER, NBC war corEMPIRE STATE
WILSON
BUILDING
dent and moreSanrecently
news has
announcerreosfponKPO
Francisco,
been dleshifted
to NBC under
Hollywood
hanbut
special events
JOE toALVIN.
West cialCoast
directorwillof also
news beandteamed
speevents. Foster
with
JOHNon STORM
on daily
"Okay for
WHN REACHES 2 NEW YORKS
Release"
NBC Pacific
stations.
H. V. KALTENBORN, NBC commenta(The than
population
mary coverage
15,398,401,
written which
a book isentitled
more
TWICEareaof theisWHN's
number pri-of
Peacetor,tohasPrimer",
beingfor "World
offered
free
listeners
who
write
copies
people
in
New
York
City
proper.)
at local stations. Book traces events
leading
to World
WarNations
II and .tolistsoutlaw
steps
taken
by
United
war in future. Kaltenborn is heard
WHN
Monday through
sponsored
by Pure Friday,
Oil Co.,7:45-8
Chicago.p.m..
Dial 1050 50,000 watts
JOHN HENRY,
knownof asKVOO
the "flying
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—
Loew's Affiliate
sports
commentator"
Tulsa,
Okla., the
has past
flownsixanmonths
estimated
5,000
miles
to cover
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

IRST
INCH TELECOMMUNICATIONS,

IN

FACSIMILE

INC., PASSAIC, N. J.

10 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

COLUMBIA
NETWORK

BUFFALO'S GREATEST
REGIONAL COVERAGE

FIVE-WEEKLY
noontimeby KYW
half-hour
variety program
Philadelphia,Clarence
"Lunchstarted
Time Fuhrman
With A Punch
Line",
presents
and
orchestra,
several
vocalists
and
comedy
talent
team
ofwithJoeInformal
Carney and
Jack
Davis.
Aired
approach,
program is scheduled to be opened for
public audience.
WINX Forum
WEEKLY
roundon WINX
table discussion
gram started
Washington pro-by
Betty Wason Is
titled "Call features
to Achalf-hourtion" andforum
on
topics ment.
of Often
the origimon a 1 1 n g from the
place
of action, such
as first
on
atomicdiscussion
bomb
controltive by
legislarepresentatives
from atelounge
of SenRadio
Gallery,
half-hour
Tuesday
afternoon
is conductedprogram
with
Miss Wason counsel
of a Wason
ninewoman advisory committee. Miss
Is a former
correspondentGreece.
and covered actionheldwar
In Norway
She
also was
prisoner andin Berlin.
Second Cycle
SECOND transcription series of 13 dramatic adaptations
children's books;of
produced
the ofJunior
America tobypromote
toleranceLeagues
and years
understanding
among
children
old, will be completed Oct. 9-12
15. Called
"Books
Bring
Adventure",
series
will
be
used
in schools,
libraries, throughout
junior leagues
and
other
organizations
the
country.
First
series
was
produced
last
October.
Canadian Variety Show
PREPARED
Canadian
listeners Is aInnewEngland
Sunday forvariety
program
"Dominion
Special"
aired
on CBC
Dominion
network.
Programin England
Includes
visits
to
towns
and
villages
wherewar,Canadians
were onstationed
the
discussions
problemsduring
and
questions
of the
day,
Interviews,
quiz
and
musical
hits
from
London show of the week.most popular
BROADCASTING
COMPANY
I

STATION

I 5000 WATTS BY DAY

BUFFALO
BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO. NEW YORK
National Representative: FREE & PETERS, INC.
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Personality Study
SCIENTIFIC
character
analysis is featured
on
"Let's
Acquainted",
new
program started
onGetWGN
Chicago.as Aired
Monday,
Wednesday
and Friday
early
afternooncludes quarter-hour,
program
quiz and submitted
questionsinand answerspersonality
on psychology
by listeners.
Youth Program
PARENT-TEACHERS ASSN. and four
high schools of Tulsa, Okla., participate
inLooksnew atKOME
program, "Youth
Life", Tulsa
started
becombat
aired juvenile
throughout
schoolOct.year3 toandhelpto
delinquency.

Aid to Servicemen
IN COOPERATION with New York
Daily mirror and Skouras Theaters,
"This castIsSat.Our9-9:30Cause"
program,
broada.m.
on WOR
New
York,
islostpresented
to ofhelp
servicemen
locate
members
their
families.
Dally
Mirror
prints
weekly
list
and
photographs
of persons
sought
Skourasture weekly
theaters
in New
Yorkattention
areaandfea-to66
trailers
calling
WOR broadcasts.
Jonesbeen
is con-on
ductor of series,Archdale
which has
WOR since January 1944 as "Where
Are Thev Now?"
Other Americas
DESCRIPTIVE JOURNEYS in and
about Latin-America are featured on
new
CBC network
series
"The
Otherweekly
Americas",
by Allan
Anderson,
chief
of conducted
theWartime
Latin-American
section
of
Canadian
Information Board. He recently returned from
a trip to nine South American countries.
Rutgers Forum
WEEKLYversitybroadcasts
Unidirect offrom"Rutgers
campus at NewForum" Brunswick,
N. Rutgers
J., startedU.
Oct. 1bersonand WAAT
Newark.
Faculty
memguests discuss
news Wed. distinguished
8:30-9 p.m. throughout
the
New Products
year.
PACKAGEdesigned
show entitled
"It's New—
and
True!",
row's products,
hereto tell
today"isabout
and "tomorofreadnew
products
and
processes,
being
sponsorship
Assoc.,ied forNew
York. by Arde Brainson
Student Round Table
ROUND table discussions on current
events
for
to 13 York.
years Titled
started Oct. 6 bystudents
WQXR 9 New
"New York
Times Youth
Forum",features
halfhour
unrehearsed
program
participation by four pupils.
Swing Session
DESIGNED for younger set, weekly
half-hour
Saturday
morningon "Swing
Teen Time"Peter
has Stone,
started
KECAis
Hollywood.
teen-ager,
m.c.
Air City Council
CHML castHamilton,
Ont., plans toHamilton
broadregular
City Council sessions
at an earlyof the
date.

Question Series
DESIGNED to answer questions of civilianstem,regarding
Army discharge
systwo newtheprograms
have been
startedswer byMan" WOWO
Ft.
Wayne.
"G-I
Anand "Your Veteran" are presented weekly.

Cues From "Blister"
A "Blister," new device enabling Program Director Homer
Fickett to give performers their
cues from a location only several
feet from the microphone on U. S.
Steel hasCorp.'s
the
Air,
been Theater
constructedGuildby ofFrank
Marx, director of general engineering for American, and Ben Adler,
facilities engineer for network.
First tried on Sept. 20 program,
the device is a stationary, soundproof glass enclosure built where
orchestra pit is generally located
and is connected with control room
by inter-communication line. Program director
gives all on-stage
cues from
the blister.

School Series
FIVE-MINUTE series following CBS
"School
of
the
Air" program N.has C,beenIn
started
which by20 WWNC
westernAsheville,
North Carolina
schools participate. Scripts are written
by
student
groups
and
acted by students.

WPAT Paterson sponsors a baseball
team
composed
boys ofwhich
last
week
won
theof teen-age
championship
the
Paterson
Recreation
League.team
Station
also sponsors
a basketball
for
youth, bothjunction teams
sponsored
Inmoveconwith
a
North
Jersey
quency. ment to help combat juvenile delin-

BUFFALO'S
50,000

WATT

STATION
DAY and NIGHT
BUFFALO
BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
HAND BUILDING, BUFFALO, NEW YORK
Nationol Representative: FREE & PETERJ, INC I
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NBC's

Newest

Recorded

• To help you build up a greater listening audience for this show, NBC RadioRecording Division supplies an exclusive promotion kit containing Broadcast
. . . Press . . . Display and Direct-Mail
Promotion Aids.

Mile-a-Minute
Musical

• •

NOW READY ... an NBC Recorded Musical "seething" with rhythm
out of this world . . . romance . . . song. It has everything you want for a
spectacular quarter-hour musical to broadcast in your own town exclusively.
It has ART VAN DAMME, whose irresistible swing style and sensational accordion interpretations were first brought to light when the late
Ben Bernie hired him as featured soloist with the Maestro's orchestra
and today is known the country over as "the man who gets a rocking
beat from an accordion."
It has A VERSATILE COMPANY OF MUSICIANS . . . each a master
of his particular instrument— drums, guitar, bass and vibes.
It has the warm, vibrant songs of LOUISE CARLYLE . . . featured
singer on a nation-wide network program . . . whose voice and stylized
interpretations of popular songs are familiar to millions of listeners.
Put them all together . . . add your favorite jazz classics, memory tunes,
hit tunes ... the GIFTED DIRECTION AND PRODUCTION OF NBC
RADIO-RECORDING DIVISION ... and you have a show which can
step up listening traffic and sell! Send for your audition record today.
NBC
« Service if Drill
Corporation •! I

WING DIVISION
AMI RICA'S NUMStttMfgjg'uftCf Of RECORDED PROGRAMS

RCA Bldg.. Radio City, New York • Chicago • Washington • Hollywood • Son Francisco

In the Ark-La-Tex area, KWKH
— with its 50,000 watts— is the
No. 1 Medium, with full coverage
and SELLING POWER in this
prosperous market.

CBS

★ 5 0,0 0 0 WATTS
*7^c SAneveficrt *?imeA Station
SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA
Represented fay The Branham Co.

To keep pace with the important
radio developments now unfolding
in AM-FM-Television, subscribe today to the weekly issues of
BROA%<i§TING
The Weekly^%^Newsmogaiine of Radio
Broadcast Advertisingand 1946 YEARBOOK

Number

-SUBSCRIPTION RATES $5 a year —
$8 two years
BROADCASTING • NATIONAL PRESS BLDG. • WASHINGTON, D. C.
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Service Front
(Continued from page 2 A)
Simmington "consistently demonstrated outstanding technical ability in station installation and in
the maintenance and servicing of
delicate critical radio equipment
. . . reducing to a minimum the
number of hours of broadcast time
lost during repairs. Through his
high conception of cooperation he
voluntarily trained other less expert radio personnel to become
highly qualified
radioinsure
station better
technicians and thus
broadcasting service."
Major Eckhouse
ROBERT D. ECKHOUSE, formerly in radio production in New York
and New Jersey has been promoted to major in the Public ReBranch,HeArmy
tered lations
in Rome.
also headquarhas been
awarded the Bronze Star for meritorious conduct and expects his
Army turnrelease
to radio shortly.
work inHe thewillNewreYork area.
Quan Gets Majority
VICTORnical production
QUAN, section
chief ofoftheAFRS,
techLos Angeles, and before entering
military service superintendent of
C. P. MacGregor Co., Hollywood
transcription producers, has been
promoted to major.
WAVE on the Waves
CPL. WALTER KANER, formerly director of publicity and special
events of WLIB New York, is directing acontinuous all-day round
of radio programs on board a
troop ship on its way to the Philip. A "floating
radioto station",
WAVE pines(with
apologies
WAVE
Louisville, Ky.), has been set up
and news, sports results, music and
entertainment are brought to the
GIs by Cpl. Kaner, with the help
of other radio-minded GIs and
AFRS transcriptions.
Serwin Promoted in AFN
SGT. JAY nouncer
E. withSERWIN,
anWLAW former
Lawrence,
Mass., has been named program director of the American Forces Network station at Reims. He is believed to be the youngest serviceman to hold such a position with
AFN.

CONGRATULATIONS on a job
well done go to M/Sgt. Alvin M.
Josephy Jr.,respondeUSMCR
nt, asBrig. Gen.combat
Robertcor-L.
Denig,tionsMarine
Corps
Public
head, presents him withRelathe
Bronze Star, for heroic action
against the enemy on Guam. Sgt.
Josephy was in news and special
events with WOR-Mutual and later,
OWI before joining the Corp.
wave; Bob Eisenbach, WEAF New
York; lanta;
Jimmy
Schell, WABC
WATL New
AtBob Sammon,
York ; Ken Corliss, W JR Detroit.
SEP' BUYS RIGHTS
TO BUTCHER BOOK
CAPT. HARRY' C. BUTCHER'S
new book, "Three
With Eis-in
enhower," will beYears
completed
about six weeks, with publication
by the year's
by Simon
Schuster.
Capt. end
Butcher,
who was&
Naval aide to Gen. Eisenhower for
three years,
has thehaving
status resigned
of consultant to CBS,
his Washington vice-presidency.
He has not announced his plans
following completion of the book,
but he is expected to return to
radio.
Simultaneously, the Saturday
Evening Post announced last week
that it had purchased magazine
rights to the war diary for $175,000 — which it was believed the highest price ever paid for such rights.
The Post will run a series of from
seven to ten installments, beginning in the late fall or early winprecedingButcher
publication
the
book.ter,Capt.
beganof the
diary,film, inwhich
was kept
the summer
of 1942on atmicroGen.
Eisenhower's suggestion.
Ft. Wayne Ad Clinic
FRANK E. PELLEGRIN, NAB
director of Broadcasting Advertising, wil present the medium's story before annual Fort
Wayne Sales Training Conference
& Clinic, to be held Oct. 10 by the
Fort Wayne Chamber of Commerce. Some 300 business executives will take a one-day course in
advertising.
Mr. Pellegrin
will and
address the entire
conference
then
conduct
a
sectional
meeting
on broadcasting.

Part of 'Big Sweat'
"AN
family"
stationedISLAND-HAPPY
at Pacific Headquarters
of AFRS, Honolulu, last week reported to Broadcasting on their
status
the "Big through
Sweat",
sweatingas part
it outof probably
the winter in the Pacific. Included
in the group of commercial radio
men there are (not bothering with
military rank "now that the war's
over") : Mel Wissman, WWJ De- IMPORTANCE of science and the netroit; Al Bufnngton, WBAL Baltices ity of training scientists is told in a
"Science
forSarnoff,
Life orRCADeath"
more; Ed Truman, Cowles Broad- booklet,
by
Brig.
casting stations, and our corre- York Times
ident.Gen.
ArticleofisDavid
reprinted
from the presNew
Aug.
10, 1945.
spondent; Rod Mitchell, CBS shortBROADCASTING
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# ##

WOW, due to its nearly ideal frequency of
590 kilocycles, used with 5,000 watts,
CAN be HEARD clearly within a one
hundred mile radius* of its transmitter.
WOW is LISTENED to because it is a
basic NBC station, furnishing the top radio entertainment of the day, supported
by first-class local features and NEWS.
These are reasons why WOW gives you
the BIGGEST AUDIENCE an advertising dollar will buy in the Omaha trade
territory.

The chart above,
on computations by. compeIT'S
A basedshows
TACr.
. .
tent radio engineers,
how much MORE power
ismilesneeded
to
lay
down
signal The
100
at frequencies highera lYi*
than millivolt
590 kilocycles.
frequencies shown are approximately those of other
full-time stations in the Omaha area.
*WOW'$ %-millivolt contour actually reaches out nearly 200 milesl
ROADCASTING
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FULL
SALES

OF

VITAMINS

KQV'S non-network business runs 50% over its
network billings— shows recognition of KQV's
strong local coverage by national accounts. 1410
kc— 1000 w— Basic Mutual Network.

■Timlin i:
ALLEGHENY

BROADCASTING

CORP.

News
{Continued from page 26)
the interpretative function of commentary is valued by radio audiences and is considered almost as
important
as the broadcasting of
straight news.
The potency of news as an audience builder is not news to broadcasters. Answers to the question —
"When you turn on your radio to
hear the news, do you usually tune
toreveal
one the
particular
station
first?"
inclination
of the
over-—
whelming majority of listeners to
think of a specific station as their
preferred radio news source.
Eighty-four per cent reported that
they usually tune to a particular
station for news. Fourteen per cent
said they do not tune to a particular station, and 2.2% gave no answer to this question. Collateral
evidence secured in this investigation indicates that many listeners
are keen enough to distinguish bethe quality ofanda the
station's
general tweenprogramming
quality of its news. Some stations
whose overall programming is

weak have nevertheless succeeded
in impressing listeners with the
quality of their news service.
Preferences
Although
minute news the
stanzaconventional
is preferred 15by
the majority
of
listeners
(undoubtedly the result of conditioning),
24% vote for programs of more or
less
than per15 cent
minutes'
Nineteen
say theyduration.
prefer
newscasts of less than 15 minutes,
only 4% like more than 15 minutes. Replies to the question: "How
long do you prefer news broadcasts to be?"
were: of Newscasts
Preference
for Length
5 minutes or less
7.6%
10 minutes
11.6%
15 "
74.0%
30 "
4.3%
Don't Know
1.6%
No Answer
0.9%
Total
100.0%
War's end will unquestionably
produce some slackening in the frequency of listening to news programs— how much which will be
indicated by future studies.
Frequency of Listening to News
(By City Size)
Listen 2 Times per Day or Less Listen More Than 2 Times per Day

National Representatives: WEED & CO.
Village
IT

NATIONALLY REPRESENTED BY ADAM J. YOUNG, JR., INC.
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% 70 Metallic Backgrounds Many Applications Filed
TV
Found
More Effective For New Canada Outlets
CHET KULESZA, technical su- ALL PARTS of Canada are reprepervisor of art and production at
sented in applications filed with
BBDO, New York, and Ted B. the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.
Grenier, chief engineer of Metro- Board of Governors
and Dept. of
politan Television Inc., New York, Transportation, Ottawa,
new
believe that they have found a stations. In western Canadafor these
simple solution for a television facilities are sought: Penticton,
background problem that has baf- B.C., 250 w on 1450 kc, call letters
fled experts for years. It is that
Dawson City, Yukon, 250
use of metallic backgrounds in- CKOK;
River, B.C.,
stead of usual flat grays results in w, w,12301400kc;kc;Powell
St. Boniface, Man.,
black tones being blacker when tele- 250
vised, clarity of colored objects is 1 kw, 1250 kc, call letters CKSB;
Winnipeg,
improved, problem of back lighting letters
CJOB.250 w, 1230 kc, call
is simplified, and less light is reIn
eastern
Canada: St. John, N.
quired for cameras.
5
kw,
1470
with 100
directional
Reflective silver background was B.,
antenna; Oshawa,kc Ont.,
w, 1240
used for what is believed to be kc
(under
consideration);
the first time on the du Pont tele- Que., 250 w, 1450 kc, callGranby,
letters
cast Sept. 14 on WRGB Schenec- CHEF, when CHLN Three Rivers
tady. Results, according to F. A. increases power to 1 kw and moves
Long, sionin activities,
charge were
of BBDO
to 550 kc ; Sherbrooke, 250 w, 1240
bettertelevithan kc;
Riviere du Loupe, 250 w, 1400
any achieved heretofore with flat kc. Prospective licensees in most
cases
are businessmen or veterans.
gray backgrounds.
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On a gusty March day in 1931 . . . when man's voice was beamed
across the English Channel from an antenna less than an inch long
and powered by a mere half-watt . . . Microwave was born.
l's

federa

men

know

Mievowave

Federal

This was the inauguration of a new technique in the art of communication.. . blazing the trail for modern, high fidelity television,
FM transmission, pulse time modulation, plurality of currents on a
common carrier, and certain other commercial applications for this
technique.
Many of the scientists now at work in Federal laboratories participated in that triumph and helped in its developement through the
years. Now they are engaged in extending its application, opening
vast and striking possibilities for the future of communications.
Pioneer in the field of microwave ... a contributor to radio progress
for more than 35 years . . . Federal stands for leadership in research,
development and manufacture of equipment and components for
every segment of the communications industry.

Telephone

and

RadiaCorpomtion
Newark 1, N. J.

These Two Stations Provide the Only Full
Coverage of This Rich Pennsylvania Area

|| WJAC
A
^"JOHNSTOWN /
\
Dunlo.**^
\ ^ Oovidsville
• ^ v+
% • Windber

^ Roaring Spring ^
BOTH STATIONS ARE SOLD
IN COMBINATION RATE
TOR NETWORK AND SPOT

National Representatives
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
New York, Chicago, Detroit, Atlanta, San Francisco, Los Angeles J

WJW has the recipe for results. Across the
board, Monday thru Friday, WJW delivers
more morning dialers per dollar in Cleveland
...up to 20% more than any other station.
ABC Network Wf-llW
5000 Watts
CLEVELAND, O. WW WV WW
DAY AND
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
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Radio Aid Asked
On Food Problem
Truman, Anderson Meet with
Media Representatives
RADIO aid in the United Nations
effort
some of was
the world's
acute tofoodsolveproblems
sought
Tuesday at conferences held by
President Harry S. Truman and
Secretary of Agriculture Clinton
P. Anderson with media representatives.
The meetings were preliminary
to the Oct. 16 United Nations conference in Quebec at which a Food
and Agriculture Organization is to
-be organized, with delegates from
all the nations slated for participation. These delegates will be of
cabinet rank.
Representing broadcasting at
the Tuesday meetings were Jess
Willard, NAB vice-president, and
William B. Ryan, KFI Los Angeles, a member of the NAB board;
Paul W. Kesten, CBS executive
vice-president; Frank E. . Mullen,
NBC vice-president and general
manager; Dorothy Lewis, NAB
coordinator of listener activity.
First steps to set up a group of
United Nations organizations were
taken at the San Francisco conference last spring. The Food and
Agriculture Organization is to include all agricultural products including food, fisheries and forestry
products. It will cover consumer
problems
distribution.as well as production and

TELEMOBILE
■
Paramount Produces Control
Room on Wheels

Operator at Telemobile
PARAMOUNT's Television Station
W6XYZ has introduced something
new to the industry, according to
Klausdirector.
Landsberg,
station's
video
It is thetheTelemobile,
combining all control equipment
necessary for the operation of
two television cameras, including
the synchronizing pulse generator,
sweep signal generator, power supplies and monitoring units.
Functional design was the main
consideration, but the Telemobile
is also easy on the eyes. It is so
small it can be operated in. a station wagon during pick-ups, with
no cabling of units required. It can
be moved from one studio to another. There is built-in air cooling,
keeping
the over
tubesservicing,
at low
temperature.
And 200
to aid
a compartment is provided for tools
and spare parts.

A. S. CLARKE AIDED
IN 'FUSE' RESEARCH
THOSE MINUTE proximity fuses,
considered by many as an electronic
contribution second only in importance to the atomic bomb, explain the whereabouts during the
war ofneer andA.broadcaster.
S. "Red" Clarke, engiMr. Clarke, vice-president of
the Virginia-Carolina Broadcasting Corp., which is preparing applications for facilities in Danville, Va., has worked since two
weeks after Pearl Harbor on deView of Telemobile Interior
sign and development of the fuses
— smallest and most intricate electronic assemblies ever conceived. Former OWI, OTA A Men
Early experimentation in which Named to HIS Positions
Mr. Clarke participated was un- TWO former Office of War Inforder the auspices of the Ordnance
officials and one from the
Development
of theAfter
Na- Office ofmationInterAmerican Affairs
tional BureauDivision
of Standards.
have
been
to the Interim
early patent applications were Internationaladded
Information
Service
filed by this group, Mr. Clarke was
Dept.
to
handle
inter-it
transferred to the Office of Scien- of the State
national shortwave broadcasts,
tific Research and Development as
announced last week.
senior technical aide to the chair- wasCharles
Kline of Lewisburg, W.
man of Division 4 of the National
Defense and Research Committee. Va., with the OIAA the past four
years and a former
foreign chief
corAt
war's end division
he was ofmanager
respondent, has beenAP named
of thethe electronics
Bowen
the Inter-American Branch,
& Co., Bethesda, Md., supervising of
Templeton Peck of Pomona,
a pilot plant manufacturing proxi- HIS.
with OWI since October 1941,
mity fuses. Mr. Clarke formerly isCal.,chief
European Branch,
was owner of WBTM Danville and and Georgeof E.theTaylor,
Seattle, OWI
was at one time associated with man
since December 1942, has been
the engineering consultant firm, appointed
chief of the Far Eastern
McNary and Wrathall.
Branch.
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JOHNSON
NOW
ON

IN

PRODUCTION

PHASING

EQUIPMENT

You no longer have to be satisfied with
mere planning for better market coverage!
Johnson engineers are now ready to
tackle your directional antenna problem
and to get the Phasing Equipment you
need into production.
Phasing equipment by Johnson can be
found successfully operating in more than
50 broadcast stations and is backed by
over 20 years experience in the manufacture of radio transmitting equipment.
All major components used in Johnson
Phasing and Antenna coupling equipment
are designed and manufactured by
Johnson, assuring the best material and
workmanship. The quality of the equipment isunder control of Johnson engineers
at all times.
Shown at right is one of the Johnson
installations designed to match existing
equipment.
A Johnson Phasing Unit can be made to
exactly match your present equipment
and thus become an integral part of
your station.
Orders for Phasing and Coupling equipment will enter production in the order
received. Contact us without delay,
directly or through your consulting engineer.

Wr/fe for Brochure 'Some considerations in Directional Antenna
— ByDesign"
Johnson
E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY, Woseco, Minn
E.F.JOHNSON

COMPANY

JOHNSON
a famous name in Kadio
.

WASECA

•

MINNESOT

TWO
TO

AMPLIFIED

ANSWERS

AN

ENGINEER'S
PARTICULARLY PERFECT
FOR PRE-EMPHASIZED
DISC RECORDING
Two premium ( quality amplifiers, flat over the entire
frequency range, have been
particularly perfected for the
requirements of high power
at high frequencies as required for pre-emphasized
disc recording. One 35 watts, '
the other 75 watts rated power provide a choice to suit

individual needs. Each unit
has plenty of reserve, power
for perfect pre-emphasized
disc recording. Curves, specifications, and performance
data will be sent immediately
upon request.
ALTEC LANSING
A255 AMPLIFIER
Power Output : 35 watts
-Gain: 65 DB • Frequency Range: 20 to
20,000 cycles.

ALTEC LANSING
287F AMPLIFIER
Power Output: 75
watts— Gain: 15 DB
Frequency Range:
20 to 20,000 cycles
Uses 845 Type tubes

MEMBERS of the Council on Journalism attending a Council meeting in
Chicago are (1 to r) : A. A. Fahy, general manager KABR Aberdeen,
S. D.; Karl Koerper, managing director KMBC Kansas City; F. K.
Baskette, Division of Journalism, Emory U., Atlanta; E. R. Vadeboncoeur, WSYR Syracuse, N. Y., chairman of NAB Radio News Committee; Charles L. Allen, Dept. of Journalism, Northwestern U., Evanston,
111.; Fred S. Siebert, Dept. of Journalism, U. of Illinois, Urbana;
Arthur Stringer, Promotion Director, NAB, Washington; William Ray,
Director of News and Special Events, NBC Central Division; I. Keith
Tyler, Director of Radio Education, Ohio State U., Columbus; Arthur R.
Kirkham, vice-president of KOIN Portland, Ore; H. Quentin Cox, KGW
Portland, Ore., and War Finance Division, Treasury Dept., Washington;
Mitchell V. Charnley, Dept. of Journalism, U. of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
N. Y. Listeners Like Lutherans Rebroadcast
Classical
Music Best Hour to Overseas Radio
NEW YORK listeners prefer ALREADY HEARD over 714 stations in the U. S., the Lutheran
classical music to light music, ac- Hour will
rebroadcast over nine
cording to increasing demands of stations inbeItaly,
listeners who have requested one in Athens, and36 onein inAustralia,
Lisbon.
WQXR New York to add an hour According to its conductor,
Dr.
of evening classical music to its Walter A. Maier, cost will approxschedule. Starting Oct. 1, station
imate
$1,000,000
a
year
and
broadcasts "An Hour of Sym- broadcasts will be transcribed allin
Portuguese,
in additionphony",todailyan11:05-12
earlier midnight,
period of and
Slovak. Italian, German, Greek 1
symphonic music, "Symphony
Lutheran Laymens League, spon- I
Hall", heard nightly at 8:05-9 p.m.
recently purchased two new
New program replaces an hour of sors,
super-power
outlets near the Mex
light music
which
has
been
feaican
border,
Dr. Maier said, and
tured on WQXR for past seven has opened offices
in Buenos Aires
years, and makes a total of two and Rio de Janeiro.
The League
hours of classical music each night hopes to establish its own
stations
on the station.
in Europe within a year, according to Dr. Maier.
NBC Talent Shows
FOURTH annual NBC Parade of
Stars program was scheduled
Correction
Sunday and Monday, Oct. 7 and 8,
REPORTING renewal of
when network's top personalities IN
Fair, sponsored by Borden
united casttos to listeners.
bring twoUnder
specialdirection
broad- County
Co., New Broadcasting
York, on 176onAmerican!
stations,
Sept. 24j
of C. L. Menser, NBC vice-presi- erroneously stated that Allan
Melt-I
dent in charge of programs, shows zer Inc., New York, was; agency
were scheduled Sunday, 5-6 p.m.
and Monday 10-11 or 11:30 p.m. handling account. Kenyon & Eck-I
and were part of overall campaign hardt, New York, • is advertising
of NBC advertising and promotion agency; Allan Meltzer Inc. handles^
publicity.
department.

ALTEC LANSING
LIMITER AMPLIFIER
The new Altec Lansing 5 watts,
70 DB gain, A322 Limiter Amplifier for driving the above
A255 and 287F amplifiers is
also available. It effectively
eliminates "thumping" and
"monkey work.
chatter"
broadcast
Send intodayradio
for
complete details.
1210 TAFT BUILDING-HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA
250 WEST 57 STREET • NEW YORK 1 9, N. Y.
IN CANADA: NORTHERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
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Other Hilton Hotels from Coast to Coast. Chicago:
The Stevens f Dayton > The Dayton-Bilimore;
from Los
Angeles: The Town House. C. N. Hilton, President.
BROADCASTING
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Finch Names Three
NAB Inaugural
(Continued from page 15)
PINCH Telecommunications Inc.
9inquencies had been overlooked, has appointed the following memthe Commission in effect purging
bers to its board of directors : Captain W. G. H. Finch, U.S.N.R., who
it of past violations. Chairman
has
returned
to the board after
Porter produced this portion of absence
which began before Pearlan
Justice Miller's opinion:
when he resigned as pres"This argumen has much the Harbor, ident;
Vincent Stanley, president
same substance ast would
a contenGamewell Co., Newton Falls,
tion that because an indulgent of
Herbert L. Petty, execjudge has repeatedly granted pro- Mass., utiveanddirector
of WHN New York.
bation to a confirmed criminal he
would be barred from considering
r' the criminal's past record, when
during next few years; result) next committed a crime and againhe
ant jobs and unprecedented expansion in facilities and services; FM
;• applied for probation."
Man of Perception
("which many of us believe may
well
supplant the present broadV This analogy, Chairman Porter
casting system") gives promise of
■1h said, "indicates a perception of the some 2,000
to 3,000 new stations
business of greater significance in next several
years; capital exi i*han a mere arbiter."
penditure of $250,000,000 if half
3 Then he continued: "However, I the existing AM sets are replaced
\ am hopeful to believe that the real with FM receivers in next five
; reason for the selection of Judge years; another $1,500,000,000 for
|i!Miller is found in the language of television sets; Bell System devel"t when
the Ward
oping transcontinental coaxial caI am certain
that
yourcase.
committee
discovered
of $56,000,000; Western
this passage, the search for a new Unionble at cost
to
use radio transmission.
' president was terminated and all
He
referred
to predictions that
• agreed, 'Here's our man!' "
within five years 157 key cities
will have TV transmitters and sets
jj
In
this
case
he
quoted
Justice
e Miller as writing: "So long as the will be sold at rate of 2,500,000 a
j Commission
the man- year. War has advanced electronics
date of thecomplies
statute with
it has, and a generation or more, he continued,
• should have, wide discretion in de- and
vast projects are planned in
termining questions of both public aviation, international telephone
!policy and of procedural policy and and telegraph, marine and other
jiffof ore."
making appropriate rules there- lines of communication. Bell alone
plans $2,000,000,000 in construction.
11 Said the chairman: "This is a
On FCC's docket, he said, are 513
. statement of a doctrine which we applications
for new FM stations,
will try to follow with great fideli- 129 for commercial TV stations,
j :y. Now if anyone wants quotable 265 for new AM stations and 147
. iicta for Judge Miller's opinions for changes in existing AM sta; reversing the Commission, you will
tions. FCC staff expansion is
llave to look them up yourself. I planned, he said.
(nave tried desperately to resist
Ryan Voices Confidence
this temptation and have failed. So
In turning over the NAB presiItherefore, I must conclude my brief
dency to Justice Miller, retiring
'summary with a final quote from
your new president wherein he said President Ryan voiced the "implicit
in a letter to the editor of the St. confidence" broadcasters have in
their new executive. He declared
..Louis Post-Dispatch:
NAB fortunate in securing the
1 "There is no more reason why a services
"during this important ex^newscast should be interrupted for
pansion period of so eminent a pub[IJ plug-ugly than that such ads
servant
as Mr. Justice Miller,"
..'Should be inserted in the middle of lie
; /Qews stories or editorials in a news- and thanked broadcasters with
"profound
gratitude" for their
paper; especially when the intersupport."
!,;ruption — deliberately or unconsci- "magnificent
Mr.
Ryan
presented an outline
ously, whichever it may be— is in
of broadcasting's achievements and
lauseating contrast to the subject problems,
reviewing NAB growth.
mder discussion by the commentaLimited by lack of air time,
tor."
broadcasters must refuse much busConcluded the chairman, in his
iness not appropriate for the lisresume of the justice's record: "I
tener, Mr. Ryan said, often rejectwant to assure you, however, that
carried in printed
before we give any consideration to media.ing messages
is
imbodying this suggestion into a another Over-commercialization
danger,
he continued, but
rule, we will have an appropriate explained that some
complaints
in
JUblic hearing."
this line may be due to the heavy
contribution toward the war effort
Foresees Big Expansion
(perhaps $700,000,000 by stations,
The chairman took a searching networks
advertisers when
ook into the future of broadcasting final figuresand
'
md made these predictions, based
Surest wayareto tabulated).
increase audience
' >n information from Commission for public interest programs, Mr.
! 'ources and private industry:
Ryan said in citing a frequent raI Capital expenditure over $5,000,dio experience, is to obtain a spon'00,000 in communications, includsor for(Continued
the programs.
on page"Every
70) proing production of consumer goods
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CHOICE
IN
CHATTANOOGA
IS

WD0D
20th YEAR
CBS

5,000 WATTS DAY AND NIGHT
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY
NA TIONAL REPRESENT A TIVE5
)—~~~
SERVICE (3) RESULTS
^irbt (2)
,N PUBLIC
(,) AUDIENCE

"Post War" Texarkana has ample resources
to purchase any worthwhile
product. Place Texarkana on
your "must" schedule now.
For
wire orfurther
phone information write,
FRANK O. MYERS,
Manager, KCMC,
Texarkana, U. S. A.
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NAB Inaugural
(Continued from page 69)
gram on the air should he good
enough so that some sponsor would
be disposed to buy it," he suggested.
"If it will not stand that test perhaps it is not good enough for a
sustaining feature."
Mr. asRyan
described medium
radio's
growth
an advertising
as "phenomenal". In 1927 it did
$5,000,000 of business with 7,000,000 sets in use, he recalled, compared to $391,000,000 of business
last year with 60,000,000 sets. Radio in the postwar world will carry
a considerable portion of the burden of providing jobs through promotion of distribution of goods, he
concluded.
In his inaugural address President Miller, referring to the Congressional decree that makes
broadcasting one of the most hazardous of all businesses, suggested
that
be ripe "for
of usthewhotime aremayconcerned,
to all
sit
down together and look for areas
of agreement in an effort to clarify
and reinterpret the law." He reminded that "radio must meet the
challenge both of the balanced program and the balance sheet."
Looking
the future,
President Millerinto
reminded
that mutual
understanding, mutual respect and
mutual confidence in each other

will be required among peoples of
the world as well as among our
own people. Such results, he added,
"can come only from unshackled
opportunity
to interpret
and publish to the world
the American
way
of life, of free, competitive enterprise operating under disciplined
self-restraint; the American philosophy of government, by responsible leaders chosen by the people.
Mr. Miller referred to nauseplug-uglies
in the midst
a seriousatingnews
commentary
as poorof
taste as well as poor business "if
the result is to prevent that broadcast from being heard at many a
family
Radiofireside."
Executive in Middle
Speaking of "those with axes
to grind, as well as persons seriously concerned with the importance of properly balanced programs
for
public consumption,"
embarrassing
demands who
for make
time,
for changed regulations and for
preferred treatment on the air,
Mr. Miller said "the radio executive stands between importunate,
shortsighted advocates of this or
that, on the one hand, and the general publicaton the
the head
other."table were:
Guests
Commissioner Charles R. Denny,
FCC; A. D. Willard Jr., NAB;
Commissioner E. K. Jett, FCC;
Maj. Gen. Frank E. Stoner, chief,

. WSGN covers more of Alabama than any
other station, tops them in listeners and costs
less per sale.
. . . *WSGN has the largest percentage of
daytime listeners in the Birmingham area.
. . . *Ten out of the Ten highest rated morning shows are on WSGN.
. . . *WSGN's morning rating in Birmingham
is more than the combined rating of all other
stations.
*C. E. Hooper Dec-April 1945

WSG*
American Broadcasting Co.
THE BIRMINGHAM NEWS- AGE-HERALD STATION
Represented Nationally by Headley-Reed Co.
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MANAGERS of stations represented by Taylor-Howe-Snowden Radio
Sales attended conference at Dallas. At luncheon were: Standing (1 to r)
Jacques D'Armond, United Press; O. L. (Ted) Taylor, T-H-S; Alex
Keese, T-H-S; Duffield Smith, Dept. of Commerce; Rush Hughes, Rush
Hughes Radio Features; Tarns Bixby, KBIX. Seated (left front to rear),
George W. Johnson, KTSA; Clyde B. Melville, T-H-S; Ligon Smith,
Business Music Inc.; DeWitt Landis, KFYO; Mrs. Margaret Driggs,
T-H-S; Raymond Hollingsworth, KGNC; Archie J. Taylor, KRGV. Right
front to rear, Ted A. Workman, Glenn Advertising; Weldon Stamps,
KADA; Paul Bruner, KBIX; Ivan Head, KVSF; Helen Caldwell, KFDM;
Robert D. Enoch, KTOK; Olin Bragg.
Army Communications Service;
Glen Bannerman, president, CAB;
William D. Hassett, secretary to
President Truman; Harold Smith,
Director of the Budget; Maj. Gen.
Harrycer;C.Charles
Ingles,
Chief secretary
Signal Offi-to
G. Ross,
President Truman; Mark Woods,
president, American net; Gen.
Alexander A. Vandegrift, Commandant, USMC; Paul Kesten, executive v-p., CBS; Rep. Joseph W.
Martin Jr., House minority
Scroll for Ryan
TRIBUTE to J. Harold
Ryan, who retired Oct. 2 as
interim NAB president, was
paid in a resolution passed
by the NAB Board of Directors at its Oct. 1-2 meeting.
Spread on a scroll signed by
President Justin Miller and
boardtion members,
the resoluread:
The NAB in grateful recognition ofhis services to the
industry
certificate to J.presents
Harold thisRyan.
At
great personal sacrifice he
came tocemberWashington
in
De1940 and served more
than tantthree
Assis-of
Directoryears
of theasOffice
Censorship in charge of radio. His splendid administrative direction of this activity contributed largely to
the outstanding contribution
which radio broadcasting
made ofto the
effort into
time
war.nation's
Responding
the request of his fellow
broadcasters he accepted the
presidency
of this association under circumstances
demanding wise and constructive leadership. This obligation he has discharged in a
distinguished manner reflectcredit upon himself
and ingthegreatindustry.

William S. Hedges, NBC, ex-president of NAB; Sen. Wallace H.
White Jr., Senate minority leader;
Alfred J. McCosker, WOR, expresident of NAB; Attorney General Tom C. Clark.
John Elmer, WCBM, ex-president
of NAB; Mr. Justice Hugo Black;
Chairman Paul A. Porter, FCC;
President Justin Miller, NAB ; Don
S. Elias, WWNC, toastmaster; J.
Harold Ryan, retiring president,;
NAB; Mr. Justice Stanley Reed;
C. W. Myers, KOIN, ex-president
of NAB; Fred M. Vinson, Secretary of the Treasury; Neville MilLocal Station Granted
By FCC for Oil City, Pa
NEW LOCAL standard station for
Oil City, Pa., was granted by the
FCC last week with assignment of
250 w on 1340 kc to Kenneth Ren
nekamp.
will beforoperated
unlimited Station
time except
hours ^njj
now
assigned
WSAJ
Grove
Cityim
Pa.

BROADCASTING

WCRY
the 50,000
watt voice
in Cincinnati
• Broadcast Advertisin

ler, ex-president of NAB ; Robert
E. Hannegan, Postmaster General;
"i dent
Walter ofJ. NAB
Damra,; Niles
WTMJ, Trammell,
ex-presipresident, NBC; Gen. George C.
Marshall, Chief of Staff.
Edward J. Noble, chairman,
American net; Wayne C. Taylor,
Undersecretary of Commerce; Maj.
Gen. Alexander D. Surles, Director
of Information, War Dept. ; Robert
D. Swezey, v-p, Mutual; John W.
Snyder, Director, Office of War
Mobilization and Reconversion;
Chief Justice D. Lawrence Groner,
U. S. Court of Appeals, District of
Columbia; Rear Adm. Joseph Redman, Director, Naval Communicai tions; Maj. Gen. Myron C. Cramer,
Judge Advocate General ; Justice
h Henry W. Edgerton, U. S. Court
i of Appeals, District of Columbia;
, Commissioner Paul A. Walker,
, FCC; Brig. Gen. Robert L. Denig,
!,Director of Public Relations, Marine Corps.
, Leslie C. Johnson, WHBF; William B. Smullin, KIEM; Matthew
IH. Bonebrake, KOCY; Hugh B.
Terry, KLZ; Kolin Hager, WGY;
William B. Way, KVOO; Campbell
Arnoux, WTAR; Chairman Paul
'Herzog,
Natl. M.
Labor
Relations
Board; Frank
Russell,
v-p,
NBC; Robert E. Freer, Federal
Trade Commission; James D.
Shouse, WLW; John J. Gillin, Jr.,
1WOW; Chairman Ewin L. Davis,
;Federal Trade Commission; Commodore Ellis Reed-Hill, Chief, Public Information, Coast Guard; Paul
IW. Morency, WTIC ; Chairman Arthur J. Altmeyer, Social Security
Board; Garland S. Ferguson, FTC;
G. Richard Shafto, WIS;
J. Leonard Reinsch, WSB; Gerard D. Reilly, NLRB ; Frank Stanton, v-p and general manager, CBS;
Martin B. Campbell, WFAA; Clair
R. McCollough, WGAL; John E.
|Fetzer, WKZQ; T. A. M. Craven,
'WOL;
E. L.
Hayek,William
KATE;B. Ryan,
F. W.KFI;Borton,
WMAQ; Hoyt B. Wooten, WREC;
Harry R. Spence, KXRO.

Detroit

to Attack

Standard Time Sought
For Networks During
Summer Months
FIRST organized effort of a major
market city to attack the time-shift
problem due next spring with local
revivals of daylight time will be
taken this week in Detroit. Managers of network affiliate stations
in Detroit will attend a meeting
called by H. Allen Campbell, general manager of WXYZ.
Sentiment for similar meetings
is developing in other cities where
the network shift to daylight savYork's
time ing
hasconforming
brought with
one ofNewbroadcasting's worst headaches — a headache
that was quiescent during the fouryear period of war time.
Movement is growing to bring
together all affected interests —
networks, stations, advertisers and
agencies. Still in the discussion
stage, the idea is gaining support.
Revenue Loss
Many network affiliates are of
the belief that networks may pay
more attention to station complaints about time change if affiliates become sufficiently vocal.
Heavy loss of revenue is faced in
many cases, and station executives
are going into the matter.
Adherence to standard time by
networks would solve the problem,
it is suggested. Railroads have folplan, changing scheduleslowedwherethisnecessary.
Cooperation of trade associations
in the time problem is expected to
develop. Adrian Samish, American
program vice-president, proposes
that NAB, Assn. of National Advertisers and American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies should study
the problem and form an integrated program.
The NAB board of directors at
Hallicrafters Dividend
its Oct. 1-2 meeting went into the
HALLICRAFTERS Co., Chicago, subject at considerable length. It
record as favoring all efn meeting on Tuesday declared a went on
forts to attain uniformity in time.
.0 cents a share regular quarterly The NAB
staff was instructed to
lividend
on
its
common
stock,
payble November 15.
contact Federal agencies and Congressional leaders to inform them
of the problems created by the
spring shift to daylight saving.
Several bills affecting time still
are pending in Congress since enwar time. actment of the measure repealing
Statement by Mr. Samish on the
KRNT
time situation follows:
"We now are studying our broadcast schedule in the light of probTHE
lems which have developed due to
the
ending
of War Time and the
COWLES
return of Standard Time. This presents few difficulties because our
STATION
schedule operates by the clock, and
no immediate rescheduling is necessary.
for
"The return, in certain sections
of the country, of Daylight Time
Des Moines
next spring will be another matter. We believe that the ANA,
ROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

Time

Shift

NAB, and AAAA should study the
problems
as a whole
and formulate an integrated
program.
"Perhaps there should be some
consideration given to the railroad
technique of remaining on Standard Time, with adjustments in the
various cities. It may prove more
practical
to have each
network ad-in
just its schedule
individually,
order to best take care of the interests of the public and the programs. But in any case we should
meet and discuss the problem."
Should Be Relieved
Phillips C'arlin,
MBS: program
vice-president,
declared
"Disadvantages accruing from
changes in time give broadcasters
a semi-annual headache which
should be relieved. Were all urban
communities to adhere to such prescribed time changes, making the
shift to new time simultaneously,
there would be no problems involved.
"However with the inclination
on thetan centers
part ofto various
metropoliturn individualist
on suchfusionoccasions,
a statein time
of con-of
arises in conflict
local programs with those of the
networks, with John Q. Public the

Headache

greatest loser of all. Although we
in broadcasting can hope for and
work toward ultimate solution of
this problem,
the local
tion with bearing
upon considerait are so
many and varied that the achievement of a time conformity throughout the nation cannot be enjoyed
WAY LAND H. EVANS
IS ACCIDENT VICTIM
WAYLAND H. EVANS, 45, president of Wayland Assoc., Chicago
advertising agency, died accidentally Sept. 29 when he was struck
during an altercation involving
patrons in a Chicago cocktail
lounge. Police said Mr. Evans and
a party of friends were leaving the
lounge when the accident occurred
and were in no way involved in the
argument. An inquest is to be held
Oct. 10. Funeral services were held
Saturday, Oct. 6. He is survived
by his parents, his widow, Frances,
and three children.
A torsmeeting
of thewillboardbe held
of direcof the agency
Oct.
9 to elect a successor to Mr. Evans.
He organized the agency which
bears his name in 1923.

THIS IS
BILL...

one of the service station managers who kept hundreds of thousands of necessary cars on the roads during
the war and sold over $115,718,000 worth of gasoline during
the war years. Think of what the gasoline market will be
in postwar years in eastern and central New York and
New areas
England—
WGY! COMMUNITY*— one
ofwestern
the richest
in thethenation
And WGY is the ONLY medium which combines this
valuable market into ONE coverage area.
*WGY's ulatiprimary
and secondary
with a popon ofover 25,000,
39 cities ofareas
over contain
10,000, 18andcities
40 incorporated
towns and villages of over 5000 population.
WGY
SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK
50,000 watts — NBC — 23 years of service
Represented Nationally by NBC Spot Sales
GENERAL

#

ELECTRIC
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(ContinuedJoyner
from page 18)
golf — just as much as the lovers
of symphony music enjoy the concert series of the Pittsburgh Symphony and the New Friends of
Music concerts. All of them find a
common understanding and enjoyment of FM for its almost total
absence of noise and interference,
and realism provided by its wide
aural range.
At WTNT in Pittsburgh, the
first FM station in Pennsylvania
and one of the pioneer FM stations
in the world, our plans were based
primarily upon a program service
which would bring to the listeners
the full benefit of FM. With full
confidence in FM's future we have
remained mindful that it is an entirely new method of broadcasting, which gave our listeners an
entirely new concept of radio entertainment— thus opening new and
untried vistas in the all-important
realm of programming.
As a pioneer in FM we believe
entirely and completely in its
future. We have proven to our own
satisfaction that we are right and
we are confident that with proper
programming the public will find
FM an improved system of broadcasting, justifying all of its claims.

5000
WATT
Selling Power
in Industrial
New England

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
WEED & CO.

.5 Millivolt ($m
j. ,
Contour
Jansky & ™
Bailey
D.Washington.
C.
KEY
— — White
Primary
Secondary
Gray — Dark

eoxJi BOTH y/uw/*
/ THRIVING INDUSTRIAL MARKET
2 PROSPEROUS AGRICULTURAL MARKET

For 25 years WDZ has programmed for the two
major groups of people comprising this vast Central Illinois market — 1,828,626 of them. They have
money to spend. And the confidence they have in
WDZ means volume sales for WDZ-advertised
products. Your share is waiting.
NEW WDZ BROCHURE Now Ready
Solid facts about the WDZ market, boiled to essentials.
A copy is yours for the asking.
HOWARD H. WILSON COMPANY, Representatives
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Station'

TIMEBUYERS TURNED TABLES on President Thomas G. Tinsley of
WITH Baltimore and WLEE Richmond, Va., at dedication of WLEE
last Monday night, presented their host with desk set. Mr. Tinsley had
chartered an Eastern Airlines plane to fly group from New York to
Richmond. Bottom row (1 to r) : Roland Van Nostrand, Benton & Bowles;
R. C. (Jake) Embry, vice-president, WLEE; Mr. Tinsley; Irvin G. Abeloff, WLEE general manager; Frank Silvernail, BBDO; Frank Haas,
Erwin, Wasey & Co.; Carlos Franco, Young & Rubicam. Top row, same
order, Fritz Snyder, Betty Powell, Biow Co.; Gordon Mills, Arthur
Kudner Inc.; Vera Brennan, Duane Jones Co.; Jack Allison, Headley-*
Reed Co., WITH-WLEE representatives; Mary Dunleavy, Pedlar &
Ryan; Chester Slaybaugh, Morse International; Gertrude Scanlan,
BBDO; Frank Hayes, Headley-Reed; Linnea Nelson, J. Walter Thompson Co.; William C. Dekker, McCann-Erickson ; Bea Gumbinner, Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv. Agency; Frank Headley, Headley-Reed; Betty
Barrett, Donahue & Co.
Cuban
RICHMOND STATION
(Continued fom page 18)
FORMALLY OPENED
WITH the fanfare of a Hollywood another500 4w channels
to 5 kw. with a power of
premier, WLEE Richmond, Va., from
Besides
this,
with II b.
operating with 250 w on 1450 kc, 8 (b) and (d)in ofaccordance
the NARBA,
useCuba
theto
was formally dedicated last Mon- claims
channel forof itself
690 kwtheas right
clear tochannel
day, pledged by Thomas G. Tins- tion.
be used in Cuba by a class 1-A staley,
publicandservice
"as a The Cuban Administration, after a
part owner,
of theto civic
industrial
precise
technical
study
of the stations
present
condition
of thewhich
broadcasting
lifeMore
of Richmond."
of the countries
jointhethe following
NARBA,
than
5,000
persons,
includdemands
the
right
to
use
ing some 20 New York timebuyers, channels :
city, state and military officials, 580 kc from 5 to 10 kw, directional antenna east of the Villas
jammed the Mosque, Richmond
city
auditorium,
to
witness
a
2%hour stage production. WLEE
620 kctenna eastupof tothe20 Villas
kw, directional anwent on the air at 6 a.m. last Monstations should be classified
72 local
sponsors
in addi- asThese
Stations
II,
special
channelsI. for
tionday,to with
a full
Mutual
schedule.
Cuba, as per Table V, Appendix
Lewis G. Chewning, president of 640, 730, 740 and 800 kc in any loc
a
l
i
t
y
o
f
the
Island,
with
directional
the Richmond Chamber of Com- antennas, 50 kw power as Class
II stamerce, declared WLEE would be
tions,
giving
to
the
existing
dominant
a "real contribution to the city of station the protection quoted in the
Appendix
II,
Table
I,
to
Class
1-B
staRichmond" and was ready to "as- tions.
910 andwith
920 directional
kc in any locality
of
sume its responsibility in this com- the860,Island,
antennas
of the Classlimiting
II, guaranteeing
munity." He paid
Presi- asthe stations
same
protection,
his
power
dent Tinsley,
also tribute
owner ofto WITH
a maximum of 20 kw.
Baltimore, and to Irvin G. Abeloff, to 950,
960, 1030 and 1060 kc, in any of
WLEE general manager who, for the Island's
with directional
14 years, had been with WRVA antennas,te ing the assamelocalities,
II protection
Class stations,
guaranRichmond.
its power to a maximum
ofand10 limiting
kw.
Mayor William C. Herbert of to Furthermore
Cuba
demands
the
use Classchannels:
II stationFromup 500
to four
of5right
the
Richmond commended Mr. Tinsley following
w
to
kw,
for his ability to build programs in employing directional antennas and
guaranteeing
to the existing
dominantin
keeping with the local community. station
the protection
determined
WLEE,
offices andArcade
five stu-in Appendix
II,
Table
I,
to
Class
I-B
tion.
660,
670,
720,
760,
770,
880
and sta890
dios in the with
Broad-Grace
kc.
downtown Richmond, will be head- toConsidering
that
the
NARBA
ceases
be
in
force
on
March
29
of
1946,
ed by Mr. Tinsley, with R. C.
requests the
(Jake) Embry, his assistant, as the Cuban Administration
of a covenant
r understanding
which Cuba
willagreepervice-president. Mr. Abeloff an- urgentmitmeitnt toodrafting
use
the
channels
renounced his staff as follows: Norquires,
under
the
appointed
conditions
man Manwarring, formerly of as an indispensable measure to maintain
order
in
the
use
of
the
broadcastWMBG Richmond; Lt. Comdr.
channels in the region covered by
Sampson Scott, USNR retired, said ingagreement.
Insofar
as the expensive
use of theinstallations
said chan
and Leonard Taylor, formerly of nels
WHAT Philadelphia, sales depart- useful requires
only
for
the
specific
frequency
will nouse justification
it, the Cubantoof
ment; Betty Shettle, formerly of the station that finds
WITH, traffic manager; Jim Fair, Administration
compel
its
broadcasting
station
the com
of such installation unless
the
formerly of WAAT Newark, pro- struction
wouldAgreements
be protected
through Regram director; Jim Duff of WITH, stations gional
or
understandings,
chief engineer; Eleanor Morris, with
the
neighbor
nations
with
which
would havereasonable
to share these
music director. Station uses AP iteconomically
length channels
of time
radio wire news.
against changes.
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TV

Channel

Assignment

List

Is Revised With 90 Changes
ASSIGNMENT of additional chan- Seattle, Shreveport, Springfield,
nels for commercial television in Mo., Tampa, Tulsa, Waco, Wichita.
Increased from two to three
various metropolitan districts over
the number previously designated channels are Fort Worth, Omahaand reductions in others were made Council Bluffs, Portland, Me., Rochester. Given two instead of one
last week by the FCC with the issuance of a revised table of tenta- are Winston-Salem, Montgomery,
tive allocations.
and Dayton. Terre Haute, which
The Commission said its original was previously assigned a community station, is also given a
"table contained "some typographi- metropolitan
channel and Charcal errors" which have been corrected in the new list, which also
lotte, which had been assigned a
includes additional channels it was community station, is also given
found possible to assign.
three metropolitan stations.
A comparison of the original
Approximately 40 cities are
and the corrected table reveals given reductions in the number of
numerous changes in the number channels assigned. Boston is cut
of channels assigned and the par- from five to three. Reduced from
ticular channels designated for four to three are Buffalo-Niagara,
metropolitan districts. Altogether, Charleston, W. Va., Cincinnati,
90 changes are indicated among Indianapolis, Milwaukee, Norfolkthe 140 districts listed.
Portsmouth-Newport News, Sioux
City.
Get Five Instead of Four
Decreased from three to two are
The following cities are given
Birmingham, Charleston,
five instead of four channels : Den- Austin,
S. C, Dallas, Durham, Galveston,
ver, Memphis, Minneapolis - St. Saginaw-Bay City, Tacoma. RePaul, New Orleans, Salt Lake City,
duced from two to one are Topeka,
San Antonio, Spokane. The San Lincoln, and Columbus, Ga.
Francisco-Oakland area gets six.
Metropolitan stations are elimiDistricts increased from three to
nated from Canton, 0., San Jose,
four channels are Amarillo, At- and Wheeling. Community channels are taken away from Winstonlanta, Beaumpnt-Port Arthur, Corpus Christi, Davenport-Rock Is- Salem, Montgomery, Grand Rapids,
land-Moline, Des Moines, El Paso, Dayton, and Charlotte.
The Commission will hold hearFresno, Houston, Jackson, Jackings on Thursday to draft final
sonville, Kansas City, Little Rock,
Miami, Mobile, Nashville, Okla- rules and regulations and engineerhoma City, Phoenix, Pueblo, Sacing standards for commercial teleramento, San Diego, Savannah.vision.
TABLE SHOWING ALLOCATION OF TELEVISION CHANNELS TO
METROPOLITAN DISTRICTS IN THE UNITED STATES
t ^"U?ta£le aPPliesmayonlybe t0filedthe for13 television
available
inmegacycles.)
additionThisapplications
experimentalchannels
television
stationsfor commercial
between 480television,
and 920
Total Stations
Metropolitan
(U. S. Census District
1940)
an Community
Population (Metro}
Akron
349,705 5
Albany
431,575 2,4,7,
Schenectady
Troy
AUentown
Bethlehem
325,142
Easton
Altoona
114,094
Amarillo
53,463
AsheviUe
76,324 2,4,
5, 7 5, 7
Atlanta
442,294
2, 5, 8, 11
Atlantic
City
100,096
Augusta,
Austin Ga.
Baltimore
Beaumont
Port Arthur
Binghamton
145,156
Birmingham
407,851
Bost
on
2,350,514
216,621
Bridgeport,
Conn.
Buffalo
857,719
Niagara
200,352
Canton,
Ohio
Cedar
RapidsS. C.
73,219
Charleston,
98,711
136,332
Charleston,
Charlotte W. Va.
112,986
Chattanooga
193,215 3,3, 6,9, 1110
Chicago
4,499,126
ncinnati
789,309 2,4,2, 4,4,7, 9,5,7 7, 9
CCiC leveland
1,214,943
lumbia
8992,478
, 555 2,3 4,75)8
Columbus, Ga.
Columbus,
Ohio
365,796
Corpus
Christi
70,677
Dalfiis
376,548
(Continued on
. .1 community
station
may also
beassignment
available ofin this
city if a showing is made that such assignment
would
not make
impossible
probability
of a station
being thelocated
there. a station to another city which has a reasonable
*
Assigning
a
station
to
Lancaster
would
require
of ainstation
eitherbe Reading,
York, Easton,
Pa., or Wilmington, Del. Moreover, suchdeletion
a station
Lancasterfromwould
severely
limited
by interference.
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SSI WILL PROMOTE
HIGH SCHOOL GAMES
SCHOLASTIC SPORTS INSTITUTE, New York, is a newly organized group which will serve as
a commercial link between sponsors and radio stations for interscholastic high school games broadcasts. Organization expects to promote high school games to popularity and will act as a consultant for
sponsor and work out details with
high school officials.
Negotiations are under way to
have the project sponsored by either
Coca Cola Co. or General Foods
(Wheaties). Plans tentatively are
to air games in about eight states
around Jan. 1 and to increase the
number of stations later on. By
arousing interest in the games the
SSI hopes to combat juvenile delinquetnrciyb.utAeforecast
of games is disd to high schools.
SSI is headed by G. Herbert McCracken, vice-president of Scholastic Publications. Henry Stampleman, former
copy-writer
and ac-&
count executive
with Warwick
Legler, is executive secretary. Dick
Dunkel, director of National Intercollegiate Statistical Bureau and
originator of "Dick Dunkel's Ratings and and
Forecasts",
will doof the
forecasts
is a director
the
National Interscholastic Bureau of
SSI. George Schreier, formerly with
American,
public relations director for the isInstitute.

No

SEtL
MANY PRODUCTS FOR
MANY ADVERTISERS

KMOX
St. Louis
GEORGE E. HALLEY
TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
HOTEL PICKWICK, KANSAS CITY 6, MO.
I AtTHUt B. CHUtCH PRODUCTION 33

Shortage

of Long
Hair
Did you know that 62% of the radio
public
music? enjoys programs of serious
This figure was shown in a national survey among radio listeners six years ago.
Today that percentage is even greater.
The truth is that the average American
is far more appreciative of so-called long
hair music than is generally believed.
Until BMI entered the scene, few of the
oustanding works by our contemporary
composers of serious music had been
licensed to broadcasters. Today, however, BMI grants the exclusive performing rights to music by the members of
the American Composers Alliance.
This encouragement to modern composers isreflected in the increasing flow
of distinguished music specifically delisteners. signed for the enjoyment of radio
Broadcast
5 8 0 FIFTH AVENUE

Music, Inc.
NEW YORK 1 9, IM.Y.
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NAB Board
(Continued from page 16)
Washington; Gordon Gray, WSJS,
WMIT Winston-Salem, N. C. Representing NAB were Paul W.
Morency, WTIC Hartford; Frank
Stanton, CBS; Leslie C. Johnson,
WHBF Rock Island; C. E. Arney
Jr., NAB; Justin Miller, NAB;
J. Harold Ryan, NAB.
Out of that session and a luncheon the following day came an
NAB proposal to FMBI for submis ion to the Oct. 20 Chicago
Whore
ninety-nine
percept
of
retail
sales are made: KOY, Phoenix;
meeting
of FMBI at the Ambassador
East.
KTUC,
Tucson;
KSUN,
SltbeeLowell-Oougfos.
Affiliated
In management with WtS,
in Chicago.
Desire for a unified trade association to cover all branches of
JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
broadcasting — AM, FM, television
especially — was expressed by NAB
spokesmen. Main question at issue
was the basis by which NAB could
best serve FM. NAB contended
that FM is another form of broadcasting and not a different medium,
therefore has the same problems
as AM.
On the other hand FMBI is still
irked by thefeeling
FCC's that
allocation
frequencies,
it is en-of
titled to more space in the portion
of the spectrum under 100 mc. It
feels that a merger with NAB
provide for a continued
You can cover Ohio's Third Market at should
less cost. American Network affiliate. campaign for more FM channels.
FMBI-NAB Merger
4sh HE4DLEY.REKD
Proposed to FMBI is an NAB
administrative setup that would
include an FM department as an
WFMJ
integral part of the overall association. This department would
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO
have its own board of directors, it
was suggested, with three representing either AM or AM-FM stations, three representing independents (FM) and a chairman.
Mutuality of interest is shown
Ij.
Horace
N Stovtn
by the fact that 85% of FMBI
AND COMPANY
already is represented in NAB,
with many of those belonging to
both groups
ciation shouldfeeling
handlethatall one
theirassoinDIO
| STRA
terests.
Many
AM
broadcasters
N
IO
AT
foresee FM as the supplanter of
S
AM, and they propose to be in
REPRESENTATIVE
there pitching with an FM signal.
Mentioned during board sessions
on a unified association was a
j
offices
proposal to look into television as
another vision
NABBroadcasters
department.
1 MONTREAL • WINNIPEG
Assn. Telewas
viewed as basicly engineering in
TORONTO
operation, and it was felt that television, like FM, is merely another
form of broadcasting.
at the toboard's
wasRevived
the proposal
award meeting
annual
MUTUAL
"Oscars" for meritorious service
in the field of radio. Plan originally
NETWORK
was suggested by a Hollywood
Now On
publicity firm, and would be
handled in a manner similar to
WMOH!
the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts
& Sciences.
Over 160,000
The board passed a resolution
Radio Homes In
advising that a committee be
named to determine the degree of
.5 MV/M Area!
interest in and methods for hanWMOH
dling a system of awards. Naming
of committee is expected soon.
Hamilton, Ohio
Other angles of industry public
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Miller for Miller
THE MILLERS are having
their day in court, Chairman
Paul A. Porter of the FCC
told the inaugural guests.
Justin Miller succeeded J.
Harold Ryan as NAB president, ceeded
Mr. Ryan
Neville having
Miller. suc-In
turn, Wilbur Miller succeeded
to one of the three vacancies
on the U. S. Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia.
relations were discussed but no
definite action was taken.
Membership of the Broadcast
Measurement Bureau board was
completed with election by the
NAB board of Joseph C\ Maland,
WHO Des Moines, for large stations and Robert T. Mason, WMRN
Marion, O., for small stations.
Both will serve three-year terms.
Hugh M. Feltis, BMB president,
was directed to prepare a brochure
explaining the value of BMB
measurement data to small stations.
Mr. Feltis reported to the board
that BMB now had signed 62% of
U. S. operating commercial stations, or 545 in all. The list is
broken down into 41 large stations
(60%), 235 medium stations (67%)
and 269 small stations (58%). In
addition there are 4 FM and one
Canadian station, a grand total of
550 subscribers.
NAB board was given a report
on the BMB directors meeting
Sept. 14 at which the measurement
plan was officially designated "BMB
Index ofworkStation
Audience",
participation
plan wasa netapproved
and
the
terms
"primary",
"secondary" and "tertiary" were
eliminated. Under the designation
formula BMB will publish total
audience figures and percentages,
leaving to individual subscribers
the mapping details. These will be
subject to a Code of Practice to be
finally adopted by the BMB board
at a meeting next January.
President Miller was authorized
by the board to name a committee
to consider participation in the
proposed Inter-American Assn. of
Broadcasters,
to bring
18).
recommendationand(see
story in
pagea

ect ends Dec. 8 at the close of
the Victory Loan drive.
At that time the whole situation
will be up in the air unless action
is taken. Network allocation is a
minor phase of the problem.
President Miller and SecretaryTreasurer Arney were instructed
to study thoroughly all angles of
the war veteran employment problem. Stations generally are aiding
in relocation of veterans in their
communities. They have little
chance to hire additional help, as
a rule, since full complements are
employed now and veterans are
returning to the stations they left.
No cast
training
for atbroademploymentprogram
is feasible
this
time, it was felt, since staffs are
already filled but interest was
shown in projects for training of
veterans in other branches of
electronics.
The board went on record as
favoring efforts to bring about
uniformity in time and directed
that attention of appropriate agencies be directed to the problems
created by varying times.
Reportwason reported
BMI
BMI progress
by
Sydney Kaye, v-p and counsel, and
Merritt Tompkins, v-p and general manager. More careful supervision bystation managers of music
was urged. Music committee was
asked to consider ways by which
broadcasters could be assisted in
better utilizing music under performance rights contracts.
Next board meeting probably
will be held in January.
Directors who attended the meeting, with districts, were: Paul W.
Morency, WTIC, District 1; Kolin
Hager, WGY, 2 ; Campbell Arnoux,
WTAR, 4; F. W. Borton, WQAM
Miami, 5; Hoyt B. Wooten, WREC.
6; James D. Shouse, WLW, 7; John
E. Fetzer, WKZO, 8; Leslie C.
Johnson, WHBF, 9; John J. Gillin
Jr., WOW, 10; E. L. Hayek,
KATE, 11; William B. Way,
KVOO, 12; Martin B. Campbell,
WFAA, 13; Hugh B. Terry, KLZ,
14; William B. Smullin, KIEM,
15; William B. Ryan, KFI, 16;
Harry R. Spence, KXRO, 17.
Directors-at-large, J. Leonard
Reinsch, WSB, and J. Harold Ryan,
WSPD, for large stations; T. A. M.
Craven, WOL, and G. Richard
Shafto, WIS, for medium stations;
Matthew Bonebrake, KOCY, and
Clair R. McCollough, WGAL, for
small stations.
For networks, Frank Stanton,
CBS; Frank M. Russell, NBC.

The board indicated willingness
to comply with any feasible plan
to assist the Government in effective use of the medium to promote
U. S. activities. Nothing can be
done until the Government itself
sets up a plan to classify and alloMason on FTC
cate radio programs and announce- LOWELL
B. MASON of Illinois
mentstereforsted insome
50
agencies
inreaching the public.
was named by President Truman
Mr. Arney reported on a meet- last week to succeed the late Charles
March on the Federal Trade
ing of OWI,
and inotheran H.
officials,
which Treasuryhe attended
Commission. Nominated for a
advisory capacity. Various methods seven-year term Mr. Mason is a
of handling the U. S. radio alloca- son of former Senator William E.
tion problem were discussed at Mason of Illinois and has law offices in Chicago and Washington.
this
meeting.
At present
Network
Allocation
Plantheis OWI's
being His nomination was approved Frihandled by War Advertising Counday bymerce
the Committee.
Senate Interstate Comcil with Treasury funds. This projBROADCASTING
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TV Channel Assignments
(Continued from page 73)
Total Stations
Channel No8.
(Metropolitan)
Davenport
Rock
174,995
MolineIsland
271,513
Dayton
Decatur
65,764
Denver
384,372
Des Moines
183,973
Detroit
2,295,867
Duluth
157,098
Superior
Durham
139
105
ElErie
Paso
5', 801 22, 4, £
95 11134,039
141,614
Evansville,
Ind.
Fall River
272,648 2, 11
New
Bedford
Flint
188,554
134,385 2, 4, 7, 9
Fort Worth
Wayne
Fort
207,677
97,504
Fresno
Galveston
71,677 2, 4,5, 105, 7
209,873
Grand
Rapids
Greensboro
73,055
Hamilton
112,686
Middletown
5
173,367
Harrisburg
Hartford
502 , 193 8, 10
New
HoustonBritain
510,397
Huntington, W. Va.
170,979 2, 4, 5, 7
Ashland,
455,357
IndianapolisKy.
Jackson
88,003
Jacksonville
195,619
151,781
Johnstown,
Pa
Kalamazoo
77,213
Kansas
City,
Mo.
634,093
Kansas City, Kans.
Knoxville
151,829 2,2, 4,4, 5,8, 911
Lancaster
132,027
Lansing
110,356 10
Lincoln
88,191
Little
Rock
126,724
Los
Angeles
2,904,596
2,3, 4,6, 5,8, 7,10 9, 11
Louisville
434,408
Lowell
Lawrence
334,969
HaverhiU
Macon
Madison
Manchester
Memphis
332,477
Miami
250,537
Milwaukee
790,336
Minneapolis
911,077 3,2, 4,8, 105, 7, 9
St.Mobile
Paul
144,906
Montgomery
93 , 697 6,3, 105, 9, 11
Nashville
241,769
4,5 5, 7, 9
New
Haven
308,228
New
Orleans
540,030 2, 4, 6, 7, 10
New
York
11,690,520
Northeastern
New Jersey
2, 4, 7, 9
Norfolk
Portsmouth
330,396
Newport
News
Oklahoma
City
221,229
Omaha
4,6, 5,7 !
287,269
Council Bluffs
Peoria
162,566
Philadelphia
2,898,644
Phoenix
121,828
Pittsburgh
1,994,060
Portland, Oreg.
Maine
106,566
Portland,
406,406
Providence,
Pueblo R. I.
140 711,500
62,039
97 135,075
Kenosha
73
Reading
175,355
Richmond
Roanoke
10448 245,674
110,593
Rochester
411,970
Rockford
105,259
Sarramento
158,999
Saginaw
153,388 3,2, 6,9 8, 10
Bay
City
St.
86,991 11
St.Salt Joseph
Louis
1,367,977
Lake City
204,488 4,2, 4,5, 7,5, 97, 9
San
Antonio
319,010
San Francisco
Diego
256,268 2, 4, 5, 7, 9
San
Oakland
1,428,525 3, 6, 8, 10
San
Jose
129,367
Savannah
117,970
Scranton
629 , 581
Wilkes-Barre
Seattle
452,639
, 5, 7, ]
Shreveport
112,225
Sioux
City
87,791 ,, 9,4, 116, i
South
Bend
147,022
Spokane
141,370
Springfield,
111.
Springfield,
Mass.
Holyoke
Springfield,
Mo.
70,514
77,406
Springfield,
Stockton Ohio
79,337
Syracuse
258,352
(Continued on page
. . 1 community
station
may also
be available ofin this
city if a showing is made that such assignment
would
not
make
impossible
the
probability of a station being locatedassignment
there. a station to another city which has a reasonable
* Assigning
a station
to LancasterDel.would
require such
deletion
of a instation
eitherbe Reading,
York,
Easton,
Pa.,
or Wilmington,
Moreover,
a station
Lancasterfromwould
severely
limited
by interference.
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JOSEPH HETSK11S DIES
AFTER LOJSG ILLNESS
JOSEPH HENKIN, president and
general manager of Sioux Falls
Broadcast Assn., licensee of KELO
and KSOO Sioux last
Falls, Wednesday
S. D., died
morning in Sioux
Falls after a prolonged illness. to
He came
this country over
50 yearsmostagothose
and
lived
years
in
South
Dakota. In an
editorial tribute
Mr. Henkin in the Sioux Falls
Daily Argus
Leader, the paper said of him,
"With his death there is closed a
career of accomplishment and of
service, of building and of progMr. Henkin, with his son, Morton, and daughter, Ruth, owned
75% of Sioux Falls Broadcast
Assn. Inc. Recently, the FCC, actress."
ing under the duopoly regulations,
ordered the company to dispose of
either KSOO or KELO [Broadcasting, Oct. 1]. The Commission
gave the company until March 25.
1946, to act on the decision.
Roberts Reelected Head,
Chicago Managers Club
HARLOW ROBERTS, vice-president of Goodkind, Joice & Morgan, Chicago, was reelected president of the Chicago Radio Management Club at its Oct. 3 meeting.
Other officers elected for 1945-46
include : Margaret Wiley, vice-president; John Carey, treasurer; Hilly
Sanders, secretary. Elected to serve
on RMC's board of directors were
Kay Kamelly, Holman Faust, Mark
Smith and Harry Gilman. The Club
also approved a motion to petition
Chicago's
City Council
to revoke
the
local ordinance
affecting
daylight saving time so that the city
would observe time changes in line
with New York.
Ward Co. Accused
CHARGES that Montgomery Ward
&theCo.,number
Chicago,of tubes
has misrepresented
contained in
radio receiving sets it sells and also
the capacity
of
the
sets
for television reception are contained
in a
complaint issued by the Federal
Trade Commission. Complaint
charges the company in various
statements represented its sets as
being equipped with either six,
seven, eight, nine, eleven or twelve
active, fully functioning tubes and
as being equipped for television.
FTC claims the sets are not
equipped with designated number of
necessary,
fullyare functioning
and that sets
not wired fortubesor
capable of television reception. According to the complaint, sets contain one or more nonfunctioning,
tuning beacon, or rectifier tubes
performing no customary function
in detection, amplification, and reception of radio signals.

GATEWAY
TO THE
RICH
TENNESSEE

AFFILIATE
CBS

VALLEY

WLAC
5 0,0 0 0 WATTS
N,A S H V I L L E

Every national advertiser
wanting results in the
Maritime Provinces
of Canada
should make sure that his
schedule includes
CH
NS
Halifax, Nova Scotia
JOS. WEED
CO. York
350 Madison
Avenue,6CNew
Representative!

WBCA, Schenectady, N. Y.
. . . your Telescript
tations have beensalesmostpresenhelpful . . . think these sales
helps
the
most
constructive
sales aids we have received
from any source.
Leonard L. Asch,
President
available through
PRESS ASSOCIATION,.

"JIM"
is still
overseas
WRBL
Columbus, Ga.
J. W. Woodruff, Sr., Manager
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TV Channel Assignments
(Continued from page 75)
Total Stations
Rank Population
Tacoma
156,018
Tampa
209,693 4,2, 94, 5, 7
St. Petersburg
Terre
Haute
83,370 6
Toledo
341,663
Topeka
77,749
Trenton
200,128
Tulsa
188,562
Utica
197,128
Rome
Waco
Washington
907,816
Waterbury
Z1.H4
144,822
Waterloo
Wheeling
196,340
67,050 2, 4, 5,
Wichita
127,308
3, 6
Wilmington
188,974
Winston-Salem
109,833
Worcester
306,194
York
92,627
372,428
Youngstown
. . 1 community
station
may also
beassignment
available ofin athisstation
city iftoa showing
would
not make
impossible
thelocated
another iscitymadewhichthat hassucha assignment
reasonable
probability
of aa station
being
there.
*
Assigning
station
to
Lancaster
would
require
deletion
of ainstation
fromwould
eitherbe Reading,
York,
Easton,
Pa.,
or
Wilmington,
Del.
Moreover,
such
a
station
Lancaster
severely
limited by interference.
Folks
Turn First to
WWL
NEW ORLEANS
50,000 Watts
Clear Channel

To Reach the People of
JACKSONVILLE
Quickly —
Effectively
USE
WJHP
Represented by
JOHN H. PERRY ASSOCIATES

T"*"»«
«JL»8REA
OF THE NATION
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CONTRACT IS SIGNED
BY NABET AND WOR
FOLLOWING the conclusion of
its contracts with American and
NBC the week before, NABET last
Thursday
a renewal
contract withsigned
WOR New
York. New
contract, which runs until Jan. 1,
1947, is reported to be virtually a
duplicate of the ones with the networks, calling for an eight-hour
day and a scale from $57.50 for
beginners
$110 for
neers on to
the about
job more
thanengisix
years, with extra pay for supervisors. WOR deal does not, howhave the
year's inback
pay
feature ever,that
is included
the network
contracts,
as
WOR's
contract
expired only about a month ago.
Meanwhile,
engineers,
bers of the AFLCBSunion,
IBEW, memalso
secured increases from that network after the contract, which was
not to expire until Oct. 1, 1946,
was reopened at request of union.
This was done in accordance with
a clause permitting either party to
have it reopened as of Oct. 1, 1945,
for a tractwage
New from
concalls foradjustment.
a scale ranging
$60 to $110
week.
Working
ditions remain unchanged, conbut
length of contract was extended
six months, until April 1, 1947. New
CBS deal also shortens the period
between starting and maximum
salary from six to five years.
WGY Given Award
WGYed theSchenectady
has been Plaque,
awardGeneral Electric
given annually to the station which
has distinguished itself by the most
efficient technical operation of a
broadcast transmitter, and for
maintaining during 1944 the most
nearly perfect operating record of
stations now or formerly operated
by NBC. The station has lost only 1
hour, 43 minutes, 25 seconds of
broadcasting time in nine years,
while compiling a total record of
62,210 hours, 28 minutes.

Keller Quits Govt.
MAJ. JOSEPH E. KELLER, in
Government service since May 1942,
last week returned to private practice with the Washington law firm
of Dow, Lohnes &
Albertson. He has
served as adviser
on state barriers
for the Office of
Defense Transtion, as a retired Armyportaofficer.
Maj. Keller, apconsultant
on statepointedbarriers
by the late Joseph Maj. Keller
B. Eastman,
for- on May 11, 1942,
mer ODT director,
served in that capacity until going
on active Army duty in January
1943. Following his return from
Army service, he was named adviser to Col. Johnson, Mr. Eastman's successor. Formerly with the
FCC Law Department, Maj. Keller
had engaged in private law practice in Washington and Dayton.

Statuette Plaques
For Each Station
DUPLICATES of the National
Radio Week commemorative statuestenet,editnoplaque
form, willnetworks
be preall broadcasting
and stations, with individual call
letters silver embossed, Willard D.
Egolf, NAB
directorlastof public
tions, announced
week. relaThe
statuette, created by Charles Bradley Warren, noted sculptor, has
been completed and will be presented to NAB by the Radio Manufacturers Assn. during the Nov.
4-11 celebration.
At a meeting in Philadelphia last
week the Radio Manufacturers
Assn. advertising subcommittee
speeded arrangements for RMA
participation
the York
week. with
It will
meet Oct. 18 inin New
the
NAB Public Relations Committee
for a joint discussion.
Some 25,000 radio set dealers will
use window displays provided by
the RMA. They will have booklets
suggesting observance methods and
also a turedisplay
featuring
a picof the piece
statuette.
Broadcast
stations also will receive instruction
booklets.
National Retail Dry Goods Assn.
will support the week and bulletins
will be sent to member stores suggesting local tie-ins. NAB is supplying material for the NRDGA
bulletins. American Retail Federation is preparing bulletins for its
members.
Radio Executives Club of New
York will hold a "Network Old
Timers Day" Nov. 1, with members
of the Twenty Year Club participating. Chicago Radio Management
Club 7.will hold a similar program
Nov.
RULES ON STATION
TRANSFERS READIED
PROPOSED rules to govern future
transfers of stations are now under preparation by the FCC, but
pending their adoption applicants
may follow the procedure laid
down in the Avco-Crosley decision,
the
week. Commission announced last
The Commission said that where
the suggested procedure would be
applicable consideration of transfers will be deferred. "However",
it
was stated,
recognizes
that "the
some Commission
applicants
may be desirous of following the
general cedprinciples
of
proures in that decisionthewithout
rules.
awaiting the adoption of the final
"Accordingly in many cases
where
applicantsprocedure
desire topending
follow
such general
the adoption of formal rules, they
may file a statement to that effect
supplementary to the application
and include in such statement the
details
of specific ofprocedure,
within the framework
the announced
procedure in the Crosley decision,
which the applicants propose to

School Series at WLS
Starts Its Tenth Season
ONE OF THE BIGGEST schools
in the country, with over 1,000,000
students and 30,000 classrooms,
opened its tenth consecutive term
last week over WLS Chicago, with
classes five days a week at 1:15
p.m.WithCST.a new format geared to the
daily change of world history, the
WLS School Time program will
teach subjects for children of elementary and high school age. On
Monday, Gil Hix, member of WLS
news staff, will teach geography.
Tuesday, scientific subjects will
be discussed in "Adventures in
Health".of Arthur
C. Page
is the
author
the course.
Wednesday,
"The Magic Harp" features WLS
concert orchestra directed by Hernan Felber.
Mr. Page directs curriculum, asPickens,anda graduatesistofed bU.y Virginia
of Syracuse
New
York Teachers College.
BROADCASTING
follow."
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Protests
Assignment
FM
p
a
r
e
d
t
o
50
in terms of what
Requests for More Time the user of a mc
radio receiver will get
Will Be Acted
will be very great, especially in the
rural areas, and the 100 mc service
On Later
much inferior."
FOREGOING action on requests willA berequest
a 30-day extension
for extension of time to begin of time to fileforobjection
to its FM
operations on the new FM fre- assignment was denied WGTR
quencies, the FCC announced last Paxton, Mass., which asked that it
week that its Oct. 15 hearing will be permitted to submit evidence
be limited to objections filed con- bearing on its assignment in the
cerning assignments in the New event the Commission's action on
applications by the Yankee
York metropolitan district. In ad- FM
dition to protests received from Network in four New England
CBS and NBC, the Commission cities makes it desirable.
The Commission informed the stadisclosed, Bamberger Broadcasting
Service Inc. has filed objection.
tion that "if, as a result of action
Requests from existing stations . . . with respect to particular Yankee Network FM applications, you
for additional time to make the
changeover to the higher band will desire to call additional facts to the
be acted on later, the Commission Commission's attention concerning
declared, when it is more fully in- the assignment to WGTR, this may
formed on progress made by the be done by the filing of an appropriate application at that time. Hence,
various licensees toward converting
no postponement is necessary and
their operations. A half dozen sta- your
request for postponement is
tions had advised they are unable
to obtain equipment required to accordingly
denied."
Objection
to the number of FM
begin regular service on the Jan. 1 channels assigned
to the New York
deadline.
metropolitan district was made to
Objections on Power
the Commission by E. I. Godofsky,
The Commission also acknowl- former part-owner of WLIB Brooklyn, who contends there should be
edged that it has received objections by some licensees to the power as many FM stations in the area
assigned their stations under the as there are AM.
Godofsky, who plans to enter
new frequencies
and that atthese
pro- FM,Mr. declared
tests will be considered
a future
that the New York
area should include
date. Objections to power assign- metropolitan
cities
in
northern
New Jersey and
ments were filed by Maj. Edwin H.
surrounding territory. If this
Armstrong, licensee of WFMN Al- other
done, he points out, there
pine, N. J., and Zenith Radio Corp., were
would be six or more additional
licensee of WWZR Chicago.
channels assigned to
Maj. Armstrong, through his metropolitan
counsel, Dow, Lohnes & Albertson, the area.
objected to the radiated power limitation of 6 kw assigned his sta'Adventure' Troubles
tion, declaring it would be imposhas refused to comsible to serve New York City and WGNply withChicago
sponsor's request
surrounding area.
Human Adventure
to Newto move
York
He said that the present radiated City, effective Oct. 14. St. George &
: power of the station, which has Keyes,
New York, agency for Revere Copper & Brass, program
jbeen uleoperating
a regular100schedsince 1939, onis between
and sponsor, said agreement had been
125 kw. The "drastic reduction" in made last year with U. of Chicago,
power, he declared, correspond- program supervisors, that show
ingly decreases the service area. could be moved on request but both
He added that his investment of WGN and university officials deny
well over $500,000 in the project this. Program is owned by WGN
would be in large part destroyed and will continue to be presented as
a public service feature, whether
by the Commission's action.
Revere continues sponsorship or
Zenith Claim
not, according to William McGuinG. E. Gustafson, Zenith vice-pres- eas, WGN commercial manager.
ident in charge of engineering, pre- Agency, which notified show protested the reduction of power from
program would
50 kw to 12 kw in connection with be movedducers to announce
to New York after 10the change in frequency of WWZR 10:30 p.m. (CWT) Oct. 3 broadfrom 45.1 mc to 98.5 mc. He said
cast, has threatened to drop show
that comparative tests run by the when contract expires unless switch
jMilwaukee Journal, in which Zenith is made.
participated, of the operation of
WMFM mental
at station
45.5 atmc 91andmc anindicates
experiTelevision Course
that the service from WWZR will TELEVISION CLASSES for some
175 students are being held by
be Mr.
"veryGustafson
seriously said
curtailed."
that the re- NBC western division in its Hollysults of the Journal tests, which
wood studios with network engihave been conducted over a period
neers, representatives from 11 moof three months under careful contion picture companies and electronic equipment manufacturers in
ditions, showsonthat100"the
transmissions
mc effect
as com-of attendance.
BROADCASTING
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to be

Heard

New Circuit for FM Sets
Developed by RCA Labs.
A NEW radio circuit for FM receivers which makes it possible to
build an FM set at a cost comparable to that of standard band
receivers, was described last Wednesday by Stuart W. Seeley, manof the Labs.,
industrybefore
service
divisionagerof RCA
the New
York section of the Institute of
Radio Engineers.
Thetivenew
RCA circuit
is insensi-of
to electrical
interference
all kinds, Mr. Seeley said, and operates with equal effectiveness on
strong and weak stations. Its inon into a additional
receiver eliminates the needcorporatifor
tubes
and parts
formerly
sential toFM sets, he considered
added. RCAesVictor division announced the new
circuit would be embodied in future models of its FM receivers.
TEA Meet to Present
Exhibit of Equipment
SECONDvisionCONVENTION
Broadcasters Assn.,of TeleNew
York, will be held in New York in
March or April, 1946, highlighted
by a wide display of television
equipment, including receivers,
cathode ray tubes and parts. J. R.
Poppele, president, said plans are
under way to enlarge the convention
exhibitions to a general exhibition.
"Television will begin moving in
a big way in 1946," Mr. Poppele
said. "Instead
of holding
our year,
convention in December
as last
the event has been moved to spring
when television receivers will be
ready in quantity for sale to the
public. All of the latest models
ready for distribution will be shown
at the TBA convention."
News With Truman
FOR the first time the four major
networks are represented individual y on a Presidential tour. Scheduled to leave Washington Saturday with President Truman were
Tris Coffin, CBS; Bryson Rash,
American; Bob McCormick, NBC,
and William Hillman, MBS. The
party Caruthersville,
goes first to Blytheville,
Ark.,
then
Mo., winding
up Oct. 10 at Gilbertsville, Ky. On
Oct. 27 the President speaks over
all networks at 1:30 p.m. (EWT)
from Central Park, New York, in
atwo-microphone
Navy Day address.
use the
systemHe'lldeveloped
by J. Leonard Reinsch, managing
director of the Cox stations (WIOD
WSB WHIO) and radio adviser to
the President. On Nov. 2 Mr. Truman speaks on all networks from
Statesville, N. C, then visits Raleigh. Each network will send its
own reporter
Hereto-on
fore radio hason that
been trip.
covered
Presidential
trips
by
the
pool
method.

DAILY PROGRAMS IN

*

****

UniTED
PRESS
RICHMOND
COVERAGE
PETERSBURG
RATES
or WRITE
WSWIRE
SV
f
Petersburg, Virginia "
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flcnons OF THE FCC
SEPTEMBER 28 TO OCTOBER 4
frequencies
each of them
Decisions
isexact
forNewwhich
assignment
theirto
FM requesting
stations
inFM
York inCityNewtoandYork
ACTIONS BY THE COMMISSION
other
existing
stations
SEPTEMBER 28
metropolitan
district.
ADOPTED ORDER on own motion
OCTOBER 3
that
hearing on and
promulgation
and regulations
standards ofof rules
good KJR Fisher's Blend Station Inc.,
Seattle,
Wash.—
Granted petition
to reengineering
practice
for
commercial
telmove from hearing
evision
be postponed
from for
10- applications
to assigndocket
licenseandKJRgranted
(and
4-45 toappearances
10:30stationsa.m.
10-11-45.
Time
filing
and
briefs
extended
relay
KEGR)
from
Fisher's
Blend
Station Inc. to Birt F. Fisher.
to ADOPTED
10-8-45. ORDER that hearing on WBML
Middle Georgia Broadcasting
assignment
of
FM
frequencies
to
existCo.,
Macon,
Ga.
—
Granted
acquisition
control
licensee corp.
by E.50D.shBlack
andof
ing FM licensees
in Newbe York
metroG. McKenzie
thru sale
common
politan district
shall
held 10-15-45
before E.stock
Commission
en
banc
10:30
a.m.
(25%)
by
Mrs.
Arthur
Christie
$20,000.Jr. and Stuartto
for
consideringBroadcasting
protests of licensee
W3XO corp.
C. M. forJansky
CBS, purpose
NBC andof Bamberger
Service dence
Inc.and and
receiving any
other
& application
Bailey, Wash-for
that
may evi-be L. Baileyington,d/b
D. C. of— Jansky
Granted
presented
toinformation
Commission.
Appearances
assignment
license
developmental
station
W3XO
to
WINX
Broadcasting
must
be
filed
on
or
before
10-10-45.
for $75,000.Edward Rennekamp,
Further
ordered and
that Bamberger
on or before should
10-10- Co.Kenneth
45 CBS,
Oil
file
with NBC
FCC a statement
specifying City,
Pa. — Adopted order granting apSERVICE

DIRECTORY

FREQUENCY MEASURING
SERVICE
Exact Measurement* » of any t'm*
RCA COMMUNICATIONS, INC
64 Broad Strut New York 4, H. f.

Custom-Built
Speech Input Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C
District 1640

"GEARED TO AM-FM EXPANSION'
MmdU Engtnmering C»tumtUmt*

MORE RF KILOWATT HOURS
PER DOLLAR WITH
F & O TRANSMITTING TUBES
Freeland & Olscker Products, Inc.
611 Baronne St., New Orleans 13, La.
4756 Exclusively
High Power Raymond
Tube Specialists

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.

r SOUND EFFECT RECORDS N
OENNETT'SPEEDY-Q
Reduced
Library Offer
Over 200BasicWrite
Individual
Sound Containing
Effects
For Details
CHARLES MICHELSON
67 W. 44th St.
New York, N. Y.

The
Robert L. Kaufman
Organization
Technical
Maintenance,
Construction
Supervision
and Business
for Broadcast
StationsServices
g. DistrictWashington
2292 4, D. C.

FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS

KLDGE ELECTRONICS CO.
Commercial & Industrial
Equipment
No. Alvarado
Los1031Angeles
26, Calif.
Myron E. Kluge
Exposition 1742

STANDARD
Measuring & Equipment Co.
es 877-2652
Since 1939 Enid, Okla.
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
Radio Towers
Erection, lighting, painting &
Ground Systems
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 1 1 , Oregon
C. H. Fisher, Agent Phone TR 7303
it

BUY
VICTORY
BONDS

PHOENIX AND TUCSON
WILL TAKE ALL PRODUCED"

^
THE
SHADOW
AveiUU. locelly o. tr.Marip«0R— «•• C. MICHELSON *7 W. 44 St., N.Y.C.
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WMFR Radio station WMFR, High
plication
standardfor station
1340 kc 250for wCPunl.new (except
hours Point,
N. C. —toGranted
and studios
164 So. CPMainmoveSt., tra'ns.
High
now assigned
WSAJ).
Subject
to
conditions thafrequency
t applicant and
will bemodulation
required Point
taken Broadcasting
9-21).
WMIS(Action
Natchez
Co.,
to
install
Natchez,
Miss.
—
Granted
license
monitors
as
soon
as
available,
as
well
changeauthority
frequencytoto
as antenna
ground
system,
and
to tocover1240CP kc;authorizing
also
granted
select
trans,
site,
all
of
which
will
be
direct
inGoodcompliance
with FCC Standards of determine
measurementoperating
of ant.power
powerby (Action
Engineering
ADOPTED
ORDER Practice.
on own motion, to taken
9-24).
W2XEM
Allen
B.
DuMont
Labs.
postpone
until10-23-45
10:30 a.m.
1-14-46channel
hear- area of New York— Granted licenseInc.,to
ing now set
re clear
cover tionCP uponauthorizing
newonly;exp.condition.
TV stabroadcasting
in
standard
broadcast
exp.
basis
6741) Broadcasting
and denied petition
to from
be assigned
bytime;FCC1
ofbandClear(Docket
Channel
Service Frequencies
chief
engineer
time
to
and its 16 pmembers
for
indefinite
postkw aural, 1 kw (peak) visual.
onement of hearing.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD ACTIONS
(By OCTOBER
COMR. DENNY)
OCTOBER 1
1
KFOX Nichols & Warinner Inc., Long
Calumet Broadcasting Corp., HamBeach,
—trans.
Same. Cal.-^Granted CP install new
mond,
Ind.—
Granted
motion
sion
of
time
within
which
tofor offileextenexKSLM Oregon Radio Inc., Salem, Ore.
ceptions to proposed
findings
fact
and
conclusions
of
FCC,
and
extended
WINS
Hearst
Radio
Inc.,
New
Yorktime to file such exceptions to 11-1-45.
Granted
mod. new
CP authorizing
power,
install
trans,
and ofincrease
changes
OCTOBER 4
in DA-DN,
for change
in type
trans,
A. Frankmotion
Katzentine,
Orlando,
Fla.ap-—
and
extension
completion
date
from
Granted
for leave
to amend
to 60subject
days after
grant.conditions
Permit
plicationkcfor new
station
so aspower
to
isas11-3-45
granted
to
such
change
1400
to
1420
kc
and
FCC es arychief
engineerthatshallDA deem
nec-is from 250 w to 5 kw DA-N, unl.; amendt
o
determine
pattern
acceptedapplication
as part of asapplication;
obtained and maintained, and subject orderedmentthat
amended
further mittee
to express
that comper- be removed from
hearing docket.
shall satisfycondition
legitimate
A.
C.
Neff,
Savannah,
Ga—application
Granted
plaints on blanketing
within
250 mv/m
petition
for
leave
to
amend
contour, including external cross mod- for new station so as to show a balance
ulation.
sheet
as
of
9-1-45,
and
transmitting
WPIK anPotomac
Broadcasting
Alex- associated equip, now proposed to andbe
dria, Vstation,
a.— Granted
mod.
CP Co.,
authorizing
new
for
changes
in
trans,
used;tersamendment
these mataccepted asBroadcasting
partcovering
of application.
approval
of ant., and
of 1.5trans,
Corp.,
Rosite
atof Telegraph
Road,approval
approx.Permittee
mi. ROCHESTER
SW
center of Alexandria.
c
h
e
s
t
e
r
,
N
.
Y.
—
Granted
motion
for leave
amend made
applications;
application
as
waiver& Sees.
3.55(b)onandfollow3.60 toamended
part
of
record
without
ofgranted
FCCing conditions:
Rules
Regulations
(a) that
cathode ray further hearing; proposed findings filed
oscilloscope
be
used
to
continuously
applicantReporter
were amended.
Broadcasting Co.,
monitor
modulation;
(b) byKRBC
that
upon percentage
commencement
of operation
Abilene,
Tex. — Granted
petition for
leave
to
amend
application
frequency
checks
by
an
external
standincrease 1 kw D to 5 kw D onso 1470as kcto
ard willsatisfactory
be submitted
daily isto indicated,
FCC un- etc.;
til
operation
amendment
accepted.
KPLC Calcasion Broadcasting Co.,
and weekly thereafter until a frequency
monitorproval isof FCCinstalled
which meets
ap- Lake
Granted petition
leave Charles,
to amendLa. —application
so as forto
chief engineer;
(c) that
approved
frequency
and
modulation
show
changes
in infinancial
status of etc.:
apmonitors will be installed as soon as amendment
plicant,
interest
other
stations
accepted.
such
equip,
becomes
available.
WKIK Inter-City
Advertising
Co.,to KVOM Inc., Marshall, Tex.— Granted
Columbia,
S.authorizing
C— Granted
petition
leavesoto asamend
cover
CPlocation
newlicense
station,
for new for
station
to showapplication
current
change
from
1732
Main
informationofficers,
as to directors
applicant's andpost stockoffice
Columbia, to Jerome Hotel, Main St.,at address,
h
o
l
d
e
r
s
e
t
c
.
;
amendment
accepted.
Also
Lady,ity toColumbia.
Also
granted
authordetermine operating power by denied petition to hold consolidated
direct measurement
of Sees.
ant. 3.55(b)
power. and
Li- that
hearingof onMarshall
applicant's
application
censee
granted
waiver
Broadcasting
Co.andin
3.60
of FCCconditions:
Rules & Regulations
upon D.Marshall
Tex., set.instead
of Washington,
C. as now
following
(a) that cathode
ray oscilloscope
be used modulato con- motion
WARC forInc.,leave
Rochester,fileN.supplemental
Y. — Granted
tinuously frequency
monitorwillpercentage
) that
by anto information
without tofurther
hearing and
externaltion; (bstandard
will be checks
submitted
to supplement
FCC weekly;
(c) that approved
freplication for newproposed
station.findings re apquency
and
modulation
monitors
will
be installed
as soon as such equip, be- Tentative Calendar . . .
comes available.
WKY homaWKY
Radiophone
Co.,to OklaCity— Granted
license
OCTOBER 9
CP authorizing
increase
in trans.
power,cover
in- WSRR Stamford,
stallation
DA-N,
and
move
Also
license from
StephenConn.—
R. Vol.
Rintoulassgn.
grantedatingauthority
to
determine
operWestern
Connecticut
Broadcasting
Co.to
power
by
direct
measurement
of
11
ant.KWRD
power.City of Dallas, Tex., area of HEARING toOCTOBER
heldmatter
beforeof CommisDallas
— Granted
to cover usedCP
sion en -banc
inbetheand
promulgation ooff rules
regulations
and
coveringWRR
newDallas
relaylicense
with
onstation
33.38, to35.02,be 37.62,
standards
good
engineering
practice
for
commercial
TV
stations.
Auditorium
39.82
mc
with
2
w.
of
The
National
Museum,
10th
St.
and
NEW-Relay ., area
Utah Broadcasting
Salt station
Lake &CityTel-— Constitution Ave. N. W., Washington,
GrantedwitheviCPsion CoKUTA
for newofonrelay
used
1622, 2058, to2180,be D. C, 10:30 a.m.
2790W3XLkc, with
250 L.w. Dillard tr/as ComEverett
Equipment
Wash1
iizingngtmercial
on, newD. C. developmental
—RadioGranted
mod. Co.,
CP author1260 kc WOL OCTOBER
Cowles Broadcasting
Co.,
station
for Applications
extension
completion
date
to
12-15-45.
Washington,
D.
C.
—
CP
increase
1 kw
W3XLA mercialEverett
L.
Dillard
tr/as
Comto
5
kw,
install
new
trans,
and
DA-DN
Radio Equipment Co., area of change
Wheaton,site Md.from near Chillum,
Washington,
D. satellite
C— Granted
mod. CP Md.,1150tokctrans,
authorizingfor new
developmental
Massachusetts Broadstation,
extension
completion
date w N 1 kwcastingWCOP
— CPmake
increase
500
D Corp.,to Boston
5 install
kw DN,
changes
toW4XAG
3-15-46. Georgia School of Technology, in trans, equip.,
DA-DN,
change
trans,
site
from
Boston
to
Lexington,
Atlanta,
Ga.
—
Granted
license
to
cover
CP authorizing
sta- Mass.
1450 kc WWDC Capital Broadcasting
tion;
frequency new
to bedevelopmental
assigned
by FCC
chief
engineer
from
time
to
time;
1 synchronous
Co., Washington—
CP increase
amplifier
from equip.
100powerw toof
kw
power;
to
operate
in
accord
with
250
trans,
Sees. 4.151
to related
4.157 incl.,
andoperations
to conductas 750w,kc make
WHEB changes
WHEB Inc.,
Portsmouth,
such
other
exp.
H. — Special
authorization
to
FCC may require thru its engineering N.operate
with EST
500service
wduring
from
local sunset
dept., particularly
with respect
to de- to 6:30 p.m.
termination of receiver
characteristics
October,
November
and
December
1945
and
Janrelated to proposed
operation
and
coordination ofand
experimentation
with
Februaryoperating
1946 in order to continue
other stations
experimental
op- 1410 uary,
kc present
KQV Alleghany schedule.
Broadcasting
rations in the only;
field. conditions.
License
is granted
on exp. ebasis
Corp., Pittsburgh — CP increase 1 kw to
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

Strans,
lew, install new trans., DA-DN, change
Township,sitePa.from Pittsburgh to Boss
Baker's Dozen
itCleveland
NEW -AM— CP1490newkc standard
Chester E.station
Daly.
WMAJ, new outlet for State
WCLD
250
w
unl.
Applicant
is
ownerCollege, Pa., finally received
operator EmpireEvening
Periodical
Co.,
Buffalo:
19 yrs.
and
its hard-to-get 23-C speech
5withyrs.Buffalo
with
WBEN
inNewsprogramming,
input unit the other day.
writing,
sales
and
executive
capacities.
Existing
capital
$11,700. Est.
cost 40$11,700.
Three of them in fact.
Proposed
programming:
333
hrs.
min.
WMAJ manager wired firm
(65.2%) commercial,
177 news
hrs. 20service.
min.
sustaining.
Propose INS
"Merry Christmas — have
Engineering
counsel
—
Paul
F.
Godley,
Montclair,
N.Washington
J. Legal (P.
counsel-Fisher
three 23-C's, what do?" Im6 Wayland,
mediate reply was "Happy
mel
Rd., Buffalo
14, N. Y.). O. 136 CarNew Year — for God's sake,
NEW-AM
1340
kc
G.
W.
Covington
Jr.,
Salem,
Ala.
—
CP
new
standard
station
send back two collect."
250
w unl.capital
Applicant
owner WCOV.
Existing
$10,500. isEst.
Proposed
programming:
255 cost
hrs. $10,500.
(50%) $73,300. Proposed programming-57%
I commercial.
commercial.
Proposed
staff:
mgr.-For& Hillegas, Engineering
Atlanta,
Ga. counsel-Holey
(P. Ala.).
O. 102 rest
F.rel.Owen,
12 yrs. prog.
com. dir.-Bruce
mgr.
and
Montgomery
St.,kc Montgomery,
dir. WELL;
NEW-AM
570
G.
W.
Covington
Jr., pub.
O'Leary,
5
yrs.
prog.
dept.
WELL;
chief
ij tion
Gadsden,
Ala.
—
CP
new
standard
staeng.-Henry
Witherington,
9
yrs.
eng.
1
kw
D.
Existing
capital
$28,250.
WELL. Eng.
C. Lent, WashEst. cost
$28,250.
programington. Legalcounsel-W.
counsel-Fisher
Wayming: 255 hrs.
(50%)Proposed
commercial.
EnWashington.
(P. O. 34-42 W.& State
I lanta.
gineering counsel -Holey & Hillegas, At- land,
St., Battle
Creek, Mich.).
NEW-TV
78-84
mc
WJW
Inc.,
Cleve1440
kc
KEYS
Earl
C.
Dunn,
Charles
W.
Rossi,d/bH. Nueces
B. Lockhart
and E.Co.,C. Channel
land— CP 4,newESRcommercial
TVcoststation,
4,330. Est.
$286,Hughes
Broadcasting
counsel-George
C. Davis,
Corpus
Cnristi,
Tex.
—
CP
change
14901 500. Eng. ington.
Legal
counsel-Pierson
& WashBall,
kckw toN 1440
kc,
increase
250
w
DN
to
Washington.
5
kw
D,
install
new
trans.,
DARELAYInc.,WENH
WJR,
The— Mod.
GoodwillCP
! DN,W5XIC
changeA. trans,
H. Belosite. Corp., area of authorizing
Station
area
of
Detroit
frequencies,
power
Dallas, Tex.new— License
to coverstation.
CP au- and equip., change
toThechange
corporate
nameto
iI thorizing
developmental
from WJR,
Goodwill
Station
AMENDEDbuque, la.— CP Telegraph
Herald,
DuWJR,
The
Goodwill
Station
Inc.
Also
new
FM
station
46.5
license
to
cover
CP
as
mod.
authorizing
I frequency
mc 8,060 sq.
mi. amended
to change
to
99.5
mc,
coverage
to
24,
change
frequencies,
power,
equip,
name. Marshall Broadcasting and
; 316 sq. mi., trans, site from East Du- corp.
AMENDED
Co.,
jI tion
buque,from111.,300,250
to Dubuque,
la.,typepopulato
811,484,
trans.
Marshall,
tion 1450 Tex.
kc —250CP w newunl.,standard
amended sta-re
from
G.E. changes
GF-103D into ant.G.E.system.
GF-150-B stockholders.
and1200make
kcF. Roberts,
WEMP Glenn
D. Roberts,
Columbia Broadcasting SysMelva
Wellwood
Nesbit,M. WBBM
caltemant.In., Chicago — CP install new vertiIi Dolph,
Robert Hope
M. LaFollette
Jr.,
Evelyn
D.
Pettey,
Rachel
Young
WMT tions American
Broadcasting
; LaFollette,
S. Nesbit,
John
Cedar Rapids,
la. — CP Sta-install newInc.,trans.
Ernest Roe Genevieve
and W. Wade
Boardman
KFGQ
Boone
Biblical
College,
Boone,
d/b
Milwaukee
Broadcasting
Co.,
Mil— -Authority
determine operating
I increase
waukee— CP250 change
to 1200 newkc, la.power
w to 101340kw,kc install
by directto measurement
of ant.
trans,
and
DA-DN,
change
trans,
site
power.
WABW Associated Broadcasters Inc.,
from Milwaukee to New Berlin, Wis. Indianapolis
— License
CP as
NEW-AM 1240Inc.,kc Ellensberg,
Central Washington mod. authorizing
new toFMCo.,cover
station.
II Broadcasters
CP new standard
station 250 Wash.—
w unl. Ore.KRNR
News-Review
Roseburg,
—
CP
install
new
vertical
ant.
Stock: 250 sshtanding, 10common
issued and out- NEW-FM Midwest Broadcasting Co.,
par.83.33 Officers:
i Chase Jr., pres.,
sh 33.3%,Goodwin
who is Mt.
Vernon, frequency
111. — CP newand metropolitan
FM assigned
station,
coverage
to
' v-p
Washington
National
by FCC.
Est. cost
$57,300.
Craney,owner
sec.-treas.,
83.33
sh,Bank;
mgr. E.50%
andB. beOfficers:
Thomas
Jordan,
pres.,
500
50%
KGIR,
33.3%
KFPY,
7.692%;N. Carl
Schweinfurth,
KRBM, 40% KXL, 40% KPFA; Frances shboardcommon
sh common
15.R.KGIRSymons,
v-p, 83.33KFPY.
sh, 35%Est. KXL,
25% 384%; chairman,
GeorgeGuyF. A.M.1,000
Ward,
treas.,1,0001,000
and co-mgr.
cost $16,comon;
Wood,
sec,
sh
000. Existing
capital
I programming:
to begin$25,000.
with Proposed
270 hrs shshcommon;
Harold
G.
Watson,
v-p,
1,000
common;
Ray
Bundy,
v-p,
1,000
! Joseph
(60%) commercial,
180
hrs
sustaining.
v-p 1,000Total
sh com-as-sh
theatercounsel-Frank
mgr., is pro-H. common;mon. All W.localB. Myers,
businessmen.
posedKendall,
prog.Washington.
dir. Eng.
sets
$65,000
Eng.
counsel-George
H.
Mcintosh,
Legal
counselJohn
L. Wheeler,
Angeles
Lohnes,
Washington.Washington.
Legal counselWashington
NationalLos
Bank
Bldg.).(P. O. Fred
W.cation fAlbertson,
AppliTransfer
KYUM
Yuma
Broadcasting
o
r
standard
station
filed
8-14-45.
AMENDED 590Co. kcInc.,KGGM
New MexicoN.
Co., Yuma,corp.
Ariz.by— Acquisition
of control Broadcasting
Albuquerque,
j licensee
KTAR12,350Broadcasting
Co.
through
purchase
sh
(49.4%)
M.—
Petition
filed
for
reinstatement
stock
foris $15,437.50
from KTAR
John kcapplication
and andgrantchange
: CP change
1260of
to
590
kc
trans,
site,
J.common
Lewis,
who
66.3%
owner
Broadcasting
Co. KTARinterest
Broadcasting
increasenew1 kwtrans,
DA
now holds 48.596%
Yuma amended
to 1 kw Dto 5 request
kw N, install
Broadcasting.
Reasondirect isownership
to change
and1260DA-N.
from
indirect
to
of
kc
KVSF
New
Mexico
Broadcastlicensee.
ing for
Co. Inc.reinstatement
— Santa Fe, N.of M.application
— Petition
filed
OCTOBER 2
and grant:
CP move
installtrans,
new and
trans.,studio,
new
vertical
ant.,
!]i sonTRANSFER
of
Control
WHDH
MatheRadiolicensee
Co., Inc.,
Boston
— Alice
TransferE. change
1340
kc
to
1260
kc,
increase
control
corp.
from
w to 1 kw (contingent
on granting 100of
Matheson
(124
sh
preferred
33.1%,
6,295
application
of
KGGM).
43.8%) and4.5%,Ralph5,760G. shMathemc Sunbury Broad,) shmon
soncommon
(1740%),
sh preferred
com-of NEW-FMcasting 100.3
Corp., Sunbury,
Pa. —cost
CP $32,new
and including
interests
FM
station,
11,790
sq. mi., WKOK.
est.
other
stockholders
(20
sh
preferred
000.
Applicant
is
licensee
TotalC.
,5.35%,
1,250
sh
common
8.7%)
for
total
assets
$43,641.12.
Eng.
counsel-George
sh preferred
43.05%
and Broad13,305 Davis, Washington. Legal counsel-Horace
Ishof 161
common
92.59%,
Fidelity
Fredstaff:
W. Albertson,
Washingcasting Corp.,
whollyto owned
subsldi- L. Lohnes,
Proposed
pros, dir.
-Paul
Miler, 8 yrs.
broadcasting,
2 yrs.
radar
; Total
ary ofconsideration
Boston Herald-Traveler
Corp. work lton.
$823,806.94. Officers
Westingthouse
Corp.; chief
to beeng.as1I1(of
transferee:
Robert
E.
Choate,
pres.:
s
i
s
t
e
d
b
y
Ralph
Gemberllng;
John W.Jacobs.
Keller Jr., to be assisted by
C. General
Wendroth,legaltreas.;
F. —A.Dempsey
Wood. Robert
1,1;W.
i.&clerk.
counsel
Koplovitz,550 Washington.
NEW-AM 990 kcP. John
C. McCormack,
NEW-AM
kc Federated Publications George
Allen D.
Morris, C.D. H.Wray,
Maddox E.andFurlow,
W. E. Anthony
;;:Inc,
CP new
standardis d/b
[i stationLansing,
1 kw Mich.—
DA unl.
Applicant
Oklahoma
Television
&
Broadcast|liMiller,
owner-operator
WELL.
Officers:
A.
L.
ing Co., 1Tulsa,
newOwnership:
standard
pres.;sec.-treas.;
L. A. Weil IdaSr., C.v-p.;Tarbell,
Paul station
kw Okla.—
DA-N CPunl.
,|,A. Martin,
John C.KTBS;
McCormack
26.25%,
quarterowner
George
D.
Wray
21.25%,
j|iasst.-sec;
Lyle
L.
Erb,
asst.
-treas.;
R.
t. B.E. Miller,
v-p; chrg.
L. A. radio.
Weil Jr.,
v-p; Dan 21.25%,
quarter-owner
KTBS; KTBS;
P. E.Allen
FurlowD.
Jayne,
v-p
Stockholders
quarter-owner
6-19-45 issued
totaledand454.outstandStock: Morris
21.25%,5%,quarter-owner
KTBS:
.. -of
-74,418record
sh
common
C.
H.
Maddox
chief
eng.
KTBS
ing. Est. cost $73,300. Existing capital yrs.; W. E. Anthony 5%. KWKH chief14
I BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

eng. tal10$60,000.
yrs. Proposed
Est. cost $52,000.
New capiprogramming:
115
hrs. (23.9%)taining.commercial;
366S.hrsDroke,
susEng.
counsel-O.
Shreveport.
Legal
counsel-George
Porter, Washington; W. H. Bronson,B.
Shreveport.
OCTOBER 4
WHDH Mathesonton—Authority to determine
Radio Co. Inc., Bospower by direct measurement operating
of ant.
American Broadcasting Co. Inc., New
power.
York—mit Extension
of
authority
to
transstationsrecorded
underprograms
controlto ofall broadcast
Canadian
authorities
that
may
be
heard
consistently in TJ. S.
WKY homaWKY
Radiophone
Okla-to
City — ofCPmain
movetrans,aux.andCo.,
trans,
present
site
operate
with970 1kckwKENO
DA-N.
& Laura
Belle
KelchVegas,d/bMaxwell
NevadaCPKelch
Broadcasting
Co.,
Las
Nev.—
change
kcinstall
to 970new kc,trans,
increase
w tosystem.
1 1400
kw,
and 250
ground
AMENDED
J.
E.
Rodman,
Bakersfield,
Cal.— CP new standard station 1340 kc
250 w unl.
(contingent
on kc),
KFREamended
application for change
to 1060equip.
re changes
in trans,
NEW-AM
1490
kc
Murray
L.
Grossman
tr/as The Danbury Broadcasting Co.,
Danbury,
CPApplicant
new standard
stationWBRY.
250 wConn.—
unl.
is Existing
ex-com.
mgr.
Est.Proposed
cost $14,900.
capital
$25,000.
programming:
150 hrs. (41.66%)
commercial; W.210 Ray,
hrs.
sustaining.
Eng. counsel-Garo
Stratford,
Legal counsel-Case
&
Wozencraft,Conn.
Washington.
NEW-FM 104.1 mc Bell Broadcasting
Co.,
Temple,
Tex.—
CP
new
FM
station,
coverage
be determined.
Applicant
is licensee toKTEM.
Est. cost $24,860.
Total
assets
$45,947.64.
Legal counsel-Fisher &
Wayland,
Washington.
NEW-AM 860 kc Wisconsin Broadcasting Systemstation
Inc., 250
Milwaukee—
CP new350
standard
w D Stock:
sh authorized,
250 Thad
sh issued
and outstanding.
Officers:
F.
Wasielewski,
pres.,
(5%), attorney
member12.5ofshCongress;
Gene T.andDyerformer
Sr.,
v-p
and treas.,
50 shWSBC,
(20%),nowformerly
interested
in
WGES
intere
s
t
e
d
i
n
Ft.
Lauderdale
Broadcasting
Co.,
station owner
applicant;
Stanley
Nastal,AMsec,
program
duction fir50m insh,Milwaukee.
Others prointerested: Stephanie
5%;
Gene T. Dyer
Jr. 20%G. Wasielewski
and E. M. Dyer
20%, co-partners
WAIT;attorney
Robert andE.
Tehan
20%, Milwaukee
state
senator.
Est.entire
Cost amount.
$13,755. Existing
capital
for
Legal
counsel-Andrew
G. Haley,
Washington.
Eng. counsel-Grant
R.programming:
Wrathall,
Wash-234
ington.
Proposed
taining.
hrs. (65%) commercial; 126 hrs. susNEW-AMCo.,1320
kc Kankakee
Journal
Kankakee,
111. — CP Daily
new
standard station
1* kwStock:
D. Applicant
newspaper
publisher.
1,200out-sh
common standing.
authorized,
issued
and
Officers: Arthur
Leslie C. L.Small,
pres.,
606 sh (50.5%);
Beckman.
sec-treas.,
107
sh
(8.92%).
Others
interested: Len H.Grace
Small,O.12.5%,
Small 12.5%,
SmallBurrell
12.91%.L.
Est.
cost
$56,900.
Funds
available
from
surplus
$65,000.
Total 202.5
assetshrs.$529,361.
Proposed
programming:
commercial.
Eng.
counsel-A.
James (50%)
Ebel,
Champaign,
111.
Legal
counsel-Charles
V. Wayland, Washington.
NEW-FM 98.1 mc Johnson Kennedy
Radio tion,Corp.,
— CP new cost.
FM stasq.Chicago
mi., $34,000
Applcant is11,970licensee
WIND. est.
Total assets
$845,918.32.Harrison
Legal counsel-W.
Theodore
Pierson,
T.
Slaughter
and
Ralph —L.George
Walker, Davis,
Washington.
Eng.
counsel
Washington.
TRANSFER KXAC. American
Radio TelCo.,KXA
Seattle,
— 51%
Vol",$200,000.
assgn.
license eptohoneRadio
Inc.Wash.Price
American
Telephone
owned
(505 salesh)radiobyandHarper-McGee
whole-in
electrical firm,Inc.,which
turn
is principally
by R. Vincent
F. McGee,Kraft,
pres.
and treas.ofowned
assignor.
I.Adv.
operator
Northwest
Radio
Co.,
is
owner
390
sh
assignor.
Inc. officers: W. I. Dumm, pres., 75KXAsh
(3.75%), casters
owner-pres.
Inc., licenseeAssociated
KSFO BroadKWID
KWIX; Robert B. Gaylord, 1st v-p, 900
shPhillip
(45%),G. v-p
and
gen.
counsel
KSFO:
Lasky,
2d v-p,
4.5%,B. v-p
and
35%
KROW;
Robert
Gaylord
Jr., sec,owner3.75%,
director
and asst.
gen. sec,
counselatKROW;
Cassius
E.
Gates,
torney; Franklin
M. Dumm, Others
treas..
6.25%
director
interested:
Ray sec.-treas.
V. HamiltonKSFO.
7.5%, exec
v-p
Associated
Broadcasters;
Blanche
and Jeanne
Abrams
Foundationcine;10%,RoyalCollege
ofMemorial
Electronic
MediV.
Howard
5%,
v-p
chrg.
eng., Associated Broadcasters.

years of
profitable
z
Each pe
year ac
over h
2 millionfuz
bushels,..
10% of all the peaches produced in
the whole South... picked in Spartanburg County alone!
SPARTANBURG,
ISOUTH CAROLINA
WSPA I Home of Camp Croft
5000 watts Day, 1000 watts Night
950 kilocycles. Rep. by Hollingbery

» IN PHILADELPHIA

Most Powerful Indejendeo!
Philadelphia's

Paid eastern
Carolinatobacco
farmfor 1944 North
flue-cured
crop erstotaling
391,244,945
pounds.
Xu^t/GBT
YOUR SHARE MARKET
OF THIS
/c.»p.,\
PROSPEROUS
NOW1 WE CAN HELP
YOU.
Write Today for Further Information
WRRF
1000 WATTS
FORJOE
New York& COMPANY,
• ChUogo Natl.• Representatives
Philadelphia
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NCPAC

Asks

25%

Limit

on FM

Channels for AMs, Newspapers
A PETITION urging Congress and Finally, the petition asks for local
the FCC "to grant no more than hearings in communities where the
one-quarter of available FM chan- applicants intend to serve.
Preceding the petition is a
nels to licensees of existing standard (AM) broadcasting stations and lengthy and horrendous picture of
to newspapers," with the remaining "radio today". Broadcasting, acthree-quarters of the FM licenses
cording to NCPAC, is largely congoing to newcomers, is being distrol ed by National Assn. of Mantributed by the National Citizens
ufacturers and "the big newspaper
Political Action Committee as part
NAM 50 members
own
of an eight-page folder marked publishers".
10 clear-channel
kw stations,
"immediate action".
buy
a
lot
of
network
time,
sponsor
Petition, following a preamble commentators who present the
"deploring
the failure stations
of manyto NAM viewpoint, the bulletin avers.
American broadcasting
own or have affilperform properly the public sei-vice Newspapersiations withalsoapproximately
250
to which they are pledged" and fur- stations and, NCPAC declares, of
ther "deploring the excessive prof- the 208 station-owning papers who
its of manyand licensees,"
also asksto took sides in the 1944 political
Congress
the Commission
campaign "At least 152 or 73 per
"prescribe
in
terms
of
hour
and cent
expenditures standards of public
supported Dewey".
NCPAC
that broadcastservice programming for all broaders fail tocharges
meet tests
of public
casting
stations."
service.
It
cites
a
survey
made by
NCPAC would prohibit granting National Council of Farmer
Coan FM license to an AM licensee
without a public hearing. They 57% of thoseoperativespolled
which reported
"that
said
that
the
would also prohibit license renewal
of any station until the application clear-channel stations did not carry
has been advertised throughout the satisfactory farm programs." It
community and all who wish have declares one-third of the United
States does not receive daytime
been "afforded the opportunity to service.
It reports the FCC check
apply competitively for the same
license or to submit evidence why of a sample week of 1944 shows
network sustainers, Invisuch license should not be renewed." that four
tation to Learning, National Radio
Pulpit, University of Chicago
Roundtable and Labor for Victory,
were carried by less than half the
stations to which they were offered.
Worst of all, broadcasters make
money. in"For
industry
as a
whole
1944 the
profits
were 150%
on depreciated value of the entire
investment before federal taxes.
ALONG
... In a five-year period less than
1%
of the broadcasting stations
have gone into bankruptcy, while
WITH
the mortality for other businesses
requiring small capital investG
N
I
R
T
S
ments runs out
to 70%."
Pointing
that all but a few
of
the
500
applications
for FM sta?
r
.
y
K
i
tions
are
from
present broadcastN
TO
ers and newspapers, NCPAC urges
^^
^mW
^^m = are entwined
immediate protests to the ComIfwUbyoutho
^y.nai
r seforoftuntb
j* a
mis ion to limit severely assignweeneug.d
ments to these applicants so that
community (vm *» , Tie.up
the "choice frequencies" may not
^anunravebng^^.
be granted
"before
men in thebefore
servrn8teadwitbtbe ^vE offer9
ices are out
of uniform,
ing Area vrbere rou9
small
businessmen,
presently
con^
more y
cerned with reconversion, will have
(at low cost)
time to investigate this great small
Uners
than ^J^ined!
business opportunity, before farm,
What's worth co roblen>.
cooperative, labor and other groups
have had a chance to present their
tucky ^ ~ f;?Jt package
applications."
D°ne^ L wbat. most adverDiathermy Rules
li9er9 really want
THE FCC has announced it
will soon begin consideration of
proposed Rules and Regulations
and Standards of Good Engineering Practice for operation of medical diathermy equipment and industrial apparatus utilizing radio
frequency energy.

WNEW

Facilities

Sought by Paulists
Apply to FCC for Transfer
Of 'Franchise' to Society
APPLICATION for facilities of
WNEW New York was filed late
last week with the FCC by the Missionary Society of St. Paul, the
Apostle (Paulist Fathers), New
York, former licensee of WLWL.
Filed by John J. Sirica, Washingtonsentsattorney,
applicationthe"repreaflat
Commissionrequest
withdraw that
from Greater
New York Broadcasting Corp. (license of WNEW) the license privileg s .. . and assign that franchise
to the Society." A public hearing
"will furnish ample justification
such action by the Commission,"
itfor continued.
'Better Qualified'
The Paulist Fathers said the Society "does not contend that it
should be favored by the Commission because it is a religious organization. It is sincerely convinced
that as a party, and without regard
to its religious identity, it is far
better qualified, from the standpoint
of character, honest appreciation of
the public interest, and otherwise,
to render a public service through
the operation of a radio station in
New York City, than is the present
licensee
of WNEW."
Financial
statements filed with
the Commission
net
worth on Dec.show31,the1944,Society's
to be
$3,578,829.75, with total assets of
$3,641,829.75. Applicant proposes
to invest $205,000 for equipment
and studios. The Washington engineering firm of May, Bond &
Rothrock has been retained to handle technical phases.
In 1937 the Paulists sold WLWL
to Arde Bulova, who also acquired
WPG Atlantic City and WOV New
York. Mr. Bulova
continued WLWLsubsequently
and WPG disand
exchanged facilities between WOV
and WNEW. Mr. Bulova, principal
owner of WOV and WNEW, must
dispose of one under the FCC
duopoly regulation.

CHIEF Petty Officer Bob Wilson,
former commentator and public
events director of WOWO-WGL
Fort Wayne (when both were
W e s t i nghouse
stations) has
taken a post with
Telecast Corp. of
America, New
York, to voice
news to theaters
in Manh a 1 1 a n,
Brooklyn, the
Bronx and
Mr. Wilson
Queens. He also
New
plans lance
to in freeYork radio.
Just released from the Navy,
Chief Wilson was attached to the
Radio Unit, Special Services Division, Armed Forces Radio Service, in Washington. Prior to his
discharge he was on recruiting
duty in Richmond, Va. Telecast
Corp. is a new enterprise, feeding
spot news and special events to
variousvide theaters.
Plans are to prolater. television service to theaters

NO STRIKE EFFECT
ON NETWORKS SEEN
NETWORK operations were not
expected to suffer from the absence of telephone company employesternoonfromfromtheir
af2 to 6,posts
whileFriday
members
of the National Federation of Telephone workers voted whether to
stage a nationwide strike.
Joseph Beirne, NFTW president,
told Broadcasting the departure
of the workers to attend the meeting would have no effect on the
networks "provided the telephone
equipment used in the transmission
of network programs holds up. If
it breaks down any place, there
will be trouble, as there will be no
maintenance men on duty to fix
K. T. Rood of the long lines
information office said: "Long lines
expects worktoservice
be able
netfor tothemaintain
four hours
which
has
been
announced
as
the
Cecil L. Berry
duration
of
the
walkout."
Mutual
CECIL L. BERRY, 59, owner of coverage of the World Series was
CFGP Grande Prairie, Alta., died expected to proceed as usual, with
suddenly of a heart attack at non-union supervisors taking over
positions involving programs
Grande Prairie on Sept. 30. Well- key
known for his geniality by Cana- of all networks.
dian broadcasters from all parts of
Canada, he came into broadcasting
about eight years ago, built CFGP Programit." Group Meeting
in the Peace River country of north- NAB Program Managers Execuern Alberta. Prior to entering
tive Committee will confer in Washbroadcasting
he was
with CockOct. 11-12 with Treasury
shutt Plow Co.,
Brantford,
Ont., officials ington
on plans for the Victory
farm machinery manufacturer. He Loan campaign.
A score of prowas born in England.
gram managers are expected. The
committee will hold a separate
WESTERN ELECTRIC Co. has Issued meeting of its own Oct. 12 for disof Speech
Inputphotographs,
Systems",
cus ion of routine problems. Seca"Elements
booklet that
by text,
retary of the Treasury Vinson is
drawingline of the
and components,
charts presentsorganization
"an outand characteristics of a typical audio expected to attend a lunch meeting Oct. 12.
system for high fidelity broadcasting."
BROADCASTING
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Marketing Forum
To Be Held in N. Y.
Six Sessions Planned to Run
From Oct. 22 to Nov. 26
FIRST national marketing forum
under the joint sponsorship of the
National Federation of Sales Executives and Advertising Federation of America and the auspices
of the Sales Executives Club of
America will be held in New York.
Sessions begin Oct. 22 and run
through Nov. 26.
First session, on Oct. 22 will be
held at the Waldorf-Astoria, 10
a. m.-7 p. m. with the following
speakers: Arthur A. Hood, director dealer relations, Johns-Manville Corp. ; Stanley A. Holme, General Electric Co.; Paul G. Hoffman, president, Committee for Economic Development; Charles M.
Isaac, Chamber of Commerce of
U. S.; Dr. J. Raymond Walsh, director of research, CIO; Gene
Flack, president, Sales Executives
Club of New York; John Hancock,
Baruch-Hancock Report; Don G.
Mitchell, vice-president, Sylvania.
At 9:30 p. m. Information Please
through the courtesy of its sponsors, Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., will
'originate its broadcast from the
session. Commerce Secretary Henry A. Wallace will address the
banquet starting at 7 p. m.
Second session, on Oct. 29, 7-9
p. m., will be held at the Roosevelt Hotel and the following will
speak: Wm. Rados, Henry Campbell, Sidney Edlund, Sidney Chamberlain, Richard Borden and Robert Canniff.
Speakers at the third session, on
Nov. 5, Roosevelt Hotel, will be
Joseph D. Ardleigh and Sterling
W. Mudge. Fourth session occurs
on Nov. 12 and fifth on Nov. 19,
both at the Roosevelt Hotel.
Sixth and last session on Nov.
26 at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
will have the following speakers
on the agenda: Joseph M. Dawson,
chairman of the board, Advertising Federation of America; J. Penefield Seiberling, president, Seiberling Rubber Co., Akron; Clarence
Francis, chairman of the board,
General Food Corp. ; Robert Hanes,
former president, American Banker
Assn.; Don Belding, chairman of
board, Foote, Cone & Belding, Los
Angeles; Bruce Barton, president,
BBDO, and John W. Snyder, director, Office of War Mobilization
and Reconversion, who will address
group at evening banquet.

NAB WILL OBSERVE
JOSKE RADIO TEST
PROGRESS of the Joske department store radio test in San Antonio will be observed by a group
representing the NAB during the
week of Oct. 15. Group will be
headed by Frank E. Pellegrin, who
recently returned to his post as
NAB Director of Broadcast Advertising after military service.
Project was started at the first
of the year during regime of Lewis
H. Avery, now head of his own
representative firm. Mr. Avery
will attend the inspection in an advisory capacity. Mr. Pellegrin will
familiarize himself with details of
the Joske broadcast campaign, a
one-year project designed to develop most effective use of the medium in retailing.
The NAB party will include
Ruth Borden, consultant on the
Joske clinic, and Harold Fair,
WHO
sultant. Des Moines, program conPioneer Operators Plan
Old Timers'
Night Nov.
MORE
than a thousand
pioneer8
radio and wireless operators who
were active in the field before
broadcasting's official birthday in
1920 will participate in the 25th
anniversary celebration by staging an OldCommodore,
Timers' Night
at Hotel
New Nov.
York,8
according to Louis G. Pacent, general chairman of the executive
committee. Other committee members are: George Lewis, I.T.&T.,
vice-chairman ; Edward J. Content,
WOR New York, treasurer; Ralph
R. Batcher, Caldwell Clements
Inc., secretary.
Mr. Pacent said the dinner will
be followed by demonstrations of
apparatus retrieved from museums
and attics.
CBC

Report Shows

ACommercial
NET operating deficitBusiness
of $72,747
for the fiscal year ending March
31, 1945, is shown in the annual
report of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., tabled in the House of
Commons, Ottawa, Oct. 2. Operating surplus before deducting allowance for depreciation and obsolescence amounted to $154,911, depreciation allowances being 2%%
on buildings and 10% on equipment.
Revenue of the CBC was $5,498,397, upviousfrom
$5,232,041consisted
in the pre-of
year. Revenue
Treasury Transcriptions $3,783,452 from listener annual license fees of $2.50, a slight drop
THREE new broadcast features
the 1944 amount due to warproduced by the Treasury are being from time
shortages for replacement of
sent to stations for Victory Loan
promotion. They are: Sports Per- worn-out receivers; $1,639,159
from commercial broadcasting, an
sonalities Speak, presenting na- increase
from $1,421,906 in 1944;
tion's top sportscasters
and figures;
Industrial
Leaders Speak,
featur- and $75,785 from miscellaneous
ing industrial leaders including sources, up from $22,248 in 1944.
During the year fixed assets
Edgar Kobak, MBS president, and
Niles Trammell, NBC president; were increased by $255,000 with
transcribed 30-second announce- $100,000 being taken out of workments especially for rural areas.
ing capital which was reduced to
BROADCASTING
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PAUL E. NEWMAN CO.
NEW COAST AGENCY
PAUL E. NEWMAN Co., a new
West Coast agency, has been organized with three New York advertising men in key positions. Paul
E. Newman is president; Robert
E. Shaw, vice-president and art director, and John G. Schneider, vicepresident and copy chief. Mr. Shaw
and Mr. Schneider are also directors of the corporation.
The company has its offices at
639 South Spring Street, atop the
Stock Exchange office building, Los
Angeles.
Mr. Newman's career in advertising includes 18 years with Erwin, Wasey & Co., New York, of
which he was a vice-president and
one of three executive partners,
and three years with NewellEmmett Co., New York. At Erwin,
Waseythe helatewasObie closely
with
Winters.associated
Mr. Shaw, a former Californian,
went East in 1939 to join the Winters Newman
team at Erwin,
wherehe hemoved
was anto art
direc-&
TWO CHICAGO RADIO Wasey,tor. Later
Young
Rubicam
Inc.
as
art
director
and
MAKERS EXPANDING
art supervisor on several top
CONSTRUCTION on two new fac- then
national accounts. He is a former
tories by Chicago radio manufac- advertising manager of Phelpsturers was begun last week, with Terkel, Los Angeles, and art direccost estimated at $1,300,000.
Majestic Radio and Television there.tor of Production Service Studios
Corp., Chicago, is building its plant
Mr. Schneider worked on copy
on a 69-acre site near Elgin, at a desks
Newell-Emmett Co. and
cost of $600,000, to manufacture Doherty,of Clifford
& Shenfield Inc.
radio receivers, phono - recorders
and allied products of radio and
electronics, according to E. A.
Tracey, president.
The Sentinal Radio Corp., Chicago, began construction of its
$700,000 plant in Evanston on
Tuesday. Ernest Alschuler, Sen- Succeed IDEAS
tinal president, said production of
more than 3,000 sets per day would
be possible on a single shift schedone alcvcuf* at a
ule when the factory is completed.
PREMIUM
Operating Deficit; . . and the Robbins Company has
an outstanding reputation for producing ideas that result in resoundZJpFrom
Year'
Ago
ingly successful premium promotions
$1,035,000,
the
balance
of
the
exBefore the war Robbins had enpenditures coming out of current
gineered promotion plans for many
revenue. Expenditure for the
largeston users
premi-of
shortwave establishment at Sack- of America's
. based
long ofyears
ville for the Canadian government knowingums . . what
will succeed and knowwas $1,039,000, and operation of
ing how to make them succeed!
Today the ingenuity and skill of
the shortwave service cost $190,Robbins craftsmen are serving the gov000 for the year.
ernment's needs for
CBC staff increased during the — to the extent
thatmilitary
Robbinsemblems
is the
year from 815 to 920. During the
country's
largest
manufacturer
distinctive
insignia
for
the
Army, ofNavy,
year ing54,962
programs,
representand
Marine
Corps.
16,647 hours of broadcasting,
Tomorrow, Robbins ideas in metal
were broadcast on the CBC networks, with 80.4% sustaining and will spark your premium programs
19.6% commercial. Eighty-five per to new highs, with timely, interesting,
cent of sustaining programs were appealing
designed
for
success! Wepromotions
will be glad
to discuss
CBC originations, 8.9% were U. S. your
postwar
requirements
with
you
exchange
now. Estimates and designs submitted
the
BBC. programs, and 6.1% from without
obligation.
catalogue. Send for the new
Introduction during the year of Robbins
a second transcontinental network,
the Dominion network, added
greatly to CBC network mileage,
Ideas in Metal
which increased from 9,078 for the
ATTLEBORO. MASSACHUSETTS
Trans-Canada and French networks to 13,594 network miles with
addition of Dominion network.
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HOUSE PASSES
Reorganization Bill With
25% Cut Policy
REORGANIZATION of Government agencies, including FCC, was
started on its way last Thursday
when the House passed the Manasco Bill (HR-4129) 304-56. An
amendment by Rep. Martin
(R-Mass.), minority leader, calling on the President to reduce expenditures by25% if possible, was
adopted by a narrow margin. Several other amendments were reUnder the measure, now before
jected.
the Senate, the Interstate Commerce Commission, Federal Trade
Commission and Securities & Exchange Commission are exempt.
Should the President decide to reorganize the FCC, Civil Service
Commission, U. S. Tariff Commission, Veterans Administration or
Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.,
he must submit separate plans on
each.

Hedg<
Worcester

Day-Time

1/4 Hours

RAYMER C(
OWNED

WORCESTER 580 KC
AND OPERATED BY THE WORCESTER TELEGRAM-GAZETTE 5000WattS

UNIVERSAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES
(A Division of Universal Broadcasting Company)
l^adio Engineering (Consultants
ANNOUNCE THE OPENING OF THEIR OFFICES
NOVEMBER 1, 1945
UNDER THE DIRECTION OF
ROYAL V. HOWARD
DOUGLAS 5380

1 NOB HILL CIRCLE
(At Pine & Mason Sts.)
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SAN FRANCISCO

(Continued from page 10)
ammunition, and men, to do the
immediate job in hand.
2. England is on the road to
recovery and they are willing to
keep on toiling and sweating to
achieve the peace time economy,
but they are determined to use the
power of the government to keep
people at work and out of breadlines.
3. France has been bereft . of
most of its managerial strata and
hence has no spirit to get going and
very little know-how as to what to
do to achieve recovery.
4. The American 8th Air Force
did a magnificent job and hence
played one of the most important
roles of any unit in bringing victory to Europe.
Tribute to 8th
5. The RAF Bomber Command
can claim many laurels for bravery
and for accomplishment, but my
impression was that they were
more wasteful of their brave men
than the 8th was because the 8th
believed implicitly in having live
heroes to do a job again and again.
6. The
continuewhich
to pro-it
vide the BBC
kind will
of service
believes good for the British listener, who may not be quite as
complacent in his acceptance of
BBC's
the
experienceofferings
listenersbecause
have hadof with
American produced programs during the war.
7. The
upon itsservices
overseas and BBC
North looks
American
as essential instruments in continuing the influence of Britain as an
empire.
8. The American Forces Network
in the ETO and the Allied Expeditionary Station in the MTO have
done a great job in providing inforeducation, and troops
entertainment to mation,
the American
and,
asreturn
a result,
American
soldiers
will
to civilian life with their
taste
for
American
radio
unchanged.
9. It has done American radio a
tremendous amount of good to have
such emissaries as Bob Hope, Jack
Benny,tion Amos
and Crosby,
Andy, InformaPlease, Bing
and all
the other fine people who have gone
overseas totainmentbring
them both contact
enterand a renewed
with real American life.
10. The whole Army from the
top11.down
is radio-minded.
So long
as the United States
has a foothold in Europe, it is
important that all Europe be kept
informed of the American point of
view. Shortwave can do that only
partially and, therefore, it would
be highly desirable for the U. S.
Army Information Control Divisiontiontos okeep
of the operaf Radiocontrol
Luxembourg.
Cities Devastated
12. Poor London took a terrible
pasting in the blitz and later from
the V-l buzz bombs and from the
devilish V-2 bombs, but it is consolinbution
g to know
thatwho
thereperpetrated
was retrifor those

the attack. The devastation at
Hamburg, Berlin, and Frankfurt
was infinitely greater than that in
any part of England. In spite of
city.
one's tion,
grimBerlinsatisfaction
retribuis a very indepressing
13. Lt. Gen. Lucius Clay is the
right
kind the
of aGermans
hard-boiledknowsoldier
to make
we
mean business and the Russians to
appreciate our viewpoint.
14. The Festival of Music at
Salzburg seems more the mood of
the people than war. The Austrians
act more like liberated people than
recent enemies.
15. Hitler's chalet at Berchtesgaden
and the peak,
Eagle'sbothNestseton intopa
of a nearby
scene of great beauty, should have
made the little rat humble instead
of so vainglorious. It was pleasant
to see what a satisfactory job was
done by our bombers at Berchtes
16. In the midst of terrific
gaden.
bomb destruction, the great I G
Farben building stands at Frankfurt unscathed. It could be that
someone knew Gen. Eisenhower
would need such a large building
for headquarters.
17. UNRRA is doing a fine job
with displaced persons, particubecause it is helping the DP's
to helplarlythemselves.
18. Gen. Eisenhower will make a
great Chief of Staff but thank
God that Gen. George Marshall,
as the Chief of Staff, had the wisdom to pick an Eisenhower to lead
the American forces and the Allied
Armies.
Healthy Germany
19. The Germans look very
healthy now, as should be expected,
because
they ofstoleEurope
their health
from !
all the rest
and during
the war enjoyed a very high standard of living knowing no manpower
shortage because of the 6,000,000
to 7,000,000 slave laborers.
20. I am still wondering why
PRO established a station at Weisbaden. It is like trying to cover
Washington from Pittsburgh while
the real story is still in another
city. The real story in Europe for
a longlin, because
time tothatcomeis where
will bethein great
Berpowers come to a juncture and,
therefore, what is done in Berlin
will have much to do with the
peace of the world.
21. GI Heaven is on the Riviera.
22. Radio Monte Carlo may bethe most important
stationscome inone ofEurope.
23. The Army is busy corraling
all of Germany's foreign exchange
assets. A good example of this
operation
was seen where
at the much
Reichs-of
bank
in Frankfurt
the Nazi loot has been concentrated.
24. teredMilitary
justice governments
is adminisby the military
with the most elaborate manifestation of fairness — perhaps far beaccused.yond the comprehension of the
25. The Battle of the Bulge is
something
remember which
becauseAmericans
it showsshould
that
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at J
njjj.we, too, can take a licking when
ij^s/e are off guard and we should
0j jriever
get offGermans
guard inknow
the future.
26. The
they are
jDg<!beaten but refuse to accept the
'responsibility as a people for havtjjejing started this war.
u| 27. Rome will probably not be a
A Lyery fertile source for news for a
J0'long
come, XII has a very
f 28. time
Popeto Pius
at)keen comprehension, not only of
0j^American broadcasting, but likewise
'of the power
influence
of broad,us ^casting
as a and
medium
of mass
communication.
JJ 29. Europe has been bled white.
. Unless there is aid from America,
( j|it can never be restored to usefulffl,Ato
^ness,thenotworld
only atto large.
its own people but
Jj* 30. American broadcasting is still
,as?and will long continue to be, the
j 'finest broadcasting in the world.

^Production Men
ilatl Needed
in Video
4 Ruthrauff & Ryan Producer
ngiiSees Big Opportunities
NOW is the time to dig into the
oKscience of television because toil]--morrow — even if it's five years
•"seaway — stations will be looking for
production men with ideas for teleaifvision programming. That's the
ok iopinion of Norman Hayne, proill,inducer of Smoke Dreams, Those
is- Websters and several other Ruthad trauff & Ryan shows in Chicago,
ed Icatches
"When up with
television
technicalproduction
advances
the industry is going to be crying
for men with ideas. The man who
j has had radio experience and
' found time to work with little
^theater groups, or studied televiI Hsion from a technical and a stuer|,dio production viewpoint is going
places." man in television,
J (loAgo production
,he believes, is going to be even
, more important than he is today.
|L "Everything will depend on his
liability to work out the 'bugs' in
er11rehearsal because once the cameras
Mi ,.Even
start turning
you're ondirectors
to the end.
motion picture
who
aj jean always cut a scene are going
^ to find television an entirely difjj ,ferent approach.
ie jin "Iradio,
personally
believe that those
men
and particularly
a who have worked with all types of
programs, are going to find it easy
I lo switch over to television," Mr.
n Hayne said.

Shows to Canada
FIRST U. S. network programs to
enter Canada since CKEY Toronto
was given right by CBS to seek
NBC, American and MBS network
business [Broadcasting, Sept. 24]
started early this month. American
net program for Pharmacraft
(Fresh deodorant), Counterspy,
started Oct. 3, 10-10:30 p. m., on

CKEY, through Young & Rubicam,
Toronto; Guy Lombardo and orchestra started on CKEY Oct. 2,
9-9:30 p. m., for Larus & Bro. Co.
(Edge worth Tobacco), through
Warwick & Legler, New York.
Jack Cooke, owner of CKEY, expects to have a number of other
U. S. net programs aired in Canada
for first time under new set-up.

PROFESSIONAL

NBC TV Classes
NORAN E. KERSTA, manager
of NBC television department, on
Oct. 3 opened the second season of
the joint NBC-Columbia U. extension division course on "Television
Production Problems". Members
of NBC television department will
give 15 lectures on production problems during the course.

DIRECTORY

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
»u Bldg. Dl. 13tS
Washington, D. C.

PAUL GODLEY CO.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR. N.J.
MO 2-7859

Radio Engineering Contulttnt.
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial
RadioWashington.
Equip. D.Co.O.
e International Building.
e 321 E. Gregory Boulevard, Kansas City, Mo.
e Cross Roads of the World, Hollywood, Calif

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineer*
WASHINGTON, D. C
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

JOHN BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializing
Broadcast and
AllocationIn Engineering
Earle Building, Washington 4, D. C
Telephone NAtional 7757

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
PAUL A. deMARS
ASSOCIATE
1469 Church St.,Decatur
N.W., Washington
3, D. C
1234

JOHN J. KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Earle Bldg. • NATIONAL 6513
Washington 4, D. C.

—
<§<>—
LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey Bldg. • District MIS
Washington 4, D. C.

Frank H. Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
710 14th St. N.W. ME. 4477
Washington, D. C.

Jansky
& Bailey
Ah Organization
of
Qualified
Radio TOEngineer*
DEDICATED
THE
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Preaa Bldg.,
GEORGE C.
Consulting Radio
Munsey Bldg.
Washington,

DAVIS
Engineer
District 8456
D. C.

MAY, BOND & ROTHROCK
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
★ ★ ★
Nat'l Press Bldg. Wash. 4, D. C.
District 7362 • Glebe 5SS0
HERBERT L.WILSON
and associates
Consulting Radio Engineers
AM FM TELEVISION FACSIMILE
1018 Vermont Ave., n w, wasmih«to« 9.0.0.
NATIONAL 7161 "

GOMER L. DAVIES
;e
Seek FM
Consulting Radio Engineer
13 WCBI Columbus and WELO TuP.O. Box 71 Warfield 9089
4 •jPelo, Miss., owned by Maj. Birney
ji iwith
Imes theJr.,FCChavefor filed
College Park, Md.
new FMapplications
stations,
tV;outlets announced last week. FM
a_ .application also has been filed for EQUIPMENT ENGINEERING CO
c. proposed new Maj. Imes station in
jjj.Meridian, Miss. WROX ClarksConsulting Radio Engineers
I dale, Miss., owned by Birney Imes
1438 Main Street
j3 ;Sr., is also new FM applicant.
Id [WCBI is adding new offices, stuColumbia, S. C.
at dios and control room in Gilmer
Hotel
in
expansion
program.
\'
n BROADCASTING
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Qato W Kay
Consulting Radio Engineers
991Bridgeport
Broad St.,3,Suite
Conn.9-11
Telephone 5-2055 Lab. Phone 7-2465
HOLEY & HILLEGAS
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1146 Briarcliff PI., N.E.
Atlanta, Ga.
ATwood 3328
DIXIE B.C. McKEY
ROBERT
SHAW

|
CONSULTING
RADIO ENGINEERS
1108 16th Street N. W. Suite 405
Washington, D. C. MEtropolitan 3604
Advertising Deadline
for 1946 YEARBOOK
DEC. 1, 1945

WORTH INGTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. WASH.. O. C1319 F STREET N. W. DISTRICT 4127

ANDREW
CO.
Consulting Radio Engineers
363 E.75th St CHICAGO 19
Triangle 4400
WELDON & CARR
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 CONNECTICUT AVENUE
PHONE-MICHIGAN 4151
BUY VICTORY
BONDS!
October 8, 1945 • Page 83

AVAILABLE
Man Experienced In Production &Public Service
Four years background in local and
networkworkProduction
with major
netaffiliated stations.
Directed
all types
programs
—
Drama,
Musical, Audience Participation, Public
Service. Used to responsibility of
working with others. Location secondary importance to opportunity
that will permit application of
ability and experience. Age 25 —
single
— sober and
and details
dependable.
Best references
of experience and capacity by writing
BOX 274
BROADCASTING

Here is a
Permanent
Position
FOR AN
EXPERIENCED
COMMUNICATIONS
MAN
You may be interested in this permanent position with a long established, progressive Radio school. To
qualify, you should be a college
graduate with engineering and operating experience in Radio communications. Experience teaching
Radio subjects will be an advantage
— and experience in writing instruction manuals clearly, interestingly is
essential. Get in touch with us now.
Let's tualseeunderstanding
if we can socome
muyou tocan a start
with us the day you are available.
Tell us all about yourself — your
education and experience — your ambitions— your salary requirements.
We will hold your letter in strict conCASTING. fidence. Write Box 252 BROADAVAILABLE
Successful Radio 8C
Advertising Man
Background includes ten years experience innational agency, representative and station field. Excellent ment.
recordHavein run
sellingstations
and managein east
and middlewest. Desire managerial
position in progressive station. 35,
married, two boys. Best references
from all phases of radio.
BOX 188
BROADCASTING
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i— Classified Advertisements — i
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE— Checks and money order* only— Minimum $1.00.
Situation Wanted 10c per word. All others, 15c per word. Count 3 words for
blind box number. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies
to Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C
Help Wanted
Situations Wanted
Wanted—
Veteran firstand/or
class license
presentnetwork
exceler
for
transmitter
studioholdfor Radio lentexecutive
connection will
withsever
national
Rocky
Mountain
1
kw
outlet.
State
manage and
your carefully-planned
station. Unusually backwelleducation and experience. Box 661, torounded
BROADCASTING.
of radio
with exiall
n localphases
250 watt,
metropolitan
WSGN, Birmingham, has announcer Job 50,000 kwgropuenrdienicne and
national
networks.Replies
Exopen. Salary
and talenttranscription
fees. Send comrecord and
references.
plete references
im- held in cellent
mediately to Henryand Johnston.
CASTING. confidence. Box 225, BROADWanted
— Licensed
operator.Send
Mustyourbe
experienced
and steady.
Girl, 21, now working
qualifications,
education,
recommendatSome
or-copywriter, desireasannouncing-engis anyprogram
positiondirecrations
and
any
small
recent
photograph.
dio television.
Network station in Great Lakes area. neering.
Third
class
ticket.
Some chilteleBox 182, BROADCASTING.
vision
training,
little
experience
dren's programs. College grad. Box 197,
Wantedin— network
Experienced
man
stationstudio
east ofcontrol
Chi- BROADCASTING.
cago.and Sendphoto
yourinqualifications,
educaCapable
local ofstation
southtion
first
letter.
Box
183,
ern market
60,000manager
desiresin change.
BROADCASTING.
Alert,ter, canpromotion
minded,
good
characmake
your
station
pay,
35
years
Whatever
became
of
those
good
dependold.
present job sixMarried,
years.
able announcers?
WantsHave
longbeentimeinAvailable
arrangement.
kind that
you couldThecountsteady,
on. Wereliable
offer two
children.
immediately
steady employment,
compatible
sur- Box 215, BROADCASTING.
roundings, and good salary.
Send applltranwith
Sports announcer, 10 years experience
catlon. Writescription,Boxreferences,
193, photo
BROADCASTING.
U. S. cialCanada,
now chief American
sports andForces
speevents announcer
Continuity
writer-experienced.
Good
powith 1,000 forwattcopymidwest
regional
Network inEngland,
Europe, Germany.
covering events
networksitionstation
writer who
can France,
Expectsin
produce ments.
salable
commercial
early tiondischarge.
Seeks station.
permanentBox posiwith progressive
228,
Good salary
based onannouncescripts
withexperifirst BROADCASTING.
letter. ence.
Box Send232,sample
BROADCASTING.
Chief
engineer,
38,
single,
23
years
Announcer—
progressive
sta- radio, power and comunications, sober,in
tion in largeWanted
southernby city.
Immediate
not Just
another
platter
opening
for
experienced
man.
40
hour
work week, starting salary $45.00 per efficient,
ner, or slide
rulepermanent
dreamer,
wishes spinemif possible,
but
week.
Permanent job. Box 259, BROAD- where goodployment,
CASTING^
basic
electrical
workmanship
and
maintenance
is
appreciated.
I
Announcers
—
Experienced
in
commerprefer
remote
transmitter
operation
cialcomplete
record showsexperience
and special
events. possible, where living quarters are avail-tf
State
and
enclose
able.
Currently
employed,
chief
engineer
photo in firstWyoming.
letter. Box Shack, KFBC. 250 watt RCA station. Available OctoCheyenne,
Write Wallace V. Rockefeller.
Can use one or two extra announcers, Woodber 15th.
River, Nebraska.
also
good scripts.
continuity
writer must
for spots
and
some
Announcers
have
Veteran
awaiting
discharge.
Three years1st
personality voice and be salesmen on radio.
Announcer,
program director.
Desire announcing,
PD with
the
air.a man
WOLS,withFlorence,
S.license
C. who license.
definite
opportunity
for
advancement.
Need
first
class
Prefer east
coast,T, Great
Lakes 1303
area.Locust
Mincan
announce.
MBS
affiliate.
Call,
wire
imum.
William
Arrington,
orGeneral
write Manager,
telling allKHAS,
to Duane
L. Watts,
Hastings,
Nebr. St., Commerce, Texas.
Help
engineersstation
holdinglocated
first Engineer-producer—
years in broadphone wanted—
licenses. 3 Network
casting including
iy2Fiveyears
broadcasting
service
overseasgovernment
add up
in midwest.
Opportunity
for advancement
for
men
qualified.
Reply,
North
to
most
rounded
experience
highBroadcasting
System,1. 111.Inc., 360
ly technical
operations
tofrom
topflight
N.Central
Michigan
Ave., Chicago
dramatic
production
tasks.
First
class
phone
license,
married,
top
references.
GeorgiaableStation
Needs Announcer
— Cap- Want connection with forward lookdoing
bang-up
job
of
man-onstreet and opportunity
other personality
type shows.
ing broadcasting organization. Box 233,
Excellent
to affiliate
with BROADCASTING.
progressiveperiennetwork
station.etc. State
ex- Television Engineer— Experienced suc
e
,
s
a
l
a
r
y
expected,
Box
268,
BROADCASTING.
pervisor of design,
installation forandengioperation
seeksdepartment
responsibility
Need experienced
neering
of
television
broadwrite and presentnewsman
own newsto write,
copy re-on
air. Rush groundtranscription
write back- CASTING.casting organization. Box 270, BROADdetailsOklahoma
to Dow thenMooney,
engineer
as
Editor, WKY,
City.News Executive
chiefand/or
engineer
of largedesires
stationposition
planning
First
Class steady
Operator
— Good FM
television
expansion.
Assume
wages, hours,
work. Wanted
Make written
responsibility. Young and aggresive.
application to KGEZ, Kalispell, Mon- full
tana.
yet
familyengineering
man. Well record.
known
withwell-settled
established
Past
experience
Includes allevery
phase
Chief
Engineer—
Capable
construction
FM
station,
have
knowledge
laboratory
of
broadcast
engineering,
classes
test
equipment,installation
developmentmaintenance
work, and stations, 1 to 50 kw, major network, op-of
construction
eration,instruction,
construction, laboratory
dehigh
WIBU, Poysign,ment.
college
Radar $3750
developSalary requirement
to
nette,frequency
Wisconsin,equipment.
$55.00 week.
$7500
per
year
dependent
on
location
Wanted —erator,
Combination
Announcer-Oppermanent
position,
adequate
and
position.
Job
details
before
intersalary.
particulars, photo, etc. view. Box 227, BROADCASTING.
KDFN, Give
Casper,full Wyoming.
Station manager
yearsindependent
broadcast
proven— 19results
Topnotch
announcer
$60.00 base
hours.
Send transcription
complete — details,
copy 40of experience,
and network
promotion,
sales, Box
producreferences,
immediately.
tion,
engineering.
Will
invest.
224,
BROADCASTING.
Box 152, BROADCASTING.

Radio Construction
Men
Radio men who are interested in
building radio broadcasting equipment can avail themselves at this
time of excellent post-war positions. Must be able to read schematics and do neat wiring but
engineering skill not mandatory.
Good
wages
in attractive
western city. Wire,
phone ormiddlewrite.
Gates Radio Company
Quincy, Illinois
Phone 522
"Oh, how I hafe to get
.up
. . Oh,inhowthe/ hafemorning!"
to get out of bed!
Nevertheless,
I've
been getting up
atandtheI'mbreak
of
dawn
getting to likeforit.a few years
Perhaps you need a good morning
man who doesn't mind doubling on
news and
straight
announcing? I'd
prefer
a small
remuneration
tostation
makewithmeenough
civic
minded.
I'll be available October 15.
BOX 250, BROADCASTING
Available
DECEMBER
General manager for network
affiliate in southwestern city over
100,000. secutive
Eightoverallyear
recordstation
conincrease
business immediate pre-war years,
15 to ate,45%.
Army Married.
as privreleasedEntered
as major.
Age
38.
Can
supply
key
men
for
staff. Opportunity for $10,000 per
year,
— basic
salary orand better,
scale torequired
performance.
BOX 261, BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer — Easy talking, easy going,
dependable
sort of worn
a soul. Threedegree.
years
experience,
Can
write, slightly
direct and college
produce. Box
273,
BROADCASTING.
OPPORTUNITY! Want to head news
and/or announcing
department radio
proeastern or southeastern
station. gressive
Prerequisites:
small town or
miniature curity;
metropolis;
absolute
job
sesubstantial salary;
pleasant
working conditions.
Offer: Excellent
background nouncing,
newspaper,
radio
news,
annetwork specialsteady;
events,youthwriting; excellent references;
fulworkapproach.
Now
employed
major
netknown for latter.
Objective: locale.
Lifetime in miniature
metropolitan
Two
weeks
notice.
Box
272,
BROADCASTING.
Veteran
with oneCollege,
year's covering
training allat
Columbia
phases
of Radio
radio
technique
desires an
announcer's
position
with
progressive
station.
28, married6242andSouth
one Bishop
child.
Robert L.AgeArmstrong,
Street, Chicago 36, Illinois.
Writer-Producer
— Returned
fromwatter
the
wars and now employed
by 50,000
looking
for
opportunities
in
the
Latin
Americas. Box 276, BROADCASTING.
Chief
EngineerPM-Television
Available — Prefer
WestSouthwest.
experience.
Box 275, BROADCASTING.
ATTENTION SERVICEMEN!
Experience
saves!
We
handle
that
station
you have in mind from commencement
To aid servicemen seeking radio jobs, BROADCASTING will
of application
completion
of operation afterofyouit.toareSavings
"on the
air".
All or
accept situation wanted classified ads at no charge. Thirty words
any
part
on application,
construction
and
operation
is
ourmoney
spemaximum. Two insertions. Sign name, rank and give address.
c
i
a
l
t
y
.
O
u
r
experience
is
saving
for others — let us save money for you.
Box 132, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING
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Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Young,
discharged
army gradoffi- Continuity writer, commentator. Five
cer, uate,
newsrecently
scripter
for
NBC
college
years'
experience
spot announcements,
wants back Into ornewsroom
of local shows.
Discharge
from station
WAC Oc-or
tober San
1st. Desire
connection
Eastern
station. shortwave
Thomas B.outlet
Mechllng,large281local
So. background.
agency
Francisco
area.
CollegeSt.,
Mary
Fenton,
459
Turk
Ogden St., Denver 9, Colorado.
San Francisco, Calif.
Engineerience—station
29 years
old.
Veteran.
ExperAnnouncer-newscaster
— AAFexperience
officer
operation. with
Someprogressive
consult- awaiting
discharge.
20 years
connection
all
phases
radio
including
station
manstationing. Desires
as
chief
or
with
good
oppority for advancement.
Ira Kealy, 25 writing. Network
agement, production,
news-editing
and
caliber.
38, married
Carlton tunRoad,
Hillsdale, Michigan.
two
children.
Lt.
James
C.
Taillon,
Hq.4,
POATSC,
1950
Broadway,
Oakland
Veteran
awaiting
November
discharge
—
Calif.
Desirestionpermanent
positiondirector
as combinaannouncer-program
or
asExperienced announcer
sistant. Age 26.midwest
Single. orPrefer
progresdoes desires
sports,BoxN.Y.C.
news,
sive 250 watter
southern
city station
ad lib. connection,
Available interview.
253.
less than
80,000.
$280
monthly.
ExperBROADCASTING.
i
e
n
c
e
a
s
combination
operator-announcer,
assistant
program
director,
all
phases
wanted —in Chief
engineer,
13 as1/2
announcing.
First experience.
phone license.
Three
years experience
43Vzyearsyears
years
Navy
many Position
chief
of of250 ultra
watt hibebroadcast;
station.station.
service
showsRadarincluding
AFRS Didoverseas
as
chief
police
AM
and
public
relations.
Box
246,
BROADand employed
FM experience.
Age change.
34, married,
LiCASTING.
_
now
but desire
Box
255,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
announcer,
newscaster,
honorably discharged Navy veteran. 50 First Class license, musically educated
|| kw
Navy transmitter
man.
Excellent
repair,
background.
Restricted
license.
New know
requiredtechnical
in salary,
you standard
name theliving
job
York
or New Henry
EnglandLazarski,
area.
Available
immediately.
I'll
it. No quartermustasked.
No fly by
nightsdo256,considered,
be
Belden Ave., Syracuse 4, N. Y. 1103 W. Box
BROADCASTING. permanent.
Announcer-writer
— Veteran,
3 Veteran waiting November discharge
yearslarge
experience
progressivemarried,
stations
position
metropolitan
\\\ with
quota
organizations.
3
years,
stationexperience.
midwest.progressive
Threephone
years license.
Navy
army show business.
Havemorning
written, shows,
acted desires
Radar
First
commercially.
Specialty,
Age
32.
Married.
Desire
developmental
desires
northern,
progressive
affiliation.
Preston L.N.Taplin,
ING. FM or TV. Box 257, BROADCASTEndicott,
Y. 12 McKinley Avenue, AM,
Will asoon
be
available
as
station
man—married,
Twenty
five
years old,social
unexcellent
educational,
ger or asistant manager or other good Salesman
and business
background,
experience
broadcasting
position.
Announcing,
producing,Dance
script writing,
public relations
at network affiliates, seeks perexperience.
orchestra
classical gained
manent position
withBROADCASTING.
opportunity for
advancement.
Box 258,
music background.
Universityand graduate.
Pour yearscationsArmy
Technical
CommuniNaval
officer,
10
years
successful
radio
assignments.
2nd
class
phone
promotion,
sales,advertising,
publicity; direct
license.
Expectdischarge.
immediate return Please
from trade
paper
mfgr. mail,
and
Pacific
agency.
Available
Nov.
15.
Qualified
take
address and
replies to home:AgeMajor26. Milton
charge
promotion,
public
relations
dept.
Frank, cisJr.,
3740
Fillmore
St.,
San
FranAddress
Box
260,
BROADCASTING.
co, Calif.
— newscaster.
Does
staRadio
Time Salesman
Two News tionwriter
experienced
newsyour
writer?
years ingselling
radiospace.
time;— Experience:
four years edusellHere ceptis outneed
yourofantown,
dream
come N.true.
Will
acnewspaper
University
cation.
Veteran
World
War
II.
New
prefer
Y.
or
N.
station.Bronx
Stanley
Cohen,
1730 AndrewsJ.
York City area preferred. Gavin Ave.,
53,
N.
Y.
105 E. 38th Street, New York, Transmitter Engineer — Desires superN.O'Rourke,
Y.
visory or assistant
position. Fifteen
Announcer-Newswriter.
Navy veteran,5 years radio
broadcasting.
class
36,
eight years
firstcovers
class supervision
telegraphFirstlicenses.
and married,
50 KW stations
can experience
fill program telephone
Experience
operadirectormiliar berth,
write
continuity.
Fation
and
maintenance
transmitters
500
al phases
broadcasting.
Desire watts to 50 kw, directive antenna syspermanent
connection
with a future.
tems,simile,speech
input,
one
kw
FM,
facBox
262, BROADCASTING.
relay short wave transmitters.
Box 278, BROADCASTING.
Twelve years
experience
— announcerAnnouncer:for 24,clockmarried,
(discharged.
engineer.
First
class
ticket.
Have
been
Excellent
orlib.hillbilly
news.
out of navy tenin weeks.
Wish
to settle
Commercials
and
ad
Experienced
permanently
good
location
with
on
controls
and
at
present
in
south.
good
station.
Married,
3
children.
Box
Reply 2
BROADCASTING
Box,
263, BROADCASTING.
79.MAGAZINE,
Program
Director
— Desires handling
change. General
Manager
— Young
withof
Plenty
of
sound
experience,
five years experience
inselling,
allmanparts
personnel and building local shows. broadcasting,
including
wants
job
as
Manager
in
250
watt
station.
Married.
Looking
for
permanent
position with progressive station. Box 264, 280,
of references,
and a hard worker. Best
Box
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Salesman-Assistant
Manager
—
Wants
singleradio
or combination
position.salesSix For sale — 1 kw Western Electric D-87737
years
as program
director,
Transmitter
converted
to make it simiman,
assistant
manager.
Family
man.
to 6-B. Box
238, BROADCASTING.
Want tion.permanent
job with livewire sta- lar
Two allied
tables,
Van
Epps cutting
Box 265, BROADCASTING.
heads
perfect.
First
$1000
Goldsmith
Agency, 123.
Westbuys.57thHenry
St.,
Radio
Commercial
Writer
Available
—
New
York
19
Top
agencyBoxexperience.
Free lance or
full time.
266, BROADCASTING.
250 wattplete FCCtransmitter.
Never
used.
Comdata. Boxed for immediate
Radio
Writer—
Commercials, continuity,
scripts.
Top agency
Full time shipment.
CASTING. $2,000.00. Box 254, BROADor free lance.
Box 267,experience.
BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
Available
— Agricultural
program
leadernews analyst.
Experienced
in individual
Wanted— 500 or 1000 watt standard
station
and
network
operation,
sustaintransmitter
immediately.
300 foot
selfing and commercial. Box 269, BROAD- supporting towers.
List other
available
CASTING
material. Box 242, BROADCASTING.
Veteransage—center,
Signal
radio Dartmouth
and mesMiscellaneous
speaksCorps
French,
graduate,
sports
writer,
concertdirector,
xylo- Paris, France — Suitable for broadcastphonist,
talent
scout,
program
lag
station.
audience
stuseeks
position New
York or Boston. Age
dioernwithbuilding.
fourLarge
room duplex
in mod29, unmarried.
One
ofapartment
the highest,
mostor
Street,
Kingston,Edward
Mass.A. Mulliken, Elm desirable
locations.
Will
sell,
lease
organize.In Submit
propositionJohndirect
to
Experienced
Control
ofcon-5 owner
years. trolFamiliar
with allOperator
phases
930 16th St.,fullN. confidence.
W„ Washington
6,Heath,
D. C.
and maintenance
work ofdesires
permanent
location
in
midwest.
Have
writer's,
emcee's
Comedy
wife
your offer in first Announcer's,
Material. Catalog
free. Box
29, BROADCASTING.
letter.andBoxchild.
277, State
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING
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Petrillo
(Continued from page 17)
but had tried for about three
months to negotiate an agreement
"purely to avoid a national strike
and for reasons of public interest"
and had agreed to "every local demand including a 140 percent increase in total musicians' pay over
what our original four staff muThen, sicians
he received."
said, the local insisted
that the pay be retroactive to July
1 and this demand was rejected.
In Chattanooga, R. G. Patterson,
general manager of WAPO, NBC
station, declined to discuss the
status of the station's union relations "because negotiations are in
progress" but said he hoped an
agreement would be reached within a few days. The contract expired Aug. 11.
Differences between Chattanooga's CBS affiliate, WDOD, and
Local 80, according to WDOD General Manager Earl W. Winger, resulted in the local appealing to the
Regional War Labor Board in Atlanta when negotiations broke
down following the expiration of
contract April 1. Mr. Winger said
the Regional Board referred the
case to WLB in Washington. WLB
said the case was received in
Washington Oct. 1 for further
study and action.
Mr. Winger said the union asked
for $17,000 for musicians in the
new contract, compared to $12,200
in the old agreement. The station
formerly
employedsaidseven
ans. Mr. Winger
the musicistation
offered to hire "three or four as a
show
of
good
faith"
although
it did
not need a staff band.
Columbus, Ga., is another city
in which the AFM local union and
the management of a station, in this
case the CBS outlet, WRBL, have
failed to reach an agreement on
terms of employment of musicians.
No Comment From Petrillo
Mr. Petrillo has been unavailable
to the press for comment on the
situation and the staff at his New
York headquarters express complete ignorance of the whole affair,
referring all inquiries to NBC.
General belief in broadcasting
circles is that despite local disputes, the union's real motive in
pulling grams
its wasmen
from thedispleasure
NBC proto express
at contracts signed Sept. 28 by
NBC and American with NABET,
giving
the independent
engineers'of
union control
over the handling
transcriptions
and
phonograph
records. Mr. Petrillo has long sought
this work for his members.
He had threatened NBC and
American with a series of wildcat
strikes should they sign such a
contract. The fact that NABET
had secured a court order compel ing the nets to do so is believed
todecision
have noto make
effect good
on Mr.his Petrillo's
threats.
This belief is strengthened by
occurrence of the first withdrawal

Petrillo's Medicine
PRESIDENT JAMES CAESAR PETRILLO of the
American Federation of Musicians, who knows all about
the inside of strikes, learned
about the other side when the
elevator operators staged
their walkout in New York.
Earl Wilson, writing in the
New York Post, said he found
Mr. Petrillo "growling goodnaturedly
He
quoted the into
AFM hisczarbeer."
as saygot 34th
caughtfloorinandmy had
offing:ices o"In the
toold walk
down.
It's
hard
on
an
man like me. When I got
down to the 10th floor I was
tired out, and by the time I
got to the bottom I was saying, 'The gahdamn unions!
They'll ruin this country!'"
of musicians from NBC only two
days after the NABET contract
was signed. His failure to take
similar action'
believed
to be against
because American
at the mo-is
ment
of this network's
affiliates isnoneengaged
in controversy
with an AFM local and that to act
without other provocation would
make the union liable for penalty
for defying a court order.
It is generally thought, however,
that before long the union will find
some excuse for ordering its members not to appear on one or more
programs
American.
After
news of theonFitch
attack became
knowntives Sunday,
American
execuspent an uneasy day for fear
the union at the last moment would
cancel the first broadcast of the
Ford Sunday Evening series which
was going on the net that night.
AAAA CONTINUES
SUPPORT OF WAC
AMERICAN ASSN. of Advertising Agencies will continue its supthe postwar
War Advertising
Council portintoof the
era, the AAAA
stated last week. Announcement
followed a board meeting at which
it wastire voted
underwrite agencies
the enshare of toadvertising
in the Council's financing for its
fiscal year beginning March 1, 1946.
Similar action has been taken by
the National Publishers Assn., magazine publishers organization.
NAB board at its August meeting voted to contribute $4,527.36 to
WAC in 1946, its share of about
$30,000 contributed by the industry.
Networks provide the rest of the
Foulds Milling Spots
FOULDS MILLING Co., Libertyville, ship111.of approximately
Oct. 31 begins 10sponsorspots
weekly on WCSH Portland, Me.
and WLBZ Bangor, in addition to
spot
campaignChicago
startedand
last WRNL
month
on WJJD
Richmond. Contract 26 weeks placed
by Campbell Ewald, Chicago.
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MILES SIGNS 'QUEEN';
MAY SHARE WITH P&G
MUTUAL last week concluded negotiations
with Miles Labs., which on Oct. 29 will begin
sponsoring
Queenthe forfirsta Day
to advertise
AlkaSeltzer. After
of the
year program
may be sponsored alternately by Miles and
Procter & Gamble Co., if conversations to be
held by the companies and their agencies this
week succeed in ironing out difficulties. If not,
program will continue under Miles exclusive
sponsorship. Series which started on Mutual
in spring as sustainer is broadcast Monday
through Friday 2:30-3 p.m.
FCC BOXSCORE:
557 FM, 312 AM, 132 TV
COUNT on applications for new stations filed
with the FCC as Broadcasting went to press
late Friday was 1,001, of which 557 are for FM,
312 for AM, and 132 for television. An additional 175 are for changes in facilities. Broadcast section of the License Division reported
applications "coming in by the yard" to get in
under the 60-day period provided by the Aug.
7 policy for filing new and bringing pending
cases up to date. Included in Friday report were
requests by Yankee Network for FM stations
in Boston, Bridgeport and Providence and by
E. D, Rivers for FM facility in Valdosta, Ga.
NEALE ADVANCED WITH DFS
MEDIA OPERATIONS of Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, Chicago, in both print and radio fields,
heretofore handled separately, now headed by
James Neale, radio media director of agency.
Jack Snodgrass and Paul Xlavin continue in
direction of print media. Gene Fromherz and
Les Schroeder remain under Mr. Neale in radio
dept. Fred Klein, timebuyer for General Mills
and American Home Products before latter
account was moved to New York, will advance
to assistant account executive of Procter &
Gamble, a new post. His successor has not been
chosen. Mr. Neale joined DFS about five years
ago from NBC, Chicago. Mr. Klein, formerly
with American Broadcasting and NBC, Chicago,
has been with agency two years.
NEGOTIATIONS DELAYED
INFORMAL conferences of the CBS white
collar workers with the three unions — United
Office & Professional Workers of America
(CIO), the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (AFL) and the International
Alliance of Theatrical & Stage Employees
(AFL) as to which will represent them, have
been suspended until the formal hearings
scheduled in two or three weeks are held before
the National Labor Relations Board.
Closed Circuit
(Continued from page U)
plicant, with Mr. Reinsch president and Mr.
Mcintosh secretary-treasurer.
REMEMBER Charles A. Siepmann, the exBBC program expert, who conducted hushhush internal investigations at FCC [Broadcasting,areJulystill
2]? Prominent
Canadian
broadcasters
curious about
his secrecy
shrouded visits to government radio offices in
Toronto during period of his FCC activity.
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FIVE NETS CARRY
NIMITZ ADDRESS
ADMR.fore the CHESTER
bejoint sessionW.of NIMITZ'
Congress address
on Friday,
12:30 p.m. was carried by NBC, CBS, American, Mutual and Associated on coast-to-coast
hook-ups.
NBC's witnBob
broadcast
an unit
eyees of theMcCormick
parade from
a mobile
operating along the parade route, with Don
Fisher handling the Congressional broadcast.
Morgan Beatty covered the ceremonies at 1 : 50.
American put Baukhage on the air 1-1:15
from the House Radio Gallery. Covering the
parade for American were: Harold Stepler,
Tony Howard, Norman Wess, Bryson Rash,
James Gibbons (in mobile transmitter unit),
and Lee Dayton. Martin Agronsky went on
from the House Office Building.
Associated carried the ceremonies from
12:15 to 3:30, and 15 minutes of the Nimitz
Dinner at 10:30 p.m. Reporting for the network were: Jim McGrath, Ian Ross MacFarlane, Jack Ridge, Mike Hunnicutt, Tony Wakeman, Philip Roll, Norman Reed, Jack Lowe,
and Mark Austed.
TRUMAN CITES McGRADY
PRESIDENT TRUMAN Thursday presented
the Medal for Merit to Edward F. McGrady,
RCA vice-president in charge of labor relations and a director, who was loaned by RCA
to the Secretary of War as consultant and advisor on labor problems. Citation lauded Mr.
McGrady's services to the War Dept., including tween
"strengthening
the bond
of cooperation
beorganized labor
and the
Army, in settling and avoiding a large number of labor
disputes that impeded, or threatened to impede the production of war materials; in promoting the maximum effort on the part of
labor leaders and the rank and file of American labor in support of the war effort."
CLUB TO BE FIVE-WEEKLY
FOLLOWING the broadcast of Oct. 27 the
Breakfast Club, 9-10 a.m. Monday through
Saturday on American, will drop Saturday
broadcast. Move is in accordance with agreement reached among Don McNeill, m.c. of program, network and sponsors, Swift & Co., for
9:30-9:45 segment and Philco Corp. for 9:4510 period. First half-hour is sustaining.
VETS ASK FCC DELAY
PROTESTING recent FCC announcement FM
channels will not be reserved for servicemen,
American Veterans Committee urged Commission to withhold for at least six months majority of choice frequencies to enable men still in
uniform and community groups preoccupied
with war services to compete for licenses.
ELGIN HOLIDAYS
FOR FOURTH successive year Elgin
National Watch .Co., Elgin, 111., will
sponsor two-hour holiday shows on
Thanksgiving
and Ameche
Christmas,
p.m.
on CBS. Don
will from
again 4-6be
m.c. of both programs. Edgar Bergen
and Charlie McCarthy, Garry Moore
and Jimmie Durante, Cass Daley and
Frances Langford lined up for ThanksChicago. giving. Agency, J. Walter Thompson Co.,

FRANK BARTON, formerly with Biow Adv.,
New York, has joined Benton & Bowles, New
York, as manager of the radio department
succeeding Charles F. Gannon, named public
relations director and v-p. Walter Craig remains radio v-p.
DR. AUGUSTIN FRIGON, general manager
of Canadian Broadcasting Corp., named a
member of committee to direct Canadian Information Service,Board.
successor to Canadian Wartime Information
MARTIN HOADE has returned to NBC New
York as a news editor after three years with
the 15th Air Force. He was a first lieutenant, flew 53 missions as a bombardier and
received the Air Medal with three Oak Leaf
Clusters.
CHARLIE GOODMAN of Chicago sales dept.,
Mutual Midwest operations, appointed head of
co-op sales in midwest office by Ade Hult, Mutual v-p in charge of Midwest operations.
MAJOR HOWARD O. PETERSON, released
from army as public relations officer, Seventh
Service Command, Omaha, has been appointed
sales manager of KMA Shenandoah, la., Station Manager Owen Saddler announced. Mr.
Peterson was formerly with WOW Omaha in
research, sales and promotion.
COL. ED.whoKIRBY,
of Army's
Branch,
will be chief
discharged
soon, Radio
is en
route tolationsHollywood
to
close
Army's
reoffice there. Maj. Bob Pollock, public
formerly
WSB Atlanta, now in charge, shortly will be
released.
WINX FM APPROVED
PURCHASE by WINX Broadcasting Co.,
Washington, D. C, of W3XO, developmental
FM station owned by Jansky & Bailey, for
$75,000 was approved
by FCC.
It is first
developmental FM station
to change
hands.
WINX is owned by Washington Post.
OPPOSES MERGING FMBI
I. A. HIRSCHMANN, vice-president, Metropolitan Television Inc., operator of FM station
WABF New York, has written Walter J.
Damm,ous protest
president
FMBI,design
a letter
"vigoragainstof any
which ofwill
aim
atstorythe page
coalescence
of
FMBI
with
NAB."
(See
16).
TO GO WITH FLEET
FIVE NET correspondents will be aboard ships
of the Third Fleet as it steams into N. Y.
Harbor sometime between the 18th and 22nd.
Newsmen were flown to Panama Canal last
Saturday to meet the Fleet there. Transmitterequipped Missouri and Iowa are part of the
group,ents.with
disposal
It is alsofacilities
expectedat wire
and offilmcorrespondrecorders
will be on hand. Correspondents are: Fox Case
and Gunnar Back, CBS; John McVane, NBC;
Jack Reed, Yankee Net; Norman Paige,
American.
SBC MEETS OCT. 22-23
NINTH ANNUAL meeting of School Broadcast Conference will be held Oct. 22-23, Morrison Hotel, Chicago. Purpose, according to Chairman George Jennings, acting director, Radio
Council, Chicago Board of Education: To allow
radio industry and educators to investigate
postwar future of educational radio. Speakers:
Charles Brewer, BBC; Jess Willard, NAB;
Walter J. Damm, FMBI; Frank E. Hill, CBS.
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MUST

PACE PROGRESS

In 1922
a

NEW

MEDIUM

sold a NEW
and

made

IDEA
history!

In August, 1922, the late Mr. E. A. MacDougall, president
of The Queensboro Corporation of New York, "sold" a
new idea— the cooperatively-owned apartment building —
in a new subdivision, Jackson Heights, Long Island. For
$100, he bought 10 minutes of sponsored selling talk for
Jackson Heights over WEAF, New York. Thus was born a
new medium for selling — Radio — today's greatest molder
of public opinion and most effective developer of Sales!

in the

Advertising

DISTRIBUTION

Must

Again

Find

DECADE

New

Ways

to Sell

ADVERTISING'S job in the Distribution Decade will
. be no routine chore. For to avoid disastrous unemployment, we as a nation will now have to consume at least
40% more than in prewar years!

problem. We will have the manpower, the materials, the
machinery and the money to produce beyond anything the
world has ever known. But we are going to need ideas to
put this vast industrial might to work!

That means the product of industry will have to be moved
more quickly, more efficiently and more economically —
from manufacturer to consumer. Advertising will have
to make new markets; "sell" new
ideas; speed up consumption!
For production itself will be no

Smart, far-seeing advertising men are planning to meet
the Distribution Decade challenge — now. Here at the
Nation's Station, we are, too. When the time comes, we'll
have many interesting facts to
give you about the great 4-State
market that is WLW-land.

WLW
)
(ON OF THE CROSIEY CORPORATION ^^^T
THE

NATION'S

MOST

M E R C H A N D I S E - A B L E STATION

The RCA Radio Altimeter assures that the last mountains have been passed before letting down to the airport in the valley below.

Measuring "every bump on the landscape'- at 20,000
A radio altimeter— that indicates the exact height
above land or sea— is another RCA contribution
to aviation.
Old-style altimeters gave only the approximate height above sea level — did not warn of
unexpected "off -course" mountains.
To perfect a better altimeter was one of science's most baffling problems. So RCA developed an instrument so accurate it "measures
every bump
on the...landscape"
highest
possible
altitudes
so sensitivefrom
it canthe measure
the height of a house at 500 feet!
This altimeter— actually a form of radar— directs radio waves from the airplane to earth and

Feet!

back again . . . tells the pilot exactly how far he
is from the ground. . .warns of dangerously close
clearance . . ."sees" through heaviest fog or snow.
All the radio altimeters used in Army, Navy
and British aircraft were designed and first produced by RCA. This same pioneering research
goes into every RCA product. So when you buy
an RCA Victor radio, Victrola, or television receiver, you enjoy a unique pride of ownership.
For you know it is one of the finest instruments
of its kind that science has yet achieved.
Radio Corporation of America, Radio City,
New York 20. Listen to The RCA Show, Sunday,
4:30 P. M., Eastern Time, over NBC Network.

it) RAD tO

The RCA radio altimeter will be a major
contribution to the safety of post-war
commercial
flying.waves
The tosection
left
sends the radio
earth atandtheback
again
while the
at the ofright—
timing I
these waves
to the"box"millionth
a second
tells the navigator his exact altitude.

CORPORATION

of AMERICA
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Newsmagazine

a

of Radio

letter
— open -style — to a man who asked us a question
DEAR SIR:
You ask, "Why should I use radio, particularly
WOR?" You add, "Never mind statistics and staand itthings
that.questions
I'll get
aroundtiontocomparisons
them when
comes like
to the
of specific time and program selection Just sort
of ; . . Well, you must have some general reasons
as to why you believe in WOR so much."
Here at WOR we, more than 300 of us, have,
above all things, a deep faith in WOR's ability to
generate action. It never really occurred to us
how complacently this feeling is taken for
granted here at WOR, until your question
prompted us into putting it down on paper. The
reason? Well, it seems to be a belief developed
through years of consistent exposure to the speed
and economy with which WOR makes people do
things.
When WOR airs the speech of a politician,
the song of a poet, the explanation of an economist, or a grocer's spot announcement, WOR
knows that it's to provoke action, emotional or
material, or both. Maybe this kind of thinking
goes on in all media. We don't know. But we do
know that it colors everything we do here at
WOR, from program building to poising a mike
for the most effective pickup.
But this desire to create resultful action would
be a futile thing if it were not backed by "know-

how". WOR has the know-how — an accumulative, and constantly maturing, trio of skills which
are the products of almost a quarter of a century
of specializing in the more effective and economical use of sound.
They are
INGENUITY — the experience, equipment
and brain-power to plan a program schedule that
attracts more listeners for less, thus reducing
your cost and creating more action.
THOROUGHNESS — WOR's carefully tailored distribution of its 50,000 watts which delivers what you have to say to the most denselypopulated
area of homes with radios on the Eastern Seaboard.
IMAGINATION— WOR's constant desire to
consider and effectively apply the new in both
program thought and technique. This keeps the
schedule elastic and exciting and makes it a more
effective carrier for your message.
Most sincerely,

wor
■that power-full station,
at 1440 Broadway, in New York

member of the mutual broadcasting system

Mrs. Mayer often perform] household tasks with the radio going; 7Vimonths-old Nancy Susan is entirely too busy to listen right now.
The
Mayer family in their homey living room on Chicago's North side;
Lewis
at right.Mayer, talking to Nancy Susan; chubby Judith Ann and Mrs. Mayer

MEET OUR LISTENING FRIENDS, THE MAYERS —
PART OF YOUR CHICAGO CITY MARKET
FAMILY buying keys your market in the vast
city of Chicago, just as it does in towns and
farms throughout Midwest America. So let's call
on a thoroughly Chicago family, the Lewis Mayers
of 5949 Lakewood on the North side.
Lewis drives with the inhalator squad of the fire
department; on off days, he chauffeurs an ambulance. Mrs. Mayer is kept busy at home with
4H-year-old
and thehave
"reigning
Nancy Susan. Judy
The Mayers
lived inprincess,"
the same
house for 18 years, a comfortable flat in a pleasant residential neighborhood.
Family listening habits are much the same over
the Midwest: the same policies of service and

entertainment that hold farm families make for
loyal city family listening. The Mayers have
tuned in WLS regularly since headphone days
in 1924. Julian Bentley and Ervin Lewis with
news; Your Home and Mine; WLS Feature
Foods, WLS National Barn Dance are all heard
frequently by the Mayers.
Such regular listening for so many years makes
listening friends; friends have confidence in their
radio station and its advertisers. To know more
about our city-town-farm market of over 14
million people, and how WLS will introduce your
merchandise
to these
families of "old friends,"
call a John Blair
man today.

8 90 KILOCYCLES
50.000 WATTS
AMERICAN AFFILIATE

PRAIRIE
FARMER
STATI O N
Burridce D. Butler
President
GlennManager
Snydeb

REPRESENTED IT
John Blair a Company
CHICAGO
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MANAGEMENT AFFILIATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK, KOY PHOENIX ★ KTUC TUCSON ★ KSUN BISBEE-LOWELL-DOUGLAS

Bringing

Phiiadelphians

news

a

of

new

Europe

Phiiadelphians are getting an intimate picture of
peacetime Europe through the special broadcasts
of Barbara Barnes over WPEN. Miss Barnes, artist,
writer, lecturer and experienced traveler, is now
studying conditions in various European countries
for The Evening Bulletin, the largest evening newspaper in America. Like other expert observers on The
Bulletin staff, she broadcasts exclusively over WPEN.
950

Wpen
• . • the Station
for Phiiadelphians
And WPEN-FM — a PLUS value

The program is another example of WPEN service in the Philadelphia listening area. Now owned
and operated by The Bulletin, WPEN is bringing Phiiadelphians many new live-talent programs designed
to meet their local needs and interests.
Listeners have been quick to respond. Every day
more and more Phiiadelphians are turning their dials
to 950 and WPEN.
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Closed

Circuit

NOW THAT Associated Press has exhausted
its legal remedies in anti-trust proceedings
brought by Dept. of Justice on membership, it
wouldn't
see change
affecting beradiosurprising
clients ofto Press
Assn. inInc.,policy
AP
subsidiary. There have been conversations looking toward station membership in cooperative
news association, placing them on same level
with newspapers.
HAVE YOU noticed MBS now has on the air
four of the ten largest radio advertisers in the
U. S.? As of Jan. 1, 1945 when the Kobak administration to k over, none of the big 10 was
represented. The four soon will become five,
by the way.
CLAIM BY CBS last week that it has successfully broadcast high-frequency television in
full color gave rise to speculation on start of
"upstairs"
Federal all areservice.
racingWestinghouse,
against time GEto and
complete
construction of first high-definition microwave
TV transmitter. Columbia engineers hope to
be on air with color by early spring.
AMERICAN is quietly auditioning programs
for submission to Republic Steel Corp., which
will go on air if right kind of show can be
found. Republic agency is Meldrum & Fewsmith, Cleveland.
EASTON
WOOLLEY,
manager ofsoon.
station relations,
may get NBC's
a vice-presidency
He succeeded William S. Hedges as department
head when the veteran VP several months ago
took over important new task of planning and
development.
NOW ON terminal leave from Army, preparatory to final discharge, Col. William S. Paley
returns to presidency of CBS Oct. 22 after
more than three years of Government service.
There's
but it's
still aofgood
bet that noPaleyconfirmation,
will be elected
chairman
the
board of CBS and turn over presidency to
Paul W. Kesten, who has been executive head
during entire time of Col. Paley's absence.
ENSCONCED at his new headquarters at
NAB, Judge Justin Miller is moving very deliberately on reorganization. He wants to get
acquainted with personnel and functioning of
departments before he undertakes additions,
deletions or transfers.
IT'S REPORTED Col. Thomas H. A. Lewis,
who left Young & Rubicam vice-presidency to
become chief of Armed Forces Radio Service,
soon will be released, with regular Army officer
as replacement: Some months ago he was slated
to become vice-president of American (Blue),
but that was when Chet LaRoche, his ex-Y & R
colleague, was directing head.
ADD
soon radio
to leave
Sam: TO
Lt. radio's
Col. Jackpersonnel
W. Harris,
and Uncle
communications of icer on Gen. MacArthur's staff.
He hopes to return to civilian life shortly after
{Continued on page 102)
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Upcoming
Oct. 15: FCC hearing on New York FM assignments. Room 6121 New Postoffice
Bldg., 10:30 a.m.
Oct. 18-19: NAB Public Relations Executive
Committee, Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
Oct. 19: FMBI Board, Ambassador East Hotel,
Chicago.
Oct. 22: NAB Small Markets Stations Committee, Statler Hotel, Washington.
Oct. 22: BMB Technical Research Committee,
BMB hdqrs., New York.
Nov. 4-10: National Radio Week.
Bulletins
FCC Friday released a list of 164 FM station
applications received prior to close of business
Oct. 8. List showed California leading in applications with 22, Pennsylvania second with
18 and Illinois third with 12. If in satisfactory
form, applications will be accepted as of date
of receipt and appropriate file numbers assigned.
EFFECTIVE Oct. 27 all war correspondents,
both radio and press, accredited to Gen. MacArthur's command, revert to status of civilian
foreign
they'll have
to dig upcorrespondents.
own shelter, foodIt means
and transportation,
all furnished now by Army. Similar order
affecting China theater, becoming effective today, brought protest to War Secretary Patterson from U. S. correspondents who charged
it restricts coverage. Col. Joseph Dickey, China
theater PRO, declined to transmit protest
through channels.
WMAQ EXPANDS NEWS
LOCAL NEWS coverage is being expanded by
WMAQ Chicago, NBC key, with assignment
of Sheldon W. Peterson as roving reporter.
Station plans on-the-scene coverage of local
events, using film recorder, and reporting of
more local news, said William Ray, NBC cenevents.tral division director of news and special
COLE TO NEW YORK
ALBERT V. COLE, promotion manager of
WRC Washington and formerly of the editorial staff of Broadcasting, has been transferred by NBC department
to the network's
and
advertising
in New promotion
York, effective
Oct. 22. Lt. James Seiler, former WRC promotion manager now out of the Navy, takes his
place.
FELTIS SPEAKS
HUGH FELTIS, president of BMB, on Oct. 24
will address weekly luncheon of the Chicago
Management Club, Harlow Roberts, club president, announced Friday. Mr. Feltis will be in
Chicago Oct. 24-25 for NAB small stations
committee meeting at the Palmer House.

Business Briefly
PIN EX CAMPAIGN • Spot campaign for
Pinex Co., Fort Wayne, begins on some 100
U. S. and Canadian stations Nov. 5 for 17
weeks. Agency, Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
COSMETIC APPOINTMENT • John G.
Ayars Co., St. Louis (Helen Ayars hand
cream),use toradio.
Olian Adv. Co., Chicago-St. Louis.
Will
BOOK-OF-MONTH SERIES • For fourth!
season Book-of-the-Month Club, New York, will
sponsor 90-minute Sunday evening concerts,
New Friends of Music, on WQXR New York,
starting
Nov. Meets
4 for the
16 weeks.
also sponsors Author
Critics Club
on WHN
New
York. Agency, Schwab & Beatty, New York.
UNITED FRUIT SERIES • United Fruit Co.,
New York, sponsors Pat Barnes on WEAF
New York, Tuesdays-Thursdays-Saturdays,
7:45-8 a.m., beginning Oct. 16. Agency, BBDO,
placed 52-week contract.
MILK PRODUCERS CAMPAIGN • California milk producers have approved statewide
advertising campaign to meet postwar problems
of the industry. Producers voted assessment
of %-cent per pound on butter fat produced
in October
and campaign.
May, anticipating $375,000 annual fund for
TEEN-TIMERS EXPANDS • Teen-Timers
Inc., New York (Teen-Timer dresses and cosmetics) has appointed Buchanan & Co., New
York, to handle its advertising, including
Teen-Timers Show on NBC Saturdays. Plans
include
and otherexpansion
media. of present network schedule
FURRIER
SPOTS Lew• Dupier's
New
York,
has named
Kashuk Furs
Adv. Inc.,
Co., New
York, as agency. Spot campaign is planned.
TUDOR CONSIDERS RADIO • Tudor Products, New York (Quickee waterless hand
cleaner), has appointed Reiss Adv., New York,
to handle its advertising. Radio is considered.
CONNER-WALKER MERGER
MERGER of the Walker Adv. Agency, San
Francisco, with the Conner Co., also of San
Francisco, was announced by E. W. Conner,
president of firm bearing his name. Shirley
Walker becomes executive vice-president of
new firm, which will have staff of 17.
PAY HIKES FOR GUILD
RADIO WRITERS GUILD salary differences
with American, CBS, NBC and WQXR New
York, have been settled in accordance with
WLB General Order No. 40, effective Aug. 18,
which denotes that if employer and employe
were in agreement there is no further necessity for WLB approval. CBS shortwave, dramatic and continuity writers; NBC dramatic,
continuity and news writers; American and!
WQXR dramatic and continuity writers, all
Guildtive members,
to November receive
1944. pay increases retroacBROADCASTING
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During the l4'/2 hours that Mr. Hooper measures
Washington's listening habits you'll find WRC
the preferred station. And for the other 4'/2
hours that WRC is on the air other authoritative
surveys* prove our continuing leadership! For
example — over 30% of the audience wakes up
with
Bill Herson's
dailyp.m.
6 toRichard
9 a.m. Harkness
"Timekeeper"
program.
At I 1:30
signs
off his nightly commentary with as much as 49%
of the audience. From 6 a.m. on . . . all day
long — all night long — WRC retains a firm FIRST
as Washington's preferred station. With advertisers, agencies and listeners — today, as for the
past 23 years — WRC is undisputedly Washingtons' FIRST CHOICE.
* A request on your letterhead to either WRC or NBC Spot
Sales
will bring
detailed evidence of WRC's position in this
most stable
of markets.
Now Promoting the NBC Parade of Stars

^Monday

12 Noon

FIRST

.Sundays

Hooper Station Listening Index, July-August, 1945.

in WASHINGTON

PERSONAL

ABOUT

THIS

. ..or the facts it reveals about Northwest

This isn't an ordinary diary. It's a very impersonal journal kept for us by a very impartial
company called Industrial Surveys. They've
made friends with representative people in
every part of the vast Northwest WCCO covers—placed logbooks beside all kinds of radios
from consoles to crystal sets. Listeners cooperatively record every twist of their radio dials-

DIARY
radio listening

turn in a wide-open picture of their listening
habits authentic enough to catch any radio
advertiser's eye.
Take the CBS Listener Diary for Spring
1945. Listeners in the 123 day-and-night primary counties served by WCCO noted such an
overwhelming preference for WCCO via their
program books that it almost astounded us.

HERE'S HOW THEY LISTEN:
WCCO is first in 126 out of 132 morning quarterhours (M-S, 6 am-9 am; M-F 9 am- 12 Noon)

WCCO is first in 42 out of 44 Sunday quarterhours (7 am-6 pm)

WCCO is first in 100 out of 120 afternoon
quarter-hours (M-F, 12 Noon-6 pm)

WCCO is first in 26 out of 36 Saturday quarterhours (9 am-6 pm)

WCCO is first in 162 out of 168 evening quarterhours (S-S, 6 pm-Midnight)

Or, day and night, every day in the week,
WCCO leads in more than nine out of every
ten quarter-hours of broadcast time.
Convincing as these figures are, they can't begin to tell the whole story of Northwest listening. A story written in our Diary by the people
who make and break your sales records— radio
listeners themselves. You can hear the rest of
it by calling us or Radio Sales.

"Good Neighbor
to the Northwest"
REPRESENTED

BY RADIO

SALES,

THE

SPOT

BROADCASTING

DIVISION

OF CBS

My
2

years
on

WWDC

in

MP

n ii

' WMlil+lP 1

81

i

That's the record performance of one of the outstanding
merchants of the country.
Wonder Clothes are successful because they either see
sales after an ad or radio program is issued — or they find
out what was wrong.
They seem to find that
WWDC
. . . for
they've
been on produces
our station
two
solid years.
Local retailers, in any town,
are notoriously wise buyers.
There's a tip for you in the
Wonder Clothes operation . . .
in Washington, D. C, radio
station WWDC delivers.

Impression of Europe
(Fifth of a series by members of the U. S. Mission to ETO)
By CLAIR R. McCOLLOUGH
General Manager, Mason -Dixbn Radio Group

EUROPE needs a sturdy replica
of the "American System of BroadCommunications
Commissioncasting",andFederal all.
This might
not be the cure for all its apparent ills, but it would certainly be a
tremendous step in the right direction. How are people and nations
ever to become really free and learn
to live in peace and intelligent
understanding with one another,
if the spoken word by radio is to
be continued as a government-inpower cretemonopoly?
Is there
instance on record
wherea conany
principal country on the European continent over any reasonable period of time ever used radio
broadcasting for any reason other
than furthering the interests of a
few and the ultimate abuse of its
people? I believe not.
The only radio broadcasting system on the European continent toMr. McCollough
day that has the respect and trust
of anyone and everyone is that of
the American Forces Network and
it is certainly not a secret that swer is obvious, American broadcasters trained in the "American
AFN is principally a United States
Army operation. Go one step fur- system
and now
serving ofin broadcasting"
the armed forces.
Any
ther
and
you
have
the
complete
picture.
object in enlarging upon the subject beyond this point would be enWho conceived, created, and oper(Continued on page 82)
ates AFN for the Army? The anSellers

of Sales

Carter-Owens Agency. He rose
of high— school,
IGHT
STRA
m G.out Rowe
better from production manager, then acWillia
count executive, and now is senior
known as Bill — started his
career in advertising. He was account executive, vice-president
assis
manager.
Kansas and assistant
graduated in 1925 fromn Kansas
City High School, an
Ellis Plan degree
His principal
radio'
account
is Helzberg's
Diamonds,
which
and at.Townholder,
handles
amonghe
The
send studen
Wilmington
others City.
for KCKN
same year he went
Kansas
to Loomis Potts and
Potts- Turnbull,
Active in civic afKansas City.
Delaware
a member offairs,theBill isAdvertisThere, from 1925
to 1932 he got the
ingtives& Sales
Club, the ExecuMetro
basics of advertising
City.
— research, producClub, Club
and ofToastmasBasic Station
ters
Kansas
tion, copyInand1933clientto
NBC
service.
was July
born 19,in
1935 he was with
NewHe York
Remington-Rand do1908. He is married,
ing selling. The next
two years were also
and ter,
hasfive one
WWDC
5000 WATTS
yearsdaughold.
a good background
A
Interested
inBill isarch-at
for
an
agency
cathe big sales result
itecture,
reer. He joined Hall
BILL
DAY and NIGHT
present using all his
station in Washington, D. C. Brothers Greeting
Card Co. in the advertising de- spare time studying a new home
Represented by
partment. Then came an offer to soon to be built. He has been planning it for a long time, but now
return to agency work.
Represented nationally by
Since 1937 he has been with with building restrictions and
RAYMER
Carter Advertising Agency, Kansas materials easing up, the blueWEED & COMPANY
prints are really beginning to
City. At the time he joined Carter materialize.
as production manager, it was
■■■■■■■■■■■
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Pitching In
With its aggressive audience-building promotion,
WAG A is constantly "pitching in" to produce the
maximum response to your programs.
This audience-building includes 24-sheet posters,
car cards, daily newspaper advertising, publicity
announcements, and dealer tie-ins, etc.
For your 1946 list investigate WAGA . . . the
most progressive station in the South's most responsive market.
WAGA
ATLANTA
5000 Watts on 590 Kc American Broadcasting Company'
Represented by Headley-Reed.
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^Maybe
cap.

but

he
he

never
is

a

wore

a

coon-skin

pioneer!"

£ Back in May, 1932, when we first hung out our shingle, stationrepresentation was a brand-new idea. Before that there had
been time brokers, and a few stations had maintained sales offices in big advertising centers. But the whole system was clumsy
and inefficient, and both agencies and stations had one heck of
a time in trying to develop spot-broadcasting business.
We're proud to have been pioneers, but prouder still to feel
that even now we are continuing to set the pace for the easier,
more resultful use of spot broadcasting. And now with Peace
restored, we bet that's going to mean even more than it has before.

FREE
&
PETERS,
mc
Pioneer Radio Station Representatives
Since May, 1932

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KOAL
DCLUTH
WDAY
FABGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WJEF-WKZO . . GRANDKALAMAZOO
RAPIDSKMBO
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN . . MINNEAPOLIS-ST.PEORIA
PAUL
WMBD
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
IOWA
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
SOUTHEAST
WCBM
BALTIMORE
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
SOUTHWESTALBUQUERQUE
KOB
KEEW
BROWNSVILLE
KRIS
CORPUS
CHRISTI
KXYZ
HOUSTON
KOMA
OKLAHOMA
CITY
KTUL
TULSA
PACIFIC COAST
KOIN
PORTLAND
KIRO -SONOVQX, SEATTLE
Inc.

CHICAGO: 1S0 N. Michigan NEW YORK: 444 Madison Ave. DETROIT: 645 Griswold St. SAN FRANCISCO: 1 1 1 Sutter HOLLYWOOD: 63-} r Hollywood ATLANTA: 32 ' Palmer Bldg.
Franklin 6373
Plaza 5-4130 Cadillac 1880 Sutter 4353 Hollywood 2 1 5 1
Main 5667
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Television

Shift to High Band
Urged at Rules
Hearings
By JACK LEVY
(TV Applications on page 93)
DECLARING flatly that full-color
television in the higher frequencies
is already an accomplished fact and
was successfully demonstrated in
525-line pictures acrsss the New
York skyline only the past Wednesday, Paul W. Kesten, CBS executive vice-president, proposed to the
FCC last week that programming
schedules be gradually stepped up
as set ownership is expanded.
Appearing before the Commission hearings, held Thursday and
Friday, on rules and regulations
and standards for commercial service, Mr. Kesten offered a formula
as a temporary solution to the
problem of channel scarcity and as
an incentive to quality programs,
pending a shift upstairs to the high
frequencies.
Sharing the spotlight with the
CBS testimony was a plan offered
by the Television Broadcasters
Assn. which would, through the use
of directional antenna installations,
make more channels available for
metropolitan centers and assure
the possible location of full power
stations in every major market

BROADCAST

Here,

Kesten

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY
Tells

FCC

PAUSING for a photograph just before the FCC began hearings Thursday on television rules and regulations and standards of good engineering practices we;e (1 to r) : Paul W. Kesten, CBS executive vice-president; William A. Roberts, TBA counsel; Chairman Porter; Mark Woods, American Broadcasting Co. president; Niles Trammell, NBC president; J. R. Poppele, WOR chief engineer.
area considered by the Commission. electronic, color is transmitted
lions of dollars to earmark for it
The TBA plan, offered by Wil- through use of the mechanical
Based on the experience of CBS,
liam A. Roberts, counsel, and de- color
"flywheel"
system
utilizing
a
threeblade.
scribed by Dr. T. T. Goldsmith Jr.,
he estimated it would cost a miniresearch director for Allen B. Dumum aof $3,191,000
year to do 42
2.
A
30 w transmitter was em- hours
at once."
mont Labs Inc., and William S.
week ofa programming.
p
l
o
y
e
d
t
o
beam
the
signal
from
the
Duttera, NBC allocation engineer, Chrysler Bldg. tower to the CBS This means less than $1500 an hour
was given support by industry rep- studios on 485 mc.
for studios, lights, cameras, enresentatives, including Niles Tramgineers, camera men and all other
A 1 kw video transmitter using
mell, NBC president, and Mark the3. ultra-high
band
is
equivalent
including the performWoods, president of the American in output to a 10 kw transmitter personnnel
ance
itself.
"No appreciable amount
Broadcasting Co.
on the lower band.
Of significance in connection
It is expected the FCC will make PROPOSALS for diverting more
with the CBS testimony on its every
effort to revise its rules and stations to large metropolitan cencolor process were disclosures made allocations
governing lower band
ters pending change to high freby Dr. Peter Goldmark under ques- television within
two or three
quency color television,
tioning by Commissioner E. K. weeks. The TBA proposal,
it
was
ing of channels
and lowertime-sharoperatJett. Dr. Goldmark revealed that:
ing
schedules
for
stations highthought,
would
be
given
most
seri1. While the video process is
ous consideration in view of the
lighted FCC hearing last week on
admitted desire for more than four rules and regulations and standards
fulltime assignments in the larger for commercial television.
centers, particularly New York,
TBA PLAN ADDS 59 TV STATIONS
which would be increased to seven. of this sum could be recovered from
Adoption of some variation of the advertising revenue during the first
FIFTY-FIVE metropolitan districts would gain 62 television staproposal is considered likely.
tion assignments and three would lose one each under the Teleyear
or twothe ofaudience,
operation,"
said,
Cost $3,191,000 Yearly
"because
evenhe under
vision
Broadcasters
Assn.'saccording
channel-allocation
proposal by
as TBA
compared
with
the
FCC
plan,
to
a
table
submitted
optimistic
estimates,
will
not
be
Although
the
testimony
centered
to the Commission.
mainly on objections to the present
The
alternative
of
sharing
waveFCC's tentative
allocations
[Broadcasting,
Oct. 8] each
give
allocations
and heard
the 42-hour
rule, large enough."
lengths, he contended, would be
Worcester,
Sacramento,
and Portland,
Me. oneSept.more24 station
the
Commission
considerable
equally casters
discouraging.
than
TBA's
plan
provides.
Table
shows
the
following
districts
criticism
of
the
proposed
regulawould want to Few
carrybroadtelewould gain under TBA proposal (listed according to sales rank) :
regardingbylimitation
of stavision until an audience has been
tiontionsownership
a single licensee,
New York, gain 3; Chicago 2; Los Angeles 1; Philadelphia 1;
built
only
to
find
they
could
not
the
rule
limiting
time
of
network
Boston 2 ; Detroit 2 ; Pittsburgh 1 ; Cleveland 2 ; St. Louis 1 ; Washexpand into other hours of the day
ington 1; Buffalo-Niagara Falls 1; Milwaukee 1; Cincinnati 1;
agreements quirement
withthat announcement
affiliates, the re-be when
that
time
arrived.
The
choice
Portland, Ore. 1; Indianapolis 2; and one each to Dallas, Columsix hours of programming to an
made of mechanical reproductions ofaudience
bus, O., Springfield-Holyoke, Louisville, Birmingham, Lowell-Lawyet created or losing
used in television, and the provision half one's not
rence-Haverhill, Syracuse, Norfolk-Newport News, Richmond, Fall
a newcomer
wouldto seem
to manyrat
calling for "time sharing" of fre- a later datelicense
River-New Bedford, Wilmington, Flint, Utica-Rome, Peoria, Reading, Tacoma, Chattanooga, Saginaw-Bay City, San Jose, Wheeling,
quencies.
Mr. Kesten told the Commission he said,retard
"an impossible
choice"
and
Atlantic City, Waterbury, Lancaster, Racine-Kenosha, Johnston,
rather than
advance
that Rule No. 1, requiring six hours would
Roanoke, Austin, Sioux City, Stockton, Lincoln, Hamilton-Midof the medium.
per day of television programming, theMr.development
Kesten therefore
proposed
dleton, York, Manchester, Waterloo, Topeka, Charleston, S. C,
"would virtually serve notice on that until television set ownership
Galveston, Asheville, Columbus, Ga., Augusta.
has reached 10% of the homes in
Total allocations to other markets would not be changed.
prospective
that they'd
better stay licensees
out of television
for
only oneon hour
(Continued
page of95)broadquite a while unless they have mil- the area
BROADCASTING
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GURNEY COMMENTS
Celler Would
Make
Utility of Radio
BILL
SEN.ONCHANCELLER'S
GURNEY (R-S.
D.),
Chairman Porter in August ac- the FCC to determine whether to who
Introduces
New Bill
resigned three weeks ago from
renew
the
license
or
give
it
to
the Senate Interstate Commerce
knowledged
receipt
of
Rep.
Celler's
letter which outlined the congress- somebody else at each renewal Committee to accept an appointFurthering Control
man's demands of the Commission. period. In this connection the bill
ment to the Foreign Relations
By Commission
When the Crosley-Avco decision
interest that
shall"nobefinding
made of inpublic
any Committee, plans to keep an eye on
was handed down, Mr. Porter sent provides
By BILL BAILEY
any radioced, he said
legislation
that is introof the majority and dissent- broadcastmissionmatter
last week.
RADIO would become a virtual copiesing opinions
finds that unless
excessivethe useCom-of "I'm dustill
to Rep. Celler without
interested in any radio
comment.
the
station
has
not
been
made
and
public utility, with the FCC exerlegislationheadthatofcomes
said the
will not be made for commercial former
cising rigid control over programs,
WNAXup," Yankton,
More Authority to FCC
business practices and station sale
S. D., who gave up broadcasting
advertising
purposes."
A
uniform
system
of
accounts
prices under provisions of a bill
The FCC "felt it had not acted
for introduced
politics. Commenting
the
last week byon Rep.
(HR-4314) to amend the Com- in a manner consonant with the would be prescribed, with "any bill
munications Act, introduced last public interest in permitting the and all financial reports filed with Celler (D-N.Y.) (story this page)
week by Rep. Emanuel Celler transfer" of the Crosley Corp. to the Commission" open for public
His amendment to the Sen. Gurney said: "Why doesn't
(D-N. Y.).
said Rep. Celler's statement. inspection.
Act is identical he include newspapers
in the limitbill?"
Security would be unknown to Avco,
"The majority
based its inCommunications
to a provision
part with Sec. 303 relating to He referred
on a lackopinion
of Congressional
the broadcaster, inasmuch as Rep. decision
ing the sale prices of stations to
Celler proposes to open the door authority to do otherwise." He in- telephone and telegraph companies. double
depreciated value of
dicated he intended to give the "Certainly what applies to these tangible the
to all comers and complainants at
assets. H. White Jr.
renewal periods. He would give FCC that authority.
public utilities should likewise
Sen. Wallace
the Commission full power to take
Declaring
thatconsumed
"radio byis thein apply
Minority Leader and
to radio,"
he declared.
of being
a license from an operating broad- danger
Despite
the rigid
Government (R-Me.),Minority
member of the
caster and give it to a newcomer profit fever," the New York repre- regulation over programs and busi- ranking
Interstate
Commerce Committee,
who might agree to sell less time.
ness practices, provided in the has not named a successor to Sen.
sentative wrote into his bill a provision authorizing the FCC to
{Continued on page 85)
Gurney on the Committee.
To 'Protect' Radio
designate definite percentages of
Rep. Celler said his bill is de- daily time for sustaining programs.
signed to "protect radio from overthat "programs
culcommercialization" and declared He charged
tural and educational
value,of particularly regional needs, have been Congressional Probes of FCC,
that the "excessive use" of future
FM and mercial
existing
stations
"for must
com- insufficiently developed."
advertising
purposes
He noted that only 39 of 136 Broadcasting Seem Imminent
be curbed so that in fair measure network
stations carried Invitation
investigations guest speaker on the Eversharp
the listening public can find in to Learning, while 60 stations ofCONGRESSIONAL
both the FCC and broadcasting Phil Baker program on CBS.
radio a greater intellectual matur- broadcast and 79 "rejected" Na- appeared
Letters requesting the scripts
com- were
tional Radio Pulpit. Of 139 stations
mit e near
s of the last
Senateweekandas House
addressed to the general
ity."Couched in language which fol- that might
have
carried
the
Chicounsels
of WOR WHN WMCA
made
preliminary
inquiries.
lows closely the philosophy of
cago Roundtable, 84 rejected it, he
WOV,
American and CBS, all
On
the
Senate
side,
FCC
ChairCommissioner C. J. Durr, a lengthy added. "Labor far Victory, the only
man Paul A. Porter was closeted New York.
scripts sought
statement explaining his bill was labor program carried on any of on Wednesday with the Special were those ofSpecific
Cecil Brown, heard
released by Rep. Celler.
the
major
networks,
was
rejected
Committee
to
Study
&
Survey
on Mutual; Johannes Steel and
Failure of the FCC to accede
out of 139 stations," said Problems of Small Business Enter- Sidney Walton, WHN; William S.
the 104
statement.
to demands voiced in a letter Aug. by
p
r
i
s
e
s
.
I
t
is
understood
that
the
whose contract ex7 to FCC Chairman Paul A. Porter
headed by Sen. James E. Gailmor,pires inWJZ,
would sale
authorize
November
[ClosedSwing,
Cirto fix billstation
prices probers,
[Broadcasting, Aug. 13], plus a theRep.FCCCeller's
cuit, Oct.
8]; Raymond
Murray
wanted willto
doubt created by the Crosley-Avco at not more than double the de- know
how (D-Mont.),
the FM allocations
American;
J.
Raymond
Walsh,
decision [Broadcasting, Sept. 10],
preciated cost value of the tangible affect the small businessman and WMCA; Hans Jacob, WOV. Mr.
led to the introduction of the Celler broadcast property.
what provisions were made for Adamson also asked CBS to forAll license renewals would be frequencies
Bill. It was referred by Speaker
for servicemen.
ward a copy of the Eversharp
Rayburn to the Interstate and For- advertised in the community served
Spearheaded by Sen. Glen H. program script of Sept. 30.
eign Commerce Committee of which by a station and any person would
himself a forThe mere fact that scripts of speRep. Clarence F. Lea (D-Cal.) is be permitted to file a complaint Taylormer rado(D-Ida.),
investichairman.
cific commentators and programs
or file for the station's frequency,
gation wasentertainer,
prompted by the
complaints
that the FCC has reserved no have been requested doesn't mean
channels for servicemen and that that any ofsonalitithe
stations orunder
peres are necessarily
by time most of them return to
investigators
asserted.
civilian life all the choice FM fre- suspicion,
It was learned, however, that
quencies in the new band will be when
the Committee completes its
assigned.
probe
of the motion picture indusCommittee to Get Report
radio. try, attention will be turned to
Tom McBreen, chief investigator,
The Un - American Committee
said he would lay the results of (formerly
the Dies Committee), is
preliminary
work
before
the
Comheaded by Rep. John S. Wood
this week that
for determination. mittee
He indicated
the entire (D-Ga.), who succeeds Rep. Edbroadcasting field may be studied
Hart of(D-N.
J.). ASelect
formerward J.member
the House
by the Committee. Complaints Committee
to Investigate the FCC,
have been received, according to Mr. Hart resigned
as head of the
Committee members, that the FM Un-American Committee
several
allocations might tend to favor
large corporations, thus creating months ago because of ill health.
monopolies.
Members of the Committee, now
On the House side, the Commit- a permanent organization of the
tee on Un-American Activities was House, are, besides Chairman
preparing a thorough probe of Wood, Reps. Rankin (Miss.) ; Peterson (Fla.) ; J. W. Robinson
broadcasting, according to members. Ernie Adamson, chief coun- (Utah), Murdock (Ariz.); BonDrawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
sel, has requested scripts used in
(N. C),
September andby seven
". . . and Now Honey What Do You Say We Have Another Cup of That August
asner (N.
J.), Democrats,
Mundt (S.andD.)Thomand
eastern and
commentators
by a Landis
(Ind.), Republicans.
Delicious Billikin's Coffee!"
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Coy Raps
Refusal of Byrnes
Speech
ton, five network presidents, and but refused to carry it unless on
Exclusivity is Protested Broadcasting.
Mr. Coy also is as- an exclusive basis. Thereupon the
In Letter Addressed
sistant to the publisher of The State Dept. contacted no other netWashington
Post,
WINX owner.
works or stations, he said, and CBS
To Miller
President Miller said he had re- was given exclusive rights.
EXCLUSIVE broadcast on CBS of
ceived the letter from Mr. Coy but
WINX protested to the State
the Oct. 5 radio talk by Secre- did not care to comment at present. Dept.
— unsuccessfully, he added.
tary of State James F. Byrnes,
Sharply
criticizing
the
indusvital public report became
making "Government anersilent
parttry's vulnerability in maintaining the"This
to violation
private
property of a small
an "exclusionist" policy, Mr. Coy
of freedom of the expressed
hope discussion of the minority of the nation's outlets,"
air," testedwas
pro- issue would lead to removal of "this Mr. Coy wrote. "A message which
last Thursunwarranted restriction on public should have reached every citizen
reached only a minority. And radio
day by Wayne information".
Coy, dentvice-presiReminding that the world anx- stations, other than affiliates of
of WINX
iously awaited first official report CBS, who may have wanted to renWashington, in a
der a service to their listeners, as
London, he said Mr. Byrnes
letter to Justin from
chose
to
give that report by radio, in the case of WINX, found it imMiller, NAB
pos ible to do so. Why? Because of
but only CBS carried the talk. "No the network
president.
policy of exclusivity
Mr. Coy letter
Copieswereof sent
the other radio station was permitted which
the Secretary of State, or
to
carry
it,"
he
said.
He
explained
that
another
network
was
offered
his
aides,
were
forced to recognize
to Secretary Byrnes; Assistant
Secretary of State William Ben- the speech after CBS had accepted, in order to get a network audience.
U. S. Radio
GOVERNMENT
allocation
priorities to departments
and ofoffices
desiring free radio time should be
dropped with end of the war, in the
opinion of a majority of the NAB
Program Managers Committee,
which met Oct. 11-12 in the Statler
Hotel, Washington.
Program
managers
the session in connection
with held
a conference
called by the Radio Section, War
Finance Division, Treasury Dept.
at which plans for station participation in the Victory Loan drive
Oct. 29-Dec. 8 were presented (see
separate story on page 26).
Though general station and network approval has been indicated
inallocation
the past idea,
with the
the OWI's
wartime
committee
took
a different slant. Sense of members
in general was that the pre-war

Packet
Plan
catch-as-eatch-can setup should be
restored. Thus stations themselves
would take all U. S. requests for
time, select those they want, and
insert them into their schedules as
they see fit.
Present temporary plan by which
War Advertising Council handles
allocations during the Victory Loan
drive, with Treasury financing the
undertaking,
was viewed as satisfactory.
Feeling prevailed, however, that
each station should determine importance ofvarious U. S. messages,
and fit them into its schedules.
Now under discussion among U.
S. agencies, War Advertising Council and media are proposals designed to continue a revised version
of the wartime plan. Idea of these
proposals is to avoid the logjam of

PROGRAMMERS from NAB districts met in Washington Oct. 11-12 to discuss station problems and
Victory Elliott
Bond plans.
r) :
* hear
EugeneTreasury's
Carr, WHBC;
Stewart,Seated
WIBX;(1 toHoward R. Chamberlain, WLW; A. D. Willard, Jr., NAB
executive v-p; Justin Miller, NAB president; Henry
W. Slavick, WMC; Clarence L. Menser, NBC. Second
. row: Dr. Willis F. Dunbar, WKZO; Jack Weldon,
BROADCASTING
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Is Opposed
prewar time requests that came
from some
two-score Federal
agencies, all clamoring
independently
for program and announcement
help from broadcasters. Media have
expressed the opinion that the U. S.
should continue to decide which of
its messages are the most important.
An idea for a separate NAB program department, developed last
March when the program managers
group adopted a resolution suggesting its creation, was discussed. The
subject was presented to the NAB
Board of Directors at the May 1617 meeting held in Omaha, with
Harold Fair, WHO Des Moines,
representing the committee.
Complete
presentation
of theat that
subject was asked
by the board
time. The committee on Thursday

WDBJ; Wilton E. Cobb, WMAZ; Robert Atherton,
WMC; Robert Evans, WSPD; Harold Fair, WHO;
Ralph W. Hardy, KSL; Roy Langham, CBS. Third
row: John H. McNeil, WJZ; Maurice P. Owens, WROK
Rockford; Eugene T. Flaherty, KSCJ; Richard Day,
WDGY; Pete Teddlie, WRR; Glen Shaw, KLX; Don
McNamara, KFI.

"On what basis does the broadcasting industry defend such practices? Is this the public service of
which the industry boasts? Or is
public service a good thing only
if one can do it exclusively? We
submit that a Government official
has no right to give out news to
one favored agency while others
are denied the news and placed at
a disadvantage. And we submit,
also, that if the broadcasting industry has forced Government officials into such a position, the industry must realize its obligations to
set its own house in order."
named a subcommittee to draft a
proposed recommendation by Dec.
1. Iftionapproved,
this recommendawill be submitted
to the board.
Members of the subcommittee
are: Harold Fair, WHO Des
Moines, chairman; Clarence L.
Menser, NBC; Douglas Coulter,
CBS, Ralph
W. Hardy,
Salt
Lake
City; Eugene
Carr,KSLWHBC
Canton, 0.; Henry W. Slavick,
ber).
WMC Memphis (ex officio memAdditional special bulletins for
program managers were sought by
the program committee. Named to
do something about it were Howard
R. Chamberlain, WLW Cincinnati,
and Robert Atherton, WMC MemTaking part in the meeting, a
joint session
Executive
Committee and theof the
Program
Managers
Committee,
was
A.
D.
(Jess)
Wilphis.
larddent.Jr., NAB
executiveJustin
vice-presiNAB President
Miller
appeared for the Thursday luncheoneonmeeting.
were Lt.Other
Daveguests
Levy,at lunchchief,
Radio sion,
Section,
War
Finance
Treasury; H. Quenton DiviCox,
consultant to the division; Robert
T. Barelty,ernmentNAB
Govrelations;director
John ofMorgan
Davis, NAB general counsel; Mrs.
Lil Tavenner, of the Treasury division.
Attending the program meetings
were:
Executive Committee — Henry W.
Slavick, WMC Memphis, chairman;
Eugene Carr, WHBC Canton, 0.;
Howard R. Chamberlain, WLW
Cincinnati; Harold Fair, WHO Des
Moines; Ralph W. Hardy, KSL Salt
Lake City; Elliott Stewart, WIBX
Utica, N. Y.; Clarence L. Menser,
NBC; Roy Langham, CBS; A. D.
Willard Jr., NAB; Willard D. Egolf,
NAB (committee secretary).
Board Liaison Member — J. Harold Ryan, WWVA Wheeling.
District Chairmen — John H. McNeil, WJZ New York; Jack Weldon,
WDBJ Roanoke; Wilton E. Cobb,
WMAZton, WMCMacon,
Ga.; Robert
AtherMemphis;
Robert Evans,
WSPD Toledo; Dr. Willis F. Dunbar, WKZO Kalamazoo; Maurice
P. Owens, WROK Rockford;
Eugene T. Flaherty, KSCJ Sioux
City, la.; Richard Day, WDGY
Minneapolis; Pete Teddlie, WRR
Dallas; Mr. Hardy; Glen Shaw,
KLX Oakland; Don McNamara,
KFI Los Angeles.
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Set Price Factors
Alternate
FM
Allocations
Proposed
Are Given by OPA
plan. give
We sugsion's plans affecting other sta- Parts Manufacturers Expected
Hearing Is Scheduled the Commission's
gest that the Commission
con- tions.
Before FCC This
sideration tothe proposed plan of
The following table shows FCC
Ask for Higher Increases
CBS since we understand it would proposals of Sept. 12 and alternate To
PRICE INCREASE factors for
Morning
suggestions ofFCCCBS and WBAM, in radio receivers, cabinets and parts,
place all New York City FM sta- frequencies
:
on a more equal competitive
long awaited by the manufacturing
ALTERNATE allocations for New basis tionsfrom
Station
CBS
the standpoint of WFMN
100.9
98.9 WBAM
100.9 industry, were released last ThursWQXQ
100.5
York'sposed lastFMweekstations
were
pro98.5
100.5
by CBS, NBC and coverage."
day by the
92.1
100.1
tration butOffice
hopes ofof Price
a goodAdminissupply
98.5
94.1
requested
that WEAF-FM
WABP
WBAM New York in briefs filed beNBC
93.3
WGYN
99.3
99.3 of sets by Christmas waned.
assigned
to channel
55 (98.9 WFGG
99.7
100.1
99.3
99.7
with the FCC in connection with mc).
93.7
Inasmuch as the FCC did WHNF
Parts manufacturers were un94.5
98.1
hearing's
the three,
WBAM
96.9
91.1
96.5
dersto d to feel that the final facscheduled onforprotests
10:30 ofa.m.
today not assign Channel 55 on Sept. 12 WNYC-FM
97.3
97.3
96.9
WABC-FM
98.9
97.3
(Oct. 15) before the Commission. [Broadcasting, Sept. 17], NBC WAAW
although announced
averaging Aug.
double31
97.7
97.7 interimtors,factors
92.5
CBS, through Joseph H. Ream, offered no changes in the Commis- WEAF-FM
96.1
[Closed
Circuit,
Oct.
8],
still
were
96.1
vice-president and secretary, subfar less than necessary. OPA left
mit ed to the FCC an alternate allocation plan not only for New
the door open, however, for indiand it
York but for the entire Area I,
Delays appearedvidualaspri^e adjustments
Broadcasting went
which was concurred in by NBC, Lack of Personnel
to press that
whose brief was signed by Henry
facturers wouldmost
file parts
petitionsmanufor
W. Ladner, assistant general FCC Action on Applications
counsel.
higher increases.
to facilities.
188 for expansion of staMarcus Cohn, counsel for United HAMPERED by lack of personnel tion tion
Sliding Scale
Broadcasting Corp., subsidiary of
its ex-to
In a new regulation to be issued
the International Ladies Garment to prepare amibasic
nation, the FCCdatawasforunable
Pending supplementary appro- shortly,
OPA willincrease
authorizeprices
set
Workers Union (AFL), which last act last week on the huge backlog
priations by Congress to enable manufacturers
week filed application* for four T^M of applications it was expected to the Commission to obtain person- on a sliding basis,to averaging
about
stations (see page 20), also filed begin processing.
nel, it was reported that Chairman 12% above ceiling prices charged
a protest against the FCC proDespite overtime efforts of an
had requested the Army and wholesalers between July 15-Oct.
posed allocations for New York, overworked and undermanned staff Porter
Navy
engineers to the 15, 1941. With possibly a few excharging that the five best fre- to keep up with the flow of appli- agency toforassign
ceptions, wholesalers and retailers
handling the applicacations, it was learned that the
quencies had been assigned to prestions. The Commission, however, will be able to absorb all the inent broadcasters, whereas new- preliminary reports required for would not
creases
before the sets reach conconfirm the report.
comers should have an equal op- consideration were not yet ready
sumers, said OPA.
Chairman Porter and Commisportunity to get the better chan- when the Commission met for its
Set
increases
were allowed as
sioners Jett and Denny appeared
nels. Mr. Cohn was to appear at regular meeting last Wednesday.
follows:
15%
on
sets
whole-on
before
the
Bureau
of
the
Budget
today's hearing.
So heavy has been the volume of
salers for less than sold
$11; to12%
Lodge to Appear
applications for FM, AM, television at hearings last Tuesday and sets sold for between $ll-$30;
and station expansion that the Wednesday to seek a heavy in- 10%% on those selling above $30.
Appearing for CBS was to be Commission
is already more than
crease in funds to cover the re- This distribution of increases is inWilliam B. Lodge, director of gen- three
behind in issuing its
quirements for broadcasting and
tended, said OPA, to encourage
eral engineering. WBAM was to formal weeks
notices
that
the
cases
have
be represented by J. R. Poppele, been filed. Except that the applica- for expansion of common carrier production of "relatively inexservices.
It
was
understood
the
chief engineer of Bamberger Broadtions have been counted according Commission asked for a budget apcasting Service, licensee of WOR
Cabinet makers were given an
and WBAM.
to category
service,
broad-to
of sets".18% over ceiling prices
proximately double its peacetime increase pensive
cast license ofsection
was theunable
In his brief Mr. Ladner said:
charged set manufacturers between
complete compilations on source, expenditures.
"NBC understands that CBS will location
It was expected that the Budget July 1-Oct. 31, 1941.
Increase factors on parts ranged
present forsiderathe
con- mation. and other skeleton infor- Bureau will transmit the request
tion . . aCommission's
plan for allocatin comparison
interim
Last
Monday,
which
was
the
last
Appropriations Com- high,
ing the frequencies to the north- day for filing applications under to the House
factors
announced with
in August.
mittee this week and that hearings Greatest boost
eastern part of the U. S. which
was
for
coils,
26.3%,
will eliminate a substantial part the 60-day period designated under will be held promptly.
11%. the interim factor was but
whereas
of the inequality in the coverage the Aug. 7 policy, the Commission
Meanwhile,
the
Commission
was
of the frequencies assigned, under received 160 applications, all but 13 hoping to hold several meetings
Manufacturers Blamed
are for new standard, FM,
week in an endeavor to break
the
plan, substantially
to the New orof which
television stations. This brought this
YorkCommission's
area without
the
application
bottleneck.
It
was
OPA
manufacturdepriving any other community of the total number of applications considered likely that a substantial
ers for blamed
the delayparts
in final
factors.
service which it may receive under for new stations to 1,148, in addiOn
the
other
hand
manufacturers
number of applications for changes charged that OPA has held up rein facilities would be granted but
nd production [Broadcasting,conveOct.rsion a1].
officials cautioned not to expect
much.
requests
A tentative list of applications the"Despite
OPA forrepeated
submission
of costof
for new standard stations and for data for use in computing the increase factors for radio parts, and
change or expansion of facilities,
received during the last three despite assurances of representat
i
v
e
s
of the industry that such cost
weeks, follows :
would be supplied, cost data
S. H. Patterson KVAK, Atchison, data
Kans., 1200 kc, 1 kw, 1450 to 1200 kc. were not submitted to OPA as
equip.
Inst,on newgrantvertof ant
promised," said a news release
syst. Cont
appl and
for ground
1440 at accompanying
the increase factors.
Topeka,
Kans.
WEW The St. Louis U, St. Louis, Mo., "In contrast, cabinet and set manu770 kc, CP inc. pwr from 1 kw to 50
facturers
supplied the required
change time.
hrs ofInst,
op from
SELLING VICTORY BONDS occupied these key figures in radio pro- kw,
new daytime
trans andto data promptly, and OPA was able
motion of drive as they went over Treasury plans (1 to r) : A. D. unlimited
D A for night use, chge transmitter to fix legal increase factors withWillard Jr., NAB executive v-p; Lt. Dave Levy, Chief, Radio Section, location. Wilson, Canton, Ohio, 1300 kc,
War Finance Division, Treasury; H. Quenton Cox, Treasury Bond con- 1 P.kw, C.Daytime.
Virtually
no cost data was supoutplieddelay."
on variable condensers, parts
The Constitution Publishing Co., Atsultant; Justin Miller, NAB president; Henry W. Slavick, WMC, chair(Continued on page 87)
{Continued on page 90)
man, NAB Program Managers Committee.
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Ian
available

Ross
six

MacFarlane
nights

This around-the- world, authoritative,
dependable analyst of the news has six open
night spots on his schedule, on the Associated
Broadcasting Corporation network.

per

11 to 11:15 P. M. is the time. Call the
Headley-Reed man or telephone Jake Embry at
W-I-T-H, Lexington 7808, Baltimore.

MacFarlane knows the veterans' problems.
He has been in on the housing question for
years. He knows the unemployment situation
. . . . he's been in on labor-management
quarrels. His keen analysis has built audiences.
JROADCASTING
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week

WITH
BALTIMORE, MD.
Tom Tinsley, President

Represented Nationally by Headley-Reed
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RMA ACTS TO MEET
Yields Under
AFM
Pressure
ASCAP FEE THREAT
erroneous impression has been be broadcast this afternoon. The RADIO Manufacturers Assn. board
National Strike Threat made
upon the public resulting union has ordered its members not of directors, meeting in Rye, N. Y.,
from statements made by the pres- to take part in this network broad- Wednesday and Thursday, decided
'Forces' Chattanooga
ident of the Chattanooga Musical
take action to meet the ASCAP
although there is no dispute tothreat
To Capitulate
Society that this radio station, of anycast,kind
to collect fees for music
between ofthethe Federawith others, is under contractual
By RUFUS CRATER
carried on public address and sourid
tion
and
the
sponsors
Family
obligation
to
set
aside
5.49%
of
its
systems. Report
the problem
OFFICIALS of WDOD Chatta- gross receipts to be paid to local Hour, the Prudential Insurance was
to theon board
by the
nooga announced last week they musicians who are members of the Co., nor is there any disagreement RMA submitted
Transmitter Division.
between
the
Federation
and
CBS
had
yielded
to
"pressure"
and
RMA
board
met
jointly
with
the
agreed to a two-year contract for union." He said the networks and as to wages or working conditions
RMA. The two groups
seven musicians to whom they will their affiliates executed a contract of any of the network's employes. Canadian
held
several
combined
meetings
with AFM
years portion
ago" pro-of On the contrary, we have been ad- and held separate business sessions.
pay
very considerable
viding that"some
a specified
whose"a music
they will not sum"
use. but
vised by the Federation that its U. S. RMA announced 22 new
The agreement removed one receipts should be spent for mu- action against the network is members,
bringing the total to 273.
more station from the list which in 1938 sicians.
"But
this
contract
expired
prompted
by disputes with three
for RMA participation in
and therefore has no force independently
James C. Petrillo, president of
owned radio stations thePlans
25th
anniversary
were
American Federation of Musicians, ordeclared.
carry Columbia programs in approved. RMA andof radio
effect at this time," Mr. Winger which
NAB are
Chattanooga, Tenn., Columbus, Ga., working
has cited in pulling musicians off
jointly
on
the
project.
The Prudential Family Hour, he
networktween twoshows,
but disputes
be- noted,
Transmitter Division submitted
Ga." in Columbus and
was kept off CBS Oct. 7 by andCBSAlbany,
stations
other CBS
stations and
indicating that few new
one NBC affiliate were reported a strike of musicians "in spite of Albany are WRBL and WGPC, aFMreport
will be available
the fact that the dispute between both owned by members of the J. in thetransmitters
still in the negotiation stage.
near
future for the new FM
this station and the Chattanooga W. Woodruff family. They were
Agreement With Local
Poll of
manufactur-in
Musical Society was at the time
to be in negotiation with frequencies.
ers showed that
transmitters
felt compelled
into still pending before the National reported
an AFM local late last week. Also the 250
this"Wecontract
because to aenter
national
w-3 kw range will start
War
Labor
Board,
the
proceeding
to appear between February and
strike of musicians was threatened
been instituted by the negotiating was
WAPO,Chattanooga's
whose dis- May next year from the plants of
which would have directly affected having
Chattanooga Musical Society and NBC putestation,
with
an
AFM
local
was
cited
six manufacturers, with 10 kw
every station served by the Colum- not by this station."
by Mr. Petrillo when musicians transmitters appearing between
When the Prudential show was were
biaclaredBroadcasting
System,"
decalled
off
Fitch
Bandwagon
Earl W. Winger, general
and August from three manCBS inserted an adap- and Carnation Hour on NBC two April
manager of WDOD, in a prepared cancelled,
weeks ago. WSMB New Orleans, ufacturers.
t
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
Charles
Dickens'
The
Sigstatement last Wednesday.
No
action
was taken by the RMA
nal Man and read a statement ex- which was mentioned by AFM
Agreement is with Chattanooga
along with WAPO, signed with board on the OPA price situation
regret
that
"as
a
result
Musical Society, Local No. 80, of of action pressing
by the AFM, the
local Oct. 4 [Broadcast- but the subject was discussed at
AFM. Mr. Winger said it had been Prudential taken
Family Hour can not the AFM
ing, Oct. 8].
length.
approved and would be signed immediately, effective Oct. 15, calling
for "substantial increases" for the
same number of musicians forStations
merly employed, with pay retroac- ILGWU
Applies for Four FM
tive to Feb. 27, date of last con- New York, Philadelphia, the stations will not be maintained Stanton E. Smith, secretary-treasurer of the Central Trades Union,
expiration.asked for $17,000
through
subsidies.
will
sell time union
to an extent
that "They
will make
Uniontract'shad
Chattanooga And
as vice president.
compared to $12,200 in the old
Mr.
Umhey said the ILGW, as a
them
self-sustaining,"
he
said.
Boston
Chosen
contract but Mr. Winger did not
"From that point on, they will
in educationalits members,
and culspecify the amount settled upon in IN THE BELIEF that FM pro- cease to be profit-making enter- pioneertural activities
the new agreement.
prises and will devote the bulk of feels qualified toamong
vides the opportunity to pioneer in
Nor did he name the source of new fields, the International Ladies their time to social, cultural and
tions. Although aoperate
labor radio
union, sta-he
Workers Union last week
the "pressure" which he said had Garment
pointed
out,
it
has
broadened
its
spiritual
programs."
He
added
that
it
is
his
hope
that
announced
its
intention
of
estabbeen put on WDOD to secure aptoward making its memlishing radio stations in New York, "with a limited amount of adver- objectives
proval of the agreement in an efbers
more
community-conscious
citizens. In each of the 262 cities in
fort to avert trouble for the in- Philadelphia, Boston and Chattatising", the stations can support
dustry.
nooga, with the abundant resources themselves. "Otherwise," he said, which it has locals, he said, the
"The real question at issue in of the ILGW behind the enter- "we are not interested in the proj- Union has formed debating groups,
prises until they are on their own.
this dispute is whether an employer
ect as a commercial
venture."
Com- forums, dramatic units, arts and
mercial programs would
comprise
At a well-attended news confershall be required to make a concircles, and recreational
ence in the Willard Hotel in Wash- less than 50% of the station sched- crafts
tract of employment with employes
activities. He cited the Union's thehe asserted.
ington, the Union disclosed that it He ules,explained
whose services are not needed, reatrical
production,
"Pinsto andmillions
Neethat in anticipation
for commercial
dles", which
played
quired, or wanted," he declared. filed applications
with the FCC on Monday, of operations, ILGW has organized throughout
"We have yielded for the present channels
the
country,
as
indicacompanies, each to be known
tive of the dramatic and musical
to pressure brought to bear upon along with some 150 others which four
us so as to relieve the industry were submitted under the 60-day as Unity Broadcasting Corp., to talent which can be utilized through
period
granted
by
the
Commission
manage
the
stations.
Each
comradio.
generally from a threatened strike. in its Aug. 7 policy in preparation
pany will be locally officered and
Erroneous Impression
In support of its applications, the
staffed and given full autonomy
for postwar processing.
Unionsegment
said itofhasa community
proved thathas"noa
"We will faithfully
carryandout pay
our
Frederick F. Umhey, executive over its station. Mr. Umhey will one
contractual
obligations
secretary
of
the
Union,
amplifying
of the New York stathese men the amount specified by a statement announcing the pro- be president
on
talent"
if the
tion; Luigi Antonini, treasurer; monopoly
media for expressionandarethat
available
Harry Greenberg, secretary.
the contract, but it is not our purgram, told reporters that approxi- andSamuel
"thousands
of
hitherto
unknown
pose to have these musicians renOtto,
general
manager
of
$250,000 has been set aside
der any service for the money paid for thematelyconstruction
make theirmusical
contribuof the sta- the Philadelphia Dressmakers Joint persons may dramatic,
and
them. We submit that such contions and that another $200,000 Board, will be president of the culturaltions to the
worlds.
tracts of employment lead to chaos would be borrowed to carry the Philadelphia station and Daniel
"The conventional class rooms,
and, if generally pursued, the ulti- enterprises during their early oper- Gingold, an officer of ILGW, vice
it depresident. Philip Kremer and theatersclared,and"are noconcert
mate destruction of any industry."
ation.
He
said
the
Union's
financial
longer halls,"
large enough
filed with the FCC showed Jacob Halpern, active in Boston to house the audience
He said
has repeatedly
which
wants
stated
and "WDOD
now reiterates
that it reports
ILGW
unions,
will
be
president
and
assets of $7,191,000, with over
does not require the services of $2,000,000 in dues paid in 1944 by vice president of the Boston sta- to see and hear this talent. Technological improvements have made
any of these men for an effective over 300,000 members.
tion. John Martin, regional direcfor hundreds of thoutor of ILGW, will be president of it possible
Mr. Umhey emphasized that, aloperation of the station."
(Continued on page 86)
though sponsored by the ILGW, the Chattanooga station, with
The WDOD executive said "an
BROADCASTING
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SPEARHEAD
A wary America, with purse well lined, has
been promised a higher standard of living,
wants it, and intends to have it. It will, not
go off half-cocked on an aimless buying
spree. It will be more brand-conscious and
quality-conscious than ever before.
Industry and business can make good on
that promise, supply that demand. Productive capacity is more than adequate; distribution isthe problem. In the catch-as-catchcan scuffle for post-war markets, radio-time,
well bought, stands out as a sure short-cut
to quick and widespread acceptance of new

products, and the rehabilitation of older
lines.
Westinghouse Radio Stations, in this 25th
year of broadcasting, are veterans in advertising and promotional techniques. . are well
equipped to serve you in this battle of distribution, ina period when time is of the
essence. The six stations of Westinghouse,
in six vital and important markets, Boston,
Springfield, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Fort
Wayne and Portland, should rate high in
your sales-plans for the period just ahead.
Our national representatives will help you;
call on them.

WBZ • WBZA

RADIO STATIONS Inc
• WOWO • KEX • KYW • KDKA

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES-EXCEPT KEX

BROADCASTING

IN THE BATTLE FOR MARKETS

• Broadcast Advertising

• KEX REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
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Station Promotes
Tulsa
account the fact that some 90% of
By OLAF J. BUE
Associate Professor of Journalism KVOO's listeners live on the farms
Montana State U.
and in the small towns of Oklahoma and neighboring states.
HERE'S
a
blueprint
for
a
promo"Whytowns
not,"ofhethethought,
the
tion that not only makes friends of small
area tell"lettheir
newspaper editors but actually puts stories over KVOO
them in harness with radio for the a forum program?"onceW. a B.weekWay,on
good ofdio and
press,
rageneral
public.
the idea. manager of KVOO, liked
Since December
Small Town Story
this program has
been building
A few days later ten leading
friends for Tulsmall-town publishers were Mr.
Way's
Mr. Miller
KVOO.sa's 50,00 0 w
presentedguests
his atplandinner.
and asked
them,
as community leaders, to pick the
The nidea
germimen and handle the arrangments,
ated in the mind
each in his own community.
of Ken Miller,
Unused to such seeming philanhead
of
KVOO's
Mr.
Miller
news bureau. He
thropy, the editors had only one
was thinking about a public serv- question: "How much will this
ice program that would take into
cost us?"

Street
Main
Reassured there would be no cost
to them or the towns they represented, that the station would come
to them for the broadcasts, the
editors seized upon the idea.
Public Service
At 12:30 p.m. December 31, Main
Street Speaks hit the air, broadcast
by remote control from the Pettit
Theater in Hominy, 35 miles from
Tulsa, "as a public service feature
of KVOO, dedicated to a greater
Southwest
a greaterbegan
America."
Thus theandprogram
and,
save for two minor changes, it continues with mounting response. The
hour has been moved up to 11:30
Sunday morning; and, for sake of
convenience all around, the proare now being
recorded.by a
Each gramsprogram
is preceded

DR. BUE got a close-up of KVOO's
home
town series
the summer
at thewhen
stationhe asspentan 1
interne
the NAB-American
Assn. ofunder
Schools
and Depts. of
Journalism plan. Here he describes
how the program works.
quarter-page advertisement in the
newspaper of the originating town.
Newspapers
invariably
carryas ana foladvance news story
as well
low,
and
occasionally
some
editorial
comment. At least one editor not

only allypraised
the program
but also refused
to accepteditoripayment for the display space used to
advertise the broadcast.
In arranging the programs, Mr.
Miller makes an appointment with
the next editor on his list and appears at the appointed time with
an engineer and a wire-recorder.
The editor has already made appointments with his townsmen.
They meet in the newspaper office,
the Chamber of Commerce office,
the
Hall, anywhere
the county
office City
— almost
— andagent's
they
i— \
talk while the engineer sets up his
equipment. Not for Sale
e
Despite requests that sometimes
Meadut
Tutt
sound much
forum
is notlike
for demands,
sale. The KVOO's
pay-off
on this community service program
comes through other channels.
Best proof of its popularity is,
perhaps,
enthusiasm
which
NewsmantheKen
Miller with
is greeted
when
he
goes
out
to
a
new
town
to
*
830,000
Pop
St. Louis,
^
record another in this series. It
;'
Zl^OOwas
this
writer's
privilege
to
obs^op.S
Orlean
New Diego, Pop. . . 390,000^
San
small-town
friendsserve inMr. Miller
actionandat hisPerry,
Okla.,
"
and
later
at
Tonkawa.
0
. 177,60
Pop. 1,919,
New Haven,Total
000
Sure, they know Ken Miller. Perhaps theyknow
haven'thimseenandhimthatbefore,
WOAI Daytime Primary Area t
but they
program Main Street
Speaks. They
heard the broadcast from Beggs or
Coprp.1945. Sc1,916,500'
Chandler or Collinsville or Broken
Po
Arrow. They know the joke about
the cheese factory — a joke because,
for a time, it seemed that every
community wanted one.
perhaps they
best
M. Hauser, assistant director of the Census
thatOr broadcast
from remember
Antlers, Okla.
St. Louis, New Orleans, San.1Diego :•and ;New'
in
April
on
the
third
day
after
a
Haven are all big and profitable markets, but
Bureau, as having superior prospects for
tornado had wiped out half of the
the full measure of WOAI's daytime primary
retaining their wartime growth.
town, killed 97 and injured 300
area gives you a market practically equal to
others.
It's the rich Central and South Texas market;
the combined population of those four cities!
Newspaper Comment
a market in which WOAI sells more merchanIn this market are San Antonio and Corpus
That was a broadcast to remember— the mayor, a congressman and
dise to more people than any other station —
Christi — two of the sixteen metropolitan counother community leaders went on
at a lower cost per sale!
ties in the entire United States listed by Philip
the air
with plans
for reconstruction of their
town before
the dust
of wind-borne destruction had
50,000 WATTS
fully settled.
Another indication of acceptance
CLEAR CHANNEL
OAI
is
in KVOO'sthere
waiting
list.to beAt found
this moment
are
NBC AFFILIATE
20 towns waiting their turns.
MEMBER TQN
San ^k&tu&
Said a columnist in the Tulsa
World, before the program was a
Represented Nationally By
month
"Those Sunday
afterEDWARD PETRY & CO.
dinner old:
broadcasts,
over KVOO,
called Main Street Speaks, are a
The Powerful Advertising Influence of the Southwest
(Continued on page 8b)
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Time forblasting sales curves upward
is the kind of time Weed & Company
stations offer and Weed men sell.
Time buyers across the nation rely on
Weed for help in spotting hot markets and influencing them through
topnotch availabilities.

WEED

AND

RADIO
NEW

YORK

BROADCASTING

• BOSTON

STATION

• CHICAGO

• Broadcast Advertising

The Weed motto, "time will sell", is
amply demonstrated by the continuing flow of contracts into sales-able
stations that carry this meaningful
line on their letterheads: "Nationally
Represented by Weed & Company."

COMPANY
REPRESENTATIVES

• DETROIT

• SAN FRANCISCO

• HOLLYWOOD
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N. Y. Candidates

SCHLITZ

WEMP's

10th

SALUTES

Anniversary

With a gala birthday party in its worldfamous "Brown Bottle/' home of the beer
that made Milwaukee famous, Schlitz
salutes WEMP, an integral part of Milwaukee that in its ten years of service
has helped keep it famous!

WEAAP
Milwaukee
Established October 15, 1935
AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
C. J. Lanphier
Howard H. Wilson & Co.,
General Manager
National Representatives
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Appeal
by Have
Radio
Most City Stations
Full
Schedules in Mayoralty Race
NEW YORK stations, except
WNEW and WQXR, are selling
time to political candidates for the
city's mayoralty campaign, and
majority of stations already have
full schedules lined up for various
candidates and political parties.
Station WNEW, Oct. 15 through
Nov. 5 is presenting twice-weekly
half -hour broadcasts on a free, sustChoice,
a i n i nMonday
g basis,10-10:30
called p.m.
People's
and
Saturday,
9-9
:
30
p.m.,
during
which
statements of accredited candidates
and partiesnouncers.
are read
station
anAnnouncersby are
rotated
to insure impartiality. During registration week, Oct. 8-13, WNEW
featured spot announcements urging
listeners
der to vote. to register in order
Free Time
WQXR, instead of selling time,
is offering 15 minutes free to each
candidate for mayor in New York.
Broadcasts will be made between
Oct. 22 and Nov. 3, and station
will have seven such programs if
all candidates accept offer.
WJZ has 57 broadcasts sold to
parties and candidates, and has already presented several programs.
Broadcasts will include 10 and 15
minute talks and a 55-minute
broadcast on election eve, Nov. 5.
Spot announcements are also contemplated.
WHOM, Oct. 15 through Nov. 5,
is selling announcements and proTotalgram oftime. 20 hours and 40 minutes
have been scheduled for campaign
on WMCA from Oct. 1 to Nov. 5.
WABC has sold 6:30-6:45 p.m.
period Oct. 12, 19, 26, and Nov. 2,
and sold a quarter-hour Oct. 5.
Threecasts onpolitical
broadWOR havecommercial
been scheduled
during October.
WEVD is selling time to all
parties in spot announcements,
five-minute, and quarter-hour portions throughout the campaign.
WINS has sold about $7,000 in
daily spots for one candidate and
spots for another started Oct. 8
and continue daily through Nov. 2.
William O. Tilenius, assistant
manager of sales operation of local
WEAF
"So
far WEAFsales,has said
been last
able week,
to satisfy
all requests for broadcasts on behationlf of ismayoralty
candidates."
selling program
and Staannouncement time, with first programs scheduled to start Oct. 14
and
through election day,
Nov. continue
5.

SIXTY SECONDS to go, said Manager Alvin Pack at 5:59 a.m. Sept.
30 as he prepared to put KALL
Salt Lake City on the air with first
program. Ruth Erickson, operator,
and Ruth Hale (Miss Reveille)
started proceedings.

AP IS TAKING STEPS
TO FULFILL DECISION
ASSOCIATED PRESS will take
immediate steps to comply with a
Supreme Court ruling that the
news service must amend its bylaws on admission of new members,
Robert McLean, president, announced lastpetition
week after
the high 1
court denied
for rehearing.
Mr.
McLean,
publisher
of theof
Philadelphia Bulletin, licensee
WPEN, said: "Prompt action will
be taken
to comply
the decision so that
the courtwithinjunction
may be lifted, since it is inconceivable thatshall
the world's
news
service
operate greatest
permanently
under restraint which threatens
Government supervision of the
channels
of news." Court held that
The Supreme
AP's by-laws with reference to
new members violate the anti-trust
statutes and that they must be
amended. Neither the suit, brought
by the Chicago Sun, nor the Sueffect onpremetheCourtAPdecision
radio have
wire, anywhich
is a product
of
Press
Assn.,
subsidiary of the parent organization.
Four Stations Receive
Safety Service Awards
MAYNARD H. COE, director of
the farm division of the National
Safety Council, presented the counto Safetycil's
awardDistinguished
to WKY Service
Oklahoma
City
on a special broadcast over that
station, 12:30 p. m. CST, Oct. 9.
The award was presented fori
"outstanding
...
McNeill Five-Weekly
National Farmpublic
Safetyservice
Week,in Julys
EFFECTIVE Oct. 29, American 22-28, 1945." Similar awards werej
Broadcasting Co. Breakfast Club,
presented
week for
by theits council'
with Don McNeill, will be heard on to
WJR last
Detroit
Farm 1
five weekly basis, dropping Satur- Forum program; WOSU ColumOhio State U. station, and
day program for first time in 13 WTIC bus,Hartford.
years.
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NOW

So

Try This

NBC's

Parade

+

590

+

5000

Formula

for OMAHA

©f stars

KILOCYCLES
WATTS

Jjuiqesb GbudZe*

.-

=Ttte

Proven

Several changes are impending in Omaha broadcasting. The net
result will be more and better programs for all listeners in this area.
WOW congratulates the stations involved and
wishes them unlimited success.
At the same time — now that radio advertising dollars MUST count WOW calls your attention to the fundamental principle of radio advertising: AUDIENCE is ALL-IMPORTANT.
When you consider the Omaha Market, remember the equation above!
590 KC

RADIO STATION

OMAHA,
NEBRASKA
w
o
• NBC • 5000 WATTS
Owner and Operator of
KODY • NBC IN NORTH PLATTE

Radio Plans
Program Directors Hear
Details at
Meeting
COMPLETE plans for radio participation inthe Victory Loan drive
— Oct. 29-Dec. 8 — were presented
last Friday to a meeting of NAB
program
held at the Statler Hotel, directors
Washington.
All details have been handled
under a system that places packets
and transcriptions in the hands of
stations at least two weeks ahead
of broadcast. This simplifies the
problem of scheduling loan programs and announcements.
All material, transcribed and
live, is sponsorable with the exception of one Bing Crosby record.
Prepared under direction of Lt.
David Levy, chief of the War Finance Division's Radio Section, and
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Complete
for
H. Quentin Cox, consultant to the
chief, the project includes complete packets and two booklets.
The first booklet consists of a 70page collection of background information on the loan with "reason
why" copy, facts, suggestions and
prepared
speeches.
second provides material and The
suggestions
for
promotion campaigns.
NAB last week sent to stations
a bulletin urging them to cooperate
in the drive and listing material to
be used. Bulletin was prepared by
Arthur Stringer, secretary of the
NAB Bond Committee. Mr.
Stringer called on broadcasters to
go the limit in promoting the $11,000,000,000
drive, last
of the wartime bond selling
campaigns.
NAB will provide stations with
"Telling
World"reports
reportsprovide
to be
filled out.theThese
the Treasury with the story of

Loan Drive
broadcast support. First such reports, used in the Seventh War
Loan, showed that broadcasters
and their advertisers had supplied
55% of all promotion for the drive.
Their efforts were valued at $23,513,742 in time.
Palmer Thompson, recently discharged as a first lieutenant in the
Medical Administrative Corps,
joinedtion Oct.the5. Treasury's
Radioseveral
SecHe has written
scripts for the Treasury Salutes
series in the past. Formerly a fiction writer, announcer and producer, he was a radio writer for
Young & Rubicam when he entered
the service in 1942.
Among special features available
to stations during the Victory Loan
campaign will be mobile exhibits,
special personalities.
shows, bands Inand coastal
wellknown
cities certain naval craft will be

available. Stations are urged to
contact State War Finance Chairmen for schedules of such events.
These chairmen also have speakers'
handbooks.
Treasury material prepared for
the drive includes the following
transcriptions :
Eighteen five-minute features,
Diary Personalities, done by Hollycommentators.
are fourminuteswood long
with They
a minute
for;
commercials.
Eighteen five-minute musical
programs, Sing for Victory, between three and four minutes, inserted in an overall Music for Milseries ofNationally
18 quarter-hour
musicallionshits.
famous
singers take part, singing new
songs
top composers
by topby orchestras.
The andSingmusic
for t
Victory segments are an integral!
part of the Music for Millions\
transcriptions,
provide a separate series of but
programs.
Eighteen quarter -hour Treasury
Salutes discs, dramas of mass appeal written by leading dramatists
and played by name talent with
direction by Mark Goodson and
music byterialMark
Story ma-of
selected Warnow.
from hundreds
case histories.
One transcription, Sports Personalities Speak, with 18 one-minute
One transcription, Industrial
Leaders Speak, with 18 one-minute
Special record by Bing Crosby
"We've Got Another Bond to Buy", i
with John Scott Trotter orchestra,! j
choir from Maritime Service Trainingord Station,
Cal. This reccannot beAvalon,
sponsored.
Two hit records, With Georgia
Gibbs on one side, Jerry Wayne on
the other. Each has new Victory
Bond lyrics and can be sponsored.
Two transcriptions for farm
area stations
with 36 optional halfminute
announcements.
Kickoff program for drive will be
broadcast Oct. 29. Departing from
regular Treasury Salute format, it
will be a musical cavalcade of the
war and will include Secretary of
the Treasury Fred M. Vinson and
the National Director of War Finance Drive, Ted R. Gamble.
Treasury will send stations nine
packets of live announcements.
They will include a series for housewives; announcements by celebrities, by combat
hospitals; series casualties
for rural from
listeners
near cities; messages for general
use (largest of the packets), series
for weather forecasters; series by
farm market reporters; messages of
special
interestbreaks.
to farmers; 10second station
In addition there will be transcriptions of optional
announcements for farm
area stations.

AMERICAN
Forcesreports
Network
ters in Europe
that headquartwo daysi
after
AFN-Berlin
went market
on the went
air, ra-'
dios
on
Berlin's
black
up
200%
in
price.
Germans
had
discovered
that
their
Hitler
radios,
which
coulfl
only
get
certain
wavelengths,
were
able
to pickfrequencies
up AFN, (1420
whichkc).is on one <Sl
Nazi
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NEW WING, costing $630,000, will house two new studios at NBC
Hollywood building, to be ready in five months. Each studio will seat 340.
RCAF
Public

Service

— is an effective means of evaluating
the overall worth of a radio station
to the community it serves — especially ifthat Public Service helps to
develop strong, healthy and happy
American boys.
August 29, 1945
Radio Station WWVA,
Wheeling, West Virginia.
Dear Friends:
We of the YMCA have approached WWVA for
help in one way or another on many occasions.
Not only have you liberally donated program
time, but, in many cases, have taken the trouble
to talk over our work with us and make suggestions as to how we could do a better job.
As a direct result of this help more boys have
learned to live healthy, happy lives by participation in "Y" programs.
For the aids you have rendered our institution,
we want to express our sincere appreciation.
Yours sincerely,
T. M. Robinson
Boys' Work Secretary, YMCA
Ask a John Blair Man
Basic American Network
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Radio

Division

Turned

Out

3,000 Broadcasts During Its Existence
WARTIME operations of the Radio unit, reputedly the first field unit
Division of the RCAF Public Rela- organized by any of the Allied
tions came to an end in September armed services, followed the RCAF
after more than three years, orig- into Normandy. It ran up a total
broad-In of nearly 1,000 network broadcasts
castsinating
from allapproximately
over the3,000
world.
from the cordings
fieldbroadcast
plus bynearly
500 re95 Canadian
addition, a corps of writers, distations.
rectmentary
ors, and artists
produced
docufeatures for CBC, BBC,
Its broadcasts were heard by
and BBC's shortwave links with English-speaking audiences around
Africa, India, Australia, the U. S. the world through BBC, Mutual
and Latin America.
Broadcasting System, CBC and the
The division got its start early state broadcasting systems of South
Africa,
India and the Antipodes.
in 1942 when J. W. G. Clark, director-in-chief ofpublic relations
F/L. R. Mackness, now back with
CBC
in
Vancouver, originally
called on Andy McDermott, then
Montreal manager of H. N. Stovin headed the field unit. His place was
& Co., station representatives, to taken by F/L. C. H. Hutchings, retake
charge of RCAF radio public
discharged from
Pacificby
relations.
Force cently
in Canada,
and thelastly
Prior to D-Day, the emphasis F/O. Warren H. Wilkes. F/L. Scott
was on features such as Comrades Reid, senior engineer, CKNX
in Arms, Headquarters Report, Wingham, and Sgt. Art Boulden
Canadian Calendar, Eyes Front, are returning to civilian life. F/O.
Wings Abroad and others. Once the Don Fairbairn, now with the CBC
invasion of Europe commenced, the as overseas correspondent, was
emphasis changed to straight news. awarded the British Empire Medal
The RCAF mobile field recording for his brilliant field reporting.
Brawley Heads WCHS CAPT. KOCH TO JOIN
Public Service Division MUTUAL AS ENGINEER
HARRY M. BRAWLEY, former CAPT. J. Wesley Koch, formerly
principal of Chamberlain Junior chief engineer of KFEQ St.
High School, Charleston, W. Va.,
he designed and inhas been appointed director of the Joseph, where
stal ed a complete new transnew public service department of
mitting plant in 1942, was exWCHS Charleston, to work primarMutual's
ing staffpectedonto join
or about
Oct. engineer15, upon
ily in adult and child education at discharge
from the Signal Corps.
While
an
undergraduate
the
present.
Mr. Brawley
per- U. of Nebraska, he designedat and
sonal contactwill
withmaintain
Charleston
constructed special equipment for
school
heads, program
building the
station's
educational
around
the a wired-radio program distributing
CBS American School of the Air. systemice of operated
Lincoln, byNeb.Program
In 1942Serv-he
He received AB and MA degrees
the Signal Corps and was
from West Virginia U. and engaged entered
Italy. radio
staff
officer
at
Allied
in further graduate studies there Headquarters in North AfricaForce
and
and at ciatedDuke
U. He had shools
been assowith Charleston
since
1932, in an executive capacity since
1940.
Mars Shift
Inauguration
of the Oct.
new departInc., Time
Chicago,
Oct. 11 shiftment was announced
3 at a MARS
ed Curtain
on American
netdinner for school principals. Robwork, Wednesday 8-8:30 p.m.
ert Hudson, CBS supervisor of edu- (CST) to Thursday 9 p.m. AmeriOwe Foot in Heaven
meeting. cational broadcasts, addressed the shiftscantosustainer
Wednesday spot.
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IT'S IN THE
AIR!!!
You can't see it, of course, but the air's full of WGN's new and returning line-up of
autumn shows. Middle western listeners expect the finest in radio fare from WGN
and they get it in this imposing array of talent.
Local shows include: Distinguished Guest Hour . . . Meet Tommy Bartlett . . .
Happy Birthday . . . Country Sheriff . . . Easy Aces . . . Jim Evans Sports Forecast
. . . College Football Games . . . Let's Get Acquainted . . . Magic Step to Romance . . .
Meet the Folks . . . And in the network offerings we find : Sherlock Holmes . . . The
Nebbs . . . The Shadow . . . Radio Auction Gallery . . . Captain Midnight . . . Rogue's
Gallery . . . House of Mystery . . . Inside of Sports . . .
It's true, you can't see them, but, like the invigorating breath of autumn itself,
they're in the air !

A Clear Channel Station . . .
Serving the Middle
MUTUAL
Ei

ADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

rd BROADCASTING SYSTEM
220 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
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WMAQ WILL TRY OUT
SMALL RECORDERS
GREATER COVERAGE of Chicago news is expected to result from
the use of a portable film recorder,
and the addition of a fulltime roving reporter, according to William
Ray, news and special events director for WMAQ-NBC.
Sheldon W. Peterson is being
assigned to fulltime coverage of
major news sources in Chicago, in
line with the increased interest
in local news. WMAQ will make use
of the film recorder whenever possible, particularly
"spot"
news
and special
events. onOnly
difficulty
with the recorder, Mr. Ray pointed
out, is that all such equipment is
operated on AC current, while
downtown
is DC.
This requiresChicago's
the use ofpower
an adapter,
or mobile unit which weighs more
than the recorder itself.
ITS

Bob Hope, Baby Snooks, Radio Theater
Head Hooper Ratings on West Coast
BOB HOPE heads the list of most report, down 0.1 from a year ago.
sets-in-use
popular
programs
on theaccording
Pacific Average
14.8, downdaytime
3.4 from
August, wasup
Coast during
September,
a
year
ago.
Average
dayto C. E. Hooper Inc., which rates 1.0 from
time available audience was 66.9,
him at 18.9. The Baby Snooks show,
0.1 from the last report, and up
with a substitute broadcasting for up
Fannie Brice was second with 17.2, 2.5 from a year ago.
Following Hope, Brice and Lux,
YOU DO IT this way, insists Cliff and Radio Theater third with 14.9.
other programs comprising the
Arquettee, star of American
evening audience rating the
First
Fifteeen were: Mr. District
Glamour, as he pokes digit into ribs forAverage
on the West Coast Attorney*
14.8; Vox Pop, 14.8;
of Tom McDermott, Benton & was the7.2,period
up 1.0 from the August Truth or Consequences,
The
Bowlesbert A.producer.
Onlooker
is Gil-of report and up 0.1 from the Sep- Whistler, 13.9; People Are13.9;
Funny,
Ralston, radio
director
tember 1944 rating. Average eveProcter & Gamble Co., sponsor.
ning sets-in-use was 27.9, up 3.7 13.7; Hildegarde,
Gil13.3; Can13.3;
You Great
Top This?
from August, down 1.7 from the dersleeve,
13.1; Kate Smith Sings, 13.1; Philo
The WMAQ news room has made year before. Average evening avail- Vance,
13.0; Thin Man, 12.9; Judy
able audience was 73.8, up 4.5 since
frequent use of the recorder, and
the last report, down 0.3 from a Canova, 12.2.
recently
was
able
to
put
on
on-thespot broadcasts of a downtown year ago.
Canadian Ratings
Chicagoerans atfire
processing111. of vetAverage daytime audience ratFortandSheridan,
ing was 3.7, down 0.8 from the last LEADING CANADIAN daytime
programs for September, have
been announced by the national
MARKET TIME! TOBACCO
rating service of Elliott-Hayhes
Ltd., Toronto research firm. The
WAREHOUSES CROWDED WITH BUMPER CROP Happy Gang (Canadian origination) leads the English language
daytime shows with a rating of
14.2
and
sets in use rated at 22.6.
%e Golden Leaf brings millions of dollars to this
Second
is
Big followed
Sister, with
ratrich and populous section of North Carolina each year
ing of 12.2,
by aClaire
Wallace
(Canadian
origination),
Ma Perkins, Road of Life, Lucy
Linton (Canadian origination),
Soldier's Wife (Canadian originaPepper Young's
Family,
Woman tion),
of America,
and Breakfast
Club.
The leading French-language
daytime shows
Septembersoups)
were
Jeunesse
Doreefor(Campbell
with a rating of 25.5 and sets in
use at 39, followed by Quelles
Nouvelle (Barsalou P.&G.) , Joyeux
Troubadours (Colgate), La Rue
Principal
(Oxydol) and Grande
Soeur
(Rinso).
Sixty- f ive per cent of all the domestic cigarettes are
made within fifty miles of W B I G s transmitter!

That cigarette you smoked after breakfast this morning more than likely came
from the primary listening area of Radio
Station WBIG, in Greensboro, N. C, which
is the core of the world's tobacco markets.
Within
of WBIG's
the threefiftygreatmilestobacco
marketstransmitters,
of the Old
Belt — Reidsville, Madison, and Durham — as
well as the majority of the smaller marts,
are situated. Sixty-five percent of all the
domestic cigarettes are manufactured in
the area.
Fully aware of the great service it can
render to the tobacco world, WBIG has
opened its airlanes to every phase of the
industry from planter to consumer. The farmers who labor so painstakingly over
their crops are aided with
information released by the
government
presenting
tual information
which fachas
proved very valuable to the

arrangement
and closing
various markets.
sales in the
Adding pleasure to business, special music
programs are arranged by Margaret Banks,
WBIG'S music director. Selections heard include Western ballads, hoedown numbers
and folkofmusic.
Five ofsellthetheirnation's
brands
cigarettes
waresleading
regularly over WBIG, thus completing the
cycle from grower to consumer. As a result of the carefully planned format publicizing the industry, more than a million
pounds of weed are sold daily which brings
revenue in the amount of $30,000,000 a
month into the rich and populous trading
area of North, Carolina.
WBIG donhas
nothing une, its bestleftresources
are
used to present Golden Leaf
news inestingan manner
attractive,
interto a tobacco
listening area.
COLUMBIA NETWORK

weed growers. Weather reports are given
duringket timethe comes
growingtheyseason
and when
are kept
postedmar-on
conditions and prices of the leaf. When it is
time for the chant of the auctioneers, warehousemen are assisted in the gigantic task of
arranging sales of the tobacco and pushing
the sales forward at top prices. Daily sales
are reported with volume and prices from
the markets being broadcast. Sales reports
are given throughout the entire day of
broadcasting
are presented
in a clear
concise manner.and Demand
and supply,
leaf
qualities and crop quantities are discussed.
Information is given as to the opening,

n Greensboro, N. C.
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Auditions Year Old
NBC's Welcome \ Home Auditions
for servicemen
women
terested in radio and
careers
markedinits first anniversary Oct. 9, having held a total of 4,756 interviews and 1,890 auditions for applicants representing all phases of
radio. Plan is supervised by Kathryn Cole,
who interviews
advises applicants,
500 of whomand have
passed
their
auditions,
and
makes
recommendations for employment.
Service was instituted by Clarence
L. Menser, NBC vice-president in
charge of programs.

Food Reports
DOROTHY LEWIS, NAB coordinator of listener activity, will send
releases for use by NAB stations
and members of the Assn. of
Women Directors of 425 stations
in 270 cities when she attends the
World Foodganization
and Conference
Agricultural
Orwhich opens
in Quebec Oct. 16. Mrs. Lewis also
will be mistress of ceremonies at
that
day.
an inaugural
broadcast on CBS
BROADCASTING
* Broadcast Advertising

'Remember Our Men'
It is easy to forget, perhaps, but it is just
as easy to remember, and besides there is a
privilege and
duty. One is thinking
of KGW's
campaign
for aremembrance,
and of the
pledge
of thetainstation's
staff
artists
to
continue
to
disabled service men in army and enternavy
hospitals, for so long a time as the need exists.
The pledge is fittingly simple, and we think
it should here be repeated, for it is something
that everybody might well take to heart:
In recognition of the fact that, although peace has
come,
be overthatforI shall
many continue
of our
service themen warand may
women,neverI pledge
to entertain
hospitalized
veterans
whenever
and
wherever I can.
One does not need to be a radio entertainer
to adopt the spirit of this obligation, but it
is hoped that all radio stations will join in
the movement, and, indeed, the "Remember
Our Men" campaign is effectively organized
for that purpose. The war is over for you and
your hours are filled with eventful interest
— but it isn't over for the hospitalized veteran
who has little to entertain himself with, save
to lie there and read — if he can read — or lie
there and think, or hobble about with four
walls
his bounds.
it isn'tto over
for him.
But heformust
not be No,
allowed
suppose
that
he is forgotten.
— reprinted from the Portland Oregonian, September 15, 7945
PATSY BAUMAN, one of the featured performers on KGW's "Remember
Our Men" series of radio programs originating from veteran's hospitals in
the Portland area, gives autographs to a group at the Portland Veterans
hospital, after the show.

FREE PLEDGE CARDS are still available to organizations interested in furthering this post-war entertainment campaign for wounded veterans.
one ofthe GREAT STATIONS ofthe NATION

BANDLEADER RAY HERBECK
holds his pledge card which has
just been presented by Tom
Swafford, KGW Production
chief. "The idea is plenty
OKAY," says Ray!
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Use of Channel Designations Is Urged
To Simplify Tuning on FM Receivers
EDITOR Broadcasting:
On the other hand, if dials are caliManufacturers will soon be
brated according to channel numthe listener will find it easier
putting FM receiving sets on the than bers,ever
before to tune in a
market and it is of considerable
selected station. And anything that
import
ance
to
broadcasters how
makes
tuning
more listening. easier makes for
FM frequencies
Undoubtedly
the setthismanufacare to be designated.
turers are considering
matter,
For instance,
but I feel the subject is of too
WTAG-FM h a s
great importance
to be left
chance
decision. Perhaps
you tocana
been assigned a
frequency of
stir up the broadcasters to make
themselves heard. I have reason to
102.1 mc. The
believe the FCC would welcome
FCC has seen fit
Mr. Hill
to designate this
general
adoption of the method
herein proposed.
frequency as
Channel 71. If the radio set dials
E. E. Hill,
are to be calibrated in frequencies,
Managing Director,
it is going to be difficult for the
listener to remember a given freWTAG,
Worcester,WTAG-FM
Mass.
quency and to find it on the dial.
Kentucky hurley in the field.
Lexington's Bluegrass
A Rich, Reliable
FARM
MARKET
A farm market that has had less crop failures than any comparable
marketburley
in thetobacco
nation.market
In addition
to being the1944-45
world's sales)
largestitlooseleaf
($90,000,000,
is a
major early spring lamb production area, the thoroughbred, standardbred and saddle horse center of America. Kentucky's 2nd market.
Note The Comparison Below
*Value of Farms (Land and
Buildings) Dollars . . . 1940
— Value of Farms in ONLY 15 Bluegrass Counties
(WLAP's Primary)
$213,471,218
— tucky
Value of Farms in the Entire State of Ken$776,494,098
WLAP's
countiesof make
up nearly one-third of
Total Farm15 Values
the State!
*U. S. Census of Agriculture — Kentucky — 1940
AFFILIATED WITH THE AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
NUNN STATIONS
WLAP, Lexington, Ky.
WCMI, Ashland, Ky.
Studios :
Huntington, W. Va.
WBIR, Knoxville, Tenn.
KFDA, Amarillo, Tex.
Owned
and operated
by Gilmore
Nunn
and
J. LindsayN. Nunn.

WLAT

J. E. Willis, Manager

Lexington, Kentucky
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
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Virgil Evans, Applicant
For New Stations, Dies
VIRGIL EVANS, former owner of
WSPA Spartanburg, an applicant
for two new stations in the south,
died in Spartanburg Oct. 3 following a long illness. Mr. Evans
was overseas with the Red Cross
duringtions the
while inhisMarietta,
applicafor newwarstations
Ga., and other southern points were
pending.
He formerly
fied with other
stations inwasthe identisouth
and had some background as a
newspaperman and lawyer.
Mr. Evans sold WSPA to its
present owners,
Spartanburg
Advertising Co., in 1940.
At the time
he was a member of the state
legislature and publisher of a weekly newspaper in Spartanburg.
ATS Meeting
FIRST of 1945-46 season monthly
meetingsvision Society
of the
was American
held Oct. 11Tele-in
the Salon Room of the Hotel Barbizon-Plaza, New York. Report on
the initial panel meeting on programming and production, headed
by Edward Sobol, NBC. television
producer, was presented.

JOHN BOLER NEW
NCBS BOARD HEAD
JOHN W. BOLER resigned last
week
president of System
the Northto
Centralas Broadcasting
become chairman of the board. He
will maj
continue
the
orityas
stockholder
in NCBS.ceeding Suchim in
the presidency is
Howard S. Johndent
of son,
thevice-pre'siKVOX
Broadcasting
Co.,
Moorhead, Minn.,
and
dent vice-presiof the
Jamestown Broadcasting Co.,
Jamestown, N. D.
Mr. Boler also announced his
resignation as president of KVOX
Moorhead, with David C. Shepard,
treasurer, replacing him. Mr. Boler
still retains his stock interest, and
now becomes chairman of the
board. He is also chaiman of the
board of the Jamestown Broadcastholder.ing Co., and the majority stockIndependent Broadcasting Co. of
Des Moines, of which Mr. Boler is
president, has an application on
file with the FCC for 10,000 w on
940 kc. He was also elected president of the Middle West Broadcasting Co., St. Paul, which filed
with the FCC last week for a station of 5,000 w, 580 kc.

School Radio Course
NBC University of the Air
series,chosen
"Our asForeign
Policy,"
has
been
basis for
the first
in a series of courses for education by radio sponsored by MassaGridcasts Added
chusetts Department of Education,
division of university extension. WNBT New York, NBC video
Under so-called "Massachusetts station, has added a Sunday afterPlan" those taking courses are
noon schedule of professional footgiven full collegiate credit. Plan
ball games in addition to its Saturis supported by NBC, the World
day college football telecasts. Seven
Peace Foundation and cooperat- home games of the New York
Giants will be televised. Sunday
Westinghouse
stations WBZWBZAing Boston
and Springfield.
Dr. series started with Giants-Yankees
Leland M. Goodrich, professor of game Oct. 14, with Bob Stanton,
political science at Brown U. and NBC announcer, describing action.
director of the foundation, will Future games will be handled by
lead 26-week semester. First broad- Arthur
New YorkDaley,
Times.sports columnist of
cast was Oct. 13.
BROADCASTING
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News

when

listeners

want

it

TWO OF THE MOST CONVENIENTLY TIMED
NEWS PROGRAMS

available

ON THE AIR...

LOCALLY

at LOCAL

COSTS
1. WORLD NEWS ROUND-UP
Monday through Saturday, 8:00 to 8:15 A.M. EST. (Sundays 9:00 to 9:15 A.M.)
2. NEWS

Other important live-talent
NBC programs broadcast
co-operatively include:
H. V. KALTENBORN
Monday,
Friday
7:45 to Wednesday,
8:00 P.M. EST
MORGAN BEATTY
Monday
through
1:45 to 2:00
P.M. Friday
EST
HARKNESS OF WASHINGTON
Mondayto 11:30
throughP.M.Friday
11:15
EST
and now available for the
first time
NEWS OF THE WORLD
Tuesday and Thursday
7:15 to 7:30 P.M. EST
Check your local NBC station
for details or have your agency
consult E. B. Lyford, NBC, N.Y.

BROADCASTING

FROM

NBC

Monday through Saturday, 11:00 to 11:15 P.M. EST.

NOW HEARD LOCALLY in a number of cities from coast to coast,
these widely known network news
programs are still available for local
sponsorship on a low -cost co-operative
basis in a number of other cities.
Both have large audiences built on
the firmly established habits of listening to "World News Round-up" at
the beginning of the day and hearing
"News from NBC" before going to bed.
"World News Round-up" features
early morning pickups from around
the world — on-the-spot views of the
change from war to peace in both the

• Broadcast Advertising

European continent and in the Pacific.
"News from NBC" is another widely
sponsored co-operative program . . .
especially edited and prepared as a late
evening summary of all the day's news
from NBC's own authoritative correspondents and the three leading press
services.
News programs with wide appeal,
plus ready-made audiences, are constantly building goodwill and sales
volume for dozens of national and local
products on NBC stations throughout
the nation. Advertisers buy nationally
known talent — yet pay only local costs.

National Broadcasting Company
America's No. 1 Network Corporation of America
October 15, 1945 • Page 33

does
THROUGH
AND

itSTORM

NOISE

with clear reception that will build
and hold greater audiences
Over a period of a year, more radio receivers are turned off
duringtrical
programs
elecdisturbances because
than for ofanyman-made
other cause.andIf natural
your station
serves areas where electrical devices produce high noiselevels, if you are geographically located where static is a
problem, consider FM. Frequency Modulation will give
your listeners vastly improved reception, virtually free
from noise— and do it with less transmitter power and
reductions in operating costs. Or, with the same power and
the same cost, it will enlarge your primary service area.
In order to provide radio reception with low background
noise level, the signal strength of an AM broadcast station
should be about 100 times stronger than that of the interfering noise or signal. By comparison, an FM broadcast
station can provide reception with the same low backlevelnoise
but level
with itself.
a signal strength only about
twice thatground ofnoise the
STUDIO

AND

STATION

GENERAL

Consider, for example, the case of the 1-kw AM station
on 1200 kc. With a 400-ft half-wave antenna overlooking
flat country and where conditions of ground conductivity
are average (3 x 10-14 EMU) this station can generally
provide over
its the
radiofollowing
audienceapproximate
with satisfactory
service
effective noise-free
areas:
AM Service Range
Coverage
Day
22 miles 1520 square miles
Night
10.5 miles 346 square miles
Compare this performance with the virtually interferencefree reception that a 1-kw FM station can provide over the
same terrain, using a 2-bay circular antenna 400 feet high:
FM Service
Range
Coverage
Day and Night
43 miles 5800 square miles
Performance like this provides better service. Service like
this builds larger audience and greater advertiser interest.

EQUIPMENT

A

ELECTRIC

Look to General Electric when you plan your FM station. G.E. is the one radio manufacturer with experience
in designing to
andreceivers.
building G.E.
complete
systems—
transmitters
has FM
designed
and from
built
more FM broadcast transmitters than any other manufacturer. G.E. built the first FM home receivers and has
furnished
of today's FMhalf-million
use. Today,a large
the sixpercentage
studio-transmitter
relay linksnownowin
operating in the 340-megacycle band are all G.E. —with
thousands of hours of regular operation to their record.
G.E. operates iis own FM proving-ground, station WGFM,
at Schenectady. For information on General Electric FM
broadcast equipment, write: Electronics Department,
General Electric Company, Schenectady 5, N. Y.
FOR EARLIEST POSSIBLE DELIVERY OF YOUR
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT, PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW

50 FM BROADCAST STATIONS ON THE AIR
OVER 400 APPLICATIONS PENDING
FM DOES IT—
FM multiplies your effective coverage day and night.
FM gives your audience programs with lower background noise.
FM minimizes station interference on your frequency.
FM contributes to the economy of your broadcasting system.
General tionary
Electric's
FM equipment
include designs,
revolucircuit developments,
new will
component
and improved layout features that will contribute directly
to the quality and economy of your broadcasting system.
Tune thein menGeneral
hear over
the news
from
who seeElectric's
it happen,"TheeveryWorld
eveningToday"
except andSunday
CBS
network.
over
NBC.On Sunday evening listen to the G-E "All-Girl Orchestra"
HOME

FM

• TELEVISION

• AM

RE

^^-r**/

Chambers Leaves Navy
COMDR. JOSEPH A. CHAMBERS, former technical supervisor
of WLW Cincinnati and Crosley
radio operations, and for the last
four years
attached to the
Navy Bureau of
Aeronautics, last
week went on terminal leave and
will return to civilian life in December. After
leaving Crosley,
Comdr.
Chambers
Mr. Chambers for eight years
was a consulting
radio engineer, as a partner in the
firm of McNary & Chambers (now
McNary & Wrathall). Comdr.
Chambers has not announced his
future plans, but it is expected he
will return to the consulting field.
He entered the Naval service shortly after Pearl Harbor.

DuMONT SIGNS WITH
UNION ON TV TERMS
DuMONT LABS, last week signed
a five-year contract with the Television Studio Broadcasting Employees Union of the International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees (Local 794) retroactive to
May 17 when the union was first
voted representative by the DuMont employes.
Contract contains 14 classifications. Studio assistants wage scales
start at $41.60 with graduated increases, technicians starting salary
is $72.50 to $80 for 40-hour fiveday week. Employes formerly
worked 48 hours. Contract also
provides for 5% wage increase at
the end of first year, 15% at the
end of second and 10% at end of
the third and fourth years.

Tirst Nighter', Back Oct. 20,
Ready for Deluge of Scripts
PROSPECT of wading through dramas on the air, it is also the
scripts by the hundreds apparently first network radio show to deliberately solicit material from its lisdoesn't bother L. T. Wallace, presteners. The formula has been conident of Wallace-Ferry-Hanly Co.,
successful, with a list of
Chicago in the well-knownsistently
including Arch
slightest.
For 15 years Oboler, Williswriters
Darrell and
Mr. Wallace, Leon Ware, Cooper,
Addison Simmons,
whose agency is Forrest Barnes and others among
in charge of radio those who got their start in radio
and other media via The First Nighter.
for C a m p a n a
Some of the best scripts, Mr.
Sales Co., has Wallace recalls, were submitted by
been deluged with amateurs who were and still are
Wallace scripts — at least unknown. A crippled farm girl in
20,000mate— inforhis Camesti- Oregon, a pair of convicts doing
in Walla- Walla, an introvert
pana's programs.
First Nighter and Grand time
recluse in the Canadian woods, and
Hotel
an
aircraft
at Lockheed
First Nighter returns to the air have all hadmechanic
scripts produced on
the
First
Nighter
program.
Oddly
over
CBS One
on Oct.
20 after
absence.
of the
oldesta year's
radio enough, quite a few professional
writers who have ,taken a crack at
First Nighter scripts failed to make
the grade.
One reason for this, Mr. Wallace
admits, is the format of the proplot restrictions.
causegramFirstand Nighter
is designed Befor
"family audiences" sophistication
iseness
out, (or
as areevensex,drinking),
profanity, smoking
drunkbycriminals,
women, glorification
crime or
and anythingof offensive
to members of racial, political or
religious groups. This means that
about the only thing left to write
about isorablelove,
and it better
be hon, to . Continuous
surveys
and
considerable audience testing over
15 years show that the average
American family which listens to
First Nighter
likes tomanner.
be entertained in a wholesome
"During the war years, almost
every writer, even the professional
ones, felt called on to write drama
based on war and its grimmer aspects. We understood and appreciated their patriotism, but because
of military restrictions and also
the ignorance of civilian writers on
military subjects, we could use very
Your sales message gets a straight-from-the-shoulder punch in a spot where
few
their contributions," Mr.
Wallaceof reported.
it can do the most good when you buy WSIX! Here's why WSIX is the "winner
"Also, with millions of men and
and still champ" in this rich Middle-Tennessee area: ( 1 ) An excellent daytime
women fensedevoting
to de-a
Hooperating. (2) Top shows of Both AMERICAN and MUTUAL Networks. (3) A
work, or intheirthetime
service,
very low unit cost for excellent coverage. In this great market — rated A-l for
great
manyinterest
writers orjust
didn't haveto
the time,
inclination,
postwar prospects — over a million potential buyers await your "Sunday Punch."
write in the hope of winning the
$150 offered by the Wallace agency
forWith
acceptable
the warscripts."
over, Mr. Wallace
hopes amateur and professional
writers
alike
will
once more find
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
new source material in the everyday adventures of civilian life.
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
"The scripts we are already resays. ceiving seem to bear this out," he
AMERICAN
MUTUAL
Scripts are read by a board of
four members of the Wallace firm,
and the authors are anonymous.
Those they think have possibilities
are returned with construction sug5000 WATTS - 980 K.C.
gestions for improvement.
BROADCASTING
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Vear...

21st

and

more

POWERFULLY
PROGRAMMED
than
• Greatest WBAL

ever!
and NBC

Program Schedule in History!
Including these new local features —
ALL NAVY FOOTBALL GAMES
BALTIMORE SYMPHONY

ORCHESTRA

JUNIOR TOWN MEETING OF THE AIR
NEW

m

WW
BASIC

ORCHESTRA

AND CHORUS

I | M, |
50,000
One of America's Great Radio St.
WM JHk tm WATTS
NBC NETWORK — Nationally Represented by Edward Retry
T
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Knodel to Head Field National Sales;
Free Takes Over F&P Office in Chicago
APPOINTMENT of J. W. (Bill)
Knodel, vice-president and sales
manager of Free & Peters Inc., as
director of national sales of the
broadcasting division of Field Enterprises Inc., effective Nov. 1, was
announced last week by Howard
Lane, general manager.
H. Preston Peters, president of
the representation firm, announced

Mr. Knodel
eight years, for the past three
years has been its vice-president
and sales manager. In his new position he will supervise all national
sales efforts for WSAI Cincinnati
and WJJD Chicago, Field Enterprises stations, making his offices
at 230 N. Michigan Ave. He is a
member ofecutive
theCommittee
Sales ofManagers
ExNAB, and
prior to joining F&P in 1938 was
for eight years with Hearst Newspapers Inc. in a national advertiscapacity.
Iningannouncing
the appointment,
Mr. Lane said it was part of the
program of expansion planned by
the Field radio stations. He said
that Mr. Knodel's experience in the
advertising field fitted him admirably for the position.
Mr. Peters returned to execuPolly Patterson
tive
direction of his organization
POLLY PATTERSON, home economics expert, teacher and news- July 1 after 15 months with OWI,
paper writer, died at her Los An- largely in the Pacific and Far East.
geles home following a heart attack Oct. 6. Mrs. Patterson, besides
Halsey on Hope Show
conducting home economics com- ADM.
WILLIAM F. HALSEY will
mentaries on Los Angeles area
stations, also had similar tran- be guest on Lever Bros. Bob Hope
Show
Oct. 16, 10-10:30 p.m. on
scription series for national distribution. Surviving are two NBC when Hope goes to San Franc
i
s
c
o
to welcome Third Fleet back
sisters, Margaret and Mildred Saylor, and a brother, Howard L. to U. S. Broadcast will be from
USS Dakota.
Saylor.
Mr. Woodward
Mr. Free
that James L. Free, chairman of
the board, will return to Chicago
this week to resume direction of
the office until Lt. Comdr. Russel
Woodward is released from active
duty in the Navy, expected toward
the end of the year. Mr. Free,
founder and first executive head of
the firm, has been headquartering
in Los Angeles as president of
W right-Sonovox Inc.
Comdr. Woodward, on active duty
for three years, is a vice-president
and director of the organization and
before the war was headquartered
in New York. He is now commanding officer of the USS Wilmette,
midshipmen's training ship.
Mr. Knodel, associated with F&P

Picture of the power of

cowct*r*Ati
WNAB
BASIC-AMERICAN IN
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
Concentrated
You may not setAudience
the worldin onthefire,Nation's
but we 59th
can makiMar kef
Nation's
59th
Market
a
hot-spot
on
your
Programming
of, by and for route
Bridgeport sales map.
trated mostaudience;
$100,000,000a sure-fire
in Retail Sales.to your share of alAVAILABLE IN COMBINATION WITH WATR, WATERBURY
REPRESENTED
BY RAMBEAU
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Sweetest

Market

in

the

South

The Savannah Sugar Refining Corporation is a huge contributor to
the prosperity of Savannah — another of the giant permanent industries
that make this commumty's industrial future radiant.
"Dixie Crystals" sugar is sold in tens of thousands of stores throughout the East and Middle West, bringing $25,000,000 into Savannah
annually, and providing a yearly payroll exceeding $1,000,000.
Here's another example of the industrial development that assures
continued prosperity for one of the South's fastest growing markets. Farseeing advertisers who prefer the sweet to the bitter have found WSAV
the sweetest medium for reaching this high-spot section of the new
Industrial South.

HARBEN DANIEL
£§l^!l§
General Manager

Selling
BROADCASTING

the

New

Savannah

GEO. P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
National Representative

Seaboard

• Broadcast Advertising
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FM PIONEERS
FM

SPEAK — THIRD OF A SERIES

Tower

Needs

Ground
Wave Range
Is Extended By
Added Height
By PAUL DILLON
Chief Engineer
WMIT Winston-Salem
FROM an engineering standpoint,
FM entails the same basic considerations given to standard broadcasting. Practically, though, there
are a number of marked differences.
The initial engineering step for
any radio station is to select the
most nearly ideal site for the transmitting equipment. This question
of location, together with that of
designing a suitable antenna, requires careful study and planning.
The site for an AM transmitter
is selected primarily with a view
to obtaining high "ground wave"
coverage,
particularly
in theThis
direc-is
tions of cities
to be served.
achieved by locating the transmitting plant so as to take advantage
of the high soil conductivity of
marshland areas and in some cases
of water itself.
'Ground Wave'
At the frequencies in use for
FM, transmission takes place bee of this same "ground
wave"
which causpredominates
for satisfactory AM reception. At these higher
frequencies, however, there is ordireflected
or "sky
to extendnarily no the
coverage
of a wave"
transmitting station or to fill in the
areas of low signal strength.
The problem, then, is to construct
the transmitting antenna high
above the surrounding country so
that the ground wave will reach as
far as possible before it is shadowed by the curvature of the earth.
Added antenna height will also lessen the adverse effects of mountains and tall buildings in the
signal path.
Building an FM station at a high
elevation brings with it many constructional and operational problems, but it is felt that in the
majority of cases it will not invoke too great a hardship on the
individual station operator.
One other point which is pertinent to coverage is the antenna
itself. Because the sky wave does
not play an important part in FM
transmission, it is possible to build
antennas having a radiated power
in a horizontal direction of several
times that of a simple radiating
element. For example, an antenna
having a power gain of four would
give a 1000-watt transmitter the
same effective output as a 4000watt unit with a conventional antenna system.
Another factor which influences
station planning and operation is
the transmitting equipment. FM
transmitters are more economical
from the electric power consumption standpoint but are usually

Maximum

Elevation

IN THE THIRD article in a series on FM, written by pioneers in this
field, Paul Dillon, chief engineer of WMIT Winston-Salem, N. C, discusses some of the problems in FM engineering and suggests solutions.
A native of central Pennsylvania, Mr. Dillon has been associated with
broadcast, amateur, and police radio since 1929. He was identified with
several local broadcast stations in the South, then joined the Radio Division of the N. C. Highway Patrol. Early in 1942, upon completion of
special engineering studies at N. C. State College, Mr. Dillon became
affiliated with W41MM (now WMIT), located atop Mt. Mitchell.
more complicated in construction by all FM operators if the FCC
than similar AM units. This does requirements for fidelity and noise
not mean an FM transmitter is characteristics are to be met. Too,
apt to give more trouble or need a regular measurement routine will
servicing more frequently than or- have to be followed if the FM stadinary, but only that the initial
s to provide
quality atserv-all
icetioton iits
listeningtopaudience
construction may preclude more
careful design by the manufacturer. times.
The primary reason for this is From the engineering side of
the higher frequency of the FM programming, several factors enter
band. At FM frequencies, toler- into FM operation. Transcriptions
ances ofcuramachined
ac- and recordings, if used, must be of
cies of electricalparts
devicesandmust
good from
quality
be keptIn
dustandandmust
scratches.
be improved and provision must free
be made to counteract such ef- studio work, proper microphone
and room acoustics will
changes.fects as temperature and moisture placement
more important than with
FM transmitters and antenna become
standard broadcasting.
systems are smaller than those for
For the past few years, broadcast operators have used what is
called a "limiting amplifier" ahead
of thevicetransmitter
proper.
deraises the volume
levelThis
of low
passages in speech and music, and
proportionately chops off the high
peak levels. This scheme provides
greater coverage and freedom from
noise for the AM station, but will
not be permissible with FM as it
would be impossible to obtain
faithful reproduction if the volume
level of the program is artificially
raised or lowered. This same
method has also been used by
transcription companies.
The technical staff required by
an FM broadcaster should be about
the same as that in the AM field.
Initially, most FM operators will
have to depend on an engineering
staff that has had little or no experience with FM equipment. In
my opinion, this should not presem
too great a problem, as a qualified
Mr. Dillon
AM engineer or operator should
(Continued on page 49)
present-day
threekilowatt FM AMunit use.
couldA possibly
be built into a cabinet which would
house only a one-kilowatt AM set.
It does not appear at the present
time that many FM antennas will
be directional, but should such be
the case, the directional elements
probably could be mounted on one
pole. This is in contrast to the
multiple tower arrays now in use
for standard broadcasting purMaintenance and operation of
an FM transmitter is much the
poses.
same as that of AM apparatus. To
keep FM equipment in condition
for high fidelity broadcasting will
require slightly
more for
technical
attention. Instruments
checking
distortion, noise level and the like, "But WFDF Flint says tires are
which are often dispensed with by
standard stations, will be needed still scarce."
BROADCASTING
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ACT

I
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CBS

CARNEGIE

TRIUMPH

HALL

DELIGHTS

MILLIONS

!

THANKS ... to the sponsors who graciously paraded their CBS top programs to make the greatest radio
"showcase" of all time for 90 minutes in Carnegie Hall on September 16.
THANKS ... to the agencies and producers and writers and directors who pitched in to make "an impossible job" an unsurpassed triumph of artistic teamwork.
and above all . . .
THANKS ... to the artists themselves— the CBS headliners, who spread before America this Sunday
afternoon the brilliance, substance, and infinite variety of the fall and winter program
feast on the Columbia Network. And here they are:
NORMAN CORWIN (director) ... HELEN HAYES ... ARTUR RODZINSKI . . .THE ALDRICHES AND HOMER BROWN...
PHIL BAKER . . . NICK AND NORA CHARLES . . . PAUL McGRATH . ... MILO B0ULT0N AND OSCAR BRADLEY. . .
BOB HAWK . . . JOHN DALY. . . EDWARD R. MURROW . . .TOM HOWARD, HARRY McNAUGHTON, GEORGE
SHELTON AND LULU McCONNELL ... PATRICE MUNSEL... JACK SMITH... EARL WRIGHTSON ... JAMES MELTON...
BERNARD HERRMANN ... ANDRE KOSTELANETZ . . . AL GOODMAN .. . ARCHIE BLEYER . . . JEAN TENNYSON ... JAN PEERCE

CBS

STATIONS

AUDIENCE
CFRB, Toronto, Ont.
"One of CBS'outstanding broadcasts."
CKAC, Montreal, Quebec
"Proof that CBS is one step ahead."
KARM, Fresno, Calif.
"...Outstanding performance."
KDAL, Duluth, Minn.
'Top flight entertainment."
KEYS, Corpus Christi, Texas
"Local response very good."
KFAB, Lincoln, Neb.
"Listener reaction . . .excellent."
KFBB, Great Falls, Mont.
"Unquestioned appreciation."
KM, Wichita, Kansas
"Favorable, enthusiastic reaction."
KFPY, Spokane, Wash.
"Outstanding production."
Kuurn, MocKton, taut.
''Greatly impressed and entertained."
mnv, jcunic, ft U5ii.
"Finest comments from audience."
KLRA, Little Rock, Ark.
"Keep up the good work."
KLZ, Denver, Colo.
"Enthusiastic over idea."
KMBC, Kansas City, Mo.
"Swell idea, wonderful show."
KMOX, St. Louis, Mo.
"Think show excellent."
UNI ln« innplpc f nlrf
"Super sampling of CBS 1945
schedule."
KOIN, Portland, Ore.
"Listener reaction... highly favorKOMA,able."Oklahoma City, Okla.
"Greatest network talent show ever."
KQW, San Francisco, Calif.
"Public opinion: 'terrific'."
KRLD, Dallas, Texas
"Best promotion in many a year."
KROD, El Paso, Texas
"Our listener reaction very fine."
KROY, Sacramento, Calif.
"Feather in hat of KROY and CBS."
K$a, Sioux City, Iowa.
"Wonderful reception by listeners."

REPORT

RAVES

KSL, Salt lake City, Utah
"Pleased to report fine reception."
KSO, Des Moines, Iowa
"Tops in network promotion."
KTBC, Austin, Texas
"The talk of the town."
KTTS, Springfield, Mo.
"All local reactions favorable."
KTUL, Tulsa, Okla.
"Most entertaining radio feature."
KTYW, Yakima, Wash.
"Please accept congratulations."
KVOR, Colorado Springs, Colo.
"Top billing on all radio dials."
KWFT, Wichita Falls, Texas
"Greatly enjoyed in this area."
KWKH, Shreveport, La.
"Congratulations
on a terrific job."
lA/AUr
wAoi, Maui
new VorL
TorK, Mri. Vi.
"Won general acclaim."
WABI, Bangor, Maine
"Many fine comments."
WADC, Akron, Ohio
"Reaction... terrific, let's have more
WAIM,like Anderson,
S.C.
it."
"Favorable comment on mony sides.
WAPI, Birmingham, Ala.
"Local reaction complimentary."
WBAB, Atlantic City, N. J.
"Reaction very favorable."
WBBM, Chicago, III.
"Feel the... show was marvelous."
WBIG, Greensboro, N. C.
"Swell program."
WBNS, Columbus, Ohio
"Magnificent show."
WBRY, Woferbury, Conn.
"Greatest program of its type."
WBT, Charlotte, N.C.
"Simply out of this world."
WCAO, Baltimore, Md.
". . . Highly entertaining."
WCAU, Philadelphia, Pa.
"A wonderful promotional idea."
WCAX," 'Stars
Burlington,
Vt.
in the Afternoon'
received
...with acclaim."
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WCCO, Minneapolis, Minn.
"Everybody believes it was terrific
WCHS, Charleston, West Va.
"Reaction terrific, idea sensational."
WCOC,show."
Meridian, Miss.
"Greatest afternoon show ever on
WCOV, Montgomery, Ala.
"T'-uly an outstanding show."
WCSC,radio."
Charleston, S.C.
"A perfectly fine piece of work."
WDBJ, Roanoke, Va.
"Local reaction terrific."
WDBO, Orlando, Fla.
"One of the best we hove heard."
WDNC, Durham, N.C.
"Think program was tops..."
WDRC, Hartford, Conn.
"Radio listeners enthusiastic about
this
gala show." Ind.
WEOA, Evansville,
"Numerous complimentary comments.'
WFBL, Syracuse, N.Y.
. "A most outstanding production."
WFEA, Manchester, N. H.
"Reaction of listeners excellent."
WGAN, Portland, Maine
"All comments... most favorable."
WGAR, Cleveland, Ohio
"Enthusiastic over results."
WGBI, Scranton, Pa.
"A credit to the American way of
WGST,broadcasting."
Atlanta, Ga.
"Audience response in Atlanta exWHAS, Louisville, Ky.
"Can't
cellent."afford to miss them."
WHCU, Ithaca, N.Y.
"Evenkinda newspaperman
the
of show that liftssaid/That's
you right
out
of
your
WHEC, Rochester,seat.'
N.Y.Congratulations."
"Standout presentation."
WHOP, Hopkinsville, Ky.
"We... echo., favorable reaction "
WHP, Harrisburg, Pa.
"Exceptionally fine broadcast."
WHUB,Cookeville,Tenn.
"Excellent Listener response."

Broadcasting

SHOW
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WISN, Milwaukee, Wis.
"Very enthusiastic reception."
WJR, Detroit, Mich.
"Sunday roundup of talent wos tops. "
WKBW, Buffalo, N.Y.
"Completely enthusiastic."
WKIX, Columbia, S.C.
"Eclipsed all competing shows."
WKNE, Keene, N. H.
"Many favorable comments."
WKRC, Cincinnati, Ohio
"One of greatest in network history."
WKZO,"Words
Kalamazoo,
Mich. express
cannot adequately
enthusiasm of ..listeners."
WLAC, Nashville, Tenn.
"Everybody enthusiastic."
WMAS, Springfield, Mass.
"Reaction in one vein -excellent."
WMAZ, Macon, Ga.
"Columbia really carried the ball."
WMBD,"WellPeoria,
receivedIII. in Peoria."
WMT, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
"One of the finest network promotion programs .ever broadcast."
WNBF,Binghamton,N.Y.
"Happy to have such a program."
WQAM,"Reaction
Miami,excellent."
Fla.
WREC, Memphis, Tenn.
"Wonderful production."
WSBT,"Unanimous
South Bend,opinion
Ind. was great
WSPA,"...Another
Spartanburg,
C.
'CBS S.Firsf."
WTAG, Worcester, Mass.
"A wonderful promotion."
WTAQ,show."
Green Bay, Wis.
"Listeners liked show."
WTOP, Washington, D.C
"Caused more phone calls, all favorable, than any other program."
WWl,"Next
New door
Orleans,
La.
neighbor
WWNY,Watertown,N.Y.
said terrific."
"Public
enthusiastic."

System
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CBS

HOLLYWOOD

SENSATIONAL

STARS

PREVIEW

IN SECOND

BROADCAST!

THANKS ... to the sponsors who "showcased" their CBS top Hollywood programs at the CBS Vine
Street Playhouse on September 23.
THANKS . . .to the great agencies, producers, writers, directors who combined their skills and talents
to present this magnificent 90-minute preview.
and especially,
THANKS ... to the artists themselves— the CBS headliners— who gave America's listeners this superb
foretaste of the brilliant programs "coming up" on CBS. Thanks to—
WILLIAM N. ROBSON (producer and director) . . . LIONEL BARRYMORE, AGNES MOOREHEAD . . . FRANK SINATRA . . .
GENE AUTRY . . . JIMMY DURANTE, GARRY MOORE, ELVIA ALLMAN . . . JOAN DAVIS, ANDY RUSSELL, HARRY VON ZELL,
VERNA FELTON, SHIRLEY MITCHELL . . . OZZIE NELSON, HARRIET HILLIARD, JOEL DAVIS . . . NELSON EDDY, ROBERT
ARMBRUSTER . . . GINNY SIMMS ... LUX RADIO THEATRE, DON AMECHE, CLAUDETTE COLBERT . . . JACK CARSON . . .
PENNY SINGLETON, ARTHUR LAKE, HANLEY STAFFORD . . . MARLIN HURT . . . REGINALD GARDINER, EDWARD
ARNOLD, DEL SHARBUTT . . . ANN SOTHERN . . . JEAN HERSHOLT... WILBUR HATCH, THE SCREEN GUILD ORCHESTRA

CBS

STATIONS

MILLIONS
CKAC,
"Overwhelming number of phone
calls demanding more.'
KAMA, Fresno, Calif.
' Outstanding reaction.'
KDAl, Duluth, Minn.
"Outstanding rad:o entertainment in
every way "
KEYS,"Swell
Corpus" Christi, Texas
KFAB, Lincoln, Neb.
"Nothing but compliments."
KFBB, Great Falls, Mont.
"A bang-up show."
KFPY, Spokane, Wash.
"Good reaction."
KGBS, Harlingen, Texas
"What a program!"
KGDM, Stockton, Calif.
"Listened to and enjoyed."
KGLO, Mason City, Iowa
"Well received."
KGVO, Missoula, Mont.
"Completely enthusiastic."
KLZ, Denver, Col.
"A great show.'
KMBC, Kansas City, Mo.
"A colossal party a wonderful
showcase."
KNX, Los Angeles, Calif.
"Reaction . . .universally enthusiastic
KOIN, Portland, Ore.
"Response... highly flattering.'
KOMA, Oklahoma City, Okla.
"High praise, for the super double
KOTA,bill."Rapid City, S. D.
"Greatest promotion in industry's
history."
, Ariz.
"Was most enthusiastic and satisfacKQW,tory."
San Francisco, Calif.
"Robson gets the nod."

REPORT

THRILLED
KSL, Soft Lake City, Utah
"Unexcelled radio a brilliant proKTBC,duction."
Austin, Texas
"Well received by KTBC listeners.
Wonderful promotion."
KTSA, San Antonio, Texas
"These shows were swell elegant."
KTUC, Tucson, Ariz.
'Gives the rest of the boys something
to shoot at."
KTUl, Tulsa, Okla.
"A real radio show — fast moving,
clever and perfect timing."
KTYW, Yakima, Wash.
"Really did a job."
KWFT, Wichita Falls, Texas
"Great enioyment and interest."
KWKH, Shreveport, La.
"Swell broadcast."
WADC, Akron, Ohio
"Marvelous entertainment."
WAPI, Birmingham, Ala.
"The biggest show in town turned
out exactly that."
WBAB, Atlantic City, N.J.
"CBS has done a fine |ob."
WBBM, Chicago, III.
"Show one of the finest of its kind." '
WBIG, Greensboro, N.C
"Well liked, enjoyable."
WBRY, Waterbury, Conn.
"Unanimous agreement that show
tops." Md.
WCAO,was Baltimore,
"Calls to station expressed appreciation. . stres ed ingenuity."
WCAU, Philadelphia, Pa.
"Reaction excellent."
WCAX, Burlington, Vt.
"Received with acclaim."
WCCO, Minneapolis, Minn.
"...General reaction good."
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WCHS, Charleston. W.Va.
"We've had a lot of fine comment."
WCSC, Charleston, S. C
"Thoroughly enjoyed by all."
WDBJ, Roanoke, Va.
" Received as well as first."
WDBO, Orlando, Fla.
"Do not have sufficient Hollywooc
adjectives to express opinion."
WDNC, Durham, N.C.
"A sensation . . 'Tops' is the word."
WDWS, Champaign, III.
"Best, .heard in a long time."
WEOA, Evansville, Ind.
"Program was 'tops'."
WFEA, Manchester, N.H.
"Congratulations on fine showmanWGAN, Portland, Maine
"Overwhelming enthusiasm."
WGAR, Clevefojtd, 0.
ship." to be ah-annual thing."
"Ought
WGBI, Scranton, Pa.
"A credit to the network."
WGST, Atlanta, Ga.
"Excellent!"
WHAS, Louisville, Ky.
"Best promotion program for the
WHCU, Ithaca, N.Y.
"Listener
very
season." and station reaction
good."
<?. :i ]'
WHEC, Rochester, N.Y.
"Another top production."
WHUB, Cookeville, Tenn.
"Substantiated CBS as 'The Biggest
WKIX,ShowColumbia,
in Town'."S. C.
"Barrymore and Sinatra made
listening history."
WKRC,"Listener
Cincinnati,
Ohio more than
comment...
favorable."

Broadcasting
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WKZO,"CBSKalamazoo,
has deliveredMich.another knockWIAC, Nashville, Tenn.
"Greatout punch."
show... great contribution."
WMAS,"Listener
Springfield,
reactionMass.
tops."
WMBS, Uniontown, Pa.
"The finest we have ever had."
WMMN, Fairmont, W.Va.
"Another first for CBS."
WMT, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
"Another great show."
WNBf,"Terrific
Binghamton,
show." N. Y.
WQAM, Miami, Fla.
"Excellent promotion and entertainWRBL, Columbus, Ga.
"Received wide acclaim "
WRVA, Richmond, Va.
"Congratulations on a great show."
WSAU,ment."Wausau, Wis.
"Congratulations."
WSPA, Spartanburg, S.C.
"Tremendous+istener loyalty."
WTAD,"Terrific."
Quincy, III.
WTAG, Worcester, Mass.
"Excellently done... supreme bit of
WTAQ, Green Bay, Wis.
"We
liked Sunday's show."
promotion."
WTOP,"Show
Washington,
well liked...D.C.Durante outWWL,"Wonderful."
New Orleans, La.
standing."
WWNC,Asheville,.N.C
"Delighted with direction and perWWNY,formance."
"Par Watertown,
in excellence N.Y.
with first broad-

System

Ii\ AMERICA

THE

PROOF

OF THE

PUDDING...

STARS IN THE AFTERNOON,
measurements

according to the Hooper

of the program

of September

16,

showed the following gains over the same period on
the next preceding measured

Sunday (Sept 2, 1945):

Sets-ln-Use

UP 6%

CBS Rating

UP 57%

Share-Of-Audience

UP 47%

NOTE: Hooper did not measure the second performance of "Stars in the Afternoon" on September 23, but with normal listening on the increase, and evidence of the vast listener-delight that
greeted the September 16 program^ it is reasonable to assume that'1 Act 2" of this brilliant preview was 'heard by an equally expanded audience.
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FM
(Continued from page 40)
certainly become familiar with the
practical aspects of FM within
six months.
Two minor characteristics with
reference to FM transmission are
the effects of high-frequency "preemphasis"
the vagariesforofbroadcasting
monitoring and
FM
programs. In pre-emphasis, the
biggest practical difficulty is that
of training control operators to
accustom themselves to the varying readings on the station monitor
as contrasted to a volume indicator
in the audio input circuits.
The effect of over-swing, or
what the broadcast engineer would
call
"over modulation,"
seriousif
distortion.
At the same istime,
the operator keeps his volume
setting too low, the program level
in the listener's receiver will tend
to change considerably from one
type ofsides program
to another.to Bebeing most annoying
the
listener, poor control operating
the station's
tolimits
a sub-normal
value.coverage area
When monitoring FM programs
on a high quality receiver or station monitor, it is not unlikely that
serious trouble will occur in the
transmitter itself, while at the
same time the monitor may not
show a change in volume or in
background noise. Because of
limited action in the receiver it
is entirely possible that a heavy
electrical arc in a tank or other
high voltage circuit, or even an
appreciable change in the amount
of power fed to the antenna, would
not affect the monitor speaker.
Actually, this condition results
mainly in the need for making
equipment inspections at frequent
intervals.

Export Adv. V-P Sees Latin American
Radio as Potent — and Cheap — Market
scripts are written in Spanish,
therefore eliminating the need for
translation, in the New York office.
Export Adv. Agency has recently
established an office in Buenos Aires
managed by Jorge Nielsen, formerly
a reporter and a member of the
copy staff of Berg & Co., who has
had over 16 years of advertising
experience. Newest office will handle
campaigns
for U.Cosmetics,
S. RubberPeggy
Export Co., Tangee
Sage Nail Polish, and others.

Jorge Nielsen (1), manager of Export Adv.'s Buenos Aires office,
with Robert Otto, Export v-p.
"RADIO is a very potent market
for products in the Latin American countries," stated Robert H.
Otto, vice-president of Export Adv.
Agency, New York upon his return
last week from a two-month trip
of Latin flaAmerica.
spite ofof the
intion, the buying"Inpower
audience (composed mostly of the
lower classes) has increased," he
said.
As a result, time on most major
Latin American stations is practically impossible to buy, Mr. Otto
discovered. He also noted that at
a number of stations in Latin
America you can buy time for as
little as
Stations, with$2thea quarter-hour.
exception of those
in Argentina, Mexico and Cuba,
are about 15 years behind in program ing, he said.
Progress
He admitted, that rapid strides
were being taken toward better
Marx to DuMont
programming. Present programs
largely canned music, he added,
ERNEST chargedA.fromMARX,
dis- are
the Navy"recently
as a lieuwith commercials sandwiched between numbers on most of the
tenant commander, has been appointed head of the newly created smaller stations. Good dramatic
Television Division of DuMont shows are limited. Some of these
Labs, which will handle television stations defy timing and do not
receiving and transmitting equip- program quarter-hour shows, halfment. Mr. Marx will be headquar- hour shows, etc. according to the
tered in Passaic, N. J.
clock but merely whenever they fit
in with commercial announcements.
In spite of drawbacks of Latin
American stations, the agency
Specialized Programs
places comuch
time forBrazil,
its 60Chile,
acunts in Argentina,
FOR A 'ets
Peru,
Ecuador,
Colombia,
VenezuLARGE GROUP OF
ela,mala,Panama,
Rica, GuateTrinidad Costa
and Mexico.
Agency handles Tangee Cosmetics, which sponsors a quarter-hour
show, 3 times weekly on Radio
Mundo,
-hour
broadcast,Buenos
once Aires;
a weeka half
on Radio
NEW YORK'S
Belgrano, also Buenos Aires; a
half-hour twice weekly of Augustine Lara, famous Mexican crooner,
onhourXEWshows
Mexicoon City,
28 and
otherquarterLatin
American stations.
Other acounts, such as Alka
WLIB
Seltzer, sponsor programs and spot
announcements on about 40 Latin
1190 ON THE DIAL-CLEAR CHANNEL American
stations. Entire program
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

ANNOUNCING
KFI
Recording Division

Complete commercial recording servRODGERS SETS VP
ice now available
CONSULTANT FIRM
to agencies and
JAMES W. RODGERS, identified
with Rockford radio (WROK) and
advertisers. This
newspapers since 1928, has formed
a new financial consultant firm,
new service inspecializing in radio and newspaper
cludes KFI's studio
purchases,
mergers
and
tax
problems. Offices will be located in the
Forest
City
Bank
Building,
Rock^
and production .
ford, 111.
kfe^
facilities. j£k
Widely sknown
as
business
repreentative for the late Ruth Hanna
■
Simms for the last quarter of a
century, Mr. Rodgers handled her
extensive interests in Chicago,
Washington and Wyoming. He also
served as a member of the board of
Lyman
Smith a
directors and treasurer of Rockford
Manager
Broadcasters Inc. (WROK) and
Rockford Consolidated Newspapers.

New Radio Relay Systems
Exhibited by Signal Corps
TWO RADIO relay systems developed by RCA in collaboration with
the Camp Cole Ground Signal
Agency were shown in California
by the U. S. Army Signal Corps
as part of a display of military
communication developments which
will be applicable to civilian use
in peacetime.
Operating on radio frequencies
well above those used prewar, the
RCA systems eliminate the need for
wire circuits in long-distance telephone, transmitting the radio waves
by automatic relay stations. One
system,
the can
AN/TRC-8,
on FM and
carry fouroperates
voice
channels or four teletype channels
on a single carrier. The other system, AN/TRC-5,
eight andsimultaneousprovides
voice channels
operates on a time-division multiplex ssimilar
to thebefore
method
demontrated the week
by Federal
Telephonecastin&g, Oct.Radio
Corp.
[Broad1].
Pick Nov. 22
EVERY STATE in the nation except Tennessee will celebrate
Thanksgiving on Nov. 22 (fourth
Thursday in the month) this year,
in accordance with the Federal
law, Assn. of National Advertisers
reports after
a survey
of governors. Tennessee
will celebrate
Nov. 29.

FOR LOS ANGELES
EDWARD PETRY AND COMPANY, INC.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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WILLIAMrector of Swift
J. KUTSCH,
radio wasdi& Co.,former
last week
named
vice-president
in charge System,
of sales
ofwith
North
Central
Broadcasting
N.
C,
he
opened
WGBG
in
February
JAN KING,gineering
for department
two years
with
the
en1942.
Chicago headquarters.
of NBC, ofhasWMPF
been
appointed
station
manager
BRIG.
GEN.declared
DAVID SARNOFF,
TOM antDAWSON,
Plattsburg, N. Y.
released afterNavalthreeReserve
years lieutenservice,
president,
wouldRCA
has rejoined
in peace
and inthatwarinif weweanmust
alsobe sales
manager. WCCO Minneapolis as
RALPH manager
M. LAMBETH,
president(N. Co.,
and*
be first
in science,
address,
general
of Broadcasting
Greensboro
C.) first
"Science
in
Democracy",
delivered
Oct.
KEENAN
&
EICHELBERG,
American
of Politi- formed representative firm innewly
has resumed
man- 5 at calthe
San
& Social
SciencesAcademy
in Philadelphia.
agement after
of WGBG
Greensboro
27
Francisco and
Angeles
[BROADchief
of OWI broadmonths
service Italy,
with AL HOLLENDER,
CASTING, SeptLos
. 25],
will handle
radio
station
accounts
in
addition
to
other
casting
activities
in
the
American
occuAAF in Africa,
pied zone of ETO, returned to the U. S. media.
Sardinia, Corsica, last week
year and a half
over- FRED BROKAW of Paul H. Raymer Co.,
England,
France
seas. He radio
is after
working
of shortand
Germany.
in Europeon atostudy
be presented
York,Oct. station
representative,
was
. . . makes music for
ROBERT MAR- to thewaveState
totripleave
14 forCoast.
three-week
business
Dept.
On
completion
of New
to
the
West
LOWE,
actingabsence,
man- that taskdustry.he Before
will
return
to
private
ina
g
e
r
i
n
his
everyone
joining OWI he was
remains as assistant with WIND Chicago.
for 2fthasyears
with
manager.
service KOLIN HAGER, station manager of LT.
the U.TEDS. KRUGLAK,
Maritime Service,
rejoined
Probably the most democratic of
with 42ndIn Bomber
the Katz
Agency,
New York, as a memall musical instruments, the carillon
ber
of
the
sales
staff.
WGY
Schenectady,
has
been
re-elected
Wing
attached
to
Mr. Lambeth
3th and 12th Air president
plays for everyone. Carillon concerts
ness Bureau.of Schenectady Better Busi- STAN HOLLAND, graduate of the
are always free, and often an entire
forces,starsMr.for LamNorthwestern U. Radio Institute, has
beth
holds
seven
battle
ETO
SAMUEL
J. HENRY
Jr., former
city is the audience.
joinedsalesWLSmanager.
Chicago, as an assistant to
of broadcast
advertising
of the direcNAB. the
ribbon,Presidential
Croix de Unit
GuerreCitation
avec Palme,
with and torbefore
that
with
World
BroadcastThe first carillons were very sim- and
ing System,Reserve
is being
from BILL EWING, former commercial manthree eralOakmanager
Leaf ofClusters.
gen- the Naval
WMFR Formerly
High Point,
with discharged
rank of lieutenthreepletoinstruments,
six smallconsisting
bells struckof from
with
ager of WENT
Y., and
prior
that Glovervllle,
with
Spot N.Sales,
has
small mallets. In the medieval monjoined intoHoward
H. Wilson
Co., New
asteries, the bells were made larger
York,
a sales capacity.
Jill
and
hung
on
racks.
Still
later,
the
KEMPER
M.
WILKINS,
formerly
bells were mounted in towers and
WOWO
FortstaffWayne,
Ind., St.hasLouis
joinedasof
local
sales
of
KMOX
played by ropes from below.
account executive.
ipm
EDWARD of W.WMRN
FOX, Marion,
salesman,
Is firstto
Grandfather of the
•m :jmsmm
*
member
staff
return
armedthree
forces.
AO.,including
sergeant,
music box
El
he30 months
was from
in inArmy
years,
North Africa, Sicily, Italy,
France, Germany.
In the 13th Century, carillons were
connected to tower clocks, and made
WENDELL
B.
CAMPBELL,
general salesof
to strike in a definite order. In Flanmanager St.andLouis,
director
ofbeenoperations
1
KMOX
has
appointed
-f,"^:
ders, this idea was developed still
ip^
ili
Hi
district
chairman
of
Sales
Managers
further by arranging iron nails in
Committee of ofNAB.WHOHe Des
succeeds
HALE
a wooden cylinder, which, when roBONDURANT
Moines.
tated, released the hammers to play
CHARLES
SMITH,
formerly
with
KSTP
a complete tune.
Minneapolis,
new member
of the
staffin oftheisWINX
Washington.
The art of bell-founding was per1 sales
has been
Navy for
3ft years. He
fected in the 15th Century, enabling
KWBR Oakland, Cal., has appointed
the founder to cast a bell to any deWilliam clusive
Rambeau
Co., Chicago, as exnote, thus construction.
giving great imrepresentative.
psired
etus to carillon
ALAN
TRENCH
of
WWSW toPittsburghafter
sales staff
hastheforreturned
the
1
V
j
1
stationAmerican
serving
23Formonths
Carillon competition keen CENTER of attention at recent clambake and weenie roast held by WTAG Wor- the
Red
Cross.
past inin16
months
he
was
an
ARC
field
director
Mass., is Wall,
E. E. secretary;
(Ted) Hill,Herbert
managing
director commercial
of station, surrounded
At the beginning of the 16th Cen- (1 to r)cester,Helen
China, Burma and India.
L. Krueger,
manager; Annby CARL
tury, keen competition over carillons
MITCHELL, for three years with
among Netherlands and northern D'Elia, singing receptionist; Fred C. Brokaw, Paul H. Raymer Co., WTAG rep. AAF,
overseas, ofhasWPAY
been named
French towns sprang up. The second
ant
commander.
He Station
has beenat attached
sales mostly
representative
mouth, O. He succeeds
ROBERTPorts-K.
to
the
Naval
Air
Olathe.
world war called a temporary halt to
Miller
Appointed
Kan.
KUHN,tion director.
now merchandising and promothe contest, with the 52 bell set at LT. JOSEPH L. MILLER, USNR,
YOUNGBLOOD,
vice-president
Ghent holding the honors. Cast in former labor relations director of T.andDOUG
general
manager
ofgirl.WFIG
Sumter,
LEWIS H. pointed
AVERY Inc.
has been ap-of
1925, the largest of the 52 bells is
S.
C,
is
father
of
a
He
also
has
representative
more than eight feet in diameter and the NAB, last week was designated been named director of the Community WJJD Chicago national
and
WSAI
Cincinnati
Chest and War Fund drive for Sumter effective
has a pitch of E below Middle C.
to handle labor relations of the County.
Oct.
1.
These
Marshall
Field
were formerly
petroleum activities taken over by A. E. JOSCELYN, manager of WCCO stations
Paul H. Raymer
Co. represented by
the Navy under Presidential orders radio
Minneapolis,
Minn.,foris chairman
the WTTM Trenton, N. J., has appointed
committee
the War ofChest
because of the work stoppage. He
Joseph tionalHershey
McGillvra Inc. as nasales representative.
was appointed special assistant to drive in Hennepin? County.
Vice Adm. Ben. Moreell, chief of
the Bureau of Yards & Docks, who
is supervising Naval operation of
the refineries. Lt. Miller's regular
JAMES W. RODGERS
assignment Section.
is in the Navy's Labor
FINANCIAL CONSULTANT
Relations
The range
of
the
carillon
is
enormous. From shrill, brassy tones to
WPIK New Offices
Experienced handling of Purchases, <&tiergers and
earth-shaking
booms,Carillon
each bell
Alexandria, Va. last week
its own personality.
musichasis WPIK
opened new business offices in the
transcribed most faithfully by:
Sales of Newspapers and P&dio Properties
Mason. In early NoVERTICAL CUT RECORDINGS! Hotel George
vember, the station expects to beFOREST CITY BANK BLDG.
gin operations from studios in the
Electrical Research Products hotel, according to Howard B.
ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
Hayes,
president
of
Potomac
Broadcasting Corp.
Division
Associated with the late l^uth ^anna oMcCormick
and eight
editorstheirof
business KOBAK
publications
expressed
Western Electric
Company J EDGAR
INCORPORATE
Simms for a quarter of a century
views
on
"Reconversion
and
Jobs"
in
a
special roundup program on Mutual,
233 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 7. N. Y.
Oct. 10, 8-8:30of p.m.,
in connection
with
Conference
Business
Paper Editors.
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"Is This U.S.A. or — "
CIO is at it again.
Through its high-sounding front, National
Citizens Political Action Committee, it has
launched a new pamphleteering snowstorm. It
exhorts the public to pressure Congress and
the FCC against allowing present-day broadcasters or newspapers to engage in FM except
in small numbers and under unbelievably onerous conditions. Incidentally, it also is soliciting
funds.
The drive is timed to coincide with the lifting of the freeze on new FCC grants. The first
blast — an eight-page mailing piece labeled
"Immediate Action" — is as bald a rabble-rousing foraynuendoes
as aboutanythe we've
seen.Assn.
Thereof are
National
Manu-infacturers controlling radio, self-serving charges
about an illusory Washington lobby conducted
by radio, and distorted figures on radio earnings. Attached to the shrieking mailing piece is
a perforated petition with space for signatures.
It is addressed to Congress and to the FCC.
In one breath it slaps the FCC on the wrist
for granting FM facilities to AM licensees,
and
the functions
next urgesas "funds
fulfillin its
guardianfor ofthetheFCC"
publicto
interest.
It urges that not more than one-quarter of
available FM channels be given existing licensees and newspapers; that hours and expenditures and program standards be prescribed;
that three-quarters of the channels be granted
newcomers, including war veterans ; that license
renewals of AM stations be advertised locally
and thrown open to competitive applications.
Boiled down, it means that CIO's NCPAC
wants to throw existing licensees out of business. If, as the FCC has said, FM will supplant AM, then present broadcasters would
have their property* confiscated. It would be as
if the Government had told the carriage makers
they
in the automobile business
at thecouldn't
turn ofengage
the century.
The whole audacious scheme comes in bad
grace from an organization now embroiled in
crippling strikes throughout the nation.
It's noreturning
secret that
manyfromunions
prevent
veterans
oustingseektheirto
members from jobs. Yet lip service is given
veterans in the plea that facilities be reserved
for them. That proposal did not come from
CIO or any other labor group. More than a
year ago, when FCC allocations were being
considered by the FCC, Philip G. Loucks,
Washington attorney, advanced it in a brief
filed on behalf of FM Broadcasters Inc.
Ample facilities are reserved under the FCC
allocations plan for non-profit operators. CIO
and its affiliates have had plenty of opportufloor.nity— and still have — to get in on the ground
We think this new campaign, because of its
blatant, false premise, and because it defies
every precept of democratic government, will
fall flat on its face. Doubtless, however, the
idea is to have everything in radio cleared with
some CIO Sidney, so CIO can get all of the
free time it wants.
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Celler Sold
OVER TO the left on this page is a commentary which applies with equal force to the
bill introduced in the House last week by
Rep. Emanuel Celler (D.-N. Y.). Mr. Celler
it seems, just swallowed the philosophy of
Commissioner Cliff Durr (and of CIO).
Everything Mr. Durr has espoused as the
radical left-wing member of the FCC is incorporated in Mr. Celler's proposed bill. The
same jimmied figures are recited; the same
notion
that He
anything
be pub-of
lic service.
even sponsored
goes to thecan't
extreme
proposing "fixed percentages" of time to be
allotted for non-commercials — something that
Congress dumped overboard in 1933 when the
educators sought to get 25% of radio time.
Then station transfers! Mr. Celler proposes
that no transfer be approved if it exceeds
double the depreciated cost value of the
tangible property. That would mean that most
stations probably couldn't be sold, but would
have to be given away, because most of them
already are fully depreciated. If the depreciated value is zero, double it is the same.
Mr. Celler also would make stations public
utilities — something the law says they are
not. Like CIO he wants all renewals advertised in advance locally. Like Mr. Durr he
wants the profit element wrung out of radio.
Certainly it's no accident that Mr. Durr
should be making a series of barnstorming
radio speeches while the CIO-NCPAC looses
an unprecedented lobbying foray, and Mr.
Celler unburdens himself legislatively — all
in the same anti-broadcasting vein.
RADIO officially celebrates its 25-year
growth Nov. 4-10, National Radio Week.
Stations will forward their art by planning independent observances in their
own communities. National, as well as
local, plans are clearing through the NAB
Public Relations Committee, and NAB's
Willttrd D. Egolf. It's growing- late now
to make plans — but it isn't too late by a
long sight.
Tandem Hookups
THE OLD bugaboo of four-network broadcasts bobbed up a few days ago on Secretary
Byrnes' Conference.
report to the
nationcarried
following
the
London
It was
by CBS
only. It had been offered other networks. The
policy castsofon allcarrying
networksonly
was Presidential
invoked. broadDuring the war there were exceptions to
the Presidential network rule. We think it a
mistake arbitrarily to invoke the rule of
exclusive broadcasts in these times. Certainly
the head of the American delegation to an
epoch-making meeting called for the purpose
of settling the peace is entitled to widest
possible coverage in his report to the people —
particularly
when that report is reserved for
the air.
It is not our argument that all networks
should carry all speeches of all cabinet members whenever they seek the time. Each situation should be evaluated separately.

ALBERT LYMAN WARNER

menews Wara newsroom
lyradio
diumwasrosenamed
perceptib
when
GE ofhead
PRESTI
THE ner
of astheAlbert
ton
of Cowles' Washing
station, WOL.
Past president of both the Radio Correspondents Assn. and the White House Correspondents Assn., representing the top newsmen of
both radio and press, Mr. Warner added to
his standing during the war in becoming chief
of the Army's War Intelligence Division.
On Sept. 15, Al Warner put aside his colonel's silver eagles to take over at WOL. "Already," said a station executive last week,
"the change in that newsroom is tremendous.
WeAlfeelWarner
we haveis the
best man
field."
probably
the inbesthis informed
newsman in Washington. It was his wartime
job to present or pass on all information on
overseas
of thehe was
Army,behind
amongthe numerous otheractivities
duties. Thus
scenes
for every operation of the war. Working with
the Office of Censorship, there was never a
harmful slip, and at the same time, the public
was informed of developments at the first
practical moment. His was the "Voice of the
War
givingon the
report inofaddithe
week Dept.",
each Sunday
the official
Army Hour,
tion to a weekly 15-minute review broadcast
to troops in every theater.
A serviceman wrote him, "I have listened
to you with pleasure and profit in the English
Channel, in the Mediterranean and in the
Pacific." Listeners usually hear calm, authoritative Al Warner "with pleasure and
profit". His formula has always been: Here
are the facts, here is the background, here
are the individuals who participated; let these
things speak for themselves.
His major interest has always been news.
He was editor in chief of his school newspaper at Poly Prep, Brooklyn, N. Y., where he
was born March 1, 1903. He held the same post
with the paper
College,
chusetts, whereathe Amherst
was tapped
for inPhiMassaBeta
Kappa and Delta Kappa Epsilon.
After almost a year with the Brooklyn Daily
Eagle, Mr. Warner joined the staff of the New
York Times. He became the Times' legislative
correspondent and covered Albany politics during the last two years of Al Smith's governorship and the first two years of Franklin RooseAt 25 Al Warner was entrusted by the Times
tovelt's.
report on Al Smith's presidential campaign.
During the country-wide tours, Jim Farley
gave
the nickname
"Truly" which
stuck Warner
until he reached
Washington.
In 1930 he shifted to the New York Herald
Tribune
order to chief
get toofthetheNation's
Later hein became
bureau.Capital.
As a
(Continued on page 56)
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Respects
(Continued from page 5-4)
correspondent devoted to fairness,
Al Warner won the confidence of
both Democratic and Republican
leaders, and frequently had the
first stories on political and governmental developments.
He traveled to the London
World Economic
Conference in 1933 with Secretary
Hull there.
and scored several "beats"
from
From the Trib, Mr. Warner
went to CBS to become its chief
Washington correspondent from
1938 toreporting,
'42. He continued
his top-in
notch
now with radio
mind. The big news of the years
preceding World War II kept him
and the staff always alert — Presidential trips, the Pan American
Conference at Havana, the Atlantic
Charter meeting. At the beginning
of the war, Mr. Warner covered the
White House and State Dept.
through many a stormy night.

He put on the air the first news
of the German breakthrough at
Sedan which led to the conquest of
France. When the Japs were negotiating at Washington prior to
Pearl Harbor,
informed the New Mr.
YorkWarner
CBS office
that the closest watch must be kept.
Dec. 6, he went on with a special
broadcast warning of the intense
seriousness of the situation. When
the attack came, he was on the air
at frequent intervals for 36 hours
straight.
Answering a suggestion from
the military that his services would
be valuable, he was commissioned
a major in July 1942, and subsequently rose to colonel. Col. Warner
was about the only man in the War
Dept. whose public remarks were
reviewed only by himself. Either
OWI or looked
the War
Branch
over Dept.'s
speechesReview
from
the Secretary of War on down. As
Review Branch was his division,
he reviewed his own.

Last summer, Col. Warner was
on temporary duty in Europe in
connection
with the
Army'swithcooperation on public
relations
the
authorities at the Potsdam conference and for other duties in Germany. He also toured ETO.
He married Harriett West Rowe
of New Haven in 1929. They have
two sons, Edwin Gaylord, 13, and
Albert Lyman Jr., 9.
In 1939 he won the Sigma Delta
Chi award for the best radio newswriting
year. Club,
He isNational
a member of theof that
Gridiron
Press Club of Washington, in addition to the White House Correspondents Assn. and Radio Correspondents As n.
THROUGH public service program,
"Mainsmall
Streettown
Speaks",
on KVOO Tulsa,
the
of Tahlequah,
Okla.,
has new
postwar industry.
Town offered
to giveway station
away,viataxprogram
free, abandoned
and offer railwas
accepted
bystructure
a canningandfirmemployed
which has
remodeled
100
residents of town to operate new plant.

rates high with Hooper
rates high with Clients
UICPO
rafes LOW
YOUR

on costs

BEST

f

CINCINNATI'S NEWS STATION

BUY

Cincinnati HOOPER STATION LISTENING INDEX july-august
STATION STATION STATION
STATION
! INDEX
"C"
WCPO
"D"
"A"
"B"
SUNDAY AFTERNOON
12:00 NOON — 4:00 P.M.
SATURDAY DAYTIME
8:00 A.M. — 4:00 P.M.
WEEKDAY MORNING
MON. THRU FRI.
8:00 A.M. — 12:00 NOON
WEEKDAY AFTERNOON
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12:00 NOON — 4:00 P.M.
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9.8
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18.9

10.8

19.4

21.4 38.8
217:

UICPO
CINCINNATI'S NEWS STATION
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Farm Group Asks
Clear Rule Change
Dept. of Agriculture to Aid
Fight, Anderson Promises
REVISION of rules regarding
clear-channel operation to improve
rural service will be requested by
the National Council of Farmer
Cooperatives when the FCC holds
its hearing Jan. 14, the Council
announced last week.
Supporting the NCFC case will
be Secretary of Agriculture Anderson who told a delegation representing farm organizations and
agricultural colleges the Dept. of
Agriculture would testify at the
hearing, according to John H.
Davis, executive secretary of the
Council.
Voices Dissatisfaction
Dr. Howard L. Bevis, president
of Ohio State U. and chairman of
the Radio Committee of the Assn.
of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities, told Secretary Anderson
the rules should be so revised that
fulltime operation, sufficient power
and improved facilities are made
possible "in those areas which the
educational stations should rightAnother
member of the delegafullyC.serve."
tion,
Maurice Wieting, special
assistant for the NCFC, informed
Mr. Anderson of dissatisfaction
with present rural service by many
members of the cooperatives.
"Necessary farm information and
service programs are being crowded
into hours that farmers cannot
listen," he said, "or they are being
forced
off the. airin altogether."
Represented
the delegation,
which met Tuesday with Secretary Anderson, were members of
the American
Farm Bureau
eration, the National
Grange, Fedthe
Farmers' Union, the National CoMilk Producers Federation- and the-operativeNCFC.

Radio Writers to Choose
Officers Oct. 30 in N. Y.
ANNUAL meeting of the eastern
regionthe ofconcurrent
the Radio annual
Writer'smeeting
Guild
and
28.7
of the National Guild will be held
in New York Oct. 30 at which time
election of officers will take place.
The following names have been
7.7
proposed mittee:
by SamtheMoore,
nominating
comHollywood
writer, for national president;
Peter Lyon, New York writer, for
vice-president, eastern region ;
10.2
Georgia Lee Layton, Priscilla Kent,
Erik Barnouw, Robert Newman,
Robert Arthur, Doris Halman, MorrislianHastings,
Robert Stark,
Colwell,Lynn
JuFunt, Sheldon
Stone, Daisy Amoury, Morton Devine,
Jerry C.Devine,
ton, Jack
Wilson,Elaine
for CarringEastern
region council; Erik Barnouw, Carl
Bixby, Clifford Goldsmith, Stuart
Hawkins, Robert Newman, Kenneth
Webb, for Authors League Council.
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TECHnic
ROY
hasengineer
returnedof toWCKYhis
post asBATTEAU
transmitter
Cincinnati
after
3V2
years
was chief petty officer. in Navy. He
LOUIS G.dustrial
PAGENT
Jr.,Emerson
former chief
in-&
engineer forNew
Radiobeen
Phonograph
Corp.,
York,production
has
appointed
manager
of
the
services department of that company.
PHIL
engineer,KIRSHNER,
is father ofWHAT
a girl.Philadelphia
CARL
J.
MEYERS,
WGN
Chicago
chiefin
engineer
beforeOct.entering
the Navy
1942, returned
1 as director
engine ring for the station.
Meyersof and
G. WILLIAM
LANG,
WGN
chief
engineer, nection
will supervise
activities inofcon-an
with the development
FM network
and and
conducting
experim
e
n
t
s
i
n
television
ers first joined WGN on facsimile.
Oct. 1, 1925.MeyELMER
GERTSCH,andfor13fouryearsyearsas
with section
AirP.Associates
RCA
engineer,
has been
named
manager
of CAA
division
of Hoffman
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fli^!
Radio
Corp., Los
Angeles (radio Newly
set and
equipment
manufacturer).
formed ment department
will
engineer
equipto CAA specifications.
FRANK
SHANNON,
former
engineer
Of
WCAU
Philadelphia,
has inbeenAAF.promoted
to
lieutenant
colonel
He
Is
stationed in the South Pacific.
ROBERT
C.
BERNER.
former
assistant
to the president of Emerson Radio &
Phonograph
Corp.,secretary
New York,of the
has firm.
r>een
elected assistant
LT.
COL.
FREDERIC
C.
SHIDEL
Jr.
former
NBCawarded
Chicago
engineer,
has been
the studio
Bronze
Star and
the
Croix
de
Guerre
for
meritorious
service while assigned in France as staff
officer preme
with Headquarters,
the SignalAEF.Division.
SuCol. Shidel
assisted
equipmentin forsupplying
AEF. radio and radar
LESTER SACKS, engineer with WIBG
Philadelphia
theHe war,
has returned to theinbefore
station.
has Marine.
been
radio operator
the Merchant

ROBERT
HAYWARD ofCityengineering
staff
of WKY
is father
of a boy
born Oklahoma
Oct. 1.
BILL
WERDEN,
engineer
of
WFMJ
Youngstown,
left inMarine
October
1942 to serve O.,in who
Merchant
as
radio operator, has returned to the station.
W. R. SLOAT, formerly with CBS New
York, ne rhas
appointedCal.chief engiof KPRObeenRiverside,
WESTERN
ELECTRIC
Co., unit
New ofYork,
manufacturing
supply
the
Bell
Telephone and
System,
is negotiating
aotudebaker
lease forplant
the Ingovernment-owned
Chicago ofto comaugment
manufacturing
facilities
pany's
Hawthorne
Works,
Chicago.producNew
location
will
assist
W-E
speed
tSystem.
ion of equipment
urgently required
by
Bell
Manufacturing
operations
are expected to start this year.
SOMECrystal
types ofResearch
special crystals
processed
by
Labs.,
Hartford,
Conn.,
are described
incompany;
illustrated
cata log
prepared
by
the
Booklet
also
shows
in
pictures
the
development
of a crystal from raw quartz toi finished
product. Catalog ' lists
following :"Crystalab-englneered
developmeiffs"
Supersonicuses;
curved, spnerical
and drift
flat filter
crystals
for
all
minimum
crystals for precise frequencies;
100 kc
frequency
standard
crvstals, and out200500 kcput and(300keying.
kc) crystals
Crystals forforhigh
portable
use intionpolice
and
aircraft
communicaalso are shown available from
1000 to 8500 kc.

MORE
"GARMENTS"
than mostwardrobe
people
would
"clothe"want
the inRCAa tropical
Victor electronic
equipment
in
this
cutaway
view
of a
moisture-proof
prepared
shipment
to the package
tropics. This
kind forof
packaging,
with and
tropicalization
treatment ofcoupled
equipment
parts, can
give longer life to radio and electronic
equipment
by
protecting
it
against
damage
from
fungus,
corrosion
and
effects of hot, humid climates. other
HENRY SHIELS, for three years in
armed forces,
to theN. en-D.
gine ring stahas
f of returned
WDAY Fargo,
LT. ED HARRELL, released from the
Navy where
he taught
radar, has
turned to WRVA
Richmond,
Va., re-as
transmitter
active
duty operator.
since Feb.He27,had1941.been on
VOICE MODULATOR has been inventedcanby engineer
WALTER GUSTAFSON,
inAmericrea-a
tion of new who
soundspecializes
effects. Called
"zombie
voioe",
device
reproduces
of an actor hi a weird tremolo and voice
was
used canfor"DavidfirstHarding—
time Sept.
26 on AmeriCounterspy"
proROBERT
COE hasHartford,
joined Conn.
engineering staff ofS. WDRC
WILLIAM
PETIT,
formerly
with
the raof Newappointed
York police departgramdio division
has been
ne r oment,f WMFF
Plattsburg, N.chief
Y. engiTED HITCHCOCK,
of the Ma-to
rines in the Pacific,veteran
has returned
WTHT Hartford, Conn., as engineer.
RESEARCH LABS, of National Union
York,ionization
have developed
aRadio
new Corp.,
high New
vacuum
gauge
capablelow oneof billionth
record'ng ofpressures
weil bean atmospbere.
making taining
possible
new vacuum.
accuracy in obuniform ahigh
BOB tonKEITH
has rejoin
3d OJCA
as
operator
following
releaseEdmonfrom
RCAF.
CLINTON PREWITT, with engineering
staff ingofthe Navy
WCAE more
Pittsburgh
than a before
year ago,enterhas
returned
engineer tofor thethe station.
Navy. He was radar
LEW ingFRYE
new member
staff of isWTOL
Toledo, ofO. engineerARTHUR
FREED,
vice-president
Freed Radip Corp., New
York, has ac-01
chairmanship
of Radio
Allit-i
Trades cepted
Division
of the
Joint &Defenst
Appeal mitteeof andthe
American Jewish
Com-of
Anti-Defamation
League
B'nai
B'rith.
SAMUELCo. L.willBARAF
United
Transformer
serve
asof
vice-chairman.
CITY BUSINESS CLUB of Philadelphia,
comprisingdustry,leaders
in Philadelphia
business and incited WFIL
for
"civiccialinitiative
andtheservice"
at a speluncheon
In
ford Hotel, Philadelphia, Bellevuelast week.StratWHEREAS
schoolvaguely
children
of yesteryear heard only
of R.their
school
superintendent,
voice
of
J.
Overturf,
Sacramento,
Cal., some
superintendent,
personally
welcomed
20.000
students
back
to their inclasses.
Arranged with
by KFBK
Sacramento
cooperation
city
school
15-minute
Overturfplisystem,
studioaddress
was am-by
fied infrom
school station
auditoriums.
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THIS PROSPEROUS AREA IS COVERED
BY THE Z-BAR NETWORK

RADIO TIME ON THE Z-BAR NET
PAYS OFF

In Montana the buying power is concentrated in the
southwest "pay dirt" territory with 30% of the population, 55% of the payroll. Petroleum refining is the leading industry, wheat the leading crop, and mineral output
alone averages $60,000,000 annually. KPFA Helena,
KGIR Butte, and KRBM Bozeman form the Z-Bar Net,
named for a famous Montana cattle brand — and the
Z-Bar Net blankets this rich market!

Just one example : The Pay'n Save Super Market in Butte
sold over a ton of cheese in a week's time with announcements only! This local firm now grosses over a million
dollars annually . . . using radio exclusively. Strong local
shows — plus top NBC Western Division programs —
plus
. . . another
"reason why"
that NBC
again transcontinentals
in this section NBC
is the network
most
people listen to most.

WESTERN City DIVISION
ational Broadcasting Company
HOLLYWOOD Sunset and Vine ★ SAN FRANCISCO Taylor and O'Farrell
Station City
Station City
KOBStation. . Albuquerque, New Mex KPFA
Helena, California
Montana KDYL
KGLU Salt Safford,
KGHL
Los
Angeles,
Lake City,Arizona
Utah
KIDO .. .... Billings,Boise,Montelot KFI
KMED
Medford, Oregon KFSD San Diego,
California
KTAR
Phoenix,
Arizona
KRBM
KPO
San Francisco,
California
Pocatello,
Idaho
KGIR Bozeman,
Butte, Monlan
Montan KSEI
KOMO
Seattle,
Washington
Portland, Oregon KHQ
KOA
Denver,
KTSM
El Paso,Colored
Texo KGW
KYCA
Prescott, Arizona KVOA Spokane,Tucson,Washington
KMJ
Fresno,
Californi
KOH
Nevada KTFI
Twin Falls,Arizona
Idaho
KWJB
Globe, Arizon KCRA
Sacramento,Reno,California
KYUM
Yuma, Arizona
A Service of Radio
Corporation of America
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You cannot cover the
tremendous New York
market without using
WBNX, because . . .

FRANK
COOLEY,
released from
Army, turalH.hascoordinator
been appointed
of WHAS agriculLouisvil e, cKuylt.ureHein Kansas
has taught
vocational
high schools and agriheld
night tionclasses
for
adult
farmers
in
addito working
with
farm
organizations
including
4-H
clubs,
Future
Farmers
Federations.of America and Farm Bureau
BERNARD
PERSON, Dutch
newscaster
in
department,
was
chosenCBSOmroep
for shortwave
firstNederland
transatlantic
call from
Radio
in
Hilversum
when
Dutch
censorship
on
outgoing
calls halted.
DONALD
FERGUSON,
freelance
writer
inbyL. Rio
deto Janeiro,
has news
been
named
NBC
handle
news
from
that
city.
LEO
HOCHSTETTER,
head
ofduring
American war,
presshasrelations
in Turkeyby
been assigned
NBC to the
Buenos Aires.
KATHERINE
KERRY,
formerhascommenand NBC,
joined
KSFO tatorSanon CBS
Francisco.
AL
LAUGHERY,
released
from
the
Army,
has rejoinedSystem,
news staff
of Don
Lee Broadcasting
Hollywood.
HOWARD K. SMITH, CBS correspondent, has sailed
to rejoin
network's
European
severalHethemonths
cation instaff
this after
country.
will
go va-to
Berlin
to
relieve
CHARLES
COLLINGWOOD, who will return to America.
MACK SWITZER has taken over the
enlarged
and publicdepartment
service of ofKLZspecial
Denver.events
BJORN BJORNSON, NBC correspondent
in Europe
Scandinavia,
turned to thisandcountry
for rest has
and rereassignment.
BILL McCAIN
and
JON
FARMER,
formerly of WBRC Birmingham, Ala., have
joined lanta.
announcing
start ofandWAGAfounder
AtMcCain, producer

oftranscribed
"The Progressive
Farmer", program
eastern and over
westerna network
stations, ofhas southmade
in 13 castsyears
3,000
man-on-street
broadand approximately 24,000 15-minute
broadcasts.
He
will
take
over
"TelloTest" castsprogram
on features.
WAGA andWelldo known
newsand special
as sports
commentator
and record
jockey,program.
Farmer will assist on "TelloTest"
ARTHUR GAETH,
Mutual thenewsnetwork
commentator, wil represent
as correspondent
in becentral
and eastern
Europe,
and
will
replaced
on
his
co-op
program
Friday
11-11:15
a.m., Monday
effectivethrough
Oct. 15
by
CECIL BROWN.
JACK land
W. Oregonian
BOLTER,andformerly
PortChicagowith
HeraldAmerican,
joined WCCO
Minneapolis, as newshaswriter.
HARRYager of National
C. KLEMFUSS,
general SyndimanNews-Features
cate, New York, Oct.
19 will celebrate
the 20th
anniversary
of
what
he
believsistent
es to be nightly
the news
Initiation
of firstin conbroadcasts
New
York,
which
he
started
on
WMCA
New
York In 1925.
MERRILL
MUELLER,
ent recently
returned NBC
fromcorrespondTokyo, is
to marry
Nicholson
upon her was
arrival fromEdith
London.
Miss Nicholson
a British agent
with
thewhenFrench
underground
until
1943,
she
was
smuggled
to England.into Spain and subsequently
HANK FISHER,
newscaster is and
announcer of WLWof Effingham,
Cincinnati,
marry
Mary
Tanner
111.,to Oct.
20
in Cincinnati.
DICK WARD,
former
porter, has joined
the newspaper
news staff re-of
CKEY Toronto.

WBNX reaches
2,450,000
1,523,000
1,235,000
660,000

Jewish speaking
Italian speaking
German speaking
Polish speaking
•

persons
persons
persons
persons

STRENGTHEN your present
New York schedules with
WBNX. Our program department will assist you in
the translation of your copy.,
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PRomoTi

on

ofJOHNNY
WCHS SINCLAIR,
Charleston,whoW. leftVa.,salesto staff
join
the Navyturned to inthatDecember
has restation as1941,promotion
manager.
WILLARD D. EGOLF, NAB director of
public relations, Oct. 7 wongles tennis
sinand doubles
■ championships
of
^■■^
Kenwood
Country
jfHH n
Club, Washington
P^^SM
Ined singles
l
H^Hi
the hesixdefeattime
Dean Judd,
'9k JMP*9B*1H§ holder,
later
pairing
with
him
t0
take
the
doubles. While com'* *~ 'Jk. mercial manager of
di^Hk KVOO
Egolf
was
cityTulsa,
singles
and
doubles
champion
l iiUHBi HI and
one homa's
of ranking
OklaMr. Egolf players.
SARA V.motionLIVERANCE
hasAtlanta.
joined Forproof WAGA
merly with staffWAIM
Anderson,
S. C, she
also inghasand six
years experience
advertising
work within reportAnderson newspapers.
SCOTT
R.
CLAWSON,
afterto four
in the Army, has returned
KSL years
Salt
Lake City
work supervisor.
with R. L. BERGMAN, salestoservice
SAM ELBER, formerly of AM trade
paper and
more isrecently
with the direcMerchant Marine,
new publicity
assistant
tor of promotion
and
of WIP
Philadelphia.
BEE aSTRAWWAY,
merchandising
ger of WJZ New York,
resigns Oct.man-21
to jointion stafftheof merchandising
Life Magazine. and promo-

^Jh

OLD HAND at grid game, Lou Little
(seated, left)studios
learnsas newhe warms
tricks inup NBCfor
television
first
U.YorkS. Rubber
telecastQuarterback.
on WNBT
New
of FridayCo. Night
With
him,
Joe
Val
(seated,
right)
Telegram sports editor. StandingWorld(1 to
r),
salesReynold
manager;R. Kraft,
C. H. NBC
Gilbert,television
U. S.
Rubber adv. mgr., footwear division.
Artists'
Competition.
Instrumental
artists selected
from preliminary
hearings
are featuredon weekly
in "Young
Artists"
program
KFI.
Final
winners
are
given
guest solo spots
with directed
Hollywood
Bowl
Symphony
orchestra
by
Leopold
Stokowskl.
Scholarship
prizes
are
given
for further
coaching
and
study
for
most
promising
talents.
Age
limit is 25 years.
Program Promotion
FOLDER
simulating
a baseball
scorecard promotes
Kate Smith
and Henry
Aldrich
programs
at
"CBS
Field"
with
"Game includes
Time, 8-8:55
Fridays".
Folder
ads forp.m.Postum
and
Grapenuts,vertised oGeneral
Foods
products
adn
the
two
programs,
and
for
the other GF network programs, listed
as "other big league events".
Mutualkit Kithas been Issued
LARGE promotion
by Mutual program,
for the network's
Midnight"
resumed "Captain
Sept. 24
by TheKitWander
Chicago,bookfor ofOvaltine.
consistsCo.,of comic
the
character,
plus
suggestions
to
be used
in radio announcements, newspapers,,
dealers, display,
and showmanship
promote
program.toProgram
islistener
on 111 interest
Mutual instations.
Special
GOODYEAROnt.,
Tirehas& Edition
Rubber
Co., eight
New
Toronto,
issued an
pagelar tabloid
special edition
of its
regu-to
staff
publication,
Goodyear
News,
tell the story of its Tuesday evening
Canadian
network for
showthe"Parade
Song". minion
Promotion
CBC Do-of
tures of cast.network program includes picKWKW Contest
BEAUTY CONTEST is being conducted
by KWKW
Pasadena,
in conjunction with RKO
RadioCal.,Pictures
Corp.
Contest
is openwithtowinner
all girls between
and 30KWKW.
years,
crowned17a
Miss
Winner is totobereceive
Victory bond;
toofRKOits male
studiosstars;
and
luncheon
with visit
oneKWKW;
voice
audition
atother
and numerous
prizes. cosmetic kit
Fire Prevention
ORIGINATED
and promoted
by WOWO
Fort
Wayne,FireInd.,
advance preparation
for local
Prevention
Week cond of campaign
clean and ma-removesistefrom
homes alltocombustible
City-wide waste paper collection wasterials.
planned.
Surrender Document
FULL-SIZE duplicates of a replica of
the "Instrument of Surrender" signed
aboardbeing
U.S.S.distributed
Missouri inby Tokyo
Bayare
Oklahoma
Publishing Co.
(WKY Oklahoma
City).
Service Booth
BOOTH mousponsored
by WHEBFairPortsH., at Rochester
was
devoted
toth, N.finding
jobsbyforveterans
servicemen.
Information
as
given
presented to prospective employers. was:
Report ServiceAmerican AirIN COOPERATION
lines, WTHT Hartford,withConn.,
presented
periodic
reports
of Worlddeparture
Series games
tolocalpassengers
from
air field. awaiting

Tom Mix Book
ALBUM
of picturesis and
stories October
of Tom
Mix
characters
promotion of Ralstoncenter
Purinaof Co.,
St.
Louis,
sponsors
of
"Tom
Mix
and
His
Ralstontual stations.
StraightTitled
Shooters"
262 Mu"Officialon Tom
Mix
Photograph
Album", willbookbe and
Mix"
shirt emblem
sent "Tom
as a
premium,
cents
and
seal Oct.
from19-Nov.
package2, forof 10Ralston
Wholeton.Wheat
or Instant
RalsCompany Cereal
is sponsoring
a contest,
Oct. 1-April
1, among
promotion
mana
g
e
r
s
o
f
stations
carrying
the
program,
offering forprizes
totalinghaving
$1,000largest
in victory
bonds
stations
premium
returns
in proportion
to popul
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
listening
area.
Company
also
provides
spot
announcements,
mats
and
newspaper merchandising
releases for promotion
and
furnishes
departments
of stations with window streamers
showing Tom Mix cast.
KOME Folder
FOLDER showing types of planned
promotion
used
by KOME Tulsa
boost shows
by theto
station
as firsthas inbeenseriesprepared
of promotion
pieces. erageFolder
KOMEillustrations
primary cov-of
areapromotion
andshowscarries
program
including
use of movie
trailers,methods
bus cards,
book
marks, casts,
menucourtesyplugs,
plugs. promotional broadKFI Contest
AS A PUBLIC
service development
enterprise de-of
signed to encourage
youthfulgeles in conjunction
artistic talent,withKFI Hollywood
Los AnBowl sonAssn.,
for third
consecutive
seahas started
its winter
KFI- Young
BROADCASTING
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YOU

MAY

GOLF'S

BE

ABLE

CAN'T

MAKE

SLAM"*-

"GRAND

B IIT— YOU

TO

DRIVE

"OUTSIDE"

CASTS INTO WESTERN

BROAD-

MICHIGAN!

Much as a sand-trap stops a hard-hit ball, so does in this big market, and that's by using local stathe unusual fading around Western Michigan kill tionsl
off "outside" radio waves — even those emanating A perfect CBS combination — WKZO in Kalamafrom super-powered stations in not-distant Detroit zoo and WJEF in Grand Rapids — offers complete
and Chicago.
coverage of Western Michigan. Costs are entirely
Sad, perhaps (for you — though fine for us!) —

reasonable, and listenership very high. Let us give

but there's only one way to reach most listeners you all the facts — or ask Free & Peters!
Bobby Jones did it in 1930 when he won the British Ama'eur, British Open, American Amateur, American Open.

ZO

WK

t COVHT*
Vuo keviCOMPANY
BOTH OWNED AND OPERATED BY FETZER BROADCASTING

FREE & PETERS, INC., EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
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Rgedcies

CH

I C A G O
5000 watts 560kc

National Representative
250 PARK AVE., NEW YORK
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BAYARD geles&, has ECCLESTON
Adv., Los with
Andissolvedsetting
partnership
JERE BAYARD,
up his own
agencyard & Associates
under firmat name
ofGrand
Jere Bay609
S.
Ave.
J. W. ECCLESTON Jr. continues at
present
addressS. taut
will moveon hisNov.
agency to 1060
Broadway
DOHERTY
is radio director1.
ofEUGENE
latter agency.
HOWARD F. L. HART, released from
the
Army,
has joined
S. Duane
Lyon
Inc.,
New York,
as account
executive.
ROBERT
released
from the D.Army,KEMPTNER,
is new copyalsochief.
CHARLES of GANNON,
formerly
president
Arthur Kudner
Inc., viceNew
York, denthasand director
been appointed
vice-presiof
public
relations
for Benton & Bowles, New York.
ofIRVING
DoremusWHITNEY
& Co., NewLYON,
York,copy
has chief
been
named ativevice-president
in charge of creplanning.
GERTRUDE
time
buyer,
beenGENTZEL,
promoted assistant
to New
chief York.
time
buyer
ofhas McCann-Erickson,
WILLIAM
C.
DEKKER
remains
director
of time buying and station relations.
IRVING L. SHAW has formed the Shaw
Adv.
Agency,advertising
Philadelphia,
specialize
in radio
and topromotion.
New
is located
at 1420
Walnutorganization
St.
LEONARD M. GOLDSMITH, former
production
manager
of Arthur
Rosenburg
New
York,
has
StraussAgency,
Philadelphia,
whichjoined
hasof
moved
toAssoc.,
new quarters.
New address
agencyBldg.
is .1701 Fidelity-Philadelphia
Trust
HERB
RINGOLD,
who served ofin War
the
public during
relations
department
Dept.
the war,
has returned
toof
his
former
post
as
radio
director
Philip Klein Adv., Philadelphia.
MRS. ROY PORTER,
wife of with
NBC Press
Paris
correspondent
andappointed
formerly
Assn.,
has beenbeing
head
of the
Paris
office
opened
by
Abbott
Kimball Co.,
New York,
cializing in fashion
accounts.agency speJOHNownE. agency
VODICKA,
former ownerFla..of
his
in
Miami
has joined J. M. Hickerson Beach,
Inc., Miami
Beach, as vice-president.
AUSTIN PETERSON, former Hollywood
editorial
director
of Young as& major,
Rubicam,
is to upon
join
Tedrelease
BatesfromInc.AFRS
as West Coast
radio
director.
BUD York
PAGANUCCI
has shifted
from
New
to Hollywood
as J. Walter
Thompson Co. writer on NBC "Kraft
Music Hall".
ofTRACY
Robert CLIFTON,
F. Dennis account
Inc., Losexecutive
Angeles
agency,
is
on
30-day
leave Pat
of absence
to joinson, recently
her husband,
returned Col.
from ETO.PatterROBERT
DENNISadditional
Inc., Losoffices
Angelesat
agency,
hasF. taken
219 W. Seventh
St.
TED SHERDEMAN,
released
lieuten-colonel from AFRSLennen
after &as37 Mitchell
months
service, has antjoined
aspresident
assistantin tocharge
MANN of HOLINER,
vice-to
radio.
Prior
Army
service,
Sherdemanon wasweekly
producer
of Young
& Rubicam
CBS
"Silver
program.
recently
returnedTheater"
to Hollywood
from HePacific.
RAY
formerbefore
publichisrelations
officerD.inCASEY,
the Army
release,
has rejoined
the
public
relations
dep
a
r
t
m
e
n
t
o
f
N.
W.
Ayer
&
Son,
New
York. NORMAN
M.Navy,
BANKART.
discharged
from
the
also
has
rejoined tshiegnmeagency
and is office.
awaiting asnt at Philadelphia
HUGH
K. BOICE
years
commercial
managerP.Jr.,McKinney
of for
WMBDfour&Peoria.
111.,
Son,
New hasYork,joinedas J.manager
of the radio
department.
Before
hisFreeWMBD
connection,
Bolce
was
with
&
Peters
and
WNEW New York.
PAUL
RADIN,
former
chief
of
films
OWI in therejoin
Balkans,
is returning fromfor&
Europe
Co., New toYork,
as staff
accountof Buchanan
executive.
LT. F. B.leasedRYAN
Jr., USNR,
has beenNavyrefrom
active
duty
by
and has returned to Ruthrauff the& Ryan,
New York, resuming post of vice-presi-

^

HOMER GRIFFITH Radio Productions.
divisionwood ofstationHomer
Griffith Co.,withHollyrepresentative,
end
ofdirection
war hasof been
under
IRENE re-established
GRIFFITH. Unit
is
specializing
in
live
packaged
shows
as
well as custom built programs.
EDGAR
HERRMANN,
associatedforwith10
Zenith G.Radio
Corp., Chicago,
years
assistant vice-president
in
chargeson asofRadioadvertising,
has
& Phonograph joined
Corp.,EmerNew
York, as sales manager.
ALFRED ZEMLO, engineer,
former WAITnowChicago
studio
with
Perfectioncontrol
Transcriptions, isChicago.
WILLIAM
C.
BREARLEY,
formerly
the New Jersey Adv. Council, has joinedof
the diosales
recording stuas an staff
accountof WOR
executive.
ALBERT R. PERKINS, radio and film
director
for Look Magazine,
is conducting a course
writing
for begin ers at NYUin onradioThursday
evenings.
LT.
GEORGE
B.
MacGLENNON,
former
advertising
manager
of
Muzak
Corp.,
New
York,
was
released
from
the
Oct. 3 after three years service. AAF
LEAR Inc., Piqua, O., has appointed
Hunt-Marquardt,
as distributor for Lear home Boston,
radios and
wire recorders.
LT. PIERREsentative forWEIS,
former
sales
repreLang-WorthleaveFeature
grams, idseonrsto d to beterminal
andreturn
is Proun-to
planning
to
radio.
GRETL URBAN,
vice-president
of
AsMusic Publishers,
has been sociated
elected
a director ofNewthe York,
firm.
C. J. STEVENS,
procurement
division of Crosleytowith
Corp.,
Cincinnati,
has
been
promoted
regional
manager
the sales
department
of the
Crosleyin
manufacturing
division.
Territory
includes central and
southern
Illinois.
Missouri,braska,Kansas,
NeColorado andOklahoma,
part of Iowa,
Wyoming.
EDWARD W. SNOWDON, released from
the Armysumes hisafter
3V2withyearsCharles
of service,
dutiesand
L. Wag-rener, concert
opera management
firm, tolicity andhandle
radio
bookings,
pubadvertising.
SCREEN
PUBLICISTS
GUILD
willpress
begin
organizing
the
radio
industry
relations
department
Hollywood
soon as film
studios instrike
is ended.as
Under willplanbe setcompelled
up by SPG,
everyits radio
show
to carry
own
unit man,
operatingat the
similar
to publicity
assignments
film
Union has been contacting studios.
various
publicity
womenagreeable
for someto
weeks withmenmostandof them
joining
SPG.
CRAIG DENNIS Radio Productions,
Chicago, has purchased exclusive
rights to Neblett
"Stay Tuned
To Terror"Chicago.
from
Johnny
Productions,
Craig soDennis
has announced
39Robert
epid
e
s
o
f
the
show,
written
by
Bloch, are ready for distribution.
JOSEPH
G.
DEVICO,
released
from
U. S. Naval Reserve, has been appointed
advertising
tronics Corp.,manager
New York.of Garod Elec-

dent and treasurer. Since October 1942
Lt.
Ryan has ofbeenan armed
on leaveguardto crew.
serve
as commander
JOHN
LIVINGSTON,
formerly
Pacific
Coast manager for Spot Sales, has
J.joined
Youngthe Jr.LosInc.Angeles office of Adam
STANLEY
S. BRILL,
former has
columnist
and
publishers
representative,
joined
Seidel
New
York,
as account
executiveAdv.,
and director
of research.
F.in E.the DAVIS,
released
after four years
Navy,
has
returned
Export
Advertising
Service, toNewNational
York,
as an account
executive.
JOHN
FLYNN,
formerly
with
Kenyon
Research
Corp.,New
an affiliate
of Kenyon
&Schacter,
Eckhardt,
York, has
joined
director ofFain
market& Lent,
research.New York, as
JUDSON Thompson
H. IRISH,Co.,formerly
with hasJ.
Walter
New York,
the copyNew department
of Kenyon
&joined
Eckhardt,
York.
CHARLES
SANDAK
las D. Simon
Adv., has
New rejoined
York, asDougacAAF. count executive, upon release from
EDWARDThompson
J. MAAS,Co.,formerly
with hasJ.
Walter
New York,
joined licity
thedepartment
publicof relations
and pubJ.
M.
Mathes
Inc.,
New York.
CHARLES A. POOLER, after two years
in theton & Bowles,
armed forces,
has rejoined
BenNew ofYork,
as vice-president and director
research.
KATHERINE
WALTON,in Klamath
formerly head
ofOre.,
herhasownbeenagency
named secretary toFalls,
FIN
HOLLINGER,
general
manager
of KDB
Santa Barbara, Cal.
FRANK BARTON, formerly with N. W
Ayer
& Sonof and
hasdepartment
been namedof
manager
the CBS,
radio
Benton
& Bowles,
NewWALTER
York. HeCRAIG,
will
work
directly
with
vice-president in charge of radio.
O'CONNELL,
RAGEN
& RICHARDSON,
new cy,Tacoma,
Wash., advertising
agenSound hasBldg.established offices in Puget
GERTH-PACIFIC
offices
at 412 W. SixthAdv.,St., Los
recentlyAngeles,
were
gutted by fire of undetermined origin.
VAN
DAVIS,
formerly
in
charge
of
Los
Angeles Ivey
office& ofEllington,
Logan &NewArnold,
hasas
joined
York,
director
of fashion
department.
Latter
agency
also
has
taken
over
New
York
offices and account of Logan & Arnold.
EARLEAAF,E. has
HILDEBRAND,
with account
release
from
been appointed
executive
Los
Angeles.of J. Walter Thompson Co.,
DANA Co.,H. LosJONES,
of Dana
Jones
Angelespresident
been
appointed
chairman
of agency,
recentlyhasformed
Employment
for
Service
Men
Committee of Los Angeles Adv. Club.
K. W. ANDERSON,
WestMarquis,
Los Angeles formerly
agency, hasof joined
Booker-Cooper,
been appointed
count executive. Los Angeles, as ac- has
manager
of Barnes general
Chase production
Co., San
Diego, Cal.,of agency.
JACK Counselors.
SPENCER,
NEWTON
FREE, formerAdv.,account
execu- formerly
t
i
v
e
o
f
Evers-Whyte
Los
Angeles,
Advertising
has
established
his
own
agency
at
510
Phoenix,
been appointed
simiS. Spring St.
inhasagency's
Los
Angelesto manaoffice.
ARTHURchiefTIBBALS
has W.beenStowe
appointed
EARLlarinpostSHAW,
former
production
copy
of
Arthur
Adv.,
ager
latter
office,
has
been
transLos Angeles agency.
Wilson. fer ed to San Diego as assistant to Mr.
NELSON
NEWMARK
has been appointWILLIAM
V. SHAFTNER,
four yearsin
ed
art
director
of
Beaumont
&
Hohwith FBI and
prior to thatfor engaged
man, Los Angeles.
radio,
publications
and
Chamber
GENE NORMAN,
announcer on pro- Commerce activities, has joined Gerth-of
ductiAngeles,
on staf of Lockwood-Shackelford
Adv.,
Los
and engagement.
Doreen Shapiro Pacific
executive.Adv., San Francisco, as account
have announced their
CHARLES AMORY, former captain
J.beenGAYmadeSTEVENS,
service
director,
has
South &Pacific
and preLos &Angeles
resident
man- with AAFviouslyinwiththeLennen
Mitchell,
hasof
ainggerTEDof Garfield
Guild
Adv.,
succeedjoined
department
DAHL, recently resigned to join Buchananthe &newCo.,business
New
York.
Charlestive.H. ELIZABETH
Mayne Co.LIGHTBOURNE
as account execuFULLER, New
formerYork,producer
of
has LT. SAM& Rubicam,
joined
& Guilddirector.
as production Young
in the Navy, has been
made and
chiefnowol
managerGarfield
and research
program section, AFRS, Los Angeles.
McNEILL
&
McCLEERY
Adv.
has
moved to larger quarters in Pershing J. W. THAIN, vice-president and treasurefice,
r of McKim
Adv.,
Toronto secretaryhead-ofSquare geles.
Bldg.,Telephone
448 South
Hill St.,7496.Los Anhasofbeen
appointed
is Michigan
treasurer
the
agency
on thewithretirement
of
J.
B.
STEPHENS,
the
ALLEN
WILSON,
formerly
of
WestHolliday Co., publishers representative. agency 29 years.
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WINTER
GARDEN
THEATRE

OLSEN
£ JOHNSON
«nL AFFfNG ROOM
ONLY

I

j

MARY

MARGARET

MciR!DE

tic way New York's theatre audience responded to your special one night appearance
in "Laffing Room Only." But there's nothing particularly astounding about that. For
day after day— 260 days a year— you pack
in a radio audience that numbers thousands
and thousands.
your warmth
. . . your
. . your
aptIt'scomments
on current
eventsvitality
. . . the .way
you
bring out the naturalness in your famous radio
guests that makes such multitudes dial 660 . . .
at 1 p.m.. ET, Monday through Friday, every
week of the year!
There's the power that jam-packs your studio
. . . draws truck loads of fan letters a year ... is
all but cause for the riot squad whenever you
mention a product!
There's the alertness that gave you the biggest
"scoop"
the San Francisco
the
first
radarof demonstration
on theConference,
air, and sent
you, the first woman columnist, to broadcast
from post-war Europe.
Eight thousand broadcasts over a period of
eleven triumphant years prove your success is no
accident!
All of which goes to show what a bang-up job
can be done . . . with a prodigious program like
yours ... on a top-notch station like ours!

NBC's Key Station * New York I

50,000 watts • 680 fee.
Represented by NBC SPOT SALES
G • Broadcast Advertising
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Serving
The Third Largest Market
in the
Fourth

Richest State

WCOL
COLUMBUS
The Listening Habit of Central Ohio

TO
ALREADY,
YEAR 'ROUND MARKET
. . .THIS
and that,
Mister, isGREAT
something!
WIOD covers this rich and responsi re market as
completely as Miami's magic sun.
Every indication points to
record 1945-46

JAMES M. UGote, Gen. Manoge
5,000 WATTS * 610 KC * NBC
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PRODUC
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CHARLES
Jr., released
from
the Navy C.department
andBEVIS
formerly
of NBC,
the night
hasto
beenprogram
appointed executive ofassistant
JOHN
F.ofROYAL,
NBC vice-president
in
charge
television.
Others
returned
from the services
include
J.nowHARRISON
HARTLEY,
out
of
Navy,
director
ofNORAN
specialE. features
for television,
and
(Nick)
ofCorps.
department.
LatterKERSTA,
was with manager
Marine
ARNOLD
HARTLEY,is father
WOV ofNewa girl.
York
program director,
BERT
releasedLOUDEN
from armed
service,FRANK,
and VERNE
have
joineding KDYL
Salt Lake
City was
announcstaff. Frank
formerly
with
WDKFORAN Danville,
111.,
WJJD
Chicago,
and
Lincoln,Ida.,Neb.andLouden
was with
KIDO
Boise,
previously
with
KYA San Francisco.
CHARLES
ROBERTSof has
been promoted to supervisor
announcers
and
production
at
KLZ
Denver
with
derture of PETE a SMYTHE,
who left
radio to pabecome
dude rancher.
RICHARDsultant andHUBBELL,
television
conproduction
manager,
broadCorp., Cincinnati,casting
wassession
todivision,
serveofCrosley
as chairman
of the
opening
Television
Institute
Oct. 14, at Hotel Commodore, New

i

DR. FRANK BLACK, NBC general
musiceraldirector
and conductor
of "Genhas
completedMotorstheSymphony
score of ofhisthefirstAir",musicaliscomedy,
"The Duchess
Misbehaves".
Play
scheduled
for
Broadway
late
this year.
NEIL MORRISON, director of talks and
publications
for
turned
from European
two CBC
-monthToronto,
trip tohaswhere
GreatreBritain
andtroops
countries
Canadian
are
stationed.
He
went
overseas mation
for committee
the rehabilitation
inforof the Canadian
Wartime Information Board.
DICK
HALHED, haschief
announcerto theof
CBR Vancouver,
been
production
CBC moved
Winnipeg
direct variousstaffCBCof network
programs.to
ORVILLE
FOSTER,
program
directora
of WIND Chicago,
hasbecause
been granted
leave
absenceCONNELLY,
ofrecently
poor
health. ofBROOKS
discharged from the Navy, has returned
to histor, a position
post as assistant
program
direcheld fornight
seven operayears.
Connelly will hesupervise
tions.
JOHN FLORA, night staff announcer;
WILLIAM
REILLY, assistant
in production department,
of music
clearance and
and ALrecordTRILLING
depart-

RETURNED FROM ABROAD, three former announcers of WCAU
Philadelphia were
by PowersCapt.
Gouraud
Owl."
Interviewees,
Capt.interviewed
Walter Shelden,
John (above),
Franklin,"Night
Lt. George
Thomas in the usual order.
York City. He also was to speak on ment ofturned toWNEW
New following
York havereleaserestation
"Radio vs.
Television
Programming".
armedtheservices.
Hubbell
is author
of "Television
Pro- from
NORMAN CORWIN, CBS producergram ing and Production" and "4000 writer,
Years
Television".
has written
Other
CAROLtor ofofWLW
McCONAHA,
farmforhome
direcRadio
Plays",
new '"Untitled,
book to be And
published
Cincinnati
2V2
years,
after &the
has resigned. She was married Oct. 6 Holt
Co. first of the year by Harry
to Lt. Joel
BUTLER,
released fromstaff theof
terville,
Ind. D. Rhodes, USNR, at Cen- FRANK
rejoined announcing
LT. ROYnouncer ofP.WJLBROGERS,
former
an- Army,
WCCO has
Minneapolis.
Detroit
and
WCAR
Pontiac,
has been thedischarged
from and
the LYNN WILLIAMS
returned Orleans
to anFirst
system
nounyears
cing staf ofinhasWWL
is to Army
returnunder
to radiopoint
announcing
in was
after with
threeKFRO
AAF. New
Formerly
Detroit.
Longview,
Tex.,
KELDhe
DON GILLIS, production director of Eldorado, Tex., and KWKH Shreveport,
NBC Air","General
Motors "Symphony
Symphony No.of La. Ineral camp
service
participated in sevradio heshows.
the
has composed
5",
describing
wartime
America.
Sym- ALLEN R. MENEFEE, formerly with
phony
had
its
premiere
on
program
Neb., continuity
and KHAS writer
HastOct. 14andwithNBCperformance
by Dr. Frank KGFW ings,Kearney,
Neb., is now
Black
symphony
and announcer
of KVAK Atchison.
ADELAIDE
HAWLEY,
WEAF orchestra.
New York Kans.
women's
commentator,
has
been
chosen
OLIVER THORNBURG, formerly of
"Woman
of theemployes
Year" byof the
the General
Wilson WAGA
WLW director
Cincinnati,of
Club of women
has beenAtlanta
namedandprogram
Electric nitCo.,
Bridgeport,
Conn.,
inin recogi
o
n
o
f
work
she
has
done
radio
WMFJ ceeds
Daytona
Beach,
Fla. now
He suc-in
and on the screen.
CRYSTEL
PALMER,
of European
station promotion.
JACKis
GEORGE (Chuck) OLDEN, cartoonist charge
BOBBINS,
war
veteran,
has joined
the
art
staff
of
CBS
televiassistant to Mr. Thorn burg.
sion duces
stationdescriptive
WCBW animated
New York. cartoons
He pro- PERSTON
L.
TAPLIN,
announcer
and
"Yawn Patrol"
rejoined
used
on station's
news charts,
programs,and asmaps
well WHCU
as graphs,
posters,
Ithaca, personality,
N. Y., after has
3Vz years
In
frequently
used
on
WCBW
shows.
the Army. He managed a string of GI
WILLIAM CHAMBERS, formerly with shows
across
England,
Normandy,
BelNBC, is new
program
directorPlattsburg,
and proLuxembourg
and Germany and
duction manager
of WMFF
wasgium,radio
correspondent.
N.director
Y. BETTY
SMITH,
formerto head
programof also
for WMFF,
shifts
TIM
O'SULLIVAN,
from
service Oct. 8 discharged
after three years
continuity and editor of women's military
features.
as flight navigator,
is backFortwithWayne,
ann
o
u
n
c
i
n
g
s
t
a
f
of
WGL
RAYMOND
DIETRICH,
former
parttime operator
with fulltime
KDB Santa
Bar- Ind. Fourth veteran to join WGL, he
bara, Cal., is now
announcer
(Continued on page 66)
with station.
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Careful Aim is as Necessary in Successful Advertising as it is in the Field

SIOUX FALLS. SO. DAKOTA
1140 K C — 5000 WATTS
National Representatives
KSOO HOWARD H. WILSON CO.

How

to Test Your

Purchase

of Radio TimeFirst, you
market that
able toto reach
buy.
Second,
you 'want
want aa medium
that isis able
and sell that market.
The Richmond market is permanent and stable
with industrial plants that work steadily, peacetime or wartime. Richmond enjoyed the greatest
industrial growth of any large American city of
similiar size during the pre-war decade.
The average buying power of a Richmond family
is $2,1 40 nearly double that of the average family
in the nation. WRNL has the listening ear of these
people who have the money to spend. WRNL
can do a selling job for you.
Affiliated with the
American
Broadcasting Company

mm
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PRODUCTIOnf-Jf
(Continued
page 6*4) Ind..
entered
radiomoved
at from
WLBC
in missions
1939 and
to WGLMuncie,
in 1941.
In
32Air
from
England
with
Eighth
Force,
he
won
DPC,
Air
Medal
with
three Citation,
Oak LeafandClusters,
Unit
two battlePresidential
stars for
ETO iceribbon.
Heradio
has director
been special
servofficer
and
at EllingRETURNED
veteran
and former
anton
Field,
Houston,
in
charge
nouncer of WSYR
Syracuse,
Lt. Bernard
radio programs originating there. of all (Bud) Stapleton,
reported first U. S.
HAROLD pointed
FITZGERALD
has
been
apsoldier
to
raise
American
flag
ove'r
production director of WKZO tells
Tokyohis[BROADCASTING,
Sept.
17].
Kalamazoo, Mich.
listeners
BERT
former W.program
story mother
of his and
war WSYR
experiences
on
of WSAZSONIS,
Huntington,
Va., hasdirector
taken the
first
day
back.
He
will
retaurn
to
station staff upon expected discharge.
a similar
position
with WCHS
Charleston, W. Va.,
replacing
JOE HERGET,
now advertising
managerLANEof West
Review. DICK
has Virleft
WCHS rginia
become
assistant program
di- KNOX MANNING,
CBS Hollywood
newsetoctor of WSAZ.
caster, has been
by Warner
Pictures
Inc. signed
to do narration
on
ELEANOR
BALZ,department
manager ofof the
mo- Bros.
"Ghost
of
Berchtesgaden",
a
short
subtion
picture
DuMont
television station WABD New York, FRANCES
ject
dealing
with
Nazism
in
America.
McGUIRE
is
to
take
over
the
spoke at a meeting of the Business and
Professional
Women's
of Bronx- eight women's programs of WIP Philaville,tiesNew
York,
9,Club
on opportunidelphia. She replacesreleased
JOYCE from
O'NEILL.
for women
inOct.
television.
WALT hasMAGUIRE,
the
FRANK
WALDECKER,
WOR
returned
to
his
former
post
announcer, is father of a girl.New York N.Army,
as J.program director of WCAM Camden.
ALLEN,York,hill-billy
disc Jockeya THOMAS RODGERS, formerly of KQV
atROSALIE
WOV New
has completed
series of tsix
film "soundies"
be disand DOUGLAS BROWN',beenof
country.
ributed to movie
juke boxes toover
the Pittsburgh,
WAIR
added toWinston-Salem,
the announcingN. C,staffhaveof KYW
Philadelphia.
CHARLES
CALVERT,
formerly
of
Black
ett,
Hummert,
ChicagoKMPC
and of
LT. JIM Philadelphia
ALEXY, formerEvening
staff member
NBC,Sample
thatas &city,
has joined
Hollywood
producer.
and the
now out of the Army,
has Ledger
joined
LEWIS
M.
COOK,
former
announcer
of
the
announcing
staff
of
WHAT
PhilaKFI Los Angeles, has shifted to KECA delphia.
KAY
CONLIN,
traffic
manager
of
Hollywood
replacing
JOHNNY
FORREST, resigned.
WPENengagement
Philadelphia,
her
to Lt. has
Jack announced
Dougherty.
DOROTHYductionDIETZ
been made
assistant tohas DICK
MACK pro-on RHONA LLOYD, woman commentator
WCAU Philadelphia, leaves for
the weeklyBOARDMAN,
CBS "Joan released
Davis Show".from of
TRUE
Europe this week for on-the-spot broadcasts.
AFRS turnasto radio
lieutenant-colonel,
is
to
rewriting.
HELEN tinuity
MARYdepartmentKNOX,
former
conof WBBM
WALTER
GERING, iswriter-producer
joined member
KPHO Phoenix
as
KECA
father of a boyof Chicago,
women's has
commentator.
born Oct.Hollywood,
5.
HOLLY
PEARCE
resumes
his
position
RALPH
BURGE,
formerly
of
WJBO
as studio
supervisor
at WBBM Chicago
Baton Rouge,
La., Charlottesville,
and N. R. (Tiny)
two years
MARTIN,
WCHV
Va., after
servednearly
with OSS
in CBI.in the Army. He
have
beenofMemphis.
added
to announcing staff
of WHBQ
CHARLESprogram
IRVING,andAmerican
"Curtain
Time"
quizmaster
DUNHAMEL,
"Coronet
Quiz", PELLETIER
has moved re-toof
ofGASTON
WHBQ G.Memphis,
is fatherannouncer
of twin New
boys.
York.Quick
VINCENT
places him on "Curtain
Time".
Latterof
DOROTHY
KELLEY, continuity
because
of WHEB toPortsmouth,
N. H., is writer
to be show
new timehas onbeen
Bostoncancelled
Symphony.
married
from the Army.Eugene Merrill, released
JAMES B.studios
DUNBAR, managerPortsmouth,
of Dover
N.remote
H., is father ofof WHEB
a girl.
Guild Discussions
JACK LLOYD,of WTHT
former Hartford,
announcerConn.,
and
sportscaster
meeting of the
has returned to the station
after three FOLLOWING
Radio
Directors Guild and four
years
AAF as inglider
CarrierwithCommand
ETO.pilot in Ninth major networks Oct. 9 before the
York State Mediation Board,
LEW agerKENT,
production
of WMAZformer
Macon,
Ga„ is mannew New
member
the guild appointed
a negotiating
Cincinnati.of announcing staff of WCKY committee
held
individual
PAUL Cincinnati,
DAUGHERTY,has formerly
withto discussions which
with networks during
WCKY
been
added
the week. Committee members are
announcing staff of WAGA Atlanta.
FELIX GRANT,
formerly
with from
McCannShayon,are EdschedByErickson,
New York,
released
the Tony ron.Leader,
Guild and Bob
networks
Coast Guard,
been named announcer at WWDChas Washington.
uled to reappear before mediation
BILL BURNETTE, formerly with WIS board sometime early this week.
Columbia,
S. C,Sumter,
is newS. program
director of WFIG
C.
RUTH
CHIAPPA,
former
continuity
writer
with
WHKC
Columbus,
O.,
has
been added
to continuity
Distributors Meet
WPAY
CARLstaff
(Bud)O.,of WESTERN
distributors of the
SUNKEL,Portsmouth,
from WHIZO. Zanesville,
and GILBERT
BROOKS
are
new
anFarnsworth Television & Radio
nouncers with WPAY.
COMDR. WILLIAM STRANGE, Royal Corp. convened Oct. 1 at the Fairmont Hotel, San Francisco, to view
Canadianrector ofNavy,
haspublic
been relations,
appointed suc-dinavalHOWARD,
has re- firm's first postwar line of domestic
tcuerndeidng tHo. C.civilian
life atwho Montreal.
receivers and E.phonograph-ra'dio
Comdr. Strange is former producer.
combinations.
H. McCarthy,
W.
S. WOODFIELD
been promoted
Farnsworth
toWinnipeg.
assistant
program hasdirector
of CKRC the
meeting. sales manager, directed
DRESSER
DAHLSTEAD,
formerly
westerncan,division
chief from
announcer
of Ameriwith release
the Army
after
two
years,
resumes
those
network
FOLDERA-Coming"
for WMCA program
New York
duties
Oct. 15. VIC PERRIN, who has issued
has "New
been
to promote
lance.
held post during his absence, will free- World
for saletoinstations
transcription
form. program
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Retuiork Recounts
New Business
KNOXed Sponsorship
Co., Hollywood
Oct. 14 (Mendaco),
of Murder IsstartMy
Hobby,tualSunday
4-4:30 p.m.Raymond
on full MorMunetwork.
Agency:
gan Co., Hollywood.
SIGNAL forOIL52 weeks,
Co., LosFunAngeles,
1
started
& Pacific
MirthOct.with
Eddie Marr
onthru
14 American
stations,
Mon.
Fri.
2:25-2:30
p.m.
(PWT).Los Agency:
Adv.,
Angeles. Barton A. Stebbins
BOUBJOIS
Inc.,andNew cosmetics),
York (Evening
Paris
Oct. in11
started perfume
for 52 weeks
Powder Box Theater
on
CBS stations,
Thurs.& Belding.
10:30-11
p.m. 140Agency:
Foote, Cone

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
JOHN ELMER
GEORGE H. ROEDER
President
Genera/ Manager
FREE & PETERS, Inc.
Exclusive Nati jnal Representatives

SWEETS
sie
Roll), Corp.,
Oct. Hoboken,
6 started N.DickJ. (TootTracy,
Sat., 7:30-8
p.m.,weeks.
on 58Agency:
AmericanIveysta-&
tions
for
52
Ellington, N. Y.
CLUB cago
ALUMINUM
PRODUCTSandCo.,houseChi(kitchen cook-ware
Oct. 20stations,
starts
Club holdTimecleaningonproducts),
22 American
Sat. 10:15-10:30
Agency: Trade
Development
Corp.,a.m.Chicago.
IMPERIAL
OIL
Ltd.,
Toronto
(gasoline), Oct. 27 starts
Oil Hockey
Broadcasts
32 Imperial
CBCnetwork
Trans-Canada
and 8 CBC onFrench
stations.
Sat.
Adv., 9:05-10:30
Toronto. p.m. Agency: MacLaren
ROBINtrealHOOD
FLOUR
MILLS, Mon(cereals),Nous
Oct.
4onstarted
Talents de Chez
8 CBC LesFrench
network
stations,
Thurs. 8-8:30
Agency: Young
& Rubicam,
Toronto.p.m.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET
ronto(Cashmere
.
products), Co.,
Oct.To-6
started House Party on 27 CBC TransCanada
stations,
Sat.
8:30-9
p.m.
cy: Spitzer & Mills, Toronto. AgenRenewals
HALL Bros., Kansas City (Hallmark
greeting cards), Oct. 14 renewed for 52
FLORIDA

JACKSONVILLE,
WPDQ

presents
"The New Jacksonville Story
Based on theFrom
Summer, 1945,
8
WPDQ
TIME
MORNING
39.8
(8 - noon)
AFTERNOON
23.0
(noon - 6 p.m.
EARLY EVENING
22.8
(6-8 p.m.)

To 8"
Hooper
Audience Survey
Station Station Station
B
C
A
13.1
12.7
34.3
19.5
18.0
39.4
20.4

41.5

15.3

DOING AN OUTSTANDING JOB
FOR LISTENERS AND ADVERTISERS
IN FLORIDA'S GREATEST CITY!
Your nearest Hollingbery man
knows the full story
JACKSONVILLE BROADCASTING CORP.
ROBERT R. FEAGIN. GENERAL MANAGER
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weeks Charlotte Greenwood on full
American
network, Sun. 5:30-6 p.m.
Agency:
cago. Foote, Cone & Belding, ChiJOHN
H.
BECK
Inc., Springfield,
Mass.
preparations),
13(hairweeks
Beautiful Oct.
Music31 onrenews
11 Newfor
England
4:154:45 p.m. American
Agency: stations,
Charles H.Wed.Shelden
Co., Springfield, Mass.
LEVER BROS., Cambridge, forMass.
(Lifeweeks
Bob Burnsbuoy), Oct.on4 78renewed
NBC stations,52 Thurs.
7:30-8
p.m.
Agency:
Ruthrauff
&
Ryan,
N. Y.
R. J. REYNOLDS
Co., Oct.
Wins-4
(CamelTOBACCO
cigarettes),
renewed for ton-Salem
52 weeks
Abbott & Costello
on
NBC William
stations,EstyThurs.
p.m. 139Agency:
& Co.,10-10:30
N. Y.
WILLIAMSON CANDY Co., Chicago
(O 52Henry
for
weekscandy
Famousbars),
JuryNov.
Trials9 renews
on 125
American stations, Fri. 9-9:30 p.m.
Agency:
cago. Aubrey, Moore & Wallace, ChiGULF OIL Corp., Pittsburgh, Nov. 4
renews
Peoplestations.
Sunday Agency:
10:30-11
p.m. onWe 104the CBS
Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
INTERNATIONAL SILVER of Canada,
Hamilton,
(silverware)
Jan. 6 re-31,
news OzzleOnt.,
& Harriett
to March
1946,
on :3024 p.m.
CBC Agency
Trans-Canada
stations,
Sun. 6-6
:
Young
& Rubicam, Toronto.
LEHN
&
FINK
PRODUCTS
Corp.,
New
York
Almond for
Cream
hand (Hinds
lotion),Honey
Oct. and
8 renewed
52
weeks tionsB'ind
Date p.m.
on 175Agency:
AmericanWilliam
staFri.
8-8:30
Esty & Co., New York.
LEWIS-HOWE
LouisDate(Turns),
Oct.
16 renews Co.,
for 52St.weeks
With
Judy
on
137
NBC
stations
8:30-9
p.m. Agency: Roche-WilliamsTues.
& Cleary,
Chicago.
Net Changes
GUITTARD CHOCOLATE Co., San
Francisco
(sweet
sh1fts cificThat's
Afr">m
Goodground
onchocolate),
CBS p.m.
Pastations
Sat.Tdsa9:30-9:45
(T>ST)
to
S*t.
6:30-6:45
p.m.
Agency:
Garfield & Guild Adv., San Francisco.
MARS
Chicago
(Mars
candy
bars),
Oct. 11can Inc..
shifted
Certain
Time
onto Amerifrom
Wed.Agency:
9-9:30Grant
p.m. Adv.,
Th^rs.
10-10:30
p.m.
Chicago.
SINCLAIR
REFINING
Co.,
New
York
(netrolenm
products)
15 shifts
Frank
Sinf^ser,
rews, Oct.
commentator,
from
Tues.-Thurs.-Rat..
Mon.-Wed.-Wri.,
7:30-7:458-8:15
t>.m. p.m.
on 175to
Mvtual
stations.
Agency:
Hixon-O'Donnell, N. Y.
WOR Salutes WQXR
WOR New York Oct. 6 saluted
WQXR New York with a half-hour
program to express public annreciation of the spirit of friendship
and cooperation shown by WQXR
during the recent elevator strike
in New York. WQXR made arrangements for WOR, whose 24th
floor headrjuarters were not easily
approached,
use WQXR'sof facilities for the topresentation
news
broadcasts. Leon Barzin, orchestral
director of WQXR, directed the
WOR orchestra in the special program of musical tribute.

Concert Series
NEW
SERIES concerts
of programs
discussing
forthcoming
of New
York
Symphony
are
sponsored
on
WQXR
New
York
by
City
Center
of
Music
and
York.6, andBroadcasts
startedDrama,
29 New
and Oct.
will5:45-6be
aired
onSept.alternate
p.m. through
March Saturdays,
1946.
School Quiz
WITH entire
programchildren
writtenof and
formed by school
the per4th.
5th
and
6th
grades,
"Chicago
TimesWLS
Radiostation
Quiz Down"
started
on the
Chicago
Oct.
13
as
Saturday
morningthe half-hour
series.program
Originating
from
Hotel,
asQuizm.c.Kids.
HarvStevens
Fischman,
member
of has
the
Questions
are
confined
subjects studied in those grades. to
Submarine Salute
NEW rinequarter-hour
program,
"Submais carried
on WWL
New
Orleans, Salute",
Tuesday
and Thursday
1 p.m.
Sponsored
by
local
Friedberg's
Clothing
Store,
"Salute"
on
initial
broadcast
honored maCapt.
Joseph Willingham, comarea. nder of submarine fleet now in Gulf
Safety Series
DRAWING material
from files of Los
Angeles
Police
Dept.,Death",
weekly hasquarterhour
"Design
for
been
started
on KECAwithHollywood.
Presented
inpolicecooperation
education
unit
of
department
traffic
division,
safety
series is Sgt.
written
produced
by Bill
Holmes.
Frankand Crewe
is narrator.
School Schedules
TEN
YORK onBoard
Education
series NEW
will start
WNYCof New
York
during
Oct. 14ofonthesubjects
ranging thefromweekfolkof stories
world
to news mentary
discussion
by will
elepupils.programs
Broadcasts
be made twiceschool daily,
Monday
through
Friday,nicaloriginating
in
Brooklyn
TechHigh School studios.
Dance Series
SERIES isofpresented
dance programs,
"Choreotones",
station WCBW New onYorkCBSas television
monthly
quarter-hour
feature.
Centering
on
modern
dance,andshows
are accompanied
by narration
recorded
music.
WJNO Mailbag
MONDAY started
throughby Friday
45-minuteprogram
WJNO audience
West
Palmis
Beach, Fla., for women
"Dave Webster's Morning Mail Bag".
WTIC-FM Plans
A NEW 1,000-watt REL power
freqency converter has been ordered
by WTIC Hartford, Conn., and will
make WTIC-FM one of the first
stations to operate on the new FM
frequencies assigned by FCC, according to WTIC General Manager
Paul W. Morency. Station plans to
operate FM on temporary assignment of 96.5 mc beginning Jan. 1
and switch to permanently assigned
frequency of 93.5 mc late in the
spring.
the interim,
WTIC-FM
will
also Inmaintain
program
service
on its old assigned FM frequency
of 45.3 mc.

Y. & R. in Mexico
YOUNG & RUBICAM has estabHooper to Speak
lished asubsidiary in -Mexico called
Young & Rubicam, Mexico, S. A. C. E. HOOPER, president, C. E.
for the primary purpose of serving Hooper Inc., will answer the quesclients who are interested in the
tion: "What Is the Pattern of PostMexican market. Office will be manwar Radio Audience Measureagedmerlybyin New
William
F.
Geeslin,
forment?" Oct. 18
at themeeting
season'sof
York. Assisting him opening radio
luncheon
will be Edgar Huymans, well known the American Marketing Assn. at
in Mexican business and advertis- Sheraton Hotel, New York. Lawrence Hubbard, research director,
ing circles. Mr. Huymans will also
be assistant treasurer and secre- Duane Jones Co., chairman of the
tary of the Mexican company.
radio group, will preside.
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IT

Here are some of
the interesting facts in
regard to competitive programs
WLAV wins every hour
daily 8:00 AM through 1:00
PM with an exception of
11:00- 12:00 noon Saturday
and 12:00- 1:00 PM on
Tuesday

MAY
1945
(AUDIENCE DOMINATION BY HOURS)
Of the 100 hours surveyed:
STATION - WLAV dominates 49 hours
STATION - B
dominates 46 hours
STATION - C
dominates 4 hours
STATION -D
dominates I hour

All of which adds up to more listeners, more economically in
the Grand Rapids area. A fact which means increased selling
power for WLAV advertisers on a results-per-dollar basis.

\.

1340 On Your DlaTAFFILIATED WITH

American- Broadcasting

Co.

QILflV
^Ike Ifrcestcdcf sc&oyA&cA, a£cl£ovks
GRflllD RAPIDS. miCHIGflll
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ON THE SERVICE FRONT
Need

Advertisers, WLAW is your
best buy in Industrial New
ENGLAND! WLAWs 5000
watt power serves New England's 3rd Largest Concentrated Audience — 1 ,902,591
daytime listeners in 181
cities and towns.
5000 WATTS 680 Kc.
WLAW, LAWRENCE, MASS.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
WEED & CO.

for Morale

Boost

Greater

that were operating in the Persian
Gulf Command, Burma and China.
Difficultythrough
in getting
themProperty
on the
"market"
Surplus
is mainly shipping. All transport
facilities are in use to bring men
home. Equipment comes second. It
will doubtless be eight or ten months
before the transmitters and control
equipment
are offered
(Continued
on pageto the
72) pub-

With Occupation, Says AFRS
WHAT WILL happen to the most over to the Army-Navy Surplus
in theService
world Property Disposal Board. These are
—widespread
the Armed "network"
Forces Radio
probably 250 w to 1,000 w stations
— now that the war is over?
When will the equipment and dozCAPTURE OF WARSAW BUTCHER
ens of transmitters ranging from
25 w to 10,000 w be made available
for sale to commercial broadcast- AS SOON as. correspondents were allowed to carry side arms for their
ers? And how is AFRS to continue protection in Japan, two of them went out and captured a war criminal.
Correspondents were Clark Lee, INS, and Robert Brumby, Mutual.
with nelgreat
donningnumbers
civvies ?of its person- Criminal
was Joseph Albert Meissinger, a Nazi, reputed to have been
The questions can be answered heavily armed. He had boasted several times that he would shoot five
in one sentence, says AFRS. The Americans and then kill himself rather than be taken alive. He was in
need for morale boosters is even a hotel near Mt. Fujiyama when the two newsmen entered, recognized
greater with occupation forces than him and took him prisoner. Dramatic capture was caught by newsreel
with
troops.of The
war isn'tof cameraman also on the spot, conveniently enough.
over fighting
for hundreds
thousands
GI's until every base is closed down.
There are now 161 AFRS stations in operation, throughout the
Pacific islands, Japan, China,
Burma, rope,India,
and in Italy
and Eu-as
where AFRS
is known
American Forces Network. In addition there are 47 government
and/or commercial stations subscribing tothe service and 110 hospital outlets. In Japan and Germany, AFRS is expanding, rather
than decreasing facilities.
Latest available reports show but
five stations
down. and
The turned
equipment will beclosed
released
■iiiiiiM
Lee and Brumby draw their guns.

***
„ ioi ***

mm

s«lif
1111
Meissinger signs informal surrender to Brumby (I) and Lee.
4th i« Buying Income
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The Nazi resigns himself to the correspondents' custody.
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For

the

CFRB

THE

AT

Record

.

.

.

SUPPLIES

NEWS

THE

OF

RIGHT

Throughout the six years of war, this station stuck to its policy
of being first with the news whenever possible, but never at the
expense of authenticity. Authoritative newscasts were broadcast
daily at regular intervals, carefully timed to suit the greatest
number of people. And our capable staff of newscasters and commentators stood ready, during the history-making last days, to
interrupt any programme, whenever a flash of vital importance
came through. But this was done only when the item warranted
such an extreme measure and every precaution was taken to ensure
against the possibility of error.
FALSE REPORTS HAVE NO PLACE ON CFRB. We recognize
the danger of haste in handling news . . . especially transcendant
news at the time of world-shaking conflict. There is nothing more
dangerous to a war-anxious world than a hair-trigger, scoopconscious broadcaster. Knowing his company is averse to any public
exploitation of mere speed is the best guarantee any newsman can
have that integrity comes first. And CFRB would rather lose an
First for INFORMATION!
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THE

MOMENT,

MOMENT

hour of time than an ounce of integrity in handling news. Let us
repeat our credo: CFRB wants to be first with the news whenever
it can and as often as it can but CFRB would rather be last, or
never broadcast certain material at all, than to rush on the air
with news that should not have been put out.
How well this policy has served our listeners will be remembered
from the furor of false talk of peace with Japan, when there was
no such furor over the CFRB microphones. We pledge, in peace
as in war, CFRB will never let the sweep-second hand of a stop
watch outweigh our grave responsibility to be accurate, first or
last . . . but all the time!

860 KC TORONTO
10,000 WATTS OF SELLING POWER

First tor ENTERTAINMENT!
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Service Front
(Continued from page 70)
lie. Even then, equipment may not
be in top shape because of the
tropical conditions under which
many of them were operating.
It will be a tough road ahead
for AFRS with so many of its men
who have served long overseas,
many with combat records, being
discharged.
the service will
tinue, withButreplacements
by conlow
point men of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps and Coast Guard, all
oftions.which take part in the opera* * *
New Radio Device
WRAPS have been lifted from a
new radio device which kept step
with fast moving Allied armor in
Europe. It is said to hold great possibilities for solving a lot of comtime world. munication problems in a peaceIn the San Francisco Presidio
the Army
Signaltests
Corpsof isfourconducting exhaustive
types
of the equipment, a sort of radio
octopus which can send and receive
as many as eight voice signals or
96 telegraphic circuits simultahe^
ously, and can detach one voice
channel to take care of six telet once.complicated mechanism
Overtypes aits
it is possible to send and receive
telephoto, television and teletype
signals as well as ordinary voice.
Its weight is around 300 pounds.
Technically, it provides two-way
communication impossible with
older type of radio and telephonic
equipment. It sends and receives
a strong clear signal, and operates
onas afarrelay
system
as 175
milesthatin has
tests.reached

ewis,

jr.

. . . because Fulton Lewis, jr., not onily reports
the news, but often makes it! That's why he
reaches a vast audience and is the most widely
sponsored "cooperative" on the air —
with 181 stations sold. He can do a selling
job for you, too! Availabilities are going
fast — act now! Originating from WOL,
Washington, D. C. Write, Phone or Wire
at once to —
Cooperative Program Department
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
1440 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
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KFBK Ban Justified
WARTIME decision of McClatchy Sacramento
Broadcastingto Co.'s
KFBK
ban
ad lib programs for fear they
might be heard in Japan and
used in an effort to broadcast
a coded signal appears justified. Sl/c Eugene Farber of
Sacramento wrote from Japan that KFBK is being
heard easily. "I sat up all
night listening to my homestation,"youhe were
said. really
"For
severaltownhours
banging in but after awhile
you began to fade a little. You
were,time.
however,
the
... Itreadable
has beenall 36of
hours and there are no signs
of complete fading."
mander will be the description of
the Chicago Blackhawks hockey
games to be aired over WIND
Chicago, starting Oct. 25. All
games are sponsored by the ChiNews and will be aired
at 10 cagop.m.Daily (CST).
Sgt. Hunter in Japan
SGT. JAMES HUNTER, formerly
with WPAT Paterson, has joined
the staff of the first American
broadcasting station ever operated
in Japan.
Sgt. Hunter's
wife, Ber-of
tha Hunter,
is a member
WPAT's office staff.
Fall Meeting
FUTURE of radar will be discussed
by L.tionA.Laboratory
DuBridge
of theInstitute
Radiaof Mass.
of Technology on Nov. 13 at the
closing dinner session of the joint
fall meeting of the Institute of
Radio Engineers and the engineering turers
department
Radio
ManufacAssn.,Hotel,
to ofbe Rochester,
held Nov.
at Sheraton
N.12-13Y.
Tentative agenda includes papers
on television developments, the radio proximity fuse, magnetic wire
recording and other developments
which could not be publicly discussed during the war.

Newscaster McMahon
A FAVORITE newscaster of servicemen in ETO is a Navy man,
S 3/c Charles A. McMahon, a radio
veteran of 14 years in radio. His
broadcasts are carried daily on
American Forces Network stations
throughout England and ETO. He
has been program director on the
Esso Reporter with WCSC Charleston, S. C, newscaster with WCPO
Cincinnati, KNOX Knoxville,
WSPA Spartanburg, S. C, and
news manager of WELI New
American
CLUB Sign
ALUMINUM
Products Co.,
Haven.
Chicago, Oct. 20 begins sponsorship
on American network stations of
Maj. Sherman Returns
Club Time, Saturday variety proMAJ. JOHN M. SHERMAN, techgram, 9:15-9:30 a.m. (CST). Connical director and chief engineer
tractopmentplacedCorp.,through
Chicago.Trade Develof WTCN Minneapolis, on leave,
has been released from the Army
Swift
&
Co.,
has re-of
where he served with headquarters,
newed 8:30-8:45Chicago,
a.m. portion
AAF as communications and radar American Breakfast Club on 191
officer of the rescue and survival stations. Contract for 52 weeks
branch in the office of the Assistant placed through J. Walter ThompChief of Air Staff Operations. He
son Co., Chicago.
plans to return* to*WTCN.
*
ANA Meeting
Elson Airs Games
ASSN.
OFTISERSNATIONAL
FIRST SPORTS assignment by
meets Nov. 18-20ADVERat the
Bob Elson since his discharge from Hotel Pennsylvania, New York,
the Navy as a lieutenant com- for 36th annual convention.
BROADCASTING
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WANT

THE SAME

THINGS

'ho said the Engineer doesn't want goodlooking equipment? Or who said the Manager
doesn't give a hang for efficiency? People may
have believed that once— but no more.
Which explains why the new GATES Equipment
is all built for engineering efficiency plus modern,
streamlined appearance. A GATES-equipped
Station is a joy to work with— and a pleasure to
see. You, too, will like the looks— and the opera-

IS

... AND

WE

GIVE

IT

TO

THEM!

tion— of the new GATES Transmitting Equipment.
Write for details about it. And ask about the
GATES Priority System for Prompt Post-War Delivery! Gates Radio Co., Quincy, III.

THE
GATES
TRANSCRIPTION
TURNTABLE
DESIGNED
FOR
EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE
You get heavy, rugged construction without sacrificing
precision performance, when you install this outstanding
turntable; which gives you instantaneous speed change and
"wow" free reproduction. This turntable is designed for
hardest, most exacting use— combines harmonious, modern
appearance with the best standards of performance.
PROGRESS REPORT
GATES is now in full production
on civilian equipment and can
make prompt delivery on many
popular items.

WRITE TODAY FOR DETAILED BULLETIN
EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS
OF RADIO
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mm

QUINCY, ILLINOIS
TRANSMITTING
EQUIPMENT

SINCE 1922
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GENERAL
MILLS,
Minnea &polls,
through
Dancer,will Fitzgerald
Sample, Chicago,
begin sponsorship
effective
Oct.
29
of
the
"Mississippi
Farm leyHour"
full Mississippi
ValNetwork. over
Program
will be heard
Monday
Saturday
6-7of a.m.
(CST), tener
andthrough
is
result
of
surveys
lisrequirements according
of rural and
town audiences,
to small
John
Boler, chairman
of
North
Central
BroadSystem, broadcast
operator ofwillMVN.
Five
minutes casting
of each
be taken
over
bylivestock,
all 75 affiliates
ofgrain
MVN and
for
local
market,
weather reports. In addition to music
by a soloists,
15-piece outstanding
orchestra, male
and
farm quartet
leaders
will
featured.to Station
also
will bebe invited
take overaffiliates
half hour
ofannual
program
as
"guest"
stations
and
an
award
will
be
made
to
program
directors
who contribute
produced rural
program. best locally
LONGINES-WITTNAUER
Co.,
New York,plans
in earlyto 1946
on yetWatch
unchosen
network
sponsor
series
of 13
half-hour
subjects withradio
Capt.playsEddieon aviation
Rickenbacker

SponsoRSj

asMosthostHonored
and narrator. Titled
"World's
program
will
highlight upswingFlights",
of aviation
mainly
through
Rlckenbacker's
experiences.
Fees which
he
would
receive
for
broadcastsquest areto AAF
to beAidcontributed
Society to athelphis AAFrewidows,men.orphans,
disabled byservicePlays will and
be written
Col.
Hans tiredChristian
Adamson,
refrom AAF and
chief ofrecently
AAF project toterest
collect
write War"Human
InHistory ofandWorld
II in the
Air". Presentations
will be directed by
Lester
Vail.

Peoria's ^

Mr. J.Co.,B. andCase,typical
President
Case
viewsofofSutliff
their &9
up-to-date stores.
m Has Long Depended on
WMBD for Sales Influence
"The Sutliff & Case Bandwagon" first began over WMBD
nine years ago. This musical
program proved so effective sales-wise that it has been
continued ever since . . . now more than 2,800 broadcasts without interruption. During this time, Sutliff & Case's
business has increased nearly 50% . . . nine modern
stores now serve Peoria.
Mr. J. B. Case, President, says: "Our consistent use of
WMBD has contributed greatly to our steady
growth . . . Peoria
people listen and live
V •••7 \ fSSjPk*'O
with WMBD."

gk
approximately
two
millionstarted
dollarsOct.for1
its spot
ten
times campaign
weekly onwhich
about 240 stations.
Contract Agency
startingis Oct.
1 is forInc.,1945-46
season.
Ted Bates
New
York.
ANDREW
C. QUALE, former representaprice contivetrolon consultant
foods forandtheliaison
Army since 1943,
has beendisingappointed
associate
merchan-for
and advertising
manager
Walter
& Co., Foods
Dorchester,
aYork.unit Baker
of General
Corp.,Mass.,
New
GARRET
WINE
Co.,
Brooklyn
(Virginia
Dare),
nationwide
spot bycampaign
Oct. 15. starts
Placements
not given
agency,
Ruthrauff
& Ryan,
New York, but 1944
list contained
53 markets.
TUDOR Products,
New York,has(Quickee
Waterless
hand cleaner),
named
Reiss adv.,vertisiNew
to handle adng. Radio isYork,
considered.
CARRIER
Corp., Syracuse
(air conditioning) may use
in promotion
of newat
domestic
units.radioAgency
for account
present
is
Charles
Dallas
Newark and New York, but Reach,
other major
agencies are reported bidding for account.
FIRST NATIONAL STORES, Somerville, Mass.,
Oct.new1 started
"Women's
Radio
half-hour
successor totimeJournal",
15-minute
"First
National's
War-of
Food
News",
on
six
stations
New
England
Regional
Network:
WBZ
Boston,
where
it
originates,
and
WCSH
WJAR WLBZ WTIC WRDO, Monday
through
Friday
9:30-10
a.m.
Contract
for gerone& Browning,
year was Boston.
placed through
TidewaterBad-Oil
Co., New
York, is U.sponsoring
casts of Columbia
football broadgames
over full
New England
Regional Network. Contract
& Mitchell,
New placed
York. through Lennen
CHARLES COHEN, for 15 years on
the
publicity advertising
staff of MetroGoldwyn-Mayer
Pictures,
Consolidated
1 Razor
Blade hasCo.,joined
New
York,
as advertising
manager.
LAMSON & HUBBARD, Boston (spe_maj or onradioWNACseries,cialtytoday
"Teashop),atwill
thestart
Copley",
Boston
(Oct.
15),
4 p.m. Quarterhour
three-weekly
program
features
Lester
Smith,Network,
specialquiz
events
director
ofnewscaster,
Yankee
master
and
and Natalie Gordon,
society
editor chats
of "Boston
Traveler",
in tea-to
table
on
subjects
of
interest
women. Series is presented from Oval
Room
of Copley
Hotel. Women's
club
and Plaza
personalities
of radio,
stage leaders
andstylists,
screen
will be andpresented.
Fashion
designers
buyers
from departments
of
Lamson
& Hubbard will appearwoven
on into
each interviews.
program,
with commercials
NEW
ACCOUNTS
of CharlesNewMichelson
Transcriptions,
York,
includeRadio
San Joaquin
Baking Co., Fresno,
"A Date
With Tekseed
Music" Hybrid
for 13 weeks
onCal.,KFRE
Fresno;
Corn

More

people

listen

to WAKR
than
any

other

heard
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Co.,
Neb., "Hymn
Smilin'Lincoln,
Ed McConnell
13Time"
weekswithfo^
on
KFAB
Lincoln,
and
thefor following
"The Shadow":
The John
Shillito Co.,
Cincinnati (department store), till forbid on WCPO Cincinnati;
Shoeon
Store,
13Lustig's
weeks,Dairy
WFMJ Youngstown,
Youngstown;O.,Midwest
Co., Paducah,
Ky., Bros.,
13 weeks
on WPAD
Paducah;
Thomas
Phoenix,
Ariz.,
till
on
KTARWorks,
Phoenix; Acme13
Whiteforbid
& Color
weeks
onLeadWCHS
KDFN KRHL Detroit,
KGVO.
BULOVA WATCH Co., New York, Is
supplying
stations
with
new
ET
series
of one-minute
cuts, on"It'sdiscTime
You
Knew".
is additionalInnovation
cut of new singing
signature
for
use on locally sponsored time-signals.
Signaturespots
may bybe used
to augment
oneminute
selling
locally
sponsored chain-break tlme-sigijals.
FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER Co.,
Akron,tion sponsored
telecast
of moNewtheChester
York
welcome
Admiral pictures
of theofFleet
W. Nimltzto
Oct. 9 was
on WNBT,
NBCby video
station.&
Deal
arranged
Sweeney
James, Cleveland.
ROSENBLUM
GROCERY
Sharon,
Pa.
(Golden Dawn
Foods Co.,
distributor),
this sormonth
began
seventh
year
as
hourly Special
week-dayceremonies
newscastssponWPIC ofSharon.
fromon
editorial
rooms20,000th
of "Sharon
Herald" daily
Oct.
10
marked
consecutive
newscast for Golden Dawn Foods.
THOMAS J. WEBB Co., Chicago (coffee),cago,hasto develop
appointednewIvanadvertising
Hill Adv., camChiBOWMAN GUM Inc., Philadelphia
(Warren's Cocktail
chewing
gum), New
has
paign.
appointed
Franklin
Bruck Adv.,
York,
to handle
advertising.
1946 include
network
radio Plans
programs.for
history.
Campaign will be largest in company's
FRANKConn,
STACK(men's
Hats furInc.,feltSouth
Nor-is
walk,
using ingspot
announcements
onhats),
followCanadian
stations:
CFCN
CFCY
CJCA CHNS CSQC CKEY CKWX CKLW
CKY..
AgencyNewis York.
Bermingham, Castleman
&PARKER-HERBEX
Pierce,
Corp., Long Island
City, L. I. (hair preparations), Oct. 4
started
participations
on p.m.,
"Here's
Looking
At
You"
on
WNEW
Newthrough
York,
Tues.-Thurs.-Sat. 12:35-1
Nov. 1. Company
also co-op
sponsorsprograms
participations
on
eight
throughout
the Co.,nation.
Ageney is
Charles W. Hoyt
New York.
CONSOLIDATED
Royal
Chemical
Corp.
Chicago (Krank
Shave Chicago
Cream), Oct.
began
sponsorship
on WBBM
14
ofa 52-week
"Bob Elson
OnOriginating
the 20th Century",
series.
from
LaSalle St.interviews
Station, withChicago,
program
features
passengers
and
prominent personalities. Elson has been
released from
Navy
as
lieutenant
commander,
after
38
months
service.
Con
tract
placedChicago.
through Arthur Mey
erhoff wasAgency,
DILLON-WELLS
Inc., Los
Angeles
(wholesaler and importer
of ceramics,
gift-wares),
hasLosappointed
Robert
Dennis
Inc.,
Angeles,
to
handleF.
advertising.
TEKNOL PRODUCTS, Los Angeles
(DDTDennis
insecticide),
appointedto handle
Robert
F.advertising.
Inc., LoshasAngeles
STANDARD
OIL
Co.
of
California,
Francisco (institutional), for 19th conSan

to
station

in Akron"
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Republican
Committee
will be substitute), Oct. 15 starts thrice-weekheard
fiveState
Tuesday
night Campaign
programs
five-minute
and
theon Republican
Central
But lythetranscribed
Truth"
on KFI forChicago,
10"Nothing
weeks.
& Grossman,
has
Committee
will
use
15-minute
periods Burlingame
account. American
Chicle Co., Long
on
three
Wednesdays,
two
Mondays
City,
N.
Y.
(gum),
is
using
total
and one Friday during coming month. Island
spots on KFI. Contract for 52
E. FOUGERA &Cream),
Co., New hasYorkscheduled
(Rams- ofweeks120 placed
dell
ing & Hershey, through
New York.Badger, Brownonce Sulphur
weekly on KYW Philadelphia
a
10-minute
"Football
Roundup",
placed
MORRIS
ROSENBERG
Co., Los Angeby
M. accounts
Korn & reported
Co., Philadelphia.
assorted
OtherJ. new
by station nuts),lesin (vacuum-packed
a average
13-week ofcampaign
onsalted
Oct.
include: delphia,
Freihofer
Baking
Co.,
Phila8
started
an
three
transcribed
weekly
station
breaks
for
five
announcements
weekly
on
stations
in
weeks
through
R.
A.
Foley,
Philadelphia;
major
Pacific
Coast
markets.
List
inMentholatum
Co., ofWilmington,
Del..
cludesKGW
KJR KFBKKOMO
KFSD KQW
KEX76) KTAR
10-minute
portion
early
morning
KROW
KFPY
"Musical
Clock" program,
KMPC
for 26sonweeks,
Waltersix-weekly
added. KECA.
Agency Other
is Thestations
Mayers areCo.,being
Los
Co., Newthrough
York; J.Penick
&ThompFord
Angeles.
(Brer
Rabbit
Molasses),
has
signed
for
three
weekly
participations
in Ruthby SAFEWAY
STORES,
Vancouver
(groWelles
program
for
13
weeks.
Placed
cery onchain),CKWX
has started
San Francisco
J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.
Operas
Vancouver.
Account
was placed
by J. Walter
Thompson
Co..
NEHI
Corp.,
Baltimore
(Royal
Crown San
Francisco.
Cunningham
Cola),
is
using
sixweekly
spot
schedule
Stores, Vancouver (chain stores),Drug
has
onweeks.
KFI Agency
Los Angeles.
Contract
is
for
13
is
BBDO
New
York.
BEST
WISHES
are
extended
by
John
P.
O'Rourke
(1),
president
of
Hathaway
Bakeries, Boston, to Jimmie Foxx (c), retired baseball star who conducts new Arvey Corp., Chicago (R-V Lite glass
(Continued
on
"Yours
for
Life"
program
on
WNAC
Boston,
sponsored
by
Hathaway
for
Life
bread. Tom
baseball1:45announcer
for Yankee
WNAC
series Hussey,
heard Sunday
p.m. Hathaway
Is newNetwork,
to radio.is announcer
Late homerunfor
slugger of the Phillies, Foxx is now baking firm's general sales manager.
p.m.
Jelesnik,
resecutive year on Oct. 18 starts weekly Thurs. 9:15
turned frommusical
USO Mr.camp
tourofwho
overseas
half-hour
School Broadcast"
director
KDYL,
on 15 NBC "Standard
western stations,
Thursday tohas become
arranged
series
of
special
ensemble
10-10:30 a.m.
(PST).in One
of oldest
groups for program.
cational
radio,eduse- BENSON
beenfeatures
on airwestern
since 1928.
Carl
HEDGES,
New Yorkits (VirKalashries haswill
conduct
orchestra
which
ginia&Rounds),
will increase
spot
interprets music featured on the week- announcement
campaignareain about
Los Angeles
and
San
Francisco
ly NBC "Standard
Symphony
Hour", 1. Agency is Arthur Kudner Inc.. Jan.
sponsored
by
Standard
Oil
Co.
Adrian
New
Michaelis
is program
manager
the York.
two
programs,
with Cecile
Creedof field
ALLOCK
POROUS
PLASTER,
New
York,
assistant.
of15 spot
announcecisco. Agency is BBDO San Fran- starts mentsponsorship
campaign
on about
35 to
37Smallstations
for Oct.
20 weeks.
KAY
DAUMIT,
Chicago cosmetics),
(Lustre-Creme
& Seifer.
New
York. Agency is
shampoo
and
general
has
appointed
Hill
Blackett
&
Co.,
Chicago,
PLYMOUTH
SHOPS,
New
York
(womtosaidhandle
Oct. 17 starts
"Betty
'T
to be advertising.
considered. Radio plans are 10:45 en's
andclothing),
Wed. Agency
10:30WON
p.m.,
onBuddy
WJZNewArnold",
NewYork.York.
McKESSON & ROBBINS, Bridgeport Barton
U
is Sterling
Adv.,
O
(Caloxmin B tooth
powder,
Bax,
Bexel
VitaY
Reading,spot Pa.announce(cough
Complex),
boughtCincinnati
quarter- LUDEN'S
TO
hour twice—
weekly hason WLW
drops), ments
Oct.onInc.,
1 started
"Make
Believe
Ballroom".
GET
startingweekly
Oct. 16;on "Baukhage
Speaking",
on
WNEW
New
three
WTRY Troy,
N. Y., Mon.-Tues.-Thurs.-Sat.
York, sponsors
through spots
Marchon 30.WOR1946.NewCompany
startingmentsOct.
and Smith
spot announcealso
York,
and "The16,started
Bob
Show"
on plus
120
stations
throughout
country.
WBEN
Buffalo,
Oct.
2.
Contracts
Agency
is
J.
M.
Mathes
Inc.,
New
York.
for
52
weeks
were
placed
by
J.
D.
E
Tarcher Co., New York.
WHITEHALL
PHARMACAL
Co., diviBAS
n of American
Home
Products,
New
ZONITE Products Corp. (Larvex divi- York sio(hair
RST
I
groom),
Oct.
1
started
daily
F
sion)
and the Co.corporation's
subsidiary,
on WABC
WHN
WOR
WEAF
A. C. have
Barnes
(Argyrol
Ovofer-& spots
WOV
WINS
WNEW and
WMCAWAAT
WJZ Newark.
WHOM,
rin),
appointed
Erwin,andWasey
all
New
York,
Co.,
New
York,
effective
Jan.
2.
to
hanAgency is Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
dule advertising
campaign, said to in- York.
clude radio.
EB(Instant Cof-on
DON BENNETT, former advertising and BORDENfee), Oct.Co.,11 New
EJJT
C
startedYorkcommercials
N
serviceford,manager
of
Kalart
Co.,
StamI
Conn., has joinedInc.,the Newexecutive
"CBS Morning
News" Tues.-Thurs.-Sat.
on WABC New
York,
a.m.
staff
of Shappe-Wilkes
Agency 9-9:15
is Kenyon
& Eckhardt, New
RUBSAM
& HORRMANN Brewing York.
Co., York.
Sure
if* an «~r~KY-)
vE!beUeves *
New Yorkscribed(beer),
Oct. 4 started
tran- GENERAL FOODS SALES Co., New
(
B
"BostonYork,
Blackie"
for 52 weeks
A
aiming
York
(Sanka
coffee),
Oct.
1
started
E
on
WJZ
New
Thursday
7:30-8
I
F
chain breaks
stationsCompany
plus WHN
p.m. AgencyBANK
is Paris& & TRUST
Peart, NewCo., York.
WNEW
WOR onNew85 York.
also
WALKER
Salt
sponsorsp.m."Baby
Snooks Show" Sun.
Lake
sponsorcommentator,
Carveth Wells,on 6:30-7
on the ball
p1
travelerCity,andwill NBC
tobecoverered—
portant lace
& Rubicam, onNewCBS.York.Agency is Young
im
KDYL Salt
Lake
City,
Sunday
foreDEMOCRATIC Campaign Committee of
under contract
has oncontracted
for 15through noons,
Gillham
Agency,just
Salt signed
Lake Philadelphia
minute periods
five consecutive
City. Makoff's,
Salt
Lake
City Eugene
(ladies Tuesdays
, .u- Louisville n
and totworemind
Mondays
on KYW
apparel
shop),
will
sponsor
Philadelphia
Pennsylvania
Jelesnik,
violinist,
on
KDYL
in
twicevoters
of
coming
November
election.
weekly quarter-hour program, Mon.Kentucky, the
everything
5000

WATTS

more
that's desi
the rest
an
tb
e,
bl
ra
5i to P^y
and po^er
er^
takes po-r We saveCeitnt tor y;ld vritb radic
^
costs money.
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SpoitsorsjA

KANSAS
IS

CITY
A

Y

MARKET
PORTER BLDG., KANSAS CITY, MO.

EVERETT L. DILLARD ELIZABETH WHITEHEAD
General Manager Station Director

Pioneer FM Station in the Kansas City Area

(Continued from page 75)
renewed
quarter-hourontranscribed
programstwo
five-weekly
CKWX,
through
Eastman
Co..
Vancouver.McConnell,
Lewis Ltd.,
New & York
(hats), has started five announcements
weekly
on
CKWX.
Agency
is
Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce, New York.
O'BRIEN Ltd.,
San Jose,
Cal.
(candy
mfgr.),
appointed
Livingston
tising.
Adv., Sanhas Francisco,
toLeon
handle
adverKORET of California, San Francisco
(women'sKimball
sportswear), has appointed
Abbott
handle
advertising.Co., Los Angeles, to
WILLIAM
L- SHINNICK,
for two
onappointed
OWI oyerseas
assignment,
hasof years
been
advertising
manager
Hills
Bros.
Coffee
Inc.,
San
Francisco.
Prior
toexecutive
the warof heBenton
was New
York
account
& Bowles.
CLARKager ofDONMYER,
advertising
manMutual Orange
Distributors,
Redlands, Cal." has been appointed
sales
nianager
of the organization's
cannedmoved
goods department.
Firm also
has
Los Angeles. advertising department to
UNITED
STATESassociation
Savings of& savings
Loan
League, national
and loantisinginstitutions,
plans
an
adverSmith & Ross,campaign
New through
York. Fuller &
NEHI
Corp.,
Columbus,
Ga. (RC
isbottlers
sponsoring
inthecooperation
with Cola),
local
all
of
U.
of
Georgia
football games over ]& network of 17 Georgia stations.
WRjBL
Columbus
is
originating station.handles
Special games.
events staff of
WATL Atlanta
UTAH Oil Refining Co., Salt Lake City,
has started
Wednesday
eveningon halfhour
"Memorable
Melodies"
KSL
Salt
City. Contract
52 weeks
placedLake
by Gillham
Adv., Saltfor Lake
City.
ALLSTATE INSURANCE Co., Chicago,
began sponsorship Oct. 8 of a spot camHon. Thomas Connolly
Columbia Broadcasting System
New York City,
Dear Tom:
They tell me you're promotion boas for
CBS, so I thought you'dinbesomething
interested
ran
across theI
other
while night
I was
sweeping
out
our
Promotion
office
here
WCHS.
John-at
ny Sinclair
who
enlisted
the dayHarbor
after
isPearl
back on the
and
Margaret
job,
and arehe
Erskine
really
things cooking
up for
promotion of
the CBSgest Show
"Big-in
Town".
These
two
are
so
eveven
asking
thused they're
cal shows,
sponsors
of losalesmen
talent for and
part
oftimetheirto show
produ c e special
p.a .Ir.yessir,
o programs
m otionTom
you've practibranch office here in Charleston,Yrs.,callyW.AlgygotVa.a
. . . but then,
that's the way that dethey really partment
go allproducesout.for everyone . . .

DURING
mid-period
recent All-Stars
vs Greenbay
Packers offootball
game in
Chicago,
Thomas
man of the
board E.ofWilson
Wilson (1),Co.,chairand
also of broadcast sponsor, Wilson Sporting
Goods
Co.,
chats
with
Johnny
Neblett
sports commentator,
while
WGN (r),
Chicago
Morrison
Wood
listens
in. GameProducer
was heard
nationally
and broadcast
overseas
to servicemen.
paign
on following
Illinois
WENR WBBM
WMAQ stations:
WKRO
WJBC
WCBS WLSWTAXWGN WSOY
WMBD.
Till
rauff forbid
& Ryan,contract
Chicago.placed by RuthGENERAL
INDUSTRIES,
division
of
GeneralWAXShoe
Corp., Nashville
(liquid andpointedpaste
shoe
polishes),
hashandle
apRuthrauff & office
Ryanof toagency
advertising. Chicago
is
planning a CASTtelevision
show
[BROADNG, Oct. 1] forof Acrobat
Shoe
Co., another Idivision
General Shoe.
LUCKY
LABS.,
Memphis
(household&HEART
insecticide),
has toappointed
Goldman
Gross, Chicago
handle
advertising. Radio is said to be considered.
PONY EXPRESS STAGES, Salt Lake
City
(transportation),
inis four-week
campaign
ending
Oct. 31Pasadena,
usingCal.24
spots
onSaltKPAS
Gillhamweekly
Adv.,Michigan
Lake Co.,
City, Holland,
has account.
Bulb
Mich, (tulip bulbs), Oct. 1 started five"Harmony
onweekly
KPAS&quarter
for
52 weeks.
AgencyHomestead"
is O'Neil,
Larson
McMahon,
Chicago.
CHICAGO TITLE & TRUST Co., new
to radio,
beginsSymphony
sponsorshipOrchestra
Oct. 17 onof
the
Chicago
WCFLday 8-9 Chicago.
To
be
heard
Wednesp.m. until
(CST), midsummer,
program is expected
to continue
accord-&
to sponsor'sOrchestra
agency, Earle
Ludgin
Co., ingChicago.
is represented
by W. gramBiggie
Levin
Co.,
Chicago.
Prowill be ofusedthe tobusiness.
advertise guaranty division
HAROLD
resigned
from
Lehn & FinkPROSKEY
ProductshasCorp.,
New York,
to join Michigan Chemical Corp., St.
Louis, tasising fordirector
of
sales
and
adverNew York headquarters, to
be opened soon.
FOSTER-MILBURN Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Pills), has
sponsorship
of(Doane's
"Chicago,
S. A."started
over WENR
Chicago effectiveU. October
Wednesday-Friday
9:45-1015 inp.m.Monday(CST)
period. views
Johnwith Chicago
Bryson wire-records
interpeople.
Contract
placed through Street & Finney, New
York.

Ask for Rate Card
WCHS
Charleston, W. Va.
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TOBACCO NET NAMES
NEW SALES MANAGER
PHILIP F. WHITTEN of New
York City, account executive of
Mutual Broadcasting System since
1944, joined Tobacco Network Inc., E
Raleigh, N. C,
armers
are mighty
scarce -y
in
et
Oct. 1 as general
sales manager, according to Louis
N. Howard, presidentionalof the
network.reg- San Francisco
Mr. Whitten, a
graduateherstofCollege,
Am/"* "I • /"* •
f STANDARD OF CAUFORMI/T
Mass., joined CBS
Mr. Whitten as account executive in 1930, leavor California r/^r-i
ing three years later to become Standard
sales manager of WINS New York.
He later took a similar post with
WHN New York and then opened
his own advertising agency in New
York in 1937. He re-entered the
network business in 1942 as ac- chose KPO's
Henry
Schacht
and
count executive of Blue Network.
°
He will make his headquarters
V?
at Tobacco Network's central office, Odd Fellows Building, Raleigh.
The network has stations in
Raleigh, New
Greenville,
Fay- his famous
"Farmer's Digest"
etteville,
Bern, andWilson,
Goldsboro,
N.
C. Announcing
Mr. Whitten's
appointment,
President
Howard
said "His ability will prove invalu- to reach farmers in Northern
able in servicing our present accounts and securing many important additional commitments.
We look forward to a new era in
regional advertising."
COL. JACK HARRIS
RETURNS TO TOKYO
California. \|| (
Why
? ?
LT. COL. JACK HARRIS, radio
and communications officer on Gen.
MacArthur's
who has
been
in
the States staff
on official
business
Because
^et /^t^em
^n^rnui
and leave, left Saturday (Oct. 13)
to return to Tokyo, where he is in
charge of Radio Tokyo. Before
leaving Washington Col. Harris
asked that program directors and
is the station listened to
station managers still interested KPO
in home-town recordings of boys in
occupied Japan get in touch with
him.
"We are equipped to make anything from 5-minute interviews to
full
programs,"
said. quarter-hour
With 21 studios
at Radiohe
Tokyo and a large staff of servicethe most people.
men, formerly in radio, Col. Harris
said his section plans to concen- most^(^^by
trate on quality rather than quantity.
are providing
FIRST in Northern California
ment forGI'sJapanese
listenersentertainas well
as our own troops in the occupied
country, he explained.
Col. Harris requested that broadcasters interested in continuing
programs from Japan write him air
SAN FRANCISCO
mail as follows: Lt. Col. Jack
K
IB
■Karris, Public Relations Office, Advance Echelon, GHQ Army Forces,
50,000 watts
Pacific, Tokyo, Japan, care of Postmaster 500, San Francisco, Cal.
Represented by NBC SPOT SALES
HOME ECONOMICS pupils of Okeene.
Okla.,to Helen
public Barr
schools
homelisten
servicetwice-weekon ly WKY
Oklahoma
City
as program
part of
class activity.
Teacher
quizes
class fol-of
lowing
each
program.
First
program
series
originated
from
classroom
with
Gov. Kerr participating.
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THE BEGINNING OF
RADIO IN CHATTANOOGA

best job
5,000
WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT ft. .. • '
Chattanooga
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
First in Chattanooga

850 W

(fern HadicVue

5000

WATTS

DAY AND
NIGHT
NATIONALLY REPRESENTED BY ADAM J. YOUNG, JR., INC.
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WHEN Howard Pyle, program dir of KTAR
zonarectoJune
1 for Phoenix,
a Pacific left
tour,Ari-he
didn't know what he was getting
into. Some of the things he got
into were:
First broadcaster to land at
Atsugi, acompianydng 11th Airborne
first to reach
hama andDivision;
Yokosuka;
among Yokofirst
correspondents to reach Tokyo:
witnessed surrender on Missouri
and capitulation of Gen. Yamashita
at Baguio in Northern Luzon; accompanied Gen. Wainwright's
EXECUTIVE DUTIES
CLARIFIED BY RCA
A BASIC organization chart has
been set up to clarify the duties of
the RCA Victor Division. According to Frank Folsom, executive
vice-president, a complete survey
was made with a view to reorganize
the company along product lines.
Chart shows president of RCA
and under him, Mr. Folsom; J. G.
Wilson, operating vice-president;
accounts and finance, A. MacGillvray,
director; attorney;
law, J. H.public
McConnell, general
relations, J. K. West, director for
all institutional advertising; education and training, F. H. Kirkpatrick, director; personnel, F. D. Wilson, director; manufacturing and
operations, J. A. Milling, director;
engineering, D. F. Schmit, director;
tube division, L. W. Teegarden,
generalductsmanger;
prodivision, M. engineering
Brunet, general
manager; home instrument division, J. B. Elliott, general manager; record division, J. W. Murray, general manager.
Charles L. Thomson
CHARLES L. THOMSON, 58,
account executive with WMCA
New York since September 1941,
died at his home in New York
Oct. 7 following a brief illness.
Prior to his affiliation with WMCA,
Mr. Thomson was with the adYork Sun. vertising department of the New

home-bound party as only correspondent to cover return of hero to
Washington.
Five Arizona Broadcasting Co.
stationhand managers
account of the heard
Pacifichistour,first-as
correspondent for ABC and representing NBC also. Listening to
Pyle (at left) are (1 to r), Harold
Ritter, KYCA Prescott; Willard
Shoecraft, KWJB Globe; Dick
Lewis, KTAR and ABC; Ray
Smucker,liams.KYUM
Yuma; R. W. WilKVOA Tucson.
WCAU'S $2,000,000
Radio, Television Center
WCAU BROADCASTING Co. will
erect a radio and television center
in Philadelphia, to be four stories
high,costoccupy
2,000,000 cubic feet,
and
$2,000,000.
Dr. Leon Levy, station president,
said it would not be ready for occupancy until 1947. George Daub
has been appointed architect and
will announce plans for proposed
site next month. Proposals for
the center were revealed when the
station appealed to the Zoning
Boardsion ofto erect
Adjustment
for permisa regulation
radio
mast. Structures in the area are
limited to 245 feet above street.

CBC Farm Meet
PROGRAMS
food conference
and agricul-of
ture featured onannual
CBC farm commentators at Toronto Oct. 1-3. Meetings were presided over by Harry Boyle, CBC
farm broadcast supervisor. Attending
FergusToronto;
Mutrie, Ab
assistantweresupervisor,
Kemp, fice,national
farm
broadcast
Toronto; W. J. McPherson,ofOntario regional commentator, Toronto; T. A. Leach, British Columbia commentator, and Peter McDonald, script writer, Vancouver;
P. W. Whittall and R. G. Knowles,
prairie commentators, Winnipeg;
Lamont Tilden, commentator, CBM,
Montreal; Ron C. Fraser and Keith
Morrow, commentators, Halifax.
ROADCASTING
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The

New

Collins

Fulfilling

21A,

the

5 lew Broadcast

Tradition

Transmitter

of

Collins Quality Leadership
The 21A is a thoroughly developed 5 kw AM broadcast transmitter,
and an excellent example of characteristically superior Collins
engineering and construction.
Based on sound, well-proved principles of design, the 21A has
been completely modernized within recent months. New
components of improved design, with longer life and higher safety
factors than were previously available, assure reliable
continuous operation.
The response curve is flat, within +
db. from 30 to 10,000
cycles. Reduced power to 1 kw is obtained by instantaneous
lowering of plate voltages, permitting uninterrupted
program transmission.
We will be glad to send you detailed information regarding the
21 A, other Collins transmitters, the 12 Y remote amplifier, the 12Z
four channel remote amplifier and Collins high quality studio
equipment. Collins Radio Company, Cedar Rapids, Iowa;
11 West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y.

The Collins 12Y
Remote Amplifier
A one channel remote amplifier
for unattended operation from
a 115 volt a.c. power source, the
12Y provides the advantages
of quick set-up, small size, light
weight, high fidelity, simple
operation, utmost reliability and
low cost. It is practically hum
free due to the removal of the
isolation transformer, which is
in the power cable.

FOR BROADCAST QUALITY, IT'S
Collins equipment is sold in Canada by
Collins -Fisher, Ltd., Montreal
BROADCASTING
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NEED COLOR TO SELL
FASHIONS BY VIDEO
FASHION industry was urged to
use television as an advertising
medium but was warned that technical and artistic handicaps must
be overcome before the fashion industry could expect a visible return, by Worthington Minor, manager of WCBW-CBS video station,
at a luncheon given by the Fashion
Group Inc., at the Hotel Biltmore,
New York.
Radio at Quebec
He pointed out that the industry
FOUR radio correspondents have should take slowly to promotion
been accredited by the State Dept. by television until color was more
as news representatives at the first
"Critical probsession of the Food & Agriculture firmlylem in"established.
televising fashions," Mr.
Organization of the United Na- Fashions
Minor
maintained,
"is color.in
and home furnishings
tions, opening Tuesday (Oct. 16)
in Quebec City, Que. They are: gray are robbed of excitement and
Richard Harkness, NBC; Marshall appeal and it is extremely difficult
Wells, farm editor, WJR Detroit; to promote good taste without
Sterling Fisher, NBC; Dorothy color." However, he assured the
that considerable progress
Lewis, NAB Coordinator of Lis- group
had been made with color video.
tener Activity.
Hie!
ISH the boasht of the American- Forshes
at the
ReimsNetwork
shtation shtaff
that
they are the only shtation
operating soberly on top of
9,000,000pagne. bot'ls
Shtudios areof overChamthe
Champagne Cellars. What an
asshignment! S 'wonderful.

NO

By the Way, Harry
"THE haveOUTSIDE
must
a terrificworld"
faith
in the power of Washington
news commentators. Joe McCaffrey, CBS Washington
newsman,
thesea
comments lastreceived
week from
reader of his syndicated
newspaper column on veternext time'you
to Mr.ans: "TheTruman
please talk
tell
him about my son; he will be
18 in him
December
and I don't
want
to be drafted.
Tell
Harry that the draft should
be cancelled — if no one is
around tell him that there are
six votes in our family. Also
Iwhoam live
sure next
I can door
get theto Lvote
— 's
for him — there are seven in
their
family but Iwilldon'tlivethink
the grandfather
until 1948."

PRIORITY

IMMEDIATE

SHIPMENT

micROPHonE

Booms

ADAPTERS Any of your microphones can be attached easily to
this Boom without purchasing additional fittings. No tools are
necessary because all the adapters are threaded in order that they
can be screwed together. The fitting attached to the clevis on the
end of the boom fits a % x 24 thread which is the thread for all
W. E. Microphones. An adapter for microphones using V2 inch
thread; one for •% x 27; and a hook complete the adapters normally supplied.
CASTINGS
All castings, except base and counterweight (cast
iron),
are strong aluminum alloy, aircraft quality heat treated
and Alumilited.
TUBING All tubing 18 gauge aluminum alloy finished by the
Alumilite Process— a hard, oxide coating.
HANDWHEELS All hand wheels are knurled and polished alumiinchesor ininjury
diameter.
withoutnum alloy,
muscle2l/zstrain
to yourOperated
hands. easily. Will turn
CASTERS Three inch double ball bearing, rubber tired Darnell
Casters.
COLOR All castings platinum gray. Baked enamel.
GUARANTEE Workmanship and materials fully guaranteed.
Manufacturers of George A. Starbird Equipment
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FMBI-NAB

Merger

by FMWABF
Opposed Says
Hirschmann
Growth
Needs Separate Organization
PROTEST
"any designof
which will aimagainst
at the coalescence
the FMBI with the National Association of Broadcasters" is voiced
by I. A. Hirschmann of WABF
New York (FM) in a letter to
FMBI, a copy of which he sent to
the FCC.
"The interest in the expeditious
development of frequency modulationtioncallswhich
for represents
a separate organizathe FM
operators and which will employ
an aggressive
to concentrate on the program
development
of the
clared.of FM," Mr. Hirschmann defield
He said his opposition to uniting
with NAB, which he submitted in
the name of WABF, "is not said in
any way in derogation
of the"toNAB."
he said,
date
hasHowever,
functioned
as theNABmouthpiece
for amplitude modulation broadcasts." He questioned whether
NAB "would reconvert itself overnight and become a powerful factor
in the furtherance of FM as an
acknowledged improvement over
HeAMsaidtofield."
FM
this time
the
afford
throw"canitsnotlotat with
any
other broadcasting association. It
will
makeability
progress
in direct
to its
to fight
its ratio
way
through to a full recognition by the
public of its acknowledged superior
service.
Anytheconfusion
of this
issue among
broadcasters
or the
public will be a disservice to the art
of Hisbroadcasting
in thenoted
long that
run."a
letter to FMBI
committee is "now studying the
question of amalgamating in some
form" and has been authorized to
consider the "fostering of FMBI's
policy through a single trade assoFMBI Meeting Oct. 19
ciation."
MEETING of Frequency Modulation Broadcasters Inc. board of directors will be held at 9:30 a.m.
Oct. 19 at Ambassador East Hotel,
Chicago,inally
instead
Oct. 20 as origscheduled.of Principal
topic
will be a proposal submitted by
NAB for a merging of the two
trade associations [Broadcasting,
Oct. 8]. Under this plan NAB
would have an integral FM department. FMBI is interested in continuing the fight for more channels
under 100 mc and NAB's promise
on this
battle
be deciding factor in FMBI's may
decision.

RCA Magazine to S. A.
RCA International Division is pubishing aSpanish
zine lRadio
Mundiallanguage
the firstmagaissue
of which is now being distributed
throughout Latin America. Quarterly publication is designed for
Spanish-speaking people interested
in broadcasting,
radio communications and allied activities.
BROADCASTING
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VICTORY

REVEALS

A

MYSTERY

More than two years ago, an engineer of the
Laboratories visited U.S.S. Boise, returned with
a mysterious box which went into the Laboratories' vault. Now, victory opens the box and
discloses a special kind of electron tube called
a magnetron. It was part of a Radar which furnished data to aim U.S.S. Boise's guns during
the night action off Savo Island on October
11-12, 1942. Because of the high frequency generated by this magnetron, the Radar was not
detected by the enemy and the action was a
complete surprise. Six Japanese warships were
sent to the bottom of the sea.
This magnetron is a symbol of the Laboratories'
enormous war program. Half of it was devoted

to Radar, the other half gave birth to radio
transmitters and receivers, sonar apparatus for
the Navy, loudspeaker systems for ships and
beach-heads, fire-control apparatus for antiaircraft artillery. Coming months will unfold
the story of these and many other contributions of the Laboratories to the victory of our
arms.
Bell Telephone Laboratories' war work began
before the war; until now, it claimed practically
all our attention. With victory, we will go back
to our regular job — helping to bring you the
world's finest telephone service.
BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES

Exploring and inventing, devising and perfecting, for continued improvements and economies in telephone service.

McCollough
(Continued from page 10)
tirely unnecessary were it not for
the fact that judicious inquiry
abroad brought to light the information that in all probability and
at what was considered to be the
right time, radio broadcasting as
such in Germany, and inferentially
in Italy, would be handed back to
the then government in power. In
heaven's name, why? Did not radiotriespreviously
exist basis
in those
on a similar
and counlook
what a couple of crack-pots (Hitler and Mussolini) did with it?
What assurance do we have that
the same thing will not happen
again,
we set up a condition of
similar ifcircumstances?
Five will get you ten from practically any American Army officer
abroad that history will repeat itself reasonably soon unless some
fairly precautionary moves are
made at this time and the whole
European situation monitored for
the long pull.
Where is there a better place to
start than with the proper use and
distribution of radio facilities?
Can you conceive of a better way
to purchase insurance against a
repetition of the tragedy we have
just gone through than to start by
introducing
"free enterprise"
into
radio
broadcasting
in the countries
we now occupy abroad? Why cannot radio be placed in the hands of
those other than the government

when we are ready to turn the facilities back to the people? Radio
certainly could not end up again in
any worse
shape
worthy hands
thanoritinhadlessbeentrust-up
toradioV-EnotDay.
"free enterprise"
to beIs considered?
Could
not the American Army in their
zones of influence screen out
enoughians to make
worthya Germans
real try? and ItalSuggestions for Germany
Under the present system it is
practically impossible to get any
real participation from the German people in radio broadcasting.
However, if the operation of lowpowered stations in a number of
communities were placed in the
hands of responsible German peoexist. ple, a different story might soon
Once the German people realized
the project was on the level, they
would be eager to participate and
hence learn to guard their freedom of speech which they have
long since lost and which may now
be lost to them forever, unless we
do something about it. Until freedom of speech becomes a real and
living thing in Germany, there appears to be little hope of lasting
peace in central Europe.
Allowing for a normal amount of
ingenuity,
initiative, and
competition, free enterprise
broadcasting,
which is simply another name for
free speech, should become so good
and be such a novelty in Europe

CHEVROLET

OAKLAND

Stamina at 80
SHE COULD HAVE had a
free ticket to "Laffing Room
Only"
Catherine
Olsen, ofbutFortMrs.Wayne,
Ind.,
80-year-old
mother
of
Ole
Olsen of Olsen & Johnson,
said she'd much rather see a
broadcast of the WLS National Barn Dance, thank
you.
WLS
for her
not only to arranged
see the program
but to be its guest of honor
on the October 6 broadcast.
With her son as dancing
partner, she joined in dancing
a quadrille with members of
the cast and it was Ole, not
his mother, who had to drop
out from exhaustion!
that it might easily draw other
countries along similar paths.
Listener pressure has tipped
many a radio scale. If it did, a lot
of pushing around over there would
stop and it would most certainly
become considerably less expensive
in many ways for the United States
every twenty-five years or so. Space
does not permit a full discussion
of all sides of this subject at this
time, but almost anyone returning
from Europe today will tell you
that they have a feeling that a
bigger blow-off than any thus far
is in the offing over there unless
something permanent is done to
restore the inherent rights of the
every-day man on the streets. The
installation of the "American systemtainly
of broadcasting"
would cerhelp.
P. tionS. in The
a realone.educamore tripwayswas than
Col.
Ed. Kirby is the acme of efficiency.
The Army and all the guys in it
are tops for my money. Justin
Miller will wear well in the broadI left home
ing fourcasting
bloodindustry.
brothers
and nowhav-I
figure rietyI have
15
more
of
some va-all
or other. We certainly
started and finished together.
Speaking of home, it certainly
looked good and, as of today, the
"American
system of broadcasting"
looks
even better.

For the Chevrolet Division of General Motors
has, not one, but two big factories within the
city limits of Oakland, respectively 5% and 7Y2
air-line miles from the KROW studios. So,
when you think of Chevrolet on the Pacific
Coast, you think of Oakland, and of —

Represented by
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
New York Chicago Detroit
Atlanta
San Francisco
Los Angeles
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KROW
And when you think of KROW you think of
the thousands of Chevrolet workers, completing thousands of new cars for the hundreds of
thousands of Oakland area citizens who have
the money to spend on automobiles — and
everything else.
Radio Station KROW, Philip G. Lacky, Gon. Mgr.
19th Street at Broadway, Oakland 12, California

Radio Advertising Co.
National Sales
Representatives
BROAD CASTING
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BUY A VICTORY BONO TOOAV!

THOUSANDS
OF TESTIMONIALS
Thousands of testimonials are in the files at Hallicrafters. They are from members
of the armed services all over the world. They tell how Hallicrafters-built communications equipment has performed dependably and brilliantly on all the
battle fronts of the world. Many of these letters are signed by licensed amateurs
who include their call letters with their signatures. A high percentage of the letters conclude with sentiments like these — we quote: "// a rig can take it like the
HT-9 took it in the Australian jungles, it's the rig for my shack after the war" . . .
"When
buy this
my communications
it willthere
be Hallicrafters"
."After
we have I won
war and I can getequipment
a ham ticket
will not be the. .slightest
doubt
as to the
I willwasuse like. . seeing
. it will someone
be Hallicrafters"
Hallicrafters
gearequipment
in the service
from home. . ."Meeting
. . . I used
to have one of your receivers at W7FNJ . . . hope to have more after the war"
. . ."being
old ham come
myselfpouring
I know into
what Hallicrafters
went into the headquarters,
299 ..." Thus providing
does the
voice
of thean amateur
information, guidance and further inspiration to Hallicrafters engineers. Amateurs will find in Hallicrafters peacetime output just the equipment they need —
refined and developed in the fire of war and continuing to live up to the well
earned reputation as "the radio man's radio."

hallicrafters
radio
THE HALLICRAFTERS CO., MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, CHICAGO 16, U. S, A„
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ATOMIC BROADCASTS
STS I
KRNT Makes Recordings
New Mexico Desert' js in I1
FIRST BROADCASTS recorded
at the crater in New Mexico caused
by the first atomic bomb have been
aired by KRNT Des Moines and
fed to the American network.
Seeking an idea to give a special
"kicker" to the Victory Loan
Drive beginning this month,
George Cremeens, KRNT special
events director, and the station
management hit upon the idea of
recorded broadcasts from the
crater and follow-up of auctions
of jewelry made from the glazed
sands. War Dept. turned down the
jewelry
broadcasts.idea but approved the
Cremeens flew to the Oscura
basin in New Mexico, recorded
four programs on a wire recorder,
returned to Des Moines and did
his shows. American requested
them for a coast-to-coast network,
Associated Press and the Des
Moines newspapers carried stories
and pre-broadcast announcements
stirred interest among Iowa
listeners. Phil Hoffman, Cowles
Broadcasting Co. vice-president who
approved the atomic crater junket,
places strong emphasis on public
service special events.

AT ATOMIC BOMB experiment
site George Cremeens (striped
sweater), special events director of
KRNT Des Moines, interviews Dr.
K. T. Bainbridge and Capt. C. L.
Rutherford, Oskaloosa, la., Iowa
CAP wing commander.

Auto-lite Shifts
BERLIN, Tokyo and Hollywood
were linked together Oct. 9th
via shortwave during Everything
for the Boys, sponsored by Electric
Auto-lite Co., Tuesday 7:30-8 p.m.
on NBC. A South Carolina service
man in Japan, a Brooklyn GI in
Germany and Dick Haymes and
Helen Forrest in Hollywood participated. Newly titled The Dick
Haymes show, program dropped
and moved
CJCA Edmonton is remodelling and overseas-pickup-format
CBS Oct. 13, Saturday 8-8:30
acoustically treating three of its studios to
p.m. Agency is Ruthrauff & Ryan,
and two control
rooms
as
part
of
reconNew York and Hollywood.
struction program.

LOWER
COST

No. 305
STOP

Getting that F-M Antenna
up high not only means more
area coverage
but
it cient
also means
lower —costs.
Doubling the height of the
antenna above ground is
equivalent to squaring the
transmitter power. Thus, a
250 watt transmitter with a
200 foot tower would equal
a 1000 watt transmitter with
a 100 foot tower. That is
real tialeconomy
in ini-in
transmitter— both
cost and
power
2 Wincharger Products will
help you get Getter F-M
Broadcasting at lower costs:
(I) A sturdy, economical
Wincharger Tower to get
your antenna high. (2) An
efficient, low cost Wincharger F-M Antenna. For full information write or wire us.

wincHSSSg

rfflCHARGER CORP. SIOUX CITY; IOWA
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WATCHES
Now
Available
FROM
GALLET

• GALCO

STOCK

Tulsa
(Continued from page 22) t
dandy idea. Small towns and rural
folk, who feel that they are living
in the back waters of the larger and
more prosperous cities, get a chance
to compare their good points and
bad; they may profit by listening
to each other's broadcasts and pick
up an idea for home betterment,
or fortive being
and appreciafor theirgrateful
own advantages.
...
There's something inspirational
about these small towns."
"We feel," said the Claremore
Progress, "that this was one of the
finest pieces of publicity that this
community
received.of .Ken
. ."
Basic to has
the ever
philosophy
Miller
is
the
conviction
that
there's
lots of room in radio for thoroughly
spontaneous programs, unscripted
and unrehearsed.
He has some notions too, about
appropriate subject matter. He
feels that there is a paucity of programs dealing with the unspectacularlemseveryday
experiences andcommon
probof the unspectacular
man and his wife and kids.
He limits participants to six. He
strives for the greatest possible
diversity of interests and opinions.
ASpeaks
typicalwillgroup
Mainmayor,
Streeta
includeon the
teacher,
the
president
of
the
ber of commerce, a farmer, achamrepi esentative
of
the
community's
principal industry, and perhaps a plain
taxpayer.
They
for halffroman experience
hour. Ken
Miller haschatlearned
that excessive preliminaries vitiate
doesn'tThewant
tospontaneity.
get "talkedHe out".
signalthemis
given
recording
From and
mentalthenotes
made begins.
during
the preliminary
conversation,
Moderator Miller leads his friends
through a highly informal, utterly
unrehearsed half-hour and Main
Street Speaks.
ESPERANTO,
universal
benefit shortwave
radio language,
by makingwillit
possiblestandforimmediately
world what
listeners
to underis being
said,
according to Doris Tappan
Connor,
co-director of Pan-American Interlanguagenor,Assoc.,
with G. Alan Condirector
ofwho,the
Lan-a
guage
Institute,
New onInternational
York, conducts
course tion)
in NewEsperanto
York, Friday,WABP
7:10 (FM
p.m. sta-

• SECURITY

TIMERS
Send for catalog showing complete line
suitable for radio work
No Priority Necessary
M.

J. STILLMAN
CO., INC.
Established 1914
116 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago 3, III.
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ETHRIDGE IS NAMED
Celler
(Continued from page 16)
TO POST IN BALKANS
ETHRIDGE, vice-president
measure,
statementof MARK
and publisher of the Louisville
denied he Rep.
had Celler's
any intention
Courier
-Journal
Times and
fostering Government "ownership". general manager and
of WHAS, was
"It posemost
certainly
is
not
my
purto advocate in any way Govscheduled
to arrivetonin today
Washingernment ownership of radio," he
(Oct.
stated. ' I want no truck with such
15) to accept apGovernment ownership. The best
example of such Government
pointment as spe-to
cial envoy
ownership is the British Broadcaststudy conditions
ing Company (sic) and American
in the Balkans.
radio most emphatically does not
His appointment
suffer by comparison."
was announced
Private Operation
last weekretarybyof State
SecMr.
Ethridge
He declared the "sprightliness,
the ingenuity, the variety and inByrnes.
After conferences at the State
ventivenes of American broadDept. Mr. Ethridge will leave for
casts
cannot
be
matched
by
BBC."
Rep. Celler expressed a firm con- his assignment. He will formulate
viction that radio operation "be- recommendations to Secretary
longs in private industry" but that Byrnes for the future of the Balkan States. A former NAB presi"privatenizant ofoperation
dent, Mr. Ethridge was named
its failingsmust
and behelpcog-in
in early 1941 by the late President
remedying them."
He paid tribute to the "various Roosevelt to study radio with a
chains and other independent sta- view of recommending a national
policy to the White House.
saying "They
excellent tions,"
progress,
but have
I am made
sure
the operators themselves will be
the first to deny that they have
CJCH to 5 kw
reached the ultimate in the im- CJCH Halifax is to increase power
proving of radio broadcast."
next
spring
present 1 kw to
Both radio and the public, said 5 kw, having from
• obtained permission
Rep. Celler, "can profit from the from Dept. of Transport.
passage of the bill I have offered."
Chairman Porter in August acreceipt of the
Rep.congressCeller's FCC to Issue Permits
letter, which knowledged
outlined
For Radar Navigation
man's
demands.
When
the
CrosleyAvco decision was handed down, LIMITED
number of experimental
Mr. Porter sent Rep. Celler copies licenses
for radar navigational deof the majority and dissenting
vices
will
be issued under FCC
opinions.
announced Oct. 11. Policy
Text of the Celler Bill follows: policy
covers only experimental Class 2
A BILL
stations where it is clear facilities
will be used to obtain data on
To
amend
the
Communications
Act
of 1934, as amended.
radar navigational serv1. Amend Section
307(d)
of the
Com- needsice andof aid
in formulating regum
u
n
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
s
A
c
t
of
1934,
as
amended,
by adding at the end thereof the follow- lations.
ing:
No licenses have yet been issued
"Beforenewal of afiling
any applicationlicense,
for re-a
broadcast
except for wartime experimental
licenseethree
shalltimes,
causein toastation
bedailypublished
at activities
of the Government. Sevleast
newspaper
ofcommunity
general circulation
published
in theis
eral bands above 25 mc are availindisplay
which advertisement
such station
licensed,
a
in
able
for
radio
to navigation
such formscribe,assettingtheforth
Commission
shall pre-to under the FCC'saidsallocation.
his intention
cific
radar
channels
have not Speyet
file
a
renewal
application,
the
date
on
which
the
existing
license
expires,
and
been
designated
nor
have rules
athestatement
in
the
form
prescribed
by
been
promulgated.
FCC
makes
Commission that
others
seeking
the
must
file application
clear that expenditures are inbeforesamethatchannel
date
in order
toandreceive
cur ed at risk of allocation changes.
competitive
consideration,
that
anyone
desiring
to
oppose
the
renewal
must file his reasons with the Commissforeion insuchwriting
at
least
thirty
days
be2. Amend date."
Section 3 of the Communi- types
or kindspercentages
of non-profit
activities;
and shall
such
ofas conditions
sustaining
s Act ofend1934,thereof
as amended,
adding atscecattioino,nathe
a new sub-by time
of operationbe Inseteachforthbroadcast
station
s follows:
"(bb)ters,With
respect toincludes
broadcastthemat-in- license."
4.
Amend
Section
303
by
adding
'public
interest'
end thereof, a new subsection (s),at
ice areaterestofof allthelisteners
broadcastwithin
stationtheor servsta- asthe follows:
tions concerned; and no finding of all"(s)accounts,
Prescribe the form
any and
and ofmemoranda
'public interest'
shall
made Commisin any to be kept by records
broadcast
matterexcessive
unlessbeusethe
broadcast
stations.
Any
and
all
financial
reports
filed
with
the
siontionfindshas not
that
of
the
stabeen made and will not Commission shall be open for public
'be
made
for
commercial
advertising
5.
Amend
subsection
(b)
of
Section
inspection."
purposes."
310
ofamended,
the Communications
3. Repeal
subsection (c) Actof ofSection
as
by adding atAct theof 1934,
end
307
the Communications
1934,
thereof
the
following:
and ofinsert
in
lieu
thereof
a
new
subsection (c), as follows:
"No
transfer
or
assignment
shall
be
inpaid
whichfor thebroadcast
total considera"(c) Thecentages of Commission
shallknown
fix per-as approved
tion to beand
property,
time (commonly
tangible
intangible,
exceeds
the
sustaining
time)
to
be
allocated
durfair value
of such
each
of the broadcast
valueproperty;
shallcostnotProvided,
exceedof
iII ing
each
classpartof broadcast
stations day
or byby that
doublesuchthe fairdepreciated
value
each particular
broadcast
station,or without
charge,
II for
types
kinds
of
nonthe
tangible
broadcast
property
transprofit radio programs or for particular
fer ed or assigned."
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BIG

on
BIG

EARS

LITTLE

( fgig-

PITCHERS

AUDIENCES

on

mean
KCMO

Of five children's programs listed as favorites in a recent poll
of listening habits in Kansas City schools, KCMO carries four.
First, second, third and fifth choice went to children's programs
on KCMO. That's a case where little pitchers have
big ears and that means big audiences. If you have a product
that calls for widespread recognition among youngsters,
KCMO can and will reach them for you.
An important segment of daytime radio over KCMO,
these children's programs point to a trend that's becoming
more pronounced daily: KCMO, backed by availabilities
and low cost per radio home, is the daytime radio buy in
the greater Kansas City market. A call at your nearest
John E. Pearson office will deliver KCMO daytime availabilities.
Represented by

Basic Station
AMERICAN Broadcasting Co

JOHN E. PEARSON
CHICAGO
NiW YORK
KANSAS CITY
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ILGWU
(Continued from page 20)
sands to see and hear, by merely
turning a dial, where formerly only
hundreds (after paying an admission price) could see and hear. FM
will be one of the media which will
enable the widest dissemination of
culture, education, and art. . . .
"FM opportunity
gives radio broadcasting
great
to become the
the
local town meeting hall, the local
musical hall, the local drama center. It will permit the ILGW affiliates to give to the community at
large what formerly was confined
to the members. The moral and
financial aid of the ILGW will be
at the disposal of the local applicants which will be the licensees
and have control over station policy. These local groups will do an
outstanding job in public service
programming.
. ."
The Union .informed
the Commis ion it"will not attempt to see
how much money it can net" from
the operations, that it "knows and
will honor the fact that the principal commodity it will use as a
licensee are the air wages, which
are a public commodity, owned by
its listeners", and that it will use
these air waves "for the primary

purpose of bettering the lives of
itsAslisteners."
an illustration of the program
structure proposed for the various
stations, the union exhibited the
schedule tentatively planned for
Chattanooga. Public service programs would include classical,
semi-classical and folk, and dance
music; hourly news bulletins, four
15-minute, and six 5-minute news
programs daily; local forum; religious programs; gifted music
student recitals.
The station's
daily onschedule
include
a program
health would
(live
or transcribed); market reports;
5-minute calendar of events ; municipal activities; school activities
(emphasizing high school and adult
education) ; home economics and,
child care; cultural discussion.
Weekly programs would include
local dramatic offerings; local band
music; youth citizenship program;
local sports news; stories and
plays for children.
The principal idea of the project,
the union stated, "is to build a
close tie-up between each station
and our union organization in the
locality primarily responsible for
its success and all civic and educational elements in that community.-

...this little station
gives your message
IN THIS IMPORTANT BUYING LAKE AREA!
To more than 500,000 listeners in Northeastern Wisconsin and
Upper Michigan, WMAM is the only station clearly audible at
all times — a singular situation for which we thank ground
mineralization. Located at 570 on the dial, WMAM delivers
virtually 5000 watt coverage at 250 watt rates! A complete
report with Hooper Surveys will give you further information
on the "little station with the big wallop." Send for it and complete information.
WMAM
Marinette, Wis.
BRANCH STUDIOS: Iron Mt., Micb.* Sturgeon Bay, Wis.
JOSEPH MACKINi General Manager
National Representatives : Howard A. Wilson Co.
Chicago • New York • San Francisco • Hollywood
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Policies

of Networks

On Sponsoring
A VARIETY of network attitudes
toward labor unions as program
sponsors was discovered by Broadcasting last week when it querried CBS, Mutual and NBC on the
subject,
following
announcement
American that it had
sold time ofto
the CIO for a series of four broadcasts on its network.
American has decided that it
will sell time to unions for discussions of controversial issues. NBC
and CBS do not sell time for such
discussions. Mutual has adopted no
overall policy but will determine
any requests from a union for the
purchase
merits. of time on its individual
Devoted to public issues relating
to labor, with Philip Murray, CIO
president, introducing guest speakers, the series on American will be
broadcast on alternate Mondays,
beginning Oct. 15. First broadcast
will be 10:15-10:30 p.m., other
three at 10-10:15 p.m.
In announcing sale of time for
the discussion of controversial issues, Mark Woods, president of
American, said: "We believe it is
in keeping with
Federal Com-by
munications Actthe
, as interpreted
the FCC, to sell time to labor
unions. American proposes to continue to exercise its managerial
discretion to insure well-rounded
discussions of public affairs, both
on a commercial and sustaining
CBS Policy

Differ

Labor Series
free time to unions for the discussion of such issues as they may
wish to bring before the public.
Equal free time is granted to those
with other viewpoints. This concurrently isbeing done on the America
United program which is being carried
by moreon than
two-thirds
the stations
the NBC
networkof
and on which the two major labor
unions share time with farm and
commerce
Americangroups."
and Electronic Corp.
of America last week gave explanations of the Nov. 30 termination
of the broadcasts of William S.
Gailmor on WJZ New York, key
station of American under Electronic Corp. sponsorship, following
the exclusive announcement of the
break in the Oct. 8 Broadcasting.
Network announced that a new
series, News of Tomorrow, featuring foreign correspondents around
the globe, will go into the 11-11:15
p.m. period on the network, seven
nights a week, starting Dec. 3.
Program will include five minutes
of local news broadcast by individualutes stations
followed
by ten minof features
and commentary,
chiefly from overseas. In New York
the new program will replace the
Gailmor broadcasts, the network
said, following termination Nov. 30
of
the one-year
Electronics
Corp. contract
and WJZ between
for the
five-a-week commentaries.
Company stated it had been
"carefully considering our future
advertising
plans"thatandthehas large
"reached
the conclusion
and
loyal audience of Mr. William S.
Gailmor could be more effectively
and economically reached in the
New York area through another
outlet." Statement added that "the
action of WJZ anticipated our
movement
to another
outlet" and
that negotiations
for satisfactory
time are now being concluded, with
a definite announcement imminent.

CBS stated that it will "continue
basis."
its policy of equal treatment with
no discrimination among advertisers and prospective advertisers on
the network. Each advertiser will
be expected to present programs of
interest to the listening audience,
to confine his commercial message
to 10% of the time of evening programs and 15% of daytime programs, and to refrain from using
his time on the air for the propagation of his views on controversial TOTAL WAR OUTPUT
public
questions.has made available EXCEEDS 10 BILLIONS
"Columbia
and will continue to make avail- TOTAL production of electronic
able, without charge, time on the and communication equipment in
air for bringing to the radio audi- the five war years was $10,659,ence discussions of public ques- 000,000, according to WPB Chairtions, and believes that only by
man J. A. Krug, reporting Oct. 9
refusing to accept money for this on "Wartime
Achievements and the
publicsentservice
is
it
possible
to
preOutlook."technological
balanced discussions of public Reconversion
Mr. Krug reviewed
progress
during
the war, including
issues
by
leading
spokesmen."
Mutual said that if a union were spectacular radar
achievements,
to approach it with a good pro- and the tremendous development of
gram that seemed to be of general the electronics industry in process,
interest to the listening public there control and inspection operations.
seems to be no reason that it should
pro70 times between
not be accepted. The network has Electronicductionandincreasedcommunication
no hard and fast rules regarding 1940 and 1944, Mr. Krug said, risthe matter, it was said, and each
ing from $25,000,000 in the last
case willvidualbemeritsconsidered
1944. of 1940 to $3,700,000,000 in
as it arises.on its indi- half
Of the total output during the !
"It is not NBC's policy at present
to sell time
to unions forissues
the dis-on war years, $4,433,000,000 was racus ion of controversial
dio, $3,719,000,000 radar and
the air," the network said. "It has $2,507,000,000
tion equipment. other communicalong been NBC's policy to grant
BROADCASTING
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t. ton,Vermont
Vt., Oscar
1230Broadcasting
kc,C. 250Hirsch,
w, Corp.,
U. tr/asBurlingfrom from
S-WCAL770 toto Daytime
ch oftransop
loca.
KFVS
Hirsch
•I j Mo.,
Battery960andkc, Radio
Co.,
Cape
Girardeau,
KWFT neWichita
Broadcasters,
to pwr
changefromfreq.
from
rsP.hip, Joe K.B. Smith,
Carrigan,
Mrs. aJoeP.part-K.B.
e1*1400
960 new
kc,CP inc.
250 night,
w to Carrigan,
Trustee,
1change
kw,toinst.
trans
and
D.
A.
Smith,
Mrs.
Claude
M.
Simpson
Jr.,
trans loca.
Tex.,from
620 5kc,kw 5 daykw 1 day
i i burg,
Chambersburg
Brdg.
Co.,
Chambers- Wichita
and n,toCPFalls,
inc. DN,
pwr
kw
Pa.,
800
kc,
1
kw.
Daytime.
night
5
kw
ch
DA
for
night
use.
KFXM J. C.Calif.,
Lee and
WCFL 111.,
Chicago
Federation
Bernardino,
590 kc,E. W.1 kw,Lee,CP Santo Chicago,
1000 kc,
50 kw, CPof toLabor,
inc.
BROADCASTING
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pwr
to 50 use.
kw, inst new tr,
chWCAL
DAfromdaySt.10andkwOlaf
night
CoUege,
Minn.,
770
kc,
none
given,
CPNorthfield,
ch (Fahrs
of op from
S-KUOM
to Daytime
c
i
l
i
t
i
e
s
t
o
be
relinquished
by
KUOM).
WRRN Frank T. Nied and Perry
H.
Stevens,
as Nied
ren,1400Ohio,d/bto1440
kc,kc 5and
kw.Stevens.
CP from
ch Warfreq
from
1440
inc.
pwr
250
wandto night
5 kw, use,
ins chnew trtrloca.
and DA for day
WDEFnooga, Broadcasting
Co.,
ChattaTenn.,
1370
kc,
kw today1370
1 kc,
kw
night,
CP chfrom
freq 250fromw 51400
inc.
power
day
and
night
toand 5 DAkw night,
day 1 chkw trnight,
inst.
new
tr
loca.
250Air-Time
W, U. Inc., Joplin, Mo., 1230 kc,
1230Pueblo
kc, 250Radio
w, U.Co. Inc., Pueblo, Colo.,
Meridian
Broadcasting
Meridian,
Miss.,
1450
kc,
250 Enterprise
w, U. Co., Inc.,
The
High
Point
High
Point,
N. C,Broadcasting
830 kc, 1 kw,Co.,Daytime.
El Paso
El Paso,
Texas,
1340
kc,
250
w,
U.
C. Foote,Willard
John Mulvaney,
W. Foote, Robert
E.S.Don
Mulvaney,
Davis parand
Rockwood
Brown,Horace
Cot
n
e
r
s
,
d
/
b
as
Billings
Broadcasting
Co.,Northern
Billings,OhioMont.,
1240
kc,
250Co., w,Am-U.
Broadcasting
herst, Ohio, Illinois
1040 kc, Broadcasting
1 kw, L-WHO. Co.
Southern
Inc.,Associated
Centralia, Electronic
111., 960 kc, 1 Enterprises,
kw, U, D-A.
Woonsocket,
R. Inc.,
I., 1240
kc, 250
Radio
Peoria
Peoria,
111., w,970 U.kc.
1 Atlantic
kw, U, DA.Radio Corp., Boston,
Mass.,
1200 kc, 5 kw, U.
M.kw,Nelson,
Ft. Wayne, Ind.,
1030Wayne
kc,
1
Daytime.
Muscogee
a partnership Broadcasting
composedJr.,of F.F. R.R. Co.,
Pidcock,
Sr.,
R. C. Dunlap,
Pidcock,
Jr.,
Beecher
Hayford
and
James
M.
Wilder,
Columbus,
Ga.,
1450
kc,
250
w,
U.
WGL Farnsworth Television & Radio
Corp.,freqFortfromWayne,
Ind.,12501250kc, kc,inc 1 pwrkw
chfrom
w to 11450
kw,trtoinstloca.
new tr and DA
daySunand250County
night,
ch
Broadcasting
nix, Ariz., 1450 kc,
250 w, U. Co., Phoe-

Add
to

E. L. Barker, Claribel Barker, T. H.
Canfield, Opal A. Canfield, George M.
O'Brien,
Broadcasting
Co., near Jr.,Sand/bJose,as Valley
Cal., 1170
kc, 5 kw,
U,Cal.,
BayDA.890Citieskc, Radio
Corp.,
Santa
1 kw, Daytime. Monica,
Universal diaBroadcasting
Innapolis, Ind., 1130Broadcasting
kc, 10Co.kw,Inc.,
U,Corp.,
DA.
Wabash
Valley
Terre
Haute,
Ind.,
1350
kc,
5
kw,
U,
DA.
Clarence Broadcasting
Beaman, Jr.,Co.,tr/as
East
Tennessee
Tenn.,
1340Loskc,Angeles
250 w, Broadcasting
U. Knoxville,
KFAC,
Co.
Inc.,
LospwrAngeles,
Calif.,
1330kw, kc,inst5 new
kw,
CP
inc
from
1
kw
to
5
tr W.andC.DAPape,
and tr/as
night and Broadcasting
ch tr loca.
Co.,Kenneth
Pensacola,
Fla., Pape
1450
kc, 250111.,w,1570U.
G. Zweifel,
Freeport,
kc,David
1 kw, H.daytime.
Cannon,
and Carroll
R. Hauser,Reedd/b E.as Callister
Orange
County
Broadcasting
Co., Santa Ana,
Calif.,
830
kc,
5 kw,Gilbert
daytime.
Gillette & Jesse
Burton, Jr.,
a partnership,
d/b asAla.,Burton
Broadcasting Co., Mobile,
1340 kc,
250
KGB
Don
Lee
Broadcasting
System,
w,San u.Diego, Calif., 1360 kc, 5 kw, CP inc.
pwr
vert from
ant and1 kwch totra5 kw,
loca. ins new tr and
Old 1340
Pueblokc, Broadcasting
Ariz.,
250 w, U. Co., Tucson,
Sun 1340
Countykc, Broadcasting
Tucson,
Ariz.,
w, U. Co., Co.,
Arkansas
Valley250 Broadcasting
Fort
Smith,
Ark., Airwaves
740 kc, 1 Company,
kw, U, DA-N.North
Arkansas
Little
Rock, Ark., 1450 kc,Banning,
250 w, U. Cal.,
1400Richard
kc, 100T.w,Sampson,
U.
KMPC,
The
Station
of
The
Los Angeles, Cal., 710 kc, 50 Stars,
kw, CPInc.,to
inc pwrchges
fr 10in kwDA tofor50dayinst& new
makes
night trans
use.
San esto,Joaquin
Broadcasters,
Inc.,
ModCal.,
1600
kc,
250
w,
U.
DeHaven, Hall & Oates, Salinas, Cal.,
1380 kc, 1 kw, U, DA.
L. John Miner, Taft R. Wrathall and
(Continued on page 88)

One
999

. . .

. . . and you have 1,000.* Or you can
count them — one by one.
From every angle, the big fact remains
that there are now 1,000 commercial
broadcasting stations in the United
States and Canada having the BMI license. Speaking in percentages, this
represents 95.42% of the radio
figure
stations on this continent.
There's no secret to this consistent
growth in the long list of BMI licensees.
A basically sound function, intelligent
and alert management, and continuous
service to radio are building this
progress.
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(Continued
from page 87)
GrantBroadcast
R. Wrathall,
d/b asSanta
Monterey
Bay
Company,
Cruz,
Cal.,
1460 kc,
w, U. Santa
Arthur
H. 500
Croghan,
Monica,
Cal.,
1 kw, L-WSB.Company, Inc.,
The 750Starkc,Broadcasting
Pueblo,
Colo., Broadcasting
590 kc, 1 kw,Corporation,
U, DA-N.
Peninsular
Coral
Gables,
Fla.,
1450 Esch,
kc, 250 Daytona
w, U.
WMFJ
W.
Wright
Beach,
1090 kckc, inc1 kw,pwrCP from
to chg250freqw
M CHEYENNE
frto 11450kw Fla.,
toinst1090
useW. chge
tr new
loca. trans and DAGa.,for1450night
WYOMING
kc,
250Northeastern
w,R.U.Frier, Cartersville,
Indiana
Broadcasting
HOME OF
Company,
kc,
5 kw. U,Inc.,DA. Fort Wayne, Ind., 1380
FRONTIER DAYS
BoothInd.,Radio
Inc., Logansport,
1230 Company,
kc,Stations,
100 w, TJ.Cedar
The Gazette
Rapids,
"THE DADDY
Iowa,
1600
kc,
5
kw,
U,
DA-N.
Hughcolm McGregor,
R. Norman
and
ArthurBroadMalOF 'EM ALLd/b
as
Davenport
BLUE NETWORK
casting Co., Davenport, Iowa, 750 kc,
250 w, Daytime.
J. Volger and
John R. Rider,
d/bGeorge
aspany,Muscatine
Broadcasting
Muscatine, Iowa,
1450 kc, 100Com-w,
Topeka, Kans., 1440
U.kc,S. 500H. wPatterson,
1 kw-LS,
U. (Contingent
grant kc)of app.
for KVAK
to change onto
1200
Frankfort
Broadcasting
Frankfort, Ky., 1490 kc, 250 w,Company,
U.
BOSTON'S EXCLUSIVE
Bluegrass
Broadcasting
Co.,U. Inc., Vers
a
i
l
e
s
,
K
y
.
,
940
kc,
1
kw,
AMERICAN
A.1 kw,S. Abell
Baltimore, Md.,
850The
U, DA.Co.,
Thekc, Templetone
Radio
Mfg.TJ. Corp.,
Boston,
Mass.,
1450
kc,
250
(with
OUTLET
250
w satellite
stations
atw,and
Brockton,
Quincy,
and
Saugus,
Mass.,
100 w
satellite
sta
at
Belmont,
Mass.)
Booth1330Radio
Flint,
Mich.,
1 Stations,
kw, U,andDA.Inc.,
Albert S. kc,Drohlich
Robert A.
Drohlich,
d/b askc,Drohlich
Flint,
1 kw, Inc.,
TJ, Brothers,
DA.
BoothMich.,
Radio14701470Stations,
Rapids,
Mich.,
kc,
1
kw.
TJ. Grand
DA.
Booth
Radio
Stations,
Inc.,
Kalamazoo,
Mich.,
930Radio
kc, 1 Stations,
kw, U, DA.Inc., Lansing,
Booth
Mich.,
kc, 1Stations,
kw, TJ, DA.Inc., Saginaw,
Booth1360
Radio
Mich.,
550
kc, Spearman,
1 kw, TJ, DA.
A COWLES STATION
Paul
D.
P.
Jackson, Miss.,
Represented nationally by the Kali Agency
620Glens
kc, 1 kw,
5 kw-LS,
U, DA-N.
Falls
Publicity
Glens Falls. N. Y., 1450 kc,Corporation,
250 w, TJ.
Queen cinCity
Broadcasting,
ati, Ohio, 630
kc, 5 kw, TJ,Inc.,
DA. CinScripps-Howard
Radio,
Inc.,
Ohio, 1300 kc, 5 kw, TJ, DA. Cleveland,
Parkersburg
Sentinel
kc, 250 Company,
w, TJ. MariLakeetta,1450
FrieOhio, kc,1340
Broadcasting
Ohio,
250 w, TJ. Co., Sandusky,
The Bethlehem's
Publishing
Companv,
Bethlehem, Globe
Pa., 1100
kc, 250
w,Airplane
Daytime.& Marine Instruments, Inc.,
WLW
Clearfield,
Pa.,
1490
kc,
250
w,
TJ.
EastonPa.,Publishing
Company,
near
700 ON YOUR DIAL
Easton,
1230 kc, 250Co.,
w, Inc.,
TJ. NorrisRahallPa.,Broadcasting
town,
1110
kc,
500
w,
Daytime.
1390Johnkc. M.5 kw,Rivers,
CP toCharleston,
inc pwr fr S.1 kwC,
day
and
500
w
night
to
5 kw D-N
inst
new trans
and DA for night
use chge
THE NATION'S
trans
loca. Valley
James
Broadcast
Company,
MOST
Huron,
1400 kc,tr/as
250 The
w, U.Walmac
HowardS. W.D.,Austin,
Davis,
Company,
Tex., 1240
kc, 250
MERCHANDISE-ABLE
W, Radio
TJ. ville, Tex.,Station
KEEW,
Ltd.,to chg
BrownsSTATION
910
kc,
1
kw,
CP
from 1490 to 910 kc inc pwr from 250freqw
day and
night
to D-N
1 kw use.D-N inst
new
trans100W.andw Davis,
DA fortr/as
Howard
The Walmac
Company,
Corpus
Christi,
Tex.,
1230 kc,
250 w, TJ.
Lee 790Segallkc, Broadcasting
Co., Houston,
Tex.,
1
kw,
Daytime.
H. Nelson,d/bWendell
Mayes, and C.
C.G.Woodson,
as Lubbock
Broadcasting
Company,
Lubbock,County
Tex.,
790Leokc, E.1 kw,
TJ, DA-N.
Owens,
McAllen,
Tex.,
620
kc.
1 kw, Daytime.
Ben Nedow,
tr/as EctorTex.,County
Broad-250
casting Co., Odessa,
1450 kc,
w, Howard
TJ. W. Davis, tr/as The Walmac
Antonio,CP Tex.,
630 kc,
5
kwCompany,
day,
1 San
kwkc night,
chg 250
freq
from
THE
1240
to
630
inc
pwr
from
w
day
and night
to 5 kw day 1 kw night inst
LUCKY
FELLOW,
new
trans
HE HAS
A
trans
loca. & DA for night use chg
RESERVATION HuHO«l.
United
Broadcasting
AT THE
960 kc, 250 w, U.Company, Ogden,
t* ) Utah,
WSAZ,
Inc., Huntington,
W. Va., 930
kc,
5
kw
kw &night,
pwr from day,
1 kw 1 day
nightCPto to5 inc
kw
Page
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day
inst &new1 kwtrans.night emp. DA night and
Legion
Citation
Evening W.Journal
Publishing
stations
in New York
tinsburg,
Va., 1490
kc, 250 Co.,
w, U.Mar- SIXTEEN
state recently received a special
Thomas
H. Todd,and Bertram
Bank, Lamar
Branscomb
Jeff
Coleman,
d/b
citation
from
the
national
headasTuscaloosa,
TuscaloosaAla.,Broadcasting
1450M. kc,Jacobson,
250 Company,
w, U.tr/as
quarters of the American Legion
KVEC,
Christina
"important
The
Valley
San 500
Louis Auxiliary forto their
Obispo,
Cal.,chg Electric
920freqkc,from1Co.,
kw1230day,
education,of enternight,
CPfrom
to 920tokcw1 contribution
tainment and inspiration
their
inc
pwr
250
w
day
and
night
kwand dayvert.andant.500 w night inst. new trans communities, and in appreciation
Edmund Scott, Gordon D. France, for courtesies and cooperation extended to the auxiliary".
Hugh ing,H.a partnership,
Smith and d/b
Merwyn
SanF. PlantMateo
WWRL
Woodside, Stations
WGBB
County
San asMateo,
Calif., were
Freeport, WWNY Watertown,
1050Southern
kc, Broadcasters,
250 Media
w, Daytime.
Corp.,
Coral
Gables,
WSAY,
WHAM,
WHEC
Rochester,
Fla., 1400 kc,
250 w, U. Lexington, Ky., WENY Elmira, WEVI, WREN
D. Kincaid,
P. Garvice
O. Hernando
Bldg., 1340 kc, 250 w, Buffalo, WOKO Albany, WNBP
U.be T—determined,
to be determined,
Lex., Ky. Lex., Ky. S — to Binghamton, WJTN Jamestown,
Kennebec
WSYR Syracuse, WGNY Newville,
Me., E.1490Broadcasting
kc, 250 Bemidji,
w, U.Co., WaterKaliher,
Minn., burg, WHCU Ithaca.
1450Russell
kc,
250
w,
U.
WRAL, N.Capitol
Broadcasting
Co., 1Inc.,
Raleigh,
kw day,
kw Inc., Louisville, Ky., 1240 kc, 250 w, U.
night,
CP to250C,chgw 620D-N
freqkc,tofr5 1240
toD 620and
inc
CP tofromchg 250freqw frto 1240
1080 kcandinc5
pwr
from
5
kw
1 pwr
1 kwto night
kwN useN inst
new
trans
and
DA
for
D
and
chg Broadcasting
trans loca. Corp., Concord, kw day inst new tr and DA for D-N
Concord
chgFM trans
Radioloca.
San
N. Charles
H., 1490 kc, 250 w, U.
Cal.
(P.& O.Television
Box 987,Corp.,
Riverside,
kc, 250 w, M.U. Dale, Concord, N. H., 1450 Jose,
Cal.),
1370
kc,
500
w,
1
kw-LS,
U.
T—
to beJose,
det, Calif.
San Jose, Calif. S — to be det,
North Jersey Radio, Inc., Newark, San
N.of WBYN).
J., 1430 kc, 5 kw, U, DA-N (faculties Donald
Flamm,
New
York,
N.
(P. O. Box 25, Central Park West), 620Y.
Missionary
Society
St.1130Paulkc, the10 kc,
Apostle,
York, N.ofofY.,
5 kw,to DA,
U. T—
N.
det,
Newnear
York,Moonachie,
N. Y.Co.,
kw,Oklahoma
U, DANew(facilities
Sta
WNEW).
Timesbe Picayune
Publishing
Quality Broadcasting Co., NewTheJ. S—
Orleans,
La.
(P.
O.
601, North
aDrewry,
co-partnership
composed
of
R.
H.
J. R. Robert
Montgomery,
Ted R. War- Bank
St.), 1560
w, 1 kw-LS,
Un. T—
kentin
and
P.CP Scott,
St., 500Gretna,
La. S— Hibernia
Bldg.kc,
Okla.,
1380
kc,kc 1inc.
kw, pwr
tofromchg250Lawton,
freqw tofr 1624 First
1150
to
1380
Cleveland
Broadcasting
Inc.,
Cleve1 kw trans
chg hrsandof DAop for
fromD D andto UN inst
land,
(P.1300O. kc,
1708,5 Union
Comnew
use
merceOhioBldg.),
kw,
DA,
chg
trans loca.
T— Parma,
Ohio.
S
—
to
be
det,
Cleve-U.
l
a
n
d
,
O
.
KOMA,homa, 1520Inc.,
Oklahoma
City,
OklaKFDM Beaumont
kc, 50kw kw,
inc and
pwr Beaumont,
Texas, 560Broadcasting
kc, 1 kw, U,Corp.,CP
from
inst CPloca.
new totrans
to inc andpwr DAfr for
1 kwN toch 5trans
kw inst
DAMcKeesport
for5 kwN useto 50chg
trans
trans
loca. new
Radio
Co.,
McKeesport,
Pa., 1360 kc, 1 kw, D.
Broadcasting
Corporation
of
America,
Indio,
(P. O.14003401,
St.,
WFIL Broadcasting
Co., toPhildadelRiverside,Calif.Calif.),
kc, Russell
250 w, CP.
phia,
5 kw,
inc
frfor 1DkwPa.,
to N5605 use
kwkc,inst
new CPtrans
and pwr
DA Un.
T— Highway 60 and So. Pacific
and
chg
trans
loca.
tracks,
4y2
mi
nw
of
Indio.
S
—
AMENDED to Calif.
specify studio site as to be det,
PlainsTex.,Radio
Broadcasting
rillo,
kc,fr 101440kwto D.860Co.,5 kckwAma-incN, Indio,
Cur-Nan
Company, Brockton, Mass.
CP
tofromchg 5 860
freq
pwr
kw
D
&
1
kw
N
to
10
kw
(P. O.ton,10,Mass.),Post1450Office
Sq., T—Rm24 2362,
Dfor andN use5 kwchgN trans
inst new
East BosElm
loca. trans and DA Brockton.
St., Brockton. kc,
S — 24Un. East
Elm
St.,
Wayne
M.
Nelson,
Rockingham,
N.
C,
Ohio-Michigan
Broadcasting
Corp.,
900Maricopa
kc, 1 kw.Broadcasters,
Daytime. Inc., Phoenix, Toledo,
Ohio (P. O. 542, Nicholas Bldg.),
Ariz.,
5 kw, U, and
DA-N.Dr. Jose M. 980
DA-N,City,
Un, Ohio.
CP. T —S —Approx
1 mikc,S 5 ofkw,Lime
to be
Jose 960M. kc,Sepulveda
Rodrigues
Quinohes,
d/b
as
Paradise
det,
Toledo,
O.
Walter
A.
Graham,
Tifton,
Ga. (P. O.
Broadcasting
Co.,
Mayaguez,
P.
R.,
P.
O.
Texas
Co.),
1300
kc,
250
w,
Un.
15 Colly Toste St., Arecibo, P. R., 1450 Roderick T. Peacock, Sr., tr/as Daykc, 250guez,w,P. R.U.S—T—Dr.nearBasora
CristiSt.,St. No.Maya-15,
Beach Broadcasting
Co., Daytona
Beach,tonaFla.
(P. O. 621, Academy
Ave.,
Mayaguez,
P. R.
Ga.),
1340 Beach.
kc, 250 Sw,— 320
Un. T— to
United nership
Broadcasting
Co., Mardikian,
a co-part- Dublin,
composed
of
George
be
det,
Daytona
Beach St., Daytona Beach, Fla. South
George
Snell,
Barnard
Floyd
Farr,
S.
A.
KEXPortland,
Westinghouse
Radiokc, Stations,
Melnicoe
Aram,
Oregon,
1190
5 kw,newU,
Calif.,250 P.w, and
O.U. T—
401,Alfred
South
16th SanSt., Jose,
1380 Inc.,
CP
to
inc
pwr
fr
5
kw
to
50trans
kw inst
kc,
to
be
determined,
near
and
DA
for
N
chg
loca.
San Jose,
Jose, Calif.
Calif. S — to be determined, trans
San
KPOW Albert250Joseph
Meyer,
Powell,
freq
1490Johnkc, W.
250 w,Davis,
U. Portland, Oregon, frWyo.,12301260kc kc,
to new
1260 w,trkc U,and
incCPDA
pwrto forfrchg250
to
1
kw
inst
nightw
William
L.
Klein,
Oak
Park,
HI.,
1490
use & chg tr loca.
kc, 250 w, U.
Adelaide
Wichita,
Bleeker
P. Seaman
and Carr P.Collins,
ColKans.,
1490 kc,Lillian
250 w, Carrell,
U.
lins, Jr.,Tex.,
d/b
as Seaman
kc, 250B. and
w,Payne,
U. d/b
Wade R. Sperry, Edgar J. Sperry and El E.Paso,
L. Kick
and1340 Roger
Josephine
T.
Sperry,
co-partners,
d/b
asDaytona
Daytona
Wash., Broadcasting
880 kc, 1 kw, Co.,
U. BellingBeach,Beach
Fla., Broadcasting
1340 kc, 250 w,Co.,U. asham,Farwest
Crescent
Broadcast
Corp.,
PhiladelBakersfield
Broadcasting
Co., Bakersf
i
e
l
d
,
C
a
l
.
,
1490
kc,
250
W,
U.
Pa., 820 kc,Company,
1 kw, Daytime.
The phia,Patriot
Harrisburg,
WCOC Mississippi Broadcasting Co.,
Inc.,
Meridian,
Miss.,
910
kc,
CP to inc
Pa., 580 kc, 5 kw, U, DA-N.
pwr
California
Broadcasters,
Inc., Bakersday &from1 kw1 kw
nightday& &instnight
new totr. 5 kw
field,
Cal. (P.
O. Cal.),
Box 5515,
Melrose
Ave.,
Hollywood
38,
1460
kc,
1
kw,
LakeMinn.,
Superior
DA Un. T— On Belle Terrace Road near luth,
1080 Broadcasting
kc, 10 kw, U, Co.,
DA. DuBaldwin
Rd., Bakersfield,
Cal. S — to be KROW, Inc., Oakland, Cal., 960 kc,
det.,
Bakersfield,
Cal.
CP
to
inc
pwr
fr
1
kw
to
5
kw
inst
Radio Sales Corp., Twin Falls, Idaho tr and DA for N use & chg tr loca.new
O. Box of536),
kc, on250 Blue
W, U. Lakes
T— 2 KFACLos LosAngeles,
AngelesCal.,Broadcasting
Co.,
mi(P. north
Twin1450Falls
1330to kc,
5 and
kw,
Blvd.,
S. Highway
93, two Inc.,
CP
to
inc
pwr
from
1
kw
5
kw
mi northIdaho.
of cityS— TJ.
of Twin
Falls, Idaho.
install
new
trans
&
DA
for
D-N
use.
WSAN
LehighPenna.,
Valley Broadcasting
C, 1450Broadcasting
kc, 250 w, U.Co., Orangeburg,
Allentown,
kc,to 5005 kww, S. Edisto
U.Co.,
inc pwrandfromDA 1470
500
Roy A. Lundquist
and Skagit
D. G. Wilde,
instCPnewto trans
for wnight
use. co-partners,
d/bCo.,asMt.The
Valley
Vernon,
Wash.
Ala.Tri-Cities
(P. O. 301,Broadcast
Court St.),Co.,1240Florence
kc, 250 Broadcasting
(P. O. 5520, 11th Ave., NE, Seattle,
w,to beU. det,
T — toFlorence,
be det, Ala.
Florence, Ala. S — Wash.),
1600
kc,
250
w.
T—
Route
4, Mt.
Wash.KWPL
S — Route
4, Mt. Vernon,
WINN Kentucky Broadcasting Corp., Vernon,
Wash. (Call
reserved).
BROADCASTING
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CBC

Grants CKEY

New Net Privilege
Toronto Station May Solicit
American Network Shows
By JAMES MONTAGNES
REVERSING a policy set some
years ago of not allowing more
than one station in a city to carry
the same network show simultaneously, except wartime drives and
hockey broadcasts, Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. has agreed to
let CKEY Toronto carry any of the
CBC Dominion network programs
advertisers request which are also
carried on CJBC Toronto [Broadcasting, Sept. 24] .
Whether other Canadian stations will demand the same right,
or the CBC grant the request, is
not known. The CBC unofficially
feels it has not set a precedent,
rather made an exception in one
particular case. But it is reported
that already a similar request has
been made in Montreal, where
CKAC is reported to have asked
to be allowed to use the same sponsored show simultaneously as carried by CBF.
Expects 20 Programs
The CKEY agreement also allows the station to solicit any NBC,
MBS and American net show, to
carry it alone or jointly with CJBC.
Many network shows are not piped
into Toronto because CJBC hasn't
the time, since it is a CBC-owned
station and has a certain amount
of sustaining evening shows of national or regional importance to
carry.
CKEY expects to sell advertisers
not able to find time on CJBC, planning to bring in 20 well-known
United States net shows every
week. Contract with CBC allows
CKEY to operate in this way until
CJBC goes to 50 kw in 1946.
The agreement allows CKEY
to be used at the advertiser's request as the Toronto outlet of any
Dominion network programs in
preference to CJBC, the official key
Dominion Network station. Already
one program, Music America Loves
Best, NBC-RCA Sunday afternoon
?how, has been transferred to
CKEY from CJBC.

New Slogan
STEVE WILLIS, general
manager of WJNO West
Palm Beach, was looking for
a slogan
for paper
the KJNO
postwar trade
campaign.
He came up with this one:
"Where Dun & Bradstreet
meet Hooper and Crosley."
NETS ARE COVERING
ARRIVAL OF FLEET
ARRIVAL of the Third Fleet in
San Francisco Bay, Oct. 15, is
being coveredrespondentsbyattachednetwork
corto the fleet
andCBSby on-the-spot
descriptions.
has Don Mozley speaking
from the South Dakota on Feature
Story,
4:45-5 p.m.,theandscene
GrantfromHol-a
comb describes
Navy blimp.
Jack Mahon,
Pacific
correspondent on theMBSSouth
Dakota,
will give a roundup picture of its
entry into San Francisco Bay at
3:30-3:45 p.m., and then network
switches to Telegraph Hill in San
Francisco for eyewitness account.
Broadcast will also be made from
ainterviews
blimp overareharbor.
planned.On-the-spot
Norman Paige, American correspondent with fleet, speaks direct from one of warships, 2:302:45 p.m.,
and
also presents broadcast network
from blimp.

Internship Project
Will Be Expanded
Journalism Teachers Receive
Experience at Stations
STATION internship project, carried out last summer under auspicesmittee
of NAB's
Radio NewsAssn.Com-of
and the American
Schools,
Departments
Journalism, will be repeated inof1946
on a
greatly expanded basis.
Ten journalism teachers served
internships at stations last summer, teaching
obtaining ofexperience
for effective
radio journalism.
They were reimbursed for living
and maintenance costs, according
to Arthur Stringer, NAB director
of circulation and a member of the
Council on Radio Journalism, jointly formedsociatby
NAB the
and project.
school asion to handle
Teachers and stations at which
they studied were:
Everett W. Withers, Washington & Lee U., at WTIC Hartford;
Archie R. Harney, U. of Idaho, at
KFI Los Angeles; Frank E.
Schooley, U. of Illinois, at WSYR
Syracuse; Fred M. Parris, Kansas
State College, at WFAA Dallas;
Olaf J. Bue, Montana State U., at
KVOO Tulsa; Robert Mossholder,
U. of Omaha, at WOW Omaha;
Elmer F. Beth, U. of Kansas, at
KMBC Kansas City; Willis C.
Tucker, U. of Kentucky, at WGAR
Cleveland; Leonard J. Jermain and
George Turnbull, both U. of Oregon, at KOIN Portland.

Grocery Mfgrs. Meet
GROCERY MFGRS. of America,
New York, will hold its 37th anCBS Video Course
nual meeting Nov. 7 and 8 at the
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
GENERAL
training ofcourse
television for directors
CBS in audio
programs,
be given
in 12to noon,
Mon'Hometown' Series
day sessionsto from
10 a.m.
BROADCASTING industry this starting
Oct.
15
under
supervision
week starts its second year of direct of Worthington Miner, manager of
service to overseas military person- CBS television, and with staff personnel of the CBS video station
through the under
Let's Godirection
to Townof
seriesnel conducted
instructors, was anthe NAB. In a message to stations, WCBW as
last week by Lawrence
Arthur Stringer of the NAB points Lowman, nounced
vice-president
charge
out that the millions still overseas
television. Course willin include
need the hometown shows more than of
camera
techniques,
personnel
funcever. NAB supplies a kit to stations
control room techniques,
producing the programs, which are lighting,tions,sound,
script construcdistributed by Armed Forces Radio tests. tion, set up and direction
and field
Service. Aluminum base acetates
are supplied by NAB. Some 150
programs have been produced.
RCA'S Distributor
NEW REPORT
I| Foregoes
Meeting
Education Efforts
fl- For Postwar Report
WSNJ Bridgeton,
Churchkit designed
Group'sto aid
Kitlocal STATIONS
REPORT from RCA Victor man- A RADIO
WAAT Newark, WTTN Trenton,
agement to home instrument dis- groups throughout the United and
WPAT
Paterson
were recently
tributors is first step in return
in presenting vital issues on cited by Mrs. Robert Cornelison,
to commercial activities and is de- States
the
United
Nations
Charter
has
president
of
New
Jersey
Radio
signed to replace for the time being been sent out by the United Coun- Council, for their commendable
!jfhe convention
type
of
meeting
becil
of
Church
Women
in
preparaefforts
and
service
to
radio
educacause of travel and hotel restriction for the annual observance of
tion. In an article in the New Jertion.
World Community Day, Nov. 2.
sey Club Woman, Mrs. Cornelison
\ Report consists of a large plastic- Series of radio programs for local said that careful thought should be
bound volume depicting AM and stations is included in kit, plus a given to the desirability of uses of
television sets and outlining FM script prepared by Luella Laudin FM in schools and colleges, and
plans. It opens with a report from of the General Federation of Wom- full advantage should be taken
Prank M. Folson, RCA Victor exen's Clubs and adviser on the radio of opportunities that radio affords
ecutive vice-president. Nine receiv- committee of the United Council fraction.
in supplementing classi-oom inof Church Women.
ers comprise the "kickoff" line.
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CHNS
Halifax
Nova Scotia
The Busiest
Commercial
Radio Station
of the Maritimes
JOS. WEED
350 Madison
Avenue,& CO.
New York

EST
EST NORTHW
\\ PACIFIC

KIRO
J&z "ptiettdly Station
50,000
710 Watts
KC
SEATTLE , CBS
WASHINGTON
Represented by FREE & PETERS, Inc
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GO AHEAD SIGNAL
FOR IDAHO SALES

KSEI
POCATELLO • IDAHO
THERE'S ONLY
TIMES SQUARE
but
WHN REACHES 2 NEW YORKS!
(The population
of WHN's primary coverage
more than
TWICEarea theis 15,398,401,
number of
people in New York City proper.)
WHN
Metro-Goldwyn-Mover—
loew't Affiliate

5000 WATTS 1330 KC

^EVD
ENGLISH • JEWISH • ITALIAN
National Advertisers consider WEVD
a "must" to cover the great Metropolitan New York Market.
Send far WHO'S WHO en WCVD
WEVD- 117 Wert 46ft Street New Verfc.il. T.
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OPA
(Continued from page 18)
for electric phonographs, fixed and
variable resistors, radio parts such
as radio hardware, moulded parts,
terminals, shields and switches, according to OPA. As a result, final
increase factors were fixed 4.5 percentage points above the interim
factors.
Set manufacturers late last week
were reported ready to start production as soon as parts are available. On the other hand parts makers were less optimistic. They
felt it would take some time yet
to file for individual increase factors, based on cost production. At
any
rate War
Productionthat
Board's
estimates
of August
3%
million sets would be produced by
is expected to be cut
inChristmas,
half.
There appeared little likelihood
that sufficient FM sets will be on
the market by Jan. 1 to permit
the transition from the old band
(42-50 mc) to the new FM band
(88-108 mc).
Meanwhile WELD Columbus, O.,
FM adjunct of WBNS, queried 16
set manufacturers as to when sufficient receivers will be on the
market. Replies, announced last
week by the station, indicate that
several manufacturers plan to go
ahead with two-band receivers in
spite of the FCC's threat to terminate FM in the present band immediately if two-band sets are
made. Generally, however, manufacturers wil make one-band sets
but tilthey
won't year.
make deliveries unearly next
Survey Results
Results of the WELD survey
follow in brief:
General
— Hope toin
have
FM Electric
receivers Co.available
January or February; prefer to
build two-band sets.
Bendix Radio — Limited quantities in first quarter of 1946, only
new-band sets.
Lear Radio Inc. — Both one and
two-band sets ready early in 1946.
Howard Radio Co. — One-band
sets only; delivery date not given.
Philco Corp. — Impossible to give
any data at this time.
Stewart Warner Corp. — Newband sets only, by spring of 1946.
Noblitt Sparks Inc. — Production
by January.
Farnsworth Telev. & Radio
Corp. — One-band receivers, hope to
have available early first quarter
of 1946.
Zenith Radio Corp. — Too early to
give definite information.
Stromberg - Carlson Co. — Twoband sets, production starting in
January with quantity deliveries
in February.
Garod ceiveRadio
Corp. — No FM rers for six months.
RCA — Too early to say, but
hope to make deliveries starting
in February; one-band sets.
Meissner — Production to start
about Jan. 1.
Motorola — undetermined whether

'Inside Storf of WMCA Sale Is Told
In Sateveposfs Article on Corcoran
STORY of the sale of WMCA New leges that "a sort of curse . . fell on man after man who tried
York and
congressional
mitteethe
investigating
it is toldcom-in to investigate the WMCA case and
great detail in the current issue allied
He matters."
claims that it was through
(Oct. 13) of the Saturday Evening
Post. Article is the first in a series Corcoran's clever politics that pressure
to bear upon
on Thomas G. Corcoran titled "The Chairmanwas brought
Cox and Mr. Garey,
Saga
of
Tommy
the
Cork",
written
tions.
eventually causing their resignaby Alva Johnston.
According to Mr. Johnston, Mr.
Corcoran, as a friend of Edward
Mr.inJohnston
also says
that "Oneto
1938 Tommy
telephoned
J. Noble, tried desperately to keep day
the sale out of the hearings being Commissioner T. A. M. Craven of
conducted on the FCC by the Cox the FCC, and told him that the
Committee, with Eugene L. Garey President wanted the Commission,
as the committee's counsel. Mr. to fire its general counsel, HampNoble purchased WMCA from son Gary, and put 32-year-old
his place."of Dempsey
Dempsejr
Donald Flamm. Through "per- isDempsey
William inJ. Dempsey
sonal government"
indulged
Mr. Corcoran
during
the inNewby & Koplovitz, "whose offices were
Deal's heyday, Mr. Johnston al- shared
by Tommy."
firm
later handled
the That
WMCAlaw purchase.
NAB's 1946 Convention
Mr. Dempsey was appointed the
the. Craven
article voted
conWill Be Held in Autumn following
tinues;day,
however, Mr.
NAB's 1946 convention probably against it, and later said he had
will be held in the autumn, accord- had nodentconfirmation
that the Presiwanted the change.
ing to C. E. Arney Jr., NAB secThe article then reports some
retary-treasurer, after conference
last week with Office of Defense of the "strong-arm" tactics, alTransportation officials.
legedlyto secure
used by Dempsey
Date late in year is likely because
WMCA and
for CorEdwardcoranNoble.
of ODT request that organizations
Mr. Flamm now has a suit
wait until autumn to hold conventions. Peak of military traffic is against Mr. Noble charging fraud.
expected to be over by that time. Hearing in New York Supreme
ODT is opposed to coastal cities as Court is expected within a month.
sites for
meetings nextsiteyear.
Therefore a midwestern
is certain
for the NAB meeting.
SEVILLE IS NAMED
TO BMB COMMTTEE
one or two-band sets; expect to
of restart delivery latter part of year. H. M. seBEVILLE,
arch of NBC, has director
been appointed
Emerson Radio & Phono. Corp. — to the technical research committee
Delivery
receivers. date undecided; one-band of Broadcast Measurement Bureau,
rosterasof consultant
this comFollowing
tablefactors
shows forthe parts
per- completing
mittee the
which acts
manent increase
to the BMB board and officers in
as disclosed last week, in compari- research matters. Committee, headson to the interim factors aned by A. N. Halverstadt of Procter
nounced Aug. 31. Because of low & Gamble
Co., is composed of three
interimfused factors,
manufacturers
readverof nationalagencies
to start production.
representatives
tisers, three of advertising
Permanent Interim and three of broadcasters. BroadParts Affected Factor Factor
casting group, in addition to Mr.
Coils for radio
Beville, search
includes
Evans, and
redirector of EdAmerican,
equipment 26.3% 11%
Barry Rumple, NAB research head.
Radio transformers
& chokes 16.1% 11% Committee will have its next meeting Oct. 22 at BMB headquarters
Vibrators
in New York.
Variable condensors 16.1% *
except mica 13.5% 9%
Speakers
& Speak- 13.5% 9%
Compton
Kills J.Rumor
er parts
REPORT
that Chester
LaRoche,
Fixed capacitors 16.4% 7% vice-chairman
of American who
Parts for elect.
recently dropped his executive
phonographs and
the24],network
[Broadradio
- phono. 11.5% 7% duties with
casting, Sept.
is buying
into
combinations
Compton Adv., has been spiked
Fixed & variable
an
official
inter-office
memo
resistors 9.5% 5% by
all Compton employes terming theto
All other radio
report also
"groundless
parts
9.5% 5% Memo
points out and
that untrue".
Richard
Compton,
agency
head,
has
been
in
England
for
six
weeks
and
that
* OPA erroneously omitted vi- any such change in company ownbrators from interim listings
ership
tremelyduring
unlikely.his absence is exAug. 31.
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Westinghouse and NAB Plan Meeting mmm
ion of Six Outlets \^ ^(fl4/0^
To
Discussbetween
Resignat
DIFFERENCES
West- Time magazine
appeared an article
inghouse Radio Stations Inc. and on the same controversy which further annoyed Westinghouse.
NAB, which led to resignation last
week of the six Westinghouse outThe company
felt NAB's
hanlets from the association, will be
Radio's 25th
Anniversary
discussed at a meeting of the two was notdling offair,
and
NAB's
handling
groups to be held sometime this of the Time article was displeasing
week.
to it.
or you lose
Ex-president of NAB, J. Harold
Westinghouse action was the
Ryan, wrote a letter correcting
culmination
of
years
of
dissatisfaction with NAB operations, the allegedly inaccurate statements in
the magazine article, but this letter
company indicated. Owning six was
not acknowledged nor was it
stations — WBZ Boston, WBZA
Springfield, KYW Philadelphia,
Westinghouse has two NAB comKDKA Pittsburgh, WOWO Fort published.
chairmanships — Leslie W.
Westing- Joy, KYW,mitteechairman
WIRED MUSIC CORP. Wayne,house feltKEX
it hadPortland—
not been receiving
of Public John
Relations
Executive
Committee;
from
NAB
the
recognition
an
operWILL START NOV. 1
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
this
size
deserved.
B.
Conley,
KEX,
chairman
of
Commit e on Office Forms & Practices.
NATIONAL WIRED Music Corp.,
Westinghouse was further aggraformal statement was issued
a new program service by wire
vated last spring by an NAB broad- byNoeither
lines operation scheduled to start
or Westinghouse
cast chronology in which the 1920 pending theNAB
in New York and Philadelphia
meeting this week at
controver- which proposals
about Nov. 1, has been organized by first-commercial-station
for
settlement of
Covering i\
sy wastion.notThen handled
to its3 satisfacPaul Herron and Joseph Lang, ownin the Sept.
issue of differences will be discussed.
okio'$
ersmerof WIBG
Philadelphia
and
forowners of WHOM New York
7
before its sale to the Cowles Special Events Coverage MARSHALL'S REPORT
Broadcasting Co., last year.
Mr. Herron is president of the Being Planned by WBBM LAUDS RADIO ROLE
new company, Mr. Lang is secre- WBBM-CBS Chicago hopes to be INCREDIBLE development of
tary and treasurer; John B. Kelly, the first Chicago station to offer electronics during the war was an
3rd Market
Philadelphia industrialist, is vice- its audience a three-way coverage important factor in victory, Genpresident; Dudley D. Earle, former for special events, sports and news.
eral of the Army George C. Marshall, Chief of Staff, declared in
sales manager of Muzak Corp., is By April, according to J. L. Van
Volkenburg, station manager, his report to the Secretary of War, At less cost with WFMJ — American
vice-president and general mana- WBBM
will have in operation more made public last week.
Network
ger.
NWMC will use world library than 1,000 ultra-high frequency
He mentioned new types of comrecordings in its new service, whose technical television projectors, strabat equipment such as electronic
tegically located in Chicago schools devices
clients are hotels, restaurants, and business
to locate enemy gun posiAsk HEADLEYREED
centers, as well as
offices, retail stores, banks and
tions; direction of rockets to tarvarious industries. Service will be duplicate
gets
by
electronic
devices
so
that
coverage
by
wire-recorder and AM.
expanded to other cities in the
they were attracted to factories by
WFMJ
future.
One of its first projects, now in the heat of their furnaces; radar
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO
the negotiation stage, will be video bombsights and navigational aids.
coverage of the Chicago Cubs 1946
Radar equipment developed in
Curtis Spots
baseball season. WBBM will also
States and Great BritCURTIS PUB. Co., Philadelphia, make use of its wire-recording the United
ain many
was andsuperior
to that
Geris scheduled to start a test spot equipment for interviews with
Japan,
said, ofhaving
announcement campaign for its players and personalities, should greater range and heaccuracy.
newest publication, Holiday, some- an agreement be reached. Arrangements have also been made
time this fall through Lewis &
KALE, Portland, Oregon
with Chicago Board of Education
McCormick to CAB
Gilman, Philadelphia.
for video programs direct from
". . . convinced AP should be
JEAN
MCCORMICK,
research
staanradiointegral
every leading
classrooms
as well as use.
specialAtbroadWallace Broadcast
tistician ofthe U. of Chicago, and
stationpart. . of. features
spicy
casts for classroom
least
ADDRESS of Henry A. Wallace, one show a day will be originated later with Crossley Inc., has joined
and timely . . . dispatches from
Secretary of Commerce, before the for the Chicago schools, it was re- the Cooperative Analysis of Broadevery
corner
of
the
globe
are
concise, highly readable and always
first National Marketing Forum ported.
casting, as assistant to Jay Stansponsored by the National Federawyck,
editor
of
CAB
Reports.
All television programs will origTom Decker
tion of Sales Executives and the
inate via portable transmitter, as
News Director
Advertising Federation of Amer- the Chicago station does not beavailable through
ASCAP Meet
ica, will be broadcast by Amerilieveat this
studio programs
to be practical
date.
can, at 10 p.m. Oct. 22.
SEMI-ANNUAL membership
meeting of the American Society PRESS
early." ASSOCIATION,™.
Mexican Market Seen
of Composers,
Authors
and York
PubKraft to Speak
l
i
s
h
e
r
s
w
i
l
take
place
in
New
EXPANSION of the market in
at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel on
Mexico for U. S. radios, parts and REYNOLD R. KRAFT, sales man- Oct.
18.
agerdressoftheNBC
television,
will
adequipment is seen by the Bureau
Bloomfield,
N.
J.
Rotary
The Latest
of Foreign & Domestic Commerce, Club, Wed., Oct. 31, on Business
Dept. of Commerce. Exports in Prospects for Television.
Shewell
to
Hill
AIRLINE SCHEDULES
1941 exceeded $3,000,000, it was
DUNNIE SHEWELL, formerly
AMERICAN AVIATION
stated. Efforts of Mexican govTRAFFIC GUIDE
ernment to raise standard of livassociated in an executive capaHollenbeck Show
ing through higher wages may in- DON HOLLENBECK, formerly
byand airlines
and Pubfrewith Blackett-Sample-Humcrease market. Mexico is believed
mert, city
account
executive at BBDO, In use qlished
ueconstantly
nt airandshippers
travellers.
monthly.
Wo have nearly 700,0000 radio sets NBC newscaster, on Oct. 22 starts and executive vice-president of The Standardrevised
Guide
to
Air
Transportation
I at present. It manufactures little news show, Monday through Sat- Beacon Chemical Corp., PhiladelTimetables — Fares — Routings — Maps
SUBSCRIPTIONS ?5.00 A YEAR
urday, 7-7:15 a.m. on WJZ New
i electronics equipment, according to
phia, hasand
beensales
appointed
(12 monthly volumes and supplements)
the Bureau. Four small factories York. Prior to his NBC affiliation president
managervice-of AMERICAN
AVIATIONWashington
PUBLICATIONS
assembled receivers from imported Mr. Hollenbeck was national af- the grocery products division of American Building
4, D. C.
parts before the war.
Hill Advertising, New York.
fairs editor of OWI in London.
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Hard
RALPH 'Consequence'
EDWARDS, who as
m.c. of P & G's Truth Or
Consequences, has given so
many incredible if not impossible consequences
to hapless contestants,
now has
one
of his own to worry about:
the problem of getting an ice
cream cone from Hollywood
to Tokyo, to fulfill the wish of
a G.I. expressed during a
long-distance call from the
program to the Jap capital
on the Oct. 6 broadcast, when
contestants asked the soldiers what they most desired.

KOIN
It takes an informed
community to do
a community job.
PORTLAND, OREGON
CBS Affiliate
FREE & PETERS, Inc., NaflRep.

Compensation Questionnaires To Be
Mailed to All Broadcasters During Week
FCC THIS WEEK will send to all
the typical work week.
stations and networks its annual Changestions forare
contemplated in the
questionnaire to cover regular
questionnaire
covering
employe's
compensation based on the typical time as well as overtime. The questionnaire covers employes by
work week of Oct. 15. The question aires are to be returned by classes, broken down among execuNov. 15.
tives in eachin department
nonComputed annually by the executives
the various and
employe
categories.
Broadcast
Section
of
the
FCC's
Accounting Dept., the tabulations
The weekly payroll in 1944,
will show average weekly compen- based on the Oct. 15 period, showed
sation for both fulltime and part- an aggregate of $1,615,126, or
time employes of networks and sta- 18% above the preceding year.

ADVERTISING NEED
RECOGNIZED BY OPA
OPA recognition that advertising
will be more necessary than ever
^rrt/ott us ifnk repeat—1
during the next few years is exHut It's still true fltat
pres ed in aministrator
letterChesterfrom
AdBowlesPrice
to Paul
KHOD
B.
West,
president
of
the
Associaseries -ALL fire rich
tion of National Advertisers. Replying to a letter from Mr. West
calling his attention to a published
statement that OPA considered adwrote : vertising unnecessary, Mr. Bowles
"Notion ofone
in OPAhas inhadanyor posiauthority
will
have any feeling that advertising
shouldn't be allowed and indeed
encouraged to move ahead vigorously and aggressively.
"Advertising
sary than ever will
beforebe more
in thenecesnext
few years if we are going to develop the vast markets which will
make a full production economy
possible. There is no question
about
to produce. The
In Southern New Eng- big jobourwillability
be to develop markets
land People are in the and purchasing power to absorb
the goods.
Habit of Listening
"It seems to me that sales and
to WTIC
advertising departments in the
next few years are going to be
more important than they have
ever been at any time."

DIRECT ROUTE TO
AMERICA'S NO. 1 MARKET
The• Member
Traveler!of Broadcasting
NBC and NewService
EnglandCorporation
Regional
Network PANY,• NewRepresented
WEED ftDetroit,
COMYork, Boston,by Chicago,

M.J.B. Joins WCKY
MYRON J. BENNETT, whose .
M.J.B. shows were a favorite in
St. Louis before he entered the
service, has been released from
the AAF, as captain. He has
joined
Cincinnati,
now
has twoWC'KY
programs
daily onandhuman
interest stories, and items on civic
enterprises. Mr. Bennett has been
in radio since 1927.
Sumner Welles Signed
WJW Enterprises, newly organized subsidiary of WJW Cleveland
for tiontheof syndicated
productionradio
and programs,
distribuhas signed a five-year contract
with Sumner Welles, former Under-Secretary ofState, for a weekly quarter-hour discussion of world
affairs and the relationship of the
United States to other nations.
Series, to be distributed to stations
in transcribed form, will be available for sponsorship by appropriate organizations, according to
Brad Simpson, manager of WJW
Enterprises.
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GIMBELS WILL TEST
TELEVISION IN STORE
EXTENSIVE testing of intrastore
television will be undertaken by
Gimbels
store in Philadelphia
under arrangements
made with RCA
Victor Division of RCA, according
to Arthurecutive head.C. Kaufmann, store exComplete
TV will
equip-be
ment is beingintrastore
installed and
opened to the public Oct. 24. Test
is designed to show power of television as a department store selling medium. Press conference held
Thursday
in New Gimbel,
York waspresident
attended by Bernard
of Gimbel Brothers Inc., and
Frank M. Folson, RCA Victor executive vice-president.
Theme of tests will be "Television Goes to Work". Gimbels
hopes to apply a yardstick to the
merchandising assistance which
television can provide by a dramatic presentation
of thein store's
merchandise.
Installation
other
Gimbels stores will be considered if
test is successful.

FM Farm Co-ops
WINDFALL of applications
filed last Monday with the
FCC included four for FM
stations which would be operated by Ohio farm cooperatives "to serve Ohio farm
people with
marketing, andproduction,
other pertinent
information."
The
applications were filed by the Ohio
Counciltives which
of said
Farmthe Cooperastations
would be located to cover the
entire state with regular
broadcast service.
Nets Will Launch
Bond Drive Oct. 28
Each Chain to Devote One Day
To War Loan Promotion
FOUR MAJOR networks Oct. 28,
at a time not yet set, will launch
the Eighth War Loan Drive with
special broadcasts, each network
presenting
its own has
show.set Inaside
addi-a
tion, each network
particular day for all broadcasts
tying in with the campaign.
American has set Oct. 29 as its
day for all programs to be devoted
to bond
sales. Plans are
underway for announcements,
programs,
and overseas pick-ups.
Starting
Nov. of3, Mutual
present a series
Saturdaywill night
programs, Victory Loan Night,
8:30-9 p.m.,
to the
conclusion of thethrough
drive Dec.
8. Network will be broadcast from veterans'
and present
lebritieshospitals
in entertainment
field. ceOct. 28, Mutual will launch the
drive from convalescent hospitals
on East andformancesWest
coasts with
perbyhospitalized
veterans,
and also
overseas
pick-ups.
Armistice Day, Nov. 11, Mutual plans
to build entire schedule from 9
a.m. to 1 a.m. the next day on
drive, and carry a special Mutual
Victory Hour, 10-11 p.m., with an
all-star cast. Tom Slater, managerworkof, isspecial
nethandlingfeatures
programforplans,
assisted by Capt. Robert Jennings,
AAF,
assigned to network by U.
S. Treasury.
Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 22, will
be CBS Victory Loan Day. Plugs
and outstanding broadcasts are
being planned.
NBC's theme for all programs
Saturday, Dec. 8, officially designatedBond
as networks'
day bein Peace
the Vic-Is
Drive,For.will
Worthtory Paying

First WGNB Commercial
FM Music Show Slated
FIRST COMMERCIAL FM musical program debuts over WGNB
Chicago, Oct. 17, 8-8:30 p.m.
(CDST), when Hallicrafters Co.,
Chicago, presents High Fidelity
Hour. With orchestra and vocalists, program is believed to be foreruments
n er of other
commercial
over WGNB,
WGNexperiFM
station.
While WGN executives conferred with agency and sponsor
representatives in New York,
broadcasts of Human Adventure,
which switched from Wednesday
to Sunday nights, 9 (EST), will
not be carried by WGN originating station for next two weeks.
Commercial commitments for Stars
of Tomorrow, locally sponsored
amateur program, prevent airing
of Human Adventure at that time,
station indicated.
TCA Organized
Murder Is My Hobby, sustain- TELEVISION
CORP. of America,
ing,
was
to
debut
over
WGNMutual,
effective
firm, has been or4-4:30 p.m.
(EST).Sunday, Oct. 14, a new television
ganized on the West Coast with
home offices at Riverside, Calif., to
engage inductiontelevision
programW.pro-L.
JUNIORPhiladelphia
Radio Workshop
conducted
and transmission.
KYW
was featured
in Sun-by
day sectionConsiderable
of Philadelphia
Inquirer
Gleeson, president of Broadcasting
last week.
attention
also Corp.
of America, heads the new
was givencontest.
by the paper to recent script
writing
organization.
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TV APPLICATIONS AS OF OCT. 8
Akron,
Ohio,
Broadcasting
Philadelphia,
Westinghouse Radio Stations, Inc. WFIL
Albany,
N. Y.,United
GeneralMex.,
Electric
Co.Co.
Philadelphia,
Albuquerque,
New
Albuquerque
Pittsburgh, Allen
B. Broadcasting
DuMont Lab. Co.Inc.
Broadcasting
Co.
Scripps-Howard
Radio, Inc.
Ames,Agriculture
Iowa, Iowa
StateArtsCollege of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh,
WCAE,
Inc.
&
Mech.
Baltimore,
Hearst Radio,
Inc.
Pittsburgh,tions, IWestinghouse
Radio Stanc.
Baltimore,
Maryland
Broadcasting
Co.
Portland,
Oregonian
Publishing
Baltimore, Jos.
The M.Tower
RealtyCo.Co.
Providence,
E. Anthony
Sons, Co.Inc.
Baltimore,
Zamoiski
Providence,
The
Outlet
Co.&Network,
Boston, Allen
E. Anthony
& Sons,Lab.,
Inc.Inc.
Providence,
The
Yankee
Boston,
B. DuMont
Richmond,
Va.,
Havens
& Broadcasting
Martin, Inc.
Inc.
Boston,
Filene'sEngland
Television,
Inc. Inc.
Riverside,
Calif.,
The
Boston,
New
Theaters,
Corp.
of
America
Boston,
Westinghouse
Radio
Stations.
Boston, The Yankee Network, Inc.
Rochester,
Stromberg-Carlson
Co. L.
Louis, Michael
Alfend, Truman
Bridgeport (6V2
miles
necticutInc.
Televisionout),
Co. The Con- St. J.Brown,
HeimanSamuel
d/b I.as Berger
ALFCO andCo. Sidney
Buffalo,
WtlBR,
St.
Louis,
Globe-Democrat
Pub.
Chicago, Balaban
American & Broadcsating
Co.
St. Louis,
Louis, The
Thomas
Inc. Co.Co.
Chicago,
Katz Corp.
PulitzerPatrick,
Publishing
Chicago,
Johnson
Kennedy
RadioCo.Corp. St.
Chicago,
National
Broadcasting
St.
Louis, KSTP,
Star-Times
Publishing Co.
St.
Inc.Frank
Chicago, Raytheon
Mfg. Corp.
Co.
SaltPaul,
LakeG. City,
Carman,
Chicago,
Zenith Inc.
Radio
David
Smith,
Jack
L.d/bC.Powers
and
Chicago,
WGN,
Grant R. Wrathall,
as Utah
Cincinnati,
Cincinnati
Broadcasting
Co.
Broadcasting
Co.
Cincinnati,
The
Crosley
Corp.
Cleveland, National Broadcasting Co.
Salt Lake City,
Intermountain
Broadcasting Corp.
Cleveland,
Scripps-Howard
Radio,
Cleveland,
United
Broadcasting
Co. Inc.
San Francisco,
casters, Inc. The Associated BroadCleveland,
The
WGAR
Broadcasting
Co. San
Francisco,
Don LeeProductions,
Broadcasting.
Cleveland,
WJW,
Inc.
Columbus,
Central
Ohio
Broadcasting.
San
Francisco,
Hughes
Div
i
s
i
o
n
o
f
Hughes
Tool
Co.
Columbus,
The
Crosley
Corp.
Seattle,
Radio
Sales
Corp.
Columbus,
United
Broadcasting
Co.
Spokane,
LouisF. Peffer
Wasmer, Inc.
Dallas,
Interstate
Inc.
Stockton,
Dallas,
KRLD
RadioCircuit,
Corp.
Waltham, E.Mass.,
Raytheon Mfg. Co.
Dayton,
The Crosley
Corp. Co.
Denver,
KLZ
Broadcasting
Washington,
D.
C, Inc.Bamberger Broadcasting Service,
Detroit, The
Evening News
Assn.Corp.
Detroit,
International
Detrola
Washington,
D.
C,
Capital Broadcasting Co.
Detroit, The Jam Handy Organization Washington,
Detroit,
King-Trendle
Broadcasting.
Lab. Inc. D. C, Allen B. DuMont
Detroit,
United
Detroit
Theatres
Corp.
Washington,
Detroit,
WJR, J.TheE. Goodwill
Station
BroadcastingD. C,Co. The Evening Star
Fresno, Calif.,
RodmanBroadcasting.
Harrisburg,
Pa.,
Keystone
Washington,
ing AgencyD. C, Marcus Loew BookHartford,
The
Travelers Broadcasting Washington,
ServiceThe
Corp.Yankee
Broadcasting Co. D.D. C,C, National
Hartford,
Network,
Inc.
Eleanor Patterson,
Indianapolis, Capitol
The Wm.Broadcasting
H. Block Corp.
Co. Washington,
tr/as
The
Times-Herald
Indianapolis,
Indianapolis,
Indianapolis
Washington,visionD.Corp. C, Philco Radio & TeleIndianapolis,
Inc. Broadcasting.
Jacksonville,castiWFBM,
Fla.,
Jacksonville
BroadWashington,
dio, Inc. D. C, Scripps-Howard Rarp.WJAC, Inc.
Johnstown,City,Pa.,ng CoMo.,
White Plains,castingN.Corp. Y., Westchester BroadKansas
The
Kansas
City
Star Co.
Wilkes Barre, Pa., Louis G. Baltimore
Lancaster
(3>/2Corp.
miles out), Lancaster Wilmington, Del., WDEL, Inc.
Television
Lancaster,
WGAL,
Inc.
Los
Angeles,
Broadcasting
Los
Angeles, American
Earle C. Anthony,
Inc. Co. Promotion Men of CBS
Los Corp.,
Angeles,
Consolidated
Broadcasting
Los Angeles,
Angeles,Ltd.Don
Fox West Broadcasting.
Coast Theaters Owned Stations to Meet
Los
Los Angeles,
HughesLee
Divi- PROMOTION directors of CBSsion of Hughes
ToolProductions,
Co.
owned stations will meet at the
Los
Angeles, National
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Los
Angeles,
Broadcasting
Co. Ritz-Carlton Hotel, New York, Oct.
Los Angeles,
Angeles, The
Television
Productions.
15-17, for a conference on promoLos
Times-Mirror
Co.
Los Angeles,
Warner Bros. Broadcasttion plans. Meeting, presided over
ing Corp.WAVE,
by Dick Dorrance, director of proLouisville,
Inc. Katzentine
Miami
Beach,
A.
Frank
motion of CBS-owned stations,
Milwaukee,
HearstJournal
Radio, Co.Inc.
will be addressed by Paul HolMilwaukee,
Nashville, J.TheW. Birdwell
lister,
CBS
vice-president in charge
Newark,
BremerLoyola
Broadcasting
Corp.
of advertising and sales promoNew
Orleans,
University
tion; T. D. Connolly, director of
New
Orleans,
Maison
Blanche
Co.
New York,
Broadcasting Co. program promotion; Harold S.
New
York,American
Service,
Inc.Bamberger Broadcasting Meighan, director of station adNew tem.
York, Columbia Broadcasting Sysministration; Richard Hess, director of research for CBS stations;
New York,
York, Debs
Memorial
RadioLab.Fund.
New
AUen
B.
DuMont
Inc.
Harry
F.
O'Brien,
CBS art Irving
direcNew manYork, Palmer K. & Lois C. Lebertor, who will introduce
New
York,
Marcus
Loew
Booking
Agency
Miller,
new
art
director
for
netNew
Metropolitan
Television,Co.Inc.
work-owned stations.
New York.
York,
National
Broadcasting
Station men will meet with the
New
York,
News
Syndicate
Co.,
Inc.
New Corp.
York, Philco Radio & Television staff of Radio Sales, representative
organization
New
York,
Raytheon
Mfg.
Co.
stations. New for
Yorknetwork-owned
staff of the
New
York, WLIB.
Twentieth
Century-Fox.
New
York,
Inc. Radiophone
CBS-owned
station
promotion deOklahoma
City,
WKY
Co.
Omaha,
Radio
Station
WOW,
Inc.
p
a
r
t
m
e
n
t
w
i
l
attend
the
three-day
Omaha, World Publishing Co.
session. From stations will
come:
Philadelphia.
Service, Inc.Bamberger Broadcasting- Guy Cunningham, WEEI Boston;
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania
BroadcastJules Dundes, WABC New York;
ing Co.
Philadelphia,
Philadelphia
DailyInquirer,
News. Maurice B. Mitchell, WTOP WashPhiladelphia,
The
Philadelphia
ington; C. W. Doebler, KMOX St.
a Division Philco
of Triangle
Philadelphia,
RadioPublications.
& Televi- Louis; Ralph Taylor, KNX and
sion
Corp.
CBS
Pacific
Coast network; EdPhiladelphia,castingSeaboard
Radio Broadward Connolly, WBT Charlotte, no
Corp. Broadcasting
Philadelphia,
WCAU
Co.
longer
owned
by the network but
Philadelphia,
tion, Inc. WDAS Broadcasting Sta- still represented by Radio Sales.
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KEN WAY AMERICAN
PROMOTION HEAD
IVOR KENWAY has been named
director of advertising and promotion for American, effective immediately, succeeding Fred Smith,
who resigned
that
position
Oct.
1. Mr.
Kenway
January
joinedwork inthe
netof 1944 as assistant to the executotIArk of accuracy,
t i v e vice-presiradio dent,
after entering
20 years
speed and independence in
with Devoe &
Mr. Kenway Raynolds Co., for world wide news coverage
whom he was director of advertising and promotion at the time of his resignation.
After six months of working on UNITED PRESS
special assignments as assistant to
the executive vice-president, Mr.
Kenway spent another half-year in
sales promotion work for the netIn The
that timework's inaffiliates,
the spending
field. In much
Novem-of
Groove
ber 1944, he transferred to the
general network promotion departIt didn't just happen. We spent
ment, with the job of coordinattime and money learning what
ing the advertising and promotion
of the network-owned stations,
they
and people
that's what
WJZ New York, WENR Chicago,
give wanted
them. —Most
In ourwe
KGO San Francisco and KECA
area
prefer
WAIR,
a
fact
that a
trial should prove.
Los Angeles. Since June of this
year he has been associated with
network sales.
In his new position, Mr. KenWAIR
way will report direct to Mark
Woods, American president. The
Winston - Salem, North Carolina
two divisions of the advertising
Representative: The Walker Company
and promotion department will
continue to be headed by E. J.
(Mike) Huber as manager of sales
promotion and Theodore Oberfelter as manager of audience proKenway. motion, both reporting to Mr.
WOV Contest
PROMOTION contest of WOV
New York, for the best suggested
station
ad employing
the 15two-at
market theme,
closes Oct.
midnight.
Mutual Closed Circuit
ROBERT SWEZEY, vice-president
and general manager of Mutual,
and TomstarHarmon,
football
and theAll-American
star of his
new show, spoke Thursday over
a closed circuit to kick off the show
which started Oct. 13 on 60 MBS
stations, Saturday 7:45-8 p.m.
Palmer to American
T. B. (Bev) PALMER, manager
of KGO San Francisco, has been
appointed to newly created post
of American western division
manager of technical operations.
Headquartered in Hollywood, he
takes over new assignment upon
appointment of a successor at
KGO. Before becoming KGO manager, Mr. Palmer was chief engineer of that station, and has been
in radio for 25 years.

RICHMOND
COVERAGE
PETERSBURG
RATES
WIRE or WRITE
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Newspaper,
Stamford Hearing
May Be Basis for
FCC Policy
SHOULD the only newspaper in a
city be permitted to own the only
radio station?
To formulate a policy on this
question, the FCC last week heard
testimony concerning the sale of
WSRR Stamford to the Western
Connecticut Broadcasting Co. and,
particularly, the plans of the new
owner to operate the two enterprises simultaneously, if the application for transfer is approved.
The Commission was told by
Kingsley A. Gillespie, who holds a
51% interest in the new company
and a 14% interest in the Stamford Advocate, of which he is publisher and general manager, that if
the transfer of the station is approved he will operate it as a completely separate entity, competing
with the newspaper for advertising
and news coverage. Ownership of
the Advocate is within the Gillespie family.
Other Papers Come In
Stephen R. Rintoul, who has been
operating the station since 1941,
testified he received several offers
from outsiders but preferred to sell
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Heard
Case
Monopoly
Station
to Mr. Gillespie, a prominent and advertising and news staffs will York stations in the Stamford service area.
civic-minded citizen of Stamford, be competitive with the Advocate.
With the agreement of counsel
who assured him the facility would "There will be no connection except
be operated independently of the my own," he said.
for the various parties, David Deibnewspaper and in the best interests
To other questions, he replied:
ler, Commission
examiner,
nounced that the record
would an-be
of the community. Sale price was
That
he would from
increase
number of newscasts
five the
to seven.
kept
open
for
10
days
to admit
$161,000.
Replying to questions by Frank
That the station's coverage of a documentary evidence.
Scott, counsel for Western Con- news event would be in no way concerned with how the Advocate Transfer of KYA
necticut, Mr. Gillespie gave testimony showing that while the Ad- handles the same story.
vocate is the only newspaper pubThat
the
station's editorial
lished in the area other newspapers would not necessarily
be that policy
of the
by FCC
have a larger circulation. Using Advocate ("I don't think a station Approved
data of the Audit Bureau of Cir- has the same need for editorials as Consent Also Given for Shift
Of KJR to B. F. Fisher
culation and other evidence, he a newspaper").
showed that the combined weekday
CONSENT was granted by the
That he contemplates no agree- FCC
circulation of New York and other
last week to the acquisition
ments, oral or otherwise, with adConnecticut newspapers in Stam- newspaper.vertisers who use both station and of control of KYA San Francisco
ford Township has aggregated apby
Mrs.
owner
there will be no joint rates of New Dorothy
proximately 16,000 as compared to forThatadvertising.
York PostThackrey,
and principal
14,000 for the Advocate.
owner
of
WLIB
Brooklyn,
for
apFor the city and retail trading
That he plans to enter FM and
proximate sum of $442,976. Origito
build
a
new
studio.
zone, he testified,
combinedtotaled
cirnally negotiated in first part of
culation of outsidethe papers
That he proposes a daily religi- year [Broadcasting, May 21],
about 34,000 as against 16,000 for
ous
program,
participated
in
by
the
transfer
is part of deal which inthe Advocate. Sunday circulation of various churches.
cludes purchase of KMTR Hollythe outside papers totaled 31,275
That he plans to relinquish his
wood
by
Mrs.
Thackrey for nearly
in Stamford Township and 50,787 function as general manager of the like amount. Application
for latter
in the city and retail trading zone. Advocate and eventually devote full transaction has not yet been
filed.
The Advocate does not publish a time to the station.
Approaching
completion
of
acSunday edition.
tions
on
duopoly
ownership
cases,
Several Offers
Mr. Gillespie added that New
Commission also has granted
Rintoul testified he acquired the
York papers give good coverage of theMr.station
in 1941, lost money on assignment of license of KJR Senews in Stamford, which is 33 miles
attle from Fisher's Blend Station
away. He said about 2,800 people it that year and in 1942, made a Inc., also
licensee of KOMO Seatin Stamford and surrounding slight profit in 1943 and a subtle,
to Birt
F. Fisher,
who
exprofit in 1944. He said he
towns were commuting to New York decided tostantialsell
changes his third
interest
in both
the station late in outlets for
last August and that the number
control
of
KJR.
No
increases in winter. He cited the 1944 largely because of uncertain- money is involved [Broadcasting,
1940 census figures for Stamford
ties over FM and other develop- Dec. 11, 1944].
ments and of his ability to provide
at 61,215 and for the city and re- the funds
Mrs. Thackrey, in the KYA
involved.
tail trading zone at 112,000.
purchases 8,720 shares
he had never offered to transaction,
Asked how joint ownership of sellHe thesaidstation
of
stockholders from
present
stockbut had received
the newspaper and the station
i
n
Palo
Alto
Radio24 Station
would affect the public interest, offers from Victor Kanuth, Lou Inc., KYA licensee,
for
sum
of
$40
and Victor Hugo Bidal.
Mr. Gillespie
convic- Cowan
share,
plus
an
additional
tion that the expressed
extent of his
circulation
However, he explained, he had no per
per share by which current
to sell the station to out- amount
of outside papers and the inten- desire
assets exceed current liabilities.
tion to operate the two enterprises siders.
KYA
operates
on 1260 kc with
Responding
to
questioning
by
separately would mean more rather
w daytime and 1,000 w night.
than less competition. He pointed Philip Loucks, counsel, he said the 5,000
Separation
of
KOMO and KJR
out also that New York stations primary considerations which led
by switch
of call lethim to sell the station were that was preceded
have
big
audiences
in
the
Stamford
ters
or
facilities
[Broadcasting,
area.
the offer was satisfactory, the purchaser was known to him, that the April 24, 1944], with Birt Fisher
Would Scoop 'Advocate'
station would be operated inde- acquiring KJR as 5,000 w AmeriHe said he plans to devote more
pendently of the newspaper, and
can affiliate
on 950KOMO
kc and asFisher's
retaining
NBC
programs to community activities, that he had been uncertain as to Blend
outlet operating with 5,000 w on
to give more time to municipal gov- impending FM developments.
1000
kc.
As
such
KOMO
is
slated
ernment, library and educational
Questioned by Mr. Guest, he said
in power to 50,000 w.
topics. He would sell less than half his decision to sell "might have for increase
this expansion, KOMO has
the station's broadcast time and been different" had the FM picture Toward
use more than half for sustaining. been clearer at the time of negoti- expended $11,868.91 for land and
additional $10,720.20 as deposit on
He would spend half his time at ations.
new antenna. Over this amount it
the station.
Charles
Russell
Waterbury,
president of the Stamford Chamber of is estimated $227,410.36 will be
As to news, he would increase
needed
to operate KOMO as a 50
Commerce,
testified
as
a
character
the
station's
reportorial
outlet.
provide
coverage.
He wouldstaff
retainto witness for Mr. Gillespie. He cited kw Until
KOMO is able to acquire
the station's
service with
and AP.
the the latter's activities in the city
Advocate
wouldUPcontinue
properties and equipment needed
postwar council, public library, zon- for
the
switch,
station will share
ing
commission,
Boy
Scouts,
YMCA,
Mr. Gillespie said he thought "the
temporarily with KJR.
station ought to scoop the news- Salvation Army, Community Chest, facilities
Separation
of
operating
staff will
and
as
commander
during
the
war
paper" operation,
during its broadcast
day. of Stamford Harbor Patrol.
be effected immediately to extent
Under his
he asserted,
there would be a more intense deHe said he knew of no news- feasible, application stated.
sire to prevent the opposite from
paper that has been more fair or
In linemis iwith
grant,
the Comon last weekthisalso
extended
the
objective than the Advocate.
happening.
Grant R. Wrathall, consulting date for hearing on license renewal
Under questioning by J. Alfred
Guest, Commission attorney, he, as engineer, Washington, gave testi- applications of the stations, now
owner of the station, said that the
mony regarding coverage of New set for Oct. 15, to Nov. 1.
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corresponding to 1/100 of a watt.
TV Hearing
If the distance had been 40 miles it
(Continued from page 15)
would have required only 250 w.,
he
While he said he did
casting be required, that only two not calculated.
want to make any predictions
hours be required until it has in view
of
the
recency of the tests,
reached 20%, three hours until it
asked for the cooperation of the
has reached 30%, four hours until heCommission
on
tests over the next
it has reached 40%, five hours until three or four months.
He was asit has reached 50%, and six hours
sured the Commission would coafter it exceeds 50%.
He said he favored the proposal operate.
Joseph H. Ream, CBS vice-presonly as long as the inadequacy of
ident, testified in support of the
channels in the low frequency band
proposal for allocamade it necessary, expressing con- Commission's
t
i
o
n
o
f
low-definition,
fidence that use of the high fre- channels "because we low-frequency
believe what
quencies will permit a great in- the Commission does with
crease in metropolitan stations. to these channels will set therespect
basic
"The future
higher down
fre- pattern for allocation of high-defiquencies wil use
ring ofthethecurtain
nition,
full-color
television
in
the
on
we are that
setting
he the
said,stage
disclosing
onlyhere,"
last highHe frequencies."
interpolated
his
prepared
tesWednesday he had seen 525-line
say he favored the TBA
television successfully broadcast allocationtimony to plan
it provides more
and received with "superb clarity". stations for theifmetropolitan
cenTelevision pictures on the higher
ters
without
depriving
the confrequencies are no longer a theory
tiguous
areas.
but a fact, he said, apart from final
Mr. Ream opposed the rule prepropagation
studies,
"not one
10 years,
from owning a
nor
five years,
nor even
year station inventing anetwork
a town where the staafter the war, but less than two
tion is in a dominant position,
months
after ofV-Jthe Day."
CBS was forced
Indicative
public desire for pointing out that
Charlotte under this
color television, Mr. Kesten cited torule.sellIfWBT
applied
to
television, he
a survey by a department store
rule would prohibit a netchain which showed that if receiv- said, the
work
from
pioneering
in a town.
ing sets for this type of reception
He also opposed the rule limiting
could be obtained for an additional ownership
by
a
licensee
to five sta15% the sales would be 10 times
tions, suggesting it might retard
as great.
nationwide television as much as
When he was asked by Chair- any other single factor.
man Porter how he saw the prosWoods Differs
pects for returns from television
programs, he replied: "We see
Differing
with Mr. Kesten on
them in color — red."
the 6-hour rule, Mr. Woods said the
To further questioning regard- great
demand for frequencies being programming, he said: "Ultitwe n 4 and 216 mc makes it necm
a
t
e
l
y
,
i
f
there
isn't
a
happier
they be used 25% of
marriage between the television the time.essary thatWhile
impose
broadcaster and the advertising difficulties for someit would
companies in
agency, the medium will be in very the beginning, he said,
it would
stimulate purchase of receivers and
bad shape."
One to Ten
hasten the time when better programs arecommercial
provided television
and make onpos-a
When Mr. Kesten declared it
sible
would be better to have one good sound basis.
television program broadcast than
He agreed that television must
ten hours of "dull, lack-luster pro- eventually go to the higher freand declared that the
grams," Chairman
Porter drew
laughter from
the audience
with sooner this quencies
is done, even with limitthe question: "Would you apply
power,to have
"the quicker
will editoperating
be possible
a truly
thatMr.to Kesten
standard got
broadcasting?"
a round of competitive television system with
laughter when he declared that the attendant benefits to both the
while the industry was pessimistic industry and the public."
on the time required for better telMr. Woods proposed that operation in the 44-216 mc band be perevision, "CBS adopted the rule of
mit ed for a temporary period, persaying
as
little
as
possible"
until
it could show results. Noting the
haps two years, after which the
audience response, he remarked service be transferred to the 480that nevertheless "CBS has not 920 mc band, and that temporary
issued a public statement on color grants be made during this time.
Licensees would be required to
television in seven months."
carry on developmental work on the
Goldmark Describes Tests
higher frequencies.
Dr. Goldmark described tests
He further proposed that the
made by CBS of color television public be given adequate notice of
broadcasting last week and the the projected shift and that plans
type of equipment used. He said be formulated within the industry
the
results were
and whereby purchasers of receivers
far surpassed
what "amazing"
was expected.
could be assured of liberal tradeHe said the pictures showed "ex- ins on sets equipped for the high
suggested that consideracellent
detail".
Broadcasting
was
done on 485 mc over a distance of band.tion He
be given to requiring licensees
a quarter of a mile using a signal to operate commercially on both
BROADCASTING
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bands during the interim period.
In addition he suggested that the
present bands 5 and 6 (76-82 mc
and
mc)FM,be earmarked for
future82-88
use by
Mr. Woods told the Commission
American plans on filing applications for experimental wide-band
television as soon as possible.
Asked by Chairman Porter how
long it would take to get equipment for television operation, Mr.
Woods said the network would be
able to start a station within a
year after Jan. 1.
Capt. W. C. Eddy, representing
Balaban & Katz Corp., owners of
WBKB Chicago, opposed the 6-hour
day rule on ground it would result
in sacrificing quality which he regarded as the most important factor in television development.
Capt. Eddy, who was in charge
of radar for the Navy in the Chicago district, said the experience of
the military with radar during the
war indicated that, with further
development, television could be
operated in the high frequencies.
TBA Proposal
The allocation plan proposed by
TBA provides
59 more
stations
than the
FCC television
proposal.
Cutting community channels from
three to one, its exponents testified,
it would permit 401 metropolitan
power stations in 135 of the first
140 market districts of the U. S.,
compared to 342 in 120 districts
under the FCC plan announced
Sept. 20 andcasting,revised
Oct. 38].[BroadSept. 24, Oct.
Both
plans call for community stations
in practically all districts omitted
in metropolitan assignments.
Channels
No.FCC's
1, 12,plananddesignates
13 as community
channels;
TBA's
would
set
aside
only Channel No. 1 for community
coverage. Simple antenna directivity in "a few" (48) cases, TBA
said, would help provide competihigh power assignments in
more tive
markets.
Dr. Goldsmith explained that the
FCC plan specifies 40 definite and
88 possible additional community
assignments, "with the understanding, of course, that many other assignments can be made in smaller
communities than the 140 metropolitan districts listed." He said
the
TBA plan station
"primarilyassignments,
shows the
metropolitan
while no exhaustive analysis as to
assignment of community stations
has beenAntenna
made." Directivity
Regarding use of antenna directivity, TBA submitted a chart
showing three kinds of directivity:
a minor amount of directivity was
indicated as a means of improving
assignments in 14 cases; a simple
dipole was indicated for 14 others,
and
a dipole and ground sheet for
20 cases.
"The industry plan," said Dr.
Goldsmith,
high powerin
stations in "provides
greater quantities
areas which can initiate and sustain atelevision service. It also supplies al of the smaller metropolitan
districts with one or more stations.

Further assignments may be made
on community frequencies as well
as on variously modified metropolitan power assignments to establish
a thoroughly practical television
industry." City Plans
Mr. Roberts, outlining TBA's
views,ablesaid
"it is city
fully would
understandthat every
desire
an allocation program" permitting
it to secure a television station "if
it saw fit",fortunabut
is an unte fact thatthatthe"itreservation
of frequencies
for
possible
ization of such stations can authornot be
accomplished without serious disservice to prospective television
viewers in many of the same cities."
"If the public is going to be hurt
by having a channel allocated and
left vacant," he declared, "then
that's
in the public
FCC not
Commissioner
Jettinterest."
replied
that there has been no feeling
that a channel would be left open
indefinitely for the community to
which it was assigned, "if the community didn't apply within a reasonable time".TBA's position on proReviewing
posed rules, Mr.
Roberts suggested
a minimum of 28 hours of regular
programs per week for television
stations
six months'
instead ofafter
six hours
per dayoperation
as proposed by FCC. He said the six-hour
daily
minimumand would
"beyond
the practical
financialbe capacity
of newly
licensed
stations"
(Continued on page 96) but

The Tri-Cities market offers you VOLUME sales
. . . goods worth more than $75 million
pass across the counters here annually.
And a major portion (52/2%) of TriCities' sales originates on the Illinois
side, in the Moline-Rock Island zone.
WHBF, the home station, is their favorite
by far — as your local dealer will tel!
you. In all, WHBF's primary area (.5MV)
reaches 1 % million people ... in the
very heart of the rich Corn Belt.

1270 KC 5000
ME, ILL. WATTS
DAVENPuit'T,
;r island-mi
BASIC
MUTUAL NETWORK
Howard H. Wilson Co., Nat'l Representatives
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FM Hearing
(Continued from page 95)
might
be required
commercial
operation.after a year's
TBA found no objection to FCC's
multiple-ownership rule "as written", but urged
construction
of its"the
policymost
underliberal
this
rule". It did object to submitting
TV broadcasting to general broadcasting regulations, asserting that,
unaltered, they
"unduly
restrictive
and would
largely beinapplicable . . ."
Urge Deferment
"It is the opinion of the Association," Mr. Robertsshould
asserted,
the Commission
defer "that
final
adoption of the rules applicable to
stations engaged in network broadcasting, and leave such rules as
may be adopted in a tentative
status with provision for frequent
review as the television industry
develops."
TBA offered no suggestions to
improve
FCC'sof proposed
regulation on use
common antenna
sites
but
foresaw
some
local
problems.
The Association expx-essed concern with "any
suggestion"
that
TV stations
be required
to announce
the use of mechanical reproductions. "An affirmative prohibition of
misleading or false announcements
as to the use of film or live talent
in television would constitute the
maximum
practicable
TBA's counsel
said. regulation,"
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In station identifications, TBA
asked that the industry be allowed
to develop "the most appropriate
use" of either or both visual or
aural identification. Maximum, it
said, should include both visual and
aural announcement at beginning
and end of broadcast day and hourly announcements by either or both
means feresowithlong
as they don't interunder way. enjoyment of program
Help Solve Problem
Mr. Trammell said he was informed the TBA channel plan would
"help
solve
facing the
Commission theandproblems
the industry,
by
permitting a greater number of
channels to be assigned to many of
the major
metropolitan
areas anywith-of
out substantially
depriving
the smaller communities of the service provided under the Commission
Under questioning by Chairman
Porter, he said he thought New
York
be granted more staplan."tionsshould
even at the expense of assignments to contiguous areas if necesbecause "you've
got to input theas
many sary,stations
as possible
major ever,markets."
He
howthat he thought aadded,
way could
be found to provide more stations
in the major areas without depriving contiguous areas of facilities.
(The TBA plan calls for seven stations in New York, the FCC plan
for four.)
Mr. Trammell expressed belief
the Commission might in the next
few years
be able
to make
sion channels
available
belowtelevi300
mc — possibly five or six, he said,
from
aviation interests, the army
and navy.
He said that television, to be
successful, needs from Government: (1) "an attitude of encouragement and sympathetic support"
and
2)
and
minimum "maximum
restriction flexibility
in its development".
He did not object to FCC's proposal for a minimum of six hours'
daily operation, saying NBC expects to develop a longer schedule
if FCC grants its TV applications.
Time-sharing, however, he said
would be uneconomical and impractical for stations and dangerous to
development of video network service.
Regarding multiple ownership he
said Commission
licenses "should
be issuedcasesby
the
in particular
as the public interest, convenience
and necessity may require, and no
fixed limit should be placed by the
Commission on the number of stations which may be licensed to any
oneNBC,
licensee."
he said, plans to operate
regional networks and later link
them together to form a national
network. To do this, he asserted,
NBC will need to own key stations
in New York and Washington as
nucleus for an East Coast network;
in Chicago and Cleveland for a
Middle Western network; in Los
Angeles and San Francisco for a
West Coast network, and in Denver
as a base to start building a Rocky
Mountain network which eventually

will dlelinkWestern
the nets.
West Coast and MidMr. Trammel foresaw no coastto-coast TV network in operation
immediately "in view of the great
expenseting and
transmitnetworkdifficulty
televisionof programs
by coaxial cable or radio relay staHe regarded wholesale applicabroadcasting regulations".tiontionofs tochain
television as "a step which
is likely to impose needless handia new industry";
use ofcaps on common
antenna and
site said
was
satisfactory
if
"site"
means
tract
of land but not if it means atowers
or buildings erected by private
initiative.
Mr. Trammel maintained that
"the public itself will be a good
judgesion ofin television
the extentprograms
to whichshould
illube carried without a label".
He suggested
station onidentification be madethathourly,
the
hour, with provision for delay if
the announcement would interfere
with enjoyment of a program.
Alfred J. McCosker, chairman,
Bamberger Broadcasting Co. Inc.,
opposed the 42-hour rule and suggested a minimum of 28 hours.
He said it requires at least 16
hours of advance preparation for a
half-hour television program.
He said Bamberger's experience
"has led us to the conclusion that
for at least many months in the future it would be inordinate to require atelevision station to operate
for more than four hours per day.
A longer operating schedule will, in
our opinion, definitely tend to lower
the standard of the programs and,
in consequence, delay the general
public acceptance
of television."
Streibert Testimony
Theodore C. Streibert, Bamberger president, opposed timesharing of television channels as
impracticable. If the practice were
generally applied, he said, it would
preventtardnetwork
redevelopmentoperations
of qualityand proHe endorsed the TBA allocation
grams.
plan and declared it was more important for the development of
television that seven channels be
assigned to New York, even if doing so deprives contiguous cities of
stations. He pointed out that aside
from the availabliity of talent in
the larger metropolitan centers,
the
buying
for the purchase
of sets
is alsopower
concentrated.
He added that the predictions regarding high frequency television

should also be taken into account in
deciding on allocations in the lower
channels. If the demand for facilities in smaller cities materializes
sooner than expected, he said, these
frequencies would then become
available.
predicted
television will Heexpand
onlythatgradually
from the metropolitan centers, becoming coast to coast in not less
than fivetional later.
years and completely naDr. Allen B. DuMont, president
of Allen B. DuMont Labs. Inc.,
proposed that the Commission give
the industry and the public assurance that receiving sets will not be
outmoded
by changes
allocations. Commissioner
Dennyof pointed
out that the allocations and the
hearings to formulate rules and
regulations gave that assurance.
DuMont Disagrees
Dr. DuMont disagreed with Mr.
Streibert's testimony as to the sale
of sets under the TBA plan. Replying to a question by Harry Plotkin,
asst. FCC general counsel, he said
he thought more sets would be sold
if there were only four stations
in New York and other stations in
contiguous areas.
Dr. DuMont anticipated that
shortly after Jan. 1 the DuMont
New York station, WABD, will
carry programs originating in
Washington, and by April 1 its
Washington station will carry programs originating
in New York.
Leonard
F. Cramer,
DuMont
vice-president, testified that DuMont experience in station operation and equipment production incates (1) thatmustfull-service
televi-to
sion distations
be confined
the large centers; (2) ownership
and control of at least five wellcoordinated stations is essential to
development of a nationwide competitive beservice;assigned
(3) sufficient
channels should
the larger
metropolitan centers which can
supportsary tothe
operation necesgoodcostly
programming.
Paul Raibourn, Television Productions Inc., testified that if Mr.
Kesten's estimates of cost of operation are accepted, a city of 500,000
could support only one television
station. He approved the TBA plan
and proposed
loweradjusted
minimum be set on that
hours a and
upward as conditions permit.
James Leaman,
Lancaster
Television vice-president,
Corp., asked
that his company, which plans a
station in Lancaster, be protected
in the event of a shift to the high
frequencies. He said he welcomed
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high isdefinition
colorupstairs
but "if intelevi! sion
to be moved
one, TELEVISION TOWERS
Chicago Troubles
-two or three years, we must know IN PARKS OPPOSED
TIME difficulties in the
it now."
POLICY
on
television
transmitter
Myles V. Barasch, Sherron Elec- towers in the District of Columbia
Windy City have brought
about two odd situations.
tronics Co., approved time-sharing
be taken up soon by the House
as economic and in the public in- will
District
of
Columbia
Subcommittee
Skip Farrell,
featured across thebaritone
board 7:30
terest. He proposed a co-operative
Fiscal Affairs. Proposals to take
plan whereby three stations could on
p.m. on Manor House Coffee
up
legislation
covering
towers
was
use the same channel, while having considered Thursday at a subcomshow on WMAQ, competes
their own transmission facilities.
with himself on WGN Thursmittee hearing, with Maj. Gen.
Albert F. Murray, Hughes Pro- Ulysses S. Grant 3d, National Capp.m. Swing's
the
Thing,day 7:30
sponsored
by Brach
ductions, Hollywood, Calif., appliital
Parks
and
Planning
Commiscant for stations in Los Angeles
sion chairman, opposing proposals
Candy.
Until
mixup
is
corand San Francisco, asked that the by citizens that towers be placed
of month,Mary
latter showrectedisat endtranscribed.
Commission require directional an- in public parks rather than residential areas.
tennas for stations proposed for
Paxton, writing star of WishFresno in order to permit wider
ing Well program broadcast
Television tower problem has
coverage of San Francisco.
on WBBM for first quarterbeen tossed all over the capital
hour
and WGN for succeedU. A. Sanabria, president, Amer- for several months, with the Board
ing period, has 30 seconds
ican Television Labs. Inc., ques- of Zoning Appeals having approved
tioned the TBA plan and suggested tower sites for Bamberger Broadunder present time differences to sprint from Wrigley
that the first channel in each key
casting Co. and NBC. These sites
center be given to the applicants face action by the District of CoBldg.
(WBBM)
Tower
(WGN). to Tribune
from big business who already are
lumbia Commissioners when apengaged in AM broadcasting or
plications for construction are filed.
who own newspapers and let them
share the time on master emitters.
The second and third channels
Corwin Invocation
would go to collective small busi- JWT Exec Stresses Need NORMAN
foremost
ness groups, the fourth to the thea- Of Advertising Postwar serious radio CORWIN,
writer of CBS, will
ter and movie industry and the IN ORDER to assure employment write and deliver
the invocation at
fifth to labor, educational and reli- for 57,000,000 persons during the the annual New York Herald Trigious organizations.
bune forum on Oct. 29. It will be
postwar years, American advertisgeneral theme of the forum,
ing must be prepared to sell $145 onThe theResponsibility
Channel-Sharing
of Victory.
and services anBen Strouse, vice-president of billion innually,goods
double the amount purCapitol Broadcasting Co., operatchased
before
December
7,
1941,
ing WWDC Washington, proposed
American Program
director of media
channel-sharing and transmitter- Arno H. Johnson,
for J. Walter Thomp- GERARD SWOPE, honorary
sharing to enable the smaller sta- and sonresearch
Co.,
New
York,
told
250
mempresident
of General Electric Co.;
tions to get into television and do
bers of the Chicago Federated William Green, AFL president;
a creditable public service job.
Advertising
Club.
David J.of McDonald,
Paul Bartlett, testifying in beUnited Steel secretaryWorkers
Advertising's prime job in ac- treasurer
half of J. E. Rodman (KFRE)
of
America
(CIO),
and a number
c
o
m
p
l
i
s
h
i
n
g
t
h
i
s
task
is
to
"sell"
Fresno, Cal., applicant for a tele- the American public on a higher of Broadway and Hollywood
stars
vision station, expressed fear that standard of living than ever known
will
appear
Oct.
15,
9:30-9:55
p.m.,
the smaller operator who ventures before,
Mr. Johnson declared. He on American on a special Cominto television now faces financial
munity
War
Fund
program.
added
that,
in
his
opinion,
Ameriruin if the system is moved to the
can industry is capable of produchigher frequencies in the next few
ing $200 billions of goods or servyears. He said the listener would
NBC News Booklet
icesmentonbasis.a 40-hour week employalso be faced with the obsolescence
of his receiver.
NBC has published "V", a 52-page
news documentary, third of a seG. Bennett Larson, manager of
WPEN and WPEN-FM Philadelries including "H Hour", published
A brief filed by NAB opposed the after D-Day, and "X", after V-E
phia, advocated that commercial
television in the lower band be 6-hour rule as a burden few broad- Day, recording the climactic events
II. Series was pubcasters could afford and suggested of Worldlished andWar
placed on a temporary basis under
distributed by the NBC
less exacting standards than those that the schedule be left to the indepartdividual licensee. It regarded time- advertising andthepromotion
now proposed to enable permittees
supervision of
sharing as at best a temporary ex- CharlesmentsP.underHammond,
to learn the "know-how" of teledirector.
pedient until additional channels
vision operation. He also urged that can be made
With narrative, transcripts and
available.
the Commission encourage the use
appropriate
final
of common studio, transmitter and
The proposed rule regarding mul- volume
of illustrations,
the trilogy the
presents
antenna systems by stations shartiple
ownership
would
not
be
in
the
ing time.
public interest and is contrary to NBC's coverage of the final hours
the spirit of the Communications of the war.
Yankee Net Spokesman
John Shepard, 3rd, Yankee Net- Act of 1934, the brief held. As to
work general manager, recommend- the network regulations, NAB sugNews Conferences
gested that long term contracts NEW SERIES called Meet the
ed that in the interest of the public,
the broadcasters and the manu- would enhance the development of Press
started Oct. 5 on Mutual as
facturing industry that television bility. and would make for sta- an illustration
of how press conin the lower band be abandoned and television
ferences are conducted, how rethe service be established on the
The
brief
suggested
the
allocaporters get their information, how
higher frequencies at the earliest
tions be made flexible enough to they clear up confusion and propracticable date. If the service is
facts, figures
and Mercury
down-toto be established on the lower band, provide for a community station as- earth duce
truths.
American
signment toany one of the 13 chanhe urged it should be on a tempocollaborates with Mutual
nels, provided proof is shown that Magazine
rary basis only.
which features
would not pre- on the program,
Mr. Shepard suggested the mini- such ventan theassignment
on some general subutilization of the affected an expert
mum operating schedule be two
ject
being
inteiwiewed
by four
hours rather than six and opposed channel by a station in serving an newspapermen guests on each
broadcast.
time-sharing.
appropriate area.
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HENRY TRITSCHLER
DIES AT AGE OF 69
HENRY TRITSCHLER, 69, a partner in Nelson Chesman Co., Chattano ga, for more than 35 years,
died Sept. 26 at his home following
a heart attack. Associated with the
advertising firm for the past 56
years, hetionalwas
widelycircles.
known in naadvertising
Mr. Tritschler served several
terms as Southern chairman of the
American Assn. of Advertising
Agents and also had been secretary.
He joined Nelson Chesman in St.
Louis, remaining in the main office
there until he was put in charge
of a branch office in Chattanooga
35 years ago. Later he purchased
the company
and madeclosing
Chattano ga its headquarters,
the
St. Louis office. He was sole owner
until last year, when a partnership
was formed. He retained an active
part in direction of the company
and office
put inthe adayfullbefore
day'shework
the
died. at
Born Feb. 12, 1876, in St. Louis,
he was educated in the schools
there and became a charter member
of Lookout Mountain Fairyland
Club and Lookout Mountain Golf
and Country Club. He is survived
by
his wife, Mrs. Mary Tritschler
of Chattanooga.
WHO Transfer
APPLICATION for transfer of
control was filed with FCC last
week by Central Broadcasting Co.,
licnsee of WHO Des Moines, for
consent to revocation of June 1943
trust agreement under which station has been controlled by trusteeship [Broadcasting, Jan. 24, 1944].
Revocation returns 4,596 shares
(51.57%) to individual holders with
David Daniel Palmer, vice-president
and treasurer, majority owner.
Shift was occasioned by death of
Killiam M. Brandon, one of trustees. No money is involved.

4,955,144
spinning
spindles
VICTORY
...dailyto producing
cloth
wrap aroundcotton
the
world.
Produced
"picker
to bolt" in the from
16-county
WSPA Primary Area.
SPARTANBURG,
CAROLINA
WSPA SOUTH
Camp Crofl
5000 watts Day, 1000 Home
watts ofNight
950
kilocycles.
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by
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Rcnons
OF THE FCC
OCTOBER 5 TO OCTOBER 11
mobile2190relayandstation;
Decisions
2090,
kc;frequencies:
w. 1645,
Georgia2830School
of25 Technology,
ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD ACTIONS areaWBPCof Atlanta,
Ga.
—
Granted
towithcoverWGSTCP new
relay 2090,
station2190toandbelicense
used
OCTOBER 8
on 1646,
2830
WMC
Memphis—
Granted
CP
install
kc;
150
w.
new trans.
NEW-Relay
Utah
Broadcasting
&
TelWNHC
New
Haven,
Conn.—
Granted
ion Co., area
Saltstation
Lake City
—
authority
determine operating
power Granted evisCP
new onofrelay30.82,
direct tomeasurement
of3.34.ant.Licensee
power
used
with 17KUTA
33.74, to35.82,be
inby
accordance
with
Sec.
37.98
mc;
w.
grantedRuleswaiver
Sec. 3.55 (b)conditions.
and 3.60 W8XCT The Crosley Corp., CincinFCC
& Regulations;
nati— Granted
mod. for
CP forextension
new developWHOP thoHopkinsvUle,
Ky.—
Grantedpower
aumental TV station
comr
i
t
y
t
o
determine
operating
byKVOK
direct Moorhead,
measurement
of ant.
power. 28-46. Permit
pletion date granted
only from
10-28-45
to 4subject
to changes
Minn.—
Same.
in
frequency
assignment
which
may
KWSC
Pullman,
Wash.
—
Same.
NEW-Relays
Farnsworth
Television
& result from proceedings in Docket 6651.
Radio
Corp.,
area
of
Fort
Wayne,
Ind.
—
WEHS
WHFC
Inc.,
Chicago
—
Granted
to cover
for trans.:
new FM105 sta-W.
Granted 30820,
CP new
relay station; 37980
frequenstudioCP and
33740,
kc: license
Adamstion 48.3St.,mc, Chicago.
0.1 w.cies:Also
granted33820CP and
new portable
SERVICE

DIRECTORY
Custom-Built
Speech Input Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C
District 1640
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Exact Measurements « of any fima
RCA COMMUNICATIONS. INC
64 Iroid Strut N«« York 4, N. T.
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Commercial Radio Equip. Co.

MORE RF KILOWATT HOURS
PER DOLLAR WITH
FftO TRANSMITTING TUBES
Freeland & Olschner Products, Inc.
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FEATURING

ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
(By Comr. Durr)
OCTOBER 9
Transf er KYA Palo Alto Radio Statioi n .
KOMO
KJR
Fisher'sCommission
Blend Stationon Inc.,
of control
KYA licensee
by Mrs.acquisition"
Dorothy
San Francisco
— Granted
Inc.,
Seattle,continued
Wash.—
S.fromThackrey
by 24purchase
8,720 shatstock
own
motion
hearing
now
set
stockholders
$40
10-15-45
to 11-1-45 on applications for per sh,present
license renewals.
plus
additional
amount
per sh
by which current
assets exceedtotal
current
liabilities,
or
approximate
of
OCTOBER 11
KOVO Granted
KOVO Broadcasting
Co.,leave
Provo,to $442,976.
Utah—
motion
for
amend
for and
CP covering
change inapplication
specifications
site for
DA, andmoved fromapplication
as amended re- Applications
5
hearing
docket.
AMENDED OCTOBER
Aloha Broadcasting
Co.,
WTCN Minneapolis Broadcasting Co., Honolulu,
T.
H.
—
CP
new
standard
sta-re
Minneapolis—
Granted
motion
for
leave
tion
1400
kc
250
w
unl.,
amended
torecord
amendin Docket
application
for
CP;
reopened
in trans, equip.
5859 and without fur- change
NEW-FM
92.9 mc— CPThenew Yankee
Netther hearingin said
of record
docket.amendment made part Channel
work Inc.,25,Boston
FM station,
coverage
not specified,
$67,-of
The
Eagle-Gazette
Co.,
Lancaster,
O.
000
est.
cost.
Applicant
licensee
—application
Granted petition
for
leave
to
amend
Legal Eng.
counsel-Pierson
& Ball,C.
for new 18station
with re- WNAC.
Washington.
counsel-George
spect to paragraphs
andCo.,19.Nashville,
Davis,
Washington.
Capitol
Broadcasting
102.3 mc The Yankee NetTenn.
petition new
for leave
to NEW-FM
amend— Granted
application
station;
work Inc., Bridgeport,
— CP new
Channel 72,Conn.
coverage
not
reopened
record and forwithout
further FM station,
specified,
$68,000
est.
cost.counsel-Pierson,
Applicant lihearing
amendment
made
part
of
record in Docket 6669.
c
e
n
s
e
o
f
WICC.
Legal
&
Ball,
Washington.
Eng.
counselWWSW
WWSW
Inc.,
PittsburghGranted motion for leave to amend George
NEW-FMC. Davis,
96.5 mc Washington.
The Yankee Network
application;solidatedrecord
reopened
in conInc.,
Providence,
I. — CP not
new specified.
FM staproceeding
and
without
furtion,
Channel
43, R.coverage
therinhearing
amendment
made part of $67,000 est. cost.
record
Docket
6121.
Applicant
licensee
WREN The WREN Broadcasting Co., Washington.
WEAN. Legal Eng.
counsel-Pierson
& Ball,ofC.
counsel-George
Lawrence,
Kan.
—
Granted
motion
for
Washington.
leave
to amend
application for CP: Davis,
amendments
accepted.
NEW-FM 93.9 mc State Broadcasting
— CP not
new specified.
FM staJ. W. motion
Birdwell,
Nashville,
Tenn.ap-— Corp., tion.Hartford,
Channel 30,Conn.
coverage
Granted
for
leave
to
amend
Applicant
plication; accepted
and $56,000
WHTD est.
and cost.
is solely
owned licensee
subsidiaryof
record reopened
and amendment
without further
of The Yankeesel-Pierson & Ball,
NetworkWashington,
Inc. Legal counhearing
amendment
Eng.
ord in Docket
6649. made part of rec- counsel-George
Davis,Yankee
Washington.
Baron
Broadcasting
Co.,
Wilkes-Barre,
101.7 mc WGTRC. The
Network
Pa.
—
Granted
petition
to
reopen
record
Inc.,iceWorcester,
Mass. —sq.CP ml.change
serv-be i
hertofore
made station,
in hearing
onto applicaarea fromchange
19,000
toto "to
tionoffor new
so asentered
permit
44.3newmc equip,
Chanfiling
an agreement
into furnished",
nel
69,
101.7
mc,
install
and :
9-15-45
between
Lou
Poller
and
Union
change studio site from Boston to WorBroadcasting
referring
to certain cester.
litigation then Co.,
pending
in Lackawanna
AMENDED
W.
A.
Underhill
and
E.
County, Pa., court, and accepted
without furd/b CPThe newEvening
Leader,S.
and Underhill
Corning,
N.Jr. Y.—
FM amended
station.
made therparthearingof agreement
record.
49.7
mc,
5,213.7
sq.
mi.
coverage,
Illinois.— Valley
Pe-to to AMENDED
change studio
site. Broadcasting Co., CI
National
Granted Broadcasting
petition
for Co.,
leaveand
amendoria, 1 1application
for new station,
Washington,
D. C— CPto new
FM station.
accepted amendment filed with peti- 44.3
mc, tocoverage
be determined,
tion.
change
frequency
Dixie Broadcasting Co., Montgomery, amended
nel
55,
98.9
mc,
and
change
typeto Chanequip.
Ala. — Granted
petition
forstation,
leave ac-to Applicant
licensee
ofJ.WRC.
AMENDED
John
Laux,
Richard
amend
application
for
new
cepted
amendment
and
application
as
Teitlebaum,
Myer
Wiesenthal,
AlexN.
amended
removed
from hearing
Teitlebaum,Charles
LouisC. Berkman,
Jack
WHB WHB
Broadcasting
Co., docket.
Kansas Berkman,
Swaringen,
Joseph
Troesch
and
John
L.
Merdian
d/b
LiCity—
Granted
petition
for
leave
to
amend application for CP, accepted new standard
berty Broadcasting
stationCo.,730inPittsburgh
kctrans,
1 1 —andCP
amendment,
reopened amendment
record and without
further
hearing
made
amended
re
changes
verticle grant
ant. and
to omit
for!
partDurham
of record
in Docket Co.,
6022. Durham, partial
for 250
w. requestCorp..
Broadcasting
AMENDED Norfolk
Broadcasting
N.
C.
—
Granted
petition
for
leave
to
Va.—w CPD, new
standard station
amend application
for new removed
station, apac- Norfolk,
1200trans,
kc 250
equip. amended re changes
ceptedplicationamendment
as amendedand from
hearing in AMENDED
National
Broadcasting
docket.
Cleveland —toCP benewdetermined,
FM station, amended
43.7 Co.
mc,
IN THE MATTER of mod. of license of coverage
WGTM
Wilson,
N.
C—
Adopted
order
to
change
frequency
to
Channel
55 j
dismissing
Order
to
Show
Cause
en98.9
mc.
Applicant
licensee
of
WTAM.I
tdered
ered on 11-9-44,
when cause
Commission
or- AMENDED Susquehanna BroadcastWGTM
to
show
at
a
hearnew FM amended!
station !
ing why solicense
station1240 should
not 44.5 ingmc,Co., York,
3,060frequency
sq.Pa.—mi.CPcoverage,
bepresently
mod.
as to ofspecify
kc ofin 1340
lieu
to102.3change
to Channel
72 I
assigned
frequency
mc,
or
as
assigned,
and
kc,
and
hearing
in
said
Order
to
Show
changesApplicant
in trans,licensee
equip, ofandWSBA.
ant. make|
sys^
Cause
consolidated
with
hearing
on
tern.
application
of Durham Broadcasting
AMENDED Washtenaw Broadcasting
Co., as amended.
Co., Ann46.3Arbor,
Mich.—sq.CP mi.
new coverage!
FM sta^i
tion,
3,472
ACTIONS BY COMMISSION
amended
tomc,
change
trans,
siteArbor!
from!
Washtenaw
County
to
near
Ann
OCTOBER 10
licensee
of WPAGBroadcasting
WHLD The Niagara Falls Gazette Applicant
AMENDED
Charleston
Publishing
Co., Niagara
Falls, N. Y.—for Co., Charleston, W. Va.— CP new FM sta-i
Placed
file1200application
43.5 tomc,specify
11,525 sq. mi.
CP changein pending
1290
kctoand limited
hours tion,
amended
trans.coverage))
Applil
operation
fromkc Dto only
cantAMENDED
licensee
of WCHS.type
Texoma
Broadcasting
Co.|
WOAI.
Mississippi
Broadcasting
Co.,
Macon,
Wichita
Falls,
Tex.—
CP
new
standard
Miss.
request for assignment station
970
kc 1 equip.
kw D, amended
ofWDZ
call— Granted
letters
WMBC.
changes
in
trans,
WDZ Broadcasting
AMENDED
Elrod, Cecil
111.— Granted
license renewalCo.,forTuscola,
period Elrod
Jr. andCecil
S. D.N. Wooten
Jr. d/Nl
Murf
reesboro
Broadcasting
Service!
ending
5-1-48.
WROX
Birney
Imes
Sr.,
Clarksdale,
Murfreesboro,
Tenn. — wCP unl.,
new amended
standar
Miss. — Granted
license
re AMENDED
changes1240in kcChas.
trans,250 H.equip.
period
ending 2-1-48.
Comr.renewal
Durr votedfor station
for hearing.
Russell,
A
WJAC license
WJAC Inc., Johnstown,
Pa.—
T. Broadcasting
E. Wright andCo.,C. Jacksor
A. LacJ
ing.
Granted
for period
end- McCarty,
d/b Rebel
ing 8-1-47. Comr.renewal
Durr voted
for hearMiss.—
CP
new
standard
station
620
1 kw N 5 tokw change
to localtype
sunsettrans.DA-N unlk|J
WTCM Midwestern Broadcasting Co., amended
AMENDED
Jas.
A.
Brown,
RonaldGrau
Traverse
City,
Mich.—
Granted
license
Elbert
B. Griffis,Wm.Bert
renewal
period ending
W2XRYfor Raytheon
Mfg. 8-1-47.
Co., New Johnson,
lich,
Chas.
H.
Johnson,
A.E John
York
— Granted
request forprograms
90-day temp, son,
E. Brooker, Chas.E. Sater
Cross
authority
to broadcast
Alden Jas.
J.J. Woodworth,
developmental
station W2XRY in over
ac- Frank
Beougher d/bFrankAtlantic
Shorean
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertisin

1400
kc 250andw unl.,
Ltd., station
Coral Gables,
Fla.250— and
insurance
business;
B. Hanks
is pres. Proposed programming: per month station
AwftrBroadcasting
CP unl.,
new amended
standard
1490
kctrans.,
change
in ant.
trans,
studioamended
sites andre
50% owner
Reporter
Broadcasting
33iy2 hrs (55%) commercial.
Eng. counchange
in
to
change
type
s
e
l
—
C
o
m
e
r
c
i
a
l
R
a
d
i
o
Equipment
Co.,
Co.
(KRBC),
v-p
and
30%
Big
Soring
AMENDED Radio Station WMFR,
,;ij ant.
andandspecify
site asBlvd.,
Alhambra
Legal counsel— Hayes & High
Co. (KBSTCo.),"(AM
sec. Washington.
Poncestudio
de Leon
Coral Herald
N.sq.C —mi.CPcoverage,
new FM station.
and
40% Broadcasting
Texoma
Broadcasting
Washington
Grant Ave.,
Box 686). (P. O. 309 North to45.1
mc,Point,
5,030trans,
j Circle
Gables.
applicant
Wichita
Falls), sec.
and Hayes,
change
site.Westinghouseamended
AMENDED WGCM Broadcasting Co., 24.72%
Marshall
Broadcasting
Co.
(AM
AMENDED
Raoul
A.
Cortez,
San
An1190
kc
WOWO
,; ; Biloxie,
Miss.
—
CP
new
standard
statonio—CP
new
standard
station
1300
applicant); H. Harte is v-p and third kc 1 kw D, amended re changes in increase
tion 1490 kc 250 w unl., amended to owner
Stations 10Inc.,kw Fort
Ind.Radio
—newCP
to 50andWayne,
kw,change
install
KGKL,
v-p North
and 30%TexasKBST,Broad-di- trans, equip, and ant. and to specify trans,
1j change
type Valley
trans. Broadcasting Assn.
rector
and
24.72%
and
DA-N,
trans,
AMENDED
studio
site.
site
from
Fort
Wayne
to
near
Roanoke,
c
a
s
t
i
n
g
C
o
.
(KPLT),
director
and
third
Inc., McAllen,
Tex.
— CP new
standard
Geo. Burne Smith and Ind.AMENDED Radio Station WJBC.
Marshall Broadcasting, director V. AMENDED
i| station
kc 1 trans,
kw DA-DN
amended change910
type
equip,unl.,
and
change owner
H. McLean d/b Gateway Broadcasting
and
40%
Texoma
Broadcasting.
Est.
(Continued on page 101)
studio
site
from
McAllen
to
Hidalgo
cost
$12,550.
Existing
capital
$20,000.
Co.,
Maryville,
Tenn.— CP new standard
County,
Tex. Reno Broadcasting Co.,
AMENDED
■iI Reno,
new unl.,
standard
stationre
920
kc Nev.
1 kw— CPDA-DN
amended
changes
PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY
!, Phillips
AMENDEDind/btrans,
C.Valley
H.equip.
Fisher
and
BroadcastingB. Co.,N.
Ore.w— unl.,
CP newamended
standardre changes
station !I Eugene,
1400
kc
250
in trans, equip.
AMENDED — KVOS
KVOS 250Inc.,w toBellingMcNARY & WRATHALL
ham,
increase
kw.
PAUL 60DLEY CO.
installWash,
new CPtrans,
and DA-DN 1 and
Jansky
& Bailey
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
An Organization
of
■;! type
changetrans.
trans, site, amended re change
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Qualified
Radio TOEngineer?
National Press Bldg. Dl. 12*3
. . AMENDED National Broadcasting Co.,
DEDICATED
THE
FM station,amended
43.9 mc,to SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
Washington, D. C.
MONTCLAIR. N.J.
.i|;Denver
coverage— CPto benewdetermined,
frequency
to Channel
National Preaa Bldg., W»»h., D. C
;j change
mc. Applicant
licensee
of KOA. 55, 98.9
MO
2-7859
■ ■ AMENDED National Broadcasting Co.,
j Los coverage
Angeles — CP benewdetermined,
FM station,
44.1
amendRadio Enginoaring Coniulttntk
,|: mc,
ed to change tofrequency
to Channel
55,
GEORGE C. DAVIS
RING dC CLARK
Frequency Monitoring
j 98.9AMENDED
mc.
National Broadcasting Co.,
Consulting Radio Engineers
Consulting
Radio
Engineer
;|;San
Francisco
— CP tonew be FMdetermined,
station,
Commercial
Radio
Equip.
Co.
43.9
mc,
coverage
WASHINGTON, D. C
District 8456
AAunsey Bldg.
e International Building, Washington, D. O.
: amended
to change frequency to Chan!I:nel
e 321 E. Gregory Boulevard. Kansas city. Mo.
Washington, D. C
KPO. 55, 98.9 mc. Applicant licensee of
Munsey
Bldg. • Republic 2347
e
Cross
Roads
of
the
World.
Hollywood.
Call'
OCTOBER
AMENDED
WJR,
The
Goodwill
Stall; tion, Detroit
— CP new
commercial
TV
.! j. station
on Channel
6, 96-102
mc, toamendThere is no substitute for experienc
ed to Goodwill
change
name
WJR,
JOHN BARRON
. . The
Stationof applicant
Inc.
RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting
Radio Engineers
lb.
AMENDED
WJR,
The
Goodwill
StaCONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
> ■ station,
tion, Detroit
— Mod.to CPchange
for new
amended
name FMof
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing
Broadcast and
PAUL A. deMARS
AllocationIn Engineering
.j.llapplicant
ASSOCIATE
tion Inc. to WJR, The Goodwill Sta982 National Press Bldg.
Earle Building, Washington 4, D. C
1469 Church St.,Decatur
N.W., Washington
3, D. C
A. C. station
Neff, Savannah,
Ga.—w
1234
Washington, D. C.
I,tl CPAMENDED
new standard
1400 kc 250
Telephone
NAtional
7757
| unl., amended to change type trans.
AMENDED
E.
E.
Murrey,
Tony
Sude'kum. Tennessee
Harben Daniel
and J. B.Nashville,
Fuqua
Broadcasters,
■Ht d/b
Tenn.
— wCP unl.,
new amended
standard restation
1240in
JOHN J. KEEL
Frank H. Mcintosh
kc
250
changes
LOHNES & CULVER
j trans, equip, and ant.
CONSULTING
RADIO
ENGINEERS
Consulting
Radio Engineers
NEW-AMCo.,1460Albany,
kc FortN.Orange
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Tf casting
Y.— CPBroadnew
Earle Bldg. • NATIONAL 6513
710 14th St. N.W. ME. 4477
'V standard
station
5
kw
DA-DN
unl.
(Facilities of WOKO).
sh preMunsey Bldg. • District MIS
Washington 4, D. C.
par) andStock:
1,500 1,500
Washinston, D. C.
Washington 4, D. C.
r. (no par)ferred ($100
authorized;
1,400
shsh common
common
If ferred
issued subscribed.
and outstanding;
1,400
.sh
preEst. cost $69,500. Ex'! $140,000.
isting capital
$6,000, J.subscriptions
Officers:: Edward
WORTHINGTON C. LENT
:;200
sh common
(14.3%); Riley,
Howardpres.,M. MAY, BOND & ROTHROCK
Ir. Sager,
1st
v-p.
125
sh;
HarryE. W.AronoAlCONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Consulting Engineers
bright,
treas.,
50
sh;
Samuel
wltz, sec, 300 sh. Others interested :
fa* Radio
14/ Engineers
Kay
Consulting
INTERNATIONAL. BLDG. WASH.. O.4127C''Mrs.
Blanche
A.
Bainbridge,
125
sh;
George 150
Welsh
sh; Floyd
991Bridgeport
Broad St.,3,Suite
1319 F STREET N. W.
Nat'l Press Bldg. Wash. 4, D. C.
T,: Graves,
sh; Jr.,
Dwight150 Marvin,
150 sh:H.
Conn.9-11
District 7362 • Glebe 5SM
!j,Stephen A. Scullen, 150 sh. All hold
Telephone 5-2055 Lab. Phone 7-2465
';f preferred
stock
subscriptions
equal
to
commonsec,stockcounsel
holdings.
S.15%E. AronoTX witz,
andthat
owner
wouldofterminate
HERBERT L.WILSON
1 WTRY,
upon
grant
application.
D.affiliation
Marvin,
editor
of
Troy-Record
and
Times-RecAND ASSOCIATES
HOLEY & HILLEGAS
IL,Mrs.
ord, owns
2%
WTRY.
All
others
except
ANDREW
CONSULTING
RADIO ENGINEERS
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Bainbridge, are established busico.
Consulting Radio Engineers
-rnessmen
in
fields
other
than
radio.
AH
FM
TELEVISION
FACSIMILE
.] Proposed programming: per month 355
1146 Briarcliff PI., N.E.
363 E. 75th St. CHICAGO 19
1018 Vermont Ave., N.W, W»smim«to« 9,0.0.
'Lvas
Legal M.counsel
T Andrew(65%)G. commercial.
Haley and Philip
Baker,—
Atlanta,
Ga.
ATwood
3328
Triangle 4400
!';Washington.
Eng. counsel—
NATIONAL 7161 "
, -Mcintosh,
Washington
(P. O. Frank
100 StateH.
St.).
II NEW-AM 1490 kc The Middlesboro
[ Broadcasting
Middlesboro,
new standard Co.,
station
250 w unl.Ky.—
Stock:CP
GOMER L. DAVIES
DIXIE B.C. McKEY
WELDON & CARR
ROBERT
SHAW |
j 200 sh common ($100 par) authorized,
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
' .issued
and
outstanding.
Est.
cost
Consulting Radio Engineer
$13,800. Existing capital $20,000. OffiWASHINGTON, D. C.
', A!cers:Brener,
K. N. treas.
Harris,andpres.,gen.third
CONSULTING
mgr.,owner:
third
P.O. Box 71 Warfield 9089
RADIO ENGINEERS
1605 CONNECTICUT AVENUE
H. V.H. Harris
Hutcheson,
sec,products
third
f^{Dwner;
tawner.
K.
is
oil
1108 16th Street
N. MEtropolitan
W. Suite 3604
405
PHONE— MICHIGAN 4151
College Park, Md.
j.fllealer;
A.
Brener,
public
relations,
and
Washington,
D.
C.
|:p. H. Hutcheson,
city clerk and 60%
collector.
Proposed
programming:
5|ommercial.
Legal Eng.
counsel—
HayesCom-&
..Hayes,
counsel—
;. merclal Washington.
Radio
Equipment
Co., WashEQUIPMENT ENGINEERING CO
UNIVERSAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES
i
n
g
t
o
n
(
P
.
O.
Box
500).
KEAR 8C KENNEDY
f NEW-AM 1450
kc Permian
Basin
Consulting Radio Engineers
(Broadcasting
Co.,
Odessa,
Tex
—
CP
new
Consulting
Radio
Engineers
1,(1, ShStandard
250 w issued
unl. Stock:
200
1438 Main Street
commonstation
authorized,
and outAlbee Building REpublic 1951
r Key,
standing,
$100
par.
Officers:
James
S.
Columbia, S. C.
pres.,
50
sh
(25%);
Bernard
Hanks.
Washington, D. C.
( .ifi,„/,„(,,
Sec.
-treas.,
Harte, v-p,
75 sh.
J. S.75Keysh; isHouston
in Investment
and
BROADCASTING
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Help Wanted
Wanted
—transmitter
Veteran firstand/or
class license
er
for
studioholdfor
Rocky
Mountain
1 kw outlet.
State
education
and
experience.
Box
661,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted
—network
Experienced
control
man inyour
station studio
easteducation
of Chicago.
Send
qualifications,
and
photo inST
first letter. Box 183, BROADCA
ING.
Wanted — Licensed
operator.
expfications,
erienced and steady.
Send Must
your bequalieducation, recommendations
and anywork station
small inrecent
Great photograph.
Lakes area. NetBox
182, BROADCASTING.
Continuity
writer-experienced.
Good
powith 1,000 forwattcopymidwest
regional
networksitionstation
writer who
can
produce ments.
salable
commercial
Good salary
based onannouncescripts
withexperifirst
letter. ence.
BoxSend232,sample
BROADCASTING.
Wantedator for— station
First classgoingradiotelephone
oper5send
kw soon.
Some
experience desirable,
references
and
first letter.
is notqualifications
a temporary inposition.
Box This
287,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted
—
saleman.
Outstanding
station
in middlewest
commission
salesman of provedseeks
ability
and integrity.
Right
man complete
can earn details
$10,000—first$12,000
year. Send
letter,a
in confidence, to Box 288, BROADCASTING^
Wanted — nouncer
A thoroughly
experienced
anwho doesn't Must
want
become
asteady,
program
director.
betoboard
capable,
familiar
with
control
and
willing cellent
to secure
3rd
class license.
Exsalary and local.
opportunity
at North
Carolina
network
Send292,transcription,
details
and
photo
Box
BROADCASTING;
Young lady
Experience
in traffic,
copy
writing
and —general
routine.
Good mike
voice
helpful
but
not
essential.
New
southern
local
station
opening
shortly.
Send full details, sample copy, photo.
Box
BROADCASTING.
Two 293,
announcers
wanted — One for regional
NBC NewsomeEngland
station.
Applic
a
n
t
t
o
have
previous
experience
and
proven
ability;
competent
handlingfor
of news essential. Other
announcer
progressive
station not
In New
England. Stationlocalexperience
necessary
but experienced
man
given
prior
consideeither
ration. Please state
salary Box
requirem
e
n
t
s
f
o
r
position.
BROADCASTING. 295,
Engineer-announcer
with
class
ticket
wanted.
35 hours
a weekfirst
announcing plus
routine
maintenance.
250 $45.00
watt
network
station.
Starting
salary
weekly. Box 297, BROADCASTING.
Returning veterans or announcers who
want chance
to advance
WJLD, $40.00
Besminimum
weekly semer,
fornowAlabama
40on offer
hours.
Talent shows
available
open
audition.
Send
complete information transcription if
possible.
Wanted
— A goodlicense
announcer
with
first
class
operators
startingraises
at $60.00
per
week
with
substantial
when
you
prove
your
announcing
ability
and
character. scripSend
and
tion of yourStationtranscription
background
and deexperience.
WINC,
Winchester,
Virginia.
Firstapplication
class engineer
affiliate.
FM
file.forMustNBC qualify
controlcommensurate
and ontransmitter
operation.at
Salary
with
experience.
Thomas Phillips, Chief Engineer, Statlon
Erie,firstPenna.
WantedWERC,
— Two
class
operators
by newsalary
250 requirements
watter transmitter
in western
Penna.
State
and
previous
experience.
Expansion
planned. WDAD, Indiana, Penna.program
7£ SCHOOL V
RADIO TECHNIQUE
NEW YORK • CHICAGO
Americas Oldest School Devoted
Exclusively to Radio Broadcasting
Comprehensive Day and Evening
Courses in all phases of Radio
Broadcasting
by Network
Professionals. taught
Moderate
rates.
For Full Details, Request BeeMet I.
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Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Man 15wellyears
knownin radio.
throughout
the Indus-*
i— Classified Advertisements — i try.
Successful
background in station
representation,
packPAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only — Minimum $1.00.
age
programs
and
station
management.
Situation Wanted 10c per word. All others, 15c per word. Count 3 words for
Creative
sales
ability.
Write
23A.
blind box number. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies
Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y. 1469
to Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C
Ex
25, who
GI'sWireonas
GuamMarine,
with
newscasts
wantsstation.
chance
staffer
on small
midwestpleased
Roger
Gregary,
101 N.ParkChester
Ave.,
Situations
Wanted
(Cont'd)
Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Park
Ridge,
111.
Phone:
Ridge
2109.
Navy
veteran,5 Experienced engineer — Now available
Wanted
class WPAD,
operator.Paducah,
$52.00 forty36,
married,
eight
years
experience
eight hourfirstweek.
Ken- Announcer-newswriter.
tucky.
has FMtheexperience—
Recently
discharged
and 50 kw stations can fill program from
Merchant
Marine — 1st
class
write
continuity.Desire
Fa- phone. Morton
Need
a man withMBSfirstaffiliate.
class license
who directormiliarberth,
Kizner,
Franklin
al phases
broadcasting.
Bronx 56,
N. Y. 1372
C.
can
announce.
Call,
wire
permanent
connection
with a future. Avenue,
orGeneral
write
telling
all
to
Duane
L.
Watts,
Box
262,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-beginner. Honorably disManager, KHAS, Hastings, Nebr.
young, personable.
Good qual— Agricultural
leaderSound engineer for MUZAK franchise Available
ity voice,charged,eager
Although
Innews analyst.
Experiencedprogram
in individual
experienced;beaver.
wil ing to learn,
capable,
operator
in
Dallas,
Texas.
Must
be
capstationing andandcommercial.
network operation,
sustainintelligent,
loyal.
Go
anywhere
for moda
b
l
e
o
f
installing
and
maintaining
high
est
salary,
chance
for
advancement.
Box
269,
BROADfidelity
electronic
equipment.
Write
or
CASTING.
Frank
Gough,BoxMotor
wire LigonDallas,
Smith,
First Island,
Class,
164, Machinist
Hampton Mate.
Bays,
N. Y.
Building,
Texas.318 Construction Television engineer — Experienced super- Long
v
i
s
o
r
o
f
design,
installation
and
operaArmed
Forces
Radio
Station
WVTX
Wanted
—inCommercial
manager with
250 watt
station
excellent
market
dual
tion
seeks
responsibility
for
engineerabsolutely best station on Iwo Jima.is
coast
to
coast
network
affiliation.
Salary
ing
department
of
television
broadcastNo
otherain'tstation
can make
claim- r
plus bonus. Box 249, BROADCASTING. ING. ing organization. Box 270, BROADCAST- there
other.
Proventhatexclusive
market.volcanic
Our any50ash.watts
blankets
Iwoworks
like
Announcers
wanted
immediately.
Need
the
Trade
whole
all around experienced men, including Transmitter
engineer' position.
— Desires Fifteen
super- for
one-way Trombly,
ticket toOfficer
St. Louis.
2nd
v
i
s
o
r
y
o
r
assistant
control board
operation.
Excellent
opLt.
Lawrence
in
Charge
portunity to grow
withsalary
new requirestation. telephone
years radiofirstbroadcasting.
Firstlicenses.
class WVTX. Formerly with KSD.
class
telegraph
Rush complete
details,
ments andVirginia.
audition disc to WSSV, Experience
covers transmitters
supervision operation
year's training
lumbia Radioone College,
coveringat Co,all
and maintenance
500 watts Veteran with
Petersburg,
radiopositiontech.
desires
an staanto
50 kw,
directive
antenna
system, phases of nouncer's
with
progressive
Rockyiate hasMountain
regional
network
affilspeech
input,
one
kw
FM,
facsimile,
tion.
Age
28,
married
and
one
child.
relay
short
wave
transmitters.
Box
278.
good position
Robt.
Armstrong,
6242 South Bishop
. Must beopen
ablefor toannounchandle BROADCASTING.
Street, L.Chicago
36, Illinois.
newscasts. Boxer-operator305,
BROADCASTING.
A
progressive
program
director
wants
Radio
time
salesman
Two
3inE. amateur
E. Grads. radio,
With prime
background connection with progressive station. Six years selling radio time;— Experience.
four yearseducasellcommunications,
years
experience
in all phases of radio.
ingtion.newspaper
space. War
University
broadcasting,
electronics
for
research,
Veteran
World
II.
New
York
$350.
Box
282,
BROADCASTING.
design,
plant
and
field
tests
applied
City
electronics,
communica105, E.area
38th preferred.
Street, NewGavin
York, O'Rourke,
N. Y.
your job and
require
variedwriting,
experience?
tions politan
with 18area.broadcasting,
year
Y. metro- Does
Commercials
program
pro- News
writer-newscaster.
Doesnewsyourwriter,
staThis olda firm
rare N.opportunity
duction, timebuying
background.
Seven
tion
need
an
experienced
for rapidment,advancement,
broad
developyears woexperience
in N.network.
Y. andCreative,
Holly- here is your dream come true. Will acd ad agencies
and
in excepcept
out
of
town,
prefer
N.
Y.
or
N.
tionalpermanent
environment.connection
Want detailed
and ambitious,
conscientious,
personable. station.
Stanley
1730 AndrewsJ.
Ave., Bronx
53, N.Cohen,
Y.
comprehensive
background,
status, salGood account
on contacts
and Ex-Red
organization.
Ideal
executive.
Cross
ary requirements.
Photo.
Interview
arVeteranAnnouncer,
awaiting discharge.
Three years1st
held Box
confidenDirector, 31. Box 284, BROAD- radio.
program director.
tial,ranged.
returnedCorrespondence
if required.
309, Field
CASTING.
BROADCASTING.
license. Desire announcing,
PD with
definite
opportunity
for
advancement.
Young
radio
gag
writer-comedian;
colSituations Wanted
lege training.wanting
For some1945agency,
station
Prefer east
coast,
Great
Lakes area.
Minimum.
William
T.
Arrington,
or285, program
humor.
Box
cust St., Commerce, Texas. 1303 LoBROADCASTING.
Engineer-producer
—
Five
years
in
broadcasting including
IV2 years
Announcer-writer.
on leadone — Announcer
well-educated,
service
overseasgovernment
up Tag
ingate.recordProgramming.
station; Experienced
also network
3platter
yearsthisexperience
in news,
commercials,
Now
employed affilicity
tobroadcasting
rounded
experience
fromaddhighshows,
quizz
programs,
special
desk
dally
newspaper.
Age
30.
Guarantee
events
and
control
operation.
Also,
lymosttechnical
operation
to
topflight
dramatic production
tasks.topFirst
class publicity and advertising. Available on $85.00
weekly.
William
O. French,
213
South
Front
St.,
Harrisburg,
Pa.
phone
license,
married,
references.
two weeks
noticeBROADCASTING.
for permanent posiWanting connection
with forwardBox looktion. Box 286,
The
honeymoon
is
over
—
Former
dogbroadcasting
organization.
233,
face seeks opening as production man,
BROADCASTING.
Field permanent
engineer with
large company
copy-writer
with experience,
station ortwoagency.
seeks
employment
on west
Four
years station
years
Experienced
announcer
desires
N.Y.C.
coast.
8license,
years broadcasting,
3 FCC,
first
agency,
sober,1405industrious,
Jim
station
connection,
does
sports,
news,
class
37,
married.
Box
289,
Armstrong,
W.
Raschercreative.
Ave., Chiad
lib.
Available
interview.
Box
253,
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING.
cago
40,
111.
Regional
and
retail
sales
manager
—
with
Youngwithradio
salesemployer,
executiveinterested
several
Veteranposition
waitingprogressive
Novembermetropolitan
discharge basic major network station in metro- years
present
desires
politan
market
desires
positionsalesas comin becoming
assistant
to upgeneral
manmercial
manager
or
executive
work
station
midwest.
Three
years
Navy
a
g
e
r
o
f
station
in
city
to
300,000.
Radar32.experience.
First phone
license. with tionprogressive
majorSeven
network
staNow
earning
$6000.qualifications
Can be available
Age
Married.
Desire
developmental
in
smaller
city.
years
exJanuary
1st.
Full
in
AM,
FM or TV. Box 257, BROADCAST- 294, BROADCASTING.
perience with impressive record. Box letter. Box 218, BROADCASTING. first
ING^
Salesman —married,
Twenty-five
years old,social
unAnnouncer
— Expecting
Naval
discharge
excellent
educational,
Ex-Naval
officer,
10publicity;
years successful
radio
and business
background,
experience
in November.
Married,
sober.
Experipromotion,
sales,advertising,
direct
mail,
ence
commercials,
news,
controls.
Also
trade
paper
mfgr.
and
gained
at
network
affiliates,
seeks
permanent position
opportunity for
agency.
Available Nov.
Qualified dept.
take writing
production.
Prefer
middle- advancement.
Box with
258, BROADCASTING.
west, butandgoBox
anywhere.
$65 minimum.
charge
public15. relations
Permanent.
296, BROADCASTING.
Address promotion,
Box 260, BROADCASTING.
WE WANT A "STATION PERSON ALIZER"
e Some
would itcallactually
the spot
"Program
perhaps,folksis what
amounts
to. Director" which,
The man we want may not have starred on the stage — he
may not have written and produced famous network shows
he may anotradio
even station
have a forscrap-book.
knowslittlehis tricks
way
around
surel He BUT
knowshe the
an average program director never thinks of which stamp a
radio station as a leader. He knows how to work harmoniously with people and his head is not bigger than his mind.
In short, we want a capable, down-to-earth experienced program man to take over a desk that offers real progress if
he's intelligent, resourceful, aggressive and appreciates the
employer's problems well enough to be loyal. A thorough
knowledge of mail-pull is a must. We offer no "extra" talent
bait; also, we're not interested in "News Specialists" or
floaters.
If this possible association with a well-known station interests
you, write and tell us about yourself. Time is important.
BOX 281, BROADCASTING

WANTED
Experienced
Production Man
• Major market regional network
station has an immediate opening
for an experienced production
man whose background also includes musical and dramatic production. Send full details regarding previous employment, education, salary, family. Permanent
position.
BOX 298, BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
"3f\dvertising
salesman
— Commercial
manager. Prefer
Eleven
years.
Married, family.
Veteran.
southeastern
states.
Box 299, BROADCASTING.
CopywriterExperienced
— Point discharged
servicewoman.
in radio advertising, women's
announcing.
Excellent
references.
Two
years
college.
Box
300.
I BROADCASTING.
! Announcer-writer,
honorably
discharged.
Threeate stations.
years Conversational
experience network
affilitype voice.
Commercials,
and newscasting.
Southern
station
preferred.
Age
33,
married,
two children. James Trippe, P. O. Box
278,
Erwin,
Tenn.
Station
manager
available forexperienced
medium
market
Thoroughly
inGeneral
every station.
phase
for 12 years.for
managerof operation
& sales manager
past 7mingyears.
Public service
favored currently
by FCC programhas been
j Pioneer
major partwithof local
my operations
for years.
news
coverage
for
|j Age
radio.34,Topmarried,
sales and
promotion
record,
two children. College
[| erences.
nian. Present
&
past
employers
as
refyears
managing
station. Three
Former
manager
bepresent
discharged from service
soon.to Box
301,
BROADCASTING. __
|I Vet.
3
years
announcing
experience.
2
years
station. special
Commercials, newscasting,N. Y.Excellent
comedy,
proI duction.
refer. Workevents,
anywhere
exI for
penses.suitable
Morris salary
Sheeler,and373traveling
So. 2nd St.,
I IfBklyn.
11,
N.looking
Y.
you
are
for
an
all-around
the added
advantage
ofannouncer
plenty ofwith
expreience
on personality
[ platter shows such as all night, etc..
I'm your cellent
man.references.
Steady,Box dependable,
302, BROAD-exCASTING^
Studio
engineer
—
female.
Trained
at four
major
networks
— iy2 years
experience
turntables,
air
shows.
Some
knowledge
television.
3rd
class
ticket.
Vicinity
: N. Y. C. Box 303, BROADCASTING.
Western
States only
Managereditor;Official
no United
selling:
States—experience
Govern| ment
with United
newspaper
j and publicground, aschool
administration
ge 35, married
and one backchild
desires permanent
position employed
with broad-at
,'casting
company.
Presently
good salary. Wife has asthma. Box 304,
BROA
DCASTING.
\. ried,
Copy Naval
editor-program
director,promotion
29, marveteran. Extensive
|j publicity
experience.
Desire
permanent
position with
or agency.
preferred.
Bill rep.
Nelson,
1734 N.Chicago
Wells
I Chicago. Michigan 0020.
I Sales promotion — Just released from Air
Agency, newspaper
and merchan:,|' , Forces.
dising
Richardbackground.
Bevan, 155 Hard
East worker.
52nd St.,Single.
New
TYork,
N.
Y.
I Technician, 8 years broadcasting, 2
j1, years FCC, just discharged. Age 40, marFirst class
license.
Prefer south
X11 ' ried.
or southwest.
Box 306,
BROADCASTING.
j Commercial manager. Excellent record
>i:in
sales
and
as
sales
promotion
direct tor
with metropolitan
independent.
copy,a production,
pub; . Background
licity. If youinwant
man with ideas
l':Who
can
analyze
your
sales
problem.
f. jformulate
an write
operational
and
it work,
Box 236,plan,
BROADL make
CASTING.
1
Wantedowners:
to Bay
I f Attention station
Want to buy
||ji250
or controlling
interest,
All watt
repliesstation
confidential.
Cash. Box
283.
l|, BROADCASTING.
Wanted
—
RF
Bridge
and
audio
testing
apparatus. Box 290, BROADCASTING.
Wanted
equipment 200for foot
250
watt AM— Complete
including
antenna.
Boxstation,
291, BROADCASTING.
Sale Di|j
For
— 1 kwForWestern
87737 sale
Transmitter
converted Electric
to make it
similar to 6-B. Box 238, BROADCAST :I
NG.
jiI plete
250 wattFCCtransmitter.
Comdata. BoxedNeverfor used.
immediate
shipment.ST
$2,000.00. Box 254, BROADCA
ING.
Ij: Vor
— Collectionquality.
of 400Victor,
popularColumrecords sale
of broadcast
ii, *>la,
Decca,
etc.
with
music
by the
best
grchestras
of
the
last
five
years.
Richard
Bunier,
Indiana. 330 North Grant, West Lafayette,
Miscellaneous
Announcer's
writers',
Comedy
Material.
Catalog
free. emcee's
Box 29, BROADCASTING.

FCC Actions
(Continued from page 99)
Bloomington,
new FM amended
station.
mc, 6,660
sq.111—mi.CPCharlotte
coverage,
to45.3 omit
Dorothy
McGregor
from
name
of
partnership
and
change
frequency
47, 97.3
change
type totran.Channel
and changes
in ant.mc,
AMENDED
Chicago
— CPmi.National
newcoverage,
FM Broadcasting
station,
46.3 Co.,
mc,to
10,800 sq.
amended
change
frequency
to
Channel
mc. Applicant licensee of WMAQ.55, 98.9
820 kc KOL Seattle Broadcasting Co.,
Seattle,
Wash.— CP5 kwchange
kc to
820
kc, increase
to 50 1300
kw, install
new
and trans,
studio andsites.DA-DN and change trans,
OCTOBER 9
AMENDED Methodist Radio Parish
Inc., Flint,
Mich.—
new amended
standard
station
1500
kc
250 CPwandunl.,
reest.coporate
structure
to
show
new
cost$50,702.
of $13,137.70
to $18,137.70.
Total
assets
Existing
capital:
loans
$15,000,
donationsProposed
$5,000, equipment
on
hand
$9,295.
per
month
142
hrs
(39.4%)ofprogramming:
commercial.
Applicant
is
project
Methodist
Church.ton, Legal
counsel
SutWashington.
Eng.— George
counsel —O.Grant
R. Wrathall,
Washington.
NEW-AM 1490 kc Commonwealth
Broadcasting
Corp.,
Danville,
Ky.Stock:
— CP
new
station
250 w unl.
300
shstandard
common,$100
authorized,
issued
and
outstanding,
par.
Officers:
William
T. Isaac, pres., 75 sh (25%); Betty Z.
Russell,
v-p
and
treas.,
3
sh;
David
B.
Highbaugh,
v-pof and147 sec,
75 sh. byRemaining
interest
sh
held
Capt.
James D. Russell,
Signal
Corps.
cost
capitalmgr.,
sameis Est.
amount.
W.$22,437.75.
T.executive
Isaac,Existing
tosales
be gen.
member&
ofWilliamson
dept.
of
Brown
Tobaccoand Corp.
D. B.is Highbaugh, musician
teacher,
to be
programpectsdirector.
Russell,iswhoto ex-be
release fromCapt.service,
chief eng.
tech. per
supervisor.
posed and
programming:
month Pro310
hrs
(57.3%)
commercial.
LegalEng.counsel
Pierson
& sBall,
Washington.
el-Grant R. Wrathall, Washington.counAMENDED
Joe
L.
Smith
Jr.,
Charlesstandardre changes
station
kcton, W.250Va.equip.
w— CPunl.,newamended
in1400trans,
AMENDED
RuthGeorge
BradenE. Mead,
Weber, Edward F. Braden,
H. Braden,
Lala Braden
Boughton John
and
Kirke M.castiBeall,
d/b
Escambia
ng Co., Pensacola,
Fla.250— CPwBroadnew
standard
station
1450
kc
unl.,
amended re changes in trans, equip.
NEW-AMCity,1340N. kcM.—Dorrance
Silver
CP newD. Roderick,
standard
station
250 publisher
w unl. and
Applicant
is newspaper
owner-operator
KROD.tal sameEst.amount.
cost $15,499.
Existing
capiProposed
programming:mercial.
per month
118 hrs (28%)
com-&
Legal
counsel-Segal,
Smith
Hennessey,
Wyoming St.,Washington
El Paso, Tex.).(P.O. 2201
NEW-AM
1230
kc Dorrance D. Rodestationrick,250Pueblo,w Col.unl.— CPEst.newcoststandard
$17,499.
Existing
capital
same
amount.
programming,
legal
and
eng. Proposed
counsels
same
as
Silver
City
application
listing
(P. O. also same).
NEW-AM 1450 kc Dorrance D. Rodestationrick,250Odessa,w Tex.unl.— CPEst.newcoststandard
$15,499.
Existing
capital legal
same and
amount.
programming,
eng. Proposed
counsels
same
as
Silver
City
application
listing
(P. O. also same).
AMENDED Sierra Broadcasting Co.,
Reno,
—wCPunl.,newamended
standard station
1340 kc Nev.
250structure
change
corporate
to show toadditional
issuance
and
subscription
of stock.
Stock: 2,500 sh common authorized,
$10
par, 1,200 sh issued and outstanding.
SALESMAN
Leading New York station wants a hard-hitmanting,... aggressive
A man saleswho
is in the $10,000 to
$12,000
et. Write aoryear
wire brackBOX 310 BROADCASTING

The Best for Bestor
THIS IS where he came in
department. . . . Walter
Payne,
engineer
at WOR
New York,
once played
the
saxophone
with
Don
Bestor's
Orchestra, later gave up music toneer.become
a radio
engiBack at his
dials after
more than three years in the
Army,
Payne's
first postwar
assignment
at WOR
was to
put
Don
Bestor's
Orchestra
on the air from the
Hotel
McAlpin.

Farnsworth Names Five
To Managerial Positions
FARNSWORTH Television & Radio Corp., several
Fort Wayne,
last weekas
announced
appointments
part of the firm's postwar program.
E. S. Needier, in the radio industry since 1929, and up until now
general purchasing agent for
Farnsworth, has been appointed
manager of the special sales products division, with headquarters in
Fort Wayne. R. L. Colfax, assistant
purchasing agent of the company,
is now general purchasing agent,
with offices in Marion, Ind.
Credit manager of Farnsworth
since 1938, A. E. Sibley has been
named division manager of Capehart's east central territory, supervising sales and distribution in
Ohio, New York, Pennsylvania
and West
His headquarters will beVirginia.
in Pittsburgh.
Taking
his place in Fort Wayne as credit
manager is Wilfred H. Bryant,
new to the company. Replacing the
late Col. W. J. Avery as export
manager is Frank Harris, who will
handle export marketing for both
Farnsworth and Capehart lines,
working out of Fort Wayne. He is
joining Farnsworth with over 20
years experience in exporting, 12
of which were spent with radio
manufacturers.

AWD Chairmen
RUTH CRANE of WMAL Washington, fourth district director of
AWD, has announced that the following women will serve as state
AWD chairmen: Elinor Lee,
WTOP Washington, for District
of Columbia; Melva Chernoff,
WCHS
W. Va.; Md.;
Bettie
McCall,Charleston,
WCAO Baltimore,
Harriet Pressley, WPTF Raleigh,
N. C; Polly Daffron, WRNL Richand Christie
man,mond,WISVa.,Columbia,
S. C.ZimmerOfficers. Dana D. Little, pres., 600 sh
(50%);
sec-treas.
600
sh.tors;Ralph
Both
areK. isWittenberg,
amateur
radio
operaWittenberg
former$9,360.
reliefExisting
operator of KOH.
Est. cost
capital samegram ing:amount.
Proposed
proper month
192 hrs (40%)
comemrcial.
Eng.
counsel
Weeks,
Sacramento,
Cal. -Robert L.
OCTOBER 10
AMENDED
A. Frank
Katzentine,station
Orl
a
n
d
o
,
F
l
a
.
—
CP
standard
1400 kc 250 tow 1420
unl.,newkc,
amended
frequency
power totochange
5 kw
DN,
install trans,
DA-N, site.
change type trans,
andAMENDED
change
Mike Benton d/b General
Broadcasting
Co.,
Atlanta,
new
standard station 640 kc 1Ga.kw— CPlimited
hours,Angeles,
using DA
from tolocalchange
sunsettypeat
Los
amended
trans.
Tex.AMENDED
— CP newHoward
standardW. Davis,
stationMcAllen,
910 kc
DA-N, amended re changes
in1 kwtrans,unl.equip.
AMENDED WROL Stuart Broadcasting
increasechanges
1 kw
DCo.,500Knoxville,
w N to 5Tenn.
kw —DN,CP make
trans, equip,
and DA-N,
rein changes
in DA-DN
(620 kc).amended
AMENDED
KRBC Reporter
casting Co., Abilene,
Tex. —kcCP toBroadinstall
new increase
trans.,
change
1450
1470
kc,
250
w
to
1 kw,requested
install
DA-N,
amended
to
change
power to 1 kw N 5 kw D, change type
trans., site.
changes in DA-N and change
trans,
AMENDED Mid-State Broadcasting
Co., Peoria,
tion 1560 kc111.1— CPkw new
unl., standard
amended sta-to
change
tvpe Warner
trans. Bros. BroadcastAMENDED
ingcialCorp.,
HollywoodChannel
— CP new
commer3, frequency
66-72
mc,
ESR
688,TV station,
amended
to mc,
change
tochange
Channel
5,
76-82
ESR
to 1,050.
type
trans,
and
ant.
Applicant
licensee KPWB.

St. Clair in Law Firm
LT. COL. ORLA ST. CLAIR, chief
of the Special Planning Branch on
staff of Chief Signal Officer, has
returned to civilian life after 3%
years inminaltheleave Signal
to Dec.Corps.
24, On
he terhas
formed a law partnership with Carl
I. Wheat, known as Wheat, May,
Shannon & St. Clair, handling general practice. He also returns to
general
less. counselship of Globe Wire-

OPPORTUNITY
For ambitious, young
man to break into radio
as a salesman in the
New York market.
Straight commission.
BOX 311, BROADCASTING

Engineer-Executive
15 years broadcast engineering
13 years national network
supervisor
Nearly8 years
two years
supervisor
Radio Sales Engineering
Desire administrative or executive position,
broadcast
engine ring, or sales
engineering,
broadcast and television equipment. Top references.
Salary, $7,000
BOX 308, BROADCASTING
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HELP WANTED*
New start
local station
in Portland,
will
construction
soon. Maine
Needs
chief
engineer,
other
employees
after
first
of
year.
Ex-servicemen
preferred.
Operator-announcers,
straightneeded.
announc-If
ers,
commercial
manager
you
wouldstation
like to inwork
for the newest
live-wire
thestatemarketing
center of Maine,
theocean,
with more
lobsters,
more
more
pine
woods,
more
lakes,
more
fishing
and
City.
more fun than any other place write
Murray caCarpenter,
Centennial
Broadsting Co., 230 Park Ave., New York

People
At

Deadline...

ABC HEARING NOV. 7
ON INJUNCTION PETITION
HEARING on Associated Broadcasting Corp's.
motion for temporary injunction against American Broadcasting
identifying
network, Co.lastover
weekusewasofset"ABC"
by U. inS.
District Judge Michael Igo in Chicago for
Nov. 7. Motion is based on Associated's contention that American's use of "ABC" constitutes earlier
"unfair competition"
identical
to suit filed
in Michiganandbutis dismissed
when court disclaimed jurisdiction.
Mcdonald testimonial
ARCH McDONALD, CBS Washington sportscaster, will be tendered a testimonial dinner
Wednesday at Indian Spring Country Club
by civic and business leaders of Silver Spring,
Md. Arch won the Sporting News award for
the third time. FCC Chairman Paul A. Porter
and Secretary of Treasury Fred M. Vinson
have accepted invitations to attend.
'WEBSTERS' GUESTS
FIRST ducedHollywood
guests sponsored
on WBBM-CBS
proThose Websters,
by Quaker
Oats, Fridays, will be Boris Karloff, Oct. 19,
and Joe E. Brown, Nov. 2. Program, handled
by Ruthrauff & Ryan, also uses well-known football stars on commercial plugs.
IRE LECTURE COURSE
SERIES of six Friday lectures on radar, sponsored by New York section, Institute of Radio
Engineers, and communications group of AIEE,
begins Oct. 19 at Engineering Societies Bldg.,
33 West 39th St., New York. Speakers include
Donald G. Fink, executive editor, Electronics;
S. Silver, MIT Radiation Lab.; J. B. Fisk,
Bell Tel. Labs.; S. E. Miller, Bell Labs.; L. J.
Haworth, MIT; F. J. Gaffney, MIT.
GEORGE YOUNG PROMOTED
LT. GEORGE YOUNG, USNR, former engineer of WSPD Toledo, this week is scheduled
for promotion to lieutenant commander, to
take over the duties of officer in charge, Welfare Radio (AFRS), Bureau of Naval Personnel, Washington. He will succeed Lt. Charles
Gilchrist,
returningchiefto ofcivilian
Gilchrist is former
radio. life.
War Lt.Bonds
Division, Treasury, and before that news and
special events director of WBZ Boston. New
addition to the Welfare Radio, Bureau of
Naval Personnel, is Lt. Northrop Dawson, just
back from 20 months in the Pacific as LCT
group commander, amphibious forces. Lt. Dawson was assistant production manager of
WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Closed Circuit
(Continued from page i)
first of year. He is former assistant manager,
and news and special events director of WSM
Nashville. Future plans unknown.
WHEN House Committee on Un-American
Activities gets into probe of commentators,
look for KFI Los Angeles to be upheld by
probers
as "shining
example" of reports
newscasting.
Committee
now investigating
that
West Coast Communist groups are pressuring
Government to force KFI to reinstate certain
locally sponsored commentators who got
caught in policy of unbiased news adopted by
Earle C. Anthony outlet.
Page 102 • October 15, 1945

CARPENTER, GREIG INTERESTED
IN PORTLAND, ME., GRANT
NEW LOCAL station in Portland, Me., to
operate on 1450 kc. 250 w fulltime, was authorized last week by FCC to Centennial Broadcasting Co. Murray Carpenter, media director,
Proctor & Gamble account, at Compton Advertising Inc., and Humboldt J. Greig, account
executive at American Broadcasting Co., are
vice-presidents and stockholders. Principal
stockholder is W. T. Morris, president of American Chain & Cable Co. Station is expected to
become American outlet.
NINE FM APPLICATIONS
AT FCC; TWO ASK FM
APPLICATIONS announced Friday by FCC
included nine for new FM and two for new
standard stations. FM permits were requested
by New York Sun Broadcasting Co., New
York; Cur-Nan Co., Brockton, Mass.; Roy L.
Albertson, Buffalo (WBNY); Radio Voice of
Springfield, Springfield, O. (WIZE); Joplin
Broadcasting Co., Joplin, Mo. (WMBH);
Southern Illinois Broadcasting Co., Carbondale,
111.; Lincoln Dellar, Sacramento, Cal. (KXOA);
Valley Broadcasting Co., Columbus, Ga.
(WDAK). Permits for AM were requested by
Peoples Broadcasting Co., Lancaster, Pa.; and
Frank Farris Jr., Nashville, Tenn.
BELL ELECTRONICS PLANT
WESTERN ELECTRIC Co., has purchased
property and will construct electronic components plant at Allentown, Pa., as part of Bell
System's
billionwilldollar
postwar
program. 2Plant
employ
1,500. construction
KNX SILVER JUBILEE
COMMEMORATING start of operations 25
years ago with 10-w transmitter, KNX Hollywo d is staging week-long celebration Oct. 1521 with special 5-minute programs presenting
civic, religious and business leaders. Observance includes display of miniature 50-w transmitter, crystal sets and other early radio equipment. During week receptionists and elevator
operators will be dressed in 1920 costumes.
MILLER NAMES SECRETARY
HELEN A. FRUTH, secretary to Justice
Justin Miller at the U. S. Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia, continues in that
capacity
Miller's
duties as with
NAB Justice
president.
Beforeassumption
joining Jus-of
tice Miller's staff, Miss Fruth was employed
in the clerk's office at the court.
ON THE SPOT
WHEN Edward Rowe Snow narrates a
story of early New England history on
WNAC Boston and 15 Yankee stations,
he'll do it direct from the spot for the
new Six Bells program, 3-3:30 p.m. Sundays, sponsored by H. P. Hood & Sons
dairy. Opening broadcast Sunday (Oct.
14) was about Capt. William Kidd, the
buccaneer. Narrator Snow spoke from
historic home of Capt. Thomas Paine on
Conancitu Island in Narragansett Bay.
Dramatic cast performed at WNAC
studio.

CAPT. ARTHUR W. SCHARFELD, on leave
from the Washington law firm of Loucks &
Scharfeld, returned to the U.S. on leave last
week after nearly two years overseas. He is
stationed at Munich in Allied Military Government. Holder of the bronze star and three combattivestars,
status.Capt. Scharfeld is eligible for inacLESLIE R. SHOPE, formerly supervisor of
sales promotion for Equitable Life Assurance
Society, and recently returned from South Pacific as a colonel, appointed advertising manager. DONALD, m.c. of Colgate-PalmolivePETER
Peet Can You Top This (NBC) and Borden
County Fair (American), scheduled to discuss
"How
the Show inluncheon
Showmanship"
Direct toMailPut Roundtable
Oct. 19 a£.
at
Roosevelt Hotel, New York.
JAY PALEY, uncle of CBS President William S. Paley and a large CBS stockholder, has
purchased
two-year-old bay colt "Imroc"
from H. D. the
Ulmer.
JOHN SWALLOW, former NBC program
manager in Hollywood, appointed Hollywood
production head for 1946 March of Dimes
Campaign.
ROYAL ARCH GUNNISON, MBS war correspondent, wil be guest speaker Oct. 17 at
celebrity luncheon of Advertising Club of New
York.
MARK WOODS, American president, slated
for business trip to Chicago Wednesday.
*
LT. COMDR. CHARLES (Nate) PUMPIAN,
former media director of Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago, has returned to agency to
head merchandising after 3% years in Navy.
DOL BRISSETTE, former musical director of
WTAG Worcester, named acting programproduction manager, succeeding David H.
Harris who joined WOL Washington.
RICHARD R. HILL, former Young & Rubicam copywriter, now with copy department of
Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.
J. OREN (Buck) WEAVER, discharged from J
airborne infantry as lieutenant colonel and
former news editor of WBBM Chicago before
entering service, returned to station as educational director, succeeding Bob Hoadley.
LUCIEN E. DUMONT, formerly of WHEB<
Portsmouth, N. H., is now chief announcer at
WCOP Boston, replacing Paul Swimelar, who
moves to sales department.
IAN M. SMITH, on production staff of CBC
before joining RAF Ferry Command in 1942,
back in civilian clothes and named manager of
Detroit office
of Kenyon
& Eckhardt.
He'll be
assistant
director
of Ford
Sunday Evening
Hour,
handled
by agency.
LT. COMDR. FLOYD VAN ETTEN, former
sales traffic supervisor of NBC Chicago, released from Navy, today was to join American
central
ties. division as coordinator of sales activiW. E. DANFORD has resigned from the sales
department of Pet Milk Co. after 12 years to
join
today KMBC
(Oct. Kansas
15). City sales staff, effective
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

Just a reminder of

-AMERICA'S FINEST
TRANSCRIBED LIBRARY
of WESTERN MUSIC!
Tested and Proved Successful for
* All Qualified Advertising!
* Radio Stations, Large or Small!
* Markets, Metropolitan or Rural!
The ketscaled
prices toas fitto budget
size of station
and marare designed
appropriations.
WRITE or WIRE for further details and prices to
GEORGE E. HALLEY, Manager
SYNDICATED FEATURES
AN ARTHUR B. CHURCH PRODUCTION
Pickwick Hotel, Kansas City 6, Missouri
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How come, chum, we
hear WKY no more
on the wi reless ?

I

RADIATION PATTERN Va WAVE ANTENNA

This illustrates the approximate pattern of radiation from a conventional quarter-wave antenna. The signal intensity at one mile using
WKY's Only
frequency
of 930radiated
kc. withalong
this the
type horizontal
of antennahaswould
be5 kw.418 onMV/M.
the power
any
practical use. High angle radiation is wasted.
PATTERN: FRANKLIN DOUBLE
HALF-WAVE ANTENNA

^\ ~~

1

I

WKY'susenewof Franklin
half-wave
vertical antenna
makes them
more
effective
5 kw. by double
squashing
down skywaves
and directing
along the horizontal. Signal intensity at one mile has been increased
58.5% to 664 MV/M. Power formerly wasted at high angles is now
directed along the ground.

IS !

HPHE power which WKY, and every
■*■ other station with standard antenna
systems, formerly wasted in space is now
being directed horizontally along the
ground, intensifying its signal and pushteners.ing it out to thousands of additional lisWKY's new 915-foot double half-wave
Franklin antenna, now on the air, squashes
down skywaves and intensifies the ground
wave. Building this revolutionary antenna
was a daring experiment involving the
expenditure of nearly $250,000. But it
works! It is, in fact, the mose efficient
antenna in AM broadcasting today.
Complete field and performance tests
will soon be completed. They will show
WKY's
expanded
and
that WKYcoverage
is more greatly
than ever
the station
which covers Oklahoma best.

Oklahoma

5000 WATTS DAY AND NIGHT
N B C— 9 30 KILOCYCLES

Hast not heard,
heavenly? WKY'S
service
cherub
has been grounded.

City

OCTOBER 22, 1945

Newsmagazine

5

KLZ

00E

More Live Talent Musical Programs
More live talent musical programs originate with KLZ than with any other
Denver station. Music means many things to many people, so KLZ provides
music to please all tastes, from the cowboy songs of the "Texas Kid", right, to
the long-haired classics played by a studio orchestra, and with organ moods, popular
and dance music, soloists, singing groups and instrumental music in between.
KLZ produces Denver's only barn dance show and has the talent and knowhow to produce any kind of show with or without music. KLZ is now producing
more shows than any other Denver station because more advertisers, local and
national, are buying more time on KLZ than on any other Denver station.

of Radio

THE WALTER

PUNZELS
AND

ARE A GOOD

FARM

LONG TIME LISTENING

THE ONLY red, hip-roofed barn in Busseyville, Wisconsin, marks the Walter E. Punzel farm. Near or in
the barn, you're likely to see Walter with his 40 Holsteins or his champion Poland China hogs.
Dean, 18 years old, and Helen, who is 12, may be
grooming their five Holstein calves for a 4-H cattle
showing; Mrs. Punzel will be feeding her 500 White
Leghorns. Or — all the family may be enjoying Dinnerbell Time, WLS Feature Foods, Julian Bentley's news,
or Dr. Holland's Morning Devotions.
The Punzels, who did their first WLS listening in the
headphone days of 1924, enjoy modern rural living.
They have electricity, car, tractor, central heating, tele-

FAMILY...
FRIENDS

OF WLS

phone, radio. They count as almost personal friends the
WLS entertainers they see each year at state and
county fairs.
Through four mid western states, you will find many
families like the Punzels — some on farms, others in
town and city. They're hardworking folk, living comfortably and wisely, preparing for better living in future
years. And so many of these families are listening friends
of WLS that we receive a million letters a year plus
active response at counter and cash register; day-by-day
proof of a friendly, receptive audience for your message.
A John Blair man can help you arrange to talk to our
listening friends in Midwest America.

890 KILOCYCLES
50,000 WATTS
AMERICAN AFFILIATE
BurridgePresident
D. Butler
GlennManager
Snyder

represented by
John Blair & Company
CHICAGO

7

MANAGEMENT AFFILIATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK, KOY PHOENIX * KTUC TUCSON ★ KSUN B1SBEE-LOWELL-DOUGLAS

Friendly

Salesmen

RESIDENT salesmen .... ready to go! Ready Yankee's "home-town", home-managed local
to sell your products and services through- stations guarantee you local acceptance. This
out New England's rich, six-state area.
is the kind of acceptance that produces results
Not one or two high-powered men — but 23 — the kind of coverage which delivers the full
local, friendly salesmen who enjoy the confi- impact of your selling.
dence and esteem of every family in every Dollar-for-dollar, The Yankee Network is by
market throughout New England.
far your best buy in New England!
s4ccefibutce it THE YANKEE NETWORK'S 0?ou«tcUitte*t
THE

YANKEE
NETWORK,
inc.
Member of the Mutual Broadcasting System
, 21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON 15, MASS.
Represented Nationally by EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
j Published every Monday, 63rd Entered
issue (Year
Book
Number)
published
in
February
by
Broadcasting
Publications,
as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington,
D. C, Inc.,
under 870act National
of March Press
3, 1879.Building, Washington 4, D. C.

BROADCAST!

Closed

Circuit

RADIO INSIDERS are watching closely developments incident to Nov. 19 Bermuda conference of empire nations with U. S. on worldwide communications. While conference ostensibly would settle only cable and wireless rates
and tariffs, overall radio allocations probably
inevitably would be discussed, even if informally,telecommunications
preparatory to forthcoming
international
conference almost
certain to be called in our hemisphere next
year.
TENTATIVE date for conference of North
American nations to consider an interim
agreement on standard broadcast allocations
(NARBA) is Jan. 15 in Washington. Invitations expected to go out this week from State
Dept. to Canada, Cuba, Haiti, Mexico and
Dominican Republic on Cuban proposal for
use of assignments on 14 additional channels
[Broadcasting, Oct. 8].
BARN DANCE type program will hit MBS
soon under sponsorship of Ralston Purina Co.
Saturday afternoon hour stint is earmarked.
Network reported to have lined up top talent
group in American folklore field for years on
another network. Agency is Gardner Adv.
Co., St. Louis.
WONDER whether radio was discussed when
Elzey
publisher
of St.St. Louis
Times Roberts,
and owner
of KXOK
Louis Starand
KFRU Columbia, spent 15 minutes with the
Chief Executive?
THERE is a good chance that the first actions
on FM applications will be taken this week
by the FCC. A husky batch of cases was to
be in shape for review at meeting held late
Friday. Best guess is that many will be designated for hearing but that some grants will
be made. Whatever action is taken will be
outside Area 1 as the Commission cannot act
on applications in this region until it has decided on the assignments to be made in New
York City and has completed its engineering
examination of the CBS plan of allocations.
WITH HIS airport bill out of way, Chairman
Clarence F. Lea (D-Cal.), of the House
Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee,
expects to dig in on radio promptly. He has
standing subcommittee on communications
headed by Rep. Bulwinkle (D-N. C). Committee probably won't act on Celler Bill, which
would make radio public utility [Broadcasting, Oct. 15], until it formulates plans on
kind of legislation, if any, which should be
enacted.
THERE'LL
be new
manager
for
WSAI
Cincinnati
withingeneral
next couple
of weeks.
Howard
Lane, Marshall
Field'sandradio
chief, is
casing Cincinnati
operation
interviewing
people. Art Harre, WJJD manager, has been
(Continued on page 86)
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NG

at deadline

comma
Oct. 22: BMB Technical Research Committee,
BMB headquarters, N. Y.
Oct. 25-26: NAB Small Markets Stations Committee, Statler Hotel, Washington.
Nov. 4-10: National Radio Week.
Nov. 10: Citizens Radio Anniversary Testimonial Lunch, Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
Bulletins
J. HAROLD RYAN, former NAB president,
was re-elected president of BMI for another
year at a board meeting Friday, at which all
other officers and directors were also re-elected
and Justin Miller, new NAB president, was
made a director.
EDWARD J. NOBLE, chairman of the
board of American Broadcasting Co., has purchased stock holdings of Time Inc. and Chester
J. LaRoche, each owning approximately 12%
percent. Mr. LaRoche resigned as vice-chairman of the board and director, and Roy Larson, president of Time, resigned as director.
Price for stock was not disclosed. When Mr.
LaRoche and Time Inc. acquired it in December 1943, the price was reported as $500,000
each. Mr. Noble is now practically sole owner,
97 or 98%, except for small block owned by
Mark Woods, president, and possibly a few
other shares.

Business Briefly
DREFT ON 50 • Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Dreft) using 10 spots weekly on 50
stations, 52 weeks. Agency, Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, Chicago.
ZYMOLE CONSIDERS • Consolidated Royal
Chemical Corp., Chicago (Zymole Trokeys) to
Melamed-Hobbs, Minneapolis-Chicago, Louis
Melamed account executive. Radio considered.
CHICK BREAKS • Chick Bed Co., Cedar
Rapids (chicken floor litter) Nov. 5 starts six
chain breaks weekly, 13 weeks, on WLS Chicago. Agency, Campbell-Sanford, Cleveland.
DRESS PROJECT • Barbara Joan Togs, Bojo
Enterprises and Bobby-Jo Originals Inc., New
York (dresses), names A. M. Sneider & Co.,
New York. Spot announcements considered.
WAX PARTICIPATIONS • A. S. Harrison
Co., New York (Preen wax), sponsors participations for six months on WJZ New York,
WTIC Hartford, KYW Philadelphia. Agency,
R. T. O'Connell Co., New York.
LAUNDAWHITE NAMES • Laundawhite
Corp.,
New York, to Furman Co., New York.
Radio considered.
PEERLESS PEN & PENCIL CO. • New
York, is sponsoring announcements on WPAT
Paterson, will use spots on 13 stations starting Oct. 22. Agency, Furman Co., New York.

Wasmer
Resells KHQ
to Chronicle Co.
SPOKANE CHRONICLE CO., publisher of and Chronicle Co. picked up the transaction.
the Chronicle (evening), Spokane Review
Counsel for Mr. Wasmer, Fisher & Wayland
(morning) and Svokesman-Review (Sunday),
of Washington, D. C, will file with FCC this
has purchased KHQ Spokane, NBC outlet, week a petition for leave to amend the applifrom Louis Wasmer under a revised transaccation now pending for the KHQ transfer and
tion to be filed with the FCC this week.
for removal of the original application from
The sale, subject to customary FCC ap- the hearing docket. Judge John C. Kendall, of
proval, isa substitute for the transaction con- Portland, is resident counsel for Mr. Wasmer.
summated earlier this year by Mr. Wasmer
Kirkland, Fleming, Green, Martin & Ellis,
with Straus & Blosser, Chicago investment
Chicago and Washington law firm, represents
bankers. Except for substitution of the pur- the purchaser th- ough Louis G. Caldwell and
chaser, the sale is precisely the same — $850,- Reed T. Rollo, Washington members of firm.
000 before adjustments. The overall purchase,
The amended application would substitute
including liquid assets of Louis Wasmer Inc., the Spokane Chronicle Co. for Straus &
amounting to $450,000, entails $1,300,000.
Blosser and thus simplify the transfer. The
The Chronicle Co., one of the foremost newscompany had been unable to dispaper operations in the Northwest, is headed investment
close
ultimate ofproposed
beby W. H. Cowles Jr., president and general
cause ofthenecessity
clearing purchasers
through SEC.
manager. He is a distant relative of Gardner
It
also
was
reported
that
Arthur
L
Bright,
Jr. and John Cowles, heads of the Cowles general manager and part owner of KFPY
Broadcasting Co. and the Cowles Publications.
would become
managerin ofthetheStraus
staThere is no business connection between the Spokane,
tion. He originally
had figured
two Cowles families.
& Blosser transaction and was to have become
Mr. Wasmer originally had negotiated with
manager and minority stockholder. Mr.
the Chicago investment house for sale of both
Bright recently sold his one-third interest in
Queenstation
City was
Broadcasting
KHQ as laations.result
of the KGA
FCC's in"duopoly"
He also owns
Spokane, reguBlue KFPY ancetoof the
acquired Co.by BalEd
outlet, and plans to devote his entire energies Craney, owner of KGIR Butte, and John C.
to that station. The transaction with the in- Wheeler, Los Angeles attorney and son of
vestment bankers was complicated by the re- Sen. Wheeler (D-Mont.).
Under customary Commission procedure,
quirement of Securities & Exchange Commission as well as FCC approval [Broadcasting,
the petition for leave to amend the applicaApril 9, 1945]. It is reported Straus & Blosser
tion and substitute the purchaser will be acted
voluntarily relinquished their arrangement
upon promptly — probably this week.
BROADCASTING
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Single wing . . . double wing . . . "T" formation ... a
team can know them all. But . . . unless the basic fundamentals of low charging and hard blocking are deeply
engrained, the most intricate "mousetraps" and deceptive
"cross-checks" go for naught.
And

in radio

Prime markets . . . lush buying power . . . vast primary
area ... a station may have them all. But . . . unless
the right program format is developed to appeal to the
most people, a station cannot command the intense
listener loyalty which characterizes these stations.
•

SPOT

RADIO

\A/CD
Wob
WBALK f
VA/M
WlNASWH.I
XA/DCM
WotN
WoAK
WFAA
\i/D A D
WBAr
KARM
\A/vA/um
ID
WJK
WnlU
KPRC
WDAF
KFOR
KARK
KFI
WHAS
WLLH
WTMJ
KSTP
WSM
WSMB
WTAR
KOIL
KGW
WEAN

Atlanta
Baltimore
Boston
Bridgeport
Buttaio
Cleveland
Dallas
rort worm
Ti. worm, L/aiias
Fresno
Detroit
narTTora

WRNL
KSL
WOAI
KQW
KOMO
KHQ
KTBS

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES
DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

KGA
WMAS
WAGE
KVOO
KFH
WAAB

Kansas City
Lincoln *
Houston
Little Rock
Los Angeles
Louisville
Lowell-Lawrence
Milwaukee
Mpls.-St.
Nashville Paul
New Orleans
Norfolk
Omaha
Portland, Ore.
Providence
Richmond
Salt Lake City
San Antonio
San Francisco
Seattle
Shreveport
Spokane
Spokane
Springfield
Tulsa
Syracuse
Wichita
Worcester

LIST
il RC
MBS
|NDV_
moj
CBS
NBC
NBC
CBS
ABC
CBS
ABC
NBC Rr~
NBC Ki
NBC
ABC
MBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
ABC
NBC
MBS
CBS
ABC
NBC
CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
CBS
ABC
ABC
NBC
CBS
MBS

THE TEXAS QUALITY AND
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The fame of Washington apples is world-wide, but the Pacific
Northwest ranks just as high in the production of many other
soft fruits . . . pears . . . peaches . . . plums . . . cherries
. . . apricots ... all grown in tremendous quantities, of
superb quality. Fruit growers, packers, canners, and shippers
form a great market of prosperous, progressive consumers,
alert to new ideas and with money to purchase merchandise
they desire and need.
KIRO is the only 50,000 watt station in this rich market ... it
brings Columbia Programs to Seattle and the Pacific Northwest.
THE
NORTHWEST'S
MOSTPACIFIC
POWERFUL
STATION
KIRO
I ^U0pfUc*tdtcf Station
r SEATTLE, WASH.
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SPOT

POSTWAI

BUSINESS

The Radio Daily Survey of postwar opportunities rates only sixteen
cities as A-l prospects, and Nashville is one of them! Only one
Tennessee city has an A-l postwar rating and that is Nashville! . . .
So don't overlook Nashville and the rich Middle-Tennessee market
in making your postwar plans ... In the area served by WSIX,
with its popular AMERICAN and MUTUAL programs, are more than
a million potential buyers for your product.

AMERICAN
MUTUAL

5,000 WATTS
980 KILOCYCLES

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE
KATZ AGENCY, INC.
BROADCASTING
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. . .and

quizzin

brings

back

a bell-ringing

Iittle escapes WEEI's man-about-Bos_j ton, Fred Garrigus. New Englanders
never know where he'll pop up — and when
he does it's anybody's guess just what is
likely to happen next.
Mike in hand, Fred coaxes sleepy commuters out of their morning fog in South
Station . . . turns the Statler hotel lobby into
a free-for-all forum . . . referees shoppers at
a bargain basement sale. In one day's
quizzin' he may cover a dog show, college
prom and four-alarm fire. Or, as they say up
here in Boston, "Where there's a crowd,
there's usually Garrigus!"

Boston

show

The fun all started when those ingenious
WEEI producers said to themselves : Why
take pot-luck interviewing people at a fixed
place at a fixed time? Why not let the amiable Mr. Garrigus talk to people everywhere—record thegoings-on — charge it
with a strong current of WEEI-personality
— and give Boston radio listeners a highspot
local show?
Garrigus Goes Quizzin does that. With
laughs. Fred is a remarkably glib ad-libber.
He's been quizzin' for 10 years, has written
a best-selling book on the subject and is a
network interview-expert.
We gave Fred ten minutes (5:45-5:55
P. M., Mon. thru Fri.) and he's already taken
in miles of Boston. If you want to cover the
same territory on a straight- selling route
—just call us or Radio Sales. Garrigus
Goes Quizzin is available!

REPRESENTED BY RADIO SALES, THE SPOT BROADCASTING DIVISION OF CBS

North Carolina's third
largest city. (1940 U. S.
Census) City-county are
one compact unit with
present estimated population of 100,000.

Durham makes 25%
of all the nation's cigarettes. Add up 94 other
steady industries, rich
surrounding farm land
and famed

My ImDression
of Europe
(Sixth of a series by members of the U. S. Mission to ETO)
By
JUSTIN
MILLER
President, National Association of Broadcasters
MY IMPRESSIONS of radio
broadcasting in Europe are set
against a panoramic background of
people, places and events.
The over-all recollection is of a
splendidly organized trip ; the quiet
effectiveness of Col. Ed Kirby, radio public relations man par excellence; the usual inconveniences of
travel reduced to a minimum; air
travel, the smoothest as well as the
fastest transportation available to
man; alert and intelligent Army
men, who met us, briefed us, guided
us and sent us again on our way;
friendly, cooperative officials of
other nations as well as in our own
embassies ; beautiful countryside,
the lush grain fields, orchards and
gardens of England, the flowering
trees and shrubs of France, the
heather-covered hills of Germany,
and the warm brown plains of
Italy; the terrible devastation in
Mr. Miller
the cities of Germany, the faces
of the German people, sullenly cor- our understanding and assistance
rect; of the French and Italian in regaining their rightful places
(Continued on page 69)
people, tired and spent, hoping for

Sellers of Sales
dogs, Dave
he liked
ate radio
Dole, E associ
and tion as associate radio director and
BECAUS
television director of Henri, timebuyer.
Some of the accounts handled
Hurst & McDonald, Chicago,
barked his way into radio.
by
his department
Skellyand Oil's
of Alex areDreier
the
It began in 1932 at WTCN Min- sponsorship
news; Acme White Lead & Color
Duke
neapolis, where he was handling Work's
Nick
Carter
on
Mutual;
sound effects. Somebody needed a Ballard & Ballard's Renfro Valley,
"talking dog" and Dave came barn dance program originating at
through with a vocal bow-wow that Renfro Valley, Ky.
University and you can had all the kiyis trying to eat their
At present, Dave is concerned
Minneapolis radios.
see what a grand market wayTheinto30-year-old
television proradio executive with thegrams. Heagency's
has video
produced
two novel
this is. To control it, didn't stop with
broadcasts
for
dogs, yowl,
however.
He
commercial
sponsorone station does the job can
whinny,
over WBKB
hee-haw, trumpet
at surprising low rates.
Chicagoship and
hopes
and, if the occasion
to
improve
mercial
sidetheof comTV.
calls for it, imitate
When he puts on
a goldfish calling to
his hat at the end
its mate. This ability
of the day he goes
helped him land the
home to two hobbies,
Morrell & Co. "Red
both closely related.
Heart" dog
acHis first is his two
WILMINGTON
count forfood
Henri,
wire-haired terriers,
Hurst & McDonald.
named,atelyappropriDave joined Henri,
DELAWARE
enough,
Hurst & McDonald
"Red" and "Heartie"
in 1938 as the "talkafter the Morrell
ingulardog"Bob Becker
on the poppackage. His second
prois sculpture and his
gram sponsored by
Dave
subjects are — you
"Red Heart" and
guessed it — dogs.
he is still growling,
5000 day& night
Dave was born in Minneapbarking and whining as the sponolis, Oct. 18, 1914. He married
sor's
famous
canine
today.
BASIC
But he had a solid background Katherine Turner, also of MinOwned By
neapolis, and they have an
as a sound technician and recordNBC STATION
apartment
on
the
North
Side.
Dave
ing engineer before getting into
Durham Herald-Sun
the agency business, having spent is a charter member of the Chicago
Represented by
four
years (34-38) with Midwest
Management Club and served
Papers
Recordings Inc. This training plus asRadiotreasurer
from 1943-44. If you
intense interest in radio let the
RAYMER
agency to turn over the Morrell really want to get on his good side 1
account to him and eventually won just mention his secret ambition—
Represented by Howard H.Wilson Co. a promotion to his present posi- to play "Asta" on the radio.
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WE'VE

KEPT

THE

BARS

DOWN

A Clear road has been kept open through the War. And it is
here for you to use in bringing your goods once more to this
area of five million people. Your name, your goods, your ideas,
may all be new and strange to them. But when the story goes
out over our clear channel, on our 50,000 watts, these habitual
WSM listeners will hear it, absorb it, act on it.

NASHVILLE
CAN

B E

THE
YOUR

HARRY STONE. Gen. Mgr.
DEAN R. UPSON, Comm. Mgr.
EDW. PETRY & CO., Natl. Reps.
BROADCASTING
/

• Broadcast Advertising

STATION

WHOSE

FRIENDS

FRIENDS
50,000 WATTS_
650 KILOCYCLES
CLEAR CHANNEL
N. B. C. Affiliate
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IT'S

NEVER

A

MATTER

OF

LUCK-

«^

SYLVANIA!

IT can never be a hit or miss
proposition when it comes to
radio tubes manufactured by
Sylvania Electric.
Beginning with the raw materials
that go to make Sylvania tubes,
you'll find Sylvania chemical and
metallurgical laboratories testing
every part — experimenting to discover
new and better materials — new
alloys, new compounds for further
improving Sylvania Radio Tubes.
With highly sensitive apparatus,
measurements are made to determine
power output, distortion, amplification, fidelity. Better, more faithful
reproduction of your broadcasting
programs is assured, when receivers
are equipped with Sylvania tubes!
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC., Emporium, Pa.

NL\

ELECTRIC
MAKERS OF RADIO TUBES; CATHODE RAY TUBES; ELECTRONIC DEVICES; FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES, ACCESSORIES; ELECTRIC LIGHT BULBS
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A radio station is o lot of littie things.
Little things like the way you can depend on catching the
8:12 bus by counting on the correctness of its time signals.
Like the way it helped save the business district in Cumminsville by staying on the air all night the time of the big
river flood; and the way it helped avert a serious fuel gas
shortage during the severe cold snap.
Like the demonstration of public interest when 2601 participants came to the studios to take part in 213 educational
and religious broadcasts during the year.
Like the time it located the wounded soldier in an unknown
hospital within ten minutes after broadcasting the appeal
of an anxious and worried father; and the way it helped
put the town over the top in the war bond drive by having the
Boy Scouts deliver the bonds direct to the home.
Like the way the cowboys in the West and the Indians in the
South and the Frenchmen in the North report hearing the
signal; but more importantly the way the people in the great
Ohio and Miami Valleys keep their dials tuned to 55.
Like the way it shows up in all the Hooper ratings.

BASIC CBS
550 K. C.

CINCINNATI

Mr.
may

not

Itliuik.
sing

on

your
our

wife
program!"

• One of the wonderful things about spot broadcasting is the
way it permits you to appeal to varying tastes in different
parts of the country.
It takes almost a genius to please city slickers and farmers,
northerners and southerners, easterners and westerners —
all with one program. But when you give each section what
it wants — well, you know the rest !
Free & Peters can tell you what top-notch local shows are
available in all the markets we serve — can clear the time —
can reduce your work and effort to the minimum. How
about letting us go to bat for you? A telephone call puts
us on your team!

FREE
&
PETERS,
mc
Pioneer Radio Station Representatives
Since May, 1932

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES :
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY ,
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WJEF-WKZO . . GRANDKALAMAZOO
RAPIDSUMBO
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN
. . MINNEAPOLIS-ST.PEORIA
PAUL
WMBD
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
IOWA
WHO
DES
MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
SOUTHEAST BALTIMORE
WCBM
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJSOUTHWEST
" . . ROANOKE
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KEEW
BROWNSVILLE
KRIS
CORPUS
CHRISTI
KXYZ
HOUSTON
KOMA
OKLAHOMA
CITY
KTUL ....... TULSA
PACIFIC COAST
KOIN
PORTLAND
KIRQ
SEATTLE
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX. Inc.

CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan NEW YORK: 444 Madison Ave. DETROIT: 645 Griswold St. SAN FRANCISCO: 1 1 1 Sutter HOLLYWOOD: 63 ?/ Hollywood ATLANTA: 321 Palmer B/dg.
Franklin 6373
Plaza 5-4130 Cadillac 1880 Sutter 4353
Hollywood 2 1 5 1
Main 5667
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Grants
By
FCC
May
— a matter of two or three
created a situation which has selweeks. No grants can be made
dom faced a government agency.
1200 Applications
in district where the numDown through the years, as the
ber
of
applicants
exceeds
number of AM stations has grown
Are Now Waiting
channels until hearings have
to its present total of about 950,
For Action
been held.
the facilities of the FCC or its
6. Hearings will have to be
predecessor agency, the Federal
By JACK LEVY
spaced so attorneys and enRadio Commission, have never been
gineering
consultants,
who
greatly burdened by new station
ALTHOUGH it has over 1,200 aprepresent numerous appliapplications. Over the last 22 years
plications for new stations in every
cants,
can
be
present.
This
there
have been less than 400 new
broadcast category before it, the
will prevent the Commission
stations built and in the 10-year
FCC will probably be unable to
from
carrying
out
a
plan
period
preceding 1937 there was
grant more than a portion of this
which called for a heavy
actually a decrease in the number
backlog by the end of the year.
schedule for disposing of
of stations operating.
This prospect developed last
Since the FCC was established
pending cases.
week with the disclosure of the folRecognition of these obstacles to in 1934 the largest number of new
lowing developments:
stations
to take the air in a single
speedy processing of applications,
1. It may be as much as
a prospect which events have year was 68 in 1940. With the war
a month before the applicaand
restrictions
on materials and
proved to be without basis for fultions received during the rush
fil ment, has served to focus atten- manpower, the Commission staff
week preceding Oct. 8 (more
tion on the enormity of the prob- was reduced as the processing of
than 400) can be checked and
lem confronting the Commission. applications was minimized to the
formally accepted for filing.
Eagerness
of broadcasters to ex- few new stations and expansions
2. A large number of applipand their present operations, to which were permitted.
cations will have to be desigThe unexpected ending of the
get
into
FM
and television, and to
nated for hearings, including
file their applications while the fre- war in August found the Commiscases where frequencies are
sion unprepared for the huge task
quencies are still available has
fewer than requests and
where interference problems
are involved.
3. Because of haste in preparing applications for submittal within the deadline,
many will be found defective
and will be returned for correction.
4. The Commission cannot
handle the applications without additional engineering
personnel and even if the
necessary appropriations are
provided immediately — and
it is more likely that Congress
will not act for several weeks —
it will still take some time to
hire and train men for the
ALLOCATION plan proposed by CBS for FM assignments in Area 1
work of processing.
(see story page 17) were discussed by this trio of engineers during brief
5. Television applications
recess in FCC hearing last week (1 to r) : Paul A. de Mars, consultant to
cannot be touched until rules
International Ladies Garment Workers Union; George P. Adair, chief
and regulations are adopted
engineer, FCC; Raymond F. Guy, radio facilities engineer, NBC.

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

Be

Slow

PROBLEM of processing a recordbreaking backlog of 1,400 applications with nowhere near the engineering, legalforandsuchclerical
personnel required
a tremendous
undertaking nullifies any prospect
that more than a small part of the
accumulation can be acted upon
this year.
confronting it. Unlike other induss, in which
gradual after
reconversiontriecould
be scheduled
V-E
Day,
the
plants
producing
and radar were occupied radio
with
heavy military orders almost until
V-J Day mission
which
prevented
the plans
Comfrom making
definite
for
postwar
operations.
The
60-day
"cooling off" period set on Aug. 7
was the most expedient action it
could take under the circumstances.
The Commission had not intended,
however, to make wholesale grants
after this period. It was merely a
warning that wartime restrictions
were to be dropped and that licensing would be resumed.
With the expiration of the 60day
period, athetotalCommission
had
accumulated
of 1,433 applications for new stations and expansions— enough work to keep its
present staff occupied for 10 years.
Not only has there been a record
number of applicants for standard
broadcast stations, but there are
also two new services requiring the
formulation of operating and engineering rules and allocations.
Expand Old Service
Paradoxically, the coming of a
new service has stimulated expansion of an old one. The rise of FM
has attracted interest in AM, esin the
standard pecially
bandwhere frequencies
are still available.
The desire to develop a background
(Continued on page 70)

KEEN interest was shown by members of the FCC in the CBS plan for Studying exhibits are (1 to r) : Commissioners Denny, Durr, Walker,
FM assignments in Area I when William B. Lodge, CBS director of Porter (chairman), and Jett. Proposal was favorably received by representatives ofindustry and Commission members.
engineering (c, foreground), gave testimony at the hearing last Monday.
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President's
Broadcasts Conld
Originate From
Moving Train
By J. FRANK BEATTY
FROM his special train, rolling 60
miles an hour, President Truman
can talk to any point in the world
where telephone or radio facilities
are available.
The story of the
secret radio ear
built in 1942 for
President Roosevelt was disclosed
last week by Lt.
Col. D e wi.tt
Greer, Commanding Officer, White
House Signal DeCol. Greer
tachment.
Through this car,
fondly called No. 1401, President
Roosevelt was in constant touch
with civil and military officials.
And through No. 1401 President
Truman on his last trip was able
to contact any point in the world
by an absolutely secret radioteletype.
Radioteletype in Plane
In a fortnight, if the job is finished in time, President Truman will
have a radioteletype in his plane
on a swing through the Southwest,
provided the trip is made by air as
now considered.
Two-million words of highly secret war plans and other classified
matter have been handled by the
battery of transmitting and receiving apparatus crowded into a combination baggage-passenger car
loaned by the Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad when the idea was conceived in the spring of '42.
Dewey Long, who handles White

Radio

Car

Contacts

All

ALL THE WORLD'S within reach of this radioteletype on the secret
radio
car attached
to allmachine
Presidential
trainsFM since
spring ofin '42.
Teletype
is at left,
with coding
at right.
transmitter
background.
House transportation, first suggested the radio car idea. Col.
Greer, ascationstheofficer,President's
communiquickly took
it up
and in May 1942 first tests were
made on a run to Chicago. Those
pioneer efforts were made with a
400
ter. w two-frequency CW transmitOperating the bug himself, Col.
Greer contacted several Army stations and the Signal Corps station
in Washington. The rolling setup
worked, but service was not entirely reliable during the run. One
difficulty — and it's still an unconquered hazard — came from the
tunnels. In spite of that, however,
Col. Greer was pleased. President Roosevelt was delighted, and
clamped down a secrecy ban that
has just been lifted.
An inveterate traveler, the Pres-

Drawn for Broadcastinc by Sid Hi>
'And now, Miss Jones, I'll show you what we mean by pulse modulation!'
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ident had been almost out of contact with the world on his train
trips, except through a broadcast
receiver and the telegrams handed
to his car at station stops.
After the first run Col. Greer
began tinkering with the antennas.
Here he had a few new problems
toallow
solve.anything
First, themorerailroad
wouldn't
than 14%
feet
above the rails. Second, the installation must not be conspicuous.
The colonel continued his tests
Nets

Take

World

BROADCAST transmitter on Presidential train operates with 400 w
2 to 13 mc AM, and also handles
code. President could broadcast
from moving train. Mainly used for
CW traffic during Executive trips.
in the B&O
in Washington, aidedfreight
by oneyards
enlisted
man,
and he had a new antenna rigging
on top dent's
of nextNo.trip.
1401Allforthetheway
Presi-to
New Orleans and back Col. Greer
contacted Army stations, reaching
as far as Fort Sam Houston, Texas.
Results were
tunnels)
. 100% (except for the
Not satisfied, he increased trans(Continned .on page 72)

Stand

Against

'Totalitarian'
Broadcasting
(See related story page 71)
CBS claims it covers 95% of
TWO major networks last week
populationto and
took definite stands against any the country's
most anyone anxious
hear al-a
speaker
on
its
full
network
can do
tendency toward
broadcasting,
by which"totalitarian"
they would so. CBS objects to the idea of forcing
all
listeners
to
listen
to
one
be under pressure to join four-network hookups for speeches by Gov- speech if they listen at all.
ernment officials (the President
American's attitude is similar.
excepted, of course).
Except for Presidential speeches or
These reactions came from the other
rare occasions, American
sharpler,protest
filed with
Justin Coy,
Mil- feels it isn't good public service
NAB president,
by Wayne
for all networks to carry the same
vice-president of WINX Washing- program, along with many nonton and formerly special assistant network stations. American also
to President Roosevelt [Broadcast- terms this a definite cm-tailment of
ing, Oct. 15], based on the inabil- freedom of listening and contrary
ity of WINX to carry the Oct. 5
of free radio.
broadcast of Secretary of State to A.the A.principles
Schechter, Mutual direcJames F. Byrnes. The speech was
tor of special events, in a memo to
heard exclusively on CBS but is Albert
L. Warner, head of the
understood to have been offered to WOL
Washington newsroom, said
NBC after CBS had arranged to
the network is glad to make availcarry it.
to any station the broadcast
A spokesman for CBS, explain- by a ablehigh
Government official of
ing its stand, said it felt only the
President rates a four-network a vital message, provided the stahookup. CBS opposes effort by any
tion arranges for its own lines to
other Government official to com- the MBS control room or nearest
mande r a four-network hookup, point of transmission. MBS leaves
viewing tarian
it asbroadcasting.
a step toward totali- the matter of a credit line up to
the station's discretion.
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New

FM
Allocations
in
CBS Plan to Equalize
Coverage Supported
At FCC Hearing
STRONG likelihood that an alternative plan of allocations for FM
stations in northeastern U. S. will
be adopted by the FCC appeared
last week following a hearing to
consider objections to proposed FM
assignments in the New York
metropolitan district.
A favorable reception was given
by the Commission to a plan presented by CBS under which
licensees and permittees in New
I York will receive more uniform
coverage than that provided under
on FCC allocathe FCC allocations. In addition, NBC VIEWPOINT
for FM in New York was
the average coverage of all stations given tions
by
Henry
W.
Ladner, NBC
in Area I would be increased by assistant general counsel.
240 square miles, or about 3%.
gramming ought to be taken into
'Very Good'
consideration in the allocation of
looked member
very good,"
K. "The
Jett,plan
engineer
of theE. frequencies, whereupon CommisCharles Denny inquired as
Commission, told Broadcasting fol- to how sioner
the FCC could discriminate
the hearing.
reason tolowingbelieve
a large"There
part ofis between networks.
"By measuring the contribution
itthatwillit bewould
accepted."
He explained
be necessary
for the each has made in the way of programs," he replied.
Commission's
depart"You mean, measure the length
ment to check engineering
the data presented
by CBS, which includes 60 maps,
before action can be taken. He was
hopeful the assignment problem Plans Drawn
can be cleared up this week.
1 As described by Joseph H. Ream,
CBS vice-president, and William NAB, RMA, Nets Meet
B. Lodge, CBS director of engineerIn New York For
ing, the plan involves a reshuffling
Check Up
of channel assignments which puts
each of the three network licensees FINAL plans for nationwide obin New York on an identical basis
servance of National Radio Week
as far as coverage is concerned, as Nov. 4-10 were drafted at a meetis provided under the FCC plan,
NAB, Radio Manufacturers
but reduces the variation of cover- Assn.ing ofand
the networks, Oct. 18-19
age between the various stations at the Roosevelt
Hotel, New York.
so that all serve areas almost equal
First
time
the combined interin population.
ests had met for discussion of the
Arranged to provide equality in
two-daymade
gather-by
physical facilities in each market week'singevents,
reviewed the
progress
insofar as possible, the plan, ac- NAB and RMA, along with the
cording to Mr. Ream, "avoids the
own plans. NAB was
prince-and-pauper result which has networks'
by theCommittee
Public Relations Executive
and
existed in present-day broadcast- represented
ing and concentrates competition RMA by its Advertising Commitbetween stations in the field of pro- tee.
Tie-in With Loan Drive
gramming. This should ■ result in
bringing the public a better proTie-in with the Treasury's Vicgram service."
tory Loanservance Drive
obThe CBS plan was supported by
of Radio will
Weekfeature
according
NBC, American Broadcasting Co., to Willard D. Egolf, NAB DirecBamberger Broadcasting Co., and
tor of Public Relations. Lt. (jg)
Capt. W. G. H. Finch, engineer and David Levy, chief, Radio Section,
inventor.
To Avoid Delay
Treasury's
War that
Finance"
sion, has urged
State Diviwar
A determination on the part of finance chairman and other drive
the Commission to avoid any officials appear on local stations
further delays in establishing FM during the week to deliver tributes
service was shown during the pro- to the job radio has done during
ceeding. When Henry W. Ladner, the war, especially in promotion of
assistant general counsel for NBC, the war finance program.
RMA last week mailed to all rasuggested that hearings be held
dio dealers in the United States
to determine the final allocations,
Chairman Paul Porter asked : "How packets of material for promotion
is FM ever going to get started of the week. NAB planned to mail
the ..booklets to stations. Booklets
if we start holding hearings?"
Mr. Ladner suggested that pro- suggest methods by which dealers
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

East Likely
ofaskedthe Chairman
tail on thePorter.
coonskin cap?"
Commissioner Denny pointed out
the Commission wanted to avoid
complicated hearings "and get FM
started." Mr. Ladner thought the
issue could
be determined by informal conferences.
Frank Scott, counsel for Bamberger Broadcasting Co., licensee
of WBAM, pointing out that his
company was one of the early
pioneers of FM, asked for 98.9 mc
instead of 96.9 mc assigned by the
Commission but said he would acCBSof proposal
ablecepttothethat
the FCC. as preferHe declared that 70% of the
programs carried over WBAM have
not been network programs and
that the station is neither owned
nor controlled by Mutual and should
not be regarded as a network station. He said present plans do not
provide for WBAM originating
programs for an FM chain of
stations.
Herbert Bingham, counsel for
Marcus Loew Booking Agency, said
his client would prefer to remain
on channel 57 instead of being
(Continued on page 73)

BOOTH SEEKING SIX
MORE AM STATIONS
PLANNING
expansionbroadcasting,
of operations in standard
Booth Radio Stations Inc. has filed
applications for six FM stations in
Michigan and Indiana. John L.
Booth, head of the company, is the
owner of WJLB and WLOU (FM)
Detroit.
The fused
applicant
is not newspapers
to be conwith the Booth
in Michigan,
which
will
not
nected with the operation beof conthe
stations. However, Mr. Booth
holds a minority interest in the
newspaper enterprise which he acquired by inheritance.
The applications are for stations
in Flint, Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo, Lansing, Saginaw, and Logansport, Ind. All are for 1 kw power
except the last which is for 100 w.
Estimated cost of the six stations,
according to the applications, is
$173,341. Plans call for network
affiliations.
No question of multiple ownership is believed to be involved in
the applications, as the FCC rules
do not limit non-network ownership of stations in standard broadcasting,cities.provided
they are
in different
Several
companies
now own seven or more stations.

for National

Radio

ALL AMERICA will officially recognize National Radio Week November 4-10, culminating the 25th
anniversary celebration that has
featured 1945 broadcasting. Radio
Manufacturers Assn. is spearheading the week with donation of a
symbolic statuette to the NAB,
plus
all radio
stations.
RMA plaques
and NABto have
developed
big
plans for local celebrations.

ed
"That broadcasting
beenout:
a tremendous
force in has
the
prosecution
of
the
war,
and willin
continue to serve the nation
whatever emergency may arise is,
of course, widely known.
"For broadcasting to have
reached its present magnitude in
such a comeshort
time, and
and impelling
to have be-a
so potent
social force is not less than remarkable."This anniversary year, therefore, provides a rare opportunity
for the entire industry — receiving
set manufacturers as well as broadcasters— to tell its own story.
"RMA for many years has felt
that
recognitionfor hastheirbeenservice
due tht>to
broadcasters
the people, and that it, the RMA,
would be remiss if it did not devote time and effort to reminding
(Continued on page 71)

can join motionwith
efforts. local stations in proFeaturing the RMA booklet is a
facsimile
of toPresident
Truman'sin
July
3 letter
Broadcasting,
which the President called for
maintenance of the American system of radio, with regulation by
natural forces of competition, and
saluted broadcasters for their efforts in the cause of freedom.
Terming Mr. Truman's message
"a ringing challenge", RMA point-

Week

RADIOsion of Radio
manufacturing
leaders Assn.
of twoandnations
met during
jointN.ses-Y.
Manufacturers
Canadian
RMA attheRye,
Executives
two associations
r) : Stuart
D. Brownlee,
dian RMA ofexecutive
secretary; areR. (1M. toBrophy
(Rogers
Majestic CanaLtd.),
Canadian RMA president; R. C. Cosgrove (Crosley Corp. v-p), RMA
president; Bond Geddes, RMA executive v-p.
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ETO
Covered
Men
Radio
Army
Unsung
into being on the beach under the
. ., .
ownncers
RADI
E r OFmanag
SOMforme
ers,O'Sannou
management of Maj. (now Lt. Col.)
Former Industry Personnel With
rs servproducers and write
James Quirk,
former WFIL withPhilaing in the European Theater
Lt.
Every
Army
in
Europe
as radio officers . . . were among
Hansenn delphia
as account
radioexecutive,
officer. When the
By
1st
LT.
DON
L.
KEARNEY
ctive
the mostlicizedprodu
and
publeast
3rd
Army
became
operational
at
soldiers in the war while it
the time of the breakthrough near
was being fought. Most of them military broadcast from the city on ice and one of her regular listening St. Lo, Capt. Don Witty, former
served with the public relations the Army Hour. A few days later posts was your Ninth Army Press NBC writer, became its radio offiwhen Military Government began Camp transmitter." The girl had
pressds camps
officesousandcomman
of the varicer. When Gen. Simpson's 9th Army
and while
their to function, he called one of the proven
to the satisfaction of the
into the fight, Lt. Fuller had
voices were heard weekly on the MG offices to arrange some trans- MG officials that she wasn't a Nazi, got
that
radio
Col. Nussportation. The officer in charge despite the job she'd had, and was
baum andassignment.
his able aide,
Capt.
t
daily
almos
and
'Hour
Army
NBC
on the AEFP Combat Diary, their wasn't in, but his secretary, a Ger- now working for the Americans. Bob Hibbard, a former WGN
work is relatively unknown as far
When the Operation OVERLORD writer, remained with the EAGLE
man
girl,
took
Fuller's
message.
as the American radio industry is When the officer called Fuller (D-Day invasion) was being
concerned. Little publicity was
radio officers were assigned
he had this to say: "Lt. planned,
to two main units in England: 1) WRITER Don Kearney fought
turned out on them, partly because back
Fuller,
we've
got
your
transportang
European Theater headquarters through the Ardennes offensive,
they werecation andwith
all set.youBy were
the way,
ties of units,
activifighti
which thewerelo- know tionwho
whenI didn't
I got (ETOUSA), 2) 1st US Army wears
the Infantryman's Medal. A
being kept secret much of the time. your message, but my secretary Group (FUSAG), the field forces veteran of WAGE Syracuse and
USO
radio,
he sees the need for
under
Gen.
Bradley.
Initially
there
One of the most interesting radio knows you well. You see, she listened to your broadcasts to the were none with Supreme Headquar- continued radio coverage of activstories yet came out of conquered
of the Occupation
Berlin. When the press camp was United States and the BBC' since
ters, although Col. Ed Kirby (for- radioities officers
in EuropeTroops.
look "The
with
merly WSM Nashville and NAB)
established for the Berlin District, last fall. She's told me every place
of the War Dept. Bureau of hope to the industry at home."
Lt. George E. Fuller was one of you've been. She used to be on the Chief
Public
Relations
Radio
Branch,
on
the radio officers. He did the first German propaganda monitor servtemporary duty with SHAEF, was (12th Army Group) headquarters
directing radio policy guidance for (FUSAG was renamed 12th Army
the forces under SHAEF command. Group
in France) until they
Lt. Col. Brooks Watson, now back reached Luxembourg.
Rep. Patterson's Ire Aroused with WMBD Peoria, was chief raThen they set up a shortwave
dioman for ETOUSA, and Lt. Col. transmitter
in the city and ran the
Howard Nussbaum, former NBC Army Hour and other programs
By Script Inquiry; Fight Looms
director,
for
the
field
forces.
from there, all the time supervising
A FIGHT in the House over re- the Committee he would support
D-Day found two Army radio radio coverage by the frontline
quests of the House Committee on the commentators in question.
men
going
on
the
beaches,
Lt.
Jack
radio reporters. Maj . Thomas
Un-American Activities for scripts
Rep. Patterson charged that "big Hansenn, a former KYSM Man- J.ArmyDougall,
writer of the
of seven commentators [Broadcast- interests" doubtless were behind kato,
announcer, and Lt. Lone Ranger former
ing, Oct. 15] was threatened late the move "to intimidate commenta- Fuller,Minn,
andjoined
otherLt.WXYZ
Dewho before entering the
troit
features,
last week as Rep. Ellis Patterson
tors". His prepared statement said : service had
been with NBC New at 1st Army in late JuneHansenn
before
(D-Cal.) charged that the ComCommittee
'Un-American'
York and WFBR in Baltimore.
mittee's action resulted in the disbreakthrough made NorCalifornia Congressman
Fuller was accompanying Tom the St. Lomandy asafe
mis al of three of the commenta- took"The
place to be. Together
up the cudgel for the 11 na- Grandin, then an American Broad- they worked
tors.
Army Hour spots
tionally
known
commentators
who
casting Co. reporter, but when they and on Combaton Diary
He also announced he would cir- have been subpenaed with their
in cooperalost
their
recording
equipment
in
culate apetition to force a rule on
tion with Lt. Col. David
Niven,
Walter Winchell, William the surf and Grandin was injured,
H. Res. 58, introduced last spring scripts.
Gailmor, Hans Jacob, John W. both returned to the United King- peacetime film actor who was Britby himself and Rep. Frank E. Hook S.Undercook
ish
co-director
of
the
allied
radio
(sic), Lisa Sergio, Jodom. Fuller carried back with him service, AEFP.
(D-Mich.) Activities
to terminate
the Unhannes Steel, Sydney Walton, J. the first
American
Committee.
A
short
time
later
Capt.
Witty
press
as
well
as
radio
eyeRaymond Walsh, Frank Kingdon,
witness stories of the European was joined at 3rd Army by Sgt.
Cecil Brown and Raymond Swing
Patterson Statement
McCuen of Des Moines,
invasion.
have all been wired support on ground
The 1st Army Press Camp came Charles(Continued
on page 75)
A statement released by Rep. their case by Patterson." The statement quoted the Congressman as
Patterson's office said: "Aroused
by the latest action of the Un- saying: "The Committee has a past WCAM
and WTNJ Are Denied
American Activities Committee, in record
which in itself is un-Amercausing three radio commentators
ican and its procedures totally disto have been given notice by their
regard the guarantees laid down Renewals; WCAP
Is Rebuked
sponsors since their scripts were
the New
Constitution."
York Post quoted Rep. FCC last week, in a 17-page de- back in 1940, held hearings in late
subpenaed, Rep. Ellis Patterson by The
cision, undertook to unravel the 1941 and again in 1943, and has
(D-Cal.) said in an interview:
Murdock (D-Ariz.), member of
as deploring re- intricate problems facing three since
" 'Demanding
theseis scripts
from the Committee,
received additional evidence
radio
commentators
in complete
lease of the names of commenta- New Jersey time-sharers.
on
the
case.
Exploring
the ramifiviolation of the principle of free
tors whose scripts were requested.
cations involved,
the Commission,
Untangling the labyrinth of comspeech. When we intimidate people He said a general investigation had
p
l
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
s
,
i
t
seems
that
three
raamong
other
things
discovered:
by scrutinizing what they say, been approved by the Committee,
dio stations in New Jersey operat1. The first station, WCAM
through such methods, we are cur- but that he could see no point in
ing on the same frequency on a
tailing and suppressing their right mentioningcusation wasnames
until
some
acCamden, operated by the city
share-time
basis were unable to
made.
to On
thinkThursday,
in the open.'Rep." Patterson
of
Camden, had transferred apthemselves upon a
A spokesman asserted, contrary agree among
proximately 85 per cent of its
of time. Two of the stawas joined in his denunciation of to Rep. Patterson's charges, that divisiontions,
time
to a company which was
therefore,
asked
to be
althe Committee by William Z. Fos- no subpenaes were issued for any
under
no
obligation
to render
l
o
w
e
d
t
o
share
the
time
used
by
the
ter, chairman of the Communist scripts. The Committee staff also third while the third asked for una public service and which
scripts
had
been
recould
subject
the
licensee
to
Party. Testifying before the Com- denied that
limited time on the frequency and
quested of Walter Winchell, John
court action if it attempted to
mittee which is investigating Com- W. Vandercook,
Sergio or the assignment of a different freinterfere
with
the
selection
of
munist activities, Mr. Foster vig- Frank Kingdon, Lisa
although they
quency to the other two.
orously objected to the request for
programs.
The and
contract
beConsolidating the various rescripts addressed to stations and pointed out that the Committee
tween the station
the comnewal and modification applications
networks on which the commenta- may ask for scripts of all company
has
since
become
the
subm
e
n
t
a
t
o
r
s
i
f
necessary
in
its
study
of
the
three
stations,
the
Commistors broadcast. He termed the ac- of radio.
sion started work on the problem
(Continued on page 7-4)
tion "un-American" and assured
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NATION'S

THE

IOWA

IS

FIRST

FARM

MARKET-

:
i

•
and

WHO's

Programming
TO

KEEP

Farm

Service

HELPS

IT THAT!

The State of Iowa containing only 1.3% of the
land in the U. S. (but containing 25°/0 of all the
Nation's Grade A farm land ) produces more than
10% of all America's food suppply. Iowa is the
FIRST state in the production of
Corn (18% of U. S. total)
Hogs (20% of U. S. total)
Livestock
Eggs
Poultry
Oats
Iowa is also FIRST in the number of both horses
and tractors used, value of farms, total value of
farm property. Iowa's total farm income in 1944
was $1,479,181,000.
The cash income of the average Iowa farmer is
the highest in the Midwest — second highest in the
Nation. The Iowa farmer is tops in his trade. Compare these figures for 1944:
Iowa farmers averaged $7,562
Illinois farmers
"
5,870
Nebraska farmers "
5,633
Minnesota farmers "
4,292
Missouri farmers
"
2,952
ADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

WHO

IS PREFERRED

BY IOWA

6 to 1

FARMERS!

As shown by the Iowa Radio Audience Survey,
62.9% of Iowa's farmers "listen most" (daytime)
to WHO — as compared with 11.4% for the next
station.
This overwhelming preference with Iowa farmers
is a result of spectacular Farm Service Programming which aims at far more than mere entertainment of WHO's rural listeners. WHO helps
Iowa farmers to be better and more prosperous
business men. "The Corn Belt Farm Hour", broadcast every Saturday noon, plus 24 other special
farm service programs every week — the famed
Corn Belt Plowing Match, the Radio Corn Festival,
the Master Pork Producers' Project, the Radio
Farm Institute, the National Tall Corn Sweepstakes
— all contribute to Iowa farming as well as to
WHO's preference by Iowa farmers.
TO SUM

IT UP

Iowa is America's first farm market. WHO has
played an important part in the increase of Iowa
farm crops from $643,077,000 in 1939 to more
than double that figure in 1944. And that is why
WHO is the preferred radio station for 62.9% of
Iowa's rural people.

+

WHO for Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
B. J. Palmer, President J. O. Maland, Manager
FREE & PETERS, Inc., National Representatives
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3 Stations Nearing
Petrillo, Net
AFM Claims Contracts
Bar Duplications
Of Programs
SUMMONED by a telegram asserting that the dual broadcasting of
musical programs on FM as well
as standard transmitters is a direct violation of their contracts
with the American Federation of
Musicians, representatives of the
four major networks met last Wednesday afternoon in the office of
James C. Petrillo, AFM president.
After a thorough discussion of
FM's past, present and probable
future and its effect on employment of musicians, the meeting adjourned with Mr. Petrillo stating
that he would consider what he had
been told and would let the network executives hear from him
then. Meeting was described as completely friendly throughout, devoid
of demands, threats or ultimatums.
Net Representatives
NBC was represented by Niles
Trammell, president, and Frank E.
Mullen, vice-president and general
manager; American by Joseph McFCC
Ignored
Plotkin Queried About
Public Interest
By Court
WHETHER concealed ownership
can be interpreted by the FCC as
not in the ' public interest, convenience and necessity"
questionof
to be decided
by the U.is S.a Court
Appeals for the District of Columthe license
Commission's
denial Al-to
renewbia in the
of WOKO
bany, N. Y.
At argument before a three-justice panel of the Court last Thursday, William J. Dempsey, counsel
for WOKO In?., the licensee, contended that FCC did not take into
consideration the 15 years of public service given the people of
Albany by the corporation. Harry
M. Plotkin, FCC assistant general
counsel and chief of litigation,
argued that the Commission was
justified in denying the renewal
because it developed after investigation and hearings that Sam
Pickard, former Federal Communications Commissioner, owned a
24% interest in WOKO Inc. that
was not reported to the FCC.
First Radio for Two
Associate Justices E. Barrett
Prettyman and Wilbur K. Miller,
recently named to the Court
[Broadcasting, Oct. 1], sat on
their first radio case with Chief
Justice D. Lawrence Groner. Questioning byboth Justices Prettyman
and Miller developed these facts:
1. That the Communications
Act does not require the FCC
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Heads Discuss FM
Music
Donald,
counsel,
and
John
H.
NorThey
pointed
out
at present
ton Jr., station relations manager; most FM receivers that
are combination
sets also able to tune in standard
Mutual
by
Robert
D.
Swezey,
vicepresident and general manager, and broadcasts, so that FM listeners
Theodore C. Streibert, executive were not additional listeners but
vice-president; CBS by Frank K. merely a part of the normal standard audience. They explained that
White, vice-president and treasurer.
Mr. Petrillo reviewed former dis- the advertisers whose programs are
cus ions of FM between the union broadcast by both FM and AM
and the broadcasters, including the make no extra payments to the networks for this service and that the
demonstration of this type of broadcasting put on by NBC at the mid- networks do not pay the stations,
winter
the AFM
inter- so there is no additional revenue
nationalmeeting
executiveof board
in Chicago
from it at present. Therefore, they
a year and a half ago, and the argued, there should be no additional payments to musicians or
union's protest a year ago over the
duplication of network musical pro- other performers.
grams on FM stations operated by
Source
of Employment
the owners of standard affiliate stations. A meeting planned at that
The radio delegation described
time onized. the
materialof increased emNow he subject
wanted never
to know
about FM as a psource
loyment for musicians as it dethe present status of FM and why
velops,
citing
the
eventual
increase
new
the musicians should not be paid for in the number of stations this
this dual use of their performances. medium will create and the eventual
The broadcasters, with Mr. employment of musicians by each of
Trammell and Mr. White making these new stations. Wage scales,
the major part of the presentation, they said, should be set when this
explained that the duplicate broad- development has occurred and
casts are permitted as a favor to should be prepared in accordance
affiliates and as an aid to future with
the income of FM stations at
development of FM broadcasting. that time.
Service,

Union Agreement
WAPO, WRBL, WGPC Are
Reported in Negotiations
THREE MORE stations whose diswith local ofunions
of AmericanputesFederation
Musicians
have
threatened the entire CBS and
NBC networks were reported to be
nearing
cals lateagreements
last week. with AFM loR. G. Patterson, manager of
WAPO Chattanooga, NBC outlet,
said an agreement calling for a
"25 to 30%" increase in pay for
six staff muscians had been reached
by the station and the local and
was expected to be signed Saturday
or today (Oct. 22).
Two CBS outlets in Georgia,
WRBL Columbus and WGPC Albany, were reported by spokesmen
to have reached "a general, tentative
agreement"saidwithno thecontract
local. But
the spokesmen
had
been formulated
and
that
tions were continuing. negotiaBoth WRBL and WGPC are
owned by members of the J. W.
Woodruff family. The union is understo d to be demanding employment of one musician; it was on
this pointment"that
the "tentative
agreehavehad
beenno
reached. Thewas said
stationto has
union contract heretofore, spokesmen reported.
Mr. Patterson said WAPO has
been using the services of only one
of its six staff musicians: a pianist
who he said was used half an hour
a week. The old contract expired
Aug.Contracts
13.
with WAPO WRBL
and WGPC would take away the
last stations of those which
AFM cited
when Bandwagon
it pulled musicians off Fitch
and
Carnation Hour on NBC Sept. 30
and Oct. 1 and Prudential Family
Hour on CBS Oct. 7. Two others
on the list, WSMB New Orleans
and WDOD Chattanooga, have
signed8, 15].
contracts [Broadcasting,
Oct.

WOKO
Argues
licensee corporations for the names
QUESTION of whether the FCC of stockholders of record. Since
can determine "public interest, con- that time, however, Commission
rules provide that the licensee corand necessity"
through
concealed venience
minority
ownership
in a
porations must state 'who the
licensee corporation was placed be- record owner is and the beneficial
fore U. S. Court of Appeals for
District of Columbia last week in
Authorizes FCC
argument in the appeal of WOKO owner".
Justice Miller asked if the statute
Inc., licensee of WOKO Albany,
the Commission to deterN. Y., from Commission decision requires
mine the beneficial ownership. Mr.
denying renewal of license.
Plotkin said it does not require,
but authorizes the Commission to
to make a specific regulation
make
such has
determination.
Commission
a good deal"Theof
requiring
the
listing
of
beneficial stockholders.
latitude and discretion in the li2. That the Commission concensing of stations,"
added.
Mr.
Plotkin told
the Courthe the
WOKO
tends one of the "basic elealso 25%% owner, would divest
m
e
n
t
s
"
i
n
judging
whether
a
record
showed
a
"misrepresentalicensee can operate in the
tion as to the beneficial owner, not themselves of control, but that the
FCC had denied licensee's petition
public interest, convenience or
as to the owner of record".
in which the reornecessity is "a man's ability
Justice Prettyman said: "The for rehearing
ganization was set forth..
to tell the truth".
Act says
public
interest,
convenTwo
applications
for the
ience
and
necessity.
How
do
you
Mr. Dempsey argued that the
ties of WOKO have been
filed facilisince
only dispute at issue was whether fit Mr.
that Plotkin
into yourcitedargument?"
the
Commission
announced
its deSection
308(b)
Harold E. Smith, general manager
cision late last May [Broadcastand 25%% owner of WOKO, knew and 312(a) of the Act and deApril 2]. A fewCo.,weeks
ago
in 1934 when the Pickard stock was
clared: "We say one of the basic Albanying,Broadcasting
composed
transferred on record to R. K. elements is a man's ability to tell of Albany businessmen,
filed
for
He contended that
un1460 kc with 500 w nights and 1
Phelps, Mr. Pickard's brother-in- the truth."
der
the
Communications
Act
the
kw
days
[Broadcasting,
Sept.
3].
law, that Mr. Phelps "was really a Commission is authorized to revoke
fortnight ago Fort Oo-ange
a license in case of false state- ABroadcasting
dummy".
Mr. Dempsey contended that Mr. ments.
Co., composed of AlPickard's
interest,
in combinaand Troy businessmen and
Commission counsel said WOKO women,banyfiled
tion with any
other even
stockholder,
did
for the
same facilinot constitute control and therefore Inc. could reorganize and file an apties, but seeking
plication for the WOKO facilities [Broadcasting,
Oct.power
15]. of 5 kw
the Commission could not be concerned about it.
"and we would have to consider it"
License of WOKO has been extended to Nov. 30 on a temporary
"The Commission didn't concern but that WOKO. had taken no such
itself with the future operations of steps. Mr. Dempsey, in rebuttal, basis, pending outcome of the ap- ' f
countered
that
WOKO
had
offered
peal.
Mr.
Dempsey asked that the
the station," he said. "They wanted a reorganization plan whereby Mr. FCC decision
be reversed and the
to Mr.
punishPlotkin
Smithtoldand thePickard."
Court that Pickard would be out, and Mr. case be remanded to the Commis"until 1937 or 38" the FCC asked Smith and Raymond M. Curtis, sion.
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It

will

be

pretty

again

Oh, sure, it's barren and bleak and all undressed . . .
but the shape is there and leaves will make it beautiful
once again.

Baltimore, delivers more listeners-per-dollar-spent than
any other station in this five-station town. Facts to
prove it are available.

That's just about the way smart manufacturers and
alert advertisers are thinking about their own blighted
markets. Territories that have been neglected . . .
shorn of merchandise and sales attention.

And if your job is setting up radio budgets, you owe
it to yourself to see those facts.

They are puny skeletons now . . . maybe even ugly
. . . but there's going to come a time !
And that's when you'll want an advertising medium
that delivers. In radio, in the country's sixth largest
city ... an independent does the big job. W-I-T-H, in

Baltimore, Md.
^^^0
Tom Tinsley, President • Represented Nationally by Headley-Reed

British
TRIPLE

COVERAGE

where

it Counts

WCMI will sell for you on a low cost per listener basis
in this busy industrial tri-state market . . . Coverage
where it counts most.

• Only 8.5 miles from the WCMI Transmitter to
the center of population in Huntington, W. Va.
• The Retail Sales Total for counties in WCMI
Primary Area — over $90,000,000 (1944).
• There are 53,451 Radio Homes and 289,617
people in the WCMI Primary and Secondary
Areas.
JOSEPH B. MATTHEWS,
NUNN STATIONS
WCMI,
Ashland,
Huntington,
W. Va.Ky.Ky.
WLAP,
Lexington,
WBIR,
Knoxville,
Tenn.
KFDA, Amarillo, Tex.
Ownedated by and
Gilmoreoper-N.
Nunn
Nunn. and J. Lindsay

WCMI
A NUNN STATION
Huntington, W . Va.
Ashland, Kentucky
REPRESENTED BY THE JOHN E. PEARSON CO.

AN AFFILIATE OF CBS
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Resume

U. S. Advised

Prewar

TV,

to Follow Suit
BRITISH television is being re- FCC chairman, speaking at the
sumed on prewar standards, with
luncheon,to said
first test transmissions scheduled Monday
all deference
the that
BBC""with
the
in the near future and public serv- American system of broadcasting
ice to be started as soon as the re- supported by advertising "is the
turn of video technical and pro- only
one which can carry the load."
gram experts from the fighting Hailing television as having the
services permits. William J. Haley, potential "which will overshadow
director general of the BBC, ex- all other media of advertising,"
pressed these views in an address Mr. Fly declared that "only the
of American
infrom London to the Monday lunch- generousdustrysupport
and advertising
will create
eon meeting
of the Television
In- and maintain
a national system of
stitute held Monday
and Tuesday
at the Commodore Hotel, New the quality we have a right to look
York.
In a detailed
of media
Two-day session, comprising forward
to." analysis
presented
at the Tuesday
panel meetings on programming, costs
morning
panel
on
advertising,
operations, production, manage- Paul Raibourn, president of Teleand seminars
merchandis-on
vision Productions, showed that
ing,ment,
and advertising
roundtable
delivers a sales message at
directing, writing, producing, act- radio
a
cost
of
two-tenths of a cent per
ing, education, special events, emmagazines
at three-tenths
ployment and retailing, was con- listener,
to
four-tenths
of a cent
per reader,
ducted under the auspices of Televisor magazine, and was attended cent
and newspapers
at
a
cost of atoday,
halfper
reader.
Television
by some 450 persons. Irwin Shane,
editor and publisher, announced he said, costs more than sound radio to produce, but he predicted
the Institute as the first of an anthat when television becomes a denual series.
veloped factor in advertising the
Mr. Haley pointed out that when
"it became clear that one of the production costs will be cut to only
problems
televi- half
dio. again as much as sound rasion afterthat
the would
war wasfacewhether
Durbin Speaks
it was to go on where it left off or
whether there should be a delay
Charles J. Durbin, assistant diwhile some even more highly derector of advertising, U. S. Rubsystem was perfected,"
in a talk illustrated with
British veloped
Government
appointedthea slides,ber Co.,described
the experience of
committee to decide the problem. his company in dramatizing
The committee's unanimous deci- products on television, and their
Ray
sion, hegoing
said,for"was
get attelevivice-president, Charles M.
sion
the to
public
the Nelson,
Storm
Co.,
related
some
of
this
earliest possible time after the
agency's
experiments
with
this
new advertising medium. Richard
Mr.
Haley
continued:
"If
at
Manville,
research
consultant,
some stage in our geographical chairman of the panel, pointed out
progress we discover that the new that television will be a successful
and perfected system has become advertising medium when the ada practical
proposition, then we will
begins to dollar
get backspenta dolrunwar."
the two systems in parallel,
lar plus vertiser
for every
for
side by side. The owners of sets television
and
urged
the industry
capable of receiving the present to start now to collect
system will be given a guarantee
tories on the effectivenesscaseof hisall
of so many years service."
commercial
video programs in makSimilar Guarantee in U.S.
ing sales or pulling mail as a guide
A similar guarantee for Ameri- for the future.
can set-owners and broadcasters
tests of "every sort
was asked at the Monday morning; of Describing
programDuMont
fare possible"
station made
in Newby
operations panel by its chairman, WABD,
Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, consult- York, Samuel H. Cuff, general
ing video engineer. After a dis- manager, said that televiewers,
cus ion of the studio and transmit- whether in New York or an isoting apparatus needed for televi- who want
lated hamlet
are "folks
home"
friendly,
sincere,at honest
sion broadcasting, during which
Howard L. Perdiue of General unsophisticated entertainment.
Electric Co. reported that a 5 kw
Other speakers at the two-day
video set-up would cost $73,650 and Institute
included ; Richard Huba 50 kw station $268,500, plus the bell, production
telecost of buildings and installation,
vision consultantmanager
of the andCrosley
Dr. Goldsmith
stated:
"It
is
absoCorp.
broadcast
division;
Paul
Allutely unfair to ask anyone to go
ley, video film director of NBCinto television broadcasting unless Harvey
consultantMarlowe,
toAmerican ;television
Helen Rhodes,
he is guaranteed ten years of operation without change in stand- producer at WRGB, the GE station at Schenectady; Worthington
(Continued on page 88)
James Lawrence Fly, former
BROADCASTING
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LEONARD P. REAUME

Greatest Construction Program in City's History Predicted
Steam shovels are gouging the earth and riveting machines are hammering out the first
_lively staccato in a Detroit building program which experts believe will surpass anything in the city's history. This program covers all types of building from new factories
to new homes; from extensive additions on present buildings to complete remodelling
jobs. Here are typical observations by authorities:
LEONARD Association
P. REAUME, ofpast
of the
WILLIS H. HALL, manager of the industrial
National
Realpresident
Estate Boards
department, the Detroit Board of Commerce
and the Detroit Real Estate Board, recently
said: "There are only 2,500 acres of indussaid:
"With
the
business
of
war
at
an
end
trial land available in Detroit, and over half
Detroit industries have a collosal demand
of
this is owned by industries planning new
for their products. It will take years of the
construction ... As for the construction pichighest possible production to catch up on
existing demands . . . Detroit is like an overture in general we haven't seen anything
grown child, it needs everything."
yet in this town compared to what is coming."
Another basic industry is just swinging into action and a new era of prosperity is
dawning for Detroit as the great automobile industry gets into production on its first
postwar, 6,000,000, car year. Raise your quotas and keep your sales sights trained
on this market. And remember, WWJ, America's pioneer radio station, is the
preferred station in Detroit.
UIUIJ
America's Pioneer Broadcasting Station — First in Detroit
Owned and Operated by The Detroit News
950 KILOCYCIES-5000 WATTS
IE GEORGE P. HQLLINGBERY COMPAN
N8C < flmicSte«o»
NetweekWEN A
National Representatives
TtttvbitMi CJ\ Pending

Russian

T

MARKE

Scores of powerful locomotives like this one
operate in Utah on four trunk line railroads.
Through this
state rail
goes traffic.
70% of the nation's
enormous
east-west
Approximately 20,000 Utah residents work for
the railroads. They receive about $50,000,000 a
year in wages and salaries — nearly $1,000,000 a
week. This spendable income is an important factor in Utah's business vitality.
Local Advertisers Know
KDYL Brings Results
Railroad men and their families look to KDYL
for their favorite network
shows and for local features
that sparkle with showmanship. Local and national
firms know by experience
that sales messages on this
station bring results.

mm
National Representative: John Blair & Co.
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Domination

of Radio

Berlin

Is Admitted by Eisenhoiver in Report
of the Berlin municiSOVIET domination of Radio Ber- ministration
palities. He added, however, that
lin, which under Allied occupation
terms was to have been controlled informal reports indicate that a
by the Allied Council, was admitted fair and impartially supervised
in Berlin would not supby Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower in election
port the present Communist Party
a report last week to the War dominance.
Dept. on occupation progress.
The Broadcast Mission found
The report
the obserfew, if any, Americans had
vations of the confirmed
U.S. Broadcast
Mis- that
been
in the Berlin studios, former
sion to ETO, which last August
visited Radio Berlin and found the radio headquarters of the notorious
station directed and manned by Goebbels. Brig. Gen. Samuel
Russians or German Communists. Thomas told Broadcasting's correThis condition prevailed in spite
spondent during that visit that alof the fact that the station was
though he nominally had a onelocated in the British sector of Ber- fourth voice in the station's operalin and despite the understanding
tion, he set foot inside the station
first timegroup.
on the coattails
that all four Allied powers would for
of thetheAmerican
participate
in
its
policy
and
technical control.
Berlin radio is "under Soviet
censorship and Communist direc- WPEN IS SUSTAINED
tion and has not to date been gen- BY APPEALS COURT
eral y or freely available to political parties or leaders other than THIRD U. S. CIRCUIT COURT
in a an
unanimous
Communist," Gen. Eisenhower re- ofOct.Appeals
12 rejected
appeal byopinion
eight
ported. "A proposalcontrol
has been
made religious
groups seeking to compel
for quadripartite
of Berlin
WPEN Philadelphiaa, to sell them
radio, and other measures are be- time
on the air.
The decision sustained Federal
Gen.
Eisenhower
concluded
that
ing
studied."
William H. Kirkpatrick, who
the Communist Party holds a ma- Judge
jority of the strategic posts in the in one of the first cases of its kind,
Berlin Magistrate and in the ad- last April refused to grant the
plaintiffs a decree against the station,Theowned
by the groups
Evening brought
BulleFightcasts
Slated
religious
FIFTY-TWO week contract for suit tin.last
Feb. 20 after WPEN
major boxing bouts over full As- announced it would cancel their
net- "paying" contracts as of April 1
work hassociated
beenBroadcasting
signed Corp.
by Adam
instead groups.
grant "free time" to
Hats, New York, through Buchanan and
all religious
Co., New
York.
First
bout,
beCircuit
Court
decision, written
tween Archie Moore and Homer
Judge and
John concurred
Biggs Jr., inseniorby
Williams for light-heavyweight by
member,
championship of world, comes
McLaughlin and Judge
from Baltimore tonight (Oct. 22) Judge
Curtis L. Waller, held that the
with Sam Taub doing blow-by- plaintiffs
had failed to show cause
blow description. Second fightcast
action and held that the station
will originate Oct. 29 at Cleveland for
was
free
to
make its own choice of |
and third Nov. 5 at Philadelphia.
to free
sell time
All three will be heard 10:05 p.m. programs,
and
to
allow
time ason itthesawsamefit
EST to conclusion. Schedule calls
for other feature bouts from Wash- basis.
"A broadcasting station is not a
ington, Detroit, and Chicago, with
the decision
stated,
additional fights to be scheduled public
"in
theutility,"
sense that
it must permit
later. A preview of scheduled bouts broadcasting
by
whomever
comes
was presented on Associated last
Thursday, 8:30-9 p.m., with sports to its microphone."
Suit was Tabernacle;
broughtPilgrim
by Non-Secfigures, boxing contenders, and
Hour;
sports commentators in many cities HighwaytarianMission
Tabernacle and
participating.
Young People's Church of the Air
all of Philadelphia; Rev. Carl McRay to Make Survey
Intire, pastor of Bible Presbyterian
SURVEY to secure data for sub- Church, Collingswood, N. J.; the
Mission and Wesleyan Meth
mis ion to FCC in its study of pro- Wiley
Church of Camden, and the
posed rules and standards of good odist
Word of Life Fellowship of New
engineering practice for operation York.
of industrial electronic heating
equipment will be conducted by
Bendix Flyers Escape
Garo W. Ray, consulting radio engineer, Bridgeport, Conn. The SoBENDIX Radio Corp. flyers
ciety of Plastics Industry appoint- TWO
an Army major, flying a plane
ed the Ray organization to make and
used to test aviation radio and
a survey of radiations from pres- radar
escaped serious
ently used apparatus in industrial injury equipment,
their plane crashed
centers in order to get necessary into the when
Potomac River at Washmeasurement data on the plastics
gton on Oct. 18. Occupants were
heating angle for FCC considera- George inBevins,
C. N. Hopkins and
tion.
Maj. Levi Dice.
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AT

10:15

MUSIC

P. M.f NEW

SWING

THEIR

YORKERS
DIALS

TO

WHO
WOV

LIKE
...

EVER
hearAllen.
of a girl
billy"
jockey?
has heronefastin
Rosalie
And "hill
Rosalie
doesdisca great
job ofWOV
selling
moving "Prairie Stars" program and the products and services of
her sponsors to New York's tremendous radio audience. "Prairie
Stars" is broadcast every evening at 10:15, Monday through Saturday.
It's anandappealing,
hill billy
tunes
American entertaining,
folk songs. recorded
A limited show
numberfeaturing
of participating
spots are available.
RALPH N. WEIL, General Manager
JOHN E. PEARSON CO., Nar'l Rep.

OLD

TIME

It's Radio

Listenin'

In Eastern

Time

Iowa—

and WMT is a MUST if you want to reach
the 1,200,000 people within its 2.5 MV line!
Eastern Iowa offers advertisers a tremendous
post-war audience that can be reached — and
sold — with one tremendous sweep by WMT.
For WMT leads every other Eastern Iowa station
in popularity — both day and night — providing
exclusive Columbia programs at Iowa's best
frequency — 600 KC with 5000 watts.
Contact us at once for
availabilities and market data.

58^

Represented by
KATZ AGENCY
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FTC HEARING OPENS
IN P&G TEEL CASE
HEARING for taking testimony
in the case in which Federal Trade
Commission charges Procter &
Gamble Co., Cincinnati, with false
representations disseminated by
radio continuities and other means
in connection with the liquid dentifrice "Teel" was started before an
FTC trial examiner in Boston last
week.
FTC complaint, dated April 2,
1943, accused P&G of falsely representing that most of the popular
tooth pastes and powders contain
abrasives and in the course of normal use cut cavities which require
filling in the softer portions of the
tooth structure exposed by receding
gums; that a large proportion of
the public are constantly exposing
their teeth to serious damage by
using tooth pastes and powders
generally sold; that Teel is a revolutionary discovery in dental scicleans teethis a"utterly"
highestence,degree,
complete orandto
satisfactory substitute for popular
brands of tooth pastes and powders, and that the insolubility, in
water, of the ingredients in tooth
pastes and powders is evidence of
the presence of harmful abrasives.
The complaint
said tothese
sentations were unfair
the reprepublic
and to competitors.
Farm Conference
TO SERVE rural listeners in the
Carolinas, WBT Charlotte will
cover the Southeastern Farm Conference, inAnderson, S. C, Nov. 14,
according to WBT General Manager
Charles H. Crutchfield. An address
by Clinton P. Anderson, Secretary
of Agriculture, will highlight the
meeting of thousands of farmers
and agricultural leaders of the two
Carolinas and Georgia. It will be
broadcast through WBT to a special network of stations in the area
represented. Grady Cole, WBT
farm editor, who will announce the
program,
is handling Governors
arrangements
for the broadcast.
and
U. S. Senators from many Southern states, and farm bureau officials
will be present.
Radio for Sales
RADIO ADVERTISING was cited
by the Domestic
Distribution
partment Committee
of the U.De-S.
Chamber of Commerce last week
as one means of building sales to
new levels. In a report titled Distribution: AKey to High Employment, the committee also suggested
improvement in quality of advertising by correcting "too frequent
radio commercials", ads that are
"objectionable" and other promotion andtributeadvertising
"whichfaults
ats to all competitors
true only of a few". Report was
prepared for guidance of progressive distributors and distributing
organizations in the task of finding markets for 30 to 50% more
goodsforeandconsumed
services
in U. than
S. ever beBRO ADC

McCarty Will Get
An Award of Merit
Presentation Slated Oct. 23
At Meeting of SBC Committee
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE of
School Broadcast Conference,
meeting in the Hotel Morrison, Chicago, Tuesday (Oct. 23),sent will
preits annual
Award of Merit
to Harold B. Mcdirector of
WHA Carty,Madison,
U. of Wisconsin
standing and
station, for "outmeritorious service in educational
radio." The
presented by Miss
Mr. McCarty
award service
will di-be
Judith
Waller, public
rector, midwest division, NBC.
Mr. McCarty, associate professor
and director of radio education at
the university, is founder of the
Wisconsin School of the Air and
past
NAEB.
WHAin
claims president
to be theofoldest
station
the nation,casting inhaving
started
broad1919. It has been
awarded 24 citations in the American Exhibition of Educational
Radio Programs.
The Executive Committee, composed of Chicago educators and
radio executives, with an advisory
committee of 50 school administrators and radio executives throughout the country, will make a
blanket citation to the Philadelphia
public schools and four Philadelphia stations for outstanding work
in radio as an educational medium.
The stations: KYW WCAU WFIL
WIP. The citation, presented by
George Jennings, acting director
of the Radio Council of the Chicago Public Schools and director
of the conference, will be awarded
to Miss Gertrude A. Golden, district superintendent, Philadelphia
public schools,
as director
in-school
programs
preparedof the
for
broadcast
over
the
Philadelphia
stations.
A separate citation will be
awarded
tor of theRoyal
John E.B. Bright,
Stetson instrucJunior
High School, Philadelphia, for
classroom use of the CBS-prepared
American School of the Air.
Eight Chicago teachers using
programs
by WBEZ
WIND
WJJD
WLS released
WBBM and
(Chicago
Educationas will
station) will Board
receive ofcitations,
teachers using programs released
over KOAC Corvallis, Ore. ; KMBC
Kansas
City;Education
WBOE (Cleveland
Board of
station) ;
WNYE and WNYC, New York
school and city stations. '
Commentators Feted
FIRST in a series of cocktail
parties given by International
News Servicementatorshonoring
news19 comwas held Oct.
for
John B. Kennedy,
American
commentator, at Club 21, N£w York.
A S T I N G • Broadcast Advertising
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W« should like to send you
a copy of our 40-page
book "28 Business Leaders
Plan for Louisville."
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FM PIONEERS

SPEAK — FOURTH

OF A SERIES

Judicious
Program
Control
Needed
by FM
stations, resulting from FM, will
Advertisers Served THIS IS THE FOURTH and last of a series of articles on FM written by provide
the opportunity to try new
pioneers in that field of broadcasting. Lester H. Nafzger, vice-president methods. And we believe many AM
in charge of engineering of RadiOhio Inc., Columbus, O., here outlines his operators, in addition to those not
Best by Pleasing
views on sale of time and programming. Manager of WELD Columbus previously in broadcasting, will
The Listeners
since 1939, he entered broadcasting 10 years earlier. He has been chief take advantage of their opporengineer of WBNS Columbus (formerly WCAH) since 1930, was chief tunities.
By LESTER H. NAFZGER
engineer of WAIU Columbus (now WHKC) in 1930-31 and of WSENVice-President
Study Public Opinion
WCOL Columbus
in 1935-37,Columbus
and hassince
been1938.
in charge of experimental
RadiOhio Inc., Columbus, O.
facsimile
station W8XUM
As a pioneer in FM we have
on
EZE
FRE
proven the technical merits of FM
DUEreceiTOvers THE
and the resulting
our satisfaction. Therefore our
on WELD and FM.
and controls which they normally tofuture,
limitations, we have not brochure
in competition with others,
would
exercise.
With
the
growth
of
Our
attitude
toward
the
sale
d ejustify the
coul
felt we
depends
upon what
have to
sale of time. Therefor we have of time is one of wanting to cor- broadcasting and its commercial offer
in
addition
to anwe improved
rect some of the mistakes which success, it has been difficult to condevoted our efforts to programming,
method
of
broadcasting.
Our
fusider
methods
which
might
appear
n.
ing
engineer and promotio
many recognize in standard broad- to be restrictive to this continued
ture leadership depends upon the
casting. The competition in stand- success.
We have, with the cooperation of
service
we
provide
and
the
degree
ard broadcasting has perhaps to a
local merchants, experimented with
We believe, however, that the of acceptance of this service by the
a sales plan and have proposed a certain extent caused many broad- increased
number of broadcasting public.fore-It proper
casters to relinquish the policies
new sales method, as covered in our
that
we shouldis therestudy
carefully the
stated likes and
dislikes of the
public as applied
casting.
to present broadIn considering
these likes and
dislikes it is ap- Mr. Nafzger
parent that we, as
a broadcaster, must exercise a
reasonable amount of control over
our programs and service if we
are to attain the success we foresee. Since sales and programs go
hand in hand it is obvious that the
control must start with the sales
structure. For this reason we have
proposedgestedamethodsales
plan as a sugof establishing
this
controlable and
providing
a morefor desirand effective service
both
the listener and the advertiser.
This proposed sales plan is not
restrictive, but tends to maintain
a better program balance and a
better ratio between program and
advertising content. The basis of
the plan is the placement of programs within the overall schedule
as necessary to a pleasing service,
and a control over the amount of
commercial wordage. The commercial wordage control is not restrictive but encourages better and
more effective continuity.
Please the Public
To please the public is to serve
the advertiser; we should strive
to accomplish
thisof fact.
A con-of
tinuous sequence
programs
any given type over an extended
period of the broadcaster's schedule
results not only in a poorly balprogram schedule
renders lessancedeffective
the servicebutwhich
should be available to the advertiser.
PAUL H. RAYMER
CO. National
Sales Representative
This means certain types of programs should be specified within
the overall schedule. To do this the
WORCESTER
broadcaster, who is responsible for
580 KC
his program
service,
must SO)
exercise
(Continued
on page
OWNED
AND OPERATED BY THE WORCESTER
TELEGRAM-GAZETTE 5000WattS
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WE

LI

P14CEV!

EXPERIENCE

MAKES

THE

LEADER

WSPD's 24 years of experience with every type of
radio sales campaign, plus the top NBC shows, guarantee that your advertising over WSPD is well placed
— at the head of the "what-to-hear" list of more than
one and one-half million prosperous prospects in
Northwestern Ohio and Southern Michigan.

ROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising
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NORTH
CAROLINA!
IS

THE

SOUTHS

No.

1

STATE
North Carolina's rural prosperity is a significant factor
in her total buying power. North Carolina alone produces
28.9% of the total value of all principal crops raised in
all nine other Southern states, combined. According to
the Sales Management Estimate for 1945, gross farm
receipts here exceed those in the next-ranking Southern
-state by more than 250 million dollars. The North Carolina
figure is more than double the average for the nine other
Southern states. Isn't that proof of North Carolina's
buying power?

With 50,000 Watts, at 680 k.c. — and NBC — Station
WPTF at Raleigh ig by long odds the No. 1 radio salesman
m North Carolina. Let us send you the complete facts and
availabilities. Or just call Free & Peters!

— NBC
50,000 WATTS
RALEIGH,
\.< .
Free & Peters, Inc., National Representatives
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cern our pleasing schedule of
FM Pioneers
music, of all types. It has often
{Continued from page 28)
been stated
that from
WELD'sthat programming is a relief
of other
the necessary amount of control. stations. Perhaps this is the disBy the use of transcriptions and
of theclosely
radio audience contented
but we portionfollow
the
delayed broadcasts this program
balance is entirely practical.
preference of listeners as shown
We believe the various program by our surveys.
It has been indicated to us that
types should
provided
in the
correct
ratio ofbelistener
preference,
74% of those interviewed believe
as shown by surveys. To provide a that dramatic and serial types of
basic program schedule of any programs are stressed too much,
and 70% believe that music, of
giventive type
is automatically
to broadcasting,
and we restricshould all types, is not being stressed
not select any particular type for enough. We base our program
criticism. For every person critical schedule upon these stated likes
of dramatic programs there is and dislikes, striving to provide a
probably one for popular music, schedule with variety adequate to
another for classical music and the
another for news. The success of ence. pleasure of the overall audiProgram Study
any broadcast
in a re-is
stricted field ofservice
programming
Every broadcaster should do a
the result of an inadequate pro- little
more listening to his own
others. gram balance on the part of program schedule. He probably
hears but a limited number of proLook Into Future
grams. He is going to be more
It is natural that there should
his programs in the fube objection to any sales plan which criticalture,offor his
new competition is
might appear to be restrictive. likely to include a group of alert
When business is good we stick to individuals who are very much
the beaten path, but we must look program-minded. The head start he
into the future, a little beyond to- now enjoys may diminish unless he
daynizeandthattomorrow.
We musthours
recog-of has an open mind and is willing to
the productive
work toward a balanced program
our daily schedule are limited, af- schedule. He perhaps will be less
fecting both sales and pro- inclined to permit an additional
gram ing. We must look upon our
when a musical
program schedule as so many dramatic program
will add to the balance
pages of broadcasting, completing program
quality of his program service.
a daily service. We must place a and
He will be more program-minded
value upon these productive hours and
he will place a greater value
accordingly, both in sales and pro- manship.
upon quality, production and showgramming.
We cannot sell the nonproductive
There are those, now in broadhours and we cannot balance our
casting, who believe
the addi-by
program schedule by use of these
madethatpossible
hours. Therefore our commercial FM willtionalbutstationsdivide
the
total explans, rate and programming
isting audience. Usually they plan
should reflect the restrictions of
to make their FM station a proour dailyductiveschedule
gram satellite of their AM station.
hours. in terms of proWe do not agree, for we believe
We find no logical basis for the there
is an opportunity to expand
contention that sponsorship has a the total
available audience, and
bearing on the public service value that
this can be the result of proof programs. Outstanding programming and showmanship.
grams develop with sponsorship as
If FM is a better system of
a general rule, although the broadcasting,
we have found it
method of sponsorship in some in- to be, then it asis true
that the AM
stances may be subject to question.
It is the duty of the broadcaster to station, with its program background, should take advantage of
recognize this fact and to realize this experience
the acceptance
that there is room for improve- of its existing and
schedule.
ment in the method of sponsorship. However, it shouldprogram
be
willing to set
We believe better continuity, with
an adequate amount of time
less wordage, may be the key to toasideinvestigate
the advantages of a
more effective advertising. This is
schedule. If ima basic consideration in our pro- balanced program
provement ispossible orshould
necessary
posed rate structure.
then
the
broadcaster
We, as others in broadcasting, upon FM as the opportunity lookhe
are concerned about the criticism needs.
now leveled at our service. While
We believe the potentials of prowe know much of it originates from
gram ing wil be increased as the
encouragement on the part of other
improved
recording
services, we are aware that some resultods andof the
convenience
and methspeed
of the criticism is perhaps justified; thus competitive services of transportation. In addition to
syndicated types of programs, we
have capitalized on it. Broadcast- believe
there are many programs
ers should be anxious to determine
the facts, ascertain the extent of which merit repeat broadcasts in
this criticism,
take the correc- the same area. An outstanding protive measures and
necessary.
gram normally heard in the eveA considerable amount of the
ning
justifies a morning
(Continued
on page orSU) aftercompliments coming to WELD conBROADCASTING
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JULY-AUG.

INCREASE

AVERAGE DEC,
MORNINGS,

TOO

Audience

. . . the Fastest
in Indianapolis

• WIBC almost doubled its percentage of share
of the morning listening audience in the period
from December, 1944 to August, 1945.
This gain . . . 87% ... is all the more impressive
because "sets-in-use" increased more than 25% in
the same period.
Here, again, in mornings as in afternoons,
W I B C 's new policies of better programming
and greater participation in public affairs have
resulted in substantial bonuses for advertisers.
Ask any Blair man to give you all the reasons why
W I B C is your best buy in Indianapolis.

COMPARATIVE PERCENTAGE RECORD
W IB C
87 %
Station B
40.2%
Station C
13.8%
Station D
20.1%

• Broadcast Advertising

gain
gain
loss
loss

WIBC HOOPER INDEX (MORNINGS)
Average Dec-Apr
April-May
May-June
June-July
July-Aug

MUTUAl'S

BROADCASTING

Growing

OUTLET IN

10.7
11.6
14.3
1 5.0
20.0

N DIANA POMS
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On the Service Front
Navy

Music

School

to Display

Radio and Recording Facilities
IT WILL be open house on Navy
torium via telephone lines to WashDay (Oct. 27) at the Navy School
ington network affiliates. A proof Music, when the public will have ously. gram can be fed to all simultanea look at what is probably the
finest "hand-made" radio and reLargest operation of the studios
cording studios to date.
lab which conAcross the Potomac from Wash- is the recording
tributes to the Armed Forces Raington, in Anacostia, the Navy has
dio
Service
V-Discs,
other APRS
set up a complete broadcasting stu- music recordings, religious
dio from which have originated the for use of the Navy Chaplain music
Corps
greeting to hospitalized servicemen was given by Admiral
opening program for Associated aboard ships, and makes records of TELEVISED
of the Fleet Chester W. Nimitz on WNBT, NBC New York video outlet.
network, the Mutual For Victory the work of student Navy musi- Fifty-nine
receivers
were installed in the hospitals.
cians for their use in further study.
series, CBS' Bands to Battle, pickwas made
ups for Columbia's School of the In addition, the concerts of the the work of the recording lab fol- ing console,
ber of the School,
manyby ofa memthem
Air, NBC Victory Corps broad- Navy School of Music Band,
lowing theas"duration",
a morale using
factor thein former electricians and engineers
casts, and many special entertain- Symphony Orchestra, Chorus, and recordings
with music as a hobby.
ment and religious feature shows. smaller music units, are recorded the regular Navy.
Under the direction of Lt.
There are four outlets leading
Practically every piece of equip- James
school'sexpects
music library.
USN, director
from the control booth in the audi- forThethe Navy
to continue
ment, down to the dials on the mix- of the Thurmond,
School, the new building,
housing the broadcasting and recording facilities, was completed
in January 1943. As much of the
necessary
equipment
unavailthe Navywas musicians
made able
theirthen, own.
The podium in the sound-proofed
auditorium
conductor's
dream. Lightsis aon radio
the side
of the
stand, corresponding to lights over
the control booth, and those in the
■
II
Pattern broadcasting
recording
lab, flash A"Stop",
by", or "Record".
phone "Standsystem
enables the conductor to receive or
make calls to or from the outside,
to call anyone in the school, or to
talk to the recording lab. A microphone is also included for a voice
amplifier in large band rehearsals.
Philadelphia
Modern Facilities
The recording lab, located above
lowest cost
market
the auditorium, and overlooking it
through
a wideof window,
a mix-28
ing console
37 dialshas and
switches. There are three cutters,
WDAS covers the largest
operatingguards
with a against
"limiter",damaging
a device
which
of the buying public in the
sounds getting in the recordings,
acting within 700ths of a second.
Philadelphia area ...at lowest cost*
At the turntables is a unit which
"vacuums" off the chips made by
Ask Philadelphia's Outstanding
the groovings. Pneumatic hoses
draw the chips into glass jars partFull-Time Independent Station
ly filled with water, eliminating
about a package of spots
possibility of clogging the system.
Lab
itself consists of two stuthat will cover
dios decorated by the musicians, a
workshop, and a room which forms
the terminal point of 31,000 feet
your market.
of cable, each line operated from
the switches
trol console inandthe dials
lab. of the conJerry J. McCarthy, CMus., a
graduate stitofute in Washington,
the National Radio
with In-20
years in the regular Navy, is in
charge of the lab. Mario J. Russo,
Mus. 2/C, designed practically the
With "Coverage" like this, it's no wonder
entire working part of the equipment and helped build it. Orrison
that 78 percent of this station's sponsors renew regularly.
W. tric
Hungerford,
a Western
Elecengineer, trained
by DeForrest,
(Continued on page 60)
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.in Philadelphia

"Special Consignment — November 1st Delivery"
ADDITION. ..KFAB will now be the
A "whale" of a package of listeners... all
ONLY outlet for CBS shows in Omaha and
wrapped, tied, and labeled... is ready for deCouncil Bluffs.
livery to KFAB on November 1st. After this
date, KFAB will be the only CBS station
That's a mighty big parcel of listeners
exclusively serving Metropolitan Omaha and
for one delivery... and it represents a tremenCouncil Bluffs.
dous amount of "additional buying power.
November 1st is the delivery date. With these
Here's what it means! KFAB will continue
facts in mind, you can now buy KFAB alone
to serve the thousands of regular listening
families in its vast territory. And... IN
to do a selling job in this rich market.

BROADCASTING

LINCOLN,
1110 KC-10,000 WATTS
BASIC COLUMBIA
B.pr.s.nf.d
by
PAUL
H.
KAYMiR
COMPANY
• Broadcast Advertising
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FM Pioneers
(Continued from page 30)
noon repeat later in the week.
We do not believe those in FM
will or should severely criticize
AM broadcasting as a justification
for their proposed operations.
Broadcasting is an industry common to both AM and FM, and we
may in due time find FM as the
representative of this industry.
Any condemnation today only tends
to degrade a service and industry
which we know can and will reach
greater heights.
We, and that includes broadcasters in general, both FM and AM,
have the right, and perhaps the
obligation, to discuss broadcasting
as a service and then to take advantage of the opportunities which
we believe exist. As in any service,
we should be willing to let the
quality of the product and its degree of public acceptance be the
final answer.

Powerful Airborne PA
In Operation in Pacific
"POLLY PROJECT" was responsible for the surrender of innummerable Japs in isolated pockets of
resistance throughout the Pacific,
just beenradio
revealed.
"Polly"
isit has
an airborne
Joundspeaker,
1,000 times more powerful than an
ordinary PA, which blared forth
news of the surrender from a Navy
plane every day for two weeks.
A quick-order job, the equipment
was ordered by the Navy ©n May
14 for delivery within 100 days.
Bell Telephone Labs completed the
design, and Western Electric manufactured the equipment, ready for
shipment, speakjust
77 daysof later.
er is capable
makingLoudthe
human voice audible over an entire
city from a height of 10,000 feet.
Older "Polly" equipment "broadcast" to the Japs on Wotje, Saipan,
Iwo Jima and Okinawa during the
last stages of the war.

BRITISH SET MAKERS
ON PEACETIME WORK
BRITISH radio manufacturers
have reverted to peacetime work
for both home and export trade,
after nearly six years of wartime
control and service to Government,
industry, and armed services.
Almost all controls on exporting
goods have been relaxed.
Makers already have started a
limited output and expect to increase it in both range and quantity. Among the first to get civilian
manufacture under way was Ferranti Ltd. Others include Ambaswhich promisedBush,
bulk which
suppliessador,
in November;
planned to have supplies on the
market by middle or late October,
and Murphy Radio, which has
three sets coming into production.
New features in British radios
include an all-glass radio valve, a
product of Mullard Research Labs.,
designed to improve efficiency at
higher frequencies.

Jansky Would Give
TV Channels to FM
Says 'Free
Impossible
Under
FCC Radio'
Allocations
RADIO
can neverFM be channels
"truly free"
until sufficient
are
provided
"within
reason"
to
who seek to be licensees, C. all
M.
Jansky Jr., Washington consulting
engineer, told the
61st annual meetthe Inland
Dailying ofPress
Assn.
in
Chicago
last
week.
Only by taking
spectrum space
from television
and
giving
FM
can
the itFCCto
Mr. Jansky hope
"broad
castinga
to develop
medium which can be as free of
restriction and regulation as are
the speakers' platform and the
American
today,"of the
declared
the
speaker,press
a member
firm,
Jansky & Bailey, chairman of
Panel 5, Radio Technical Planning
Board and engineering consultant
to the FM Broadcasters Inc.
"I have no intention of disparaging television," he asserted, but
pointed
out thateconomic
there are
and complex
and "many
engito bea solved
before TVneering
can problems"
become
daily nationwide public service, whereas
FM is ready to expand.
"The two-horned dilemma of
AM broadcasting
a choice with
between more shared ischannels
more stations per channel, thereby
limiting severally the area coverage for each station, and more
cleared channels, each with a single station, thereby limiting the
number
of stations,"
The trend,
he added,he isasserted.
toward
breaking down clear channels, providing more stations with less coverage from each.
Those problems do not confront
FM because
withheight
"proper
ments of antenna
and adjustpower,
and geographic spacing, a single
FM channel can accommodate hundreds of FM stations." On the
basis of applications on file with
the FCC, there are insufficient FM
channels to accommodate all applicants in the east and that condition likely will extend to other
parts of the country, he asserted.
"If the creation of a freely competitive broadcast industry by the
expansion of the, FM band is of
prime importance, then from what
service must space be taken?" he
asked. "The answer is television."
New Rate Cards
NATIONAL rate card No. 16 and
local rate card No. 12 have been
prepared
WMPSAug.Memphis.
Both becamebyeffective
1, 1945.
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CJSO Sorel,
Que.,
name
that ofhas thechanged
owners,corporate
Henri
Gendronfromand
Richelieu
Ltd. Arthur Prevost, to Radio
BROADCASTING
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When

are YOU

get

Clients Now Regularly Sponsoring
NBC Television
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR
CO., INC.
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
FIRESTONE TIRE AND RUBBER CO.
PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAYS
ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO.
UNITED STATES RUBBER CO.
WALTHAM WATCH CO.
BULOVA WATCH CO.

into

going

to

the

IN LESS TIME THAN YOU PERHAPS SUSPECT. That's why
there'll never be a better time than noiv — to gain a practical, working
knowledge of this complicated sight medium. There'll never be a better
time than now to equip yourself to make the most successful commercial
use of television, to adapt your advertising skill and experience to this
new medium.
Today it is still possible to learn how to adapt your advertising techniques to sight transmission — for only negligible expenditures.
We're ready to work with you — whenever you're ready to step into
television. The same NBC program, production and technical expert ness already winning trade and audience applause for NBC television is
available to help you solve your video problems.
NEW YORK Television Channel No. 1
WNBT

BROADCASTING
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NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
A SERVICE OF RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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This

symbol

important
FM

represents

forward

transmitter

an

step

in

design

P
6

In our opinion, this new
development
important

is the

advance

in 100-megacycle

RADIO

most
to date

FM

CORPORATION

design

OF AMERICA

RCA VICTOR DIVISION • CAMDEN, N. J.
In Canada, RCA VICTOR COMPANY LIMITED, Montreal
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STERLING, KRIPPENE
START L. A. AGENCY
Pigeons of Peace
HENRY STERLING, formerly acAMONG first signs that radio is returning to peacetime
count executive of The McCarty
habits occurred Saturday
Co., Los Angeles, and Ken Krippene, former CBS New York
when NBC put on a remote
broadcast of a flock of Chiwriter, have formed their own adnese fluting pigeons brought
vertising agency under firm name
to this country by James
of Sterling-Krippene Inc., and are
established at 2412 W. Seventh St.,
Howe, former
Los Angeles. Telephone is Drexel
spondent. war
Broadcast,correfrom
5128.
Howe's ranch in Walnut
Creek,
Cal.,
is
perhaps
not
so
Mr. Sterling is president and
general manager, with Mr. Kripesoteric
as the network's
never-to-be-forgotten
singing
pene vice-president in charge of
mouse affair, but is definitely
radio. Alice Body is corporation
in the same tradition.
secretary and assistant radio director. Raymond Polley, formerly
of Production Service Inc., has
joined the new agency as produc- starts for 26 weeks, sponsoring the
tion manager.
weekly quarter-hour transcribed
In addition to other accounts, Vagabond's Castle, on more than
firm has been appointed to handle 20 stations in major markets.
advertising of The Castle Co., Los Written and produced by Ken
Angeles (greeting cards, book Krippene, program stars Don
plates), which in early March Blanding, author and poet.

Porter, Asch to Address
Kentucky Broadcasters
PAUL A. PORTER, FCC chairman, and Leonard L. Asch, president of Capitol Broadcasting Co.,
operators of WBCA (FM) Schenectady, vwillention address
annual conof Kentuckythe Broadcasters
Assn. at Louisville Oct. 24 and 25.
Mr.
Porter's
speech Mr.willAsch
deal plans
with
the radio
industry.
toWBCA.
tell thependentstory
of
the
first
indeFM commercial station,
Adrian M. Farley
ADRIAN M. FARLEY, 57, vicepresident
and account-executive
Albert Frank-Guenther
Law, Newof
York, died Monday night (Oct. 15)
in Doctors Hospital, New York,
having been stricken at his office
in the afternoon.
had been
sociated with theHeagency
for as-15
years. Mr. Farley leaves a widow
and a son and daughter.

Unnecessary . . .

You won't need a slide rule to prove that OKLAHOMA
NETWORK gives you AUDIENCE— saves you MONEY!
Listening surveys
Oklahoma
Network
Stations prove
have theDOMINANCE
in their markets — most of them ALL
OF THE TIME! And, you can use all 7
stations for approximately half the
cost
of anystations
two.of Oklahoma's
highestpowered
. . .rate.
or, asReach
few theas
three
on the network
biggest
segmentat oflowerOklahoma's
powerOKLAHOMA
...
cost . . buying
. with
the
NETWORKI
One
Contract
—
One
Contact
—
One
k— Ada
Statement!

DMA
NETWORK
AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO., INC.
AFFILIATES IN OKLAHOMA
AYLORfJOWEONOWDEN
ROBERT D. ENOCH, MANAGING DIRECTOR
APCO TOWER, OKLAHOMA CITY 2, OKLA.

KADA. -Muskogee
KBIX
KCRC -Enid
KGFF — Shawnee
KOME_Tu,sa
KTOK —Oklahoma City
KVSO — Ardmore

HELPING PORTIA face life at
fifth anniversary party for NBC
Portia Faces Life were (1 to r) :
Lucille Wall (Portia) ; Ed Barnes,
Young
Rubicam vice-president;
E. W. &Murtfeldt,
General Food
Sales Co., sponsor.
TV
(Continued from page 22)
Miner, manager of television for
CBS; William
McGrath,Newtelevision
director
of WNEW
York;
Peter C. Goldmark, CBS director
of engineering research and development;transmitter
Herbert Taylor, equipdirector of DuMont
ment sales; Dave Arons, Gimbel
Bros.; Dan Halpin, RCA Victor;
Gerald 0. Kaye, sales promotion
manager, Bruno-New York; Stanley Kempner, video editor, Retail
Home Furnishings; Thomas F.
Joyce,
salesPatricia
manager,
RaymondRosen Co.;
Murray,
video
editor, Printers Ink; Fred Rickey
television writer; Leo Hurwitz,
video producer for CBS; Bob
Emery, video producer for WOR
New entYork;
producer;BudJudyGamble,
Dupuy,independauthor;
Louis Sposa, service director of
WABD; Paul Mowrey, television
director of American; Ronnie Oxford, NBC producer; Stuart Nedd,
actor; Barbara Engelhart, actress.
Stock Reorganization
AS A RESULT of a stock reorganization votedWireless
Oct. 16 Inc.,
by stockholders of Press
New
York,
press,
broadcasting,
and other related fields may radio
buy
no-par common stock at $100 per
share. Ownership of stock has been
limited to newspapers, but now additional press, radio and alllied
agencies will have an opportunity
to participate in Press Wireless
world-wide
expansion of communications facilities.

War Crystal Progress
DEVELOPMENT of the X-ray
diffraction unit by which inexperienced labor can quickly be trained
to mark orientation planes rapidly
on quartzportant incrystals
prove imtelevisionwilldevelopment,
ASSURES YOU Audience IN THE RICHEST MARKETS IN OKLAHOMA
according
to
Albert
M.
Orme,
ing director of the WPB Safetyact-&
Technical Equipment Division, in
a review of wartime technical
progress. • Broadcast Advertising
BROADCASTING
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This was

just one

When a paratroop raid on
Denver's municipal airport signalized the opening of a Kiwanissponsored Red Cross Blood Donor
drive, KOA was there. And so
were KOA listeners all over the
Rocky Mountain West.

SB
*events
of 200 special

0

As a matter of fact, KOA's shortwave pack and KOA's mobile unit don't get
much rest. They've broadcast from Central City's famous Teller House,
8,560 feet up in the Rockies— governors of 18 states talked that day, all on
one half-hour broadcast. They've broadcast from the 1,900-foot level of
Cripple Creek's world-famed Portland mine. And Denver's Stock Show
and Cheyenne's Frontier Days get annual coverage along with hundreds
of other special events.
Yes, KOA gets about. And KOA listeners love it. That's why surveys show
that
listenforto 200
most.miles in almost every direction, KOA's the station most people
-No

wonder

First in PROGRAMS
First in LISTENER LOYALTY
First in COVERAGE
First in POWER
1-flCdC ICUiUfti
and, for' UUall these
reasons . . .
FIRST IN DEALER PREFERENCE
(Ross-Federal figures prove it)

50,000 watts 850 KG
Represented by NBC SPOT SALES

BROADCASTING
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RADIO PAYS OFF FOR BLOCK'S
Quiz Shows Broadcast in "Cosmetic Carnival"
Send Sales Up Despite Bad Weather

COSMETIC EXPERTS who had a part in William H. Block Co.'s "Cosmetic Carnival"
this month which
included
the
four shown
aboveradio
with quiz
Bertshows
Julianin ofIndianapolis
WISH Indianapolis,
carried
the programs. Experts (1 to r) : Miss Bates of Prince Matchabelli, Miss
Xenia
of Dermetics, Miss Morehead of Elizabeth Arden, Miss Lawrence
of Revlon.

jtcfcdXOTV*
Gu
is a wonderful f/OBBY

But not for those who are planning postwar sales! With all available Time being
grabbed up on WIP, fast act/on is indicated
to cover the rich Philadelphia market!
610 K.C.
5000 WATTS
* Dictionary soys— "hesitancy," "delay"
REPRESENTED BY GEO. P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
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WILLIAM H. BLOCK Co., In- $100 in 90-minute period following
dianapolis, turned to radio to pro- Oct. 3 broadcast.
mote its "Cosmetic Carnival" this
Block's has brought
month, and found the cash register theHeretofore
cosmetic representatives to Inresponse was gratifying.
d
i
a
n
a
p
o
l
i
s
t
o train its sales perAmerica's second high (to
sonnel. Use of radio gave the repMacy's) rating user of newspaper
resentatives anopportunity to disthe questions and
space, Block's
a seriespub-of demandscoveroffirst-hand
customers.
broadcasts
from staged
its sixth-floor
lic auditorium with Dorothy HusQuiz idea is creation of E. H.
ton, Midwest editor of Charm Mag- Austerlitz, main floor merchandise
azine and 26 representatives of manager, and Carl Swanson,
nationally known cosmetic manu- Block's cosmetic buyer. George
facturers as the stars. They were Madden, advertising director of
brought to Indianapolis by Block's which
Block's,wassupervised
the production,
written, cast
and staged
for the "Cosmetic Carnival," a
twice-yearly event to promote bet- by Gwin Advertising Agency. Repter techniques in use of cosmetics.
resentatives ofthe
following manufacturers
participated:
The quiz
programs Indianapolis,
were previewed on WFBM
Tabu, Revlon, Dermetics, Bialac,
Sept. view30,of Miss
12:15-12:30,
inter- Prince Matchabelli, Elizabeth
Huston inby anDorothy
Arden, Germaine Monteil, La Cress,
Darling, fashion coordinator at Lentheric,
Houbigant, Dorothy
Block's.
Two
half-hour
quiz
shows
Gray, Milkmaid, Herb Farms,
followed on WISH Indianapolis, Coty,
Helena Rubenstein, Chen Yu,
Oct. 1 and 3, at 2 p.m. Questions Richard
Hudnut, Alexandra de
were supplied by Indiana women in Markoff, Hattie Carnegie, Harper
response to newspaper promotion Method, Lucien Le Long, Frances
conducted by the store, and the Denny, Goureilli.
answers came
from themakers.
26 representatives ofcosmetic
Radio Outing
of the national
"Cosmeticattention
Carnival"as SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
hasIdeareceived
a sure-fire merchandising plan. Broadcasters Assn., Los Angeles,
This use
month's
an all-day
first
of radioquizto marked
sell the Block's
idea to will
mont hold
Country
Club, outing
Oakmont,at OakCal.,
the public, and it brought cosmetic on Oct. 23. Golf tournament is
sales to a new high despite bad planned for afternoon, to be folweather. One cosmetic representadinner attended by more
tive reported sales of more than than 100lowed bymembers
of the industry.
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Companies

Consolidated

Royal

known
it

Chemical

keeps

Corp.

sells
KRANK'S
on

SHAVE
the

KREEM

New

WJJD

Krank's Shave Kreem, containing Diexon, is one of America's
finest . . . and one of Chicago's local favorites. One good
reason for Krank's command of this big market is its intensive
local campaign, especially built for Chicago listening tastes
and Chicago selling tasks. The New WJJD has carried an important part of this campaign since April, 1944.
Thus, over the New WJJD, the Krank Shave Kreem
story is repeated to all Chicago many times daily . . .
in spot announcements ... in sports programs . . .
and in Krank's own feature show, the favorite "Man
in the Street," starring Chicago's top sportcaster,
Jack Brickhouse. Results? Just look at the renewal
record! With people who can watch results, the New
WJJD, with its 20,000 watts of SELLING POWER, consistently
rates as a best buy!
A
BROADCASTING

'pidd STATION
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REPRESENTED

Sdtwf
POWER

20,000 WATTS OF

NATIONALLY

WE

NEW

AVERY, INC
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CommEBcmi^

N'S

POBBI

"PENSI
/
Big-scale farming requires big-scaleON
methods.EP
Hay-burning
horsepower could never maintain Iowa's present huge rate of
food-production.
Tractors, large and small, are among the costly items now being
purchased by Iowa farmers as rapidly as they appear. What
these men want or need and can get, they buy. Money is plentiful with them. In 1943, for instance, their average farm income
was $7,672 — last year was at least 20% more — and is still
going up in 1945. 'Iowa farmers have struck it rich!
But despite their prosperity, Iowa farm people are still the
plain, wholesome people to whom KMA programs have always
been aimed. They still want the type of entertainment we give
them, featuring their own preferences in music, humor, news
and farm news. They still want their authentic farm information to come from the lips of men whose accents are similar
to theirs. With virtual Wall Street incomes, their favorite
station remains KMA — a full-time farm station devoting hours
daily to its own specialized productions. Their approval of
our policy is shown in the letters they send us: more than
twice as many as any other station in this area.
Let us tell you more of KMA's story; the story of a station
which hews to one proven line. Or call Free & Peters for
information.

KMA
AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.
The No. 1 Farm Station in the No. 1 Farm Market
152 COUNTIES
SHENANDOAH,
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AROUND
IOWA

H PRESTON
PETERS,
presidentradioof
Free & Peters
Inc. national
station
representative,
Virginia
Church
Morris,president
daughterand
ART
H
U
R
B
.
CHURCH,
of ofKMBC
Kansas
City, Nov.
and Mrs.
Church,
areHillsto
be
married
3
at
Mission
Country Club, Kansas City.
JERRY
STANLEY,
sales Field
and
merchandising
advisorformer
of Marshall
& Co.,tive of North
Chicago,Central
is nowBroadcasting
account execuSysSt. Paul.
BeforeRecorded
joining Marshall
Field,tem, he
headed
Lectures
Inc.,
Chicago,
and
before
that
was
vicepresident
and general manager of Texas
Network.
A.StateLOUIS
READ has returned to his
post
as
commercial
WWL
New Orleans after 50manager
months ofin Navy.
Dischargedmander, heOct.
1
as
lieutenant
comwas public
directorCaribbean
for two years
for the relations
commander
of
the
Frontier,
Vice
Admiral
Robert
C. inGriffin.
PreviouslyNewhe York,
was
stationed
Washington,
and New Orleans.
GEORGE
member
of advertising gramstaffforBAKER,
of10 Salt
Lake
has Tribune-Telejoined
KDYL
Salt Lake
City years,
as account
executive.
CAPT. from
JOHNthe PALMER,
on fourterminal
leave
Army
after
overseas,
joined la.the sales staffyearsof
WMT Cedarhas Rapids,
JAMES
C. COLE, former
sales executive
ofArmyWEBC
from
plans Duluth,
to enter with
West release
Coast radio.
HARKER
SPENSLEY
of
sales
department of KLZ Denver is father of a girl.
WILLIAM DAWSON of sales department
of WHEBering fromPortsmouth,
N. H., isreceived
recovinternal
when he fellYacht
after Club.
darkinjuries
from a wall at
Portsmouth
JACK FLYNN, released from the Army
and
formerly withandNBC,American,
Blackett-Sample-Hummert
and
HARRY
formerly oWAINWRIGHT
f Spot Sales and BERN
WPATAM,Pater-

son, N. J.,castinghave
joined Associated
Broad-ofCorp.,York.
eastern
division sales
fice in NewDOUGHERTY,
FRANK
regional
sales
engineer of Langevin Co., Los Angeles
(equipment
mfgr.), Radio
and prior
to that
with
Consolidated
Artists,
has
joined
Corp.,
western Associated
division salesBroadcasting
staff, as account
executive,
on participation packageconcentrating
shows.

NEW station license*, plate is affixed by
Howardtion ofO.sales
Peterson
(1) upon ofassumpmanagership
KMA
Shenandoah,
la.,Saddler
wnjje disposes
KMA General
Manager
Owen
of oldof
plate.
Peterson
was
formerly
head
promotion, research and sales at WOW
Omaha leasedforfrom six
years ;and
was just
the
as major.
For re-41
months
has Army
been
relations
officer of heSeventh
Servicepublic
Command.
KING MITCHELL,
former has
account
utive opointed
f KIRO
Seatt.le,
been execapsalesDALY,
manager
of KTBI
Tacoma.
ALEC
discharged
from
armed service, has joined KTBI sales
staff.
REG BEATTIE,
former
exclusiveHamilTorepresentative
fortheCHML
ton,ronto
Ont.,representation
is enteringbusiness
general
station
at Toronto.
HANK Los
ALLEN,
account
executive
KECA
Angeles,
and Leila
Griffithof
are to beOct.married
Minn.,
29. at Lake Minnetonka.
mnnnGEriiEiiT;
ANDY ficeA.r of RCAF
McDERMOTT,
who hasradio
beenliaison
overseasoffor two years, is expected back in
Canada charge
thisplans month
to rejoinandH. following
N. Stovindis-&
H. J.eral(Tubby)
formeris genmanager
ofQUILLIAM,
KIRO
Seattle,
nowHe Co., Toronto.
fulltime
manager
of
KTBI
Tacoma.
WSAP
Portsmouth,
Va.,
has
appointed
has
moved onhisPuget
residence
Inc., New
to Harper,
Sound.from Seattle Joseph
York, as Hershey
national McGillvra
representative.
JACK
station rKELLY,
manager, WOOL
has beenColumbus,
elected sec-O.,
address to be made Oct.
tivesetaClub.ry of the Columbus Radio Execu- BROADCAST
17 in Wichita,
Kans.,author,
by Samuel
B. Pet-of
tingill,
lecturer,
executive
CAMPBELL
ARNOUX,
manager
of
Committee
for Constitutional
Govt..
WTAR
Norfolk,
left
Oct.
9
on
a
threeand
former
Congressman
from
Indiana,
week ttour
of the early
Southwest.
He will re- will be transcribed for distribution to
urn to Norfolk
In November.
stationsable carrying
programs
made
availby Townstations
Hall inCommittee
BEN
BEZOFF,
former
regionalarea,
chief hasof Wichita. Fifty
31 states nowof
OWI
for
Rocky
Mountain
ormitteehavehalf-hour
carried
Town Hall
Combeen appointed
transcribed
programs
KMYR
Denver. Heassistant
formerlymanager
had beenof oncarrysustaining
with station.
basis as "public service
DON
general manager
KYA FEDDERSON,
San
Holly-of features."
wo d, is inFrancisco
NewDOROTHY
YorkandforKMTR
conferences
Russell Returns
With
TED
and
THACKREY,
station owners.
LT. PERCY H. RUSSELL Jr., disRAY
V.
HAMILTON,
executive
vicecharged from the Navy, returned
president
of Associated
Broadcasters
Inc.,
hasdirector
been
elected treasurer
and a last week to the Washington offices
board
Relations
Club. of San Francisco Public of the law firm of Kirkland, FlemMartin & Ellis, of which
BURRIDGE
president
of he ising,a Green,
resident partner. The firm,
WLS ChicagoD.andBUTLER,
publisher
of Prairie
Farmer,
on annual
trip with
Louis G. Caldwell as head
to Phoenix,leavesAriz.,Oct.to 25spend
the winter.
in Washington, is counsel
EDGAR
KOBAK,
left partner
for Mutual. Mr. Russell entered the
New York
Oct.and21Mutual
for St.president,
Louis,expectChiNavy
in
1943 as a lieutenant (jg)
cago,
Elkhart
South
Bend,
ing to return Oct. 29.
and servedcuremenwith
the Office
of Pro-on
CLAY denMORGAN,
assistant
to
the
presit and Materiel,
working
treocftorNBC
formerLines,publicity
of the and
French
addresseddi- War Production Board problems.
the panel
on "Public
in Amer- Formerly secretary to Supreme
icanchantShipping"
at theRelations
American
Marineregional
Conference
duringof Merthe Court Justice Benjamin C'ardozo,
19th
annual
meeting
the
he1936.has been with the law firm since
Propeller Club of the United States Oct.
17 at the Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
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Leading Advertisers know that Detroit
is the most responsive and fastest moving
market in the world . . . and they pick
WXYZ because this station completely
covers the Detroit area... where there is a
market with a billion dollar buying power.

Affiliated with the
American Broadcasting Company, Inc.

YZ
(Key Station of the Michigan Radio Network)
Owned and Operated by the
KING-TRENDLE BROADCASTING CORPORATION
1700 Stroh Building
•
Detroit 26, Michigan
Represented by the Paul H. Raymer Co.

1

f

4

^ Fastest Growing

Big City in the East

^ Great Industrial Center
Diversification

Insures Progress

^ Great Shipbuilding

Center

A Great Port with a Great Future
WBAL, Baltimore— 50,000 Watts— NBC Network
One of America's Great Radio Stations
NATIONALLY REPRESENTED BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc.

11111

FM Dial— 1 to 100
FM WANTS to get started on the right foot.
Manufacturers are designing combination
models to cover the FM range. The listeners'
most important contact with his receiver is the
dial. The push-button technique unquestionably will be adapted for FM, but manufacturers,signsas yet,
saying
what their
dewill be,aren't
probably
for just
competitive
reasons.
In the Oct. 15 Broadcasting E. E. (Ted)
Hill, managing director of WTAG Worcester, Mass., proposed that manufacturers adopt the channel-number system used by
the FCC on their dials. Channels are numbered from 1 to 100 — being 200 kc. apart.
Listeners would find it most awkward to commit to memory the frequency assignments
(ranging from 88.1 to 107.9 megacycles). But
they would have little difficulty in memorizing
numbers from 1 to 100.
We hope broadcasters will get behind Mr.
Hill's very
sensible suggestion
that the
Radio
Manufacturers
Assn. willandrecommend
it strongly to its membership.
Their Fight, Too
FOR AS MANY years as radio is old, farsighted broadcasters have sought vainly to
convince their press brethren that the two
media are in the same boat and that any threat
to the freedom of either inevitably would affect
both.
But radio has fought a lone fight. For years
it navigated in hot water on the freedom issue,
only to have the strongest segment of the press
(those not in radio) eschew any fraternization. Radio spokesmen pleaded with the press
to join in because it was obvious that radio
was simply the first line of defense in the
threat to freedom of expression.
That was evident in the newspaper ownership issue, wherein the FCC looked into the
desirability of newspaper ownership of stations. Yet only those newspapers identified
with radio ownership took up the cudgels.
Then came the Supreme Court decision of
May 10, 1943, in which the FCC was given
"control of the composition of that traffic,"
which could only be interpreted as program
control. The newspapers generally disdainfully
refrained from comment or participation.
But misery evidently loves company.
Came the anti-trust suit against The Associated Press, finally decided on appeal by the
Supreme Court throwing open AP service to
practically all who want it. Newspapers
howled. It was a precedent that threatened to
impinge upon news freedom.
Kent Cooper, executive director of the AP,
is and has been a forceful figure in the crusade
for world-wide press freedom. In an address
last week, he called attention to tendencies
toward government control "of the radio, the
press
the motion
We and
welcome,
even pictures".
at this late date, the
recognition by a foremost figure in journalism,
of radio's status as a news medium alongside
the press. Mr. Cooper urged the public to dePage 46 • October 22, 1945

mand of those in power that these freedoms
be protected.
to radioof "we
have
freedom Heof observed
speech intothattheas homes
the
land through the medium of radio definitely
channeled for regulation by a Government
commission."
Mr. Cooper, then, isn't talking simply of
"freedom of the press" but of freedom of all
media dom ofof news.
expression and communication — freePresident Truman stated it succinctly and
forcefully last July in his letter to this journal
when he cited radio as "a medium that by its
very nature must be maintained as free as the
"Over Here"
THE
press."BIG show is over. The boys are returning by the hundreds of thousands. Censorship
is out, both military and civil. Reconversion is
on (hang the strikes).
For radio, no more reports direct from the
front. OWI allocations selling the war and
patriotism are done. Back to normalcy.
That's the impulse.
But is it the story?
There are still hundreds of thousands of
men in arms in the erstwhile war theatres —
occupation troops and military government
the rough
job. It's their task
tomen.clearTheyup have
and police
and protect.
They have folks back home too. Radio is
their real link because it has the warmth and
intimacy that only the voice can convey.
Army public relations men — practically all
of them ex-broadcasters — are in the occupation areas. They are still producing those
hometown recordings for performance over
local stations. These were hot when the whining and whistling of battle was on. The tendency now may be to deemphasize them.
In this issue is a story of the radio public
relations men in ETO written by one of them.
Lt. Don Kearney, formerly of WAGE Syracuse, writes :
"The radio officers in Europe look with hope
to the industry at home for help — that the
country not forget the GI's in Europe who won
the war and now must stay in Germany to
make
The the
samevictory
prevails'stick'."
in the Pacific.
So think again when you consider rescheduling those recordings from overseas.
Two Bells for Adano
MUCH IS WRITTEN and much is said about
the power of radio. No more telling evidence
of the medium's influence is available, however, than two dispatches issuing from Europe.
One recounted that William Joyce, alias
Lord Haw Haw, had been sentenced to death.
The other revealed that similar justice had
been meted out to Jean Herold-Paquis, chief
news commentator for the Paris radio during
the German occupation.
These men were traitors to their own lands.
They employed the microphone overtly, against
the good of mankind. Their voices doubtless
directed the steps of thousands along treacherous byways.
Their obliteration from the world of men
of goodwill may attract little attention in the
pages of history. But their deeds mark well
the proposition that freedom will expire in
those lands where radio- fails to serve as an
instrument of the people.
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WALTER LANIER BARBER

lly America
synonymous.
are practica
n Red
and the
BARBER
REDCross
because
only
not
is
It
Red
of the was
chosen to serve as chairman Barber
Cross 1945 War Fund Drive in Greater New
York. It goes back through those years he has
broadcast the Brooklyn Dodgers baseball games
over WHN.
Barber became associated with the Brooklyn Red Cross during the 1942 baseball season
when his appeals brought in 27,000 pints of
blood, or one-half the total amount collected
by Brooklyn that summer. Since April 1942
his appeals on his baseball broadcasts for blood
donors have been credited with getting more
than 100,000 pints of plasma.
For his part in helping the 1945 Red Cross
War Fund Drive of New York exceed its quota
by 1 y2 million dollars, Red was presented with
a testimonial of appreciation Oct. 9 by six
borough and chapter chairmen.
In announcing Red's appointment as chairman this year, Colby M. Chester, board chairman of the N. Y. Chapter, ARC, said: "Since
the outbreak of the war, few men have rendered more devoted service to Red Cross."
Red has just completed his twelfth season of
broadcasting baseball. In 1944 he served for
the first time in the dual capacity of WHN
sportscaster and Red Cross Chairman. Sporting News hastwice.
rated him the nation's top sports
announcer
His radio career began in his sophomore
year at the U. of Florida. Red was waiting
tables and doing other odd jobs to meet expenses. A professor was scheduled to give a
talk on animal husbandry over WRUF GainesUniversity'soffered
station.
uteville,thetheprofessor
Red Ata the
free lastmealmin-if
he'd read the talk. Barber did. The station
manager liked the way this young chap performed, offered him a job at $100 a month.
Red wanted to finish school, but he did take
the radio assignment at 75 cents an hour. His
forte was sports. When the Cincinnati Reds
trained at Tampa in the spring of 1934, Red
met Corp.,
Powel licensee
Crosley ofJr.,WLWpresident
of theWSAI)
Crosley
(and then
and president of the Cincinnati Baseball Club.
At his own expense Red took in the training
season, became personally acquainted with
every player.
He went to Cincinnati in March that year,
took a job broadcasting the Reds' games and
on opening day 1934 Red not only described his
first major league game, but saw his first one.
He clicked from the start. His homespun expres ions and Southern accent won him friends
(Continued on page 50)
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New

England. .
HOME OF WBZ
WBZ has a business and mailing address.. Boston, but,
with its clear-as-a-bell 50,000-watt signal, it is a "hometown station" in communities throughout all New
England. It reflects the pulsing life and cultural traditions
of the eight-million typical, prosperous Americans living
between the Canadian border and Martha's Vineyard.
Programs on WBZ are nicely adjusted to their needs,
tastes, and preferences. WBZ supplies them with what
they want., of entertainment, information, and publicservice features., and in the proportions in which they
want them.
High-calibre, locally originated programs vie with
ranking network-shows on WBZ. Its musical, homemaking, sports, and newscast-offerings make it an essential
part of New England's home-life, as it has been for the
past 24 years.
An impressive, diversified list of top-notch national,
regional, spot, and local sponsors attests the worth of
WBZ as a proved selling-force in New England. You,
too, can use it to advantage in selling most of industrial
and rural New England. Contact NBC Spot Sales for
availabilities.
2. Harrison,
4.1. Greenville,
Durham, N. H.N. H.
5. Ipswich,
Mass. Me. 3. Provincetown, Mass.
Photographs
from
New
England
Council,
Maine Development Commission,
and Monadnock Region Association.

WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc
KDKA
• WOWO
• K EX • KYW • WBZ • WBZA
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES-EXCEPT KEX
KEX REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PAUL H. RAYMER CO.

Show to Alaska
CRITERION RADIO FEATURES,
Inc., Chicago production firm, has
placed their transcribed feature
Jimmy Evans Football Forecast
on Alaskan stations KINY, Juneau
and KTKN Ketchikan. Program
(recorded in NBC's Chicago studios) predicts football game winners, is rushed to Alaskan points
for Friday broadcasts. Air exowner, Edwin
A. Kraft pres ined to station's
Seattle, recordings
are
transshipped by air. Now in its
fourth week, program has always
made deadline. Show is also aired
on approximately 30 stations in
the U. S.

New Zealand Group Fights to Free
Watch the Time
Nation of Government Control of Radio
TELEVISED TIME signals
went
on the air in Chicago
CAMPAIGN to free New Zealand
for the first time last week
commercial radio programming and the alarming decline of audiwhen WBKB, the Balaban
ence arrested."
from Government control is being
Asserting
that ZB (commercial)
and Katz television studios,
waged by Radio Advertisers Assn., stations in main centers once enWellington, N. Z.
joyed a basic audience of not less
presented
a visualCo."spot"
for
the Elgin Watch
Running
In a circular addressed to "all than 73% of listeners but that this
about 90 seconds, the time
radio advertisers" the Association has dropped as low as 30 to 50%,
signal break is presented each
the circular continued:
said:
Friday at 8 p.m. (CST), be"It is believed that one of the
"It isvidual
feltadvertisers
that ifwillsufficient
write toindithe principal reasons for this is the
tween Joe Wilson's
Pigskin
Predictions
and CommonMinister of Broadcasting, urging
the Government,
wealth
Edison's
Telequizicals
that they be permitted to purchase policy ducedof12 months
ago, which introtakes
show. Since WBKB charges
in the open field as previously, the away from the advertiser the right
only for talent costs, no time
present department strangle hold to purchase his radio program from
charge was involved in the
on programs may be eliminated any available source and forces
deal, terplaced
J. Walhim toment,buyand also
onlythefrom
the
GovernThompsonthrough
Co., Chicago.
offering to local
advertisers of programs which
have been previously broadcast by
the YA (non-commercial) stations, programs purchased under the system are necessarily
speculative."plan,
thus reducing the commercial staResult
of the Government
to the level of second-run it said, "is to lead to the purchase
movie tionstheaters.
programs which are
"The consequent reduction of of only those pattern,
thus deprivaudience is vital to all radio adver- of a standard
ing
the
advertiser,
commercial
tisers— including those who use broadcasting, and ultimately
the
spot announcements only — as the listener, of interesting and varied
price paid for radio time was originally based upon a reasonable perThe Association called advercentage of audience, and the ZB
tisers' attention to newspaper ads
audience is steadily declining to it had scheduled
as part of the camprograms."
the disadvantage of all advertispaign. It expressed hope that the
circular to Government members,
An accompanying circular sent
the individual letters from
by the Association to Government "plus
result in the abanmembers of Parliament asserted advertisers,donment ofwill
the present inefficient
that the Government plan puts the method of exclusive
Government
entire
of recorded proers." selection
grams for both commercial and purchase of programs."
non-commercial use in the hands
of "only two individuals, members
Chicago Conference
of the Broadcasting Service". The
and WGNB Chiold plan left selection of commer- WBBM cagoChicago,
(WGN's
frequency
cial
programs
"in
the
hands
of
tion
sister
station),
will modulapartici' WDAY
pate in the Ninth Annual School
SAID
literally dozens of individuals".
TO
"The most elementary knowledge Broadcast Conference in Chicago
of the entertainment business Oct. 22-23, featuring displays,
would establish that no two indi- demonstrations and lectures on raviduals could possibly select a sufdio. Everett Holies, WBBM news
"
!a
n'
so
When a t
local
usesnone
station
fives
days
ficient variety of programs to cater chief, will lecture Oct. 22 on "TeleJoh
oadvertiser
Go
for the requirements of all listenvising the News" and pupils of the
week for eleven years . . . that's admissible evidence
ers," the circular reasoned. It said Taft High School, Chicago, will
of satisfaction!
"two Government officials could participate in Tuesdays demonstranot be expected to be broad enough
tionicanof local
We think so, and we therefore cite with pride the
School ofcut-ins
the Airon CBS'
show. AmerThere
in their entertainment sense" to
will
also
be
an
FM
demonstration
cover
all
fields,
"particularly
when
record of our long association with Johnson's for
investing public monies, as many presented by WGNB.
Shoes (Fargo). And Johnson's is only one of eighteen "locals" who have been with WDAY, steadily,
from ten to twenty-three years !
More people listen
There's no better recommendation than the loyal
confidence of neighbors. WDAY has it!
to WAKR
WDAY,
S
N. B. C.

inc
z

FARGO, N. D.
970 KILOCYCLES . . . SOOO WATTS
& PETERS, INC, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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than
any

other

to
station

heard in Akron"
* C. E. HOOPER SUMMER 1945 INDEX 8 A. M. TO 6 P. M.
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THE

GIANTS

INDUSTRIAL

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, New York and New Jer
RCA, Harrison and Jersey City, N. J.
HYATT BEARINGS DIVISION, GENERAL MOTORS, Harriso
CHEVROLET and GENERAL MOTORS, Bloomfleld, N. J.
CURTISS-WRIGHT CORPORATION, Caldwell and Clifton,
FEDERAL SHIPYARDS, Kearney, N. J.
EASTERN AIRCRAFT DIVISION, GENERAL MOTORS, Linde
FORD MOTOR COMPANY, Edgewater, N. J.
GENERAL CABLE CORP., N. J.
L. BAMBERGER & CO., Newark, N. J.
R. J. GOERKE, Elizabeth, N. J.
LAWRENCE AERONAUTICAL CORP., Linden, N. J.
SIMMONS COMPANY, Elizabeth, N. J. .
CIBA PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY, Summit, N. J.
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, Bloomfleld, N. J. and N.
THE HOME STYLE LAUNDRY, Montclair, N. J.
HAHNE & COMPANY, Newark, N. J.
KRESGE-NEWARK, Department Store
„
MERCK AND COMPANY, New Jersey
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC, N. J.
PUR-O-LATOR PROD. INC., Newark, N. J.
LIONEL CORPORATION, Irvington, N. J.
AMERICAN STORES, N. J.
COLUMBIAN LAUNDRY, Newark, N. J.
ARMOUR & COMPANY, N. J.
HEARNS, Newark, N. J.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET COMPANY, Jersey City, N.
ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, N. J.
WALTER KIDDE CORPORATION, N. J.
THOMAS A. EDISON INDUSTRIES, West Orange, N. J.

WAAT
more

PROVE

IT!

It was the hectic period of V-J Day celebration. Northern New Jersey's Industrial
Giants HAD to get information to their
workers in America's Fourth Largest
Market . . . about time off . . . when to
resume work . . . about emergency shift
changes . . . about picking up pay envelopes. The problem, HOW TO DO IT
BEST? Naturally, they called on WAATNewark to contact their people, because
they know:

delivers
listeners

per

in America's
4—
S
than any other
including

all

dollar

Largest

Market

station—

50,000

watters!

* Do you realize this market
contains over 3 ¥2 million
people; more than these 14
cities combined: Kansas
City, Indianapolis, Rochester, Denver, Atlanta, Toledo,
Omaha, Syracuse, Richmond, Hart ford, Des Moines,
Spokane, Fort Wayne.
(National Representatives: Radio Advertising Co.)
DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR
BROADCASTING
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Respects
(Continued from page 46)
by the score.acteristicsHe
learned
the When
charof every
player.
he broadcast out-of-town games
from Western Union reports, Red
carried on a rapid-fire description
of the players.
In Cincinnati he was sponsored
first by Ford dealers, later by
Wheaties. General Manager Larry
MacPhail of the Reds took a liking
to the red-headed Southern boy
who was making good. When Larry
left the Reds to become head of the
Brooklyn Dodgers, he sent for Red
Barber. In 1939 Red went to New
York and did the Dodgers games
over WOR. In 1942 to switched to
WHN.
Obviously, the "old red head"
quicklyizens endeared
to theafter
citof Brooklyn.himself
One year
his arrival, the Brooklyn Chamber
of Commerce gave him its annual
award for being "that young man
who has madetributions the
civic con-of
to thelargest
betterment

COFFEE
WITH
CONCRESS

"FIRST REALLY DIFFERENT
PROGRAM WITH A CAPITOL
HILL FLAVOR TO COME OUT
OF WASHINGTON"
. . so says P&RIETY
A completely new idea in morning
programming
is Bill Herson's
WITH CONGRESS"
broadcast"COFFEE
every
Saturday
morning,
8:15-9:00
It's another "First" for WRC . . . a.m. —
First time members of Congress have
been informally interviewed in their
homes— over the breakfasttable. Herson
presents
"littlelaw-makers
• known" infactsan ad-lib
about
"well-known"
friendlyfamilies.
chat with Congressmen and
their
Another reason why Herson is Washington's No. 1 morning
personality.
For
spot availabilities
see NBC
Spot Sales.

FIRST in WASHINGTON

ft«pr»«<Mtted by NSC SPOT SAltS
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Brooklyn".
Red's
Old Gold
nati broadcast
from Dodger-CincinEbbetts Field,
Brooklyn, over WHN on Sunday,
Sept. 13, 1942, topped all previous
War Bond promotions with sales
of over $325,000.
Co-worker on his WHN broadcasts the last four years, Connie
Desmond, calls him one of the "most
honest"
reporters
broadcasting
business.in the baseball
Baseballthe isfallnotheRed's
only stint.
During
broadcasts
the
New York
Giants'
professional
ball games over WHN. Whenfoot-he
was with Crosley he did the Ohio
State and Notre Dame games for
WLW. He also does a sports commentary for newsreels and makes
records for the OWI overseas division.
For eight consecutive years,
1935-43, Red did the World Series.
His Southern accent comes natural,
Red having been born Feb. 17, 1908,
in Columbus, Miss.
During his college days he was
seriously hurt in an automobile
accident. When stretcher-bearers
were taking him into a hospital he
saw a beautiful young woman in
white. "I thought for a minute I
was nurse.
in heaven,"
was
his
Now shesaidis Red.
Mrs. She
Barber.
Red and his wife live in Scarsdale,
N. Y.,ter,with
Sarah. their 7-year-old daughWhat he considers his greatest
honor came early this year when
the Sports Broadcasters Assn.
chose him as the sports broadcaster
"who has done most to bring credit
and dignity to his profession in
1944". The only reported criticism
of the red-head came from a Brooklyn fan who once denounced him
as being "too fair".
NBC
"Congressional
Medal
of Honor"
program
been
commended
Vivian
D. has
Corbly,
national
adjutantin anbyof
the Disabled
American
Veterans,
interview
!n current
New
in Veteran
News. issue of What's

JAMES L. WOLCOTT, former production manager
of "Thevice-president,
March of Time' ,
has been
appointed
eralof manager
and a member of genthe
board
directors
Inc., New
York. of Audience Research
IRVING FRISCH, recently with Bell
Telephone
Labs.,Wire
technical staff, Inc.,
has
rejoined
New
York,Radio
as advertisingTelevision
CHARLES
MICHELSON
Inc.,director.
New York,
distributor of "The radio
Shadow",
halfseries isofreleascompanion
ing aopen
hour
end nowtranscriptions
"The tiAvenger",
available
totitled
stao
n
s
f
o
r
local
sponsors.
Series
includes
52 programs.
FRANK
V.
GOODMAN,
former
sales
manager
of Sonora
Phonograph
Co..
Chicago,
associated
with
companies and
in phonograph,
radio other
and
refrigeration
industries,
hasIsland
joined City,
AnCorp.,salesLongand
N.manager.
Y., dreaas Radiogeneral
advertising
JACK
CAVANAUGH
has returned
All-Canada
Radio Facilities,
Calgary,to
program
discharge
from
the
RCAFdivision,
Atlanticafter
Coastal
Command.
CHARLES GARLAND, former associate
radioly Hills,
director
of Berg-Allenberg,
BeverCal.,
service,
has opened
his
talentartist
agency
Blvd.,ownBeverly
Hills,
Cal. at 9169 Sunset
MAURICE
C. DREICER,
head
MauC. Dreicer
Programs,
ForumofService,
Servicerice Inc.,
and Voice
Analysis
New York,
has
started
the
Idea
Counselor
for
new
ideas,
check-ups
and
analysis services on radio, television,
public tiorelations,
politics,
sales,998promon
,
o
r
business.
Address:
Fifth
Ave., New York.S. PALITZ, released from
MORTIMER
the Army,
has been namedRecords
vice-president of Cosmopolitan
Inc.,
New
Prior Columbia
to his Army
Palitz York.
was with
Records.career
PAUL
magazine
editor ofGARDNER,
American former
Broadcasting
Co.,
has been appointed editor of Tune In
magazine.
BOB THIELE concluded his WHN New
York disc program Oct. 18 to devote
moretor oftime
to hisRecord
post asCo.,music
New direcYork,
which Signature
has expanded
activities.
E.houseW. Electric
EISENHOWER,
with
WestingSupply
Co.
for
11
years
and
district
merchandise
manager
Arizona,
California,
Idaho and
Utah for
for
eight ageyears,
has been
appointed
man-of
r
o
f
southern
California
district
Westinghouse
Home Radio Westinghouse
Division, in
charge
of merchandising
home territory
radio
andand television
receivers in
LOUISVILLE
that
Oregon,
Washington,
Home of the
and Hawaii.
JEAN dioMcCORMICK,
formerly
ofInc.,the and
raKentucky Derby
department
of
Crossley
researchcago, statistician
with the U. Analysis
of Chihas joinedNewCooperative
of Broadcasting,
York, as assistant
to JAY STANWYCK, editor of CBS reSIMONPhiladelphia
J. SHALTZ,Record,
night city
the
has editor
left and
theof
ports.
newspaper
to
set
up
a
publicity
radio promotion
Adelphia Assoc.,
with
offices in agency,
the
Trust
Bldg. Associated
with Real
him inEstate
the agency
are
GERTRUDE
GOLDEN
and
ISABELLE BOBROW.
THOMASducer A.and former
McAVITY,vice-president
freelance pro-in
charge of radio
for Lord
& Thomas,
Hollywood,
hasHills,
joined
Famous
Artists
Corp.,
Beverly
Cal.,
talent
service,
as vice-president
in charge
ofNewradio.
BILL
LIVINGSTON,
former
producer of Warwick & Legler, York
has
joinedwoodRKO
Radio Pictures as Hollyradio contact.
HARRY
JACOBS
PRODUCTIONS,
New
York
producer of West
transcribed
has established
Coast programs,
offices at
8820 Sunset
Blvd., Los
Angeles.
Telep
h
o
n
e
i
s
Crestview
5-2871.
BERENICE
LAWRENCE,
formerly
of
Free
& and
Peters.in
Hollywood,
is
office
manager
charge of sales promotion.
CRITERION RADIO FEATURES, Chihas placed program
the "Jimmy
Footballcago,lowing
Forecast"
on theEvans
folWCOA WBAP stations^
KTSAWHKWFCI WPAY
WINN WTCM
WAYS
KTKN KINY KVFD.
DECCA
has Coast
installed
twoat
presses
atLaRECORDS
itsBreanew Ave.,
West
plantand
960
N.
Hollywood,
has
its own all
pressing.
Company
also started
has installed
new recording
equipment at that plant.
BROADCASTING
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CALL
WEAF
WBZ & WBZA
WGY
KYW
WRC
KDKA
WTAM
WOWO
WMAQ
KOA
KPO

ON
New York
Boston, Springfield
Schenectady
Philadelphia
Washington
Pittsburgh
Cleveland
Ft. Wayne
Chicago
Denver
San Francisco

FOR

NEW

FEEL THE NEED OF A FRESH VIEWPOINT-a different
slant? Why not let "Spot" help you tackle time problems? He can't
promise to supply the exact time you had in mind — NBC time is too
popular for that — but he can point out some mighty solid and interesting new angles on available time.
Call on "Spot"''' today for new angles on available time on one or all
of NBC's key stations — stations which blanket 55% of the radio
families in the U. S. with incomes 34.2% higher than the national
average. Today with reconversion going full blast, farsighted buyers
know . . . more than ever . . . the importance of catering to this huge
audience in America's richest market.

NBCSP

BROADCASTING

ANGLES

T

SALES

New York, Circle 7-8300 . . . Chicago, Superior 8300 . . . San Francisco, Graystone 8700
Washington, Republic 4000 . . . Cleveland, Cherry 0942 . . . Hollywood, Hollywood 6161
Denver, Maine 621 1 . . . Boston, Hancock 4261
• Broadcast Advertising
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DETROIT'S LEADING
INDEPENDENT
STATION

PLENTY OF
B. T. WJBK
O.'s*
ON
*WJBK
Big Time
Operators
delivers, one reason why
you'll year
find after
these year!B.T.O.'s with
WJBK,
Stanback
Carter's Little Liver Pills
Super Suds
Del Monte Coffee
Ex Lax
Lifebuoy
Rinso
Tintex
Wild Root Cream Oil
Wurlitzer
Kresge
Sunshine Biscuit
Pillsbury Flour
Oxydol
Ward Baking Co.
Adam Hats
Bond Bread
Chelsea Cigarettes
WJBK
GETS RESULTS
*
ANOTHER REASON
WHY
STATION WJBK
Carries more national advertis ng .. . does a larger
dollar volume . . . than any
other 250 watt station in
the country.

'Your Esso Reporter' Points
To Successful 10 Years on Air
BACKGROUND and history of one radio department of Marschalk &
of the most consistent and success- Pratt, agency handling the account.
ful spot radio accounts — Standard Schedules of commercials are preOil Co. ofinNew
Jersey, N. booklet
Y.— is
each broaddescribed
an illustrated
castpared
area. individually
Broadcastforperiod
varies
using automotive terminology pub- from station to station, mostly follished by the company for local deallowing the general pattern of morners. Success story of Your Esso Renoon, early evening and late
porter was printed simultaneously night.ing,Since
marketing
differ in different
states,set-ups
individual
with tionthefrom10th
anniversary
celebraOct. 7 to Oct. 26 of the company marketing divisions frecompany's
of the proproducts not feagram, whichsponsorship
will be commemorated
tured byquently
otherpromotedivisions.
by the presentation of silver plaques
Booklet proudly proclaims that
to the 10 stations that have carried the Esso Reporter tops the No. 1
the program for the last 10 years. network shows every week. Show, it
[Broadcasting, Oct. 1]
is claimed, has ability to pull up to
Sponsorship of the program 1,144,000 people to their radios for
started in 1935 on 10 stations at the one
five-minute spot per day. One
time the United Press inaugurated example of pulling power is that
3,762,963 glass banks were sold by
a special radio wire service. Five- the
dealers in less than two months
minute news show is sponsored four
times a day — five days a week and after the banks were mentioned on
Anotherfor drive
2,646,-I,
according
000 air.
requests
Esso pulled
War Map
time
on theto the
air booklet
and is on"hasthemore
air the
more times than any other single and 3,629,000 for Esso War Map II.
the war, when the Reporter
program."
Company
todaycarrying
has 38 Before
stations in major
markets
plugged the Harrisonburg Virginia
the program, reaching 91% of the Turkey festival, approximately
144,000 visitors showed up — at least
radiowith
homes
in Esso's
area
primary
coverage.marketing
During 44,000 more than ever before.
the war the company had little to
Average commercial on the fivesell because
of rationing and didn't minute show runs about 35 seconds,
add
any stations.
unless a special government message is being given. Then it may
Teletype circuits connect all stations carrying the program to the run a few seconds longer. Commer-

Meet
ARLETH
HAEBERLE
Purveyor of Glamour . . .
... at the kitchen sink!

Six days a week "AROUND THE TOWN WITH ARLETH
HAEBERLE" is heard by more women than any other
home-maker's
HersetTesting
(organized before the program!
war) is all
to go toBureau
work for
new
products now. Details and future participating availabilities on request.

cials for past 10 years are kept in
microfilm. Marschalk & Pratt officials estimate they now have about
9,460 feet
of microfilmcommercial
commercials. No individual
is ever used more than six times.
Bill Freeman, creative account exMarschalk
Pratt, 8,000
estimatesecutivhee ofhas
written& about
of those commercials in 10 years.
R. M. Grey, manager of the advertising sales promotion
ment of Standard
Oil Co. ofdepartNew
Jersey, said: "We make frequent
check-ups of the program's ability
tofilesproduce
and our
containtangible
much results
direct evidence
of having literally brought many
thousands of potential customers
into Esso stations.
"Time after time we have had
impressive evidence of the propower to move
merchandise
for ourgram'sdealers
— gasoline,
tires,
motor oil, oil burners and so on.
Our dealers have felt the effect of
the program so strongly that when
items have been featured on the
Reporter we have often cleaned
them out of stock entirely. Needless
to
say, these
both stocks
we andwereouradequate,
dealers
thought
before scheduling commercials.
"We are convinced from our experiences with Your Esso Reporter
that radio holds an essential place
in a well-rounded advertising program like ours, which includes teleby-mail, vision,
pointnewspaper,
of saleoutdoor,
display, directdealer
promotion material, movies and
trade papers."

Horace
NStovin
1.
AND COMPANY
•
RADIO
STATION

The Great Minnesota (and Wisconsin) audience demands, deserves and GETS the best in radio!

| REPRESENTATIVES
MINNEAPOLIS * ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA
UJ LI OlM
AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.
FREE
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It's SUPERMAN!
SUPERMAN of W K Z O
Kalamazoonouncer,
is Marion
its Stutes.
chief an-In
addition to announcing duties,
taking eight hours a day, he
has been carrying a normal
load for three semesters at
Kalamazoo College, where
he is president of the student
body onationcampus.
gradu-to
next June, After
he plans
go
to
the
U.
of
Mexico.
He
will doubtless fly up between
classes for station breaks.

AND

j
!j
MONTREALoffices
•• WINNIPEG
TORONTO

PETERS National Representatives
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

There Is An Audiodisc And An Audiopoint
For Every Recording Need
AUDIODISCS have all of the features essential to high fidelity recording.
A superior lacquer is applied by a unique process that gives a flawless
surface. In cutting, the thread throws well and there is no static. In playback, whether at once or in the future, there is low surface noise. Their
playback life is unequalled. There are six types of AUDIODISCS:
RED LABEL tops alt accepted quality standards REFERENCE permits extreme economy in testfor
Double-sided in 6%", 8", cuts, filing and reference recordings. Double10",professional
12" and 16"use.diameters.
sided in 10", 12" and 16" diameters.
SINGLE FACE RED LABEL brings new economy MASTERS for choice copies (pressings) after
to16"applications
or single face in 12",
diameters. requiring but one side. 12" and electroplating.
13%" and 17V4" Double
diameters.
YELLOW LABEL, Double-sided blanks of uni- BLUE LABEL best discs at low cost. Thin alumiform quality and "wide latitude." Extra-fine num base, same recording lacquer as profesadjustments unnecessary. Sizes as Red Label. sional AUDIODISCS. 6V2", 8" and 10"
All AUDIODISCS are manufactured on aluminum base— and glass base too, except
for the 6V2" and Blue Label type.
AUDIO DEVICES. INC.. 444 MADISON AVE., N. Y. C.

BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

AUDIOPOINTS
Audiopoints, made by
skilled craftsmen, are
available in three types of
recording styli and three
types of playback points.
Cutting and playback
points are matched to give
finest performance.
RECORDING POINTS
SAPPHIRE NO. 14, for profession,
als,
designed
throw. No finerto give
made.proper thread
STELUTE NO
type. Cuts quie lyprofessional
groove for
DIAMOND-LAPPED STEEL NO. 50,
cuts a fine, quiet groove, gives
from 15 cortoding tim30e. minutes actual rePLAYBACK POINTS
SAPPHIRE NO. 113, finest obtainable. mumComplete
disc wear. fidelity and miniBENT SHANK NO 154, for heavy
pickups. SHANK STEEL NO.
STRAIGHT
151, for light pickups.
Audio's resharpening and
repolishing services give
real economy in the use of
AUDIOPOINTS, Nos. 14,
34 and 1 13. Consult your
local dealer.
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WILLIAM
RHODES,and former
of KMO
prior toannouncer
that in
the
Army, Tacoma
has joined
KMPC
Hollywood
as newscaster and special events announcer.
TONY
MORSE,
newscaster
Francisco,
is father
of a correspondent,
boy.of KGO San
JACK
MAHON,
Mutual
returns to this country with the Third
Fleet after
tour overseas
forof network.experiences
He ishispreparing
a hebookexpects
histo
Pacific
have completed
latewhich
this year.
ED PETTITT,
head has
of Mutual
San Francisco newsisroom,
New
Yorktheand
replaced
byshifted
JACK toFERN
of
news
staff.Mutual-KFRC San Francisco
DICK DOTY,
day6 news
editor of WCOP
Boston,
married
Alice
Brayer
of Oct.
Buffalo,
N.correspondent
Y. Mary home
GENE
RIDER,
CBS
toPacific
Miami,andFla.,Europe,
after two
years
in
the
was interview
heard over
WQAM Miami in special
for
the "folkschiefwhoengineer
knew himof WQAM.
when". He is
former
DICK BENSON, formerly of WJTN

THIS K
Mil...

one of the service station managers who kept hundreds of thousands of necessary cars on the roads during
the war and sold over $115,718,000 worth of gasoline during
the war years. Think of what the gasoline market will be
in postwar years in eastern and central New York and
western New England— the WGY COMMUNITY*— one
of the richest areas in the nation!
And WGY is the ONLY medium which combines this
valuable market into ONE coverage area.
*WGY's ulatiprimary
and secondary
with a popon ofover 25,000,
39 cities ofareas
over contain
10,000, 18andcities
40 incorporated
towns and villages of over 5000 population.
WGY
SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK
50,000 wafts — NBC — 23 years of service
Represented Nationally by NBC Spot Sales
GENERAL
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#) ELECTRIC

Jamestown,
Y., hasWarren,
joined O.announcing staff of N.WRRN
He will
give play-by-play of local football
LESLIE BAIN, commentator and nagames.
syndicated Miami
columnist,
returtionally
ned to WKAT
Beach,has Fla.,
where hegram inoriginated
pro1940. He hisis radio
heardnewsMonday
throughgrams Friday
6:15 onp.m.national
First fourand proof weekternationare
inal news and
Friday program
presents latest in atomic developments.
HENRYsionORBACH,
western
divimanager of former
newsbeen
for
American
Broadcasting
appointed
news chief of Co.,
KFREhasFresno,
Cal.
BUDDY chargedGREENSPAN,
recently disfrom the sports
Navy, has
WHN New York
staff.rejoined the
DON LERCH, director of WEAF New
York "Modern
Farmer"
program, ofis the
reporting findings
and proceedings
World Food
& Argiculture
Organization
convention at Quebec via transcriptions. LEWIS, assistant news editor of
IRVIN
WLS
Chicago,
hasindefinite
returned stay,
to hisduehometo
atillness
Tulsa
of forhis anmother.
MAJ.
ROBERT
MENAUGH,
to be
released by the Army, plans soon
to return
to the House
Radio
Gallery
as
superintendent Nov. 1. During
service WILLIAM
VAUGHANhis hasmilitary
been
acting superintendent.
JACK
BEALL,
formerly
ofis the
news
staff
of
WLW
Cincinnati,
now
with
WJZ
York from
and Washington.
conducts Sunday
night New
newscast
PETER
DUBINSKYbureau
from toTransradioPress
AP Radio
Wire, Washington
Washington.
FRAYE
GILBERT
has
resigned
news
Antoniofrom
await staff
returnof ofWOAIher Sanhusband,
Maj.to
Harry Gilbert, from Europe.
JACK
O'REILLY,
former
WNEW
New
York
announcer,
joinedevents
WHOMdirector,
New
York
Oct.
15
as
special
replacing DALE MORGAN, who shifts
toO'Reilly
the Cowles'
station
Washington.
m.c. ofWOL2V2and
hourof afternoonwill"WHOMbe Caravan"
"Inquiring Microphone"
special events
work. in addition to his
FRANKager of MEAD,
former B.production
manCJAT Trail,
C, has joined
the
couver.news department of CKWX VanTOM
STEWART, hasforbeen10 named
years head
with
ofCKMOthe Vancouver,
news department.
JIM FOSTER,
announcer
KTBI
Tacoma, sports
Wash.,
returnedasof
three-month
leaveOlympic
ofhasabsence
U.from
S.
forest
ranger
in
Nationalair
Forest.of JOSHUA
using
name
Bill special
Berry,BARMASH,
hasevents
joinedannouncer
KTBI as
news
and
after discharge from Army.

T. G. BOMBAUGH, released from the
Navy sionreserve,
has
as transmisengineer
at thereturned
trans-in
mitter, Chicago,
afterWLS-WENR
three
years
Navy
communications.
ARTHUR
R.
JOHNSON,
returned
from
military
leave
of absenceinstated aswith
the
Navy,
has
been
reassistant station Heengineer
WLS-WENR
was inof
service for threetransmitter.
years.
WILF
RAY
has
been
appointed
chief
program
of hasCKMOjoinedVancouver
and
ERICeratiengineer
the opng sLAVELLE
taf .
AL
KLENMAN
returned from
RCAF
to the hasengineering
staff theof
CKWX Vancouver.
GEORGE HENDERSON has been named
engineer
of CKYas control
Winnipeg.operator
He joined
CKY
in equipment
1932
and
became
supervisor
1942.
GORDON
THOMPSON,
in thetoin RCAF
since
early
1943,
is
returning
CKY
Winnipeg as control operator.
HARDY SYDNER,Armyfor Signal
18 months
Corpsserv-toin
Franceing withandtheGermany,
has returned
WRVA
Richmond,
Va.,
as
control
operator.
WILLIAM hasR. SCHWALM,
released
from
service,
returned
to
transmitter
staff of turnedWQXR
York. are
Others
refrom armedNew
service
ZAVEN
N.GEORGE
MASOOMIAM,
control
engineer,
and
M. SCHIMMEL, engineer.
DONALD SAUNDERS, released from the
Navy as turlieutenant
commander, ashasengiren
e
d
t
Washington
giving complete
ne r. He waso WTOP
in New
charge
of a Navywhileradioin BOOKLETS
words
and pictures
of offered
rosterreview
offreeNewbyin
installation
in
Orleans
York
Giants
are
being
service.
Two
new
WTOP
engineers
are
Red Barberof WHN
and Connie
Desmond
to
WILLIAM
B.theVAUGHAN,
chief
Newfootball
York
Sunday
radioman
Navy Salem
and former
prior
that listeners
broadcasts byofP. Giants
games,
with
WAIRin Winston
and toWRAL
sponsored
Lorillard
Co.,
New
York
Raleigh,
C, and
JULIANin RALSTON,
Old Golds.
Agency is Lennen &
Mitchell,
New York.
who
was N.Navy
specialist
electronic for
research
Covington,andVa. previously with WKEY
HAROLD
SAYLOR,has formerly
the
FBI
radio E.division,
theof CBS
maintenance
departmentjoined
of technical
operations.
KENNETHis father
STANGER,
of KLZ
Denver,
of a engineer
boy.
ELWOOD
MIKEL,
formerly
with
Naval "Where
2nd JBraditre
J3raditrt
Research
Lab., Washington,
has Wayne
joined
'iDun and
engineering
of WOWO Fort
and Crettl ei "
as a studio staff
operator.
■t <J/evper and Cr.e66ley"/
JOHN
PENAZ,
former chief
WHBG
Harrisburg,
is newengineer
memberof
of technical
staff ofPa.,WKBZ
Muskegon,
Mich.
MICKEY
YANITOR, released from service, has joined
Warren,
O. technical staff of WRRN
JOHN
M.
BALDWIN,
director
ofmonth
KDYLin Salt
Lake City,technical
willC, spend
next
Washington,
D.
and
other
easterntion. cities
ondirected
businessworkforontheKDYL
staHe
has
experimental
television transmitter,
now near completion.
BROADCASTING
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WTAM's
with

Sohio

Cleveland

Reporter

Rates

First

Listeners

THE most popular news programs
in Cleveland. Four times daily,
Clevelanders get their news the
way they want it . . . brief, concise
and without bias from the Sohio
Reporter. A vital, four pronged
newscast written and edited in the
WTAM News Room. "Another
Sohio Service" is another community service by WTAM . . . .
first in listening audience, day
and night and first in all program
popularity polls, year after year.
FIRST

in CLEVELAND

50,000 watts

BROADCASTING
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WAYNE JOHNSON ...the "voice" of the
Sohio Reporter gives facts, not opinions

The WTAM News Room in an all night "jam session"
J /
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TOPS IN THE
"HEARTLAND"
In theof the
"Heartland"
you'llfarms
find
some
richest, busiest
of the midwest, plus important
industries including meat packing
plants, corn processing, soybean
and sugar beet factories. Producing food for a hungry world has
naturally increased the "spendable" income at home.
TOUCH "HOME" WITH KGLO
293,080 Radio families in the area
are reached by the friendly voice
of KGLO. Tell them . . . sell
them . . . put KGLO on your
station list.
Use KGLO and WTAD
Quincy, Illinois
A Natural Combination

IS ABET NAMES ALLEN
AS FULLTIME AGENT
CLARENCE A. ALLEN has resigned as secretary-treasurer of
National Assn. of Broadcast Engineers and Technicians to work
full time as
NABET national
representative, a
positionmerlyhecoupled
forwith the job of
secretary - treasurer.
H. E. Hiller,
New terYork
chap-is
chairman,
secretary -treasurer
Mr. Allen new national
and national representative in New
England, New York, and Pennsylvania.theMr.rest
Allen's
territory
includes
of U.S.
He said
the changes were made to allow
more time for organization of new
NABET units, contract negotiation, and similar work.
Both Mr. Allen and Mr. Hiller
have resigned from NBC and Mr.
Allen has also given up the post of
Washington chapter chairman, being succeeded by Dorson A. Ullman, who returned to WRC Washington from New York last July.
Mr. Allen will continue to maintain offices in Washington. Mr.
Hiller and NABET President A. T.
Powley
New York.will be headquartered in

PREMIER of new Nash-Kelvinator Corp. series on CBS, The Andrews
Sisters Show, was preceded by cocktail party attended by sponsor, agency,
net officials (1 to r): William C. Gittinger, CBS sales vice-president;
Maxine Andrews; George Mason, sponsor president; Patty Andrews;
B. B. Geyer, president, Geyer, Cornell & Newell; La Verne Andrews;
H. C. Doss, Nash Motors sales vice-president.
Lupis Leaves WHOM
GIUSEPPI LUPIS, former supervisor of Italian programs for
WHOM New York, has resigned
and left on the Gripsholm Oct. 16
for Rome,
he willConsultative
be a member of thewhere
National
Assembly. The Assembly will be
the nominal Italian Chamber of
Deputies pending final settlement
of the future Constitution. He has
been associated with WHOM since
1938, and has also been editor of
77 Mondo, Italian magazine.

Willis Named Assistant
Manager of Nunn Group
J. ED WILLIS, manager of WLAP
Lexington, Ky., one of the four
Nunn Stations, has been appointed
assistant general manager of the
Nunn ters group,
which has headquarat Lexington.
Gilmore Nunn, who has resumed
active duties as president and general manager of the group after
serving in the Army, announced
the appointment in connection with
a meeting of Nunn station managers and .general office personnel
held Oct. 8-10 at Lexington.
Mr. Willis is a native Kentuckian. He has been with WLAP
for 11 years, as manager the past
two. He will be succeeded by Miller A. Welch, a member of the
WLAP sales staff for nine years.
Representing the stations at the
meeting were Mr. Welch of WLAP ;
Howard P. Robertson, manager of
KFDA Amarillo, Tex.; John P.
Hart, manager of WBIR Knoxville,
Tenn., and Joseph B. Matthews,
manager of WCMI Ashland, Ky.Huntington, W. Va. General office
members
present General
were President
Nunn, Assistant
Manager
Willis, J. Lindsay Nunn, chairman
of board; G. D. Bowie, secretary
and treasurer, and Sanford Helt,
chief engineer.

kglo
MASON CITY^f
^ / oiva
1300 K.C. 5.000 Watts
CBS Affiliate
Weed & Company, Rep.

WCKY
the 50,000
850 cu (/cm Hadio ?Jta£
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5000
WATTS
DAY AND
NIGHT
NATIONALLY REPRESENTED BY ADAM J. YOUNG, JR., INC.
BROADCASTING

watt voice
of Cincinnati
• Broadcast Advertising

a new

city. * . .
a new

station. . . .
name.

. . .

to
THE

SAME

STAR

PERFORMER

and
AUDIENCE-BUILDER

Catherine Daniels, with her
more than sixteen years experience in radio, comes to
WISH as Home Service Director and Food Counsellor to manufacturers, jobbers,
wholesalers and retailers in
Indiana. Catherine Daniels
will be featured daily, MonFridayprogram
in her
new dayandthrough
friendly
beamed entirely to Hoosier
women, "At Home With
Catherine Daniels."

One ofService
radio'sDirectors
best-known
Home
...
one of the mid-west's most
popular women changes to a
new city, a new station and
even a new name. Catherine
Daniels is nationally known
as "Jane Porter," for the past
eleven years director of the
famous "Magic Kitchen" on
popular KMOX, St. Louis.
Now she joins WISH as
Catherine Daniels.
CATHERINE DANIELS

"At Home
With
Catherine
Daniels"
Catherine Daniels Knows How. She has
WISH feature, "At Home With Cathworked year after year for many of the
erine Daniels" will be SURE of results in
best known food advertisers in the nation.
a big way when Catherine Daniels gets
down to work for them.
Those advertisers participating in the new
for participation in thb CATHERINE
FOR SALES
IN HOOSIERLAND
.. .CALL
FREE

DANIELS PROGRAM
& PETERS
OR WRITE
OR WIRE

WISH
7<£e Station

fate PC*ce* .i*t

INDIANAPOLIS
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BY FREE & PETERS
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT • ATLANTA • HOLLYWOOD • SAN FRANCISCO

Reaches 1,902,591 residents of
Industrial New England

5000 watt power, day and night.
680 kc. A clear strong signal

1HJMN1
Lawrence, Massachusetts
Affiliated with American Broadcasting Co.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
WEED & CO.

HIGHEST

HPIERSON
MAPES, former
, promotion trimanager
Philcoforsales
Dis-15
butors Inc., New ofYork,
years, agerhasof Hutchins
been appointed
general
manAdv.
Co.,
New York.
His new duties include supervision
of
production
Philco's "Radio
Hall of
and of"Breakfast
Club" portions
onFame"American.
FLORENCE McKENNA, formerly with
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
&beenBelding
and Ruthrauff
&ofFoote-COne
Ryan,
has
appointed
copy
chief
Goldman
&STADT,
Gross,former
Chicago.
EDWARDwithMITTLEart
director
United
States
is now in that post at
GoldmanAdv.,
& Gross.
GLADYS SEALES DEWEY has joined
O'Brien
Gourlay
radioly withdirector.
Mrs.Ltd.,
DeweyVancouver,
was former-as
CJVI CJCJ
CFAC.
DABNEY
O. COLLINS,
former
advertisingturemanager
of Davis
&beenShawappointed
FurniCo., Denver,
has Galen
vice-president
of
the
E.
Broyles
Co., Denver agency.
DON
MAINGUY, Co.,
formerly
with
J.NEVILLE
Walter
Thompson
New
York,
and
LT.
COMDR.
JAMES
JOHNSON, USNR, have joined RickardW.
&tives.Co., New York, as account execuFRED ananJORDAN,
vice-president
& Co., Losweeks
Angeles,
is ofinBuchNew
York
conferences
with
home forofficethreeexecutives.
TED
SELLER,for with
McCann-Erickson,
New York,
assistant
account
executive,two hasyearsbeenas appointed
account
executive
on
Woman's Home
Companion.
RICHARD withJAMES,
formerNewaccount
executive
Peck
Adv.,
York,
has
returned
toAmerican
the agency
years
with
the
Red after
Cross twoin
New Guinea and the Philippines.
LT. COMDR.
SAMUELfrom LANHAM,
has
been released
the serviceUSNR,
and
has
York. rejoined J. M. Mathes Inc., New
ALEXANDER
MITCHELL
INES,
account
representative
Walterin Thompson
Co., London, hasof J.arrived
New York
toFIELDvisitEN,themanager
company'sof J-W-T
office. EDWARD
Bombay,
left New York to office
spend ina
month inturnhas
ing tthe
o India.London office before reMASON L. HAM, former agency execu-

CONCENTRATED

COVERAGE

—AT LOWEST DOLLAR COST!
# And it's a fact — this live-wire
station's 5,000 watts at 800 kc. is the key that
will open AMERICA'S THIRD MARKET to your
product and assure you a healthy portion of
profit that Is yours for the asking. Let's get together and do some sure-fire planning without
delay.
J. E. CAMPEAU, Managing Director
Union Guardian Building, Detroit 26
ADAM J. YOUNG, JR., Inc.,
National Representatives
CKLW
5,000 WATTS
d NIGHT
800 Kc.
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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tlve with BBDO New York, has been appointedrtment omanager
of the commercial
def Doremus
Co.. Boston.with
DONALD paW.
SEVERN,& formerly
Young cently
& Rubicam,
New
York,
and
from
the Army,of Kenyon
Oct. re-16
joined
the released
radioNew
department
&buyer.Eckhardt,
York, as talent
MARION
PARHAM,
formerly
& Peters
and Erwin,
Waseybuyer
&with
Co.,in Free
has
been
appointed
spot time
the
radio department
at
Kenyon
& Eckhardt, New York.
LT. nCOL.
THOMAS
M.
KERESEY,
parter in Ivey & Ellington as well as vicepresident
and direc-to
tor,agency
has returned
the
after
serving in the Army
for
CGRATHWOHL,
A 3VzP T.years.H. W.on
terminal leave from
the
Army,
has
joined
DuaneYork,Jones
Co.,
New
as
account
executive.
Prior to joining
the
Army he was in the
merchandising
department of Alco
Gravure, Hoboken.
Mr. Keresey
SALLY
SMYTH
MANSFIELD,
former
assistant
space
buyer
with
Compton
Adv.,
New
York,
has
been
appointed
media
director of Wildrick & Miller,
New York.
GENE
KRAEMER,
formerlyof with
the
network
sales department
NBC Inc.,
and
with joined
Joseph
Hershey
McGillvra
has
the
New
York
office
of
Joseph
field representative.
KraemerKatzleft Co.Newas York
Oct. 16 for a
trip through
Midwest
to
call
on
stations and newspapers.
CALHOUN
CARTWRIGHT,
Navy
for
three years,
has joined inAllanthe Miller
WCAR
and atagency.
one timeHe
operatedPontiac,
his ownMich.,
publicity
will write "Optimist
Show",
national
transcribed
feature
of
Optimist
Club
of North America.
Amateur Contest
WBBM Chicago, in cooperation
with the Chicago Daily Times,
opens search Oct. 27 to find Chiamateur five
singers.
Contest cago's
will leading
be broadcast
consecutive Saturdays (11:05-11:30
p.m. nCTS)
two tofinal
winers, aboy andwitha girl,
be chosen
Nov. 24 from the final broadcast,
titled Harvest Moon Festival, from
Chicago Stadium. Festival will
feature Benny Goodman and other
headliners. Finals winners will receive $75 contracts
for a Weekly
week's
appearance
over WBBM.
winners
will
receive
$25
Victory
Bonds.

j|

JOSEPH
JACKSON
been appointed
planning executive
director, andofhasJACK
account
Davis L.& ADAMS,
Beaven
Adv., Los Angeles.
NICHOLAS F. NAFF has joined copy deof Hillman-Shane-Breyer,
Los Angeles partment
agency.
RUPERT LUCAS shifts from New York
to Hollywood
staff ofsupervisor,
Young & Rubicam as production
his assignment on relinNBC
"March of quishing
Time".
CARLTON
ALSOP,
former
vice-president in charge
for Hollywood
ShermanMarquette,
takes ofoverradioMGM
production
22. He has
been signed assignment
to a term Oct.
contract.
HARRY
vice-president
of
Young
& ACKERMAN,
Rubicam,
after
several
weeks
inreturned
Hollywood
on
agency
business,
has
to New HUSSEY,
York headquarters.
With
talent himbuyeris BOB
of agency. West Coast
EDthe KNEASS,
Navy has
and areturned
onlieutenant-commander
active duty
PearlInas
Harbor,
toofhissince
post
press
bureau
director
J.
Walter
Thompson Co., San Francisco.
RICHARD Co.,
DIGGS,has story
Wheelock
been editor
shiftedof Ward
from
New York to Hollywood.
ANDY POTTER has resigned from NBC
Hollywood production staff to join
DON tionBERNARD,
West Coast
manager of William
Esty produc& Co.,
as producer.
J. MACK NEVERGOLE shifts from his
post as advertising manager for Godall
Rubber
Co., Philadelphia,
to the Roland asG. account
E. Ullman Adv.,
executive.
MANNIE KLEIN, of the Packard Agency,
Philadelphia, Nov.y 1 opens his own
firm,
Deane, Klein & Davidson, in Philadelphia.
DON BERNARD,
West
director onfedWilliam
Esty Coast
& Los
Co.,radio
has
as president
Angelesrechapter, sigRadio
Directorsof Guild.
J. G. MOTHERALoffice
has ofreturned
toMAJ.
BBDO
afterthemoreSanthanFrancisco
three years service
with
AAF.
MARION F. HATFIELD ASSOC., Portland, Ore., newly
organizedto open
radio adFrancisco vertising
and agency,Losexpects
Angeles offices Sanby
Jan.
1.
Agency
this
month
completed
aLongview,
new-account
Wash. campaign for KWLK
VIVIAN McMURTREY
and joined
MARY MARGODFREYPortland,
have
& BaumGARETAdv.,
Ore. Short
Mrs.
McMurtrey,
assigned
to
copy
and researFoote,
ch, has beenCone
with & SanBelding,
Francisco
office
of
formerly
was with Mrs.
Portland
officeand
McCann-Erickson.
Godfrey,
as-of
signed advertising
to copy and manager
public relations,
served
as
of
J.
Gill
Co. and publicity
for many and
years promotion
has doneK.
free-lance
work in Portland.

Pleased to Accept
ROY ROGERS, guesting on the
Friendship Ranch show, sponsored
by General Baking Co., New York
(Bond Bread), Sunday, on American, offhandedly told the kids of
the cast on the Oct. 14 program,
"I'm gonna take all you kids to the
rodeo
my guests".
Withinthisan afternoon
hour moreas than
a thousand youngsters had called to accept the invitation which they had
mistakenly
eral one. concluded was a genBROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

mm

mourns

m

^^^S • For Henry Clay, no day was complete without his habitual game of whist.
In 1816, he visited Boston and his daily game of
whist was being played in the Old Exchange Coffee
House on Congress Street when that building
caught fire. Habit was stronger than fear, for
Henry Clay insisted on completing the game
before seeking safety.

ujcbiti
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

John Elmer
President
£1^
' - - I^HhebbhBHHs

BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

Baltimoreans, too, are persistent in one of their
habits. Their radio listener loyalty has grown
from their knowledge that quality programs consistently follow the station break, "This is WCBM,
Baltimore." This is the reason WCBM has firmly
become "Baltimore's Listening Habit."

Free & Peters, ln<.
exclusive National Representatives

George H. Roeder j
Genera/ Manager
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Service Front
(Continued from page 32)
supervised its building. After owning his own recording business in
Harrisburg, Pa., Frank E. Taylor,
Mus. 2/C, is now doing much of
the technical work in the lab. Another experienced man in cutting
mechanisms, is John E. Ballay,
Mus. 2/C, electrical
* * contractor.
*
Radio Men Return
SEVERAL former radio men attached to AFN are reported on
their way back from overseas. They
include Pvt. Bruce Fouche, formerly with CBS, N. W. Ayer &
Son, and Marshall Field; Capt.
Sandyton & Cummings,
of BenBowles; T/5formerly
Don Pontius,
formerly traffic and program supervisor for Mutual; Sgt. Charles
McC'uen,
news announcer
of
KRNT formerly
Des Moines;
T/5 Sig
Smith, formerly of WGR and KVW
Buffalo; and Pfc. Duke Bowman,
announcer of WHB Kansas City.
* * *
Shipboard Radio
AFN last week started bringing
radio entertainment to troops returning from Le Havre to New
York aboard transport ships.
Ships'bypublic
systems
are
used
AFN address
announcers
who put
on AFRS recordings, news, and
amateur programs with soldier
talent on board. When ships reach
New York harbor, announcer re-

These Two Stations Provide the Only Full
Coverage of This Rich Pennsylvania Area

V

Windber

BOTH STATIONS ARE SOLD
IN COMBINATION RATE
FOR NETWORK AND SPOT

National Representatives
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
New York, Chicago, Detroit, Atlanta, San Francisco, Los Angeles J
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Navy Recording Lab
minds troops of the part radio
has played in entertaining them
overseas, and signs off by returning listeners to U. S. networks and
local stations. Plan applies to ships
leaving Le Havre
* *only.*
Enterline PRO
CPL. merBERNIE
ENTERLINE,
forannouncer with
WMBD Peoria,
is nowtionsattached
to theCampbell,
public relaoffice at Camp
Ky.,
taking part in Army radio programs aired through WJZM Clarksville,
ville, Tenn.,
Ky. and WHOP Hopkins* * *
Callahan Promoted
MAJ. NORTH CALLAHAN, productionVoice
supervisorofofthethe Army,
Army has
radio series,
been promoted to lieutenant colonel.

NEW SHOWS SET VP
IN LATIN AMERICA
RALPH HAYDON, Director of
Latin American Division of National Export Advertising Service,
has returned from a five-week trip
to Cuba, Puerto Rico, Venezuela
and the Dominican Republic, where
he arranged radio campaigns for
Listerine,
Oats,cream.
Arrid, Carter's PillsQuaker
and Hinds
He set
up for
a quarter-hour
matic serial
Quaker Oatsdra-in
Cuba, Puerto Rico, Dominican Republic and Venezuela, five and six
times weekly, called Frente A La
Bida,
which Scripts
means "Face
to Facein
With Life".
are written
theHeagency's
New
York
office.
also launched an Arthur Godof show Rico.
for Listerine in
Cuba freyandtype Puerto
Mr.
Haydon
has
started spot
Union Begins Workshop
for the other accounts
For N. Y. Office Aides campaigns
in Cuba, Puerto Rico and VeneNEW YORK local of United Office zuela.
& Professional Workers of America (CIO), one of the three unions
now endeavoring to organize the
white collar workers at CBS, has
set up a radio talent workshop for
secretaries, typists, clerks, research
and maintenance employes of all
New York stations.
Announced aim of the group is
"putting on shows for hospitalized
servicemen and the eventual protion of radio
package shows"
well as ducthe
uncovering
of hiddenas
talent. Anita Grannis, stage and
radio actress, is in charge of the
workshop. National Labor Rela- NORTHERN FLORIDA'S
tions Board has ordered an election
BEST
-BUT"•
• SendRADIO
for DataUa
at CBS in New York to determine
whether they wish to be represented
«
by UOPWA, IATSE or IBEW or JOHN H. PERRY ASSOCIATES QdJQ
Runsentil bj W* IB
if theyatedprefer
to
remain
unaffili[Broadcasting, Sept. 10].
BROADCASTING
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TELEVISION
DuMONT'S JOHN WANAMAKER
TELEVISION STUDIO, STATION WABD
Regular Television broadcasts
ill begin about December 1, 1945

SETS

THE

PACE!

£1

DuMONT TELEVISION engineers, who
have designed and built more television
stations than any other company, will soon
complete the world's largest television installation. They are now transforming more
than 500,000 cu. ft. of the great John
Wanamaker store in New York into the
first "Television City."
The largest studio (50'x 60' with a 50'
ceiling) boasts 4 cameras — the first studio
to be so well equipped. A balcony accommodates 700 spectators and a rear glass wall
of the control room permits sightseers to
watch rehearsals and broadcasts. Two other
"live talent" studios are equipped with 3

and 2 cameras each. Several cameras a.j

cf continuous and increasingly elaborate

mounted on a new type dolly providing
extreme ranges of elevation and camera
angle. A telecine studio has projectors for
both 16 mm. and 35 mm. film.

programming experimentation. Simplified
precision control — the keynote of DuMont
design — assures high efficiency and rugged
dependability at low operating cost.
DuMont leadership means adequate training of your technical personnel, and the
finest craftsmanship for the least outlay.
Copyright 1945, Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc.

DuMont Television broadcasting equipment embodies all the flexibility and refinements accruing from more than 4 years

ALLEN B. DuMONT LABORATORIES, INC., GENERAL OFFICES AND PLANT, 2 MAIN AVENUE, PASSAIC, N. J.
TELEVISION
STUDIOS
AND STATION WABD, 515 MADISON
AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
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Miss Dorothy Parsons
L. W. Ramsey Advertising Co.
Chicago, 111.
was sweepin'
theI other
night whenout mytheeyesnewsroom
landed
on
somethin'
that
I tho't
you
might
to know . like. .
don't rememwordsber thebutexactit
was somethin'
about
3 or i
chemical
■plants
in this
ready
spend
tdollars
e n toonmillion
post
war
expansion.
'Course
I knew
this
was
just
a little start
and it didn't
include
the
plans
couple ofof thea
largest paniescom-here,
but ther e's
nothin'
starting like
early
. . . whichminds mere-I
better catch
the boss' office
tonite
orme he'lltocatch
morrow.
Yrs.,Algy
p.s.
I understand
out
but never
can tell,we're
may still
have solda spot
open ket someday
and
this
is
a
great
marto do"Chemical
business Center
. . . they
call
of thedon't
forthis thenothin'.
A.World"
WCHS
Charleston, W. Va.

JACK
FOSTER,Wis.,formerly
of WHBL
Sheboygan,
joined
anncing staf of has
WOAI
Antonio. DORISnouDANIELS,
who San
handled
"Texas
Today"
over
WOAI
for
Joske's
ofawaitTexas,
has toleftEngland;
for NewMONETTE
York to
SHAW, passage
WOAI succeed
staff soloist
concerton
artist,
will
her and
as m.c.
"Texas Today",
assisted
byhasMARTHA
McNEEL.
OLIVE
KOVIC
WOAI continuity department. joined
GLENN REED,
released from
from thethe Navy,
AAF,
and
have BILL
joined HOLLAND,
KYSM Mankato,
Minn.
T/SGT. SYL. BINKIN, formerly of
KMOX gramandmanagerWEWof AFN
St. Louis,
proParis, and
has been
awardedtional the
Bronze
Star to fordutyexcepability
and
devotion
with
the network.
ARNOLD director,
HARTLEY,is author
WOV ofNewa script
York
program
onselected
the atomic
bombscriptwhich
hasmonth
been
as
October
of
the
by Writers War Board and Assn. for
Education tributebyd to 700Radio.
Scripttheaters,
will be dradismatic societies,stations,
and other
organizations.
This
is
Hartley's
second
script
selected for national distribution by the
board.
HARRY
O'CONNOR,
formerly assistwith
KPABant withLaredo,
now program
KWBU is Corpus
Christi, Tex.
CAL MORROW, former announcer with
WJNO West
Fla., has
returned to thePalm
stationBeach,
service
in the armed
forces.
Hefollowing
saw action
in
Germany and is holder of the Purple
Heart.
GERRY
WILMOT,
formerly
of
CBM
Montreal
and since
early overseas
1940 in Great
Britain
with
the CBC
unit,
has
been
in Canada
on a short
leave
and
has
returned
to
London
to direct
the
Canadian
Forces
Radio
Service
of
the CBC overseas unit.
GENE KELLY, released from the Army
wherebilehestationwas inmanager
ofisannowAFRSan moBurma,Washington.
announcer with the
WTOP
Before joining
service, Kelly was
sportscaster
and
special
events
nouncer with WCHS Charleston, W. anVa.
FRANK
BLOTTER,
formerly
with WBBM
Chicago
production
department,
is
now
with production department of WLS

Hard***'*
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PRODUCTIOnI}(
ensemble playing at the
conservatory.
JOSEPH CORR of the announcing staff
AGNES SABOL, with Community and of WDASpital,Philadelphia
is
in
HosPhiladelphia.
He wasNavalreleased
War eralChests
Wash.,to program
for sev- from the Navy
last month.
years, staff
hasof Tacoma,
been
added
and traffic
of KTBI
Tacoma.
LYNN
GIFFORD,
former
studio
direcKPRO San Bernardino, Cal., has
ART BALINGER, former announcer on beentor of appointed
director
NBC
Show",
more WRRN Warren, O.program
CAPT.service,
TED
VEITS.EDof
recently"Rudy
ArmyVallee
division
publicand service
discharged
from
armed
and
officer, has nounjoined
are
now
on
WRRN
announcing
cing staf . KMPC Hollywood an- FOYER
DAN SWISS has taken over
LT. BEN ALEXANDER, former NBC staff.
night shiftformer
as announcer.
Hollywood chief announcer and m.c. WRRN
JOHN
MESTON,
assistant to
now inmentthehas reported
Navy, afterto AFRS,
overseas LosassignMARIONsigned as KAROL,
who recently
reAnhead
of
editing
department
geles, for duty.
ofto KNX
Los
Angeles,
has
been
promoted
head
of
that
department.
CHARLES
MARKtor of FINLEY,
publicitySystem,
direc- WADS WORTH has been appointed his
Don Lee former
Broadcasting
Hollywood, now in the Army stationed assistant.
at Marseille,
France,
has
been
pro- BOB BARRY is new addition to announcing staf ofarmed
WINDforces
Chicago.
BeMICHAELmoted to lieutenant-colonel.
STOKEY, released from AAF,
fore service
he freen NewinYork
as Bob Becker
and
has rejoinednouncing stafAmerican
Hollywood
an- was onelanced itime
.
with
Scheer
Adv.,
Newark, and now
program
WARD
JACK
BENNY,
ofawarded
NBC seriesAmerican
under
offInthedirector
air. Hisheofrealwas
namean
his
has star,
been
R. J. Walsh.
service
Legionname,
Citation
by Hollywood
post for isBrooklyn,
his
efforts
in
entertaining
servicemen
engineer
and
announcer
for
PWB-OWI
in
ETO
and
Mediterranean
theater.
abroad.
sameto military
areas and staff
serviceis
DUD WILLIAMSON, m.c, and CHARLES From
WIND Latter
announcing
STANnew
VAINRIB.
formerly
was
DOHERTY,
producer
of MBS
"What's
The and
Name
of
That
Song?"
on
stations,
with
WCSC
WCAU
WTAM
WBEZ.
have beenductionsigned
by Harry
D'Arcy based
Pro- ROBERT HOBGOOD, known on the air
s
t
o
make
four
film
shorts
on that program.
as Bob
Neal and
former hasprogram
director of WMPS
Memphis,
been named
KNOX caster
MANNING,
CBS Hollywood
news-of production
manager of WKRC Cincinwho
did
narration
on
"Ghosts
nati.
Berchtesgaden",
has been
CARLTONof program
WARREN,operations
former assistant
signed
by Warnermovie
Bros.feature,
Pictures
Inc. director
of WORthe
for
a personal
appearance
tour when
has been thereleased
that
cities. film is released in West Coast New
Navy York,
and rejoined
WOR from
program
department.PATTERSON, former program
HELEN DALE, production assistant on EUGENE
NBC
"Bob HopefromShow",
and Murry
of WLWO, Cincinnati shortwave
Sloan,
married released
in Yuma, Ariz.,theOct.Army,
10. were director
outlet ofpointedCrosley
Corp.,
has been diviapchiefState
of theDept.
broadcasting
JOHN
GAUNT,
former
NBC
producer
s
i
o
n
o
f
the
Interim heInfornow
with
AFRS,
Los
Angeles,
has
been
mation
Service.
In
this
capacity
promoted to lieutenant commander.
rects radio output of 23 internationaldiMAJOR
ROBB,
releasednaval
fromattache
Navy shortwave
stations which
after service
as assistant
Europesupply
and AmerNorth
and
commander
of a assub-chaser,
has resigned.
Africa.icanHebroadcasts
succeedsto CONSTANCE
ENST,
joined
WAGA
Atlanta
m.c.
of
twohour
musical
clock
program.
He
has
EDWARD
O'MARA,
recently
released
been
special and
eventsearlyannouncer
ofman
WINXof from the Army, has returned to CBS
Washington
morning
theater
operations isdivision.
WFVA Fredericksburg,
Va.
JOHN McMULLEN
back with the CBS
WILLIAMnouncer aFARISS,
former
chief
an- from
research
department following release
the
t
WBYN
Brooklyn
and
member of station staff for 18 months, has WILLIAM Army.
CAPPACCIO
of CBSis televlbeen
boy. buildings
department,
father
tor. appointed acting program direc- ofson a and
WALTER
BURKS
has
joined
continuity
PEYTON
C.
AUXFORD,
recently
out
department
of
KMOX
St.
Louis
after
three years
with
Force
In North of the Army and formerly an advertisAfrica
and after
Italy.15th
STANAiryears
DAUGHERTY,
ing wwriter,
has Sales
joineddepartment.
CBS as copyriter in Radio
discharged
three
with
356th
ASF Band,
PATTERSON has reKMOX.
ORLINis now
KLEIN,staffwhoorganist
has beenof GEORGEjoinedCREAN
WHTD Hartford,
as anon thetra forroad
with
Carl
Ravazza's
orchesnouncer-producer afterConn.,
3V2
He was in England
with years
a heavyIn
orchestra.a year, has returned to KMOX Army.
bombardment
group.
ART
BERGBERNIE
BARTH,
STROM, isformer
WOR New
announcer,
shifts toWFILKRGVPhiladelphia
Weslaco, York,
now onannouncer
WHTD ofannouncing
Tex.,
this week.
staff.
BOB
GILLESPIE,
new
program
dir
e
c
t
o
r
o
f
WHTD,
is
recuperating
after
ROBERTdition tO.o announcing
JOHNSON staff
Is the ofnewWPEN
ad- serious operation at Hartford Hospital.
Philadelphia.
HARLEY
L. LUCAS,
released
after has
3V2
years in toArmy
airborne
infantry,
returned
announcing
staff
of
WLOK
Lima,
O. He participated
Europe
was prisonerin ofinvasion
Germansof
for
severaland months.
MARY JEAN SWART, formerly of WFIL
Philadelphia,
WATTS,Times,
formerjoined
member and
ofWPEN
theBILLShanghai
have
Philadelphia
as
script and continuity writers.

the
week,to joins
WIP PhilaLT. Army
SIDNEYdelphnext
PAUL,
bemanager.
released
from'
production
Forwithia, asMutual,
was inrecruiting
charge
ofin Philadelphia.
radiomerly publicity
forhe WAC
JUNE HESSE, formerly on the announcstaff of theWINKcopyFortand Myers,
'^lahas ingjoined
continuity
staff
of MOORE
WKBZ ofMuskegon,
Mich.
that
department
atGLORIA
WKBZ
has
left
to
resume
studies
at Michigan State College.
NORMAN
BLACK, musical
of
WFIL
been director
appointed
head ofPhiladelphia,
the violin has
department
of the
Clarke Conservatory
of
Music,
Philadelphia. He will also be in charge of
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COMPLETE

ENGINEERING

BROADCAST

SERVICE

INSTALLATIONS

We are supplementing our regular consulting radio
services by providing for the construction of complete
stations.

Offices, transmitter building, studios, acoustic design,
sound isolation, equipment layout, antennas, construction supervision of installation, over-all performance, etc.
IN ASSOCIATION

PAUL

3

*t

WITH:

DE MARS — lately Vice-president in charge of Engineering, Yankee Network

JACKSON

& MORELAND— Structural and design engineers

RAYMOND

M.

Consulting Radio

WILMOTTE
Engineer

Main Office:
1 469 Church Street, N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
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Branch Office:
236 West 55th Street
New York 1 9, New York
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Sponso

RS^

Should future developments in
electronic communications
(either audio or video) require
vertical radiators of extreme
height look to Blaw-Knox for
the kind of structural engineering which will assure the success of such towers.
Thousands of installations,
ranging from 66 ft. to L0KX) ft.
are ample proof thar you
rely on Blaw-Kncfx Aor complete responsibjkuty/in the fabrication, erection /and testing of
complete^antenna systems.
OX DIVISION
.W-KNOX COMPANY
!038/ FARMERS BANK BLDG.
PITTSBURGH • PENNSYLVANIA

CURTIS
Co., Philadelphia,
has
bought NBCPUB.Dame
exclusive
broadcasts ofgridthe
Army-Notre
iron contests this and
fall Army-Navy
in the interests
ofgamesthe willSaturday
Evening
Post.
Both
be broadcast by Bill Stern,
the
Army's
matchfrom with
Irish
on
Nov.
New the
York Fighting
Yankee
Stadiumandandthe10theMidshipmen
game
between
Cadets
on Dec.the1
from the delphia.
Municipal
Stadium
in PhilaArrangements
were
MacFarland,
Aveyard
Co., NewmadeYork,by
agency handling
SEP & advertising.
BBDO New York is readying a few new
package
shows forPittsburgh
the following clients:
Corning
Glass
and Servel.Glass,
Agency isshowalsoforPlate
planning
half-hour
dramatic
Squibbs.a
GENDRON
CHEMICAL
Co.,
Los
Angeles (Doff Soapless
Suds),Los
hasAngeles,
appointed
Stellar-Millar-Ebberts,
handle
advertising.
Regional
spot
radioto
is being considered.
SIMPSON STEEL Co., Los Angeles (farm
implements), has
appointed StellarMillar-Ebberts,
advertising. Los Angeles, to handle
JOYCE
SHOE Co.,
Pasadena,N. Cal.W.
(wholesale
has appointed
Ayer
& Son,mfgr.),
San Francisco,
to handle
advertising.
AMERICAN BIRD SEED Products Inc..
Chicago,soring foreffective
is spon26 weeks Oct.
on 17 21Mutual
stations oheard
f "American
Radio
Warblers",
program
on
WGN
Chicago
for 17
years
and
featuring
troupe
of
canaries
trained by Helen Westbrook, organist.
Contract
placed through Weston-Barnett,
Chicago.
C. F. MUELLER Co., Jersey City, N. J.
(macaroni products),
has signed
thrice-weekly
participations
in Arthurfor
Godfrey morning
Washington
for 52 program
weeks. on WTOP

IT'S 125 MILES
SANWGO
FROM ANYWHERE
And there's
nothingSan inDiegobetween! Metropolitan
. . . be373,500
civilian
must
covered
from people,
within!
Weconcentrated
serve thisaudience
great,
withhighlythe
ONLY
primaryshowsservice
of our
network's
available
to within
them. 15They're
miles all
of our antenna.

ADAM Hat Stores Inc., New York, has
signedated52-week
contract through
with AssociBuchananboxing
Co.,Broadcasting
New bouts
York,Corp.,
for sponsorship
major
over
full
network.of
First
fight
is
set
Oct.
22
from
Baltimore
with Sam Taub handling description.
Time set
is 10:05
p.m.to (EST)
sion. Other
date and
areto concluset
Oct. 29
fromboutsCleveland
Nov.for5
from Philadelphia.
Oct.
18
network
sented half-hoursports
evening preview prefor
series,
featuring
and
commentators,
all partcelebrities
of extensive
publicity
campaign
for
fights.
DURKEE'S
FAMOUS
FOODS,
Elmhurst,of
N."Names
Y., began
52-week
sponsorship
In
The
News",
5:55-6
p.m.
(CST), over
WBBM& Co.,
Chicago,
through
Wendel
Muench
Chicago.
Pro-on
gram
gives
full
biographical
sketch
news figure.& Co., New York, starts
P.dailyLORILLARD
ClemWHNMcCarthy's
resumes daily22
on
Yorkracing
beginning
for
GoldNew cigarettes.
Agency Oct.
is Lennen Old& Mitchell,
New York.
ST. LAWRENCE
Co., New
ronto (Beehive STARCH
corn syrup),
Oct. To-27
starts
for winter season
casts with
Smith onweekly
CBM sportsMon-&
treal. AgencyDougis McConnell
Eastman
Co.,
Toronto.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET
ronto (Odex
Suds), Co.,
has Toreflash and
and onSuper
spota number
announcements
five daysnewednadianweekly
ofHaegCastations.
Agency
is
L.
J.
erty & Assoc., Toronto.
HENRY
SONS,stores),
Vancouver
(national BIRKS
jewelry& chain
has
started twice-weekly half-hour musical
programs and nouncementhrice-weekly
flash Acant
s
o
n
CKWX
Vancouver.
count placed direct.
LAKESHORE RESTAURANT, Oakland,
Cal.,
has
startedon weekly
"The
Rambler"
KGO Sanquarter-hour
Francisco.is
Royal
Radio Productions,
Oakland,
the agency.
FOREST
LAWN
LIFE
INSURANCE
Glandale, Cal. (life insurance), Co.,
has
started thrice-weekly
transcribed
quarter-hour
"Easy isAces"
onweeks.
KNX Agency
Hollywood.
Contract
for
52
is Dan B. Miner Co., Los Angeles.
LIVE FOOD PRODUCTS Co., Los Angeles (health direct
foods),listeners
in a 30-day
test
campaign
to health
food
stores,to Nov.
5 startsGibson
thrice-weekly
participation
in
Jane
on
KQV
Pittsburgh. The Mayers Co., Los An-account. Co., Los Angeles
MORRISgeles, hasROSENBERG
(Rose vacuum-packed
nuts),transcribed
Oct. 15
started
an average of three
spot announcements
weekly
onmarkets.
14 stat
i
o
n
s
i
n
Pacific
Coast
major
ContractKMPC
are forKGB13 KFSD
weeks. KQW
List includes
KECA
KROW
KFBK KOMO KIRO KGW KEX KTAR
KFPY
Co., LosKGDM.
Angeles.Agency is The Mayers
XZIT SOOT ERADICATOR Co., Los Angeles, hasAngeles,
appointedto handle
Stellar-MUlar-Ebbetts, Los
and
planning
an immediateadvertising
regional
spot isradio
campaign.

LOOK

NOW!
SEE
BLAW-KNOX vertical RADIATORS
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NEWEST of the soups (split pea) named
after eralBetty
radiobyvoice
ofDonoGenisCrocker,
displayed
Gree
van,gram.Mills,
announcer
on is"Guiding
Light"
proSoup
series
sponsored
on
NBC
by General Mills.
MAX FACTOR
& Co., thriceLos Angeles
(cosmetics), has started
announcements on a number
ofweekly
Canadian
stations.
Account
placed
by
H.
Factor
Adv., Los Angeles.
HENRY K. WAMPOLE Co., Perth, Ont.
(proprietary),
has onstarted
thrice- weekly announcements
a number
Castations. Agency
is J. J.of Gibbons nadian
Ltd., Montreal.
EMERSON DRUG Co., Baltimore, has
started
quarter-hour
newscast onthrice-weekly
KGO San Francisco
in line
with plans for expanded postwar radio
advertising
for
Bromo-Seltzer.
Erickson, New York, is agency. McCannSPRATT'S
PATENT
Ltd.,
New
York
(dog
and (America)
cat food),
hason
started
three
participations
weeklyWABC
Arthur
Godfrey
program
on
New
York.
Agency
is
Paris
&
Peart,
New York!
L, E. tainWATERMAN
Co., Montreal
pens), has started
American(founnetwork showAccount
"Gang Busters"
CKEY
Toronto.
placed
byon McKim
Adv., Toronto.
SHELLappointed
OIL Co.J. Walter
of Canada,
Toronto,
has
Thompson
Co.,
Toronto,
as advertising agency
effective
Jan. 1, 1946. '
O'CEDARhasofstarted
Canada,delayed
Toronto
(floor
polish),
broadcasts
weekly
ofCJBC"Bulldog
Drummond"
from
MBS
on
Toronto.
Agency
is
MacLaren Adv., Toronto.
SMT
EASTERN
Ltd.,
Moncton,
N.
B.
hasof started
spot
campaign
on(busa line),
number
eastern
Canadian
staMontreal.tions, through Harold F. Stanfield Ltd.,
FLETCHER
Los Angeles
(Veltex),
on Oct.OIL 7 Co.,
started
weekly
halfhour transcribed
"Boston
Blackie"
on
KHJ
Hollywood.
Contract
is
for
weeks.the Will
Grant Adv., Los Angeles,26
has
account.
FOREST LAWN LIFE INSURANCE Co.,
Glendale, Cal., Oct. 15 started thriceweekly
transcribed
Aces"
onquarter-hour
KCRAprogram
Sacramento,
Cal. "Easy
Firm
also
on KFMB
KMJ sponsors
KNX
KMPC.Angeles.
Agency
is DanKGOB.
Miner
Co., Los
BLUE
RIBBON Corp.,
Toronto
(food
products),
started
weeklystations
quiz
show
on 11 has
western
Canadian
through
Cockfleld,
Brown
&
Co.,
Toronto.

DESERT
INDUSTRY
Committee GRAPEFRUIT
Inc., Phoenix (cooperative),
along withticipation
otherprogramsmedia,
will
parasadvertising
well as use
spotstartannouncements in itsAgency
ing
in
November.
is
J.
Walter
Thompson Co., Los Angeles.
SAFETY liquid
SALES flame
Corp., proof
Los er),
Angeles
Flame
has (Noappointed
Allied Adv.
Agencies,
Los
Ang
e
l
e
s
,
t
o
handle
advertising.
Firm
in
13-week
testfive-minute
campaign musical
on Oct. 11program
start-a
ed
daily
on KFWB
Hollywood.
Plans are under
way
for national
spot campaign.
E.(wines),
& J. GALLO
WINERY,
Modesto,
Cal.
expanding
its radio
schedule,
is sponsoring thrice-weekly quarterhour
transcribed,
"SincerelyListYours",
on
115 stations
nationally.
WKWB
WAGE
KFIWEAN
KQW WICC
WSMB includes
WENR
KXOA
WNAC
WIOD
KTRB
WORTranscribed
WJW KGDM.
Others will
beCo. added.
Frederic
Ziv
program
stars Kenny
Baker,asW. m.c,
with
Donna
Dae,
Jimmy
Wallington
and
Buddy
Cole,
musical
director.
Agency
is Advertising & Salea Council.
Los
Angeles.
WILLIS
Co., Montreal
(pianos),musical
Nov.
4 starts& Sunday
afternoon
quarter-hour
on
CKAC
Montreal
and
CHRC Quebec. Account placed direct.
PINEX
Co.,
Fort
Wayne,
Ind.,five(cough
syrup),
has
started
spots
days
weekly byonRussel
CKEYM. Seeds
Toronto.
Account
placed
Co., Chicago.
WRIGHTWOOD
VILLAGE,
Cal.
(mountain resort property), has appointed
Walterdle Carle
Adv.,andHollywood,
to hanpromotion
advertising,
and
along with
other media
is using Other
daily
spots
on
KRKD
Los
Angeles.
southern California stations are to be
added.
CALIFORNIA
PACKING
Francisco (Del Monte
cannedCo.,
peas,San coffee),
has
started
schedule
station
break
announcements
on KNXof Hollywood
for
31
San weeks
Francisco.through McCann-Erickson,
JEWEL
A. BOSTICK,
Angelesschedule
(used
cars), adding
to heavyLos local
has started
weekly
halfon-hour
transcribed
musical
program
KFAC
Los
Angeles& McCreery
for 13 weeks.
is Smith.
Bull
Adv.,Agency
Hollywood.
(Continued on page 66)
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Pioneer FM Station in the Kansas City Area

:'.
Ask for Rate Card

^l;
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Spoiisors
For

Fastest

Delivery

SHIP EARLY IN DAY! Thus you avoid end-of-day
pile-up at airports. Early shipment often means same day
delivery to points from 500 to 1000 miles away. From
coast-to-coast overnight.
YOUR SHIPMENT travels 3 miles a minute between
airports with special pick-up and special delivery at both
ends in all major U. S. towns and cities. Rapid air-rail
service to 23,000 other domestic points. Service direct by
air to and from scores of foreign countries.
TYPICAL RATES shown in box are, on an average,
10^2% lower than prewar
TYPICAL RATE CHART
rates. As Air Express operations have increased in efficiency, savings have been
passed on to the shipper, making this service a better business buy than ever.
WRITE TODAY for interesting "Map of Postwar
Town" picturing advantages of Air Express to community,
business and industry. Air Express Division, Railway Express Agency, 230 Park Avenue, New York 17. Or ask for
it at any Airline or Express office.

^

(Continued from page 65)
CONELLE PRODUCTS Co., New York
(toys and
account withnovelties),
Seidel Adv.,has NewplacedYork.its Naeration. tional spot campaign is under considPERFEX Co., Shendoah, la. (Perfex
concentrated cleaner),
announcement
schedulesstarts
Nov.52-week
1 on
WTMJ WTAQ WIBA and Nov. 12 on
WMBD.
Agency
is
Buchanan-Thomas
Adv., Omaha.
ROBERT SIMPSON Co., Toronto (chain
department
stores), has started
noon recorded
programafterCFPA
Port
Arthur,musical
Ont.
Agency:
Harryon
E. Foster
Agencies,
Toronto.
FAIRBANKS-MORSE,
Torontospot(automatic stokers),nouncements has
started
anon a number
of western
Canadian
son & Scott,stations.
Montreal.Agency is StevenROGERS MAJESTIC,
receivers),
has started Toronto
broadcasts(radioof
rugbycy is Locke,
games Johnson
on CFRB& Toronto.
AgenCo., Toronto.
WILLIAM
L.
CUNLIFFE
has
been
elected president
of Standard
Ltd.,
Montreal,
succeeding
the lateBrands
CHARLES
E. MOYLE.
Cunliffe
joined
the.
organiz
a
t
i
o
n
i
n
New
York
in
1925,
going
to
Montreal in 1928.
MUTUAL BENEFIT Health & Accident
Assn., Toronto,
has
started
Gordon
Sinclair'stizatio"Headliners"
five-minute
dramans, five dayswas weekly
Account
placed onby CFRB
Harry To-E.
Foster ronto.
Agencies,
Toronto.
McGAVIN'S
Vancouver
(chain bakers), BAKERIES,
has started early
morning "Top O'sixThedaysMorning"
CJCA
Edmonton
weekly. onAccount
placed by Cockfield Brown & Co., Vancouver.
J.(tea),LYONS
& Co.weekly
(Canada), show
Toronto
hasOntario
started
seven
stations. quiz
Program onis
called
"Money
Makers"
and
is
aired
live
on$500CFRB
Toronto.
Prizes range
from
to $1,000
if contestants
can
catch
producer
Roy
Ward
Dickson
wrong in spelling of any word in a
1160 page
is recorded anddictionary.
aired
on sixinProgram
other
stations.
Contestants
can write
for chance
tois
bepicked
on fare
program,
and
if
their
letter
is
paid
to
Toronto
from
any
part
Ferres ofAdv.Ontario.
Service,Account
Toronto. placed by
F. & M. SCHAEFER Brewing Co.,
Brooklyn,sorshipOct.
52-weekof sponon WEAF16 started
New York
Clyde
Kittel's five-minute
news Agency
program,is
Tues.-Thurs.-Sat.
7
a.m.
BBDO New York.
ARVEY Corp., Chicago (R-V Lite), has
placed a five-minute transcribed pro"NothingforBut10theweeks
Truth",
three
times gram,
weekly
on KYW
Philadelphia,
through
BurlingameGrossman,
Chicago.
Other
new
busireportedCandy
by station
includes:
Fanny ness
Farmer
Shops, Rochester,
N.RuthY., three-weekly
participation
in
the
Welles
program
for 52Co.,weeks,
placed
by J. Walter
Thompson
New
York; Murine
Co.,
Chicago,
three
announcements weeklyweeks,
on Ruth Wellesby
program
eight
BBDO, Newfor York;
F. G. Vogtplaced
& Sons,
Philadelphia
(scrapple),
quarter-hour
"BettyJordan"
one
weekly
for
13
weeks,
through Clements Co., Philadelphia.

CALAVO (avocados),
GROWERS isof considering
California, Los
Angeles
us.
of participationnouncemprograms
and spot ane
n
t
s
i
n
national
scheduled to start in November.advertising
Agency
is J. Walter Thompson Co., Los AnBOYLE
- MIDWAY
Philadelphia
subsidiary
AmericanInc.,
Corp., has ofappointed
AlHomePaulProducts
Lefton
geles.
Co.,
Philadelphia,
to
conduct
radiolishtest Powdered
for its Cleaner.
new product, OldspotEngM. BARRONmetics), hasLABS.,
Atlanta,
Ga. (cosappointed
Madison
Adv.
Co., ingNewcampaign
York,to toinclude
handleradio,
its advertisstarting
next spring.
BALIAN ICE CREAM Co., Los Angeles,
has started
weekly quarter-houron transcribed "Songs
Hollywood
for to13Remember"
weeks.schedule
Firm KHJ
alsoin
is"Record
usingRoom"
participation
on
KMPC
Hollywood
and
will
use
other
local
radio.
Agency
is Henry Welsh Adv., Los Angeles.
SLAVICK'S Jewelry Co., Los Angeles
(retail), has
quarter-hourstarted
transcribed five-weekly
musical
KFI
Los Angeles.
Contract
for 52onweeks.
Firm also sponsors five-weekly participation in "ArtIn addition
Baker's Notebook"
that station.
a daily sixty-on
minute recorded
program, "Musical
Masterpieces",
and
quarter-hour
newscageles.
sts are Spotsponsored
onis KFAC
Anschedule
used
onLosWinans
KHJ
Hollywood.
Agency
is
Paul
Adv.,
Los
Angeles.
COAST-CURRIES ICE CREAM Co., Los
Angeles
stores), novelty
has started
six-weekly(retail
quarter-hour
program, "BillContract
Bryan Show",
Hollywood.
is for on52 KMPC
weeks.
Agency is Dan B. Miner Co., Los Angelas. Downtown
Businessmen's
Assn..
Los Angeles
(pre-Christmas
shopping),
is now sponsoring
twice-weekly
quarwith RaySmalley,
Smith
on KMPC ter-hour
for 13 commentary
weeks through
Levitt cery& Store
SmithProducts
Adv., LosCo.,Angeles.
Gro(Cream of Rice),
has started New
daily York
early
morning
quarter-hour
"Sunnyside
Up",
live
commentary
with fortranscribed
music,music,
on KMPC.
Contract
26 weeks
placed through Duane Jones Co., N. Y.
CHEMICALS
Inc., Oakland,
has
purchased participation
on theNew
Adelaide
Hawley program
on WEAF
York,
MondayWednesday-Friday
9:30-10
a.m.
for 52 weeks
startingby Garfield
immediately.
Advertising isplaced
& Guild.
San Francisco.
GROVE LABS., St. Louis (cold tablets),
has started
spot Agency
campaignis onVickers
27 Ca-&
stations.
Benson, nadian
Toronto.
SWEETS Co. of America, Hoboken, N.
J. (Tootsieparticipation
V-M, Fudgesponsorship
Mix), Oct. of15
started
Adelaidethrough
Hawley Fri.
on WEAF
New forYork,13
Mon.
9:30
a.m.
York. Agency is Ivey & Ellington,
weeks.
New
PRODUCTS DISTRIBUTING Corp., New
York (Carousel
Teddy
Wilson Cologne),
on WABC Oct.New8 started
York,
Mon.cy isthrough
12:30-12:45
p.m. AgenTed BatesSat. Inc.,
New York.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co., Jersey City (dental cream), Oct. 1 started
participations
"Personally,
the
Record", on onWABC
New York,ItsMon.Off
through
Ted BatesFri.Inc.,3:15-3:45
New York.p.m. Agency is
U. & I. FURNITURE Co., Preston, laLogan sorsand"An Old
Salt Song"
Lake City,
now sponon KDYL
Salt
Lake
Sunday 9:45
featuresCity,well-known
ballads.a.m. Program

gets me*e wzsrie AIR EXPRESS DIVISION, RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY
Representing the AIRLINES of tha United States
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NEW AUDIENCE-PARTICIPATION vashow, "WOL
Open Washington,
House," has
been riety
started
on WOL
Monday
through
Friday,
3-5news
p.m. Show
presents
five
top
tunes,
resumes,and andinterviews
audience-participation
zes
conducted
by quizRuss
Hodges,
WOL
sportscaster,
and
Dale
Morgan,
new
m.c.
on
WOL
staff.
Sports
highlightspredictions
are dramatized
and on Friday
football
are presented.
Don Lee Feature
BORROWING idea from circus and sideshow
weight-judging
"Worth Your
Weight attractions,
in show,
Gold",started
daily
half-hour
on
Don Leeaudience
Pacificquiz
stations
Oct. 15.
Jackson
Wheeler
is
"barker"-m.c,
with
Mel Vickland,
announcer.comedy
Rubenquiz.
Gaines
writes
andto produces
In
addition
prize
money,
daily
lottery
is conducted with winner receiving
"biggest chocolate
cake in the world".
WIP Dramas
SERIES
of
dramatizations
"Hate
Inc." is being
presented with
by called
WIPPhiladelPhilad
e
l
p
h
i
a
i
n
cooperation
phia Fellowship
Commission.
Half-hour
program
once
weekly
profeshate-peddlers
and exposes
rabble-rousers.
Show thorissional
written
by
Kay
Christian,
auof
"Inner
Sanctum"
series,
and
produced
by Edward Wallace, WIP program director.
Carnegie Explained
TO TELL Pittsburgh listeners about the
work tute,
and WCAEfacilities
InstiPittsburghof Carnegie
Oct. 16 started
quarter-hour
series,
"FreeWorkto ofthevarious
People",
Tuesday
6:45
p.m.
departments
discussed
tion plans to ismake
period weekly.
availableSta-to
other tific
local,groupscivic,
educational
scienfor similar
publicand service
programs.
Question Bee
FARM and
WOAI each
San
Antonio
visitsranch
a Texasstaffhighof school
week
to
record
"Country
Question
Bee"
for broadcastoperationSaturday
morning.organizaIn cowith farm
youth
tions, staf queries
agriculture
and farmhome
economics
students
on
practical
home
winners.problems, paying cash awards to
Symphony Preview
BOSTON sented
SYMPHONY
preview p.m.
is pre-by
Wednesday
8:15-8:30
WCOP
Bostonprograms.
in promotion
of Durgin,
Boston
Symphony
Cyrus
Bostoning Saturday
Globe music
critic,
reviews
symphony
broadcast, comdiscusses guest
composers
and compositions,
and
interviews
artists.
High School Shows
BECAUSE
of complaints
of local
high
school
to effect
are
no radiostudents
shows for
them, that
WWJ there
Detroit
has started
two
new
audience
participation half-hour programs for that
group.features
Saturdaymusic1:15ofp.m.
show
Tom "Fan
Leash Fare"
plus
IN PHILADELPHIA

football
saluteawards
to highof
schooltickets
ofpredictions
week.
Quizandis with
free
to games
included.
Same
evening
7featuring
p.m. WWJquizpresents
"Scholar
Dollars",from
forandhighparochial
school
seniors
eight
public
schools. Evening winners are to try at
end of series for togrand
either prize
Wayneof U.four-or
U.yearof scholarship
Detroit.
Close-Ups
SERIES
of radioin sketches
through
which Canadians
of the
Dominion
may receiveone anpartauthentic
close-up
of
the
other
parts,
has
been
started
CBC ofonthethe fiveTrans-Canada
network. byEach
time zone
regions originates five programs in the
weekly series Book
called Series
"Panorama".
NEW TITLE for WQXR New York
"Books
Bullets" programby isBennett
"Books
inCerf
theandAre
News",
heard conducted
for fourth consecutive
season.
Series
presents
authors
whose
books
have special
and postwar
problems.bearing upon war
Congressmen Quiz
NEW
PUBLIC
featurestarted
program,on "Meet
Your
Congressman",
WINS
New ed York
Oct. Eaton,
17. Program
is conductby Robert
Washington
corr
e
s
p
o
n
d
e
n
t
,
w
h
o
gives
listeners
opportunity to quiz Congressmen.
College Forum
CONNECTICUT
COLLEGE,
London,
Oct.
13
(10 p.m.)
startedNewSaturday
series
current
affairs ofon forum
WDRC discussions
Hartford, ofconducted
by college
directed andprofessors
announced andby arranged,
college staff.
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LINGO
VERTICAL
STEEL

TUBULAR

RADIATORS

for the utmost in
Antenna Efficiency
Lingo antennas are now
available to meet every broadcast requirement — for AM,
FM, Television and all UHF
applications. Discuss your
plans with us, and we will
show you how Lingo Radiators
can answer your particular
problems with maximum efficiency at a minimum of cost,
to meet tomorrow's keen competition. We are ready to construct your radiator now, and
deliver it when you're ready.
Please include in your inquiries the
height required and approximate
site, so that complete quotation can
be made immediately, covering the
radiator itself and its subsequent
erection when so desired.
JOHN E. LINGO & SON, INC.

r

10, 000 WATTS
f

VERTICAL
LINGO
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Promotion Personnel
GORDON
WILLIAMS
has been appointed
photo
editorrelations
of American
westernHe
division
press
department.
replaces
ROBERT
HALL,
named
western division publicityrecently
director.
MARC
BOWMAN,
with
public
relations
department of American
LondonRedforCross
almostin
two years,
has
reKOINas Portland,joined
pro-He
motionOre.,director.
formerly tinuity
was chiefcon-of
KOIN.
in LondonWithhe ARC
was
chief of radio secpublic relat i o n stion,department,
and was ininstrumenpreparing
"The talAmerican
Eagle
in
Britain",
network feature fora
Mr. Bowman
four
years,thisandyearsimi-he
lar
programs.
Since
first
has
been work
in charge
of allofKingdom.
ARC publicHe
relations
in
United
returned home in August.
ELEANOR
CORRIGAN,
reporter
of Kansas
City
Star andformer
more recently
with
public
relations
department
of
Douglas
Aircraft
Corp.,
and
ROBERT
LEE RAY,
formerlyhavewithbeenPacific
Fea-to
tures
Syndicate,
added
press
information department of KNX
Los Angeles.
BETTE
recently with
returned
after 16BENFIELD,
months overseas
the
American
Red
Cross,
replaces
HILDE-of
GARDE NewDYER
as MARJORIE
picture editor
WOR
York.
SABLE,
returned from 29 months with ARC,
replaces MURRY SALBERG as feature

riiifiiiisjsiriiinsiiifi

OKLAHOMA

CITY

A MUTUAL Station
Ask the Walker Co.
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news
editor
of BOB
WOR. BLAKE,
Salberg becomes
trade
editor.
afterWOR
four
yearsnight
in thepublicity
Army, released
returns
to
as
Blake
replaces
BOB
WILSON,
noweditor.
with
Mutual.
FRED A. PEERY,
promotion
and
merchandising chief ofbyWOAI
SanAntonio
Antonio,Ad
has
been
chosen
San
Club
to teach
a classCollege.
in advertising
at
San Antonio
Junior
firstisvetMARJORIE LEWIS, for two, years in WELCOME
eran to returnto Bob
to WORBlakeNew(r),York,
exthe
Canadian
Naval the
Women's
tended by WOR
President
T. C. StreiServiceRoyal
(Wrens),
has
joined
pubbert.
Blake
is
member
of
station
publicity staff of CKWX Vancouver.
licity department.
E.of P.KMBC
J. SHURICK,
Kansas promotion-press
City, is father chief
of a
drug What
storesRadio
and radio
CONNIE PHILLIPS
of promotion
and to"Look
Sells stations.
for Your Titled
Drug
merchandising
department
of WCOP
girl.
color folder
lists andtop American
score of
Boston,
announced
radio
programs
on
NBC
to HazenhasAckles,
XJSNR. her engagement Store",
networks
which
are
devoted
exclusively
LT. COMDR. JERRY DANZIG, TJSNR, to selling drug products. Folder sugformer haspublicity
of WOR BOB
New
gestsmindsdisplays
point products
of sale andadver-reYork,
replaceddirector
LT. COMDR.
customersat about
ELSON,
sportscaster,
as
officer-in-charge
them. tised and programs which advertise
ofYorkthe which
Navy entertainment
unit
in
New
Navy shows for
the Pacific. produces
Talent Search
New Survey
RADIO
search
SERIES
of
radio
surveys
under
auspices
character,foris "Joe
beingPalooka",
conductedcomicby
ofconducted
WMT Cedar
Rapids, la.,
are beingof strip
George Fisher on his Associated Broadto determine
popularity
ng Corp. "Hollywood
Whispers"
proregionaltionalnews
in comparison
nagramcastiheard
Mon. through
Fri.
news. Dick
Baxter,
who' with
will conpre10:30 p.m.
(EST).
Purpose Picture
is to10:15find
pareducta thesis
on this
subject,
will
leading
man
for
Monogram
prothe
surveys
in
Cedar
Rapids,
d
u
c
t
i
o
n
o
f
that
title.
Candidate
nomiIowa
City
and
a
smaller
community
in eachthesestatewillwillbe
under the direction of Prof. Wilbur competenatedinby listeners
Schramm,nalism of head
the school
of jourfor finals.
screenFourtest.of Winner
is to
U.university
of ofIowa,
and Prof.
Nor- selected
receive
Monogram
contract
and 48watches
semiman
Meyer,
social
psycholofinalists each receive new Gruen
gist
who
did
special
research
this
past
summer
for Young & Gallup.
Rubicam Survey
under from Monogram. Contest closes Nov. 1.
direction
technique ofwas George
originated by Douglas
Search
Grant, casteprogram
r for WMT. director and news- SEARCH forSponsor
"Penny
Keen", female
symbol to be used
in advertising
of M.
WKRC Contests
Silverman
&
Son,
Philadelphia
ment
store,
will
be
featured
fordepartfirst
IN CONNECTION with promotion of four weeks on daily quarter-hour
proCBS "Thepaign,Biggest
Show inisTown"
camWKRC Cincinnati
conducting
g
r
a
m
o
f
popular
recordings,
"Crooner's
sponsored byListener
Silverman
five listener
using
"big- Corner",
WPEN
Philadelphia.
writingon
gest" theme. contests
Aimed
atbaby
all boyagetheandgroups,
best letter
describing
prudent purchases
sections
biggest
bigwill
win
$100
and
complete
clothing
gestgest tallbabycover
girl
born
during
contest;
bigoutfit. Contract for 52 weeks was placed
tale, biggest-hearted
neighbor,
E. L. Brown Agency, Philadelphia.
biggest booster
(for children only)
and byPOSTCARD
questionnaires
areto being
completion
of
phrase
"I
keep
my
radio
sent by inKBIZ
Ottumwa.
1,500
tuned
to
WKRC
and
'The
Biggest
Show
farmers
to secure Ia.,
information
infromTown'
becausepencils,
. . .". roller
Prizes skates,
range for guidanceits inareaadjusting
automatic
its
farm needs
probicycles
up
through
a
refrigerator,
a
gramming
schedule
to
peacetime
washing machine and a trip to New of farmers.
Farmers andare desirable
queried on times
speYork.
cific
preferences
for farm broadcasts.
Cake Contest
Recorder Demonstration
CAKE-BAKING
Contest willanniversary
celebrate
WTOP22. Washington
wireby WADC
recorderAkron,
was publicly
Oct.
Listeners are 13th
to submit cakes MAGNETIC
demonstrated
O., for
towifebeof judged
by
Mrs.
James
Byrnes,
Secretary
ofPostmaster
State; Mrs.General;
Robert O'Neil
three days
from
"Electric
City" ofstoreM.
Hannegan,
wife
of
Co.,
Akron
department
Mrs. Tom
Clark,
wife
of
Attorney
Genwhich sponsorson Tay
Tallett,
station.
WADCwomen's
plans
Mary Turner,Electric
directorPower
of home
use unit for regular
remotes.
service,eral; Potomac
Co.; tocommentator,
Eleanor grams,
Lee,WTOP.director
of women's
proPrizes
total
$100.
Cakes
go to service hospitals.
Watkins Contest
R. L. WATKINS Co., New York, sponsortanof "Backstage
Wife"on and
NBC,"Manhatis offering c100hiMerry-Go-Round"
postwar
home
washing
man
e
s
t
o
winners
of
contest
announced
Oct. 19 andtestants are21to onwritethosein 25programs.
words orConless
"Why
Tooth Powder".
ContestI Like
closesDr.Nov.Lyons4. cAgency
is Daner-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York.
Treasure Chest
BROADCAST
and WSAM
cooperation
ofSPECIAL
localnaw, Mich.,
sponsors
helped
Sagifillofa recreational
huge treasure
chest
with
all
types
for the Saginaw Victory, shipmaterial
named
in honor of station's home city.
Drug Store Folder
IMPORTANCE
of radio
in drug
store
sales
is
emphasized
in two
broadsides
prepared by Miles Labs.,
Elkhart,
Ind.
(Alka-Seltzer,
One-a-Dayfor Brand
Vitamins, Miles Nervine),
distribution
BROADCASTING
Broadcast Advertising

transportation, remoteness and
other hazards to give a demonstration of American broadcasting,
which not only served its original
purposes for the benefit of the
armed forces but exercised a profound influence upon the people
and the governments of every
European country.
AFN Superior
We found many evidences of this
influence. Civilians everywhere regarded the programs of AFN as
superior to their own and told us
so with enthusiasm. In Paris and
Rome, superiority was frankly
conceded by government officials.
In England, the British Broadcasting Corp., while insisting with
British tenacity upon giving to the
people what BBC thinks they need
rather than what they want, nevertheless has instituted a program
in imitation of our own. Faced with
the fact that their people prefer
the type of broadcasts which American incentive, competition, initiative, and resourcefulness have produced, BBC reluctantly admits the
demand, reluctantly accedes to what
it regards as a lower level of appreciation and, at the same time,
institutes a third program which
it admits may appeal, now, to only
a few hundred people in the Empire but which it believes will have
lifted most of the people to a
higher cultural level 50 years hence.
One of the most encouraging experiences of our trip was finding,
at several places, possibilities of
commercially controlled radio —
without
governmentwhich
domination
and
the advantages
can come—
from the incentive and enthusiasm
of competition. Outstanding in this
respect are Radio Luxemburg and
Radio Monte Carlo. We heard that
similar stations are to be established in Andorra and in Ireland.
Government controlled radio in
other countries will, perhaps, try
to block these developments.
Onedio ofexperiences
the mostof interesting
raour trip was
our visit to the station installed by
Marconi in Vatican City. It is to
be hoped, if present plans for a
new installation are carried out,
that Marconi's installation may be
preserved for museum purposes.
Tug-of-war
In Germany we found a tug-ofFOR mttfiUMGWwOH
war, between the Allies, in radio
broadcasting. We agree with Gen.
Eisenhower and his aides that free
broadcasting is the one great hope
for giving voice to a democratic
spirit and for building up a people
capable
self-government.
So longas thereof remains
in Germany
the
possibility
of
government-dominated broadcasting, there remains,
also, a hotbed of future war, incited
by ruthless,
adventurers. Thosepower-hungry
who cry insistently
for further government control in
America should ponder the picture
in Europe. Those who wish to see
a higher
comparative
wage for the
radio artists
should consider
frank admission of the French that
government-operated radio cannot
TWIN FALLS • IDAHO
compete with private industry in
BROADCASTING
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Miller
(Continued from page 10)
;.in the family of nations; of the
English people, sturdy, cheerful,
confident.
And I recall with pride the executives and trade journal representatives who composed our
party;
youngmen my— friends
especiallyof
when compared with
the Federal courts — resilient, optimistic, resourceful men, typical
of the finest American tradition.
patterncountries
of broadcastingtheThedifferent
of Europe —in
both as to facilities and personnel
— followed closely the spirit of the
people. In England we found substantial installations, effective
methods of operation, well-establishedson epolicies
and and
competent
l. In Paris
Rome perwe
found stations which had been
stripped by the conquerors and
then — after liberation — refitted
with makeshift equipment. In
Paris we were told by those presently in charge that, as the government could not compete with private industry for artists and journalists, radio personnel was necessarily inadequate. Much the same
situation existed in Rome, although
there was some evidence in the
latter city of efforts to find new,
young talent.
In one respect, only, did we find
a radio development superior to
our own. Those in our party, qualified to judge, agreed that the German process of recording and
broadcasting from a magnetized,
iron-oxide-covered tape was an excellent one, considered upon the
basis of the tape itself, the fidelity
of reproduction and the simplicity
and economy
operation. agreed
Other..wise
it was ofunanimously
that radio broadcasting in Europe
fell substantially below our own
standards and performances in
America.
In fact, the best performances
and radio "know-how" which we
discovered in Europe were in our
own American Forces Network.
Here young officers, who had been
radio
executives, operators,"
and technicians
before theartists
war,
had surmounted the obstacles of

Wills Back
FCC Commissioner William
H. Wills returned to his
duties last Monday after an
absence of more than five
weeks because of a cardiac
ailment.
this respect. They should inquire
concerning the condition of British
radiotivetalent
monopoly.under a non-competiWe
pay
the freedomsa price
whichin weAmerica
enjoy;fora
price in political extremes, in religious
in over-commercialism, indifferences,
the factions
and feuds
of restless, striving people. But
when we understand that only by
paying the price can we have what
we so insistently demand, we are
satisfied to play our part in the
hurly-burly
American
life. our
Most of usof would
not trade
freedoms for the frightful ravages
of dictatorship and recurrent war,
or even for the decadent stability
of a cultural and industrial status
quo. Some of us do not know why
our ancestors came to this country ;
some need to be reminded occasional y. Itwould be salutary for
all of us if we could have the privilege,
enjoyed ofby seeing
our radio
execu-as
tives mission,
Europe
it is today.

SELL
MANY PRODUCTS FOR
MANY ADVERTISERS

wcsc
Charleston, S. C.
GEORGE E. HALLEY
TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
HOTEL PICKWICK, KANSAS CITY 6, MO.
tCSAN ARTHUR B. CHURCH PRODUCTION 33

Destination
New

York?

CHECK IN AT BMI and follow two simple suggestions for pleasant hospitality
during your visit to New York.
First : Please let us know you're coming.
Second: Make the BMI offices your headquarters.we're not a hotel, we're convenWhile
iently located in town — adjacent to all
radio studios, the theatres, the shopping centers.
The BMI offices are your offices. An efficient Station Relations department,
under the guidance of ROY HARLOW,
is here to serve you.
Make it a point, on your next trip, to
check in at BMI.
Broadcast Music. Inc
5 8 0 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK 1 9, N.Y.
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Grants
(Continued from page 15)
as a broadcaster (a valuable asset
to an FM applicant) and to have a
profitable operation while the FM
audience is being built doubtlessly
impelled
applicants
to file
both
for many
FM and
AM stations.
However, more than a few broadcasters are entering or expanding
in the standard field because they
feel FM is a long way off and that
AM years
is destined
for
ahead.to "pay the freight"
Conversely, many standard
broadcasters are applying for FM
as a defensive measure to assure
themselves against audience diversion to FM listening. Some admittedly are not sold on FM but concede that a shift in listening is
inevitable. It is interesting to note
that of the 164 FM applications
filed during the rush week preceding Oct. 8 nearly half are from AM
broadcasters.
If this same percentage would
apply to all 675 FM applications
now on file — and it is likely that
the proportion was greater among
the earlier applications — there
would be approximately 350 present broadcasters planning to enter
the FM field.
However, the most surprising
thing about the overall applications
is the number which have been
filed for new standard stations, 425.
Considering the trend toward FM
KCMC
EXARK ANA
USA
AMERICAN
•MUTUAL

For
availabilities
write
Frank O.
Myers,
KCMC, Inc.,
Texarkana,
V. S. A.

POPULATION
Metropolitan Texarkana — 52,392 (January 1, 1945)
Retail Trade Area — 331,420
Wholesale Trade area — 416,267 (1940 Census)
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Victory Loan Gets Greatest
Net Aid of All Bond Drives
NETWORK participation in the work designating a day of its choice
Day.be Onidentified
that day with
the netVictory Loan campaign Oct. 29- as Bondwork will
the
Dec. 8 will surpass that of the past
loan
drive
through
announcements
seven drives, according to the Ra- or entire programs.
dio Section
of the Network
Treasury'spromoWar
Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 22, has
Finance
Division.
designated by CBS as its day.
tion programs were discussed Oct. been
NBC
selected Dec. 8, final day
15-16 at a meeting held in New of thehasdrive.
Mutual has specified
York by Treasury and net officials. Nov. 11, Armistice
Day,29.and AmerEach network has named liaison
ican
will
feature
Oct.
officials to work with the Treasury.
At
the
New
York
meeting netThey are: CBS, Roy Langham and
works
were given
kits
of promoLee Bland; NBC, Fred Shawn;
tion
material,
along
with
Mutual, Bob Jennings; American, list of officials available forcomplete
broadCharles Barry; Associated, John
casts, suggested scripts, music for
Flynn. Corresponding Treasury new Victory
Loan
songs,
50
propersonnel are: CBS and Associated
liaison, Palmer Thompson; NBC,
gram ideas, 63-page book of backmaterial,
maH. Quentin Cox; Mutual, Jean
terialground
and list
of 40special
specialfarmevents.
Hendrix; American, Meryl Friedel.
Treasury personnel will service
Feature of network promotion direct
all sustaining shows having
will be special days, with each net- Victory Bond allocations. Material
also will be supplied by the three
and the greater supply of frequen- War Advertising Council offices
cies in this service, it appears that (formerly OWI) in New York, Chicago and Washington. WAC also
other factors besides establishing
operations as a broadcaster and is making allocations for commercial programs. Connie Boswell will
building an audience during the
FM transition are involved.
be available for sustaining programs to sing the new Victory
One explanation is that the figure of 425 appears large only in Loan
song,will"Saybe Itsupplied
With Bonds".
Talent
from the
relation to 675 for FM which represents only a small portion of the Treasury's New York war finance
available assignments in the new office by Ruth Girard. Among officials at the New York meeting
service. Proponents of FM take the
Lt. (jg) David Levy, chief
view that the bulk of FM applica- were
tions filed thus far are in the larger of WFD Radio Section; Mark |
Warnow,
conductor, and Allen de
cities where the competition for
Castro, consultant to the Section
frequencies is greatest. Prospective from
Joseph Katz Co.
broadcasters in the smaller localiNetworks will officially open the
ties, they believe, are waiting until
FM receivers are widely used. drive Oct. 28, 7:30-8 p.m. with separate Bond shows. Secretary of
When that time arrives the number of FM stations will be doubled the Treasury Fred M. Vinson will
speak on all networks during the
and perhaps tripled, they feel.
It is also pointed out that the
number of applications for new
AM stations far exceeds the num- period.
Raymond Signs
ber of assignments available in the
congested standard band while in RAYMOND Labs., St. Paul (toiFM there are only a few cities
letries), effective Nov. 18 for 52
where the number of applications weeks sponsors "Sammy Kaye Sunexceeds the available assignments.
daywork,Serenade"
on American
netExamination of the AM applicaSunday 12:30-1
p.m. (CST).
tions shows many cities in which Agency
is Roche, William & Cleary,
New
York.
two or more applicants have filed
for the same facilities.
In spite
mistic ofoutlookthisthesomewhat
industry pessimay
expect action on a sizable group of
applications during each week of
this year. The cumulative effect of
these actions may enable a large
number of new stations to begin
broadcasting in 1946.
Aside from questions of reconversion and expansion of broadcasting, the Commission itself is
eager to get the new services
started as quickly as possible. It
is especially concerned that FM and
television are not delayed, knowing
full well that receiver manufacturers are eager to produce cheap
AM sets for a radio-hungry public "You forgot those Safety First
which will not be disposed to wait
for combination sets on the promise warnings over WFDF Flint"
that FM and television are here.
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CARRIER CEREMONY
PLANS PROTESTED
FLURRY of excitement developed
in New York last week when a
White House ruling permitted only
WNYC New York, municipal station, to carry
the words
of President
Truman when
he commissions
the aircraft carrier Franklin Delano Roosevelt on Navy Day, Oct.
27, at 11 a.m. at the Brooklyn
Navy Yard.
Morris Novik, WNYC general
manager, declared that if the
broadcast were to be carried locally thenlowed tall
stations
be alo carry
it. He should
relinquished
the exclusive right and said WNYC
would merely describe the event,
as other stations and the networks
will do.
WNYC had been granted exclusive marks
rightsat the
to the
NavyPresident's
Yard as re-a
courtesy to the city after J. Leonard Renisch, radio adviser to the
President, had invoked the White
House rule that only one Presidential speech could be broadcast
in a single day. The President will
speak over all networks from Central Park at 2 p.m. Navy Day.
William Brooks, NBC news and
special events director, and William R. McAndrew, WRC Washington news director, protested to
the White House on the one-speecha-day broadcast ruling.
A White House ruling that only
one radio representative would be
allowed aboard the Presidential destroyer Renshaw, from which the
President reviews the fleet at 4
p.m. the same day, whereas press
services have three men, was later
revoked and each network will have
a representative.
For the first time President Truman will use the new "meat ball"
mike panel, [Broadcasting, May
21], containing one broadcast mike,
a spare, a newsreel and a p. a. mike,
only four in all. This supplants the
battery of mikes that have cluttered the rostrum in the past.
Snow in September.

Gayle Grubb Leaves WKY to Become
Manager of KGO, Replacing T.B. Palmer
GAYLE V. GRUBB, for 16 years San Francisco when Mr. Palmer
manager of WKY Oklahoma City, moves to Hollywood.
last week was appointed manager
"These appointments give us
of KGO San Francisco, an Amer- two outstanding men in two roles
vitally
important to our expansion
ican station,
according to Don
in the postwar period and looking
toward KGO's increase in
Searle,ident vice-presand general forward
powertion toof FM50,000
as well asstations
operaand w television
managerWest-of in Los Angeles and San FraniI American's
ern division. He
cisco," Mr. Searle
Mr. Grubb
is a said.
veteran of 21
replaced T. B.
years
in
radio,
served as
(Bev)
Palmer,
who was recently station manager having
in
pionering
both
named manager WKY and KFAB Lincoln, Neb.
opened KFAB in 1924, acting
Mr. Grubb
op- asHe manager,
eofr atechnical
t i o ns for
salesman, entertainer,
American's
Western
division.
Mr.
announcer,
and part-time
Grubb will take over Nov. 15 in operator. Hemusician
joined WKY in 1928.
Radio Week
(Continued from page 17)
the people at large of the greatness of radio broadcasting."
The booklet Committee
explains howconceived
RMA's
Advertising
the idea of an anniversary tribute
to broadcasting and how the statuette idea was evolved, along with
plans for plaques for individual
stations.
Testimonial luncheon to broadcasting wil be tendered Nov. 10 at
the Hotel Roosevelt, New York, by
the Citizens Radio Anniversary
Committee. Chairman of the commit e isLuella S. Laudin, also radio chairman of the General Fedn of Women'sof Women
Clubs andof the
National eratioCouncil
the
U. S. Associations joining with the
citizens group are American Legion
Auxiliary,untaryAmerican
Women's
VolServices, Assn.
of Junior
Leagues of America, General Federation of Women's
Girl
Scouts, National
Board Clubs,
of YWCA;
National Council of Women of the
U. S., National Council of YMCAs,
National Federation of Business
and professional clubs.
History of radio,, featuring special events and talent, is depicted
in a four-page layout to be carried
in the Nov. 13 issue of Look magazine, on newsstands Oct. 31. Use of
the photo spread for studio and
other display is suggested by both
NAB and RMA.

Johnson to Mutual
EARL MINOR JOHNSON, specialist in radio wave propagation
down South
and antenna development, recently
with the War Department and
Cotton is the 16-county
previously on the FCC engineering
WSPA-Piedmont's
largest
staff,
will join
the engineering
money crop. Over 27,500,000
partment of Mutual
Nov. 1. de-A
baled -pounds each year are
graduate of the U. of Cincinnati
produced in Spartanburg
in 1940, Mr. Johnson had charge
County alone.
of the FCC monitoring station in
Huntington, W. Va., from Aug.,
SPARTANBURG,
1940, until the following January
WSPA SOUTH CAROLINA when he was transferred to the
Home of Camp Oof1 broadcast division in Washington,
5000 watt! Day, 1000 watts Night
becoming assistant chief of the
standard broadcast section.
950 kilocycle'. Rep. by Hollingberv
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Bill thePassed
BY Airport
A 279-82 vote
House last
week passed and sent to the Senate
the
Airport
(HR-3615)
and Lea
amended
the Bill
McCarran
Bill
(S-2),
passed
last
spring
the
Senate. The Lea measure, bywhich
provides for a 700-milllion-dollar
10-year public airport expansion,
and the McCarran Bill go to
conference between House and Senate to iron out differences. Both
measures would affect broadcasting
in that clared
antenna
may bybe the
dehazards totowers
aviation
Civil Aeronautics Administrator.
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"The grammar is fine, the spelling perfect, and
the statement is true— 100%."
Across the Board, Monday through Friday, WJW delivers in
Cleveland more morning dialers per dollar ... up to 20% more
on a money basis . . . than any other station.
And chalk this up too . . . Cleveland is the 7th largest . . . 5th
richest . . . 3rd most densely populated area in the United States.
BASIC MM
ABCCLEVELAND,
Network
O. M
w\
" REPRESENTED NATIONA
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Radio Car
(Continued from page 16)
mitter power to 1 kw, installed a
gas-driven power unit and added
crystal control on six frequencies,
with tunable oscillation. Then he
could go in on any Army frequency.
And with a 50 w FM setup the car
was ready for a Presidential swing
around the nation. The radio car
handled all themunicofficial
ations, with FMparty's
used comfor
communication with Secret Service
autos that went along in a special
car.
The FM equipment had been instal ed for the Rooseveltian weekends at Hyde Park. Fixed FM stations were set up in Washington,
Philadelphia, New York and Hyde
Park. The little FM transmitter
kept the President in contact at all
times by radiotelephone with'
Washington or Hyde Park. Later
this transmitter was replaced by
a 250 w job. Other members of the
official parties, especially James F.
Byrnes, then War Mobilization Director, used it frequently.
Twice the radio car went to Quebec conferences with F.D.R. — in
1943 and 1944. By that time the
power plant had been increased to
two 25,000 w generators.
Special Near Lake
Just before the '43 conference
the President disappeared from
the
for a Georgian
week's fishing
Littlepublic
Current,
Bay, near
Ont.
"Now

The special train pulled up on a
siding beside the lake and No.
1401'scommunications,
generators provided
for
for the power
train
itselfice and
even
pumped
water from the lake.train servWhen the President dropped a
line for a bass, a Secret Service
boat not far away was equipped
with FM. In a radio-equipped jeep
Col. Greer drove the President
from one lake to another while the
rest of the party went by boat.
Withtransmitter
a special the
400 President
w 2y2-18could
mc
AM
have originated from the train a
broadcast which could have been
picked up by networks. Though it
was never tried, the President
could have broadcast from the
moving train.
This 400 w outfit was never used
for broadcast purposes, but was
available for emergency had the
equipment of networks failed. Able
to handle code also, the transmitter
has sent many a message for Carleton Smith (NBC), Bob Trout and
Clyde Hunt (CBS), Bryson Rash
(American) and other broadcasters
who accompany Presidential parties.
On his last nationwide tour in
1944 President Roosevelt's train
was equipped with loudspeakers fed
from a sensitive receiver in No.
1401. The President's own car had
a special receiver. Thus everyone
on the train could listen to the
Chicago convention's closing speech-

it can be told"

Sound

Announcing

Industries
is
the

of its Chicago
and
Recording

Opening
Offices

Studios

"Sound Industries Transcriptions are
PERFECTION Transcriptions"
PERFECTION TRANSCRIPTIONS
A Subsidiary of
SOUND
INDUSTRIES
PHONE
630 W. Lake St.
FRAnklin 3751
Chicaqo 6, III.
EXT. 1 6
A complete recording and transcription service
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es as the plains.
train sped over the midwestern
Noise eight-man
problems don't
Greer's
crew. bother
One of Col.
the
engineers, incidentally, is M/Sgt.
Richard L. Yordy, formerly of
KFAB ceLincoln.
sensitive
reivers on the trainThehave
low noise
tohas signal
ratio
and
the
amplifier
25-30 w output.
The antenna array on the car
roof consists of two folded dipole
antennas running the length of the
car and one ordinary half-wave
doublet. Signal pattern is circular,
naturally, since trains run in all
directions.
75-Word Teletype
Latest wrinkle is a 75-word radioteletype used on President Truman's rail trip to Missouri. Private
bets were placed around Signal
Corps circles that the thing
wouldn't work when the train
started rolling.
It worked, though — e x c e p t
through those tunnels (and there
are 26 of them between Washington and hills).
the far side of the West
"Virginia

SEWARD LEAVES FCC
TO START PRACTICE
AFTER 11 years with the FCC
law department as principal attorney, assistant chief examiner
and chief of the revocation and
license Judge
renewal
section,
Peterresigned
ard
last
week
to W.openSewhis
own
radio
law
ton, Din CWashing-ofIBK' fice
From he Fort
jiumiCl a SUM ■ where
was
H Worth, Tex,
torney and judge,
Mr. Seward
prosecuting
atMr. Seward came to the Commission the year it was established,
when the legal staff numbered
only 15. It has quadrupled in size
during his tenure. He has presided
as examiner at many important
broadcast hearings, including the
WOKO theAlbany,
N. Y.,of case
now
before
U.S. Court
Appeals,
and the recent proceedings on
transfer of WINS New York to
the Crosley Corp. He also particiseveral large
the
commonpated incarrier
field, cases
notablyin the
action of the Aeronautical Radio
Co. to compel A. T. & T. to sell it
service at government rates.
Judge Seward recommended denial
of the request.
As a tribute to his long service,
his associates in the department
gave him a farewell luncheon Monday at the Harrington Hotel.
2% kw Press Wireless CW or radioteletype transmitter; batteries
for the train's 32 v DC current,
with 100 amp rectifiers; 1 Federal
1% to 2 kw transmitter 4 to 26 mc
for radiotelephone; 400 w phone
AM or CW 2 to 13 mc transmitter
(the one that could handle broadcasts)two
; turning50,000
tors,
out w220diesel
w 3generaphase
alternating current; four sensitive
AM receiving sets covering the
broadcast band through 20 mc; 250
w Motorola FM radiotelephone 3540 mc; plus miscellaneous accessories, and an air conditioner
wedged into the ladies room.
Old 1401 is quite a roamer, having well over 100,000 miles of travel.

Thisnentteletype
can span
contiwhile the train
is inthemotion.
By patching through the War
Dept. in Washington it can reach
similar machines anywhere in the
world. Moreover the messages are
entirely secret, since they go
through an encoder and come out
unscrambled through a decoder at
the other end.
Talked to Guam
Just for the heck of it Col. Greer
has talked to Guam, Frankfort and
other foreign points while the train
was making a good sixty per.
Gen. Eisenhower liked No. 1401
so well that he had his own radio
car made on his flossy private train,
once used by a high German official.
ItPresident
has onlyTruman
CW, however.
desire, heShould
could
communicate directly from his movto Gen.using
Eisenhower's
train ingintrainEurope,
the CW
facilities which also have the advantage of secrecy.
Col. Greer has a nameless gadget
by
which
train or from hehiscanautotalkviafromFM theto
any telephone. The device converts
the radiotelephone FM signal and
feeds it into the telephone circuit
through Signal Corps stations.
With this device the President
could talk from his train to any
telephone outlet.
Col. Greer, a regular Army Officer, once built a broadcast station
while stationed in Manila. Things
were pretty slow over there in prewar days and he did a bit of engineering consultation on the side.
The broadcast station was KZHS,
built for A. G. Heacock Co.
He has accompanied two Presidents on all trips. When the President goes overseas, the colonel sets
up communications facilities for
the trip itself as well as the equipment at the destination.
Reading from front to rear, No.
1401 contains this basic equipment:
BROADCASTING
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Allocations
(Continued from page 17)
shifted to channel 29 under the
CBS plan. Although Chairman
Porter pointed out that the difference in coverage would be a
minor one, Mr. Bingham said the
change of assignment would mean
that equipment which had been
promised the station by December
might have to be redesigned.
Clark Stover, counsel for American Broadcasting Co., which is an
applicant for an FM station in
New York, supported the CBS plan.
Policy Questioned
Marcus Cohn, representing the
International Ladies' Garment
Workers Union, which recently applied for four FM stations, including New York, Philadelphia
and Boston, questioned the Commission's policy of assigning 11
frequencies in New York to licensees and permittees and leaving
nine to be distributed among 20
applicants. He contended that his
clients and the other applicants
should have a right to compete for
all the frequencies.
Commissioner Denny pointed out
that riedif outtheit would
suggestion
were carbe tantamount
to a denial of renewal of license
to existing stations.
George S. Smith, representing
Bremer Broadcasting Corp., license of WAAW, asked that his
company be permitted to retain the
channel assigned it.
Capt. Finch, licensee of WFGG,
testified that he would be satisfied
with his assignment under either
the FCC or CBS plan. Inasmuch
as Mr. Finch's station would be
shifted to the channel now assigned
to Marcus Loew, who preferred his
present assignment, it was agreed
to
leave both assignments undisturbed.
Logan Thompson, operations
manager for Metropolitan Television Inc., licensee of WABF, objected to a shift in assignment from
channel 53 to channel 21 as provided in the CBS plan.
Philip Loucks, counsel for
Interstate Broadcasting Co. Inc.,
(WQXQ) asked for the right to
be heard in case the CBS plan is

adopted. Chairman Porter said the
Commission has an obligation "to
give the green light to this industry" and thereforecouldhe befeltheld.no
further proceedings
Average
He suggested that any of the
parties could file briefs with the New Troy
York :
Commission.
AlbanyThe two plans are as follows :
SchenecSERVICE AREAS Alternative
11,550
11,350
PKn
tadyFCC PKn
10,810
10,810
AreaMi,— Channel
Area
—
11,350
Location Channel
No. Sq,
No, Sq. Mi.
Connecticut:
11,350
65
7,560
7470 77,490
11,250
Bridgeport 72
, 490 67
11,490
69 8,480
7,080
11,490
Average
11,490
12,400
7,710
24
13,050
7
,
050
Hartford 2226 6,970 26
11,533
28
7,050
6,970 32
30 7,050
7,050
28 6,970
34 7,050
6,970
6,970 36 7,110
6,060
6,060
6,970
5,400
5,400
5,770
66 ,, 540
5,400
500
5,770
5,770
5,400
7,190
5,180
7,000
5,770
5,400
7,230
5,770
5,500
6,890
5,500
London 5254 3 , 570
Average
5,980
5,840
7,080
6,560
6,530
Waterbury 34 4,705
6,950
6,810
6,950
6,810
7i080
6,950
8,530
6,770
7,780
6,810
5,650
6,770
7,365 Pennsylvania :
7,780
6,170
77
Bethlehem
Allentown7,610
Easton 21 11,320
8,250
75 9,480
8,250
7935 9,930
21
10,170
9,630 232521 10,370
313723 11,850
10,370
11,800
9,610 27 10,370
57
10,050
59 10,050
11,850
11 ,350
1 , 850 2931 11,350
64395562 110,700
11,350
33
11
,350
10,600
66 10,600
10,500 636567 11,010
10,980
776879 11,500
10,300 71 10,980
10,300
8,870
10,6?0
NEWS
2527 10,790 5351 10,870
294341 10,800 556157 10,870
10,870
10,870
9,730 59 10,870
10,800
73
49454751 10,800
75
9^420
109,730
, 800 77 10,860
NEWS
53 10,200
79 9,140
8,390

^ THERE'S ONLY
TRIB0R0UGH
BRIDGE
but
WHN REACHES 2 NEW YORKS !
(The population
of WHN's primary coverage
more than
TWICEarea theis 15,398,401,
number of
people in New York City proper.)

Holyokefield 58
Spring62646056
Average
LawreneeLowellHaverhillmouth,
N.Ports-H. 5355
WHN
Average
Dial 1050 50,000 watts
Worcester
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—
Loew's Affiliate
Average
BROADCASTING
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7,420
7,420
7,420
7,420
7,420
7,420
7,420
8,020
8,020
8,020
7,615

9,500
10,720
10,720
9,500
10,550
10,550
10,260

8,420
8,420
7,420
7,420
7,420
7,420
7,420
7,420
8,480
8,480
7,832

40423844
4846

10,680
9^530
10,750
10,750
10,320
9 , 530

41374939
627460
76

8,120
8,120
8,120
7,840
8,050
9,830
10,360
10,400
10,870
10,350

WPIG

9,710
9,680
9,690

11,430
11,430
11,270
11,370
11,370
11,370
11,370
11,370
12,200
11,880
12,280
11,655
11,600
7,290
6^400
7,020
7,020
5,400
5,400
5,640
6,480
5,920
7,000
7,000
7,000

3436
40
4547
49

70
9,140
72
, 520
78 78,410
10,190

Average
Lancaster

7,980
7,930
8,450
7,380
8,300
8,300
Average
Reading

Wilkes
Barre
Scranton-

Rhode Island;
dence
PawtucketProvi-

9,050
9,050
8,310

10,210
10,210
10,210
10,152
9,980
11,650
11,650
10,150
10,150
10,150
10,
10,700
10,700
10,250
9,520
10,547
11,000
12,100
8,600
12,100
11,100
41
454743
51

7,060
6,750
7,060
7,060
6,050
7,060
12' 020
6,840
12,020 Grand Total 49 1,384,510
e
8,770

12,000
11,760
11,750
10,300
10,640
10,320
12,170
10,620
10,640
11,150
11,330
10,530
11,510
11,206
7854
56
705872

8,670
5,250
8,670
6,647
5,250
7,100
1,424,230
9,010

NEWS

NEWS

P™nH

20,000th

Consecutive Week-Day Newscast for
One Sponsor
Golden Dawn Quality Foods, distributed by the
Rosenblum Grocery Company, 8th largest wholesaler in the United States, begin 7th year of news
sponsorship on
THE "PIC' OF THE DIAL

7,310
7,600
7,600
7,798
11,500
11,500
11,500
10,600
11,275

SHARON,

WPIC

PA.
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NOW SPONSORS
PROGRAMS onWOL
to sell the Washington market
... 5th in DRUG STORE sales
... 7th in FOOD STORE sales
of all U. S. cities *
'Sales Management 1745 Survey of Buying Powei
(Sowfei Station
WOL
'THE VOICE OF WASHINGTON'

KOIN

uto the
Cause1
People
PORTLAN 's OREGON
,
CBS DAffiliate
FREE & PETERS, Inc., Nat'! Rep.

TO MAKE SURE of geting the audience of Nova
Scotia's most thickly populated area it is hardly
necessary to stress the fact
that the station is
CHNS
Halifax, Nova Scotia
JOS. WEED & CO.
350 Madison Avenue, New York
Representatives
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New Jersey
(Continued from page 18)
ject of litigation, with the
licensee being cited to show
cause why the city should not
be held in contempt for refusing to broadcast a particular
program.
2. The second station, WTNJ
Trenton, had filed for another
frequency to prevent the establishment of a competing station in Trenton; its manager
and part owner had misrepresented facts concerning his
financial qualifications; the
manager's secretary had forwarded "anonymous"
letters
to the Commission
protesting
against the operations of the
competing station (WTTM)
and disparaging the character
of its owners.
3. The third station, WCAP
Asbury Park, had ignored various rules and regulations of
the Commission governing
maintenance and operation, including changing its antenna
height without authorization,
unauthorized experiments with
its transmitter, and incomplete
program logs.
Deny WCAM Renewal
Expounding on these and other
irregularities, the Commission decided to deny renewal of license to
WCAM but made its denial without
prejudice, permitting the station
to file again for the same operation
if it can show that the city of Camden would have the exclusive use
and control of the station. Commenting on the contract made by
the station transferring the bulk
of its time to a time-selling company, the Commission said:
"As a result of this agreement,
the applicant is now in the untenable position of having made it
difficult if not impossible for itself
to sell the station to a highly qualified person willing and able to discharge the licensee's duties in the
public interest — thus closing even
this avenue of escape from responsibilities which the city apparently believes it cannot independently
undertake
satisfy." of license to
Denying torenewal
WTNJ, the Commission declared
that its findings regarding the sending of misleading letters, concealments, prevarications and evasive
testimony convinced it the individuals entrusted with the operation of the station do not possess
the responsibility required of a licensee. "This reprehensible behavior," itasserted, "has been so
persistent
long-standing
that
it cannot beandconsidered
inadvertent
or attributable to ignorance of the
Commission's
or ofIt the
seriousness of procedures
such offenses.
not
only reflects on the qualifications
of the licensee but has definitely
impeded the Commission's own efficient discharge of its functions under the Act."WCAP, the Commission
Toward
was tolerant, pointing out that
while its transgressions were fre-

FCC

Hearings

for

All

Rival

HEARINGS
in all cases of comFetzer application
was "designed
^Unsound'
Called
Applications
peting applications for the same and intended as a denial without
facilities are "unsound" from both hearing of petitioner's applicaa practical and legal standpoint,
In its brief, signed by Hugh B.
the FCC contended in a reply brief
Cox, acting
Solicitor
General;
filed in the Supreme Court in the Walter
J. Cummings
Jr., attorney;
appeal of Ashbaeker Radio Corp.,
licensee of WKBZ Muskegon, Rosel H. Hyde, FCC general counMich., from a Commission decision
sel;sistant
Harrygeneral
M. counsel,
Plotkin,andFCCJoseph
asinvolvingcensed WJEF
Grandand Rapids,
to John E.
Rhea Y.li- tion."
M. Kittner,
counsel,
the
Commission alleged an appeal to the
Fetzer [Broadcasting, March 19].
courts is premature until after
Ashbaker filed petition in the the
WKBZ
hearing, which has not
Supreme tiorari
Court
for U.S.
a writCourt
of cer-of been held. FCC
further contended
after the
that
should
the WKBZ application
Appeals
for thean District
Columbia dismissed
appeal offrom
the for 1230 kc be granted, station
Commission grant. The case was would interfere with WHBY Apscheduled to be argued before the pleton,
Wis. contention that in
"Petitioner's
Supreme Court Friday but was
continued until the November all cases of competing applications
each applicant is entitled to a
term which begins Nov. 5.
In March 1944 the Fetzers filed hearing before either application
is unsound
application
per- is granted
tical standpoint
as wellfromas aa praclegal
mit on 1230 forkc aforconstruction
Grand Rapids.
WKBZ in April 1944 filed for a con- standpoint," said the reply brief.
struction permit to change frequency from 1490 kc to 1230 kc, MASON TAKES OATH
alleging that propogation on 1490 AS MEMBER OF FTC
resulted in a poor signal. The FCC
on June 8, 1944, granted the Fetzer LOWELL B. MASON of Illinois
was sworn in last Monday as a
application
but designated
backer
petition
for hearing.the Ash- member of the Federal Trade Commis ion to fill the unexpired term
In its brief, filed by Segal, Smith
& Hennessey, Ashbaeker posed of Commisisoner Charles H. March,
Minnesota
Republican, who died
these questions: "When there are
pending before the FCC two con- August 28.
In a short speech he lauded FTC
cationsflicting
from themutually-exclusive
same area forapplithe
which "gave Consame wave-length assignment, (1) as thegress agency
to pass
such
as the Federal
Commumay the Commission lawfully measuresthe ammunition"
nications Act of 1934 and to defeat
grant one of these applications ex
parte and simultaneously set down "the great god of 'Let's Keep Dothe other application for hearing?
ing Everything Just Like We Have
(2) if so, is the hearing thus offered, in face of the accomplished Always
Justice Done
James W. Morris, of U.S.
for the District of
grant of the competing application, District Court It'."
such a fair hearing as is provided Columbia, administered the oath
by the Communications Act pi in the first induction of a commis1934 and guaranteed by the Fifth
sioner inthe present FTC building.
Amendment to the Constitution of
Mr. Mason is one of two Repubthe U.S.? (3) does such grant to
lican
members of the five-man bione of two competing applicants
partisan Commission. He was a
for the same facility aggrieve the member of Illinois State Senate
other applicant or adversely affect 1922-30; general counsel of Nahis interests so as to bring him
tional Industrial Recovery Review
within the class of persons per- Board in 1934 and counsel of U.S.
mit ed to sue out an appeal to the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee inU.S. Court of Appeals for the Disvestigating N.R.A. in 1935. His
trict of Columbia under Section home is at Glen
Ellyn, 111., a suburb of Chicago. He practiced law
402(b) (2) of the Communica- in Chicago
, and Washington.
FCCtionsdenied
of WKBZ
Act?"grant petition
that the
to WJEF violated
Sec. 3.24 and Sec. 3.35 of the Com- CONTRACT
'Happy Gang'
ContractThe
for recording
mission's Rulesthe& grant
Regulations.
WKBZ alleged
of the Happy Gang, most popular Canadian daytime network program, has
been
signed Broadcasting
by Garry Carter
Frontenac
Agency,of
quent ittiously
"promptly
and consciencorrected violations
when- Toronto, and Bert Pearl of the
ever they were called to its atten- show, under what is considered the
tion". Accordingly, the renewal
recording
deal inMr.Canadian
application of the station was biggest
broadcasting
history,
Carter
gets
world
rights,
except Canada,
granted.
Net result: one station for sale, for recording the program, now in
unless appeal is successful ; one sta- its ninth year as Monday-to-Friday
tion subject to reinstatement, if it half-hour noontime Canadian vacan escape a legal jam; one station
riety show. The program has large
audience in U. S. border cities.
spanked but intact.
BROADCASTING
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Kearney
(Continued from page 18)
Iowa, a former
Cowles station announcer and newscaster.
Meanwhile in August, another
fighting force came on the Continent withFrance
the 6thinvasion.
Army Veteran
Group's
Southern
radio men from the Italian theater
were in the D-Day vanguard : Capt.
(then Lt.) Carl Zimmerman, former Milwaukee announcer and veteran of Army Hour reporting in
Africa, Sicily, and Italy, Capt.
(then Lt.) Daniel Sutter, former
NBC actor-director, who is now
with General Clark's headquarters
in Vienna, and Sgt. (then Cpl.)
Jay McMullen, whose virtual radio
debut was combat reporting. They
were joined later by Lt. (then Sgt.)
Wallace Irwin.
Recordings in Volume
As all these field forces advanced,
the radio officers moved with them.
They turned out a large volume of
3-minute recordings which were recorded by the SHAEP Radio
Branch in Paris and shipped to
home town stations by the War
Dept. They all contributed almost
daily to the BBC and AEFP feature Combat Diary, a news program
which digested the best frontline
radio reports of each day, Army
and civilian.
One of the best action programs
of the war, Combat Diary daily had
reports from each active sector,
many of them made not in press
camp studios, but on the fighting
lines. Lt. Vick Knight, civilian producer of many top network shows,
spent a great deal of time at the
front reporting exclusively for the
AEFP, in but
reports
weren't
heard
the his
United
States.
The
Army radio men all contributed to
the NBC Army Hour, the European
portion of which was directed by
the then new SHAEF Radio Branch
under Maj. Bob Pollock's guidance.
In October of 1944, SHAEF officials realized the need for centralized control of Army radio and
formed a radio branch from some
of the personnel in the dissolving
ETOUSA radio office. Maj. Pollock,
former special events director of
WSB Atlanta, Maj. Dougall, and
Capt. Ted Bergmann, former NBC

International Division announcer,
were in the SHAEF office and operated the recording studios in the
Hotel Scribe in Paris where all the
recordings in the ETO were dubbed
from wire recorders onto discs for
shipment to the U. S.
Meanwhile, as ETOUSA headquarters almost dissolved, Communications Zone (Com Z), the service force elements of the American
command under Gen. Eisenhower,
began covering the men carrying
the supplies for radio. Maj. Joseph
Graham, former WCKY Cincinnati
announcer, and Capt. Charles Anderson, who had been with KFI
Los Angeles and KOA Denver in
civilian life, headed that section.
They also organized an extensive
home-town recording coverage and
made frequent Combat Diary and
Army Hour contributions.
The 9th Air Force was also a
major tiocontributor
ns in the ETO. toMaj.radioJohnproducLay,
former scripter of Famous Jury
Trials, and Capt. Arnold Leo, prewar radio director and copy chief
of the Blaker Advertising Agency,
were the 9th radio team in England
prior to the invasion.
Here they worked overtime servicing the four networks, providing personnel, ideas and sometimes
scripts for programs. Capt. Leo
wrote a number of dramatizations
for the famous BBC program, Into
Battle, as well as countless spots
for the outstanding War Report
which was invasion born.
Several 'Firsts'
D-Day radio
Maj. officer
Lay left
9thAfter
to become
of the
the
1st Tactical Air Force and Capt.
Leo took over the 9th ably assisted by Capt. Howard Finch and
Lt. Grant Butler. Moving to France,
the 9th operated a mobile recording truck and turned out thousands
of "Home Towners" in the field
and in a special recording studio
the radio team hand-built in Paris.
Among the many Army Hour
spots produced by the 9th were
severalcastsfirsts.
Capt. Black
Leo's Widow
broadfrom a P-61
and a P-47 Thunderbolt on combat
missions were two of them.
The 9th also ground out a fifteen minute program once a week
for AFN, Skylights of the Ninth.

WBNS

CENTRAL
ONLY CBSOHIO'S
OUTLET
ASK AMV BLAIR MAW OR US
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This was recorded in Paris and
featured highlights of various
broadcasts made to the U. S. It
was the only production type prothe Scribe
studiosgramandhandledeachby week
one ofParis
the
network commentators was guest
narrator.
News from England
Meanwhile, in England there was
still news coming from the 8th Air
Force which was still busy with
strategic bombing of enemy targets.
Lt. Col. Ben Lyon and Capt.
Frank Alban were all reporting the
8th'scanoperation
for theMaynard,
Ameripublic. Lt. George
who'd been the bellwether of most
of the preinvasion broadcasting
from the United Kingdom, returned
to the United States and his civilian assignment as a director at
NBC.
The picture in Europe has
changed considerably now that the
fighting has stopped. Many of the
radio men are either out of the
Army or at assignments in the
United States. Top radio officer at
Gen. Eisenhower's headquarters
now is Maj. Ted Steele, former Benton & Bowles account executive,
who was producer of the Army
Hour and who did the first broadcasts of a B-29 mission bombing
Japan while he was in the Pacific
last spring. Maj. Dougall is still
in the section, along with Capt.
Thomas W. Phipps, a former MGM WVAB Quincy, III.
scenarist, and Lt. Don L. Kearney,
Dominates a Rich
who was with WAGE Syracuse and
Town
-Farm Market
USO program departments before
entering the service.
The Hooper Station Listening InMaj. Lester Lindow, former mandex, Fall, 1944 dominates
shows WTADthe
ager of WFBM Indianapolis, is exoverwhelmingly
ecutive inthe public relations service of the U. S. Group Control
Quincy
more inlisteners thanMarket
all otherwithstations
the
Council and handles radio for that
area combined !
State-Department level organizaLISTENERS ARE BUYERS
tion. Capt. Ross Evans is radio officer of the 1st Airborne Army
Bigger
crops arearebeing
harvested
occupying Berlin with Lt. Fuller as
.
.
.
industries
humming
...
his assistant. Lt. Carl Goodwin,
everyone
has
a
pocketful
of
"buyformer Charlotte, North Carolina
ing power."
Sell dial
your spot,
products
on the
favorite
930
writer and NBC announcer, and Lt.
K.C.— WTAD!
William Forrest, writer, have
joined Maj. Graham in the service
Use WTAD and KGLO
force setup and while Lt. Hansenn
Mason City, Iowa
is still with the 3rd Army, he is
A Natural Combination
slated for speedy return to the
U. S. on points. Fuller, probably
the most prolific reporter of all,
may remain in Europe as a reporter
for one of the networks.
Capt. Bill Kenneally has come
from Italy to take the AAF radio
reins and Maj. Steele is searching
linois
for qualified men to take the other
assignments with the 7th Army
930
K.C.
1,000
Watts
and other occupational units, now
vacant.
CBS
Affiliate
The Kata Agency, Rep.
The theater public relations officers are well aware of their redier. As he sisponsibility tothe
still occupational
doing a job solfor
the country, his activities must be
reported. The radio officers in Europe look with hope to the industry
at home for help — that the country
not forget the GIs in Europe who
won the war and now must stay
in
Germany to make the victory
"stick".
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IN
MONTANA*

Few Radio Sets in Prospect This Year
and no one wants inflaCeilings Hold Up THERE'LL be few radio sets be- with OPA
tion, but our company will have
OCEANS OF OPA Production
Of
to file individual applications for
fore
spring,
survey
of
manufacturRESULTS
ers disclosed; OPA price increase each model. This application is
Components
factors still much too low on com- absolutely necessary because the
ponents. New delay in production formula is not workable." Full proPROSPECTS for radio sets in any
on what action
number before sometime next brought about by necessity of man- OPA takesductionon depends
higher price factors.
ufacturers filing for additional inspring — if then — appear dim as
David
Wald,
president,
DeWald
factors. Meanwhile producmanufacturers were almost unantion atcrease
standstill.
Radio Mfg.
Corp.,
New
York:
Regimous in the opinion that the price
ulations are impossible, have caused
increase factors announced Oct. 11
standstill. Company exby the Office of Price Administra- not plan to apply for additional business
pects to file for additional factors
tion [Broadcasting, Oct. 15], are
soon as costs are estimated; no
Benjamin Abrams, president, aspromises
far too low to permit profitable increases."
on production.
operations of manufacturing plants. Emerson Radio & Phonograph
RCA Victor
Div., Camden, N. J.:
Corp., New York: Price factors not Unable
Developments
after ofatheweek's
to quote prices to dealers,
study
by manufacturers
OPA enough to enable manufacturers to distributors
and
consumers; comincrease factors were these:
operate ponent
properly,
company can't get definite costs of
makers. Saidespecially
Mr. Abrams:
1. The all-American popular
components man"It is not profitable for manufac- components ufafrom
low-priced table model will be
turers to make low-priced sets un- announced. cturers since OPA ceilings were
but a lents
memory
unless
OPA
reder
these
new
regulations
and
the
and either lifts controls
H. B. McCartney, vice-president,
or increases price factors.
benefit
is lost." Hammerlund
Mfg. Co., New York:
Emerson ofwilllow-priced
not ask forsetsadditional
2. There'll be few receivers
Feels
prices should be much
increase factors, will by-pass lowon the market by Christmas,
are going to manbecause most manufacturers
priced sets until OPA eases ceil- higher, butufacture"weunder existing
price facplan to crease
filefactorsforandindividual
inings or "goes
Production
may outnotofgetbusiness".
started Production
that takes
tors and struggle
along with OPA."
by
January.
for
another
30
days,
awaiting
time.
Frank A. Hiter, vice-president,
components.
3. Set
Ansley Radio Corp., Long Island Stewart- Warner Corp., Chicago :
quote
pricesmanufacturers
to distributors can't
and
Few,
if any, sets will be available
City: Will apply for further in- for Christmas
dealers
they can't get
trade. First sets will
Ohio'sate of the
ThirdAmerican
Market atNetwork.
less cost — affilicreases;
regulations
make
it
imposparts, andbecause
parts manufacturers
sible to meet production costs and not be "super-gadgets" but probwon't turn a wheel until they
ably
improved
versions of 1941
finished products cannot be made models.
are assured profitable operaAsk HEADLEYREEU
tion.
at a reasonable profit. Full producHoward Radio Co., Chicago: Protion to start as soon as parts ar4. Radio manufacturing inrive, some production now scheduled cost of mica
duction can'tfrom
move;$1.25
citedtoincreased
dustry, which promised post$7.50.
for December.
WFMJ
war employment to thousands
Belmont Radio Corp., Galvin
E. L. Hall, purchasing agent,
of
workers,
will
be
idle.
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO*
Pilot
Radio
Corp.,
Long
Island
Mfg.
Corp.,
Zenith
Radio
Corp.
and
One Upholds Ceilings
City: In lations
mostare not
instances
OPA under
regu- Admiral Corp., all Chicago, said no
workable
production can get under way until
A survey of parts and sets
manufacturers by Broadcasting present increase factors. Said Mr. parts manufacturers are allowed
TIP FROM showed only one firm upholding the Hall: "Everyone wants to work. a "fair" margin of profit.
OPA price factors. Another said
NEIGHBOR production would go ahead, al- 7 -STORY ADDITION RIVERS PROTESTING
though there was little prospect of
It will pay you to consider the vast
any profits until OPA controls are IS PLANNED BY WGN NET DAYLIGHT TIME
possibilities of this great neigh- released
or relief is given.
CONSTRUCTION of a seven- LEGISLATION
requiring
netFollowing is a summary of the story
boringsent factsmarket.
gladly how
preworks to broadcast
on standard
addition to WGN Chicago
as well We'll
as figureson
various reactions:
studios
will
get
underway
after
time
is
advocated
by
John
M.
RivAmerican advertisers can profitR. F. Reinitz, purchasing agent,
ers, manager of WCSC, Charleston,
1.
ably use our network.
Andrea Radio Corp., Long Island Jan.Station
officials said plans call S. C, who views that step as a last
City, N. Y.: "The OPA price ceil- for two audience studios to seat resort to avoid the daylight-savingings may be described in two words 500 and 350; five 35x50 and eight time scramble that occurred twice
— not enough. Our manufacturers, 20x30
all designed for both yearly before the war.
probably will get together to iron AM andstudios,
FM productions. No tele- lessMr.weRivers,
realizing
that "the
out the hardship clause in the OPA
ask for
regulation,
the
vision studios are contemplated.
regulation.
manufacoff insist
we willon be,"
claims daythat
RADIO PROGRAMAS DE MEXICO
Each studio will have a client's better
turers findSome
they larger
can just
about booth
networks
following
with one-way vision. They
break even at 13.5%, but smaller will also
house music department
light timeagement"because
likes the ideanetwork
of livingman-by
manufacturers can't. We undoubt- and library.
Cost of construction
edly will file for additional increase was not announced.
the
same
hours
as
their
neighbors."
factors. Full production is expected
He feels station affiliates
suffer
"for
the
convenience
of
a couple of
to start about Jan. 1."
New American Sales
Arthur Freed, vice-president and
sales manager, Freed Ra- NATIONAL spot sales depart- thousand network employes."
RtpriMitil Httitiilly if general
ment of American signed $350,000
dio Corp.,lations New
reguJohnson Moves
jthn BLAIR ft CO.
do not York:
provideNewadequate
worth of new business for the five WALTER
JOHNSON, for past
increase to allow for selling prices ; stations represented — WJZ New four
months
program director of
company to file for further in- York, WENR Chicago, WMAL Don Lee Broadcasting System,
creases. Full production by Febru- Washington, KECA Los Angeles, Hollywood, resigns that post effecary.
Nov. 1 to become West Coast
in Septem- radio tivedirector
H. E. Davis, purchasing agent, KGO ber,San
of A. & S. Lyons,
a recordFrancisco
for the— department,
Radio Wire Television Inc., New according to Ralph E. Dennis, de- talent agency. Prior to military
York: "We are in full accord with
partment manager. Billings for service, Mr. Johnson held similar
the increase set by the OPA. We the first nine months of the year position with Music Corp. of
feel that the amounts are sufficient are up 22.5 per cent over the America. No successor has been
and proper in all cases and we do same period of 1944, he said.
announced for his network post.
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Freer Radio Aim of American
Nations
means of ex- sender to arrange for their own
FCC Delegates Report the most pandingeffective
reception,
either
through their own
the interchange of information among the peoples is by or private radio receiving installaOn Unfettered News
WNLC New London, Connecticut
the liberalization of all government
Action at Rio
The resolution was described as
regulations
dealing
with
the
trans. . . AP news of great value to
By RUFUS CRATER
mission and reception of press- a "composite" formulated from sevproposals,
including
resoluPROPOSALS to assure greater lib- radio transmissions addressed to tions."eral
us . . . has helped increase comtions on freedom of broadcasting
erty of information in radio com- multiple destinations."
mercial revenue.
and freedom of press. Mr. Hyde
munications were outlined by FCC
Freedom
of
thought
"is
one
of
Gerald J. Morey
representatives last week as rec- the dearest conquests of civilization headed the subcommittee on FreeStation Manager
dom of Information, under the Juom ended in a resolution adopted and is the fundamental basis of
r
i
d
i
c
a
l
A
d
m
i
n
i
s
t
r
a
t
i
v
e
C
o
m
i
t
e
,
at the Third Inter-American Radio democratic svstems of governand
made
a
brief
talk
in
connecConference at Rio de Janeiro.
available
through
ment," the resolution declares, addtion with the resolution and reRosel Hyde, FCC general couning thatfective
"radio
constitutes
an
efsel, who was chairman of the submedium for the expression
Commissioner Wakefield and Mr. PRESS 50ASSOCIATION,
committee which studied several
Rockefeller
N-«
Yerk; N.Ploia
T
Hyde agreed that one of the most
proposals from which the resolution of human thought, comparable to ports.
was formed, and Commissioner the press."
important factors of the Rio ConRegulations
Recommended
ference was a harmonious feeling
Ray C. Wakefield released details
Recommended new inter-Amer- which permitted the resolution of
of the resolution following their return from the conference. It recomican
and
international
regulations
any differences of opinion "in a
mends :
would provide thai: —
SEE PAGE 36
spirit ofConference
cooperation."
Delayed
1. That new inter-American
"(a)
These
radio
communications
and international regulations
may consist of information and
Regardingof the
Cuba's
Northopposition
Americanto
be drafted relating to news, innews intended for publication, re- extension
SEE PAGE 36
formation, and press service
production orbroadcasting, and of Regional Broadcasting Agreement
messages in connection with
press
service
messages
dealing
with
(NARBA),
which
expires
next
radio communications.
the collection and distribution of March 29, Commissioner Wakefield
SEE PAGE 36
2. That the American govnews, but with messages of a pri- noted that an engineering conferernments promulgate measures
vate nature strictly prohibited. Any
ence of countries subscribing to
portion of those communications
"to giveon the
expression
would be held in Washthought
the radio
the sameof
may be addressed for the specific the treatyington
SEE PAGE 36
Oct. 8].
effective guarantees of freeattention of any one or more of The conference[Broadcasting,
was first slated for
the authorized recipients.
dom as thethepress
enjoys."govDecember, but it now appears like3. That
American
ly that it will be held after Jan. 1.
"(b)ing The
organization sendSEE PAGE 36
those news
communications
shall
Commissioner Wakefield and Mr.
ernments
adopt
measures
"for
lowering the cost of services
communicate to the transmitting Hyde said the FCC-IRAC Allocato radio broadcasting stations
organization the names and adtion Table was explained in detail
PAGE 36
and of radio transmitting and
dres es ofall authorized recipients. at the conference. Although formal
SEE
receiving equipment, and espeThe
transmitting
organizations
is for the World Confercially the elimination of fiscal
shall in turn notify each interested approval
ence to give, they said "general apcharges which burden the deadministration of the names and
velopment and use of these
p
r
o
v
a
l
o
f the plan Wakefield,
was expressed."
addresses of the authorized recipiCommissioner
Mr.
facilities for the expression of
ents in its territory.
Hyde, and Harvey B. Otterman of
thought."
"(c) The administration of each the State Dept. returned from the
Highlights of the Rio Confer- country of reception, after con- conference via La Paz, Bolivia;
firming that the designated recipience also included, the FCC repreand Bogota, Coloments are bona fide, shall permit Lima,bia, andPeru;
sentatives reported, adoption of a the recipients
with cities.
communicationsconferred
leaders in those
authorized by the
new Inter-American Telecommunications Convention. One of its features iscreation of an Inter-Ameri c a n Telecommunications Office American Net Renews Swing to 1947;
(OIT) to supercede the InterAmerican Radio Office (OIR).
Co-op Programs Popular; Business Up
Covers All Fields
all senior high schools in the
RAYMOND on
SWING'S
NBW YORK'S
Americannightly
will to
OIT, to be located in Cuba and commentaries
city, with weekly discussions to be
continue
at
least
through
Jan.
17,
held on the scripts.
supervised by the Pan American
Union, will deal with all fields of 1947, the network having picked
Overall business of the Americommunications rather than with up his next year's option well in
can Cooperative Program Dept.,
radio matters only, arranging in- advance, Stanley Florsheim, direc- Mr. Florsheim said, totals for the
tor of the Cooperative Program first nine months of this year more
terim conferences, handling exWLIB
changes of information and the Dept., said last week.
than twice the amount done in the
like. A director will be selected in
Program is well liked by its 133 same period last year, with Septem- 1190 ON THE DIAL-CLEAR CHANNEL
July by the countries represented. sponsors on 109 of the network's
half again
large
Adolph A. Berle Jr., U. S. Am- affiliated stations, Mr. Florsheim as forber's billings
September
1944.as Citing
bas ador to Brazil, was one of the reported, adding that Mr. Swing's Martin Agronsky's 8-8:15 a.m. «JL'« GREAT
leaders in the fight for adoption of practice of devoting his Friday broadcasts, with 108 sponsors on 89
the
resolution on liberty of infor- night broadcasts exclusively to the stations, and Baukhage's 1-1 :15 p.m.
mation.
effects of atomic power on this newscasts, with 121 sponsors on
OF THE NATION
The resolution notes that the country and on the world has at- 109
stations, alongMr. with
Mr. Swing's
tracted particular praise from both commentaries,
1945 Inter-American Conference at
Florsheim
said
Mexico City urged the American sponsors and listeners. Many spon- his department had found no truth
sors in the retail field are offering in the commonly expressed opinion
governments to recognize their obcopies of these scripts to listeners that
GW
with the end of the war the
"to guarantee
ples freeligationand
impartialto their
accesspeo-to coming to their stores as a means public is not going to listen to news.
of promoting store traffic, he said. He said that there had been an ft
the sources of information," and Rothschild
& Sons, Kansas City
"adopt tomeasures
separately and
rO ITt A N D, O R E G O N
jointly
develop unrestricted
in- store sponsoring the program on appreciable increase in sponsorship
terchange of information between KCMO, has arranged with the of the Agronsky broadcasts reIIMEStNTO NAIIONAltr
cently,
without
any
special
promoBoard
of
Education
for
mimeotion.
their peoples."
it itwtit Mt«r 4 co. incgraphed scripts to be distributed
It also points out that "one of
October 22, 1945 • Page 77
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Actions of the FCC
OCTOBER 12 TO OCTOBER 18
termine operating power
by direct
measurement
Decisions . . .
W5XIC A. ofH. ant.
Belopower.
Corp., area of
ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD ACTIONS Dallas,
Tex.
—
Granted
license
to cover
OCTOBER 15
new portable
by FCCBroadcasting
Oct. 16) Co., CPfrequencies
to be 1developmental
assigned
by FCCstation;
from
KGAK(Reported
Rio Grande
time
to
time;
kw
power.
on exp. basis
onlyis subject
andLicense
uponto
Gallup., N.thorizinM.g new station
— Grantedfor mod.
CP ant.
au- granted
express
condition
that
it
approval
change or cancellation by FCC at any
trans,66 and
studio1.7 mi.
sitesE onof time,
U.approval
S. Highway
approx.
advance
notice need
or hearingaction
,without
if in itsarises.
discretion
for
center ofnershipGallup,
and
to
change
partsuch
Nothingtheas contained
name to Albert
E. Buck and
herein
shall
be
construed
a
finding
Merle
H.
Tucker,
a
partnership,
d/b
Gallup Broadcasting Co. Permittee is by FCCtion onthat
the operation
of this issta-or
authorized,
granted
conditions.waiver Sees. 3.55(b) and 3.60; will
be infrequencies
the
the express
termspublic
hereof.interest beyond
WBACland, Tenn.
Robert
W.
Rounsaville,
CleveP. B. Mallory
Indian— Granted
licenseon to1340coverkc W9XMT
CP authorizing
new
apolis— Granted
mod.
CP& Co.,
authorizing
with
250 w unl.operating
Also station
granted
authority
new exp.
station,
for 9-16-45
extension
completomeasurement
determine
power
by
direct
tion
date
only
from
to
12-15-45.
WABW Associated Broadcasters Inc.,
ant. power.
granted
waiverof Sees.
3.55(b) Licensee
and 3.60;is Indianapolis
— GrantedFMlicense
cover
conditions.
CP
authorizing
station.toStation,
WRDW Augusta Broadcasting Co., WENH
WJR, new
The Goodwill
Augusta, Ga.— Granted authority to de- area of Detroit— Granted mod. CP auSERVICE

senviee
Exact Measurement* » of any rim*
RCA COMMUNICATIONS, INC
84 Broad Stratt New York 4, N. T.
"GEARED TO AM-FM EXPANSION'
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Washington, Kansas
D. C.City, Mo.
Hollywood. Cal.
SOUND EFFECT RECORDS

DIRECTORY
Custom-Built
Speech Input Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C
District 1640
MORE RF KILOWATT HOURS
PER DOLLAR WITH
F&O TRANSMITTING TUBES
Freeland & Olschner Products, Inc.
611 Baronne St., New Orleans 13, La.
4756 Exclusively
High Power Raymond
Tube Specialists

6ENNETT-SPEEDY-Q
Reduced
Library Offer
Over 200BasicWrite
Individual
SoundContaining
Effects
For Derail*
CHARLES MICHELSON
67 W. 44th St.
New York, N. Y.

The
Robert L. Kaufman
OrganizationOonsUoeU—
Technical
Maintenance,
Supervision
and Business
for Broadcast
StationsServices
g. DistrictWashington
1292 4, D. C

FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
One of stations
the beat inequipped
monitoring
the nation
STANDARD
Measuring & Equipment Co.
Phones 877-2652
Since 1939 Enid, Okla.

KLUGE ELECTRONICS CO.
Commercial & Industrial
Equipment
No. Alvarado
Los1031Angeles
26, Calif.
Myron E. Kluge
Exposition 1742

TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
Radio Towers
Erection, lighting, painting A
Ground
Systems Blvd.
6100 N. E. Columbia
Portland 1 1, Oregon
C. H. Fisher, Agent Phone TR 7303

BUY
VICTORY
BONDS

"RENEW AS USUAL"
says WILLARD KLINE, KTSM, EL PASO
THE SHADOW
Available locally on transcription— see C. MICHELSON, 67 W. 44 St., N.Y.C.
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OCTOBER 17
thorizing
change ofin frequencies,
power WRAW Reading
Broadcasting Co.,
and equipment
change
corporate
namerelayto station,
WJR, Theto Reading, Pa.plicat—ion foDesignated
for hearing
apGoodwill
Station Inc.
r vol.
transfer
of A.control
licensee
corp.
from
Raymond
Gaul
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
and
Harold
O.
Landis
to
WGAL
Inc.
andKRNM
Keystone
(ByOCTOBER
Comr. Durr)
16
Hoyt Broadcasting
Houck, Robert Corp.
D. Houck,
Fred O. Grimwood, Bloomington, Ind. Walterton d/bG. Tucumcari
Russell
andBroadcasting
Lonnie J. PresCo.,
— Granted
motion
for
continuance
hearN.hoursM. —operation
Granted from
mod.spec-liing on application for CP new standard Tucumcari,
cense
change
station,
and
continued
hearing
to
1217-45 (Docket 6753).
ified to unl.Liner's
(250 wBroadcasing
1400 kc). Station
KMLB
O. E. Richardson et al, d/b Voice of Inc.,
Monroe,
La. —toAdopted
order
grantMarion,
Marion, Ind.for— CPContinued
hearing
application
change
1230 250
kc tow
ing
on
application
new
standard
14401 kw,kc, install
increase
power
from
station to 11-19-45 (Docket 6773).
to
new
DA-N;
ordered
that
OCTOBER 18
CP
be
issued
to
KNOE
for
shift
1450 kc to 1230 kc in accordance from
with
Augusta
Broadcasting
Co.,
Charleston, S. C.prejudice
— Granted application
motion to for
dismissCP agreement.
WGNB forWGN
Chicago—
Grantedto
without
new standard
station (Docket 6708).
request
waiverInc.,Sec.
3.261 stations
relating
time
of operation
for FM
for
KOIN
KOIN
Inc.
Portland
Ore.—
Granted motion
for
leave
to
amend
apperiod
endingTV CP11-1-45.
soon as660to kcrequest
change
NEW-Exp.
Raytheon
Mfg.TV Co.,station
Chi25usekw DA-DN
to pl50ication forkwCPinstead
unl.,
and
to
c
a
g
o
—
Granted
new
exp.
on frequencies
to be 5 assigned
byvisual
FCC
6736).
amendment filed with DA-N;
motion accepted
(Docket from
timeApplicant
to time,
kw peak
and oral.
proposes
to develop
George
H.
Thomas
et
al,
d/b
New
equipment
to
transmit
and
receive
high
Iberia Broadcasting
Co., leave
New Iberia,
quality colorsound.
television together with
—Granted
motion for
to amendLa. associated
OCTOBER
18
application
for
CP
new
standard
station to supplyfinancial
up-to-date
informationof
concerning
qualifications
(Supplement
to Oct.
17 report) Co.
WQXQ
Interstate
Broadcasting
each
partner,
ant.
tower
proposed
to
be
installed, changes
in est.
cost and
data operate
Inc., Newonly York
—hourGranted
request to
concerning
trans.
equip;
accepted
one
rather
6766).
amendment
filed with motion (Docket hours between 6 a.m. and 6thanjt.m.three
for
period
ending station
no laterwillthancontinue
12-31-45.to
meantime
KSUB Southern Utah Broadcasting Inbroadcast
in
accordance
with
present
Co.,
Cedar
City,
Utah
—
Granted
motion
for
waiverappearance
Sec. 1.382(b)
accepted
operating
of seven
hoursWilliams
daily.
Ross schedule
Perkins
and
J. Eric
written
inBroadcasting
re and
Docket
6759.
The Constitution
Co., d/bH. Norwich
Broadcasting
Co., Norwich,
Atlanta,
Ga. — Granted
petition to dis- Conn. —ofAdopted
order
settingfor aside
prejudice
application
new
CP newmiss without
standard
station.application for grant
station cauonse o10-9-45
1240 kcof with
250 with
w unl.,applibeFred Weber,
et
al,
d/b
Texas
Broadf
possible
conflict
casters,
Houston,
Tex.
—
Granted
petication filed prior
to
10-8-45.
tion
for
leave
to
amend
application
for
OCTOBER 18
CP
new standard
station; accepted
amendment
filed simultaneously
with WCAP Radio Industries Broadcasting
petition;
removed
application
from
Co., Asbury Park, N. J. — Adopted order
hearing
docket
(Docket
6724).
for license
KWPT Kingsport Broadcasting Co., to grantnewal.application
Dismissed application
of WCAPreInc.,leave
Kingsport,
Tenn.application
— Granted for
motion
to sharestead both1310WCAM
kc with
only
WCAM
infor
to
amend
CP;
and
WTNJ.
accepted
amendment filed with motion however permits WCAP to file Decision
separate
(Docket
6249).
for this time-sharing arKHQ Louis Wasmer Inc., KGA Louis application
Wasmer,
Spokane, Wash.—
Granted
peti- rangement.
tion for continuance
hearing
re license
6613).
renewals to 11-21-45 (Dockets 6612 and Tentative Calendar . . .
ACTIONS BY COMMISSION
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OCTOBER 9
KHQ — License
Louis OCTOBER
Wasmer
renewal. Inc., Spokane,
(Reported1450by kcFCCJereOct.N. 15)Moore. Wash.
NEW-AM
KGA
Louis
Wasmer,
Spokane,
Wash. —
Milledgeville,
Ga. — Granted CP new Same.
standard
NEW-AM station
1240 kc250H. wRossunl. Perkins and
J. Ericing Co.,Williams
d/b Conn.
Norwich
BroadcastNorwich,
OCTOBER 5
newNEW-AM
standard
250 —w Granted
unl. Broad-CP Applications
(Not previously
reported)
1450station
kc Centennial
NEW-FM
PRESS -Union
Publishing
casting
Co.,
Portland,
Me.
—
Adopted
order tiongranting
CP
new
standard
staCo.,
Atlantic
City,
N.
J.—
new FM
on frequency to beCPdetermined
subject for
to filing
60 days250 ofw unl.,
application
mod. within
CP to station
by$31,400.
FCC, Applicant
1,552 sq. mi.iscoverage,
est.WBAB.
cost
licensee
specifyject further
trans,to and
ant. sr*:e3,
and
sub- Total assets $524,629.37. Legal counsel
condition
thatmonitors
approved
—
Pierson
&
Ball,
Washington.
Eng.
frequency
and
modulation
be
installed as soon
as available; dismissed& clair,
counselN.— Paul
J. F. Godley, Upper Montapplication
of Northeastern
Television
Corp.
for identical Radio
facilities. NEW-FM
mc E.FMD. station,
Rivers, 6,720
Val- IBM
WKBH CPWKBHincrease
Inc., power
LaCrosse,
Wis.—
dosta,
— 46.3
CP new
from
1andto sq.
mi. Ga.
coverage,
est. cost $27,360. Appli5Granted
kw,
install
new
trans,
and
DA-N
cant
licensee
WGOV.
Legal
counsel
change
trans,
site (1410
kc).
Bemett & Clagett, Washington. Eng.—
KMOX
Columbia
Broadcasting
Syscounsel— McNary & Wrathall, Washingt
e
m
,
S
t
.
Louis
—
Granted
CP
install
new
trans,
change trans,
site. Corp., ton.
OCTOBER 8
WNLCand Thames
Broadcasting
New
Conn.—
(Not previously
840 kc Thereported)
New Britain
hearingnousLondon,
application
to Designated
install Norwich,
synchro-for NEW-AM
amplifier
at
17
Broadway,
Co., New
Britain,
Conn.,andto synchronized
be operated onwith1490 WNLC.
kc 250 w Broadcasting
CP new standard
station
1 w Conn.
D. Call—
unl.
KSJB Jamestown Broadcasting Co., WKNB ized,reserved.
Stock:
500'
sh
author$100 standing.
par, Officers:
100 Julian
sh issuedGrossi
and pres.,
outJamestown,
D. — install
Grantednew CPtrans,
increase
powerandto move
5 kwN. DN,trans,
and 46 sh (46%);
Chestersec,Bland,
DA,
andgrant
studio.is not
Appli46%; William Ray,
3%; treas.,
Harry
c
a
n
t
i
s
to
be
advised
to
Kenney
be understoodof toSec.determine
question of Hatsing,
Ray, asst. v-p,
-sec, 1%;
1%; Geraldine
Others interested
applicability
W. Julian
Roche, Gross
1%; Ernest
T. Brainand KVOX (600
kc). 3.35 to this station Joseph
ard,
1%.
operates
adverOCTOBER 10
his mgr.
nameof instation.
Hartford.tisingHe isagencyexcept
to under
be gen.
(Reported by FCC Oct. 15)
All
others
G.
K.
Ray
are
local
KFABcoln, Nebr.KFAB
Broadcasting
Co.,
Linbusinessmen.
Wm.
Ray
is
to
be
comp— Granted
petition
for apretrol er and asst. mgr. Est. cost $25,275. D
i
n
s
t
a
t
e
m
e
n
t
,
l
e
a
v
e
to
amend
and
Existing
capital
$10,000;
new
capital
plication for CPto Omaha,
move tran.
and studio
$40,000. Proposed programming per
from
Lincoln
increase
month cial,to30% betranscribed.
151.20 hrs Others
(45%) commerfrom make
10 kw changes
to 50 kw, ininstall
new Npower
trans,
proand
DA
for
use
p
o
s
e
d
s
t
a
f
:
chief
engineer
— Harryofmgr.
Wras(1110
kc).
ko, now H.withSchweitzer,
WHTD; commercial
— ■
KTBCGranted
ClaudiaCP T.increase
Johnson,250 Austin,
Edwin
now with WHTD;
Tex.—
w
N
1
—
Frank
DiElsie,
now
with
kw LS to 1 kw N 5 kw LS unl. with DA operators
WELI, and T. Webster Hitchcock, with
(590NEW-AM
kc). 1240 kc Birney Imes Jr., WTHT;
prog. dir. &formerly
continuitywithwriterRichard
WELI
and
now Earlson,
ensign
announcer
Meridian,
Miss.—
Granted
CP
new
standard station 250 w unl.
copywriter—
WilliamUSMS;
Humbert,
3 yrs&
BROADCASTING
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(51.57%) outstanding
common stock
and
WSAP,
announcers—
trust agreement
of June
Britton,onetwoyr WOPI;
yrs WMAN,
and Allan
John revocation
wherebyof station
has beenreturns
controlled
■ salesman
Miller, two— Peter
yrs WBAX,
iy2 Legal
yrs WGBI;
byto1943individual
trusteeship.
Revocation
stock
B.
Kenney.
counholders, with Daniel Davis
sel— Fisher —& PaulWayland,
Washington.
and
treasurer,by
Eng.
clair, counsel
N. J. (P. O. 272Godley,
Main Upper
St.). Mont- Palmer,
majorityof vice-president
owner. Shift
occasioned
death
William
M. Brandon,
oneLegalof
NEW-AM
1470
kc
Silver
City
Crystal
trustees.
No
money
involved.
Co., Meriden,
Conn.— CPunl. newApplicant
standardis counsel — Frank D. Scott, Washington.
station
1
kw
DA-DN
radio electronic
mfgr.$10Stock:
NEW-FM
Old Dominion
Broadcasting
5,000
commonequipment
authorized,
par, Corp.,
Lynchburg,
Va.—
FM sta-by
tion8,830
on frequency
to CPbe new
assigned
1,000 shsh$98,425.65.
issued
and
outstanding.
Total
assets
Officers:
C. A. Schultz,
FCC,
sq.
mi.
coverage,
$41,600
est.
cost.
Applicant
also
has
filed
AM
applipres.;
J.
A.
Iodice,
v-p;
W.
A.
Schultz,
cation for 9.sameStock:
location;
reported
by
sec.-treas.
Eachexisting
is third-owner.
Est. FCC Oct.
1,000
sh
common
cost
$20,800;
capital
same
authorized, $100
par;
50 sh issuedOfficers
and
amount.to beProposed
outstanding,
750
sh
subscribed.
month
300 hrs programming
(60%) commercial,per and
stockholders: D. H. Dillard, pres.,
60% transcribed.
counsel — Dempsey
St Koplovitz,LegalWashington.
Eng. C.10 shS. (20%);
Robert H. Woods,
v-p, 10%,S.
Hoge,
10%;
Edwin
counsel
—
Garo
Ray,
Stratford,
Conn.
Dillard,
20%;sec.-treas.,
Powell
G.John
Dillard,
20%;
(P.NEW-AM
O. 468 Center
St.).
W.
D.
Pedlgo,
10%;
L.
Dillow,
1060
kc
Palladium
Publishis controlling
stocking Co., Benton
Harbor.
Mich.
—Applicant
CP new 10%. D. holdH.er in OldDillard
Dominion
Box
Co.,
standard
station
250
w
D.
owner of WLVA.
Withbygrant
willpartbe
publishesHarbor
daily The
Palladium
at responsible
for
sale
Old toheDominion
Benton
and News
is majority
owner
Box
Co.
of
interest
WLVA
comply
The
Herald
Press,
St.
Joseph,
Mich.
Sec. Washington.
3.35. Eng.Legal
counsel
— John— Fisher
BarStock:all600issued
sh common
authorized, Total
$100 with ron,,
counsel
par,
andOfficers:
outstanding.
& Wayland,
Washington
(P.O. 2118
assets
$311,272.68.
Stanley
R.
Woodland
Ave.).
Banyon,
pres. v-p
and and
treas.,asst.
211 shsec,(35.2%);
99.9Neb.mc— CPKFABnew Broadcasting
John
Udell,
1.7%; Co.,NEW-FM
Lincoln,
FM station,
Willard
J. Helen
Banyon,Klock,
sec. 24%;
34.2%.RettaOthers
60, Applicant
19,000 sq. mi.
coverage,
est.
interested:
andM. Channel
cost
$97,000.
is licensee
KFAB.
Annabelle
Banyon,
3.3%;
Russell
Total
assets
$630,649.79.
Eng.
Boothby,
1.7%.
Est.
cost
$24,320;
existGeorge C. Davis, Washington.counselLegal
ing capital gsame
amount.
Proposed
proGeorge
Smith,
Washington.
per month to Legal
be 60%counsel
com- counsel—
mercial,ram35i%ngtranscribed.
NEW-AM
1400H. S.kcKaynor
Gilbertd/b
H. Kittitas
Kaynor
and
Howard
—Frank
D.
Scott,
Washington.
Eng.
Valley
Broadcasting
Station,
Ellensburg,
counsel
—
Lohnes
&
Culver,
Washington.
Wash.
CP new isstandard
station Gil250
NEW-AM 1600Co.,kc Burlington,
Burlington-Graham
Broadcasting
w unl.bert— Applicant
co-partnership.
CP unl.
new Stock:
standard 1,000
station
500
w N.N 1 C.andkw— Daily
Kaynor formerly
ownedKaynor
Ellensburg
Record.
Howard
did
D500
sh
common
in Army; formerly
preferredsubscribed,
authorized,issued,
$100 outpar; radio U.andS. radar
Bureauwork
Reclamation
Survey.
425 shsh common
Est.
cost $15,550.
Existing
capitalmonth
$16,000.to
sdtearsn:diWn.gBowman
and paid. Officers
andpres.,
stock-50 with
Proposed
programming
per
h
o
l
Sanders,
be
40%
commercial.
Eng.
counsel
— Legal
Harsh
(11.7657c);
Willie
V.
Coble,
v-p,
50
old
C.
Singleton,
Portland,
Ore.
sh;
Byron Andrews,
S. Stack, 25sec.-treas.,
50 sh; counsel— John C. Kendall and John
R.C. Quails,
Homer
sh,
and
Everette
2).
Kendall,
Portland,
Ore.
(P.O.
Route
No.W.
Lawrence
E.Blanchard
Neese, Cornelius
C.Vance
Wright,
Rufus
T.
and
A.
Beck each 50 sh. All are local P. NEW-AM
1400d/b kcMcAlester
C. E. Wilson
and
D.ing Co.,Jackson
Broadcastbusinessmen.
programming
McAlester,
Okla. Applicant
— CP new
standper
month
to be Proposed
45.5 hrs existing
(40%)
commerard station
250partnership. Cw. E. unl.
is
cocial.
Est.
cost
$22,850;
capital
Wilson and
is attorney;
$42,500 LegalWashington.
counsel-Dow,Eng.Lohnes
& P. D. Jackson, attorney
former
Albertson,
counselsales
supervisor
U.
S.
Fidelity
&
GuarJohn
Barron,
Washington
(P.
O.
State
anty Insurance
Est. new,
cost $14,170.
Theater Bldg.).
Existing
capital Co.$12,500
$10,000
NEW-AMcasting 800
kc TheS.Border
Broadcredit.
Proposed
programming
per
Co.,
Dillon,
C—
CP
new
month
to
be
288
hrs
(60%)
commercial.
standard
station
1
kw
D.
Stock:
250
sh
B. McKee, New York
common andauthorized,
$100 Officers
par; 50 andsh Eng.
(P.O. counsel—
Aldridge D.Hotel).
issued
outstanding.
stockholders:
H. Brown,v-p, pres.,
16L. shB.
OCTOBER 9
(32%); Lela
C.E.Watson,
(Not previously reported)
Hyman,
sec.-treas.,
32%; P. T.32%;Watson,
NEW-AM
1400
kc Chatham Broadcast4%.
Latter
is
owner-licensee
WGTM.
Brown and Hyman are local businessingardCo.,station
Savannah,
new 250
stand-sh
250 w Ga.
unl.— CPStock:
men.
Est.
cost
$22,248;
existing
capital
authorized,
$100
par;
150
sh
issued
$5,000, new capital
$17,248.
Proposed
prooutstanding.
Officers
and
stockholders:
gram ing per month
to betranscribed.
108 hrs. L. J. Duncan, pres. and gen. mgr.,and57
(30%) commercial
and 65%
sh (38%); Leila
A. Duncan,
treas.,
8%;
Eng. counsel-McNary
& Wrathall,
K.v-pRawls,
sec, mgr.,
8%; Allen
Washington
(P. O.kc 118Arkansas-Oklahoma
McArthur
Ave.). M.Josephine
Woodall,
and andsales
10%:
NEW-AM 1230
Thomas
S.
Carr,
v-p
station
mgr.,
Broadcasting
Corp.,
Fort
Smith,
Ark.
—
Latter WDAK
is mgr. WRLD
WGAA. and
Firstminor
four
CP new standard station 250 w unl. 36%.
are owners
Stock:
2,000sh shissued
commonand authorized,
$25sh stockholders
WGAA,
that interest
totalpar;
400
paid,
600
ing
48.3%.
Est.
cost
$15,000;
existing
capsubscribed
to be paid onClydegrant.
Offiprogramming
cers
B.Harper,
Ranmonthital $21,000.
to be Proposed
288 hrs (60%)
commercialper
dall, andpres.,stockholders:
150R. A.sh Young
(25%); Jr.,
A. B.sec-treas.,
and
15%
transcribed.
Legal
counselv-p,
12.5%;
Sykes& &Culver,
Roberson.
Eng.
25%; W.25%.J. AllEchols,
McCloud Spearman,
counsel
— Bull-Savannah
Lohnes
Washington
Sicard,
are local12.5%;
businessmen.
(P.O.
36
Hotel).
Est.
cost
$19,150;
existing
capital
$25,000.
Proposed
programming
per
month
to
be
AMENDED
Greater
Huntington
Radio
40% commercial and 40% transcribed. standard
Corp., Huntington,
W. kc,Va.—250CPw unl.
new
station on 1450
Legal ton.
counsel
— Hayes Commercial
& Hayes, WashingEng.
counsel—
Radio
amended
re
corporate
structures
of
conEquipment Co., Washington (P.O. Ward
trolling companies.$100Stock:
comHotel).
mon authorized,
par; A.1,000
300B.shshHyman,
issued
and outstanding.
Officers:
NEW-AM
1490 kcMiss.Southland
Broadcasting
Co.,
Laurel,
—
CP
new
standard
pres.;
S.
J.
Hyman,
sec-treas.;
J.
R.
stationized,250$100 par;
w unl.252Stock:
500 shandauthorMarcum,
v-p. Third Realty
of stockCorp.,
is held
sh stockholders
issued
outeach
byOperating
Biggs-Long
Orstanding.
Officers
and
:
Otis
pheum
Co.,
and
State
OperAinsworth, pres., 25 sh (10%); F. H. GreateratingHuntington
Co., all subsidiaries
owned
byA.
Theater
Corp.
Heide,
v-p, 10%;Beard
HughJr.,Smith,
sec-treas.,
20%;
Warner
1%,
and
D. P. B.,
S.
J.,
Ricca
and
Erma
Hyman
Granbury,
William
B.
Carter,
Grady
(brothers
own
Tant,
H. Johnston
Westphalen,eachR. 10%.
H. Boteler
40%
latter and
firm. sister)
Officerstogether
of applicant
and
J.C.is P.gen.
Hugh
are also
principals
inandGreater
HuntingSmith
mgr.
WJXN
and
is
to
be
ton
Theater
Corp.
its
subsidiaries.
gen.
proposedand station.
W. Beard
cost $16,250. Existing
capital same
Jr.
ismgr.attorney
others
local Est.
amount.
per
month toProposed
be 33% programming
commercial. Eng.
businessmen.
cost all$12,075;
existing
capital samegram ingEst.
amount.
Proposed
procounsel
—
Frank
H.
Mcintosh,
Washingp
e
r
month
to
be
245
hrs
ton.
Legal
counsel
—
M.
M.
Jansky,
Philip
(50%) commercial and 30% transcribed. G. Loucks, Washington.
NEW-AM
I. K. Corkern,
Legal counsel—Eng.
Dempsey
& Koplovitz,
Washington.
counsel—
Haley
& lusa,
La.Applicant
— CP1490newkcelectrical
standard
stationBoga250
Hllligas,
Atlanta.
(P.O.
c/o
Warner
w
unl.
engineer
Beard
Jr., First
National
BankBroadcastBldg.). teacher for 10 yrs. Est. cost $9,025. and
ExTRANSFER
WHO
Central
isting
capital
$24,719.
Proposed
proing Co.,licensee
Des Moines
— Transfer
con- (30%) commercial
gram ing per month 30%to transcribed.
be 144 hrs
corp.
J. ofPalmer,
MabeltrolPalmer,
Danielfrom
DavisB. Palmer
and Proposed staff : musicand director
— Lt. J. N.
William
M.
Brandon,
trustees,
to
Daniel
Knight,
USNR;
women's
feature
editor
Davis Palmer, through shift of 4,596 sh — Edra Hays Gresn; assn't engineerBROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

Sgt. C. W. Knight, for eight yrs Army
radio
technician.
Eng.
counselcounsel
— O. S.
Droke,
Shreveport,Baton
La. Rouge,
Legal
Sam
La.St.).(P.O.—
c/oNEWE.J. D'Amico,
L.AM Corkern,
Richmond
1480 kc Wisconsin State
Broadcasting
Co., Madison,
— DA-DN.
CP new
standard500 station,
1 kwno Wis.
unl.
Stock:
sh
common,
par authorized,
280
sh
issued
and
outstanding.
Officers and stockholders: W. J. McNeally, 70pres.;
C. T. Hagman,
and
treas.,
sh (25%);
W. T. Doar,v-p Sec;
R. C. Baker,
Minneapolis
Tribune
Co., 210asst.sh -treas.;
(75%). Tribune
Co.
owns is50%v-p.WTCN
Ofholdwhich
C. inT. TribHagman
Others
offices
une,
Co.
Est.
cost
$34,000.
Existing
capital $59,261.45.
Proposed
programming
per
month
toC. beLent,
50% Washington.
commercial.
Eng.
counsel—
W.Segal,
Legal
counsel—
Smith
&
Hennessey.
O.Bldg.,
c/o Minneapolis).
C. T. Hagman, Wesley Temple(P.
NEW-FM
Co.,withBrockton,
Mass.—
CP newCur-Nam
FMmi.,station
cover$16,000
Stock:age of750142 shsq.preferred,
$100 est.
par, cost.
and
100 sh ferredcommon,
no
par;
500
sh
preandOfficers
100 sh common
subscribed
to
date.
and
stockholders:
Joseph
F. Curran,
98 sh common
(98%) and
shpres.,
preferred
(100%); 1
Matthew
J. 500
Noonan,
v-pCurran,
and clerk,
sh1 shcommon;
Charles
F.
treas.,
common.
J.
F.
Curran
is
executive of Gillette Safety Razorformer
Co.
Upon mongrant
give 39to shbe comstock to heM. will
J. Noonan,
gen.
mgr.
Est.
cost,
$16,000.
Eng.
counsel—
Garo W.1362,Ray,10 Bridgeport,
Room
Post Office Conn.
Sq.). (P. O.,
New York—
York CPSun new
Broadcasting
Co.NEW-FM
Inc.,
New
FM
sta98.9 mc with
coverage
of 9,500tion onsq.95.3ofmi.orNew
Applicant
wholly
owned
subsidiary
York
Sun.
Officers:
Thomas W. Dewart, pres.; William T.
Dewart,
Edwin S.treas.
Friendly,
sec;
George H.v-p;
Bollwinkel,
Est. cost,
$91,000.
per
month
to Proposed
be 119 hrs programming
(50%) commercial
and
Eng.Legalcounsel
—
Ring 30-50%
& Clark.transcribed.
Washington.
counsel—Fisher & Wayland,
Washington.
NEW-FM
Roy
L.
Albertson,
Buffalo,
N. Y.age—of CP8,800newsq. FMmi. station
with licensee
coverApplicant
WBNY.
Est.
cost
$58,700.
Programming
per month mercial.
to Eng.be counsel—
184 hrs. Raymond
(38.3%) comWilmotte,
Washington.
Legal counsel-M.
Andrew
G.
Haley,
Washington.
AMENDED Old Dominion Broadcasting Corp.,
Lynchburg,
CP new
station,
1 kw unl.(seeVa.—
DA,FMamended
restandard
corporate
structure
application
listing
under
Oct.
8).
Est.
cost,
$47,850.
Existing
capital, per
samemonth
amount.
Proposed
programming
betranscribed.
193 hrs. (39%)
commercial
and Bar22%to
Eng.
counsel—
John
ron, Washington.
Legal counsel— Fisher
& Wayland,
Washington.
NEW-AM
1270 kcPa.—Peoples
Broadcasting
Co.,
Lancaster,
CP new
station. 1 kw D. Stock:
15,000standard
sh, $10
par;
500
sh
issued
and
Officers
and 300
stockholders
: F. outstanding.
H.Barbara
AltdoerfE.fer,
pres.,
sh
(70%);
Altdoerffer, sec.-treas.,
Samuel hasM
Altdoerffer,
10%. F. business
H. 20%;
Altdoerffer
been
in electrical
for Pa.,
years.in
He1913operated
8AMG
in
Ambridge,
and
isinstructor
former amateur
operator
and
Navy
(World
War
Est.
$64,350. Proposed
ExistingprogramcapitalI).
(new) cost,
sameper month
amount.
ming
to
be
135
hrs
commercial Eng. counsel — Lohnes(35%)&
Culver,Lohnes
Washington. LegalWashington.
counselDow,
(P. O. c/o F. &H. Albertson,
Altdoerffer, R. D. 3).
OCTOBER 10
(Not previously reported)
NEW-AM
670 kcSpring,
United Md.Broadcasting
Co.
Inc.,
Silver
— CP new
standard
1 kw,authorized,
limited
hrs.
Stock: 1,000station
sh common
$100
par; 211cers andshstockholders:
issued and outstanding.
OffiRichard
Eaton,
pres., 309
(99%);E. Mahar,
Lee H. sec,
Robinson,
treas.,
1 Eaton
sh;sh Glen
1 sh.
Richard
is
publisher
Newsdigest:
L.Mahar
H. Robinson
local
businessman;
G.
publisher Existing
Silver Spring
Post. same
Est.E.
cost
$23,755.
capital
amount.
Proposed
programming
per
month to be 180 hrs (50%) commercial.
Eng. counsel
— Frank
H.— Spearman,
Mcintosh, Washington.
Legal
counsel
Sykes
& Roberson,
(P.O. c/o
Richard
Eaton,D. Washington
2900
Washington,
C). Tilden St. N. W..
NEW-FM Central Louisiana Broadcasting Corp., Alexandria,
La. —mcCP band,
new
community
station $12,850
in 100
1,260
sq. mi.hasFMcoverage,
est.docket
cost.
Applicant
pending
in
hearing
AM application
for sameWashington.
location. Eng.
counsel
— John
Barron,
Legal counsel
— Camden
R. McAtee, Washington.
NEW-AM 1230 kc Bruce Bartley and
(Continued on page 80)

/THROUGHOUT Hff
■ THE DEEPlSOUXH
Folks
Turn First to—
WWL
NEW ORLEANS
50,000
Watts
Clear Channel
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 79)
F.Co., L.Bremerton,
Pruitt d/bWasn.Bremerton
— CP Bartley,
new Broadcast
standard
stationney, Is 95%
25J winterest
unl. Bruce
attorhoider.
r. l,. Pruitt
(5%)
is
Kitsap
County
commissioner
and
operates
own
merchandising,
real
estate and insurance firm. Est. cost
$15,700.posedExisting
$31,575.
programmingcapital
per month
to bePro208
hrs (3<s%scrib)ed, licommercial
and 50%
trann
g
,
counsel
—
McNary
&
WrathWashington.
j_,egal counsel —WashingAndrew
G.all Haley
Philip
ton (P.O.and1130OCToBuR
HenryM. Baker,
Bidg.,
12 Seattle).
AMENDED YvAAW Bremer Broadcasting Corp., Newark,
«.
J. — Mod.
authorizing
station
to moveCPof
trans,
and new
studiojfivlfend
extension
time,
amended
to
cnange
type
trans,
changesq. coverage
Irom 6,^u0
mi.
toandAiV1Ei\DjcD
10,000
mi.Haw andley cnange
ant. sq.sytem.
Broadcasting
Co.,
Reading,
Pa.
—
CP
new
FM
station
46.5
mc with
coverage frequency
of 4,275 sq.to mi.,onbe
amended
to100cnange
selected
in
mc
band,
change type
trans,
and
ant. system.
GUS
ZAHAtilS,
south
Charleston,
W.
Va.—
Mod. CPdatefor and
W8XGZchange
for extension
completion
in trans,
site.
AMENDED
Courier Broadcasting
ice Inc.,station
Birmingham,
Ala.kc,— 250
CP Servstandard
on 1250
wnew900D.
amended
to
change
frequency
totrans.,
kc,
power
to
1
kw,
change
type
changes sites.
in ant. and change trans, and
studio
AMENDED
Broadcasting
Co.station
Inc.,
Mobile
Ala.
— Gulf
CP
new
standard
on
1490
kc,
250
w
unl.,
amended
change frequency
to 1340 kc and forto
changes
in
trans,
equip.
NEW-AM 1410 kc Frank Mitchell
Farris
Nashville, kwTenn.unl.— CPDA-DN.
new
standardJr.,station,
Applicant
is owner1 WLAY.
Est. cost
$5i,886.posed
Existing
capital
$60,000.
Proprogramming per month to be
306sel—hrs
(60%) commercial.
Eng. counCommercial
Equipment
Co.,
Washington.
LegalRadio
counsel
— Pierson
Ball,
Washington
(P.O.
Third
National&
Bank
Bidg.).
AMENDED Clyde
Baldwin,
HouckH.Broadcasting
andSmith,
WalterC. Co.,G.O.
Russell d/bHoytLubbock
Lubbock,
Tex.
—
CP
new
standard
sta960 kc,of 1applicant
kw D, amended
changetion onname
tochanges
Lubbocktoin
Broadcasting
Co.
and
make
trans,
equip, and
AMENDED
Frankant.R. Gibson, Lake
Charles,
La.
—
CP
standard
on
1390 tokc,change
1 new
kw frequency
D.
unl. tostation
DA-DN
amended
1580
kc,
make
change
in
DA
and change
trans,
site.
AMENDED
Fred
Jones
and
Mary
Eddy
Jones d/b Fred Jones Broadcasting Co.,
Tulsa,
standard
station
onre changes
1030 Okla.
kc, in—50 CPtrans,
kw new
unl.equip.
DA-N, amended
KNOW Frontier Broadcasting Co. Inc.,
Austin,
Tex. —250CP w change
kc,
increase
DN to 1490
5 kw kcD to1 860
kw
N,trans,
install
site. new trans. DA-N and change
AMENDED
Commodore
Broadcasting
Inc., Springfield,
CPw unl.,
new amended
standard
station
1550 kc,of111.250—applicant
to changeon name
to Radio
Springfield
Inc.
AMENDED CP Telegraph
Herald, Dunew FMof station
46.5
mc withbuque. Ia.— coverage
8,060 sq.on mi.,

amended
to change
tochange
99.5
mc,
coverage
22,316frequency
sq.trans,
mi., site.
typeFARNSWORTH
trans, andto change
Television
& Radio
Corp.,authorizing
Fort Wayne,newInd. exp.
— CP TV
to reinstate
CP
station
W9XFT.
AMENDED Nevada Broadcasting Co.,
Las
Vegas,
Nev.
—
CP
new
FM
station
49.5
mc with
coveragenameof of560 applicant
sq. mi.,on
amended
to change
to
Maxwell
Kelch
and
Laura
Belle
Kelch
Nevadain Broadcasting
Co.,
andAMENDED
maked/b change
ant.
system.
Warner Bros. Broadcasting
Corp.,tionHollywood,
Cal.
—
CP
new
FM
stamc with
coveragefrequency
of 3,118
mi.,on 44.9
amended
to change
tosq.
100.5
mc, trans,
coverage
3,995 sq.in ant.
mi.,
change
type
and tochanges
system.
WDNC
Durham
Radio
Corp.,
Durham,
N.of application
C— Petitionforfiled
for reinstatement
CP install
new trans.,
install
DA-DN,250 change
1490
kc,
increase
w
to
kw Nkc 5 tokw 620D
andKFSD
changeAirfan
trans,Radio
site. 1Corp.
Ltd., San
Diego, menCal.
— Petition for
filedCPforinstall
reinstatet of application
trans.,
new
ant.,
increase
1
kw
to 5newkw
andDISMISSED
change trans,West
site (600
kc).
Virginia Radio
Morgantown,
Va. — Dismissedfor
atCorp.,
request
applicantW.on application
CP
new FMofof station
43.3 and
mc with
coverage
33,244
sq.
mi.
two
satellite
stations.WRLB The
DISMISSED
Columbus
Broadcasting
Co.,
Columbus,
Ga.
—
Dismis ed at request ofsynchronous
attorney applicaamplifiertionnearfor CPFt. install
Benning,
Ga. Broadcasting
DISMISSED
Knoxville
Co. request
Inc., Knoxville,
— Dismissedfor
atCP
of applicantTenn.
application
250
wnewunl.standard station on 1450 kc,
DISMISSED
WRAL Capitol
ing Co. Inc.,of Raleigh,
N.application
C. —BroadcastDismissedfor
atCP request
attorney
change
1240
kc
to
1230
DISMISSED The Columbuskc.Broadcasting Co.,ofColumbus,
Ga. — Dismissed
at
request
attorney
application
new ageFMof 20,729
station
onmi.43.7
mc with forcover-CP
sq.
Shepler,ofLawton,
Okla.
— Dismissed
DismissedplicatioNed
atr CPrequest
attorney
ap-on
new ofFM4,500
station
48.9DISMISSED
mc with n f^coverage
sq.
mi.
Northwest
Broadcasting
Co., attorney
Minneapolisapplication
— Dismissed at CPrequest
of
standard
station on 580 for
kc, 1 kwnewU
unl.DISMISSED
da-tin. Santa Catalina Island Co.,
Avalnn, Cal.— Dismissed at request of
applicant apn'ication f^r CP new FM
station
34.500 sa.on mi.43.7 mc with coverage of
NEW-FM 46.3 mc Joplin Broadcasting
Co., Joplin,
Mo.—6,100
CP sq.
new FMApplicant
station
with
coverage
licensee
WMBH.of Est.
cost, mi.$14,850.
Eng.
counsel — counsel
John H.— Frank
Barron, Stollenwerck,
Washington.
Legal
Washington (P. O. 6th & Main Sts.).
NEW-FMAnn Paul
F. McRoy,
John H.
Searing,
E. Searing
d/b Southern
Illinois
111. — CP Broadcasting
new FM stationCo.,withCarbondale,
coverage
of 6,506
mi.
third interest. Paulsq.F. Others
McRoyEachhold
is holds
physics
radio
instructor.
local andbusiness
interests.questedEst.
cost,
$24,500.
Call
is WCIL. (P.Programming
to re-be
60%AMENDED-J.
commercial
O. 211 W.and Main).
A. Clements
T. C.
Dodd
d/b City,
Bay Tex.
City— CPBroadcasting
Co.Ltd., Bay
new amended
standard
station
on 1110 kc,
1 kw unl.,

In peace, as in war, this densely populated area of DIVERSIFIED industry
continues its steady pace of producing steel, coal, pottery, clay products,
chemicals and glass. . . NO RETOOLING— NO RECONVERSION. There
are 437,600 SPENDERS in Southwestern Pennsylvania — SELL them
through WJPA.
JOHN LAUX. Managing Dir.,
MUTUAL NETWORK
For further defails on Friendly Group Stations, write
SPOT SALES, New York, Chicago, Son Francisco, Los Angeles
WSTV WFPG WJPA WKNY
WASHINGtON. PA., KINGSTON.
STEUBENVILLE. O..
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KQW Pacific Agricultural Foundation
to add name of John George Long and Ltd.,
San Jose,application
Cal.—forPetition
filed to5 reomit Ltd.
from
tradepartner,
name. isJ. A.manager
ClemCP change
ents,
managing
to 50 kw,instateinstall
new trans,
and makekw *
KPAC.
T.
C.
Dodd,
in
construction
business,
financing
partner
with
2/3
changes
in
DA-DN.
FOLLOWING standard stations have
interest. Est. cost, $30,591.50. Existing filed
applications
for
license
capital,posed
$18,091.50;
credit,
$12,500.toPro-be WOL
(and aux.)
WSPR
WNACrenewal:
(and
programming
per month
WNBF
WXYZ WPDQ
WFIN WDOD
WADC
KXYZ
432 hrs (60%)
commercial
and 40% aux.)
(and
aux.)
WTOC
WHBL
transcribed. Eng. counsel— W. J. God- KHSL
WIBA KWBW
KGLO
KATE
KRBM
KGB
sey,
Beaumont,
Legal & counsel—
Schone,
Freehill,Tex.
Kramer
Fanelli, were filedKIDfor KDYL.
license Applications
renewal of 14 also
reWashington.
lay
stations.
OCTOBER 15
DISMISSED
Filene's
Television
Inc.,
Boston
—
Dismissed
at
request
of
attorney
Harvey
Radio
Labs.
Inc.,
Cambridge,
application for CP new FM station on
Mass. — Mod. CP for new developmental 43.1
mc,wise application
21,709 sq.formi.newcoverage.
Likestationtion date.W1XHR for extension complecommercial
TV
station
on Channel 9 (192-198
mc)
Metropolitan
Television
Inc.,
New
ESR 3,160.
York— License to cover CP for new exp. with
DISMISSED Central Ohio BroadcastTVAMENDED
station W2XMT.
Gus Zaharis and Penelope
ing Co., Columbus,
— Dismissed forat re-CP
f attorneyon O.application
Zaharis d/b Chemical City Broadcast- new FMquest ostation
43.1 application
mc, 21,000 for
sq.
ing Co., station
Charleston,
W. kc,Va.—250CPw new
mi.
coverage.
Likewise
standard
on
1240
unl.
new nelcommercial
TV
station
on
Chanamended re change in trans, equip.
8 (186-192 mc)
with ESRBroadcasting
160.
AMENDED
Atlantic Coast
BroadcastCincinnati
ing Co., onCharleston,
C— CPcoverage
new FMof Co.,DISMISSED
Cincinnati
— Dismissed
at FMrequest
station
47.7 mc S.with
of
attorney
application
for
new
sta6,400 sq.
mi., and
amended
to type
omit trans.
specific
tion on 43.7
me, 19,100for sq.newmi.commercial
coverage.
freq.
request
specify
Likewise
application
AMENDED
KRLD
Radio
Corp.,
Dallas,
TV
station
on
Channel
9
(192-198
mc)
Tex. — CP new FM station on 45.7 mc with ESR 3,900.
with ed coverage
of trans,
20,000 site
sq. mi.,andamendRETURNED Allen B. DuMont Labs.
to
change
make
Boston — Returned at request of
changes
in ant.KVAN Vancouver Radio Inc.,
AMENDED
attorney mercapplication
forChannel
CP new 4 comial TV station
(78CP changefrom910 84 mc) with
ESR not onspecified.
kcCorp.,to 930Vancouver,
kc, powerWash.—
and operation
500
w
D
to
500
w
unl.,
install
DA-DN
and
change
trans,powersite,to amended
to
changetrans.,
requested
kw, DNchange
type
changes
in DA 1 for
use GROUP WITHDRAWS
and change
trans, site.
FOLLOWING
stationsrenewal:
have filedWHBFap- FM,
TV PETITIONS
cation for license
UPON withdrawal of its applica(and aux.) pliWJAS
WJHP
WLEU.
Renewal
applications
were
filed
at
same
time
for
tions for FM and commercial tele146 relay stations.
vision facilities in Cincinnati, CoOCTOBER 16
lumbus and Boston, Federated DeMatheson
Radio
Co.
Inc.,
Framingpartment Store group stated such
ham,
Mass.
—
License
to
cover
CP
for
new developmental station W1XMR.
action
is
taken because of present
AMENDED The Evening Star Broad- uncertainties
in those fields. Fedcastianlg TCVo.,station
Washington
— CP new6 (82-88
comChannel
erated will continue experimenmc) and merciESR
1,370, onamended
to change
tation
in
the
frequencies
frequency
to
Channel
4
(66-72
mc).
WSAN Lehigh Valley Broadcasting at Metropolitanupper
Television Inc.
Allentown,
Pa.new— CPtrans,
increase
500
w
toCo.,
5
kw,
install
and
DA-N
New York.statement to
(1470
kc). Marietta Broadcasting Co., (W2XMT)
The Federated
AMENDED
Marietta,
O. — 250
CP new
standard
stationre Broadcasting said that principal
on
1490
kc,
w
unl.,
amended
is in telechange
change trans,
WEGP type
Berkstrans.,
Broadcasting
Co., areasite.of interestvision,ofand intheviewgroup
of the scarcity
Reading,
Pa.—
Mod.
license
change
name
of
channels
below
300
mc
inlicensee to Reading Broadcasting Co. conclusiveness concerning theandband
Also filed application for license renewal.
abovedefer400 decisions
mc, it was
WEHZ Reading Broadcasting Co., area "to
in bothdetermined
the FM
ofnameReading,
change
licenseePa. to— Mod.
Berkslicense
Broadcasting
and
television
fields
until
the quesCo.
Also
filed
application
for
license
renewal.
tions
are
somewhat
clarified
and
DISMISSED Jackson Broadcasting CoJackson, Miss. — Dismissed at request of
attorney
ard stationapplication
on 620 kc,for1 CPkw new
unl. standDA-N. resolved."
OCTOBER 17
Barnam and Flynn Join
AMENDED WEAF-FM National Broad- Associated Eastern Sales
c
a
s
t
i
n
g
C
o
.
Inc.,
New
York
—
CP
change
45.1 mc to Channel 35, 94.9 mc, amended
additions toCorp.,
the Associto change
frequency to Chan- LATEST
ated Broadcasting
Grand
nel 55, 98.9requested
mc.
AMENDED
J.standard
O. Emmerich,
Bogalusa,
La.
—
CP
new
station
on
1490
are
Harry
W.
kc, 250 w unl., amended re change type Rapids,nam andMich.,
Jack Flynn. Both Barmen
trans.
AMENDED WGTM Penn Thomas Wat- will
work
in Associated's
Eastern
Division
sales
office.
son,
Wilson,
N.
C.
—
CP
change
1340
kc
to 590 kc,newincrease
250
to 5 kw, and
intrans,
and w DA-DN,
Mr. Barnam
conchange stalltrans,
site, amended
re change
nected with Spot-wasSales,formerly
New York,
typeAMENDED
trans, andWHBchanges
in
Da.
WHB Broadcasting and Mr. Flynn was a staff member
Co., KansasmoveCitytrans,
— CP install
new trans.,
American Broadcasting Co.,
DA-DN,
from Mo.,
North
Kan- of
saskc Citytoto710Hickman
Mills,
change
prior to entering the Army. He was
880
kc,
increase
1
kw
to
5
kw
and hoursto operation
from site.
D. to unl., discharged as a lieutenant.
amended
trans,
AMENDED change
Air Capital
Broadcasting
Co. Inc.,
Wichita,
Kan. —kc,CP 250new w standard station
on 1490
Raytheon
Stockof Rayamended
re change
type trans. unl.,
ofManufacturing
27,800 shares
AMENDED KOVO KOVO Broadcast- A BLOCK
theon
common
ing
Co.,
Provo,
Utah—
CP
change
1240
kc to 960 kc, increase 250 w to 1 kw, stock at 18%, less a Co.
install site,
new amended
trans, and reDA-N
and inchange
ces ion of 40 cents a dealer
share, conwas
trans,
changes
pro- oversubscribed
when it was offered
Amended
KTBI Tacoma Broadcasters for secondary distribution
posed
DA-N.
Oct.
16
Wash. — CPhourschange
1490
kcInc.,
to Tacoma,
870 tokc,limited,
change
by Blyth Stock
& Co. was
Inc.,received
New Yorkby
from
amended
reoperation
change
brokers.
inchange
ant.unl.system,
change
250
w
to
1
kw,
site. type trans, and change trans, Blyth for sale, and was offered
Amended
Tennessee
Corp., for secondary distribution rather
Nashville
— Petition
filed Radio
to reinstate
on the curb since such a large
application
for CP new standard sta- than
amount could not be absorbed.
tion.
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WLW Reassigns Executives in Effort Scharfeld Receives
To Strengthen Its Handling of News Army Discharge
REALIGNMENT of WLW Cin- and Mr. Dunville said the war had CAPT. ARTHUR W. SCHARcinnati executives, designed to built up a public dependence upon
FELD, Washington radio attorney,
strengthen the news staff, was an- broadcasting for both straight last Wednesday received his disnounced last Tuesday by James D. news and independent and sound
c
harge on points from
serviceactiveafterArmy21
Shouse, vice-president of The commentary and analysis and that
months overseas.
Crosley Corp., in charge of broad- with the end of the war "an even
casting, and Robert E. Dunville,
He is now
WLW general manager and a greater
minal leave.on tersults. degree" of dependence reMr. Scharfeld
"Our expansion in the field of
Crosley
vice-president.
Howard Chamberlain, program news is expected to be appreciable,"
voluntee r e d in
June 1943, taking
director for the past two and a they
said.that
"We thefeelresponsibility
with the yearsof
half years, takes over the new post to come
leave from the
of director of news. Eldon Park, the broadcaster in this important
Washington law
firm of Loucks &
assistant general manager since part of our programming will become greater rather than lesser,
Scharfeld. H e
July 1944,
becomes
program
tor. Walter
Callahan,
withdirecthe and the importance being attrib- Capt. Scharfeld was assigned to
service with the
Crosley broadcasting division since
uted to the news picture is reflect1938, becomes assistant to Mr.
Military Government Branch and
ed in this realignment."
Shouse and Mr. Dunville. Gilbert
after seven months was assigned
Kingsbury,
editor-in-chief
the SNYDER LAUDS AAAA to duty in the European theater.
WLW
newsroom
since Julyof1944,
assignment was in Munich.
FOR INVALUABLE AID HisMr.lastScharfeld
was awarded the
becomes
head
of
WLW's
Washington News Bureau.
Bronze
Star
and
holds three comAPPROXIMATELY
1200
membat stars.
In a joint statement Mr. Shouse
bers of the American Assn. of Adv.
Agencies and guests attended the
the Wal- Chicago Stations Beset
FIBBER' LEADS FIRST dinner last Wednesday
f-Astoria, New York,at climaxing
15 IN HOOPER POLLS the annual doreastern
conference. By New Labor Problems
C. E. HOOPER Inc., Oct. 17 re- John W. Snyder, Director of War NEW LABOR troubles faced Chiport reveals that Fibber McGee and Mobilization and Reconversion,
cago radio management last week.
Molly leads the list of first 15 eve- addressed the group.
Representatives of Local 1220,
ning network Hooperratings. Bob
Radio Broadcast Technicians, a
Mr.tude Snyder
expressed
the
gratiof the government to the War chapter of International BrotherHope isCarthysecond
and Charlie
third. Spotlight
Bands Mchas
ho d of Electrical Workers (AFL),
Council for its "invaluable demanded
the highest listeners per set with Adv.
of stations in the B
aid."
He
also revealed that Presi3.01, Take It or Leave It has the
dent Truman has directed his of- Group (WIND WJJD WCFL
highest sponsor identification index
WAAF WHFC WGES
fice to set up a unit to work with WAIT
with 81.5.
Saturday
Council to co-ordi- WSBC) that a union member be
nade had the
largestNight
numberSere-of the Advertising
those programs which the employed at both transmitter and
women listeners per listening set councilnatewill
conduct on behalf of studios as supervisor.
with 1.65. Boxing bout had the
Station managers generally
largest number of men listeners per the government.
agreed that no such action was reset with 1.14 and Lone Ranger
terms of
Mitchell to Chicago
had the most children listeners per
reached quired
lastunderJanuary,
whichcontract
went
listening set with 0.99.
HARRY MITCHELL, vice-presi- into effect Sept. 1.
dent in charge of J. Walter ThompAveragecording to the
evening
audience,
acreport, is 8.9, up
son's Detroit office, will return to
'Club' Plans Tour
1.0 from the last report and up the Chicago
office to take over the
Seven-Up account when the agency
0.5 from a year ago. Average eve- moves
its
Ford
account
to
New
ning sets in use reported are 28.5,
AMERICANClubBroadcasting
starts tourCorp.'s
from
which is 2.3 more than the last York, it was learned last week. Breakfast
Chicago
late
this
to stimureport
and
0.8
more
than
a
year
While
this
move
may
not
be
effectCBBM Technical Group,
late war fund drive.month
Program
will
ed for several months, it is in line
BMB
Committee Meet ago.First 15 programs and ratings with a program agreed uuon last be broadcast from American outlets
in
Detroit
Oct.
29;
IndianapoTECHNICAL advisory group of reported are as follows: Fibber January. The Detroit office will
lisha Oct.
Oct. in31;formal
Omathe Canadian Bureau of Broadcast McGee and Molly, 28.9; Bob Hope, continue to handle other ThompNov. 30;
1 toChicago
participate
son accounts, but all production on
Measurement will meet with the 26.5; Charlie McCarthy, 22.9; RaFord
advertising
will
be
done
in
dio Theater, 21.8; Fred Allen, 21.2;
Technical Research Committee of
ceremonies marking KOIL's joining American.
Broadcast Measurement Bureau Jack Benny, 21.2; Screen Guild New York, the spokesman said.
Players,
19.6;
Walter
Winchell,
today
as
part
of
the
latter
group's
19.6;
Mr.
District
Attorney,
18.5;
,
regular meeting [Broadcasting,
Something you learn
and Costello, 18.1; Take It
Oct. 15]. BBM groun includes Abbott
or Leave It, 17.5; Amos V Andy,
'Horace
N.
Stovin,
BBM
director;
from experience on
H. F. Chevrier of Canadian Broad- 17.0; Joan Davis with Andy Russell, 16.8; Music Hall, 15.9; Jack
casting Co., and Walter Elliott,
research counsel, Elliott-Haynes Haley, 15.6; Eddie Cantor, 15.6.
WNAB
Co.
from America are far
A. N. Halverstadt, Procter & inPROGRAMS
BASIC-AMERICAN IN
the
lead
in
the
October
national
Gamble, chairman of the Techni- evening ratings report issued by
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
cal Research Committee, is slated
Ltd., Toronto and
*tto
announce for
threerecommendations
subcommittees, Elliott-Haynes,
Montreal, for Canadian evening
Concentrated Audience in the Nation's 59th Market
responsible
listening time. Most popular is
as simple
A-B-C. When toyoua basic-network
add ihe basic elem
,on tabulating procedures, report- Radio
ofIt'ssound
local asprogramming
schedul
Theatre
with
a
rating
of
ing procedures and statistical
inalmost
America's
59thOOOlargest
metropolitan
market
with it
SI OO.OOO.
in annual
retail sales,
the resul
ftases, respectively. Monday ses- 31.8, an increase in the month of
sion will be the first meeting for 9.2 points. Sets in use also jumped
"the new members of the commit- 9 points to 44.1. Second program
tee: H. M. Beville Jr., NBC direc- is Charlie McCarthy and Edgar
AVAILABLE IN COMBINATION WITH WATR, WATERBURY
tor research, and Charles Pooler, Bergen with a rating of 31, folR A M B E A U
REPRESENTED
;in the same position at Benton &
lowed by Fibber McGee & Molly,
Bowles.
and Bob Hope.
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Spingarn Chosen
To Aid FM Probe
POSSIBILITIES of a Senate investigation ofFCC allocations for
FM [Broadcasting, Oct. 15], took
a new turn last week with the appointment of a former Commission
attorney, now on military leave, as
special investigator for the Special
Committee to Study & Survey
Problems of Small Business Enterprises.
Lt. (j.g.) Jerome H. Spingarn,
USNR, who was granted a leave
by the FCC in early 1943 to enter
the Navy, has been loaned by the
Navy Dept. to the Senate Committee to handle complaints that the
FM allocations favor monopolies
and that no provision was made to
reserve channels for men now in
the service.
A former member of the controversial War Problems Section of
FCC
Law
Dept., Lt. prominently
Spingarn's
name was mentioned
two years ago during hearings by
the House Select Committee to Investigate the FCC. Mr. Spingarn
and his chief, Nathan David,
former head of the War Problems
Section, were severely criticized by
the Committee for alleged activities in the now-famous foreignlanguage cases wherin it was
charged that several Italian-language commentators were forced
off the air through efforts of person el of the War Problems Section of OWL The War Problems
Section later was abolished.
Lt. Spingarn recently returned
from long service in the Pacific on
Adm.
WilliamHe F.has Halsey's
Third
Fleet staff.
been assigned
to the Bureau of Research, Navy
Ordnance, Washington. He was
loaned to the Senate group by the
Navy at the request of Sen. Glen
H. Taylor (D-Ida.), who laid complaints about the FM allocations
before the Committee.

LEWIS-HOWE TAKES
OVER 'DRUMMOND'
LEWIS-HOWE Co., St. Louis, today assumes sponsorship of Bulldog Drummond for Nature's Remedy, on Mutual, Mondays, 8-8:30
p.m.
Advertiser's
for a fullbe
network
cannot desire
immediately
met as program is currently being
broadcast commercially on WOR
New York, WGN Chicago and the
Don Lee Broadcasting System in
the West. Borden Co., New York,
is retaining sponsorship on WOR
for Reids Ice Cream, placed by
Young & Rubicam, and it is expected that Lewis-Howe will take
another program on that station
to advertise
New
York. Nature's Remedy in
Chicago sponsor, Peter Hand
Brewing Co., and the Pacific Coast
sponsor, Raymond Labs, St. Paul,
for Rayve Shampoo, will continue
their sponsorship until the first
week in January, after which the
program will go on those outlets
forIt Nature's
Remedy.that the switch
is understood
has caused considerable controversy, particularly in the case of
Raymond
Labs,on which
had that
a 52-is
week
contract
Don Lee
upset by the sale of the program
to Lewis-Howe. Situation is further complicated by the fact that
Roche, Williams & Cleary is agency
for Turns, a Lewis-Howe product,
as well as for Rayve. MitchellFaust Adv. Co., Chicago, handles
the Peter Hand account.
SEE
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FCC Designates Hearings
In WRAW, WNLC Cases
HEARINGS were designated by
FCC last week on two applications
—the transfer of control of WRAW
Reading, Pa., and request of WNLC
New London, Conn., to install synchronous amplifier at Norwich,
Conn.
In the WRAW case, consent is
sought for voluntary transfer of
control of Reading Broadcasting
Co., station licensee, from Raymond A. Gaul and Harold 0. Landis to WGAL Inc. (WGAL Lancaster) and Keystone Broadcasting Corp. (WKBO Harrisburg),
interests headed by Col. J. Hale
Steinman and John F. Steinman
[Broadcasting, July 16].
Transferee principals already
own three-sevenths of WRAW. Remaining four-sevenths is acquired
for $100,000.
WNLC satellite in Norwich,
Conn., would synchronize with parent station on 1450 kc with power
of 250 w. Thames Broadcasting
Co., WNLC licensee, is constructing studios and business offices in
Norwich [Broadcasting, July 9].
NBC PLANS $100,000
CHICAGO EXPANSION
PLANS for a $100,000 modernization program
Central
Division
studiosoninNBC's
the Merchandise Mart, Chicago, delayed since
1941 because of war priorities, will
get under way almost immediately,
it was announced last week by
Harry
C. Kopf,Division
NBC vice-president
and Central
manager.
Belmont Expands
ALTERATIONS of a one-story
plant purchased
for Radio
postwarCorp.,
expassion
by Belmont
Chicago, are now underway. Plant
is located on 7%-acre tract on
Skokie Highway in Gurnee, near
Waukeegan, 111.
Duopoly Case Deferred
HEARING on renewal of licenses
of KHQ and KGA Spokane, Wash.,
involving duopoly proceedings, was
continued to Nov. 21, upon action
of FCC Commissioner Durr Thursday. The hearing had been set for
Oct. 22.
WHFM Upstairs
WHFM Rochester, N. Y., FM station owned and operated by Stromberg-Carlson Co., Oct. 15 became
one of the first stations in the nation to use
FM fre-by
quencieshigher
assigned in band
September
FCC. Formerly on 45.1 mc, station
now broadcasts on 98.9 mc. Frederick C. Young, vice-president in
charge of engineering and research
for Stromberg-Carlson, said that
new service will simplify testing
problems and speed development
and production of Stromberg-Carlson home receivers designed for
new FM band.

10-YEAR CONTRACT

Bill Exempts FCC
From Reorganizing
'QUEEN*
SIGNED
ONE OF THEFORlongest
contracts
REWRITING the
for a daytime show has just been COMPLETELY
Reorganization Bill
signed by Miles Labs., Elkhart, McCarran
(S-1120), the Senate Judiciary
Ind.
Nov. Committee
last week reported out a
1 and (Alka
ProcterSeltzer),
& Gamble,effective
Cincinnati
measure
that will, if passed, ex(Duz), effective Dec. 31 for sponand 12 other
sorship of Queen for a Day, 2:30ciesemptfromthe FCC
reorganization
and agengive
3 p.m. on the full Mutual network Congress
tighter
control
over the
for ten years. Companies will each Presidential
powers.
sponsor 15 minutes of half -hour
day.
Agencies
the commitshow, alternating sponsorship of
tee include, exempt
besides byFCC:
General
first and second quarter-hour each Accounting
Office,
Interstate
Commerce Commission, Federal Deposit
Wade Adv., Chicago, handles Insurance
Corp., Federal Land
the Alka-Seltzer account and Compton Adv., New York, the Duz Bank System, National Mediation
Board, Securities & Exchange
account.
Commission, Tariff Commission,
Power Commission, FedLeberman Out of Navy; Federal
eral Trade Commission, National
Returns to Direct WGYN Railroadroad Adjustment
Board,
Retirement Board
and Railthe
CAPT. PALMER K. LEBERMAN,
released from the Navy where he District of Columbia.
An amendment by Sen. McCarwas in charge of the Equipment
ranprovide
(D-Nev.), that
the bill's
Branch, tronics
Bureau
either author,
House
Division, of Ships Elec- ofwould
Congress
could
pass
a resolution
last Monday rereferring back to the President any
Muzak Rareorganization plan. The measure
diojoined
Broadcasting
provides
that any
Stations (FM
plan
submitted
to thereorganization
Congress by
Station WGYN
the
President
shall
become effective
New York)
as
di60 days thereafter unless either of
rector. He is also
the two Houses passes a concur
president and
rent
resolution to the contrary.
owner
ofprincipal
KRSC Seattle,
and applicant for Mr. Leberman
Vick Quiz
a television
sta- in May.
tion license filed
VICK CHEMICAL Co., New York
He resigned from the station in is testing a new kind of quiz pro1942 when he was commissioned
gram, Break the Bank, on two
stations, WOR New York
lieutenant commander. The Secre- Mutual
tary of the Navy presented him and WGN Chicago, with rest of
with an official commendation in network getting show sustaining.
March of this year for his effi- Assumption is that if test is succiency in providing the Navy with
cessful, Vick will extend sponsorradar, radio and other electronic
ship to cross-country network proportions. Series starts off with
devices [Broadcasting, March 12].
He recently returned from the $1,000 in the bank, contestants
choosing a category and receiving
Pacific on special assignment.
from $5 to $500 for correct question. Bud Collyer will be master of
ceremonies. Series is broadcast
W.U. Signs for FM
WESTERN UNION Telegraph Co., Saturdays, 9:30-10 p.m. for Vicks
New York, last week signed a li- Vapo
Rub and New
Va-tro-nol.
York, isMorse
the
censing contract to run until 1956 International,
with Major Edwin H. Armstrong, agency.
owner of FM inventions, to make
use of FM inventions in the deLalley Resigns
velopment ofa telegraph radio relay system. No details regarding T. L. LALLEY has resigned a;
terms of agreement will be avail- sales promotion manager of American. His future plans have not
said. able before today, the company' been announced.
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BELVS INTERESTS
' ARE SOLD TO TISON
SALE by J. C. Bell, president and
general manager of WBRC Birmingham, of his 44.444% interest
in Birmingham Broadcasting Co. to
W. Walter Tison,
general manager
of WFLA Tampa, was announced last
week. Consideration was not
given.
Immediately after the transaction Birmingham
Mr. Tison Broadcasting
Co.
elected the following new officers: Mr. Tison, president; Mrs. Eloise H. Hanna, majority stockholder, vice-president
and treasurer; Howell C. Cobb, auditor, secretary. Mr. Tison also becomes general manager of WBRC.
Active in radio since the first
World War, when he served as an
operator in the Navy, Mr. Tison
was instrumental in founding WSB
Atlanta in March 1922. He is a
former NAB district director.
Mr. Bell, whose plans were not
announced, also is a former NAB
district director.
P&G Promotes Ralston
To Nighttime Show Head
I GILBERT A. RALSTON, radio
if section manager of Procter & Gam|j ble Co., Cincinnati, since 1943, last
|[ week was appointed director of ralij dio in charge of nighttime proI , grams, William M. Ramsey, P&G
I. radio director, announced. Mr. Ram! . sey continues as head of radio and
l. will be responsible for daytime pro\h grams. He will represent the com|L pany in broad matters of policy.
Mr. theater
Ralstonin entered
,|j. mate
1933 andtheforlegitifour
iy years served as stage manager, ac|i tor and director. In 1937 he joined
||;
a writer
and a
lU NBC
year New
later York
movedas. into
production
els and directing. In 1940 he became
program supervisor for Compton
Adv., New York, and later became
head of daytime radio for the agency. He also opened the Compton
Westagency
Coast until
office,he remaining
if1 ' the
joined P&G with
un.. ider Mr. Ramsey.

stitution, and Col. John Hay (Jock)
Whitney as special advisers and ADELL TO MANAGE
consultants to Mr. Benton and BLAIR CO. IN DETROIT
Ferdinand Kuhn, director, Interim CHARLES M. ADELL, formerly
International Information Service,
of the Detroit office of
which absorbed foreign informa- manager
Weed & Co., station representative,
tion jobs of OWI and OIAA. Mr. has
joined John Blair & Co., staMcGill will advise on wire services
tion representative, as manager of
and the press and Col. Whitney on the firm's Detroit office, to be remotion pictures.
opened Nov. 5 in the Book Bldg.
PROFESSIONAL
Jansky
& Bailey
Ah Organization
of
Qualified
Radio TOEngineer*
DEDICATED
THE
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Preu Bldg., Wuh, D. C

Florida Assn. Meets
FLORIDA Assn. of Broadcasters
was to meet Oct. 20-21 at Colonial
Orange Court, Orlando, with James
M. LeGate, WIOD Miami, association president, as presiding officer.
List ofard Reinsch,
speakersmanaging
included dir.,
J. LeonCox
stations; Helen Cornelius, NAB;
Harold Colee, Florida C. of C.

DIRECTORY

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 12§5
Washington, D. C.

PAUL GODLEY CO.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR. N. J.
MO 2-7859

GEORGE C. DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Radio Engineering Conwl+enh
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial
RadioWashington,
Equip. D.Co.O.
• International Building,
e 321 E. Gregory Boulevard. Kansas City, Mo.
• Cross Roads of the World, Hollywood, Call'

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Manser Bldg. • Republic 2347

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

JOHN BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializing
Broadcast and
Allocationin Engineering
Earle Building, Washington 4, D. C
Telephone NAtional 7757

RAYMOND M. W1LMOTTE
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
PAUL A. deMARS
ASSOCIATE
1469 Chureh St.,Decatur
N.W.. Washington
5, D. C
1234

JOHN J. KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Earle Bldg. • NATIONAL 6513
Washington 4, D. C.

LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey Bldg. • District 8215
Washington 4, D. C.

Frank H. Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
710 I4thSt.N.W. ME. 4477
Washington, D. C.

MAY, BOND & ROTHROCK
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
★ * *
1422 F St, N.W., Wash. 4, D. C.
Kellogg Bldg. • Republic 3984

c^tto IV Kay
Consulting Radio Engineers
991Bridgeport
Broad St.,3,Suite
Conn.9-11
Telephone 5-2055 Lab. Phone 7-2465

HERBERT L.WILSON
and associates
Consulting radio engineers
am fm television facsimili
1018 Vermont Ave., N.W, w»smin«tor 9, CO.
NATIONAL, 7161 ~

HOLEY & HILLEGAS
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1146 Briarcltff Pi., N.E.
Atlanta, Ga.
ATwood 3328

ANDREW
CO.
Consulting Radio Engineers
363 E. 75th Sl CHICAGO 19
Triangle 4400

DIXIE B. McKEY
ROBERT C. SHAW
CONSULTING
RADIO
ENGINEERS
1108 16th Street N. W. Suite 405
Washington, D. C. MEtropolitan 3604

WELDON & CARR
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 CONNECTICUT AVENUE
PHONE-MICHIGAN 4151

KEAR 8C KENNEDY
Consulting Radio Engineers
Alfaee Building REpablic 1951
Washington, D. C.

UNIVERSAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES

' "Benton Would Continue
GOMER L. DAVIES
Shortwave Broadcasting
[CONTINUATION of U. S. internConsulting Radio Engineer
ational shortwave programs was
P.O. Box 71 Warfleld 9089
rged by Assistant Secretary of
tate William Benton before the
College Park, Md.
buse Foreign Affairs Committee
st week in hearings on HR-4368,
troduced by Rep. Sol Bloom (D.Y.), Committee chairman, to ex- IEquipment Engineering Co.J
pendgramand ofbroaden
existing proEn»mcenm* 9 Ihstallatiohs Or
Americanthe cultural
and
Radio Stations
foreign relations.
1439 Main Street Coluviia.S.C.
At the same time the State Dept.
nnounced appointment of Ralph
IcGill, editor of the Atlanta ConROADCASTING
e Broadcast Advertising

WORTHINGTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineea
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
WASH.. D.4127C1319 F STREET N. W. DISTRICT
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Wanted
Wanted—
VeteranHelp first
class license
er
for
transmitter
and/or
studioholdfor
Rocky
Mountain
1
kw
outlet.
education and experience. Box State
661.
BROADCASTING.
Continuity
Good
powith writer-experience.
1,000 forwattcopymidwest
regional
networksitionstation
writer who
can
produce ments.
salable
commercial
Goodsample
salary
based onannouncescripts
withexperifirst
letter. ence.
BoxSend232,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted
—
Commercial
manager
250 watt
station
In
excellent
market
with
dual
coast
to coast Boxnetwork
affiliation. Salary
plus bonus.
249, BROADCASTING.
Wantedator for— station
First classgoingradiotelephone
oper5send
kw soon.
Some
experience
desirable,
references
and
qualifications
in
first
letter.
is not a temporary position. Box This
287,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted
—
salesman.
Outstanding
station
in middlewest
salesman of provedseeks
abilitycommission
and integrity.
Right
man complete
can earndetails
$10,000-$12,000
year. Send
first letter,a
in confidence, to Box 288, BROADCASTING^
Wanted
Aexperience
woman (preferably)
who
through— mercial
handle comtraffic and canavailabilities
for
large
middlewestern
station.
Amiable
surroundings in city noted for living at
its best.
Station
has
national
reputafor itscomplete
clean commercial
Send tionyour
background policies.
to Box
317, BROADCASTING.
Eastern
territory
for
selling
radio's
top
western scribed
andlibrariesother
syndicated
tran— nationally
promoted
and long
established
with
station,
agencies and advertisers. Salary, commission
and necessary
expenses. Complete
details of your confidence.
qualifications
be kept
in strictest
Writewill Box
318,
BROADCASTING.
Hammond
organist —forNBCstaffaffiliate
south has opening
musician.in
Prefering or copywriting
person with since
abilitythisinwould
announcvide full time employment. Box pro319,
BROADCASTING.
Topnotch announcer to act as chief
and assist
in, program
directing.Station
Perma-in
nent position
$50.00 Send
starting.
northern
references
experience Newin York.
first letter.
Box and
321,
BROADCASTING.
Chief tionengineer
for
progressive
local
stain east. Network affiliated and FM
pending.
State
all first letter
education,shift
salary
Wantexperience,
man
foris
regular
andan desired.
maintenance.
Thisnot
good
spot
for
ambitious
afraid of w^rk with top pay.person
Box 326,
BROADCASTING.
Copywriter — radio
Excellent
opportunity
for
top
(man
woman)flight
withadvertising
long copywriter
established,
westernor
New
York
agency
handling
large
national
and strong
local
business.volume
Must beof able
to deliver
selling gent
copyradioforadvertisers.
versatile listPermanent,
of Intelliabove-average
with ideal
working conditions.position
Please send
full details
of experience,
including
sample
copy
to Box 330, BROADCASTING.
Wanted
— Experienced
radio bookkeeper.
Preferably
one
now
residing
in
or
near
California.
Must have Give
first class
ter and references.
full characdetails
in
first
letter.
Excellent
opportunity
with
salary. SanWriteDiego,
Mr. Calif.
Paul L.
Dodd, good
c/o KFMB,
Wanted
— Two
first
class
transmitter
operators
by
new
250
watter
In
Penna.
State salary Expansion
requirementswestern
and
previous
planned. experience.
WDAD, Indiana, Penna.program
First
class engineer
for NBC
affiliate.
FM
application
file.
Mustoperation.
qualify
atSalary
control
and on
transmitter
commensurate
with
experience.
Thomastion WERC,
PhilHrjs,
Chief
Engineer,
StaErie, Penna.
Sales Manager
AVAILABLE
Now employed. Wants connection
with station willing to pay for results. Ten years experience sales
direction large and small markets.
Thoroughly familiar national and
local sales problems. Wide knowledge national
and agencies.
Excellent accounts
record. References.
BOX 333, BROADCASTING
Page 84
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— Classified Advertisements —
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Cheeki and money orders only — Minimum $1.00.
Situation Wanted 10c per word. All others, 15c per word. Count 3 words for
blind box number. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies
to Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C
Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Chief
engineer
— Available
for news
local
New
England
station.Jan.Make
first
letter
complete.
Confidences
respected.
Box 337, BROADCASTING.
Manager
— Bymostnewattractive
250 wattersmallin city.
New
England's
Give information
experience,
background,
desires,
full
first
letter.
Box
BROADCASTING. 336,
Wanted
— Combination
chief engineerannouncer
forTexas
250 watt
station,
member
ofpleasant
growingwork,
chain.
Short
hours,
ideal
living
conditions,
college town. Box 338, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
— If you'd
like topossibilities
start at
peroverweek
with per
great
towe$85.00earn
$100.00
. . prove
. quickly,
want
you,
but
you
must
your
worth. You must have at least three
years'ordexperience
with all types
of recshows.
No
drifters.
No
specialty
men.
good it,jobssendforalong
good a men.
If you Wecanhavehandle
disc
and picture
to onestations,
of the nation's
notch
aggressive
care
of topBox
340, BROADCASTING.
Announcer —perienced,
Have dependable
opening
for
one
exman. All details
first letter. Box 339, BROADCASTING.
Wanted
— Station manager
forMarried
new western Pennsylvania
station.radio
man
preferred.
Must know
business.
Box 349, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Engineer-producer
—IV2Fiveyearsyearsgovernment
in broadcasting
broadcasting including
service
overseas add up
to lymosttechnical
rounded
experience
from highoperation
to topflight
dramatic production
tasks.
First
class
phone
license,
married,
top
references.
Wanting connection
with
forward
lookbroadcasting organization. Box 233.
BROADCASTING.
Salesman —married,
Twenty-fiveeducational,
years old,social
unand business excellent
background, experience
gained atmanentnetwork
affiliates,
seeks
peropportunity for
advancement. position
Box with
258, BROADCASTING.
Does your
job
require
varied experience?production,
Commercialstimebuying
and program
writing,ming
background.
Seven
yearsprogramexperieciesnce andin N.network.
Y. and Personable.
Hollywood
adGood
agen-on
contactscountand
acexecutiveorganization.
programStateIdeal
manager.
Consider
south
andorDirector,
west.
salary.
F'-Red
Cr-w
wj<>ld
31.
Box
284,
BROADCASTING.
Field engineer with large company
seeks
permanent
employment on west
c^ast.
years broadcasting.
class 8license,
37, married. 3 FCC,
Box first
289,
BROADCASTING.
Advertising
salesman
—
Commercial
manager. Eleven
Married, family.
Veteran.
Preferyears.southeastern
states
Box 299, BROADCASTING,
Copywriter
—
Point
discharged
servicewoman.
Experienced
in radio
advertising, women's
Excellent
erences. Tannouncing.
wo years college.
Box ref300,
BROADCASTING
Technician, 8 years broadcasting, 2
years FCC,
discharged. Prefer
Age 40, south
married. Firstjust
class
or southwest.
Box license.
306, BROADCASTING.
STATION MANAGER
Opportunity Wanted
1 1 years in executive capacity with 250w to 50,000w
stations. Want to become
part of medium-size community. Practical know-how in
al! branches; management,
sales and programming.
Good agency and network
connections. Age 42.
BOX 331, BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Discharged
veteran—
One yearin news
announcing
experience.
Specialize
and
sports.
Can
handle
control-room
and
turntable.
Go anywhere
TJ. S.21Boxyears,
312, married.
BROADCASTING.
Navy veteran—diotelepHolder
of
first
class
rahone license. Radioschool.
and electrical
graduate
of technical
Twelve
years
in
radio.
Broadcasting,
servicing,
police
aircraft
radio, marine D.radio.C.
Prefer313,radio,
position
in Washington,
Box
BROADCASTING.
Girl traffic
manager—
NineSingle,
years experience with two
NBC
affiliate.
Available
weeks
notice. Boxage 314.30.
BROADCASTING.
Girl program-production
director
—
Worked
as announcer-control
four
years,
in programming
and network
production
last
three
years in large
affiliate
stations.rectorNow
astwoprogram
. Age 29. employed
Available
weeksavailno-diand transcriptions
able. tice.
BoxReferences
315, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Wish to locate in southern
California perienorce in allsouthwest.
years exphases ofNineannouncing,
news,ing andcontinuity,
programming,
directproducing.
Excellent
record
references. Available immediately andfor
good,
permanent position. Box 316,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-producer. Responsible, single
young
man with
years experience
announcing,
news, 21/2production;
desires
permanent
position
with progressive
regional
station
or
program
small station. Excellent director
references.of
Transcription
available.
Now
fully employed
with 5Gokw.anywhere,
Desire successchange
for
but
preferbetter
west future.
or southwest.
Box 320,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, qualified sports, continuity,
account-servicing.
Third
class married.
license.
College
background.
26Iowa
years,
Minnesota,
Wisconsin,
or
Dakotas
preferred. Box 322, BROADCASTING.
Former
York record
jockeyshows.
and
masterstaffofNew
ceremonies.
Personality
No
announcing.
$100.00 experience.
per week,
plus
commercials.
11
years
A two hour show which is a natural.
Box 323, BROADCASTING.
Notice to facturers:
dog Available.
food Services
and drugof amanugraduate
veterinarian
with also
yearsradioof experie
n
c
e
a
s
a
practitioner,
speaker,
can
talk
on
any
subject
pertaining
to live stock, horses, cattle, hogs, dogs,
poultry,
etc. Sober. References. Box 324,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
sports announcer
available.
Discharged
veteran.
graduate.
Worked big ten
footballCollege
and basketball
games.able Desire
permanent
position.
M.C.
and
excellent
front
man.Cap-Do
staff announcing, have sales experience.
ING^
Married. Write Box 325, BROADCASTProgram
director,10 years
writer, experience
college radioall
station head;
phases,turn to5commercial
to 50 kw stations,
radio in desires
Colorado,reMichigan,
Wisconsin
or PacificBoxNorthwest.
Married,
three
children.
327,
BROADCASTING. .
Versatile
hillbilly
comic
available.
years experience rddio and stage. Ray15
"Quarantine"
olis 6, Ind. Brown, WIBC, Indianap-

situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Marine — Honorable
announcing position. discharge,
College, 26.wants
Personal
appearanceperience.shows.
Limited Willing
mike ex-to
Good
personality.
work
Salary St.,
no Hudson,
issue. Cpl.Ohio.Wm.
Dawson,hard.Ravenna
Program
director or station
Receiving
Availablemanager
Novem-—
ber 1. Twelvedischarge.
years
experience.
Thorough
background
programming,
production,
continuity,
news,
drama, music,
station
operations,
announcing
Desires
New
R. sales.
N. N.Druxman,
12 WestYork56thCitySt.,station.
New York,
Y.
Veteran,phonesingle,
26, firstyears
class radiotelelicense. Three
experience,
standardtransmitter
and FM
stations.
Canincluding
handle remotes,
recordings
and
master
control.
Two
years
Louis Halpern,
1593 Prospect college.
Place,
Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Radio news executive, newscaster; warforeign Purple
correspondent
Europe-MexicoPacific;
Marine;
young,
topnotcher,
now Heart
Write
2-C,
PI.,earning
S. E., $6500.
Washington
20, D.3418C. Tenth
for details.
News editor, three years experience on
50 kw midwest network affiliate, proonstaffGI 5 shows,
ing onducer,station.
newswriter Write,
kw Joe
to wants
10Piatkiewcz,
kw openmidwire
115 E.west71st
St., Chicago,
I1L
Announcer-writer, honorably discharged.
Threeate stations.
years Conversational
experience network
affilitype voice.
Commercials,
and newscasting.
Southern
station
preferred.
Age
33,
married,
two
chi'dren.Tenn.
James Trippe, P. O. Box
278, Erwin,
Copy ried.editor-program
director,promotion
29, marNaval veteran. Extensive
publicity
experience.
Desire
permanent
position
with
rep.
or
agency.
preferred.Michigan
Bill Nelson,
1734 N.Chicago
Wells
Chicago.
0020.
Sales promotion — Just released from Air
Forces. dising
Agency,
newspaper
and merchanbackground.
Hard worker.
Single.
Richard
York, N. Bevan,
Y. 155 East 52nd St., New
Ex
25, who pleased
GI's onas
GuamMarine,
with
newscasts
chance
staffer
on small
midwestwantsstation.
Wire
RogerRidge,
Gregary,
101 N.ParkChester
Park
111. Phone:
Ridge Ave.,
2109.
Armed Forces Radio Station WVTX is
absolutely best station on Iwo Jima.
No otherain'tstation
can make
claim —
there
other.
Proventhatexclusive
market.
Our anyash.
50 watts
Iwo like
the volcanic
Trade blankets
whole works
for
one-way
ticket
to St.Officer
Louis.in 2nd
LawrenceFormerly
Trombly,
ChargeLt.
WVTX.
with KSD.
Announcer-beginner. Honorably disyoung, personable.
Good quality voice,charged,eager
Although
inexperienced;beaver.
wil ing to learn,
capable,
intelligent,
loyal.
Go
anywhere
for modest
salary,
chance
for
advancement
Frank
Gough,BoxMotor
First
Class,
164, Machinist
Hampton Mate.
Bays,
Long Island,
N. -Y.
Veteran with
one
year's
training
at
Co-all1
Radio College,
covering
phases
oflumbia
radio
tech.
desires
an staan-j
nouncer's
position
with
progressive
tion.
AgeArmstrong,
28, married6242andSouth
one Bishop
child.
Robt.
L.
Street, Chicago 36, Illinois.
FOR IMMEDIATE
SALE
One-250
broadcast appearance.
transmittercomposite.waftProfessional
engineer,
atBuiltcostbyof G.$4000.E. Iransmi'ter
Tested for frequency
response,
distortion,
noisewithlevel,
output
power.
Equipped
G. E. frequency control unit 1450
#G-30.kc
Fullytiveequipped
with
relays,
protecmeters,Ready
instruction book,
one
setcircuits,
tubes.
Complete
data
on request. toPriceoperate.
$2000.
One-250
watt
broadcast
composite less
crystal distor
unit.transmitterTestednoisefor
frequency
response,
ion,
level,
ou'put. Equipped
withinmeters, power
relays,
circuits,$3000.
structions, one setprotective
tubes. Cost
Comp'ete
data
on
request.
Price
$1500.
Two-Square
insulated s eeltapered
towers,selfeachsupporting
153 ft.
high
Formerlywithusedsideby lights
KFAC. andPriceconduit.
$1200
each.
50,000 ft. 12 guage bare copper
ground wire.
Chief Engineer
WHEC
Rochester, N. Y.

Engineer-Executive
15 years broadcast engineering
13 years national network
supervisor
Nearly8 years
two years
supervisor
Radio Sales Engineering
Desire administrative or executive position,
broadcast
engine ring, or sales
engineering,
broadcast and television equipment. Top references.
Salary, $7,000
BOX 308, BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertisin

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Three New Stations and Six Assignment
Engineer, struction
first experience
class license,
with
AM andRadar.
FM, contwo
years
chief,
five
months
Now
Shifts
One CP Is Set Aside
working asinchief
television station.
Wants APPROVAL Granted;
position
of applications for Murray Carpenter of Compton
station.
Good engineer
references.in progressive
Box 328, three
new
standard
stations,
plus
Adv. canandnetwork
Humboldt
AmeriBROADCASTING.
account Greig,
executive.
Announcer — Discharged veteran, 3 years applications covering changes in
facilities
of
six
existing
outlets,
experience,
dependaoie,
desires
permaCommission
in
setting
aside
nent position
Pres- was announced by the FCC last authorization for new station itsat
employed,middlewest
available station.
immediately.
Box 329,entlyBROADCASTING.
week. A fourth grant for a new
to Norwich Broad'x'op 4notch
available on
Oct. 250,25. local station at Norwich, Conn., Norwich, castingConn.,
Co., said that the action
26,
yearsannouncer
solid experience
had
been
taken
without
knowledge
was
set
aside
by
tb?.
Commission.
5,000, 10,000
kw. Desires
permanent
connection. Al round
man who
can specialAssignment of 250 w with un- of several other applications subize.tionStateavailable.
salary,Boxtalent,
etc.
Transcriplimited
time
on
1450
kc
at
Milmitted for filing prior to Oct. 8
332, BROADCASTING.
ledgeville, Ga., is granted Jere N. (end of 60-day filing period desigFighterground
pilot aswants
to get his feetwriteron Moore,
sole owner of Milledgeville
nated Aug. 7), which request 1240
the
announcer-copy
Union Recorder. From 1940 until kc in other communities and involve
with progressive
middlewest
or southeastradio
station.background.
Married,
reliable,
withF. July
of this year Mr. Moore had questions of possible objectionable
sound
Lt.
Joseph
Butler, Box 236, Chicago Hgts., 111.
as officer in the Army.
interference
with proposed
Nor1st class radio tel. op. desires position in served
wich station. Commission
indicated
Maj.
Birney Imes Jr., owner of
or around
Minneapolis,
Minn.up Experience
all
types
transmitter
to
500
it
will
further
examine
the
appliand WELO
Tuwatts. Write Gordon E. Miles, Rt. 2, WC'BI pelo,Columbus
cation and related matters. NorMiss., is awarded
facilities
Hines, Minn, c/o E. H. Shaw.
wich Broadcasting is an equal partat Meridian, Miss., of 250 w and
Veteran— One year thorough training in unlimited
time
on
1240
kc.
Maj.
composed of Lt. H. Ross
radio
broadcasting.
Desires
announcer's
positionNavy
with radio
progressive
Also, Imes is expecting release from the Perkins, nership
USCGR, and J. Eric Wilhave
soundofstation.
equipment
AAF.
training.
Age
20,
single,
good
health
liams,
former
commercial manaand
fully reliable.
Charles Illinois.
Sims, 4713
Third construction permit, for
ger of WPRO Providence, R. I.
W. Belmont
Ave., Chicago,
Order was adopted by CommisPortland, Me., is granted to CenWriter-producer—
Veteran,
23, college
graduate
with degree
radio.
Before
sion granting change of frequency
tennial Broadcasting Co. [BroadArmy Columbia
produced
Obler
andinExperienced
Corwin
showsin
of KMLB Monroe, La., from 1230
over
station.
casting,
Oct.
15],
owned
princiwriting
commercials,
serials,
drama.
kc
to
1440 kc, with increase of
pally by W. T. Morris, president of
WriteYork
MartyCity.Schwartz, 66 Park Ave., American
Chain & Cable Co. and power from 250 w to 1,000 w. DiNew
rectional antenna for night use will
Harvard University
Radio Research
Lab- in which interest also is held by
now completing
war work
be installed. Order also covers ishas radiooratory, engineers
anditstechnicians
s
u
a
n
c
e
of a construction permit to
available bridge,
for reemployment.
Call
CamSituations Wanted (Cont'd)
Massachusetts, Kenmore 7660,
KNOE Monroe for change in frecollect.
Merchant
Marine
radio
officer,
15
years
quency from 1450 kc to channel
experience,
4 years
Engage livery
a newscaster
with voice
de- radio
pleasingly different
from and
the hoi
broadcast.
Have firstincluding
classclasstelephone,
by KMLB.
telegraph
and
A Ama-to vacated
polloi. Actor-director-writer.
Currently first class
teur
licenses.
Desire
chief
engineer
program
director,
WVTD,
Admiralty
KTBC
Austin, Tex., was granted
Islands.
Honorable
Navy
discharge.
one
kw,
will
accept
control
position
a construction permit to increase
Available Dec. 1st. Write Box 341, higher
power.East,Lt.West
S. Margolis.
U.S.M.S.,
6601
Blvd.
New
York,
N.
J.
power
on
kc from 250 w night
BROADCASTING.
Now withproducNew and 1,000 w590local
Writer, shortandon ideas,
experience
sunset to 1,000 w
York independent.
Experience;
personality
much long
creativeon Producer-announcer.
tion, control
board,
news,specialty.
continuity.
ability.ing canExcellent
training
script
writnight andlimited5,000
w local sunset,
unMorning
record
shows,
Box
compose
music.
Box
342,
hours.
Directional
antenna
348, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING.
will
be
installed.
Station
licensee,
Announcer—Excellent
23 yearsnewscaster.
old, 4 years
ex- Claudia T. Johnson, is wife of Rep.
Stationlocated
manager
now
in Newor sales
York— Anwillexecutive
forward perience.
College
education.tastes
Presently
in midwest;
but Johnson
his
qualifications
promptly
to manager
station regional
(D.-Tex.).
not
restricted.
Box
347,
owner
who
wants
a
permanent
BRO
ADC
ASTING.
orthreecommercial
manager.
Has
managed
KRNM Tucumcari, N. M., was
stations,
and
been
fifteen
years
Chief
engineer—
December
discharge,
in advertising and selling. In addition, EE grad. 32, 4 years network regional. granted modification of license to
he had gramsproduced
radio work
pro- 5 years Army engineering administra- change hours of operation from
and done outstanding
sales promotion
Dependable,
capable.
Progressive specified to unlimited time. Outlet
for a ceptnational
company.
He would area
ac- stationtion.only.
MajorInkster,
J. L. Michigan.
Wildermuth,
a
sales
job
in
a
metropolitan
Wick Road,
operates with 250 w on 1400 kc.
where he could earn $6000.00 per year. 25286
Chief
engineer—
4
years
broadcasting,
KSJB Jamestown, N. D., was
Box 343, BROADCASTING.
industrial,mitter4 development
research engineer.
laboratory Desires
trans-3
Veteran
—
Experienced
first
class
radio
telephone operator and control room permanent position— progressive station granted a construction permit to
increase
power to 5,000 w day and
man.
Six
years
—
broadcast,
radar,
FM.
Box 350, BROADCASTING.
26, unmarried. References. Available —south.
Experienced
continuity
and
publicity
night on 600 kc. Station now operafter Rd.,
Dec. 1.Glastonbury,
Sgt. John W.Conn.
Nye, 21 Den- writer.
College
graduate.
Formerly
deslow
ates on that regional channel with
partment store advertising
Program
director,withsix additional
years experience
and editingmanager.
experi- 250 w to local sunset and 100 w
ence. Box reporting
353, BROADCASTING.
administration
back- Newspaper
night.
Authorization
also covers
news editing,commercial
writing, broadcastWanted to Buv
stal ation of directional
antenna.ining;ground
preparation
andposition
sustaining
copy;
desires
executive
Wanted—
RF
Bridge
and
audio
testing
Commission
stated
that
grant
is
east intionalAM,Radio. FM,
Televisionresume,
or Educanot to be understood to determine
Experience
audi-in- apparatus. Box 290, BROADCASTING.
tion onterrequest.
Available
personal
question of applicability of Sec.
For sale—
1 kw Western
CASTING.view New York City. Box 344, BROAD- 87737
Transmitter
converted Electric
to make D-it 3.35 (duopoly) of Commission's
Rules & Regulations to KSJB and
similar
to
6-B.
Box
238,
BROADCASTAnnouncer.
Discharged
officer,
29.
GradING^
uate University
radio
KVOX Moorhead, Minn. John W.
Single,
reliable,Iowagoodphoto
voice. onschool.
Prefer
For sale — One moder 27-C Gates limiter Boler,
president of North Central
midwest.quest.sober,
Transcription,
reamplifier
used
eight
months.
In
perDon Whited, Ida Grove, Iowa.
fect
condition.
Write,
wire
or
call
WCBT,
Broadcasting System, is identified
Roanoke Rapids, N. C.
Announcer-operator
available.
Third
with
both
outlets.
For
— One RCA attachments.
72C and one Both
RCA
class ticket. writing.
ExperiencePrefer
in operation,
72B salerecording
Authorization also was granted
announcing,
southeast
location.
Have
car
to
do
account
work.
equipped
with
MI-4894
automatic
equalLaCrosse, Wis., for inMarried and want to settle permanently, izers. WDNC, Durham, North Carolina. to WKBHcrease of power
on 1410 kc from
For
saleserial
— 1 353
kw B-l.
WE Intransmitter
type
'transcriptions
and
references.
T/Sgt.
.I'alph
Haskins,
Co.
"B",
Marine
Bks.,
#•304
good
working
1,000
w
to
5,000 w and to install
Mamath Falls, Oreg.
condition.
Make offer. Box 346, BROAD- directional array
for
night use.
CASTING.
Staff
announcer
and
newscaster
just
discharged
from
Army
afterfor serving
Miscellaneous
•verseas
as
station
manager
AFRS
Station.
Civilian
2 years as Announcer's, writer's, emcee's Comedy
announcer.
Age 27,experience:
married,
Catalog free. Box 29, BROADCASTING.
Correspondents Back
Prefer
west
coast,2 children.
but will material.
travel. position
Box 345, onBROADCASTING.
Wanted
—
10
men, equal
preferably
service,
who CLETE ROBERTS and Donald
will
contribute
capital,
services,
Bnnouncer:
Discharged
AAF
officer.
DeCoe,
war
correspondents
of Amerifires permanent
with op- loyalty and
ambition
to establish
comcan, returned
to New York
last
pand
ortunities. Onestaff
year position
AFRSMarried,
experience
mercial 250-500
watt station.
Engineers;
week
from
ETO.
After
vacations
announcing
directing.
age
announcers,
salesman,
lawyer-account?5, Lt.
L. Walsh,
Nathan Rosenberg,
, St.Joseph
Louis 12,
Mo. 5721 a Etzel Ave.,ant.Brooklyn
12, N. Y.980 Hopkinson they will receive new assignments.
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TRUMAN APPROVES
WAC CONTINUATION
PRESIDENTIAL approval of the
continuation of the War Advertisingtime iCouncil
peaces in a functions
letter frominto
President
Truman received last week by
James W. Young, chairman of the
Council. dissemination
Crediting advertising's
wartime
of needed
information
havingto the
played
vital part in with
bringing
people"a
the story of what had to be done
to
statedspeed
: victory," the President
"I
am
pleased toCouncil
hear
that Thegreatly
Advertising
plans
to
carry
on
its
public
service
activities. I would like to express
the sincere hope that American
business will see its way clear to
supporting your public service
projects
some ofunfortunately,
its advertisOurwith
problems,
did noting. end
with the war,
and there
will be many vital ones which cannot be solved without the understanding cooperation of the people.
"In order to assist this important work, I have asked the
Office of WarconversionMobilization
Reunder Mr. John and
Sndyer
to setlate up
a
unit
which
will
correthe information policies of the
federal government on which public campaigns using your facilities
are required. We look forward
with pleasure
to the continued
operation ofAmerican
business co-on
questions which will be vitally in
the interest of all the people."
GUIDING LIGHT SUIT
NEARS FINAL STAGE
ONE OFtested suitsTHEin radio
MOST history
bitterlyneared
conits final stage last week.
Illinois Appellate Court reversed,
Oct. 15, inan favor
Illinoisof Circuit
Court
decision
Irna Phillips,
Chicago scriptwriter, who was sued
in 1942 by Emmons C. Carlson,
promotion and advertising manager of NBC Central Division, for
an equal division of profits for
Guiding Light.
Mr. Carlson brought suit against
Miss Phillips in August 1941,
claiming that Guiding Light was
his own creation and that he collaborated with her under its original title, The Good Samaritan. He
claimed she agreed to divide the
profits tinue
50-50
refused
to conpaymentsbutafter
giving
him
$2,000 for first 20 scripts. Counsel
for Miss Phillips denied the charges.
FOR SALE
• Modified late type WE
5 KW Transmitter
complete
sets
of tubes andwithFCCtwofiling
information.
Priced for quick sale.
FOB East Coast.
BOX 351, BROADCASTING
October 22, 1945
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RESEARCH DATA VITAL TO
RADIO, SAYS HOOPER
DETAILED information about radio is not
merely a need but a continuing necessity, as
in no other advertising medium are physical
aids to judgment so completely lacking, C. E.
Hooper, president of C. E. Hooper Inc., told
opening fall radio luncheon of American Marketing Assn. last week. Lawrence Hubbard,
research director of Duane Jones Co., chairman of radio group, presided.
Only 0.3% of total revenue from time sales
was spent with his organization, he added, with
radio's
total research
bill not exceeding
0.5%.of
Mr. Hooper
cited examples
to show lack
bias in telephone sample as compared to cross
section of telephone and non-telephone homes.
He said telephone sample broadly fits requirements of network programming. Only needs
for adjustment of this sample occur, he said,
when programs are aimed at a particular
group and not at the general listening public.
NAB BOARD MEETS ON COAST;
REGIONAL SESSIONS PLANNED
NAB Board of Directors will meet Jan. 3-4 at
Los Angeles. Decision for the Coast site was
reached in a referendum vote of the board,
which last met Oct. 1-2 in Washington during
the inaugural ceremonies for President Justin
Miller. Host at Los Angeles will be William B.
Ryan, KFI, 17th District director.
Following the board meeting the annual
series of district meetings will begin. Schedule
is now being worked out. Under by-laws, even
numbered districts must meet in 1946 for election of directors.
CBS AFFILIATES MEETING
CBS Affiliates Advisory Board met Thursday
and Friday with network executives at CBS
headquarters in New York. I. R. Lounsberry,
WKBW Buffalo, chairman of the group,
presided.
HILL LEAVES; DUPUY NAMED
BRIG. GEN. LUTHER L. HILL, Director of
the Bureau of Public Relations, War Dept., has
been placed on inactive status as a reserve officer and is on terminal leave. He is vacationing in Miami and will return later to Des
Moines, where he rejoins the Cowles newspaper and radio interests. Col. R. Ernest
Dupuy, at one time voice of the Army Hour,
has been named acting director of the bureau.
Closed Circuit
(Continued from page U)
dividing time between two Field stations pending appointment. WSAI slated to move from
WLW studios to new headquarters at 4th &
Walnut St., where polyacoustical studios have
been installed.
THERE'S
Army
about
Armedtrouble
Forcesbrewing
Radio within
ServicetheV-Discs
and other recordings — strictly for overseas
troop listening — now being heard on a few
commercial
doubtless. stations. There's a leak somewhere,
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NEW AM, FM STATIONS
SOUGHT IN FCC APPLICATIONS
NEW AM stations were asked in FCC applications made public Friday by: Donald
Flamm, New York, 620 kc. 5 kw unlimited;
Howard W. Davis, tr Walmac Co., Corpus
Christi (P. O. Natl. Bank of Commerce Bldg.,
San ardAntonio),
kc 250 wCo.,unlimited;
W. Davis, 1230
tr Walmac
Austin, HowTex.,
1240 kc 250 w unlimited; Broadcasting Corp.
of America, Indio, Cal., 1400 kc 250 w unlimited; Arkansas Airwaves Co., N. Little
Rock, Ark.,eastern
1450Indianakc Broadcasting
250 w unlimited;
Co.,NorthFort
Wayne, 1380 kc 5 kw unlimited; Richard T.
Sampson,limited;Banning,
100 wIdaho,
unRadio Sales Cal.,
Corp.,1400
TwinkcFalls,
1450 kc 250 w unl.; Edisto Broadcasting Co.,
Orangeburg, S. C, 1450 kc 250 w unlimited.
FM new station applications: Metropolitan
Broadcasting Service, New York, 9,650 sq. mi.;
Cowles Broadcasting Co., Washington, Channel 48; Unity Corp., Erie, Pa., 4,940 sq. mi.
Amendments
soughtCo.,include:
Finley-McKinnon
Broadcasting
San Diego,
amend
from 1170 kc 250 w unl. to 5 kw.
KEX Portland applied to increase from 5
to 50 kw, new transmitter and antenna, directional N; KMPC Los Angeles, increase from
10 to 50 kw, new transmitter, change antenna.
FMBI BOARD ADOPTS PLAN
TO MERGE WITH NAB
BOARD of directors of Frequency Modulation
Broadcasters Inc. voted in Chicago Friday to
adopt recommendations
its executive
committee coordinating FM ofactivities
of FMBI
and NAB through an autonomous FM department in the NAB. Board elected John
Shepard 3d, WMTW Boston; Wayne Coy,
W3XO Washington, and Gordon Gray, WMIT
Winston-Salem, to serve along with Walter
Damm, WMFM Milwaukee, FMBI president,
and three members of the NAB board on a
special joint committee. This committee will
direct activities of the FM department until
the next annual meeting of the two associations. FMBI Washington office will be closed
Nov. 1.
Attending the meeting, besides Messrs.
Shepard, Coy, Gray and Damm, were Cecil
Mastin, WNBF-FM Binghamton; W. R. David,
WGFM Schenectady; G. E. Gustafson, WWZR
Philadelphia; Myles Loucks, FMBI managing
director; Ted Streibert, WBAM New York;
C. W. Meyers, KOIN Portland; G. W. Lang,
WGNB;
strong. C. M. Jansky Jr.; Edwin H. ArmARMOUR IN THREE CITIES
ARMOUR & Co., Chicago (Chiffon soap flakes)
today starts on WBBM Chicago with Musical
Clock quarter-hour, and Oct. 29 starts 25 to 36
spots weekly in Boston and Philadelphia on
WBZ-WBZA WEEI WNAC WORL WCOP
WCAU WFIL KYW WDAS WIP. Contracts
for 52 weeks. Agency, Foote, Cone & Belding.
FCC FUNDS ASKED
PRESIDENT TRUMAN late Friday
asked Congress for a supplemental appropriation of $317,846,000 for nine
agencies, including $785,000 for FCC
for 1946 fiscal year.

LT. COMDR.
has returned
to the CHARLES
practice of B.lawSETON
with firm
of j
Goldmark, Colin & Kaye, New York, after
active Navy duty in both the Atlantic and
Pacific war theaters and Washington.
KEITH SHAFFER, formerly with FBI, has
joineddleErwin,
Wasey & Co.,
New York,
to hannetwork relations
in radio
department.
Arthur
H.
Lawrence,
formerly
with
G.
M.
Basford Co., New York, is new assistant account
executive; Maj. Whitney Hartshorne joins
productionFBI,department,
and John
L. Davis, ',
formerly
joins accounting
department.
DONALD W. SEVERN, released from Army,
joins Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, as radio
timebuyer. Marion Parham, formerly Free &
Peters, N. Y., now spot timebuyer at K&E.
I. E. (Chick) SHOWERMAN, eastern division sales manager of NBC, appointed chairman of network's staff operations group.
HAL WEBBER has resigned as research director of C. E. Hooper Inc., New York, returning
Nov. 5 to Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, as
media-research v-p.
COL. THOMAS H. A. LEWIS, commandant
of Armed Forces Radio Service, was released
from Army Friday. According to AFRS Los
Angeles, he was in Torney General Hospital
for minor illness at time of release. Replacement not named. [Closed Circuit, Oct. 15].
LOU HASSAM has left Interior Dept. where
he was chief script writer, to do documentary
scripts for NBC New York. He is now writing
Home Is What You Make It, NBC University
of the Air series, heard Saturday, 9 a.m.
Before he joined Interior he was with J.
Walter Thompson Co. in New York.
JOHN BAKER, released as 1st lieutenant
from Marine Corps, last week was named
chief of the Radio Service, Dept. of Agriculture, the position vacated by Wallace Kadderley when he joined KGW Portland, Ore.
LT. COL. G. McGUIRE PIERCE, for five years
in the Marine Corps, has been named assistant
general manager of KFWB Hollywood. He has
been attached to Division of Plans and Policies,
Washington, as chief photographic officer and
officer in charge of audio-video training. Before
military service he was head of Pierce Plan
Co., Seattle commercial banking firm.
LT. JOSEPH L. MILLER, USNR, former
labor relations director of the NAB, last
Wednesday was promoted to lieutenant commander in the Naval Reserve. He is now assigned to labor
liaison in the Navy's operation
of struck
oil refineries.
CBS Wins Award
CBS was awarded the Showmanship Plaque
of the Direct Mail Advertising Association at
a clinic held Friday in New York.
ROSS FEDERAL INNOVATION
ROSS FEDERAL RESEARCH Corp. has
started new "packaged" research service, "Sur-1
vey of the Month," offered to a specified line
ofwillbusiness.
November
survey, going
to banks,1oi
deal with
contemplated
purchases
homes, home equipment, real estate and installment buying. Subsequent surveys will be
offered to radio stations, newspapers, bakeries:
dairies, and others. Semi-standardized service
priced 25 to 30% below regular schedules
company said.
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• ADVERTISING MUST PACE PROGRESS

Advertising
Like This Gave

to the Bathroom!
talk about
Thus,people
one ofdidn't
the
TWO
decadesbathrooms.
ago, polite
most important rooms in the house was
drab, cheerless and thoroughly obsolete.
But throughout the 1920's the Crane Company published a series of advertisements
that gave glamour to the bathroom. The bathroom became a room of sunny aspect, decorated in warm and cheerful colors, with
fixtures of beauty as well as quality. America
became more outspoken — and healthier.

In the
Must

DISTRIBUTION

Bring More

Beauty

4 DVERTISING has, in scores of in-L*- stances, supplemented mere utility
with glamour to strengthen old markets
and to create new ones. Advertising, by
developing desirability, has stimulated sales
volume and thus increased prosperity.
In the Distribution Decade, new and
larger markets will be more than just de-

And

More

DECADE

advertising

Convenience

To More

sirable objectives. They will be vitally
necessary! Unless we achieve full employment of manpower and money, materials
and manufacturing facilities, we risk a
chaotic state in our national economy.
Fortunately, the history of Advertising's
achievements gives rise to confidence.
What Advertising has done in the past to

accelerate distribution, Advertising can do
again. Blueprints for speedier, more efficient and more profitable distribution are
being prepared today by forward-looking
advertising men. They are being prepared,
too, at WLW. Their applications to the
great Four-State Market that is WLW-land
will be ready when you need them.

WLW

j
ION OF THE CROSLEY CORPORATION

THE

NATION'S

MOST

Homes!

M E R C H A N D I S E - A B L E STATION

RCA Tube Plant, Lancaster, Penna.
RCA manufactures cathode-ray tubes, as well
as power tubes, in this modern plant.

E 15 CFNTS
»

The

Weekly,^'

Newsmagazine

of Radio

UitlS If Br H WJP# R3
N0V27^945

10 of the

12 most

programs

popular

-excluding

news -are

NOTE: During the year 1944, of all the
most popular local New York programs,
84% of them were broadcast by WOR.
Now, in 1945, WOR shows every indication
of bettering that amazing record.
If you have a radio program, or are
seriously considering the purchase of one,
WOR thinks that it would be both wise
and profitable to have a chat with
its gifted showmen. WOR's business is
knowing what the public wants
in one of the greatest listening territories
on the Eastern Seaboard. That
it does know, is well proven by the
outstanding facts presented above.

(hat power- full station,

wor

at 144 0 Broadway, in New York
* according to the latest Crossley
Continuing Study of Radio Listening reports
M U T UA L

local

New

York

on

WOR*

©CiB 696952

Above: Mr. Ellis comes home from a day in the plant.
He's thinking a bout a quick, cooling swim in the close-by
Tippecanoe River.
Circle: for
Mrs. next
Ellis with
will keep
providea
meat
winter."Jitterbug,"
The Elliseswho also
Guernsey
cow;
grow
peas,
beans,
and
garden
truck for eating and canning.
Left: A musical family. Doris, 8, is at the piano;
15-year-old Virginia plays the trombone; Julia, 13,
plays trumpet.
are equally
needle
and threadThe orgirlscanning
equipment.at home
Picturewithon
the piano is of Harold, older son away in the Navy.
THE ELLIS FAMILY

OF KOSCIUSKO

COUNTY, INDIANA...
WLS LISTENERS SINCE
EDGAR A. ELLIS works in a factory in Warsaw,
Indiana. His son John, 16, is employed in the
lumber yard at nearby Leesburg. Mrs. Ellis, three
daughters and a younger son, keep a five-aere place
producing peas and beans, milk and meat.
The girls, Virginia, Julia, and Doris, are all 4JrI Club
workers, as well as musicians. David, age 8, will be as
soon as he is old enough.
Around the Ellis home, WLS is an old friend; they have
been tuning us in regularly since 1931. Among the
special favorites are Chuck Acree's Something to Talk
About, Doc Hopkins, Morning Devotions, and News.

1931

The Ellis family has visited the WLS National Barn
Dance twice; they see the Prairie Ramblers and other
WLS entertainers frequently at state and county fairs.
Remember the Ellis family and thousands like it, as
you plan your Midwest advertising; they combine the
interests and needs of town and farm; and they are
listening friends of WLS. For more facts about the hardworking families of Midwest America, their purchasing
power, their market stability, and how to reach them,
call a John Blair man today. He'll tell you about the
station with so many listening friends it gets a million
letters a year.

8 90 KILOCYCLES
50,000 WATTS
AMERICAN AFFILIATE
represented by
John Blair & Company

Glenn Snyder
Manager
CHICAGO

7

MANAGEMENT AFFILIATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK, KOY PHOENIX ★ KTUC TUCSON ★ KSUN BISBEE-LOWELL-DOUGLAS

The

Answer

Newscast

to

Your

Reconversion

Problems
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it*
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Circuit
Closed
BIGGEST building news in radio today surrounds plans for new 45-story electronics
building on Broadway between 45th and 46th.
Multi-million venture, covering possibly $7,000,000 for ground and $9,000,000 or $10,000,000
for structure, would include studios for AM,
FM and TV and tower for multiple FM and
TV transmission. Project being handled by
Col. L. George Horowitz, consulting economist
and engineer associated with City Investing
Co., which will construct building as investment holding.
NAB and FMBI are getting married Nov. 1
but may not live together. Reason : NAB's big
house
St., let
Washington,
big
enough atnow1760for NNAB,
alone FMBI.isn'tAttic
has been rebuilt into several offices and desks
are crammed into every available cubic inch.
NAB is scouting for office space. D. C. zoning
board last week reiterated refusal to let NAB
add rooms in back of building.
NOW THAT FMBI is in NAB fold, look for
immediate conversations by NAB with Television Broadcasters Assn. for consolidation
along somewhat similar lines — a television division
arate basicintegrated
staff. within NAB, but with sepNAB headquarters is considering a new idea
in convention procedure — putting the annual
"flea
to three-month
swing circus"
around on
the wings.
nation Two
for district
meetings
could be cut in half by chartering airplane
and staging three series of meetings a week.
Participation of industry men who make annual swing would be necessary. Complications
surround chartering of suitable craft.
NETWORK officials fuming over way White
House handled plans for Truman speech at
10 p.m. Oct. 30. First word they had was President'sNetworks
announcement
at Oct.were25 press
confer-by
ence.
in past
consulted
White House secretariat and most suitable
time picked. Even the most chagrined, however,
were cialdelighted
address. radio got first break on cruSELECTED — though not officially appointed
until Nov. 1 — to replace Shannon Allen as
head
of Interiorformer
Dept.'s deputy
Radio Section
Willett Kempton,
chief ofis OWI
Domestic Radio Bureau, and UNCIO radio
relations officer.
UNDERSTAND that WTOP, Washington's
CBS station, is planning expansion in the education and public service line, with Lt. Hazel
Kenyon Markel to head department. She was
director
for the
Navy
while in ofthewomen's
WAVES,programs
before that
education
director of KIRO Seattle.
THERE ARE two Army Civil Affairs men
combing the occupied zones of ETO for material for new Army radio series. Army said
(Continued on page 98)
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Upcoming
Oct. 29: FCC hearing on renewal of license of
WBKW and WGR, Buffalo; Churchill Tabernacle, intervenor. Room 6121, New Post
Office Bldg., 10:30 a.m.
Oct. 31: FCC hearing on renewal of license
of WCHS Charleston, W. Va. Room 6121
New Post Office Bldg., 10 a.m.
Nov. 1 : FCC hearing on renewal of license of
KOMO and KJR, Seattle. Room 6121 New
Post Office Bldg., 10 a.m.
Nov. 4-10: National Radio Week.
Bulletins
TIEING IN with Radio's 25th anniversary,
Ted Granik's Forum of the Air over Mutual
will present
topic, "Freein American
when
programthe originates
St. Paul Radio,"
Dec. 4.
Participants lined up are NAB President Justin Miller against FCC Commissioner Clifford
J. Durr. An anti-commercial radio Senator
or Representative and probably one other
broadcaster will make up panel. He plans to
invite FCC Chairman Paul A. Porter to be
guest moderator.
MAYOR Fiorello LaGuardia of New York is
under contract only to people of New York,
Morris Novik, WNYC general manager who
handles
affairs,
said Friday
afternoon,mayor's
and hasradio
signed
no contracts
for
radio appearances. Numerous offers have been
received but none accepted, he said.

ness
Busi
BUICK
CUT-INS
• BuickBrie
Motor fly
Division,
General Motors Corp., Detroit (Buick cars),
starts three cut-in announcements daily on
following New York stations Oct. 29 through
Nov. 7: WOR WNEW WEAF WABC WJZ.
Eight
participations
Personally
It's purOff
The Record
on WABC on New
York also
chased for Buick, effective Oct. 29. Agency is
Arthur Kudner Inc., New York.
HIRES NAMES ATLAS • Chas. E. Hires Co.,
Chicago (root beer) has appointed Atlas Adv.
Agency, Chicago, to handle all advertising and
that of parent company in Chicago area. Radio
will be used. Account will be handled by Hal
C. Bangs, agency v-p.
LEHN & FINK CHANGES • Lehn & Fink
Products Corp., New York, has appointed
McCann Erickson, New York, to handle Hinds
Honeyant &cream.Almond
and Etiquet
Grey Cream
Adv. Agency,
NewDeodorYork,
named
to
handle
Tussy
cosmetiques.
Erickson on Oct. 26 renewed for 52McCannweeks
Blind Date on 176 American stations, Friday,
8-8:30 p.m., for Hinds.
RALSTON ADDS HOUR • Ralston-Purina
Co., St. Louis, opens postwar radio activities
with fullurdays,hour
show, Opry
Sat1p.m. (EST)
on fullHouse
MutualMatinee,
net, except
West Coast. First half -hour sponsored by farm
food products effective Jan. 5. Second half, for
cereal division, starts Nov. 17. Contract for
52 weeks. Agency, Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
KASTOR NAMED • International Milling
Co., Minneapolis (Robin Hood Family Flour,
Velvet Cake Flour), and Jung Arch Brace Co.,
Cincinnati, named H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago, to handle advertising. Consider radio.

Field May Acquire KOIN
for $950,000
TENTATIVE agreement for sale of KOIN
stood.
Subject
to
both FCC and employe stockPortland to Field Enterprises Inc. for $950,approval, theto transaction
said to in-in
000 has been reached, subject to ratification by
clholder
ude, in addition
the price, theis increase
employe stockholders of KOJ.N Inc. and ap- the balance sheet between Aug. 31 and the
closing date. Mr. Myers holds 65% of the stock
proval of the FCCJ
with the balance of Class A (voting) stock
Answering an inquiry from Broadcasting
regarding reports of an imminent transaction, held by his wife and by Mrs. Josephine Hunt,
C. W. (Chuck) Myers, president and general widow of C. Roy Hunt, late general manager.
manager of KOIN as well as its principal ownMr. Myers, responding to question by Broader, confirmed reports of negotiations but empointed out inthatthe 32station
employe
holderscasting,
have interests
whichstockare
phasized that no transaction could be closed
until the 32 employe stockholders had given identical with controlling interests. They were
their consent. Field Enterprises now owns and notified last Friday of the proposed transaction
operates WJJD Chicago and WSAI Cincinnati, looking toward relinquishing their options if it
in addition to Marshall Field newspapers and is viewed as satisfactory These stockholders
publications.
Mr. Myers, former NAB president and a hold 411voting)ofstock. 1,000 shares of Class B (nonpioneer figure in radio, emphasized further
KOIN operates on 970 kc with 5,000 w fullthat
is nothetransaction
nor and
can
time. It was formerly operated by Mr. Myers
there "there
be until
FCC is soclosed
notified
in conjunction with KALE, with the Portland
owning minority interests in the two
approval
Reports forthcoming."
have been current for some time on Journal
stations. Last year, consistent with the FCC
prospective sale of the station by Mr. Myers "duopoly" regulations, there was an even-up
and his employe associates. Conversations look- exchange by the newspaper of its one-fourth
ing toward acquisition of the CBS outlet have
interest in KOIN for the two-thirds interest in
been in progress for several months. Mr. KALE held by Mr. Myers and Mrs. Hunt.
KOIN is one of the best known stations in the
Myers has been negotiating with Clem Randau
vice-president and Howard Lane, radio gen- West and has ranked high not only as a CBS
outlet but in rendition of local public service.
eral manager of Field Enterprises, it is underBROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
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turn

first
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WWL
NEW ORLEANS
A DEPARTMENT OF LOYOLA UNIVERSITY
THE GREATEST SELLING POWER IN THE SOUTH'S GREATEST CITY
50,000 Watts * Clear Channel ★ CBS Affiliate
Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency, Inc.
Published every Monday, 63rd Entered
issue (Year
Book class
Number)matterpublished
by Broadcasting
Publications,
as second
March 14,in February
1933, at Post
Office at Washington,
D. C, Inc,
under 870act National
of March Press
3, 1879.Building, Washington 4, D. C.

BROADCASTING
The Weekly Newsmagazine of Radio
Published Weekly by Broadeaiting Publication; lite.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and
Circulation Offices: 870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone: ME 1022
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THEY COVER

NEBRASKA'S %, MAJOR

MARKETS

Use these two stations together (with low combination rate) and
you have complete coverage of Nebraska's two largest cities. KOIL and
KFOR reach the people that spend 43% of Nebraska's buying income.
This is a vital combination for any advertiser who must reach
metropolitan Nebraska.
Any advertiser who uses both KOIL and KFOR gets an automatic
discount of 15% from KFOR.
Get direct, complete coverage of metropolitan Nebraska with KOIL,
Omaha — KFOR, Lincoln. Both are basic stations of The American Broadcasting Company.
ABC
NETWORK
KOIL
OMAHA
5000 WATTS • 1290 KILOCYCLES

-

KFOR
LINCOLN
250 WATTS • 1240 KILOCYCLES

REPRESENTED BY EDWARD J. PETRY CO., INC.
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hanging

out

our

shingle

And why not? The South's expanding indus/% tries will be needing skillful spot radio
to sell its products and make new friends for
Southern goods in the nation's most important markets.
That's where RADIO SALES -the organization that knows more about spot radio
and what makes it tick productively— can
help them. For now, through its new office at
101 Marietta Street Building in Atlanta, centrally located in the prosperous new South,
RADIO SALES' abundant knowledge of listening habits, market facts, program techniques, audience measurement— all the things
at which RADIO SALES research excels—
will be available to Southern advertisers. At
the same time, RADIO SALES (representing
two of the South's most prominent radio sta-

in

Atlanta

tions) can more thoroughly serve its present
Southern clients.
Heading the Atlanta office of RADIO
SALES is H. H. Holtshouser— himself a
Southerner intimately acquainted with this
big region he has covered so extensively during his past eight years as national sales manager of WAPI, Birmingham.
Holtsie Holtshouser and RADIO SALES
already have many friends in the South —
but they both hope to make a lot more. If
you're wrestling with a sales headache in
any of the markets listed below, RADIO
SALES can help cure it. Down South, just
wire or call Holtshouser (the 'phone number
is JAckson 5960). Elsewhere, pick the
RADIO SALES office nearest to you. They
all specialize in service and results.

represents:

WABC • 50,000 warts • New York City
WBBM • 50,000 watts • Chicago
KNX • 50,000 watts • Los Angeles
WEEI • 5,000 watts • Boston
KM0X • 50,000 watts • St. Louis
WT0P • 50,000 watts • Washington
WCCO • 50,000 watts • Minneapolis-St. Poul
WBT • 50,000 watts • Charlotte
WAPI • 5,000 watts • Birmingham
COLUMBIA PACIFIC NETWORK

WITH OFFICES AT 485 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22 . 410 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO I I • COLUMBIA SQUARE, LOS
ANGELES 28.401 SOUTH I2TH BOULEVARD, ST. LOUIS 2 . PALACE HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO 5. 101 MARIETTA STREET BLDG. , ATLANTA 3

The
'Mikes' Were
Megaphones in
Macedonia
The stentorophonic tube, resembling an overgrown megaphone,
that Alexander the Great invented around 340 B.C., had a
"coverage" of only twelve miles.
The chances are if his "Hooper"
was good, it was due to HIS
power and not that of the gadget.
Radio Station
UiFLft
serving tke TampaSt. Petersburg area,
has plenty of power, too. Its 5000
watts, day and night, effectively
cover the heart of the heaviest
populated trade area in Florida.
The 1945 census reveals that in
the Tampa trade area — 22 counties within 100 miles of Tampa
there are 787,112 people — 128,372 more than five years ago.
Today they represent millions of
dollars in purchasing powerl
To sell them, today and tomorrow, use WFLA — the most-listened-to station in the Tampa-St
Petersburg market.
5000 WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT

UIFLft
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My Impression of Europe
(Seventh of a series by members of the U. S. Mission to ETO)
Drew
By MORRIS
Director
of WNYC NOVIK
New York
IN THE YEARS prior to 1932,
when I first started to become an
300 to 500
"old turetimer"
in radio,
I wasHence,
a lec-I
and debate
manager.
would rather "talk out" an issue
about it.Taishoff
— But "Pappy",
asthanthewrite
hard-boiled
was affectionately cal ed throughout the
ETO, has ordered that I produce
people
750 words. This, then, is my maiden
every Saturday
reportorial venture.
We all took the same trip.
We all agree on many issues.
We all agree that Col. Ed Kirby
and his aides did a splendid job
of planning.
We all agree that Judge Justin
Miller deserves high tribute for his
dignity and humaneness.
We all agree that our American
system of broadcasting is best
for America.
We all agree that the Army person el we met were of high caliber
and high purpose.
Mr. Novik
We were all impressed with the
recording machine we saw in Paris isards.far behind our network standand Luxembourg and that the
But, having said all that, I
recording machines (magnetephon)
add that it is illogical and
we saw in Berlin and Bad Ham- must
unfair
compare present
burg were of amazing quality.
can toand European
radio Amerion the
We all agree that the standard same basis. European radio, like
of over-all program quality and European life, is at its lowest. We
(Continued on page 89)
method of presentation in Europe
Sellers

of Sales
Another WWDC
following accounts: Lipton Tea &
Lincoln
achievement in radio
did oneAbeof his
E that
LITTLdream
dis- Soup, Birds Eye Products, Lever
tant relatives would be a Brothers (Swan), Benrus Watches,
The Carrier Service Quiz
that ,didn't
Packard Motor Car andCastoria,
Ansco Film.
who Fletcher's
StevenbutLincoln
Josephbuyer,
deter time
Show
did it ! Called "A Penny
His duties with Y & R also
buys time for Young & Rubicam,
Your Thoughts," it drew
New York.
include supervision of television for for
Born in 1911 in Ridgewood, N. J., the agency's station relations de- from 300 to 500 people in the
Joe started his busNegotia- seven civilian halls at Arlingtions are nowpartment.under
iness career in the
ton Farms. And that happenway for three of his
local postoffice, but
ed every Saturday night.
after a year he
accounts to use teleWithdrawn for the summer
moved to Wall
"Indications
are thatvision.sponsors
Street (1931) as a
are willing to spend months, Carrier Service Shops
clerk for Waddill
went back on the air in
Catching s. Two
jrfSjF money
on television,"
Joe revealed,
"for September.
years later he became a program diAnother local merchant
j experimental
purposes, particularly
rector for Wired Raproducts that can proved the pulling power of
dio, now Muzak. Mr.
WWDC.
benefit
from
a
disCatchings was then
president of Muzak.
Joe was married
Joe spent two years
How about you? It's worth
in Cleveland for the
in 1935
to the forplay angle."
mer Blanche Zim- trying with WWDC.
company. Then he
merman of Ridgewas transferred
back to New York
wood, N. J., where
the Lincolns now
as manager
of MuWWDC
e
own their home.
zak Recording
Studios.
Energetic
Joe's
favorite
relaxation
is
to
remodel
his
From 1938 until 1944 Joe was
the big sales result
painting, hamchief timebuyer at Erwin Wasey house. Hemering andenjoys
puttering about the station in Washington, D. C.
& Co., held the same position at house. A magnificent
tribute
to
his
Donohue & Co., and was business "house-puttering" talents is the Represented nationally by
manager for Lennen & Mitchell. swimming
pool he built at the back
In April, 1945 Joe took over his of his home. In his spare moments, WEED & COMPANY
present post of timebuyer for Joe likes to camera-jaunt for scenic
Young & Rubicam. He handles the photographs.
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BALANCE
a

BUILDS

CONTINUOUS

AUDIENCE

AS the result of giving listeners the kind of programs they want to hear,
WOV has built a continuous, well balanced, around-the-clock listener
audience, night and day. In the daytime, WOV overwhelmingly dominates pis
metropolitan New York's great Italian-speaking audience of 520,000 radio f||g
homes. And in the evening, during Hooper checking hours, WOV delivers
one of the largest metropolitan audiences of any New York independent mm
station, at less than half the cost of the next ranking station. WOV is the
key to two New York radio audiences. Use it to influence the buying
decisions in America's first market.
RALPH N. WEIL, General Manager
JOHN E. PEARSON CO., Nor"l Rep.
New

York

IENT

ON

CINCINNATI 2, OHIO
BASIC AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
This is the fourth in a series of advertisements inspired byNext:
WSAI's
pride in the quality and prominence of its national and local advertisers.
CINCINNATI
ROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
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Thanks

ibr

those

bonnets

!

WALTER WINCHELL:
"The Thittir Guild's radio greasepaintingmaticcame
workoutthrough
which with
shoulda draput
muscles into the airwaves' flabby
make-believe rep."
ADELE HOSKINS,
Chicago Daily News :
"The steel-sponsored program bodes
well to become one of the finest entertainment shows on the air."

ASHTON STEVENS,
Chicago Herald-American :
"A gorgeous radio show under the
sponsorship of U. S. Steel."
SI STEINHAUSER,
Pittsburgh Press :
"We
seen a were
lot of spellbound.
broadcasts, butWethishave
one
was one of. the greatest dramatic
performances of radio."
RANALD SAVERY,
Montreal Star:
"Certainly
this
combination
talent in producing and acting ofgives
the air productions a good start."
WILLIAM F. McDERMOTT,
Cleveland Plain Dealer:
"The
began aunder
new
series Theatre
of high Guild
type plays
auspices of United States Steel.
What a combination!"

BEN GROSS, New York News:
"After having heard two of these
presentations,
an unprejudiced
tener must admit
that the Guildlishour proves by far the most adult
and interesting dramatic fare ever
heard on the radio."

VARIETY:
"Such
Guild onnew theventures
Air seriesas theare Theatre
seen as
hypoing an interest in the theatre
bringing legit to millions who never
had access to it before and incidentally, adding immeasurably to the
country's culture."

BLANCHE GOUFFAUT,
Dayton, Ohio, News:
"The radio debut of The Theatre
Guild is, we feel, of momentous
importance to radio listeners who
appreciate drama. ' '

HARRIET VAN HORNE,
N. Y. World-Telegram:
"The Theatre Guild on the Air provided an excellent hour of entertain-

GLORIA TAMMEN,
Yankton S. D. Press & Dakotan :
"One ofgramstheever tomostbe outstanding
introduced topro-a
radio audience."
JACK
O'BRIAN,
Associated
Press Drama Editor:
"As
might
be
two
giants in their expected
respectivewhenspheres
initialonbroadcast
ofget Thetogether,
Theatrethe Guild
the Air
was a notable event, both for radio
and its weighty sponsor, the United
States Steel Corporation."

The
UNITED

ment."
Coming...
KATHARINE HEPBURN
PAUL MUNI
TALLULAH BANKHEAD
FREDRIC MARCH
* EDWARD G. ROBINSON
ALFRED LUNT
LYNN FONTANNE
ETHEL BARRYMORE
BURL IVES
BURGESS MEREDITH
* PAULETTE GODDARD

Theatre

CLEVELAND PRESS:
"The top program of the fall season
is the Theatre Guild series."
TOM TYRELL,
San Francisco Shopping News :
" 'Theatre Guild' is regarded in radio
circles as the event of the season, for
it opens another hour-long dramatic
series,
something
should
add
considerable
staturethatto the
prestige
of the broadcasting arts."
EDWIN LEVIN, PM:
"It was good broadcast entertainSACRAMENTO BEE:
"Every once in a while something
really
the
ment." 'great' takes
entertainment
world; place
such aninevent
is the new American Broadcasting
Company presentation, Theatre
Guild on the Air."
JACK GOULD,
New York Times :
"To
Theatreseries
Guildwhich
go thanks
for aThedramatic
holds
every promise of being one of the
season's more stimulating and adult
presentations."

Guild on the Air

sponsored by
STATES
STEEL CORPORATION

EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT AT 10, COAST TO COAST OVER 184 STATIONS OF THE AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY

CM Come
Commander

Aack
Arthur

to

J.

F&P,

Barry,

Jr.!

*

AFTER three years, thirteen days and twelve hours of a fast-moving,
L exciting and successful career first as Lieutenant and then Lt. Commander in the U. S. Navy (the last sixteen months as Radar Officer and
Fighter Director of an aircraft carrier — two battle stars) our own Art Barry
comes back to the New York Office on Monday, October 29!
Whoopee !
Prior to 1942, Art was for nearly four years one of the most capable and
successful men in our organization, and we know that his return will be
hailed as joyously by many of you agencies and advertisers as it will be by
us. Welcome home, Art, blast yer sidelights!
FREE

&

Pioneer Radio

PETERS,

inc.

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW CINCINNATI
BUFFALO
WCKY
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH . . GRAND
INDIANAPOLIS
WJEF-WKZO
RAPIDSKALAMAZOO
KMBC
KANSAS
CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN . . .MINNEAPOLIS-ST.PEORIA
PAUL
WMBD
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO
DESDAVENPORT
MOINES
WOO
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCBM
BALTIMORE
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
.
.
.
SOUTHWEST
.
..
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KEEW
BROWNSVILLE
KRIS
CORPUS
CHRISTI
KXYZ OKLAHOMA
HOUSTON
KOMA
CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . .
KOIN
PORTLAND
KIRO
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, SEATTLE
Inc.

Station Representatives
Since May, 1932

322 Palmer Bldg.
645 Griswold St. SAN FRANCISCO: 11 1 Sutter HOLLYWOOD: 633/ Hollywood ATLANTA:Main
CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan NEW YORK: 444 Madison Ave. DETROIT:
5667
Plaza 5-4130 Cadillac 1880 Sutter 4353 Hollywood 2151
Franklin 6*73
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FCC
Sets 231
AM
Cases; Uses CBS
FM
Plan
64
FM
Stations
Involves 184 New
What the FCC Action Means
Get Conditional
AM Stations,
FM Stations — Commission authorized conditional grants
Grants
for 64 new stations, enabling applicants to proceed
47 Changes
(See Table on page U8)
with preliminary plans for programming, personnel,
By JACK LEVY
studios, etc., but does not permit transmitter purCLOSE on the heels of its action
DIPPING into its huge backlog of
in authorizing conditional grants
eral chase.
months.Frequencies to be assigned probably in sevapplications, the FCC last week
to
64 FM stations, the FCC last
authorized conditional grants for
week adopted the CBS allocation
64 new FM stations and designated
AM
Stations
—
Commission
designated
184
applications
proposal
as a basis for assigning
for hearing 231 requests for new
for new stations for hearing. A schedule of 61 confrequencies for metropolitan stastandard stations and for changes
tions in Area I (New York, southsolidated proceedings, beginning in December, will
in frequency or power.
ern lantic
New area).
England and Middle Atbe set up within 30 days to hear applicants and inThe
Commission's
actions
with
terveners.
Doubtful
that
bulk
of
cases
can
be
cleared
respect to FM constituted the first
By
this
action, the Commission
authorizations for new outlets in
before Spring. Hearings will be held in various
made changes in the assignments
nearly four years and furnished
cities, depending on number applications involved.
of 22 existing stations in the area,
tangible evidence of its determinareshuffling the frequencies in New
tion to get the service started as
FM Assignments — The Commission adopted the CBS alYork City along the broad lines
soon as possible. While it is unlocation
plan
as
a
basis
for
assigning
frequencies
for
proposed by CBS to equalize coverlikely that many of the grantees
FM
metropolitan
stations
in
Area
I.
Immediate
effect
age tions,
of allincluding
the stations.
Five sta-by
will receive their construction perthe four owned
is to change assignments of 22 existing stations in
mits for several months, because
networks,
were
assigned
the
chanNew
York,
Philadelphia,
and
other
cities.
of engineering examination renels proposed by CBS, three were
quired, sufficient impetus was given
permitted
to
retain
the
channels
to enable most of the stations to does not mean, however, that there the country, and for reasons of originally proposed by FCC, and
get
be action by that time on convenience, it is probable that three were given other channels in
mer. into operation by next sum- can
those cases which have been des- many of the proceedings will be conformity with their requests.
Consolidated Hearings
ignated for hearing or which will held in the cities nearest the apChanges were also made in asplicants. Where the consolidated
In the standard broadcast field, have been heard in view of the
signments inPhiladelphia, Schenecthe Commission committed itself to time which must elapse under the hearing involves applicants in vatady, Boston, Springfield, Worcesrious parts of the nation, as in
a program calling for 61 consoli- Commission's rules before "hearter,
Binghamton
Mt. Washington, N. H. Newand assignments
dated hearings, the heaviest schedthe case of applications for reing" cases can be decided.
gional channels, the proceedings given existing stations are:
ule it has set for itself in its hisProvide Sample
will be held in Washington. The
tory. These hearings involve apWNBF-FM Binghamton 96.3
The Commission actions last hearings will last from one day
plications for 184 new stations in
WBZ-FM Boston 100.7
week
provided
a
taste
of
what
is
every section of the country and
to a berweek,
depending
on
the
numKYW-FM Philadelphia 100.3
of applicants.
radio lawyers and en47 requests for changes in assign- in store for
WCAU-FM
Philadelphia 102.7
gine rs in the way of hearings.
In announcing its actions on
ments of existing stations.
WFIL-FM Philadelphia 103.1
Within a month dates will be set standard broadcast applications,
WIP-FM
Philadelphia
97.5
The combined actions taken by for
61 consolidated proceedings the Commission explained that the
WIBG-FM Philadelphia 97.1
the Commission on nearly 300 of justthedesignated.
cases
were
consolidated
because
of
If
the
hearings
WPEN-FM
Philadelphia
99.5
its backlog of over 1400 applica- were held simultaneously, there
WGFM Schenectady 100.7
tions bore out the prediction in would not be sufficient Commission obvious problems of objectionable
the Oct. 22 issue of Broadcasting
WBCA Schenectady 101.1
interference. It pointed out that beWBZA-FM Springfield 97.1
cause of the great number of cases
that only a portion of the applica- personnel to handle the load. Nor
WTAG-FM Worcester 102.7
likely that legal and engineer- now pending it was not possible in
tions would be granted by the end is it ing
consultants
would
be
able
to
WGTR
Worcester 103.1
of the year and that many would represent their various clients, with every instance to determine the inWFMN Alpine, N. J. 98.9
terference which may be expected
be designated for hearing. Thus so many hearings going on at the
WQXQ New
far, approximately one-fifth of the same time.
with existing services or marginal
WGYN
New York
York 97.7
96.1
applications acted upon have reof interference with other
WNYC-FM New York 94.5
ceived grants.
In view of these difficulties, it problems
applications for stations.
WBAM
New
York
96.5
Although it has already made a appeared likely that the CommisSpecific Issues
WABC-FM New York 96.9
substantial dent in its case load
sion will project a schedule of perWEAF-FM
New
York
97.3
"In some cases, therefore," the
haps 20 to 25 a month, beginning
in scarcely more than two weeks in December.
WAAW Jersey City 94.1
At this rate the Commission said, "specific issues
since resuming normal licensing
such problems will not be
WMTW Mt. Washington 98.1
operations, it is understood that standard applications designated covering
a strong pace will be maintained for hearing last week could be included among the other issues
The commission declared that its
during the next two months, with cleared within three months. How- upon which notices of hearings are examination of the CBS plan indiever, with many more cases to be to be promulgated. Therefore, if
cated that more of the channels
fairly large batches of applications
licensee or applicants believe assignable to New York will have
designated for hearing or granted designated for hearing — and it is any
every week or two for new FM, practically certain that a large that the granting of any of the approximately the same coverage
standard and television stations.
number of FM and television appli- applications involved in these hear- than is possible under the FCC
cations will be so handled — the
ings would adversely affect their
Commission's
but thatto some
the chanof hearings may necessi- existing or proposed broadcast proposal
wasThelearned,
is to take objective,
some actionit numbertate a lengthy
assigned
otherofcities
will
running
schedule.
services
due to the probability of have nels
a somewhat smaller service
on all pending applications before
Because of the fact that most objectionable interference, such area beyond the 1000 uv/m conthe end of the year, issuing outtour. The CBS claim
that 84)average
may file petitions requesting
right or conditional grants or des- of the hearings involve groups of parties(Continued
(Continued
on page
on page 81)
ignating cases for hearing. This applicants in particular sections of
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NAB,

FMBI
Link
Forces
to Face
Petrillo
of the demand and discontinuance,
Groups Will Hold effective today (Oct. 29), of dual
Editorial Comment
AM-FM transmission of musical
Meet to Take
programs. Notices to that effect
EDITORIAL
reaction to AFM President James C. Petrillo's latest
demands
included:
were sent out by the networks
to their affiliated stations followUp Edict
From New York Times, Oct. 25, titled "Mr. Petrillo Again" —
NATIONAL Assn. of Broadcasters
inggramreceipt
of thePresident
followingJames
tele". . . The only result can be to retard the development of FM
from AFM
and FM Broadcasters Inc. linked C. Petrillo:
and deprive the public of better reception. . . . The musicians have
forces late last week to face their
had nothing to do with this [FM] improvement in technology.
Moreover,
been unemployment
advanced no evidence
that this
first big test together — the FM"This
is
to
advise
you
that
after
ment will there
result has
in the
of musicians.
Any developexcuse
music mandate delivered by AFM. the meeting between your company
offered on the basis of technological unemployment, therefore, falls
A meeting of representatives of and the AFM held in my office
NAB, FMBI and other industry [Broadcasting, Oct. 22], the matter
to the ground
merely
an jobs.
excuseCertainly
to justify
Mr. Petrillo's
arbitrary
actionsandto iscreate
useless
a situation
which
elements was slated for 1 p.m. Tues- was further discussed and we came
makes it possible for one man to exercise this power calls for
day (Oct. 30) in Washington, to to the final conclusion that beginremedial
action.
Our
one-sided
labor
laws
basically
are
the
foundadiscuss AFM's edict to the netning Monday, Oct. 29, 1945, whertion for Mr. Petrillo's strength. This latest action ... is another
works demanding,
ever musicians play for FM broadilllustration of the urgent need for revision of these laws."
employment of
casting and AM broadcasting sidouble crews
From Washington News, Oct. 25, titled "Don't Get Mad at
multaneously, the same number of
whenever mumen must be employed for FM
".
. . his
there's
no use
in getting
mad Supreme
at Mr. Petrillo.
acting
sicians play siwithin
rights,
as defined
by the
Court ofHetheis United
broadcasting as are employed for
multaneously for
Petrillo"—
States. ... It might do some good to get mad at Congress, and
AM broadcasting, which means a
FM and AM. A
to be vocal about it. For Congress, although it has the authority
double crew must be employed.
joint committee
and, we think, the duty to act, has never done anything to correct
of NAB and
Kindly govern yourself accordFMBI, completed
the damage done by those Supreme Court decisions."
Union sources indicated it would
only a week beingly."
fore, convenes Mr. Damm
not be enough for a broadcaster
Wednesday to
consider combined operations of merely
"stand-by
fee" Porter Gives Home Folk Simple
equaling tothepaytotala pay
of a second
FMBI and NAB.
crew
of
musicians
but
that
The AFM action — which threat- would have to hire the additionalhe Formula for Station Operation
ened to nullify efforts of the radio
two sessions. Mr. Asch is the
industry, FCC, and manufacturers men themselves. Independent sta- PAUL PORTER, the Winchester, in
ectady.
tions were not immediately drawn Ky. boy who came to be chairman operator of WBCA (FM) Schento get FM broadcasting speedily
of the FCC, went home Thursday
under way — was expected also to into the controversy.
night and told the first annual
KBA is planning a second meetresult in more unified industryAudience Limited
wide support of legislation to limit
meeting of the Kentucky Broading during
winter.
association was the
formed
at theThesession
casters Assn. that there were only
Industry took the position that
AFM powers and perhaps in a rethree
things
to
watch
in
operation
vival of thinking toward establish- the cost of employing double musiof representatives of all Kenment of competitive FM networks.
tucky commercial broadcasting stacal crews, ranging from a single of a radio station. Those three,
FMBI President Walter Damm, musician to 100 men or more in a according to Mr. Porter, are freetions. The two-day session of the
dom
from
domination,
either
by
organization,
at which the four
vice-president
in
charge
of
radio,
symphony orchestra, is obviously Government or by advertisers, edi- Louisville stations,
Milwaukee Journal stations impractical
WHAS WAVE
now, since the FM audiWGRC
WINN,
were hosts,
torial
freedom
and
fairness
to
all,
WTMJless thisWMFM,
"unence is so limited and most re- even to the minorities which dis- adopted a constitution
much like
matter isdeclared
promptlythatcleared
ceivers
for FMalsoareprovide
comlike radio programs as they are that of the Florida association,
up it is my opinion that hundreds
binationequipped
sets which
and
at
the
same
time
barred
from
of present applicants will indefi- AM reception.
presented.
nitely defer going into FM and
active membership
all butelected
comThe
"significant"
speech
which
Effect
of
the
demands,
particumercial
stations.
Officers
that FM as a whole will be drasmany broadcasters were expecting
l
a
r
l
y
i
f
they
are
extended
to
inretarded."of the AFM edict
materialize. Mr. Porter just were Hugh Potter, WOMI Owensclude local programs on individual didn't
First tically
result
went home, assured all licensees of boro, president; Ed Willis, WLAP(Continued on page 87)
was the major networks' rejection
a fair deal when they got to Wash- Lexington, first vice-president;
ington and cautioned them that if Harry McTigue, WINN Louisville,
second vice-president; and Harry
they
didn't
own Callaway,
administrative manager
business they regulate
would be their
regulated
of WHAS Louisville, secretary and
by Washington.
treasurer.
How to regulate their own. busiAn executive committee of F.
ness he left to them, and he indi- Ernest
WHOP Hopkinscated that leaving their business ville; KenLackey,
Given, WLBJ Bowling
to them was the plan of the Com- Green, and Francke
Fox of WHLN
is ion as long
was named,
andvarious
the execuoverstep mthe
boundsas ofthey
good didn't
taste Harlan,
tive
committee
named
other
committees.
and fair practice.
The broadcasters heard Mr.
Porter at a dinner meeting at the
Brown Hotel following a business VIDEO COMPETITION
meeting in the morning at WAVE FAVORED BY PORTER
and another day at the race track, PAUL PORTER last week went
at which they sought to recoup on record as favoring wide open
their fortunes.
competition between black and
Mr. Porter was made first hon- white television in the low freorary member of the Kentucky
quencies, and color television in
Broadcasters Assn., and Leonard high frequencies. In addressing the
Asch, who received a tribute from Radio Council of Greater Cleveland, he said he felt black and
Mr. Porter as a pioneer in fre- white television
was ready and that
quency modulation, was given a
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hi vote of thanks
for having brought high frequency television was in
the story of FM to the Kentuckians the experimental stage.
"Can't you do anything about his reed slap, Bert!"
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Entire Nation Pays Tribute to Radio
stations have done to facilitate
manager of WestArmy Hour Will Present winning of a worldwide war; ex- Gill, advertising
inghouse Radio Stations Inc.
Tentative plans were drawn up
press appreciation for the tech'Thank You' To
niques itborrowed to promote prop- for a nationwide broadcast of cereIndustry
aganda operations and troop enmonies at which the statuette will
IN A THOUSAND communities
tertainment abroad; show how netformally presented by RMA to
work and station correspondents beNAB,
all over the nation tribute will be
with Justin Miller, NAB
paid to the public service record of covered the war; pay tribute to president,
the statuette
companies that car- on behalf ofaccepting
the industry.
broadcasting during National Ra- communication
ried heavy traffic loads.
dio Week, Nov. 4-10, climaxing the
Attending the RMA committee
Pickups will be made from Eu- meeting
were John S. Garceau,
year-long
observation
radio's
25th anniversary.
And inofcountless
rope and the
Pacific.
One
will
demFarnsworth
Television & Radio
onstrate how troop entertainment Corp., chairman
thousands of broadcasts — network
of committee;
and local — the industry will tell stations operate. Psychological war- Stanley Manson, Stromberg-Carlthe public its own story of the tion. fare will be shown in actual opera- son Co.; S. D. Mahan, Crosley
quarter-century.
Corp.; Douglas Elgin, Galvin Mfg.
Participation
Participating in the week-long
Corp.; GeorgesCorp.;
Faurie,
turers Assn., asof Radio
sponsorManufacof the house
ceremonies will be high Government
L. E.WestingPettit,
officials, including possibly the Radio Week plan, was mapped out GeneralElectric
Electric
Co.;
Julius
Haber,
President and Congress, military Thursday at a meeting of the RMA RCA Victor Division; John Gellileaders, educators, civic spokesmen Advertising Committee held at the gan, Philco Corp.; Bond Geddes,
and other local representatives. Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc. RMA executive v-p and general
They will participate in dinners, offices in Philadelphia. RMA will manager; Theodore R. Sills a,nd E.
the NAB a silver stat- N. Moore, publicity counsel.
luncheons, advertising club meet- donateuettetosymbolic
of 25 years of radio.
ings and similar ceremonies..
Egolf Questionnaire
Receiving set dealers and manuSponsoring
the week's celebration is Radio Manufacturers
Assn.
facturers already have been briefed
Willard D. Egolf, NAB dir.ector
on
their
part
in
the
celebration
and
which is perfecting plans for par- store windows around the country of public relations, who has diticipation of electronic manufacrected theWeek
NAB's project,
participation
other suitthe Radio
last weekin
able material.banners
Local and
luncheons
will sent
tors. turers and thousands of distribu- will display
a
questionnaire
to
public
Army recognition will come Nov. be held at which station, civic, re- relations officers of the armed
tailer, educational and other services as well as U. S., civic
4 during the Army Hour on NBC,
3:30-4 p. m. The program will groups will participate. Stations and social service organizations
have been preparing special radio throughout the nation.
take
the form of aAccepting
"thank you"
to broadcasting.
the week programs and promotion.
the questionnaire he pointed
Members of the RMA committee outInthat
Army's
will who
be Justin
Milsome 900 stations will be
ler, NABtribute
president,
will speak
decided
to
lend
their
personal
efputting
special announcements
during the broadcast.
forts as sales managers of manu- during theon week
and suggested that
facturing concerns to augment the these announcements
To depict
radio's
war
achievecould be tied
ments, the Army Hour will show projects already under way, work- into history and activities
of the
what broadcasting networks and
ing under direction of W. B. Mc- organizations. They were asked
to
provide the information by Oct.
31 tocialpermit
preparation
of
speannouncements incorporating
the historic material received.
These announcements would take
Joske Adds 16 Quarter-Hours
the form of salutes to the organizations.
To Heavy Broadcast Lineup
Questions call for anniversary
SIXTEEN more quarter-hours per New programs start immediately. data, service rendered to organiweek, on a 52-week basis, have
The store has been using over
zation by radio, greatest aid renbeen ordered by Joske Department 30 quarter-hours per week as well
dered at any time by radio, sugStore, large San Antonio retailer as five five-minute periods and an- salutes. gested material to be used in
now conducting a one-year clinical nouncements.
test of radio advertising in coTranscribed programs honoring
Though Joske officials refuse to
operation with the NAB and the comment
would be carried on the Paon results of the clinic radio cific
five San Antonio broadcast sta- after
Ocean Network of Armed
nine
months,
it
is
understood
tions.
Forces
Radio Services under a plan
the
test
is
progressing
satisfacThe Joske action was taken on
proposed
to the NAB by Edward
12-month Truman, chief
recommendation of the clinical test Dec.torily.31At thea end
clerk for AFRS at
seriesof the
of statistical
committee, headed by Lewis H. studies will show
Honolulu
headquarters.
offered
actual results, to forward to networkHe stations
Avery, who recently retired as
NAB Director of Broadcast Ad- providing
a
clear
picture
of
radio's
providing entertainment for troops
vertising to enter the representa- efficacy as a medium for retailers. any transcribed programs sent by
of nine-month results will stations. He is production mantive field, and Lt. Col. Frank E. be Study
started Nov. 1 by a nationally
Pellegrin (retired), new director known
ager of Cowles stations on milifirm. Another
tary leave.
and
Avery'sanpredecessor.
The study willauditing
be made in January for
two Mr.
conducted
inspection tour
Plaques
a silver replica
at the store Oct. 12-20 to observe the last quarter and for the en- of the Radiocarrying
Week statuette were
results of the test after nine
tire year. From these studies de- sent to all stations
week by
tailed reports will be drafted on RMA. They are in last
months of operation.
the form of
New broadcasts, designed to aspects of the clinical test.
framed
certificates
for
display
at
iround out the extensive Joske
A large fund of information on
radio promotion, include a Monday- the use of radio by retailers will stations and at special ceremonies.
Legend on the plaques reads:
Friday 8:30-45 a. m. musical strip come out of the year's operation.
types
of with
ren- "Presented through the NAB in
with m. c; Monday-Saturday Resultsditionofwill bedifferent
available,
along
11:45-12 noon musical strip; Sun- conclusions on effective time of day, broadcasting's 25th anniversary
day musical program 2-2:30 p. m.;
year .... by the Radio Manufacturers Association in recogniMonday, Wednesday, Friday musi- type of audience, power of sales
cal quarter-hour 7:15-7:30 a. m. and institutional copy, etc.
tion of this station's public service
BROADCASTING
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SYMBOLIC of 25 years of radio
is this statuette, to be presented to
the NAB by the Radio Manufacturers Assn. It is made of silvercoated clay, mounted on base of
noble wood and carrying this inscription: "Presented tostations
the NABof
and the broadcasting
America by the RMA in recognition of a quarter-century of public
service by the broadcasters and
their contributions to world peace
and harmony."
and its contribution to world peace
andNetworks
harmony,were1945."
just getting under way at the weekend on plans
for inclusion of Radio Week themes
inprogram
programs.
will NBC's
present Fred
each Waring
day of
the week a five-year segment of
broadcast history. The Ed East program will deal extensively with
the theme.
Mutual will put on a broadcast
from the Capitol steps Nov. 6,
4:30-5 p.m., presenting the massed
Army rineAirBands,Forces,
Navy andin Ma320 musicians
all.
Speaker Sam Rayburn, President
pro tern Kenneth McKellar will
speak.shareThein leading
three band
directors
will
the musicians.
Progress of service bands in the
last 25 years will be traced, showing how early radio performances
compare graved
withinvitations
thosehave
of 1945.
Enbeen sent
all members
of
the
House
and
Senate. Each band will salute another
service. The program will include a
four-minute pickup of the Army
Band from Des Moines.
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ing
Market
Data
Farm
Drive From
s Bond
Begin
"
C
h rnni on
harm
ICensus
.fiisns
ram
Sunday* Prog
Results
to
be
Ready
Soon;
Thanksgiving;
NBC
Dec.
8,
final
half-billion dollars. Itinerary folVinson Gives 3-Minute day of the drive.
lows: Oct. 29, Wichita; Oct. 31, Will Aid Time Buyers
Special Navy Day broadcast was Des Moines; Nov. 3, Omaha; Nov. AN ENCYCLOPEDIA of facts
Talk Climaxing All
made Oct. 27 by CBS, bringing 6, Salt Lake City; Nov. 7, Reno; about
Broadcasts
the nation's
agriculture,
soon
top film stars from Hollywood Nov. 19, Detroit; Nov. 20, Flint; to include
the number
of farms
RADIO "kickoff" program Sunday along with a 1,000-voice massed Nov. 21, Milwaukee; Nov. 24, Chi- having a radio receiver in the farm
night formally launched the Treas- choir. Program originated from
cago; Nov. 26, Tulsa; Nov. 27, operator's dwelling, is pouring out
the Census Bureau, county by
Los Angeles Coliseum midnight-1 Dallas; Dec. 3, Spokane; Dec. 4, of
ury's Victory Loan
Drive,on with
four networks
putting
specialall a.m. (EST). On Oct. 28 the CBS Seattle; Dec. 5, Portland.
county, according to Director J. C.
broadcasts. Individual stations did We the People honored the Navy
Maryvocalists,
Small have
and Connee
Bos- Capt.
not have kickoff broadcasts. Net- with a Victory Bond show from well,
Set ownership data will start to
offered their
work programs, 7:30-8 p.m., wound the USS Missouri, 10:30-11 p.m., services to sing bond songs written appear in mid-November and will
up with a three-minute talk on (EST). Included were Vice Adm% for the drive and are on call for show set ownership by counties,
all hookups by Treasury Secre- Frederick C. Sherman, Com- guest appearances on sustaining the flow of county data continuing
tary Fred M. Vinson.
mander First Carrier Task Force,
programs. The former into the spring when final totals
Standing solidly behind the Pacific Fleet, and the Jungaleers network
will sing "Let's Buy an Extra Bond will be available. State totals will
15-piece
Negro
band
from
the
299th
Treasury's
radio
section,
War
for
Good
Luck," written by Vic
Finance Division, broadcasters
Ground Forces.
Mizzy, her husband. Miss Boswell IMPORTANT market facts for adhave lined up an array of programs Army
Ralph
Edwards,
m.c.of
the
NBC
vertisers and media will come out
sing Slawson
"Say ItandWith
and promotion stunts to continue Truth or Consequences, sponsored willDana
JohnBonds,"
Klein.
Census Bureau's farm census,
through the campaign until Dec. 8, by Procter & Gamble Co., will make by
They have recorded the songs for of
started
last
January but just bewindup day [Broadcast, Oct. 8, 15, another series of appearances for the transcribed Music for Millions
gin ing to come out of the tabu22].
the bond drive. By selling another series, carried by 840 stations.
lating
machines.
Soon Bureau will
NBC's kickoff featured Fred
Another
bond song,
"Buy85)a Bond have first figures on farm radio
of Ed-a
(Continued
on page
Waring and company, augmented $100,000,000,
wards and histotal
cast sales
will reach
sets.
Final
totals
are due by late
with special talent. Waring acted
as m. c, with chorus, soloists and
spring,ties as fast
with asdataassembled.
released by counorchestra offering a musical broadcast. The program replaced the WDGY, First U. S. Independent
be compiled as soon as figures for
Fitch
'
all counties in a state have been
CBSBandwagon.
featured Jimmy
Stewart
in a program titled For Services Outlet, Is Sold for $300,000 compiled.
set ownership figures will
Rendered, with pickups in this
The WDGY action is believed be Radio
the first such data from the
country and abroad. Included were WDGY Minneapolis, pioneer U. S. to be fers.
the first undertaken under the Census
interviews with a veteran in a independent station formerly operatBureau
since the 1940 dethe late Dr. G. W. Young, has proposal, although transactions incennial census. They will show the
West Coast hospital, a GI prepar- beened bysold
by his widow to Charles
volving WHDH Boston [Broad- number of farms with radio as
ing to leave an English port for the
F. Stuart and his
casting, Oct. 1] and WFIL Phila- of Jan. 1, 1945.
U. S., and a discharged veteran
delphia [Broadcasting, Oct. 1]
the broadcasting industry
attending college under the GI Bill
,
s
rt
me
ua
r
fo
St
Ja
may
be
advertised,
it has been indi- Mr.To Capt
of Rights.
attributes much of the
.
cated
by
parties
to
the
transfers.
00
,0
e
00
u■ $3 arts owThn KFStOR
credit for the bureau's success in
Aherne on Mutual
WDGY,
if
purchased
by
the
Stuconducting
only census ever
arts, will be operated under the taken in timetheof war.
Lincoln an,d KOICaLpt.
Despite labor
Mutual with
featured
Let's Goas
.
r
a
h
general
management
of
Gordon
e
a
m
O
Visiting,
BrianitsAherne
h
difficulties
and
unusually severe
t
in a similar capac- weather, the enumeration has been
abro The Minneapo- Gray,ity forwhotheactsStuarts
m. c. In a variety presentation
in their NeMargo, actress, did a dramatic
handled.
lisingoutlet,
operat-kc
braska broadcasting enterprises. efficiently
on 1130
scene with Paul Savage, wounded
"Broadcasters performed yeoManager
of
WDGY
will
with
5000
w
local
naval enlistee. Morton Downey, vo- Mr. Whiting sunset, 500 w Whiting, who was promotedbe toLeethatL.
man service in preparing the nation's farmers for the arrival of
calist, participated ae did Maj.
nieht power, was post from commercial manager enumerators,"
Mr. Capt said.
Glenn Miller's Air Forces orchesupon the death of Dr. Young.
to
Dr.
Young's
widow,
Mae
tra. This episode took place at St. assigned
"They
gave liberally
of their time
was founded orieinally and facilities
C. Young, July 30. Dr. Young died by WDGY
before
the
Albans Naval Hospital, Jamaica, April
Dr.
Young
in
1923
as
KFTM
27 after a lingering illness. under the third federal license actual enumeration. andAs during
a result
Long Island, switching to Birming- Application
for
FCC
approval
of
ham General Hospital, Van Nuys, the transfer from Mrs. Young to granted. The nation's first inde- farmers were in a receptive mood
arrived and willCal., where Jack Bailey, m. c. of the
Stuart brothers was to be filed
pendent outlet, it remains unaffili- when enumerators
ingly answered the more than 100
ated today.
Queen
for
a
Day,
picked
a
"king"
this
week.
from a group of wounded veterans.
Application for transfer is in the questions
With the filing, Segal, Smith &
on the some
forms."6% million
In contacting
Producer was Capt. Robert Jen- Hennessey,
Twin City Broadcast- farms
attorneys for the pur- name ingofCo.,theowned
onlywhereone
case
was encounnings, Army Air Forces, assigned
entirely by the
tered
an
interviewee
c
h
a
s
e
r
s
,
w
i
l
signify
to
the
Comto Mutual by the Treasury, with
Stuarts. Charles Stuart, the elder refused to provide the requestedflatly
mission the buyer's
intention
to
inscript by Private Larry Menkin. proceed according
is president and has been
to the proposals brother,
American broadcast a documen- forwarded by the FCC
formation, although follow-up
conexecutive director of the Nebraska
in
the
Crostacts
were
necessary
in
some
cases.
tary dramatic program built
during the war service of
decision [BROADCASTING, station
Actual contacting of farms was
around the Liberty theme with the ley-Avco
his brother, James. The latter, a started
and is almost
Sept. 10]. By this proposed pro- captain
Statue
of
Liberty
acting
as
narin the Army of the United complete.lastWayJanuary
c
e
d
u
r
e
,
t
h
e
purchaser
must
adverthe census was
rator.
tise for a period of 60 days, in a States (infantry) who saw service paved by advancefortraining
Each network has a special Bond newspaper in the area of the sta- in the ETO, was discharged last managers and supervisors ofofState
disThey acquired the Nebraska
Day planned. First is American's,
trict offices. These in turn, aided
location, the terms of the week.
scheduled for today (Oct. 29). proposedtion'spurchase,
the price and stations in April, 1944 for $350,000
county
agents
and
broadcast
Each program during the day, the date of contract. This will per- when the outlets were placed on by
stations, explained the purpose of
commercial and sustaining, was to
mit other applicants for the facility the market by the Sidles Co. and census, type of data sought, and
mention Victory Bonds and the to file on the same terms and be the Lincoln newspapers, the Jour- told
enumerators and farmers how
nal and Star, in accordance with to cooperate in the task.
drive. Many programs were to considered on an equal basis with
the FCC duopoly rule.
have Victory Loan angles written the original contractor.
officialsthesought
The Stuart brothers formerly aidCensus
into the script, including BreakAlthough this procedure, as set
in reaching
publicOWI's
with
fast Club, My True Story, Break- forth in the Crosley-Avco decision, had been associated with the Sidles census messages through the radio
fast in Hollywood, Glamor Manor, has not been adopted formally, in a Co. This concern was organized by packet program but OWI was unEthel & Albert, Jack Berch Show. Public Notice on Oct. 3 the FCC H. E. Sidles who, in partnership
able to help because it was confined
recommended that it be pursued with the brothers' father, Charles to war activities. OWI did not inMutual's
day
will
be
Nov.
11,
(Continued -on page 86)
Armistice Day; CBS, Nov. 22, voluntarily by applicants in trans- Stuart, bought KFOR in 1933.
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Shot

in

That's what a lot of products are going to need in
the days ahead. A stiff shot, too.
Competition is going to bear down with new products,
new labeling, new package design. And the fight for
business will be bitter.

the

arm

you haven't gotten around to looking over the independents.
Here are the facts on W-I-T-H: W-I-T-H delivers
more listeners-per-dollar-spent than any other station
in town.
That's all.

It's time now to figure out ways to reach more people
to tell your story to.
If you're interested in radio in Baltimore — the
country's 6th largest city — we'd like to tell you about
one station in this five-station town.
Most time buyers know about W-I-T-H — but maybe
BROADCASTING
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WITH
Baltimore, Md.
Tom Tinsley, President « Represented Nationally by Headley-Reed
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NAB

Group

Wants

Operator

ROUND THE TABLE gathered members of the Small
Market Stations Committee who met Thursday and
Friday in Washington. At meeting (1 to r) are:
Barry RumnR NAB; Paul F. Peter, BMB; Monroe B.
England, WBRK ; Frank E. Pellegrin, NAB ; Marshall
MANAGERS of small market stations (under 5 kw and located in
communities under 50,000 population) want the FCC to continue
in operation its rule 91C under
which stations have been permitted to use restricted technical personnel during the war.
Members of the NAB Small Market Stations Committee, meeting
at the Statler Hotel, Washington,
Oct. 25-26, in general expressed
approval of the use of restricted
operators on their stations. The
meeting was under chairmanship
of Marshall Pengra, KRNR.
A survey was conducted at the
suggestion of FCC officials, who
participated in the Committee's
Friday luncheon meeting. Representing FCC were George P. Adair,
chief engineer, and Dallas W.
Smythe, head of the economics division. In addition the Committee
had met earlier in the week with
FCC Chairman Paul A. Porter.
Also contained in the survey, it
was pointed out, were job opportunities available in the industry.
With stations committed to provide jobs for many returning war
veterans, these opportunities are
not too numerous.
Actually 91C was a lifesaver for
many stations during the war, it
was stated, since they otherwise
could not have obtained sufficient
technical personnel. In small stations the turnover in technicians is
heavy even in ordinary times and
use of restricted operators and
combination personnel is necessary,
many stations believe.
Paul A. Peter, executive secretary of BMB, reported on progress
of the audience audit program and
said that 60% of small stations are
BMB members. He reviewed results of BMB activities and reported on BMB's call for bids on
the actual survey operation (see
story page 92).
Besides two meetings, a luncheon
session and a dinner Thursday, the
committee held meetings Friday
along with the luncheon at which
FCC was represented. At the
Thursday luncheon NAB President
Justin Miller and Executive VicePage 20 • October 29, 1945

War

Rule

Pengra, KRNR. chairman; Robert T. Mason, WMRN
Ohio; Wayne W. Cribb, KHMO, Mo.; Glenn Marshall
Jr., WFOY; James R. Curtis, KFRO; Howard S.
Frazier, NAB. Not in photo, William C. Grove, KFBC.

president A. D. Willard Jr. were
guests.
Arthur E. Stringer, NAB Director of Circulation, reported Friday
on the NAB's campaign to stimulate news coverage and expand personnel and news facilities. He explained operation of the TreasuryWar Advertising Council project.
Other topics on the agenda were
agency discounts, limiting commercialtion copy,
procedurepossible
in NABchange
elecof directors,
in the Committee's
channel
problems. name, and clear-

Attending the meeting were
Messrs. Pengra; Wayne W. Cribb,
KHMO Hannibal, Mo.; James R.
Curtis, KFRO Longview, Tex.;
Monroe B. England, WBRK Pittsfield, Mass.; William C. Grove,
KFBC Cheyenne; Robert T. Mason, WMRN Marion, O.; Glenn
Marshall Jr., WFOY St. Augustine; Howard
Frazier,
EngineeringS.Director;
Barry NAB
Rumple,
NAB Research Director; Paul A.
Peter, BMB executive secretary;
Frank E. Pellegrin, NAB Broadcast
Advertising Director; Mr. Stringer.

AFM DEMANDS ENTER
STATION-UNION DEAL
AFM's stand on music used simultaneously on AM and FM was reported last week to have entered
into contract negotiations between
WAPO Chattanooga and its local
musicians' union.
The station, which disclosed a
week before that it had reached an
agreement with the union although
the contract had not been signed
[Broadcasting, Oct. 22], was said
to be seeking a clause protecting
itthatagainst
AFM's crews
latest bedemands
duplicate
hired
whenever musicians play for both
AM and FM at the same time.
WAPOmentaloperates
station. an FM experiMeanwhile a spokesman for
WRBL Columbus, Ga., and WGPC
Albany, Ga., which also had been
nearingcians' agreement
with atomusilocal said agreement
sign
a contract remained the only definitements development
to talk termsbuthadthatbeenappointmade.
Both bersstations
owned by family
memof the J. are
W. Woodruff
and neither has had a contract
with AFM heretofore. Union reportedly isasking for employment
of one musician.
WAPO WRBL and WGPC were
cited by AFM in pulling musicians
off network shows earlier this
month [Broadcasting, Oct. 8, 15].

FCC
Approves
Stratovision
Tests
OFFICIAL approval for testing A fifth transmitter would be placed
programs
from
one plane to
the ground for relaying signals
the feasibility of Stratovision was toon the
another. The plan provides for
moving plane.
blanketing the country through
given last week by the FCC.
The Commission declared that
the use of a network composed
Applications of Westinghouse
appropriate frequencies to be
Radio Stations Inc. for five devel- the
of 14 of the "flying transmitfor the tests will be assigned
opmental stations to try out its used
ters"courses
operating over
prescribed
its
chief
engineer
from
time
to
circle
at designated
plan for airborne relays for FM by
and television broadcasting were time. Authorization to use 5 kw
points. layedPrograms
be re-by
was given.
from plane would
to plane
granted by the Commission. An- power
developmental program to
ultra
high
frequencies.
nouncing its action, the Commis- be The
5. Determination of best
initiated by Westinghouse consion stated that according to the
templates exploration into many
methods of transmission from
applicant
the tosystem
enable unknown fields
which Stratovision
one station
serve"will
extremely
ground to moving plane. StraThis includes:
tovision would employ lowlarge tionsareas,
or thatintoseveral
sta- encompasses.
1. Determination of the area
can be made
a network
powered ground transmitters
served by transmission from a
to
carry
programs to the
renderingsimiletelevision,
FM
and
facbroadcast services to the
30,000 ft. height. This will shed
planes
and in was
turn discovered
to listeners. by
Stratovision
light
on
the
chief
advantage
entire United States."
claimed for the system: the
Charles
E.
Nobles,
a 27-year-old
Flying Transmitters.
highersion thethegreater
point the
of transmisradar expert employed by Westcoverage.
inghouse,
who
estimates
that a
Asing first
reported
in Broadcast2. Effects of transmission
Aug. 6 and
formally
announced
single flying station at 30,000 ft.
can provide coverage to a radius of
Aug. 9 by Westinghouse and the
from moving planes on ground
211 miles with only 1 kw power.
Glenn L. Martin Co., the program
reception of signals, especially
Plane's engines supply the power.
television images. Westingembraces the use of "flying transhouse claims that distortion
The system requires only onemit ers" at an elevation of 30,000
fiftieth
the power
to cover bya a211-50
ft. which would act as relay staand
"ghosting"
would
be
drasmile
radius
as is required
tions for television and FM protically reduced by Stratovision
kw transmitter on the ground to
grams originating from ground
broadcasts.
cover a 100-mile radius, according
studios. It would make coast-to3. Effectiveness of antenna
to Walter Evans, Westinghouse
coast broadcasting of these services
designs and other compact
vice-president in charge of radio.
possible
less their
cost development,
than otherequipment installed in planes.
He regards it as solution to the
wise and athasten
Under
the
proposed
system,
in the belief of its sponsors.
problemvisionofto thebringing
and telethere
would
be
several
transsmall FMcommunities.
As proposed in its applications,
mit ers in the same airplane
Planes
to
be
used
for
StratoviWestinghouse will install four
and each would serve as a sepsion would be built by the Martin
transmitters in an airplane, two
Co. and would be designed to stay
arate
station,
giving
the
listener a choice of programs.
for FM, one for television, and one
aloft at the high elevation for
4. Feasibility of relaying
nearly 11 hours on one fueling.
for relaying tests to another plane.
BROADCASTING
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CO-ORDINATION
Co-ordination of four powerful selling factors
has created for The Oklahoma Publishing Company the Southwest's greatest merchandising
punch. To the 26-county Oklahoma City market
coverage of The Oklahoman and Times have been
added the Oklahoma-North Texas blanketing of
The Farmer-Stockman, Oklahoma's biggest retail
sales sector domination of WKY . . . PLUS Mistletoe's direct and speedy delivery service. Any one
of these can be used to effectively boost sales
charts upward. All four do the job completely,
swiftly and profitably.

*

MISTLETOE

EXPRESS

*

1. When election night rolls around, WKY moves its microphone
into the newsroom of The Oklahoman and Times where the
state's most complete election return machinery becomes
available to the state's most listened-to station.
2. The Farmer-Stockman, with thirty-four years of farm progress
to show for its efforts, has proved an important part of the
year-old Farm Department of WKY. Farmer-Stockman editors
play a leading role in on-the-farm broadcasts.
3. Edyth T. Wallace, staff writer on child care and counsel to
parents for The Oklahoman and Times, whose syndicated
column "Points for Parents" is read by millions, is a favorite
among Southwestern farm readers through a regular department inThe Farmer-Stockman.
4. Though overshadowed by an immense annual tonnage of
commercial
business,
Mistletoe
Express'sovervolume
of newspaper shipments
to agents
and dealers
the state
runs
more than 16,000,000 pounds a year. Through Mistletoe,
bulldog
and
pre-dated
editions
of
The
Oklahoman
and
Times
are unnecessary.

*

FARMER-STOCKMAN

.7/,, OKLAHOMA
PUBLISHING
COMPANY
THE DAILY OKLAHOMAN * OKLAHOMA CITY TIMES
THE FARMER-STOCKMAN * MISTLETOE EXPRESS
WKY. OKLAHOMA CITY * KVOR, COLORADO SPRINGS
KLZ, DENVER. (Under Affiliated Management)
REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY

★

A name of International importance
Radio's most significant voice
TRANSCRIBED FOR LOCAL PRESTIGE ADVERTISERS

WJW
THE

ENTERPRISES,

INC.

HONORABLE

SUMNER

WELLES

Former Under Secretary of State
Writer of "THE TIME FOR DECISION"
TRACING THE TRENDS OF THE PEACE
Write for brochure, rates and audition record . .
WJW
ENTERPRISES,
INC.
WJW BUILDING
• CLEVELAND, OHIO
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Wisconsin Requests
Two FM Stations
State Plans 7-Unit FM Network
for Educational Programs
EMBARKING on a comprehensive
state FM educational network plan,
the State of Wisconsin filed license
applications
withunits
the ofFCCa proposed
Oct. 18
for the first two
system of seven FM stations.
Applications
call theforMilwaukee
a 10-kw
transmitter
to serve
and eastern lake shore area and a
3-kw station on the Wisconsin U.
campus at Madison. Additional
units are planned to provide day
and night coverage throughout the
state.
H. torB.of the
McCarty,
direcState executive
Radio Council
which filed the applications in behalf of the state, said "all stations
will operate non-commercially in
the presentation of educational,
public
servicehasprograms."
Wisconsin
more than a quarter-century ofexperience in broadcasting, having operated WHA
Madison at the University since
1919 and WLBL Stevens Point, an
agricultural service outlet, since
1922. The State Radio Council
which filed the FM applications
was established
by and
the authorized
1945 Wisconsin Legislature
to coordinate the state's educational
intereststional inFM system.
developing an educaLegislature appropriated funds
for the first two proposed FM
units. WHA, identified as "the oldestner ofstation
in the nation"
win24 national
program andawards
and citations, is expected to provide a large share of the program
service for the FM network, with
features by other agencies and institutions throughout the state.

ON THE LAKE with the longest
name in the world, at Webster,
Mass., "Pete" Schloss, left, of
American Broadcasting Co. station
relations,
and "Al"
Kleindienst,
owner of WORC
Worcester,
Mass.,
enjoy
a
few
leisure
hours.
The
Chargoggagoggmanchauggago lake:
ggc
haubunagungamaugg.

CBS Wins Plaque
CBS was awarded the "Showmanship Plaque"Assn.
of the
Mail
Advertising
at theDirect
organization's one-day clinic held. Oct. 19,
at the Roosevelt Hotel, New York.
Plaque cited
"the most
effective
use ofCBSgoodforshowmanship
in a direct
mailwerecampaign."
Individual awards
made for promotion
pieces
of
the
Columbia
Pacific Network and CBS stations
WTOP WABC WBBM WCCO
WEE! and WBT, with WTOP
winning two awards. Mutual and
NBC were among the 56 winners
of theers" national
contest. "direct mail lead-

PAPER S FORUM WILL
BE CARRIED BY NETS
NBC will broadcast the opening
half
p.m. forum
of the today
New
York hour
Herald8:30-9
Tribune
(Oct. 29). This includes the keynote speech of the forum, "Responsibility of Victory," by General
George C. Marshall.
American will carry the next
half hour,
9-9:30 a p.m.,
ican will carry
speechandbyAmerGen.
Jonathan Wainwright at 9:30-9:45
p.m.
Mutualwithwillthecarry
the speech
10:3011 period
closing
for the day by Capt. Harold E.
Stassen,
USNR, former Governor
of
Minnesota.
On sionTuesday,
the afternoon
seswill be devoted
to the USSR,
and American will carry the 2:303 period, with CBS going on the
air from 3:30-4 and 4:45-5 p.m.
The evening session Tuesday
opens with a quarter-hour spot by
American at 8-8:30 p.m. Mutual
will take the 9:30-10:30 p.m. and
period — closing speech will be
broadcast by CBS, 10:45-11 p.m.
Broadcasts from the final session of the forum Oct. 31, start
with Mutual
Secretary of War8-8:30
Robertp.m.,P. when
Patterson
and Bill Mauldin, cartoonist and
author of Up Front, will speak.
American will carry the 9-9:30
spot with addresses by Lewis B.
Schwellenbach and James F.
Byrnes. Closing half hour will be
on CBS, 10-10:30 p.m.
WHOM New York on Tuesday,
will carry
talks of groups:
special ap-by
peal to two twonationality
Maj. Gen. Ilia M. Savaev, Russian
military attache to the U. S., 4-4:30
p.m., and
Valiani,
Italia
Libera,Leo 8:45-9
p.m. editor of

Correction
IN LISTING standard applications filed with FCC in Oct. 15
issue of Broadcasting, page 87,
station requested by Omar G. Hilton and Greeley N. Hilton d/b
Davidson County Broadcasting Co.
was erroneously reported ' as for
Lexington, Ky. Request is for Lexington, N. C.
BROADC

Filterettes Campaign
TOBE DEUTSCHMANN Corp.,
Canton, Mass., manufacturers of
filterettes, condensers, and other
technical appliances, has started a
magazine advertising campaign to
familiarize public with filterettes
for electrical appliances, which are
designed to cut onout radio
man-made
static
interference
receivers.
,STING • Broadcast Advertising
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To millions of people in the rich Missouri Valley-Great Plains area,
"Radio Omaha" means "Radio WOW".
From Sioux Falls to St. Joe — from the cornlands of Central Iowa to the
cattle country of Western Nebraska — radio listeners have acquired the
"WOW habit" over a period of 22 years. Why? Because, with 5000 watts
power behind 590 kilocycles, WOW delivers clear, easy-to-listen-to radio
programs over an immense area — within 200 miles of Omaha. And because
listeners consistently hear the best radio programs on WOW.

RADIO

STATION

Since 1927, WOW has given its listeners NBC programs— the
best available anywhere. In addition, WOW has always excel ed in its newscasts, and its frequent timely special events.
So thafs why "Radio Omaha" means "Radio WOW" . . .
that's why millions have the "WOW habit".
As every experienced Time-Buyer knows, it's "listener
habits" that determine the advertising value of radio media.
That's why WOW has been the Number One Radio Advertising Medium in its area for many years — and STILL IS.
BROADCASTING

wow.
OMAHA, NEBRASKA
590 KC • NBC • 5000 WATTS
Owner and Operator of

AT NORTH PLATTE
Y
KOP
JOHN J. GlllIN, JR., PRES. ft GENl. MGR.
JOHN BLAIR a CO., REPRESENTATIVES

• Broadcast Advertising
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Holiday
BRITISH TELEVISION
PLANS ITS SPOTLIGHT
DEVELOPMENTS important to
the future of television broadcasting in Great Britain took the spotHousethisofmonth.
Parliament
resumedlight as the
sessions
A cabinet minister, Herbert
Morrison, Lord President of the
Council, told Commons that the
Atlee government has given general approval to recommendations
of the Lord Hankey Commission,
which turehasof British
been examining
futelevision theplans.
Mr. Morrison said the government
has already started necessary
action to have the Hankey Comeffect. mission recommendations put into
In the House of Lords, the Earl
of Listowel, Postmaster General,
speaking forformation, sthe
Inaid the Ministry
governmentof not
only had approved the Hankey report generally but felt no anxiety
about the capacity of British manufacturers toproduce receiving sets.
Meanwhile, BBC issued a press
release reporting that plans are
under
way service
to startfrom
high-definition
television
Alexandra
Palace, one of the highest points
in the London district, next Spring.
Tests are ofnow
being made.
extension
the television
service"Theto
the provinces will be pressed on
as
and material allow,"
the personnel
release declared.
Several bombs hit in the vicinity
of Alexandra Palace during the
war but the pre-war BBC television transmitting equipment was
undamaged. It has been used for
war purposes, however, and some
reconversion will be necessary.
Another problem is the shortage
of technicians and engineers. Applications have been made for release of some of these men from
armed service and one BBC official said senior engineering staff
members would be named soon.
When war came, BBC was operating what it claimed was the
world's visionfirst
teleservice,high-definition
received by more
than 20,000 sets. There has been
no public television broadcast since
1939. Resumption will be in three
steps: a series of research tests;;
tests for the television industry,,
using still patterns only, and casting of television programs for the

IF IT'S A FORT INDUSTRY STATION
YOU CAN BANK ON IT!
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ON SIXTH
' anniversary
KFAR
Fairbanks,
Alaska,of
58 local
sponsors
acknowledged event by taking over
entire
station program
for the operation
day. News,of
musical programs,
spotother
announcements and all
features were presented by
sponsors while station staff
sat on the sidelines. Recordings of individual portions
later tivewere
firms. presented respecFAB WILL
OBSERVE9
STATE
LEGISLATURE
DECISION to send representatives
to the next Florida Legislature to
observe proceedings and work
for better understanding between
broadcasters and legislators was
reached at the annual meeting of
the Florida Assn. of Broadcasters,
held at Orlando Oct. 20-21.
FAB also adopted a resolution
asking Florida Congressmen to
support
ous time uniform
zones andtime
askingin the
the variLegi
s
l
a
t
u
r
e
t
o
cooperate
in
observance
of uniform time in Florida.
The Association voted to divide
Florida into a number of FAB districts corresponding to the number
of weeks in the next session of the
Legislature. Each district will elect
a representative to spend a week
observing legislative activities, reporting to FAB on developments
of interest to broadcasters, and improving relations between the radio
industry and members of the Legislature.
James M. LeGate, general manager of WIOD Miami, presided
over the annual meeting. Guest
speakers were Harold Colee, executiveChamber
vice-presidentof ofCommerce;
the Florida State
J. Leonard Reinsch, director of the
Cox Stations and radio advisor to
President Truman, and Helen Corassistant director
of advertnelius,
ising of National
Broadcasters.
WDBO Association
and WLOF,of
Orlando stations, were hosts at
dinner and cocktail parties. Next
annual
cola. meeting will be at Pensa-

public.
Morris Claim Rapped
"MUDDLED thinking" lies behind
the efforts of prohibition interests
"to force CBS to sell radio time"
to Sam Morris, of the Anti-Saloon
League, according to the quarterly
publication
Repeal Review,
published in Washington
by Repeal
Associates Inc. Editor of the publication is C. L. Chapin. In an
article titled "Dry Broadcasts" the
publication
refersto torefuse
Morris'renewal
petition to the FCC
"I jest got discharged from the
of the license of KRLD Dallas be- Army, Pappy — WFDF Flint says
cause it "refuses to sell time to'
ye gotta gimme my old job back."
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
Morris."
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A PARADE

Hits

iMS TRANSCRIBED FDR LOCAL SPONSORSHIP

Making

Transcription

Histo

AMERICA'S FAVORITE
HUSBAND AND WIFE!

RADIO'S

HILARIOUS

COMEDY

OF

DOMESTIC

Year after year voted among radio's top comedy
teams, EASY ACES is one of radio's great comedy
shows. Says Fred Allen, "Goodie Ace is America's
greatest wit". Says Frank Fay, "Jane Ace is the best
comedienne in the land". Everybody knows them.
Everybody loves them. Now for the first time available
to local and regional sponsors in a series of transcribed
quarter hours.

LIFE

ne

sere 1 1

comov,

,

™V be'°ng toV"
*he" * comes to the wT
K
"*

'•
bu' NOT

bee, bread ^ar", '°° ^ 21V
tor
^°"ers. Write for j0,°P°r,™"> "ores, dry

AMERICA'S

FAVORITE

TENOR

With
Fresh from his triumphs on the stage in "One
"ouch of Venus" with Mary Martin ... in the
^GM picture "The Harvey Girls" with Judy
arland ... on his own sponsored network
>w . . . Kenny Baker lends his charming perality and elegant tenor voice to this brilliant
series of quarter hour shows. Hear Kenny

BUDDY COLE
And his men
of music

DONNA DAE
Little Miss
Rhythm Herself
JIMMY
WALLINGTON
Your ofFavorite
Master
Ceremoni

me songs he's made famous on stage,
and radio.

MUSIC i
^et Your

THE GRANDEST
SHOW

EVER

VARIETY

PRODI)

VINCENT
LOPEZ

A galaxy of stars in the most
lavish quarter hour series ever
recorded for regional and
local sponsorship! A glorious
array of Hit Parade tunes as
as song favorites from
stage and screen. Jump tunes
by The Modernaires and Paula
Kelly . . . ballads by Dick
Brown, Bob Kennedy and Lillian Cornell . . . the magic fingers of Vincent Lopez . . .
backed by the brilliant PLEASURE PARADE orchestra.

LILLIAN
CORNELL

THE MODERNAIRES AND THE GREAT
PLEASURE PARADE ORCHESTRA

1*
vet
6 >c

o9'
FREDERIC

W.

RADIO'S BIGGEST POINT-PER-DOLLAR VALUE

"BOST

ON

ziv
COMPANY
2436 READING ROAD
CINCINNATI, OHIO
NEW YORK

HOLLYWOOD

MILTON
CROSS

BLAC
KU
Amazing ratings on the network for
-\
Rinso! Currently beating its own rating
r\V^ successes on WJZ for R & H Beer
v*" .«tJ0^
...
on WGN forforoneMeister
Brau ... . on. .
17 stations
coal company
on 3 big stations for one coffee concern. 52 half hours already available.

The Complaint
Radio Listening
Is Up in October
Pulse Survey of New York NATIONAL CITIZENS POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE
Shows Large Increase
OCTOBER radio listening in New
York is almost 16% above the
September level, according to The
Pulse Inc., whose survey found
average sets-in-use rising from C.VardaB. Baldwin
October 19,
Whit* Darnel
19.5 in September to 22.6 in Octo- Mn. M.nhall
Raid
ber. Nighttime increase was due
largely to big name shows return- F""'Ki
Rotrarl W. Kaany So^ f^ghof f
"3d0" Broadcasting Magaslne
ing to the air; daytime increase to Frad. Kirchw
., National Press Building
World's
Series
broadcasts
on
five
ofwasthemade.
seven days when the survey *^ M-Nmabon Wash ingt on , D .C .
Jamaj,G.PincholPallor. Ifca,. Sir:
Walter Winchell and Bob Hope, GWord Ro.anih.i
-3,9 uat ional Citlsens Political Action Coamlttee
with quarter-hour ratings of 21.0, Morrf.
R. j. TVomai
ia this
an Independent,
non-partisan
committee.by The
policies
were tied for the most popular pro- Chafing
H. Waiih
Tobias 0fnor
are not though
determined
CIO
any organisation
otherin organisation,
we admit theathemutuality
gram. Other leaders were: Lux J.M™.Raymond
Edward
M.
M.
Warburg
0f
interest
maintaining
and
strengthening
Radio Theater, 20.3; Jack Benny, o™on Walla. democratic processes.
19.7; Charlie McCarthy, 18.3;
Weanalysis
would beof Hie
interests
Fred Allen, 18.0; Fibber McGee Buhop R. R. Wright, Jr.
"Reporti into seeing
Americain onBroadcasting
Radio Eroadand Molly, 16.3; Mr. District At- e<Mrai connxi ancasting".
Tour
application
of
high-powered
adJeetlTee,
torney, 15.0; Joan Davis, 14.3; John AM
we
would
like
you
to
be
specific.
such
as
"distorted",
"false",
etc.
awaken
oar curiosity
Aldrich Family, 14.0
October daytime leaders were: J.roma I. ud.11
Toar toutterly
statement
trade anionsfrom
"seeking
preventfalseveterans
from about
ousting
Bachelor's
Children,
6.9; a Kate
jobs"
is comparable
to the poison
dispensedmembers
byand theothers
Smith Speaks,
6.7; When
Girl
professional
hate-mongers,
the
anti-Semites
of that ilk. It is equally dangerous.
Marries, 6.7; Portia Faces Life,
6.4; Breakfast in Hollywood, 6.4;
If we felt
- and we certainly
don't industry,
- that Broadoa sting
expresses
the sentiments
the radio
Aunt Jenny's
Just
not
bees tourging
the FCCAH licensees.
toof grant
Z5$ of availablewe 711would
Plain
Bill, 5.9;Stories,
Bright 6.3;
Horizon,
channels
existing
5.8; Second Husband, 5.7; Young
Widder Brown, 5.7.
World's Series broadcasts
Lewis
achieved the following highs each
Director,C. Frank, jr.
day: Wednesday, 8.3; Thursday,
Public
Relations
8.3; Friday, 8.7; Saturday, 14.0;
Sunday, 17.3.
A special analysis of summer
ratings of continuing and replacement programs showed the former
I2N0 STREE1
consistently ahead of the latter.
The average rating for the top
ten shows declined from 20.5 in
May to 19.3 in June, 14.1 in July
and 11.4 in August. Average ratThe Answer
ing of the six leading shows remaining on during the summer
(Mr. District Attorney, Suspense, EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Frank alludes to the editorial published in the
of Oct. 15, titled: "Is This U. S. A. or — ". Mr. Frank's complaint
Screen Guild Players; Big Town, isissuenoted,
is reproduced herewith letter-head and all. Our editorial
Hit Parade, Take It or Leave It) judgment and
stands. We are satisfied to let our readers decide, both sides
was 14.4 in May, 14.5 in June, 11.0
now having been presented.
in July and 10.7 in August. Average rating of replacement shows
of top ten discontinued the following month was 9.4 in June, 9.4 in were omitted as they could not be the Department's appreciation for
July and 9.8 in August.
measured in a two-month report. the job performed by radio during
as well as its achieveTop daytime shows in Philadel- the warments in the
Philadelphia
past 25 years.
phia, September-October, were :
Most popular program with Kate Smith
Speaks, 11.3; Helen
Main
barrier
in the way ofradioiss
u
a
n
c
e
o
f
a
commemorative
Philadelphia listeners during Sep- Trent, 10.1 ; Our Gal Sunday, 10.1 ;
tember-October was Lux Radio Breakfast Club, 9.7; Big Sister, stamp is the fact that the DepartTheatre, with a rating of 20.8, ac- 9.3: Life Can Be Beautiful, 9.1;
ment has a large number of apcording to The Pulse Inc. Comparplications for commemoratives and
Perkins, 8.8; Young Dr. Maing the average of the two fall Ma
lone, 7.8; Breakfast in Hollywood, must reach a decision on which
to
select.
Even if approved, the
months with July-August, Pulse
4-10.
stamp could not be issued in time
reports that the average quarter- 7.6, Aunt Jenny's Stories, 7.5.
for
National
Radio Week Nov.
hour sets-in-use rose from 18.4 to
P. O. CONSIDERING
20.4, an increase of almost 11%.
Following Lux, the top programs
RADIO STAMP PLAN
TV Comedy
for September-October were: Dr.
Christian, 19.8; Screen Guild Play- POST OFFICE department is giv- NEW SERIES of comedy sketches
ing serious consideration to NAB
ers, 19.0; Your Hit Parade, 18.3;
Laughtime started Oct. 16
Charlie McCarthy, 17:5; Big Town, proposal for a stamp commemo- entitled
17.3; Mr. District Attorney, 16.8;
rating 25 years of broadcasting, by CBS television. CBS bought
package
from Bob Loewi and Bud
Saturday Night Serenade, 16.3; according to Postmaster General
Walter Winchell, 14.8; We, the Robert E. Hannegan. In acknowl- Gamble, who are producing and directing show, marking first time
People, 14.3. Programs such as
edging receipt of the NAB petiFibber McGee, Bob Hope and Jack
tion for a stamp [Broadcasting, that CBS television has called in
Benny, on the air in October only, Oct. 1] Mr. Hannegan expressed outside directors.
BROADCASTING
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FOUR MEETINGS HELD
BY WEST COAST AAAA
FOURTH annual "convention-inminiature" meetings of the four
chapters of the Pacific Coast Council of American Association of Advertising Agencies were completed
last week after sessions in Los Angeles, San Francisco, Portland, and
Seattle.
Fred Gamble, president of
AAAA, conducted at Los Angeles
a closed session devoted to management problems and later addressed
a dinner meeting. C. Burt Oliver,
chairman of the Board of Governors of the Southern California
Chapter, presided over the dinner.
Paul Montgomery, publisher of
Business
Week, addressed a luncheon meeting.
Other speakers included Dr.
Daniel Starch, president of Daniel
Starch & Staff, New York; Jan
Sadlo, sales manager of Pacific
Coast Division of Wilding Picture
Production Inc.; H. C. Bernsten,
general manager of Pacific Coast
Division, Bureau of Advertising,
American Newspaper Publisher?
Association; David M. Noyes, vir
president of Society of Indepenr'
Motion president
Picture Producers;
Wahn,
of Pacific Im'. ,
Advertising Co.
f
Some of the speakers at ti
Angeles meetings, Oct. 19, appt
at the sessions in San Franc
Oct. 22; Portland Oct. 24, and Sea
tie Oct. 26. Arthur Farlow was
chairman of the San Francisco convention, which expressed hope that
the all-Coast convention at Del
Monte would be resumed next year
in lieu of the series.
war-born
in-miniature
OregonconventionChapter
meeting was held jointly with Oregon
Club, Foland
with Chapter Advertising
Chairman Ruth
and
Club President Vernon Churchill in
charge. Chairman George Weber
presided over the meeting of the
Washington Chapter at Seattle.
50 kw Transmitter Soon
To Be Erected by KFAB
KFAB Lincoln-Omaha soon will
begin work
a 50,000
transmitter whichon will
permitwattimproved
service over a large farm area and
good coverage to both Lincoln and
Omaha listeners, according to General Manager Harry Burke.
FCC has granted a construction
permit crease
authorizing
KFABto to
inpower from 10,000
50,000
watts. Mr. Burke said construction
of an FM
on a site
chased nearstation
Crete, Nebr.,
wouldpur-be
started by KFAB, known in the
Midwest as the "Big Farmer Station", as soon as a construction permit is granted and materials become available.
EIGHTH ANNIVERSARY of Charles H.
Phillips Chemical
Co.'s "StellawithDallas"
program
be celebrated
NBC
broadcast will
of Oct.
25. cAgency
er-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York.Is DanOctober 29, 1945 • Page 2'

Foreign

STATION

AKRON'S
ALL

DAY

More

people
to

other

heard

listen

WAKR

than
any

LONG

to
station

in Akron*

* C. E. HOOPER SUMMER 1945 INDEX 8 A. M. TO 6 P. M.
—

Italic Station
AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.
5000 WATTS ' DAY & NIGHT
Weed & Ga.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

Broadcast

Depends Upon
WHETHER the Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Service continues
after Nov. 2 depends on action of
the Senate on HR-4407, a bill reducing appropriations of the FCC
and other
fiscal
year. agencies for the 1946
Passed by the House Oct. 19,
the measure reduces the FCC appropriation by $930,000
national defense
activities,forunder
which the FBIS was classified. Despite efforts of Chairman Paul A.
Porter and other Commissioners
before the House Appropriations
subcommittee to retain their
funds, the House sustained its Appropriations Committee in voting
the $930,000 reeission. The Senate
Appropriations subcommittee held
hearings last week on the bill.
Personnel Notified
Meanwhile President Truman,
in a letter to Speaker Rayburn
(D-Tex.) dated Oct. 19 asked for
supplemental appropriations of
$785,000 for the FCC [Broadcasting, Oct. 22]. This amount was requested for additional help to process the 1,400 applications now
pending before the Commission for
new facilities and expansion and
improvements in AM stations.
Chairman Porter advised the
House Appropriations Committee
that all personnel in the FBIS had
been notified that their services
would terminate as of Nov. 2, after
the Committee rejected a plea to
continue the service. Last week
Mr. Porter is understood to have
presented a letter from Secretary
of State Byrnes asking that the
FBIS be continued. Unless the
Senate restores the $930,000 cut,
however, FBIS will pass out of
existence next Friday, except for a
small liquidating staff.
At an executive session of the
Housetee lastAppropriations
subcommitMonday, Chairman
Porter
and Commissioners Charles R.
Denny Jr., and E. K. Jett testified
in behalf of the supplemental appropriation. Itis understood they
pointed out the need for specialized help particularly in the engine ring and law departments to
process the applications and help
broadcasting reconvert to peacetime expansion.
The Committee is reported to
have looked favorably on some additional appropriations to aid postwar radio expansion until Chairman Porter urged retention of
FBIS at the behest of the State
Dept.
When State Dept. officials appeared before the House subcommittee early this month /during
hearings on the reeission bill, Dr.
William L. Langer, chief of the
Research & Analysis Branch, Interim Research & Intelligence
Service (successor to the Office of
Strategic Services), placed in the

Intelligence

Senate Action
recordtion of athestatement
FBIS. urging retenIn another statement Alfred
McCormack, special assistant to
the Secretary of State for research
and intelligence, requested that
FBIS "should be taken over by the
State Dept." He said he understood
thatShould
"Chairman
the SenatePorter
vote toconcurs."
restore
the $930,000 cut from FCC or any
part of it,mission's
a fight
over the
Comappropriation
appeared
inevitable inasmuch as House memberstionedareMr.reported
to have
Porter closely
as toqueshis
activities in the Senate with reto the House-voted
cut. Theto
FCC gardchairman
is understood
have admitted that he had spoken
to Sen. McKellar (D-Tenn.), president pro tern of the Senate and
acting chairman of the Appropriations Committee, urging that the
Senate restore the cut.
Should such a Congressional
fight develop, broadcasting would
suffer, it was pointed out, inasmuch
as the Commission could handle
only a few applications with its
present staff. House members indicated they would block any attempts of the Senate to restore
any wartime appropriations.
Diathermy Question
IN LETTER made public by FCC
last week by Chairman Paul A.
Porter to A. W. Mathis, vicepresident of H. G. Fischer & Co.,
Chicago, authority of Commission
is supported and explained as to
enactment of certain regulations
relating to radio
interference
causedcommunications
by diathermy
and like medical and industrial
equipment.
Legalinquestion
ing to liability
sale of relatsuch
equipment
not
within
standards classification designated
is termed
a case of private law by letter,
which states, however, firms should
inform purchasers of equipment
not meeting standards proposed
by FCC May 25 and Sept. 25,
1945, of these facts.
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50,000
710 Watts
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WASHINGTON
Represented by FREE & PETERS, |nc
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of. . . among
"the
show
townmarket,
If you have a sales
story to tell inin
this fast-growing
440 Big radiostory
features every week
them Amer-biggest
WLAC's 50,000 watts will help you get it across better
ica's greatest stars . . . CBS headliners! That's "the biggest
and faster.
show in town!" And into 38,000 radio homes in Nashville
and Davidson County, this story was told in a smart six5O,000
page well-illustrated folder.
It's part of WLAC's special fall promotion, which
... in turn, is part of our week-in and week-out
publicity . . . building closer contacts and greater
audiences for WLAC programs.
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WMCA To Become
Associated Link
New Network Takes Big Stride
Toward Goal
WITH the announcement that
WMCA New York on Nov. 5 will
become the exclusive New York
affiliate of the recently inaugurated
Associated Broadcasting Corp.,
this fifth cross-country network
last week took its longest step toward establishing itself as a definite partsince
of the
nation'snetwork
radio
structure
it began
operations on Sept. 16.
Announcement, made jointly by
Nathan Straus, president of
WMCA, and Leonard A. Versluis,
president of Associated, said that
the contract is a standard network
affiliation Under
contract
of a WMCA
year's
duration.
its terms,
has designated nine hours daily
for network programs, between 9
a.m. and midnight, exclusive of the
three-minute New York Times
news bulletins broadcast by the
stations every hour on the hour.
Public service is expected to be
emphasized
in the
program schedule,
the network's
announcement
said. WMCA will feed to the network Labor Arbitration, The Halls
of Congress, When He comes Home
and similar programs. On the commercial side, WMCA on Oct. 22
started carrying the Adam Hats
fights broadcasts which began on
Associated that night.
Negotiated for Year
Contract, signed last Monday in
New York by Roy C. Kelley, executive vice-president of the network, and Herman M. Stein, treasurer of WMCA, culminated approximately ayear of negotiations.
One of the chief stumbling blocks
had been demands of the musicians
union that if WMCA became an
affiliate of Associated it employ the
same number of musicians as other
network affiliates in that city — 65
each for WABC (CBS), WEAF
(NBC), WJZ (American), and 40
for WOR (Mutual). Even the
WOR quota would have more than
doubled the 14 staff musicians employed at WMCA. Eventually a
compromise was reached whereby
WMCAtra of 20will men
employeffective
a staffwith
orches-its
Associated affiliation.
With the change in status — the
station has had an agreement with
Associated
take possible
the network's
commercials towhere
at card
rate — WMCA will carry a relatively full schedule of network programs as it develops. Musical features as well as public service programs will be originated at WMCA,
which has also set aside the 10:45
p.m. to midnight period for danceband remote pickups from major
cities throughout the country.

ATTENDING
the ninthby annual
School Broadcast
these North
Association for Education
Radio officers
pose with Conference,
Charles Brewer,
American director of BBC (4th from left), a guest speaker (1 to r) : Dr.
Keith Tyler, radio director Ohio State U, president of AER; Luke Roberts, KCTN Portland, Ore., v-p.; Miss Blanche Young, president Great
Lakes AER; Mr. Brewer; Mrs. Kathleen N. Lardie, sec. AER; George
Jennings, acting director Chicago Radio Council, and treas. AER; Dr.
Tracy Tyler,
U. ofNewark,
Minnesota,
AER president
Journal, ofandAER.
Robert B. McDougall,
WAAT,
N. J.,editor
regional
Willard

Tells School

Broadcast

Members
the executive
commit e of theof conference,
presided
over by George Jennings, acting
director of the Chicago Radio
Council, included Randy Blake,
WJJD; Dean Douglass, RCA; Orville
WIND; superintendent,
David Heffernan,Foster,
assistant
Cook County schools; Don Kelly,
special events director, WBBM;
Lt. Col. Harold W. Kent, Chicago
IVadio Council; Elizabeth E.
Marshall,
director,Stahl,
Chicago Radio program
Council; Myrtyle
educational director, WGN; and
Judith Waller, public service diChicago. rector, NBC, Central Division,
Demonstrations of educational
broadcasting for classroom use inof America
broadcastcludedoverRiversWIND
and WBEZ
(Chicago Public Schools station)
and Lady Make-Believe, also presented byWIND and WBEZ.
Originally scheduled to preside,
Walter J. Damm, president of
FMBI, was unable to attend the
meeting because of illness.
A special broadcast from WGNB
explained
the tonal
differences
FM and AM
and included
songsof
by Bruce Foote, star of the Chicago
Theater of the Air.
Members of the discussion panel
for the FM demonstration included
Jim Hanlon, public relations director WGN-WGNB, E. H. Andresen, chief engineer, Chicago Radio
Council, and WBEZ; Dean Douglass, RCA; G. William Lang, chief
engineer
Owen, U. ofWGN-WGNB;
Michigan; TracyDavidF.
Tyler, U. of Minnesota, and Edwin
Helman,
WBOE, Cleveland Board
of
Education.
The Oct. 23 sessions featured
the address by Mr. Willard, and
presentation of annual award of
merit to Harold B. McCarty, director of WHA, U. of Wisconsin,
and president
NAEB
[Broadcasting, Octoberof 22].
Citations
for
the fifth annual utilization competition were awarded to stations
KYW, WCAU,
WIP,Chicago
Philadelphia, and WFIL,
to eight
teachers for their utilization of
education broadcasts prepared by
WBEZ,
and andChicago
WIND WJJD
WBBM. stations

Group of Problems They Face
DEMONSTRATIONS of FM, tele- teach by radio, nor to conduct a
vision and developments in educa- better public relations program on
tional broadcasting shared the behalf of the institution with the
limelight with addresses by Charles general public," he added.
Brewer, North American director
"It will be unfortunate if any
of BBC, and A. D. (Jess) Willard school installs an FM station simJr., executive vice-president of
ply because it now seems the popuNAB, at the 9th annual School
lar thing to do," he cautioned.
Broadcast Conference, Oct. 22-23 at
"The danger lies in thinking
that all or nearly all of the cost
Chicago's Hotel Morrison.
Attended
over 300 Association
represent- of commercial broadcasting can be
atives of thebyNational
eliminated from educational broadof Educational Broadcasters, the
ing," Mr. Willard
said,to inenter
advisingcasteducators
planning
Association for Education by Radio, and midwest educators, the the FM field to consult experienced commercial broadcasters in
conference was sponsored by the their area.
Chicago Radio Council.
"He
is in position to give you
Promote Better Understanding
wise counsel and many have already
assisted in the installation
Guest of honor at the annual
AER luncheon, Oct. 22, Mr. Brew- and programming of FM educational stations," he told the deleer told delegates that radio's challenge in the post-war world "was
to promote and
better and
un- gates. Offers FREC Help
derstandinginsure
between peoples
Mr. Willard offered the educathe counsel of the Federal
nations."
Reviewing the achievements of Radiotors Education
Committee, an
radio during the war years, Mr. NAB sponsored organization,
to
Brewer asked ' if we have been able solve their many problems.
to do so much under the most try"FREC," he said, "holds for
ing conditions, should we not be
newcomers to the field of
ASCAP Report
able to accomplish so much more many
educational
broadcasting the key
now ? Certainly the maintenance of to sound program
and DEEMS TAYLOR, president of
peace is as good a reason for radio a quicker realizationstructure
of achieve- annual membership
collaboration between nations as
reported to meeting
the Society's
Oct.
ments by studying the methods of ASCAP,
the winning of the peace itself."
18 in New York that the memberMr. Willard, speaking at the
With the nation preparing to
ship now includes 243 publishers
School Broadcast Conference observe
the 25th anniversary of and 1716 writers. Society's income
luncheon, outlined a commercial others."
1945 will approximate $8,750,the American system of broad- for
casting, the field of educational 000, J. J. Bregman, treasurer, said
broadcaster's views on dangers
that
lie ahead
in educators' entry broadcasting stands on the thres- This would be an all-time high for
into the
FM field.
hold of a great expansion, Mr. ASCAP. Gene Buck, former presideclared.
dent, proposed a change in the
"The granting of an FM fre- Willard
He urged continued cooperation Board of Appeals to separate it into
quency will be available for pracindividual
boards for writer and
between
broadcasters
and
educatically every educational institutors on a scale larger than ever publisher members. Suggestion
tion in the country," he said.
and pledged the support
to the full mem"While many educators have ac- before,
Paul J. Breedy
the radio industry to assist will be submitted
cepted this as a cause for rejoic- of
bership by a mail ballot. Nearly
education by radio to keep the all members
PAUL J.rector ofBREEDY,
program
dihave
signed
forms
ing,
some,
I
note,
have
sounded
a
WEE (J and WRAW note of warning. The granting students of America, both juve- sent them authorizing thethe Society
of an FM license to an educational
to handle their television as well as
nile andvancesadult,
informed
of
adReading
Pa.,
died
in
St.
Joseph's
in their own and other other performing rights, it was reHospital, Reading, on Oct. 5. He institution will not itself mean
achievement of the ambition to countries.
56.
s
a
w
r
I
ported.
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Transmitters

means

money

- in your pocket

... and here's why!
a minimum of inter-unit wiring. Their use simplifies
1. GROUNDED-GRID circuits provide greater output
installation problems and reduces installation costs.
from an amplifier using a tube of given size — thus making
possible the use of smaller, less-expensive tubes. Only
4. GROUNDED-GRID circuits are simpler and require
a relatively few types are used, thereby reducing number
fewer components than conventional amplifiers. They
of spares required. Overall tube costs are less.
tune easier, introduce less distortion — thus insure better
2. GROUNDED-GRID amplifiers are more stable and reprogram quality.
quire less critical adjustment than conventional-type
100 mc. amplifiers. Neutralizing is very simple — and
MAIL THIS COUPON for details about this important New
not required at all for low powers. Maintenance problems
RCA Line of FM Transmitters with the GROUNDED GRID!
are fewer and maintenance costs are lower.
3. GROUNDED-GRID circuits make feasible and economBroadcast Equipment Section
ical an arrangement of amplifiers that are integral units.
RCA, Camden, N. J.
These units are small in size, easy to handle, and require
Please send
about your new RCA FM Transmitters withmethe full
new information
Grounded Grid.
Company
Title
Street Address .
City and State.

Trogar' Explained by Howard
At Meeting of L.A. Engineers
PROGAR, robot audio monitoring
amplifier device, was given its first
public demonstration at a meeting
of the Los Angeles section of the
Institute of Radio Engineers, with
technicians
from attending.
all parts of Southern California
Device was invented by Royal
V. Howard, vice-president in
charge ofciatedengineering
of the(KSFO
AssoBroadcasters Inc.
San Francisco), Universal Broadcasting Co., and director of Universal Research Labs, San Francisco. Explained Mr. Howard :
INVENTOR Royal V. Howard (1)
"The Progar, while a precision and Alfred E. Towne, chief of
audio instrument, is not an experi- transmitter facilities for Associated Broadcasters Inc. and Univermental laboratory model. As a desal Broadcasting Co., who assisted
vice automatically and electronically regulating the volume of a in development of the "Progar,"
radio station, it has been not only robot audio monitoring amplifier
continuously tested but has been in device, check instrument now in use
continuous use for the past four at KSFO San Francisco.
years on both high and low power
Mr. Howard pointed out that
international and standard broad- "practice
has been to control audio
cast stations. It currently is being program levels
by manual
used on KSFO and KWID, KWIX adjustment" andentirely
that "it factor
is obvious
San Francisco. The Progar has that where the human
enalso been used for recording public
ters
into
such
regulation,
constant
address work, as well as other ap- and instantaneous regulation
is
plications."
impracticable but imposExplaining that the name was not only
sible to attain.
derived
from noted
"program
Progar," heinstrument
declared, de"is
Mr. Howard
that guardian,"
the device an"The
all-electronic
"is an amplifier which has a special
signed
to
correct
these
deficienautomatic gain control and incorporates apeak limiter.
"In use," behe heard.
said, "its
is intended
Whereoperaemused"Theas anProgar
amplifier
feeding atolinebe cies." tion canployednotfor broadcast
station
to the transmitter, in one broadcast listeners have been gratified by use,
the
application example," he declared. stabilized audio flow of programs.
"As
another
example,
it
is
used
solved the lisat actual transmitter location to 'It has successfully
problem of jumping up and
feed the transmitter. It can also turning tener's
the
station
up
down on
be used for feeding other lines, for different programs oror parts
of
feeding a recording amplifier programs.
where, for example, it will prevent undercutting or overcutting. in "Psychologically
listener retention.it has
The resulted
listener
It may be used to feed a public ad- is not urged by poor monitoring
dress system and thus will assure to shut the station off, turn it
automatic gain regulation and pro- down or have the program fade
hibit feed-back. It has been em- below attention - retaining level.
ployed on telephone circuits and Operators on studio controls have
picture sound recording. Other reported
that the instrument gives
them a feeling of security and a
uses are readily apparent."
working
limit. range instead of a fixed
9ntAe WIMMrtAei
"Public address usage is to adjust the output gain to just below
feedback point or desired level
with themum. Progar
at a maxiUnder thesegaincircumstances
the instrument will hold the audio
level at maximum at all times.
For motion pictures and sound,
many uses have been found. At
transmitters it has relieved operating personnel of constant
strain of master-monitoring the
blind audio level input, for the
fhe POPULAR Station
Progar always assures a modulation level in keeping with requirements of the FCC."
LATEST EDITION of New York TelephoneficatDirectory
a plainCBSidentiion for Frankcontains
Sinatra,
star,
which
"Sinatra-Singer".
First
name name
onreads,
page
is "Sinatra,
and
last
on page
is Singer,Sal",Milton,
Sewing Machine Service."
• Broadcast Advertising
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♦EFFECTIVE BUYING INCOME — FAYETTE CO.
(Lexington)
Per Family
• * . . $4,828
The highest
Buying income
county inCounty
Kentucky. . . .Effective
Total Effective
Buying "per
Incomefamily"
for Fayette
which has 22,300 families— $1 07,660,000 (1944).
♦EFFECTIVE BUYING INCOME — LEXINGTON
(Fayette Co.)
Per Capita
$1,614
The highest Effective Buying Income "per capita" city in Kentucky.
Total Effective Buying Income for Lexington — $85,543,000.
■@nd JQamamlrax . . .
WLAP is the only station fully and exclusively serving Fayette County and 14 others
in their Primary Coverage area. Total Effective Buying Income (1944) for these 15 counties $234,072,000.
*Copr. Power;
1945, further
Sales Management
of Buying
reproduction Survey
not licensed.
All of The Bluegrass Is In Kentucky —
But Not All of Kentucky Is In The Bluegrass
AFFILIATED WITH THE AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
NUNN STATIONS
WLAP, Lexington, Ky.
Huntington,
Ashland, Ky. W. Va.
WCMI Knoxville, Tenn.
WBIR,
KFDA, Amarillo, Tex.
Owned and operated
byand Gilmore
Nunn
J. LindsayN. Nunn.

WLAI
Miller A. Welch, Manager

Lexington, Kentucky
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
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On the Service Front
USCG
Radio Correspondent
Returns After Year in Pacific

&

work

o? at

the way Fulton Lewis, jr. can
keep so many sponsors result-happy!
This man Lewis has a way that
makes his listeners believe in
him and the sponsors he represents
nightly on 184 stations. Fulton Lewis, jr.
is recognized as America's No. I
cooperative program. He's still available in
a few cities, if you want to get aboard.
Program originates from WOL, Washington, D. C.
Write, phone or wire at once to —
Cooperative Program Department
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
1440 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
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Harvey
Twyman
studios with
NBC's (r)
Jim does
Wahl.a news broadcast from the Navy',
PROGRESS ITEM on the Japa- cided to go ashore and get a closenese use of radio was brought back up of the action. About ten minutes
to the States last week by U.S. after he hit the beach, a piece of
Coast Guard Radio Correspondent shrapnel got him in the leg and
he was taken back . to his ship,
Harvey Twyman, Sp/lst Class. "Al- where he continued recording.
though Ididn't see any radios in
His report reached the States
the houses in Tokyo," he told
Broadcasting, "one of the first
time, and "I understand,"
things I heard there was a com- inMr.record
Twyman
said, "itaccount
was thetofirstgo
eyewitness
plaint from a Jap schoolmistress recorded
that the radio had been taken from on the networks. American carried
her classroom — and she wanted it it on the coast, and Mutual had it
backHe insaida hurry."
the American officer rewas at Okinawa "hitchhiking
ceiving the report ordered a search fullHe network."
made immediately and the radio all over the island with 300 pounds
returned. So the Jap school system of
recording equipment". Several
must be making use of radio in of his features recorded there —
among them descriptions of farmeducation, he surmised.
ing on Okinawa — were broadcast
A former newsman with KOIL
and KOWH Omaha and WFJB throughout the middle west.
In addition to doing features, Mr.
Marshalltown, la., Mr. Twyman has Twyman
Pacific pickups
just returned after a year in the on net showshandled
and interviewed more
Pacific, covering the Iwo Jima and
Okinawa invasions, and landing than 1,000 Coast Guardsmen for
among the first corresnondents to hometown recordings. On Guam
reach
Japan Heimmediatelv
the during surrender negotiations, he
surrender.
is the firstafterUSCG
did a special Coast Guard feature
correspondent
to use a recorder in fed to NBC, arranged by NBC's
combat.
George Thomas Folster. During
He is now assigned by the Coasl this period, he also introduced Adm.
Guard to the Treasury Dept. to from
NimitzGuam.
on a net relay broadcast
aid in oromotion of the 8th War
Loan Drive.
After
two
weeks inwith
Japana —camera
where
In technical radio communica- he found himself
tions after he entered the service, and no recording or broadcast facilities— he returned to the States.
he got his 1st. class operator's perthen found
problem facing broadto themit,Coast
Guard' himself
Alamedaassigned
Band "The biggest
casters there," he
said, practically
"was the
program ditional
on American.
He
did
adtransportation.
was
radio work with KJBS impossible to get Ita car
or jeep, and
San Francisco at the time.
When orders came through public transportation was still in
He expects to be retransferring him to Public Rela- a bad state."
"andto alla
tions, he went to the Pacific. By I want leastoed in a dofewis months
to get —back
November
'44 he was
at the working
Navy's station and get my hands on a good
Pearl Harbor
studios,
a comwith Lt. Comdr. J. Harrison Hart- commercialmercial wellagain.
is a Handling
great challenge
now heading
newsley, and
specialNBC's
eventstelevision
depart- — and opportunity — for any broadment.
From there he moved on to cover
Wormser to Tokyo
the Iwo Jima invasion with a film
CAPT. JACK WORMSER, formerrecorder. After describing the caster."
ly of NBC Hollywood, heads group
naval shelling on D-Day from a
(Continued on page 42)
ship lying off the island, he deROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

THE
ONLY

RIGHT
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OUIL
KIND

Yes, it's the only one in Hartford ! Not another
show in town from 11:15 to midnight, Monday
thru Saturday, that is made up exclusively of
requests from listeners! They call and write from
far and wide, and listen regularly! No wonder
local advertisers have snapped up this unusual
feature! Great wonder that national advertisers
haven't yet filled up remaining blocs at WDRC's
low transition rate— just one-third of the regular evening rate! Be wise— use the NIGHT OWL!
Write William F. Malo, Commercial Manager,
WDRC, for more information.

BASIC CBS
WDRC
HARTFORD 4 CONNECTICUT
ff
W D R C - F M

Pioneer
Connecticut's
Broadcaster

MAY 1932 — In 1932 NBC pioneered with a new
type of satiric comedy program in contrast to the broader
slapstick variety of air humor then prevalent. Its hero

• When Jack Benny plays his violin before an NBC
mike it's "Love In Bloom."
• They love him in St. Joe— in New York, Yampa
and Shirttail Canyon— in Italy, Germany, Africa,
and the Islands of the Pacific— wherever American
men and women have fought and served.

was over -endowed with the most common failings of the
man-on-the-street. He was vain, penurious, boastful,
and absurdly anxious to please. His name was Benny.

• So universally is Benny beloved as a great American jester that just as Lucky Strike Means Fine
Tobacco— so does the Jack Benny Show Mean
Laughs and Wholesome Comedy.
• With his gang— Mary Livingstone, Rochester,
Phil Harris, Don Wilson and Larry Stevens—

Story of the Waukegan

Wag J NO. 6 OF V SERIES

TO SUM \ J UP— During his thirteen years on NBC,
Jack Benny has piled up more rating points than any
other entertainer on the air.

OCTOBER 7, 1945— Jack Benny is starting his
fourteenth year on NBC — the networks oldest comedian
in point of service.

Benny makes laughs pay dividends for American
Tobacco Company; although sometimes the jokes
behind the laughs are on the sponsor. In fact it was
Jack who started this amusing business of kidding
the commercial.
• During the 13 years Benny has been on NBC,

alional

many little known personalities and shows have
come to the network and achieved fame. They have
accomplished this because they have been given
the unsurpassed facilities of the NBC Network, the
vast NBC audience, and the association of such
GREAT NBC programs as the Jack Benny Show.

Broadcasting

Company

America's No. 1 Network

A Service of Radio
Corporation of America

Service Front
(Continued from page 38)
of AFRS mid-Pacific men who will
assume radio duties as part of Information &Education detachment
in Tokyo, Nov. 1. Group includes
Sgt. Jimmy Schell, former engineer at Guam; Sgt. James Moore,
in charge of programs at Saipan;
Sgt. Bill Landrum, engineer at
Peleliu. Paul Freye, writer at
Kwajalein; Pvt. Al Lipton, former
AFRS School.
Brechner in Vet Radio
LT. JOSEPH L. BRECHNER was
released last week from the AAF,
where he has been in the program
and placement department of AAF
Office of Radio Production. He is to
head radio activities for the VetAdministration
in Washington.erans
He started
in radio
as free

lance writer and later went to Har- part of an eventual 19 station hookwood Martin Agency in Washingup. Key outlet is Radio Tokyo, a
ton. In 1940 he joined Army re- 10,000 watter which feeds procruiting service writing scripts,
grams to the net from 6:30 a.m.
and a year later began writing for
p.m. daily. Eight mobile units
War Dept. Radio Branch, BPR. He toare11 also
with four
addihas been in the Army since 1943.
tionalplanned,
stations at Kochi,
Okayama
and Tsuriga in Japan and Fusan in
Report From Japan
Korea.
Japan's
No. 1 operations
network withas
80 outlets
continues
CPL. WALTER KANER, who did
publicity and special events at usual in Japanese."
WLIB Brooklyn and WWRL WoodGoldman Returns to WJTN
side, N. Y., reports from Japan
that it is "like old home week" at CPL. SIMON GOLDMAN, vicethe Japanese Broadcasting Bldg. president of the James Broadcastin Tokyo. Capt. Ed Sarnoff, David
ing Co., and until his enlistment in
Sarnoff's son, is with the radio
of WJTN Jamessection of Army public relations 1943, manager
Cpl. Goldman
town, N. Y., has resumed manaheadquarters, as is T/Sgt. Bill
gerial
duties
following
Army re- E. Mason, president, is now devotBerns of WNEW Hollywood.
lease.
He
was
in
the
Communicaing full time to the licensee com"AFRS has taken over the No.
tions Division of the 12th Army
pany and radio
station.
2 network of the Japanese Group from Normandy to Weis- Broadcasting
Co. has
appliedJames
for
Broadcasting Corp.," he writes, "as baden, through five campaigns. Jay an FM station in Jamestown.
Restrictions Lifted
DIRECTIVE from Brig. Gen.
Luther Hill, then director of War
Dept. Public Relations, has advised
U. S. Army war correspondents
that they no longer must submit
material for Army censorship.
Only subjects which the War Dept.
requests
review are thosemilitary
dealing withto cryptography,
AfORMAfG
(g
intelligence techniques, secret operations, tactics, methods and
equipment. Gen. Hill expressed appreciation of "your loyal compliance with the sometimes irritatAND

/s F/rst

in

Industrial expansion has created more
employment in Dubuque today than during
the wartime peak. As the fastest growing
city in Iowa, Dubuque provides an everincreasing, buying audience for your radio
program!
Dubuque
servedfreight
by fourlinestrunkline
railroads,
plus istruck
and
barge transportation on the Mississippi.
WKBB offers you the most effective coverage of the Dubuque area as evidenced in

ingMiller
restrictions."
Heads ASF Radio
CAPT. BEN MILLER, former
programgusta, director
of WGAC
Aubeen
named head
of the ASFGa., hasRadio
Branch,
War
Dept. Bureau of Public Relations,
replacing Maj. Andre Baruch, who
has returned to network announcing.moCapt.
Millerrank.was recently proted to that
* * *
Lt. Fred Blees
LT. (j.g.) FRED WILLIAM
BLEES,wood and29,
in Hollyon well
New known
York stage,
died
in typhoon which struck Okinawa
on Oct. 9. His father, William A.
Blees, is vice-president and West
CoastInc.manager
of Young
Rubicam
Surviving
besides &parents
and wife, are William Blees III
Betty BleesDavidagedHugh
3. Brother
ofagedthe 5,deceased,
Blees,
Hollywood radio actor, died last
June.

Dubuque
the recent survey by Robert S. Conlon &
Associates. This survey proves that more
Dubuque people listen to WKBB — morning,
noon, and night — than to any other radio
station. Listener preferrence for WKBB
programs runs as high as 4 to 1 .
For your greater profit, you can reach
Dubuqueland's fastest growing market
through
Dubuque's
radio station,
WKBB!first and most popular

James D. Carpenter — Executive Vice President
Represented by Howard H. Wilson Company

DUBUQUE
WKBB

I OWA
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Correction
CKEY Toronto under recent agreement with CBC is allowed to solicit United States network programs not now carried by the CBC
networksgram isincarried
Canada,bybutCJBC,
where CBC
proDominion network key station at
Toronto, CKEY may be added to
the network. Program cannot be
switched from CJBC to CKEY as
stated in Broadcasting, Oct. 15,

BROADCASTING
p. 89.
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HOT
KOIL!
USED

TO PUBLICIZE

AWAITED

SWITCH TO ABC
OMAHA, NEBR.— In one of the
most intensive promotion campaigns
ever staged, Radio Station KOIL really told Omaha about the switch to the
complete facilities of the American
Broadcasting Company.

OMAHA

BROADCASTING

GETS

STATION

SHOWS

Omaha radio fans who eagerly awaited
the change have been rewarded with six
full hours of brand new evening entertainment coming to them from KOIL-ABC.
Shows Omahans have heard of — but have
neverule.heard
the KOIL
Listeners— toare theon top
daytimenight-time
sparklers,schedsuch
as BREAKFAST CLUB, GLAMOUR MANOR,
BREAKFAST IN HOLLYWOOD, have been
added to the already large KOIL audience.
KOIL, alreadyspecial
knownevents
for itsdepartment
top-notch news
presentations,
and
large
dramatic
staff,
now
has
the
wellrounded and complete entertainment most
schedules
of any mid-western station.
SEVERAL MAILINGS
USED IN PROMOTION
The mentsU. hailing
S. Mails
were jammed
announcethe switch
of KOIL with
to ABC.
More
than ing100,000
'coasters'
were
distributed
to eatand
drinking
establishments.
A
four-page
newspaper size publicity mailing was received by
60,000 families in Omaha and Council Bluffs.
Aagencies,
'Fax File'
and gift
mailed to advertisers,
grocers
and were
druggists.
HOW NETWORK SHOWS
AIDED LOCAL PROMOTION
KOIL'Slicking switch
was given a rolsend-off dispatched
bytotheAmerican
network.
immediately
several
of its American
most popular
shows to Omaha to originate there during the
first week
of the switch.
a resultinthethestation's
local
promotion
landed Assquarely
public
eye, with much added publicity and prestige
among Omaha listeners.
American further supplemented the promotionalcomingcampaign
a lavish schedule
welnetwork with
announcements.
KOILof itself
carriedging thea new
hugeshows
schedule
of
announcements
plugAmerican is bringing via the
new hook-up.

NOV. 1, 1945

. . . He's Happy Now
Mark Woods, American's president, was happily demonstrating to advertisers this week how
KOIL'S Advancement By network Change open
a greater market through a new outlet, and
brings new audiences to KOIL advertisers.
#

ft

. . . Wherever You Go
Wherever
you go inofOmaha
bound to be reminded
the newthese
showsdayson you're
KOIL
via ABC. At the theatres, on trolleys and taxis,
and in restaurants
and network
taverns, switch.
you'll see announcements ofthe new

Using thirteen different media, the
station started early in October publicizing the network change which
took place November 1.
To herald the change, 2,400 inches in 18
newspapers were used consistently, plus
more than 1,000 inches in the Omaha
World-Herald. Sixty thousand four-page
newspaper-size folders were mailed to as
many homes in Omaha and Council Bluffs.
For eight weeks, theatres in Omaha are carrying screen ads informing movie-goers of the
bright new shows now in town via KOIL-ABC.
Taxis throughout the city displayed large, colorful KOIL posters. A full-showing of car card
advertising was used both inside and outside
street cars and busses. More than 100,000 'coastments.ers' were used in eating and drinking establishSome of the most popular ABC programs
originated in Omaha, headlining the entire campaign. KOIL carried a tremendous schedule of
change-over publicity — supplemented by American's own welcoming announcements.
In addition to local advertising, the station
used nationalCASTING
and MAGAZINE,
regional ADVERTISING
media — BROADAGE, STANDARD RATE AND DATA, and
widely
read mailed
dealer publications.
A 'Fax File'
a gift were
to agencies advertisers
and andall
Omaha and Council Bluffs grocers and druggists.
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KSOO-KELO RETAIN
BBC ORIGINATIONS
KSOO-KELO
Sioux Falls,
which
have carried shortwave
broadcasts
from the British Broadcasting
Corp. regularly since February
1944, plan to continue newscasts,
commentaries and special features
even though the war is over.
They find the BBC originations
attract and hold sizeable audiences and regard them as a means
ofsubjects
broadening
of listeners'
common views
interest.on
Broadcasts have ranged from descriptions of D-Day landings in
France to chats by a British
housewife on how to prepare fish.
Listeners were given a good
example of British equanimity
when the stations lined up a series
of BBC farm broadcasts. Day
for the first farm feature turned
out to be D-Day — war broadcasts
were interrupted while BBC talked
about cows.

? > * w

¥2n
m

BIRTHDAY CAKE weighing 750 pounds is eyed by agency executives and producers in the studio lobby of
KNX Hollywood on the station's 25th anniversary Oct. 17: (1 to r) Donald Thornburgh, CBS Pacific Coast
v-p; Cornwell Jackson, v-p, J. Walter Thompson Co.; Ted Scherdeman, Lennen & Mitchell; John Weiser, v-p,
Ruthrauff & Ryan; August J. Bruhn, McCann-Erickson Inc.; Harry W. Witt, CBS Pacific Coast assistant
general manager; Don Bernard, Hollywood manager, William Esty Co.; Nate Tufts, v-p, Ruthrauff & Ryan;
William Rousseau, Biow; Wayne Tiss, v-p, BBDO; Neil Reagan, McCann-Erickson; Don Clarke, BBDO; Jack
Zoller, BBDO; Henry Legler, Warwick & Legler; Paul Franklin, Compton Adv.; Al Scalpone, Young &
Rubicam Inc.
NBC NEWS, EVENTS
DUTIES REALIGNED
FRANCIS C. McCALL, manager of
operations of NBC's news and special events
will con-of
Go*
centrate odepartment,
n active supervision
/dmv
BUYING
POWER
all
news
m e n t a and
r y comprowith spe-to
tfati fr<iy& o^itt SALES,
cialgrams,
attention
to GREATER
developing on-thespot news mateKANSAS CITY
rial, underalignament of opreerational and administrative duAnd for radio advertising that pays
t i e s announced
off in RESULTS, hire KCKN to
McCall last week
William F. byBrooks,
deliver your sales messages to Kansas
director of the department.
Citians. KCKN, and only KCKN,
Adolph J. Schneider, assistant
programs specifically and exclusively
manager of operations, will develop
for the Greater Kansas City market.
Result is that Kansas Citians look to
and supervise all NBC special
events programs. Joseph 0. Myers
KCKN for the kind of radio enterhas been appointed assistant to Mr.
tainment they like — day and night,
Brooks to coordinate facilities and
all night.
bookings and to clear bookings,
KCKN's
MARKET
COVERAGE
Thus, thru KCKN, you may sell a
schedules and circuit orders with
substantial share of Greater Kansas
other departments.
City's nine hundred million dollar
GREATER KANSAS CITY MARKET DATA
buying power without the rate penATS Speakers
O.P.A.
Effective Total Hornet
alty of outstate coverage.
SPEAKERS who are to address
COUNTIES
(and Civilian Pop. Buying Retail With
Contact your nearest Capper office
the American Television Society
Important Cities) 2-15-44
Income Sales Radios
for availabilities.
Jackson (Mo). .....485,900 $776,365,000 $380,370,000 133,067
during
1945-46
season ofinclude
Kansas City 431,700 705,330,000 364,500,000 112,945
Paul A. thePorter,
chairman
FCC;
24CityHOURS
A DAY—
KCKN isdaythe and
only night
Kansas—
Wyandotte (Ks. I 144.500 196,114,000 78,040,000 36,676
station
broadcasting
Jamestee for A.Economic
Farley, Development;
head of CommitKansas City 135,000 182,250,000 74,433,000 31,163
all night.
Col.
Johnson (Ks.)
40,200 26,739,000 11,880,000 8,552
"THIS cISomes aBASIC
MUTUAL" — At 6 P. M. KCKN beSosthenes national
Behn, Telephone
president
of Intercasting System. station of the Mutual Brdad& Telegraph
Corp.; Norman Corwin, radio and
SOURCES: Homes with Radios — Bureau of Census. All other data —
television script writer; Charles H.
Sales Management's "SURVEY
POWER," May 15, 1945.
(Reprinted OFwithBUYING
Permission)
Brewer, North American director
offormer
BBC, chairman
and Jamesof FCC.
Lawrence Fly,
*5^^_ ojfBEN LUDY, GENERAL MANAGER, KCKN, KANSAS CITY.
ELLIS ATTEBERRY, manager, kckn, kansas city

NEW YORK 17: 420 LEXINGTON AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO 4: 1207 RUSS BUILDING
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fftZy
Vallee Hollywood
Sued radio
SARA BERNER,
comedienne, filed $19,500 suit
WIBWi TOPEKA
in Los Angeles Superior Court
against Rudy Vallee, star of NBC
Rudy Vallee Show. Actress charged
Vallee refused to spot her on that
series at $500 weekly as he had
CAPPER PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
Oral agreement calledpromised.
for air credit
on 39
MOHAWK 4-32SO CHICAGO 1: ISO NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE CENTRAL S977 assertedly
DOUGLAS S220 KANSAS CITY 6: 300 WALTOWER BUILDING VICTOR 3864 week basis starting Aug. 30 last.
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c 1
Dt". Paul I. Carter, Superintendent
Veterans Hospital, checks script of
KGW's Monday night veteran's
program, "Remember our Men."

1
>

,

KGW
"Remember
CAMPAIGN

Rotund movie-star, Eugene Pallette,
signs the "Remember Our Men" pledge
card presentedRollieby KGW's
announcer,
Truitt. popular sports

vV
\

Our Men"
MARCHES ON!

This on-the-scene shot shows patients at Portland
Veteran's Hospital engrossed in the "in person"
performance of one of KGW's "Remember Our
Men" programs
with the KGW girls' trio and male
quartet
at the mike.

one ofthe GREAT STATIONS ofthe NATION

It's'
easy to forget
we atandhome
havedidtheforresponsibility
remembering
what — ourbut men
women
us during theof
war period. Characteristically, KGW has accepted this challenge and hasto inaugurated
a "Rememberfor OurmenMen"
CONTINUE
provide entertainment
and campaign
women stillto
confined in veterans hospitals.
Write for free
"Remember Our Men" pledge cards
ROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

KGW
PORTLAND, OREGON
REPRESENTED NATIONAltV
BY EDWARD P E T R Y & CO. INC.
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Microwave

RADIO ANTENNA on roof of the
24-story Western Union building
in New York is examined by H.
P. Corwith, Western Union assistant chief engineer (research). It
is part of a microwave radio relay system with which Western
Union proposes to improve telegraph service.

Radio

Is Proposed by
PLANS by Western Union Telegraph Co. to improve telegraph
service to American cities during
the next seven years through a
microwave radio relay system developed by RCA were announced
Oct. 22 by A. N. Williams, president
of Western Union, New York.
New system will eventually replace pole lines and the present
2,300,000-mile telegraph network,
but no lines will be removed until
an established radio system has
proved satisfactory, government
approval is obtained, and existing
contracts
man said. permit, company spokesWestern Union has applied to the
FCC for permission to establish experimental system between New

Relay

System

Western Union
York and Washington, New York
and Pittsburgh, and Pittsburgh and
Washington.
experimental
system establishedAn between
New York
and Philadelphia last spring,
through cooperation of Western
Union and RCA (which gives Western Union right to use all RCA inventions) and with the sanction of
FCC,ing allhastestsbeenimposed
successful
in meetand provided
experience for foundation of proposed nation-wide system, it was
reported.
Although the system could be
used for various kinds of circuits,
including multiplex, facsimile, teleprinter, and FM broadcasting programs, Western Union does not yet
know whether its facilities will be

AUTHORIZE STUDIES
FOR RELAY SERVICE
APPLICATIONS of RCA Communications Inc. for eight Class 2
experimental fixed radio stations
were granted by the FCC last
week. Purpose of project is to
study and develop automatic and
unattended radio relay lines of
communication. Particular interest
is handling of telephone and telegraph traffic.will be located at New
Stations
York, Wilmington, Havre de
Grace, Baltimore and Washington.
To use RCA composite type experimental equipment, stations
will operate on frequencies to be
assigned by Commission with 25 w
power, unlimited hours.
New England Telephone &
Telegraph Co. at same time was
granted requests
for Classand2 ex-52
perimental land station
portable-mobile stations to study
technical and other requirements
of proposed urban mobile telephone service for the general public. Research will be conducted
in Boston area using General Electric type experimental equipment.
Temporary
assignment
station
is 156.53
mc withfor250landw
and special emission for FM
(telephony),
157.43
mc, 15 and
w. mobile units,

The Radio Daily Survey of postwar opportunities rates only
sixteen cities as A-l prospects, and Nashville is one of them!
Only one Tennessee city has an A-l postwar rating and that is
Nashville! ... So don't overlook Nashville and the rich,
Middle-Tennessee market in making your postwar plans . . .
In the area served by WSIX, with its popular AMERICAN and
MUTUAL programs, are more than a million potential buyers
for your product.

AMERICAN

5000 WATTS

MUTUAL

980 K.C.

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
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BY THE KATZ

used for any purpose other than
sending of telegrams.
System would provide radio
beams in each direction, with each
beam equipped to provide 270 multiplex circuits, so that 1,080 operators could transmit telegrams simultaneously over a beam in one direction. Radio beams operate at
such high frequencies that antennas required to send and receive
waves are only four inches long.
Behind each antenna is a six-foot
parabolic reflector, similar to those
used by searchlights. Principle is
much the same as that demonstrated by Federal Telephone & Radio
Corp. [Broadcasting, Oct. 1].
Twenty or more voice frequencies may be sent over the beams
simultaneously, making it possible
for at least that many FM broadcasts to be transmitted at once, and
perhaps more, depending on how far
new channels are developed on the
beams. FCC has been requested to
permit
the set-up
some ofoperation
the high offrequency
bandson
recently allocated for use by radio
relay systems and also to allow
Western Union to handle commercial telegraph traffic as part of
the test program.

AGENCY,

Training Poll
FIRST RESULTS of a poll of
public taryopinion
on universal
training will
be givenmili-by
Walter Corner
Kiernan cooperative
on his Kiernan's
News
broadcast on American Nov. 2. Kiernan
started poll within a few hours
after President Truman finished
his
Oct. speech
23. to Congress on subject

INC.
BROADCASTING
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More than 2,000,000 prosperous
citizens live in the South Texas
market that will be blanketed by
Station KABC with its new power
of 50,000 watts, daytime, and
10,000 watts, night!
This primary listening area map
tells the story, outlining KABC's
daytime 0.5 millivolt contour.

BROADCASTING

CO.

Represented Nationally by WEED & CO.
IN
SOUTH
TEXAS
INTEREST
October 29, 1945 • Page 4'

City
Conditional Grants for New FM Stations
Following is a list of the actions:
City
Applicant

ALABAMA
Johnston Broadcasting Co.
ARKANSAS
Donald W. Reynolds
CALIFORNIA
J. E. Rodman
Gore Publishing
Co. Co.
Florida
Broadcasting
Miami
Broadcasting
A. 1-rank Katzentine Co.
Pinel'asTribune
Broadcasting
The
Co. Co.
GEORGIA
Augusta
Broadcasting
Co.Corp.
Ga.-AJa.
Broadcasting
Middle
Ga.
Broadcasting
Co.
Southeastern
Broadcasting
Frank R. Pidcock
Sr. Co.
IDAHO

IOWA
Burlington Broadcasting Co.
Central
Dubuque Broadcasting
BroadcastingCoCo.
KANSAS
The
The World
FarmerscCo.
&
Bankers
Broadasting Corp.
LOUISIANA
Alexandria
Broadcasting
The
TimesUniversity
Picayune Pub. Co.Co.Inc.
Loyola
MAINE
Portland Broadcasting System, Inc.
MINNESOTA
Southern
KSTP, Inc.Minn. Supply Co.
WMIN Broadcasting Co.
MISSOURI
WHB
Broadcasting Corp.
Co.
Mo.
Broadcasting
Thomas Patrick, Inc.

WMBR
WQAM
WKAT
WTSP
WFLA
WBML
WMAZ
WMGA
KBUR
WHO

KALB
WWL

Metropolitan,
poss.bly rural
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan,
possibly rural
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
possibly rural
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan,
possibly rural
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan

InterestStation
in Standard
Type of itivi
KB
ON
Applicant NEBRASKA
Omaha
Metropolitan
Inland Broadcasting Co.
s Station
NEVADA
Community
KENO
LasV as
neno JNewspapers, inc.
Reno
Metropolitan
NORTH CAROLINA WBBB
riurungton
WDNC
Metropolitan
Alamance
Broadcasting
Co.
Inc.
Durham Radio Corp.
Metropolitan
P eensboroKapias., Greensboro
Koanoke
Telecast, Inc.News Co.
Metropolitan
WCBT
WCBT,
Inc.
Josh
L.
Home
Metropolitan
William
Avera
Wynne
Rocky
Mount
Washington
WEED
Metropolitan
Tar
BroadcastingCo.System, Inc.
WAIRHeelBroadcasting
Sa.isbury
WAIR
WSTP
Metropo itan
OKLAHOMA
Metropolitan,
Oklahoma City KOMA, Inc.
KOMA
possibly rural
KGFF Broadcasting Co.
Shawnee
KGFF
Tulsa
Metropolitan
OREGON
„ ,. ,
Mrs. W.Broadcasters
J. Virgin
KMED
Metropolitan
KXL
KXL
KOIN
possibly rural
Metropolitan
KOIN, Radio
Inc. Advertising Service, a
Portland
Portland
Pacific
KWJJ
Metropolitan
SOUTH an*"1
CAROLINA
T^ei-m
WMRC
Wilbur
Columbia
d'
Metropolitan
Egan^n
Surety
Life
Ins.
Co.
Greenville
WFBC
Greenville
Metropolitan
TEXAS
KRIC
Beaumont
KRIC,
Inc.
Metropolitan
Brownsville
Herald Pub. Co.
KPRC
KLUF
The
KLUFPrinting
Broadcasting
Co. Inc.
Metropolitan
Houston
Corp.
Houston
Metropolitan
KMAC
Houston
KTRHWalmac
Broadcasting
Co.
Metropolitan
The
Co.
San
Antonio
KCMC
Texarkana
KCMC, Inc.
Metropolitan
VIRGINIA
WTAR
Radio
Corp.
Norfolk
Metropolitan
Portsmouth
Portsmouth
Radio Inc.
Corp.
WMBG
Richmond
Havens & Martin,
Metropolitan
WYOMING
KFBC
Frontier Broadcasting Co.
Cheyenne
Metropolitan
show will be written and produced
Army's First Video
ARMY'S first television show will by S/Sgt. Saul C. Korkin, who has
be produced over WBKB Chicago been writing radio scripts for the
by the Sixth Transportation Zone Army. Professional actors will augment military personnel in the
Nov. 13. Titled, "The Transporta- video broadcast.
tion Corps Brings 'Em Back", the
WSAP1

=-

SIOUX

TS
PRODUC
OF SUCH
t Flour
Occiden
Candy
FarmerSELLING
FannySFUL
Bread
Dromed
OF SUCCES
15 YEARS
HASaryHADGinger
BEE BAXTER
er
foam
d
Bondex Hot Iron Jape
Rumfor Baking Powd
Wool
2->
Celanese Frigidaire
Monarch Ranges
E-Z Cut Ham
IF YOU ALREADY HAVE, OR CONTEMPLATE, DISTRIBUTION IN THIS MARKET,
THIS PROGRAM CAN SELL YOUR PRODUCT.
AS-

FALLS,

SO.

DAKOTA

1140 K C - 5000 WATTS
National Representatives
HOWARD H. WILSON CO.
• October 29, 1945
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of advertising, has joined Simon &
Schuster, New York, promotion
as advertising
and
director.
Companyering useis ofconsidnetwork radio.
Mr.
Smith also
has been
appointed
by
President Truman as directolratoifonpublic
s for the relata o r management
conferences
ning
Nov.
5 atbeginthe
White House.
PHILLIPS CARLIN,
ivir. sraiin programs,
Mutual vice-presiis on a
lVTr QmitTi business
dent in tripcnarSe
to Chi-ofof
cago.
EDGAR
KOBAK,
president
Mutual,
returnsHe left
todayNewfromYorka trip
the Midwest.
Oct 21.to
ROBERTident andSWEZEY,
executive
vice-presgeneral manager of Mutual,
was chief
speaker
Oct. 24at Montreal.
at the Mon-He
treal Ad Club
luncheon
related his recent experiences overseas.
PAUL E.FortMILLS,
WOWO
Wayne, general
Ind., wasmanager
one of ' of19
Wayne menClubmademeeting
"Flyingrecognizing
Colonels"
atFort
theira Kiwanis
contributions to aviation.
STEVE West
WILLIS,
general Fla.,
manager
WJNO
PalmhisBeach,
has beenof
re-elected
for
fourth
consecutive
year toBeach
the board
of West
Palm
Chamberof directors
of Commerce.

[ffiiTi!T3;rcTiT^1

THOMAS
RISHWORTH,
former NBC
manager ofD. public
service programs
and
recentlyjoined discharged
from
AAF,
has rethe network as assistant manager
of the ROYpackage
sales division,
PORTEOUS,
hasreplacbeenof
nameding audience
promotionwho manager
the NBC advertising and promotion deEDWIN H. SCHWEITZER has joined
partment.
WELI New Haven, Conn., ager.as Hesales
mandirect
the salespervisewill
force,
sucontact with
establishments
adv
e
r
t
i
s
i
n
g
o
n
WELI,
and be in charge
of national business
tion.onIn radio
placed
thehe sales
stafor six years,
was
with WHTD Hartford,countConn.,executive
as ac-in
chargement storeof radio
departvertising.
adMr. Schweitzer GEORGE W. MILhas beenDetroit
apsales manager
of LARWJBK
to succeedpointed IRWIN
C. STOLL,
who takes
over other
in the sales
departMillarduties
was
Pillsburyment.Mills
Inc. Detroit
until he manager
resigned inof
1944 ingtoInc.,joinan Modern
Market
MerchandisCo., franchise affiliate
holder ofof Michigan
Muzak. Music
RICHARD
E.
GREEN,
for
manager of national salesseven
and years
sales
promotion for KFPY
KFYR
Spokane,
has
been
appointed
to that
WELCOMES THE
post
Seattle.inwith
Hecharge
alsoKOMO
willof
be
lations.
KOMO public reWILLIAM
NBC
formerly
ofEWING,
Spot
Sales, Inc.,
New
FALL
cial
manager
York, andGloversville,
commer-of
WENT
has
joined Co.,Howard
H. Wilson
New
York.
He with
has been
Mr. Green
associated
NBC
STARS"
OF
PARADE
in Washington and New York.
YES . . . We're proud to be able to bring to our vast
GIL JOHNSTON, formerly
in the sound
effects
of WBBM
Northwest audience the tops in radio entertainment
is new department
member of sales
staff ofChicago,
KMOX
St.
Louis.
Prisoner
of
war
in heGermany
. . . the greatest stars . . . the finest music . . . the
for
13
weeks
before
V-E
Day,
for two years as fighter pilotserved
with
ultimate in drama, comedy and public service
RCAF and three years in U. S. Eighth
Airforce.
features.
TAYLOR-HOWE-SNOWDEN Radio Sales,
representative
Oklahoma
Network, the Lone ofStarthe Chain
and seven
stationsarea,in will
the give
Louisiana-OklahomaTexas
its annual party
agency executives
Nov.
30for atNewtheYork
Ambassador
Hotel, Newon York.
ARTHUR
J.
BARRY
Jr.
rejoins
Free
<5s
Peters
Oct. 29 as account
executive
the
He has
been theonin
leaveNewsinceYork1942Office.
for service
with
Navytor onasanradar
direcescortofficer
carrierand infighter
the Pacific
He
recently released
from actlvp
duty wasas lieutenant
commander.
GEORGE
A. PROVOL,
ager of KDYL
Salt Lakecommercial
City, wonmanthe
President's
Cup inby theSaltfallLakegolfAdvertistournament
sponsored
ing Club.
JOHN television
H. DODGE, sales
accountdepartment
executive ofIs
NBC
father of a boy born
Oct. 21.
GEORGE JEFFERIES, formerly of the
AND . . . our audience is appreciative, too ! That's
RCAF, has joined the sales staff of CJOR
Vancouver.
why more and more advertisers are finding it profitSTAN TAPLEY, commercial
manager toof
able to use KFYR facilities.
CJCS
B. C.sameStratford,
the
positionhaswithbeenCKOVappointed
Kelowna,
For further details write us or ask any John Blair Man
MAX
E.
SOLOMON,
account
executive
ofvice-president
WFIL Philadelphia,
been elected
of the hasFourth
Estate
Square Club, Philadelphia.
WWPG Palm Beach, Fla., has appointed
Joseph Hershey McGillvra Inc., New
tive.
York, as exclusive national representaCHML Hamilton, Ont., has appointed
*1
"W
flD
SW
ferC
ff7
Adam
as exclusive representtive iexpects
n the Inc.
15. Sta-In
1946. tionaYoung
toU. beS. onas oftheNov.
air early
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fTtanncEmEnT
ijl
Bar
Assn., lawyers
a groupin consisting
of at
R.Crosley
C. COSGROVE,
vice-president
of the
Corp.
recently
purchased
by
the
practicing
meeting held atseveral
home offields,
LOUIS
Aviation
has ofbeensalesnamed
vice- annual
president Corp..
in charge
for AVCO.
G. CALDWELL,
ex-chairman
of theOther
section andelected
also broadcast
attorney.
Company'sfacturinmanuofficers
who
are
interested
in
g units inradio
law
were:
ELIOT
LOVETT,
viceclude
Lycoming,
rechairman,
president
of
the
FCC
Bar
public
Aircraft
products.
Spencer
Assn.; tary;PERCY
H. RUSSELL
Jr., secreHeater
Division
and
H. ofDONALD
KISTLER,
American
Propeller
member,
Kremer
&commissioner
Bingham.council
Mr.of
Jameson
is
former
Corp.
In
addition
to
his
new duties
Mr.
U. S. Court of Claims.
Cosgrove
continues
BOB CKCK
BUSS, Regina,
former commercial
asCrosley
vice-president
of
of
has joinedmanager
CHAT
Medicine
Hat,
Alta.,
asair manager.
Stamanager and
of itsgeneral
mantion
plans
to
be
on
early in 1946.
ing divisions. He isufacturalso
NILES
TRAMMELL,
president
of
NBC.
president
of > Cros- Mr. Cosgrove
was guest speaker at the Milwaukee
1 e y Mr.Distributing
Ad
Club
Oct. a25.NewHisStarting
topic wasPoint".
"Radio
Corp.
Cosgrove.
Has
Reached
with
Crosley
for
six
years,
is
president
SHIRLEY
ENRIGHT,
office
manager
of
of Radio Manufacturers Assn.
WTAR
Va., hasAdbeen
GUILFORD
S. JAMESON,
Washington
presidentNorfolk,
of the Norfolk
Club.elected
radio
attorney,
Oct.
16
was
elected
chairman
former vice-president
tive Law ofof thethe Section
Districton ofAdministraColumbia FRED
AmericanSMITH,
Broadcasting
Co. in chargeof
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It's not

WHAT
but

he

HOW

cooks
he

cooks

Whether it be creamed chicken or a sauce by Escoffier
—it's not what he cooks but how he cooks it. Good
taste, skill, years of practice and a natural aptitude are
the ingredients for a good cook.
It's just like that in this business. The stations we represent know there is no place in it for beginners. Our
people have those qualities that assure success. They
give friendly, intelligent cooperation and they show
skill that comes only from years of practice in the
advertising business.

PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY
• RADIO ADVERTISING
NEW YORK • DETROIT • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES ■ SAN FRANCISCO

it

FM— For Musicians
WHO CONTROLS American radio and its
destiny?
You'd that
guessCongress
that broadcasters
play
a small part;
writes the laws
and that the FCC, as the administrative arm
of Congress, enforces those laws.
But all that must be wrong.
New broadcast services are about to be
born — FM and television. Allocations are all
but made and the rules are being finally written. Everything, for better or worse, would
appear to be set for FM as a new aural service
destined to broaden radio's horizons. Television,
too, has the amber light, about to turn green.
But someone forgot somewhere to reckon
with James C. Petrillo — that pied piper of
music. He has served notice on the network
keys that there will be no duplication of musicians on AM and FM stations jointly operated
(which means all network programs using live
music). A separate staff of musicians or, more
likely, a full complement of standbys, is what
he seeks.
Petrillo has always started on the networks.
They are easy prey because they have that
curse Petrillo
of allegedmeans.
"bigness".
is clear,must
however,
what
Every Itnetwork
have
a duplicate staff of musicians (or pay out the
equivalent cash) if it serves FM outlets. Most
certainly Petrillo in due course will propose
that every AM station follow suit.
The evil of featherbedding inherent in the
standby,
first introduced
by Petrillo's
can Federation
of Musicians,
is jumpedAmerifrom
double to triple in the latest Petrillo manifesto.
Presumably it would quadruple when he moves
inuse onlivetelevision,
indeed
eventhenowrevenue.
can't
music untilwhich
Petrillo
figures
In simple arithmetic, here's what the FM
ruling means. Now, when the New York Philharmonic performs in New York for radio, its
staff of 104 musicians are paid, and well. If
the same performance should be carried over
the FM adjunct of the AM key, standby must
be paid for an additional 104 musicians. If
the orchestra performs outside the New York
local's
be paidjurisdiction,
(or the cash another
deposited104withwouldthe have
union).to
It would be as if General Motors required
the purchaser of one of its cars to buy two
"standbys" of the same models to be run on
a moving belt or to rust, because the new models might have triple the life of the old ones
and therefore that much work or profit would
be lost. How long would it be before Attorney
General Clark had GM in the Federal courts?
As things stand, Petrillo is making a Herculean drive toward a still-birth of FM. A new
medium, destined to lose money for many
months,
just can't
stand tothea gaff
of $5,000,000
or $7,000,000
in tribute
private
union.
Or maybe Petrillo is jockeying for position.
We've seen him jockey before and, thanks to a
protective law, enacted by a servile or frightened Congress, Petrillo has gotten practically
everything for which he bargained. The antitrust laws just don't touch the unions. Petrillo
hasn't
even been andartful
and threatened
won.— he has just demanded
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Today it's FM on the spot, with television
coming up. Yesterday, it was fixed quotas of
musicians an all stations. There also was
Petrillo's private WPA, wherein royalties for
performance of recordings are paid by the
manufacturers to the union.
Tomorrow it can be almost anything, unless
Congress and the administration get together
on means of making the anti-trust statutes
applicable to unions (which today constitute
the nation's biggest business), putting them
on the same legal footing as private business.
Confusion and Contrast
WHEN CONFUSION runs wild, as it does in
radio today,
it's helpful
to get back to fundamentals; to take
an inventory.
Earlier made
this month
of the nation's
high
tribunals
a notableonecontribution
in unanimously rejecting an appeal of eight religious
groups which sought to compel WPEN Philadelphia to- sell them time as had been done
under the previous ownership of the station.
The ruling came only three days after Rep.
Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.) introduced a hill
that would make radio broadcasting a public
utility and provide rigid controls over programs, business practices and renewal procedures [Broadcasting, Oct. 15]. Rep. Celler's
400-word bill to gut a free radio, was accompanied by a 1,000-word bombastic press release.
The three-judge Federal court issued no
press release. It handed down an opinion in
which it essayed faithfully to interpret the law.
Although it had no connection whatever with
the Celler Bill or the diatribes of others in
public life against Radio by the American Plan,
that opinion torpedoes practically every point
raised as to reforms.
Mr. Celler wants station financial reports
open to public inspection because telephone and
telegraph companies do so.
Federal Judge John Biggs Jr., senior memthe appellate court,
**a
radiober of broadcasting
stationobserved:
is not a"* public
utility in the sense that it must permit broadcasting by whoever
to its microphones."
Rep. Celler
asks thatcomes
Government
fix sustaining time percentages for nonprofit activities.
The court recites (the FCC permitting and
no violation of the anti-trust laws being involved) that there is no reason why the defendant (WPEN) "may not sell time to whome
v
e
r
i
t
pleases".
And on the "trustee" point, the Court by
coincidence, brings out that the religious plaintiffs seek to endow WPEN with the quality
of "an agency of the Federal Government and
endeavor to employ a kind of 'trustee-of-public
interest' doctrine to that end". And the court
answered: "But Congress has not made WPEN
an agency of Government. For this court to
adopt the view that it has such a status would
be judicial legislation of the most obvious kind".
The seven-page opinion is replete with conclusions and comments which make crystal clear
the Congressional intent that radio is a free,
competitive enterprise.
"It is clear," states Judge Biggs, "from history and the interpretation of the Federal Communications Act that the choice of programs
rests with the broadcasting stations licensed by
theThat
FCC."much is certain. The task now is to
prevent, by sheer force of deed and logic, any
breakdown of these provisions of the law.

ROBERT SWAIM PEARE

of a singlea
radio ING
station theis generally
operation considered
DIRECT
full-time job, about all any one person
cares to handle. However, Robert Swaim
Peare, vice-president of the General Electric
Company, not only directs one of the oldest
and best known standard broadcast stations,
WGY Schenectady, but has the responsibility
for guiding the destinies of some eight other
stations, two of which are located in California
and six in Schenectady.
Probably no other company, with the exceptionsityofofthe
major that
networks,
operatesthe the.
diverstations
fall under
watchful
eye of Bob Peare. For, in addition to WGY,
these eight other stations include five shortwave stations, a television, FM, and a state
police station.
Temporarily, the Government has taken over
programming of the five shortwave stations,
and the state police transmit their own mesleaving the
Peare's sages,
direction.
Yet remaining
even now histhree
dutiesunder
are
diversified and tremendous. In his capacity
with G. E. it is not only broadcasting that
occupies his time but also direction of the company's advertising, publicity and the many
other services now called "publication relaBob Peare gives a broad definition to his
manifold
tasks. ToAndhim,whether
they constitute
"servtions".
ing the public".
it be audiences,
supplying
tickets
for television
program
arranging broadcasts to welcome homecoming
servicemen
signing
a contract
for a tonationwide G. E. orradio
program,
he gives
each
task his personal interest and attention. His
audiences
are
composed
of
individuals,
he
says,
them.
and it's on that basis he prefers dealing with
This deep interest Peare has in people unfrom inhisBellmore,
early lifeInd.,andin background. doubtedly
He wasstemsborn
1901,
the son of an Indiana country doctor, who
returned to New York in 1906 for postgraduate
study,a time
bringing
his small
son This
with him
to reside
for
on 127th
street.
metropolitan
experience was broadening to young Peare,
but what made a deeper impression on his mind
was riding the country roads of Indiana with
his father on his professional calls. Here, he
learned a great deal about human beings and
their relations with each other, knowledge
which
served him well in his dealings
with thelater
public.
A second major influence in his career was
the University of Michigan, from which he was
graduated in 1922. Like most rugged Indiana
(Continued on page 56)
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We're

in

the

KNOW

KNOW has the enviable position in Austin
of being the oldest, best established radio station, with the highest Hooper rating in town.
Situated in a city that boasts the State Capitol,
the University of Texas, diversified industry, and
many other advantages, KNOW reaches markets
you cannot afford to overlook.
To you who make the decisions we would like
to present these facts:
1 . Average per family income in Austin is
RADIO

in

Austin

$4,850, well above the $4,061 per family income of the United States. *
2. Austin is a flourishing business city. Retail
sales in 1944 were $55,560,000 or 40% above
1939 level.* Even during the depression Federal
Figures show it was the second least affected
city in the nation.
3. Austinites derive their income from many
sources, making for a well-balanced economy.
You too can be in the "KNOW" about Austin.
Ask us to send you further information.

From May, 1945 Sales Management Survey

STATION
AMERICAN,
KNOW

STATE

MUTUAL

NETWORKS

AND

TEXAS

STATION

WEED
& CO-/ Representatives
New York . . . Boston . . . Chicago . . . Detroit . . . Hollywood . . . San Francisco
BROADCASTING
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r s North Carolina merely an agricultural state? Well, in
1942, salaries and wages totalled nearly 430 million dollars
— a lead of more than 92 millions over the next-ranking
Southern state and nearly double the average for all nine
other Southern states. (Department of Commerce
statistics. )
£. ^ : — rr .-.^y-r^a
^andWPTF
.« RALEIGH

With 50,000 Watts, at 680 k.c. — and NBC — Station
WPTF at Raleigh is by long odds the No. 1 radio salesman
in North Carolina. Let us send you the complete facts and
availabilities. Or just call Free & Peters!
50,000 WATTS
— NBC
RALEIGH,
IV. C.
Free & Peters, Inc., National Representatives
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Respects
(Continued from page 5 4)
youths, Bob spent more time in
college playing basketball than
sleeping, and although a broken
ankle suffered in his sophomore
year disqualified him from football,
he stuck determinedly to basketball
and won his college letter. During
summer vacations he worked for
the Pennsylvania Railroad, helped
build bridges for the -county road
superintendent, mixed concrete and
pitched hay.
Peare's
steady
to a corporate official
was ascent
round-about
and
devious. From college he entered
the company's
department, as a memberaccounting
of the Business
Training Course. Several months
later he was transferred to the
advertising department where he
remained until September 1, 1923,
when
to the' statistical
sectionhe ofreturned
the accounting
department and a year later became
assistant to the chief statistician.
In October 1926, he was elected
secretary-treasurer of the Maqua
Company, organization,
G. E.'s printing
and
engraving
and three
years later became general manager. On January 1. 1934. he was
elected president, still retaining his
other titles and responsibilities.
During the 14 years he spent at
Maqua, Peare made auite a reputation for himself. He proved his
managerial abilitv by rebuilding
and enlarging- the plant three
times during- his stay of office; setting up a Maaua sales organiration at the Bridgeport. Conn., G-E
works ; organizing the Maqua Comreputedpanytoforemen's
have association.
known all ofHe theis
Maqua workers bv their first
names, to be recognized as the best
poker plaver and worst bowler the
organization ever produced. His
diets were — and still are — famous,
but even now he scales a solid 220
pounds, a throwback to his athletic
days.
In April 1940, Bob Peare was
appointed manager of the G-E
publicity department, later elected
a vice-president. His tenure in this
position has been marked by a vast
reorganization of the old publicity
setup, resulting; in a separate advertising; and sales promotion staff
for each of pendently
the compapv's
six indeoperating departments,
all of which are coordinated under
his direction as chairman of the
G-E general advertising committee.
In radio terms he is what might
be designated a 448-kilowatt man —
that being the combined rating of

the nine stations for which he is
responsible.
Outside the office, Bob Peare
finds his greatest pleasure in home
and family — his wife, Catherine
and two daughters, Elizabeth and
Nancy. He is a good fisherman
and golfer. One of his mighty
drives carried 350 yards to the
green on the 15th hole at the Edison Club in Schenectady. Then he
putted into a sandtrap. Ever since,
he's been "On in One, Off in Two
BARNES, CARLISLE
Pea-e".
CITED BY WAR DEPT.

Mr. Carlisle
Mr. Barnes
TWO WWJ Detroit news commentators, Russell Barnes and
John Carlisle, have been cited by
the Wartions during
Dept.theforwar.their contribuMr. Barnes, who left his radio
job to become chief of the OWI
Psychological Warfare Branch of
the Allied Forces Hqtrs. in the
Mediterranean, was awarded the
War tionDept's
highestthemilitary
citato a civilian,
Exceptional
Civilian Service Emblem for "outhis direc-12
tion, standing
Allied work".
teamsUnderoperated
radio stations, dropped nearly
three billion
pamphlets
and He
main-is
tained five mobile
units.
now
on
his
way
back
to
WWJ
and
the Detroit News.
Mr. Carlisle left WWJ to become
correspondent
with the and
32ndTokyo.
Division in the Philippines
He was awarded the Bronze Star
for his reporting of the Northern
Luzon campaign, reputedly the
only war correspondent in that
area to receive the award. He
went to the Pacific after covering
the 3rd Army's push in Europe.
Gen. George Patton wrote him a
personal
letterthere.
of commendation
for
his work
He is now
covering
the
story
in San Francisco, of the 3rd Fleet
SCREEN BIGHTS
to "Makeshow
Believeon
Ballroom",
record have
musical
KPWB
Hollywood,
by Columbia
Pictures been
Corp. purchased
for film
version.
Al Jarvis,
producer-m.c.
radiovisoprogram,
will picture.
serve
as technicalof adr for motion

OUR MESSAGE IS TWO-FOLD — BUT SHORT
Our business is that of creating and producing radio programmes that
SELL. One — we can produce top-notch shows, in English, anywhere in
Canada or the United States. Two — we understand
French-speaking Canada thoroughly, and produce
French radio shows for many leading advertisers. May
we send you a brochure oi radio shows available?
Our address
Montreal,
P.Q. is: Keefer Building,
RADIO

PROGRAMME PRODUCERS
MONTREAL CANADA
ROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

. si ^

". . . The judges, who spent a day in Chicago
reviewing the records submitted by the contestants, reported: 'Station WTIC presented
the broadest, most well-rounded group of
program features designed to appeal to a
large portion of the farm listeners, and their
program planning, preparation, and presentation were outstanding'."

DIRECT ROUTE TO
SALES IN
The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporatio
Affiliated with NBC
and New England Regional Network
Represented by WEED & COMPANY,
New York, Boston, Chicago,

From VARIETY, September 26, 1945
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THE

FOLKS

ON

THE

OUTSIDE

WANT

TO

DIAL

on the Pacific Coast, too!
THE OUTSIDE MARKET houses half the radio families on the Pacific
Coast. These people are good customers — they spend approximately
half of the more-than-eight-billion-dollars in retail sales each year
The outsiders on the Pacific Coast want to
dial your radio show, but they can't unless you re*
lease it on Don Lee . . . because the Pacific Coast is
1,35a miles long and covered with mountains up
to 15,000 feet high — and only Don Lee has enough
stations (39) to deliver both the "inside" and the
4,outside" markets completely.
This isn't just a guess. A special C. E. Hooper
coincidental telephone survey of 176,019 calls, the
largest ever made on the Pacific Coast, showed 40
to 100% of the "outside" audience tuned to Don
Lee. (See example below.)
And no wonder . . . more than 9 out of every 10
radio families live within 25 miles of one of Don

Lee's 39 stations (the other 3 networks combined
have only 39 stations).
Don't keep your "outside" audience waiting
any longer to hear your sales message. Use the net'
work that carries practically as much Pacific Coast
regional business as the other three networks com'
bined— DON LEE!
Example from Special C. E. Hooper Survey
EL CENTRO, CALIFORNIA
SHARE OF AUDIENCE
Evening
74.4%
STATION
71.4%
14.0%
Daytime
Don Lee Station KXO
13.7%
Most popular out-of-town station
Other examples to follow

The Nation's Greatest Regional Network

thomas s. lee, President
lewis Allen weiss, Vke-Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
Sydney gaynor, General Sales Manager
5515 MELROSE AVE., HOLLYWOOD 38.CAL.
Represented Nationally by John Blair & Co.
DON

LEE

CHICAGO
5000 WATTS 560KC

CHICAGO CUBS
BASEBALL FOR 1945

National Representative
250 PARK AVE., NEW YORK
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THOMAS
H. and
BROWNgeneral
Jr., former
vicepresident
manager
the
Anacin
Co. and Home
most
recentlyof
secretary
of American
Products
Corp., isNov.to1 asjoinexecutive
Dancer-Fitzgeraldassistant to
H.Sample
M. Dancer, partner.
ROBERT
COLE,
former
Navy
writer
and
producerstaff
of radio
Detroit
of shows, has joined
Grant countAdv.executive.as Naactive of Detroit, he
was
with
CampbellEwald
and McCannErickson
before
joining
Navy.
With
McCann
- assistant
Erickson
he
was
creative
director
Cleveland branch.of
Inof Navyradio
he wassection,
head
public
information
branch,
Seventh
Naval
Mr. Cole
Miami. District,
EXPORT
ADV.
Agency,
Chicago,Mexico
has
opened
Amexica,
City, to Publicidad
act as executive
associate of
Export's
New
York,
Chicago
and
Buenos
Aires offices.
LEHNER,
released
the Army
asPAUL
captain
after
four toandfrom
years
service,
hasAgency,
returned
staffa half
ner
Adv.
St.
Louis,
asof Gardgrouphe
service
manager.
Prior
to
return
married
LILLIAN
agency copy
staff.EASTHAM, member of
J.Minneapolis
F. JOHNS, since
on sales1943,forcehasof WCCO
Melamed - H ojoined
b b s,
^^■^^
Mm ien rchandi
n e a p olis,singas
JPBMB^
j fHH,
He newshas
f
B 1\ executive.
represented
papers,
farm papers.
radio
stations
and
, ** magaines since 1915.
working
with MagaChi*r, cago
and
"Truenewspapers
Story
..-^M
zine."
iP^^H ■ JOHN
MONSARRAT, Navy
released
from
the
lieutenant asafter three
Mr. Johns
years
service,
resumed duties hasas
vice-president
Platt-Forbes,
New
York.radar
For officer
moreof than
18USSmonths
was
Langley,he
aircraft carrier,
in aboard
the Pacific.
GARRIT A. LYDECKER, vice-president
of Young & Rubicam, New York, lectured Oct. 22an onAdvertising
"The Agency's
Part
Campaign"
atin Planning
theing 17th
annual
surveyby ofAdvertising
advertiscourse
sponsored
Women of New York.
SIDNEY and ENGEL,
released advertising
from the
Army
former assistant
manger
ofhasAmerican
Fruit
Growers Inc..
Chicago,
joined
the
Cromwell
Adv.
Agency, NewandYork,
as director of sales
promotion
merchandising.
RUSSELL
D. McCORD,has former
president
ofFrancisco
the McCord
joined
the San
staff ofCo.,BBDO
in creative
capacity.
RICHARD B. KREUZER has joined the
San
Francisco
of Albert manager
FrankGuenther
Law staff
as production
and
art director.
WYLLIS
COOPER,
radio
program
and
television
manager
of Compton
Adv..
New
York,
has
supervised
the
production
ofBooks,
a 12-minute
now the
beingmovie
shownshortat for
bookPocket
fairs
throughout
country.
JOHNantC.promotion
OTTINGER
Jr.,
former
assistmanager
of the
bureau
of advertising,
American
Newspaper
Publishers
Assn.,
has joined
John A.
Cairns
&
Co.,
New
York,
in
an
executive
capacity.
JAMES
CAMPBELL,
recentlyBBDOreleased
from theS. Navy,
has rejoined
New
York,
ment. in the radio commercial departGEROLD charged
M. fromLAUCK
Jr., has
recently
disthe AAF,
rejoined
N. W. count
Ayerrepresentative.
& Son, New York, as acHENRY
has returned
J. WalterC. FLOWER
ThompsonJr. Co.,
New York,to
as vice-president
andto director
after
serving
as
assistant
Commissioner
Thomas
McCabe
on
the
Army-Navy
Liquidation Commission.
ERNEST G. KOSTING and EDMUND
WOODING
have
been ofappointed
associate copyYork.
directors
J. M. Mathes
Inc., New
GERALD
L.withSEAMAN,
in charge
of office
press
and
Milwaukee
regional
ofjoined
U.radio
S.BertSoil
Conservation
Service,
has
S.
Gittins
Adv.,
Milwaukee,
as radio executive. His assignments in-

flGEIICIES
clude "National
Farm byand Allis-Chalmers
Home Hour",
sponsored
on NBC
Tractortor of Agricultural
Division.
He isExtension
former radio
ediService,
North Dakota Agricultural College.
FRANK
KEATING,Adv.,
formerly
the BBC
and
Compton
NewofofYork,
joined
the Toronto
office
Spitzerhasof&
Mills. YVES
BOURASSA,
formerly
CKAC Montreal, and Radio Programme
Producers,pointed radioMontreal,
has been apoffice of Spitzerdirector
& Mills.of the Montreal
HENRY R.executive
TURNBULL
resignedJonesas
account
of thehasDuane
Co., New York, effective Nov. 1.
T. T. CHALLMAN,
formerFarms
director
ofR. merchandising
for Arden
Co.,
Los Angeles (dairy products), has been
appointed
general
manager
of Produc-W.
tive Adv., Los
Angeles.
He succeeds
H. REUTER,
whofor resigned
tomiddle-westbecome director of sales
the newVanilla
ern offices
of Standard
Co.

CHARLES MARSHALL has joined the
Ad Fried Adv., Oakland, as research director.
LUIS G,of DILLON,,
vice-president
in
charge
the foreign
department
McCann-Erickson,
New York,
Oct.of
14 for a month business
trip toleftMexico.
PAUL
B. CAVANAGHexecutives
and LANGLEYAlleyC.
KEYES,
& Richardsaccount
Co., New York, with
have been
admitted to partnership in the comHAZEL
E.Adv.BERNSTEIN,
formerlyrecently
with
pany.
Sterling
Co. Co.,
and Newmore
with
Grey
Adv.
York,York,
has
joined
J.
M.
Hickerson
Inc.,
New
as copywriter.
JOHN
GOODWILLIE
on
terminal
leave
from the 8th Air Force with rank of
major tising
and director
previously
of R. H.assistant
Macy &adverCo.,
has joinedNewtheYork.
copy staff of Benton &
Bowles,
CHARLES
STANFORD,
writer-artist,
has joined E.Milne
& Co., Seattle.

RENEWING old friendships at KMBC Kansas City cocktail party in Detroit for
advertising
executivesand were
(1 to r); Joseph Neebe, Campbell-Ewald v-p; Arthur B.
Church, president
Simons-Michelson
Agency.general manager of KMBC; Mr. and Mrs. S. Rubin of the
ARTHUR ESSLINGER
has rejoined
Mcrickson, New York,
asafteran four
as- NEW HEADQUARTERS
sistant accountCan -Eexecutive
years tered
andAAF eight
months
in
AAF.
He
ena first lieutenant and rose PURCHASED BY KFEQ
to rank of asmajor.
KFEQ St. Joseph, Mo., has bought
WILLIAM
L.
five-story Central Building at
president of HillLEDWITH,
Adv., Newformer
York, vice
and the
Frederick
Ave. and Felix St. and
previously
with York,
Gardnerhas Adv.
tis Adv., New
joinedand J.Cur-M. plans to move its studios and offices
Hickerson
Inc.,
New
York,
in
an
execthere
next
summer.
utive capacity.
Officials said the station, now in
STELLER-MILLAR-EBBERTS Adv., Los
Schneider Building, will occupy
Angeles, atiotons, has accomodate
expanded
taken additional
officesoper-at the
the fifth floor. Office space on
112 W.mer9thadvertising
St. JAMESmanager
R. DEGRAW,
for- only
of
Madsen
other
floors will continue to be
Iron Works, Los Angeles, has joined
rented out. Purchase of new conagency as account executive.
KARL
LOTT
Jr.,
after
46
months
Army
trol room equipment will accomservice,
returned agency,
to Darwinas H.account
Clark
pany transfer of the station to the
Adv.,
Loshas Angeles
executive.
new quarters.
ROBERT H. SCHMELZER, former adverKFEQ
announcing
tising has
managerjoined
of NorthBBDOAmerican
Avia- the purchasespokesmen,
from L. M. Pinkston
Los Angeles
creativetion Inc.,staff.
for
an
undisclosed
said
SLADE,has discharged
AAF "changes are coming in sum,
broadcastasSHERMAN
lieutenant,
returned from
to Foote,
Cone tive&on California
Belding, LosFruitAngeles,
as
execuing with regard to frequency moduGrowersMELVIN,
(Sunlation and television. Technical enkist)
account.
LT. CHARLES
released
from
Navy,
also
has
rejoined
gineering requirements for studios
agency as research department manager. and also for
studio higher.
control KFEQ
equipERNEST
G. MICHEL,
releasedLosfromAngeles,
AAF,
ment will be much
has
joined
Oxarart
Adv.,
as production manager. New account will be in a position to meet these
executiveleased fromis Navy.
WILLIAM W. HARVEY, reBERNARD WILKINS, radio director for requirements."
KFEQ was licensed in 1923.
Sterling signAdv.
Agency,effective
New York,
the present KFEQ cored his position
Oct. re-22. Officers of poration,
which was formed in
C. H. Agency,
TRAPP, St.formerly
with joined
Anfenger
1935,
are
Barton
Pitts, president
Adv.
Louis,
has
the
copy staff of Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis. and treasurer; Henry
D. Bradley,
VIRGINIA
LEE
DODGE,
former
writervice-president; J. Ted Branson, secproducer
of
American
Broadcasting
Co.,
Chicago,Coast
is now on Co.,the SancopyFrancisco.
staff of
retary; Mr. Pitts, Mr. Bradley,
Pacific
V. Burrowes,
She
previouslyAdv.
was with American in Arthur
non Griswold,
directors.and G. GlenSan Francisco.
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"AGGRESSIVE

ACTIVITY"

These can be just words — or they can be the key to a toprated service. To us of Lewis H. Avery, Inc., they mean:
• •

•

facts and figures on time

• • • • personal presentation of those facts and figures
careful analysis of markets, time periods,
programs available
• • •

counsel on the most effective use of time
in the light of local conditions

....

merchandising support

....

personal follow-through

It takes both the Know How and Intent to do this kind of
job. We believe we've demonstrated both.

LEWIS

H

565 Fifth Ave.
New York 17, N. Y.
PLaza 3-2622
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PRODUC

TIOnff
i
ington in recognition
ofas hism.c.twoofyears
CLYDE MOSER,
for
three
years
ann
o
u
n
c
e
r
a
t
WTAB
Norfolk,
Va.,
has
uninterrupted
service
the
been named to succeed BAILEY Rotary Club-WMAL "Entertainment
BARCO
as left
WTARstationproduction
manager.
Caravan",
weekly
show made
up ofappears
stage
Barco
has
to
devote
time
to
and
radio
entertainers,
which
music. He will continue as organist, veterans
regularly convalescent
at local servicecenters.
hospitals and
however.
PATRICK
J.
GILMORE,
formerly
with
MAURICE
DREICER,
radio
director, is to edit a page produceron radio
WBEN
BuffaloWITH
and Ellis
Adv. Agency,
has joined
Baltimore
as years
an- trends
for "This Month"
magazine.
n
o
u
n
c
e
r
.
H
e
has
been
for
four
DON New
ALBERT,
musical
director
of
in U. S. Coast Guard.
WHN
York
for
12th
consecutive
BOB
PETERSON
is
new
addition
to
year
will
serve
as
musical
director
of
announcing
of Stars"Newbenefit
dale,
Miss. staff of WROX Clarks- the son"Night
Square Garden,
York, atNov.Madi-13.
LAURA
GAUDET,
vocalist onConn.,
musi-is WARD WILSON, co-m.c. of the "Gloom
cal staffC.aofconcert
WTIC tour
Hartford,
Dodgers"
York, onis now
acting in ontheWHNsameNewcapacity
the
to make
of Canada
during early pearpart
of
November.
First
ap- series
Saturdaysponsored
"Can You
Top
This" NBC
ance is Nov. 9 in Ottawa.
by
Colgate-PalmolivePeet
Co.
MEL
VENTER, recentlyhasreleased
by the FRED BARR, program director of
Navy
WWRL New
York on Army
WFRC asSanlieutenant,
Francisco as returned
productionto now
manager.
the announcing
staff ofleave,
AFRSis
radio onstation
WVTM Manila.
JACKSON
WEAVER,has announcer
ROSEN
has
returned
to
WTOL
WMAL Washington,
been awardedof BETSY
a citation by the Rotary Club of Wash- Toledo after attending Northwestern

U. Summer Radio Institute, Chicago,
and is now writing and voicing the Lion
Store
program,
"Musical
CHARLES
MOORE,
releasedMemories".
from the
Navy,
been added
staff ofhas WCED
Dubois,to Pa.announcing
Another
new
member
is
KEN
JOHNSTON,
forDaily. merly with Dubois Courier-Express
DON
C.
McNAMARA,
program
director
ofof California
KFI Los Angeles, will
conduct
division
survey31.U.
of television extension
course starting
Oct.
Technical standards, production techniques,
problems, program ideas
willprogramming
be emphasized.
FRANCIS
CONRAD,
American
westernis
division station
relations
manager,
toas discuss
"Radio,
Past
and
Future,"
Adv.guest
Club speaker
on Nov. of7. Portland (Ore.)
BOB
STANLEY,
memberYork,of the
music
staff
of
WOR
been
named associate New
conductor ofhas music,
and will
assist
SYLVAN
LEVIN,
station's musical director, with all music
programs.
DAVE SCHOFIELD, released from the
Army, has rejoined KFRC San Francisco
asTOMproducer-announcer.
LIVESEY,
formerlytheof announcing
WIP Philadelphia, has joined
staff of WHAT
Philadelphia.
WILLIAM
HUCKSER
of
the
announcing staffcommander
of KYW Philadelphia
has been
named
of National
No. 2, American
Veterans
of World Post
War
II, Philadelphia.
A. E. POWLEY, chief of the CBC Over-

PUBLIC SERVICE feature devoted to
helping placedspeed
re-employment
of dis-is
war workers
and servicemen
conducted
Monday
through
Fridayby 8:308:45
a.m.
on
WGR
Buffalo
Max
Robinson,
seated, director
with cooperation
Leo
W. Sweeney,
of Buffalo U.of
S. Employment
Service,department
under sponsorship of Kleinhans,
store
for men porter",
and program
boys.hasTitled
"The
Job Recommercials
of strictly institutionalthreenature.
seas
London,
England, isCLAYTON
expected
back Unit,
in and
Canada
WILSON
OSCARshortly.
SMITH, formerly
ofwiththetheCBCCBCVancouver
are now
Overseas studios,
Unit, with
the
No. 1 Smith
Canadian
ArmywasBroadcasting
Unit.
recently
discharged
COLORADO
from the Canadian Army as captain.
1
— "TV
HELEN
For:
has joinedJAMES,
the CBCformerly
Torontoof Vancouver,
production
NEW
1 KANSAS I <*i
staff
onfromwomen's
programs
following
release
the
Royal
Canadian
Army
Mf XltO
Medical
Corps
as
a
home
sister.
She
has been on active service in Italy and
|MISSOURI V
Dependable Information
j
Holland
as
messing
officer
of
field
hos10 K I A H 0 M A \1 }t~M
\ ARKANSAS j»
on radio and markets
CHARLES
JENNINGS,
superpitals.
vispromoted
or of programs
CBCassistant
Toronto,
has
IIXAS
f £
been
toof general
supervisor
in the Middle West
of
programs.
JEAN
BEAUDET,
CBC
/LOUISIANA,
supervisor of music, is now director of
the CBC quarFrench
network, with headand Great Southwest
ters at Montreal.
EZRA STONE
on Nov. 2 will resume
role
of
Henry
Aldrich
in "The Aldrich
Family"
broadcasts
by General
Foods. onTheCBSfirstsponsored
Henry,
Stone tionplayed
the rolein July,
until 1941.
his inducintohasthebeenArmy
Sinceby
then
it
played
successively
NORMAN TOKAR,
RAYMOND
IVES. DICK JONES and
BILL SPIER, Hollywood producer of
CBS
has Orson
been
signed "Suspense"
as dialogue program,
director for
Welles' international film, "The StranROBERT O'SULLIVAN, former NBC
Hollywood
has joined KWJB
Globe, LYMAN,
Ariz., page,
as released
announcer.
JOHN
from the Army,
has
staff.rejoined NBC Hollywood production
SONNY BURKE, musical arranger for
Jimmy poser,Dorsey's
orchestra, musical
and com-diger".
been appointed
rector ohasf KMPC
Hollywood.
HARRY
VON
ZELL,
announcer
NBC
Buyer,
"Time to Smile Show", has been ofsigned
to building
for role in RKO film "The Dream of
Let us help you now, Mr. Tic
sure-fireeachspolindividual
campaignmarket
that's i the Middle W est anil Southwest, Our
MARGE LOWE of American Hollywood
know
publicity department and Ens. D. P.
first-hand knowledge and wide nee to you. Call the T.H.S. representaNewquist
tory
can
he
of
invaluable
assisl
on Oct. 21.were married in Holtville, Cal.,
live nearest you today!
EDHome."
HOUSTON
been appointed
musidirectorwithof has
CKEY
one caltime
CKRC Toronto.
Winnipeg.He was at
Oklahonta
Affiliates
VIC
KJBS PAULSEN,
to KSAN announcer,
San Francisco.shifts from
KADA—
KBiX — Ada
Muskogee
ELLIS
LIND, chief
announcer
KFDM— Beaumont
San
Francisco,
is
father
of a girl.of KYA
KCRC—Enid
KGFF
— Shawnee
KFYO
—
Lubbock
HARRY
W.
FLANNERY,
CBS
Hollywood
ROME—
Tulsa
KGNC
KTOK—— Ardmore
Oklahoma City
commentator,
is author of article, "SellKRGV—— Amarill©
Weslaco
KVSO
U. S. Preferred",
Free ingWorld
Magazine. in current issue of
KTSA
—
San
Antonio
THE
OKLAHOMA
NETWORK
THE LONE STAR CHAIN
LT. DENNIS DAY, former featured
IVuw Mexico
vocalist
NBC "Jack
KGGM — Albuquerque
has
been onassigned
to NavyBenny
unit, Show",
AFRS
Los
Angeles.
KVSF —Santa Fe
MICHAEL CRAMOY, former New York
Holly
we
Sai<>H Office*
radio Show"
writer, inhassimilar
joinedcapacity.
CBS "Marlin
Hurt
New York
ABBOTT service,
TESSMAN,
with release
from
Chicago
military
has
rejoined
American
Dallas
network,
Hollywood,
as
announcer.
J. DONALD WILSON, American western
division(Continued
program andon production
direcpage
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YOU

MAY

BE

A

63-YD.

WITH

BUT

—

YOU

CAN'T

FROM

ABLE

Regardless of power, frequency or distance there's
little use in trying to boot your progress into
Western Michigan via "outside" stations. You
might just as soon try to kick a football through
a stone wall, because this area has a wall of fading
that isolates us even from the largest stations in
Detroit and Chicago.
Local listeners can tune in local broadcasts only,
with any degree of dependability.

SCORE

DROPKICK*-

REACH

DETROIT

TO

OR

WESTERN

MICHIGAN

CHICAGO!

Complete coverage of Western Michigan is available through a proven CBS combination — WKZO
in Kalamazoo and WJEF in Grand Rapids — with
crystal-clear signals and at a bargain rate per thousand radio homes. Let us give you all the facts —
or just ask Free & Peters!
* Mark Payne, Dakota Wesleyan, did it in 1915 against
/V. W. Normal.

ZO

WK

CBS-?OR GKMW ******
BOTH OWNED AND OPERATED BY FETZER BROADCASTING COMPANY

FREE
BROADCASTING

& PETERS,

INC., EXCLUSIVE
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served
Africa,willItaly,
France,commercials
England.
ALAN inGANS
handle
on
"Gouting
Spelling
Bee"
on
Thursday
p.m., succeeding KYW,
PAUL
KINGSLEY, 7:30resigned.
LT.-COL.
NORM
ROSS,and awaiting
from AAF after two
one-half release
years
service,
returns Nov.
5 as m.c. of Rail"400
Hour,"roadsponsored
by Northwestern
on WMAQ Chicago.
DOOVID
BARSKIN,
after
more
than
two
years U. S. Navy service, has rejoined
KNX
ment. Hollywood sound effects departafter 26hasmonths
overseasas
asHANKUSO LADD,
entertainer,
been signed
Hollywood writer on NBC "Judy Canova
TED
WEEI Boston announcer
Show."a ROSS,
for
year,duction staff.
is now
onKING,
the WEEI
proART service
discharged
from
Marines
after
Pacific, returned
Oct. 14 into Southwest
WEEI as
announcer.
TED JOHNSON
been Wichita
appointed program manager ofhas KFBI
ART
LE
TOURNEAU,
discharged
from
Army Special
Services
as sergeant,
and
VERN
MOORE,
former chief
petty
officer
instaff
Navy,
have
returned
to
announcing
of KIDO Boise, Ida.
DEL KINGnouncer of KMOX
has beenSt.named
Louis. chief anALMA
KITCHELL,
director
Exchange" on WJZ New Yorkof "Woman's
and presi-

dent of the Assn. of Women Directors
of NAB,
has E.beenDewey
appointed
nor Thomas
to serveby onGoverthe
New
York Woman's
Council,
a women's
consultant
group
on
reconversion
problems.
RAY KNIGHT, comedian producer of
the early
days American
of broadcasting,
taking over the
network is video
programs
on WRGB Schenectady
for
four weeks. ofBased
on hisago,"Cuckoo
Club"
broadcasts
20 years
the television
series will be titled "Who's Cuckoo
PATRICIA EDDY, former state editor
of Beloittinuity
(Wis.)
News,of has
condepartment
KBIZjoined
Ottumwa,
Now?"
la.
FLOYD
NEWMAN,
Northwestern
student, has joined WLS Chicago nightU.
production department.
REO
THOMPSON,
formerly
of CJCA
Edmonton
and forservices,
three years
the
Canadian armed
has injoined
the announcing staff of CKWX Vancouver.
KEN
MILTON, newstaffto ofradio,
joined
the announcing
CKX hasBrandon,
Man.
WES ARMSTRONG,
formerlyToronto,
of the has
enginerecording
ring staf of CKCL
joined thefollowing
divisionfromof RCAF.
CKEY
Toronto,
release

Allied Arts \$

B.B.NEELY,
founder
and Hollyowner
ofNORMAN
Norman
Neely active
Enterprises,
wood,firm
has resumed
management
ofwiththeWestern
after
wartime
association
Electricin Co.
as special work
field
engineer
engaged
confidential
on
AAF
equipment
contracts.
West
Coast manufacturers
for
several
electronic
firms,representative
is ontrade
30-day
trip visiting
members
ofhe the
In
that
area.
WARD W. asHUBBARD,
released
the
Marines
captainmonths
and acting
forfromseveral
chief
of theing division
radio ofrecordWRC
Washington,
has
been
appointed
chief ofsion. that
diviHe succeeds
the late
E. WILLIAM YOUNG.
Formerly
radio
recording salesman
for
NBC
Chicago,
HubJANE DURNIN, released from the WAC
bard at one chief
time
was
assistant
as sergeant,
has
returned
to
the
proof the FHA radio,
gram department
She went
overseas ofinKYW
AugustPhiladelphia.
1943, and
motion pictures
and
speakers
bureau.
WOR New
York
Mr. Hubbard
recording division
has
issued a two-record
"Voices
of
Victory",
for
salestores.
tofolder,
the
public
through
retail
record
Onespeeches
record
contains
quotations
from
the
of Franklin Delano Roosevelt, the other
quotations
from the speeches of Winston Churchill.
VEE
Guard MACY,
where released
she was from
assistantthe inCoast
the
radio public relations office at headq
u
a
r
t
e
r
s
,
h
a
s
joined
Dave
Elman's
staff
in New York to work on "Hobby Lobby"
THOMAS P. HORD has been named
program.
general
sales Toronto,
manager radio
of StrombergCarlson
Co.,
equipment
manufacturer.
was and
formerly
RCA Victor Co., HeToronto,
during with
the
war with
De
Havilland
Aircraft
of Canada, Toronto.
H. S. gerWALKER
has been equipment
appointed manbroadcast
sales
divisionof theof RCA
Victor Co., Montreal,
and K. pointed
G. resident
CHISHOLM,
has been
apsales
engineer
for
broadcast equipment
sales division theat
Toronto.
,
A\U
IN RET
ARTHUR
WHITESIDE,
produc-retionturnedmanager
ofsix-month
WOR former
Newoverseas
York,
sigfromnment asacivilian
technician
on as-a
special Navy project in the Pacific, has
joined
the Bruce New
Chapman
Man"
organization,
York, as"Answer
writer
Here's the first post-war report on Wichita— Top City of the
and researcher.
United States in Sales Management's monthly survey of "High
R.of H.Stromberg-Carlson
BARGER, telephoneCo.,
saleshasmanager
been
Spot Cities" retail sales.
promoted
to assistant him
commercial
sales
manager.
Succeeding
asC. telephone
sales
manager
is
TRUMAN
THOMPYes, Kansas' Richest Market, second only to San Diego for many
SON, former Pacific Coast division manmonths, now has a retail sales index of 368.5, leading the list by
ager.
RAY
REISINGER
been promoted
production
control hasmanager
of the Fortto
12 points, in Sales Management's comparison against 1939 Sales.
Wayne
plant
ofSuperintendent
Farnsworth Television
&
Radio
Corp.
of Fort
Compared to the nation's average today, Wichita's index is 215.5%.
Wayne
plant has
is G.been
E. KELSO.
ROBERT
W.
COWEN
promoted
to assistant to W. H. MARGARET
BRYANT, Farnsworth
How does Wichita do it? Ask any of the sixty-four advertisers
credit
manager.
WALLACE
has
been
reappointed
assistant
export
who
Selling Station, KFH, to reach the "buyingest"
manager, to work with FRANK HARRIS,
marketusein that
the nation.
export manager. During the war Miss
Wallace wasdepartment.
supervisor GEORGE
in firm'sWORfield
expediting
DEN
is . new sales statistician
in sales
division, reporting
to E. H. manager.
MCCARTHY,
Farnsworth
sales division
FREDERIC
W.of HAUPT,
former personnel director
theyearsStromberg-Carlson
Co. and
for two
with Case-Hoyt
Corp.,
has
rejoined
Stromberg-Carlson
as assistant
advertising
manager.
WILKFH
LIAM D. O'TOOLE,
with manFolmer-Graflex
hasformerly
been made
aging editorInc.,
of The
Speaker,
employe
publication
of
Stromberg-Carlson.
DR. CLAUDE ROBINSON, president of
WICHITA
OpinionTON DUDLEY,
ResearchheadCorp.,
and PENDLEof Pendleton
Dudley1945
& Assoc.,
haveof been
presented
with
the
awards
the
National
WICHITA IS A HOOPERATED CITY
of Public Relations Council Inc.Assn.for
outstanding
contribution
through
public relations.
GARRETT,
president
and PAUL
director
ofCorp.
publicand vicerelaMotorsaward,
cowinnertions ooff General
the 1944
made the
CBS • 5000 WATTS DAY AND NIGHT • CALL ANY PETRY OFFICE
presentation
the association's
annual
award atdinner
held Oct. 23 8that
the Waldorf-Astpria, New York.
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tor, hasrectorbeen
made Dept.
Hollywood
radio diby Treasury
for forthcoming Victory
Loan drive.
BERNIE
WIDOM,
formerKVEC
CBS Hollywood
usher, has
San Luis
Obispo,
Cal., joined
as announcer.
LEONARD
CARLTON,
assistant
towhotheacted
publisher
of the manager
New Yorkon ofradio
Post,
asWLIB
program
the
Post
station
New
York
untilYork
his
recent
special
assignment
as
New
editor
of
the
Paris
Post,
is
father
of
a
girl born Oct. 12.
MICHEAL
KANE,
released
from
RCAF.
has joined announcing staff of CBM
Montreal.

s
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RECORDING
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WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF INSTANTANEOUS 1SOUND
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Why

Printers'

Ink...

PARR,
GRANT
re-in
hasyears
Italy,fivedent
the Middle
to theEastNBC
after
S.correspon
U. and
turned joined
and
1940
in
NBC
Parr
abroad.
the British Eighth
advance
reported
North ofAfrica.
Army across
n correWashingto
BULKLEY spondeGRIFFIN,
newsEngland
New
severalappointed
sforbeen
WTAG
bydent
pa,pers, hntaMass.,
in
correspon
as
Worcester
the National Capital. He will broadcast
Letter",
"Griffin's
titled
series
weekly
ng
onal
to
as
events
Congressi
interpreti
their effect on Worcester area.
for
news commenta
H.WRVAB. KENNY,
has beentor
Richmond,
, named
Va.
of WSSVVa., Petersburg
news editor

the Firstteams
Air Force
"Aces", oneconference.
of AAF's
seven
in football
Interviews,
featuring
profes-by
sional and college
stars, former
will be used
First sionAiras trailers
Force topublic
relations
divi-in
promote
games
eastern cities.
GABRIEL
HEATTER,
Mutual
news
analyst, is featured inshort,
a Columbia
"Person-oddity"
"GabrielPictures
Heatter
GIL Reporting."
WALES
has
Joined
KSAN
San
Francisco as news commentator.
RICHARDeventsBARD,
former director
of
special
and
publicity
for
WNEW
New
after
four York,
years returns
of serviceto the
withstation
the Army,

■Mo*

s' Ink
*Typical
of Printer
practical help
in the service
of radio advertising is this
8-page Television Dir
Requests for reprir ts are
welcomed.

* Because Printers' Ink is an outstanding
influence in helping advertisers and advertising agencies, as well as broadcasting
companies, to more effective use of radio
as an advertising medium, it is simple
logic that P. I. must be a potent force for
advertising to these people. Proof is that
Printers' Ink has carried more than 400
pages of radio network, station and representative advertising so far this year.
Printerslnk
The Constant Stimulator for Advertising
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PROPHET WITH HONOR in his own country is Cecil Brown. WRRN Warren, O..
Brown's
was one of the Present
first to were
sign (1himto r)on: Emerson
his co-opJ. news
on Mutual,hometown,
11 a.m., Monday-Friday.
Pryor,program
WRRN
station
Mr. WRRN;
Brown; Frank
Larry B.Donahue,
of Hart's Jewelry
Brown's manager;
sponsor over
Cannon, manager
WRRN commercial
manager.Store,
CAPT.
W. Army
G. BROWN,
from
which
he has just beenNov.dis-1
charged as captain.
Canadian
Auxiliarydischarged
Services,
hasto hefrombecomes
director ofEffective
special events
rejoined
CFCY
Charlottetown,
P.E.I.,
take
charge
of
sports
broadcasting
with
for
WNEW.
JO
RANSON, post,
who has occupied
the
combined
special
attention
to
harness
racing.
He
many. in France, Holland, Belgium, Ger- director of publicity under the becomes
revised
served
set
up.
RHEA
DIAMOND
assistant publicity director.continues as
AL HAUGNER,
head
of WIBA
Madison,
Wis.,
newsroom
for
15
months,
joined
CARROLL HANSEN
BERT
BUZWMT editor.
Cedar Rapids,
releasedandfrom
the armed
news
_ la., Oct. 22 as state ZINI,
forces,recently
have
returned
to KQW
San
Francisco
newsroom.
WARREN
KESTER,
farm
director
of
WMT
Rapids, la.,la., married
BLOOM, associate editor of
Yount Cedar
of Monticello,
Oct. 11. Lucile MARV
Duboissportscaster
(Pa.) "Courier-Express
Daily",Pa.is
CEDRIC
news analyst
for WCED Dubois,
Yankee andFOSTER,
Mutual networks,
back fromfor Henew conducts
15 sponsored
quarter-hour
a tour of vPacific
theater,
addressed
Adsports
news
programs
each
week.
K. PERRIN,
formerO.,newshas editor
Mass., Oct.ertisi17.ng Club luncheon in Worcester, ELLA
ofaddedWKBN
Youngstown,
BERT
FRANK,
discharged
from
armed
to WCHS
Charleston,
W. been
Va.,
service,
has
joined
the
local
news
staff
as
local
news
editor.
Mrs. Perrin previofwasKDYL
Salt
Lake
City.
Formerly
he
an
announcer
and
newsman
at
ously
had
been
with
"Youngstown
Vindicator" and "Warren Tribune" in Ohio.
WD AN WJJD KFOR.
ORA
HARVEY
andnewsHATTIE
STANLEY
have
joined
the
rewrite
staff
of
WBAP-KGKO
Forth Worth,in newspaper
Tex. Miss KEITH MORROW has joined the CBC
Harvey
farm was
broadcast
department
atofHalifax.
work in hasNewbeenYorkengaged
for two years.
farm before
broadcaster
CFCY
STAN
LOMAX,
WOR
New
York
sportsof He
Charlottetown,
joining
announcer,
has
completed
a
series
Canadian as Navy,
from commander.
whichtheheRoyal
was
three transcribed sports interviews for released
lieutenant
HERE'S THAT MYSTERY PROGRAM
YOU'VE BEEN LOOKING FOR!
It's new — It's detective drama at its best —
It's sure sales material
Thirteen half hour open-end E. T. dramatic programs. Each
story complete and a challenge to the best amateur sleuth
entitled
THE

WELL OF MYSTERY
Audition sample of 2 programs on request
write or wire
Frances Brown Productions
1272 South Western Avenue
Los Angeles 6, California
BROADCASTING
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GATES is your dependable source of supply for all
Radio Transmitting Equipment— no matter how simple or how elaborate. Because we specialize exclusively
in Transmitting Equipment, we are prepared to give you
detailed engineering service, plus quality products
second to none.

If you are planning to build a station from the ground
up, let us help you develop your plans most effectively.
And if your need is only for an occasional replacement
item, we are eager to serve you too.
For all your Equipment needs— today, tomorrow, or
whenever — call on GATES.

Write for Details About the
GATES Priority System for Prompt Post-War Delivery

A Typical GATES- Designed Station
Radio Sfatlon WRLC, at Toccoa, Go., is owned and operated by
R. G. Le Tourneau, world-famed designer and builder of heavyduty, precision machinery. When the Station was bui\t, GATES
was invited to handle the entire engineering and installation.
WRLC is only one of many stations engineered by GATES. These
complete installations are made possible because GATES manufactures literally everything in Radio Transmitting Equipment.

GATES

BROADCASTING

RADIO

C 0. • Q U I N C Y, ILL.* Exclusive Manufacturers of Rod
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KANSAS

CITY

TECHniCf

lL^

AMON
DOLDE,Riverside,
former Cal.,
chiefhasengineer
of KPRO
joined
KMPC
Hollywood
transmitter
staff.
DURWOOD
CROWELL,
formerly
LongandBeach,
Cal.;
JIMformerly
GENTRYinof
ofKPOX
KPRO
BOB
LONG,
recording
also staff.
have
been
added studio
to KMPCbusiness,
engineering
HENRY
is newMiss.chief engineer
of WROX FONSE
Clarksdale,
F. C. McMULLEN,
in chargeElectric
of aviation
radio
sales for Western
Co..
has beensection
appointed
chairman
of the
aviation
of
the
Radio
Manufacturers Assn. transmitter division.
He
succeedssion of Bendix
J. W. HAMMOND
radio Baltidivimore.
Aviation ofCorp.,
WALLACE
LAMBOURNE,
releasedstafffromof
Navy,
rejoined
engineering
KDYL hasSalt
Lakeclasses
City.
HeNavyhasmen
been
teaching
radio
to
Treasuremonths.
Island, San Francisco, forat
several
GEORGE
ANDREWS, released
fromunitserv-in
iceaswith master
psychological
warfare
ETOWTIC
sergeant,
hastransmitter
returned
tostaff
Hartford,
Conn.,
as engineer.
GEORGE engineer
M. NIXON,
assistant
of NBC,
spokeon developOct. 26
before ment
the National
Council
Schoolhouse
Construction
in Cincinnati.
His
topic was "Sound Control in School
MARWOOD
F. PATTERSON,
formerly
Buildings".
CHEXengineering
Peterborough,
joinedof
the
staff ofOnt..
CKEYhasToronto.
CAMERON
G. PIERCE,
electronic
radio
engineer,
is instructor
of U.andof
California
extension
division television
class which
starts
Oct.
29.
Twelve
sessions will be held on university campus
attelevision
Los Angeles.
Theater-projection
andin
instruction
are
included
course.

THE LITTLE STATION
WITH A MIGHTY WALLOP
Ask any Time Buyer how to get
5000 watt coverage on a 250 watt station
and one ...answer
he'll station
give youwithis
— WMAM
the "little
the big clusive
wallop"
an almost
exaudience ofserving
over 500,000
people
in Northeastern Wisconsin and Upper
Michigan . . . Write x>S>s.
™— promptly. NX
f/MAM
Marinette • Wisconsin
BRANCH STUDIOS IN
STURGEON
BAY• MICH.
• WIS.
IRON MT.
JOSEPH
MACKIN,
Mgr.
Nat'l
Representatives:
Howard
Co.
Chicago, New York, San Francisco,A. Wilson
Hollywood
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JAMES M. CUNNINGHAM, on leave of
absence from American Hollywood engineeringDefense
department since
1942 toCouncil
complete National
Research
at returns
Massachusetts
Institute
ofassignment
Technology,
to
network
post
on Nov. 1.
HOMER HAINES,
who assisted
in Ind.,
cons
t
r
u
c
t
i
o
n
o
f
WKMO
Kokomo,
has
addedPa.toWILLIAM
engineering
staff of
WCEDbeenDubois,
F. REINER,
Jr.,
for
five
years
in
TJ.
S.
Signal
'Corps
India, is also
ofserving
WCED in engineering
staff.new member
INDUSTRIAL electronics division of
Sylvania Electric
Products
Inc. has amannounced a line
high-frequency
plifiers
designedinofparticularly
use as
I-F amplifiers
uhf and shffor receiver
applications.
Setsbetween
are supplied
for70 centeranyfrequencies
mc
with
bandwidth
from30 2andto 10Conn.,
mc.
GRENBY
Mfg.
Co.,
Plainsville,
manufacturer of precision machine
tools and electronic equipment, has acquired ful controlBrooklyn,
of Allen maker
D. Card-of
well
radio Mfg.
parts Corp.,
and wartimedevices
developer
specialized
electronic
for theof
armed services.
FRANK
executivehasvicepresident, M.RCAFOLSOM,
Victor Division,
acceptedfactchairmanship
of the radio
manu-of
urers and distributors
division
the Alfred
E.
Smith
Memorial
Committee. Group is campaigning for a $3,000,000, 16-story
to St. Vincent's
Hospital
inBROWNING,
New addition
York. former
ROBERT
radar
engineer
with
Western
Electric
Co. field
and
RCA
audio
equipment
design
engineer,
has joined Norman B. Neely Enterprises,
Hollywood, as special field engineer to
provide technical
and engineering
assistancrepresented
e for electronic
equipment
acbyhastheresumed
firm. duties
LOMAN counts
MCAULEY
astown,control
of CFCY CharlotteP.E.I.,operator
after
in Canadian
Navy.a one and a half years
GORDON
ENGLISH,
released
from the
Canadian
rejoined
Vancouver Army,
as chiefhasstudio
operator.CJOR
HAZELTINE
Corp. is meeting
notifyinginstockNew
York Nov.holders of27a special
to vote on splitting
the
present
capital
stock
on
a two-to-one
basis,
with
authorized
shares
of
no
par
common stock increased from 300,000
to175,000
600,000to 350,000.
and shares
outstanding
from
No
change
is
involved
in either capital or surplus.
KLZ DENVER has leased the penthouse
atop Shirley-Savoy
arid is remodelingprogram
the space Hotel
to accommodate
its
expandedand
department.
KLZ
program
production
will move
out ofconstruction
businessdepartment
office
on
lower
floor
when
is
completed, expected in about three weeks.

KRAFT
THE
COWLES
STATION
for
Des Moines
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Wch
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With Finch Far«;«,:i

*** -ha, «,„ be conne;^,9h ^^elweenanytwo
2'
news W)H, ^ b; radio o, wire ...„„,
cover"Se. Be FIRST w;,h FINCH.
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DEVOTED
to student
listeners
and
their music
and social
interests,
"1450
Club"
is
now
being
broadcast
Monday
through O.Friday
4-5 reporterp.m. by
WHBC
Student
announcerCanton,
of the
songpicked
requestbyand
news
feature
has
been
contest
among
five
local trained
high schools.
Student
reporter
is
being
by
WHBC
staff
and receives
daily
quarter-hour
of experience toward
possible
future
profession.
Reporters
also
have
been
designated
for
each ofschool.
Theseto Jim
students
present
news
activities
Healy,
WHBC
news
editor,
who
passes
items
on
program
reporter.
shiftto
weekly. Each
FridaySchool
programreporters
announces
"Cantontions of which
Hit Parade
of Music,"
are made
on basisselec-of
and mail
requests
plus music
check
oftelephone
bestselling
sheet
and
record
in localforms.
shops,Students
compliedlisting
on special
WHBC
closest
guess
award. each week receive record album
Youth Discussions
TEEN-AGERS
from Youth
various groups
New York
and Long Island
will
participate in forum discussions pres
e
n
t
e
d
b
y
"It's
Up
to
Youth,"
WOR
New giveYorkyoung
Saturday program
designed
an opportunity
toto voice
opinionspeople
and settle
problems.

Anything

Retuiork Recounts

First appearance
Is Oct.
29 atofa Jewish
meetof theat National
Council
Womeningwill
Great
Neck,
L.Metropolitan
I. Forums
also
be.
held
at
the
Youth Council Conference in New York.
Nov. 3, tional
and at theatWomen's
InternaMadison
Garden17. on Exposition
International
YouthSquare
Day,
Nov.
Rhythm Riders
WESTERN
MUSIC
Wade andby
His
RhythmBroadcasting
Riders"by is"Ray
presented
Associated
Corp.,
Sunday
throughgram originates
Friday, at5:15KSANto 5:45
p.m. ProSan
Francisco.
Wade
and
Rhythm
Riders
also
are
active
in the recording field.
Educational
Series
INSTITUTE for Democratic Education,
non-profit educational organization, is

THEY

sell

!*is*well known
The quality of Regan's
products
ood
gbakery
s
i
in Fargo — for eleven years, now, we've broadcast
Regan's six-days-a-week, year-round program.
Wouldn't
results? you deduce that Regan's is well-satisfied with
Such long-retained local advertisers are WDAY's pride
and joy, because they know this station's selling power.
And Regan's is only one of eighteen "locals" who have
been with WDAY, steadily, from ten to twenty-three
years !
WDAY,
inc
S
z
N. B.C
FARGO, N. D.
970 KILOCYCLES . . . SOOO WATTS
O PETERS, INC., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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offering the first six recordings of its
tenth
series, "Lestwithout
We Forget—
Great Americans",
cost
toThese
staS., Alaska,
Hawaii tions
and throughout
Puerto the
Rico. U.Balance
of 13
programs
will
be
sent
within
a
month
to insure 13 consecutive weeks. NBC
Radio ords,Recording
produced
which can Division
be obtained
from recthe
institute
York. at 415 Lexington Ave., New
School Series
THEME of new series started by KXEL
Waterloo,
Iowa,
"HighHughSchools
on
the Air."
Eachof isstation,
week
Muncy,
farm
director
visits
a different
school
and
records
a
quarterhour program
interviews
andschool
features conductedof before
assembly.
bandsgeneral
participate.
Recording School
is broadcast
Friday
12:45
p.m.
as part ofprogram
regular five-weekly
"R.
F. D.-1540,"
sponsored
James
Black Dry Goods Co.,
local firm.by
New on WINX
SERIES
of eight programs
field reporters
justbyfeaturing
returned
from
overseasOct.onwas17UNRRA
started
WINX
Washington
as
Wednesday
and
Friday
evening
quarter-hour
program.
Station onter-hourOct.evening18 series
startedof weekly
quar12
programs
by Dr. D. F. Fleming of Vanderbilt U.
onSeries
"Howmainly
Can Weconsiders
Make Victory
peace Stick".
settlements of Far East.
Music Appreciation
MUSIC
ers of allappreciation
ages is now program
broadcastforbylistenWOL
Washington
Saturday recordings
morning fea-of
ture. Formatas includes
representative
selections
from
composers
whose works areduring
to be
formed in Washington
the perfollowing
week.
Interviews
and
news
events in local music circles are in-of
cluded.
Talent Opportunity
AN OPPORTUNITY
young
artists
to
perform
onfor thepromising
by WLIB New York
in airnewis offered
weekly
series,
"Young
American
Artists",
which
starts Nov.and1 onvocalists
Thursday
Musicians
are broadcast.
chosen to
appear
on
program
through
auditions
at station.
Negro Program
NEW sustaining
standing novelprogram
selectionsfeaturing
playedout-by
negro bands
has
started
on
WJJD
Chicago. Introduced on the program,
titled
"Bronzeville
Brevities", tune
each byweeka
isnegromostcomposer.
recentlyShow
published
is broadcast Monday throughVets'Friday,
3:15-3:30 p.m.
Impressions
IMPRESSIONS
of veterans
of homefront situation upon
their return
to the
U. S. are terviews
presented
inby servicemen
inconducted
George
Gow,
news
editor
of
KFH
Wichita,
as
part
of
his daily 6 p.m. newscast.
Veteran Forum
DESIGNED to offer special help to exservicemen
and iswomen,
weekly "Vet-on
Forum"
conducted
WHOM erans
New
Yorkbeing
by service
Joe Ruffner,
WHOM
news
editor
and
Leonard
Kauffman
of Veterans veteran.
Service
Center assists
in series.
Research Leaders
WARTIME
scienceof broadcasts
research onleaders
started new series
Mutual,
Oct.
22,
titled
"Science
War
and
Peace".
Broadcasts
will revealin were
how
many
scientific
achievements
worked out during wartime secrecy.
NEW WINTER season brings return
Nov.
2 ofa weekly
CBC "Northern
Messenger
Service",
messages
for
those
livinglines.
in service
theTraders,
farof north
beyond
telegraph
trappers,
miners,cials andmissionaries,
government
offiothers in the far north are
given
opportunity
to hearup tofrom50 words
their
friends
outside.
Messages
are
mailed
tobroadcast
Toronto
where
theyweek-are
recorded
for
at
different
end nights onCanada.
CBC stations
eastern
and
Service infirst
was
startedwestern
by KDKA in 1921.

New Business
RALSTON PURINA CO., St. Louis
(cereal products),
Nov.
17 p.m.
startsand"Opryon
House"
on Mutual,
1:30-2period
Jan.
adds
1-1:30
p.m.
farm
feeds. 5 Agency
is Gardner
Adv., St.for Louis.
ANDREW JERGENS Co.., Cincinnati
(Jergen'stranscribed
lotion), Dec.Walter
2 starts for 52
weeks
commentary,
on 39 Don LeeWinchell
Pacific
stations,
8:30-8:45
(PST).
nen & Mitchell, New York.Agency, LenBROWN SHOE Co., Chicago, Dec. 2
starts
for
26 weeks,— onEd 39Thorgeson
sports
commentary
Lee—
Pacific stations,
Sun. 9:45-10
p.m.DonPST).
Agency:
Leo Burnett
Co., Chicago.
BARRON-GRAY PACKING Co., San
Jose,
vegetable
juice), Cal.
Oct.in(Here's
19 Hollywood,
startedto forHealth
52 weeks,
Ona
Munson
CBS
Pacific stations,
Fri. 9:55-10 onp.m. 8(PST).
Agency: Long Adv. Service, San Jose.
DENALAN
Francisco
powder), Oct.Co.,16Sanstarted
for 52 (toothweeks,
Nick's Oddities,
on 8 Don p.m.
Lee Pacific
stations,
Tues. 10:15-10:30
(PST).
Agency: Rhoades & Davis, San Francisco.
QUAKER
OATS8 started
Co., Chicago
(Quaker
Oats),
Quaker Oct.
Breakfast
Parade for
on 3826Donweeks
Lee
Pacifica.m.stations,
Sat. 7:307:45
(PST), Mon.
with thru
transcribed
peat on KFRE.
Agency:
Ruthrauff re-&
Ryan,
Chicago.Inc., Oakland, Cal. (Vano,
CHEMICALS
liquid household cleaner), Nov. 3 starts
for 52Pacific
weeks Don't
You Believe It onp.m.10
CBS
(PST).Angeles.
Agencystations,
is GarfieldSat.& 9:45-10
Guild Adv.,
Los
FLAMINGO SALES Co., Hollywood (nail
polish),
15 started onErskine
Johnson
—Pacific
Movie Oct.
Commentary
39 Don
Lee
stations,
Mon . 4 :30-4
:45
p.m.
(PST).
Agency:
Advertising
&
Sales
Council, Hollywood.
ST. LAWRENCE
STARCH
New Oct.
Toronto, Ont.West
(Beehive
corn Co.,
syrup),
27on started
McKnight,
sportscaster
26
CBC
Trans-Canada
stations,
Sat.
7-7:15 p.m.; onand3 CBC
Micheal
sportscaster,
FrenchNormandin,
stations.
7:30-7:45
p.m.Toronto.
Agency: McConnell Eastman & Co.,
Net Renewals
CHESEBROUGH
Mfg. Oct.Co.,24 New
vaseline preparations,
renewsYork,
for
52 weekswork, Dr.
Christian p.m.
on full
CBS netWed.
8:30-8:55
Agency:
McCann-Erickson, New York.
WILLIAMSON CANDY Co., Chicago
(candy bars),
52 weeks
Famous
Jury Nov.
Trials9 renews
on 175for American
stations,
Agency: Aubrey, MooreFri.& 9-9:30
Wallace,p.m.Chicago.
PET MILK SALES Corp., St. Louis
(400-D Mary
Pet milk),
Oct. 27onrenewed
forsta-52
weeks
Lee Taylor
129 CBSGardtions, SCo.,
at. 10:30-11
a.m. Agency:
ner Adv.
St. Louis.
REVERE COPPER & BRASS Inc., New
York (institutional),
Oct.Mutual
14 moved
Human
Adventure
on 117
stations
from
Wed.
10-10:30
p.m.
to Sun.
9-9:30 N.p.m.Y. Agency: St. Georges
&
Keyes,

KOIN
We Work Today
for the Northwest's
Limitless Tomorrow
PORTLAND, OREGON
CBS Affiliate
FREE & PETERS, Inc., Natl Rep.
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The coming new Zenith Radios and Radio- Phonographs are completely
new throughout — better in every way. All the vast creative and engineering skill that is Zenith's has been utilized to produce these thrillingly
new sets. Here is new performance made possible only by Zenith's concentration for 30 years in Radionics Exclusively. Here are new engineering

new

beauty . .

new

circuits . .

triumphs stemming from Zenith's great part in Radionics at War. Here
is new and authentic cabinet beauty created by renowned furniture craftsmen. Here are new features — sales features. Here are the Radios and

dials . .

Radio -Phonographs destined to be No. 1 in public demand — the new
Zeniths. Now — right now — contact your Zenith distributor. There may
be an opening for you in the Zenith retail picture. Be among the first to

new

k demonstrate the coming Zeniths that are Brand New — Clear Through.
new

perfomance

new

features

•LONG DISTANCE* RADIO
RADIONIC PRODUCTS EXCLUSIVELYWORLD'S LEADING MANUFACTURER

ZENITH RADIO
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Promotion Personnel
LEE
CURRAN,
Pittsburgh
newsman,
has
been named Inpublicity
director
of1920,
KDKA
Pittsburgh.
news with
work
sincePittsburgh
he
has
been
associated
UP,
Press,
Pittsburgh
Gazette-Times
and
Pittsburgh
Sun
Telegraph.
He
operated
his own publicity bureau.
IRVING
HAMILTON,
former Co.,
contact
representative
of BellDonTelephone
Los
Angeles,
has Hollywood,
joined
Lee Broadcasting
System,
publicity
department.
SAMUELwriterABELOW,
freelance
script
for New former
England AAP,
stations
and
joinedrecently
the CBSdischarged
program from
promotion has
de-

While withserved
AAP asin historian
England
and France partment.Abelow
of a special Eighth Air Force project
which
delivered
1
by
air
supplies
and
resistance organizations
inpersonnel
occupiedtocountries.
JACK PACEY, recently discharged from
i£e^Army
after and
threepreviously
years withon the
the
Ninth
Air Force
editorial
stafftheof "Wall
Streetdepartment
Journal",
has
joined
publicity
oi
editor.American network as trade news
CLARIENE BAILEY, formerly of WDSU
New
Orleans, La., has joined American
network
partment. Hollywood sales promotion deMARIE HOULAHAN, publicity and pub-

fc> FAMILY

Effectivefamilies
buying* comprising
income of the
the
50,900
173,000 population of South
Bend and St. Joseph County, Indiana, is $4,500.00 per family,
according to latest "Sales Management" figures.
This is substantially greater than
the national average ($4,061.00)
and 'way above the average for
Indiana ($3,880.00).
WSBT advertisers get an oversize
cut of this luscious pie — and our
latest Hooper will tell you why!
Want
a copy?

COLUMBIA
NETWORK
Pool H. Raymer Co., National Representatives
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960 KC
1000 WATTS

relationsnamed
director
of WEEI
Boston,of
has licbeen
national
chairman
the
publicity
committee
of Women
Directors
of NAB.of Shethe isAssn.
also
publicity
the association's
first
districtdirector
(New ofEngland).
ALLEN ELROD,
formerlyLosof Angeles,
Eastern-Co-art
lumbia Dept. Store,
staff,
American
western asdivisionhassales joined
promotion
department
art
director.
RALPH
TAYLOR,
CBS
western
division
sales promotion director, is in New York
for
tives.conferences with home office execuJOHN tionsA.director
CASSTEVENS,
public
of KIDO Boise,
has relabeen
appointed
state chairman
of State
the special
events
division
of
Idaho
War
Finance Committee for Victory Loan
campaign.
WCHS School Contest
AWARDSfered by WCHS
totalingCharleston,
$325 haveW.been
Va., of-in
aSchool
contestof tothepublicize
CBS "American
Air"
among
the
schools
W best
Va300
Prizes
willin togoKanawha
to schoolsCounty,
devising
procedures
supplement
regular
curriculManuals
um in connection
with "School of
the
of suggestions
have
been Air."
mailed
to teachers.
continues through
current Contest
school year
WCHS
is conducting
letter contest
5°^T^udents
ofCBSlocalAmerican
Kanawha
County,'onof
My favorite
School
the Air Program"
prizes of three
all-expense
trips1, towith
test ends April
1946.New York. ConScholarship Quiz
HIGH SCHOOL quiz contest, with $1,000
scholarship
to U. of Tulsa
as grand
prize, has secubeen
forTulsa
second
contopievreatyieoanrwibyth started
KVOO
cothe
university
toinOklahelp
stimulatehoma,interest
in
education
in
Arkansas
and
Missouri.
Senior
students
high schools
in 24 cities in
the
threeinquiz
states
will participate
in a
half-hour
program
broadcast
Saturday
morning
by
KVOO.
U eachof
Tulsa
students
serve
as
announcers
Winner Bond
of each
session
receives
$25
Victory
becomes
eligible
finals
tomembers
be and
heldchoose
at thequestions
university.foron
Faculty
current events, civics, history, etc. Contesthomalast highyearschools.
was limited to 12 OklaCotton Wads
REPORTERS of press and radio covering President Truman's reviewing of
the fleet in New York on Navy Daf re'
York.
containing
cotton
bore
rttn^^T?*
cotton& with
*he comviS Envelope
£ 0f i Kenvon
Eckhardt,
New
use of the cotton when the Navv'i
u.p
^fa?l
from.
"SuP«man"
advising
™ ™e *? the President sounded. Ent^SS
keep
^il
childrenwa«ied
away recipients
from the tocotton
Eckhardt
is8 Pep>
agency.forbroadcast
7£ £QlSuperman"
onKenyon
Mutual&
U?B Exchange
wWcn
Promotion
GRUEN WATCH Co. plans to name a
motion picture star whose fashion comS,n«nna«-Cl? afttr Constance Bennett,
one
p m-Miss
oncooperative
American
network's
Fririnvof that
?Sia.re
broadcast
Monday
through
progli15:1:3<l
rams. In exchange
Bennett
willlis
each week01le on°f„the
her
program
a^lrd
new
model
watches
to
a
"woman
of the week." Twenty-six local adverstores,
currently
sponsor Miss
Bennett
3E2 Chlefly
.department
or specialty
on as many WKBN
AmericanSuccess
stations. -

EMPHASIZING
three-way
of
Generalin which
ElectrictheCo.
stations service
in Schnectady
identification
of
each
station is made known through proare not duplications
is this
billboardgrams that promoting
WGY WGFM

credits, regular local space rates and a
listeners
clothesortoitems
suit of stories
usedin
are
whichofsending
sports
program
Novelwhoangle
program.
onis the
"little
birdie"
make his predictions for helps
comingHarmon
sports
is handled by Emil
'Program
eJents- Co.,
New York.
Mogul
Scenic
Brochure
"WHAT'S in the cards for Portland'"
KEX
Cover
presents
colorby
JiS-S- an,Portland.
brochure
picture
oflllustrated
mountain
scenery
ofissued
Oregon,
with
inside
folds
illustrating
industry, scenic and recreationcommerce
centers
of the state. Copy points out advantages
of such a market,
KMOX "theFolderlast frontier".
FOLDER recounting success of "The
Land ateWed in 1937Liveby In",
historicalLouisseriesfor crethe
Union Electric KMOX
Co., hasSt.been
prepared
by
the
station.
Attached
from
Frank B. Falknor, generalnote
manager,
states that program
typical available
of skills
talents ofis KMOX
toand allcreative
advertisers.
Northwest Promotion
ELABORATE
the opportunities presented book
in theonPacific
Northwest
have been
extolled
in
"Future
Unlimited ',issuedFully
by Pacific
Northwest
Broadcasters.
illustrated with
color plates,
book
is
done
in
documentary style, putting forth that part
of thebeautiful
country treasure-vaults".
as "one of America's
most
dedicated
to "thefuture".
buUders of this Item-is
pires unlimited
CBS Booklet
TALKS man;byE. K.PaulJett,A. FCC
Porter,commissioner;
FCC chairPeter Goldmark,
CBSanddirector
of engineering
research,
Worthington
Miner, manager
of CBS television
dep
a
r
t
m
e
n
t
,
a
l
broadcast
by
CBS
during August
September,
have form
been
printed
by and
network
in booklet
Title is "Forecasts
FM & Television".
Anniversaryin Promotion
PROMOTION for 15th anniversary of
WLW Cincinnati
River"
prolate evening"Moon
musicalcontest
memories
feature,gram, included
photo
and
letter
contest
on
"What
'Moon
River'
has
meant
to
me."
Window
displays
and
newspaper publicity also supported
CJBC Contest
CIVILIAN inpilot's
course was
first
contesttraining
of early-morning
"It's prize
About
program
on m.c.CJBC
Toronto. Wib Time"
Perry
is
program
Matches
BOOK MATCHES are being distributed
to promotewesternWOAI
market. Antonio in the south-

*lOR7 °lmotion3o£
WKBN
Youngstown,
o.
and isletter
released
mntmnr
fltsrffolder
cllents
explained
in "The
pro-by
McCall
Sewing
Corps
o°,n
Oabout
enrollments
for
of
the
Air",
which
It is not the amount of noise
is carried by more than a hundred stayou make that counts in radio.
lv JlC,TOSS tne country. Report shows
It's
what you say and how well
Program
is sponsored
leri
t J station
^year;
als0 onirl the
1944'YoungsWKBNCo.
town
bylnaSquiring
Strauss-Hirshberg
Prn/,,
J?*^ers
enrollments.
you
put it over that matters.
Public Relations
REPRINTS of excerpts from H. L MenThere are more powerful stations than CHNS in Canada
cken s "The
American Language:
plement One",
the originSup-of
but none with better equipment.
the
termdistributed
"publicoutlining
relations
counsel",
are
being
by
Fdward
ays
Counsel on Public Relations, L.NewBernYork
For Rates: Apply Station Director
Excerpts
trace the
history of public
relations
CHNS • BROADCASTING
connectioncounsel
with and
it. show Mr. Bernays'
HOUSE, Halifax, Nova Scotia
Contribution Awards
TRIMODNT Clothing Co., New York
or York City
sponsor
of
Joe Weed, New
Tom
Harmon's
Saturdayair
night series on Mutual,
is offering
ROADCASTING
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Could

ALMOST

be

ANYTHING

ANYTHING DRAWN, TYPED, PRINTED, OR PHOTOGRAPHED ON TRANSLUCENT MATERIAL CAN BE
REPRODUCED IN SECONDS WITH OZALID

Voudrafting
MAY room,
HAVE justwondered,
you use
haven't
how you ifcould
Ozalida
. . and whether or not it would pay.
Right now, you can make exact reproductions
-not negatives, direct from reports, forms, and
.etters you receive.
More often, of course, you will be reproducing

your own records, financial statements, sales bulletins, and instruction manuals.
Besides, you are bound to think of individualized applications — unique ways in which you can
use
Ozalid's
black,foils,
blue,andred,theandNEW
sepia dryphoto
line prints
. . . also
Ozalid
papers which give you beautiful reproductions,

t

I

At the Prudential Insurance Company,
Newark, New Jersey, applications for industrial insurance are reproduced with Ozalid. The
originals are kept on file and Ozalid prints are
attached to the policies. Prudential changed their
form, adopting a translucent sheet with printing
on only one side, so that they can utilize ozalid.

complete with half-tone detail, from photographic
film positives or perspective drawings.
You'll appreciate this versatility . . . which is
found only with Ozalid. Also the convenience of
being able to make these prints in seconds— whenever you want them, with an economical Ozalid
machine designed for your requirements.

-- •

At Alpha Music, New York City, music arrangements, drawn in ink, are reproduced with
Ozalid. Performers on such programs as CocaCola's "Pause That Refreshes," Evening in Paris's
"Here's to Romance," or any of the CBS New
York shows, are reading from easy-to-follow
Ozalid Prints. Ozalid Dry Photos are also made.

At Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, New York, student records are kept on translucent paper and
reproduced
with Ozalid—
whenever
need arises.
Grades are added
periodically
to thethemaster
copy,
averages and credits are computed, and the student receives an Ozalid print showing his latest
standing. Retyping errors are eliminated.
Send fortainingthesamples
freeof "Ozalid
Printmaster
the 10 different
typesBooklet"—
of prints conyou

OZALID
DIVISION OF GENERAL ANILINE AND FILM CORPORATION • JOHNSON CITY, N. Y.
OZALID IN CANADA- HUGHES-OWENS CO., LTD., MONTREAL
BROADCASTING
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25

SponsoRS

RALSTON
PURINAthe Co.,
St. Louis,
has
purchased
Saturday
1:30217p.m.,
period
on products
Mutual
starting
FICTION BOOK CLUB, New York
Nov.
for
its
cereal
division.
(books),
has appointed
RaymondadvertisSpecCompany
also
has
purchased
the
Saturtor
Co., New
to handle
day
1-1:30
p.m.
period
on
Mutual
startwillYork,be used.
ing Jan. 5. Pull hour hillbilly program. COFAXing. Radio
CORP.,
Lynbrook,
N.
Y.,
(Pax
"Opry 17House",
will 1-1:30
start from
p.m. Dry Seal Tape), has appointed Arthur
Million
Nov.
with the
period1-25. being
Rosenberg
& accounts.
Co., New York,
to will
handlebe
carriedgramsustaining
until
Jan.
Proadvertising
Radio
will originate
in Nashville
and used in 1946.
will
feature
talentonwhich
has appeared
MARKETERS,
Newrecently
York
for
many
years
a Saturday
series SNOW
(frozen CROP
foods
and vegetables),
broadcast
from
Nashville
on
another
company,
will
use
radio
network. Agency is Gardner Adv., St. organized
Louis.
advertising,
although
type
has
not
beenfor
York. Agency is Maxon Inc., New
ROGER & C.RyanWHITMAN,
formerly
with decided.
Pedlar
and
BBDO
and
released
SUTTON SALES
Inc.,
York, Adv.
has
Dollars
from the ,Navy
lieutenantassistant
com- placed
account
withNewwill
Madison
has been asappointed
Co., Newits
York.
Radio
be
used
advertisingmandermanager
of Bristol-Myers
Co. within
next six months.
LaMAUR
PRODUCTS shampoo),
Inc., Minneapolis
EVANS
CHEMETICS
Inc., New placed
York
(Modart Fluff
(cosmetics
musical
spotsTexas,cream
onMinnesota,
30 stationsWisconsin,
inis using
Cali- its
account and
with chemicals),
Norman D. hasWaters
&
fornia,
Assoc.,
New
York.
Radio
is
considered.
Iowa,
North
Dakota
and
South
Dakota
and
a
five
minute
newscast
six
days
ARCADY
FARMS
MILLING
Co.,
Chicago
weekly
KSTP Minneapolis-St.
Paul. (livestock andBurtonpoultry
has apLaMaur onexpects
Browneandfeeds),
Adv.,
Chicago,
-Plus!
after firsttd ofexpand
the year.campaign
Agency to handlepointedadvertising
publicity.
isnationally
McCann-Erickson,
Minneapolis.
advertising
BERLOU
Mfg. Co.,
(Berlou& NATEger of PERLSTEIN,
Sales Co.,
Chicago, manais in
Moth-proofing),
has Marion
appointedO. Gray
HollywoodPabstto supervise
substitute
series
Rogers,
CBS
"Danny
Kaye
Show".
Jack
agency. Philadelphia, as advertising for
Benny,
George
Burns
and
Gracie
Allen,
Ed Gardner, and Eddie Cantor will fill
MURINE
Co., Chattanooga,
Chicago, Chattanooga
Medicine
Co.,
and
John
in
while
Kaye
completes
overseas
enThat's a lotta bucks, but B. Stetson Co., Philadelphia, have aptertainment tour for occupation and
hospitalized troops.
Exportaccounts.
Adv. Service,
that's how much tobacco New York,pointedtoNational
handle
Radio
JULIUS
& Co.,withWashingin foreign
growers in the WSJS area will
ton (dept.GARFINCKEL
store),
WINXof
type behas used
not been
decided. countries but Washington
for 26hasweeksignedsponsorship
Division
of
Coat
Corp.
of
"Memorable
.
Melodies",
Sundaythrough
3:05-5
will collect for their crop this RAINWEAR,
p.m.,
effective
Oct.
21.
Placed
America,
Long
Island
City
(raincoats),
starting announcements
on stations
feafall on the Winston-Salem isthroughout
music andWashington,
productions program
not usually
the country where
retail Lewis turesAgency,
outlets for the coats are located. Agencyselected because of length or mass apmarket!

peal. Mid-program
"Message
speakerforonWashsubJ
jects of ington"
localpresents
civicguest
interest.
HALLIWELL
TOILETRIES,
York
(Halliwell toiletries), on Oct. New
22 started
using
spot announcements
onweeks.
KFIfour-weekly
Los Angeles.
is for six
Agency
is EdwinContract
L. Frankenstein
Adv.,
New
York.
RKO RADIO PICTURES Corp., New
York, Nov.
"Spanish
startsNewl'/z-min.
spots
(2-9)Main",
on local
York
stations
through
Foote,
Cone & Belding,
New
York.
OWL DRUG Co., San Francisco (chain
drug ingstores),
Oct. spot
29 starts
sponsorthrice-weekly
announcement
schedule
on KNX
Hollywood
forSan52
weeks.
Agency
is
Ruthrauff
&
Ryan,
Francisco.
GOODERHAM
& WORTS, Toronto
(Hotshot anti-freeze),
announcements on is17 starting
Canadiansinging
stations.
Account placed by Canadian Adv. AgenMAN cy.,OFToronto.
MANHATTAN Inc., New York
(men'sparticipations
toiletries), onis Jane
sponsoring
spots
and
Gibson
programonon KQV
Pittsburgh,
plus ischainbreaks
same
station.
Agency
Hirshon-Garneld, New York.
SPECIAL FOODS Inc., Chicago (Jays
potato chips), began sponsorship Oct.
20Saturday
of half-hour
show, (CST)
"Jay's onJivoree,"
5-5:30 isp.m.
Chicago.school
Show
a dancing
partyWCFL
high
students
featuring
Eddyfor
Wiggins
and
his
band
and
written
by
Fran
Harris.
Effective
Nov.
3
broadcast
will originate from auditorium at
Goldblatt's department store.
HOTEL
plans
NovemberCONTINENTAL,
spot campaignChicago,
on Chicago
stations WJJD WAAF WIND to announce premiere
opening of hotel's
New
Horizon
S. Lovitt
Co., room.
Chicago.Agency is Sydney
RICE-STIX Co., St. Louis, has appointed
Olian Adv.
to handle
account for lineCo.,of St.testLouis,
over-alls
and forwork
clothes.
a
national Immediate
campaign to plans
includecallradio.
LEVY'S LADIES TOGGERY, Memphis,
Tenn.,
signed for52 five
quarter-hour
programshasweekly
on WROX
Clarksdale,
Miss. for
Accountweeksplaced
direct.
MUTUAL
cooperative
news
commentary
bywas Cecil
Brown
after
first
week
on air
reported
last
week
to
be
sponsored
byadding
13 firmswithin
on aspast
many twooutlets.
weeksOthers
are:as
Fulton
Lewis
jr.,
six
sponsors
onthree
many
stations;
Erskine
Johnson,
sponsorssponsors
on fouronstations;
Frazier Cedric
Hunt,
four
four outlets;
Foster,
five three
on likeon number;
"Captain
Midnight",
three,
and
"Inside
ofJ. B.Sports",
on Glastonbury,
one.
WILLIAMSone Co.,
Conn.
(Baby's Own commentary
Soap), has started
weekly
quarter-hour
by
M.
Oakley
Christoph onSobay
KGO &SanPenfield,
Francisco.Hartford.
Baker.
Cameron,
Conn., is agency.
NEWARK PACKING Co., Newark, N. J..
is starting a test campaign for new
product,
Aster-Ettes, athrough
nut topping
all
types
S. Duanefor
Lyon
Inc.,ofNewdesserts,
CHEMICALS
Inc.,York.
Oakland, Cal. (Vano),
increasing
into easternthricemarkets, has expansion
started sponsoring
weekly
participation
in
Adelaide
Hawley program
WEAF Garfield
New York.& Guild
Conract is forFrancisco,
52on weeks.
Adv., tSan
has account.
LEWIS
FOOD Co., Los
Angeles (dog
food), adding announcement schedule

5000 Watts
600 on the Dial
SSOi
Represented by
HEADLEY - REED COMPANY
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You can cover Ohio's Third Market at
less cost. American Network affiliate.
Ask HEADLEY-REED

5000
WATTS
WFMJ
DAY AND
NIGHT
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO
NATIONALLY REPRESENTED BY ADAM J. YOUNG, JR., INC.
BROADCASTING
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In started
West Coast
markets,
onSanta
Oct.
22Barbara,
usingformajor
spots
on KDBAgency
Cal.,
52
weeks.
Elwood J. Robinson Adv., Los Angeles.is
ITooth
IODENT Paste)
CHEMICAL
Detroit Gordon
(Iodent
Oct. Co.,
22 started
! York,
Praser,Monday
commentator,
on
WJZ
through
Friday,
forisNew10-S.
minute
morning
periods.
Agency
i Duane Lyon Inc., New York.
BORDEN CO., New York (Instant Coffee), started "I've
Got Your Number",
quarter-hour
cash
recorded
broadcast,
onKenyon
WXYZgive-away
Agency
is
& Detroit,
Eckhardt,Oct.New25.
• York.
' and
FEDERAL
STORES,
San Francisco
(men
women's
wearing
apparel),
has
i■ started
sponsorship
of Dean
Maddox
five-weekly
half-hour
"Man
on
the
.. 52Street"
over
KFRC
San
Francisco
for
Agency is Rhodes & Davis,
San weeks.
Francisco.
EARLE-CHESTERFIELD
MILLS Co.,
Asheville,
N.Mountaineers"
C, sponsors "Red
Raper
and
His Mon.
on WWNC
Asheville,
through
Fri.
p.m.
SALT LAKE REAL ESTATE3:30-4
BOARD,
Salt Lake
City,
Oct.
12
started
"Playhouse of Favorites"
KDYL Salt week
LaKe
City, Friday
p.m.on Twenty-six
contract
forR.9:30dramatic
program
was
placed
by
T.
Harris
Agency,
Salt
Lake.
MALCOLM
W.
STARR,
Waterbury,
Conn.,
Plymouth
and Dodge
dealer, has
appointed
S. Duane
York,
as agency.
Radio Lyon
will beInc.,used.New
R. H. WHITE CO., Boston (department
store),
is sponsoring
"Dressmaking
Good dayGrooming"
onProgram
WEEI
Boston,
Mon-for
gives
advice
onpersonalities
sewing9:15-9:45andina.m.
presents
stage
and
screen
hints on grooming and
beauty.
NEW ACCOUNTS
transcribed Proprograms produced
by forNeblett
ductions, Cnicago,
includeRadio
following
for
"Louise
Massey
and
the
Westerners":
Marmac
Furniture
Co., Charleston,
O, on WTMA
Charleston;
and BallardS.
&contract
Ballard,on Louisville
(flour),Ala.,
52-week
WJBY
Gadsden,
and
WCRS Greenwood, S. C, through Henri,
Hurst
&
McDonald,
Chicago.
Neblett's
"So the ingtonStory
on WOLto Washhas beenGoes"increased
six a
week with
soring threeGrove
weekly.Labs, St. Louis, sponMAIER &sponsoring
BERKELE, five-minute
Atlanta (jewelers),
program
ofis now
Georgia
news Atlanta
featuringfiveTomnights
Max-a
well
on
WGST
week.
F. M. SCHAEFER
Co.,
Brooklyn
(beer), Oct. BREWING
16 started Clyde
Kittel'sonfive-minute
newscasts
for 52
weeks
WEAF
New
York,
TuesdayThursday-Saturday,
is BBDO New York. 7-7:05 p.m. Agency
CANADIAN
CANNERS,
Hamilton,
Ont.
(Aylmer canned
has stations.
started
spots
20soups),
Canadian
Agency onis about
F. H. Hayhurst
Co., Toronto.
LAURA rontoSECORD
CANDY
SHOPS, twice
To(chain stores),
has started
weekly musical
programs
on
seven
CaAgency is Cockfield
Brown & nadianCo.,stations.
Toronto.
ROBIN
HOOD
FLOUR MILLS,
Toronto
(cereals),
has
quiz
show
for isstarted
26Young
weeks &weekly
onRubicam,
CKEYmusical
Toronto.
Agency
Toronto.
T.(RedH. Rose
ESTABROOKS
Co.,
St.
John,
N.
Coffee), has started flash an-B.,

GATHERED
for completion
of arrangements
for Adam(1 Hat
fight
series
onPromotors
Associated
Broadcasting
Co.Arthur
are: standing
r),"Sports
Larry Parade"
pres.
Boxing
America
W. promotion,
Ramsdell,to exec,
ofAtkins,
Buchanan
& Co.;Whitmore,
William H.gen.ofPludo,
v-pmgr.,Inc.;
in eastern
charge
sales
AdamEdv-pHatPancoast,
Stores
Inc.;
John
sales
division,
Associated;
sales
mgr., Associated eastern division; Nat Strom, Buchanan & Co. Seated (1 to r),
Elias Lustig, pres., Adam Hat Stores; Roy C. Kelley, exec, v-p of Associated.
nouncements
six stations.
days weeklyAgency
on a num- weeks.
is McCann-Erickson, Los
Angeles.Agency
ford berR.of Canadian
Poyntz Adv.,
Toronto. is Al- LAYNE
OPTICALfor Co.,52 weeks,
San Francisco,
Oct.
8
started
sponsoringon
QUAKER
OATS
Co.,
Peterborough,
Ont.
(Aunt Jemima
Pancake flour),
has daily man-on-the-street program,
"Say
started
flash announcements
six days
It and Seeis A.It",L. onPaulKSFOAdv.,SanLosFrancisco.
Angeles.
weekly tions.
on a number of Canadian sta- Agency
K. OLSEN Co., Hollywood (radio
ronto. Agency is Spitzer & Mills, To- OTTO
equipment,
appliances),
BENSON
& (Henley
HEDGEScigarettes),
(Canada) Ltd.,
Kemmerrer Inc.,
Hollywood,hasto appointed
place adMontreal
hasof vertising.
started
six
weekly
spots
on
a
number
WATERS & ROGERS Inc., Seattle
Canadian& Co.,
stations.
Agency is Cockfield VAN
(laundry supply division), has appointed
Brown
Montreal.
vertising. Co., Seattle, to handle adLAURENTIAN
AGENCIES
Mon-six Honig-Cooper
(Abbeyonsalts),
has ofLtd.,
started
NATIONAL HOUSE & FARMS Assn.,
weekly treal
spotsAccount
a number
Canadian
New
York, started Judy
Lang, quartersingerstations.
placed
by
McKim
Adv., Montreal.
pianist,
morning
hour seriesin ofSunday
broadcasts
on WOR New
BELL
BRAND
FOODS
Ltd.,
Los
Angeles
York
Oct.
21.
Agency
is
Alvln
Gardner
(potatoonchips),
outstarted
of radiousingfor total
two Co., New York.
Oct.
ofyears,
20ly onchain
break 15announcements
week- NEW ACCOUNTS for quarter-hour tranKFI
KNX
KECA
KHJ.
Schedule
(Continued on page 76)
is to be increased. Contracts are for 13

You cannot cover the
tremendous New York
market without using
WBNX, because . . .
WBNX reaches
•

See

on

our

ads

pages

and

6

43

2,450,000
1,523,000
1,235,000
660,000

Jewish speaking
Italian speaking
German speaking
Polish speaking
•

persons
persons
persons
persons

STRENGTHEN your present
New York schedules with
WBNX. Our program department will assist you in
the translation of your copy..

KOIL
AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
WATTS DIRECTIONAL OVER NEW YORK
BROADCASTING
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Sponsors

Worth

Tootin'
About!
Always a good
tune to toot is our way
of getting on with one
of America's Greatest
Direct Response Audimerryof
melody ences.
to It'sthea ears
WMMN advertisers.
Right now this Direct Response is cracking records of long
standing, and that
means greater results
than ever.

AIR SHOWS
Losto beAngeles,
toin promote local airisInc.,
show
lateon
November,
usingstations.
spot staged
schedule
Los
Angeles
area
Advertisers
Production
account. Agency, Los Angeles, has
EAGLE
OILCal.,& (Golden
REFININGEagle
Co., gasoline),
Santa Fe
Springs,
indealer
an eight-week
campaign
with
November local
will
use
an tie-in
averageinofearly
sixdailytranscribed
live
announcements
on Advertisers
stationsandIn
major
California
markets.
Production Agency, Los Angeles, has acecutive. count. Ralf M. Spangler is account exZAREH scapeKERAGH,
Angelestest,
(land-on
engineer),sponsoring
in Los
a 13-week
Oct. 22 started
two weekly
quarter-hour
programs
on
home
landscapingonon KGER
Long
Beach Allied
with
daily
spots
KFVD
Los
Angeles.
Adv. Agencies, Los Angeles, has account.
L & R Mfg.ticipate intheCo., Adelaide
Arlington,Hawley
N. J. will
parprogram
on WEAF forNewEllanar
York, jewelry
Monday-TuesdayThursday
cleaner
in
aandspecial
campaign startingNov.immediately
Adv.,continuing
Newark, N.through
J., is agency.26. Scheck
BIRDS-EYE
Toronto (frozenFOODS
foods),(Canada)
Oct. 16Ltd.,started
"DinahworkShore's
Open
House", and
NBC CBM
netshow,
on
CBL
Toronto
Montreal,
8-8:30 p.m. Tuesday. Account
was
ronto.placed by Young & Rubicam, ToJOHN
ANTHONY,on whose
on
maritalJ. relations
Mutual,program
Monday
through
Friday,
is
sponsored
by
Carter
Products
Inc., National
received a plaque fromon
the broadcast
Laymens
his
Oct. 15, in Committee
recognition of
"constructive
work
beingrecognition
done by Mr.of
Anthony
to stimulate
Holy
Scriptures
in
the
solution
of domestic
problems."
Agency
Ted Bates Inc., New York. for Carter is

^

(Continued from page 75)
scribed
produced in-by
Frederic musical
W. Zivprograms
Co., Cincinnati,
c
l
u
d
e
t
h
e
following
for
"Sincerely
Kenny Baker": Oct.
Katz 17,
Drug five
Co., Kansas
effective
weekly City,
for
130
programs
on
KMBC
Kansas
City,
through
Bruce B. Brewer
& (department
Co., Kansas
City;
Goldwaters,
Phoenix
store),
startedonOct.
3 five weeklyShel-for
130 programs
don weeks
Jewelry Co.,
ElKTARPaso,Phoenix;
thrice-weekly
for
26
on
KTSM
Elthrice-weekly
Paso; Gallo
Wine
Co.,
Modesto,
Cal.,
on
KGDM
WOR
KYCA
WTIC
WICC
WEAN WSMB
WNAC WJW KPT
KQW through
KTRB
WENR
Adv. and Sales WIOD
Council, Ranson,
W.
Va.; and
for "Old
Harry
MitBrewing
ElCorral,"
Paso,
five weekly
for 26 chell
weeks
onCo.,KTSM
El Paso.
O-PEE-CHEE
Co.,hasLondon,
(Thrills
Chewing
Gum)
startedOnt.threedaily
spotas
andtestthreecampaign
flash announcements
aCKEY
for
two
months
on
Toronto.
Agency
is
Walsh
Adv.,
Co., Toronto.
KELLOGG Co. of Canada Ltd., London
Ont. (All
started Account
"Superman" on sixWheat)
Canadianhas stations.
placed
ronto. by J. Walter Thompson Co., ToWHITEHALL
PHARMACAL
(Canada)
Ltd., Walkerville,
Ont. (Anacln),
has
started
announcements
three
northernflashOntario
stations. onAccount
placed by Young & Rubicam, Toronto.
GILBERT C.advertising
CLARKE sales
has promotion
been apmanager pointed
of StandardandBrands,
Montreal.
TEA GARDEN
PRODUCTS
Co., Nov.
San
Francisco
(Tea
Garden
preserves),
usingAngeles.
five-weekly
spot schedule
on1 starts
KFI Los
Contract
is for 52
weeks.account.
Honig-Cooper Co., San Francisco,
has
HOPE
&
CO., Los18 Angeles
(investment
securities),
twice-weekly
transcribed Oct.
financialstarted
news commentary,
"Busy
Money",
on
KMPC
Hollywood
Contractinson Adv.,
is forLos 52Angeles,
weeks. Elwood
J. Robhas account.
EDDY
MEYER,
Los
Angeles,
to
promote
airplane
schedule
of spotsauction
on fivesales,localis using
stations.
Adver

SUCCESS CBS
of P. audience
Lorillard's participation
"Detect and
Collect",
show,
has patent
prompteda acombined
scale manufacweighingturer to machine
and piggy home
bank
called
"Detect and Collect",
automatically
pennies
inwhichat• weight.
tached bank ifdeposits
one guesses
his correct

this is

Put WMMN on your
schedule and listen to
the merry melody of
the cash register.
Ask a Blair Man
Columbia Netwnrk

WOOD
20th YEAR

Broadcast

Policies*

Subject of Debate
Radio Men, Educators Give
Views at Denver Meeting
RADIO representatives and educators told each other off at the sixth
annual luncheon meeting of the
Rocky Mountain Radio Council,
Denver, held at Council headquarters with station managers, program directors, and educators of
Colorado and Wyoming as guests.
Hugh
Terry,
of KLZ
Denver, was
m.c. manager
of the frank
but
friendly discussion. Idea was that
through the Radio Council many
problems between radio men and
educators may be smoothed out.
Jack Weir Lewis, acting director
of the Council, presided over the
luncheon.
Station men contended that
many educational institutions demand Class-A time for second-rate
programs, refuse to understand the
necessity of shifting public-service
programs when networks take up
option time, and fail to see the need
for
showmanship in educational
broadcasts.
Educators replied that stations
too often avoid important material
because it is controversial, and that
public service broadcasts often are
unnecessarily shoved around to
make way for commercial programs.
Winfield D. Armentrout, vicepresident of Colorado State College
of Education and new president
of the Council, made the principal
address at the Oct. 17 meeting.
Other new officers are Roy M.
Green, president of Colorado A&M,
secretary; and Malcolm G. Wyer
of Denver Public Library, treasurer. Executive committee members are Robert L. Stearns, president of U. of Colorado, and Miss
A. Helen Anderson,
directorSchools.
of publications, Denver Public
Council announced it had prepared and broadcast 2,139 programs
for 19 educational agencies over
18 stations in Colorado and Wyoming in last 12 months. Time
given by stations was estimated to
be worthviewing$47,586.
booklet
rethe work ofA the
Council
was distributed.

STATION
1

Chattanooga

CBS

FAIRMONT, W.VR.
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TO
From slender filament to anode block . . . all tube construction details, however small, are
important to Federal. That is why this experienced and longtime manufacturer uses the
illustrated high-magnification metallograph
as part^
of its test equipment for checking
ler
raw material quality.
e
e
F
■■ An example is the micro-photo
inset. Here is shown oxide-free, high conductivity copper
used for copper-to-glass seals . . . after the material has been reduced to a fine grain, nonporous structure through Federal's special metal-processing methods.
But whether copper, molybdenum or tungsten . . . they all are subjected to the same
exclusive treatment and put through the same searching scrutiny . . . assurance that only
the finest materials go to make up Federal tubes.
This exacting test is another good reason why Federal tubes are better tubes. Transmitting, rectifier, industrial power . . . they have a reputation that is deserved because
they are built to stay.
Federal always has made better tubes.

era/

Telephone

and

Radio

Corporation
Newark 1, N. J.

The VOICE of
Industrial
New England

WLPW
LAWRENCE, MASS.
5000 WATTS 680 KC.
Daytime Coverage
1,902,591
Nighttime Coverage
1,569,794
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
WEED & CO.

PIERCE APPOINTED
TO POST AT KFWB
LT. COL. G. McGUIRE PIERCE,
for five years on active duty with
U. S. Marine Corps, has been appointed assistant general manager
of KFWB Hollywood, with duties
to include development of FM and
television activities of the station.
Henry Maizlish is general manager
of KFWB.
For past three years, Col. Pierce
has been atttached to Division of
Plans and Policies, Washington,
as chief photographic officer and
officer in charge of audio-video
training. He was producer of Marine Corps technicolor film short,
With the Marines at Tarawa,
which won 1944 Academy Award.
An authority on demolition, incendiaries and sabotage, he is also author of military textbook on those
subjects. Prior to military service,
Col. Pierce was head of Pierce
Plan Co., Seattle, commercial banking organization.
Emery Is Heard
CARLYLE
EMERY,& Ryan
vice-president of Ruthrauff
Inc.,
Chicago,tisingtold
the
Women's
Club of Chicago, Oct.Adver16 at
Huyler'snotRestaurant,
that "Itthatis
people,
watts or kilocycles,
give
His speech,
pointedpower
out tothatradio."
an understanding
of people is more necessary to a
writer of a show than technical
operations.

30 OUT
OF 50
IN JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA
A WJHP CLIENT TAKES HIS
OWN POLL OF LOCAL STATION
POPULARITY. . .WHO WINS?
WJHP
OF COURSE!
Before buying time on WJHP, the owner* of a local
business asked his first 50 clients of the day what their
favorite station was in Jacksonville ... 30 out of 50
answered
"WJHP"!
real proof of service...
time on WJHP
reaches That's
more Jaxons!
WJHP ★ MUTUAL ★ JOHN H. PERRY
& For verification write Personal Finance Corp., Jacksonville.
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DISCUSSING BRAND NAMES and their importance on WFIL Philadelphia were these veterans in the field (1 to r): S. Horace Disston,
president of Henry Disston & Sons, whose name has been on saws for
over 100 years; Henry E. Abt, managing director, Brand Names Research Foundation; Graham Patterson, publisher of Farm Journal and
Pathfinder,
who Philadelphia
sponsored a dinner
honoring
ArthurCo.;S.
Gow, manager,
advertising
sales,"name"
Curtis firms;
Publishing
Leo H. Heimerdinger, former president of Pioneer Suspender Co., whose
brand name has been known for over 75 years; John Scheuer of WFIL.
Average Listener-Rating
For World Series 26.2%
AVERAGE listener-rating for the
1945 World Series was the highest
ever recorded for a series in which
no New York team was represented
and the fourth highest recorded in
the history of the baseball classic.
That was the report announced
last week on the basis of a special
surveyworkconducted
for Mutual
netand Maxon Inc.
by Crossley
Inc. The report showed: 52.6% of
all persons interviewed heard one
or more of the games; average
daily rating for the seven days was
26.2%, representing 62.9% of the
total audience tuned-in; SaturdaySunday listening was 31.8%, and
final-game listening (Wednesday,
Oct. 10) reached 31.5%.
Broadcast of the series, between
Detroit Tigers and Chicago Cubs,
was
sponsored
Gillette
over
Mutual.
More bythan
500 Co.
stations
throughout the world carried the
play-by-play.
Harold Yorgason
HAROLD YORGASON, 39, independent record manufacturer, died
at his Inglewood, Cal., home following a heart attack on Oct. 17.
Mr. Yorgason, with Herbert Allen,
was co-owner of Preview Records.

Imported Hit
WHEN Leonard Reinsch, radio advisor to President Trudirector
of theman, andCoxmanaging
radio stations,
WSB WIOD WHIO returned
from sionthe
Misto ETO,Broadcasters'
he brought with
him a song called "Sympathie", a hit on the Continent
and popular
GI's Albert
there.
WSB
Musical with
Director
Coleman made an arrangement, got ASCAP permission
to air it, and it has been a
big favorite
with The
WSB station
listeners ever since.
has had numerous calls from
vets who heard it overseas
and from wives who had been
sent recordings of it.
AWD Plans
ALMA KITCHELL, president of
the NAB Assn. of Women Directors, has announced that AWD will
celebrate radio's birthday week
with a one-day nationwide campaign on Nov. on5. Each
of AWD'sin
700 members
425 stations
270 key cities has been asked to
do her -*'CTU*f
part. OF

WNAB
BASIC-AMERICAN IN
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
Concentrated Audience in the
Nation's 59th Market
WNAB
programming
is concentrated
the
Bridgeport
metropolitan
area$100,withon
its 216,000in 1939
people
and almost
000,000
Retail
Sales.
WNAB
coverage
isresults.
confinedWNABto theresults
area willof
maximum
make
you beam
!
AVAILABLE IN COMBINATION WITH WATR, WATERBURY
REPRESENTED
BY RAMBEAU
BROADCASTING
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CHECKINGHourdetails
of his firstOct.talk21 onis William
Ford Motor
Co.'s (c),
Ford editor
Sundayof
Evening
on American
Nichols
This Week magazine. With him (1 to r) : Ed Cox and William Lewis, vice
presidents of Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, agency for Ford program.
Gick Succeeds DeFreitas
In Anglo-American Post
GERARD V. DeFREITAS, manlager of ZFY Georgetown, British
[Guiana, returned to British Gui|ana last week after serving for six
months as West Indian liaison officer to the Anglo-American Caribbean Commission regarding their
radio program.
i He will be succeeded as liaison
officer by Denis Gick, manager of
the government broadcasting station ZQI Jamaica, who is expected
to serve for six months and be
succeeded by another West Indian
radio officer.
The West Indian Radio Newspaper, said to be the only joint government radio project, reached its
1,000th program yesterday (Oct.
28). The program is expected to
play an important part in Caribbean postwar affairs.
PW to Cut Rates
PRESS WIRELESS has filed application with the FCC for substantial decreases in radiotelegraph rates between Los Angeles,
San Francisco, New York and
Washington and all points in China,
company announced last week. Under proposed rates, ordinary press
traffic between New York and
Chungking would be six cents a
word in place of the present eight
and a half cents.

CANADIAN STATIONS,
CALLS AUTHORIZED
SEVERAL new stations and calls
have been assigned in Canada by
the Dept. of Transport.
New station at Sarnia, Ont., to
operate on 1070 kc with 5,000 w
day and 1,000 w night, has been
assigned call of CHOK. President
is H. M. Hueston.
New 5,000 w station on 1470 kc
is reported licensed to Sen. AlexN. B. ander Neil McLean at St. John,
Daily newspaper, La Voio6 de
I'Est, published at Granby, Que.,
is reported licensee of new station
on 1450 kc with 250 w.
CKSB St. Boniface, Man., is expected to begin operations on 1250
kc with 1,000 w in early February.
CFGP Grande Prairie, Alta., has
moved from 1350 kc to 1050 kc using 1,000 Montreal
w power. has been auCHLP
thorized to increase power from
250 w to 1,000 w and to shift frequency from 1490 kc to 1150 kc.
CJPA is new call of local 250 w
outlet at Port Alberni, B. C, on
1240 kc, formerly listed as CKPA.

RICHMOND
LOCATED MIDWAY
BETWEEN THE
NORTH AND SOUTH
IN 1944
RICHMOND
had a Metropolitan
Population of 263,449

Queen of the Roses
HILDEGARDE, star of Brown &
Williamson
Corp.'sonRaleigh
Room
With Tobacco
Hildegarde
NBC,
has been chosen Queen of the Roses
u
In ^
thisWMajor
Market
MBG
by the Society of American Florists. Award was made to her as
"person who did most to promote
roses tioninof past
year", was
and presenta100 roses
made on
NBC IN RICHMOND, VA.
broadcast of program Oct. 23 dur5000 WATTS
ing National Flower Week. HildeNew Noise Filter
garde has presented roses to many
guests on program. Agency is Rus- SMALL device claimed to improve
sel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
radio reception, used on B-29s during the war, will be included in
Melody Inc. Formed
General Electric radio sets, according to G. W. Frick, GE engineer.
MELODY Inc., a $100,000 organization employing 25 persons to distribute wired music to hotels, restaurants and other businesses
throughout Dade and Broward
counties, Florida, has been organServing
ized by Frederick Merritt, vicepresident and general manager, and
A. Frank Katzentine, Miami attorney and owner of WKAT Miami
Beach, who will be chairman of
the board. Its offices and studios
The Third Largest Market
are at 1101 Lincoln Road, Miami
Beach. Operating 16 hours a day,
in the
firm will distribute scientifically
programmed music from a library
of over 3,000 newly transcribed
Fourth Richest State
pieces. Manager Merritt, of Louisville, Ky., is on terminal leave as
colonel from AAF headquarters in
Washington and will revert to ci•
vilian status Dec. 6.
WCOL
COLUMBUS
The Listening Habit of Central Ohio

Represented by
THE HEADLEY-REED CO.
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V/hen \oco\w

F^JVS, STARS HONOR
WFIVS
A MCE IVES
ANICE IVES, who conducts
Everyiuoman's
Club of
WFIL Philadelphia
dailythe atAir1:30on
p.m.,
was
honored
by
and screen stars and radio,
more stage
than
500 women fans at a birthday
luncheon at Adelphia Hotel, Philadelphia, Oct. 19.
Nineteen representatives of national and local agencies and sponsors attended, and some listeners
were on hand from West Virginia,
Maryland, Delaware, New Jersey
and
One 84-year-old fan
came NewfromYork.
Oklahoma.
Actor Ralph Bellamy, heading a
list of guest artists, complimented
Anice Ivestainmentonwas her
program.by Enterfurnished
LeRoy
Miller, WFIL's "morning madcap
impressario"; Jack Steck and his
Hayloft Hoedown gang with vocalist Carol Wynne; the Sleepy Hollow Gang and Lew Carter. Gifts
for all guests were provided by
sponsors. Displays were arranged
by WFIL promotion department.
Representatives of New York
agencies included Miss Bernice
Gaines, Ken yon & Eckhardt; Miss
Linnea Nelson, J. Walter Thompson; Mrs. Alice Rick, director,
Consumers Relations Division,
Rockwood & Co.; Miss Lucille
Sherwood and Mrs. Penelope Simmons, Federal Adv. Agency; Miss
Miriam Traeger, Abbott Kimball
& Co.; Ray Nelson, Charles M.
Storm Co.; Abe Doris, Morris
Kellner, Stephen Machcinski and
William Wright, Katz Agency.
Philadelphia guests were Miss
Edith Ault, Abbotts Dairies; Miss
Mabel J. Jacobs, Royal Rinse;
Mrs. Anne Schlorer Smith, Mrs.
Schlorer's Mayonnaise; Miss Clara
Zillessen, Philadelphia Electric Co. ;
George Diffenback, advertising
manager, Abbotts Dairies; W. W.
Frazer 3rd and Donald C. Scott,
president and vice-president, Royal
Rinse; Howard Seberhagen, president, Seberhagen Inc.
Tickets for luncheon were sold
out several weeks in advance,
mainly through use of air plugs and
mentions on Everywoman's Club.

Candidates Quizzed
SERIES of interviews, Know
Your Candidates, twice-weekly at
10 p.m., was started Oct. 23 by
,09.00
KALL Salt Lake City in cooperaon
V.
^a
tion with Junior Chamber of Comod
seco
merce. Candidates in the city's mu'
n
o
nicipal elections and primaries are
pers
asked: "Why should you be elected
to office?" Earlier, Junior Chamber
<*eS members took part in KALL's
Know Your City series, urging a
Terence ">
on
rs
pe
Mo.
heavy registration and vote. Staoy ur
tion also sells time to all candidates representing recognized poRST in
iiGTON
litical parties and groups. As another public service feature, KALL
is cooperating with Salt Lake City
Ministerial Association in presenting transcribed "minutes of prayer"
at 1:15uled a weekly
p.m. daily,
and hasprogram
schedhalf-hour
NBC SPOT SAltS of religious music.
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To Griffin's Description
De '
ONic
SPrv
nito
NSringRESe
-O
LSHf UTMo-I
DESCRIPTION
of the work of
shut-ins in monitoring raaio programs for Radio Reports Inc., New
York, broadcast by Alexander
Griffin, commentator, on WIP Philadelphia and Mutual, within a few
weeks brought 136 replies from
shut-ins interested in assignments
as monitors.
Mr. Griffin explained in his
broadcast that, on assignment from
Radio Reports, across the nation
"a little army of shut-ins" make
radio-listening a business. Their
job is to check on the uses of spot
commercials, to learn the trend of
commentators' opinions, and to
gather other data wanted by clients
of Radio Reports. More monitors,
he said, are needed.
Cash rewards "don't amount to
much"
he declared.
"Butknowledge
in selfsatisfaction,
and in the
that after all there is something
in life they can do, the rewards
are maybe intangible, but limitless." Radio Reports said 10 new
monitors had been given assignresult
broadcastments asand
thatof35 Mr.
to 50Griffin's
others
probably would be added from the
group.
KCMJ Construction
CONSTRUCTION of a one-story
nucleus desert-type building for
KCMJ Palm Springs, Cal., has
been started by Palm Springs
Broadcasting Co. on N. Indian Ave.
900 feet north of city limits. Building will include one studio and announcer booth, music library, engineering maintenance shop and
recreation room. Additional studios
and offices are planned when WPB
building restrictions are removed.
Operating on 1340 kc, the 250-w
station will begin operations in
mid-December, according to Donald
C. McBain and Richard W. Joy,
co-owners. Mr. McBain is a United
Air Lines captain and former
technician-announcer; Mr. Joy is
a Hollywood free-lance announcer.
George Irwin has been appointed
station sales manager and Homer
Griffith Co., Hollywood, is sales
representative. Station has subscribed to Standard Radio transcription library and UP leased
wire services.

. . . the international
"squeeze-box"
Many nationalities
had a hand in
the development of the accordion or
"squeeze-box." In the late 18th Century, the Chinese mouth organ was
importedentistintoworkingRussia.
A Danish
sciin Russia
became
interested in the free reed of the
Chinese instrument, and applied the
same principle to an organ he was
constructing.periments, aGerman
From theconceived
Dane's the
exidea for the first concertina, made
in 1822. Seven years later, an Auskeyboardan onaccordion.
the concertinatrianandputita became
The super mouth organ
The early concertinas worked on exactly the same principle as the mouth
organ, with a bellows furnishing the
air
rather
mouth.an
At each endthanof the
the player's
bellows was
endboard furnished with knobs
which admitted air to the reeds when
pressed. As in the mouth organ, a
different note was produced when
the direction of the air flow was
reversed.It's
all keyed up
The ordinary accordion, with from
5 to 20th
50 keys,
is a folk
The
Century
piano instrument.
accordion,
with a piano keyboard for the right
hand and bass harmony keys for the
left, issicianfor
only. the accomplished mu-

The fine cotonal
of the acrdion, and itsgradations
soft but penetrating
timbre, are recorded with the utmost
fidelity by:
VERTICAL CUT RECORDINGS!

Vets Return
SERVICEMEN are returning to
Canadian radio stations in considerable numbers. Of 173 formerly
with CBC and in the Canadian Free reprints ofvertisethis
series ofwith
25 ad-a
each dealing
armed services, 44 have returned different musicalments, instrument,
may
to their posts at the CBC in various be obtained in booklet form from:
parts of Canada, including senior
engineers, nouncproducers
an- Electrical Research Products
ers. A number ofandstations
have most of their former staffs
Division
back.
ALL-TSCAIKOWSKY
program willon Western Electric Company
beAN
presented
byof Andre
Kostelanetz
233 BROADWAY, NEW
CBS
"Music
Andre
Kostelanetz"
OF YORK 7, N. Y.
Show Nov. 15.
3ROAPCASJING
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Hearing
(Continued from page 15)
intervention and the enlargement
of the issues in such hearings, supported by appropriate engineering
studies to show such objectionable
interference, as denned by the Commission's
StandardsAll ofsuch
Goodpetitions
Engineering
Practice.
will be given careful consideration
by Thethe Commission
Commission."divided the hearings into three groups, the first
four hearings listed constituting
Group A, the next nine constituting
Group B, and the remaining 48
constituting Group C. Under Group
A were placed new applications
which require consolidation with
others upon which hearings have
been held but on which no final
action has been taken. Thus, in the
first hearing designated it will be
seen that a new application for a
station on 1240 kc is consolidated
with four other applications upon
which hearings have been held. In
the second hearing listed, two new
applications in the Nashville area
are combined with four others; in
the third hearing, three new applications are combined with two
others; in the fourth, one new apothers. plication is combined with four
Under Group B the Commission
TOPS IN THE
consolidated for hearings new applications with others which have
been designated for hearing but on
"HEARTLAND"
which
no
hearings
have been held.
1 some
In theof the
"Heartland"
you'llfarms
find
Thus, in the fifth hearing listed
richest, busiest
four new applications seeking the
of the midwest, plus important
frequency 1250 kc are combined
industries including meat packing
with
one application which has been
plants, corn processing, soybean
designated for hearing. The sucand sugar beet factories. Producceeding eight hearings also list the
ing food for a hungry world has
new applications prior to the older
naturally increased the "spendapplications
able" income at home.
consolidated. with which they are
Under Group C, which represents
TOUCH "HOME" WITH KGLO
293,080 Radio families in the area
the bulk of the hearings designated,
the Commission consolidated new
are reached by the friendly voice
of KGLO. Tell them . . . sell
applications which are in conflict
them . . . put KGLO on your
with each other and upon which no
action has been taken.
station list.
In addition to the applications
Use KGLO and WTAD
included in the hearings designated,
Quincy, Illinois
the Commission will probably conA Natural Combination
solidate any new applications filed
which are in conflict with those
listed. But once the hearings have
been held, it was learned, there can
be no assurance the case can be
reopened cationsandwill have
the individual
applito be examined
on its merits.
The list of hearings
Group A follows:
Star
Broadcasting
Co. for
Inc.new(Bl-P3979), tionGeneva,
York;
sta1300 K.C. 5,000 Watts
on 1240 kc,New250with
watts,
Unlimited.
To
be
consolidated
the
following:
CBS Affiliate
The
Finger
Lakes
Broadcasting
System
(Docket Inc.
No. (Docket
6604), Geneva,
N. Y.;
Weed & Company, Rep.
WARC,
6605), Rochester,
N.(Docket
Y.; Rochester
Broadcasting
Corp.
6606), Corp.
Rochester,
N. Y.;
Seneca
Broadcasting
(Docket
No.
6607),
Rochester,
N. Radio
Y.
Tennesseereinstatement
Corp.,
Nashville,
Tenn.,
of application
(Docket for6193)
for new station
on 1240
kc, 250 watts,
U.;
Murfreesboro
Broadcasting
Service,onMurfreesboro,
Tenn.,
for
new
station
1240
kc,
250
watts.
Unlimited
time.
To
be
consolidated
with:
Nashville
Radio
Corp.
(Docket
6108); Capitol Broadcasting Co. (Docket
6669), vil both
for new stationsBroadcasters
at Nash(Dockete, on 1450
6648);kc. J.Tennessee
W. Birdwell (Docket
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

on6649).1240Allkc.for new stations at Nashville
Donald Flamm
(Bl-P-4056);
Metropolitan Broadcasting
Service, Theboth
new kc,stations
Y., foron
620
5 KW, atU.; New
WAGE,York,Inc. N.(WAGE),
Syracuse,DA;N. WCAX
Y., 620 Broadcasting
kc, 5 kw, unlimited
time,
Corp.
(WCAX) (Bl-P-3961), Burlington, Vt.,
620 kc,dated5with:KW,Newark
U; DA.
To be consoliBroadcasting
Corp.
(Docket on6190),
Newark,
station
620 kc,
5 KW, N.U.J., for a new
Copper6744),Cityto beBroadcasting
Corp.
(Docket
consolidated
with:
Utica
Broadcasting
Co. Inc. (Docket
6140);
Ronald
B.
Woodyard
(Docket
6683);
Inc.
(DocketUtica
6043);Observer
MidstateDispatch,
Radio Corp.
(Docket
6141).
The
application
of
CopCity Broadcasting
Corp.
is1450forkc,a
new perstation
at Rome, N. The
Y., onremaining
250
watts,
unlimited.
four
applications
are
for
new
at Utica, N. Y., for 1450 kc, 250stations
watts.
Group B
Northern Broadcasting Co. Inc.,
(WSAU) (B4-P permit
3656), Wausau,
Wis., frefor
construction
to change
quenc(B4-P-3746),
y to 1250 kc; Midwest
Broadcasting
Co.
Milwaukee,
Wis.,
for a new station
on 1250& kc Radio
with 5 Corp.
KW.
Farnsworth
Television
(WGL), Ft. Wayne, Ind., to change
frequency
kc and increaseBroadpower to 1 casting
KW.to Corp.,1250
Virginia-Carolina
for a new station
on
1250 kc,
1
KW
night,
5
KW-LS,
DanviBroadcasting
l e, Va., to be consolidated
with:(DockThe
Wrenet 6703),
Co.
(WREN)
which requests permission to
move from
and increase powerLawrence
on 1250 tokc,Topeka
to 5 KW.
Chronicle
Co. Inc.,
Marion.kc,
Indiana, forPublishing
new station
on 1230
250 watts,
tions, Inc.,Unlimited;
Logansport,BoothInd.Radio
for Stanew
stations limon
kc, 100 with:
watts,Voice
united, to be 1230
consolidated
of Marion,
(Docket
6773)
for
a
new
tion at Marion, Ind., 1230 kc, 250sta-w.
Tri-County
Broadcasting
Corp., (B5P-3890)
and
Broadcasting
Co.,
both forCarolina,
new Edisto
stations
inkc,Orangeburg,
South
on
1450
250 watts.
Unlimited
time,
to
be
consolidated
with: Observer Radio Corp. (Docket
6763)
and Orangeburg
Broadcasting
Corp. (Docket
identical
facilities.6764), both requesting
The Constitution Publishing Co.
(formerly Constitution Broadcasting Co.
Docket
6075), Atlanta.
Ga.. New Santa
Mex(B5-P-3932),
Fe, icoNewPublishing
Mexico;Co. Shenandoah
Valley
Broadcasting
Corp. Va.;
(WSVA)
3753), Harrisonburg,
Booth (B2-PRadio
Stations,ated Inc.,
Saginaw,
Mich.;
FederPublications,
Inc.
Lansing, Mich.; WJIM, Inc.,(B2-P-4010),
Lansing,
Mich.; Montana
Broadcasting andPulitzer
Television Co.,Co.
Anaconda,
Publishing
(KSD), Mont.,
St.
Mo.;
Caprock Broadcasting
Co..Louis,
Lubbock,
Texas, phone
to beBroadcasts
consolidated
with:
Radioe Station
Inc.
(WOPI).applications
(Docket 6661),
Bristol.550WOPI,
Tenn.
All
these
request
kc. Inc.,
San
Bernardino
Broadcasting
Co.
San
Bernardino,
Cal.,
(B5-P-3908);
Lee
Bros. Broadcasting
Co. (KFXM),
San
Bernardino;
Nevada Radio
& Television
Co. ico
(B5-P-3832),
Reno,
Nev.,
New
MexBroadcasting Co..New(KGGM)
(B5-P2918),
Albuquerque,
Mexico;Pueblo.
The
Star Broadcasting
Co. Inc.,
Colo., erntoUtahbe Broadcasting
consolidated with:
SouthCo. (KSUB)
Cedar request
City, Utah.
of(Docket
these 6759),
applicants
authorityAll
to operate on 590 kc.
Atlanta Broadcasting
Broadcasting Co.
(B3-P-3835);
Chatham
(B3-P-4029).
both for new
stations atCo.Savannah,
Ga..
to operatelimited time,
on to1400be kc,
250
watts. with:
Unconsolidated
A. C.calNeff
facilities.(Docket 6640), seeking identi(B2-P-3876),W.
forFayette
a new Associates,
station at Inc.
Montgomery,
Va.,
to operate
on to1400bekc,consolidated
250 watts.
Unlimited
time,
with:
Joe
L.
Smith,
Jr.
(Docket
for
a
new
station
at
Charleston,
W.6677),
Va.,
1400 kc, 250 watts, unlimited time.
Thomaston
Broadcasting
Co.
(B3-P3829), Thomaston, Ga., 1420 kc, 250
watts,ruf ,U.;
W.E. B.Woodruff,
J. Jr.
W. d/b
WoodJr., andJ.Broadcasting
Cartlidge,Co.
Columbus
(WRBL)as
(B3-P-3986),
Columbus,
Ga.,
1420
kc,
5Columbus,
KW, U.; Muscogee
Co.,
Ga., 1450Broadcasting
kc, 250 watts;
Chattahooche
Broadcasting
bus, Ga., (Docket
1460 kc,
16705),
KW; Orlando,
A. Co.,
FrankColumKatzentine
Fla.,
1420 kc, 5castingKW,Corp. ((WWPG),
U; Palm Beach
Broad(B3-P-3968),
Palm
Beach,
Fla.,
1420
kc,
1
KW
U.
be consolidated with: City of Sebring,To
(Continued on page 82)

YOTAO Quincy, III.
Dominates a Rich
Town -Farm Market
The Hooper Station Listening Index, Fall, 1944 dominates
shows WTADthe
overwhelmingly
Quincy
more inlisteners thanMarket
all otherwithstations
the
area combined!
LISTENERS ARE BUYERS
Bigger
crops arearebeing
harvested
. . . industries
humming
...
everyone has a pocketful of "buying power."
Sell dial
your spot,
products
on the
favorite
930
K.C— WTAD!
Use WTAD and KGLO
Mason City, Iowa
A Natural Combination

930 K.C. 1.000 Watts
CBS Affiliate
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Hearing
{Continued from page 81)
Fla.
kc, 1(Docket
KW U. 6696), Sebring, Fla., 1430
Sabine Area
Broadcasting
Corp. (B3P-4011),
Orange,
Texas;
Inc.
(B2-P-3987),
Dayton,
Ohio;WOOP,
Charlotte
Broadcasting
Co.
(B3-P-3847),
Charlot e, N. C;casting Co.Burlington-Graham
Broad(B3-P-4026), Burlington,
N.P-3800),
C; McClatchy
(B5Modesto, Broadcasting
Cal.; United Co.Broadcmaesrtyi,ngAlCao..; Inc.,
(B3-P-3695),
Montg
o
Roy
A.
Lundquist
&
D.
Wilde, (B5-P-4050),
copartners
d/b G.as
The
ValleyWash.;
Broadcasting
MountSkagit
Vernon,
Gazette Co.,
Co.,
Cedar Rapids,Corp. (WWRL),
Iowa; LongWoodside,
Island BroadJames F.castingHopkins,
Inc. (Docket N.6230),Y.,
Ann Arbor,ters, IMich.;
San Juaquin
Broadnc., Modesto,
CarolinaN. casC.Broadcasting
Co.Cal.;Inc.,Piedmont
Reidsville,
These
applications
involve
the use
of channel with:
1600 kc,Capital
and areCityto
be
consolidated
SEtL
(DocketRadio
6711),Corp.
Des
Moines,
Iowa;Co.DesCapitol
MANY PRODUCTS FOR Broadcasting
(DocketEarle
6712),
Moines;
Myron
E.
MANY ADVERTISERS
Kluge,
E.
Williams
and
C.
Harvey
Haas
a partnership,
d/bCal.as (Docket
Valley
Broadcasting
Co.,
Pomona,
6633).
Arkansas
- Oklahoma
Corp.
(B3-P-4034);
DonaldnewW.Broadcasting
Reynolds,at
(B3-P-3772),
bothArk.,seek
stations
Fort
Smith.
watts, unlimited time.on 1230 kc, 250
Group C
KQV
James H. McKee
(B2-P-3738);
Capitol
Broadcasting
Corp.
(B2-P-3779)
Chemical City Broadcasting
Co.at (B2-P-3841),
Pittsburgh
all
request
new
stations
Charleston,
W. Va., to operate
unlimited
time. on 1240 kc, 250 watts,
Henry Lohrey Packing Co.
CoastturaVentura
Co. Inc.
(B5-P-3725);
VenBroadcasters,
(B5-P-3807),
both
request
newon stations
at250Ventura,
Cal.
to
operate
1450
kc,
watts,
unlimited time.
GEORGE E. HALLEY
Huntington
Broadcasting
Corp.; Radio
(B2TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
P-3741).
Greater
Huntington
HOTEL PICKWICK, KANSAS CITY 6, MO.
Corp., tion(B2-P-3826),
bothW. for
new
stas
a
t
Huntington,
Va.,
1450
kc,
AN ARTHUR B. CHURCH PRODUCTION:
250 watts, unlimited time.

As

American

As the Hot Dog
Music is a common language — yet
is one
form ofas mus'c
asthere
purely
American
the hotthat's
dog
or baseball.
American Folk Music has found its way
into the hearts of our people every
where.
Many of the American backwoods tunes
— lullabies, cowboy songs, serenades,
country airs and such — are as well loved
as many of the classics. Yes, folk music
can be pretty fine, even though played
on nothing more spectacular than harmonicas or little brown jugs.
Today folk music enthusiasts are as thick
on Times Square as on the tall-grass
areas. Radio, more than any other
medium, has given impetus to a great
American tradition in music.
Remember that BMI controls exclusive performance rightsFolkin tunes.
the largest catalogue of great
American
Before
you
serve
a program of folk music —
consult your BMI upINDEX.

8

Broadcast Music. Inc
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Muscatine Broadcasting Co. requests a
Bay State
Beacon, Reuben
Inc. (Bl-P-3983);
atkc.Muscatine,
Iowa, toPub-*
opMitchell
Meyers,
E. Aron- new station
heim
and G.Milton
H. Meyers (Bl-P-3819);
on 1450requests
Molinea new
Dispatch
lishingerate Co.
station
at
Cur-Nan
Co.;
Templeton
Radio
Mfg.
Corp.
The
first
three
applicants
request
Moline,
111.,
to
operate
on
1450
kc.
new stations at Brockton, Mass., 1450 Emmerich
John L. (B3-P-3805),
Plummer (B3-P-3798);
J.
O.
Iddo K.applicants
Corkorn
kc, 250 qwatts,
unlimited;
the fourthMass.,re- (B3-P-1033). These three
new watts,
station unlimited.
at Boston,
1450 kc,uests a 250
seek
a new
station
at Bogalusa,
La., to
operate
on
1490
kc,
250
watts,
unlimited
Bradford
and
Pihl
(B4-P-3956);
Russel
E. Kaliher;
both Minn.,
applicants
request
time.
stations
at
Bemidji,
1450
kc,
250
Murray
L.
Grossman,
tr/as
The
Danwatts, unlimited.
bury Broadcasting
Co. (Bl-P-4017);
The
Escombia
Broadcasting
Co.Co.(B3-PBerkshire
Broadcasting
Corp.;
Torring3842);
Gulf
port
Broadcasting
Inc.;
ton
Broadcasting,
Inc.
The
first
twoat
Pape
Broadcasting
Co.,
all
seek
new
applicantsConn.,
requestthe athird
new is station
stations
Pensacola, Fla., on 1450 kc, Danbury,
for
a
new
250
watts,at unlimited.
station
at Torrington, Conn., to operate
on 1490
Glens
Broadcasting
Corp.
et 6702);FallsGreat
Northern
Radio,(DockInc. the
thirdkc,for250 thewatts,sameunlimited
frequencytime:at
(Bl-P-1404);
Glens
Falls
Publicity
Corp.
Torrington,
Conn.
These
applicants
all
seek
stations
at
Meadville
Tribune
Broadcasting
Glens250 Falls,
N. unlimited
Y., to operate
1450 H. C. Winslow; Times Publishing Co.;
Co.
kc,
watts,
time. onConn.;
(B2-P-3773).
first attwoMeadville,
applications
Bernard
Lee
Blum,
Waterbury,
are
for new The
stations
Pa.,
Mitchell
G.
Meyers,
Ruben
E.
Aronheim
on
1490
kc,
250
watts,
unlimited
time.
and
Meyers, Waterbury,
Waterbury, The third for a new station at Erie, Pa.,
Conn.;Milton
HaroldH. Thomas,
on 1490 kc, T.250Peacock,
watts, unlimited time.
Conn. tronic
(Bl-P-3951);
Associated
Enterprises,andWoonsocket,
R.Elec-I.; tonaRoderick
Beach Broadcasting Sr.Co.;tr/as
WadeDay-R.
H. Ross Perkins
J. Eric Williams,
Sperry,
Edgar
J.
Sperry andd/bJosephine
d/b
as
Norwich
Broadcasting
Co.
(BlT.
Sperry,
a
co-partnership,
as DayP-3870), Norwich,
Conn. These
five ap-at tona Beach Broadcasting Co. Both
applicantsConn.;
request stations
respectively
plicationsFla.,
are for ona new1340station
atwatts,
DayWaterbury,
Norwich,
Conn.,
and
tona
Beach,
kc,
250
time.
Woonsocket, R. I., all to operate on unlimited
Old Pueblo Broadcasting
Co.; Sun
frequency
1240 kc. Association, Inc. County
Valley Broadcasting
Co., applicants
for a newBroadcasting
station at Tucson,
Ariz., to
(B3-P-3759),
McAllen,
Texas;
Howard
W. Davis,Station
(B3-P-3830),
McAllen,
Texas: operateited time.on 1340 kc, 250 watts, unlimRadio
KEEW,
Ltd.
(KEEW),
Brownsville, Texas;
Red RiverSherman,
Valley Smoky Mountain Broadcasting Co.
Broadcasting
Corp. applicants
(KRRV),
(B3-P-3777);
Beaman, Co.Jr. Both
tr/as
Texas.
Alltofour
request East
TennesseeClarence
Broadcasting
authority
operate
on
frequency
are
applicants
forto operate
a new onstation
910 kc.
Knoxville,
Tenn.
1340
kc,at
Valdosta Broadcasting Co., Valdosta, 250 watts, unlimited time.
Ga.; Hazlewood,
Inc. (WLOF)
(B3-P- Peterson & Co. (B2-P-3984); The Cen3973),
Orlando,
tral Kentucky Broadcasting
Co.; GarAllatthree
are applicants
quest authorityFla.to Both
operateapplicants
on 950 rekc. vice
for aD.newKincaid.
station
Lexington,
Ky., to
Radio
Service
Corp.
(KSEI)
(B5-P-in rn»rate
on
1340
kc,
250
watts,
unlimited
3735),
Pocatello,
Idaho,
for
increase
power on 930 kc to 5 KW. U.; Vancouver time.
Central
Broadcasting
Corp.;
Howard
Radio Corp.
(KVAN)
(B5-P-3552),
Vanchange
frequency W. Davis, tr as The Walmac Co. Both
from
910 couver,
tounlimited
930Wash., kc,to and
applicants
forTexas,
a new
station onat
to 1 KW,
time.increase power are
Corpus
Christi,
to operate
Penn
Thomas
Watson
(WGTM)
(B31230
kc,
250
watts,
unlimited
P-3848), Wilson, N. C; ^astern Carolina
Syracuse Broadcasting Corp.time.
(New),
Broadcasting
(WGBR)
N. Y.; WLEU Broadcasting
Goldsboro, N.Co. C;
Jonas(B3-P-3914),
Weiland Syracuse.
Corp.
(WLEU),
Erie,
Pa.
Both
appli(WFTC),
(B3-P-3827),
Kinston,
N.
C;
cants
seek
the
use
of
frequency
1260
kc.
Roanoke Va.;
Broadcasting
Corp.
(WSLS),
Kentucky
Broadcasting
Co., LexingRoanoke,
Lynchburg
Broadcasting
ton,
Ky.;
P.
C.
Wilson,
Canton,
Ohio:
Corp.
(WLVA),
Lynchburg,
Va.
All
these
ClevelandCleveland,
Broadcasting
Co. Inc. (B2applicants
590
kc. request use of frequency P-4058),
Radio,(B3-P-4059),
Cleveland,Ohio;Tipton,
Ohio;Scripps-HowWalter
VoiceAugusta
of Augusta,
Inc. Broadcasting
(B3-P-3919); ard
Graham
Ga. AllA.
The
Chronicle
five applications
for newandstations
Co.; Savannah Valley Broadcasting Co. the
communities arelisted,
all seekin
All these
are applicants
a new sta-on the use of frequency 1300 kc.
tion at Savannah,
Ga., for
to operate
Edgar 111.,T. 1350Bellkc,(B4-P-3812)
(New),
1340El Paso
kc,
250Broadcasting
watts, unlimited
time.
Peoria,
1 KW, U; Central
Co.;
Bleecker
111. Radio
Corp.
(B4-P-3911)
Seaman and Carr P. Collins, Jr., d/b asP. Peoria,
111., 1340 kc, 250 watts,(New),
U.:
Seaman forand a Collins.
These two
ap- WJPS, Inc.
Evanslicants
new station
at ElarePaso,
ville,
Ind., 1330(B4-P-3923)
kc. 1 (New),
KW, (New),
U; Evansville,
Trl-State
Texas,
on 1340 kc,Corp.250 ofwatts,
unlimited".
Broadcasting
Corp.
Broadcasting
America,
Indo,
1330 Inc.
kc, (New),
5 KW, Flint,
U.; Booth
Calif.;
Richard
T. for
Sampson,
Banning,at Ind.,
Stations,
Mich.,Radio
1330
Cal.
These
two are
newto stations
Indo
and
Banning,
Cal.,
operate
on
kc,
1
KW,
U.;
Wabash
Valley
casting
Corp.
Terre
Haute,
Ind.,Broad1350
1400Radiokc, Sales
250 watts,
unlimited
time.
kc.
5
KW,
U.
Corp., TwinBurley,
Falls, Idaho.
Idaho;
Beaver County Broadcasting Corp.
Jessica L. applicants
Longston,
(New), Co.,
BeaverMcKeesport,
Falls, Pa.; Pa.,
McKeesport
These
for new
at TwinareFalls
and Burley,
Idaho,stations
both Radio
Radio
Inc., Lansing, Booth
Mich.
to operate on 1450 kc, 250 watts, un- All threeStations,
limited.
applicants
request use of frequency
1360
kc.
C.
L.
Pursley
and
Louise
Patterson
F. M. Radio and Television Corp.
Pursley, (B3-P-3745);
d/b as Pursley Broadcasting
(New),night,
San Diego,
Cal.,
1370 kc, 500
Jones, a Wm.co- watts
KW-LS,Jose,
U.;Cal.,
Broadcasters.
E.Service
Jones and James H.O.O.Jones,
Inc.
(New), 1San
1370 kc.
p
a
r
t
n
e
r
s
h
i
p
,
d
/
b
as
WGCM
Broadcasting Co.Co. The
(B3-P-3698);
WLOX Broadcasting
first
application
is
for
new
stations
at Mobile,
Ala.,
on
1490 Biloxi,
kc; and
the last
two toare onoperate
applicants
for
Miss.,
to operate
1490 kc.
Crescent Broadcasting Corp., ShenandThese
oah, Pa.; Theare Patriot
Co., forHarrisburg, Pa.
applicants
stations at Shenandoah
and Harrlsburg.
LI
Pa., both
request the frequency
580 kc. WE
KOVO Broadcasting Co. (KOVO), Prove Utah,quency (Docket
6739),
to
change
fretoUnited
960 kc,Broadcasting
and increase powerfor NEW HAVEN, CONN.
toa new
1 KW.;station
at Ogden, Utah, Co.,
on 950
kc, 250 watts,
?0U IIV- 500 W-Nights
plicants Broadcasting
requestunlimited
frequencytime;
960 both
kc. apPeninsula
Co.
(WBOC)
W-Days
(Bl-P-3786);
Eastern
Shore
BroadcastIf A 1000with
OCAAssociated
The former
requests
ISalisbury,
KW,ing Co. (Bl-P-3751).
unlimited
time,
on 960requests
kc, at
Md„
and
the
latter
WSYR WTRY WKNE
500 watts day, on the same frequency
at Cedar
Preston,Rapids
Md. Broadcasting Corp. Inc.
(B4-P-3970);
Radio Broadcasting
Corp. of Cedar
Representatives :
Rapids;
Muscatine
Co.,
Moline
Dispatch
Publishing Co. The
HENLEY-REED
CO.
first two
applicants
request
new
stato operate
on 1450tions at Cedar
kc, 250Rapids,
watts, Iowa,
unlimited
time:
BROADCASTING
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1 KW (J; San
UnitedJose,Broadcasting
P-4061),
Cal., 1380 Co.
kc, (B5250
*("*atts,
U.; DeHaven,
(New), Salinas,
Cal., 1380Hallkc, and
1 KW,Oates
U..
Valley Broadcasting Co. (B5-P-4015V
| Stockton,
Cal., 1380 kc, Inc.
1 KW,(KREi
U.; Central
Cal.
Broadcasters,
(B5!I P-3982),
Cal., are1380interrelated.
kc, 1 KW,
U. Southern
All sivBerkeley,
applications
Media
Corp.
(New), BroadCoral
Gables, castPla.,
Ft.
Lauderdale
i
n
g
C
o
.
(B3-P-3785),
Ft.
Lauderdale,
I1 Fla.
request the use
of Old
1400BothDominion
kc. applicantsBroadcasting
(B2-P-3978),
Lynchburg,
Va.; Corp.
Blue
Ridge Broadcasting
Corp. Broadcasting
(B2-P-2917),
Roanoke,
Va.;
Piedmont
Corp.
(WBTM),
Danville,
Va.,
John
Riversapplicants
(WCSC), Charleston,
S. C. AllM.to
four
request authority
operate
on
1390
kc.
Central Broadcasting
Co. (B4-P-3809);
Wisconsin
Stateapplications
Broadcasting
P-4039).
Both
areCo.for(B4-a
new station
erate on 1480 atkc. Madison, Wise, to opPermain Basin Broadcasting Co
(B3-P-4022); Wendell
Mayes, (B3-PC. C.
Woodson
J. S. Broadcasting
McBeath
3901 d/d asandOdessa
Co.:
Ben Nedow,
t/r
as
Ector
County
BroadcasAll
ting Co.; Dorrance
D. Roderickare (B3P-4038).
four
applications
for
new stations
at Odessa,
erate on frequency
1450 kc.Texas, to opAlbany Albany,
Broadcasting
Co.FortInc.Orange
(BlP-3945),
N.
Broadcasting
Inc. Y.;(Bl-P-4020),
bany, N. Y.;Co.WHEC,
Inc. (WHEC)Al(Bl-P-3976), Rochester,
All three
applications
request N.theY. frequency
1460
kc.
Golden
Gate
Broadcasting
Corp.
(KSAN)1460(B5-P-3913),
Calif.
kc, 1 KW San
TJ.; Francisco;
California
Broadcasting
Bakersfield, Broadcasting
Cal., 1460Inc.kc, (B5-P-4076),
1 KW,(New),
U.; BakersBakersfield
Co.
field.
Cal.,
1490
kc,
250
watts,
John Miner. Taft R. WrathallU.;andL.
GrantBroadcast
R. Wrathall,(New),
d/b asSanta
Monterey
I Bay
Cruz,
Cal., 1460 kc,Co.Co.
500Inc.watts,
U.; Cascade
Broadcasting
(KTYW)
3889), Yakima, Wash., 1460 kc, 1(B5-PKW,
U.;
San Amphlott
Mateo. Cal.Printing
1490 kc,Co.250(B5-P-3912),
watts, U.:
Luther1490E. kc,
Gibson
Cal.,
250 (B5-P-2787),
watts, U; SanVallejo,
Jose
Broadcasting
(B5-P-3921),
San Jose,
Cal., 1500 kc, Co.1 KW,
U. All eight
ap' plications
interrelated.
Albert
S.asareDrolich
andBros.Robert
A. Flint,
Drollch,
d/b
Drolich
(New),
Mich.;
Inc. (New),
Grand Booth
Rapids,Radio
Mich.;Stations
Methodist
Radio
Parish
Inc.
(B2-P-3836),request
Flint,1470Mich.kc,
The
first
two
applicants
andThetheChesapeake
third requests
1500
kc.
Radio and
Corp. Stevens
(New).
Annapolis,
Md.;Ohio;
Nied
(New),
Warren,
Daily
Telegraph
PrintingfirstCo. two
(WHIS),
Bluefield, request
W. Va.
The
applications
1440 kc,
WHIS increase
in power on
same
frequency.
George
Jerry C. Miller, d/b A.as Ralston
Flgin and
Broadcasting
Co.
(B4-P-3833),
Elgin,
111.;111.;William
Klein
(New),
Oak
Park,
Sidney Co.H.L.
BMss,
t/r
as
Bploit
Broadcasting
(New),tionsBeloit,
Wis. kc.All three applicarequestSpearman,
1490
PaulH. DRussell,
Chas.
W. B. Jackson,
McCarty, Miss.:
T. E.
Wright ship,andd/b asC. Rebel
A. Lacy,Broadcasting
a l td. partnerCo.
(B3-P-3755),
Jackson,
Miss.;
Capitol
Broadcasting Co. Inc. (WRAL), Raleigh,

A re Used to Pick Up
Universal Training
Truman's
on House Chamber following last
FOR THE FIRST Speech
time only two
mirophones were used in the Tuesday's talk. At the beginning
was considerable feedback,
House
to pick upbroadcast
a four- there
networkChamber
Presidential
some of which was picked up in
the
broadcasts
and newsreels.
last Tuesday when President Truman urged a joint session of Con- Heretofore a battery of microphones has been in front of the
gress to adopt universal training
legislation. On the rostrum in
he spoke on Confront of the President were four Presidentgress, when
two for each network as
well
as
individual
microphones for
microphones — one for the public
various newsreel services.
address system, one for the movie theFirst
call letters were taken
newsreels and the other two for
radio.
from the mikes, then the number
No call letters were permitted reduced to the minimum. On all
on the microphones, although presidential broadcasts in the future only two microphones will be
American, CBS, Mutual and NBC
each was permitted to place a used for radio, according to J.
stand microphone with call letters Leonard Reinsch, radio adviser to
attached in the center aisle of President Truman and managing
the floor to pick up applause. CBS director of the Cox stations, WIOD
and NBC engineers handled the WSB WHIO. Mr. Reinsch develassignment for all networks and
oped the two-microphone technique
stations which aired the Presiden- for the White House before the
tial broadcast.
When the President was to late President Roosevelt's death.
speak Saturday at Central Park, COMMERCIAL RADIO
New York, five microphones were IS SEEN FOR JAPAN
toforbe newsreels
used — two and
for broadcast,
two for one
the A COMMERCIAL network in
public address system.
with the
governmentcontrolled Radio
Tokyo
will be
A new public address micro- competition
phone is to be installed in the permitted in Japan, according to
a
copyrighted
article
in
the
New
N. O; S. E. Adcock,
tr/as Stuart
Broad- York Herald-Tribune last week.
Co. (WROL)
(B3-P-3616),
Knoxville, casting
Tenn.;
Virginia Broadcasting
Allied
authorities
have
planned
Corp.ita Broadcasters
(B2-P-3964),(KWFT),
Roanoke,Wichita
Va.; WichFalls, the move with a view to stimulatTexas;
Durham Radio Corp.
(WDNC)
ing private enterprise in radio,
(B3-P-3170),
Durham,
N.
C.
All
these
applicants
commercial
interon 620 kc. seek authority to operate providing
ests must 'that
not create
a monopoly
Scripps-Howard
Radio, Ohio;
Inc. (WCPO)
(B2-P-3398),
Cincinnati,
Queen Kelley
of
stations
or
programs,"
Frank
wrote in the Tribune.
City Broadcasting
Inc. (New),
Cincinnati, Ohio; American
Broadcasting
The Japanese government is
Corp. (WLAP),
Lexington,
Ky.
Alloperate
three sponsoring
applications
seek
authority
to
the project through its
on 630 kc.
Board of Communications, said the
WSAV Inc.
(WSAV)
(B3-P-3679),
Sato the report,
vannah, Ga.; Atlantic Coast
Broad- article. According
backers and stockholders
Charleston,castingS. Co.C. (WTMA)
Both stations(B3-P-3752),
seek the financial
would be 24 radio and electronics
frequency
630
kc.
Wichita AirBroadcasting
Co. Inc. (B4five magazines,
P-3747);
Capital Witchita
Broadcasting
Co. manufacturers,
Inc.
(B4-P-3769);
Beacon
three theatrical and motion picBroadcasting
Co.
(B4-P-3963);
Adelaide
companies, two phonograph
Lillian Carrell; KAIR Broadcasting Co. recordturecompanies
and eight leadInc.;
KTOP Inc.
Broadcasting
Co.five(B4-P-3727);
Inc.
(KTSW) Emporia
(B4-Ping department stores.
3457).
The
first
applications
request
new Station
stations KTSW
at Wichita,
Kans., on 1490
Equipment theis U.hoped
to beKelley
imS., Mr.
ofkc; frequency
from requests
1400 to a1490change
kc; said, withported from
two
ten
kw
transmitters
KTOP
Inc.,
requests
1400
kc.
continugent uponfroma 1400
granttoof1490
the kc.application of for shortwave programs within
KTSW
Japan and long wave transmitters
of the same power at Tokyo, Nagoya, Fukuoka and Saporo. He
added they hope to carry FM and
television programs also in the
future.
Mr. Kelley said that network
backers have expressed a desire
eitherers ortotoimport
obtainAmerican
copyrightsreceivfor
their manufacture in Japan. Experimental television is planned
this year with Allied permission,
according to the article.
CKTS Licensed
CKTS is call for new station at
Sherbrooke, Que. Station has been
licensed to the Telegram Printing
& Pub. Co. and will operate with
250 w on 1240 kc. Station will be
housed in same location as CHLT
HOlllSHR v^CRySTAl CO.
Sherbrooke, a French-language
station, and will use one of the
CHLT antenna towers.
BROADCASTING
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Two Microphones

Bright
Outlook
for
THIS
Income
Mississippi's cash is clinking
in the coffers — and getting
louder and louder — as alert
advertisers are aware. With
a cash income in 1944, 125
per cent over that of 1939,
28 per cent over 1942, and
10 per cent
Mississippi
is a over
ready 1943
market—
for what you have to sell.
WJDX — the DOMINANT
"Voice of Mississippi" effectively, efficiency covers this
growing, improving market.
Owned and Op«r«t»d by
LAMAR
LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY
JACKSON,
MISSISSIPPI

years of
profitable
z
Each pe
year ac
over h
2 millionfuz
bushels...
10% of all the peaches produced in
the whole South ... picked in Spartanburg County alone!
ISPARTANBURG,
Home of CAROLINA
Camp Crofl
WSPA ISOUTH
5000 watts Day, 1000 watts Night
950 kilocycles, Rep. by Hollingbery
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64 FM
(Continued from page 15)
coverage of stations outside of New
York would be increased, it
WS
YR
stated,
data. was not borne out by the
One the basis of all the data,
SYRACUSE, N. Y.
there would be little difference between the two proposals in average
570 KC • 5000 W
coverage of stations in the area.
However,
the Commission noted,
Associated with
"the CBS proposal
does Commission
have some
advantages
over the
WTRY
WELI WKNE
proposal so far as interference
within the 1000 uv/m contour is
concerned. Under the CBS proRepresentatives :
posal, there are only three instances where interference will
PAUL H. RAYMER CO. occur within
the 1000 uv/m contour whereas under the Commission's proposal there are nine such
instances."
In adopting the CBS proposal
for Area I, the Commission pointed
out that the plan will not be fol57.7%
lowed "in any hard and fast manner" but willpattern
be used toas bea guide
of all Iowa families
the overall
adoptedto
in licensing FM stations in this
" Listen Most'9 (night) to region. The channels available for
assignment in the various cities in
Area I, as proposed under the CBS
plan, are identical to those shown
in a comparison of the CBS and
WHO
FCC plans in the Oct. 22 issue of
Broadcasting.
(55.6%, daytime)
©
The Commission's action on new
stations virtually amounted to a
Write for complete facts! notification
to 64 applicants that
assigned an FM fre50,000 Watts • Des Moines each willquency. Ibetenables
them to proceed
with plans for studios, programFree & Peters, Representatives
ming, and production but does not
permit applicants to place orders
for transmitters or antennas until
channel assignments, power, and
area
mined. coverage have been determix
the 50,000

watt voice
of Cincinnati

WIBW has developed
America's most successful radio selling technique—
why"
delivered"reasons
as the recommendation ofone friend
to another.
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Frequencies May Be Delayed
In view of the further processing
required, it appeared doubtful that
more than a few of the applicants
will be given specific frequencies
before the end of the year. The
Commission pointed out that each
application now has to be examined
for engineering data and a period
of 90 days given for filing supplementary information, where required.
The procedure to be adopted with
respect to the conditional grants,
it was learned, will be substantial y as follows:
1. Each grantee will be advised
that his qualifications as a licensee
meet FCC requirements, that a
channel will be made available to
him, and that complete engineering
plans,
if not already submitted,
are
desired.
2. The Commission will then examine each application, check on
engineering plans, area to be
served, antenna to be installed,
transmitter location, etc.
3. A 90-day period will be
granted to file additional data required.
4. A construction permit will be
issued, including channel assigned,
power, and coverage area, with

RCA Puts New Sets on Display;]!
Manufacturers
Assail OPA
mulas has retarded reconversion,
WITHers charging
several that
majorOffice
manufacturof Price prevented production, especially in
Administration controls are throw- low-priced commodities, has restricted opportunity for full eming 180,000 employes in the parts
ployment and has at least in some
and set manufacturing industry instances actually
caused prices of
into idleness, RCA Victor last
commodities
to rise."
Thursday displayed nine new table cost-of-living
Chicago radio
manufacturers
models in Chicago, while two other added
to their charges against OPA
manufacturers canceled convenhad been called to pre- for limiting ceiling prices the resenttionsnewwhichmodels.
sponsibility of throwing
"thousands" of employes
out of work.
At a special demonstration at the
R.
C.
Cosgrove,
president,
Radio
Lake Shore Athletic Club Thurs- Mfgrs. Assn., and vice-president
day, H. A. Renholm, regional RCA and general sales manager of AviaVictor manager, said the first table
tion Corp. (including Crosley Corpj;
models had come off assembly
estimated that 180,000
lines at firm's Bloomington, Ind., Cincinnati),
employes in the radio industry
plant and initial shipments were would
remain
OPA can
expected to begin this week. Con- offer adjustmentidleonuntil
soles will follow in November, he for parts and sets. price ceiling
added. A week earlier RCA Victor
"We at Crosley should have proheadquarters in Camden, N. J. told
duced 40,000 sets last month," said
Broadcasting the firm was unable Mr. Cosgrove.
"We 5,000
produced
to quote prices to dealers, distribu- We should have
peoplenone.at
tors and consumers because definite
We
have
500."
costs of components were not avail- work.
A. S. Wells, chairman of the
able [Broadcasting, Oct. 22],
RMA Reconversion Committee and
Meanwhile Rep. Hartley (R- board chairman of Wells-Gardner
N. J.) introduced on Thursday a Co., Chicago, asserted that OPA is
bill to curtail reconversion pricing attempting
to put "five gallons of
powers of OPA.
water intos acompany
gallon and
it won't
is operating
OPA Denounced
work".
H
with only a skeleton staff, instead
These developments came to light of 1,800 normally employed.
last week as the House Select ComComdr. E. F. McDonald Jr., presmittee to Investigate Executive
ident of the Zenith Radio Corp., reAgencies issued a denunciation of
ported 100 persons
of
a
normal
5,000. working instead
OPA in a report charging "the
Frank A. Hiter, executive vicepolicy of adherence to rigid forpresident of Stewart- Warner Corp.,
reported no production. Richard
standard for antenna height fixed Garver, vice-president of Admiral
Corp., and S. Freshman, general
at 500 feet for 20 kw power.
Under the rules and regulations sales manager of Belmont Radio
Corp.,
Chicago, expressed similar
adopted for FM, a construction
permit calls for commencement of views, although Mr. Freshman said
hopes to get into producconstruction within 60 days of is- Belmont
tion shortly. Parts manufacturers
suance and a maximum of six
months thereafter for completion declined to comment but one said
of construction and beginning of that OPA ceilings are ' killing the
operations. Stations will then be
Meanwhile both the parts and
permitted to conduct equipment industry".
tests for a period up to three sets manufacturers were awaiting
months but licenses will be issued OPA regulations which were prombefore proof of performance is isised some weeks ago. Even if ceilsued, in which case proof must be
ings announced Oct. 11 [Broadsubmitted within a year of the
casting, Oct. 15]
were they
sufficient,'
issuance of the license. This re- manufacturers
declared
cannot go ahead until the OPA issues
quirement wil not apply to community stations.
regulations. When OPA announced
Oct. 11, the anAll but 10 of the 64 grants were increase factors
nouncement said regulations would
made to existing standard stations. follow immediately.
At OPA late
Of the total, 55 are for metropoli- last week, however, officials
tan, seven are for "metropolitan, that the regulations hadn't stated
possibly rural,"
and Largest
two arenumfor "cleared" and that it may be been
ancommunity
stations.
ber of grants was for North Caroother 30 days before they're out.
In face of new developments,
lina with 10. Second largest was Galvin
Mfg. Corp., Chicago, plans
Texas with seven.
In announcing its action, the to cancel its 1946 convention, according to Victor Ervine, advertisCommission pointed out that channels remain available for additional
ing
manager.
A "mail"
convention
will
be
conducted
with distributors
stations in each of the communities
in which grants were made. This receiving
and copy
of 1946 models.
Galvinon '*
bears out earlier indications that "pilot" runsillustrations
to
display
the
models
first actions would be taken where athaditsplanned
convention.
the supply of frequencies is suffiZenith postponed its convention
cient to take care of applications.
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to "sometime" in December, contingent upon some production by
I then. If, however, parts manufaciturers are unable to supply equlpJment,ablyZenith's
1948off,meeting
will be callled
officials probsaid,
since there'll be no models to show.
Committee Report
In its report, which was unanimous, the House Select Committee,
of which Rep. Howard W. Smith
(D-Va.)icies isbeingchairman,
"the OPA
polpursued said
by the
compels
it
to
conclude
that
important revisions of these policies must
take pluce if orderly and speedy
transition of industry from its wargeared status to the resumption of
full peacetime production is to be
achieved."
Legitimate radio manufacturers
in prewar days produced table
models to sell at retail prices of
$19.50 to $24.95, the report con"OPA denied
increasestinued,tocharging
enablethatdomestic
manufacture of such radios but approved an in-line price of $44.95 for
radios of the same class which, it
appears,
assembled
in Cuba."
The were
committee
recommended
that Price Administrator Chester
Bowles formulate and immediately
place into effect a policy which will
permit commodities to be priced by
their producers at levels which in
the light of accepted standards of
accounting will reflect current costs
of production plus a normal prewar
margin of profit. The committee
also urged that except where monopolistic control of supply exists,
price control be suspended.
"Industry has complained so unanimously and bitterly of the effects" of the Maximum Price Regulation
"on
program and onthethe reconversion
effort to produce
low-cost goods, that your Committee is apprehensive that this policy
is a definite deterrent to the allimportant program of reconverconcluded.
signed sion,"bythe report
Chairman
SmithIt was
and
Reps. Delaney (D-N. Y.), Peterson
(D-Ga.), Voorhis (D-Cal.), Hartley
(R-N. J.), Jennings (R-Tenn.) and
Hoffman
(R-Mich.).
In a letter
to Chairman Smith
Thursday, Chester Bowles, OPA
administrator, charged that the
committee's r e c o m m endations
would,
out, "bring
aboutof
the rapidif carried
and disastrous
collapse
price
control".
He
charged
that
the
findings were based on testimony
of retailers and a few minor manufacturers and did not cover the
overall reconversion problem.

Proposed FCC Decision Denies
Renewal of License to WORL
CHARGING concealment of ownhens ever since their purchase in
ership and filing of false informa- March, 1937, without the consent
tion regarding acquisition and of the Commission, in violation of
transfer of stock, the FCC last Sections 301 and 310(b) of the
week adopted a proposed decision Communications Act of 1934, as
denying renewal of license to amended. The experience of the
WORL Boston, owned by former applicant's principals in radio stations indicates they knew or should
Federal Radio Commissioner Harold A. Lafount and Sanford H. have known the import of these
and George Cohen, counsel for the
No Regard for Rules
Arde Bulova interests.
A period of 20 days is given the sections."
The Commission declared that the
station to file protest and request applicant not only failed to apply
oral argument to present evidence
to the transfer of conto show why the decision should for consent
trol resulting from the change in
not be final.
owership
of
the 700 shares of votIn a 16-page decision on the case,
stock in 1937 but also concealed
on which hearings were held in 1944 the ingmajority
transfer of the class
on the qualifications of the appli- B voting stock, "and reported their
cant to continue operation of the other acquisitions in such manner
station, the Commission found that and at such times as suited their
700 shares or 70% of the class B
purposes
convenvoting stock in the facility was particular
iences without
regard and
to rules
and
assigned and delivered to Mr. La- regulations of the Commission."
fount in 1937, of which 300 shares
The
decision
stated
that
in
17
were for the Cohen brothers but
filed subwere held in the name of Robert C. reports andsequent toapplications
the principals
Nordblom, a former stockholder in knowingly 1937
misrepresented the
the station. The transfer of these owner
of
the
300
shares
to be Mr.
300 shares was not reported to the Nordblom; that two transactions
Commission until six years later, in 1938 involving transfer of 200
according to the decision.
shares of stock to Arde Bulova
Transfer in 1943
and the transfer of this stock to
Later the Cohens acquired title Sanford Cohen were not reported;
to the remaining 300 shares in the that false reports were made to
station but withheld the informa- show that the applicant was financially qualified to pay for improvetion from the Commission for sevments requested in station facilieral years. Mr. Lafount testified
t
i
e
s
, a statement showing cash in
that he had caused the first 300
bank
as
$25,000 when actually the
shares until
to be hereissued
in Nordblom's
(Continued on page 86)
name
could determine
how
the Cohens wanted it divided among
them. Shortly afterward, it was
BOND
brought out, Mr. Lafount was ad(Continued from page 18)
vised that Mr. Nordblom was dissatisfied with the transaction and and Buy a Dream", was written by
the Cohens thereupon decided they S-Sgt. Walter Meyer, AUS, aswould not take the stock in their
signed to Special
Services
at Keesnames until the matter was settled. ler Field,
Mississippi.
It also
is in
Not until the fall of 1943, when the Music for Millions as well as
all claims had finally been dis- Sing for Victory programs. Sgt.
posed of, did the Cohens permit Meyer at one time was an anthe transfer of the shares to be nouncer.
made on the books in their name,
Special Bond trains will be sent
they testified.
on tours during the campaign,
The owners of the station con- providing interview and special
tended that neither the acquisition event programming for stations.
Trains will carry two or three
of stock by them nor their activi- flat
cars with latest U. S. war
ties in the management and control
of the station constituted a trans- equipment as well as captured
fer of control within the meaning stuff, a baggage car and at least
pullman. Radar, rockets and
of Section 310(b) of the Communi- one
devices never before shown
cations Act. They argued that "con- toother
the
public will be exhibited.
trol"
exists
only
when
more
than
Questionnaires
50% of the outstanding voting
Army Ground Forces will have
UNCHANGED from last year's stock is acquired by any one indi- two trains, Navy one and Marines
vidual and that the purchase of the one under present plans. They
forms,
questionnaires
employes'
compensation
were onmailed
last
in 1937 were two sepa- will tour 40 States and 500 cities as
week to all stations and networks 700 shares
rate and distinct transactions.
far west as Helena, Mont., and Denby FCC. Information sought inRegarding this contention, the
ver. Unusually heavy rail congescludes number of employes by Commission held that control "is
tion prevents West Coast exhibits.
classes and amount of compensa- not limited to the ownership of Plans call for President Truman
/ tion for each typical work week of a majority of the voting stock of to issue dispatcher's orders setting
Oct. 15. Contemplated changes to a corporate licensee. It also in- trains in motion Nov. 5. They
show regular time and overtime
will leave from Washington, New
physical operation
and con[Broadcasting, Oct. 15] were not
trol ofcludes
a station,
its facilities
and York, Baltimore, Richmond and
made. Questionnaires must be re- policies. . . . Such control has been St. Louis. Army Service Forces
turned by Nov. 15.
exercised by Lafount and the Co- may have a sixth train.
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First on New York's Dial... 570

's Leading Independent Station

WKZO, Kalamazoo, Michigan
. . . have heard nothing but complimentary remarks about
AP from our Program Dethese days.partment. That's out. landing
John
E. Fetzer
President
and
General
Manager
available through
PRESS ASSOCIATION,
30 Rockefeiltr Ploia

KXQK

American Broadcasting Co.
Represented by John BLAIR & CO.
October 29, 1945 • Page 85

Census
(Continued from, page 18)
terfere, however, with Bureau efforts to obtain time through its
own force and through county farm
agents. For the most part the stations used were located in rural
areas or were known to have extensive farm followings.
This contact with farmers was
especially necessary because many
people had moved from farms beto??
cause of military service or war
/
work. The war also complicated
the job of lining up enumerators
and they in turn faced special problemstimein carrying
enumeration.out the first warDifferent Question
The 1945 set ownership data will
be roughly comparable with similar farm radio ownership figures
collected during the 1940 decennial census. The comparison will
not reflect the true increase in set
"AH
ownership, however, because a different question was asked.
In 1940 the enumerators asked
each dwelling if there was a radio
receiver in the dwelling. Thus, if
there were three radio-equipped
homes on a farm, the census data
show three radio homes.
1945 figures, however, will
j:
slAlR showThe only
the number of farms on
which
there
is a radio set, rather
& COMPANY
than the number of farm homes.
REPRESENTING LEADING RADIO STATIONS If there were three homes on a
farm and all had radios, the 1945
data will show only one radioequipped farm instead of three as
under the 1940 set-up. Some exceptions to the 1945 rule were made
in the case of certain tenant farm
operations in the South.
BALTIMORE'S
No questions were asked by 1945
enumerators as to the type or number of receivers in the farm opdata willerator's
showdwelling.theHowever,
number theof
homes in each county equipped
with electricity. Where county data
show more radio-equipped homes
than
homes with electricity, a simUJ
ple subtraction will give a good
estimate of the number of homes
having battery sets.
Since farm set data will reveal
radio ownership as of Jan. 1, 1945,
they
naturally will not reflect the
c
rapid increase in receivers anticipated when manufacturers get into
full production late this autumn.
The 1940 decennial census included figures on population, housing, agriculture,
business,
manufactures and mineral
industries.
The final count showed that 4,271,000
60% of farm homes reported
radioor ownership.
The over-all farm census figures
will show for the first time what
happens
to aThey
nation's
agriculture
during war.
will reveal
what
farmers could produce when demand for their products was at a
peak and when they had available
the least amount of labor. The
whole14 project
cost between 13
and
million will
dollars.
First of the county figures coming out of the Census Bureau, advance reports No. 1, show the number of farms, size of farm, crops
Page 86 • October 29, 1945

Amateur Calls and Areas Are Modified
To Prepare for Large License Issue
TO FACILITATE assignment of plied not only to renewed and modicalls to expected thousands of new
fied licenses, but to new ones folamateur broadcast stations, new
lowing aperiod of inactivity. It is
plan announced by the FCC last proposed to continue this principle,
week will increase call areas from so that if an amateur obtains a
nine to ten and will also reassign new license for his former location,
certain portions of present call it will ordinarily include assignareas. System is approved by change.ment of the former call without
American Radio Relay League,
The FCC statement said that
the "NAB" of amateur operators.
Not exceeding usual five symbols, during the war the operation of
the calls will continue to be com- some 60,000 licensed amateur stations was discontinued and the staposed of a numeral signifying call
tion licenses lapsed. Licensing of
area, preceeded by letters signify- amateur
is expected to be
ing nationality and followed by let- resumed stations
within the near future.
ters to complete the distinctive individual cal . Full use of the prefix ARRL forecasts increases of sta-,
K will be used in the continental tions dwarfing prewar figures.
The 112-115.5 mc band was made
U. S., rather than in outlying areas
only, when it becomes suitable to available by the Commission for
amateur
operation by eligible opdo
so
upon
lack
of
W
combinations
in an area.
erators on Aug. 21 for a period
from
that
date to Nov. 15. Before
Purpose of area reassignment is
to prevent call areas from dividing the end of this provisional period
within a particular state and to further policy on amateur operation is to be announced.
make various areas more nearly
New call areas as designated
equal in amateur numbers.
are:
Area 1, New England (six
Commission report stated: "It is
fully appreciated that most of the states) ; Area 2, New York, New
amateurs who formerly held station Jersey; Area 3, Pennsylvania,
licenses and who obtain new ones Delaware, Maryland, District of
would prefer to be assigned their Columbia; Area 4, Virginia, North
former call letters and, while the and South Carolina, Georgia, Florlarge number of amateur stations
ida, Alabama, Tennessee, Kentucky,
renders it imperative to assign Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands;
calls systematically rather than on Area 5, Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Texas and New
a request basis, nevertheless the
Commission will continue its policy Mexico; Area 6, California, Hawaii
of assigning the same call to the and Pacific possessions except those
station of the same amateur when- in Area 7; Area 7, Oregon, WashIdaho, Montana, Wyoming,
appropriate." continued to ex- Arizona,ington,Nevada,
Utah, Alaska
Theeverstatement
plain that the "principle has ap- and adjacent islands; Area 8, Michigan, Ohio and West Virginia;
Wisconsin, Illinois and Inproduced and selected classes of Area 9, diana;
Area 10 (o or zero) Cololivestock. The flow of county rerado,
Nebraska, North and South
ports is just getting under way. Dakota, Kansas,
It will be supplemented in the mid- and Missouri. Minnesota, Iowa
dle of November by advance reports No. 2 covering facilities.
The No. 2 reports will provide
WORL
(Continued
from page 85)
radio ownership data for the 3,097
counties. In the case of both series balance was only $362.
the figures will be released as they
the record in the case,
are tabulated, and will bear no theReviewing
Commission declared that the
geographical
relationship.
Whenintegrity
of
and the
ever all the counties for a state administrative proceedings
process are involved
have
been
tabulated,
totals
will
be
in the issues. "It is of paramount
released for that state.
it held, "that the
Also in the No. 2 reports will be importance,"
able to rely on repfigures on electrification of farms. Commission beresentations
by applicants
The electricity figures will include and licensees and madetheir
attorneys
breakdowns on types of electric in carrying out its functions,
motors, telephone, mechanical re- whether such representations are
frigerators and washing machines.
in formal applications or reIn the 1945 farm census a farm made ports
filed with it or in testimony
is defined as having three or more produced
before it. The Commisacres; if less than three acres,
sion must require that such reprefarm production valued at $250 or
eworthy of reliance if
more. The radio figures will not be it is to havesentations bconfidence
in its own
broken down by size of farms.
Next year the Census Bureau
Concluding that "the applicant
proceedings."
will resume the business and manu- cannot
be entrusted with the refactures enumerations which had
sponsibilities of a that
licensee,"
been abandoned during the war. Commission decided
renewal theof
The business census will show the
number of stores selling radio sets the license of the station by the
and their sales. Manufactures applicant corporation "would not
census will reveal production of serve public interest, convenience,
radio receivers, tubes and parts. or necessity and should be denied."
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musrians and other talent to so
Petrillo
program their FM operation.
(Continued from page 16)
"The edict would, however, place
stations, probably will be to de- an unfair burden on those AM
broadcasters
who are planning one
•'' prive FM set owners of any but hundred percent
duplicate opera'• recorded music. In that event, the
tion
in
the
public interest. They
ff FM situation would be comparable
e to that of television, which for would be rendering only one pro• i some time has depended entirely
gram service and their AM operawould be no different than
|[ upon recorded music following a were tion
they to operate AM boosters,
| Petrillo order to AFM members
" not to perform for video broadcasts. as some stations are doing and
Philip G. Loucks, general counsel others are contemplating doing.
"I cannot believe that those re| of FMBI, regarded the musicians'
sponsible for the edict have a clear
! demands as presenting l:an overall
picture
of the FM situation as be[ industry problem of the first magtween AM broadcasters who plan
| nitude. The solution of this prob*M I lem,"
he asserted,
the to duplicate and who thus would refirst real
challenge "constitutes
to the efficacy
ceive no additional revenue, AM
j of the joint committee created just broadcasters who plan to run two
separate and distinct services and
•, JastDecision
week byof FMBI
NAB."
FMBI and
to coordinate
those gong into FM without any
■ '. FM activities through an autono- AM affiliation.
: mous FM department of NAB
"It is true that the networks
[Broadcasting, Oct. 22] could not cannot
charge the advertiser for
I have been more timely. The machin- FM because while FM added to
| | ery for dealing with overall indus- AM will increase listening due to
try problems by a single group had
greater acceptability of the
just been set up when what may the
interference-free service, this alone
be one of its biggest problems would
justify increasing the
developed. Any earlier doubts of rates to not
the advertiser.
the advisability of the merger apif networks are not
parently were resilved by AFMN to "Therefore,
be allowed to duplicate their AM
action.
programs
on
FM
have to
NAB officials expressed belief start new networkstheyin will
competition
with
their
present
networks
and
that
FM
stations'
programming
will suffer because they do not develop new talent in competition
command sufficient income to jus- with
the
present
talent
and,
as
tify expenditure of la±ge sums for result, be unable to bring the FMa
musicians. The opportunity to listeners
the Jack Bennys, Charlie
broadcast performances of sym- McCarthys, and Bob Hopes, etc.
phony orchestras and other high- While at first thought many peocalibre artists who perform for
visualize this
their sister AM stations, they edict pleaswilla probably
greater opportunity for
noted, has given FM the chance the immediate
formation
FM
to show listeners the benefits of networks I believe that on ofsecond
high-fidelity operation. Unable to thought the picture will clarify
pay for costly live performances, and they will realize that if broadFM will depend more and more on
casting isto progress and the pubrecorded music, they declared.
lic is to receive the great benefits
Industry spokesmen felt that the of FM
we cannot let the present
union's move — which came at a
service simply deteriorate and
time when the FCC was working AM
overtime to get FM grants issued disappear while attempting to
and manufacturers were trying to build competitive programs on FM.
"The experience of the past few
speed production of FM receivers years
has shown the difficulty of
— would "seriously"
retard
the
dedeveloping
outstanding talent in
velopment and growth of FM.
sufficient quantity to even fill the
Damm's Statement
present need without thinking in
of finding new talent for
FMBIment to President
Damm'sasserted:
state- terms
FM alone. Unless this matter is
Broadcasting
cleared up it is my opin"It is certain that the non-dupli- promptly
ion that hundreds of present application edict of the musicians' union
cants
will
defer going
will seriously and materially re- into FM andindefinitely
that FM as a whole
tard the development of FM when
it is realized that the majority of will be drastically retarded."
AM broadcasters who have gone
Add Impetus
into or are planning to go into
The edict was expected to add
FM are doing so with the view impetus
to the efforts of industry to
of offering the public a better
broadcasting service and not to get
legislative
"protection" against
operate a second station as a AFM powers and also to bring
prospective FM licensees, particuseparate commercial enterprise.
larly newspapers, into the move"Those who have no AM station
and who are planning to go into ment.
Several
radio bills are expected
FM would of necessity have to develop independent program service to develop when Congress reconand would naturally use the best
venes following the Christmas retalent available, including mucess. But it was thought that efsicians, and there probably will be
forts might be made to revive a
some AM broadcasters who expect bill which already has a "legisto operate FM separately and such
lative background" — such as the
broadcasters also would, without "Interlochen
of Sen. Vandendoubt, expect to use additional berg (R-Mich.)Bill"— instead
of startOADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

ing over again with entirely new
measures.
The Interlochen Bill (S-63), to
prevent interference to broadcasts
of cultural programs, was drawn
following
on broadcasts of theAFM's
NationalbanMusic
Camp
at Interlochen, Mich. It was passed
by the Senate but was never reported out of the House Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee.
us
Supporting this measure in a
committee hearing on it and a
sioux
companion bill (HR-164&) introMAKt
duced by Rep. Dondero (R-Mich.),
IF WE
FCC Chairman Paul Porter testified
last
26]: February [BROADCASTING, Feb.
AND
ANY ST
"Under the American system of Youvantumbeap bg^nturo
broadcasting, as you know, the
$
Wout
Government is expressly forbidden
STERt.mber,
^le98TrXen
stay
CUscalp-J
keep
makeof
to dictate to broadcasters what
shall not be broadcast. This is in Kentucky talhia marky,et
order to guarantee a free radio.
mauy neb V* . Theyuo
No Arbitrary Restrictions
ville Trading A*
lentyI
"But more than this is necessary
P-rh*blULep2ce for make
if radio is really to be free. We
Custer, ^fi"CePgo broke, but
must make sure that no arbitrary
restrictions are imposed by private
groups concerning material which
for selluxn
WAVE better
shall be broadcast ... If an organipost ^^Mucb talk no
zation can prevent radio stations
g
from broadcasting a concert by high
last stand before
school students, a precedent is
established whereby broadcasts
Whar;ouTetu!^.' Have
of speeches, forums, conventions,
etc., willedentbeshouldprevented.
Such a prec-to
not be permitted
good, y°"
be Mr.established."
Porter in his committee appearance saw a second ill effect of
.»«.«■ "c,c
the Interlochen ban — injury to spot
small stations by preventing their
using local talent and forcing them
sooo*w"
"either to broadcast network programs al day or to use records and
transcriptions instead of developing their own individuality and
contributing to the growth of the
Other legislation contemplated
community."
after Jan. 1 includes a measure
planned
Rep. Clarence
Lea
(D-Cal.)by which
would, F.among
other things, put curbs on AFM.
Senator Wheeler (D-Mont.) plans
to introduce legislation embodying
FCC proposals. Rep. A. S. (Mike)
- HAZELTOH
Monroney (D-Okla.) is expected
to ask the House Judiciary Committee to begin hearings on his bill
PENNSYLVANIA
(HR-2121), now pending before
the committee, which would prohibit
AFM's
forcing
a station
more
musicians
thanon are
necessary,
N BC -Mutual
would work
prohibit
its
pulling
a
netmusical show because some
.
5000 WATTS 1330 KC
affiliate doesn't toe the mark, and
would prohibit its forcing stations
to hire musicians to turn platters.
West Coast Indignant
Reaction to the AFM edict on
the West Coast was one of surprised indignation. Consensus was
that it woud prove an immense
ENGLISH • JEWISH • ITALIAN
monetaryment. Onehandicap
FM developstation tooperator
felt
Advertisers consider WEVD
further clarification of the order aNational
"must" to cover the great Metrowas necessary. Another believed
AFM would modify its demands.
politan New York Market.
Lewis Allen Weiss, vice-president
Send hr WHO'S WHO on WEVD
(Continued on page 88)
West 46th
WEVD -117
October
29, Street
1945 New• ttHu
Page 87V»

Petrillo
(Continued from page 87)
and general manger of Don Lee
Broadcasting System, Hollywood,
operating KHJ-FM Los Angeles,
only FM station in Southern California area, called the AFM action
Il/here "Dun and Bradslreei " "unwarranted because of the
change-over
for FM to new fremeet ZHcoper and Croteley"?
quency by Dec. 1. It is preposterous topay 100 per cent penalty when there is probably no
single FM receiver in the area capable of accepting programs. We do
not intend to hire extra musicians
for FM or television until progress
in those media warrants such
Network notices to their affiliates
Made
to
action."
went
out late last week. Mr. PeOrder
trillo's original telegram had gone
to the FM outlets of three major
networks: those of WEAF, NBC's
WAIR is the station, Winston-Salem
New York outlet; WABC and
the market — plus a mighty lot of
WBBM,
New York and Chicago
territory within a generous area.
CBS stations, and WOR, WGN,
and KHJ, New York, Chicago and
No station has the "grip" on this
station that we enjoy. Ego? Nope,
Los Angeles stations of Mutual.
facts! ! !
Notifving NBC affiliates that
the AFM order left NBC no alternative but to discontinue the dual
AM-FM transmission of musical
WAIR
programs, Easton C. Woolev, diWinston - Salem, North Carolina
rector of the stations department,
Representative: The Walker Company
said:
Prevents Progress
"The effect of Mr. Petrillo's
order also is to prohibit the carrying: out of our previously announced
Specialized Programs
policy ofcation bpermitting:
complete
y NBC affiliates
of ourdupliAM
FOR A
network service on their FM transmitters. We regret exceedingly
LARGE GROUP OF
these restrictions impeding the
progress of FM, the benefits of
which we are anxious to make
available to the public and t^e
broadcasting stations serving the
NEW YORK'S
Mark Woods, president of
American,
puHic." which does not operate
any FM stations, in his message
to affiliates said he would do his
best "to
attemptandto ifhavepossible
the situation clarified
restored to normal so that there may
be no additional burden of this
WLIB
placed on the development
1190 ON THE DIAL-CLEAR CHANNEL type
and growth of FM as a medium of
mass communication."
Reappraisal Needed
Paul Kesten, CBS executive vicepresident, in his wire to CBS
affiliates noted that "details of
demands for double crew of musicians not yet clarified by union,
but regardless of same feel compel ed to advise you this move by
musicians, unless withdrawn later,
makes it necessary for us to reappraise our entire position FM
broadcasting.
"As you know," Mr. Kesten's
wire continued,
"CBS outhas that
takenif
initiative
in pointing
broadcasters were willing to asr IN 1 H E P ,
sume double transmission costs during transition period from AM to
FM, same could be accomplished
only by sparing broadcasters double
programtener is subtracted
costs, sincefrom
eachtotal
FM AM
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audience. Recent FCC rules and
regulations recognize fairness and
advantages this position both from
public
and industry
standpoints."
Mr. Kesten
expressed
belief that
the AFM
action
will
retard development of FM"seriously
broadcasting. Unless listeners can receive by
FM their favorite programs there
will be little incentive for buying
the new FM receivers and broadcasting cannot assume the impossible economic burden which would
result from musicians' demands."
Carl Haverlin, Mutual vice-president in charge of station relations,
in his wire to KHJ, WIP, WGN,
WOR and Yankee Network simply
quoted the AFM message and
stated that "after midnight of October 28 it will be impossible for
you to duplicate any Mutual musical proprams on your AM and
FMA facilities."
spokesman for WGN Chicago said that station would replace local and net musical shows
on WGNB with recorded music.
A WOR New York spokesman,
however, said discontinuation of its
dual AM-FM programs would not
necessarily mean the use of a great
number of recordings because, with
only six hours of programming a
day required, it would be nossible
to program WBAM, the FM station, without any music at all. But,
the WOR spokesman said, no definite program policy has been set.

BMB Adopts PlanOffered
in Chicago
TO CHICAGO independent stations
goes credit for the BMB measurement system now used, Hugh Feltis, BMB president, declared in
Chicago Thursday.
At a news conference following
a meeting with Chicago stations,
Mr. Feltis said that suggestions
presented several months ago by
WIND WJJD WGES WAIT
WAAF WSBC and WHFC, led to
abandonment of "primary, secondary and tertiary"
as wellterms
as "cir-of
culation" as identifying
the measurement study. Their request that index figures and total
audiences be measured by counties'
and that
figuresmedia
comparable
to reports of other
(newspapers)
be included in the measurement
has been adopted, he said.
The Chicago stations insisted the
survey should include a sample
down to 1% of the population in
metropolitan areas. Mr. Feltis
promised to bring the request before the next meeting of the Technical Committee in New York in
November. John Carey of WIND
Chicago represented the seven Chicago stations in petitioning BMB
for the additional breakdown.
Attending the conference with
the BMB president were Leslie C.
Johnson, WHBF Rock Island, NAB
district director; Mel Brorby and
Lowry H. Criets, BMB board members; Bob F. Elrich, BMB technical
committee member; Margaret Wiley and Hilly Sanders, Chicago,
AAAA. Mr. Feltis was to confer
today (Oct. 29) with station managers in Louisville.
WHN Changes
RECENT RESIGNATIONS at
WHN New York include the following: Bill Shapard, senior staff
announcer, who will take over special shows at WFAA Dallas; Ed
Stokes, announcer, who has joined
one of Coca Cola's Spotlight Band
programs as announcer; Beatrice
Strom, sicalin music
charge
of station's
programs
Musicclas-to
Read donbyRothman,
and Album
of
Song;
Shelin charge of popular
music programs, who left Oct. 26
to go into business for himself, and
Lucille Sloane, assistant promotion
director,
leaves work.
Nov. 2 to do
freelance who
promotion

TRAMMELL POINTS
TO DEVELOPMENTS
NTLES TRAMMELL, president of
NBC, in a speech before the Milwaukee Advertising Club Oct. 25
said that "broadcasting enters the
postwar world with two extremely
significant new developments before us. I refer to the commercial
develonment and the introduction
to public service on a nationwide
basis, of frequency modulation and
"Ultimately there should be
television."
plenty of FM stations across the
country to permit organization of
several new national networks
comprised
of FM broadcasters," he
said.
Turning to television, Mr. Trammell said that NBC has pioneered
in it and is prepared to back its
faith
in television's
future
with
investments
of many more
millions.
"Television will be the biggest and
most fascinating of America's new
Post Refuses Noble
industries
he said,
publication of an account
and pointedafter
out the
the war,"
increased
em- ofRECENT
the sale of WMCA New York
ployment and broad public service
which it will offer.
and the subsequent congressional
committee investigation in the Saturday Evening Post as the first of
a
biographical series on Thomas
Symphony Guests
G.
Corcoran
written by Alva JohnPAUL PARAY, noted French conston [Broadcasting, Oct. 15], alductor, will join Sir Adrian Boult
leging
that
Mr. Corcoran as a
and Igor Stravinsky as occasional friend of Edward
J. Noble tried to
guest conductors of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra on American block the investigation, has evoked
this season. Regular conductor is from Mr. Noble's attorneys a demand that the Post publish the reDr. Serge Koussevitzky. AllisChalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, is
port mittee.
of theThe magazine
Congressional
Comhas refused
sponsor of broadcasts, and Compton Adv. Inc., New York, is agency. this request.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

foreign to the countries in which
Novik
they were located: high-powered
Hi* (Continued from page 10)
factories designed to beam commercials at another country. They
just
that they have paid royalties or tokens for their
had sixcan'tyearsforget
of war.
franchises,
but assumed none of
BBC is just beginning to pull
social or civic responsibilities.
.out of a six-year active war the
They
operated
in many instances
stretch. Most of the time it oper- on unassigned frequencies,
on power
ated under fear of direct enemy completely out of line with
the
attack. Its program schedule had needs of their localities. They
been accelerated to meet war condi- threw their signals anywhere, anytions.
programming
time. They picked the weak spots
sticks Balanced
were thrown
out in yardorder
a country's
schedule
and
to meet the task of education, of
beamed
popular daily
programs
to them.
morale, propaganda and aid to
analogy I can think of
Allied broadcasters. (Remember isTheto best
they would compare
that BBC played a major role in to a 500saykwthatstation
on the Canadian
setting up our AFN, aided our border or the Mexican
border or
news men and technicians, in- Bermuda, operated by a British,
structed the European under- Mexican and American syndicate,
ground, stayed on the air during
programs into the United
the blitz and technically outsmarted beaming
States at times when the networks
the Germans by never going off were
broadcasting their leading
the
a wonder that they public service programs. They had
held air.)
up anyIt'sstandards.
Toscanini symphonies, no Town
I cannot agree with the point no
Halls, no Schools of the Air, none
of view that BBC is imposing its of
the hundreds of regional and
program ideas on the people. No local programs of community insystem can do that for a long
They just sold time and sold
while—even Hitler found that out. it to theterest.highest
bidder. They were
BBC itself may change. Britain (and would be called
in our counhas just gone through a major
try) unfair competition, not servpolitical change. The new governing in our concept of "the public
ment, with a sweeping mandate
to compare
such op-of
from the people, has its fingers interest." erationsTrywith our
high standard
close to the pulse of Britain. What entertainment, education
and pubthe masses of people want will, I
lic service.
am sure, be done by the BBC.
Our trip has convinced all of us,
On the Continent, too, the present I am sure, that in the days ahead
radio operation may quite possibly
will play a greater role in
not be representative of the true radio
Europe and the world than ever
spirit of the people. Under Hitler before.
More Americans will be in
all radio was controlled by the Europe than ever. General EisenReich, and most of its top-level
hower told us that our Army is an
personnel collaborated. When lib- Army of Education, not Occupaeration came, the resistance tried
tion;
that American radio can do
to staff the stations. It was a dif- a lot to help.
ficult job. Today there is not enough
Here's one man's opinion of some
equipment, certainly not enough
we ought to do:
trained personnel. The present of 1.theThethings
networks should keep in
management is waiting for general
as virile a staff of newselections to determine major radio Europemen as they
had during the war.
policies.
They
should
to tell the
The old argument of privately United States bewhatthere
job our
owned but government regulated forces are doing, andsorthowof the
peosystem (U. S. A.), or State charple
of
Europe
are
solving
their
tered but non-commercial system own problems.
(England), or State chartered with
2. We should
keep reconversion
Europe inlimited commercial system (Italy),
of our own
or State-owned system (France), job. And, formedmost
important,
should
or United States Army controlled explain to Europe our weway
of
non-commercial system (Germany) life.
is just not an issue.
3. The radio industry should set
We cannot judge European radio
for European
enby our yardstick, just as we can- up scholarships
gine rs and production
men to come
not judge them by the fact that
traffic in England runs to the left here and learn how we work.
4. Our technicians should be sent
instead of to the right. Free people
will always find a way of express- abroad to learn of their technical
advances, particularly in recording
ing their feelings. Our Radio Sys- machines.
tem is an expression of our free
system. Its expansion and growth
5. We can probably learn a great
is symbolic of our enterprise and deal from the British method of
our vast resources. And no other handling news.
broadcast system could have done
I think everyone will join me in
as good a job in this country.
paying
respectandfor information,
the great jobto
We should never think of the of
education
prewar Radio Luxembourg or express admiration for the great
Monte Carlo set-ups as an example job that is being done in Nice, for
of what European radio will be the work of the Red Cross and
like. They were not normal expres- U.S.O. and — for how different it is
sions of the people. They were from the last war.
BROADCASTING
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IBEW IS PICKETING
CINCINNATI STATION
WHETHER members of WLW
Local of the International Broth- WKNE
erhood of Electrical Workers
(AFL) and American Federation
of Radio Artists would walk out
KEENE, N. H.
in sympathy with 1,200 members
1290 KC • 5000 W
of Local B-1060 IBEW, who last
week went on strike at the Crosley
Associated with
Corp. manufacturing
division, Cin-as
cinnati, was undetermined
WSYR
WTRY WEU
Broadcasting went to press.
Demanding a 40% wage increase, the IBEW local, largest of
Representatives :
its kind in the country, walked out
HEADLEY-REED CO.
last Monday and immediately established picket lines around the
five Crosley
plants in
Cincin ati as wellCorp.
as Crosley
Square,
home of WLW, in the downtown
area. The strikers work on refrig- J in LOUISVILLE
erators and radios.
AFRA members employed at
WLW expressed themselves as
"dissatisfied" that they had to
cross picket lines to get to work,
although no action had been taken
by that AFL affiliate late last
week. Engineers, who are members
WINN
of another IBEW local, continued
■ASIC STATION
to cross the picket lines. A spokesman
said
they
had
"no
word
from
international headquarters to the
contrary".
James McNamara, U. S. conciliator, has been assigned to attempt
settlement of the strike.
American Changes
AMERICAN recently broadened its
public relations division to facilitate
a more smoothly running department. Robert E. Kintner, vice-president in charge of public relations,
is directing the division, with Robert Saudek, formerly manager of
sales service, executing affairs of
the department.
WPB Exempts Sets
WPB last Thursday exempted radio receiving sets, phonographs and
radio - phonograph combinations
from inventory restrictions. The
action is designed to enable producers, wholesalers and retailers
to equalize distribution of scarce
equipment, factured
which
was war
not manuduring the
years.
High cost
of
appliances
other factor contributingwasto anthe
distribution difficulties, said WPB.
Merchants are not .likely to be able
tc accumulate excessive inventories,
it added, because supplies are not
yet plentiful.

THERE'S ONLY
,

1OF
i'/ii
STATUE
LIBERTY
but
WHkTrEACHES 2 NEW YORKS!
(The than
population
mary coverage
15,398,40),
more
TWICEareaof theisWHN's
number pri-of
people in New York City proper.)
WHN
Dial 1050 50,000 wotb
^ Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—
r
Loew's Affiliate

Ethridge Abroad
MARK ETHRIDGE, head of
WHAS Louisville and publisher
of the Louisville Courier- Journal
and Times, last week arrived in
Sofia, Bulgaria as special observer
for Secretary of State Byrnes. He
told Bulgarian newsmen he planned
to see many people and visit several
parts of Bulgaria.
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flcnons OF THE FCC
OCTOBER 18 TO OCTOBER 25
Decisions
ADMINISTRATIVE
OCTOBERBOARD
22 ACTIONS
WMT
American
Broadcasting
StationsCP
Inc.,
Rapids, la.— Granted
install Cedar
new trans.
KVWC
Northwestern
Broadcasting
Co., Vernon,
Tex.—withGranted
new
verticalWestern
ant.
ant.CP oninstall
top.
KPKW
RadioFMto Corp.,
Pasco,
Wash.
— Granted
license
cover
CP
authorizigranted
ng new stationauthority
on 1340to kc,deter250
w unl. mineAlsooperating
power
by direct
measurement.
Licensee
granted
waiver
Sec.
3.60 onby condition
that frequencybe
checks
external
submitted
toan FCC
weeklystandard
and that
approvedstal ed afrequency
monitor
ins soon as such equip,willis beavailable.
KFGQ
Boone
Biblical
College,
Boone,
la.— Granted
determine
operating
powerauthority
by direct tomeasurement
of ant. power.
WHDH Same.
Matheson Radio Co. Inc.,
Boston—
W3XUJ N.Radio
Corp. of
America,
Princeton,
— Granted
extension
special
temp, J.17authority
to(282-294
operate mc)onof
TV
channels
and
18
with special
power for
of 5FMkw for(peak),
A5 emission
and
10-23-45
and
ending
noperiod
latertestsbeginning
thanon TV1121-145
in
order
to
conduct
equipment.
ACTIONSOCTOBER
BY COMMISSION
22
IN ACCORDANCE
with
previously
stated
policy
of making
grantsunder
of applic
a
t
i
o
n
s
f
o
r
new
FM
stations
certain
circumstances,
FCC
announced
conditional grants of 64 applications

"Tlte 'Tone
ofi tomottow"
The BARON-TONE
ORCHESTRAL
CONVERSION UNIT
A Sensational New
Tone Cabinet For
The Electric Organ
THE BARON-TONE ORCHESTRAL CONVERSION UNIT
brings to the electric organ
all the tones of a large pipe
organ, with a MODERN ACCENT, and will broadcast
and record as such.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
THE BARON-TONE CO.
1072 South la Cienega Blvd.
Los Angeles 35, Calif.
Crestview 1-0535
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WORL zationBroadcasting
Service OrganiInc., BostonDecision
— Announced
adoption toof Proposed
(B for
223 Docket
6626)
deny
application
licenseto
renewal
of
main
and
aux.
trans.,
operate
for
aux.).on 970 kc with 1 kw D (500 w
OCTOBER 24
(Reported by FCC Oct. 25)
NEW-AM
1300
kc Granted
Raoul A. Cortez,
San Antonio,
standard
station,Tex.—
1 kw D. CP new

cant
licensee Pierson
KSO. Est.& Ball,
cost $58,500
Legal iscounsel—
Washington.
Eng.
counsel—
Jansky
& Bailed
Washington.
Proposed(P.O.
programming
to
be
20%
transcribed
810
Roanoke
Bldg., Minneapolis).
NEW-FM
North
Shore
Broadcasting
Co. Inc.,tion. Evanston,
FM staStock:
sh111.—
no CPparnew
value;
110
sh issued
and 150
outstanding.
Officers
stockholders:
Edward
A. Wheeler,
presand
37 sh and
(34%);ass't.
V. $16,675.
Dayton,
v-p'c'
treas.
sec,cost65%;
GeorgeLegai
Bunge,
1%.Leonard
counsel—sec,
George
C.Est.Bunge.
Eng. counsel
—Commercial
Radio
Equipment
Co.
(P
O.NEW-FM
1045 Chestnut
Wilmette,
John Ave.,
A. Dyer,
Vivian111.).I
Christoph,
Elizabeth
M. Hinzman,
A.Radio
Ringwald
andWGES,
William
F. Moss
d/bF
Stationwith
Chicago—
CP new
FM
station
coverage
of
10,800
mi. proposed programming per monthsq.
to be 135 schrs,
commercial,
tranribedG.. Est. 75%
cost
$42,100.
Legal75%counsel
—Andrew
Haley,
Washington.
Eng(P
counsel—
John
Barron,
Washington
O. 14 N. Western Ave.).
NEW-FM West
Virginia
RadioFM Corp.,
Morgantown,
CP new
station. ApplicantW. isVa.—
licensee
WAJR. Pro-posed
programming
per
month
to
216
hrs
(45%)
commercial
and
20%
transcribed. Est.
$22,700. Washington..
Legal coun-be"'
sel—FisJansky
her & cost
Wayland,
Eng.
counsel
—
&
Baily
(P O 446
Spruce St.).
NEW-FM Gene T. Dyer, Evelyn M.
Dyer,
T. Dyerand Jr.,GraceAdeleV. Moulds,
Louis Gene
E. Moulds
McNeillCP
d/b
Stationwith
WAIT,
Chicago—
new Radio
FMerage.station
10,800
sq. Est.
mi. covApplicant
license
WAIT.
cost
$42,100.
Existing
capitalG. $117,257.63.
Legal counsel—
Andrew
Hailey,
WashEng. counsel—
John Barron.
Washingtonington.(P.O.
360 N. Michigan
Ave.).
OCTOBER 16
(Not previously reported)
NEW-AMcasting Corp.,980 Toledo,
kc Ohio-Michigan
O.— CP unl.
new Broadstandardshstation.
5 kwno par,
DA-N
15,000
common
10
500
shandStock:
Issued
and outstanding.
Stockholders
cers: Lynne C. Smeby, pres., 2334offi-sh
(22%);olas I. Walinski,
Harold J. True, v-p, 22%;
Nichtric Auto-Lite sec-treas.,
Co., 33%.22%;L.Elec-C
Smeby issulting
radioengineerconstruction
and
con-is *
and at present
deputyOffice
director,
operational
staff,
of Signal
Officer,research
WashWXYZ,
now
WWJ.$130 N.mgr.
£ft°2H-is attorney.
J-commentator
True Est.is cost
ex-sta.
Walinski
770 I.64.
Existing
capital
$38,037.74;
Electric
Auto-Lite will make available $150,001
upon
CP grant.
per month
beProposed
382 hrs. programming
(70%) commercial, 2to0% transcribed.
NEW-FM
West
Virginia
Radio ApnliCorn.,
Pittsburgh—
CP
new
FM
station.
cation
license
WAJR.
Est.
cost
$80,700
Proposed
programming
per month
to be
153 hrs.scribed.
(30%)
comercial,
tranLegal counsel
Fisher80%& Janskv
Way&land,Baily.Washington.
Eng.— counsel—
NEW-FM Carter Publications Inc
Fort Worth,license
Tex.— CP newand FMalsostation"
Applicant
ested in KGKO. WBAP
Programming tointer-be
100%
sustaining.
Est.
cost.& $91,000
gal
counsel-Segal,
Smith
HennesseyL=-&
Washington.
Eng.(P.O.
counsel—
Clark,
Washington
400 W. Ring
7th St.).

Tentative Calendar . . .
OCTOBER 29
(Oral Argument)
OCTOBER. 12
Corp.,
Buffalo, N. Buffal°
Y.— License
r^KB^^yGR
Broadcasting
renewals Applications
OCTOBER
31
(Not
previously
reported)
(Further Hearing)
NEW-FM ram95.9
Dellar, Sacento, Cal.Applicant
—mcCP Lincoln
new FM
WCHS Charleston
Broadcasting
Co.,
Channel
40.
sole station,
owner
Charleston,
W. Va.— License
renewal.
KXOA,
70%
owner
Valley
Broadcasting
NOVEMBER 1
Co.,
which
is
applicant
for
new
station
at Stockton,
Cal. Est.
cost $28,000.
Legal
Inc.,
Seattle, Wash.—
License
counsel—
Pierson
& Ball,
Washington
mnNEW-AM
°^°«|iJR„
Flsher's
Blendrenewals
Station Eng.
George
H. Thomas,
counsel—
Ring
&St.).Clark, WashingJames
ton
(P.O.
1617
30th
d/b
New Iberia
Broadcasting
INCOMPLETE L. B. Duncan, Leila A.
rt /h tVldS°TK
Jl- ind
Daniel H Co.,Castille
New
Josephine
K. Rawls,
Effie H.
1240 kc ^an-CP
250 w unl.new standard station Duncan,
Allen, Pill
Allen
M.Valley
Woodall
and Margaret
?9^i'
Aird
d/b
Broadcasting
Co.,
Columbus,
Ga.
— CP
new FMIncomplete.
station,
for
FM stations
in (either
21 states
In
12,500
sq.
mi.
coverage.
each newinstance
(P.O.
1028
Broadway).
channels
availremain Metroitan or Communityof) additional
OCTOBER 15
staabletioforns pionlassignment
the
several
communiti
(Not previously reported)
es beenfor
which
conditiona
l
grants
have
NEW-FM
The
Connecticut
made.
Table48.of conditional FM grants Broadcasting Co., Western
Stamford,
Conn.—
CP3,is on page
new
FM
station
in
92-108
mc
band,
OCTOBER 23
933
sq.
mi.
coverage.
Est.
cost
$20
850
Stockholders
and5 shofficers;
William
F
(Reported by FCC Oct. 25)
Gillespie,
pres.,
(0.25%);51%;
Kingsley
DESIGNATED
for hearing total of 231 Gillespie,
v-p 0.25%;
and treas.,
Edna
applications
new standard
broadGillespie,
sec.
Gillespie
Bros.
Inc.,
cast stationsforin(1)various
48%; Elsie
Gillespie,
0.25%; Eugene
U.existing
S. and stations.
(2) changes
in communities
assignments Blake,
0.25%.
Gillespie
Inc. EC.is
ofingroups
These
consolidated
own^r-publisher
Stamford Bros.
Advocate.
involve
total
of
61
hearings
acC.
Blake
is
pastor
of
Pasadena
Presbycording to related questions
of objecterian Church
KPPC Protomable
gram ing to bewhir-h
100%ownssustaining
and
listed on interference.
page 81. Applications are 40% transcribed.
Legal
counselcounsel
— Frank
OCTOBER 24
D.George
Scott,C. Davis,
Washington.
Eng.
Washington (P.O. 446—
^JiJPsDWiliiam
B DolPh
et al a/D Spruce St.).
KJBS
Broadcasters,
San petition
FranciscoAdopted
order
granting
for
NEW-FM
Kanawha
reconsideration
and newgranttrans,
of applicaing Co., Charleston,
W. Valley
Va.—Assets
CPBroadcastnew$162,FM
tion crease
for CPpower;install
and in- station.
Fst. cost
$28,800.
ordered
that
application
579.38.
Stock:
250
sh
common,
$100
par,
beapplication
removed for
fromincrease
hearing todocket
and
all issued and R.outstanding.
M. Venable,Officers
pres.. and
125
WTAM on 1100 kc be granted. 1 kw L- shstockholders:
(50%);
E. R.frwinCuster,
v-p
andFloyd
treasE
KVOO
Southwestern
Sales
Corp
25%;
W.
H.
Jr.,
sec;
Tulsa, Okla.— Granted CP install new owner,
DA-N.
Price, 25%.
W. H.WCLS
*YwinInc.Jr. (WJOL)
is' part
sec. -treas.
KORNFremont,
The Nebraska
Broadcasting
per month
Corp.,
Neb.—
Granted
license
beProposed
301 hrs programming
(58%)
commercial
and 30%to&
renewal
for
period
ending
2-1-47.
Comr
transcribed.
Lescal
counsel
—
Dempsey
DurrKPFAvotedPeoples
for further
inquiry.
Forumlicense
of the
Air Koplovitz,
Gus Zaharis.Wa^hrncrton.
Washington.Eng. counsel —
Helena,
Mont.—
Granted
renewal
NEW-FMlishing Co.The
Bethlehems'
for
period
ending
8-1-46.
, Bethle™!,
CPGlobenew PubFM
WHFMester, N.Strombere-Carlson
Co.,renewal
Roch- station. Stock:
1000par;shPa.—
authorized,
500
Y.—
Granted
license
sh
common
$100
500
sh
preferred
for
period
ending
5-1-46,
subject
to
now
retired.
All
common
issued
and
outchanges
in
frequency
which
may
result
s
t
a
n
d
i
n
g
.
1
0
sh
of
which
is
treasury
from
proceedings
Docket 6651stations stock. Est. cost $65,700. Legal counsel—
LICENSES
foroninfollowing
& Ball.& Washington.
Eng. counwere
extended
temp,
basis oniy Piersonsel—Lohnes
Culver,
pending
determination
on apolications
Stockholders
and
officers: R.Washington.
D. L.H.Adams,
Brillfor renewal,
pres.,
70
sh
(17.5%);
KAT.K
KDYL for(andperiod
aux.)ending
KFAC l-J-46K^BB hart,
v-up
and
treas..R.9.5%;
H. B. Farquhar,
K^GQ
K^H
KF.TZ
(and
aux.)
K^OX
dir.;
George
Brothers,
v-p
and
KGB
KGBX
KGOTJ KID
KGGMKTT KGH"
dir. 12.5%; W. H. Edwards, dir.;
KGLO
KGVOKOILKHST,
KMO Frank
G. L.Hoch.
sec. and
ass't
treasW •
(and
aux.)
KOL
KRGV
KRIS
FHzabeth
Brillhart,
7.5%;
Evelyn
KRNT KVOR
K*CJ KWBR
(fl-d aux.)
12.5%; Pau'iie
Pauline H.H. Adams
Adams
KUOA
KYA KSRO
KXYZ KTF1
(and Brothers,
(trustee)John9.25%;
OCTOBER reported)
17
aux.)
WAT->c
(Not previously
WATRaux.)WBBR
12.5%;
S.
Adams,
18.75%.
Proposed
WDOD
WDRC
WDSD
(and
W^BC
(and
programming
to be 50%
commercial
and NEW-AM 1340 kc Garvice D. Kincaid,
aux.)
WTSVD
(and aux.)
WFBC
W*T3M
50% transcribed.
Arthur
McOracken
Lexington,
Ky.—
CP
new
standard
sta(and
aux.)
WFBR
(and
ar-x
)
WFIN
to
general
manager. for
Bethlehems'
250 w $25,853.50.
unl. Applicant
is attorney.
WHAZ WHKY
WHBF WHT.D
(and aux.)
WHBI
WHBL
Globebetion aist Bethlehem
filing application
AM
sta- Est. tioncost
Existing
capita'
WHIO
WIBA.
WISH
WJA.S
(P.O.
202
W.
4th
St.).
$45,000.
Proposed
programming
to
WJDK WTWJHPOL WMRO
WKA.T (and
aux.)
NEW-FM
Huntington
Broadcasting
25% commercial,
20% transcribed.
Pro-be
WKST
WNAC
(and WKNE
aux )) Corp.,
Huntington,
W.
Va.
—
CP
new
FM
posed
staff
to
include
Ted
Grlzzard.
WNBF
WNBZ
WN^L
WOL
(and
aux
station. AM application issued
pending.andStock:
at WHAS
and &ex-mgr.
Legal
WOOD (and
(and aux.) WORK WORCsvn. WPDQ
counsel—
PiersonWorthington
Ball, WLAP.
Washington.
out-F. now
WRR
amn(and) 750 sh, $100standing.par;Officers250andsh stockholders:
Eng. counsel—
Lent, WashWSMB
WSPRaux.)WTAQWSAiWTCN(and WXYZ
ington (P.O. Hermando
Bldg.).
aux.)
WTOC.
J. Evans,
nres..
124
sh
(49.6%).
is
former sta. dir.
Charlene
E. Evans,
NEW-AMcasters 1600
kc San Joaquin
BroadLICENSES
for following
stations
were v-p. 4%;
W. J.WSA.Z;
Newton,
sec-treas.,
50%, standard
Inc., Modesto,
Cal.—
new
further
extended
on temp,
basis only
local businessman.
Proposed
programstation
250$10 wpar;
unl.CP
Stock:
pending
determination
on
applications
ming
37.8%
transcribed.
Est.
cost
$35,2,500
sh
common,
1,500
for
renewal,
for
period
ending
1-1-46
200.
Legal
counsel—
Dow,
Lohnes
&
Alsubscribed
but
not
issued.
Officers
andsh
KOB KPMC
KRLD KVOO
WBAL
(and bertson, Washington. Eng. counsel — stockholders: Howard E. Wittenberg,
aux.)
WBT
WDGY
WFTC
WINS
(and
Lohnes
&
Culver,
Washington.
F.
J.
aux.)
(and aux.)on WSKB
BeatriceL. H.Weeks,
WitAve.).
Evans to be gen. mgr. (P.O. 1811 Kite pres., 500 tensh
berg, sec,(33%);
33%; Robert
WGBFWLIBEvansville
thelicense
AirWWVA
Inc.,
Evansville,
Ind.— basis
Grantedonly
re- NEW-FM Peoples Broadcasting Co., v-p, 33%.
R. H.L. E.Weeks
is formeris attorenginewal
on
temp,
for
term
neer
KFBK.
Wittenberg
Lancaster, Pa.— CP new FM stations.
ney. Est.proposed
cost $12,800. Existing capital
11-1-45 tofollowing
11-1-48, said
temp,"Thislicense
to Applicant
$15,000.
per
filing
simultaneous1^
ap-9 month
contain
clause:
license
plication. Se Actions
of Oct.
FCC, 22.AMOctPrototranscribed
be 178 hrs programming
(35%)
commercial.
isandgranted
upon
a
temporary
basis
only
Black
Bldg.).
listing,
BROADCASTING,
15-20%
(P.O.
Room
25
upon
the
express
condition
that
posed
programming
62%
transcribed
it istaken
subject
to Commission
whatever action
may
Est. cost& $75,800.
Legal
counsel— Dow
OCTOBER
18
bepending
by
the
upon
the
Lohnes
Albertson,
Washington.
Eng
for renewal
AMENDED The Eastern Shore Broadcentained
se ofapplication
Station
WGBF.
Nothing ofascon-li-a counsel—
(P.O. R. D.Ronald
#<3). H. Culver, Washington
hereintheshallCommission
be construed
casting Co., Preston,
standNEW-FM Kingsley H. Murphy, Des
finding
by
thatbe thein Moines,
ard station,
960 kc, Md.—
250 wCP D,newamended
operation of the station is or will
la.— CP new FM station. Appli- to change
power to 500 w, hours operaBROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

Atlass Leaves Difference
_ NEW-FM
d install DA-N.
Unitey
Corp.withInc.,coverage
Erie, Pa.of With IBEWto Arbitrator
—4.940
CP new
FM
station
sq. FMmi. stations
Applicantin has
previously
filed
for
Lima.O. NATIONAL AND LOCAL offiSpringfield,
Columbus
andpres.Toledo,
Mansfield,
cials of the IBEW were told
Officers:
Edward
Lamb,
and
iStephen A. Mack, sec; Prudencetreas.;H. Wednesday, October 24, by Ralph
Lamb,
v-p.
Est.
cost
$19,350.
Existing
Atlass, owner and manager of
capital
Romeyn $111,562.56.
Bitter, Toledo.Eng. counsel— A. WIND Chicago, that any differAMENDED
Atlantic
Broadcasting
Co.,
ences over an intrepretation of a
Savannah,
— CPw new
contract entered into last
tion 1400 kcGa. 250
unl.,standard
amended sta-re union
ant. changes.
September should be settled by
AMENDED
Durham
Broadcasting
Co.,
arbitration.
Atlass said that both
Durham, N. C— CP new standard sta- parties entered
into the contract
'tion
1340
kc
250
w
unl.,
amended
to
changew, frequency
to 730 tokc, D,power
to with "full understanding" of its
500
hours
operation
change
terms
and
that
the
station would
type trans.,
trans,
site. ant. changes and specify abide fully by such terms in its
AMENDED
J.
W.
Birdwell,
Nashville,
relations with IBEW employes.
— wCP unl.,
new amended
standard restation
It was reported that the union
kcTenn.
changes1240in
trans,250 equip.
officials
were asked by Eugene
AMENDED
Larry
Finley
and
Clinton
Cruzell, president of the IBEW
D.
McKinnonCo.,d/bSan Finley-McKinnon
Broadcasting
Diego,
Cal.—
CP
Chicago
to authorize a
new standard station 1170 kc 250 w unl., strike, butlocal,
so far national
amendedtypeto trans.,
changeinstall
powerDA-DN
to 5 and
kw' headquartersthat
change
had declined authspecify trans, site.
orization.
1190 kc KEX Westinghouse
Radio
Staincrease
5 kw totions Inc.,50 Portland,
kw, installOre.—
new CPtrans,
and
Chicago Banquet
DA-N
and
change
studio
and
trans
sites.
The Radio Management Club of
710
kc
KMPC,
The
Station
of
the
Stars Inc.,
Los Angeles
new in- Chicago will observe National Racrease 10 kw
50 kw,— inCPinstall
dio Week, Nov. 4-10 with a bantrans, and
maketochanges
DA-DN. new
quet honoring the veterans of the
NEW-AM
1450
kc
Hugh
Francis
Mc-for
Kee,
Portland,
Ore.—
Petition
filed
industry, officers anreinstatement
for CP new Chicago radio
nounced at the regular Wednesday
standard
stationof application
250 w ST-KBPS.
luncheon.
NEW-AM
1490
kc
Luther
E.
Gibson
Vallejo, Cal.—
filed for reinj standard
statement
of Petition
application
station
250 w unl.for CP new
Ruling Deferred
KSFOSan The
Associated
Broadcasters
PENDING issuance of television
I reinstatement
Inc.,
Francisco—
Petition
filed
for
of
application
for
CP
engineering
standards by the FCC,
change
560D kcto to50 740kw kc,DN,increase
1newkw
Ntrans,
5 kwand
installtrans,
the
Zoning
Adjustment
Board, DisDA-DN
and
change
site.
trict of Columbia, withheld decision
on the application of Bamberger
RECEIVED
application
for
license
renewals of following
standard stations: Broadcasting Services to build a
KYA KVOA
KRNT KTFI.
300-foot television tower in the
OCTOBER 19
nation's
capital.
startedby
NEW-FM
97.5 mc Cowles
Broadcastlast
August
on Hearings
petition filed
ing
Co.,
Washington,
D.
C—
CP
new
FM
stationWOLon KRNT
Channel WHOM
48. Applicant
Harry S. Wender, Bamberger
operator
WCOP counsel.
WNAX. LegalWashington.
counsel— Segal,
Smith &
Hennessey,
Eng. counsel—
Worthington
O. 1627 K St. C.N. Lent,
W.). Washington (P.
Army Research
AMENDED WTCN Minnesota BroadMinneapolis—
CP1 kwchange
A CONTINUOUS program of
1280 D kctocasting
to10 Corp.,
710
N 5 electronic
research for the Army
kw
kw kc,
DN, increase
install new
trans.,
and DA-N reandchange
changein trans,
site,
was announced last week by Secreamended
trans,
site
tary
of
War
Patterson. Through
and changes in DA-N.
AMENDED Herbert W. Brown and Da- research carried out by the Nav
i
d
A
.
Brown
d/b
Central
Valley
Radio,
tional
Bureau
Standards, the
Lodi,
newamended
standard station, objective is to ofdevelop
the most
kcCal.250—equip,
w CPunl.,and
in1570trans,
ant. re changes effective
weapons and counter
NEW-AM
680
kc
Herman
Radner,
devised with the proxDearborn, Mich.—
Petition filed for re- weaponsimityever
instatement of application
fuse being first on the list
standard station
250 w D. for CP new for further
research.
Experience
OCTOBER 22
is slatedators andto other
bring items
new tubes,
AMENDED
Guillermo
Cortada,
Rato the generradio
mon
Cortada
and
George
A.
Mayoral,
industry.
New
York—of CP8,600newsq. FMmi. station
with
coverage
on
99.9
mc,
amended
to change
name System
of applicant
tochange
Supreme
Broadcasting
Inc.,
frequency
to7,691Channel
55change
(98.9
Expands
mc)
and
coverage
to
sq.
mi.,
TO Agency
ACCOMMODATE
expanded
type
trans.,
ant.
and
trans,
and
studio
sites.
operations,
Lockwood-Shackelford
AMENDED
The EveningD. Star
Adv., Los Angeles agency, has
casting Co., with
Washington,
C. — coverage
CPBroadnew taken
additional offices and. shifted
FM
station
5,600 sq.to mi.
its
radio department to Hollywood
on 47.1
mc,
amended
change
freq
u
e
n
c
y
t
o
Channel
57
(99.3
mc),
changes
Pantages
Bldg., 6233 Hollywood
in trans, equip., ant. and trans, site. Blvd. Telephone
is Gladstone 6131.
AMENDED
WLIB Inc.,
NewmcYorkCP
new
FM
station
on
45.1
with
has been named pro8,430
re Lou Holzer
gram manager, according to David
change sq.in mi.
trans,coverage,
site and amended
ant.
KOMA Inc.,
City- R. Fenwick, radio director. Gene
CPKOMA
new increase
5 kw Oklahoma
to 50 kw, install
KFWB Hollynew
and DA-N and change trans, Norman,woodformerly
announcer-m.c, has been
site trans,
(1520 kc).
placed
in
charge
of
LT. COL.
JOHNNetwork,
S. HAYES,
Amer-of Catherine B. Nesburn,production.
freelance
can
Forces
willpresschief,
be luncheon
guest
honor
at
an
informal
radio writer,
andColumbia
Leona d'Ambry,
given
today
(Oct.
29)
at
the
Hotel
Astor.
formerly
with
New York, by WOR New York, for Inc., are included in script Pictures
departwhom gramCol.managerHayes
assistant
in thewasprewar
days. pro- ment.
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WOL, GE Commended
CONGRESSIONAL recognition was given last week on
the House floor to the Voice
of Washington newscast,
sponsored at 8 a.m. and 11
p.m. daily except Sunday on
WOL Washington by General Electric Co. Rep. Holmes
(R-Mass.)
bill to
amend
the whose
Communications
Act is statepending
in
the
Inter& Foreign Commerce
Committee, lauded both the
WOL newscast and commercial copy. Voice of Washington is straight news reporting.
WGES Moves
WGES Chicago has moved to
new quarters at 2708 W. Washington. New phone: Sacramento 1700.
Ford Spots
FORD MOTOR Co., Detroit, is
sponsoring live spots on midwest
and eastern stations in build-up
campaign for new 1946 models. No
station list has been made. Agency
is Maxon Inc., Chicago.
Weiss Out of Army
GEORGE G. WEISS, president of
Savannah Valley Broadcasting Co.,
has been released from the Army
after nearly four years of service.
He saw action in North Africa and
Italy. Company is applicant for a
new local AM station at Augusta,
Ga.
Frequencies Restored
THREE shortwave frequencies,
used during the war by Office of
War Information, last week were
returned to civilian status by the
State Dept. The FCC immediately
allocated them to Press Wireless for
multiple-address transmissions to
western
the
West part
Coast.of the Far East from

NARBA INVITATIONS
READY
THIS WEEK
INVITATIONS are expected to go
out this week from the State Dept.
to countries affected by the North
American Regional Broadcasting
Agreement (NARBA) for a conference in Washington in midJanuary [Closed Circuit, Oct. 22].
With NARBA expiring March 29,
1946, the Conference is expected to
adopt an interim allocations plan
pending aquestenew
treaty, Cuba
has red 14 additional
frequencies,
including some clear channels
[Broadcasting, Oct. 8]. The Bahamas also have entered some requests, which include protection for
the 640-kc channel, now assigned
to the Bahamas.
Invitations will be sent to Canada,
Cuba, Haiti, Mexico, Dominican Republic,
and the been
Bahamas. DateNewfoundland
has tentatively
fixed as Jan. 15.
Meanwhile
the State
Dept.U. an-S.
nounced last week
that the
Government
has
accepted
an invitation from the British Government
to participate in a conference in
Bermuda Nov. 19 to consider telecommunications questions outstanding between the U. S. and British
Commonwealth.
Although still clothed in secrecy,
it is understood that such matters
as cable, radiotelegraph, radiocussed. telephone and rates will be dis-

HFMB

CFBR Is Sold
CFBR Brockville, Ont., 100 w station, has been sold by J. C. Whitby
to Jack Murray of Jack Murray
Ltd., Toronto advertising agency
and production firm, for a reported
$35,000. Ross Wright of Jack Murray Ltd., recently discharged from
the RCAF, and formerly of CFCO
Chatham, Ont., is to be manager
of the station.
Sylvania Changes
H. WARD ZIMMER and E. Finley Carter have been elected vicepresidents of Sylvania Electric
Products, Inc., New York. Mr.
Zjmmer, formerly general manager
of operations of the radio division,
is in charge of the radio tube division, and Mr. Carter, formerly
director of industrial relations, is
in charge of industrial relations.
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BMB Votes to Further Cooperation
With Canadian Group at Joint Meeting
These subcommittees will make
RESOLUTION pledging the continued efforts of the technical re- recommendations to the board commit e on research for final action
search committee of BMB toward
furthering cooperation with the before the winter meeting of the
Canadian Bureau of Broadcast full board in January. Technical
Measurement was adopted by the research committee will have its
committee last Monday, following next meeting Dec. 3.
Canadian representatives attenda meeting
attended by representatives of BBM.
ing the meeting included: Horace
Committee reaffirmed the BMB Stovin, Horace Stovin & Co.; H. F.
minimum standard of 10% for pub- Chevrier, CBC; Walter Elliott,
lished station audience data, but Elliott-Haynes Ltd. Other guests
E. P. H. James and
will recommend to the board that were:
special confidential management re- Richard Puff, Mutual; Harper
ports be released to subscribing Carraine and Elmo Wilson, CBS.
BMB staff members present were
stations
at theandBureau's
discretion
for
counties
areas where
the President Hugh Feltis; John
minimum standard is not attained. Churchill, director of research;
A. N. Halverstadt, Procter & Paul Peter, executive secretary;
Gamble Co., chairman of the com- Richard Wyckoff, chief statistician.
mittee, appointed three subcommittees: on tabulating procedure, in- BIDS ARE SOLICITED
cluding Edward F. Evans, AmeriON BMB SURVEY
can; W. J. Main, Ruthrauff &
research and tabulation
Ryan; Mr. Halverstadt; on report MAILING,
organizations
are invited to submit
forms, copy and restrictions, includ- bids for the forthcoming
BMB naing H. M. Beville, NBC; Robert
tionwide
radio audience survey.
F. Elrick, Pepsodent Co.; Charles
A. Pooler, Benton & Bowles; on The first operation — mailing — to
statistical bases (U. S. radio own- start in January, covers addressing, research and mailing of more
ership, sample reliability), including Frederick B. Manchee, BBDO; than a million separate pieces to
Barry T. Rumple, NAB; Frederic a nation-wide list that has already
Berner, G. Washington Coffee Re- been compiled. The second function
fining Co.
— editing and coding returned
ballots — is scheduled for early
spring and will be performed in
Miss
Kathryn
Hardig
Ralph
Jones
Agency
close
cooperation with the mailing
Cincinnati, Ohio
office. The final function — tabulatDear Kathryn:
ing — entails the handling of 5
Golly,
I'm sorry
you thewhenstation
you million
were down
here. II missed
came into
more punch cards
to start
my through or
processes involving most
nightly
cleaning
up
job
and
types
of
machinery
in accordance
they told me
you'd
left. with
the specifications
with BMB's
I wasjust right
tabulation
manual.
put
out,Youbelieve
me!
see
I've
a. lot. .
Sonora Campaign
aboutheard
and
I youwanted
tocombination
meet
thisof SONORA Radio & Television Co.,
its first radio adbrains and Chicago, begins
vertising about Nov. 5, shortly bebeauty
I'd
fore
deliveries
of
radios reach reheardlows the
feltalk about
tailers'
stores.
Campaign
.just. . ah,
well,
so long of spots in 42 leading citiesconsists
built
as you
en- around theme "Don't buy your new
joyed the visit,
Itoo won't
kick
radio
until
you
hear
Sonora's
clear
much about
missing
you. as a bell tone." Spots vary from
Hope
they
took
and will run apcare
of. heard
you one to 18 weekly
proximately eight weeks on the
O.K.
.
.
the boss drove following stations : WOKO WHKK
you the
around
to WAKR WGST WSB WCBM
see
plants
that
make
this WBAL WAPI WEEI WBZ WGR
the
Chemical
WBEN WBBM WIND WMAQ
Center
WTAM WSAI WCOL
worldthem. of. . just
onethe WGAR
WBNS WRR KGKO WFAA KLZ
ofbrought
out
KOA WHO KSO WJR KROD
this new
KTRH KPRC WISH WIRE
Cream - olet
Rayon.
Of KYS
WFBM WIBC WDAE WGBS
course,
our
big
local
men's
store
FrankWJAX
WMBR WHB WDAF
enbergers put it on sale right away and
they're justselling
right post
out war
of itproduction
too. Well, WHAS KNX KECA KHJ WHBQ
that's
the
first
WREC WTMJ WEMP WCCO
-reck torf follow
th» woodsup ...
. . . there'llre- WTCN
befromplenythis more
WAAT WSMB
conversion let.down
here,
asknowyounoahead
saw. WHN WORKSTP
KOMA KBON KOIL
Say,
Kathryn
.
.
let
me
ofus time
the will
next you?
chance you
WCAU KYW WJAS
a visit,
Yrs.,Algyget to pay WOW
WCAE KQV WEAN KGW KOIN
KALE WMBG WRNL WRVA
KFSD KGB KQW KSFO KPO
WCHS
KRFC KONO WOAI KOMO
KEVR KIRO KMOX KXOK WSPO
Charleston, W. Va.
WTOP WOL. Agency is Weiss &
Geller, Chicago.
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Close Shave
WHEN recent CBS Screen
Guild Players script called
for sound of a man shaving,
Harry Essman, sound effects
man and
a stark
cided easiest
way realist,
to put de-it
over was to grow a beard and
shave in front of the mike.
And
that'sair.the way it went
over the

'PORTIA' LEADS ALL*M
DAY NETdaytime
PROGRAMS
FAVORITE
network com- 1
mercial program
listeners isPortia
FaceswithLife,radio
according to the October Daytime Report
issued last week by C. E. Hooper
Inc., which rated the program 8.6.
Other leaders are: When a Girl
Marries,
Big Sister,
7.6;
Breakfast 8.0;
in Hollywood
(Kellogg),
7.6; Helen Trent, 7.1; Stella Dallas, 7.1 ; Our Gal Sunday, 7.0 ; Kate
Smith Speaks, 7.0; Young Widder
Brown,wood (P6.8;
in Holly& G),Breakfast
6.7.
Average daytime sets-in-use is
17.1, an increase of 2.1 from September, and 2.3 more than October
1944. Average rating is 4.3, up bj*.
0.2 from the last report and the
same as a year ago. Average daytime available audience is 70.8,
down 0.2 from September and up
1.1 from October of last year.
Highest sponsor identification index, 77.8, went to Breakfast in
Hollywood (Procter & Gamble).
Tom Mix had the most listeners
per set; Grand Central Station,
the most women per set; John W.
Vandercook, the most men; Terry
and the Pirates, the most children.

MAGNETOPHON NOW
BEING TESTED IN V. S.
UNCERTAINTY surrounds the
present situation on the German
Magnetophon, about a dozen of
which are now in this country. The
Magnetophon is the tape recorder
captured in Germany and found to
be far superior in fidelity to any recordecasting,
rs in useSept. in3]. the U.S. [BroadFurther information on the status of the machines and what is
to be done with them is being held
up
by
machinesthearefactnowthatin although
the hands theof
the Signal Corps, one of them being
used by the Signal Intelligence and
Security branch, all information
on such equipment is now being Truman Speaks Tuesday
handled by the captured enemy PRESIDENT Truman will speak
property branch
of the
Commerce.
And the
branchDept.is ofso over all networks at 10 p.m. EST
new that records are not yet ready. Tuesday (Oct. 30) on the Government's reconversion wage-price program, he announced last Thursday
at a White House news conference.
Symphony
WTNT
Pittsburgh, Concerts
FM affiliate of His talk is expected to take about
WWSW, is broadcasting its third 30 minutes.
season of concerts by the PittsRoyall Nominated
burgh Symphony Orchestra, Friday at 8:30 p.m. from Syria Mos- BRIG. GEN. Kenneth C. Royall,
que. Commentary is handled by 18- member of the board and executive committee of WGBR Goldsyear-old Michael Marlow, WWSW
staff announcer and U. of Pitts- boro, N. C, last week was nominated by President Truman to be
burgh student. As a high school
freshman, he covered school sports Undersecretary of War to fill the
for WHK Cleveland and during vacancy created when UndersecrePatterson became Secretary.
summer vacation in 1943 was news- Gen. tary
Royall, member of Royall,
caster and announcer of WMRN
Goldsboro, law
Marion, O., after which he worked Gosneytook& a Smith,
leave of absence to go
as part-time announcer of WJW onfirm,active
duty with the War Dept.,
Cleveland during his junior year.
Washington. His firm has been
legal
since itrepresentative
was founded. of WGBR
Farm Set Gain Seen
(See story on page 18)
RURAL Electrification Administration program, under which some
3,150,000vided more
be proelectricalfarms
service,wouldwould
put
Y
5,500,000 new radios on American WTR
farms in the next five years according to a prediction made Oct.
TROY, NEW YORK
25 by the Radio Manufacturers
Assn. The prediction is based on
980
KC • 1000 W
RE A plans, which require approval
of Congress
as
well
as
appropriaASSOCIATED
WITH
tion of vast funds. The 1940 census
showed 2,600,000 electrified farms
WSYR
WELI WKNE
in 1940, with 90% (2,340,000) having sets, according to RMA. Since
many of the sets now in use may
Representatives :
need replacement, RMA says the
3,150,000 farms with their new sets PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
plus
replacements
meanin5,500,000 new
radios onwillfarms
1950.
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stlouse

'Liberals'

Lead

Fight

Against
DECLARING action?Un-American'
of the House V. Kaltenborn and Group
the caustic Bill
Un-American Activities Commit- Cunningham and others of their ilk
tee in requesting scripts of cer- apparently are not to be bothered,"
tain radio commentators was, in declared Rep. Celler.
Coffee (D-Wash.) took up
itself, "Un-American", the so- theRep.
cudgel and declared that the
called "liberals" in the House last National
Assn. of Manufacturers
week led a fight against the committee, using the radio incident controls the air waves. "The fact
as a basis for attacks.
of the matter is that there is
When the smoke of battle had freedom of the air only to those
cleared, eight Congressmen and who can pay for it," he asone Congresswoman had deserted, "and who are willing and
nounced the committee and called able to maintain
their 'in' with the
broadcasting systems at a terrific
for
"freedom
of
the
air"
and
three
Congressmen had defended the cost." He charged that sponsored
committee.
commentators broadcast "propaganda" for the NAM in the guise
Charges of "Communist" and
"native Fascist" were hurled back of news and that "apparently
and forth as Speaker Rayburn harmless series of programs, designed for the entire family, are
(D-Tex.) attempted to keep order.
Loud applause from a group
the NAM's inon the floor and a large segment full of plugsterpretatiofor
n ofthe news."
of the gallery greeted stinging re"I
charge
there
are
pitifully few
marks by Rep. Emanuel Celler really independent commentators
left on our NAM-dominated Ameri(D-N.Y.)
who
recently
introduced
a bill that would make radio a
can air waves," said Rep. Coffee.
public utility [Broadcasting, Oct.
Patterson Speaks
15].
Rep. Patterson (D-Cal.), who
has gotten
off wired the commentators whose
to "This
a falseCommittee
start by singling
out for
scripts had been requested as well
investigation, broadcasters who as
others [Broadcasting,
can be labeled liberal and ignoring Oct.several
22],
offering
if the
those
ultra-reactionary
caste," told his colleagueshisthat"support,"
declaredof Rep.
Celler. His assertion
Un-American Committee could inthat "specific scripts" have been
vestigate
radio
scripts
"it
can
also
"supenaed"
of Cecil
Mu- review the press and those scripts
tual; Johannes
Steel Brown,
and Sidney
prepared
by
candidates
of
the
Walton, WHN New York; Wil- Democratic and Republican parliam S. Gailmor, WJZ; Raymond
Swing,, American; J. Raymond
Rep. DeLacy (D-Wash.) charged
Walsh, WMCA New York, and
"Rankin Committee is setting
Hans Jacob, WOV New York, the
ties."
brought from Rep. Thomas (R- itself up as a Congressional radioN. J.), a committee member, a de- thought
Rep. police."
Rankin (D-Miss.), ranknial that any scripts had been
ing Majority member of the Comsubpenaed. He said they were
mittee, defended
staff's actions
"requested".
in requesting
thethescripts.
"Strangely
enough, like
anti-laborites
and
reactionaries
Rupert
Rep. Marcantonio (D-N.Y.) deHughes and the vicious Upton Close
clared that "America is in danger
and the unctuous and pontifical H. from those who would suppress
freedom of thought and freedom of
expression." Rep. Helen Gahagan
Douglas (D-Cal.)
said:is allowed
"If a Con-to
gressional committee
dictate
what
a
man
may
say by
CALIFORNIA
for
frightening and intimidating the
sponsors
of
liberal
radio
commenRegional coverage
tators so as to cause their removal
from the air ways, it, too, strikes
it's
at the very foundation of our deUNIVERSAL
••
Meanwhile the radio division of
mocracy."
the Independent Citizens CommitFor the San Francisco area
tee of thefes ionsArts,
Pro, ofwhichSciences
Norman andCorwin
KSFO
is division chairman, unanimously
••
adopted a joint statement of 20 naFor the Los Angeles area
tional and local educational, fraternal, civic, political and trade union
KPAS
organizations
Oct. 24 to abolish
••
the House Committee on Un-American
Activities.
According to the
For Information write
statement issued by the various
UNIVERSAL BROADCASTING CO.
organizations,
the
committee is
6757 Hollywood Blvd.
aiming to establish Fascism in
Hollywood
America
through
its
drive against
1 Nob Hill Circle
the freedom of the radio and film
San Francisco
industries, and its threat against
newspaper columnists.
BROADCASTING
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AT OPENING of demonstration of
intra-store
Philadelphia,television
are (1 to atr) Gimbel's,
Bernard
Gimbel,
president,
Frank M. Folsom, Gimbel's
executive Inc.;
v-p
in charge of RCA Victor division; Arthur C. Kaufmann, exhead of Gimbel's,
Philadelphia. Iecutive
n background
is theme
piece
of five TV window displays.
Gimbel's and RCA
Undertake TV Test
FIRST store-wide television stattion
was opened
23 by Gimbel'sin
Department
Store,Oct.Philadelphia,
cooperation with RCA-Victor, Camden,disiforng tesat. preliminary merchanMore than $175,000 was spent by
Gimbel's and RCA for the threeweek demonstration, which was designed to prove television's
as an informative
medium for value
shoppers. Preview demonstration offers
a series of six 10-minute skits plugging different departments of the
store. Many articles not displayed
on counters are being demonstrated
by video to test its effectiveness in
arousing interest.
RCA engineers
supervised
struction of a complete
studio conand
control facilities in the store auditorium. Television stage measures
50 by 60 feet. With auditorium
accommodating 500 persons, and
20 telesites set up throughout the store, approximately 1,000
persons can see television in production or on receivers every halfhour under present plan. Three of
the 20 receiver screens measure 16
by 21 1/3 inches, and the rest are
about seven by nine inches. Shows
are produced under direction of
Gerry visionSimpson
NBC's using
telestaff, and Joeof Jenkins,
professional models and actors.
Officials said the demonstration
will serve as a test pattern for similar wide-scale video projects to be
presented by RCA-Victor.
Dodge to Palmer Co.
FRED DODGE, in the program
and sales departments of WKRC
Cincinnati for three years, has resigned, effective Nov. 5 to become
radio director of the Fred A. Palmer Co., Cincinnati advertising and
radio consultant.
Mr. Dodge's
experience in radio includes
program
director of WBAL Baltimore, program director and assistant manager of WFIL Philadelphia, and
association with N. W. Ayer &
Son and Ward-Wheelock advertising agencies. The Palmer Co. was
organized May 1, of this year.

DUNTON WILL HEAD
GOVERNORS OF CBC
A. DAVIDSON DUNTON, Montreal, has been appointed
first fullof
time chairman
of the board
governors of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., it was announced
Oct. 23 in the House of Commons,
Ottawa,
by
Finance
Ministerold,J.hasL.
Ilsley. Dunton,
33 years
been generalernment's
manager
of the govWartime Information
Board, to which he was loaned by
the Montreal Standard of which
he was editor.
As fulltime chairman of the
CBC he will receive $15,000 a year
as recommended by the last Parliamentary Committee. He takes office
Nov. man15,Howard
succeeds
parttime
B. Chase,
grand chairchief
engineer of the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Engineers of Canada.
He will be responsible with the
board of governors to Revenue
Minister J. J. M"Cann, and will
beustin
overFrigon.
general manager Dr. AugNews proCOL.Dyke
KEN R.Makes
DYKE, prewar
motion director of NBC, now chief
of
Army's section
civil information
and theeducation
in Tokyo,
made front pages last week when
he cracked down on the Japanese
press
and radio news
for failing
a conscientious
job. to do
■6
farming is tops
triple market!
SAGINAW,
MICHIGAN
in WSAM'S
BAY
CITY, MICHIGAN
MIDLAND,
MICHIGAN
|
The tri-city area dominated by
WSAM, although rich and vital
industrially, remains primarily agricultural. City-wise farmers who
recognize a good thing when they
hear it, keep their radios tuned
to WSAM for up-to-the-minute
news and entertainment: countrywise advertisers reach this responsible, responsive audience quickest
with WSAM's coverage.
Saginaw, WSAM
Bay SELLS
City,
Midland, and all
points between.
NORTHEASTERN
MICHIGAN'S ONLY
NBC STATION

SAGINAW BROADCASTING COMPANY
610 Eddy Bldg. Saginaw, Michigon
NATIONAL
HEADLEYREPRESENTATIVE—
. REED CO.
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WORK IS TEMPORARW
AFRS COMMANDANT
LT.-COL. THOMAS H. A. LEWIS,
commandant of Armed Forces Radio Service, Los Angeles, has
been relieved from active service
[BR 22].
O A DCASTING,
Oct.
Major
Martin H. Work,
AFRS executive
officer, has been
named commandant pendingsignmentasof a
regular ficer
Army
ofwho will
carry on AFRS
Col. Lewis
peacetime
Col. Lewis work.
was
and
began foundation
of AFRS
commissioned
major in May
1942*"
in January 1943. His overseas duty
included missions in Alaska and
European theater. Under his supervision an international network of
SERVICE
DIRECTORY
overseas Army and Navy radio stations has been established. Besides
servicing these outlets with shortCustom-Built
wave programs, de-commercialized
: fxwueitcv MWAsmim S
broadcasts and specially-built proSpeech Input Equipment
sex vice
grams scAFRS
has supplied
riptions to Navy
surface tranand
U. S. RECORDING CO.
Exact Measurements * at any frm* 2
undersea
ships.
Prior
to
being comAve.,1640
Wash. 5, D. C
RCA COMMUNICATIONS, INC ! 1121 VermontDistrict
mis ioned, Col. Lewis was Holly64 tread Strut Mew York 4, N. ¥. !
wood vice-president in charge of raJ
dio production for Young & Rubicam Inc., and vice-president of
MORE RF KILOWATT HOURS
"GEARED TO AM-FM EXPANSION'
GeorgeHe Gallup
Audienceto Research
PER DOLLAR WITH
Inc.
will continue
serve as
F A O TRANSMITTING TUBES
AFRS
consultant,
but
future
vilian plans were not announced. ci- j
Freeland & Olschner Products, Inc.
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
611 Baronne St., New Orleans 13, La.
Maj. Work, newly appointed
Raymond 4756
commandant, was assigned chief of
High Power Tube Specialists Exclusively
broadcast service section of AFRS
in August 1943, after completing
radio mission for North Africa and
The
SOUND EFFECT RECORDS
the Middle East. He became AFRS
Robert L. Kaufman
executive officer in May 1944. Prior
to entering service, he was expert
OrganizationCoaitnetiea
6EMETT-SPEEDY-Q
Reduced
Library Offer
Technical
Maintenance.
consultant for Secretary of War,
Over 200BasicIFritt
Individual
Sound Containing
Effects
Supervision
and Business
For Detaih
for Broadcast
StationsService*
and
at one time writer-producer of
CHARLES MICHELSOrV
■• DistrictWashington
Tay Garnett Productions, Holly2292 4, D. C.
«7 W. 44th St.
New York, N. V.
wood.
Auto Workers President
FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
KLUGE ELECTRONICS CO.
One of stations
the beat inequipped
Praises, Criticizes NAB
the nationmonitoring
Commercial & industrial
NEW NAB broadcasting standards
STANDARD
Equipment
No. Alvarado
adopted last summer brought praise
Measuring & Equipment Co.
Los1031Angeles
26, Calif.
last week from R. J. Thomas,
Phones 877-2652
Enid,
Okla.
Since 1939
Myron E. Kluge
Exposition 1742
president of the CIO United Auto
Workers in a letter to President
Justin Miller of the NAB. Mr.
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
Thomas wrote that the standards
BUY
Radio Towers
allow wider freedom of speech, but
Erection,Ground
lighting,
painting *
he added four grounds for critiVICTORY
Systems
cism based on protection of labor's
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
air
rights.
Acrobat
Video
Approved
BONDS
Portland 1 1 , Oregon
Criticism was based on fear the
C. H. Fisher, Agent Phone TR 7303
TELEVISION department of Ruth- standards might strangle docurauff & Ryan, Chicago, announced
mentary programs if rigidly inlast week that the Acrobat Shoe
terpreted; provision banning unCo. video show, Amazing Advenfair
attacks
on industries, profestures of Tumblin' Tim has been
s
i
o
n
s
o
r
institutions
does not menapproved by WBKB Chicago, and
tion
labor
unions;
clearcut
will be telecast at 3 p.m., Nov. 28. statement covers right noto reply
Fran Harris, R & R television di- attacks nor is duty to provide ade-to
rector isconducting a talent search
quate time for public service profor a small boy to take the title
role, with a girl for the part of
ards failgramsto recognized
urge useclearly;
of Negrostandand
other
minorities
as
actors
Flyin'
Flo.
The
juvenile
program
will be the first of its kind on and do not discourageradioperpetuaCHARLES MICHELSON
67 W. 44th St., N.Y.18. MU 2-3376-51*8
WBKB.
tion of libelous racial stereotypes.
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Somervell Praises War Developments
Of Broadcasting in Report for Year
WARTIME developments of radio the cities of the world, linking all
are given ample praise by Com- the continents and all our secret
manding General Brehon Somer- outposts in Greenland and on the
vell of the Army Service Forces in Gold Coast and in the Chinese
his report for the fiscal year 1945 hinterland," he said. "This truly
a miracle of science and into Undersecretary of War Patter- was
son and Gen. Marshall.
genuity and organization and the
Quoting the "brash and boast- will-to-succeed."
The
Signal
made full use
of ASF,
impossible of FM, Gen. Corps
we doful" atsloganonce
. . . "The
the miraculous
Somervell reported,
takes a little longer," Gen. Somer- stating that the "early adoption of
. . . "Thanks
magic frequency modulation in vehicles,
eye vellofsaidradar,
able toto the
penetrate
tanks, the walkie-talkie, the handynight and fog, we had miracle talkie and for radio relay use not
number one." Another miracle, he only increased
communicationsthe
facilities Army's
but advanced
said, was the "VT fuse".
the art and utility of frequency
"The work,Army
communications
netwith telephone and teletype, modulation communications by
telegraph and radio tied together
many years."

Dim Lights No Bar
To New Video Tube
RCA on Thursday unveiled its
new video camera tube, the "RCA
image orthicon,"
at a news
demonstration in New York
that showed
the tube's ability to pick up and
transmit
dimly lit
riors andscenes
closeupsof lighted
onlyinte-by
a single candle or match.
E. W. Engstrom, research director of RCA Labs., who explained
the tube's struhighly
complicated
ction and operation,
said itcon-is
100 times as sensitive as the iconoscope pickup tubes presently used
in video cameras. Meade Brunet,
general manager, Engineering
Products Division, RCA Victor,
which will manufacture cameras
containing the tubes, said these
should be ready for delivery to
video
months. broadcasters in about six
Hailing the image orthicon as
the "Aladdin's lamp of television,"
John F. Royal, NBC vice-president
in charge of television, said the
"new instrument, which is easily
portable and suitable for use in
every field of television, opens new
vistas that challenge the imagination. It assures television of 24hour coverage, in daylight, twilight or moonlight — in good
weather and in bad."
OWl WILL EXPIRE
OFFICIALLY OCT. 31
OFFICE OF WAR INFORMATION is scheduled to expire officially at the close of business
Wednesday, Oct. 31, two months
earlier than provided by President
Truman's executive order of early
September, according to Neil Daiton, acting director. Mr. Dalton
will ask President Truman for release to accept appointment in the
State Dept. Interim Foreign Economic & Liquidation Service, which
was created last Monday.
Secretary Byrnes, in creating
the foreign liquidation service,
named Thomas B. McCabe as Special Assistant Secretary and Foreign Liquidation Commissioner. Mr.
Dalton will become Mr. McCabe's
assistant, remaining with the State
Dept. about six months, then returning to Louisville, where he is
on leave as assistant to the presiTimes. dent of the Courier-Journal and

i§ETS AND STATIONS
^COVERING NAVY DAY
'.FOUR MAJOR NETWORKS and
New coverage
York localofstations
a"'■['most
complete
Navy gave
Day,
t; Oct. 27, by carrying the address
^4 by President Harry S. Truman
SG[from Central Park, on-the-scene
"' lescriptions of the President's rer' lview of the fleet in the Hudson
ve River., special pickups from the
Easttheandcommissioning
"West coasts, ofdescription
■d-IIe" -of
theDelano
new
Navy
carrier Franklin
a! Roosevelt at the Brooklyn Navy
f- Yard,
"broadcasts,on
ill
Talksandandother
guestspecial
appearances
S (programs of outstanding Navy
;.! officers and authorities were fea;;f, tared by networks and stations as
ja part of their observance.
5 ] Programs with tributes honoring the Navy
dividual -were
stations. carried
WNEW byNewinYork had Navy music on nearly
all programs throughout Navy
Day, and presented quarter-hour
broadcast, Famous First Facts
About the Navy. WNYC New
Yt>rk "had an on-the-spot commentary of theby President's
reviewwhoof
the fleet
a staff member
was recently released from the
Navy after serving two years on
five carriers of the Pacific fleet,
Harold Halpern.
WNBT, NBC video station,
broadcast President Truman as he
spoke from Central Park, and
made films of 'ceremonies highlighting the day, which were presented that evening. CBS previously televised arrival of fleet and
took pictures from a blimp of the
arrival of the Missouri, but did no
actual coverage of Navy Day proceedings.

PROFESSIONAL
Jansky
& Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified
Radio TOEngineers
DEDICATED
THE
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Preas Bids- W«h, D. C

DIRECTORY

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg. Dl. 12*5
Washington, D. C.

PAUL 60DLEY CO.
CONSULTING RAO 10 ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR. N. J.
MO 2-7659

GEORGE C. DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Blag. District 8456
Washington, 0. C.

Radio Enginearing Consultant.
Fraquaney Monitoring
Commercial
RadioWashington,
Equip. D.Co.O.
• International BuIIdrng.
e 321 E. Gregory Boulevard, Kansas City, Mo.
e Cross Roads of the World, Hollywood, Cat'*

RING 8i CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

JOHN BARRON
Consulting Radio Engi
Specializing
Broadcast and
Allocationin Engineering
Earle Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
PAUL A. deMARS
ASSOCIATE
1469 Church St.,Decatur
N.W.. Washington
5. D. C
1234

JOHN J. KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Earle Bldg. • NATIONAL 6513
Washington 4, D. C.

LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey Bldg. e District 8215
Washington 4, D. C.

Frank H. Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
710 14th St. N.W. ME. 4477
Washington, D. C.

MAY, BOND & ROTHROCK
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
★ * *
1422 F St, N.W., Wash. 4, D. C.
Kellogg Bldg. • Republic 3984

g<tto U/ Kay
Consulting Radio Engineers
991 Bridgeport
Broad St.,3,Suite
Conn.9-11
Telephone 5-2055 Lab. Phone 7-2455

IGNORING DEMANDS,
HERBERT L.WILSON
BALDWIN DECLARES
and associates
(See letter on page 29)
Consulting radio Engineers
FCC ACTION in granting 64 conam
fm
television facsimile
ditional FM licenses without hear1018 Vermont Ave., N.Vi, W»swn«to« 3.0.0.
ings "ignoresandthe organizations
demands of many
individuals
for
NATIONAL 7161 "
great caution," C. B. Baldwin ex| ecutive vice-chairman of the NaGOMER L. DAVIES
I tional
Action
CommitteeCitizens
declaredPolitical
in a telegram
sent Oct. 24 *o Paul Porter, FCC
Consulting Radio Engineer
[' (chairman. "We are particularly
P.O. Box 71 Warfield 9089
alarmed,"
Mr. ofBaldwin
the granting
licensessaid,to "over
comCollege Park, Md.
panies affiliated -with or controlled
by newspapers, fearing that this
monopoly in many communities of
the media for disseminating public information and opinions is a Equipment Engineering Co. I
grave threat to effective freedom
£M«meeRm« 9 Ihstallatiohs Or
Radio Stations
of speech and press."
1458
Main Street CouiiatA, S.C.
Wire followed
"by
iwo
weeks'
issuance of an MCPAC report on
broadcasting recommending congres ional and commission action
tothe safeguard
the people's right to
air."
Ernest J. Vogt
| No comment from the commission
was forthcoming on Mr. Baldwin's
Consulting Radio Engineer
telegram. Chairman Porter was ab2055 Garfias Dr. Sycamore 7-8839
sent from his office, having left
Pasadena, California
Wednesday for speaking engagements in "Cleveland and Louisville.
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WORTH IN GTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
INTERNATIONAL BLDG WASH.. O. C
1319 F STREET N W DISTRICT 4127

HOLEY & HILLEGAS
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1146 Briarcliff PI., N.E.
Atlanta, Ga.
ATwood 3328

ANDREW
CO.
Consulting Radio Engineers
363 E. 75th St CHICAGO 19
Triangle 4400

DIXIE B. McKEY
ROBERT C. SHAWCONSULTINGj
RADIO ENGINEERS
1108 16th Street N. W. Suite 405
Washington, D. C. NAtional 6982

WELDON & CARR
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 CONNECTICUT AVENUE
PHONE— MICHIGAN 4151

KEAR 8C KENNEDY
Consulting Radio Engineers
Albee Building
REpublic 1951
Washin gton, D. C.

UNIVERSAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES
00UGLAS 5380

Advertising Deadline for
1946 YEARBOOK
December 1, 1945
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i— Classified AdvertisementsPAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only — Minimum $1.00.
Situation Wanted 10c per word. All others, 15c per word. Count 3 words for
blind box number. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies
to Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C
Help Wanted
Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted
—transmitter
Veteran firstand/or
class license
position
for
er
for
studioholdfor Announcer
man
with— Permanent
well
experience
Rocky
Mountain
1
kw
outlet.
State
commercials,
news, rounded
control board.
Good
education and experience. Box 661, salary plus opportunity
for talent
fees.
Send expected
transcription,
detailed
BROADCASTING.
earnings
to experience
Clarence
Continuity
writer
-experience.
Good
po- and
Games, WSAV, Savannah,
Ga.
sition
with
1,000
watt
midwest
regional
network station for copy writer who can An unusually successful station is inproduce ments.
salable
commercial
terestAed in securing
a high
type time
Goodsample
salary
based onannouncemanto fitted
by disposition
scripts
withexperifirst salesman.
and character
help maintain
this
letter. ence.
BoxSend232,
BROADCASTING.
station's
enviable
reputation
is desired.
Wanted —inCommercial
manager with
250 watt
applications
willcompleteness
be considered
station
excellent market
dual Written
in
order
of
receipt
and
coast bonus.
to coast Boxnetwork
affiliation. Salary pitches,
information
No phoneof
plus
249, BROADCASTING.
please.contained.
WTOL, Toledo.
Wantedator for— station
First classgoingradiotelephone
oper- Veteran preferred for combination oper5send
kw soon.
Some
ator-announcerstation.
newspaper operated
250
experience
desirable,
references
watt RCAwanted
equipped
First
class
and
qualifications
in
first
letter.
but
lower
will costs
do. Salary
is not a temporary position. Box This
287, license
open
in
line
with
living
here.
BROADCASTING.
Singlehousing
man would
difficulty
problem.findKRJF,lessMiles
City,
Wanted
Aexperience
woman can
(preferably)
who with
Montana.
through— mercial
handle comtraffic
and
availabilities
for
Wanted — sales
manager
—
Sales
and
sularge
middlewestern
station.
Amiable
installation FM transmitter
surroundings
in has
city national
noted forreputation
living at equipment,pervisor,
middlewest
territory,
headits
best.
Station
quarters
Chicago.
Excellent
connection
for
clean commercial
engineer
your itscomplete
backgroundpolicies.
to Box Send
317, for
and
personality.R.withE.FullL.proper
detailsbackground
by letter
BROADCASTING.
for interview.
Equipment
Inc.,
612
N
Michigan
Ave.,
ChicagoSales,11,
Eastern
territory
for
selling
radio's
top
m.
western scribed
andlibrariesother
syndicated
tran— nationally
promoted
Salesexperience.
engineer, first
and longand advertisers.
established
with station,
agen- FM
Must class
have license,
ability toAM sell&
Salary,
commission
supervise
completewithbroadand ciesnecessary
expenses.
Complete
de- and install
cast station.orMust
be familiar
FCC
t
a
i
l
s
o
f
your
qualifications
will
be
kept
filing C. P. position
applications.
in strictest confidence. Write Box 318, regulations
is a newfor permanent
with
BRO
ADCASTING. ___ This
excellent
future.
Box
384,
BROADCASTChief tionengineer
for progressive
local
in east.
Network
and staFM ING.
pending.
State
all desired.
first affiliated
letterWantexperience,
Copywriter
— manIf you
or woman
— by estab-in
education,
salary
man
foris writing
lishedcommercial
agency.
experienced
regular
shiftfor and
maintenance.personThisnot
andare retail
copy, and
not
satisfied
with
your
present
good
spot
an
ambitious
is your
opportunity.
It willage,paysetup,
you
afraid ofADC
work with top pay. Box 326, this
to
write
us,
giving
experience,
BRO
AST
ING
. Tell desired. IncH'de samples. Box salary
393,
Announcer wanted. Texas station.
BROADCASTING.
all.
Box 334,
Engineer
first.BROADCASTING.
Give history. Texas sta- Live wire
New
York
State
network
station has opening
forsalary,
an experienced
tion.
Box 335,— BROADCASTING.
announcer.
Excellent
plus talent
Chief England
engineer
AvailableMakeJan.firstfor letter
local opportunities.
Send
qualifications
New
station.
audition
transcription
to
Box and
366,
complete.
Confidences
respected.
Box
BROADCASTING.
337, BROADCASTING.
Announcer—
ABC
Virginia
local
needs
Radio preferably
engineeringengineering
assistant —graduate,
Young
good experienced announcer. Must be man,
able toannouncing.
handle controls
good for
with long established
selling
Tell allandfirstdo letter.
radioworkconsultants.
Mathematicalfirmandof
Reply
Box 355, BROADCASTING.
practical
broadcast
experience
desirable.
50,000 watt station wants at once ex- Will
train
man
with
promising
qualifications.
Residents
near
Washington,
perienced,
organized
western
or hillbilly
unit.
Permanent
job.
Must
contain
extra
C.
preferred
altho
will
consider
all
good male vocal trio. Drifters not want- D.and
qualified
applicants.
full details
first Give
letter. experience
Box 395.
ed. Proof formance
of previous
satisfactory
perBROADCASTING.
required.
Send
complete
description of availableandunitprice.
withBoxpicture
Situations Wanted
and transcription,
370,
BRO
ADCASTING.
Discharged
veteranSpecialize
— One yearin news
announcChief tioannouncer
wanted
by
western
staing
experience.
and
townM.C.of 25,000.
Can
handle
control-room
and
capablen in college
of doing
work Must
in localbe sports.
turntable.
21 years,
married. Go anytheater,
man-on-the-street
programs
were
TJ.
S.
Box
312,
BROADCASTING.
and
descriptive
broadcasts.
Write
wage
required, etc. to Box 373, BROADCAST- Navy veteran — Holder of first class raING^
phone license. Radioschool.
and electricNetwork
in large Georgiafor city
al graduate
ofdioteletechnical
Twelve
adding tostation
its staff
inradio,radio.
Broadcasting,
servicing,
perienced
announcer.hasManopening
with ad ex-lib years
police
aircraft
radio,
marine
talents
preferred.
Excellent
opportunity
Prefer
position
in
Washington,
D.radio.C.
toprogressive
join congenial
staff
ofboard
outstanding
Box 313, Broadcasting.
station.
No
or
copy
work.
$50.00IN
per week. Box 374, BROADCAST
G.
Wantedneer,— script
Operators,
writer Mountain
forannouncers,
new 250 wengiAM
stationsidesinideal working
Rocky
conditions area.
thereBe-is
low
cost
of
living,
hunting,
fishing.
Announcer Wanted
Please state
name,snapshot
citizenship,
background and send
if possible.
Box
375,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Two
first
class
0 Southern regional staoperators
by newsalary
250 requirements
watter transmitter
in western
Penna.
and
tion. CBS affiliate. Address
previous State
experience.
Expansion program
planned. WD AD, Indiana, Penna.
BOX
382,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted—
Experienced
radio
bookkeeper.
Preferably
one
in or near
California.
Must nowhaveresiding
first class
ter and references.
Give
full characdetails
in first letter.
opportunity
with
salary.Excellent
Dodd, good
c/o KFMB,
SanWrite
Diego,Mr.Calif.Paul L.
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Situations
Wanted
Former
New York
record(Cont'd)
jockey and
ceremonies. Personality
Nomasterstaffof announcing.
$100.00 per shows.
week,
plus
commercials.
11
years
A two323,hour
show which is experience.
a natural.
Box
BROADCASTING.
Experienced veteran.
sports announcer available.
Discharged
graduate.
Worked big ten footballCollege
and basketball
games.able M.Desire
permanent
position.
C.
and
excellent
front
man.Cap-Do
staff announcing, have sales experience.
ING;
Married.
Write Box 325, BROADCASTAnnouncer — Discharged veteran, 3 years
experience,
dependable, desires
permanent position
Presemployed,middlewest
available station.
immediately.
Box 329,entlyBROADCASTING.
Program
director,withsix additional
years experience
administration
backnews editing,commercial
writing, broadcasting;ground
preparation
sustaining copy; desires executive andposition
east intionalAM,Radio.FM,
Televisionresume,
or EducaExperience
audiCASTING^
tion onterrequest.
personal
view New York Available
City. Box 344,
BROAD-inEngage livery
a newscaster
with voice
pleasingly different
from and
the dehoi
polloi.
Actor-director-writer.
Currently
program
director.
WBTD,
Admiralty
Islands.
Available Honorable
Dec. 1st. Navy
Write discharge.
Box 341,
BROADCASTING.
Staff
announcer
and
newscaster
just
discharged
Army
afterforserving
overseas Civilian
as from
stationexperience:
manager
AFRSas
station.
2
years
announcer.
Age 27, west
married,
Prefer
position
coast,2 children.
but will
travel.
Box 345, onBROADCASTING.
Topnotch
script
writer
—
Veteran,
prolific,Can
wrote overdirect,
500 network
dramatic
shows.
write
continuity,
news.
Two
years
AFRS.
Desire
staff
job
radio, television, agency. Box 354,
BROADCASTING.
Studio cense.
technician
first toclassmakeliLeaving majorwithnetwork
room ableforDecember
returning
service
man. Avail1. Box 356, BROADCASTING.
Experience
handletheevery
tail of that saves!
station,We from
idea de-in
your head
thru BROADCASTING.
"On the Air" procedures. Box 357,
Announcerperience
— Single,station.
22. TwoThree
yearsyears
excollege.permanent
HighestChicagoreferences.
Anxious
to
find
job.
Address
Box
358,
BROADCASTING.
Exdesires
Merchant
Marine radio inoperator,
30
position
broadcast
station.
Six telephone
yearspreferably
experience
in point
to
point
and
telegraph,
coastal harbor telephone and telegraph
and shipboard radio stations. First class
telephone
licenses. Refernces. Box and359, telegraph
BROADCASTOING.
My asthma forces me to move to the
sunny southwest.
Anybody inor that
rectionwithneed a thorough
production
programdi-in
CASTING^
director
grounding
music and drama? Box 360, BROADAnnouncer
wantswriting,
opportunity
station producing,
developingin proCASTING.
Experience, single,
Best of grams.
references.
Box 361,dependable.
BROADAll around staff announcer specializing
inand personality
platterCurrently
shows, with
newscasts
special events.
NBC
affiliate.tion with
Looking
posichancefor forpermanent
advancement.
Ambitious,
dependable.
Available
immediately.sober,
Box 363,
BROADCASTING.
7£ SCHOOL 4
RADIO TECHNIQUE
NEW YORK • CHICAGO
America's
School
Devoted '
Exclusively Oldest
to Radio
Broadcasting*
Comprehensive Day and Evening
Courses in all phases of Radio
Broadcasting
by Network
Professionals. taught
Moderate
rates.
For Full Details, Request Booklet 1.

Situations
Wanted
(Cont'd) deStation
executive,
now 6 employed,
sires
managerial
post.
yearsextensive
experienceandall phases
of radio;
sales
entertainment
production
background;
married,
33.
Can
efficiently
and profitably
completeBoxresponsibility. Preferassume
middlewest.
364,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Experienced
newscaster.
Man-On-The-Street,
record mail
shows,
and ferremotes.
Married,
one child. Prelarge city. Box
365, BROADCASTING.
Young,
experienced
program
directorproducersition interested
in responsible
powith progressive
west coast
organization.
Widely
travelled.
College.
Married.
Ambitious
to
build
p
ermanent
future. Box 368, BROADCASTING.
Ex-flying instructor desires announcing
orvoiceselling
position. Hold
Some restricted
training, perfandelivery.
mit.andBox 368,
BROADCASTING.
Serviceman
awaiting
November
discharge. Married, one child, holds first
phone ticket,
wantswattjob station
in Florida.
Experience at 250
as Navy
anwo years onART
radio Radar. Robertnouncer-eS.ngine r. TBower,
1/c
TJSNR,Terr.,
c/o Roy
27th
MiamiK. 33,Jordan,
Fla. 2923 S. W.
Available — Salesmen — sports announcer.
Doinglar sport
all play
play shows
sports and regushows.byrecord
All
Have
excellent sales
in onesold.
of country's toughest markets. Box 369, BROADCASTING.
Young woman. College graduate wants
continuity
writer job with
small station. Hasinbackground
experience
and
training
writing,
control
operation
and
direction.
Will
go
anywhere.
371, BROADCASTING. Box
Station-sales
manager
able to produce
under
tough
post
war conditions.
Naval
officer
awaiting
December
1st release.
Ten years vertising
radio,agency experience.
motion picture
andmaradAge
31,
ried. Willing TJSNR,
to invest.
It.
Comdr.,
John
Morgan,
2505
North
Tripp
Ave.. Chicago, Illinois.
Continuity-production
man
just discharged.iy2Interested
progressive
radiotor 1000
station.
yearsincontinuity
watt
selling
station,
2 direcyears
Army public relations programming,
producing,programs
supervising
three hours var436 S.iedVine
St., weekly.
Kewanee,Kent111. Saunders,
AVAILABLE
Two Man Combination
Can handle all phases of radio
production:
programming, producing and directing.
PLUS
bringing
to your network
station an established
comedyor
team.
PLUS M.C.'ing variety and musical
shows.
PLUS experienced competent handling of man-on-street broadcasts.
PLUS ence
bringing
new shows.
ideas to audiparticipation
PLUS directing, producing and actn yourhand
dramatic
presentations.
PLUSing ifirst
covering
of special
events.
PLUS announcing of network calibre.
Both of these men have a complete
educational background. Each has
had 6 years experience in all of
the above phases of radio having
worked with key network stations
and large
independents. They metropolitan
can develop your
local
programming into higher Hooper
and Crosley Ratings. This team,
having a theatrical, night club and
U. S. Army show background is
capable of making your station an
integral part offieldtheof "in
entertainment
yourperson"
listeningtice.radius.Now employed.
Available 2 Prefer
weeks west
nocoast or metropolitan area.
BOX 381
BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING
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Situations —Wanted
(Cont'd)
fe "*YoungSituations
(Cont'd)
December
discharge
■tji
man, whoWanted
desires
toArmy
start Airin EEChief
grad.engineer
32, 4 engineering
years
networkadministraregional,
io,
radio
—
formally
of
U.
S.
5
years
Army
Kiji
Forces
—
has
announced
Naval
shows
at
tion.
Dependable,
capable.
Progressive
33. Terminal Island In Los Angeles. Good station only. Major J. L. Wlldermuth,
Wick Road, Inkster, Michigan.
1.1'['announcing
personality, 1clear
deep
Studied 25286
Took voice.
Radio
Petty job
Officeron discharged,
desires
~*l atdioLosWorkshop".
Angeles year.
CitySings.
College
calledDrama
"Ra-go Chief
announcing
midwestern
small
Desires
to
or southwest.
Single, in35, Navy.
with
^ ~ either Florida, New York or anywhere station,
considerable
mike experience
Ie-| J7128
In California.
Write
to
:
Ted
LaGrosse,
CharlesChicago,
Shepard,Illinois.
7711 North MarshHollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. field,
radioPresently
time salesman
or man— 2 4 years
commercial
com- Commercial
~"fJJ* Technician
munications,
yearsandArmy
ager
available.
employed.
Declalized
in Radar
FM Radar.
Sitting.Spe-27.
sires
change
to
larger
market.
20
years
=e;
November
discharge.
Prefer
west. 19thLt. selling advertising. 8 years In radio.
M- ' David
Scott,
c/o
Waltz,
242
East
Married,
producer.
Present
compensaSt., N. Y. C.
in smallandmarket
above basis'
$6000.00.in
Prefer tionBox
salary
commission
?' ;'telephone
Veteran — Experienced
class radio
west.
376, BROADCASTING
operator
andfirstcontrol
room
man.
Six
years
—
broadcast,
radar,
FM.
Executive-engineer: ofExperienced
in all
- . 26, unmarried. References. Available technical
radio,
broadcast
s-st ■)s!ow
after Rd.,
Dec. 1,Glastonbury,
Sgt. John W.Conn.
Nye, 21 Den- transmittersphases
1-500 kw,outlet,
shortwave
1-75
kw,
major
network
facsimile.
Development
engineer,
Radar,
FM, Desire
Pulse
Announcer.
Discharged
Grad- time,
, uate
University
Iowaofficer,
radio29, school.
young
and
well
married.
permanent
position
Ohio or
Single, sober,
reliable, goodphoto
voice. onPrefer
Great depending
LakeFM-AM
region.
Salaryin $4000
j'I]'.
Transcription,
re- $8000
on TING
location.
Box 377,to
'a ( 'midwest.
quest.
Don
Whited,
Ida
Grove,
Iowa.
BROA
DCAS
.
Announcer-operator
Third Interested in announcer? 5 years ex{ie i,; class
ticket. writing.
Experienceavailable.
in operation,
perience. Excellentcommercials.
background news,
announcing,
Prefer
southeast
.3 location.
Have
car
to
do
account
work. music,
remotes,
starter. Box
378, BROADCASTING.$60.00
Married and want to settle permanently.
j Transcriptions and references. T/Sgt. Five
all withto invest
extensive
radioaidex-serviceman,
backgrounds,
-j Ralph Haskins,
Co. "B", Marine. Bks., and
in operating desire
new or establishedin
Falls,
Oreg.
progressive
station.
These
men,
cur11j1[jKlamath
Merchant
Marine
radio
officer,
15
years
rentlyhavewithhad
prominent
metropolitan
sta-in
experience,
including
4 years
successful
experienceengii radio
broadcast.
Have first
classclasstelephone,
sellingtion,announcing,
production,
first
class
telegraph
and
A
Aman
e
r
i
n
g
a
n
d
advertising.
Four
are
mar;; ! one
teur kw,
licenses.
Desire
chief
engineer
to
ried menDCAS
with families.
will accept control position BROA
TINGBox 379,
' iI 66U1
higherBlvd.
power.East,Lt.West
S. Margolis,
New York,U.S.M.S..
N. J. Announcer — Just discharged. Eight. years
experience.
stations shows.
and network.
Announcer:
Discharged
AAF officer.
News, York
sportsLocal
Prefer
Ij sires
permanent
with Deop- New
Cityandrecommendations.
or quiz
Chicago. Excellent
portunities.
One starf
year position
AFRSMarried,
experience
references
and
Box
announcing
and
directing.
age
380,
BROADCASTING.
.
I 25, Lt. Joseph L. Walsh, 5721 a Etzel
Announcer
—
Seeks
permanent
position
I Ave., St. Louis 12, Mo.
in
progressive
station
with
exacting
: Operating,bination
copy,Immediately
news considered.
writing, or comstandards. of
operation.
Experienced,
Any. . College
specializegraduate;
news,
sports,
where. 29, married.licenses.
First telephone,
sec- versatile
talent shows.
wide
j manager,
ond telegraph
Press
service
cultural
background.
Advertising,
proteletype, speedy code. Dossier
motion
expert.
Executive
ability
and
' An
on request.
Wynn,
318
West
60th,
Los
know-how.
32,
married.
Sober,
ambitigeles.
ous, dependable. Box 383, BROADFighter pilot wants to get his feet on CASTING
the
as announcer-copy
writer Operator — First class, veteran, five years
with ground
progressive
middlewest
or southBox 385, BROADCASTING.
eastradio
station.background.
Married,
reliable,
with radio.
Recording
— experience
studio engineer
— Female.
sound
Lt.
Joseph
IV2 years
turntables,
Butler, Box 236, Chicago Hgts., 111. F, shows,
recording,
etc. Some
knowledgeair
Veteran — One year thorough training In television.
3rd
class
ticket.
Now
ne ring in N. Y. C. where I must engistay.
radio
Desiresstation.
announcer's
positionbroadcasting.
with radio
progressive
Also, Available
two386,weeks,
right offer. Referhave
Navy
sound
equipment
ences.
Box
BROADCASTING.
training.
Age
20,
single,
of
good
health
2nd class
and fully reliable. Charles Sims, 4713 Operatorgraph— andExperience,
telephone license.
Box tele387,
BROADCASTING.
[ W. Belmont Ave., Chicago, Illinois.
Writer-producer
—
Veteran,
23,
college
At
liberty
—
competent
announcer.
3
I graduate
with
degree
In
radio.
Before
years
experience.
Married.
Veteran.
ReArmy Columbia
produced Ooler
andExperienced
Corwin showsin
quest audition
disc.Chicago
John F.24, Allott,
219
Ii over
station.
N.
Kostner
Ave.,
111.
writing
commercials,
a managerial post, I offer six years
Write Marty
Schwartz, serials,
66 Parkdrama.
Ave., For
ofwriting,
radio experience
sales,
New York City.
producing,— programming,
and
as
my
qualifications.
Alsoandannouncing
an experience
excellent—
I Marine — Honorable
discharge,
wants
announcing
position.
College,
26.
Personal
background
of
education
appearance perience.shows.
Limited Willing
mike ex-to qualify sibility
my assuming
responGood personality.
and complete
profitably.
Prefer
Salary
issue. Cpl.
followingefficientlyMichigan
cities: Grand
i work
Dawson,hard.Ravenna
St.,no Hudson,
Ohio.Wm, the
Rapids,
Kalamazoo,
Battle
Creek,
ing, Jackson;
Northern
Indiana, OhioLans-or
Program director
or Available
station manager
— Illinois.
Box 391,
BROADCASTING.
Ii Receiving
discharge.
November
1,
Twelve
years
experience.
Thorough
Officer
in
Army
expects
j continuity,
background news
programming,
production,
of Japanesedischarge
customs soon.
and
drama, music,
station Knowledge
language.
9
years
experience
NBC affilij New
operations,
announcing
sales.
Desires
ated
stations
as
program
director,
comYork56thCity St.,station.
R. N. Druxman,
mercialAddress
manager.BoxMarried.
Will go any12 West
New York,
N. Y.
where.
389, BROADCASTNews editor, three years experience on ING^
50 kw ducer,
midwest
affiliate,openpro- Dischargednouncer.
veteran.
Twoturntables
years as and
anCommercials,
onstaffGInetwork
shows,
Presently
employed
1000 watt
ingweston station.
newswriter Write,
5wire
kw Joe
to wants
10Piatklewcz,
kw mid- newscasts.
station
in
south,
but
prefer
station
near
Detroit. Box 388, BROADCASTING.
115 E. 71st St., Chicago, 111.
York,in Brooklyn
— Wantall
Radio
newscorrespondent
executive, newscaster;
war- New
part time
any capacitystations
evenings,
foreign
Europe-MexicoPacific;
Purple
Heart
Marine;
young,
day
Saturdays,
Sundays.
Majored
vertising,
marketing.
John
Hyde,
666
topnotcher, now earning $6500. Write Park Place, Brooklyn 16. ad2-C, D.3418C. Tenth
PI., S. E. Washington Program director — production manager.
20,
for details.
employedArmyNew officer,
York City
anVeteran,phonesingle,
26, firstyears
classtransmitter
radiotele- Presently nouncer.
30, marlicense.
Three
ried. Three yearsFormer experience
announcing
experience,
Including
standard
and
FM
Excellent
musical back. stations.
Can control.
handle Two
remotes,
ground plusperiencsales
and announcing
exand
yearsrecording
college. and production.
e. A-l references.
Box 392,
Louismaster
Halpern,
Brooklyn,
N. Y. 1593 Prospect Place, BROADCASTING.
Chief
engineer
and
chief
announcer
declass radioMinneapolis,
tel. op. desires
In sire position in a Texas station. Engior1st around
Minn.position
first phone, first telegraph and
all typesGordon
transmitter
up ExperitoRt. 5002, Class neerAhas amateur
licenses.Ex-servicemen.
Announcer's
watts. enceWrite
E. Miles,
audition
disc
on request.
Box
394,
BROADCASTING.
Hlnes, Minn, c/o E. H. Shaw.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

WTOP Recruiting Show
Gets Results for USMC
RADIO'S cruiting
POWER
in postwar
rewas tested
and found
more than successful last week.
A 15-minute program D. C. Dateline on WTOP Washington, Sunday, 9:15 a.m., featuring Marine
recruiting, resulted in an increase
of four or five times the usual numapplicants
at the
Washingtonber ofMarine
recruiting
offices,
in the
following two days.
According to Lt. Col. Waite W.
Worden, executive officer of Marecruiting, the
"was
literallyrine swamped
with office
applicants
. . . and mothers made numerous
calls to this office requesting
elaboration on the educational
opportunities offered to Marines.
This information is given merely
to illustrate, in a concrete way,
the effect of just one 15-minute
program." Last Thursday, Brig.
Gen. Robert L. Denig, USMC Public Information head, wrote to Arthur Stringer at NAB in apeciation of radio's
work toin past
recruiting prand
his desire
help
in the future.
Win Guild Honors
AMONG those who will receive
Newspaper Guild of New York
"Page One
10th
annual
Page Awards"
One Ball atat the
Madison
Square
Garden
on
De<\
6
will
Fibber McGee and Molly, Normanbe
Corwin, Dr. Frank Kingdon,
WMCA New York commentator,
and Frank Sinatra.
For Sale
Tower — Immediate delivery on new Interncomplete
ational Stacy 150' with
self-supporting
radio
tower,
insulators
and
obstruction lights. Can ship
same
CASTING^
day
order received. Box 390, BROADExperimental
Television
Camera
2Cathode
inch Iconoscope
built
InComplete
2 with
inch
Raysupply
ViewandandFinder.
with
power
tubes.
$250.00.
Box 822, Hollywood Station, California.
For
sale — 2RKDbrand16 Dual
new Speed
latestRecordmodel
Rek-O-Kut
ing
Motors
$225.00
for
both
25%
Deposit
BalanceAve.,COD.Peoria
Lifetone
Sound, 2013
Peoria
4, 111.
Miscellaneous
Engineers want financial backing for
proposed
Dallas FM-television station.
Box 372, BROADCASTING.
Phase monitor for use with four tower
directional.
Telephone
or wire
collect
make condition,
cash price.
J. B. Fuqua,
Station
WGAC, Augusta,
Georgia.
Wantedcontribute
— 10 men, equal
preferably
service,
who
will
capital,
services,
loyalty and
ambition
to establish
commercial 250-500
watt station.
Engineers,
announcers,
lawyer-accountNathan salesman,
Rosenberg,
Ave., ant.
Brooklyn
12, N. Y. 980 Hopkinson
CONTRACT
An Outstanding Salary
Master of Ceremonies
for
One Hour Early Morning
Network Show
Great opportunity for man
experienced in interviews,
ad lib handling variety show
talent.
Don'tMagazine,
write, wire
Broadcasting
360
N. Michigan Ave., Chicago.

SWEZEY SEES NEED
OF MORE RESEARCH
THE NEED for research in audience behavior as a guide to the
broadcaster in his programming
policy planning was stressed by
Robert D.andSwezey,
president
general Mutual
manager,vice-in
aannual
talk given
Thursday,
at
the fourth
luncheon of The Pulse
Inc.,
audience measurement organization, at the Biltmore Hotel, New
York.
Pointing out that there are a
few people with decided opinions
who are extremely vocal about
them, Mr. Swezey said that they
are no problem as we know where
they stand. "The people who really
concern
he stated,— "are
the
hundreds me,"
of thousands
the millions— who don't write letters to
the FCC, to the broadcasters, to
the advertiser or to anyone. What
did they mercial
do camewhen
on? the
Did singing
they turncom-it
off? Did they sit back in perfect
bliss, tap the floor and enjoy it?
Did uctthey
rush out Or
to buy
it advertised?
did the
they prodjust
sit there and let it go through one
ear and out the other? We need
very
much Pulse
to know
and The
and those
other answers
similar
organizations must give them to
Address Radio Group
TED WEBB, program manager of
WPAT Paterson; Robert B. MacDougall,Newark;
educational
director
WAAT
Bill Slater,
sportsof
commentator and moderator of
It's Up to Youth and Opinion
Requested, on WOR New York,
and Elizabeth Woodward, conductor of a program for teen-agers on
WJZ Newus."York, spoke at the opening meeting of the Radio Council
of New Jersey, held Oct. 18 at
Essex House, Newark. Topic of
meeting was "Teen-age Programs —
Real and
Imaginary."
dramatic sketches
in radio Three
form were
presented by a group from Central
High School, Newark.
Call Letters Assigned
NEW developmental FM station
authorized last July to J. F. Novy,
chief engineer of Riverside Experimental Labs., Riverside, 111., and
now under construction, has been
assigned call of W9XJN and facilities of 107.1 mc, 1,000 w. Location
is 153 E. Quincy Rd., Riverside.
TOP1SOTCH
Station Manager
Outstanding background sales producer.
BOX 396, BROADCASTING
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Deadline

DUDLEY TO HANDLE
U. S. TIME REQUESTS
APPOINTMENT of Lt. Comdr. Drew Dudley,
USNR (ret.) to coordinate all Government requests for radio time was announced Friday.
Comdr. Dudley, recently released by the Navy,
was named chief of media coordination in
the Office of War Mobilization and Reconversion. He will serve under Anthony Hyde,
deputy director in charge of information.
Formerly in the advertising department of
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co., Chicago, Comdr. Dudley
joined OWI in its early days and became program coordinator before entering the service.
War Advertising Council will continue to handle the allocation plan, a task it took over
when OWI was abolished in September, with
Mr. Dudley coordinating all Government requests.
AGGIE ISSUES FM BOOKLET
SO FIELD representatives of the Dept. of
Agriculture can answer FM queries, George
Rowe, special assistant to the director, Office
of Information, has prepared a booklet "FM
for You".guage,Abookletveritable
containscatechism
everythingin easy
from landetailed station operating costs to statement
that
FM
will
replace
AM
"to
a
great
extent".
Pamphlets will be mailed to field men.
WAR TRIALS SERVICE
PRESS WIRELESS is installing mobile transmitter capable of radiotelegraph transmission
at Nuremberg, Germany, for radio and newspaper correspondents covering war criminal
trials. Transmitter is type used in Europe
from invasion of Normandy until end of war.
MAJESTIC EXPANDS
MAJESTIC Records Inc. begins construction
this month of West Coast factory in Burbank,
Cal. Company also plans to open new factory
in Elgin, 111., early in 1946. Kay Labs. Inc. serving as consultants in selection of machinery
and equipment for California plant.
Closed Circuit
(Continued from page U)
to be arranging for American to carry it. It
is partcasts tofo themove
to "reconvert"
occupation
theme. service broadLOOK for Grove Labs., St. Louis, to come out
shortly with a new and different drug product.
Agency will be Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
NOW
Col. leave,
E. M. heKirby
is "Mister,"
being onTHAT
terminal
is about
to enter
a radio consulting practice centered upon public relations. Will NAB, Dan GolenpauPs Information Please and Dinah Shore (scintillating star he discovered while with WSM Nashville years ago) be among his first clients?
NAB'S NEW president, Judge Justin Miller,
won't have to be formally introduced to key
legislator on House side — Chairman Clarence
F. Lea (D-Cal.). Both, are from the Santa
Rosa district in California and Judge Miller
as a youth learned many lessons at the knee
of the septagenarian legislator. He has been
his mentor over the years.
Page 98 • October 29, 1945
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RADIO RECRUITS
EVERYseas stations
STATION
AmericaForces
plus Radio
overof the inArmed
Service will be used by the Army in the
largest peacetime recruiting drive in its
history, Brig. Gen. Harold N. Gilbert,
director, Military Personnel Procurement Service, AGO, has announced.
With a goal of 1,600,000 volunteers, the
campaign also will include daily newspapers and about 10,000 weeklies as well
as magazines, billboards and motion pictures, Gen. Gilbert stated. Complete details are not available, but immediate
radio plans call for football broadcasts
and spot announcements.
Advertising will be placed through N.
W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia, which
handled recruiting in a 1940 enlistment
campaign. Congress has approved a
budget of $3,125,000 for advertising in
all media with proportionate share for
the various media.
NAB-FMBI JOINT GROUP
TO MEET WEDNESDAY
MEETING to work out merger plans will be
held by a committee representing NAB and
FM Broadcasters Inc. at 10:30 a.m. Wednesday at the office of Justin Miller, NAB president. FMBI directors voted Oct. 19 to merge
with NAB [Broadcasting, Oct. 22].
Whole basis of the amalgamation will be
discussed by the joint committee, including
operating methods. FMBI on Nov. 1 becomes
the Frequency Modulation Dept. of the NAB,
to be guided by a committee consisting of
FMBI President Walter J. Damm working
with three NAB directors (Frank Stanton,
CBS; Paul W. Morency, WTIC; Leslie C.
Johnson, WHBF) and three FMBI directors
(John Shepard 3d, Yankee Network and
WMTW; Wayne Coy, WINX and W3XO;
Gordon Gray, WSJS and WMIT).
NETS TAKE FM OFF
AIR FOR TRANSITION
FM STATIONS operated by CBS and NBC
in New York went off air over week-end for
indefinite periods during which they will be
readjusted to new frequencies assigned Friday
by FCC. No connection was admitted between
signoffs and Sunday deadline set by AFM
head, James C. Petrillo, for the employment of
double musical crews where program is broadcast by both AM and FM. (Story, page 16).
AFM is expected to notify all AM stations
with FM affiliates that they will be expected to
employ
double broadcasts.
crews of musicians for all AMFM musical
CBS said WABC-FM will switch from 47.6
mc to 96.9 mc. Changes affect both antenna
and transmitter. WEAF-FM, NBC FM station
in New York will change from 45.1 mc to 97.3
mc. WBAM, FM affiliate of WOR, Mutual key
in New York, is to shut down for alterations
early this week.
PALEY RETURNS
IN MEMO way
expressing
for our
the
outstanding
in which"admiration
you all served
country
during
the
war
years,"
William
Paley let CBS organization know today heS.
was back on job as president.

People
t
CLETE ROBERTS, war correspondent, returns
in early
Novemberevents
to American
westernanalyst
division as special
director, news
and commentator.
jj
ED ALESHIRE, in Navy two years, has returned to H. W. Kastor & Sons as general
manager of Chicago office.
ART THALER, former advertising art director, Paramount Pictures, Hollywood, has joined
Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago, as creative head
of art and production.
LT. CO.MDR. JAMES V. COSMAN has resumed duties as president of WPAT Paterson,
N. J., after 40 months with Navy. Comdr.
Cosman was stationed with Bureau of Ships*
Washington,
serving as radio and radar consultant.
FRANKENSTEEN PROTESTS
WWJ REJECTION OF SPOTS
RICHARD T. FRANKENSTEEN, vice-presiUAW-CIO,for and
Political
Action late
Committeedent,
candidate
mayor
of Detroit,
last
week said he was protesting to FCC against
WWJ's refusal to accept his one minute campaign spot announcements. Mr. Frankensteen
said: "The
station
rejected
announcements with the
excuse
they these
were too
rough.
There is no basis at all nor fact for this rejection. They are too rough on Mayor Jeffries
. . . The Detroit News, which owns WWJ and
which has already taken sides against me, now
seems to give Mayor Jeffries the same unfair
advantages on the radio as they have given him {
Bannister, WWJ general manager,
in Harry
the that
press."
denied
Detroit News executives knew of
the transaction. He took full responsibility
for rejecting the announcements, saying: "The
reason Mr. Frankensteen's announcements
were turned down was simply that they were in
poor taste, badly written and deemed by the
management of WWJ to be unfit for inclusion
in the schedule." Mr. Bannister added that
had the announcements been written as commercials for "toothpaste, cereal, gasoline or
any other product" they would have been
turned down just the same "because they did
not comply with WWJ's standards".
PEARSON FOR LEE HATS
DREW PEARSON, Washington commentator
currently broadcasting on American Sundays,
7-7:15 p.m. for Serutan Co., switches to new 1
sponsorwithon Frank
Dec. 2, H.whenLeehe Co.begins
five-year
tract
for Lee
hats conat a . j
reported fee of well over a million dollars for |
five years. Contract was arranged by Henry \
Souvaine for Mr. Pearson and William H.
Weintraub & Co., advertising agency for the |
sponsor. It is expected Mr. Pearson will continue in his present period and on same network. Serutan expects to continue radio advertising, but has no definite plans.
F & P NAMES TWO
FREE & PETERS on Friday announced two
executive appointments. Richard M. Allerton,
former director of radio research for Crosley J
Inc., will take charge of marketing and station n
data with headquarters in New York. Lloyd
Griffin, former radio director of Knox Reeves
Adv., Minneapolis, just back from overseas
service with OWI, on Nov. 5 joins Free & j
Peters Chicago office as account executive.
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MUST

"INDIRECT

SELLING"

began

PACE PROGRESS

like this —

"TVTHY advertise something the consumer
can't The
buy?"American
asked advertising
men Co.in
1914W when
Rolling Mill
began this famous campaign. Originally designed to convince consumers that products
made of ARMCO Ingot Iron were of superior
quality, the campaign had far-reaching effects.
It gave consumers a deeper understanding of
merchandise, and this stimulated the demand
for better things. It killed the even then dying
principle
of "caveat
emptor,"of and
placed su-on
manufacturers
the burden
supplying
perior goods. It helped make our America a
better place in which to live — and a safer
place in which to buy.

|n the
Advertising

Must

DISTRIBUTION
Again

Stimulate

JL o prevent economic depression, leading authorities agree that we must consume, as a Nation, at
least 40% more industrial production than in our
greatest pre-war year. This means that we must
establish higher living standards, and it will be
Advertising's obligation to do this.
For production itself will be no problem. Manpower, money, materials and manufacturing facilities will be ample, DISTRIBUTION will be our
"soft spot." That, too, presents an Advertising

Desires

DcCADE
For Better Goods

opportunity. Advertising must not only create
desires for more and better merchandise, it must
find ways to move merchandise quickly, economically, efficiently from factory to store to home.
In agencies everywhere, alert Advertising men
are planning today to solve the problems of the
Distribution Decade to come. Here at The Nation's
Station we are too busy. When the time comes,
we will have much of interest to show you about
the great 4-State market that is WLW-land.

/ON OF THE CAOSUV COKPOMT/ON
THE

NATION'S

MOST

M E R C H A N D I S E - A B L E STATION
~)

Third

Major

Award

EARLY this month WKY received the
Award of Honor for distinguished public
service activities in connection with the
observance of National Farm Safety Week
from the National Safety Council. WKY won
top award in the under 50,000 watts classification.
Last March WKY received a citation and
plaque award from Variety for performing a
service to farmers "beyond the call of duty."
In June, Billboard awarded WKY second in
the regional network division of its annual survey of station promotion. WKY won on the
basis
of its farm service promotion and performance.
This national recognition serves to illustrate
the type of job WKY is doing in the farm
service field in comparison to stations at large,

for WKY's

Farm

but the real recognition, the recognition which
WKY seeks most, comes from farmers and
farm leaders themselves.
Said Louis P. Merrill, regional conservator
of the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Soil
Conservation Service, of WKY's recently inaugurated soil conservation
"We definitely feel that
it is one of theproject:
most worthwhile
gestures of cooperation which has been extended to any soil conservation district."
WKY's farm department is initiating useful,
constructive farm projects in Oklahoma, is
crystallizing thinking and action on major farm
problems, is getting things done and getting
talked about in every progressive Oklahoma
farm home.
Because WKY does big things for its listeners it gets big things done for its advertisers.
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AUDIENCE

SURVEY!
• If you are interested in knowing about the
Iowa radio audience's listening-habits, station
preferences, program preferences— or almost
any other factor affecting radio results in Iowa
—you will find the 1945 Iowa Radio Audience
Survey the most informative and valuable
study you have ever read about this sales territory. Itis no exaggeration to say that many
agencies and advertisers would gladly pay
thousands of dollars for the exclusive rights
to its use. It is complete and authoritative—

FREE & PETERS, Inc.

N

TH

OIO'S

1

^
compiled by Dr. Forest L. Whan, from interviews and questionnaires in all 99 of Iowa's
counties.
Read further details on Page 33
of this issue— then write for your
free copy today!

WHO
for IOWA PLUS!
DES MOINES
50,000 WATTS
B. J. PALMER, President
J. O. MALAND, Manager
National Representatives
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Bell

for

€>rouertonm
■/

IT was the only church in the small farm community near Grovertown, Indiana. And when
it burned down, it was a long hard struggle for
the men and women of the neighborhood to rebuild it . . . especially with a wartime scarcity of materials. But the church was finished — except that
it had no bell. Despite numerous efforts, a bell could
not be purchased, found or borrowed.
So to WLS went the request for assistance. Art
Page relayed the plea on his noontime program for
farm families, "WLS Dinnerbell."
Within two hours following the announcement
the church members had received two offers of a
church bell from WLS listeners . . . and later mail
deliveries brought many more !

It

Finding a church bell for a farm
community may be thought a small
thing in itself, but as a part of countless other similar services to Midwest
farm people, it becomes a REAL reason why WLS enjoys the confidence
and friendship of its listeners. Quick,
effective response to the problems of
the farm audience, added to frequent
WLS market, weather and news reports, and to daily inspirational and
entertainment programs, have made
WLS the outstanding contributor to
rural well-being throughout Midwest
America.

MANAGEMENT AFFILIATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK, KOY PHOENIX ★ KTUC TUCSON ★ KSUN BISBEE-LO WELL-DOUGLAS

5,000
980

WATTS

KILOCYCLES

NASHVILLE
MUTUAL
Tops

for

in Tennessee

'POSTWAR

BUSINESS
it Radio Daily Survey

Let's Look
at the Record
Nashville is one of only sixteen cities on Radio Daily's list of American
cities with an A-l rating for postwar business possibilities . . . Nashville's gain in population and per capita income since 1941 were above
Tennessee's average and the national average as well. Important, too,
is the fact that retail sales in Nashville jumped 10.4 per cent in 1944 as
compared to the retail sales of the previous year . . . reaching an
all-time high.
In this rich, Middle-Tennessee
buyers for your product — WSIX
teed by top-notch programs on
works .. . and a wide coverage
and WSIX in your plans.
•
\

O • •

Represented Nationally by
THE

ublished every Monday,

market — with over a million potential
offers a big, attentive audience guaranboth the AMERICAN and MUTUAL net... It will pay you to include Nashville

KATZ

AGENCY,

INC.

IEntered
issue (Year
Book class
Number)
by Broadcasting
Publications,
as second
matterpublished
March 14,in February
1933, at Post
Office at Washington,
D. C, Inc.,
under 870act National
of March Press
3, 1879.Building, Washington 4, D. C.

BROADCASTING

at deadline

coming

Closed

Circuit

IT'S
gleam for
in the
electronic
but
desire ONLY
is developing
annual
Nationaleye,Radio
Week. Thought is expressed that broadcasters
have been derelict in promoting themselves.
Radio Week gives chance for broadcasting to
remind public of its achievements.
WITH
NAB reorganized,
there'sAssociated
a drive onintoto
get American,
Mutual and
trade association as members. NBC and CBS
have been in right along; Mutual pulled out
five years ago, while American (Blue) never
joined after its divorce from NBC. Associated,
of course, is newcomer in net field.
WHEN AND IF Congress approves a supplemental appropriation for FCC (now in House
Appropriations Committee) , don't be surprised
to see Charles I. Siepmann, former BBC program expert, come up with a $9,000 executive
post
at the Commission.
by
Commissioners
WakefieldHe'sandbeing
Durrboomed
for job
which, by the way, will have lot to do with
manner in which licensees present programs.
IN VIEW of President Truman's enthusiasm
for his Hooper rating at his last news conference (see page 92), good possibility he will
doff hat to broadcasting industry as National
Radio Week gesture during next six days.
LEGISLATION to protect public from edicts
of AFM President Petrillo will be introduced
in House soon. Congressmen have been flooded
with
with broadcasts
Petrillo's ban
of thecomplaints
Inteiiochenbeginning
Music Camp
and
reaching climax with his no duplication on
FM ultimatum to networks [Broadcasting,
Oct. 29]. Public has been led to believe that
favorite network programs will be available on
FM assubstitutes.
well as AM and complainants don't
want
ONE UPSHOT of latest Petrillo ultimatum
to radio on separate fulltime staff of musicians
for FM may be revival of American Network
as FM entity. John Shepard 3d, chairman of
Yankee Network and principal owner of FM
venture which was dropped because of wartime
conditions, may reactivate plan.
RADIO'S newest network — Associated Broadcasting Corp. — may undergo some financial realignment. Leonard A. Versluis, president and
directing head, who owns WLAV Grand
Rapids, evidently would like to see major market financial interest in operation.
COMMISSIONER William H. Wills may resign his FCC post, depending on recommendation of his personal physician in Vermont. The
former Vermont Governor has returned home
for a thorough checkup, following heart ailment which confined him to his Washington
apartment. His doctor ordered him not to campaign for Senate few years back and if he tells
the Commissioner to "take it easy," Gov. Wills
is expected
to submit
resignationRepublican
to President Truman.
If suchhis develops,
leaders in Senate plan to demand that former
{Continued on page 92)
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Nov. 4-10: National Radio Week.
Nov. 7-9: Assn. of Canadian Advertisers,
annual meeting, Royal York Hotel, Toronto.
Nov. 19: British-American telecommunications conference, Bermuda.
Nov. 26-30: NAB Sales Mgrs. Exec. Com.,
Roosevelt Hotel, N. Y.
Bulletins
WAR
DEPT'S11, Army
'Hour weekly
ends on broadcast.
Armistice
Day, Nov.
with 189th
Program began as full-hour production in
April 1942 on NBC as "official military operaof the close
War ofDept."
hour tionnear
war. and was cut to halfRADIO Luxembourg on Nov. 11 will be returned by U. S. to Compagnie Luxembourg
Eoise, original private owners (20% owned by
French Government and rest by individuals)
when Interim International Information Service of State Dept., successor to OWI, moves
activities to Frankfurt, Germany, as central
point. Radio Luxembourg has been operated
by OWI and HIS since its capture from German.
RADIO in Victory Loan is topping all previous
cooperation records for Bond drives, Treasury
disclosed Friday. Placements: 860 stations
using Treasury Salute; 850 Music for Millions;
607 Hedda Hopper, Jimmie Fidler, Dorothy
Kilgallen diaries; 650 recorded one-minute
messages from sports personalities; 598 recorded messages from farm, labor and management leaders.
BYRNES LAUDS RADIO
SECRETARY OF STATE Byrnes has
sent the following letter to NAB President verJustin
sa y : Miller on radio's 25th anni"My dear Mr. Miller:
"On this occasion of the 25th anniversary of broadcasting in the United States,
I want to express my own appreciation
and that of the Department of State to
the American radio industry and its personnel for their contribution to public
understanding of our foreign policy. The
readiness of the radio industry to offer
its facilities has enabled the Government
to reach the people in their own homes
and discuss their problems and responsibilities in foreign affairs in international cooperation. I hope this helpful
relationship will be continued in the same
spirit of partnership which has obtained
in the past.
"James F. Byrnes,
Secretary of State."

Business Briefly
KORET EXPANDS • Koret of California, San
Francisco v(women's
sportswear)
adertising in all media,
to placeincreasing
transcribed
quarter-hour Hollywood Preview nationally.
Agency, Abbott Kimball Co., Los Angeles.
AHP APPOINTS • American Home Products,
New York (House1 of Louis Philippe cosmetics
and Edna Wallace Hopper beauty preparations) names Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield,
New York. Radio used in past.
JERGENS ON DON LEE • Andrew Jergens
Co., Cincinnati, starts sponsorship Dec. 2 on
Don Lee Broadcasting System for 13 weeks of
recorded repeat of Walter Winchell, Sunday,
9-9:15 p.m. (EWT) on American. Show on Don
Lee, 8:30-8:45 p.m. (PCT). Agency, Lennen &
Mitchell Adv., New York.
ENOZ CAMPAIGN • Enoz Chemical Co.,
Chicago, plans spot campaign about March 1.
PLOUGH EXTENDS SPOTS • Plough Sales
Corp., Memphis
(St. Joseph's
aspirin) staexcampaign
additional
tions fortending
52 spotweeks.
Clarkeon R.40 Brown,
recently
released from Army, back on old job as radio
director of Lake-Spiro-Shurman, Memphis,
Plough agency, now buying additional spots.
CANDY FIRM BUYING • Andes Candies,
Chicago, on Oct. 29 started Music Lovers Hour,
five-weekly on WCFL Chicago, 10:30 p.m.
(CST), and sponsors new show, Anniversary
Girl, beginning Nov. 11 on WBBM Chicago,
12:15-30 p.m. (CST) Sundays. Contracts for
52 weeks. Agency, Erie Baker Adv., Chicago.
AP MAY ADMIT RADIO
AMENDMENTS to the bylaws of the Associated Press, designed to place them in conformity with recent Supreme Court order for
a change in rules regulating admission of
new members and including a provision that
would admit radio station owners as associate
members of AP, will be voted on at special
membership meeting Nov. 28 in New York.
Associate members own no AP bonds, have no
voting available
rights, and
are not torequired
news
exclusively
AP. to make
MARINES 170 YEARS OLD
MARINES are presenting special program on
American, Nov. 10, 10:30-11 p.m., celebrating
170th anniversary. Featured will be Navy Secretary Forrestal and Marine Corps Commandant Gen. A. A. Vandegrift in cake-cutting
ceremonies, Washington. Portions include
dramatizations of all branches of Corps built
around Platoon Sgt. Henry Smith — 239-point
man who istainmentreenlisting
Jergens' Marine!
enterunit, Gladys— Dick
Swarthout,
Band, and others. Maj. Frank Chapman doesj
production, with script by Sgt. Frank Acostai
(NBC Washington newsman), assisted by Sgt.
Alvin Josephy (WOR New York special
events). 1st. Lt. George Putnam (NBC news
announcer) is m.c, narrator.
AFRA SIGNS WPTF
WPTF Raleigh, Friday signed contract with
American Federation of Radio Artists. Contract subject to Selective Service and Training
Act provisions governing returning servicemen.
BROADCASTING
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listeners
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5000
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by

W.
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Branham

John A. Kennedy, Pres.
(on leave U. S. Navy)
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VA.

Co.

Howard L. Chernoff
Managing Director
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KIRO
V0&-J SEATTLE

Foreign
Seattle- Gateway

• TACOMA

Trade
to the

Orient

BROADCASTING
The Weekly J? Newsmagazine of Radio
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and
Circulation Offices: 870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone: ME 1022
IN THIS ISSUE . . .
My ByImpression
of Europe
JosephFM Ream
1016
Additional
Grants Made
Index of Anniversary Stories
15
Bartley Heads FM Dept. of NAB
17
WWJ Uses Political Spots After Protest 17
Radio Men Discuss AFM With Miller 18
Community FM Antenna for All Likely 18
New Lab Will Study Radar
18
Wars
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Show Time
for 'Adventure'
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WKBW's
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At Seattle, ninety-five steamship lines, four transcontinental railroads
and two transcontinental airlines meet in the closest United States port
to the Orient. Here is one of the three best natural harbors in the world
. . . deep, sheltered, entirely free of ice and other navigational hazards.
It has large, modern terminal facilities, to berth the largest ships afloat
vast quantities of the world's goods. As
and to store and preserve
ocean trade with Russia and the Orient is resumed in constantly increasvolume, Seattle will continue to prosper as one of the world's
greatingports.
KIRO is the only 50,000-watt station in this rich market ... it brings
Columbia Programs to Seattle and the Pacific Northwest.
THE
NORTHWEST'S
MOSTPACIFIC
POWERFUL
STATION
JACOMA
J%Zt?>Ue*tdtty Station
SEATTLE, WASH.
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when

flexible SPOT

BROADCASTftf(Njais

^^HETHER your product is
distributed nationally or regionally . . . sells
fifty- two weeks a year or seasonably. . .flexible SPOT BROADCASTING assures maximum effectiveness for your advertising plans.
For Spot Broadcasting is a powerful medium all by itself — ever ready to keep your
advertising abreast of today's quick-changing conditions. With Spot Broadcasting you
select the markets you want — no compulsion
about groups, chains or combinations. And
you choose the best times on the best stations
in these markets . . . selecting the type and
length of program that best fits your audience.
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for you!

No wonder then that now, while markets,
quotas and selling problems shift faster and
faster, the flexibility of Spot Broadcasting is
proving itself the salvation of many an advertiser! Perhaps it will do the same for you. Ask
a John Blair man. He knows markets . . . he's
a merchandising expert . . . and he represents
many of the country's finest radio stations.

JOH
&• COMPANY
Offices in Chicago • Hew York • St. Louis • Los Angeles • San Francisco
REPRESENTING LEADING RADIO STATIONS

This advertisement, appearing also in FORTUNE Magazine for Nov., is one of a FORTUNE series published in the interest of Radio Stations represented by John Blair & Company.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

SK
BLAIR

YOUR
MAN

about
LISTENERS
per

DOLLAR

in
INDIANAPOLIS
The
Indianapolis
News Station

JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY

BASIC MUTUAL

• NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

North Carolina's third
largest city. (1940 U. S.
Census) City-county are
one compact unit with
present estimated population of 100,000.

Durham makes 25%
of all the nation's cigarettes. Add up 94 other
steady industries, rich
surrounding farm land
and famed

My Impression of Europe
(Eighth of a series by members of the U. S. Mission to ETO)
By JOSEPH& Secretary,
H. REAM CBS
Vice-President
waror allow
show.s no room
MODEforRNplace
There is the one overpowering impression from
four kaleidoscopic weeks in Europe. In subsidiary categories fall
the marvels of trans-Atlantic air
travel, the superiority of our radio
services compared with those of
other countries, the horrors of the
, the pitigreat and petty atrocities
able plight of displaced persons,
and even, I think, the calm efficiency, the quiet assurance, and the
democratic camaraderie of those
ican
boys who in a few short
Amer
months became men of a new breed
and the greatest fighting force the
world has seen.
The devastation of the German
cities must be seen to be believed.
Here we saw the tangible physical
evidence of the meaning of defeat
in total war.
The different impressions of England and France, however, brought
who never gave up. This little
home even more poignantly the men
island, where they drive on the
meaning of the defeat of a people. wrong
side of the street, where
Here the evidence was found more
money in pounds, shillin the people themselves than in they count
ings and pence and have never
physical destruction.
learned
to
cook — this little island
England is a shining example of
(Continued on page 79)
Sellers

Duke

IN PENNSYLVANIA THE
TRI-PENN
MARKET

of Sales

guide's manual. Eventually,
he was
au- transferred
S,manMILL
guideman
guest relations
GORDONualthor ofandtheHOYT
in to NBC Spotfrom
theNBCfirst
Sales. In 1943 he
e NBC e guest rela- joined Kudner in his present post.
s at its startof twelv
years ago,
tioncharg
Under Radio Director Myron P.
University and you can is now business manager of the Kirk,
duties as business
department of Arthur Kud- managerGordon's
see what a grand market radio
are composed
of negotiaty,
York.
New
Agenc
ner
ing
with
clients
in the preliminary
this is. To control it, Born in Jamaica, Long Island, stages, tying up operating
ends and
13,attended
1903, RCA
Gorone station does the job Dec. don
in general
servicing
the
client.
His
Institute and Union
at surprising low rates.
YORK
department
is
reCollege. He stayed
sponsible
for
the
General Motors
at Union College
for one year which,
produces sales
Symphony of the Air,
Orson Welles, sponfor you
he says, "was long
sored by Lear Radio,
enough to find out
and spot campaigns
that I wasn't an enfor U. S. Tobacco
and Benson &
After he left
• The Tri-Penn primary area
Hedges.
gineer."
school, he opened up
The Mills — she
an electrical and rais
a rich region in the heart of
was Eileen Johnson
dio retail store. In
— have been married
1931 he left the
Pennsylvania
— which is not
sixteen years and
store and joined
have
one
daughter,
RCA in charge of
covered by any other station.
Joan Studley, 14
sales. From RCA he
went to work for
years
old.
Their
Write main office— 8 West
GORDON home is in North
the Chicago Herald
& Examiner as national
King St., Lancaster, Penna., or
Port, Long Island. Gordon spends
Owned By
salesman; then to Philco Radio four hours a day commuting but
Sales Representative
Corp. as national advertising man- it's
says worth
once you
it. get out on the Island
Durham Herald-Sun
ager. He stayed with Philco until
RAYMER
1933 when he joined NBC to open
His hobbies range from phoPapers
upment.the guest relations departt
o
g
r
a
p
h
y
t
o
raising
chickens.
During the war the Mills raised as
There he arranged for special many as 1200 at a time.
studio tours, designed the page Phi.He is a member of Alpha Delta
Represented by Howard H.Wilson Co. boys uniforms, and wrote the
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Who sprayed the baby with DDT? Who sprinkled cyanide on the hors d'oeuvre? Who
o
cut whose throat with what instrument? Well, it's a wise bird thato
-the
knows
answers
o
and he likely found them by listening to WGN'sm
mystery shows.
This imposing line-up of top-flight thrillers includes: Mystery House
Rogue's
Gallery
Sherlock Holmes
Murder Is My Hobby ..... The Shadow
Bulldog Drummond
Nick Carter
The Falcon
Country Sheriff
House of Mystery
Crime Files of Flamond.

For hair-raising radio
ership
it's still WGN.

for sales-raising radio

for middlewestern lead-

CHICAGO 11
ILLINOIS
Watts
72050,000Kilocycles

m

% 1

MUTUAL
BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Eastern Sales Office: 220 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y,
West Coast: Edward S. Townsend Co., Russ Building, San Francisco, Calif
ROADCASTING
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drama
The Playhouse of Favorites . . . Rings up the curtain on
expert adaptations of the works of Dickens, Tolstoy, Melville and
others. Cast of top-flight stars. Schedule: 1 half-hour a week. Now
Available: 26 weeks of broadcasting.
Modem Romances . . . True stories of real people,;dramatized
from the grippingly human pages of one of today's popular magazines, Modern Romances. Schedule: 3 or 5 quarter-hours a week.
Now Available: 31 to 52 weeks of broadcasting.
RADIO WILL GO TO YOUR SPONSOR'S HEAD
if you use an NBC-Recorded show. All types of
shows (just a few are listed here) for all times . . .
for all sponsors . . . program material that is bound
toeachboost
any advertiser's
Why? Because
NBC-Recorded
featuremorale.
is expensively
styled
to network specifications . . . but now available at
rate reductions up to 40 % in many markets throughan opportunity for advertiscountry. What
outerstheeverywhere!
Check your choice now and send
for audition
records.

are

right

NBC-Recorded

Music
Art Van Damme Quintet with Louise Carlyle ...
Mile-a-minute recorded musical with Art Van Damme and his
swing accordion, the warm vibrant songs of Louise Carlyle, and
Schedule: 3 quarter-hours a week. Now Available:
Quintet.
26the weeks
of broadcasting.
Time Out for Fun and Music . . . Music, songs, and
banter. Series I — Allen Prescott as m.c, Felix Knight, Tenor, and
Ted Steele's Novatones. Series II— Ted Steele and Grace Albert.
Series III — Ted Steele and Gwen Williams. Schedule: 1 or 2 quarterhours a week. Now Available: 32 to 65 weeks of broadcasting.
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is

Shows

Mystery

psychological
The Haunting Hour . . . Presents original
Each
mysteries, "whodunit" thrillers and crime crusade themes.
Schedule: 1 half-hour a week. Now
in itself.
complete
story
of broadcasting.
52 weeks
Available:
Five-Minute Mysteries . . . New 5-minute mystery thrillers.
and a new "delayed
Effective musical theme, bridge music sponsor
unusual comthe
solution" production technique offer five-minutes
a week. Now
3
Schedule:
Available:mercial
87 opportunities.
weeks of broadcasting.

Christmas
The Magic Christmas .Window . . . Favorite fairy tales
come to life when two typical youngsters discover the secrettoys.of
walking into The Magic Christmas Window with living8 to 12
2 or 3 quarter-hours a week. No- Available:
Schedule:
of broadcasting.
weeks
fanciful
Happy the Humbug . . . Adventures of Happy, that
animal pals.
hybrid of the animal kingdom,to 60withyearshis offascinating
age. Schedule: 2 or 3
A radio cartoon for kids up
quarter-hours a week. Now Available: 5 to 27 weeks of broadcasting.

NBC
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Through
pass

this microphone

the 8 best

selling

■

voices oi Upstate wwYork

2

\

J|^|^*

fx

• Selling goods over the air— actually selling goods, not
merely talking about them-has a technique all its own:
A combination of voice, showmanship and "just plain sell,"
that has been mighty hard to find during the war. But
WSYR has always maintained prewar quality in its announcing staff; it has had no women announcers, no beginners, no stop-gaps. Today, WSYR's announcers are the
finest
qualityinis the
hereStation's
right now.history, and postwar announcerYou will find this sales-making combination not once but
8 times at Station WSYR. See for yourself:
1- BILL
ROTHRUMyears— Dean
of Central
New York
announcers;
for seven
top sports
commentator
; popular
master
of ceremonies, writer and producer.
2. HERB CARNEAL— Crack news and sports announcer, script
writer, dramatic and character actor. Formerly with
WMBG, Richmond, Va.
3. CHARLES HOBART— Ace newscaster, radio and stage actor.
Formerly with WNBF, Binghamton, N. Y.
4. HAL BOWIE-Former announcer at KZRH in Manila. In-

WSYR,

BROADCASTING

terned by the japs for 38 months in the Philippines.
Now a star announcer: on WSYR; actor and lecturer.
5. BILL GIVENS— Left announcing career to become combat
correspondent with Third Marine Air Wing. Injured in
crackup,
honorably discharged and back at announcing
with
WSYR.
6. BERN!£ BARROW— Announcer, writer, newscaster, dramatic
actor in both stage and radio shows, and jazz connoisseur.
7. VERNON COOK— Announcer and specialty writer, producer
and emcee
of children's
shows,
expertandat intriguing
adding colorstyle.to
record
programs
in a very
special
8. DON ORTH— All-around announcer, outstanding as narrator on dramatic programs. Formerly with WIBX,
Utica, N. Y.
Thanks to these 8 crack selling announcers, advertisers
who use WSYR get no hesitant or dead-pan airing of their
product.
Instead, they get that combination of voice, showmanship
and just plain sell that makes cash registers in the Syracuse
area sing right out loud.

Syracuse • 5000 Watts • 570 Kc. • Basic NBC • Representatives: Paul H. Raymer Co.
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ONE

THE

OF A SERIES PRESENTING

MEN

WHO

MAKE

FREE

&

PETERS

SERVICE

r

Four years, DePaul Academy
One year, DePaul University
One year, Northwestern University
Twelve years,
casting CompanyNational BroadTwo years, Blue Network Spot
Sales
Freesince& September,
Peters (Chicago
1945 Office)

"lei"
as in

lylon"!\\\
Take one quiet, soft-spoken, hard-working
young man — add an equal amount of ambition, persistence and tenacity — stir well
for over fourteen years in radio . . . and
voila!, mes amis, there you have Ray
Neihengen! As one of our several new
F & P Colonels, Ray has already earned the
confidence and respect of everybody with
whom he has come in contact. Welcome
to F&P, Ray!
Now that things are getting back to normal,
and men who can produce more than a
faint sound in the stethoscope are becom-

Free

Neihengen!
ask you
to watch
F & P's
dust.ing available,
Blessed wewith
a loyal
organization
of the wisest old heads in the representation business, we are now out-doing ourselves by the addition of more good men
than we ever have had in all our thirteen
years in this industry. And with every
good man we add, we know that spotbroadcasting becomes just that much easier
and more profitable to all you agencies,
advertisers and radio stations alike. And
that's our job, here in this group of pioneer
radio-station representatives.

&

Pioneer Radio

Peters,

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW CINCINNATI
BUFFALO
WCKY
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WJEF-WKZO . . GRANDKALAMAZOO
RAPIDSKM BC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN . . MINNEAPOLIS-ST.
PAUL
WMBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST.
LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO
DES
MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST BALTIMORE
...
WCBM
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF-.
_
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
.
.
.
SOUTHWEST
.
..
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KEEW
BROWNSVILLE
KRIS
CORPUS
CHRISTI
KXYZ
KOMA
OKLAHOMAHOUSTON
CITY
KTUL
TULSA
PACIFIC
COAST
...
KOIN
PORTLAND
KIRO
SEATTLE
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, Inc.

inc.

Station Representatives
Since May, 1932 ■*•
322 Palmer Blidg.
645 Griswold St. SAN FRANCISCO: i 1 1 Sutter HOLLYWOOD: 633, Hollywood ATLANTA:Maln
CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan NEW YORK: 444 Madison Ave. DETROIT:
5667
Plaza 5-4130 Cadillac 1880 Sutter 4353 Hollywood 2151
Franklin 6373
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World
Pays
Tribute
president. Presentation will occur
Art's Advancement in the studios of WOL Washington during a five-minute pickup
During 25 Years
built around a panorama of music
of
the past quarter-century. DeHonored
signer of the statuette was Charles
Bradley
Warren, Pittsburgh sculpWORLDWIDE recognition of the tor.
role played by U. S. broadcasting
Silvered replicas of the statuin national and international progette in plaque form are being preress is coming to radio this week
sented to each broadcasting staas foreign officials join with govtion by RMA, with 25,000 radio
ernment, state, civic, industrial,
taking part in ceremonies.
educational and business leaders dealers
250 manufacturer members
in paying tribute to the mass me- ofSome
RMA
are actively promoting the
dium that has grown out of the
early experiments of Dr. Frank celebrations.
Conrad.
Statuettes to All
Eventswhere areintiedcommunities
every-of
Networks are staging special
into thousands
broadcasts as Radio Manufac- programs acquainting the public
turers Assn. sponsors National
development
reviewing historic
highlights andof the
Radio Week Nov. 4-10 as climax with radio's
to a year-long celebration of the quarter-century. Stations have
25th anniversary of broadcasting. prepared large numbers of approThough celebrations run the
priate programs.
Nationwide events will depict
gamut of public events, the week's
events are focused on the presen- women's interest in the annivertation Wednesday night of the
sary, under direction of Dorothy
coordinator of lisRMA's statuette commemorating Lewis, tenerNAB
activity. Over 400 stations
radio'suette25th
anniversary.
The
statwere
scheduled
today (Nov. 5) to
will be presented during Mufeature women guests in annivertual's
8-8:30
p.
m.
broadcast
by
Raymond C. Cosgrove, RMA presisary programs. Radio councils are
dent, to Judge Justin Miller, NAB holding sessions and most national
FAMOUS

FIRSTS

IN RADIO

1921 (July 2)— Dempsey-Carpentier fight Auditorium.
from the Chicago Civic Opera
was
fromthrough
Boyle'sa tempoThirty 1927"Faust"
Acres broadcast
inrarilyJersey
City
(Feb. 22)—
First from
coast-to-coast
installed
transmitter
at
HoPresidential
broadcast
the floor
boken,
N.
J.
Major
J.
Andrew
White
of
Congress
featured
Calvin
Coolidge's
was
the
announcer.
This
event
gave
Washington
Birthday
address
at joint
session of Congress.
broadcasting a tremendous boost.
1) — Premier
Mussolini
of
1921 (Nov.dres at burial
11)— President
Harding's Solad- 1931Italy,(Jan.
of
the
Unknown
speaking
over
short
waves
dier at Arlington
was broadcast.
Rome,
was heard
foraudience.
the first from
time
by
American
radio
1922York(Sept.
7)
—
Station
WEAF
New
broadcast
the first
commercially
1931the (Feb.
12)—
Pius XI addressed
sponsored
program
the
Queensworld
in Pope
an international
broadborough Corp.,
a realof estate
organicastHVJ,
inaugurating
the theVatican
City
zation.
station
marking
first
time
1922 (Oct.
28)—
Princeton-Chicago
footthe (Nov.
Pope's 9)—
voiceGovernor
was heardFranklin
in America.D.
ball
game
went
on
the
air
as
the
first
1932
Roosevelt made his first radio address
broadcast from the gridiron.
1922 (Nov. 11)— Remote control pickup
as President-elect, thanking the electorate.
ofArmory,
opera New"Aida"
at wasthe theKingsbridge
York,
first
pro1936Publishers
(April 24)
— AmericandropsNewspaper
gram of its kind.
Association
fight on
radio and adopts
cooperative
attitude,
1922 (Nov. monic
22)— The New York Philharin
report
that
functions
first time. Orchestra broadcast for the concluding
ofallied
newspapersfuture
and welfare
radio are so closely
1923broadcast
(Dec. 4)—
for Opening
first time. of Congress
dependsthatupon
continuanceof ofcountry
both
1924at— National
Republican
convention
media
as
"free
institutions".
Cleveland
andat National
Demo1936 (June
16)in— Pres.
Roosevelt
reas-of
cratic
convention
New
York
were
serts
faith
American
system
broadcast
for first time over nationbroadcasting
and toopposes
monopoly
wide networks.
in radio inonletter
BROADCASTING
Magazine
occasion
of
14th
1926the— World
Series
was
broadcast
for
first time
by nationwide
hookup.es- NAB convention in Chicago, Julyannual
6-8.
1927 (Jan.
1)—
The
first regularly
(Jan.
-Feb.)— Radioroleperforms
greatest humanitarian
in disastrous
tablished
coast-to-coast
hookup
re- 1937Ohio-Mississippi
q
u
i
r
i
n
g
4
,
0
0
miles
of
wire
was
used
floods,
winning
to Roses,
broadcast footballCal.game in Bowl
plaudits of Pres. Roosevelt, Red Cross
and nation's listeners for its rescue
1927ofbroadcast
(Jan. Pasadena,
21)—
coast-to-coast
(Continued on page 75)
of First
an opera
featured
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to U. S. Broadcasting
organization magazines are car- Radio Week theme into programs.
of originalnote.top broadrying Radio Week articles. Cli- Recreations
casts add a nostalgic
maxing women's
observance
will
be a Citizens
Radio
Anniversary
Several CBS programs show
Committee luncheon Nov. 10 at the broadcasting's contribution to culHotel Roosevelt, New York. NAB
spiritualnation.
and material
wellPresident Miller will speak.
being tural,
of the
Anniversary
Among others expressing greet- programs include Norman Corwin's
ings will be Mayor Fiorello H. La- Seems Radio Is Here to Stay, exGuardia;
PaulBraucher,
A. Porcerpts from famous broadcasts and
ter of the Chairman
FCC; Frank
by Ted
president, Periodical Publishers sportsing offreview
the week
was Husing.
a prayerStartfor
Assn.; Gov. Thomas E. Dewey of guidance in use of radio to further
New York. John Mason Brown, world unity by Dr. Theodore F.
author and critic, will act as m. c. Adams, pastor of First Baptist
A bound volume of 100 letters of Church, Richmond, during the
tribute
to radio'sorganizations
public service
Air. Salt Lake Tabsent
by national
will Church ofernaclethe program
repeated three
be presented to President Miller
by the luncheon chairman, Mrs.
Luella Laudin, radio chairman,
National Council of Women. TickPage
Anniversary Index
ets are $5 each and may be obWorld Tribute
15
tained from501theMadison
committee's
Room 905,
Ave., office,
New
Famous Firsts
15
York 22, N. Y.
Flash-Back
17
Appropriate salutes from 10
foreign nations were sent to the
Peabody Contest
25
NAB (see separate story). They
Murals
27
voiced the appreciation of foreign
Picture Album 38
communications officials for raOur Respects 52
dio's development and its wartime
Editorial
52
progress.
25-Year
Club
87
In
keeping
with
the
week's
.events the new radio room in the
Salutes From Abroad 88
Senate wing of the U. S. Capitol
will be formally dedicated. Invitations for the reception, 4-6 p. m. choral features on its first CBS
Wednesday, were sent by the Ra- broadcast in 1932.
dio Correspondents Assn. to all
Senators, Speaker Rayburn and
CBS's Vox Pop celebrates radio's
government officials. According to 25th anniversary and its own 14th
several Senators President Tru- birthday with a special broadcast
Nov. 5 when the show originates
attend.man has accepted an invitation to from the Hotel McAlpin, in New
York,
scene of many of the proSuperintendent
D. HaroldHardy
McGrath
and his assistant,
gram's
early broadcasts.
NBC
celebrates
the week with
Croxton, are in charge of the ra- such special
asinDo music
You
dio room. It contains five private Remember? programs
recreating
soundproof broadcast booths.
story
milestones
in
radio
history,
Former President Herbert Hoover will speak on CBS Nov. 10 in Monday through Friday, 8:15-8:45
connection with 25th anniversary a.m. Fun and Folly With Ed East
Polly presents a radio oldtimer
of radio on his views on the con- and
duct and progress of radio during each day and the Fred Waring procarrying
a five-year radio
last quarter-century. Quarter-hour resumegram iseach
morning.
broadcast will originate at WBAB
Atlantic City, at 10:45-11 p. m.
MillerMiller,
on 'Army
NAB sent out the last of a
Justin
NAB Hour'
president,
series of Radio Week bulletins pre- spoke on NBC's Army Hour on
pared by Willard D. Egolf, NAB Nov. 4. Program also included a
public relations director. The final talk by Maj. Gen. Frank E. Stoner,
bulletin contained tributes from
communications, on
abroad as well as a list of tributes chief of Army played
by the comfrom a large number of national the vital rolemunications
industry in final vicorganizations.
tory and Brig. Gen. Robert A. McEverything from dramatic pre- Clure, former head of Psychological
sentations to novelties is sched- Warfare
Division onofpage
SHAEF,
(Continued
8 A) deuled on networks as they weave the
November 5, 1945 • Page 15

FCC
Approves
65
and changes in facilities. Action on
Conditional Grants television
applications must await
adoption of rules and regulations.
Bring Total
Simultaneously with its announcement of the grants, the
To 129
Commission issued an analysis of
MAINTAINING a fast pace in the 665 applications for FM stations pending as of Oct. 8, compiled
processing of FM applications, the
FCC last week authorized, another by its Economics Division. The
65 conditional grants for new sta- data showed that 68% 'of the applicants are AM licensees, 27.4%
tions, bringing the total number of
actions since resumption of licens- are non-broadcasters. Balance of
ing to 129. Approximately 540 FM the applications are incomplete.
applications are still on file.
Approximately 40% of all the
As with the first bloc of grants, FM applications are from newspaper interests, the analysis relast
week's
actions
affected
only
applications outside of the densely
veals, but of the applications from
populated Middle Atlantic and non-broadcasters newspaper interNew England states embraced in
est comprise about 50%. ApproxiArea I. About half of the new
mately 38% of the applications
grants were in Southern States, the from existing broadcasters have
remainder being in the central and newspaper interests.
northwest areas.
Comparison
All but 12 of the applications
acted upon are from existing standIn a comparison of the number
of FM applicants with the number
standard stations, the analysis
FURTHER impetus to FM Broad- of
179 AM stations in Area I
casting was given by the FCC last shows
to
170
FM application. In Area II
week with authorization for 65 there are
724 AM stations and
new stations in 52 Southern and
Western cities. Frequencies will be 464 FM applications.
FM
applications
Oct. 8 ex-in
assigned upon completion of necesceed the number of asAMof stations
sary engineering examination of Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, Conapplications involved.
necticut, New Jersey, District of
Columbia, California, Indiana, Ohio
ard broadcasters and most of these and Tennessee, survey shows.
12 are from newspaper interests.
Next to broadcasters and newspapers, itwas shown, labor unions
As was also the case with the previous actions, the grants were made and manufacturers comprised the
only in localities where metropoli- largest groups of applicants for
tan or community channels are FM stations, with 13 each, followed
available for additional stations. by dealers and distributors with 9,
department stores with 4, and real
grants brought
360Lastthe week's
total number
of actionsto estate firms with 3. Business intaken on the approximately 1400
terests of other FM applicants are
applications of various categories building contractors, investment
which were pending Oct. 8 when banking, agriculture, advertising,
licensing was resumed. Consolidated transportation, public utility.
With the exception of labor
hearings have been designated on
231 applications for AM stations unions, the data shows, the FM

More
FM
applications originate largely from
the same types of businesses which
are active in AM broadcasting.
The 65 conditional FM grants
issued last week are for stations
in 52 cities in 22 states. Four stations were granted to Seattle
while Louisville and Oklahoma
City each received three. Two
grants each were authorized for
Mobile, Montgomery, St. Louis,
Portland, Ore., Knoxville, and
Beckley, W. Va.

Stations
Authorization
of a conditional
grant, the Commission explained,
means that a channel has been
made available for the applicant
and that he may now proceed with
preliminary plans for obtaining
studio equipment and for building
his studio. Specific frequencies will
not be assigned until each application is examined for engineering
details and proposals relating to
(Continued on page 83)

Tulsa

Petition

First

Move

to

Break

Down

Postwar
Clears

PRINCIPALS in West Central Broadcasting Co. are (1 to r): Edgar T.
Bell, treasurer; Oklahoma Gov. Robert S. Kerr, chairman of the board;
E. K. Gaylor, president.
FIRST major postwar move to
plication are considered, the FCC
break down East and West Coast proposes to
an overall
clear channels was made last week policy based onestablish
this hearing.
in an application asking FCC for
Promisingservice
"newparticularly
and distinctive"
a new standard station at Tulsa to broadcast
in the
operate on the same frequency and rural areas adjacent to Tulsa,
same power as WCAU Philadel- which it says now receives "inadephia, a Class 1A station.
quate broadcasting service from
The application was filed Thurs- two of Tulsa's three local stations",
day by West Central Broadcasting the application seeks assignment
kc with 50,000 w (maxiCo., Tulsa,
tion headednewby $300,000
OklahomacorporaGov. of 1210
mum permissible
Robert S. Kerr; E. K. Gaylord,
ited
operation. Itpower)
points foroutunlimthat
president
of
Oklahoma
Publish1210
kc
is
now
a
I-A
channel asing Co. and principal owner,
signed exclusively to WCAU.
through corporate affiliation, of
The Philadelphia station is owned
WKY Oklahoma City, KLZ Denver, by Dr. Leon Levy and his brother,
and KVOR Colorado Springs; and Isaac D., who own stock in CBS
Edgar T. Bell, secretary-treasurer
are on the network's board.
of the publishing firm and executive andMonthly
programming would
of the three stations. James Law- include 336 hours commercial
rence Fly, former FCC chairman, (64.6%) and 184 sustaining
is counsel for West Central.
(35.4%). Approximately 60%
Although some two dozen ap- would come from a network, alplications for duplication of clear
though, the application asserts, no
channels are now pending before negotiations for network programs
the FCC, the West Central petition have yet been started. Not more
10% of time would be devoted
issinceonetheof lifting
the first
filedfreeze
"fresh"on tothanrecords
and transcriptions.
of the
assignments and equipment.
Applicant proposes to operate 16
Only other applicant for assign- hours a day and to give the Tulsa
ment on 1210 kc is Robert Stephencoverage and
presenson, of Centralia, 111., seeking a area greater
tation of agricultural,
educational
1 kw daytime outlet. It was pre- and public affairs. A "qualified"
sumed that the Tulsa application educator would be employed fullemphasis would be on services
would fall within the purview of time
the so-called clear channel hearing, of interest to rural listeners as
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix thrice
well
as to those in the Tulsa metpostponed and now schedropolitan area, with
Oklahoma
uled to get under way Jan. 14. Be'I Don't Givadam Who It Is! The AFM Has No Statement for National
(Continued
on page
82) A.
fore individual applications on duRadio Week!"
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Hartley Heads
NAB
FM
Department
war which brought FMBI to the a flat check. This is equivalent to
Offices Are Separate ; point
where nothing short of the the amount each FMBI member
services possible through an organ- would pay NAB if it became an
Myles Loucks Stays
ization of NAB's size and strength active or associate NAB member.
Till December
will suffice for FM broadcasters apThe FM Dept.
were
announced
after objectives
the Thursday
ROBERT T. BARTLEY, NAB dioperation." with- meeting
as follows:
Operatingproaching
as actual
a department
rector of government relations,
has been named director of the
in the NAB, the FM activities will
1. To secure the assignment of
be correlated with the association's sufficient additional channels for
association's new FM Dept.,
thorized by authe various functions. Mr. Bartley, as FM so that broadcasting may deNAB and FM department head, will report to
velop in the public interest to its
Broadcasters Inc. President Miller and Executive fullest potentialities without the
boards. Operation Vice-President Willard. In public artificial barriers, restraints and
of the
depart- relations, advertising, statistical regulation now imposed upon it.
ment was decided
and other activities, the FM Dept.
2. The issuance of three-year
on at meetings will work with the heads of such licenses to FM licensees.
3. The revision of the numbering
held Wednesday departments.
and Thursday by
When the FM Dept. gets into of FM channels to begin with the
highest frequency instead of the
a committee rep- operation greatly expanded service lowest
order that the numbering
resenting both is planned for FM stations, as well will be inconsecutive
Mr. Bartley groups.
when the band
as for AM members. The FMBI
downward.
Organization news letter will be absorbed by the is 4.extended
The
use
of
joint
program logs
procedure for merger of FMBI NAB Reports which in turn will
the period of duplicate opand NAB was worked out by the offer expanded coverage in line during
eration.
joint committee. Members of the with overall NAB activities.
5. The use of joint call letters
committee are: Walter J. Damm,
Objectives Drawn up
during the duplicate operation.
FMBI president; three FMBI di6. The revision of the six-hour
rectors, John Shepard 3d, Yankee
merger group met Thursday minimum
rule to eliminate requireNetwork and WMTW; Wayne Coy, withThe FCC
Chairman Paul A. Porment of three hours before 6 p.m.
WINX and W3XO Washington;
ter,
informing
him
of
the
departand
three
hours after 6 p.m.
Gordon Gray, WSJS and WMIT
of objectives
7. The use of numerical instead
Winston-Salem; and three NAB di- drawn mentupplans.byA thesetcommittee
was
of
frequency
rectors, Frank Stanton, CBS; Paul outlined to Mr. Porter.
receiving sets. designations on FM
W- Morency, WTIC; Leslie C.
FMBI
will
take
out
NAB
memJohnson, WHBF. Mr. Johnson was
8. The compilation of infoi'maberships for all of its present 158 tion
unable to attend the meetings.
sales. with respect to FM receiver
The committee now operates as members, with FMBI paying NAB
the Executive Committee of the
NAB FM Dept., with Mr. Damm
as chairman. Also attending the
merger meetings for NAB were Quick Flash-Back of Progress
President Justin Miller; Executive
Vice-President
A. D. Willard
Jr.,
and Secretary-Treasurer
C. E. ArDuring
25 radiophone
Years
WHAT
happened inRadio's
radio labora- anFirst
"experimental
staney Jr.
tories during these last 25 years
tion" at High Bridge, N. Y. Then
Separate Offices
to advance so rapidly the broad- on Aug. 20, 1920, the Detroit News
casting art?
had a station designated as 8MK,
Offices of the FM Dept. will be
The story, told chronologically, which began operation. But it had
maintained at the present FMBI would
fill
a
six-foot
shelf.
Later7, it1922,
beWashington headquarters, 1730 I This week of Nov. 4-10, when no regular
came WBL,callandletters.
on July
St., NW, several blocks from the
WWJ, the present call.
NAB headquarters at 1760 N St., radio's attainments are being ex- became
tol ed, aquick flash-back is timely. That notation in the Chronology
NW. [Closed Circuit, Oct. 29].
Mr. Bartley will have his principal The following notations — mile- reads :
office at the FMBI site but also will
stones in radio's development — are 1920 (Aug. 20)— Station WWJ,
Detroit (then 8MK; later
maintain an office at NAB head- gleaned from the Chronology of the
Development of Radio BroadcastWBL; WWJ July 7, 1922)
quarters.
ing published in the Broadcasting
Myles Loucks, FMBI managing Yearbooks
owned
by Detroit News and
for a decade, and which
director, who some time ago had
installed by William J.
indicated his intention to return to will be published in full in the 1946
Scripps,
began operation,
York, Pa., will remain with Mr. Yearbook (going back to 640 B.C.
broadcasting daily thereafter.
Bartley through November. He when Thales of Miletus observed
Sent out returns of State prisubmitted his resignation to FMBI that amber after being rubbed acmary election Aug. 31, 1920.
last summer but agreed to stay
quiredtracting
the electric
property
of
atFollowing
these, here are the
straws).
while the merger situation was
The first week in November was highlights of radio's first twenty
simmering.
Mr. Loucks made the following selected because it was on Nov. 2, years
27) —relating
Firsttoannual
Radio Con: ference
broadcasting
statement to Broadcasting:
1920, that KDKA in Pittsburgh 1922 (Feb.
Washington,
D. C, Hoover.
at callwasof
broadcast the Harding-Cox election held
Sec. ofat Commerce
Herbert
"When
I
agreed
to
take
over
the
Washington FMBI headquarters in returns. That paragraph, plucked 1922 (June) — Marconi came to America
in hising ofyacht
"Elettra" ofandRadio
at a meetJanuary 1944 it was to have a part from the Chronology, reports:
the Institute
Engigineers
2)— KDKA Pittsburgh
in the association's
plan for theof 1920 (Nov.
beamdemonstrated
and reflectors.his shortwave
promotion
and reestablishment
(Westinghouse Co.) founded 1922radio
—
The
superheterodyne
as
a
broadby
Dr.
Frank
Conrad,
begins
cast
receiver
was
demonstrated
by
FM broadcasting looking toward
inventor. Edwin H. Armstrong. its
the postwar era. That work is finregular
schedule
of
broad1922
— Development
oftransmitters
a 20-kilowatt
vacuum
tubeby for
was
ished, the job done. In fact, the
casting with Harding-Cox
announced
Dr. Irving
Langmuir,
coordination of FM trade associapresidential
election
returns.
Schenectady.
tion activities within the NAB FM
There were broadcasts before 1923 (Jan. 4)— The first "chain" broadthat. In the summer of 1916 8XK
cast featured a telephone tieup beDept. results directly from success- was
licensed to Dr. Conrad for Boston. tween WEAF New York, and WNAC
ful promotion of the system. It was
the overwhelming acceptance of FM general development work. In No- 1923 — (Continued
(March) — Invention
the neuon pageof 7,8)
broadcasting and the end of the
vember, 1916, deForest operated
BROADCASTING
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WWJ

Uses Political

Spots After Protest
TO AVOID needless and troublesome proceedings, WWJ Detroit
last week agreed to carry six political announcements it had previously refused to accept on the
ground that opposing candidates
for office had already been accorded
equal treatment.
The station's action followed a
complaint to the FCC by Richard
T. Frankensteen, mayoralty candidate, asking for an immediate public hearing to determine whether
censorship was invoked by the station in rejecting the announcements. Mr. Frankensteen's petition
chargedfused that
the were
spots considered
were rebecause they
"too rough" in their criticism of
the reelection.
present mayor, who is running
for
The station informed the Commis ion, itwas learned, that it felt
it was within its legal rights in
turning down the spots, declaring
it had leaned backward to be fair
in allotting equal treatment on
speeches. The nouncemenrequest
for was
ants, it contended,
something extra.
The question as to whether a
station is required to sell time for
announcements over and above
time previously agreed upon for
speeches and to furnish an announcer to read the spots was understo d tohave been raised by the
station in a communication to the
Commission.
The petition
filed by Mr. Frankenste n set forth:
That WWJ sold time to opposing
candidates for discussion of camissues. is owned and conThatpaignWWJ
trol ed by the Detroit News which
is continuing
supporting toMayor
"and
use allJeffries
of its power
andThat
influence
to
defeat
petitioner."
time purchased on Oct. 25
to broadcast six announcements
daily beginning Oct. 27 and ending Nov. 5 was later refused.
That rectlythe
announcements
and accurately
portray "corand
describe the record of the present
mayor" and that if they are
"rough" it is because the record
of the present mayor ... is such
as to warrant the criticism dir
rected
by petitioner."
That atthehimaction
of WWJ is cont
r
a
r
y
t
o
the
rules
of
FCC "and
constitutes a gross the
discrimination
against petitioner and an effort to
use thetainedlicense
which it hasfor obfrom the Commission
its
own political purposes."
The announcements attack Mayor Jeffries' record on housing,
transit, upkeep of streets, and "the
airportgetbungle".
"Let's
rid of One
that exhorts:
sleeping
beauty."
"do-nothin'Others
Jeff" refer
and to"RiphimVanas
Jeffries." Another charges that
Federal funds were offered for
"municipal
'playboy' mayor improvements
was too sleepy butto
November 5, 1945 • Page 17
say yes."

Radio

Men

Discuss

NAB President Receives
Music Background
From Leaders
WITHOUT fanfare or adoption of
a single resolution, nearly a score
of radio leaders met in Washingtion last Tuesday with Judge JustindentMiller,
new presi-to
, to chartthea NAB's
course designed
bring peace and harmony into the
radio music situation but prepared
to fight it through with James C.
Petrillo if an equitable solution
isn't reached.
The meeting, called by Judge
Miller as his first extraordinary
action since he assumed the NAB
presidency a month ago, was more
of a council of indoctrination than
one designed to plan strategy.
Judge Miller wanted to be informed on the music situation,
which has erupted periodically
over the years to plague radio. The
AFM president's edict to the networks, demanding duplicate musical staffs for FM, precipitated the
session during which Judge Miller
and his staff were acquainted with
the AFM background from the
start.
No Formal Statement
While no formal expression was
forthcoming it was generally felt
that Judge Miller would name a
committee
representing
all segments of radio
to counsel with
him
on procedure. There was no indication of a wide open fight, and it
was thought likely Judge Miller
at first hand might consult with
the AFM president preparatory to
embarking upon negotiations.
Meeting with Judge Miller, his
staff and representatives of the
NAB board and of the networks
were representatives of FM Broadcasters Inc., independent trade association which last week was in
process of being merged into NAB
as a separate division with certain
autonomous functions pertaining to
the new broadcast medium.
Because no crisis exists, since
FM is not yet fully under way,
President Miller apparently has
adopted the course of proceeding
cautiously and deliberately, until
he feels he is fully acquainted with
all sides of the controversy. The
consensus was that the problem
was not one peculiarly affecting
the networks as against affiliated
or independent stations, but that
all segments of the broadcasting
art — AM, FM and television — are
or ultimately will be affected.
Should an industry-wide commit e be named by Judge Miller
its membership unquestionably will
be drawn from AM, FM and television groups, as well as from
small, medium and large stations
and from affiliates and non-affiliates alike. Network representation
also would be implicit in such a
group. The committee might well
have a membership of 15 to 20.
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AFM

"Same Old Baton"

Daily News Oct.
The session, it was reported, was
animated by the view that since
there is no immediate threat of
dire action
tion should bybe Petrillo,
exercisedutmost
now. cauExplore All Avenues
All avenues will be explored, it
was evident. Emphasis from the
start of the Petrillo troubles has
been given to the legislative aspect.
A practically
expression came fromunanimous
the broadcasters
present that full compliance with
the Petrillo ukase on double standbys
wouldto retard
FM's interest
onset andin
do more
discourage
Community
One Tower Would Help
Solve Airport
Problem
POSSIBILITY that one radiator
antenna will be used in the future
to serve all FM stations in each
community appeared likely as the
FCC and Civil Aeronautics Administration attempted to work out
methods to protect broadcasting
from the encroachment of aviation
in event Congress passed the Public Airport Bill, now in conference.
Under the measure, the Civil
Aeronautics administrator would
decide whether an airport or antenna tower was in the public interest in case the government,
state or local community wanted
to install an airport on the site of
or adjoining a radio tower. The
CAA administrator would be given
the right of eminent domain to acquire any property needed for an
airport.
Facing both the FCC and CAA
are the more than 600 applications
for FM stations now pending before the Commission. Many of the
applications
antenna
sites, merely don't
bearingspecify
the notation:
"Site to be selected later." The
FCC must approve all sites, but
before that approval is granted
the applications are submitted to
the CAA for clearance.

With

Miller

the new field than any other act
short of direct government control.
Participants were gratified over
the conciliatory attitude of Judge
Miller and his desire to approach
the problem deliberately. It marks
a new departure in the radio music
conflict over the years, these participants said, and indicated an
"intelligent, effective approach."
Following the meeting, Judge
Miller discussed the overall question
further with another dozen broadcasters who visited him on succeeding days. They were among
NAB members invited to the original session but who could not
make connections to arrive in time
for that meeting.
Significant was the manner in
which American (Blue) and Mutual participated, although not
NAB members as network entities.
Judge Miller and A. D. (Jess)
Willard, newly installed executive
vice-president,
"briefed" but
not
only
on the AFMwerebackground
the overall music situation, including the arduous negotiations with
ASCAPled during
last decadeof
which
to the the
establishment
Broadcast Music Inc., as well as
other
conflicts involving radio's
raw materials.
Wholehearted support was given
by the group to the proposed new
employer-employe
department which wouldrelations
be established
(Continued on page 77)

FCC

Division

Probes

Radar

ESTABLISHMENT of a laboratory division to study the effect of
civilian uses of radar upon frequency allocations, to test all types
of transmitters,
to conduct was
research into wave and.propagation
announced last week by the FCC.
Announcement followed by two
days a statement on Tuesday by
FCC Chairman Paul A. Porter
that the Commission would begin
an inquiry into the civilian uses
of radar, when he appeared before
aAffairs
Senatesubcommittee
joint Commerce-Military
on behalf of
legislation
create a National ResearchtoFoundation.
The new division, to be located
on the Commission's reservation at
Laurel, rMd.,
will beA.under
ection of Charles
Ellert,the nowditechnical supervisor of the Radio
Intelligence Division. He will have
as assistant Willmar K. Roberts,
engineer-in-charge of the Laurel
laboratory
of theDept.
field division of
the
Engineering
The laboratory division also will
carry out allocation studies, develop
new monitoring equipment, and test
diathermy apparatus to prevent interference with radio communications. The Commission
will issue a
list of type-approved diathermy
which can be expected to operate
(Continued on page 76)

FM Antenna
For All Seen
If they interfere with estab- the grounds that the FCC would
lished airports, the CAA notifies be encroaching upon the private
the Commission and the applicant property rights of individuals.
is told to find a new site. In areas
With the airport bill certain of
where airports now are not a prob- passage
in some form, however,
lem, they may become a future fac- there appeared
little likelihood that
tor, it was pointed out.
either
house
of Congress would obAlthough little has been said, it
ject
to
the
provision
in the new
is known that both the FCC and
tenna sites.relating to common anCAA are encouraging applicants in FM rules
a single community
to install
One Community Combined
transmitters
and antenna
towerstheirin
the same area. If, for instance, a
Alreadymunityapplicants
one com-to
city has six FM stations — or even
banded oftogether
more — and the towers are located install their haverespective
stations in
in the same area, they would be the same area. Applications
for
less likely
to be disturbed for a four FM stations in Birmingham
future
airport.
indicate that the antenna towers
On the other hand, if the six will be located closely together.
towers were widely scattered, any
The common radiator antenna
one or more might be subject to has many advantages, according to
confiscation if an airport sponsor, engineers who are studying its posunder the airport bill, decided the
sible use. One 1,000-foot tower
transmitter and tower sites were
as many as six — posneeded for a new aviation project. could siblyserve
FM stations and each
One of the primary reasons for would bemore —assured
of equal coverthe non-exclusivity rule relating to
age. Such a tower could be erected
FM antenna sites was the pending as a living monument to r^dio,
airport legislation, it was learned with studios and offices included in
last week. Broadcasters were di- the lower floors. Cost would be
vided as to whether the FCC should shared by each station, if it were
require
site to beTwoa jointly owned.
common any
site antenna
for all comers.
Some interests already are makyears ago Sens. Wheeler (Ding inquiries into the possibilties
Mont.), McFarland (D-Ariz.) and of entering the antenna field. If
one company would
White (R-Me.) vigorously de- such develops,
(Continued on page 79)
nounced any such proposed rule on
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Harvest
These fall days are harvest days. The crops are ready
to be taken.
The picture is pretty much the same in business.
Customers are waiting for the harvest of things they've
done without. And the battle of brands is going to be
colossal.
If you'd like to get off to a good start in the country's
6th largest city ... if you'd like to reach more customers
for each dollar spent . . . then you should get the radio
facts about Baltimore.
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

time
W-I-T-H, the independent station, is your best bet
in this five-station town. Facts prove that W-I-T-H
delivers more listeners-per-dollar-spent. We'd be glad
to show the facts to you.

!<
Tom Tinsley, President

W

I T
H
BALTIMORE, MD.

Represented Nationally by Headley-Recd
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Air Voice Station Sales
Mightiest Seagoing
War's
Are Tried
— -™
Frustrated Triton Maris
Was Poised for Radio
PREVIEW of how the FCC's proposed works
open-biddingin station-transfer policy
practice was
Attack on Japan
seen last week in procedures
By J. FRANK BEATTY
started under the plan suggested
THIS is the story of the seagoing
by FCC in its Crosley-Avco decision.
Triton Maris, the one top-secret
Following the procedure recomrado
project
that
didn't
shorten
the war.
mended by the Commisison, applicants in at least three proposed
. Yet the saga of the frustrated
station sales were publicly adverTriton Maris is a tale of broadcast
tising the transactions — throwing
ingenuity and broadcasters' sweat
them open to public bidding as the
that will echo for years when raFCCActual
proposed.
dio
men
talk
about
their
part
in
experience gained by volthe war.
untary adherence to the FCC plan
Out of the bowels of this dumpy
is expected to play an important
little freighter comes a powerful
■■.uwv. -i
part intions the
FCC'srules
futureof procedure.
considerabroadcast signal — the most powerof formal
ful ever propelled from a ship.
Public Notices
Right now it would be working for
MacArthur, pouring propaganda
all over Japan, had not that nation
Stations on the market, by vircalled it quits.
tue of public notices of intent to
sell, included
Boston,Radio
ofNot Pretty Ship
fered for sale WHDH
by Matheson
Co. to Fidelity Broadcasting Co.,
Not a pretty job, this hopped-up
old 50,000 w Western Electric
which is ownedald-Travbyeler Corpthe
Her.; KHQBoston
Spokane,
transmitter that once propelled
into western homes the programs
by Louis Wasmer to Spokane
Chronicle Co.; WFIL Philadelphia,
of KSL Salt Lake City. But it puts
out a thumping 130,000 w when the
by Lit Bros, to Philadelphia Inballoon
antenna
is
up
and
the
juice
is turned on.
Advertisements in each case
Unfortunately the ugly duckling
specify(Continued
contract onterms
quirer.
page with
80) the
of 500 ships parked in San Francisco harbor never will grow into FLOATING propaganda ship, Tria lovely oraft, for soon the Triton
(called Project Century)
Maris will be a mere item in a was tonto Maris
have been used in attack on
mile-long
surplus
property
list.
Japan.
In
transformer room are Revere Sponsors New Show;
Few knew about the ambitious
Gajone, former assistant
propaganda project conceived by Vincenzo
of radio, U. of Naples,
OWI and the military as a stra- professor
and Vincenzo Calenzo (kneeling), Ends ?Adventure' Controversy
tegic weapon for the drive up the crew
will between
serve as station
script
members.
Paul von Kunitz A CONFUSED contractual situa- editority department
Italian boot. Of these, still fewer (below), who developed
and liaison
tion ended last week in the sponproject,
were aware that the mysterious was
and
university.
In
a
conference
Oct.
sor's
substitution
of
a
new
show
chief
engineer
of
WINS
N.
Y.
Project Phoenix was one of the
for Human Adventure which it had 30 school officials told WGN repreships taken over by the Allies when
s
e
n
t
a
t
i
v
e
s
t
h
e
y
had
no
objection
to
sought
unsuccessfully
to
move
from
Italy capitulated.
Chicago to N. Y., and a subsequent commercial sponsorship but that
The idea was a honey. No nation
broadening of Adventure series.
the
show
must
remain
in
Chicago
—
had ever used seagoing psychologiRevere Copper & Brass Inc. can- cancellation
Revere's
cal warfare. Allied military leaderwhen itledcouldto not
move
celled its sponsorship of Adven- a question which
ship was in a dither about the
ture, effective Nov. 25, and on Dec. the program to New York.
early phases of the approaching
William
A.
McGuineas,
WGN
5 will launch a new series, ExplorItalian campaign. They figured the
ing the Unknown, in the Sunday commercial manager, said neither
Germans would blow up all radio
9-9:30
Mutual. the a successor to Mr. Dryer nor a new
New p.m.
seriesspotwillon dramatize
facilities. Hence Project Phoenix,
time for Adventure had been delater designated Project Century.
romance of pure and applied recided upon by WGN. Attending the
search, with each script approved station-university
PWB Takes Over
conference were
in
advance
by
a
recognized
expert
Chancellor
Robert Hutchins, Dr.
Only boat available was the
and with the experts frequently ap- Ernest C. Colwell, George E.
1,400-ton coal-burner Triton Maris,
Probst, executive secretary of the
program.
rusting near Naples. Psychological
Programpearing oisn theowned
by St. Georges
McWarfare Branch of the Army, un6 Keyes Inc., advertising agency universityGuineasradio
and Buckoffice,
Gunn,Mr.WGN
der which OWI's overseas service
for Revere, and will be produced program director.
operated, bought the old KLS
and directed by Sherman Dryer.
Revere's relationship
withspring
Hutransmitter and pulled Paul von
began last
Mr. Dryer,
whoits has
producedhasAd-re when manitAdventure
Kunitz, formerly WINS New York
venture since
inception,
was submitted to the
chief engineer, out of North Africa
signed from WGN to join St. agency by Mutual in New York,
to install it in the ship. The project
to Victor Van der Linde,
Georges ploring
& Keyes
in Newat York.
Ex- according
was financed by reverse lend lease.
radio director of St. Georges &
will originate
Longacre
Paul was a natural for the job. and a picked Italian crew went to Theatre, New York.
Keyes.
Negotiations,
he said, were
He had taken the shiny new 50 kw work. They picked up a diesel plant
opened with William B. Benton,
As result of Mr. Dryer's resigna- then
transmitter freshly installed at here, a lot of transmitter parts
of the U. of
tion, Revere's
cancellation,
between
WGN andandthea Chicago,vice-president
and some barrage balloons. conference
WINS, knocked it down and packed there,
under whose auspices the
Whoever heard of balloons for U. of Chicago, which controls the program
it into cases for use in North
had
been
presented,
and
Africa, and then had followed it ship radios? Silly idea, perhaps, Adventure scripts, authorities said John Howe, Mr. Benton's assistant
there.
but Paul had a lot of luck with bal- future Adventure programs would activities.
and
head
of
the
university's
radio
loon antennas at the North Africa be expanded to include the arts and
Luckily Naples was full of Italian
sailors, many of whom had elec- psychological warfare station pend- humanities.
It was(Continued
agreed, Mr.
Van der
on page
80) Linde
(Continued on page 81 )
tronic experience. Paul, the skipper
Fran Coughlan of WGN continuPage 20 • November 5, 1945
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'"CARTER
NEARFORWILLIAMSBURG.
LINOLEUMS GROVE",
BLOCK PRINT
WRVA BY CHARLESVIRGINIA
SMITH
JUKE TO SEPTEMBER, 1751
Down the historic James River from Richmond (five miles east of
quaint Williamsburg), standing on a bluff eighty feet high, is Carter's Grove ... the commodious and handsome home of Carter
Burwell, its builder and first master . . . typical of several great eighteenth century houses which stand today along
both banks of the ever-adjacent James. An old plantation book of the Burwell family reveals many
interesting details of its construction, including the fact that it was begun in June and completed in September of
1751. Now, almost 200 years later, shortages of manpower and materials would permit no such new and impressive
examples of Colonial architecture. It is gratifying to note, however, that today the love of Home is among the foremost
of Southern traditions. To become a daily and intimate part of such cultural living is no casual construction . . .
but WRVA has achieved this coveted distinction through twenty years of purposeful building.
50.000 WATTS .... NIGHT AND DAY
STUDIOS IN RICHMOND AND
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA

1915. World's first vacuum tube
repeater, produced by Western
Electric, made transcontinental
telephone calls possible.

1919. Among the earliest P. A.
amplifiers were these made by
Western Electric and used at
Victory Way Celebration in New
York City after World World I.

1922. First amplifier used general y in commercial broadcasting. Many of these 8-type amplifiers are still in use.
AMPLIFIER
1931. Negative feedback principle introduced by Western Electric in telephone amplifiers, since
applied to broadcastingand public address equipment.

HISTORY.

Western

by

Electric

For more than 30 years, Western Electric has made
amplifier history. The skill and ability that time alone can
bring, plus experience gained producing highly specialized
amplifier equipment for war, mean continued leadership
for Western Electric amplifiers in the years ahead.

1931. Western Electric developed this first all AC amplifier unit
which eliminated batteries,
made equipment more compact.

Buy Victory Bonds and hold them!
i-m
l5 I
e m

\

s
; :

1936. One of the twenty 1000watt amplifiers used in the
world's
largest
commercial
public address
system
at Roosevelt
Raceway on Long Island.

. . Made

1937. 120-121 type Western
Electric amplifiers for use in
the finest audio systems for
AM and FM transmissioi

1942. New and improved battle
announcing system amplifiers of
the type that helped save the
crippled carrier Franklin.

KLIMEJST APPOINTED
MANAGER
OF WJPA
ROBERT F. KLIMENT, former
program
of WEBRmanager
Buffalo, has director
been appointed
of WJPA Washington, Pa., succeeding John Croft. Mr. Croft is
taking
over advertising
radio directorship
Pittsburgh
agency. of a
Mr. Kliment is a veteran of 14
years in broadcasting, and has
been with stations in Cincinnati,
TOASTING Dr. Raymond Shane, head of Shane
Cleveland, Columbus, Portsmouth
ager of KROW Oakland; Dr. Shane; "Cactus Jack" and
Charleston, W. Va. WJPA is
Diagnostic Foundation, San Francisco and Oakland,
(Cliff
Johnson)
ofofKLX
Oakland;
"Rodeo
Roy"of a station
sponsor of 12 different programs on eight stations,
ofWSTV
the "friendly
Group,"
(Nick
Nicholson)
KROW;
Garrett
Walker
including
Steubenville,
O.;
were the guests shown above with their host (sixth
KFRC San Francisco; A. McKie Donnan, account WFPG Atlantic
City,
from left) at Dr. Shane's annual agency, station
executive of Brisacher, Van Norden & Staff agency, WKNY Kingston, N. Y. N. J.;
and talent get-together. Pictured (1 to r) are "ForeSan Francisco. Out of the picture, because he was
KYA San
Francisco;
Robertman Bill"
Selby,(BillSanMcintosh)
Francisco ofmanager
of Smith,
Bull
snapping it, is "Longhorn Joe" (Wallace F. Elliott) Sen. Huffman Succeeds
& McCreery Advertising Agency, Hollywood; Ad
of KROW, Dr. Shane's, oldest radio personality. Gurney in Senate Group
Johnson, also of SB&M; Leo Ricketts, manager of
Dr. Shane's account is divided between Smith, Bull
& McCreery, and Brisacher, Van Norden & Staff. WITH APPOINTMENT of Sen.
KFBK Sacramento; Philip G. Laskey, general manHuffman (D-O.) to the Interstate
church gets the time for nothing Commerce Committee, succeeding
because it sold the station and the Sen. Chan Gurney (R-S. D.), reChurch Control of Station
signed [Broadcasting, Oct. 15],
station is making money."
Frank Scott, counsel for the sta- the Senate Standing Committee, in
tion, testified that under its present which radio legislation originates,
Time Argued in WKBW
Case
executed in 1931, the now is composed of 13 Democrats
IS IT in the public interest for a contract between the licensee and contract,
Tabernacle
has received $190,000 and eight Republicans, under a new
church to control 17% hours a the Tabernacle.
$163,000 through pay- ratio alignment. Sen. Huffman was
WhensionerheWalkerwaswhether
asked heby considers
Commis- in cashment ofand
week of a station's broadcast time?
debts
assumed by the Cor- named to succeed former Sen. BurThis was the principal question
tion, or a total of $353,000. It
ton, a Republican, now associate
raised last week at oral arguments the Tabernacle a joint licensee, in has also porahad
more than 15,500 justice of the Supreme Court.
before the FCC on its proposed view of its contract with the sta- hours of free time
on
the
station.
Committee
members now include :
decision directing WKBW Buffalo
He said the actual time used by Wheeler (Mont.,) chairman; Barkhe replied, "Technically, not,
to free itself of a 99-year lease but fortion, all
the
Tabernacle
since
the
contract
practical
purposes,
yes."
ley (Ky.), Johnson (Colo.), Stewwith the Churchill Tabernacle beAsked specifically by Mr.
art (Tenn.),
Tunnell
Mcfore it can obtain renewal of its Walker whether he challenged the has been in force, averaging ap- Farland
(Ariz.),
Hoey(Del.),
(N. C),
p
r
o
x
i
m
a
t
e
l
y
8
V
2
hours
each
Sunlicense. Sale of either WKBW or Commission's right to deny the
Johnston
(S.
C),
Myers
(Pa.),
day,
totals
7,514
hours
which
at
WGR, both owned by Buffalo license and the time granted to $50 an hour would be worth $375,- M c M a h 0 n (Conn. ) , Mitchell
Broadcasting Co., required under the church, he agreed the Commis- 700.
Briggs (Mo.), Huffman
the duopoly rules, is contingent
sion has that right but he conHe contended the church has (Wash.),
(O.), Democrats; White (Me.),
tended, if such a decision were
upon disposition
accompensated "far beyond any Austin (Vt.), Shipstead (Minn.),
cording to counsel offorthethelease,
station.
made, the church, having originally been
value" the station pos- Tobey (N. H.), Reed (Kan.),
Joseph R. Morey, counsel for the owned the station, should be en- conceivable
ses ed atthe time the present con- Hawkes (N. J.), Moore (Okla.),
titled to consideration in applying
Tabernacle, appealed to the Com- for a license.
tract was entered into. He pointed Capehart (Ind.), Republicans.
mis ion to grant the renewal deout that the Buffalo Broadcasting
spite the existence of the lease
"The point I make," he con- Corp. has spent approximately During the discussions over the
which, he explained, resulted from
t
e
n
d
e
d
,
"
i
s
that
the
Commission
$400,000
in improving the station
an arrangement in 1928 by which
he said,
Mr. Kittenger resignright to grant this license." and that the present facilities are suit,ed from
it sought to continue to broadcast has thePower
the Tabernacle.
entirely
new
from
to
Control
Time
its religious programs after it Chairman Porter reminded the what they wereandwhendifferent
In 1934,
testified, the
the lease arcould no longer maintain its license witness that all contracts between
nacle was hereorganized
underTaberthe
rangement was made.
on a one day per week basis.
name of Churchill Tabernacle, with
Free
Time
17
Years
licensees
and
sponsors
must
give
Sold in 1931
Hiram
W.
Deyo,
one
of
the
original
licensee power to control the
He said the Tabernacle has been stockholders, also eliminated and
The Tabernacle held the license the
use of the time but that no such enjoying
free time and use of the the Tabernacle owning the Kittenfrom 1926 to 1931, he testified, but provision exists in the Buffalo case. facilities
of the station free of reger farm. The Tabernacle now had
when the old Federal Radio ComMr. Morey
that the offliin foritsitstreasury
as compen-in
mission imposed minimum hours of
censee can takeadmitted
the Tabernacle
sponsibility for 17 years.
"It now $18,750 sation
stock holdings
seeks
to
perpetuate
that
situation
operation it sold the station with the air but that the church could
BBC,
$3,250
for
the
WKBW-WGR
82 more years,"
he
asserted.
the provision that it continue its take the recourse provided it under forConsidering
the benefits it has site on the farm, it had enjoyed a
its contract.
Sunday services.
obtained, he said, the Tabernacle minimum of 17% hours a week
He said the public service charUnder
questioning
by
Commisto cooperate with the BBC free on WKBW since 1928, had
acter of the Sunday broadcasts
sioner Durr, he said he believed the ought efforts
to obtain renewal of been relieved of four-fifths its
ought to be taken into considera- Commission can require a station inits itslicense.
However, he added, organist's salary, and still had its
tion by the Commission in its de- to broadcast a particular program.
time privileges, he said.
modify the ar- free"And,"
termination ofthe legality of the
from its wartime pow- every attemptrangementtohas been
Scott testified,
contract. While acknowledging Even ers,aside
unsuccess- "Clinton H.Mr.
he
said,
he
thought
that
parChurchill had been
ful. "The attitude of the Taberthat the Commission has the power
ticular
programs
could
be
required
paid
$219,675
in
cash
for his stock
to deny a license, he questioned the in the public interest.
nacle heretofore," he said, "does
not represent a spirit of cooperapropriety of taking a contract
When
Commissioner
Walker
Mr.
Morey
returned
to the stand
which has been in force for more asked him whether he thought the
tion which
Since
Julya benefactor
14, 1931, hedeserves."
testified, briefly,
protesting that Mr. Scott
than 12 years and striking out the license of the station should revert
in
BBC."
station's license has been held was digging up "past history of
the church if the contract is the the
principal
nacle. benefits given the Taber- to
BBC. Previously, in 1929,
made by the staheld to be illegal, he replied: "I by
BBC
purchased WGR for $150,000 a 'bad tion,bargain'
Questioned by members of the hope
so."
He
pointed
out
it
was
the
and
moved
it to farm of Irvine J. his client."whichHewassaid'prejudicial'
he could pro-to
Commission as to its power over Tabernacle which built the station
duce evidence to show that $1,500,one of the early leadlicensees, he said he thought the and that it is the only church whose Kittenger
ers in the Tabernacle, adjoining 000 was once offered for the staCommission should wait until the complete evening service is broadWKBW. In 1934, he added, Mr. tion.
issue of violation of the provisions cast.
The Commission gave the parties
Kittenger
sought to
of the Communications Act has
In reply to questioning by Com- reconvey theunsuccessfully
farm back to himself. 10 days for filing briefs.
been raised before invalidating the
missioner Wakefield, he said: '"The
November 5, 1945 • Page 23
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A Network-Quality

Job

on Programs

• KLZ holds high the banner of local, live-talent
programming realizing full well that, as far as
listeners are concerned, its homemade product
competes not with the best the other local stations
have to offer but with the best the networks have
to offer.
KLZ, therefore, concentrates on doing a net-quality jobon programs
of local,
specialized
interest and workservice
which the
network
never
could handle, rather than trying to out-network
the networks on programs the networks can do
better.
"Colorado Speaks" is one of these programs.
This weekly half-hour, an editorial round-up of
EDITOR reads
JOHN hisM. ownO'CONNOR
The KLZ
Trinidadon Morning
center
below,
editorial ofover
the weeklyLight,half-hour
program,
"Colorado
Speaks".
Thisof editorial
program, opinion
now infrom
its sixth
year on
KLZ,
gives
a
weekly
round-up
200
Colorado
newspapers, invites a different editor to appear on the program each
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of Local

Interest

Colorado newspapers, broadcast Saturday at 6 :30
p.m. out-Hoopers such network shows as Blondie,
Radio Readers Digest, Vox Pop, March of Time,
Cavalcade of America and others (WinterSpring) .
Another KLZ half-hour dramatic show, "News
of theningWeek
Review",
Sunday
eveat 8 :30 inrings
up anbroadcast
even better
Hooper,
topping such network productions as Prudential
Family Hour, Telephone Hour, Radio Hall of
Fame, Kate Smith and others.
These are only two of approximately 75 livetalent shows a week of all types which KLZ produces, every one with a big listener following.
KLZ has the talent and know-how to produce
shows of specialized interest for sponsors who are
interested in doing a better-than-average selling
job in the Denver market.

ROADCASTING
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WBBM's HarvestFestival
1945 Peabody Awards Contest Opens
Reaps Big Amateur Crop
As Radio
Celebrates 25th Birthday
WBBM-CBS Chicago, in conjuncANNUAL selections of the George grams inaugurated and broadcast
tion with the
Foster Peabody Radio Award during 1945 by a regional station
augurated aChicago
n amateur Times,
programinjudges, for which entries close next (above 1000 watts) which made an
Oct.
27,
to
discover
a
king
and
Jan. 7, bear a special significance outstanding contribution to the welqueen for the annual Harvest Moon
fare of the community or region
because they coincide with the 25th
festival to be held at Chicago Staanniversary of broadcasting, ac- the station serves.
dium Nov.went
24. onBy thetheairtime
cording to Dean John E. Drewry,
2. That program or series of profirst show
WBBMthe
grams inaugurated and broadcast
of the Henry W. Grady School of
had
auditioned
an
average
of 75
Journalism U. of Georgia.
during 1945 by a local station
Instructions for entries in the (1000 watts or under) which made DOFFING Army g a rb for vocalists a day. Walter Preston,
WBBM
program
director,
supplied
1945 competition have been sent an outstanding contribution to the "civvies," Col. Thomas H. A.
orchestra, to acto all radio stations as well as lis- welfare
of the community the sta- Lewis (left) , retiring commandant a 20-piececompanydance
tion serves.
them.
tening post committees, which
of Armed Forces Radio Service,
Two
winners
will
be selected on
3. Outstanding reporting and in- Los Angeles, receives good wishes
handle the preliminary screening
terpretation ofthe news.
of the amateur profor the journalism school. These
from Capt. Richard D. Zern, USN, each of grams.three
On the fourth show, six of
4. Outstanding entertainment in assistant commandant. Maj. Martin
committees have been set up all
will be chosen to compete on
over the country by Mrs. Dorothy drama.
(c) was named comman- eight
the
Harvest
Moon contest, with
5. Outstanding entertainment in H. Work
Lewis, NAB Coordinator of Lis- music.
dant as Col. Lewis' successor.
tenerwillActivity.
Theirto recommendaTommy
Band.a $75Thea finalists will Dorsey's
each receive
week
tions
be made
the national
6. Outstanding educational pro- SINCE the repeal of the Nebraska antl- contract
with WBBM, in addition
board.
ASCAP
law
last
August,
the
Society
has
gram.
licensed
all
13
stations
In
the
state,
Additional recommendations will
7. Outstanding children's pro- ofaccording
to JulesradioM. department.
Collins, in charge to a week's engagement at a Chithe ASCAP
be made to the board by many in- gram.
cago theater.
stitutions affiliated with the AmericanmentAssn.
of
Schools
and
Departs of Journalism.
The awards
are disinterested
designed "to recognize the utmost
and
meritorious public service rendered
each year by the broadcasting industry, and to perpetuate the memory of George Foster Peabody,
benefactor and life trustee of the
University, and friend of educational progress everywhere."
Administering
the awards is
the School of Journalism, assisted
by the NAB. Final selections are
made by a U. of Georgia faculty
committee and a national advisory
Colonel (Retired) Former Chief, Radio Branch, War Dept.
board headed by Edward Weeks,
editor, Atlantic Monthly, Boston.
They will be announced early in
1946.
COUNSELOR
IN PUBLIC RELATIONS
The seven classifications of 1945
awards were announced by the university as follows:
1. That program or series of proProviding a modern public relations service to individuals,
BOVNDY NEW CHIEF
ENGINEER FOR FORT
industry and institutions.
MAJ. GLENN G. BOUNDY, AUS,
Signal Corps, will be released
Inaugurating business November 8, 1945, with the followfrom service this week to become
chief engineer of the Fort Ining clients:
dustry Company, which operates
stations in Toledo, Lima, and
Zanesville, Ohio; in Wheeling and
Fairmont, West Virginia, and in
Atlanta and Miami.
THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BROADCASTERS
Maj. Boundy during the war
received the Legion of Merit for
INFORMATION PLEASE
THE MARQUIS OF QUEENSBERRY
outstanding work in radio engine ring at Teheran where he suWILLIAM B. ZIFF
pervised Army radio engineering
for three years. He was responsible for the broadcasting setup for
the Big Three conference held
there. Before the war, he was chief
engineer
Wheeling. of Fort Industry's WWVA
He will have headquarters
at
Fort Industry
new theWashington
offices, Company's
1231 31st
Washington
Nashville
New York
London
St., N. W. George B. Storer, presiMedical Arts Bldg.
2500 Que St.
444 Madison Avenue
dent ofleasthe
and recently
re17Piccadilly
Shaftesbury Ave.
ed as a firm
commmander
in the
United States Naval Reserve, currently isoperating out of the Washington office.
BROADCASTING
Broadcast Advertising
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Over Five Million
Moved Into Cities
Net Loss 2,900,000 to Farms
During Period of War
FROM December 1941, when the
U. S. entered the war, to March
1945 about 5,400,000 civilians
moved from farms to cities and
other nonfarm areas, according to
estimates by the Bureau of Census
and
nomics.Bureau of Agricultural EcoPartially offsetting this trend
was a shift to farms from nonfarm
areas, which amounted to about
2,500,000. Thus the farm population
sustained a net loss of about 2,900,000 in the period, along with loss
of about 1,500,000 to the armed
forces.
Sample Survey
The population data are based
on a sample survey of the civilian
population made last March, with
farm classification based on those
who lived on farms and those who
did not on Dec. 7, 1941. Nonfarm
population was similarly classified,
and children born after Dec. 7, 1941
are classified by 1945 residence
only.
Increase in off-farm migration
was due to job opportunities in
urban areas, averaging 900,000 per
year, with peak reached in 1942.
Cities apparently have drawn to
a considerable extent upon workers from nearby farming areas to
expand production in their war industries and to replace workers
who entered the armed forces or
migrated to other cities to take
war jobs, according to the Census
Bureau.
As a result there likely has been
a considerable amount of migration
occasioned by movement of urban
workers to a different city with
replacement by migrants from surrounding rural areas to the city
which the urban workers left, says
the Bureau. City workers made up
the bulk of long-distance migrants,
judging by the proportion who
crossed State lines. A comparatively large proportion of interstate
migrants lived in nonfarm areas in
both 1945 and 1941, and relatively
few moved to and from farms.
Majestic Moves
MAJESTIC RADIO & Television
Corp., St. Charles, 111., moved the
sales, advertising and publicity
personnel of Majestic Records Inc.,
New York, to headquarters at St.
Charles Nov. 1. Ernest Anderson,
New York publicity director, withdrew from company when New
York commitments made it impossible for him to move with company
to St. Charles.
New Quarters
WORD Spartanburg, S. C, has
moved into new quarters at 291
East Main St. Grand opening for
new location is set for this month.
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RADIO AND TELEVISION center planned
pictured
architect'sanddrawing
To
building ofin limestone
stainlessabove.
steel, the
headquarters for all WCAU operations upon
WCAU

by WCAU Philadelphia is
include a structure
four-storywillmainbe
$2,000,000
completion.

Plans $2,000,000 Radio, Video

EXPANSION OF KFAB *
TO COST
$400,000 \
EXPANSION PLANS of KFAB
Omaha-Lincoln in connection with
increase of power from 10,000 to
50,000 watts call for an expenditure
of approximately $400,000, General
Manager Harry Burke announced
last week.
The new 50-kw transmitter
[Broadcasting, Oct. 29] will be
located 15 miles southwest of
Omaha. Work has been started for
installation of the new Westinghouse equipment and the erection
of towers, and completion is
slated on or before next Aug. 15.
"A specially designed one-story
brick building 67x97-feet will house
not only the new 50 kw but also a i
10-kw transmitter and a special
power plant for emergency use,"
Mr. Burke
will
be threeannounced.
Truscon "Also
towersthere
450
feet high, instead of one, because
KFAB is directionalized at night
withTheWBT
Charlotte,
C." make
50-watt
operationN. will
use of the new studios in Lincoln
and new studios and offices soon
to be built in Omaha. Plans call for
13,000 square feet of floor space for
the Omaha studios and offices,
where major activities of executive management, sales and broadcasting wil be handled. Three sites
are being considered. Temporary
studios and executive management
offices have been maintained in
Omaha
somenewscasts
time and originate
at present threefordaily
there. Mr. Burke said the entire
department
tonewsOmaha
Jan. 1. would be moved

Building to Be Ready by December 1947
PLANS for a $2,000,000 radio and
and autelevision center were announced news room,
dition rooms,writers
and otherrooms
facilities.
All studios will be equipped with
last week by WCAU Philadelphia,
to cover an entire city block on latest developments in acoustics,
a combination of polycylinPhiladelphia's Broad Street and with
drical construction and adjustable
slated
1947. for completion in December vanes. Acoustical characteristics
WCAU officials said the center, can be changed hydraulically from
the first to be built in this country studio control room.
exclusively for television and
WCAU
officialsto beexpect
all television broadcasts
in color
by the
sound broadcasting, would include
the center is completed, and
a specially constructed landing field time
estimate
that
with
the
addition
on the roof for helicopters to be television and FM approximatelyof
used in television broadcasting
150 additional employes will be
from outside points.
needed.
Main building will be a fourGeorge Daub of Philadelphia is
story structure, 252 by 207 feet, architect
for the center, which will
built of limestone and stainless
steel. A television and FM tower be built by Frank J. Larkin Con- BRITISH TO EXPAND
Co. Forty thousand
will extend 612 feet above ground square feet ofstructionundeveloped
level.
property RESEARCH IN RADIO
at
rear
of
building
The present 10-story WCAU for later expansion. will be reserved IMPORTANT expansion in Britbuilding, erected in 1931, will be
ish radio research, of benefit to ciabondoned and all facilities will be
vilian customers as well as the govmoved to the new building upon its
was seen forin the
plans
anBrouwer to Y. & R.
nouncernment,
ed last month
United
completion.
CHET BROUWER, for past six Kingdom radio industry to underTwo
large
showrooms
and
a
500seat auditorium for both sound months West Coast assistant pubtake large-scale development work
and television broadcasting are
licity director of N. W. Ayer & Son,
Services. Developplanned on the main floor. Seating has joined Hollywood publicity for the mentsBritish
and advances, it was exof Young & Rubicam Inc. He
arrangement will be in horse-shoe staff
plained,
can
be
incorporated in
style with two stages that will succeeds Terry Hayward, who commercial radio products.
raise and lower by hydraulic pres- shifts to production. Dorothy Doran
Air
Vice
Marshal
director
sure, one in front of the other. is being shifted from N. W. Ayer general of signals atTait,
the United
&
Son
New
York
staff
to
HollyFirst shoe,
stage,
center independently,
of the horseKingdom Air Ministry, disclosed
can be inraised
the plans. Apart from the world
taking over
Mr.Smith,
Brouwer's
permitting television cameras to former wood,
duties.
Bernie
formshortage
of radio equipment, he
move around it and televise action
erly public relations director of said, Britain's
ability to produce
both on stage and in the audience. KFI Los Angeles and for past modern
equipment
Rear stage will supplement the three years in Army, has also the latest technical incorporating
devices will
other for larger settings when nec- joined Y. & R. Hollywood publicity give the industry a leading
essary.
place
staff headed by Milton Samuel. in overseas markets, with export
Mr. Smith succeeds Joe Leighton, opportunities particularly great in
Plans visionalsostudiocall
for aseveral
large telewhere
sets who
shifted to J. Walter Thompson
may be put up simultaneously so Co. as West Coast radio publicity television and radar fields.
camera can be swung from one set director. Latter agency has also
Meanwhile,
manufacturers in Britaintelevision
are concentrating
to another. A sound-proof collap- added a promotion and exploita- on production
of moderately priced
sible partition will permit division
tion
department
under
supervision
of this studio into two sections of Peggy Wood, formerly of video sets for domestic use, and
when needed. Rehearsal studios for Hooperatings and NBC sales pro- large-screen cinema types. J. ArRank, leading figure in the
television, film projection rooms,
department. Campaigns UnitedthurKingdom
dresssing rooms, carpenter shop, under hermotion
film industry, andirection
will
be
conpaint shop and property storage
nounced his company will coopercentrated inmarkets where ratings
ate
with
British
radio firms in inspace also will be included.
sales are below normal level.
Other part of the building will and
tensiveEight
research hundred
into large-screen
This
is
first
time
such
a
service
television.
Gaumont
contain seven broadcasting studios, has been initiated by an agency in
cinemas are to be equipped for
administrative offices, lounges for
television
in
a
few
years.
employes and artists, music library, Hollywood to augment publicity.
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GENESIS: A CONTRIVANCE OF
SCIENCE . . . THE MAGIC WELDING OF WIRES AND WISHES
This rendition bears the only
portrait; the man with earphones inthe foreground is
Dr. Frank Conrad. Here are
depicted, too, the electronic
elements of the medium.

FREEDOM WAS NURTURED HERE— IN THE CRIER'S CHANT, IN
THE PRINTING PRESS, IN THE FORUM OF THE MICROPHONE
The artist portrays the keystones of democracy, in an American
panorama which found birth during Pilgrim days. At the right,
a symbolic figure with a microphone — the newest Art.

The Panels
are in8th theFloor,
Reception
Toyer Press
of Broadcasting Magazine,
National
Building,
Washington, D. C.

•

Men

and

Women

of Faith

and

Vision

A WHISPER— LENT WINGS— BECAME THE THUNDER OF THE PEOPLES VOICE
You see children looking toward the symbolic tower, and two old men contemplating iteven now with some skepticism. And in the vista beyond, a new world in which
broadcasting will continue to assume its burden as an instrument of the people.
■

THERE COURSES IN SPACELESS FLIGHT, AT THE URGING OF
MAN'S MIND, THE SERMON AND THE SONG BORN OF MAN'S SOUL
The studio of modern broadcasting is the universe. From the pulpit, from fields of
play, from theaters and the world's capitals come programs for listeners in all strata
of our nation's life. This is Radio by the American Plan.

He
His

Mixes
Paint

With

A Microphone

WILLIAM BYRON McGILL, who painted the
Broadcasting murals, practices his genius in not
one, but several professions.
He is advertising manager of Westinghouse Radio
Stations Inc. He has been, in his 47 years, a typographer, anewspaper advertising salesman, a theatrical
designer, an inventor, a radio station promotion director, an astronomer, and an artist.
The four murals he has executed for Broadcasting were painted from conception to completion, in
61 days. They were done by Mr. McGill in his spare time between July 15 and September 15. Meanwhile, he found it
possible to perform his regular vocational duties; to become so ensnarled in committee activities for National Radio Week
that his hand, as much as any other, guided the planning; to pursue his regular hobby of photography, and otherwise to
find outlet for his atomic enthusiasm.
In these wall paintings, Mr. McGill has funneled through a brush his major impressions of the radio art. Broadcasting,
to him, is not only his bread and butter; it has been the ferment of his endeavor for many years. He has here, through the
medium of the oldest art, portrayed the past and the promise of the newest.
The mural paintings were developed in final form after 12 preliminary sketches. The figures and patterns were roughed
in by the artist in Philadelphia. He moved these outlines to his studio on the Central Pier at Atlantic City. There, using
only three colors to attain a dramatic sepia effect, he brought color and form to his canvas. Each monumental portrayal is
four feet six inches in depth, and they measure variously in length: six, eight, nine and 12 feet.
His attention to the job at hand was startling — and strictly McGill. At one time, as his task was nearing completion,
a score of guests milled about the McGill studios, cocktails in hand, watching the Miss America beauty contest in progress
on the Atlantic City boardwalk below. He continued stoically with his brush and pallette.
During the five years that Mr. McGill spent as promotion director of KDKA Pittsburgh, he made frequent pilgrimages among the listeners. He visited them with traveling bond-selling shows; he was there for remote special events.
In those days, he feels, was nurtured his philosophy about broadcasting. He didn't find it in the studios, neither did
he sense it among station operators nor in his own advertising pursuits. He discovered it among the listeners — in their
regard for those who had become their friends through a word or a song that defied space. He has long wanted to
capture on canvas the montage impression of that intimacy which radio lends to the communion of men.
Mac, they call him. His eyes twinkle. He will spend as much time with a leg-pulling caricature of a pal as he will
with a portrait in oil. His office is a litter of stacked manuscript, of advertising layouts, of books and chewed pencils.
Things shouldn't be filed, they should be piled, he maintains. Putting things in a file consigns them to oblivion.
He is made of coiled springs, but not in the lean, hungry sense. He is chubby and his chest sits down with him. But one
notes his alertness — for a ringing 'phone, for the "hello" of a visitor, but most particularly for the clear, clean twanging of
an idea. When that happens, he practically reverberates.
Broadcasting. Painting. Can a man have three loves? Doubtless he can. Mrs. McGill, who finds the courage and the
stamina to live in the presence of such an electronic cloudburst, is herself an artist. She was a KDKA staff musician when
she married Mac. More recently she played the organ and led community sings on the famous Heinz Pier at Atlantic City.
That pier was destroyed in a hurricane a year ago.
'My wife?" asks Mac. "She is an organist without a pier!'
broadl<I§Isti NG
The WeeklyBroadcast
/^Newimogaiine
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Personal
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the

New

WJJD

The folks at Household Finance get the facts on results
mighty fast. They can learn directly from their customers

POWER

20,000 WATTS OF

just what medium of advertising prompted the visit. So we're
pleased as can be that the result-conscious Household
Finance advertising department has chosen the New
WJJD to carry both programs and spot announcements
for four consecutive years. When you count on results,
count on the NEW WJJD. Those 20,000 watts of
SELLING POWER pay off consistently on a resultsper-dollar basis.

THE NEW
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POSTWAR

Business
in Knoxville
Looks
Good!

Job Situation
Bright Here:

WBIR

THE

5000 Openings
USES Received Only
353 Claims in Week
for Compensation
; Knoxville area's post-V-J un-.
employment picture stands in
conspicuous
to manysection
another U. S.contrast
industrial
where voluminous layoffs are
sending former war workers by
the thousands to waiting lines
in front of U. S. Employment

AUDIENCE

IN Knoxville!
Audience is not determined by power. A station's programs, reputation for community service, personality
... all these, plus PROMOTION make an audience.
For COVERAGE THAT COUNTS in Knoxville, place your
sales message on WBIR. For data and availabilities
ask a John E. Pearson representative.
• Represented nationally by
JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
N U N N STATIONS
WBIR, Knoxville, Tenn.
WCMI,
Ashland,W.Ky.Va.
Huntington,
WLAP, Lexington, Ky.
KFDA, Amarillo, Tex.
Owned
and operated
byand Gilmore
Nunn
J. LindsayN. Nunn.

WBIR
A NUNN STATION
JOHN P. HART, Manager
Knoxville, Tenn.

AN AFFILIATE OF THE AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
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Letters to The Editor
cept shortwave, (but including
(Broadcasting will print "Letters
, but their Itsensitivity
to the Editor" of general interest. longwave)
out
of
took a was
100
We reserve
rightrequirements.)
to edit ma- kw nextthisdoorworld.
to make them deterial to meet thespace
tect— almost.
DON V. R. DRENNER,
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Radio Lux)(AFN-ABSIEIn the interests of accuracy, and
Ex-OWI
"credit where it is due," Clair R.
McCollough in October 15 Broad- October 18,KGGF,
1945 Coffeyville, Kans.
casting, asked 'Who conceived,
* * #
created, and operates The AmeriLETTER FROM A LAYMAN
can Forces Network?' The answer
is obvious, — American Broadcast- EDITOR, Broadcasting:
ers, trained in the American SysMay a mere layman, a garden
tem of Broadcasting, and now
serving in the U. S. Armed Forces. variety listener, enter your proHaving been Chief Engineer of radio, butfessional
pages? I'dI like
to reprove
before
do so,
let me
the American Forces Network
hasten firmedto radiosaylisteners
that we
confrom
its
inception,
March
1943
—
at ourare house
we went on the air July 4th of
that year — until my transfer to — there is a radio in virtually every
This, then, is no blast from
ABSIE in February 1944, the fol- room.
a chronic objector to radio.
l
o
w
i
n
g
i
s
how
it
all
came
about
—
although Morgan could probably
One of my quarrels with radio
giveBrewster
you a more
factual
no attempt to exMorgan,
then account.
head of is thatplainititselfmakes
and its problems to the
broadcasting for OWI in London, listener. Radio quite rightly shies
with General Lord, first began away from advertising itself over
work on the idea for troop broad- the air — but there is a difference
casting earlier than March 1943.
itself and exI was brought into the picture by between advertising
plaining itself. How in the name
Mr. Richard J. Condon, Chief En- of all that's sensible does radio exgineer, OWI,of London,
specipect listeners to be informed and
fic purpose
building forandtheheading
when
the noindustry
AFN. OWI built, operated, and intelligent
self
virtually
effort it-to
maintained the first studios, and develop makes
an NAB
understanding
rasupplied the first 24 transmitters.
dio? Sure,
issues someof fine
Transmitter personnel, as well as pamphlets,
but
how
many
people
program and announcing personnel, see them? (And anyway, they are
was from the Army. Lt. Col. (then rarely slanted to the lay listener.)
Major) Chas. Gurney was head of
three summer
inthe Army personnel, until Lt. Col. Sure, NBCstitutes,holds
is a drop
John S. Hayes (then Captain) was in the bucketbut attendance
(and mostly people
placed in charge. I forget the date with a professional interest at
of this change, but it was some- that). Sure, there are brief contime in 1943, I believe, when Col.
ferences here and there (usually
Gurneyment forbecame
head of entertain- for teachers), but their Hooperatthe ETO.
be practically zero.
All the studio engineering per- ingsWhenwouldcriticized
for inferior prosonnel, including myself, were OWI
until the first part of 1944, when
grams, radio looks abused and subI began to train Army personnel
the public
just doesn't
for the control room.
want mits
thethat"better"
programs.
Stuff
and nonsense!
Radio
doesn't
AFN is now, of course, almost what
the public would want know
if it
entirely Army, except that Mr.
properly informed. Radio
Jack Boor, who replaced me as were
out with a pompous cliche
Chief Engineer — and built the new gives
London studios, as well as Paris, about how listening and hearing
and did much for the continental are two different things — hearing
operation — transferred from OWI a sense with which everyone is
at a later date, and is now em- born, listening a skill that requires
ployed as a civilian by the Army. training.
who's going to provide thatWell,
training?
No
detraction
the Army's
Radio, I submit, should provide
great job, and from
especially
Col.
training. Let's have a program
Hayes'
excellent
work;in but
few that
of
us mere
civilians
OWIa had
about how to listen to radio. Radio has the stations, it has the
a finger in the pie at the beginning !
Incidentally, I suspect the quality trained personnel, it has the proof AFN programs had more to do
fessional information. So what's
with the skyrocketing of black- stopping such a program?
In
case
this idea should ring a
marketmentioned
prices forin this
the same
"Hitler"is- bell with some
program manager,
radio,
me be specific. A daily quarter
sue. The "Hitler" radios mentioned let
hour
—
sponsored
if you will, public
were of two types : One, the Kleinif you're courting the FCC.
emphanger, or "Little Receiver" service
No, notto give
at 11:45
p.m.a Iftry,you're
and the other the "Volksemp- going
the idea
why
hanger"
Both these orwere"Peoples
small, 3 Receiver."
to 5 tube, not go whole hog and put the program
at
an
hour
when
the
entire
Very cheaply
and listening? Johnny
ceivers, with a built
detectorreaction
and one re-to familytalkis upabout
it at school when
two stages of audio. Their fre- will
his
class
studies
quency range covered all those
(Continued on radio;
page 3U)mother
used by the Reichsrundfunk, exBROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising B

Up-to-Date Answers on
Dozens of Vital Questions
Every Advertiser Should Know!

Do you know which radio stations are "listened-tomost" in Iowa — day and night? The percentage of
the total audience that prefers each station — how
these figures break down by age, sex, place of residence (urban, village, farm) ?
Do you know which stations are preferred for newscasts— for farm programs?
Do you know what proportion of the total audience
actually listens at each half-hour period during the
day and evening? Ditto for urban people, village
people, farm people? Effect of sex on these figures?
Effect of age?
Do you know the answer to practically every question that time-buyers, account executives and advertising managers ever ask about the Iowa radio audience, and its reactions to radio in Iowa?
// not, mail the coupon for your free copy, now.
The supply is limited. Requests will be filled in
order of receipt.

-I-WHO/- IOWA PLUS!-r
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Walts
B. J. PALMER, President J. O. MALAND, Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC. . . . National Representatives
ROADCASTING
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THE 1945 IOWA
RADIO
AUDIENCE SURVEY
is the eighth annual study of the Iowa radio audience.
It was compiled from interviews with families, in every
county of Iowa, and represents one interview for every
83 families in the State.
It was conducted by a recognized authority, Dr. Forest
L. Whan of the University of Wichita, following accepted "sampling" procedures.
In addition to bringing you completely up-to-date information on Iowa listening habits, the 1945 Survey
discloses a number of new facts never before investigated.
Its statistical data is profusely "visualized" with detailed
maps and pictographs. It is the most authoritative and
helpful study available; it is a MUST for every thoughtful advertising or merchandising man doing business
in Iowa.
Station WHO
914 Walnut Street
Des Moines 7, Iowa
Gentlemen: Please send me, without obligation, my FREE copy
of the 1945 Iowa Radio Audience Survey.
Name
Company
Street
City
State

I
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Letters
{Continued from page 32)
may take bits of it with her to
her bridge club.
The approach? Lightsome, of
course. It's no news to radio that
people dearly love to be informed,
tocan have
dope" ofif headthey
do sothewith"inside
a minimum
work.
So
let's
explain
radio
simply
but with a sprightly touch.
The content? Yesterday, today,
and tomorrow in radio. Yesterday
—in perhaps
historical
firstss
radio: famous
the famous
Marconi
signal that crossed the Atlantic,
the radio rescue of the Republic, —
all in dramatic narrative, with lots
of colorful detail. Tomorrow —
breath-taking vistas into the possibilities of FM, television, facsimile, and so on. Today — the latest
from
Paul
a great many Porter
more (you'll
people reach
than
that American Magazine article
did) ; pending legislation in Con(might stir
a lot of use- ;
ful gress
fan mail
to up
Congressmen!)
sugar-coated lessons on how to listen to radio; how music is used to
tell a story, for example, or how
sound effects are similarly used;
anecdotes on the comic results of
half-listening (as an indirect repro f to those who get all bawled
up because they but half listen) ;
maybe a hot listener argument on
radio manners in the home — the
possibilities are legion!
Such a program, I submit, is
worthy of the best talent radio has
to offer. The FCC would doubtless
beam with approval. Radio would
be giving itself a big plug (after
all, no one can contemplate the
immense amount of time, skill, and
talent that goes into a program
without being genuinely impressed ;
tpe trouble
that few idea
listen-of
ers have evennow theis vaguest
how much effort goes into the making of a fine radio program). The
public would be entertained at the
same time that it developed the
background
appre-to
ciate the bestwiththatwhich
radioto has
offer.
Any takers?
Coral Reese
320 West Forty-First Street
Los Angeles, California
P. S. — No, I'm not looking for
a job. This suggestion is tendered
asattached.
a free-will offering, no strings

highly vocal minority — often it's
just
ONE, listener,
high-browat listener
(an
occasional
that) starts
taking pot-shots
at
radio
"commercials" (or commercialism) what
do I weask do?
you,Wedoesagree
that with
make 'em.
sense?
Ours is a mass medium — our listeners, our loyal listeners, are numbered in thedollar,
millions.
bet
my
bottom
just And
about I'll
99.9%
it.
of these listeners like what comes
out of their radio receiving sets —
in fact, are even enthusiastic about
This can be verified in a hurry.
We believe in radio, as an advertising and propaganda medium,
don't we? Then, let's use our own
stations to propagandize, in our
own behalf. If every station in the
country
started asking
ers— frequently,
day in itsandlistenday
out — to let the station know whether
they like the radio programs they
listen to — the stations would quickly
get
thousands
"bouquets".
And
we could
use suchof positive
evidence,
that we aren't all money-hungry,
stumble-bums.
We could use it to combat the
self-appointed (or FCC-appointed)
critics, who would like to make our
as dull andin colorless
as thatis
ofsystem
the countries
which radio
a government subsidy
Practically
all established
stations enjoy a considerable
amount
of prestige in their own communities. Let's cash in on that prestige.
Let's ask the mayor of our town —
and all leading citizens — to put, in
writing, their honest opinion of our
broadcasting efforts and our service
to our community. The opinions will
be favorable, that's certain. Then,
let's use this as ammunition, to
fire back, when we're fired on.
Maybe,
collectinglisteners
"bouquets"
from
our inaverage
— and
our
leading
citizens
—
we'll
get a
few "brick-bats", too. So what?
But to hell with the critic with
an axe to grind — or who has no
understanding
of our
business — tooor
who
lives in an
atmosphere
rarefied for Mr. and Mrs. George
Spelvin, whom we must please, most
of the time, if we value our necks.
The NAB could render a real
service to the broadcasting industry, by assuming
for the
overall jobthe ofresponsibility
assembling,
correlating and preparing, in
usable* sandform,
the hundreds
s of favorable
opinions ofof thouradio
broadcasting
that
all stations can
NO APOLOGIES
easily obtain.
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Let the NAB put real thought
and effort into the job of using
Let's throw away our crying this
material in the preparation
towels! Let's quit dampening each of a "merchandising" campaign
other's shoulders with our pearly to SELL radio broadcasting, as it
tear-drops! Instead of going exists* today, in America.
around,fightwhimpering
let's
back! and cringing —
As I said before, let's fight back.
togther
— and stay job
toThe American System of Broad- Let's all
gether— onget the
all-important
casting needs to apologize to nosejfrpreservation.
body. In twenty-five short years of The.
hour is growing late.
we've done a helluva good job —
and let's not have any argument
G. Sales
F. "Red"
ManagerBauer
about this simple statement of fact.
WINN Louisville.
Yet, every time some small, but
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

UNDISQUISED

and

QUITE

# Strange and unpredictable were the
habits of Christina, who ruled Sweden
from 1632 to 1654. Contemporary accounts tell that she frequently disguised
herself with man's attire, was expert
with horse and musket and swore like a
soldier. This strange woman was also a
scholar of international renown and during
her reign fostered the development of
Swedish art, science and literature.

PREDICTABLE

Baltimoreans, too, have a habit, though
milder and more conventional. Recognizing WCBM as a consistently dependable source of the best in broadcasting,
this station has become "Baltimore's
Listening Habit." For advertisers,
WCBM's value is most significant, since
Baltimoreans' radio habits and preferences are undisguised and quite predictable.

ujcBm
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
John Elmer
President

BROADCASTING
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Free & Peters, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives

George H. Roeder
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AGENCY EXECUTIVES
JUDGE CBS CONTEST
APPOINTMENT of judges for the
$25,000 Affiliated Station Promotion Contest conducted by CBS in
New York was announced Oct. 25.
Judges are: Robert Collins, N.
W. Ayer & Son, chairman; Linnea
Nelson, J. Walter Thompson Co.,
vice-chairman ; Frank Silvernail,
BBDO, third member supervising
committee; Carlos A. Franco,
Young & Rubicam; C. T. Ayres,
Ruthrauff & Ryan ; Robert Buckley,
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample ; William Dekker, McCann-Erickson ;
John Hymes, Biow Co. ; Leonard T.
Bush, Compton Advertising; Francis Barton, Benton & Bowles.
Contest, which began Sept. 16
and runs until Nov. 17, will award
$10,000 to the affiliated station having the best all-around promotional
effectiveness during the contest
period, with 10 other awards ranging from $5,000 to $1,000.

DuMont Develops Range
Of Sizes in Video Tubes
ANOTHER FORWARD STEP in
postwar television is the new
cathode-ray tubes offered by DuMont Labs, Passaic. Company has
them in both the electrostatic and
the magnetic deflection and focusing types, and in the 5, 7, 10, 12
and 20 inch sizes. The 15 inch tube
with magnetic deflection and focus
will soon be added after development is completed.
Relatively flat faces are used in
all types. There are 5 and 7 inch
tubes with 24 inch screens. The 10
inch tube has a 42 inch radius,
which means a relatively fiat face
of good picture area. The huge 20
inch tube, designed for direct-viewing, large-screen television with
great brilliance and detail, has a
30 inch radius. Operating voltages
range from 1500 to 15,000 volts.
DuMont has issued a bulletin illustrating the tubes.

Whariield Succeeds Kirby, Who Opens
Offices as Public Relations Counsel
MAJ. ALBERT WHARFIELD has
succeeded Col. Edward Kirby as
chief of the Radio branch, War
Dept. Bureau of Before
Public Relations.
the Army,entering
Maj.
Wharfield was
manager
of national ratings
for
C. E. Hooper Inc.
Col.
:• i v Kirby,
i 1 i a n,nowhasa
- 'ij |1 New
Wash-in
opened
ington,York,offices
Nashville
Mr. Kirby and London as
relationsas
counselor. He has public
been retained
public relations counselor to the
NAB. He handled NAB's public
ice.
relations before he joined the servA veteran of two years overseas,

Maj. Wharfield holds the Legion
of Merit awarded him for outstandingtionscontributions
to communicain the Mediterranean
Theater. Ashowerradio
officer
Eisen-he
in London toinGen.1942,
worked on plans for the radio covcommunications
facilities of erage
the andNorth
African invasion.
In August 1943 he was made
press
communicationsTheater.
officer His
for
the Mediterranean
field tempress
communications
there formed
a pattern sysfor
coverage lowing
of invasions.
the Normandy
and fol-to
He returned
the States as officer in charge of
the overseas section of the Radio
Branch in March 1944. He later
succeeded Lt. Col. Jack Harris as
executive officer.
Present executive officer is Maj.
Charles Batson, who was with
Maj. Wharfield throughout the
North African and Italian campaigns and former
programS. C.director of WFBC
Greenville,
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Big IRE Meeting
PAPERS on AM, FM and TV
broadcasting, navigational aids,
communications and relay links,
radar, industrial electronics, testing equipment, panoramic reception,broadcast
microwavereceivers,
measuring
devices,
vacuum
tubes, antennas and radio wave
propagation
will Winter
be presented
the
33rd annual
Technicalat
Meeting of the Institute of Radio
Engineering.
Meeting
held
Jan.
23-26 at the
Astor will
Hotel,be New
York. Papers are expected to be
of special
significance
this lifted
year,
with
wartime
restrictions
and free discussions of many technical developments again possible
for thebor.first
time since
Pearlof HarCommercial
exhibits
new
models and parts will be another
major factor this year, with more
than 150 firms expected to exhibit.
BROADCASTING
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ALASKA
KFOD Fairbanks
Anchorage
KFAR
ALABAMA
WHMA Birmingham
Anniston
WSGN
WJBY
Gadsden
WHBB
Selma
WFEB Sylacauga
ARIZONA
KWJB
Globe
KGLU
Safford
KTVC Yuma
Tucson
KYUM
ARKANSAS
K-ELD KlFt. Dorado
KFPW
KFFA HelenaSmith
KTHS Little
Hot Springs
KLRA
Rock
CALIFORNIA
Bakersfield
KERN
Eureka
KIEM
Fresno
KFRE
KARM Fresno
KFWB
Hollywood
KFOX
Long Beach
KGER Eos
Long
Beach
KFI
Angeles
Merced
KYOS
KTRB
Modesto
KWBR Oakland
KI'AS
KVCV ReddineKCRA
KFSD
Sai Francisco
Dh
KALW
San
KGO
San
Francisco
KSFO
San Luis
Francisco
KVEC
San
Santa Ana Obispo
KVOE Stockton
KWG
KTKC Visalia ille. .
KHl'B W:
COLORADO
KGTW Alamosa
KVOR
Colorado Springs
KICP
KFEE Durango
Denver
KFXJ
Grand
KGHF
Pueblo Junction
KGEK Sterling
CONNECTICUT

MINNESOTA
KATE
Albert
KDGE
Fergus LeaFalls
KUOM
i
Minneapolis
KVOX Northfield
Moorhead
WCAL
KROC Rochester
WMIN
St. Paul
MISSOURI
KFVS
Cape
Girardeau
KFRU
Columbia
KGBX Springfield
Springfield
KTTS
WEW
St.
WIL
St. Louis
Louis

NEW HAMPSHIRE
WLNH Laconia
NEW JERSEY
WSNJ Bridgeton
WAAT
Newark
WTTM Trenton
WTNJ Trenton
NEW MEXICO
KGGM
Albuquerque
KOB
Albuquerque
KAVE
Carlsbad
KWEW
Hobbs Fe
KVSF Santa

^Sical
Ws

KBKR OREGON
Baker
KBND
Bend
EORE
Eugene
KUIN
Grants
Pass
KLBM
La
KMKWRC
ED Pendleton
Med Grande
ford
KSLM
Salem
KB PS Portland
KXL
Portland
KODL The Dalles
PENNSYLVANIA
WSAN Allentown
WCED
DuBois
WLEU Erie
WHJB
Greensburg
WHP
Harrisburg
WAZL
Hazleton
WDAS
Philadelphia
WHAT
Philadelphia
WIP
KDKA Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
WJASIT Pittsburgh
WEE
Reading
WKOK
Sunburv
WMBS Vniontown
WJPA York
Washington
WSBA
SOUTH
CAROLINA
WLAT Conway
SOUTH DAKOTA
KABR
KGFX Aberdeen
Pierre Falls
KELO
Sioux
WNAX Yankton
KSUB UTAH
Cedar City
KOAL
Price
KLO Salt
Ogden
KALE
Lake City
KDVL
Salt
Lake
City
KNAK
Salt
KUTA Salt Lake
Lake City
City
TENNESSEE
WAPO Chattanooga
WASHINGTON,
WWDC Washington, D.C.
D. C.

FLORIDA
WDAE Tampa
IDAHO
KANSAS
KGNO Garden
Dodge City
KIUL
City
KENTUCKY
WCMI Ashland
WHLN
Harlan
WHOP Eouisville
Hopkinsville
WINN
WGRC Eouisville
MAINE <
MARYLAND
WITH Baltimore
WTBO
Cumberland
WFMD Frederick
WJEJ Hagerstown
MASSACHUSETTS
WHDH
Boston
WORE Salem
Boston
WESX
WSI'R
WMAS Springfield
Springfield
MICHIGAN
WWJ
Detroit
WEAR
East
Lansing
WDBC Calumet
Escanaba
WHDF
WFDF Flint
WJEF
Grand Rapids
Rapids
WOOD Iron
Grand
WJMS
wood '
WIBM
Jackson
WKLA Pontiac
Ludington
WCAR
WHLS
Port
WEXL
Royal Huron
Oak Marie
WSOO Sault
Ste.
BROADCASTING

Ca"> Write orWire
"Pt„p
SAI* FRANClsco
HO lywood g2f 'vd. Mark
H°U^OOD * *Xbr°°k<5£0teI

MISSISSIPPI
WJDX Jackson
MONTANA
KGHL
BillingsCity
KRJF
KGCX Miles
Sidney
KGEZ
Kalispell
NEVADA
KENO NEBRASKA
Las Vega's
KHAS
KODY Hastings
North Platte

• Broadcast Advertising

NORTH CAROLINA
WBBB
Burlington
WBIG
WSOC Greensboro
Charlotte
WEGO
Concord
WISE Asheville
NORTH DAKOTA
KDLR Devil Lake
KLPM
KLPM Minot
Minot City
KOVC
Valley
OHIO
WAKR Akron
WICA
Ashtabula
WSAI
Cincinnati
WOSU Columbus
WING
WFIN Dayton
Findlay
WMOH
Hamilton
WLOK Lima
WMAN Mansfield
WPAY
Portsmouth

NEW YORK
WABY Albany
WMBO
WBEN Auburn
Buffalo
WEBR
Buffalo
WGBB
WHCU Freeport
Ithaca
WJTN Newburgh
Jamestown
WGNY
WABC New
New York
York
WEVD
WINS
New
York
WNYC
New York
WKIP
Poughkeepsie
WHEC
Rochester
WBCA
Schenectady
VVHAZ Troy

WASHINGTON
KW'LK Longview
KVOS
Bellingi.am
KWSC
Pullman
KOMO Seattle
KJR
Seattle
KFIO
Spokane
KIT Yakima
KUJ Walla Walla
WEST VIRGINIA
WJLS Fairmont
Beckley WMMN
WSAZ
Huntington
WPAR
Parkersburg
WBRW Welch
WBTH Williamson
VIRGINIA
WSAP
rortsmouth
WTAR Norfolk
WBTM Danville
WGH Richmond
Newport News
WRNL
WYOMING
KDFN Casper
KFBC Rock
Cheyenne
KVRS
Springs
KWYO Sheridan
Page
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FIRST WWJ Detroit transmitter,
put on air in 1920 by William S.
Seripps, was built by Dr. Lee deLONG before KDKA Pittsburgh was established Dr. Prank Conrad, of Westinghouse, was tinkering in his
Forest, early radio inventor,
garage with thethisquaint
equipment,
call letters
8XK. contained
If you're 20a lover
of detail,
boxes onSoap.
which many of
doodadsusing
are the
mounted
originally
packages
of OldtheHonesty

1
m
..... jm
r
s\>
...
i

;

EARLY
broadcast experiments
IF YOU'RE
technically
this
is- electronic
televisionminded,
set of were conducted back in 1919 in this
the 20s, designed by Dr. Vladimir studio of WSUI, Iowa City, according to the U. of Iowa.
Zworykin (left), then Westinghouse, but now with RCA.

DR. B. J. PALMER (left), founder
of WOC, interviewed Jack Dempsey
in the fighter's first mike battle.
Scene was Dr. Palmer's home.

THIS NEAT display of gadgets, complete with Underwood No. 5 type- FIRST 5 kw transmitter west of Chicago, being installed at WOC Davwriter, late type telephone and a snappy Edison console phonograph, enport in spring of 1924. At right is Frank W. Elliott, general manager
comprises the first transmitter and control room put into operation by of WOC and president of the NAB during the 1924-25 period. At left is
WJZ in Newark, N. J., more than two decades ago.
Franklin Pierce, who was the first engineer of WOC.

. . OF

BALING

PIONEER farm broadcaster was
Frank E. Mullen, speaking into
KDKA's mike. He now is NBC vicepresident and general manager.

WIRE

AND

CHEWING

GUM

HIGH ABOVE Newark stood this
EQUIPMENT here is the proud development of General Electric Co. and 1923 antenna of WOR, with the
actually worked, aided by collection of batteries under the table. One of studios
in the Bamberger
the telephones apparently was used as a microphone. Old timers on store's below
palatial broadcast room.
engineering staffs will recognize some of the paraphernalia.

FROM this knapsack, used by NBC
„. - .
for special events, came the modern THIS is the famed Westinghouse broadcast of Nov. 2, 1920, when the Pittsburgh station, KDKA, announced
had been
engineer,broadcast.
Conrad,
Dr. Frank
election.claims
Presidential
the Harding-Cox
the returnssinceof 1916
the working
widelyWar byII.
walkietalkie,
regularly scheduled
first Westinghouse'
this was
Westinghouse
on broadcasting.
Army duringusedWorld

Westinghouse
KANSAS

IS

CITY

A

K

O

Z

Y

MARKET
PORTER BLDG., KANSAS CITY, MO.

EVERETT L. DILLARD
ELIZABETH WHITEHEAD
Station Director
Manager
General

Pioneer FM Station in the Kansas City Area
Ask for Rate Card
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Ready

for Color

Video Relayed by Stratovision
BLAZING A NEW TRAIL for all per second — two-thirds of the
black-and-white rate. These pichigh-definition
Westingtures will be scanned at 525 lines
house last weektelevision,
announced
that
frame for each of the three
production will soon begin on high- per
primary
red, greenpicture
and
definition pick-up
blue — and colors
each— complete
units for proceswill have 1575 lines. This scanning
both blackwill be through filters admitting
and - singwhite
and
only one color at a time and it will
color
pictures
and
require one complete cycle of the
their associated
three colors to provide one fullsound for simulcolor picture. This means that aptransmissiontaneouson the
proximately 31,000 lines must be
same carrier
scanned for every second of television
entertainment,
either blackwave.sion willStratovirelay Mr. Burnside
and-white or color."
the signal.
C. J. Burnside, manager of the CAPEHART IS HURT
company's Industrial Electronics IN AUTO ACCIDENT
Division, who made the announcement, credited Columbia Broad- SEN. HOMER E. CAPEHART
castingvelSystem
with innovation
the basic de-in (R-Ind.) is in Methodist Hospital,
opment of this
Indianapolis, with a crushed left
electronics.
foot, badly lacerated tongue and
Available to Industry
cuts about the face, the result of a
head-on
collision last Monday night
So that all interests may cooper- on the highway
near Indianapolis.
ate in bringing television to its full
member
of the and
Instature, the CBS units are being Sen. Capehart,
terstate Commerce
Committee
made available to the industry gen- of a subcommittee on communicaerally. The units, the first to handle
tions which stalinspected
European
inboth picture and sound transmisations afew months
ago, had
sion simultaneously, were original- addressed the Allen County Republy designed as studio experimental
lican Club at Fort Wayne and was
equipment. All sound transmission driving to Indianapolis.
used is by FM.
He has led a fight in the Senate
"Simultaneous broadcast of pic- against
OPA price controls, partictures and sound on the same freaffecting the manufacture
quency ismade possible by borrow- of radio ularly
sets and parts. He formering from military radar technique
ly
headed
the
Capehart Co., manuand transmitting first one then the
other in a series of high speed binations. facturers ofradio-phonograph compulses,"
Mr. Burnside
said. "Pic-as
ture information
is transmitted
each component line of the scene ACCOUNT Correction
of Iodent Chemical Co.,
is traced, or scanned, in the camera Detroit (Iodent
Tooth Paste),
tube
pick-up
started Gordon Fraser on
sound ofistheadded
in theapparatus.
fraction ofFMa which
WJZ
New
York,
is handled by
second in which the electronic beam Duane Jones Co., New
York, and
is moved back to the left edge of not
S. Duane Lyon Inc., New York,
the picture to begin scanning the
as incorrectly
casting Oct. 29.reported in BroadStratovision,
the revolutionary
next
line."announced
project
recently by
Westinghouse, and now being testTaylor to Speak
ed, is the perfect medium for bring- DEEMS TAYLOR, president of
ing this high-definition television ASCAP, will take part Nov. 6 in
into reality, Mr. Burnside ex- the New York Times' weekly proplained. Present coaxial cables are
What's York.
On Your
Mind?of onA
not suited to high-definition trans- WQXR gramNew
Author
mis ion, he said, because they can- Picture History of the Governnot accommodate the required 10
ment, Mr. Taylor will discuss the
mc bandwidths. Ground type relay
systems, he added, have the ca- topic "Do Our Newspapers Influpacity but have a tendency to build
ence Foreign Relations?"
up distortion
and deteriorate
ASCAP Upheld
tures at the repeater
stations. pic"Stratovision's airborne relays ASCAP does not violate the antisolve this tionwide
problem
na- monopoly section of the Donnelly
coverage bywithproviding
only eight
Act, the Court of Appeals of the
of New York held Oct. 26.
repeater stations," Mr. Burnside State
said, "thus holding distortion to a Decision affirmed that the State
Supreme Court in June 1944, which
He added that the new television- was upheld by the Appellate Diminimum."
in January of this year.
FM units will "produce black-and- Courts vision
have now consistently upwhite pictures of 1029 lines-perframe at 30 frames per secheld ASCAP's motion to dismiss a
ond. Complete color pictures will suit against it brought by Hotel
be presented at a rate of 20 Edison Corp. in 1942.
BROADCASTING
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Car Cards

• 52 weeks in the year, street cars and
subways carry large, impressive posters publicizing
WIBG Programs, always mentioning the sponsor, of course.

Brochures
• Colorful, illustrated broadsides
are mailed to selected dealer-lists, directing
attention to a specific campaign, and inviting store
cooperation in merchandising

Newspaper Ads

# Newspaper ads, timed for the day
of broadcast, and placed judiciously to attract the desired
type audience, direct attention to various WIBG sponsored programs.

Billboards
• 24 Sheet Posters, in full color,
cover the length and breadth of the entire
Philadelphia Market, giving added impetus to listener interest
in other WIBG features.
YES, WIBG BELIEVES IN SPONSOR-PROMOTION WITH A PUNCH.
AND WE WILL WELCOME THE OPPORTUNITY TO PROVE AS MUCH FOR YOU AND YOUR CLIENTS.

WIBG

WIBG
WIBG

Represented in New York by Joseph Lang, 31 W. 47th St. ■ Nationally by Mam J. Young, Jr., New York, Chicago, Lis Angeles
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising
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TRIB FORUM STARTS
ON VICTORY THEME
BROADCAST of the opening halfhour,
last Monday,
8:30-9 Tribune
p.m. of
the New
York Herald
Forum started with a seven-minute
victory theme called "Set Your
Clock
U-235"bywritten
for theatForum
Normanespecially
Corwin
and delivered by Paul Robeson.
Various speeches were carried
by the networks [Broadcasting,
Oct. 29]. In addition, CBS carried
half-hour programs, Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, 10:30-11 p.m.
on its shortwave service to EngDr. C. H. Goudiss
lish-speaking peoples throughout
DR. C. HOUSTON GOUDISS, 64, the world and to service men and
publisher of Forecast Magazine women overseas, as well as transand at various times between 1929
lating it in Spanish.
Final session of the Forum was
and 1943 a conductor of programs
on food information on WJZ WOR televised by NBC television station
WHN New York and WGN Chi- WNBT New York, on Wednescago, died Oct. 29 in Chicago of
direct from Waldorf-Astoria
a heart attack. He leaves a widow Hotel.day,Among
those appearing on
and a son.
telecast were Secretary of State

Paramount TV Plans
WITH long range plans reported
to include West Coast television
network, Television Productions
Inc., subsidiary of Paramount Pictures Inc. and operators of
W6XYZ Hollywood, has applied
for FCCvisionpermission
to erect
teletransmitter in San
Francisco
area. Klaus Landsberg, West Coast
television director, recently completed survey of bay area and selected Mt. Tamalpais in Marin
county as transmitter site. Studios
would be in San Francisco.

One Shy
SAM SEROTA,
program director of WIP Philadelphia,
will be late for the radio educational conference in Chicago this week. After getting
train reservations for a half
dozen others from the city,
hehimself.
was unable to get one for

Walter Silbersack
Named AHP Head
Former President to Remain
As Counsel and Director
WALTER F. SILBERSACK, formerly executive vice-president and
general
manager
American
Home Products
Corp.,of New
York,
was elected
president at a board
meeting Oct. 29.
He succeeds Knox
Ide, who
continues as general
counsel and as a
member of the
tors
ex- I^MUm
boardandof ofdirecI

Jamesbor F.LewisByrnes,
Secretary of LaB. Schwellenbach,
Dr.
Vannevar Bush, director of the Office of Scientific Research and Development and key figure in work
of the atomic bomb, Bill Mauldin,
cartoonist; C. R. Smith, chairman and operations Mr. Silbersack
of the board of American Airlines ; executive,
committees. finance "
Lt. Col. Mary-Agnes Brown, adConsolidated net earnings of the
vtion,
isor to the
veterans'
administracompany and its subsidiaries before
Marine ace.and Lt. Cord Meyers, Jr., taxes for the nine-month period
ending Sept. 30 were $11,089,966.
After tax provisions the net earnings for the period were $3,943,718, equal
$3.60during
a sharetheas same
compared-to to$3.53
period of 1944. Gross sales for 1945
to date are 18% ahead of 1944.
An extra dividend of 60 cents a
share was declared, payable Dec.
THE
BRANHAM
COMPANY
15, in addition to the regular
monthly dividend of 20 cents per
share, payable
Dec. Nov.
1, both14.to stockholders of record
Mr. Silbersack became associated
with the American Home Products
organization
1927Co.,whenwhichit ac-he
quired A. S. inBoyle
had joined in 1923 as advertising
and merchandising manager. At
. JVew Wmd
the time of its acquisition by
American Home Products he had
risen to general manager and
<3)ehoil
shortly thereafter became presif
dentrectoofr of American
the firm. Home
ElectedProducts
a diin 1935, he moved to the parent
WMOB
Mobile, Ala.
company in 1942 as vice-president
in charge of advertising producKTHS
Hot Springs, Ark.
<3)utta*
tion and aandyeargeneral
later became
president
manager.viceKFMB
....
San Diego, Calif.
In his new post Mr. Silbersack
will supervise the entire operations
KWKH
Shreveport, La.
of AHP which in 1944 did a gross
business of $105,000,000, accordWCPO
Cincinnati, Ohio
ing to Alvin G. Brush, board chairman. "One of Mr. Silbersack's maWTJS
Jackson, Tenn.
jor projects will be the direction
of
our
$15,000,000 expansion proWNOX
. . . . Knoxville, Tenn.
Mr. Brusheight
said.new"At plants
present, gram,"
we have
under construction or about to be
WMC
Memphis, Tenn.
started in the U. S., Canada, and
KTBC
Austin, Texas
England, and four large additions
to existing plants are underway.
KRIC . . . . . Beaumont, Texas
In addition,
the president
will con'Jan >J/t<tJici±c<j
trol our thirteen
million dollar
per
KWBU
. . . Corpus Christi, Texas
year advertising program. Consequently
Mr. Silbersack's
backKRLD ......
Dallas, Texas
in marketing,
merchandising, andgroundadvertising
ideally
suits
WCHS
. . . Charleston, W. Va.
him for the task ahead."
WBLK
....
Clarksburg, W. Va.
Agency Party
WSAZ . . . Huntington, W. Va.
TAYLOR-HOWE-SNOWDEN
Radio Sales will hold its annual party
WPAR
. . . Parkersburg, W. Va.
far
agency Hotel,
executives
Dec. Chicago
7 at the Drake
Chicago.on
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KNOW

HOW!

From fifty watts to fifty thousand . . . our production
staff has consistently won prestige for outstanding
presentations. Special talents and experience behind
the mike have set the pace for the best on the dials
throughout our area.
Never a dull moment for our production staff! It not
only creates and produces programs for WFAA and
for KGKO, our associate Station — but also supervises
programs over the Texas Quality Network and Lone
Star Chain . . . handles NBC and American programs
. . . many remote broadcasts . . . and special sports networks. From musical varieties to dramatic presentations, our staff assures listener-luring programs every
minute we're transmitting.

RALPH MADDOX (top): Program Supervisor. His background includes stage experience. Formerly with NBC as production director. He's been with us five years.
IVAN WAYNE (left center): Producer.
More than ten years' experience in radio
as singer, producer and service in radio
enginering. He's been with us nearly ten
years.

ELMER BAUGHMAN (right center): Producer. Fifteen years' experience in radio.
He's been with us five years.
KARL LAMBERTZ (below): Musical t>?rector
and Producer. Many years in orchestra
directing and theatrical work with Paramount and Publix Theatres. He's been with
us more than twelve years.

WFAA
Martin Campbell, General Manager Ralph Nimmons and Ray Collins, Asst. Mgrs.
NBC and TEXAS QUALITY NETWORK AFFILIATES
820 KC . . . 50.000 WATTS
A NATIONALLY CLEARED CHANNEL STATION
Owned and Operated by The Dallas Morning News
November 5, 1945 • Page 4*

On the Service Front
Remington-Rand

. to sponsors
on 184 stations

FULTON LEWIS, JR., has gained
the honor of being America's No. I
Cooperative Program . . . serving
local sponsors on I 84 stations. This
must surely make good sense to time
buyers who want to hit hard
in the few choice cities that are
still available.

Program originates

from WOL, Washington, D. C.
Write, phone or wire at once to —
Cooperative Program Department
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
1440 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
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Shows

Video

Camera
Used in Projectile
ANOTHER war innovation in elec- waves of buoy which reveal to octronics was announced last week
cupants of plane whether or not a
sub is underwater and exactly
when Remington-Rand Inc. dis- where
it is located. Buoys are extelevision
pendable and sink after a few
signedplayedtoafit
into thecamera
nose ofde-a
hours in knownwater,
makingthatit unbomb, permitting
either
the
bomto the thus
enemy
his
bardier in the plane or the staff
back at general headquarters not ment.
course is followed by this instruonly to follow the course, but to
change direction if necessary. Display was at Middletown, Conn.
Dyke Up for B. G.
Bombs guided by the television COL. KENNETH
R. DYKE has
apparatus were in use in the last been nominated for brigadier gendays of the war, according to the
Dept. announced last
firm. The camera is five inches week. eral,Thethe Warformer
NBC advertising
square and 19 % inches long, conand promotion
taining asmall motor that adjusts
rector is chief di-of
the ^hutter« opening for light
the Civil Inforchanges, and a thermostatic unit
mation & Educawhich prevents fogging as the
tion Section
with
camera passes through different
the
U.
S.
Forces
altitudes and temperature changes.
in Japan.
Heart of the camera is the Vericon
He was nomitube, two inches by one foot in
nated formotiontheby Gen.
prosize.
In each bomb is packed a televiMacArthur
for
Col. Dyke
sion camera, storage battery, small
"his civilian exdynamo, an electronic power plant,
a television transmitter, a radio
perience andcivic
outstanding work" in handling
receiver and a mechanism that ra- and religious
problems in the ocd
i
o
c
o
n
t
r
o
l
s
t
h
e
bomb's
fins
and
c
u
p
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
Japan.
,
Prior
to
his
rudder.
he was commandThrough relaying from the plane, latestingassignment
officer
of
the
Information
headquarters can receive the pic- Education Division, U. S. Armed&
ture, and can remotely control the Forces in the Far East, supervisbomb's course.
stations in the whole
Army is said to be planning fur- area,inginAFRSaddition
to other duties.
ther tests on rockets, with the prob- He was highly instrumental in setability of complete remote control
ting
up
communications
facilities
thousands of miles from the tar- when our troops entered Japan.
get. Its lightness and extreme compactness give ittelevision
great possibilities
Harry Gordon Out of Navy
for commercial
use.
James J. Lamb, chief engineer HARRY GORDON, who pioand manager of the electronic dineered in radio-television promotion, has been released from the
vision of Remington-Rand is credit:Navy after three and a half years
edin with
development
of
the
camera,
'
of service. He made a study of
cooperation*with* Philip
* S. Rand,
_|p dealer
reaction to television in 1941
Joseph A. Brustman and -Marshall
P. Wilder.
IBroadcasting, Jan. 13, 1941] and
an
experimental
study of selected
Sono-Buoy
communities- in New Jersey proAN ELECTRONIC device, the
moting television with radio dealers through organized educational
He will return soon to
Ra
& ,Phpr
Corp.,
Nen"
Sondio-b
Emerso
onod
w campaign.
o uoy
ogucraedph by.
York, was revealed by the Navy radio and television work.
Depart
last week as highly
Nicoll Returning
effectivemeinnt anti-submarine warfare
against the Nazis and Japanese.
NICOLL, chief of opRadar sets, important in detect- OLIVER erat5W.
ions ofRadio Stuttgart Detaching surfaced subs, needed an auxilment, orfleave from his radio proiary aid to pick up sound of production business in New York, is
pellers
U-boats
were submerged,whenEmerson
explained.
The awaiting final orders to return
Nationalmit e iDefense
Com- home. He has been with the Inforn the OfficeResearch
of Scientific
mation Services Control Command
Research and Development at the
has been overUnderwater Sound Laboratory at for 3%seas moreyears
than and
18 months.
New London, Conn., designed the
*
*
*
Sono-buoy to pick up underwater
AFN Curtailing Operations
sounds, and turned the model over
to Emerson, where it was per- AMERICAN FORCES Network
fected.
will cease operations in England,
A plane
special re-of Ireland and Scotland this month,
ceiver tunedcarrying
to same afrequency
(Continued on page U6)
buoy transmitters receives radio
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JUST

A

MINUTE

FOLKS/

RENO

(SACRAMENTO
(STOCKTON
j FRESNO
BAKERSFIELD^

The BEELINE is not a regional network, but a group
of long established key stations, each the favorite in its
community, combined for national spot business.

I want to give you a friendly tip. If you come to
see California as she normally is, be sure to take the
highway leading through the great Central Valleys.
There, you'll find the people haven't changed
much. They made a lot more money during the war,
but they always had money. This is the part of California which has given the Golden State her agricultural and mineral leadership.
Take my advice and look over this fabulous area
— served by The BEELINE.
With its 42 primary county coverage, The BEELINE is the only combination of stations which properly can serve the million and a half people in the
California Central Valleys, plus Western Nevada.
Outside stations don't do the job.

See the McClatchy BEELINE rate listing, first under
California in Standard Rate And Data.
Represented nationally by Paul H. Raymer Company.
McClatchy
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Broadcasting
Company
SACRAMENTO
4, CALIFORNIA
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WRVA 20th Anniversary
Celebrated November 2
WRVA Richmond celebrated its
20th anniversary Friday, Nov. 2,
with a special hour broadcast originating from its Richmond studios.
The program,
to takenight,
listeners back todesigned
the opening
Nov. 2, 1925, featured outstanding
figures in the state, and pick-ups
of Amos 'n' Andy, among other
network personalities who got their
start on the station. Several persons who were on the first broadcastday.
appeared
on theDarden,
show lastMayor
FriGovernor
Sweeney to Hqtrs.
Herbert and Sen. Harry F. Byrd
LT. (jg) KEVIN B. SWEENEY,
public information officer of the
The station, a CBS affiliate, is
Naval Air Station, Ottumwa, la., spoke.
50,000 wbystation.
and former assistant to the west- Virginia's
is owned andonlyoperated
Larus It&
Bro. Tobacco Co.
ern
division
vice-president
of
the
American Broadcasting Co., has
been transferred to the Office of
Lift Ad Restrictions
Public Information, Washington.
* * *
WARTIME RESTRICTIONS on
Two Stations Added
advertising are being lifted in
1, 1946, it was anTWO wired-radio stations, serving Canada onnounced iJan.
n the budget address of
8,000 Signal Corps and Marine Finance Minister
J. L. Ilsley.
troops, directly, have been added With
the drop in the excess profits
to Honolulu "NA" circuit route, tax from
to 60% effective at
at Waipio and Ewa, Oahu. Signal the same 100%
time the restrictions on
Corps outfits are piping AFRS prowere also lifted. Canagrams through their land lines on advertising
dian firms will be able to compete
a circuit that includes principal
with firms in other countries, and
North Beach telephone centrals.
all advertising costs can be once
* * *
more charged to operations and
New Assignment
tax. potential
The reons have kept tomany
1ST. LT. JIM REED, former an- will not bestrictisubject
nouncer with WIBW Topeka, Kan. advertisers from using larger radio
and KBUR Burlington, la., has advertising schedules, as they were
been assigned special assistant to limited to roughly a 10% increase
the commanding general for public in advertising over the basic period,
relations at Air Transport Com- 1936-1939, for every 100% inCaribbean Beach.
Wing Headquarcrease in business.
ters,mand's
West Palm
* * *
Ingenuity
Servicemen to WSB
servWITH A FORMAL printed an- SIX MEN
ice have recently
joined out
WSBof the
Atlanta,
nouncemLarry
nt .
Holcomb, former radio director, Sherman K. among them four returning to their
Ellis & Co.; eastern manager, old positions. Lt. Jimmie Bridges,
Wright-Sonovox, and continuity AAF; and Ens. Fred Parsons,
USMS, are back as announcers.
editor, NBC
centralto division,
"an- Returning
nounces his return
inactive duty
engineers
ArArmy are
SignalMaj.Corps,
in the U. S. Navy and his immedi- and thurLt.G. Swan,
Bill
Wrye,
USNR.
New
ate availability for radio work be- to WSB, T/Sgt. Jack Smith, AAF,
ginning November first, nineteen
now an engineer, was formerly
hundred and forty-five."
with KGKL
San Angelo,
Another new addition
is Sgt.Tex.Jimmy
New AAF Show
ARMY AIR FORCES will start a Boland, AAF, in accounting.
new Saturday program on NBC
Dec. 8. Series, yet unnamed, will
Salary Raise
combine the features of Your NON-EXECUTIVE
of
AAF which concludes on Amer- WGN Inc. Chicago members
WGNB
ican Nov. 15, and I Sustain the have received a 10% and
increase
in
Wings which winds up Dec. 1.
effective October 29, Elbert
With the conclusion of Roosty salary
of the AAF, completing its series M. Antrim, business manager of
on Mutual Nov. 11, and Return to the Chicago
and notified
assistant secretaryTribune
of WGNCo. Inc.
Duty work
winding
same series
net- employes.
Employes will also share
Nov. 13, up
the onnewtheNBC
plans, including full salwill be the only AAF show on the in benefit
ary to ill or disabled employes for
air. Plans are under way, however, as long
as
months; group life
for a band concert series on one insurance in sixamounts
up to $11,000,
of the networks.
payments
up
to
$300
families of employes onmonthly
militaryto
JUNIOR radio course given at Hunter leave,
bonuses for length of service
College is the subject of a picture and amount
of salary and generous
story,
"You'll
Be Hearing
in the voluntary pension
plans.
Nov. issue
of Womans
HomeThem",
Companion.
BROADCASTING
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Service Front
(Continued from page Uh)
Lt. Col. John Hayes, chief of AFN
revealed at the news luncheon
given in his honor last Monday by
WOR New York at the Hotel
Astor, New York. AFN will pull
out of Italy and Austria during
the winter. Activities in France
are expected to close around March
1, he said. However, he added,
AFN will remain in operation in
Germany as long as the period of
occupation by American troops.

4

LINGO
VERTICAL
STEEL

TUBULAR

RAUIATURS

I Give You More Performance
I Per Dollar-Foot To Meet
I
The Keen Competition
You Can Expect!
I Your post-war improvement plans
I can begin right now, with a new
p Lingo radiator . . . offering you '
I greater efficiency in design and
I performance. Contact us at once
1 regarding your plans. Lingo Ra1 diators and supporting poles are
I available for AM, FM, Television
I and other UHF applications. If
you are not ready for installation
now, we will construct and deliver
when you are ready. Act now,
and be glad later on!
Please include in your inquiries the
height required and approximate
site, so that complete quotation can
be made immediately, covering the
radiator itself and its subsequent
erection when so desired.
JOHN E. LINGO & SON, INC.
EST. 1897 CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY
VERTICAL
■ ^RADIATORS
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Business

I

Leaders

plan

for

No% within i
Prefe^ a short^ beco^ing avail, M

manufacturers

We maintainecU? °St,of°ur
Production

A • 1?ctl>r to our nr

tiler War

Except for ^
•
tremendous exl?1 t0 be stopped
BecaK
reTaPhng S°me sP-iai macJ,
^ f°r ^

*

—

We should //fee to send you
a cop/ of our 40-page
book "28 Business Leaders
Plan for Louisville."
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^-rt^

—

THE
Radio

I

Louisville

Times

Station
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ROBERT
TINCHER,
former station
manager
of WNAX fromYankton,
has
been released
the ArmyS. D.,as
major
after four
and Cowles
a half years
service.
HeCo. returns
to
the
Broadcasting
December
1 and isHOFFMAN,
currently inKRNT
Des
Moines
with PHIL
Des Moines
station ofmanager
andorganizaexecutive
vice-president
Cowles
tion.
ADRIAN
vice-president
charge of10SAMISH,
programs
at American, inis
spending
days in Hollywood.
EDGAR
KOBAK,
Mutualto president,
left
for
Atlanta
last week
visitanda group
ofColaMutual
Georgia
affiliates
Coca
executives
and
to
attend
a
dinner
for Paul Porter, FCC chairman.
FLAMM, hasmanaging
director
ofSIDNEY
WPAT J.Paterson,
been appointed
radio
publicity
chairman
of Committee
the Hackensack,
N.
J.,
War
Finance
for the Victory Loan Drive.
COMDR.dent of theGEORGE
B. STORER,
presiFort
Industry
who recently
retired
from Co.
activestations,
Navy
duty, is catovering fhis
Washington
rom a recent
stomachhomeattack.reBEN
LTJDY, general manager of WD3W
Topeka,
Oct. 14. Kan., is father of a girl born
JASON
S. GRAY,Pa.,general
manager
WCED DuBois,
has been
namedof
chairman of DuBois committee for Victoryager,LoanLES RYDER,
Drive. Likewise station
manas county
publicity
chairman isforserving
tt>e drive.

Because of its COMPLETE
News Coverage
Advertising and marketing are a complicated
business. It has so many angles!
No one medium, no one method, no one plan
can meet the varied demands for the attaining of a
successful objective. Many must be combined.
To cover the news of such an ever-rapidlychanging field is the service to be rendered by a
newspaper
designed
to promptly and accurately
cover the field
as a whole.
The fact that ADVERTISING AGE places the
news of the week upon the desks of advertising
executives, everywhere, promptly every Monday
morning is, we feel, one of the reasons why more
radio broadcasting stations regularly use more
advertising in ADVERTISING AGE than in any
other general advertising publication.
Without any obligation whatever our nearest
representative will be happy to drop in and tell
you moremotionabout
efforts. how to get results from your proAdvertising
Age
jjL
The
National
Newspaper
of
Marketing
=£L
100 E. Ohio St, Chicago 11 • 330 W. 42nd St, New Yor* 18"Yi=r

HOWARD
CHASE,boardMontreal,
chairman of theB. CBC
of governors;
RENE
MORIN,
Montreal,
vice-chairman,
and
MRS.
T.
W.
SUTHERLAND,
Revelstoke, renewed
B. C, have
had theirthreetermsyears.of
office
for another

FIRST Carl
"queen
day" in Chicago,by
Mrs.
Edin,for isa congratulated
(1 to r)inAdecharge
Hult,of vice-president
Mutual
midwestvice-presiopera-of
tions;
Phillips Carlin,
MBS
d
e
n
t
i
n
charge
of
programs,
and
Frank
Schreiber, manager of WGN Chicago.
Mrs. Edin was nominated by her daughwho attendedin Hollywood.
Mutual "Queen for a
Day"ter program

T ARRY BUSKETT, with honorableing operations of the eastern sales deEastern service department
JL^discharge
and advertisprior to partment.
that
with from
ChicagoArmy
Tribune
will operate
as partorganization,
of the MBSunder
nasalesim
service
ing department,
joined
KMPC
Hol- BC
lCo
ywo d as accounthasn)
executive.
overall tionalsupervision
of °i
T. E. DANLEY.
iM
JOSEPH H. SIERER, after four years RUDI NEUBAUER, with NBC Chicago
service released
from the Navy as lieu- for 16 years and spot salesman for last
tenant commander
four, movespartmenttoeffectivetheNov.network
16. sales deand radiograms andandspecial
proWJIM Lansing, Mich., has appointed
activities officer for
Broadcast
Sales,immediately.
Chicago, as represenFifth trict,Naval
Distative effective
haspointbeen
ape
d
t
o
sales
DON
SULLIVAN,
commercial manager
and promotion staff
of WMT
of WRNL
trip
to NewCedarYork.Rapids, is on a business
mond,
Va. HeR i cfor-hGEORGE WHITNEY, sales manager of
me r1 y tinuity
wasand pubconKFI ringLoswithAngeles,
is conferdirector for
clientsonincurrently
New York,
Detroit
WTAR licity
Norfolk.
and
Chicago
winter
advertising
DICK BRIGHAM,
plans.
He
returns
to
his
desk
in late
November.
formerly tional
withTransitads,
NaMr. Sierer
boy.
is new member
of
JACK W. BROOKE, eastern spot salessales staff of KCMO Kansas City.
manager of American, is father o"
ED
W.
STEVENS,
formerly
salesman
CKNW New Westminster, B. C,
for J. P. McKinney & Sons, Chicago, appointed
& Co., New York, as
has joined Paul
S. representative.
resentative, Block,
Chicago. newspaper rep- exclusive U.Forjoe
DOROTHY
PETERSON
has
resigned
as
traffic
director
of WTOL Toledo.
succeeded
by BARBARA
WOLFE. She is
Bodec to GAC
WILLIAM
MACDONALD,
boy.
CKWS Kingston, Ont., is salesman
father of ofa BEN BODEC, formerly with
WILLIAM E. YOUNG, on terminal leave American Broadcasting System,
prior to that with J. Walter
from
Signaldivision
Corps,asjoined
radio Army
recording
salesmanNBC'sin and
Thompson, New York, has joined
New
He's son
of late
E. William
General Amusement Corp., New
Young,York.
manager
of
radio
recording
division's Washington branch.
as vice-president in charge
FRANK SAMUELS, American western ofYork,
radio. He succeeds Douglas F.
division rentlysales
manager,
Hollywood,
cur- Storer,
i
s
in
New
York
for
conferences
who has resigned to return
with home office executives.
to independent producing and packKAY
CONLIN,
traffic
manager
of
WPEN
aging radio programs. Mr. Storer,
Philadelphia, is ill of pleurisy.
with headquarters at 1276 6th Ave.,
FRANK KIZIS
of the appointed
Mutual sales
de- New York City, will continue to
partment has been
eastern
Bob Ripley,
Carservice manager, heading newly created represent
negie and Renfrew
of theDale
Mounted,
servicenate itsdepartment
which with
will thecoordiservice functions
sell- among others.
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Standards of Good Engineering Practice for FM Broadcast Stations
INTRODUCTION
are presented
herein theof FM
Commission's
standards
relating
to There
the allocation
and operation
broadcast engineering
stations. These
standards
also
apply to noncommercial educational (FM) broadcast stations, except as noted
herein.
The
Commission's
Rules
and
Regulations
contain
references
to
these
standards,sidered as reflecting
which haveits been
by the Commission
opinionapproved
in all matters
involved. and thus are conThe standards set forth herein are those deemed necessary for the constructionnicaland operation
of
FM
broadcast
stations
to
meet the requirements
of techregulations
and for operation
in the public
lines
not otherwise
enunciated.
These standards
are basedinterest
upon along
the besttechnical
engineering
data
available,
including
evidence at hearings
engineers,of
and data
supplied
by manufacturers
of radio conferences
equipment with
and radio
by licensees
FM broadcast
stations. These
standards
are complete
themselves and
supersede previous engineering
standards
or policies
of theinCommission
concerning
FM broadcast
stations.
While
thesetheystandards
provide itforis flexibility
and indicate
the
conditions
under
which
are
applicable
not
expected
that
material
deviationis from
the fundamental
will therefor.
be recognized unless
full information
submitted
as to the needprinciples
and reasons
Thesein the
standards
necessarily willbe revised
from andtimeanalyze
to time as progressdatais
made
Thewill
Commission
available
as art.
to the
progress
of the artaccumulate
so that these
standardsengineering
may be kept
current with technical developments.
TABLE OF CONTENTS
1. Definitions
2. Engineering Standards of Allocation
Data
4.3. Topographical
Interference Standards
Field IntensityLocation
Measurements in Allocation
6.5. Transmitter
7. Antenna Systems
8. Transmitters and Associated Equipment
9. Indicating Instruments
10. Auxiliary Transmitters
11.
Operating Power:
Determination
12. Frequency
& Modulation
Monitors & atMaintenance
Auxiliary Transmitters
13. Requirements for Type Approval of Transmitters
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15.
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for Type Approval of Modulation Monitors
16.
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17.
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18.
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Modulation
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19. FM Broadcast Application
Forms
1. DEFINITIONS
A. FM Broadcast
station
— The intermthe"FMFM broadcast
a station
employing
modulation
broadcast station"
band andmeanslicensed
priily forfrequency
the tranmission
by the margeneral
public. of radiotelephone emissions intended to be received
B. temFrequency
The term "frequency
modulation
a sysof modulation modulation
where the— instantaneous
radio frequency
varies' means
in proportion
to theing signal
instantaneous
amplitude
of pre-emphasis,
the modulatingif signal
(amplitude
of modulatto
be
measured
after
used)
and
the
instantaneous
radio frequency is independent of the frequency of the modulating signal.
FM broadcast
land —fromThe 88term
broadcast which
band" includes
means the
of C.frequencies
extending
to 108"FM
megacycles,
thoseband
assigned to noncommercial
educational
broadcasting.
D. Center frequency — The termthe"center
frequency"
means
=
by a sinusoiwave when , modulated
frequency of emitted
(1) The average signa
l.
,
(2)dal
The frequency of the emitted wave without modulation.
"frequency swing" means the instantaneous
— The ofterm
E. Frequency
the emitted wave from the center frequency refrequency
the swing
departure
sulting offrom modulation.
F.
FM
oroadcast
channel
—
The
broadcast
means a,
band
of frequencies
200 kilocycles
wideterm
and "FM
isat designated
by itschannel
center
frequencyChannels
for FM broadcast
stations
begin
88.1 megacycles
and continue
in.
successive steps of 200 kilocycles to and including 107.9 megacycles.
G. Antenna
"antenna
field gain"
of an FMproduced
broadcastat
antenna
means field
the gain—
ratio of-Thetheterm
effective
free space
field intensity
one mile
in theinput
horizontal
in millivolts per meter
watt antenna
power plane
to 137.6expressed
mv/m.
B for,, 1 kilomeans
intensity
field
space
"free
term
The
—
intensity
field
space
Free
H.
reflected
of
a point in the absence . . waves
exist atobjects.
the fieldthe intensity
from
earth orthatotherwouldreflecting
„
the
"multiplex
transmission of— The
I. Multiplex transmission
channel.
within a singlemeans
signals transmission
or more
two term
simultaneous
transthe
means
stations
broadcast
FM
to
applied
as
Multiplexmis iontransmission
of facsimile or other signals in addition to the regular broadcast
S1^alp'ercentage
modulationmeans
— Thethe term
modulation"
as applied
to the
frequency m swing
of the actual expressed
ratio "percentage
modulation
to frequencyswing
percent modulation,
as 100
defined
frequency
is denned
kilocycles percentage.
75
±
of
swing
frequency
a
stations,
broadcast
FM
For
as 100 percent modulation.
„
means
power
radiated
term "effective
The
Power—
Radiated
Effectiveof the
K.product
transmission
less
power
output
(transmitter
power
antenna
the
line loss) times (1) the antenna power gain, or (2) the antenna field gain
B(lllT8ervice
area— The termfrom"service
area" effective
as appliedradiated
to FMpower
broadcasting
an assigned
means tennatheheightservice
above resulting
average terrain.
. and anabove
height
"antenna
term
The
—
terrain
average
above
height
Antenna
M.
average terrain" means the average of the(In antenna
the terrain
height
differentaboveantenna
aheights
general
antenna.
the
from
miles
ten
to
two
Vfrom
will be determined by each direction from the antenna. The average of these
various heights is considered as the antenna height above average terrain.)
2. ENGINEERING STANDARDS OF ALLOCATION
Sections
3.202 to 3.205
of theStations,
Rules including
and Regulations
describeof
theA. basis
for aUocation
of FMinclusive
Broadcast
the division
^BROADCASTING
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the United States into Areas I and II. Where reference is made in the Rules
toshould
antennabe heights
Stations,ofSection
2 E (1) ofStations,
these Standards
consultedof ;Community
for other classes
FM Broadcast
Section
2 AsE (2)
should
be
consulted.
noted
in
Section
3.204
(b)
of
the
Rules,
the
Commission
will
designate
service areas for Metropolitan Stations in Area II. In addition to the showing
required by this Rule a special showing must be included in the application
concerning
the area
proposedareato designated
be served, inby the
event
that (1)or such
area
isareasmaller
than
the service
the
Commission,
(2)service
such
than
appearby the
to beCommission.
the appropriate
area, isin smaller
cases where
it that
has notwhich
been would
designated
The proposed
area to be served must be substantially greater than that which could be served
byB.a InCommunity
determiningstation.
the predicted and measured field intensity contours of
FM broadcast stations the following shall govern :
(1) Community stations will normally not be required to determine their
■contours.
Metropolitan
Stations shall determine the extent of their 1000 uv/m
and(2)
uv/m contours.
(3)50 Rural
stations shall determine their 1000 uv/m, 50 uv/m and 20
mv/m contours.*
The above
contours
shall be determined in accordance with the methods prescribed in these
Standards.
C.
Although
some
service
provided
bythetropospheric
waves,Thetheextent
serviceof area
isservice
considered
to be only
thatispoint
servedat bywhich
ground
wave.
theof
is determined
by the
the
ground
wave is no longer
sufficient
intensity
to
provide
satisfactory
broadcast
service.
The
field
intensity
considered necessary for service is as follows:
TABLE I
Median1000Fielduv/mIntensity
Area
City
50 uv/m
Rural business
areas or factory areas
A median field intensity of 3000 to 5000 v/mintensity
should ofbe1000placed
overshould
the
principal
served, and
a median
fie of 10,000 or greateruv/m
be placed city
over tothebe business
district
of cities
within the
metropolitan district served. The field intensity to be provided over the main
studio
is specified
by Sections
3.203,usual3.204,
3.205encountered
of the Rules.in the several
These and
figures
are thebased
upon ofthe
noiseandfrom
levels
areas
upon
absence
interference
other
D. A basis for allocation of satellite stations has not FMyet stations.
been determined.
For the present, applications will be considered on their individual merits.
E. The service area is predicted as follows :
(1) Community stations
A map, topographic where obtainable, shall be submitted for the area within
15 milestennaoflocation
the and
proposed
antenna
this map
indicated
the an-as
a circle
of 10site.
milesOnradius
with shall
the beantenna
location
center. Representative points shall be picked on this circle 15 degrees apart
and the elevation of these points determined. The average elevation of these
points will be considered the average elevation of the circle. The difference bethe center
of the' the
radiating
and the over
average
elevationtween theofelevation
this circleof shall
be considered
height system
of the antenna
the
terrainmethod
10 miles
fromgrossly
the transmitter.
Intocases
where theof applicant
believes
this
to
be
in
error
due
peculiarities
the
terrain,
this
method shall be used for determining the antenna height but a showing may
bemethod
made,used.
if desired,
determining
height contours
by other ofmeans
and describing
Calculations
of thetheservice
Community
stations the
are
not required.
(2) Metropolitan and Rural stations
Profiletenna site.graphs
be drawn
least eight
from beginning
the proposedat anThese must
profiles
should forbe atprepared
for radials
each radial
the
antenna site and extending to ten miles therefrom. Normally the radials are
drawn
for
each
45°
of
azimuth
;
however,
where
feasible
the
radials
should
be
drawn
for angles
along which
roads tend
to follow.otherwise
(The latter method may
beis particularly
helpful
in obtaining
topographical
useful in connection
withdata
mobilewhere
field intensity unavailable,
measurements andof
the station
and case
correlation
such radials
measurements
with predicted
field intensities).beIn each
one or ofmore
must include
theevenprincipal
citycityor
cities
to
served,
particularly
in
cases
of
rugged
terrain,
though
may
beshould
more bethanplotted
10 miles
from theintervals
antenna ofsite.
The40 toprofile
graph
forthewhere
each
radial
by
contour
from
100
feet
and
the
data
permits,
at
least
50
points
of
elevation
(generally
uniformly
spaced)
should be used for each radial. In instances of very rugged terrain where the
use of contour
100 feet intervals
would result
several
a short
distance,
200 hand,
orintervals
400where
footofthecontour
may orinbegently
used sloping
forpoints
suchtheindistances.
On
the
other
terrain
is
uniform
smallest
contour interval indicated on the topographic map (see below) should be used,
although
onlyindicate
a relatively
few points formayeach
be available.
Thetheprofile
shouldbe
accurately
the topography
radial,
and
graphsingraph
should
plotted
with
the
distance
in
miles
as
the
abscissa
and
the
elevation
feet
above
mean sea level as the ordinate. The profile graphs should indicate the source
of the topographical data employed. The graph should also show the elevation
of the center of the radiating system. The graph may be plotted either on
rectangular coordinate paper or on special paper which shows the curvature of
the earth.
is not necessary
to take the curvature of the earth into considerain thisIt procedure,
signaltion intensities
(Figureas 1).this factor is taken care of in the chart showing
The average elevation of the eight mile distance between two and ten miles
from
the antenna
site should
then beby determined
profile ofgraph
for
each radial.
This may
be obtained
averaging afrom
largethenumber
equally
spaced
points,
by
using
a
planimeter,
or
by
obtaining
the
median
elevation
(that
exceeded for 50% of the distance) in sectors and averaging these values.
(Continued on page 82)
20 uv/m
this case for use by the Commission in determining
the* The
usability
of a contour
signal ofIs desired
such lowIn intensity.
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Standards

of Engineering Practice
(Continued from page 31)
distance should
to a particular
Figurehas1 concerning
the range
of ToFMdetermine
broadcastthe stations
be used. contour
This chart
been prepared
for a
frequency
in
the
center
of
the
band
and
is
to
be
used
for
all
FM
channels, since little change results over this frequency range. The broadcast
distance
to a contour
is determined
by the effective
height.
The height
of the antenna
used in radiated
connectionpower
with and
Figurethe 1antenna
should
be the height of the center of the proposed antenna radiator above the average
elevation
obtained
by
the
preceding
method.
The
distances
shown
by
Figure
1 are based upon an effective radiated power of one kilowatt ; to use the chart
for
the slidingscale.scaleThisassociated
with the
chart should
trimmed
and other
used powers,
as the ordinate
sliding scale
is placed
on the bechart
with
the appropriate gradation for power in line with the lower line of the top
edge of priate
the antenna
chart.height
The graduations
right edge ofandthe thescalechart
is placed
in line with
approthen becomes
directthe reading
for
thisfor power
height. Where
antennaor distance
height isis not
one of
those
which aand
scaleantenna
is theprovided,
signal thestrength
by interpolation
between
curves theconnecting
the equidistant
points. determined
The be foregoing
of determining
the extent
of the required
contours
shall
followedthe inprocess
determining
the boundary
the proposed
area.
The
areas
within
required
contours
must be ofdetermined
and service
submitted
with
each application for these classes of FM broadcast stations. Each application shallAeronautical
include acharts
map orshowing
for this scale
purposemay Sec-be
tional
other these
maps contours,
having a andconvenient
used. The
shall show
along which
the profile
expected fieldmap
strengths
have thebeenradials
determined.
The area
within charts
each and
contour
should
then
be
measured
(by
planimeter
or
other
approximate
means)
determine the number of square miles therein. In computing the area withinto
the contours, exclude (1) areas beyond the borders of the United States, and
(2) large
of water, such as ocean areas, gulfs, sounds, bays, large lakes,
etc.,
but notbodies
rivers.
In cases where the terrain in one or more directions from the antenna site
departs widely from the average elevation of the two to ten mile sector, the
applicationfromof this
may indicate
contour Indistances
that are
different
thoseprediction
which maymethod
be expected
in practice.
such cases
the
prediction method should be followed, but a showing may be made if desired
concerning
the
distance
to
the
contour
as
determined
by
other
means.
Such
showing
shouldForinclude
concerning ridge
the procedure
and sample
calculations.
example,dataa mountain
may indicateemployed
the practical
limit
ofIn service
although
the prediction
method
may indicate
the contour
elsewhere.
cases
of
such
limitation,
the
map
of
predicted
coverage
should
show
both
the regular predicted area and the area as limited or extended by terrain.
Both areas should ba measured, as previously described ; the area obtained by
the
regular prediction
method theshould
be given
in the application
form, cases
with
athesupplementary
note require
giving
limited
or extended
special
Commission may
additional
information
as area.
to theIn terrain
in the
proposed service area.
In determining
the population
served by FM districts
broadcast instations,
it is over
considered that the built-up
city areas
citiesdo having
10,000 population
and located
beyondand thebusiness
1,000 uv/m contour
not receive
adequate
service.
Minor
Civil
Division
maps
(1940
Census)
should
be
used
in making
population
excluding
not receiving
service.
Where
a contour
dividescounts,
a minor
division,cities
uniform
distributionadequate
of population
within
the
division
should
be
assumed
in
order
to
determine
the
population
included within the contour, unless a more accurate count is available.
3. TOPOGRAPHICAL DATA
In the preparation of the profile graphs previously described, the elevations or
contour rangleintervals
be taken
from such
the U.mapsS. Geological
Topographical
Sheets for shall
all areas
for which
are available.
If such mapsQuadare
not published for the area in question, the next best topographic information
should
be
used.
Topographic
data
may
sometimes
be
obtained
from (including
state and
municipal
agencies.
The
data
from
the
Sectional
Aeronautical
Charts
bench marks), or railroad depot elevations and highway elevations from road
maps,
may
be used data
wherecanno bebetter
informationmay isbeavailable.
Inan cases
wherein
limited
topographic
obtained,
made theof transmitter
altimeter
a car driven
along roads extending
generallyuseradially
from
site.
The Commission will not ordinarily require the submission of topographical
maps for areas beyond 15 miles from the antenna site, but the maps must includetionalthedataprincipal
city or cities to be served. If it appears necessary, addimay be requested.
The
U.
S.
Geological
Survey Topography
Quadrangle
Sheets
may Washington,
be obtained
from
of the
Interior,
D. C, the
for U.ten S.centsGeological
each. TheSurvey,
SectionalDepartment
Aeronautical
Charts
are available
from
the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, Department of Commerce, Washington,
D.'C,be for
twenty-five
cents date.
each. Other sources of topographic maps or data
will
furnished
at a later
4. INTERFERENCE STANDARDS
Fieldtweenintensity
measurements
are preferable
inwhenpredicting
interference bestations(Forand methods
should
beandused,
available,
extentFM broadcast
of interference.
procedure,
seeaccordance
Sectionin determining
5).with
In lieu
ofthe
measurements,
the
interference
should
be
predicted
in
the
method described herein.
Objectionable
interference
is
considered
to
exist
when
the
interfering
signal
exceeds that given by the ratios of Table II. In Table II the desired signal
isexceeding
median forfield1%andof the
undesired signal is the tropospheric signal intensity
the time.
TABLE II
Channel Separation Ration of Desired to Undesired Signals
Same channel
10 :1
Adjacent channel
2:1
(200 kc removed)
Objectionable
is not considered
to exist when
the inchannel
tion is 400areakc may
orinterference
greater. Accordingly,
FM broadcast
the sameseparacity
or same
channels
kc apart.
Instations
the theassignment
broadcast
facilities betheassigned
Commission
will 400
endeavor
to provide
optimum ofuseFMof
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the
and accordingly may assign a channel different than
that channels
requestedin intheanband,
application.
In predicting the extent of interference within the ground wave service area
of a station,
the tropospheric
signalpercent
intensity
and adjacent
channel
stations)
existing for one
of the(from
time co-channel
shall be employed.
The
one percent values for one kilowatt of power and various antenna heights are
given
in
Figure
2,
and
values
for
other
powers
may
be
obtained
by
use
of
the
sliding scaledata,as and
for Figure
1. Theto values
by Figure
2 are based
upon
available
are subject
change indicated
as additional
information
concerning
tropospheric
wave the
propagation
obtained.*
In determining
points atiswhich
the interference ratio is equal to the
values
shown
in
Table
II,
the
field
intensities
the two interfering
under consideration should be computed
for a for
considerable
number of signals
points
along the line between the two stations. Using this data, field intensity versus
distance
curves
should
be
plotted
(e.g.,
cross-curves
on
graph
paper)
in
to determine the points on this path where the interference ratios exist.order
The
points the
established
by this
together
with the points
the sufficient
contours
where
same ratios
are method,
determined,
are considered
to be along
generally
tocasepredict
the areaterrain
of interference.
be required in the
of irregular
or the use ofAdditional
directionalpoints
antennamaysystems.
The area of interference, if any, shall be shown in connection with the map
of predicted coverage required by the application form, together with the basic
data employed
in computing
such interference. The map shall show the interference within the
50 uv/m contour.
5. FIELD INTENSITY MEASUREMENTS IN ALLOCATION
Whenemployed
field intensity
measurements
are required
Commission'sof rules
when
in determining
the extent
of serviceby ortheinterference
existingor
stations, herein.
such measurements should be made in accordance with the procedure
outlined
Measurements made to determine the service and interference areas of FM
broadcast
should asbe possible
made with
roads which
which
arc as closestations
and similar
to themobile
radialsequipment
showing along
topography
were
submitted
with
the
application
for
construction
permit.
Suitable
measuring
equipment
and directly
a continuous
device must ofbe theemployed,
the inchart
which
is either
driven recording
from the speedometer
automobile
whichof
the eouinment
is mounted
arranged that
distances
identifyingagainst
landmarks may be readily
noted. orTheso measuring
equipment
must andbe calibrated
recognized
standards
of
field
intensity
and
so
constructed
that
it
will
maintain
an acceptable accuracy of measurement while in motion or when stationary.
The equipment should be so operated that the recorder chart can be calibrated
directly ceiving
in field
intensity
in order to facilitate
the chart. The
reantenna
must be non-directional
and of analysis
the sameof polarization
as the
transmitting
antenna.
Mobile measurements should be made with a minimum chart speed of 3 inches
per mile chart
and preferably
5 or 6 inches
per mile. Locationsfix shall
be noted between
on the
recorder
as frequently
necessary
the ofrelation
the measured
field
intensity andas the
location.to Thedefinitely
time constant
the equipment
should be such to permit adequate analysis of the charts, and the time constant
employed shall be shown. Measurements should be made to a point on each
radial well
beyond
the particular
contouras under
investigation.
The transmitter
power
shallthe
besurvey.
maintained
as close
possible
to the authorized
power
throughout
After the measurements are completed, the recorder chart shall be divided into
not less than 15 sections on each equivalent radial from the station. The field
intensity in each section of the chart shall be analyzed to determine the field
intensity
50 percent
of the distance
(median
throughoutsector
the
section,
andreceived
this
field intensity
associated
with thefield)
corresponding
ofelevation
the radial.
The median
fieldfeetintensity
must
be corrected
a receiving
antenna
of thirty
and forfigures
any directional
effects for
of the
automobile
not
otherwise compensated.
This
data asshould
beabscissa
plotted and
for field
each radial,
usingas logcoordinate
distance
intensity
the
ordinate.
A paper
smoothwithcurve
should
beusedthe
drawn
through thethese
points
(of
median
fields
for
all
sectors),
and
this
curve
to
determine
distance
to
the
desired
contour. The distances obtained for each radial may then be plotted on the
map
or onandpolarinterference
coordinate areas
paperof (excluding
etc.) ofto predicted
determinecoverage
the service
a station. water areas,
In making measurements to establish the field intensity contours of a station,
mobile recordings
should beshould
made extend
along each
radials ofdrawn
in Section
Measurements
from ofthethebeyond
vicinity
the present
station
out
toit2 Eistheabove.
1000
uv/m
measured
contour
and
somewhat
(at
the
not considered practical to conduct mobile measurements far beyond time
this
contour
due These
to the measurements
fading ratio atwould
weakbe fields,
whichthe complicates
analysis of
the charts).
made for
purpose of determining
the
variation
of
the
measured
contours
from
those
predicted,
and
it
expected
that initially the correlation of the measured 1000 uv/m with theis predicted
1000
uv/m
contour
will
be
used
as
a
basis
in
determining
adherence
to
authorized
service
areastowithin
be required
fit the the
actual50 uv/m
contourscontour.
to thatAdjustment
predicted. of power or antenna may
In addition to the 1000 uv/m contour, the map of measured coverage shall show
the 50 uv/m contour as determined by employing Figure 1 and the distance to
the figure
1000 uv/m
along antenna
each radial.
scalein shall
be placed
the
at the contour
appropriate
heightThefor sliding
the radial
question
and thenon
moved
so thearedistance
to the
1000
uv/m tocontour
(as
measured)
andthenthe given
1000
uv/m
mark
opposite.
The
distance
the
50
uv/m
contour
is
opposite the 50 uv/m mark on the scale.
In predicting
troposphericshallinterference
of the above
ments, such measurements
be carriedonoutthein basis
the manner
indicatedmeasureabove
toscale,
determine
the
1000
uv/m
contour.
Using
Figure
1
and
its
associated
the equivalent radiated power shall be determined by placing the sliding
sliding
scale onthe thedistance
chart (using
antenna(as height)
and moving
until
to the the
1000appropriate
uv/m contour
determined
above), theand scale
the
1000
uv/m
mark
are
opposite.
The
equivalent
radiated
power
is
read chart.
from
the sliding scale where it crosses the lower line of the top edgethenof the
Changing
2 and usingcontour
the equivalent
radiated power
just indetermined,
the
distanceto Figure
to the interfering
under investigation
is read
the usual
manner.
In
certain
cases
the
Commission
may
desire
more
information
or
recordings
and in these instances special instructions will be issued. This may include fixed
location measurements to determine tropospheric propagation and fading ratios.
Complete todata
in conjunction
field including
intensity the
measurements
submitted
the taken
Commission
in affidavitwithform,
following : shall be
A. Map or maps showing the roads or points where measurements were made,
Figure 2 expected to be available approximately November 1, 1945.
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and/or interference
areas determined
by the prediction
method
and
bythe theservice
measurements,
and any unusual
terrain characteristics
existing
in these
areas. (This map may preferably be of a type showing topography in the area).
B. If a directional
transmitting
is employed,
a diagram on polar copredictedantenna
space
field
meter at ordinate
one papermileshowing
in all the
directions.
(Seefree Section
7). intensity in millivolts per
O. A full description of the procedures and methods employed including the
type
of equipment, the method of installation and operation, and calibration
procedures.
D. Complete data obtained during the survey, including calibration.
E. Antenna system and power employed during the survey.
F. Name, address, and qualifications of the engineer or engineers making the
measurements.
All data shall be submitted to the Commission in triplicate, except that only
the
tapes.original or one photostatic copy need be submitted of the actual recording
6, TRANSMITTER LOCATION
A. The transmitter location should be as near the center of the proposed
service
area aselevation
possible toconsistent
with the
applicant's
to find a site
with
provide
throughout
the ability
area.to Location
the
antennasufficent
at a point of high
elevationservice
is necessary
to reduce
a minimumof the
shadow effect on propagation due to hills and buildings which may reduce
materially
the intensity ofbe the
station's signalswithin atheparticular
The
transmitting
purpose area
ofdirection.
theor station,
i.e.,
whether itsiteis should
intended toselected
serve aconsistent
small city, a metropolitan
a large
region.
Inasmuch
as
service
may
be
provided
by
signals
of
1000
uv/m
or
greater
field intensities in metropolitan areas, and inasmuch as signals as low as 20
uv/m maygraphicalprovide
in rural isareas,
considerable
in the forgeo-a
location of service
the transmitter
permitted
; however,latitude
the necessity
high
elevation forantenna
the antenna
may render
In general,
the transmitting
of a station
shouldthisbe problem
located atdifficult.
the most
central
point at the highest elevation available. In providing the best degree of service
toantenna
an area,withit increased
is usually transmitter
preferable topower.
use a The
high location
antenna should
rather than
a
lower
be so chosen
that
line-of-sight
can
be
obtained
from
the
antenna
over
the
principal
city
cities to be served ; in no event should there be a major obstruction in this path.or
B. The transmitting
selected
the 100and uv/m
encompasses
the urban location
populationshould
withinbe the
area soto that
be served
the 50contour
uv/m
orto betheserved.
interference
free
contour
coincides
generally
with
the
limits
of the area,
area
It is recognized that topography, shape of the desired service
and
population
distribution
may
make
the
choice
of
a
transmitter
location
difficult. In such cases consideration may be given to the use of a directional
antenna system, although it is generally preferable to choose a site where a
non-directional antenna may be employed.
C. Ingationcases
questionable
to conduct
tests to ofindicate
the fieldantenna
intensitylocations
expectedit isin desirable
the principal
city orpropacities
to be served and in other areas, particularly where severe shadow problems
may betions,expected.
In
considering
applications
proposing
the
use
of
such
he Commissionwithmaytherequire
site testsprocedure
to be made.
Such tests
shouldlocamade in taccordance
measurement
previously
described,
andbe
full data thereon must be supplied to the Commission. Test transmitters should
employ
an
antenna
having
a
height
as
close
as
possible
to
the
proposed
antenna
height,
using a balloon or other support if necessary and feasible. Information
concerning
upon
request.the authorization of site tests may be obtained from the Commission
D. Present
is not which
sufficiently
complete
to establish
"blanket
areas"
of FM information
broadcast
areof other
defined
as those
adjacent
the transmitters
instrong
whichstations,
the reception
stations
isisareas
subject
to inter-to
f
e
r
e
n
c
e
d
u
e
to
the
signal
from
the
stations.
Where
it
found
necessary
to locate the transmitter in a residential area where blanketing problems may
appear
to beofexcessive,
the The
application
must include
a showing
concerning
the
availability
other sites.
authorization
of station
construction
in areas
where blanketing problems appear to be excessive will be on the basis that the
applicant will assume full responsibility for the adjustment of reasonable comarising from excessively
strong
signals
the applicant's
station.adjacent
As a
ofplaintsminimizing
interference
problems,
it isofexpected
thatgenerally
stations
inmeans
location
will
generally
be
assigned
frequencies
that
are
adjacent.
Insofaralso asbeisseparated.
feasible, frequency assignments for stations at separated locations
will
Cognizance must of course be taken regarding the possible hazard of the
proposed and
antenna structure
to aviationon and
the proximity
of the proposed
site to
airports
In passing
proposed
construction,
Commission
refers each caseairways.
to the CAA
for its recommendations.
Antenna the
painting
and/or
lighting may be required at the time of construction or at a later date.
7. ANTENNA SYSTEMS
A. It shall be standard to employ horizontal polarization. If the use of vertical
polarization
appears desirable
ized upon a showing
of need. in special circumstances, its use may be authorB. The rounding
antenna
be constructed
that shadow
it is as problems.
clear as possible of surbuildings must
or objects
that would socause
O. Applications
accompanied
by theproposing
following: the use of directional antenna systems must be
(1) Complete description of the proposed antenna system.
(2) Orientation of array with respect to true north; time phasing of fields
from andelements
(degrees
lagging)
; space phasing of elements (in
feet
in degrees)
; ratioleading
of fieldsor from
elements.
(3)
Calculated
field
intensity
pattern
(on
letter-size
polar atcoordinate
giving the free
space
field with
intensity
in millivolts
per meter
one mile paper)
in the
horizontal
plane,
together
the formula
calculations
and tabulation
of calculation
data.used, constants employed, sample
Name, address,
and qualifications
engineerantennas
making inthethecalculations.
D.(4)Applications
proposing
the use of FMof the
broadcast
immediate
vicinity
200 feet
or less)for offrequencies
(1) otheradjacent
FM broadcast
(2)
television (i.e.,
broadcast
antennas
to the FMantennas,
broadcastorband,
must
include
a
showing
as
to
the
expected
effect,
if
any,
of
such
proximate
operation.
where structure
it is proposed
tower of aantenna,
standard anbroadcast
station
as Ina cases
supporting
for anto use
FMofa broadcast
application
for
construction
permit
(or
modification
construction
permit)
for
such
station
must
be
filed
for
consideration
with
the
FM
application.
Applications
may
be
required
connectionforwithotherFM classes
broadcastof stations
stations. when their towers are to be used in
When anantenna,
FM broadcast
antennameasurements
is mounted onmusta non-directional
broadcast
new resistance
be made of the standard
standard
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broadcast
after andinstallation
of thedetermination
FM broadcastis approved,
antenna.
During theantenna
installation
until the and
new testing
resistance
the standard broadcast station licensee should apply for authority (informal
application)
to operate
by the will
indirect
of poweruntildetermination.
FM
broadcast license
application
notis bemethod
the broadcast
applicationThestation.
form
concerning
resistance
measurements
tiledconsidered
for the standard
When an FM broadcast antenna is mounted on an element of a standard
broadcast directional antenna, a full engineering study concerning the effect of
the
FM broadcast
antenna
on the directional
pattern
be filed upon
with the
application
concerning
the standard
station.mustDepending
the
individual case,
the Commission
may broadcast
require readjustment
and certain field
intensity
the standard
tion of themeasurements
FM broadcastof antenna
system.broadcast station following the compleWhen the proposed FM broadcast
broadcast antenna is array
to be mountedit appears
on a towerthatin the
vicinity
the
operation ofofa thestandard
directional antennadirectional
system may beandaffected,
an engineering
study
must
be
filed
with
the
FM
broadcast
application
concerning
the
effect
offieldtheintensity
FM broadcast
antenna on the
directional
pattern.
and
measurements
standard
broadcast
stationReadjustment
may be required
following construction
of the ofFMthebroadcast
antenna.
Information
regarding
datamayrequired
connection
with ofstandard
broadcast
directional
antenna
systems
be foundininStations.
the Standards
Good Engineering
Practice
Concerning
Standard
Broadcast
In the event a common tower is used by two or more licensees for antenna
and/or antenna supporting purposes, the licensee who is owner of the tower
shall
assume
full responsibility
for the
the event
installation
andownership,
maintenance
of any
painting
or lighting
sharedCommission
one
licensee
shall assume
such requirements.
responsibilityIn and
adviseof the
accordingly.
E. It is recommended that an emergency FM broadcast antenna be installed,
or, alternately,
an auxiliary
transmission
or lines with
if feasible
in the particular circumstances.
Data thereon
should line
be supplied
the application
for
construction
if proposed
station construction, an informal application shouldpermit;
be submitted
to theafter
Commission.
F. When necessary for the protection of air navigation, the antenna and
supporting
shall thebe painted
and illuminated in accordance with the
specificationsstructure
supplied
Communications
Act ofby1934,
asCommission
amended. pursuant to section 303 (q) of the
Thesezation individual
specifications
are issued
and attached
each
authorifor anpresented
installation.
details
ofinstallation.
the for
specifications
dependto paint
on theshall
degreebe
of hazard
by theTheparticular
The tower
kept in good condition and repainted as often as necessary to maintain this
condition.
General information regarding painting and lighting requirements is contained
in the Obstruction
ministration,Marking
Washington 25,Manual
D. C. available from the Civil Aeronautics Ad8. TRANSMITTERS AND ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT
A. Electrical Performance Standards — The general design of the FM broadtransmitting
systemat (from
input through
terminalslinesof ormicrophone
pre-amplifier,
throughcast audio
facilities
the studio,
other circuits
between
studio
and
transmitter,
through
audio
facilities
at
the
transmitter,
and throughin
the transmitter, but excluding equalizers for the correction of deficiencies
microphone response) shall be in accordance with the following principles and
specifications
:
(1) Standard
and with
operating
power range
transmitters
shallpower
be in ratings
accordance
the following
table :of FM broadcast
Standard Power Rating
Operating Power Range
250 watts
250 watts or less
1 kw
250 watts — 1 kw
3
kw
1—310 kw
10 kw
3—
kw
2550 kw
kw
10—
10— 2550 kw
kw
100 kw
50—100 kw
transmitters
with ina power
rating different
from
theComposite
above table,
provided may
full bedataauthorized
is supplied
the application
concerning
the basis
employed
in
establishing
the
rating
and
the
need
therefor.
The
operrange ofrating.
such transmitters shall be from one-third of the power rating
to The
the atingpower
transmitter
shall operate satisfactorily in the operating power range
with(2)a The
frequency
swing of system
± 75 kilocycles,
as 100% modulation.
transmitting
shall be which
capableis defined
of transmitting
a band of
frequenciescordancefrom
50
to
15,000
cycles.
Pre-emphasis
shall
beseries
employed
in acwith
the
impedence-frequency
characteristic
of
a
inductanceresistance network having a time constant of 75 microseconds. (See Figure 3).
The
deviation
of
the
system
response
from
the
standard
pre-emphasis
curve
lie between(notwodeviation)
limits as from
shown 50in toFigure
these limits
shallshall
tbebe
uniform
15,0003. The
cycles.upperTheof lower
limit shall
uniform
from
100
to
7,500
cycles,
and
three
db
below
the
upper
limit;
from 100 to 50 cycles the lower limit shall fall from the three db limit at a
uniform ratelowerof one
db per fall
octave (four
cycles)at ;a from
cycles
the dbthreeat db50 limit
uniform7500rateto of15,000
two
db per theoctave
(fivelimitdb shall
at 15,000 from
cycles).
(3) Atlationanypercentages
modulation
between
at moduof 25%,frequency
50%, and
100%,50 and
the 15,000
combinedcyclesaudioand frequency
harmonics
in thein theoutput
of thetablesystem
mean-squaremeasured
values given
following
: shall not exceed the rootModulating frequency
Distortion
50 to 100 cycles
3.5%
100
to
7500
cycles
2.5%
7500 to 15000 cycles
3.0%
Measurements
shall be made
employing 75pre-emphasis
microsecond inde-emphasis
in the
measuring
equipment
75 microsecond
the istransmitting
equipment,
and withoutandcompression
if a compression amplifier
employed.
Harmonics
shall
be
included
to
30
kc*
It is recommended
thattransmitter
none of the
threeandmainaudiodivisions
of thecontribute
system
(transmitter,
studio
topercentages
circuit,
facilities)
over
one
half
of
these
since
at
some
frequencies
the
total
distortion
may became the arithmetic sum of the distortions of the divisions.
(4) The transmitting system output noise level (frequency modulation) in
See Section 13 for measurement freauencies and other information.
(Continued on page Si)
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Standards

of Engineering Practice
(Continued from page S3)
the band of 50 to 15,000 cycles shall be at least 60 decibels below the audio
frequency level representing a frequency swing of ± 75 kilocycles. The noisemeasuringphasis; tequipment
shall be provided
standardshall75-microseeond
he ballistic
of thewith
instrument
be similar tode-emthose
of the Standard
VU characteristics
Meter.
(5) The transmitting system output noise level (amplitude modulation) in
the band of 50 to 15,000 cycles shall be at least 50 decibels below the level
representing 100% amplitude modulation. The noise-measuring equipment
shall
be provided
standardshall75-microsecond
the ballistic
characteristics
of thewith
instrument
be similar to de-emphasis;
those of the Standard
VU
Meter.
(6)
Automatic
means
shall
be
provided
in
the
transmitter
to
maintain
assigned center frequency within the allowable tolerance (± 2000 cycles). the
transmitter ofshall
be equipped
suitableotherindicating
instruments
for(7)the Thedetermination
operating
power with
and with
instruments
as are
necessary
for
proper
adjustment,
operation,
and
maintenance
of
the
equipment
(See Section 9).
(8) Adequate
provision
be made
for varying
transmitter
power
to compensate
for shall
excessive
variations
in linethevoltage
or for output
other
factors affecting the output power.
(9) Adequate provision shall be provided in all component parts to avoid
overheating at the rated maximum output power.
(10) Means should be provided for connection and continuous operation of
approved frequency and modulation monitors.
(11) If a limiting or compression amplifier is employed, precaution should
maintained
in itssystem.
connection in the circuit due to the use of pre-emphasis
inbe the
transmitting
B. Construction. In general, the transmitter shall be constructed either
on racks and panels or in totally enclosed frames protected as required by
article 8101 of the National Electrical Code and set forth below :
(1) Means
shallof be350provided
making toallthetuning
voltages
in excess
voltsclosed.
to for
be applied
circuit,adjustments,
from the frontrequiring
of the
panels with
all access
doors
(2)
Proper
bleeder
resistors
or
other
automatic
means
shall
be
installed
across all capacitor banks to lower any voltage which may remain accessible
with access
open to less than 350 volts within two seconds after the
access
door isdoor
opened.
(3) Allformers,plate
supply
voltage shall
equipment,
includingso transfilters, rectifiers and
and other
motor high
generators,
be protected
as to
prevent injury to operating personnel.
(a) ery.Commutator
guards
shall
be
provided
on
all
high
voltage
rotating
machinCoupling guards should be provided on motor generators.
(b) Power equipment and control panels of the transmitter shall meet the
above
requirements
volt AC switching
equipment
on the front
of the power control (exposed
panels is 220
not recommended
but is not
prohibited).
(c) Power
equipment
located
at
a
broadcast
station
but
not
directly
associated with the transmitter (not purchased as part of same), such as power
distribution
panels,
are
not
under
the
jurisdiction
of
the
Commission
;
therefore Section 3.254 does not apply.
(4) Metering equipment :
All instruments
having more
voltsin potential
the(a)movement
shall be protected
by athan
cage 1,000
or cover
addition toto theground
regularon
case.
(Some ininstruments
are designed
manufacturer
with voltages
excess of 1,000
volts on bythe themovement.
If it tocan operate
be shownsafelyby
the manufacturer's
that theis not
instrument
potential,
additional rating
protection
necessary.)will operate safely at the applied
(b) In case the plate voltmeter is located on the low potential side of the
multiplier resistor
withthan
the 1,000
potential
the high
potential
terminal case
of theis
instrument
at or less
voltsof above
ground,
no protective
required. However, it is good practice to protect voltmeters subject to more
than 5,000
volts inwithcasesuitable
over-voltage
ment terminals
the winding
opens. protective devices across the instru(c) Transmission
line formeters
and anyto other
radiobe frequency
which
may be necessary
the operator
read shall
so installedinstrument
as to be
easily
and
accurately
read
without
the
operator
having
to
risk contact with
circuits carrying high potential radio frequency energy.
(5) It is recommended that component parts comply as much as possible
with
the component
Standards
Agency. specifications designated by the Army-Navy Electronics
C. Wiring and shielding
(1) The transmitterpractice,
panels or units
shall
be wired
inproperly
accordance
standard
insulated
cabled with
and
supported switchboard
or with rigid bus bar either
properlywithinsulated
and leads
protected.
(2)
Wiring
between
units
of
the
transmitter,
with
the
exception
of
circuits
carrying
frequency
energy, shall
installed injury.
in conduits or approved fiber
or metal radio
raceways
for protection
from bemechanical
(3) Circuits carrying radio frequency energy between units shall be coaxial,
two wire balanced lines, or properly shielded.
(4) All stages
or units shall be adequately shielded and filtered to prevent
interaction
and radiation.
(5)
The
frequency
monitors
and associated radio frequency
lines to the transmitterandshallmodulation
be thoroughly
shielded.
D. Installation
(1) The installation shall be made in suitable quarters.
1 The pertinent sections of article 810 of the National Electrical Code read as follows :
"8191. General. — Transmitters shall comply with the following:
"a. Enclosing.
The transmitter
be enclosed
in a metal
frame means,
or grille,all ormetallic
sepafrom the —areoperating
byshalla harrier
or other
equivalent
parts ofrated which
effectuallyspaceconnected
to ground,
Groundingpersonnel
of controls.
handlesNo andcircuit
controls
accessible
the"b.operating
shall— Allbe external
effectuallymetallic
grounded.
in excess
of 160to
volts shall have
any parts exposed to direct contact. A complete dead-front type of
switchboard
is preferred.
"c. Interlocks on doors. — All access doors shall be provided with interlocks which
will disconnect all voltages in excess of 350 volts when any access door is opened."
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operator
duty during operation, suitable facilities
for(2)his Since
welfarean and
comfortmustshallbe beon provided.
E. Spare tubes. A spare tube of every type employed in the transmitter and
frequency ana modulation monitors shall be kept on hand at the equipment
location.
When more
than oneof tube
employed, the following
table determines
the number
sparesof ofanythattypetypearerequired:
Number of each type employed:
Spares required
13 toor 5
2
12
6 to 8
3
9 or more
4
An accurate circuit diagram and list of required spare tubes, as furnished
by the manufacturer of the equipment, shall be retained at the transmitter
location.
Operation.stations,
In addition
to specific
requirements
of the arerulesspecified:
governing
EMF. broadcast
the following
operating
requirements
(1)anceThewith Section
maximum3,268.
percentage
of
modulation
shall
be
maintained
in
However, precautions shall be taken so as accordnot to
substantially alter the dynamic characteristics of musical programs.
(2) Spurious
emissions,
including
radio
frequency
harmonics,
shall
be
tained at aspractice.
low a level as practicable at all times in accordance with maingood
engineering
(3) If a limiting or compression amplifier is employed, care should be maintained in its use due to pre-emphasis in the transmitting system.
G. Studio Equipment.
Studioexcept
equipment
shall be subject to all the above
requirements
where applicable
as follows:
If properly
by an underwriter's certificate, it will be considered
as (1)
satisfying
safetycovered
requirements.
Sectiononly8191in ofexcess
Article
of the National Electrical Code shall apply
for(2)voltages
of 500810 volts.
No specific requirements are made with regards to the microphones to be
employed.
However, shall
microphone
performance
compensatingof networks, ifemployed)
be compatible
with the(including
required performance
the
transmitting
system.
No
specific
requirements
are
made
relative
to
the
design
and
acoustical
treatment of studios. However, the design of studios, particularly the main
studio,
be compatible with the required performance characteristics of FM
broadcastshallstations.
9. INDICATING INSTRUMENTS
An FM broadcast transmitter shall be equipped with suitable indicating
instruments
of acceptable
accuracy to measure (1) the direct plate voltage and
current
the
lastor radio
frequencyofcurrent
voltage.stage, and (2) the main transmission line radio
The following
and stations:
specifications shall apply to indicating instruments used by requirements
FMindicating
broadcast
A. Instruments
the plate
current or plate voltage of the last radio
stage
instruments)
specifications:
(1) (linear
Length scale
of scale
shall be notshalllessmeetthanthe2 following
3/10 inches.
(2) Accuracy
least402 divisions.
percent of the full scale reading.
(3)
Scale shallshall
have beatatleast
(4) Full
scale reading shall not be greater than five times the minimum
normal
indication.
B.
Instruments
indicating: transmission line current or voltage shall meet
the following specifications
(1) Instruments having linear scales shall meet the requirements of A
(1),(2) (2),
(3), and having
(4) above.
Instruments
logarithmic or square law scales.
(a)
Shall scale
meet reading
requirements
(2) for
(b)
Full
shall A(l)
not be andgreater
thanlinear
three scale
timesinstruments.
the minimum
normal indication.
(c)
No
scale
division
above
one-third
full
scale
reading
(in
amperes)
shall
be greater than one-thirtieth of the full scale reading.
C. Radio frequency instruments having expanded scales.
(1) Shall meet requirements A(l), (2), and (4) for linear scale instruments.
No scale
aboveof one-fifth
reading (in amperes) shall
be (2)
greater
than division
one-fiftieth
the full full
scalescale
reading.
(3) The meter
abbreviation
thereofface(E.shallS.).be marked with the words 'Expanded Scale' of the
D. No instruments indicating the plate current or plate voltage of the last
radio stagewithout
or thewritten
transmission
or voltageexcept
shall bybe instruments
changed or
replaced
authoritylineof current
the Commission,
of thean same
maximumof different
scale readings
and scale
accuracy.
Requests
authorityshallto
use
instrument
maximum
reading
and/orforaccuracy
be made
by letter
or telegram
giving the manufacturer's
number,
and
full scale
reading
of will
the proposed
thename,
valuesfortypeoftemporary
current
or voltage
the instrument
be employedinstrument
to indicate.and Requests
authority
to
operate
without
an
instrument
may
be
made
by
letter
or
telegram
stating the necessity therefor and the period involved.
E. No required
the accuracy
of which isshall
questionable,
employed.
Repairs instrument,
and reoalibration
of instruments
be made shall
by thebe
manufacturer,
or
by
an
authorized
instrument
repair
service
of
the
manufacturer, or by some other properly qualified and equipped instrument repair
service. tificInate ofcalibration.
any event the repaired instrument must be supplied with a cerF. Recording instruments may be employed in addition to the indicating
instruments to record the transmission line current or voltage and the direct
plate
and/orthedirect
plate voltage
of the last
radio stage,
provided
that
they docurrent
not affect
operation
of the circuits
or accuracy
of the
indicating
instruments.
If
the
records
are
to
be
used
in
any
proceeding
before
the
Commis ion as representative
of operation,
accuracy must be the equivalent
ofintervals
the indicating
and ofthethethe
calibration
as to insureinstruments
the retention
accuracy. shall be checked at such
The functionshown
of eachon instrument
used itself
in theor equipment
shallimmediately
be clearly
andG. permanently
the instrument
on the panel
adjacent thereto.
10. AUXILIARY TRANSMITTERS
Auxiliary transmitters may not exceed the power rating or operating poweE
range
of the specified
main transmitter,
needto not
to theThe performance
characteristic
by Section 8butA (2)
8 A conform
(5) inclusive.
subsequent
portions of Section 8 apply to auxiliary transmitters.
11. OPERATING POWER: DETERMINATION AND MAINTENANCE
A. The operating power of FM broadcast stations shall be determined by
BROADCASTING
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the indirect
method.
is the
of the plate voltage
plate
current
Ip power=Ep
) of This
the last
radioproduct
factor,(Ep)F ; and
that the
is :
Operating(factor,
x stage,
F and byantheefficiency
The efficiency
F, shallx beIp established
transmitter manufacturer
for
each type
transmitter for supplied
which he the
requests
FCC approval,
and shall
be shown
in theofofinstruction
customer
each transmitter.
In
the case
composite books
equipment the tofactor
F shallwith
be furnished
to the
Commission
by
the
applicant
along
with
a
statement
of
the
basis
used in
determining such factor.
B. The operating power shall be maintained as near as practicable to the
authorized
operating
shall notpower
exceedexcept
the limits
of 5 percent Inabove
and 10 percent
belowpower,
the and
authorized
in emergencies.
the
event it becomes impossible to operate with the authorized power, the station
may be operated with reduced power for a period of 10 days or less provided
the
Charge1immediately
of the district
in which
the
stationCommission
located and
shallofthenormal
be Inspector
notified
in inwriting
thereafter
and also
upon
theis resumption
operating
power.
12. FREQUENCY
AND MODULATION
MONITORS AT AUXILIARY
TRANSMITTERS
Sections
require monitors
that eachinFMoperation
broadcastat station
have approved3.252
frequencyand
and 3.253
modulation
the transmitter.
The following shall govern the installation of approved frequency and modulawith tion
thesemonitors
rulesat : auxiliary transmitters of FM broadcast stations in compliance
In case the auxiliary transmitter location is at a site different from that of
the main transmitter, an approved frequency monitor shall be installed at the
auxiliary
transmitter
except ofwhen
the frequency
of the
auxiliary
transmitter
can be monitored
by means
the frequency
monitor
at the
main transmitter.
When the auxiliary transmitter is operated without a frequency monitor under
this main
exemption,
it shall be monitored by means of the frequency monitor at
the
transmitter.
Thetion licensee
will
held strictly inresponsible
centerfrom
frequency
deviaof the auxiliarybe transmitter
excess of for2000anycycles
the assigned
frequency,
even though exempted by the above from installing an approved
frequency monitor.
Installation of an approved modulation monitor at the location of the auxiliary
transmitter,
when different from
that of necessary
the main totransmitter,
optional
with
the licensee.
operateshallthebeis auxiliary
transmitter
beyond However,
two calendarwhendays,it aismodulation
monitor
installed
and operated at the auxiliary transmitter. The monitor (if taken from the
main resumption
transmitter)of operation
shall be reinstalled
the main transmitter immediately
upon
of the main attransmitter.
In all cases where the auxiliary transmitter and the main transmitter have
the same location, the same frequency and modulation monitors may be used
for monitoring
both transmitter,
transmitters,to provided
switched
from one
the other.they are so arranged as to be readily
13. * REQUIREMENTS FOR TYPE APPROVAL OF TRANSMITTERS
Section 3.254 of the Rules and Section 8 of these Standards concern the
design,
andthetechnical
FM
broadcast station
equipment.
Inpermits
orderconstruction
to facilitateequipment
filingofofoperation
and actionofmanufacture,
on applications
for construction
specifying
standard
the Commission
will
approve,
as complying
with the
technicaland requirements,
such
equipment
by
type,
subject
to
the
following
conditions
in
accordance
with
the
following
procedure :
A.far Approval
of equipmentfromby thethe data
Commission
istheonlyequipment
to the effect
that insoas can berequirements
determined
supplied,
complies
with
the current
of the
goodCommission.
engineering
practice
and themaycurrent
technical
Rules
and
Regulations
of
The
approval
be
withdrawn
upon subsequent inspection or operation showing the equipment is not as
represented oranddoesthenotrequirements
comply withofthegoodtechnical
Rules practice.
and Regulations of the
Commission
engineering
B. Such approval shall not be construed to mean that the equipment will be
satisfactory
the state ofmaythebeartchanged
progresses
and/or advisable.
as the Rules and Regulations of the asCommission
as deemed
C. mitApplicants
specifying
equipment
of
approved
manufacture
not sub-is
detailed descriptions and diagrams where the correct typeneednumber
specified provided that the equipment proposed is identical with that approved.
In passing
to D.patent
rights. on equipment, no consideration is given by the Commission
E. For approval of FM broadcast transmitters, manufacturers shall submit
FCC
319 completed
with therein
respect shall
to allbepertinent
copies).FormIn addition
or included
the data sections
set forth(two
below,swornall
of which shall be verified before a notary public.**
Photographs
or any
otherengineering
evidence that
construction is
in (1)
accordance
with orthe drawings,
requirements
of good
practice.
(2) Data and curves showing overall audio frequency response from 50 to
15,000 ments
cycles
approximately
100 percent
modulation.
Measure-50,
shall beformade
on at least25, the50 and
following
modulation
frequencies:
100, 400, 5000, 10,000 and 15,000 cycles. This shall be plotted below a standard
75 microsecond pre-emphasis curve (see Figure 3).
(3) Datathe onfundamental
audio frequency
harmonics
for100,
25, 50400,and1000100 and
percent modulafrequencies
cycles.
Data tiononfor audio
frequency harmonics
for of10050,percent
modulation for 5000
fundamental
frequencies of 10,000 and 15,000 cycles. Measurements shall include harmonics
to 30,000 cycles. (Measurements at 10,000 and 15,000 cycles at 25 and 50
percent
modulation
are not practical at this time, due to the de-emphasis in
the measuring
equipment.)
(4)
Carrier
hum
and extraneous
noisebelow(AM100andpercent
FM) modulation.
generated within
the equipment and measured
as the level
(5)
Means
of
varying
output
power
to
compensate
for
power supply
voltage variations.
(6)
Data
and
curves
on
mean
frequency
stability
for
variations
in ambient
temperatures over the ranges encountered in practice.
(7) Data and curves on frequency stability for variations in power supply
voltage from 85 to 115 percent normal.
(8) Net sale price.
In casedataanyon manufacturer
produce
kw astransmitter
andF. submit
it for approval,decides
or any topower
ratinga not100listed
standard
he shall give notice to the Commission which will release by public notice
the
manufacturer's
name
and
the
standard
power
rating
of
the
transmitter
besuchproduced
at least six months prior to the delivery date or completion ofto
transmitter.
BROADCASTING
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14. * REQUIREMENTS FOR TYPE APPROVAL OF FREQUENCY MONITORS
Section 3.252
the Rules requires
each frequency
FM broadcast
station
to have inof
operation,
at theoftransmitter,
an approved
monitor
independent
the frequency
control
of
the
transmitter.
The
frequency
monitor
shall
approved by the Commission and shall have a stability and accuracy of atbeleast
one-half
(± 1000
cycles)
of the ofpermitted
frequency
deviationshallof the
FM broadcast
station.
Visual
indication
the
operating
frequency
be
provided.
A. General Requirements
In general
monitor
for FM frequency
broadcastis stations
requires
stablea
source
radioa frequency
frequency
energy whose
accurately
knowna source.
and
meansvisual
ofof comparing
the
transmitter
center
frequency
with this
stable
The
indicator
is
calibrated
to
indicate
the
deviation
of
the
transmitter
center frequency from the frequency assigned.
Approval
a frequency
monitor forby FM
broadcast stations
will be considered on theof basis
of data submitted
the manufacturer.
Any manufacturer
desiring (two
to submit
monitor for approval shall supply the Commission with full
details
sworn a copies).
In approvingmerely
a frequency
monitor
and has
specifications,
the
Commission
recognizes
that based
the ontypetheseof tests
monitor
the inherent
capability structed,
of functioning
in compliance
with Section accepts
3.252, noif properly
conmaintained
and
operated.
The
Commission
responsibility
beyond thethisvisual
and further
that monitors
may haveAccordingly,
a limited range
which
indicatorrealizes
will determine
deviations.
it mayoverbe
necessary that adjunct equipment be used to determine major deviations.
No change
will be permitted
approval
number
issued whatsoever
by the Commission
except whenin thethe monitors
licensee orsoldtheunder
manufacturer
is specifically authorized to make such changes. When it is desired to make
any
change,
either
mechanical
or
electrical,
the
details
shall
be
submitted
to the Commission for its consideration.
Approval is given subject to withdrawal if the unit proves defective in service
and cannot
be relied
underFMusual
conditions
of Withdrawal
maintenance ofandapproval
operaencountered
in theupon
average
broadcast
meanstionthat
no further
units
may be installed
bystation.
FM broadcast
stations for the
purpose
of
complying
with
Section
3.252
;
however,
this
will
not
affect
already
unless it isor found
that material
there hasor been
an unauthorized
changeunitsin
design orsoldconstruction
that the
workmanship
is defective.
B. General Specifications.
The general specifications that frequency monitors shall meet before they
will be approved by the Commission are as follows : **
(1) The unit shall have an accuracy of at least ± 1000 cycles under ordinary
conditions (temperature, humidity, power supply variations and other conditions
whichout themayUnited
affectStates
its accuracy)
encountered
FM FMbroadcast
for any channel
withinin the
broadcaststations
band. through(2) toThe2000
rangecycles
of theabove
indicating
device shall
at least from 2000 cycles
below
the assigned
center befrequency.
(3) Thecuratelyscale
of theat least
indicating
device shall be so calibrated as to be acread within
100 cycles.
(4) Means shall be provided for adjustment of the monitor indication to
agree with an external standard.
(5) beThesuchmonitor
capable of monitoring
continuous ofoperation
and its circuit
shall
as to shall
permitbe continuous
the transmitter
center
frequency.
(6)tion Operation
of
the
monitor
shall
have
no
deleterious
effect
on
the
operaof the transmitter or the signal emitted therefrom.
C. Tests to be made for approval of FM broadcast frequency monitors.
The manufacturer of a monitor shall submit data on the following at the
time of requesting approval:
(1) Constancy of oscillator frequency, as measured several times in one
month.
(2) would
Constancy
of oscillator
frequency received
when subjected
to vibration
which
correspond
to the treatment
in shipping,
handling tests
and
installing the instrument.
(3) Accuracy of readings of the frequency deviation instrument.
(4) Functioning of frequency adjustment device.
(5) Effects on frequency and readings, of the changing of tubes, of voltage
variations, and of variations of room temperature through a range not to ex10° to 40° C.of indicating instrument to small changes of frequency.
(6)ceed Response
(7)
General
information
on the toeffect
of tilting
or tipping or other tests
to Various
determineotherability
shipment.
tests ofmayequipment
bedepending
made or withstand
required,
such
as effects
variation of
input
from the transmitter
upon
the character
of the ofapparatus.
Tests
shall
be
conducted
in
such
a
manner
as
to
approximate
actual
conditions
as nearly
The band.
equipment under test shall be operating
operated
on any channel
in theas FMpossible.
broadcast
15. * REQUIREMENTS FOR TYPE APPROVAL OF MODULATION MONITORS
Sectionlation3.253
requires
eachat FMthe broadcast
station
have an may
approved
operation
transmitter.
This toApproval
monitor
ormodulation
maymodunot
bemonitor
a partformonitor
of FM
thein FM
broadcast
frequency
monitor.
of
a
broadcast stations will be considered on the basis of data
submitted by the manufacturer. Any manufacturer desiring to submit a monitor
for
shall supply
the modulation
Commisssion monitor
with fullshall
details
swornit copies
The approval
specifications
that the
meet(twobefore
will be\.
approved by the Commission are as follows : **
A. A device for setting the transmitter input to the modulation monitor.
B. A modulation peak indicating device that can be set at any predetermined
value from 50 to 120 percent modulation (± 75 kc swing is defined as 100
either positive or negative swings (i.e., either above
orpercent
belowmodulation)
transmitter andcenterfor frequency).
C.
An
indicator
using
a
the characteristics
scale either
of a
standard VU meter. A switchmeter
shall having
be provided
so this meter and
will read
positive or negative swings. The accuracy of reading of percentage of modula1 See Appendix
3 of Part I of the Rules and Regulations for addresses of Field Officea 1
Standard.
•*a• Tentative
In connection
its type
equipment,by the
representative
towithobserve
tests approval
made of ofsuchFM equipment
the Commission
manufacturer.may send
(Continued on page 36)
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of Engineering Practice
(Continued from page 35)
shall be within
± 5percent
percentmodulation.
modulation percentage at any percentage
oftionmodulation
up to 100
D. The frequency characteristic curve shall not depart from a straight

more than ± % db from 50 to 15,000 cycles. Distortion shail be kept to
alineminimum.
E. The monitor shall not absorb appreciable power from the transmitter.
of F.theOperation
transmitter.of the monitor shall have no deleterious effect on the operation
G.
General
construction and operation shall be in accordance with
good engineeringdesign,
practice.
topoapoo pj
POWER
RADIATED

ANTENNA FIGURE
HEIGHTI IN FEET
GROUND WAVE SIGNAL RANGE FOR FM BROADCASTING
9flmc,FOR<r-5xlO~'Vm.u.,
ANTENNAPOLARIZATION
HEIGHT 30 FEET
HORIZONTAL, (AND£-15,
APPROX.RECEIVING
FOR VERTICAL)
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16. APPROVED TRANSMITTERS. t
17. Approved
Approved Frequency
18.
Modulation Monitors.!
Monitors.!
19. FM Broadcast Application Forms.
FCCcastForm
No.
314
—
Application
Consent (See
to Assignment
of Radio
Station Construction
Permit offor
Rules Section
3.223).ofBroadFCC Form
No. 315 — Application
forLicense
Consent to Transfer
of Control
Corporation Holding Construction Permit or Station License. (See Rules Section
FCC
Form
No.
316
—
Inventory
of
Station
Property
to
be
submitted
with
Forms FCC No. 314 and 315.
FCC Form No. 319 — Application for New FM Broadcast Station Construction
Permit.
FCC Form No. 320 — Application for FM Broadcast Station License.

FCC Form Permit,
No. 322or— Application
Construction
Construction
Modification for
of License
for an Permit,
existing Modification
FM Broadcastof
Station.
No.FCC314 Form
and 315.No. 328 — Income Statement to be submitted with Forms FCC
FCC Form
340 — Application
Broadcast
StationNo.Construction
Permit. for New Noncommercial Educational
FCC Form No. 701 — Application for Additional Time to Construct Radio
Station.
Additional forms and revisions of the above forms are being prepared. The
appropriate
request. forms to be employed may be obtained from the Commission upon
rill be issued from time to time for incorporation in

2000
600 K>00
CYCLES PER SECOND
FIGURE 3

10000 1500)

COPIES OF THIS SUPPLEMENT CONTAINING TEXT OF FCC STANDARDS OF GOOD

ENGINEERING

PRACTICE CONCERNING FM BROADCAST STATIONS, MAY BE OBTAINED FROM BROADCASTING
MAGAZINE, 870 NATIONAL PRESS BLDG., WASHINGTON
Including mailing costs, 25c each.
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Damm Scotches FMBI-NAB Merger Report Jan. 1
p. 67
FCC Allocations Proposals Jan.
16
■ p. 13
4 AM, 5 FM Applications Filed
Jan. 16
p. 28
Final FM, Video Applications in
March Jan. 22
p. 16
Allocation Argument Set Feb. 28
Jan. 29
p. 15
FM Shift May Cost 75 Million
Jan. 29
p. 16
RTPB, FMBI
Seek
Counter-Allocation Feb. 5
p. 15
Nationwide FM Tests Feb. 5 p. 64
FCC Open Minded on FM, Video
Feb. 12
P- 15
Added Allocation Data Invited by
FCC Feb. 19
p. 70
FM Allocation to Feature Hearing
Feb. 26
p. 13
Secret Propagation Conference Set
March 5
p. 13
FCC May Announce All Allocations
by May 1 March 12
p. 15
Shifting of FM Upward Seen
March 19
P- 18
Scripps tions
Plans
FM,
Video
OperaMarch 19
p. 42
■Clear Channel Parley May Alter
Radio April 9
p. 15
Two AM, Five TV, 23 FM Per: mits Asked April 9
p. 32
Combining FM, Video Would Be
! Difficult April 23
p. 20
FCC Moves Toward Final Allocation April 30
p. 16
FM, Video Separate Services, Says
Porter April 30
p. 58
Prospects Dim for Allocations by
Mid-May May 7
p. 34
Allocations Are Unlikely for Fortnight May 14
p. 17
FCC Allocates; FM Undecided
May 21
p. 13
FCC Sees FM as Major Service
May 28
p. 17
TBA, FMBI Demand Quick Allocation June 4
p. 16
AM, Tele, 7 FM CPs Sought June
11
p. 80
JJew FM Proposal Hearing Set
June 18
p. 16
FCC to Process 2,000 Applications
Next Year June 25 p. 18
FCC Allocates 88-106 mc Band to
FM July 2
p. 13
Industry — FCC Engineers Disagree
j| on Data July 2
p. 14
Capital FM Outlet Bought by
D 'Post' July 2
p. 20
Text of FM Allocations Order
\\ July 2
p. 64
Industry Supporting Decision on
FM July 9
p. 18
Allocations Procedure Outlined
I July 9
p. 34
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Three Types of FM Stations Proposed July 16
p. 18
Support of FM Market Plan Urged
July 16
p. 18
U. S. Aid in Converting FM Proposed July 23
p. 18
Proposed FM Rules Declared Inadequate July 23
p. 18
Broadcasters to Fight for FM
Rights July 30
p. 17
Airborne Relays Seen for Video
and FM Aug. 6
p. 15
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Broadcasters See FM Replacing
AM Aug. 6
p. 16
TV-FM Airborne Relays Confirmed
Aug. 13
p. 17
New Radio Construction Begins
Oct. 7 Aug. 13
p. 18
Great Construction Expansion
Planned Aug. 20
p. 20
FMBI Refers NAB Merger to
Board Aug. 20
p. 32
FM Moving to 88-106 mc Aug. 27
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IN 1945
Millions of Sets to Boost Radio
Audience Aug. 27
p. 16
FCC Proposed FM Rules Summary
Aug. 27
p. 18
RMA Asks Action on FM Band
Sept. 3
p. 20
FM Applicants Must File Data by
Oct. 7 Sept. 10
p. 15
FCC Settles FM Allocations and
Rules Sept. 17
p. 15
List of Pending FM Applicants
Sept. 17
p. 40
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DIRECTORY

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg. Dl. 12W
Washington, D. C

PAUL 60DLEY CO.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR. N. J.
MO 2-7859

GEORGE C. DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C

RadioFrequency
EngineeringMonitoring
Consultants v
Commercial
RadioWashington,
Equip. D.Co.O.
e International Building.
ee Cross
321 E. Roads
Gregoryof Boulevard,
Kansas
the World, Hollywood,City,Call'Mo.

RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. * Republic 2347

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

JOHN BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializing
Broadcast and
Allocationin Engineering
Earle Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
PAUL A. deMARS
ASSOCIATE
1469 Church St.,Decatur
N.W., Washington
3, D. C
1234

JOHN J. KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Earle Bldg. • NATIONAL 6513
Washington 4, D. C.

LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey Bldg. e District 8215
Washington 4, D. C.

Frank H. Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
710 I4th St. N.W.
ME. 4477
Washington, D. C.

MAY, BOND & ROTHROCK
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
★ ★ ★
Nat'l Press Bldg. Wash. 4, D. C.
District 7362 • Glebe 568©

Tel. Bridgeport 7-2465
(fat* U/. Kay
Consulting Radio Engineer
Hilltop Drive Strafford, Conn.

WORTH IN GTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. WASH.. O. O
1319 F STREET N. W. DISTRICT 4127

HERBERT L.WILSON
and associates
> Consulting radio Engineers
am fm television facsihiu
1018 Vermont Ave.. N.W*, Washington 5,0.0.
~ .NATIONAL 7ISI -

HOLEY & HILLEGAS
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1146 Briarcliff PI., N.E.
Atlanta, Ga.
ATwood 3328

Jansky
&. Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified
Radio TOEngineer!
DEDICATED
THE
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Prcu Bid*., Waah., D. C

GOMER L. DAVIES
Consulting Radio Engineer
P.O. Box 71 Warfletd 9089
College Park, Md.

DIXIE B. McKEY

ANDREW
CO.
Consulting Radio Engineers
363 E. 75th St CHICAGO 19
Trianele 4*00
WELDON & CARR
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 CONNECTICUT AVENUE
PHONE-MICHIGAN 4151

CONSULTING
SHAW"
ROBERT C. RADIO
ENGINEERS
1108 16th Washington,
Street N. W.D. C. Suite
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McLaughlin's
COFFEE

. . . WMAQ

ill 080 watts
Represent^ <>« **BC SPOT SALES

MANOR
HOUSE
CHOSE...

at 6=30

PM

In 1943 McLaughlin's Manor House Coffee completed plans for a 15 minute radio program. They
wanted to reach the vast Chicago market, the nation's 2nd largest, where 2,855,700 families spend
over $3,500,000,000 annually.
They checked station coverages, time availabilities and then chose — WMAQ, the Chicago station
most people listen to most. Manor House Coffee
has been on the air continually over WMAQ ever
since. Their current program, "The Manor
House Party," is heard Monday thru Friday at
6:30 PM.
WMAQ — morning, noon and night — reaches the
people who listen and buy. Information concerning time availabilities furnished upon request.

The Chicago station most people listen to, most
670
BROADCASTING
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Oat Aspects To - ,
the First Quarter
inanniversary.
n silver
Touc
THIS WEEKhdow
marks radio's
All
long the
eventto stirs
nostalgic
memories.
back City
to theNight
cat's Hawks,
whiskers andweek
the carbon
mikes,
Graham
McNamee
and theHark
Kansas
or Lambdin Kay's WSB which "covers Dixie like the dew."
The "Remember When" assignment is covered elsewhere in this issue, in large
measure dedicated to radio's first quarter- century. There are lots of familiar faces
still around, because radio is a "young man's game," they still say. Not too young
when you thumb through the picture morgue or back issues. An NAB convention
banquet picture hits you. Plenty of fellows you know, but lots of others who have
passedters itsonsecond
to Radio's
Valhalla.
to recall— and foresee— as radio engeneration
by theThere's
calen muchPetrillo's
in on FM while it's an emdar. It's also on the threshold of a sec- byro. That'sstarting
the fight now.
ond technological generation. It was
What'svision is aahead?
The
chips Soareevery
bigger.
new dimension.
unionTele-in
plain broadcasting before, in that little
band between 550 and
any wise identified with
1600 kc. Now that old,
the motion picture inbasic service has bedustry, the theatre and
come AM. It is that
the radio are moving LET'S SEE ... it started with Dr. Frank
service which enjoys a
in. Sessions aplenty Conrad. Or with Lee deForest. Or it started
have been held as to with Marconi. Or with the aborgines in the
birthday. There's a new
how to divide up the jungle-lands,
family now of alphabeating
chainbreaks on tomtoms. Who cares
how itoutstarted?
betical combinations
field and the spoils.
Well, we all do.
denoting aborning services- -FM and TV and There'll be a hopeless maze of jurisdictional
And we care how it ends, too.
(still the sleeper) FAX.
disputes, with those who would establish a new
National Radio Week is a wonderful tribute art
It started in laboratories, where men made
in the middle. Add to musicians, performers,
to a fine art. Nice things are being said about announcers, platter turners, copyright owners, moth wings thunder like B-29 motors.
It
started in storerooms, against a backdrop
broadcasters and broadcasting and the contriwriters, such skilled artisans as stagehands,
velvet curtains.
bution made to mankind. Last week they were
cameramen, projectionists, puppeteers, ward- of Itblack
fed on genius; and then on daring; and
robe mistresses, carpenters, and others, and
hurling
brickbats
in
some
quarters,
and
they'll
hurl them again next week.
and on courage and talyou get a conception of the problem. Even now, then ent.onButmore
alwaysgenius;
on genius.
no live music is on TV because Petrillo is still
But that's all part of the game. Broadcasters are taking this breather in good grace.
pondering; still trying to make up his mind
It cel,found
in man's constant
and evenrootstrengthened
during desire
travailto .ex-. .
By candle-light,
that how many standbys there should be and war.
second
generation,they're
and howtrying
they tocanfigure
cope with
whether the' fellow who delivers the film to during poverty . . . and reconstruction . . . and
the many imponderables ahead. Meanwhile the the projection room should be an oboe player
It elected presidents. Yes, elected them.
operation must continue rendering the best or just an arranger.
It served in disaster.
service extant, hour for hour.
Too
horrendous
to
mention,
all
this?
It found laughter for the sad and tears for
Fellows who have been through that radio
When the
chips
are down,
you'll
findalike,
broad-in the joyous; it became a voice in the consciousmill realize,
however,
that
there's
never
anyc
a
s
t
e
r
s
,
f
i
r
s
t
generation
and
second
ness of over one hundred million people.
thing new in radio. In those earlier days, when
It became their friend.
there
giving everything
they've
got to bring
radio was a "passing fad" like the miniature
that
listener-looker
more
than
he
expected,
free
In sickness, in health — their friend.
golf course, few people made passes at radio
of charge,
bybattles
the American
Plan.
There'll
be
It shouted of commerce — "Abstract Crysfor tribute. There wasn't any money in it. gripes
and
and
bruises,
but
the
public
tals will not obstruct. And now, a tuneful litMost people seemed to be in it for fun, as a won't get hurt.
tle earful from Nellie Splaveen on her gitsort of hobby.
The broadcaster views his work not as a
A few dollars began to trickle in. ASCAP
It learned — oh, many things. That good
trade, but an assignment — a mission that enhove onto the scene. On the one hand performtaste is not created by a mouthwash alone.
tails risk, sweat and travail and talent.
ing artists did their darndest to get their
That
the frequencies belong to the people and
If
radio
did
nothing
else,
it
carved
for
itself
records on the air. On the other, they tried to
frequency with which it is stressed belongs
create a property right in their renditions and a tradition in its first quarter-century. It will the
to
the
FCC. That the most esthetic and sensicarry through for the second and future gencollect royalties. Then came Jimmy Petrillo
tive among us, our musicians, can wail as diserations as the Fifth Estate.
and IBEW and AFRA and CIO. In 1933, or
cordantly asbanshees. That motors don't turn]
thereabouts, the organized educators put on a
tables;
tar." violinists do. That the old phrase,
"Music
hath
power to sooth the savage breast"
battle for a "fixed percentage" of radio assignEar Burner
was overwritten. "Music hath power". Period,
ments (AM, of course) for nonprofit operabrother.
•I
tions. In 1945 the CIO Political Action ComJIMMY Petrillo's ears must have burned when
It learned about audiences. "What's your
mittee (or maybe it's the National Citizens he heard President Truman's speech last TuesCrossley? What's your Hooper? Have you had]
IChapter of same) wants only 25% of the FM
day night explaining his new wages-prices
a field measurement test lately?" It learnedW
facilities to go to established broadcasters, be- policy.
that
none ofmass,
this those
made adevoted
difference
th^t in-ffl
cause al they did was to create the business,
About mid-way in that epochal address, the articulate
and todeserving!
take the early red ink and the gamble.
disciples — the audience. The audience kept oil
Chief Executive commented:
going to market. The listener kept on listening! otbex
In 1928 there was radio's first reallocation.
Excessive demands would deny to indusThe old Radio Commission held hearings three
try
reasonable
profits
to
which
it
is
enIt learned about Congress. "In the public! "ott
titled and which are necessary to stimulate
and four deep. In 1945, the FCC is in the
interest, convenience and necessity . . ." What
an expansion of production. We must not
throes of hearings on allocations, with some
Gilbert & Sullivan could do with that. "Is
kill
the
goose
which
lays
the
golden
egg.
controversial or is it just commercial, dum dJp^
1400 applications of all descriptions stacked
Apply that paragraph to the AFM ulti- de . . . and what about its necessitteeee!"
up.
There
won't
be
hearing
rooms
enough
in
about the public. All comment|ci6|
Washington to handle them.
matum on FM, to Petrillo's adamance on tele- to Itthelearned
contrary notwithstanding, it learned- j),
Maybe there is something new, after all. tions. vision and to his past aggressions and arrogathrough trial, error and notable jousts witl °
Whereas ASCAP and some of the others didn't
move in on standard broadcasting until the
the gentlemen
of the onFCC—
We don't know that the President had AFM
(Continued
pagethat
5U) the publi1^
balance sheet changed from red to black, per se in mind. But the shoe seems to fit.
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THEY

FINISHED

THEIR

JOB-LET'S

FINISH

OURS

mm

Mrs. Fred Vinson, wife of the Secretary of the Treasury, prepares to christen the
"S. S. Victory Loan" at its launching in Portland Oct. 6 — another event chalked up
in(leftKOIN's
log: E.of C.WarSammons,
Bond events.Chairman
Lending moral support
to theCommittee;
christener Ted
are
Finance
Gamble,to right)
National
Director War State
Finance Division,Oregon
U. S.War
Treasury,
and A. R. Nieman,
Asst. Gen. Mgr. Kaiser-Swan Island Shipyard — all KOIN Million Dollar Club members.
BUT FIRST CAME THE WARM-UP ...for the VICTORY LOAN!
Because of its national leadership in previous drives, Oregon was chosen
as host to 800 War Bond leaders who came from nine Western states to plan
for the Victory Loan. KOIN was privileged to take part in these meetings.
The station's unique War Bond series THE KOIN MILLION DOLLAR
CLUB was selected as the climax of the testimonial dinner in honor of
Portland's Ted Gamble, National Director War Finance Division, U.S.
Treasury. The broadcast of the launching of "S.S*. VICTORY LOAN"
gave added impetus to KOIN's pre-drive activities.
AN INFORMED COMMUNITY IS A VITAL, SPIRITED COMMUNITY

PORTLAND
OREGON
FREE & PETERS, Inc.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

From Oregon, Washington, California, Idaho and five
>ther Western states came hundreds of War Bond
vorkers to "fire up the boilers" for the Victory Loan
md to honor, at the dinner shown here, the nation's War
3ond chieftain, Ted Gamble. Highlight was a colorful
>erformance by the KOIN Million Dollar Club cast
'above),R. featuring
DuncanOrchestra
Singers conducted
directed by
Chester
Duncan ; The
the KOIN
by
Owen Dunning, and individual personalities of the
eries which consistently, week after week, brings the
nessage of War Finance to the people of the Northwest.
JROADCASTING
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Respects
(Continued from page 52)
was interesting, convenient and
necessary
(and maybe that's what
the
boys meant).
And it learned about war. That
its echoing voice could muster men,
for guns and lathes; could drain
blood, for lives; could collect treasure, for the battle.
It learned all this not too suddenly— for it remembered the cataclysm at the polls once upon a time
when
a man said,
friends.
. ."
It learned,
too, of"Myworld
affairs,
of its neighbors, and the neighbors' neighbors.
It brought to the people a modest
a,nd sincere Missouri farmer and
voice was his as he caught the
WITH A WOMAN'S its
spinning helm of a great ship and
put
her on course. It has learned
PROGRAM THAT HAS kindness.
And enterprise. And the
great truth that in this age of a
destructive force born in the same
GENERAL APPEAL.
crucible of electronics that was its
cradle, men must be fellowmen.
All this in only twenty-five years?
It is an era. It is an age. An eon.
It is the beginning.
Fade it gently to background.
Segue to tomorrow.
Our respects to — AMERICAN
BROADCASTING.
TWO NAVY ENGINEER
ARE TO OPEN OFFICE
TWO widely known engineers who
have served as commanders in the
Navy will open a consulting office
about Dec. 1 in Washington. They
are Comdr. Joseph A. Chambers,
USNR,
terminalnowleave,on
and lardComdr.
MilM. Garrison,
USNR,
still
on
duty.
Both men
serveddio & Electronics
in the RaGood cook or sportswoman .
Chambers Section, Bureau
young mother or spinster . .
of Aeronautics,
Nancy'sall.daily
holds
them
Andprogram
even men!
sinceing called
1942,to active
Comdr.dutyChambers
bein January
that year and Comdr. Garrison a
few months later. Before entering
BUT, THIS IS THE i/$i/AL the service Comdr. Chambers was
a member of the firm of McNary
& Chambers, Washington. Comdr.
STORV FOR WRC
Garrison was a senior engineer
Jansky & Bailey, Washington.
/%yr CONTINUOUSLY withFrom
1927-36 Mr. Chambers
was with WLW-WSAI Cincinnati,
where he became chief engineer.
SINCE 1923
He supervised
design 500-kw
and installation of the WLW
transmitter, which went on the air in
May 1934 and remained the most
powerful in the country until.
the FCC refused
toMarch
renew1939,its when
experimental
license. ^
Mr. Chambers left the Crosley organization in1936 to join James C.
McNary in the consulting field.
RC
The new firm, Chambers & Garrison, will have offices at 1519
REPRESENTED BY NBC SPOT SALES Connecticut
Ave. Comdr. Chambers
will be retired on Dec. 8 and
Comdr. Garrison will leave the
Washington service
on Dec. 15.
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EDMUND
B.as (Tiny)
resigned
commercial
sales manager
of WORRTJFFNER
New program
York hasto
devote
full
time
to
post
as
m.c.
of
"The
Betterto goHalf",
husband-wife
quiz show
set
on WOR
six afternoon
halfhours
weekly
in
addition
to
present
Thursday 10-10:30 p.m. spot. Show will
probably go into 4-4:30 p.m. period.
MORRIS
SHEELER,
WWRL Woodside,
Long formefly
Island, is with
new
announcer
with
WSSV
Petersburg,
Va.
HENRY
ADDISON,
new
to announcing
radio, also
has
been
added
to
WSSV
staff. MARY SMITH CARROLL is new
WSSV
editor. She formerly
was withcontinuity
WFVA Fredericksburg,
Va.
WILLIAM
J.ArmyKASS,and recently
a lieutena
n
t
i
n
the
previously
a
script
writer for WBBM Chicago and WNEW

Allan also has a book on television
script
cation. writing almost ready for publiKENNETH
SYDNESS, program
known in radio
ofas Ken
WDAYKennedy
Fargo, and
N. D., is fatherdirector
of a
S/SGT. director
MURRAYof ARNOLD,
former
program
WIP
Philadelphia,
isbeenen stationed
route fromfor ETO,
he has
some where
three years.
F.girl.M. (Jim) RANDOLPH, in radio for
12 years
and formerly
execue for KVOO
Tulsa, forhasaccount
beenstation.
appointedtivprogram
director
thewho
He
succeeds
ALLAN
PAGE
shifts
KOMA Oklahoma
City.continuity
Randolph editor.
joinedto
KVOO
in
1939
as
DeVORE, forand 11 production
years in charge
ofTOM continuity
for

PROGRAM DIRECTORS OF CBS stations in Ohio were guests of WGAR Cleveland
in late anOctober
a two-day
session,
kind,
decided to
make
annualat event.
Shown
(1Lester
tother) first
are ofGeneitsWHIO
Trace,which
WKBNtheyDave
Youngstown;
Harold
Hageman,
WADC CBS
Akron;
Spencer,
Dayton;
Baylor,
WGAR;
Robert
Kennett,
program
relations;
Joel
Stovall,
WKRC
Cincinnati;
Geer Parkinson, WBNS Columbus. Program policies and ideas were discussed.
New
York,work,
in addition
and WBNS Columbus, O., is new continuity
freelance
joinsNov.theto5,CBSagency
program
editormerforannouncer
KVOO. WALTER TEASE, forwriting division
succeeding
with KVOO. at KRLD Dallas, is now
FAYETTE
KRUM,
now
with
Compton
Adv., New York.
VIRGINIA
McGLYNN has been named
JIM McMILLAN,
'freelance
announcer
assistant
to literary
JANICE clearance
O'CONNELL,
with
WBALof WORD
Baltimore,
has been
added
charge
of
the
and newin
toas staff
Spartanburg,
S.
C.
program ideas department
of CBS.
earlyWORD
morningprogram
disc jockey.
HAL
EDDIE
COLLINS,
announcer
at
WTOL
SHAW,
director
and
ex-drama director
professor,at isConverse
substituting
Toledo,married
and Sylvia
Oct. 28. Shure of Toledo,
dramatic
College.as were
E. A. JOHNSON, formerly with KXEL RUSS PERRY, released from the Navy,
Waterloo,tinuityla.,
named Mich.
con- has
returned to WTOL Toledo as chief
announcer.
editor ofhasWCARbeen Pontiac,
HERBERT JOHNSON, former infantry MARIS MADERIA is new record lilieutenant noinuncing sthe
is now
brarian of WIP Philadelphia.
tahad
f ofArmy,
WMAZ
Macon,onWCOVanGa.
He
formerly Ala.
been with
ROGER
PATRICK, former announcer
Montgomery,
wood.
FRED VON HOFEN, staff announcer at of WGN Chicago, shifts to KECA HollyKEVR riedSeattle,
Wash., on ofOct.Seattle.
26 mar- CHET LAUCK and NORRIS GOFF
Marilyn McEachren
(Lum ican'n'series,Abner),
of four-weekly
AmerDON PORTER,
are starred
in RKO-Pathe
Seattle,
is father disc
of a jockey
girl. at KEVR film,
duction."Partners in Time", now in proLT.
COMDR.
A.
KEITH
MORROW,
Canadian Navy liaison officer at Port LT. KURT UNKELBACK, former script
ofagricultural
Boston in 1944-45,
CBC
at WTIC Hartford, Conn., now
Before hasthe joined
war heCFCY
was writer
of radio for
relations officein
agricultural staff.
program
ofchiefAmerican
Forcespublicheadquarters
Charlottetown,
P.E.I., director
for three ofyears.
(Continued
on
page
56)
G.andIRAa half
STEWART,
discharged
after
two
years in onCanadian
Navy hasas
leading
telegrapher
a
corvette,
returned to CFCY Charlottetown, P.E.I.,
as sound effects engineer and announcer.
XAVIER CUGAT, musical director, GOT A JOB TO DO
leaves NBCpletion of contract
"Rudy Vallee
Show" atto comin December
take
a program of his own.
KEITH
PALMER,
formerly
with
WQXR
and
WMCA New
has New
joinedYork.
the
announcing
staff York,
of WLIB
TED
BROWN,
released
from
AAF
and
formerly
with WSLS Roanoke, Va., has
joined
New York.the announcing staff of WOR Idaho's Most Powerful Stati
JEFF
a production
supervisor
of WORSMITH,
New York,
is the father
of a
CORP. CHUCK
THOMPSON,
former
announcer of WIBG
girl. the
entering
Army, Philadelphia
is father of abefore
girl.
DOUG ALLAN, conductor of video programwhere"Thrills
" on WABDand NewChillsYork,fromhas Everywritten blers
a bookwith Fate",
based on the series,
Oct. "Gam29York.by
Robert M. McBridepublished
& Co., New
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{Continued from page 54)
westernJapanese
Pacific, general
recently Yamashlta
aired interview
with
from
aPrison
cell inin thethe death
row
Philippines.of New Bilibid
LT. CARL
terminalto
leave
from DOZER,
the Army,homeIs toon return
WCAE man.Pittsburgh
as announcer-salesHe
goes
on
Inactive
service
status
Nov. 26.
ELLIOTT
V.
GOVE,
on
terminal
leave
as captain in Army, returns to WSYR
Syracuse nouncer,
as postan-he
had
in 1939.been
One assigned
of firstto
staff
members
leave
for
service,
was sent to CBI hein
1942 following receipt of second
lieutenant commission
1 n Quartermaster
Corps.
EDDIE CANTOR,
sponsored byl-MyersBrisCo. on
NBC, and toFRANK
Mr. Gove
SINATRA, sponLoril-have received letters
lard Co.soredonby P.CBS,
of appreciation
from York,
the Women's
RaNew
commending
Cantordio Committee,
forveterans
his project
providing
disabled
in ofhospitals
withall
Christmas
and Sinatratolerance
for his and
active effortsgifts
to promote
understanding
the and
youthcreeds.
of the
country towardsamong
all races
LEONARD SUES, musical director of
NBC "Time
to Smile Show", has been
signed
capacity. to five year contract In that
ELLIS
LIND,
announcer
of KYA
San Francisco, chief
is father
of a girl.
CHARLES CALVERT, producer of
KMPC Hollywood,
has been namedat one
department head. JOHN
time
production
managerFRANK,
ofhasRussell
C.
Connor
Adv.,
Chicago,
joined
KMPC production staff.
THOMAS
CASSIDY,is father
announcer
KFAC
Los Angeles,
of a girl.of
VIRGINIA
MANN,of formerly
in the Inc.,
radioYork,
department
J. M. Mathes
New
and previously
copy
chief
oftheWPDQ
Jacksonville,
Fla.,
has
joined
York. script department of WHN New
PAT
of KTSAto
San WHITE,
Antonio, chief
has announcer
been promoted
production m a nager.
JIM WILLARD,
conductordren's ofprogramchil-on
WXBG
Nov.
10M.Philadelphia,
Is to marry
Elsie
LT. ROYThatcher.
NEAL,
chief
announcer
of
WIBG
Philadelphia
before entering
the
armeding transferred
forces, isfrom
beAugsberg,
Germany,
to
new
post
as
manMr. White tlon
aSer ofln anEurope.
APN sta"
RUTH
TANKSLEY, Fla.,formerly
WFTL Ft.L. Lauderdale,
is new with
copy
chief ofment.WGBS
program
departEUGENE Miami
REILLY,
released
fromfor
AAF,
is
now
continuity
editor
WGBS.andTEDNavyMAXWELL,
former
agencyJ.
man
veteran,
and JOHN
JORDAN,
formerly
with
KOMO
Seattle
and
KMPC announcing
Hollywood, staff.
have been added
to WGBS
GENE
RUBESSA,
discharged
from
AAF
asto lieutenant
returned
WNEW nouncer,Newbombardier,
York
as hasa before
staff
anposition
he
held
entering the service two and a half years
ago.
MAC REYNOLDS,
former has
publicity
manager
of CJBC Toronto,
been
appointed
CBC Toronto
production stafftoastheassistant
to ANDREW
ALLAN, supervisor of drama.
MARY LOUISE WILSON has left WOL
Washington
continuity director of WINXto become
Washington.
W. PENDLETON
BROWN
has shifted
from
announcing
staff
of
Erie.
Pa., to WTAG Worcester, WERC
Mass. JANE

Allied

Arts

IN$400,000
DEAL Allied
involving
Recordapproximately
Mfg. Co.,
pioneer Hollywood
transcription
manu
f
a
c
t
u
r
e
r
,
h
a
s
been
sold
to Key Laboratories
Inc.,
North
Hollywood,
Cal.
LOUIS
I.
GOLDBERG,
founder
and
owner, has been retained as consulting
engineer.marily Key
Labs,
in the
past
prihas
been
setting
up
recording
plants asmanufacturers.
package deals for
independent
record
taking
over Allied
Record Mfg.FirmCo. isbusiness
and personnel
intact,
retaining
EUGENE BEDELLheads.
and JOSEPH
ELLISON
asbuildings
operational
Deal
includes
two
at
1041
N.
Las
Palmas
and
1120 N. Citrus, housing 17 record presses
set up,tion,with
10
more
ready
for
producmillsalsoandhas matrix
department. rolling
KeywithLabs,
congovernment
andacquired
various
radio tracts
stations
for transcriptions,
as well
as those cordingwithfirms. Annual
commercial
popular
rebusiness
is
estimated at $1,500,000 gross.
HERBERT G. ARCADIUS has been
named district
manager ofMfg.
radioDivision,
phonographIndustries
sales, Meissner
Maguire
Inc.,
Chicago.
12 years he was with Lyon & Healy. For
EDWARD
MANNING,
advertising
manager EDSON
forformer
Deccaas assistant
Records,
succeeds WESLEY
head of
public
relations
and
sales
promotion
for
the
syndicated
radio
shows
and
wired
music
of
World
Broadcasting
System,
a Decca subsidiary.
T. C.RODNEY
SHEARER,
A.Nov.
Co., Advertising
Chicago,vice-president,
is Managers
to speak
6 Nielsen
before the
Club
of
Chicago.
His
discussion
"The
Operation and Uses of Nielsen's is Radio
DOROTHY
BEHRENS,
in
charge
of
publishing
reports forHospital,
C. E. Hooper
Index".Is inallRoosevelt
Inc.,
New
York,
convalescing
from
a
minor
operation.
C. E. HOOPER,
ofpresentaC. E.
Hooper
gavelatest
apresident
slide
tionInc.,
on the
andoffilmcoincidental
television
measurement
radio
audiences to Chicago
network
executives
November
1 following
an address
be-of
fore
the
Radio
Management
Club
Chicago
the
previous
day.
On
Novemwill addressanda meeting
of New
Yorkber 7 hebroadcasters
agency clients.
CLIFFRecord
MCDONALD,
executive
ofGREEN
FourStar
Co.,
and
FRANZ
of Bard Music
Co., haverespectively,
been electedof
secretary
and treasurer,

J$

Pacific Coast Record Mfgrs. Assn.,
newly formed Los Angeles organization.
JACK
managerof ofa
AudienceSAYERS,
ResearchWestInc.,Coastis father
C.sinceH. PFENNIGER,
with
Muzak
Corp.
1944, hasof been
appointed
Newhe
York
director
sales.
Previously
was
sales
manager
of
E.
H.
Scott
Radio
girl.
Labs,
eastern
branch
studio
and
offices.
He was radio technician and instructor
of
electro-physics and electronics in
Marines.
D. CARTER, regional
who recently
resigned
asS. southeastern
sales manager
for
The
Crosley
Corp.,
Cincinnati,
has
been namedInc.,president
ofMiss.,
Southern
Wholesalers
Jackson,
Crosdistributor
that area.
LT. leyCOL.
C. G.in DUY
Jr., with AAF
since
1942
and
previously
with been
Westinghouse Electric Corp., has
appointed advertising
and sales
promotion
manager
of
Proctor
Electric
Co.,
Philadelphia.
RICHARD MORROS, with release from
named andvice-president
inArmy,chargehas ofbeenrecording
talent for
AmericanCal.Recording
Artists,' BORRIS
Beverly
Hills,
(record
mfgr.).
MORROS, president, who is devoting
full time
to
film
production,
may
resign
exeoutive duties
firm,
remaining
as boardwithof recording
directors
chairman.
ARTHUR and
SCHWARTZ,
secretary
treasurervice-president,
of Olympic
Record
Corp.,
WestCo.,Coast
subsidiary
of
Musicraft
Record
New
York
mfgr.),
has received
releasetransferral
from (record
thoseof
duties
and
signed
for
stock. Helishingwillactivities.continue his music pubMoore Elected to Head
RWG
Eastern Region
RADIO WRITERS GUILD, eastern region, elected Sam Moore as
its national president Oct. 30 in
New York. Election of the national
president must be confirmed by one
other regional division. Both Midwestern and Western regions will
hold elections sometime this week,
however, and it is almost certain
that Moore will be the national
president.
Peter Lyon was elected vicepresident vision.
of the
RWG eastern
Five council
membersdielected are: Erik Barnouw, Robert
Newman,
Devine,
well
and Jerry
Priscilla
Kent.Robert ColFive alternate council members
are: Elaine Carrington, Julina
Funt, Doris Halman, Lynn Stone
and RobertsentativArthur.
Four reprees also were elected
from
the eastern region to serve on the
council of the Authors League of
America. They are Clifford Golds
smith, andRobert
Webb
Erik Newman,
Barnouw. Kenneth

AYER, isformerly
with WLAW
Mass.,
new member
of WTAGLawrence,
script
writing staff.
ELIOT
KUNIN,
WAAB
Worcester,
Mass.,
announcer,
has returned
the station
following release
from theto Army.
GEORGE BALL, formerly with WCAE
Pittsburgh;
ROBERT
STEWART,departpreviously withROBERT
CBSLEWIS,
information
ment;
released from
the
Army,
and
DICK
SMITH,
formerly
with WHYN with
Holyoke,WBRY
Mass.,Waterbury,
are new
announcers
Conn.
CARLTON mentatorFREDERICKS,
food
on WHN New York,
has combeen
namedtute ofexecutive
Nutrition director
Research.of the InstiGORDON
ROBINSON,
announcer
CFCH
North Bay, Ont., and WILMAof
FRICKER,
were
married.control operator of CFCH.
T.fromJ. theWARNER,
recently
discharged
Canadian
Army staff
as major,
has
joined
theLake,
announcing
of CJKL
AFRA Antics
Kirkland
Ont.
Before
joining
the
Army tawainand 1939
he
was
with
CKCO
OtCHICAGO'S leading radio personCFRC Kingston.
alities will be at an "autograph
BOB the
d'ESTERRE,
discharged
Canadian recently
Armynow andlibrarian
formerlyof bar" November 10, in the Grand
offrom
Timmins,
Ballroom of the Stevens Hotel,
CJKLCKGBKirkland
Lake,is Ont.
for the eighth annual
NEIL TRACEY,
of CKRC
Win- Chicago,
AFRA Antics, sponsored by the
nipeg; CKPRhasFortformerly
Williams,
and CKMO
Vancouver,
Joined
the
announcing
American
Federation of Radio
staff of CKGB Timmins, Ont.
Artists. Performers include casts
DIANA BARRYMORE, dramatic actress of
Grand
Hotel,
First Nighter.
and
the lateto cast
John ofBarrymore,daughter
has beenof added
CBS Backstage Wife, Breakfast
Club
"Jack
Carson
Show".
PINKY LEE, comedian, has been added Quiz Kids,
LonelyChicago
Women,programs.
Ma Perkins,
and
other
to weekly NBC "Rudy Vallee Show",
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

"Sometimes 1 wish you'd listen
to something besides WBZ."

"Sometimes I wish you'd listen
to something besides WCSH."

"Sometimes 1 wish you'd listen to something besides NERN.

"Sometimes I wish you'd listen
to something besides W JAR."
"Sometimes 1 wish you'd listen
to something besides WLBZ."

BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertisin g

New Englanders' top-rated purchasing power naturally goes
hand in hand with NERN's top-rated program power.
Of theandnation's
flows isinto
New England
homes,
in 96%retailed
of thesegoods,
homes8% NERN
a member
of the
family circle.
The reasons
NERN's carrying
popularitythe are
obvious.
stations
are NBC foraffiliates,
big NBC
showsAllasNERN
well
as carefully planned local programs. And NERN transmits with
several times the power of any other combination here.
Advertisers pay only $292 for a daytime quarter-hour, with no
line charges and free studio facilities in Boston, Hartford or New
York. When you buy NERN, you buy a network.
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head
time_FTT'RANK
buyerbeenofKEMP,
Comptonrormer
Adv.,
New
York,
mediaaccounts,
supervisor
on has
Procterplacing& appointed
Gamble
Co.
reMURRAY
CARPENTER
Who
leaving the agency Dec. 1 to assume newis
duties
as
vice-president
and
general
manager
of a new
in Portland,
Me., of which
he isstation
partreturned
owner.
BILL
MAILLEFERT,
recently
toArmy
the
agency
after
two
years
with
the
transport
service, succeeds Kemp as
head timebuyer.
DON
released
fromBBDOMarine
Corps WARNER,
as captain,
has joined
San
Francisco
as account
executive.
Prior
to service
he
was
with
agency's
Buffalomeroffice.
RUSSELL
D. McCORD,
forpresident
ofalsoMcCord
Co., BBDO
Minneapolis agency,staff.
has joined
San Francisco
PICARD
NewcopyYork,
added
four
personsADV.,to its
staff:hasERNEST
BRIDGE,ucts Corp.,
formerly
with
Oakite
ProdNew York; NICHOLAS
NOBLE,rier;formerly
with Atherton
& CurRICHARD
BEVAN,
recently
discharged from AAF,
LILLIAN
STORK, formerly
with and
Gotham
Adv.
Co.
G. E.agerFIRPO,
former
production
manAdv. manager.
Agency,
New
York,
has
beenof Export
appointed
WILLIAM
HIRSHFELD,
recently
discharged
from
the
as lieutenant,
has joined
agencyNavy
as production
manager.
UNITEDlishedAGENCY,
Portland,
has estabrecording
department
under
charge ofnew W.
A. SAWYER
to handle
cutting
of
transcriptions
and
packaging in addition
to
planning
and
duction services. Agency, headed pro-by
LINTONlished J.new research
SAWYER,andalsostatistical
has estabto report listening
trends de-in
West Coastpartment area.
GAIL lWRIGHT,
formerly
on now
the pubicity staf of Tayton
with
John
Co., Co.,
Los isAngeles,
accountFreiburg
executive& for
Zuni
Nail Polishas
and
Seal
Cote.
BESS
LYMAN,
former
publicity
WINN Louisville,
has been director
namedfor byofGallo
Freiburg
pubWine asaccount
handledlicitybydirectoragency.
ELLIOTTtenant
E. commander
POTTER,in recently
a
the Navy lieuand
previously
with
Campbell-Ewald
Co.
and
D.
P.
Brother
&
Co.,
Detroit,
has
joined
Youngof &advertising
Rubicam, service
Hollywood,
in charge
on
agency's
West office.
Coast accounts served
by Hollywood
PAUL V.Inc.,LUTZ,
account manager
of
Maxon
who supervises
advertising
for
the specialty
division,
electronics
department,
General
Electric
Co.,
has
moved
his headquarters from New York
to Syracuse.
H. SHERMAN ADV. ASSOC. have opened
officestateinTrustPhiladelphia
at 1507SHERMAN
Real EsBldg.CLARK
HERBERT
and EDWARD
head agency.
ADVERTISING
& has
SALES COUNCIL,
Los
Angeles
agency,
to John
Freiburg
& Co. changed name
GEORGE
M. WOLFEandJr.,industrial
former director of advertising
sales
promotion
for and
Buffalomore(N. recently
Y.) ElectroChemical Co.
development
engineer
with
Goodyear
& Rubber Co., has joined Little & Tire
Co..
Los
Angeles
agency,
as
account
executive.
DONALD G. GILL, recently discharged
from themanderNavy
lieutenant
comafter fourasandyears
service
and
former
advertising
sales
promotion
manager
of
National
Refining
Co.,
Cleveland,
has
joined
Duane
Jones
New York, in an executive capacity. Co..
JOHN D. UPTON, recently released
from thedepartment
Army, ofhasN.rejoined
W. Ayerthe& servSon,
New iceYork.
F. STANLEY NEWBERY Jr., former
vice-president
andatdirector
of &marketand research
Ruthrauff
Ryan
and ingrecently
discharged
from AAF,
has
joined
McCann-Erlckson,
New
York, as
account executive.
WALTER
partnerHollywood
in firm
ofagency,
Smith,is McCREERY,
Bull
& McCreery,
inforChicago
supervising
local
advertising
Shipstad
&
Johnson
Ice Follies of 1945 which opened in that

city
Nov. 3.theMELagency,
ROACH,
manager
is in production
New York
on client ofbusiness.
HOMER
SMITH,
formerly
with
N. W.
Ayer
Son, Philadelphia,
joined
ofWesley
copy.& Assoc.,
New York, ashas director

MEETING midnight plane bearing
Karloff
(1) in Chicago
are Jane
S. BEN T.chargedGIVAUDAN
Jr., has
recently
dis- Boris
Stockdale
of Chicago
radio department
from
the
Army,
rejoined
of
Ruthrauff
&
Ryan
and
Bill
Van
Dolen,
Givaudan
&
Masseck,
New
zer, in charge of radio for MusicKoblenCorp.
York, as account executive.
of America, Chicago. Mr. Karloff apIRA RUDIN,
former
advertising
manp
e
a
r
e
d
f
o
r
guest
star
role
in
"Those
Websters",
sponsored
by
Quaker
agercently
of Joan
Kenley
Corp.,
re- Co. on CBS, Friday 8:30 p.m. (CST).Oats
discharged
from
the
Armyand
after
four
years
service,
has
joined
Sterling
Adv.
Agency,
New
York,
as
assistant
ROBIN,
formerAdv.,account
executive
account executive.
ofKAYKelso
Norman
has
established
her own San
agencyFrancisco,
at 617
DOROTHY
DORAN,
assistant
to
WAUMontgomery
St.,
San
Francisco.
HILLAUrector atLAN. W.HAY,Ayer radio
di- VERNON L. CARY, former continuity
& Son,publicity
Newto York,
director
of
KIT
Yakima,
Wash.,
has
left
Nov.
1
for
Hollywood
assist
Vanceexecutive.
Shelmar Agency, Yakima,
JEAN
West Coast radio asjoined
account
publicityMcFARLAND,
head for company.
VIRGINIA ofLEE American,
DODGE, former
DAL WILLIAMS,
of KECA producer
Chicago,writerhas
has Co.,
joinedformerly
radio
department
joined
copy
staff
of
Pacific
Coast Adv.
ofHollywood,
The
Mayers
Los
Angeles
agency,
Co., SanCAREY,
Francisco.
as announcer-producer and is assigned BOB
former Chicago
manager
toIcalnightly
Shaheen
& Co.,
publicity
Time" three-hour
on KFVD Los"Firestone
Angeles. News- of John
publicM.account
relations
firm,
haswith
resigned
WILLIAM A. BLEES, for three years and
tc
become
executive
Burvice-president
manager& Rubicam,
of West
ton Browne Inc., Chicago.
Coast operations andfor Young
LES
H.
FORMAN,
in
charge
of
radio
has resigned
that
post
to
join
Consolipublicity
and promotion
for resigned
Chicago
Aircraft
Corp.withas headvice- office
of Oct.
Kenyon
&Future
Eckhardt,
presidentdatedquainrtVultee
charge
of sales
effective
31.agency
publicity
and
ers in San
Diego.
promotion
for
will
be
handled
RICHARD A. CULLINAN, released from by New York office.
the armed
forces,
has
returned
to
AlR. H. EATON,
professor
acbert Frank-Guenther
counting at U. former
ofcontroller
North
Dakota,of has
as account
executive. Law, New York, been appointed
Hurst & McDonald,
Chicago.of D.Henri,D.
DONALDutive assistant
I. BALL,in the
for many
years
execANDERSEN
continues treasurer.
as assistant secretary and assistant
copyright department, CBS
has editing
resignedandto
MAC G.utive COLLINS,
former& account
execjoin Neff-Rogow, New York.
with
Foote,
Cone
New
GROVER Co.,
H. LOGAN,
has been appointedBelding,
advertising
Emmett
is newformerly
memberof ofNewell
the York,
manager
and
assistant
to
the
vicecopy
staff
of
Hazard
Adv.
Co.,
New
president of traffic of the New York
York.
ROBIN E.ofDOAN,
former
assistant
to Central System.
director
OWI
domestic
branch,
Washington,
D. C,director
and priorof toDenver
that KOWH Joins Associated
public
relations
KOWH Omaha on Nov. 1 joined
(Col.) National
has joined
Wasey
& Co., SanBank,Francisco
staff. Erwin, Associated Broadcasting Co. as a
WILLIAM
MERRITT,
timebuyer
of
basic
station, bringing the total
Deancy, andSimmons
Adv., Hollywood
agenof Associated to 21.
that city Louise
on Oct.Neale
28. were married in affiliates
operates on 660 kc on 500
LT. GERALD C. HOGAN, who left Ped- wKOWH
and
is
affiliated
with the World
lar &mentRyan,
New
radioNavydepartPublishing
Co.,Herald.
owners of the
in early
1941returns
toYorkbecome
carOmaha
World
rier
plane
pilot,
to
agency
today for media department post.
MRS. LYMAN JOHNSON, formerly
Betty Buckler
and untilandrecently
Holly-of
Awards Chairman
manager
producer
boy. wood&officeBowles,
Benton
is the mother
of a DR. JOHN PEATMAN of the Colthe City of New York will
LOU FULTON
Holly-on againlege ofserve
as chairman of the
wood producer has
of L.beenW. assigned
Ramsey Co.
committee on National Radio
NBC cast"Fitch
Bandwagon"
with
broadof Nov. DERWOOD,
4. Heresigned.replaces CECIL UN- Awards to be announced in connectionnualwithconference
the College's
anJOE LEIGHTON
Hollywood
pubon radiosecond
and busilicity staff ofpublicity
Youngof &director
Rubicam,
has
ness. Committee will include editors
been
on West
Coast named
forceeding
J. Walter
Thompson
Co.,
sucof radio,
advertising
MAXINE SMITH, resigned.
ment trade
papers. and entertainBROWN
BALTE, asreleased
from Army
Service
Forces
major
after
three
years service, has returned to Benton
& Bowles, New York, as account executive.
ROBERT
HOLLEY as& successor
Co., Newto York,
Don't Miss It!
has
organized
Rob-reertbeenHolley
Assoc. ROBERT
HOLLEY
•
25thLUNCHEON
ANNIVERSARY
mains as president
and
SAUL
S.
SILVERMAN, recently
released
from the
armed
services,
becomes
vice-president.
SPONSORED
BY
Offices of the firm remain in the RKO
Bldg., New York.
CHICAGO RADIO
MANAGEMENT
CLUB
F. PERRY
SCHOFIELD,
from
the
Navy
after
four years&released
active
duty,
12
NOON,
NOVEMBER
6
has
Joined
Ruthrauff
Ryan,
New
York, in an executive capacity.
HOTEL MORRISON
MARION
PARHAM,
former
timebuyer
TERRACE
ROOM
with
Erwin,FreeWasey
& Co.NewandYork,
prior hasto
that
with
&& Peters,
$2.50 PER PLATE
joined
Kenyon
Eckhardt,
New KATHYork,
asRYNspotMcCANN,
timebuyer
succeeding
resigned.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
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Time

Buyers!

XXX ,

ON
WEAF
WBZ & WBZA
WGY
KYW
WRC
KDKA
WTAM
WOWO
WMAQ
KOA
KPO

New York
Boston, Springfield
Schenectady
Philadelphia
Washington
Pittsburgh
Cleveland
Ft. Wayne
Chicago
Denver
San Francisco

F0£

HELP

SNOWED UNDER trying to find available radio time for advertisers
who want to jump in on the ground floor? Whistle for "Spot" to come
to your rescue as he has for many a perplexed time buyer. Maybe he
won't uncover the exact time you had in mind — NBC spot time is in
big demand — but chances are sizable that he'll recommend something
mighty certain to do a hangup sales job for sponsors.
Call on "Spot" for help today in locating suitable time for you on
one or all of NBC's 11 major stations . . . stations which talk to 55%
of the nation's families whose buying power is 34.2% higher than the
national average . . . stations which SELL the country's biggest audience in the richest peacetime market.

NBCSP

T

SALES

New York, Circle 7-8300 . . . Chicago, Superior 8300 . . . San Francisco, Graystone 8700
Washington, Republic 4000 . . . Cleveland, Cherry 0942 . . . Hollywood, Hollywood 6161
Denver, Maine 621 1 ... Boston, Hancock 4261

TECHniCHLp^

PEOPLE AND MORE PEOPLE • Latest
population estimate for Southern
California (and a large portion of
KFI's lion.
Primary
This figureArea)was wasfor fiveJan.mil-1,
1945, and represents an increase
ofthat28%
you
not alloverof '40.
theseWe'll
new grant
residents
will remain nor will all those remaining behot prospects for every
seller'sthisproduct.
one thing
sure,
will beButa better
marketis
for food lines these many years
to come. And that word food
should
bring
mind KFI's top—
salesman
for togrocery
ART BAKER!
This products
gentleman
with the friendly voice is about to
complete his seventh year on KFI
with the ART BAKER NOTEBOOK which is paramount among
local participating programs. ART
has always done an outstanding job
with his food accounts and his files
contain a list of testimonials as
long as the Browns in the phone
directory. In fact, ART BAKER
NOTEBOOK now accepts grocery
product participations exclusively
and his Hooper is a knockout in
daytimeBO K isratings.
filled whenIf youthecall,NOTEkeep
watching.
day that youYou'll
get onneverhis regret
program!the

HOBBIES • KFI Engineer, Charlie
Young, has the unique hobby of
making castanets. Aside from the
fun, Charlie's
is remunerative, with salespastime
in clickers
running
around 200 pairs this year. A number
of
the
world's
top
dancers
among his satisfied clients. list
CLEAR CHANNEL
6 4 0 irri
50,000
KILOCYCLES -B-'^k. JE. JL

EDWARDHonolulu
J. KINGSLAND,
recentlyandof
OWI
station
KHRO,
EARL H. HOLTMAN,
engineer
on field
testing settsforInstitute
Radiation
Lab., Massachuof Technology,
have
joinedter staff.
KSFOALBERT
San Francisco
transmitB.Wireless,
JACKSON,Manila;
formerly
of
Globe
CHARLES radar
ROBERTSON,
whofor recently
completed
assignment
Phllco,
and AFRS
GUS LYNCH,
in charge
of
recordingformerly
production,
have
been ing added
to KSFO studio engineerstaff.
UNIVERSAL
MICROPHONE
Co.,
Inglewood, tion Cal.,
has
again frequency
started producconstant
record
for use of inD61checking
frequency response
of transcription
and
phonograph
pickups
in
stations
and
recording
studios.
For
use onlateral
78 RPM
disc is
12 inch
recordturntables,
of unbreakable
pressing.
WM.
discharged
from E.theCHEVRIER,
Canadian recently
Army, ,has
joined
the transmission
and development
dep
a
r
t
m
e
n
t
o
f
the
CBC
engineering
staff
at Montreal.
LEN
W.
COSH,
recently
out
of
RCAF,
has joined the operating staff of CBH
Halifax.
JACK Sask.,
SMITH,is father
operator
rous,
of a ofboy.CBK WatJOHN
W.
HUMPHREY,
formerly
in
charge
of manufacturing
for
National
Cash Register
Co., has been
elected
vice-president
in
charge
of
manufacturing for IT&T.
JULIUS
LEONARD,
releasedengineering
from the
Navy,
is
new member
staff of WBRY
Waterbury,of Conn.
JERRY
BERANEK,
after
three
with Columbia U. Division of War years
Research, ghianse rrejoined
CBS Hollywood ening staf .
HENRY
KAISER,
who was on special
assignment
as field
with
Western
Electric
during engineer
the war,
has
returned
to
his
former
post
as chief
engineer at WWSW Pittsburgh.
ANDY COSTELLO,
formerlyPaterson
of the engine ring staf of WPAT
recently
from the Army, and
has
rejoined discharged
station as engineer.
JAMES
B.
HATFIELD,
formerly
with
KIRO
Is newand technical
director
of KEVRSeattle,
Seattle
KTYW Yakima.
Wash.
staff
of New
KEVRaddition
is JOHNto L.engineering
KELLEY.
who returns
station following release from thetoNavy.
LEON LLOYD, former chief engineer
of WAIR centlyWinston-Salem,
N. C, and
released
from service,
is nowre-St.
transmitter
engineer
withhe KSD
Louis.
For
past
two
years
has
in India
working onaidsinstallation
ofbeen
radiowaysnavigational
with
Army
aircommunications
system.
In ofSept
e
m
b
e
r
h
e
married
Marie
Urban
St.
Louis.
ROLAND
BEAULIEU,
formerly
of
CBF
has been appointed in charge
ofMontreal,
bec.the transmitter station of CBV QueBOB KINNEY, overseas with OWI, is
new rechief
n, O. engineer with WRRN WarJERRY KELLY, recently discharged
from nals,thehas returned
Royal Canadian
Corpsengineerof Sigto Toronto
office Tlmmons,
of Northern
Pub. ingCo.,
Ont.Broadcasting &
GEORGEating staffSHALE
has joined
the operof CJKL
Kirkland
Ont. ROY
LYTTLE
is new
memberLake,of
engineering staff of CKEY Toronto.

Texas CP Granted
NEW STANDARD station has
been granted by the FCC for
San Antonio, Tex., to Raoul A.
Cortez. Facilities assigned are
1,000 w daytime on 1300 kc. Mr.
Cortez rectisor of Mexican
owner and
managingHour
diCommercial
NBC for LOS ANGELES
and
Cortez
Spanish
Programs.
Sepresenled Nationally by Edword Pelry and Company, Int. Other stations now operating day
and night on the regional channel
are KVOR KGLO WFBR WOOD
WJDX KOL.
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for
dent rewar, correspon
JACK
Va.,t recently
Richmond
WRVASTONE,
Pacific, has
turned from Southwes
appointed director of special events
been
for station.
FRANCIS W. bureau
(Pete) TULLY
former
Washington
chief ofJr., Yankee
Network,tenantrecently
discharged
as
lieuAir Intelligence,porters
on Dec.Inc.,commander.
1 joinsNaval
Washington
Rewhich
now
represents
Yankee
in Washington
and formerly
was known
as Yankee News
Bureau.
Service was organized two years ago by
JACK R.independent
REED to represent
several
stations.Yankee and
JIM BRITT, released from the Navy as
lieutenant, has returned to WNAC Boston and Yankee
Network under
to conduct''
Saturday
roundup
sorshisports
p of Narragansett
Brewing sponCo..
Cranston, R. I., He teams with TOM
HUSSEY, who succeeded him on base-

ball coverageair while
he was officer
in service
asland-based
combat
intelligence
bomber
squadrons
in with
the
Pacific.
LT.
ALEX
BUCHAN,
released
from
Naval air force as lieutenant after five
yearsLouis
in service,
has returned
to KXOK
St.
in charge
of special
events.
the British
Royalnews
Air
Force inHe1940joined
as pilot.
VAN
PATRICK,
former
Texas
Christian
football
star, is new sportscaster on
WPEN Philadelphia.
LT. cial
JIMMY
VANDIVEER,
speevents director
of KFI former
Los Angeles,
with
from Navy
returnsdischarge
to the station
staff. on Nov. 15
WILLIAM E. WATSON, formerly with
WO
. San. FREDERICK
Antonio and A.KWKH
Shrevepbrt,AI and
formerly with WNACjoined
BostontheDAVIS,
and
Worcester,
newsWTAG
staff
of WLD3 NewhaveYork.
TED MALONE, American commentator,

TAKINGselves ITbefore ONthe THE
LAMB arecontest
CBS closed
newsmenon judging
the "lambof cake"
themcake-baking
13th Cliff
anniversary
CBS
Washington
station.
order)
Allen, ClaudeWTOP,
Mahoney
Bob
Wood, Bill
Henry,Eager
Bill beavers
Costello—areand(usual
the lamb
(with specs).
will become a television attraction
when he returns from his current round
Guy Beaudry
flight on the Army TransGUY BEAUDRY, 40, chief sound the world
"Globester".
technician of CKAC Montreal, died made atportallCommand's
important
stops alongFilms
the
route, with Malone as commentator,
suddenly at his home on Oct. 22. are
to
be
telecast
on
WRGB
He joined CKAC 13 years ago,
tady and WPTZ Philadelphia. SchenecWashingtonis now
corhaving formerly been in the real JAMES G. CROWLEY,
respondent andLee
commentator,
estate business. He is survived by heard on Don
Network Tuesday
Thursday
9:15-9:30
p.m.
(PST)
on
his wife, three children and his and
"Your Washington Man".
RHONAtor on WCAU
LLOYD, Philadelphia
women's commentaparents.
forto twogo
and a half
years, is scheduled
overseas
as correspondent.
KATHERINE
Disney Seeks TV
WITH Forestry Service of U. S. months
CLARK,
WCAU
women's
commentator,
has returned from three
Dept. of Agriculture having recentlyoverseas.
GEORGE
HICKS,
American
grantedmitterapproval
to
erect
transwhose broadcast
of thewascommentaair declared
raid on
atop Mt. Lowe, Cal., Walt the tor,
Allied
invasion
fleet
Disney Productions, Hollywood one
of
the
outstanding
broadcasts
of
year,
has
an
oil
painting
entitled
animated cartoon producers, have last
"D-Day — Normandy" on display at the
filed FCC
application
for
a
telethe atAmerican
ArtistsArtsProfessionalof League
the National
Club,
vision station in Los Angeles area. exhibit
New York.
Projected studios would be built on LLOYD MOORE, CBC war correspond51 acre Burbank, Cal. tract, site
ent, tuoverseas
for three
has re-to
rned to Canada
and years,
Is engaged
of Disney plant. Programs would Kay Stevens
of Ottawa.
be wired from studios to Mt. Lowe
DON caHOLLENBECK,
former
newstransmitter.
ster on WEAF New York,
has started
news commentary on
Tony Stanford, former Holly- aWJZquarter-hour
New
York,
five-weekly
7-7:15
of J. Walter
Thomp-a MRS. ALEXANDER GRIFFIN, Wifea.m.Of
sonwoodCo. isproducer
currently
completing
WIP Philadelphia commentator, has left
six-week survey of Disney talent for a latour
of England, France
and Iredata which
her
will usepostwar
in a book.
and characters suitable for tele- husbandnd to gather
vising.
Indexing
is
in
line
with
projected television plans as well as LARGE studio mural by Stuart Davis
exploitation possibilities of cartoon atby WNYC
York ha$of Modern
been loaned
ing.
station New
tofor Museum
Art.
characters in standard broadcast- New
special Davis
exhibition
duringYork,
October.
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Sponso
CASITE
MFG.
Corp.,begins
Hastings,
Mich,
(pistonspot
rings),
week
campaign
Nov.an 5 eightusing
approximately
400
stations
in
301
markets. Spots total
12 weekly whereschedtime
is available.
November-December
ule Is part ofchandising
the program
regularfeaturing
Casite mertwo
eight-weekandspotFallcampaigns
each yearis
—Spring
Present
schedule
up considerably over Spring campaign
which kets.covered
230 campaigns
stations in also
150 marspot
have
been
usedSpecialthroughout
the year
to cover
territories
served by new
distributors.
Use of spots
Casitetest hascampaign
grown consistently sibynce first
over
WIBC Indianapolis
in 1941.
Account's
consumer
advertising
also
includes
space
in weekly
magazines
and farm
publications,
spot
broadcasting
gets
about
75%& Co.,
ofbutappropriation.
Keeling
Indianapolis. Agency is
MORTON SALT
begins
sponsorship
Nov. Co.,
5 10of Chicago,
spot weekly
campaign
using
approximately
spots
135 stations
throughout
the country,on
scheduledcount placed
to run through Nov. 30. AcCo., Chicago. through Hill Blackett &
ECLIPSE111.,LAWN
MOWERaccount
Co., Prophetstown,
has
with may
Addison VarsHarry
Co., placed
Buffalo.
Area radio
be
used.
W.
Comstock,
agency
partner, directs account.
POPULAR MECHANICS
Magazine,
ChiHartman
Agency cago,
and through
NeblettGeorge
Radio M.Productions,
Chicago,
is
preparing
series
of
five-minutetionandlistone-minute
has not beentranscriptions.
announced. StaNORWALK
TIRE
&
RUBBER
Co., Norwalk,
Conn,Is (tires),
in a announcement
test campaign,
currently
schedule
on using
WICCspotBridgeport.
Copy
stressesand safety
of firm's
tires
includesfactorlisting
ofdistribution,
localfive-ply
dealers.
With
expansion
of
tire
firm
is considering
extending
to other
markets. General
Adv. schedule
Agency,
Hollywood, has account.
ALDEN RUG MILLS, New York (Beauty
Treadly Rugs),
about transcribed
Jan. 1 startsmusical
weekquarter-hour
programs
York, WTAM
Cleveland onandWORWGNNewChicago,
titled
"Hawaiian
Color Magic".System,
Transcribed
by
World
Broadcasting
progrceding
ams wil constitute
prenetwork show 17-week
for whichtest plans
are leynotRollins
yet Co.,
complete.
Agency is DudNew York.
CONLON
Co., Chicago
(newplaced
homeBROS.
washingMFG.
machine
maker),
has
account
with
Burton
Browne
Adv.,
Chicago.
E.
J.
Conlon
is
account
executive.
Brown Motorcycle
also will handle accountBurton
of Indian
Co.,
Springfifield,
Mass., for motorcycles and
related
products.
SHIPSTAD & JOHNSTON, New York
("Ice &Follies
of 1946"),
through
Smith,
Bull
McCreery,
New York,
has started
afollowing
spot campaign
to run stations:
Nov. 10-20WJZon
New
York
WOR
WEAF
WNEW WEVD
WINS
WMCA WABC
WLIBWHOM
WHN WAAT.
WBYN
WBNX
WOV
Promoters
have
bought half-hour
on Mutual
Nov.
7, 10-10:30
to present
a word from
picture of the p.m.
opening
of the Follies
The upsCollege
Inn
in
Chicago
plus
pickfrom
Boston,
Tulsa
and
Los
Angeles. Guest
radio are
to stars
appear.of stage, screen and
NATIONAL STEEL CONSTRUCTION
Co., Seattle (automatic electric water
heaters), &hasGardner,
appointedSeattle,
Botsford,
Constantine
to used
handle
advertising.
Spot radioPacific
will beNorthwest
in
campaign covering
states.
STANDARD
OIL Marketers),
Co. of Newsponsored
Jersey,
New
York (Esso
NBC's
television
newsreel incoverage
the
Navy
Day
celebration
New
York,of
with dayfilms
being
telecast
both
SaturandWRGB
SundaySchenectady
evening on WNBT WPTZ
New
York,
Philadelphia.
In addition toand
showing
the commissioning
of newsreel
aircraft
carrier "Franklin Delano Roosevelt", the
and President
Truman's included
address
inparade
program
viewsCentral
of thePark,
fleet the
at anchor
taken from
a Navy blimp. Films were dropped into

RS^
the Hudson River where they were
picked toup processing
by a Navylabs.crashR. M.boatGRAY,
and
rushed
manager motion
of the
advertising-sales
prodepartment
of the company,
called
Navy Day service
program "A margood
examplethe
ketersof expectthe tonews
furnish to Esso
television
audiences on a regular schedule."
CHARLES hasInc.,appointed
Los AngelesJere(Fez,
men's&
cologne),
Bayard
tising.
Assoc.,
Los Angeles, to handle adverWESTERNCal.FROZEN
FOODS
Watsonville,
(frozen
foods), hasCo.,
named
TEN-CANDLE cake is cut by L.
The
Mayers
Co.,
Los
Angeles,
to
handle
advertising.
Radio media
is beingin aconsidered
Ulrope (1),
of Colonial
along
with directed
other
and president
John
McNeil,
generalBeacon
mancampaign
to consumersnational
on a Oil Co.,ager of WJZ
New
York, Oilclimaxing
ner
given
by
Standard
Co. of dinNew
spot
basis
to
parallel
product
distribution.
Jersey
in
celebration
of
10
years
of
service newson broadcasts
of pubthe
MacMILLAN PETROLEUM Corp., Los "EssolicReporter"
WJZ.
Angeles pointed
(petroleum
products),
has AnapPaul
E.
Newman
Co.,
Los
geles, to handle advertising.
KFVDadded
KECAon with
additional
spots
L.lieutenant
G. HARRIER,
with Navy
KFIChevrolet
KNX KHJ(used
KPAS.carto
commander,
has release
returnedas be
Western
Adams
to hisagerformer
post
as
advertising
mandealer),
is
using
time
signals
on
KFWB
stations to be added.
ciscoof National
(Dutch Boy Lead
paint).Co., San Fran- KIEV with other
NYE & NISSEN, San Francisco (packer AllieddlesAdv.
accounts.Agencies, Los Angeles, hanofacher,
"Biddy"
eggs),
has
appointed
BrisFOOD(peanut
PRODUCTS,
Nordenadvertising.
& Staff, San Fran- SCUDDER
rey Park, Cal.
butter, Montepotato
ciVan
sco, to handle
chips),ule on Dec.
4LosstartsAngeles
weeklyforspot52 schedHOLLANDERIZING
Corp.
of
America,
KFI
New York (fur cleaning process), has through Davis & Beaven Adv., Losweeks,
Anextended
itsArlen"
participation
contract
on
"Margaret
programThursday
on WABC
Co.,ganization of Plastic
Los Angeles,
parentProdorNew
York, participations,
for Tuesday,
and HANEEL
&
Rubber
geles.
Saturday
starting
Nov.
ucts Co., has toappointed
Adv.,
8.WNEW
Company
also and
sponsors
handle itsWestern
advertising.
New York
WGN spots
Chicago,oh Los Angeles,
tive. H. Schaffer is account execuand
on "Beulah Karney Stephen
Show"participations
on WENR Chicago.
SUNDERLAND,
former AirdiJOHN MORRELL & Co., Ottumwa, la. FRANK rector oA.f visual
aids forappointed
Northrop
(Red Heart dog food), Nov. 19 starts
crafttisingInc.,and has
been
adverdaily riseparticipation
in
combined
"Sunsales
manager
of
Edo
AirSalute" and
ProtecCorp., College Point,
L. I. Co.,
tive League"
KNX"Housewives
Hollywood.
Con- SMITHcraft BROTHERS
ICE CREAM
for 52on& weeks
placedChicago.
through
Henri, tract
Hurst
McDonald,
New York, has purchased participations
Dodgers"
WHN
New
WEST COAST POTTERY Co., Burbank, on
York,"Gloom
effective
Oct. Adv.
15 onforAgency,
52 weeks.
is Jack Stone
New
Cal. (art& pottery),
has appointed Davis- Agency
Hood
advertising.Assoc., Los Angeles, to place York.
HOLLISTER,
formerly
in
charge
ADAM HAT STORES, New York JUNE
of advertising
and haspublicity
for Jay
Nov. 18 spots
startson using
Thorpe,
New
joinedas Sapphire
of(chain),
fourwood Sunday
KMPCschedule
HollyCorp.,York,
New publicity.
York,
director
for four weeks.
Glicksman
Adv. ofHosiery
advertising
and
Co., New York, is agency.
J. A. WRIGHT & Co., Keene, N. H.
THRIFTY
DRUG
Co.,
Los
Angeles
(Wright's Silver Cream), has started
(Southern California
chain store),
has participations
on Bessie
Beatty's addidaily
appointed
Milton Weinberg
Adv. Co.,
WOR
New York.
Los dioAngeles,
to handle
advertising.
Ra- programtion to ontalking
about
SilverInCream,
will
continue
to
be
used
along
with
other media.
Beattyrounds
sendsto thevisit"Wright
Butler"
daily
housewives
SEARS ROEBUCK
& Co., Los shopping
Angeles, onMiss
their
homes with
and theshowcream.
them
how intois
continuing
early1 Christmas
clean
silver
Agency
Charles
W.
Hoyt
Co.,
New
York.
campaign,
Nov.
started
for
30
days
using a total of 115 transcribed spots ASSOCIATED LABS., Long Island City,
weekly tions.onList nine
Los KNX
AngelesKFIareaKFWB
staincludes
hasthree
placed one-minute(Blondex),
announcements
weekly
KHJ KECA
KFVD KIEV
KRKD KFAC. N. Y.seven
weeks &on Wagner,
KYW times
Philadelphia,
Agency is The Mayers Co., Los Angeles. for
through
Grady
York.
PROGRESSIVE OPTICAL Co., Fresno, ROBIN HOOD FLOUR MILLS,NewToronto
Cal., has started weekly half-hour (cereals), has started weekly half -hour
transcribed
"Pages
fromBakerLife"
KROW
Oakland,
Cal. Art
isTailor
m.c.on transcribed program "The Haunting
with
West
Tourtellette
Trio
andAgencies,
Hour"
CKWX Vancouver.
Young on& Rubicam,
Montreal. Agency is
Maids
featured.
Allied
Adv.
San Francisco, has account.
IMPERIAL TOBACCO Co., Montreal
MAISON
BLANCHE,
New
Orleans
(dept.
(cigarettes), musical
has started
twice- weekly
programs
on a
store), on Nov. 19 begins sponsorship transcribed
number
of Canadian
stations.
Agency
ofthe annual
children's
program "Under
is
Whitehall
Brpadcasting,
Montreal.
Maison
Blanche
Christmas
Tree"
on WWL New4:30
Orleans. Program is heard PURITY FLOUR MILLS, Toronto (flour
weekdays,
started thrice-weekly
Christmas stories. p.m., and features and oats), has
series commentator,
"This Is Canada"
ALLIED FOOD INDUSTRIES, Perth transcribed
with John stations.
Fisher,
on 37
Amboy,
N.
J.
(Plantation
Health
Canadian
Agency is McKim
Adv.,
Toronto.
Foods),
has
appointed
Norman
A.
Mack
Co., New York, to handle advertising SALADA TEA Co. of Canada, Tronto,
campaign.ELECTRIC
Radio- is -considered.
has startedAgency
daily newscasts on CFRB
NOMA
Corp.,toys),
New started
York Toronto.
Adv., Toronto. is Thornton Purkis
(Christmas lights and
NEW
ACCOUNTS
for transcribed quarparticipations
in "UncleOct.Don"
New
YorkProgram
effective
foron WOR
eight
ter-hour "Sincerely
Kenny Baker" office
proweeks.
will be 31heard
three
gram
produced
by
weekly paign for
quarter-hour
Cam- of Frederic W. Ziv theCo., Hollywood
Cincinnati,
inis being
directed
by periods.
Albert Frankcludes:
Denver
Dry
Goods
Co.,
fiveGuenther
Law,
New
York.
on KLZ Denver; Sanitary Drug
CENTRAL CHEVROLET, Los Angeles weekly
Co.,
Clarksburg,
W.
Va.,
fiveweekly
Clarksburg;
Bon Marche Dept.onon
(used car cluding
dealer),
is using
schedule anin- WBLK
Co.,
spotnouncand
participation
ements on KFWB
KMPC KFAC
WWNCAsheville,
Asheville;N. C,Redthree-weekly
Top Brewing
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

Co., Cincinnati, through Jesse Joseph
Adv.
Cincinnati,
twice-weekly
for 52Agency,
weeks
onWNOX
KOIL WLAC
KGBS
KTSA
KTRH
WAPO
WHIS
WSAZ WHIZ WSLS WCHS. Newly signed
for "Pleasure
Parade"
quarter-hour
ries: Hall-Rouch Motors, Akron, throughseJessop onAdv.WAKR
Co., once-weekly
for No-52
weeks
vember 1; Grove Akron
Labs.,effective
St. Louis,
through
Donahue
&
Coe,
three-weekly
on WWLWWJWDAFKQW WTAM
WMC
KRLD
WKRC
KEX through
WTAR
WBT. Julles Fur Salon,WOWBuffalo,
Ellis
Adv.,
once-weeklyKopy-Kat
for 52
weeks
on Buffalo,
WBEN Buffalo;
Stores, Washington,
through Kal,
Elrich
&for Merrick,
Washington,
once-weekly
52 weeks on WRC Washington.
Quarter-hour
Good sors:
Cheer"
hastranscribed
added as "Songs
new
spon-St.of
Hyde Park
Breweries
Assn.,
Louis,
through
Gardner
Adv.,
St.
Louis,
I WTAD
three-weekly
26 weeks
on KWOS
WCBSfor
KFVS
KGBX KHMO
KSD;WJPP
City Ice
& FuelWSOY
Co..
Cleveland,
through
Gregory
Adv.,
Cleveland, three-weekly on WJW Cleveland.
I JOHN EICHLER BREWING Co., New
York,
the 25Rangers
home hockey
games will
of thesponsor
New York
in the
National
Hockey
League
from
Madison
Square
Garden
for
the
fourthNov.
year8.
on
WHN
New
York
starting
Games,
to
continue
through
March
have been broadcast on WHN for seven17,
consecutivePhiladelphia.
years. Agency is GeareMarston,
FAWCETT Publications, New York
and advertising
Today's Woman),
a(True
$200,000
campaignhassponsors
tostarted
promote two magazines.
Company
20 one-minute
dramatized
announcements and 20 40-second program breaks
on following
stationsWHNfor WNEW
True magazine: WOR WJZ
New
York; WIND
WCFL WBBM
WAAF
Chicago;WJJDand WENR
WHF WKBO
WHBG
Harrisburg.
Campaign
for Today's
Woman includes
40 dramatized
nouncements on WOL
WMAL
WWDCanWRC
WINX
Washington,
D.
is McCann-Erickson, New York.C. Agency
LEVINE & SMITH, New York (retaU
dressnisstores),
4 New
startedYork"Donfor DenSings"
on Nov.
WHNbroadcasts.
Sunquarter-hour
A. B.dayLandau
Adv., New York. Agency is
IDEAL BATH
ROBE
Co.,
New
York
(infants' bathrobes
buntings),
has
placedYork.
account
withandS. Duane
Lyon Inc.,
New
TOMMY
LUKE,
Portland,
Ore.
(florist),
has started thrice-weekly man-on-thestreetKOINprogram
"Say It With Flowers"
on
program is quizPortland,
on timelyQuarter-hour
topics. Account
placedland.through
Short & Co.,
Baum,Portland,
PortEdwards Furniture
has signeder-hoforur "The six-weekly
series of quarTexas
Account tplaced
direct.Rangers" on KOIN.
GENGRAS MOTORS Inc., Hartford
(local remote
Ford dealer),
quarterhour
programsponsored
onnewWHTD
Hartford for description
ofshowroom.
1946 WHTD
model
car
just
received
at
plans similar programs on other cars.
DICKSON
IMPORTING
Co., Vancouver
(Blossom Tea),
has signed
for three
quarter-hour
weekly B.programs
on CKNW
New Westminster,
C, through
Roy
Hunter perialAdv.TobaccoAgency,
Vancouver.
ImCo. of Canada is now
sponsoring
Art
Van'
Damme
Quintet
transcribed
program
twice
weekly
on quarter-hour
CKNW,
through
Whitehall
Broadcasting,
Montreal.
ABRAHAM & STRAUS, Brooklyn, is
sponsoring
"Remember
This series,
One",
quarter-hour
Sundayduring
morning
on WLIB Brooklyn
November.
Account
York. placed by Neff-Rogow, New
HADLEY
Co., Waterbury,
Conn.,Tuesday
has FURNITURE
signed
onThursday
WBRY
Waterbury
for
and
afternoon
classical and semi-classical music
program
featuring
William
O'Brien,
tenor.
Marinette
local gift
specialty
shop, is nowShop,
sponsoring
fall series
of
Wednesday
Miniatures", afternoon
with Elsaprograms,
Hemenway."Piano

Pacific
stations, John
Sun. Barnes
12:30-12:45
p.m.
(PST).Angeles.
Agency:
& Assoc.,
Los
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT Corp., Los
Angeles
on Moment
Dec. 1
starts for 52(Insect-O-Blitz),
weeks Voice of the
on 10 CBS Pacific stations, Sat. 5-5:15
p.m.
(PST).
Agency:
Lockwood-Shackelford Adv., Los Angeles.
Renewal Accounts
SOUTHERN(Wesson
COTTON Snowdrift),
OIL Co., New
Orleans
Oct.
18 renewed for 52 Oil,
weeks Noah Webster
Says on 7 NBC Pacific stations, Thurs.
9:30-10peat onp.m.
with Sat.shortwave
reKGU (PST),
Honolulu,
9-9:30
(PST). Agency:
Fitzgerald
Adv., p.m.
New
Orleans.
PETER
PAUL Inc.,
Naugatuck,
Conn.
Oct.
30(Mounds
renewed candy,
for 52 Ten
weeksCrown
Graemegum),
Fletcher
—Tues.-Thurs.
News on 97-7:15
NBC a.m.
Western
stations,
cy: Brisacher, Van Norden (PST).
& Staff,AgenSan
Francisco.
PERALTA
WINE
Co.,
San
Francisco
(Monte
CristoCount
wines),of Monte
Nov. 6 Cristo
renewedon
for
52 weeks
16p.m.Don(PST).
Lee Cal.
stations,
Tues
Agency: Foote, Cone8-8:30&
Belding, San Francisco.
SOUTHERN
PACIFIC Co., San Francisco
(transportation),
for 52
weeks
Mainline onNov.13 7Donrenews
Lee Pacific
stations,
Wed.repeat
8-8:30 onp.m.KLO.(PST),Agency:
with
transcribed
Foote, Cone & Belding, San Francisco.
SWIFT
CANADIAN
Ltd., Toronto
(meat
products),
Oct. Club
29 renewed
52 Transweeks
the
Breakfast
on 26thrufor
CBCFri.
Canada
stations,
Mon.
9:309:45
a.m. Agency: J. Walter Thompson
Co., Toronto.
AMERICAN
HOME PRODUCTS, Ellery
New
York
Queen (Anacin),
for 52 weeksOct. on24 53renewed
CBS stations.
Wed. 7:30-8
Agency:
Ryan,
Y.p.m.For
KolynosRuthrauff
dentifrice,&
AHP onofN. Oct.
25 renewed
Tracer
Lost Persons
for 52Mr.weeksKeen,on
53 CBS Dancer
stations,- Fitzgerald
Thurs. 7:30-8
p.m.
- Sample,
N.Agency:
Y.

ARE

YOU

HUDSON BAY
Co., Nov.
Winnipeg
(chain Red
departmentDance
store),
37 renewed
River
Barn
on
CBC
TransCanada stations, Sat. 11-11:30 p.m.
nipeg.
Agency: Cockfield Brown & Co., WinUNION geles,OILOct. 29Co. renewed
of California, 52Losweeks
AnMichael Shayne
on 40p.m.Donfor
Lee Pacific
stations,
Mon.
8-8:30
(PST).
Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding, Los Angeles.
Net Changes
KNOX Co., Hollywood (Mendaco), Oct.
22on 39expanded
Is My toHobby"
Don Lee "Murder
Pacific stations
MBS
stations,
and shifted
from Sunday
8:309(EST).
p.m. Agency,
(PST),
toRaymond
Sunday
4-4:30
p.m.
R.
Morgan
Co., Hollywood.
SIGNAL
AngelesFun(petroleum
products),OILOct.Co.,15Losreplaced
& Mirth
with
What's
New
With
on 14 American Pacific Norman
stations,Nesbitt
Mon.
thru
Fri.
2:25-2:30
p.m.
(PST).
Agency:
Barton A. Stebbins Adv., Los Angeles.
Anniversary Banquet
REPRESENTATIVES of Chicago
radiocies stations,
advertising
and allied interests
have agenbeen
invited to attend the Chicago Radio Management Club's "25th Anversary of Radio" atbanquet
the Hotel niMorrison,
12 noon,at
Tuesday, November 6. John Carey,
WIND commercial manager, who
heads the reception committee, said
veterans of the industry had received special invitations.

Cervi-Radetsky Office
PUBLIC RELATIONS office of
Cervi-Radetsky & Associates has
been opened in Denver by Eugene
Cervi and Ralph Radetsky, former
Denver newspapermen, and is now
publishing
a weekly inbusiness
news
letter on activities
the Rocky
Mountain region. Mr. Cervi is
former OWI regional director for
the Rocky Mountain states and is
also Colorado State Democratic
chairman. Mr. Radetsky was with
the OWI overseas branch in New
York, Washington, and San Francisco. Firm's Exchange
headquartersBuilding,
is at
707
DenverRailway
2.
Advertising Meet
A. W. LEHMAN, president of Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting, is to be one of guest speakers
to address Nov. 7-9 annual meeting of Assn. of Canadian Advertisers at Royal York Hotel, Toronto. Other speakers on radio will
be Paul gramme
L'Anglais
of Radio
ProProducers Ltd.,
Montreal,
who will talk on "What Country
PeopleEllison
Like of
to Sylvania
Listen To,"
and
Paul
Electric
Products Co., New York, who will
discuss "The Significance of Public

Opinion Polls." of "Chiquita BaAUTOBIOGRAPHY
nana" is related
amusingNew picture
WINS NewcordingYork
on Oct. 31 Advertising
started re- book
the Wednesday
issued inby anBBDO,
York,
Club luncheons for broadcast 8:30-9 whichjustoriginated
this Fruit
singing
mercial for the United
Co. comp.m.

BUILDING

ON

SAND?

Not if you're building your post-war merchandising plans in such stable communities as Roanoke! During the war our "big
three" — railroading, steel production,
rayon manufacture — were going all-out
for Uncle Sam. But such were the pent-up
demands for all three that Peace finds
them continuing full-blast — without reconversion or even re-tooling!
Get acquainted with our prosperous
Southwest Virginia people. Their pay envelopes are still fat. One station — WDBJ
— gives you top coverage of Roanoke
and Southwest Virginia. Rates are definitely LOW. Write, or call Free & Peters!

PIetujork Accounts
New Business
IODENT pasteCHEMICAL
Co., Detroit
)
,
O
c
t
.
30 started
52 weeks(toothThis
Moving World
on 14 for
American
Pacific
stations,
Tues.-Thurs.
1:30-1:45
(PST). Agency: Duane Jones Co., N.p.m.Y.
ZUKOR'S
Inc.,
Los forAngeles
(dress
mfgr.),— Oct.
26 started
Sam
Baiter
Commentator
on 5214weeks
American
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
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• 5000 WATTS
• 960 KC
Owned and Operated by the
TIMES-WORLD CORPORATION
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Breneman Show Studied
PROCTER in &Hollywood
GAMBLE
Co.'s
Breakfast
on American is being studied by Harvard
University sociology classes under
Dr. Pitram A. Sorokin, who is engaged in research on how a sense
of solidarity can be promoted
among all elements of a community. Dr. Sorokin found the program contained most of the elements producing solidarity and
asked Tom Breneman, conductor
of broadcast, to supply Harvard
classes with material about how
program was created, aims of
broadcast, and description of
method used in selecting the daily
"Good, Good Neighbor" portion of

p
mmo

w...

LOWER
COST
Getting that F-M Antenna
up high not only means more
efficient
area coverage
but
it also means
lower —costs.
Doubling the height of the
antenna above ground is
equivalent to squaring the
transmitter power. Thus, a
250 watt transmitter with a
200 foot tower would equal
a 1000 watt transmitter with
a 100 foot tower. That is
real tialeconomy
in ini-in
transmitter— both
cost and
poweK
2 Wincharger Products will
help you get Setter F-M
Broadcasting at lower costs:
(I) A sturdy, economical
Wincharger Tower to get
your antenna high. (2) An
efficient, low cost Wincharger F-M Antenna. For full information write or wire us.

wBSSt
PwiNCMARGER CORP. SWUX CITY IOWA
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ADDITIONAL
started
WWJ Detroit programs
for high school
listen-by
ers are "Young
People's
Concerts"
and
"Musical
Youth".
First
program,
featuring
Detroit commentary,
Symphony Orchestra
and informative
is heard
Saturday
10-11 a.m. asLatter
heard
in classrooms
well asprogram,
on the
air, featureschestras,different
high and
schoolother
orbands,
choruses
musical
groups1:15 ofp.m.proven worth. Time
is Thursday
Information
DRAWING
questions
from fan
mail
which include
controversial
questions
listeners
have family
been debating
and quarbetting on with
and
friends,
ur series titled
"Misinformation"
started onter-hoKFI
Los Angeles
on Oct. 30.
Jose Rodriguez
and Vyola Vonn consions. duct informal information-giving sesHigh School News
A TOURions, datesof andthe doings
world ofof the
sports, fashhigh
school
groups program
is format onteen-age
forCFRB
new
Saturday afternoon
Toronto.
Titled
"Hi-Variety",
program
is sponsored
by weekly High
high News.
school tabloid paper, Canadian
Windy City Story
NEW DRAMATIC series depicting
growth
of Chicago,
"TheOct.Chicago
Story", started
on p.m.
Mutual
31Sub-as
Wednesday
9-9:30
feature.Chicago
jects
to
be
covered
include
Historical
Society,
Chicago
tunnel,
stockyards, Hull House, Rush Street
Gold
Coast, St. Vincent's Orphanage
and planetarium.
Church Bells
CHURCH BELLS, transcribed, are to be
used bygroundWMAZ
Ga., as during
backfor stationMacon,
identification
Sundaytion of morning
hours
following
locasuitable community
inare which
cut
transcription.
Listeners
asked
totochurch
submit
suggestions
for
town
whose
this way.bells can best be perpetuated in
Movie Quiz
AIRING excerpts from sound tracks of
current
movies,
"Movie
Quiz", weekly
half-hour
participation
startsJack
on audience
American
stations
Nov.show,to12
with
Bailey
as
m.c.
Designed
determine
how
much
of
a
movie
audience retains by ear, program alsoan
will test
contestants
abilityby tovoice.recognize motion
picture stars
Airway Canteen
INTERVIEWS
Patterson
with servicemen atlanding
there Field,
on emer-O.,
gencysentednights
around
the
world,
preSaturday
morningareTitled
program heardon newon WLW
Cincinnati.
"Flight Line
Canteen",
program
is
conducted by Georgia
the eastern
area radioDavidson,
section forchief
Amer-of
ican Red Cross.
Auto Previews
SUSTAINING feature broadcast weekly
by WPAY
Portsmouth,
O., is "AutomoReview", quarter-hour
edtivea different
local auto freely
dealergranteach
week forviews" of presentation
of "sneak
prenew
models
and
otherremotes
news
ofare interest
to
motorists.
Some
handled from display rooms.
Home Problems
WGY ondSchenectady
is presenting
forauthor
secseason
Dr.
M. Ligon,
and
head College,
of the Ernest
psychology
department
at Union
in
new
series
of
weekly broadcasts dealing with problems of
parents and young people, titled "Manlow Family". Bowling News
INFORMATION
on bowling
of the dayweekevening
is presented
in newhighlights
Saturquarter-hour
program
heard
on
WCOL
Columbus,
Local
attorney-sports enthusiast O.conducts
program. New on KVOO
SUNDAY
Philbrook evening
Art Centerseries
is nowfromheardTulsaon
KVOO gram
Tulsafeaturing
as newart public
service procommentary
and
music.tionJobindustryopportunities
in theforaviacontinue format
an-

other new KVOO
program, "Aviation
Counselor",
aired
Wednesday
program
Adamevenings.
Butler
ofConductor
Spartan ofAircraft
Inc.,is Tulsa.
School Originations
KEVR Seattle has started series of Mondaytralthrough
Friday programs
from high
cenradio workshop
of local
schools. dents,
Written
and
presented
by news,
stuprogram
features
school
sports, drama and music.
Associated on Oct.
SEATTLESymphony
Symphonyon Orchestra
301:30started
series
of
Tuesday
11:30
p.m.a.m.
(EST) broadcasts
on Associated Broadcasting
Carl Ernest
Bricken. Corp. Conductor is program.
Overseas Schedule
FIVE-MINUTE Fairy
MondayTalesthrough Friday THE NBC Our Foreign Policy
"Story
Time"
series
of
fairy
tales
for
children hasMass.been started by WTAG University of the Air public servWorcester,
ice series will originate from Paris
on Nov. 3, at the United Nations
Labor Organizations Conference
New TBA Affiliates
and will feature labor delegates
RESEARCH Council of Academy from
countries. Broadcast
of Motion Picture Arts and Sci- will be allied
from London on following
ences,
Hollywood,
and
Eastman
three
Saturdays,
featuring disKodak Co., Rochester, N. Y., have
us ions by delegates to United
become affiliate members of Tele- Nations cEducation,
Science and
vision Broadcasters Assn. John P.
Livadary and Gorden S. Mitchell Cultural Organizations Conference.
will represent the Research Council STUDENT editors of high school newsin TBA, while Donald Hyndman
papers are featured in panel discussions
and Waldo Potter will serve as of current
topics broadcast on Mutual's
representatives of Eastman Kodak. broadcasts
starting Nov.
3.
Saturday morning
"Rainbow
"
KCMC
EXARK ANA
USA
AMERICAN
•MUTUAL

Texarkana's only radio outlet, delivering a primary coverage to 239,330
people in the 4 States Area.
For information
and Frank
availabili-O.
ties, write or wire
Myers,
Manager
KCMC,
Texarkana, U. S. A.
BROADCASTING

Resources — Agriculture,
livestock production and
marketing, railroads, 52 industrial plants, adequate
retail and wholesale markets, and a vast supply of
high quality natural gas
from nearby
fields foruses.industrial andoildomestic
• Broadcast Advertisin t

HOPE, FIBBER McGEE
LEAD HOOPER LIST
.BOB HOPE and Fibber McGee
, and Molly are tied for first place
as the most popular evening network commercial program, according to the Oct. 30 report of C. E.
Hooper Inc., which gives each of
these programs a rating of 27.6.
Jack Benny is third with 22.1.
Fred Allen fourth with 20.5 and
Charlieater areMcCarthy
and with
Radio20.3.Thetied for fifth
Remainder of the first 15 programs are: Mr. District Attorney,
;i9:2; Walter Winchell, 18.9;
Hildegarde, 18.5; Screen Guild
Players, 16.9; Take It or Leave It,
16.5; Amos V Andy, 16.4; Eddie
Cantor, 16.0; Jack Haley, 15.9;
Great Gildersleeve, 15.9.
Average evening audience rating
l, port
is 9.0,andup the
0.1 from
15 resame theas Oct.
the report
for Oct. 30, 1944. Average evening
sets-in-use is 28.1, down 0.4 from
the last report, down 1.5 from a
year ago. Average available audience is 77.6, up 0.2 from the last
report and the same as a year ago.
Radio Theater had the highest
sponsor identification index, 88.1.
Fannie Brice had the most listeners per set, 3.11. Saturday Night
Serenade had the most women listeners per set, 1.66; Janeiro-Guido
boxing bout the most men per set,
1.20; Lone Ranger the most children per set, .98.
L. K. Marshall Is Chosen
Belmont Corp. President
LAURENCE K. MARSHALL,
president of Raytheon Manufacturing Co., has been elected president of Belmont Radio Corp., Raytheon subsidiary.
Other new Belmont officers include Harold C. Mattes, executive
vice-president; Charles M. Hof>man, vice-president in charge of
sales; Carl J. Hollatz, vice-president in charge of receiving tube
division; William L. Dunn, vicepresident in charge of engineering
and research; John Robertson,
i treasurer and assistant secretary;
Donald L. Trouant, secretary.
Parnel S. Billings, former BelI mont president, has resigned as
i president and director of Belmont
and as director of Raytheon.

Fifty

Percent

More

Bank

Depositors...

Mr, £. N. Batchelor, President of Jefferson Trust and
Savings Bank "Illinois* most modern 6anfe."
During
on

3

Years

WMBD

Just a little less than three years ago, the i
Jefferson Trust and Savings Bank began
their quarter-hour daily morning news program ... to acquaint people in Peoriarea with the
benefits of this friendly, modern bank and to invite their patronage.
Immediate response resulted. Today, fully fifty percent more depositors regularly bank at
the Jefferson Trust . . . deposits have more than doubled. To handle the increase, the bank
finds it necessary to again enlarge its facilities . . . extensive building expansion is now
under way.

WMAL's
FOLLOWINGSpot-Free
the stationHour
trend Mr. Batchelor, President, says: "We
away from spot announcements, make hundreds of investments to help
WMAL Washington American station, has cancelled all spots from
6 to 7 p.m. daily. Scheduled for expand other businesses . . . but probthat hour are: Kenneth Evans
ably the best investment we have made
newscast, 6-6:05 for Senate Beer;
Martin Agronsky commentary, is the one for ourselves — in WMBD.
6:05-6:10 for Blechman Clothing
Store; Sincerely Kenny Baker,
transcribed songs, 6:10-6:25, for
Kopy Kat Stores; Jimmy Gibbons
j. sportscast, 6:25-6:30 for Arrow
Beer; Earl Godwin commentary,
6:30-6:45 for S. Kanns Sons &
Co. Store; Singin' Sam, transcribed sengs, 6:45-7 for Prior
Beer. All are local sponsors.
BROADCASTING
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FREE & PETERS, INC.
National
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i
'Phillips
66
BUYS WOC/
for the 40th MARKET

I DAVENPORT, ROCK ISLANI
\
MOLINE, E. MOLINE

Since 1943, Hooper and Conlan
surveys have shown that only
WOC delivers the Quad-Cities —
the largest metropolitan, area
between Chicago and Omaha;
and between Minneapolis and
St. Louis. It's the 40th retail
market in the nation, with approximately 218,000 population.
ACCORDING TO
HOOPER THE
TH
40 MARKET
IS DELIVERED ONLY
BY

DAVENPORT, IOWA
B. J. PALMER, President
BURYL LOTTRIDGE, Manager
BASIC AMERICAN NETWORK
SOOO WATTS-1420 Kc.
FREE & PETERS, INC., National Representatives
Page 66 • November 5, 1945

PRomoTion

Promotion Personnel
CECIL from
K. CARMICHAEL,
military
leave
NBC since Juneon 1943,
has
rejoined
the
network's
advertising
and
promotion
department
to
handle
speto NBCwherein
April cial
1942assignments.
from WLWShifting
Cincinnati,
he had identbeen
assistant
to the vice-presi
n
charge
of
broadcasting,
Car-dimichael visiwas
audience promotion
odepartments
n of thein advertising
andhis promotion
at
time
of
enlistment.
IRA
Y. HECHT
previously
director
of Drew
U. pressJr.,bureau
at Madison,
N. J., has
been appointed
rector of WAAT
Newark. publicity diIRENE
KUHN, NBC
assistant from
director
of information,
hasthereturned
flying
trip
around
world
and
was
honor guest Oct. 31 at luncheon given
by NBC at Waldorf-Astoria.
CLARKas GEORGE,
with
discharge
from
Navy
lieutenant
after
approximately
four
years
service,
has
rejoined
Hollywood press information staff. CBS
LT. JAMES E. DONNELLY Jr., formerly
of the NBC
presshasdepartment
graphic division,
been awardedphotothe
Legion oftorious
Meritconduct"forin"exceptionally
Antilles Dept.meri-of
Caribbean Division Command.
THOMAS LYMAN, on terminal leave as
AAF captain,
formerly withrejoined
NBC's
guest
relations asand
department,
the
network
assistant tohasWILLIAM
SETH Jr., advertising and promotion
manager of NBC's radio recording division.
DONALDrector oLOGAN,
former publicity
f KROW
anddiprior to that
radio Oakland,
editor ofCal.,
Oakland
Post-Inquirer,
haspressjoined
AmericanHe
western
divisionMURCOTT
department.
JOEL
resigned
toreplaces
freelance
as radio scriptwhowriter.
WALT licityFRAMER
has
resigned
as pubdirector
Newark
devote fullduction
timework inofto WAAT
radiotoHollyproNewfreelance
York and
w
o
d
.
H
e
currently
is
writing
"Try
and
Find Me" series on CBS.
JOHN CONRAD
SARBER, andformer
mempublic
relations
promotion
staff berofofleased
KWK
St.Army
Louis,afterhasnearly
been five
refrom
the
years service.
ROBERT
PRYOR, Philadelphia,
public relations
director forN. WCAU
has
been dioappointed
Pennsylvania
stateCom-rachairman
of
War
Activities
e of theLoanmotion
triesmitVictory
Drive.pictures indusANN McCRANE, secretary to DAVE
GOLDEN,rector, has WPAT
Paterson
publicity
dibeenPassaic
appointed
columnist for theaminer.
(N.deal
J.)radiowith
Valley
ExColumn
will
radio
news in metropolitan area.
MIRIAM McGRATH, former member of
program departmentappointed
of WTOPpromotion
Washmanager ingtofon, has been
WGBS Miami, Fla.
EDDIE
BEALS has
been named assistant promotion manager.
TOM DYER,partment of KRNT
member of Moines,
promotion
hasanddere-a
station Des
half yearsturned tooverseas
inafterarmedthreeforces.
ARMOUR
& Co., Nylons
ChicagoNov.(Chiffon
soap
flakes),
contest
15 through
Dec. 15 begins
on all astations
now carrying
its
spots [BROADCASTING,
testants are to send box Oct.
top 22].
withCon-25word-or-less
answerflakes".
to "WhyFirstI'llthoukeep
on with
Chiffon
sand winners
eachAgency
will receive
six Cone
pairs
of& Belding,
nylon
hose.
Is
Foote,
Chicago.
Family Health Chart
CHART oftributedfamily
needs is tobeing
disby CBC Prepared
Toronto
Canadian listeners.
forfortheallMental
CBC
byHygiene
the National
Committee
(Canada),
chart
sums
up
basic
requirements of a Canadian home for
happy tally,
family
physically, Chart
mensocially inliving,
andconnection
emotionally.
Is distributed
with new

^
series ofduring
talks theon winter
family months
life heardon
weekly
CBC networks.
Vaudeville
SHEFFIELD
FARMS
show, go"Guess
Who"
on
WOR
New quiz
York,
into WELCOME back to WRC Washington
Theater,
New will
York,attracNov.
post of sales promotion manager is
8Loew's
for tion.
oneState
week
as
a
vaudeville
extended to James Seller (r) by CarleComplete
show
will
be
staged
sev- ton
D.ager.Smith
WRC Colegeneral
maneral times daily with contestants chosen
V.(c),(Bud)
(1), shifts
from audience.
Regular
Saturday
broadfrom
WRCAlbertsales
promotion
assignment
casts willoforiginate
fromcashtheater
Nov.
to NBCment in New
television
promotion
depart10.
Total
$2,000
in
prizes
will
Seiler recently was
beeightgiven
to participants
during released from York.
as lieutenant
comdaysaway
at theater.
mander. Cole isNavy
ex-Pacific
AAF veteran.
Son, New
York,
is agency.N. W. Ayer &
Farm Schedule
FARM are
PROGRAMS
BBC Explains
season
featured for
in athenewwinter
CBC
brochure
"ThewithFarmer
FeedsthetheCanadian
World," REDUNDANCY was given by
illustrated
the
part
BBC
as
explanation of its deletion
farmer plays in feeding the nations of
the world.grams,The
folder
lists
all discussion
farm pro- of a passage from President Trunational
farm
forum
man's
foreign policy speech in its
broadcastsof the
and CBC.
other farm broadcast home service
services
program last week.
Debnam Report
Point 4 of the speech expressed belief
that
'"all
peoples"
prepared for
SIXTEEN-PAGE
prepared by WPTF brochure
Raleigh, hasN. been
C, relatself government
should
m
i
t
e
d
t
o
choose
their
own be
formper-of
ing
story
of
W.
E.
Debnam's
threemonth
overseas
trip toservicemen.
interview North
Carolina
and
Virginia
Copy
government.
BBC
explained
that
follows actual broadcasts made from the whole speech was scaled down
overseas andrespondinisg War Dept.
illustrated
photos.with
Titlecor-of to fit the broadcast time allotted
for the news report and said the
booklet is "This Is Debnam".
CAB Booklet
following part was deleted because
COOPERATIVE
ANALYSIS
of
BROADCASTING has issued a handbook for President Truman's preceding use
of the words "all peoples" made it
members
giving
"The ofpurpose,
history,
workings, cordiand
aims"
the also
CAB,
ac- redundant: "This is true in Eung to foreword.
Book
tells
in Asia and in Africa as well
what
the
CAB
is,
how
it
works,
what
ithowcosts,
reports are issued, and as inrope,the
to usewhatthem.
Western
Omitted portion
could Hemisphere."
have applied
WBIR Map
to India, Burma, Malaya, etc.
NEW
FIELD
intensity
map
has
been
prepared by WBIR Knoxville in form
of a market-data
file,ofgiving
county-bycounty
breakdown
and
French Firm Cited
radio
homes
for Breakdown
bothpopulation
primary
and
secondary
areas.
of
retail
THE
ARMY-NAVY
pennantto
sales andcluded,effective
is in- was awarded
Oct. 29 "E"
in Paris
along with buying
data onincome
Knoxville.
Les Laboratories, L. M. T., affiliate
Food Statistics
of International Telephone & TelePOPULATION
grocery
store
data for statistics
greater NewandYork
are
services
contained
in
a
40-page
booklet,
"Grocery
to the graphU.Corp.,S. forArmy,
officerendered
of the
Manufacturing
Facts",
Paul
Sayres Co., New
York published
food brokers.by Chief Signal Officer, in the ETO.
Photographs
The Laboratories provided the
POSTCARDS carrying pictures of Pfc. U. S. Army with
municationstelegraphic
between Paris comand
Silvestre S. Herrera,
Arizona's only liv-of
of Congressional
within two days after
Honor,ing holder
and his
family are beingMedal
offered Normandy
liberation
of
the
French
capital.
listeners to "Spanish Hour" on KOY
Phoenix.
They also designed and assembled
Utility Pad
the 60 kw mobile radio station SigUTILITY
pad
of
lamb's
wool
for
polishing silver,
metal, inshoes,
glass, etc.,
is circus, with which General Eisenbeing
distributed
promotion
hower's headquarters was able to
of WIBW
Topeka, Kans.,
with folder
copy keep in touch
with Washington.
theme
of
"To
Polish
up
your
Kansas
selling methods hire WIBW."
KSD Program Booklets
TV Discussions
INDEXED BOOKLETS listing programs
of KSD
St. Louisin have
been prepared
for
distribution
St.
Louis
and
St.
"TELEVISION
Today and TomorLouis County. Approximately 250,000 will
row" will be discussed by editors
be10,000distributed
fromoutdoorby mail
to door and' Frank Burke of Television Daily,
will be sent
KMOX Folder
Fred Keugel of Television Magazine and Irwin Shane of The T deKMOX, CBS owned and operated staviser, at the Nov. 8 meeting of
t
i
o
n
i
n
St.
Louis,
has
issued
"Ratings
Speak
for
Themselves",
folder
referring
American
Television Society in the
to
given station by Barbazon-Plaza
Hooperhighandstanding
other surveys.
Hotel, New York.
Magazine Article
Bert Taylor, transmitter sales manARTICLE
on
"Rural
Radio",
relating
ager,
Allen
B.
DuMont
Laboratorstory of seCKNX
Wlngham,Issue
Ont.,ofis New
pre- meeting.
ies, will act as chairman
of the
nted in November
World,
Canadian
national
picture
magazine.
Short Story
in BBC
Britain
equal
menannouncers
in number.
hasasalmost
nearly
FOLDER
titled
"Short
Storyfeatures
for Time-of WOMEN
buyers",Sales,
relating
special
as many
women
announcers
men
Radio
spot broadcasting
division and
to the
womenreceived
in many
ofwork.CBS, has been prepared by the net- movie
cases fanisstars.
asmailgreat
as that
by
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Trunsmitters

•is Ingenerated
the new byRCAan oscillator
FM Exciteroperating
Unit, theat "carrier"
frequency
medium frequency.
A special modulator circuit is used to vary the frequency of
this oscillator in accordance with the voice or audio frequency.
Thus frequency modulation is accomplished directly — without
the necessity of proceeding through numerous multiplier and
converter stages, each of which unavoidably adds its contribution to noise and distortion products. This system, developed
by RCA Engineers, is simpler, surer, and provides better
performance. We call it DIRECT FM!
Carrier-frequency stability in this new exciter is maintained
by a unique
"watchdog"
circuit.
This circuit
constantly
compares the output
signal with
a standard
frequency
generated
by a precision-ground, temperature-controlled, quartz-crystal
oscillator. Any difference between these frequencies causes a
two-phase motor to start turning. A frequency-compensating
condenser (connected across the oscillator) is mounted directly on the shaft of this motor. The motor turns until the
condenser reaches a position where the carrier frequency is
exactly synchronized with the standard frequency. Thus the
transmitted frequency is maintained with the same precision
as that of the crystal.
Fewer circuits and fewer components are used in this new
exciter than in any developed to date. The motor-condenser
drive is direct; there are no gears. The motor operates in a
fraction of a second, holds the carrier frequency in exact
synchronization with the crystal. Only the crystal is heatcontrolled. Only 16 tubes are used (about half as many as in
some exciters) . All components are mounted on a single vertical panel and are easily accessible. An oscilloscope for
checking circuits is built in.
Because it is simpler and more straightforward in design
than any previous type, this new exciter is more dependable,
requires less maintenance. The over-all distortion is less than
1% from 30 to 15,000 cycles. The frequency stability is equal
to that of the crystal itself^

MAIL THIS COUPON for details about this important New
RCA Line of FM Transmitters with the GROUNDED GRID!
Broadcast Equipment Section
RCA, Camden, N. J.
Please send
mitters withmethefullnewinformation
Grounded about
Grid. your new RCA FM TransName
Title
Company
Street Address..

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION • CAMDEN, N. J.
In Canada, RCA VICTOR COMPANY LIMITED, Montreal

ALL TORONTO station managers showed up for the opening session
of the Toronto Radio Executives Club. They are (1 to r): Ernie Bushnell,
program chief, and Austin Weir, commercial manager, CBL and CJBC;
Jack Cooke, owner, CKEY; Harry E. Foster, agency executive, club
president; Al Leary, manager, CHUM; Lloyd Moore, manager, CFRB.
War Veterans Staff CBC's Shortwave
International
Service
at Montreal
WAR VETERANS make up most Windsor, with the AEFP network
of the staff of the new Canadian in Europe and BBC in London, is
Broadcasting Corp. International producing programs for the Canadian occupation forces in Germany,
Service, headquartered at Monas are Larry Henderson, Royal
treal, shortwave
for operation
dian
service.of the Cana- Canadian Army Signal Corps;
The news staff is headed by Jim Hollis McCurdy, RCAF; and
Crandall, of British UP, Montreal, George Powell, Canadian Army
discharged from RCAF. Macdou- signals officer.
gall K. Henderson, also from
Mavor Moore, Canadian Army
RCAF and Al Christopher, of the Intelligence, and George Robertson, formerly with CKCK and
Canadian Army are also on the
news staff.
CKRM Regina, and CKY WinniReg Meek, RCAF, is in charge
peg, RCAF radar technician, are
of the Latin-American section. in the United Kingdom section of
Rene Garneau, Canadian Army, is the CBC International Service.
Jim Baribeau, Canadian Tank
in charge of the French section,
with Gerry Arthur, CBC Overseas Corps, and Dave Gillies, RCAF
Unit, as chief producer. Jean Marie technician, are control room operators. Max Mosher and Murray
Marcotte, British Army political
intelligence, is also with the Ferguson, RAF Ferry Command,
French section. Material for are also on the operating staff.
French-Canadian soldiers still
Bill Grant, a former RCAF raoverseas comes from Paul Barette,
dio technician, is supervisor-engiCBC war correspondent, and Bob
neer of the CBC shortwave transmitter at Sackville, N. B. Paul
Hainault, who was a war prisoner.
Budd Lynch, formerly of CKLW Johnson, assistant engineer at
Sackville, was CBC war correspondent-engineer.
CBC Employes Meet
Romain Pelletier, Canadian
FIFTH ANNUAL meeting of the Army,
is record
librarian atService,
Monnational staff council of the emtreal
CBC International
ployes of the Canadian Broadcast- and his assistant is Mireille Beuling Corp. was held at Ottawa last lac, Women's Royal Canadian
week, to discuss more functional Naval
Service.
representation of employe groupings, status of temporary wartime
Enters Cabinet Field
employes, review of job analysis
and commercial fees payments, and DURAMOLD Division of Fairprofessional improvements of CBC child
& Airplane Corp. has
employes. C. R. Delafield, super- enteredEngine
the radio cabinet field and
visor of religious and institutional has received
orders
broadcasts,
Toronto, presided as from Emerson"substantial"
Radio & Phononational chairman.
graph
York, andCorp.,
MajesticCorp.,
Radio New
& Television
Canadian Ratings
St.
Charles,
111.,
company
has
reCANADIAN PROGRAMS lead in ported.
national daytime popularity for
October, according to the latest
ratings report of Elliott-Haynes British Radio Expansion
Ltd., Toronto.
Wife ofis BRITISH Board of Trade has
leading
programSoldier's
with rating
to 70 Britain.
radio manufacturers in Great
The
18.1, followed by Happy Gang with granted licenses
rating of 15.9. In third place is industry plans on building a milBig Sister (American origination),
lion sets during the next year, with
followed by, Claire Wallace and 400,000 sets going into the export
Lucy Linton, for the five leading
Although there are shortEnglish language programs. market.ages of cabinet
wood supplies, acFrench language October daytime
cording to industry representaratings place Jeunesse Doree at the
tives, plastics are plentiful. Plans
top with rating of 29.3, followed by do not call for television sets at
Quelles Nouvelles, Les Joyeux present. The expansion represents
Troubadours,
Rue Principale, about 70% of the pre-war civilian
and
La MetaireLaRancourt.
radio manufacturing schedule.
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If it'sanswer.
a GRAVE
question of. .selecting
LIVE station
. . .richest
here's
the
In Cleveland
. the 7tha largest
. . . 5th
... 3rd most densely populated area in the United States, is
an audience that spends more than a billion dollars annually.
In Cleveland . . . Monday thru Friday, WJW delivers more
morning dialers per dollar ... up to 20% more on a money
basis than any other station.
ABC Network
CLEVELAND, O.

5000 Watts

CHOICE
CHATTANOOGA

WOOD
20th YEAR
CBS
5,000 WATTS DAY AND NIGHT
PAUL H. RA YMER COMPANY
NA TI0NAL REPRESENTA TIVES
IN (!) AUDIENCE
(2) PUBLIC SERVICE

(3) RESULTS
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These Two Stations Provide the Only Full
Coverage of This Rich Pennsylvania Area

\

WJAC

^ JOHNSTOWN
\^
\ Davidtvill* A
% Windbef ^

850m

tym

BOTH STATIONS ARE SOLD
IN COMBINATION RATE
FOR NETWORK AND SPOT

HtufoViae

5000
WATTS
DAY AND
NIGHT
?1
NATIONALLY REPRESENTED BY ADAM J. YOUNG, JR., INC.
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Tivo Regional Nets and 13 Independents
Broadcasting News From Washington
WASHINGTON is becoming a by listeners to WINS.
WOV New York broadcasts the
news center for radio, with two
regional networks and 13 inde- commentaries of Tom Morgan, who
pendent stations broadcasting spe- spends ington
mostrounding
of hisup time
news. in Washcial copy from
Nation's
KIRO Seattle airs Washington
Of these,
four the
stations
haveCapital.
direct Reports
at 5:30 p.m., Monday
pickups while
others use transcriptions cutthe
in Washington
and through Friday, with repeats at
overhead wire coverage, augment- 10:30 p.m., Monday, Wednesday
and Friday, as well as transcribed
ing regular news wire services.
interviews with Washington state
WLWville, WJZCincinnati,
WINS WOVWHAS
New LouisYork, personalities in the Nation's CapWITH Baltimore, KIRO Seattle,
ital. Rudolph Block, KIRO correWGBF WEOA Evansville, WBOW
spondent, files copy by wire for the
Terre Haute, WIBC WIRE Indian- daily newscast, a public service feature.
He
also conducts the tranYanscribed interviews.
kee apolis,
NetworkWJW Cleveland,
and West the
Virginia
Network have their own corresEvansville Schedule
pondents and newscasters in WashWGBF Evansville broadcasts
ington.
Washington
at 6 p.m. Monday,
Gilbert Kingsbury, as chief of Wednesday news
and Friday, with its
the WLW Washington news bu- sister
station, WEOA, carrying
reau, rounds up copy for daily
copy at 12 noon Tuesday
newscasts which are handed by capital
and
Thursday,
sponsored by the
Leif Eid, WRC Washington news Evansville Ice Co.
Jean Ferris,
commentator. WLW uses line fa- Washington correspondent
for the
cilities of WRC and NBC.
Evansville stations, also provides
day.
Daily Spot for WLW
copy for a 6 p.m. spot on WBOW
A five-minute spot originates Terre Haute, Monday through Fridaily except Sunday for the CinMiss Ferris recently acquired a
cinnati station, with a quarter-hour
and is making preprogram at 6 p.m. Saturdays, all wire recorder
liminary tests preparatory to prosponsored. The Studebaker Corp.
viding
her
station
with
sponsors the Monday, Wednesday interviews featuringclientele
Hoosiers in
and Friday, 6:25-6:30 p.m. spots. Washington.
On Tuesday and Thursday the
WIBC Indianapolis presents a
Block Co., Jersey City, sponsors
the newscast on behalf of Polident 15-minute transcribed commentary
Washington
Calls by Mark Thistleand on Saturday W. F. Young Inc.,
waite, capitalNews,
correspondent
of the
Springfield, Mass., has the spot for Indianapolis
owner of WIBC.
Absorbine Jr. The 6 p.m. quarterWIRE Indianapolis includes spehour period, a program devoted to
war veterans, is sponsored by the Inc. cial Washington bulletins, teleby Marjorie Reporters
Binford
Philip Carey Co., Cincinnati, roof- Woods of graphed
Washington
ing manufacturers.
WHAS airs a daily quarter-hour
Reporters also feeds
at 6:30 p.m. for the Frank Fehr 800Washington
words daily to WJW Cleveland,
Brewing Co., Louisville, with for
inclusion
in
locally-originated
Carey Longmire handling the news. newscasts, and 3,000
words daily
On Monday, Wednesday and Fri- to the Yankee Network.
Special
day Wilfred Fleischer does a 4wires are used to transmit
minute spot during the period. Fa- leased
cilities ofWTOP and CBS are used copy to Yankee and WJW. Washington Reporters
toton.pipe the program from Washing- Yankee News
Bureau.formerly was
Four
stations
comprising the |
WJZ New York, key outlet of
Virginia Network— WCHS |
American, features Jack Beall in a West
Charleston,
WPAR
Parkersburg,
10-minute newscast at 11:05 p.m.
WBLK Clarksburg and WSAZ
Sundays,
sponsored
by
the
KingHuntington — carry the transcribed
ston Watch Co.
WITH airs two direct broad- Washington Reports at 6:15 p.m.
with Ray Henle
and Malcasts daily from Washington. At Sunday,
vina Stephenson
providing
tb
3:30 p.m., daily except Sunday, Ian voices
as
well
as
reporting.
Ross MacFarlane, station's staffer, newscast, one of the first toTheb<
does a 15-minute commentary, spon- handled by a regular Washingtoi
sored by Free State Brewery,
Baltimore. Richard Eaton, Wash- news bureau of an independent sta
sponsored
ington commentator, does a com- tion,
of theisfour
outlets. locally on each
mentary at 6:30 p.m. daily, sponsored by the Hub, Baltimore cloth10th Anniversary
iers. Both broadcasts are handled
through facilities of WWDC Wash- GENERAL ELECTRIC Co.'s Hour
ington.
program on NBC cele
Mr. Eaton also does a half-hour of Charmits 10th
year on radio for
transcribed program, Meet Your brated
the
same
sponsor
on Nov. 4. ProCongressmen, a public service feag
r
a
m
i
s
heard
Sundays
with Phil
ture, for WINS New York. On the Spitalny and the all-girl orchestra.
show he interviews various Con- Agencies are BBDO, New York
gres men on questions submitted and Foster & Davies, Cleveland.
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In medieval times discriminating knights journeyed to
Toledo, Spain, to obtain hand-wrought blades of steel.
Only the famed guildsmen of Toledo could produce the
flawless metal from which they fashioned graceful foils
and swords of sleek beauty.
For hundreds of years these proud guildsmen stamped
their guild marks or signatures on their creations.
A few firms today still preserve that spirit of craftsmanship. You find it in the plants of Detrola Radio.
That is why the "guild mark" of Detrola Radio on a
radio receiver, record changer or other electronic instrument is a guarantee of production quality. The world's
finest merchants, and their customers recognize the
value of this mark.
DIVISION OF

BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

DETROLA CORPORATION

DETROIT 9, MICHIGAN
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BUFFALO'S GREATEST
REGIONAL COVERAGE

RADIO WINS ACCLAIM
FOR V. S. MUSICIANS
RADIO is credited by Eddy Brown,
concert violinist and director of
live music of WLIB New York,
with securing acceptance of American composers on an equal footing
with Europeans. "But," he says,
"radio must not stop" offering inists. centive to American musical art"Through the medium of radio,"
he
of listeners
are declared,
becoming "millions
more acquainted
with
the American artists of today. We
are now learning to appreciate
them. But radio must not stop this
unearthing of potential greatness.
There must be more and more auditions, and more young American
artists must receive the opportunity to become widely known in the
field of music. It may be dramatic
to compel a great composer or
artist to suffer through many years
of obscurity, but it is not necesMr. Brown conducts the WLIB
String Ensemble heard Monday,
sary."
Wednesday and Friday at 1:30
p.m. and gives a recital over WLIB
Sundays at 2:45 p.m.

GAVEL for the Radio Pioneers'
Party to be held Nov. 8 at Hotel
Commodore, New York, is presented by Louis G. Pacent (left),
general chairman of the party, to
Dr. William L. Everitt, president
of the Institute of Radio Engineers who will be m.c. Party, arranged in cooperation with the
New York Section of IRE, will
honor engineers who were active
in radio research and development
in the 25 years dating from the
discovery of wireless in late 90's.
Radio Letter Contest
SALUTING 25th anniversary of
broadcasting industry, Hollywood
Citizen-News, local newspaper, is
Victory Bond
contest
for
CAREER of Philo T. Farnsworth, TV staging
most
constructive
letters
of 250
pioneer, was dramatized Oct. 26 on
words
or
less
on
"How
Can
Radio
"Freedom
of
Opportunity",
sponsored
byAssn.Mutual
Benefit Health & Accident
on Mutual.
Best Serve the Public".

BUFFALO'S
AMERICAN
BROADCASTING
COMPANY

.5 Millivolt i
Contour
Bailey
Jansky
& t*€|
D.Washington,
C.

STATION

Gray
Primary
KEY
— — —White
Secondary
Dark

7 THRIVING INDUSTRIAL MARKET
2 PROSPEROUS AGRICULTURAL MARKET

WBIX TRANSMITTER,
STUDIOS FLOODED
"COME Chief
HELL Engineer
or high John
water,"T.
WBIX
Dowdell has announced the station's abuilding
in Utica,
Y. willis
soon add
second
floor. N.Reason
that when the Mohawk River overflowed in early October, over two
feet of mitter
waterbuilding.flowed into the transBecause of a flood two and half
years mentago,was raised
all transmitter
on special equipplatforms— two feet from the floor.
Platform was just barely high
enough.
added. Now a second floor will be
Everett Radley, engineer on duty
at the time of the latest flood, sent
out an SOiS for water pumps,
which were
boats.
WIBX brought
stayed inon bythe rowair
throughout the time, with the exception of six minutes lost when
telephone cables sprang a leak
while underwater. Engineers made
overheadmitterconnections
to the transamplifier.
IIS Hollywood Closes
RADIO division of International
Information Service (formerly Los
Angeles OWI overseas bureau),
Hollywood, will close effective Nov.
16 according to Jack Price, chief
of that division. Opened in October
1942 to obtain special events proand messages
alities ingrams the
area, morefromthanperson1200
broadcasts have been transcribed
for overseas. Closing of division
does not affect French radio project of IIS office.
Walkie-Talkie Used
FIRST POSTWAR civilian application of B-48 walkie-talkie, originallyPhonograph
manufactured byCorp.,
Emerson
Radio and
New
York, for the British Army, was
demonstrated in New York on
Navy Day by special officers, assisted by Port of New York Auemployes,toon George
ington thority
Bridge
direct Wash-|
traffic!
The FCC issued a special one-dayl
permit to Port Authority for use off
frequency band assigned to th
type
of portable receiver-trans
mitter,
serviced andsetsEmerson
used. provided anc

For 25 years WDZ has programmed for the two
major groups of people comprising this vast Central Illinois market — 1,828,626 of them. They have
money to spend. And the confidence they have in
WDZ means volume sales for WDZ-advertised
products. Your share is waiting.
NEW WDZ BROCHURE Now Ready
Solid facts about the WDZ market, boiled to essentials.
A copy is yours for the asking.
HOWARD H. WILSON COMPANY, Representatives
1050
KILOCYCLES

lOOO
WATTS
TUSCOLA, ILLINOIS

"Goody! WFDF Flint say
they've lowered discharge point

j

i
|G
|i!

America heads in
) Miller Tells Ad Club
AMERICA has done more about
• ;he
scouting
for radio
countries
of talent
Europe,thaninhave
the
s jpinion of Justin Miller, president
;)f the National Association of
i Broadcasters.
! Mr. Miller spoke on his impressions during his recent visit to
Europe with the Broadcasting Mis■ sion before the Advertising Club
of Washington at a luncheon Oct.
30 in connection with Radio Week,
i 1Nov.
He 4-10.
pointed out that there was
considerable astonishment among
the radio people in France who
were conducting the tour when he
asked about new talent. Executives
jwho were members of the group
seemed to have differing opinions
on talent scouting, he said, but it
was his impression that this country is far ahead of others in this
, respect.
[ The NAB president said the
, British radio facilities were good,
those in France very poor, the sta! tion at Luxembourg was good and
the station at Vatican City was inj!teresting because it was set up by
; Marconi. The best equipment, he
said, was being used by the AFN.
,,He spoke at some length on conditions generally in Europe, comi pared
children
with theFrance's
healthy starving
British boys
and
girls, saw no doubt that Germany
recognizes its defeat and praised
Eisenhowerconfronting
for his grasp
i'Gen.
the situation
the vic-of
• torious Allies.
I Mr. Milller was introduced by
Carlton Smith, general manager
of WRC Washington, and paid
tribute to another guest, Rep. Clarence F. Lea (D.-Calif.) as a friend
of 50 years standing. Other promi inent radio leaders were guests at
the luncheon and were introduced
\ by Carl J. Burkland, general mana ager of WTOP Washington.
RADIO
MARINEits radiotelegraph
CORP. OP AMERICA
has
coastal
stationreopened
at Chatham,
Mass.station
Used handles
by the
Navy
during
the
war,and
public
messages
to
from
ships
sea. Call letters are WCC and WIM. at

Darling, Mississippi
This
is a tofinetheliltle
Delta,
but dear
hearttownof thein the
advertiser
are the advertising results gained in
JACKSON-center
of
Mississippi's
Billion Dollar95market,
increased
per centwhere
sincebusiness
19401 has
WSU-the "Double-Return"
station,
offers
market—youat maximum
less costl coverage of this

Talent Scouting,
at Radio Luncheon

NAB PRESIDENT Justin Miller
(r) talks with interest to his freind
of 50 years standing, Rep. Clarence
F. Lea (D.-Calif.), during the Advertising Club of Washington
luncheon last week.
Firsts
(Continued from page 15)
and relief
broadcasts
which
reducinggenerally
1939were
(Mayaccredited
9)— address
Pres.withRoosevelt
inlosses.
first
transcribed
under Government
auspices
described
radio
as
"free
the
except for such controls
asasconfusion
are press"
necessary
on the toair.prevent complete
1939crisis
(Aug.-Sept.)
cover warin
through— Networks
correspondents
Europe's capitals heard at frequent

intervals; first declaration of war COLUMBIA
ever heard
by radio
on networks as Prime
Ministercarried
Chamberlain
of Great Britain replies to Hitler. NETWORK
Canada's
declaration
of
war
leads
censorship
of Canadian
radio butto
slight
interference
with commercial
operation.
1940 (June 19)— Republican National
Convention
"freedom campaign
of radio"
plank
itsadopts
Presidential
platform.in Similar
action taken
(July
10) by Democratic Convention.
1941 (Dec. 7) — Radio brings first news
of Jap attack
Pearl Harbor.warBroadcasting gtaken
oes onon immediate
footing, moves
to prevent sabotage.
Fifty
thousand
amateurs
shut down
In FCC order.
1943surrender
(Sept. gives
8)— Italy's
radio war,
Itsunconditional
biggest
assignment
of the
when news
Gen.
Dwight
D.
Elsenhower
announced
the
event by radio.
1944 (June
6)
—
History's
mightiest
military operation — invasion of France
by
Elsenhower's
forces — found
radioGen.primed
for Its greatest
spot
news
coverage
in its
history."documentary"
Simultaneously,
AEF Inaugur
a
t
e
d
a
broadcasting
service
on
continent to all allied troops. the
1944triumph
(Oct. in22) split-second
— Radio scores
new
war coverage
ofRadioMacArthur's
return
to Philippines.
ship
set
up
in
Pacific
theatre
to relay press and radio traffic.
1945story(Mayof total
7) — American
brings
victoryMost
inradio
Europe
Germany collapses.
elaborateas
network-station
of war set up to "pooling"
bring news.schedule
1945 (Aug.render10)offer.—Brief
Radiobulletins
flashes from
Jap surJap
radio are picked up and rebroadcast
by alltionsAmerican
networks
and staahead of official
V-J Day.
1945 (Nov. 5) — Entire nation begins
tributeturytoof service
radio's infirstobservance
quarter cen-of
National Radio Week.

and another reason why

WTAG PRODUCTIONS
ARE ALWAYS IN THE LIMELIGHT
Successful, big time local programs, comparable in every respect to network shows,
help
to
make
Number One WTAG
Station. Central New England's
This program leadership is consistently reflected in Hooper Ratings which show an
overwhelming preference for this station over
all others heard in the area. Night time network ratings are typical and conclusive. A
Hooper survey, December '44 to April '45,
gives WTAG the highest rating in the first 28
of 30 leading programs. And in the next ten
WTAG leads in seven. You really pack them
in with WTAG.

Sales Represenloliv
PAUL H. RAYMER CO. Noli
BLUE NETWORK
WEED & COMPANY
W 0RCEST
NATIONAL ntPMJtHTATIWtt
/ORCESTER TELEGRAM-GAZETTE
OWNED AND OPERATED BY
ROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

BUFFALO'S
50,000

WATT

STATION
DAY and NIGHT
BUFFALO
BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO, NEW YORK
National Representative: FREE & PETERS, INC.
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seCl
MANY PRODUCTS FOR
MANY ADVERTISERS

WFBR,
WTMJ,
WTAR,
KDYL

Baltimore
Milwaukee
Norfolk
SaJt Lafce
City

Wildroot
- Cream Oil
Tonic

GEORGE E. HALLEY
TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
HOTEL PICKWICK, KANSAS CITY 6, MO.
^X£AN ARTHUR 8. CHURCH PRODUCTIONS^^

Radar
(Continued from page 18)
within one or more of the bands
allocated for such equipment.
In his statement before the Senate subcommittee Chairman Porter
said radar manufacture for peacemayforbeyears,
delayed
months timeoruseeven
while "for
the
patent tangle is being straightened
out". He added the "patent situation in radar is said to be so complicated that no company on earth
can todayfacturesafely
to manuradar withproceed
any confidence
that it will be immune from suits
forHe infringement."
suggested that a patent pool
to include both the U. S. and British patent claims, "both governmental and private", may be the
solution. He urged patent legislation in connection with establishment of a research foundation, asthat "patent
should be serting
carefully
drawnprovisions
to meet
the particular objectives of Government-sponsored researcha". posChairman Porter visioned
sible peacetime communications
broadcast
relaycircling
systemin "by
which
a fewandplanes,
the
air at strategic places across the
country, will afford nationwide television, broadcast
othertocommunications relayand
services
the
entire country far more cheaply
than could be accomplished by the
laying of wire-line connections/.'

f
TOP
N
O
Vulcan's statue looks down from
Birmingham's
highest and
peakmills,
on
great furnaces, foundries
all producing at top capacity like
the balance of industrial-agricultural Alabama ... a great market
that is covered best by WSGN,
Alabama's "TOP" radio station!
fOPS with the largest percent of
daytime listeners!
"fOPS with
ratingrating
higherof
than athemorning
combined
all other stations!

Such a system would develop, he
said, as the outgrowth of a wartime project by which planes
equipped with radar or television
were used for reconnaissance, transmitting pictures of what was seen
from the planes to land or naval
forces on the surface. He told of
pulse-time modulation, of the possibilities of transmitting 24 messages simultaneously on the same
channel over a single transmitter.
He urged that Congress pass legisappropriating funds for
scientificlation
research.
Relay Nets
By extending the radio spectrum
from 300 to 30,000 mc, he said,
science will be able to develop
coast-to-coast radio relay networks
which "may either compete with
or supersede in some cases our
wire telegraph and telephone systems", high-definition television in
full color, radar, walkie-talkie applications with Government-financed
"exploration of the higher regions
of Hethe asserted
spectrum".
that during the war
tubes were developed for use in the
higher frequncies, but pointed out
that between 12,000 and 20,000 mc
"there
remainsremains
a terratoincognita".
Much work
be done,
also, above 20,000 mc — work which
can be accomplished in a few years
with Federal aid, whereas without
such aid it may take even a century, he added.
Chairman Porter predicted wide
future use of shortwave signals in
all forms of communications. He
said antennas have become so efficient that a 1,000-w transmitter
beaming a signal to a fixed receiver
may achieve a radiated power equal
to 100,000 w. In the early days of
radio
of the
energyof
radiated"almost
was lostallin the
direction
the stars and planets, where," Mr.
Porter arequipped,
"so far asto wehearknow,
there
no receivers
our
fine symphony programs and our
plug-uglies and singing spot announcements".
Among witnesses opposing a
single administrator were the Rev.
CSC,members
president,of
U.J. Hugh
of NotreO'Donnell,
Dame, and
the medical profession. Father
O'Donnell
saw in Government-control of a research
foundation the
RELIGIOUS

dangers of totalitarianism, he testified. He joined other witnesses in,
urging thesearchCongress
a refoundation, toandcreate
establish
scholarships to train young scientists, declaring that in the war the
U. S. lost one generation because
Selective
Serviceas refused
nize scientists
such. to recogMr.
Ellert's
appointment
as head
of the new FCC laboratory division
is in recognition of his long service. He has been with the Government since 1930, joining the old
radio division of the Department of
Commerce as radio inspector. In
1937 he was appointed FCC inspector-in-charge of the Third Radio
District and has since held vari
ous positions with the RID. His
war activities included direction of
field ureinvestigations
to seizof clandestine leading
radio stations.
Following his graduation from
Johns Hopkins in 1925 he joined
Westinghouse at East Pittsburgh
where mental
he workpioneered
in developin broadcasting.
Curtis Mitchell Heads
Paramount Advertising
COL. CURTIS MITCHELL, just
released from the Army as officer
in charge of the Pictorial Branch,
War. Dept. Bureau of Public Relationsdirector
, last weekof advertising
was named and
national
publicity
for
Paramount
Pictures.
Prior to his four and a half years
of Armydent andservice,
vice-presieditorialhe was
supervisor
for
Triangle Publications, the Annenberg ary;interests'
magazine
and editor
Movie &insubsidiRadio
Guide. He
is wellof known
radio
industry.
He wood
leftstudios
forlastParamount
Holly-he
week where
will
study
phases
of
the
medium.
He will return about Dec. 1 to New
York headquarters where he will
be in contact with television by way
ofin Paramount's
DuMont Labs.substantial holdings
INWorldCONJUNCTION
Pan American
Airways, CBS with
Hollywood
in late
Octoberoringinaugurated
21-day
salute honSouth
American
countries.
turing slogan: From the Airwaves Feaand
the Airways
toincludes
Latin studio
America,
willhibitprogram
lobbygoodexof
valuable
imports
and
daily
nations.
five-minute broadcasts saluting various

TRANSCRIPTION

LIBRARY

TOPS with progressive promotion,
production, programming!
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Radio Men
» (Continued from page 18)
-rithin the NAB, and which would
unction on all matters incident to
ibor.
Among those present at the sesion, in addition to Messrs. Mil3r, Willard and C. E. Arney Jr.,
JAB secretary - treasurer, were
Valter J. Damm, WTMJ-WMFM
Milwaukee, president of FMBI;
ohn Shepard 3d, Yankee Network
,nd associated FM stations; Gorton Gray, WSJS-WMIT WinstonSalem, all representing the FM inerests; Mark Woods, president,
Ceith Kiggins, vice-president, and
Joseph R. McDonald, general counsel, for American; Frank E. Mul;en, vice-president and general
'nanager,
F. M. Russell,
ion vice-president,
for NBC;WashingFrank
Stanton, vice-president and general manager, Frank K. White,
'/ice-president and treasurer, and
'Earl H. Gammons, Washington
director, for CBS; Robert D.
Swezey, vice-president and general
manager, and Theodore C. Streiloert, president of WOR New York
and executive vice-president of
Mutual, for Mutual; and Benedict
Gimbel,
outlet) . WIP Philadelphia (Mutual
Meanwhile, NBC and CBS discontinued operation of
FM
stations, WEAF-FM andtheir
WABCFM, on Oct. 27 and 28 with the
explanation that they were making
technical changes as a result of
new frequencies assigned by FCC
[Broadcasting, Oct. 29]. WOR
New York, Mutual outlet,
closed
WBAM, its FM station, Monday.
None of the three stations knows
when it will resume operations but
it will be weeks if not months.
The AFM edict was not officially
linked with the closings except that
some network executives acknowledged it was a "fortunate coincidence" that they could get off the
air by Oct. 29,
the deadline set by
AFM for effectiveness of its order.
The broadcasters had considered
substituting recorded and tranmusic forfeared
"live"that
programs,
althoughscribedsome
use of
records
might
further
irritate
the
AFM.
In Chicago, WBBM-FM went off
the air Oct. 27. WBBM executives

Public Relations Office
Opened by Carl Butman
CARL H. BUTMAN resigned last
week from the War Production
Board information division to resume private practice as a radio
public
relations
consultant.
He
will have offices
in the National
Press Building,
Washington, D. C.
Mr. Butman
covered the
activities of the
radio & radar
division and the
Mr. Butman paper
for
WPB. division
He was
secretary of the old Federal Radio
Commission, from 1927 to 1930.
FC&B Expands
FOOTE, CONE & BELDING has
announced expansion of its public
information department. Jack Burnett,
director formerly
for the public
agency relations
in Chicago,
has been appointed director of the
department supervising all agency
publicity, with headquarters in New
York. Gregory Dickson, formerly
public relations director in New
York, leaves for California to handle public relations on the West
Coast for the agency.
said the Petrillo edict was "coincidence" and that
the move months
had beento
considered
for several
allow the station to change from
45.7 mc. to 99.7 mc. Improvement
of studios and increased height of
tower are among technical improvements which, a spokesman
said, will keep the station off the
air for at least two months.
In Cleveland, Carl George, assistant manager of WGAR Cleveland, blamed the AFM edict for
halting the broadcasting of network programs by special line to
WBOE, FM station owned and
operated by the Cleveland board
of education. "Station WGAR today (Oct. 29) has advised WBOE
of the ancedpublic
schoolsto that
radio service
WBOEits balhas
been
disrupted
by
Petrillo's
action,"
Mr. George declared.

JAMES W. RODGERS
FINANCIAL CONSULTANT

DEWEY PROCLAIMS
RADIO WEEK IN N. Y.
GOV. THOMAS E. DEWEY of
New York has issued a proclamation naming radio week Nov. 4-10
and
"the tocitizens
of thein
state urging
of New York
participate
ceremonies commemorating this anniversary."
Proclamation carried a brief history of radio in the past 25 years
and maintained that during the
war
"performed
a splendid
publicradioservice
and contributed
mightily in making Americans the
best informed public in the world."
Message also stated that "telewill comevisionintoand frequency-modulation
their own. More than
any other
channel
tion, radio can serveof communicaas a great
force for good in winning peace."
Train Radio Bill
A BILL to require railroads to in■stall telegraph, telephone, radio,
inductive or wayside and train
communication systems was introduced last week by Sen. Burton K.
Wheeler (D-Mont.). If passed, the
measure would require such installations, as safety measures, in six
months. Congress in 1927 passed
legislation authorizing installation
of radio communications equipment
on trains, with no requirements as
the Wheeler Bill would provide.
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WLAW

HARLINGEN
Citrus fruitdistributing
capital ofpointthe
country;
for
national
firms shipping
located
in the
Valley;
point for Valley produce;
shopping
point
for prosValley farmers
and
businessperouspeople.
HUB °t

VALLEY

4 "MUST" MARKET f
MESSAGE
in thu MARKET
TA< "MUST" MEDIUM
Known
"Texas'is 4tha compact,
City", the prosperous
Lower Rio
Grande asValley
area isolated from the rest of the state. 40
miles wide, 80 miles long, with a population
ofeffectively
a quarterbymillion
be reached
your which
messagecan'tfrom
outside.
Modern in equipment and operating standards, KGBS was designed and built to serve
the entire Valley from "inside". What's more,
it's the popular station with Valley folks, because it's the Details
only CBSfurnished
affiliate within
listenrange.
on request.
THE WALKER COMPANY
Represented Nationally

Experienced handling of Purchases, cMergers and
Sales of J^ewspapers and 'Radio Properties
FOREST CITY BANK BLDG.
ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
^Associated with the late T<uth Vtanna oMcQormick
Simms for a quarter of a century

. . . that's
5000
watt WLAW.
station This
offerspowerful
you a
lucrative market — 1,902,591 daytime listeners in Industrial New
England. Annual retail sales
within WLAW's .5 mv/m contour
$650,000,000.
It's
aapproximate
luckyetedterritory
for sales,
by a station
knownblankfor
results.
Basic Station
American Broadcasting Co.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
WEED & CO.

ffrJTTj

^ke ONE WONLY

WITHIN LISTENING RANGE OF THE LOWER RIO GRANDE VALLEY
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Chronology
(Continued from page 17)
trodyne
circuit was atdescribed
by Prof.of
L.America.
A. Hazeltine.
Radio Club
1923—
Pres. Jenkins
Harding telewas
sent A bypicture
the system
C. ofbetween
Francis
vision
Washington
and Philadelphia.
1923 (March
Stationup KDPM
land, Ohio,4)—picked
short Clevewaves
from KDKA
presented the firstPittsburgh,
rebroadcast and
program.
1923Conference
(March 20)—
Second
Annual
Radio
was held at Washington,
D.lems.C, to discuss broadcasting .prob1923hookup
(June)—
The
first
multiple
by wire Schenectady;
featured
WEAFstation
New
York; WGY
Pittsburgh,
and KYW Chicago.KDKA
1924a program
(Feb. 5)—shortwaved
English listeners
heard
KDKA
rebroadcast for
first time from
in London.
1924 (Feb. dro23)—
Calcutta,
India,
eavesn a KDKA program rebroadcast fromp ed oLondon.
1924London
(Nov. to30)—
radiopictures
from
New Facsimile
York
of Pres. Coolidge,
Princecarried
of Wales
and
Premierlantic in Stanley
Baldwin
across
At20
minutes,
using
the
Ranger
System.
1924 — Station WJZ
rebroadcast
inprogramCoventry,
relayed England,
onfirst1,600
wave ternational
from
tometer
Houlton,
Me.,
from
where
it
was
fed
by wire lines to the New York
transmitter.
1925 — Development
of high power
broad-of
cast transmitters
moving
stations
to suburbsleador tosections
some
distance from metropolitan areas.
KDKA Pittsburgh
and
WGY
Schetions. nectady tested 50-kilowatt installa1925introduced,
— Alternating
current tubesthe were
making
electric receiver
for thepossible
home. all1925so-called
— Heaviside-Kennelly
theory
the
"radio
mirror"States
wasofRadio
conf
i
r
m
e
d
b
y
the
United
Research Laboratories, Bellevue, D. C.
1926the (Feb.
23) — Pres. Coolidge
Dill-White
thatsigned
created the FederalRadio
RadioBillCommission

NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL'S
first-place award for National
Farm Safety Week broadcasts made
last July is received by Paul W.
Morency (1), general manager of
WTIC Hartford, Conn., on behalf
of the station, from Arthur F. Ells
(r), associate
the Con-of
necticut Statejustice
Supremeof Court
Errors. Justice Ells substituted
for Gov. Raymond E. Baldwin in
making the presentation at the fall
meeting of the Connecticut Farm
Safety Week Committee.
and
chaos caused by a wild
growthended
of broadcasting.
1926Co. (Nov.
1)— National
Broadcasting
was
organized,
WEAF Hall
and
WJZ as key stations with
and Merlin
Aylesworth
as
president.
Headquarters
were
established
at
711
Fifth
Ave., New York.
1926son (Dec.
15)— Dr. E.hisF. multiple
W. Alexanderdemonstrated
lightbrush
at St. television
Louis. system and projector

1927 (March
2)— Federal
Radio Coolidge.
Commission appointed
by Pres.
1927System
(Sept.went18) —onColumbia
Broadcasting
the air with a basic
networkdrew White
of 16wasstations.
president.Major J. An1927demonstrated
(April 7)— Wire
was
betweentelevision
Washington
and NewtweenYork,
andN.radio-vision
beWhippany,
J.,
and
New
York, by Bell Telephone Laboratories.
1927Institute
(Oct. 17)
MarconiEngineers
in lectureNewat
of —Radio
York predicted
that short wavesin were
destined
to
play
a
vital
role in television.
1928 (Sept.
11) — The
Queen's wasMessenger, a one-act
melodrama,
televised at "The
nectady, N. Y. House of Magic", Sche1929Hall,(Feb.London,
1)— Bandwas concert
in Queens
in the
United
States rebroadcast.
as thebroadcast
first scheduled
international
1929demonstrated
(June 27) — Television
in
color
was
by the Bell
Telephone
Laboratories
of a room to bythe wire
other.from one end
1929demonstrated
(Nov. 18)— his
Dr. kinescope
V. K. Zworykin
cathode ray television
receiveror before
aEngineers
meeting
of
the
Institute
at Rochester, N. Y.of Radio
1930son(Maydemonstrated
22) — Dr. E. F.television
W. Alexanderon a
6-foot
screen in Proctor's Theater,
Schenectady.
1930broadcast,
(June 30)Schenectady
— First round-the-world
relayed to Java,
Australia,to andHolland,
back
to point of origin in less than a second.
1930transmitter
(July 30)—W2XBS
Experimental
television
National Broadcasting Co.opened
in NewbyYork.
1934operating
(May 1)—withWLW500,000
Cincinnati
begins
watts power,
being larly
licensed
for 50,000
regutally.
and 450,000
watts watts
experimen1934 (July
11)—
Federal
CommunicationsFederal
Commission
to sucRadiowireorganized
Commission,
and
also
toceed regulate
telephony
and
telegraphy.
Members:
Eugene
Sykes, Thad H. Brown, Paul O.A.
Walker,
Norman
StewGary. art, George
HenryS. Case,
Payne,IrvinHampson
1934System
(Sept.starts
30)—a Mutual
Broadcasting
cooperative
tion hookup (WOR
WGNfour-staWLW
WXYZ), carrying first commercial
1935program.
(Nov. 6)—onA frequency
static-less modulation
radio sysinsteadtem based
of amplitude modulation
was
demonstrated
on
2*'2
meter
wave by
Major
H. ArmstrongNew atYork.
Institute
of RadioE. Engineers,
1936demonstrated
(April 24) —byTelevision
RCA at outdoors
Camden,
N. J., with
local firemen
as actors
before
Zworykin
Iconscope
camera.
Broadcast
on 6 meters over
distance of onewasmile.
1936"wave
(Aprilguide"
30)— New
form of > ofelectrical
transmission
ultraradio cable)
waves reported
through
a hollowhigh frequency
pipe (coaxial
by Bell Laboratories
and MassachuInstitute of Technology,
openvision.ingsetts
new prospects for network tele1936of television
(June 29)—fromRCA Empire
starts State
field Bldg.,
tests
New York
City, working
under special appropriation
of $1,000,000
for
purpose. Secretusing live
systemartists
is firstanddemonto radio strated,
manufacturers
July 7. films,

Bendix Flying Lab
BENDIXvision in Baltimore,
Aviation Corp,
Radio Dihas announced
a "flying laboratory" equipped with
its new "Flightweight" personal i
plane
radio and navigational in
struments.
1937first(Jan.)—
Engineers
RCA andimage:
NBC
441-line oftelevision
from tests
new ofexperimental
transmitter
in
Empire State
Bldg.,
New
York,
planting 343-line experiments. sup- J. <;
1937 (Sept.
tests onduring
reg- 4S
ular 28)—
broadcastFacsimile
frequencies
early-morning
hours
authorized
FCC
in
grants
to
two
stations,
fol-ibyTlowed in subsequent weeks to others
1937ultra-high
(Oct. 18)—frequencies
FCC sets aside
bands
for televisionin|
aural
or apex above
broadcasting
broadcasting,
30,000 kc.and rela;
193825 (Jan.
27)— FCCfrequencies
allocates forbandnon-ol|«
ultra-high
commercial educational broadcasting.
1938Resolution
(June 6) expressing
— Senate adopts
itstations
to beWheeler
sense
ofpowers
that inbodyexcess
that ofmore50,000
with
watts
are MS
against
the
public
interest,
as
FCC
hearings
on
proposed
new
rules
and
regulations
continued togetJulyunder29. way. Hearings
1940modulation
(May 20)(FM)
— FCCgreengives
light,frequency
authorfull commercial
operation
as of ',1:
' Jan. 1,izing 1941.
1941 (Dec. 8)timates—a minimum
FM Broadcasters
Inc. FMesof
180,000
sets in use in United States. At time
there are 22 full-time commercial FM C.
stations operating,
along with 14 experimental FM outlets.
1942 (Feb. 6)— NAB Code Committee!.,
adoptsof war
code news
for control
ing
to insureof broadcast-*
maximum
good(Feb.
taste.24)— WPB and FCC jointly
1942promulgate
freeze ordersandaffecting
phases of broadcasting
ruling outall
new fiedconstruction,
certiby the military,except
for thewhereduration.
1942declared
(July "essential"
14)— Broadcasting
industry
under
Selective
Service System by Maj. Gen. Lewis
B. Hershey,
director
ice. Cited
one inof ofwar.
34 Selective
broadcastServ-essentialasactivities
1942 (Dec.
1)
—
Radio
goes
on full
wartime basis with
order
enforcing
horizontal
powerFCCreduction
of one
decibel andgineeringrelaxation
standards. of normal en1943 (May 26)—
Navy
releases
first
inf
o
r
m
a
t
i
o
n
o
n
Radar,
miracle
war radioing anddevelopment,
for radio
detectingusedthrough
fog, rangmist
and distance.
tronic weaponStatement
was first revealed
conceivedelec-by
oratory.
scientists of U. S. Naval Aircraft Lab1943 (Nov. 23)— FCC resurrects order
(No. shi84A)
banning
multiplestations
ownerp of standard
broadcast
the same
area, effective
June 1, 1944,in
and pleaffecting
some
40
existing
multiownership or overlap stations.
1944shape
'(Sept.future
28)— Allocation
hearings
development
of
allto
broadcast
and continueservices
for fivebegin
weeks.before FCC
1945 (Jan.tions16)—
Federal
CommunicaCommission
announces
that
provision is included in proposed

KOCY
OKLAHOMA

CITY

A MUTUAL Station
Ask the Walker Co.
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In peace, as in war, this densely populated area of DIVERSIFIED industry
continues its steady, pace of producing steel, coal, pottery, clay products,
chemicals and glass. . . NO RETOOLING— NO RECONVERSION. There
are 437,600
SPENDERS in Southwestern Pennsylvania—JOHNSELLLAUX,themManaging Director
through
WJPA.
MUTUAL NETWORK
for further details on Friendly Group Stations, write
SPOT SALES, New York, Chicago, Son Francisco, Los Angeles
WSTV WFPG WJPA W K N y
STEUBENVIUE.O., ATLANTIC CITY N. J.. WASHINGTON. PA., KINGSTON. N. Y.
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wave-length
readjustment ror a citizens' "walkie-talkie."
J5 (Junetomer, Procter
4)— Radio's
biggest
cusand Gamble
MftJcinnati,alone,
spends
a Co.,
year Cin-for
ivjRjtime
with$11,000,000
talent expenditures
' j of equal
Baii45
(June amount.
21)-^Judge E. O. Sykes, 69,
i ijjIfirst
chairman inof Washington.
Federal Radio Commission,
had
been in dies
private practice sinceHe 1939.
I 45 (Juneaction,25)sale of— Radio's
transcontrol biggest
of $22,000,000
Crosley Corp.
which owns WLWof Cin-Sf-: "f York,
cinnati,
New
filedto Aviation
with FCC.Corp.Transaction
''^subsequently
results
proposed new approved,
transfer but
policy
underin
iJ "open
procedure
by FCC. allo"fifes
(Junebid"
— FCC establishes
cations
for 27)television
FM way
in ultra
wf! high
frequency
band, andpaving
for
WJi opening of new broadcast services.
^145
(July
23)—
Associated
Broadcasting
Waeis* work,
Corp., announced
formed as fifth
nationwide
netto begin
operations
i September
sixteenth.
1 4)45 (Aug. 6)— Westinghouse discloses
*lfi
fabulous plan for
"Stratovision"
iagji
transmitters
Wi whereby
blanket aairborne
nation with
FM and would
tele'm>
vision
signals.
^945
(Octoberof22)—
With
some 1400
ap-in
WCCp plications
all
descriptions
and
every starts
broadcast
category before
it,
f lcj i FCC
spectrum-wide
allocation
proceedings
which may stations
result induring
hundreds of additional
icyfi: next year.
'Monitor' Sponsors
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE Publishing
Society, Boston (Christian Science
Monitor) will sponsor a quarterlour- news commentary featuring
Srwin Canhan, its editor, on American network beginning Dec. 1. To
sppiginate in Boston, program will
lm broadcast Saturday 6:15-6:30
|'|.m.B.forHumphrey
52 weeks. Co.,
SeriesBoston.
placed by
i|-3.

LYFORD PROMOTED
TO NEW POST IN NBC
E. B. LYFORD, formerly station
relations liaison man between
NBC affiliated stations and the network's sales department, has been
appointed to the
newly - created
post of assistant
manager of the
station relations
department. He
Sa
tacts withall
con
'i
wiH handle
m
t-^kHto|jj
^^ stations in con.^m^ nection withoperativeco-proMr. Lyford
and will
all
also takegramsover
duties connected with the handling
of facilities development, formerly
supervised by Philip I. Merryman,
recently transferred to the netdevelopand asting,
plannin
work's newdepartmen
t g[Broadc
ment
Sept. 17].
John T. Murphy, with NBC for
15 years, the last two in station
relations as liaison between the
program department and the NBC
affiliates, moves into the position
vacated by Mr. Lyford. He is succeeded by Carl Cannon, back in
civilian life after four years in the
Navy. Prior to enlisting he was
with WSGN Birmingham for two
years and before that for six years
with NBC New York. During that
period he organized and directed
the video tour demonstrations,
edited the network house organ,
NBC Transmitter, and served as a
correspondent in the information
department.

Antenna
(Continued from page 18)
I >wn the tower and building and
• ;oeaseeachspace
and use of the tower
station.
1 Such a plan could be in use with••in two years, it is believed, and
Ream
;broadcasters' problems — so far as
(Continued from page 10)
' ^competition
from
airport
projects
—would be solved,
know when it was beaten.
i CAA is understood to be rewrit- didn't
cities were bombed, the people
jing its regulations, based on those The
went
hungry,
clothes
by Canada.
Under isU.measured
S. rules wore out (and theandfulltheir
evidence on
|'used
the height
of a hazard
all
three
is
there
today),
but
they
jfrom the ground. Canadian regulafoughtChurchill
back andpromised
sacriklevel. tions classify height over airport stuck ficedandall that
and more — and they won. They
.footU. structure
S. regulations
150- were
never conquered.
at leastpermit
three a miles
The result? The English people
!from an airport, without approval
j by the CAA. That would be 150 have their chins up and are walkerect, even thoughit, they're
feet above the ground. Under pro- and inghungry.
to feel itcoldis
posed regulations, if the ground like winning inTo thesee last
quarter the
level three miles from the airport big
football
| were 100 feet higher than the air- million
times.game, but magnified a
[port itself, the hazard could be
France is at the other end of the
only 50 feet high without CAA spectrum.
There is little physical
approval.
but the damage to people
In mountainous terrain, where —damage,
to human personality — is shockFM antennas would be located atop
ing. These French who were the
peaks, such regulations would vir- founders and guardians of European democracy and whose City of
tually wipe out broadcasting, unless CAA relaxes its rules consider- Lightson andwasart also
citadel ofof man
reaand the
the dignity
ably.
are now sodden and confused. A
full year after liberation they were
WKIX Adds MBS
still dazed. The Nazi occupation
WKIX Columbia, S. C, is to join methods for destroying pride in
Mutual as soon as lines can be set self and country, for undermining
up. Station retains its affiliation the virtues of industry and honesty,
with CBS. WKIX operates with and for sapping the common moral250 w on 1490 kc.
ity of an entire people, seems to
BROADCASTING
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have succeeded diabolically well.
The French this summer were still
a beaten people.
The difference between the two
countries lies in the simple fact
that in one free men were conquered and subjugated and in the
other free
clung on and preserved theirmenfreedom.
France will eventually recover.
The wide-spread participation in
the democratic function of the recent free election is convincing evidence of that. The agonies suffered
and to be suffered, however, make
one
lesson
— let
us work toparamount
make thisfora uslasting
peace,
but
if
war
should
ever
we must not fail to win it. come
Mueller Wins
FIRST PRIZE of $700 in a contest
for five best orchestral works sponsored by Broadcast Music Inc.,
New York, for members of the
American Composers Alliance, was
won by Otto Mueller, former first
violinist of the Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra, for his composition "Scherzo Poliphonic". Second
prize of $500 was awarded to Arthur Kreutz, composer-conductor,
for hisdition"Symphonic
adto cash awards,Blues".
winnersIn also
will havelished.their
compositions
pubPrizes were awarded for
compositions
especially suitable for
radio
broadcasting.

is quick and easy when you're
staying at The Roosevelt— just
a short stroll from key business centers, shops, theatres.
And Hilton service assures
your from
comfort.
Bath
$4.50. Rooms with
VELT
OOSE
Dean Carpenter, General Manager
Madison Ave. at 45th St., New York.
i Other Hilton Hotels Include
i Chicago: The Stevens; Dayton:
:The Dayton-Biltmore; Los
: Angeles:
The Town
C. N. Hilton,
PresidentHouse
TELTERMINAL
DIRECT ENTRANCE TO GRAND
OCENTRAL
R H

5fUV ~
115,000 t* *2
..mepvwawh
^V• m«, Incopo

^^^^^^
ofaoU^
Cthou.an<U
9th in Genera p"1aMerman*
per Ca Income
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Revere
(Continued from page 20)
stated, that the university was to
controlsible forthetheirscripts
and bethat
responaccuracy;
Mr.
Dryer, formerly head of radio at
U. of Chicago but at that time
working for WGN Chicago, should
produce the programs; and that
although the series would at first
originate in Chicago, they could be
moved to any other point should
the producer and agency agree that
such a move was desirable.
Following its commercial debut
on July 4, it developed that most of
the scripts were being written in
New York and that the limited
supply of actors in Chicago made
casting difficult, so it was decided
to move the program to New York.
When the agency notified Mutual
of its desire to make this move, Mr.
Van der Linde said, WGN refused,
stating that the station had a contract with the university guaranteeing the program would be originated at WGN and that it intended to demand compliance with
that condition. Meanwhile both Mr.
Benton and Mr. Howe had left the
university and gone to Washington
and there was no one at the university who knew the whole story, so
the sponsor, acting through the
agency, solved the dilemma by
dropping the program, Mr. Van der
Linde explained. With the new program owned by St. Georges &
Keyes and with Mr. Dryer under
contract with them to produce it,
any recurrence of the difficulty is
extremely unlikely, he stated.

Transfer
(Continued from page 20)
proposed purchaser and declare
that
desiring"
to apply
for the"anysameperson
facilities
on the
same
terms may do so within 60 days.
The advertisements appear once a
week for three weeks in a newswhere
paper in thearecommunities
the stations
located.
The advertising procedure — and
its effectiveness — were being
watched closely as a key to future
policy in all station transfers, since
it was outlined by FCC as a framework within which rules and regulations may be developed. In a
public notice on Oct. 3 the Commission recommended that the procedure be followed voluntarily by
applicants in transfers, although
it has not been adopted formally.
The advertisement forms used in
both the WHDH and the WFIL
cases were given prior approval
by the mentFCC.
The KHQ
advertisewas almost
identical
to the
WFIL notice in form.
The
Crosley
A
v
c
o
decision
Represented by
[Broadcasting,
Sept.
10] recommended advertising
of applications
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
for transfer or assignment of liNew York Chicago Detroit
cense by both the FCC and the apfollowed by a waiting
Atlanta : San Francisco : Los Angeles period of plicant,
60 days for submission of
any competing applications. Advertisements, tobe carried in a newsPage 80 • November 5, 1945

Bldg., Washington, D. C.
communitywould
where state
the Office
Any person
desiringWHDH
to apply
station paperisin theestablished,
facilities
of Station
mayandfordocothe
the same
contract
terms
terms and conditions of the pro- onditions
as
set
forth
in
the
agreement
posed sale and the name of the
transferee. They would also explain mentioned
shall be filed above.
within 60Such
days application
from [date
on forms prethat
the of first scribedpublication]
FederalmayCommunications
same competing
facilities applications
on the same forterms
Commission,by the which
be obtained
upon
request
from
the
Secretary
the It n
mayIf becompeting
filed.
Commission.
If,
during
the
60of day!
applications are period,
other will
applications
are filed,
the
Commission
then
consider
all
apfiled, allsideredapplications
will
be
conplications on their merits.
on their merits and a hear- that the transferee
selectedIf byit appears
the li-; y
ing may be held to determine which censee is the best qualified, and ther
otherwise in will
the grant
publicsuch
inapplicant is best qualified. If a com- transferterestis, the Commission
without
a
hearing.
If
the
peting applicant is found best fit- application
Commission cannot make such a de- Jr. •
ted,tionthe will
original
transferandapplicabe denied
FCC termination
basis of forthehearing
application, itwillonbe thedesignated
consent to the competing applicant along with
all other competing
applione
of
will be granted if the parties enter issues shallcations. Abet this"to hearing
which theof
into a contract and file a new joint the applicants is bestdetermine
qualified to conapplication accepting the grant
tinue the event
operation
the licensee".conthe ofCommission
within 30 days. Where no other In the
cludes
that
any
applicant
whothis files
an
bids are received the application announcement
application in response
toqualified
public
is
better
than Ml
will be considered on its merits.
Fidelitylicensee
Broadcasting
Corporation
the
of Station
WHDH, to thelitc
Less Than Control
Commission
will
of stock
to refuse
Fidelity consent
Broadcast
The proposed new rules and reg- transfer
Itpresent
will thentransferors
be opulations, ifadopted, would not ap- ing Corporation.
tional
with the
or
not
they
will
sell
their
stock
ply where less than a controlling whether
on
the
same
terms
and
under
the
same
interest inferred.a Norstation
the personis whom
the
wouldis being
they transapply conditions
Commission todetermines
the best
where the transfer or assignment qualified purchaser.
public notice on the sale of KHQ:
involved
real change in the control of theno station.
signed bytoLouis
thatWasmer,
on the owner,
sale ofis
The WHDH advertisement was similar
WFIL,
form
of
which
has
approved in form by the FCC be- approval. Fisher, WaylandFCC&f{
fore publication. Although the proWashington attorneys
posed purchaser, Fidelity Broad- Southmayd,
casting Co., is owned by the cor- represent Louis Wasmer and Louis
poration which publishes the Bos- Wasmer Inc., the licensee. Kirk- reton Herald and the Boston Trav- land, Fleming, Green, Martin &
eler, the notice was published in Ellis are counsel for Spokane
another paper, the Boston Post. Chronicle Co., the transferee
Wayland & Southmayd also
This was
done, according
to Wil-& Fisher,
represent the Philadelphia Inquirer
liam C. Koplovitz
of Dempsey
Koplovitz, representing the papers,
approximately
in the WFIL
transaction, $1,900,000.
which in '
to avoid any possible charge of volves
advertisement
is aspursuant
follows:to
partiality in display of the adver- KHQ
tisement.
Notice
is
hereby
given,
the
order
of
the
Federal
Communications Commission, that subject to the
Signed by President Ralph G.
ofCommission,
the Federal
ComMatheson for Matheson Radio Co., written consent
an agreement
the licensee, and Robert B. Choate dated Oct. 15,munications
1945, Wasmer
has beento made
sale by Louis
Spokanefor
for Fidelity Broadcasting Co., the the
of theWasmer
outstanding
capinotarized public notice of sale of Chronicle
talsee stock
ofCo.Louis
licenWHDH follows:
of Radio
Station
KHQInc.,Spokane,
Washington,
for
a
consideration
Notice
herebyfiledgiven
application hasisbeen
with that
the Pile
Federal
$1,295,000 and subject to the terms andof
Communications
Commission,
No.
provided The
in theMemorandum
Memorandum of Agreement.
Bl-TC-463,
requesting consent
of the conditions
of Agreement
and Applications
for
Federal Communications
Commission
Approval
have
been
filed
with
the Fedto the
sale
of
controlling
stock
intereral Communications
Commission,
est in Matheson
Companystation
Inc.. Washington,
D. C , where they
may be
licensee
of radioRadiobroadcast
Any person desiring to acWHDH, quewhich
the fre- examined.
ncyBoston,
850 kc. 5operates
kw.
power,on unlimited
stock terms
of Louis
merquireInc.dittheionsonascapital
same
and Wasconhours,
in are
Massachusetts.
settheforth
the application
MemoranThere
outstanding
14,370
shares
dum of Agreement
mayin file
of common stock without par value, with the
Federal
Communications
Comand 374ferredshares
of
6%
cumulative
prestock without
voting rights
the
Matheson
Radio Company
Inc. Inc.,
Theof
Fidelity
Broadcasting
Company
which
is
wholly
owned
by
the
Boston
Herald-Traveler
Corporation,
THERE'S ONLY
of the Boston Herald
and the publisher
BostonTravelerchase newspapers,
any and all of hassaid agreed
commonto purand
1
preferredholdersstock,
and tothe deliver
presentnotstockEMPIRE STATE
have agreed
less
than
90%
of
the
said
common
stock.
BUILDING
The price of the preferred stock is fixed
at $100mon isper
share;
the price ofof $786,406.94
the combut
at the
l/14,370th
plus
or fixed
minus
difference
between
current
assets
over
current
liabilities
WHN
REACHES
2 NEW YORKS!
asthe ofdatethe ofendsettlement
of the month
preceding
and current
assets over current liabilities
as of June
(The than
population
mary coverage
15,398,401,
30, 1945,tween and
less the
the total
difference
be$25,000Matheson
and
amounts
more
TWICEareaof theisWHN's
number pri-of
expended
by
Radio
Company
people
in
New
York
City
proper.)
from January
1, 1945, to with
the dateits
ofInc.,settlement
in connection
pendingment provides
FM application.
The
agreefor payment for all stock
WHN
purchasedtlement. inA copycashof onthe thepurchase
date of setDial 1050 50,000 watts
ment and of the application filedagreewith
the Federal
CommisMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer—
sion are onatCommunications
file
and
public
Loew s Affiliate
inspection
the Commission,
office open
of thetoNewFederal
Communications
Post
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J .ission, Washington, D. C, on or be•oJjpe
December 30,formal
1945. requests for
m Meanwhile,
*r.l) dismissal of the application for
*[.
:ansfer
of KHQinvestment
to Straus bankers,
& Blos*per,
Chicago
;S-nd (2) transfer of the station to
^ le newspaper company were filed
al'ith
motions
earingthelastCommission.
Thursday FCCIn granted
le first request.
FCC amendment
Oct. 24 hadto denied
osed
substitutea prothe
ewspaper firm for the investment
ankers, without prejudice, howver, to the right of the petitioners
:> request dismissal of the earlier
ransaction and file new application.
One of few remaining duopoly
ases, the KHQ transaction inolves purchase of 100% interest
?eld by Louis Wasmer in KHQ
icensee corporation, Louis Wasmer
nc, for sum of $850,000 plus liquid
,ssets of firm which boost total
onsideration to approximate
1,300,000. Mr. Wasmer also owns
CGA Spokane. The KHQ transeree is one of leading newspaper
rganizations of the area and is
leaded
by W. ofH. Gardner
Cowles Jr.,
ant relative
Jr. disand
rohn Cowles of Cowles Broadcastng Co. and Cowles Publications.
Original negotiation for sale of
CHQ to the Chicago investment
tanking group was dropped beause of complications in requiring
ipproval of Securities & Exchange
Commission in addition to FCC
:onsent.
Ship
(Continued from page 20)
mg erection of a permanent job.
furthermore, the mast slated for
,he Triton Maris had been lost in
xansit.
Combination of Yankee and
Italian ingenuity took the 50,000
n transmitter up to 130,000 w as
jadget after gadget was patched
)n the Doherty circuit. A 1 kw
;ransmitter was added for comnunication and radiophoto work
ind as a broadcast standby. Darkrooms were built, a radio studio
vas installed and an offset printng pressvenientwas
niche. wedged into a conFortunately PWB saved some
Italian transmitters as the Ger-

Eager Burglars
UNKNOWN admirers of
the new Admiral record
changer
couldn't
wait made
until
OPA price
controls
them available to the public
in Jersey
City, N. inJ.that
An Admiral distributor
city
complained to police that
thieves forced entry through
a rear door of his store and
made off with his only display model. Admiral has
promised to replace it as soon
as possible.

mans retreated up the boot in 1943,
so Project Century — designed to go
to any beachhead shortly after any
D-Day, was not needed. Radio facilities on land were adequate for
psychological warfare demands.
So Project Century was ordered
to Sardinia to broadcast to occupied France and possibly Austria.
Events moved swiftly and the
floating transmitter was sent into
the Adriatic to broadcast into the
Balkans. Shortly after the Allies
marched into Rome the Triton
Maris went on the air.
Approach of V-E Day convinced
PWB that its floating propaganda
outpost was not needed in that
theater. It had worked beautifully,
with a barrage balloon making a
fine quarter or half-wave radiator.
A few balloons were lost in high
winds, but precious cable was
saved.
In Naples Harbor
Then for months the boat was
parked in Naples harbor for refitting, barnacle scraping and general
overhaul. Paul von Kunitz meantime was busy fixing up captured
Italian stations.
About that time Gen. MacArthur
got interested in Project Century,
after hearing about it from Elmer
Davis,it for
OWIa while,
director.
use
but Hethe couldn't
idea of
a floating transmitter that could
cover a 1,000-mile radius with
broadcast propaganda was just
what the doctor ordered.
After all, it took six months to
set up a propaganda transmitter
at Algiers. Here was a powerful
station, easily moved, and ready
for instant service. At Saipan it
took James O. Weldon, chief of
/ THROUGHOUT \j\ ,
Communications Facilities Bureau,
OWI Overseas Branch, three
-r(
~Vr77
iSJpr
THEJW
jigr
months to get the Saipan propaganda transmitter set up last fall.
The installation set a new OWI
Folks
record, but Mr. Weldon and his
men actually put in five weeks
Turn First to—
overtime in one month, figuring
on the basis of an eight-hour day.
Selected for service in the attack
on Japan, Project Century set sail
from
Naples late in the spring,
www
chuggingHerealong
at awasfurious
NEW ORLEANS
knots.
at last
what eight
Paul
von
Kunitz
and
his
hard-working
50,000
Watts
Italian crew had been dreaming
Clear Channel
about. Engineers who had looked
over the equipment described it as
a masterpiece of engineering.
BROADCASTING • Broadcast Advertising
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Propagandists
vice beautifullypronounced
equipped itfora dean
important war role. Militarists
labeled it a secret weapon that
would take a prominent part in the
landings on Japan.
V-J Day Came
And then, just as the mangy
bowsprit of the old Triton Maris
was about to enter San Francisco
Day.
Bay enroute to Japan, came V-J
So there she sits, with Paul making an inventory
the Reconstruction Finance for
Administration,
which will dispose of the radio
equipment as war surplus. War
Shipping Board will get the boat
itself, temporarily chartered to the
United States Lines.
Active in the project, working
with Mr. Weldon, has been Fred
H. Trimmer, his assistant at OWI.
Mr. Weldon, incidentally, is now
operating in an advisory capacity
for OWI and has gone into private
engineering
practiceH. inCarr.
Washington with Lester
Two
broadcasters who worked on the
installation were Fred Blackburn,
formerly of WFLA Tampa, and
James Fenner, once with Texas
stations and now in Germany.
It's a sad story of frustration,
but at OWI they'll tell you that
Projectable Century
valulessons in taught
strategicsomewarfare
which will come in handy should
they start shooting again, or even
dropping atom bombs.
MAGAZINE OPPOSES
RENEWAL FOR WOE
REFUSAL of WOL Washington
to givemon Sense
timetotoanswer
the magazine
an attackCom-on
it by Fulton Lewis jr. over the
Mutualtitionnetwork
was FCC
citedlastin aweek
pefiled with the

WAVE

PRESS
WON'T
TH
YOU WI
Coldiron «Da1gen
ONbe ^
LaVE Rsu
Crea
C9COTV
gge^

^tr»th8 is *at
downa inst
ead on the
Cdd^
^
^'UreaChrwertnancanbe
you bear ydo
-wn
(K .)'
-orebnyxngpow
be ^
d^Area ^
LonisviUeTra
res*
fonndinthe
oreombined-andatlow
cold, ^ iB^ bCoSutPsaggy^

Kentucky to «on
busin'
ives
FBEE .Representat»NC'C
-E'S
5000L««TH
VIURS,
OUILS'pETE
ess1National RePr

opposing renewal of the station's
license.
In a statement announcing the
action, Milton D. Stewart, mass
media editor of the magazine, declared: "The issue is a simple one.
defendwith
Lewis'
right to attack
usWe— even
misrepresentations.
But we are fighting for the radio
public's
opinions right
which tohe hear
knew,facts
but and
did
not broadcast. Once the public
was given his side of the story it
should have been allowed to hear
The disputed broadcast was
made May 22 and concerned an
analysis made by the magazine of
treatment accorded labor stories
byours."
33 commentators, reporting
Lewis giving unfavorable accounts
of unions in 13 of 17 broadcasts.
WICA Transfer
APPLICATION was filed with the
FCC last week for involuntary
transfer of control of WICA Ashtcaebauslead,, Ot.o, from
Rowley, and
deRobertC. B.A. Rowley
Donald
C.
Rowley
as
trustees
under the will of the late sole owner
of the station. No money is involved.
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GATEWAY
TO THE
RICH
TENNESSEE
VALLEY

AFFILIATE

WLAC
50,000 WATTS
MA S H V I L L E

Covering J>1
Ohio's 7
l3rd Market

At less cost with WFMJ — American
Network
Ask HEADLEYREED

FREDERIC DAMRAU, M.D.
247 Park
Ave., New 2-3638
York, N. Y.
Wlckersham
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Tulsa
{Continued from page 16)
& M., Oklahoma U., U. of Tulsa,
and the Tulsa public schools asked
to cooperate in preparation of programs. Time would be donated to
established religious beliefs and full
news coverage would be provided.
Studios would be located in Tulsa
and the transmitter, east of Tulsa.
Construction work would be started
within 60 days of the FCC grant
and the
would be in operation 180station
days later.
Gov. Kerr, who was keynoter
and temporary chairman of the
1944 Democratic national convention in Chicago, was in Washington late last week and conferred
with President Truman. Contacted
by Broadcasting, he declined to
comment on the application.
West Central was incorporated
Sept. 15 in Delaware and had 10
stockholders of record Oct. 11. Gov.
Kerr, who is chairman of the board,
has 900 issued and subscribed
shares (30%); Mr. Gaylord, president, has 800 (26.66%%); Mr.
Bell, treasurer, who would be general manager of the station, has
500 (16.66%%); Dean A. McGee,
vice-president, has 225 (7.5%). J.
I. Meyerson, sales and promotion
manager of Oklahoma Pub. Co., the
other director, who would be assistant general manager, has 100.
Other stockholders:
Dean Terrell, secretary, 62%
shares; "T. M. Kerr, 208%; T. W.
Fentem, 10%; Hugh B. Terry,
general manager of KLZ, and Leland S. Vance, Oklahoma Pub. Co.
executive, 50 each.
Estimated initial costs are $211,000. Estimated monthly operating
costs are $30,000 and anticipated
monthly revenue is $35,000.
Gov. Kerr, T. M. Kerr and
Messrs. McGee, Fentem and Terrell for five years have engaged
in the oil and gas drilling and
producing business of which Kerlyn Oil Co., Oklahoma City, is
principal operating company. Kerlyn has assets exceeding $5,000,000.
Messrs. Gaylord, Bell, Meyerson,
Terry and Vance are associated in
several enterprises including Oklahoma Publishing Co.; Gaylord
Foundation Inc., WKY Radiophone
Co.; Outwest Broadcasting Co.
(KVOR) ; Mistletoe Express Service; KLZ Broadcasting Co.
KLZ operates a temporary experimental FM station. KLZ WKY
and Outwest have applied for FM
licenses and WKY and KLZ have
applied for television licenses.
Engineering information in the
application was prepared by Frank
H. Mcintosh, Washington. General
advice was provided by Mr. Fly
and Peter Shuebruk, N. Y., of
Fly's
Mr. general
Shuebrukcounsel
was
assistantoffice.
to FCC
when Mr. Fly was chairman.

THE RECORD in the license reQuestioned by Mr. Fisher, he f
newal hearings on WCHS Charlesthat Miss Mercer made i!l
ton, W. Va., which developed as a testified
a "fuss"
when heherhadof hired
result of charges before the old quite
an auditor
to relieve
some -„
House Select Committee for Investigation ofthe FCC two years ago, mitted
of her duties
and that
she haderrori
per '
the auditor
to commit
was finally closed last week with in bookkeeping in order to show] i'
denialtionofattempted
testimony
that the
sta- proof of his incompetency. He saicJ ^'
to conceal
interest
she sold
was his
also newspaper
"very irritated"
wherj r,I |'
in a competitive facility.
he
in Clarks
Under subpoena by the Commis- burg, on which she had worked be ted
sion, Sylvia Mercer, a discharged fore Mr. Kennedy went into radio ply
Miss Mercer had testified thai an
secretary of Capt. John A. Kennedy, owner of the station, testified Mr. Kennedy had stated in hei na
that payments were made by her presence that "it would never bej th
employer for construction costs of known" he had any connection wi^jpen
WGKV Charleston, which was li- WGKV. She said the first man
censed to W. A. Carroll, and that ager of WGKV, Richard Sowerslai«-or!
Mr. Kennedy had cautioned his was
hired by Howard Chernoff jjj
employes that the connection with manager of WCHS and the Wes1 pSr
WGKV must not be disclosed.
Virginia network. She said she hacj jit
been told that Mr. Sowers was inKennedy on Active Duty
tructed tothey
avoid were
soliciting
adverCapt. Kennedy, now on active
tisers suntil
on WCHS.
duty with the Navy, repeated testiUnder
cross
examination
by
Mr
mony he previously
the Fisher, Miss Mercer denied eve:
Commission:
that he had
did given
not want
having
told
anyone
she
"would
get
his connection with WGKV known even" with Mr. Kennedy. She said,
she
had
no
interest
in
the
proceed
"untilfer the
application
for
transhad been cleared with the ings and was brought to Washing
FCC,"
not in aanposition
"against my
at that astimehe was
to exercise
option tonQuestioned
by wishes."
J. Fred Johnson
for purchase of the station.
Jr.,
presiding
officer for the FCC
James C. Shouse, Crosley vice- Miss Mercer said:
president in charge of broadcast- thought Mr. Kennedy "For
could years
not do1
ing, subpoenaed by WCHS as a anything wrong." She explained
surprise witness, told the Commis- she had "built up things in my
sion Miss Mercer approached him mind" which aggravated her feelings toward him. She admitted she
for a position with WLW Cincinnati while she was in Mr. Ken- had been "hurt" when Mr. Ken
nedy
hired an auditor for WCHS
mentioned
the coursenedy'sofemployan and
interview
that shein
Miss Mercer originally charged
before
the House Select Commitwas well acquainted with her emtee December 17, 1943 that after
ployer's
operation
as
her
functions
Mr.
Kennedy
had acquired WCHS
involved a great many confidential
matters.
in 1936 an application for
Because of differences with Mr. ond station in Charleston was filed
the Storer group which oper
Kennedy
his opposi-of by
tion beforeas thea result
FCC toof retention
ated WWBA Wheeling. At about
she testified, Mr. Ken500 kw power by WLW which oc- this time,
arranged with Mr. Carroll to
casioned "considerable ill feeling", file annedy application
for the same
said,on"Imywasguard
inclined
facility and a construction permit
toMr.be Shouse
very much
and was
granted in 1938 under the
was rather
castingofCo.Kanawha Valley Broad
cer's visit. Hemystified"
said thatat inMissviewMer-of name
the fight WLW had just been
through with
WCHS
he was
"disinclined" to hire
anyone
employed
by Mr. Kennedy.
When he was asked by Ben S.
Fisher, counsel for WCHS, whether
he had had the idea that Mr. Kennedy "had sent her there", he replied: "I wouldn't have been surDAILY PROGRAMS IN
prised." He said that about a year
after Miss countered
Mercer's
visit
he
enMr. Kennedy at the
NAB convention in St. Louis in
0
1941 and told him about the incident, assuring him he would not
attempt to gain information about
him by hiring his secretary:
Capt. Kennedy said he had had
some inkling
of Miss
interview but that
it wasMercer's
not conHeadley-Reed Moves
firmed until his conversation with
HEADLEY-REED Co., Detroit, radio station representatives, moved Mr. Shouse. Upon learning she was
offices from New Center Building willing to sell him "down the
to Penobscot Building, Nov. 1.
river", he said, he discharged her.
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FM Grants
(Continued from page 16)
transmitter power and antenna
(Weight have been reviewed.
; Applicants issued conditional
grantsareandlisted
typeatofright:
station authoradlfied
rati
^Handling War Veterans
M .ECAUSE many war veterans
oli-ant
to owner
get into
radio, VancouGeorge
iicl
handler,
of CJOR
ver, practically all of whose staff
isjas beenlished a routine
in uniform,
estabfor has
servicemen
ioj pplying at CJOR for jobs. Wouldafce announcers are given an audition and frankly told their chances;
W f they show promise they are
''jiven a second audition with a
njVharge
ecording
whichbeing
they made
can usefree
in ap-of
plying at other stations. Similarly
department
"abilities for heads
posts discuss
in the veterans'
writing,
'fiusical and
sales
department heads
are fields.
returnedAllservicemen, and the station has taken
r n four war veterans who did not
"rork there before, as well as all
former members who are now out
ffjjackuniform
to CJOR.and wanted to come
Taxes Cut
BROADCASTERS are looking forward to 1946 as a year
of vast expansion and improvements in facilities and
programs, with the first tax
reduction in 16 years. Congress last week passed the
1946 tax bill, cutting $5,920,000,000 from income taxes.
For individuals the cut is
$2,644,000,000; for corporations Congress repealed excess profits tax, eliminated
capital stocks and declared
value excess profits tax, and
reduced the normal and surtax rates for business, taking
off $3,136,000,000. Social security was frozen at 1% for
employe and 1% for employer. The bill passed the Senate
Thursday and was sent to the
White House.

Mobile]
Mobile
Montgomery
Montgomery-

W.MobileO. Pape,
Pape Broadcasting Co.
Daily tr/as
Newspapers,
G.Montgomery
W. Covington,
Jr. Inc.
Broadcasting
Co. Inc.

WALA
WCOV
WSFA

Isle
of Dreams
Broadcasting Inc.Corp.
Orlando
Daily Newspapers,
GEORGIA
AtlantaJ
The Constitution Publishing Co.
ILLINOIS
Arthur
Malcolm
McGregord/b& asHughRadioL.
Gately,
a
partnership,
Station WJBC
Champaign
The Champaign
News-Gazette,
Freeport
Freeport
Publ. Inc.Co.
Herrin
Orville W.Journal-Standard
Lyerla
Rock Island Rock Island Broadcasting Co.
Connersville News-Examiner Co. INDIANA
Elkhart
Truth Publishing
Co., Inc.
Kokomo
Broadcasting
Corp.
Kokomo
Lafayette
WFAM, Inc.
IOWA
The Gazette Co.
Telegraph-Herald
Josh Higgins Broadcasting' IDAHO
Co.
Radio Service Corp.
Poeatello
KANSAS
Topeka
Topeka Broadcasting Association, Inc.
KENTUCKY
Louisville
WAVE,
Inc. & Louisville Times Co.
Louisville
Courier-Journal
Louisville
Narthside
Broadcasting
Owensboro
Owensboro
BroadcastingCo.Corp.
Co.Inc.Inc.
Paducah Broadcasting
Paducah
MISSOURI
Kansas City The Kansas City Star Co.
St.St. Louis
The
PulitzerPublishing
Publishing Co.Co.
Star-Times
Louis
MINNESOTA
Minn. Broadcasting Corp.
NEBRASKA
Cornbelt
Broadcasting
Corp.
World Publishing Co.
NORTH CAROLINA
James
Lambeth, et al d/b as Radio
High Point
StationE.Radio
WMFR
Raleigh
WPTF
Co.
Wilmington
Richard Austin Dunlea
OKLAHOMA
Muskogee
Muskogee
Oklahoma City Plaza
CourtBroadcasting
BroadcastingCo.Co.
Oklahoma City WKY Radiophone Co.
Oklahoma City O. L. Taylor
OREGON
Oregonian Publishing Co.
Stanley M.castersGoard,
Oregon, Ltd.et al d/b as BroadWilton E. Hall SOUTH CAROLINA

WIOD

TENNESSEE
WDOD
Broadcasting
Leaf Chronicle
Co. Corp.
The
Publishing Co. Inc.
S.Knoxville
E. SunAdcock
Publishing Co.
Herbert
Herff
Jackd/b M.as Draughon
& Louis R. Draughon
WSIX Broadcasting
Station
TEXAS
"OPEN SESAME"
Harlingen
Harbenito Broadcasting Co. Inc.
TO
Salt Lake City Intermountain Broadcasting UTAH
Corp.
OKLAHOMA'S
WASHINGTON
PROSPEROUS
Seattle
Queen City Broadcasting Co. Inc.
Evergreen
Corp.
Seattle
Seattle
Radio SalesBroadcasting
Corp.
MAGIC EMPIRE
Seattle
Fisher's Blend Station, Inc.
Joe L. Smith, Jr. WEST VIRGINIA
Beckley
NewspapersPrinting
Corp.Co.
TULSA Bluefield
Daily Telegraph
WISCONSIN
LaCrosse
WKBH, Inc.
Madison
John Esau, Gen. Mgr.
Badger Broadcasting Co.
Milwaukee
Glenn
D. Roberts,
d/b :
Represented Nationally
Brdcstg.
Co. et alCorp.
Racine
by Free & Peters, Inc.
Racine
Broadcasting
Sheboygan
Press
Publishing
Co.
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Chattanooga
Clarksville
Jackson
Knoxville
Knoxville
Memphis
Nashville

WJBC
WDWS
WJPF
WHBF
WTRC
WKMO
KDTH
KXEL
WIBW
WAVE
WHAS
WGRC
WOMI
WPAD
KXOK
WTCN
KFOR
KOWH

Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan,
possibly rural
Metropolitan
Metropolitan,
possibly rural
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Community
Metropolitan
Metropolitan,
possibly rural
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan,
Metropolitan,
possibly rural
possibly rural
Metropoli tan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan

C»Np°H^flb«, EL PASO, TEXAS

Metropolitan
Metropolitan,
possibly rural
WMFR
Metropolitan
Metropolitan,
WPTF
WMFD KsrfFMetropolitan
possibly rural
Metropolitan
Metropolitan,
Metropolitan,
possibly rural
WKY
possibly rural
KTOK
WDRC
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
±£ W P R €
V M gl
Metropolitan
Metropolitan,
possibly rural
Metropolitan
Metropolitan,
possibly rural
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
_ll.reO.ue
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
1 thru F"daY
Metropolitan
WSIX
310 3:30 p.».
KGBS
u
Setting
Monday *hr
KDYL
highWDRCforrd show
recorr-,ptWe
new
Metropolitan,
V/m blocs WDRC
KIRO
,p, ulof,a »'rfoner , Write
able
possibly rural
Metropolitan
KRSC
OF THE NATION
Metropolitan
KTYW
Metropolitan, «_»» GREAT™5
KOMO
Malo folder.
possibly rural
Viest
Metropolitan,
WJLS
allpossibly
rural
Aval'
Metropolitan
Metropolitan,
WHIS
possibly rural
Metropolitan,
WKBH
Metropolitan,
possibly rural
WIBA
po
possibly rural
WEWRJNMP
tcrtetCNtf*
nationaii*
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
»? t»WAi» »(!«¥ * C*. IMC
WHBL
Metropolitan
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C H N S
The Key Station of the
Maritimes
Is your first choice for broadcast results in Halifax and the
Maritimes. Ask your local
dealers.
or JOE WEED
350 New
Madison
York Ave.

• MORE PEOPLE
LISTEN
• MORE PEOPLE

CKRC
^WINNIPEG - CANADA
THE DOMINION NETWORK*
As you
Like It
You want fertile markets. You want
to dominate those markets. You
want those markets to respond to
your appeals. Here you are, Sir,
a neat little package of sales dynamite.
W
A I R
Winston - Salem, North Carolina
Representative: The Walker Company
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Radio Week
(Continued from page 15)
scribed radio's effectiveness as a
weapon of psychological warfare.
Eddie Cantor show Wednesday
will salute the anniversary, including a musical cavalcade "It Could
Only
John
CharlesHappen
Thomas inand Radio".
John Nesbitt
flew to Pittsburgh for a special
Westinghouse Electric Corp. program celebrating the 25th anniversary of KDKA.
MBS started the week by inviting participation Nov. 3 of Boy
Scouts and Girl Scouts. The organizations assumed for the day
the duties of announcers, engineers,
publicists, news writers and comas executive
officers. Nov.mentators5, as' well
program
included
dramatization of historical special
events such as discovery of America, Pocahontas-Capt. John Smith
episode and Valley Forge campaign. They were to be reenacted
as if radio had been there to cover
the events.
Search for stars of tomorrow will
be climaxed Saturday on a broadtitled "Tomorrow's
whichcastwinners
(boys andTalent",
girls 10in
to 16) will receive all-expense trips
to Newance on York
and personal appearthe show.
Three U. S. service bands — Army
Air Forces, Navy and Marines —
will play en masse on MBS Tuesday 4:30-5 p.m., on the Capitol
steps, with Speaker Sam Rayburn
of the House and President pro
tem Kenneth McKellar of the Senate speaking briefly.
Chairman Paul A. Porter, of
the FCC, will be quizzed Friday,
10:30-11
on Mutual's
the Press. p.m.,
Questioners
will be Meet
Ben
Gross, radio editor, New York
Daily News; Robert Brown, Editor
& Publisher; Ed Levin, PM and
Sol Taishoff, editor and publisher,
Broadcasting magazine.
American let the voices of pioneers themselves describe early
broadcasting days. Milton Cross,
who first broadcast from WJZ when
its studio was a converted powder
room, and Madge Tucker, appeared
Sunday on Coast to Coast on a
Bus. At 9:30 p.m. Wednesday
American will offer The First
Twenty-five, featuring such radio
veterans as Mark Woods, American
president; Adrian Samish, program vice-president, and Charles
Barry, national program director.
Sunkist $1,000,000
CALIFORNIA FRUIT GROWERS Exchange, Los Angeles, has
allotted $1,000,000 to advertising
Sunkist lemons during 1945-46 and
will use spot radio along with other
media, according to Russell Z. Eller, advertising manager. Starting
in late November, product will be
advertised in four separate campaigns, as a food, beverage, cold
remedy and laxative. Agency is
Foote, Cone & Belding, Los Angeles.

Bowles Says Radio May Be FirslL
Out From Under Price Control! f
PREDICTION that the radio look into it," he said.
manufacturing industry will be the
Meanwhile in Chicago Wednes"first to get out from under price day, Daniel Jacobs, head of the 11
control" was made Thursday by OPA Radio Section, at a meeting1
Price Administrator Chester with Chicago manufacturers
Bowles at a news conference in warned that few sets will be avail-'
Washington.
able by Christmas, even though a
At the same time he emphasized flood of receivers will be released!3"3
that any set manufacturer who ceilings.
soon under the newly announced! E""
made war
low-priced
models
the
and whotabledoes
not before
make
them now would be denied increase PORTLAND STATIOm
price factors on any of his products.
His assertion followed a release IS AMERICAN BASIC^
Oct. 30 that said :
PORTLAND, Me., station |C
"OPA may withdraw reconver- NEW
sion price increases from manufac- licensed to Centennial Broadcast-: in,act=
turers who fail to maintain approx- ing
ican Co.,
outletwillasbecome
soon asa basic
it takesAmer-:
the obi
prewar 'product
— that is,imatelythetheir proportion
of low mix'
and
medium priced models to those in
air possibly late" »»
this
the higher price brackets. Also if
ing toyear,M uaccordr r a yfairettl
any out-of-line prices result from
Carpenter,
p
r
e
s
ident
andfad
the
application
of today's
pricingto
methods,
OPA reserves
the right
The
station,
call »rt
general manager!
Informedthem."
that set manufacturers
readjust
letters
for
which
Ittf
had said they could not turn out
not yet em
Carpenter■ have
low-priced models at a reasonable
$1Q0
per
h(mr
^
H^b e e n assigned
profit
wouldn't, then
Mr.
Bowles andsaidprobably
manufacturers
'network rate ofpt<
could not take advantage of the
}will have a base1
evening classification.
price
models. increase factors on any
Mr.
Carpenter
last week als<
Reconversion pricing methods for announced his resignation
as me
consumer type radios and phono- dia director, Procter & Gamble ac
graphs were announced in final de- count, at Compton Advertising ie!
tail Tuesday, effective immedi- Inc., effective Nov. 30. He will gof™
ately. Consumer prices will be about to Portland promptly thereafter
what they were in March 1942, al- to supervise installation of the
though two kinds of adjustment station. The new local, one of the
regarding excise taxes have been first to be authorized following
made to iron out inequities.
thawing of the equipment freeze,
Increases now being granted are will
operate on 1450 kc with 250
based on their costs and sales tober
w full15.]time [Broadcasting, Oc
prices in the months before materials scarcities and higher producAssociated with Mr. Carpenter^!
tion costs had driven prices above
vice president and stockholder
normal peacetime levels, said the
Humboldt J. Greig, account ex
release. Mr. Bowles said volume ecutive
of American. He will rebusiness will take care of the profit
main with the network, however
angle and he predicted that within Principal stockholder is W. T. Mora reasonably short time the prices & Cable
president
Co. of American Chain
of sets and phonographs will be reduced through increased business
Mr. Carpenter on October 27
and competition.
acknowlManufacturers who sold through sent a mimeographed
edgment titled "An Excuse and
distributors in the base period, an Apology"
to
several
hundred;
him
July-October 1941, may add the persons who tried to reach
following increases: Sets at $11 or both in Portland and in New York!
less, 15%; between $ll-$30, 12% to congratulate him on the FCC
or $1.65, whichever is more; sets grant. He said the response "has
over $30, 10% or $3.60, whichever me completely snowed under" and
that if his acknowledgment of the
is more.
If a manufacturer dealt only with wire, phone
or letter was delayed, "that call,
is why,
dealers in the base period, he may
add these increases : sets at $13 and
Whitmore Resigns
under,
15%;$35.40,
between
12%; over
10%%.$13-$35.41< JOHN D. WHITMORE, AssociWhen a reporter told Mr. Bowles
ated network eastern division manhe understood that the OPA based
ager, resigned last week, according
its radio set ceilings on data gath- to Leonard A. Versluis, network
president. William G. Henderson,
ered
from
only
300
of
the
nation's
30,000 dealers, Mr. Bowles said he Associated vice-president in charge
station relations is in New York
thought the sample was a "fair toof correlate
operations of the New
cross-section" but that if any fig- York office and,
presumably, to apures used by OPA are "open to
challenge" he would personally in- plans are
point a successor.
not known.Mr. Whitmore's
vestigate the methods used. "We'll
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

W)V. 26-30 MEETINGS
*LAIS NED ON SALES
TVE-DAY series of meetings will
e held Nov. 26-30 by the NAB
ales Managers Executives Comrittee at the Roosevelt Hotel, New
t4'ork.
Agendainto for
the week ses-is
roken down
subcommittee
,10ns for discussion of particular
jales problems. Chairman of the
ommittee is James V. McConnell,
lanager
ment. of NBC spot sales departSubcommittee on standard conracts will meet Nov. 26 under
.1 hairmanship of Walter Johnson,
'WTIC Hartford. This subcommittee will contracts
meet the next
day with
the
lAAA
committee
headed
3yian,Carlos
& RubiNew Franco,
York. OnYoung
the 28th
the
lubcommittee on the proposed advertising
agency
recognition
bu4ieau will meet, with Stanton P.
Cettler, WMMN Fairmont, as
hairman. Audience measurement
ubcommittee will meet Nov. 29,
4:;eaded by Frank V. Webb, WGL
ort Wayne.
Sales Managers Executive Comtlfaittee will hold meeting of all
efiiembers on the 29th and 30th.
rank E. Pellegrin, NAB director
seb;>f broadcast advertising, is com)idaittee secretary.

Irwin Is Winner
Of Davis Award

Mr. Evans
Mr. Westover
PHIL IRWIN, staff announcer at
KGW Portland, Ore., received a
gold medal and a cash award of
$300 on an NBC broadcast Satur7 :30nightonat which
.
8hedayp.m.,
was announced
as national winnernualofH. 13th
anP. Davis
NBC Meet Set
National MemoslBC Station Planning and Advirial Awards conory Board will hold its quarterly
test, which is
.neeting in New York Nov. 13
open toannouncers
regular
staff
[Id 14.
Mr. Irwin of all stations affiliated with
Morgan Switch
NBC, and
including
thestations.
network's
owned
operated
AMERICAN co-operative departWinners in the four station
nent is currently considering subtituting the Henry Morgan Show groups, who were awarded engraved signet rings during the
m the 8:30-8:45 a.m. spot Monday
hrough Friday, to replace the Cor- broadcast, are: Franklin Evans,
KPO
San
winner in the
respondentstoAroundbethecancelled,
World O & O class;Francisco,
vhich is slated
Paul Shannon, KDKA
rhis will require a complete change Pittsburgh, winner in the clear
<n format of his present program channel class; Ray Olson, WOW
m WJZ New York, as Henry Mor- Omaha, regional station winner,
gan gained his reputation by kid- and Jim Westover, WGL Fort
winner in the local station
ling and insulting the sponsors, Wayne,
format will most likely be based category.
Honorable
mention winners, who
mhings,
Morgan's
ability to insult
other received certificates
are: Walter
the cooperative
department
Raney, WRC Washington, O & O.,
A slight exaggeration
of radio results on
WNAB
BASIC-AMERICAN IN
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
Concentrated Audience in
America's 59th Market
Our
mike's don't
exactlysuredeliver
your
merchandise!
but they
shootin'
send
ourof alisteners
after it. :asIt'sBasic-ABC
all the
result
sample
equation
plus sound local programming aimed
Ml | straight at the Bridgeport metropolil
AVAILABLE IN COMBINATION WITH WATR, WATERBURY
REPRESENTED
BY RAMBEAU
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

Bill Shapard, WFAA Dallas,
clear channel; Charles Barrington, KDYL Salt Lake City, regional, and Leon Kelly, WRAK
Williamsport,
local. Certificates were alsoPa.,presented
to the
stations from whose entries the
national and group winners were
chosen.
Broadcast featured the winning
announcers, each speaking from
his own station, Mrs. H. P. Daof the awards
which
honorvis,hersponsorhusband;
C. L. Menser,
NBC vice-president in charge of
programs;
Ben Grauer,
winner in 1944;
Patrick J.national
Kelly,
NBC supervisor of announcers,
who served as m. c.
Established in 1933 to recognize thenouncer,
bestthe competition
Pittsburgh was
anexpanded in 1941 to include regular
staff announcers at all NBC stations.
SHORTWAVE HAILED
BY BENTON SPEECH
POINTING out that the 38 shortwave transmitters operated all
over the world by our government
and known to millions of people in
Asia, Africa and Europe as the
"Voice of America" cost only as
much to operate as the cost of
operating one battleship in a fleet
of battleships, William B. Benton,
Assistant Secretary of State, asked
the New York Herald-Tribune
Forum last Tuesday which of the
two we would choose if we had to
make the choice.
Neely Firm Moves
NORMAN B. NEELY Enterprises,
western factory representative
for equipment manufacturers, has
moved to new quarters at 7442
Melrose ave., Hollywood. Presto
Recording Corp., Hewlett-Packard
Co., Webster Electric Co., Radio
Engineering Laboratories Inc.,
Kaar tiveEngineering
Co. and Co.SensiResearch Instrument
are
among firms represented by Neely.
'Plain Dealer' Poll
CLEVELAND Plain Dealer 1945
radio poll put Bing Crosby again
at the head of its list of top radio
personalities. Based on a poll of
readers in Cleveland, 95 other cities
and towns in Ohio, and a few in
Missouri, Oklahoma, and Pennsylvania, results published Oct. 28
also showed these other winners:
Favorite program, Radio Theater;
news, Lowell Thomas; comedian,
Bob Hope; variety, Fibber McGeeMolly; dramatic, Radio Theater;
serial, Onedienne, Man's
Family;
comeJoan Davis;
symphony,
New York Philharmonic; semiclassical, Hour of Charm; dance
band,cal Guy
classisinger, Lombardo;
John CharlesmaleThomas;
male popular singer, Bing Crosby;
female classical singer, Lily Pons;
female popular singer, Dinah
Shore; quiz, Information Please;
educational, Town Meeting.

SWEET IN MUSIC
DOUBLE TIME

TWIN FALLS • IDAHO

Horace
NStovin
AND COMPANY
*
RADIO
SIMM
REPRESENTATIVES
MONTREAL • WINNIPEG
TORONTO

WPDQ, Jacksonville, Florida
"That Telescripf, 'Washington
Today' is a good broadcast . . .
already sold." Robert R. Feagin,
General Manager,
available throuqh
PRESS ASSOCIATION,
KILOCYCLES 1|
15000 WATTS Full Timefl
m American Broadcasting Co.
Mk- Represented Nationally by J
WBL
Jehn BLAIR & £0.
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Actio ns of the FCC
-OCTOBER 25 TO NOVEMBER 1.
Nov., Dec. 1945 and Jan., Feb. 1946 in
Decisions
order
schedule.to continue present operating
ACTIONS BY COMMISSION
WAIT WAIT
Gene T.Chicago
Dyer —etDenied
al d/b special
Radio
OCTOBER 24
Station
(Reported 590
by FCC
Oct. 26)
authorization
toa.m.commence
operation
kc
not
later
than
7
(CST)
during
later
KHQ Louis Wasmer Inc., Spokane, months in which local sunrise is those
Wash.
— Adopted
order denyingtransfer
petition than 7tion a.m.
andp.m.to(CST)
cease during
opertocontrol
amend
application
not later(CST)
than
6
of Louis
Wasmer for
Inc. from Louisof those amonths
in than
which6 sunset
at Dallas,
Wasmerdice,tohowever,
KHQto Inc.,
preju- Tex.,
period isnotearlier
to exceed
6 p.m.
mo. (CST), for
right without
of petitioners
to request
dismissal
of
their
applicaWTAG-FM
Worcester
Telegram
Pubfile newof application
ishing Co. Inc.,
Worcester,
Detransfertion andofto control
Louis Wasmerfor
nied lrequest
for temp,
waiver Mass.—
Sec.opera3.261
Inc.
from
Louis
Wasmer
to
Spokane
relating
to
minimum
hours
of
tion.
Chronicle
Co.,
Spokane,
in
accordance
with
terms of new agreement with that Granted
WHEF waiver
WHEC Sec.Rochester,
N. Y. of—
company.
3.261 foropportunity
period
OCTOBER 31
10
days
in
order
to
afford
(Reported by FCC Nov. 1)
to revise program structure.
OCTOBERkc 31
KFVD Standard Broadcasting Co.,
Los
Angeles
— Granted
CP install
new5 WAAT Bremer970Broadcasting
trans.,
increase
power
from
1
kw
to
Corp.,
kw and change trans, site.
Newark,
N. which
J.— Granted
additional
days
within
to
comply
with
con-for60
KOMO
Fisher's
Blend
Station
Inc.,
dition in FCCpertaining
grant of toapplication
Seattle,
license
maintenance
for
periodWash.—
endingGranted
5-1-48. license renewal mod.
intensities.
KJR Wash.
Fisher's
Blend license
Stationrenewal
Inc., of required field 1370
kc
Seattle,
— Granted
WPAB Portorican American Broadfor
periodEvergreen
ending
5-1-47.
KEVR
Broadcasting
Corp.,
c
a
s
t
i
n
g
C
o
.
Inc.,
Ponce,
R. — Granted
of control
byP. Juan
Seattle, Wash.—to Granted
special serviceas acquisition
authorization
permit
broadcasting
Wirshing,
Arturo
Gallardo,
Mrs.Alberto
Porrata
Doris,
Carlos
Clavell
and
Rafael
ainformation
public service
and
without
charge,
to
longshoremen
at
3:45
Lopez
Zapata
from
Pedro
Juan
Sarralles.
p.m. daily in accord with requests of ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD ACTIONS
International Longshoremen's
and
OCTOBER 29
Warehousemen's
Union
and
Pacific
by FCC Oct.
30)
Coast ofMaritime
Industry Board for WEQR(Reported
period
6 mo. Inc.,
Broadcasting
WHEB WHEB
Portsmouth, N. Granted
Co. Inc., Eastern
area oftoCarolina
Goldsboro,
N. new
C. —
license
cover
CP
for
H.—
Denied
special
service
authorization
to operate
with
500
w
from
local
sunrelay
broadcast
station.
W1XHR
Harvey
Radio
Labs.
Inc.,
set to 6:30 p.m. (EST) during Oct.,

DO

YOU

SAMBA?

Millions of Americans in the V. S. A.
do . . . and they can rumba and tango
and conga as well.
The music of our Good Neighbors has
been warmly accepted here. The exotic
tone, the rhythmic beat, the rich musical
heritage of Latin-American music never
fail to gain the response of music lovers
in this country everywhere.
Broadcasters have found a faithful
audience among listeners who prefer the
best
in "Good
Neighborinterest,
Music." BMI
Because
of this
nation-wide
has
maintained a leading role in bringing
to radio
can music.the very finest in Latin-AmeriBMI controls exclusive performance
rights in most of the music of Brazil,
Mexico, Chile, Argentina, Cuba, Uruguay,
among others. When you look for "Good
Neighbor Music" — look to BMI.
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Cambridge, Mass.— Granted mod. CP
authorizing
broadcast station,new
for developmental
extension completion
dateW1XMR
only from
11-6-45Radio
to 5-6-46.
Matheson
Co. Inc.,
Framington,
Mass.—authorizing
Granted license
cover CP as mod.
newlicense
de-to
velopmentalbasis
broadcastonly;
station;
granted
on
exp.
conditions.
NewW2XMT
York— Metropolitan
Granted licenseTelevision
to coverInc.,
CP
as mod.tion; license
authorizing
new
exp.
TV staconditions. granted on exp. basis only;
W8XGZW. Gus
town,
Va.—Zaharias,
Granted near
mod. CharlesCP as
mod., fortension
change
in trans,
site and10-1-45
excompletion
date
from
to FOLLOWING
12-30-45.
broadcast
stations were grantedrelay
extension
of licenses
on temp,nation onbasis
pending
determilicenseonly,renewal
applications,
in
eventKAQX
beyondKIIS 1-1-46;
KABJ
KAQVno KAQW
WBGL WAFZ
KALO
WAFK
WAXJ
WMVB WAOE
WAFY
KADB
KBLE
KIFO
WAXH
WSCC
KAAD KWRD
WIPL
WIPM KIEF
WNEIKIEGWSMAWATSWSMC
WJYK.
FOLLOWING relay broadcast stations
were granted
further
of licenses on temp,
basisextension
only, pending
determination
licenselater
renewal
applicat
i
o
n
s
,
i
n
no
event
than
1-1-46:
KIIH
KABE KAIE
WNBJ KBIC KBID
KNEF
WMWA WAIO
WCBE. WELR WBGM WASH
ACTIONSOCTOBER
ON MOTIONS
25
By Comr.
(Reported
by FCCDurrOct. 26)Co., Des
Independent
Broadcasting
Moines,
Granted motion
leave
to amendla. —application
for CP for(Docket
6734); moved
accepted
amendment
from hearing
docket. and reRoy F. Thompson tr/as Thompson
Broadcasting
Grantedtionmotion
for Co.,
leaveAltoona,
to amendPa. —applicamentfor CP,
(Docketand6698).accepted said amendGeorge H. Thorns et al d/b New Iberia
Broadcasting
Co., forNewcontinuance
Iberia, La of—
Granted
motion
hearing on application for new station
(Docket tinue6766);
hearing
set
11-1-45 cond to 12-3-45.

asauthority
mod. forto new
standardoperating
station.powe
Alsdetermine
by direct measurement
of
ant.
power^
AMENDMENTS
KOIN frequency
KOIN Inc.,from
Portland, kcOre.to— 66CI
change
kc, increase
5 kw to 25 kw,970 install
ne\
equip, andto make
amended
changechanges
power into DA-DN
50 kw
change
type trans,
trans., site.
changes in DA-DI
and change
APPLICATIONS
DISMISSED
WTIC-FM
The Traverlers
Broadcast
ing
Service
Corp., from
Hartford,
change
frequency
45.3 install
mcConn.to —nev
43.CI
mc,
change
service
area
and
trans, and ant. (Request of attorney) fanu
Standard LifeCP Broadcasting
Meri 1
ney).
dian,
standardCo.,
1450 kcMiss.—
250 w unl.new(Request
of statioi
attor
WMRC Textile Broadcasting Co
Greenville,
torney).
from 1490 kcS. toC. —550CP kcchange
(Requestfrequenc:
of at
NOVEMBER
1 System Inc
Columbia
Broadcasting
New York — Authority to transmit pro
grams
to CJAD Montreal.
APPLICATIONS
were for
filedlicense
in behalri
of
following
stations
newal:
KBKR KNOW
KBUR KOL
KDB KPAB
KFH KGCT
KGKY
KNEL
KPLI
KVWC
KWBRaux. KYOS
WASK WIEKY
WDAN
WDSU
and
WJDX WKAT
andWGAL
aux. WGTC
WKBV WKBZ mei
WKNY WKRO WMRC
WNLC
WOOD
WORCandWMRF
WOSH
WRR andand aux.aux.WSAI
synch,WRGA
amp Fi
WSAP WSTP WTMC
WWSW
and
aux
970 kc
WICA
WICA
Inc.,
Ashtabula,
O.—
In
voluntary
transfer
ofto control
from
A. Rowley,
deceased.,
Robert
B. RowunC
ley
and
Donald
C.
Rowley,
trustees
der will of C. A.1240Rowley,
kc deceased.
KCOK
Anderson,
Tulare,
Cal
—station.
LicenseHerman
to
cover
CP
standard
Also authorityfor tonew determine
exp
power 1490
by direct
kc measurement
ofoperating
ant. power.
F. Hopkins
Detroit
— WJBK
License James
to cover
CP for Inc.,
installation
new aux. termine
trans.operating
Also power
authorityby todirect
demeasurement of 1520
ant. kcpower.
Eastern Broadcasting Co., Long Isi
land, N.ment ofY.—
Petition for
filed fornewreinstateapplication
standard station
1 kw limitedCP hours.
AMENDMENTS
The
Haverhill
Gazette
Co.,
Haverhill
Mass.— CP new FM station on 46.5 mc
with
4,340coverage
sq. mi. tocoverage,
amended to
change
change trans,
site. 4,208 sq. mi. and
WHP
Inc.,
Harrisburg,
Pa.—
FM station on 43.5 mc, 27,450 CPsq. new
mi
coverage, amended re change in trans
site.
KPLC
Calcasieu
Broadcasting
Co..
Lake Charles,
— CP kc,change
frequency
kc toLa.new1470
increase
250 w
tofrom
1 kw,1490amended
install
in ant.,
re trans.,
change and
type changes
trans,
install
and changeCo. trans,
UnitedDA-DN
Broadcasting
Inc., site.
Mont
gomery,
standardre station
1600 kc 1Ala.kw— CP
unl.,newamended
change
type
trans,
and
ant.
and
change
studio
site.
Broadcasting
Co., coverage
Columbusof
Ga.Valley
— CP new
FM station,
12,500
sq. mi.,
amendedBroadcasting
re studio site
Southern
Minnesota
Co.
Rochester,
Minn.
—
CP
new
FM coverage!
station
on
43.7
mc,
15,400
sq.
mi.
amended
toassigned,
change frequency
to chan-to
to be mi.
changetypecoverage
5,000nel sq.
and change
trans.
Drovers
Journal
Publishing
Co.,
station amended
on 48.7 Chimctc
10,800cago— CPsq.newmi. FMcoverage,
change frequency
to
channel
to
be
signed,
trans,andand ant.
studiochanges.
sites,aschange
typechange
trans,
Radio
newWisconsin
FM station
onInc.,46.1Milwaukee
mc, 7,750— CPsq
mi. coverage, amended to change name
ofInc.,applicant
to Midwestto FMChannel
Network55
change frequency
(98.9
mc),
change
coverage
to
be type
assigned,
change
trans,
site,
change
trans., and ant. changes.

25 of Iowa,
Applications
KSUI The OCTOBER
State University
Iowa siCity
— Mod. CP date.
as mod. for extenon of completion
AMENDMENTS
Joseph
Gardberg
and SamCo.,J.Mobile,
Ripps
d/b
Mobile
Ala.— CP new Broadcasting
standard station
1490 kc
250 w unl.,
amended
to change
quency to 1330
kc, power
to 5 frekw,
change
type trans.,
install sites.
DA-DN and
change
trans,
and
studio
WTMA Atlantic Coast Broadcasting
S. C.make
— CP change
kcCo., toCharleston,
630 kc and
changes 1250in
DA-N,
amended
to
request
increase
power
from
1
kw
to
5
kw,
install
new
trans.,
changes
in
DA-N
and
change
trans,
site.
Broadcasting
Co.,1250Milwaukee
—unl.Midwest
CP new
kc 5type
kw
DA-N,standard
amendedstation
re change
trans,
and
changes
in
DA-DN.
Associated
Broadcasters
Inc.,
Indianew standard
stationtrans,
1550
kc 250 nawpolis— CPD, amended
re changes
equip.
OCTOBER
30
910
kc
KALL andAbrelia
S.Gene
Hinckley,
George
Hatch
Wilda
d/b Lake
SaltC.
Lake City Broadcasting Hatch
Co., Salt
City — Licensethorizingtonew standard
cover CP station.
as mod. Also
audetermine operating
power
byauthority
direct tomeasurement
of
ant.
power.
1210 kc
WCAU adelphWCAU
Broadcasting
Phili
a
—
License
to cover
CP Co.,
authorizing changes in 1340
trans,
kcequip.
WFEB Alabama Broadcasting Co. Inc.,
Sylacauga,
Ala. — Authority
to license
install
frequency
unit. Also
tonewcover
CP movecontrol
1400trans.
kc
WJHO Yetta G. Samford, C. S. Shealy,
Thomas Broadcasting
D. Samford Co.,
Jr. d/b
OpelikaAuburn
Opelika,
Ala.
Authority
determine operating
power
by direct tomeasurement
of
ant.
power.
1450 kc
BMB Adds Three
WBBL Grace Covenant Presbyterian
Church mond, (M.
A. Sutton,
agent),
RichTHREE Louisville stations— WAVE
V
a
.
—
License
to
cover
CP
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mod.
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change
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contracts have
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power,
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operation,
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trans,
equip,
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and
change
Feltis,
president
of
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audience
site.
Also
authority
to
determine
operating
power by direct measurement measuring organization, reported
of WLEE
ant. power.
Thomas Garland Tinsley Jr., last week following a visit to
Richmond, Va. — License to cover CP Louisville.
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SALUTES

FROM

HIGH communications officials of
many foreign governments saluted
American broadcasting on its 25th
anniversary in connection with the
celebration of N a t i o n a 1 Radio
Week. Broadcasting's part in promoting international relations and
its achievements during World War
II were cited in the salutes.
Some of the foreign tributes,
sent to the NAB, follow:
ENGLAND
"On behalf of the British Broadcasting Corp. I cordially welcome
this opportunity of sending to the
NAB a message of greeting and
congratulation on the significant

ABROAD

occasion of the 25th anniversary
of radio broadcasting in the United
States. We feel that wartime cooperation between our respective
systems has rendered service to the
cause of freedom and to the public
of our own and other countries. We
greatly hope that our continued
association will in the future vigorously serve the cause of peace.
was our
pleasure
to meetof you
and"It your
fellow
members
the
American radio industry during
the recent radio executives tour. I
would therefore take this occasion
of
recording
happy memories
of that
visit. our
"W. J. Haley,

tationsOffice
and ofgood
of New
York
BBC.wishes
"Charles
Brewer,
North American Director."
FRANCE

u
casting Corp., the Chairman, Pro*
fessor Leo Fouche, sends greetings
from Johannesburg, South Africa,
Justin Miller,
presidentof {TAB
ofto Judge
the National
Association
Broadcasters on the occasion of the toll)
25th Anniversary of the birth of
broadcasting in the United States lie
of America. Cooperation between ptr
United States broadcasting and
that in South Africa goes back the
whole of 20 years when a phono- eet
graph record made in Cape Town
by the staff of the Cape Town res:
Broadcasting Station was sent tolrysl
the famous KDKA from where it pi
was broadcast and heard well in
this country — half across the world.
Best of luck or, in our other offi- iudj
cial language — Afrikaans — 'Veels |sec
geluk.' (Pronounced
'fils kheittfc.') uie
"H. M. MOOLMAN,

"On the occasion of the 25th
Anniversary of American Radio,
I have the honor to address a
brotherly salute from the French
Radiodiffusion. Our people have
not forgotten that the American
Radio, during our terrible years
of
occupation,
brought permanent
comfort
and confidence.
"You have helped us greatly to
endure you.
the worst sorrows and we
thank
"In the future the radio will
serve to bring the peoples together.
Be assured of our total collaboration in the service of peace.
"I personally
the warmest
recollections
of ourholdrecent
meeting
Director General."
"May I respectfully add felici- in Paris.
CHINA
"Jean Guignebert."
"It has been well known that a
DENMARK
broadcasting facility Director."
is by any
SERVICE
DIRECTORY
means
tool for the pro"On occasion 25th Anniversary motion anof effective
education — and for the
the Danish State Radio presents
most cordial congratulations and harmony of mankind — really an esCustom-Built
sential
the enbest
wishes
for
success
and
progFREQUENCY MEASURING
lirequirement
ghtenment of world forcivilization.
ress of American broadcasting
Speech Input Equipment
elevation of the United States
SERVICE
companies in years to come. At The
same time we express deepfelt of America to the position of a
U. S. RECORDING CO.
Exact Measurement* » at any time
gratitude for the great help and leading nation is due mainly — or at
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
RCA COMMUNICATIONS, INC
encouragement
which American least a good part — to your bright
District 1640
64 Sroid Strut New York 4. N. V.
broadcasts meant to Danish lis- achievement during the past 25
teners during German occupation
of Denmark and for American
"I take this opportunity to exMORE RF KILOWATT HOURS
"GEARED TO AM-FM EXPANSION"
press my heartfelt
admiration
broadcasting
companies'facilities
readinessto the
PER DOLLAR WITH
years.brilliant
effort you
have thusof
to
offer
broadcasting
Radio Engineering Consultants
F & O TRANSMITTING TUBES
representatives
of
Denmark
after
undertaken
—
and
to
congratulate
Freeland & Olschner Products, Inc. liberation.
Twenty-fifthin AnCommercial Radio Equip. Co.
niversary of broadcasting
the
"As visible token of gratitude your forthcoming
6,11 Baronne St., New Orleans 13, La.
Kansas City, Mo.
and joy the Danish State Radio United States which will date a
Raymond
4756
Washington, D. C. Hollywood, Cal.
High Power Tube Specialists Exclusively will in near future for disposal of brighter prospect of your future
Chien,world.
the whole
American Government present the contribution to"Fung
American minister in Copenhagen
SOUND EFFECT RECORDS
The
with porcelain vase with inscrip- Director of XGOY, Chungking."
tion.
Robert L. Kaufman
NORWAY
"Statsradio Denmark."
6ENNETT-SPEEDY-Q
Organization Construction
Reduced
Library Offer
Technical
Maintenance,
Over 200BasicWrit*
Individual
Sound Containing
Effects
AUSTRALIA
"We tender our warmest conSupervision
and
Business
Services
For Details
for Broadcast Stations
gratulations on occasion TwentyCHARLES MICHELSON
"Australian Radio sends warm- fifth Anniversary
Munsey Bldg.
4, D. C.
SI W. 44th St.
New York, N. Y.
DistrictWashington
2292
est greetings and congratulations of broadcasting ofin thethebeginning
United
great American broadcasting serv- States. I send you personally
my
ices this significant anniversary. best wishes remembering your
FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
War gave broadcasting in Pacific kindness to me in New York 1940.
KLUGE ELECTRONICS CO.
its biggest job yet. If we in Aus"Stjndt, Director General,
Commercial & Industrial
tralia were able succeed in warSTANDARD
Equipment
radio it was largely due coopera- CANADA
Norwegian State Broadcasting."
1031
No.
Alvarado
Measuring & Equipment Co.
tion our American friends. No selfLos Angeles 26, Calif.
Phones 877-2652 Enid, Okla.
ishnes or advantage was allowed
Myron E. Kluge Exposition 1741
"On this occasion of the 25th Anto interfere with exchange of ideas
niversary of broadcasting in the
of technical information and facili- United States
may we extend to
ties of programmes of personnel.
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
AVAILABLE NOW
on the during
magWhat you had you gave us, what you congratulations
Radio Towers
nificent
service
PRECISION
TURNTABLES—
and/or
ASwe had we gave you in finest spirit that period withperformed
Erection, lighting, painting &
S
E
M
B
L
I
E
S
•
MODULATION
MONIbest
wishes
for
team
work.
TORS • REMOTE-POWER AMPLIFIERS
Ground Systems
service and prosper6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
"Broadcasting has assumed new evenity ingreater
SONIC ENGINEERING CO.
the years to come.
vast
importance
but
will
be
able
to
Portland 11, Oregon
592 Columbus Ave., New York City, N. Y. serve its great purpose fully only "Howard B. Chase, Chairman,
C. H. Fisher, Agent Phone TR 7303
if international cooperation forced
Canadian Broadcasting Corp."
GREECE
in war is carried into peace.
"My fervent wish is for close
"Greek National Broadcasting
'Australiamerican' radio relations.
WILL START IMMEDIATELY
"Richard Boyer, Chairman,
Institution participates wholeADVISES
Australian Broadcasting
heartedly 25th anniversary, recalling with emotion contribution USA
BOB BRADHAM, WTMA
broadcasting
in United Nations
Commission."
SOUTH AFRICA
strife for freedom and independTHE SHADOW
ence. We address
"On behalf of the Board of Govgratulations and you
best warmest
wishes. conAvailable locally on transcription— see C. MICHELSON, 67 W. 44 St., N.Y.C.
ernors, the Director-General and
staff of the South African Broad"Director General Petimezas."
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jAB Board Meet
s Set for January
AB Board of Directors will hold
s next meeting Jan. 3-4 at the
ollywood Roosevelt, Los Angeles,
he session will be forerunner to
le annual winter series of NAB
(strict meetings.
Important industry problems
ave been developing since the last
leeting Oct. 1-2 at the time Judge
ustin Miller was inaugurated as
president. They are expected to
toj
rystallize
by theaction,
year-end and be
it ieady
for board
inI( Reorganization of the associaion's
operations
udge Miller
and A.is D.proceeding
Willard Jr.,as
executive vice-president, get into
he swing of NAB activities. Two
lajor steps, for example, are the
lerger of FM Broadcasters Inc.
nd appointment of Edward M.
lirby as public relations counsel.
Mr. Kirby will start a thorough
tudy of broadcasting's public reations position this week in antici>ation of expanded NAB public
•elations activity, according to
'resident Miller.
Action is expected before that
ime on the new employer-employe
•elations department authorized by
he board last August and reafirmed at the October meeting.
Such a department, it is felt in the
ndustry, would prove helpful at
present during the Petrillo ban on
Iree
of AM music by affilated pickup
FM stations.
|I ;ions
Greatly
expanded
stais being
plannedservice
by theto new
idministration. Growth of member jship and addition of new functions
created by merging of FMBI and
approaching grants of many sta;ion licenses will require staff expansion, itis believed.
District meetings will be given
complete reports on NAB progress
and will discuss problems yet to
be solved. Three meetings have been
scheduled thus far: 16th District,
Hollywood Roosevelt, Los Angeles,
Jan. 7-8; 15th District, Hotel Fairmount, San Francisco, Jan. 10-11;
17th District, Olympic, Seattle,
Jan. 14-15.
Schedule for later district meetings may be announced within a
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Mrs. Markel to WTOP
HAZEL KENYON MARKEL last
Monday was named director of
education and public service of
WTOP, CBS Washington station
(Closed Circuit, Oct. 29). She
Engineering Co.!
joins the station Nov. 19 on com- IEquipment
Em*ineerm* 6 Installations Or
pletion of her terminal leave as
Radio Stations
lieutenant in the WAVES. While
1430 Main Street Columbia. S.C.
in the Navy, she supervised women's shows, network radio for the
WAVES,
NavyCorps,
Chaplain's
and Medical
among Corps
other
duties. Previously she served on the
drama staffs of KOIN KALE
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
KWJJ KEX KXL Portland, Ore.,
and later became director of radio
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
for
Portland's inpublic
commissioned
1943, schools.
she was When
eduDALLAS, TEXAS
cation and public service director
for KIRO, CBS Seattle station.
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for
its
clean
commercial
policies.
Send
erences.
Box
359,
BROADCASTING.
transcription
ready
to
ship.
Box- 406,
your
complete
background
to
Box
317,
Commercialavailable.
radio time salesman
or manEx-serviceman. 25, married. Holder of
BROADCASTING.
employed.
De- first
class
telephone
andtraining.
telegraphWantlisiresadvertising.
change to Presently
larger8 market.
20 radio.
years
Eastern
for selling
radio'strantop sellingager
cense. TwoTIN
years collegeG.
years
in
western territory
and
other
syndicated
CAS
permanent
position. Box 409, BROADlibraries — nationally
promoted
Married,
producer.
Present
compensation
in
small
market
above
$6000.00.
and cieslongand scribed
established
with
station,
agenadvertisers. Salary, commission Prefer
salary376,andBROADCASTING.
commission basis in Announcer mer—cials2, news,years
comad lib.experience,
Age
25,references.
married,
and necessary
expenses. Complete
de- west. Box
1Discharged
child. Sober,Army
reliable,
best
tails of your confidence.
qualifications
be kept
Five ex-servicemen,
all
with
extensive
in strictest
Writewill Box
318, radio
Intelligence. Prefer
invest in northeast.
BROADCASTING.
Presently
NBCING^
and aidbackgrounds,
in operating desire
new ortoestablished
MBS
affiliate.
Box 410,employed
BROADCASTChief tionengineer
for progressive
local
staprogressive
station. These
men, curi
n
east.
Network
affiliated
and
PM
rently
with
prominent
metropolitan
staI
wish
position
with
midwest
station
pending.
State
all
first
letter
experience,
tion,
have
had
successful
experience
in
education,shiftsalary
Want man
foris selling, announcing, production, engi- announcing. Have no civilian experiregular
andan desired.
maintenance.
Thisnot
but perience
eighteen
months continue
operatingwork
exadvertising.
are married ne rmening and with
families.Four Box
379, upon encedischarge.
AFRS. Wish
good
spot
for
ambitious
person
afraid of work with top pay. Box 326, BROADCASTING.
Am ato willing
worker.
Box 411, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer
—
Just
discharged.
Eight
years
experience.
stations shows.
and network.
handlefromall theor
News,
sportsLocal
Prefer Experience
any part of counts.
that radioWestation
New
York
Cityandrecommendations.
or quiz
Chicago. Excellent
idea in ational
your procedures.
head toWe "onhavethesaved
air" operreferences
and
Box
380, BROADCASTING.
for others, let us save for you. Boxmuch
412,
BROADCASTING.
Chief
engineer
—
Available
Jan.
for
news
local
New
EnglandConfidences
station. Make
first
Veteran with 5 years Naval experience
letter
complete.
respected.
Dischargednouncer.
veteran.
Twoturntables
years as and
an- honorably neering
Box 337, BROADCASTING.
discharged
desires progressive
top engiCommercials,
connection with
newscasts.in south,
Presently
employed
1000 watt
Live wire
New
York forStatean network
sta- station
station in San Diego, California. Backbut
prefer
station
near
tion
has
opening
experienced
groundgineering
includesexperience
12 years'
enDetroit. Box 388, BROADCASTING.
announcer. Excellent
salary, plus talent
with broadcast
regional
staopportunities.
Send qualifications
Studio
and transmitter
installaOfficer in Army
expects discharge
audition transcription
to Box and
366, Knowledge
tions.
Navy
background
includes
of Japanese
customs soon.
and phases tions.
BROADCASTING.
of radio
engineeringinstallations.
includingall
language.
9 years
experiencedirector,
NBC affililand
lines
transmitter
ated stations
as program
comWantedneer,— script
Operators,
Married,
late
thirties.
Best
references.
mercial
manager.
Married.
Will
go
anywriter forannouncers,
new 250 w engiAM ING^
413, BROADCASTING.
where. Address Box 389, BROADCAST- Box
stationsides inideal working
Rocky Mountain area.
BeVeteran,andcommunications
officer,college
first
amateur
licenses,
low cost of living,conditions
hunting, there
fishing.is Program director-production manager. phone
graduate,
major
in
statistics,
desires
Please state
name,
citizenship,
backPresently
employed
New
York
City
ancommercial4826position
radio. Lt.Texas.
G. S.
and send snapshot if possible.
nouncer.years
Former Army
officer,— announc30, mar- Rooker,
Garland,in Dallas,
Box 375, groundBROADCASTING.
experience
ingried.and Threeproduction.
Excellent
musical 1st class operator: veteran, 6 years raCopywriter
—
man
or
woman
—
by
estabbackground
plus
sales
and
announcing
dio experience,
including
broadcast
and
lishedcommercial
agency. If youandare retail
experienced
experience. A-l references. Box 392, station.
research.
Desires
position
with.
midwest
writingsatisfied
copy,setup,
andin BROADCASTING.
MinVernon
nes
ota
Samuelson,
Wyoming,
not
with your Itpresent
Experienced
announcer-newscaster
must
this
is
your
opportunity.
will
pay
you
Navy asveteran,
28 andoperator
single,
todesired.
write us,Include
giving experience,
location orduesouth
to child's
Prefer central
Florida.health.
Box Discharged
desires
position
transmitter
samples. age,
Boxsalary
393, change
398, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING.
or combination
operator
and announcer.
Hold
first
class
radiotelephone
license.
Responsible
young
Navy
man assoon
to Not looking for a gold mine but a good
Wanted
Two
first
class
beand
discharged
wishesman.
position
sports
operators—State
by newsalary
250 requirements
watter transmitter
in western
general
staff
Canof write
own opportunity
to get3119
started again. Write
Penna.
and
B.
Martin,
copy.
Excellent
knowledge
all
major
previous
Expansion
BatonH. Rouge
7, La. Choctaw Drive,
planned. experience.
WD AD, Indiana,
Penna.program sports. Box 399, BROADCASTING.
Veteran preferredator-announcer
for combination
opernewspaper operated
250
STATION EXECUTIVE AVAILABLE
watt
RCAwanted
equipped
station.
First
class
license
but
lower
will
do.
Salary
Experienced
in broadcasting
station management
and notsalesincluding
management.
Age years
37. Twelve
years
open
in
line
with
living
costs
here.
ofin the
commercial
experience,
the three
I haverenderspent
Single
man
would
find
less
difficulty
Navy.
Married,
sober
and
know
how
to
make
your
station
pay
while
with
housing
problem.
KRJF,
Miles
City,
ing a public service
of the writing
highest degree.
Successful
unionmarket
negotiator.
Montana.
Background:
Announcing,
producing
in small
stations, advancing
tomanagement
a major market
regional inbasictheandmarket
southwest.
Commercial
management
and never
later
Wanted
— Individual
inconcerning
Washington,
D.
of
a
midwestern
independent
that
never for
was a and
C.of totheobtain
releases
actions
has
been
in
the
black
except
under
my
direction.
Account
executive
dominant
Federal
Communications
Commis ion and forward them to interested
radio
station
representative.
Commercial
management
of
an
eastern
NBC
basic
newspaper
affiliated
an unprecedented
party
daily. Address Box 424, BROADsales
direction.
Enteredstationservicewhereat revenues
this point.hitThoroughly
experiencedhigh inunder
regionalmy
CASTING.
Operator-announcer. 1st ticket capable
Mytakerelease
from thevacation
Navy will
next few days, sixfollowing
of light
announcing.
$35.00
weekly.
Prea month's
and bethenwithinspendthe approximately
weeks which
lookingI shall
after
fer disabled
veteran.Ocala,
All Fla.
applications
my
personal
property.
considered.
WTMC,
be arranged
prior
to thatI will
time. be available February 15, 1946. An interview can
I
am
not
interested
in
"just
a
job"
because
I
can
return
to
my
station
connection
Wanted— sales
and sufrom which I entered the service. I am interested in an affiliation with reputable
pervisor,engineer—
installation FMSalestransmitter
people
where integrity
management"
If you comhave
equipment,quartersmiddlewest
territory,
heada
proposition
a basicand or''know-how
major market
to discusswillthatbe rewarded.
offers five-figure
Chicago.
Excellent
connection
pensation, Iamin available
for
engineer
withFullproper
background
in the business.
Reply to for interview and can furnish references from the best
and
personality.
details
by
letter
for interview. R. E. L. Equipment Sales,
BOX 407, BROADCASTING
Inc.,
111. 612 N Michigan Ave., Chicago 11,

d) fe-~~
(Cont'
ns Wanted
Situatio(chief)
Experience
announcer,
versatile
2 years 1000 w network
affiliate. Newsl1
commercials-sports.
Amiable-ambitious
travel.BobSeeksMiller,
position
pro
N.single-will
Y.
gressive
station.
c/o Wil
liam
Honig,
294 Union Ave., Brooklyn
Veteran — ex-program director, 50,000 Vt(
station,
has network city.
job Qualified
available probut
desiresgrammedium
or special size
events director.
College
N.graduate,
Y.
thirty
Linkroum,
53 Eastyears
87th old.
St., Richard
New YorkL
Writer— Veteran : Publishing and adver
tising production
experience.
Seeksis op-re
where writing
ability
quired. Willportunityaccept
any opening
in ra
dio,
agency,
public
relations
or1335promo
tion
in
New
York.
F.
S.
Lida,
lege Ave., New York City 56. Col
Radio announcer, copy writer, vocalist
experienced.
Air recording
Force veteran
techniAu
cal
background
engineer.
dition
record
on
request.
Available
mediately. Stan Gordon!, 1258 S. Michilm
gan, Chicago. Phone: Webster 2161,
New York, Brooklyn stations — Want!
part
time invertising,
any Sundays.
capacity
evenings,
day Saturdays,
marketing.
JohnMajored
Hyde, ad666al'i ^gj
Park
Place,. Brooklyn
16.
Continuity-production man just dis-, [ea
charged.
Interested
progressivedirecradio station.watt
IV2 selling
yearsincontinuity
tor
2 years
Army1000public
relationsstation,
programming,
producing,
supervising
three
hours
var
ied
programs
weekly.
Kent
Saunders,
436 S. Vine St., Kewanee, 111
Young
man,
who
desires
to
start
radio
of U. Naval
S. Army
Airhi;at
Forces— —formally
hasIsland
announced
showsGood
Terminal
in Los Angeles.
personality,
announcing 1clear
year. deep
Took voice.
Radio Studied
Drama
at LosdioAngeles
City
College
called to"Ra-go
Workshop".NewSings.
Desires
either
Florida,
York
or
anywhere
in California. Write to: Ted LaGrosse,
7128 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Technician— 2municationsyears
commercial
com, 4yearsandArmy
Spe-27
cialized discharge.
in Radar
FM Radar.
Siting.
November
Prefer
west.
Lt.
David
Scott
c/o
Waltz,
242
East
19th
St., N. Y. C.
Chief Petty job
Officeron discharged,
desires
announcing
midwestern
small
station, or southwest.
Single, in35, Navy.
with
considerable
mike experience
Charles
Shepard,
7711
North
Marshfield, Chicago, Illinois.
Serviceman
awaiting
November
1
charge.
Married,
one child,
holds first
phone
ticket,
wants
job
in
Florida.
Experience at 250 watt
as Navy
anwostation
years onART
radio Radar. Robertnouncer-S.engine r. TBower,
1/c
USNR,
c/o
Roy
K.
Jordan,
2923
S.
W.
27th Terr., Miami 33, Fla.
Station-sales
manager
able
to
produce
under tough
post December
war conditions.
Naval
officer
awaiting
1st release.
Ten year radio,
motion
picture Age
and ad-31
vertising
agency
experience.
married.
WillingUSNR,
to invest. Lt. Comdr
John
Morgan,
Ave., Chicago,
Illinois. 2505 North Tripp
Manager
smaller
marketwhere
stationyou— Looking for that
situation
need
ambition
backed
by general sales,
program,
public
service,
etc.
"Know
how
experienceducing,to respected
make community
your station institua protion. Box 415, BROADCASTING.
Former copy
and continuity
N. Y. 1
station.
Commercials,
spots, chief,
continuity,
scripts,
publicity.
Agency connection,
experience. [1
Want
station
or
agency
N.7-6962.
Y. orrelations.
west coast.
ThreeBerlin,
years 160ArmyW. |
public
Nathan
77th
St., New York,
N. Y. Trafalgar;
National Representative.
Offers opportunity for
leading Chicago time
salesman in Chicago
office.
Box 419, Broadcasting

AD COUNCIL BEGINS
^-j3f (Television
Situations
(Cont'd)seeks POSTWAR PROGRAM
pioneerWanted
— Newspaperman
jispot in television.
15 years experience
"in
publishing,
advertising,
promotion, AFTER THREE years and ten
research;
television
surveys commended
by FCC and
top
executives
of radioHarry
in- months of volunteer service given
dustry.
Veteran,
U.
S.
Navy.
p+Gordon, 1759 E. 17th St., Brooklyn, N. Y. exclusively to government agencies, the War Advertising Council
Young phone
man holding
commercialposition
secondclass
northern
Newlicense,
Jersey wishes
or New York City.in on Nov. 1 embarked on a new
Box 416, BROADCASTING.
peacetime program of public servTopnotch background.
news man — Just
Navy.
ice under its new name, the AdverExcellent
Two— out
years,of newstising Council. In announcing the
paper;special
eight years
radio
announcing,
new
program, James W. Young,
writing,
events.
Also
sales
proimotion.
Best
references.
Box
417,
chairman, said that the organizaBROADCASTING.
tion, representing all branches of
Engineer-executive.
Naval officer
released
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1, 15 toyearsbe advertising activity, will continue
background
in
AM-PM
broadcast
engito
work
closely with government,
, neering, installation
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SjExperienced
in preparation
and filing but that it will also extend its fa11Hof engineering
data withof FCC
in concilities to non-government organinection with application
construction
zations dealing with national proiperinit,tenna
transmitter
site
approval,
anmeasurements
and
proof
of
performance surveys AM and FM. Perma- grams.
Stating that the continuation of
"jfjnent
position
sought
with
owner
of
one
811 expansion,
ir more progressive
stations
or FMplanning
instal- the council is in accord with wishes
lation. Writeimprovement
Box 418, BROADCASTING.
expressed ernmentbyand business,
leaders ofMr.bothYoung
gov|* -Veteran
tyears radio awaiting
announcingdischarge.
experience Three
while said that both advertisers and
s"'ln
stage Desire
experience
^ i'as Army.
Master Considerable
of Ceremonies.
an- media owners "had learned from
n
o
u
n
c
e
r
'
s
j
o
b
with
future.
Good
war experience that public
" 'caster.
Johnnynews-J. their
High, 2037Go N.anywhere.
Park Ave.,Cpl.
Philadelphia.
service advertising is, in fact, the
Announcer
1 yearprefer
of experience,
public relations toadvertising"
years old, —single,
Los Angeles,28 best
using adCalifornia ormediately.
vicinity.
im- and that invertising taddition
Audition Can
recordbe ready
available.
o sell goods they saw
JBox
420,
BROADCASTING.
new
uses
for
it,
"which,
in
promot^Control
room operator,maintenance
5 years control,
recording,
and
ing the general welfare, would intransmitter.remotes,
First class license. Emevitably
promote
the
welfare
of
yed as transmitter
ent,plodesire
change to operator
studio orat presfield. business itself."
Box 421,
BROADCASTING.
[Correspondent
long experience
will deTalks on Surveys
vote special attention
to the particular
'interests of your area in Washington, COMPARISONS made of tele^D.
C.
on
staff
or
string
basis.
Nationten';wide reputation. Just returned
phone and non-telephone radio
'years foreign
and war correspondent. homes show
no appreciable differcBox
BROADCASTING.
ance in co-incidental surveys made
-Man t422,
well
known
throughout
the
indusry. 15 years
in
radio.
Successful
backof
listening
C. E.
ground in station
representation,
pack- Hooper told 200preferences,
radio and agency
age programs
stationWrite
management.
Creative
sales andability.
23A, 1469 representatives at the Drake Hotel,
-Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y.
Chicago, Thursday. He stressed the
Navy Officer
releaseor Novem15 desiresexpecting
newscasting
editing
importance of listener attentiveJob. berBackground
includes world
travel; ness,
signal strength and competimaster's
degree
journalism;
newspaper
reporting,editing,
publicity,
twoeventsyears'
news- results,tive service in deciding program
casting,
public
announcing. Box 423, BROADCASTING.
iCombat
andbullets,
coconutblood,
happywants
vet after
4 years
start
Griesedieck Expands
instuff
radioforofwarpeople
of words.with
Can minds
write bright
open,300 GRIESEDIECK Bros. Brewery,
clothes
on.
Joseph
Horenstein,
St. Louis, Mo., which sponsored
^ainwright St., Newark, N. J.
iSportscies,andregionalspecial
eventsand manlarge— Agenplay-by-play accounts of St. Louis
home games has inattentionsetnetworks
: toDischarged
vet marfromof Cardinalscreased itsatstation
CBI isketsnow
bring broadcast
list to 15, featur-basketball
to your sports-minded
audience on comprehensive
basis. Specializes
ing
weekly
"Hot
Stovesportscasts
League"
baseball
gossip;
daily
tin every
sport
blow-by-blow,
play-byplay
plus
commentary.
Special
events
and
Saturday
football
predictions
news background.
College
and scores. Stations now carrying
•inand journalism.
new wiredegree
coandrding jmanaged
obs on Handled
combatmobile
missions
over-rethe sports programs for Griesedieck
seas
unit
for
include WEW WTAX WSOY
AFRS.
Handled
Madison
Garden
basketball
tourney
beforeSquare
joining
up. WKRO KTTS WJPF KHMO
Box 414, BROADCASTING.
KWOS WTAD WCBS WMBH
l/2 years experience
KWOC KDRO. Agency is
permanent
West coastdesires
pre- KWTO
ferred. Box position.
425, BROADCASTING.
Ruthrauff & Ryan.
Discharged
veteran,
2
years
experience
all
phaseswithradiolive-wire
broadcasting
position
station.desires
Married, 26 years old, go anywhere,
prefer
midwest.
Ralph
Andrews,
2823
W. Cleveland Ave., Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Marlowe, late of MemWanted to Buy
Wanted
— RF Bridge
Field Intensity
Meter, William
Benns,and Columbia,
S. C.
phis, Portland and KGHL
For Sale
will
confer
great favor by
For salefiliate—to cash
250 watt
station,
network
afbuyer.
Sound
investment,
with
excellent
record.
Write,
wire
care
sending
information
to
ofAvenue,
BROADCASTING,
N. Michigan
Chicago for full360details.
me. Thanks. Ed Yocum,
One used
RCA
lateral
70
C
pickup
complete with switches,
filters,— base
tovertical
rs, plus sparehead
and comalso
KGHL.
one
used RCApensaSell
71group
C pickup
with
compensator.
as
a
or
singley.
Wire
or
write
your
offer
Chief
Engineer,
WSAM, Saginaw, Michigan.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

RECRUITMENT DRIVE
OF ARMY UNDERWAY
KICK-OFF for the largest peaceSystem Shown
time recruiting drive by the Army
occurred Oct. 27 when the four
networks carried announcements
during their football broadcasts.
NBC and CBS carried messages as
a public service due to their policy
of not selling time to the government. CBS's
Husing
gave the
recruitingTedreminders
between
halves of the game and will continue to do, so through November.
NBC's Bill Stern carried the message
preliminary
up showduringandthewill
continue warmto do
same during November.
Army has bought sponsorship
of the football broadcasts on
American and Mutual for the
month of November. Plans are also
to buy 52-week available
Transmitters on Bell Labs rooftop. scheduled
spot announcements and station
chain breaks on every station
A MICROWAVE radio relay sys- throughout the country. Advertistem employing the pulse position
ing-campaign isunder the supermodulation principle and capable
vision of H. L. McClinton, viceof transmitting eight telephone president in charge of radio for
conversations, the same number of N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia,
facsimile transmissions or 144 tele- agency handling the account.
graphic messages simultaneously
was demonstrated Wednesday in Executives Luncheon
New York by engineers of the Bell RADIO EXECUTIVES CLUB of
Telephone Laboratories.
Developed for military use, and New York held its semi-monthly
actually used in combat in both the luncheon at the Hotel Roosevelt last
European and Pacific theaters, the Thursday, dedicated to "Old Timers
system is now being tested for
Lowell Thomas acted as m.c.
peacetime applications. First use ofDay."
the "Old Timers" such as Paul
Whiteman, Marion Jordon, Milton
will probably
be
to
provide
telephone and telegraph links between J. Cross, Ray Knight, H. V. Kaltenpoints tween
separated
by water
be- born, Arthur Godfrey, etc.
mountain peaks
whereorwire
line installations are impractical.
Passing about 3,000 cycles, system junction with Western Union Telegraph Co. [Broadcasting, Oct. 1,
provides
voice for
transmission
and
couldgood
be used
relaying Oct. 29], the Bell Labs relay system is based on the sampling prostandard radio programs, although
cedure, whereby each transmission
this use is not presently contemplated, it was stated. Band width is divided into millionth-of-a-secis far too narrow for use in relay- ond samples, each messages being
8,000 times a second. All
ing either FM or video programs, sampled have
the same amplitude
but the telephone company is al- pulses
and frequency as well as the same
ready working on a radio relay duration,
measuring
the amplitude
system tweenforNew York
such andtransmission
be- of the speech wave from
instant to
Boston, under
by changing their position
experimental licenses granted it by ininstant
time. Operating at frequencies
the FCC.
neighborhood of 5,000 mc,
Similar in principle to the pulse in thetransmission
is beamed from
modulation systems recently dem- the
and feet
received
by parabolic reflectors
onstrated by Federal Telephone & five
in
diameter.
Radio Corp. and by RCA in conMicrowave

Relay

H-E-L-P!
Announcers needed (3) to
bring our staff to peacetime
strength.
We tops,
don't but
pay our
off
in
coca-cola
minimum is not based on
New York. If you are experienced in commercial radio
and like the Southwest.
Talent, overtime over 40
hours, future, and friendly
operation. Contact Bob
Watson, KGNC, Amarillo,
Texas, NBC affiliate.

WANTED
Experienced announcer familiar with handling own
controls, transcriptions, news.
Fine future for competent
man whose references will be
checked. This is a permanent
position. Submit full material
including transcription. Apply
Ed Yocum, KGHL, Billings, Montana.
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At

Deadline

REORGANIZATION ARGUED;
BYRD PLAN TO PRESIDENT
AS SEN. BYRD (D-Va.), chairman of Joint
Committee on Reduction of Nonessential Federal Expenditures, submitted reorganization
plan to streamline Government to President
Truman late last week, the Senate debated the
McCarran Reorganization Bill (S-1120). Administration forces argued for amendments
giving President authority to reorganize. McCarran Bill would exempt FCC and 12 other
agencies.
Sen. Byrd proposed a four-point program:
(1) Place all executive agencies under Cabinet
control; (2) provide uniformity within departmental organization; (3) effect consolidation
and coordination throughout the Government;
(4) recommend additional legislation, terminating all remaining unnecessary activities.
He would exempt certain quasi-judicial administrative agencies, although he named
none. TheCarran BillSenate
is expected
the The
Mcin amended
form tothispassweek.
House previously passed the Manasco Bill,
which differs
in many respects from the McCarran measure.
TRUMAN AT GALLERY FETE
PRES. TRUMAN will join his former colleagues in Senate Wednesday afternoon in
dedicating new radio room in Senate Wing
of Capitol. Invitations to all senators, signed
by Richard Harkness, president, Radio Correspondents Assn., announced reception from
4-6, in conjunction with National Radio Week.
Four-network broadcast is possible.
Closed Circuit
(Continued from page k)
Commissioner Norman S. Case, whom Mr.
Wills succeeded, be named, if Mr. Case will
accept post. President Truman reported, however, to have other ideas.
ANOTHER father-son radio combination of
national significance is seen in application of
Edward F. Prichard, father of brilliant exbrain truster, Bob Prichard, for a 250-watter
on 1300 kc in Lexington, Ky. Applicant is
Kentucky Broadcasting Co.
WALT DISNEY must have more than Mickey
Mousish interest in television. He has retained
Morris Ernst, famed New York liberal attorney, to handle his radio affairs.
ADD EXPANSION Field Enterprises Inc.:
James L. Middlebrooks, for four years on active duty in Navy as lieutenant commander,
specializing in radio-radar, joins Field Chicago
headquarters
staff engineer
as technical
visor. Chief
construction
for CBSsuperfor
six years, he designed and installed most CBS
O & 0 stations.
THERE'S "Big Six" at NAB, though its
status is simply advisory and possibly temporary. President Justin Miller, upon assuming office, named advisory committee; not an
executive group, it includes board members in
or near Washington who can counsel with him
inCowles
hurry.Washington;
They are: T. Clair
A. M. R.Craven,
WOLMcCollough,
Mason Dixon Radio Group, Lancaster, Pa.;
Paul W. Morency, WTIC Hartford; Dr. Frank
Stanton, CBS New York; F. M. Russell, NBC
Washington.
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JUDGE MILLER ASKS MEMBERS
FOR IDEAS ON NAB SERVICE
WRITING to NAB members, President Justin
Miller has asked views on services and activities of the association as part of process of
learninglems. Theintimately
all sides
industry which
probletter asks:
Whatof services,
NAB is now performing for you, do you value
most highly? What services, which NAB is now
performing for you, should be done better?
What should NAB do for you which it is not
doing at the present time?
"You will understand that as a judge I became well accustomed to hearing both sides of
contested
cases," tohe tell
wrote.me "Please
not fully
hesitate, therefore,
franklydo and
just what you think, in answer to each question submitted."
ARMY HONORS BROADCASTERS;
MILLER PLEDGES COOPERATION
U. S. ARMY paid respects to broadcasting
industry as medium of information, weapon of
psychological warfare and builder of troop
morale in Army 'Hour on NBC yesterday,
4-4:30 p.m. Program brought pickups from
distant points showing effectiveness of broadcast technique adapted by Army for war purposes. Judge Justin Miller, NAB president,
reaffirmed pledge of broadcasting industry to
cooperate with all Government agencies in protecting and reaching and disseminating democratic principles everywhere.
ANGLO-U. S. CONFERENCE
PROCEEDINGS DRAWN
AGENDA of British-U. S. informal telecommunications conference in Bermuda Nov. 19
includes discussion of: British and U. S. cables
and arrangements for improvements; rates
problems; technical improvements in cables and
radio communications; continuance of direct
circuits obtained for duration and six months
after and establishment of new ones for radiotelegraph and telephone; monopolies, undertaking- of both Governments not to support
their own companies exclusively. Several offagenda informal discussions may take place,
particularly over all spectrum allocations and
British
proposalband.for aviation radar markers
in 200-225-mc
APPLICATIONS for FM stations announced
Friday by FCC include Book-of-the-Month
Club, New York; Dual Engineering Co., Chicago; and J. W. Woodruff, Atlanta (WGPC
Albany, Ga., WRBL Columbus, Ga.).
TRUMAN'S HOOPER
Hooper rating
ofPRESIDENT
43.8 on laborTruman's
address Tuesday
night
represented 30,820,000 adult listeners and
98.4% of sets in use. Late President
Roosevelt still holds all-time record. He
rated 79.0 on war message night of Dec.
9, 1941, Mr. Truman broke all daytime
records with 64.1 rating for VE-Day
announcement at 9 a.m. May 8. He rated
54.1 on broadcast from Berlin Aug. 9.

\

WILLETT M. KEMPTON takes office Nov. 5
as chief of Radio Section, Dept. of Interior
[Closed
29]. Heradio
replaces
Shannon AllenCircuit,
who hasOct.opened
production
offices in New York and Washington. Mr,
Kempton
was deputy
Radio Bureau,
and chief
UNCIOof OWI's
radio Domestic
relations
officer.
HAROLD W. KENT, in charge of universal
military training, Special Planning Division,
War Dept. Special Staff, now Col. Kent, having
won eagles last week. On Feb. 1 he returns to
civilian post, radio director, Chicago schools.
LES QUAILEY, for 10 years sports specialist
with N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia, in
charge of radio and field work on Atlantic
Refining Co. sportscasts, resigns Dec. 3 |o
become director, Scholastic Relations Bureau,
Scholastic Sports Institute, New York.
BOB WOOD, discharged wounded veteran and
former head of WOR New York western sales
office,
is station's new commercial program
sales director.
GEORGE J. PODEYN, general manager of
WHJB Greensburg, Pa., recuperating from
auto accident in which he broke knee-caps.
PAUL SCHEFFELS, American, promoted to
manager of net's New York newsroom.
PORTER SEES FM GROWTH
CHAIRMAN Paul Porter of FCC predicted
Friday night that applications for new FM
stations will soon equal number of standard
stations and that 2,000 to 3,000 FM outlets
may
be in operation
withinWRVA
next five
years. onIn
transcribed
address over
Richmond
occasion of its 20th birthday, Mr. Porter said
that technical developments during war will
be evidenced in postwar television. With facmile, he added,
is apparently
tion ofsitime
before"it radio
will bringonlyus aa quesdaily
newspaper, complete with photographs and
comic strips."
FM BAN NOT EXTENDED
PETRILLO demands for employment of double the number of musicians used on a program whenever that program is broadcast
simultaneously by AM and FM stations had
not been extended past the networks Friday,
though operators of FM as well as AM stations had been braced for the blow all week.
AMERICAN GROWS UP
AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO. had gross
billing of $29,251,786 for first nine months of 1
1945, increase of 1.1% over same period of
1944. Food and beverage led with $9,192,990.
Spot sales placement was $350,000 worth in
new business on five stations it represents,
up 22.5%.
BRECHNER HEADS VA SERVICE
BROADCASTS designed to help war veteran
and his family keep posted on benefits offered
under GI Bill of Rights and other legislation
is objective of newly-created Radio Service of
Veterans'
Administration,
OfficeL. ofBrechner,
Public
Relations, Washington.
Lt. Joseph
formerly AAF Office of Radio Production and
Radio Branch, War Dept. Bureau of Public
Relations, now out of service, is director of VA i
Radio Service. He plans to name regional managers throughout country to assist local stawith veterans'
Services tranwill
includetionsfact
sheets, programs.
prepared scripts,
scriptions.
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• ADVERTISING

MUST

PACE PROGRESS

Diogenes must have smiled when, in 1911, farsighted
advertising men endorsed the Model Statute framed by
Printers' ledInk.toSubsequently
adopted ofbyBetter
25 states,
this
Statute
the establishment
Business
Bureaus throughout the country, and pioneered censorship from within the advertising business. More than
this, bydence imaking
Truthwasa established,
selling standard,
confin advertising
and thepublic
upgrading
of advertised products stimulated.

In the
DISTRIBUTION
Advertising

Must

Advertising has a man-sized job to do in the Distribution
Decade! In order to prevent an economic depression,
our nation must consume at least 40% more than in the
prewar era.
Money, manufacturing facilities, manpower and materials will be abundant. With Advertising functioning at
its unhampered best, the big task of rapid, efficient, eco-

Continue

DECADE

To Inspire Confidence!

nomical distribution can he done! But in the doing,
Advertising must zealously guard its established standards of integrity, for to be effective, Advertising must
inspire confidence!
At The Nation's Station, we will be striving to elevate
still further in the Distribution Decade, those high standards of honesty in advertising long advocated by WLW.

WLW
DIVISION OF THE CROSIEY CORPORATION
THE

NATION'S

MOST

M E R C H A N D I S E - A B L E STATION

RCA

Laboratories -Center

RCA Laboratories at Princeton, N. J., are far
more than one of the most modern and bestequipped laboratories ever built. It is a community of scientists, research men and technicians
— each a top man in his field— each working with
the other — contributing wherever and whenever
his specialized knowledge will help.
It is a "university of ideas"— where visions
are graduated as practical realities . . . where
human wants are fulfilled through the creation
of new products and processes, new services
and markets.
It is a birthplace of scientific, industrial and
social progress for the entire nation.

of Radio

and

Electronic

It is the reason why anything bearing the letters
"RCA"— from a radio tube to your television receivers oftomorrow— is one of the finest instruments of its kind that science has yet achieved.
For just as the RCA electron tube, television
receiver, radio, or the Victrola, is stamped by
the RCA trade mark, so does the product itself
bear a stamp of experience and research that
gives RCA pre-eminence in the field of radio
and electronics.
Radio Corporation of America, RCA Ruilding, Radio City, New York 20. Listen to The
RCA Show, Sundays, 4:30 P. M., Eastern Time,
over the NBC Network.

RADIO

CORPORATION

Research

PIONEERING
Scientists and research men who
work in RCA Laboratories made
manying tovital
helpwin thecontributions
war throughin application of radio, electronic, radar
and television techniques. Their
skills now are devoted to peacetime applications of these sciences.
At RCA Laboratories the electron
radar, all-electronicmicroscope,
television (featuring
the projection system for the home) and
many other new instruments of
radio, including hundreds of new
electron tubes, were developed to
improve
and around
to extend
the services of radio
the world.

of AMERICA

met 15 CINtS

The

Weeklv

Newsm

S
WLEE'
RECORD-BREAKING
3 WEEKS!

f Radio

ADD

3844

ANOTHER

SERVICE

FARM

TO

THE

OF

WLS!

RECORD

n Week. But day in, day out, it's
time it'singFireflowPreventio
This
of service from WLS to the farm people
a never-end
that is recognized by state
Service
West—
Middle
the
of
leaders as constant and effective.
In cooperation with Fire Prevention Week, WLS arranged a
remote broadcast of "Dinnerbell" at Macomb, Illinois; arranged
for the State Fire Marshal and a dozen rural fire chiefs to participate; conducted demonstrations in fighting fire; broadcast a
Time" to 30,000
fire prevention overspot"School
15-minute lesson inaddition
announcements.
to frequent
classrooms; all in
This kind of rural service is why WLS holds the $500 Gold Medal
from the National Board of Fire Underwriters, for outstanding
radio service in fire prevention. And this kind of service is just one
outstanding conin the continuous series that has made WLS an America.
tributor toricher, fuller, rural living in Midwest
REPRESENTED BY
John Blair & Company

-John H. Craig,
Illinois State Fire Marshal.

8 90 KILOCYCLES
50,000 AFFILIATE
WATTS
AMERICAN

* KSUN BISBEE-LOWEll-DOUGLAS
MANAGEMENT AFFILIATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK, KOY PHOENIX * KTUC TUCSON

Listeners in the Philadelphia area will have seats
well up front for the war-guilt trials of Nazi leaders
at Nuremberg. WPEN will keep them in touch with
day-by-day progress of the trials through exclusive broadcasts by Carl W. McCardle, diplomatic
correspondent of The Evening Bulletin, largest
evening newspaper in America.
McCardle's clear-cut analysis of diplomatic
moves has given thousands of Philadelphians a
better grasp of many world events — the history-

making conferences at Ottawa, Dumbarton Oaks,
Bretton Woods and San Francisco. He stopped over
in London on his way to Nuremberg to cover the
meeting of the Big Five foreign ministers.
The exclusive broadcasts by McCardle are typical of the timely and interesting programs introduced by WPEN since ownership and operation
of this independent station were assumed by
The Bulletin. Every one is selected for its special
appeal to Philadelphia listeners.

950

PEN..
for

. the

Station

Philadelphians

And WPEN-FM-a

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
New
York • Chicago
• Detroit
San Francisco
• Los Angeles

PLUS value

ublished every Monday, 53rd Entered
issue (Year
Book class
Number)matterpublished
by Broadcasting
Publications,
as second
March 14,in February
1933, at Post
Office at Washington,
D. C, Inc.,
under 870act National
of March Press
3, 1879.Building, Washington 4, D. C.

BROADCASTING,

Closed

Circuit

NEW DAY is imminent in advertising industry if self-cleansing project now in works becomes living institution. Top men in all branches of field — media, agency and advertiser — are
working out plan for voluntary regulation. Idea
is for advertisers themselves to form disciplinary agency to tell offenders how they injure
themselves and all others by shoddy copy and
format.
ANYTIME now there may be an expression
from FCC on channel numbering system to
cover FM, making for ease of listener dialing.
Best guess is that three-digit system will be
used, probably to start at 200 so that all stations will get comparatively even break on
dials and (more important technically) so that
band can go either down or up without breaking numerical continuity (see story page 18).
DELAY in promulgation of final television
allocations and accompanying rules appears to
stem from bugs in proposed directional system to allow additional channels advanced by
Television Broadcasters Assn. at recent public
hearings [Broadcasting, Oct. 15]. Technical
difficulties which would result in effect in narrowing of band appear biggest obstacle and
seme modification of TBA plan as against original FCC allocation may be evolved.
REORGANIZATION is underway at NAB. In
few days, it will be announced Willard Egolf,
director of public relations, is leaving to set
up own law practice in Washington. He is
member of Oklahoma bar. Howard Frazier, director of engineering, long has contemplated
opening own technical practice in capital, now
will do so. Barry Rumple, who replaced Paul
F. Peter as director of research when latter
joined BMB New York, returns to his old job
at NBCplacein New
mostly becauseMr.he Peter
can't
find
to liveYorkin— Washington.
would like to come back to NAB because he
can't dent
findJustinplace
live in New
Millerto leaning
heavilyYork.on PresiA. D.
(Jess) Willard and C. E. (Bee) Arney Jr. in
rebuilding administrative structure.
ARMED FORCES Radio Service New York
office scheduled to be closed Jan. 1, leaving only
West therCoast
operating.
Reason:to NoIceland,
furneed forofficeservice
broadcasts
Greenland, Europe and Africa.
WLW Cincinnati reported considering moving
all news operations to Washington, except one
newscast, Sohio Reporter. Plan now being
mulled includes transferring virtually entire
news staff to capital and installation of special
lines. WLW now pipes broadcasts from Washington through NBC facilities.
OPA has set manufacturers boiling. OPA has
quietly given
manufacturersincreased
individually onfactors
groundsto parts
that certain
parts torsarestand."new
models",
but
is
letting
set
facOPA refuses to release individual
increase factors, contending such information
is "confidential". Set makers planning protest
(Continued on uuge 102)
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at deadline

comma
Nov. 12-13: Annual IRE-RMA Conference,
Sheraton Hotel, Rochester, N. Y.; RMA
continues sessions Nov. 14.
Nov. 16: Illinois Radio News Clinic, Abraham
Lincoln Hotel, Springfield, III.
Nov. 18-20: Assn. of National Advertisers,
Hotel Pennsylvania, N. Y.
Nov. 21: British-U. S. Telecommunications
Conference, Bermuda.
Nov. 26-30: NAB Sales Mgrs. Exec. Com.,
Roosevelt Hotel, N. Y.
Bulletins
TWO new standard stations to operate on 1490
kc with 250 w power were authorized by FCC
Friday for Central Broadcasting Co., Johnstown, Pa., and Airplane & Marine Instruments
Inc., Clearfield, Pa.
PRIME MINISTER Clement Attlee of Great
Britain will address joint session of Congress
Tuesday (Nov. 13) at 12:30 p.m. His address
will be carried by all major networks. He will
address a radio-press luncheon sponsored by
the
Overseas
Writers at Washington's Hotel
Statler
on Wednesday.

BROKER ON TWO • Hornblower & Weeks.1
New York (investment house), has started live]
broadcasts
of financial
Jones market
quotationsnews,of featuring
60 stocks,Dow-|
five|i
weekly for five-minute periods on WPRO
Providence. Same program starts Nov. 19 on
WCAU Philadelphia. Agency, Abbott Kimball
Co., New York.
PARKER
LIPSTICK CAMPAIGN • Parker
Bouldin
Co.,
St. Paul
(Priscilla Parker dual'
purpose
lipstick)
several times
weeklysponsoring
on WHN announcements!
New York and
20 midwest stations. Agency, A. W. Lewin Co.,
New York.
SERUTAN REVISION • Serutan Co., New
York, on Board
Nov. 11on moved
A. L.stations
Alexander's
Mediation
64 Mutual
Sun-;
days from 8:15-8:45 p.m. to 8-8:30 p.m.
Agency, Grant Adv., N. Y.
CONTINENTAL EXPANDS • Continental
Oil Co., Ponca City, Okla., enlarging spot campaign in Midwest, Southwest, Rocky Mountain
area and territory south of Baltimore. Agency,
Geyer, Cornell & Newell, N. Y.
BRIEFS HELP SERVICEMEN
PUBLICATION of 110 occupational briefs to
provide servicemen with educational and voca-j,
tional information to help them make read- 1
justments to civilian life announced by War'
Dept. Briefsanddesigned
to answerof servicemen's
questions
cover variety
occupations I
including advertising, electrical engineering
(electronics and radio), reporting and editing,
writing,
They're equally applicable to all
branches etc.
of service.

Zenith Claims of Crippled'
any such conclusionFM
on basisDenied
of limited data
CLAIMS by Zenith Radio Corp. that FM
would
be
"hopelessly
crippled"
if
left
in
100
now
available."
mc band exclusively are not sound, FCC deFCC tests show conclusions drawn from
clared Friday in releasing results of tests in Zenith
tests are not sound and discuss only one
high
and
low
bands,
by
its
engineering
laboratory.
phase of problem, namely, power, which can
be greatly reduced if antenna structures are
designed for high gain and placed at high
Commission said studies show "exact op- locations.
For example, said FCC, a New York
" of Zenith band
contentions
FM operastation whose antenna is at top of the Empire
tion inpositehigher
requiresthatsubstantially
State
Bldg.
need only use 1.6 kw power to
more power. Zenith advised receiver manufacrender service comparable to that of 20 kw
turersmissionsThursday
that two-month
test of 111.,
trans-76 transmitter
from Milwaukee
to Deerfield,
feeding 500 ft. antenna.
airline miles, indicated it would require 49
Commission reiterated that reason for movtimes the power to receive same signal
ing FM to high band was to minimize sky wave
strength from 91 mc as from 45.5 mc.
interference. Important point, it asserted, is
Reporting on measurements in Washington,
that no Sporadic E interference of type found
D. C, from Laurel, Md. laboratory, 20 miles in old band has been observed in new FM
This will benefit listeners, particularly
away, Commission stated "negligible differ- band.
strength
observedof in rural areas, it said.
though ence"
lowin signal
band station
had was
advantage
A paper foron presentation
findings of the
test wasat
higher antenna. If antennas were same height scheduled
todayZenith
(Monday)
the high band station would have higher the annual meeting of the Institute of Radic
strength, in opinion of FCC engineers.
Engineers and the Radio Mfrs. Assn. M
Commission recognized that neither its own Rochester. Dr. Kenneth A. Norton, whose prenor Zenith tests are conclusive on question of
diction on propagation induced the shift of
power and that further experiments may show FM to the higher band, was invited to attend
IRE members have challenged the Norton
need of higher power in high band. "How- conclusions.
ever," it declared, "there is no warrant for
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

» , . A balance that favors
public service more than any
othercountry.
250-watt station in
the
. . . Operating on a 24-hour
basis, WWSW schedules
more time for 'serving peoples'
interests.

ADVERTI

. . . WWSW is -public
service conscious because only
by serving
the public
station
be useful
to itscan a
community.

SW
Some WWSW Public
Service Programs-—
Junior Town Meeting
Let's Explore Music
OPA Round Table
Major
RadioLeague
News Baseball
Reel
Composer's
Clinic
Football Games
Meet Your Neighbor
National
Achievement
Foreign Club
Policy
Ass'n.

WWSW

rates public service ahead of

Professional Hockey
Basketball, Golf
Something About a Soldier
Golden Hour
Deshon Hospital Diary
Masterworks in Music

dollar volume*.
WWSW,

INC— PITTSBURGH, PA.

Represented by Forjoe and Company

WE

HEAR

BOTH

YOU RS USING

KOIL

AND

K¥On

IN NEBRASKA?

THAT'S RIGHT! THEY COVER AL
OF METROPOLITAN NEBRASKA
-AND

ON

A LOW

COMBINATION
RATE!

WE WISH TO POINT
OUT THAT . . .

Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and
Circulation Offices: 870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C. Telephone: ME 1022
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Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL
ROBERT K. RICHARDS, Editorial Director
Art
King,
Managing
Editor;
Frank Beatty.
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Associate
Editors.J.Mary
STAFF:
Jack
Levy,
Lawrence
Christopher,
Zurhorst,
Rufus Crater,
Pugliese, Adele Porter,
Molly
Jackson,
MarieNorma
Woodward.

1

ALMOST HALF OF NEBRASKA'S BUYING POWER IS
CONCENTRATED IN THE OMAHA and LINCOLN AREAS!
The people who live under the towers of KOIL
and KFOR spend 43% of Nebraska's buying
income. This is Nebraska's metropolitan market.
You get direct, complete coverage — plus a rate
discount — by using this vital combination of
stations. Both are basic stations of The American Broadcasting Company.
AMERICAN
NETWORK
KOIL
KFOR
OMAHA
LINCOLN
5000 WATTS— 1290 KILOCYCLES
•
250 WATTS — 1240 KILOCYCLES
Represented by Edward Petry & Co.. Inc.
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BETSY ROSS HOUSE
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It is only natural that advertisers and
agencies who know "The Philadelphia Radio
Story" intuitively link the city's Landmarks
of Liberty with WFIL.
For WFIL is just as much a part of
"The Birthplace of the Nation," portraying
its kaleidoscopic life in kilocycle pattern.
In one recent week, WFIL's public
service programming aired the views of such
important people in this city as General
Jonathan Wainwright; Congresswoman Helen
G. Douglas; Frank Sinatra; Bruce Thomas;
William L. Batt, president of SKF Industries;

W
Lee Hill of McGraw-Hill; Dr. Merrill Bush
of Temple Univ. ; and Mayor Bernard Samuel.
"For outstanding public service to Philadelphians" WFIL w,as honored the same week
by the City Business Club's Award — the first
time any local station has received this distinction.
Philadelphians are well aware of WFIL's
keen and informative public service programming. Perhaps that is one reason why more
and more radio homes keep tuned to the
station that is serving the people in their
best interests.

WFIL

560

KC

PHILADELPHIA

Represented Nationally
by THE KATZ AGENCY

think

you

know

Chances are, you don't. The nationally popular guessing-game— "What's going to happen
to Washington now the war's over?"— has
provoked a swarm of lop-sided ideas about
the nation's capital.
As a leading member of this important
community, WTOP has just completed its
third annual Washington market study to sift
fact from rumor . . . and come up with some
mighty pertinent findings. Like these:
Washington's size will increase rather
than dwindle. The country's steadiest
population curve is expected to keep right
on climbing— from today's 1,250,000 to
an estimated minimum of 1,380,000
people in 1950.+
Washington won't be paralyzed by federal payroll slashes. Contrary to popular
belief, less than 10% of all Uncle Sam's
employees work in the capital — and
those who do make up less than half of

WASHINGTON'S
50.000 Watt Station

REPRESENTED

BY RADIO

Washington

Washington's total labor market, even
during the wartime period.*
Washington is not a "war-exhausted"
market. Capital area families have a
large War Bond and bank account nest
egg earmarked for 34,000 new homes,
41,000 new refrigerators, 53,000 new
washing machines, 56,000 new radios. +
Washington gives every promise of staying far ahead in its ratio of population
to purchasing power. Although ninth in
population among all U. S. cities, during
1945 it ranked fifth in retail drug sales,
sixth in retail food sales, and sixth in
total retail sales.*
This is the top quality market that WTOP,
Washington's only 50,000-watt station,
reaches. How well it sells the responsive audience within its primary listening area is
amply indicated by the way advertisers, for
ten years, have spent more dollars on WTOP
than on any other Washington station.
For first chance at a WTOP availability
in this vital market, see us or Radio Sales.

mk

^Opinion Research Inc., Survey (Oct.-Nov., 1944)
*U.S. Government Report of Employment (May, 1945)
*Sales Management, "Survey of Buying Power"
(May, 1945) ,
SALES, THE SPOT BROADCASTING
DIVISION OF CBS

15

minutes
a day

for 2

years

My Impression of Europe
(Ninth of a series by members of the U. S. Mission to ETO)
By J. LEONARD REINSCH
Managing
Director,
WSB WIODTruman
WHIO
Radio Adviser
to President
ande radio
AN ng radio
broadcasti
in Europ
have
AMERIC
one thing in rscommon. Both
use transmitte which emit
signals which in turn are picked up
on receivers. There the analogy
ceases. The European nations got
the radio idea originally from the
U.S.A
on it.. But they haven't improved
A four weeks' tour of Europe
will not make you an expert on international affairs, regardless of
how intensive the itinerary or under what auspices you travel. But,
if you are an American broadcaster with a reasonable conception of your responsibility as a
public servant and a fairly accurate understanding of what constitutes "public interest, convenience
and
necessity", and
a brief
glance atin
the conditions
situations
Europe will bring into sharp
cameo some of the critical problems
ahead of us. Such a glance as we
had makes us consciously proud of
the American system of broadcasting, though we are considerably
humbled by the clear conviction
that radio broadcasting — the world

Sellers

I REACH
i THESE 1

I PROFITABLE

i MARKETS..

Mr. Reinsch
over — must bear a tremendous and
adult responsibility in the crisis
months ahead. To which is added
knowledge that this responsibility
will be augmented in the occupation years ahead of us, simply because of the awesome task of rehabilitation and re-education.
American radio programs are
definitely ahead of the best that
(Continued on page 85)

E ASTON
PENNSYLVANIA
Phillipfburg, New Jersey

of Sales
deNot a week in the last two
s iseyeda and joined partmNBC's
y Ruth
BettOUS
Brunwnent as head sales
of theservice
network
,younbro
BEAUTE
g lady who contract division.
talented
In 1942, when
years that Kopy Kat Women's
d
NBC
and
the
Blue
split
up,
Betty
ing
not only is work towar
Wear
concert at Town Hall but went to work with the Blue.
WWDC.Shop hasn't been on ais piano
In 1943 D. R. Buckham, then
also chief ettimebuyer of Colgatee-Pe
oliv
Palm
at Ted Bates Inc., Blue's eastern sales manager,
And, as merchants, they New York.
asked
Betty to come along with him
grew.
Born in Downersville, 111., on to explain a contract which she had
made
up
for Carter Products and
Dec.
11,
1919,
she
was
educated
at
HAZLETON
They started out with one
its agency, Ted
Constore . . . later they opened a the Chicago
PENNSYLVANIA
Bates Inc. She exs
e
r
v
a
t
o
r
y
o
f
Music.
second . . . and within the She received her BA
so well plained
to thatEdcontract
Small
degree in music in
two-year period on WWDC
of the agency that
1940.
opened their third store!
six
months
later
he
She earned her
offered her a job.
That's just another ex- way through school
She accepted and a
ample of the retail response by working
the
F. Palmerat Co.,
year later became
that local merchants get from E.
timebuyer
handlinga
Chicago,
where
she
the
Colgate
account,
WWDC listeners.
learned how to
which has recently
all sorts of
If you have a sales job to handle
started
a
two
million
machines, such as
dollar spot camlithographs, plate
do in Washington, D. C. —
put it at 1450 on the radio machines, electric
paign.
Betty practices
typewriters, etc. She
dial.
piano
leastnight.
two
also taught piano to
FY
hours atevery
private students and
Bt
She
is
now
attendplayedther'sinband onherweekfaing Columbia U.
ends. It was with the band that with a masters degree as her
WWDC
Betty first learned to play popular goal. Her theory about music,
Represented by
music. Herfirstlove, though, isclassi- she claims, is: "If you can't comthe big sales result
then you can try to create
calmusicand sheadmits that boogie- what pose,
RADIO
another composer has tried
station in Washington, D. C. woogie
Duringjustherisn't
lastforyearher. at school to say. And that," says Betty,
she worked with the Common- "is what I try to do." She hopes
ADVERTISING
Represented nationally by
wealth Edison Co., Chicago, where to appear eventually on the concert stage of Town Hall.
she was a stenographer and
COMPANY
cashier.
WEED & COMPANY
Betty chester,
liveswith her
in Glenwood,
family. WestIn 1941 she moved to New York
BROADCASTING
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THESE
20
WSM
YEARS

A

CLEAR

CHANNEL

. . . FOR

SALES

The war has filled up a lot of selling channels. But in the rich
market blanketed by WSM's 50,000-watt signal, the path is
wide open. Through the War years, our listeners have moved up
sharply in their standard of living. Through the War years, WSM
has moved deeper into their hearts because of steady, friendly,
intimate service to them. So you can count on 650 kc as a channel
that needs no dredging for postwar sales.

NASHVILLE
WITH

FIVE

THE

STATION

MILLION

THAT

IS SYNCHRONIZED

HEARTS

50,000 WATTS
650 KILOCYCLES
CLEAR CHANNEL
NBC AFFILIATE

HARRY STONE, Gen. Mgr.
DEAN R. UPSON, Comm. Mgr.
EDW. RETRY & CO., Natl. Reps.
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Off
Yes, Sir! WSAI is one old-timer in Radio
with plenty of young ideas . . . Batting
average? Well, this is the 23rd anniversary of WSAI in this business of
Broadcasting! A lot of bases have been
covered — Public Service, day-by-day
wise-intelligent programming, audience
promotion, and constant bigger and
better program additions.
And, WSAI is keeping "an eye on the
ball." Advantage will be taken of every
opportunity offered by the days ahead
in Radio Broadcasting, to do even more
in the field of public service — to build
even greater audiences of "potential
buyers" for National and Local adver-

Thanks, from that "old man with
young ideas" to the grandstand of
agencies and advertisers who have made
UJSfll

the 23rd Broadcasting Anniversary of
WSAI "something to shout about!"

CINCINNATI 2, OHIO
BASIC AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising
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ONE

OF A SERIES

PRESENTING

THE

MEN

WHO

MAKE

FREE

& PETERS

SERVICE

Four years, Northwestern University, B.S. Knox Reeves AdverEight years,
ising, Inc., Minneapolis — Director oftRadio
One year, Overseas Branch, O.W.I.,
Head of Bombay Office
Free & Peters (Chicago Office)
since November, 1945

Beat the
drums!— it's

Lloyd

&

Pioneer Radio
CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan NEW YORK: 444 Madisc
Franklin 6373
Plaza 5-4130
November 12, 1945
Page 14

Griffim!

notch new men who have cast their lot
with F & P recently — the number of our
old-time hot-shots who are now beginning
to return from the Services? Today more
than ever before, F & P is aiming high,
higher, highest in our exciting role as the
leaders in our field. Being the leaders
automatically makes us the target for
others to shoot at — but that's a healthy
thing for spot-broadcasting in general.
And what's good for radio is also good
both for you and for us, here in this pioneer group of radio-station representatives.

One month after F & P was founded (in
May, 1932) an exceptionally promising
young man named Lloyd Griffin graduated
from Northwestern University — and had
we then known what we now know about
Griff, we'd have hired him directly out of
his cap and gown! But now we have him
— after thirteen busy and successful years
which have helped to make him one of the
most outstanding men in radio. Welcome
to F & P, Griff — you are hereby appointed afull "F & P Colonel"!
Perhaps we'll be accused of crowing a bit,
but have you noticed the number of top-

Free

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW CINCINNATI
BUFFALO
WCKY
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY INDIANAPOLIS
FARGO
WISH
WJEF-WKZO . . GRANDKALAMAZOO
RAPIDSKMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN . ......
. M1NNEAP0LIS-ST.
PAUL
WMBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST.
LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO
DES
MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST BALTIMORE
...
WCBM
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
.
.
.
SOUTHWEST
.
..
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KEEW
BROWNSVILLE
KRIS
CORPUS HOUSTON
CHRISTI
RXYZ
KOMA
OKLAHOMA TULSA
CITY
KTUL
.
.
.
PACIFIC
COAST
.
.
.
KO'N
PORTLAND
KIRO
SEATTLE
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, Inc.

Peters,

inc.

Since May, 1932 Representatives
Station

DETROIT: 645 Griswold St. SAN FRANCISCO: ri ; Sutter HOLLYWOOD: 633/ Hollywood ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg
Cadillac 1880 Sutter 4353
Hollywood 2151
Main 5667
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Consent
Method
May
Get
Major
Test
request is considered.
lution of the problem without for- time for preparation of their cases.
mal hearings, it is only reasonable
550 kc Dispute May
Inclusion of all the applications
In view of the fact that the Com- to assume
that many other cases in- into consolidated hearings would
mission has already designated for
volving
conflicting
applications
for
Be Settled By
consolidated hearing new appli- the same frequency could be simi- thus virtually freeze the existing
550 kc stations at their present
cants for 550 kc, a question has
larly handled.
Agreement
power for at least a year, by which
been raised as to whether forthcomWith
231
applications,
involving
time FM may be so far advanced
OUTCOME of informal confering applications -from existing 550
ences now under way between the kc stations can be handled inde- 61 consolidated hearings, already
(Continued on page 89)
priority over designated for standard broadcast
FCC and industry engineers rep- the. cases- topendentlybeand given
service,
and
the
probability
that
heard.
Radio
lawresenting a group of 550 kc stations asking increase in power to
yers- for the group believe there' is other hearings will be set for AM,
5 kw may determine whether con- nothing in the law to prevent the FM and television, the advantages
to be gained in expediting expanflicting applications can be handled
sion and development of these
of a request by stawithout resort to the usual process FCC handling
tions
operating
on
550
kc
for
use
services through the consent or Taylor to Buyof cumbersome and often drawnout hearings, Broadcasting learned of maximum power on this fre- conference method, let alone sav- Wichita Outlet
last week.
quency may set the pattern for a
ing in expense, would be consider- CONTRACT to purchase KANS
This possibility developed as the better procedure to act on compet- able.
for $400,000
enitive applications.
The alternative in the 550 kc Wichita,tered intoKan.,
last week
by O. L.was(Ted)
result of the withdrawal of restrictions on use of the 550 kc
case is to combine the applications
channel, imposed in 1937 because of tion.
Commission from taking such ac- to be received from the older group
Taylor bertwithHollister,
Herwith the applications designated
Navy aviation requirements, and
presidentandof head
the
for
consolidated
hearing.
This
the immediate request of stations
Granting of maximum power to
station
operating at this frequency for the existing 550 kc stations would would expand the total number of
of the Hollister
higher power. The group is under- eliminate the need for holding applications for the frequency to
Crystal Co., and
stood to have represented to the hearings on new applicants for this 15 and would involve proceedings
Don Searle, viceCommission that they should be frequency but such a procedure which would require probably a
president of
would
certainly
necesitate
calling
given preferred status for maxitaking
into account
extenAmerican
in
mum power and that no action in all the applicants involved. Were year, sions
usually desired
by engineercharge of San
ing and legal counsel for filing
should be taken on new applica- the Commission successful in seFrancisco operations for this frequency until their
curing agreement to accept its so- briefs and for obtaining sufficient
Mr. Taylor
tions.action Theis subject
transto FCC approval. Both buyer and
Heller, it is understood, propose to
Arney Announces
NAB
Meet Schedule
comply
with theset new
forthFCC
in the"open
reSCHEDULE of NAB district meet- of Broadcast Measurement Bureau, Roosevelt,casting,Los
Angeles [Broad- bid" procedure
cent
Crosley-Avco
decision.
Nov.
5].
will
make
the
circuit.
ings to start Jan. 7 in Los Angeles
Mr. Taylor is owner of KTOK
was announced Friday by C. E. ArSchedule of meetings in the first Oklahoma
In the "flea
circus" willMusic
be repreCity, which he operates
ney Jr., NAB secretary-treasurer.
sentatives ofBroadcast
Inc., bracket follows:
as
an individual, and also is execuMeetings will be held in two sec- transcription firms, market re16th
District
(S.
Cal.,
Ariz.,
tive general manager
of the (KGNC
Taylortions, the first section concluding
Howe-Snowden
stations
search andfirms,other
equipment
NAB manufacassociate N.M.), Hollywood Roosevelt, Hol- Amarillo; KFYO Lubbock; KTSA
Feb.
March.12 and the second starting in membersturers along
lywood,
Jan.
7-8.
with representa15th District (N. Cal., Nevada, San Antonio; KRGV Weslaco), as
Directors elections will be held
tives of related groups not eligible Hawaii),
Fairmont Hotel, San well as general manager of the
in five of the ten meetings in the to membership.
Taylor-Howe-Snowden sales organFrancisco, Jan. 10-11.
first section, all being even-numMr.
Arney
sent
word
to
all
inization, representing stations in
17th District (Wash., Ore., Alas- the Southwest.
bered districts. They are 6th, 10th,
terested
groups
to
notify
NAB
of
He holds no own12th, 14th and 16th districts. Odd- intent to take part in the swing. 14-15. ka), Hotel Olympic, Seattle, Jan.
ership
interests, however, in the
numbered districts will hold elec- They will be expected to make
Texas
stations.
tions next year.
11th District (Minn., N. D., S.
their own travel arrangements but
KANS, which went on the air in
During the six-week period of hotels have been notified to set D., part of Wis.), Hotel Niccollet, 1936,
is an NBC outlet. It operates
the first section the NAB headquar- aside blocks of at least 20 rooms. Minneapolis, Jan. 22-23.
on
1240 kc with 250 w power. The
ters crew and the accompanying
10th District (Iowa, Neb., Mo.),
Hollywood
Meeting
signed Nov.
is under"flea circus" will meet twice weekFontenelle Hotel, Omaha, Jan. contract,
stood to provide
for a3,flat
figure
ly, with one exception. Schedule is Agenda for meetings has not 25-26.
of
$400,000
with
adjustments
as
set up to allow time for train travel been prepared but full opportunity
14th
District
(Mont.,
Col.,
Wyo.,
between cities in case of plane res- will be given for discussion of in- Idaho, Utah), Brown Palace Ho- to cash and quick assets.
Mr.
Hollister
since
the
war
has
ervation difficulty. Plane reservaproblems and NAB
tel, Denver, Jan. 28-29.
ties. dustry
New developments
duringactivithe
tions have been requested.
the Hollister Crys13th District (Texas), Baker been taloperating
From the NAB office will be year such as creation of the new
Co. in Boulder, Col., manufacJustin Miller, president, and Frank FM Dept. within the NAB along Hotel, Dallas, Jan. 31-Feb. 1.
piezoelectric crystals
E. Pellegrin, director of broadcast with technical and regulatory is12th District (Okla., Kan.),
ly underturinggovernment
contract.largeHe
sues will be considered.
advertising, who will make all
also holds an interest in KMMJ
Tulsa
Hotel,
Tulsa,
Feb.
4-5.
New directors elected, one to a
trips. A. D. Willard Jr., executive
Grand
Island,
Neb.,
along
with
6th District (Ark., La., Miss., Mr. Searle. Applications for the
vice-president, or Mr. Arney will district, will not take office until Tenn.),
Peabody Hotel, Memphis, transfer are being filed with the
NAB convention schedattend meetings, depending on the 1946
uled
for
autumn.
Feb. 7-8.
later arrangements. Mr. Pellegrin
FCC by Horace L. Lohnes, of Dow,
NAB Board of Directors will
will hold sales conferences in each
7th District (Ohio, Ken.), Gib- attorneys.
Lohnes & Albertson, Washington
district. Hugh M. Feltis, president meet* Jan. 3-4 at the Hollywood
son Hotel, Cincinnati, Feb. 11-12.
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Standbys and Spots
At Gallery Opening
Truman
Opens
Radio
News
Gallery
Senate Room Set Aside
UPON meeting the President,
For Exclusive Use
Judge Justin Miller, NAB presiOf Medium
dent, said: "Mr. President, thank
you very much for your nice letter
ANOTHER MILESTONE in radio
on
radio's
25th anniversary, which
news coverage from Washington
Ismiled
received
Truman
was reached last week when Presand today."
remarkedMr.it was
the
ident Truman formally opened the
best
he
could
do
on
such
short
notice. * ■ * *
new radio news gallery broadcast
room in the Senate Wing of the
COMMENTED Sen. Lister Hill
Capitol [Broadcasting, Nov. 5].
Shortly before 5 p.m. on Nov. 7
(D-Ala.) , brother of Brig. Gen.
the Chief Executive, flanked by
Lutherdent ofHill,
executiveBroadcasting
vice-presithe Cowles
members of the Radio CorrespondCo.: "When I was down home last
ents Assn. executive committee,
and D. Harold McGrath, radio galI talked to well over a million peolery superintendent, cut a ribbon
by radio.
It would
have taken
me plethree
months,
speaking
every
stretched across the entrance and
walked across the threshhold while
night,
to
address
that
many
on
perSenators, association members and
* * *
guests applauded.
sonal appearances."
RICHARD HARKNESS, president
No broadcasts marked the forof the Radio Correspondents Assn.,
mal opening, but virtually every
Washington commentator reported
the story on his respective news- PRESIDENT TRUMAN formally opened new radio gallery broadcast handed a glass of punch to Presicommenting: "I'll
cast following the ceremonies, room in Senate wing of the Capitol Wednesday by cutting tape to entrance advise dentyouTruman,
not very
which ran from 4-6 p.m.
that strong."
if Les
as he arrived. (1 to r) President Truman; D. Harold McGrath, radio Mr. Truman it'squipped
Long Sought
gallery superintendent; Al Warner, WOL-Mutual treasurer, Radio Cor- Biffle, Senate clerk, had handled
respondents Assn.; Earl Godwin, WMAL- American, past president; the affair the punch would have
Last week'sof dedication
the Richard Harkness,
(Continued on page 91)
WRC-NBC, president.
(Another picture page 90)
culmination
more thansawthree
years' ators
efforts
the part
of Sen- personally inspected the five
and theonRadio
Correspondents Assn. to provide facilities for broadcast booths. Mr. McGrath
radio. When President Truman explained the ceiling and walls Porter Invites Facts About
in acoustically treatwas in the Senate he personally wereed tile,finished
the booths were soundproof
worked for the room which he
and air-conditioned. Mr. Truman Qualifications
dedicated. Sen. Harry F. Byrd congratulated
and the CHAIRMAN Paul A. Porter of of Applicants
(D-Va.), chairman of the Senate Rules CommitteeSen.on Byrd
providing the the
in many comRules Committee which finally ap- radio
FCC has told at least one group fearing a munitmonopoly
newsmen with such quarters.
mediato offreedom
informa-of
proved the project, and Leslie Biftion and aies of the
threat
Construction was under super- of ad lib critics of the broadcasting
fle, clerk of the Senate whose office
vision of David Lynn, Capitol industry to come down to Wash- speech and press. He urged greatformerly was in the room now ocington and get specific.
er caution in issuing licenses and
cupied by radio, were instrumental architect, and A. E. (Gus) Cook,
Revealing
in PAC,
a letterresponding
to the Na-to asked that "ample opportunities"
in swinging the expanded quarters. assistant architect.
tional
Citizens
be provided small businessmen,
Although the radio room was comPresident Truman displayed
pleted, except for finishing touches, a wired complaint by that organi- veterans, trade unions and other
keen interest in the appointments about two
against FM grants, the groups in PM broadcasting.
months ago, its formal Chairmanzationrevealed
and equipment, inquired what type
more than a
(Continued on page 90)
of ceiling and walls were used and
Porter pointed out
little annoyance with organizations thatChairman
Commission conducted a
and individuals who recently have lengthythe inquiry
on the question of
hurled undefined charges against newspaper ownership
stations,
broadcasting, the FCC and others during which it deferredof action
on
in the field.
FM applications from this group.
Chairman Porter told C. B. Bald- Its order in this matter was subwin, executive vice-president of the
ed to the appropriate
tees ofmitCongress
in Januarycommit1944,
NCPAC, servedly
thewelcomes
Commission
"unre-of he said.
the submission
any facts bearing upon a particuHe said that the Commission
applicant's
60-dayto "waiting
period" H'li
operatelar its
proposedqualifications
station in theto provided
after the a war
enable prospecpublic
interest."
Mr.
had
tive applicants to receive equal
telegraphed oppositionBaldwin
to issuing
with pending appligrants without first holding hear- consideration
cants and accepted applications
ings. Mr. Porter replied that grants containing
a
minimum
of engineerwere made only after the Commising information
towhoaccomodate
sion
was
satisfied
the
public
interveterans
and
others
might be
est would be served.
unable to file complete data by
Wherever examination of an ap- Oct. 7. He added that the question
plication does not satisfy the Comchannels
newcommis ion in this regard, he added, of reserving
ers was discussed
at theforallocations
the case will be designated for hearings
but was decided against.
hearing. He pointed out that the
extensive preparation,
Commission's ofrules
provide foror he Following
observed, the Commission made
consideration
endorsement
opposition to the granting of any 64 conditional grants on Oct. 19
and another 65 on Nov. 1. These
application.
Mr.
Baldwin's
protest,
filed
Oct.
grants,
he asserted, were in unconDrawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix 24 [Broadcasting, Oct. 29] ex- gested areas
where frequencies remain
available for future appli- f
realistic
sound
effect
of
an
atomic
bomb
pressed
alarm
over
granting
of
li"Well, you asked for
censes to newspaper interests, cants.
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•Annual

National

Radio

Week

Planned

Three Groups Support
Movement For
Observance
MOVEMENT to make National
Radio Week an annual institution
developed spontaneously last week
as broadcasters and radio equipment makers joined in a seven-day
windup to nivethe
rsary year. industry's 25th anThree groups already have indicated support for the plan — NAB,
Radio Manufacturers Assn. and Kiwanis International. Other groups
such as Junior Chamber of Commerce and various commercial and
civic organizations that took part
in last week's national celebration
reported favorably on their par: ticipation.
Spurred by the impetus of the
RMA tribute to radio and the cooperation of thousands of set distributors, broadcasters last week
drenched the country with program
features, special events and civic
ceremonies. Keynote was sounded
Wednesday night when President
R. C. Cosgrove, of RMA, presented
a symbolic statuette to President

FROM RMA to NAB went this silver-coated statuette in honor of
National Radio Week. R. C. Cosgrove, RMA president (right) presented
it to Justin Miller (left), NAB president. W. B. McGill, advertising
manager of Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc., points to statuette.
to the NAB of a statuette comandChairman
enterprise."
Paul A. Porter of the
memorating 25 years of broadcastFCC hailed American broadcasting
ing serves to highlight the outas the "world's largest and finest
standing
record of cooperation beCLIMAX to year-long series of
a greeting
detween the two branches of the inevents marking 25th anniversary radio system"
livered to Judge inMiller
and Presiof radio was National Radio Week
dustry to give America the world's
dent Cosgrove of RMA during the
presentation of the statuette. His largest and finest radio system.
Nov. 4-10. President Truman, oth- statement
follows:
"This fruitful joining of forces
ers highnized
in national
recog(Continued on page 88)
broadcast affairs
achievements.
"The presentation of the RMA
NAB was presented symbolic statuette by Radio Manufacturers
Assn. Success of event led to move
to make week an annual affair.
American Broadcasting System

Justin Miller, of NAB, on Mutual Praised at Anniversary Lunch
network.
publishers, Franck Braucher,
In every community in the APPROXIMATELY 400 guests zine
president of Periodical Publishers
atCommittee
the Citizens'
Radio
Anniversary
nation
the
message
of
radio's
at the Hotel
anniversary was brought dozens Roosevelt onluncheon,
out that "free raNov. 10 heard lauda- Assoc.,dio"pointed
was responsible
reand dozens of times during the
markable developmentforoftheradio
tory
speeches
from
14
outstanding
week-long observance. Networks speakers.
programming
in
this
country
comand stations utilized their proHanson, director of the
gramming facilities to dramatize U. Howard
of Rochester (Eastman School
"Radio
education must concern
pared to others."
! radio's
birth
and
development
and
of
Music),
told the group that itself with ideas and carries with
to demonstrate its role in the na"with
all
its
faults,
and
it
has
it
a
huge
amount
of social respontion's life.
I will take the American
Plaques with replicas of the RMA plenty,
sibility," according to Kermit
system
of
free
competitive
radio.
Eby,
director
of
research of the
statuettes were presented to all sta- With all its lack of unified control
Congress
of Industrial
tions
by
the
RMA.
Most
of
the
and
direction
it
has
done
and
is
tions.
He
went
on
to sayOrganizathat the
presentations took place at special
movement specifically must
doing a magnificent job in reflect- "labor
[ broadcasts or studio ceremonies.
find
out
how
to
command
more
ing, interpreting and — yes in a
From all segments of government, business and education came quiet and unostentatious way — ed- time on the air." "We must not
ucating the American public in the continue to sit back while industribute mentstoin thebroadcasting's
trial management presents its case
past 25 years. achieve- way it wishes to go and is willing
President Truman in a letter to to go." "American radio," he first and loudest — as has happened
Judge Miller, dated Nov. 7, lauded added, "will continue in the future recently
wage disputes."
Other inspeakers
were: Mayor
its musical responsi- Fiorello
radio's 25-year record. His letter: to discharge
H.
LaGuardia; Walter
b
i
l
i
t
i
e
s
t
o
bring
to
the
American
"My
congratulations
to
you
and
the treasure of great, Hoving, president, Lord & Taylor;
your associates on this 25th anni- public
Mrs. La Fell Dickinson, president,
versary of broadcasting in the music.
United States. During its brief
Dorothy Thompson compared ra- National
Clubs; Dr.Conference
Everett ofR. Women's
Clinchy,
dio
with
the
printed
word
and
span of a quarter-century in the
history of our nation, broadcasting maintained that although she pre- president, National Conference of
has achieved a notable place in the
ferred the printed word, "the Christians and Jews; Dr. Morlives of our people. In the years of spoken is more powerful." "Radio decai W. Johnson, president, Howwar broadcasters served their brings the news faster," she said,
ard U.; Miss Jane Cowl; Dr.
country
well —lieandbefore
in theus years
"but in the newspapers we have it James L. Ellenwood; Sen. Wayne
peace that
I knowof before
L.
Morse;
Justin Miller, presIn a our
saluteeyes."
to radio on its 25th
they will continue to do their part
ident, NAB, and Paul Porter
with that same spirit of loyalty anniversary on behalf of the maga- chairman FCC.
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S t e 1 1 e r Chairman
ANA Radio Session
Many Radio Topics on Agenda
For New York Meeting
D. B. STETLER, advertising managermanof Standard
Brands
and chair-of
of the Radio
Committee
the Assn. of National Advertisers,
will serve as chairman of the radio session of the ANA 36th anmeeting, to beNew
held York,
at the Nov.
HotelnualPennsylvania,
18-20. Radio seminar, scheduled
for Tuesday morning, will include
a report
on the progress
cast Measurement
Bureau ofbyBroadBMB
President Hugh Feltis, a discussion of the expanded activities of
the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting by A. W. Lehman, president, and George Allen, secretary
and general manager of CAB, and
a description of the radio allocation plans of the advertising council by George Ludlum, radio director of the council. These presentations wil be followed by a question period.
Radio will also be featured at
other sessions of the ANA meeting. On Monday afternoon Mr.
Stetler will give his annual report
on radio for the past year. Also
at that session Marion Harper Jr.,
director of radio research, McCannErickson Inc., New York, will
give an analysis of the factors that
build radio program audiences. A
third Monday afternoon speaker,
George Keebler of Crowell-Collier
Corp., will report on a study of the
effect on sales of varying expendivertising.
tures for radio and magazine adConvention will open with an informal get-together and open
board meeting Sunday evening.
Monday morning ANA President
Paul B. West will deliver the keynote address. Paul S. Ellison, advertising manager of Sylvania
Electric Products, will present the
results of the most recent of a
series of studies of public attitudes towards business and advertising conducted for ANA by the
Psychological Corp. Fairfax Cone,
president, Foote, Cone & Belding,
will speakrectorson Know"What
DiAboutCorporate
Advertising
andWalter
What Lippmann,
They Think noted
About public
It."
affairs analyst, on Tuesday afternoon biwilllities ofAdvertising
speak on "Thein theResponsiPeriod
of Pacification."
At
the
same
sion Charles C. Carr, director ses-of
public relations and advertising,
Aluminum Co. of America, and
chairman of the ANA board, will
vertising.on the self-regulation of adreport
Griffith in Chicago
HOMER GRIFFITH Co., West
Coast station representative, opened
an office at 612 N. Michigan, Chicago,talent
Nov. 1.workAl forHalus,
freelance
last 13in years,
is in charge. Firm also is seeking
space in New York City.
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Production of Sets
Many FM
Permits by Jan. 1 Predicted
Threatened in Vote
out
that
community
stations
would
CIO Workers of Three Firms
allocations
hearings
in
1944,
it
conFCC Planning Action provide coverage equal or superior
ducted a survey to determine the
On Construction
Request $2 Wage Boost
to that of present AM local or re- number
of
FM
receivers
in
existNEW THREAT to radio equipment
gional assignments without the ence.
Applications
added cost of facilities of a metroproduction
seen last week when
To obtain the information re- a strike votewas among
some 270,000
PROSPECTS that a sizable numpolitan station.
quired, the Economics Division sent
ber of construction permits for new
Realizing this situation, it is ex- telegrams
three was
majorrequested
manufac-by
to manufacturers rep- workersturingin companies
FM stations will be issued before
pected that many of the applicants
resenting the bulk of the broad- the United Electrical, Radio and
the end of the year developed last for metropolitan channels may decast
equipment
industry,
requestcide to withdraw their applications
Machine Workers of America (UEweek as the FCC sought informaing prices on transmitters, anten- CIO).
tion from equipment manufactur- in favor of community facilities.
nas, and studio equipment. It exers to enable it to advise applicants Such action would permit the ComCompanies involved in the displained that heretofore FM applion the cost of entering the FM field.
pute, refusal
which UE-CIO
cants have been forced to use esti- based on
of the said
firmswasto
The Commission has already au- SPEEDY action by FM grantees
mates based on prewar prices for
thorized 129 conditional grants for
built to operate in the grant the union's requests for a
necessary engineer- equipment
new FM stations and plans to take in submitting
wage Co.,
increase,
are Genlower band. The Division plans to $2-a-day
will enable the FCC to have
eral Electric
Westinghouse
action on the remaining 530 appli- issue inga datasubstantial
the
of its survey
number of con- ready for results
Electric
Corp.,
and
General
Motors
cations for the service by Jan. 1.
FM
applicants
and
Many of these will receive condi- of the year.struction permits before the end other inquirers sometime next Corp. (Electrical Division). Union
spokesmen said the request involves
week.
tional grants and others designated
plants of the three_ companies,
for hearing> In the meantime, work
Meanwhile, the Commission was all
coast-to-coast, and 270,000
on examination of engineering data mission to move more rapidly in giving
thought to* simplifying and 116
workers
including all production
submitted by grantees is being processing applications and elimi- standardizing
.operation of FM repushed in an effort to authorize as
nate the need for designating as
employes
and about 15,000 whiteceivers, to permit ease of tuning collar
workers.
many frequencies as possible.
many cases for hearing as now ap- by listeners and at the same time
NLRB,
which received the reallow
for
expansion
of
the
FM
pears
necessary
because
of
density
Move Speedily
quest Nov. 7, said a strike vote
population
or downstairs. AdopWhen the Commission took ac- of
between
cities. and short distances band tionupstairs
would
be
conducted
among the emof three-digit numbers to destion on the first batch of FM appli30transmit
days later.
Procedure
ignate station frequencies is being then is ployes
In gathering data on cost of FM
to
results
of the
cations last month, issuing 64 con- equipment, the Commission under- given serious consideration. The election to the President,
ditional grants, it granted a 90-day
took for the first time to obtain NAB proposed that a numerical the War Labor Disputes Act. under
period for filing of additional data. official information on the invest- system be used, beginning with No.
Meanwhile, Radio Manufacturers
Quite a number of the applicants,
1 for 107.9 mc, No. 2 for 107.7 mc,
ment required for establishing an etc.
however, have sent in the required FM station.
(see story page 27).
Assn. was reported watching dePreviously, during the
closely, but had taken
information enabling the engineerno action lastvelopmentsweek.
ing staff to move speedily. It is exThe letter from UE-CIO was
pected that other grantees will
forward necessary reports in time Miles Becomes Chief of FCC signed by General President Albert
for action on allocations this year.
J. Fitzgerald and General Secretary-Treasurer Julius Emspak. AdProcessing of FM applications
dres ed to the Secretary of Labor,
is keeping pace with progress of Frequency Service on Nov. 15 War Labor
Board, and National
manufacturers in designing and COMDR. PAUL DOMBEY MILES, allocations experts in the country, Labor Relations
Board, the letter
turning out broadcasting equip- USNR, chief of the Frequency Sec- Comdr. Miles will represent the urged the Secretary
of Labor to
ment for the new service. Despite
FCC
and
the
U.
S.
Government
at
tion,
Naval
Communications,
on
personally inin this
earlier reports that transmitters
communications con- "intervene
tion and participate
an situaearly
Nov. 15 becomes chief of a newly- international
for use in the high band would not created
ferences and in international nego- conference of the companies and
Frequency Service
be ready until next spring, the Division. FCC
t
i
a
t
i
o
n
s
.
H
i
s
FCC
appointment
is
He
reverts
to
inactive
the
union
to
assist
in
breaking
the
Commission is advised that units
in line with a general reorganizaon that date.
will be available for 250 w opera- status
tion
of
the
Commission,
a
part
of
As
head
of
the
new
FCC
section,
"The present request of UE-CIO
tion by the end of the year, dewhich is to be a which was establishment of a lab- for
a sionsstrike
provisigned to add amplifiers to increase
oratory division to study the ap- deadlock."
of the vote
War under
Labor theDisputes
power successively to 1 kw, 5 kw
part
of
the
Engip
l
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
radar
to
civilian
uses
n
e
e
r
i
n
g
Dept.,
and 10 kw. Manufacturers which
is not "For
taken thelightly,"
the notice
[Broadcasting, Nov. 5]. Other Act
declared.
first time
in its
Comdr. Miles will changes
entered the electronics industry
are expected soon.
collective bargaining relations with
supervise
specduring the war to fill military conComdr.
Miles
was
born
in
Illinois
trum
allocations.
these
major
corporations
which
tracts will provide a considerable
Although the and was graduated from the An- directly produce or control producpart of this equipment, it was
napolis Naval Academy in 1927.
Standard Broad- He resigned
learned.
tion ofsumerpractically
all such
conitems as radios,
washing
his commission in
cast Section and
Thustions on far,
the
Commission's
acother
sections
will
1929,
but
became
a
member
of
the
machines,
refrigerators
and
other
FM applications have been
continue to Naval Reserve. He was with electrical equipment, they have relimited to Area II and have been
handle their own Mackay Radio & Telegraph Co.
fused to make any counter-proposal
largely in southern and central
Mr. Miles
from 1929-36, becoming head of its and have categorically rejected the
respective
probstates. With the dispute over as- lems, Comdr. Miles
will have frequency bureau. In 1936 Comdr. union's demands."
signments to existing stations in
It said the Secretary of Labor
of overall allocations.
Miles was appointed superintend- "should
New York resolved through the charge
take all steps necessary to
ent of communications, western diHe
is
expected
to
represent
the
adoption, in modified form, of the
vision,
Hearst
Radio
Inc.
He
rebring tionthese
a realizaCommission on the InterdepartCBS allocation plan for Area I ment
of the companies
need for tomaintaining
mained
in
that
post
until
1939
Radio
Advisory
Committee,
[Broadcasting, Oct. 29], the Com- replacing Commissioner E. K. Jett. when he resigned to accept ap- production at the highest possible
mission will soon begin processing Comdr. Miles was chairman of
bv meeting the just depointment as civilian radio engi- level . mand. of. UE-CIO
of applications in the eastern and IRAC in 1944 [Broadcasting,
for a wage inneer in the Radio Liaison Division,
New England states.
Office
of
Naval
Operations.
In
April
10,
1944]
and
previously
City Applications
served as vice-chairman. He also June 1941 he was ordered to active
FM Group to Meet
was a U. S. delegate to an informal duty and in 1942 was transferred crease."
One of the principal problems communications
conference with the to the Office of Naval Communica- FIRST meeting of the FM Execuconfronting the Commission in al- British Commonwealth
t
i
o
n
s
t
o
handle
frequency
procurein
London
tive Committee since FMBI
locating stations in this area is
and assignment activities. merged with NAB Nov. 1 is tentasummer and was delegate to Later hement became
the large number of applications last
chief
of
the
Frethe
Third
Inter-American
Radio
tively scheduled to be held Dec. 28
for metropolitan stations in the Conference in Rio de Janeiro last
Section. has been the Navy in Chicago, according to C. E.
smaller cities. "Everybody wants September.
Comdr.quencyMiles
Arney
Jr., NAB secretary-treasa metropolitan
commisRegarded as one of the foremost member of IRAC since 1942.
sioner engineer station,"
remarked,a pointing
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But

the

will bring

coupon
it to you— FREE!

Any large advertiser or agency in America who could get
an "exclusive" on the facts disclosed in the 1945 Iowa
Radio Audience Survey would have an asset so tremendous as to be worth literally thousands of dollars. YOU
can get these facts — FREE. Here are a few of the vital
questions the 1945 Survey answers:
What percentage of the people in each county of Iowa
"listen most" to ivhich stations? In the State as a whole?
Urban people? Village people? Farm people?
How many hours per day do Iowa people listen to any
"heard regularly" station, as compared with the stations
they name as "listened to most9'?
Do farm people listen to different stations than urban
people? — village people? Which stations are preferred
for Farm Programs? — for Newscasts?
How many people listen at various hours of the day and
night? Do you get more listeners per dollar at 6 a.m.
or 6 p.m.? At other hours?

What commercials
types of thingsare annoy
Iowa listeners? How much?
What
disliked?
What suggestions do Iowa people have to improve radio
service? What are the trends in best-liked program material? At what point do listeners usually change the dial?
ALL THESE QUESTIONS — AND MANY MORE — are
answered in detail and with complete break-downs, in the
1945 Survey. Conducted by Dr. Forest L. Whan of the
University of Wichita, the 1945 Survey is a MUST for
every
thoughtful
executive. Get your copy NOW. Fill in
and mail
the coupon.

Station WHO
914 Walnut Street
Des Moines 7, Iowa
Gentlemen: Please send me, without obligation, my FREE copy of
the 1945 Iowa Radio Audience Survey.

vs.; ::;;/>?:, -v;:rvv::}
mrwM:v
State .
ROADCASTING
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Nets Oppose
Labeling of Propaganda
Is Necessary, Says
House Prober
LEGISLATION to require networks and stations to distinguish
between news reporting and comments is not the answer to complaints that opinion and personal
prejudice in some commentaries
overshadow the news. To the contrary such legislation would violate the Bill of Rights.
That, in substance, is the consensus of three of the major networks in views expressed in letters
to Ernie Adamson, counsel of the
House Committee on Un-American
Activities. Mr. Adamson on Oct.
20, in a letter to the four major
networks, called upon stations and
commentators to give "careful consideration" to"hostile public opinion" against
it was
disclosed
last commentators,
week.
'Critical' Letters
He wrote that the Committee receives "many critical letters covering certain so-called commentators
who engage in expression of opinion and personal prejudice to such
an extent as to overshadow the
news and emphasize the element
of
propaganda."
He said
measures
must be taken
by the"some
stations or by Congress to clearly
separate political propaganda programs fromherealhoped
news thebroadcasts,"
and added
situation
"will make it unnecessary for the
Committee to recommend the passage of remedial laws."
As Broadcasting went to press,
American, CBS and Mutual had
taken issue with Mr. Adamson.
NBC will formulate no answer until
after a conference of top executives.
A. L. Ashby, vice-president and
general counsel, may discuss the
questionmitteepersonally
with the Comcounsel in Washington,
the
network's
New York headquarters
said.
Meanwhile a committee representing 27 civic, political and welfare organizations, spearheaded by
the Political Action Committee and
Radio Writers' Guild, met in New
York Wednesday to organize national action to "abolish the House
Committee on Un-American Activities".
Norman Corwin, writer-producer
and brother of Emil Corwin, who
compiled a Radio Handbook for the
CIO more than a year ago, heads
the committee to abolish the House
group. He announced that the newly created committee will support
six commentators whose scripts
are being investigated by the House
probers. [Broadcasting, Oct. 15,
22]. The committee felt it was no
"coincidence" that two commentators— Hans Jacob of WOV and William Gailmor of WJZ — have been
dismissed since the House Committee investigation started, it was reported. Mr. Gailmor's contract was
Page 20 • November 12, 1945

to Define Newcasts
Law
terminated, however, before the
sents "as balanced an interpretaHouse group disclosed it had asked
tion of newswentevents
possible,"
for his scripts, according to Rep. Mr. Woods
on. Heas explained
Rankin (D-Miss.)
that American commentators may
Markican, Woods,
as "liberal, conservaadvised Mr.president
Adamson ofbyAmermail be classified
tive and middle-of-the-road"
and
can obtain a variety
Nov. 1 that his network is "opposed that listeners
to any attempt by the Congress to of interpretation.
restrict the freedom of expression
Julius F. Brauner, general attorof news commentators, whether on
CBS, said the real answer
our own network or other networks to theney ofquestion
posed by Mr. Adamor individual stations.
sonlic rests
fact that
soonerin orthe later
learnstheto"pubdis"While, obviously, all our listentinguish
between
the
broadcast of
ers dotanot
agree
with
the
interpretion of all our commentators, and, solid news and analysis
and that
of biased pontification.
STATIONS must separate news
"News programs should present
clear, uncolored reporting of
from
says only
news of interest to listeners, and
Ernie "political
Adamson, propaganda",
counsel for House
not be weighted as to either
Committee on Un-American Activi- should
ties. Such legislation would violate selection or treatment in favor of
Bill of forcedRights,
could
not
be
enany side orshould
view,"consist
he wrote.
"News
and would curb freedom of analysis
of only
unspeech, reply American, CBS and
biased,
fair
and
balanced
commentary
on
the
meaning
of
the
news,
Mutual. House prober charges "hos- so that listeners may have backtile publiccommentators.
opinion" against some
ground and enlightenment, and
so-called
should neither espouse nor exhort.
"This
field is peculiarly not
as a cism
result,
we their
do receive
criti- adapted to
legislative rules. It
concerning
broadcasts,
seems
almost
impossible to devise
we have no evidence, as your letter statutory language
would
suggests, that the public is anxious not, on the one hand,which
from
to have either our network, or the ineffectiveness and, onsuffer
the
Congress by law, limit the freedom hand, result in strangulationotherof
of expression," Mr. Woods wrote.
American permits freedom of exTo operation."
make such a law effective
pression becausefranchise
it feels aswe a believe
"hold- good
enough to insure "real objectivity"
er of a public
have to bewith"sur-so
it is our obligation to protect this broadcastsroundedwould
and interlarded
basic tenetAmerican
of American
to
sources,
continued.
reviewslife,"
scriptshe many references
fications and disavowals
as toidentimake
for "good taste, for libel and ap(Continued on page 86)
propriate news authority" and pre-

A FEW WORDS are directed by
Commander Jack Dempsey into the
ear of Atlanta's Mayor Pro Tern
Howard Hare, who with Stan Raymond (r), head
of special
of WATL
Atlanta,
greetedevents
the
former heavyweight boxing chamarrivalwrestling
in Atlanta
refereepion uponthehismain
matchto
on a "Million Dollar Bond Show".
Dempsey Heads Video
Fightcast JACK
Organization
COMMANDER
DEMPSEY
will become president of a newly
formed organization to put on boxing bouts,
that willrights
specialize
selling
television
to thein
fights it promotes to advertisers,
when he is released from the Coast
Guard in January. He is expected
tofirm.sign a 10-year contract with the
"Deal, involving $2,500,000, is
probably the most important one
ever made involving a sports figure," Max Waxman, Commander
Dempsey's business manager, said
in New York. "Dempsey will have
virtually unlimited financial backing for his promotions and it will
place him in direct competition
with Mike Jacobs," he maintained.
Asked by Broadcasting for details of activities,
the new Mr.company's
sion
Waxman televisaid
he could not reveal anything else
until Commander Dempsey is discharged from service.
Gum Spots
BOWMAN'S GUM Inc., New York
(Warren's
gum), Nov.
starts
spot chewing
announcements
on 10012
stations all over the country for 52
weeks.
Adv., N.Agency
Y. is Franklin Bruck

N. M.'s Attempt To Impose Sales Tax
On Stations Will Be Argued Nov. 19
ATTEMPT of the State of New
New Mexico's gross sales tax of
Mexico to impose a sales tax on 2% was passed in 1935. It affects
doing business in the state.
radio stations as purely intrastate anybody
business operations will be argued Broadcast stations had not been
Nov. 19 before the U. S. District required to pay the tax on the
Court for District of New Mexico. ground they do business in interstate commerce, under a State
Involved is a threat against similar
taxing of stations in the 29 other Revenue Bureau ruling. This position was supported by the Fishers
States that have sales taxes.
Four stations have asked the Blend Station Inc. U. S. Supreme
court for an injunction to restrain Court decision in 1936.
Last year the present New
the state from collecting the tax,
WHN Claims Scoop
attorney general overruled
along with penalties and interest. Mexico
State Revenue Bureau opinion WHN New York claims a 45-minThe amount will run over $20,000 the
in the case of one local station. and held stations were liable to the ute scoop on the election coverage
Stations are KGFL Roswell, KFUN tax. Stations, especially with low of the New York mayoralty results
Las Vegas, KWGW Hobbs, KTMV power whose business was purely on election night, Nov. 6. Featured
local, were held not to be doing on station was an exclusive stateTucumcari.
ment from Edward V. Loughlin,
Last Monday the stations won business interstate and therefore
subject to tax. The Fishers Blend Tammany Chieftain, broadcast on
a preliminary skirmish when the decision
was held not applicable.
court overruled move by the State
Hamilton Combs' regular
The act has a licensing clause 7George
p.m. program. Loughlin said that
to dismiss complaints on the ground
"on the basis of the election restations
to
take
out
lithe court lacked jurisdiction to try requiring
censes to do business in the State.
turns so far received, General
the case and grant relief.
NAB is taking part in the case, Criminal penalties are provided, O'Dwyer's plurality will be in the
failure to take out a license being a neighborhood of 700,000." Actual
with John Morgan Davis, general misdemeanor.
general plurality was 685,175. Combs went
counsel, and Milton J. Kibler, as- ordered stationsTheto attorney
pay tax back to on at 7 p.m. and until 8 p.m., stasistant general counsel, appearing
tion broadcast constant stream of
1935
or
until
they
started
business,
at the hearing. Howard S. Frazier,
director of engineering, will make along with penalties. Threats to election returns received from prifield intensity measurements in and levy on station equipment have been tions. vate sources, scooping all other staout of the State and submit findings. made.
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When it's time to go to work on new
national business, then it's high time
to call in Weed & Company, whose
full -time business is good times on
good stations. With Weed men constantly on the job, "time will sell".

WEED

AND

RADIO
NEW

YORK

• BOSTON

STATION

• CHICAGO

With headquarters in the nation's
time buying centers, Weed men are
well able to make "Nationally Represented by Weed & Company"
mean business for sales-able stations.
Ample proof is in the daily flow of
Weed-arranged contracts.

COMPANY
REPRESENTATIVES

• DETROIT

• SAN FRANCISCO

• HOLLYWOOD

is

a

successful

station

9
/

made

of?

fc

it has been proven time and again that, as a business grows, it leans toward self-satisfaction
and smugness. It's inclined to be satisfied with the way things have been done, to shy from the
new and different, to close its eyes to those creative functions of both management and production
without which no business can successfully survive.
During nearly twenty-five years of growth, WOR has warily watched for any tendency on its
part to be satisfied with the usual, to hesitate to experiment with the new and different. For
WOR knows that while other businesses might commit this error and exist, to do so in the
mercurial, fast-changing field of broadcasting would be fatal.
This curiosity, this impatience with the dull and hackneyed, circulates through every moment
of WOR's programming day and, in the process, is unconsciously absorbed by its sponsors. Year
after year, surveys and success stories reaffirm that this is one of the most apparent things that
a successful station is made of.
Naturally, this vitality of outlook not only consistently attracts one of the most impressive
audiences in the greatest listening territory on the Eastern Seaboard, but has produced for
WOR one of the most complete collections of success stories in modern American radio.
On these pages, WOR, for the first time, publicly lists the names of 106 sponsors who so
graciously cooperated with us in the tedious, but exhilarating, task of preparing four to six page
studies of their successful use of WOR.

note: W OR's 106 success stories have been approved by their sponsors. However, they cannot be
released for examination or publication without the permission of the companies concerned.

wor

that

power-full

station

DRUGS, TOILET GOODS
AND COSMETICS
DRUGS
B. C. REMEDY CO.
BELL & CO.
INTERNATIONAL VITAMIN CORE
McKESSON & ROBBINS, INC.
TOILET GOODS
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
PETER BREIDT
H. T. DEWEY &
GAMBARELLI &
GAMBARELLI &

BREWING CO.
SONS CO.
DAVITTO
DAVITTO SPEAS

AMUSEMENTS
WARNER BROS. CIRCUIT MANAGEMENT CORP.
AUTOMOTIVE
ANDERSON CO. (SLEETMASTER)
AUBURN AUTO SALES CORP OF N. Y.
GASOLINE AND OILS
RICHFIELD OIL CORP
TIDEWATER ASSOCIATED OIL CO.
CLOTHING AND APPAREL
PHILIP A. SINGER & BROS., INC.
GOTHAM HOSIERY CO.

BATHASWEET CORP.
BRISTOL MYERS CO.
CONTI PRODUCTS CO.
MARLIN FIREARMS CO.
THE MENNEN CO.
COSMETICS
DREZMA, INC.
GLAME CO.
ARMIN VARADY, INC.

FOOD PRODUCTS
BAKERY
DUGAN BROTHERS
FISCHER BAKING CO.
GORDON BAKING CO.
PURITY BAKERIES CORE
DAIRY PRODUCTS
BORDEN'S FARM PRODUCTS CO.
BORDEN'S ICE CREAM CO.
BOSCO COMPANY
BREYER ICE CREAM CO.
HORTON'S MEL-O-ROL ICE CREAM
WALKER-GORDON LABS. (MILK)
WALKER-GORDON LABS. (ACIDOPHILUS MILK)

wor

that

MISCELLANEOUS FOODS (cont'd.)
DRYDEN & PALMER CO.
CHARLES GULDEN CO.
S. GUMPERT CO.
HABITANT SOUP CO.

powerHULBURT'S FRUIT PRODUCTS, INC.
KEMP BROTHERS PACKING CO.
V. LA ROSA & SONS, INC.
RIVERBANK CANNING CO.
S. A. SCHONBRUNN
SEEMAN BROTHERS
VAN CAMP'S, INC.
VANTI PA-PI-A CORE
WESSON OIL AND SNOWDRIFT SALES CO.
WINTER GARDEN CARROTS
NEWARK CHEESE CO.
PHILA. DAIRY PRODUCTS

MEAT PRODUCTS

HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS

ADOLPH GOBEL, INC.
ILLINOIS MEAT CO.
NORTHWESTERN TURKEY GROWERS' ASS'N

ACME WHITE LEAD CO.
AMERICAN GAS MACHINE CO.
BIGELOW-SANFORD CARPET CO.
CHEMICAL CONTROL EASTERN DIV, INC.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET CO.
DECORATIVE CABINET CORP
O'CEDAR CORP
PRESS-ON, INC.
RADBILL OIL CO.
SPRING-AIR MATTRESS CO.

MISCELLANEOUS FOODS
AMERICAN BEVERAGE CORP
BEECHNUT PACKING CO.
CANADA DRY GINGER ALE CO.
CONSOLIDATED PRODS.

full

station

INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

RETAIL ESTABLISHMENTS

BRONX COUNTY TRUST CO.
GREENWICH SAVINGS BANK
MODERN INDUSTRIAL BANK
NATIONAL SAFETY BANK & TRUST CO.
NORTH AMERICAN ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO.
PROVIDENT LOAN SOCIETY OF N. Y.

ADLER SHOES
L. BAMBERGER & CO.
THE BRASS RAIL, INC.
CROWELL PUBLISHING CO.
HOWARD CLOTHES, INC.

MISCELLANEOUS
CHILDS COMPANY
DELAWARE, LACKAWANNA & WESTERN COAL CO.
EMPIRE GOLD CO.
GRACELAND MANAGEMENT CORE
GRUEN WATCH CO.
HARTZ MOUNTAIN PRODUCTS
THE BOOKHOUSE FOR CHILDREN
CONSOLIDATED PRODUCTS CO.
HYGRADE SYLVANIA CORP
NEW YORK TELEPHONE CO.
OLD COUNTRY TROTTING ASS'N
PILOT RADIO CORP
PUBLIC SERVICE OF NEW JERSEY
REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING
RESTLAND SALES & MANAGEMENT
SUSSEX COUNTY BOOSTERS
WINTER AND COMPANY
QUAKER OATS CO.— KEN-L PRODUCTS CO.

that

power-full

station

at 1440

BEN MARDEN'S RIVIERA.
ROGERS PEET CO.
SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO.
VIM ELECTRIC CO.
TOBACCO PRODUCTS
MARTA CIGAR CO.
PHILIP MORRIS & CO., LTD.

WOR

Broadway,

in New

York
MUTUAL

FM Dept. Seeking
4 Changes in Rules
New NAB Group Files Petition
With FCC for Amendments
FM DEPT. of NAB, successor to
FM Broadcasters Inc., swung into
action last week by asking the FCC
to amend its FM regulations in four
respects to speed development of
this newer art.
Petition to change the Commission regulations was filed by Robert
T.FM Bartley,
director
of NAB's in new
Dept., which
is quartered
the
old FMBI offices at 1730 I St. NW.
Washington.
Pointing out that NAB has 47
FM station members, the petition
asks prior consideration to a request that the FCC revise its numerical system of numbering FM
channel designations as specified
under Rule 3.201. Quick action is
sought because manufacturers are
just getting into production of receiving sets and a revised bandmarking system, if adopted, should
be specified quickly to permit uniformity in sets.
NABtionsobserves
that 1iffordesignastart with No.
107.9
me, No. 2 for 107.7, and so on
downward, the numbering could be
extended indefinitely should the FM
band be extended indefinitely without completely revising the entire
numbering system. Thus set makers
could use channel numbers on dials
without fear that band expansion
would make dials obsolete. Channel numbers, it is argued, are less
confusing to the public than megacycle assignments.
Second, NAB asks the Commission to adopt a rule permitting
joint program logs during duplicate operation of standard and FM
stations, suggesting no useful purpose is served by the burdensome
requirement of separate logs for
identical programs.
Third, NAB seeks permission to
use joint call letters during duplicate operation of standard and FM
stations. More efficient operation
would
stated. result in many cases, it is
Fourth, NAB asks revision of the
six-hour minimum operation as
specified in Rule 3.261. Instead of
being compelled to operate three
hours from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m., and
threestations
hours 'should
from 6bep.m.
toanother
midnight,
allowed to pick their own six hours,
said NAB. Thus FM stations operating in a single area would be
able to stagger their hours to give
listeners access to more FM programs. As an alternative, NAB
suggested possibility of requiring
a minimum operating schedule per
week to afford greater flexibility.

WTAM

RUNS

WHEN he's faced with a technical or production problem, Vernon H. Pribble, general manager
of WTAM Cleveland,
gadgeteer. turns
The results
are evident
throughout the
station. formers
By and staff
permembers they are
regarded as
the difference
between relaxed
broadcasting and
hurly-burly
operations.
Mr. Pribble
Mr. Pribble
has
been station
manager
NBC's11
Cleveland
for of
almost
years, and formerly was general
manager of WGN Chicago. Before
that, he worked in the advertising
division of the Chicago Tribune,
and later he was in charge of the
radio department
Advertising
Agency.of Stack-Goble
The gadgets he dreams up are
built by staff engineers in the station's workshop. While they're the
pride of the station, they're not
the
only
creative evidence
activities:of Mr.
One Pribble's
of his
principal hobbies is clay sculpture,
and one of his favorite works is a
terracotta portrait of his younger
daughter, Betty.
Some of the devices he has conceived and put into use at WTAM
are shown here:

CONTROL ROOM CLOCKS like
this pair, operated by the toggle
switches seen above them, are
standard WTAM equipment for
timing rehearsals. The one at left
is used for total timing, may be
stopped when rehearsals must be
interrupted. One at right, used as
stopwatch, times interruption.
Lewis in Honolulu
FULTON LEWIS jr., Mutual INTERNATIONAL Information Service,
Washington commentator, pre- formerly OWI overseas branch, has completed seriesof ofmotion
transcribed
half-hour
sented his daily broadcasts from
plays IISin
French for release
on picture
Paris Radio
Honolulu last week, Nov. 5-9, using adaptations
used facilities
of
KPI
Los
Angeles
rethe
Mutual
affiliate
in
Honolulu,
cording
division
under
supervision
KGMB.
Lyman Smith, for transcriptions. of
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

ON

GADGETS

LOGGING CLOCK to record the
station's programs and the hour,
minute, second and fraction of a
second on which each starts and
finishes resulted when Mr. Pribble
and S. E. Leonard, engineer in
charge, got their heads together.
Instrument provides foolproof
check on what was aired and when.

FRANTIC arm-waving by the program producer is eliminated by
this
"trafficInstalled
light" invention
Mr.
Pribble.
beside ofevery
WTAM microphone, device flashes
a green light to indicate action
should be speeded, a red light when
it should be slowed down.
Woman of the Year
LISA SERGIO, news analyst on
American's One Woman's Opinion,
presented
year'sto meritorious
achievementthisaward
Pauline E.
Mandigo of the Phoenix News Publicity Bureau. Award is given annually by the New York Business
and
Professional
the woman voted Women's
by them Clubs
as theto
outstanding woman of the year.
WTHT Expands
WTHT Hartford, Conn., will open
new studios in connection with its
affiliation with American Broadcasting Co. Dec. 1. The larger
quarters will be located in the Factory Insurance Building, 555 Asylum St. With 15,000 square feet of
available space as compared with
the previous 4,000, the station expects to accommodate large studio
audiences in the future.

KMBC RADIO DATA
DEADLINE IS NOV. 15
FORMS on which to challenge,
correct,
and supplement
tion already
gathered byinformaKMBC
Kansas City in its compilation of
pioneering
onbeen
broadcasting's
first
25 yearsdata
distributed
throughout
thehave
industry.
A ingchallenge
sheet lists pioneerevents in engineering,
public
service, general programming, special events and stunts, news, sports,
and the commercial side of radio.
An accompanying form provides
space for broadcasters to challenge
any claims listed. The challenge
sheet, No. "B", contains data in
addition to that published in Sheet
"A" last June and also includes
major
revisionsrelease.
and "challenges"
to the original
Broadcasters have until Nov. 15
to return their challenges. Data not
challenged by that time will be
added to the compilation as final
and authentic. Stations are also
asked to submit their public service records and to complete missing teparts
data.form.
Marial isto ofbe incomplete
printed in book

'Human Adventure' May
Be Moved to Wednesday
POSSIBILITY that Human Adventure, the WGN-U. of Chicago
weekly series on scientific discovery, may move to Wednesday,
9-9:30 p.m. CST was seen last
week as WGN officials met with
faculty members to discuss further
plans
for the was
program's
Adventure
droppedfuture.
by Revere Copper & Brass effective Nov.
25, when WGN refused to move
it to New York in response to
sponsor's
[Broadcasting,
Nov. 5]. Ifdemands
Adventure
moves into
the Wednesday slot it will replace
The Chicago Story which WGN
introduced a few weeks ago as one
of its biggest production numbers.
Chicago Story will itself be moved
but specific time and date has not
been decided, according to WGN
officials. They said Adventure will
be carried on Mutual, whether or
not it is sponsored.
RCA Net Increases
RADIO CORP. of America and its
subsidiaries in the first nine months
of 1945 had a net income of $8,204,470 after all charges includtaxes, Brig.reported
Gen. David
Sarnoff, ingpresident,
last week.
The figure was $1,469,800 more
than the net for the corresponding
period a year ago. After preferred
dividend payments, earnings applicable to the common stock for this
year's
period were
share, compared
with4231.5cents
centsa
for the 1944 period. Gross income
totaled $222,002,801, a decrease of
$17,933,916
from lastincome
year. Provision for federal
taxes
totaled $16,592,400, a decrease of
$5,153,100.
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On the Service Front
AM

150,000

1

PIN/
WH0P
I
I WATTS

Servinq

1,747,955

primary and
1381977 secondary
area RADIO HOMES.

One of America's
best known
personalized
operations.

AMERICAN NETWORK
ONE OF THE WORLD'S BETTER RADIO STATIONS
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and

FM, Direction-Finding

'Sleuth'
Weather
ward, former station
manager at
Used in
Units
Ausing
MECHNICAL
sleuth"
AFN and
now Germany.
covers British
radio waves "weather
to determine
the Naples.
Isles,
France
* * *
weather aloft, was described in a
release from Farnsworth TeleviLondon to States
sion & Radio Corp. last week. De- CAPT. JACK LONDON, one of
veloped by the U. S. Army Signal AFN's charter members, is on his
Corps neersinof Farnsworth,
conjunction and
withusedengi-in way back to stateside duty with
AFRS. Before leaving overseas, he
the war, the SCR-658 equipment was awarded the Bronze Star for
is now being considered by the
zeal installations
and knowlU. S. Weather Bureau for meteoro- "great edgejudgment,
in coordinating
logical observations.
of mobile radio stations with the
The air transportable meteoro- Armies, bringing under control a
logical radio direction finder is de- group of technically and administratively complicated independent
ned to operate the
as part
of a system tosigmeasure
direction
and radio stations spread over a vast
velocity of the wind aloft, when distance in an active theater of
used with an audio modulated ra* * *
diosonde, asmall radio transmitBinkin Gets BEM
ter sent up with the balloon, the
system furnished data on hu- T/SGT. SYL BINKIN, program
midity, temperature, and pressure manager of AFN Paris, has been
at altitudes up to 60,000 feet above awarded the British Empire Medal
ground. With direction finding in recognition of his contributions
equipment at the ground receiving to the success of AEF programs of
war."he was production manager.
station, the course of the radio- which
sonde balloon can be followed con- He was formerly program manager
stantly. Both FM and AM are em- for WEW St.* Louis.
* *
weather conditions. ployed in recording
L. A. Office Closes
* * *
WITH release from service of
Back in Saddle
Maj. Robert Pollack, chief of War
Dept. West Coast office, Radio
MARTIN
RYERSON
SMITH,
former radio news editor of AFN, has Branch, Bureau of Public Relabeen released from the Army as
that division
was de-activatedtions,in early
November.
Offices
T/Sgt. He has written for radio have been
over by Special
under the name Martin Ryerson. Information taken
Section,
Headquarters
His first play since his release was Army Ground Forces. Lt. Col.
broadcast
10 on CBS. on First Nighter Nov. David Flournoy, one-time continuity editor of KM OX St. Louis,
heads
chief Pierce
of Losis AnCurrent Tricks
gelesset-up
office. Sgt.as Paul
his
aide.
OPERATING a radio station on
municipal electricity that is turned
on and off at unstated intervals has
Allen Back to WTOP
failed
to daunt
technicians
ALLEN
rein Paris.
S/Sgt. AFN's
Fred Nives,
New REGINALD
from the
Army hasas been
S/Sgt.,
York, T/5 Ken Adams, Decatur, and has leased
returned to the announcing
111., and Pfc. Douglas White, Wash- staff of WTOP, Washington CBS
PE-95 station. While in the Army he was
generatorington, inD. C,thedovetailed
municipal a current
with AFRS as announcer at the
system, which
is
turned
off
unprestation, and program
dictably to conserve electricity, so Kwajalein
director of Eniwetok outlet. He
that generator starts the second the was
with
WTOP,
WDNC Durham,
city electricity goes off. Invention WBT Charlotte prior
to service.
makes
possible
whole
AFN-continental network, which is fed by
Stoner Gets DSM
AFN Paris. * * *
MAJ. GEN. FRANK E. STONER,
chief of Army Communications,
Dampened Rose
was awarded the Distinguished
CURRENT
issueanof article
Collier'sentitled
Mag- Service Medal for "extraordinary
azine contains
the "great"The Plucking of the Rose", by leadership"
est worldwidein directing
communications
sysSgt. Jack Sher, describing the protem ever known". Maj. Gen. Harry
grams
of
three
GI's
in
AFRS
in
C.
Ingles,
chief
Signal
Officer,
the Pacific who succeeded in damp- made the presentation Oct. 31. "In
ening the propaganda of Tokyo a war which demanded more from
Rose.
* * *
communications than ever before,"
the
in part, "Gen.
AFN to Add Italy
Stonercitation
playedread
an important
part
AFN talwill
add
Italy
to
its
continenby
overcoming
all
obstacles
esnetwork Dec. 1 when it takes
tablishing a network whichin met
over operation of stations formerly every military necessity, displayrun by American Expeditionary
ing throughout his labors greatStations of AFRS. Operations offi- vigor, unusual foresight and courcer for Italy will be Lt. Fred Hayageous pioneering."
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CLUB

Yes — thanks to Don McNeill and his gang of Breakfast Clubbers
for coming to Omaha to originate their show on KOIL, November 1.
This was the big kick-off for KOIL's change to the American
Network — and the Breakfast Club show was part of the big promotion campaign to let Omaha listeners know about it.
KOIL now brings brand new entertainment to Omaha — which
means greater, more responsive audiences for KOIL advertisers. For
top-results cash in on the Omaha market with KOIL and the AMERICAN NETWORK.
THANKS

FOR A SWELL
SHOW . . .
... to every member of the Breakfast
Club staff. You really packed 'em in at
Omaha's PARAMOUNT THEATRE.
Thanks — Fran Allison, Marian Mann,
Jack Owens, Sam Colling, Eddie Ballantine, Cliff Peterson, Jim Bennett — and
everyone else in the show.
BROADCASTING
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'44 Canadian Radio Ads
Approach $7,310,000
CANADIAN advertisers spent on
radio advertising approximately
$7,310,000 or 20.4% of $36,518,296 spent on advertising in Canada through advertising agencies in 1944, according to a report
issuedion Bureau
by theof government's
DominStatistics, Ottawa.
Eleven Canadian advertising
agencies had billings of a million
dollars and over, and accounted for
65.6% of all the business placed.
Eleven agencies had billings between $500,000 and $999,999; 14
agencies had billings from $100,000
to $499,999 and 5 agencies had
billings below $100,000. Gross revenues received by Canadian adver- NINE war veterans are members of staff of CKRM Regina, Sask. Standtising agencies in 1944 totaled $5,(1 to r), Bill Walker, announcer; Harry Curtis, writer-announcer;
949,499, or 16.1% of total billings. Tom ing Hill,
announcer; Bob Thompson, announcer; Syd Jacklin, anThis was the first survey made
nouncer. Seated, Ren Graham, salesman; Grant Carson, promotion manby the Dominion Bureau of Statisager; Jack Hill, program supervisor; Bob Hill, announcer. The Hills
tics since 1941, when gross bill- are brothers.
ings amounted to $29,224,400.
5000 WATTS
980 K.C.

'nashville'
AMERICAN
MUTUAL

Let's Look at the Record
Nashville is one of only sixteen cities on Radio Daily's list
of American cities with an A-l rating for postwar business
possibilities . . . Nashville's gain in population and per capita
income since 1941 was above Tennessee's average and the
national average as well. Important, too, is the fact that retail
sales in Nashville jumped 10.4 per cent in 1944 as compared to
the retail sales of the previous year . . . reaching an all-time high.
In this rich, Middle-Tennessee market — with over a million potential buyers for your product — WSIX offers a big, attentive
audience guaranteed by top-notch programs on both AMERICAN and MUTUAL networks . . . and a wide coverage ... It
will pay you to include Nashville and WSIX in your plans.
Represented Nationally by
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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CHUM Operations
Started in Toronto
CANADA'S first dawn to dusk and
first postwar station, CHUM,
opened at Toronto Oct. 28 at 7 a.m.
after nearly
year's delay.
Equip-to
ment for the a station
was ready
leave the Montreal factory of
Northern Electric Co. when the
freeze order came through. Station
operates with 1 kw on 1050 kc.
Al Leary, veteran Canadian
broadcaster and sportscaster, formerly with CKCL Toronto, is general manager and commercial manager as well as partner in the station.Formal opening was 1. p.m.
Oct. ers,
28 President
with Mayor
R. Saund-of
R. T. Fulford
CHUM,man of theandCanadian
H. B. Chase,
chairBroadcasting
Corp., taking part. Popularity of
Al Leary with Canadian broadcasters was attested in a salute on the opening ceremonies by
stations of the Western Assn. of
Broadcasters from Vancouver to
the head of the Great Lakes. A
description of equipment was aired
by Brian Hodgkinson, formerly of CKY
Winnipeg,
nadian broadcaster
to befirst
madeCa-a
prisoner of war after being shot
many.
down in an RCAF raid on GerStaff of CHUM includes Jack
Part, secretary-treasurer, formerly
of Mason's United Adv. Agency,
Toronto; A. Boisvert, formerly of
CKAC Montreal, chief engineer; J.
R. Melitzer, transmitter chief; M.
R. Engels, studio engineer, producstaff; Wm.Kirkland
H. Arlowe,
ly oftionCJKL
Lake;,formerPaul
Douglas,
formerly
of
CKOL
Hamil-of
ton; Dick McDougall, formerly
CFRB and CKCL Toronto; R.
Dickinson, formerly of CKNB
Campbellton, N. B.; Fred Wilson,
news bureau;
Stauffer,W:FDF
formerly of WJRTomDetroit,
Flint, WBCM Bay City, and Ken
MacLaren,mercialformerly
of CBC
comtraffic division,
on sales
staff.
Bruce Alston
BRUCE ALSTON, 19, died Nov. 1
of injuries
when ofhe CKWS
fell 60
feet
from received
the tower
Kingston,hadOnt.,
day before.
Alston
beenthewith
CKWS Mr.
for
about nine months as a transmitter engineer. He joined the station
after service with the Ontario forestry service.

CBC Study Urged
IMMEDIATE ESTABLISHMENT
of a Parliamentary Committee to
study
the government's
Broadcasting
Corp. was Canadian
urged in
Parliament at Ottawa early in November by Gordon Graydon, Progres ive-Conservative member for
Peel, who has been a member of
previous
Parliamentary
Committees on Broadcasting.
BROADCASTING
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fit

CUTTIN'!!!
GET
Contact
between ax and turkey is common this time of year. And we're really cutting here at WGN,
too. Last Chicago Hoopera tings on all the local daily newscasts give WGN top billing (5.6) as well
as three out of the first six ratings.
We also carved a nice section on Saturday night when "The Chicago Theater of the Air," a
WGN origination, beat everything across the board with a 6.8 for its full hour from 9:00 to 10:00.
And "Crime Files of Flamond" cut quite a niche for itself on Tuesday evenings, too ... it not
only was second in all mystery shows (network and local) in town, but also led all Chicago-produced
radio shows with a 9.6.
In a further demonstration of versatility our June Baker program, at 10:15 each weekday morning, sliced off a neat 2.3 .. . unbeaten by any other Home Management show in town.

A Clear Channel Station
Serving the Middle West

CHICAGO 11
ILLINOIS
Watts
72050,000Kilocycles
MUTUAL BROADCASTING
Eastern Sales Office: 220 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y
West Coast: Edward S. Townsend Co., Russ Building, San Franci

ROADCASTING
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Class B Stations in Chicago Suggest
On the Record-er
USING WIRE recorders,
Revisions in BMB Measurement Plan
KSL
Salt Lake City is preber 1943. Under the present BMB
FOLLOWING a meeting in Chisenting the actual voices of
cago with Hugh Feltis, president of method a Chicago station with less
news
sources
instead of their
BMB, John T. Carey, sales mana- than a 10% station audience index
"quotes" in news broadcasts.
have many times the number
ger of WIND Chicago, represent- could
In
one
week
recently
23 perof listeners that another station
ing the seven
sons were heard on newsinformed
Mr. "Class
FeltisB ofstations",
major in a smaller market, with 30 to
casts, including the Goverchanges which the stations wish to 40% or even greater station aunor, SaltLt.Lake's
Mayor,
dience index might have, and yet
see in the BMB measurement plan.
and Marine
Gen. Holland
"We feel," Mr. Carey wrote, it would not even appear on the
M. Smith. Station is also re"that in markets with only four or Station
Audienceoutlined
Index." stand
cording speeches and convention proceedings.
five stations that your present plan withMr.theCarey
25%
following figuresthe
:
of computing a station's coverage
Radio
down to
adver3%
tisers and10%
theirshould
agenciesgivesufficient
Metropolitan Area Families
Number
20%
data for those markets and towns. Chicago
WAAA
107,724
1,190,724
15%
22,810
Atlanta,
Ga
91,241
"However, in a market like Chi- Dallas, Texas
Station
*
WBBB
92,101
cago, to evaluate on a minimum
WCCC
27,303
1,190,724
10% basis would produce a relative Chicago, 111.
50%
WDDD
71,443
Dayton, O.
71,994
WEEE
30%
popularity
poll
rather
than
a
sta14,399
18,789
tion audience index. The Chicago Portland, Ore.
125,260
WFFF
WGGG
1,190,724
metropolitan area has 1,190,724 Chicago, 111.
radio homes. This figure has been Charlotte, N. C. •_ 22,243
WHHH
35,723
Will
taken from the NAB Radio Market Denver, Colo.
11,122
31,468
* Actual stations but not 106,156
actual call-letters.
Data Handbook as published OctoMr. tions
Carey
believesaid
the the
BMBChicago
Index sta-of
Station audiences in the Chicago
metropolitan district must be computed down to 1% to provide the
information needed by agencies and
advertisers.
"We also believe," he told Feltis,
Listening
Habits
"that those computations should
show in the regular BMB Stations
in Philadelphia
Audience Index and not be included in special reports. He said
the Chicago stations were "highly
gratified"
that the original
plan of designating
coverageBMBby
"Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary" had original
been abandoned
in line
with their
suggestion.

'My Brother's Blood'
NEW half-hour dramatic series,
designed to promote constructive
action on racial and other national
questions, starts on CBS western
stations Dec. 2, Sunday, 10-10:30
a.m. (PST). Taking title from a
Genesiswillquotation,
My Brother's
Blood
replace regular
Church
of the Air series. Presented under
auspices of Council of Churches of
West Coast, programs will dramatize striking emphasis of minority
problems on Pacific Coast, with
three-minute closing talks by prominent figures in science, government,oi industry. Ray Sollars will
write"
and produce
the series,division
with
Chet Huntley,
CBS western
special events and public relations
director, as narrator. Richard Cutting, assistant to Mr. Huntley, is
director. Initial broadcast will portray constant change of West Coast
racial picture since settling of
Southern California by Spanish
grandees.

NAB GROUP SEEKING
RIGHTS TO TOURNEY
MEMBERS of the Illinois 9th district NAB will petition the Illinois
U. Board of Trustees at its meeting late this month for permission
to broadcast the annual high school
basketball
there on a
commercial tournament
basis.
Les Johnson of WHBF Rock Island, 111., 9th district director, said
district members had been successThat's why most
ful in getting permission from the
Illinois High
Philadelphians have
sociationSchool
board last Athletic
October As-to
originate their own broadcasts of
formed the habit
the tournament.
Prior had
to this,
versity station WILL
been unithe
only
outlet.
of dialing
A ruling of the university board
prohibits commercial broadcasts
1400 regularly.
from the university with the exception of the football games.
Should the university board approve
sponsorship
the basketball tourney,
final ofapproval
must
be granted
high school
letic board,byMr.theJohnson
said. athHe
added that if commercial broadWith "Listening Habits" like this, it's no wonder
casts are permitted, each station
will cooperate with the IHSAA and
that 78 percent of this station's sponsors renew regularly.
university board on type of spon...
regulation.sorship and "conscientious" selfBROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
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October

This letter from a KQV advertiser
tells the story of KQV's strong public
standing more eloquently than we
could ourselves.
Louis Kaufman's news period,
aired every weekday afternoon at
one o'clock over KQV, sets the pace
for our afternoon audience. It led
the entire Pittsburgh broadcasting
field at that spot on the last Hooper
report! His is the spearhead show
leading off a succession of programs
which, altogether during the past
year have amassed 58% more of a
listening audience in the afternoon
for KQV. (Compare Hooperatings,
Aug. -Sept.) • There is still some KQV
time available in the afternoon . . .
reserve it now for the best radio buy
in Pittsburgh— cost, coverage and
listener value considered.

ooti/P0
"PITTSBURGH'S

AGGRESSIVE

STATION"

(4(0 KC-fOOO W-BASIC MUTUAL
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES,
WEED
& COMPANY
NEW YORK • BOSTON • CHICAGO • DETROIT • SAN FRANCISCO • HOLLYWOOD
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NORTH
CAROLINA

RCA IMAGE ORTHICON TUBE
SCANNING SECTION

Both a farming and a manufacturing state, North Carolina offers everything as a market. In value of manufactured products North Carolina nearly triples the average
of the nine other Southern states. In cash income to farmers North Carolina nearly doubles the Southern average.
Aren't those facts worth the consideration of advertisers
looking South?

With 50,000 Watts, at 680 k.c— and NBC — Station
WPTF is hy long odds the No. 1 radio salesman in North
Carolina. Let us send you the complete facts and availabilities. Or just call Free & Peters!

— NBC
50.000 WATTS
N.l .
RALEIGH,
Free & Peters, Inc., National Representatives
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MULTIPLIER SECTION

WORKING of the new RCA Image Orthicon (top), which is capable
of picking up scenes not only by candlelight but in apparent darkness,
is explained in the simplified functional drawing of the tube (bottom).
Said to be a hundred times as sensitive as conventional television pickup
tubes, the Image Orthicon was demonstrated by RCA last month [Broadcasting, Oct. 29].
drawing
how tube's
response
lightupof toa
single candle
or a The
match,
or evenshowsunseen
infra-red
lights,to isthebuilt
provide a signal which can reproduce images on home receiver screens.
A light image from the subject (arrow at extreme left) is picked up by
the lens and focused on the light-sensitive face of the tube, releasing
electrons from each of thousands of tiny cells in proportion to the
intensity of the light striking it. These electrons are directed on parallel
courses from the back of the tube-face to the target, from which each
striking electron liberates several more, leaving a pattern of proportionate positive charges on the front of the target. When the back of
the tax-get is scanned by the beam from the electron gun in the base of
the tube, enough electrons are deposited at each point to neutralize the
positive charges; the rest of the beam returns, as indicated, to a series
of "electron multiplier" stages or dynodes surrounding the electron gun.
After
returningout "signal"
beamto hasthe been
times, the
signal the
is carried
of the tube
videomultiplied
broadcast many
transmitter.
business and civic organization of
Newark,
a recent
meeting. "Itatmight
evendinner
be correct
to say that sales resistance is likely
to be non-existent," Mr. Baltin
said, "since no household item including refrigerators, washing machines, vacuum cleaners, etc. — has
aroused
the curiosity
and 'purchase
temptation'
of themiracle
average
person
more
than this
invention
of the century."
Stars on WBKB Show
MEMBERS of Chicago AFRA
were starred Nov. 6 in a special
television
cago. Cast,program
includingon topWBKB
namesChi-in
Chicago
radio,
presented
A
At
the Radio, satirizing soap Day
operas,
news commentators, recorded
Sees Easy TV Sales
Script prowas
TELEVISION will enjoy the least writtengramsbyand commercials.
Bill Vance. Program
sales resistance of all the postwar marked
first time in history of
commodities, Will Baltin, secretary- WBKB that so many top radio
treasurer of Television Broadcast- show.
artists appeared on one television
ers Assn., told the "Civiceers",
BROADCASTING
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NBC Uses New TV Tube
In Coverage of Election
USING ITS NEW image orthicon
tube, NBC television highlighted
its coverage of New York election
night, Nov. 6, with a pick-up
from the headquarters of Brig.
Gen. William
elected
mayor ofO'Dwyer,
New Yorkwhoon was
the
Democratic-American Labor Party
ticket.
Special camera was installed at
Hotel Commodore for direct pickup from O'Dwyer's headquarters.
NBC's television
also included chats andcoverage
other methods
which provided viewers a quick
resume
candidates'
throughoutof election
night. standing

With the "Remember Our Men" campaign Station KGW has taken the lead
in initiating a nation-wide movement
to provide entertainment for hospitalized veterans, now that the war is over.
President Kimball favors this campaign
to bring top-flight entertainment- to veterans still receiving treatment, because
"the war's end may bring a shelved and
forgotten feeling to men and women
who face a period of hospitalization."
Many prominent radio and screen
artists have pledged their support and
active participation and many additional signatures are being received.
FREE PLEDGE CARDS are still available to organizations interested In
furthering this post-war entertainment campaign for wounded veterans.

one ofthe GREAT STATIONS ofthe NATION

KGW
PORTLAND, OREGON
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BY EDWARD PETRY & CO.. INC.
BROADCASTING
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Loran Seen as Peacetime
Air, Sea Navigation Aid
LORAN (long range aid to navigation) will be as useful in peace
as it was in war, according to Dorman Israel, vice-president in
charge of engineering of Emerson
Radio & Phonograph Corp. The
company pioneered in wartime
Loranture development
and manufacand is now planning
to make
it for peacetime use of airlines,
steamship
lines
and
private
fliers.
Pairs of radio stations, operating
at ultrahigh frequencies and each
pair transmitting
a different rate, would bepulses
locatedat around
the world, so the navigator could
pick up the pulse with his Loran
equipment, which would identify
it, and then by reference to his
Loran map, plotted on the basis of
time differences rather than conventional longitude and latitude,
could determine his position on the
signal's
curve. reading on another
A second
pair of stations would give the
navigator a second surve, the point
where the two curves intersect being his location. Accuracy of the
system is said to exceed that of celestial navigation and to be virtually independent of weather.
KAHSAS CITY
HOOPER IKOEK WHB
JuJy-Attfr *45
WEEKDAYS
SION. THRO A.FBI.M. 21.0
WEEKDAYS
i'W'.'
7HR-J P.M.
FftV. 17.8
12 Moen-6
P.M.
SUNDAY
12 Hoon-6 P.M. 18.6
SATURDAY
DAYTIME < 21.9

station

NELSON CASE JOINS
HALLICRAFTERS CO.
NELSON P. CASE, holder of approximately 30 patents on radio
receiver circuits, has joined Hallicrafters Co., Chicago, as chief enthe regineer of division.
HBP^^BB"-]
ceiver
H
President
Wil■B|3«~' li.*■'P| said
Case's
liam J.Mr.Halligan
;^Kjf>
activities
inHflB£~» jfl elude
workwillwith
Echothe firm's
ElJSfl
line hasof
phone
^■r^^H
Mr. radios.
Case
Hyfl| . - '.] nome
Mr. Case been director of
engineering
design and development
of Hamilton
Radio Corp., New York, for the
last two years. For 13 years beginning in 1930 he Corp.
was with
Hazeltine Electronics
in various
capacities, including direction of
its New York license laboratory.
He is vice-chairman of the comwavemitteehomeon broadcast
receivers ofand
the shortRadio
Manufacturers Assn.'s engineering
department. He is on the executive
committee of the RMA engineerdepartment's on
receiver
section;
RMA ingcommittee
television
receivers; RMA systems committee,
and the committee on v-h-f receivers. He is a member of Panel 6—
Television Panel — of Radio Technical Planning Board; a senior
member of Institute of Radio Engine rs, and a fellow of Radio Club
of America.
Mr. Case was graduated from
Stanford U. in 1924 with an AB
degree in physics and in 1926 with
an EE degree. He became assistant
physicist of Bureau of Standards,
Washington, in 1928 and research
physicist
in the U. of Michigan's
department
search in 1929.of engineering re-

NEW HEADQUARTERS
FOR MID SOUTH NET
CONSTRUCTION of an addition
24.5 11.1
to Gilmer Hotel, Columbus, Miss.,
1.7
which will house headquarters of
the Mid South Network, was reported last week to be under way.
3M
2,9
11.4
New offices, recording and news
23.3
studios, and new control rooms
will bementprovided.
1.4
ordered for Additional
the control equiprooms
33,1 20.8 15.8
includes two professional RCA
Type 73-B recorders, new turn. . . and here are MORE of the
and consoles,
master tables,
control
boardcustom-built
and new
National Advertisers who use WHB
switch
panels.
month)
last
from
(Listing continued
Mid
South
Network
is
owned by Crosley Corp. Reports
Faultless
Starch
Lifebuoy
Binso
Maj. Birney Imes Jr., who has $1,380,902 Net Profits
MUSIC
AND
TRANSPORTATION
Swan
Soap
returned from service in the Army CROSLEY Corp., Cincinnati, on
ENTERTAINMENT
C. & O. Bailroad
Super Suds
Air Forces and will have offices in Nov. 1 reported net profits of
Columbia
Pictures
T.W.A. Pacific
MEDICAL
(Continued)
Loew
s
MGM
Union
Spic
&
Span
the
new addition. Bob McRaney is
Natl.
Tennis
Championship
perf
ex
Vel
Fourway
Cold Tablets
Tablets Paramount Pictures Rockwell's Roach Bid Dubonnet
WINES & Wine
LIQUORS
$1,380,902
$2.53 per
for
Groves
Cold
general manager. The network is nine
Ice Follies
Larvex
Gold Medal Capsules Republic
monthsor ending
Sept.share
30 after
Pictures
Tintex
Petri
Wine
h
composed
of
the
following
Missis(Vntury
Lydia
Pinkham's
Virginia
Dare
Wine
-Fox
er»rT
Mendaco
DRINKS
for contingenSwiss Colony Wine
Mexsana
sippi stations: WCBI Columbus; providing
l-nited Artists
*OFTr,DRINK*
cies to cover$756,000
any liability
in war
Mistol
Musterole
Pictures Coca-Cola
WOMEN'S WEAR
Universal
WELO
Tupelo;
WROX It has
Clarkescontract renegotiations.
PAINTS-VARNISHES
TEXTILES
NR.Penetro
- TurnsNose Drops Cook
dale;
WMOX
Meridian.
four
Paint
&
Varnish
Co.
Textron
Gotham
Silk
Hosiery
Formfit
Acme
Paints
i
TOBACCO
Swank
Slips
Net
sales
were
$66,494,348,
comPepsodent
PM applications pending before
Wr-r„ Water Paints American Tobacco
Plunders
Tablets
pared to $72,667,120 in first nine
the FCC.
PUBLISHERS Pall Mall
Nixoderm
Rem
and
Rel
months
of
1944,
which
was
the
Collier's
Bum
&
Maple
Entire headquarters studios and
Semler
Coronet
Syrup
ofProducts
Pepsin
Kina Features Syndicate White
company's
record
year.
Balance
TO|l£TQwlREQUISITES MISCELLANEOUS
offices
will
be
air-conditioned
and
Sloan's
Liniment
Associated
Laundries
sheet
as
of
Sept.
30
listed
current
Pageant
St.
Joseph Aspirin Saturday
Forum
Cafeterias
Bell, Products
Inc.
equipment will be installed assets of $27,710,464 and current
I'ertussin
Hercules
Powder Plant
StoryEvening Post. Bonne
E.Brylcreem
Fougera
8 in Cold
One Tablets
Cold Tablets True
Index Employment
Servic special
to eliminate noise and provide high- liabilities
Seventeen
666
of $16,178,823. A year
Campana
"Jitterbug"
RADIOS
fidelity sound for FM.
Lake
City Ordnance
Barbasol
ago these items were $31,050,766
Badio
Hinds
Honey
and
MEN'S
AND BOY'S Emerson
Bockmont
Envelope
Almond
Cream
CLOTHING
SOAPS-CLEANSERS
War Battery Company
and $23,627,591. Control of CrosDouglas Shoes
Colgate-Palmollve-Peet Palmolive Shaving Cream Western Stores
acquiredCorp.several
Ad Group Meets
For WHB Availabilities,
'phone
DON
DAVIS
at
any
monthsley Corp.
ago was
by Aviation
ADAM YOUNG office:
ANNUAL meeting of SouthwestNew
York
City,
18
11
West
42nd
S*.l.
LOngacre
3-1928
ern Assn. of Advertising Agencies
. ANdoSUtter 1383
Chicago,
2 4... 55 . East
Washington
St. . Jngacr
San
Francisco,
Building.-.
was held Nov. 9-10 at Baker Hotel,
Los
13 827
448 MM*
SouthBuilding
Hill St HArrioon
K. C. Orchestra Signs
KansasAngeles,
City, 8.
Scarritt
1181 Dallas, Tex. Management and sales
You'll
like doing..where
businessevery
with advertiseris
WHB-the astation
with must
"agencyget representatives of local stations KANSAS CITY PHILHARpoint-of-view".
client who
and newspapers were feted at a
MONIC, directed by Efrem Krutz,
his money's
worth inCityresults.
dium in the Kansas
area! Swing along with the nappy me- cocktail
party and dinner tendered is being sponsored Thursdays for
KEY STATION for the KANSAS STATE NETWORK by
20
weeks
by
Aireon Corp.,
manuDallasradio
officeandof The
BranfacKansas
turers of electronic
equipment,
hamtheCo.,
newspaper
on
KMBC
City.
representative firm.
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Birthplace of a Giant!
A Colossus has just been born here... a
giant whose mighty empire will reach out
over untold thousands of square miles in the
Middle West. This giant.. .KFAB's new 50,000
watt transmitter. ..will be located on the above
site, just a few miles southwest of Omaha.
Main studios are to be in Omaha. Present
Lincoln studios will be geared to handle the

BROADCASTING
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ever-bulging farm activities that center
around Nebraska's capital city.
In this manner KFAB will extend its services to additional thousands of listeners to
bring you a complete metropolitan and rural
coverage. More than ever... you will want to
buy KFAB ALONE to get results in this
rich market.

**pr*Miir*ff by PAUL H. 9 ATM* COMPANY

Petrillo

KANSAS
IS

CITY
A

K

Y

MARKET
PORTER BLDG., KANSAS CITY, MO.

EVERETT L. DILLARD ELIZABETH WHITEHEAD
General Manager Station Director

Pioneer FM Station in the Kansas City Area
Ask for Rate Card
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Slows Output of Sets With FM
PRODUCTION of receiving sets
WPB'sphonographs
recent exemption of receivers,
and
with an FM band has been set back a priority.
from inventory reweeks, perhaps months, by the Pe- combinations
strictions isexpected to ease distrillo staffs
edict requiring
duplicate using
mutribution problems to some extent.
sical
for FM stations
in radio receivers
AM broadcasts, it was learned last areInnovations
found in new lines just being
week in manufacturing circles.
introduced
by
several manufacAlready crippled by shortage of
turers, though appearance of sets
components and cabinets due to "on dealers'
floors
has been delayed
OPA pricing difficulties, set makers by reconversion problems.
are concentrating on fast-producOriginal
line
of
Westinghouse
tionsumerAM lines
for the quick
con- Electric Corp., now coming
out of
market. Fighting
to produce
its plant at Sunbury, Pa., includes
a quarter to a tenth of the 3,500,- nine
models
—
four
table
and
000 pre-Christmas sets originally console. Featuring the line isfivea
predicted by WPB, they are unable radiophonograph combination
to contend ficulties
withinvolvedtheinpractical
difengineering
called the Duo, automatic recFM into a high output.
ord changer with radio receiver in
Set producers argue they can a separate slideout unit.
make only what the public is ready
Top-price console is a 14-tube
with phonograph,
to buy. Taking this practical ap- receiver
ard and shortwave
bands, andstandFM.
proach, they promise that when
there is plenty of FM in the air Television will be added to the line
year, according to Harthey will have plenty of FM receiv- earlyoldnext
B. Donley, Home Radio Diers for the public. ' The Petrillo
vision
Plenti-Power
edict, they fear, will hold back the
cuit is saidmanager.
to double
output cir-of
arrival of large numbers of FM
sets with same number of
broadcast stations. In turn, the de- . prewar
bands in receiving ■„ tubes. Price range, $25 to $350.
sets willmand forbeFMdeferred.
Seven by Bendix
As. realists, they are working fuBendix Radio Division of Bendix
r
i
o
u
s
l
y
t
o
meet
a
huge
pent-up
deAviation
Corp. offers seven chassis
mand for AM receivers. Instead of
reconverting easily from war to in 16 cabinets, ranging from about
peace production they are wrestling $19.95 up. Phonograph combinations havewith
a Swing-a-Door
record
with supply problems that have changer
automatic shutoff,
wrecked schedules. They will be
with single button control.
lucky to get a half-million sets along
of plastic table sets has
ready sorb
for several
a market
ab- Production
times that
thatwould
volume.
been under way for some time, according to L. C. Truesdell, Bendix
Most of those sets will have only
an AM band.
Radio Division general sales manager of radio and television. Wood
FM by Spring
table
vember.models will appear in NoSinceargument
they don't
sales
todayseeformuch
FM ofsets,a
Bendix is expected to include
the factories in general are figur- magnetic wire sound recorders in
ing on inclusion of the upper FM its home receivers as well as sevband by spring, provided enough
eralsides
otherincluding
fields wire
of application,
stations are likely to take the air
recording be-in
by that time. Thus they can take home receivers. A pocket model
special production problems created wire recorder is planned. License
by the new band in their stride, has been granted by Wire Recorder
and in the meantime they can pave Development Corp., subsidiary of
the way by joining educational Armour Research Foundation.
campaigns
acquaint
Raytheon
Mfg. Co.superheterohas anwith FM andto its
merits. the public
nounced a five-tube
Still in short supply are variable
dyne
pocket
receiver
weighing
condensers and speakers, though ounces, including batteries. It 10is
the speaker situation has eased a designed to fit pocket or purse and
little in the last few days. Cabinet reception is said to be comparable
shortage is most severe in console to usual five-tube receivers. Prices
start at $30 and the line is expected
types
plastic types
sets arebutsomewhat
short. for small to be in shops before Christmas.
Parts manufacturers in turn are Belmont Radio Corp., Raytheon
suffering from shortages of steel, subsidiary, is manufacturer. Subaluminum for containers and wire. miniature Raytheon tubes are used.
Labor and wage disputes are anThe five tubes in the pocket ratogether
weighlessabout
halfduction.other factor holding up set pro- ouncedioand
occupy
than aa cubic
Before getting new models into inch total volume, being about a
the stores several manufacturers fourth the size of those used in the
must produce a total of some 300,- handie-talkie, or about the thickness of an oval cigarette. They
000 "morale" sets and components
for the military. WPB officials use
less than % w and require a
have informed Radio Manufactur- 22% v B battery.
ers Assn. that these sets are still
Corp. is concentrating
on order for the Signal Corps, Navy on Crosley
five-tube
tableon model
and six(Continued
page 58)
and Army Air Forces. They carry
BROADCASTING
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FIRST

OFF

THE

LINE— NEW

RADIO

MODELS

GE's estsfirst
peacetime radio
Paul Chamberlain
(r), intersales
manager of GE receivers, and E.
P. Toal, of set division. Many other
models are being announced.

OFF LINE comes first RCA postwar set, presented to Frank M.
Folson (1), RCA Victor head, by
J. A. Milling (r), mfg. dir., and
Joseph B. Elliott, gen. mgr. of
home instrument division. Company promises
complete line of
receivers.

BIG console model, with automatic
record changer, is made by Admiral Corp., Chicago. It has seven
tubes and three broadcast bands.
Phono section slides out when doors
are opened.

CROSLEY table model includes two
bands, broadcasting and an overtuning includes
6-15 mc. many
The linein
beingseas dial,
offered
console cabinets along with other
table models.

RADIO of the future is way Hallicrafters describes novel outfit, designed to do everything in the house
except cook and sit up with the
baby and put out the cat.

THIS Bendix AC-DC table set has
a recess in the top rear so it can
be carried with ease. Bendix will
have complete line of receiver
models on the market.

BELMONT makes this tiny set
with five Raytheon tubes. It is
ideally adapted for use in pocket
or purse.
EMERSON line marked by this
table model of novel design and a
lightweight pocket receiver. Introductory models also include portable and phonograph combination.

WESTINGHOUSE line features
phono combination in which the ra- FOR first time Stromberg-Carlson
dio may be removed at will to use is making small receivers. Comes
as independent receiver.
in brown or brown-ivory.
BROADCASTING
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CHAIRSIDE model made by Electronic Corp. of America also has phono
compartment which slides out. Record changer handles 12 10-inch or 10
12-inch records, with album storage space in rear of cabinet. Provision is
made for convenient servicing through top of set, entire chassis being
exposed. Noiseless performance is claimed.
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The

LAP
PRIMARY

AREA

is the
BLUEGRASS
All of the Bluegrass is in Kentucky but all
of Kentucky is not in the Bluegrass.
Population and Radio Homes
In the WLAP Primary Coverage Area
POPULATION-1940 CENSUS
WLAP Coverage
.5 Mv/m
235,638
RADIO HOMES-1944*
WLAP Coverage
.5 Mv/m
47,005
* NAB Projection
WRITE TODAY FOR NEW WLAP
FIELD INTENSITY MAP GIVING
COMPLETE COVERAGE FIGURES
AND OTHER FACTUAL DATA.
Only WLAP fully and exclusively serves the Bluegrass
10 M£
WLAP Lexington, Kentucky
WBIR Knoxville, Tennessee
Huntington, W. Va.
\A/rMI i) Ashland,
WUVU
Kentucky
KFDA Amarillo, Texas
— Owned and operated by
Gilmore N. Nunn and
J. Lindsay Nunn.
Lexington,
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Kentucky

NEW studio building of Don Lee in Hollywood, to be started early next
year,ber athas
lines. Building is to be completed by Septemtotalpoly-cylindrical
cost of $1,250,000.
DON LEE STUDIOS
Wrigley Co. Lauds
PLANS COMPLETED
Activities of WAC
GROUND-BREAKING ceremonies
Lee Broadcasting
Firm Replaces 'First Line' for
new Don$1,250,000
Hollywood System's
studios
will
be
held
shortly
after first of
Series
with
'Adventure'
Ending a series of public service
structure to be combroadcasts which began Jan. 1, the year,pleted inwith
late September.
1942, the Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co., ChiWillet
H.
Brown,
vice-president
cago, sponsor of The First Line on and assistant general
manager,
CBS, paid tribute Nov. 1 to the who
handled
negotiations
for purWar Advertising Council, with
c
h
a
s
e
o
f
site
on
Vine
St.
which the sponsor has worked Homewood and Fountain between
as well
closely in publicizing government
war bond drives and other cam- as an adjacent 55' by 300' strip, is
responsible for acoustical and engineering innovations to be incorWhile
many of are
the gone,
needs Wrigley
of warpaigns.
time advertising
porated. Modified poly-cylindrical
said its new program, Adventure,
type of construction is to be
which replaced First Line Nov. 8, array
acoustical treatwill continue to carry messages as used inment.theFrankstudio
M. Kennedy, network
requested by the Advertising Coun- chief engineer, is in charge of
cil, revised version of WAC. Ad- radio equipment installations and
venture wil concern itself with en- assisted Mr. Brown in preparing
tertainment only, rather than dra- studio design.
matization of war news and perfor television sight
sonalities asfeatured on First Line. andAntennas
sound, and for FM will be
Following Victory Bond appeal
in building'swill150-foot
by Secretary of the Treasury Vin- housed
antennas
beam totower.
Mt.
son, who spoke from New York on These
Lee,
overlooking
Hollywood,
and
the first quarter-hour of final pro- Mt. Wilson, in back of Pasadena,
gram, First Line returned to Chiwhich will be
cago for its salute to WAC. Speak- Cal., transmitters
concurrent with studio
ing for the sponsor, the narrator completed
structure.
Ground
floor will
inpraised American business for its
clude four theatre studios
seating
desire to devote all facilities to 350 persons
each
in
addition
help win the war. WAC, Wrigley four medium and three smallerto
pointed out, served successfully as studios.
Each will be a separate
contact
ment. between public and govern- structure isolated from the building
and
all
Sec"The mapublic
accepted
ond floor willoutside
house vibrations.
general offices.
tion itreceived
throughthistheinforad- Executive
offices will be on third
vertising media of radio because so floor.
much of it was broadcast on programs familiar to millions and
CAB Directors Meet
under the sponsorship of advertisers that over the years had be- DISCUSSION of a brief to be preadded. come friends of yours," Wrigley
sented to the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.topic
boardat ofa meeting
governorsof will
Adventure dramatizes the story be main
the
of two ex-Navy pilots who attempt board of directors of the Canadian
to start a cargo transport line. Association of Broadcasters at Toronto on Nov. 22 and 23. The board
Each episode will be complete, according toArthur Meyerhoff & Co., session will follow a meeting of
the CAB board with Dr. Augustin
Chicago, sponsor's agency.
Frigon, CBC general manager, at
Ottawa, on FM plans on Nov. 20.
SUGGESTION
that
a
ten-cent
admission
charge
be
made
for
all
radio
stuThe CBC board of governors meets
dio audiences
during
December
and
with its new full-time chairman,
January,
with
proceeds
going
to
the
March of Dimes for the benefit of the Dave Dunton, at Ottawa on Nov.
Nationalralysis,Foundation
of InfantileLewis,
pa- 27-29, and the CAB expects to meet
has beenof made
with the CBC board on Nov. 30.
press director
WHN byNewGeorge
York.
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equipment
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The new RCA 1-Kw
FM TransmitterType BTF-1

The new RCA 3-Kw
FM TransmitterType BTF-3

MAIL THIS COUPON
for details about this
Important New RCA
Line of FM Transmitters
with the GROUNDED GRID!

Broadcast Equipment Section
RCA, Camden, N. J.
Please send
about your new RCA FM Transmitters withmethefullnewinformation
Grounded Grid.
Name
Title
Company
Street Address
City and State

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION . CAMDEN, N. J.
In Canada, RCA VICTOR COMPANY LIMITED, Montreal

U. S. Stations

Employ

Technicians,
BROADCAST stations in the
United States employ a total of
6,628 technicians, according to a
survey conducted by the NAB on
behalf of its Small Market Stations
Committee and presented to that
committee's
25-26 meetingOct.in
Washington Oct.
[Broadcasting,
29]. It is the first technical employment study in three years.
Over a thousand additional technicians would be employed by stations were conditions normal, the
survey shows. Offsetting this employment potential — in which construction, equipment and allocation angles enter — is the fact that
stations are holding 1,416 jobs for
technicians now on leave in the
armed forces.
Of this number 422 jobs are being
held by local stations, 594 by regionals and 400 by clear-channel
outlets. Small-market station s
(those under 5,000 w and in communities of less than 50,000 population) are holding 360 jobs for
personnel now in the armed forces.
General wartime experience of
stations with restricted and combination personnel was satisfactory, the NAB survey shows, and
the small market group favored
relaxation of FCC peacetime requirements for engineers. During
the war the requirements were re-

6,628

Survey Shows
laxed because of personnel shortage.Combination men are used by
300 stations, according to the survey. These stations employ 1,132
such combination men and say they
need another 380.
Analyzing Service
Analyzing service of restricted
operators during the war, 57% of
stations found them satisfactory,
11% not satisfactory and 32%
didn't use or failed to answer the
question. Small market stations reported satisfactory experience in
80% of cases, not satisfactory 9%,
didn't tion,use11%. or failed to answer quesLooking into the future, the
questionnaire results show that
1,988 technicians will be needed for
expansion plans such as additional
studios, increased recording and
public service programs, FM, tele- Small Market
vision, etc. Locals said they would
Local
need 838, regionals 796, clears 354.
Regional
A 50% return
on
the
957
quesTOTAL
tion aires sent to all stations was All Others
Local
received by the NAB, considered
Regional
an unusual response. This average
Clear ___
prevailed for all classes of stations
TOTAL
and the NAB felt the actual results All Stations
received could be doubled. By this
Local
method the NAB arrived at the
Regional___
Clear
abovetirefigures,
TOTAL
industry. which cover the ena*

*

KQV Claims It Was First
To Broadcast to Public
KQV Pittsburgh last week set out
to show it was the first station
broadcasting to the public.
G. S. Wasser, vice-president and
generalcial claim
manager,
offiof "On saidthe KQV's
Air Since
1919" is substantiated by old newspapers, official records, scrapbooks,
and evidence submitted by early
radio men connected with the station.
KQV,
reportedly
the second
station to receive
call letters
and commercial license (Jan. 1921), had
been owned and operated by
Doubleday Hill Electric Co. since
1919, recorded
according music
to spokesmen.
They
The study was conducted by Mar- said
was broadcast
shall H. Pengra, chairman, Small
Market Stations Committee; Barry transmitter.
to the public in 1919 over a 20-watt
T. Rumple,
of reMayor Scully of Pittsburgh prosearch, andNAB
Howarddirector
S. Frazier,
claimed "KQV Week" Nov. 4-10,
NAB director of engineering.
in
connection with the Silver AnTable shows actual employment
niversary of commercial radio.
of technicians by all stations:
Ambition Achieved
LIFETIME ambition was
realized this month by Margery Mayer, contralto
soloist
on American
Broadcasting
Co.'s
Hymns
of
All
Churches.
A member of the permanent
cast of Chicago Civic Opera
Co., Miss Mayer has sung only
but toneeJei
v'ust
24minor
hours'rolesnotice
take over
the leading pait in Carmen
when Gladys Swarthout was
unablevere cold.
to appear due to a se-

YIaI&/*>)

WITH
1F YOU CHECK
E. HOOPER
C
YOU'LL FIND THIS

520
1674
1472

352
324
17274

THROUGH

384
1316
92
324 17TH
OCTOBER

tobacco

sales

GROSsp

IN NORTH
CAROLINA'S
"EASTERN
BELT"!
- swing
and with
another tobacco-selling month now in full
...
with cotton and peanut revenues swelling the total,
well. . . .
That

'aint' Hay,

Mister —

♦*OU«i EASTERN
STATION

CAROLINA'S
NO. 1
IN EASTERN CAROLINA'S NO. 1 MARKET TO
YOUR PRODUCTS WITH GREATEST EFFICIENCY!
Harry G. Bright

GOLDSBORO,
Affiliate of MBS and the Tobacco Network
Represented Nationally by THE WALKER Company
BROADCASTING
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N.

C.
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WJNC Opens This Month
With Mutual Affiliation
WJNC
'ft. C, toofficials
said lastJacksonville,
week they hoped
begin
broadcasting by about mid-November and would be affiliated with
Mutual and the N. C. regional Tobacco Network.
Lester L. Gould, manager of
Jacksonville Broadcasting Co., said
the station would have the full
transcription library of LangWorth Feature Programs Inc. and
leased-wire services of United
Press.
Monday-Friday
will extend
from 7 a.m. operations
to 11:15
p.m.; Saturday, 7 a.m. to midnight; Sunday, 8 a.m. to 11:15 p.m.
Louis N. Howard is president of
Jacksonville Broadcasting Co.

Cellophane Fires
For
Critical
Era
NOT EVERY station employs a
sound-effects man as such but for
the benefit of the boys who doublein-brass by creating fires, marchmen anddopecontented
here's
the inglatest
on how cows
to handle
sound effects for FM.
George Kudsk, sound-effeeter for
WGNB, WGN's FM station in Chicago, hashaustivejust
exstudy ofcompleted
the art an
of FM;
sound effects and he's even more
exhausted than the study.
True Sounds Necessary
For, he says, unlike AM or conventional broadcasting, which has
always been able to simulate the
Atcheson, Topeka and the Santa
Fe by rubbing two pieces of sandDelayed
paper together, FM demands that
SUIT'ABC
betweenSuitAmerican
Broad- true sounds
be produced.
casting Co. and Associated BroadFor a demonstration on The
casting Corp. on use of ABC
as identification has been post- World of Tomorrow, broadcast each
poned in the Federal District Court Tuesday over WGNB, Mr. Kudsk
in Chicago to Dec. 3 because of arrived 40 minutes early, dragging
court's crowded calendar.
a toy wagon loaded with parapher-

Not
of

Good Enough^
FM Listeners
nalia. For,' one broadcast^ he
broughtninga water,
sink dishes,
complete a withvacuum
"runcleaner and a broom; for another
an assortment of garden tools, a
small staircase (down which he
had to fall with an armful of
tools), a pistol, blank cartridges,
broken
— all onto
illustrateglass
in and
sounda battery
a program
"Safety
in
the
Postwar
World."
For
still another broadcast he produced
a small stove, coffee pot, egg, fryfrieding the
pan andegg.cutlery — and he really
To demonstrate the sensitivity of
FM, a human heartbeat was
broadcast. Afterwards someone noticed Mr. Kudsk looked strangely
pale and asked what was wrong.
"I've just had my first case of
mike sounded
fright," like
he quavered.
heart
a 1910 Ford."MyI
think
I
better
see
a
On a special WGNB doctor."
program for
the School Broadcast Conference,
a demonstration illustrated how

"IT'S THIS WAY," or something
of the sort, says John B. Kennedy
(right),
AmericanBerkson,
net commentator, to Seymour
INS general manager, at INS radio department cocktail party for Mr. Kennedy at Club 21, New York.
different coins could be identified,
just
by dropping
a table.
Listeners
were ablethemto ondistinguish
between a dime and a nickle, so
sensitive was the fidelity of FM
transmission.
Eventually, Mr. Kudsk believes,
fine sound recordings will be used
over FM, but the standard AM
sound effects will have to be discarded. The practice of crackling
cellophane to produce the sound of
fire, of pebbles whirled in a drum
to duplicate
other synthetic sounds rain
for AMandbroadcasting
will be obsolete, as new techniques
are ushered in for radio's new miracle— frequency modulation, he declares.
CarryMUTUAL
Addresses
CBS AND
will carry
major addresses commemorating
28th anniversary of the founding
of the Soviet Union and 12th anersary ofestablishment
maticnivrelations
with U. ofS. diplofrom
Madison Square Garden No. 14 by
National Council of American-Soviet
Dean of ofCanterbury andFriendship.
Under Secretary
State
Dean Acheson will speak on Mutual
outside of New York on Wednesday, 10:30-11 p.m. The Honorable
Josephdor to E.Russia,
Davies, former ambassa11:15-11:30 p.m.will speak on CBS
WIP Awards
BENEDICT GIMBLE JR., president and general manager of WIP
Philadelphia, last week announced
scholarship awards to two Phila
delphia school teachers, who were
chosen from seven finalists. Win
ners get a one-year course in radio
in education
the U. awards
of Pennsylvania. Secondatannual
went
to Bette Clair Titus and Christine
L. Staniforth.
station'sMr.scholarship committeeTheincludes
Gimbel; Gertude A. Golden, district
superintendent and radio chairman
of Philadelphia public schools;
Ruth Wier Miller, assistant radio
chairman of Philadelphia public
schools; Dr. Frederick C. Gruber,
U. ofeducational
Pennsylvania,director
and Sam
Serota,
of WIP-

RALPH

NARDELLA

YOU'RE PUNCTUAL.
EVERV MORNING/
TELL THE CLASS
how
you DO IT/

on UtoM,

U

op

11 w

y^th

tea

FULLER.
Here's How Thousands of New
To a Good Start Fdr The Day

ROADCASTING

York Families
......

FROM 7:00 to 8:30 every weekday morning, tuning in the cheerful voice
of Peggy Lloyd is a regular practice in thousands of metropolitan
New
York planned
homes. and
Peggydiversified
Lloyd's "Wake
Up New
is a
carefully
show that
gives York"
listenersprogram
what they
want to hear . . . plenty of music, news, frequent time^ signals and weather >
reports early^
and other
unusual
feature^,For"Wake
Up Ne$v
York''
rates high
among
morning
broadcasts.
; sponsors
as well
as . listeners
„ it
provides an excellent way to starts the day. A limited number of choice
spots are available.1 Ralph N. Weil, General Manager John E. Pearson Co., Nat f Kep.
• Broadcast Advertising
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Many AM Applications
Turned Down in Canada
WESTERN CANADIAN applications for broadcasting, AM and
FM, television, and facsimile were
reported in the House of Commons
recently
a member's
questions.inTheanswer
reportto showed
that
a large number of AM broadcasting applications had been turned
down by the CBC board of governors, and that about six have been
authorized [Broadcasting, Oct. 8].
In addition there are 32 FM
applications in western Canada,
mainly by AM station owners, plus
the
the T.
EatonWinnipeg
Co. Ltd., I'tibune
Winnipegand(national
department store chain). Twelve
western Canadian stations plus the
Winnipeg Tribune and T. Eaton
Co., have applied for television licenses and seven applications have
been made for facsimile licenses.

CBS

Is Proud

of Radio

Serial

Produced at Chicago Studios
CHICAGO, cradle of the radio listeners' reading and listening
serial, is showing the rest of habits Each "chapter", as he calls
the industry it can be literate as
script,
meet the
lisdemands must
for action,
drama
well as entertaining, citing as an his dailyteners'
and
adventure,
but
with
the
help
example—Scott.
WBBM-CBS' Presenting of the world's greatest writers this
Michael
the easiest portion of the
On CBS, 2:15-2:30 (CST), Mon- becomes
task. The difficulty lies in bridging
through
Friday
and
rebroadOUT of Army, where he was chief cast day
the
frequent
gaps that lie between
over WBBM at 11 p.m., PMS such action, and
of Army Air Forces Motion Picture
in presenting the
millions
of
listenService with rank of colonel, Wil- is acquainting
and political philosoers with the fabulous characters many phsocial
liam Keighley (1), signed five-year of Dickens,
i
e
s
o
f
the
period
light of
Cooper, Melville, present day thinking inandtheliving.
producer-director contract for CBS Hawthorne, Scott,
and Dumas.
Lux Radio Theater. Watching is
"Dickens,
for
example,"
says
Mr.
Raises Standards
Cornwell Jackson, new West Coast
Barnes, "concerned himself with
radio v-p for J. Walter Thompson
the inequality of the masses under
Its producer,John
writer,
director
Co., Lux agency.
24-year-old
Barnes
— looks— a monarchy. His great struggle
againsthasthea modern
debtor's counterpart.
prison no
KBNT Des Moines added Assoc. Music upon
program asto aimprove
once-in-alifetimetheopportunity
his longer
Library to its transcription services.
Consequently, it must be revised
with a problem with which people
Originated as an idea of Walter
Preston, WBBM program director,
sympathize."
in September 1944, PMS made
such an impressive record as a
sustainer that Columbia asked to
take it over as a network feature.
Barnes breaks down each novel
to be dramatized into a 14 to 17
weeks' serial. Whenever possible he
uses the author's own dialogue to
carrytive the
plotwrites
and action.
Narra-or
he either
into dialog
condenses for the narrator.
Experienced Cast
Star portrayer of Michael Scott
is Ken Nordeen,
a veteran
announcer
and actor.
Other WBBM
actors
include Hugh Studebaker, Herb
Butterfield,
Soubier, Ken Griffin and Don Cliff
Herbert.
"Many listeners write in to say
they enjoyed the shows more after
seeing the motion picture version.
We also get letters from people
saying they decided to read the
story
They'resays.
the
kindTheweafter
like tuning
best," spends
Mr.in. Barnes
producer
about six
hours each day writing the show
and an additional two to three
hours in rehearsal. As a result,
PMS isment.his
only show,
at the moA graduate
of Chicago
U.,|
he has mixed feelings about
radio. He is saddened by what he
hears, flectand
s on whatangered
could bewhen
done.he re"With all the wealth of litera
Throughout Kansas and well into brought them,
ture through the ages at our dis
posal, we should be able to learn
adjoining states, over five million
Share in this almost unlimited pursomethingtained," he says.
as well as be enterWIBW listeners give thanks for still chasing power by letting WIBW
Asked if converting a 1,000 page
another year of super-crops and for establish the merits and desire for
novel such as Moby Dick into a
the peace in which to enjoy the tre- your product in these anxious-to-buy
daily serial wasn't a superhuman
assignment,
Mr. Barnes shrugs his
mendous wealth these crops have homes.
shoulders and says, "Not nearly so
bad as taking 1,000 pages and boil
ing them down into a half-hour

FINEST potential radio talent of 16
North pateJersey
high schools
will particiin thesponsored
Junior
Achievement
ComIff Jo
WW
BEN
LUDY
columbias outlet for Kansas
pany,
by
WPAT
WIBW T-jpIj G.^ .1
KCKN, Kansas City
show." will produce and enact Paterson
Group
station's
weekly
teen-age
program,
"The
High
4lP«ltL*HQ S* C»W« PuBUCa1i~n- '«l< NEW YORK CH'CAGO. KANSAS CITY, SAN FRANCISCO
School Reporter".
BROADCASTING
•
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NOW
So

Try This

NBC's

Parade

+

590

+

5000

I/Hoot

Proven

Formula

for OMAHA

of stars

Kilocycles
WATTS

of titeTtwi

Several changes are impending in Omaha broadcasting. The net
result will be more and better programs for all listeners in this area.
WOW congratulates the stations involved and
wishes them unlimited success.
At the same time — now that radio acfrertising dollars MUST count WOW calls your attention to the fundamental principle of radio advertising: AUDIENCE is ALL-IMPORTANT.
When you consider the Omaha Market, remember the equation above!
590 KC

RADIO STATION

ow
OMAHA,
NEBRASKA
• NBC • 5000 WATTS
Owner and Operator of
KODY • NBC IN NORTH PLATTE

ffllMRGErilEnT
GOV. ofROBERT
S. KERRBroadcasting
of Oklahoma,
head
West Central
Co..
Tulsa,tion which
filed for a 50 kw Nov.
staon 1210 kchas[BROADCASTING,
5],
was
guest
Nov.
11
on
NBC
"Charlie
McCarthy
homa City.Show" broadcast from OklaMARTIN
N. OEBBECKE
has returned
toLastWIPthreePhiladelphia
as night
years he has
been manager.
in radio
engineering
department
of
Army Signal Corps.
LEWIS
ALLEN
WEISS,
and general
manager
of Donvice-president
LeehasBroadcasting
System, Hollywood,
been
elected
a
director
of
Southern California. All Year Club of
CESAR
MIRO,
director
of
Radio
Nacional,
Peruvian
government
system
operating
a
standard
and
three
high
frequency
stations in Lima, is tocurrently in Washington
Christian
Conference.as delegate
He is former World
U. S.

correspondent
the Limaby his
El Comerico,
owned and foroperated
family.
PAUL
WAGNER,
manager
ofan WPAY
Portsmouth,
O.,
underwent
operation inNov.his3.absence.
G. F. BOYDemer-is
acting gency
manager
LOUIS
H. PETERSON,
president
of
WSSV
Va., hasKiwanls
been elected
presidentPetersburg,
of Petersburg
Club.
S. ROBERT MORRISON, former chief
engineer
and Marion.
assistantO.,general
manager of WMRN
has returned
as assistant
general
manager
after
disfrom Navy.
F. J. PETERS conticharge
nues as chief
engineer.

Jesse R. Lovejoy
JESSE R. LOVEJOY, 81, director
since 1922 of General Electric Co.,
Schenectady, and honorary vicepresident for 16 years, died Oct. 31
in Schenectady. He joined GE in
1892, when the company was formed, as manager of supply department, and then became general
sales manager. Later, as vice-president in charge of sales, he had
much to do with development of
business
throughout the company's
foreign department.

Downie Elected
ROBERT C. DOWNIE, president
of Peoples-Pittsburgh Trust Co. NAVY DAY address of President Truand former chief of the Pittsburgh
man was witnessed by about 5000 perordnance district, has been elected ing. sons
gathered
the Gimbel's
store
to inwatch
it throughPhiladelthe 20
to the board of trustees of Blaw- RCA phia
video sets installed in the buildKnox Co., antenna manufacturers.

GALS!
HERE'S
NYLON

OD
G
NEWS!

Ladies! Your nylon stockings will come to you from
the Magic Circle area of Radio Station WBIG in
Greensboro, North Carolina. Within this fifty mile
radius more than fifty per cent of all the nylons
manufactured in the South are being made as rapidly
as nylon becomes available and machines can be
converted and it is hoped that by Christmas the stocks
in the stores will be more plentiful. At least plentiful
enough to do away with the mobs who now gather
when nylons are placed on sale.
Two of the nation's best known hosiery manufacturers have home offices in Greensboro with branch
mills located in the area. Mock-Judson-Voehringer,
makers of the famous Mojud hose, and Burlington
Mills officials plan, to make shipments to their accounts only when they are able to make deliveries
to all of them, buirf is felt as though this will be by
the first of December, with shipments increasing all
along as more of the coveted nylon is released.
The hosiery industry has migrated from the North
to the South at an increasing pace during the
past fifteen years. In 1931 less than ten per
cent of the hosiery mills in the nation were
located in the South. Today that percentage has risen to more than thirty
per cent, with more than half of these f
in North Carolina, principally in the
Magic Circle area.
ON YOUR
1470 DIAL
COLUMBIA NETWORK
In Greensboro, N. C.
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The employees of
hoisery mills are the
highest paid workers
in the textile industry.
There are an estimated
seven thousand hosiery
mill employees in the
Magic Circle area, bringing additional revenue to
an already rich and prosperous area, dominated
on the air lanes by WBIG,
favorite station of these
makers of the "hosiery of
the future."

HUTCHESOJS RESIGNS
ENGINEERING POST
GUY C. HUTCHESON has resigned from the general engineering department of CBS, effective
the latter part of November, and
planslish antooffice
estab-in
Texas for radio
consulting work.
Radio engineer with the second Byrd ExpediAnttion toarctic
Little
w
America in 193335, Mr. HutcheMr. Hutcheson CBS
son hassince
been with
1935
except for a brief period of Army
service in 1942. He was an engineer
in the radio frequency division,
general engineering department,
from 1935 to 1941. In 1941-42 he
was chief Latin American engineer, and during this time made a
five-month tour of 76 affiliated stations of the CBS Network of the
Americas, located in the 20 Latin
American republics.
From 1942 to 1944 he was engineer in charge of international
broadcasting, during which time
CBS and OWI installed five 50-kw
shortwave transmitters and plans
were drawn for a 200-kw transmitter which is now in operation.
In 1944-45 he has been acting engine r in charge of the radio frequency division, general engineerHising department.
work with CBS included
preparation of FCC applications
for CBS,tennas,designing
anand making directional
field intensity
measurements. He is at 1933 graduate of Texas A&M in electrical
engineering. He said his offices as
radio consultant possibly would be
in or near Dallas.
MBS Meeting
MUTUAL Broadcasting System
will be host at a luncheon in honor
of Edgar
of Mutual, Nov.Kobak,
19 at president
the Ambassador
Hotel in New York, celebrating his
first year with the network. Mr.
Kobak willinreport
on theyearnetwork's
activities
the last
at the
luncheon.

'Army Hour' Successor
PROGRAM succeeding The Army
Hour, which was broadcast for the
last time Nov. 11 after three years
and eight months on the air, will be
The National Hour, Sundays 4-4:30
on NBC.
New showin will
top.m.mirror
the thinking
both "seek
governmental and private circles" on
major
national
problems
of
the
reconversion period, including such
subjects as employment, postwar
aviation, atomic power, educational
techniques, world government, railroads, automobiles, farms, taxes.
Format will continue to. feature
spot broadcasts for the armed
services and
branches
of government astheother
occasion
demands.
BROADCASTING
Broadcast Advertising
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Collins 12Z Remote Amplifier
,5 ■ Amotehigh amplifier,
quality foura.c.-d.c.
channelpow-reered. The d.c. source
consists of
self-contained batteries which
take the load automatically in
case of a.c. line failure. Gain,
approximately 95 db. Frequency
response,
c.p.s. ± 1
db. Power 30-12,000
output, 50 milliwatts.
Weight, with batteries and car• rying case, 32 pounds.

The new Collins 300G-1 AM broadcast transmitter
is an operator's
Its components
are the finest
available,
with very high safety factors, ideal.
and all are completely
and immediately
accessible. Replacements, if necessary, are just a quick, simple one-man job!
Circuit design, physical arrangement, and workmanship throughout, meet the
superior standards which station engineers have come to expect of Collins engineering.
The nominal power output of the 300G-1, 250 watts, can be reduced to 100 watts
by means of a switch on the control panel. The response is flat within ± 1.0 db from
30 to 10,000 cycles. Distortion is less than 3% up to 100% modulation.
Tell us about your plans. We will be glad to study them with you and make recommendations covering requirements for your entire station, AM or FM, and of any
power. Collins Radio Company, Cedar Rapids, Iowa; 11 West 42nd Street, New
York 18, N. Y. In Canada, Collins equipment is sold
by Collins -Fisher Limited, Montreal.

FOR BROADCAST QUALITY, IT'S

ROADCASTING

' • • • •
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24-SHEET POSTERS

RAILWAY EXPRESS ^TRUCKS

ST. LOUIS BUSES AND STREET CARS

TRADE PAPER ADVERTISING

" )
RURAL NEWSPAPER ADS

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AND PUBLICITY

STAR-TIMES DELIVERY VEHICLE POSTERS

I
KXOK THEATER NEWSCASTS

. . big network shows . . .
il programs . . . enjoy an
e.

are encored by a wellthat makes KXOK a forceLouis Market. Advertisers
alert promotion that has
KXOK'S dramatic growth.

PERSONALIZED PROGRAM SCHEDULES

\ "top-billing"—
(XOK or John

1, MISSOURI
he St. Louis Star-Times
ILOCYCIES, 5,000 WATTS, FULL TIME

SCRAP BOOKS FOR KXOK AND
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

XOK PROGRAM DIRECTORIES
COURTESY SPOTS
PROMOTIONAL KITS FOR ADVERTISERS
Chicago • St. Louis • Los Angeles • San Francisco

The Set Situation
WHERE'S ALL that reconversion in radio
manufacturing that was to start as soon as the
shooting stopped?
Manufacturers are saying they're stymied
because they can't get parts and set compoThey are Labor
also bewailing
handling
of pricenents.policy.
troubles OPA's
here and
there
also have interfered.
All these things have converged to contribute what appears to be a dry run on new receivers, with little likelihood of any substantial
shipments in time for the Christmas trade,
which would be the first since 1941.
But there lurks in all this a danger more
fundamental to radio's future development
than the inordinate delay in receiver production. We hope ofmanufacturers
won'tsetsyield
the temptation
dumping inferior
of theto
cigar-box type, in order to grab a ready market. FM allocations are determined. Designing
for combination AM-FM receivers has gone
forward. The public should get maximum service and performance for the longest possible
period and that means combination receivers
capable of tuning both aural bands.
Courtesy
of said
. .in ?'9
IF"By
EVERYTHING
that has been
condemnation ofthe radio commercial during the
last twelvemonth could be added together, it
shouldn't be.
Chairman Porter and Commissioner Durr
have spoken with verve on the subject. Some
of what has been said has been only provoking,
and some admittedly has been provocative.
Newspapers have been anxious to take up
the cause, some altruistically and others with
motives less laudable.
In all candor, it must be acknowledged that
the editors of Broadcasting have offered observations on the same general subject.
But in all this hail and hellfire of verbiage,
there has been hardly a solemn whisper out
of the working broadcaster himself. This could
impel several conclusions, all so obvious that
they need no delineation here — for now at least
one working mikeman is on the record.
He is Bryson Rash, special events director
of WMAL Washington who, avocationally,
writes a radio column for the Washington
Evening Star, licensee of WMAL. In such
a commentary on October 21, Mr. Rash describes the scene at his home of recent date
when he was listening to the radio.
described
as "pleasant"that—
andTheit program
is apparenthe from
his commentary
he was lulled into a feeling of serenity such
as attends a lingering inspection of a beautiful painting. Thus becalmed, one can visualize
his chagrined surprise when there issued from
his loudspeaker a concluding message for the
sponsor-sung "in pseudo hilly-billy" fashion
by a trio.
This, Mr. Rash explained, was a hitch-hike
— "an announcement appended to a program
to extol the virtues of another product made
by the same sponsor." Mr. Rash concluded,
"The hitch-hike announcement is a trick
Page 54 • November 12, 1945

method of punching a commercial message
across to a radio audience lulled into security
by a pleasant radio program. It is not good
radio. Radio can do better than that, and we
hopeThat's
it does
soon."comment of a newspaper
not— the
editor made under the urging of his business
department; it is not the observation of a
Government executive. It's a toiler in the craft
speaking — one whose experience in the art
has covered long years, one whose devotion to
its future is sincere and believable. At this
point, it is time to sit up and take notice.
Are radio's commercial practices objectionable? Are there abuses beyond the marginal
number that attend all human endeavor?
America has the greatest broadcasting system
in the world, offering the most extravagant
display of entertainment and education in our
modern civilization. Can this, the system that
makes the product possible, be imperiled by
careless commercial practices? It can be,
and will be, if Mr. Rash's observations in a
widely read newspaper find favor with the
people. If the listeners believe as does Mr.
Rash, and as do Mr. Porter and Mr. Durr and
some others in high places, then we cannot be
oblivious.
All last week was National Radio Week. It
was dedicated to 25 years of broadcasting in
America. Rededicate it to better broadcasting
tomorrow, better broadcasting on a sound commercial foundation. And remember that foundation is laid with care, that each brick has
its prescribed size and its prescribed place —
and that the whole can fall of its own weight
if one brick is out of balance with the others.
We don't like to get exactly poetic about this
brick analogy, but maybe some of these critics
are heaving a few at us that we can use in
strengthening that foundation — if we dodge
the bad ones and catch the good ones.
Fitting Climax
THE SETTING was the Senate gallery floor
of the Capitol. A sumptuous new radio gallery
room was being dedicated. Broadcasting booths
for the networks and independents, a writing
room for working news reporters. All the facilities necessary for modern radio coverage.
President Truman was there. So were many
Senators and Speaker Rayburn, Secretary
Schwellenbach, and FCC Chairman Paul A.
Porter and other notables. The working radio
news corps, about 100 strong, was on hand.
The time was last Wednesday — during National Radio Week. President Truman the
same day had sent to NAB President Justin
Miller
a
letter congratulating radio on its 25th
anniversary.
It doesn't
take a for
longnews
memory
to recallFirst
the
battle
radio fought
recognition.
radio grudgingly was accorded a little space
in the corridor of the gallery floors in House
and Senate. Now it has the elbow room needed
for adequate coverage of aural broadcasting.
Comparable facilities are being installed in the
House gallery. Soon it will require accomodations for television. Spot transmission of debates in Congress may come swiftly.
President
Truman'sof unheralded
participation in the dedication
the Senate radio
gallery was a tribute to radio and to the men
who
report
the
news
by
the
swiftest
means
extant.
Radio has come a long way in these 25 years.
Newswise
five
or so. it has come into its own in the last

ARNOLD DAVIDSON DUNTON
casting.
YOUTH is at the helm of Canadian broadNew top man is Arnold Davidson Dunton, who at 33 is controller of all broadcasting in the Dominion, both publicly-owned
and privately-owned, and at the same time is
on operating
head ofworksthenorth organizati
all the netal border.
of the internation
November 15, Dave Dunton becomes the
first full-time chairman of the Board of Governors of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
for a three-year term. His post carries with
it one of the highest salaries paid a government appointed official, $15,000 a year.
While Dave Dunton is new to radio, he is
known to many radio men in Canada and in
the United States. He recently resigned as
general manager of the government's Wartime
Information Board, Canada's OWI. As head of
the WIB he was in charge of Canadian press
and radio relations for the two ChurchillRoosevelt conferences held at Quebec.
During the conferences he met many of the
leading radio commentators and station owners. He was also in charge of Canadian news
emanating
from the San Francisco United
Nations conference.
The post of full-time chairman of the CBC
Board of Governors was recommended by the
Parliamentary Committee on Broadcasting in
1944, with the chairman to be the overall head
of the CBC, and to work specifically on a policy
and public relations level, while the general
manager, Dr. Augustin Frigon, at an annual
salaryoperational
of $13,000,level.
works at the administrative
and
Born in August 1912 in Montreal, son of a
notary who died two years after his birth,
Dave Dunton took his public and high school
education in Montreal, then went to Lower
Canada College. To learn the background and
language of French-Canadians better, he went
to the U. of Grenoble in France.
After a year there he went to McGill for
two years, then to Trinity College, Cambridge,
for a year. Having been a cub reporter on the
Montreal Star, he took a roving assignment for
the London Express and covered much of England and Scotland. Just before the Nazis came
into power he took six months at Munich U.
In 1933, back on Montreal, he couldn't find
a job onnadiana Pacific
paper,
did surveying
the CaRailway,
was in thewith
advertising
department
of
Henry
Morgan's
department
store at Montreal, was for a while in a chartered accountant's
(Continuedoffice,
on and
page even
58) became a
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What

does

Merchandising"
mean?
Here's exactly what it means at WCOP,
the Boston Cowles station. Just check over this list
of wide-awake merchandising activities . . .
to see what WCOP does to help Boston dealers
ring up results on your advertising:
Dealer Calls. Kenneth N. Strong, merchandising
assistant, spends full time calling on food, grocery and
allied dealers constantly ringing the bell
for WCOP-advertised products.
WCOP "Sales Spotlight" is a brisk, illustrated
monthly^ with 3,000 copies going to top
grocers, druggists, variety stores, five-and-tens,
department stores and meat markets.
Courtesy Announcements. WCOP provides courtesy
spots in advance of a first program, and follows
with weekly courtesy announcements calling
listener's attention to the show.
Displays. WCOP has arrangements for store displays
to publicize air programs of products
sold in the store.
Dealer Letters. WCOP sends letters to important
jobbers or retailers whenever the advertiser
has a special story to tell about his
radio advertising campaign.
Newspaper
stationandads
run every otherAdvertising.
day in BostonWCOP's
newspapers
monthly in 45 suburban papers, publicizing programs
and tying in with other merchandising activities.
Monthly Reports. WCOP furnishes advertisers
and agencies with monthly reports showing
exactly what the station is doing for each advertiser.
JOIN WCOP — AND PARTICIPATE IN
BOSTON'S TOP MERCHANDISING SET-UP.

A Cowles Station — Exclusive Boston
American Broadcasting Co. Outlet
Costs and Availability from any Katz Office

BROADCASTING
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• To the broadcast industry, General
Electric announces its great new line
of broadcast station equipment — most
comprehensive in the world.
Now G.E. can accept orders for
your equipment— FM, Television, AM,
and International transmitters, complete aural and visual equipment for
station and studio, entire antenna
systems with all accessories, electronic tubes for every power and
purpose, studio-to-transmitter relay
equipment, Micro-Tel and Intra-Tel
systems, station lighting, heating, airconditioning, power equipment, and
switchgear — in fact, everything you
need for modern broadcasting.

mYA

Here is broadcast equipment that
For maximum on-the-air reliability,
opens a brilliant era with new basic for lower equipment cost per hour of
accomplishments in modulation qual- service, specify G.E. throughout your
ity, extended frequency response, and station. You benefit directly through
lower carrier noise levels. Straight- General Electric's coordinated equipment design which assures you properly
forward circuits are your guarantee
of reliable operation. Complete ac- unified apparatus for top performcessibility, simplified control systems,
ance. And you buy one standard of
fewer tubes and fewer parts are your high quality backed by one source of
assurance of minimum supervision responsibility. Write Electronics
and lower maintenance. Ruggedness, Department, General Electric Company,
compactness, and flexibility of design Schenectady 5, N. Y.
meet every installation requirement.
From microphone to antenna, G-E
broadcast equipment is handsomely
styled to match the appearance of the
finest, most modern station.

For information and help, call your nearest G-E broadcast equipment sales engineer. G-E sales offices located in
all principal cities are ready to serve you. Specialists are
located for your convenience in General Electric Company
offices in the following cities :
Boston, Mass.
New York City, N. Y. Seattle, Wash.
140 Federal St.
570 Lexington Ave. 710 Second Avenue
Atlanta, Ga.
Cleveland, Ohio
Washington, D. C.
187 Spring St., N.W. 4966 Woodland Ave. 806- 15th St., N.W.
Kansas City, Mo.
San Francisco, Calif. Chicago, 111.
106 W. 14th Street 235 Montgomery St. 840 S. Canal St.
Los Angeles, Calif., 212 N. Vignes St
FOR EARLIEST POSSIBLE DELIVERY OF YOUR
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT, PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW

/
AM
BROADCASTING
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Respects
(Continued from page 54)
Fuller Brush salesman. Then he
got a job for a year in Mexico
City, as tutor. He added Spanish
to his list of languages.
Returning again to Montreal he
rejoined the Montreal Star, became assistant editor in 1937*:
and
changed ownership
he'
and when
John itMcConnell,
son of the
new owner, were put to work to
build up the weekly of the group
of papers, the Montreal Standard.
At 26 he was editor of the paper,
built it up to a first-rate weekly
with one of the largest circulations
in Canada and an editorial content praised from coast to coast.
When the war came, Canada set
up an information bureau, and it
was not long till Dave Dunton got
a call to go to Ottawa to take
charge of a section of the WIB.
In 1941 he went in the first fourengined aircraft across the Atlantic to England to do a series of

nal Affairs, he came to know Kathleen Bingay of Vancouver, brilliant
young
assistant
to the They
legal
adviser legal
of the
department.
wereDunton
marriedJast
- rapid
's;rise hasyear4
beeh\too
to give him much time Ifor hobbies
other than work. He: likes to travel,
find out how people live. He is
quiet
^spoken, In
has the
drive,wartime
ideas and
imagination.
job
he has held and in his new post it
is important to know that he is
politically unbiased.
TRADITIONAL dress marks these performers in Studjo 7 of Radio
Tokyo, modernistic structure in which latest occidental developments
are
"utazawa"
singers,posture
accompanying
nativeincorporated.
instruments,These
perform
from typical
(note shortthemselves
mike stand).on
stories for the WIB on how Brit- just 31 years old, he was made
general manager of the WIB, with
ain was fighting the war. His en- his
paper still paying his salary.
ergy, ideas and ability to get along
The WIB being closely related
with his superiors as well as his
staff won him promotions. In 1943, to Canada's Department of Exter-

iNtfWDEN /6^>
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Sales Offices
Ne'w York HolLywm
Chicago
Fran
Dallas San
Portland
General Offices — Amarill

(Continued Sets
from page 28)
tube radio-phonograph console,
both in wood cabinets. Production
has started, according to Clarence
G. Felix,
productiongoingman-to
ager, with radio
first receivers
dealers. Nineteen
nounced recently bymodels
Crosley.were anFederal Telephone & Radio Corp.
is understood to be planning a line
of several table models, with consoles and combinations coming
later. Federal is producing a complete line of transmitters, tubes
and related items
munications items. along with comFarnsworth Television & Radio
Corp. has completed a nationwide
series of dealer meetings, displaying its new models. Majestic Radio
& Television
will hold a convention later Corp.
this month.
Lear Inc., Home Radio Division,
has criticized advertising that has
allegedly misled the public into
walking into stores with the expectation that they can take home
sets. Lear is rapidly working out
production problems.
General Electric Co., active promoter of FM's high-fidelity, plans
volume production in time for
Christmas buying and is boosting
a low-pricebinationfive-tube
model. Comand FM receivers
are
planned.
Electronic Corp. of America has
announced a complete line of receivers. Ithas just bought a plant
in Brooklyn to augment output of
two Manhattan factories. ECA sets
will carry a warranty label advisance.ing consumers as to exact performElaborate eye-appeal consoles
are planned by Ansley Radio Corp.
Shipments
December. are slated to start in
Stromberg-Carlson Co. turned
out its first civilian receiver in midSeptember. Postwar line includes
small 'table modelsareforexpected
the first
time.
by
first ofFMthereceivers
year.
Emerson Radio & Phonograph
Corp. says its sets will have three
times the power of prewar models
and feature more, efficient tube and
speaker arrangements. Four small
models will introduce the line, including table compact, portable,
phono .combination
relater.
ceiver. Seventy modelsand arepocket
planned
RCA Victor Division announced
a kickoff line some time ago, with
nine elsmodels
are due included.
this month.Console mod-
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SHAEF
Radio Drive Against Germany
Yankee ingenuity and initiative. The operation later was known as
Station at Luxembourg of The
dramatic story of Radio ICD-USFET (Information ConWas Potent Weapon
trol Division, U. S. Forces EuroLuxembourg's
captureThe almost
t
a
c
t
,
i
s
well known.
coup wasinpean Theatre).
In Defeat of Nazis
engineered
by
an
OWI
radio
reMany special
for
RADIO LUXEMBOURG, most connoitering squadron headed by SHAEF.
Last jobs
Maywere5 done
German
potent weapon in the psychological R. Morris Pierce, borrowed from
hopelessly
disorganwarfare campaign in Germany, is WGAR Cleveland where he was forcesized were
but the German commander
back in the hands of its private
had no other way of communicatowners after a year of operation chief engineer.
ing a surrender message to his
Psychological Use
as a unit of SHAEF.
A plea came from Gen.
Not revealed are the scoops and troops.
Until now the story has been
Patch
and Radio Luxembourg
locked in the files of the military. psychological tricks employed by
From this powerful station, perched the joint Army-OWI Psychologi- broadcast every few minutes to the
cal Warfare Division at Radio German Army group opposite the
on the Franco-German border,
came a daily program array that Luxembourg under command of U. S. Seventh Army, telling them
taught Europe what a broadcast- Lt. Col. Samuel R. Rosenbaum, that their commander had agreed
ing staff can do under the impetus former head of WFIL Philadelphia. that his troops should lay down

Hot Shot
MARTIN AGRONSKY is
American's hottest commentator. Monday, Oct. 29, Blechman Clothing
Store,
Washington, started
sponsoring
him on WMAL. Friday, Nov.
2, the store burned down.
their
arms at noon Sunday, the
next day.

Frequent
from handled
the Supremerequests
Command were
quickly and effectively. These included special
proclamations andbroadcasts
instructionsof issued
from Supreme Headquarters to
German troops and civilians in
Germany in connection with com"The
Voice batofoperations
SHAEF"as andwell"Theas Voice
of
Military
Government",
which
were carried by other Allied transmitters.
After mid-March, the station
started a special service for Army
YOU GET THE
engineers, at the request of
SHAEF. Twice daily it carried
Rhine flood gage readings to help
engineers protect the pontoon
CONCENTRATED
AUDIENCE
OF
bridges across the river, an especially vital bit of information at
that point of the drive.
Typical was
Luxembourg's
reputation
as aRadio
live-wire
news station.ditiWith
a staff that
knew cono
n
s
i
n
Germany
intimately,
the
7 TOP
MARKETS
station was quoted daily in the
world press.
Wide Audience
WITH
Ample
evidence
prisonersas
of war and Germanfromcivilians
well as foreign workers attested to
the fact that the station held a
wide audience in German territory.
Its 120 kw signal on 232 kc was
received in Germany with greater
OKLAHOMA
1
clarity
dependability than that
May.anyandAllied
of
transmitter. The
power
was
upped to 150 kw last
ASSURES YOU £u die nee IN THE RICHEST MARKETS IN OKLAHOMA
OWI's historical review of the
station pays
tributeof tothe Col.
Rosen-in
Seven stations with DOMINANCE in their
baum's
direction
station
markets — most of them ALL OF THE TIME —
these
words:
"Col.
Rosenbaum's
leadership, management and tact
that's the OKLAHOMA NETWORK! Seven staaccomplished
harmonious
tions for approximately HALF THE COST of any
tion from a large
group ofcooperavaried
two
of
Oklahoma's
highest-powered
stations.
Use
individuals
composed
of both milias few as three . . . and still get the network rate.
tary and civilian personnel of many
Give
opportunityat .a .lower
. andcostwe'll. . show
nationalities and languages."
to get usmorean audience
. with you
the how
OKLA
Some bouscoops
HOMA NETWORK!
rg's log are: on Radio LuxemOne Contract One Contact — One Statement!
First broadcast of complete miliGermany.
tary government trial in occupied
KADA — Ada
First answer in Germany to last
AMERICAN BROADCASTING
KBIX — Muskogee
speech made by
fallacies
CO., INC., AFFILIATES IN
demonstrated
lessHitler;
than an
hour
KCRC -Enid
OKLAHOMA
after broadcast of speech.
— Shawnee
Text
of
Yalta
Declaration
in
KGFF
KOME_Tulsa
several languages, with comment.
ROBERT D. ENOCH
Bulletins of military and politiKTOK — Oklahoma City
MANAGING DIRECTOR
cal news broadcast in five lanreceipt.
KVSO — Ardmore
guages within minutes of their
APCO TOWER, OKLAHOMA CITY 2, OKLA.
V-E and V-J coverage in as
many (Continued
as 13 languages;
on pagealso64.)done at
BROADCASTING
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for your

sponsorship

• Here is a network co-operative show
that brings the glamour of Broadway and
Hollywood
America's Main Streets —
and
at local torates.
Tested with sixteen exciting months
on WEAF, NBC's key station in New
York,
Maggi's
is crammed
with the
thrillsPrivate
of CafeWireSociety,
Park
Avenue, Broadway and Bagdad-On-thePacific — a surprise package out of which
the following diverse personalities have
recently popped: Roland Young, George
Jessel, Gypsy Rose Lee, Helmut Dantine,
Art Mooney, Mrs. Reginald Vanderbilt,

locally— at local

Chuchu Martinez and Mrs. William
Randolph
a few of Maggi's
guests . . .Hearst
Stardust— just
for products.
Maggi'sa mike-mate
debonair
Herbof
Sheldon,
suave foil foris the
keen wit
NBC's Column-Miss of the Air.
Maggi's Private Wire is like nothing
on your local air — and your Main Street
listeners will love it — it takes them out
of their everyday world for fifteen fast
moving minutes 12:45 P.M. (E.S.T.),
Monday through Friday. Contact your
nearest NBC station for availability
and costs.

National Broadcasting Company
ROADCASTING

§§

America's No. 1 Network Corporation
T-*.,.ol Amtrici
• Broadcast Advertising

cost

Other important live-talent NBC
shows broadcast co-operatively:
H. V. KALTENBORN
Monday,
Wednesday,
7:45 to 8 P.M.
(E.S.T.)Friday
MORGAN BEATTY
Monday through Friday
1:45 to 2:00 P.M. (E.S.T.)
HARKNESS OF WASHINGTON
Monday through Friday
11:15 to 11:30 P.M. (E.S.T.)
NEWS OF THE WORLD
Tuesday and Thursday
7:15 to 7:30 P.M. (E.S.T.)
WORLD NEWS ROUNDUP
Monday through Saturday
8:00 to 8:15 A.M. (E.S.T.)
Sunday 9:00 to 9:15 A.M.
NEWS FROM NBC
Monday
11:00 to through
11:15 P.M.Saturday
(E.S.T.)
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FM WANTED BY 60%
MANSFIELD REPORTS
BETTER than 60% of postwar
radio receiver purchasers want
their new sets to include FM,
Frank Mansfield, director of sales
research for Sylvania Electric
Products ferenceInc.,
in New stated
York. atThisa news
meanscon-a
potential new $600,000,000 market
added to the radio set business in
the next two or three years, he
said, as 10,700,000 FM sets can
be sold out of a total market for
17,400,000 receivers.
Reporting on a special survey
of radio set owners just completed
by the company, the third in a continuing series, Mr. Mansfield said
today's
less than FMtwo setper owners
cent of represent
all radio
owners. There are some 432,000
FM sets in use currently, of which
93% are combination AM-FM receivers, he said, and better than
90% were purchased in 1941 and
1942. The great majority of FM
owners are thoroughly sold on it as
compared to AM, he reported, with
85% of those interviewed crediting their preference to reduced
static and noise, 61% to greater
realism, 48% to less advertising,
37% to less interference between
stations, 20% to a preference for
FM programming and 14% to poor
AM reception in their locality.
Auto ignition static is the major
complaint of FM set owners.
Of interviews with some 1800
non-FM set owners, Mr. Mansfield
said only 14% had ever heard an
FM broadcast, but despite that
fact two out of three postwar radio purchasers want their new
sets to include FM and are willing to pay more for them. High
fidelity was considered the greatest
advantage of FM by those not now
owning FM sets, he said, with 56%
stating they would pay $100 to
$150 more for an FM set with true
high fidelity. Present FM set owners, he said, usually report that
they like high fidelity but when
their sets are examined 80% are
found tuned so they don't get it.
Daniel N. Stair
DANIEL N. STAIR, engineer in
charge waveof transmitter
NBC international
shortat Bound Brook,
N. J., ness.died
Nov.
1
after
a
long
illHe had been associated with
NBC since November 1926. He is
survived by his wife, Frances.
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William B. Tracy
WILLIAM B. TRACY, 58, account
executive of Campbell-Ewald Co.,
New York, died Oct 31, at his New
York home. Entering the advertising business in 1908, he became
president of Tracy-Parry Co.,
Philadelphia, from 1910 to 1936,
when he returned to New York and
was associated in an executive capacity with Benton & Bowles,
Arthur Kudner Inc., and Saccone,
Speed & Jenney, before* joining
Campbell-Ewald last ye'af.

flGEnCIES

^

has just
returned
after
a two-monthof
He said
the possibility
New
Agency,asof vicepresident
, York,
resigned
has Adv.
Jr.Grey
LANGto ofbecome
JH.
commercial
radiothat
programs
is still bethe trip.
head
the
ing
discussed
by
British
New
Co.,
&
Cairns
A.
John
of
board
plan
S, formerly men but mediate
WILLIAM
MURIEL
York.
the change
concensus
is thatadvertising
any imis unlikely.
York,
New
Co.,
&
Vladimir
Irwin
with
joins Cairns as assistant account FREDERIC A. CHASE, California newsalso
executive.
man and director
of publicity
activitiespfaoprerseveral
national
and local
R. ANNE CRISTY. is new radio director government
agencies
andfor former
direcof Howard-Wesson Co.,
Worcester, Mass.
t
o
r
o
f
public
relations
the
Southern
Formerly
with
WTAG Worcester, California
chapter, ofhas thebeenAssociated
Contractors,
Miss
Cristy also
has General
ed headindustrial
of Youiig
RubicamappointWest
conducted
radio
Coast
script writingcourses
and publicity staff. puttfic relations and
advertising
for
three
years
at
RICHARD
Worcester
Navy L.andEASTLAND,
formerly released
in chargefromof
College Junior
evening the
radio for
J. M.Walter
Thompson transferred
~Po., Chischool.
cago,
and
3.
CONDONES
GENE
formerof from Roy S. Durstine Inc. office in Cinradio INGE,
columnist
been appointed
1 co-radio
directors cinnati,
of haveDurstine
in New York.
Los
AngelesandHeraldNELSON,
released
from AFRS
Express
more HARMON
as
captain,
has
been
appointed
West
recently
associated
Miss Cristy
of Roche, HollyWilwith civilian
sub- Coast liamradio
sistence contractor
s &offices.
Cleary,manager
now establishing
with
AAP,
has
wood
joined Paul Winans Adv., Los Angeles, WILLIAM H. COFFMAN, for several
as account executive and creator of- years manager of an Industrial adverprogram FONDA,
ideas. account contact of
agency, &hasCo.,beengeneral
electedadvertispresiJAMES
denttising
ofwhich
Cabot
Foote, Cone & Belding,
has returned to Fultoning,
hasPittsburgh.
opened offices
in the
Bldg.,
,
Los Angeles
headquarters
after
conferring with eastern seaboard stations on BROMLEY HOUSE, vice-president and
spot radio forcampaign
starting
mid- radio director of Gregory Adv., CleveDecember
California
Fruit inGrowers
land, has resumed duties after two
Exchange (Synkist
oranges).
Assigned
InC. G. Los
BOWEN,
formerly
of WillPaul
GrantE. years in Army.
formation Section,
Army toWarSpecial
College,
Adv.,
Angeles,
has
joined
Newman Co. as production manager.
Washington,/«■ he produced "Here's Your
Infantry".,
ELAINE
MOTT has
been ofpromoted
four
years Co.,
assistant
traffic and
Arthur W.H.to BOB
radio STRUBLE,
director
oftoforW.become
E. Long
ChiStowe
Adv.,office
Los manager
Angeles.
HOWARD
cago,
resigned
radio
director
HELMICK.
with
Army
discharge,
has
of
Dan
B.
Miner
Agency,
Los
Angeles,
effective
Nov.
12.
joined the agency as copywriter.
MRS.
BLOCK, Co.,former
G. REMINGTON, formerly
with W.TOMIT. Grant
New copywriter
York, has MAHLON
Crowell-Collier Publishing Co. and
joined Federal Adv., New York, as- copy- with
General
Mills,
has joined ofmerchandising service department
Needham,
SAM YOUNG,
for- Louis & Brorby Inc., Chicago.
1 " Toronto,
merlywriter,withy R.:C.account
Smith■ ■ &■executive
Son,
CHARLES
W.
McMAHON,
with
has joined
the
Toronto
office
of
Stevenstrong
Cork
Co.,
Lancaster,
Pa.,
forArm-15
son & Scott.
years, is now with Lewis & Gilman,
GRANT Adv. has moved its Toronto Philadelphia.
office to M103
Church Street. DAVE MC- BILL STUART of the public relations
IL AN is manager.
and publicity department of Young &
HAROLDreal, has F.,opened
STANFIELD
Ltd.,office
Mont-in Rubicam, New York, and formerly a raa 31branch
diowoodproducer
the a company's
HollySaint
John,
N.
B.,
at
Royal
Security
hasin had
first novel,
"The
Bldg. VICTOR
P. GRAY, formerly with &DeadRinehart.
Lieoffice,Still",
published
by Farrar
Taylor
& isCarson
Vancouver,
manager.Broadcasting Ltd., ROBERTA BARD, former director of
for Huber Hoge & Sons, New
HARRIET
BELILLE, former
timebuyer radio
with
Compton
York, York,
has asjoined
Ben executive.
Sackheim Inc.
account
Grey Adv.
Agency,Adv.
New Agency,
York, Nov.joined
5. New
LT.
COMDR.
EDWARD
C.
SIMONS,
on
THOMAS
J.
DEEGAN
Jr.,
former
direcduty with the Coast Guard for three
torcanof Airlines
public Inc.,
information
with AmeriNov. 15 joins
Abbott
years, merly
andwith JOHN
LEWISrejoined
AMES,Ruthfor- Kimball
FBI,
have
Co.,
New
York,
as
vice-presiin charge of public relations.
rauff & Ryan,
New assistant
York, as respecmedia MARY dent ELEANOR
tively.
executive
and legal
REESE,Newformer
chief
of
Paris & Peart,
York, copy
has
RUSS
HILLIER
has
joined
the
staff
of
.
been
named
copy
chief
and
account
sup
e
r
v
i
s
o
r
,
B
e
n
Sackheim
Inc.,
New
York.
Gray &phia.Rogers
Adv.
Agency,
PhiladelHe was formerly with Al Paul
Lefton Agency.
KANE,
radio director
of H.
M.J.is illJESSIE
Dittman
Adv. pneumonia.
Agency,
Philadelphia,
with virus
LES
Bentonand& director
Bowles,
New HARRIS,
York, as awithproducer
of Prudential's
"Family
Hour",
TRANSCRIPTION
day 5-5:30 p.m.
on CBS,ideashasforSunbeen
named
of program
the
agency chief
in addition
to his other duties.
LIBRARY
NORTH& CLAREY
is new member
of
Lewis
Gilman,
Philadelphia
agency.
TO
FILL
ALL REQUIREMENTS
Before
for three editor
years inof Coast
Guard trade
heserving
was publication.
managing
Ethyl
News,
AMERICAN FOLK
HAROLD
DUNDESweek andfromBENthe FRANK
MUSIC
returned
last
armed
services
after
three
years
to
assume
active direction of Dundes & Frank,
New York.
HUGH
A. MITCHELL,
vice-president
and director
of McCann-Erickson,
has
been appointed
agency's European
man- If! M. COLE CO.
ager
and
will
headquarter
in Speaking
London
beginning
early
next
year.
823 S. WABASH AVE.
Oct. 31 at Assn.
a meeting
ofYork,the Mitchell
Export
CHICAGO 5, ILL
Advertising
in Newand
reported
on
business
advertising
conditions in Europe from which he
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THE SMART
WHO

SET

DINE AT

ANTOINE'S

OR THE SMART
HOUSEWIVES
WHO

SHOP

AT

THE CORNER
GROCERY

Folks

turn

first

to

WWL
NEW ORLEANS
THE GREATEST SELLING POWER IN THE SOUTH'S GREATEST CITY
50,000 Watts * Clear Channel * CBS Affiliate
Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency, Inc.
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Luxembourg
(Continued from page 60)
time of Potsdam Declaration and
other joint pronouncements.
Talents of American, British,
French and other Allied personnel
were blended to provide this service. News-writing and translation
staffs worked on an 18-hour basis,
aided by production, policy and
censorship integration together
with efficient front-line intelligence. Thus developed the reputamost important
instances
first tiononof "being
the airin with
news and comment on the progress
of the war."
Heavy Output
Last spring the station was supplying 5,000 to 10,000 words per
day of news,tel igence tspecial
ino OWI inevents
New andYork.
BBC was provided an average of
30 minutes of material daily, with
'LOVE THAT WOMAN! When Joan
recordings sent via courier to Paris
picked
mail
atSchafer
KFI for
her updailyyesterday's
participating
for landline relay to BBC which
used it in the German Section of
program, "WHAT DO YOU
SAY?",
she wastestimonial
the joyousforrecipiits European Service.
ent of a great
singSeveral hours per day of shorting commercials. (And if you're
wave operation were provided the
new here, "WHAT DO YOU
12th
Army Group for news and
SAY?"
is
primarily
a
woman's
talks to U. S. networks and press.
V^x Pop wherein protagonist and
antagonist for any subject can have
When American forces were adhis written say). Anyway, this
vancing into Germany last February frequent field reporting and
woman
we're
speaking
of isbe-a
champion
of
the
radio
rhyme
recording
expeditions were sent
cause she never has been able to
out from Radio Luxembourg into
carry a tune
and
it
is
her
firm
conGerman occupied territory.
viction that her two little children
never would have learned to sing
Special
taries werenewscasts
started and
Marchcommen27 by
had they been denied those lilting
jingles that tell of something for
the 21st Army Group and presented
for
British
troops.
The
12th
sale. There is an opening, incidenArmy Group radio detachment left
tally, on "WHAT DO YOU
the station April 12 and moved into
SAY?" for a participation. See
Germany, but continued to send
your KFI
for complete details.Representative
Air time: 10:15
a.m.
tape
recordings for broadcast.
daily except Thursday.
Along with other commentators,
Col. Rosenbaum spoke regularly in
German and French as "an American lieutenant colonel". He frequently went and
to front-line
areas with
for
observation
interviews
German civilians and prisoners, often taking recording equipment.
POETS CORNER • That mellow old
The news sources included files
philosopher, TOM OWENS (KFI
of commercial agencies as well as
daily at 6:15 a.m.) who is now in
those of PWD, SHAEF and caphis second year of chatting to
tured material. Foreign broadcasts
Los Angeles early risers between
were carefully monitored.
a variety of musical recordings,
Music Used
turns
be the poet's
friend. outThe tooccasional
readingbestof
Music was used liberally. At
a poem on his participating show
first the big station record library
started local wordsmiths to sending him their efforts. This week
was employed, but live talent was
TOM OWENS made a count of
soon added. Music by Nazi-banned
the unsolicited poetry received and
composers
got special attention.
was surprised to find the monthly
Darkest of the weeks at Radio
average tops one hundred!
Luxembourg was the Rundstedt
bulge in mid-December last year.
Word of the approach of German
troops was received Dec. 17. They
640 MKMLML
H^T M.
H WATTS
were only a few kilometers from
KILOCYCLES
the transmitter. Some vital parts
from the transmitter were sent to
Verdun for safety and plans were
NBC for LOS ANGELES
Represented Nationally by Edward Petry and Company, Inc. made to get out in a hurry.
Officially, this happened: "Owing
to hardening of the military situation, the transmitter was reassembled and transmissions were rePage 64 • November 12, 1945

Jax

Beer

Finds

Sportscasting

Effective Advertising Medium
featuring feminine
USING radio as its principal ad- Jackson-Sports,
vertising medium, the Jackson commentator, only woman to vote
Brewing Co., New Orleans, be- with male
editors
Esquire'shonors
ansports
poll in(shares
lieves in reaching its potential cus- with nual
Rice, R o u n d y
tomers through programs the cus- CoughlinGrantland
and Harry Wismer in antomers like.JaxIn beer
the deep
south the
it's
nual New Year's eve sports broadsports and
dominates
field in sportscasts ranging from
cast)Cavalcade
;
of Sports, a flashfeaturing John Kent, Bill
blow-by-blow action to football Brengel back,
and Miss Jackson, on WWL
scores and flashbacks of famous New Orleans;
World of Sports,
events.
p.m. daily except Sunday on
Jackson Brewing Co. and its 5:45
WWL;
Jax
Sports
Page, 6:30 p.m.,
agency, Anfenger Adv. Agency, St. daily except Sunday,
on WNOE,
Louis,
through
the
latter's
New.
Lester, Time
New Out
OrOrleans office, discovered that beer featuring
leans ItemJohn
columnist;
drinkers like sports. So that type
of broadcast was taken on all sta- With Johnny Lynch, 5:15 p.m.
tions in New Orleans, plus outlets Thursdays, WWL; Jax Spo?-ts Rethroughout Louisiana, Texas, Mis- weekly.view, with Bill Warner, also sixsissippi, Alabama and northern
In addition Jackson Brewing Co.
Florida,
tributed. where Jax beer is dis- sponsors these programs in New
Anfenger also places other types Orleans: On WDSU, Korn Kobof programs but in the sports blers, 3:15 p.m. Monday through
Friday; Jam Session, 6:45 p.m.
broadcasts
beer Orleans
is the leadingsponsor. InJaxNew
alone daily except Sunday; Midnight
Dancing
Party, midnight-2 a.m.
there are six such programs week- daily except
Sunday; Baukhage
ly— some daily except Sunday. Five Talking (American
net), 12 noon,
other shows are sponsored on New
Monday through Friday.
Orleans stations.
On
WWL,
Whaddya
Know,
Here's a list of the Jax sports
programs in New Orleans: Jill comedy quiz, 6:30-7 p.m. Saturdays; Date With Music, 6:15 p.m.
and Fridays.
sumed at 2300 hours on 23 Decem- Tuesdays
Anfenger
agency uses display
ber 1944. The special Christmas
the New Orleans newspaprograms designed for 24 and 25 space persinto call
attention to the Jax
December 1944 were produced in
beer programs. Agency officials
Last January Luxembourg City
say it's difficult to "put
was under German fire from rocket amodestly
finger" on the capacity business
bombs. Several nights there were being done by Jackson Brewing
many hits near the studio building, Co., but they
listeners'
serveadmit
as athatpretty
good
full."it was never struck. Occasion- comments
but
yardstick. Listeners like sports and
al y itwas strafed from the air.
Emphasized after V-E Day was
avoid the Jax advertisworld news and news from inside they ingcan't
in New Orleans beGermany. This has been treated broadcast
causemessages
Jackson
field. dominates the sports
factually, supplementing the colFor those who like music and
umns of newspapers published in
the American Zone. Aims and quiz shows — well Jax serves them
methods of the American military up, too. Anfenger believes that by
government have been expounded, dominating the field competitive
supplemented by educational pro- programs haven't much chance
grams. These went into German
history, Nazi corruption, concen- against the Jax-sponsored shows.
tration camp revelations, Nazi economic methods, how American democracy works, reconstruction and
themes of the sort. Displaced persons in Germany were addressed in
many languages and news was fed
from their home countries.
British and French interests are
understood to be dickering for the
station, owned by Compagnie Luxembourg Eoise. This company is
20% owned by the French government and 80% by individuals. It
was turned over to the owners by
the State Dept. Interim International Information Service, successor to OWI.
CKTS on Air Soon
CKTS Sherbrooke, Que., new 250
w station, is to begin operation on
1240 kc after Jan. 1, according to REPRESENTED BY RAMBEAU
Manager A. Gauthier.
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Wh
HEN

YOU

HAVE

INS, you don't have to

stand pat on the news cards first dealt you . . .You can draw more cards . . .You
can improve your hand . . . All the news is yours. Radio stations get exactly the
same reports as newspapers — not just a skeletonized selection made by some
editor in a distant city without knowledge of, or regard for, your local needs.
With INS you can keep on drawing until your newscast becomes a royal flush.

INTERNATIONAL
BROADCASTING
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West Coast representative of
HH.. national
HOLTSHOUSER,
forTlER
eight
years recently
Spot
Sales Inc.
salesAla.,manager
of named
WAPI
CIfl
Comi
programs),
has (syndicated
been L^f
made transcribed
New York
Birmingham,
has:
been
head of the new Atlanta office of Radio
Sales, spotat broadcasting
division
ofPhone
CBS,
located
101
Marietta
St.
Bldg.
is Jackson 5960.
BERNE W. WILKINS, radio director of
Sterling Adv., New York, has been apmanager pointed
of commercial
KFWB
Hollywood.
ADOLPH
W.
LER, released LEFfrom
the Navy,joined thehastraffic
redepartment,
western
division,
NBC Hollywood. of Mr. Livingston
Griffith
LOUIS SHERWIN manager. Offices have beenMr. established
SIMON,lease fromwith
re- at 330 Madison Ave. AL HALUS, forMerchant
Marine has joined writer-producer-actor
merly of WLS Chicagofor 11andyears,freelance
headsat
KSFOco as account
San Francisoffices
established
inSanthatFrancisco
city
Mr. Wilkins
exec- firm's
612
N.
Michigan
Ave.
utisimilar
ve. He previousoperations
are
now
managed
by
DAVID
ly
held
post
formerly ofhasKFRC
San
with
KYA San Francisco and Allied WILLIAMSON,
Adv. Agency.
Francisco.
rejoined
that
office EDITH
as his OLSON
assistant. GILBERT
WMOB
Mobile,
Ala.,
has
appointed
to headHOMER
SeatBranham
tle branch.head
MR.continues
and MRS.
immediately.Co. as representative effective WELLINGTON
GRIFFITH
national
organization
with
headquarters
in
Hollywood.
DANIEL
E.
SCHMIDT
3d
and
DONALD
WALTER MILES, formerly of Paul H.
J.afterMERCER
have returned
to inNBC
service
as joined
captainsthe
the Raymer utiveCo.,
Hollywood account
execareis GEORGINA
SMALL
and
U.staffS. ofmilitary
Army
and
have
sales
GLADYS , asMacRERY.
Firm will
continue
the
Radio
Recording
Division.
to
specialize
in
representation
of
11
From 1937 to 1941 Schmidt was con- western states.
nected withpartment.theMercerdivision's
programof the
de- EDWARD A. STOCKMAR, sales traffic
was
a
member
advertising
promotion
manager ofbeen
NBC promoted
central division,
Chifromed assistant
1937 to and
he wasdepartment
appointto facilities
to1941thewhenpromotion
manager managercago, haseffective
Jan.
1.
He
will
concago.
of theing in Radio
Recording
Division,
servtinue to supervise NBC traffic in Chiposition until he entered
the Armythatin 1942.
STANLEY BOCK,
formerly
with WKBV
Richmond
WIBC
Indianapolis,
has
BILL
SHAW,
former
account
executive
joined
salesand
staff
of from
WGL
Fort 1943
Wayne.
with Army
CBS asSanlieutenant,
Francisco, returns
releasedto from
He
served
in
Army
May
to
the
netMarch
1944,
then
was
salesman
work Hollywood sales staff Dec. 3.
Northern
Mutual Casualty Insurancefor
Co.
in
Indianapolis.
J.
W.
TOWNER,
office
manager
of
KMPC
Hollywood
for two
has GUSTAV K. BRANDBORG, commercial
been
named
commercial
trafficyears,
manager.
manager
of KVOO ofTulsa,
been
OREN
G.
MATTISON,
with
honorable
elected president
Tulsa hasKiwanis
discharge
has resumed post Club.
of station from
office Navy,
manager.
PHILIP RILEY returned
KIROservice
SeMERRITTsistantR.generalSCHOENFELD,
former asnationalfromtosalesthe
managerhasof been
central
di- directorattle Nov.upon1 asrelease
Navy.
vfeirsioend otfo American,
transstaff.
Newassignment
York to reporting
take overdi-a A lieutenant, he was on Adm. Nimitz*
special rectsales
RAY
RHODES,of formerly
with thestations
sales
departments
San Francisco
in chargely to C.of P.sales.JAEGER, vice-president KPO
KGOpointed general
and manager
KFRC, has
been
apof
the
Paul
CAPT.tive ofALKOINVAUGHAN,
account
execuPortland, Ore., has been Raymertive Nov.Co.12. San Francisco office, effec-H.
named
Portland
"Citizen of the
DAN
has rejoinedafter
the serving
sales staff57
Week",
an onhonor
of KYWPARKinPhiladelphia
proclaimed
550
months
the
Army.
He
was
first of
car cards
of Portstation's employes
to enter service
land Traction
February
1941. Hein AAF.
advanced
from pri-in
Recognition
is Co.
for
vate to captain
work
as
squadron
commander in Civil
Air Patrol rounding
in areasur-in
Oregon
and southBig Goldwyn Budget
wHe
e shast Washington.
volunteered
SAMUEL GOLDWYN Produchis efforts
in the
tions Inc., Hollywood, using radio
AAF iceauxiliary
servalong with other media, will spend
since February
Capt.
Vaughan
between $1,500,000 and $2,000,000
1942, supervising cadet training for pre-flight induction in
and exploit five forthAAF on all aviation subjects. Vaughan to advertise
motion pictures.
isored.third KOIN member to be so hon- will be coming
through
DonahuePlacement
& Coe,
BILL DAVIS, former announcer of New York. Banner bearer will be
KDRO Sedalia, Mo., rejoined the sta- the new Danny Kaye technicolor
tion Nov. 1from
as sales
comedy,an"Theadvertising
Kid from budget
Brooklyn",of
discharge
AAF. manager, following with
IVOR
KENWAY,
American director
of $300,000. Nationwide buildup for
advertising
and
promotion,
addressed
advertising students at William & Mary the novel, "Glory for Me", written
MacKinlay Kantor which will
College Nov. 8 on "Radio as an Adver- by
made into a motion picture will
Medium". Co., Hollywood, for befollow.
HOMER tisingGRIFFITH
Augmented radio advertisseven years regional stations represening and exploitation will be used.
t
a
t
i
v
e
,
h
a
s
expanded
to
national
operaAudience
Research Inc., Princeton,
tion with opening of New York and will conduct
nationwide research
Chicago
one
timeoffices.
managerJOHNof LIVINGSTON,
Hearst Radio as background
for the Goldwyn advertising expansion.
Sales on the Pacific Coast and more
BROADCASTING
Broadcast Advertising

Ileus pp&l
BILL CAREY has joined the sports and
special
WQAMAAP.Miami,
after hisevents
releasestafffromof the
As a
B-17 pilot, he served 22 months in ETO.
While
in
Germanprison
camps
he
"broadcast"
to
fellow
prisoners
through
atheRedservice
Cross PAhe system.
Before joining
was
announcer
with
WRTJF Gainesville, Fla.
WILLISas (Bill)
released from theof
Army
major ROSS,
following
service,fivehasyears
been
appointed
to staff
of KALE Portland.
Ore., cialto events.
handlePartspe-of
his time
in service
was cispent
in Paficeicofficer
as special
for serv96th
Division. He formerly hadnouncer been
anproducer
with
KHQ
Spokaneof
and
in
charge
news and special
events
at KGWKEX
Portland.
Mr. Ross
former news editor ofBILLKCKNGRIFFITH,
Kansas
City andCityone Kansan,
time acting
citymember
editor ofof
Kansas
is
new
KMBC Kansas City news staff.
JOE
McCAFFREY,
CBS and
Washington
correspondent
at WTOP
retired
Navy
on Navyofficer,
Day atmarried
Pelham,Ton!N. Y.Barrington
ROBERTWGNF. Chicago,
HURLEIGH, news eastern
direcU. S.tor of for
special seriesis touring
from plants of
aluminum
industry.
He
did
similar
series on tautomotive
industry
in with
Sepe
m
b
e
r
,
g
o
t
exclusive
interviews
Henry
Ford 2d toandbroadcast
J. R. Davis,
who
were
day Ford
workersscheduled
went on strike.
ROBERT ST. JOHN, NBC commentator,
iseaston of50,000-mile
the Rockies.lecture tour in states
RICHARD EISIMINGER, news editor
of NBCment,Hollywood
publicity departGlendale, hasCal.married Leona Baryo of
BOB ANDERSON,
Hollywood newscaster, is father ofCBSa boy.
STAN LOMAX, isWOR
sportsof
commentator,
authorNewof York
a series
sports
articles
in
bi-weeklv
Football
Form Magazine. First article appeared
inCoast".
Nov. 10 issue, "Form From Coast to
HOWARD
SCHREIBER,
assistant
specialphia,events
director of WFIL
Philadelhas resigned.
TIM
war Pacific
correspondent,
after LEIMERT,
15 months CBSin the
theater
has
is inreturned
Hollywood.to the IT. S. and currently
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WFIL Honored
CITY BUSINESS CLUB, composed
of Philadelphia business and indus- to sell your product.
trial leaders, cited WFIL Philadelphia for consistent public service to the community. The citation
was
This awarded
Week in specifically
Philadelphia,to WFIL's
Sunday
news digest program. Presentation
was made Nov. 1 at a luncheon.
Roger W. Clipp, president of
FIRST in Northern California
WFIL, accepted for the station. A
second presentation — to John D.
Scheurer, writer-producer of the
program — was broadcast on This
Week In Philadelphia on Nov. 4.
Now sponsored by Crawford
SAN
Clothes, the program was formerly
aired inginCo., behalf
jpf
Shin
ShipbuildChester (Pa.), and the
50,000 watts
7-Up
Bottling
Co. of Philadelphia.
Previous
club citations
have been
Represented by NBC SPOT SALES
awarded to C. Aubrey Smith, noted
British actor; Edward .Tomlinson,
commentator ^aivrt" American
authority; George V. Denny Jr.,
moderator of America's Town
Meeting of the Air.
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DIEAMS

ARE

COMING

TRIE
IN IOWA!

Do you picture a farmer as a man
to whom the purchase of an aging
work-horse would present a problem in financing? Well, Iowa
farmers think nothing of paying
cash for tractors, or for a complete
set of implements for it— when
they're available!

Without touching their huge reserve of tucked-away War Bonds
they're
to buy And
any why
available
luxury orablenecessity.
not?
Even
back
in
'43
their
average
income was $7,672; last year it
was at least 20% more, thus topping the $8,000-mark. And today,
in 1945, the figure is still rising!
But being Iowans, they're not buying silk hats and tuning in nightclub-type programs. Their letters
to their favorite station, KMA
(more than twice as many as any
other station in this area receives)
prove they still prefer their own
type of music and entertainment to
anything else. Iowa people still
like to hear announcers giving
news and farm information {plenty
of it) in their own mid western accents. They like the friendly, neighborly kind of talk they hear over
KMA.

STRAUSS TUNE USED
IN CATCHY BEER AD
ASCAP may not admit it, but just
about the most popular tune in
Chicago is a little ditty borrowed
from Johann Strauss' "Artists
Life" andof used
to plug the
sudsy
product
Schoenhofen
Edelweiss
Brewing Co.
With programs on WBBM
WENR WMAQ, Chicago listeners
are
reminded
to "Drink
it tastes
so nice,
drink Edelweiss,
good old
Edelweiss" to a musical background of 16 bars of Strauss as
vocalized on a Sonovox. Olian Advertising Agency, Chicago, which
originated the commercial, says it
plans to make use of Western, hill
billy, Southern and other types of
American
near future.folk-song tempos in the
Edelweiss is currently sponsoring Studs The
Terkel's
Wax Trail
Museumon
and Down
Edelweiss
NBC-WMAQ; Grand Jury and
nightly
on CBS-WBBM;
Edelweissnewscasts
Hour Glass
and Paul
Harvey and the News on AmericanWENR.
I. J. Wagner, of Olian, who
created the "Drink Edelweiss"
lyric, says he first heard the
Strauss music as used by "Madman Monks", the California usedcar tycoon. Writing the four-line
verse was easy and when a few
days after it first went on the air
people began calling the agency
asking for the title of the music,
he knew he was "in". After more
than a year of daily use, people
are still calling up and even more
important, Mr. Wagner says, the
product
ofsponsor's
its greatest
years.is enjoying one

Marquis Speaks
ARNOLD MARQUIS, writer-producer of Pacific Story for NBC,
told the third annual meeting of
Intermountain Radio Council, held
at Salt
Lakewaves
City, isthatessential
"freedomto
of
the air
good
government."
dictator's
first moveNoting
has that
been anyto
seize control of radio stations, he
Let us tell you more of KMA's said: "By means of radio, they
reach many persons including
story. It's the story of personalized can
programming for your best cus- those who cannot read or write,
tomers and prospects!
and
control
affairs."meeting
Other
highlights ofpolitical
the council
included a study of a thesaurus of
broadcasting, prepared by a council committee headed by Emerson
S. Smith, KDYL Salt Lake City
programto better
director,programs;
as a layman's
KMA
guide
teleAMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.
vision demonstration
at aKDYL
Radio Playhouse; and start of
work on a proposed series of
The ISo. 1 Farm Station
dramatic transcriptions for wide
in the No. 1 Farm Market
use in Utah during the centennial
programgramsinwill 1947.
The ondramatic
probe based
the theme,
152 COUNTIES
"Youth Carries the Torch," and
AROUNN SHENANDOAH, IA. will be produced under direction
of Louise Hill Howe, director of
KSL Salt Lake City Players and
member of U. of Utah faculty. Dr.
Roald F. Campbell, U. of Utah
ta& Peters, he
education department, is chairman
of Intermountain Council.
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INCOMING and outgoing were saluted by WJTN Jamestown, N. Y., in
party at a Chautauqua county barn. Left to right, Jay E. Mason, president; Dayton S. Wilkins, retiring manager, and Simon Goldman, present
manager just back from service overseas.
TAMALPAIS FM, TV
CENTER IS PLANNED
REPRESENTATIVES of applicants for FM and television broadcasting sites on Mt. Tamalpais, in
Marin County across the bay from
San Francisco, met with William
D. Pabst, general manager of
KFRC San Francisco, Don Lee outlet, to discuss
plans looking
development ofTamalpais
as anto FM
and television broadcasting center
for the Bay area.
Don Lee Broadcasting System
has first option for a site with the
Marin County Water Co., owners
of the mountain. Other applicants
are KYA San Francisco, which was
represented by Don Fedderson;
The Examiner, by Grove Fink;
The Chronicle, by C. E. Gilroy;
Television Productions Inc. (Paramount Pictures), by Claus Landsburg; and Globe Wireless.
NFTC Meet
Plans were made for complete
NATIONAL FOREIGN TRADE cooperation between the applicants
Council will hold its 32d convention in allocating sites so as to cut
in the Waldorf-Astoria, New York time-wasting friction and furnish
San Francisco with both FM and
Nov.
Advertising
around12-14.
the world
will be conditions
discussed television without delay. Mr.
at a velt
special
dinnerYork,
at theNov.
Roose-12 Pabst, who will act temporarily as
Hotel, New
liaison between Marin County Water Co. and the applicants, said
under auspices
of
the
Export
Advertising As n.
that, barring radical change of
policy or of frequency by the FCC,
KFRC would be able to furnish
McCall Heard
San Francisco with FM service in
six months and television in nine
RADIO and newspaper editors months.
should not count on being able to
purchase Army or Navy electronics
equipment
"in any
appreciable
amount" because
they will
not be
generally released, R. Floyd McCall, assistant sales manager of
communications and electronics division, Galvin Radio Corp., Chicago, toldsociated
members
of Illinois
AsPress Editors
and Publishers on Nov. 3 at the Sherman
Hotel. Discussing "walkie-talkies"
and "handy-talkies" for news reporting, Mr. McCall said "the
handy-talky is not only cumbersome, but has a range of only five
miles. We are now developing an
improved model which will weigh
somewhere between 5 and 10
pounds and which can be used to
contact a 'central station' such as
a police or press car."
BROADCASTING
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New Horizontal Antenna
Is Installed by WBKB
NEW horizontal antenna was being
installedvisionatop
& Katz telestation Balaban
WBKB Chicago
last
week,
A.
H.
Brolly,
chief
engineer,
announced.
Antenna will enable WBKB to
increase its signal output so that
receiving
on Chicago's
west
side set
will owners
get a clearer
image
than heretofore, Mr. Brolly said.
Regular WBKB programs will not
be interrupted by the installation,
which will be completed by Dec. 1.
"Viewers
Chicagooutput,
will
benefit
from allthe over
increased
Mr.
Brolly
declared,
"particularly
those
west side and its subing. onurbs."theTransmitter
tower is located
on the roof of the State Lake Build-

"Now, better look good! Earl Harper is broadcasting this game!"
/4nd sport fans are a tremendous
audience. That's why WJW has
built the greatest SPORTS schedule
in Cleveland.

outstanding college football game of
the week.
FRIDAY. . . Gillette Fights . . .
THURSDAY. . . Chisholm Boot &

DAILY. . .The Shell Oil Company features SPORTS in their Shell Digest.

Shoe presents Pat Patterson talking
about ALL OUTDOORS ...

DAILY. . .Texaco presents a late evening round-up of SPORTS . . .

WEDNESDAY... Mail Pouch Tobac-

SUNDAY. . . Bryant-Heater follows
the Cleveland Rams to bring Clevelander's the play-by-play . . .
SATURDAY... Texaco broadcasts the

BASIC

co's, FISH AND HUNT CLUB.
MONDAY. . . Adam Hat Fights . . .
Yes . . . when Cleveland sport fans go
into a huddle you can be sure they're
listening to WJW. . .

I^JiM

ABC
Network
IBf -I
CLEVELAND, O.
wtw! W
W
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

850 KC

«Hf
5000
Watts
wl^K
DAY AND NIGHT
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
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the Little station with a big Wallop

PRODUCTIOnj-Jf
(Raleigh cigarettes) on NBC, Tues
and Co.
director
program
day
p.m. Hildegarde
ESCHEN,
FRANK
sports
and St.
special
events
announcer
Dec. 510:30-11
to SIGMUND
ROMBERG moves
spot
with KSD
Louis
before
entering
NBC, Wednesday
8:30-9Chicago.
p.m. Agency
AAF two years
ago, hasJAMES
returnedDUTSON
to the ison Russel
M. Seeds Co.,
station.
RICHARD
JORGENSEN,
released
also returns to station after four years FRED
chantFrancisco
Marine, ashasannouncer.
returnedfromto Mer
KPO
in RCAF
as pilot. He is dramatic writer San
and
producer.
RUTH NADEL is new continuity writer
and
of women's
programs
WWVAatedirector
Wheeling,
W. Va. She
isSummer
gradu-for
ofInstitute.
NBC-Northwestern
U.SANTO
Radio
ROBERT
has
returned to WWVA announcing staff
following
recovery
from ofserious
accident suffered
in August
this year.
ROSS
E. GORDON
is new announcer
with
New Orleans.
is former
chief WWL
announcer
of WDBCHe Escanaba,
Mich.
WMAM
TED LEE is new announcer with WOWO
Fort Wayne, Ind., shifting from WISH
Marinette • Wisconsin
Indianapolis.
SHIRLEY
WAYNEwriter.
has returned to WOWO
as script
WMAM blankets Northeastern DICK HAZEL,
Geographic
conditions
released
from
AAF
Wisconsin
and
Upper
Michimake WMAM ground
the BEST
LISTENED
has returned to CBS Hollywoodas
gan.cludesSecondary
coverageMichi-in- major,
as contact
producer.
LT. JAMES MURTO
station
in
a
great
market.
Achieve
Western
Lower
has resumed
netment results from a combination that
gan directly across the Lake. wood. PHYworkof AAF
sound effects
engineerpostin asHolly"clicks."
Here's
ours
—
WMAM—
570
ON
THE DIAL— NBC! That middle link is im
DICK GILBERT,
WHN theNewstation
York discresigns from
portant,
570 onvirtual
the dial
a timecoverage
buyer'sat
four yearsjockey, association
effective Feb.after1. CIRCUS interview features tour of show
dream. Itformeans
5000iswatt
ALBERT
J.
HOFFMAN,
released
from with cusDuena
airialist, Zacchini,
for MonettePolack
ShawBros.(1) Cirand
watt rates. You
can't cover
Michigan
AAF after
five years
service,
rejoined
or250 Northeastern
Wisconsin
with Upper
any other
one
WOR
New ABRAHAMSON,
York
last week
as assistant
Today"
"Texas
of
(r)
McNeel
Martha
station. Get a whale of a lot for yeur money
to
NAT
manager
of
AnSan
WOAI
oh
sponsored
program
WOR
entertainment
department.
tonio by Joske's of Texas, dept. store.
and buy the "little station with the big walBENNETT
LOWERY,
CBS
employment
lop." Write for details and Hooper survey.
manager,
is
father
of
a
girl.
KAY
WESTFALL,
chosen
radio
queen
BILL BLIVEN of the CBS construction of Chicago by the press at Actors Club
and recovered
building operations'
drafting roomill- of Chicago, was crowned Nov. 10 at anhas
from a two-months'
BRANCH STUDIOS IN
nual
of American
ness with pneumonia.
tion ofAntics
RadioPartyArtists
at the FederaStevens
STURGEON BAY, WIS. • IRON MT., MICH
ROBERTO
UNANUE,
CBS
assistant
diHotel.
Miss
Westfall
is
heard
on "Judy
r
e
c
t
o
r
o
f
shortwave
broadcasts,
has
reand
Jane",
"Bachelor's
Children"
andin
JOSEPH MACKIN, MANAGER
dramatic
shows originating
Chicago.
covered from a major surgical opera- other
tion at Doctor's
Hospital.station relations WILLIAM S. KEIGHLEY, Hollywood
PATRICK
CAMPBELL,
Don Lee
Sys- producer-director
Representatives: Howard A. Wilson Co. • Chicago • New York* San Francisco • Hollywood directortem, ofHollywood,
from AAF, has beenrecently
appointeddischarged
regular
has Broadcasting
temporarily taken
over additional
duties as program
manproducer onof CBS.
Lever Agency
Bros. Is"LuxJ. Walter
Radio
Theater"
ager.
WALTER
JOHNSON
resigned
post
to become radio director of A. & S. Thompson Co., New York.
Lyons Inc., Beverly Hills, Cal., talent three
ALEC PETRY,
on
leave
of
absence
service.
years while serving in AAFfor
EDWIN visionBUCKALEW,
Squadron
in Arizona,
restations relationsCBSfieldwestern
manager,di- Weather
joined
NBC Hollywood
as musichashas
library
LOUISE
YANDALA
been
isates.on two-week tour of western affili- manager.
shifted
to
studio
assignments
desk
reART BALINGER, with release from dress stylist
1925
MARJORIE junior
MOLINEpartner
who re-In
sigplacing
ned to become
firm.
armed
forces,
has
rejoined
NBC
"Sealtest
Store Show" who
as announcer.
D. HERBERT,
former specialof
BARTVillage
YARBOROUGH,
Dortrays RALPH
events Boise,
and
public
Ida., hasservices
joined director
KSFO San
Clifford
in
NBC
"One
Man's
Family", KIDO
has
been
signed
for
role
in
Columbia
program
department.
He prePicturesBARA short
feature
filmVague).
with BAR- Francisco
v
i
o
u
s
l
y
w
a
s
associated
with
various
Seattle
stations
and
agencies.
JO
ALLEN
(Vera
'THE BEGINNING OF
GEORGE
CREAMER,
producer-director
ROBERT
HIESTAND,
released
from
RADIO IN CHATTANOOGA
for NBC, has resigned to freelance.
U. S. gNavy,
has
rejoined
KFI
Los
AnNORMANducer andCORWIN,
CBS been
author,
proeles as production manager.
has
awarded
DAVE
ELTON,
Hollywood
producer
of a citation
bydirector,
the Assn.
of Teachers
of
Young
&
Rubicam.
has
shifted
to
New
of New York in recogniYork
or more with NBC toSocialthetion Studies
of use
his "distinguished
"Time forto eight
Smile"weeksprogram.
of radio as a contribution
medium of
teaching
the social studies."
Citation
BILL
REID, for joined
two years
CKWX was
annual
meeting
York.
Vancouver,
the with
announcing
of thepresented
associationat attheCity
College,
New
staff of CKEYhasToronto.
BRUCE
STARR,
former
announcer
of
ROBERT
B.
CALLAHAN,
released
fromto
WGES Chicago, has joined KGFJ Los the
Infantry
as
T/4,
has
returned
WINXwithWashington
production
staff.
He
Angeles.
station prior
tobefore
his 19that
months
DICK to JOY,
Hollywood
announcerfor was
service
overseas,
and
was
shifts
New York
for five months
NBC Washington for four years.
assignment on CBS "Danny Kaye with
EDDIE EDWARDS, for 13 years proGEORGE
R.
SANDERS,
announcer,
has
and Kansas
sound City,
effectshastech-rebest job
citaunrnfeodr actor
KMBC
been
promoted
to program
director
of ice. niducer,
t
o
the
station
following
abKWKW
Pasadena,
Cal.
He
succeeds
5,000 WATTS
■
Show".
MARSHALL
FARNUM
who resigned to
sence of three years in Maritime ServDAY AND NIGHT n. M
freelance
as
announcer.
Chattanooga
GORDON Service
SHAW, where
just released
the
LOUIS JACOBSON,
whoChicago
formerlyforpro-J. Maritime
he was from
a purser
duced
programs inCo.,
pharmacist's
mate, last
Monday
was
Walter
Thompson
has
joined
the
named
production
man
at
WMAL
production department of American in Washington. He was formerly with
Lima, O., WCOL
Columbus,
O..
New York.CANTOR has been named chair- WLOK
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
WLW Cincinnati
and WWJ
and WJR
EDDIE
Detroit
as announcer,
newscaster
and
m
a
n
o
f
the
1946
March
of
Dimes
of
the
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
Air for the ninth consecutive year.
producer.
BILL BOBBINS, former
RED SKELTON returns to the air Dec. T/5
now announcer
In Japan
4 aftermentabsence
of
two
years
as
replaceasat WCKY
part ofCincinnati,
two-man isteam
operating
f
o
r
HILDEGARDE
under
sponsorFirst in Chattanooga
{Continued
on
page
72)
ship of Brown & Williamson Tobacco
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Business

Leaders

plan

for

"ROM a m
d

ESiSSs*.

sate*

—
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Men^f!^ment stores. S^*™' of sellin* natS, ,naufu^te a Dl£f *nd (u™itu

* T*e CocJ
,M„ Toil Co
.
Aluminum f0i-j j ^

•• •

port business

-

23

We should like to send you
a copy of our 40-page
book "28 Business Leaders
Plan for Louisville."
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PBODUCTIOnffi
Serving
The Third Largest Market
in the
Fourth

Richest State

•
WCOL
COLUMBUS
The Listening Habit of Central Ohio

Represented by
THE HEADLEY-REED CO.

74/6e*t you
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

OAKLAND^
For
here this
paint (less
company
has
its Pacific
Coastworld-famous
office and factory
than two
miles from the KROW studios) serving the
Pacific west and now ready to serve the Pacific
Ocean area. So you think of —
KROW
— which covers the vast and wealthy Oakland
Area — the area which is holding its war-time
growth — the area which will continue to grow
in numbers
power.
Something to thinkandaboutin purchasing
when preparing
schedules!
Radio Station KROW, Philip G. Lasky, Gen. Mgr.
19th Street at Broadway, Oakland 12, California
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(Continued from page 70)
Radio Tokyo. In letter to REX DAVIS,
WCKY news editor-in-chief,
he deman-onscribed details of arranging
the-street
new to the program,
Japanese something
citizen. entirely
(PeggyAtlanta,
Payne) Ga.,
Is prePATRICIA HOOLEY, program director MRS. AMERICA
special WATL
pin
of WPAY nouncedPortsmouth,
an- by DorasentedCastleberry,
WATL player.
staffer Stan
and
her engagementO.,tohasLucien
All-American
basketball
Doty Jr. She resigned from WPAY Nov. Reymond, special events announcer of
5, but isvisorycontinuing
serve
anformer
ad- station, airs ceremony description.
H. toW.named
APEL,inprogram
announcer, capacity.
has been
director.
IRWIN
A. JOHNSON,joinwhoWGBSleft Miami,
WBNS
Columbus,
has
returnedO.,totoWBNS
to resume his WHN COMMENTATOR
role as "Early Worm" and director of TELLS OF THREATS
developmental
programs.
Former
profes or of modern
languages
at Ohio
WALTON, WHN New
State TJ.,nouncer ohe
became
parttime
an- SIDNEY
f
WBNS
in
1933
and
chief
York news commentator, whose
announcer in 1939.
scripts
were
recently requested by
HUGHLIN have
FERGUSON
JOHN PhiladelFRANK- the House Committee
returned and
to after
WCAU
on un-Amerphia
as
announcers,
service
in
ican
Activities,
has announced that
Marines
and Army, respectively. Both he and his children
have been
were captains.
JACK
A.announcing
KINZEL hasstaffrejoined
KIRO threatened by violence.
Seattle
after
several
years service in Navy.
He revealed that the threats beMIKIEL
BROWER,has script
of
gan after he had read a speech
WJW
Cleveland,
resignedwriter
towho move
"made Wednesday evening in the
tobeenChicago
with
her
husband,
has
transferred
there
by
United
Air
Lines.
House of Representatives by Congressman Rankin. The previous
BEN ingHAWTHORNE,
former earlyhas mornweek I had asserted that Mr.
man
on
WTIC
Hartford,
been
released from the Army and returned Rankin was running the CommittoBen"station
to conduct "Breakfast With
program.
tee on un-American Activities —
KATHRYN
COLE hasof been
NBC selected
"Welcomeas and that he himself was un-AmeriHome Auditions"
one of People"
AmericanDecember
Magazine'sissue,
"InterestThreeafter
"thugs"
the
studio
he wentturned
off theup airat but
statesingmother,
that in"busy
she was which
being
wife,
and asgrandmother,
she escaped
in
a
car
when
police
were
still had time to help build 'Air Jobs
Mr. Walton stated. On SunDOUGLAS GREIG
hasCJCA
rejoinedEdmonton,
the an- called,day night
he received a telephone
nouncing
staff of
after
four
and
a
half
years
in
the
for
GIs'."
message
that
said, "we didn't get
RCAF
as
radar
technician
overseas
and
radar instructor in Canada.
Walton
Friday night
night.— But
we'llweek
get
him tomorrow
or next
TED BENTLEY,
announcer
of KECA
Hollywood,
has taken
an extended
leave — orcan."
next
month.
But
tell
him
we'll
of absence
to complete
rently writing.
Book isnovel
basedhe onis curhis getMr.the Walton
has hired a private
kids first."
short
story, "Morning
Swim",
included
detective to guard his home.
in anthology
of
crime
fiction,
"Sporting
Blood",
compiled
by
Ellery
Queen
and published by Little, Brown & Co.
LOU Service
HARTMAN,
released with
from Marltime
andhasformerly
Oklahoma
City,
joined KROW KOCY
Oak- Cantor Renews Christmas
land,
Cal.,
as
announcer.
JOHN
BOLHEYE,
former
announcer
of Gift Campaign for Vets
KXL
Portland, ALEX
Ore., has joined KWKW
Pasadena,
KWKW WITH ENTHUSIASTIC endorseannouncer, Cal.
has resignedCOOPER,
to freelance.
ment of the American Legion, ReHAL WOLFE,
released
the Matail Drug Assn., National Retail
rines, has rejoined
KPO from
San Francisco
as announcer.
Dry Goods Assn. NBC, and his
MEL
HUNT, former
announcer
ofHollyKFI sponsor, Bristol-Myers Co., Eddie,
Los Angeles,
hasHOWARD,
joined
KECA
wood.
IRVING
formerly
of Cantor is renewing his "Give a
NBC
staff. Hollywood is also new to KECA Gift to a Yank Who Gave" Christmas giftscampaign,
which seeksveterans
to proSGT. FRANKIE O'CONNOR, Hollywood
vide
for hospitalized
producer offormance", isfather
AFRS of"Command
PerCampaign
is
being
promoted
a
girl.
MARTIN WICKETT, program director appeals by Cantor on his weeklyby
of WTOP
Washington, is recovering NBC broadcasts, window streamers
from
an appendectomy.
sent free to druggists by Bristol
JOHN
CARL
MORGAN,
released
from
the
Navy as chief
warrant
officer,
isWinnew Myers, and special recorded anannouncer-engineer
with
WINC
nouncements prepared for local
chester, Va. He previously had been
with
mond. WTAR Norfolk and WRTD Rich- stations, in cooperation with drug
gist
and
department
store heads.
JOHN
J. ANTHONY,
counselor
on Mutual,human
is to relations
discuss
"What
Is
Marriage"
at
Ellzabethtown
College
Frederick G. Weper
address. Nov. 16. Open forum follows FREDERICK
G. WEPER,
TED
WEBBE,
WPAT
Paterson
program
director
andannouncer,
one time served
auto racer
and copyright expert and arranger
race
track
as
toastmaster Nov. 9 at annual meeting of the with NBC music department, died
Penn-Jersey
Nov. 1 after a four-month illness
ristown, Pa. Auto Racing Club at Nor- He
been associated with NBC
ED
DAWES,
educational
director
of for had
WFIL
Philadelphia,
is
in
Bryn
Mawr
the pastthefiveorchestra
years. Infor1939
Hospital following an emergency ap- conducted
Horseh>
pendectomy.
and
Buggy
Days
on
WJZ
New
OLLIE HOLTON,
from staff
the York. His sister, Mrs. Rudolph
Joined thereleased
announcing
Schellenberger, survives.
ofArmy,WHAThas Philadelphia.
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GATES first made Radio Transmitting Equipment in 1922— centuries ago in terms of the
youth of the entire Radio Industry.
Steadily, since that early beginning, GATES
Products have kept pace with— and frequently
led— the pack. Exclusive devotion to Radio
Transmission has made it possible for GATES
Engineers to concentrate on vital, constructive

designing— and for GATES Workers to reach
a high point in precision.
For today's needs— for Post-War needs— rely
on the GATES-Way to complete, dependable
Equipment!
Be sure to write or call for details about the
GATES Priority System for Prompt Post-War
Deliveries. GATES RADIO CO., Quincy, III.

Engineering Perfection and
Combine in the GATES Speech
This DeLuxe Model 30 is a beauty to see
—and a marvel of fine engineering. Control is amazingly simple— the result of
carefully planned front panel instrumentation. This Console contains complete
equipment for all studio requirements in
the normal operation of any size broadcasting station.

WRITE TODAY FOR
DETAILED BULLETIN

EXCLUSIVE

QUINCY, ILLINOIS
MANUFACTURERS
OF RADIO

Eye-Appeal
Input Console

GATES is now in full production on
civilian equipment and can make
prompt delivery on many popular
items.
TRANSMITTING

EQUIPMENT

SINCE 1922

WRNL

Sells

Merchandise

NIGHT & DAY
910 KC

%

0

850

cu (/cm HtufoVM

WATTS
5000
DAY AND
NIGHT
I1'n55iONALLYREPRE^ J. YOUNG, JR., INC.
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cago. Contract for 13 weeks was placed
42 PRODUCTS Ltd., Los Angles (hair by Newby
& Peron, Chicago.
Show is
oil, shampoo),
inon aDec.26-week
concenthrice-weekly
by Beaumont
trated campaigntotal
1 starts
using sponsored
Co.
(FourWay NBC
Cold onTablets)
and is
an
estimated
of
372
transcribed
broadcast over
local sponsorannouncements
weekly
on
57
western
stations.
List KGB
includes
KECA
KFI KARM
KNX
ship
basis.
KHJ
KFWB
KPSD
KFMB
DEPT.
and HAROLD'S,
KFRE
KMJ KOY
KPHO
KCRA HINK
Berkeley,
Cal. STORE
(men's
clothing),
jointly
are sponsoring
the Friday
and Saturday
KFBK
KROY
KXOA
KIEM KTAR
KDB KTMS
KERN
KPMC
KGO
KPO
KQW
KFRC
play-by-play
sportscasts
of Alameda
County
Athletic
League
football
games
KJBS
KALE
KOIN
KGW
KEX
KIRO
Oakland.
KJR KOL
KFPY KVOA
KGA KFEL
KHQ onP. KROW
LORILLARD Co., New York (Old
KTYW
KIT KOMO
KMO KTUC
KLZ
KOA
KVOD
KALL
KDYL
KSL
Gold
cigarettes),
is
to
sponsor
on
WHN
KUTA
KTSM toKFIO.
Yorkgame the
Thanksgiving
Day
footOther KGGM
stationsKOBwillKROD
be added
list. New
ball
between
all-Negro
Tuskegee
AAF
and
New
London
Submarine
Base,
Agency
is
Hillman-Shane-Breyer,
Los
Red
Barber
and
Connie
Desmond
to
give
Angeles.
JOSEPH
D. BOHAN,
ofa descriptions.
Mitchell, New Agency
York. is Lennen &
Sterling Drug
Inc., member
hasvice-president
been elected
of the
directorHomeandProducts
former Corp.,
president ofIDE,
American
... board of governors KNOX
appointedof chairman
boardbeen
of directors
Pal Blade ofCo.,thea
ve has
the Cooperati
of
^
Analvsis
of
BroadX±.
j/fSf8
leading producer of Corp.,
safety Newark,
razor blades.
f
Nominated
now
* \SII % casting.
tional
Advertisers.
by the Assn.
of Na- TERRACEspotROOM
announcements
on Remote
WAAT
' jj,, w , he will serve as one sponsors
Newark
for
Terrace
Room.
dance
band
broadcasts
from
the
room
of
the
four
adver. . jHW the
tiser board.
members of. are presented on CBS, NBC, American
twiceis weekly
each netHAROLD
R. and Mutual
work. Agency
Atlanticon Adv.
Co.,
DEAL,
Newark.
and
sales advertising
promotion
VENIDA
HAIR
NET
Corp.,
New
manager
of
Tide
Water Associated now sponsors spot announcements York,
MonOil Co., has been
Mr. Bohan
day through
on following
stations:Boston,
WHNSaturday
and WWSW
WMCA
New
York,
elected president
WMEX
Pittsburgh,
York. Washington,
Western States Promotion
Council,of WINX
and
WGBK
Detroit.
composed
of
groups
engaged
in
promoE. T. Howard Adv., New
tion of tourist
travel in theof West.
succeeds
TED HUGGINS
StandardHe Agency isAUTO
Co., Los Angeles (used
Oil ferCo.,by company.
who resigned because of trans- TAYLOR
cars),
adding
tostarted
heavy five-weekly
schedule of quarlocal
XZIT SOOT ERADICATOR, Los Ange- radio, Nov.ter-hour1 "James
Wyatt
News"
on
KNX
les, paign
new towhichradio,
in
a
six-week
camContractW. forStowe
52 weeksAdv.,placed
started Nov. 4 is using a Hollywood.
Arthur
Los
heavy daily schedule
ofwestern
transcribed
an- through
nouncements on 24KOMO
stations.
Angeles.
List
includes
KGA
KIEM
KOL
WEINSTEIN
Co.,
San
Francisco
(dept.
KIDO
KFBB
KTFI
KUJ
KOH
KFPY
store),
has startedby five-weekly
quarterKXL
KEX KFJINetwork
KFBK KCRA
hour newscasts
Darrellfor Donnell
Intermountain
(KALL KSEI;
KLO KFRC
San Francisco
52 weeks.on
cisco.
KOVO
KOAL
KVNU);
Z-Bar
Network
Agency
is
Kelso
Norman,
San
Fran(KGIR KPFA KRBM).
is Steller-Millar-Ebberts
Adv., Agency
Los Angeles.
MOTHER'S
CAKE
&
COOKIE
Co.,
HORNBLOWER
&
WEEKS,
New
York
land, Cal. (cakes and cookies), Oct.Oak-29
(investment
securities),
has
announced
started
five weeklythetranscribed
series
of
radio
tests
to
be
placed
hour
"Mandrake,
Magician" quarteron KGO
through Abbot Kimball Co., New York, hardt,
San Francisco.
Oakland. Agency is Emil Reinin conjunction
with
its
offices
in
various
cities.
First
test
consists
of
fiveToronto
(proweekly 6:10-6:15 p.m. period on WPRO W. K. BUCKLEY
prietary), has startedLtd.,onCarson
Robinson
Providence,
I., and and
features
stock
marketR. averages
aboutday's60 transcribed
sor. Agency program
is Grant Adv.,CKLW
Toronto.Windquotations.
BARBOUR Co., St. John, N. B
CONRO
Mfg.
Co., Dallas
(overalls,thricework G.(tea,E. coffee,
spices), has program
started Carson
clothes,
uniforms),
has
started
Robinson
transcribed
on 10
weekly
quarter-hour
western of type
Maritime stations.
Account
musical State
programs
on 15Stations
stations
the Canadian
placed direct with transcription sale
Texas
Network.
include
WRR
KFJZ
KRRV
KPLT
KCMC
KFRO
by All-Canada Radio Facilities, Toronto.
WACO
KTEM KBST
KNOWKRLH.
KABCAgency
KBWDis being made
KRBC KGKL
KELLOGG Co. of Canada, London, Ont.
Grant Adv.. Dallas.
(cereals),man" transcribed
which has startedfive"SuperTELPICmote SALES
Inc.,War",
New York,
to pro- weekly
on Canadianprogram
stations, planstimesto
"EyesWorld
of the
photographic
record
of
War
II,
on
Nov.
5
expand
next
year
to
anotherThompson
15 stations. Agency is J. Walter
started for 26 weeks, sponsoring daily Co., Toronto.
"Top o' the Mornin' " on KFWB Holly- ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH Co., Elgin,
Agency is O'Neil, Larson & Mc- 111., is sponsoring five time signals
Mahon, wood.Chicago.
weeklyYork,on three
NBC times
video during
stationSaturday
WNBT
BIZET Co., Los Angeles (perfumes), New
in a 13-week test campaign has started afternoon
football
games
and
twice
sponsoring thrice-weekly quarter-hour during grams.Sunday
evening
studio
proBoth filmThompson
and live Co.,
pickups
are
participation
in "Make
Believe
Ball-is used.
is
agency.
r
o
m
"
o
n
KFWB
Hollywood.
If
test
J.
Walter
Chicago,
successful vertisfirm
will
expand
radio
adi
n
g
t
o
include
Pacific
Coast
stations. Agency is Charles H. Mayne Co., CARRIER
SHOPS,weekly
Washington, D. C, SERVICE
now sponsors
quiz
Los Angeles. Ted Dahl is account execu- program
onFarms,
WWDCVa.,Washington,
from
tive.
Arlington
government
girls
S.O.S. ser),
Co., currently
Chicagois (kitchenware
cleansettlement.
Agency
is
J.
M.
Hickerson
using
transcribed Inc., New York.
minute
and
chainbreak
announcements
on
47 stations
following
markets: O. B. MOTTER, vice-president of Carl
Asheville,
N. C; inJohnson
Atlanta;
Birmingham;
Bristol,
Tenn.;
City, Tenn.; Byoir
& Assoc.,
Newsales
is now
v:" for
president
in and
charge
ofYork,
public
relations,
advertising
promotion
Chattanooga;
Jacksonville.
Fla.;Memphis;
Knox- Kaiser-Fraser
Corp.,
and
Graham
Paige
vllle;
Little
Rock;
Louisville;
Motors,
Detroit.
Miami; Mobile; Nashville; New Orleans:
Omaha;attle;Portland,
Ore.; San Diego; Se- NEW ACCOUNTS for quarter-hour
Shreveport; Tampa.
"Reminiscin' byWithDial
Singin'
Sam" series
Programs
Inc..
SOFWASH
Co.,
Chicago
(Sofwashof transcribed
cleaner), Oct. 31 began
sponsorship
Dayton, O., include: Mobile Gas & Elec(Continued
on
page
76)
Wednesday-Friday
portion
of
"Morgan
Beatty and the News" on WMAQ ChiBROADCASTING
• Broadcast 4dvertising\
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trie
five-weekly
13 weeks
WMOBCo., Mobile,
Ala.;forAdam
Scheldton
Brewing
five-weekly lor 52 Co.,
weeksNorrlstown,
on WMAL Pa.,Washington,
throughphia;Lawrence
I. Everling,
PhiladelDavison-Paxon
Co., Augusta,
Ga.
five-weekly
13 weeks
on(dept.
WGACstore),Augusta;
Sinclairfor Dealers
of
Middle
Georgia,
Macon,
five-weekly
26 weeks on WNEX Macon; Goldenfor
Quality
Ice
Cream
Co.,
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.,
three-weekly
13 weeks
on WGBI
Scranton
and for
WBRE
Wilkes-Barre,
placed
through
Lynn-Fieldhouse,
Wilkes-Barre;
Kingoff Jewelry
Store,
Danville,
five-weekly
13 weeks
on
WBTM Va.,Danville;
The forOutlet
Co.,
Providence,
R.
I.
(dept.
store),
fiveweekly for 13 weeks on WJAR Provi-

YOU
YOU

'BOre'y

dence; Mitchell
Co.,
El Paso,El
three-weekly
for Brewing
52 weeks
on KTSM
Paso; A. R. Staley
Sales Co..,
Phoenix
(food
broker),
three-weekly
for 13
weeks rant,
on Miami
KOY Beach,
Phoenix;three-weekly
Foffe Restaufor
13 weeks
WKATDayton,
Miami O.Beach;
Daytonliable
SpiceonCoffee),
Mills,
(Old
Retwo
and
three
programs
weekly
forWWVA
13 weeks
on WKRC
WTAM WSAZ
WISH
WOWO
WSPD WING.
AllWHKCcontracts
effective
during September, October and first of
November
and stated.
were placed direct unless otherwise
STATE
OF
FLORIDA
has named
Allied
Adv. Agencies
of toFlorida
to industry
handle
$1,000,000
account
promote
and diotourist
may be business
used. of that state. RaNEW
SPONSORS
for "Pleasure
Parade"
quarter-hour
transcribed
Frederic
W. Ziv program
Co., Cincinnati,
are Fallsby
City
Brewing
five-weekly
effective
Nov. Co.,
12Labs..
onLouisville,
WJLS
WSAZ
WPAR
WIRE;
Grove
St. Louis,
through
Russel M. Seeds Co., 120 episodes five-

SURE
T

WAN

«
.11 reach them a. a »»
, .eehaegefoe)*"^"

„bacU
Dwarf

weekly
on KSDKFI WMAQ
WCAO Kahn
WHO
WBZ WNAX
KYW WJAS;
Co. Mobile.
of Mobile,
onMfg.WALA
New Ala.,
52 weekonce-weekly
accounts
for
"Boston
weekly
serieshalf-hour
are: Grand
StoreBlackie"
of Milwaukee,
onStore,WTMJMarinette,
Milwaukee;
Lauerman's
Dept.
Wis.,
on
WMAN
Marinette;WHBF
Lors Jewelers
Inc.,
Rock Fletcher
Island,
111.,
on
Rock
Island;
Oil
Los onAngeles,
GrantCo.,Agency,
KHJ Losthrough
Angeles Will(26
weeks):homa City,
Progress
Brewing
Co.,
George
Knox OklaAdv.
Agency,
on through
KTOK Akron,
Oklahoma
City;
O'Neil
Dept.
Store,
O.,
through
Jessop
Adv.
Agency,
on
WAKR
Akron.
Dan B. Miner Co., Los Angeles agency,
has
signed
for
quarter-hourin entire
"Easy
Aces"
series
for placement
state
California.
new account*
are: ofPeter
Hand Other
Brewery,
Chicago,
through
Adv. Co.,
sixweekly forMitchell-Faust
52 weeks on WGN
Chicago;
Ivey's sodes
Inc.,five-weekly
Asheville,
N.
C,
156
epion WWNCthree-weekly
Asheville:
Miller
Bros.,on Knoxville,
for 52 weeks
WROL Knoxville.
S. KIND & SONS, Philadelphia (jeweler), through
Lavenson
Bureau,
Phila-of
deconcert
lphia, has placed
program
recorded delphia
musicnightly
on WPEN
starting Dec.
3. Program
is Philatitled
"The Philadelphia Philharmonic".
ROYAL T. JUMPER, formerly with
California
Chemical Corp.,
RichCal.,Spray
has been
ent mond,
of Kendall
Foods elected
Inc., Losvice-presiAngeles
(dog dfood).
FRESNOL
Co.,appointed
Los Angeles
(Fresnol Antjar),MFG.&hasStaff,
Brisacher,
Van
handleNorden
advertising. Los Angeles, to
FORD Dealers of Metropolitan Detroit
have
American
co-operative
programbought
by Martin
Agronsky
Monday
through fectFriday
on WXYZ
Detroit efi
v
e
O
c
t
.
22
for
13
weeks
Maxon Adv. Agency, Detroit. through
GENERAL
Schenectady
(electronics ELECTRIC
division), Co.,
effective
Nov. 23
dropstimes
sponsorship
of6:45-6:55
"World p.m.
Today"on
five
weekly,
CBS.
Agency
is
Maxon
Inc.,
New
York.
Company will continue for appliance
division
Art
Linkletter
"House
Party"
five
timesYoung
weekly& Rubicam.
4-4:25 p.m on CBS
through
DOROTHY meticsGRAY
Ltd.,
NewFederal
York (cos), hasYork,
appointed
Agency,
effective
Jan. Adv.
1 to
handle itsNewadvertising
campaign.
J.clothes),
A. HAUGH
MFG.
Co.,
Toronto
(work
has started Saturday morning
hill-billy Agency
musical isprogram
CFRB&
Toronto.
William on
R. Orr
Co., Toronto.
LYON VAN(moving,& storage),
STORAGE Co., toLosheavy
AnWest gelesCoast
schedule adding
Nov. 19 starts
weekly
quarter-hour
participation
"Meet theContract
Missus" foron 5210 weeks
CBS westernin
stations.
through BBDO
Los Angeles. placed
PAN-PACIFICto promoteAUDITORIUM,
Los
Angeles,
opening games
of Pacific
Coast 10,
Ice inHockey
League
on
Nov.
a
seven-day
campaign
used a total nouncofements on ten377 Lostranscribed
anAngeles
area
stations.
Spot radio
willending
continuein tolatebe
used
during
season
March.
Agency
is
Smith,
Creery Adv., Hollywood. Bull & McWESTERN AUTO SUPPLY Co., Los Angeles, augmenting five-weekly local cut-

COPIED from
statuette
awardstoreis trademark,
presented by"Oscar"
Max
Frankenberger
(1), and
president
ofstore,
Frank-to
enberger's,
men's
boys'
Howard L. Chernoff, general manager.
Wested "For
Virginia Network. Service"
Award isand
inscribwas
presented Outstanding
W. Va..
network
keyto WCHS
outlet, Charleston,
for its service
in
carrying
quarter-hour
programduring
ofFrankenberger
sports
resumes
weekly
the past
eight six
years.days
in of Hollywood,
MBS "CecilonBrown—
KHJ
Oct. News",
27 startedon
sponsoring
A.M." news
Bob Forward"Saturday
on that station.
Firm byin
addition sponsors
two quarter-hour
newscasts
daily
on
KSRO
Santa
Rosa,
Contracts
are forAdv.,
52 weeks.
Agency
isCal.Arthur
W. Stowe
Los Angeles.
CAPITOL
WINES,
Los
Angeles
(wines),
Nov. 1 started using six participating
spots
nightly
in "Stardust
Melodies",
midnight
to dawn
program,
on52 weeks.
KFAC
Los Angeles.
ContractAdv.,
is for
Adolphe
Wenland
Los
Angeles,
has account.
EMMET OF CALIFORNIA, Los Angeles
(leather goods),& hasStaff,
appointed Brisacher,
Van
handleNorden
advertising. Los Angeles, to
VERNON CANNING Co., Los Angeles,
has
Brisacher,
Van Norden
Staff,appointed
Angeles,
to handle
advertis-&
ing forLosNewmark
Fine
Meat Products.
Formerly
servicing
armed hasforces,
ed amountfor
ofcivilian
products
now limitbeen
released
consumption.
SANTA
FE
VINTAGE
Co.,
Los
Angeles
(wines), &hasStaff,appointed
Brjsacher,
Van
Norden
Los Angeles
to handle
advertising.
TURCO PRODUCTS Co., Los Angeles
(cleaner),
to Westfive-weekly
Coast schedule on Nov.adding
starts
particiDiego,
pation i12n Molly
Morseforprogram
KGB
San
Cal.,
13 weeks.onin
Firm also uses daily participation
combinedwives"Sunrise
and "HouseProtectivefiveSalute"
League"
KNX
Hollywood,
with
per week onin Emily
Barton cisco.program
on
KFRC
San& FranBrisacher,
Van
Norden
Staff
Los
Angeles, has account. Co., Chicago
AMERICAN-MARIETTA
(Valdura
paint), has placed its account
with
dioM.will beGlenused.Miller Adv., Chicago. RaMANHATTAN
SHIRT & Co.,
New York,
has
namedhandle
Kenyon
Eckhardt,
New
York,
advertising
in which
radio isto considered.
BENRUS WATCH Co., New York,
Nov.
6 started
weekly
time signals
ontelevising
WCBW
New four
York,watches
CBS video
outlet,of
Benrus
at end
WCBW schedule Tuesday and
Friday
nights casts
and Wednesday.
before Agency
and afteris fight
Youngtele-&
Rubieam, New York.

markets-

,«HC
fRtt&POBS
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Here's the proof: A typical production line frequency pattern is reproduced
above. Lay a straight edge on the reference
bands at the inside and outside of the record.
Note how closely all intermediate frequencies
— shown in increments of 500 cycles from
1,000 to 10,000 at the outside - actually hold
a flat tolerance close to ± ldb. Note, too, that
a large percentage of the intermediate frequencies hold this tolerance to 8,500 cyles
and beyond.
This is actual performance, mind you. Yet
Fairchild cutterhead specifications — superb

as they are — only promise a flat within ±
2db to 8,000 cycles.
This cutterhead test is typical of the superb
overall performance of the Fairchild Portable
Recording System: Precision control of the
33.3 rpm and 78 rpm turntable speeds eliminates all "WOW". Evenness of speed is obtained bya carefully calculated loading of the
drive mechanism to keep the motor pulling
constantly; by careful alignment of all drive
parts that might cause intermittent grab and
release; by carefully maintained machine tolerances in all moving parts. And unlimited

frequency selection — from 4,000 to 10,000
cycles with an available boost of 0 to 20 db —
compensates for brilliance-loss at the slower
333 rpm speed and for response-deficiencies
of disc material, line or speaker by electronically boosting the higher frequencies from
4,000 on up to 10,000 cycles. Likewise, the
bass from 20 to 100 cycles can be boosted for
comparable reasons, with no effect on highs.
For further Fairchild Portable Recorder
information address: New York Office: 415 10th Avenue, New York 18; Plant: 88-06
Van Wyck Boulevard, Jamaica 1, N. Y.
SOUND
EQUIPM
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Allied

. . . the flute that isn't
a flute
Authorities are hesitant to say at
what length and pitch a flute is no
longer a flute but becomes a piccolo.
"Usually thean term
piccolo ishalf
used theto
describe
instrument
length of the normal flute and
pitchedcolos anhave aoctave
conicalhigher.
bore andMostdo picnot
use foot keys, although a few use
the
cylindrical
bore
of
the
flute,
and
some
flute. even use the foot keys of the
Exit the fife, enter the
piccolo
The military fife of the Middle Ages
was the direct ancestor of the piccolo, although true fifes were used
for many
the introduction of the years
piccolo.after
Exactly
when the
piccolo as such came into being is not
clear, but the instrument was never
widely used until the British Army
replaced the fife with the piccolo
about 90 years ago. Since then, the
piccolo
an accepted
member has
of thebecome
orchestra.
Gales of laughter and
gales of wind
Modern composers have used the
piccolo widely to produce the effect
of wind storms or hilarious laughter.
No
matterinstrument.
how you look at it, it's a
"wind"

With a range of just over 500 to
10,000 c.p.s., the piccolo, next to the
violin, is considered the most acute
of the orchestral instruments. Its
clarity is captured best by:
VERTICAL CUT RECORDINGS!
Wouldries of you
like reprints? 25of ofthisthese
seadvertisements
columns,
each
dealing
with
a
different musical instrument, have been
published
booklet form.
Free copies may bein obtained
by writing
to:
Electrical Research Products
Division
Western EtotncCompany
233 BROADWAY. NEW YORK 7. N. Y.
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York Times, has been named promotion
managersearchandmanager.WILLIAM G. BELL' is reSTANDARDscriptionRADIO
Chicago,a library
tranproducer, IsCo.,offering
offor 153all specially
mood themes
types of composed
programming.
INTERNATIONAL News Service has
started
monthly
"The
Newscaster",
published,
according
to its
page,
"In the interest
of radio
men title
handling
the news". First issue features story
quoting
news chiefs
on post-to
warstories
newsnetwork
broadcasting
in about
addition
news
and items
radio
newsroom
activities
and people.
ROCCO PADULO Jr., for five years chief
photographer
of with
CBS inChicago
New YorkHeraldand
more
recently
American,
hasphotographic
opened astudio,
news andChicago
publicity
Photographers,
in ClarkGEORGE
Bldg., Chicago,
in association
former
assistantwith
city editor in EMME,
charge
ofRODNEY
photographers
YOUNG forCo.,Herald-American.
Cincinnati, has
been
appointed wholesale
greater
fordistributor
products inof
Howard Cincinnati
Radio Co., area
Chicago.
HOWARD
HOROWITZ,
former
advertising manager
ofhasShure
Bros., toChicago
(microphones),
returned
that
position,
after
release
from
the
Army.
WILLIAM
G.
WILKINS,
formerly
with
Lybrand,
RossCBSBros.and & itsMontgomery,
auditors
Columbia forRecording
Corp., subsidiary,
has been
appointed
of CRCK. effective
Nov. 15. He treasurer
succeeds FRANK
WHITE,
CBS
vice-president
and
treasurer,
has served as CRC treasurer for whoan
interim
period. Mr. White continues as
aARTHUR
CRC vice-president.
MILLER department
is leaving the
CBS
press
information
to open
his
Bldg.,ownNew publicity
York, on office
Nov, 19.in the RKO

prewar radio writer and producer and
partnerfollowing
in the sixfirmyears
of Chase
& Ludlum
with NBC,
Mr.
Ludlumruary 1943served
with
OWI from ofFebuntil
the
liquidation
agency. assignments,
He was successivelyof the
chief theof
special
York office and head head
of the bureau.New
CHARLES G.division
ROBERTS,
manager of
electronics
International
General
Electric
Co., hasof been
promoted
toDAVIDSON
manager
ofis now
merchandise
sales.
R. P.
electronics division. acting manager of
PAUL
F. VAN Radio
DUSEN,Corp.,
purchasing
agent
of(radio
Hoffman
Los
Angeles
set and equipment
mfgr.),
has
been sion.
shifted
to
sales
engineering
JOHN FILL,
formerly
an has
11th dividistrict
civilian
Navy
inspector,
been
added to staff.
MAXINE visionKEITH,
formerCaples
radio Co.,
and teledirector for
New
York,
at 234 is45thopening
St., NewradioYork.consultant office
ASSOCIATED
Music Publishers
extended for additional
periods itshasmusic
licensingtions:agreements
with following
staKCMO
KFNF
KGA
KNOW
KRIS
KWAL
KXYZ
WAAF
WATL
WBRC
WESX WACO
WGRC WARM
WHB
WHBB
WHK WORL
WHKC
WAGA WOMI
WOV WHTD
WPEN. WJBY
A new
agreement
KCOK Tulare,hasCal.been completed with
ALFRED
STANDORD,nowformer
partner
in
leaveCompton
as Navy Adv.
commander, onDec.terminal
1 joins Gerl Sees West Coast
Bureau paperof Publishers
Advertising,
American
News- as Radio Industry Center
Assn.,
as
sales
tor. IRVIN TAUBKIN, formerly ofdirecNew WITH expansion plans in mind,
radio setturers areandeyeing
equipment
manufacthe West
Coast
as the "future radio manufacturing center of America", Joseph
Gerl, president of Sonora Radio
& Television Corp., Chicago, told
. . . and another reason why
representatives of the southern
California radio manufacturing industry at a luncheon in Los Anduring said
earlythat
November.
Mr. gelesGerl
the future
should see television broadcasting
by 1000 stations instead of the
presentment willnine;
that home
entertainbe from
wire recordings
instead of discs and they will play
continuously
for 90and minutes;
production of new
better radio
receivers will replace 20,000,000
old ones. Even at peak production,
it will hetake
needs,
said. three years to meet
ONLY WTAG CAN BOAST OF THIS RECORD
Well earned recognition places WTAG squarely in
the limelight of program production among the
country's leading stations. In 1945 alone, WTAG
received four awards for meritorious service — the
Variety award for "Helping to make one world —
Blueprint for Future", The Peabody Award for
"Outstanding contribution to the welfare of the
community it serves", The DuPont Award for
"Outstanding public service in encouraging, promoting and developing American ideals of freedom
and for loyal, devoted service to the nation and
THIRD
MARKET
IN CANADA'S
to the community", and Billboard's selection of
WTAG for first place in Single Campaign Promotion.
A record indeed, not only among stations in Central
1000 WATTS
New England, but in all broadcasting history.
]
G0INC
TO 5000
Rep,
PAUL H. RAYMER CO. NaM
WTAG
I
REPRESENTED BY
WORCESTER
V
WEED and Co.
OWNED AND OPERATED . BY THE WORCESTER TELEGRAM-GAZETTE
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WEST
M.assistant
WILLCOX,
for almost of10
years
general
WHOMprogram
New director
York,
hasof manager
resigned
to
become
the newly
organized
National
Wired
Music
Corp.
of New York. He will supervise all wired
programs
emanating from NWMC stuYork. dios, located at 31 West 47th St., New
L.international
ROBERT EVANS,
managerRadioof
divisionformer
of Utah
Products
Co.,
Chicago,
has
been
named
Philco-Internatlonal
regional
manager
for Mcintosh
Brazil. Corp.
With
President
dempster
he
win
South American countries. He visit
will
headquarter in Rio de Janeiro.
S.counselor,
RICHARDhas STERN,
public
relations
resumed direction
of hisin
public
relations
organization
New
after counsel
service
forEducation
three years
In theYork
Information
and
Division of the Army.
EDWARD
L.
BERNAYS,
head
of
New
York
relations
bearingpublic
his name,
is to counsel
address firm
the
Washington
vember 13. (D. C.) Ad Club on NoWILLIAM SCHRADER has been appointedpartmheadent of the
of theColumbia
order service
deRecording
Corp.'s
plant
at Kingsof record
Mills, dis-O.,
where henewwill
have
charge
tribution to all Columbia distributors
served by the Kings Mills factory.
GEORGE P. LUDLUM, formerly chief
of the OWI
bureau,of The
has Advertisbeen appointed radioradio
director
will continue
chargeing Council,
of thewhereradiohe allocation
plansin
formerlycentlyadministered
but re-A
taken over by bytheOWIcouncil.

THIS SEA-GULL LIVES ON THE GROUND

This is a "flight trainer"— an electronically operated replica
of the PBM-3 flying boat. It was conceived by the Bureau
of Aeronautics and developed by Bell Telephone Laboratories totrain Navy bomber crews on the ground.
The new crew climb a few steps to get in and from then
on it is like being in a big plane at night. Controls tug
against the pilot's grasp and "engines" roar in response
to the throttle. From his desk, the instructor creates every
situation of real flight — even to iced-up wings, conked-out
engines and sudden air-pockets. The novice pilot and his
crew get the feel of danger without the hazard.
BELL TELE

Once the control dials are set, the various effects are
automatically organized and set in motion by concealed
machinery which includes 200 vacuum tubes, 60 motors,
loudspeakers and hundreds of associated parts. Twenty
Laboratories engineers worked more than a year developing the project. Drawings covered an area equal to 15,000
square feet.
This is only one of the 1200 projects in which our experience was of assistance to the Armed Forces. What we
learned in devising electronic circuits to train fliers will
now help build better telephones.
HONE

LABORATORIES

Exploring and inventing, devising and perfecting for continued economies and improvements in telephone service.

EACHgoldenday wedding
a newly anniversary
married couple,
a
and a young couple
about couple
to be
married will be interviewed and presented with giftsstarting
on a newDec.show,
"Bride
and
Groom",
3(EST)
Monday
through
Friday
4:15-45
p.m.after
American.
Engaged
couple,
beingon
introduced
at beginning
of broadcast,
will
be presented
with two
diamond
rings
a double-ring
in
church foror rectory
their toceremony
choice.
After
ceremony,
couple ofreturn
studio
for
another
interview
as
man
and
wife.
Tickets to broadcast will be issued as
wedding invitations.
Sports Reporting
UP-TO-THE
minute sporting
coverage events
of Wash-is
ington scholastic
presented
by Sportscaster
Tony through
Wakeman
on
WWDC
Washington
telephone
reports made
duringand games
byschool
schoolrepresentatives
reporters.
The give
high
prep
data twice
during each game.
New on Associated
NEW PROGRAMS
Associatedof
Broadcasting
Corp. started
includeby coverage
races from Bay Medow, Cal., in Satur-

day 7:15-7:30
p.m. series
period,and"Teen
Time"
Thursday
evening
newThursday
afternoonprogram,
participation
program.
evening
heard
on
full
network
8:45-9
p.m.
(EST)
and
originating
from
WTMV East St. Louis, HI., features
round
table
discussions
by teen-agers
and has
been
a
regular
WTMV
broadcast forgram,three
years. Participation
proaired Monday
through Friday
4:30-5Rhythm
p.m., Riders,
presentstalent
Ray unit.
Wade and
His
Two Teen Shows
CHML Hamilton now airs two weekly
teen age shows. During Thursday evening
About Town",to production
entire station "Teens
from receptionist

. . . a Welcome Guest
irt Dayton and Miami
Valley Homes
• Let WHIO, favorite local
station of the prosperous
Dayton and Miami Valley market, introduce
your company, your products and services to
its loyal friends, the WHIO listening audience.

Tell your news about you through the local
radio station with most regular listeners for
your sales message.

NEWS: UP, INS, PA plus CBS' BEST
5000 WATTS
BASIC CBS
G. P. Hollingbery Co.
Repreten tatlvet
Harry Southeastern
E. Cummings
Representative

and engineering
is turned
over to high
school
This
program
teen-agegroup.
chatter,
news
of thefeatures
high
schools,
sports,
quiz
and
selections
of
top
tunes
of the
week.is musical
The Saturday
"Four
O'clock
Jump"
series,
with
and bands of the
week. top danceWIBCtunesForum
TUESDAY evening forum now heard
on WLBC diana",Indianapolis,
"Speakdiscussion
TJp, Inpresents roundtable
ofspecific
currentfieldstopics
by
representatives
of
office.to Aired
in 7-7:30 p.m. andspot,public
program
date
has
considered
"Juvenile
Delinquency",
"Is There
Any Real
Difference
Between
Republicans
Democrats",
Indianapolis asandProgressive
as Itand
Should"Is
Dramatized News
NEW
SUSTAINING
program,
"You
and
the News",
dramatized
account
of leadBe".
ing newsNov.
stories
week, starts
Mutual
15 ofin theThursday
10-10:30on
p.m. period.operation
Program
is produced
in cowith editors
of Newsweek
magazine
and is"Abased
on magazine's
editorial
theme,
well
informed
lic is America's greatest security." pubOperas on FMnow broadcasts
WPEN-FM
Philadelphia
the
operas
of thefrom
Philadelphia
LaScalaof
Opera
Company
the Academy
Music
in Philadelphia.
and continuing
through Started
April 24,Nov.1946,1
the
Bulletin's ofFM the
station will
carryEvening
the fohighlights
rmances for the 1945-46
season.13 perShow World
LAURA LEE,
movieBulletin,
critic for the Philadelphia Evening
a new series
of broadcasts hasfor started
WPEN
Philadelphia,
an
over-all
picture of theas
entertainment
world capitol,
in Pniladelphia
well
as
the
theater
New
York,
and the movie headquarters, Hollywood.
Visiting artists are interviewed.
Quizof Toronto are
PROBLEMS ofMayor
the city
aired ning
on program
a newon half-hour
Sunday called
eveCKEYListeners
Toronto
"Meet
submit
questionspearsTheon fortheMayor".
selection.
Questioner
appersonally
query
andprogram
other members
of cityto
council.mayor Religious
Series
NEW RELIGIOUS daily broadcast is
being sorused
on
CFRB
Toronto,thesponall churches
through
Ontarioed by Religious
Education
Council.
The
five-minute
early
afternoon
program,
"Victorious
Living",
is
aired
Monday
through Friday.Old Songs
NEW MUTUAL sustaining program,
"Remember",
transcribed
songs
veteran12,featuring
radio
starts Fri-on
day. by Nov.
Mutual
Mondayartists,
through
Catholic Series

5000

Monday seriesproduced
titled "Catholic
Life
ining Connecticut",
by the locaL
council
of thea Knights
of Columbus^
and featuring
60-voice as
glee
club
and
prominent
Catholics
speakers.
Knights
New Havenof inColumbus
1882. was founded in
School Activities
TWICE-WEEKLY quarter-hour program,
"Leaders
of Salt
Tomorrow",
hasinbeen
started by opeKALL
Lake City
co-In
ration with local
school
system.
order ties,
to KALL
present
news
of
school
activirecords
events
from
classrooms,wire
gymnasiums
and andauditoriums
via new G-E
recorder
airs them
on program. Story of North
STORY of Canada's northland is being
dramatizedon inthenewCBC weekly
series "White
Empire"
Trans-Canada
work. Series portrays
panorama
of netthe
adventurous
spirits who
are crowded
into
the
story
of
Canada's
"frozen
north",
Elizabeth'sfromtimethetoexplorers
present ofday Queen
bush
fliers.
Veteran Welcome
INTERVIEWS with discharged servicemen isThursday
highlightevening
of "Welcome
Party",
program Home"
aired
7:30-8
p.m. by WBAB
Atlantic
City,
N.can J. better
Suggestions
asneeds
to how
community
serve
of
the
veteran
are offered by guests.
Teen Quiz
PARTICIPATION
programfor
started by WCAUhalf-hour
Philadelphia
feminine
teenis heard
agers isSaturday
titled "Teen
Age
Party"
and
morning.
Local
contestfashion
awards. store supplies prizes for
Vet WAR
ProblemsVETERANS are
PROBLEMS OF
aired
and discussed
weekly and
by veteran
Canadian
newspaperman
radio
commentator Gregory
Trans-Canada
network. Clark on CBC
School Forums
SECOND annual
seriesstarted
of "Junior
Town
Meetings"
hasInd.been
WOWO
Ft. Wayne,
areby recorded
cast following
day.Programs
in school
assembly
periods and broadLauds Women's Programs
"WOMEN'S programs can sell —
and be sold," writes Linnea Nelson,
head timebuyer of J. Walter Thompson Co., New York, in the October
issue of The Beam, quarterly publication ofthe NAB Association of
Women Directors. She pointed out
that the "success and popularity"
of women's programs depend as
much on ducthe
of the used,
contor as onpersonality
the material
which is why many advertisers permit write
womenthe commercial
program directors
copy. to reFILM SHORT
radio alone
announcers knownforfeaturing
byproduction
their voices
has been slated
by Ralph
Staub
under
title
"Behind
the
Mike".
Included
Wilcox, HarryareVon DonZell,Wilson,
Ken andHarlow
Wen Niles,
Ford Bond,
Claney,BenKenGrauer.
Carpenter, JimmyHoward
Wallington,

WATTS

ROUNDS
ATTLE ■|*|
EWDR
DSnn
KETABLF
WQRLIDER
IYIaR
[JD ETTEr
UARANTEE
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CLAIM

STAKING

Hallicrafters and Very High Frequency

HALLICRAFTERS NEW $600,000 HOME NOW UNDER
CONSTRUCTION.

hallicrafters

1AOCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

Based on the facts in the case, Hallicrafters can stake out a
very strong claim to leadership in the very high frequency
field. The facts include such things as the Model S-37, FMAM receiver for very high frequency work. The Model S-37
operates from 130 to 210 Mc— the highest frequency range
of any general coverage commercial type receiver.
Hallicrafters further supports its claim to domination in
the high frequency field with the Model S-36A, FM-AMCW receiver. The 36A operates from 27.8 to 143 Mc, covers
both old and new FM bands and is the only commercially
built receiver covering this range.
Further developments in this direction can soon be revealed —
adding further support to Hallicrafters claim to continued supremacy
in the high frequency field.

radio

THE HALLICRAFTERS CO., MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO
AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT • CHICAGO 16, U. S. A.
COPVRJGHT 1945 THE HALLICRAFTERS CO.
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LIFE membership cards in Howard L.
ChernoS's
"I've distributed
Got Your Number"
are being
to timebuyersClub
across
the
country
by the
generalwork,manager
of
the
West
Virginia
Netregional chain.number
Each and
member
given an individual
at anyis
time
"the next
hour, the nextyearsday,from
the
next — year
or twenty-five
now"
— mayIf itaskis not
Mr. remembered
Chernoff formemthat
number.
ber will receive a $5 bill. Card continues
todo state
"Meanwhile, West
all I Virginia
want youNet-to
is remember
work when you The
think of radio
in West
Virginia." WPAT Posters
POSTERSwerefor distributed
store, windowlastandweekplantby
display
WPAT gPaterson
advertisers
prorams on station.to Posters
show with
a WPAT
stand microphone
and feature
infor-by
mation
about
programs
sponsored
advertisers.
Name Contest
LARUS fering& $10,000
BRO.in cash
Co., prizes
Richmond,
on theisGuyof-

Lombardo
"Musicalnaming
Autographs"
show
on American
a song.features
Runningwritten
Nov. 6 tofor
Dec.Carmen
18, contest
song
by
Lombardo
to
be$5,000,named
listeners.
secondby prize
$1,000 First
and 40prize
prizesis
ofler,$100Neweach.
York.Agency is Warwick & LegDr. Lyons Contest
TWENTY-FIVE words or less, completing
the
sentence
"I likewillDr.winLyonsa Bendix
tooth
powder because ..."
washing
each of 100in letter
writers inmachine
a contestfor conducted
con-

Another WHAM service to the 140,518 farmers of
this rich Western New York farmland
6:30 to 6:55
Every morning except Sunday
with
TOM MURRAY
WHAM Farm Director
and
MAX RANEY
Tom Murray interviews County Agent and a
pn(| his Hi-Boys
successful area farmer.
mm
MUSIC . . . ENTERTAINMENT . . . NEWS FOR
FARMERS DIRECTLY FROM THE FARM FRONT
. . . FRIENDLY CHATS WITH AND BY
SUCCESSFUL FARMERS

Another one of the programs that build WHAM's
listening audience . . . that help make

..»h New YaJ. .
^em
New York So/t
\*
Affiliated
W/<
with the
NATIONAL BROADCASTING CO.
50,000 Watts . . . Clear Channel . . . 1180 on the Dial
Rochester, N.Y.
Nat. Representative, George P. Hollingbery Co.

"7Ae StAomLeAq GaAlio* Station."
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junction with
CBSis sponsored
"Second Husband".
Daytime
by R. L.is
Watkins serial
Co., New
York. Program
placedple, through
Dancer-Fitzgerald-SamChicago.
Knoxville Parade
PARADE of horse-drawn farm wagons
and old-time
witnessed by reported 50,000buggies,
citizens
Tenn. welcomed
returnof ofKnoxville,
Archie
"Grandpappy"
Campbell
andCampbell,
Homer
Harris
WNOXarmedKnoxville.
releasedtofrom
forces after
three
years
service,
is featured on hour
six-weekly
"Midday
Merry-Go-Round",
and
half
hillbillyperformer.
program. Harris is WNOX a
personality
Radio Heat
COMPLETE
radio
heat and its DESCRIPTION
application to of
moulding
plastics,phonefighting
fires,equipment,
producing drivteleand
television
ing gas from electron tubes, etc., are
contained
booklet
What
It Is, in
Tow
It Works, "Radio
What ItHeat,
Can
Do",
issued
by RCA.
Exhibit Broadcasts
CORDELE, Ga., independent outlet,
WMJM,broadcast
during week ofof 41localremote
Tri-County
Fair
casts from its total
exhibit at the fair.broadWPEN Folder
WPEN Philadelphia has issued folder
giving
market
data forcoverage.
the station's
daytime
and nighttime
Maps
are included.
Radio Sales Folder
FOLDER
announcing
of Radio
Sales offices
in Atlanticopening
City has
been
prepared
by the spot broadcasting division of CBS.
Campaign
KSD
St. Louis
usingcards
275
taxi cards
and 300currently
street caris dash
as supplemental outdoor advertising.
Promotion Personnel
BILL
promotion
KOIL MALONE,
Omaha, and
KFOR manager
Lincoln, ofis
father of pointed
a boy.
He
also
has
apcoordinator ofbeen
Victory
Loan Drive inradioNebraska.
GORDON R. CLOSWAL, nearly five
years
AAF and released
isWinona,
newin promotion
manager asof captain,
KWNO
in England.Minn. He served for 22 months
HAROLD A. SMITH, discharged from
Navy
chief assistant
specialist'sto mate,
been asnamed
EMMONShas
CARLSON,
advertising-sales
promotion
managercago. Heofsucceeds
NBC central
division,
ChiMCDONALD, who resigned DONALD
Oct. 1 because
of
poor
health.
JOHN tion
NORTON,
manager atof American.
the starelations department

HOILISTER

TO ANNOUNCE
openingstation
of WD arranged
AD In- :
diana, Pa., to display
shoppers,
this
window
in
downtown
Display shows how sound travels store.
from
mike through
room
mitter andIndiana.
via control
the airBackground
to hometo oftransMr.
and
Mrs.
with
simulated
radio
dial
contains
photos
Mutual
to be station.
heard on newof
Indiana personalities
Broadcast Inc.

USE OFcreased iSPUN
GLASS isdisplay
furtheradap-inpromotion
tionare
by n this
WOVsimulated
New York.
clouds
by
theColorful
glass
threads. Transmitters on mural
background has paper mache radio
waves
radiators.
Brightly zig-zagging
dressed figurefrom
in foreground,
here billy
representing
hilldisc jockey, isRosalie
changedAllen,
monthly.
and ARCHIE
the departleft NewGRINALDS,
Yorkmeetings
lastof week
to atcountry.tendment,station
eastern and district
southwestern
partsin southof the
THOMAS
ROONEY, former
lieutenantweek
in theasR.Marine
CBS
last
directorCorps,
of salesrejoined
promotion
at WBBM
Chicago.
JOSEPH search
CREAMER,
promotion
andYorkredirector ofHOFFMAN,
WOR Newmember
WILLIAM
ofandsound
effectsB. department
at WOR
are co-authors of a book, "Radio Sound

WCRYSTAl

BROADCASTING
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Effects",
Pub. Co.,toNewbe published
York, Nov.by15.Ziff-Davis
Book is
Clarity Device
.♦primer
PAUL WHITEMAN has intronique. of radio sound effects techd
u
c
ed on Philco Radio & Television
ROLF WARNER,
leavetofrom
WBBM
Chicago, onhasmilitary
returned
his
Corp.'s Radio
Hall ofa device
Fame
broadcasts
on American
post asas asales
servicein mp.nager'.
served
lieutenant
the AAP. He
that
is
intended
to
make
broadMARY FRANCES
MILLER,
assistant
casts of a large orchestra sound
MAURICE
MITCHELL,
director
of pressto
clearer than if the listener were in
information
resigned. at WTOP Washington, has
the studio. Device consists of glass
D. R.tor ofP.CKYCOATS,
public has
relations
screens, in folding sections with
Winnipeg,
returneddirec-to
wooden frames, placed before the
the
station
after
being
on
loan
to the 1
Canadian
YMCA
in
western
Europe,
strings
in orchestra and enclosing
where thehe RCAP.
went following his discharge
from
microphone
for vocalist.
Arrange-to
ment
reportedy
allows strings
HARRYJ. M.H. Mathes
BARNHART
formerly&
with
Inc. andJr.,Lennen
retain their voice in the blending of
Mitchell,
has joined
the CBS advertis-to
sound as it is broadcast, and they
sales
promotion
are not drowned out by brass.
handleing andpromotion
for CBS department
television.
Vocalist
is not drowned out by
BRUCENavyDENNIS,
on terminal
leave
from
as lieutenant
commander
orchestra and microphone need not
and
former
publicity
director
and
head
be unnaturally tuned up, Ameriofto rejoin
special station
events Dec.
for 3.WGNHe hasChicago,
been of-inis
service
40for radio
months,
10 asof executive
Pasadena,
Cal.,R. Sanders
receives
canfect istates,
that thenever
"efCROWNED
"Miss
KWKW
of
1945",
Barbara
Schultz
of
s clarityconcluding
and perfection
f
i
c
e
r
section
Adm.
Nimltz
from
George
gold
bronze manager
trophy symbolic
of radio's beauty queen
fleet staff.
(r), andprogram
of KWKW
achieved before."
Pasadena
and
m.c.
of
"KWKW
Club
1430", and Eight-week
William J. contest
Beaton, included
station
manager.
entries from
all sections of southern
Olympic Display
California.
Queen
Barbara
will
appear
AT A LUNCHEON meeting spon- on various
over atthecivicindependaytimeprograms
outlet
and
events
sored by George Kamberg, national duringdentnext
year.
appliance sales manager of Butler
Bros., Chicago distributors for
Olympic Radios, at the LaSalle Stewart- Warner Reports
STEWART-WARNER Corp. earnHotel, Nov. 4, approximately 450 nings
for the first nine months of
home appliance dealers and depart81c per share of capi] ment store executives were intro- 1945 talequaled
stock, compared to $1.20 for
duced to the complete new Olympic
line of radios. Presentation of the the same period, the company reported last week on the basis of an
line, consisting of consoles, table
models and portables, was made by unaudited statement subject to
year-end
adjustment and review
Johntor ofF.sales.
Crossin,
direc- under the Renegotiation
Cited Olympic's
as an exclusive
Act. Statement
indicated
profit carried
feature
"Tru-bass",
a new andon to earned surplusa net
of $1,028,711 for
patented waselectronic
development
the audio circuit which gives small the 9-month period, after a provitable models the full tonal range
sion of $500,000 "for postwar plant
heretofore available only in large rehabilitation and for contingenand costly consoles. Company's adcies
arising out of war conditions."
vertising and sales promotion plans
were explained by C. E. Staudinger,
Files Counter Suit
vice-president of Sherman K. Ellis
CHARGING
he toused
firm'shis comCo., New York,
the
radio
firm's
ad'Can't
siu
mercial program
further
own
vertising counsel.
folks
political aspirations, $25,000 counter
suit
has
been
filed
in
Los
AngeJames B. Clark
les Superior Court against Hal
JAMES Burdette Clark, 31, KIRO Styles, KFWB Hollywood commenSeattle announcer and conductor of
tator and m.c. by Woodall Orthopaedic Appliance Co. and Carl
the early-morning Time Klock
Nothing's more certain than that local advertisers
Klub, died Oct. 28 after a short Woodall, head of that organization.
will soon quit a fr
station producing tw
sour ic
results!e!''
illness. He was musical director of Styles had previously filed a $6,200
uit
KFPY Spokane for seven years, suit against firm for payment of
so
or
Such
being
the
case,
what
better
evidence
of selling
after which he was staff announcer his work on program sponsored by
the orthopaedic appliance concern.
of KSL Salt Lake City.
power could we offer than this: For ten years, without a break, the Office Specialties Co., Fargo, has
broadcast to the Red River Valley over WD AY — five
times a week!
Z But
Must be a satisfied customer, wouldn't you"say?
they're only one of eighteen "locals" who have been
with WDAY, steadily, from ten to twenty-three years!
WDAY,inc
N. B. C
FARGO, N. D.
970 KILOCYCLES . . . SOOO WATTS
FREE & PETERS, INC., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
BROADCASTING
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COFFEE
WITH
CONCRESS

"FIRST REALLY DIFFERENT
PROGRAM WITH A CAPITOL
HILL FLAVOR TO COME OUT
OF WASHINGTON"
. . so says U^RIETY
A completely new idea in morning
programming
is Bill Herson's
WITH CONGRESS"
broadcast"COFFEE
every
Saturday
morning,
8:15-9:00
It's another "First" for WRC . . . a.m. —
First time members of Congress have
been informally interviewed in their
homes— over the breakfast table. Herson
presents
"littlelaw-makers
- known" infactsan ad-lib
about
"well-known"
friendlyfamilies.
chat with Congressmen and
their
Another reason why Herson is Washington's No. 1 morning
personality.
For
spot ovailobilities
see NBC
Spot Sales.

FIRST in WASHINGTON
EI
Represented by NBC SPOT SAltS
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KORNETZ TO FILL
Attorney General Lauds
WESTI1SGHOUSE POST
Porter at Radio Meeting
One Up on Federal
APPOINTMENT of Norman S.
TOM CLARK, U. S. Attorney GenMEMBERS
of
the
FCC
EnKornetz to direct Westinghouse
eral, was the principal speaker at
gineering
a Radio Executive Club lunchhome television receiver developgratulatingDept.eachwere
other conlast
eon meeting at the Roosevelt
week. Each of them, apparment and to give particular
attention to receiving
Hotel, New York. He said that his
ently, hadFMfallen
heirIt tosaida
sets used in flight
brand new
station.
office intends to continue a strong
so in letters received from
anti-trust program. He explained
tests of Stratovithat in every case they try to get
Federal Telephone & Radio
anns ioo un n was
c e d last
all the facts before "proceeding
Corp.
which
began
:
"As
your
week
by
Harold
name
was
among
those
issued
with a decision." He lauded Paul
conditional FM grants by
B. Donley, manPorter, chairman of FCC, and statthe
. . ." The how
engineers
ed that "our job is to back him
of WestingwereFCCwondering
they
housedioagerDivision.
Home
Raup Mr.
whenever
they suggested
get in court."
should advise Federal Tel.
Clark also
in his
Mr.
Kornetz
that ketthey
are
not
in
the
maraddress that radio put its shoulder
for transmitters.
Mr. Kornetz recently reto the wheel to help the juvenile
turned to civilian
delinquency problem by putting
life
three years with the U. S.
has postponed its open- SignalafterCorps
over the idea of a youth center CJAD ing,Montreal
he served as a
scheduled
28, toonlate800 No-kc captain with where
similar to the USO so that youngvember. StationforwillOct.operate
the 3105th Signal
sters would have a place to meet. with 1 kw.
Service Battalion in charge of all
administrative radio communications in Calcutta, India.
Prior to the war, Mr. Kornetz
SERVICE
DIRECTORY
was a specialist in design and deof broadcast
and aeronauticalvelopmentreceivers
and phonograph
Custom-Built
recorders
for
Colonial
Radio
Corp.,
F*€QUSNCY MCASUXING
Buffalo. Previously, he worked on
Speech Input Equipment
swvice
television
receiver
development
for
U. S. RECORDING CO.
American Television Corp., New
Exact Measurements » of any rim*
1121
Vermont
Ave.,
Wash.
5,
D.
C.
York.
RCA COMMUNICATIONS, INC
District 1640
64 Braid StfMt New York 4, H. T.
NBC and WMAQ Hosts
MORE RF KILOWATT HOURS
NBC CENTRAL Division and
"GEARED TO AM-FM EXPANSION"
PER DOLLAR WITH
WMAQ
Chicago will be hosts to
Radio Engineering Consultants
F & O TRANSMITTING TUBES
the
Religious
Radio Workshop durFreeland & Olschner Products, Inc.
ing its five-day meeting this week
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
6.11
Baronne
St.,
New
Orleans
13,
La.
(Nov. 11-16). The workshop is
Kansas City, Mo.
4756 Exclusively sponsored by the joint radio comWashington, D. C. Hollywood, Cal.
High Power Raymond
Tube Specialists
mit e of the Congregational Christian, Methodist and Presbyterian
churches of Chicago to study the
The
use of radio for religious educar SOUND EFFECT RECORDS N
Robert L. Kaufman
tion. Program includes discussion
and panel group studies led by
Organization
GEN NETT
* SPEEDY-0
Reduced
Basic
Library
Offer
Containing
Technical
Maintenance,
Construction
Chicago
radio authorities. NBC
Over 200 Write
Individual
Sound
Effects
Supervision
and Business
For Detail*
for Broadcast
Stations Services
speakers include Judith Waller,
CHARLES MICHELSON
director
of
public service; Jack
Munsey Bldg.
4, D. C.
DistrictWashington
2292
67 W. 44th Sf.
New York, N. Y
Ryan, ager;
central
manWilliam division
Murphy, press
continuity
editor; Homer Heck, production.
FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
KLUGE ELECTRONICS CO.
Commercial & Industrial
STANDARD
Snow in September.,
1031Equipment
No. Alvarado
Measuring & Equipment Co.
Los Angeles 26, Calif.
Phones 877-2652 Enid, Okla.
Myron E. Kluge Exposition 1741
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
Radio Towers
Erection, lighting, painting &
Ground Systems
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 11, Oregon
C. H. Fisher, Agent Phone TR 7303

AVAILABLE NOW
PRECISION SETURNTABLES
— and/orMONIASMBLIES • MODULATION
TORS • REMOTE-POWER AMPLIFIERS
SONIC ENGINEERING CO.
592 Columbus Ave., New York City, N. Y.

down South...
Cotton is the 16-county
WS PA- Piedmont's largest
"A DATE WITH MW
money crop. Over 27,500,000
baled -pounds each year are
the sparkling new transcribed 54 hour musical series starring
produced
County alone.in Spartanburg
PHIL BRITO
the galden voiced song-sation of radio
SPARTANBURG,
For routs and audition records tvrite or wire
WSPA SOUTH CAROLINA
CHARLES MICHELSON
Home of'Comp Crof
MUrray Hill 2-3376 — 5168
*67 Weil 44lh Street, Ney* '
950 kilocycles, Rep by Hollingbery
BROADCASTING
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Reinsch
(Continued from page 10)
Europe offers but we may learn
something
them inefficiency
program-of
ming. Thefrom
technical
American engineers is a source of
pride — far ahead of the average
i to be found in the governmentoperated systems abroad. The network systems of America provide
a vehicle for the transmission of
information which is overwhelming in comparison with facilities
across the sea.
The European broadcaster, however— skilled in the fine points of
propaganda broadcasting technique
— has a much keener conception
and appreciation of the social impact of radio. The discussions we
hear in this country on how to
handle controversial issues seem to
be in the
school"
class
when
we "grammar
compare their
handling
by our European counterparts. Of
course, there is a difference in their
objective; but they are skilled —
highly skilled — in the usage of radio for selling ideas in the social
and political fields. And we can
learn from them. We must learn
from them if American radio is to
grow to its greatest stature.
One everthing
was apparent
whenwe discussed
the relative
merits of American and European
broadcasting. They openly envy
our talent resources and program
potentialities. We heard it on all
sides, such
in expressions
as: "You
have
great radiosuchstars,
such
magnificent talent — we simply cannot afford such
amazingly
frankprograms."
admission Orofthea
high government radio official who
apologized for his country's program service: "We can't afford the
better or more costly talent. Private industry outbids us."
Another apparent fact about
European radio which startles you
at first is the utter complacency of
their station personnel. No situation seems to cause concern or
alarm. When you seek the reason
you find it readily — atrophy caused
by a lack of competition. The initiative, drive, resourcefulness and
motivation which are an ever-present ingredient in the competition
» IN PHILADELPHIA

Listeners Report
BACKING the request of
Paul A. Porter, FCC chairAmerican
peopleman,makethat the
known
what they
want to hear on the air,
WBIG Greensboro, N. C, conducted acontest titled, "You
Tell
asked Us."
to writeListeners
in their were
likes
and dislikes on program
ideas. Jack Lewis, WBIG anconductedofthethe contest on thenouncer,
Theater
Air
program,
heard
days ofa
week at 11 a.m.fivePrizes
$75 were
at contest's
end,
Oct. awarded
29.
of free enterprise are missing. Incentive is gone, and you can sense
it immediately.
The GI in Europe likes our
programs. We talked to these boys
and we know now what our stars
and our programs meant to the
man in the foxhole or the billet,
and how vital it is that he gets his
news
tually.unbiased — and presented facFor, of all things we noticed on
our four weeks tour, this stands
out with crystal-clear distinction:
There is the urgent necessity of an
American voice on the postwar
continent. Entertainment, by all
means. But, of more importance,

we must give to freedom a tongue
— that free people, or people newly
come to freedom, may hear the
truth and judge for themselves.
This is the essence of the democracy we fought to maintain.
This is not the type of report I
intended to write. I had meant to
commend the guidance of Col. Ed
Kirby and sistanthe
asts, to payefficiency
respectsof his
to the
confidence of Gen. Surles and Gen.
Hill who made our trip possible.
Obviously, we were impressed with
the high calibre of our military
personnel, their appreciation and
comprehension of their problems.
We were gratified over the importance they placed on radio as
an instrument
of information, education and entertainment.
The important
pointof which
pressed itself on all
us on imthe
tour, however, was that a free and
competitive radio — radio controlled
by
people —ofradio
which must
be atheservant
the people
if it
would survive — in short, the American system of radio is better
equipped in every respect to do the
jobToahead.
do this job in all its aspects,
the leaders in American radio must
have the strength, the courage, the
conviction and the clearness of mind
to achieve for our system its proper
destiny. This destiny can be none
other than a major role in the building of a permanent world peace
and good will among all mankind.
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tremendous New York
market without using
WBNX, because . . .
WBNX reaches

Probably the most widely read book ever
published is the telephone directory
We don't claim as many readers for the
BMI RECORD INDEX as does the telephone book . . . but we do claim that
our RECORD OF RECORDS is just as
indispensable.
For the radio man who makes use of
phonograph records — music librarian,
disc jockey or program director — the
BMI RECORD INDEX provides a basic
list of more than 30,000 titles of BMI
music of every description. And a
monthly supplement is issued regularly.
Alphabetically arranged, cross-indexed
and classified, the INDEX is useful and
valuable in program building.
Every radio station licensed by BMI has
recently received the 1945 edition of
the RECORD INDEX. It's there to serve
you. If you've mislaid your copy, or if
the pages are battered by frequent use,
let us know. A new copy will be forwarded promptly.
Broadcast
5 8 0 FIFTH AVENUE

ROADCASTING

You cannot cover the

Music, Inc.
NEW YORK 1 9, N.Y.

2,450,000
1,523,000
1,235,000
660,000

•
Jewish speaking
Italian speaking
German speaking
Polish speaking

persons
persons
persons
persons

•
STRENGTHEN your present
New York schedules with
WBNX. Our program department will assist you in
the translation of your copy.,

S000 WATTS DIRECTIONAL O^ES NEW YORK
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WSAM

SPEAKS WITH

AUTHORITY IN THIS
STEADY TRIPLE MARKET

The triple market of Saginaw, Bay
City,
and Midland
a stable native
one —
composed
largely ofis residents
to Northeastern Michigan. The industry isdiversified, keeps right on
working and paying through good
times and bad. Northeastern Michigan is a rich, reliable, responsive
market,
the radiois WSAM.
voice that
commands andits attention
NORTHEASTERN
MICHIGAN'S ONLY
NBC STATION

SAGINAW BROADCASTING COMPANY
610 Eddy Bldg. Saginaw, Michigan
NATIONAL
HEADLEYREPRESENTATIVE
- REED CO. —

seCl
MANY PRODUCTS FOR
MANY ADVERTISERS

WHP,
WIBX,
WMBD,
WSBT,

Harrl.burg
Utlca
PeorU.
South Bend

Wildroot
Shampoo

GEORGE E. HALLEY
TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
HOTEL PICKWICK, KANSAS CITY 6, MO.
%fcCSAN MTMU1 i. CHlrtCH PRODUCTION rC
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Newscasts
(Continued from page 20)
them resemble more a legal brief
than
of news," said the CBS
generalitemsattorney.
Lauterstein, Spiller, Bergerman
& Dannett, attorneys for Mutual,
in a letter dated Oct. 31 said that
no legislation should be enacted to
deal with news broadcasts because
(1) it would violate the First
Amendment to the Constitution;
(2) the line of demarcation between news reports and expressions of opinion and political
propaganda of commentators "is at
best a waysshadowy
(3) the
should be one";
open not
onlyair-to
news reports but to news analysts
"who exercise sound judgment in
the preparation of their materials
and in the broadcast thereof".
Legislation would impose an "inon broadcasters
and wouldtolerable
be burden"
difficult
to enforce,
the MBS attorneys continued. It
would
lead toeither
a "deplorable
result"
and might
unduly restrict
commentators or "lead to their ultimate elimination from the broadcast field". The attorneys admitted
there may have been "some abuses
in the past", but they have not
beenmain
of a broadcasters
serious character
and "in
the
have done
an
excellent job of self-policing in
thisIn field".
judging commentators Mutual
does not seek to impose censorship
but to anced
"assure
balschedule aof completely
news analyses
and
commentaries,"
the
letter
stated.
"Legislationthe can
only serve
straitjacket
broadcaster
and toto
interfere with freedom of speech
and this, in our opinion, would be
deplorable in view of the excellent
record of broadcasters and the steps
which they have taken to police
their
activities," the MBS
counsel own
concluded.
Whether the Committee will recommend legislation
requiring
stations to label
commentators
as such
and to distinguish between news
reporting and commentaries depends on a study of the networks'
replies
Mr. Adamson's letters,
his officetosaid.
Text
of
follows : Mr. Adamson's letter
"This Committee receives many
critical letters covering certain socalled news commentators who engage in expressions of opinion and
personal
to suchtheannews
extent as toprejudice
overshadow
and emphasize the element of propaganda.
seemsthatto
be "Hostile
growing public
and I amopinion
convinced
some measures must be taken by
the stations or by Congress to clearly separate political propaganda
programs from real news broadcasts.
would appreciate
of "Iopinion
from you anasexpression
to what
should be done and what can be
done.
"I hope the forsituation
will make toit
unnecessary
the Committee

22 New

Standard

Stations Authorized

In 1945 in Spite of War Restrictions
ALTHOUGH wartime restrictions are already in operation. One of
were in force much of the time, a these (WKWF), operating on 1600
total of 22 new standard broadcast kc with 500 w power, is located in
stations were authorized since the Key West, Fla., and is believed to
be the most southerly station in the
beginning
FCC records.of 1945, according to nation. The station enjoys another
Most of the grants were made distinction: it is one of the two
at 1600 kc. The other is
under former FCC policy permit- operating
ting stations in areas lacking pri- WWRL Woodside, N. Y.
Lifting of restrictions on conmary service and where the facilistruction was reflected in authoritiescuwould
usefulAlltobutthetwoprosezations issued in October, totaling
tion of thebe war.
are
for 250 w stations.
six. These included a regional
Nine of the stations authorized channel station with 1 kw power.
New standard stations authorized since January 1, 1945 follow:
Hours of
Permittee & Location Call Frequency
(kc) Power
1-16-45
Robert W. Rounsaville, Cleveland. Letters
Operation
Tenn.
WBAC*
1340
250w
1-16-45
Loys Marsdon Hawley, Conway, S.
Carolina
4-17-45
Midwestern
Broadcasting Co., Cad- WLAT* 1490 250w
Mich.
4-24-45
Voice ofillac,
Talladega Inc.,
Talladega, WATT* 1240 250W
Ala.
1230 250w
4-24-45
John
M. Spottswood, Key West, WHTB*
Fla.
WKWF*
1600
500w
HughShurtliff,
G. Mareby
Shurtliff,Cardella
Charles
A.
(Delia)
Shurtliff and Cleo Agnes Center,
Santa Maria, Calif.
KSMA 1450 250w
5-15-45
5-5- 8-45
8-45
The
Brockway
Co., Massena,
N. Y.____ WMSA*
1340 250w
250w
Herman
Anderson,
Tulare,
Calif.
KCOK*
1240
Albert E. Buck & Merle H. Tucker,
aBroadcasting
partnership, Co.,d/b Gallup,
as Gallup
New KGAK 1230 250w
Mexico
Richard
W.
Joy
and
Donald
C.
McBaln,
d/b
as
Palm
Springs
Broadcasting Co., Palm Springs, KCMJ 1340 250w
6-19-45
Calif.
TheCorinth,
CorinthMiss.
Broadcasting Co. Inc., WCMA 1230 250w
6-19-45
Indiana Broadcast Inc., Indiana,
Penna.
WD
AD*
1450
250w
6- 26-45
Centre Broadcasters Inc., State
7- 10-45
College,
Penna.
1450 250w
Louis
N. Howard
& Ellis H. How- WMAJ*
ard, d/bcastinasg Co., Jacksonville,
Jacksonville N.Broad7-17-45
Car.
WJNC 1240 250W
Boulder
City
Broadcasting
Co., KBNE
9-18-45
Boulder
City,
Nev.
1450
250w
Mississippi
Broadcasting Co. Inc.,
9-18-45
Macon, Miss.
Kenneth
Edward Rennekamp, Oil WMBC 1400 250w
City,
Penna.
WKRZ
1340
250W
103-45
Blanfox Radio Company Inc., Norton,
Va. Ga. _ WMVG
** 1450
250w
Jere
N.
Moore,
Milledgeville,
1450
250w
Centennial Broadcasting Co., Portland,
Maine
** 1240
1450 250w
Birney
Meridian,
109-45
109-45
10-24-45
Raoul*In A.Imes,
Cortez,Jr., San
Antonio,Miss.__
Tex. WMOX
** 1300 250w
lkw
operation.
**Call letters not yet assigned.
Reed Comedy
Delay Promotion
ALAN
REED,
formerly
Falstaff
OpenROYAL CHEMICAL
shaw
on CBS replaced
Fred Allen
Show,
and CONSOLIDATED
Co., One
Chicago,
recenttablets),
buyers subsidiary
of Eight
Irene leenTedrow
Gene
and
Kathand
Co.
(cold
Lockhart
as
Rudy
and
Fanny
Nebb
of
Ford
Hopkins
Co.,
Chicago,
on
weekly
half-hour
comedy
series,
undisclosed sum, will not promotefor thean
The Nebbs, on MSB stations.
product untilast week
next byyear,George
it wasWruck,
anElgin Holiday Programs
advertisingnounced ldirector
of Consolidated.
Agency appointment
will
also
be
made
FOR FOURTH consecutive year, Elgin sometime
next year, Mr. Wruck added.
Watch
Co., Chicago,Daywillandsponsor
twohour
Thanksgiving
Christmas
Day
broadcasts,
with
overall
talent
and
production costs
$120,000.
Thanksgiving
Day22,reported
program
onas CBS
statiwill
ons, on Nov.
Thursday,
4-6 p.m.
(EST),
be
beamed
by
shortwave
occupation forces overseas. Don Amecheto
is m.c. with
line-up
already Mc-including Fibber
Edgartalent
Bergen
and
Charlie
Carthy.
McGee
andMoore,
Molly,Frances
Jimmy
Durante
and
Gary
Langford,
Elsie Janls,
CassTheDaley,
Lina
Romay, eers.Lauritz
Melchior,
ChariotKenwillCarpenter
is announcer.
Broadcast
offer
salute
to
victory
and marks
40th holiday
anniversary
of Elgin
Watch
Co.fromBoth
programs
will
originate
Hollywood
with Earlwriter,
Ebl
asfor producer
and
Bud
Paganucci,
J. Walter Thompson Co., agency.
recommend the passage of remedial
laws. The stations and commenta- "Yeah — but yuh ain't back on
tors should give this question careWFDF Flint— yet!"
full consideration."
BROADCASTING
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NBC SHOW BIG EVENT IN 1926
Dawn of New Era Recounted by Bruce Barton
In Old Issue of 'American' Magazine
| OF THE MANY new eras that
have dawned in radio's hectic history, one of the outstanding was
recalled last week by M. H. (Deac)
|Aylesworth, former president of
jNBC,
New 15,York1926,
lawyer.
Backnowon aNov.
the new
| NBC took the air on a nationwide
hookup heard by 10,000,000.
Deeply moved was Bruce Barton,
Show president of BBDO, New
a friend inof the
Mr. Aylesworth's.
I York,
His account
August 1927
American follows:
Nov. shirt
15 ofandlastwentyear,downI putto
on "On
my stiff
the Grand Ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel to attend the
inaugural program of the National Broadcasting Company. There
were perhaps five hundred other
stiff-shirted gentlemen there, and
as many ladies in evening dress.
"Down in front was Walter
Damrosch with his orchestra, playing the accompaniment for Titta
Ruffo, Metropolitan Opera Star.
Harold Bauer, the famous pianist,
Mr. Aylesworth
came in a few minutes later. His to those who had failed to see
ship had been delayed, and a special tug had been sent down the
Marie.'
"I was
sitting in Mr. (Owen)
harbor to hurry him to the dock, Queen
box,
and while a Will
Rogers
so that he might appear on this Young's
still speaking,messenger
program at the exact minute an- was
entered
and
passed
us
a
photonounced. Following his performgraph. A photograph
of Maryin Garance
was
a
second's
pause,
and
den
before
the
microphone
her
then suddenly, as clear and strong
at the Drake Hotel; a photoas though the voice were there be- parlor graph
half over
an hour
side us, the announcer
andtaken less
sent than
to us
the
and gentlemen:
We are now— 'Ladies
in the beforeI passed
it back without any
Drake Hotel, Chicago, in the parlor wire.
comment.
What
comment
could
one
of Miss Mary Garden. Miss Garden make that would not be inane?
will sing.'
"'Where's Deac Aylesworth?' I
"And Miss Garden did.
asked.
"Another
second's
pause,
and
"
'Downstairs,' somebody a n again a different announcer — swered.
'Weber and Fields are to
'Ladies
and
gentlemen:
We
are
wind
They have
now in Independence, Kansas, in never upbeenthein program.
front of the microthe dressing room of Mr. Will
they're scared half to
Rodgers. Mr. Rodgers will speak.' death forphone, andfear
they won't remem"Andtheoutunmistakable
of the air about
came
tones usof
ber
their
lines.'
"I went downstairs. Behind a big
Will, who said he was traveling screen
in one of the dressing rooms
around the country as 'God's gift I found the veteran comedians,
studying bits of paper like schoolboys cramming for an examination.
And with them Deac Aylesworth,
holding their hands and telling
them not to worry, because everything was going to be all right.
"From a dusty room in a factory
to the Grand Ballroom of the Waldorf; from crude volunteer programs to programs that will cost
this year (1927) more than two
million dollars for talent alone;
from broadcasting stations of limited radius to the NBC, which on
Feb. 2 linked up with 43 stations
Ohio's Third Market at less cost— affili- and caused the voice of the Presiate of the American Network.
dent of the United States to be
heard by more millions than had
Ask HEADLEY-REED
ever before heard a single human
voice — this is the story of radio.
"Andentertainment
the most important
man in
radio
at the moment
WFMJ
is
Merlin
H.
Aylesworth,
known
to
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO *
a lot of us affectionately as Deac."
BROADCASTING
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First News Clinic
Mr. Carlos Franco
Young York
& Rubicam.
In Illinois Nov. 16 New
City Inc.
Dear Carlos:
NAB Sponsoring Discussions
On Newscast Improvement
isome
let him
figuresknowmail
on Ithe
boss'shis
atreadnight)
FIRST of a national series of ra•V*t
dio news clinics designed to imthat might
I tho'like
you
castsprovewillthebestandard
held Nov.of news
16, 10 broada. m.,
primarythat
at the Abraham Lincoln Hotel,
ever
eragcove" whatmeans.
Springfield,
111. invited
All Illinois
sta■moreureshow these
than
figtions have been
to attend.
showAnythat
Under NAB auspices, the clinics
half the people
were authorized by the NAB
in W. Va. live
Board of Directors at its October
in
age",mary"primore
than our2/Srds
cover-of
meeting, following
earlier
recommendation by the Radio News
the
radio
fami
l
i
e
s
i
n
W.
Va.
Committee. In charge of the Illilive in our
"primary
covnois clinic will be E. R. Vadeboncoeur, vice-president
of
WSYR
Syrerage" and
acuse, chairman of the committee,
state's
S/Uhs
the
safes "made
.fastofretail
year
and Arthur Stringer, NAB direc"were
'in:,
our
"primary
tor of circulation,
secretary."
Hosts
to the opening
clinic will
Don't
know
be WCBS and WTAX Springfield.
whatAlgyit means
Twofold Objective
butYrs.,mathis
must"pri-be
r yage" coverTwofold purpose lies behind the
somethin'
with all good
that
clinics — ways stations may bearound.
come recognized sources of important news in their area, which in
dough flyin'
turn will result in horizontal imp
r
o
v
e
m
e
n
t
i
n
radio
news
throughout the country.
WCHS
Les Johnson, NAB 9th District
director and manager of WHBF
Charleston,
W. Va.
Rocktee toIsland,
the commithold theinvited
first clinic.
Along
with Mr. Vadeboncoeur and Mr.
Stringer he will participate in the
session. Fred S. Seibert, director,
U. of Illinois School of Journalism,
will discuss libel.
Special attention will be given
BALTIMORE'S
the problems of small stations and
operation of a one-man news department, with attention to effective procedure and commercial
aspects.
Two Are Promoted
ARCH MacDONALD and George C.
McNutt,
membersstaffof the
San Francisco
office
executive
of Botsford,
Constantine & Gardner, have
been elected
vice-presidents
of
the
company.
Before
coming
Francisco,
was
with toLeoSanBurnett
Agency,MacDonald
Chicago.
McNutt lations
was director
advertising
public re- m
of R. G.andLeTourneau
Inc., Peoria, 111.
Carruthers Moves
JOHN CARRUTHERS,
Pacific
c
theatre
officer former
of has
Honeywell
Regulator liaison
Co., Minneapolis,
joined
Don Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood,
engineeringcurrently
staff. Wally Caruthers,
a Radio
brother,
U. S.
Naval
& Sound Lab., with
San Diego,
uary.
returns menttouponnetwork
service engineering
discharge indepartJanSwift on WBBM
SWIFT ser),& begins
Co.,sponsorship
Chicago (Swift's
aboutCleanNov.
12 of cago;
3 spots
weekly12 onspotsWBBM,
approximately
weeklyChi-onon
WTMJ
Milwaukee;
and
participation
Freda
Krieg June
shoppingBakerprogram,
Milwaukee;
show, WEMP
WGN
Chicago;cago; Beulah
June Karney
Merrill show,
show, WENR
WJJD ChiChicago. ContractsLouis
for 13& weeks
placed
bjr Needham,
Brorby,wereChicago.
Television Club Topic
TELEVISION
be the Club
principal
topic
atheldtheNov.Radio15 atwill
Executives
luncheon
thePoppele,
Roosevelt
Hotel inof MUTUAL BROAUCASTING SYSTEM
New
York.
J.
R.
president
Television
Broadcasters forAssn.,
will act JOHN ELMER GEORGE H. ROEDER
asGuesthonorary
President General Manager
speakerchairman
will be Dr. C.theB. meeting.
Joliffee,
vice-president
inCo-chairman
chargeof oftheRCAcommitLabFREE & PETERS, Inc.
oratories.
Exclusive National Representatives I
tee ontrian,arrangements
is Ralphcommittee.
B. Aushead of TBA program
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to Reach the People of
Industrial New England?
Contact them best thru WLAW!
Its powerful signal blankets 181
cities and towns of lucrative New
England.
Basic Station
American Broadcasting Co.
WLAW — LAWRENCE, MASS.
5000 WATTS 680 Kc.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
WEED & CO.

WLAW

Succeed IDEAS
one eduvzys, at a
PREMIUM
. . and the Robbins Company has
an outstanding reputation for proideas thatpremium
result inpromotions.
resoundinglyducingsuccessful
Before the war Robbins had engineered promotion plans for many
of America's
largeston users
premi-of
ums . . . based
long ofyears
knowing
what
will
succeed
and
ing how to make them succeed!knowToday the ingenuity and skill of
Robbins craftsmen are serving the government's needs for
— to the extent
thatmilitary
Robbinsemblems
is the
country's tinctive
largest
manufacturer
disinsignia for the Army, ofNavy,
and Marine Corps.
Tomorrow, Robbins ideas in metal
will spark your premium programs
to new highs, with timely, interesting,
appealing
designed
for
success! Wepromotions
will be glad
to discuss
your
postwar
requirements
with
you
now. Estimates and designs submitted
without obligation. Send for the new
Robbins catalogue.
Idtat In Mefoi
ATTLEBORO. MASSACHUSETTS
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Radio Week
(Continued from page 17)
by the men who produce the programs and the men who build the
magical means to give them wings
is a splendid example of the kind
of teamwork that can carry the inment. dustry on to new goals of achieve"Vast new vistas of opportunity
to expand the broadcasting industry and to give the American people
a far greater measure of public
service are now opening for both
broadcasters and manufacturers.
"My congratulations
to both
branches
of a great industry
for
the many accomplishments of radio
from pioneering days onward, and
my best wishes for further triumph
in the difficult but challenging days
which lie ahead."
Mr. Cosgrove recalled the inception of. "a great new industry"
called wireless. "All of you listening tonight are, in a sense, a part
of that industry — for the industry
itself is part of your lives," he said.
Explaining
had conceived thehow
idea RMA
of recognizing
radio's
achievements,
he
pointed
the marvels still to come, such asto
FM and television. He presented
the four-foot silver statuette on
behalf of the 300 manufacturing
companies in RMA to the NAB and
to overent symbol
1,000 ofstations
as a esteem
"perman-in
the high
which we hold your services in the
world
radio." replying, said the
Judgeof Miller,
statuette has great significance to
broadcasters as emphasizing the
close relationship between the two
industry branches and the public.
Their common perspective has led
to "good reception of good radio
programs" for the public.
Letters From Groups
Letters from about 100 national
organizations representing some 20
million members were presented
Saturday as a bound volume to
Judge Miller as representing
American broadcasters. Presentation was made by Louella S. Laudin, chairman,
Anniversary Citizens'
Committee, at aRadio
luncheon
given by the committee at the Hotel
Roosevelt, New York. (See story
page 17.)
Volume, Mrs. Laudin said in the
foreword,
the appreciation of the "conveys
vast listening
audience
of this country" and "expresses
their gratitude
for
radio's
mable contribution to the inestidemocratic way of life and their faith
that this potent
medium toof serve
communication wil continue
the nation in the spirit of the
noblest traditions of a free and
united
Letterpeople."
after letter expressed
amazement at the rapid progress of
broadcasting. Herbert Brownell,
chairman of the Republican National Committee, spoke of radio as
"an infant in age, a giant in stature, wearing seven-league boots in
striding along the highway of progress." Federation
William Green, ofpresident,
American
Labor,
said:
"The
wonderful
progress
made in the field
of broadcasting

AFTER THE VOWS— H. Preston
Peters, president of Free & Peters,
and Mrs. Peters, who was Virginia
Church Morris, daughter of Arthur
B. Church, president of KMBC, and
Mrs. Church, following their marriage Nov. 3 at Mission Hills
Country Club, Kansas City.

their activities to be preserved as
a record of the occasion.
His statement follows:
"With the passing of National
Radio
Week, Anniversary,
celebrating weRadio's
Twenty-fifth
may
say that broadcasting has now come
of age. Our effort has been to catch
the attention of our people and portray for them the growth of the
free American system of broadcasting.lieveWethathave
reason to be-of
publicgoodunderstanding
its service, in peace and war, has
been enhanced immeasurably.
"The President of the United
States, other public officials, representatives of foreign nations, and
a multitude of civic associations
have joined, wholeheartedly, in paying tribute to our achievements.
This goes far to compensate for the
strident complaints of dissident individuals whose voices cry out, occasionally, noisily disproportionate
to their number or importance.
Army Hour Broadcasts
"The Citizens' Radio Annivereon sary
in NewCommittee
York, testimonial
broadcasts lunchon the
Army Hour, the program for the
presentation
of
a
commemorative
statuette to the industry by the
RMA and the reception to dedicate
the new Senate Radio Gallery, attended by prominent
and
the President
of the legislators
United States
have beenbratingtypical
of activities,
celeour anniversary,
in every
corner of the land.
"The Week
supportreceived
which from
Nationalall
Radio
branches of the industry, stations,
networks, setfactureand
equipment manurs, and advertisers,
aided
by the trade papers and our friends
of the press, established a fine
record of cooperation. It is an example of unity which should infuture. spire us in our planning for the
"In thanking the industry and
its many friends for their splendid
contribution to the success of National Radio Week, I express, also,
the wish that members of the association send to me copies of material used, together with a report
of activities for the week, which
we shall preserve at NAB headquarters as a permanent and valuable record of the occasion."

seems
nigh incomprehensible."
L. B.wellSchwellenbach,
Secretary
of Labor,
radio's "im-of
mense value praised
in the furtherance
understanding
and tolerance."
Edward J. Scheiberling,
nationalLegion,
commander of the American
said:
of theto
radio "The
in ourready
homesacceptance
is a tribute
the manner in which those connected with broadcasting — with the
radio industry — have kept pace
withGen.theGeorge
spirit ofC. our
times." Chief
Marshall,
of Staff, praised "the splendid conmen andmanywomen"
but said ittributioisn ofradio
something
have
tended to take for granted. "Radio,"
he
said, of"has
a part
the become
lives ofso allintimate
of us
that we have fallen into the habit
of casually accepting its wonders."
He complimented
radioandon its
wartime
production
for "fine
the
splendid news coverage of the war."
Eric Johnston, president, Chamber of Commerce of the U. S., congratulated the broadcasting industry on "its contribution to our entertainment and instruction."
Ira Mosher, president, National
Assn. of Manufacturers, described
the people associated with broadcasting as "generally alert, aware,
informed, under energetic and responsible leadership."
He sopraised
the NAB "which
has done
much
OR TWO- OIZ THRtt
to insure the adherence of broadcasting to accepted standards of
Make the El Paso Southwest
FACTORS
goodManytasteof and
ethics." par- :ffifrSlX
A truly IMPORTANT
GREAT MARKET
the high
organizations,
1. C ATTLE— America.
/Ae finest entile eaunlrr in
ticularly charitable and educational
2. COPPE H-ncer 30% of \merien » /inlinegroups, thanked broadcasters for
their generous cooperation.
3. COTTON-//.P nnlwu\ /,,»/„., I rattan
one
4. TOURISTS-JimcriClj all-year playground
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters,
through President Glen Bannerman, extended greetings to NAB
and voiced the hope that free broadcasting in the U. S. "may always
be an inspiration to our industry
11411} O ID
°-« 600 KC 10011 Walls
in Judge
Canada."Miller thanked all segments of the industry that parELPASCTEXAS
ticipated in the week and asked
. Howard
H. Wilson Co.
NAB members to send reports of
BROADCASTING
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550 KC
V (Continued from page 15)
that there would be less need for
the frequencies by the new applicants or for the maximum power
! by the existing stations,
i Problems of far reaching importance, however, are presented by
the request of the 550 kc group for
(maximum power. The Commission
must decide whether the public interest isbest served by increasing
, the coverage of existing stations or
making new stations available in
i areas not now adequately served by
existing stations.
Regardless of Merit
\ Regardless of the merits of the
' have
group'spriority
contention
on the that
use ofit theshould
550
frequency, the Commission will not
be disposed to take action at the
Iexpense of other applicants which
have already been designated for
hearing. Its experience has shown
i that even though long delays are
involved, every applicant prefers
his day
in court" rather
Ijto
than"have
consent
to immediate
settleIment.
While it is anxious to iron out
jconflicting cases through the use
of informal conferences, as it did
last December in granting five local
station applications in Virginia, it
has found that, generally speaking,
"it's
toughkc group
proposition."
The a 550
requesting 5
I kw power is composed of KOY
! Phoenix, KSD St. Louis, WGR
Buffalo, WKRC Cincinnati, KTSA
San Antonio, and KOAC Corvallis,
Ore. (educational) . All operate at
5 kw day and 1 kw night and would
doubtless have been granted maximum night power were it not for
Navy requirements. KSD is the
only one of the group which has
filed forcation5haskwbeennight
and its appliconsolidated
with
new applicants for use of the frequency. The remaining stations
expect to file their applications
within the next two weeks.
A seventh station on 550 kc,
KFYR Bismarck, N. D., is permitted 5 kwcause of its
power
day and
bedistance
fromnight
coastal
waters. r
Applicants for new stations on

Veteran Aided
WHEN ART BROWN, swing
organist at WHN New York,
received a letter from an organist who had lost a leg in
Navy
feared back
he'd
have service
troubleandgetting
into his profession unless he
could get a lot of practice
using his artificial leg on the
bass pedals, he got busy.
When the Navy man returns
to New York he'll find letters from four organists ofhim practice sessions
at theirferinginstruments.
550 kc are Constitution Publishing
Co., Atlanta, seeking 5 kw day and
night; New Mexico Publishing Co.
Santa Fe, for 1 kw day and night;
Booth Radio Stations Inc., Saginaw, Mich., 1 kw day and night;
Federal Publications Inc., Lansing,
Mich., 1 kw day and night; Montana Broadcasting and Television
Co., 1 kw day and night; Caprock
Broadcasting Co., Lubbock, Tex.,
500 w day and night.
Consolidated with these cases are
applications from WSVA Harrisonburg, Va., operating at 550 kc day
only, seeking unlimited time;
WJIM Lansing, for change from
1240 kc to 550 kc with 1 kw day
and night; WOPI Bristol, Tenn.,
for change from 1490 kc to 550 kc
with 500 w 1 kw power day and
night; and KSD.
The restriction on use of 550
kc was ordered Sept. 7, 1937 by
the FCC to preclude possible interference with the international distress (SOS) frequency of 500 kc
and the 542 kc frequency used for
naval aviation. Under the policy
then invoked, the Commision refused to consider applications for
new stations or increase of power
or time of existing stations on 550
kc unless the station was less than
300 miles from the coast.
The Navy is understood to have
advised the Commisison within the
last two weeks that its need for
the 542 kc frequency has considerably diminished and that restrictions on power are no longer required. Developments in the use
of very high frequencies for aviation are believed to have occassioned the Navy action.

Britain Claims Lead
NEW television
demonstrated successfullysystem
in Cambridge,
Eng., combining audio and video
transmission and reception into
singleover
units,America
establishes
Britain'sin
lead
and world
television, Transradio-Press quoted
one of inventors as saying. A year
fhe POPULAR Station
ago, however, CBS ordered from
Federal Telep. & Radio Corp. a
single TV transmitter combining
visual-sound transmissions on same
KVYV?
carrier frequency, which permits
crry >
SALT
simplified receiver design. CBS expects to demonstrate it before
year's end.
BROADCASTING
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BERMUDA MEETING
DELAYED TO NOV. 21
POSTPONEMENT of the AngloAmericanferenceTelecommunications
in Bermuda from Nov.Con-13
to Nov. 21 at request of the British
Government was announced last
week by the State Dept. Strikes
and storms held up sailing of the
boat on which British delegates had
passage. The conference will end
Dec.Dec.6, 7.with the British leaving
on
Although President Truman has
not yetgates, itappeared
approved likely
the U.thatS.among
delethem will be Assistant Secretary
of State Clayton, Francis Colt deWolf, chief, State Dept. TelecomSection, and
FCC possibly
Chairman Paul A. munications
Porter
Comdr. Paul D. Miles who on
Thursday becomes chief of the
new Frequency Service Section of
the FCC (see story page 18).
Following commercial firms will
send representatives : Western
Union, AT&T, Press Wireless,
RCA, RCAC, Radiomarine Corp.,
Aeronautical Radio, Tropical Radio.
U. S.ton delegates
Nov. 20 for will
New leave
York Washingby plane
and flyican clipper.
to Bermuda by Pan-AmerAnswers FTC Charge
MONTGOMERY WARD & Co.,
Chicago,
has Commission
filed answer complaint
to a Federal Trade
charging the company with misrepresenting the number of tubes
contained in radio sets it sells and
with mirepresenting capacity of the
sets for television. Asserting,., respondent has not sold or distributed
sets since the spring of 1943, the
answer denies its representations
were false or misleading. It admits
tuning beacon and rectifier tubes
perform no function in detection,
amplification
and reception
of signals but maintains
they do perform
important, necessary functions in
operation of sets. Answer further
admits that sets were incapable of
receiving and reproducing picture
signalstendsinthey were
visualequipped
form, butso they
concould be plugged in and used in
connection with video sets for the
purpose ofthening amplifying
and strengthe sound produced
and
broadcast in connection with picture
signals
produced
in
visual
form.

Folks in the Tri-Cities are
industrious. They eat more
than the average U. S.
family,means
spending
23% more
This
the Tri-Cities
is a forphisfood.*
food
market!
A major portion (52V2%) of the TriCities food sales originates on the Illinois side, in the Moline-Rock Island zone.
WHBF is the favorite home station with
plenty
local(.5influence.
In all,1 WHBF's
primary ofarea
MV) reaches
% million people ... in the very heart of the
Corn Belt.
♦As revealed by 1940 Census

June?.
OCK IS LAND -M 0 LINE, ILL. DAVENPMT, IA.
1270 KC 5000 WATTS
BASIC MUTUAL NETWORK
Affiliate: Rock Island ARGUS
Howard H. Wilson Co., Nat'l Representatives

Coincidence
MUTUAL received a letter from
a ten-year-old organist in Salem,
Ore., applying for audition on
"Tomorrow's Talent" a special
broadcast which climaxed National Radio Week on Nov. 10,
signed by Phil Carlin Jr. Name,
coincidentally, is the same as that
of the originator of the idea of the
show — Phil Carlin, MBS vice-president in charge of programs. They
are not related.
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IN EASTERN NORTH CAROLINA
*WRRF*
COMPLETELY COVERS THIS
HUNDRED MILLION DOLLAR MARKET
Over67,144600,000
Radio Population
Homes
6,188 Retail
Outlets
Annual RETAIL SALES
Over Serve*/
$100,000,000
by
WRRF The Station
American. Network
Write
Us
Today
Our
New Informative forFolder
TARHEEL
BROADCASTING SYSTEM, INC.
WASHINGTON, NORTH CAROLINA
National Radio Representative
FORJOE & CO.
New York « Chicago .< Philadelph

*****
In the old days they fired a
gun from The Citadel in
Halifax, Nova Scotia, to tell
the time.
Today the population listens
to CHNS for the time.
NOTE: They Still Fire the Gun
Keeping Up the Old Traditions!
Traditions, MuchHowever,
Business.Don't Get
CHNS DOES— Try It.

WLW
700 ON YOUR DIAL
THE NATION'S
MOST
MERCHANDISE-ABLE
STATION
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CHATTING INFORMALLY at opening of Senate radio Radio Correspondents Assn.; Mrs. Louise MacFarlane,
gallery broadcast room last week were these notables WITH Baltimore; Sen. Maybank (D-S.C), back of
(1 to r); Speaker Rayburn of the House; a Govern- Mrs. MacFarlane; Ian Ross MacFarlane, WITH-Assoment employe; Leslie Biffle, Senate clerk; President ciated; Bob Evans, WTOP-CBS; NAB President Justin
Truman; Kenneth Berkeley, general manager, WMAL, Miller (handkerchief to mouth); FCC Chairman Paul
back of President; Richard Harkness, NBC, president, A. Porter; Raine Bennett, WRC-NBC.
Gallery
Congressional Appeal Seen in Decision
(Continued from page 16)
Of
Court Against 1943 Deficiency Act
dedication
held The
up until
National RadiowasWeek.
room was
CONGRESS is expected to appeal the trade press. Virtually all of the
first used, while work was still go- a U. S. Court of Claims decision 106 members of Radio Correspondents Assn. attended.
ing on, toments broadcast
awarding back salon the deathSenatorial
of the comlate of lastaries toweek,
three former government
Affected are Dr. Goodwin WatPresident Roosevelt last April. employes
—
two
of
the
FCC
—
whose
son,
former chief of analysis diviFirst use of the network booths wages were cut off in 1943 urgent
sion,
Foreign who
Broadcast
Intelliwas made on V-E Day, but perm- deficiency bill. John C. Gall, atgence
Service,
was awarded
anent installations then were lack$101.78;
William
E.
Dodd
Jr.,
torney
retained
to
represent
Coning and the networks installed
gress, will confer this week with former editor in FBIS, whose
temporary lines. Sen. O'Mahoney House Appropriations subcommit- award was $59.83, and Robert
(D-Wyo.) from
is thethe first
headed by Rep. Kerr (D-S.C), Lovett, executive assistant to the
broadcast
new Senator
room. to whichtee, initiated
action to terminate Governor of the Virgin Islands,
salaries.
Several
news
broadcasts
origiwhose $1,996 claim was upheld.
nate now from the Senate radio
Congress attached a rider to the
room and more are expected after
1943 deficiency bill prohibiting use
the first of the year when Con- WPAB Sale Approved
of
appropriations
gress returns from Christmas va- CONSENT has been granted by
aries of the three forafterpaying
Nov. sal15,
FCC to acquisition of control 1943. On recommendation of
islation. cation and ties into postwar leg- the
of WPAB Ponce. P. R.. by grouo Charles R. Denny Jr., then FCC
Room in House
of present stockholders through general counsel and now a Comby Alberto Wirshine: of
mis ioner, and the Dept. of Justice,
A radio room comparable to that purchase
interest held by Pedro Juan the three men worked an extra
of the Senate is being installed in 10%
Serralles. Amount involved is week to test the constitutionality
the House wing of the Capitol. $4,050.
Mr. Wirshing, Arturo Gal- of the rider. The Court of Claims
Work will be completed late this
Mrs. Porrata Doria, Charles held that the Congressional act was
year, according to Architect Lynn. lardo,
Clavell
Lopez Zapata unconstitutional. In meantime both
Formal ceremonies opening the now holdandtotalRafael
interest of
House radio room also are being 55%. Remainingcombined
and been
Mr. Dodd's
forstock is owned by Dr. Watson's
mer jobs have
abolished.
planned by the Correspondents Miguel Soltero Palermo.
Congressional action followed
Assn., which now numbers more
charges by the old Dies group that
than 100 active members in WashNBC New York; Cedric Foster, the three were alleged "left wing
ington and some 400 associate er,
Mutual
Boston;
Robert
Menaugh,
members.
radicals" and "fellow travelers".
Members of the executive com- superintendent, House radio gallery; Harold Beckley, superintendmittee who were hosts at Wednesent, Senate press gallery, and the
day's formal opening of the SenSenators:
ate room are: Earl Godwin, Amer- following
Brewster
(R-Me.), Byrd (Dican network, past president and
ex-officio; Richard Harkness, NBC, Va.), Capper (R-Kan.), Carville
president; Rex Goad, Transradio (D-Nev.), Connolly (D-Tex.), Cordon (R-Ore.), Donnell (R-Mo.),
Px'ess, vice-president; William Cos- Ellender
(D-La.), Ferguson (Rtello, CBS, secretary; Al Warner,
Mich.),
Guffey (D-Pa.), Gurney
WOL-Mutual, treasurer; Rudolph
(R-S. D.), Hart (R-Conn.), Hatch
Block,
KIRO
Seattle,
member-atlarge.
(D-N. M.), Hickenlooper (R-Ia.),
Guests included FCC Chairman Hill (D-Ala.) , Huffman (D-O.),
Paul A. Porter, NAB President Kilgore (D-W. Va.), Knowland
Justin Miller, Secretary of Labor (R-Cal.), Langer (R-N. D.) , May- NORTHERN FLORIDA'S
Schwellenbach, Speaker Rayburn, bank (D-S. C), McMahon (D- BEST RADIO "BUT
• Send for Defalk •
Secretary Biffle of the Senate, Fel- Conn.). O'Mahoney (D-Wvo.),
ton Johnson, secretary to the Ma- Peed (R-Kan.), Revercomb (R-W.
jority; Carl Loeffler, secretary to Va.), Taylor (D-Ida.), Tunnell
f
, Wiley (R-Wis.), Willis
the Minority; Wall Doxey, ser- (D-Del.)
by ■ ! II
geant-at-arms; Mark Trice, assist- (R-Ind.).
JOHN H.Riprtsenlei
PERRY ASSOCIATES
Also
invited
were
members
of
ant sergeant-at-arms; Ad SchneidB R OAD>C A STL NG • .Broadcast Mv»r thing

Standbys
(Continued on page 16)
been stronger. He turned down a
second glass. * * *
SEN. MAYBANK (D-S. C.) commented that he could "make a lot
of speeches
now".ago Hefor was
responsible two years
getting
the
World Series broadcasts on a local
! station in South Carolina not af! filiated with Mutual and has
j staunchly
defended the FCC network regulations.
SPEAKER RAYBURN (D-Tex.)
I held
almostontodidn't
get inAt and
his hat.
the once
door inRep.he
; Rayburn, accompanied by a gallery member, was halted by secret
service operatives. The gallery
J11 mitted.
member "Where's
produced his
was adyourcard,card?"
the
agent asked the Speaker. "He's the
Speaker of the House," interjected
| the radio newsman. Apologies were
in order and the Speaker smilingly
| entered. President Truman asked
if he were leaving, noting the
, Speaker with hat in hand. Said Mr.
. Rayburn: "Mr. President, I have a
new hat and I don't want to take
. a chance on losing it." Mr. Harkness interposed : "I'll bet if you had
. gone to the press gallery, Mr.
I Speaker, you would have laid your
, hat down." Editor's Note: Several
I distinguished guests, including Sec! retary of Labor Schwellenbach,
l couldn't
after the
event. find*their* hats
*
I SEN. CHAN GURNEY (R-S. D.),
) former operator of WNAX Yankton, S. D., a late comer, said on the
radio room: "I'm glad to see this.
I Radio is an important medium in
our daily lives."
* * *
SEVERAL guests failed to bring
1 their special admittance cards and
D. Harold McGrath, superintendent
■ leave
of the the
Senateroomradioseveral
gallery,times
had toto
[ the
identify
to the satisfaction of
secretthem
service.
|ALL
stairways
in theENTRANCES
vicinity of theandradio
room
were closed at 3:30 p.m. Night
guards were called on duty. Secret
service men roamed the Capitol
virtually all day Wednesday. A
general hush-hush
up" atmosphere prevailed."what's
The question

FCC

Assigns

Frequency

Bands

For Use of Amateur Operators
SOME 60,000 amateur operators to contact with foreign stations,
may resume operations November portable operation, overall amateur
15 in new frequency bands allo- operation and the late order of
cated by the FCC. Announced last provisional operation.
Following frequency bands are
Friday, assignments follow previously
reported proposed allocations use:
assigned by Order 130 for amateur
of the Commission.
Amateurs, whose ranks include
28.0-sion29.7
(code).mc using type Al emismany practical as well as potential
broadcasters, have been off the air
28.1-sion29.5
(voice).mc using type A3 emissince Pearl Harbor except for provisional period designated by the
28.95-29.7
mc using special
sion for radiotelephony
(FM). emisCommission this year in 112-115.5
56-60 mc using Al, A2, A3 and
mc band during August 21-November 15 period.
emissions. FrequenThe official consent, Order 130, A4 (facsimile)
cies 58.5-60 mc are available for
adopted Friday, is effective Thurs- amateur radiotelephony until 3 a.m.
day 3 a.m. EST for operators in EST March 1, 1946, at which time
good
standing
and subject to further order, television
validates
certain before
amateurwarstation
broadcast stations now assigned
licenses until May 15, 1946. Order frequencies within 50-54 mc band
also cancels several previous war will be removed and band then asemergency period orders relating
signed to amateur service in lieu
of 56-60 mc band.
was answered when, shortly after
144-148 mc, using Al, A2, A3
4:30, the President arrived.
and A4 emissions and special emissions for radiotelephony and radioSUPERINTENDENT McGrath telegraphy
(FM). Portion
and President Harkness had a last- between 146.5-148
mc shall ofnotbandbe
minute problem that Earl Godwin used by stations located within 50
solved in the nick of time. They mile area of Washington, D. C, or
wanted to hang a framed copy of Seattle, Wash., because of use of
President Truman's letter on radio those facilities for the time being
which appeared in the July 9 by other services.
Broadcasting. The walls were
2300-2450 mc, 5250-5650 mc,
crowded with pictures of Senators, 10000-10500 mc and 21000-22000 mc
Representatives, Cabinet members using Al, A2, A3, A4 and A5 (teleand commentators. Said Mr. Godvision) emissions and special emiswin: "Take Godwin's picture down.
sion for radiotelephony and radioThe President's letter is far more telegraphy (FM).
Order expressly excludes use of
important than my likeness." It
wasn't necessary. A small picture any of these frequencies by amateur
stations in Central, South and West
below
the
American
commentator's
was removed and the letter hung Pacific Ocean areas for present
directly beneath the Radio Corre- time. Commission pointed out additional assignments will be effected
spondent Assn.'s past president's
photo. "I heartily concur in the gradually and in consideration of
President's
views,"
said
Mr.
Godpresent
uses by other services such
win.
as military and government.
All amateur station licenses
SECRET SERVICE men had the valid at any time during the period
toughest assignment of all. Presi- December 7, 1941 to September 15,
dent Truman — at home on Capitol 1942 (date of suspension of actions
Hill — moved nimbly about the on station licenses re renewals or
crowd, greeting old friends and modification), which have not been
meeting new ones. Two men among revoked are good for presently designated six-month period.
them detailed to guard him attempted to stand at his back at all Amateur operators licenses have
been issued throughout war period.
times,
but
the
President
outmaSeveral thousand of these are held
neuvered them on footwork.
by servicemen who through their
amateur qualifications were routed
into communications work.
Commission representatives, as
well as spokesman for amateur
group in Washington, believe there
will not be much of a delay in resumption ofamateur work, as most
hams
are and
"ready
to go".licensing is
Station
operator
handled on FCC Form 610, to be
available at some 30 FCC local
offices within next few weeks.
PAUL RAIBOURN, President, Television
Productions
Inc., will address the Amerciesican
in LosAssociation
AngelesofNov.Advertising
14 on the Agensubject "The Case for Sponsored Televi-
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sion".

"OPEN

SESAME"
TO

OKLAHOMA'S
PROSPEROUS
MAGIC EMPIRE
TULSA
John Esau, Gen. Mgr.
Represented Nationally
by Free & Peters, Inc.

KALE, Portland, Oregon
". . . convinced AP should be
anradiointegral
every leading
stationpart. . of. features
spicy
and timely . . . dispatches from
every cise,
corner
of the globeand arealways
conhighly readable
Tom Decker
News Director
available through
PRESS
early." ASSOCIATION,

MUTUAL
NETWORK
Now On
WMOH!
Over 160,000
Radio Homes In
.5 MV/M Area!
WMOH
Hamilton, Ohio
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Telephone Survey
Advantages Shown
Factor of Attentiveness
Included in Hooper Data
THE COINCIDENTAL telephone
audience survey method supplies a
measure of attentiveness of the
listeners as well as of reported
listening, C. E. Hooper, president
of C. ingE. of Hooper
Inc., told
meetsubscribers
to aHooper
reports held Wednesday at the
Hotel Biltmore, New York. Similar
client meeting was held the previous week in Chicago and one is
scheduled for Nov. 15 in PhiladelWs3S
phia, with others to follow.
Special study on attentiveness
HK Vni.KV - KKKI)
was made, Mr. Hooper said, to account for differences between audience ratings reported by his organization and by C. E. Nielsen
mechanical measurement of receiver use. The Nielsen reports, he
said, were usually higher than
ujnnx
Hooper ratings, but not consistently
vnnKTon - sioux citv
so, with greatest differences found
in the daytime.
Hooper interviewers, using both
phone and personal interviews for
a four-day period, asked two special questions: Was there a radio
set turned on anywhere in your
house when the telephone (doorbell) just rang? Was anyone actually listening, or was it turned
on between programs with nobody
listening?"
Results, Mr. Hooper explained,
showed generally that when programs were such as to call for attentive listening, such as news, difference between telephone and
meter ratings is smallest; when
programs do not call for such listening, difference tends to increase.
For example, he reported, meter
measurements were 43.6% higher
than telephone coincidental ratings
for the 8-9 a.m. period, but when
this is broken down by quarterMM
hours it is found difference rose
from 27.6% during 8-8:15 a.m.
news to 68.7% after news had
ended. Similar analysis of noonthe 50,000
time listening showed average difference of 32.7% for 12-1 p.m.
hour, with only 14.1% during noon
watt voice
news and 39% afterwards.
of Cincinnati
Lewis Tour
DOROTHY LEWIS, NAB coordinator of listener activities, left New
York Nov. 11 for a three-day
speaking tour. Today (Nov. 12)
she is to address a luncheon of
and educational leaders in
^
- 5000 WAnS 1330 KC civic
Utica sponsored by WIBX. On
Tuesday she will speak to the combined conventions of the New York
State Farm Bureau, New York
State granges and Four-H Clubs
^EVD
in Syracuse. Wednesday at Rochester she will address the FedENGLISH • JEWISH • ITALIAN
eration of Women's Clubs and will
Nationo! Advertisers consider WEVD be an honored guest at a luncheon
given by Mrs. Frank Gannett, wife
a "most" to cover the great Metro- of the owner of the Gannett newspaper stations. On Thursday, Mrs.
politan New York Market.
Lewis will serve as chairman in the
Senrf for WHO'S WHO on WEVD
regular
advertising
eon in New
York. women's lunchWEVP-117 Wert 4Mi Sfrtt «- **• **•
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C. H. BOJSD RETURNS
FROM AAF SERVICE
CLYDE H. BOND, consulting radio engineer, last week rejoined the
firm of May & Bond, Washington,
consulting
neers, engiafter a
year
of
service inactive
the
China theater for
the Operations
Analysis
Division
of the Army
Air
Forces. Mr.
Bond, a civilian
engineer with the
Mr. Bond
Army, became
member
of thea
original firm of May, Bond & Rothrock upon its formation more than
a yeardissolved
ago. Lastand Oct.
was
the 31,newthatfirmfirmof
May old& Rothrock
Bond was
established.
has left the firm Harand
has not yet announced his plans.
May & Bond offices are in the Kellogg Bldg., Washington.
HOPE LEADS HOOPER
PACIFIC COAST LIST
BOB HOPE pulled top audience on
Pacific Coast during October according to C. E. Hooper Inc., whose
October Pacific network report
gives Bob Hope program a rating
of 28.3. Fibber McGee & Molly
was second with 21.4 and Fred
Allen third with 21.3.
First 15 programs also included
Great Gilder sleeve, 19.2; Charlie
McCarthy, 19.1; Mr. District Attorney, 18.9; Abbott & Costello,
18.7; Hildegarde, 18.0; Take It
or Leave It, 17.2; Walter Winchell,
16.6; Screen Guild, 16.6; Fannie
Brice, 16.1 ; Truth or Consequences,
15.7; Adventures of the Thin Man,
15.2; The Whistler, 15.2.
Report shows average evening
audience rating of 8.2, up 1.0 from
September and up 0.4 from Oct.
1944. Average evening sets-in-use
was 30.5, up 2.6 from September,
down 0.3 from Oct. 1944. Average
evening available audience is 74.8,
up
from1.0Oct.from1944.September, down 0.2
Average daytime audience rating
was 3.6, down 0.1 from September,
down 0.3 from Oct. 1944. Average
daytime sets-in-use was 14.5, loss
of 0.3 from September, gain of 0.3
from Oct. 1944. Average daytime
available audience was 66.9, unchanged from September but 1.5
more than for Oct. 1944.

Ellison Criticizes
Radio Commercials
Sylvania Exec Addresses Group
Of Canadian Advertisers
"TWO of the more serious com
plaints of people about advertising J
concern certain types of radio
commercials and boastful, braggadocio advertisements,"
Paul
S.Assn.
Elvice-chairman ofand
thedirector
of Natl.lison,Advertisers
of advertising and sales promotion
of Sylvania Electric Products Inc.,
New York, told the annual meeting oftisersAssn.
of Canadian
Adverat a meeting
at Toronto,
Canada, last Wednesday.
"The largest single area of criticism has to do with radio commercials," he said.
is interesting to note
that "It
although
just
about every member of the public
is a radio listener, four out of five
say they prefer commerciallysponsored radio to Governmentcontrolled
"But therebroadcasting."
is a consistent minority of 15% who would rather pay
a tax on their receivers and have
the Government take over. Nearly
all these people indicate that the
reason they have developed this
attitude is because of the obnoxious
nature of some radio commercials.
"One result of these findings has
been a large volume of private research in the past several months
on radio commercials so that sponsors and broadcasters can determine how to harmonize such messages with the public's desires."
Farm Group Meeting
FARM Directors Committee of the
NAB has tentatively scheduled a
meeting Dec. 4-5 in Chicago. Larry
Haeg, farm director of WCCO
Minneapolis, is committee chairman. C. E. Arney Jr., NAB secretary-treasurer, wil attend.
War Production Data
CENSUS BUREAU last week
published a collection of 26 radio
and radio war production tables
covering the period from July 1940
to July 1945. Figures previously
had been announced by the War
Production Board and showed total output during the period of
$7,680,000,000
[Broadcasting, Oct.
8].

Strout for Baukhage
RICHARD STROUT, Washington
correspondent of the Christian
Science Monitor; David Wills of
Curtis TV Sponsor
the
staff in Washington,
CURTIS PUBLISHING Co., Phil- and American
Leon Henderson, former chief
adelphia, sponsored the exclusive of the
OPA,
will replace H. R.
telecast of the Army-Notre Dame Baukhage, American
commentator,
football game last Saturday from on Tuesday, Wednesday
and while
FriNew York Yankee Stadium on
day
broadcasts,
in
that
NBC's television station WNBT. Baukhage covers the order,
Nuremberg
Company will also sponsor the trials on American, broadcasting
Army-Navy game on Dec. 1 at from Germany on Monday and
Philadelphia. Broadcasts of the Thursday at his regular time,
game on NBC are also sponsored 1-1:15 p.m. Program, Baukhage
by Curtis. Agency is Macfarland co-operative
Talking, is onbasis.
five times weekly on
Aveyard & Co., New York.
BROADCASTING
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RADIO CONFERENCE
m SET FOR MARCH
FOURTH ANNUAL radio conference will be held the first week in
March at U. of Oklahoma, Norman
& Oklahoma City. University will
be host at the conference, whose
; theme will be "Radio in Transition".
Sherman P. Lawton, newly appointed radio director, U. of Oklahoma and in charge of organization for conference, held pre-conference meetings in October and November in Oklahoma City and
| Tulsa. He will meet with radio
leaders in Chicago Nov. 22 and
23 for a program planning conf erI ence.
Members of the 1946 radio conference committee are: M. K.
Bonebrake, KOCY Oklahoma City;
Kenyon Brown, KOMA Oklahoma
City; Arthur Casey, WOL Washington; Peggy Cave, KSD St.
Louis; W. W. Charters, Stephens
College, Columbia; Robert Compton, WCAZ Carthage, 111.; Doris
Corwith, NBC New York; Willavd D. Egolf, NAB, Washington;
Robert Enoch, KTOK Oklahoma
City; Jerry Hoekstra, KMOX St.
Louis; Lt. Col. Harold Kent, U. S.
Office of Education, Washington;
Ken Miller, KVOO Tulsa; Tom
Slater, Mutual, New York; Harrison B. Summers, American, New
York; Chester Thomas, KXOK St.
Louis; Keith Tyler, Assn. for Education byRadio, Columbus ; Judith
Waller, NBC, Chicago; Earl Williams, KFAB Omaha.

Right on Schedule
WHILE GUITAR Player
Tony Mottola was making
music on the Jack Berch
show on American last
Wednesday a little after 4
p.m. his wife presented him
with a six-pound, 15-ounce
baby daughter. Just 26
months before, also at 4
p.m. whencastingTony
was broadwith Perry
Como,
the
Mottola's
first
daughter
was born.

Van Volkenburg Heads
N. Y. CBS Radio Sales
MAJOR CHANGES in management affecting CBS-WBBM Chicago and last
CBS-KMOX
Louis
announced
week haveSt.resulted
in Jackment toVan
Volkenburg's
appointhead radio sales for CBS
New York. He has been with
WBBM 15 years, as assistant to H.
Leslie Atlass, vice-president and
general manager, CBS western division. He suceeds Kelly Smith, recently named CBS director of station relations. Frank Falknor, general manager of KMOX, takes
Mr. Van Volkenburg's position at
WBBM, while remaining chief engineer of CBS western division.
Wendel Campbell, KMOX commercial manager, becomes general
manager.
Otherment of Bill
changes
include
Edwards
of CBSappointNew
York sales office, as head of
WBBM sales department; Dave
Hearing on Use of 'ABC Sutton, released from Marines as
Is Postponed to Dec. 3 captain, becomes sales manager of
HEARING on Associated Broad- KMOX; with Maj. H. Leslie Atlass Jr., released from Signal
Co.'s efforts to Co.restrain
AmericancastingBroadcasting
from Corps, named director of installation
of CBS-WBBM television fausing was
the postponed
call lettersfrom"ABC"
week
Nov. last
7 to cilities.
Dec. 3 by Judge Michael Igoe in
U. S. District Court, Chicago.
IT&T Receiver
Latter date, it was explained, is
the earliest on which the Court can
TELEPHONE & RAhear the arguments, due to the FEDERAL
DIO CORP., manufacturing subpress of other official business.
sidiary of I. T. & T. will enter the
radio receiver field in addition to
Carter Hearing
its activities in manufacturing
HEARING to take additional testi- transmitter and associated equipment for AM and FM broadcasters.
mony in the case in which Federal
Trade Commission charges Carter Company plans an initial line of
four
or
five table models to which
ProductswithInc.false
(Carter's
Little Liver
Pills)
advertising
was cabinet models including combination
radio-phonograph
will be added
slated to open last week in Phila- at a later time.
delphia. Respondent is accused of
falsely advertising the therapeutic
properties of Carter's Little Liver
Home Products Dicker
Pills.
•
AMERICAN Home Products, New
Stock Rights
COMMON stockholders of Crosley York, through Dancer-Fitzgerald &
Corp. of record Nov. 6 have re- Sample, New York, is negotiating
ceived rights for 21 days to sub- with NBC for possible sponsorship
scribe to no-par common stock of of the Fred Waring program, 11Crosley Motors Inc., at $6 a share, 11:30 a.m., now sustaining on NBC,
to the extent of one share for each 5 times weekly. NBC's asking price
share of Crosley Corp. held, ac- for the program, which network
cording to an order of the New has declined to reduce, is however,
York Stock Exchange on Nov. 7, beyond figure set by AHP, and a
covering transactions in Crosley co-sponsorship deal is under consideration. Matter is still in the
Corp. shares. The rights will expire on Nov. 27.
preliminary discussion stage.
BROADCASTING
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JOHN HOGAN URGES
MORE COOPERATION
"RADIO will be developed faster
if those engaged in it work together more,"
V. L. Hogan,
fellow and
pastJohnpresident
of the
Institute of Radio Engineers and
president of WQXR New York,
told members attending the institute's
Radio Pioneers'Newparty
the
Hotel
Commodore,
York,at last
Thursday
night.
"No one can state how much the
institute has contributed to the
winning of two world wars," Mr.
Hogan cation
said.was much
"But radio
communiused in
World
War 1, and radio communication
and control were well nigh indispensable in World War 2, and I
do not believe I would be far
wrong if I should say that the
greater part of radio development,
both civil and military, has been
based upon the work and the thinking of men who have been and are
associated with the IRE."
More than 1,000 wireless pioneers from the earliest start of
radio to the beginning of broadcasting 25 years ago met at the
pioneers' party. Demonstrations of
early wireless
equipment
cluded during the
evening. were inCBS Gross Shows Gain
For Period of 39 Weeks
CBS and its subsidiaries had a
gross income of $63,046,931 for the
39 weeks ending Sept. 29, 1945,
according to a consolidated income
statement issued last week by
Frank K. White, vice-president and
treasurer. Figure is about a half
of one per cent higher than the
gross of $62,730,765 for the same
period of 1944. Net income for this
year to date totals $4,234,247, a
rise of 24.8% from the net of $3,399,081 in the first nine months of
1944. When the $1,000,000
"extraordinary gain" from the
sale of WBT after allowance for
federal taxes is deducted, however,
the CBS net from operations for
the period is $3,234,247, a decrease
of
4.8%earnings
from last
Total
per year's
share figure.
were
$2.47 this year as against $1.98
last for the nine-month period.
CBS board declared a cash dividend of 60 cents a share, payable
Dec. 7 to stockholders of record
Nov. 23.
ACLU Conference
WHAT remedies are practicable to
overcome restraints on radio, press
and moving pictures by concentration of power in industries will be
one of the topics at an all-day conference ofAmerican Civil Liberties
Union at Hotel Biltmore, New
York, Nov. 24. Conference will be
presided over by James L. Fly,
former FCC chairman, and A. D.
Willard Jr., of the NAB, will lead
the discussions. Conference marks
25th anniversary of Union.

THERE'S ONLY,
TIMES SQUARE
but
WHN REACHES 2 NEW YORKS!
(The than
population
mary coverage
15,398,40],
more
TWICEareaof theisWHN's
number pri-of
people in New York City proper.)
WHN
Dial 1050 50,000 watts
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—
Loew's Affiliate
Universal
Network
Insures the
Very best facilities,
Excellent services for
Regional coverage of
San Francisco
And
Los Angeles markets
UNIVERSAL BROADCASTING CO.
Hopkins 6757 HOLLYWOOD
Hollywood Blvd.
SANMarkFRANCISCO

UNITED
P R E 5 5
Serving a market
of two million Minnesotans who demand, deserve and get the best in
radio !
65 DIFFERENT
PROGRAMS DAILY!
MINNEAPOLIS * ST. PAUL. MINNESOTA
UJ
U ^>UvJ
AMERICAN
Broadcasting Co.
FREENatl.& Reps.
PETERS
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KSEI
POCATELLO • IDAHO

KOIN
It takes an informed
community to do
a community job.

APPLICATION FILED
FOR KDON CHANGES
APPLICATION was filed with
FCC last week to effect equal division of control of KDON Monterey, Cal., between Robert A. Griffin, now 50.25% owner, and Salinas Newspapers Inc., holder of
remaining interest. Mr. Griffin
would sell five shares (0.25%) for
$150 to the newspaper group
whose stock is held in proxy by
Paul H. Caswell, president of
Monterey Peninsula Broadcasting
Co., KDON licensee. Purpose is to
bring about better programming
and overall operation, according
to application.
Salinas Newspapers Inc., is controlled by John Ben Snow
(43.75%), Merritt C. Speidel
(43.75%),
and H.withS.
Bunker whoR. M.areSpeidel
identified
Speidel newspaper interests and
WKIP Poughkeepsie, N. Y.;
KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo., and
WGNY Newburgh, N. Y.
Voluntary assignment of license
of KSUN Lowell, Ariz., is requested of FCC from Copper Electric Co. Inc., owned by Carleton
W. Morris, to Mr. Morris as individual. No money is involved.
Also formally filed with the FCC
last week was application for sale
of WFIL Philadelphia to Philudeldelphia Inquirer, a division of
Triangle Publications Inc., for
total consideration of $1,900,000
(see story page 100). WFIL
licensee firm is owned by Lit Bros.,
department store controlled by City
Stores Co., which in turn is control ed by Bankers Security Corp.
City Stores is also 100% owner
Maison-Blanche
Co., half-owner
of WSMB New Orleans.

CORRESPONDENTS from three nets chat with Lt. Gen. Harold George,
commanding general of ATC, prior to taking off on the round-the-world
flight oncan), Gen.theGeorge,
"Globester".
Left to right,
Ted (CBS),
Malone and(AmeriDave Driscoll
(MBS),theyBobare:
Trout
Maj.
Robert McAndrews, of Headquarters, AAF Office of Radio Production,
and former sales promotion head of NBC West Coast.

New Relay Station CPs NONPROFIT GROUPS
Granted Western Union MAY BUY SURPLUSES
FCC last week granted applica- NONPROFIT educational and pubtions of Western Union Telegraph
lic health institutions were grantCo. for construction permits for a ed opportunity to buy surplus property at a discount in a regulation j
chain of 22 experimental Class 2
microwave relay stations in a (SPA No. 14) issued Thursday by
PORTLAND, OREGON
"line of sight" relay system ex- the Surplus
Property
Administration. The discount
applies
whether
tending from New York to PittsCBS Affiliate
burgh, from Pittsburgh to Wash- made by the institution itself or
FREE & PETERS, Inc., Nat l Rep.
ington, from Washington to Phila- by a state or local government
delphia and from Philadelphia acting on its behalf.
back to New York.
The plan provides a 40% disPresent authorization is second
count from "fair value" of the
link in continuation of company's property. Other nonprofit institudevelopment program, ultimate obtions
purchaseas ata "fair
price value",
not to
ject of which is to obtain a com- which ismaydefined
Malone Speaks
exceed the lower price offered at 1 0f
mercial
radio
relay
system
connectTED MALONE,
commentator
on
Amering
all
principal
traffic
centers
ican, has been chosen as principal within the U. S. Previous grant any trade
levelSecurity
at time Agency
of acquisition. Federal
will
speaker
of the annual
Today"
celebration
Nov.College,
15"Achievement
at hisLiberty,
alma was made by FCC for chain of determine eligibility to discount
mater,
William
Jewell
Mo.
similar stations at New York, New
Several
educational
institutions
LltAHTA
Brunswick, Bordentown and Cam- have indicated intent to build FM
Murrow Baby
den, N. J.
EDWARD
R.
MURROW,
European
news
stations should trans>
Frequencies from 1853 to 11858 broadcast
chief
CBS, Murrow,
is the father
a boy,
ma'con vnot
mitters and studio equipment turn
Charlesof Casey
born inofLondon.
mc will be used with 15 w power up
in
surplus
property inventories,
at
each
station
and
with
types
AO,
Name Advertising Counsel
So far only communications equipGARFIELD & GUILD, San Francisco, Al,
A2,
A3,
A4
and
special
emisment
and
components
of various An
SAVANNA have
sions.
counselStrykers
forbeen
Newellappointed
Gutradt advertising
Company,
makers
sorts have appeared in inventories
ofdistributed
granulated
soap,
which
is
of
the
RFC,
disposal
agency
for
Hartman at KROW
by E. L. and
Roberts & Co. in
northern
HARTMAN,
released
from
the surplus goods.
%
in southernCalifornia
California. by Bert Levi LOU
Merchant
Marine,
formerly
of
KOCY
Oklahoma City and WMAQ Chicago,
Tribute to Miss Hoskins
the GEORGIA ^ STRIO AMERICAN
has
joined
KROW
Oakland,
Cal.,
as
announcer.
Sonora Schedule
FORCES
paid
tribute
to Doris
Hoskins,Network
secretary
SONORA RADIO & TELEVISION Corp..
Sponsors
the London
Broad-to BEECH-NUTBeech-Nut
Chicagousing(radio
receivers),
on Nov.sta-li
PACKING Co., New York starts
casting Co., ofEce
on Nov.of American
7 by dedicating
schedule
transcribed
sponsors spot
an"Strictly byoff Sgt.
the Dick
Record"Dudley,
show toonherAFN,as (Beech-Nut gum),
tion
breaksfour
on weeks.
KHJ ofHollywood.
Connouncements and chainbreaks
on more
written
t
r
a
c
t
i
s
for
Weiss
stationsWLIBthroughout
the counhas the account. & Geller
a rewardtween thefornetworks.
the cordial relations be- than try,150including
WNEW WOR
WJZ Chicago, Zimmerman
to WEMP
New
York, three
and "Richard
Harkness
and
Bard With Eldean
the News"
nightsisa Newell-Emmett
week
on WEAF
CAPT.
CARL ZIMMERMAN,
producer
New
York.York.Agency
RICHARD
K.
BARD,
recently
released
and
announcer
for
front-line
pickups
Co.,
New
from the Army after five years service
on "Army
Hour",in Naples,
and ArmyRome,
RadioFrance
Offiand formerly
In
the
publicity
departcer
with
RCA
Read
Leaves
KFQD
m
e
n
t
a
t
WNEW
New
York,
has
joined
and
Germany,
is
out
of
Army
and L
L. READ,
commercial
manthe
Eldeanexecutive.
organization, New WALTER
named
waukee. program director of WEMP Mil
a
g
e
r
o
f
KFQD
Anchorage,
Alaska,
has
York, Fred
as account
joinedles, asRadio
Specialties
Co.,
Los AngeMeakin Mike
sales
representative.
Electroaire Agency Bftol
is broadcast
distributor
for Gates
Radio
JACK MEAKIN, musical director on Firm
New Yorkhas (Elecin
Cal.,
Nev.,
U.,
Ariz.,
and
N.
M. Co ELECTROAIRE
tro-Aire Ozone Corp.,
Generator),
NBC's plied"Thefor patent
Great onGildersleeve,"
has
appointed
A.itsW.advertising.
Lewin Co.,Company
New York,
Bobbins Emcee
a extension
new all-plastic
microphone
with
an
stand
to
handle
has
FRED ROBBINS, formerly announcer of bought
which eredautomatically
is raisedNamed
and low" Dick",participating
started Nov.program
10 for "Dorothy
13
the
Danny
Kaye
and
the
Vitalis
proby
pressing
a
button.
the
"Meakin
Mike",
inventor
claims
it
will
started Nov.
5 as m.c. of "1280 on WORparticipating
New York. shows
Plans ofaretheto same
buy '
do everything but ad lib when a co- WOV
Club" New
6grams,times
York.weekly, 7:30-10 p.m. on other
type.
median can't.
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HEARING IS ORDERED
fclV WRAW TRANSFER
Hero's Dream
HEARING on four specific issues
FONDEST DREAM of Bawas designated by the FCC last
taan's "one-man Army,"
week in proposed transfer of conMaj. Arthur W. Wermuth,
trol of Reading Broadcasting Co.,
during the nightmare of
Bataan and long years in a
| licensee of WRAW Reading, Pa.,
to a group headed by Col. J. Hale
Jap prison camp, was to take
Steinman and John F. Steinman.
off his shoes, hold his wife
Four-sevenths interest is to be puron his lap, and relax while
chased for $100,000 by stations in
he listened to the radio.
which stock is held by the Stein"That's just what I intend to
fmans, who last year purchased
do tonight,"in heChicago.
said when
three-sevenths interest in WRAW
interviewed
jfor $62,500 after selling WILM
j Wilmington, Del., under duopoly
regulation.
Issues stated by Commission are Tribute to Broadcasting
! (1) to obtain full information as Paid by Press Wireless
to the direct and indirect interests TRIBUTE to broadcasting as a
fin and connections with broadcast means
transmission
stations of J. H. Steinman and throughoutofthenews
world was paid by
I John F. Steinman and other mem- A.
Norton, president of
j| bers of the Steinman family and PressWarren
Wireless, in connection with
[. the areas and populations served the observance
of radio's 25th anniby said stations; (2) to determine
sary. He pointed out that on Feb.
II the character and extent of con- 22, 1922, verless
than
two years after
centration of control over broadstart of domestic broadcasting,
! cast stations by said Steinmans the
one of the pioneer trans-Atlantic
[) i which
resultandif thetheapplicacircuits began operation ismight
granted
effect broadcasting
tion between England and Halifax,
jij thereof upon competition in the Nova Scotia. The success of this
'' areas involved; (3) to obtain full circuit, he said, stimulated rapid
- information as to the staff pro- and extensive development of other
•I posed to be employed if the appli- installations for news purposes
• cation is granted, and (4) to de- until today the world is circled by
| i termine the effect of the considera- dozens of such circuits, many of
11 tion paid upon the financial respon- them used almost exclusively to
voice, photographs and
Ii ■ program
sibility ofservice
the transferees
of WRAW. and the transmit
texts for the press.
' Specifically, the four-sevenths
"The use of broadcasting by the
press has been one of the most
j1 interestvidedinbetween
WRAW
WGALis equally
Lancasterdi- important
influences in stimulating
I ■ and WKBO Harrisburg, Pa. the development of radio just as
|! WGAL acquires stock of Raymond the news demands made upon the
encouraged the growth
[,j■ of
A. WRAW
Gaul, president
manageras telegraph
of wire transmissions many years
who is toandremain
o manager. WKBO acquires holdings ago," Mr. Norton said. "As the
it ! of Harold O. Landis, WRAW sec- press continues to grow in worldr eta r y-tr ea surer.
wide importance, it will continue
Ill
to be one of the chief incentives to
|
the further perfection of radio
!' Marines Honor Mutual broadcasting."
I ]MARINE CORPS League, official
Press Praise
I jveterans
organization
of the Marine
Corps, will
award a public
service
radio's 25th anniverIf citation to Mutual this evening HONORING
sary, The Sheboygan (Wis.) Press,
Jj!
(Nov.
12)
in
recognition
of
an
owners
of
WHBL,
ran an editorial
I L emergency broadcast from Guam reviewing the quarter
century. In
! Feb., 1945. On broadcast, made closing, the editorial stated,
"Radio Station WHBL and all those
1 progress,
while the battle
of
Iwo
Jima
was
in
Mutual Correspondent affiliated with it, whether the
Arthur Prim made an appeal for
Broadcasting Co. or the
\ whole blood which within 42 hours American
local management and staff, take
produced a sufficient response to this
opportunity to express our ap12 ft save the lives of thousands \of
preciation for the encouragement
II" presented
wounded Marines.
Citation
will
be
that
has been ours since the openby Allen Stevenson, naing
of
the
first
station, a portable,
tional commandant of league, durin 1926 ... In the future you
ing a broadcast from the Waldorf- back
will hear further announcements
Astoria, New York, as part of cele- as to the changes that are in store
bration of 170th anniversary of for WHBL, all of which will
K the corps.
strengthen your faith in radio."
Riklin Is Chairman
Smith to Hollywood
SMITH, NBC commentator,
XOUIS J. RIKLIN, of WOAI San An- LARRY
has
moved
from San Francisco to Hollytonio's ofsales staff,
has been committee
appointed wood.
ichalrman
the speaker's
mor
San Antonio's
Victory Loan
Drive.
Brezalski
to Speak
Adler With Dennison
THOMAS
J. BREZALSKI,
chief engineer
of
NBC
video
transmitter,
will
^ROBERT
ADLER,
recently
released
from
;>Army Air Forces after serving three and speak Nov. 16 on "Television
Engineerone-half
years,
has
returned
to
Chicago
ing"
before
Columbia
U.
branch
ofEngithe
lofflce ofcago, asCraig
E.
Dennison
Agency,
ChiAmerican
Institute
of
Electrlct
neers.
account executive.
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EXECUTIVE MEETING
Write Your
HEARS PALETS TALK
(EfjnfitmaB (greeting
WILLIAM S. PALEY, CBS presiaddressed conference
the opening ofmeetingdent,
of second
the
year of general managers of seven
CBS-owned stations at the RitzCarlton Hotel, New York, Nov. 5,
6 and 7. Howard S. Meighan, CBS
director of station administration,
conducted the meetings.
Discussions of activities and findings of research division engineerHOLIDAY
ing and technical developments,
Size 8'/4LETTERHEADS
x 10 7/16
and television operations were led
IN ASSORTED STYLES
by Executives
department ofheads.
Lithographed
20 for $1.00-100in 4forColors
$3.50
CBS-owned staAdditional at 100's
tions who attended were Donald
Same $2.50
Time Ordered
1000
W. Thornburgh, vice-president in
Prices include No. 10 Litho $25.00
Gold
charge of western division and general manager #f KNX Los Angeles;
Order
order,
please,
for
postpaid
delivery.
Jft
Carl Burkland, WTOP WashingFRANK
MATTHEWS,
Publisher
|
ton; Frank Falknor, KMOX St.
111
W.
Washington
St.,
Dept.
19
Chicago 2, III. y|&
Louis; Harold E. Fellows, WEEI
Boston, CBS manager of New England operations; Earl H. Gammons,
director of CBS Washington office;
Arthur Hull Hayes, WABC New
York, A. E. Joscelyn, WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul, and J. L. Van
PACIFIC
Volkenburg, WBBM Chicago
week)
.
(transferred
to New York last
NORTHWEST
tHCCUt4
Also present were Ed Norton,
chairman of the board, and Thad
Holt, president-general manager,
WAPI Birmingham; Charles H.
Crutchfield, general manager, and
Kino
Joseph Bryan, WBT Charlotte.
Dr. LeGear Signs
TZt 'pnicuUy Station
DR. LEGEAR MEDICINE Co.,
50,000
710 Watts
KC
St. Louis, has started sponsorship
of three broadcasts weekly of fiveCBS
minute transcribed hillbilly show
SEATTLE . WASHINGTON
The Haden Family on the fallowing stations: WSGN WAGF
Represented
by FREE & PETERS, Inc
WBHP WSFA WLAY KSUN
KOY KTUC KLCN KFPW
KTHS KUOA KOA KFXJ WJAX
WGBS WDLP WSUN
WBLJ WTAL In Southern^New EngWGAA WMJM WEBQ
land People are in the
WKEU WLAG WMGA WGGA
WRLC
Habit of Listening
WAYX WGIL
WTAD
WDZ WOWO WIBC WKMO
to WTIC
WLBC WAOV WHO KMA KGNO
KOAM
KSAL WLBJ WOMI
WPAD KWKH WDBC WJMS
WTCM WROX WAML
WJPR
WFOR WCBI WSKB
WGRM
WMIS WELO
WQBC
WJFH
KFVS KWTO KMMJ KOB WISE
WBT WCNC WCBT WEED
WBN WBNS
WADC WKRC
KVSO KASA
KCRC
WSPD
KHBG
KSWO
DIRECT ROUTE TO
WIS WFBC
WBBZ
WKY
KDKA WAPO
AMERICA'S NO. 1 MARKET
WORK
WMC
WHUB
KGNC
WJZM KFDM
WNAX
WROL
WTAW KRLD KTRH KWFT
WINC
WDBJ WMMN.
WCHV WRVA WCHS
WHIS WJLS
Company added the following stations to the list carrying quarterDeadline
hour programs: WSB WHAS
KXOK WFAA WOAI. The Haden
for
Family was produced by Radiozark Industries,
Springfield.
Contracts for 26 weeks were placed by
Simmonds & Simmonds, Chicago.
1946 YEARBOOK
Shepard
Returns
to
CBS
LEE SHEPARD,
from Nav
Dec. 1, 1945
has
returned technician.
towithCBSreleaseHollywood
maintenance
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Hcnons
OF THE FCC
NOVEMBER 2 to NOVEMBER 8
Mr.
Morris isis involved.
owner Copper Electric Co.
Decisions . . .
No money
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
1240 kc
By NOVEMBER
Comr. Wakefield
TRANSFER
KDONCo., Monterey
Penin1
sula Broadcasting
Monterey,licensee
Cal.—
(Reported by FCC Nov. 2)
Relinquishment
ofA. control
corp.
by
Robert
Griffin
(50.25%
Valley
Broadcasting
Co.,
Pomona,
Cal.
owner),(0.25%)
through sale
5 shNewspapers
common
—application
Granted petition
leave toso amend
for newforstation
as to stock
Inc., ownerPaulof H.995to Caswell,
shSalinas
(49.5%)president
by proxyof
show shipchange
in identity covering
of copartnerthrough
etc.;
amendment
these
Monterey Peninsula Broadcasting Co.
matters accepted.590 kc
Amount involved $150. Legal counsel —
KHQtion forSpokane,
Wash.—
Granted
peti-of Reed T. Rollo, Washington.
dismissal
without
prejudice
1490 kc
application
for
voluntary
transfer
of
KEEW Radio Station KEEW Ltd.,
control
of
Louis
Wasmer
Inc.,
from
Louis Wasmer to880KHQkc Inc.
Brownsville, Tex.— Authority to deterKDYL Intermountain Broadcasting urement.mine operating power by direct measCorp.,
Salt
Lake
City
—
Granted
petition
NOVEMBER
to amendpower
application
kc 5
sofor asleave
to increase
from 25 forkw CPto TRANSFER WFIL560 WFIL
50cepted.
kw on 880 kc etc.; amendment ac- Co., Philadelphia— Vol. assgn.Broadcasting
license
Philadelphia
InquirerInc.Division
of conTri-to
NOVEMBER 8
angle Publications
for
total
WTCN Minneapolis Broadcasting
ration of $1,900,000.Washington.
Legal counselCorp., Minneapolis
— application
Granted motion
& sideWayland,
leave
amend accepted
for for
CP Fisher cludes
station WFIL-FM and Inre(Dockettorecord
5859);
amendment,
lays WELXFM WELW.
ordered
reopened,
and
without
further
AMENDMENTS
of record.hearing amendment made part Fayette Associates
Inc., Montgomery,
KSD The Pulitzer Publishing Co., St. W. Va.— CP new standard
station type
1400
Louis
— Granted
petition
foramendment
leave to kc 250 w unl. amended re change
amend
application
for
CP;
trans.
filedMackwithRadio
motionSalesaccepted.
KGNC
Plains
Radio
Broadcasting
Co.,
Co., Camden, N. J. Amarillo, Tex. — CP change frequency
—in Granted
in partinvolving
petitionFCCto intervene
from 1440 kc to 860 kc, power from 5
proceedings
proposed
D change
1 kw N trans,
to 5 kw site,
DN, install
DA-Nto
decision re WCAM WCAP WTNJ for kw
and
purpose
ofargument;
filing exceptions
and request
change
frequency
totype710trans.,
kc,amended
power
to
for
oral
time
within
which
10
kw
DN,
change
changes
such
exceptions
DA-DN and
change
trans,Inc.,site.Grand
argument
may be and
filed request
extended forto oral
and in Midwest
FM
Network
including
12-7-45.City of Camden, N. J. — Rapids,
WCAM motion
The
mc Mich.
with— CP6,850newsq. FMmi.station
coverage,on
Granted
for extension of time 45.9
to mc),
changechange
frequency
to Chanto
12-7-45
within
which
WCAMdecision
may amended
nel
55
(98.9
coverage
file
exceptions
to
FCC
proposed
assigned, change trans, site and toant.be
re WCAM WCAP WTNJ.
system.
WTNJ
WOAX
Inc.,
Trenton,
N.
J.
—
Same.
NOVEMBER
1080 kc 6
Churchill
Tabernacle,
Buffalo
—
GrantWINN Kentucky Broadcasting Corp.
edin petition
forfileextension
of applications
time withwhich
to
brief
re
Inc.,
Louisville—
CP kc,change
frequency
for
license renewals of WKBW and from 1240 kc to 1080
powernew
fromtrans,
250
WGR;
1 kw N and
5 kw change
D, install
1-15-45. time extended to and including wandto DA-DN
trans,
site.
WORL zationBroadcasting
Service petition
OrganiAMENDMENTS
Inc., Boston
— Granted
for extension
of time
within which
Cherry & Webb Broadcasting Co.,
WORL may
file
exceptions
and
memoProvidence,
I. — CPsq.newmi.FM coverage,
station
47.5 mc,R. 6,207
brief in time
opposition
to FCCto proposedrandumdecision;
extended
and on
amended signed,
to change
frequency
tosq.be mi.,
asincluding 11-27-45.1440 kc
coverage
to
7,480
changes
in ant. system and change
trans,
site.
Thelis, Md.Chesapeake
Corp.,
AnnapoMacon Telegraph Publishing Co.,
—application
Granted Radio
petition
forstation
leave toso Macon,
Ga.12,000
— CP sq.newmi.FMcoverage,
station amendon 46.7
amend
for new
mc
ason to1440change
hours
from
unl.
to
D
only
to change
typechange
trans.,trans,changes
in
kc with 250 w and to remove ant. edwith
system
and
site.
application
as
amended
from
hearing
George
A. Cortada,
Mayoral, New
William
Cortada
docket.
and
Ramon
Orleans
—
CP
new FM station on 47.1 mc and 8,000
ADMINISTRATIVE
BOARD5 ACTIONS sq.
coverage,
amended
change
NOVEMBER
namemi.ofcasting
applicant
tochange
Supremetofrequency
Broad(Reported 1370
by FCC
Nov.
8)
System
Inc.,
kc
to Channel
55 (98.9 mc) type trans, and
site.
WSAY Brown Radio Service & Lab- trans,
Chicago
ofonLabor,
Rochester, N. Y. — Granted
CP
newsq. Federation
FMmi. station
47.9
mcChicago
with
cense tooratory,
cover
changeli-to —10,800
coverage,
amended
frequency
to DA-DN
1370CP kc,authorizing
increase
power
change
type
trans.,
change
ant.
systemto
1move
kw, Install
and
new
trans,
and
trans.
Also
granted
authority
to
and
trans,
site.
determine operating power by direct
O. ertE.C. Adair
Richardson,
Fred Station
L. Adair,WJOB,
Robmeasurement.
ACTIONSNOVEMBER
BY COMMISSION
Hammond,
Ind.d/b—2,241
CPRadio
new
FMml. station
on
49.9
mc
with
sq.
coverage,
5
1340 kc
amended
toandchange
frequency,
change
trans,
ant.
system
and
change
WRAW Reading Broadcasting Co., type
and FMstudio
sites Inc.,
to Chicago.
Reading, Pa.for— Designated
hearingof trans,
Midwest
Peoria,
application
transfer ofA.forcontrol
CP new
FMmi. Network
station
on 45.9
mc with111.to
WRAW
Raymond
sq.
coverage
amended
Harold O.fromLandls
to WGAL Gaul
Inc. and
and —7,600
change
frequency
to
98.9
mc,
coverage
Keystone Broadcasting Corp.
to beant.determined,
change trans,
site
and
changes.
Midwest
FM
Network
Inc.,
Fort
Applications ...
Wayne,
— CP7,850newsq.FMml.station
on
45.9 mc Ind.
with
NOVEMBER 2
amended
to change
frequencycoverage,
to 98.9
APPLICATIONS
were filedKEIM
for license
mc,
coverage
to
be
determined,
change
renewal
of
relay
stations
WEOE
ant. changes.
KEHS
KEHI KAOU WEHI WHHC trans, site andNOVEMBER
KPAK WEIQ.
570 kc 7
1230 kc
Asheville Citizens Times Co.
TRANSFER KSUN Copper Electric Co. Inc.,WWNC
N. C. from
— Mod.1 CPkw authorizInc.,
Lowell, W.Ariz.Morris
— Vol. asassgn.
license
ingAsheville,
increase power
to 5 kw.
to Carleton
individual.
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RADIO SCORES SCOOP
TECHniCHlr^M
ON TRANSIT STRIKE
RADIO SCOOPED the newspapers
last week in the Capitol Transit
strike which crippled Washing- WILLIAM
F. HOSFORD,
vice-president
and director
of Western
Electric Co.,45
ton transportation Tuesday and New
York,
since
1928,
completed
years
service
with
the
company
Wednesday.
WWDC,
an
all-night
He first
joined incompany
in 1900Nov.aslinei7.a
station, started giving bulletins on jack
assembler
theshops
production
an
impending
strike
shortly
after
of
the
Clinton
St.
in Chicago.
transit workers met around 2 a.m. Much of the munications
television,
equipment,phone
radar comandbyi
Strike was called at 2:30 and news other electronic devices
supplied
went on WWDC shortly thereafter. armed
Western
Electric
during
the
war
to1
forces,
has
been
manufactured
WTOP WRC WMAL WINX
his supervision.
started off opening morning pro- under
SAM
FARRELL,
engineer
at
WWL
New
grams with strike announcements, Orleans, is father of a girl.
beating newspapers by several Army.
MAURICE WINN, WWL New Orleans j
hours. WMAL and WOL gave time engineer, has been drafted into the
to Capitol Transit executives. Offer ROBERT E. GRIFFIN, plant superinof time to labor group was not actendent of Universal Microphone Co..
cepted. WOL radio news bureau Inglewood, Cal., is in Cleveland to supervise
new factory.
technical equip-?!
ment
to
WestmovingCoast
covered
strike's
progress
with
wire
recorder, WMAL from newsmen A. E. WATKINS,
three years
in
sent to newsroom of Washington the Coast Guard, after
engineering staff ofhasWCOPreturned
Boston.to the
Star (station owners).
DAVID
BAIN,
for
three
and
a
half
Spectacular account
"stunt" telephoned
was the Bureau
years airborne
radar Washington,
design engineer,
block-by-block
of Ships,
has
RCA
as
broadcast
WINX by listeners, reporting joined
engineer.
Before
the Macon,
warequipment
heGa.was
progress of a WINX engineer sales
chief
engineer
of
WBML
roller skating to the station. JOHN TOMASIEWICZ, former engineer
Breathless engineer went on the Navy.
of WBRYsumed his duties
Waterbury,
Conn.,serving
has re-in
there after
air
his 55-minute
trip.kept
WRC'sup
Billafter
Herson,
timekeeper,
the N.engi-C
running pleas to drivers to pick LEWIS ELIAS
ne ring staf of has
WWNCrejoined
Asheville,
after 42signed months
in Navy. He was asup
passengers.
When
an
irate
t
o
radar
work.
listener called to say a man was RAYMOND MURPHY, WLW Cincinnati
driving down Massachusetts Ave.
technician, who was loaned
with no riders, Herson scolded him broadcast
to Columbia
in June
1943 underwater
to coordinate,
maintainU. and
soundly for quarter of an hour.
sound
equipment
usedadjust
in locating
andto
destroying
submarines,
has
returned
his
post with
WLW.
He received
a Nav#
Grocery Variety Show
citation
for
destroying
one
of
the
DIRECTED
AmericanGerman
coast. subs off the South
of foods andto manufacturer-distributors
household products only, largest
new type daily morning variety pro- D. N. GARDINER, recently discharged
Friendly
Grocer," hasBesides
been from
the Canadian
captain,of
started gram,on "YourKSFO
San Francisco.
returned
to the Army
controlas room
Sam Mooreprogram
in titlefeatures
roie, five-weekly
30- has
CKY GEORGE
Winnipeg. RITCHIE,
GORDON THOMSON
minute
Ruth
Peterand,
discharged
son and Merrill
Mael, chief
with a six-man from RCAF, and JOE KNOWLES, disorchestra.
Bob Day,
charged from the Royal Canadian
Navy,
handles commercials.
Margo announcer,
Ford and have returned
Ralphter alsoHerbert
areas script
writers.
Lattransmitter staff toof the
CKY. technical and
doubles
producer
under
diWALTER
D.
DOUGLAS
II,
released
rreecctitoonrofoRichard
M. Oddie,Participating
KSFO di- Navy as lieutenant-commander from
f broadcasting.
after
sponsors
include
Acme
Breweries
three years
in Pacific Radio
war zone,
has Los
returned to Hoffman
Corp.,
and
Nye Brisacher,
& Nissen Van(Biddy
eggs),& (beer),
both Angeles,
as
vice-president
in
charge
of
through
Norden
Staff;
procurement
and
material
control.
NewelllatedGutrabt
Co.
(Strykers
granupersonnel
director of firm beforeHe
soap), through Garfield & Guild. was
joining
Navy.
House'Radio Produc- HARRY BOYD, released from Maritime
HARRY tions,S.New 'Mystery
GOODMAN
has returned
to engineering
York, distributor
of half- Service,of WWVA
hour transcribed
program
"Mysteryof staff
also hasin Navy.
KENNETHWheeling,
LEINER,W.forVa„threeas
years
House",
has
reported
sponsorship
programphia, on byKYWEsslinger
Brewery,andPhiladelPhiladelphia
WDEL
OSCARnical PRESNELL,
Wilmington.
Agency
isN.James
Lamb
staffArmy,
at CBS.has recently
rejoined discharged'
the techCo.,
Philadelphia.
J.
Adam&G. &Block,
Co., from the
Buffalo,
through
Bowman
EDWARD
V.
COUSY,
W. H. discharged
MOFFAT
Buffalo,
sponsors
program
in
that
city,
and
ROBERT
B.
MONROE,
and
& F.Frank,
Los
Angeles,
from theengineering
service, have
rejoined
the
throughHarris
Robert
Dennis
Inc.,
Los
Angeneral
staff
of
CBS.
geles,Program
sponsors program
onbeenKECAsold Losin GEORGE HEUTHER and ARTHUR
Angeles.
has
also
SHOENFUS, discharged from the Army,
Honolulutracts arefor
Con- have
rejoined
of the CBS
for broadcast
a minimumon ofKGU.
26 weeks.
wave
transmitterstaffat Wayne,
N. J. shortSYLVANIA
ELECTRIC
.
PRODUCTS
in-1
install
new
trans,
and
DA-N
and
change
dustrial
electronics
division atglowBoston
trans, site, for approval
has the
announced
a modulator
tube,
1260 kc DA-N.
crater type
for
facsimile
and
KPOW Albert Joseph Meyer, Powell, ofsound-on-film
recording, oscillograph
Wyo.
CP change
frequency
1230
timing markers,
devices,
kcw toto—1 1260
kc,
increase
power from
fromDA-N
250 seismic
recorders,stroboscopic
and photoelectric
kw,
install
new
trans,
and
counters.
Usually
the sinand change AMENDMENTS
trans, and studio sites.
gle-ended output operated
stage of aby push-pull
amplifier,high
the intensity
tube provides
a modu-i
Co.,on Portland,
lated,
point-of
-light
by means
ofionization
a hollow
cathode
Ore.Oregonian
— 13,382
CP newsq.Publishing
FMmi., station
46.1
mc source
producing
high
density
with
amended
to
change
which
may
be
viewed
in
depth.
frequency
to
Channel
55
(98.9
mc).
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
LEARits Inc.,
Piqua, O.,of won
prize
Edgar
New York — CP new for
presentation
Lear grand
home
radio
FMMetropolitan
stationG. Brown,
(Incomplete).
and wirenual
recorder
at recent
second
anBroadcasting
Corp.,
Southern
California
Industrial
Washington,
Lear drew
boothmostwasattention,
judged
(Incomplete). D. C— CP new FM station Exposition.
most attractive,
Evangelical
Lutheran
Synod
of
Misin designCompany
in arsouri, Ohio and Other States, Clayton, and wasticlesmostpresentedunique
toradiopublic.
Mo.—
CP H.new Bank
FM station
(Incomplete).
wasexhibit
one ofnewfirstmodels
manufacturers
Henry
and
H.
Z.
Mendow,
to
at
a
trade
show.
Minneapolis—
AgencyYork.for company is Kudner Agency,
complete). CP new FM station (in- New
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GAMBLE TO REVIEW
DRIVE'S
NIGHTLY reportsPROGRESS
to the nation
on progress of the Victory Loan
campaign will be broadcast by Ted
R. Gamble, National Director for
War Finance. Starting Monday
Nov. 19 Mr. Gamble will be heard
five nights weekly on the NBC
News of the World 7:15-7:30 p.m.
t! (EST).
Radio cooperation in the drive is
breaking all records, according to
f H. Quentin Cox, consultant to Lt.
I David Levy, Radio Section chief.
Secretary of the Treasury Fred
f M. Vinson was heard Armistice
I•i ington,
Day in a Mutual
Bond rallyaffiliate.
on WOLA Washnight
program on Mutual, 10-11 p.m.,
J brought an array of musical talent
from New York, including Paul
' Whiteman, Duke Ellington and
Tommy Dorsey directing Glen Milii ler's AAF Band, and with Oscar
; Lovant, Perry Como and Martha
ti Tilton appearing as soloists, Last
! half of program, from Santa Ana
Air Base, Cal., included Dinah
' Shore, Dennis Day and the Santa
« Ana AAF Band conducted by Meredith Willson, Dave Rose and Bob
1 Crosby.
Radio Directors Guild,
Four Networks Agree
RADIO DIRECTORS Guild and
the four major networks have
agreed to the terms of a two-year
contract for directors and associated directors marking the first
of itsfore thekind,
New after
York negotiating
State Board be-of
Mediation. Terms call for $100 as
basic minimum weekly for directors employed before June 1, 1945,
and a $95 weekly figure for those
hired after that date. Associate
directors, on NBC and American,
according to the contract for a 40hour week will receive $70 for
those employed before June 1, 1945
and $65 for those associated with
the companies
that and
date.their
Associate directorsafter
on CBS
co-equals, termed producers - announcers, on Mutual have separate
contracts with AFRA and thus are
not a part of the RDG contract.
Contract also calls for staff directors to receive air credits "whenever warranted as a result of general directorial excellence, novelty,
originality or other specific characteristics unless director prefers
otherwise." Contract also specifies
athe"union
shop"
has designated
New YorkandState
Board of
Mediation to act as an arbitration
board if any difficulty should come
up.
Barry With WOV
BOB cagoBARRY,
formerlyRome
with WINDpast Chiand
WPH
years, has joinedRadio
WOV New for
York as two
anI nouncer. Sill to American
Ii JEROME
SILLdivision
is leaving
the ofposition
of easternrelations
manager
station
department
to MBS
join
Americancialist In the
on Nov.
19
as
a
research
spesales
department.
Before
Joining Mutual
Mr.
Sill
was
sales
promotion managerwasofassociated
WNEW New
and apreviously
with York
CBSof
for
numberactivities.
of years in a variety
promotion
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PROFESSIONAL

DIRECTORY

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

PAUL GODLEY CO.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR. N.J.
MO 2-7859 ____

GEORGE
C. DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

RadioFrequency
EngineeringMonitoring
Contuttenti '
Commercial RadioWashington,
Equip. D.Co.O.
• 321 E. Gregory Boulevard. Kansas City, Mo.
• Cross Roads of the World. Hollywood. Call'

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

JOHN BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializing
Broadcast and
Allocationin Engineering
Earle Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
PAUL A. deMARS
ASSOCIATE
1469 Church St.,Decatur
N.W., Washington
5, D. C.
1234

JOHN J. KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Earle Bldg. • NATIONAL 6513
Washington 4, D. C.

LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey Bldg. • District 8215
Washington 4, D. C.

Frank H. Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
710 I4th St. N.W. ME. 4477
Washington, D. C.

Jansky
&. Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified
Radio TOEngineer*
DEDICATED
THE
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Pre.. Bldg^ Wuh., D. C.

MAY
and BOND
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
★ * *
1422 F St, N.W., Wash. 4, D. C.
Kellogg Bldg. • Republic 3984

fao Radio
IV. Engineers
Kay
Consulting
991Bridgeport
Broad St.,3,Suite
Conn.9-11
Telephone 5-2055 Lab. Phone 7-2465

HERBERT L.WILSON
and associates
Consulting Radio Engineers
am fm television facsimilf
1018 Vermont Ave,
N.W, 7161
Wismmtoi 9.0.0.
NATIONAL

HOLEY & HILLEGAS
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1146 Briarcliff PI., N.E.
Atlanta, Ga.
ATwpod 3328

ANDREW
CO.
Commlting Radio Engineers
m E. 75th St. CHICAGO 19
Trianefc 44*

GOMER L. DAVIES
Consulting Radio Engineer
P.O. Box 71 Warfield 9089
College Park, Md.

DIXIE B. McKEY
ROBERT C. SHAW
CONSULTING
RADIO ENGINEERS
1108 16th Street N. W. Suite 405
Washington, D. C. NAtional 6982

WELDON & CARR
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 CONNECTICUT AVENUE
PHONE-MICHIGAN 4151

lEquipment Engineering Co.!
entmeam* 4 /mtauatiohs Or
Radio Stations
1438 Main Strkt Coluvbu.S.C.

KEAR 8C KENNEDY
Consulting Radio Engineers
Albee Building REpnblic 1951
Washington, D. C.

UNIVERSAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS, TEXAS

ROBERT L. WEEKS
CONSULTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
429 Russ Bldg.
San Francisco, California
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WORTH INGTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. WASH.. O. C«
1319 F STREET N. W. DISTRICT 4127
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Help Wanted
Help Wanted
(Cont'd)Advertiser
much
aboveof average.
Isin thethe sole
owner
a thriving
Wanted—
Veteran
firstand/or
class license
hold-for Profit
er
for
transmitter
studio
electronic
field.
Present business
capital
Rocky
Mountain
1 kw outlet.
State
$100,000 with high credit rating and
education
and
experience.
Box
661.
good
banking
connections.
More handle
busiBROADCASTING.
nes in sight than I can possibly
with present
resources.
Goldenassociates
opport
u
n
i
t
y
f
o
r
a
few
clean-cut
Continuity
writer-experience.
Good
pocan invest upwards
of $5,000
with 1,000 forwattcopymidwest
regional
in
corporation.
only. each
The
networksitionstation
writer who
can who
turnover
in thisPrincipals
field is rapid-profit
produce ments.
salable
commercial
announceCASTING
possibilities
enormous.
Box
446,
BROADGood
salary
based
on
experisample
scripts with first
letter. ence.
BoxSend 232,
BROADCASTING.
First
operator
one kilowatt
NBC 467,class
affiliate
Rocky forMountain
area.
Wanted
—
Commercial
manager with
250 watt
Box
BROADCASTING.
station
in
excellent
market
dual
Announcermidwest
— newspaper
owned
network
coast to coast network affiliation. Salary station,
over 200,000. Must
plus bonus. Box 249, BROADCASTING. be good on news.citySpecial
events
experience confidential.
helpful. $215.00Boxper464,
month.
ReChief tioengineer
for
progressive
local
staplies
BROADCASTING^
n In east. Network affiliated and PM
pending.
State
all
first
letter
experience,
Maintenance
engineerforfor FM
network Idaho
education,shiftsalary
desired.
Want man
forIs station
preparing
15,000
regular
maintenance.
Thisnot
population
abundantin fishing
good spot
for and
anwith
ambitious
and hunting.townBox with
468, BROADCASTING.
afraid
of work
top pay.person
Box 326.
Situations Wanted
BROADCASTING.
radio time salesman
or manCopywriter—
Excellent
opportunity
foror Commercial
ager available.
employed.
Detop
flight
radio
copywriter
(man
change to Presently
larger8 market.
years
woman)
withadvertising
long established,
western sellingsiresadvertising.
years in20 radio.
New
York
agency
handling
Married,
producer.
Present
compensalarge
volume
of
national
and
local
in small market
above basis
$6000.00.in
business. Must be able to deliver strong Prefer tionsalary
commission
selling gent
copyradioforadvertisers.
versatile listPermanent,
of intelli- west. Box 376, and
BROADCASTING.
young
Navy
man assoonsportsto
above-average
with Ideal
work- Responsible
be discharged
wishesman.
position
ing conditions.position
Please
send
full details
general
staff
Canof write
own
of experience,
including
sample
copy and
copy.
Excellent
knowledge
all major
to Box 330, BROADCASTING.
sports. Box 399. BROADCASTING.
Manager — By new 250 watter in New round
Announcer,
veteran,
three
years
all
experience,
network
affiliates.
England's
most attractive
smalldesires,
city. Specialized
Give information
experience,
background,
sports.
Minimum
$60.00
full
first
letter.
Box
336.
week. Available
twoTING
weeks. Box
BROA
BROADCASTING.
DCAS
. 400,
Topflight
radio including
announcer,
fourteen
Copywriter
—
man
or
woman
—
by
estabyears
experience
news,
sports,
lishedcommercial
agency. If youandare retail
experienced
events, direction
and months
production.
writingsatisfied
copy,setup,
andin special
Just
completed
eighteen
as
not
with
your
present
war
correspondent
this
is your
opportunity.
It willage,paysalary
you combat
network
in Soifthwest
Pacific.withReadymajorto
todesired.
write
us,Include
giving
experience,
go
to
work.
Box
405,
BROADCASTING.
25, married.telegraph
Holder li-of
BROADCASTING. samples. Box 393, Ex-serviceman.
first class
cense. Two telephone
years collegeandtraining.
Want
Wanted—
Individual
In
Washington,
D.
position. Box 409, BROADC. to obtain releases concerning actions permanent
of the Federal
Communications
Com- CASTING
mis ion and forward
them to interested
Announcer
—
2
years
experience,
commercials, news, reliable,
ad lib. Agebest25,references.
married,
party
dally. Address Box 424, BROAD- 1 child. Sober,
CASTING.
Discharged Presently
Army Intelligence. Prefer
NBCWanted
Experienced
to take —full
charge of station
new FM manager
station northeast.
MBS affiliate. Box 410,employed
BROADCASTING^
In metropolitan
east.
Send
qualifications,
education,
photo,
age,
salary
exI
wish
position
with
midwest
station
Have nomonths
civilian experiCASTING.pected in first letter. Box 436, BROAD- announcing.
ence but eighteen
experience
AFRS.
Wish Amto aoperating
continue
Wanted—
Energetic,
ambitious
southern
work
upon
discharge.
young man
assplendid
manager future
of station.
Po- worker. Box 411, BROADCASTING.willing
sition
offers
to
right
Attention
advertising
agencies:
person.
Send application Box 441. Army officer (Major), formerly Young
BROADCASTING.
execuwith large pharmaceutical
firm,
seeks tiveadministrative
post in agency
Seeking permanent
staff.platter
Need emcees,
sales- placing
drugs
and
cosmetics.
Discharge
m
a
n
/
a
d
w
r
i
t
e
r
.
A
l
s
o
two
scheduled Csoon.
Write information.
Box 427, BROADearly morning
afternoon
ASTING for further
pating shows andandarrange
same. particiSick of Announcer-newscaster,
ex-service. Good
"wartime
screwballs".
Btate
minimum
salary, age, experience, reference, photo, voice, ence.dependable.
One
year's experiGo
anywhere.
Available
audition
availability.
Box
442,
BROADately. Box 429, BROADCASTING.immediCASTING.
Operator-announcer.
1st ticket
of light
announcing.
$35.00
weekly.capable
Pre7^ SCHOOL
fer disabled
veteran.
considered.
WTMC,
Ocala,All Fla.applications
RADIO
TECHNIQUE
Wanted
Two
first
operators—State
by newsalary
250 class
watter transmitter
In western
NEW YORK • CHICAGO
Penna.
requirements
and
previous
Expansion
planned. experience.
WD AD, Indiana,
Penna.program
America's
School
Devoted
Exclusively Oldest
to Radio
Broadcasting
Wanted—tunity Radio
production
man.specializOpporComprehensive Day and Evening
i
n
established
agency,
. . . produce
fastest growing
city in
Courses in all phases of Radio
U. S.ing radioMust
polished
Broadcasting
by Network
scripts;
commercials;
andfast,
production
Professionals. taught
Moderate
rates.
follow-thru.
Experience
in
office
and
personnel
organization
and
management
For
Full
Details,
Request
Booklet B.
imperative.
References
must
be
perfect.
Good starting salary and profit sharing
arrangement.
tion and photoSendto: complete
Box 428, informaBROADCASTING.
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Situations
Veteran
with 5 Wanted
years Naval(Cont'd)
experience
honorably neering
discharged
desires progressive
top engiconnection with
station in San Diego, California. Backgroundgineering
includesexperience
12 years'
enwith broadcast
regional
stations.
Studio
and transmitter
installations.
Navy
background
includes
phases
of radio
engineeringinstallations.
includingall
land
lines
transmitter
Married, late thirties. Best references.
Box 413, BROADCASTING.
Sportscies,andregionalspecial
eventsand manlarge— Agennetworks
vet marfromof
CBI isketsnowattention:
set todischarged
bring broadcast
basketball
to
your
sports-minded
audience on comprehensive basis. Specializes
in every
blow-by-blow,
play plussport
commentary.
Specialplay-byevents
and news
background. College
degree
in journalism.
Handled
new
wire
coandrding jmanaged
obs on combatmobile
missions
over-reseas
unit
for
AFRS.
Handled
Madison
Square
Garden
basketball
tourney
before
joining
up.
Box 414, BROADCASTING.
Manager
smaller
marketwhere
station—
ing
for that
situation
you Lookneed
ambition
backed
by general sales,
pro"Know a how"
gram, public
experience
to service,
make youretc.station
producing,
respected
community
institution. Box 415, BROADCASTING.
Topnotch background.
news man— Just
Navy.
Excellent
Two out
years,of newspaper;special
eight years
radioAlso
— announcing,
writing,
events.
sales
motion. Best references. Box pro417,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer-executive.
Naval
officer
to
released about December 1, 15 yearsbe
backgroundneering,Ininstallation
AM-FMandbroadcast
engimaintenance.
Experienced in preparation
and filing
of engineering
data withof FCC
in connection with application
construction
permit,tenna
transmitter
anmeasurements site
and approval,
proof of performance sought
surveys AM with
and owner
FM. Permanent
position
of
one
or more progressive stations planning
expansion,
or FM installation.
Writeimprovement
Box 418. BROADCASTING.
Navy ber Officer
releaseor Novem15 desiresexpecting
newscasting
editing
job. Background
includes worldnewspaper
travel;
master's
degree journalism;
reporting,
publicity,
two
years'
newscasting,
public events announcing. Boxediting,
423, BROADCASTING.
ING^
Lazy
news editor looking for soft spot
at $85.00-$125.00 a week. Experienced
newspaper
radio430,editing
and rewrite; also and
air. Box
BROADCASTInterviewer, commentator, copywriter,
3 yearstureexperience
— Woman'scontacts
Daily with
FeaEstablished
foremost Show.authorities.
College graduate
interested
in putting
onair.theTranscription
best Woman's
Feature
on
the
and background on request. Box 431,
BROADCASTING.
Opportunity!
Want
to head news
and/or
announcing
department
eastern
or southeastern
radioprogressive
station.
Prerequisites: small town or mlnature
metropolis;
absolute
security;condisubpleasantjob
working
tions.paper,stantial
Offer:radio salary;
Excellent
background
newsnews,
announcing,
network
special
radio writing;
personalevents,
references;
steady,excellent
sober,
youthful
approachwest(29).coast
Now newsroom.
employed
major network
Objective: metropolitan
establishedlocale.
residence
mlnaRemember,
securitytureessential,
not objective
since
applicant
already
has
It.
Will
be
ficing salary, prestige for personal sacritaste
incities.modeBe ofelaborate
living. Don't
your enjoy
offer. large
Two
weeks notice. Box 434,inBROADCASTING.
MAJOR NETWORK
Summer Relief Announcer
wants
PERMANENT POSITION
Five Years Experience
BOX 457, BROADCASTING

Situations
(Cont'd)
Program
managerWanted
— news one
editor—
Eight
years sires
experience.
Married,
child.station
Deconnection
with
network
town
of
50
to
60,000
prefer
midwest.
Permanence
and
security
desired.
Box
432, BROADCASTING.
Engineerclass
— Firstradiotelegraph
class radiotelephone
and
second
FCC license.
Desire amitterpermanent
positionroomas operatransengineer
or
control
tor. Single,Boxsober,
Best ref433, experienced.
BROADCASTING.
■ Sports director-program
manager
— Veteran,
major
network
and
individual
station
graduate
married, experience.
two children.University
Want work
with
progressive station
needs angoods.
acman who that
will deliver
Box 435, credited
BROADCASTING.
Announcermercial —and news
7 yearsexperience
metropolitan
before comwar.
IReserve
NG
.discharge.
Naval
honorable
Prefer north or east. Box 437, BROADCAST Youngseas desires
man position
just returned
fromengineer
overof studio
with
firm
offeringhandling
good
future.
Tenof
years
experience
all
types
shows. ation.
Capable
of network
quality
operFirst
class
license.
Qualified
television,
FM. Available immediately.for
Box 438, BROADCASTING.
Woman announcer — Radio school graduate, fourteen months' staff experience,
music
library andprograms.
commentary,
women's
and
Engineer
class.children's
Prefer eastern local.
Box third
439,
BROADCASTING.
Here's a promotion-publicity man — Now
publicity
director
itger,
y; 3 yeass
assistantmidwestern
promotion universmanametropolitan
newspaper;
polished
copywriter,
creative
campaigner,
news
expert;
31,
married,
journalism
degree.
CAtoST
INnetwork
Want
push regional
G. or good
local organization. Box 440, BROADExperienced announcer. News, special
events,
sports,
staff. Dramatic
training.
28 yearsrecords,
old. Desires
position
with
progressive
station
with plans
for
the future. Box 443, BROADCASTING.
Salesman,
42,
college
education,
radionewspaper background, now handling
yearly billing
over
$50,000,
seeks oropportunity mercial
as small
station
manager
manager
ofreferences.
regional.
No combad
BROA
DCAS
TING
.
habits, excellent
Box
444.
Womangree. program
deAlso graduatedirector.
N.B.C.University
Radio Instit
u
t
e
.
3
years
experience
in
women's
programs
and otherand public
service;producconCASTING^
tion. tinuity;
Desire traffic,
permanentdramatic
connection
ln
south or midwest. Box 445, BROADAwaiting discharge,
9 years radio
experience,
production,officer,
announcing,
pro^
gram direction,
wide
cultural
back-or
ground,
wants
position
In
television
with organization offering opportunity
on goodsatile,longDCAS
bet. Single,
verstable,range
interviews
in NewBox
BROA
.30, York
area. Available
1st TING
January.
450,
Two top announcers — Both employed
seek ebetter
Aggregate
nce 16 years position.
— ad lib, news,
disc, experistudio,
remote, all
kinds
of shows.NotProgram
dir
e
c
t
i
o
n
,
a
n
d
production.
just
ordinary
guys,
but
fellows
willing
to
really
WORK
to
build
you
fine
shows.
Whats
your offer? Box 451, BROADCASTING.
WANTED
Bound or unbound complete files CASTING
of BROADMAGAZINE
for full years 1940, '41,
'42, '43, '44 and first 6
months of 1945.
If you have any of these
years, undipped
unmarked, write,and
stating
Francis N. McGehee
prices.
430 E. 57th Street
New York, N. Y.

BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

Situations Wanted
(Cont'd)
tui-Chief
extensive
Availableengineer,
one month.
Box 447,experience.
BROADi. I CAS
TING.
Writer
—
Veteran:
Publishing
and
! tising production
experience.
Seeksadveropwhere writing
ability
rei quired.dio, agency,
Willportunitypublic
accept
any
opening
inis rarelations
or
promotion in New York. F. S. Lida, 1335 Col■ . lege
Wish Ave.,
to sellNewradioYorktimeCityfor 56.
you. Six years
radio;
now 448,
employed.
A hustler. References. Box
BROADCASTING.
3 year personality. Ad lib, M.C., sports
staff,fer excel
in disc-onality
shows. Prewest coast.
Box 452, BROADCASTING^
Engineer,
class,
38, single, sober, 23 yearsfirstinone,
radioor age
wishes
position
groupandofpermanent
stations,
where goodwithworkmanship
technical
maintenance
first requisite. N.B.C. andability
M.B.S.is the
experience,
can
do console
and someWoodannouncing. W. V.operation
Rockefeller,
River,
Nebraska.
Young man, ambitious, pleasant person' ality, diogood
desires location
beginning near
racareerspeech,
announcing,
New York
preferred,
any section
acceptable.
Please
reply
William
Kinsley,
1579
Metropolitan Ave., Bronx 62 New York.
Sports announcer, tops in ice hockey
broadcasts,
complete background
publicityChristmas.
and promotion,
expects discharge
before
Transcriptions
and
references.
Write Sgt.
Jack Sandler,
Squadron A-l, Boca Raton Field, Florida.
'
Singing announcer
— Ten station.
years with
prominent,
large midwest
Program
organization,
production,
large
vocal library.
Oliver,
Box Go87, anywhere,
Park Ridge married.
Illinois. Larry
and coconutblood,
happywants
vet start
after
4inCombat
years
radio ofwar bullets,
of words. Can write
bright
| stuff,
for
people
with
minds
open,
clotheswright
on. St.,Joseph
Wain
Newark,Horenstein,
N. J. 300
Veteran
awaiting
discharge.
Threewhileyearsin
radio announcing
experience
Army.
Considerable
experience
Master
of Ceremonies.stageDesire
announc-as
er's
job
with
future.
Good
newscaster.
Go anywhere. Cpl., Johnny J. High,
2037
N. Parkpioneer—
Ave., Fh'.adelphia.
Television
Newspaperman
seeks
spot
in television.
15 years promotion,
experience
inresearch;
publishing,
advertising,
television surveys commended
by FCC and
executives Navy.
of radioHarry
industry. top
G6rdon, 1759
E.Veteran,
17thU.St.,S.Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Former copy
and continuity
N. Y.
station.
Commercials,
spots, chief,
continuity,
scripts,
publicity.
Agency
experience.
Want
station
or
agency
connection,
N.public
Y. or west coast.
years 160ArmyW.
NathanThree
77th St.,relations.
New York,
N. Berlin,
Y. Trafalgar
7-6962.
Veteran,
officer,college
first
phone
andcommunications
amateur
licenses,
graduate,
major
in instatistics,
desires
commercial
position
radio.
Lt.
G.
Rooker, 4826 Garland, Dallas, Texas. S.
1st class
operator: veteran,broadcast
6 years and
radio experience,
research.
Desiresincluding
position
withWyoming,
midwest
station.
Vernon
Samuelson,
Minnesota.
Discharged
Navy asveteran,
28 andoperator
single,
position
transmitter
Ii desires
orHoldcombination
operator
and announcer.
first
class
radiotelephone
license.
Not
looking for a gold mine again.
but a Write
good
B.opportunity
H. Martin,to get3119started
Choctaw Drive,
Baton Rouge 7, La.
Experience
announcer,
2commercials-sports.
years 1000(chief)
w network
affiliate.versatile,
NewsAmiable-ambitioussingle — will
travel.
Seeks
position
progressive
station.
Bob
Miller,
c/o
William Honig, 294 Union Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y
.
Veteran
50,000butw
station, —hasex-program
network director,
job available
desiresgrammedium
size
city.director.
QualifiedCollege
proo
r
special
events
graduate,
thirty
years
old.
Richard
L.
Linkroum,
53
East
87th
St.,
New
York,
N. Y.
Dicharged
veteran,
2 years experience
phaseswith
radiolive-wire
broadcasting
; all
position
station.desires
Marr
i
e
d
,
2
6
years
old,
go
anywhere,
prefer
midwest.
Andrews,Wisconsin.
2823 W. Cleveland Ave.,Ralph
Milwaukee,
Announcer,
veryfiftypoorkilowatt
man's Benexperience,
Grauer,
three
years direct
can write,
and459,produce.
Prefer
eastern
station.
Box
BROADCASTING.

Situations
Wanted
(Cont'd)
Engineer
radio
telegrapher,
first comtelephone,
second
telegraph
licenses,
mercial
traffic,
copy
press,
experienced
trouble
shooter
and
maintenance
man.
Prefer
middle Atlantic states. Box 449,
BROADCASTING.
Radio announcer, copy writer, vocalist,
experienced.
Air recording
Force veteran
technical background
engineer.
Audition record
onStan Gordoni,
request. 1258
Available
imm
e
d
i
a
t
e
l
y
.
S.
Michigan,
Chicago.
Phone:
Webster
2162.
Announcer.
Veteran withandcollege
degree.
4 years announcing
production.
Desires
to advanceaffiliation
man whowithcanstation
prove willing
worth.
Presently
network outlet.employed
Box 458, southeastern
BROADCASTING.
A non-drinking, veteran announcer
seeks permanent
position
with progressiveAgestation,28.network
or independent.
Married.
Background
includes
all
phases
announcing:
staff,
news,
sports
andtechniques.
variety. Know
production
and
copy
No
floater.
Best
references. Box 460, BROADCASTING.
Announcerductionwants
opportunity
at
proFive years
announcing: work.special
events,experience
drama,
news, studio
shows,
television.
Backtraining,456,someBROADCASTING.
experience in
production.ground,Box
Scripwriter
—
Daytime
serials
or plays,
with merchandising
tie-in
approach.
Copywriting,
publicity,
radioandtrade
mag
editing,
radio
production
experience.
College December.
grad, 32. ArmyBoxbuying
officer
available
early
BROADCASTING. 455,
Veteran, pe32,
married with selling,
8 years proexrience ignradministration,
am ing and promotion.
Wouldwithlikea
to be associated
permanently
progressive,
wide-awake
west location
preferred. station.
Box Mid454,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer
—
Navy
veteran,
22,
married,
sober
controls.experience,
Third classnews,
ticket. commercials,
Prefer west
coast or middlewest. Permanent. Available January 1st. Box 461, BROADCASTING^
Available
aboutlicense
firstsince
January.
Hold radio onphoneor first
1936.
Experiencedmitters.control
and transSolid time room
on ticket
1937
through engineer
1941. Jan.civil
'42 toservice.
Jan. '43 Army
asst.
radio
through ranks from private to captain
in Army
Communications
System, two Airways
years
supervising
instal apoint
tion radiooverseas
navigational
aids,ground
control
towers,
to
point
and
air stations throughout far east. Any
reasonable
salaryInterested
to start. Age
ried, one child.
also 31,in marsalesof
engineering
deal, Burton
with possibility
overseas.
Captain
Reiman,
N. Gaylord Ave., Ludington, Michigan.414
Program
newscasteror
employeddirector-production,
wishes locate Florida
southern California.
Knowledgesuperprogramming,
musical
production
vision, hiring of
announcers
— ability
give
consistent
Al
news
presentations.
Start at $90.00, job with future, no 250
watters
please. Box 462, BROADCASTING^
An
energetic,
sincere
years old, desires
radiofamily
sales man,
position30
in progressive
community.
Nobackground.
radio exp
e
r
i
e
n
c
e
,
b
u
t
6
years
sales
Discharged veteran willing to start at
moderate
incomerecord.
with aggressive
station. Excellent
Request
prior
employers
be
contacted
for
statement
character,
abilities and potentialities.of
Box
463, BROADCASTING.
Chief asengineer.
years' experience.
Year
chief. Five
All phases
operation,
Very best
ofmaintenance
references. and
Box supervision.
465, BROADCASTING.
Script
writer
—
Veteran,
36,
creates
own
programs.nuityAlso
direct and produces
conand commercials.
Leviton, 527 tiAldine
Ave., ChicagoHoward
13, Illinois.
Announcer, honorable discharge; 3 years
announcing,perience.production
and service
writing and
exDiversified
special
public
relation
background
whilewithin
service.
Married.
Desire
affiliation
progressive DCAS
eastern TING
station. Box
BROA
. 466,
Announcer-veteran.
Limited
experience.
Studiedwriting,
announcing
and N. commercial
script
Radio
Y. Will
Collegego
graduate. Good
radioCity,voice.
anywhere.
Transcription
available.
1087.
Blake Ave., Brooklyn Jay8,
N.Arnold,
Y
Announcerexperience
— Ex-serviceman.
23, allround
with NBCAge affiliate.
Will ingtravel
anywhere
— capable and
willto
learn.
Good
references.
Available
immediately. Box 469, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
Wanted
— RF Bridge
Field Intensity
Meter, William
Benns,and Columbia,
S. C.

Poppele Praises Radio
For 25 - Year Progress
IN A TRIBUTE from the televi"radio,of theelectronic
granddaddysionofindustry
all toforms
communication", J. R. Poppele,
president, Television Broadcasters
Assn., praised the broadcasters of
the U. S. for "25 years of remarkable achievement".
Declaring
ness may bethat
traced"radio's
to itsgreatvery
foundation — a foundation based on
free enterprise," Mr. Poppele stated
that "thecastersprecedents
whichthebroadset. . . . during
past
quarter of a century may well be
absorbedcasterbywho now
the faces
television
a newbroadera
with equal resolve and astuteness."

ANNUAL ISENGINEER'S
MEET
RESUMED
ANNUAL Broadcast Engineering
Conference will be resumed next
year under joint sponsorship of
Ohio State U. and U. of Illinois,
with NAB and IRE again participating.the
Meetingsduration.
were suspended
in 1943 for
Date set for 1946 conference is
March 18-23, at Ohio State U.,
Columbus. Thereafter the sessions
will alternate between Ohio State
and the U. of Illinois. Director of
the project is Dr. W. L. Everitt, of
the Illinois Dept. of Electrical Engine ring, with Prof. E. M. Boone,
Ohio State, as associate director.
Some 400 engineers from all
branches of the industry are expected at the 1946 meeting. Prof.
Boone is considering the agenda,
with
emphasis
to be placed on efCurrent Food Problems
fect of developments since 1942 on
Discussed on Broadcast operating problems in broadcast
including FM and
NBC PRESENTED a series of in- engineering,
terviews with prominent grocery television.
manufacturers
on last
quarter-hour
Two Die in Plunge
network broadcast
Friday
noon conducted by John MacVane, WIFE and eight-year-old son of
NBC commentator
re- Robert Donley, WINS New York
turned from the ETO,recently
climaxing
announcer, plunged to their deaths
the 37th annual meeting of the from
Williama Penn12th-story
Hotel in window
Pittsburghof Nov.
Grocery Manufacturers of America, at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, 7. Deputy Coroner James Hart said
New York. Broadcast featured dis- Mrs. Katherine Donley, about 32,
cus ions on food problems, both
threw the child, James
domestic and foreign. Speakers apparently
Patrick, out of the window and then
were Paul S. Willis, president of jumped.
He said Mrs. Donley left
GMA; Harry A. Bullis, president
note saying she was grieved over
of General Mills Inc., and Austin aa divorce
suit filed by her husband,
Iglehart,
Foods
Corp.president of General who, she wrote, had told her he
"wanted to go on with his career
. . . that Pat and I were obstacles
Attion opening
session
convenon Wednesday,
Mr. ofWillis
said in his way." Mr. Donley, former
that a recent GMA poll indicated announcer of WCAE Pittsburgh,
that 53 out of 72 food companies said he talked with his wife two
plan to expand their advertising weeks earlier "and she seemed her
during the coming year, 40 of them
by 20 per cent or more.
usual
AMA self."Officers Elected
LYMAN L. HILL, director of
Collect Food
Servel sales research, last week
BESSIE BEATTY, WOR New was
elected
president
the AmerYork women's commentator, will
ican Marketing
Assn.,of succeeding
officially launch the victory collec- Donald M. Hobart, research direction of canned foods in the metrotor of Curtis Pub. Co. Other officers
politan area with three special
Paul W. Stewart, Stewart
Thanksgiving food parties all to be include:
& Assoc., N. Y., and Robheld Nov. 14 at the WOR-Mutual Brown
ert T. Browne, director of commerPlayhouse. Contributed foods will
research, Pillsbury Flour Mills
be sent to the hungry people of Eu- Co., cialMinneapolis,
rope, Philippines and China. The Wilford White, vice-presidents;
chief, special
first party will occur during Miss studies unit, Bureau Foreign &
Beatty's
regular
broadcast
10:15Domestic
Commerce,
Commerce
11 a.m. with Mrs. Eleanor Roose- Dept., treasurer; Harvey
W.
velt as guest of honor. Second party Huegy, assoc. prof, of marketing,
will have Helen Hayes as feature U. of HI., secretary. Arthur Hurd,
guest at 1:15-1:30 p.m., and the director of media research, J.
last party
at 4-4:30Halfp.m.Matinee
will pre-to Walter Thompson Co., N. Y., is
sent The Better
among those serving second year
be emceed by Tiny Ruffner.
as directors.
Leyden
Sports isQuestions
THOMASat KMPC
LEYDEN Jr., for
SPORTS QUIZ
latest feature of WILLIAM
past two
years AAFof WJBK
pilot and
prior hasto
that,
announcer
Detroit,
"Sports
Clinic"
on
WKBZ
Muskegon,
Mich.,
every
Thursday.
First
four
to
joined
KMPC
Hollywood
announcing
staff.
send
in
correct
answers
to
questions
asked
on show
receive a sports book of
their own
selection.
Hayes S.Reports
LT. COL. Forces
JOHN
HAYES, previously
chief of
Barrett Is Heard
American
Network,
headquartered
in
Paris,
has
reported
RAY BARRETT, war veteran and an- for
at Armed
Forces
nouncerNew
on "Modern
program
Radiotemporary
Service,
Losduty
Angeles.
Lt.Hollywood
Hendrick
on WEAF
York, Farmer"
is makingClubs
a se-in Booream,
USNR,
and
former
ries of talks
before
Rotary
of
Young
&
Rubicam
Inc.,
the New York area on "What the Re- producer
now in charge of AFN operations. is
turning Serviceman Expects".

Text of FCC

Notice on WFIL

FOLLOWING
is text
noticesaleof ofproposed
of WFIL
Philadelphia. This
and ofa FCC's
notice public
of offered
WHDH sale
Boston,
both
of which appeared in Federal Register last Friday, are identical in form,
differing only in details of the agreements. Published in accordance
with the procedure proposed by FCC in its Crosley-Avco decision Sept. 6,
the notices followed by one week publication of newspaper advertisements
by the applicants themselves. Text:
herebytheregiveswasnotice
and
regulations
the handling
of
thatThe onCommission
Oct. 30, 1945,
filed including
assignment
and fortransfer
applications
provision
for
public
notice
with
it
an
application
(B2-AL-501)
for
its consent under Act
Section
310(b) of 310)
the byof the
the applicant
and applications
the Commission
of such
and
(47 U.S.C.A.
toCommunications
the censeproposed
assignment
of the
li- pertinentfiling
details
iniscases
where aThereconof
standard
broadcast
station
trolling
interest
involved.
a
f
t
e
r
,
o
n
Oct.
3,
1945,
the
Commission
WFIL,
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania
(and
certain broadcast stations associated also gave public notice (10 FB 12926)
therewith,
WFIL-FM
relayWFIL
sta- that pending
the issuance
of such protions WELXi.e.,and
WELW)toandwhich
from
posed new rules,
thereon,
and
final
adoption,
suchhearing
applications
would
Broadcasting
Company
they
be
deferred
unless
applicants
are at present
licensed
to Triangle
Pub- to follow the procedure proposed desired
in
the
l
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
s
I
n
c
.
(a
Delaware
corporation),
WLW
decision,
andto supplement
their
400 North Broad
applications
so
as
come
within
the
Pennsylvania.
The Street,
proposalPhiladelphia,
to assign framework
of the announced procedure
said license
isWFIL
basedBroadcasting
upon an agreementpany between
Comincluding
the provision
public notice. Pursuant
thefor Commission
and Triangle
Publications
Inc., was
advised
on thereto,
Oct 13, 1945,
that notice
dated
September
27,
1945,
under
which
the
former
agrees
to
sell
to
the
latter
was
inserted
in
the
"Philadelphia
Inthe
properties
of the aforesaidgoodstations
quirer" and the "Legal
including
personal
will, circulation)
(both Philadelphia
papersIntelligencer"
of general
contracts,
and otherproperty,
rights described
of
the
proposed
assignment
therein, brfree
clear price
of all encum- of theties of WFIL
licensesandandassociated
sale of the proper-as
ances for a and
purchase
above. with the stations
000 ofof which
$250,000
was paidof the$1,900,at balthe indicated
In
accordance
time
signing
the
agreement,
proposed in the WLW decision procedure
and that
ance check
of $1,650,000
be paid by certiat theas totime
in thebe Commission's
release,
noapplication
action will
had upon
the
WFIL
by thefied contract
withinof 21closing
days fixed
after announced
for
a
period
of
60
days
from
the dateposedonassignment
which byapproval
of
the
proOct.
30,
1945,
within
which
time
other
the
Commission
is
effective.
Other
details
of
the
contract
persons
desiring
to
apply
for
the
facilities
involved
may
do
so
upon
the
same
and
concerning
the
application
may
be
and described
conditionscontract.
as set forth in
atdetermined
the officesfromof the
the application
Commission. on file terms
the above
(Sec.
310(b),
48
Stat.
1086; 47 U.S.C.
In
the
Commission's
decision
of
Sept.
310(b)).
6,transfer
1945, ofgranting
the
for
Federal Communications
control
of 6767),
theapplication
Crosley
CorCommission
poration
(Docket
No.
it
was
anT. J. Slowie
nounced that publicproposed
hearing new
wouldrulesbe
Secretary.
held to consider
RCA Income
Religious Programs
PROBLEM of what changes should RCA consolidated income report
be made in religious broadcasts to for the first nine months of 1945
attune them to the changed condi- shows total gross income of $222,tions following the end of the war 002,801, a decrease of 7.5% from
will be dealt with at a religious ra- the
gross of $239,936,717 for the
dio workshop scheduled Nov. 11-16
at the Palmer House, Chicago. Ev- corresponding period of 1944. Net
erett C. Parker, chairman of the income after all charges and taxes
joint radio committee of the Con- Was $8,204,470 for the nine-month
gregational-Christian, Methodist
and Presbyterian USA churches, part of 1945, an increase of 21.8%
will have charge of the meetings, over the net of $6,734,670 for the
assisted by Elinor Inman, director same period of 1944. After payof religious broadcasts for CBS.
ment of preferred dividends, earnAbout 40 midwestern ministers and
applicable to common stock
religious educators are expected to for theingsnine
months were 45 cents
attend the sessions, some of which
a
share
this
year, compared to 31.5
will be held at NBC and CBS Chicents a share last year.
cago studios.
Picture of an Advertiser
Listening to His Commercial on
WNAB
BASIC-AMERI CAN IN
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
Concentrated Audience in the Nation's 59th Market
Bridgeport is one war baby
stantial
in the here-nrmmetropolit
people ingain**
270,000
in the1940Bridgeport
retail naleH. The Ch
-ays
30%
more
in expected
in pont-w
potential ea»y-to-gel
on WNAB.
AVAILABLE IN COMBINATION WITH WATR, WATERBURY
R A M B E A U
REPRESENTED
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FCC Publishes Notices of Proposed
WHDH, WFIL Sales Under Avco Plan
fered sale of KHQ Spokane by
ACTUAL EXPERIENCE in the
open-bid procedure proposed by Louis Wasmer to Spokane Chronicle Co. has been started by Mr.
FCC for use in station sales moved
forward another step last week as Wasmer, but FCC spokesmen said
the Commission published public notification had not yet been received and processed.
notices of two proposed sales which
Applicants' advertisements will
the applicants
vertised the weekthemselves
before. had ad- appear
weekly for three weeks,
the FCC's
public notices
FCC, which suggested in its whereas appear
only once.
Crosley-Avco decision [Broadcast- wereTheto Commission's
pointon
ing, Sept. 10] that proposed trans- out that FCC will take notices
fers be advertised to give the pub- the WHDH application noforaction
60 days
lic an opportunity to file competi- from
Sept. 24 (date of application
tive bids, published in the Federal
sale) nor on the WFIL request
Register, government publication, for
for
60
from Oct. 30. In the
notices on the sale of WHDH Bos- meantime,days"other
persons desiring
ton and WFIL Philadelphia.
to apply for the facilities involved
Proposed sales of WHDH by may
do
so
upon
the
same terms and
Matheson Radio Co. to Fidelity
set forth" in the reBroadcasting Corp., and WFIL by conditionsspectiveas contracts.
WFIL Broadcasting Co. (owned by
The Commission will then deterLit Bros.) to Triangle Publications
mine, by hearings if necessary, the
Inc. (publisher of Philadelphia In- applicant
quirer) were advertised by the ap- station. best fitted to operate the
plicants inlocal newspapers beginNo competitive bids had been
ning two weeks ago [Broadcast- received by FCC in the WFIL and
WHDH
cases last week.
ing, Nov. 5]. Advertisement of ofNew Bristol-Myers Posts WBBM Plans Color TV
For Brown, Allen, Clarey To Start About April 1
BRISTOL-MYERS Co., New York, CHICAGOi is slated to get its first
has named Robert B. Brown direc- glimpse of color television around
tor of advertising and market re- April 1, when CBS-WBBM plans
search, and Joseph M. Allen adver- to begin operation of television detising manager. Both remain aswith 1,000 GEat andstrategic
Westinghouse partment
receivers
sistant vice-presidents.
Mr. Brown was formerly adver- places in downtown Chicago.
tising manager of Ipana Tooth
Les Atlass, vice-president and
manager of WBBM, said
Paste, Mum, Ingram's Shaving general
ultra-high frequency equipment
Cream,
Ingram's
Improved
Cream,
Trushay hand lotion, and D. D. will be used for the color broadtooth brushes and advertising in
casts, which will show special
Canada.
events possibly including home
Mr. Allen was advertising man- games of Chicago Cubs.
ager on Sal Hepatica, Mihit Rub
and Vitalis. John J. Clarey Jr., asLouise Collins
sistant advertising manager, has MRS.Mrs.
LOUISE COLLINS, 33, secbeen named
new
products
coordretary to A. D. Willard Jr., NAB
inator of the company.
executive vice-president, died Nov.
4
after
a brief illness from infanWOR to CAB
tile paralysis. She had been secreWOR New York has joined the Cotary to ex-NAB President J. Harold
operative Analysis of Broadcast- Ryan during his incumbency. Mrs.
ing, first station to join this re- Collins had become ill only a few
search organization which pre- days before her death, complaining
viously has had only networks as of a sore throat. She was removed
broadcaster members. WOR's sub- to Gallinger Hospital, Washington,
scription tothe CAB service aug- but nothing could be done to check
ments its own continuing study of the spread of the disease. She was
listening in greater New York area vives.
a widow. A daughter Moira, 2, sur
conducted by Crossley Inc., its subscription tolocal Hooper and local
Pulse surveys and its membership
in Broadcast Measurement Bureau. KJR-KOMO Separation
OFFICIAL separation of KJR and
occurred Nov. 1, acConcert Sent Overseas KOMO Seattle
cording to Birt F. Fisher, now sole
INTERNATIONAL division of owner and
manager
Mr.
NBC started broadcasts of weekly Fisher has been managerof KJR.
of KOMO
Sunday concerts of General Motors since 1926 and of both stations
Corp.'s Arturo Toscanini and the since 1933. Commercial manager
NBC Symphony Orchestra to Den- for KJR is now Arthur Gerbel Jr.,
mark and Sweden Nov. 11. Con- with KJR-KOMO for 10 years.
certs are recorded and transmitted KJR continues as American outthe following Sunday, 12-12:45
let on 950 kc with 5,000 w. KOMO
p.m., on international stations is NBC affiliate with 5,000 w on
WGEO and WBOS, with narration 1000 kc. Separation was necessitain Danish and Swedish.
ted by FCC duopoly regulation.
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MUTVAVS PROGRESS
^RELATED BY KODAK
EDGAR KOBAK, president of Mutual, in his latest periodic report
to advertisers and agencies on the
network's progress, listed following new sponsors who have joined
Mutual during past three months:
General Foods, Rensie Watch,
G. N. Coughlan, F. W. Fitch, Trimount Clothing Co., Alka Seltzer,
Procter & Gamble, Vick Chemical
Co.,OldLewis-Howe.
advertisers who are making
greater
of network's
he said,useinclude
Bayuk facilities,
Cigars,
Petri Wine, Serutan Co., Knox Co.,
Barbasol,
Semler,
Zonite,
RalstonPurina.
Continuing his progress report,
Mr. Kobak said that Mutual started
immediately to plan its programs
for peace following end of the war
by dropping several programs especially designed for war-time listening, and adding new programs having to do with rehabilitation and
reconversion problems.
Network's staff also has increased considerably, with each
new person chosen for his special
qualifications
which and
add advertisers,
to Mutual's
services to listeners
Mr. Kobak said. In February staff
numbered 229, and in October the
number was increased to 321. Fourteen new stations have recently
joined Mutual.

FCC MEMBERS SEE
BELL LABORATORIES
THE ENTIRE membership of the
FCC visited the Bell Laboratories
of the American Telephone & Telegraph headquarters in New York
and the overseas radio-telephone
center in Lawrenceville, N. J. last
Monday and Tuesday. The group
also witnessed the broadcast of the
Telephone Hour program at the
NBC studios.
On Wednesday, three of the
Commissioners (Durr, Wakefield
and Wills), Rosel Hyde, general
counsel, and George P. Adair, chief
engineer,
stayed
to inspect
Western Union
radioon beam
facilities.
The remaining members returned
to Washington.
DISCUSSING FINAL DETAILS is Howard Lane (1), newly named
The Commissioners were given
general manager, broadcasting division of Marshall Field Enterprises, full opportunity to observe many
before completing the contract assigning Lewis H. Avery (second from of the wartime developments in the
right) to represent the Field radio interests. William K. Knodel, director electronics field, including several
of national sales, broadcasting division of Field Enterprises (standing
have been
the "clasleft), and B. P. Timothy, secretary and general manager of Lewis H. items which
sified" category.
The ingroup
was
also
shown
A.T.&T.
developments
Avery Inc. (right), take part in the discussion.
in coaxial cable which are going
forward regardless of Stratovision,
Chicago Radio Writers BYRON PRICE BACK; which is now undergoing tests.
WILL
CLOSE
VP
OC
Urged to Work Together BYRON PRICE, recently returned
MEMBERS of the Radio Writers
Video Control
Guild of Chicago met Tuesday, from Germany where he conducted TELEVISION plays part in robot
a study of public relations under control of jet-propelled airplanes,
Nov. 6, in the Hotel Sherman to military
government, said Friday Bell Aircraft Corp. stated last week
participate in the RWG national
intends to make a report to the in
election of officers. Following the hePresident
new transmitting
on his survey. deviceannouncing
election, President Herb Futran On Nov. 15,thishe week
which
performs
funcadded,
he
will
close
urged members to work together to up the Office of Censorship, of
tion of a pilot althougheveryremotely
reestablish Chicago as the leading which he has been director since directed. The radio control is used
American Net Affiliates radio center of the Middle West.
chiefly in test runs. Flight data is
formation.
to operators on the
Principle
speakers
wereof Chicago
Dr. Ar- itsImmediately
In 4th District Meet
afterward, Mr. transmitted
thur
Jaffey,
University
and includes relayed vision
EXECUTIVES from 33 American scientist who discussed "The Truth Price said, he will take a "real" ground
seen from plane cockaffiliates in the 4th District held
something he has not had of horizon as check
of instrument
the Atomic
Bomb" andand head
Dr. vacation,
since Pearl Harbor. He has no panelspit,andvisionrecord
their annual meeting Nov. 5 at S.About
I.
Havakaw,
semantist
and
Birmingham. Plans for program of the English department of the plans beyond that but pointed out stresses in additionof vibrations
to other techproduction and closer cooperation Armour Institute of Technology. he is still "on leave" from the
nical
factors.
Significant
factor,
Associated Press, which he served Bell report stated, is that device
among member stations were mapas executive editor before the war. will permit tests and research into
ped.
'Hams' and Video
Henry P. Johnston, executive
speedsous forandhuman
conditions
dangerKYW Party
vice-president and managing direc- AMATEURS will find in television
pilots too
to attempt.
Tests
have
been
conducted
since
torton ofis WSGN,
presided.
Mr.
Johnsan
ample
outlet
for
energies
long
chairman of the 4th District stifled by government restrictions, THE HARVEST PARTY of the October 1944.
of American and a member of Walter
organization
of
emE. Scholz and Robert 1619 Club,
ploye s of KYW Philadelphia and
WLS Outing
Planning and Advisory Committee Batchelder, WJW Cleveland engimembers
of the Westinghouse
Raof the network. He said he will preneers,
told
members
of
Cuyohoga
dio
Stations
was highlighted
FIFTY employes of WLS Chicago,
sent the plans to network officials County Radio Amateurs Assn. Nov. by reunion of staff,
members recently including WLS National Barn
in January. The 4th District in- 1 in a meeting at WJW. Messrs. returned fromsix military
Dance stars and their families,
cludes Alabama, Georgia, Missis- Scholz and Batchelder, who have They included Jane Durnin, service.
sippi, Louisiana, Arkansas and done extensive research with a Gilbert, Frank Davis, GaryWalter
were guests at a Harvest Moon
Linn
,most of Tennessee.
barbecue
at Burr Ridge Farm,
production of televi- and Dan Park. Lt. Walter Smith,
Representing American were view siontoin early
Cleveland,
also
said
video
Hinsdale,
111.,
climaxcanning
to station's
John Norton, Pete Schloss and will replace radio "as we now just back from overseas, was sur- third
Victory asGarden
seaArchie Grinalds, American public know it"; video receivers soon will
prise visitor.
son.
On
five
acres
given
over to
relations men of New York.
WLS employes the radio gardeners
be on the market in quantitv, at
Gorham in BBC Video
prices ranging from about $125 to MAURICE GORHAM, former director have grown enough vegetables to
Wormser With NBC
Expeditionary
Forcesdirector
programof fill 16,500 cans since 1943. This
$400 or $500; video will be more offor Allied
BBC and
more recently
HOWARDmountWORMSER,,
formerly
of
Paraeffective for advertisers and more BBC's
count was approximately
Pictures
Inc.,
has
joined
NBC
light
programs,
has
been
named year
BBC
television
head,
Hollywood publicity staff.
5,000. cagoWLS
of nineplaques
Chienjoyableemphasis
for the audience.
WJW'sreWXYZ
Music
Director
firms towasbe one
awarded
present
on
television
Noyes Back
PHIL BRESTOFF, musical director of from National Victory Garden Inlates to production of shows.
SGT. NORMAN NOYES, with release
the Michigan
been Deapstitute last January and was only
from Armed Forces Radio Service, remusicalTheater,
director hasof WXYZ
station so honored.
With FC&B
troit. pointedKlaus
executive.sumes as NBC Hollywood account ROBERT Stevenson
Promoted
STEVENSON,
discharged
from
Army Airdepartment
Corps, has ofrejoined
Hollywood
Soprano to Crooner
M. KLAUS, of formerly
in adPoote,
Coneof AI& RICHARD vertising
Audio Appoints Hill
WHBC
Canton,
ASHBY MAHONE, boy soprano on radio
Belding,
working
under
direction
AUDIO
DEVICES Inc.,
New York,
O.,
has beenin department
promoted
toHe lieutenant
WRVAsix years,
Richmond
children'sto programs
(Cappy) Capstaff.
commander
the
Navy.
has
been
of
instantaneous
recording
blanksmakerfor
for
has
returned
the
stain service five years.
radio stations
and New
otherYork,
users,to hashandle
apLazarus Back
tion as a discharged vet — and a crooner.
p
o
i
n
t
e
d
H
i
l
Adv.,
Vets to servicemen
WTIC
PAUL N. LAZARUS, released from the THREE discharged
the account.
New C & P Director
joined
Army,
has
returned
to
his
post
as
adDELL
CROSBY,radioproducer
director
vertising and publicity director of WTIC son,Hartford
Assigned
Ernest Peter>fippointed
packaged
programs,and
AAF, is inlasttheweek.
newsroom;
Bruce LT. BEN Alexander
New
York.
Barrythe BuchALEXANDER, former NBC
radio director
of has
Cecilbeen& United anan,Artists,
who
has
been
holding
posiKern,
Army
counter-intelligence
unit,
Hollywood
chief
announcer,
after sea
rejoiningMarine
announcing
staff;isFrank
has been named
director of pub-in isStuhlman,
Presbrey,
New York.
Pacific fleet,
has ofbeenArmedasAir Wing,
back duty with
liction,relations,
with headquarters
.fears
in radio
includesMr.14 Crosby's
years with20 Hollywood.
igned to production
radio stations.
as part-time announcer.
Forces sRadio
Service, division
Los Angeles.
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At
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COMPETITION IN EXCELLENCE
IS URGED BY PORTER
PREDICTING that the next 25 years will witness more "exciting and startling developbroadcasting
first prepared
25, FCC
Chairmanments" inPaul
A. Porter,thanin athespeech
for delivery Saturday at a luncheon of the
Citizens Radio Anniversary Committee, New
York, said:
who duties
command
have"Those
especial
in thevastdayspublic
ahead.audiences
Let the
next 25 years become a true competition in
excellence."
He
visioned
broadcasting
as
"one
obvious and powerful instrument which could
create a more appropriate climate — one in
which relationships among men and nations
will be seen and appraised as the basis of the
new era we have entered."
Closed Circuit
(Continued from page 4)
to Congress on grounds that increased parts
costs not allowed in set manufacture, causing
receiver business to operate in red.
IS ANOTHER battle for 50 kw outlets looming in Indianapolis? Application being filed
with FCC by WIBC, Indianapolis News outlet,
for increase from 5,000 w to 50,000 w on its
present 1070 kc channel, premised on Canadian
allocations which, it is contended, make increase possible. WIRE Indianapolis, owned by
Eugene C. Pulliam, publisher of Indianapolis
Star, had prewar application pending for 50,000 w on 1190 kc, facility assigned to WOWO
Fort Wayne, proposing it be swapped for
WIRE's 5,000 w assignment on 1430 kc. WestWOWOto Indianapolis
resisted, and ifeven
proposed
toinghouse's
move WOWO
necessary.
MAJOR DISTILLERS, long looking enviously
at sales job radio does for other merchandise,
may soon
opportunity
network time.have
Understood
that towhenpurchase
Associated
Broadcasting Co., trying to establish itself as
the fifth nationwide network, quietly surveyed
affiliates, all but two southern stations (Richmond and Baltimore) said such business would
be acceptable provided the commercial copy
was kept institutional and in impeccably good
taste. Incidentally, change of network's name
from came"corporation"
whichto the
beofficial last week,to is"company",
not unrelated
possible financial realignment mentioned in
this column last week.
NASHVILLE, Tenn., which seems to be becoming a new radio mecca with seven applications pending for new standard stations, will
have another application soon. Volunteer State
Broadcasting Co. has been formed with Col.
E. M. Kirby, recently retired Army radio chief,
as president; his father-in-law, E. C. Arnold,
dean of the law school at Vanderbilt U., vicepresident, and Frank Mayborn, owner of
KTEM Temple, Tex., publisher of Temple
Telegraph, as secretary-treasurer. Col. Kirby
and Maj. Mayborn served together on SHAEF.
Case & Wozencraft shortly will file application.
IN THIS spot last week appeared an item
which started: "There's 'Big Six' at NAB".
Only five names were mentioned. Inadvertently
omitted was Campbell Arnoux, general manager of WTAR Norfolk, who has been a member of advisory committee to President Justin
Miller since it was appointed early in October.
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PREWAR RESEARCH AIDED
ARMY AIR FORCES learned considerable
about two-way shortwave radio communications during first 14-mile-high free balloon
ascension on Armistice Day in 1935, Gen. H.
H. Arnold, Commanding, AAF, wrote the National Geographic Society. "We owe much to
that flight," wrote Gen. Arnold to Dr. Gilbert
Grosvenor,magnesium
society president.
how
valuable
could be, "We
used learned
in the field
of aeronautical design. . . . More was learned
about pressurized cabins, two-way shortwave
radio communication, the use of electrically
heated flying suits."
BOND SALES SOARING
VICTORY BOND sales were well ahead of
schedule as Broadcasting went to press, Ted
R.
Gamble,Friday.
War Broadcasting
Finance's national
disclosed
is livingdirector,
up to
record of voluntarily doing all-out promotion
job, Mr. Gamble said. Radio, he added, will
play major part in putting over current drive,
as in past campaigns.
WIBG JOINS ASSOCIATED
WIBG PHILADELPHIA becomes cooperating
outlet of Associated Broadcasting Co. Robert
Cook, discharged from Army where he was
with Mosquito Network, joins Associated as
eastern production and publicity director.
WSAI JOINS BMB
WSAI Cincinnati has become the 562d subscriber to BMB, whose membership now comprises Other
64% ofnewall BMB
the country's
stations.
members commercial
include KGLU
KWJB KTAR KVOA KYUM KYCA WTOC
KGKY KVOS KPQ WSKB WKIX.
ROGOW HEADS AGENCY
WILLIAM ROGOW becomes president of
Neff-Regow Inc., New York radio advertising
agency, following retirement Oct. 31 of Walter
J. Neff to his Massachusetts farm. Don Ball,
executive assistant in CBS editing department,
joined agency last week.
BUTCHER STORY STARTS DEC 15
BOOK by Capt. Harry C. Butcher, USNR, My
Three Years With Eisenhower, will be serialized in Saturday Evening Post beginning Dec.
15. Capt. Butcher, former CBS Washington
vice-president,
was war.
aide to Supreme Allied
Commander during
JERGENS CLIPS
ANDREW JERGENS Co., Cincinnati, Dec. 2
reduces Sunday Evening Time on American
from 45 to 30 minutes. Walter Winchell remains 9-9:15 for Jergens Lotion, Louella Parsons for Woodbury Soap will be extended from
5 to 15 minutes. The 25-minute Hollywood
Mystery Time will be dropped. Agency, Lennen
6 Mitchell, N. Y.
WILLS STAYS
HAVING BEEN given a clean bill by
his personalmissionerphysician
in Vermont,
ComWilliam H. Wills
will continue
on the job at FCC. Gov. Wills returned
to his desk last week with assurance
from
he needn't
about histhe physician
rigors of that
the FCC
post asworry
long
as he doesn't overtax himself.

TREVOR ADAMS resigned Friday as sales
manager of WINS New York. Willard Schroeder, general manager, takes duties pending
appointment of successor.
MRS. AGNES McGILLVRA, wife of Joseph
H. McGillvra, station representative, joins
WQAM Miami as account executive.
PAUL
Agency
Chicago, O'BRIEN,
resigns forKatz
Winona,
Minn.,salesman
brokeragein
job. Bob Joice, from N. Y. office, takes post.
LT. COMDR. DONALD B. HAMILTON,
USNR,
at McCann-Erickson,
rs accountbackexecutive
after 3% yearsNewduty.York,
1ST LT. IRVING B. KAHN resumes as radio
manager of Twentieth Century-Fox Film
Corp., New York, after three years in AAF.
COL. THEODORE L. BARTLETT, on wartime leave from FCC Law Dept. where he was
head of Administrative Division, mustered out
of Army and becomes assistant to Delos Rentzel, president of Aeronautical Radio. He will
deal largely in international aspects of aviation
communications. During war service, Col. Bartlett served in ETO for Army Air Forces communications and at Washington headquarters.
MARK ETHRIDGE, head of WHAS Louisville
and publisher of Louisville Courier- Journal and
Times, granted permission to visit Moscow for
discussion with Soviet authorities on situation
in Bulgaria, State Dept. announced Friday.
He's studying Balkans for U. S. Government.
RADARMAN Paul Sullivan, veteran radio
commentator (KMOX WLW CBS WMCA)
leaves cNavy
shortly
on points.
be Spesucded as NavySection,
Reporter
in RadioHe'll
cial eServices
Washington,
byUnit,
Seaman
1/c Karl Weber, former network actor.
ALVIN M. JOSEPHY Jr., to be released from
Marine Corps this week as T/Sgt., goes to
M-G-M asWORwriter
year.special
He's
former
Newaround
York first
newsof and
eventer, later radio special events chief, OWL
The
distinguished himself as Marine
combatsergeant
correspondent.
GEORGE PUTNAM returns to NBC announcing staff Dec. 15, after 2 years in Marine Corps.
He has been in special services section, headquarters, as Marine liaison officer with AFRS.
He was voted third in a poll of news reporters
in radio before joining service.
LT. COL. FREDERICK BRISSON, chief of
AAF Office of Radio Production, has been
awarded Legion of Merit for "exceptionally
meritorious performance" throughout his Army
service, and especially for his work with The
Fighting AAF, which "contributed in a great
degree to both troop and home morale."
JERRY SILL, eastern manager of Mutual
station relations, joins Associated BroadcastNov. ing12.Co. business development department
HERBERT A. CARLBORG, assistant eastern
manager of CBS Radio Sales, promoted to eastern manager succeeding Howard Meighan, now
network
(see story director
page 93).of station administration
HOOPER pocketpiece, which started as a
modest folder and grew and grew, has become
a booklet, but still pocket size. It appears with
Nov. 15 Hooper report on evening programs.
ROADCASTING
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PIONEERS

IN

SPORTS

n « .in
Back in the early twenties radio's sudden surge
into the public ear can be attributed largely
sports -minded broadcasters who kept tuners
goggle-eyed by listening in on sports history as it was being \j
made. This fundamental phase of an all-inclusive program
service long had held a prominent place in KMBCs operating
schedule. From play-by-play accounts of Big League baseball,
KMBC this fall moved into its traditional on-the-scene coverage of top Big 6 grid games— with Sam Molen, Voice of
Authority in Sports, traveling more than 4,000 miles to make
I!
this service possible. Recent surveys indicate that KMBCs
leadership in the field of sports continues, as in the past, by
more than just a touchdown or two.
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Time, Effort, Imagination Go Into
KLZ's Public Service Programming

VICTORY GARDENS were the subject of a
summeration withseries
oforganizations.
KLZ programsKLZin awarded
cooperlocal
the junior
division
winnerGarden
of theContest
Denvera
County
Y.M.C.A.
Victory
$50.00
above during
broadcastWarareBond.
John Pictured
Murrow, contest
director;a
Mack Special
Switzer, head department;
of KLZ's Public Gordon
Service
and
Mickle, DenverEvents
County extensionandagent.
V-J DAYcally INthorough
DENVER
inWithin
typifashionwasbroke,
bycovered
KL.Z.
minutes unit
afterin the
KLZ reactions
had its
mobile
actionnewsbroadcasting
of(rightGI'si andandat civilians
on Denver's
streets
nearby Army
pitals. Several pick-ups
were posts
fed toandCBS hos-on
V-J night.

# KLZ's concern for community public interest goes beyond the standardized and obvious services performed by
the average station. The extra steps which KLZ takes to
serve a multiplicity of community interests could easily be
avoided, but KLZ never loses sight of its obligation and
responsibility as an influential citizen of its community
and a medium of public service.
The initiative and imagination which KLZ has put
forth on this phase of its programming has bought it
high recognition from organizations qualified to judge
this type of station activity comparatively on a nationwide
basis. But national recognition is only incidental to the
primary KLZ objective of giving listeners in the Denver
region the most useful and complete radio service
The cumulative impression and effect of this type of
possible.
service, a continuous procession of big and little things
of timely or special interest, has given KLZ a high place
in the opinion, esteem and listening preference of listeners throughout the Denver-Rocky Mountain region.
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Small

Service

is

|HE STORY of WLS reflects the
truth of these words. The 21-year history ofWLS is crowded with records
of services rendered. Many are dramatic, affecting large communities,
such as the annual Christmas Neighbors Club .
tornado
flooddone
relief.forOthers,
more
are
littleand
,'
things
individu
als numerous
in a vast
family of listeners. No problem is too small for
these friendly listeners to bring to WLS-and they
get prompt attention.

Take the case of a Wisconsin farm family:
They wrote that neither their local stores nor the
mail order houses were able to furnish overalls—
nor had been for more than a year. What they had
were worn thin-patched, mended and repatched
beyond further use.
The farm wife had noted that pictures of the
WLS National Barn Dance showed some of the
entertainers wearing overalls. "Would
of these
folks be willing to sell a pair? Please any
add to the
price for your trouble. If you can help me, thanks
a million . . . Your WLS Listener and Prairie
Farmer Reader."
We went shopping for her— and found what she
needed. They were promptly mailed ... a present
from the "WLS Folks" to their farm friends

Trtie Service
— Willi am Wordsworth
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Sells
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Outstanding
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VIRGINIA

i NBC
war Basic
r
1.
Network
2. Programmed for News Leadership
in its prosperous trading area.
3. Covers Delaware, Southern New
Jersey, parts of Pennsylvania,
Maryland and Virginia— a section
rich in industry and agriculture.

500©
WATTS
DAY AND NLGHT

"Dream" is reproduced by courtesy ol Capitol Songs,! nc.

the postman, making his daily

and services enjoy the sales-response of 23

rounds, greets you with a "Hi, Joe"
. . . and store clerks inquire for your

effective, locally-accepted stations. It's

WHEN

family — that's New England "home-town"
friendliness.
It's this same friendliness that's characteristic ofThe Yankee Network's local
outlets . . . each an integral part of this
prosperous New England market.
Only through Yankee can your products

direct sales impact in each market. It's
all-over coverage, PLUS the intimacy and
acceptance of this tremendous, responsive
six-state audience.
The exceptionally high ratio of year-in,
year-out contract renewals proves — in
New England, Yankee Network's claim of
friendly acceptance is NO dream.

?4ccefit**tce it THE YANKEE NETWORK'S 0?ou*tcUtia*t
i

THE

YANKEE
NETWORK,
inc.
Member of the Mutual Broadcasting System
21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON 15, MASS.
Represented Nationally by EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
ublisherl every Monday, 53rd Entered
issue (Year
Book
Number)
published
in
February
by
Broadcasting
Publications,
as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington,
D. C, Inc.,
under 870act National
of March Press
3, 1879.Building, Washington 4, D. C.
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at deadline

coming
Closed

Circuit

FORGET REPORTS FCC Chairman Paul A.
Porter leaving anytime soon to enter Kentucky politics. Incidentally, he has turned
down at least four offers to enter private industry in last several months.
LOOK FOR return to FCC of Lt. Col. George
0. Gillingham as director of information
about tions
first
He has
been public
officerofof year.
Chemical
Warfare
Servicerelafor
nearly four years and is a veteran of both
World Wars. Earl Minderman, present interim director, expected to undertake heavy
assignment Board
of writing
war history,
including
of WarFCC'sCommunications,
which likely will entail year's work.
NEW AND radical departure in "freedom of
expression"
erupt inat New
American
Civil Libertiessphere
Unionwillsession
York
Nov. 24. Morris Ernst, left-winger attorney
and general counsel of ACLU, expected to
pop hisor plan
against
"duopoly"
in newspaper,
radio
motion
picture
operations,
wherever
properties may be located, on ground that they
should be competitive because they control
marketplace of thought.
SLATED for new job at FCC (with $9,000
salary) is Charles S. Hyneman, former director of Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Service,
now a controversial subject in Congress. Civil
Service Commission approved new setup last
week.
IF EX-SENATOR D. Worth Clark, of Idaho,
is appointed Secretary of the Interior early
next year (and prospects are better than
even), radio for first time will have an ownership voice on Cabinet. Sen. Clark, close friend
ofFrancisco.
President Truman, owns 10% of KJBS San
MOST chaotic outfit in Washington, Surplus
Property Administration, is about to become
important marketing agency. Naming of board
for new War Assets Corp., surplus war property sales agency, means improvement of consumer, capital and producers goods will get
under way. RFC, present disposal unit,
planned extensive advertising campaign and
had money to spend when desirable goods became available. WAC is expected to dispel
confusion and tackle job of moving billions of
property,ductiontrying
not to upset present proand distribution.
THERE'SHousetalksecretariat.
again aboutCharles
changeG. inRoss,
the
White
news secretary, who hasn't been too well, may
return
chief correspondent's
post KSD.
with
the St. toLouishis Post-Dispatch
which owns
He was loaned to the White House for two
years when President Truman took office.
THERE IS new "Junior Commission" setup
at FCC. Every Monday morning sharply at
9 a.m., heads of all departments and their
chief assistants meet with Chairman Paul A.
Porter to tendees:
discuss
week's work.
atGeneral Counsel
Rosel Regular
Hyde and
(Continued on page 106)
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Nov. 19-20: Assn. of National Advertisers,
Hotel Pennsylvania, N. Y.
Nov. 19: Consolidated hearing on CP applications 1240 kc 250 w for Rochester and
Geneva, N. Y. Rm. 2232 New P. O. Bldg.,
Washington, D. C, 10 a.m.
Nov. 21: British-U. S. Telecommunications
Conference, Bermuda.
Nov. 24: American Civil Liberties Union forum
on future of American liberties, Hotel Biltmore, N. Y., 10 a.m.
Nov. 26-30: NAB Sales Managers Exec. Com.,
Roosevelt Hotel, N. Y.
Bulletins
NEW YEAR's Day bowl games will be broadcast by major
game, sus-by
taining, wil benetworks.
broadcastRosefromBowlPasadena,
NBC, and will go out to Armed Forces Radio
Service. Bill Stern will announce. CBS will
broadcast Orange Bowl game, sponsored by
Gillette Safety Razor Co., Boston, through
Maxon Inc., New York. Ted Husing and Jim
Dolan will announce. American will broadcast
Sugar Bowl game, sponsor not yet announced.
Two games will be broadcast on Mutual, CotBowl, New
EastWest tongame,
San Orleans,
Francisco.andBothShriner's
will probably
be sponsored.
WORKING DRAFT of regulations governing
use of BMB reports by subscribing stations
and networks was completed Friday by Bylaws
& Procedure Committee and Technical Research Subcommittee on reports, forms, copy
and restrictions. Copies go now to BMB
board members for adoption at the next board
meeting early next year. Joseph Allen, advertising manager, Bristol-Myers Co., Bylaws
Committee chairman, announced retention of
John Bastin Griffith, New York attorney, as
BMB counsel.
BOJB HOPE, Eddie Cantor, Frank Sinatra,
Danny Kaye and other top artists will take
part in Thank Your Stars, War Bond show on
CBS, Thanksgiving night, CBS Victory Loan
Day. Network also will broadcast Americans
at Thanksgiving, with pickups from Plymouth,
Mass., Chicago, West Coast, Tokyo and Berlin.
LOW-COST TV TUBE
ALLEN B. DuMONT Labs., Passaic, N. J.,
has developed a cathode-ray tube as basis for
low-priced television receivers now appearing
on market. Called Type 7EP4, tube is 7-inch,
provides normal screen image of 5% x 4*4.
Screen wide.
may, if desired, be increased to 6V8
inches

Business Briefly
MORE ATLANTIC SPORTS • Atlantic ReCo. will insponsor
pro
footballfininggame
DetroitDetroit-Cleveland
Thanksgiving Day
on WWSW Pittsburgh and WIBG Philadelphia. Broadcast will be handled by Byrum
Saam and Joe Tucker. Agency, N. W. Ayer
& Son, N. Y.
POULTRY
Ed
McConnellJOURNAL
beginningSPONSORS
today (Nov.• Smilin'
19) is I-J
sponsored by American Poultry Journal, Chicago, five weekly. Stations are WEAF KMMJ
(four weeks), WMAQ WTAD WOWO WIBC j
WEEI WCCO KFEQ KXOK WOW WHAM
WGY WSYR KFYR WADC WKRC KDKA
WRVA (17 weeks), KFDM WFAA WBAP
KPRC KTSA (12 weeks). Beginning Dec. 3
show will run four weeks on: WHBF WROK
WGBF KROS KDTH KFJB KGLO KSCJ
WEAF
WRJN KMMJ
WHBL. WEAU WTAQ WKBH WIBA
FCC ADOPTS FM SET
NUMBERING SYSTEM
CONFIRMING predictions of previous week
[Closed Circuit, Nov. 12], FCC late Friday
adopted numbering system beginning with 201
to designate frequencies of stations on FM
receivers. Action was taken following conference with NAB which urged decision to pro-j,
vide
uniformity in sets now coming into production.
Under new system, first commercial fre-l
quency (88.1 mc) will be designated 201.
second (88.3 mc) 202, and so on to No. 300.
All FM stations in 88-108 mc band "and in
probable
extensions
thus saidbe
given
channel
numbers thereof"
with threewilldigits,
FCC,
which
will
not
be
disturbed
by
future
expansion of the band.
NAB, through new FM Dept., had proposed
that designations start with No. 1 for highest
frequency in FM band, No. 2 for next highest,
and so on downward. Commission, however,
thought system should provide for extension
of band either upstairs or downstairs without
nations.
changing number of digits in station desigCommission action was welcomed by Robert
P. Bartley, director of FM Dept., who exsatisfaction
with "the
cooperative and,
efficient pressed
manner
in which
the Commission
has
moved with us to bring FM quickly to the
homes of the people. Manufacturers can now,
proceed in equipping sets with the simplified
dial which listeners may easily tune and there
need
no fear of later changes that would
cause beconfusion.
AFRA CODE EXTENSION URGED!
RESOLUTIONS advocating extension oi
AFRA code of fair practice to cover work on
commercial phonograph records as well a;
transcriptions and live broadcasts; creation o:
committee to study tax legislation and recom- ,
mend
appropriateof aunion
action; addition
representatives
non-network
station an<Joi
sound effects men to board of New York loca
of AFRA, and creation of a committee to in
vestigate group insurance for AFRA mem
bers,
were adopted
membership
meeting.at annual New York AFR^
BROADCASTING
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5POT
WSB
WBAL
WNAC
WICC
WBEN
WGAR
WFAA
WBAP
KGKO
KARM
WJR
WHTD
KPRC
WDAF
KFOR
KARK
KF!
WHAS

Early dawn . . . reedy marsh . . . fine gun . . . expert
marksmanship . . . and the ducks coming in. Yes, it takes
perfect synchronization of many factors to bring those
ducks home to the table.
And

in Radio

Adequate facilities . . . prime market . . . local listener
loyalty . . . expert management . . . and established
programs on the air. Yes, in radio too, it takes real knowhow by station operators to produce sales successes for
the advertiser.
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WLLH
WTMJ
KSTP
WSM
WSMB
WTAR
KOIL
KGW
WEAN
WRNL
KSL
WOAI
KQW
KOMO
KTBS
KHQ

Atlanta
Baltimore
Boston
Bridgeport
Buffalo
Cleveland
Dallas
Fort Worth
Ft. Worth, Dallas
Fresno
Detroit
Hartford
Houston
Kansas City
Lincoln
Little Rock
Los Angeles
Louisville
Lowell-Lawrence
Milwaukee
Mpls.-St.
Nashville Paul
New Orleans
Norfolk
Omaha
Portland, Ore.
Providence
Richmond
Salt Lake City
San Antonio
San Francisco
Seattle
Shreveport

KGA
WMAS
WAGE
KVOO
KFH
WAAB

Spokane
Spokane
Springfield
Syracuse
Tulsa
Wichita
Worcester

LIST
NBC
NBC
MBS
MBS
NBC
CBS
NBC
NBC
CBS
ABC
CBS
ABC
NBC
NBC
NBC
ABC
NBC
CBS
MBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
MBS
ABC
CBS
NBC
ABC
CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
CBS
ABC
ABC
NBC
CBS
MBS
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SEATTLE
Electrified

Seattle

Holds

World

• TACOMA
Homes
Record!

More Seattle homes have electric ranges than any other city in the
world! Over 80% of them have electric refrigerators! Well over 99%
of them are wired for electricity! Because of high average incomes . . .
high standard of living . . . and exceptionally low rates for electricity
. . . the average domestic consumption of electricity is almost three times
the national average! Here is a major city where the average family is
able and accustomed to live well ... to buy and enjoy conveniences to
a degree undreamed of in most parts of the United States.
KIRO is the only 50,000-watt station in this rich market ... it brings
Columbia Programs to Seattle and the Pacific Northwest.
THE
NORTHWEST'S
MOSTPACIFIC
POWERFUL
STATION

J%&0?'UeKdJty Station
SEATTLE, WASH.
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50,000 Watts
710 kc
CBS
Represented by
FREE and PETERS, Inc.
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Radio Daily Survey

WSIX

There is only one city in Tennessee with an A-1 postwar rating
and that is NASHVILLE . . . Here is a city that is teeming
with opportunities for more business. Its location is ideal from
the standpoint of service to more than a million prospective
new customers for your product ... As proof, we point to
Radio Daily's good word about its solid gains in population,
per capita income and RETAIL SALES!
Yes, indeed. It will well pay you to include Nashville . . .
with its rich Middle-Tennessee market, and Radio Station WSIX
in your sales and advertising plans!

Offers

1. Top shows of two popular networks—AMERICAN and MUTUAL.
2. An excellent share of the radio
audience in Tennessee's only A-1
postwar market where there are
more than a million potential
buyers for your product.
3. An unusually low cost for each
radio listener.

AMERICAN

• MUTUAL
5,000
980 WATTS
K. C

REPRESENTED
BROADCASTING
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WE

THE

PEOPLE

SPEAK

ON

WDRC

Governor Raymond E. Baldwin, center, with Prosper Lavieri of Sterling Engineering
of Barkhamsted, and Mrs. Helen Schneller of Verplex Corp. of Essex, outline Connecticut's "Jobmakers" program on a CBS- WDRC broadcast of "We The People".
The People Of Connecticut Have Their Say,
And Say It, On WDRC
Connecticut's delegation in Congress is heard every Sunday on REPORT TO CONNECTICUT, a WDRC "first" originated
in Washington. On the HEADLINERS CLUB Thursdays, local
and state political leaders and celebrities speak up. The
man-in-the-street has his say on MAIN STREET HARTFORD,
daily sidewalk interview show. WDRC's RADIO VOICE OF
RELIGION brings the local clergy of all faiths to the microphone on Sunday. Throughout its schedule, on these and
other programs, WDRC is the voice of the people of Connecticut. Such public service has made Connecticut's Pioneer Broadcaster a vital and respected part of this state.
R c - r m
Represented by Paul H. Raymer Co.

Since the first of this year,
five of the nation's top ten
radio advertisers (those who,
OUT

according to P. LB. records,

OF

10

5

made the largest investments
in network broadcasting time
during 1944) have become clients of the Mutual Network.

Greater programming, facilities, and economy

seem to

have interested the majority
OUT
4

of these leaders : Four of the

OF
5

five are sponsoring programs
developed by Mutual... and
four of the five advertisers
use the full Mutual Network.

WHERE

MUTUAL

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

SHOWMANSHIP
MEANS
BUSINESS!

My

Impression of Europe
By ROBERT D. SWEZEY
Vice-President and General Manager, Mutual Broadcasting System
(Tenth of a series by members of the U. S. Mission to ETO)
IT WAS a great trip, but —
We were dined all over Europe.
We had interesting meetings with
Eisenhower, Patton, Clay and our
other able generals. We saw the
BBC in operation and Radio Diffusion. We had a most cordial audience with the Pope. We did and
saw countless other things. Sure,
it
was ahasgreat
But write
■ Sol
Taishoff
askedtripme! to
about that which interested me
most on the trip. It wasn't a person;thingit wasn't
a place;
anythat happened.
It wasnora state
of mind — my own state of mind.
It all began in Greenland. Greenland— isolated, cold, gaunt and gray
with heavy fog settling down over
the ice-pack. I thought to myself
"Good God! what a place to be
MR. SWEZEY
stationed." Yet our boys were
there — every last one of them hat- V. J. night with everybody's celeing it and wanting to go home.
brating. No room for depression
The war — the bloody war! There there. But the little English kid
my depression began and with across the table had tears in her
practically everything we saw it
eyes. Her brother couldn't make the
deepened.
had aof previous
The bomb-devastated slum dis- party — he'dgagement acouple
years agoen-a
trict of London with its crude, cold
(Continued on page 90)
temporary housing added a layer.
Sellers

IN

of Sales
had never used radio before. Some,
ias radi
o Frank says, had never even been
ager of a reCaliaforn
mansale
approached.
One sponsor told him
you'
WHEN
station
you sell
don'tCalijust
sell he was the first
radio salesman to
, you
fornia,
time
in 16 years.
its weather, its geography and its callAs onforhimnational
business, Frank
people. So when Frank Coumond,
a heavy barrage of facts
r of KCRA Sacra- throws
sales manage
mento, dropped in on NBC central and figures such as: Sacramento
division officials in Chicago he leads the nation in per capita
est
pending with $746
ght with rmat
s- . spending
st statisbrou
the U.as compared
S. averageto
t i c a 1 info himionthe late stati
of
$319.
This is
ut
e
abo
due largely, Frank
wonderful"thtownmostin
l
erfu
the most wond
points out, to the
great fruit and vegestatewell
in the
as
as unio
aerin"al
table markets within KCRA's 60-mile
photographs s ofCapitol Calprimary
area. In
ifornia' and
case
youthisdon't
know
A's
datain onservKCR
it,
and
is Frank
ing
role
the
still speaking,
52%
Represented by Edword Petry Co., Inc. community.
of all processed
Frank says before
fruits
and
vegetables
KCRA went on the
in California are
air as anfiliateNBC
afcanned within 100
last April,
WILMINGTON
It FOR
miles of SacramenSacramento was the
to.
The
largest
canonly city of over
DELAWARE
neries in the U. S.
100,000 population
to have only two
are in or near SacNBC Basic Station
radio stations. Since pp SK
ramento. And 82%
then Sacramento
Ox Sacrament's
ple own their own
homes. There peoare
stations have increased to four,
with all networks represented, and no war plants in Sacramento but
several army installations have
the
City has really become radio swelled
both popular and local
conscious.
5000 day and night
Represented by
Today KCRA, owned and oper- cash registers.
GORDON GRAY, General Mqr
Frank believes KCRA's popuated by Central Valley Broadcastlarity depends on its public service
HBLVIN DRAKE. Station Mqr
ing Co., with 250 w on 1340 kc,
SAYMEB
boasts of 65% of its commercial as much as any one feature. He
BASIC AMERICAN;
remotes
from
nearbusiness sponsored locally, with cites frequent
MUTUAL NETWDRK5
(Continued
on
page
90)
many advertisers on the air that
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KRESGE-NEWARK

PROVES

IT!

Kresge-Newark, one of America's finest department
stores, must have complete coverage in America's
fourth largest market. So, in September 1944,
Kresge-Newark bought six 30-minute periods,
weekly, over WAAT. The "Kresge-Newark Magazine
of the Air", originating from the store, immediately
won customer acceptance. So only six months later,
time was increased by 3 additional 30-minute evening periods! Now starting their second year over
WAAT, Kresge-Newark sponsors "Your American
Music" on Monday and Friday nights, and "Junior
Town Meeting of the Air", Wednesday evenings.
Of course the daytime broadcasts have also been
renewed, because they know:
WAAT
more

delivers
listeners

in America's
than

any

including

per

4—

other
all

dollar

Largest

Market

station—

50,000

watters!

* Do you realize this market
contains over million
people; more than these 14
cities combined: Kansas
City, Indianapolis, Rochester, Denver, Atlanta, Toledo,
Omaha, Syracuse, Richmond, Hart ford, Des Moines,
Spokane, Fort Wayne.
(National Representatives: Radio Advertising Co.)
DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR
IROADCASTING
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BEST
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Mission

Accomplished

During the initial broadcast of the Army Hour, April 5,
1942, Henry L. Stimson, then Secretary of War, said:
"The main purpose of the Army Hour will be to keep
you in touch with our soldiers, our sailors and our
Allies . . . we shall establish a firm link between those
stationed in faraway places and those of us who remain
here at home to carry on our part of the battle. All
America will hear these programs as well as our fighting
forces and our allies everywhere. "
Throughout 1 89 broadcasts from April 5, 1 942, to November
11, 1945, the Army Hour was true to its purpose. More
than a radio program, it was a military mission of the Army
of the United States to bring to the people back home the
sounds of war — to tell them how their men were living in
battle stations throughout the war. Now that mission is
accomplished.

ational

Niles Trammell, President of the National Broadcasting
Company, expressed the sentiments of all who shared in the
operations of the Army Hour when he wrote Major General
A. D. Surles, Director of Information, War Department:

"It has been an extraordinary privilege and a
of
great pride to NBC and its affiliated stations tosource
broadcast
this splendid program uninterruptedly for three years
and seven months. You and your able staff have earned
the gratitude of the American people for bringing the
Army close to them each week in a vivid and human
In presentati
saluting an
"
veteran of the first war in which
on. outstanding
modern radio broadcasting was called upon to serve, NBC
hopes to have further opportunity of serving the War
Department— to help preserve the peace so valiantly won
by our fighting men.

roadcasting f ompany
America's No. 1 Network

THE

BALANCE

Announcing the Winners of
the WOV Contest
"Key To Two
Markets"
★
FIRST
VICTORYPRIZE—
BOND$500.00
ALAN
SCOTT
Michigan
State Mich.
College
East
Lansing,
$25.00
BONDS
HERB VICTORY
WELCH
33MYRON
N. HighA. MAHLER
St., Columbus, Ohio
27,0
57th St., New York City
ALLENWest
1645
GrandGLASSER
Concourse, Bronx, N.Y.
JAMES
A.
55 Sheridan DICKSON
St., Branlford, Canada
COLLINS
30ROBERT
Rockefeller
Plaza. N. Y. C.

THAT

CARRIES

WEIGHT

IN

AS the result of giving listeners the kind of
■ programs they want to hear, WOV has huilt a
continuous, well balanced, around-the-clock audience, night and day. In the daytime, WOV overwhelminglymarket
dominates metropolitan
New homes.
York's
Italian-speaking
of 520,000 radio
And in the evening, between the Hooper hours of
7:30 and 10:00 p.m., WOV delivers one of the
largest metropolitan audiences of any New York
independent station ... at less than half the
cost of the next ranking station.
I Rep.
jnager
RALPH E.N. PEARSON
WEIL, General
JOHN
CO.,

NEW

YORK

ONE

OF A SERIES

PRESENTING

THE MEN

WHO

MAKE

FREE

& PETERS

SERVICB

Four years, Union College (B.S.)
Twenty-twoketingyears,
financial, marNew York andCityindustrial research,
Two years, Research Consultant,
War Department
One year,search,
Director
Crossley, Inc.of Radio Re,"1
Free & Peters (New York Office)
since October, 1945

Meet our
"Mr. Facts'

Him

11:11 M. Allerton!
Whether for executive, research or sales
work, F & P has during its entire pioneering
life-time devoted a considerable part of its
efforts to securing the best men available,
in or out of radio, for doing the work you
entrust to us. We have found and trained
many of the top men in our industry, and
intend to continue that record so long as
there's breath in our bodies! For that, we
believe, is the real secret of our success,
here in this pioneer group of radio-station
representatives.

So you think that Free & Peters' work is
"just selling", do you? Well, meet Mr.
Richard M. Allerton, whose past experience
is listed beside his photograph, above. Now
a full-fledged "F & P Colonel", Dick heads
up our research and market data activities
— which means that his job is equally to
help you find radio-advertising opportunities, and to help you avoid radio-advertising
pit-falls. Incidentally, we'd like to say that
Dick is a top-notch man in anybody's
language, and a very swell fellow as well.

Free

&

Pioneer Radio

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
KDAL
DULUTH
W£K,Y
CINCINNATI
FArSS
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WJEF-WK20 . . GRANDKA LAMAZOO
RAPIDS- 1
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN . . MINNEAPOLIS-ST.PEORIA
PAUL
WMBD
KSD
ST.
LOUIS
wpBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA , .DES. MOINES
WH0
woc
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCBM
BALTIMORE
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
£'STF
COLUMBIA
.
.
.
SOUTHWEST
.
..
K0B
ALBUQUERQUE
KEE*
BROWNSVILLE
KRIS
CORPUS
CHRISTI
KXYZ
K0MA
OKLAHOMAHOUSTON
CITY
KTUL
TULSA
.
.
.
PACIFIC
COAST
.
.
K0IN
PORTLAND
K|RO
SEATTLE
and W R I G HT-S0 NO VOX, Inc.

Peters,

ih.
Since
May,
1932
Station Representatives

CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan NEWYORK: 444 Madison Ave. DETROIT: 645 Griswold St. SAN FRANCISCO: 1 1 1 Sutter HOLLYWOOD: 633 1 Hollywood ATLANTA: 321 Palmer Bldg.
Franklin 6373
Plaza 5-4130 Cadillac 1880 Sutter 4353 Hollywood 2151
Main 5667 ■*
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Tax
Cuts
Will
Development
22 network affiliates, unlimited,
works, includingHelp
10 key stations of FM-TV
tion owners. New transmitters, new
Savings for Radio major networks, $20,842,506; 22 $2,968,006; 6 unaffiliated unlimited, studios, other equipment, additional
other managed and operated net- $658,941; 2 unaffiliated parttime, talent all will be possible. During
May
the war the only improvements poswork stations,
$5,358,966;
843 in- $255,691.
Aggregate
dependent stations
$64,071,379.
Regional stations paid taxes on
were those of emergency na20 Million
Other than the 10 key network a total of $34,924,631 as follows: freezes.sibleture,
because of construction
stations,
which
were
figured
in
the
unlimited affiliates, $30,709,By BILL BAILEY
overall network incomes, the FCC 250
Under
the
new tax law, which
795;
28
unaffiliated
unlimited,
DEVELOPMENT of FM and tele- disclosed that clear channel stations $1,087,738; 22 affiliated parttime, President Truman
has signed,
vision and expansion of standard had a total taxable income of $25,- $882,383; 37 unaffiliated parttime, scores of personnel in radio will
broadcasting will be given finaneffect
savings
in
individual
taxes
cial aid in 1946 when the corpora- RADIO's 110-million-dolIar expan- $1,244,715.
In network
the localaffiliates
categorywere346 taxed
full- as well as their respective employtion
excess
profits
taxes
are
elimtime
sion
program
in
1946
will
be
given
ers.
Executives,
too,
will
have
a
few
inated.
in repeal of the corpora- on $8,931,795; 87 unaffiliated un- more dollars.
Radio next year should have 20 some help
excess profits tax, effective
limited outlets,affiliates,
$1,209,281;
4 part-16
For returning war veterans all
million dollars in tax money to help Jan. 1.tionEstimates
$14,423;
place amount of time network
make much-needed improvements, potential savings at 20 million dol- parttime unaffiliated outlets, $204,- income taxes on service pay of enexpand staffs and pioneer in TV,
listed men from 1941 on is entirely
lars, although actually it's any- 784. For Public Benefit
FM and facsimile. That estimate
exempt. Officers are given an exbody's
guess,
inasmuch
as
each
corwas able
based
taxemption of $1,500 on their service
porate taxpayer
presentswerea differincome onfor broadcasting's
1944.
Of 865 commercial stations reent problem.
Estimates
based
to regular
porting taxable income of $69,430,- pay, intionsaddition
It will be but a drop in the bucket on radio's taxable income for 1944
allowed civilians.
Officersexempalso
345, only 58 had time sales of less
of radio's contemplated expansion and the assumption that 65% was than
are
given
a
three-year
extension
for
$25,000,
the
Commission
data
in the next year, however. Esti- subject to excess profits taxes.
showed. A total of 807 commercial payment of tax on service pay
mates based on a survey by Broadoutlets reported gross revenue of while both enlisted men and officers
casting indicated that radio plans
145,431. Of that figure 41 50-kw $193,182,726 and taxable income of are granted a three-year extension
to spendments to$110,000,000
for improve-of unlimited
network affiliates paid $69,356,960.
AM and development
on
1940pre-service
or 1941 ifincome
the taxearned
fell duein
Applicationsgive indication
on file at the
FM and television [Broadcasting, taxes on $20,346,138. Three partthatComthe after induction.
Oct. 8]. Of that amount 38 million time 50-kw network affiliates were estimatedmission20-million
savings in
alone is for AM construction and taxed on $916,655. ■ • : .
Social Security tax on employes
Clear channel stations of 5-20 Federal taxes next year will be used
expansion. For FM the estimate is
(Continued on page 95)
42 million and for TV 30 million. kw were broken down as follows: to benefit the public and not staThe networks alone will spend well
over 20 million for new studios and
equipment in key-station cities
[Broadcasting, Aug. 20].
Radio
Tax
Refunds
Near
$200,000
It is not possible to compute the
Fayette Broadcasting Corp. and
1942, Arizona Broadcastexact savings to radio from repeal Two Regional Networks, Dec. ing31,
Co., licensee of KVOA Tucson, Fayette Title & Trust Co., licensee
of the excess profits tax and the
was allowed relief totaling $3,- of WMBS Uniontown, Pa., for the
capital stock tax and elimination
Eight Stations
070.30.
year ending Dec. 31, 1942, was
of the declared value excess profits
Get Relief
WJJD Inc, Chicago, was allowed refunded $1,355.95.
tax. Each corporate owner pre- EIGHT STATIONS and two reSouth Bend Tribune Co., licensee
sents aseparate picture, according
refunds of $4,223.32 on ingional networks have been granted total come
taxes for years ending Dec. of WSBT, was granted relief twice
to Alvord & Alvord, Washington tax relief
aggregating
nearly
tax attorneys retained by the $200,000 for taxable years from 31, 1941, 1942, 1943.
totaling $24,542.63 for the taxable
NAB. Many stations are owned
Maryland
Broadcasting
Co., forli- year ending Dec. 31, 1940. Taxes
individually or by partnerships. 1940-43, according to the Federal
censee of WITH
Baltimore,
covered
both newspaper and broadCo.
In each instance the reThey require different returns from Register.
casting business of the Tribune
funds were brought about through
corporations.
readjusted
excess
profits
taxes.
Iowa Broadcasting Co. (now
Conservative estimates are that
TAX
RELIEF
totaling
more
than
For the fiscal year ending June $190,000 was granted eight sta- Cowles Broadcasting Co.), licensee
at least 65% of radio income is sub1945, the Bureau of Internal
ject to excess profits tax under the 30,
tions and two regional nets of KSO-KRNT Des Moines, before
present law. It was pointed out that Revenue granted relief totaling through readjustment of excess selling KSO, was given relief of
$124,370.21
to
six
stations
and
two
a 250-w local might be subject to a
Internal Revenue Bu- $46,288.90 for the taxable years
networks whose claims profits taxes,
greater excess profits tax in pro- regional
disclosed. Refunds- covered ending Dec. 31, 1940, 1941, 1942.
based on the taxable years taxablereauyears
Radio Service Corp., licensee of
portion than a 50-kw clear channel were
rangedto KSEI
1940-43, it was announced last from $1,123 for1940-43
Pocatello, Ida., benefited by
small andstation
outlet. Invested capital plays an im- week.
portant part in tax returns.
$92,249
for
Yankee
Network.
Relief to Two in 1944
$1,123.61
readjusted
excess profitsthrough
taxes for
the taxable
According to FCC figures, reIn the fiscal year ending June fiscal years ending Sept. 30, 1941, year ending Dec. 31, 1942.
l
e
a
s
e
d
i
n
September,
radio's
overall taxable income for 1944 was
Yankee Network Inc., Boston,
Commis- 1942, 1943, received relief totaling
$90,272,851. Total revenue was 30, 1944,sionerthegrantedFederal
relief Tax
of $47,412.51
received relief amounting to $92,to
two
stations
and
in
the
fiscal
249.98 for the years ending Dec.
listed as $275,298,611 [Broadcasting, Sept. 24]. It is estimated that year ending June 30, 1942, the re- $4,711.18.
Plains Broadcasting Co. licensee
1940, 1941, 1942.
bate amounted to $18,713.34 for of KGNC Amarillo, was given re- 31,Pacific
this
year's
gross
will
exceed
Co., Ta$300,000,000.
lief amounting to $10,486.12 for coma, also Broadcasting
a regional, for the year
one
station,
operated
by
a
newsThe taxable income was broken
the years ending Dec. 31, 1940, ending Sept. 30, 1941, was reFor the taxable year ending 1941, 1942.
funded $2,444.07.
down by the FCC as follows: Net- paper.
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Armstrong
Attacks FCC
Data on FM
Question of Engineering
Integrity Raised
Inventor's Letter to The Editor
EDITOR Broadcasting:
By Inventor
There has appeared in the public press under date of November 9
LACK
of "engineering
on the part
of the FCC wasintegrity"
charged
reports of propagation tests made by the Zenith Radio Corp., comparing the old and the new FM bands over distances of 75 miles.
last week by Maj. Edwin H. Armstrong, FM inventor, in criticizing
On the same day, the FCC released a report of similar comparithe Commission for its attack on
sons made by its engineering laboratory, which it stated established
FM engineering tests conducted by
the exact opposite of the Zenith tests. These tests were made over
Zenith Radio Corp. [Broadcasting,
a distance of 20 miles at Laurel, Md.
Nov. 12].
Every competent engineer knows that transmission over the two
In a sharp reply to the FCC,
distances cannot be compared, for at distances of 20 miles the tropospheric difficulties experienced at 75 miles do not appear. The
Maj. Armstrong claimed (see adattempt to refute the accuracy of measurements made at 75 miles
joining column) that the Commisby citing measurements made at 20 miles shows a lack of engisioncuattempted
"to
refute
the
acracy of measurements made at
neering integrity that it is impossible to understand. It is the more
CLOSING up shop, Byron Price
inexplicable in view of the fact that the engineering department
75 miles by citing measurements
leaves his office at the Apex buildof the Commission has in its possession measurements made at
made at 20 miles".
ing where, for nearly four years,
Andalasia, Pa., over the same distance as the Zenith tests, namely,
Charges Results Withheld
75 miles, which confirm the result of the Zenith tests.
he directed the nation's censorship
He further alleged that the
What explanation may be offered for the publication of the
operations.
Mr.Germany
Price recently
Commission has refrained from
turned from
where re-he
Laurel tests over 20 miles, rather than the publication of the
publishing figures on its 75-mile
Andalasia
tests
over
75
miles,
I
do
not
know,
but
for
the
good
of
investigated public relations under
tests made at Andalasia, Pa., which
the radio art the Andalasia measurements should now be made
military occupation for a report
he insists confirm the results of
public without delay.
the Zenith tests. These tests should
Edwin H. Armstrong
to the President. Office of Censorbe published without delay for the
ship's existence officially ended
Nov. 14
last Thursday.
good of the radio art, he said.
The feud was carried to the
floor of the joint meeting held Nov. Radio Corp., explained results of
tests conducted over a period of
several months from the regular Walker Sees Bright Prospect
THOUGH FM has been definitely transmitter
Milwaukee
moved to the 88-108 mc band by on 45.5 mc ofandWMFM
an experimental
the FCC, engineers still are argu- transmitter radiating
ing merits of old 40 mc band. Com- mc from the same tower.10 kw on 91 For U. S. In FM Development
mission claims FM belongs upEXPECTED development of FM
stairs; Maj. Armstrong and other
Recordings
at Deerfield,
the next few years should have bined in the receiver as a continued to an equal
basis of111.,35 conkw inimportant
FM pioneers say propagation is in- showed vertthe
oussionsound,simultaneously
make possible
social and economic imof as transmismany as
higher
frequency
was
ferior there. Zenith Radio Corp.
plications for the American peo- 24 messages
on
a
single radio
challenged FCC engineering basis below a usable level over 30% of
ple,
FCC
Commissioner
Paul
A.
for shift of band. FCC replied with the time, he stated. The lower fre- Walker told the Oklahoma City channel, the Commissioner said.
use of the system will be in
quency was found usable over 99%
attack on Zenith. Subject came up
of Commerce last Friday. Initial
of the time. The Zenith report Chamber
point-to-point communication but
at IRE-RMA meeting last week, claimed
Referring
to
estimates
that
FM
that
the
propagation
but FCC did not join battle.
may eventually
to broad-he
stations will approach 2,000 by itadded.
casting of multiple lead
programs,
curves used by the FCC are not 1947
and as many as 3,000 in the
correct
beyond
line-of-sight
and
12-13 at the Sheraton Hotel, Ro- the
measurements show that the next few years, the Commissioner
chester, N. Y., by the Institute
Mr. Walker
that facthis means fuller employment,
have predicted
many applications
of Radio Engineers and Radio move to higher frequencies, de- said
power, and avail- and maysimile willpermit
signed to insure rural service, ac- more purchasing
Mfrs. Assn. At the Monday meetfarmers
reability of adequate radio service to
moved from cities to receivefarnews
(Continued on page 89)
ing C. W. Carnahan, of Zenith
an additional 10,000,000 people.
directly recorded in their homes.
Commissioner Walker saw "lim- He said Telefax apparatus may be
placed in office buildings, hotels,
itless possibilities"
for FMBy insystecon- railroad
tributing to education.
stations and other public
matic planning, he pointed out, the places where messages can be inserted and transmitted to Western
20 channels allocated, for noncommercial educational FM broadcast- Union offices for relay to their
ing, could easily accommodate destinations.
1,000 new stations. A large number
The Commissioner said it would
of schools and colleges are plan- not be long before many walkiening to apply for stations and most talkies are in use by farmers, docstates arecational
planning
state-wide
tors, milk drivers and others for
networks, he
said. educommunicating
short dis-of
Progress in Other Fields
tances. Rules forover
the licensing
the
service
will
be
formulated
by
Reviewing progress in other
fields of radio, Mr. Walker said the the Commission as soon as poss
i
b
l
e
,
h
e
declared.
use of the higher frequencies may
provide as many as 29 channels
Commissioner E. K. Jett forefor television in addition to the 13
cast earlier in the week that 25,000
now authorized. This means not walkie-talkies
would be in use by
only better black and white pic- the summer of 1946 and that the
tures, he predicted, but also that figure would reach a quarter mil"we are likely to have the finest
lion a year later. He said the inpictures in natural colors and perstruments would range in price
from $50 to $100 a set. He added
haps in the third dimension."
that
the
rules
would be approved
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hi
Developments in "pulse-time
modulation", through which sepa- in two or three months and would
"Station WOOF brings you a series of on-the-spot interviews —
rate pulse-like signals are recom- permit anyone to obtain a license.
Interesting People and their Jobs!"
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The

Byrnes

Burn:

Whys
and
Wherefores
pulsion on the networks, and this
PenmastersBenton,Coy,Kesten,Porter fact alone, it seems to me, removes
any alleged taint of totalitarianism
from the practice of four-network
Joust on Tandem Pickup Policy
hook-ups for these broadcasts.
Now for the wholly practical
side of it:
THE ISSUE : Secretary of State Byrnes, returning from the LonOnce you accept the premise that
don Conference of Foreign Ministers Oct. 5, reported to the Amergovernment officials should not
ican people via radio — over the Columbia Broadcasting System.
preempt
every for
radiotheirfacility
in the
United States
utterances,
Wayne Coy, vice-president of WINX Washington (an independent
outlet owned by The Washington Post), protested at that time an
you can't
exceptions.
I agree
that
the make
occasion
of Secretary
alleged "exclusionist"
policy which
prevented his Oct.
station
carrying
the public statement
(BROADCASTING,
15). from
Mr.
Byrnes'
recent
speech
was
dramatic and important. But ifboth
his
Coy's protest
was sentalthough
to William
Benton,originally
Assistant
Secretary
State,
among others,
addressed
to Justin
Miller,of
words had blotted out all other propresident of the National Assn. of Broadcasters. Mr. Benton forgrams on the air, where would you
warded itto Paul Kesten, executive vice-president of CBS, for the
draw the member
line? Shouldn't
any other
Cabinet
have the
same
latter's
comments.
Copies
were
sent
also
to
Paul
A.
Porter,
chairman
of the FCC. Should there be exclusive broadcasts of a statement
privilege? If Cabinet members,
Mr. Coy
by ANY public office holder? Herewith BROADCASTING prewhat about the high prerogatives
sents on that subject letters from four of the most facile pens in
of
the
Congress?
Should
the
senior
Mr.
Porter
public and radio life today.
member of a Senate committee be
denied four-network hook-ups if have been the case if each one had
THE PRINCIPALS: Paul A. Porter, Chairman, FCC; William
the executive
arm of the govern- used all four networks. And it did
ment secures them?
Benton,
Assistant
Secretary
of
State,
former
partner
with
OPA's
this while it preserved the AmerChester Bowles in the advertising agency, Benton & Bowles; Paul
CBS broadcast last year approxican
listener's tofreedom
Kesten, executive vice-president CBS; Wayne Coy, vice-president,
i
m
a
t
e
l
y
2
0
talks
by
Congressmen,
what
he wants
hear. to choose
WINX, and assistant to the publisher of The Washington Post, forIn the case of almost any speech,
Senators, Cabinet members, and
merly special adviser to the late President Roosevelt.
other important government offi- the hour chosen for the broadcast
cials. Many of these talks were would probably have an important
by andusforas this
a service
network
October 19, 1945 "freedom to listen" isn't worth the initiated teners,
purposeto liswe bearingworksoncarriedwhat
it. Very
often oronenet-or
Mr. Paul Kesten,
paper on which to write the phrase maintain a large staff who are two networks have free time while
unless it gives the listener a choice
Executive Vice-President, CBS,
other networks have sponsored
bringing with
speakers
fore our microphone
issues be-of programs in a given half hour. It
of things and ideas to listen to. constantly
Dear Paul:
Otherwise
it
is
merely
the
freedom
the day or timely special events. I
You have doubtless seen Wayne
generally understood that
to listen which Germany had before dare say the other networks did iswhennota network
cancels a sponsored
Coy's letter
whichme I your
am attaching.
much the same kind of public program for a government talk it
that
is,
a
freedom
to
lisWould
you give
views on the tenwar,
service.
to
the
official
utterances
of
the
it— and on State Department German Government when they
not only re-purchases the time
policy? How many speeches, even were
The policy of broadcasting one from the sponsor, but also reimon
the
air,
or
to
shut
the
speech
over
one
network
had
the
burses the sponsor for the entire
the President's, would you rate as radio
off.
tremendous advantage of creating talent cost of the program that is
comparable
importance and interest to thisinone?
I am sorry to have to use such four times as much opportunity thus cancelled. On the recent occaI am sending a similar letter to an extreme example to explain
for government spokesmen as would
(Continued on page 91)
Niles Trammell.
why we worksarein theagainst
all netUnitedhaving
States
and
Sincerely yours,
William Benton
practically all radio stations carryIn Summary
Assistant Secretary of State
ing the same program at the same
time. But as this philosophy is
Analysis
and
Solution
as
proposed by Paul A. Porter, Chairman FCC
Keston to Benton
princiHonorable William Benton
November 13, 1945
New York, N. Y. basedple, theonbestpureway democratic
to illustrate it is
Assistant Secretary of State
October 25, 1945 with the opposite extreme, which
Washington, D. C.
The Honorable William Benton, is pure totalitarian broadcasting.
Dear Bill:
Assistant Secretary of State.
That is why we have stood by our
Dear Bill :
I have the Kesten correspondence which I read with great interest.
policy of not carrying four-network
We at the Commission have been properly very reluctant in even
I welcome the opportunity to give hook-ups for so many years, except
of grave national emerexpressing opinions in this field. For example, I have not comyou my views on four-network in periods
mented on the fact that three networks carried the Navy-Notre
gency and except for the voice of
hook-ups versus single network the President
himself.
Dame football game last Saturday afternoon simultaneously for
broadcasts by government officials.
more
than
two hours.
I admit that this democratic
The matter comes up, as your letter pointed out, through a protest principle might, in theory, be exCertainly
merit in public
Wayne speech
Coy's ifpoint
that noelsenetwork
should bottle there
up an isimportant
somebody
wants
by Station WINX in Washington,
tended even to broadcasts by the
it. The choice, as you point jout, is not between giving a program
which is not served by our network Chief Executive. However, we have
exclusively to one network and requiring all networks to carry it.
and which therefore did not share always felt that the unique posiThe true alternative is making the program available to anybody
in the broadcast by Secretary
tion of the Presidency, representwho
wantscarries
it, andit. making arrangements to insure that at least one
Byrnes which Columbia had the
ing the only office (with the Vicenetwork
honor of carrying.
Presidency) subject to the election
The
last
paragraph of the Kesten letter seems to suggest an
To be entirely frank about our of all the people, makes utterances
extremelynounce in advance
sensible allpolicy
— namely,
that forthe broadcasting,
State Department
anviewpoint, let me say that it is from this source of special interest
speeches
available
and make
composed of one part of what to our listening audience. As broadsuch
speeches
available
to
all
takers.
But
this,
so
far
as
I
can
see,
casters with the desires and interseems to us at least to be pure
is exactly what Coy wants, too; and if so, why all the fuss?
est of our listeners in mind, we
democratic principle — and another
Let's talk about this sometime at our mutual convenience. It may
h part of sheer practicality.
naturally have wanted to carry all
be
that open discussion of the question would advance the ball some.
The pure democratic principle general Presidential broadcasts.
Personal regards.
counsels as follows: One of the Stated simply, it has been "good
Sincerely yours,
bulwarks of a free American radio programming" and "good* broadPaul A. Porter,
ishavethe called
"freedomit. Itto listen",
as
some
c
a
s
t
i
n
g
"
t
o
do
so.
I
should
point
Chairman
strikes us that out that even here there is no comROADCASTING
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Guy della-Cioppa,
NAB
Strengthens
Small Market
Plan
J. Allen Brown Named as producer-announcer at WJBY the American Bar Assn., Oklahoma Taylor, Rejoin CBS
Gadsden,motionAla.,
as pro-to State Bar Assn. and Federal Com- Doug Coulter Given New Post
man. Inalso1938serving
he moved
munications Bar Assn. During his
Pellegrin Assistant
WHMA,
new
station
in
Anniston,
NAB service he actually served as In Commercial Program Div.
In Expansion
special
counsel.
By relinquishing
Ala., where he became sales manEXPANSION of NAB operations,
ager. The next year he was named the duties of public relations director he will have more time for
promised with advent of Judge Jus- general manager of KXOX Sweettin Miller as president and A. D.
water, Tex., which he launched. He legal matters.
Willard Jr. as executive vice-presi- returned later to WHMA as genHe
prepared
the revision
proeral manager, going to New Bern,
gram
which resulted
in adoption
dent got under
N. C, in 1942 to open WHIT by the NAB board Aug. 7 of the
^^^^^
way
last Miller
week. where he established a record by present Standards of Practice.
^MP^™\
President
successor has been named for
J
named J. Allen going on the air with 100 weekly theNovacancy
created by resignation
sponsored
programs of news and
Mf <SP* **«
Brown, general news
features.
of Barry T. Rumple, director of
' ^BfcJlr manager of
research
(see
story page 34).
WFOY Success
Mr. Coulter
St. AugWFOY Fla.,
; ustine,
oHMW
■Pf
Mentioned for the post has been
Paul
F.
Peter,
its
former occupant DAVIDSON TAYLOR and Guy
Later in 1942 he became general
Sj ;
I sistant to Frank
and now executive secretary of della-Cioppa, both returned to CBS
and thea 94%
sta- Broadcast
' B E- Pellegrin,
di- manager
Management Bureau.
tion withinof30WFOY
days enjoyed
rector of broadservice abroad under Col.
NAB Finance Committee will after
Mr. Brown
cast advertising. increase in news program sponsorWilliam S. Paley, CBS president,
Working in
in early December to consider were
ship, and increases of 150% to meet
last week appointed director
consultation with the NAB's new 250% annually in general business the 1946 association budget, now of programs
and assistant to the
public relations counsel, Edward lines over the previous year's bill- being drawn up by C. E. Arney president,
respectively. Douglas
M. Kirby, revision of departmental
ings. He was associated at WFOY Jr., secretary-treasurer.
Coulter,
vice-president
in
Mrs.
Helen
Harper
Shultz
has
functions at Washington head- with Frank King, president of become temporary secretary to Mr. charge of programs, wasformerly
given the
quarters was started, with Willard Florida Broadcasting Co. and for- Willard who has been without a newly created post of director
of
mer NAB director, and Glenn
D. Egolf, director of public relasince death of Mrs. Louis commercial programof development.
tions, appointed special legal coun- Marshall, president of Fountain of secretary
these changes
Collins Nov. 4. Mrs. Shultz has doesAnnouncement
sel, effective Nov. 15 [Closed Cir- Youth Broadcasting Co. and mem- been
the possibility Mr.
working with Gladys Hall in Paley notwillnullify
cuit, Nov. 12].
ber of the NAB Small Market Staassume
the
titular post
assisting Capt. Harry C. Butcher, of chairman of the board,
tions Executive Committee.
Mr. Kirby is making a thorough
turning
Naval
aide
to
Gen.
Eisenhower,
in
study
of
all
phases
of
NAB
pubthe
presidency
over
to
Paul
Kesten,
Mr. Egolf joined NAB in Feb- preparation of his forthcoming
lic relations activities. He has taken
ruary
1943
as
assistant
to
the
executive
vice-president,
who
ran
temporary quarters at the NAB president and later as public re- book. She was Mr. Willard's secre- CBS during the more than two
tary when he was general manager years that Mr. Paley was overseas
Washington office.
lations director during the service of WJSV
(now WTOP) WashingRadio Veteran
of Col. Kirby as chief of the Radio
Instead, the new apton and later was traffic manager in war service.
pointments indicate that Mr. Paley
of
Public
Relaof
WTOP.
Mr. Brown is a 12-year radio Branch,tions, WarBureau
Dept.
He
is
a
member
of
intends
to
take
an active part in
veteran. He reports to the NAB
CBS operations, especially in the
Dec. 1 and will be assistant direcnetwork's programming activities.
tor of broadcast advertising. His
acquisition brings an extension of NAB to Elect Eight New Directors;
Coulter to Study Needs
NAB activities directed toward
small market stations and he will Second Meeting Series in March-April
As director of commercial prodevelopment, Mr. Coulter
serve as secretary of the Small
NAB districts will elect been cancelled, the 11th District will be gram
responsible for studying the
Market Stations Committee headed EIGHT
(Minn.,
N.
D.,
S.
D.,
part
of
Wis.),
directors
at
the
two
series
of
disprogram
needs
of advertisers and
by Marshall Pengra, manager of
trict meetings scheduled to start slated for Jan. 22-23 in Minne- advertising agencies,
and to work
KRNR Roseburg, Ore.
apolis,
and
the
7th
District
(Ohio,
Jan.
7
in
Los
Angeles.
The
first
with
them
on
problems
of the selecIn addition he will work on de- series [Broadcasting, Nov. 12] Ky.), slated Feb. 11-12 in Cincintion,
change
and
improvement
velopment of additional retail ra- will conclude Feb. 8.
nati. They will be held in early their individual programs and ofof
dio advertising, a major 1946 acdistricts which spring. Inability to get sufficient the overall program structure of
tivity on the program of the broad- willEven-numbered
hotel space caused the cancella- the network. He will also serve as
elect directors in 1946, with tions.
cast advertising department.
present
directors,
are:
2d District
counsel
account
execuCommenting on the appointment, (N. Y., N. J.), Kolin Hager,
At least a month will be allowed program
tives in the
CBS tosales
department
WGY
Mr. Mr.Pellegrin
officials to dis- and will have charge of the sale of
of
Brown said:
to our"The
staffaddition
is the Schenectady; 4th District (D. C, NAB poseheadquarters
business after
W. Va., N. C, S. C), Camp- the endof accumulated
by the netfirst move in an expansion plan Va., bell
of the first swing. Plans programs
work's produced
program department.
Arnoux, WTAR Norfolk; 6th
authorized by President Justin Mil- District
under
discussion
would
provide
re(Ark.,
La.,
Miss.,
Tenn.),
Mr. Taylor, who was Mr. Couller to render increased service to Hoyt B. Wooten, WREC Memphis;
sumption of meetings about March
ter's assistant until entering govsmall market stations and to de- 8th
running through to the end of
ernment service in 1943, assumes
District (Ind., Mich.), John E. 18,
velop further the field of retail ra- Fetzer,
the
month
in
the
Midwest
and
WKZO
Kalamazoo;
10th
executive
responsibility for the netdio advertising.
Northeast,
then
concluding
in
the
District (la., Mo., Neb.), John J. South early in April.
work's program operations, includ"Further
additions
are
planned
ing
creative
planning and adminisWOW Omaha; 12th Disbut the most urgent need is being Gillin Jr.,
Schedule of meetings in the first
tration ofboth sustaining and com(Kan., Okla.), William B. bracket
filled now. There are 424 stations Way, trict
follows:
mercial
Coming to CBS
Tulsa; 14th District 7-8.16th District (S. Cal., Ariz., N. M. ), from WHAS programs.
in the small markets classification; (Col., KVOO
Louisville in 1933, he
Ida., Wyo., Mont., Hollywood Roosevelt, Hollywood, Jan.
numerically these represent nearly S. D.), Utah,
was successively announcer, direcHugh
B. Terry,
half the radio industry.
ver; 16th
District
(Ariz.,KLZSo. DenCal., 15th waii),
District
Hator, producer, script editor, director
Fairmont (N.
Hotel,Cal.,SanNevada,
Francisco,
of serious music and assistant di"While
all
NAB
departments
N.
M.),
William
B.
Ryan,
KFI
Los
have been serving the needs of Angeles.
Jan.17th10-11.
tor ofprograms. In Europe, Mr.
District (Wash., Ore., Alaska), Taylor recsucceeded
these stations in sales, research,
Mr. Paley as chief
Olympic, Seattle, Jan. 14-15.
Schedule of the second section of Hotel
engineering, etc., it has long been
10th
District
(Iowa,
Neb.,
Mo.),
Fonof
radio
of the Psychological Warfelt that there should be an ex- district meetings, likely to start in tenelle
Hotel,
Omaha,
Jan.
25-26.
fare
Division
of
SHAEF
and later
14th District (Mont., Col., Wyo., Idaho. was chief of film, theater and
perienced executive on the NAB mid-March, is being drawn up by Utah),
music
Brown Palace Hotel, Denver, section of the Information Control
staff to work particularly with C. E. Arney Jr., NAB secretary- Jan.
28-29.
Division, U. S. Forces, ETO.
in
consultation
with
disthis group and to coordinate the treasurer,
trict directors. Arrangements are
work of all other NAB depart- complicated
della-Cioppa was a member
12th District (Okla., Kan.), Tulsa Ho- of Mr.
by difficulty of making
ments in the solution of their prob- hotel reservations
the CBS program department
tel,
Tulsa,
Feb.
4-5.
at
suitable
times.
6th
District
(Ark.,
La.,
Miss.,
Tenn.),
(Continued
on page 93)
lems."
Two scheduled meetings have Peabody Hotel, Memphis, Feb. 7-8.
Mr. Brown's first radio job was
BROADCASTING
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WHAT

RADIO

IS

YOUR

IOWA

-TIME

WORTH

This brand-new

?

book

a scientific yardstick

on

gives you
Iowa

values!
If an early-morning quarter-hour on Iowa's Station X costs
$40 — what is the same time worth on Station Y?
The 1945 Iowa Radio Audience Survey does not answer
that or any similar question directly —
— but using the 1945 Survey, any agency or advertiser
can easily compute the comparative listenership of any
stations heard in the State — for any period of night or
day, and for any type of listener — and can arrive at the
most nearly scientific evaluation that has ever been possible in radio . . .
FACTS YOU SHOULD KNOW
Dr. Forest L. Whan, well-known researcher of the University of Wichita, has interviewed one out of every 83
families in Iowa — divided as to urban, village or farm
residence, and following accepted "sampling" procedures.
In these interviews the people of Iowa told Dr. Whan's

-h WHO for IOWA PLUS'-f
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
B. J. PALMER, President J. O. MALAND, Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC. . . . National Representatives

staff what stations they hear regularly— —what stations they
"listen to most" — what hours they listen — at what point
they change the dial — what they think of Iowa radio,
radio service, radio shows, radio commercials — what
news programs, farm programs and general programs
they prefer — the whole story of Iowa's listening habits
and preferences.
THE ANSWERS are faithfully tabulated in the 1945 Iowa
Radio Audience Survey — tabulated as to totals, then
broken down by residence (urban, village, farm) age,
sex, educational background, etc., etc., etc. // is a complete
picture of radio in Iowa. If you have any stake in Iowa
advertising or selling, it is a book you MUST read. Get
your copy now. The coupon will bring it to you — without
obligation.

i

Station WHO
914 Walnut Street
Des Moines 7, Iowa
Gentlemen: Please send me, without obligation, my FREE copy 1
of the 1945 Iowa Radio Audience Survey.
Name
Company
g
Street
•
•
■
City
•
•
State

Porter Says
Officially FCC Can Do
Nothing ; Asch
Protests
PAUL A. PORTER, chairman of
the FCC, was on record twice last
week on AFM President James C.
Petrillo's edict on AM-FM music.
Personally, he felt it "very seriously"
employment
possibilitierestricts
s and hampers
development
of FM. Officially, he felt there was
nothing the FCC could do about it.
Interviewed on Mutual's Meet
the Press program Nov. 9, Mr.
Porter matesaid
he ofthought
"legitiinterests
labor the
unions
can
and should be protected with all
the safeguards that public policy
would require. However, I feel that
in this situation employment opportunities are very severely restricted and the possible immediate development of FM is retarded
because
declared. of Mr. Petrillo's edict," he
Porter Telegram
He made it plain he was "expressing only my own personal
point
of
view".
firstPetrillo
asked
for his opinion When
on the
ukase, he drew a round of laughter
with
"I cannot
say questhat
I am his
gladreply,
you asked
me that
tion."
On the day that he voiced his
personal belief on the air, he sent
the following telegram to Leonard
L. Asch, president of Capitol
Broadcasting Co., who sought FCC
assistance when Mr. Petrillo refused to modify his demand so
the
company's
station, affiliate,
WBCA
Schenectady, aFM Mutual
could
carry a special Victory Loan
broadcast:
"I think you must know that the
matter of making necessary arrangements for broadcast material
is the function of the licensee. I do
not see that there is anything that
I can do in response to your request."
Mr. Asch, who does not operate
an AM station, questioned whether
the networks were wholeheartedly
interested in developing FM as
speedily as possible. He said it is
true that they are interested in
FM development but that "it is
surprising that this interest has
never urged them to give fulltime
service in FM. . . ."
be askedthat
whether
also"It amight
coincidence
with ittheis
Petrillo ban the major FM stations
owned by the networks immediately find it necessary to go off the air
indefinitely for technical repairs,
whereas a small independently operated station continues to maintain a 16-hour schedule, as we
have since July 17, 1941, without
the necessity of interrupting the
public service, convenience and neces ity for which we have been licensed."
Mr. Asch
networks'
tention that said
they thedo not
charge confor
Page 20 • November 19, 1945

AFM
Edict Restricts FM
transmission of commercial pro- and resentment of such arbitrary,
grams over their own FM stations callous and contemptible regula"is a fine method of putting an intion," the resolution declared.
operator, such
as our-to
Other
veterans'
the
selves, in thedependentposition
of trying
state
were
asked to posts
adopt in
similar
sell a commercial medium to na- resolutions.
On the Meet the Press broadcast,
tional advertisers who now, or in
the future, can obtain the medium Mr. Porter was interviewed by Al
through another source without Warner, head of the WOL Washington news bureau; Ben Gross,
He contended that their income radio editor, New York News,
charge."
from
standard operations makes it Robert U. Brown, executive editor,
possible for "the prosperous clear- Editor and Publisher; Ed Levin,
channel network stations" to dis- radio editor, PM; Sol Taishoff, editor and publisher, Broadcasting.
parage FM economically. "A minority of set
'Not Enough Controversy'
continued,
may manufacturers,"
envision a doublehe
"Radio," he said, "has got to
market
and then byFM selling
sets. first standard make up its mind, as it embarks
Meanwhile, the Fredericksburg, upon its second quarter of a century, whether it is going to become
Va. post, Veterans of Foreign
Wars, which tried but failed to get exclusively an entertainment and
advertising
medium or whether it
AFM rineapproval
for a togroup
of MaCorps musicians
participate
is going to perform functions bein an Armistice Day church servHe said he thought radio stations
ice,
a resolution
yond that."
"have, by and
ing adopted
circumstances
which denouncprohibit and commentators
or discourage the use of service large, presented a fair picture of
musicians
and
social
controversy"
cial services.at patriotic, noncommer- political
and thatplaint is that
"my there
own personal
comis not enough
"We feel that such prohibition is
an insult to our departed comrades controversy
on
the
air."
Reminded that he had been
in arms and that the English lanas saying that eventually
guage has no words by which we quoted{Continued
on page 94.)
can fully express our indignation
Hearings

Begin

on

AM

Cases;

^r^a
Z
Voted by Senators
REVERSING action of the House,
the Senate
Appropriations
mittee last week
recommended Comthat
the FCC's 1946 fiscal year budget
be left intact and that the Foreign
Broadcast Intelligence Service and
Radio
tinued. Intelligence Service be conRecommendation was made in a
report on the Recission Bill (HR4407),tee invotedwhich
the Senatea total
commit-of
to restore
$1,409,033,666 to various independent offices,
departments, Armythe
and executive
Navy. Regarding
the
FCC
appropriation,
the
committee held that the Senate
State
Dept. had
testified
as
to
the
importance of FBIS reports and that
the RID was necessary for policing
the spectrum.
For the Office of War Information (now Interim
Information ServiceInternational
of State Dept.)
the Senate committee recommended a recission of $5,000,000 instead
of
the $10,662,558 passed by the
House.
FBIS Reports Needed
Testifying
a subcommittee on Oct. before
30, Donald
Russell,
Assistant Secretary of State, said
the FBIS reports were necessary
to the State Dept. He added that
in some cases "the radio is a much
safer guide than newspapers are to
the policy
of that own
country"
many
countries
and because
control
and exercise more effective control
over radio than over newspapers.
FCC Chairman Paul A. Porter,
in a brief
statement,
ration of the
$930,000urged
cut. restoSen.
McKellar (D-Tenn.), acting chairman ofmittee,thetook issue
Appropriations
Comwith Mr. Porter
that monitoring of foreign countries isnow unnecessary. Sen. Hayden (D-Ariz.), throughout the
questioning
the Commission and its defended
request, declaring
that
RID activities actually are normal
peacetime functions and that Congress "made a mistake" in appropriating money on the theory that
RID was specifically a wartime
operation.
Assistant
State Dept.
William BentonSecretary
said the ofState
now deroperates
18 transmitters
unlease for $925,837
from CBS,
General Electric, NBC, Crosley
Corp., Westinghouse and World
Wide. He urged
of internationalcontinuance
shortwave broadcasts
under State. Dept. supervision.
The Senate is expected to act on
its committee's recommendations
this week. Then the bill will go to
conference. Indications on the
House side last week were that the
House will insist on termination
of the FBIS, although continuation
RID as a peacetime function
isof expected.
Chairman Porter already had
told the House Appropriations Committee that the FBIS would termiOct. 29].
nate as of Nov. 2 [Broadcasting,

Consolidation Policy Affirmed
SCHEDULING of the 231 AM ap- taken tencetheof a position
record inthatthethecaseexis-is
plications designated for hearing not a justification
for preferred
by the FCC since resumption of consideration.
normal licensing operations began
that hearings have
last week. The first of 61 consoli- beenTheheldfact
on an application should
dated proceedings, comprising five
applications for a new station on not put an applicant who was unable to obtain a hearing at a dis1240 kc in the Rochester area, will
advantage, an official explained.
be heard today (Monday).
He added that applications would
Othervised thatapplicants
are
being
adtheir cases will soon be be consolidated "wherever we see
scheduled, it was learned, and it the opportunity."
is expected that many hearings
Locality Main Factor
will be given definite dates within
Attorneys for the two applicants
the next few weeks. For the most claimed
they should be given
part, the hearings will be held in separate that
treatment because their
the order in which they were listed clients
are applying for the freby
quency 1450 kc while the four other
Oct.the29].Commision [Broadcasting,
applicants
are asking for 1240 kc.
Denies Separation
They pointed out that other cases
consolidated
for hearing involve
With the scheduling of the first
of the consolidated hearings, the conflicts of frequencies.
However,
the
Commission was
Commission also disclosed that its
persuaded that this argument
policy of grouping applications not
given weight as it inwherever possible will be adhered shouldtends beto group
all applications for
to regardless of whether some of
same locality, regardless of
the applications have already had the
the
frequency
requested.
proceedings.
policyto separate
was reThe Commission
originally conaf irmed in itsThat
refusal
solidated
four
Nashville
for
two applicants from a group des- hearing during the war cases
to deterignated for hearing.
mine
whether
additional
service
In denying motions by Capitol
Broadcasting Co. and Nashville was needed in the area, the other
Radio Corp. for severance of their applicantscastersbeing
and J. W.Tennessee
Birdwell.BroadThe
applications
for
stations
in
Nashtwo
new
applicants
are
Tennessee
ville from four other applications Radio Corp. and Murfreesboro
with which they are merged, the Broadcasting Service.
Commission is understood to have
BROADCASTING
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Mimi's

got

the

Mimi is a Rhesus' monkey. They rarely breed in
captivity, but Mimi broke the jinx and now she won't
let anybody get near her baby. She even clutches it as
she swings around her cage.

right

idea

It's the successful independent that produces more
listeners-per-dollar-spent than any other station in
this big five-station town.
These are the facts to clutch on to. Glad to show
them to you.

Jungle wariness and survival may not be an exact
analogy for business and the battle for brands that's
just ahead. But it's close.
If your plans of not letting anybody get near "your
baby" call for radio, we'd like to tell you about W-I-T-H
in Baltimore.

WITH
Baltimore, Md.
Tom Tinsley, President ' Represented Nationally by Headley-Reed

Sales Tax
Station Tests Radio
No matter in what part of a state
and thesignal
engineerNew Mexico's License ing asing facta business
that a radio
is no a station is located, it cannot be
respecter of state lines.
Law Challenged by
brought
within thecommerce
accepted due
defini-to
Power of Congress is supreme,
tion of intrastate
NAB Aids
NAB points out, in explaining that its uncontrolled nature, says NAB.
in- where operations in interstate comA LOCAL station well in theRosEvenment thatassuming
of argumerce also have purely local effects
a signal fordid sake
not cross
the
terior of New Mexico, theKGFL
l on intrastate commerce, the power boundaries of a state, says NAB,
technica
as
Well, is serving
of
Congress
extends
to
every
operudge
three-j
a
it
does
not
follow
that
this
intrawhich
by
pig
ation of intrastate commerce which
ne
S District Court willNewdetermi
Uguinea
state zone is wholly free from FedMexico is comingled with operations in
of
eral regulation since waves of the
whether the Statelicense
interstate
commerce.
st
broadca
to
station
may clash with waves from
has the right impose
The Fisher's Blend Station case out-of-state
stations. These waves
a 2% gross
stations and
held
that
a
state
occupation
tax,
m
ons
must
be
given right of passage
operati
as
them
on
tax
sales
measured
by
the
gross
receipts
without interference from local stacommerce [Broadcastintrast
Nov. 12].
ing,ate
by stations withtions, the brief points out. Cited
fromin thebroadcasting
state, is unconstitutional.
Nov. 19 legal
was
amerprinciple
NAB is joining the
Chief Justiceenunciated
Hughes byin forthe
NAB
stresses
that
interstate
and
the
of
battle, acting as ato friend
intrastate
transmission
of
radio
Nelson
Bros.
Bond
&
Mortgage Co.
tax
the
have
effort
court, in an
waves
admit
of
no
distinction,
and
onal. Twenty- that whether programs originate case, that "no state lines divide the
declared unconstituti
have sales taxes
radio waves, and national regula- NO TELEPHONES but strictly
nine other States
at broadcast locally or in other states, the crossaimed
tion is not only appropriate but es- personal contact was used by C. E.
be
might
which
comsential tothe efficient use of broad- Hooper and aides in obtaining this
Mexico imby radio
linesclash with,
ing of state munications
stations should bythetheNewcourt.
interrupt
post beupheld
Dakota pheascasting
and distort the waves coming from
NAB
goesfacilities."
into the business side sampleants.ofGroup,South
Signal Measured
whichfarm
conducted
stations.
of the state's 2% gross levy by research
on the
of W. itsJ.
d S. Frazier, out-of-state
All last week Howar
In its conclusion, NAB argues showing how the tax does not take Asmussen, S. D. candidate for
ering,
NAB director of engine
broad- into account expenditure items and 1945 title of Typical Midwest
to regulateCongress
o and neighbor-to that the castpower
toured New inMexic
in
ing isexclusively
that many stations Farmer, included: (Rear row, 1 to
ped
an pointing onoutsmall
ing states a car .equip
place
to
state
any
allow
to
and
profit margins. r) James H. Allen, promotion
finds signal toThese
is an operate
measure KFGL'
broadcasting
on
tax
excise
court
the
Thus
a
2%
gross
amount
ted
presen
WNAX Yankton; Robings will be a station s signal, infringement of that power. Power to 50% or more oftaxnetmight
profits and manager,
ert Dooley, national sales manto show a that
a
industhe
inside
regulate
well
to
atter
Congress
even
amount
to
confiscation
of
a
of
100-w
even if
ager,
KFAB Omaha;
Don WNAX
E. Inby state
d
try, free from interference
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WKY

HAS INTRODUCED

^00

,

"ANTENNA

1^

f/ow'syoi/jp

'J'IME
was whenThenwattage
time buyer's
criterion.
came wasthe thediscevery
that
DESIGN
"more to do with stafrequency
has
infinitely
tion coverage than pure power.
Now that WKY's revolutionary antenna experiment has proved such an amazing success —
more
than
a new factor,doubling
antennaWKY's
design, effective
enters thepower
time-—
buying picture.
The performance
of WKY's
Franklin
double
half-wave antenna
has new
attracted
the
attention and interest of radio engineers
throughout the country. High-gain antennas
of this or other design are the most important
thing., in AM radio today.
The effect of WKY's new antenna is to
squash down wasted skywaves arid concentrate
them along the ground. WKY's signal today
is 58.5% stronger (at 1 mile) than can be
produced by a conventional quarter-wave radiator. The practical effect, as far as time-buyers
are concerned, is that WKY is being listened
toin today
by a greater audience than ever before
Oklahoma.

WKY

915 FEET HIGH AND MORE THAN
A MILLION LISTENERS WIDE
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CITY

LA GUARDIA PRAISES
RADIO HIGHLY JIV N.Y.
"RADIO has contributed more in
the last twenty-five years to good
government than the daily newspapers in the last fifty or sixty
years,"
La Guardia
of New
York toldMayor
400 guests
at a luncheon
Nov. 10 at the Roosevelt Hotel in
New York. Representatives of
press, music, theater, religion and
labor acclaimed radio's 25th anniversary [Broadcasting, Nov. 12].
The mayor said there should always be a "healthy rivalry of truth
between press and radio" and he
was opposed
any affinity
between them. He toaverred
that newspapers often intentionally "colored
news"Of bycourse
their headlines".
I like radio. I can
talk to a mike and I can't talk to
some publishers. The mike has contributed agreat deal to the Americantirely
public,"changed
he the
stated.techniques
"It has en-of
political campaigns. Government
executives should be quick to use
it, no one in public affairs should
be afraid to use it.'"
Sylvania Booklet
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS Inc.,facturerEmporium,
of electronic Pa.,
and manuradio
equipment, has issued a booklet,
"20 Years of Achievement in Radio", tracing the company's growth
from its small beginning at Emporium in 1924 to its present largescale production, with plants in
eight American cities. Book is dedifounder,
Erskine,cated to Sylvania's
who died June
23, B.1945.G.

KGVO News
NEWS and news features
equivalent to the content of
a 17-page
daily newspaper
were
broadcast
daily by
KGVO Missoula, Mont., according to research by the
station's news bureau during
awhich
month-long
printers'
strike
suspended
publication
of the city's two daily news-

papers. V. D. Programs
WMBD
Aided Citizens' Drive
WMBD
10-program
on KnowPeoria's
the Facts
About series
V.D.
Control, part of a successful campaign to close venereal
"red light"disease,
districtsis
and control
credited with a big share in educating the public on the subject.
Health department's V.D. Clinic
said ninement persons
after one reported
broadcast.for treatMany
families said they made the programs "required" family listening.
Business and professional men said
the broadcasts convinced them of
the need for suppression of prostitution.
Programs were written and produced by Ivan Harnew of WMBD
and Sam Belfer, chairman of the
Peoria Citizens Committee which
coordinated activities to combat
V.D. after a nearby Army camp
threatened
to make
Peoria out-ofbounds unless
the diseases
were
controlled. Broadcasts included
round-table discussions, dramatizations, and speeches including one
by Dr. Morris Fishbein, editor of
Sterling Report
the Journal of the American Medical Association. Transcriptions of
NET EARNINGS of Sterling
Drug Inc. and subsidiary compa- the series have been presented to
the
Federal Security Agency, Chinies for nine-month period ending
cago. WMBD and FSA are making
September 30 totaled $7,923,639
after consideration of all charges, copies of scripts available.
preferred dividends and Federal
and foreign income taxes. Highest
net earnings ever reported for
Specialistsof Available
such a period, figure equals $2.11 SPECIALISTS
WPB Region 2,
per share on 3,749,456 shares com- New York State and northern New
mon stock outstanding. This com- Jersey, are now available to private
pares with adjusted figure of $6,according to John A.
454,759 for same period in 1944. industry,
Warner, regional director. Included
Net earnings for quarter ending are
specialists in radio and radar,
September 30 totaled $2,359,937, or accounting,
advertising
and mar63 cents per share.
keting, electrical
engineering,
dry
goods
and
department
stores,
labor
WFIL Policy Change
relations, personnel and publicity.
WFIL Philadelphia is eliminating Region 2 employers interested
all participating announcements should contact Regional Director,
from 5:45 a.m. through 7 a.m. The WPB, Empire State Bldg., New
new schedule starts with Wake Up
and Sing, a quarter-hour of popular music,
followed byof Farmers'
UOPWA Forum
Market,
quarter-hour
informational segment for rural listeners; RADIO GUILD, United Office and
Songs of the Plains, 15 minutes of Professional Workers of America,
western music; and Breakfast New York, is sponsoring a series
Music, 25 minutes of popular fav- of forums entitled '"Radio — Its
orites. LeRoy Miller, morning Past, Present and Future," to be
Nov. 21 and continued
m.c, follows five minutes of news, inaugurated
and takes upnouncements
participating
an- on alternate Wednesdays in the
from there. Jesse
of the Radio
UOPWA's
ter in New York.
topics cenwill
Rogers, cowboy singer, moves from auditorium
his daily early-morning show to be discussed by prominent indus3:15 p.m. under the new ruling.
try figures.
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N NOVEMBER, 1945, the Art of
Broadcasting attained its Twenty-fifth Anniversary.
Broadcasting has gone a long way in a mere 25
years, but its furious pace of accomplishment has
seen every moment used to further expand its Service
to the People. On the other hand, this has been but a
brief period in human experience. The evaluation of
its Services must be on a perpetual basis, as each day
sees further expansion and improvement.
Who is there among us to hazard a guess . . to

prophesy what the next quarter-century will bring . .
with the added services of Television, Frequency
Modulation, and a host of other recent Technical
Developments ?
With unblushing pride, Westinghouse looks back
over the years, and at the Art it nurtured, but shares
this pride with great names who have lent to the
Art of Radio their talents and labors., unceasingly.,
from their initial work in Broadcasting, either at
KDKA, or one of the other Westinghouse Stations.

6jAJUuj£&
^^27^
/^^^
^^0^^
WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc ^jJ% KDKA • KYW • WBZ • WBZA • WOWO • KEX

T

MARKE

Luscious is the word for Utah peaches being
picked here by Miss Carol Ohmart, Utah State
Fair Queen. The yearly fruit and vegetable crop
is worth approximately $12,000,000 to Utah
farm families. That's just one of the diversified
basic sources of wealth which build dependable
buying power in the Utah market.

Local Advertisers Know
KDYL

Brings Results

On-the-ground experience has amply proved to
local (and national) advertisers that KDYL's showmanship, combined with
top-rating network programs, bring results. This
is the station most Utahns
listen to most.

err*

National Representative: John Blair & Co.
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Clergy AttendRadio Workshop
Dealing With Religious Shows
Group Studies Problems of Raising Standards
Of Present Church Broadcasting Methods
REPRESENTATIVES of the na- at Quiz
Kids and Human Adventure broadcasts.
tion's clergy, attending a five-day
Nov. 12: "How Not to Write a
Radio Workshop, Nov. 11-16 in
Radio Sermon," by Miss Inman;
Chicago,
conferredin with
commer-to "The
cial broadcasters
an attempt
Why of Religious Broadcastraise the general level of religious
ing," by Dr. Ross Snyder; "The
broadcasting. They were shown, Mr.
SocialMcCarty.
Significance
. of Radio," by
through practical demonstrations,
the importance
of
music,
produc13: "Writing for Radio,"
tion and drama in the preparation by Nov.
Rev. Parker; "Music in Your
of radio sermons.
Program,"
panel discussion with
Sponsored by the joint commit- Miss Inman, Dr. Barrett Spach.
14:
tee of the Congregational Chris- by Nov.
William J."Dramatic
Murphy, Writing,"
manager,
tian, Methodist and Presbyterian
U. S. A. Churches, with Rev. script division, NBC. "Producing
Everett C. Parker, director of the Your Program," by Homer Heck,
committee and Miss Elinor Inman, production director, NBC.
broadcast director, CBS religious
Nov. 15: "Programming on the
Station,"
panel
discussion,
programs, as co-chairman, the Local
Rev.
Judith
Waller,
NBC;
workshop covered all phases of re- B. W.Parker;
(Buck)
Gunn,
WGN;
ligious
broadcasting,
with
delegates preparing scripts, making
Walker,ternational
radio
director,
Invoice recordings and listening to Jerry
Council of
Religious
criticisms of production standards Education.
Nov. 16: "Utilizing Radio in
by Chicago radio executives.
Small Stations Criticized
Religious
Education,"
demonstration of CBS
School of the
Air
While many network religious
programs ampleswere
singled
out
as
exof merit, small stations
were criticized by several religious HEAVY AIR SUPPORT
broadcasters as "failing to give re- FOR VICTORY LOAN
ligion its proper share of public BROADCAST stations provided
support" to the Victory Loan
Members decried the practice of "good
during the first week, according
service."
"using the air-waves" to solicit to
a Treasury report to Arthur
funds ringforto religious
"studio parsons",
NAB andpromotion
director.
broadcasts referpaid Stringer,
Broadcasters
their programs
for by non-sectarian individuals and spots are "doing a job," Mr.
who "in many cases" are "un- Stringer said in announcing the
amount of support that had been
licensed".
Speaking
the group
Mon- given, exclusive of network proday, Nov. before
12, Harold
McCarty,
Station originations in support
radio director of the U. of Wisconof the loan for the first week folsin, said thatternational
radio'sunderstanding,
efforts atbased
in- grams.
low: Treasury
3,058 2,766;
originations; MusicSalutes,
for Millions,
on past performances, have been
Sing for Victory,
1,570
;
Diary
Per"pretty feeble".
1,404; Crosby record,
"Radio must give more than di- 2,798; Gibbssonalities,
record,
1,154;
Wayne
version," he said. "It has a moral
and civic obligation that can be ac- record, 1,102; Sports Personalities
Speak, 1,976; Industrial Leaders
only whensee non-commercialcomplished
organizations
in radio Speak, 1,851.
Regular43,118,
spots along
duringwith
the week
an opportunity to further unselfish totaled
1,716
He described plans of the U. of two-minute and 239 three-minute
Wisconsin
include two
opera-of spots.
Programs originated follow
tion of sevenwhich
FM stations,
436; 10-minute, 281
aims."
which have already been applied Five-minute,
15-minute, 936; 25-minute, 10
for.
"It
is
our
hope
to
provide
the
416; 40-minute, 42
kind of educational programs 30-minute,
45-minute, 10; 50-minute, 21
which are so desperately needed hour,
45; 1% hours, 20; 2% hours,
41; 3 hours, 22.
today," heFreedom
said. With FM
Regarding FM, Mr. McCarty
Raytheon Equipment
said the promise of FM is not
1, the transmitfreedom from interference, but BY terJANUARY
division of Raytheon
Mfg. Co.,
freedom from "the restraints of Chicago, expects to release its first
present band limiting the number AM equipment since completing its
The transmitter diof The
available
frequencies."
schedule
of events during war contracts.
vision isnowufacturing
in the
of man-a
the five-day meeting included:
250-wattprocess
transmitters,
Nov. 11: Demonstration of re- studio console monitor, a remote
ligious programs and attendance amplifier and a volume limiter.
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Companies

Consolidated

known
it

keeps

Biscuit

Co.

sells
Crackin*
on

Good
the

Crackers

New

WJJD

SeMtef

Do you have Crackin' Good crackers in your house? If you're
. a Chicagoan, your answer is probably a determined "yes."
Consolidated Biscuit Company/ makers of Crackin* Good
Crackers have a big hold on the Chicago Market. And the New
WJJD has been helping them tell their story to Chicago
for well over a year. When you remember that 3,234,059
radio homes are clustered within the primary coverage area
of the New WJJD, you see another good reason why
practically everybody in Chicago knows about Crackin'
good Crackers. The New WJJD, winging along on
20,000 watts of SELLING POWER, talks to lots and
lots of Chicagoans every day. Shall we leave a message
for you?

20,000 WATTS OF

POWER

THE NEW

CHICAGO
A TttantfaU *?le£d STATION
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D. C. Zoning Hearing
HEARING on petitions of RCA
and Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co. to amend District of
Columbia
zoningin regulations
permit antennas
residential toareas
will be held Nov. 21 by the District
Zoning Commission. Limited right
to build towers has been granted
television and FM.
TV in Polio Fight
EMPLOYING television to promote 1945 Sister Kenny Foundation fund appeal to fight infantile
paralysis,
Tele-Cine
Nor All aYour
Tearsproduction,
will be
made available to television stations nationally. Announcement
was made by Patrick Michael
Cunning, named drive chairman of
television division by Bing Crosby,
national chairman. Original story
is based on script by Marcia Drake.
Mr. Cunning is director-producer.
Drive opens Nov. 22.

Raibourn

Thinks That Television Will

Prove Most Effective Advertising Form
PAUL RAIBOURN, president of bines sight, as they " do, with the
Television Productions Inc., told attention
value of sound and action,
a meeting of the AAAA in Los which they do not.
Angeles, Nov. 14, that television
expertsto radio
estimateall
ratio of television
has a field in sponsored advertis- the"Advertising
ing that is as large as the dreams the wav from three to ten times
of its enthusiastic promoters.
selling value. In 1929 when
"There is an immense amount of the
radio sound broadcasting sets cost
money— $3,000,000,000 per year- over $150 apiece, over 4,000,000
spent on services with which tele- sets were sold, although at that
vision will be competitive," he said. time only $42,000,000 was spent on
"This
is now50%putby up
about broadcasting operations and pro50% bymoney
the public,
sponsors.
"Although
radio
and
sound
grams combined." Mr. Raibourn
In conclusion,
broadcasting is a more inexpensive demonstrated
that "it costs the
and faster
growing
advertising
medium to reach the general public sponsor less than 0.2 cents to
than any other, television can cost have a customer hear his message,
with more interestconsiderably more than radio interspersed
ing material, for one quarter of an
sound broadcasting and still not
exceed the costs to sponsors for hour." A comparable job in newspapers would cost 0.7 cents, in
the same effect obtained by magazines and newspapers, since it com- magazines 0.25 to 0.3 cents.

C*W

to' P'P

" 6°3 »«? °*

Yes, it's a far cry from the tales of "wide
open spaces" to the real Texas story!
For example, more Texans are creating
wealth in WOAI's daytime primary area than
the combined population of these key markets: Washington, D. C; Buffalo, N. Y.;
Richmond, Va.; Springfield, Mass., and Canton, Ohio.
In this area — the Central and South Texas
market — WOAI sells more merchandise to
more people than any other station — at a
lower cost per sale!

OAI
Represented Nationally By
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
The Powerful
Advertising
Influence
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50,000 WATTS
CLEAR CHANNEL
NBC AFFILIATE
MEMBER TQN

BEAUTY METHODS
Demonstrated on TV Show
By Chicago Store
BEHIND-THE-SCENES
shots in
amonth
beautyin parlor
werevideo
televised
this
the first
program
produced by The Fair Store, Chicago.
Hector Suyker, president of The
Fair, said the store was experimenting with television to get experience in this type of merchandising and that plans are being made for expanded use of TV
as the number of receiving sets increases.
The show, presented on WBKB
Chicago
at 3:45
promoted and
the
Rose Laird
line p.m.,
of cosmetics
brought a score of complimentary
letters. Miss Laird, 79-year-old
beautytion on expert,
gave a and
demonstraproper makeup
beauty
care,
using
two
teen-age
girls as15
models. Scheduled to run
minutes, the show was allowed to
run 12 minutes overtime.
While the program was The
Fair's first major production, the
store previously had sent slides of
window and counter displays to
WBKB for use as station breaks.
There are approximately 400 video
receiving sets within range of
WBKB.
TV Programming
EXPERIENCE in the techniques
of television program production is
reviewed and evaluated by Richard
Hubbell in his illustrated book,
TelevisionductionProgramming
and New
Pro(Murray Hill Books,
York; $3). Mr. Hubbell says that
"by analyzing
the byfundamental
ture of television,
evaluating nathe
progress made, and by suggesting
practical ways in which the techniques of television
improved"a
he has
attemptedmay tobe furnish
foundation on which broadcasters,
advertising men, writers, directors,
actors, designers,
nicians, and radio, students,
theatrical techand
motion-picture people may build
their television plans and projects
"more
and astutely." and
Mr.
Hubbell,rapidly
production
television
consultantmanager
of Crosley
Corp., Broadcasting Division, is the
author
4-000 Years
He wasof with
WOR ofandTelevision.
WQXR
New York for several years and
was with the original television
group
for three
years. for
He
has beenat aCBS
television
consultant
private clients and for magazines
and advertising agencies, a motion-i
picture
director,
magazine
editor,!
and a writer
and aradio
director
fori
an
advertising
agency.
He
was
co-|
ordinator of the first Television
Seminar
sponsored
by
Radio
Execu
tives Club of New York.
STUDIO
of Dramatic
Arts, New
York
has
added
16-weekstarted
course
in7 televi
sion
acting, awhich
Nov.
unde
the
direction
of
Dr.
John
Reich,
pro
fessor
and former
rector atat New
WCBWYorkNewU. York,
CBS vii di
station.

of the Southwest
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Meet Some Folks Who Are Having A

^<\ood
\ime 0/t\^eKti
TEXACO
You know a lot about the advertisers on this page.
But there's one thing about
them that maybe you hadn't realized: these big names all have
franchises on ABC. This just
didn't happen, you know; there
are good reasons for it.
One reason is that we were
able to offer them good time periods— and at low cost... (Network
A costs 43.7% more than ABC
per evening half-hour; Network
B costs 28.7% more.)
How To Get More—
For Less
What does an advertiser get for
his money on ABC?
First of all, he gets good national coverage. On ABC's 194
stations, the potential audience
of 22 million* radio families have
about 92% of all spendable inEven
In this size }|idi,e ne tdii uiuiuut;
include only a \ian
part ofu
even
our longin uiiaaKC
as yoi/r-arm list of top flightumyadvertisers.

come in the United States. These
22 million families, most of them
located in highly concentrated
areas, include practically every
major buying market.
Thus, an advertiser can put
his program on ABC at a good
time . . . and for less money. . . and
reach a rich, compact audience.
This is why we honestly believe
that an advertiser has greater
opportunity to do outstandingly
economical advertising on this
network than on any other.
This opportunity is reflected
in such ABC shows as The Quiz
Kids, Blind Date, Breakfast in
Hollywood, Walter Winchell, and
Counterspy. They are prime examples of how an advertiser on
ABC can get a high rating at
reasonable cost. And there are
plenty of others that an ABC
representative can tell you about.

'This figure continues to climb with steadily improving station facilities.

reasons w hy ABC

American

Broadcasting

Company

is attracting America's Leading Advertisers
1. ECONOMICAL RATES— Network A costs 3. EXPERT PROGRAM SERVICE available if and that
issues.give an unbiased, complete picture of vital
43.7%
ABC more.
per evening half-hour. when you want it.
Network more
B coststhan28.7%
ENTHUSIASTIC COOPERATION of the 194
4. EFFECTIVE AUDIENCE PROMOTION which 6.member
stations for the benefit of advertisers.
2. REACHES 22,000,000 FAMILIES . . . who have builds bigger, more loyal audiences.
7.
PRACTICAL
TELEVISION
on
an
economical
basis. -program building
5.
GOOD
WILL
through
public
service
programs
92% of the nation's spendable income.
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Why Western Electric
equipment leads the way!
1. Western Electric products are designed by Bell Telephone Laboratories
— world's largest organization devoted
exclusively to research and development in all phases of electrical communication.
2. Since 1869, Western Electric has
been the leading maker of communications apparatus. During the war this
companyducer ofelectronic
was the nation's
largest proand communications
equipment.
3. The outstanding quality of Western
Electric equipment has been proved
daily on land, at sea, in the air, under
every extreme of climate. No other com-of
so much
pany supplied
so many
different
kinds equipment
for military
communications.

Inflight tests at Wright Aeronautical, a Western Electric
sound analyzer is used to measure sound characteristics
of the plane and locate major sound disturbances.

WestemEtectric
Today's world is a world of sound. How different it would be
without the telephone, radio, public address systems, aids for
the hard of hearing, talking pictures!
For many years, Bell Telephone Laboratories and Western Electric—working closely as research and manufacturing teammates
—have led the way in building this world of sound.
In the course of their sound-transmission work, these teammates
Western
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Electric has

AVIATION RADIO

specialized!

MARINE RADIO

equipment

leads

the

way!

have also developed scientifically accurate instruments for measuring and analyzing sound and vibration. These instruments have
many important uses today — will have still more tomorrow.
Through their lifetime of pioneering in this field, Bell Labs and
Western Electric have gained a unique knowledge of sound and
how to handle it. Count on them for the finest equipment for
measuring sound or spreading it around!

MOBILE RADIO

HEARING AIDS

Buy all the Victory Bonds you can
, and keep all you buy!

SOUND MOTION PI

On The Service Front
Hainline Acclaims
NBCRadi
foreign
o
fic Area
PaciHAINLINE,
fegg|g JOE
correspondent,
returned from the
Pacific acclaiming the technical
radio facilities throughout the area.
He riedsaid
S. Iowa
a T. the
D. H.U. S.Cullins
3000car-w
transmitter so powerful that often
commentators could broadcast direct to San Francisco from 100
miles off Tokyo instead of relaying
first to Guam.
• Mr. Hainline, who had been discharged from the Army in January 1945, when a gun went off
in his face, affecting his ear drums, CHECKING SCRIPT for a show
met his original Army outfit as
they embarked at the dock in to go on WVTC Biak, of the AFRS
Tokyo. He had beat them by three Far Eastern Network, are (1 to r) :
weeks. Now that he has returned Pfc. Bertha Perkins; T/5 Ray
former announcer with
to the States he expects to work at Burke,
WTAM Cleveland for six weeks WDOD Chattanooga and WNOX
and then join the newstaff of WRC Knoxville; and Sgt. Hallie Phillips,
Washington.
from WPTF
are sta-in
tioned at theRaleigh.
AFRS Alloutlet
* * *
Netherlands West Indies.
KTTJL Old Home Week
IT WAS LIKE old home week at
KTUL Tulsa when the station re- Using a narrow band, approximately 20 degrees, the set can scan
ceived transcriptions made by three
sky completely in about one
ex-announcers now in service. the
minute.
The set was used for
Glenn Condon, KTUL news chief,
cabled Sgt. Jack Morris of the ground work, too, often detecting
in the dark. It was
AAF at Natal, S/Sgt. Eddie Neib- enemyin patrols
many operations following
ling on Iwo Jima, and Marine used
Cpl. Eddie Lyons on Okinawa, its success at *Anzio.
* *
asking each for a recording. They
were played on Oklahoma Salutes
AFRS Appointment
LT. JOHN V. ZUCKERMAN has
Each man reminisced about Tul- been appointed acting chief of
program.
sa, and described his surroundings shortwave operations for AFRS,
Even the most casual onlooker... seeing thousands of gallons
in the far-off posts. There were Los Angeles. Grace Clark, formerof water pouring from a dam... realizes that here is an outgo
also featured voices of other Tully of CBS Hollywood, has been
sans in the area. After flying 100 named his assistant. Lt. Zuckerwith an income — an income measured in terms of power
miles
to
Recife,
Brazil,
for
recordman succeeds
Maj. Carter
J. Herproduced.
mann, who has
ing equipment, Sgt. Morris got
* been
* inactivated.
*
unexpected leave and arrived in
Penfield to USFET
Tulsaterminal
with the leave,
recording.working
He's nowat
The same thing is true of Sellevision. That, you know, is what
on
LT. ADDISON P. PENFIELD,
KTUL.
we call the foresight and long-range thinking which prompted
former announcer with WSB Atthe comprehensive, state-wide audience promotion campaign
lanta, has been assigned to the raBluejackets Permanent
dio section, Public Relations Diviwe've been conducting in Minnesota for the past four years.
STARTING about Dec. 1, the
sion,
U. S.headquarters
Forces, working
European under
TheGreat Lakes Bluejacket Choir be
comes a permanent organization, Maj. ater
Ted Steele, officer in charge.
Sellevision is costing us a lot of money. But here, too, is an
* * *
made up
40 heard
Ship's on
Company
men.
Choirof is
CBS,
outgo with an income! At KSTP, we don't measure power in
AFN Shipboard Net
watts.. .though we have 50,000 of them... we measure power
through WBBM facilities Sun- INAUGURATION
of the shipday, 10:05-10:30 a.m. (CST). Ali in audience acceptance. That's the kind of power Sellevision is
to Stern"
though the first CBS Bluejacket started boardby"StemAFN
producing for us.
on
troopnetwork
ships
Choir broadcast was in early 1942,
sailing
from
Le
Havre
to
this counpersonnel has changed continually
try has been a huge success, aceach week, with men going to other
Navy duty and being replaced by aboard the
Yes, Sellevision is an outgo with an income, all right . . . and
cording to reactionsArgentina,
of 5,500 first
GI's
new
recruits.
our income is growing greater every day! Remember this when
* * *
ship to try out program. Programs were conducted on board
you're choosing a radio station to sell Minnesota's major market.
Radar Set Revealed
ship similar to those of the AFN
WAR DEPT. is now telling the overseas, furnishing troops with
story of the SCR-584, a highly im- radio news and entertainment.
proved radar set tried for the first
Network, which operates from
time at Anzio, with outstandingly noon to 8 p.m. daily, combining
good results. The radar set not transcriptions, news, live talent
only searched out its target, but shows,
and roving interviews, was
VS??50,000 WATTS — CLEAR CHANNEL
also tracked it down, and with the under direction of Cpl. Sig Smith,
aid
of
proximity
fuze
projectiles,
AFN
sports
announcer, who con"^NORTHWEST'S
LEADING RADIO
STATION
on its maiden voybrought the Nazi planes to destructxCLUSIVE NBC_AFFILIATE
THE TWIN
age on ducted
the program
Argentina.
Nationally byFOREdward
Petry CITIES
X Co
tion. The SCR-584 is installed in
a truck trailer which contains all
Highlight
of
the
{Continued on trip
pagewas72) a quiz
the components but the power.
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tomorrow
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This is not just a picture of a boy back from the fighting front. This is an American youth in the process of
reconversion.
And he's not alone!
Now that "atomized" Hiroshima and Nagasaki have become legend, ail America has turned its efforts toward
reconversion to peace time pursuits.
People are hungry for the products they were deprived of during the war years. And, industry is speeding
forward with new methods, improved products and ever-better ways of meeting this demand.
New products, better products — require new and better methods of marketing, selling and distribution.
WSPD felt this quickening pulse and geared its facilities for your future needs.
WSPD, whose ability to "imagineer" lucrative sales campaigns as proved throughout its 24 years of operation,
offers you a "bonus value" of over 2,000,000 listeners in the rich industrial market of Northwestern Ohio and
Southern Michigan.

JUST

ASK

KATZ

Fulton Lewis jr. enjoys "top billing" on a dally circuit
of 184 stations. He combines good reporting
with good showmanship to build an audience
that believes in him and the scores of
local advertisers he represents. If you're looking
for a spot in one of the few cities in which
Pulton Lewis jr. is still available —
wire, phone or write at once to —
Cooperative Program Department
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
1440 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
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WALL IS BACK AT NBC
IN FINANCE POSITION
CHARLES A. WALL, Col., AUS,
has returned to NBC as administrative assistant to John H. MacDonald, vice-president in charge
of finance, after
an outstanding
Army career. Mr.
Wall nesswasmanagerbusi-of
NBC's program
department
when
he was ordered
to active duty as
a captain in May
1941. tiesHiswillnew
du- Mr. Wall
include
handling special
financial, personnel
service as-in
signments as well asand assisting
supervision
of
the
network's
business operations.
In military service Col. Wall
first served on Governor's Island,
developing plans for the internal
security of the New York area.
Afternelandivision
assignment
the personof the ingeneral
staff
in Washington, he was named assistant chief of staff, G-3, of the
Amphibious Force, Atlantic Fleet,
at Norfolk, serving there for 15
months.
Going overseas on special assignment in January 1944, Col. Wall
landed on Omaha Beach,- Normandy, on D-Day, with initial assault
elements of the provisional engineer special brigade group. Regularly assigned to 12th Army Group
headquarters,
Col, 'WallthatwasorganG?3
liaison
officer between
ization and other Allied armies
through the France, Belgium, Luxembourg and German campaigns.
Early this year he was made chief
of the G-3 operations section of
12th
Army Group headquarters in
Germany.
Col. Wall holds the Legion of
Merit, fense
Bronze
American
DeMedal, Star,
American
Theater
Medal and the European Theater
Medal with five battle stars and
invasion arrowhead. He also has
decorations from the British,
French, Luxembourg and Belgian
governments.

Pearl Bites Back
TWO years ago Bob Davis,
NBC trade news editor, ate
an oyster, bit into something
hard, found it was a pearl
and was gratified with his
good fortune. Last week, Bob
wound
up a long minus
series theof
dental treatments
tooth that bit the pearl,
whose value, he says, was
much less than the amount of
the dentist's bill.
RUMPLE QUITS NAB
FOR NBC RESEARCH
BARRY T. RUMPLE rejoined
NBC last Wednesday after a fourmonth term as NAB research director (Closed Circuit Nov. 12).
He became
ager of the manNBC
research
ment underdepartHugh
M. Beville Jr.,
who returned to
NBC some weeks
ago
as director
of research.
Mr.
Rumple takes the
Mr. Rumple post heforeheldjoining
bemer. At NBC heNAB
will belastdirectly
sumresponsible
for all .research department operations.
On leaving NAB Mr. Rumple
expressed
regretthethatassociation.
he could
not
remainhiswith
He was unable to find a place to
live
within commuting distance of
Washington.
He first joined NBC in 1930 as
a statistical clerk, being sent to
Chicago in 1934 to organize and
supervisework'sastatistical
branchdepartment.
of the net-In
September 1936 he returned to
New York to become assistant
chief statistician and later chief
statistician under Mr. Beville.
When the latter joined the Army
in 1942 he was named research
manager. He is a graduate of Rutgers U.nomics
where
he majored in ecoand statistics.

Dyke Brigadier General Rocky Mountain Council
KENNETH R. DYKE was promoted to brigadier general, as of ROCKY MOUNTAIN
on Year's
RadioWork
CounOct 26, the War Dept. announced Reports
cil,gramsDenver,
broadcast
419
prolast week. Before entering service,
for
19
educational
and
civic
he was motion
NBCdirector.advertising
He is now and
chiefpro-of organizations in the year ended
the Civil Information & Education July 31, 1945, according to a sumsubmitted by Council
Section with U. S. Forces in Japan. Directormary booklet
B. Hudson to officers andRobert
members.
[Broadcasting, Nov. 5].
Eighteen
stations
carried
CounButton to NBC
cil broadcasts, which
altogether
—
or
553
hours
10
minMAJ. ROBERT E. BUTTON, for- totaledutes2,139
of broadcast time. Council
mer assistant commercial program
manager of the Blue network when membership includes colleges, universities, women's groups, library
it was a part of NBC in 1940, has
rejoined NBC as assistant to organizations, medical society, and
Thomas McCray, eastern program farm groups. Besides planning and
manager. In 1939 he joined the producing programs in cooperation
NBC guest relations department with member agencies, the Council
and has been on military leave aided other organizations in preparing material for broadcast.
since 1941.
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sales \^
at once for the \
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since the intro-

duction ofcrystal control.
W. C. JAEGER H. L. PERDIUE
J. E. HOGG
Wash.
Boston, Mass. New York City, N. Y. 710Seattle,
Second Avenue
140 Federal St. 570 Lexington Ave.
M. L. PRESCOTT
J. D. COMER F. R. WALKER
Atlanta, Ga.
Cleveland, Ohio
Washington, D. C.
187 Spring St., N. W. 4966 Woodland Ave. 806-1 5th St., N. W.
G. P. FOSTER
F. P. BARNES
S. W. POZGAY
Kansas City, Mo.
San Francisco, Calif.
Chicago, III.
106 W. 14th Street
840 So. Canal St.
235 Montgomery St.
F. D. MORTON
C. G. PIERCE
J. H. DOUGLAS
Dallas, Texas
Denver, Colorado
Los Angeles, Calif.
650-17th Street
212 N. Vignes St.
1801 N. Lamar St.
Other offices are located in all principal cities

GENERAL

fflft ELECTRIC

Engineer
TO THE BROADCASTER, one of
the most intriguing inventions to
come out of the war was the German Magnetophon. To be accurate,
this device came before the war,
although its applications in Germany were divided between the
Reichsrundfunk (RRG) and the
military services, both ground and
air.
The earliest commercial reference
to the Magnetophon I have found
is an announcement by AEG (the
German General Electric Co.)
dated October 1938, but I have been
informed that Dr. von Braunmuhl,
the chief of the RRG central technical bureau, and AEG, were working on this device four to five years
earlier.
BBC's Similar Unit
At this same time, the BBC and
Marconi Ltd. were perfecting a
similar machine, using a magnetic
The BBC matape forchine, recording.
now in use at Broadcasting
House, utilizes a steel tape wound
in diameter,
24" heads,
about three
on drums
and
fed through
in the
same manner as the Magnetophon.
The BBC device, however, is large,
necessitates a weldtape breakage
and a complex Thyatron
ed repair,
motor
control system is used to
maintain constant tape speed. The
whole device is almost the size of
an upright piano: the Magnetophon
is not much larger than a modern
console-type radio.
Principal of operation of the
is the same as the
Magnetophon
wire recorder. The difference, and
is that the
interest,
of particular
Magnetophon gives high fidelity,
noiseless, life-like reproduction of
speech and music. Tape breakage
inaudible.
is rare, and splices are thousands
The tapes can be reused
stored and classieasily
of times,
fied, occupy little space; they can
be easily edited and spliced for
and two maprogramchinesbuilding,
can give continuous programming.
(Average
tape time asis
about 22 minutes, although
much as 28 minutes can be crowded
on, but is not advisable due to
"drag" on the motors.)
The Magnetophon tape is an Acetylcellulose tape, 40 microns thick,
6.5 mm wide, impregnated with
pulverized iron oxide. This applies
to the latest, or Type L, tape. The
earlier Type C tape was thicker,
and the oxide was applied to one
side of the tape to a thickness of
15 microns. The frequency response
of the C tape was above 9 kc, and
limited in most models (such as the
portable),
extends aboveto 106 kc.
kc, The
with Lthetapelatest
model machines giving a response
from 30/50- to 10,000 cycles, 5%
distortion (max.), with a quality
notwithstanding the good frequency response, that makes the listener
think he is standing beside the
speaker or is present in the concert
hall.
It is known that the majority of
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Finds
German

Magnetophon

Recorder Combines

Economy,

High Fidelity, Compactness
By DON
V. R.andDRENNER
Chief engineer
for AFN
Radio Luxembourg
Copyright 1945, by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
BROADCASTING'S
Sept. to3,
datelined Berlin. Sincefirst
then,story
a fewon ofthetheMagnetophon
machines haveappeared
been brought
this country where they are being examined by the Signal Corps and
the Dept. of Commerce. The accompanying exclusive story is by DON
DRENNER who worked with the Magnetophon in Europe. Mr. Drenner
has an interesting background. He started at KGGF Coffeyville, Kans.
Beginning in 1941 when he enlisted in the RAF as radar engineer, his
accomplishments have included: running a studio for BBC, chief engineer
for AFN, chief engineer on construction work with ABSIE with OWI,
chief engineer for Radio Luxembourg, chief technical officer to SHAEF
Mission to Netherlands. He has erected the transmitters at Cherbourg,
Frankfort, and supervised construction of transmitters throughout Europe. Discharged from the service, he is back at KGGF, announcing,
engineering, "writing a couple of novels, publishing some poetry, and
trying to finish a symphony started overseas."
RRG programs were recorded on
Magnetophon tape and then played
on the RRG senders, during the
entire war; an obvious security
measure, but one which, even to the
best ear, went undetected.
The Functions
tape is offedMagnets
over three1
"heads", or magnets. The first
head
pre-magnetizing.
In theperforms
earlier the
models,
and in the
current portables, this pre-magnetizing was done at D.C. potentials.
(One exception to this is the small
air-borne model for use in bombers,
which utilizes a high-frequency oscil ator, as in the latest large models.) According to current theory,
this premagnetizing arranges the
molecules of iron in a certain pattern.
MAGNETOPHON in operation (r),
with the tape about two-thirds
played. It is winding on the left
hand plate. Below (1), machine in
foreground was used for sign-on
and station breaks at Radio Frankfurt. Picture at lower right shows
the two Magnetophons installed at
Frankfort. The U. S. Army sergeant was formerly with George
Davis, Washington engineer.

The second head is for recording.
In both the D.C. and the later highfrequency models, this head is of
circular laminations of high-permability high-frequency steel, with
dual winding cross-connected to
cancel stray currents. In the D.C.
model the magnetizing source is a
medium voltage (about 80 v.) sup-

Superior
plied from a small power supply,
and the recording current about
1.2 MA supplied by the recording
amplifier. In the A.C., or high-fresource isquency,
fedmodel,at the40 pre-magnetizing
kc, at about 120
MA, andmains 1.2the
currenton reMA, recording
superimposed
an
alternating current provided by an
oscillator at 80 kc. Hysterisis losses
are less, and the response is much
improved with the high-frequency
method.
Play-Back Head
The third head is the play-back
head,tionand
similar head
in constructo the isrecording
in that
it is also of circular laminated steel
possessing the same high-frequency
characteristics, and two windings.
The electrical characteristics differ, however, and the output voltage from this head is much greater
than the recording head.
In earlier models the three heads
were arranged in a circle, and the
selection of which head was brought
to bear upon the tape was control ed by the selection of the app"playback,"
ropriateetc. action,
In later "recording"
models the
three heads are "in line" and the
tape runs over their faces at all
times. This increases the wear on
all heads, two of which are obvi(Continued on Page 84)
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SPENDABLE INCOMES ARE HIGH . . . With larger crops bringing higher
mood
prices and industries employing thousands, the listeners have greater "buying power". There have been no reconversion problems facing the food
a
producing and processing industries in this area.
DOMINANT STATION IN THE MARKET . . . Both KGLO in Mason City and
WTAD in Quincy have top dial preference among listeners in their areas
according to recent independent surveys.
3

THE RIGHT MARKET FOR THE PRODUCT ... The listeners served by KGLO,
Mason City and WTAD, Quincy, Illinois are about half urban and half rural
families. Home ownership is at an all-time "high".
STATION COOPERATION is available to every advertiser. This includes
personal calls and letters to dealers, newspaper publicity and care in handling the account to make sure that every advertiser gets his "money's worth".

lee Stations

iAc ti^tt itateuti fan Sate* fiction
MASON CITY, IOWA
1300 K. C. 5.000 Watts
kglo market data
COVERAGE — 57 counties in the "Heartland" area of Iowa and Minnesota are served by KGLO. Urban communities include Mason City
and Charles City, Iowa ; Austin and Albert Lea, Minnesota.
POPULATION - 1,321,853, 1940 U. S. Census. 293,080 Radio Homes.
RETAIL SALES $634,828,000 in 1944 (Sales Management estimate).
FARMING
— More
raised1944.
in thisThese
station's
Primary
Area have
than
in any other
whole hogs
statewere
during
millions
of hogs
sent ingfarmers'
cash towards
incomes even
up togreater
an all-time
record. during
Farmers1946.are workand spending
production
INDUSTRY — Six big modern meat packing plants, corn processing,
soybean and sugar beet factories keep industrial payrolls high.
F. C. EIGHMEY, General Manager
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES — Weed & Company
New York. Chicago. Detroit, San Francisco, Boston, Hollywood
fW

market

data

OUINCY, ILLINOIS
930 K. C. 1,000 Watts

COVERAGE — 40 Mississippi Valley counties in the primary and secondary areas, including Quincy, Illinois ; Hannibal, Missouri and Keokuk, Iowa.
POPULATION — 772,431, 1940 U. S. Census. 186,060 Radio Homes.
RETAIL SALES — $262,780,000 in 1944 (Sales Management estimate).
FARMING — This is the core of the productive Illinois-Iowa-Missouri
agricultural region where corn, wheat, oats, barley, rye and soybeans
are grown in quantity. The WTAD market is also one of the leading
hog-producing areas in the U. S.
INDUSTRY — Highly productive and stable industries include metal
working plants, chemical plants, paper mills, stock feed and feeding
equipment manufacturers.
WALTER J. ROTHSCHILD, General Manager
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES — The Kofi Agency
New York, Chicago, Detroit, Kansas City, Atlanta, Dallas, San Francisco

WICKOFF REELECTED
BY ELECTRICAL ASSN.
I. WALTER WICKOFF of Pilot
Radio dentCorp.
was reelected
presiof Electrical
Manufacturers
Assn., trade organization of manufacturers ofradio sets, parts and
electronic equipment in the NewYork metropolitan area, at its annual meeting last week. Arthur
Freed, Freed Radio Corp. and A. P.
Hirsch, Micamold Radio Corp.,
were elected vice-presidents; I. A.
Mitchell, United Transformer
Corp., secretary and S. J. Novick,
Electronics
Corp. of America, treasurer.
In
addition,
association's
board of directorstheincluded:
Paul
Hetenyi, Solar Mfg. Corp.; Nathan
Kurman, Kurman Electric Co.;
D. H. Engelson, Federal Mfg. &
Engineering Co.; Charles Burnell,
Clarostat Mfg. Co.; J. M. Marks,
Fada Radio & Electric Co. Inc.;
David Wald, United Scientific
Labs.; Max Weintraub, Garod Radio Corp.; Lloyd Hammarlund,
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.; Meyer N.
Leibowitz, Adams Labs.
Moses Shapiro, attorney and
labor relations consultant, was appointed general counsel of EMA
to handle all labor relations problems affecting the association and
its members.

CEREMONY symbolizing official separation of KOMO and KJR, Seattle
stations,
is directed
to r) 0. Miss
W. Fisher,
Fisher's Blend
Station Inc.,
operatorby of(1KOMO;
Marion president
Bush, hisofsecretary;
Miss
Jean Wylie, secretary of Birt F. Fisher (r), new owner and manager
of KJR. Birt F. Fisher has been secretary-manager of KOMO for 19
years and secretary-manager of KJR for 12. Fishers are not related.
and development. Previously he had
COLTON, FOSS OPEN
been acting chief signal officer.
ENGINEERING FIRM Last January he was transferred
Air Forces as electronics officer.
NEW engineering firm, Colton & to Mr.
Foss was a consulting engiFoss, has been organized by Maj.
to 1941 when he became
Gen. Roger B. Colton and William chief neerof up the
international division,
L. Foss with offices on fourth floor
Army
and
Navy Electronic Proof Carry Bldg., 15th & K Northduction Agency. He was transwest, Washington.
fer ed to Air Forces in 1943, beGen. Colton's retirement is in
coming chief of program control,
process after 35 years service in Division of Air Communications
the Signal Corps. For the last two Office. He joined RFC Electronics
years he had been chief of research Division Sept. 18.

AND

THE

SEPARATION OF KJR
AND KOMO EFFECTED
SEPARATION of KOMO and
KJR, ficial
Seattle
Nov. 1. stations, became ofBirt F. Fisher, for 19 years secretary-manager ofKOMO and for
12 years secretary-manager of
KJR, is now sole owner and. manager of KJR. Both stations formerly were owned
by Fisher's
Blend Station
Inc., headed
by O.
W. Fisher [Broadcasting, Dec. 11,
1944; Oct. 15, 1945]. Mr. Birt
Fisher teexchanged
his one-third
inrest in both stations
for control
of KJR, no money being involved
in the transaction.
Associated with him in operation of KJR will be Arthur E.
Gerbel Jr., commercial manager,
who has had 10 years' executive
experience with him in Seattle radio;rector,Homer
who hasPope,
beenprogram
engaged di-in
radio production and operation in
Seattle for 18 years; Bill Moshier,
agricultural director, widely known
as a radio farm editor.
The two stations will continue
to share studios until materials
and equipment are available for
KOMO to establish separate headquarters.

HAPPY

GANG

STAND BY AMERICA!
Here it is, Canada's Top Show
As appealing as tomorrow's breakfast — now holding a
top day-time national rating of 14.2 over such big
American shows as 'Big Sister', 'Ma Perkins', 'Road of
Life', 'Breakfast Club' — etc. Yes! above them all (see
Oct. 15th "BROADCASTING" page 30), and it's now
available on Transcription for American sponsors who
want action.
Now in its 6th year coast-to-coast — Monday through
Friday — for Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. Get the facts
on this famous group of Happy-Go-Lucky entertainers
from Garry
of Frontenac,
gres ive RaCarter
dio Advertising
Agency. Canada's most pro-
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• FREDDY MARTIN
DUKE ELLINGTON
HAL MclNTYRE
RAY NOBLE
JACK TEAGARDEN
JOE REICHMAN
BOYD RAEBURN
SHORTY SHEROCK
BILLY MILLS
• DAVE ROSE
PAUL BARON
ALBERT SACK
CLAUDE SWEETEN
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• DENNIS DAY
CASS DALEY
JACK SMITH
CURT MASSEY
NORA MARTIN
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BLAW

POX

puts through
the Call!

\

There are a hundred-and-one
pieces of apparatus necessary
to electronic operation but,
finally the voice or picture goes
out into space via the antenna.
Whether it's FM, Television or
VHF you can be sure of getting
the most out of your power and
equipment by "Putting the Call
Through" on Blaw-Knox Vertical Radiators.
BLAW-KNOX DIVISION
of Blaw-Knox Company
2038 Farmers Bank Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

BLAW-KNOX
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vertical RADIATORS

New York Broadcasters
Oppose Clearance Group
DECISION not to replace the OWI
regional
New York
but
rather forsetup
each instation
to handle
individually requests for time
from Government agencies and
other public groups was reached
Monday at a meeting of New York
station executives, called by Arthur
Hull Hayes, general manager of
WABC and former OWI regional
consultant. Feeling was that since
the war's
is less desirable
pressure
for
time end
and there
it seemed
for stations to make their own decisions on requests rather than to
continue the wartime allocation
setup.
Morris Novik, director of WNYC,
municipal
was named
interim headstation,
of the group,
with the
responsibility of calling another
meeting in two months for further
discussions. Wartime New York
City Radio Committee, which Mr.
Novik headed, no longer functions.
Attending
week's Hayes
meeting, andin
addition tolastMessrs.
Novik, were: Mrs. Eleanor Sanger,
WQXR; Henry Greenfield, WEVD;
Ted Cott,
Robert E.WOR;
Button, NBC;WNEW;
Paul Killiam,
Leon Goldstein, WMCA.

DAVIS TO DO SERIES
FOR AMERICAN NET

MR. DAVIS
ELMER DAVIS, former director
of the Office of War Information,
will return to his prewar profession of radio commentator Dec. 2,
when he starts a thrice-weekly
series can.of Henews
Ameriwill analyses
broadcaston Sunday,
3-3:15 p.m., and Tuesday and
Thursdays, 8:15-8:30 p.m. Prowill be presented
sustaininggramsbroadcasts
at first,as but
Mr.
Davis is being offered to advertisers
at a fee of $1,500 for one broadcast
a week,
$2,500Theforcombination
two and $3,000
for
all three.
rates
apply
only
if
the
same
advertiser
sponsors all three broadcasts.

ECA Employment
ELECTRONIC Corp. of America,
New York, is now operating at
100% normal employment level, according to Samuel J. Novick, company president, in a report to
ECA's labor-management committee.tionByof being
producitems prepared
made fromfor noncritical materials, the company was able
to go tion
immediately
into newof producwith a minimum
layoffs. MUTUAL ADDS MORE
Even the small number of em- NEWSMEN TO STAFF
ployes laid off have been recalled,
recently disand the plant is on full scale pro- MILTON chargedBURGH,
after three years of Army
duction and employment.
duty, has joined the New York
news staff of Mutual, working in
Canadian Meeting
an executive capacity under A. A.
MEETING was held recently at Schechter, director of news and
special events, whom he served as
Toronto of the programming, tech- news
editor at NBC before the
nical and commercial staff of stawar.
Jack Fern, lately a captain
tions operated by Northern Broadcasting & Publishing Co., CKGB in the AAF, and formerly with
Timmins, CFCH North Bay, CJKL the NBC news and special events
Kirkland Lake, CKWS Kingston, staff and with KOA Denver and
CHEX Peterborough. The meeting WTAM Cleveland, has been apdealt mainly with power increases,
news and
cial pointed
events director
for ofMutual
in speSan
programming ideas, news, religious Francisco.
and educational broadcasts, sponsored shows, and public service.
Albert L. Warner heads the Mutual news and special events staff
Roy H. Thomson president of
■ Northern Broadcasting & Publish- in Washington. Additional space
I ing, S. F. Chapman, sec.-treas. has been made available for the
network's newsroom in that city.
' Managers
— Harvey
CKGB; Clair
Chambers,Freeman,
CJKL; William Hillman, news commentator; Jack Paige and Karl Bates,
j! Roy
Pickrem,
CFCH;Hoff,HalCKWS;
Cooke, Cliff
CHEX.
Pro- Presidential announcer, complete
i gram directors — Bob Hart, CKGB; the Washington roster.
the Bob
overseas
staff,both
Jacklately
Maj Jas. Kirkpatrick, CJKL; Phil honOf and
Brumby,
I Clayton, CFCH; Karl Monk,
! CHEX; Charles Millar, CKWS. back from Tokyo, are awaiting reCommercial managers — Claude Ir- assignments in New York. Arthur
| vine, CKGB ; Harry Edgar, CKWS ; Mann, in charge of Mutual's London office for eight years, will soon
Keith Packer, CFCH; Chet Sutherland, CJKL; El Jones, CHEX. return to the States for discusJack Davidson, supervisor of sta- tions. sions of future European operations, was chairman.
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Earmarked

for

Automobiles!

DETROIT

96%

PASSENGER

FIRMS

OF

BUILD

ALL

CARS

MADE!

The hundreds of thousands of well paying jobs which
the production of 15 million new cars creates is but
one of the factors that make Detroit America's number
one market for the sales manager. Virtual insurance of
good jobs for a long time to come, backed by more than
THREE AND ONE-HALF BILLION DOLLARS in bank
savings and War Bonds! That makes a market indeed!
Still more, the building industry is just getting
started on the greatest construction program in the
city's history. In addition to tremendous industrial
construction, authorities have estimated that Detroit
will need 30,000 new homes each year for ten years!
Think what that will mean for furniture, appliances,
heating equipment, radios, rugs, carpeting — for all
sorts of goods for the h6me!
In this great market WWJ has been the preferred
radio station for more than twenty-five years!
UIUIJ
America's Pioneer Broadcasting Station — First in Detroit
Owned and Operated by The Detroit News
950 KILOCYCLES — 5000 WATTS
THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
National Representatives
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Communication Rights
POLICIES adopted at the 32nd
National Foreign Trade Convention, sponsored by the National
Foreign Trade Council, New York,
at Waldorf Astoria Hotel on Nov.
12, 13 and 14, included the recommendation that "American communication companies have the
right, equally with the communication companies or administrations
of any other country, to establish
communication facilities with any
country. And that rates and routings in the international field
which discriminate against American users of international commuications be eliminated."

JOINT BROADCAST in observance of National Radio Week was presented by managers of the five Denver stations, who accepted Radio
Manufacturers Assn. awards and spoke on aims of broadcasters.
Colorado Governor John C. Vivian (1) made presentations to (1 to r)
Lloyd Yoder, KOA; Duncan Pyle, KVOD; Al Meyer, KMYR; Eugene
P. O'Fallon, KFEL; Hugh Terry, KLZ.
OFLC CALLS MEETING
ON SURPLUS ABROAD
TO DETERMINE the extent to
which American companies are interested in acquiring fixed communications installations in Italy, declared surplus, for use abroad, the
Office of the Foreign Liquidation
Commissioner will hold a meeting
Nov. 26, in Room 5127 B, New
War Dept.
building,
and Virginia Avenue,
N. W.,21st
Washington,
D. C.
The installations are largely
telephone, telegraph and airway
and will be sold only to companies
operatinghibitsabroad,
the surpluses
law proimportfflonas of
into ^this country. OFLC said
there
flaky be "some"
Corps
transmitters
among Signal
the surplus
equipment but emphasized that unless buj^s are actually interested
in setting up a radio station in
Italy there would be no point in
attending the meeting.
Firms desirous of attending
should advise the office of George
P. Adair, chief engineer of the
FCC, Washington 25, D. C, (telephone Executive 3620, branch 145)
as soon as possible.
Art by Radio
NEW RADIO and television instal ations are included among
plans for proposed $10,000,000 diamond jubilee building program for
New York Metropolitan Museum of
Art. By means of a broadcasting
and television studio which museum
officials hope to have installed in
upper floor of new auditorium,
Metropolitan's
broadcast into art
everyexhibits
home may
in thebe
future.

TAYLOR

- HOWE - SNOWDEN
RADIO SALES
CHICAGO
DALLAS AMARILLO

NEW YORK
L
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Porter Meets Press
WHEN Paul A. Porter, FCC
chairman, faced a battery of
five newsmen Nov. 9 on the
Mutual Meet the Press program, it wassince
his first
"press
conference"
he assumed
office nearly a year ago. When
Mr. Porter was sworn in, he
said he would have press conferences only when occasions
warranted. He has never
called one.
J

WOL PRESENTS
LIVE'
NEWS
QUOTATIONS
DIRECT statements rather than
news quotations were presented by
WOL Washington on the General
Electric Voice of Washington
newscast, 11 p.m. last Tuesday.
Al Warner, chief of the WOL
news bureau, said station plans to
do moreactions ofthree
"directSenators
reporting".
Reand three
Representatives to Prime Minister
Clement
Attlee's
speech before
joint
session
of Congress
(carrieda
by all networks) were recorded
from the House radio gallery immediately after adjournment and
aired on the Voice of Washington.
Heard were Sens. Wiley (RWis.), Hill (D-Ala.) and Austin
(R-Vt.),eign members
of Senate ForRelations Committee,
and
Reps, Gordon (D-Ill.), Wadsworth
(R-N.Y.) and Edith Nourse
Rogers Affairs
(R-Mass.)
of the House
Foreign
Committee.
Following the Congressional reaction quotes, WOL presented direct
wire-recorded statements by J. B.
Derrick, president
of the MarylandVirginia
Milk Producers
Assn., and
John F. Gismond, Office of Price
Administration milk price director,
on
milk shortage
duringWashington's
District Assignment,
public
service
newscast
Brott.
r conducted by Lou
WMAL Spot Coverage
Of Pearl Harbor Probe
SPECIAL COVERAGE of the
Pearl Harbor
vestigation hasCongressional
been arranged Inby
WMAL Washington, American afcast filiate.
facilitiesStationinhasan set
officeupnearbroadthe
caucus room in the Senate Office
Bldg., from which American news
reporters and commentators may
broadcast hour-by-hour developments of the investigation, started
last Friday.
Newsmen stationed there handle
pickups on regularly scheduled
news programs and also interrupt
with bulletins when the situation
warrants. Service is used by
both WMAL and the network. John
Edwards is handling the bulk of
investigation news, with David
Wills,
Agronsky and Earl
Godwin Martin
also participating.
Air Freedom Forum
FINAL lineup of participants in
American Forum .of the Air debate
Dec. 4 on "How Can We Keep Radio
Free?" are FCC Commissioner
Clifford Durr; Elmer A. Benson,
executive chairman, National Citizens PAC; Sidney M. Kaye, BMI
general counsel; and A. D. (Jess)
Willard Jr., NAB executive vicepresident. Program, to be broadcast
before expected audience of 12,000
at St. Paul Auditorium, will climax celebration of 25th anniversary of ducted
radio. Session is being conPaul Institute.jointly by NAB and St.
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Rossini, the gourmet is not as well known as
Rossini, the composer of "The Barber of
Seville," although biographers tell us that it
was this musician's daily habit to create new
dishes as well as new operas. His affection
for the knife and fork closely rivalled his skill
with the baton. On one occasion he exclaimed,
"A disappointing fowl is the turkey! It is too
big for one person to dine on, yet not big
enough for two."
If you, like Rossini, seek "just the right size,"
WCBM and Baltimore are sure to interest
you. This station has consistently proved its
ability to cover the Baltimore market comJohn Elmer
President
5■

PUDDING

pletely, without waste. This is due to a local
habit as strong and as regular as Rossini's,
for time buyers have learned from profityielding experience that WCBM is "Baltimore's Listening Habit."

l
CBd
lBROADCASTING
U
MUTUAL
SYSTEM

Free & Peters, Int.
Bxclusiv National Representatives

George
Roeder
General H.
/Manager

Stations Eligible for CAB
INDIVIDUAL stations are now
eligible for membership in the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting,
which already includes advertisers,
agencies, national and regional networks, station representatives, program producers, talent bureaus,
membership associations, educational institutions and foreign concerns, A. W. Lehman, CAB president, announced last week. Board
voted to admit stations, Mr. Lehman said, following the introduction of the CAB city reports, which
cover bi-monthly some 275 to 300
stations in the 81 cities in which
the CAB conducts regular surveys
of listening.

Muir Drug Chain Plans Radio Spots
As Basis for 1946 Merchandising Drive
MUIR Cut Rate Drugs, operating preferred audience, and are aired
a retail drug chain in Michigan, daytime and evening, Monday
Ohio, Indiana and Wisconsin, has through Saturday. Live announceworked out for 1946 a complete
mentscasional
primarily
are used, with ocshort transcriptions.
"merchandising package" based on
radio co-op advertising.
Store identification with the
Officials said results already in- spots is given in the introductory
dicate sales increases up to 86%
theme "The Campbells Are
in Muir stores alone, discounting musical
Coming" which provides continuity
increased distribution and sales of with
Muir's newspaper advertising
co-op items among the approxi- logotype and displays: "At the
mately 3,238 drug stores in the
of the
Thriftypresident
Scot". of the
area covered by Muir radio adver- SignBoyce
K. Muir,
tising.
firm, said the merchandising packSpots are used exclusively, seage plan was worked out in the
lected in relation to programs of belief that "really progressive and
cooperative merchandising, selling
and
advertising"
necessary
replace
the sales areimpetus
of theto
war boom days. The plan, it was
pointed out, is based on the already
established radio response combined with tie-ins of supporting
newspaper, window and counter
displays,
and direct sales promotion.
Wallace-Lindeman Inc., Grand
Rapids, is advertising agency for
Muir.
include:Stations using Muir spots
WHBY WELL WHIO WING
WGBF WEOA WKBZ WIBM
WKZO WKMO WASK WJIM
WOMT WLBC WOOD WHLS
WKBV WSAM WHBL WIZE
WPAG WFIN WOSH.

THE APPOINTMENT OF MR. R. L. STUFFLEBAM
AS GENERAL MANAGER
Mr. Stufflebam comes to WDZ with a wealth of experience
in radio, newspaper, and the field of public relations. For
the past several years he has been covering the six-state
regional sales territory for station KFAB, Lincoln, Nebraska.
He was previously associated with stations KWTO and
KGBX in Springfield, Missouri; the Advertising Department
of the Des Moines, Iowa, Register and Tribune; and for a
time covered seventeen states for the Public Relations Department of the American Red Cross, Midwestern Area,
St. Louis, Missouri.
HERE'S WHAT "STUFF" SAYS:
"I consider
a real38privilege
with ofstation
WDZ.
WDZ itserves
counties toinbeitsassociated
primary area
eastern Illinois and western Indiana. Population in the Primary
area is 1,265,038. The gross farm income alone is $416,153,000.00. Our WDZ staff is alert, aggressive and ever
anxious to serve its community and its clients. We welcome
inquiries from you who are interested in this regional market.
YEAR
FOR RADIO
HOWARD H. WILSON CO.
FOR WDZ R
National Representatives
• "EA
^2
1050
KILOCYCLES
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TUSCOLA, ILLINOIS
"74e &cai*uU, Station"
November 19, 1945

1000
WATTS

CHAS. BASKERVILLE
NEW HEAD OF WFLA
CHARLES G. BASKERVILLE,
39, just retired
as lieutenant
mander after three
and a comhalf
years in the Navy, has been
appointed manager
of WFLA Taming Fla.,
WaltersucceedTison,
who pa,resigned
to
purchaseterest in WBRC
an inBirmingham
ing, Oct. 22].
[BroadcastEntering radio
1930 Tampa,
with
Mr. Baskerville in
WDAE,
Mr. Baskerville later transferred
to WFLA, then owned by Florida
West Coast Broadcasting Co. In
1936 he joined the Tribune Co.,
present sistowners
WFLA,officer
as as-in
ant to Trumanof Green,
charge of the company's radio operations.
Duringin the
served
the war
New Mr.
YorkBaskerville
Office of
Censorship and saw service in
the Pacific on the staff of Adm,
Nimitz in Guam and Japan. The
Tribune Co. was one of the first 64
applicants
granted
FMlastconstruction permits
late
month
[Broadcasting,
Oct. 29].
CANADIAN STATIONS
CAP AC PAYMENT SET
CANADIAN RADIO stations will
be asked to pay in 1946 $140,728 to
the Composers,
Authors
and Publishers Assn. of
Canada
Ltd.,
plus
2%
on
total
commercial
broadcasting revenue according to
tariffs filed with the Dept. of Secretary of States for Canada at
Ottawa. BMI Canada Ltd., has
filed for a quarter of these fees, or
at the wartime rate of one cent per
licensed set if CAP AC receives
eight cents per licensed set by the
Canadian Copyright Appeal Board.
Sum set by CAPAC is based on the
wartime rate of eight cents for
each
of thein 1,759,100
receivers
Canada. licensed radio
In addition to the $140,728
CAPAC has usually filed for, it has
also filed for a tariff of 2% from
"the sale of broadcasting facilities"tionsby persons,
operating onefirmsor ormorecorporaradio
stations. Formerly CAPAC had endeavored toget an increase in rate
to 14 cents per licensed receiver,
but this has not been granted in
the past, and now a new attempt is
being
made through
a tariff based
on commercial
time sold.
Hearings will be held by the Canadian Copyright Appeal Board at
Ottawa sometime next month or
early January, after appeals have
been registered with the Board.

LOVE IS APPOINTED
TO POST WITH WWJ
E. J. (Dick) LOVE, retired from
the AAF as a major, has been appointed technical director of the
combined interests of troiWWJ
Det, a new post.
General Manager
Harry Bannister,
announcing the
asaidp point
ment,
the research,
construction and
engineering
prob-in
lems involved
operation of
WWJ (FM),
and
WENA
Mr. Love
and the
contemplated television outlet
require
one
over-all head of the three technical staffs.
Mr. Love, a native of Pittsburgh, was educated at Carnegie
Tech, and opened his own radio
sales and service business at Etna,
Pa. In 1937 he joined Tydings Co.
as a field man, selling radio transmission equipment. Joining the
AAF as a first lieutenant in 1942,
he was assigned to the Office of the
Director of Communications,
Washington, working primarily on
electronics projects. One of his
major assignments
sentative ofthe Air was
Forcesas inreprecombined conferences with representa- WPIL Philadelphia has purchased more
tives of other branches of the than 200 acres near one of the local
countrynewclubs
for the site of the sta_American and Allied armies and tion's
navies.
plicatiotransmitter
n isaccepted. if its 5000 w apBROADCASTING
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Page-Size
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KSD is the NBC basic station
for St. Louis; it is 225 miles to
the nearest other NBC basic
outlet. KSD is the only broadcasting station in St. Louis with
the full service of the Associated Press — the AP
news wires plus the PA radio wire. KSD is recognized
throughout ]ts listening area for its high standard of
programming and advertising acceptance. To sell
the great St. Louis Market, use "The Combination
that Clicks"— KSD-NBC-AP.
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This is one of many KSD promotion activities designed to
increase the "yield" of advertising dollars invested in KSD

KSD
ST.
LOUIS
• SSO
KC
Owned and Operated by the
ST. LOUIS
POST-DISPATCH
National Advertising Representatives
FREE
&
PETERS, INC.
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The

GIANT

STRIDE

in PITTSBURGH

Since November, 1944, local commercial
quarter-hour programs on KQV have increased63%
1 — almost three times as many.
That's evidence of local recognition of
Pittsburgh coverage — what you want to buy!
1410 KC— 1000 Watts
ALLEGHENY

BROADCASTING

CORP.

National Representatives: WEED & CO.

850 on tym
5000
WATTS
DAY AND
NIGHT
NATIONALLY RfcPRfc&fcN I fcD BY ADAM J. YOUNG, JR., INC
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PACIFIC HERO, Vice-Admiral Marc A. Mitscher, commander of famous
Task
58,
first Chicago
air(1 toappearance
onCline,
NBC's
World
Front.dentForce
Going
overmade
script
him are
r) : E. W.program
vice-presiand general
sales with
manager,
Bunte
Brothers,
sponsor;
Ralph N. Cushing, account executive, Presba, Fellers and Presba agency,
and Miss Oleva Groulx, advertising manager, Bunte Bros. Program,
usually aired from WLW, originated in NBC central division studios.
MUSIC— AN AUDIENCE BUILDER
Competent Musical Director Should Supervise
Programs on Smaller Stations
based. Such a poll should be taken
By BOB
ATHEARN
Music
Director
WHEB Portsmouth, N. H.
for each individual station's listening area.
MUSIC, an art whose substance is
Once the
for the station's
the gamut of human emotions, over-all
musicbasisprogramming
policy
could be the backbone of small sta- is established, there is the choice
tion programming rather than a of the music itself. There are sevconvenient time-filler. Its value as
of information upon
an audience builder and holder is which eralthesources
music director can draw.
unlimited. Yet too often it is merely These should be checked with the
used for an occasional theme or musical knowledge and taste of the
background,
or to fill the time be- director and the tastes of listeners.
tween commercials.
Requests that come in by mail and
As a result music, even on the phone
do not necessarily represent
networks, shows too frequently the the preferences
the must
averagebe
results of haphazard arrangement listener and other ofmeans
and poor planning. The choice of erences.
employed
to
determine
those
prefmusic played, especially by small
stations, is often dictated by the
Therement inisarranging
great roomandfor balancing
improvepersonal
of some
tive whosepreference
bookkeeping
abilityexecufar programs.
All
the
principles
exceeds his knowledge of music.
dramatic art should be employedof
to keep the listener in a state of
Danger of Prejudice
expectancyof each
not only
withPersonal preference is also the delighted
in the framework
program,
chief factor in those periods when
throughout
the
day's
and
week's
the management permits an an- but
Details
musicalof pronouncer, ignorant in matters musi- programs. in the
actualof airing
the
cal, to select his discs at random program ductionshould
be
supervised
by
from the station's collection. This the musical director.
attitude
evidences
a
short-sighted
business policy.
Intelligent music programming
Ethridge in Moscow
which appeals directly to the taste MARK ETHRIDGE, vice-president
of the widest possible segment of of WHAS Louisville and publisher
the listening public, will in the of the Louisville Courier- Journal
long run pay the biggest dividends. and Times, conferred with Soviet
Such programming calls for the
Moscow in about
Sunday's
services of a competent and im- officials
national inelections
Bulgaria,
Secpartial music director.
retary of State Byrnes announced
The only basis upon which a last Wednesday.
Mr. Ethridge, who
sound programming policy can be is President Truman's special endevised is a comprehensive poll of
voy to the Balkans, will return to
listener taste, arriving at a pat- Washington in the next few weeks
tern of preferred musical types to make a detailed report of his
upon which programming could be studies, Mr. Byrnes added.
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1940
MARKET DATA
0.5MV/M
Population
239,330
Families
61,103
Radio Homes
34,;
Retail Sales
$36,835,000
No. of Retail Stores
2,302
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RADIO'S FIRST CONCERT HOUR
Remember the Atwater Kent Sunday Series?
-They Started Twenty Years AgoIT WAS JUST 20 years ago that thus discovered "made" the Metthe first stars of grand opera and
ropolitan Opera Company and
the concert stage made their ap- others have made names for thems
e
l
v
e
s
o
n
the
radio and on the conradio night
in a contincert stage, for example: Donald
ued seriespearaofnce on theSunday
broadcasts. The series was the Atwater Novis, the young man winner of
Kent Radio Hour, conceived and or- the second audition, and Agnes Davis, the first young woman winner,
ganized by A. Atwater Kent, of
Philadelphia, whose 32-acre radio who later sang with the Met. Other
factory
was
then
a
show
place
in
outstanding
audition winners were
radio manufacturing.
Josephine Antoine, now in concert;
Among
the
concert
stars
were
appearing
Madame Louise Homer, Anna Case, WilburicanEvans,
Hay Ride,"
in Newin "MexYork;
Madame Ernestine Schumann- Ross Graham, popular in radio;
Heink, Jascha Heifetz, Giovanni Hazel Arth, artist; Genevieve
Carol Dies, Joyce Allmand,
Martinelli, Beniamino Gigli, Al- Rowe,
bert Spalding, Madame Frances Thomas L. Thomas, and others who
Alda, Josef Hofmann, Tito Schipa, are singing for various sponsors.
Richard Bonelli, Lucrezia Bori,
When Mr. Kent retired from
Maria Kurenko, Dusolina Giannini, business, several years ago, he sold
Edward Johnson (now manager of his big radio factory and is now
the Metropolitan Opera), Alexander living in Los Angeles. He has not,
Brailowsky, Sophie Breslau, Mario however, lost his interest in music.
Chamlee, Rosa Ponselle, Walter
Damrosch, John Charles Thomas,
Lawrence Tibbett, Mary Lewis, EARLE GLUCK BACK
Efrem Zimbalist, Emilio De Gorgoza, Nelson Eddy, Mischa Elman, AS WSOC PRESIDENT
Rudolf Friml, Kathryn Meisle, EARLE J. GLUCK, released from
Grace Moore, Frieda Hempel, Paul
as commander,
Kochanski, Frank La Forge, Hulda the Navyturned to WSOC
Charlotte, hasN. reC,
Lashanska, Everett Marshall, Rei- as president and general manager,
nald Werrenrath, Margaret Mata position he1933.
has
zenauer, James Melton, Nina Mor- held
gana, Claudia
Muzio,Nikolai
Sigurd Orloff,
Nils- He wassince
called
sen, Sigrid
Onegin,
active duty toin
Eugenenak, Ormandy,
Joseph'Elizabeth
Paster- April
Artur Bodansky,
firstsandas
Rethberg, Sigmund Romberg, served 1941
Moriz Rosenthal, Titta Huffo, Olga assistant DisSamaroff, Toscha Seidel, Armand
trict
cations CommuniOfficer of
' Tokatyan, and others.
the Sixth Naval
MacNamee Announced
District, at Mr. Gluck
Announcer for the series was the Charleston.
late Graham MacNamee. When the
CombecameOfficer onDistrict
In 1942 he munications
Atwater Kent Sunday evening rathe Sixth
dio concerts were first heard over
nt's staff.to
DistrictheCommanda
the air, NBC had not yet been or- ANaval
ed
transferr
was
later
ganized, nor had any other broad- the year
er of the
Command
the
of
staffs
casting company. The first radio
Comand
Frontier
Sea
n
concertscast offrom the
were WEAF,
broad- Caribbea
oldseries
Station
the TenthtersNaval Disandant ofheadquar
mwith
San
in
trict,
which occupied a few rooms in the
Juan, P..R. There he served in the
American Telephone and Tele- same
capacity, in charge of radio,
and wire communications,
Broadway,graph Co.'s
Newbuilding
York. on lower visual
Service, coding, and
Naval
Many of the Atwater Kent ar- confidentPostal
ial service publications.
tists "came high." For instance, for
singing three or four songs on one
of the concerts, Beniamino Gigli,
WENS Coverage
the Metropolitan tenor, demanded
— and received $6,000. It was not WINS NEW YORK recorded proout of the ordinary for Mr. Kent
ce dings atopening
to pay artists from $1,000 to $3,000
Consulate
Generalof first
in theAustraworld
for singing a few songs on the fromlian Rockefeller
Center, New
air.The Atwater Kent radio concerts York, Nov. 13, and broadcast rethat eveningby inHenry
half-hour
continued from 1925 to 1931. After program cording
conducted
Milo,
that, Mr. Kent sought new and WINS foreign
commentator.
undiscovered voices through his Speakers were news
Dr.
Herbert
National Radio Auditions, in which Evatt, Australian Minister for Ex-V.
he gave $25,000 each year in prizes
Affairs; Sir Frederick Egto the ten finalists who sang on a gleston, ternal
Australian Minister to the
nationwide broadcasting network U. S., and
Hon. Cedric Kellway,
out of New York.
Australian Consul General in the
Some of the young singers he U. S.
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MUSIC

BUILDERS
A weekly half-hour
musical presentation.
Production: A. 0. Coggeshall
Direction: E. A. Rice
Arrangements: Frank D'Armand
For complefe details write WGY, Schenectady,
New York, or your nearest NBC Spot Sales Office.
50,000 wo Ms — NBC — 2 3 YEARS OF SERVICE
Represented Nationally by NBC Spot Sales
WGY
GENERAL %) ELECTRIC

COL. J. HALE STEINMAN, president of
Mason-Dixon
GroupNewspapers
of radio Inc.,
stations
and of Lancaster
was
honor
LancasterguestNov.at a12 testimonial
in recognitiondinner
of hisin
wartime
service as chief
of WPBHostsperiodical and publishing
division.
were
publishers
of Pennsylvania
newspapers.
WILLIAM
BURKE
MILLER,
leave
from NBC, where he was war onprogram
manager
and manftupublic
iceager odepartment,
re-S.
rned to the U.servlast week sufor
ltation witconh the
State Dept.overseas
after in18
months
military radio work.
Formerly withchologicalPsyWarfare
Division
Mr.
Millerforof the
isSHAEP,
chief
of radio
6871
Districttion Control
InformaComMiller
operatesmand,RadiowhichStuttgart
and
is
part
of
new
Information
Control Division of USPET.
GAYLEOklahoma
V. GRUBB,
WKY
City, former
recentlymanager
appointedof
to succeed T. B. (Bev) PALMER as manComiTIERCIRL ^§
F. CLARK,
headrepresentative,
of Thomas
F.THOMAS
Clark
Co.,
newspaper
and
HAROLD
J.
WANDLESS,
head of
H.newspaper
J. Wandless
Co., SouthhaveAmerican
representative,
formed
a newstation
company, Clark-Wandless
Co.,
radio
withCompany
offices
atwill205represent
E. 42d representative,
St.,
New
York.
following
stations:
WJRD
KOKO
KGEK
KIUP WTAL
WMJM
WLAG WNBZ
WRLC
WMGA WMOG
WCAZ
WSNJ KTNM
WMBO
WWRL
WEGO
KWIL
KBND
WTEL
KOCA KPLT KIUN KVOS KMED
KTBI WNEL.
JOHN
BLAIR,
head
of
John
Blair
&
Co..
Chicago, accompanied by GEORGE
BOLLING,pleting a to\|r
New ofYorkstations
manager,represented
is comby that firm.
HARRY
PATTERSON,
former executive
production manager,
is now account
of KMPC
Hollywood.
CALVERT has taken
former CHARLES
post.
WILLIAMchargedW.from AAF
JOYCE,
recently
disand offormerly
Chicago program director
Transamerican
Broadcasting
&
Television
Corp.,
midwest sales manager for Texas State
Network,
and Broadcasting
assistant Chicago
manager ofthe
World
System,
has
joined
Chicago sales staff
of The
Katz Agency.
GEORGE
UTLEY,
released
from
AAF
as captain, has Dallas-Fort
joined the sales staff Heof
WFAA-KGKO
formerly was with station Worth.
continuity
department.
HOWARD H.manager
DUNAVAN has been Duluth,
named
local
Minn. sales
New members ofofWEBC
station sales
staff tionaresince PAUL
JASMIN
Jr., with
staSeptember
ARTHUR
NELSON,
released
from1944,former
theandArmy
after
four
years
service
and
traveling
representative for Ford-Hopkins Drug
Co., Chicago.
GARY
LINN,
20 returned
months toin post
Pacificas
area withmanager
Navy,forhas
traffic
at KYW
Philadelphia.
HeGuamservedandwithas flag
Navy
public
relations
announcer of U. onS.
Pacific Fleet.
BILL RILEY, sales manager of Weed &
Co.,
Chicago,
will
manage firm's
new
Detroit
office
effective
19. years.
Riley
has been
withtakes
WeedoverforNov.
eight
NEIL
WEED
as
active
sales
manager in Chicago.
JOHN
H. WRATH andto Headley
STERLINGReedBEESON have
Co.
from
thefromreturned
armed
services.
Wrath after
was
released
the
Army
captain
serving for nearly three asyears
in China

ager
ofof honor
KGO atSana luncheon
Francisco,of will
be
guest agency
and
representatives
Nov. station
20DONat
Bohemian Club,
San Francisco.
SEARLE, America^
president,
preside.Broadcasting
Mr.operations
Palmer, vicenowfor
manager
ofwilldivision
technical
West
Coast
of
American,
was
honored
by aguest
staffat farewell
party reception
and Nov.
Nov. 14arranged
15 was
a Franpress
club
by
San
cisco station and agency executives.
COMDR. FRED M. THROWER Jr., vicepresident
inentering
charge the
of sales
atis Americanjoinbefore
Navy,
to rethe network
after
his discharge
from
the
service,
expected
in with
near
future.
Comdr.
Thrower
will
work
MERRITT SCHOENFELD, recently
transferred
from
Chicago
on
special
sales assignments, reporting to C. P.
JAEGER,
vice-president in charge of
sales
for American.
FORD
BILLINGS,
midwestern
station manager whoformer
for three
and a
half years has been
in industrial
engiwith
suppliers neeringtoworkDept.,
Army
Ordnance
has
becomeof WHOT,
general
manager
American
outletInd.in
South
Bend,
Before the
war he
was general sales
and station manof WCKY
cinnati, Wayne,
WOWO Cinand
WGL ager Fort
Mr. Billings
and
previously
was
with
Hearst
on
West Coast. the
KENNETH
W.andSTOWMAN,
former chief
traffic managerPhiladelphia,
public receives
relations
of WCAU
release
from NavymanderNov.
19 asWFILlieutenant
comandto joins
Philadelphia
as assistant
ROGERmanager
W. CLIPP,
president and general
of ..station.
WILLIAM
C.
GITTINGER,
rJ|$S
vicepresident
charge of sales, CBS
and DONALD W.ininTHORNBURGH,
vicepresident
charge of western division,
both celebrated
silver wedding
anniversaries duringpresentation
National
Radio Week.
Surprise
made
to both honor
executives at secondwas annual
meeting of officials of CBS O & O stations.
ADRIAN
SAMISH,
vice-president
charge
of co-chairmanship
programs for
American,
hasin
accepted
of
the
1946
March of Dimes national radio division, Infantile
sponsored by Paralysis
the NationalInc. Fdtindation for
W.
ALLEN
CAMPBELL,
and
general
managerNetwork,
of WXYZwassecretary
Detroit
the
Michigan
a callerandat
the Whiteferred briefly
Housewithlast President
Tuesday, and
conTruman.
He wassports
accompanied
HARRY WISMER,
director
ofby American,
and
Arthur
Coates,
president,
Coates
Steel
Products Co., St. Louis.
ENS. CHARLES
J. WRIGHT
Jr., vicepresident
Hattlesburg,
is fatherexpects
ofof aWFOR
girl, Diane
Elaine. Miss.,
Ens.
Wright
in near future. release from the Navy
with cagoChinese
troops. HeReedrejoined
Chioffice of Headley
1. Beeson,
inNov.
September
1943 who
and entered
has beenservice
stationed
in ETO,
returnsNovember
to the 19.company's New York
office
FRED MUELLER,
sales manager
Denver,
has
elected
director ofof KLZ
the
Kiwanis Clubbeenof Denver.
G. NORRISdivision
MacKENZIE
has joinedRadio
the
program
ofas all-Canada
Facilities, with
Toronto,
salesman. HeCKWX
was
formerly
CJCA
Edmonton,
Vancouver and CKOC Hamilton.
BRUCE
PIRIE,ansales
managerbusiness
of CKRM
extended
trip
inRegina,
easternis onCanada.
WALLY
SLATTER,
son of JACK
TER,diomanager
of Toronto
officetheofSLATRaRepresentatives,
has RCAF,
joined
after
three
years
in
partfirm
of
which
was
overseas.
He
previously
had
been with CKCL and CFRB Toronto.
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A Great Port with a Great Future
WBAL, Baltimore— 50,000 Watts— NBC Network
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Straws in the Air
IN THESE COLUMNS Sept. 3 there was
noted an inordinate desire on the part of the
British Broadcasting Corp. to spread the influence of state-operated radio. At that time
Broadcasting called special attention to developments on the European continent. Now,
it appears, the British lion is stalking in other
preserves.
As late as last week it was again emphasized, istercoincident
with the visit
Attlee to Washington,
thatofBBCPrimewillMinnot
"go
American"
by
accepting
sponsored programs when the commerciallyBBC charter
expires in 1946. It was learned, too, that the
British Labor Government favors nationalization of all industry, including radio and communications. Indeed, nationalization of communications inBritain was announced only a
few days ago. Under the British plan even
newspapers would be subject to nationalization, it was revealed, if there is a tendency
toward monopoly in control.
The BBC has stepped up its transcribed
productions.
has kept the
cost ofZealand
these productions at aIt minimum.
In New
and
in Australia, where at one time listeners received through their broadcasting stations
many transcribed features shipped from the
United States, schedules now are dominated
by BBC releases.
This fact has caused some concern in both
of these countries, and most emphatically in
Australia. The Listener In, a radio publication in Australia, reported October 5, 1945:
"The Listener In suggests that the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Broadcasting
might with advantage review the circumstances which have brought about the present
regrettable diminution of production activities
by the Australian Broadcasting Corp. and its
apparently growing tendency to become a mere
echo of the British Broadcasting Corp."
In New Zealand, where both the commercial
and non-commercial stations are controlled by
the Government under a Director of Broadcasting (who is pro-BBC, by the way), the
BBC is meeting with increasing success. Commercial stations in Australia have been holding out against this influence, but it is questionable how long they can do so.
American production firms which export
programs to these countries can compete in
quality with the BBC program fare, but they
cannot compete in price because of the AFRA
foreign distribution fee, because of the shortage of dollars in foreign radio and for various
other reasons.
The -BBC has spread its "state-owned"
philosophy on the Continent, where such commercial stations as Luxembourg and Normandie controlled vast audiences through good
programming before the war. It is conducting
now a program barrage against commercial
radio in Australia and New Zealand.
We mention these facts for the benefit of
our neighbors to the North, and for the
thoughtful consideration of all broadcasters
in the United States^
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Aimless Palaver
THEY'RE at it again on Capitol Hill. From
the House Un-American Activities Committee,
which yields to no group for its headline huntinglatproclivities,
ion to gag radio.comes new talk about legisThe Committee doesn't like certain radio
commentators or analysts or perhaps those
performers who masquerade as news reporters.
We don't like several of them either.
All columnists can't be Walter Lippmans,
and
all analysts
Elmerall Davises
Ed Murrows.
By thecan'tsamebe token
legislatorsor
can't be Thomas Jeffersons.
It should be obvious that the House Comcan't do what
without mitteerunning
counterit proposes
to the Billlegislatively
of Rights.
These performers are popular with the public because they have something the listener
wants. The public taste may change. We hope
it will as to certain types of news commentaries, and there are signs of it already. Men
who
have served
overseas just don't like to
be shouted
at or lectured.
Many people don't relish the outpourings of
certain
members
Congress. express
Because dislikes.
it's the
democratic
way, ofAmericans
But we don't know of any suggestions that
these men be "muzzled". Congressmen enjoy an
immunity when they hurl invective on the
floors of Congress. Their remarks are published in the Congressional Record, reported
by the news associations, and carried on the
air. The newsman gets no such immunity.
Radio asks no special privileges. It seeks
only to enjoy that freedom of expression guarante d itin the Bill of Rights. The people can
discern right and wrong.
Government Pay
ANY BUSINESS is as good as the men who
run it. The s^me goes for Government.
The FCC is among the busiest of the postwar agencies. It has a backlog of some 1400
applications in the broadcast services. It is
shorthanded. The postwar economy squeeze is
on in Congress with a view to cutting all
Government appropriations horizontally.
The FCC is having a tough time keeping
its specialized personnel because of inducements from the outside. This is particularly
true of engineers and lawyers. The Government just doesn't pay enough to hold key
people.
A member of the FCC gets $10,000 a year —
the standard stipend for members of Congress
and top officials in most of the independent
agencies. Even Canada is paying the Chairman
of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. $15,000 a
year. It's difficult to find men, no matter how
public-spirited, to make a career of Government service when they don't earn enough to
support their families at a level in keeping
with
true oftheirthe public
youngerpositions.
men, whoThat's
mightparticularly
well earn
five to ten times as much outside.
Irrespective of what we may think of the
FCC and, more particularly, of the leftist
thinking of some of its members and functionaries, we certainly feel it should be accorded adequate appropriations to perform its
assigned licensing functions. And we feel that
stepping up of salaries, from bottom to top,
would result in more efficient administration
and perhaps in the retention of well qualified
men in key positions. • -

ADOLF NATHANIEL HULT

eightNATHA
or nine
he used
HULTto
NIEL
ADOLF
N about
WHEwas
s boy on his
bump
into
a slight,
studiou
way
to
school
in
what
is
now
down-he
town Chicago. It would be nice to say that
and the slight, studious boy grew to be lifefriends. after
But ita wasn't
a good
years longlater,
meetinguntil
of the
boardmany
of j
Mutual Broadcasting System in New York, that \
Edgar Kobak, as president of esident
the network, discovered that Ade Hult, vice-pr
in charge
ons,
t
of
Midwes
operati
was
the corner
same from
tow- jj
headed kid who. lived around the
him in Chicago
It has been so long since Ade recalled any- I
body addressing him by his Christian name 1
that he has to think twice to remember it him- I
self. He was named after his father, Adolf, |l
with the Nathaniel being thrown in for good jf
measure and depriving him of the privilege of jj
being called Junior. Ade's parents were of |;
Swedish descent and his father taught for 1
many years at Augustana College, Rock Island, ||
111., as a professor of theology. His hobby was i
music, and he composed innumerable hymns J|
and other sacred music which are still in wide J
use today. Dr. Hult hoped his son would fol- 1
low in his footsteps and when Ade graduated jj
from high school, he matriculated at August- 1;
ana with majors in languages and music.
It is,fall
of course,
fond parent's
hopes
somewhattypical
shortthatof afulfilment.
Ade jJ
was ho exception. With a gift for classical i
languages,
from parent,
life withAdea made
most j!
widely
readcultivated
and cultured
1,

this giftonupona Moline,
graduation
byimmediate
becominghse a of reporter
111. jj'
II
newspaper. The glamour of newspaper life r
captured his fancy a yjear earlier when nis jj
contributions on college activities found their jj
way into print. A great many readers, partic- |
ularly the staid and more spiritually inclined, Ij
found difficulty in understanding how a fine j!
gentleman like Dr. Adolf Hult, whose column
on matters of the soul was a weekly feature of
the Moline paper, found time or inclination to
cover
prize-fights,
and other
colorful train
news wrecks,
events bank-robberies
that appeared |
under the Hult byline. The answer, obviously,
was that the younger Hult had no less a fondness for his nameof inthe print,
embarrassment
father.to the considerable
Ade'sa year
interest
newspaper
waned
about
later,in largely
due tobusiness
the monotony
with which the same figures appeared on his [
pay check. When a friend suggested he enter I
the sales field as a representative of the National Lock Company, Rockford, 111., he said a |
V *. (Continued on page 58)
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HILDEGARDE

SAYS

NBC's Raleigh Room, Tuesdc
Showmen and advertisers with vision and imagination
echo Hildegarde's rapturous superlatives! For supersalespowered television has demonstrated : (1 ) attentionholding power up to and exceeding 1 0 times that of any
other medium, (2) continuously applied salespower
without interruption of entertainment, and (3) multisalespower — the capacity to sell the many items of a
complete line simultaneously! "Teleselling" is only be-

ginning to show its tremendous mass-sales potential.
Fortionmore
years hundreds
at DuMont's
Television have
StaWA B Dthan
, NewtwoYork,
of advertisers
been testing "telesales" techniques. Teleskill— acquired
now is certain to pay off handsomely. If you would like
to preview your products or services, consult your advertising agency. By all means visit Station WABD. Our
Sales Manager v/ill gladly arrange details.
Copyright 1945. Allen B. DuMont Laboratories.

ALLEN D. DuMONT LABORATORIES, INC., GENERAL OFFICES AND
PLANT, 2 MAIN AVENUE, PASSAIC, NEW JERSEY. TELEVISION STUDIO
AND STATION WABD, 515 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, N. Y.
TELEVISION
STATION WABD

LOUISVILLE
Home of the
Kentucky Derby
n■

BROADCASTING COMPANY
Represented by
BROADCAST SALES COMPANY
New York and Chicago
HOMER GRIFFITH COMPANY
Hollywood & San Francisco

HARRY McTIGUE
ncral Manaper
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Respects
(Continued from page 56)
not too sad farewell to the fourth
estate. This was in 1926 and marked
a turning point in his career, which
has been devoted from that time
to the art of barter, selling at
various times locks, space and
time. Ade left the lock company to
work for an architectural publication until 1930, a bad year for
bankers and stock-brokers but
definitely
a good time to get into
radio.
It was certainly not an opportune year for full-page ads in a
publication catering to home builders, and a chance to become a salesman on WGN Chicago seemed a
better choice. For one thing, radio
sales was not only virgin territory
but closely related to newspaper
business. Ade stayed with WGN
until 1934, when that station and
WOR New York and WLW Cincinnati held a pow-wow over the possibility of organizing a tri-station
network. It was only a matter of
time
until
sellingto
time on all Ade's
three interest
stations inbegan
show a sizeable increase in billing.
He refers to himself during those
years
a "handy
man", serving
sponsor,as agency
and station
as idea
man, torsalesman,
and
program
for midwest operations. direcSome
ofAbner
his early
accounts
Lum trio,
'n'
and the
famouswerevocal
Tom, Dick & Harry.
From 1934 until March of this
year, when Ade won a well-earned
promotion to vice-president of
MBS, his career was one of quiet,
concentrated effort to help the network assume its rightful place in
the national radio picture. He
shuns the
in predicting therole
futureof oforacle
broadcasting
as an industry, but he believes
whole-heartedly that.. American
competitiveness and commercial
ingenuitycause of will
not fall
down betechnical
advancement,
either in FM or television.
He admits with candor that his
home life is closely related with
his job, since his wife, Marion, is
herself a well known figure in radio, having worked for many years
with various agencies in Chicago.
He says people who insist they
don't thoroughly
talk shop interested
at home innever
were
the
radio business. His hobbies are his
two sons, Adolf, III, 15, and Richard, 9, andwhere
an 80-acre
farm onin
Wisconsin
he retreats
week-ends.
But
even
there
likely to be found listening to he's
the
radio instead of replacing a shingle
on the barn. One important contribution to his success, and he will
be the first to deny it, is his gift
for getting along with people, particularly his employes, who are
loyal to a degree not frequently
found. They admire his devotion to
his job, his quiet manner and the
sincere affection he has for those
he works with.
As a salesman, the only pressure
he applies is in finding out what

AT A COCKTAIL PARTY to introduce Miller G. Robertson, new sales
manager of KSTP Minneapolis-St. Paul, to public officials and members of the trade, are seen (1 to r) Mr. Robertson, former assistant
sales manager of KMBC Kansas City and at one time director of Tenth
District Advertising Federation of America; Stanley E. Hubbard, president and general manager of KSTP; Kenneth M. Hance, KSTP vicepresident and treasurer; Hubert M. Humphrey, mayor of Minneapolis.
Labor Relations Import Baltimore Seen as Fifth
Stressed by Management City With Network Video
TOP bormanagement
todayas ranks
that Baltimore, berelations at least
high la-as PREDICTION
fore the end of 1946, will be the
fifth United States city to have
sales, production
and
financial
activities, John H. MacDonald, NBC network television, was made Nov.
vice-president
finance, 13 by Paul Mowrey, manager of
said Nov. 13in atcharge
the ofAmerican
the television division of American, at a luncheon meeting of the
Management
agement Assn.'s
Conference atOffice
the ManNew Baltimore Advertising Club.
Yorker Hotel, New York, in a talk
"There are already two network
on "Top Management Appraises services running through Baltimore," Mr. Mowrey pointed out.
theUrging
Office". office managers to coor- "The city
has thecableadvantage
dinate their labor policies with an AT&T coaxial
connectingof
those of the factory and to keep it with television origin points in
management informed of impor- New York, Washington and Philatant inequalities between factory
and a Philco
staand office wages and working conthatdelphia,will
transmitrelaysignals
ditions, Mr. MacDonald said that from tion
the
latter
city.
These
three
while aware that it must continue cities and Schenectady, with the
to provide profits for the stock- General Electric station, WRGB,
top management
recog- must be conceded the first four
nizes thatholders,
these
must be consistent
television centers in the
with its increased responsibility to important
labor for employment and to the U. S., but Baltimore will be a close
fifth,
preceding
Chicago and the
public
ices. for better goods and servPacific Coast in network service."
Students Hear Concert
MORE THAN 6,000 students from
Chicago public and parochial high
schools as well as suburban schools
will be special guests of the Chicago
Title & Trust Co., during the forthcoming broadcasts of the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra each Wednesday from 8:00-9:00 p.m. CST., over
WCFL . Chicago. Arrangement
marks an additional step in the
trust
encourage
publiccompany's
enthusiasmplansfortofine
music,
Holman D. Pettibone, president,
declared.
a client wants and then doing his
level best to get it for him.
Ade was born in Chicago on Jan.
16, 1904, one of three boys and a
girl
in the Hult
He's thinks
lived
in Chicago
sincefamily.
1928 and
even more can be done in Chicago
radio than has been done to date.
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"PROS"*—

INTO

WESTERN

"OUTSIDE"

BROADCAST!

The strongest opposing line will occasionally open,
but not the wall of fading which cuts Western
Michigan off even from 50,000-watt stations in
Chicago and Detroit! Is that why you haven't been
getting good radio results from Western Michigan?

A proven CBS combination — WKZO in Kalamazoo
and WJEF in Grand Rapids — offers complete coverage of Western Michigan with bell-clear signals
and at a bargain rate. Let us give you all the facts —
or just ask Free & Peters!

The only way to reach this rich market is to use
stations inside the barrier.

* Clark H inkle. Green Bay Packers, gained 3,860 yards
during 1932-1941 ten-year period.

ZO

WK

STERN
GREATER WE
BOTH OWNED AND OPERATED BY FETZER BROADCASTING COMPANY
FREE

& PETERS,

INC., EXCLUSIVE
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'ATTS 5000, 600 K.C
Pay and night

'Co LUM B1A
I BASIC OUTLET

'A 6th
MER CITY
ICA'S

FLDEST
STATION IN
MARYLAND
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PRODUCTIOn
f-Jf
that
position until
May 1944at
GRAHAM
POYNER,
Navy forlieutenant
and district
radio officer
office of retaining
when
the
AEF
were started
public information at Charleston the
request
of programs
Gen. Eisenhower.
the
series
concluded
in
July
ofWhen
this
Navy viceYard,
following
release
from
serto WPTP
year, he forbecame
of light programs
home head
listeners.
N. C, as returned
programtodaydirector.
R. W.Raleigh,
(G.us) service
YOUNGSTEADT, acting program, direc- WILLIAM WYLIE, manager of Ameri- MAKE-UP expert Syd Simons demonstrates correct eye-brow length for
publicity formerly
director. - on KWK father can's
of aprogram
girl. promotion division, is
MYRONtor, is nowJ. BENNETT,
Griggs of NBC central division
St.
Louis Show",
as conductor
of earlysighed
morningfor BILL COCHRAN has been named pro- Betty
Chicago
teletypeat NBC
department.
All feminine
employes
are taking
"M.J.B.
has been
gram
director and chief announcer of in facial grooming
make
networkcourse
girls
Seattle.
similar
seriesSAMUELS
on KRNT isDesnewMoines.
most attractive in toChicago.
LAURENCE
member-~- KIRO
EDGAR
BERGEN,
star
of
NBC
"Charlie
of announcing
staff
of
WKBZ
Muskeand Francis
WesterMich. He formerly
with McCarthy
man, model,Show",
were married
in Ensenada,
Fry last Monday
a four-week
Don gon,Lee-Mutual
NBCfreelanced
CBS KMPC,
..Mexico,
cross-country
tourFrancisco,
to began
visit station
execKECA.
vealed. on June 23, it was Just re- Mr.
utivFort
es in SanWorth,
Los Angeles,
ERNEST
C.
DAULTON.,
former
assistant
Denver,
San
Antonio,
Des
JACK
ROURKE,
continuing
announcerorganist
and
choirmaster
at
Riverside
Moines,
Chicago
and
Cincinnati.
'
writer-producer
assignments,
has
been
Church,
New York,
has organist.
returned Heto placed in charge of newly-created pack- GORDON HUBBEL, former production
WLW
Cincinnati
as
staff
manager
of
WMAL
Washington,
is
head
division
of Don BOB
Lee FREED
Broadwas
first 20pianists
by qastlngage shows
Hollywood.
formedfor department
of proWLW onemoreof than
years employed
ago.
beenSystem,
promoted
to network
day su- of newly
the American
LAWRENCE
is new Before
script has
pervisor.
LARRY
HAYS,
with
honorable
ate.gramJOHNoperations
MacKERCHER
is now affiliprowriter
with E.WLWNEVILLE
Cincinnati.
discharge
from
Marines,
has
been
added
duction
manager
and
JACQUELINE
scriptwriter.
service KEESE is night program supervisor.
three
yearsandservice
the Louis
Army andhe was
with CBS
KMOXin St.
the ashe was
with KSROBefore
Santajoining
Rosa, Cal.
FBI.
PAUL
HERMAN,
from
WKST
New
Castle; FRANtf
from WCED
HALL, one-time and
head of DuBois,
GLEN WALKER,
instructor
justto ROBERT
and Pa.,
PAULFARA,
from
transcription
released
from staff
service,AAF
hasKSL
beenSalt
addedLake
Army
discharge,department,
has returned to with
CBS WERC
Erie,
are BEDFORD,
new O. announcers
announcing
of
with
WFMJ
Youngstown,
Hollywood
.as
associate
continuity
acCity.
He
formerly
had
been
with
KFXD
ceptance
editor,
succeeding
CHARLES
JACK
GULLER,
announcer
at
WSSV
Nampa, Ida.
WADS WORTH, resigned.
Petersburg,
Va., is nowEVERETT
musical NEILL,
direcWINIFRED
from toKPRO
River- GAIL ROBERTS, CBS Hollywood con- former
tor of station.
side, Cal., isGRAVES,
addition
continuity
producerPVT.
at KDKA Pittsburgh,
editor, and Nov.
Michael
department
ofnew KGVO
Missoula,
Mont. man, weretinuitymarried
10. M. Bass- is announcing
for
WSSV
while
stationed at Camp Lee, Va.
JERRY DEANNE,
former City,
regional direcMERWYN BOGUE, with release from GIL DOWD,
at Kansas
been Army
released from the Army,
Special
Services
branch,
has
renamedtor for OWI
production
manager ofhasKYSM
turned to NBC
of Musical has
ducer.joined KGO San Francisco as proMankato,
Minn. HeDuluth,
is ex-program
Knowledge"
as Ish "College
Kabibble.
ager of WEBC
Minn. manBOB JAMES
FELIX,
Navy publicwithre- HUGH TURNER, for two years radio
McKNIGHT
lations
officer, isformer
new announcer
operatorturns for
American
Airways, restaff
of WDZ shifts
Tuscola, from
111., toannouncing
KYSM.
to KGOaboutPanDecember
San
Francisco
JIM
YOUNG,andreleased
from
the Armyat WFIL
Philadelphia.' CATHERINE
FENnouncer
1. as anTON MacDONALD,
former assistant
as
captain
former
announcer
time
buyer
of
Campbell-Mithun
Agenreleased
from KGO
the MerKABC
San Antonio,
returned
cy, Chicago, has been named assistant to HERB HALEY, has
rejoined
San
the station.
He enteredhasservice
in Jan-to JOHN
manager. SCHEUER, WFIL production Franciscochant asMarine,announcer.
uaryGen.1942 Patrick
and was during
aide toNewCommandMAX
BERTON
of
the
WNEW
New
York
ing
Guinea
BOB
DAMBACH
has
been
promoted*
campaign, when general was killed in from assistant to the program director continuity department is father of a
action.
of WEBR Buffalo
to postROBERT
of program girl, Naomi, born Nov. 12.
SHIRLtor at KOVO
BLACK,Provo,
former program
succeeding
MARKS, haswriter
on "Duffy's
KLIMENT.
Announcer
JOHN BOOTHBYF. LARRY
newdirecan- supervisor,
Tavern"
program,
completed
play,
nouncer with KSL SaltUtah,
Lakeis City.
is new production
manager.
"Oleander
isa being
considered infor Bloom",
Broadwaywhich
production.
MARJORIE
FREELS
is
new
continuity
PETER
DONALD,
m.c.
on
Borden
Co.
director ofwas WDSU
New Bristol,
Orleans.Tenn.
She "County Fair" program, celebrates his BARON ELLIOTT, returned to WCAE
formerly
with WOPI
18th year in radio Dec. 8, same week Pittsburgh after nearly two years in
WARREN KENNEDY has been appoint- program
switches
from Tuesday 7:30-8
ETO with
Armyof Special
Services,
sumes direction
WCAE staff
band.rep.m. onon CBS.
American
ed m.c. gram.
of NewWDSU
"Dawn Patrol"
pro- p.m.
announcers
are
RUTH
Agency tois Saturday
Kenyon & 1:30-2
Eck- ERNEST
LaPRADE,
for
16
years
hardt.
New
York.
PHELPS,
former
continuity
editor,
and
tor of music research for NBC,direcand
JOE
FRIBLEY,
from WJRMOORE,
Detroit.cowboy
New BILL HEDGPETH, formerly with WFNC BARBARA
staWDSU
talent:
CHICK
tion relationsSPRAGUE,
for Yankeedirector
Network,of were
WDNC
WIS,
is
now
announcing
f*r
entertainer,
and
RAY
ROGERS
and
His
WAPO
Chattanooga,
Tenn.
guest
speakers
Nov.
14
at
meeting
Melody Cowboys.
Radio Council
of Greater Boston atof
DOUGLAS
WAY,priorfortothree
years
with Boston
U.
HUGH
FINNERTY, Ga.,
formerly
with
the
Army
and
that
announcer
WRBL Columbus,
has
been
apwith
WJJD as Chicago,
has joined WHN IRMA
known asN.Martha
programEnid,
director
andForsports
New York
staff announcer.
on WGYLENKE,
Schenectady,
Y., hasBrooks
been
editor
of pointed
KCRC
Okla.
four VINCENT
LAURIA,
assistant
night married to David Boris Kroman.
and
a
half
years
he
has
been
in
Army,
manager
of
WHN
New
York,
is
tempoMARJORIEnouncer at KWOC
STUDER,Poplarformer
chief
anservingseas station.
as program director of an overrarily
serving
as
night
manager
upon
Bluff,
Mo.,
has
of TODD WILLIAMS.
been named
RUSSELL BAER is new announcer of resignation
KCRC
Enid, Okla.production manager of
CLAIRE
GIBSON,
for
two
years
In
CKWS leased
Kingston.
He
was
recently
refor WHTD
Hartas Halifax
lieutenantbombers
after charge ford,ofConn.,continuity
has started
new Monday
four
yearsHefromofRCAF
piloting
overseas.
was
formerly
with
CKGB
through
Friday
women's
feature,
"ToWorld". RALPH
KLEIN, released
CJKL CFCH.
theday's Army,
BOB
HARVIE,
program
director
for from
continuity
staff. has returned to station
three
years
at
the
RCAF
broadcasting
CBS appointed
represenstation
Gander,Peterborough
Newfoundland,
has ALEX taGARCIA,
tive In Havanna,former
has been
joined atCHEX
as announcer.
assistant
in the network's
shortwave
program
department
in
New
to
IREENE WICKER, known for many supervise preparation of scripts York
for program ing to Latin
America
over
the
years
asin "The
Singing
Lady",
wasin CBS 109-station
starred
video
version
of
"Alice
Network of Americas.
Wonderland"
presented ason aWRGB
CAPT. SanCHETFrancisco,
J. DOYLE,is assigned
formerly of
nectady by American
tributeSche-to CBS
Children's
Book
Week.
Armed
Forces
Radio
Service, Los An-to
BASIL
G.
ADLAM,
musical
director
of
geles
production
staff.
western division of American, has writ- TOM GILLESPIE, announcer at WWNY
ten new song, "Pin Marin", in collabo- Watertown, N. Y., has married BETTY
JEAN DAVIS, WWNY control room opRUSSELL.ration with JAY MILTON and HARRY erator.
LT. OTTOrelations
BRANDT
has rejoined
the JOE NOVENSON has returned to anstation
department
of
American after two years service with AAF. after three nouand
ncing staf one-half
of WFIL years
Philadelphia
AAF
MAURICE
GORHAM, head
of the
BBC He served in Africa,
Italy and InCorsica
Allied
Expeditionary
Forces
program
as
first
lieutenant.
during
the
war,
has
been
appointed
FRY sincefrom1942Britain
in charge
director
thebeginning
BBC television
service, STEPHEN
inactive1939.ofsinceGorham
to theof
Sept.
JoinedofBBCthe inwar1926in BBC
U. S.,programming
has
been given
added
responsi"WFDF Flint says War Bonds
b
i
l
i
t
y
f
o
r
programs
from
here
to
Britain
asbecoming
assistanteditor
editorin 1933.
of "Radio
Times",
In 1941director,
he was with
title toof headquarter
program director.
will will cure our inflation."
continue
in NewHe York.
made North American service
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kk
Fastest

Growing

Afternoon

Audience

in Indianapolis"
Now
is TOP$

As announced, in Broadcasting for October 8, WIBC has
been climbing fast, gaining each month in its share of
the Indianapolis afternoon listening audience. Now it is
TOPS — with 29.2%, as shown by the Hooper indexes for
the full five month period, August— September, as shown
on the chart below.
r

Sets in
Use
Average — Dec, 1 944, 16.3
thru April, 1945
15.4
April-May
15.7
May-June
13.9
June-July
16.0
July-Aug.
16.4
Aug. -Sept
Average — May
thru Sept., 1945

15.4

WIBC
18.4

Station
"B"
19.5

Station
"C"
34.2

■ I
18.8

Still Further Proof that WIBC

:

17.0
14.6
16.0 ; / :
13.7
14.8
14.6

34.1
35.6
36.3
30.6
29.0
25.3

"D" .
Station

14.5
32.8
is

Your "Best Buy" in Indianapolis
JOHN BLAIR & CO., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

MUTUAL' S OUTLET

IN INDIANAPOLIS

1

North Carolina's third
largest city in population, second top city in
retail and drug sales.
This growing, spending
community

makes
, 25% of all the nation's
cigarettes. Now it's again
in the hungry consumer
spotlight as the large
Durham Hosiery Mills
start turning out

hose for your wife and
Gal Friday. To dominate
this market, one station
does the trick at surprisingly low rates.

Represented by Howard H.Wilson Co.
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Army
returned
to Hollywood and enteredhastalent
agency
business. discharge,
FRED
ROTH,
after
four
years
with AAF and released as captain,service
has
returned
to McCann-Erickson,
New
York,
as assistant
accountandexecutive.
CHARLES
H.
GABRIEL
WESTON
H. SETTLEMIER
have been named
oftreasurer
Brisacher,andVansecretary,
Norden &respectively,
Staff, San
Francisco.
M.
CARLOCK,
account
executive
with E.Benton
& Bowles,
New York,
has
been
elected
a
vice-president
of the
agency.
He
is
executive
on
Prudential
Insurance Co. of America account.
LT. leave
COL. McCann-Erickson,
FARISH JENKINS, Newfirst York,
man
tofor
the armed
services,
has returned
assistant
account
executive
after fiveas
years in the Army.

programof program
package proorSYLVAN
EAPLINGER,
forto two
years
withAGEI1CIES
AFRS
andducer-writer oprior
thatSmith
pro- New York, gradio
anizatOther
ion, as manager
n the &"Kate
duction.
Y &"ft
R resignations
ann
o
u
n
c
e
d
l
a
s
t
week
are:
JOE
HILL,
story
Show",
has
joined
Weiss
Geller,
New
York, as head of radio department. His television
editor, and
JOHN SOUTHWELL,
of
department.
LARRY
SCHWAB,
duties Auction"
include supervising
of "DaveWatchEl- assistant producer,
also
resigns
but
will
man
show
for
Rensie
Co.,
New York, Monday 10-10:30 p.m. on continue his freelance assistant producMutual.
tion job onFlight"
transcribed
"World's
Mostby
series
sponsored
ELLEN McCORKLE,
formerly
with Honored
Longines
Wittnauer
Watchalso
Co.leavesLIBBY
Newell-Emmett,
New
York,
has joined
SELIG,
Y
&
R
producer,
the
the
cony
staff
of
Irwin
Vladimir
&
Co.,
New York.
agency.
Y & R evening
radio Coast.
showsMajority
are nowof emanating
from the
Helus prSM:
HERBcan RedLANDON,
formerly
with
AmeriWest
Cross and before that in the B. ROBERT RAND, for 11 years with
press
department
of
CBS
and
one-time
the Marine
Midland
New
director
of publicity
of& WOV
New York,
York,
has joined
SpadeaTrustAdv.Co.,Agency,
has
joined
Kenyon publicity
Eckhardt,
York,
to handle
on New
the New York, as business manager.
GEORGELouisville
WALSHas has
returned
to
WILLISand aJr.,
"County
by Bor- LT.
sports
announcer.
den & Co.,Fair"New show
York,sponsored
on American.
releasedCHARLES
after three
half USNR,
years WHAS
He hasreleased
been inas Navy
for two(jg).
years and
was
lieutenant
HAL
HAZELRIGG,
former
director
of
in
the
Navy,
has
rejoined
radio
producpublic relations
American public
Home York. tion staff of McCann-Erickson, New WINSTON BURDETT, CBS correspondProducts
Corp.,
Newat York,
has moved disorders
from Romein toCairo
Cairoandto
relations
department
of N. joins
W. Ayer & RAYMOND LYNCH, formerly of the coverent, current
Son, Philadelphia.
other middle eastern
points.
traffic
department
of inMcCann-Erickson
DANIEL
M.
DALEY
Jr.
has
returned
to
and
prior
to
serving
the
Army
proRICHARD
HOTTELET,
CBS
duction manager of Rickardmanager
& Co., hasof correspondent, is author of aforeign
Lennen
& capacity
Mitchell, after
New York,
short
executive
morewasinthanre-ah been
Hazard named
Adv. Co.,production
New York.
story, "Soft Answer", in Nov. 24 Colthree
years
Army
service.
He
l
e
a
s
e
d
a
s
captain.
While
on
duty
in
GEORGE
WASEY,
after
43
months
servLEONARD, sportscaster
WFMJ
the
chief
ice in Naval commander,
Aviation and
released LEE
Youngstown,
is father of ofa boy.
has York,
returned
Capt. office
DaleybyofhadTransportation
chargeof oftransportation,
allCorps.
training toas lieutenant
lier's. HARRIS O.,is new
BOB
member
of
special
aids
used
Erwin,
Wasey
&
Co.,
New
as
events and news staff of KRSC Seattle.
C. INRAYMOND KEANE ADV. has shifted account
GRAHAM, executive.
years DORMAN
also
has
Before Guard
three andpublic
half relations
years service
with
headquarters
from Denver
to atLos707An-S. returned
tofouragency
inin USNR,
production
de- Coast
geles and established
offices
division,
he was with KOIN-KALE
Portland,
Ore.
Broadway.
Telephone
Vandike
8443.
partment.
Denver
branch
office
continues
at
1441
BASIL
G. RUDD,
formerly
with
St.
Weldon St.
Louis
Post
Dispatch
and
for
15
years
executive secretary to Joseph Pulitzer,
MEL
WILLIAMSON
hasGeyer,
resigned
as
editor-publisher
of
that
paper,
has
been
Hollywood
manager
of
Cornell
Al
li
ed Prts f$ appointed chief of the news bureau of
& Newell. He will continue to produce
KGVO Missoula, Mont.
weekly
NBCWHITE,
"Adventures
of Billof Lance".
ARTHUR
executive
N.
W.
CAPT. tionELMO
manager ISRAEL,
of WSB former
Atlanta,producGa.,
Ayer
&
Son
on
United
Rexall
Drug
Co.
account, has been transferred from New PHILCO Corp. will hold a New York produced 12 network spots and 135 local
York to lished
Hollywood,
client
having
estabshows
for
Air
Technical
Command
durdealer
meeting
at
the
Waldorf-Astoria
headquarters
in
southern
Caliing
nine-day
AAF
Fair
at
Wright
Field,
fornia.
Ohio.
Nov. of19 toPhilco
preview
newradio1946 JACK
radiocomplete
receivers,
has arrived in Paris as
MAYFIELD
KAYLOR,
formerly
with line
phonographs,
refrigerators,
freezers
andon regular HOOLEY
American
correspondent
the
Smith,
Bull
&
McCreery,
Hollywood,
air
conditioners.
FM
receiver
based
French
capital.
He
was formerly forIn the
has
joined
United
Adv.,
Los
Angeles,
as
Pacific
theater.
new engineering principles also will be
general
manager.
with
executive
shown.
dutieslipsheaccount.
has Agency
takenAlong
over
Foreman
PhilED STEVENS, r the
formerChristian
Moscow Science
correBROTHERSON,
is completing new ROBERT M.district
managerwithofformer
Na- Monitor, hasspondent fojoined
offices
present
American
as Heits
tionalquarteUnion
Radio Corp.
headArcade atBldg.,
Los address
Angeles. in the Spring midwestern
news
correspondent
in
that
city.
r
s
i
n
Chicago,
has
been
named
will leave New York shortly to return
KARL AAF
W. asTHOMPSON,
of the firmIndiana
for Michifrom
lieutenant upon
colonel,release
has districtgan,manager
in time to line upthere,a Christsouthern
and toto beMoscow
masfirst
show emanating
slated
joined
Gerth-Paciflc
He Kentucky,
expects
to
move
headquarters
broadcast forfromAmerican
from
as account
executive. Adv., Los Angeles, toOhio.central
that city.
Michigan.
F.fromTHOMAS
MOON,
recently
discharged
AUBREY
L.
JORDAN
is
new
merchanROSS
McCONNELL,
war
correspondent
RCAF
as
combat
pilot
and
fordising
manager
for
Graybar
Electric
for
KOMO Seattle,
has addressed 50
merly with the
McConnell,
& Co., Co., Nashville, Tenn.
has
Toronto Eastman
office of Atherbusiness
ton joined
& Currier.
return clubs
to theandU. organizations
S. from missionsinceto
THOMAS
V. 15POWELL,
withbeenFordnamed
Mo- his
tor
Co.
for
years,
has
Tokyo
Bay
with
group
of correspondW. H. POOLE,
formerly
withprofessor
Cockfleldof personnel
ents to witness
Japanese
surrender
Chicago. director for Hallicrafters Co., ceremonies
Brown
& Co.,
Montreal,
aboard the
USS Missouri.
economics
at
U.
of
Manitoba,
WinniNANCY tGOODWIN
has
joined
the
conpeg,
has
been
appointed
head
of
the
inuity staf of Tim Morrow Producresearch
department of Young & RubiCeremony Broadcast
cam, Montreal.
Chicago, to writeon "Tin
Pan
of the worktions,
Air",
full previously
NBC Alley
net- PRESENTATION
of Distinguished
ServPHIL McHUGH,
with
production
deby
Leafsponsored
Gum field
Co. She
ice
Cross
time was
to local
boy,
was
professional
worker
with
p
a
r
t
m
e
n
t
o
f
KFI
and
KECA
Los
AngeSgt. RobertforA. first
Prueher,
broadcast
American Red Cross.
lewins, isH.newClarkaccount
Co., Losexecutive
Angeles.with Dar- ADMIRAL Corp., Chicago, has started by WCLO Janesville, Wis.
enroute itsproducts.
first overseas
PALMER
A.writer
BRINK,
former production
postwar
Twentyshipment
automaticof
man
andappointed
with
recordradios
changer
phonograph
attachments
newly
radio KOWH
directorOmaha,
of Bakeris for
are
being
given
by
Adv. Agency,
Omaha.
Cross inforAdmiral
DOREMUS
&enlarged
Co. has Boston
announced
newat tocific.the American
bution to recreationRedcenters
thedistriPa- GOT A JOB TO DO
location
of
offices
53LAFayette
State St.,
Boston
9.
Telephone
is
YANKEE NETWORK has purchased
0770.
W. Ziv Co.series
quarter-hour
"Easy
H. D.tive LEOPOLD
is new Philadelphia.
account execu- Frederic
Aces"
transcribed
forWLBZfive-weekly
52-week
presentation
on WSYB
WRDO
of Gray & Rogers,
WCOU
WLNH
WHEP
WWSR
ALINPhllco,
BLATCHEY,
writer& WDEV
WNLC WHYN
WATR WSAR.
WHAI Likewise
WLLH
WEIM WBRK
ofRogers,
joins copyformer
staff copy
of Gray
Philadelphia.
WSYR sodesSyracuse
has signed for 260 epio
f
series.
ist Powerful Sfation
AL (Cappy)
CAPSTAFF,
RADIO'S
RELIABLE
RESOURCES,
new
ducer of Foote,
Cone Hollywood
& Belding pro-on firm
offering
complete
personnel
servNBC "Bob Hope Show", is father of a
boy.
ice tolisbroadcasting,
has St.,beenPhiladelestabFRAN
HARRIS, & director
of television
phia h5,ed aP.t 1629O.O. Chestnut
Box 413.former
Manager
is
for
Ruthrauff
Ryan,
Chicago,
has
FRANKLIN
PEASE,
general
been ship,
appointed
to Chicagoof 1945
chairmanmanager
of
erstwhile
Video
&
Sound
television
division,
Sister
Enterprisesis ofA. Omaha
and Kansas
City.
Kenny Foundation Drive.
Director
and placement manager J.Is A.MONCK
E. SMITH.
RALPHat S.Young
BUTLER,
head ofNewdaytime
MAJ.
RALPH
H.
WHITMORE
Jr.,
forradio
&
Rubicam,
York,
mer CBS public relations contact, with
Idaho's
has resigned to Join Henry Souvaine,
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IT'S THE
THAT
TO

STATION

KNOWS

SAY

GOODNIGHT

Not just another
late hour filler,
"Sleepy Serenade"
is a top production,
a WGAR nightcap
of music and poetry
which thousands of
Clevelanders have
learned to enjoy
seven nights a week.
We are fussy
about "off-hours"
because our audience
CLEVELAND'S
WGAR
THE
FRIENDLY STATION
FREE
SPEECH

mike"

RADIO'S

krw\

XXV

ANHIV[*SARY

HOW

has learned to expect
good listening on WGAR
at all hours.

WCMI
makes

those

Advertising
Dollars work
three ways!

0lt's
only 8.5transmitter
miles fromto
the WCMI
the center of population
in Huntington, West Virginia . . . only 7.0 miles
to Ironton, Ohio.
^WCMI reaches a sales responsive audience in the
industrial tri-state, on a
low cost per listener basis.
For specific data write us
— or see a John E. Pearson representative.
Triple Coverage
where it counts!

WCMI
A NUNN STATION
Joseph B. Matthews, Mgr.
Ashland, Ky. Huntington, W . Va.
NUNN STATIONS
mj rut1 )\ Hunt
Ashland,
WtWI
ingtW.on,Ky.Va.
WlAP, Lexington, Ky.
WBIR, Knoxville, Tenn.
KFDA, Amarillo, Tex.
and operated
byOwnedGilmore
Nunn
and
J. LindsayN. Nunn.
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MARTIN
HORRELL,
McCann-Erickson
producer
of "Grand
Centralon
Station",
broadcast
Saturday
CBS
for
the
agency's
client,
Plllsbury
Mills,
tried
new
technique
Nov.
give program an unusual continuity.17 Heto
used an solve"
oraltechnique
effect ofsimilar
"dismotionto the
pictures,
achieving
effect
by having
the "curtain"
line
of
one
character
become
first
line
of another character In next scene. The
overlapduce ofsame words
was
designed
to
proresult as camera fade.
Women's Features
TALKS
womennational
now scheduled
fiveweekly onfor CBC
and regional
networks
includeconsumer
"CBC Cooking
School
of
the
Air",
Information,
topical news, women in public office on
duties
of women
as citizens;of lives
"Schoolof
for
Parents",
dramatization
women
reforms,whohowachieved
women outstanding
can help social
bring
permanent
world peace,
practicalservice
advice
on
successful
community
and
recreation
town and
country,
and talksprojects
on dressin making.
New Variety Show
NEW SATURDAY morning variety
show,
"Wake
American on UpNov.and17, Smile",
9-10 a.m.,started
replac-on
ing Saturday
edition
of each
the "Breakfast
Club".
At
the
start
of
15-minute
period, marcast
program
direct
kswith
to an ofhonor
cityStation
to waketheir
up re-its
citizens
a smile.
affiliated
with
American
also
is
saluted
in
song
each week.
Famous Orchestras
NBC
sustainingstartsseries,
"Orchestras
the tive
Nation",
thirdaugmented
consecu-of
season Dec. 15, thisits year
to Include
14
major
American
symorchestras under
direction
of notedphonyconductors.
KansasthetheCity
Philharmonic
Orchestra
opens
24-week
series.
Pick-upcity each
week will orchestra.
be made
from home
of scheduled
Matinee Interviews
NOW
BROADCASTING
from specially
constructed
studio in theater
lobby,
"RKO Matinee"
program
of WCOLto Columbusaudience
, O., has question
been expanded
Include
participation
on movie
stars
in personalities.
addition to Quarinterviews withter-hour
visiting
program is heard daily.
State Series
TUESDAY
by clergymen
of state isevening
format talks
for new
program
sponsored by Georgia Power Co. on WSB
Atlanta.
Titled
"This
Is
Your
Georgia",
series rent
covers
history,
culture
and
curopportunities in industry, comcation. merce, education, agriculture and eduNew on WGN
WGN Chicago introduced two new programs l9asp.m.
t week: (CST)
"Ralph Thursday,
Slater, Hypnoand
"Grandday.tist",Ole
Opry"^
12:30American
p.m. SaturLatter
features
folk
music
and
humor.
Half-hour
program
will expand to one hour show Dec. 8.
Stories of Sea
DRAMATIC
unsolved
teries of the series
sea startsof Nov.
20 on mysCBS
"It's Maritime"
as Tuesday
eveningis
program.
Drama
will
narrate
what
known of lost ships and then follow
with a logical
and entertaining dramato them. tization of what might have happened
Rackets Exposed
CAMPAIGN
basis of seriesagainst
of new racketeering
Mutual SundayIs
series,tions"Racket
Smasher".
deal with racketeering Dramatizain Its most
modern forms
are produced
in Bucooperationprovides
withand
the Better
Business
reau,
which
actual
case histories.
Science Dramas
HOW
SCIENCE
helps 26-week
in everyday
life
is theme
of a new
dramatic
series "Science
la Mode"Includes
on CBClessons
Dominion network.a Series
relating ducted,
how science
scientificmakes
research
conlivingisfreight
more
comfortable,how how
science moves

and people,
development ofbenefits
aviation,
radio,
radar telephone,
for human television,
safety, science andof
sports and similar subjects. »
Local Events
OPEN mentsto andsocial
and civicpublic
announcespeakers,
service
program heard on newWHYN
Holyoke,
Mass.,
is
titled
"Northampton
MerryGo-Round".
Local
news
items
are
preDaily daily
Hampshire
Gazette.
Program sentedis byheard
3-3:30 p.m.
Music News
MUSIC
news ofof the
the
scenes stories
the week,
music behind
world and
guest artists,
will be New
featured
on starting
"Music
Memos"
on
WLIB
York
Nov.
22. Thursday
series is and
conducted
bycolumnist
Harriet
ofJohnson,
New Yorkauthor
Post. music
Industry Plans
PHILADELPHIA
industrial
leaderstrends
discuss
their
opinions
of onbusiness
newis requested
program
ofandWIPreconversion
Philadelphia.plansPublic
to submit gestioquestions
to speakers
sugns on guests they
wish toor hear.
French Show
RECIPROCAL
shortwaved
fromWLW
RadioCincinnati
Franceprograms
are which
now being
heard
on
for several
months
has
been
feeding
programs
to
the French system.
Dickens'
'Carol'
HALF-HOUR
versionstarring
of Dickens'
Christmas
Carol",
Ter-"A
riss as Ebenezer
Scrooge,
has byTom
beenKaspertrans
c
r
i
b
e
d
f
o
r
local
sponsorship
Gordon Inc., Boston.
WAR SHIPPING Adm. new transcribed
series, rin"Heroes
of the Merchant
Mae", is beingaccording
released
more than
200 stations
to onUniversal
Recording Division, San Francisco.

Frigidaire Is to Sponsor
Half Hour Show on CBS
NEGOTIATIONS, which have
been in progress for the past
month, were completed in Hollywoodvision,
last week
for Frigidaire
DiGeneral Motors
Corp., Dayton,
to
premiere
a
weekly
halfhour network show Frigidaire
20th Century Air Theater, beginning Jan. 6, 2-2:30 p.m. EST Sunday on full CBS network.
Frigidaire will utilize properties of 20th Century Studios, including stories, stars and supporting players,
and cost has been$25,000
estimated at approximately
per week, including air time and
production. Typical of the list of
properties made available for the
show are (stories) "A Tree Grows
in Brooklyn,"
"Lifeboat," "Wil"Dolly Sisters,"
. . .
(talent)son,"Alice
Faye, Bettyetc.Grable,
Fred
MacMurray,
John
Hodiak,
etc. . . .
Producer,
director
nouncer for the
shows and
have annot
yet been announced. Contract for
52 weeks calls for five-year option,
in addition to weekly schedule
through
1946,& and
was placed
Foote, Cone
Belding
Agency.thru

Westinghouse Net Drops
WESTINGHOUSE Electric Corp.
had net income of $13,673,825 for
first 9 months of 1945, decrease of
18% as compared to net of $16,711,097 for same period of 1944.
Net billings for 9-month period
were $518,869,515, down 15% from
1944. Decrease was attributed to
termination of war contracts and
Orchestra Schedule
to 20-day strike during September
FOURTEEN major American sym- at six Westinghouse plants.
phony orchestras are included in
the broadcast schedule of Orchesto Be Annual
tras of the Nation, which marked CBSClinics
clinics will be an
its third consecutive season, as an annualPROGRAM
affair, Douglas Coulter,
NBC sustainer Dec. 15 (2-3 p.m.).
The Kansas City Philharmonic vice-president in charge of proOrchestra, conducted by Efram
grams, has announced following
Kurtz opened the 24-week series. a unanimous vote of approval of
In each instance pick-ups will be last summer's sessions by the 93
made from the home city of the program managers who attended
featured orchestra. Roster of or- them. As this year, separate, concurrent clinics will be held in New
chestras and their conductors include: Cincinnati Symphony, Eu- York and Los Angeles, but the
gene Goossens (April 6 and 13) ; 1946 sessions will probably be held
Columbus Philharmonic, Izler Solo- in the spring instead of July.
mon (Feb. 16-Mar. 16) ; Denver
Symphony,
Saul Caston Symphony,
(Mar. 2330)
;
Eastman
Howard Hanson School
(May 4, 18-25) ;
77ie fitfuftXt
Harrisburg Symphony, George
Raudenbush (Apr. 20) ; Kansas
TRANSCRIPTION
City Philharmonic, Efrem Kurtz
(Dec. 15-Jan. 20) ; Kansas City
LIRRARY
Philharmonic, Robert Whitney
(Dec. 22) ; NBC Symphony, from
TO
FILL
ALL REQUIREMENTS
Columbia University Festival,
(May 11) ; New Orleans Symphony,
AMERICAN FOLK
Massimo Freccia (Mar. 2-9) ; OklaMUSIC
homa State Symphony, Victor
Allesandro (Feb. 23) ; Pittsburgh
Symphony,
Fritz Reiner
(Jan. Guy
1219) ; Rochester
Symphony,
Frazier Harrison (Dec. 29-Jan. 5) ; M. M. COLE CO.
St. Louis Symphony, Vladimir
823 S. WABASH AVE.
Golschmann (Feb. 2-9) and SouthCHICAGO 5. ILL
ern Symphony, Carl Bamberger
(Apr. 27).
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

Leading Advertisers know that Detroit
is the most responsive and fastest moving
market in the world . . . and they pick WXYZ
because this station completely covers the
Detroit area . . . where there is a market
with a billion dollar buying power.
WXYZ maintains an aggressive Merchandising Service Department insuring that
advertised products are adequately supported.
Go-getting merchandisemen promote the
retail outlets right to the last customer. Tested
types of promotion are used to insure the
WXYZ advertiser the best possible results.

WXYZ
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

Key Station of the Michigan Radio Network)
Affiliated with the American Broadcasting Company, Inc.
Owned and Operated by the
KING-TRENDLE BROADCASTING CORPORATION
1700 Stroh Building
•
Detroit 26, Michigan
Represented by the Paul H. Raymer Co.
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Techmc

alJ^

THE CAS£ OF
THE SATISFIED CLIENT

^^^^^^
To that impressive list of local
advertisers on KFI (because this
station is the best radio buy in Los
Angeles) can be added the name
of Packard-Bell
time producers ofCompany,
radios and peaceradio
combinations. We were recently talking to Howard D. Thomas,
Jr. . .ager. .. P-B's
man-a
. and heyoung
told general
us that nary
day goes by that a healthy number
of dealers, distributors and confind out sumers
whendon't call
theirPackard-Bell
post-war radioto
phonographs
on the market. Moreover,willthesebe inquiries
are
directly traceable to their halfhour program, "Phonocord Fam9:30.
Asideily Party"
fromSaturday
being anites
rightat smart
testimonial for the pulling power
of Station KFI, this little story
points
who tookto another
to the airwisewhenadvertiser
he had
nothing to sell to safeguard his
position
as
the
West's
leading
manufacturer of radios.
HAIL THE CONQUERING HERO

First KFI staff announcer to restation Fondly
since therememwar's
end isturnbetroAledtheby listeners
Poska.
as the principal
onbeen"Poor
Poska's
has
in the
NavyAlmanac"
for over Althree
years
and
spent
eighteen
months
in the Mediterranean Theatre.
Along this line, statistics on KFI
personnel
showto the
thatarmed
thirty-seven
persons
four havewentreturned
and weforces,
can
gratefully report there were no
casualties among any of them.
640 JL
H^TJB- ML
I WAT1
DCYCLES
NBC for LOS ANGELES °
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LT.USNR,
COMDR.
RICHARD
M. MATdutyHE inS,
released
Navy
Bureau
offrom
Ships,active
has joined
Pinch
Telecommunications,
Passaic,
N. J.,
asWhilechiefin engineer
the Navyandhe plant
assistedmanager.
CAPT.
W. G. H.pany FINCH,
president
of
the
comwhichin specializes
facsimile
equipment,
developing
andinfordesigning
special
electronic
apparatus
use hadby
Navy
shipsRCAand laboratories
aircraft. Mathes
been
with
engaged
in
the
of facsimile
and developing
related research
since 1925.equipment
DR.
ALLEN
B. DuMONT,
of
Allen
B. DuMont
Labs.,president
was ofmain
speaker
a luncheon
the
Newark Adat Club
on Nov. meeting
12.
NEW BOOK. "Television Programming
and
Production",
by RICHARDfor HUBBELL,
television
consultant
WLWis
Cincinnati
and The
Grosley Corp.,
now being
usedof asNewbasicYorktextU.,forYale
televi-TJ.
sion
courses
of Drama and Fine Arts, and TJ.
ofSchool
California.
RAY WOLFE
to engine ring staf ofis new
WFTL addition
Philadelphia.
BEEBE has been
placed
in chargeof
ofJACK
manufacturing
and
distribution
S-N-C transformers made by Swain
Nelson Co.,
111., radio,
electronic andGlenview,
photographic
equipment
manufacturer.
He formerly
was
with
the
manufacturing
and
sales
divisions
of Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co.
STEVEN C. GARCIA, released from
MaritimeturnedService
as lieutenant,
engineering
staff of has
WKBZreMuskegon, to Mich.
BILL HOWARD,
Royal
Canadian
hasreleased
joined from
engineering
staff of CBRNavy,Vancouver.
TOM RASNOVICH,
from
the
as a captainarea,released
withhas thereturned
infantry
inArmyChina-Burma
to
the
engineering
staff
of
KFRC
San
Francisco.
JOHN June
MITCHELL,has in
Army service
since
returned
Cincinnati as1943,studio
technician.to WLW
ROBERT
H. SIMISTER,I., Nov.
engineer
WPRO
18 wasof
to marryProvidence,
Florence H.R.Parker.
THEILLBOSTAPH,
SHARPE, following
JIM SPECK
and
PAUL
from the AAF as majors,
have discharge
rejoined
engineeringlas-Fort Worth.
staff of WFAA-KGKO DalBERT
SATHER,
inisArmy
four years
and
CBI
veteran,
now for
engineer
with
KYSM Mankato, Minn.
NAVIGATIONAL
radar
designed
especial y fsimplified
or the Merchant
Marine
and
featuring
operation
and compact
design
has
been
announced
Raytheon Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass.by
Called "Raytheon
Raydar",
equipment
comprises
three mitunits,
antenna,
trans-is
er-receiver and indicator,
and
designed to operate
from shipboard
Pointless Elk
EMPLOYES at WBBM-CBS,
Chicago,
lem solvedhadfortheir
themmeat
the probother
day by a faithful listener.
Mrs. Nellie Severance Karst,
Montana ranch owner and
fervent follower of CBS' Ma
Perkins, was so pleased after
meeting the cast on a visit to
WBBM,
thatthem
she anhaselk.promised to send
She
neglected to say whether the
elk would arrive on the hoof
or ready for immediate conworried. sumption, which has "Ma"

115-volt power
expected
maximum
rangesource
of 15with
to 20an miles
for
large
surface
objects
such
as fortypesmall
C-3
ships,
or
four
to
six
miles
objects
such
as
bell
buoys.
Complete
installationsMarine
probably will be for
made lessto
Merchant
than
$10,000, companyoperators
said.

WHEN
the W.control
Charleston,
Va., operator
key failed
stationoftoofWCHS
the
West
Virginia
Network,
show
up
to
put
the
station
on
the
air
one
morning, Charles Banks (above), station custodian,duties
took until
over the operator's
engineering
man
arrived.the Heoperations
explainedforhetheyears,
hadregular
been
watching
had
always
hoped
some
day
to
have
a chance
tohe handle
them
himself.
Station
claims
Negro control operator in any
U. S.is first
station.
Areceived
TOTAL atof WABC
3.000.000Newstamps
York hasfor been
the
"Stamps
for
the
Wounded
Society",
which
turns
stamps
over
to
hospitalized
veterans for therapeutic measures.

CA' I
'QUOTING AMERICA
roup I
Offered by Cowles Group
To Other Station
A DIGEST of radio, newspaper,
and magazine opinion on issues of
the day, Quoting America, is breakdown the the
long-standing
booing concerning
mentioning ta-of
other networks and opposition
commentators.
Developed andCo.,tested by Cowles Broadcasting
the
program is now being offered to
stations throughout the country.
Seven stations, besides the Cowles
outlets, are carrying it.
On the theory that the 60 commentators and radio analysts who
broadcast regularly are probably
the greatest single influence in interpreting and shaping American
public opinion, Quoting America
gives
a cross-section
of these
commentatorsof the
and views
adds
newspaper and magazine opinions.
Opposingcluded topoints
view aretreatingive a ofbalanced
ment to controversial
issues on the
"forum
quotation".
Cowlesbytested
the program on its
own stations for more than six
months. On WCOP Boston it is
used as a weekly quarter-hour program. On WOL Washington it is
part of a nightly quarter-hour
news roundup. On WNAX YankD., it Cowles
is a late-evening
10minuteton, S.show.
has now made
it available in script form to other
stations. Those currently using it
include WHEC WTIC KCMO
WGBS WHBF WDAS WCOA.

Egan Is Elected President CBC Peace-Time Hours
Of Western Union Co. PEACE-TIME hours of operation
JOSEPH L. EGAN, since January have been resumed by the CBC
1939 vice-president in charge of Trans-Canada network. Early in
public relations of Western Union the war CBC stations reduced their
Telegraph Co., has been elected time on the air to conserve equippresident of the company. He will
ment by 30 minutes daily. CBC nettake office Dec. 15, succeeding A.
works now sign off at midnight
EST instead of 11:30 p.m.
N. Williams,
who
becomes
chairman of the board.
Western Union earned a net income of $7,891,953 for the 12
months ended Sept. 30, compared
with $7,365,761 for preceding year.
Gross operating revenues were
$188,663,377 for year ended Sept.
30, 1945; $185,599,106 for year
ended Sept. 30, 1944. For first nine
months of 1945 gross was $141,955,502 and net $5,656,528, compared with gross of $139,195,768
and net of $5,421,967 for same
period in 1944.
years of
'Marathons'
THROUGH an improved design profitable
by Sylvania Electric Products Inc.,
New York, the life of the famous
peach fuzz
early radar transmitting tube, Each year over 2 million bushels...
VT-127-A, was increased more 10% of all the peaches produced in
than 30 times, from 300 to 10,000 the whole South ... picked in Spartanburg County alonel
hours, the company reports. Specifications ofthe armed forces called
SPARTANBURG,
for a minimum life of 500 hours in
radar service, and tubes showed no
WSPA OUTH CAROUN
signs of failure at the end of 10,000
I Home of Comp Croff
hours. Signal Corps nicknamed
5000 waHs Day, 1000 watts Night
them "The Marathons."
950 kilocycles. Rep. by Hollingbery
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

The hit show

AMERICA'S

FAVORITE

of the year I

TENOR!

Songs you like to hear — the way you like to hear them.
Hear Kenny and Donna sing the songs they've made famous on stage, screen and radio! A grand new musical
show currently sponsored by the biggest names in the
national spot field . . . still available in several markets.

write for
F*©M THg
availabilities
r.
DONNA

DAE

°* HITS
Wott"v
oO0

* J^MY WALLt||GTON
* I
COLE
and his music
ROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising
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ADAM
HATstarted
STORES
Inc.,
New York,
Nov.
spotcities
announcements
Incountry
41 12Adam
Store
throughout
the
in
a
six-week
campaign
through ryingDec.daily22.announcements
New York stations
carinclude
WNEW
WHN
WMCA
WINS
WLIB
WHOM
WBYN,
WAAT
Newark
and
WPAT
Paterson.
Radio iscampaign
$50,000. Agency
Buchanan totals
& Co.,about
New
York.
CAROLYN
GRAEVES,
formerly
in
chargeknitting
of publishing
instructionforbooks
on
and
crocheting
the
Spool
Cotton
Co.,
has
been
appointed
advertising
managercreator
of Weinreich
Bros.
Co.,
New York,
of Marvella
Pearls.
Weinreich
sponsors
"Great
Names
Music"
three times weekly on
WQXRball Co.,InNewNew
York,
York.through Abbott KimWILLIAM
ROSS,
released
Army
after two
and
a half Co.,
years,from
has the
rejoined
Lord
Jeff
Knitting
New
York,
director of advertising and sales. as
PARAMOUNT
Inc.,MadiNew
York,sonhas
placedCOSMETICS
its account with
Adv.sidereCo.,
d for earlyNew nextYork.year.Radio is conA. M. PRODUCTS, Greensboro, N. C.
(A. M. Liquid
apMadisonShave
Adv. Cream),
Co., NewhasRadio
York,
tocampaign
handlepointed
isadvertising
to start incampaign.
February.
ANITAwaters),
of PARIS,
New York L.(perfumes,
toilet
has toappointed
W. Lewln
Co.,
New York,
handle
campaign.
Radio
is
said to advertising
be considered.
WOLVERINE
HOTEL,
Detroit,
soon topaign,begin
its first
radio
spoton plans
camusing
three
spots
weekly
5 to
10United
stations
for
52
weeks.
Agency
is
Broadcasters. Hotel recently First
was
purchased
by
OSCAR
FRIEDER,
presiWillardadvertiser.
Tablet Co., Chicago,
veterandent ofradio
UTILITIES
Engineering
Institute, Chi-in
cago (industrial
training
of radiosponsorship
since war,school),
Nov.
26firstis use
to begin
of ona series
of quarter-hour transcriptions featuringmaker",
Wendell onHall,
redheaded
music
to"the
12 stations
not
yet selected.
Test 10campaign
will run

WOR
WJZ New
WEAF.YorkSpots
were 12-Feb.
renewed8
onperiod.
WNEW
for New
Nov.
Agency
is
BBDO
York.
PETER
Inc., Naugatuck,
starts
DonPAULHollenbeck,
New Conn.,
York
news
fiveWJZtime
effectivecommentator,
Dec. 31. Contract
for 52 weekly
weeks
was
placed
through
Platt-Forbes
Spoiisors
New York. 400 Restaurant Inc., Inc..
New
^
York, has purchased one-minute participations in "Rumpus
Room"
onforWJZ13
Mon.-Wed.-Fri.,
effective
Nov.
5
Agency
Knickerbocker Razor
Adv.
for
weeks Broadcasters,
and is being Chicago.
placed by program "Orson Welles Almanac" weeks.
Co., New
York.is City
Consolidated
First13United
through c1946
advertise
radio re- Blade
Co., Jersey
(Berkeley Razor
eivPost,
ers. Ful tocolor
pages Lear
in Saturday
CLAIROL Inc.,
Stamford,
Conn,S. (hair
Blades),
starts
one-minute
participaEvening
Colliers,
Liberty
and
treatment),
has
appointed
Roy
Durions on 22"Here's
on WJZ isstartstine
Inc., New York, as agency. Radio other pnational
magazines
and
caming tNov.
for 52Morgan"
weeks. Agency
Grey
is considered.
aign in radiowith
trade
papersdealer
also awill
Adv. Agency,
New Co.,
York.Pittsburgh, Nov.
other
helps.be JOSEPH
S. C. JOHNSON & SONS, Racine, Wis. coordinated
HORNE
Agency
is
Arthur
Kudner
Inc.,
New
York.
(Drax), following
13Clinton,
week test
camsponsorship
on WCAE
on KROS Conn.,
la.,
and KRAFT CHEESE Co., Chicago, has 15 started
burgh of Monday
through
Friday Pitts5:15-of
WDRC paignHartford,
has and
renewed
p.m.
"Christmas
Adventures
placed account for two new products to 5:30
sponsorship
of
participations
spots
Cloudchaser,
Betty
and
Bob".
Contract
onfor the
two
stations
effective
Nov.
19
be
announced
soon
with
Dancer-Fltzeffective
through
Dec.
21.
gerald-Sample.
an additional
weeks.Chicago.
Agency is HADLEY
BENSON SHOPS,
Los Angeles
(instituTRUSTWHYN
Co., Holyoke,
Needham,
Louis & 13Brorby,
Nov. 12 started
for 52program,
weeks
Mass., hasFALLS
purchased
Holyoke sponsoringtional), five-minute
EASEing Inc.,
Los
Angeles
(soapless
washlive
"Playhouse
of
Favorites"
program,
Sunpowder),
in
a
52-week
campaign
on
"Ozzie
Waters
&
His
Guitar"
on
KNX
day 2-2:30 p.m. Program presents classic Hollywood. Agency, Adolphe Wenland
Nov.
7
started
using
daily
transcribed
literature.
announcements
five local
sta- LEDER BROS., regional department Adv., Hollywood.
tions. List includeson KFWB
KFACareaKMPC
DR.
F.
E.
CAMPBELL,
Los
Angeles
store in eastern North Carolina, now (credit dentist), adding to list of southKFVDed to include
KPAS. Campaign
will Coast
be expandother Pacific
mar- sponsorstain ballad
Cliftonsinger,
Beckwith,
localthrough
mounernusing
California
stations,
on Nov.KFAC19
Tuesday
kets as distribution
is established.
30Contract
spots
weekly
on started
WPTF starts
Agency, Dean Simmons Adv., Los An- Friday
Los
Angeles.
is Agencies,
for on52 weeks.
Raleigh, 12:30-12:45
N. C. Firm p.m.
also has
Agency
is
Allied
Adv.
Los
geles.
Sunday series
quarter-hour afternoon
organ
HACKER-BYRNES
Corp.,
Angeleson music
(kitchen
ensemble),sponsoring
new toLosaradio,
contracts are byfor Kingham
52 weeks. Scott. Both Angeles.
KORDIN
SALES,
Chicago
(perfume
and
Nov.
12
started
thricehouse), began sponsorship
NATIONAL BANK, Dallas, Tex., cosmeticof six
weekly-quarter-hour man-on -the-street isFIRST
quarter-hour shows weeknow sponsoring quarter-hour weekly Oct.ly on29WJJD
program, on"Battling
Around Contract
With Bat-is "Southwest
13 weeks.
ConMagazine
of
the
Air"
protersea",
KHJ
Hollywood.
tract
placed
byChicago
Rocklinfor Irving
& Assoc.,
Chicago.
for
52
weeks.
Raymond
Keane
Adv.,
Los
gram
on
WFAA
Dallas.
Program
spotAngeles, is agency.
lights features
personalities ofin interest
the news
and NEW ADVERTISERS on American since
dramatizes
to
area.
PETROLline),Corp.,
Angeles
gaso- Agency is Rogers & Smith, Dallas.
Benjamin
expanding7Lostostarted
northernfor(PDQ
California
Life Assurance
SocietyMoore,
of the EquitU. S.,
INTERNATIONAL
VitaminProducts
Corp., Corp.
New Jan. able1 include:
area,
on
Nov.
52
weeks
(American Home
Pinaudcific Coast
Inc.,Borax,
GeneralPharma-Craft
Baking Co.,Corp.,
Pausing
transcribed
on Sandaily
Francisco
stationsannouncements
KPO KFRC York
division);
Clopay
Corp.,
Cincinnati:
Cimcool
Division
of
Cincinnati
Milling
Mars
Inc.,
Prudential
Life
Insurance
KQW berKJBS
KGO.
Firm
in
late
NovemMachine
Co.
and
Bavarian
Brewing
Co.,
Co., U.WardS. Steel
Corp., L. E. Waterman
52 weeks
Baking
schedulealso renews
on KECAfor KNX
KFI similar
KFAC
ac- Co.,
Fendrich Inc.,
ArmourCo., & Lear
Co., Inc.,
WilliamH.
RalphhaveH. placed
Jones their
Co., CinKFWB KMPC KFXM KFSD KHJ. Agen- Covington,
cinnati. counts withKy.,
&
Co.,
B.
F.
Co., Wildcy, McNeill & McCleary Adv., Los An- CALCASIEU Baking Co., Lake Charles. Wise
root Co., Christian Goodrich
Science Publishing
and Frank H.newLeeaccounts
Co. On have
PaLEAR
home radio
division,
will La., has signed for five-weekly spon- Societycific Coast
geles. Inc.,American
continue
network
Sunday
sorship on KPLC Lake series
Charlestranscribed
of "Easy started on following
AmericanCo., since
January:
Aces",
quarter-hour
Guittard
Chocolate
Chemicals
Inc.,
by Frederic
W. Ziv isCo.,
New York.
Co., HuntChemical
PackingCo. Co.,
tract for 52 weeks
effective
JanuaryCon-1. Foster-Milburn
Signal Oil Co., Iodent
BOWMAN
Philadelphia,
placed six GUM
stationInc.,
breaks
weekly forhas52 COMFORT MANUFACTURING Co., Chicago, effective Nov. 19 begins participaweeks for adelphia,
Warren's
Gum on Bruck
KYW Philthrough Franklin
Adv.
tionwives'
in "Sunrise
Salute" 5and
"HouseAgency,
New
York.
Other
new
accounts
ProtectiveChicago.
League,"
weekinclude:
Castle
Coal
Co.,
Philadelphia,
ly
on
WBBM
Both times
showsfor
fea-13
75 million
bucks
ture
Paul
Gibson.
Contracts
six
station
breaks
weekly
for
26
weeks,
through Earle A. Buckley Adv. Agency, weeks were
placed
by
McJunkin
Advertising Co., Chicago.
Philadelphia; Corn Exchange National
Bank
Trust Co., Philadelphia,
Co.,napkins),
New York
minute& announcement
weekly forone-52 GOLDENsues andFLEECE
has (tisapweeks, through Neal D. Ivey Co., Phila- as agency.
pointedsanitary,
Gray & Rogers,
Philadelphia,
delphia.
ain't *hay!
SONTAG DRUG Co., Los Angeles, on PHILADELPHIA Certified Milk Products
Nov.
19 starts six-weekly quarter-hour
newscast
has weekly
placed forone37 15-minute
weeks. on KHJ Hollywood for 52 Assn.
program
on studio
WFIL
Philadelphia,
through weeks
Clements
Adv.
BILL
WILLIAMS
Used
Cars,
New
York,
is now sponsoring on WINS New York Agency,ness at Philadelphia.
Other
new
station includes: Yager busiLiniSunday
afternoon
"Bill
Williams
Club
Not hay — but
Baltimore,
five
ofquarter-hour
the Air", hour
program toof which
mmentents pCo.,
er week
for Co.,
eight Durham,
weeksannouncethrough
is devoted
nationala Harvey-Massengale
N. C;
$75,549,000* gross packed value
men's organization
ofcarthat
namewho or-is Armour
Soap
Works,
Chicago
(Chiffon
g
a
n
i
z
e
d
b
y
the
used
dealer
in vegetables and citrus fruits was
also
editor
of
True,
magazine
for
men
Flakes),
five
chain
break
announcements
weekly
for
52
weeks,
through
produced in nine of the eleven
published
by
Fawcett
Publications
Inc.,
Foote, Cone & Belding, powders),
Chicago; BC10
New
counties in the WIOD primary
KlingerYork.
Adv., Agency
New York.for account is Remedy Co. (headache
area — 1944-45 season.
and weekly
minute
anDEARBORN INDUSTRIES, Chicago chain breaks nouncements
for
52spotweeks,
(electricalpointedappliances
dealer),
has Chiap- lanta.
through Harvey-Massengale Co., AtHow do you reach this market?
Rocklin Irving
& Assoc.,
c
a
g
o
,
t
o
handle
advertising.
Dearborn
. . . Silly boy!
Nov.
9 beganshowssponsorship
four PENNBROOK MILK Co., Philadelphia,
quarter-hour
weekly onof WJJD
has appointed
Seberhagen
Chicago.
lphia, to handle
advertising.Inc., PhilaCANADIAN INDUSTRIAL ALCOHOL KELITE dePRODUCTS
Biport.
Inc., Los Angeles
Co.,
Montreal
(Maple
Leaf
Anti-Freeze),
1 starts
52 weeks onpar-14
ison using
transcribed
spots twicestations.
daily (Kenu), on ticipatJan.
i
o
n
i
n
'*Meet
the
Missus"
a
number
of
Canadian
westernAgency
stations,
Tuesday
Agency is Stevenson & Scott, Montreal. CBS
p.m.
(PST).
is
Little
& Co.,2:45-3
Los
MAX FACTOR
&spots
Co.,onToronto
(cos- Angeles.
m
e
t
i
c
s
)
,
i
s
using
23
Canadian
F.
RITCHIE
&
Co.,
Toronto
stations. Agency is Ted H. Factor Adv. HAROLD
(Dipfoam incleanser),
is to start a spot
Agency,L. Hollywood.
campaign
DR.
R. CLARK,
Seattle Associated
(dentist), Adv.
Agency, early
Toronto.1946. Agency, Tandy
has
started
sponsoring
Broadcasting Corp. series, John B. CUDAHY PACKING Co., Toronto (Old
cleanser),
Adv.
Hughes — News,
locally five
times per Dutch
week
KRSC Seattle.
Canada,
Toronto,has tonamed
handleGrant
account.
weekson placed
throughContract
Radio forSales52 ofBRITISH
CERAMICS
&
CRYSTAL
of
Corp.,
Seattle.
Canada,
Toronto
(chinamusical
and glassware),
Notional Representative!
SHORTY BEVERAGES, Toronto, has has
started
half-hour
programF.
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
weekly
on
CHUM
Toronto.
Agency,
started ronto.
spotsAgency,six-weekly
on
CKEY
ToHayhurst Co., Toronto.
Southeast Representative
Agency, Toronto. Frontenac Broadcasting H.WHITE
HARRY E . CUMMINGS
Toronto spots
(Feenamint),
NEW
YORK
Telephone
Co.
(toll
calls)
has
startedLABS.,
one-minute
large
JAMES M. leGATE, Generol Manager
number
Canadian
stations. onAgency,
has
started
one-minute
announcements
NBC
Baker Adv.of Agency,
Toronto.
daily
on
New
York
stations
WABC
•
KC
614
•
WATTS
5,000
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Each

week

on Denver's

KOA— veterans, and

the families

of veterans-to-be, get the low-down on their future
and veterans' affairs representatives, shows what a
One week, it's "The Veteran's Re-employment
Rights." Another, it's "The Veteran and His G. I. public spirited radio station can do in bringing
Insurance." Whatever the problem, KOA brings to reliable information to the people it serves. On
its microphones the men who know most about it. KOA, this is just one example of many . . .
A real G. I. asks the questions. And veterans and
their families all over the Rocky Mountain West
get the straight dope.
This series, which has the cooperation of the
Colorado State Veterans Advisory Council — and
the active support of Denver business, government

--No
FIRST

wonder

in DENVER

KO

As

FIRST!

First in PROGRAMS
First in LISTENER LOYALTY
First in COVERAGE
First in POWER

50,000 watts 850 KC
Represented by NBC SPOT SALES

BROADCASTING
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and, for all these reasons . . .
FIRST IN DEALER PREFERENCE
( Ross-Federal figures prove it)
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PMmoTion

CARL tionSUTPHIN,
former salesBroadcastpromoof division,
American
ing Co., manager
central
Chicago,release
has
returned
to
that
post
following
from the Army.
JACK WILLIAMS Jr., son of JACK
WILLIAMS, presidentcross,of Ga.,
WAYXand Wayedi-of
tor - publisher
Waycross
JournalHerald,
has
been
named city editor
of theingpaper
returnfollowfromIn
armed services.
addition
to other
duties he will
serve
in public forrelations
capacity
WAYX
the both
pa-he
per,and
of which
was tortelegraph
edibefore
entering
J. Williams Jr. the Army. Williams
has battle
servedstars.
- in
ETO and was awardedJr. four
EDWARD
FEINTHAL,
assistant director of sales
promotion
cin ati, has been
elected foroftownWLW
clerkCin-of
Montgomery,
O., suburb
Cincinnati.
JOSEPHINE THOMAS has been named
head of guest relations for KYW Philadelphia.
LLOYD visionBROWNFIELD,
CBS western di-is
director for
of press
in New York
home information,
office conferences
on
West
Coast
originating
programs.
CHRISTOPHER
CROSS,
public
relations
director of the BBC in New York, is the
author& Co.,
of "Soldiers
God" (E.
P. Dut-in
ton
Newwith
York,ofMa].$2.75).
Written
collaboration
Gen.
William
R.
Arnold,
former
chief,
U.
S.
Army
Chaplains,
of American
clergymen book
on theis story
battlefield,
drawn
from experiences of almost 8,000 mem-

^
bers of the Army Chaplains Corps. Mr.
CrossingisCongregation",
also the author of "Myan Fightchaplain in combatbookin about
World WarArmyII.
TED agerOBERFELDER,
American leaves
manof
audience
promotion,
Nov. 19 for Minneapolis.
DOROTHLY
LEFFLER,active
withinCBSpublicity
since
1942 and previously
and
promotionPublishing
for Harper's
Bazaar,
Bobbs-Merrill
Co.,
Elizabeth
Arden, has
Dorothy
and Elizabeth
Maher,
been ofGray
appointed
magazine
division manager
the CBS
press in-J.
formation
department.
WALTER
MURPHY,
publicity
manager
of WEEIin
Boston
entering
Decemberbefore
1942, has
returnedthe toArmy
civilian
status and
has
joined
the
magazine
vision. WhileDept.
in service,
Murphymanuals,
wroteditwo
War
training
worked ron
War
Loan
drives
and
arcasts. anged for local and network broadRC.3ERT G. SEWELL, department,
of American's
audience
father of apromotion
boy, Robert Gregory. is
WILLIAM
McGRATH,
WNEW
Newdirector,
York
sales
and television
lecturedpromotion
on
activities
in
radio
and
vision to combined radio classestele-at
Syracuse U., Nov. 16.
Forest Lawn Folder
USINGing line"ladies
and Aces"
gentlemen",
opento
broadcasts,
booklet paredbyby Forest
the"Easy
sameLawn
titleLife
has
been pre-a
Insurance
Co., Glendale,
introducing
Goodmanniestand husband
Jane Cal.,
Ace aswife".
"America's
funand
Booklet
describes
how
program
started
in
when the team unexpectedly had to1931ad
lib
for
a
quarter-hour
broadcast
on
a
local station.
Unrehearsed
scored
such a success
that Acesprogram
were
asked to continue it as regular pro-

STOP
WATCHES
Now
Available
FROM
6ALLET • GALCO

STOCK

• SECURITY

TIMERS
Send for catalog showing complete line
suitable for radio work
No Priority Necessary
M.

J. STILLMAN
CO., INC.
Established 1914
116 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago 3, III.
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PREVIEWING Piper
monoplane
awardedName-Your-Plane
15-year-old Billcontest,
Heher are(absent)
Franklin,
winnerCub
(1 toFria-r):of
Bob Leren Pa.,and asFred
Lamb,of Jack
both Armstrong
of Knox Reeves
Adv., Minneapolis; Beverly
ble,
associate
manager
of
aircenter
at
Mandel's,
Chicago
department
store;
Peterson, American Broadcasting Co. network salesman, and Russ Nefl, radioE. di-R.
rector of Knox
was conducted
General Broadcasting
Mills, sponsorsCo. of "Jack
Armstrong
Show"Reeves.
MondayContest
through
Friday on byAmerican
gram,
which soon
coast-tocoast network
show.became
Forest aLawn
sponsors
transcribed
version
locally.now
Breakfast Programs
PART OF PROMOTION campaign cond
u
c
t
e
d
b
y
WLW program
Cincinnatisponsored
for "Linda'son
First
Love",
WLW
a numberby Kroger
of otherGrocery
stations&
across and
the country
Bakingries ofCo.,
Cincinnati,
consists
breakfast broadcasts in ofWLWsearea of Ruth
LyonsH. "Morning
Matinee"
program.
Jones Co.,campaign
Cincinnati, isRalph
handling
[BROADCASTING,
Oct.overall
8].
Drug Displays
COOPERATIVE
project with
has
been arranged bypromotion
WTSN Milwaukee
retail druggists
in theandcounty
for yearround
merchandise
program
promotion displaysDisplays
in windowsare andbeingcounters of ststores.
inal ed in groups
of 25material
and are promotes
to cover
er>t.'re area.
Colored
WISN and
CBS drug-sponsored uroadvertised.grams include dummies of products POSTER for WNEW New York weekly
Sports Calendar
"Your sent
Hometo ofmoreTomorrow"
being
than 500 program
New Yorkis
SPORTSdistributed
calendar bypromotion
piece is and
being
WKB7
Muskegon.
Jersey household
stores New
for counter
or window appliance
displays.
Mich.,
for
posting
on
bulletin
boards
in
industrial
firms, bowling
alleys,
Conducted
by A. with
P. Peck,
programinvenfeaschools
and
in inarea.
Sized
turesandinterviews
appliance
14gold,x 20calendar
inchesbarber
andlistsshoos
printed
blue
and
tors
manufacturers
and
advance
information
on
new
devices
for
the
sports
programs
heard
WKBZ, andcovering
school home.
printed
in five colors
and is Poster
14 x 18 isinches
in size.
sports onschedules
other local
features.
WFIL Availabilities
Program Ad
FOUR PAGE
"Produced
by WTL"by promotion
been toprepared
Co.,
hasfor taken
Philadelphianiece has
station
advertise the
six FORD MOTOR
pageto inadvertise
LifeDearborn,
Magazine
issue
locally produced programs available for ofa color
Dec.
21
special broadcast
sponsorship.
Programs
are
"Hayloft
of "Ford Sunday,
Sunday Dec.
Evening
Hour" willon
Hoedow"". "This Week in Philadel- American,
23,
which
phia", "Sleepy"Corcoran
Hollow Gang".
feature
quartet of
noted singers.
Music
Sneaking""Junior
and York.
Agency isa Kenyon
& Eckhardt,
New
"Tom Hall".
Moorhead
—
Sportscasts".
WNAX Album
Allen Folder
MAGA7INW-STYLED
album
and
fall
titledby "ANBCMedalin for
Allen" hasof
urogramYankton.
guide hasS. D..
beenforprepared
byto FOLDER
been issued
observance
WNAX
offering
Fred
StandardAllen's
Brands.return to network for
listeners
at
25
cents
per
copy.
Album
contains photos
of all 13officers
and taken
staff
WBT Promotion
members
ofMidwest
station.
on annual
Farmer photos
DayBroadcastand pic- WBT Charlotte, N. C, is mailing letter
t
u
r
e
s
o
f
stars
of
American
folder,to agencies
titled "NoandSkeletons
in Our
ine Co. network programs heard on and
Closet",
sponsors.
WNAX.
relates
"long-time record
of pickingCopyof
CAB Booklet
talent
that
goes
to
the
top".
BOOKLET titled "This Is Your New and
Fxoanded
has been
issued by theto NAB Radio News Clinic
CooperativeCAB"
Analysis
of Broadcasting
outline zaand
relate purpose
of organi-in
t
i
o
n
,
i
t
s
history,
new
expansions
Discusses Law on Libel
service anderationalfacilities,
activities. structure and op- EFFECT of libel law on radio staArmstrong Portfolio
to the first of
ARMSTRONG
RUBBER
Co.,
West- a seriestions wasof presented
NAB news clinics Nov.
haven.
Conn.,the has
sent a toportfolio
its dealers
throughout
country
list16
at
Springfield,
111.
Dr. Fred S.
ing cooperative
Neincludes
director, U. of Illinois
SPries ofadvertising
one minute aidsradiowhich
an- Seibert,
School of Journalism, offered a
treatise on the subject, based on
experience of broadcast stations.
Plenty of Cards
Representing NAB at the clinic,
CAR
competion
were E. R. Vadeboncoeur, WSYR
in St.ingCARD
Louis
area
withownradioisinheavy
holdSyracuse
vice-president and chairmore
than
its
that
media
advertising.
man of the NAB Radio News Comevery KSD
St. ofLouis
areaWTMV,
outlet,isNearly
KWK
mittee, and Arthur Stringer, NAB
WIL
KXOK
using
interior
/or exterior
car cards
Director of Promotion, Committee,
to promoteand station
and programs.
secretary. Hosts were WCBS and
WTAX Springfield.
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OBLIGATION

Our
to

War

make

Bond

victory

It is now
bring
care
our

our

for

our

our

the
made

BUY

obligation
forces

wounded,

troops,

the

of

supreme

VICTORY

INTERNATIONAL

to

home,

maintain

rehabilitation,

dependents

helped

possible.

armed

occupation

veteran

dollars

provide
care

those

for

who

sacrifice.

BONDS

BUSINESS MACHINES

CORPORATION

AIR

EXPRESS
RT 40 lb*.
——-—I
"Tover
TYP.CAl RATE1 CHA
I 5 lb«. I « lb* 1 40 ,b*' 1 Cen" P*r 'b'

RATES SHOWN above include special pick-up and
special delivery of shipments in major United States towns
and cities — with 3-mile-a-minute speed of flight in between.
SAME-DAY DELIVERY is possible in many cases. If
your shipment is moving to or from an off -airline point, rapid
air-rail schedules serve 23,000 such points in the United States.
Service direct by air to and from scores of foreign countries.
WHEN TIME MEANS MONEY - an order gained,
a customer better served — Air Express "earns its weight in
gold."
WRITE TODAY for "Jig Saw Puzzle," a booklet packed
with facts that will help you solve many a shipping problem.
Air Express Division, Railway Express Agency, 230 Park Ave.,
New York 17. Or ask for it at any Airline or Express office.

Service Front
(Continued from page 32)
contest between two generals and
a colonel and three GI's. Incidentally, GI'swas
won.between
Anothernurses
featured contest
on boardout and
with manner,
nurses
coming
ahead.GI's,
In this
AFN brought together for first
time on shipboard a group of officers and enlisted men under informal social■:=conditions.
* *
Grateful for Radio
UNDER CONSTANT penalty of
death in a Japanese prison camp,
Victor Clarke Besancon and his
comrades of U. S. Navy listened
every night for three and a half
years to Associated Broadcasters
Inc. international shortwave stations KWID KWIX San Francisco,
over a stolen receiver concealed in
the prison floor.
Chief Besancon, who prior to entering service 12 years ago as
aviation chief radioman, was assistant engineer of KONO San AnTexas, told
his experiencetonio,
s at KSFO
San ofFrancisco.
On
second day after his arrival in
United States he came to express
his appreciation for the broadcasts.
Explaining that their shortwave
receiver was stolen from a nearby
farmhouse,
he told
was concealed under
the how
floor itwith
two
wires leading to the earphones.
Throughcasts,daily
KWIXcourse
broad-of
prisonersKWID
followed
the
war,
Japanese
peace
feelers
and final news of surrender.

AFTER THREE YEARS in a Jap
prison
Capt. Edwin
fleish Jr.camp,
(r) returns
to KWKKalbSt.
Louis where he was assistant news
editor. Ray Dady welcomes him
back, after interviewing him on a
broadcast. He expects to resume
his KWK post after discharge.
erated by and for a hospital in the
Western Pacific. It was first established at Hollandia, Dutch New
Guinea, growing out of a public
address system. When the hospital
was transferred to Fort McKinley,
the station was brought along and
is now set up in the basement of
hospital headquarters. More than
60 receivers in the barracks, mess
halls and hospital wards pick up
programs
seven hours
It is affiliated
with atheday.AFRS
and gets transcribed programs
from that branch, and the Army
News Service from there.
Capt. Howard M. Braunstein
heads the station, with S/Sgt. Walt
Knowles chief announcer. Sgt. John
A. Lauro is program director and
Pile of Junk
orchestra conductor, with Sgt. Jack
IT LOOKS like a pile of junk that Rawlinson sportscaster. Corp. Mark
might have been thrown together McClintock is chief engineer, and
also puts on some special request
by
a radio
in theKMPI,
20's. heshows.
In his regular duty time, the
That's
what ham
they back
say about
the 10-watter owned and operated the
corporal
is the X-ray repairman at
hospital.
by the 51st General Hospital at
Fort McKinley near Manila. But ARTICLE on first airplane blind date
the station that was built from
by theon"Blind
Date" 8-8:30
proradio parts salvaged from wrecked conducted
gram broadcast
American,
p.m. Friday,
sponsored
by Lehn& Almond
& Fink
Jap planes and odd bits of Signal Products
Corp.
(Hinds
Honey
Corps equipment is furnishing daily Cream), will appear in January issue
entertainment and news to hun- of RedplaceBookOct.Magazine.
Airplane
event
22of when
Arleneservicemen
Francis
area. dreds of patients and troops in the took
and
her
troup
winning
and their radio
flew toto
Y., foractress
lunch dates
and then
Hospital personnel proudly claim Albany, N.Conn.,
country club. for tea dancing at a
that KMPI is the only station op- Danbury,

More

people

listen

to WAKR
than
any
Phone AIR EXPRESS DIVISION, RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY
Representing the AIRLINES of the United States
l
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other

to
station

heard in Akron"
• C. E. HOOPER SUMMER 1945 INDEX 8 A. M. TO 6 P. M.
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O

in MULTI
the several
standard

UNIT

sections

construction

of the transmitter

are

units that can be fitted together like

building blocks

/Isms

—

gou money -because

installation is much

easier and

consider-

ably cheaper
higher-power

units can easily be added

any time
standardization

gives greater value

at

•
FM

The standard cabinet units of the new
Transmitters

are only 25

inches

RCA
square

(by 84 inches high)

O
Then are relatively light,
easily

handled

by

two

men -they can be moved
on a small "dolly ' or hand
truck

Easily taken

through

nary door -carried

up on a pass-

enger elevator- arranged
than a straight line

o

an ordi-

in other

RCA Line of FM Transmitters with the GROUNDED GRID!
Broadcast Equipment Section
RCA, Camden, N. J.
Please send
about your new RCA FM Transmitters withmethe full
new information
Grounded Grid.
Name
Title
Company
Street Address
City and State

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION • CAMDEN, N. J.
In Canada, RCA VICTOR COMPANY LIMITED, Montreal

JLet's Start a
All You Have to Do Is
Think Up Programs,
Then Sell 'Em
By JOHN GUEDEL
OUR FIRST package show had its
origin back in 1938, a Pacific Coast
variety quiz and stunt show titled
Pull Over Neighbor, which emerged
after three years
as People Are
Funny. So as far
as I oldest
know we're
the
outfit
in Hollywood
dealing exclusively in package radio snows'
(that
is, not
a talent
agency) and as
such have accumMr. Guedel
ulated a drawer
full of "Do's" and "Don'ts".
First make sure you actually
have a complete package when you
present it. One agency executive
told me a guy came to him with
a package which consisted of a
That's size
all. He
no idea
ofsinger.
the format,
of thehadband,
the
writing, production, anything. Oh,
I beg your pardon — he did have a
price for the package. Seven thousand dollars, a nice round figure.
Don't
put anwithout
arbitraryregard
figure on ajustpackage
to the breakdown, unless you have
an established commodity like Fred
Fat Girl Contest
CARLTON FREDERICKS, expert
on nutrition and conductor of Living Should Be Fun on WHN New
York, is conducting a search for
"Miss
the most
beautifulChubby
fat girlof in1946",
America.
Contest will be on during November
and December, and Fredericks has
invited fat girls to send their pictures to him. Among the prizes
will be a reducing course by a physician using Frederick's diet.

Package
Show
Allen,
which causes agencies
to nine-tenthsBusiness
of the disagreements
boost the price by competitive bid- after the show is on the air.
ding. Agencies like to see and are
have your writers
entitled to see a breakdown of the setBeforsurethe you
long run, not just the
costs of the shows they buy.
audition,
particularly
it's a
comedy show. T6o many ifpackages
While discussing
overlook
such items charges,
as socialdon't
se- have come untied a month after
curity and other employer taxes, such statements as "The man who
public liability, libel and slander wrote the audition can't write the
insurance, accountant's fee, tips to show, but don't worry, we'll get
just as good."
PRETTY soft, huh, thinking up somebody
As for selling your show, don't
discouraged
if ityou
isn'tputsnapped
programs, peddling them to agen- get
up the first season
it on
cies and sponsors, and then pocket- wax.
I
tried
for
two
years to sell
ing
the
profits.
In
case
you'd
like
People
Are
Funny,
and
finally
to get in on a little of this easy
through a lucky break.
money, a man who has wrapped up succeeded
in a trade paper that Brown
and sold many a fancy package &I read
Williamson
Tobacco Corp. was
lets you in on the trade secrets.
dropping
Captain
Flaggto the
& SarMaybe
you
didn't
know
it
was
so
geant Quirt and I wrote
man
easy to sell packages — or is it? whose
name was listed in the article, Tom Wallace of Russel M.
people not directly connected with
Co., that I had the answer
your organization, rent, telephone, toSeeds
his problem. The letter piqued
telegraph, recordings of each show, his curiosity and he asked for a
secretarial work, and cost of din- recording. People Are Funny was
ners for the sponsor to cheer him on the air ten days later.
I had lucky breaks on Ozzie and
up after he's seen the Hooper. And
sold almost immedidon'tple forget
takestheplenty
to handleit all
detailsof ofpeo-a Harrietatelywhich
after we made the audition.
If the show has merit the spot
package.
Be sure standyou
a clear
come five
up coast-to-coast
eventually. We've
ing as to have
whether
you underor the will
pioneered
quarter-hours and eight coast-to-coast
agency will handle fan mail, publicity, tickets, special contests, and half -hours, all of which are still on
commercials. Dan B. Miner, who the air; we have only one package
gave me my first radio job back in we've been unable to sell. It was
made in 1941 and I still have faith
'37, alltoldpoints
me a before
clear understanding
on
any deal cuts in it.

Agriculture Dept. Issues FM Primer
For Guidance of Farm Organizations
FM PRIMER has been issued
tinues. "Competition for these
by Department of Agriculture to (AM) scarce facilities bids up the
meet growing interest among state, price. A big cost factor for an AM
station is the advertising equity
county and local farm organiza- which
runs the purchase price far
tions in this branch of broadcasting. Field representatives of the above the value of the property.
But
you
can build an FM station
Department report many organiza- for the actual
cost of the facilitions, including Grange, Farmers
Union and others are interested
ties.tising
Then you
get your anyway
adverrevenuecan
eventually
in the idea of starting their own
FM stations.
(if your station is commercial).
Electronics Glossary
A catechism of information,
"People who hear FM's brilliant,
MORE THAN 6,000 terms used in
once AMare radio
often ever
dis1 radio, television, industrial elec- the
bulletin
is titledby "FM
for Rowe,
You" clear tonesatisfiedjust
with their
and
was
written
George
tronics, communications, facsimile,
assistant to the director, afterwards. People who have FM
| sound recording, etc., are defined special
After a de- sets report that they seldom listen
■in Electronics Dictionary (Mc- Office oftailedInformation.
discussion in easy language to Television
their AM radio
all."
and atfacsimile
will
Graw-Hill
Book
Co.,
New
York;
$5) , new book by Lt. Comdr. Nelson of FM and what it is all about, the supplement rather
M. Cooke, USN, executive officer of booklet goes into a series of ques- FM, it is brought out. than replace
the Radio Materiel School, Naval tion-and-answer sections, concludDiscussing advertising revenue,
ing with state radio ownership
I Research Laboratory, Washington,
and John Markus, associate editor, figures and a list of FM stations. the booklet says: "It is difficult to
advertising
Opening page says three main estimate
lElectronics. Containing approxities of FMthebecause
few ofpossibilithe 47
of FM are clear recepmately 600 diagrams and sketches, advantages
tion, economy and opportunity for stations now in operation sell ads.
• the book is described by its authors
However,
there
is
a
rule
of
thumb
las designed
"to present
lan- better
on FM programs.
will sound "Any
better program
than on in radio which says that a staguage of electronics
in suchthea manner that the definitions would be
tion's profits run about a dollar
radio," it is stated.
of value to those who need an elec- ordinary
per listener
per year
which
Cost of building an FM station would
mean
$100,000
for —a station
varies
from
$20,000
to
$150,000,
j those
tronics whodictionary"
— engineers,
use and maintain
elec- with a $60,000 average, it is ex- whose service area contained 100,There are some lowI tronics equipment, and "particuplained. "In contrast, it takes hun- 000 listeners.
AM stations (about 250
larly, the beginners who are indreds of thousands of dollars — or powered
w)
that
gross
over $100,000 per
terested in learning about elec- even millions — to buy an AM statronics."
tion of any size," the booklet con- year. For all AM stations and netBROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

Takes to the Air
JOHN BARRON, consulting
radio ton,engineer
in Washinglast week was
granted
an
airplane
pilot's
having spent his sparelicense,
time
during the year in flying
instruction. Next summer, he
reports,looking
he hopes
to domaking
some
work
toward
of field surveys with equipment aboard his private survey plane.
DAVID BERNSTEIN, 63
DIES IN N. Y. HOME
DAVID BERNSTEIN, 63, vicepresident
and treasurer ofof Marcus
Loew's
Inc., parent
Loew
Bookingcompany
Agency, owner of
WHN New York, died Nov. 10 of
a heart
New
York.ailment at his home in
Mr. Bernstein was connected
with the Loew organization for
40bookkeeper
years, starting
as a $12-a-week
and becoming
one of
the top financial experts of the
amusement industry. The $40,000,000 refinancing
recentlyis
completed
under ofhisLoew's
supervision
said to be the largest deal of its
kind in the motion picture field. He
is survived by his widow and three
sons.
Correction
JEROME SILL, who left MBS
where he was eastern division mannetwork Nov.
19 as ager,
salesjoins American
research specialist,
and
not Associated Broadcasting Co.
as incorrectly stated in the Nov. 12
Broadcasting.
Inventor Sues Bendix
DR. LOUIS H. CROOK, head,
Aeronautical School, Catholic U.
of America,
and associates have Washington,
filed suit for $21,000,000 in Wilmington, Del. Federal
Court against Bendix Aviation
Inc.,
utilized
Crook charging
invention toBendix
shield ignition
systems after rejecting it when it
was submitted.
works in 1944 the advertising
revenue was $281,000 per station.
"The few FM stations now selling ads do not seem to be having
much trouble. However, most of the
station's ads will be local until FM
networks are built up. For an FM
station starting out in a new area
where there are few receiving sets
equipped with FM, it may take
close to two years before its adverrevenues arecompletely.
enough to supporttising
the station
"The best customers for FM are
the more than 28,000,000 families
that own AM sets — representing
about 85% of the population, 95%
of urban families and 75% of rural
families
(estimated
at present)."
Applicants
are advised
to hirean
lawyer
and engineer
in getting
FM station started.
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DETROIT'S LEADING
INDEPENDENT
STATION

w

J

B

ML
WJBK
DELIVERS
WJBK has what it takes to hold
big time
year after year.
Here
is a accounts
partial listing.
Stanback
Carter's Little Liver Pills
Super Suds
Del Monte Coffee
Ex Lax
Lifebuoy
Rinso
Tintex
Wild Root Cream Oil
Wurlitzer
Kresge
Sunshine Biscuit
Pillsbury Flour
Oxydol
Ward Baking Co.
Adam Hats
Bond Bread
Chelsea Cigarettes
WJBK
GETS RESULTS
*
ANOTHER REASON
WHY
STATION WJBK
Carries more national advertis ng .. . does a larger
dollar volume . . . than any
other 250 watt station in
the country
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Soldiers

Prefer Their News
Straight
ular
broadcasts.
In order to depretty
much
of
a
listening
plateau
Army Takes ETO Poll which runs from about 6 p.m.termine what kind of news men
11 p.m.
are interested in hearing they were
On Radio Listening
The following list ranks the presented with a list of 12 kinds of
Habits
GI's music various programs in order of their news. Here are the% ofresults:
SOLDIERS
like ofpopular
men who want
popularity
all the men,
most and classical music least. showing the among
percentage who said
They listen to news broadcasts but they were very much interested in
when experts sit around a table hearing them in the future. (The
and discuss controversial issues, names of the programs were given
soldier-listeners reach for the dial. but are withheld here.)
a I &
They want more and better sports
War in the Pacific
broadcasts, preferably play-by-play
(Surveyfeat ducted
was
before theconde- 70 I 5* 25*
descriptions of sports events tako
f
Japan)
U.NewsS. sports
ing place in the U.S. They prefer
about news
the Army 4753 38 4544
American to British news broadin ETO
Unusual
casts. The average man listens to
News
of events
industry,in U. S. 44 10 46
the
&.<
labor affecting
1 U. S. 36 11 53
a day.radio one and a quarter hours
Problems
living conditions 2739 16
Thesedier and
other
significant
solInternational
16 455657
%
%
News of movies in U. S. 25 19
attitudes toward radio are Description of Program OS%
U. S. political
20 18 6254
music requestrevealed in the results of a survey Populared by soldiers
newsevents—
of 1, 5 or 15 7269
for the American Forces Network News
U.Foreign
S. personal
newsnews 211910 25
26
minutes
Foreign
personal
39 5551
by the Research Branch of the Radio,
32
stage
and screenby
stars,
requested
Eighty-two
percent
of
the
men
Army's
Information
and
Education
soldiers popular
overseas
report that they have heard BBC
Division in Europe. A total of Recorded
music 68
news broadcasts. These men were
by
soldiers,
3,950 enlisted men and 960 officers requested
announced
girl—by . 68
were surveyed.
asked the question: "Do you have
Sweet
dance bymusic
well known
orchestra
67
any preference for either AmeriWant More Sets
Program
featuring
one
can or BBCsurveyed,
news broadcasts?"
Of
of
best
known
male
the 82%
26% said they
The sider
survey
showed
that
men
consingers
63
more radio sets one of the Uninterrupted popular
had
no
proference;
4%
said
they
music by soldier or- chestra 62 73 (78) preferred BBC; 70% said «they
freetime facilities. When they were
show featuring 60 66 (84) casts.
asked to check the one which is Variety
preferred American news broadHollywood
most needed in their outfit, "More Swing
music bystars
famous 56 69 (60)
Most soldiers want the news to
band
radio sets" was the second most Jokes
and
popular
starring
famous 55 61 (83) be broadcast five or six times a
frequently checked item — second music
comedian
only to "better movies." While 18% Songs by a popular girl
sum66 (63) day, withmaries anda afewfew five-minute
15-minute more
of
singer with orchestra.
of U. S. 54 56 (85) detailed broadcasts.
sets"the asmenmostchecked
needed,"more
onlyradio
4% Summary
sports
Most men react neither negachecked
"betterasked
radio the
program".
on home
life of 5250
Men were
question, Play
tively nor positively to spots. Of
married
couple
One
hour
play
all men surveyed, only about one
"Yesterday at what time or times Musical variety, all-col- 44
man
in
20 wrote an unfavorable
ored
cast
44
did youswerslisten
the radio?"
An- Cow-boy songs, guest
indicate toclearly
a morning,
(56) comment, but just as high a prom.c.'s
43
a noon and an evening listening Popular
portion wrote a favorable comment.
musicsinger
featur(80)
"torch"
peak. The morning peak is 7-7:30 Episodeing based
Typical were "They come in
on comic— 4238
(54)
and the noon peak 12:30-1 p.m. Hillbilly
strip family
(73) handy as a reminder," "No one
music and
(79)
The evening peak (9-10 p.m.) is Jokes
33
pays anygood,attention
"They're
they giveto youthem,"
the
Mystery
play
Semi-classical
and light 31
(52) added touch of home and our comoperatic music 25
LAA Meeting
edian 24
(54)
mercial programs."
SPECIAL presentation illustrating Quiz show led byof comseri- 24
PROCEEDINGS for the first annual
(39)
radio as an advertising medium, Dramatization
ous
subjects
(26)
conference
radio andfor business
sponOrgan music and
sored by theon School
prepared
by NBC,
was ofa highlight
poetry read by movie 21
Civic Administration
of theBusiness
Collegeandof
of the annual
meeting
the Life star
the Citylished byoftheNewschool.
YorkThehave180-page
been pubAdvertising Association at Hotel Discussionversial of
topic bycontrogroup
ume includes the discussions
as wellvol-as
Pennsylvania, New York, Nov. 13. of experts
1919 rated by the papers
delivered
at
the
conferences
Symphony
orchestra
William S. Hedges, NBC viceheld
in
the
school's
auditorium
May 22
and 23.Peatman,
Volume associate
was edited
News asprograms
are most pop- college.
president in charge of planning and soldiers
Gray
deanbyofJohn
the
one of their
development,
gave
the
opening
address, and Charles P. Hammond,
NBC director of advertising and
promotion, gave a specially prepared slide film presentation on
network radio. Representing NBC
on a panel answering questions
WBNS
from the floor were C. Lloyd EgPAYS OFF BIG/
ner, vice-president in charge of the
radio recording division; Edward
CBS OUTLET
R. Hitz, assistant to vice-president
in charge of network sales; James
CENTRAL OHIO'S ONLY"
V. McConnell,
of the and
national spot salesmanager
department,
Mr. Hammond.
HALLing &house,McCREARY,
Chicagooutpublishhas just gotten
a new
edition
of "Finding
List of Songs
and
Choruses"
to
aid
program
directors,
dealers, librarians,
choral
directors,
r
a
n
g
e
r
s
,
a
n
d
others
to
find
songs
andarASK ANY BLAIR MAN OR US
choruses for use in radio .and ether
public performances.
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ollars

i " STATE
cjh
ikeAR
jfwm OZ
K aat
REGION
1. Here are 47 counties of 4 states in which 1,220,958
people live — all covered by Station KUOA.
2. Here is $202,214,000 of retail buying power, based
on official retail sales figures ... in the pockets
of the people of KAMO*LAND.
3. Here is a great sales opportunity for your products
— and here is the best means of telling your story
— KUOA.
5,000

The Voice of

WATTS

*

KUOA

BROADCASTING

National Representatives:
The Walker Company
• Broadcast Advertising

Siloam Springs, Arkansas
5000 Watts -1290 Kilocycles
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CORSET FOR JUNE
WIBC Announcer Gets Odd
■
Request; Obliges- ■
EVERETT HOWARD, chief announcer of WIBC Indianapolis, had
an odd request by phone during his
midnight-1 a.m. record program.
A man, who declined to identify
himself, wanted to know where he
could buy a size 50 corset for his
wife. Everett mentioned several
stores, then the caller asked if the
next number, whatever it was,
could be dedicated to his wife.
Everett agreed, announced the
following selection would be dedicated to the wife of an unidentified man who was looking for a
size 50 corset for his wife. The
scheduled tune: "June Is Bustin'
Out All cludedOver."
the music
conthe phone Asrang.
This time
it was the wife to whom it was
dedicated. She was laughing.
"My husband wasn't kidding
you,"
she said.
I don't
that corset
pretty"Ifsoon
I willfindbe
busting out all over. And incidental y, my name is June."

Carlson-Phillips Case Opinion
Has Drama, Entertainment
revised scripts, with an alleged
By FRED SAMPLE
on an equal diviTHE OPINION HANDED down oral sionagreement
of the profits.
by the Illinois Appellate Court in
It is at this point that Miss
the case of Emmons Carlson, appel- Phillips
disagrees. At
lant, vs. Irna Phillips, appellee, no time, vehemently
she argues, did she ever
surpasses for sheer drama and en- agree, orally
or in writing, to an
tertainment anything to appear in
partnership in The Guiding
The Guiding Light, the radio show equal
Light.
She
does
that when the
which has involved the two Chicago program first admit
on she paid
radio personalities in litigation Carlson $100 a went
week
for
20 weeks.
since August 1941.
She maintains, however, that he
In the 24-page opinion reversing actually wrote only five scripts
the state district court's decision which were aired.
favoring Miss Phillips, Chief JusThe Court opinion points out that
tice Niemeyer not only displayed
entered into a conthe legal knowledge which his po- Miss Phillips
tract with P&G representing hersition on the bench requires, but a
self as sole owner of Guiding Light.
flair for writing of which any raThe Court also notes that before
dio scripter could well be proud.
the sale of Guiding Light in 1936,
Briefly, this is the background of the only show Miss Phillips had
the argument as to just who owns, sold to a sponsor was Today's
and in what amount, one of ra- Children, which became the leading
daytime serial on the air and fo.r
dio's mostinsuccessful
all began
Decemberprograms.
1936 whenIt which NBC paid Miss Phillips
Guiding Light, originally titled $1350 a week as a package. The
The Good Samaritan, first went on
adds that Today's Children
the air over NBC with Procter & Court
Texas Application
was "substantially the same serial
Gamble
as sponsor and Blackman or
BAY CITY BROADCASTING Co.,
drama" as Painted Dreams
applicant for new 1,000 w outlet on Advertising Inc., New York, as the which Miss Phillips attempted unsuc es ful y to claim as her own
1110 kc, unlimited hours, at Bay agency. Earlier, in September, Mr.
City, Tex., has filed request with Carlson contends, he discussed col- in a suit against WGN in 1939.
FCC for 50,000 w unlimited on
laborating with Miss Phillips — he
In
summing
up the evidence sub1580 kc at McAllen, Tex. Firm is to do the writing, and she to supermitted during nearly four years
vise the story outlines and final this
partnership of local businessmen.
of litigation,
to say: Judge Niemeyer had
"The credibility of the defendant (Miss Phillips) is impeached.
That portion of her sworn answer
that the presentation and audition
script upon which the sale of the
show was made 'were so inartificially prepared that it was necessary ... to make so many revisions
as to amount to a totally new and
. . .' is shown
todifferent
be . . .presentation
false.
"Her persistence in testifying
she
the plaintiff's
These Two Stations Provide the Only Full
claimknewto nothing
a half ofinterest
in the
show until someone told her of the
Coverage of This Rich Pennsylvania Area
present suit is indefensible in the
face of her admission of having
read and
letter
dated received
June 22,the1937plaintiff's
(claiming such an interest) and undisputed proof of her receipt of plaintiff's letter dated December 7,
1938," the court adds.
The Court reprimanded Miss
Phillips'
attorneys forduring
their which,
manner of interrogation,
the Court said, they attempted to
compel Mr. Carlson to give
his conversations with Miss Phillips in reverse order — that is,
to give the last statement of the
conversation first and so on. It also
pointed out that at the time GuidBOTH STATIONS ARE SOLD
ing Light first went on the air,
Miss Phillips was not a successful
IN COMBINATION RATE
FOR NETWORK AND SPOT
script
writer,
Today's
Children
to with
her only
credit.
Her
attempts, the court found, with
National Representatives
Ma Brown'squerade,Patchwork
MasDear Diary Quilt,
and Black
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
Earth
had
not
been
highly
successNew York, Chicago, Detroit, Atlanta, San Francisco, los Angeles j
ful. The latter two had not been
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Mr. Carlson Miss Phillips
on the air at all, the court noted.
The defense's argument that any
partnership
between atthethetwowillpar-of
ties was terminable
either party, Judge Niemeyer found,
ignores the show, Guiding Light
as a literary property. Such dissolution, he declared, is not its termination. Itcontinues,
adds, "until the winding
up of hepartnership
affairs is completed. In a court of
equity luation ofpartner
who after
a partnership
carriesdisso-on
the business with partnership property is liable ... to account for the
The defense also contended that
profits
thereof." not recover bethe
plaintiff
cause he did could
not come into equity
"with clean hands," because the
alleged partnership was a "vioion of his obligations
NBC"
and
an latattempt
"palm histoas novice
writings
off on theto sponsors
those
of 'the leading daytime serial
writer' would have been a fraud
andTheagainst
public policy."
Court summed
up this argument with "If the evidence supported this claim, defendant is in no
position to take advantage of it."
The sion,
Statewhichappellate
attorneyscourt's
for deciMiss
Phillips have declared they will appeal to the State Supreme Court,
may
prove litigations
an invaluable
reference
in future
by ambitious
writers
interests.unaware of their property
Whatever the outcome, the case
of Carlson vs. Phillips is for high
stakes,
both parties equally
confidentwith
of victory.
Board Meet
MUTUAL board of directors will
hold its next meeting in Chicago
Dec. 3-5.
Children Give Views
MIXTURE of entertainment and
education in radio programs was
advocated by youngsters participating in The New York Times
Youth Forum on WQXR New York
Nov. 10.
Discussing-t,& radio's
fluence on children,
youngstersinmentioned quiz program <*s a good
education-entertainment combination and suggested that mystery
shows
may make
6-to-8-year-olds
"think there
are Zombies
in their
rooms"; that "love stories may put
ideas in children's heads and make
them fresh kids", and that some
children can not distinguish between fact and fiction in listening
to such programs as Superman.
The youngsters were led by a sixmember
of 9-to-13-year-olds
directed bypanelDorothy
Gordon.

BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

Telefax conveys text and pictures by Faxogram at a potential speed of 22 square inches per minute by phone, or
44 by radio. At right, a sheet of news, as received at
home; above, a line drawing as sent from office to plant.
A

Promising Field for Engineers
With Finch Facsimile Telefax equipment, illustrated and
written Faxograms can be sent at high speed between
any two mobile or fixed points that can be connected
by radio or wire. And illustrated newspaper supplements
with printed ads, can be broadcast to homes at a
cost that assures important circulation. In Facsimile, the
strongest patent structure is FINCH. Write for particulars.
FINCH Eleclro-Sensitive Recording PAPERS are now
available for commercial uses.

FINCH

TELECOMMUNICATIONS,

INC.,

PASSAIC, N. J. • 10

EAST

40th

STREET, NEW YORK 16, N. Y.

Radio Men Honored
PHILADELPHIA Chamber of
Commerce and the Board of
Trade played host to radio executives at a luncheon at Barclay
Hotel, Philadelphia, in honor of
the silver anniversary of broadcasting. Executives of all Philaattended
and donateddelphia
talent stations
for the
entertainment.
WFIL contributed the first radio
quartet heard on Philadelphia stations, composed of Hal Simonds,
now a WFIL salesman; Ednyfed
Lewis, advertising department of
Strawbridge and Clothier department store; John Vandersloot,
piano salesman; Philip Warren
Cooke, voice teacher. This was
their first appearance since they
disbanded several years ago. They
were first heard in 1922 over WFI
which became WFIL in 1935, and
did concert and recording work.
Message Rates Cut
REDUCTIONS in radiotelegraph
message rates between New York
and four leading Chinese cities
have been announced by RCA
Communications Inc., New York.
Effective immediately, full-rate
messages to Chungking, Changtu,
Kunming and Shanghai are 24
cents a word; code messages, 16
cents; deferred messages 13; radio
letters 8%. Prewar rates were 77,
48, 39 % and 26% cents, respectivel|y. ;

CBS Affiliates Endorse
Net's Color Televison
FCC last week received from
CBS a resolution adopted by the
n e t w o r k's Affiliates Advisory
Board which dorsegave
enment" to the "unanimous
high-definition
full-color television
developed by
CBS and expressed the hope that
LINED UP for food were these broadcasters at Southern California the use of ultra-high frequencies to
broadcast
such
pictures
"should beliBroadcasters Assn. outing and dinner at Oakmont Country Club, Glenunder
commercial
dale, Cal.: (1 to r) Lee Wynne, commercial manager, KGER Long authorized
censes
from
the
FCC
at the
Beach; Harry Witt, assistant manager, KNX Los Angeles; Clyde Scott,
manager, KECA Los Angeles; Robert 0. Reynolds, manager, KMPC earliest possible date."
Resolution, adopted Oct. 19 after
Los Angeles, and president of Southern California Broadcasters Assn.;
William Beaton, manager, KWKW Pasadena; Lawrence W. McDowell, the board had witnessed a demoncommercial manager, KFOX Long Beach; William B. Ryan, manager,
stration of the high frequency teleKFI Los Angeles.
vision, reads:
"WHEREAS
the members
the Co-as
lumbia Affiliates
Advisory ofBoard,
representatives
of 145stations
independentlyowned broadcasting
in the
IN THE PUBLIC SERVICE
United
States, have oftoday
witnessed a
CBS demonstration
the broadcasting
ofpictures
high-deflnitton,
fullWINX Xmas Seal Show
broadcast Nov. 19, 7 : 30-8 p.m., with and
color reception
television
ten megacycle video channel
in onthe a ultra
high
AS A RESULT of letters between a two-hour additional show for pa- frequencies,
and
tients alone. Broadcast portion is "WHEREAS this better television has
patients at Glen Dale Sanitarium
under
auspices
of
D.
C.
Tubercubeen accomplished manydate_ months
in
and Jerry Strong, WINX Washlar Assn.
advance
ington timekeeper, the station has
predicted ofandtheis earliest
of a quality heretofore
exceeding
arranged a Christmas Seal rally
the
fondest
expectations
of
the
memb
e
r
s
o
f
the
Board,
of local radio artists to originate
Blood Donors Secured
"NOW, SOLVEDTHEREFORE,
REfrom the sanitarium. Participatthat theAdvisory
membersBE
of ITtherecord
Coing will be Mr. Strong, Trafton PLEA for Type "B" and "3" blood
lumbia Affiliates
Board
unanimous
endorsement
of
the
Robertson of WMAL, Russ Hodges donors, broadcast by KGDM Stock- their
work
which
Columbia
Broadcasting
ton, Cal., in response to an emer- System has done in order to bring teleof WOL, Gene Archer of WRC,
gency request of the Red Cross
vision,
having
a
satisfying
picture
and Mike Hunnicutt of WWDC and Blood Bank,
brought six volunteers minimum
quality, to the
American
an orchestra from Walter Reed
possible
delay,people
and withtheira
Hospital. Entertainment will be within 15 minutes.
gratification
that the CBS
prediction
* * *
this
better
television
has
beerl
realizedof
at so early a date,
He Got Watch
in the ofopinion
this"RESOLVED
Board the that
utilization
the ultraof
BADLY BURNED, six-year-old high
frequencies
whereintelevision
it is possible
to
achieve
wide
band
transTommy Habina, a patient at Temis ion and reception
definiple Hospital, Philadelphia, longed
tion mpictures
in full and
color,highrepresents
realtelevision
hopeoperation,
of successful
for a Mickey Mouse watch. His the onlymercial
and comparents, unable to find one, ap"RESOLVED
that
the
members
of thisof
p
e
a
l
e
d
t
o
Stuart
Wayne,
conductor
!
expressand thetheirhopeconstituent
on behalf
themselves
staof the early-morning Musical Clock Board
TOP
N
tions
that
high
definition,
full-color
on
KYW
Philadelphia,
who
asked
O
in these frequencies should
Vulcan's statue looks down from
listeners to join the search. The television
be
authorized
under
commercial
licenses from the atFederal
Communications
response brought offers of 15
Birmingham's
highest and
peakmills,
on
the earliest
possible
great furnaces, foundries
watches, but all lacked some detail Commission
date
and
that
manufacturers
of equipteleviall producing at top capacity like
sion
broadcasting
and
receiving
that Tommy wanted. Mr. Wayne
ment
should
cooperate
to
that
took them to a watchmaker who for the purpose of bringing end,
the balance of industrial-agricultoservice
theall
people
the
superior
reassembled parts of half a dozen American
tural Alabama ... a great market
under these new standof them to make a special time- which ardstelevision
that is covered best by WSGN,
will make' possible."
piece for the *youngster.
Alabama's "TOP" radio station!
* *
Book Campaign
'Tit-trillo'
f0pS with the largest percent of
TO COLLECT English language
daytime listeners!
POETIC observation on acbooks to help re-establish devastivities of AFM President
tated libraries of the Soviet Union,
fOPS with a morning rating higher
Carnival Junior Legion, southern
James C. Petrillo was pubthan the combined rating of
lished in New York HeraldNew England youth group, is preall other stations!
Tribune on Nov. 9, over the
senting Sunday noon campaign
name of Frank Lynn:
program
on
WTIC
Hartford,
Conn.
TOPS with progressive promotion,
* * *
By the
tit inbanks
a treeof Potomac a
production, programming!
WLS Christmas Drive
Sang " 'Trillo, Petrillo, PeCHRISTMAS Neighbors Club of
And I said, "Little birdie,
WLS Chicago
opens1,itscontinuing
11th annual drive Dec.
your song titwillow,
used to be tit'Titwillow,
through Christmas Day. Club has
collected over $85,000 for surgical
trillo."
American Broadcasting Co.
Thetones
tomtit
retorted, in
of disgust,
equipment for 593 hospitals and
THE BIRMINGHAM NEWS
orphanages in 17 states and
"E Pluribus
Unum,
it can't
be
discussed,
AGE-HERALD STATION
Alaska. This year hospital equipwillow.' "
ment will be augmented with radio
We sing what democracy says
•sets and other morale builders.
Administrative costs are paid by
that we must —
Petrillo. Petrillo, Petrillo!"
WLS, leaving all money contributed to go toward gifts.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
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WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF INSTANTANEOUS 242SOUND RECORDING
et, EQUIPMENT AND DISCS
West 55th Stre Ltd.,

Magnetophon
(Continued from page 36)
ously not in use during playback,
but minimizes an earlier fault in
which the heads wobbled and caused
uneven tape transport and resultThe present
systeming is"wows."
mounted
so that ain-line
new
head assembly can be plugged-in
immediately when necessary. Wearing of the pre-magnetizing head
increases the magnetism, but wearing of the recording and play-back
heads results in peaking at around
2-3 thousand cycles, and an increase in the drop of the high frequencies.
Three Motors
The transport of the tape is control ed by three small motors. The
drive motor, which has a steel
spindle, bears upon the tape and
appliesber roller.
friction
it against
This tomotor
is thea rubsole
driving source, and the function of
the other two is to keep the tape
tight and prevent curling, and to
maintain an even passage of the
tape across the head faces.
The drive motor is synchronous;
the others are series brush motors,
in which the speed varies with the
load. The rewind motor, loaded with
a full roll of tape, turns against
the direction of the tape, but with
reduced torque due to the introduction of a suitable inductor. The
take-up motor, with little load,

turns with full torque, but loaded
against the pull of the tape as it is
fed by the drive motor spindle. As
the tape feeds upon the take-up
motor, the load becomes greater,
and the speed less as the torque
drops ; and the rewind motor, whose
load is lessened by the tape unwinding from it, tends to speedup
in the opposite direction, thus keeping the tape tight and even.
Since the two motors tend to balance each other, the tape transport
is even and without curls or tangles, and so long as the speed of
the drive motor spindle does not
vary (due to frequency variation,
mainly),stant.theThere tape
speed isdozen
conare several
faults which can develop, however,
in the tape transport; but with
properly
maintained
machines The
little trouble
is experienced.
above applies to the Magnetophon
when
tape. recording or playing back a
In rewinding the tape, after it
has been played, or when editing,
the rewind motor runs at maximum speed, depending upon the
tape load. The inductor is removed
from the circuit (all these actions
electrically take place when the
proper buttons are pushed) and
the motor turns in the same direction as when recording, but with
maximum torque and such speed
that the tape is rewound in only
a few minutes. During this period
the take-up motor is not energized,

A MUTUAL Station
Ask the Walker Ce.
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KTUL PLAYS HOST
Piano Service
A BROADCAST appeal by
Tom
Q. onSmith,
Rambler,"
his 7:45 "The
a.m.
news program on WIOD
Miami, got coordinated results. In response to his refor a piano
a oneroom questschool
at for
Marathon,
Fla.,
southKeys,of
Miami 124
on themiles
Florida
Frank
Reed,
car
dealer,
sent Miami
$175 tousedbuy
a used piano; Turner Music
Co., a feredWIOD
ofto sell advertiser,
a $225 piano
for $175 and to tune, mothand moisture-proof
without charge; and itOrange
State Odl Co., sponsors of
"The Rambler", sent a trucK
to take it to the school.

WINDING
UP a AT
campaign
to acCIRCUS*
TOquaint500
listeners with
stars
of CBS,
KTUL Tulsa played host to 500
guests at Polack Brothers Circus
during its appearance in Tulsa.
Guests were winners in KTUL's
"Biggest Show
in Town" with
contest,
conducted
in cooperation
the
circus management. Two tickets to
the KTUL reserved section were
offered each of the first 250 contestants correctly identifying six
CBS stars or shows represented by
caricatures in an advertisement in
the Tulsa World. Winners were selected from the first mail delivery
following appearance of the ad,
and morematelythan
1,200 entries
were received,
mostulti-of
them correct.
Before the ad appeared, KTUL
broadcast more than 40 announcements calling attention to the contest. KTUL's woman reporter,
Margaret
the circus' I
clown
act Smith,
for the joined
performance.
Radio Principles
RALPH ATHERTON, assistant
professor of physics, Miami U.,
covers basic electrical principles
and explains the workings of each
part of radio in his new illustrated
book, Principles
of Radio Co.,
for Operators (The MacMillan
New
York;
$3.75),
which
is
based
his experience in training men foron
communications work in the armed
services. Regular text material of
each chapter is supplemented by
descriptionstrationand
details of chapter
demons and experiments,
review tests, and lists of available
films for visual-aid instruction. Mr.
Atherton writes in the preface that
"The material is of such nature
as to present no great difficulty to
students of high school or college
age" but
that "careit from
has been
exercised to prevent
becoming

and acts
as a brake as the armature is revolved.
To keep the tape from curling
or tangling when the machine is
stopped, either for editing, or at
the
a program,
the three
motorsend areof fitted
with brake
shoes
around small fly-wheels. These
brakes are applied by springs, but
are removed
the action
solenoids which areby wired
so thatof when
the motors are running in their
properates andmanner,
solenoid
opens thethebrake
shoe, operthus
releasing the friction against the
fly-wheel.
When the 'Stop' button is
pressed, the motors are de-energized, the brakes apply, since the
solenoids are no longer energized
and the springs take control; and
the three motors stop. Since the
tape is an integral part of their
motion, the tape is also arrested
and troublesome breaks or curls
are prohibited. Of course, maladjustment ofthe brakes, or improper operation of the switch contacts
controlling the motor sequence can superficial."
discs, and better editing; economy,
cause tape troubles!
In normal installations the ma- in thatsands tapes
reused
of times,canor bestored
and thouused
chine is covered by a shallow
years material
later with recorded
no deterioration;
glassed panel to minimize motor the
can
be
noise and other studio sounds. The
amplifiers associated with record- "wiped" and the tape is clean for
recording another proing and playback are sometimes reuse in
gram. Monitoring while recording
arranged under the mechanical portion of the Magnetophon, or mount- is instantaneous, and from a master tape as many copies as desired
ed in a standard rack alongside
the machine.
can
be made toby tell
"dubbing,"
and theit
is impossible
whicharewasplayed
The air-borne unit previously re- master
tape
when
they
fer ed to utilized only one motor back!
and a series of gear-trains to operate the drive spindle, rewind machine"
The Magnetophon
is no "master
but in its present
state it
and take-up
The minutes
tape timeson offers possibilities
above the wirewere
limited spools.
to three
recorder,
the
film,
or
disc
recordthis model, but a slightly larger
ing. Withductiimprovements,
and
a the
reone, used for field recording, used
o
n
i
n
weight
and
size,
tapes of ten minutes duration.
economy alone is outstanding. And
This is only a precis of the fun- certainly if you have heard one,
damentals ofthe Magnetophon. Its
is a tendency to rush back
advantages are obvious. It offers a there
to the studio and throw away most
reasonably high-fidelity method of of your disc recordings. But don't
recording which with improve- do it yet; when and where the
ments can go further; noiseless Magnetophon will come from for
and real life-like reproduction; ex- American broadcasting is still a
tended time over conventional
question.
BROADCASTING
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Fedt
STUDIO EQUIPMENT • FM TRANSMITTERS • ANTENNAS AND TOWERS
source — Federal... for more than three
decades a leading contributor to radio

With production now under way,
Federal will deliver 1 and 3 KW FM
Transmitters early in 1946 . . . delivery
of the 10 and 50 KW following shortly
thereafter . . . featuring the latest in
design, circuits, tubes and technique
for unsurpassed operations in the new
88-108 mc. band.
Available with these transmitters will
be complete associated equipment —
from microphone to antenna — entire
FM Broadcasting Systems . . . supplied
by one experienced and dependable

progress.
Federal engineers are ready to consult
with you... help plan every step of your
installation . . . and then stay with the job
until your station is in completely
satisfactory operation. And Federal
assumes full responsibility for the performance ofits equipment.
Call in Federal now ... be among the
first on the air with the finest in FM
Broadcasting.

Write
"Completefor brochure
FM ... by
Federal" descriptive
of Federal's complete FMEquipRadio
Broadcast
mm—mzozr^,™
Federal

_ T

"

Telephone

-d and

phone t<
RadiaCorporatiott
Newark 1, N. J.

$low Travel
ALTHOUGH this is an age
of the atom and lightning
speed, CBS Correspondent
Don Pryor feels that we are
still in the horse and buggy
era in many respects, after
it took him six weeks to get
from Shanghai to San Francisco. He first got a ride by
plane to Kunming, and
missed a plane to San Francisco by three hours. As a
result, he waited a week at
every spot he touched, along
with soldiers, American prisoners of war, and others.
When he finally caught a
ride at Saipan, he rode all
way across the Pacific curled
up in the nose of a B-29.

New Type FM Antenna

Erected in N, Y.

By Finch Telecommunications' WGHF
A NEW TYPE of FM antenna, 50 feet above the roof of the buildbearing an uncanny resemblance to
700 feet
aboveAlford
seaa Fourth of July skyrocket, has level. ing,Itsroughly
designer,
Andrew
been erected atop the building at of Cambridge, Mass., member and
10 E. 40th St., New York, in whose former chairman of the antenna
upper stories the transmitter and committee of the Institute of Rastudios of a new FM and facsimile
dio Engineers, who was retained as
station, WGHF, is now being in- a consultant
Capt.firstFinch,
believes this to by
be the
antenna
Capt. W.Telecommunications,
G. H. Finch, president ofstalled.
Finch
of its type ever installed for either
owner of the station, hopes to begin
broadcasting. He detesting with a temporary power of FM or scAM
ribes the antenna and its operation as follows:
1 kw about Jan. 1. Station will operate on a frequency of 99.7 mc
high frequency of the new
and is licensed to cover an area of FM"The
band together with the horizonapproximately 6,840 square miles.
tal polarization have made it posCapped with a domed metal top,
sible to achieve something new in
the skyrocket antenna is over ten broadcasting: a single unit antenna which has gain over a half
feet long and something less than
two feet in diameter. Its tip is about wave. This gain is obtained by using a bent metal sheet along which
the wavelength is longer than the
wavelength in space so that the
SERVICE
DIRECTORY
radiation
comes from a long vertical column.
"This fact results in a concentration of radiation toward the
Custom-Built
horizon where it is desired with
FREQUENCY MMASMIN9 X
Speech Input Equipment
less power being sent to the sky
sett vice
and into the area immediately adExact Measurement* » of any time \ U. S. RECORDING CO.
jacent to the station where the
Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
RCA COMMUNICATIONS, INC. I 1121 VermontDistrict
signal
is Thealways
than radisuffi1640
64 Broad Strut New York 4. N. T. 5
cient.
WGHF moreantenna
ates nearly equally in all directions
of the compass. The input imMORE RF KILOWATT HOURS
pedance of the antenna is relative"GEARED TO AM-FM EXPANSION"
PER DOLLAR WITH
ly low so that the insulation is not
Radio Engineering Consultants
F & O TRANSMITTING TUBES
subjected to high voltages. Only
one seal insulator is used and this
Freeland & Olschner Products, Inc. insulator
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
is protected from the
6J 1 Baronne St., New Orleans 13, La.
Kansas
City,
Mo.
Raymond
4756
Washington, D. C. Hollywood, Cai.
High Power Tube Specialists Exclusively weather."
CFAB tionsWindsor,
N. S., started opera15 with
mit eNov.r on 1450
kc. a new 100 w transThe
r SOUND EFFECT RECORDS N
Robert L. Kaufman
GENNETT-SPEEDY-Q
Organization Construction
Reduced
Basic
Library
Offer
Containing
All Clear — Now
Technical
Maintenance,
Over 200 Write
Individual
Sound Effects
Supervision
and Business
For Details
WHEN the airport traffic
for
Broadcast
Stations Services
CHARLES MICHELSON
controller at Fairbanks,
Munsey
Bldg.
Washington
4,
D.
C.
67 W. 44th St. New York, N. Y.
District 2292
Alaska, heard a radio voice
calling:
"Weeks 13354,
Field tower,
this is Boeing
ready
FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
for takeoff",
hefield,glanced
KLDGE ELECTRONICS CO.
over
the
dark
picked out
up
Commercial & Industrial
his
hand
microphone
and reSTANDARD
Equipment
plied:
"O.K.,
Boeing
13354,
No. Alvarado
Measuring & Equipment Co.
Los1031Angeles
26, Calif.
you're
for takeoff."
Phones 877-2652 Enid, Okla.
Nothingcleared
happened,
and he
Myron E. Kluge Exposition 1741
tried again — and again and
again, but still no reply from
the ship. Mystery was evenTOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
AVAILABLE NOW
tually cleared up by discovery
Radio Towers
PRECISION
TURNTABLES—
and/or
ASthat the plane at that moSEMBLIES • MODULATION MONIErection, lighting, painting &
ment actually was at Point
TORS • REMOTE-POWER AMPLIFIERS
Ground
Systems
Barrow and that the voice
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
SONIC ENGINEERING CO.
the traffic controller heard
Portland 1 1 , Oregon
592
Columbus
Ave.,
New
York
City,
N.
Y.
was one of Wien Alaska AirC. H. Fisher, Agent Phone TR 7303
lines' regular dramatized
commercials on KFAR Fairbanks. The commercial carries the voices of a pilot and
a tower operator, one filDON'T DISAPPOINT HONOLULU
tered, dramatizing the takeGABLES PETE SIMMONS, KGU
off procedure. The controller's
broadcastupreceiver
had
been tuned
just loud
THE SHADOW
enough
for
him
to
hear
the
familiar words.
Available locally on transcription— see C. MICHELSON, 67 W. 44 St., N.Y.C.
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Mutual V-P Sends CBS V-P I
TO CARLIN
L
Bonermade *
for ITBaruch
BillVE
—LEA
WHEN
ANDRE
BARUCH
a memorable fluff by signing off a
Mutual program with the word
"Columbia," Phillips Carlin, Mutual vice-president in charge of
programs, sent the following letter
to Douglas Coulter, his counterDearpart at Doug:
CBS :
Attached is our bill at full
half-hour network rates for
CBS's Leave
participation
Mutual's
It to thein Girls
program of Saturday, Nov. 10.
Even though Announcer
Andre Baruch used the mention of Columbia Broadcasting only in nouthe
closing
anncement, we must
charge
you
full
period
billing
since
Mutual has no network rate
for spot announcements.
I saylooking
in closing
that the
we
haveMaybeen
for just
right sponsor for Leave It to
the Girls, and should your Saturday test over our facilities
prove come
satisfactory
welColumbia to weour will
already
distinguished list of satisfied
clients.
The bill was for $11,630.55.

RADIO ADVERTISING
START IS RECOUNTED
INTRODUCED on WINS New
York as the first man to pay his own
money to broadcast, Col. William
H. Rankin, president of William H.
Rankin Co., New York, told how
he purchased 10 minutes of radio
time on WEAF New York-in December 1922 for $100 and gave a
talk on "Advertising and its Reto the radio
Public",
believedlationthat
couldbecause
be madehe
a big
thing
in
our
lives.
Col. Rankin said W. L. Aronson,
vice-president of Vivaudau Inc.,
cosmetic manufacturer, gave the
Rankin countcompany
the ofVivaudau
acas a result
that first
broadcast, and sponsored advertison radio started on a largescale ingbasis.
Comparing radio in England,
from which he returned a short
time ago, and the United States,
Col. Rankin
said, between
"There isdayjustandas
much
difference
night as there is in radio in the
USA and the United Kingdom,
where every radio owner has to
pay a tax or rental of $2.50 a
month, and also pay for the radio
too, and there are no commercial
radio programs. I would say if
British radio as operated is worth
$2.50 a month to a family, it is
worth $25 a month to a home here
in the United States. I sometimes
think the home folks do not know
this is possible only through the
sponsorship of advertisers, and a
greater appreciation should be
shown to them and to radio sta-

BROADCASTING
tions."
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ANNOUNCING

ANOTHER

COMMERCIAL

FIRST

RADIO

WE
CONDUCTING

FOR

EQUIPMENT

ARE

CO.

NOW

EQUIPMENT

TESTS

OF

W3XL
WASHINGTON,

D. C.

98.9 MEGACYCLES
Located in the heart of the Nation's Capitol, W3XL is the first FM developmental broadcast operation in Washington, D. C. on the new FM
permanent frequency band.
We hope to pass on the experience gained by this developmental operation
to our many clients who will soon be constructing their own FM broadcasting stations.
We were also first to operate FM in Kansas City — now station KOZY.

COMMERCIAL

RADIO

CONSULTING

RADIO

OFFICES
KANSAS

B ROADCASTING

CITY, MO. WASHINGTON,
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EQUIPMENT

CO.
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D. C. HOLLYWOOD,
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RADIO ARTS SCHOOL
PLANNED IN CANADA
FIRST SCHOOL in Canada to
train announcers, producers, writers and singers for broadcast work
has been founded at Toronto by
Lome Greene, former chief announcer of Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., and during the war the
voice of Canada
ernment newsreels.on Canadian govThe Academy of Radio Arts
starts functioning at Toronto on
Jan. 7, 1946, and is licensed by
Ontario Dept. of Education.
Staff of the new school consists
of Andrew Allan, CBC dramatic
supervisor, to teach radio production; John Drainie, actor, to teach
radio acting and sound effects;
Fletcher Markle, discharged from
the RCAF and a CBC writer, to
teach radio scripting; W. H.
Brodie, CBC supervisor of broadcast language, to teach speech and
announcing; Lome Greene to teach
announcing; and Jack Allison to
teach nesspopular
Busimanager isgroup
Mrs. singing.
Edna Slatter,
CBC personnel supervisor. Courses
are planned to take six months.
YOUNG People's Concerts
Philharmonic-Symphofoofny Socisix
etthe
y ofSaturNew
York daystarted
1945-46
series
morning
programs
at
Carnegie
Hall
onYorkNov.
17,
broadcast
on
WQXR
New
for third consecutive year.

Knows All
STU KENNEY, producerannouncer of CKEY Toronto, finds his morning greeting "Wake UpClock
Ontario"
his Musical
programon
has telling effect. Writes
one listener: "I have been in
the habit of calling my two
children during the eight
o'clock news on your proprogram, The Musical Clock.
When they hear you say
'Wake Up Ontario' they know
it's time
to get
On Monday they
wereup. discussing
Sunday School and Norman,
who is twelve years old, said
to Jean, who is eight, 'Jesus
knows everything'. Jean came
back with 'Well, so does Stu
Kenney — he even knows when
it's time to get up'."
Radio's Responsibility
RADIOdium weis now
the most
mehave powerful
for reaching
millions of people all over the
world at one time, Norman Corwin,
CBS writer-producer-director, told
high school students on the WCAU
Philadelphia Career Forum.

and another reason why

WTAG PROGRAMS WIN MAJORITY APPEAL
The creative ability of a talented and versatile staff
with unlimited facilities, keeps WTAG's locally produced programs abreast of the times. "When Johnny
Comes Marching Home," designed to put servicemen
back on jobs which they want and for which they
qualify, was an immediate success. Entering its second
year on the air, the program has already made
possible the placement of several hnudred veterans.
"Worcester and the World" made radio history on
an international scale, and proved so inspiring and
informative that it was rebroadcast week after week
by the OWI, and highly praised by both the domestic
and foreign press. "Gardening for Victory" drew
comments
this: "Your
are that
givingare oneon
of the finestlikeservices
to theprograms
war effort
the air today." The high standard of WTAG's local
news, entertainment and programs of civic importance, makes WTAG a great station in a great market.
PAUl H. RAYMER CO. National Sales Representative*
WORCESTER
OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE WORCESTER TEIECRAMGAZETTE
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Letter to the Editor
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I thought
you might
inter-of
ested in the enclosed
clips,beboth
which
appeared
recently
in
the
Cleveland Press.
Mannie Eisner
WGAR Broadcasting Co.
Cleveland, 0.
Nov. 2, 1945.
Charges
Excerpts irom an Oct. 24 column
written
Citizens'
Committeeby ofProgressive
Cleveland Inc.:
"Allegedly, radio stations are
supposed to operate in 'the public
interest, convenience and necessity'. . . today
. Actually
. . . radio
stations
are operated
for profit
— period. If public service manages to get in somewhere along the
line, it is purely an accident.
". . . The early-morning hours
are jam-packed with recordings,
spot announcements and piffle. . . .
Along about 9 a. m. the routine
changes — the soap operas go on
the march [and continue] until
about 5dren's'
p.m.programs
. . .start.
Then ...
the 'chilAt 6
p.m. the stations start giving with
the news and local piffle and more
recordings and more spot announcements. At 7 p.m., the networks take over and there is a succes ion of comedy, dramatic and
'popular'
musical programs
and
spot announcements.
About —10:30
p.m., the stations take over locally
again and fill with more news and
piffle and spot announcements. . . .
"Now comes FM. . . . And unless
the FCC carries out its avowed
purpose established by law, the listening public will have to put up
with the same kind of programs
fed to us now. That is, Mr. Private
Citizen, unless you . . . ask for
more consideration
the 'public
Reply of and
interest, convenience,
neces-

Adnagaporp
MOST effective form of
propaganda
BBC during
the
threatenedto Arabic
revolt
seemed to be a sheik, Koran
readings, and a microphone.
So a Koran reader of Levant
was located and his chantings
on filmstripswere
for recorded
hours, broadcast
on powerful transmitters.
After a week of broadcasts,
BBC learned through indignant letters from listeners
that the film-strips had been
running backwards.
CBC Separate
WITH the dissolution soon of the
Department
of National
Services at Ottawa,
the War
Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation, which
came underdiction,the
department's
juriswill become
a separate
entity like the Canadian National
Railways and its subsidiaries. It
will be represented in Parliament
by Dr. J. J. McCann, currently
Minister of National War Services
and National Revenue.
Nationalization
CANADA PLANS to follow the
lead of Great Britain in nationalizing communications serviees now
operated by Cable and Wireless Ltd.,
London,
it was announcedMinister
at Otta-C.
wa by Reconstruction
D. Howe. These facilities in Caby Canadian
coninada Co.are owned
Ltd., Montreal,
whichMar-is |
partly
& Wireless
Ltd. If owned
the plansby areCable
completed,
Mr.
Howe stated, the government would
take over the communications services of the Canadian Marconi Co.
and form a government company
to operate them.

Splits CBS Franchise
Excerpts from a reply by Carl
12 years as sole CBS outGeorge, assistant manager of AFTER
let in Montreal, CKAC is now splitting its franchise with new 1,000
WGAR,
on
Nov.
1:
''.sity'."
. . American radio has served w station CJAD. CKAC in recent
public interest to the extent that years has been increasing its percentage of French language prothere are 60,000,000 radio sets in
grams, and today programming is
the U. S., more than one for every
home — something like the same 75% French to 25% English. On
number as in all the rest of the many occasions CKAC as a result
world put together, and the in- has had to turn down English-landustry is only 25 years old. It
which might come
would seem that there is more to between guagetwoCBS shows
French-language shows
and
thus
bring
only
a small English
American radio than just 'piffle'.
". . . The man who operates a audience. CBS English shows will
private business . . . must serve be carried on CJAD while musical
the public interest, convenience and CBS programs will continue to be
necessity. If a lot of people want
with French anfishing tackle, he will do his best aired on CKAC nouncements.
Similar two-lanto have plenty of it on hand — not
guage
system
is
in
by CBC in
to give away even at cost — but to Montreal, using NBCuse English-lansell
at
a
profit.
If
a
non-fisherman
guage
programs
on
CBM
and NBC
comes in and calls his merchandise musical programs with French
announcements on CBF.
'piffle',
I
doubt
if
he'd
throw
the
stuff away. . . .
to serve more people. . . . We
"The facts show that more peo- —admit
we have faults and we want
ple listen more to the programs
that are on the air today than to to correct them. . . . We believe it
best be done through individual
any other schedule that has been can
devised any place else in the world, initiative and free competition. We
and we're trying to do even better believe the public agrees."
BROADCASTING
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Armstrong
(Continued from page 16)
tually has the opposite effect.
Chairman of the IRE-RMA session, J. E. Brown, of Zenith, asked
if any FCC representative cared
to reply. Attending the meeting
as an observer for the FCC was
Willmar K. Roberts, engineer from
the Laurel, Md., transmitter where
Commission FM tests were made.
No reply was made to the Zenith
report.
Maj. Armstrong read excerpts
from FM testimony at the October
1944 FM hearings before the FCC
and pointed to what he termed discrepancies in testimony by FCC
engineers.
Zenith Analysis
In announcing results of the
Zenith findings G. E. Gustafson,
engineering vice-president, said the
analysis indicated the following:
obtainedpredictions,
on 91 mcandis
less1. The
than signal
theoretical
the calsignal
on 45.5 mc is above theoretipredictions.
Using the FCC
suggested
method
of2. analyzation,
we find
that the
45.5
mc
averages signal
"three onand91 one-half
timessignal
the average
mc.
3. Sincecrovoltthese
recordings
are thein miantennalength
lengths per meter,
on on91 45.5
mcand ismc,since
one-half
the
antenna
the atactual
signal
in
microvolts
introduced
the
receiver
terminals
is
approximately
seven
times greater on 45.5 mc than on 91
mc.
4. Thisratiowoulddifference
mean that
power
of 49a there
to 1.is Ina
other
words,
if
there
were
transmiton 10,000on w91 onmc 45.5
mc
cycles,tersameoperating
a transmitter
to give
the
input
signal
to the
receiver
would
have
to
have
a
power
of
500,000
w.
5. We which
recognize
thatInfluence
there isthese
a noise
factor
would
results to some
extent, and
that what
it Is this
imexactly
factor
maypractbyical to establish
be.our However,
it group
has been
estimated
theoretical
and
othersice thethattransmitter
to provideonequivalent
serv91 mc 100,000
would
still
have
to whaveas power
between
and
200,000
compared
with
10,000
w on 45.5 mc.
worse theby
the6. This
decisionsituation
of the isFCCmade
to reduce
power
transmitters
when 42-50
the change
is88-108
madeofmcfrom
the
existing
to
band.
As an which
example,atmc the
transmitters
inareChicago
theor
present
time
either
operating
were
operateassigned
on a power
of for
50scheduled
kw newhavetoband.been
12are'/2
kwbased
the
These
onanalysis
an antenna
height
offigures
600shows
feet.
7.
An
of
the
recordings
that
on 91value
mc the
signal drops below
a
useable
sometime
three
out
of toevery
four
hours. Intheduring
making
the
move
100
megacycles
FCC
gave
as their
distance
interfer-by
ence whichreason
they long
hopedtestimony
to eliminate
this
move.
Industry
was
that
: {this
existed
small
.fractionsinterference
of 1% of the
time. for
Technical
i, [witnesses
for
the
FCC
indicated
that
it
pnight
existIt isforoura opinion
small percentage
Bthe time.
that theforsig-ofa
ijfcal
on
91
mc
is
entirely
absent
much greater percentage of the time
j.fehan
interference
on 45.5testimony
mc is present,
Wither
on technical
the industry
or on
Ethe
testimony,
t{these
It FCCisresults
our that
opinion,
after
a frequency observing
of 91 mc
jWill
not givethesatisfactory
rural service,
fend
[systemthat
as plannedfrequency
for 100 mcmodulation
would be
ji;|Satisfactory
We feel thatonlytheforFCClocalhasservice.
been mis1( Bed
on this matter,
because during
gearings
was presented
to themits
predicting datatheoretical
field strengths
j'{approximately
the
same
on
the
high
Brequencies as on low frequencies. Practests this
we have
been running
indi!| 'ileal
*eate
that
theoretical
data
Is
not
jporrect.

CBC Reorganizing
Two Departments
Changes in Program, Station
Relations Units Made
REORGANIZATION in the program and station relations departments of Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., providing for many staff
members returning from overseas
service and to meet the need for
peacetime programming, has been
announced by Dr. Augustin Frigon,
CBC general manager at Ottawa.
Changestions ataffect
Toronto.CBC central operaStation relations division has
been divided into two sections under
Jack Radford, station relations
supervisor. Mr. Radford will have
direct control over the new broadcast regulations division, of which
the station relations department
will be a section under the immediate supervision of George R. Young,
formertive in the
CBC Maritimes
regional atrepresentaHalifax.
In Quebec, Maurice Goudreault
will continue as station relations
manager for French-language stations, under Mr. Radford.
W.E.S. Briggs, former CBC announcer and producer, discharged
from the Royal Canadian Navy as
a lieutenant commander, will succeed Mr. Young at Halifax. His
new title will be regional program
director.
Program Functions
In the program division the reorganization isunder E.L. Bushnell, director-general of programs.
CBC Trans-Canada and Dominion networks will have program
directors directly responsible to
Charles Jennings, general supervisor of programs. H. J. Boyle,
former farm broadcast superviser,
will be program director for TransCanada, and H. G. Walker will continue as program director and manager of Dominion. Responsible to
Mr. Boyle and Mr. Walker will be
a supervisor of presentations, John
M. Kannawin, former chief of the
CBC Overseas Unit, who will be in
charge of studio staff of Toronto
•network key stations CBL and
CJBC.
A new position is supervisor of
exchange programs, which combines the posts of international exchange programs and
liaison
for
CBC international
service.
Charles
R. Delafield, supervisor of religious and educational programs, adds
the duties of supervisor of exchange
programs, which covers exchanges
with U. S. nets and the BBC. W. J.
Dunlop, of the commerical department, discharged from the Royal
Canadian Navy, will assist Mr.
Delafieldtionalonprograms.
religious and educaErnest Morgan, formerly on international exchange programs, becomes producer of special musical
is pro-of
»pR. W.rontoA. (proprietary),
CHASE MEDICINE
Co.,thriceTo- programs.
moted fromFergus
assistantMutrie
supervisor
has started
Weekly musical
programs
on CKEY
To- farm broadcasts
to supervisor of
ronto.
Ardiel
Adv.
Agency,
Oakvllle,
farm broadcasts.
Ont., has account.
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TO
ADVERTISERS
WHO
ARE
LOOKING

Most marketing experts agree that the
South is now the nation's greatest "area
of opportunity." If you feel that's true in
your industry, we suggest you consider
South Carolina as a starting point.
South Carolina is easy to cover. One station— WIS at Columbia — reaches virtually
the entire State, daytime. The WIS service
area has 74% more radio homes than
New Orleans, 185% more than Atlanta,
208% more than Birmingham.
We'd welcome an opportunity to tell you
Sow and why this 5000-watt station, at
560 KC, has a stronger signal (actually
delivers more microvolts) over a larger
area than is possible even to many
50,000-watt stations. Drop us a line — or
ask Free & Peters.

SOUTH
CAROLINA
5000 WATTS
•
560 KC
G. RICHARD SHAFTO J. DUDLEY SAUMENIG
General Manager
Sales Manager
FREE & PETERS, Inc., National Representatives
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Swezey
(Continued from page 10)
few thousand feet up. And for
some reason he never came back.
Lovely
Paris and
iated Parisians
who the
sold poor
theirhumilsouls
to
save
her
put
me
down
a little
lower.

EARS'
ask a John
JOH

& COMPANY
REPRESENTING LEADING RADIO STATIONS

I didn't
get anyentrails
kick outof
of No,seeing
the bared
Frankfort and Hamburg. Sure,
maybe they deserved it. But what
a crime that it should have to happen at all. ByIt's the
beneath
of man.
timetheI stature
got to
Hannan I was so dyed in Indigo
that I would have rated top scale
as a mourner. Then the little Polish
kids in the dank school-room in displaced persons camp sang their
little song about the waving grain.
Bright-faced cute kids with tiny
clear voices. No vestige of certainty in life for them! Where were
they
Most they
of them
even going?
know where
had didn't
come
from. I was down for the count
that time.
As I stumbled through the rubble
of Berlin which to me was the
last word in total destruction — I
thought "You
as well be wan-of
dering overmight
the battlefields
Gettysburg. This is all out-moded.
We do it better now — the atomic
The succulent beef-steak dinner
bomb."

'Row can I expect to compete with WJWs 'Man with the 'Eat'?'
There's a SOCK to WJW programs that attracts customers
. . . SHEER enjoyment that holds them . . . for morning and
afternoon, Monday through Friday, WJW delivers more
dialers per dollar in Cleveland than any other station.

5000 Watts
ABC Network lAf.llAf
D AY AND NIGHT
WW
CLEVELAND, O. WW H
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY HEAOLEV-REED COMPANY
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VETERANS of the Army Hour attend the final broadcast on Armistice
day. They are (1 to r) : Ed Herlihy, NBC Army Hour announcer; Mrs.
Idella Grindlay Kampf, former traffic manager of the Radio Branch,
War Dept., Bureau of Public Relations; Maj. Robert Pollock, former
radio officer of Public Relations Division, SHAEF; Edwin Dunham, in
charge of NBC production on the program, and expert radio consultant
to the War Dept.; Col. Edward M. Kirby, former chief, Radio Branch.
in the swank al fresco night club
Sellers
in Rome didn't improve my spirits
(Continued from page 10)
any. I had seen that day too many
consumptive hollow-eyed kids by communities publicizing harvest
scrounging around in the gutters. festivals and other civic events
Even on the gorgeous Cote dear to the hearts of Californians.
d'Azur it hit me. You'd like to In Roseville, 16 miles away, KCRA
scramble along those rocks by the presented the first remote broadsea, careless and free with the sun
cast in gestures
the city'sin history,
and simiand warm wind in your face. Sure,
lar
other cities
are
go
ahead
but
"Achtung
Minen!"
—
audiences.off with large out-of-town
mines — all over the place. Right paying
there a young nurse and some kids
Before joining KCRA, Frank
were blown to bits a few weeks ago. worked
the sales staffs of KWJJ
So you stick like a leech to the Portlandon and
KVAN Vancouver
little beaten path.
Wash.
Born
June 15, 1910, in MinSo it grew thicker and thicker,
Minn., he broke into radio
but it was not until we were on in front neapolis,
of a microphone in Spoour way home that I hit an all-time
kane and ever since has been an
low.
Sure I'd gowith
homeme andwould
I andstick
all enthusiastic booster of the West
the characters
— so far — his hobour feet under desks, answer tele- Coast.bies are Single
hunting, fishing and swimphones, and get lost in a cloud of
ming—
and
singing
the praises of
very very important papers; and Sacramento.
we'd silsworry
about
Junior's
tonPart of KCRA's Service, Frank
and our golf scores and
is for the farm audibank accounts; and we'd get so pointsence,out,
and it doesn'teither.
consists of hilldarned
busy
that
we
couldn't
william
programs
keep track of Europe any more
are college men
and what our government was and"Ourthe farmers
most prosperous in the
doing over there unless it seemed
to be spending too much money at country. You can't look down your than
at them, and you better not i «ot t
it. In short we'd forget. It's so nose
down to them. They farm sci
easy to forget — we forget a lot of talk
entifically,
are as well m
things — quaint stuffy old phrases informed onandworldtheyevents
as any fsue
like "Eternal Vigilance is the price city man. That's why KCRA tells
national business that its farm
of Freedom". this time we won't the
city audience are the same.
haveIf weto goforget
on any witch-hunt for and
They
like the same programs and
war criminals. We can just take
a squint in the mirror. But maybe they buy the same things," he exwe can't — it's rumored there's a plains.
wants the world to know
shortage of glass around Nagasaki. thatFrank
KCRA had the foresight to
Sure, it was a great trip, Sol.
construct its studios and equipment
for a quick conversion to FM, even
Rehabilitation Series
it has made no application
tothough
the FCC.
SERIES of Monday evening pro"That's
one reason, among
grams each devoted to one specific
aspect of the rehabilitation of re- many," he says proudly, "why
turning war veterans starts Nov. KCRA's signal and reception is so
19 on WNYC New York titled
Johnny Came Home. Mayor F. H.
After talking to Frank for an
LaGuardia is to open the series hour, you can understand why he
with a description of the work of says a lot of his national accounts
the New York City Veterans Serv- get a far-away look in their eyes
ice Center. Series written by Darcy and ask him what the train fare is
Miller, produced by Mike Jablons. to Sacramento. In fact. . . .
good." • Broadcast Advertising
BROADCASTING
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Letters
(Continued from page 17)
sion of Secretary Byrnes' broadcast, CBS invested in this way approximately $15,000 for the privicarrying
Secretary's
talk. legeIn of that
case the
we felt
the investment was more than justified
for
and stations
its independentlyownedCBSaffiliated
because of
the icehighinherent
quality
public servin theof the
speech.
WINX implies that CBS sought
this talk by Secretary Byrnes on
an exclusive basis. This is entirely
untrue. We advised the State Department that we would not voice
a word of protest if the talk was
carried on some other network instead of CBS, or even on two or
three other networks.
WINX also claims that the talk,
as broadcast, could be heard by
only a minority of listeners. This
is equally
CBS whose
network consistsuntrue.
of 150 The
stations
night-time
pattern reaches
into 98% coverage
of all American
homes
with radios. I should point out also
that WINX's coverage is completelytonduplicated
outlet. by our own WashingIt seems to me that much of the
WINX letter was devoted to a
wholly false premise — the fallacy
that
Secretary
originalbecause
words were
broadcastByrnes'
only
over CBS they were denied either
duplicate or additional circulation.
They became instantly, upon his
uttering them, the common property of every other broadcaster,
every news service, every local
newspaper. They were reprinted
verbatim in the press. They were
paraphrased and quoted in news
stories. They formed a salient part
of the content of practically every
news broadcast on the networks
and on local stations during the
next twenty-four hours. True,
these words were audible to 98%
of the radio homes of the United
States when the Secretary first
spoke them. But this is no more
relevant to the issue of free speech
;han if Secretary Byrnes had chosen
not to broadcast and had made his
talk before a group of 500 invited
Quests in a hired hall. The false
issue of free speech might be just
is speciously raised because only

WNAB
BASIC-AMERICAN IN
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
Concentrated Audience in the
Nation's 59th Market
WNAB
programming
l
the 216,000
Bridgeport
metropolitan
area$100,with
its
people
and almost
000,000
in
1939
Retail
WNABof
coverage isresults.
confinedWNABto Sales.
theresult,
area
will

500 people
could sit
and the
rest
of the world
was there
excluded.
As
long as the radio and the press
were free to quote and repeat
every word the Secretary said or
any part of those words, the issue
of freedom of speech is met surely,
squarely, and beyond cavil.
Now to go on to the comments
you invited me to make on State
Department
in this
tion. Frankly,policy
it seems
to meconnecthat
the needs of listeners have been
pretty well served in the past, and
the WINX letter has not impressed
me with the need for change. However, if you feel differently — in
cases where the State Department
itself initiates the speech and is
actively seeking a radio forum — a
very simple equation recommends
itself. Why not offer any such
broadcast to all four networks and
to independent stations, with a
clear disavowal of any demand by
the State Department that all networks or any particular one of
them carry any particular talk.
This tionwould
at the avoid
outset.anyIt discriminawould also
avoid any
government
dictation to ahint
freeofradio.
If the talk
in question is timely, important
and newsworthy, I am sure that
one or more radio networks will
carry it to listeners all over the
country. If an offer to broadcast on
an exclusive basis was received,
the State Department would be
free to decide whether, under all
the circumstances, such a broadcast would most effectively reach
the desired audience.
With best regards,
* *Paul* W. Kesten
Kesten to Coy
New York 22, N. Y.
November 2, 1945
Mr. Wayne Coy,
Vice-President,
WINX Broadcasting Company,
Eighth and Eye Streets,
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Coy:
After invitation
answering toBill
Benton'son
friendly
comment
the multiple network hook-up question, I realized tardily that I
should have sent you a copy of my
comments.
So I dropped the Assistant Secretary a note today, telling him I
^'CTWtf Of

one stfiXm . . ,tb

AVAILABLE IN COMBINATION WITH WATR, WATERBURY
R E P HI $ E N T E D BY
R A M B '| A U
ROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

would coverdresseesthewho received
same group
of ad-of
copies
Sincerely,
your letter, and
here it is.
Paul W. Kesten
* * *
Benton to Porter
November 1, 1945
Dear Paul:
My letter about
Wayne Coy's
protest
a formal wasn't
debate. intended
You lectureto meevokeas
if you were addressing a public
forum or a Congressional committee.I understand your letter better
now Mr. Gammons* notifies us
you'd likecasting. to
it in for
Broadwish
I publish
you would
this
issue needs further clarification
KFMB offers you
rn
and
we'll ofgetyour
it through
wtheo
open maybe
discussion
letter. an
track"the
to reach"inside
and sell
issue not
isn't befreedom-to-listen
373,000 persons in
andTheshould
distorted into
greater
the hubSan ofDiego.
this KFMB
highly is
I didn't versus
presentoneit
tosuch;
you further,
as four networks
concentrated
market
—
(your topic sentence). The main
the only source of
issue is this: what is adequate
coverage, in the public interest, for
primary workABCservice.neta speech as important as that of
Secretary
Byrnes'?
I
don't
think
your point that each of the big
networks
is "audible"
to most
the
set owners
is the whole
answerof
by any means.
Incidentally,
I haven't
seen the
figures
on network
coverage
for
years. Would you mind giving me
a list of the stations which carried
Secretary
and
any
figures Byrnes'
availablebroadcast,
to show that
these stations "were audible to
98% of the radio homes of the
United
States"?
On what
basis is the State Department to choose among networks ifthey all insist on carrying
exclusively or not at all? And if
we
make the
speeches
available
to allSecretary's
without recognizing exclusivity, as we do with press
releases, shouldn't
we include
dependent stations like
the Wash-inington
Post's?
That
could
mean
there would be no national coverage
at
all.
If you intend to publish in
Broadcasting,
I'm sure
you ofdon't
object to my sending
copies
our
correspondence to Wayne Coy and
Paul
Porter,
which
I
am
doing
forthwith.
Very sincerely yours,
SELL
William Benton
MANY PRODUCTS FOR
♦Apparently the writer is referring to
Earl
CBS. Gammons, Washington director of
MANY ADVERTISERS
Benton to Coy
Washington
November 1, 1945
Dear Wayne Coy:
Do you want to comment furKDYL
Soil-off
ther, in light of the attached correspondence with Paul Kesten, and
Salt Lake City
his apparent intention to break
forth in Broadcasting? I see no
reason
why letter
you attached,
shouldn't ifmake
use of my
you
are prepared to follow through
GEORGE E. HALLEY
further on this issue. I would welTEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
come any further comments from
HOTEL PICKWICK, KANSAS CITY 6, MO.
you, and to tell you the truth, I ^fcCSAN ARTHUR B. CHURCH PRODUCTION
(Continued on page 92)
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Letters
ignobly
limitingpress
"freedom
read" ROTHROCK OPENING
(Continued from page 91)
by making
releasestooutlet
available to more itsthan
a single
in CONSULTING OFFICE
would sionlike
open
and
frank
discusof this whole issue, looking any community. Thus, press or ra- HAROLD B. ROTHROCK, until
dio freedom, according to this con- Oct. 31 a member of the engineertowards developing guidance on the
cept, mustslavement ofnecessarily
WE'RE
firm, May,
& Rothrock,
State Department's
future
policy.
the public. spell en- now ingMay
& BondBond[Broadcasting,
Very sincerely yours,
William
Benton
Nov.
12],
has
Having
wound
himself
into
this
NOT
fantastic dilemma through three
his office
own
consulting
pages of typescript, Mr. Kesten, at opened
i n Washington,
last,
in
his
final
paragraph,
comes
Coy to Kesten
m
announced
DED
Washington to the guts of the matter and a he
last week. He
PIG-HEA
November 13, 1945 reasonable solution in which I will be officed
Dear Mr. Kesten:
heartilyasks,
join.speaking
"Why of not,"
Mr. temporarily at
situations
ABOUT
Shortly before I received your Kesten
in
which
the
State
Department
letter of November 2, enclosing a seeking a radio forum, ''offer anyis 301 N.brier St.,GreenArling)!
copy of your letter to the Honor- such broadcast to all four networks
y
*
t e 1 e- Mr. Rothrock
able William Benton, dated Octo- and to independent stations, with phone ton,Ch.Va., 2267.
HOG JAW.l
ber 25, 1945, I received a copy of a clear disavowal of any demand
Kenaal
act
„
Born
in
Ind., Mr.
,
t,
en
your letter from him. He asked me by the State Department that all Rothrock wasPrinceton,
g rn,
^/*t
Yea
r em ^ yoUor
in 1935
otl
tuc,kyHotov
if I had any further comments to networks or any particular one of from Purdue U.graduated
and
took
a job in
make. As you will see from the at- them carry any particular talk?" the radio engineering department
sometHin^^ ^ The
tached
copy
of
my
reply
to
him,
not, indeed? As Mr. Kesten of General Household Utilities Co.
a^C"ur Trading Area «
I do have further comments to Why
make.
so astutely
observes, "This atwould
rich with more J
com.
avoid
any discrimination
the A year later he was named engiWith kindest regards,
neering counsel for
the Clear
Chan-he
outset. It would also avoid any hint
nel Broadcast
Service,
a post
Sincerely
yours,
of
government
dictation
to
a
free
binedW
"
tk
chopsheld
until
1941,
when
he
joined
the
Wayne
Coy
to ,be
«*•
radio." I cannot, however, go along
firm of Ring & Clark,
Encl.
with his concluding suggestion consulting
Washington.
* * *
that the State Department ought,
In January 1943 Mr. Rothrock
under siderany
circumstances,
Coy to Benton
an offer
to broadcast tooncon-an was appointed to the technical staff
exclusive
basis.
of Bell Telephone Labs., remainWashington
ing until July 1945. He became a
November 13, 1945
Here, of course, is the real issue. partner
of May, Bond & Rothrock
Honorable William Benton,
And it is precisely the issue raised when
was established in
Assistant Secretary of State,
by WINX in the protest which pre- Octoberthat1944firm[Broadcasting,
cipitated this controversy. Denial 23, 1944], but did not become Oct.an
Department of State,
Washington, D. C.
to WINX of an opportunity to active partner until Aug. 1, 1945,
INC.
Dear Mr. Secretary:
broadcast Secretary Byrnes' speech when he left the Bell Labs.
"
e»
pr
Re
sort of discrimination
National
Of course I want to accept your, was justMr.theKesten
suggests should
generous invitation to comment fur- which
be avoided at the outset. And in
ther on the question of free access the
favoritism
shown
Net Shows Move
to official radio broadcasts. I pro- seems to me, there was tomoreCBS,thanit
tested, as you know, when WINX
of "government dictation TWO
network shows,
NBC's
was denied an opportunity to ato hint
Smilin'MORE
Ed McConnell
and Buster
anever
free genuinely
radio." Favored
media Brown
Gang,
Saturday
10:30
a.m.
broadcast
Secretary
Byrnes'
recent
are
free.
report on the London meeting of
and World Parade, Sunday
the Council of Foreign Ministers. I Mr. Kesten tells you Columbia CST,
2 p.m. CST, will vacate Chicago in
the State
Department
feel even more strongly impelled to "advised
December.
Smilin'by Ed,
sponsored
we would
not voice
a word over
protest now that I have read Mr. ofthatprotest
61 stations
Brown
Shoe Co.on
if
the
talk
was
carried
thru Leo Burnett Agency, leaves
Paul
Kesten's
reply
to
your
request
on
some
other
network
than
CBS,
that he comment on my letter of or even on two or three other Chicago Nov. 24 and begins Holly- |esi
October 11, addressed to the Hon. networks." I do not challenge his wood origination Dec. 1. World lra(jK
sa
Justin
Miller,
President
of the Na- assertion. The point is that WINX Parade with Lou Breeze Orchestra, V
s
e
tional
Association
of Broadcasters.
Singer Max
Phil Hill
Kinsman
and Commenwill originate
fromlln(|uM,
In
his
initial
paragraph,
Mr. was refused the right to carry this tator
atWhen
The you're
Rooseveltstaying
! All
Kesten transfers the issue which speech, and refused it by the San Francisco Dec. 16, move to Lj
the best
of ManhatI raised to one of his own choice — State Department itself — on the Hollywood Dec. 3 and then switch| jat(
tan is within
comfour network hook-ups versus ground, as you explained to me to New York in mid-January. Refortable walking
single network broadcasts. As you over the phone, that network policy
distance
of thisknown
midplacement wil bewithCarmen
Caval-asl
town hotel,
yourself noted, this simply is not made it exclusive to CBS. WINX laro Orchestra,
Mr. Hill
for ity.Hilton
hospitalthe issue, Mr. Kesten to the con- was also refused the right to carry permanent commentator. Sponsor [**
Rooms with
Bath
trary notwithstanding.
from $4.50.
the speech by the CBS-owned
W. A.M.Sheaffer
Seeds Co.PenoverCo. 142through
NBC 1
In passing, however, I should like station in Washington for the isRussell
stations.
IN.
same
reasons.
The
network
policy,
to
deal
briefly
with
Mr.
Kesten's
, HOTEL j,
issue, if only because of the ex- I think, is itself nefarious; but BENNET H. KORN, recently discharged
ceedingly curious reasoning with Government implementation of it from the Army, returned last week tc
Uecn Carpenter,
which it is supported. The logic is far worse.
WQXR
York department.
as an account execu
MADISON
AVE.YORK
ATGen.45THMgr.ST
tive in New
the sales
OOSEVEL"
NEW
of
his
"pure
democratic
principle"
WINX
—
and
other
radio
stations
would
lead
one
to
the
conclusion
Other Hilton Hotels include
Chicago: The Stevens
that our printed press is totali- as well, no doubts-wants free ac- like other items of news, are freely
Dayton:
tarian because most metropolitan
ces to public addresses by Govern- available to all who wish to trans
TheLosDayton-Biltmore
Angeles:
ment officials. WINX wants this mit them — and on a basis of ab
newspapers choose to publish in
The Town House
full any major address by the Sec- access, frankly, because it is in solute equality. Freedom to broad
C. N. Hilton,
competition with CBS and with
so far from being inimical
Kesten's
I take it,retary oisf State.
that Mr.
the Post
oughtview,
not other broadcasters for the respect tocast,"freedom
to listen," is its very]
to be allowed to offer its readers and
fountainhead. When this freedonj
the
attention
of
the
listening
the text of a public speech offered public. And this competition, I re- is limited or infringed in any wayl
to the readers of the Star, since
spectfully submit, is the very es- freedom of the air becomes imj
anyone who wishes to do so can
sence of freedom of the air.
Sincerely yours,
buy a copy of the Star at any
There can be real freedom of paired.
newsstand. It would follow, then,
that the Department of State is the air only if official statements,
Wayne Coy S
BROADCASTING
* Broadcast Advertisin,
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CBS
(Continued from page 18)
and director of a number of its sustaining programs before leaving
for England in the spring of 1943.
Following his graduation from the
U. of Pennsylvania in 1937 he took
a year's apprenticeship course at
CBS, during which he was permanently assigned to programming.
Programs he directed included So
Proudly We Hail, Report to the
Nation, and the General Motors
Cheers From the Camps.
In his first European assignment
for OWI he was attached to1 the
U. S. Embassy in London, where
he helped organize the American
Forces Network for troop entertainment. Later, as chief of field
radio of Division,
SHAEF's hePsychological
Warfare
moved into
France shortly after D-Day and followed the troops across western
Europe and into Germany. His
final wartime assignment was as
assistant to the deputy chief of the
Information Control Division, U. S.
Forces ETO, post then held by
Col. Paley.

WDSU

Appeal

Turned Down
AN APPEAL by a radio station to
expunge from the record criticisms
which it feels have injured its reputation and will affect its standing in future proceedings was
turned down last week by the FCC
in denying a petition of WDSU
New Orleans requesting withdrawal of an opinion.
Although the Commission had
dismissed a charge against the station that it refused "equal opportunity" to political candidates during an election campaign [Broadcasting, Sept. 10], the station
contended that the opinion on the
case
"contains
is unfair in viewa reprimand
of the factswhich
and
circumstances" developed at the
hearing on the complaint. The petitionmission
pointedconcluded
out its
that opinion
the Com-by
stating:
"The
facts
disclosed
this record are subject to furtherin
review . . . when an application is
made
renewal ofproceeding
license." had
The forCommission
SANDEBERG TO HEAD
resulted
from
a
protest
AVERY COAST OFFICE John H. Overton (D-La.) bythatSen.he
DAVID H. SANDEBERG, for the had not been accorded the choice
past two years Pacific Coast man- time on WDSU as that granted
ager of Paul H. Raymer Co., has one of his opponents, E. A. Stephbeen appointed Pacific Coast manens, majority owner of the station.
ager of Lewis H. The Commission upheld this protest but dismissed the complaint
Avery Inc., it was
announced last with a reminder that a station "is
week by Lewis not
an instrumentality to be used
Avery, president
(the licensee's) personal
of the firm. Mr. for his advancement."
Sandeberg will political
The
station's
recognized
headquarter i n that since it waspetition
not "aggrieved"
Mr.
.Avery's
San
or
"adversely
affected"
Francisco office, legalistic standpoint by thefromCom-a
which will open
mission's action it could not obtain
Mr. Sandeberg on Dec. 1 in the
Russ Building.
Bogart Resigns
Mr. Sandeberg has represented
BOGART,
account& executive
Brisacher,
Vanresigned.
Norden
Staff, Losof
Several national magazines on the ELLIOT
Angeles,
has
West Coast and in 1933 entered the
Joins Dennis
'radio
representative
businesssalesin HOWARDSommers
SOMMERS,
free-lancer,
has
California.
In 1934 he became
joined
Robert
P.
Dennis
Los Angeles agency,FLUENT,
as director
ofInc.,production.
manager of KYA San Francisco, MILDRED
formerly
assistant
director
Apparel
j»md from 1938 to 1943 served as executive
Los Angeles,
has ofbeen
added Creators,
to the
j'Olatchy
3an Francisco
managerCompany.
of the Mc- agency
as account
executive.
Broadcasting
Radio Headlines
ROGERS JEWELERS, Stockton, Cal.
(retail),
is sponsoring
quarter-hour
Noon
Edition
Headlines,
five
days
weekly
on ofKWGRadio
Stockton.
Agency
is
Kelso
Norman
Adv.,
San
Francisco.
NOW TAKE
Zukor's Sponsor News
ZUKOR'S
(women's
SAVANNAH!
apparel), onInc.,Nov.Los12 Angeles
started five
times
per week sponsoring
SamHollywood.
Baiter — ComHigh SpotSouth.
of the
m
e
n
t
a
t
o
r
,
o
n
KMTR
ConIndustrial
HereNewis
t
r
a
c
t
i
s
for
52
weeks.
Firm
also
sponsors
PERMANENCE
—
"PLANTSSam
Baiter
once Agency
weekly onis John
14 American
PAYROLLS-PEOPLE".
Great
Pacific
stations.
Barnes
today,thrugreater
& Associates,Brisacher
Hollywood.
Yours
WSAV! Tomorrow, i
Named
PACIFIC INTERMOUNTAIN EXPRESS
Co.,
Oakland
(freight
appointed Brisacher,
Van service),
Norden
&hasStaff,
NBC
San Francisco,
to handle
advertising.
Ellinwood Names Fagan
ELLINWOOD
INDUSTRIES,
Los Angeles
(garden
tractors),
has appointed
Fagan Adv.,
Los Angeles,
to handleO. na-K.
tional advertising.
Utley on Express Flight
CLIFTON
UTLEY,
NBC commentator
WSAV
and
foreign
affairs
expert,
is soleAirlines
radio
representative
aboard
American
SAVANNAH
first 19.Chicago
to London
air express,
Nov.
Mr. Utley
will describe
the 21hour trip Nov.
on NBC20, "News
Tuesday,
6:15 p.m.of the(CST).World"
R OA DC A STING • Broadcast Advertising

to Clear

Record

by Commission
a court review of the findings nor
could it ask for a rehearing. But
silenceings to
the Commission's
findand conclusions,
it declared,
"might be construed by the Commis ion as acquiescence."
The petition
challenged the Comfindings with night
regardtime,to
the value mission's
of Saturday
which the opinion held inferior to
Thursday
night for the
political
broadcasts. It declared
Commission
"completely
overlooked"
based on a Hooper
surveytestimony
showing
that more sets were in use in New
Orleans during the time offered to
Sen. Overton than during the time
used by Mr. Stephens.
The petition contended that there
is not "a single iota of evidence"
to support
the Commission's
cation the station
was used forimplithe
personal political advantage of Mr.
Stephens. It asserted the station
adopted policies to insure that no
preferential consideration would
be accorded Mr. Stephens, who has
been in political life in Louisiana
for many years.
Finally, the petition declared,
the
Commission's
announce
a soundopinion
policy does
for not
the
guidance
of licensees
effect
places upon
candidatesbut for"in public
office or their radio managers the
responsibility for determining what
constitutes
and makes the'equal
licenseesopportunities'
of stations
entirely subservient to their wishes
and desires in the matter."
'Opry' Goes
RALSTON
PURINANetwork
Co., St.
Louis, will become sponsor of the
full-hour Opry House Matinee on
MBS. work
The fromfeature
on the(EST)
net12 to went
1 p.m.
over 170 stations last Saturday,
originating
St. half-hour
Louis' Prin-of
cess Theater.from
Second
the production is sponsored by
Cereal Division of Ralston Purina.
First half-hour will be sustaining
until sion
Jan.assumes
15, when
the FeedAgency
Divisponsorship.
is Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
Nelson to with
American
JOHNNY NELSON,
discha*ge from
Navy with
rating of lieutenant,of hasAmer-resicanumed aBreakfast
s announcer-producer
in
Hollywood.
has
been series
assignedon m.c.
dailyHeBride
&alsoGroom
that onnetwork.
Withrelease
NBC from Army
ALEX
PETRY,Petry
Air Forces,
has with
resumed
as director of
NBC Hollywood
music
rightsBaydepartment, and replaces Myrna
Comparte, resigned.
Halliburton Account
ERLE P. HALLIBURTON Inc., Los Angeles (mfgrs.plane-type
aluminum
furniture, air-J.
luggage),
Walter
Co.,hasLosappointed
Angeles, to
handle Thompson
national
advertising.
Arctic-Temp Agency
ARCTIC-TEMP MFG. Co., Los Angeles
(refrigerators, Hillman-Shane-Breyer
home freezers), Inc.,
has Los
apAngeles, pointed
to Mariesta
place advertising.
Agency
MARIESTA Co., San Francisco (mfgrs.
Peek-A-Boo
appointedto handle
Pacific
Coast Adv. Co.,Bras),San hasFrancisco,
advertising.

5000
WAT¥
Selling Power
in Industrial
New England

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
WEED & CO.
Mr. R. K.and"Check"
Carbide
Carbon Turner
Chemicals
Corporation
South Charleston, W. Va.
Dear Check:
My working
night tolikegetthisaround
. . .toI
didn't
get a atchance
any of the big
in'
you inwereconnechavtion with 25th
Carhide's
Anniversary
. . . butabout
I sureit
heard
in all those
.entertainers
. . bringin'
even
heard
lieve
it - or-be~
Bob -you
Ripley
not,
hadI
here.
that's whatWell
keep
my
friends
all over
the teUin'
country
. . . when we
down
here
in
Charleston
we somethin'
just . go. .
do
itahead. . and
. whydo
you
people
down
at
bide Carstartedin
in' back
out
1920 with
and nothnow
secondhavelargest
you
the
chemical
the world .cor-p.oration.in
and
...
gosh you
you ain't
make even
over astarted
thousandyet different
chemicals
now
...
it
just
doesn't
seem
that one
could
turn
out sopossible
much stuff.
Well outfit
whenYrs.,Algy
you have
your bigpreciatecelebration
nextsomeone
year I'daround
api
t
if
you'd
send
to guess
wake meI could
up and let me in onto itcatch
...
1the
boss's office forgetmeCharles
that night.
WCHS
Charleston, W. Va.
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WCKY
the 50,000
watt voice
of Cincinnati

Horace
NStovin
AND COMPANY
•
RADIO
STATION
REPRESENTATIVES
offices
■
MONTREAL • •WINNIPEG
TORONTO

Every national advertiser
wanting results in the
Maritime Provinces
of Canada
should make sure that his
schedule includes
CHNS
Halifa Nova Scotia
JOS. WEED SC CO.
350 Madison Avenue, New York
Representative!
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Porter
{Continued from page 20)
there might be 2,000 to 3,000 FM
stations and asked whether he
thought commercial possibilities
would support that many or
whether they would be subsidized
by individual groups, Mr. Porter
replied :
"I tionthink
thereextent
is a tograve
as to the
whichqueswe
can expand the radio activity in
this country by four or five hundred per cent. But there will be opportunity for educational institutions, for municipalities, for foundatsibilities
ions, and great
commercial And
posthrough competition.
it is my hope that competition will
mean that there will be the survival, asort of competition for excellence."
Regarding
setting
aside
of certaintheFM FCC's
facilities
for
nonprofit
operations
he
said
"the
educational institutions have 20
channels . . . for FM stations and
those will not be commercial but
will
used by
these institutions."
Askedbe about
a complaint
submitted
to FCC by the National Citizens
Political Action Committee relating to the conditional licensing of
a number of FM stations to standard broadcasters, he answered:
"They stations
did complain
that given
some
100-odd
had been
conditional licenses, but we pointed
out iningsmyhad been
replyheld,
to them
that that
therehearwas
an affirmative showing that these
licenses would be operated in the
public interest. So it was not a
promiscuous handing out of FM
licenses."
TV Principal Medium?
Questioned about television and
whether it will ever replace sound
radio, Mr. Porter said "that does
involve some crystal-gazing" but
that "television is sound radio,"
combining sight with sound. "And
it is my firm belief," he added,
"that within some period of time —
I wouldn't want to put down a timetable— television will be the principal medium of home entertainment
in this country." On color TV, he
said, "I am like the Baptist
preacher on total emersion — I not
only believe in it, I have seen it."
Reporting that proposals have
been made to the FCC that would
tend to freeze a certain set of TV
standards for 10 years, he expres ed thelock
personal
"we
should not
the view
door that
to progress. Anyone who buys a television set, just as anyone who buys
a new safety razor, does so at his
He said, however, that he thought
"you can get service and get it for
some
time to come out of any sysperil."
tem which the Commission licenses.
But that is not to say that a new
system two years, three years or
some time hence, will not be developed that will give the opportunity for a asuperior
Asked whether
change inservice."
video

OFFICERS of the Advertising Club of Los Angeles at annual meeting of Pacific Advertising Association in Los Angeles included (1 to r)
John R. Christie, advertising director of Citizens National Bank, second
vice-president; Edward Mills, vice-president of Van de Kamp's Holland
Dutch Bakeries, club president; Sidney Strotz (standing), vice-president of NBC; Fred Kerman, vice-president of Pacific Mutual Life
Insurance Co., first vice-president of club. Speakers included PAA President Charles A. Storke, on tour of 29 advertising clubs in West.

Suit for $150,000 Filed WMCA STARTS NEW
Against KWK by Bennett NETWORK SCHEDULE
SUIT for $150,000 damages has WMCA NEW YORK, which joined
been filed against Thomas Patrick the Associated Broadcasting Co.
Inc., operating KWK St. Louis, by network on Nov. 5, started reguprogram operations on
Myrontion J.refusedBennett
alleginghimtheassta-an Nov.lar18network
with musical, commentary
to reemploy
announcer after discharge from and public service features.
the service last July. He is now
Commentaries of Frank Kingdon, Tuesday through Saturday,
employed
in Cincinnati.
R. T. Convey,
KWK president, 10:30-10:45 p.m. and J. Raymond
in a statement denied KWK had re- Walsh, Monday through Friday, I
fused to rehire Mr. Bennett or any 7:30-7:45 p.m. as well as The Halls
other serviceman. He said Mr. Ben- of
3:30-4shows
p.m
willCongress
head the Sundays,
list of WMCA
nett had not applied to have his job fed
network: A quintet led by
back but had tried by long-dis- Mac to Ceppo,
titled The Ceppos
tance telephone to involve the station in competitive bidding for his Monday through Friday 12:30
services. He added that Mr. Bennett p.m. will be aired only on the net Ot
had refused to return unless he work, and on Sundays 2:05-2
WMCA and other Associ
could have the same time periods p.m. onstations
he had before entering the service,
Two
other
programs will origi
and
at
a
substantial
increase
in
salary.
nate at WMCA for Associated
areMonday
Ray Smith's
Songs Friday
of the{
FEATURING French-language shows They
through
produced
at the anstation,
Mont- West, p.m.
real has released
eight CKAC
page booklet
and organ interludes
with a seasonal tang, "CKAC Happy 2:45-3
Monday through Friday, 3:05-3:15;
Hunting
Grounds".
Humorous
drawings
showing hunters,
wildeachhunting
lifeshow
and p.m.
Neither byprogram
be car-|
modern
artillery,
describe
ried
locally
WMCA will
however.
and cost Whitton
to sponsor.With CHML
WMCA will receive from th«
HARRY
WHITTON,
formerly with and
the network the Monday night Adan
music staff
of CHML
Hats fights;
program
director
of CKSOHamilton,
Sudbury, has various
parts name
of thebands
countryfromnightth
joined CKEY
Toronto, in the merchandising department.
ly 10:45 to midnight and a series
Kresge on CKEY
of concerts
the Seattle
Orches
S.variety
S. KRESGE
Toronto
(chain tra
startingby Nov.
20, Tuesday
stores)ClaushasLtd.,started
twice
weekly
11:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m,
live
Santa
program
on
CKEY
Toronto. Account was placed direct.
Malone Joins S & H
Seafood Program
WILLIAM
A.cosmetic
MALONEdivision
Jr., advertisin
SUPERIOR
SEAFOOD
CO., Loson Angeles
manager
of
of Ameri
(Honor
Brand
frosted
foods),
Dec.
3
can
Home
Products,
has
starts
sponsoring
daily
early
morning
executive
capacity. New joined
& Marquette,
York, inSherai
transcribed
musical
program
on26 weeks.
KFAC man
Los
Angeles.
Contract
is
for
Hillman-Shane-Breyer Inc., Los Angeles,
In Black and White
has the account.
REVIEWING promotion ads run regu
larly
throughout
the yearhasin issued
newspa
WIP Philadelphia
transmission would not make re- pers,
pamphlet,
"Here
It
Is
in
Black
an
ceivers obsolete, the FCC chairman occupies
White", reproducing
ads.whiteEachspac
a page, black
withthethebackground
;j
said "that is one of the phenomena
off against
which gives members of the FCC set
page
paper.
Opposite
each
is
list
papers in which it ran.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertisit q
grey hairs."

Tincher Back to WNAX
KOME Expands
ROME Tulsa announced
plans last week for a $75,000
modernistic studio and business building to be erected
at 21st St. and Boulder Ave.
as soon as materials are
available. It will include facilities for television, FM and
AM, according to General
Manager Harold G. Grimes.
KOME said it would be the
first building designed, erected and occupied by an Oklahoma station exclusively for
broadcasting. Transmittelr
site will remain at 3800 S.
Newport Ave. Studios now
are at 910 S. Boston Ave.

**Post as General Manager
|j returns
MAJ. ROBERT
TINCHER
Dec, 1 to R.WNAX
Yankton,reS. D., as general manager, Gardner
i Cowles Jr., president of Cowles
station,
announced last week.
Don I n m a n,
who has been actingcomes
manager,
becommercial
manager of the
| station.
leased
^-^■B fromJust
lH aJf^H
four service
and a after
half
Maj. Tincher years service
[Broadcasting,
Nov. 5], Maj. Tincher resigned
'from
beforeHe Pearl
HarborWNAX
to entershortly
the Army.
servBenson & Hedges Expand
ed in the European theater.
BENSONbacco,&cigarettes),
HEDGES,
New sponsoring
York (tocurrently
"Symphony
Hall"
on WQXR
New Yorkto
New Detective Series
twice
weekly,
extended
its
contract
include weekly
sponsorship
ofNov.program
KMOX ST. LOUIS begins new nights
starting
12
for five
six
frve-a-week mystery drama entitled weeks. Agency is Kudner Inc., N. Y.
McCrady Switches
"Detective Club" Nov. 19. Production features daily 15-minute chap- MAL McCRADY, formerly with N. W
York, has
ters with windup "solve-all" each Ayer & Sons,
Quick New
&capacity.
McElroy,
New joined
York,
Friday. Listener-members of club inSheldon,
an executive
will be invited to participate in
Basch
Sponsors
Friday broadcasts.
HERMAN
CO., Inc.,lamb),
New York
(Hammer BASCH
Brand &Persian
will
Ayer Additions
sponsor
"Cavalcade
of York
Music"starting
twice
weekly
on
WQXR
New
LT. COL.
THOMAS
W.
DEMINT,
forNov.
20.
Program
was
also
sponsored
on
merly
director
of
public
relations
for
the
samewascompany.
SixthAyerService
Command,
hasas ajoined
N. station
Contract,last
foryear13 by
weeks,
placed
W.and
&
Son,
Chicago,
contact
through
Kelly-Nason
Inc.,
New
York.
clientfrom
servicethe man.
! released
navy T.hasBeverly
joinedKeim,
the
Appoints
agency's Philadelphia office in the same BRI-TEST Bri-Test
capacity.
PRODUCTS
CORP.,
New
York
(manufacturers
of soapthe
waxes
andof
This Month Spots
polishes),
has
appointed
House
J.
Hayden
Twiss,
New
York,
to
handle
THIS
MONTH
Magazine,
New
York,
has
its
advertising
campaign.
Radio
will
be
I;l and
startedWLIBspot Newannouncements
on
WQXR
York. Agency is H. C. used.
Warner Back
)'Morris & Co. Inc., New York.
EARL
with discharge
from
Ehret Appoints
Marines,mentWARNER,
art departof has
Ford returned
& Damm,to Sacramento,
GEO. has
EHRETappointed
BREWERYMoore Inc.,
New Cal.,
agency.
'York,
&
Hamm
Ijilnc,ingNewcampaign.
York,Radio
to handle
advertisWest-Marquis' Fashion Div.
will beitsused.
WEST-MARQUIS
Inc.,a Los
Spitzer Back
agency, has established
fashionAngeles
division underformerly
directionassociated
of Carol with
O'Connor.
ERWIN afterSPITZER,
released
fromhas the
She
was
Army
two
years
of
service,
re& Arnold Inc., Los Angeles agency.Logan
joined
Morton
Freund
Adv.
agency,
New York, in an executive capacity.
Lee in New Firm
HARRY Thompson
LEE, account
executive
of J.
Shopping Show
Co.,
SanwhichFrancisco,
■SPECIAL DAILY PROGRAM called Walter
before
joining
Navy
from
he
was
rank of inlieuteShopping
News" onisWQXR
being recently released withder, ispartner
1('Christmas
xmducted
Alma Dettlnger
new
f)*ew
York, by sponsored
by five Fifth firm of Lee, Cline &na t-com anSage,
which
repre\venue
Inc., Ovington's
3ift ShopStores:
Inc., Cartier
The Tailored
Woman markets.sents U. S. manufacturers in Asiatic
Morris to NBC
- inc., Charles
Scribner's
Sons,
and Rogersof
:f?eet
Co.
Program
offers
five
minutes
GEORGEafterMORRIS,
released
from
lelpful suggestions to shoppers.
Navy
four
years
service,advertising
Nov. the19
Jacobsen at KWG
joins
NBC central
division
and
promotion
department
in
Chicago,
jj-iESTER
afterhasfourrejoined
years as assistant to Emmons Carlson.
iervice withJACOBSEN,
U. Cal.,
S. Navy,
if-CWG
as account
execuAttlee Telecast
,„ ive. Stockton,Pabst
Pilot
FIRST PICTURES of Prime Minister
Clement
Attlee's
joint
Nov. 13,before
were ashown
1VILLIAM
PABST, general
manager hisof session of Congressaddress
f'lFRC San
has received
on NBC's
television
station,
WNBT New
.pirlvate
pilotFrancisco,
license after
training at York,
the
following
night.
t 'alo Alto (Cal.) Airport.
Mush, Mush
I (NOW-SHOEING
way out western
wasn't
that Francis Conrad,his American
Last Judicial Act
j.Jvision
stations
relations
manager, had
envisioned
when
he
interrupted
hisa
JUSTICE Justin Miller, NAB
TDur
of
Northwest
affiliates
to
spend
president, will perform his
'eek-end
near
Wash. owner
Visiting at theSeattle,
ranchEllensburg,
Birt
last judicial act Dec. 3 when
l KJR
Mr.ofa sudden
ConradFisher,
and party
tore
surprised
by
snowstorm.
he
participates in the final
fter three days, Mr. Conrad hired an
meeting
of the Judicial Code
1 Jdian guide, "Fleet Wolf -Foot", to
Revision
Committee. The
J elp him "snow-foot"
it
over
the
passes.
committee
is acting in an adRobb With Ayer
visory capacity to modernize
I OBERT W. ROBB, released from Navy
provisions
of the code.
.fifth
of lieutenant-commander,
-•(S Utetorbeenrank
of N.appointed
W. Ayer public
& Son,relations
Hollywood.diBROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

Tax Cuts
(Continued from page 15)
remains frozen at 1% for employe
and a similar amount for employers. Had Congress not frozen the
social security tax, it would have
gone to 2%% each on Jan. 1.
Briefly, corporation taxes will be
as follows: On incomes under $25,000— Normal tax, 15% on first
$5,000; 17% on next $15,000; 19%
on next $5,000 (same as present
law); surtax— 6% (was 10%).
Earnings between $25,000-$50,000: Normal tax, $4,250 plus 31%
of normal tax net income over $25,000 (same as present) ; surtax,
$1,500 plus 22% of surtax net income over $25,000 (present law is
$2,500 plus 22% over $25,000).
Earnings over $50,000; Normal
tax,
24% 16%).
(unchanged) ; surtax
14% (was
Gunther Hollander
GUNTHER HOLLANDER, 15,
former Quiz Kid and nephew of
Edna Ferber, was killed Nov. 14
when struck by a Chicago bus. He
came to this country five years ago
as a refugee from Nazi Germany.
His parents are believed to have
died in a concentration camp. At
14, he was one of the youngest students to win a scholarship to the
U. of Chicago.
ASCAP Loses
ASCAP's motion to dismiss the
suits filed against it by Denton &
Haskin and Gem Publishing Co. to
determine ownership of performance rights should these decide not
to renew their membership in
ASCAP at the end of their present
contracts has been denied by the
New York State Supreme Court.
Society will appeal the decision to
the appellate division.
Sealy Sponsor
SEALY MATTRESS Co., Chicago,
began sponsorship of American
Broadcasting
program Charlie Co.'s
Chancooperative
effective Nov.
12. Broadcast over WENR Chicago 10:30-10:45 p.m. (CST) will
run through Jan. 4 when another
program will be substituted for
the remainder of the 52 weeks.
Agency
Chicago. is Schwimmer & Scott,

Whatta
Personality!
After all, radio is a very personal
medium, and when almost every
listener puts an OKEY on every
program and product, there must
be character down under and personality on top. Ready to share
with you this profitable asset is—
W
AIR
Winston - Salem, North Carolina
Representative: The Walker Company

• MORE PEOPLE
LISTEN
• MORE PEOPLE

6KRC
.WINNIPEG - CANADA
THE DOMINION NETWORK*

"fit the
KOIN

PORTLAND,
Cause"
People' OREGON
s
CBS Affiliate

FREE & PETERS, Inc., Nat'l Rep.
Mann to CBS
PEGGY MANN, formerly a free lance
writer,
joined
CBS
program-writing
Ike JiaUU
division
Nov. the12,who
replacing
Clarkehusband.
Wlnslow,
resignedMadeleine
to join
her
AIRLINE SCHEDULES
Rehn With KLX
AMERICAN AVIATION
ELLIStive ofREHN,
formerly
TRAFFIC GUIDE
KGO,
and
priorof account
toSanthatFrancisco
inexecuad- In use constantly
vertising
department
byand airlines
and PubfreExaminer, executive.
has joined KLX Oakland, as
quent airandshippers
travellers.
account
lished
revised monthly.
The
Standard
Guide
to
Air
Transportation
Newton Released
Timetables — Fares — Routings — Maps
$5.00supplements)
A YEAR
FRANK NEWTON, with release from
(12SUBSCRIPTIONS
monthly volumes and
Navy,ing Co.,hasSanjoined
Pacific
Coast
AdvertisFrancisco,
utive. Richard
Newell, aswithaccount
Army execdis- AMERICAN AVIATION PUBLICATIONS
charge, has joined agency's production American Building Washington 4, D. C.
department.
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stockholders: E. S. Mittendorf, pres.,
sh (12%), Jr.,
WLOLv-p gen.-mgr.;
J.159 Winton
9%, 10% Charles
owner
WLOL; jority
Ralphowner L.WLOL
Atlass,andtreas.WIND
55%, pres.
maand
gen.-mgr.;
Virginia
Mittendorf,
sec;
David
J.
Winton,
dir.
9%,
10%
PAUL H.
1 TO THE
owner
F. Laws, mgr.;
v-p charge
flcnons OF THE FCC
RAYMER CO.
sales 2%,WLOL;
WLOL Fredcommercial
John
T.minaCarey,
6%, WIND
WilhelNa»ion«l
NOVEMBER 9 to NOVEMBER 15
M. Harre,
6%; sales
Lloyd mgr.;
Hallett,
1%.
RICH
Existing capital
$280,676.
Proposed
proI1 TENNESSEE Representative
NOVEMBER
15
g
r
a
m
i
n
g
p
e
r
mo.
to
be
172
hrs
(31.8%)
Decisions ...
commercial,
25%
transcribed.
Legal
ANNOUNCED
adoption
of
proposed
decision re license renewals for KGKO counsel — Pierson & Ball, Washington.
ACTIONS BY COMMISSION
C. Davis,Ave.).
Wash(KGKO Publications
Broadcasting Inc.)^
Co.) Fort
and WBAP Eng. counsel
NOVEMBER 9
ington (P. O.— George
1730 Hennepin
(Carter
1 VALLEY
WCAP Radio Industries Broadcast Co., Tex.,
(A. H.licenses
Belo Worth,
Corp.),
OCTOBER 17
Dallas, andTex.,WFAA
to extend
KGKO
Asbury nyingPark,
N.
J.
—
Adopted
order
de(Not previously reported)
WBAPProceedings
for 6 mo. involve
from date,
unpetition
for severance
ofanditsmod.
ap- WFAAtil 5-14-46.
900 kc
plications for license
renewal proceeding
question
license
from
consolidated
Wayne
M.FMNelson,
ofof FCC
multiple
ownership
under If Sec.
3.35 NEW-AM
heretofore
held
on
its
applications
and
Rules
&
Regulations.
by
final
h
a
m
,
N
.
C—
CP
new
station,Rocking900 kc
those
of
WTNJ
and
WCAM.
applicants
have
not
arranged
for
1
kw
D.
Applicant's
licensee
WEGO.
WLAC
WING Great Trails Broadcasting Corp., date
separation
of
KGKO
from
WFAA-WBAP
Est.
cost
$14,550.
Net
worth
$54,345.
applied toassignment
Commissionof forcontrol
consentis hrs (50%)
posed commercial,
programming per50%mq.transcribed.
to be Pro180
Dayton, tenO.ded on—temp,
Presentbasislicense
ex- toand whatever
50,000 WATTS P
only further
for period
necessary,
a
denial
of
the
applications
Legal
counsel
—
Hogan
&
Hartson,
Washending
1-15-46,
pending
determination
NASHVILLE
for
license
renewal
of
these
stations
on application for renewal.
ington.
Eng.
counsel
—
George
C.
Davis,
immediately
willestablishment,
be made.
N.Washington
C).
(P. O. Box 72, Concord,
WKEY license
Earl M.renewal
Key, Covington,
ANNOUNCED
effective
Granted
for period Va.—
end- 12-31-45,
of Railroad
Radio
Service
and
ing
2-1-47.
OCTOBER
18
'
issued
related
rules
and
regulations
(Not previously
KGIW license
E. L. renewal
Allen, Alamosa,
1240 kc reported)
provision that any interested
Granted
for period Col.—
end- with
party
may
file
exceptions
within
20
days
ing
2-1-48.
NEW-AM
Howard
W.
Davis
tr/as
The
oral argument.
WLIB WLIB
Brooklyn,
Walmac
Co., Austin,
Tex.250
— CPw unl.
new
Granted
license Inc.,
renewal
for mainN. Y.and— and request
standard
ACTIONS
ON MOTIONS
aux.WJOLtrans,WCLS
for period
ending 111.—
5-1-48.
Walmac Co.station
is sole 1240
ownerkc KMAC.
Davis
NOVEMBER
15
Inc.,
Joliet,
Desigis
50%
owner
KPAB
and
sole
owner
(By
Comr.
Wakefield)
nated forrenewal.
hearing application for li- WNLC The Thames Broadcasting Starkist Co. (toothpaste, vitamins, etc.).
cense
cost $24,340.
assets Walmac
— Granted
pe- Est.
WMFM waukee
The Journal),
JournalRichfield,
Co. (TheWis.Mil-— Corp., New
$46,035.48;
Davis Total
$89,957.65;
Starkist
tition for London,
dismissal Conn.
without
prejudice
$342,795.77.
Proposed
programming
per
of
application
for
CP
install
synchronGrantedters of request
for
change
of
call
letmo.
to
be
378
hrs
(70%)
ous
amplifier
at
Norwich,
Conn.
FM station from WMFM to KHQ KGA Louis Wasmer Inc., Spo- 38% transcribed. Austin A.commercial.
Coe,
now
WTMJ-FM.
KMAC
commercial
staff,
is
to
be
gen.
kane, tWash.—
Grantedon petition
for con-for mgr. Legal counsel — Dow W. Harter,
1490 kc
inuance of hearing
applications
renewals
and continued
hear- Washington.Washington
Eng. counsel — Frank
NEW-AM Central Broadcasting Co. license
NationalH.
ing
now
set
11-21-45
to
12-21-45.
Inc., Johnstown,
Pa.—
Granted
CPw unl.
new Voice of Marion, Marion, Ind. — Ordered Mcintosh,
Bank of Commerce Bldg.,(P.SanO. Antonio).
standard
station
1490
kc
250
You can cover Ohio's Third Market at Trans,
continuance
of
hearing
on
application
site to be determined.
OCTOBER 22
less cost. American Network
CP now set 11-19-45 be continued
NEW-AM
& Pa.—
Marine
Instru-CP for
(Not previously reported)
to 12-19-45.
ments Inc., Airplane
Clearfield,
Granted
NEW-FM C.Robert
and j
new
standard
station
1490
kc
250
w
unl.
ADMINISTRATIVE
BOARD
ACTIONS
Ask HEADLEY*REED
Stanworth
Hancock K.d/bHancock
Santa Maria
Trans, site to be determined.
NOVEMBER 13
Daily
Times,
Santa
Maria,
Cal.
—
CP
new
(Reported by FCC Nov. 15)
FM station, 248 sq. mi. coverage, est.
NOVEMBER 13
WKY homaWKY
Radiophone
Co., Oklacost $19,865.
co-partnership.to
WGST Georgia School of Technology,
Total
assets Applicant
$111,044.72. isProgramming
City—W.Granted
CP Olahoma
move
aux.
Atlanta,
Ga.
—
Announced
adoption
of
trans,
from
39th
St.,
City
WFMJ
50%
transcribed.
Legal
counsel —
order making final proposed decision to to iy4 mi. W of Britton and approx. 6 be
deny outlicense
renewal
application,
Oakley,Washington.
Long Beach,Eng.Cal.coun(pres- Reedsel— RonT. Rollo,
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO
prejudice
to submission
beforewith-12- ml. Nentofsitecenter
of mainof Oklahoma
trans.) andCityoperate
95.9
mc
18-45
by
Georgia
School
of
Technology
NEW-FM KARM, The George Harm
of operate
new application
forfrequency.
CP and This
licenseis withKSUI1 kwTheDA-N.
State University
of Iowa, Station,
toprovided
onis same
— CP mc),
new est.
FM cost
staIowa ingCity—
Granted
mod. CPeducational
authoriztion,Fresno,
Channel 40Cal.(95.9
it
affirmatively
shown
no
new
noncommercial
further
effect
is School
given toof Technology
agreements station, for extension completion date $100,000. Applicant
licensee
KARM.
Prog
r
a
m
i
n
g
t
o
be
15%
transcribed.
between
Georgia
only
from
1-16-46
to
7-16-46.
CP
granted
and which
SouthernCommission
Broadcasting
Stationsto subject to change in frequency assign- Total
assets $265,719.Washington.
Legal counselEng.—
Inc.,
has found
which may6651.result from proceed- Frank
counsel— Roberson,
Andrew G. Ring, Washington.
be contrary
to Communications
Act that
and
ings iments
n Docket
public
interest.
Further
ordered
mc Corp., Detroit,
temp, license be issued for operation of
NEW-FM Knight97.3Radio
station for period ending 12-18-45.
Tentative Calendar . . . Mich.
—tion,CPChannelnew47 metropolitan
FM sta(97.3 mc), $i00,000
est.
NOVEMBER 14
NOVEMBER
19
cost. ized;
Stock:
3,000100%sh $100
par authorKSOO Sioux Falls Broadcast Assn.
Further Consolidated Hearing
subscribed
by
Knight
NewsInc.,
Sioux
Falls,
S.
D.
—
Announced
papers
Inc.
Officers:
John
S.
Knight,
The
Finger
Lakes
Broadcasting
Sysadoptioncision ooff 9-25-45
order the
makingfindings
proposed
depres.; James L. Knight, v-p; J. H.
tem, Geneva, N.of Y.—
1240 kcvacated)
250 w Barry,
of fact
(facilities
WSAYCP when
v-p and
sec.-treas.;
K. L.officers
Miland conclusions
toLicensee
deny license
re- unl.WARC
burn, asst.
sec.-treas.
All are
Inc.,Broadcasting
Rochester,
N.Corp.,
Y.— RochesSame
and
Newspapers
Rochester
newal
application.
is
permitownsowners
MiamiKnight
Herald,
100% which
owner
ted under
temp,
authorization
toending
opert
e
r
,
N
.
Y.
—
Same.
ate
KSOO
and
KELO
for
period
WQAM.
have no commercial
Seneca
Broadcasting
3-25-46.
programs,Station
100% tosustaining
and 35%
Y.— CPBroadcasting
1240 kc 250 Co.Corp.,
w Inc.,
unl.Rochester.
KIUN Jack W. Hawkins & Burney H. N. Star
Geneva, transcribed.
Total assets Knight NewsHubbs, newPecos,
Tex.
—
Granted
license
repapers
$9,324,143.69.
LegalEng.counsel—
C.
N.
Y.
—
CP.
a
l
f
o
r
period
ending
8-1-47.
WENY
Elmira,
N.
Y.—
Intervenor.
Blake
McDowell,
Akron.
Ring & Clark, Washington. counsel — ■
KEEM KEEW Ltd., Brownsville, Tex.
— Granted
authority
to
change
call
let98.5 mc
tersG. fromBeaman
KEEW and
to KVAL.
NEW-FM Knight Radio Corp., Akron,
A. Capitol
T. Co.,
B. Baker
Jr., Applications
OCTOBER 9
O.Channel
— CP new
metropolitan
FM $125,000.
station,
d/b
Broadcasting
Nashville,
53
(98.5
mc). Est. cost
(Not
previously
reported)
Tenn.
— Denied motion
for(Docket
severance6669)of NEW-FM The Atlass Broadcasting Co.,
OCTOBER
12
its
application
for
CP
and that of Nashville Radio Corp. Baltimore— CP new FM station, 7,710
(Not previously
100.1 mc reported)
coverage,
$41,610 est. cost.
(Docket
6108) from
hear- sq.
ing heretofore
orderedconsolidated
on theseapplicaappli1,000mi.shoutstanding.
$100 par authorized;
10andsh Stock:
issued NEW-FM Radio Voice of Springfield
cations
with
three
Nashville
and
Officers
stocktions for CPs
(Dockets 6648,
6649, 6139)for
Inc., Springfield,
— CP mc),
new 6,420
FM stasq.
holders (eachH.1 shZeller,
10%):sec.-treas;
Jack L. Levin,
Channel 61 O.(100.1
and one
Murfreesboro
application
pres.;ton E.Leon
Mor- tion,
mi. coverage,
$24,000
est. cost.toApplicant
Baker,
v-p;
R.
M.
Shecter,
MorCP.WDSU E. A. Stephens, Fred Weber
licensee
WIZE.
Programming
be 66.6%
NATIONAL DESIGN SERVICE
ris A.Schuchman,
Baker, Lena Sol
Shecter,
Ray Sybert,
transcribed. Eng. counsel — George C
K. Shecter,
Sara Davis,
and H. cG.asting Co.Wall,
d/b
Stephens
Broad-or- Pearl
Washington.
Legal
counsel
—
Shecter.
J.
L.
Levin
is
partner
in
Louis
Consulting Radio Engineers
,
New
Orleans
—
Adopted
Pierson
&
Ball,
Washington.
der denying withdraw
petition requesting
that
Shecter Adv.
Agency.
H.Morton
Zeller E.is
Commission
its toopinion
and E.owner-mgr.
NOVEMBER
9
Roxysales-mgr.
Theater.L. WCBM,
order
of
9-4-45
re
hearing
determine
900
kc
AM • FM • TV
Baker
is
former
now
whether
licensee has Actviolated
315 mgr. Times Theater. Total assets $50 - KLCN Harold L. Sudbury, Blythes
of Communications
(DocketSec.6740,
B-212).
STUDIOS DESIGNED & BUILT
289.50.
Eng. counsel—
& WrathArk.power
— Authority
to determine
op
all, Washington
(P. McNary
O. 101 Old
Town ville,
by direct
measurement
oferating
ant. power.
Raoul that
Cortez,opportunity
San Antonio,
Tex. — Bank Bldg.). OCTOBER 15
N. Y. C. 96 Liberty St. BE 3-0207
1010
mc
Ordered
be
afforded
(Not previously
permittee
hearing notset
1129 Vermont Ave., N. W. RE-1464
WINS Hearst Radio Inc., New York
98.1 mc reported)
12-17-45 whyto soshow
CPas astocause
issuedat should
Washington, D. C.
Mod.
CPinstallation
as mod. avth~rzing
increase
specify
userequested
of 1350 NEW-FM Independent
power,
new trans,dateand
DA
Merchants
kcbybe modified
inAustin
lieu 1300
kc,
frequency
extension
of completion
from
Co., Minneapolis—
CP 13,040
new for
11-30-45
to 2-28-46.
Broadcasting
Co.timeat station.
Austin. Broadcasting
FM
station,
Channel
51
(98.1
mc),
Tex.,
for
1
kw
unlimited
1600
kc
sq.
mi.
coverage,
$60,000
est.
cost.
Stock:
Hearing
to
be
consolidated
with
hearing
2,000 sh $100 par authorized; 1,300 sh WKWF John M. Spottswood, Key
ordered
same time onCo. application
Austin Broadcasting
for CP. of issued and outstanding. Officers and West, Fla.— License to cover CP authorBROADCASTING
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CBS
AFFILIATE

izing new to standard
Alsopower
audetermine station.
operating
toy directthoritymeasurement
of ant. power.
Amendments
Mitchell
G. Meyers,
Ruben Fitchburg,
E. Aronheim
and Milton
H. Meyers,
[ Mass.
— CP mc)new with
PM 12,420
stationsq.onmi.Channel
73 (102.5
coverage, amended
to change
Channel
62 (100.3
mc). frequency to
The re— CP
Monumental
Radio Corp.,
new mi.PM coverage,
station
on 47.9Baltimcto
with mo4,520
sq.
request
Channel
79 (103.7 amended
mc).
Fidelity
I ark,
N. J.5,100
—Media
CP sq.newBroadcasting
stationCo.,amendon New49.1
mc edwith
mi.FMcoverage,
to
change
frequency
to
plus
or
98and mc,ant. change trans, site, type minus
trans,
Columbia
Broadcasting
Boston
— CP new
PM coverage,
stationSystem
on amended
43.5Inc.,
mc
with
20,200
sq.
mi.
re change trans, site and ant.
Nationalington, D.Broadcasting
Co.
Inc.,
WashCP newmc) FMamended
station onto
Channel coverage
55C. —(98.9
as 13,336
i f specify
change trans, site and
ant. sq. mi., EIGHT YEARS LATER, Actress
The Radio Voice of New Hampshire Linda Darnell is welcomed back to
iI Inc.,
CP newsq. FM
stationManchester,
on 43.5 mc N.withH. — 31,630
mi. the studios of WFAA Dallas, where
J. tocoverage,
amended
to
change
frequency
to
be
determined,
change
type
trans..
she got her first dramatic experi; ant. system and trans, site.
ence. Karl Lambertz, WFAA muE. Anthony
& onSons43.3Inc.,
Boston
— CP
sical director, is seen greeting the
new
FM
station
mc
with
19,650
actress
at a broadcast during her
sq.
mi.
coverage,
amended
to
change
frequency
to 98 type
mc, coverage
to 5,090
visit to Dallas for Victory Loan.
sq.
mi.,
change
trans.,
ant.
and
trans, site.
James F. Hopkins Inc., Detroit, Mich. and ground system, amended to change
,j —CP
new mi.,
FM amended
station onto 46.5change
mc with
to Aurelia S. Becker
6,790 sq.
fre- name of applicant
Z. Heskett
I trans, andquency to beant. determined, change type and Charles
land Broadcasting
Co. d/b CumberNOVEMBER 13
Applications Dismissed
KCHD KMMJ Inc., Grand Island, Neb. Worcester Telegram Publishing Co.
CP coverage
new FM sta—relay
License
to coverstation.
CP authorizing new Inc., tionWorcester,
broadcast
43.5
20,437Mass.sq.— mi.
(request ofmc,
attorney).
1030 kc
WSOC
Radio
Station
WSOC
KWBU The Century Broadcasting Co., Charlotte, N. C— CP change 1240 kcInc.,to
attorney). Co. Inc.,
Corpus Christi,
Tex. — Special
au- 1550KECAkc (request
thorization to operate
on 1030service
kc with
American ofBroadcasting
50hrs kwfromusinglocalnon-directional
ant. during
Los
Angeles—5 CPkw change
kc to 770
sunrise
at
Boston,
Mass.,
kc,
increase
to
kw,790 install
toperiod
localnotsunset
at Corpus
trans, andsitesDA-DN
and 50ofchange
trans, new
and
to exceed
6 mo. Christi for studio
(request
applicant).
1450 kc
NOVEMBER
15
WDAD
Indiana
Indi- W2XCS Columbia Broadcasting Sysa. — standard
License toBroadcast
cover CPandInc.,
authoriztem Inc., New York
License to cover
ingana, newPsite.
station,
change CP authorizing
new — experimental
TV
studio
Also
authority
to
determine
station.
operating
power
by
direct
measurement
590
kc
of ant. power.
Amendments
TRANSFER KHQ Louis Wasmer Inc.,
Spokane, corp.,
Wash.Louis
— Vol.Wasmer
transferInc.,control
WKPT Kingsport Broadcasting Co. licensee
from
Inc.,
Kingsport,
Tenn.
—
CP
change
1400
Louis
Wasmer
to 2,500
Spokane
Chronicle stock
Co.,
kc to stall790new kc,trans,
increase
250
w
to
1
kw,
inthrough
sale
of
sh
common
and
DA-N
and
change
(100%)
for
total
consideration
of
$1,300,trans,
site,
amended
re
changes
in
ant.
000.
and change trans, site.
970 kc
Fredliam HWeber,
Stephens
and Wil- WFLA The Tribune
Co., Tampa, Fla.
. Talbet E.d/bA. Texas
Broadcasters,
— CP make changes in DA-N.
Houston,
Tex.
—
CP
new
standard
station
1580
kc
500
w
N
1
kw
D
unl.,
1240
kc
amended
and
trans,resite.changes in trans, equip, TRANSFER KWOS Tribune Printing
Edward
J. Altorfer,
John M.A. Camp,
City, Broadcasting
Mo.— Vol. assgn.
cense to Capital
Co., li-a
John
H. Altorfer,
Katherine
Swain Co., Jefferson
corpration
formed
to separate
and Broadcasting
Timothy W. Swain
d/b
Illinois111. —Val-CP new
KWOS
from
newspaper
interests.
Officers
iey
Co.,
Peoria,
stockholders: R. C. Goshorn, pres..
new standard
stationtype1290trans.
kc 1 kw unl., and
amended
re change
8Co.;sh B.(80%),
76% ownerv-p Tribune
Mississippi
Valley
Broadcasting
Co.,
J. R.Hamilton,
10%, 12%Printing
Tribune:
L.
Rose,
sec.-treas.
10%.ownerNo
East
St.
Louis,
111.—
CP
new
FM
station
onamended
47.1 mctowith
10,737name
sq. mi.
coverage,to money is involved.
change
applicant
Amendments
Myles liamH.F. Johns
Johns,andPenrose
WilliamH. F.Johns,
JohnsWil-Jr. CPUnited
Broadcasting
O.—
new FM
station onCo.,47.1Akron,
mc with
d/bKDYL
Mississippi
Valley Broadcasting
Intermountain
BroadcastingCo. 4,500 sq.questmi.metropolitan
coverage,
amended
to
restation,
change
ant.
Salt kc,Lakeincrease
City— 5CPkwchange
kcCorp.,to 880
to 10 1320
kw, system and trans, equip.
install
new
trans,
and
DA-DN,
amended
WGOV
E.
D.
Rivers,
Valdosta,
Ga.—
to change requested power to 50 kw, Petition filed
reinstatement
ofto apr CPfor change
950
changechange
type trans,
trans., site.
changes in DA-DN kc, increaseplication fo250
to14501 kwtokc change
D and
and
install new trans.,w DN
amended
NOVEMBER 14
requested
power
to
1
kw
DN,
install
change trans, site.
FOLLOWING
stations filed
application
for
KVOE DA-N andApplication
Dismissed
WMJMlicense
KDROrenewal:
KOVC KFGQ
WOMI WOLF
WBBL
Grace
Covenant
Presbyterian
KBRS cense
WHBBrenewalKBIX.
Relay station
li- Church, Richmond,
applications
were
filed
Va.—
License andto
cover
CP
for
change
in
assignment
for:
KALO
WBLQ
KEHT
WELX
WELW
WJYM KWRD.
to determine operating power
W9XEV Evansville on the Air Inc., authority
by(superceded
direct measurement
of
ant. power
by newer applications).
Glenwood,
Ind. — Mod.broadcast
CP authorizing
new
developmental
station
forWMRW
extension
completion
date.
Textile Broadcasting Co.,
area
Durr With Tabery
ofCP Greenville,
to cover
one-time
Southern Caliauthorizing S.new C—relayLicense
broadcast
sta- D. D. DURR,
fornia
advertising
Associated
Oil
Co.,manager
has beenofofTidewater
appointed
Amendment
executive
vice-president
Tabery
WTBO
Associated
Broadcasting
Corp.,
Corp.,
Los
Angeles
(mfgrs.
decorations,
advertising
displays).
Cumberland, Md. — CP Install new ant.
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Railroad

Service

THROUGHOUT 1
(
■F
THEJIKPLSOUIH
h±rr
, V
Approved
by
FCC
Rules Governing Use of Radio
Folks \
Tentatively Adopted
SATISFIED that sufficient experimentation has been done to demonstrate the practicability of the
Turn First toservice, the FCC last week issued
proposed
and regulations
for
the new rules
Railroad
Radio Service.
Unless objections filed within a
period of 20 days justify delay, 1 WWL
■
NEW ORLEANS
the rules
tive Dec. 31.will become final effecThe Commission announced it
50,000Channel
Watts
was convinced the new service, if
Clear
properly operated, will promote
CBS Affiliate
—KatzRepresented
Notional y
by
The
Agency,
Inc.
efficiency and safety on the nation's railroads. The rules permit
radio communication train-to-train,
caboose to engine, and train to dispatcher or other fixed points.
Radio-equipped trains, the Commission
can tosignal
importantexplained,
information
passing
trains, permit the conductor on
the caboose of a long freight train
Salem, Oregon
to communicate instantaneously to v KSLM,
"... I want to congratulate
the engineer in the event of a danPA for a fine radio news job,
gerous condition on a middle car,
which is getling better all the time.
and can bring aid to the scene of
We particularly like your Oregon
an accident at an isolated spot.
Simultaneously, the Commission
Glenn McCormick
reported that 129 applications to
regional service."
General Manager
conduct experimental work in the
service have been granted, 91 since
available
through
V-E Day. Reports filed by a number
of the dicate
applicants,
it
disclosed,
inthat valuable technical and
PRESS ASSOCIATION, isc
safety contributions are being
SO N Refbe'c'lrr
York, N,tiam
T
made through use of radio toward
increasing
efficiency
of
railroad
travel.
Licenses
for experimental stations granted
in the railroad
service
include: Bendix Aviation Corp.
(Bendix Radio Division), Communications Co. Inc., Farnsworth
Television & Radio Corp., Raytheon
Mfg. Co., Westinghouse Radio StationsmoreInc.,& Ohio
AireonRailroad,
Mfg. Co.,Chicago,
Balti- DAILY PROGRAMS IN
Rock Island & Pacific Railway Co.,
Denver & Rio Grande Western
Railroad Co., General Railway Signal Co., New York Central Railroad,Railroad
Airline Railway,
Union Pacific
Co.
WPOR in Portland
CALL LETTERS WPOR have been
assigned to the Portland, Me., station which Murray Carpenter and
Humboldt J. Greig hope to have on
the air before the end of the year.
WPOR will operate full time with
250 w on 1450 kc as an American
affiliate [Broadcasting, Nov, 5].
Simmons Completes Job
C. O. (Tex) SIMMONS, assistant
chiefdioengineer
RaEquipment ofCo.,Commercial
Kansas City,
has returned from Washington
where he installed and completed
tests
for firm'sstation,
FM developmental
broadcasting
W3XL. Mr.
Simmons worked under direction of
Milton Woodward, chief engineer.
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"OPEN

SESAME"
TO

FCC

Reaffirms

Station

Control

War Hero Week
NBC's News of the World,
6:15-6:30 p.m. (CST), presented three war
of theheroes
nation'sin
outstanding
the short space of a week.
On Nov. 7, Major Arthur
Wermuth,
Army"
of Bataan, "One
told ofManhis experiences as a Jap prisoner.
On Nov. 14, shortly after
receiving his discharge as a
Captain in the U. S. Navy,
former Governor Harold
Stassen announced his political plans.
On Nov. 15, from Washington,enhowerGen. spoke
Dwight
D. Eis-of
on News
the World on behalf of the
Victory Loan drive.
Bill Ray, NBC Chicago
news chief, says if it keeps
up he's thinking of asking
the
Department to take
over War
the program.

Policy; Denies WGST
Renewal
IN THE third case of its kind absence of such a relationship. The
within recent months, the FCC last value of the equipment is estimated
week denied renewal of license to
decision brought out that
be $50,000."
the Georgia "Tech" station, WGST to The
Atlanta, but gave it 30 days to file the figure of 15% was reached
a new application provided it rids after "horsetrading" by a committee of the Board of Regents who
itself of a contract calling for payments of 15% of its gross income. "wanted to be liberal with the
TULSA
stock vendors and retain their good
Following
the
Commission's
action, attorneys for the station said will so that the former stockholders
they would take steps to comply would cooperate in maintaining
with the requirements of the FCC WGST's past associations and
John Esau, Gen. Mgr.
order and file within the specified would not transfer their interests,
Represented Nationally
period.
temporary
op- such as the network contract, to
erateAthe station
untillicense
Dec. 18to was
by Free & Peters, Inc.
other stations." It was also indigranted for this purpose.
cated that the
the former
committee
"desired
to reward
stockholders
Payments to Group
for
the
commercial
success
they
The WGST case involves paythe station," acments to a group, composed of Sam made of coroperating
ding tothe findings.
Pickard,
viceFederal
presiIn its conclusions, the decision
dent andformer
member CBS
of the
out that while the school
Radio Commission, and Clarence pointed
appears
to have freed the station
Calhoun, an Atlanta attorney, of previous
domination by Southwhich formerly managed the staern Broadcasting, which the Comtion under an agreement previously
mission
had
declared to be illegal,
held illegal by the Commission. Two the arrangements
by which it did COL. WILLIAM PALEY
months ago the Commission issued so "raises grave doubts
future
MERIT AWARD
a proposed decision denying renewal operation of the station that
in the pub- GIVEN
to WKBW Buffalo because of a
COL. WILLIAM S. PALEY, CBS
lic
interest
is
possible.
.
.
lease
arrangement
giving
the
OF ACCURACY,
"A grant of the renewal where
applica-a president, last Tuesday was awardChurchill Tabernacle, former licened the Legion
of Meritconduct
for "excepsee of the station, control of 17% party tiontounderan circumstances
tionally meritorious
in the
SPEED AND INDEPENDENCE IN
arrangement
found
hours of its weekly schedule the Commission to be in contraven-by
performance
of
[Broadcasting, Sept. 17, Nov. 5].
WORLD WIDE NEWS COVERAGE
tion of law would continue to profit
ice" as Deputy
outstanding
servAgain last month, the license of from such arrangement would not
WCAM Camden, a municipally be in the public interest since it
Chief, Psychologowned station, was denied because
condone such illeical Warfare
DiUNITED PRESS of a contract transferring 85% of would, galityinandeffect,
vision, SHAEF,
thwart the
and Deputy
its broadcast time to a time-selling efforts to enforce
the Commission's
requirements
company [Broadcasting, Oct. 22]. of the [Communications] Act."
Chief,tion InformaThe Commission's denial of reControl
Dinewal to WGST is based on a findvision, USFET.
Col. Paley
ing that an agreement made in NBC Advisory Group
1943 by the Georgia School of Discusses Programs
ert
A.
McClure,
Brig. Gen. RobTechnology to purchase the stock
sented the award PWD
in NewChief,
York.preof Southern Broadcasting Stations NBC STATIONS planning and advisory committee met in New York
Inc., which formerly managed
The citation further states : "Col.
WGST for the Board of Regents, on Nov. 13 and 14. Committee dis- Paley
was largely responsible for
cussed television and FM, present
provides for payments of 15% of
and implementalabor situation and programs, in- the preparation
net
billings
(gross
income)
from
tion
of
plan forHisthe tact,
conTo Reach the People of the sale of time from any type of
cluding the possible sponsorship
trol ofthesuchU. S.services.
JACKSONVILLE broadcasting over a period of seven of Fred Waring by three firms as energy and remarkable background
well as The National Hour, which
experience greatly aided the
years.
Quickly—
Based on its 1942 operations the will be carried by all but three sta- of
rapid adaptation
German
Infor-of
Effectively
station
would
be
paying
Southern
mation Services toof the
purpose
tions,
and
the
new
women's
coopUSE
erative program, Maggi McNellis the Commander in Chief. Col.
stockholders approximately $333,Loan Drive. Com000, the Commission found, and on and the mitteeVictory
outstanding
WJHP the
also discussed the efforts of Paley demonstrated
basis of operations for three
ability and contributed
months in 1943 the payments would the network to broaden the appeal organizing
materially to the success of the
L»
total $366,000. For the year 1942, of holiday shows.
. . ."entered war work Oct.
JOHN H.Represented
PERRY ASSOCIATES
it continued, payments at 15% of Those present at meeting were: division.
Mr. Paley
net billings would have approxi- Stanley Hubbard, KSTP Minneap- 6, 1943, when he went on leave from
mated $50,000 as compared to the olis-St. Paul, Minn.; Nathan Lord, CBS to take a special OWI assignment which immediately placed
station's net income before taxes of WAVE Louisville, Ky.; Arden X.
Pangborn, KGW Portland, Ore.; him in charge of Allied broadcastonly $71,293.
Richard
Lewis,
KTAR
Phoenix,
ing
activities
in North Africa and
Deadline
"These payments," the CommisRichard Shafto, chair- Italy. When Gen. Eisenhower was
sion held, "are allegedly for the Ariz.;man,G.WIS Columbia,
S. C; Harold
purchase of stock in a corporation
Supreme Command of Allied
the net worth of which had not Wheelahan, WSMB New Orleans, given
Forces lowed
in himEurope,
Mr. toPaleybecome
folfor
to London
and
Clair
McCullough,
WGAL
been determined, Southern Broad- La.;
Lancaster,
Pa.
Chief
of
Radio
at
SHAEF.
In
casting ofStationstheInc.'s
only ofassets
at the time
purchase
the
March sioned
of this
was his
commiscolonel year,
to takehe over
final
1946 YEARBOOK
stock being its contracts and the
Surprise for Steinhauser
Nov. 15, was
a big wartime
equipment of WGST, ownership of HIS BIRTHDAY,
duties under Gen. Mcfor editor.
Si Steinhauser,
Pittsburgh
which has been questioned. Such event
radio
Joseph invited
Baudlno,
gen-to Clure.
eral
manager
of
KDKA,
him
contracts were based upon the cor- Press
Dec. h 1945
the station for lunch and promptly put KGER Long Beach, Cal., has appointed
"through
gag Joseph Hershey McGillvra Inc. as excluWGST . . poration's
. andformer dorelationship
not appearwithto him
the staff
could thethinkpaces"
of onwiththe every
"Brunch
sive national representative.
have any real asset value in the With Bill" program, 12:15-1 p.m.
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OKLAHOMA'S
PROSPEROUS
MAGIC EMPIRE

FCC Orders KSOO-KELO Separation;
Proposes Sale of KGKO in Six Months
SIOUX Falls Broadcast Assn. Inc. KGKO is affiliated with the American network and the Texas Lone
will have to dispose of either KSOO
or KELO by March 25, 1946, under Star Chain while WFAA and
WBAP
are both affiliated with
an order issued last week by the
FCC giving finality to a proposed NBC and the Texas Quality Netdecision denying renewal of license
work. In addition, KGKO mainto KSOO'. Temporary authorization
tains an entirely separate transto operate both stations in the inmitter, operating on 570 kc with
terim period was granted.
5 kw power, the findings showed.
In another duopoly case, the
The decision denied the contenCommission issued a proposed detion of the applicants that the
cision setting a period of six multiple ownership rules should
months for the separation of not apply to them because each, in
KGKO Fort Worth from WBAPonly oneand fulltime
station operates
in Fort Worth
one in
WFAA Fort Worth-Dallas and ex- effect,
tending the licenses for each sta- Dallas. It declared that no exception until May 14, 1946. The detion to the rules can be made becision concluded that the licensees
cause two cities are involved, pointof WFAA (A. H. Belo Corp.) and
ing out that the primary service
WBAP (Carter Publications Inc.) areas of both KGKO and WFAAthrough their interlocking direc- WBAP extend over both cities.
torates fully control KGKO.
Declaring that renewal of the
Attorneys for KSOO-KELO said licenses would not serve the public
they would comply with the Com- interest, the decision concluded
licensees should be afmission's order and
applica- that theforded areasonable
transfer
one file
of thean stations
time to effect
LLEWELLYN CHOSEN withintion tothe
stipulated time. They in- a separation. Such separation, it
dicated they would follow the open- said, "need not involve one interest
PRESIDENT
OF IRE
procedure advocated by the taking the 50 kw station and the
DR. FREDERICK E. Llewellyn, bidding
Commission in the Avco-Crosley other the 5 kw station.
consulting engineer on the staff of decision.
Bell Telephone Laboratories, has
"The applicants may elect to
dispose of KGKO, in which event
been elected president of the InDuopoly Violation
the Commission would continue to
stitute of Radio Engineers for the
Under its proposed decision of license the 50 kw stations on a
year 1946. Dr. Llewellyn, an inter- Sept.
25 [Broadcasting, Oct. 1], share-time basis, as at the present.
national authority on vacuum tube the Commission
concluded that opthe licenses of KGKO,
design and inventor of the ultra
eration of both stations is a viola- Accordingly
WBAP will be exhigh frequency oscillator tube
tion
of
the
duopoly
in WFAA tendedand
for a period of six months
which is basic to the wartime de- that the stations areregulations
used
to
supfrom
this
date,
until May 14,
velopment inradar and other complement each other and to eliminate 1946." If separation has not been
munication devices, succeeds Dr. competition.
The
Sioux
Falls
comW. L. Everitt of the U. of Illinois
by that date, it warned,
pany claimed the regulations should arranged
denial of renewal of the three lias IRE president.
apply as KSOO is a daytime licenses "will be entered without
E. M. Deloraine, president of the not
station only, operating with 5 kw
International Telecommunication on
kc, while KELO operates further delay."
Laboratories, was elected vice- from114010 a.m.
president. Also elected were three w on 1230 kc. to midnight with 250 OPPORTUNITY IN FM
directors : Dr. W. R. G. Baker, viceThe Commission gave the li- SEEN BY CLERGYMAN
president, General Electric Co.;
censee the choice of keeping KELO
Dr. Donald B. Sinclair, assistant
fulltime operation or re- RELIGION will find in FM chanchief engineer, General Radio Co., with its taining
nels the opportunity it needs to
KSOO and applying for
Cambridge; Virgil M. Graham, nighttime operation.
application preach the brotherhood of man
plant manager, Sylvania Electric for fulltime operationAn with
which
today faces extermination
10 kw
Products Inc.
power for KSOO, with directional with the invention of the atomic
New Quiz Show
antenna to protect WRVA Rich- bomb, Dr. Fred Eastman, professor of literature and drama of Fedmond, had been dismissed in 1942
NEW WEEKLY quiz program called
"Detect-a-Tune"
starts
on
Mutual
on
erated Divinity Faculties, of Chiby
the udiceCommission
without freeze
prejNov.
19.
Three
prizes
of
$100,
$50
and
under
the
wartime
$25 victory
bond contests.
will be given
to wincago, Chicago
told members
of nation's
ners of weekly
Program
was policy.
clergy
in
Thursday.
createdsion of WOE
by commercial
In its decision on the Texas staNew York. program diviSpeaking at luncheon for religious radio workshop sponsored
tions, the Commission found that
Four Return to KOIN
WFAA and WBAP, which share by joint radio committee, CongreFOUR men ex-employes
and
now
ex-serviceweekFred
returned to TJSMCR,
KOIN Portgational Christian, Methodist and
equal time on 820 kc and operate
land.last T/Sgt.
and
Churches,
EastCpl.
Koehler,Aiken,
SignalLt. Cojps,
are with 50 kw power from a single Presbyterian
man declared that
religiousDr. groups
back leyVernon
inG. Warwick,
the control
room.
(jg)
Stantransmitter
midway
between
DalUSNR,
is
announcing
las
and
Fort
Worth,
issue
a
joint
resourceson totheoper-20
again, andUSNR,
PhM 1/cformer
John singer
Walton with
Mc- program schedule, charge the same shouldate pool
own FMtheirstations
Kinney,
KOIN,tion tiso being
now amusic
librarian in addirates, cooperate in the handling of zations.
bands open to educational organivocalist.
special programs, divide revenues
WMOB News
time sales, and serve identical
"In Chicago alone, the expense
JIM McNAMARA
has
rejoined
the after
an- from
areas.
of presenting 100 different church
n
o
u
n
c
i
n
g
s
t
a
f
of
WMOB
Mobile,
three years
in
the
Navy.
Adrian
Robprograms
in one week could more
While
WFAA
and
WBAP
mainerts,hasWMOBbeensalesman
and
specialof
eventer,
named
chairman
tain separate studios and offices, than pay for the operation of a
the
entertainment
committee
for
the
according
to
the
findings,
KGKO
noncommercial
station,"
Victory Loan Drive.
said. Such FM FM
stations
must hebe
Americana on WLS
programs
are during
handledtheby'hours
the operated by all denominations poolWFAA staff
WLS
Chicago
is
starting
"This
Is
Our
ing funds and spiritual forces, Dr.
KGKO operates from the Dallas
County",
series Sunday,
highlighting studios
counties
ofhalf-hour
thea.m.Midwest,
and the KGKO programs Eastman said. In addition to FM,
25,
at 10:15
(CST).
DesignedNov.
acquaint
listeners
with American
liv-to originating from the WBAP stu- the church should provide funds
ing, programAmerica",
is part ofandseries,
"Better
dios in Fort Worth are presented for better talent and religious proLiving
"Rounding
by the WBAP staff. However,
grams, he added.
Up
the for
World".
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NAM, C of C Period
MARK WOODS, president of
American, has invited the
National Association of Manufacturers and the U. S.
Chamber of Commerce to
share a 52-week broadcast
period over the full American
network starting Jan. 1, 1946,
so that the viewpoint of business and management may
be presented to the nation.
He also invited the American
Federation of Labor and the
CIO to continue the current
series of Labor USA, Saturdays 6:45-7 p.m. on American through the coming year.
Proposed time for NAM and
U. S. Chamber is Saturdays
7-7:15 p.m. immediately following labor group broadcast.
Present series at that time
presented by Committee on
Economic Development will
be discontinued on Dec. 8.

TWIN FALLS * IDAHO *
UNIVERSAL NETWORK
COVERS 80%
OF THE 1,933,028 RADIO HOMES
IN THE
GREAT BUYING MARKET
OF
CALIFORNIA
IN LOS ANGELES IN SAN FRANCISCO
KPAS KSFO
6757 Hollywood Morke Hopkins Hotel
Hollywood 8282 EXbrook 4567
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Free Speech
House Group Proposes
Bill Making Radio
Public Utility
A CONGRESSIONAL fight involving freedom of speech on the
air threatens to break out in the
next fortnight when the House
Committee on un-American Activities proposes legislation which
would place broadcasting in the
category of public utilities.
Ernie A d a m s o n, Committee
counsel, said last week he is working on a bill which would require
(1) all stations to designate legal
agents upon whom process could
be served in every state in which
they are heard; (2) stations to
identify
broadcasts"
as such "purely
and labelnewsas propaganda
"those broadcasts which are opinof newsto dispatches";
(3) ionallinstead
stations
promulgate
rules and regulations "accomplishing complianceto with
the law,"
regulations
be filed
with such
the
FCC in the same manner that railroads are required to post rules
and regulations with the Interstate
Commerce Commission.
Rep. Ellis Patterson (D-Cal.),
who has challenged the Committee's authority
to request [Broadscripts
of certain
commentators
casting, Oct. 22], declared he
would vigorously oppose any move
to regulate "what goes on the air".
Rep.
Clarence
Lea Interstate
(D-Cal.),
chairman
of theF.House
& Foreign Commerce Committee,
said such legislation probably
would be contrary to the present
Communications Act which provides that radio is not a public
utility.
Background of Commentators
"We want stations to inform the
public of the name of each commentator, whether he ever had any
other name, his citizenship, place
of his birth and his political affiliations," said Mr. Adamson in a
statement to Broadcasting. "This
is necessary because the public
must know something about the
commentator in order to properly

Fight in Congress
Seen
evaluate the opinions which he propaganda. When a station puts
expresses.
on thethenews
says, 'Now from
we give
"We also want to know whether you
latestand dispatches
the
his opinions are those of his spon- AP, UP or INS', that's ok because
sor or the station over which he some accredited agency is given
broadcasts. Our desire is not to the responsibility.
force anyone off the air but rather
my purposethat
to recommend
to force radio stations to give the to "Itthe isCommittee
reasonable
Amercan people the facts. People rules and regulations be promulusually are able to decide national
gated by radio stations themselves,
questions correctly if they are al- accomplishing compliance with the
law. These rules and regulations
lowed to know the truth."
Mr. Adamson denied that the pro- would be filed with the FCC. I
posed legislation would violate the
require stations to forConstitution, as charged by three would mulate
rules and regulations in the
of the four major networks same manner as railroads are required to formulate and file rules
[Broadcasting, Nov. 12]. "Nobody and regulations
with the ICC. It
give any person aggrieved
CONGRESSIONAL forces are pre- would
the
right
to
file
a complaint with
paring to battle out the question: the FCC and be heard.
It would be
"How far does the Constitution much
more
protective
to broadcastpermit Congress to go in legislating stations.
to do not
some-to
ing free speech?" Ernie Adamson,
thing to warnWe'vethe gotpeople
counsel,
House
Committee
on
Untake
these
opinions
as
news
broadAmerican Activities, is preparing
bill to require stations to (1) disSelf -Regulation
tinguish between news and commentaries; (2) maintain legal casts."
But Rep. Patterson has other
agents in all states heard by sta- views. "When you begin controlling the airwaves as to what is
tions; (3) file rules and regulations
with FCC. Rep. Ellis E. Patterson truth and opinion and set up some
inquisitorial
body to determine
(D-Cal.) says he'll fight it as unconstitutional.
whether it's opinion or truth, the
next step is to control the newspapers," he asserted.
"Thenandyou'll
of legislators
all
will be put off the air," he added. have control
"Our canpurpose
is to curb
un-Ameri- Government and you'll have supand subversive
propaganda.
p
r
e
s
i
o
n
o
f
speech.
"I personally have driven
any need for a change
around the mountains of Pennsyl- in "Ifthethere's
radio laws, let the proper
vania into little communities that Committee
— the Interstate & Fohave no communication with the eign
Committee — do it.
outside world except the automobile Not aCommerce
witch-hunting committee.
and radio. Many people listen to
right of free speech and
those so-called news commentators free"Thepress
is absolute under the
Constitution. We have libel and
arid
they
take
the
commentators'
statements as fully accredited slander laws that have been upheld
news. This frequently results in in every state. If a citizen is libeled
condemnation of some of the radio or slandered on the air he has renetworks because they hear certain
in thethecourts.
commentators over one network servantscourseof
people,We're
not the
the
and they form opinions which masters.
Who are we to tell the
are quite contrary to those they
they shall
hear?"that to
hear over some other network. Fre- people
Rep. what
Patterson
concluded
these people
net- enforce
a law such as the one proworksquently
are taking
sides.think
The thetrouble
posed by Mr. Adamson, a station
is, stations do not properly identify
a "legal staff,
a re-a
these commentators so everyone would needsearcher, aphilosopher,
a judge,
will know what is opinion and historian, some astrologist,
astronomers and experts on atomic en-

In peace, as in war, this densely populated area of DIVERSIFIED industry
continues its steady pace of producing steel, coal, pottery, clay products,
chemicals and glass. . . NO RETOOLING— NO RECONVERSION. There
are 437,600
SPENDERS in Southwestern Pennsylvania—johnSELLlaux,themMaying Dire.
through
yWJPA.
MUTUAL NETWORK
For further details on Friendly Group Stations, write
SPOT SALES, New York. Chicago, San Francisco. Los Angeles
WSTV WFf»G WJPA W K N y
STEUBENVILLE. O., ATLANTIC CITY WASHINGTON, PA., KINGSTON. N.
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Little Sad Sack
MAYBE the little dog was
lost, oruniforms.
maybe heButis just
crazyover
whatever
is wrong with him is causing
WPAT Paterson, N. J. a lot
of worry. Mark Lawrence,
WPAT announcer handling
the
broadcast
fromStadium
the Hack-in
en sack
Athletic
the rally that kicked-off the
Victory Loan, saw the bedraggled pup wander out on
the field, looking sad and lost.
Then the dog saw the uniforms of the Fort Jay MiliBand andHe made
beeline fortary them.
stayeda with
them throughout
the
ceremonies. Mr. Lawrence told
about him on the air, and the
station has been besieged
with calls and mail from
practically
every serviceman
and ex-serviceman
in the
area. They all say he was the
mascot of their outfit. Sad
part is that he disappeared
as mysteriously
as heseenap-a
peared. Has anybody
dirty pup with amnesia?

OPENING OF OPERA
WILL BE FEATURED
TO PROVIDE a full panoplied announcement ofthe Saturday afternoon Metropolitan Opera broadcast
on American under the sponsorship
of the Texas Co., both network and
sponsor on Nov. 26 will make radio
history by broadcasting the full
"opening night" of the opera season.
Beginning
8 o'clock
and con-of
tinuing untilat the
conclusion
Lohengrin,
expected
to
be
sometime after midnight, the broadcast
will include descriptions of "who
is there and what they are wearing". Special intermission features
will include a pickup from Sherry's.
Saturday
broadcasts, whichseries
Texacoof isopera
sponsoring
for the 6th successive year on
American, will start Dec. 1, four
days after the opening night, and
continue through March 30. A new
intermission program feature this
year will be Opera News of the Air,
conducted
by anwithoutstanding
cal authority
opera starsmusi-as
weekly guests. The Opera Quiz will
Speaking
of
the
various
"isms",
Rep. them
Patterson
said, of"Ifexpression,
you don't also be retained this year. Broadgive
freedom
casts are placed through Buchanan
ergy."
you're going
them underground. Thentothedrivesituation
would & Co., agency for the Texas Co.
be dangerous to a democratic
KSN Names Young
America."
He said heto would
duce a resolution
abolishintrothe KANSAS STATE Network, fiveHouse Committee on un-American station regional hookup, has apActivities.
pointed Adam J. Young Jr. Inc. as
Meanwhile, Ralph Weil, general national sales representative. KSN
comprises
WHB Kansas City, 1,000
manager of WOV New York, de- w on 880 kc,
KFBI Wichita, 5,000
nied
that
the
Committee's
request
for scripts of Hans Jacobs, former w days, 1,000 w nights on 1070 kc,
WOV commentator, had anything KSAL Salina, 1,000 w on 1150 kc,
to do with his leaving the station. KTSW Emporia, 250 w on 1400
Mr. Weil said Mr. Jacobs' contract kc, KVGB Great Bend, 250 w on
expired prior to the request for the 1400 kc. Young organization also
represents WHB individually.
commentator's scripts.
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JRE Members Will Hear
About Proximity Fuse
: RADIO PROXIMITY FUSE, popularly accepted as greatest electronic development of the war except for the atom bomb, will be dis: cussed at a meeting of the Institute of Radio Engineers at 8 p.m.
[Nov. 19 at the National Museum
Auditorium, Washington.
Speakers will include Dr. Harner
Selvidge of the Applied Physics
Laboratory, Johns Hopkins U.,
and Harry Diamond, chief of the
Ordnance
Development
Div., Fuse
National Bureau
of Standards.
is miniature transceiver which
works on general principles of radar to automatically explode free
,bombs.
W3XL, FM STATION,
IS SHOWN
TO IRE
f DEMONSTRATION of the Commercial Radiostation,
EquipmentW3XL,
Co.'s was
FM
; Washington
given last Tuesday before the second postwar meeting of the Washington section of the American Institute ofElectrical Engineers. Station operates on 98.9 mc. Broadcast
was climax of a talk on the relative merits of FM and AM, presented by Everett L. Dillard, general manager of Commercial Radio.
In his talk titled "FM— Its Advantages and Characteristics", Mr.
Dillard pointed out that FM cover, age is substantially the same day
and night, while AM varies. FM's
conquest over static was also pointwith against
the system's
! abilityed out,to along
discriminate
other
i station and man-made noises. The
group compared the two systems
on a number of other points.
Meeting was second in a series
designed to cover all phases of
broadcasting and the various types
! of modulation employed.
Cornwell Board Member
FRANKLIN J. CORNWELL, for
the past year advertising manager
i of the Brown Shoe Co., St. Louis,
has been elected to the board of
directors. He will supervise retail
division activities of the firm's 400
independent retail stores. He is
, vice-president of the St. Louis Ad! vertising Club.

Television Ready, Radio Executives Club
Is Told by RCA Laboratories Authority
"TELEVISION is ready to go," ments as the Image Orthicon Tube,
Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, vice-president in remote pickup apparatus that can
charge of RCA Laboratories, told be carried in a station wagon inthe Radio Executives Club of New
stead of a pair of ten-ton trucks,
York Thursday at a luncheon transmitters that can "deliver all
meeting at the Roosevelt Hotel, the power necessary within the
New York. Meeting was conducted band allocated to commercial teleunder the auspices of the Television"; projection
vision Broadcasters Assn., with viewing home
receiversandat directprices
TBA President J. R. Poppele as within the reach of the public, and
chairman and Ralph B. Austrian, two methods of networking — coRKO Television Corp., as co-chairaxial cable and radio relay— both
man.
of which he said are "ready for
He reviewed such recent develop- immediate practical commercial
CARLSON SAYS VIDEO
"Every
part of thetelevision
present system of all-electronic
can
POWERFUL, SUBTLE be built
and operated in conformity with the technical standards
TELEVISION can provide a "subtle yet powerful advertising me- approved
1944 by adding
the FCC,"
Jolliffein declared,
that
dium" acshawell
a profitable
mer- Dr.use."
ndise line foras the
home furnish"there
is
full
agreement
on
these
ing retailer, Paul E. Carlson, mer- standards, which embody the princhandising manager, Consumer
cipal recommendations of the radio
Products Division, Allen B. Du- technical
planning board . . . they
Mont laboratories, told a meeting have been
tested and proved.
of the Home Furnishings Group They do not represent
Nov. 14 at the Hotel Pennsylvania, No longer is there anycompromise.
doubt that
New York.
they will make it possible to produce pictures of excellent quality
"The individual retailer," he
said, "can
television oflocally
reach
a highusepercentage
his ownto
stability."
does not mean that telecustomers. Between the visual and andThis
reached the top of its
the aural impressions given the technicalvision hasdevelopment,
Jolliffe
audience via television, it will be said, predicting theDr. ultimate
an easy matter to implant in the achievement of "all-electronic teleminds of the audiences the trade
vision as pictures in three dimenname of the store, the address, the
sions and full color", transmitted
principal lines
it
handles,
the
personalities who will be handling the over "world-wide networks." Howit will be "a few years at
customers when they call, the out- least" ever,before
standing characteristics of the will be ready forsuch
use, developments
he stated.
store, how its charge accounts
Declaring
that
the
"bugaboo of
work, dled,
howhow every
easy payments
are
hanitem purchased is quick obsolescence in television has
carefully tested for full value, how been overemphasized," Dr. Jolliffe
the customer can recognize top stated that "of course there will
obsolescence; that is the only
quality furniture, the names of the be
way the industry can grow. As
principal furniture styles and any long
as research and development
other messages the retailer may men work
in the field there will be
have for his prospects."
new
things.
Today's
wonderfultoachievements will
be obsolete
mor ow. If we wait for the perfect
FM Dept. Meeting
FM DEPT. Executive Committee system, it will always be around
research and deof theuled toNAB
sched- the corner,velopmentformen will
think and will
meet isNov.tentatively
28 in Chicago,
make
new
discoveries.
with agenda to include problems
"Meanwhile, we have the makinvolved in the Nov. 1 merger of
ings of an industry that in all
NAB and FM Broadcasters Inc. likelihood
eventually produce
Chairman of the committee is an annual can
income of between one
Walter Damm, former FMBI pres- and five billion
dollars. Why wait?"
ident and executive vice-president
of Milwaukee Journal Co. in
charge of radio (WTMJ WMFM).

Freer Renominated
ROBERT E. FREER, a member
j of the Federal Trade Commission
since 1935, last week was nominated by President Truman for reEldridge R. Johnson
ELDRIDGE R. JOHNSON, 78,
'<; appointment
to a seven-year
A native of Cincinnati,
he wasterm.
at- founder, and until 1927, president
. torney for the Interstate Com- of the Victor Talking Machine Co.
I merce Commission from 1925 to of Camden, died of a stroke last
j1933, and from 1933 to 1935 was Thursday at his Moorestown, N. J.
attorney for the Federal Coordina- home. He began experiments on the
! tor
of Transportation
and specialon phonograph in 1900 in a tiny shop
Counsel
to the Senate Committee
in Camden. Starting with limited
! Interstate Commerce. He was ap- capital, he built up the business
pointed to the FTC in 1935 to fill into a multimillion dollar enteriftn unexpired term and was reapit in 1927byforhis$40,000,pointed in 1938. He has been chair- 000. Heprise, issellingsurvived
widow
man of the Commission twice.
and son.
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Roblee Shoes to Launch
Radio Campaign Dec. 2
ROBLEE MEN'S SHOES (Brown
Shoe Co.,
Louis) will campaign
start its
first
radioSt.advertising
over 440 stations of MBS Dec. 2.
Outlets in California, Oregon,
Washington and Idaho will carry
the first test campaign.
Program will feature Ed Thorgersen,
sports5:45reporter,
and (EST)
will be
heard from
to 6 p.m.
Monday through Friday. Contract
is for 26 weeks, with Leo Burnett
Co. Inc., Chicago, agency in charge.
Closing local tie-in announcements
identify Roblee dealers in the test
cities.
BBC MIGHT PERMIT
VIDEO SPONSORSHIP
POSSIBILITY that the BBC may
permit commercial sponsorship of
its video programs, soon to be resumed in London on prewar standards and as soon as possible to be
networked to regional stations in
six major cities via cable or radio
relay, is advanced in an article
writtenneer of the
by BBC.
H. Bishop, chief engi"Apart from technical problems," he writes, "the overriding
question
with wetelevision
is its cost.associated
By and large
can say
that everything connected with
television — programmes, equipnumber oftimes
staff asandexpensive
so on —
is ten ment,
to fifteen
as the equivalent requirement for
sound broadcasting. Who then is
going
pay?theThebillBBCout certainly
cannot tomeet
of their
present license revenue, nor indeed
would it be fair to the sound listener to attempt to do so.
"The Hankey Committee (apby the government
to considerpotheintedfuture
of the television
service) considered three possibilities: A special television license
fee for domestic viewers; a special
television license fee for cinema
showing, and sponsored programmes. They were agreed that the
aim should be to make television
self-supporting as early as possible,
but they
that this
the precise
ner by felt
which
was toman-be
achieved was one for further consideration."
DON
COOKE, salesman
for father
Williamof G.a
Rambeau
Chicago,
boy, DonaldCo.,Robert,
bornisNov.
8.
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Situations
Wanteddischarge;
(Cont'd)
SituationsyoungWanted
honorable
3 years Announcer,
veteran,(Cont'd)
offers
ex— Classified Advertisements — \ Announcer,
announcing,
production
and
writing and
exceptional abilityof inprograms.
directing
and years
writperience.
Diversified
special
service
ing
all
types
Five
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Cheeks aad money orders only — Minimum $1.00.
public
relation
background
while
in
business
management
experience.
ColSituation Wanted 10c per word. All others, 15c per word. Count 3 words for
service.
affiliation
lege (Phi Beta Kappa
^ highly asset
capableto
blind box number. Deadline two weeks preceding isswe date. Send box replies
industrious.
A permanent
progressiveMarried.
easternDesirestation.
Box with
466, and
BROADCASTING.
your staff. Box 481, BROADCASTING
to Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C
Package shows or talent salesman. If you Transmitter engineer: Twelve years
— threeDesires
years permanent
broadcastneed nessa andmanhas who
knows contacts
the radioin busiSituations Wanted
ing.experience
CREI graduate.
Help Wanted
ING.
excellent
Chi- radio
position in east. Box 482, BROADCASTand New New
YorkYork,
write N.23A,Y.
1469 LexWanted—
Veteran firstand/or
class license
hold-for Program manager — news editor — Eight ingtoncago Ave.,
er
for
transmitter
studio
years experience.
Married,
one child.station
De- Announcer— Ex-serviceman. Age 23, all- Young executive seeks mangership new
with network
Rocky
1 kw outlet.
round
experience
with
NBC andaffiliate.
Eightthroughyears
experience,
antown sires
of connection
50 and
to 60,000
prefer
midwest.
educationMountain
and experience.
Box State
661, Permanence
commercial
mgr. ReWill ingtravel
anywhere
— capable
will- station. nouncer
security
desired.
Box
BROADCASTING.
to
learn.
Good
references.
Available
432,
BROADCASTING.
cently
enjoyed
three
years'
Navy
beachhead
vacation.
Now
wants
position
with
Continuitywith writer-experience.
Good
poimmediately. Box 469, BROADCASTING. plenty of work, opportunity, future.
1,000 forwattcopymidwest
regional
radioPresently
time salesman
or manwilling Permanent. Box 485, BROADCASTING.
networksitionstation
writer who
can Commercial
ager
available.
employed.
De- toAnnouncer-operator,
work, have had l'/2young
years and
experience.
sires
change
to
larger
market.
20
years
Veteran staffexecutive,
communication
officersound
with
produce ments.
salable
commercial
announceRestricted
license.
Graduate
announcpersonnel,
Good
salary
based
on
experiselling
advertising.
8
years
in
radio.
ingstation
school. Desires
position with
250 extensive
scripts with first Married, producer. Present compensa- watt
and studio recording experience
desires
in California.
Available
letter. ence.
BoxSend232,sample
BROADCASTING.
tion In small market above $6000.00. ING^
preferably
medium
New
Prefer salary and commission basis in end of January. Box 470, BROADCAST- position
England city.
Organized
and sized
conducted
Wanted
— Commercial market
manager with
250 watt
station
dual west. Box 376, BROADCASTING.
Navy
Dept.
program
"Voices
from Netthe
Announcer.
Restricted
license.
Seeking
Fleet"
recording
to
local
stations.
coast to incoastexcellent
network affiliation.
Salary
Sports
director-program
manager
—
Vetstaff or combination position. Two years
work
technical
and production
experiplus bonus. Box 249, BROADCASTING. station eran,experience.
major network
and individual
ence.
Yale
'33,
amateur
radio
operator
experience
sportscasting,
newscastlng,
University
graduate,
Copywriter—
or woman
— by estab-In married, two children. Want work with editing,
20Available
years, immediately.
speaks GermanLt. Comdr.
and French.
programming,
control
boardCAST
lishedcommercial
agency.manIf you
experienced
J. M.
IN
Single,
25.G.
Available.
Wants
fu- Murray,
that
needs angoods.
ac- work.
writing
andareretail
copy,setup,
and progressivecreditedstation
Washington,
USNR,D. C.
1605 30th St., N. W.,
man
who
will
deliver
ture,
salary
secondary.
Box
471,
BROADnot
satisfied
with
your
present
Box 435, BROADCASTING.
this
is
your
opportunity.
It
will
pay
you
announcer — background
News editor seeks employment where Experienced
to write us,Include
giving experience,
Salesman, 42,background,
college education,
radio- superior
stage, screen,
night
club. Straight
andesired.
samples. age,
Boxsalary
393, newspaper
now handling
editing
andsalary,
rewriteschedule
is encournouncer,employed
qualifiedchief
specialty
man. Reaged
by
similar
and
BROADCASTING.
yearly billing
over
$50,000,
seeks
opporcently
announcer
250
working
conditions.
Full
details
first
Mutual
outlet—
now
employed
5000
NBC
t
u
n
i
t
y
a
s
small
station
manager
or
comSeeking permanent
staff.platter
Need emcees,
salesletter, please! Box 472, BROADCASTING. outlet. Must change due to wife's
mercial manager ofreferences.
regional. Box
No bad
man/ad-writer. Also two
habits,
excellent
444,
health.
Veteran
graduate
B.N.S.
Radio
Experienced
newswithbroadcaster
and
early morning
afternoon
California.
Desiresthatchange
commentator radio
familiar
Far East
po- School,
pating shows andandarrange
same. particiSick of BROADCASTING.
problems
through
progressive
western
station
can useto
"wartimeage,screwballs".
State minimum
Awaiting
discharge,
officer, 9announcing,
years radio residencelitical aInnd economic
China.
Working
knowledge
initiative,
ideas.
Excellent
references.
salary,
experience,
reference,
photo,
experience,
production,
available. Write or wire, Bob
of written
spokenposition
Chinesespecializing
language Audition
audition
availability. Box 442, BROAD- program direction, wide cultural back- and
French.andDesires
Leach, WBRC, Birmingham, Alabama.
CA
STIN
ground, wants position
in television
G.
1st class operator, 3y2 years experience,
newsdius than
withpresent
station location.
having wider
rawith organization
offering
opportunityor inBROADCASTING.
Profit
much
above
average.
Advertiser
Box
474
4-A
draft
classification.
Permanent
pobet. Single,
verowner offield.
a thriving
sition desired.
W. Merisatile,longstable, range
interviews
In NewBox30, York
inis thethe soleelectronic
Present business
capital onarea.goodAvailable
BankReferences.
St., Keokuk,H. Iowa.
1st January.
450, Announcer-operator-writer. Five years deth, 1616
$100,000 with high credit rating and BROADCASTING.
Lt. awaiting
from Marine
local, network
stations. Ex- Corps
good nesbanking
connections.
More handle
busi- 3 year personality. Ad lib, M.C., sports experiencecellent
recommendations.
desires
toindischarge
enter
broadcasting
In sight than
I can possibly
Available Dec. references,
15th. Before,
to station communications
past
6
years
Marine
Corps
spentfield,
with present
resources.
Golden
opporstaff,
excel
In
disc-onality
shows.
Preand
Radar
duty,
haveat
offering
goodwhereposition,
opportunities,
t
u
n
i
t
y
f
o
r
a
few
clean-cut
associates
IN
fer
west
coast.
Box
452,
BROADCASTG.
1st
class
license.
Lt.
L.
E.
James,
TJSMC.
community
family
home
can
be
who
can
invest
upwards
of
$5,000
each
reestablished.
PreferBoxG.
midwest
states- HQ BN, MT&RC, Camp Pendleton, Calif.
CALakes
in
corporation.
only. The Veteran, 32, married with 8 years ex- Great
STarea.
IN
475, BROADturnover
in thisPrincipals
field is rapid-profit
Announcer
(veteran).
Presently
perience ignradministration,
selling,
propossibilities enormous. Box 446, BROADlancing network
commercials.
Also, free
one^wt
am ing and promotion.
Would,
like
CASTING.
___ to be associated
Station
manager
—
Recently
discharged
permanently
with
a
spots
as
actor.
Much
to
offer
station —
from armed forces;
married; 13 years
Seeks permanent position.
First
class operator
forMountain
one kilowatt
progressive,
wide-awake
station.
Midcommercial
broadcast37; experience;
fully anywhere.
NBC
affiliate
Rocky
area.
west
location
preferred.
Box
454,
Producer
—
"vet-aid"
show,
man-inBROADCASTING.
qualified in sales, program and station streetences—gimmicks
Box 467, BROADCASTING.
with affiliates.
ReferJack
management.
Formerly
Maintenance
engineerforfor FM
network
Idaho
Scriptwriter—
Daytime tie-in
serials approach.
or plays, and
Y. top215 men
generalaffiliate.
manager
of 5000vice-president
watt
major N.Sloane,
West network
23rd St., radio.
New York.
with
merchandising
network
Excellent
references.
station
preparing
in
15,000
Copywritlng,
publicity,
radio
trade
mag
Box
477,
BROADCASTING.
population
town
with
abundant
fishing
Announcer. Naval veteran available for
production
and hunting. Box 468, BROADCASTING. editing,
permanent position 15th December; 3
Experienced
experience.radio
College
grad, 32. and
ArmyBoxbuying
officer
position. woman
Will go anydesires
locationexcellent
where years experience; specialize ad lib and
available
early
December.
455, staff
Help
wanted
—
Transmitter
man
with
BROADCASTING.
policies
are
progressive.
Three
years
rafirst class
license
at
a
progressive
Michplatter
shows;shows.
poetry,
sports,
"man-onorWash.,
phone
dio
includes:
receptionist,
operating,
good working
Announcer
— Navy veteran, commercials,
22, married, continuity, traffic, advertising, promo- the-street"
Pyle,
St., Write
N. W.,
D.JackC
Adams 15162003.14th
Send igan
yourstation,
qualifications
and conditions.
references. sober,
tion. Box 478, BROADCASTING.
controls.experience,
Third classnews,
ticket. Prefer west Announcer,
Box 473, BROADCASTING.
Stationandmanager
Ten yearsas experience
commentator, writer. Young large
coast or middlewest. Permanent. Availsmall — stations
manager,
Continuity
midwesternwoman
Mu- ING^^
able January 1st. Box 461, BROADCAST- woman,
collegeDirector
graduate.ofPost-graduatetual affiliate.writer
Preferforexperienced
production
manager.
Handle
promotion,
Journalism.
broadcasting
continuity,
announcing,
news.Prefer
Consider
who can nouncer
do alsosome
air
work!
Male
anand
entertainment
activities
for
large
An energetic sincere family man, 30 industrial plant; public relations. Pre- stock in lieu of part salary.
wanted.
Send
complete
mid
years
old,
desires
radio
sales
position
details,
salary
expected,
and
sample
west,
southwest
or
Pacific
states.
Army alei
viously
with
network
stations,
wishes
copy to Box 476, BROADCASTING.
in progressive
community.
No
radio
exposition
with
radio
station,
advertising
, but 6 yearswilling
sales background.
experience
relations ofliaison
Edgar
Parsons,
Chamber
Com- "
merce, FortAGF
Worth,publicTexas.
Newsman station.
to cover Excellent
Washingtonopportunity
for mid- Dischargedperienceveteran
agency,land area.newspaper,
to start at BROADCASTING.
Excellent magazine;
references.NewBox Eng479, Sgt.
western
incomerecord.
with aggressive
staStation
or
commercial
manager.
Crea BRi
tion. Excellent
Request prior
for young reporter with good radio moderate
salesHaveability
with ofsuccessful
back
voice capable
writing
own scripts. Refemployers
be abilities
contactedand forpotentialities.
statement ofTotalradio
of eight
years in and
variousoperating
phases tive
erences,
experience,
photograph.
Box
ground.
plently
know
how
anc
of
character,
maintenance
excellent contacts with buyers in Nev
486, BROADCASTING.
Box 463, BROADCASTING.
including three years broadcasting plus York
and
Chicago.23 Percentage
or salamateur,
Army,
and
servicing
will
qualengineers
available
—
Both
have
ary
basis.
Write
A,
1469
Lexington
Operator-announcer. 1st ticket capable Two
Ave.,
New
York,
N.
Y.
desire locate smallify progressive
me to handle chief'sin position
of light
announcing.
$35.00
weekly.
Pre- several
midwest ator Announcer-veteran. Limited experience.]
at same years
station.experience,
Box 484, BROADCASTfer disabled
veteran.Ocala,
All Fla.
applications
southwest. Box 480,station
BROADCASTING.
ING.
considered.
WTMC,
Studied
announcing
and N. commercial
script writing,
Radio City,
Y. College^
Salesman,
not to Justat sell
timeMountain
but to
graduate.
Good
radio
voice. Will Jaytgo1 Ms°«
sell
radio
advertising
Rocky
anywhere.
Transcription
Network station in rural area. Box 499.
STATION EXECUTIVE AVAILABLE
Arnold,
1087 Blake Ave.,available.
Brooklyn
N.
Y.
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
in broadcasting
station management
and notsalesincluding
management.
Age years
37. Twelve
years
commercial
experience,
the three
I haverenderspent
Experienced
writer.all Male
female.as
inof the
Navy. service
Married,of sober
and know
howSuccessful
to make union
your
station
pay while
Capable
of writing
typesSendoforfull
shows
i
n
g
a
public
the
highest
degree.
negotiator.
well
as announcements.
parBackground:
Announcing,
writing
and
producing
in
small
market
stations,
advancing
t
i
c
u
l
a
r
s
f
i
r
s
t
letter.
Don't
call
or
wire.
tomanagement
a major market
regional inbasicthe market
southwest.
Commercialthat management
and never
later
5000 watt American station. KUTA, Salt
High Caliber
a midwestern
independent
never forwas a and
Lake City, Utah.
Commercial Manager
has
beenstation
in theofrepresentative.
black
except under
my direction.
Accountofexecutive
dominant
radio
Commercial
management
an
eastern
NBC
basic
Do you want
to workandforsincerity
a friendly stanewspaper
affiliated
stationservice
whereat revenues
an unprecedented
high innnder
where ability
sales direction.
Entered
this point.hit Thoroughly
experienced
regionalmy
wanted by outstanding inThis tion,
station,
a 50 kw Southwestcount?
Netnetwork
sales.
work affiliate,
wants
a
woman's
Comdependent station in North
Mytakerelease
from thevacation
Navy will
bethenwithinspendthe approximately
next few days, sixfollowing
which
I shall
continuitywriter.
writer, traffic
a
month's
and
weeks
looking
after
ager, newsmentator,
editor,
This isman-no
Central
states
area. An exmy
personal
property.
I
will
be
available
February
15,
1946.
An
interview
can
place for a homehotfolks,shot.whoWewantwantto grow
subbe1 amarranged
prior tointhat"justtime.a job*1 because I can return to my station connection
ceptionally well-paid posinot
interested
with the stantial,
station. Give full details of
from
which
I
entered
the
service.
I
am
interested
in
an
affiliation
with
reputable
tion for a first-rate man. All
background
in first letter. Address and
Box experience
500, BROADCASTING.
people
where integrity
management"
willthatbe rewarded.
If you comhave
details first letter.
a proposition
in available
a basicand orfor"know-how
major
market
tocandiscuss
offers five-figure
p
e
n
s
a
t
i
o
n
,
I
am
Interview
and
furnish
references
from
the
best
Copy
editor,
script
writer,
young,
eager,
in the business. Reply to
single,
ex-serlvceman
radio news
BOX 503, BROADCASTING
Job
preferably
largedesires
and
BOX 407, BROADCASTING
newspaper
workin also.
Boxcity.501.Agency
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING
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Situations Wanted
Decision in Ashbacker Case
— police
Fifteen years
■-"ifingineer
broadcast,
marine experience
radio 483,
desk sires permanent andsituation.
Box
f|BROADCASTING.
Script writer— Veteran, 36, creates own . Is Heard by Supreme Court
0Ltinuity
programs.andAlsocommercials.
direct and produces Leviconthe FCC has authorMr. dureFuchs
saidonthepractical
FCC' procesjiton, 527 Aldine Ave., ChicagoHoward
13, Illinois. WHETHER
was based
conity under the Communications Act
it Available on or about first January.
siderations, adding the Commission
j Hold radio phone first license since 1936. to grant application for a construc- has the discretion,
under
the
law,
tion permit and designate another
' ExperiencedSolidcontrol
and trans-l-mitters.
time room
on ticket
1937 for hearing
when both, seeking the to grant some applications and des^'through
1941.
Jan.
'42
to
Jan.
'43
asst.
others asked
for hearing.
Jus[f radio engineer civil service. Army same facilities, are before the Comtice ignate
Rutledge
if counselMr.meant
:'j'f through
ranks
fromCommunications
private to captain
mis ion, wil be determined by the
in Army
Airways
Systhe FCC could grant one and ultiSupreme
Court
following
arguhjI• tern,
two
years
overseas
supervising
installation
navigational
conmately deny another simultaneous
ment last Tuesday in the appeal of
l:!;trol
towers,radio
point
to pointfarandaids,
without ever giving the
hi: air stations
throughout
east.ground
Any Ashbacker Radio Corp., licensee of applicant
denied
applicant
a chance to make
i\i51; ried,
reasonable
salary
to
start.
Age
31,
marWKBZ Muskegon, Mich. Appellant
one
child.
Interested
also
in
sales
asked
a
writ
of
certiorari
after
the
a
comparative
showing of his abilIPdt engineering
deal,
with
possibility
of
ity
to
render
a
public
service.
overseas. Captain Burton Reiman, 414
of Appeals for the DisGovernment counsel replied that
iepN. Gaylord Ave., Ludington, Michigan, U. S. trCourt
i
c
t
o
f
Columbia
dismissed
its
apit,Sports announcer, tops in ice hockey
applicant had his chance in his
peal from a Commission grant petition
I broadcasts, complete background pub- [Broadcasting,
to the Commission and
March 19, Oct. 22].
promotion,Transcriptions
expects discharge
I,'Ticity
before andChristmas.
and
John E. and Rhea Y. Fetzer, that the FCC would receive com'references.
Write
Sgt.
Jack
Sandler,
munications at any time. No conof WOKO Kalamazoo,
Raton Field, Flor- licensees
ditions were placed on the Fetzer
-Squadron
granted a construction permit
Li A-l,aBoca
.vet that, with little were
i.LSalesman.dYoung
for WJEF Grand Rapids on 1230 grant nor on Ashbacker when the
J.iofiber
experience,
makestaff.
outstanding
mem-in- kc. Application of WKBZ to change Ashbacker application was desigof yourwillsalesstarted
Ambitious,
nated for hearing, he added.
r»telligent.
get feetCorps.
wet frequency from 1490 to 1230 kc
J-in radio Just
when joined toMarine
Hearing the argument were
was designated for hearing.
Raymond
Milici,
11
East
93rd
St.,
New
Chief
Justice
Stone and Associate
Members of the high court, exa (York City.
Rutledge, Murphy, Frank**Announcer,
5 years Good
experience
in all
cept Mr. Justice Murphy, ques- Justices furter,
types
of
programs.
commercial
Reed,
Douglas
and Burton.
tioned both Paul M. Segal, counsel
man andsition withdiscfuture.
jockey.BoxMarried,
27. Po- for Ashbacker,
and Ralph F. Fuchs radio
It was case
Mr. since
Justicehis Burton's
first
489, BROADCASTING.
appointment
the Solicitor General's staff, to the Supreme Court.
' Experienced N. Y. announcer. Interested of
for the keen
Government.
'""In goodture. Knows
permanent
position
with Exfu- appearing
The Court manifest
interest
production,
scripting.
ecutive
ability.
Master's
degree.
26,
marin
the
Commission's
contention
TV Education Meet
i, tried, ex-G.I. Box 487, BROADCASTING. it had authority under the Actthatto
st ;Chief inPetty
desires grant one application and designate G. EMERSON MARKHAM, pro!f;start
radio officer
in anydischarged
capacity offering
another
for
hearing.
^.opportunity
advancement.
gram director of WRGB Schenecirread copy well,for excellent
musicalCollege,
backtady, Edward
General Stasheff
Electric ofvideo
staground, typist.Box26, 488,
married,
will go anyac^where. Reply
BROADCASTING.
tion;
the New
Situations
Wantedexecutive
(Cont'd)wishes
Widely
known
radio
York
City
Board
of
Education
all"^Engineer
—
1st
phone
license.
Honorably
connection
withknowledge
livewire city workshop in radio and televi"discharged chief radio technician in southwestern
affiliate.
Thorough
"'[charge ofFM,30 radio
transmitters.
Ex- network
sion,
and
Kenneth
G.
Bartlett
of
Sperience
Radar,
electronics,
anin programming,
and
networx operation.
Presently networkmanagement
employed. Reply
Dailey, 2618nouncing,
S. 13th
St. Tacoma,JohnWash.M. sales.
ING^
in confidence. Box 498, BROADCAST- Syracuse U. will participate in a
"Education Dec.
by TeleEngineer
— 1st tele,experience;
2nd phone, with
yearschief
engineering
years3 Ambitious,
experiencedwithannouncer
: Navy d symposiumvision" to beon conducted
1 as
veteran.
Formerly
New
Englai
iis
operator, MerchantfourMarine,
part
of
the
first
postwar
convenNetwork affiliate. Wishes to join staff
Plight
radio
officer,
ATC.
Desires
opention
of
the
New
Jersey
Education
jig in Chicago
area. Wenton
W. Up- of progressive
northeastern
Jhurch,
241 Olmstead
Rd., Riverside,
satile; disc jockey,
sportsstation.
news, Veretc.
and its subsidiary, the New
ai.
Mailer, 14 Mayer St., Brook- Assn.
ly$50.00.
6, N. LeoY.
Jersey Visual Education Assn., in
Veteran,
female:
wants
radio
opportunAtlantic
Prof. Edward C.
Experienced
copywriter,
now
employed
e,m ,ty
north of Mason-Dixon
east of as copy chief and assistant manager Cole, headCity.
of the Department of
Mississippi.
23, AFRS line,
experienced,
in advertising
department
of
manufacJiWellesley
graduate.
Trained
and
experiDramatic
Arts
at
Yale, will serve
turer who isis anxious
big usertoofenter
radioradio.
and
j. :;nced inexcellent
writing references.
and speech. Box
Capable,
magazines,
as moderator of the symposium,
mUlert,
490, Will
consider
responsible
position
with
,ll|[3ROADCASTING.
large stations or promising connection which is being conducted by Television Broadcasters Assn. in conthere Young,
is opS\J_;andislng
Available. experience
Promotion, since
publicity,
mer- with smallportunitystation
1938.
Marto become where
part-owner.
junction with the two New Jersey
(children),
college
graduate,
J^bASTTNG.
-ied, one child. Age 25. Box 491, BROAD- married
creative,
lots ofthanideas!
with Boxpresent
educational groups. Five students
employer
more
five
years.
496,
from
Brooklyn
Technical High
BROA
DCASTING.
discharged
Marine,manager,
21 monthslocalexperience
fTn
commercial
advertising agencies: Young School will demonstrate the use of
nanagerial
position with local
indesires
east Attention
(Major),
formerly execuin education durir■rences.
south. Can
Sober, sell,
married,
excellent ref- Army tiveofficer
with
large
pharmaceutical
firm, videoing techniques
write,
the session, under the superadministrative
post inDischarge
agency
Cnows
what listeners
want. announce.
Box 493, seeking
placing
drugs
and
cosmetics.
BROADCASTING.
v
i
s
i
o
n
'
o
f
Mr.
Stasheff.
Dr. Millard
Write Box
427, BROAD- L. Lowery, superintendent
of
CASTING soon.
for further
information.
foung
man position
just returned
fromengineer
over- scheduled
schools
of
Middlesex
County,
N. J.,
eas
desires
of
studio
Copy
editor,
script
writer,
young,
eager,
?ith
firm
offering
good
future.
Ten
ex-serviceman
radio news
ears experience handling all types of single,
job preferably
in largedesires
city. Agency
and is arranging the session.
hows.
Capableclassof network
quality oper-for CA
newspaperST
work IN
also. BoxG.
501, BROADtion. First
license. Qualified
Silver at WPAT
elevision,
FM.
Available
immediately,
Announcer-program
director.andDischarged
tox 438, BROADCASTING.
RALPH S. SILVER JR. has rejoined the
veteran
8
years
network
local
expublicity
department
of Golden,
WPAT Pater:hief engineer — Available December 15.
including newsconnection
and promoto Dave
direction. Desiresperience,
permanent
with son astor, afterassistant
'otal
pre-wareducation.
experience Definite
10 years. execuGood progressive
more than
two years
overseas.
ngineering
middlewest
or
eastern
staHe
saw
action
on
several
fronts,
was
Ive ability. Progressive ideas. Married,
awarded
the
Croix
de
Guerre
and
tion.
Age
30,
married,
one
child.
Mini•esire
permanent
placement
with ex-- C ASTING.
mum $60.00 starter. Box 502, BROAD- Bronze Star Medal. Hal Koset has the
reanding
station.
Box
494,
BROADCAST
WPAT as than
staff twoannouncer
after
NG.
aArmy
stintinjoined
ofthemore
yearsin
the
Wanted to Buy
ETO.
Sc-chief
withreleased
transmitter
intallation engineer,
experience,
from seeks
terBetty Bruns Hostess
llnated
war
research
program,
hlef
engineer
position,
or
equal,
with
Miscellaneous
Wanted
AS
A
TRIBUTE
to theBruns,
"Workstimebuyer
Behind
the Executive"
rogressive
stationpreferred.
(AM, FM A-l
or televiBates
Inc.,Betty
New onYork,
was5 athost— Private
party inor new
party'sproposed
to fi- of Ted
lon).
Northeast
refer- Wanted nance
ess
at
a
cocktail
party
Nov.
and
be
active
nces. Box
495, BROADCASTING.
the
east coast local broadcast station. Can Hotel Ambassador, New York, to the
■loyed.
nnouncer-experienced.
em- years
of the station representaget equipment
personnel
A-l honest,
market secretaries
Exceptional voice. Presently
Transcription
of
experience
in
broadcast,
tives
who
helped
on
the
Colgate-Palmcomplete
data. No shysters please. ollve-Peet spot announcement camod photo on request. Box 497, BROAD- have
Box 492,
BROADCASTING.
paign this season.
|ASTING.
BROADCASTING
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BEDTIME STORY
First
D Children's Program
Recalled by Cowan —
HOW THE
children's
gram was FIRST
broadcast
nearlypro-25
years ago on WJZ, then located in
a factory in Newark with programs originating from a radio
shack on the roof, was described
by Thomas H. Cowan, then a WJZ
announcer, now chief announcer of
WNYC New
in a 25th
annisaluteYork,
to radio,
broadcast
Nov. 11 versary
on WNYC.
"The very first program on the
air of children's stories came
through the courtesy of the Newarklated.Sunday
Call,"whoMr.wasCowan
re"The lady
supposed
to give the story had to climb an
iron ladder through a hatch in the
roof
up to the andradiothe shack.
After tothisgetexperience
great
height and everything else, she
promptly fainted and passed out.
We couldn't put her on.
"The representative of the newspaper was standing there. He said,
'You'll have to do it.' I said, 'It's
your
newspaper
it.' HeI
said, 'Well,
I'm —notyoua dowoman;
can't use the woman's name. What
are"I welooked
goingoutto ofdo the
aboutradioit?' shack.
The moon was coming up over
Newark and I said, 'You're the
man
in the moon
and here
I introduced
him before
he goes.'
could
decide on what his title was to be
and it became the first bedtime
story on the radio. Even the Follies
burlesqued it that year."
Liberty Conference
TWO members of the FCC— CommissionersJr.,
Durr andNABDenny
— and
A. D. Willard
executive
vice-president, will participate in
an all-day conference Nov. 24 on
"What's Ahead for American Liberties?", tobe held under auspices
of the American Civil Liberties
Union. Conference, taking place at
Hotel Biltmore, will mark 25th anniversary of the Union. Freedom
ofdiscussed.
radio is among problems to be
JAMESandSAUTER,
head director
of Air Feature
Inc.
executive
of the
United mTheatrical
activities comit e , and Charles war
C. Moskowitz,
vicepresident
Loew's
Inc., are committee
co-chairmen of All
theof Star
entertainment
for
the
Benefit
Show
of
New York Dec.
Police 11Athletic
League Square
to thebe
presented
atCity.Madison
Garden, New York

National Representative.
Offers opportunity for
leading Chicago time
salesman in Chicago
office.
Box 419, Broadcasting
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PROFESSIONAL

DIRECTORY

Jansky
& Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified
Radio
DEDICATED TOEngineer*
THE
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National PreM Bldg, Vuh, D. C.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

GEORGE C DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineer
District 8456
Munsey Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

RadioFrequency
EngineeringMonitoring
Consultants 1
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
• International Building. Washington, D. O.
• 321 E. Gregory Boulevard. Kansas City, Mo.
• Cross Roads
1 at the World, Hollywood, Call*

RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

JOHN BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
PAUL A. deMARS
ASSOCIATE
1469 Church St.,Decatur
N.W., Washington
5, D. C.
1234

LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey Bldg. • District 8215
Washington 4, D. C.

Frank H. Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
710 14th St. N.W. ME. 4477
Washington, D. C.

JOHN J. KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Earle Bldg. • NATIONAL 6513
Washington 4, D. C.
MAY
and BOND
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
★ ★ ★
1422 F St, N.W., Wash. 4, D. C.
Kellogg Bldg. • Republic 3984

HAROLD B. ROTHROCK
Consulting Radio
Engineer
•
301 N. Greenbrier St.
Arlington, Va.
Chestnut 2267

WORTHINGTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. WASH.. D. C1319 F STREET N. W. DISTRICT 4127

HERBERT L.WILSON
AN0 ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
AM FM TELEVISION FACSIMILE
1018 Vermont Ave.,
N.W, 7161
Washington
NATIONAL
: 9, D.G.

ANDREW
CO.
Consulting Radio Engineers
363 E. 75th St CHICAGO 19
Triangle 4400

GOMER L. DAVIES
Consulting Radio Engineer
Warfleld 9089
P.O. Box Colleg
71
s Park, Md.

WELDON & CARR
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 CONNECTICUT AVENUE
PHONE— MICHIGAN 4151

Equipment Engineering Co.]
ENaiHCERMt a INSTALLATIONS Or
Radio Stations
1450 Main Street Columbia. S.C.

UNIVERSAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS, TEXAS

00UGUS 5380
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PAUL 60DLEY CO.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR. N.J.
MO 2-7859

SAMPSON APPOINTED
MANAGER
OF WSAf
ROBERT M. SAMPSON, for many
years identified with radio stations
in St.eralLouis,
1 becomes
genmanager Dec.
of WSAI,
Marshall
Field station in Cincinnati.
Announcement was made Nov.
15, by Howardfor Lane,
director of
broadcasting
Field Enterprises
Inc. Mr. Sampson previously
worked for KSD and KMOX St.
Louis and for 8 years was national
sales manager and sales promotion
manager
KWK.PointHe inwas1925graduated fromofWest
and
has but recently returned to KWK
after army service with tank destroyers and general staff with thet
rank of major.
Campbell Named KMOX
Manager ; Sutton Joins
WENDELL B. CAMPBELL, assistant general manager and commercial manager of KMOX St.
Louis, has been named general
manager, succeeding Frank B.
Falknor who goes to Chicago as
assistant to H. Leslie Atlass,
CBS vice-president.
Succeeding
to Mr. Campbell's
sition
as commercial
manager pois
Dave Sutton, formerly eastern sales
representative for WBBM Ch
cago,
Marinerecently
Corps discharged
as captain. from the

New RCA Models
RCA-VICTOR had its first showfa* Radio
U/. Engineers
Kay
ing of postwar radios last WedConsulting
nesday when Bruno-New York Inc
991 Bridgeport
Broad St.,3,Suite
New York distributors, displayed
Conn.9-11
them at a meeting of franchise
Telephone 5-2055 Lab. Phone 7-2465
dealers in the Belmont Plaza Hotel
With prices ranging from $19.95
to $200, new models include four
table type, one personal type, one
HOLEY & HILLEGAS
automatic combination table unit
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
and two automatic combination
1146 Briarcliff PL, N.E.
console radios. Dealers will receive
Atlanta, Ga.
ATwood 3328 samples of all models before Christmas, with promise of delivery to
customers before 'March 31.
DIXIE B. McKEY
Screen Guild
ROBERT C. SHAW
1
STAFF
MEMBERS agreeing to
CONSULTING
RADIO
ENGINEERS
Board
has
been Labor
asked toRelations'
certif;
join,
National
1108
16th StreetD. N.C. W. NAtional
Suite 6982
40S
Screen Publicists Guild, Local 489y
Washington,
of AFL as bargaining agency for!
Hollywood
of American
Broadcastingpublicists
Co. Network,
through Fl
attorney
Don
Tatum,
agreed
to
REAR & KENNEDY
recognize SPG if and when em
Consulting Radio Engineer!
ployes join the union. Petitioning
press agents are asking for bar
Albee Building REpublic 1951
gaining
representation.
Washington, D. C.
stood other
demands onIt istheunder
net
work will be made for higher wage
scale, seniority rights and more
equitable distribution of work. SPG
will next organize publicity deROBERT L. WEEKS
partments of NBC and Don Lee,
CONSULTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Mutual, with independent station:
429 Russ Bldg.
to follow. Several publicity writer:
of CBS-KNX Hollywood holfl
San Francisco, California
memberships in Screen Office Em
ployes Guild.
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I Israel Proposes AM
**In Clear Channels
i PROPOSAL that AM broadcasting be restricted to 107 cleared
channel stations, with all other
broadcasters assigned to FM channels in the very high frequency
band of 88-108 mc, was advanced
last week by Dorman D. Israel,
vice-president in charge of engineering and production for Emerson
Radio & Phonograph Corp.
Now, before there are any stations in operation in the new FM
■ band, is the .time to make the
j: broadcasting
change, he said,
and that
to setwillupgive"a
system
the most listeners the best service
at the least cost."
,T In making his proposal, Mr.
Israel stated that only about 20%
. of our population gets really good
J radio service. The other 80%, he
, said,
on low-power
sharechanneldepend
stations,
whose signals
cannot override static and whose
service areas are drastically reduced at night by skywave interI ference. Broadcasting in the VHF
, band is a local service without
fI minor
skywaveamount
reflections
and with a
of interference.

STRICTLY SEAGOING is this crew from American Broadcasting Co.,
guests of William von Zehle, head of his own advertising agency in New
York,
aboard
his schooner
"Tondeleyo"
(seated,Bud1 to Barry,
r) : Jack
Humboldt
J. Greig,
Ted Herbert,
Pete Jaeger,
EarlHamman,
Mullin;
(standing, 1 to r) : Dickens Wright, Charles Palmer, John Donohue, Ivor
Kenway, Bob Kintner, Mr. von Zehle, John Norton, Howard St. John,
Slocum Chapin, Pete Schloss, Bob Saudek, Murray Grabhorn.

Mason Bill Would Exempt Cooperative
News Gatherers From Anti-Trust Act
A BILL to exempt mutual news- Court's findings. The measure
gathering cooperatives, such as (HR-4665) was referred to the
'Key to Solution'
Press, from provisions Judiciary Committee.
"Here, then," Mr. Israel ex- Associated
of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act
Text of the Mason Bill, intended
,. ofplained,
"is
the
key
to
the
solution
introduced last week in the as an amendment to the Sherman
the problem of crowded channels was
House
by
Rep.
Noah
M.
Mason
follows: "Sec. 9. For purposes
j in the standard broadcast band. (R-Ill.). His action followed the Act,
this Act, the ordinary and usual
Fromidealthestandard
public's broadcast
point of band
view Supreme Court decision that pres- ofoperations
and activities of muthe
news-gathering cooperatives
ent membership admission by-laws shall tual
condition would be 107 stations
not be considered to be in
covering the kc width of the entire of theman Act.AP conflict with the Sher- restraint
of, or to monopolize, any
band from 540 to 1600 kc each on
'"It must be clear to Congress part of trade or commerce."
its individual cleared channel,
that a law intended to protect
j channel
"We should
onlybroadcast
cleared now
the people against monopoly has a
stationshave
in the
result
intended when it is Hearing on FTC Charges
\ band and must, furthermore, de- applied never
to a mutual news-gather- In Radio Case Is Slated
mand that, to justify a clear chaning cooperative, such as the Asso- HEARING on Federal Trade Comj nel, each station must operate, not
Congressman
; on high power but on super power. Mason. ciated
charges that Nathaniel
He Press,"
said hesaidwould
press for Goldberg, mission
This may be of the order of tens of
trading as Northeastern
passage,
in
view
of
the
Supreme
thousands of kilowatts. The locaRadio westCo.,
York,Co.,andNewas York,
MidRadio New
Service
1 would
tion ofbe each
basedsuper-power
on the publicstation
need HAW VOTES $400,000 engaged
in
unfair
and
deceptive
dictates
by populational
distribuwas slated to get under
tion. Receivers
could be made
even FOR 6 FM STATIONS practicesCincinnati
last Friday.
more compact and so inexpensive EXPENDITURE of $400,000 to wayFTCin accuses
respondent
of makto the public that each room in establish FM stations in six U. S.
ing
false
and
misleading
every home could be furnished
authorized by the ex- that he operated a laboratoryclaims
with one. The much heralded vest cities was
ecutive board of CIO United Auto- radio research, that he operatedfora
pocket radio would be carried by
mobile Workers last week. Ap- factory and manufactured radios
propriation isto cover construction whereas he only assembled the
!f; a hundred million of us. The
broadcaster as well as the public costs and operating deficits for first parts,
he was radio
a radio
engiyear,
but
spokesmen
said the staneer that
and employed
engineers,
['■■ would benefit immeasurably."
tions would be made self-sustaining and that his prices were "factory
nonprofit basis
"acceptance
you" prices.
FTC by
claimsMidhe West
was
FCC Notice on KHQ Sale ofon aadvertising
on a byhighly
ethical toformerly
employed
Is Expected This Week
Radio
Corp.,
Cincinnati,
and
that
for the stations when he opened his own business
FCC plans this week to publish a wereApplications
filed with FCC almost a year he
public notice on proposed sale of plane".
circularized
Westto Radio's
KHQ Spokane by Louis Wasmer to ago [Broadcasting, Dec. 4, 1944]. customers,
leadingMidthem
believe
Spokane Chronicle Co., in con- They would be located in Detroit, they were dealing with that firm.
Chicago, Cleveland, Los Angeles,
formity with the open-bid policy Flint,
Newark. Spokesmen
proposed in its Crosley-Avco de- said UAMand would
has
press vigorously STUARTon HARDING,
cision. Mr. Wasmer previously
added dutiesspaceof buyer,
radio time
started advertising the proposed for approval of the applications. taken
buyer for Foote, Cone & Belding, San
Russell
Insley,
account
exsale in Spokane newspapers R. J. Thomas, international presi- Francisco. ecutive;
Sperisen, production
dent, declared the stations would manager, and Albert
[Broadcasting, Nov. 5].
Robert
Beaumont,
assistant account executive, with honorable
Like its notices on proposed sales be used not only for union memArmed Forces, have rebers but for community programs, dischargeturned from
of WHDH Boston and WFIL Philto agency's
staff. relations,
Eric Cullenadelphia [Broadcasting, Nov. 12], and would be operated jointly by ward,
director
of public
has
resumed
in
that
capacity,Processors
after eight
the
international
executive
board
months
with
California
and
FCC's
KHQ
notice
will
appear
in
and the locals in their cities.
the Federal Register.
Growers Assn.
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FCC PROPOSES SHIFT
IN TEXAS FREQUENCY
CONCLUDING that use of 1300
kc fulltime at Austin, Tex., by
Austin Broadcasting Co., a new
applicant, would better serve a
substantial population than use of
that facility daytime only by Raoul
Cortex at San Antonio, the FCC
last week ordered that a hearing
be held Dec. 17 to show cause why
construction permit issued Raoul
Cortez should not be modified to
specify 1350 kc in lieu 1300 kc.
The Austin
application hearing
is designated for consolidated
with the Cortez case.
The Cortez permit was granted
Oct. 24 for 1,000 w daytime on
1300 kc. The Austin application,
reported filed at FCC on Nov. 5
in behalf of a group of servicemen,
requests same power and frequency but with unlimited hours
operation using directional array
at night. Both 1300 kc and 1350
kc are regional channels. Nearest
1300 kc outlet to Austin is WJDX
Jackson, Miss., 5,000 w day, 1,000
w night. Nearest 1350 kc outlet to
San Antonio is WSMB New Orleans 5,000 w fulltime. Report
states no proposed operations
would not result in objectional
interference to any existing station.
There is now a local and a reoutlet inareAustin.
In Sanw
Antonio gionalthere
two 50,000
outlets, a regional, and two locals.
Mr. Cortez is owner and managingmercialdirector
MexicanSpanish
ComHour andof Cortez
Programs.
HOUGHTON IS MUZAK
CHAIRMAN OF BOARD
HARRY E. HOUGHTON, who
last June was appointed chief administrative of icer of AssociatedMuzak Interests, has been elected
chairman of theciated-Muzak
Board
of AssoCorp.; succeeding
former FCC Chairman James Lawrence nFlyin order
who announced
his entire
resigto devote his
time tonatiolaw.
Mr. ideHoughton,
vice-presnt of Brown Co.,former
pulp and
paper
producer, was elected a director of
the parent company and chairman
of the three subsidiaries — Muzak
Corp., Associated Music Publishers,
Servicein— June,
when
heAssociated
joined theProgram
organization
at which time Mr. Fly announced
his eventual intention of turning
the overall chairmanship over to
him [Broadcasting, June 18].
Companyof C.has H.alsoPfenniger,
announced sales
the
election
manager
York
operation, ofand Muzak's
of Ethyl New
MacLean,
business manager of Muzak in New
York, as vice-presidents of Muzak
Corp., and of Carl F. Bauer, in
charge of the publishing department of Associated Music Publishof Hugo head
Winter,of assistant
to theers, andoperating
AMP, as
AMP vice-president.
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People
At

Deadline

CIO TO TRY PEACEFUL
ELECTRONICS SETTLEMENT
UNITED ELECTRICAL, Radio & Machine
Workers of America (CIO) will exhaust all
efforts to effect peaceful settlement of demands for $2-a-day increases for 280,000
members employed by General Electric, Westinghouse, General Motors (electrical division),
and RCA, before resorting to strike action,
James J. Matles, UE-CIO director of organization, said Friday in New York at a conference of 150 union delegates from 76 cities.
Unionposal ofhas
Motors' pro10% rejected
increaseGeneral
for employes,
Mr.
Matles said, stating that negotiations would
continue there and with the other companies.
UE has petitioned NLRB for a strike vote
among 130,000 employes of GE and 100,000
in Westinghouse [Broadcasting, Nov. 12]
and plans similar action in RCA.
Meeting adopted a resolution calling for
immediate Congressional investigation to find
out why radios and other household electrical
equipment are not now on sale, following a
charge by Mr. Matles that electrical industry
had held up production and distribution because it"hopes toin take
favorable
tax conditions
1946advantage
and also ofhopes
that
price ceilings will be removed in 1946 and
thus permit even greater profits to be realized
at the public's expense."
NAM RECORDINGS READIED
WILLIAM S. RAINEY, NAM radio director,
returned to New York Friday after a 32-day
plane trip around the country with commentators, radio technicians, and portable recording equipment, with which on-the-spot recordings were made in over 50 manufacturing
plants from coast to coast, covering all phases
of industrial reconversion. As soon as material is correlated, recordings will be offered
without cost to stations in 15-minute transcriptions entitled, It's Your Business.
NEW PACKAGE FIRM
NEW radio package firm, Featured Radio
Programs, being organized as subsidiary to
Air Features, New York, by Frank arid Ann
Hummert and Ed Fitzgerald, to supply stations with open-end transcribed prograrris.
Closed Circuit
(Continued from page 4)
Chief Broadcast Assistant Leonard Marks;
Chief cast
Engineer
George John
P. Adair
and BroadAssistant Chief
A. Willoughby;
Chief Accountant William J. Norfleet, and repentative ofsecretary's
officebusiness.
or other divisions which resmay
have special
FIRST government data on radio attitudes of
rural listeners will probably be released this
week by FCC as preliminary findings of survey being conducted for it by Dept. of Agriculture. Based on interviews with non-farm listeners in communities of less than 2,500 population, survey is designed to shed light on radio
service available to rural areas — vital information required by the Commission for forthcoming clear channel hearings. Incidentally,
study
was
by Rensis
Division of made
Program
Surveys,Lickert's
Bureau group
of Agri-in
cultural Economics, which also was responsible
for report on effects of strategic bombing in
Europe.
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LIST OF DELEGATES TO
BERMUDA SUBMITTED
COINCIDENT with a Friday conference of
FCC Chairman Paul A. Porter with President
Truman on British-American Telecommunications Conference opening Wednesday in Bermuda, itwas learned State Dept. had submitted
list of delegates to White House for formal
approval.
Heading U. S. delegation as chairman will be
Assistant Secretary of State Donald Russell,
with Mr. Porter as vice-chairman. Deputy to
chairman will be George Pierce Baker, director,
Office of Transportation and Communications
Policy, State Dept. Mr. Russell probably will
return to Washington shortly after the Conference opens, leaving Mr. Porter as acting
chairman.
Mr. Russell is a minority owner of WSPA
Spartanburg, S. C, of which Walter Brown,
special assistant to Secretary of State Byrnes,
isHe part-owner
and general
on leave.to
and Chairman
Porter manager
are understood
share similar views with reference to broadcasting and telecommunications.
Preparations
will be madeTelecommunications
at Bermuda meeting for next International
Conference, likely to be held in 1946. It is more
than likely, too, that International Conference
will be conducted in Washington, or nearby.
Upon leaving White House, Chairman Porter
said he discussed with President U. S. objectives, which include encouragement of direct
circuits between U. S. and British areas, reduced commercial and press rates and extension to American press of privileges of establishing own facilities at British points. PresidentwillTruman
expresed
"earnest
hope" objectives
be fully
realized,
he added.
Delegates awaiting formal White House approval as Broadcasting went to press are:
STATE DEPT.: comFrancis
chief, chief.
Teleunications Division; Colt
RobertdeWolf,
R. Burton,
Radio
Utilization,
International
Information
Section.
WAR
DEPT.:
Maj.
Gen.
Frank
E.
Stoner,
chief.
Army
Service,
Signal Corps;Officer,
Maj.
Gen.
H.Communications
McClelland,
Communications
Hqtrs.,
AAF;M. Col.
A. G. Simson,
SC; Maj. Nathaniel
White,
SC.
NAVY DEPT.:
Rear Adm. Joseph
Redman,HorndirecCommunications;
Capt. ofR.Charles
and
Comdr.tor, Naval
Henry
Williams Jr., Office
the Chief,
Naval
Communications.
FCC:dict P. Cottone,
William J.assistant
Norfleet,general
chief accountant;
Benecounsel
and chief,
Common sistantCarrier
Division;
MarionInternational
H. Wooward,
aschief
engineer
and
chief,
sion;
Comdr.
Paul D. Miles, chief, Frequency DiviAllocation
Section.
PRESS
OFFICER:J. McDermott,
Lincoln White,
executive assis-to
tant to Michael
special
theSECRETARIES:
Secretary
of State
in G.charge
of divisional
publicassistant
relations.
Helen
Kelly,
assistant, assistant,
Telecommunications
Division;Conferences
Robert E. Read,
divisional
International
sion;
Norman L. Cansler, Dividivisionalassistant
assistant,secretary,
Telecommunications.
RADIO ON CLIPPER
RADIO made its debut as entertainment
for trans-oceanic air travelers Friday
night on Pan American Clipper between
New York and London. It was included
at suggestion of Joseph Seiferth, audience promotion manager of WJZ New
York. Tests using WJZ signal in hookup
with plane's
track amplification systemmovie
were sound
so successful
airline
officials decided on fullscale trans-Atlantic test Friday. Pan American indicated
WJZ would be used exclusively for initial flight test.

J. LEONARD REINSCH, managing director
of the Cox radio stations and radio adviser to
the President, entered an Atlanta hospital last
week for a minor operation. He will be away
from his post two to four weeks.
MAJ. BOB FRENCH, former production manager of WHKC Columbus, O., is new audience
relations director of WAKR Akron, after more j
than three years in Army, assigned to Fifth
Service Command Public Relations Office.
B. WALTER HUFFINGTON, former OWI
regional radio director in Richmond, Va., approgram director
of WTMA
ton, S. C,pointedsucceeding
A. Franz
Witte CharlesJr., who
becomes merchandise and promotion manager.
LT. COMDR. GEORGE I. BUSHFIELD, re- <
leased from Navy after three years' service,
rejoins BBDO New York as a vice-president.
J. C. CUMMINGS AND JOHN N. JACKSON,
account executives of John A. Cairns & Co.,
New York, now partners in agency.
FRANK BROWNE resigns as director of publicity and promotion for Associated.
HENRIrector ofBUSIGNIES,
laboratories of former
Federal assistant
Telephone di-&
Radio Corp., appointed director. He is a leader
in development of radio aids to aerial and
marine navigation.
PAUL M. HOLLISTER, CBS vice-president
in charge of advertising and sales promotion,
speaks today (Nov. 19) before advertising and
selling course of Advertising Club of New York
on "The Place of Radio in Advertising". \
S. C. STAMPLEMAN, chairman of board, Gillette Safety Razor Co., has notified board he
will end association as officer and/director next
April.
GARTH MONTGOMERY, previously with
BBDO as script and commercial writer, joins
radio department of Geyer, Cornell & Newell,
New York, in similar capacity. Hughes Wilson,
out ofjoinsArmy
2d lieutenant and PRO, reagency asas copywriter.
MICHAEL SKLAR, on writing staff of
WMCA New York, and RICHARD MANOFF,
special assistant to New York regional director of War Manpower Commission, are new
writing team whose first collaboration, "Boomerang", will20beonbroadcast
drama Nov.
CBS. as Inner Sanctum
J. NELSON STUART, formerly general man- \
ager of viJohnson
Johnson
(Gasmanager
Mask Di-of
sion), has been &named
general
Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago agency. He
previously held advertising posts with CBS,
Nash-Kelvinator
& Western Coal Co.and Delaware, Lackawanna
HERBERT M. CLARK, for year and a half
with American (Blue) in European Theater,
has been named chief South American Correspondent for Time Inc., with a roving assignment. Now in the U. S., Mr. Clark will leave
for South America about the first of the
year. He formerly stringed for CBS in South
America and before joining American was
with
NY Herald-Tribune in South America
and inthe Europe.
SGT. MILLARD LAMPELL, radio and film
writer,
assignedWarby Army
Forces to the
Radio Section,
FinanceAirDivision.
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ADVERTISING

MUST

PACE PROGRESS

This campaign
launched

world's largest

"ALMA

Tile Cbupoo
Below Ha3
Higher Wages
'o Morpe Than
Poorly

MATER"

Starting in 1891, International Correspondence Schools offered, through advertising,
a new educational opportunity to all those
whom circumstance prevented from enjoying
the benefits of the world's finest educational
system. This supplementary vocational training enabled hundreds of thousands to leant
while they worked, to improve their earning
capacity, and thus to raise their living standards. With increased knowledge and income
has come increased wants, and a direct influence on the progress of all those industries making better things for better living.
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Advertising

DISTRIBUTION
Help

Must

DECADE

Re-educate

America!

prosperity demands a reTODAY, America's
education of our people on a scale never
before endeavored. Much of the responsibility for
the success of this undertaking will rest on the
shoulders of advertising.

money a-plenty!) the key to our entire economic
future will be Distribution. We'll need a faster flow
of goods to consumers — a more economical method
of distributing the fruits of industry — a sounder
education for buying!

For the decade we are entering is the Distribution Decade. To maintain a "safe" level of employment, we as a Nation will have to consume 40% more
industrial production than in any previous year. And
since production itself will present no problems
(there will be manpower, machinery, materials and

In alert agencies all over America, advertising men
are perfecting plans for the Distribution Decade.
Nor are we idle. Here at The Nation's Station we are
gathering much factual material that will help your
clients speed distribution throughout the great
4-State Market that is WLW-land!

IL

F)
ION OF THE CfiOStEV CORPORATION

THE

NATION'S

MOST

MERCHANDISE-ABLE

STATION

RCA Tube Plant, Lancaster, Penna.
RCA manufactures power tubes,
as well this
as cathode-ray
modern plant.tubes, in

■It: : :

» ** I

TUBES

Now RCA Offers a Complete Line
of Dry Batteries, Too
THE FOUNTAINHEAD OF MODERN
TUBE DEVELOPMENT IS RCA

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

picture of a label never

printed

IN THE HOMES of hundreds of thousands of listeners the letters WOR are the
initials of an old and trusted friend.
Since its founding in 1922, WOR's unique personalities and intimate
methods of programming have increasingly cultivated this confidence and
warm friendship among the people who dial it into their homes.
This faith of thousands in the things that WOR says, is no less an asset to
WOR's hundreds of sponsors than it is to the station itself. It is as tangible and
valuable a mark of added approval as if each advertiser's message and product
.were to bear the label shown above.
It is such belief in WOR that helps sponsors not only to make sales, but to
build added public goodwill for their companies and themselves.

MUTUAL

©CI 3

9 27 7

IVIaRKET NEWS means money to VC LS listeners. From central Illinois,
a listener writes, "We had a lot of hogs ready for market. We heard your
broadcast early yesterday morning, took our hogs in right away and got
the season."
priceis ojservice
topThis
that counts ... all over Midwest America.
WLS broadcasts 56 different market reports each week in 44 regularly
scheduled farm programs. From the market center of the nation, home of
the world's largest stockyards, WLS presents such experts as Bill Morrissey, Dave Swanson and F. C. Bisson in reliable, on-tbe-spot market reports.
Most farm families in the WLS four-state area— 69% to he exact— get
their market news from WLS, according to a government survey.
This practical help to the farm family is only one of many services
through which we fulfill our obligation to the farms and small towns of
the Middlewest. Our deepest concern is to maintain this program of
constructive service for farm people, that we shall continue to merit their
confidence— a confidence that extends also to advertised products associated with our name.
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Cka/nmt

Station

CHICAGO

7

BURRIDGE D. BUTLER, Pretidenl; GLENN SNYDER, Manager. 50,000 wotts, 890 KC, Americon Affiliote. Represented by JOHN BLAIR A COMPANY
Affiliated in Management with KOY, Phoenix, and the ARIZONA NETWORK - KOY, Phoenix, * KTUC, Tucson * KSUN, B;,^Low^Vg/«
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TELECASTING of Radio

mall
lUia
iAec
QlSp
SUBSCRIPTION
RATES
52 WEEKLY ISSUES
*
10 Gift Subscriptions $35.00
S Gift Subscriptions 20.00
2 Gift Subscriptions 9.00
1 Gift Subscription . 5.00
1946 YEARBOOK Number Included
^^^^^^^^^

YOU

HAVE

INS, you don't have to

stand pat on the news cards first dealt you . . .You can draw more cards . . .You
can improve your hand . . . All the news is yours. Radio stations get exactly the
same reports as newspapers — not just a skeletonized selection made by some
editor in a distant city without knowledge of, or regard for, your local needs.
With INS you can keep on drawing until your newscast becomes a royal flush.

INTERNATIONAL
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting
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BROADCAST

ClosedlCir^Hl
THERE'LL
be cloudburst
stations in smaller
markets ofsoon.newFCCstandard
wants
to populate towns not now having local service
with AM stations and several dozen will be
authorized in both local and regional categories
shortly out of a total of some 60 pending —
maybe this week.
CURTIS PUBLISHING is reported planning
to devote liberal space to radio in its new publication Holiday. Robert Cadigan will handle
this department.
IF LEONARD MARKS, crack FCC broadcast
attorney and chief assistant to General Counsel
Rosel Hyde,
soon,Heit has
won'treceived
surprisenumhis
friends
and resigns
associates.
ber of offers to go into private practice, but is
also being urged to run for Congress from his
home town
choose political—course,Pittsburgh.
he would Should
run onhe Democratic
ticket
and
his
friends
predict
he'll
make it
hands down.
DEAL whereby Associated Broadcasting Co.
would relinquish
the "ABC
Network"Co.identification to American
Broadcasting
was
reportedly all set on Monday, all off on
Wednesday and back in the undecided stage
on Friday.
M. H. AYLESWORTH, network radio's first
outstanding citizen, may vault into radio limelight soon. Now a New York practitioner with
number of important clients on consulting
basis, he may figure prominently in new radio
syndication venture.
THERE'S
to final
disposition
of international clue
broadcasting
in some
of recent
public
statements by William Benton, Assistant Secretary of State in charge of Public Affairs and
former partner, Benton & Bowles. He believes
Government dissemination
must put up ofmoney
— but thinks
worldwide
information
via
radio should enjoy participation by private
operators, since such policy reflects American
system of broadcasting. Mr. Benton has asked
Congress for funds to experiment in field over
next months before final decision.
MUCH DISCUSSED Magnetophon will soon
be on display at Department of Commerce,
Washington. Publication Board soon will release photos, diagrams and translation of German technical article on recording system.
Board releases reports as aid to U. S. science
and industry but reminds that products and
processes may also be the subject of U. S.
patents.
IT'S STILL up in the air as to when engineers
representing North American nations will meet
In Washington to discuss revisions of Havana
Treaty (NARBA) on sharing of standard
broadcast channels as proposed by Cuba at Rio
de Janeiro conference last September. Meeting
apparently was tentatively slated for Jan. 15,
but conflicted with Jan. 14 date for convening
(Continued on page 94)
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at deadline^ 1

Up'*™"?
Nov. 26-30: NAB Sales Managers Executive
Committee, Roosevelt Hotel, N. Y.
Dec. 2-3: Natl. Assn. Radio Farm Directors,
Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
Dec. 13-14: NAB Finance Committee, Washington.
Dec. 28: FM Executive Committee, Palmer
House, Chicago.
Bulletins
CONTRACTS covering announcers at KSAN
San Francisco and WPTF Raleigh, N. C,
signed with AFRA; agreements with KYW
Philadelphia, WDAF Kansas City and WBT
Charlotte, renewed. Contract with CBS on
shortwave announcer-producers also concluded.
AFRA-KWK St. Louis dispute regarding definition and applicable fees for master of ceremonies on a two-hour record program recommended for further attempt at arbitration.
FREE INTERNATIONAL communications at
rates that would stimulate broadest possible
interchange of news was proposed Friday by
FCC Chairman Paul A. Porter at Anglo-American Telecommunications Conference in Hamilton, Bermuda. "In this modern world," said
Mr. Porter, vice-chairman of the U. S. delegation and of Conference, "there must be no
monopoly on the market-place of the mind."
He urged elimination of all "artificial and hisfacilities. torical" restraints on world communications
PRESIDENT Harry S. Truman and Gen.
George C. Marshall will be heard on all networks at 12:30 p.m. Monday when Gen. Marshall delivers his farewell address to the Army.
Ceremony will take place in the Pentagon
court, Washington. President Truman will introduce the general and give him a special
citation.

Briefly•
ss PARTICIPATIONS
Busine
COLGATE,
LEWIS
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co.
Dentalon
Cream) starts four-weekly (Colgate's
participations
Jack Arthur program, WEAF New York, Nov.
26 for 10 months. Agency, Ted Bates Inc., New
York. Another new participant on Jack Arthur
is Lewis Cigar Mfg. Co., Newark (Siedenberg
cigars), whose thrice- weekly spots are for 52
weeks. Agency, Lewis Adv. Agency, Newark.
A. M. R. CAMPAIGN • A. M. R. Chemical
Co., New York, (A. M. R. Lighter Fuel), starts
spot announcement campaign through Ellis
Adv. Co., New York, Dec. 1 for 13 weeks on
following
WNEW. New York Stations: WHN, WQXR,
BORDEN PLUGS SHIFT • Series of 20, 30,
and 40-second
spots recorded
as gag ofannouncements in connection
with switch
Borden
Co. program County Fair from American to
CBS, Dec. 8. Spots are in addition to 4y2minute recording of excerpts from program.
Agency, Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York.
ASSOCIATED LOAN
LOAN ofciated$150,000
$200,000
to AssoBroadcastingto Co.,
newest
wire
network, with option to purchase control was negotiated late Friday by
Leonard Versluis, Associated president,
with Floyd Odium, industrialist and
president vestment
of house.
Atlas Corp., New York inThe loan, It was learned by Broadcasting, isfor about five months, during which time Mr. Odium and his associates will determine whether they want
to acquire control, presumably for the
amount of the loan. Mr. Versluis and certain of his associates, it was understood,
would retain a minority — probably less
than 25%— if Mr. Odium exercises his
option. Associated began operation last
September as a wire network and has
sought financial backing for some time.
Mr.
Odiumseveral
was years
a bidder
network
ago. for the Blue

45 FM Stations Granted Conditionally
will be deferred until clear-channels hearings,
ADDITIONAL grants for 45 new FM station
were announced late Friday by FCC. Addi- set to begin Jan. 14, have been held. Remaining
tional 1 applications for FM stations in Bos- 415 AM requests will be processed "with as
ton were set for hearing. Commission action much dispatch as public interest will permit,"
Commission said, with expectation that "conbrought total number of FM grants to 174, hearing.
siderable number" can be granted without
representing estimated expenditure of $8,609,216.
Still
to
be
acted
on
are
522
FM
applicaCommission stated that because of excess of
tions.
Commission revealed it has pending total of applicationsropolitanover channels assigned in 12 metareas, 80 applicatio
television
1,523 applications — 674 for new AM stations
stations will be designated nsfor forconsolidate
d
and changes in facilities, 707 for FM stations, hearings
when
final
rules
and standards, soon
and 142 for television. Of total of 463 applications for new AM outlets, 240 have been set to be issued, are promulgated. Remaining 62
for consolidated hearings staggered over next TV applications will be processed with "due
four months.
Applications for FM stations in Boston desAction on group of about 50 AM applica- diligence."
ignated for hearing are CBS; Yankee Network
tions from communities without stations will
Broadcastinong pageCorp.
be taken in next two weeks. Another 19 appli- Inc.; Unity(Continued
94) of Mass.;
cations involving breakdown of clear channels
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another

...but

an awful lot happened

in between!

It all began with a letter from Superintendent H. P. Harding of Charlotte's City
Schools. The change to Eastern Standard Time led the school commissioners to
start Charlotte's schoolday a half -hour earlier. So he wrote: "I believe it would
be to the advantage of the school children who ivill be listening at home if your
American School of the Air program were moved up to 4:30 P.M.... (to) conform
with the change in the school program." That was October 1.
WBT looked at its schedule, then at The Briarhoppers' rating in that half -hour
spot ... a runaway 70% share of audience*, Monday through Saturday. Frankly,
it presented a tough problem.
But WBT had made a promise. When the Southeastern Broadcasting Company bought WBT in September, its pledge to Southern citizens was in the true
WBT tradition: "WBT is and will remain — your station— dedicated to your home,
your community, your family, your school and your church."
It could only be one way. We moved The Briarhoppers (with the approval of
their equally civic-minded sponsor) to 3:30-4:00 P.M. —had American School
of the Air transcribed from the CBS network lines each day and are rebroadcasting it from 4:30 to 5 P.M. the next afternoon.
It wasn't long before WBT received another letter. This time it came from
Mayor H. H. Baxter of Charlotte, dated October 5. It said: "... splendid cooperation. . . Let me congratulate you on a superior public service record of a long
period of years and for bringing such fine programs as School of the Air to Charlotte and surrounding cities."
Mayor Baxter's letter is representative of how people in the Carolinas regard
WBT's services. They show their thanks with solid loyalty— even changing their
listening habits when, for important reasons of public service, it becomes necessary to switch one of their favorite entertainment programs to a new time period.
They know and appreciate that, at WBT, public service comes first.
★ CBS Listener Diary (Spring, 1945)
Zke South 's Pioneer Station
CHARLOTTE • 50,000 WATTS
SOUTHEASTERN BROADCASTING COMPANY
Represented by Radio Sales, the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS

My

We Know tke
Wars Over
. . . But our sleeves are
still rolled up. Even without war production, the
Tampa trade area keeps
on in high gear.
For Example . . .
Early vegetables and
citrus are bringing top
prices.
Winter visitors are already beginning to swell
the area's
regular population, of787,112.
And in Tampa . . .
Bank clearings for October were $13,591,889.83,
as
compared
to $13,224,109.85
in the war
month
of October, 1944. Octoreal estate
transfers
were ber's
valued
at $3,308,000
as against a valuation of
only $2-739,900 last year.
Yes, money is made —
and spent
Tampa
trade
area.— inForthe efficient
coverage of the heart of
Florida'sritory,richest
use WFLA.trade ter5000 WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT
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Impression of Europe
By COL. HARRY C. WILDER
President, WSYR Syracuse
(Eleventh of a series by members of the U. S. Mission to ETO)
ocant respect
ny at, the
import
cupation of Germa
INendONEof World
War II is far
tion
ahead of the occupa
setup
I knew as the military governor of
a Rhineland District at the end of
the First World War.
In 1918, we occupied Germany
with virtually no carefully trained
military government administrators. In 1918-1919 the military governor was the unit commander assigned to the area. He was judge,
administrator and everything else
and all these tasks were piled on
his shoulders in addition to his
normal command duties.
But in 1945, we are occupying in
a more intelligent way, and with a
highly trained cadre of officers,
prepared and capable of doing the
administrative work of the occupation efficiently. The unit commander no longer has to take over
(Continued on page U2)
COL. WILDER
Sellers

Sells
fur

15

coots

first night

of Sales
Connorsville, Ind. He married
manag,er red-of Claire Henderson. In 1923, when
Nheaded sales BOGGS
TO WGNNORMAChicago
, one thing he was an undergraduate of the
will always be true of radio. U. of Illinois, he helped pay his
Radio is still in its infancy and way through school by pounding
doubtless always will be because of piano for a college dance band.
Baskin Furs of Washington,
When the chance came to play in
its unsuspected developments.
a band aboard a boat bound for the D. C, was the advertiser . . .
"Who
can
say
that
FM
or
technicolor television will be the Orient, he jumped at and on it. WWDC was the radio station.
last word in radio communica- The trip was exciting and not
It's an unusual story too.
tions?" he says. radio in 1932 as without adventure, but it cured
He entered
You
Baskin had bought
himWhen
of hishe wanderer's
itch.
got back, any job spots insee, almost
salesman for WAAF Chicago,
time
looked good and bracket. Then oneevery
and has been with
day they
Norman became a
WGN since 1937. Beto try the WWDC
space - salesman for decided
fore taking over in
February as sales
tradedio journals.
Ra- all-night show.
was wide open
manager, he held a
We didn't think it was a
and his next job
similar position with
was with WAAF.
good
spot for fur coats. But
the
station's
New
He
recalls
with
some
they did.
York office. He has
amusement
his
first
a lot of questions
So did the listeners. Baskin
attempt to make a
written on his memo
got
orders
for 15 fur coats
sale.it Aclothier
Chicago
credpad which he and a
the
first
night.
put him
great
many
other
off
for
six
months
radio executives
We knew we sold goods on
but finally agreed
would like to have
our all-night show . . . but
answered. Among
to
buy
a
quarterthat
floored us.
hour which sold for
them, what will FM
$35. Within six
do to commercial
It's just another proof that
months he had in- WWDC
billing? time
How will
it
delivers . . . around
affect
rates?
NOl IAN
creased
his$600
radioa the clock.
budget
to
Will there be a
and his business boomed until
marked change in types of prod- week
he had to move to larger quarters.
ucts sponsored?
After
five years with WAAF, the
WGN has already taken steps to
three as commercial manager,
take full advantage of FM devel- last
WWDC
he
joined
the sales staff of WGN.
opment when it comes, by filing
years later he was appointed
applications for FM stations in Three
sales
manager
of
the
New
York
Milwaukee, Fort Wayne, Grand office, a post held until going to
the big sales result
Rapids and Peoria, in addition to Chicago last February. In the 13 station in Washington, D. C.
its Chicago FM station, WGNB. years Norman has been in radio he
Norman and his staff believe the has found one thing to remain an Represented nationally by
selling end of radio will need to inflexible rule for producing rekeep pace with the technical
sults— give the public what it WEED & COMPANY
advances.
He was born Sept. 21, 1903, at wants, even if it costs you money.
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. , . A balance that favors
public service more than any
olhercountry.
250- watt station in
the
\ . . Operating on a 24-hour
basis, WWSW schedules
more
time for serving peoples'
interests.
. . . WWSW is public
service conscious because only
by serving
the public
station
be useful
to itscan a
community.

ADVERTISIN

sw
Some WWSW Public
Service Programs —
Junior Town Meeting
Let's Explore Music
OPA Round Table
Major
RadioLeague
News Baseball
Reel

WWSW

rates public service ahead of
dollar volume!

WWSW,

BROADCASTING
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Composer's
Clinic
Football Games
Meet Your Neighbor
National
Achievement
Foreign Policy
Ass'n.
Club
Professional Hockey
Basketball, Golf
Something About a Soldier
Golden Hour
Deshon Hospital Diary
Masterworks in Music

Represented by For joe and Company
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WOR— New York
(Men's clothier)
"Superb . . . we'll carry it
for many years"
WKOK—
Sunbury, Pa.
(Lumber company)
"Well
produced,
well
received . . . Comments

WNBF-Binghamton, N.Y.
(Haberdasher)
'Client very happy with it"

very favorable"

KFYO— Lubbock, Texas
(Ice Cream company)
"Sponsors
pleased
with it as anwelladvertising

WHOP-Hopkinsville,
Ky.
(Laundry)
"Sponsor well pleased'

medium"

WMBH— Joplin, Mo.
(Moving company)
"Client satisfied
Comment favorable'

WTAL— Tallahassee, Fla.
(Department store)
"Sponsor very enthusiastic'

WCFL-Chicago
(Auto parts company)
"Advertiser likes it . . .
continuing his contract'

WCSH— Portland, Me.
(Furniture company)
"Sponsors well pleased
with the show"

WCSC—
(Dairy) Charleston, S. C.
"Sponsor entirely satisfied'

KTBC — Austin, Texas
(Bank)
"Sponsor has aired it from |
start and is pleased"

..Me
Banks, dairies, optometrists — lumber and auto part and moving companies—newspapers, creameries, department stores — sheet metal
contractors, haberdashers, furniture dealers — tire distributors, men's
clothiers and electrical appliance houses sponsor the United Press radio
feature, "One Man's Destiny".
And on the show these 15 kinds of sponsors make only one kind of comment. A song-title sums it up: "Good! Good! Good!" A few specific
quotations appear above.

KSLM — Salem, Ore.
(Appliance
company)
"Both
ourselves
and
audience well pleased
Timing is on the nose'

on

MA
.'i S
ONE
.PN'
Y
DESTINU

"One Man's Destiny" is a 15-minute transcribed dramatization of the
careers of the men who are making the biggest news of today and
tomorrow — the authentic, thrilling life stories of the living great. For
public
service nearest
presentation
it's a stationready.
standby. The
U. P. bureau
to you orhassponsorship,
complete information
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Adelaide hawley's sales success on
_Z~jL WEAF has been as simple as that.
( In her first year she was terrific ... in
her second even better . . . and now,
starting her third full year on WEAF,
she offers alert sponsors one of the
most potent sales voices in the world's
greatest market.
Adelaide Hawley is known to millions— as a lecturer on the seven lively
arts, as a speaker at important gatherings, as women's commentator tor
MGM's News of the Day. Adelaide

BROADCASTING
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Hawley has been going places for years
. . . and wherever she goes she always
finds something of interest to report.
Every Monday through Saturday at
9:30 A.M., Miss Hawley brings intimate
f-<
NBC's Key
■ I ■ ■
50,000
I Represented

word-pictures of trends and events to
the tremendous WEAF audience. Her
frequent air visits with the great, the
near-great, and the little known give
her program true timeliness and vitality.
Yes, sales results are simple when a
'
|
personality like Adelaide Hawley comStation • New York
bines forces with the voice ot WEAF.
And it will be simple tor you to garner
" . ■
a rich segment ot WEAF's 10-billiondollar market when Adelaide Hawley
sells
your product to her intensely
watts • 660 kc.
by NBC SPOT SALES
loyal audience.
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etcome
Captain

to

back

Ewart

M.

F&P,

Blain!

n

ON December 8,1941— while the fires were still burning at Pearl Harbor —
our own Ewie Blain marched into an Army recruiting office and enlisted
as a buck private. Assigned to the Artillery, Ewie Blain rose fast and traveled
far. He was with MacArthur all through New Guinea and the Philippine
Campaigns — ended up the War on Honshu, wearing a Captain's double bars
and commanding his own Battery. But now Ewie is on his Terminal Leave —
on December 1 will rejoin F&P, in the New York Office.
Before the War, aside from two years in general business and seven years in
a major radio station (WFBL), Ewie Blain was for three years a highly
successful Account Executive at F&P. His return is something for which we
have definitely "watched and prayed". Welcome home, Ewie, you old *#!!* —
we can't wait to see you in your civilian clothes!
FREE
&
PETERS,
inc.
Pioneer Radio Since
Station
May, 1932 Representatives

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW CINCINNATI
BUFFALO
WCKY
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
• WJEF-WKZO
WISH . . GRAND
INDIANAPOLIS
RAPIDSKALAMAZOO
KMBC
KANSAS
CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN
. . MINNEAPOLIS-ST.PEORIA
PAUL
WMBD
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
.
.
.
IOWA
.
.
.
WHO
DESDAVENPORT
MOINES
WOC
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCBM
BALTIMORE
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
.
.
.
SOUTHWEST
.
..
KOB
ALBUOUEROUE
KEEW
BROWNSVILLE
KRIS
CORPUSHOUSTON
CHRISTI
KXYZ OKLAHOMA
KOMA
CITY
KTUL
TULSA
.
.
.
PACIFIC
COAST
..
.
KOIN
PORTLAND
KIRO
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX. SEATTLE
Inc.

CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan NEW YORK: 444 Madison Ave. DETROIT: 643 Griswold St. SAN FRANCISCO: 1 1 1 Sutter HOLLYWOOD: (m, Hollywood ATLANTA: 32.2 Palmer Bldg.
Franklin 6373
Plaza 5-4130 Cadillac 1880 Sutter 4353 Hollywood 2151
Main 5667
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New
FCC
Allocation
of TV
Expands
Service
More Stations Are NEW ALLOCATION plan adopted by the FCC last week for television Commission's original proposal of
Sept. 20 [Broadcasting, Sept. 24,
is a feather in the cap of J. R. Poppele, WOR chief engineer, who as Oct.
8]. Detroit, Boston, Cleveland
Available; 28-Hour president of the Television Broadcasters Assn. was responsible for the and
Indianapolis are each allotted
proposal
which
resulted
in
the
assignments.
five
instead
of three; St. Louis and
Schedule Set
Although the Commission decided against the use of
Ore., are given five indirectional antennas, which TBA proposed as a method Portland,
By JACK LEVY
stead of four; Philadelphia, Chatof providing more stations in New York and other large
(TV Rules Report, page 83)
tanooga, Buffalo, Cincinnati, Cocities, it developed a plan which attains the objectives
MORE TELEVISION stations
lumbus, O., Milwaukee, Norfolksought by TBA. It achieved this result by combining Portsmouth-Newport
News, Pittsfor
the nation's
were
its earlier plan with the TBA plan, which gives addiburgh, Richmond, Sioux City, and
provided
by thelargest
FCC cities
last week
tional
stations
to
the
eastern
part
of
the
U.
S.
but
Washington, D. C. each are asunder a new allocation plan carryslightly reduces their coverage.
signed four instead of three.
ing out objectives of the Television
The FCC assignments for the first 140 market areas
Broadcasters Assn. proposal, but
Favored TBA Objectives
are
basically
those
suggested
by
the
TBA
at
the
oral
without
requiring use of directionPoppele argument on the television rules before the CommisThe Commission asserted that its
al antennas.
sion Oct. 11-12. Outside of the East, there is no differ- plan makes possible as many staDeciding troversipolicy
on
the
most
conence
between
the
TBA
proposal
and
the
FCC
assignments.
tions in New York and other cities
al ofthe rules to be adopted
The happy compromise was largely the handiwork of Hart Cowper- as was proposed in the TBA plan.
for sight-and-sound broadcasting, thwait,
a
35-year-old
member
of
the
FCC
Engineering
Dept.,
who
carried
on which oral arguments were
of the allocation studies. Mr. Cowperthwait joined the Com- "Generally speaking, what has been
heardsion : six weeks ago, the Commis- the brunt mission
about five years ago, starting with the Radio Intelligence done",
explained,"
"is into
provide the
for FCC
community
stations
1. Gave New York, Chicago and Division and transferring to Broadcast Division less than two years ago. the smaller communities where the
TBA plan had proposed high-power
*Los Angeles seven channels each,
tan channels and the remainder stations with directional antennas.
assigned 33 other cities additional ments in signing on and off the air.
community.
The
channels
made
addition,
channels, eliminated community
8. Deferred its decision on ques- available for the various cities, the have"In been
locatedtelevision
somewhatstations
closer
stations from 24 cities but provided
tion of requiring that television
in the eastern part of the
each with at least one metropolitan channels be shared by two or more Commission pointed out, will be re- together
United
States
than
was
done
in
licensees
but
offered
to
consider
v
i
s
e
d
in
accordance
with
the
defacility.
the original Commission proposal
mand for stations.
2. Set a minimum of 28 hours a applications for voluntary sharing
Under
new
allocation
schedule,
with the result that in many inweek and of two hours in any one arrangements.
stances stations may not be able
day for the operation of television
FCC allocation plan provides for New York gains three stations,
to their 500 uv/m constations, but said it would consider a total of 405 television stations, Chicago two and Los Angeles one to servetour.outHowever,
on an overall basis
over
the
number
designated
in
the
diiferent requirements for different 388 of which would use metropolithe average
service
types of stations. Commission's
tions in the easternareapartof allof stathe
original proposal for a 42-hour
United States will be greater under
week has been opposed by CBS,
the Commission^ proposal than
Bamberger Broadcasting Co., and
several other television operators 'Watch Receiver5 Is Proposed under the TBA proposal."
as too high.
For the remainder of the country, the Commission noted, the two
In Application Before FCC
Multiple Ownership
are thedeclared
same. that while it
3. Held generally to language of TIME, NEWS and weather every New York. Among those identified plans
The
the project are Albert R. favored FCC
its proposed rule on multiple own- 15 seconds for reception on a pre- with
the
objectives
of the TBA
tuned "radio watch" receiver is the Mathias, consulting engineer with
restrictingincontrol
it was antennas
opposed toto the
use it.
of
than oneershipstation
same ofareamoreby latest of the ingenious proposals the RFC; Col. W. J. Burke, sales plan
directional
achieve
licensed commercial radio to manager, Federal Telegraph &
a single licensee and limiting net- for
It
pointed
out
that
growth
of
civil
Radio
Corp.;
T.
Peter
Ansberry,
come
before
the
FCC.
Using
the
works or other groups from owning
more than five stations. Both NBC midget tube developed largely by attorney; Walter L. Roe, communi- aviation will accentuate the problem of finding suitable antenna
cations division, Raytheon; Curtis
and CBS had objected to this rule. Raytheon and which has proved
di4. Made network regulations for such a boon to the hearing aid Hillyer, consulting engineer, and sites and that
rectionalrequirements
intennas increasefor the
standard broadcasting applicable field, the new receiver would be George W. Carpenter, Jess-up &
to television.
Lamont,
brokers.
possibility
of
coming
into
conflict
the nucleus of a proposed continuous service for the public, but
Among the many endorsements with air navigation restrictions.
5. Adopted rule originally proposed to require television licensees employing the sponsored radio accompanying the application were
Objection also was registered to
to share use of their antenna sites technique.
ones from James A. Farley, former the directional system on the basis
where other sites are not available
Name of the sponsor, a headline, chairman of the Democratic Na- that it intensifies shadow and disthe time and the weather would be
to prospective licensees.
tional Committeee; D. C. Borden,
tortion problems, results in "highly
6. Required that announcement broadcast continuously. The lis- vice-president of the National City artificial service areas with a good
must be made of the use of mechantener simply would place the re- Bank; Admiral Luke McNamee, part of the station's signal strength
ceiver, about half the size of a USN, retired, president of Mackay
ical reproductions except where
limserviceoutareato sea"
of a andstation
fused for background or incidental package of cigarettes, to his ear, Radio & Telegraph; Morton Loewi, beingits thedirected
effect.
assistant to the president, Allen B. to that of a community station
press
a
button
and
the
15-second
7. Ruled that television stations report would ensue.
Laboratories; J. H. S. El- while increasing cost of construcmust identify themselves to their
Applicant for the new service DuMont
tion and operation to that of a met-,
lis, president, Arthur Kudner Inc.,
audiences at least once an hour by is Electronic Time Inc., of New and Harry E. Custer, manager, ropolitan station.
either aural or visual means and York, which seeks a development
The(Continued
Commission's
on pageaction
93) with
{Continued on page 93)
by both aural and visual announce- license to conduct initial tests in
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ANA

Votes

to Establish Radio Council
Statistical Service"
Will Be Extended
One of the responsibilities of
tiser's use of radio."
Separate Division Will radioly. research,
Plans Expansion
he stated, is to isoMoreican than
a quarter
Amer- Bureau
Advise Members On
To Aid in Reconversion
late the factors contributing to a
public think
that ofthethe United
varying cost per listener; another States will follow Britain into
Radio Matters
is to point the way toward elimi- socialism and nearly half think EXTENSION
ices to businessof isstatistical
proposedserv-by
By BRUCE ROBERTSON
nating the high mortality in new that the national government can
TO KEEP ITS MEMBERS abreast network programs, half of which do a better job of straightening the U. S. Census Bureau to aid
and postwar adjustof developments in radio, to study do not last through the year and out after the war than either busi- reconversion
as well as to strengthen the
government regulations, network less than a third of which survive
ness leaders or union leaders, ac- whole mentbureau
program, according
policies, union problems and the two years.
cording to a public opinion survey
like, and to advise members of the
made in October in 123 cities and to Director J. C. Capt.
Describing
the
Lazarsfeld-StanAssociation of National Advertistowns by the Psychological Corp.
Much of the bureau's work was
suspended during the war when
ers on their radio problems, the
for the ANA. This survey compris- major
changes
production
and
ANA at its 36th annual meeting,
ing
5,000
personal
interviews,
also
were inunder
way, along
held Nov. 18-20 at the Hotel Pennshowed that 39 per cent of the peo- distribution
with
vast
population
shifts
and
sylvania,
New
York,
voted
to
esple interviewed think the govern- changes in income distribution. Surtablish an ANA Radio Council as
ment should set top limits in peaceveys of manufacturing and business
time on wages and salaries and 51
a separate division within the
framework of the association.
per cent think that top retail prices covering 1946, first full peacetime
reflecthasthese
trends. in
should be set by the government in year,
Paul S. Ellison, director of adThe will
bureau
concentrated
vertising and sales promotion of
peace as well as in war.
Sylvania Electric Products Inc.,
the past
on
periodic
complete
More
Prosperous
sus taken every 2 to 10 years cenbut
was elected chairman of the board
Mr. Ellison
Mr. West
In spite of the abrupt end of the these are not often enough to meet
of ANA, succeeding Charles C.
business
needs
because
of
rapid
and of many war industries,
Carr, director of public relations
program analyzer, which has war
83 per cent reported that they market and population changes.
of the Aluminum Co. of America. ton
been extensively used by McCann- were
as prosperous or more so than New bureau program will provide
Ericksonaudience
to measure
minute-byThomas H. Young, director of ad- minute
comprehensive censuses and
reactions to what they were two years ago. Queried both
vertising, U. S. Rubber Co., and
current reports.
William N. Connolly, advertising they hear, Mr. Harper said that by about postwar buying plans, only coordinatedMarket
Study
said that they were gomanager of S. C. Johnson & Sons, studying such an analysis of his 8 pering tocent
cash
in
their
war
bonds
to
were elected vice-chairmen.
program the program producer buy things they wanted, with 45
Program will concentrate on
can learn not
what parts
lis- per cent planning on paying out of manufacturing; distribution — inBoard Members
liked oronlydisliked,
but the
cluding wholesale and retail and
current earnings and 32 out of cash service trades;
Board members elected are: Mr. reasons teners
for those reactions.
and population with
in the bank. Optimism on postwar particular
Carr; D. B. Stetler, Standard
to individuals
He cialsuggested
the commerwas indicated by major- as consumersreference
Brands; H. W. Hitchcock, Packard
writer shouldthatwork
in close prospects
and
of the
that the next couple of labor force. The ideamembers
Motor Car Co.; H. J. Henry, John- cooperation with the program pro- yearsity opinions
is to measure
will
see
as
many
or
more
son & Johnson; A. H. Boylan,
and
describe
markets
as
well
as
ducer, since the audience reaction
with wages
Drackett Co.; F. S. Ennis, America
the program item immediately jobs,
and taxes
lower. the same or higher the supply of goods being produced
Fire Insurance Group. Paul B. topreceding
commercial will have
in such markets, it is deWest was elected ANA president. a definite the
Report on the survey was given for sale clared,
effect on the acceptance
along with necessary comRadio council, which will operate of the commercial
Monday
morning
by
Mr.
Ellison,
message. In this who
plementary data needed for intelliannounced that the ANA has
under the guidance of the execu- connection, Mr. Harper pointed out
gent analysis of the size, location
tive committee of ANA, will serve that regular listeners to a program authorized a new specialized sur- and conditions
existing among proas an industry guide to problems
vey on advertising to attempt to
distributors and consumers
favorable than
at- determine
the actual sales value in each ducers,
heretofore handled individually by tend totitudehavetoward aitsmore
commercials
of
the
major
sectors of the
advertisers. It will be headed, the do infrequent listeners.
accruing to products of an adver- business economy.
tiser from a public service type of
ANA stated, by "a competent raMost
important
proposal
is to
Most search
important
radio re-is advertising campaign. This survey conduct a nationwide population
specialist",
who, according
techniques, ofhe alldeclared,
Mr. dio
Stetler,
chairman
of the ANAto the careful
may
also
check
on
the
intelligibility
every five years instead of
analysis of the selecsuch advertising, whether people census
radio committee, has not yet been
This will be suppletivity ofvarious types of programs. ofgenerally
chosen but will be the best man the
understand what the ad- every decade.
mented
by
annual
sample tabulaANA can secure.
(Continued
on
page
77)
Frequently,
he
concluded,
"it
is
tions to show year-to-year
trends.
Proposal for the ANA radio not radio that fails, but the adverIn
the
distribution
field the bucouncil was made by Mr. Stetler
reau
plans
a
complete
census
covTuesday morning during the radio
ering al wholesale, retail and servsession of the convention, where
ice
establishments
(including
contract construction) for 1946. Data
the tax idea was unanimously apwill show peacetime conditions and
to Mr. Stetler's
discussionproved. Inofaddition
radio affairs,
the sespermit integration
with manufacsion included a report by Hugh
turer's censuscensus
statistics.
At pres-by
ent a business
is provided
Feltis,ressBMB
president,
on
the
progof the bureau in preparing
law every 10 years, with the next
one to be taken in 1950 to cover
for its first national survey of station audiences and of the reports
1949. During the 30's need develon its findings that the bureau will
oped forsultingmore
rein specialfrequent
censusescounts,
financed
furnish to advertisers. A. W. Lehman, president, and George Allen,
from emergency funds. These difsecretary and general manager of
fered in scope and content, detracting from their usefulness. The
the Cooperative Analysis of Broadbureau therefore proposes to take
casting,
discussed
recent
developthe business census very five years,
ments in this cooperative service
the first one to cover the year 1946.
of measuring program audiences.
Between the five-year counts the
At a media session of the ANA
bureau plans to obtain data on inmeeting, held Monday afternoon,
ventories, operating costs and
Marion Harper Jr., vice-president in
other
business.facts permitting analysis of
charge of research, McCann-ErickBroadcasting by Sid Hix
son, discussed some of the specific
Further, the bureau proposes to
ways in which radio research can
monthly data
on important
help the advertiser spend his 'Hold up that flash about the building being on fire until we get a gather(Continued
on page
91)
radio appropriation most efficientconfirming bulletin-'"
BROADCASTING
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Lea Bill Makes
AFM
Practices Felony
He said the first part of his prowhatever is perFavorable Report From "where noformed byservice
members of that organposed
as an amendCommittee Before
ment tobill,theintroduced
Communications
Act,
ization," he said.announced
Another itinvolved
a local which
would would make it unlawful for the
Holidays Seen
deny net-of
not
permit ofitsany
members
"make AFM orworks oranybody
By BILL BAILEY
stations else
the toprivilege
programs
kind, toincluding
duplicating
AM
programs
on FM
A FAVORABLE report on a bill transcriptions,"
except
under
such
restrictions and conditions as the stations. Mr. Lea said that his
pro(HR-4737) by Rep. Clarence P. AFM
executive
board
should
deem
posed
amendments,
coupled
with
Lea (D-Cal.)
to make certain
de- "best calculated to 'end for all time
mands of broadcasters
by James
the
"broad
language"
of
the
Communications Act, would cover the
Caesar Petrillo, the menacing threat of canned AM-FM situation.
music
competition'."
He cited
another demand where
Several overall labor bills are
stations were not permitted, pending in both Houses of Con"under penalty of boycott", to
gress, latest of which is a bill (HRbroadcast "musical, educational or 4584) introduced early this month
cultural programs" except on pay- by Rep. F. Edward Hebert CDment to the AFM "an amount
making officers, agents or
equal to the compensation which La.),
of labor organizawould have been paid had members representatives
tions subject to provisions of the
restraint
of
trade
section of the
of
the
organization
performed
the
Rep. Lea adjourns
December. in mid- service, even though they per- anti-trust laws. Labor organizations are exempt from prosecution
o service whatever."
Outgrowth^fofelonyis,""Theseformed nand
like demands made under the present anti-trust laws.
hearings held last February
anson,a' the by Petrillo in behalf
i
c
j
of
the
Asso|
Rep.
S. (Mike) Monroney (DSenate-passed Vandenberg Bill
ciation of Musicians are not within Okla.), A.also
has pending a bill
(S-63) and HR-1648, a companion the legitimate
rights
of
any
organ(HR-2121)
to amend
the anti-trust
measure introduced by Rep. George
laws
to
make
unlawful
many of
i
z
a
t
i
o
n
,
"
s
a
i
d
Rep.
Lea.
"Carrying
A. Dondero (R-Mich.) to halt as they do threats of reprisals if the demands of the
AFM on broadPetrillo's ban on the Interlochen not complied with, they are on the
(Mich.) Music Camp broadcasts,
Rep. Monroney's
bill covers
labor
organizations
and
the Lea Bill was introduced last moral level of racketeering and ex- overall casters.
would be applicable to all industry,
Monday. At the same time Rep.
Congressman
Lea
said
an
AFM
including
radio.
The
Hebert
and
Dondero introduced a second meas- tortion."
demand is now pending to require Monroney measures are in Judiure, embodying identical language that
where
a
station
simultaneciary Committee.
of a portion ofwithHR-4737
to preventof
ously broadcasts musical programs
Hearings on the Lea Bill are not
interference
the broadcast
two outlets (AM and FM) necessary, the author said, inasnoncommercial educational or cul- through
it shall employ two sets of mumuch as the Committee last Februtural programs.
ary held extensive hearings on
The Lea Bill would make it a
sicians. "In such cases," he added,
"the extra set of musicians would the Vandenberg and Dondero bills.
felony to (1) force a broadcaster perform
no useful service whatRep.(Continued
Lea has onbeen
to hire a greater number of empageconferring
92)
ever to the broadcasting station."
ployes than necessary; (2) compel
broadcasters to pay "tribute" for
use offere withtranscriptions;
interthe broadcast of(3)cultural
or educational programs in which Regulation of Commentators
musicians donate their services.
Charging that demands of Petril- Sought in Wood
Legislation
lo's AFM are on the "moral level
of
TIGHTER Government control a right to know their "true idenRep. racketeering
Lea, chairmanandof extortion,"
the House over
with Federal jurisdiction
Committee,
asserted:
meas- over radio
(3) File with the FCC a set of
news commentators is proure originates
because"This
of certain
rules governing opinionated broadvided in a bill (HR-4775) intro- tities".
demands upon broadcasters made
duced last week by Rep. John S. casts.
by Mr. James C. Petrillo as head
(4) Maintain a legal agent in
of the American Federation of Wood (D-Ga.), chairman of the
Musicians. Compliance with these House Committee on Un-American every state within a radius of 500
demands for tribute without the Activities, following recommenda- miles of the station against whom
performance of service has cost the
tions of Ernie Adamson, Commit- legal action can be brought in local
broadcasters millions of dollars in 19]. tee counsel [Broadcasting, Nov. courts by any person who feels he
has been injured by a broadcast.
the last few years." He declared a
Rep. Clarence F. Lea (D-Cal.),
The Wood Bill, which was re- chairman
"self-respecting
cannotto
of the Interstate & Forfer ed to the Interstate & Foreign
afford to permitGovernment
such practices
eign Commerce Committee, said his
Commerce
Committee,
would
comprevail."
group
could
not consider the bill
pel stations to:
Some Fees Unlawful
until sometime after the holidays,
(1)
"Clearly
separate
and
disStandby fees where performing
tinguish programs consisting of because of other pressing business.
musicians donate their services in news items" from those involving He added that the Wood measure
the interests of culture or educa- the
others pending on racommentator's
personal opinion and dioseveral
legislation probably would be
tion (such as the Interlochen,
Mich. Music Camp or other school "or(2)propaganda".
taken
up
when
the Committee
Identify "by full and proper
siders overall radio
legislation. conbands), would be unlawful under announcements"
every person
Rep.
Ellis
E.
Patterson
(D-Cal.)
the measure. Penalty is a maxi- "broadcasting opinions and propamum prison sentence of two years
already has announced his intenganda".
Stations
would
be
required
or a $5,000 fine or both.
tion of fighting the measure on
maintain "for
settingpublic
forthinspection"
the name, the grounds that it violates the
Rep. Lea enumerated several in- toa statement
stances in which the AFM has place of birth, nationality and po- Constitution and would tend to
made demands on broadcasters.
litical affiliation of its commenta- curb free speech. Other CongressOne compels the broadcasters to
tors. Mr. Adamson said some commen also have indicated they would
pay financial tribute to the AFM
mentators are broadcasting under
any measure to regulate
news broadcasts.
for broadcasting transcriptions assumed names and the public has oppose
BROADCASTING
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Petrillo Extending
Union AM-FM Band
Affiliated Unions Are Served
Notice Through AFM Paper
EXTENSION of the AFM ban on
dual AM-FM musical broadcasts,
applied several weeks ago to the
networks, has been extended to instations operations.
notice to alldividual
locals,
appearing onA the
front page of the November issue
of International Musician, official
union journal, reads :
Notice to all Locals
All locals are forthwith advised
the American
ation ofthatMusicians
has notFederbeen
able toment consummate
agreewith the radio annetworks,
namely, National Broadcasting
Company,casting
American
BroadCompany, Columbia
Broadcasting
System
and
the
Mutual Broadcasting System,
covering the services of muPetrillo Contempt?
CONTEMPT OF COURT
proceedings
Presi-in
dent Jamesface
C. AFM
Petrillo
Montreal this week. Tic Toe
Cafe, Montreal, in a motion
in Superior
in Montreal Nov. 15, Court
asked that
Mr.
Petrillo and AFM be fined
$2,000 each
for what
cafe
owners
claimed
is a thebreach
of an interim
injunction
ordering the Musicians Guild
of Montreal,
AFM placing
affiliate, to refrainan from
the
cafe
on
an
"unfair
list"
and from interfering with
its business.
Tic
Toe
contends that on Nov. 8, after
the injunction was issued,
sent employed
a telegramby
toMr.twoPetrillo
musicians
the cafe, instructing them:
"On receipt of this telegram,
kindly cease work immediately atingtheon the
Tic contempt
Toe Cafe." motion
Hearis slated
Nov.
27.
Mr.
Petrillo's Montreal lawyers claim
the court diction
there
no jurisover anhas American
citizen.
sicians for FM (frequency
modulation) broadcasting.
Under the circumstances, the
networks have been advised
that
they are
not permitted
feed chain
programs
played byto
orchestras on AM stations
(amplitude modulation or the
present standard method of
broadcasting) to FM stations.
Therefore, the locals are
further advised that the above
order, which applies to the network stations, is equally applicable to local broadcasting
stations. This means that local
musical
programs,
emanating
from local
AM stations,
are
not (Continued
permitted toon bepage
duplicated
87)
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NAB

Tells

Agency Budget for
Ads May Top
$4,000,000
By J. FRANK BEATTY
THE biggest storekeeper in history
—Reconstruction Finance Corp. —
is now selling goods and property
at the rate of $33,000,000 a month
and devising ways to advertise its
merchandise. To date it has been
the most un-radio minded salesman extant, but the NAB has set
out to show RFC how it can peddle the $2,600,000,000 in saleable
goods and property now on hand,
plus the other $30,000,000,000 expected by next July, faster and
more efficiently.
While RFC isn't radio-minded, it
is highly advertising conscious. To
date it has spent almost $800,000
for advertising, cataloging and
display in selling surplus property
totaling $185,000,000. Of the $800,000, about $500,000 has been spent
in newspapers and trade journals.
NAB knows that radio can move
goods for the RFC. Frank E. Pellegrin, NAB Director of Broadcast
Advertising, has started a campaign to convince RFC that radio
can help move the 32 billion dollar
inventory.
In the works for RFC is a budget of well over $4,000,000 for advertising, cataloging and display.
Of this about $200,000 is earmarked
for electronics items (see separate
story) .
Bulk of this advertising will
probably be placed through its advertising agency, Fuller & Smith &
Ross, which maintains an office at
RFC's surplusWhere
property
Washington.
extremeunithastein
is necessary in advertising out of
RFC field offices the placement may
be direct, but such cases will be
exceptional.
RFC has had three radio experiences to date. Of special interest is
a type of program developed by
its Omaha branch. Edward F.
Mullen, of that office, has sent sample transcriptions to Washington
headquarters. These are designed
to stimulate new uses for surplus
property. A small amount of time
was bought by RFC's Boston branch
but
the item hasn't received official
attention.
Results from Radio
What caught the eye of RFC's
advertising
publicity
tives was the and
successful
sale execuof all
the construction materials on hand
at the uncompleted Ordnance
Works Plant No. 2, Charlestown,
Ind. Anxious to peddle it in a
hurry, RFC flew Gustav A.
Schwarz, Assistant Director of
Materials and Supplies, and J. C.
Haidinger, chief of Construction
Materials Section, to Louisville.
They met with Army engineering
Page 18 • November 26, 1945

RFC
Radio
and local RFC officials, cataloged
the material, and went to work.
News releases were distributed
to broadcasting stations and newspapers. According to RFC many
stations carried broadcasts telling
about plans for the sale and the
material offered. Many inquiries
were received as a result. But the
paid advertising, placed through
Fuller & Smith & Ross, was confined to large-size newspaper copy
in 31 cities within 500 miles of
Charlestown.
the story
RFC'sto radio
lifeThat's
but NAB
has aof plan
show
it the way to a new manner of
living.
At present RFC is inexperienced

Can
Help Sell Surplus
a shot in the arm — and a good one, Director of Surplus Property at
RFC, is in charge of advertising.
too.
He is a Jesse Jones man of long
That's why RFC hasn't been able standing
and is imbued with the
to
take
the
long-range
view.
It
let's-do-it-fast
spirit. Under him is
knows the billions of stuff in the
Paul
H.
Baker,
in charge of the
warehouses and soon to come in del- Advertising Section.
uges must not be peddled so fast chiefs of the section are Associate
John L.
and so cheap that normal trade
channels are upset. Further, it Taylor and Chandler S. Woolley.
Private Sales Agencies
knows comes
thatsaturated
whenwiththea market
becommodity,
RFC
secretly thinks
it's aItnifty
private industry suffers and then storekeeper
novice.
has
the Government is socking itself spent only afortinya fraction
of 1%
on the chin because business drops on advertising to move its total
of
and tax receipts reflect the drop.
$185,000,000 in property. Private
Right demands
now it's have
a sellers'
it reminds, allows an
Heavy
piled market.
up for industry,
of 1.87% for advertising.
many of the items RFC sells or average
That sums up the thinking in
plans to sell. So RFC is using cata- RFC's
Washington headquarters.
poses a problem for Mr. PelleIMPORTANT market and distribution factor is sale of surplus war Itgrin,
whoRFChasto prepared
property, rather slow up to the last few weeks when it hit a $33,000,000 story for
consider. NAB's
monthly pace. With tentative ad budget that may pass $4,000,000, RFC
Out
in
the
field,
RFC's 31 branch
as main surplus sales agency, is not radio-minded but NAB intends
decentralized pretty
stores, thoughmuchtheyaskeep
to correct this. RFC has $100,000,000 in electronic surplus (see story offices operate
below), may have as much as 3 billion dollars worth later. Item most in close touch with headquarters.
sought by broadcasters — transmitters — unfortunately is extremely scarce If an RFC branch office wants to
in surplus inventory.
move
its ownsome
salesproperty,
strategy. it formulates
Should
the
branch decide to use
in its tremendous storekeeping
log listings (which have cost nearly
it would include the
function. Basicly a financing agen- $300,000 to date), lots of trade broadcasting,
item
in
a
report
to Washington
cy for Uncle Sam, RFC admits it is paper advertising (which brings
the entire plan is checked by
green but points out that it is plenty of hot inquiries) and news- where
staff
officers,
the
advertising
agency
learning rapidly.
paper space.when the easy-moving and finally submitted to the board
Later,
Unfortunately RFC has to work
so fast that it hasn't time to sit stuff is out of the way RFC con- for approval.
cedes it may be forced into instidown and map out a coordinated
separate
RFC's
and branch
officefrom
advertising
tutional advertising to build good- mainEntirely
advertising program. One of its
stimulate general interest and setup are private sales agencies,
main goals is to sell enough capi- meet will,
the
vicious
attacks
certain
to
tal and producers goods before
appointed
RFC to ofdo property.
much of
the actual byhandling
another eight months passes to pop around such a project.
William C. Costello, Assistant Thus RFC is basicly a paper outgive the whole reconversion effort
fit whereas the private agencies,
mostly big producers of capital and
consumer goods, warehouse, inadvertise,of and
sell billions
Only One Transmitter Listed dollars spect,
worth
surplus
property.of
They
work
for
RFC,
which
conIn U. S. War Electronic Surplus
signs property
to them a but
retains
title.
They
are
allowed
reasonable
ELECTRONIC and communication have been $135,000, with present profit for moving the goods. Private
declared cost placed at $102,000.
equipment that cost Uncle Sam RFC
will sell it direct instead of agents make up their own cata100 million dollars has been aclogs and, like any other wholesaler
through
of its 200-plus sales
Reconstruction
Fi- agencies —oneprivate
or jobber, try to sell everything
manufacturers they
nancequiredCorp.by the
for sale
as war surplus.
have on hand. RFC allows
Little hope is held, however, for who handle, warehouse, inspect and
transmitters — AM or FM — or other sell electronic surplus for RFC on them
a "reasonable"
amount tofor spend
advertising.
They colitems that broadcasters need at the a 10% commission basis.
lect 10% commission from RFC.
moment.
RFC almost had another broadDecides
Policy
Lone exception is a 50 kw RCA
cast transmitter — the 50 kw Western Electric transmitter acquired
50E standard broadcast transmitThe administrative chart of surter, soon to be offered for sale by from KSL Salt Lake City by a
property handling is full of
the Richmond branch office of RFC. group headed by Ed Craney, of dottedpluslines,
criss-crosses
and di-it
This transmitter was bought new Z-Bar Network, and later taken
vided responsibility.
Quickly,
over
by
Office
of
War
Information.
by OWI during the war and asamounts to this: Surplus Property
signed to Office of Strategic Serv- It was hopped-up to 130 kw by Administration sets policy and deand installed on the freighter
ices, which recently declared it sur- OWI
what U. S. agency shall sell
plus. It was to have been used in Triton Maris as a war propaganda which cidesgoods.
Basic sales agencies
transmitter [Broadcasting, Nov are RFC; Dept.
South America.
5].
of Agriculture
While the transmitter has never
(farm
and
forest
land, sold through
been used it has suffered slightly
OWI has no further use for the Farm Credit Administration,
from the rigors of wartime ship- ship, now parked in San Francisco food commodities) ; Dept. of and
Inping. Some official agency raided Bay, and the big transmitter, along trior (mineral and grazing lands,
the packing cases for speech input with
a
1
kw
outfit
and
miscellanproperty in island and territorial
equipment but nothing critical has
eous equipment, were offered to possessions) ; Federal Works Agenbeen taken. Two insulators were
cy; Maritime Commission; NationRFC
as
surplus.
RFC
isn't
interdamaged in handling and some
ested because there is a cloud on
al Housing
Agency;
a lot81)of airroutine servicing maybe necessary.
(Continued
on page
(Continued
on
page
81)
Original cost is understood to
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Deep

water

There's plenty of deep water ahead in the days to
come for advertisers. Everyone has been talking about
the battle of brands — and now the time is coming up
fast.
If you want to make sure your sales story is heard by
the most people for the lowest cost-per-dollar-spent . . .

stuff

Then your safe bet in Baltimore is W-I-T-H, the
successful independent.
Facts prove that W-I-T-H delivers the most listenersper-dollar-spent in this big five-station town.
Glad to show you the facts.

And if you'd like to do that job in the country's
6th largest city . . .
And you plan to use radio . . .
IROADCASTING

• Telecasting

WITH
BALTIMORE, MD.
Tom Tinsley, President

Represented Nationally by Headley-Reed
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Cannon
Demands
Gove
rnme
ntto them Owne
ment has transferred
Rabaut (D-Mich.), Woodrura
(D"these privatershi
systems come p
in and
Congressmen Show Va.),
Ludlow (D-Ind.), Taber and gratis a channel on the air which litter the air with continual adverbelongs to the American people.
Wigglesworth (R-Mass. ) .
tising, commercials, plug-uglies as
Great Interest In
Chairman Cannon contended that
"Do you not think that this fre- some of the newspapers call them.
under the American system private q u e n c y modulation gives the You cannot turn on your radio at
Radio Profit
United
States Government an op- any time but what they are telling
industry gets a frequency as a
portunity to take over the chanGOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP of "gracious gift" worth "millions of
about somebody's beer or pills."
nels?" he demanded. Rep. Cannon youRep.
radio was demanded by Rep. Clar- dollars" and the Federal Govern- told about
interposed, "And
visiting BBC, how the you are Raubaut
ment gets nothing. Mr. Porter re- English Government
ence Cannon (D-Mo.), chairman of
forgetting soap." Chimed
receives 20 in Mr. Porter:
minded him that radio pays heavy million dollars or 20 million
the House Appropriations Commit"AndCannon
vitamins."
pounds
As to FM, Rep.
asked:
tee, during hearings on the 1946 corporate and excess profits taxes
"Why
not
keep
them
and ,let the
(he
couldn't
remember
which)
a
fiscal year deficiency appropria- as well as individual taxes.
year
from
the
radio
industry,
Government
have
the
revenue
intions, itwas to be disclosed today
take taxes when we can while "our Government receives
stead of these private firms who
when the Committee reports out take"Whyit all?"
demanded
the
Misare
in
the
business
to
make
money
nothing".
(Editor's
Note:
Conthe deficiency bill.
sourian. Chairman Porter told the
servative estimates place radio's out of it, and incidentally relieve
Cross-examining FCC Chairman Committee that radio was an 19].)
tax alone at 20 mil- the American people of this conPaul A. Porter on Oct. 22, Rep. "enormously profitable industry," excesslionprofits
stant din in our ears, people who
dollars [Broadcasting, Nov.
Cannon praised the British system that its profits were 200% of deare selling something over the air?
of Government .ownership, decried
preciated plant value.
"Why isn't our Government as Many parents do not want their
the American system and advowell treated by the radio industry children continually importuned to
Gets "Gracious Gift"
cated that FM channels be retained
as the British
Government?" Mr.
de- patronize many of the vendors who
by the U. S. and operated in a man"It's
a
great
natural
resource
and
manded the Congressman.
cry their wares over the radio.
ner similar to the British Broad- if it were oil in the ground, or coal or Porter explained
that
the
AmeriThere is the greatest contrast when
casting Corp.
uranium, or anything of that sort,
can
system
of
broadcasting
is
deyou
turn on a radio in England and
Several members of the Appro- and we were to transfer it to some
on an entirely different you get a program without interpriationsubcommittee
s;
showed private company, the Government basis thanvelopedthat
ference from somebody trying to
of
Britain,
that
the
greater interest in radio's profits would get payment for value re- listening habits of Americans difthan they did in the Commission's
sell
you
something."
ceived,"
insisted
the
Congressman
fer
from
those
of
the
British.
Rep. Woodrum challenged Chairrequest for $785,000 additional who hails from President Truman's
But Rep.
Cannon replied: "Their
man Cannon, demanding: "What
funds to employ 501 extra persons home
state. "But here we transfer system
is
that
the
Government
gets
do
you get when you turn that proto these companies who . . . have the money and our system is that
the enormous
on?" Hesaid
defended
the Amerit toberhelp'process
of applications
on file. num- nothing but a little machinery, a the
private firms come in and are
cangramsystem,
that advertisers
Indications were the Committee
right, and they sud- given a monopoly as a free and make possible the "wonderful talwould cut the $785,000 request in very valuable
denly become multimillionaires be- gracious gift and get the money.
ent (Continued
we get on our onradio
half. The hearings developed these
"Furthermore," he continued,
page here".
80) Mr.
cause the United States Governhighlights :
The FCC feels that radio's 200%
profit on depreciated plant cost is
far too high, that broadcasters
"owe
to the public in the Labor Unions Request 16 FM
servicessomething
performed."
Stations
Chicago Federation
By RUFUS CRATER
Labor,
Laws Would Control Nets
NMU's proposed station, operatwhich has operated WCFLof Chicago
ing
with
a
maximum of 10 kw,
LABOR
UNIONS
have
applied
to
1926, is applyin
Recommendations for legislation FCC for at least 16 FM stations since
be on the air at least four
outlet in Chicago. g for an FM would
which would place further controls and
hours
daytime
and four at night,
are prepared to spend upwards
In addition, United Electrical, with 55% commercial and
over the networks is being consid- of $1,000,000
45%
to set them up and Radio
ered by the Commission.
and
Machine
Workers
sustaining.
Schedule
include
of
more to get them finan- America District 4 and various information of specialwould
Chairman Porter is "not satis- thousands
interest
cial y on their own.
locals of International Fur and merchant seamen ; experimentalto
fied" with some
hightheprices
paid
This was revealed last week in Leather
Workers Union are among programs to educate and entertain
for
stations
in
sales
last
year
a study of FCC files. Some other the stockhol
I or two.
of Peoples Radio children; programs to educate
locals, are stock- Foundation ders
Inc., which has applied
Chairman Cannon charged that unions, including
alien groups on the responsibilities
other organizations for a New York
station.
broadcasters, receiving from the seeking FMholders inoutlets.
and duties of citizenship and to inAll these applicants except
Government a "gracious gift" in
form the community on civic, culInternational
Ladies
Garment
the form of a frequency, suddenly Workers Union (AFL), applying Chicago Federation of Labor plan
tural, and patriotic activities, and
become multimillionaires. He thinks
to
aid
public institutions.
to
sell
time,
the
percent
ages
rangUnity Broadcasting Corp., seeks
taking income taxes is not enough asstations
Cost Estimated at $31,000
ing
from
40
to
55%.
ILGW
spokesin
New
York,
Philadelphia,
— the Government should "take it Boston, and Chattanooga [Broadmen said their stations would sell
NMU estimated total cost of inall".
time enough to make them selfcasting, Oct. 15].
stal ing the station would approxiChairman Porter opposed Govsustaining and
estimat
ed
this
International
Union,
United
mate $31,000 and monthly operaternment ownership, admitted there
be less than 50%. Chicago
Aircraft and Agricul- would
ing
costs
wouldnot beestimated.
$2,500. Monthly
Federat
are some "deficiencies" in the Automobile,
ion
application revenue was
tural Implement Workers of Amer- that it wouldsaidhavein its
American system but testified that
no
commerc
ial
ica
(UAW-CIO)
has
applied
for
Amalgamatedestimated
Clothing the
Workers'
radio must "clean its own house" stations in Los Angeles, Chicago, programs at the start.
applications
total
through self-regulation.
All the applications are for cost of its proposed New York staFlint, Detroit, Cleveland, and metropolitan
Rep. Taber (R-N. Y.) suggested Newark
stations.
tion would be $35,300 and of the
that broadcasters should pay some 1944]. [Broadcasting, Dec. 4, Most of the applican
kind of a franchise tax.
ts are Rochester outlet $61,300. New York
Amalgamated Clothing Workers affiliated with CIO, which through station was expected to cost $4,500
Impressed with the British sys(CIO) is seeking sta- the CIO Political Action Commit- a month for operation; Rochester,
tem of Government ownership fol- of America
tee has been particularly vocal in $3,500. Income was not estimated.
New York, Rochester,
lowing atrip to Europe, Rep. Can- Chicago,tions in and
Philadelphia. The urging labor groups to take advan- Programming in both cases would
non praised the BBC and severely latter
two applications were not
tage of opportunities in radio. be about 40% commercial to 60%
criticized the American system.
actually on file; probably, accord- CIO-PAC has issued a Radio Hand- sustaining, with "well-rounded"
"Under
the
English
system
the
to FCC officials, because they book to explain to labor its rights programs includinng entertainGovernment owns the radio chan- are ingincomplete
ment, religious broadcasts, and
to radio time, how best to use it,
in some detail.
nels, and there is no advertising
"how to assure that the radio news. The applications said "outNational
Union (CIO), and
at all," he asserted. "That is a in the name Maritime
is
used
as
intended,
standing public service programs"
namely, to
of NMU Broadcasting
happy situation."
be transcribed
touched
off a lengthy His
debatestatement
involv- Co. Inc., has applied for a New serve the best interests of the would(Continued
on pagefor85) intering Chairman Porter and Reps. York station.
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POWER

TO

PERSUADE
1. Within the 26-county Oklahoma City market more men, women
and
read The Oklahoman and Times than read any
other children
newspapers.
2. No farm paper, state, sectional or national goes into as many
farm homes in the Oklahoma-North Texas area as The FarmerStockman.
3. Survey after survey, made by impartial and recognized authorities prove the right to WKY's use of the slogan, "The
station most Oklahomans listen to most."
4. Agencies in 409 Oklahoma cities and towns make Mistletoe
Express
dealers' Service
stock freshthe thestate's
state most
over. powerful factor in keeping

MISTLETOE

J

EXPRESS

When action is required and demanded, in the
city ... on the farm . . . over the air ... in- the
dealer's stockroom, The Oklahoma Publishing
Company has a specialized way of getting results.
Through the state's greatest newspapers, the area's
most-listened-to radio station, the Southwest's favorite
farm paper and the most unique statewide express
service in America merchandisers have found a
single-handed way to do a four-fold job.

*

FARMER-STOCKMAN

OL

OKLAHOMA

PUBLISHING
COMPANY
THE DAILY OKLAHOMAN * OKLAHOMA CITY TIMES
THE FARMER-STOCKMAN MISTLETOE EXPRESS
WKY, OKLAHOMA CITY * KVOR, COLORADO SPRINGS
KLZ, DENVER (Under Affiliated Management)
REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY

*

Returning
VA Radio Director Says
Broadcasters Can
Guide Veterans
By JOSEPH L. BRECHNER
Director, Radio Service
Veterans Administration
DURING each day of broadcasting, over 55,000 servicemen and
women leave separation centers returning to civilian life. Usually,
before the night is over, and certainly within a day or two, the
veteran
is pulling
his "civvies"
from closets
and airing
years of
camphor from his clothes. His
home is a festive place: the radio's
alive with his favorite programs.
Visitors drop in frequently to welcome back the returnee. There are
parties, home-cooked food and,
even more delicious, sleep.
Then, in a quiet moment, he

GIs
Need
Radio's
Aid
that testify to his separation
from
RADIO'S "next big job", says
service and he wonders,
JOSEPH L. BRECHNER, director the
"What's
next?"
"You're
free!"
reof Radio Service, Veterans Adminplies an inner voice. "Oh yeah!"
istration, isto help guide veterans
in their return to civilian life. In comes
the prompt reaction. "What
this article he makes suggestions about all those things they told me
about was
just Ibefore
I left?to Let's
see,
for accomplishment of this task. what
do about
During the war Mr. Brechner, for- my insurance?supposed
My
education?
My
merly a free-lance
writer and
one time
with Harwood
Martinat pension?
etc., etc." he was given
He
remembers
Adv. Agency, Washington, served
in the Radio Branch, War Dept., counsel on all these matters. There
AAF. When discharged, he was at was a handy pamphlet — "Where is
damn thing?" Some things he
the Office of Radio Production, that
was supposed to do are clear in
Headquarters, AAF, during which his
mind,
others are confused.
time he supervised eight AAF netHaving
through
work shows and was foreign editor
tion centerpassed
recently,
I cana separatestify
of "Your AAF".
that the counselling service is excellent. But there's too much to
opens riedthat
brownhimenvelope
he car- learn in too brief a time. There
back with
from service.
the —whispered
He sees his discharge certificate was
don't ask advice,
questions"Don't
— or
and the various forms and papers complain
they'll hold you longer." At that

MR. BRECHNER

stage
of the game
only interest
is to agetserviceman's
out. As a
result of his impatience and misc
o
n
c
e
p
t
i
o
n
,
h
e
misses
much
ful advice and must start helpover
again. Now he has a thousand
questions and he needs a friendly
voice to answer them.
And that's radio's next big job.
Congress
has directedtotheinform
Veterans Administration
Meet
every veteran fully of his or her
rights and benefits under the GI
Bill of Rights (Public Law No.
346) anderans. Thisother
laws more
affecting
involves
than vet-15
Bud
LYNCH!
million veterans and their families.
To accomplish this mission, an adequate public relations organization
is
now being established in the
our
Veterans Administration. It will
channel information through all
media. Radio, we hope, will carry
its
SPECIAL -EVENTS
localshare
levels.on national, regional and
VA Radio Unit
DIRECTOR
To assist broadcasters, a radio
service has been established in the
Central Office of Veterans Administration in Washington. Experi£ Formerly a member of our staff, Bud enlisted
enced radio personnel will also be
• NOTE AGENCIES and
in the Canadian Army, rose to the rank of Captain
assigned to thirteen key cities
. branch
throughout
S. where VA
and was a casualty in the Normandy Invasion,
ADVERTISERS: Long noted
officestheareU.located.
ETO. After his recovery he filled major radio
for our ability to impress people
The VA's radio unit will service
network broadcasters and writers
assignments for the Army until his honorable disthrough constructive programwith complete
charge two months ago. Capt. Lynch will direct
mation for use background
in preparing infortheir
programs. Fact sheets, prepared
ming, Capt. Lynch 's appointment
all CKLW special broadcasts in the interest of
scripts and transcriptions will be
is further evidence of our desire
made available to local stations.
on-the-spot special events, public service and welto keep ahead of the trend in
fare, and wherever this station can be an instrument
VA spokesmen
will beTouring
made available for broadcasts.
proof good for the community.
this, America's Third Market.
grams will be invited to entertain
at VA hospitals.
The Veterans Administration already is co-operating with Columbia Broadcasting System in developing a new veterans network
radio series scheduled to be aired
In The Detroit Area, it's
this winter. Meanwhile, top VA
officials already have appeared on
Mutual
5,000 Watts
both network and local broadcasts.
Broadcasting
A straight-from-the-shoulder series
at 800 kc.
is being developed for broadcast
overseas through the Armed
CKLW
day and night
Forces Radio Service for the beneSystem
fit of men still in the service.
J. E. CAMPEAU, Managing Director
Throughout the country, many
radio stations have developed special veterans' broadcasts, seeking
ADAM J. YOUNG, Jr., INC., Nat'l Representative
to answer
the many
questions
{Continued
on page
7-4) in
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5000

WATTS
(FULL TIME)
1350 Kilocycles
AMERICAN BROADCAST! NG COMPANY
Affiliated with the Des Moines
Register & Tribune
KRNT

KRNT
?4 &wle& Station
WOL Washington, WHOM New York, WCOP Boston, WNAX Sioux City -Yankton

HOOPER
The Test
Thai Ml' The Tale
Ask your Katz Man about the
[ Des Moines JULY-AUGUST
Hooper
Ratings. They tell a
.'i
tale
of

",
*'

■

.

' .

.

'

. . . aggressive station
| management, plus ...
GOOD PROGRAMMING
PROMOTED RIGHT.
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When
the

you

field

same

year

after

. . . the
must

gun

year

gunning

be

good!

And when scores of smart advertisers use
the same Station to sell their merchandise
year after year— as scores of WIP advertisers do — the "bag" of profit must be good!
Yes, there are a few availabilities, but
they're being "winged" quickly. Better
"set your sights" now!

3d Market
MUTUAL
Affiliate
610 K.C.-5000 Watts

"^M^Wl IIHiX

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY by GEO. P. H0LLING8ERY CO.
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WSAM's SPECIAL SERVICE TO BLIND
Station Undertakes Printing of Program Logs
In Braille; State Institutions Aid
A REAL PUBLIC service has been
started by WSAM Saginaw, Mich.,
in printing
the
blind. Braille program logs for
The idea was born when Bob
Phillips, WSAM manager, drove to
the Saginaw branch of the Michithe
Blind ganto Employment
deliver someInstitute
Victory forBonds
the institute had purchased through
the station.
He purchaser
happened toof ask
nets,
the Sam
bondsCheleand
sightless
supervisor
of
weaving department, how thehe rugwas
able to tell what programs were FIRST BRAILLE radio logs from
scheduled. "I have a boy come in WSAM are presented to San Cheland read them to me from the paenets (0 by Bob Phillips, WSAM
per once a day," Mr. Chelenets ex- manager.
plained.
Immediately
contacted Dr. EdwardMr.L. Phillips
Collins, blind
superintendent of the institute, United Nations Program
and suggested the use of Braille Planning on Workshops
presses
at the institute for making NEXT THREE sessions of the
radio logs.
Assn. for the United
Dr. Collins enthusiastically ap- American
proved, and by Nov. 9 the first log Nations weekly workshops will
appeared, in time to celebrate the deal with the do's and don'ts of
as aids to chairmen plan25th anniversary of the radio in- radio ning
dustry.
programs in theBegun
interestearlyof
the
United
"To WSAM's knowledge," Mr. in October, Nations.
workshops
are held
Phillips
Brailleschedules
edition each Tuesday afternoon from
3 to
of
their says,
radio "this
program
5
p.m.
at
45
E.
65th
St.,
New
York.
is the first to be printed. Copies
DorothyActivity,
Lewis, NAB,
Co-ordinator
will be distributed in cooperation Listener
and Mrs.of
with the Michigan State Institute Frances Wilder, CBS consultant
for the Blind, under the direction on day-time programs, discussed
of Miss Stella Mackie to all blind
men, women and children in the "How to Utilize Existing Radio
Nov. 20 upsession.
WSAM-serviced
area." information Programs"
Techniques atforthe setting
new
Any station wishing
will be explained Nov.
on the service is invited to write broadcasts
27 by Grace Johnson, director of
Mr. Phillips.
Women's
and Children's
programsS.
for
American.
Dec. 4, Charles
WAC Booklets Request Monroe, staff editor of the program writing department of CBS,
Aid in Drive for Vets
speak on "Writing a Radio
WAR Advertising Council has pre- will
Script."
On Dec. 11, Dr. Penningpared two new campaign guides,
ton Haile, of World Wide Broadcasting Foundation and Emily L.
urging American industry to direct
its advertising and promotion ef- Haley, executive secretary, recordto further the "Veterans
ingsbrary,division,
New the
Yorksession
U. LiAssets"fortscampaign.
will conduct
on
One booklet, "How You Can the subject of "How to Use TransHelp America Solve Its Next Big
criptions and Recordings".
Problem",
requests advertisers
use spot announcements
on theto
Would
Radio
campaign and includes two types of RADIO and Enter
appliance
announcements, "situations want- businesses top electrical
requests to Dept. of
ed" and "disabled veteran". Other Commerce by veterans
and
others
booklet's theme is "Your Hospital who seek information on how
to
Needsdio cooperation
Help". It when
suggests
using
raestablish
businesses
of
their
own.
sponsor uses
Many
personal
interviews
have
local or regional radio and points
out that special messages based on been granted by the department's
information supplied in the guide Washington and field offices, supcan be used. For help in preparing
plementing prepared material.
types of business commandspecial copy or arranging special O'thering interest
are restaurants, filling
events the booklet asks advertisers
to write directly to War Adv. Coun- stations, grocery stores, dry cleaning, building contracting and
cil, 11 West 42nd St., New York.
foreign trade. The department has
prepared an outline for a course
END of priation
war budgethasof not
curtailed
approNorth
American
BBC
in small business management
offices
ascostindicated
by special
the approximate
$10,000
for
thenewest
listening which has been supplied college
room
with
the
engineering
business
schools and economics deequipment
now bein£ installed in the
New York offices.
partments.
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GOOD
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DCAS
FOR BROA
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This REL broadcasting equipment can now be ordered ... to meet or exceed
present FCC requirements.* Entirely new . . . with important design advancements.
Ittet* With the new Armstrong Modulator . . . providing simple, stable . . . even
more efficient performance than ever before!
Power Output Cat. No.
250 watt 549A-DL
1000 watt 518A-DL
3000 watt 519A-DL
10,000 watt 520A-DL
Cat.
603 — Studio Speech Console, Table type, 6 Position
604 — Station Speech Console, Table type, combined with Cat. 600 Monitor
and transmitter desk control
Cat.
600 FM Station Frequency and Modulation Monitor
c^ulament Wire or Write today for technical data, prices and delivery ... or better yet
... do as other broadcasters have already done — send your order, subject
to later confirmation, thus assuring early delivery.
* REL FM equipment guaranteed to meet or better the FCC standards of good
engineering practice for FM Broadcast stations.

<3a>.
Sales Representatives
PACIFIC COAST
MIDWEST
MICHIGAN
man
B.Melrose
Neely Avenue
Enterprise*
DuffyRiver
& Co.,Ave.Inc.
REL612 Equipment
Sales,Blvd.Inc.
7422
2040M. N.Grand
N.
Michigan
Hollywood
46, CaL
Detroit, Mich.
Chicago, 111.
Pioneer Manufacturers of FM Transmitters Employing Armstrong Phase-Shift Modulation

RADIO

ENGINEERING

LARS.,

G&p^ , N . Y.

INC.

RCA

WAKR
STATION

AKRON'S

ALL

DAY

More

people
to

listen

WAKR

than
any

LONG

other

to
station

in Akron*

heard

• C. E. HOOPER SUMMER 1945 INDEX 8 A. M. TO 6 P. M.

Video

Is to be Exhibited

At New York Marketing Forum
AN RCA EXHIBIT portraying the tion"; George S. Jones Jr., president, National Federation of Sales
story of electronic television over
the last 20 years will have its first Executives, on "Bundling It Up".
Bruce
Barton, president of
public wideshowing
tour todaypreceding
(Nov. 26)a nationat the BBDO, will be toastmaster at the
final session of the first national banquet session, at which John W.
of warwill
mobilizamarketing
forum Club
presented
the Snyder,
tion anddirector
reconversion,
speak
of New by'York
atSalesthe Managers
Hotel Roosevelt.
on "Distribution — Reconversion's
Opening with a luncheon session Basic Problem". Dinner session
also feature Mutual's quiz
and continuing
the theme
after- will
show, Thecouples
Betterselected
Half, with
noon and evening,through
the forum
from wellthe
will be '"Advertising's Place in known
audience
as
participants.
Ray Bill,
Postwar Distribution." Charles chairman of the forum committee
Luckman,
president,
vision of Lever
Bros., Pepsodent
will speak di-at on recapitulation, will give a
the luncheon session, to be presided dramatized presentation summing
over by Joseph M. Dawson, chair- up the significance of the six-day
man of theerationboard,
Advertising
Fedof America.
J. Penfield
Through video receivers installed
program.
Seiberling, president, Seiberling in the foyer of the grand ballroom,
Rubber Co., will preside over the those present will be able to watch
afternoon session.
the boxing bouts at the St. NichoAfternoon speakers include :
las Arena station,
as broadcast
by NBC's
WNBT,
under
Clarence Francis, chairman of the television
sponsorship
Corp. of Gillette Safety
board of General Foods Corp., on Razor
"How Management Counts on AdThe Television exhibit, which
sing inPostwarformer
Distribution";
Robert M. vertiHanes,
president, will be on display from 10:30 a.m.,
American Banking Association, on includes models of the iconoscope
as well and
as areceiver
minia"A Banker Looks at Advertising"; and kinescope
ture video transmitter
Don Belding, chairman of the
board, Foote, Cone & Belding, on and a chronology of television defrom 1924 to the present.
"Advertising Can and Must Do a Exhibit alsovelopmentincludes
a scale model
Public Relations Job for Distribuof television studio complete with
actors, directors, cameras, microphones, etc. Action maps show how
television station, WNBT, under
and radio
tion in the relay
future.will serve the na-

NO
HARD
S
FEELING
TOWARD

Alt*

:mm-

TO0B*

1 Hi
feoAic Station
AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.
5000 WATTS * DAY & NIGHT
ftW a Co.
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LL (Ky.)
ILL WI
* ^ to
ity
commun
tucky
tune in some 5U,« w AVE and
covers ^J^"^ are satisfied
WAVE'S ^f^f the Louisville
Trading ^
buying
lisArea, whose
wUh£efnf
teners
reP^ J of the State
power,
^«-^,rr:
combined,
weoffering KenloW.
tucky's^stmarke dbe8ur.
eliminates for you.
Louisviu.rs

Emerson Pensions
EMERSON RADIO & PHONOCorp., New
York, announcGRAPH
ed last week
the introduction
of an employe pension plan providing additional income to Social Security benefits and including a life
insurance feature. Chase National
Bank of New York City will act as
trustee and Mutual New England
Life Insurance Co. will carry the
pension
program,
entire cost
will be paid
by thewhose
company.
GOINGIN PLACES FAST
IDAHO

KSEI
POCATELLO • IDAHO
BROADCASTING • Telecasting

CBS

STARS ARE ALWAYS

SHINING OVER ^fc*2£e./^&-viA

WMT

Big night Wednesday! WMT presents Frank Sinatra to all
of Eastern Iowa. Another CBS exclusive that creates
for WMT more listeners than any other station in Eastern
Iowa. We've backed up our popularity by delivering to
advertisers the largest population coverage of any station in the Hawkeye State*. . . at Iowa's best frequency— 600 KC, 5000 watts. Few other stations provide such a faithful audience who not only have the
desire to listen, but the money to buy.
* Bated on 2-5 mv coverage
Check your coverage map — and check WMT with your
KATZ AGENCY man. Contact him for current availabilities.
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Stewart- Warner Postwar
Sets Cover Wide Range
CLAIMING 60% greater sensitivity
and selectivity than prewar models,
Stewartwar lineWarner
of radiosannounced
will includepost-14
designs, ranging. from small plastic
table sets to full-sized console furradio-phonograph
tionsniture
with new
automaticcombinarecord
changer.
With four continuous-flow production lines in operation at new
Chicago plant, company will produce 5,000 sets daily at full capacity. Television receivers are not
included in immediate production.
Firm says video will be prepared
for this market when medium is
more practical.
DISCHARGED
and women areCANADIAN
receiving servicemen
vocational
training
at
government's
Training
and
Re-establishment
Institute,
Toronto,
which
includes a course
in commercial
broadcasting
in
the
school
of
elecCompleteestablished
studios andat control
rooms havetronics.been
school.

MISSISSIPPI NET
DEBUT SLATED JAN. 1
DEBUT of Mississippi Valley Network, operated by North Central
Broadcasting S y st e m, Chicago,
originally set for November 12,
has been moved up to January 1 to
allow additional stations to clear
for the network show, Town &
Country Time.
Program will originate from
WLOL Minneapolis, with orchestra, outstanding musical acts and
a nationally-known m. c, NCBS
has previously announced.
Meanwhile, in addition to participating sponsorship by General
Mills, A. E. Staley Mfg. Co., Decatur, 111., has purchased participating sponsorship for its product
Sweetoes Corn Syrup.
When show debuts it is planned
to offer cut-ins by local stations for
active participation on show, which
will be aired from 7:00-8:00 a.m.
(CST).

Mutual

Billings

Will

Increase

Year-Kobak
10% willby
MUTUAL
wind End
up this year of the end of 1946. The network's
with about 10% more billings than by
goal, he stated, is 325, based on the
slogan of "greater coverage at less
in
1944, Edgar
Kobak,
network's
president,
reported
Monday
at a cost." This, he admitted, is a reluncheon for the trade press given
versal of the policy
of other
will not
itselfnet-go
by Mutual in observance of the into FMworks.andMutualtelevision,
he said,
completion of his first year as
president. Since Mutual had gross but will follow its AM policy of albillings of $19,533,650 last year,
lowing its shareholders to own and
this would increase the total by operate the stations. The network's
engineering staff is studying these
roughly $2,000,000.
carefully, he reported, to
At present 1946 looks at least matters
advise and assist the expansion of
as good and maybe a little better shareholders
affiliates into
than this year, Mr. Kobak said, these new fieldsandof broadcasting.
adding that the network hopes to
Reminding his audience that a
strengthen its sales force with the
addition of about five more sales- year ago some of them had asked
men.
about the control of the shareholders and how much freedom he and
Discussing stations, he said that
Mutual added 30 new affiliates in his assistants would be allowed in
1945 and will add possibly 40 more operatingclared thatMutual,
Mr. Kobak had
dethe shareholders
lived up to their promise to give
management free reign and that
he has had more freedom in operMutual than
ever experieating
nced at NBC
or theheBlue.
No Problem
There has been no problem of
getting clearances for programs
PUT YOUR SPOTS WHERE
from the shareholder stations, he
stated. Praising Phillips Carlin,
THEY'LL GET BEST RESULTS
vice-president in charge of programs, for the development job he
has done, he said that the shareholders this fall voted an additional appropriation for programs
T-H-S WILL GIVE YOU ACCURATE
over the $1,500,000 given this department in the spring. As indicaFACTS ON RADIO AND MARtive oping
of Mutual's
in develnew shows,success
he pointed
out
that fivetisers areofnowradio's
top
ten
KETS IN THE MIDDLE WEST
Mutual clientsadverand
that four of the five are sponsoring
work.
AND GREAT SOUTHWEST:
programs developed by the netMutual and its executives are
doing all they can to help returningdio, veterans
establishedNotinonly
raMr. Kobakget reported.
is the network taking back the
f0/«.
f
i
score or so of former employees
V«*D0 /
— — \.
returning from service, but it is
taking them back at the salaries
ARKANSAS
they would be earning if they had
worked
straight through the war
*(W
/
/
1
at Mutual — 30% to 40% more than
Reach the expanding peacetime
market in this rich Southwest and
when they left. Mutual is also finding positions for others formerly
Middle West territory by placing
iouisianT
employed elsewhere in radio. He
and
the other tbp executives will
"
\ *'SS. /
your
always find time to talk to vetersure toradio
do thespots
most where
good. they're
Let the
ans, he said, and to help those
T. H. S. representative nearest you pass
who cannot be added to the network staff, bulletins are sent to all
on his intimate knowledge of this responaffiliated stations stating the qualisive market to you, now!
fications of applicants, which has
already resulted in the placement
of a number of veterans at Mutual
stations.
Sales Offices
w York Hollywood
PUBLIC
SERVICE
"Veterans'
Vocational
Service"
onfeature
WBYNGreen,
Newark,
icago San
Franci<
has been
cited
by John
conHas
Portland
tact officer
of New
York W.regional
office
of
the
Veterans
Administration,
in a
TaYLUR WuWE$NtfWl7EN y(^^^L K£T
General
neral Offices — Amarillo
letter
which
he
expressed
his
gratefullness efforts
to the andstation
itsyoustaffare"forso
the
time and
generously
extending
onthatbehalf
of our
returning service men."
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NAB Clinic Asks Improvement
Of News Standards in Stations
Meeting at Springfield Points Out Inadequacy
Of Wire Service Regional Coverage
STATION MANAGERS attending enough to have sufficient experience to know news value, and
radio's
first news111.,clinic,
at Springfield,
underNov.NAB16, young enough to actively compete
auspices, were urged to inaugurate with other news organizations."
Whenever possible the news edi"one-man news departments" to
tor should also have the responcombat
"stereotyped"
approachby
sibility of delivering the news on
of newsthecoverage
as supplied
wire services.
the air, but first consideration
should
be
given to news sources,
NAB's Radio News Committee,
with E. R. Vadeboncoeur, vice- coverage, reportorial ability and
local
situations
based on the type
president of WSYR Syracuse, as
chairman, Arthur Stringer, NAB of community which the station
director of circulation as secretary, serves, it was said.
and Les Johnson, general manager
Stations can no longer satisfactorily serve their audiences with
of WHBF Rock Island, 111., and
president of the 9th district NAB, "ticker
offered their proposals during a declared. newscasts," the committee
round-table discussion during
Recorder Experiences
which some 40 managers and news
Bill Ray, head of news and
editors outlined their individual
special
events for NBC Central
problems.
Division, told of experiences with
The News Committee was told: the
film and wire recorder and
"too many" newscasts demonstrated advantages of its
on There
most are
stations.
uses for
"on the spot"
Networks tend to "editorialize" with
transcriptions.
He coverage
pointed
to too great a degree on their
out
that
neither
recorder
can duplicoveragetional ofevents.national and internacate the quality of an off-the-line
broadcast but that adaptability
and general utility made its use
Inadequate 'Regional' Coverage
Wire services fail to provide ade- almost tion's
a "prerequisite"
news service. of any sta"regional" inaccurate
coverage, and
and
Ted Arnold, news editor of
copy is quate
frequently
also demonstrated the use
poorly written, without proper re- WHBF,
of the wire recorder by a local
gard for radio delivery.
In recommending establishment station.
In discussing coverage provided
of "one-man
news departments"
the
News Committee
said such de- by wire services, AP and UP radio
to provide
reppartments would provide service to services were resenasked
tatives ofstation
subscribers
listeners comparable to city staffs
of local newspapers; would add to to sit in on pending conferences to
prestige of stations by having rep- decide new radio policies.
resentatives at important news
"We are paying for the service
events; would give newscasts by and we feel we should have a voice
local commentators a more per- in determining how such service is
sonal approach, with local news to be provided," Les Johnson
competing with state, national and pointed out.
Phil Gibson, news editor of
international coverage.
The committee pointed out that WMBD Peoria, told the group that
a person controlling news coverage "The biggest need for improvement
(Continued on page 61)
for each station should "be old
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•
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Moderate Initial Cost
Worthwhile savings are assured
over otherdiators,types
of Verticalprices
Rawith complete
including construction, equipment and erection quoted in
advance.
Optimum andPerformance
n Working
field tests indicate
within 3% of 100% efficiency,
due to low base capitance, high
characteristic impedance, pracsinusoidalnearest
currentapproach
distribtically
ution and the
to the classical vertical wire.
Low Maintenance Cost
Occasional painting (for exam) is usually one-quarter
of a plestructural
steel towerthatof
similar height.
5-Year Insurance
Every
radiator
insuredLingo
againsterected
all .risks
of lossis
or damage for a period of 5
years suebyd to purchaser
individual policy isinsurance carrier. by standard
50 Years' Experience
Since 1897
constructed andLingo
erectedhasvertical
round structures. They have
proved
velocitiestheir
over stability
100 mph inandwindin
11 climates the world over.
SingleerectResponsibility
We
our own radiators by
factory-trained
specialists.to Foundations are designed
meet
each individual location. Lingo
sees the whole job through.

CO.
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PLANS FOR IRE MEET
IN N. Y. ANNOUNCED
EDGAR KOBAK, president of
Mutual, will be toastmaster Jan.
24 at the annual banquet of the
Institute of Radio Engineers to
be held Jan. 23-26 at the Hotel
Astor, New York. Dr. Frank B.
Jewett, president of the National
Academy of Sciences, will speak.
L. M. Clement, vice-president in
charge of research and engineering, Crosley Corp., will be master
of
ceremonies
president's
luncheon
Jan. 25at inthehonor
of Dr.
F. B. Llewellyn, incoming IRE
president.
Edward J. Content, engineer of
WOR New York, chairman of the
committee in charge of arrangements, said last week that a substantially greater attendance than
last
year's
3000 ismeeting.
expected Forat this
winter technical
the
accompanying radio engineering

AT RECEPTION in honor of Edgar Kobak in Atlanta, these four got
together. Topic was undoubtedly radio, as they are (1 to r) : J. W. Woodruff Sr., owner of WATL; Comdr. Jack Dempsey, USCGR, to head television fightcast organization on release from service [Broadcasting,
Nov. 12]; FCC Chairman Paul Porter; and Honor Guest Kobak.
O. Is audience
reputed toeverhaveto
show he reported that 124 exhibi- YOUNGSTOWN,
packed in the largest
tors have already taken the 150 witness
a
"Quiz
Kids"
showSunday,
when Nov.
over
attended
18, overMcNaughton
Americanbroadcast
via WPMJ.
Florence
booths originally
planned
for ex-is 3,000
Jean
was
the
Youngstown
hibitors and that the
committee
Quiz Kid.Bonds.
Show sold over $365,000 in
trying to obtain additional space.
Victory

Northwest
Certainly

Must

Folks
Listen to

KFYR

C3

Yes . . . we're finding this to be a fact more and
more. For instance, in just one week KFYR received
over 2,000 cards and letters requesting KFYR program
schedules! And, what's more, the requests are still
pouring in by the hundreds daily.
This overwhelming response proves two things conclusively: First, KFYR announcements net RESULTS !
Second, folks here in the Northwest just naturally
are interested in KFYR programs — both local and
network — because they know KFYR brings them the
finest entertainment possible.

Cash

in on KFYR's

Sales Power

Write us direct or ask any John Blair Man

1'"^'
fW
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WPIK Alexandria
Goes on Air Dec. 1
Howard Hayes General Mgr.;
Jefferay Program Director
NEW DAYTIME local, WPIK
Alexandria, Va., is to begin broadcasting Dec. 1 from its studios in
George Mason Hotel, according to
Howard R. Hayes, WPIK general
manager and president of Potomac
Broadcasting
see. FacilitiesCorp.,
are station
250 w licendaytime
on
730
kc,
Mexican
channel [Broadcasting, Dec. 1-A
11, 1944].
Mr. Hayes, former engineer with
WTOP,
with hisBroadcasting.
wife is half owner of Potomac
Carl
L.
Lindberg,
secretary-treasurer,
also WTOP technician, is holder of
other half interest.
Commercialdependent
manager
new in-P.
outlet is ofPerry
Walders, former salesman with
WINX and WWDC Washington
and WITH Baltimore. Program director is William W. Jefferay, announcer of WTOP Washington
who
formerly
had been with WOL
N.
J.
Washington and WPAT Paterson,
Joseph Hershey McGillvra Inc.
has been appointed
representative effectivenational
immediately.
WPIK has leased AP radio wire
and will use World Broadcasting
System transcription library.
WPIK
will and
program
number of remote
public a service
features, according to Mr. Hayes,
who also stated WPIK advertisers
include
radio. many local accounts new to
WBBM Contest Ends
MOVIE STARS Danny Kaye, Virginia Mayo, Marie MacDonald and
William Eythe participated in
the WBBM-Chicago
Times
"Harvest Moon" Festival,
Saturday,
November 24, which featured
winners of a Chicago talent search
conducted by WBBM. Finalists in
the talent search which WBBM has
conducted on a special Saturday
night broadcast for the past four
weeks were heard on a broadcast
from Chicago stadium, 11:05-11:30
p.m. CST. Judges to select
the winners, who will receive a
week's contract to sing over
WBBM and make personal appearances at the Chicago Theater, include Cy Wagner, Billboard, Bill
Hunt, Variety, Fred Sample,
Broadcasting, Bill Irwin, Chicago
Times, Nate Piatt, talent director
for B&K theaters, Al Morey,
WBBM assistant program director
in charge of productions and June
Hanson, WBBM director of auditions.

OPENING
on sponsored
"Radio— ItsbyPast.
Present Guild,
andFORUM
Future",
the
Radio
United
Office on& Nov.
Professional
Workers
of
America,
21
atincluded
the White
Collar
Center,
New
York,
a discussion
by Ireene
Wicker,on
Milton
Cross
and
Earle
McGill,
memories
of radio'splanned
early days
and
its growth.
for every
two
weeks onForums,
Wednesdays,
will
trace
the
development
of
radio
in
this
counmedium.
BI-«°try as an industry and as a cultural
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To millions of people in the rich Missouri Valley-Great Plains area,
"Radio Omaha" means "Radio WOW".
From Sioux Falls to St. Joe — from the cornlands of Central Iowa to the
cattle country of Western Nebraska — radio listeners have acquired the
"WOW habit" over a period of 22 years. Why? Because, with 5000 watts
power behind 590 kilocycles, WOW delivers clear, easy-to-listen-to radio
programs over an immense area — within 200 miles of Omaha. And because
listeners consistently hear the best radio programs on WOW.

RADIO

STATION

Since 1927, WOW has given its listeners NBC programs— the
best available anywhere. In addition, WOW has always excel ed in its newscasts, and its frequent timely special events.
So that's why "Radio Omaha" means "Radio WOW" . . •
that's why millions have the "WOW habit".
As every experienced Time-Buyer knows, it's "listener
habits" that determine the advertising value of radio media.
That's why WOW has been the Number One Radio Advertising Medium in its area for many years — and STILL IS.
ROADCASTING

• Telecast

wow.
OMAHA, NEBRASKA
590 KC • NBC • 5000 WATTS
Owner and Operator of

AT NORTH PLATTE
KODY
JOHNJOHN J. BLAIR
GIL LIN. a JR..
« GEN l. MGR.
CO., PRES.
REPRESENTATIVES
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'Club Matinee' Returns
After Two-Year Absence
AMERICAN'S afternoon fun-fest,
Club Matinee, which set the pattern for many famous night
variety programs, returned to the
air Nov. 20, 12:30-1 p.m. CST,
after a two-year absence. Show,
originating from Chicago, is broadcast Monday through Friday, replacing Chicago Varieties.
Launched originally April 12,
1937, Club Matinee gained immediate popularity as a daytime showcase for such talent as Gary Moore,
Ransom Sherman, Durward Kirby
and Mike Roy. Others who used
program as stepping stone to fame
were the Merry Macs, Johnny
Johnston, Gail Page, Nancy Martin,
Marion Mann and Annette King.
New version, produced and directed
by Harold Stokes, stars Songstress
Mary Jane Dodd, Tenor Boyce
Smith, Four Vagabonds and Rex
Maupin's orchestra.

Every

LONG TERM?
'Queen for Day' in Chicago
Wanted to Visit Jail— —
FIRST CHICAGO "Queen For A
Day" on the Mutual program of
the same
name,
WGN's
publicity chief,
Jim gave
Hanlon,
a couple
of bad moments. Asked what she
wanted to do most, Mrs. Carl Edin,
a working Chicago housewife and
mother,
told Jimambition
she'd like
realize a lifetime
by tovisiting
the Cook County jail.
Mrs. Edin went to jail, then on
to WGN for a tour of the studios,
and in the evening was guest of
honor at Laffing Room Only and
an after-theater party in a Chicago hotel dining room.
ERNEST
SCHOELMAN,
86-year-old
farmer,
wasJ. winner
of the presented
152nd.
W. onG.
SkellySkelly
Agriculture
Award,
the
News
program
(NBC)
Nov.
25expert.
by Lloyd
Burlingham,
Midwest
operatesMinn.
a farm
730acre farmMr. inSchoelman
Nicollet County,

60

U. S. Radio's Performance Is Praised
By Porter on Thanksgiving Program
and nowmanyreconverts
others.
"ONE OF THE BLESSINGS that tory"As gardens
the nation
we can be most thankful for in from
gardens
war to peace, we are still
this trypostwar
era is thatradiothissystem
coun- faced with a tremendous demand
has a nationwide
fast and accurate reportto assist us in solving the many for full,
ing on national and international
difficult problems of reconstruc- problems, and the presentation of
tion," Paul A. Porter, FCC chair- opinion representing all sides of
man, said Thursday in a statement current
topics. Our radio can and
broadcast by WNEW New York will perform this service. And in
as part of a special Thanksgiving addition, we can count on American radio to pioneer in such new
Day program, I'm Thankful For. broadcasting
services as FM —
"The capacity of our American
modulation — television
radio machinery to spring to the frequency
rescue was signally demonstrated and facsimile so that this nation
its lead in broadcastduring
the
second world
Mr. may ingmaintain
andlogical
reapprogress.the fruits of technoPorter inated
continued.
"Radiowar,"
factual information
todissemevery
"We can be thankful today and
corner of the nation on such necessary war measures as manpower every day that we live in a country
mobilization, rationing, bond drives, where freedom of conscience, freedomtionof arespeech
and freedom
salvage, security of military infundamental.
Let ofus ac-be
formation, civilian defense, vie- thankful,
too, that a beginning has
been made
extending basis
theseasfreedoms on a inworldwide
the
surest guarantee of a peaceful future for all of us."

minutes
. . . in Philadelphia

WDAS

broadcasts

the news every hour
on the hour
. . . and one-minute summaries on the
half hour.
That's why most Philadelphians have
formed the habit of dialing 1400
regularly.
With Timing like this in Philadelphia,
it's no wonder that 78 percent of this
station's sponsors renew regularly.

^^.^
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AID FROM AUDIENCE
EMPHASIZED BY WGTS
WITH THE DEBUT of Mr. and
Mrs., sponsored by Sealy Mattress
Co., Chicago, Sunday Nov. 25,
WGN is going all out for audience
participation shows. Belief is that
such matprograms
offer goodwill
sure-fire with
forfor establishing
local audiences, overlooked during
war years when news and network schedule.
programs monopolized station's
Mr. and Mrs. with Lee Bennett,
WGN announcer and vocalist, as
m.c, will highlight and dramatize
common complaints housewives
have for husbands and vice-versa.
Prizes will be awarded to members
of air audience who submit best
letters, which will be dramatized
by WGN actors. Then members of
studio audience will get opportunity to argue each case ad lib, pro
and
con, with
surprise
awards for
audience
members
participating.
WGN also is currently featuring
Jimmy Costello on remote from
Goldblatz department store, with
customer interviews on program
entitled Lets Have Fun, 11:4512 noon CST Monday through Friday; Meet Tommy
Bartlett,Chicago
with
Mr. Bartlett
interviewing
personalities, 3:15-3:30 p.m. CtiT
Monday through Friday (Holsum
Products, peanut butter) ; Words
& Rhythm, which invites listeners
to submit news items from Chicago
Tribune which can be rhymed or
set to music; Eddie and Fannie
Cavanaugh, who also invite listener participation, and Man on
the Street, 2:15-30 (Nelson Broth-,
ers, furniture, Chicago). As time
is made available, station plans to
offer tener
additional
participationaudience
shows. and lis-
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Every morning, for years, the little
old lady had huddled by her radio,
listening to the man who meant so
much in her life — Don McNeill of the
Breakfast Club.
But this morning she was to see
her hero in person. The Breakfast
Club had come to Boston for a single
day, and the town was agog. Tingling with anticipation, the little old
lady made her way to the studio. But
it was jammed. Not even standing
room. She returned home . . . crushed.
Then she learned of Don's plan to
make six appearances in New York.
She knew what to do.
She left town — for New York.
She arrived long before broadcast
time — fortunately, because the theatre was soon jammed. This time she
got in, saw the show, met McNeill,
talked with him. And that night! she
was his guest of honor at dinner, an
excited, thrilled old lady!
The Man With Millions
of Sweethearts
A rare case of devotion? Not for Don
McNeill. Millions of folks listen relig-

Don'smanyBreakfast
Don
is one ofiously tothe
reasons Club.
why ABC
is the most-listened-to network every
weekday morning.
ABC has more quarter-hours in the
morning with a CAB rating of 4 or
better than any other network — in
fact, more than all other networks
combined.
How did we do it? By pioneering
in a new type of program technique,
by going after it with all we had: new
shows, improved facilities and effective audience-building methods.
ABC Is Really Going Places!
Today this network offers you an outstanding value in radio. 22,000,000
ABC families * with 92% of the nation's
spendable income jingling in their pockets, are waiting to hear your message at
a surprisingly reasonable cost. In fact,
if you'll compare actual rates, you'll
find that Network X cost 43.7% more
than ABC per evening half -hour, while
Network Y costs 28.7% more!
*Nigkt-time coverage. This figure continues to climb
with steadily improving station facilities.

7 reasons why ABC
American

. ..

Broadcasting Company

is attracting America's Leading Advertisers
which
1. ECONOMICAL RATES — Network X costs
ences. builds bigger, more loyal audi43.7% more than ABC per evening halfhour, Network costs 28.7% more.
5. GOOD WILL through public service programs that give an unbiased, complete
2. REACHES 22,000,000 FAMILIES... who
of vital issues.
have 92% of the nation's spendable 6. picture
ENTHUSIASTIC COOPERATION of the
194
member
stations for the benefit of
3. EXPERT PROGRAM ISERVICE available
advertisers.
if and when you want it.
PRACTICAL TELEVISION — program
4. EFFECTIVE AUDIENCE PROMOTION 7. building
on an economical basis.

American
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Broadcasting

Company
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ADDITIONS TO WBBM
DEPTS. ARE LISTED
ALL departments at WBBM, CBS
Chicago station, are being staffed
to meet peacetime requirements,
now that labor restrictions are off
and former employes are returning
from military service.
Howard Miller, discharged as a
lieutenant after three and onehalf years in the Navy, has been
added to the production staff. He is
former owner-manager of WGIL
Galesburg, 111.
Bob Croft, discharged as lieutenant in the Air Corps after four
years as a glider pilot, is now assistant to Ben Orloff in the purchasing department, replacing Joe
Strader, who takes over the traffic
department.
Thomas R. Ronney has returned
to CBS as sales promotion manaWBBM forafterthe directing
licger ofrelations
Marine pubbase
at San Francisco and for the Merchant Marine Academy at Kings
Point, L.I. He formerly was sales
promotion
St. Louis. manager of CBS-KMOX
Jack Brooks, former production
manager of WHAS Louisville, has
also returned to WBBM production staff. Before going with
WHAS he was a staff vocalist at
WBBM for nine years.
RCA has resumed radiotelegraph service
to Shanghai
with rates.
a substantial
reduc-of
in message
PrewarYorkrate
74c
ation word
Shanghai
has between
been cut New
to 24c and and
the
San Francisco-Shangai rate to 20c.

TITLE OF 'OLDEST'
KQW
San JoseCLAIMS
Station Offers Documents To Show
Regular Broadcasts Started in 1912

schedule."
Electronic Gauge
CHROME GAUGE CORP., Philaa new direct
elecKQW San Jose is shown as it looked in 1913 (before it was KQW),
tronicdelphiabore, isintroducing
gauge utilizing
with (1 to r, seated) K. Sanders and E. A. Portal; (standing) Dr. C. D. contact to measure cylindrical inHerrold, was lauded in a broadcast as "the man who developed the world's
with an accuracy, of onefirst radio station to present regular broadcasts", and F. G. Schmidt. half of teriors
one ten-thousandth of an
inch.
Gauge
a projection
TITLE of "first station" had scheduled programs in 1912, and rod mounted comprises
on a stabilized frame
another claimant last week — KQW that it has been on the air con- with
a
flexible
point
which
checks
San Jose, Cal.
sistently since then with the excepcontact the interior surfaces of
tion of the years of the first World by
Manager C. L. McCarthy said he
the bore to be measured. Results
had found that the station "which
are transmitted instantaneously to
He supported the claim with affi- a Brown Electronik precision indilater became KQW, was established at San Jose by Dr. Charles
davits concerning the 1912-13 procator which indicates imperfecgrams; interviews with Dr. Hertions, air pockets, etc. to .00005
D. Herrold in 1909, that the station began broadcasting regularly War."rold, now living at Piedmont, Cal., of an inch.

SIOUX

KSOO
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and his early associates,and photographs of the station made in 1913.
The information, gathered by a
KQW writer assigned to the job
"just for fun," was incorporated
into a half-hour show, The Story
of KQW,
tional Radiobroadcast
Week. during NaDr. Herrold was hailed on the
program
as the first man
to maintain a broadcasting
station
on a
daily schedule and first to establish two-way
broadcast
(in 1912in
between
Fairmont
Hotel station
San Francisco and his station at
San Jose). The program, dedicated
to him, included a transcribed message in which Dr. Herrold asserted
"Radiofanthas
inclothes.indeed
I am outgrown
happy toitshave
been the first man to broadcast radio entertainment on a regular

FALLS,

SO.

DAKOTA

1140 K C - 5000 WATTS
National Representatives
HOWARD H. WILSON CO.
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ENGINEERING SERVICE
A CONSULTING ENGINEERING SERVICE FOR BROADCASTERS
HAS BEEN SUPPLEMENTED BY THE DESIGN AND
SUPERVISION OF

PROVIDING FOR EVERY DETAIL OF PLANS AND
SUPERVISION TO THE EXTENT DESIRED BY THE CLIENT
IN THE CONSTRUCTION
COMPLETE
•
•
•
•
•

OF • • •
RADIO

ACOUSTIC DESIGN
SOUND ISOLATION
STUDIOS
OFFICES
EQUIPMENT LAYOUT
TELEPHONE LINES

CONSULTING

•
•
•*
•
•

STATIONS

RADIO RELAY
INSTALLATION SUPERVISION
BUILDING AND
TRANSMITTERLIGHTING
HEATING,
VENTILATIONS
ANTENNAS
OVER-ALL PERFORMANCE

RADIO ENGINEER

ASSOCIATES
PAUL DeMARS— LATELY VICE-PRESIDENT IN CHARGE OF ENGINEERING, YANKEE NETWORK
JACKSON & MORELAND— structural and design engineers
OFFICES
1469 Church Street, N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
236 West 55th Street New York 19, New York
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NORTH
IS

CAROLINA

THE
No.

SOUTH

S

1 STATE

North Carolina's great buying power lies only partly in her
rural areas. But, even so, Sales Management's 1945 Estimate shows that gross farm dollars here pass the 635milhon mark, leading the next Southern state by more
than 250 million dollars, and more than doubling the
average for all nine other Southern states ! North Carolina
alone produces 28.9% of the total value of all principal
crops raised in all nine other Southern states, combined.
How's that for a Southern Market?

NAB Sales Managers Group to Discuss
Contract Standards at N. Y. Meeting
REVISION of standard contracts, Va. At lunch the subcommittee on
advertising agency recognition audience measurement and full disclosure will meet with representaprojectardsand
the newwillNABheadStandtives of the NAB Research Comof Practice
the
mittee.
Head of the subcommittee
agendagers Executive
of the Committee,
NAB Sales meeting
Mana- is Frank Webb,
WGL Fort Wayne.
Full committee will assemble at
at the Hotel Roosevelt, New York,
10 a.m. Thursday, taking up standNov. 26-30.
ard contracts and agency recogniAgenda for the sessions, includtion in the morning. A. D. Willard
ing three days of subcommittee
meetingsmitteeandmeetings,
two was
days prepared
of full com-by Jr., NAB executive vice-president,
will be a guest at the luncheon.
James V. McConnell, manager of The audience measurement subcom it e wil report as well as
NBC's spot
sales
department,
committee chairman, and Frank E. the subcommittee on standard rate
cards, headed by Arthur Hull
Pellegrin,
NAB
Director
of
Broadcast Advertising, secretary.
Hayes, WABC New York.
Start Monday
At the Friday morning session
the committee takes up the new
Week's meetings open at 10 a.m. NAB Standards of Practice adoptMonday with the NAB subcommited by the board last summer, meettee on revision of the standard adwith representatives of the
vertising contract taking up prog- NAB ingCode
Committee. Government
ress of that project. Chairman of use of commercial
radio will be
the subcommittee is Walter John- considered. At lunch Mr. Pellegrin
son, WTIC Hartford. Tuesday the
on thetest
Joske's
subcommittee will meet with the is to report
ment store radio
in SandepartAnAAAA contract subcommittee to
tonio.
Hugh
Feltis,
discuss the matter jointly, perhaps Measurement Bureau Broadcast
president,
taking formal action.
Proposal for an advertising will discuss progress of that
program.reports
Proposed
reagency recognition bureau will be agency's
vival of detailed
on quandiscussed Wednesday by the subtity and types of radio advertising
committee handling that subject, is final
subject on the agenda.
starting with an 8:30 breakfast.
Chairman of committee is Stanton
New Court Building
P. Kettler, WMMN Fairmont, W.
A TEN-MILLION-dollar building
to house the U. S. Court of Appeals forU.the S.District
Columbia
and the
Districtof Court
for
BALTIMORE'S
D. C. are authorized in companion
bills introduced in the Senate and
House Nov. 16. Both measures provide for acquisition of land, most
of whichtrict, at Constitution
is now owned Ave.
by theandDis-3d
St., NW.nated "The
Building
desigUnited would
Statesbe Courts
of
the
District
of
Columbia."
Courts now occupy separate buildings at 5th & E Sts., NW. The
Senate bill (S-1603) was introFla.) ducedofby Chairman
Public Andrews
Buildings (D-&
Grounds Committee and the House
measure (HR-4719) by Chairman
Lanham
(D-Tex.)Committee.
of Public Buildings & Grounds

With 50,000 Watts, at 680 k.c— and NBC — Station
WPTF is by long odds the No. 1 radio salesman in North
Carolina. Let us send you the complete facts and availabilities. Or just call Free & Peters!
50.000 WATTS
— NBC
RALEIGH.
\.< .
Free & Peters, Inc., National Representatives
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"I remember WFDF Flint did
mention a big building program."
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CINCINNATI 2, OHIO
BASIC AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
NATIONALLY REPRESENTED BY LEWIS H. AVERY, INC. 565 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y. — 333 North Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III.
This is the fifth in a series of advertisements inspired by WSAI's pride in the quality and prominence of its national and local advertisers.

V. S. NET PROGRAMS
LEADING IN CANADA
UNITED STATES network programs led in popularity in Canada
according to the November national
evening ratings issued by ElliottHaynes Ltd., Toronto. Fibber McGee and Molly leads with rating
of 33.1 and sets in use rating of
43.2. Second is Edgar Bergen and
Charlie McCarthy with a rating of
30.3 followed by Radio Theater
29.8, NHL Hockey (Canadian origination) 19.3, Album of Familiar
Music 18.5, Bing Crosby Music Hall
17.9, Request Performance 17.1,
Waltz Time 15.8, Green Hornet
(Canadian origination) 15.3, and
Treasure Trail (Canadan origination) 15.1. French language programs were led by Un homme et
son Peche with 37.5 and sets
in use 46.5, followed by Railliement
du Rire 39.8, Le Cafe Concert 34,
Secrets du Dr. Morhanges 33.3 and
La Mine d'Or 28.4.

Sound Effects Technique
Explained in New Book
TECHNIQUE and mechanics of
radio sound effects are presented
in a new, illustrated book, Radio
Sound Effects (Ziff-Davis Publishing Co., N. Y.,
$1.50),
^^^^^Hk.
jfl
Creamer byandJoseph
Wilfi1 Wk Ham B. Hoffman.
™ "manual
^^t|
Prepared asfora
broadcasting stations,technicians,
sound effects
students, and all
others who use, or
Mr. Creamer are interested in,
modern sound efa fasci-by
fects technique,'
nating story of theit ispartalsoplayed
the soundman in broadcasting and
the ingenuity of his devices and
methods.
The authors are both associated
with WOR New York, Mr. Crea-

Video Is Expensive But Most Effective
For Advertiser, WCBW Official Says
suds One
up inthing
a television
"IT IS visiQUITE
tele- actually
commercial.
can be
on is a very apparent
expensive that
medium
learned
so
far
from
video audifor
advertisers,"
stated
George
Moskovics, commercial manager of
ences, he remarked,of and
that isun-"a
anything
WCBW New York, CBS video sta- definite rejection
Commercials properly
tion, at American Television So- done "shouldrealistic".
be interpreted into
ciety panel discussion luncheon
meeting Nov. 19 at Hotel Sheraton, ,acceptable
termsassistant
to the director
audience."of
Ben Feiner,
New York.
But, he pointed out, television programs of WCBW, told the
"can deliver a sales impact several luncheon
guestsarethathard"goodto writers
television
obtain.
times as television
great as any
media" in
Television requires simple, direct
because
can other
demonstrate
the products in use. Other media and
appealing
scripts."in aCBS,
is interested
varietyhe
can make statements about the continued,
product but television not only of different types of shows.
Lea Hurwitz, director of news
makes the statement but proves it.
For example, he explained, it is for WCBW, explained that the
very effective to see a box of Duz quality type of announcer on a
video news show — one with authoritative knowledge combined
mer as rectorpromotion
and research
and Mr. Hoffman
as a mem-di- with an intimate affable contact
ber of the sound effects department. with the audience — was difficult to
find. The use of maps, still pictures,
cartoons and interviews with peopleingin antheinteresting
news all add
to mak-he
newsup show,
said.
Ray
Nelson,
vice-president
charge of television for Charles M.in
AN
Storm, acknowledged
producer"
was essentialthatto a a "good
good
television show.
1*SPO

NBC Offers Two Special
Thanksgiving Hours
TWOv ONE-HOUR segments of
NBC's afternoon schedule of daytime programs were devoted to
SINESS
specially prepared programs on
Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 22, in line
with a general format developed
Radio Daily Survey
by C. dentL.in charge
Menser,of NBC's
vice-presiprograms,
taking
into account the changed audience
on the holiday. First hour, sponsored by General Mills, presented
There is only one city in Tennessee with an A-l postwar
a Thanksgiving sermon by John
rating and that is NASHVILLE . . . Here is a city that is
Barclay, 2-2:15 p.m., a special
Thanksgiving drama written by
teeming with opportunities for more business. Its location
is ideal from the standpoint of service to more than a million
Arch Farmer, titled "What Have
We To Be Thankful For?" 2:15prospective new customers for your product ... As proof,
2:45 p.m.,
giving and
music ona special
Hymns Thanksof AM
we point to Radio Daily's good word about its gains in
Churches,
2:45-3 p.m.
population, per capita income and RETAIL SALES!
From 4-5 p.m. Frank and Anne
Hummert, radio producers, preYes, indeed. It will well pay you to include Nashville . . . with
sented aspecial program of music
its rich Middle-Tennessee market, and Radio Station WSIX
devoted to the day, replacing four
American Home Products serials.
in your sales and advertising plans!
'Coronet' Show
WSIX Offers:
ESQUIRE Inc., publishers vf
1 . Top works
showsAMERICAN
of two
and popular
MUTUAL.netCoronet Magazine, have replaced
Coronet Story-Teller on American
2. An excellent share of the radio
with Coronet Front Page, Monday
audience
in Tennessee's
only A-lare
through Friday 9:55-10 p.m. CST.
postwar market
where there
Written by Ken Houston of
more than a million potential buySchwimmer & Scott, Chicago, sponers for your product.
sor's agency, and narrated by Paul
3. A unusually lc cost per radio
Barnes, the program features
listener.
headline news and top human interest story of the day. Coronet
AMERICAN
Story-Teller, formerly heard at
9:55, has moved to 11:30-11:45
MUTUAL
a.m. EST., with Marvin Miller as
commentator, sponsored by KelRepresented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
l°gg, as part of Home Edition.
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THIS

IS THE

THAT
YOUR
Austin, Texas is a market no successful
business man can afford to overlook. It ranks
as one of the five major cities in Texas, is the
State Capitol and educational center. With
a population increase of 65% from 1930 to
1940, and a per family income well above
that of any other Texas city, Austin presents
a fertile field for your product promotion.
To sell this rich market we offer you this
proved salesman, the one that will deliver
more audience per dollar over a broader coverage— Station KNOW. KNOW is the listening habit in Austin. Hooperatings show that

WILL

VOICE
SELL

PRODUCT

it is the leading Austin station any hour of
the day or night. Combine this with the fact
that KNOW is the oldest, best established
station in Austin and you'll agree that to sell
Austin, it's KNOW. Ask us to send you further
information plus our booklet, "The Austin,
Texas Area."

RADIO
STATION
AMERICAN,
KNOW
New York
BROADCASTING

STATE

MUTUAL

NETWORKS

AND

TEXAS

STATION

WEED & CO., Representatives
Boston . . . Chicago . . . Detroit . . . Hollywood . . . San Francisco
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GIVE

THE

FOLKS

OUTSIDE

A

BREAK

on the Pacific Coast, too !
IN THE OUTSIDE MARKET live half the radio families on the Pacific Coast.
These people are good customers — they spend approximately half of
the more than eight billion dollars in Pacific Coast retail sales each year
Th EOUTSiDERSon the Pacific Coast want in on
your radio show, but they can't listen to it unless
you release it on Don Lee. Reason ? The Pacific Coast
is i, 3 52 miles long and covered with mountains up
to 15,000 feet high — and Don Lee is the only net'
work with enough stations (39) to deliver both the
"inside" and "outside" markets completely. (The
other 3 networks combined have only 29 stations.)
Matter of fact, more than 9 out of every 10 radio
families live within 25 miles of one of Don Lee's
39 stations. When your show is on Don Lee, the
folks both outside and inside listen to it.
Proof of this is shown in a special C. E. Hooper
coincidental telephone survey of 276,019 calls, the
largest ever made on the Pacific Coast. In this

thorough-going survey, 40 to 100% of the outside
audience was tuned to Don Lee. (See example.)
Regional advertisers know how effective Don
Lee is in both Pacific Coast markets. That's why
Don Lee carries practically as much Pacific Coast
regional business as the other three networks com'
bined. Give the folks outside a break on the Pacific
Coast— buy DON LEE!
Example from Special C. E. Hooper Survey
YAKIMA, WASHINGTON
Evening
Morning
SHARE OF AUDIENCE
STATION
66.4% 69.5%
12.2% 52.8%
21.5% Afternoon
Don Lee Station KIT
19.3%
Most popular competing station
Other examples to follow

The Nation's Greatest Regional Network

thomas s.lee, President
lewis allen weiss, Vke-Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
Sydney gay nor, General Sales Manager
5515 MELROSE AVE., HOLLYWOOD 38,CAL.
Represented Nationally by John Blair & Co.
DON

LEE

BROADCASTING SYSTEM

Col. Wilder
(Continued from page 10)
the functions of military governor,
along with all his other duties. Now
the military governor usually is an
Army officer skilled in handling
the operation of enemy cities.
The need for trained officers is
apparent when you realize that no
civil government exists above city
or local levels which means that
mail service, long distance teleand such tostate
services are phoning,
not fiscalavailable
civilians
except to those few entitled to use
Army facilities. Policing is by civilian forces, if reliable — but always under supervision of our
Army. The military is in control,
but the functions, as planned gradually are being turned over to civil
authorities.
The main emphasis is on food.
No Army food is used for civilians,
except in extreme emergencies.

Some will be needed this winter.
In Germany today the food supplies
come to the cities from rural areas,
where there is more than enough
for their basic needs.
Transportation is the great problem in the German cities. To get
food into the cities Army trucks
must be used. There was nothing
left in German hands, except trolley cars and a few decrepit taxis.
Buses are virtually non-existent.
So our effort has been to get trolleys and subways running, while
turning over repaired German
Army trucks to local civilian auble out. thorities to move food in and rubI made particular study of
United States occupation problems
in Berlin, Bremen, Frankfort and
observed the methods used by the
British and Russians respectively
in Hamburg and Berlin. I felt that
these two Allies are tougher on the
enemy, but that Russians are
modifying their earlier harsh meas-

was and
impressed
sianures. Iofficers
soldiers,withwhoRus-go
into a song every time a group gets
together.
Theirnotch.
discipline
and morale is top
The Russians
look
victorshomeand asdon't
mind the
beingpartawayof from
our
boysWhatdo. is most important need in
zones taken over by Allies is gas,
electricity and water, next to food.
We found these utilities in various
states of destruction and great
progress
been madeArmies
in restoring them.hasOccupation
have
experts in each field who supervise
civilian labor to get utilities functioning more rapidly than anyone
dared estimate. Large sections of
German cities are still without
some of these services.
Here and there newspapers are
being published
by reliable ciofficers. vilians, under supervision of our
The huge task of screening out
Nazi sympathizers is simplified by

SETt/ow
SIGHTS
ON

• •

«

THE GREATER

KANSAS

CITY MARKET

KCKN assures you greater X
Wl tk KCKN
sales because only KCKN programs exclusively and specifically
for city listener tastes — with the result
that Kansas Citians look to KCKN for
the kind of radio entertainment they enjoy.
By leaving the surrounding thinly spread farm
and small town market to- others and concentrating
on metropolitan Kansas City, KCKN offers you a substantial share of this rich, fertile, nine hundred million
dollar market — without the rate penalty of outstate coverage
Wire or phone your nearest CAPPER
office for availabilities . . . TODAY

BEN LUDY, GENERAL MANAGER, KCKN, KANSAS CITY. . . WI BW, TOPEKA
ELLIS ATTEBERRV, manager, kckn, Kansas city

The Other Side
ELMER
DAVIS,
formerto
OWI Director
now slated
start an American network
commentary series Dec. 2,
last Wednesday watched his
first Presidental
news from
conference in four years
the reporters'
side
of
the
cular office. Not being on cirthe
air, he enjoyed the banter
and serious question-answer
proceedings
notes. As OWIwithout
head hetaking
had
occupied a seat on a divan
off to one side from the
President's desk during news
conferences.
the thorough records found in many
cities. More Nazi men and women
are flushed out every day and they
are denied any privilege or responsibilities. Special hard work is
found for them to do and they have
to be closely watched. Trustworthy
civilians are essential in handling
civil jobs the available Army force
can't tivepossibly
perform.
is ultimately
to setTheup objeclocal
governments
run
by
civiliansuseun-of
der Army control. Temporary
Nazi key men has been discontinued.
Likewise the Army is bringing
over American civilians to replace
top Army occupation officers. The
new principle of United States occupation is that the Army is the
enforcement agency, not the administrative. At the outset, the Army
has to perform all functions until
competent American civilians can
take over. Let's take one city for
example. In Frankfort in about
two weeks normal power service
was restored, despite the -central
section of city being 80% destroyed.
Four thousand four hundred Nazis
were early dismissed from municipal jobs and replaced with reliable
personnel. One thousand one hundred non-Nazi policemen preserve
law and order, supervised by our
Army. Fifty-seven of the fifty-nine
banks in the city have been reopened. Over 3,300 stores and 114
insurance agencies have been
opened for business. Schools have
been started. Food was promptly
brought in from rural areas and the
people had 2,500 tons weekly out
of the rural areas food surplus. I
saw what was done in Frankfort
and what the United States Army,
new
these enemy
tasks, city.
can do in a
badly tobombed
Radio, not available in 1918, is
a major factor in the education
and control of German civilians. It
is a potent morale-builder with the
GI who thinks only of home and is
becoming far too friendly with
German families, or the daughter
at least. German-language radio
programs
are regarded as main rethinking.liance in straightening
out civilian

CAPPER PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
The four-way control of Berlin
CHICAGO I: ISO NORTH MICHICAN AVENUE CENTRAL S977
(Continued on page UU)
NEW YORK 17: A20 LEXINGTON AVENUE MOHAWK 4-3280
KANSAS CITY 6: 300 WALTOWER BUILDING VICTOR 3064
SAN FRANCISCO 4: 1207 BUSS BUILDING DOUGLAS 5220
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TO STATION AND PRODUCT
When Hilliard Gates doffed his uniform,
he stepped up to a WOWO microphone and
took up his sports-editing where he left off . .
broadcasting hundreds of scholastic and professional events, and picking All-America
elevens with considerable acumen.
In addition, Gates is now functioning
smoothly as Public Service Director of
WOWO. . a man's-size job in these trying
times. Typical of his promotions have been:
Indiana's Tribute to President Roosevelt,

ACCEPTANCE

originated for the network by WOWO; Airborne Command's bombing of Fort Wayne;
Cancer-control drive; V-E Day broadcasts
from war-plants; I wo Jima Memorial Day
service.
Result in the few short months Gates has
been at the helm of WOWO's Public Service:
More listeners to buy merchandise — more
sponsors' products sold. Write NBC Spot
Sales for new coverage figures.

WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc
K YW
WBZ A
K EX
K D K A * W BZ
WOWO
REPRESENTED NATION A LY BY NBC SPOT SALES — EXCEPT KEX • KEX REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
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Col. Wilder
(Continued from page 42)
is, of course, essentially by Armies.
The four Armies are getting along
well now that original differences
have been ironed out through regular meetings of commanding generals. Ifound no real support for
this four-way plan, born because
no nation would give up Berlin to
any other Army exclusively. The
same principle obtains in Vienna
and to lesser extent I found it in
Rome, where British outnumber
United States Army about ten to
one. The Italians prefer the Americans, as do the Beiiiners. I believe the four-way control will
have to be considerably modified.
There is a distinct feeling, not
openly expressed, that some redistribution wil follow, leaving one
nation in control of each major city
for greater governmental efficiency.
The four-way control group, I believe, can better oversee the whole

enemy area than supervise any one
city. Everyone knows how difficult
this will be to arrange, but it
makeslies andforreduces
harmonycontinuing
among the
Aldanger
of disputes that could drive a wedge
between us all. At present the
four-power plan works fairly well.
Occupation Problems
None of us here at home can pass
judgment on these critical occupation problems. They must be left
to the officers in Germany and I
am confident they will work them
out with more experience. One thing
was crystal clear: we should not
demobilize too fast, lest we invite
a revival
of theon same
sortwar.
of "ism"
that
brought
the last
After talking with many generals responsible for German occupation, Ireturned heartened because they are competent and a
credit to this nation. They should
be given a free hand and whatever
help is needed.

Pumpkin Prize
WHEN THE NAME is on
the pumpkin and the pumpkin wins a prize at a county
fair, the name on the pumpkin gets a dollar, despite the
fact that it was all a big
mistake. Dixon County Agent
Howard Gillaspie brought
some pumpkins and squash to
the Emerson, Neb. TriCounty Corn and Garden
Show to give to George B.
German, farm director of
WNAX fore Yankton,
D. BeMr. GermanS. arrived,
Mr. Gillaspie
put
the
kins on a table. It turnedpumpout
to
be
a
display
table
—
and
one of the pumpkins won a
prize.
So Mr.
German
took
the dollar
and the
pumpkin,
too. And who wouldn't?

85% of the 97,585 persons in
PENSACOLA

and ESCAMBIA

Listen MOST

COUNTY,

Night AND

FLORIDA

Day to . . .

Also, anism
thecouldchange-of-focus
mech-a
be designed with
suitable lag to accommodate shifts
toratesvarious
focal planes at normal
of change.
W. S. Stewart,
Television Editor,
Photographer
Nov. International
12
* * *

WCOA
ONLY

Station For COMPLETE Coverage
Of NORTHWEST FLORIDA

Market's ONLY Listenable Daytime
Signal
SERVES almost exclusively nine Florida
and Alabama counties with estimated
population of 400,000
85% of over 35,000 radio homes Listen
To WCOA
BOTH
1 ,000 W. Day

NIGHT

PENSACOLA and ESCAMBIA COUNTY
— Buying Income $85,000,000
PENSACOLA— FLORIDA'S 4TH MARKET
PENSACOLA — Florida's Fastest Growing INDUSTRIAL and SHIPPING
CENTER
AND

DAY

IT'S

WCOA
500 W. Night

KEY TO RADIO

SELLING

IN NORTHWEST

1370 kc.

FLORIDA

WCOA — "A John H. Perry Station"
Jack Rathbun, Gen. & Sales Mgr.
AFFILIATED WITH THE NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
Represented by John H. Perry Associates
NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT ATLANTA PHILADELPHIA
FLORIDA
PENSACOLA
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Letters to the Editor
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Automatic focusing of motion
picture, television and large still
cameras may sometime be possible
through the application of the
range-finding
principlesdayof radar.
Although present
radar
measures distances in terms of
thousands opmentsofin theyards,
futuremake
devel-it
art may
possible
to
measure
distances
in
terms of feet.
The use of radar, or its principle, in the automatic control of
optical focusing systems could ease
considerably the strain of constant
attention to focusing, which is the
lot of most cameramen.
One difficulty in such an arrangement might be that, if the radar
focusing beam should inadvertently wander off the principal subject, such as fifteen
an actor,feetandaway,
strikethea
background
cameraman might be embarrassed
to find his subject completely out of
focus in a split second.
Perhapscould
an adjustable
time-delayto
circuit
be incorporated
permittion of thesuchelectronic
accidental
mis-direcfocusing
beam
to occur, for a brief moment, without putting the optical system out
of focus. Thus, time would be aled to re-frame the subject withoutlowde-focusing.

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
a timebuyer's
theFrom
suggestion
made by standpoint,
Mr. Carey
of WIND Chicago, in your issue of
November 12th, regarding the BMB
measurement plan,* appears to be
of very practical value.
It seems to this writer that the
same argument applies to greater
New York audience measurement
kets.
and all major metropolitan marI do not know what cost is involved, or whether
Mr. Carey's
suggestion
is impracticable
for
other reasons.
I
merely
want makes
to indorse any such idea which
the
job of time buying a little less
difficult.
Stanley Probst,
Vice-President,
Pharmaceutical Co.
Nov. Maryland
13
* Editor's Note:
In thechanges
Nov. 12inissue,
Mr.
suggested
the
BMB Carey
measurement
plan.

Heads Radio Council
DOROTHY GRIFFIN of the
speech and drama department of
Christian College, Columbia, Mo.,
has been elected president of that
city's
Council.whoShehassucceeds
ShermanRadioLawton,
moved
from Stephens College, Columbia,
to U. of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.
BROADCASTING
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^ Wie fiailard & Bali,
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Our reconversion Proh,
.
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STON B. MORTON, President

.

aJ' a"d a so to
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^^
nd patronage. We
Ki

We should like to send you
a copy of our 40-page
book "28 Business Leaders
Plan for Louisville."
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LARRY WEBB, released from the Coast
Guardice, hasafter
three toand WJW
a halfCleveland
years serv-as
returned
treasurersistant toofthe the
corporation and aspresident.
ROBERT
O. REYNOLDS,
vice-president
and general
manager
Hollywood, has been
namedof toKMPCHollywood
(Cal.) Bowl
Theatre
Assn.
rectors for coming season. board of diF.CKWXH. (Tiny)
ELPHICKE,
manager of
is In eastern
on a sixVancouver,
weeks business
trip. Canada
MARK
WOODS,
president
of
has been elected a member of American,
the board
of governors
of the Cooperative
Analysis
of
Broadcasting
Inc.
With
election
of Mr.nowWoods,
twoonnetwork
presidents
are
serving
CAB
board,
the
being EDGAR KOBAK, president
ofotherMutual.
A.
MOSBY, generalIs onmanager
KGVOJ.to Missoula,
two-weekof
trip
New York Mont.,
and Washington.
CARL
J.
BURKLAND,
general
manager
ofto WTOP
Washington,
has ofbeen
elected
the board
of
directors
the
Washington Kiwanls Club.
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BOB J.ager ofBUSS,
commercial
manCKCK former
Regina
and of CJOC
Lethbrldge,
new
manager of isCHAT
^■PP**V Medicine
Hat.
J. B. eral
CONLEY,
gen-of
managerOre.,
KEX Portland,
was presented his
Westinghouse
year service button20last week.
startwith HeWestinghouseed Electric
Corp.
in 1925 in account1936 inghe department.
was electedIn
auditor-treasurer
Mr. Buss
new subsidiary,of
Westinghouse
Radio
Stations Inc., and in 1940 was appointed
general manager of Westinghouse Fort
Wayne,transferred
Ind., stations
was
to KEXWOWO-WGL.
last JanuaryHe
upon purchase of that station.
ALVIN
O.
BRAMSTEDT,
manager flewof
KFAR
Fairbanks,
Alaska, community
recently
to Barrow,
northernmost
on

the American
continent,broadcasts
to surveyin that
possibility of originating
ArcticWEST,
Ocean
area. Pilot
B.
heard
weeklywas onCHARLES
KFAR
"Wings Over the North" program.
RAY
P.Roanoke,
JORDAN, Va.,general
manager
of
WDBJ
has been
elected
president
ofalsoRoanoke
Kiwanis
Club
for
1946.
He
has
been
elected
local
chairman for the National Clothing
Collectionducted in January.
for Foreign Relief, to be conCHARLES
C. MOSKOWITZ,
dent ofand
Loew's
Inc., has
beenvice-presinamed
director
treasurer
of more
ofstudios
the corporations
operating
thethanU.MGM65S.
theaters
throughout
the
and Canada and station WHN New
York. He will representMusic
Loew's in Leo
the
operation
Feist Inc., ofandRobbins
Miller Music Corp.,
Corp., all
three
song
publishers,
as
well
as
Loew's
recently
division. organized phonograph record
RICHARD CONNOR,
vice-president
Associated
Broadcasting
Co., escapedof
with
scratches,
bruises
and
severe
shaking
up
Nov.
16
when
he
wasa aboard
the advance which
sectionwasofwrecked
the Commodore
Vanderbilt
en
route
to New York.
C.in P.charge
JAEGER,
American
vice-president
on West
Coast,
returns to ofNewsalesYorknowin early
December.
FRANK
E.
MULLEN,
NBC
vice-president
and
manager,of isnewon Hollywood
the West
Coast general
for inspection
studios.

Page Charlie McCarthy

TURNING TABLES on Edgar
Bergen (r) and using him as the
dummy,
Oklahoma's
Gov. Robert
S. Kerr is(center),
chairman
of the
board of West Central BroadcastingardCo.,station
just filedTulsa
for a[Broadcastnew standing, Nov. 5].in Edgar
T. Bell (1),
secretary-treasurer of WKY RadioCo., plays
Mr. andphoneMrs.
Bell Mortimer
were hostsSnerd.
at a
dinner given in honor of Mr. Bergen
and his bride during their visit ten
days ago in Oklahoma City.
FIBBER McGEE TOPS
OIV LATEST HOOPER
TOP-RANKING program in audience popularity the first week in
November was Fibber McGee &
Molly, according to the Nov. 15
report ning
of C.network
E. Hooper
Inc. onwhich
eveprograms,
rated the program 28.7. Bob Hope
was second
with 23.5.
25.6; Radio Theater third with
Average evening audience rating
was 9.4, up 0.4 from the Oct. 30
report, causenotof thereported
a year election
ago bePresidential
campaign.
use was 29.4,Average
a rise ofevening
1.3 fromsets-in
the
last report, with no comparison
with last normal
yearlistening
because
of
the
abthen. Average
available audience was 78.3, an increase of 0.7 from the last report,
a loss of 0.2 from a year ago. There
were 82 sponsored hours reported,
compared with 81% in the last reFollowing the three leaders,
most
evening 23.4;
shows Walter
were:
Charliepopular
McCarthy,
Winchell,
22.1; Jack Benny, 20.7;
port.
Mr. District Attorney, 20.7; Fred
Allen, 19.9; Screen Guild Players,
19.2;der sleeve,
Joan 16.8;
Davis,Eddie17.6;Cantor,
Great 16.6;
GilJack Haley, 16.1 ; Bandwagon, 16.1 ;
Aldrich Family, 16.0; Dr. Christian, 16.0; Amos V Andy, 16.0.
Top Sunday afternoon programs
were:
11.1; OneThomas,
Man's
Family,The8.6;Shadow,
John Charles
8.5.
Report was the first to include
the revised
contains bothpocketpiece,
evening andwhich
daytime
audience information, alphabetical
indexes to programs and to sponsors, share-of-audience figures for
all programs in addition to the rating
basic
audienceand sets-in-use
trends and figures,
top-ranking
programs for both day and everating onto use.
multi-weekly shows
and a ning,guide
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4. ..FOR

SALES

...FOR

JOBS

Through the past twenty years WSM has been getting ready for
this moment when sales are so vitally important in putting people back on payrolls. Earnestly, we have radiated friendliness
and warm human understanding to an area of five million people. And now we can offer the confidence we have built as a
50,000-watt, clear channel through which to flow the sales that
are so vital in achieving full employment for a reconverted nation. There can be no more powerful spearhead for the selling
this period demands.

THE STATION
THE

FULL

THAT

CONFIDENCE

OF

HAS

WORKED

FIVE

HARD

MILLION

TO

DESERVE

LISTENERS

HARRY STONE, Gen. Mgr.
DEAN R. UPSON, Comm. Mgr.
EDW. PETRY & CO., Natl. Reps.

50,000 WATTS • 650 KILOCYCLES • CLEAR CHANNEL • NBC AFFILIATE
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's not

the TUNE

it's HOW

he

he

plays

plays

it

Whether it's Ol' Man River or Bach's Toccata and Fugue is not as important as the technique of the organist.
We are proud that in our business of radio advertising
we too have a technique which only comes from practice and experience. In other words— it's not what we
do— it's how we do it.

PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY • RADIO ADVERTISING
NEW YORK ■ DETROIT • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO

'LetteraF Pass
TO STEAL an allegory which is the exclusive
property of Chairman Paul A. Porter, did you
ever see two halfbacks run in reverse from a
double wing formation and score a touchdown?
That seems to be the general strategy that
has developed out of the profound, and betimes
heated, correspondence which has been exchanged between Wayne Coy of WINX Washington, who used to advise President Roosevelt,
and Paul Kesten of CBS, with Assistant Secretary of State William Benton as a sort of
reluctant postman.
This correspondence, sparkling with vivid
verbal thrusts and a certain amount of doubletalk — on a very high plane, of course — was
printed in our last issue.
The premise from which Mr. Coy and Mr.
Kesten argued differed^ diametrically — but
their conclusions were wonderfully harmonious.
To freshen your memory, the State Department was smarting under a Coy letter protesting the fact report
that Secretary
London conference
was carriedByrnes'
exclusively
by CBS. Mr. Benton asked Mr. Kesten how
to answer Mr. Coy. Mr. Kesten provided a
dissertation conceived to answer not only Mr.
Coy's protestations, but those of anyone else
at any time on any subject. Bewildered by
this masterful essay, Mr. Bento» called upon
Mr. Coy for further observations.
Mr. Coy said his only desire was that the
public statements of public officials be made
available on an equal basis to all.
Mr. Kesten agreed. Chairman Porter, who
was dragged into the fray from the sidelines,
approved.
Mr. Benton, meanwhile, escaped this impressive forum of mutual agreement that
would touch the heart of any diplomat by
going to London on other business.
But everyone is agreed, at least, that there
should be no rule guaranteeing exclusivity in
broadcast to a public servant. Against such
affirmation, we would not venture a dissenting
vote.
Revival in New Mexico
NEARLY a decade has passed since the issue
of State versus Federal regulatory rights in
radio last was fought. It was in 1936 that the
U. S. Supreme Court settled finally, in a test
case involving imposition of a gross sales tax
on broadcasting, the illegality of such levies
because radio is an instrument of interstate
commerce subject to Federal rule only.
Now the question bobs up again in New Mexico where an effort is being made to overturn
a precedent of long standing handed down by
the State's Revenue Bureau. The New Mexico
attorney general contends that radio is subject to the State's 2% gross sales tax on the
ground that radio is intrastate commerce.
In the 1936 case, Associate Justice Stone,
now Chief Justice, concluded:
By its
nature
cends
Stateverylines
and broadcasting
is national intran-its
scope and importance — characteristics
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which bring it within the purpose and
protection,
subject it to the control of
the
commerceand clause.
The New Mexico case was argued last week
in the U. S. District Court for the District of
New Mexico, on petition for injunction filed
by four local stations. NAB wisely assisted in
legal and engineering argument to contest the
State'sis effort
imposethe thehighest
tax oncourts,
stations.should
The
case
headedto for
theAllState's
contentionsareprevail.
broadcasters
concerned about the
outcome, for several potent reasons. Should
New Mexico succeed in levying the tax, 29 other
states with various forms of sales taxes doubtless will try to make their own levies applicable.
Such a tax would prove crippling to many small
stations and unjust to radio generally.
But even more important might be a revival
of the effort by states to tap new sources of
revenue and impose a control on free speech
through the licensing of stations by the state
utility commissions.
It Can Be Done
A GOLDEN opportunity to break Jimmy Petrillo's with
deaththegrip'introduction
on radio was
presented last
week
by Chairman
Lea
(D-Cal.) of the House Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee of his bill aptly titled:
"To prevent control of broadcasting by coerpractices." would add to the penal proThecivemeasure
visions of the Federal Communications Act
three sections which would outlaw the vicious
standby practice, as well as other Petrillocontrived methods of plundering broadcasters.
Violation would be punishable by two years
imprisonment, $5,000 fine or both.
Chairman Lea's indignation, as well as that
of other members of his Committee and of Congress, has mounted with each Petrillo diatribe,
followed up by demand for additional tribute.
Said Chairman Lea in introducing his bill:
Carrying as the AFM demands do
threats of reprisals if not complied with,
they are on the moral level of racketeering
and extortion. A self-respecting government cannot afford to permit such practices to prevail. The objective of this legislation isto prevent them.
Broadcasters and an outraged public alike
will applaud Mr. Lea's action. They will turn
handsprings when the bill passes the Committee, which its author confidently predicts. But
it will take more than cheers and handsprings
to get the bill through Congress.
Labor has a powerful lobby in Washington.
Labor is big business — bigger than radio in
all its ramifications. The recent Internal Revenue Bureau Report on tax-free organizations
(which include unions) gives eloquent testimony to that. Much as many labor union leaders dislike the antics of Petrillo, they stick
together
whento ittake
comesplenty
to legislation."
It's going
of support to get
the Lea Bill through this session. There's plenty
around if*' it's properly mobilized and becomes
articulate. The FCC certainly doesn't relish
having Mr. Petrillo stop FM development dead
in its tracks through his double-standby edict.
The public has indicated its attitude.
The facts more than justify the Lea Bill.
Remember the Number— HR 4737. Tell the
story in the right places. AFM and its contemporaries already are unselling it.

HARRY RAYMOND SPENCE
ARRY RAYMOND SPENCE, owner of
KXROdio via Aberdeen,
Wash.,business.
came to rathe automobile
He was working as an automobile mechanic and salesman for an agency in Tacoma
the mid-1920's,
Mr. and
Mrs.
Carl E.in Haymond,
ownerswhenof KMO
Tacoma,
invited him and his wife to attend a late-evening broadcast featuring Arnold Leverenz at
the
console of the pipe organ in the Pantages
Theater.
The automobile mechanic-salesman saw the
show, the studios, and the transmitter, and
that settled it. In the spring of 1926 he went
to work for KMO as a salesman, picking up
from the station's owner a fast but liberal education in the art of radio broadcasting.
The education included the information that
radio time could be sold in units less than one
hour. For this knowledge he is indebted to
Roy Hunt, then owner of KXL Portland, Ore.
On a visit to Portland, he and his employer
found Mr. Hunt working on a revolutionary
idea: He was selling not only hours but also
half-hours, quarter-hours, participating proIt was
daring, grams,
butand iteven
was spot
payingannouncements.
off.
Two years after he went to work for KMO,
Mr. Spence learned that KXRO was silent,
acquired by the real estate firm of Jones and
Jones in lieu of unpaid rent. He decided to
buy — or at least to try to buy, because he
faced a problem in finding something to use
as money. To help him put up a front, he went
back to his employer in the automobile business andterviewborrowed
with Jones his
and private
Jones. car for the inMr. Spence parked his borrowed car with a
flourish in front of the firm's offices and went
in to talk with the manager, Rogan Jones. He
found Mr. Jones nourishing no high regard for
radio and quite happy to find someone to take
the station off his hands. Together they
worked out a deal giving him a 90-day option
on 49% of the stock.
A combination of hard work, long hours,
good luck, and an intense desire to make good
paid off,
by the that
springradio
of 1929
money.
Jones
wasandconvinced
could Rogan
make
He was so well convinced that early in 1929
he urged Mr. Spence to look over the property
of KVOS Bellingham, Wash., then in the
hands of a receiver. They bought KVOS, following up with the purchase of KPQ Seattle,
which they moved to Wenatchee, Wash., and
of KPCB (Continued
(now KIRO)on page
Seattle.
52) They also
BROADCASTING
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Phil Irwin has come the top recognition afforded an NBC
jnnouncer, the H. P. Davis Memorial Announcers' Award, denoting him, in the words of Pat Kelly, NBC chief of announcers,
as the "finest announcer in the NBC family of stations in 194 5."
Phil won this outstanding award, held last year by Ben Grauer,
in competition with the regular staff announcers of stations
throughout the nation affiliated with the NBC network.
Station KGW takes pride in Phil's achievement. It is typical of
the consistently high standards under which KGW operates.

nwr nc Tur RDf AT QTATIBN^ Hi- THF NATION

KQW
PORTLAND, OREGON
EPRESENTSD NATIONA
t Y EDWARD PITHY & CO.,
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AfX.

MONEYBAGS!

Surprised to hear that an average Iowa farmer might well be
your financial equal? 'Way back in 1943 the average Iowa
farm income was $7,672. Last year it was estimated to have
been at least 20% more, thus exceeding $8,000. This year and
next, with the call for all-out food production, the figures are
anybody's guess.
He's spending plenty now for what's available . . . but when
he really starts spending for the newer and better things of
the near future, he's going to be an important fraction of as
rich a market as you'd care to see. What he wants he'll buy!
And even though his new radio set, when he's able to get it,
will bring in Australia . . . what will be Farmer Bill's favorite
station? Still KMA, we'll wager! A true farm station with top
rating in the No. 1 Farm Market, KMA gives our Iowa farmers
what they want in entertainment and what they need in news
and information ... all announced by men who speak Iowa
American and know as much about Iowa farming and Iowa
home-life as the listeners to whom they talk. Result: KMA
gets more than twice as much listener-mail as any other radiosender in this area. Doesn't that indicate at least twice as much
listener-influence ?
Let us tell you the rest of the story. Or for full information
(and availabilities) ask Free & Peters.

Respects
(Continued
from page 50)
started U. S. Broadcasting Co. in
Hollywood; this was a transcripcompanya featuring
Tom Brennemantion in
Negro dialect
show
called Tom and Wash, but the transcription idea was too early and
the company failed.
From 1929 to 1931, Mr. Spence's
organization maintained headquarters in Seattle. When the Hollywood venture failed, Mr. Jones returned to Seattle and they separated the various corporations.
They soldchange ofKPCB,
after theowned
exstock Mr.and Spence
KXRO
and
Mr.
Jones
owned
KVOS
and KPQ.
Now in his third term as Naof Broadcasters'
directortionalforAssociation
the 17th
District, Mr.
Spence was first elected to the
Board at the Atlantic City convention as director-at-large for small
stations. He was not attending the
convention and his election was
engineered by friends without his
knowledge.
He wasconvention
re-elected andat
the San Francisco
then followed C. W. (Chuck) Meyers as director for the 17th District. He has been re-elected to this
postMr.twice.
Spence looks back on the
1920's
old for
days."50
KXRO asthen"the
was good
licensed
watts and had to share time with
a 50-watt station at Everett, Wash.
He wrote several letters to the
Everett station, got no reply, and
then turned to the Federal Radio
Commission, asking that both stations be allowed to operate fulltime. By return mail the Commission sent back an informal letter
telling him to go ahead. Later,
when production of the 50-watt
tubes KXRO was using was discontinued by the manufacturer
and the only substitute was a 75watt tube, Mr. Spence outlined his
situation in an informal letter to
the Commission and back again
came an informal reply — saying go
ahead on increased power.
Born at Bellingham on Dec. 21,
1900, Mr. Spence graduated from
high school and spent a year in
pre-medical training.
He is married and has two chil-

Recognition
CHOPIN
would be glad to
know that his music, if played
by
a band isthatstill"gives
something",
able fantoit
win
friends and influence
mail. WMAL Washington reports receipt of the following
letter,
addressed to "Mr.
Dear
FrederickFred,
Chopin, % WMAL" :
I heard your played
selection on
calleda
"Pollonaise"
WMAL program. It was
swell, much better than a lot
ofIt seemed
other versions
to have I've
a lotheard.
more
to it and the orchestra leader
sure gave it something that
sounded more like the kind of
music I thought a guy like
you would write. Maybe you
don't get enough fan mail to
keep the program going so
I'm writing this in hopes
"Prelude" won't go down the
skids.
Yours truly.
dren, a son, 10 years old, and a
daughter, 7.
His hobbies are horses, riding,
and driving, and he has found time
for much civic work. In addition to
the presidency of the Washington
State Association of Broadcasters
(1941-45), his offices have included
presidency of Aberdeen Rotary
Club, 1936-37;
presidency
Aberdeen Community
Chest, of1939-40;
vice-presidency of Aberdeen School
Board, 1942-47; vice-presidency of
Aberdeen Chamber of Commerce,
1945-46, and chairmanship of the
War Price and Rationing Board,
1942-45.
Pf enniger Elected
C. H. PFENNIGER, former sales
manager of E. H. Scott Radio
Labs. Inc., Chicago has been elected
vice-president in charge of sales
of Muzak Corp., Harry E. Houghton, chairman of the board, announced last week. Mr. Pfenniger
has been with Muzak since he was
discharged
in 1944. from the Marine Corps

Something you learn
from experience on
KMA
AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.
The No. 1 Farm Station in the No. 1 Farm Market
152 COUNTIES
SHENANDOAH,
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AROUND

WNAB
BASIC-AMERICAN IN
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
Concentrated Audiente in the Nation's 59th Market
as simple
asprogramming
A-B-C. When toyoua basic-networ
add the basick elements
olIt'ssound
locals o9th
schedule
inalmost
America
metropolitan
S100,000,00
in annual
retail salesmarket with its
0largest

IOWA

AVAILABLE IN COMBINATION WITH WATR, WATERBUR Y
REPRESENTED
BY
R A M B E A U
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Schoffelmayer

He's been a living legendary figure in the world
of agriculture and its related fields in the Southwest since 1918. As Agricultural Editor of the
Dallas Morning News and of WFAA his activities and fields of study and research have ranged
from coast to coast and in Europe and Asia. His
knowledge is fresh, firsthand and dependable.
And he's always bringing something new to his
listeners. That's why his authoritative agricultural programs and others are "musts" in the
listening line-up of farmers and ranchers (laymen, too) in our vast coverage area.

Pine tionpaper
plants !mills
Castor! Sweet
bean potato
oil millsdehydra! Tung
orchards ! Soy beans and synthetic rubber industries! Schoffelmayer, Promoter of New Industries, played a leading Texas role in developing them all!
An
authority
was one
of the first menin inchemurgy,
America heto advocate
use of farm wastes as raw materials in
manufacturing.
Among the many Schcgef f elmayer

honors and affiliations: Chairman
the Texas Chemurgic Council ; membi
of the Board of Governors of the N;
tional Farm Chemurgic Council; Fe
low of the Texas Academy of Scienc<
President of the Texas Geographic S
ciety; Vice-President
of the America
Association
for the Advancement
Science ; member of the Board of Tru
tees of Texas A. & M. Research Foui
dation.

WFAA
Martin Campbell, General Manager Ralph Nimmons and Ray Collins, Asst. Mgrs.
NETWORK AFFILIATES
NBC and TEXAS QUALITY
820 KC... 50,000 WATTS
A NATIONALLY CLEARED CHANNEL STATU
Owned and Operated by The Dallas Morning News

An
Advertiser
Speaks !

iiWe want to express
our thanks to you
for the swell returns
you are producing
for us. Your help
is greatly appreciated."
It's our specialized appeal to one of America's Greatest Direct
Response Audiences
that pleases our advertisers.

KEITH
has beenof WFAAnamed
nationalBALDWIN
sales manager
WBAP
Dallas-Fort
Worth,
and
KGKO
Fort
Worth.
He
was
formerly
with
WGAR Cleveland and WKRC
Cincinnati.
WILLIAM ZIETZKE of the sales staff
ofinfluenza.
KGVO Missoula, Mont., is ill with
JACK
SAYERS, formerly
sales
staff cial
of L.CJCA
and on
commermanagerEdmonton,
of
ChasJ Obeen
C Lethbridge,
commercialappointed
m a nager of CKCK Regina.
PATRICK formerly
J. GILMORE,
withlo, WBEN
BuffaWITH
Baltimore
and Ellisrepresenting
Adv., is
now
WFMD
Frederick,
Md., in national
market.
He
currently is in New
York.
BETTY
NEWHAUS
Sayers
is new addition
to
sales staff of WGN Chicago.
WILLIAM
the NavyG.
three
years, M.has WILSON,
returned toin William
Rambeau
office. Co., in charge of New York
HARRY
SAGE, recently
from joined
RoyalM. the
Canadian
Corps ofofdischarged
Signals,
has
sales staff
Montreal
office tionof representative.
National Broadcast Sales, staJOHN P. McPHAUL, released from the
Army,
New
office of Burn-as
Smith joins
Co.,
radioYork
representative,
junior
salesman.
Prior
entering
armed
services
he
was
withto personnel
division of NBC.

DOROTHY
been named
traffic managerJONSSON
of KROWhas Oakland,
Cal.,
replacing
PHYLLIS
BOARMAN,
resigned.
CPL. member
MARION of E.KGVO
DIXON,Missoula,
formerMont.,
sales
staff
ofnowa with
girl. AAF at Laredo, Tex., is father
CLARK-WANDLESS Co., newly formed
station representative
resents WNEL San Juan,in New
P. R.,York,
and repnot
stations
as incorrectly
listed in November 19 issue
of BROADCASTING.
These
other stations
are
part
of
those
represented by ThomasF. CLARK
F. Clarkis Inc.,
New
York.
interested
in bothTHOMAS
firms.
JOHN J. KAROL, CBS network sales
manager,tising anNov.
19 class
addressed
adverd selling
ofon thethetheAdvertisNew York
place
radioing Club
in ofadvertising,
replacing
PAULof
HOLLISTER,
CBS
vice-president
in
chargefined tofo his advertising,
home with awho
heavywascold.conFRANK
B.
HEIB,
salesman
of
Katz
Agency, Chicago station representative,
resigns tions,Nov.Chicago.26 to join Hearst PublicaA CATALOG
of information
commercial programs
broadcast ononAmerican
has
been
compiled
by
network's
publicity terested
department and
Fileandsent
willadditions
beto inrevised every threepublications.
months
and corrections
will
be sent
to editors
toProgram
supplement
original
file,
called
ABC
Information Catalog.
THREE gramsnewstartedfive-minute
Newmusical
York prolast
week. Programs,on WLD3
broadcast
daily,
are
"Calling
Dan
Cupid",
"Memory
Notes"
and "Along the Campus".

Meet
ROLLIE

Ask a Blair Man
Columbia Network

JOHNSON
WTCN'S TOP-NOTCH
SPORTS CASTER . . .

When the Gopher gridders roared or purred . . . when
the Miller ball club won or lost . . . Rollie was there.
Football, baseball, tennis, hockey, hunting, fishing,
(yes, even ping-pong and squash) are all his meat.
And he's solid with the fans. He's tops when it comes
to reports from the world of sports!

The Great Minnesota {and Wisconsin) audience demands, deserves and GETS the best in radio'
MINNEAPOLIS j ST. PAUL. MINNE^t!

AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.

f flIRMDNT, W.Vfl.

FREE
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AND

PETERS

ELECTED
queen
of Hardin-Simmons
U.,
Abilene,
Tex.,
students,
Frances
Evans
alsobySheis fellow
traffic
manager
ofearlyKRBC
Abilene.
joined
this year as music librarianstation
and
parttimetendsannouncer.
Evans atHardin-SimmonsMiss
mornings.
Philco Plans to Produce
4,000,000 Sets in 1946
PHILCOture 4,000,000
CORP. radio
plans receivers
to manufac-in
1946, all of which will include FM
and shortwave as well as AM,
nearly twice
as its year
production in the aslastmany
peacetime
and an output never approached
by anytory of other
company
in theit was
histhe radio
industry,
announced Monday by John Ballantyne, president of Philco Corp.,
at a preview of the new 1946 line
of Philco products in New York.
Philco expects to have some
models delivered to stores for consumer consumption by Christmas.
Full production
on radio
vision sets will start
afterandJan.tele-1.
OPA
prices
have
not
been setsets.on
either radio or television
Company officials hope to receive
the OPA prices on sets within two
weeks.
CURRENT
issue of article
American
Magazine
contains a feature
on Fred
Allen
byat aBeverly
Smith,
entitled
"Want
a Job
Million
a
Year?"
Article
describes
background of Allen and tells how he
spends
12 to for14 hours
daily writing
own scripts
his Sunday
broadcastshis
on NBC for Standard Brands. Allen, acg to story,
who prefers
to bask"is ona aradio
beach,recidivist"
but remainscoirndinradio.
55.4%
of all Iowa radio families
"LISTEN MOST" to
WHO
10.7% to Station B!
50,000 Watts
Des Moines
FREE & PETERS, Inc.
Representatives

National Representative,
BROADCASTING
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If Success is measured by popularity — The Lone
Ranger has succeeded, for OVER TEN MILLION PEOPLE LISTEN three times every week
to this thrilling program.
If Success is measured by words — The Lone
Ranger has succeeded, since OVER EIGHT
MILLION WORDS HAVE BEEN WRITTEN
about this champion of the Old West.
If Success is measured by a "run" — The Lone
Ranger CASThasSETS succeeded,
since EACH
BROAD-for
A NEW WORLD
RECORD
half-hour dramatic shows.
If Success is measured by popularity — The Lone
Ranger has succeeded, for multitudes of Lone
Ranger Clubs represented by millions of boys
and girls are active today.
The Lone Ranger is more than success. HE

WRITTEN

AND

YO,

SILVER!

HAS BECOME A LEGEND. His famous cry
"Hi Yo, Silver" signaled British attacks in
Libya and Commando Raids in France. In the air,
radio monitors were often surprised to catch
the famous cry from attacking Allied planes.
In war and in peace, the popularity of The Lone
Ranger has increased and soon will be heard
again in England, South America, Australia and
Alaska in addition to Canada, Hawaii and New
Zealand.
By every test The Lone Ranger has succeeded
and on November 30, 1945, when the program
celebrates its 2000th CONSECUTIVE BROADCAST, the ears of America will be listening
and
the
eyes of industry
on test
"THEof
LONE RANGER"
who haswill
stoodbe the
time and continues to prove that "nothing
succeeds like success."
PRODUCED

BY

THE

King-Trendle
Broadca
Corp.
1700
STROH
BUILDING
- DETROITsting
26, MICH.
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flGEITCIES ^

CHICAGO
5000 watts 560kc

KLITTEN
THOMAS,at 756Los S.Angeles,
new
agency& located
BroadwayIs
and founded
by MARTIN R. KLITTEN,
formerAngeles,
vice-president
of theN. Shaw
Co.,
Los
and KEITH
THOMAS,
for 12 years
operatorPAUL
of hisPEQUIGNOT,
own commercial art studio.
formerly
with Warof research.
Manpower Commission, is director
S. E. (Bud) VEHON has returned to
Bass-Luckoff,
Detroit,
as agency
partner following
release
Air TransCommand.manager
For tenfrom
been port
general
of years
firm. he had
WOOKEY
ROMAN
Inc., new
Hollywoodat 6636
agency,& Hollywood
has established
headquart
e
r
s
Blvd.
Telephone
Is
Hollywood
WOOKEY
and J. 8217.
DAYNERHOWARD
ROMAN areW.
co-owners.
WILLIAM
A.Rustling
HOVEY,Wood,
formerly
associated
with
New York, Is agency sales director.
GREGORY
DICKSON,
former
New
York
director of public relations for Poote,
Cone & Beldlng,
has head
shiftednewly
to agency's
Hollywood
established Westoffice
Coast topublicity
department.
KARL W. THOMPSON, released from
AAP
as lieutenant-colonel,
has joined
Gerth-Paclfic
count executive.Adv., Los Angeles, as acROBERT
W.
HAYES,
thrice
decorated
as a co-pilot In the Black Cats,
Navy
night cipatrol
squadron
in
the
South
Pafic, has nejoined
Omsted
&
Foley,
Minapolis, as assistant production manager.
JACK L. FISHER Jr., after four and
one-halflease as years
In AAF, following
recaptain,
account
executive with
M. M.returns
Fisher asAssoc.,
New
York.
ROBERT HAYDON JONES has been
electedards toCo., partnership
in Alley & Richexecutive forNewfiveYork.
years HewithwasBBDOaccount
and

FAREWELL
WELCOMETaylor,
party Yparticipants
at Young
Rubicam,Mildred
Hollywood,
clude (1to r)&: Glenhall
& R Hollywood
radio &director;
Heredeen,inpersonnel
director;
William
Blees,
who
resigned
as
agency
vice-president
toElliot
become vice-president
of Consolidated-Vultee
Aircraft
Corp., San
E. Potter,
new supervisor
of advertising serviee
on agency
WestDiego;
Coast and
accounts.
& Bowles,
New York,Since
to work
isJohnalsoWannamaker.
former advertising
director of Benton
onhe has
General
Foods
1940
He will headquarter
been
in theaccounts.
Army,
terminating
in Boston.
service
as
lieutenant
colonel
27th
WINTHROP HOYT has returned to Infantry
City. Division. He is former inadverCharles W. Hoyt Co., New York, in new
tising manager of Serutan Co., Jersey
post
chairmandutiesof with
the EVERETTE
board. He
shares ofexecutive
GILDA
for fourin years
with
W. HOYT,leased as major
president.
Hoyt has been reOfficeMOLINA,
of Censorship
New York,
and a half
years from
service.AAF after three the
has
joined
the
foreign
media
department of McCann-Erickson, New York.
CHARLES
Jr., who
has
served
with O.
the SLOANE
armed
services
for three
GILBERT E. dBUSCH,
years
and
prior
to that
ent and financialformer
writerstafffor corUP
Kiesewetter
Adv. Agency,
haswithjoinedH. theM. who recentlyresponwas
released
from the Maaccountards Co.,executive
staff of Alley & Rich- ther Law,
rine Corps,Philadelphia,
joins Albertas Frank-GuenNew
York.
an associate
staff.
RICHARD V. LaBARRE, formerly of the onJOHNthe R.publicity
has returned to
editorialcraft, is now
department
ofstaffEastern
Air- Russell T.ARMSTRONG
with
copy
of
Hazard
Gray
Inc.,
Chicago,
as vice-in
Adv. Co., New York.
president after serving as a captain
CHARLES
DRIER
Jr.
and
JOHN
HAMM.
the
Army
Coast
Artillery
Corps.
He refield.
sumes
specialized
work
in
the
industrial
released from the Army, have rejoined
Campbell-Ewald
COLE, released from the Navy,
OAKLEY BIDEWELLCo., hasNewbeenYork.named by AMEDEE
has
Cornell and
& Newell,
New rejoined
York, as Geyer,
vice-president
group
copy
chief.
FOLLOWING additions have been made
to staff of N. W. Ayer & Son, New
York: SEYMOUR
MORRIS,
former Inc.;
account executive with
Ted Bates
COL. FRANK
R. Camp
SCHELL,Upton,
formerly
executive
officer
at
N.
Y.,
and
COL.
D. JOINER, former
deputy TALLEY
director,
Benefits,
War Dept.Office of Dependency
MIHIC
& SMALLEN,
New York, new
agency,
been established
43d
St. byhasHUBERT
L. MIHIC andat 25PAULW.
SMALLEN.
THOMAS C. BUTCHER has resigned as
assistant
advertisingCo.manager
of Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
to join Doherty,
Clifford
Shenneld,
acand New
memberYork,of asplans
board. count& executive
MAL
with N.Inc.,W.
Ayer joined
&McCARDY,
SonQuick
and &formerly
RoyMcElroy,
S. Durstine
has
New York,
in an executive
capacity.
EDGAR
L.
WEIBRECHT,
released
from
Navy
as lieutenant
and formerly
Firestone
Tire & Rubber
Co., is with
now
with Cleveland
Goodrich
account.office of BBDO on B. F.

good shells
hunter on
doesn't
waste
the
rnnye birds • . •
he places his shots
where theu're bunched

OK you IOSE

A time-buyer doesn't waste his "sales shots" either.
That's why so many are buying KFDA, an American
affiliate, in the AMARILLO, TEXAS MARKET. The station that reaches the POPULOUS PART of this aggressive market— EFFICIENTLY AND ECONOMICALLY.
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Reproduced from
The Indianapolis News
of November 9th
The advertisement reproduced here
appeared in The Indianapolis News
of November 9th. If tells the whole
story. Catherine Daniels of WISH made
anm offer on her "At Home With Catherine
>aniels" program daily for ten days itin
Daniels"
which she offered a booklet containing
recipes, menus, household hints, etc. How
the mail did roll in!
We were forced to stop the offer at the
four-thousand count but still requests pour
in. Do you want to SELL merchandise to
women in Indiana? If so, Catherine Daniels
is the answer to your problem.
WISH

^eS' , for *e P°* ' uster*'* °
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INDIANAPOLIS
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THE RETURN OF A NATURAL

Back on KFI for its third consecutive season is the "Young Artists'
Competition!'
And inthiscaseprogram
it has
slipped your mind,
won last year's Peabody Award
among radio's best features for
youth. The "Young Artists' Competition" again presents
outstandon twenty-six
weeklying instrumentalists
broadcasts (Mondays
9:30
to 10:00 p.m.) in competition for
a professional
appearance
in
Hollywood Bowl next season with
Leopold Stokowski. As an added
feature, noted musical personages
are serving as guest conductors.
On the distinguished panel of
judgesningtoartist,name
winare: the
Julian1945-46
Brodetsky,
conductor
and
concert
violinist;
Mario Castelnuovo Tedesco, comWoodson
Curtis,
Directorposer; Dofr. Louis
Music,
Los Angeles
Public Schools; Emanuel Bay, concert pianist and accompanist for
Jascha Heifetz; and Eudice Shapiro, concert violinist. The program is ajointly
Publicsponsored
Service presentation
by this
station
and
the
Hollywood
Bowl
Association.
THEY LOVE US IN EL PASO

BRASWELL
has returned
PRODUCTIOnJ-%
plaque stated ideals
that Sinatra
"has
upheld
toN.E. MAURICE
announcing
staffyears
of WGTM
Wilson,
ofwasgoodmade
sportsmanC,
after
three
service
in theof the highest
ship".
Presentation
on beArmy.
He Purple
was Rumanian
prisoner
h
a
l
f
o
f
BILL
STERN,
who
was
at
Bloomwar.
holds
Heart,
Air
Medal
with
ington. Ind.,
the Indianathree
Leaf stars.
Clusters, ETO ribbon Purdue
footballto broadcast
game on Saturday.
with sixOakbattle
M. PAUL,
former
conGILSON GRAY returned today (Nov. LT. HOWARD
t
i
n
u
i
t
y
a
n
d
publicity
writer
for WTMJ
26) to CBS as director of editing pardeis now discharge
on terminal
tment. JAN Milwaukee,
in Chicago pending
from leave
the
SCHIMEK,
who
after nearly four years service
served in that post Navy
For
two andofficera halfat Navy
years Pier,
he wasChicago,
publicrelations
during sence,
Gray's
abresumes
his
later participated in Philippine and
former position as and
campaigns and the occupadirectordepartment.
of copy- Okinawa
tion of Japan.
right
JAMES
L.
former head of the
He also becomes
associated editor of continuity RENICK,
of WHKCto relaCoediting
department.
lubureau
mbus, O.,department
hasof been
appointed
Gray
entered
the
tions
Scholastic
Sports Institute, New York.
Navy in June 1942 MARGARET
NBC director
as lieutenant
mander, assignedcom-to of women's CUTHBERT,
programs,for
has edited a and
book children's
of radio scripts
Western
Sea
Fron- young
Mr. Gray
tierterswithin San
headquarpeople,
designed
to
acquaint
those
Franinterested
in
radio
with
popular
racisco. He participated in virtually all
dio writing.Soskin,
Book, Publishers
"Adventure Inc.,
in Radio"
amphibious
operations
from
Hollandia(Howell,
New
York,
$2.50),
includes
scripts
by
Edna
Aitape leathrough
Okinawa
and
was
resed as commander.
St. Vincent Benet,
Millay, Ellery
Arch Oboler,
Stephen
Queen,
and
HARRY SLICK, former conductor of Vincent
others.
Included
are
scripts
for
home
Shea's
Buffalo
Theater
orchestra
and
practice
and
acting
and
basic
elements
violinist chesoftra, has been
Buffalonamed
Philharmonic
Orof radio technique.
three
years toin anthe
tor of WBEN Buffalo. musical direc- DON BARBER, after
has
returned
BURT FARBER and his band join armed services,
n
o
u
n
c
i
n
g
s
t
a
f
of
WGST
Atlanta.
WSAI Cincinnati
Nov. 26,for Farber
THOMAS, director of
coming musical director
station. be- MARGARET
Bazaar",selected
is mem-to
ber ofHartford
committee"Radioof eight
HANKtor of MILLER,
former program
direc- WTIC
WPAT Paterson,
visited station
deal
with
problems
of discharged servicewomen.
last week
nearlydivision
three ofyears
sence withafter
overseas
OWI. ab- PHIL
BROOK,
formerlySchenectady,
with WTAGis
and WGY
FRANK
SINATRA
receivedR. a Clinchy,
plaque Worcester
now
program director of WAAB Worpresented
by
Dr.
Everett
cester.
president of the National Conference of JAMES P. BEGLEY, program director
Christians and Jews, on Colgate-Palm- of KYW Philadelphia, is convalescing
olive-Peet
Co.'son"Colgate
News- in Pennsylvania Hospital following a
reel"
program
NBC tolastSports
his "unselfish
devotion
theFriday
cause forof major operation. Nine of his associates
tolerance in America". Inscription on and friends, including PAT STANTON,
this is

WDOD
20th YEAR

STATION
IN

When
KFI's Program
Don McNamara,
returnedDirector,
from a
jaunt around the country, he
brought ularity
backeightevidence
pophundred ofandour some
miles away in El Paso. That fair
city's Herald-Post lists KFIAngeles
in the
radio
stationlog.can NomakeotherthatLosstatement!
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BILL McCLINTOCK,
sound has
effects opof CBL Toronto,
Americanerator Broadcasting
Co., New joined
York.
JOE AGNELLO, Hollywood radio actor
releasedtion staff
fromofArmy,
has
joined
producAmerican daily series,
"What's Doin', Ladies?".
BETTY
JANEbeenDAYMUDE
and program
HELEN
TAINI
have
added to the
and continuity
Oakland,
Cal. departments of KROW
PAUL
REYNOLDS,
in armed toforcesWDBJfor
three
returned
Roanoke,years,
Va., has
as studio
director.
BEN HAWTHORNE, released from the
Army ford,
andConn.,formerly
with
WTIC Harthas joined WTHT
Hart{Continued on page 60)

OhiCovering
o's 7
J "4

Chattanooga
3rd Market
CBS

3CYCIES
-M. WATTS
640 M^L^L
"E£ B~*T
NBC for LOS ANGELES
esenled Nationally by Edward Retry ond Company, Inc.

general manager
of WDAS blood
Philadelphia,in
contributed
required
advance.
Mr. toBegley
has been bank
in radio
for
20
years.
FRED KELLER, released from the Army
this ingmonth,
staff of has
WBENreturned
Buffalo.to Heannouncserved
for threegence asyears
in Army
military inintellicaptain,
saw action
ETO.
EDWIN
SCHLOSS,
music
and
drama
editor of the Philadelphia Record, Is to
conduct delphia.
a Sunday
on WIPmusic
Phila-to
Program willshowpreview
beevents
presented
at
city's
various
concert
and is titled "This Week's
T/5 JOHN PAUL
WEBER returns to the
announcing
on December staff
7. He ofwasWIPfirstPhiladelphia,
member of
station's
staff
to
enter
service 58 months
Music".
NORMAN MILTON TRACTENBERG has
ago.
joined WDAS
to conduct
movie
review Philadelphia
and Hollywood
gossip
BOYD LAWLER succeeds SIDNEY PAUL
program.
as production manager of WIP PhiladelJEFF
RADLEYfromandtheMICHAEL
GRANT
have
resigned
ofphia.WPEN
Philadelphia. announcing staff
GENE AMOLE, former announcer of
KMYR tionDenver,
has years
returned
to the stathe
Army.action
HeafterwasinthreeETO.
attached
toservice
Third inArmy,
saw
VERNON
releasedis new
frommember
RCAF
four HALL,
years staff
service,
ofafterannouncing
of CKSF Cornwall.
HOWARDadian Army
BAILEY,
released
Canafter announcer.
five
yearsfromoverseas,
also is new CKSF
J.to D.announcing
(Duke) BOWMAN
has
been
added
staffcompleted
of WHBfiveKansas
City. HewithhasthejustArmy,
service
assigned to years
AFN.
LAWRENCE
G. KRAMP,
writer,
has rejoined
WCBS announcerSpringfield,
HI.,
following
release
from
the
Army
captain. engineering
He was personnel
officer
loras
overseas
unit
for
two
years.
JOHN W. MIDGLEY returns to WCBS
program
department
after Division.
38 months
overseas with
41st Infantry
AL ARMER, Hollywood orchestra man"Bob Nov.
Hope14. Show", is
father agerofon aNBC
girl born
ROBERTwo d, is father
RYF, ofwriter
KNX Nov.
Holly-11.
a boyof born
PAUL
ALEXANDER,
back
from
years
in theCityPacific,
has joined three
KSL
City.
Salt
Lake
the war
he was asat announcer.
KUTA SaltBefore
Lake

PAUL H. RA YMER COMPANY
NA TIONAL REPRESENTA TIVES

5,000 WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT

AtNetwork
less cost with WFMJ — American
Ask HEADLE Y-REED
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Direct

of

a

Result

Radio

Yesterday this woman listened to the radio. Out
of the air came drama, and humor, and music.i ■
And then, at a moment when entertainment of the
highest calibre had lessened any possible sales resistance, she heard a message from the sponsor of the
program. Yesterday a radio program did a job.
Yesterday a sale was born. Today that sale has
become a reality.
That is the way radio works. That is the way it
has been working for more than twenty-five years.
And that is the way WTIC has become such a
dominant sales medium in the wealthy Southern
New England market.
If you sell a food product — or any product, for
that matter, in Southern New England, remember
that this territory has a per capita spendable income
more than 60% higher than the average for the
entire United States. Remember too, that for quick
and lasting acceptance of that product the friendly
and
familiarmedium.
voice of WTIC is this region's most
influential

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Program

DIRECT ROUTE TO
SALES IN
S<xut6en*t Hcha Sdjlcutd
The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation
Affiliated with NBC
□nd New England Regional Network
Represented by WEED & COMPANY,
New York, Boston, Chicago,
Detroit, San Francisco and Hollywood
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(Continued from page 58)
ford fast
to withconduct
early morning
"Breakprogram.
In November
12 Issuerectly wofas Ben"
BROADCASTING
he incor-to
reported
to
have
returned
WTIC.
RICHARD H. WANGERIN, released from
service asnouncAAF
bombardier,
er with WGL
Ft. Wayne,is new
Ind. an-He
formerly
Louis. had been with KFUO St.
MILLARD
for several yearsof
director
of H.theKLTJNK,
Hanover,
WFMD Frederick,
Md., hasPa.,beenstudios
named
program director of the station and asmanager.sistant to WILLIAM E. HARDY, station
MONTE
KLEBAN,hasreleased
from the
Army as A.captain,
been appointed
production
director
of
WOAI
San An-to
tonio. JACK RANGstaff.has returned
WOAI announcing
JIMMIE
COSTELLO,
Irish
comedian
recently returned from an overseas USO
tour,
on "Let's
Have Chicago
Fun", newin
programIs m.c.
sponsored
on WGN
Monday
period bythrough
GoldblattFriday
Dept.11:45-12
Store. noon
FOSTER MAY, formermentator-producfreelance
comer, has been named
m.c.
on daily Pacific
"Walkle-Talkie"
program
on American
stations, replacing
BOB ing LATTING.
Seriesdownis now
in cities up and
PacificoriginatCoast.
ROLAND nadianGIBBS,
with
release
from
CaA
i
r
Service,
has
joined
KWKW
Pasadena, Cal., as relief announcer.
You cannot cover the
tremendous New York
market without using

JOHN HEISTAND has been signed as
announcer on NBC "Kay Kyser College
of Musical Knowledge".
ED CASHMAN,
ducer, has beenHollywood
signed asfreelance
producer pro-on
"Andrews when
Sistersseries
Show"shifts
with from
Nov.
28CBS broadcast
New
York isto sponsor.
Hollywood. Nash-Kelvinator Corp.

Allied

E. D. VanTUBERGEN of the division of
radioFederal
engineering
and sales
department
ofNewark,
& Radio
Corp.,
hasTelephone
been appointed
export
sales manager
to
serve
in
a
liaison
capacity department
between the radio
engineering
and sales
of Federal
and
the export
department
of
the
International oStandard
Electric Corp.,
both af-&
f International
Telephone
TelegraphfiliatesCorp.
S. D. MAHAN
been appointed
vicepresident
thehas Crosley
Corp., Cincinnati, ofand general
sales manager
of the
manufacturing
diviwill supervisesionall. He commercial
activities,
including
exporttic sales,
and advertisdomesMr.
Mgeneral
a hing aandnservice.
is former
advertising
manager
Westinghouse ofElectric
Co. leHey in 1943joined
afterCrostwo Mr. Mahan
and
a
half
years
with Treasury Dept.
as director
of adver- for War Bond prod aspromotion
gramtriescitonrgandinancharge
associate
of all national
Bond andfieldstampdisales through retailers.
JULIAN
LOEBENSTEIN,
for fourReceptor
years
production
manager
Co., New York,
has beenof Radio
appointed
sales
manager
of
the
company's
new
selenium
rectifier division.
SESAC, New library
York, ofis music
expanding
transcribed
by fiveIts
majoredpany. endorsements
received
by York,
comCharles
Michelson
Inc.,
New
has
contracted
for
all
subscription
rights fcr stations in every country in

WBNX, because . . .
WBNX reaches
2,450,000
1,523,000
1,235,000
660,000

Jewish speaking
Italian speaking
German speaking
Polish speaking
•

Arts

persons
persons
persons
persons

\%

the world
of the TJ. S.inandCanada
Canada. SESACoutside
is represented
by George
V. inThompson,
Toronto.
Yankee
Network
New England,
the
McClatchy
Broadcasting
Co. in comCaliforniaprisingandthe Reno,
and
all
stations
Arrowhead
Network,
WEBC WMFG
WEAU includWJMC,
have ingsubscribed
toWHLB
full library
service.
STROMBERG-CARLSON
Co., Rochester, has appointed
Callander-Lane
Co.,
Columbus,
area
distributors
home
radio O.,andas television
receivers.for
BOB sionEMERY,
WOR elected
New York
televiproducer,
was
president
Television
Producers
Assn.Pennsylvania,
at a meet-of
ing
last
week
at
the
Hotel
New York. Other new officers include:
Vice-president,
WILLIAMTelevision
WALLACE,
technician at DuMont
station, WABD WHN
New York;
secretary,
BOBANTHONY,
New
York
program
director;
treasurer,
C.
N.
VAN
ATJCKEN,
assistant outdoor director of Blow Co.
ODEN
general F.salesJESTER
managerhas ofbeen
the appointed
radio and
phonograph
division
of
Maguire
tries Inc.,sociatNew
York.
He
has
beenIndusased with the company since
July.
STANLEYsistant chiefCUTLER,
for
four
years
asengineer
of AirRadio
Associates
Inc., has joined
Hoffman
Corp.,
Los
equipment
mfgr.)Angeles
as radio (radio
project set,
engineer.
PAUL FRANKLIN, Hollywood producer
ofbeenCBSelected
"Jackpresident
Kirkwood
Show",Direchas
ofChapter,
Radio
tors Guild,term.
Hollywood
for a
two-year
He succeeds
THOMAS
FREEBAIRN-SMITH,
who servedoftemporarily following
BERNARD.
TRUEresignation
BOARDMAN DON
was
named vice-president, with BOB DWAN,
secretary,
and
THOMAS
FREEBAIRNSMITH, treasurer.
Elected to TAYLOR,
executive
committee
were
LEONARD
REEG,GLENHALL
EZRA McINTOSH,
GILBERT resenting
THOMAS,
PHIL
COHAN,
repexecutiveagency
branch, division,
major networks,dependent
advertising
instations and freelance
group,
respectively.
also unanimously ratifiedMembership
new constitution.
CLIFTONnouncer of STEWART,
producer-ansince 1940,
ronto.joined RaiCJBCPurdyToronto
has
Productions. ToSTAFF members of WNEW New York
are teaching students of radio at the
American
Negrothose
Theater
Bldg.
instation
Harlem. Among
from
the are
who
are
conducting
courses
Ted
Cott,
program
director;
Jack
Grogan,
production manager; Milton B. Kaye
and George
Foster,
directors;
Berton,
continuity
writer;
and JoMaxdirector.
Ranson,
publicity
and special
events

STRENGTHEN your present
New York schedules with
WBNX. Our program department will assist you In
the translation of your copy.,
S50
S000 WATTS DIRECTIONAL OVER NEW YORK
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ch ((cm Haiti* Dud

THIRD
MARKET
IN CANADA'S
1000 WATTS
GOIN
G TO 5000

5000
WATTS
REPRESENTED BY
DAY AND
NIGHT
WEED
and Co.
NATIONALLY REPRESENTED BY ADAM J. YOUNG, JR., INC.
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NAB Clinic
(Continued from page 29)
in news service is in the field of
local coverage.
"It cannot continue to be a tail
being wagged as an adjunct to a
newspaper. Radio must stand on
its own two feet. Contact with
local figures who make news is as
important as covering spot news
such as fires, robberies or traffic
accidents," he declared.
Want Neighbor News
Mr. Gibson said his experience
has proved that today more than
ever, people want to know more
about their neighbors.
"That doesn't mean their foreign
neighbors, either, but the people
who live in their home town and
theAttending
town nexttheto news
them," clinic,
he said.held
at the Abraham Lincoln Hotel,
were: Charles Cook, WJPF; Oscar
Hirsch,WKRO-KVRS; Fred Siebert, WILL; Shirl Evans, WDZ;
Ted Fairburn, WJBC; Dick Faler,
WTAD; Bob Redeeb, WOC; Ted
Arnold, WHBF; Les Johnson,
WHBF; Ray Hampton, WHBF;
Nate Egner, WLDS; Ken Schrieber, WGIL; Jay Johnston, WTAX;
Brooks Watson, WMBD ; Phil Gibson, WMBD; Al Boyd, WLS;
Morey Owens, WROK; Frank
Mills, WDWS, Jim Strand,
WDWS; Harold Dewing, WCBS.
Hosts of the clinic, initial conference ofa series planned for each
NAB district, were Harold Dewing,
president, WCBS and Jay Johnston, general manager, WTAX.
Play's The Thing Inc.
BASIL LOUGHRANE, free-lance
radio director, and 49 actors, have
formed
a company,
Thing Inc.,
to adaptThethePlay's
playsTheof
Shakespeare to a day-time serial
or night-time dramatic production
in modern language and have
wagered $7,250 of their own money
that it can be done. Each member
of the "49ers" has been allowed to
buy two shares at $50 each.
Officers of the company are Basil
Loughrane, president; Ian Martin,
vice-president, and Henry E. Codd,
secretary-treasurer.
BOSTON'S EXCLUSIVE
AMERICAN
OUTLET

Reunion (s)
LaVELLE WALTMAN and
Edgar Parsons met for the
first time eight years ago
while program director and
commercial manager respectively of KFAM St. Cloud,
Mo. Parting thereafter, before the war, they assumed
they would never again meet,
but things proved different.
In infantry . basic training
they met in Florida swamps
for Army style Christmas
dinner in 1943; a year later
at Fort Benning, Ga., where
"Here's Your Infantry"
Seventh War Loan teams
were being assembled (both
were Army announcers) ; a
few weeks ago on the street
in Hollywood, when they discovered both had been assigned to same liaison team
working out of Army Ground
Forces Headquarters, Washington, and working
now, bothtogether
awaiting release,
on an Army project in Fort
Worth. Waltman expects to
return to WAVE Louisville
as announcer.

FCC Exempt in Senate
Reorganization Version
REORGANIZATION
of thewillexecutive branch of Government
not
affect the FCC, if the Reorganization Bill (HR-4129) as passed last
week by the Senate, holds up in
conference. The Commission and 14
other agencies are exempt under
the bill, which went to conference.
Administration forces won a partial victory when the Senate
adopted an amendment by Sen.
Byrd (D.-Va.) which provides that
any reorganization plan submitted
by the President to Congress shall
become effective in 60 days unless
the two Houses pass a concurrent
resolution opposing the plan. The
Senate-passed bill is a combination
of S-1120 by Sen. McCarran (D.Nev.) and HR-4129 by Rep. Manasco (D.-Ala.).

WIP Joins Movement
WIP Philadelphia has joined the
movement to have Philadelphia
chosen as United Nations capital.
Station announcers invite citizens
to write letters expressing approval of the plan. Letters were to
be sent to London on first American Airlines Clipper leaving Philadelphia's S. E. Airport Nov. 23.
They were entrusted to Dr. Robert
Johnson, who was commissioned by
the city to go to London to sell the
idea to United Nations officials.
Alexander Griffin, WIP commentator, was scheduled to be the only
radio man going to London with
the plane.
ED COLMANS, after two years Army
service, has rejoined KPI Los Angeles
as announcer.
former announcer LUTHER
of KFAC NEWBY,
Los Angeles,
has shifted to KPI.

IN MEMORY of Tom Mix who made a
yearly
visit toAssn.St. andLouis
Benefit Pension
put onFiremen's
a show
the invalidradio
children,
theCurley
"Tom BradMix"
offor Mutual's
series,
ley,
and
entire
troupe
from
the
program
have completed a similar tour this year
and presented a show for the shut-ins.

We're
Torging
1
SMI 01
^

Sell sidefromout" onthe KFMB.
"in90% tioPthe
populaon of San Diego
County 15 (373,000)
within
miles of our livean
tenna. You can reach
this concentrated, exclusive marked quickly and properly
>n KFMB.

Solid

A COWLES STATION
Represented nationally by the Katz Agency
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tKVtt.

At

Links!

When a station has well-nigh unbreakable ties with
many local advertisers — that's the tip-off to the
station's selling power!
For instance, the Fargo Foundry (of all things, to
get results from radio!). Without a break in ten
years,
WDAY has broadcast Fargo Foundry's proValley. gram,
every week, the year around, to the Red River
But Fargo
Foundry
only onesteadily,
of eighteen
who
have been
withis WDAY,
from "locals"
ten to
twenty-three years! Give you any ideas?
WDAY.

,M°

Good

inc
z

— jH —
N. B. C.
FARGO, N. D
970 KILOCYCLES . . . 5000 WATTS
FREE & PETERS, INC, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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YOU ASKED
FOR IT!

Spons

oRSpg

FREE!
32-page History of
Musical Instruments
When this series of columns in
Broadcasting began presenting the
history of musical instruments,
many program directors asked us to
gather allvenientofform these
sketches
in a confor easy
reference.
"Grace Notes" is our answer — a
illustrated
madefacts
up
of32-page
the histories
and booklet
interesting
about
25
of
the
more
common
instruments.
If you mation,canjust clip
use the
any coupon
of this atinforthe
bottom of the column. All the material has been checked and rechecked for accuracy, and may be
used without permission or credit.

VERTICAL CUT RECORDINGS
are unexcelled for their faithful reproduction ofall music. Capable of
recording a wide range of frequencies, they are ideal for FM.
Electrical Research Products
Dipisiott
Western EkctrkCompany
233 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 7, N. Y.
PLEASE SEND ME
FREE COPIES
OF "GRACE NOTES"
NAME
TITLE
STATION
STREET
CITY ZONE STATE
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THECo., BAYER
Co. and R. L.DrugWatkins
will divisions
announce of1946Sterling
advertising Inc.,
and
merchandising
plans,
including
continued
heavy
use
of
radio,
at
a
series
of sales meetings to be held in San
Francisco
Dec. Dec.
3-4, Chicago
and New York
20-21. Dec. 17-18
BULOVA WATCH Co., New York, starts
sponsorship
of post
time game,
signals forat remaining
pre-game,
half-time
andGiants
New
York
professional
football
games
to
be
televised
each
Sunday
WNBT, NBC New York video station,on
from Polo Grounds. Company also sponsored time signalsparade
preceding
Thanksgiving
Nov.Macy's
22 at
1 p.m. Agency Dayis Blow
Co.,on New
York.
AMERICAN HOME FOODS Inc. has
appointed
N.
W.
Ayer
&
Son,
New
York,
toanhydrous
handle account
complete line of
fruits andfor vegetables
made and distributed
by firm in to1946.be
FRANK
CONOLLY,
merchandising
manager A.of Oakite
Products
Inc., New
York,cantold
luncheon
meeting
of AmeriMarketing
Assn.
at
Hotel
New York, November 15, that Sheraton,
advertising
unjustifiably
gets
the
"black
eye"
when manufacturers spend large sums
on advertising
and
then
do
not
merchandise
their
product
accordingly,
thus failing to get results.
New York
toLEAMSix Publications
Magazine), hasCo.,started
two (Two
week
test
campaign
through
Friend-Sloane
Adv.,
New
York,
effective
Nov.
19 WCCO
using
spot
announcements
on
KYW
and
participation
shows
three WKBW
weekly
onWAAB
WTAM
WOWOWTMJ
WGY WBAL
WEAF
WRNL
WHAS
WICC WLLH
KOMO WEAN.
HURLEY'S
FOOD
LOCKERS,
Pasadena.
Cal., Nov. 13 nouncement
started
anschedule twice-weekly
on KWKW Pasadena, Cal. Kennedy Photos, and West-

l

ern Employment Service, Pasadena, are
using erndaily
spot schedule,
with cards)
WestArts (Christmas
greeting
sponsoring
on KWKW. twice-daily
Contracts areannouncements
for 13 weeks.
Placements
through Cal.
R. Emmett Atkinson Adv.,arePasadena,
DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT Corp., Santa
Monica,
(employment),
in addition
to variedCal.spot
schedule has
started
using
daily
early
morning
ten-minute
transcribed
musical
program,
"Spotlighttract isStars",
for onfiveKMPC
weeks.Hollywood.
Essig Co.,ConLos
Angeles, has account.
TRANS-CARIBBEAN AIRLINES Inc. has
appointed handle
Norman itsA. advertising.
Mack & Co.,Radio
New
York,
will be toused.
FRANK
KENNA,
president
of
Marlin
Firearms
New Award
Haven, ofwas1945presented
the
Gold Co.,
Medal
theon
Advertising
Club
New which
Havenof proNov. 20 for his Kennaof Plan,
videsprisesspaceon aforpay-the-rent-as-you-can
small business enterbasis,
and foraidsthemselves.
servicemen to set up;
businesses
ADDITIONAL accounts for quarterhour
Singin'
Sam"
series "Reminiscin'
transcribed With
by Dial
Programs
Inc., ingDayton,
O., include:effective
Hamm DecemBrewCo.,
Minneapolis,
ber 3 for 52 weeks on KCMO Kansas
City (five-weekly),
WOW Omaha
weekly),
KFYR
Bismark,
N. D. (three(fourweekly),
KOA
Denver
(three-weekly),
through
Campbell-Mithun,
Minneapolis; Cream
Butter,December
twiceweekly
for 52Dove
weeksPeanut
effective
4Carolina
on WNBF
Bingham
ton, placed
direct;
Beverage
Sales,
placed
direct
for
effective
WCSC52 weeks
Charleston,
S. C.December 25 on
PETER
FOX
BREWING
Co.,
Chicago
(Silver Fox Deluxe Beer), is sponsoring

RADIOble Co.,DIRECTOR
Procter (1),
& GamM. ofRamsey
talks
things
overWilliam
with Cliff
"Glamour
Manor"
onArquette,
Americanstarsta-of
tions, during visit tooriginating
Hollywood to obshows. serveHe WestwasCoast
program guest. P & G
six-weekly
eveningDiamond
"News Features"
WGST Atlanta.
Jewelry Co.on
has
"Jemspurchased
of Music"five onweekly
WGSTquarter-hour
and Sunday half-hour transcribed
"Hollywood
Open
Economy Auto
Stores
Inc. isHouse".
now sponsoring
five-weekly
morning series
"Ridin'on the
Range" hill-billy
musical
station.
GROS SINGER COUNTRY CLUB, Ferndale,
Y., starts series-skiof reports;
broadcasts
giving N.up-to-the-minute
and
conditions on United
major States
snow centersnortheastern
on WHNin
New York on Nov. 29. Weekly quarterhour
will for
feature
Frank York
Elkins, program
skiAgency
reporter
the New
Times.
is Blackstone
Co., New
York.
SEEMAN BROS. Inc., Philadelphia (AirWick), has signed
ten-word
announcements forfor
13 12weeks
on WIP
Philadelphia,
through William H. Weintraub
Inc., Philadelphia.
INTERNATIONAL
MILLING Nov.
Co., 26Min-of
neapolis, begins sponsorship
a 13 weekmatelyspot
campaign
withweekly
approxi-on
eight
to
ten
spots
WOKO
Kastor &WTRY
Sons, WGY.
Chicago.Agency is H. W.
FRANK
buyer
for
two HAAS,
and a chief
half radio
years time
for Erwin,
WaseyWhitehall
& Co., New
York, hasCo.,joined
the
Pharmacal
New
York,
assistant advertising
He willasconcentrate
on buying manager.
time and
space
products as Anacin,
Kolynosforandsuch
Bisodol.
HIPPODROMO
de TIA JUAN A, Tia
Juana,
Mexico
(horse
racing),
started sponsoring
schedule
of Pasadena,
sixNov.daily13
station
breaks
on
KWKW
Cal. Contract isCo.,for San
13 weeks.
Barnes-Chase
Diego, Agency
Cal. is
SUSAN'S Los Angeles (baby portrait
photographers),
15 started sponschedule LosofNov.
three
daily onsoringKFAC
Angelesannouncements
for 13 weeks.
Smith, wood,Bull
&
McCreery
Adv., Hollyhas account.
BROWN
&
WILLIAMSON
TOBACCOon
Co., Louisville (Raleigh cigarettes),
Dec.
4
resumes
"The
Skelton
Scrapbook" on 143 NBC stations, Tuesday
10:30-11 edian
p.m.recently
(EST),released
Red Skelton,
comfrom
Army
service,
be starred.
Daviddirector
Forrester
has beenwillnamed
musical
of
32-piece
with
remainder
cast to sumesbeorchestra,
selected.
Keith
McLeod
re-of
as
producer.
Writers
include
(Continued on page 64) ,

EASTON, PA.
PMIHpsburg, New Jersey
NBC-Mutual
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TRIPLE

CHECK

Recently we published the results of a post card
survey which showed that 14.7% of all homes in the
Metropolitan area— or approximately 445,000 homes
-listen to WQXR regularly.
We checked this result with a house-to-house survey
(60% non-telephone, 40% telephone homes) by the
Pulse of New York, which showed that 14.6%
or approximately the same number— listen frequently
to WQXR.
In order to make certain this was not just a coincidence,
we asked the Pulse to find what percentage of the
people who listen to WQXR subscribe to our
monthly program magazine, which now has a paid
circulation of over 25,000. Pulse interviewers
found more than 25 listener-homes
for each subscriber-home, indicating
an audience of approximately 500,000 homes in the
New York metropolitan area, alone.
Once might have been chance
Twice might have been coincidence
But three times is conclusive evidence that
Nearly a half-million homes are tuned regularly to WQXR
AND FM STATION WQXQ
730 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 19, N Y.
WQXR
The Radio Stations of The New York Times
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Sureet
or Hat

WE'VE
GOT ITON WJHP!
We've learned that Jaxons like
music and plenty of it . . . sweet,
hot, and played and sung by
every master recorder in the
business. That's why we don't
depend on one or two artists to
entertain for our listeners. We
present Dinah Shore, Crosby
and Sinatra, Cab Calloway and
Fred Waring, the Ink Spots and
Ella Fitzgerald. On WJHP, buy
time and music on THE SKY
COMMUTER'S CLUB, MUSIC
WITH MACRI, OFF THE RECORD, LAZYBONES, CLUB 1320,
AND SWING SHIFT ... for tops
in musical returns!
WJHP IS A MUTUAL STATION
1320

WJHP
A JOHN H. PERRY AFFILIATE
JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA
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(Continued from page 62)
Johnny Murray, Henry Stapf, Benny
Freedman,
Pray will
and Edna
ton. ReturnRupert
of series
shift SkelNBC
"Raleigh
featuring
Hildegarde
with
Dec. Room"
5 broadcast,
to Wednesday,
8:30-9
p.m.
(EST).
Russel
M.
Seeds
Chicago, services tobacco account. Co.,
DOMINION OF CANADA, Department
of Veterans
Affairs, twice
Ottawadaily(rehabilitation), has started
six days
weeklyber ofspot
announcements
on a numCanadian
stations.
Stewart Lovick Ltd., Toronto. Agency is
A.has WANDER
Toronto of(Ovaltine),
renewed onLtd.,a number
Canadian
stations
quarter
hour
newscasts
days
weekly.
Account
placed
by
McKimsix
Adv., Toronto.
AFFILIATED PRODUCTS Inc., Toronto
(Anacin),ments has
20 flashofannounceweekly started
on a number
Canadian
stations.
Toronto. Agency is Young & Rubicam,
PERPETUAL
betweenof swing
and
the classics willbattle
be format
new RCA
Victor
Sundayprogram,
4:30-5 "The
p.m. RCA
on Victor
NBC, Show"
which
replaces
"The RCADec.Show2. Deems
with Tommy
Dorsey" effective
Taylor,
composer
and jockey
critic, andandsongwriter,
Leonard
Feather, platter
will acttions,aswhileleaders
of
the
opposing
facDelmar
will
asorchestra
moderator.andKenneth
Raymond
Paige
and act
his
chorus
are
included.
J.agency.
Walter Thompson Co., New York, is
SIGNAL troleum
OILproducts),
Co.,Nov.Los18 Angeles
(pestarted sponafternoon
sportscastsoringofSundayPacific
Coast play-by-play
professional
football dena,league
games onDyerKWKW
PasaCal. Braven
isFirmnarrator. Contract
is for season.
also
sponsors
"The
Whistler"
on
CBS
Pane stations
and
"What's
New
with
Normantions.
Nesbitt"
onis American
Pacific
staAgency
Barton
A.
Stebbins
Adv., Los Angeles.
NORTHROP
AIRCRAFT
Inc., Hawthorne,
Cal.,
continuing
employment
campaign,
is usinggeles areavaried
schedule
Los Anstations.
Firmon isfivesponsoring
daily
participation
in
"Sunrise
Salute
& Housewive's
KHJ;
"News on Protective
the Hour" League"
on KMTR;on
daily
"Riseschedule
& Shine"in
on KHJparticipation
as well as insimilar
"ThreelieveMenBallroom"
on aonMike"
"Make spot
BeKFWB.andisVaried
announcements
schedule
used on
KMPC
KFAC.
J.
Walter
Thompson
Co.,
Los Angeles, has account.
DRUG TRADING Co., Toronto (chain
stores),
quarter-hour
newscasthason started
CFRB daily
Toronto.
Account
placed by Don Bassett Productions,
Toronto.
A. RAMSAY & SON, Montreal (paints),
Nov.
17 started
Veillee
de Ramsay",
Saturday
8:30-8:55"LaQuebec.
p.m.
on CKAC
MontrealKim andAdv.,CHRC
Montreal. Agency is McJOHN comptroller
J. WELDRON
has been
appointof Ruppert
Brewery
Co..
Newed York.
BATTLErontoPHARMACEUTICALS
Co.,
To(Daisy Diaper Dip), has started
"Parents
Magazine
of
the
Air"
on
CFRB
CKRC CHNS and expects to expand in
early ada.
1946 to other
stationsbyacross
handled
HaroldCan-F.
Stanfield Account
Ltd., isMontreal.
THIS
MONTH
Magazine,
New
started
spot announcements
on York,
Nov.
20andonWAAT
WQXR
WLIB
WMCA
New
York
Morris & Co.,Newark.
New York.Agency is H. C.
IMPERIAL
(cigarettes), TOBACCO
has started Co.,
twiceMontreal
weekly
quarter-hour
transcribed
musical
CKEY Toronto.
Agencypro-is
Whitehallgrams onBroadcasting,
Montreal.
McGILLIVRAY
BROS.,
Toronto (Chen
Yu cosmetics),
has
placed
Baker
Adv. Agency,
Toronto.account with
W. H. COMSTOCK Co., Brockville, Ont.
(proprietary), has onstarted
five times
weekly
Agency isnewscast
Jack MurrayCFRB
Ltd., Toronto.
Toronto.
NEW
ACCOUNTS
for "The transcribed
Shadow",
weekly
half-hour
program
byincludes:
CharlesClimax
Mlchelson
Inc., Co.,
New forYork,52
Beverage
weeks tureon Co.,WLEE
Richmond;
Furni-on
Indiana,
Pa., tilPennforbid
WDAD Indiana;
John
Shllllto
Co.,
cinnati department store, til forbidCin-on

THREE
VOICES anniversary
of Firestone broadcast
discuss musical
the "Voice mezzo-soprano
of Firestone"
program's
Dec.K.3.scores
Gladysfor(1),
Swarthout,
star
the 17th
show,Tireis seated
Starbird
advertising
of theof Firestone
& Rubberbetween
Co., andFrankHarvey
S. Firestone
Jr.,
company consultant
president
$3,300 for Talent
APPROXIMATELY
$3,300 talent
costs per week has been budgeted
for the new musical show The
Teentimers Club which started
Nov. 24, Saturdays, 11-11:30 a.m.
on NBC sponsored by Teentimers
Inc., New York, manufacturers of
dresses and cosmetics for juniors.
Sponsor
mat fromchanged
the 10 its
a.m.timespotandto forone
hour later. New program will
star Ex-Sgt. Johnny Desmond as
vocalist, and m.c. It will also
offer top name bands such as
Johnny Long's orchestra, which
played
follow for
willthebepremier.
Jimmy Others
Dorsey,to
Woody Herman, Tony Pastor, etc.
NETWORK PCCOUIITS
Jane Harvey, songstress, and a
weekly comic skit complete the
format. Program is to be produced
New Business
and directed by Jack Wyatt Jr., of
NEWELL
(Strykers GUTRABT
granulated Co.,
soap),SanDec.Francisco
1 starts Buchanan and Co., New York,
for
52 weeksstations
"Meet Sat.
the Missus" onp.m.6 agencytract ihandling
the account. ConCBS
s for 39 weeks.
(PST).Cal.Agency:
Garfield &12-12:30
Guild, San
Francisco.
FRANK H. LEE Co., Danbury, Conn.
(Lee 166Hats),
Dec. 2 stations,
starts DrewSun.Pearson
WFOY Honored
on
7-7:30
p.m.
for American
52 & weeks.
Weintraub
Co., N.Agency:
Y. William H. CERTIFICATE for public service
Net Renewals
has been awarded WFOY St. Augustine, Fla., by the American
WM. ingWRIGLEY
Jr.28 Co.,
Toronto
(chewgum),
Nov.
renew
for
one
year
Legion Auxiliary. Award was
"Treasure
Trail"Wed.on 8:30-9
6 Ontario
andandQue-in made
to J. Allen Brown, WFOY
bec
stations,
p.m.,
French on two Quebec stations Wed.
general manager, broadcast
who joins NAB's
8:30-8:55
p.m. Agency: Jack Murray department
adverLtd., Toronto.
mony. tising Dec. 1. ofLegion
and Auxiliary
Net Change
officers
participated
in
the
cereRCA
Division,
Dec. 2Victor
replaces
TommyCamden,
Dorsey N.withJ.,
"The
RCA
Victor
Show"
on
135
NBC
stations,
Sun. 4:30-5
Walter Thompson
Co., p.m.
N. Y. Agency: J.
TO
BORDEN Co., New York (Hemo), Dec.
"OPEN SESAME"
8p.m.switches
Tues. to7:30-8
on 177"County
AmericanFair",
stations
Sat.
1:30-2cy: p.m.
147 CBS stations.
Kenyon on& Eckhardt,
N. Y. AgenTEENTIMERS
Inc.,
New
(junior
dresses and cosmetics), Nov.York24 replaces
OKLAHOMA'S
PROSPEROUS
"The Teentimers
Show"
on
45
NBC
stations Sat. Club"
10-10:30on a.m.,
withstations,
"The
Teentimers
45
NBC
Sat.
Co.. N.11-11:30
Y. a.m. Agency: Buchanan & MAGIC EMPIRE
CITATION Girlsfor ofpublic
service presented
in aiding
toCampflre
Isabel ManningAmerica
Hewson,was conductor
TULSA
of the Mutual
"Land
of
the
Lost"
proams, on herpresented
Nov. 18award
broadcast.
Hewson grwas
for her Miss
aid
in Campflreleaders
Girls'anddrivemembers.
to secure adult
Campflre
John Esau, Gen. Mgr.
Represented
Nationally
COPY
of
the
script
of
American's
V-J
Day special broadcast,
"Make
Way Forof
by Free & Peters, Inc.
Tomorrow",
among Library.
the archives
the
New York isPublic
BROADCASTING
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AMERICAN Stores Co., Philadelphia,
has started 52-week sponsorship on
WCAU
Philadelphia
of through
"DividendsFriday
for
Homemakers",
Monday
9:15-9:45
a.m. and
featurefoodwhich
presents
music,
news
information.
AmericanvertiseStores
has been a WCAU adr for 17 years.
NUGGET
PRODUCTS
of started
Canada, thriceMont(shoe polish), hasmusical
weeklyrealgraquarter-hour
quiz promtions.s on Agency,
a number
of
Canadian
staMcKim Adv., Montreal.
UNITED
DISTILLERS,
Vancouver
(anti-freeze),
has started
CKWX Vancouver.
Vancouver.
Agency,daily
J. J.spots
Gibbonson
Ltd.,
CLASSIC
has
started PUBLICATIONS,
spot campaign onToronto,
CKEY
Toronto.
ing Agency,Agency,
Toronto.Frontenac Broadcast-

because....
ifs a new

a tube
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tube
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tbat makes

as easy-at
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and

uperatiun

adjustment

operation

as stable

MC as at lower

frequencies.
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£ The RCA 7C24 is an entirely new
type of tube especially suitable for
use in the new RCA FM transmitters.
Used in combination with GroundedGrid circuits, which are a feature of
these new transmitters, this tube
makes possible 100 mc operation with
stability, efficiency, and over-all performance equal to that previously obtained only at lower frequencies.
The 7C24 resembles in size and appearance the RCA 827-R, which was
a popular and very successful feature of RCA prewar FM transmitters.
In design and construction, however,
the 7C24 is quite different. It is a triode that is provided with a grid structure specifically designed to offer a
maximum of shielding between the

plate and filament electrodes, resulting in a very low plate-to-filament
capacitance. The grid connection is
the metal flange of the tube. When
this is utilized in connection with an
external shield, the input (filament)
and output (plate) circuits of the amplifiers are very well isolated. As a result, no neutralizing is required, operation isstable and efficient— and adjustments are simple.
A further advantage is that, because of the use of Grounded-Grid
circuits, it is feasible and economical
to use this same tube-the RCA 7C24in both the 1-kw and 3-kw stages. This
simplifies maintenance and replacement problems besides reducing
over-all tube costs.

*FRANK
TEC
HENRY
of enc
gH
ine ringn
staf Isi
of new
WCAE
mmember
fonPittsburgh.
lNavy
l AtBefore lantic
serving
three
years
anti-sub patrol and eight months
Asiatic Pacific
WGTM
WKWK. duty, he was with KQV
WILLIAM H. MALONE, released from
the Navy,
hasas chief
returned
to WGTM
Wilson, N. C, has
engineer.
WARREN
WOOTEN
been acting
in that
post.
ALLEN R. OGILVIE has been named
vice-president
ofin charge
Maguireof Bridgeport,
Industries
Inc.,
York,which
Conn.,New
plant
is being ofretooled
from
war
work
for
production
radio
receivers
automatic
record changers
for
sale and
to other
manufacturers
and
company
plant
at
Mt.
Carmel,
HI.
Plant
also
make railway,equipment.
aviation and
marinewillcommunications
Mr.
Ogilvieguireis electronics
former division,
chief engineer
of held
Mapost
now
by CARLTON WASMANSDORFF.
ETIENNE
DUBREUIL,
released
from
RCAF
as radar
has rejoined
transmitter
staff operator,
of CBF Montreal.
JAMES
CARLISLEof CBM
has Montreal
rejoined folthe
transmitter
lowing releasestaff
as lieutenant
commander
from
Royal
Canadian
Navy
after
four
years service.
NORM RCAF
GROVER,
recently discharged
from
Ferry Command,
and have
JIM
MURPHY, released
from RCAF,
joined gional
the studios
master
control
staffMurphy
at reof
CBC
Halifax.
went to Canada from Omaha in 1941 to
join RCAF.
FRASERCanadian
COOKE,Army,
recently
discharged
from
is newHalifax.
member
of transmitter staff
of CBH
LAWRENCE
SMITH
of
the
engineering
staff ofwent a minor
KGVO Missoula, Mont., underlocal hospital. operation last week at a
REX
COSTEN,
WPTF
Raleigh,
N. C, hasin engineer
resignedat toU.ofcontinue
fulltime studies
music
of North
Carolina. SAM
LYLES,returned
WPTF totransthe
station mitter
aftersupervisor,
three has
years in the Navy.
WILLIAM giCRANE
is
now
with
the
ne ring staf of WGN Chicago. enBeachmaster PA
USERS of public address sytems
may be interested in the Western
Electric Beachmaster, designed by
Bell Telephone Laboratories to
meet rigid Navy requirements.
Powerful enough to generate a
sound level of speech of 116 DB on
an axis at a distance of 30 feet
from the loudspeaker, which means
that orders could be heard above
the thunder of battle, the system includes aloudspeaker, microphone,
amplifier, engine alternator set,
connecting cables and adequate operating accessories, spare parts
and maintenance equipment, all
packaged in six watertight, portable metal cases buoyant enough so
that when necessary the entire
system can be dropped into the
water and floated ashore.

TERMED and cross
between nightmare",
a "Rube Gold-by
a plumber's
Fran neerbergSherwood,
chief transmitter
of WHEC Rochester,
this is engi1,000
w transmitter
built FM
by WHEC
engineeringate staff
for
WHEF,
outlet.
To
operon 98.5brass
mc, tubing.
unit employs
no coilsto
and uses
Staff plans
build equipment
ation as authorizedfor byfullthe20,000
FCC. w oper-

KGFF TRAINEES
High School Credits Given
For Radio Course
KGFF Shawnee, Okla., for the second consecutive year is conducting classes in radio operation at
Shawnee high school, with full
credit for students completing the
course. Directed by Maxine Eddy,
station manager, classes include
lecture, observation and practical
work in all phases of broadcasting.
Broadcasts prepared and produced by students are aired over
KGFF. They include all types of
entertainment — glee clubs, bands,
parent-teacher
and
drama. Some 40groups,
studentschoral
received
credits for last year's radio classes
and 10 returned this year for advanced credit, with 30 new enrollees at beginning of term. Staff
members of KGFF assist Miss
Eddy in teaching. Classes are held
daily with approval of Oklahoma
State Board of Education.
Attempts to conduct similar prowcco
grams at Oklahoma Baptist U. and
St. Gregory's College, both in
Twin Cities
Shawnee,
far have
because schoolso heads
declinedfailed
to give
Groves Cold Tablets
credits.
Said
Miss
Eddy:
"We
are
broadcasting daily programs from
the two higher educational instituGEORGE E. HAL. LEY
tions, however, and I have hopes
TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
that the high school effort will
work out well enough that colleges ■ HOTEL PICKWICK, KANSAS CITY 6, MO.
and universities will follow suit, MXS AN ARTHUR B. CHURCH PRODUCTION 2CS
not only in Shawnee but all over
the country."

WAAT
deliverstnti
think

Ore*/*

more listeners per dollar in
READY rocket. styled
. . FM
AIM antenna
. . . butinstalled
this sky-at
WGHF
New
York
doesn't
fire,
it
just
radiates. And according to Capt. W. G. America's 4th Largest Market
H. Finch, president
of Finch
Telecommunitications aneffects
d personal
of the
FM
station,
a owner
concentrated
radiation
toward
the horizon,
with less than any other station —
power ately
goingadjacentskyward
and intonot immediareaNov.
where
[BROADCASTING,
19]. needed including all 50,000 watters!*
*Scc Latest Surveys! Check Availabilities!
Georgia Radio Institute
National Representatives ; Radio Advertising Co.
Proposed for U. of Ga.
A GEORGIA RADIO Institute is
now being planned under the joint
sponsorship
of the Georgia
tion of Broadcasters
and theAssociaHenry
W.
Grady
School
of
Journalism,
U.
Close Office
of
Georgia.
The
institute
will
folINTERIM International Informalow the pattern of the Georgia
tion Service of the State Dept. Press Institute, now in its 19th
announced Nov. 19 that the New
York radio division of the Pacific year.
Wilton E. Cobb, general manager
Operations continuBureau
be dis-of of WMAZ Macon, proposed the
ed on Nov. 30.would
Abolition
plan at the Nov. 17 meeting of the
the New York department does Georgia broadcasters in Columbus. WAAT
not affect San Francisco operations A committee was named which is
Docitiesyoucombined:
realize thisKansas
market City,
contains
over 3% million
people, moreAtlanta,
than these
of HIS except to eliminate re- to report at the annual convention
Indianapolis,
Dallas,14
Toledo, Omaha, Syracuse,
Richmond,
Hartford, Rochester,
Des Moines,Denver,
Spokane, Fort Wayne.
in Macon, Jan. 12, on details of the
corded
programs
formerly
originated from New York. More than institute. Members of the commit''DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR
250 radio shows were produced in
tee are: John M. Outler, WSB AtNew York division during past
lanta; Jack Williams, WAYX Waycross, and Mr. Cobb.
year.
NEW JERSEY'S BEST RADIO BUY"
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KANSAS
IS

CITY
ELWOOD
H. MEYER,manager
son of KMYR
A. G.
MEYER,
Denver,events
hasstation
returned
to thetwo station
ashalfspecial
director.
For
and a
Pacific.years he has been Navy flyer in
ELMER
OETTINGER
Jr.,
released
fromhis
the Navycommentaries
as lieutenant,on has
resumed
news
WGTM
Wilson.
N. C. He served in Pacific.
CAMPBELL
(Stretch)andMILLER
sumed his sports
special haseventsreannouncing
duties
with
WCBSfrom
SpringNavy.
field, 1 1., following release
the
SOL
BALSAM,
former
news
analyst
WLIB New York and writer of severalon
network
programs,
lastadvertising
Thursday execumarried
Goldalie
Frank,firm
t
i
v
e
o
f
the
fashion
Cramer,
Tobias
& Meyer.
JACK
released after
from 20Merchant
Marine DREES,
as lieutenant
months
active
has rejoined
staff
ofWILSON.
WINDduty,Chicago
to work sports
with BERN
WEBLEY
EDWARDS,
CBS correspondent whosurrender
gave
an eye-witness
account
ofUSSJap
the
Missouri, has ceremonies
returned toon this
countryture tourandin istheto start
six-week lecWest. a Following
his
tour,bor hefor CBS.
will be stationed at Pearl HarJIM
WELLS, (jg)
released
from 27themonths
Navy
as lieutenant
following
service,
caster at hasWBENresumed
Buffalo.post as sportsRUSSELL
tor who hasBARNES,
served Warfare
as WWJ
chief
ofcommentatheAllied
Psychological
Branch,
Forces
Headquarters
in
Mediterranean,
returned to the air November 19 for

A

K

O

Z

Y

MARKET
PORTER BLDG., KANSAS CITY, MO.

EVERETT L. DILLARD ELIZABETH WHITEHEAD
(General Manager Station Director

three-week
reports of inside
stories from series
his OWIof experiences.
Some
ofHitler",
his topics
are
"The
Kidnap
"How Japan GotPlotthe toAmerican
Order
of Battle BeforeGerman
Pearl Spies
Harbor".at
"How
Algiers"We andCaptured
"Behind the Scenes
at
WALTER
G.Teheran".
PASCHALL, after nearly
Cairo and
three
years
in
AAF,
has
returned
to
WSB Atlanta as news editor.
SGT. JOHN PAUL RIDGLEY returned
last
Tuesday
to his peacetime
assistant
superintendent,
House jobRadioas
two yearsin asETOAAF andgunner.
HeGallery,
had after
35 missions
was
discharged
Monday
atsuperintendent
Andrews Field.is
House
Radio
Gallery
MAJ.
MENAUGH, retired, who
returnedROBERT
last month.
PAUL
E.
X.
BROWN,
and
news commentator
withaannouncer
WJOBmeeting
Hammond,
Ind.,
addressed
mass
of the tional
East Association
ChicagoforBranch
of the Nathe Advancement
of Colored
People,
onThese".
"Forces for Surv
i
v
a
l
i
n
Times
Like
DAVID WILLS, WMAL Washington
commentator, and GORDON SHAW, prosummariesducer, areofbroadcasting
Washington three-minute
news twiceweekly
ice. for State Dept. Overseas ServBRIAN A. TOBIN has been appointed
manager
of thePress.Toronto bureau of
British United
SAM ROSS,
news editor ofat CKWX
couver, is convalescing
home Vanfrom
an operation.
MERT
EMMERT,
formerly
with
WEAF
New York and WLW Cincinnati and
member tional
of the advisory
councilFarmof Naofappointed
Radio
rectors,Association
has beenranch
head Di-ofof
the
farm
and
department
WOAI San Antonio.
IRVING
special eventsSHARPE
directorhasof been
WDBJnamed
Roanoke.
Va.
RAYMOND
SWING, American
tator, has presented
scripts since
andcommenrecordJanuaryings1937of histo news
Librarybroadcasts
of Congress,
Verner
W. Clapp,nounced.acting
librarian,
has
anH
i
s
gift
forms
part
of
comprehensive collection of materials being
assembled
by Library
sist in studying
historyof Congress
of war. to as-

will get a BANG-UP
Open Siam Circuit
anwallop from this little guy RCA COMMUNICATIONS
nounced reestablishment of has
radiotelegraphSiam,circuitwhich
betweenhad Manila
and
Bangkok,
been
suspended
Dec.
7, 1941.
RCAC hasvia been
sending
messages
to Bangkok
Switzerland.
THANKSGIVING
Day parade
of R.placeH.
Macy 22& Co.,
New
took
firstYork,
timeNBCwhich
since
was
Wantyourto dial
call on Nov.
televised for
by WNBT,
video1941,
station.
500,000 conslisteners
in
Northeastern
Wisin and Upper Michigan? You can
with WMAM, The Voice of NBC in
the North!because
It's yourall chance
a new
audience
outside atstations
"throw
in thewallsponge"
whencreated
they hit
the
fortress
of fading
by
iron and other geographic barriers.
Located in the heart of this important
Greatat Lakes
buyingbuyers
area please
and onnote),
the
dial
570 (time
WMAM virtually offers 5000 watt coverage at 250 watt rates. Let our Hooper
survey prove this story, write for details.

Pioneer FM Station in the Kansas City Area
WMAM
Marinette • Wisconsin
BRANCH STUDIOS IN
STURGEON
BAY• MICH
• WIS
IRON MT.
JOSEPH
MACKIN,
Mgr
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f(J OF PENN. STATION
BEGINS OPERATIONS
WXPN, private broadcasting unit
of the U. of Pennsylvania, went on
the air for the first time Nov. 12.
Station, under construction since
spring, was begun with a grant of
a few hundred dollars from the
university. Its three small transmitters have a range of only 500
to 1,000 feet but programs can be
received in the administration
buildings, men's
dormitories and and
somewomen's
fraternity
Fifty undergraduate men and
Navy trainees staff the station.
Programs will include music by
Army students' orchestra, round-table discussions; adaptations of
books and plays, and faculty news
commentaries. Station is a member
of Inter-Collegiate Broadcasting
System, which has also added stations in Swathmore, Haverford and
Bryn Mawr colleges. The three stations joined for the first time Nov.
15 to present a program entitled
Meet the Network, a composite of
the various types of features which
will be presented in the future.
The stations will operate as a network Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays from 9 to 10
p. m.
willSwathmore's
present a halfstation,
hour ofWSRN,
organ
music and a half hour of drama
each week. WHAV Haverford will
present a dance band and a comedy team in two half-hour programs weekly. WBMC Bryn Mawr
will present a musical program
during one of its two half hours.
The stations have been built and
maintained by undergraduates and
all operate under low power and
are received only on their respective campuses. David Linton, program director of Inter-Collegiate
Broadcasting Company, directed
the networks' initial program.

'Turn Off the Gas'
FAST ACTION by radio kept
Memphis, Tenn., from being
without natural gas for a
month when a break developed inmid-October in the
long pipe line which feeds
natural gas from the oil fields
to Memphis. In a letter to
WMC Memphis, President
Thomas H. Allen of Memphis
Light, Gas & Water Co. said
gas consumption dropped
90% after broadcasts telling
listeners to cut off their gas,
and that the remaining 10%
could be supplied by an artificial gas plant and the gas
already in the pipe system.
Without the broadcasts, he
said, individual service calls
to each house would have
been required if deliveries
had become insufficient to
keep pilot lights going, and
"this would take a month."
Lauding radio as an effective
distributor of news, he said
it "really spread the news
around."
FBIS FUNDS BECOME
ISSUE IN CONGRESS
FCC FUNDS are expected to become a major issue in a Congressional conference on the 1946 recision bill (HR-4407) in which
the Senate and House are split
over reducing
Commission'sby
national
defense the
appropriation
$930,000.
comparison
bill',
theBy FCC's
budgetto isthebutoverall
a small
part, but the Foreign Broadcast
Intelligence Service is the issue.
The Senate last Tuesday by voice
vote sustained its Appropriations
Committee recommendations to restore $1,409,033,666 to independent
agencies after the House had voted
cuts [Broadcasting, Nov. 19]. Of
that amount the House reduced the
FCC 1946 fiscal year appropriation by $930,000 and ordered the
FBIS liquidated. The Senate voted
to restore the $930,000, leaving the
Commission's budget intact.
In the House there was every indication that a fight would be made
in conference to fold up the FBIS,
despite recommendations from the
State Dept. that it be continued.
The FBIS and Radio intelligence
Division were severely criticized by
the House Select Committee to Investigate the FCC in the 78th Congress. Rep. Richard B. Wigglesworth (R-Mass.), member of the
old investigating committee, has led
the fight in Appropriations Commit e to liquidate the FBIS.

W. P. Short Takes New
Post With Federal Corp.
W. P. SHORT, former chief engineer of Research Construction
Co. and staff member of the radio
labs of the Mass. Institute of
Technology has been appointed
chief engineer of the newly created
home radio receiver department of
Federal Telephone and Radio
Corp.,
IT&T. manufacturing affiliate of
H. A. Snow formerly with Boonton Research Corp. and Foote,
Pierson & Co., has been named
senior engineer of the department.
Mr. Short was manager of radio
engineering for Crosley Corp. before entering active service with
Navy where he served as radar
officer for the operational training
command of the Pacific Fleet. Subsequently he was assigned to radar
RED haschrysanthemum,
research at MIT. Mr. Snow is A DEEPacross,
been named the12
known as the developer of the inches
"Kate
Smith
Chrysanthemum"
by
"Variable MU" tube and also for Totty's,
N. J., nursery,
developedMadison,
and exhibited
itHorticultural
at thewhich
38th
his wartime development of an annual
exhibit
of
tne
electronic gauge while working on Society of New York, which opened Nov.
production of aircraft transmitters. 8 at Hotel Pennsylvania, New York.
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hkhoxviue
Home of TVA (Electric Power) and Oak Ridge
(Atomic Bomb) and ALCOA (Aluminum Industry). Al these things have contributed
to WNOXville's increased population and
therefore increased purchasing power, as
evidenced by the latest figures from
'Sales Management'.
Sales Management's figures for "Estimate of November 1945"
gives Knoxville an increase of two hundred and ninety per cent, with
November 1939 as a base of one hundred per cent. This makes Knoxville
one of the Big Three, along with San Diego, California, and Wichita,
Kansas. This makes Knoxville the leader in the South. Compare Knoxville's
increase with Nashville, Memphis, Louisville, New Orleans, Birmingham, or
Atlanta. Take advantage of this outstanding increase when you make your
merchandising plans. Sell Knoxville through WN0X.
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BELIEVING
that managers
of stations
affiliated
with
American
interested in national
magazine arepublicity
breaks onlywo d"Kellogg
Co.
"Breakfast
in
& HolEckhardt, Newon thatYork,network,
agencyKenyon
for Kellogg,
has started
mailings
of
magazines
carrying these stories to station managers.
"This Month"
already
carried
a story onmagazine
program has
and layouts
are planned within
for "Tune
"Radio
Romances"
next In"
few and
months.
WPAY Trophy
WPAY
Portsmouth,
O.,
will
award
trophy to the most valuable footballa
player ager,in conceived
the area.
Paul Wagner,
manthe project
toasstimulate
interest
in the
as welldevelopment.
scholastic studies
and game
character
Frost Warnings
RESUMING
annual
frost
service,
KFI
Los
Angeles
now warning
givestemperanightly
detailedtures account
of anticipated
f
o
r
southern
California
and
Ariline service
from government
stationzonaofby direct
fruit-frost
at Pomona,

Cal. Floyd
D. Young,
U. series.
S. Weather
Bureau director,
conducts
Available
again
growers
year istable
the KFI
weatherto chart
withthis record
and
complete listing of frost damaging temperatures.
Ford Display
FORD MOTOR
"Sunday featured
Evening
Hour"
AmericanCo.
in the onMadison
Ave.is currently
show window of
Haynes-Griffln,
one
of
New
York'sa
largest
record ofshops.
Window
spots,
30 x 36 photo
theat Ford
orchestra
and
chorus
on stage
the Detroit
Music
Hall,
plus Display
pictureswasof all
performers
on&
program.
set
by
Kenyon
Eckhardt, New WOLYork.Folder
FOLDER
Col. Albert announcing
WarnerWashington
asappointment
director asof well
theof
ofE. WOL
asnewsroom
conductor
of General Electric
Co.
"The Voice
of Washington"
newsthe progtion.ramsFacts
, has been
distributed
by
staabout WOLand newsstaff
covand operations
of Col.erageWarner
are Included.profile sketch

New York Marker
PROGRESSIVE Radio Advertising Co.,
New
York,
issuedof aNewbooklet
Italo-Americanhasmarket
York, foron
which company presents programs on
WBNX
New p.m.
York Folder
daily includes
9:15 a.m.-noon
and 9-10:30
list of
programs' past and present sponsors.
Program Schedule
FALL
andSanWinter
program
schedule
KTSA
Antonio,
Tex.,
whichheardofis
illustrated
with
photos
of
talent
on
been distributed to
50,000station,
listenershasin area.
Promotion Personnel
JOE istHAEFFNER,
onetimeNews,
radio hascolumnof Buffalo Evening
been
appointed
publicity
director
of He
the has
paper's station, from
WBENthe Buffalo.
been released
Army after
two
years service.
JO
R ANSON, publicity
and special
events
of WNEW
York,
and CPL.director
DICK PACK,
formerNewpublicity
director of WOR New York, now servingties iAAF,
are co-authors
of "Opportunin Radio",
a this
new career
to be
published
winter book
by Vocationaltribearly
Guidance
Manuals
Inc.
utors to the book include
R.Con-C.
MADDUX, WOR vice-president, and J.
R. POPPELE, chief engineer of the station.
LUCILE
DOLANSKY,
from staff
the
joined thereleased
publicity
ofWAVES,
WGN has
Chicago.

WE'RE NOT WIZARDS
WHIG

Just because we do
obtain magic results
from'The Magic Circle"
don't get the idea that we all run around in circles
pulling rabbits out of hats.
We do bend over backwards, however, to do the best
possible job for those who want maximum results at a
minimum of expense from the Richest Area in the South.
EDNEY

RIDGE. DIRECTOR

WHIG
GREENSBORO,
N. C.

\^ G R E
THt
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Two on KGVO
NEW
heard aonpublic
KGVO service
Mis- '
soula, programs
Mont., include
feature,
"Civic
Center
Forum",Forum
and
"Sunday
in
Missoula
Churches".
considersbuilding
pro andfor con
on new Latter
civic
center
community.
quarter-hour
program,
aired Saturday
evening,
presents
and
announcements
of religious
services tomusic
be held
following
day
in
local
churches
of
all
faiths.
Citizens Forum
OF Gears
forum From
broadcasts
"How
DoA SERIES
WebeenShiftstarted
Toon TransPeace"
has
weekly
onWarCBCwith
Canada
network.
Series
deals
various phases of full employment, social
welfare,ning,public
works program,
planhealth,
community
organization,
exports, labor law, cartels and similar
topics.are Broadcasts
are citizens forums
and
with '
Canadian produced
Associationin conjunction
for Adult Education.
Student Quiz
HALF-HOUR
programandfor parochial
students
ofschools
New started
Havenquizonpublic
WNHC New Haven
Nov.
11. Called
Your ofKnowledge",
program
awardsof"Test
first
prize
20-volume
set
ofond "Book
Knowledge",
and secprize
of
$64
pen
andby pencil
set.
Programs
are
sponsored
First
Federal
Savings
&
Loan
Assn.,
New
Haven,
which
will
present
grand
prize
of
$1,000
orat end
scholarship
to accredited university
of 26 weeks.
Breakfast Date
HENGERER'S
Store, Buffalo,
during past year Dept.
of sponsorship
of WBEN
Buffalogram,"Early
Date at Hengerer's"
proMonday
through
Friday
9:15
a.m.,
has
breakfast
to morevariety
than
43.000beenvisitors.
Earlyhostmorning
program
features
grab
bag of prizes,
contents
which the
increase
contestantofmisses
throw each
of a time
dart
atcated.Buffalo map on which store is indiFolk Ballads
HALF-HOUR
presentations
of lyricstarted
folk
music
of Europe
and America
on MutualNew Nov.
25 onafternoon
"Songs Along
the
Trail".
Sunday
program
features
Marais, exponent
continentalJoseph
and American
ballads, sup-of
ported by vocal trio and string background. Opera Highlights
NEW
OPERA
program started
entitled on"Encores
from
Greatas Operas"
WPAT
Paterson
weekly
half popular
-hour onscenes
Nov
18.
Program
features
from
outstanding
operas
with
narration
toat performance.
enhance illusion of actual presence
Winter Concerts
BEGINNING
Sunday, and
Nov. semi-classical
25, new program of operatic
"Winter
Time Guest
Concert",
started
onmusic,
WLW
Cincinnati.
from the area are featured. conductors
CJAD Montreal
postponed
openscheduled
28, toits
with ing,1 kw.
vember. StationforwillOct.operate
onlate800 No-kc
W. Va. Network Offers
Scholarship in Athletics
WEST VIRGINIA NETWORK is
offering a $500 scholarship to West
Virginia U. to be awarded to the
outstanding W. Va. senior high
school athlete of this and succeeding
years. Nomination will be made by
a committee of sports writers and
coaches.
Howard L. Chernoff, managing
director of the West Virginia network, who made the announcement,
said the network was opposed to
"subsidization"
of athletics, but
that the organization felt a
scholarship of this nature would be
an incentive to high school playtheirersuniversity.
to choose West Virginia as
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V/ATES customers on the East Coast, as well as those in foreign countries and
throughout the United States, will be interested in this latest expansion by
GATES. The New York office will offer engineering service, sales, and the
stocking of equipment.
The new office is staffed by competent sales and engineering personnel who
can answer all technical questions regarding GATES equipment. Furthermore,
they will, if necessary, be able to make direct quotations on apparatus.
You are cordially invited to visit this new office, and to make full use of its
facilities. Make a note now of the address:
GATES RADIO CO.
9th Floor • 40 Exchange Place
Telephone: Hanover 2-0198
The office is conveniently located, just a few steps off Wall Street in Lower
Manhattan. It is within a few minutes subway ride from Manhattan proper.

QUINCY, ILLINOIS
EXCLUSIVE

MANUFACTURERS

OF RADIO

TRANSMITTING

EQUIPMENT

SINCE 1922

often immediate. After the brief —
but refreshing — pause upon his return to civilian life, the veteran
soon realizes that he'd better get
started on something. If it's a business, he maythere
want are
a loan.
it's
education,
the Ifusual
forms to fill out, the school to contact, the curriculum to choose. If
it's hospitalization or medical
treatment, the veteran has to locate the VA and arrange for treatment. He should avoid letting his
National Service Life Insurance
lapse and continue to make payments until he knows what his civilian occupation and income will
be and what type of more permanent insurance he needs, is qualified for, and can afford.
These are only a few of the
problems about which the veteran
will require immediate assistance.
To speed its service, the VA is
undergoing an extensive decentralization program. Eventually, most
large cities will have a branch, re-

on, or areatownsofficewillof have
the VA.
Most
cities giand
veterans
Reconversion
centers where veterans may seek
aid and advice. Radio can help
WHIO
Dayton, 0., summoned
urge the development of these local
police
a detailed
search and
when started
its station
wagon
agencies and stimulate the veteran
to avail himself of their services.
loaded with all its recording
Advise the Veteran
equipment disappeared. Just
as a state-wide announceFrom the veterans' point of view,
ment to the Highway Patrol
it would be a mistake to promise
was about to be broadcast,
them a rosy future or suggest that
Tom Pickering,
their problems
can be solvedtaskover-of
latest
veteran the
backstation's
from
night. The administrative
armed service, appeared and
handling the claims and needs of
more than fifteen million veterans
explained
he had
left the
station wagon
in the
garage
and their dependents is enormous.
where he always parked it
The recent reorganization of the
before he joined the army.
VA and the decentralization proOnly trouble was that WHIO
was no longer using that
indicatesprocessing
the government's
effort togram speed
of each
veteran's
application
garage.
benefits. Under
Gen. Omarfor N.various
Bradsoldier,
VA is near his home community to handle
rapidlyley, a soldier's
overcoming
manytheobstacles
that delayed prompt service. the veteran's claims and applications for benefits. Hospitals will be
Branch, regional, and area offices
soon will operate full blast in or readily accessible. But at best,
propertion takes
handling
of eachcanapplicatime. Radio
advise
the veteran of the most direct
route, and urge him to apply for
his benefits far in advance of his
actual need.
There
another inpublic
service radioiscanstillperform
carrying
broadcasts
veterans'
affairs.
The nation asona whole
has insisted
that the veteran receive a square
deal upon his discharge from service. Nothing has aroused the community tandreatmennation
more thantomist of or indifference
the
returning veteran. Taxpayers generally have endorsed heartily the
GI Bill lation
of Rights
legisenacted to and
aid other
discharged
veterans or the dependents of
servicemen who died in the service
of their country. Radio can show
the American taxpayer specifically
how the laws enacted by their Congress and supported by their taxes
are being put into effect.
Wherever
it is highly
desirable to letpossible,
the veteran
who has
been through the mill tell of his
own experiences — how he solved his
own
particular
problems.
CROP IS MOVING— MEANS MONEY
separatees
will benefit
greatlyNewby
FOR MAGIC EMPIRE
these first-hand reports from their
brothers in arms. VA spokesmen
and counselling experts will also be
The new crop of luscious Texas grapefruit is rolling
available
present authoritative
to the markets and money is rolling into the pockets
advice and toguidance.
of "Valley" folks, providing a "juicy" buying power
Warn Against Fraud
for you. Income per capita is over #650.00 — above
Another
service radio can perform is to warn soldiers about to
the national average— a PERMANENT MARKET —
be
discharged
and new veterans
and dominated by KRGV!
against swindles and frauds. A recently published pamphlet on "Gyps
and Swindles" (Public Affairs
Pamphlet 109, by William Trufant
Foster, Public Affairs Committee Inc., 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New
York, 10c), particularly as they
affect veterans, exposes a nationwidement.threat
veterans'
readjustFlushedto with
back-pay,
mustering-out pay and perhaps a small
savings account, returned veterans
are being swindled daily by bogus
{Continued on page 76)
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Returning GIs
(Continued from page 22)
veterans' minds. "Veterans Advisors" or "Veterans Commentators"
— usually ex-servicemen — have appeared as a new postwar broadcasting institution. On the whole,
they are doing an excellent job of
tying up the various veterans activities of government, state and
local agencies.
Task Not Easy
The task of these bx'oadcasters
is no easy one. There are many
types of veterans problems — and
many types of veterans. The allowances, the benefits, the loans, the
pensions, the educational programs affect every veteran in a
different way. Changing legislation
requires continued alertness on
the part of these experts to insure
accuracy of their advice.
In handling veterans affairs,
broadcasters must keep in mind
that the needs of a veteran are

lere Is An Audiodisc And An Audiopoint
for Every Recording Need
AUDIODISCS have all of the features essential to high fidelity recording.
A superior lacquer is applied by a unique process that gives a flawless
surface, in cutting, the thread throws well and there is no static. In playback, whether at once or in the future, there is low surface noise. Their
playback life is unequalled. There are six types of AUDIODISCS:
RED LABEL tops all accepted quality standards REFERENCE permits extreme economy in testfor
Double-sided in 6V2", 8", cuts, filing and reference recordings. Double10", professional
12" and 16"use.diameters.
sided in 10", 12" and 16" diameters.
SINGLE FACE RED LABEL brings new economy MASTERS for choice copies (pressings) after
to16"applications
requiring but one side. 12" and electroplating.
or single face in 12",
diameters.
13Vi" and 1714" Double
diameters.
YELLOW LABEL, Double-sided blanks of uni- BLUE LABEL best discs at low cost. Thin aluminum base, same recording lacquer as profesform qualityunnecessary.
and "wide Sizes
latitude."
adjustments
as RedExtra-fine
Label.
sional AUDIODISCS. 6V2", 8" and 10'!
All AUDIODISCS are manufactured on aluminum base— and glass base too, except
for the 6V2" and Blue Label type.
AUDIO DEVICES. INC.7444 MADISON AVE.; N/Y7C.
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AUDIOPOINTS
Audiopoints, made by
skilled craftsmen, are
available in three types of
recording styli and three
types of playback points.
Cutting and playback
points are matched to give
finest performance.
RECORDING POINTS
SAPPHIRE
NO. 14, forproper
professionals,
throw. designed
No finerto give
made. thread
STELLITE NO 34, professional
type.
severalCutshours.quiet, shiny groove for
DIAMOND-LAPPED
STEEL NO*.gives'
50,
cuts a15 fine,
from
to 30quiet
minutesgroove,
actual recording time.
PLAYBACK POINTS
SAPPHIRE NO. 113, finest obtainable. Complete fidelity and miniBENT SHANK NO. 154, for heavy
pickups.
STRAIGHT
151, for lightSHANK
pickups. STEEL NO.
Audio's resharpening and
repolishing services give
real economy in the use of
AUDIOPOINTS, Nos. 14,
34 and 1 13. Consult your
local dealer.
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Returning
GI's7U)
(Continued
from page
operators, confidence men, and
other shady characters.
In the interest of the ex-soldier
and legitimate business, radio can
warn the veteran to check with local Better Business Bureaus before
committing himself on merchandise,
business
ments. propositions, or investThe task of the broadcaster in
helping
veterans isThecomplicated
local conditions.
local broad-bycaster will have to determine the
interest and needs of his listeners.
Veterans in agricultural communities will be interested in buying
new farms and farm equipment.
Veterans in urban communities
may want schooling, small busines es or jobs. But there are also
many common problems affecting
the veteran, his dependents and the
local community to make generalKFH

able. ized information extremely valuThe Radio Service of the Veterans Administration will make every
effort to see that the broadcaster is
furnished
with complete
tion on matters
that comeinformawithin
its jurisdiction.
Wartime Service
During the war, radio performed
a tremendous public service. With
and without government guidance,
local, regional
andthenetwork
broad-in
casters assumed
initiative
keeping America informed of the
sometimes overwhelming variety of
problems facing the nation. Never
before was a democracy as well inmed, as united,
and asenemies
determined tfoorresist
its vicious
and to-perpetuate its own freedoms.
The good sense, responsibilities,
and strength of Americans were in
the scripts, the announcements, the
speeches and the songs of radio
throughout the war. These broad-

casts were a vital contribution to
our victory.
Now we must return to our nor. Throughoutmalthe peacetime
country, pursuits.
radio already
has
taken the initiative to overcome the
problems jof
ustment. Theour
radio postwar
industry readwill,
I am confident, serve the discharged
veteran just as effectively as it
served him while he was under
arms achieving our total victory.
It's radio's next big job.
Censorship Refunds
OFFICE of Censorship, which
officially closed last Thursday, returned $4,800,000
13-milliondollar budget
for ofthisitsyear
to the
Treasury
Dept.
Less
than
million dollars of the over 100 89million
allotted the department was spent.
These figures were brought out at
a dinner last week honoring Byron
Price, retiring chief censor.

-Wichita

\are Waiting

to Buy u

PORTABLE

WICHITA turns from
. . . FROM PLANES
Those who expected the Atomic Bomb to
explode Wichita's wartime boom will find
itin aaddition
dud. There's
activity in that
Wichita—
to all new
the advantages
made
this Kansas'
Agriculturalrichest
implement pre-war
firms aremarket.
now moving
in, at the crossroads of America. The Aircraft industry will still be busy and imporin Wichita,
"slack"
is fasttant being
takenbutoveritsbypeacetime
alert production

war to peace . . .
TO PLOWSHARES!
minded and .sales-conscious farm machinery manufacturers.
Wichita's oil, cattle and wheat markets
are bigger today than ever before and on
Sales
of Selected
Cities Management's
-WICHITA rating
IS STILL
TOPS Sales
IN
AMERICA!
of Wichita'sforactivity—
you mescan
getSpeaking
real radio-activity
your sales
sage with that Selling Station, KFH.

KFH
WICHITA
Wichita is a Hooperaied City
CBS • 5000 WATTS DAY AND NIGHT
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CALL ANY PETRY OFFICE

Messhall Net
MESSHALL NETWORK, by
and for the boys, is giving
the
news Mo.
to GI's
Crowder,
Set atupCamp
last
July in the attic of a camp
recreation hall, the miniature
net was designed primarily
toariesprovide
concise2,000newssoldiers
sumfor some
as they ate in 7th Signal
Training Regiment messhalls.
its "programs"
were Later
expanded
to include
recorded music, amusement
data. When Jap surrender
appeared
the Mess-18
hall mikeimminent,
was manned
hours a day. But not all of
MHN's history has been
pleasant: once a group of
GI's busily
berating
officers
discovered,
too their
late,
that the mike was live and
their cutting comments had
blared into 15 eating rooms
of the regiment.

SOL PAMTZ MEMBER !
OF PUBLISHING FIRM
SOL PANITZ, who resigned Nov.
17 as tion,
chief,
serviceDept.
secRadio broadcast
Branch, War
Bureau of Public Relations, last I
week joined Joseph Davidson and j
Ellis S. Perlman in the new Wash- j
ington firm, Progress Inc., a week- |
ly news periodical.
Former New York freelance !||
scriptwriter, Mr. Panitz was ap- |
pointed to the script department, j
War Dept. Radio Branch, in July \
1941. He subsequently served as \
field producer on the Army Hour, j
chief scriptwriter, and on the death
two years
Jack Joy, service
he be- j
came head ago
of theof broadcast
section. Mr. Panitz plans to con- i|
tinue
writing.
He con- (,
tributesfreelance
to the NBC
Congressional
Medal of Honor and other programs. He authored Voices in the
Land,
on WRC
ington sponsored
for 13 weeks
by the WashP. J.
Nee Furniture Co., Washington.
Mr. Panitz becomes associate edi- ;
tor of Progress, with offices in the
National Press Bldg. He plans to [
produce radio shows and to serve as
consultant
the broadcast
on j
a freelance inbasis
in addition field
to his
duties on the weekly journal.
Frank Rowlatt
FRANK ROWLATT, 69, with F.
H. Hayhurst Co., Toronto advertising agency, for 14 years, died in
aan Toronto
as a result of
automobilehospital
collision.
WFTC Studio
NEW STUDIO with stage and a
seating capacity of 450 is being
built by WFTC Kinston, N. O, as
part of a redecoration program.
Bob Bingham, general manager,
said
work1. would be completed by
abouttheDec.
BROADCASTING
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ANA Votes
(Continued from page 16)
vertiser is trying to say in his institutional advertising.
Another new type of survey, to
determine how well the directors
of large companies, "the men
above
management",
the functions
and uses ofunderstand
advertis; ing, is being undertaken by the
American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, Fairfax M. Cone, chairman, executive committee, Foote,
Cone & Belding, told the ANA
members. Elmo Roper, he said, has
been engaged to conduct a study
of the attitude toward advertising
of several hundred directors of
both heavy goods companies and
^consumer goods companies, and
1 transportation and utilities companies and bankers and brokers.
Mr. Roper will also interview about
100 labor leaders, Mr. Cone said.
Fabulous Sums
Too frequently, Mr. Cone reported, company directors, to whom
management is responsible for
profits, believe baseless stories of
I fabulous sums paid for advertising
\ slogans.
he continued,
"there are"Then",
the statements
about
the income of radio stars. Unfortunately, these often are true. They
also in many cases verge on the
scandalous. The guest star fees
are worst of all.
"It surely
are
crazy
that itisn'tis because
difficult they
for any
^-banker
or lawyer
understand
$5,000 paid
out fortofour
or five
minutes on the air to someone who
has only to read what someone else
has written on two or three sheets
of paper. These things are no more
help to the cause of advertising
j than they are to advertising itself."
Mr. Cone reported that a pilot
I study, to test both the technique
I of interviewing and the pattern of
the findings, will be completed by
the firstcates, as of
year.it to,
"If that
it indiwe the
expect
the
greatest lack in the understanding
of advertising is a failure to understand the possibilities in advertisI ing as these have been brought out
during the war, we think a plan
, to make them known will not be
too difficult to prepare," he stated.
Plea for Free Enterprise
The value of public service advertising, in addition to advertis| ing for direct sales, has been
proved during the war years,
;! James
W. Young,
the
advertising
counsel,chairman
said in ofa talk
read in his absence by Charles G.
! Mortimer, vice-president, General
jFoods Corp., at the concluding
session of the meeting, from 4 to
5 Tuesday afternoon. This session,
Dnly one of the entire convention
;hat was open to other than ANA
members, included the showing of
i March of Time film specially
I nade for the occasion, "Year of
' Decision",
for
instructiverevealing
thinking theby need
business
>n national affairs, and a talk by
Valter Lippmann urging the
IROADCASTING
• Telec
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Walker in Charge
DURING the absence of
FCC Chairman Paul A.
Porter to attend the BritishAmerican Telecommunications Conference in Bermuda,
Vice-Chairman Paul A. Walker will be acting chairman.
Mr. Walker presided at the
regular Commission meeting
Wednesday. Mr. Porter left
Washington Tuesday mornto return
abouting andDec.is expected
3.
need for an enlightened public
policy on the part of business if
the free enterprise system is to
survive.
Reporting on some of the important new functions assumed by
the Advertising Council since the
end of the war, Mr. Young said:
"It is now operating the various
radio allocation plans, and proposes to continue them on a scaleddown basis. Neither business nor
government would wish to see government continue in peacetime as
a trustee for these facilities. We
will shortly be asking those of you
who have network or national spot
radio programs to continue with
the plan, as a definite service to
you in screening out undesirable
projects, and in removing from
your doorsteps an increasing number of petitioners for free plugs.
"So tionalgreat
the educajob donehason been
government
and
private groups during the war, that
were it not for some such orderly
plan, I can assure you that pressures for time on your programs
would be far greater than ever
before. Never before have so many
important people had a 24-lesson
course in the power and effectiveness of advertising."
KHQ Sale Notice
FCC last week published, in the
Federal Register, a notice of the
proposed sale of KHQ Spokane by
Louis Wasmer to Spokane Chronicle Co. [Broadcasting, Nov. 5,
19]. Notice was identical in form
to thetices onCommission's
proposed salesprevious
of WHDHnoBoston and WFIL Philadelphia
[Broadcasting, Nov. 12], and was
published in compliance with
FCC's suggestion in its CrosleyAvco decision that sales be publicly advertised in advance by both
applicant and FCC. Mr. Wasmer
advertised the offered sale of KHQ
several weeks ago. Competing applicants, ifany, are given 60 days
from Oct. 30 in which to apply for
the KHQ facilities on the same
terms as Spokane Chronicle Co.
Program Title Changed
CONTINENTAL
Dec.
8 will changeCANtheCo.,nameNew ofYork,
its CBSon
program
from
"Report
to
the
Nation"
to "Continental
Celebrity
Club", title
more
in keeping with
the postwar
forYork. mat of program. Agency is BBDO, New
a s tin g

"John's preparing himself for any question WJWs
'Tello-Test' might ask him."

If it's a QUESTION
the

Cleveland

ANSWER

of covering
market

is . . . WJW.

Mornings

and afternoons throughout
week, Monday

the

the

through Friday

more people listen to WJW

than

any other regional station. And . . ♦
WJW

delivers more

daytime

dialers per dollar in Cleveland
than any other station.

ABCCLEVELAND,
Network
O. lJW.I
WW Hi lAf
WW 5000
DAY Watts
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
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brings big vertisers!
profitsWLAWtooffers
adyou: Industrial New England. 1,902,591 listeners.
181 lucrative cities and
towns, including the proven markets for high sales
— Lawrence, Lowell and
Haverhill.
WLAW
LAWRENCE, MASS.
Serving Industrial New England
5000 WATTS 680 KC.
Basic Station
American Broadcasting Co.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
WEED & CO.

RICHMOND
LOCATED MIDWAY
BETWEEN THE
NORTH AND SOUTH
IN 1944
RICHMOND
had a Metropolitan
Population of 263,449
In this Major Market
u^WMBG
NBC IN RICHM0ND,VA.
S000 WATTS

\*\* \% \< \<,
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Transmitter
{Continued from page 18)
the ship's
Several
ments claimtitle.
rights
to thegovernship,
which was nabbed in a hurry because of war urgency, and RFC
will wait until maritime law has
been satisfied before it acquires the
electronic items.
RFC was in a sweat because the
armed forces weren't releasing
great stores of electronic equipment. Surplus now is starting to
come from the services in amounts
that will wipe out this dissatisfaction. It figures the total may run
between 2 and 3 billion dollars.
The demand is heavy now, but unless the military starts unloading
important storehouses of transmitters and components the market will disappear.
Within a year electronic plants
will be turning out new models
with many improvements not found
in war surplus. About that time
RFC will be swamped with stuff
that will be hard to sell in what
may
be a market
buyer's than
marketat— present.
at least a
tougher
RFC now has 100 millions of
equipment, figuring
the-Government
basis.onLasta cost-tofigures
compiled (as of 0<ct. 15) show it
had $81,912,000 in acquisitions,
consisting of shortwave broadcast
transmitting apparatus, $1,022,000;
commercial and specialized radio
communication equipment, except
broadcast, $7,940,000; electronic devices, except control and communication, $12,906,000; electronic
tubes, $28,776,000; telephone equipment, $2,461,000; electronic equipment components and subassemblies, $27,030,000; other equipment,
$1,777,000.
The Oct. 15 data show shortwave
broadcast transmitter sales totaling
$1,000, but the figure is incomplete
and does not reflect actual sales
because figures from private agents
have not been received. The total
sales figures for all electronic equipment is only $2,424,000, which also
is incomplete.
Quite a few 250 w communication
transmitters (Temco) have been
sold but none are believed to be in
use in this country for broadcast
purposes,
it was a indicated.
RFC
also sold about
score of RCA
ET8850 15 kw transmitters for use
by communication companies.
The RFC inventory will soon
show
supply of mobile
craftera good
transmitters,
both Hallitruck
and field units, operating from 2
to 18 mc AM and equipped with
receiving units tuning 1.5 to 18
mc. They operate 400 w CW and
300 w voice.
There also is FM mobile equipment, designed for autos, tanks and
talkback circuits, which are good
for local police work.
Stories have been going the
rounds for months that military
warehouses are stacked to the rafters with broadcast transmitters.
RFC only knows about what has
been declared surplus by the armed
services but industry rumor, prob-

TO PROVIDE realism, WIBW Topeka took its wire recorder and microphones aboard a CG4A Army glider for a description of takeoff, free
flight and landing. In this photo, taken in flight, are (1 to r) Paul
Williams, Topeka Daily reporter; K. G. Marquardt, chief engineer of
WIBW; Lt. R. J. Shelton, pilot; S/Sgt. Al Thiel; Gene Shipley, WIBW
farm program director; Tom Page; Julian Zimmerman, reporter. WIBW
personnel on the flight but not pictured were Mrs. Kathryn Young, war
program manager; Mrs. Elsie Shideler, clerical secretary.
ably well-founded, indicates that bad break. Last week the Chicago
large quantities of 100 and 250 w Tribune embarrassed RFC with a
AM transmitters are in storage. story that 1,000 transmitters were
These could be adapted easily and sitting right out in the open at
at little
cost for there
broadcast
opera- Wright Field, Dayton. RFC extion. In addition
are believed
plains that shipping orders had
type. receivers of the "mor- been issued early this month. Moreto beale"many
over,bornethe liaison
transmitters
(100 packed
w airtypes), were
When the military lets go of the
equipment RFC will be glad to sell for overseas and could float around
in the water without suffering
damage.
it, but frets over the delay.
Available from RFC are enormous quantities of components such
as resistors, capacitors, transform- Canadian Radio Service J
ers, rheostats, millions and millions
of transmitting, receiving and rec- Starts for Overseas Vets
tifier tubes. Already RFC has peddled amillion dollars worth of re- men
CANADA HAS
not forgotten
occupation
units its"1
in
ceiving tubes. Plenty of condensors Europewith
and those still awaiting
are available, but none of the gang shipping
comeof programs,
back, actype. Power supplies, tool kits, wire
cordingspace
to a CBCto list
and other items are available, along
to
Canada's
overwith headsets and portable items. being shortwaved
seas servicemen. A Canadian;
Actually the RFC inventory is Forces Radio Service has been orteeming tronics
withusers outside
items useful
to elecganized and regular popular prothe broadcast
grams from each of the provinces
field.
the Dominion
are beingshortwave
sent by f"S
Most of this inventory is in ofCBC
international
the warehouses of 230 manu- transmitter from Sackville, N. B.,
facturer agents, some of which they
rebroadcasting
the BBCby Ja™
have manufactured themselves but for
and the
radio stationsbyoperated
haven't delivered.
the Canadian Army in Europe,
Chief of the Electronics Branch,
In addition to the regular fa
RFC Office of Surplus Property, is vorite programs, special shows fo
William L. Foss, consulting engi- the servicemen as Canadian Party
neer up to 1941 and since that time Johnny Home Show and Ex
consultant to the armed forces.
Service Show, the latter botl
The branch is moving quickly dealing with veteran problems
go out weekly to the Canad L
and efficiently.
RFCfundhas that
an electronics advertising
may ian forces overseas. The CFRJ
reach $400,000 to tell the public will be in operation until the fina
repatriation of Canadian person
what it has to sell. Some of this, of hel.
course, will be used for cataloging.
It has soldernmentitems
the GovSloan to WABC
$2,988,000costing
for $2,424,000,
JOHN F.Plains,
SLOAN,N. recently
with WFAth
a figure much above the level at White
Y., has
which most surplus property is sales
New joined
York. dur
Mi Lp
moving.
Sloan staff
served ofwithWABC
the Signal
Corps
ing thewithwarMacfadden
and was previously
Now and then the branch gets a ated
publications.associfl*n
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dCourt Jurisdiction
In Tax Suit Argued
gued
Hearing on New Mexico Sales
Tax Legality in January
EFFORT of the State of New
Mexico to slap a 2% gross sales
tax on broadcasting stations on
the premise that they operate in
intrastate commerce has developed
into atweenrunning
bethe state andlegal
NAB.battle
Hearing
on
the
courts'
jurisdiction
was
heard last Monday but argument
on the merits of the case was postponed to late January in a ruling
at Santa Fe last Monday by the
U. S. District Court, District of
New Mexico.
7granted
The three-judge
court
request of theFederal
New Mexico
attorney general to postpone argument on the merits on the ground
that the state was not prepared to
offer technical testimony.
Engineering data to support the
contention of NAB and New Mexi. co stations that broadcasting is in: terstate in character had been pre'. pared by Howard S. Frazier, NAB
1 taken
directormeasurements
of engineering,
who had
in neighboring states. The court offered to
hear his evidence while he was in
[ Santa Fe but NAB counsel — John
[ Morgan Davis, NAB general coun, sel, and Milton J. Kibler, his assistant— decided to submit it when
. the argument is heard in January.
The court heard argument on its
jurisdiction, though on Nov. 5 it
had rejected a request by the state
! to dismiss the broadcast petition
i on jurisdictional grounds [Broad; casting, Nov. 5, 19]. No witnesses
were heard on this phase. The
court asked both sides to submit
p briefs within 10 days. Several New
L'[ toMexico
stations
had filed
restrain
the state
from petitions
collectr ing the tax but the court consoli[ dated the cases.

'PM' Settles Luotto Libel Suit After
Jury Finds for Radio Advertising Man
AWARDED judgment against PM by Arde Bulova and Harry D.
in his libel action, Andre Luotto, Henshel to Murray and Meyer
New York publisher and radio ad- Mester for $300,000. The PM arexecutive,itreceived
setticle was carried under the headtlementvertising
out of court
was learned
"Former Fascist Rooter May
last week. Although the amount Directline,New
York Radio before
Station."
was not disclosed it was underMr.
Luotto
the
stood to have run well into five House Specialappeared
Committee
Investigate the FCC in Augustto 1943
figures.
A jury in Kings County Supreme and charged that his radio adverCourt brought in a unanimous vertising business had suffered beLuotto, but
couldn't
an alleged of"smear"
agree dictonfor Mr.
the amount
of damages.
paigncause byof employees
the FCC camand
Mr. Luotto, who had sued PM and OWI during the foreign-language
Marshall Field, its publisher, after station investigations. The Committee charged that the FCC rethe newspaper published an artifused to approve the sale of WOV
cle and editorial in July 1942 opposing the sale WCV New York in 1941 because Mr. Luotto was to
have
been manager for the Mester
brothers.
R. W. Dumm in Charge
During subsequent testimony beOf KXOA Broadcasts
fore the House
Committee,
missioner Charles
R. Denny ComJr.,
ROBERT W. DUMM was appointed director of broadcasts of KXOA then FCC general counsel, testiSacramento, Mutual Don Lee sta- on Mr.fied thatLuotto
the FCC
had "nothing"
and that
he was a
tion, effective Nov. 19, according to
Lincoln Dellar, KXOA owner and "good loyal American". Mr. Denny
issued a statement affirming
manager. He is the son of Wesley later
I. Dumm, president of Associated his testimony [Broadcasting,
Broadcasters Inc., which operates April 30].
KSFO San Francisco and affiliated
Mr. Luotto's libel action, brought
in the Kings County Supreme
radio activities.
Mr. Dumm, 32, released from the Court, was heard by Judge Wenzel,
Navy as a lieutenant after duty in who directed that, the fact of libel
established, the case be sent
the Pacific,
has 10 years'
experi- being
to a new jury to determine the
ence in broadcasting,
successively
amount of damages. Settlement
as announcer, producer, sports- out
of court made another hearing
caster, special events director, and unnecessary.
program director of KSFO. During the first year of the war, before
entering the Navy, he also served SET MAKERS TO USE
as program director of Interna- CHANNEL NUMBERS
tional Station KWID and originated many programs for overseas EIGHT of nine manufacturers of
servicemen including the first in- receiving sets with FM dials will
ternational shortwave broadcast of use the new channel numbering
recreated major league baseball system adopted Nov. 16 by the
FCC, they reported to Robert T.
games.
Bartley, director of the NAB FM
Mr. Bartley expects to reRoblee Shoes Sign MBS Dept. ceive
additional replies to his reFor
Ed
Thorgersen
Show
quest
for manufacturer reaction to
Gates Radio Co. Opening FORTY Mutual stations will be
the
FCC
action,
New York Branch Office used by Roblee Men's Shoes for
mendation of the taken
NAB. on recomGATES RADIO Co., Quincy, 111., first
radio
test
starting
Dec.
2
and
Lone
refusal
to
follow the numlast week announced the opening of featuring Ed Thorgersen, sports
bering system came from Pilot
a branch office in New York to offer reporter. Time is Sunday 9:45-10 Radio Corp.,
New York, which said
"engineering service, sales, and the p.m., and not Monday through Fri- it prefers direct frequency markings
the dial scale as used for years
stocking
day 5:45-6 p.m. as previously re- on
Gates ofhasequipment".
manufactured radio
ported. Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, on broadcast and shortwave bands.
transmitting equipment since 1922. is agency.
Companies
announcing they would
Local
dealer
tie-in
is
Parker S. Gates is general mana- to be used.
use channel numbers were Admiral
ger. The New York office is at 40
Corp.,
Ansley
Radio& Corp.,
worth Television
Radio FarnsCorp.,
Exchange Place, Telephone HanControversial Time
over 2-0198.
Fried
Radio
Corp.,
Philharmonic
TIME ON AMERICAN for con- Radio Corp., Stromberg
troversial issues will be sold by Co., Meissner Radio Corp., Carlson
WellsWar Fund Praises NAB network only
between 10 and 11 Gardner & Co.
PRAISE to the NAB and broad- p.m. on any evening
of the week,
cast stations for their part in the network announced last week. New
Newman Promoted
National War Fund was extended ruling was put into effect in order
NEWMAN, assistant manager of
>last week by Winthrop W. Aldrich, to give the opposing party an CY
WSSV mPetersburg,
Va.,
has been
pro-H.
o manager.
President
Louiscon<:und
equal opportunity to reply, with Petersonoted tsaid
Mr.
Newman
would
major president.
role in the"Radio
successplayed
of thea network
showing no favoritism in
tinue in active
supervision
of the comNational War Fund by projecting its time-selling slots.
addition mercial
to andhisprogram
duties departments,
as manager. in
:he War Fund appeals to the
Fuller
Out
Soon
Nervine
Renews
American public," he stated. "In MILES LABORATORIES, Elkhart, Ind. SAM PULLER, expected to be released
io doing the radio industry served (Nervine), Nov. 26 renews "Historical from the Navy soon, is said to be suchumanity well and added to its Almanac
ceeding Carlton
as radioN. director
of thestations,
Air" for
& Alsop
Marquette,
Y. Mr.
130 Keystone
five 52daysweeks
a weekon of Sherman
■ecord of achievements in the public for
month. joined MGM in Hollywood last
lervice."
Wadeone-minute
Advertising,broadcasts.
Chicago. Agency is Alsop
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Hon.
George StantonInc.
McCann-Erickson,
First
NationalMinn.
Bank Bldg.
Minneapolis,
Dear George:
'Course
thisWCHS
"Women's
580 Club"youweknow
have about
here atwell,
sir, . the. .
funniest
thing
happened
other
day
. the. .
members
one of the (they
club
total
nigh
to 50,000 now)on
wrote in ard
askedif "Miss
580"
she'd
play
a certain
popular
tune
for
her
son
stationed
pan . . .innowJathing unusual,
this isn't
anytunes,
ten to but
this .lismeanwhile
the. .
dedicatin'
club
member
writes
to
her
son in Tokyo
and saysin ".each. ,
listen
day to WCHS
at 2youo'clock
and
will
hear your tune
We
sure
are."
played
proud
of. .our
"coverage"
Algy here
down
in
West Virginia
but
'"Miss
580"
Yrs.,hertothatwriteat
the club member and tellhad
the present we don't have enough
power to "cover Tokyo".
WCHS
Charleston, W. Va.

KOIN
We Work Today
for the Northwest's
Limitless Tomorrow
PORTLAND, OREGON
CBS Affiliate
FREE & PETERS, Inc., Natl Rep.
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Cannon
(Continued from page 20)
Cannon thought otherwise, contending that in England "they have
the best talent".
Chairman Porter, admitting some
deficiencies in American broadcasting, said BBC suffers from "bureaucratic ailments". It does not
have
the "ingenuity,
brilliant
technique,
and the typetheof program
talent that characterizes the private enterprise system of American broadcasting
at its best."
Rep.
Cannon charged
that radio
is "in competition with the newspaper". He felt the Government
should "protect our people from the
continuous din of selling propacomes Chairman
in over thePorter
air".
At thatganda thatpoint
asked:
"Do you mean to put the Government in the business?" Rep. Cannontions
said,handle
"Handle
it as isother
nait. There
a great
complaint everywhere."
"I would not like to see the Govin the radio business," replied Mr.ernment Porter.

Two

New

Local Stations Are Granted;

Brown, MacDonald
Forming
FilmProductions,
Firm
COLONIAL Film
Culver City, Cal., has been formed
by Charles
B. Brown,
tising director
of RCAformer
Victoradverand
NBC, and Colin
MacDonald, producer -writercomposer.
The
firm
will book,
distribute and
handle motion
picture films
for
television,
minute
movies, educational sales train- Mr. Brown
tainment.
ing and enterColonial controls distribution of
stringless puppets, produced by
Pan-A-Pictures, which is owned
and operated by Mr. Brown, Mr.
MacDonald, Lou Laredo and George
Briggs. Colonial offices are now in
Pan-A's Culver City Studios
11520-2 W. Washington Blvd. Puppets now being reproduced in the
likenesses of famous American
trade figures will deliver advertisers' messages in story form. Officials said several national advertisers have started projects with
the firm.
Colonial's live-action units, with
Jack McCoskey as producer, has
completed several travelogues for
RCA Victor's World in Your Home
television program.. The unit also
shot
Fleet
at seaAdmiral
and his Halsey's
arrival atThird
San Francisco, and the film, sent by plane to
New York, was televised by NBC
a few hours later. Colonial is now
preparingvision'what
is described
as teles first visual
gossip column,
titled This Week in Hollywood, to
be offered to sponsors in January.

KOMA Increase to 50 kw
Approves
FCC
TWO MORE
local standard sta- Wash., was granted power increase
tion assignments were granted by from
250 w to 1,000 w on present
the FCC last week — one for Chat- 790 kc assignment, a regional faciltano ga and the other for Honolulu,
ity. Station
install new
in addition to power increases for
mitter andwill
directional
arraytransfor
three sion
existing
outlets.
The
Commisboth
day
and
night
use
and move
also designated eight cases transmitter under authorization.
for hearing, to be consolidated into
WABI Bangor, Me., may increase
four groups.
power from 1,000 w to 5,000 w,
Gordon W. Gambill, Hubert W. using directional antenna at night,
Martin, Humphrey B. Heywood and under FCC consent.
R. T. Russell, doing business as
of N. Pratt Smith
Tennessee Valley Broadcasting Co., andApplications
Grand Canyon Broadcasting
become permittee for new station to Co. were
designated
for consolidatoperate on 1450 kc with 250 w and
edinghearing,
both inapplicants
requestunlimited hours at Chattanooga.
new
station
Flagstaff,
A technical condition is involved to operate on 1340 kc with 250Ariz.,w,
in grant. Each partner is a local unlimited time.
request for assignment
businessman
terest in firm.and holds quarter-in- of Dual
250 w unlimited time on 1450
Honolulu
grant
covers
assignkc
at
Sandusky,
O., wereApplicants
consoliment of 250 w and unlimited time
dated in second group.
on 1400 kc and was made to Aloha are The Sandusky Broadcasting Co.
Broadcasting Co. Ltd. Technical and Lake Erie Broadcasting Co.
Third grouping, for Middlesboro,
qualification also was included.
KOMA Oklahoma City, presently Ky., includes applications of Cumberland Gap Broadcasting Co. and
using 5,000 w unlimited time on The Middlesboro
Broadcasting Co.,
1520 kc, clear channel frequency
on which WKBW Buffalo has been
hours. 1490 kc, 250 w, unlimTO Scrap
PROTECTSafety
workers Order
and others operating unlimited hours with both itedseeking
from effects of radium or radio- 50,000 w, has been granted a conBorgercation alsoBroadcasting
Co. appliwas designated
along
struction permit for increase to full
active salts the Surplus Property
Administration has ordered its dis- power of 50,000 w, employing di- with application of Richard George
posal agencies to channel all scrap
rectional antenna at night. Installa- Hughes for consolidation. Both ask
tion of new equipment and move of 1490 kc, 250 w and unlimited hours
or salvage containing such sub- transmitter
at Borger, Tex.
site is included.
stances into hands of radium reIn another action taken at same
Likewise KVOS Bellingham,
fining organizations or destroy it.
time the Commission dismissed petition filed by Austin Broadcasting
Co. for rehearing of station grant
made to Raoul Cortez at San Antonio [Broadcasting, Nov. 19], and
ordered
thatto the
permit issued
Mr. construction
Cortez for 1300
"Get In On the
kc be modified for 1330 kc with consent of permittee. Show cause hearing ordered on this matter for Dec.
Loan"
17 was vacated. Commission has
Vict'ry
Words and Music by
indicated that 1300 kc would better
CBS Holiday Show
ROBERT SOUR
serve public interest at Austin
under proposed fulltime operation. WINDING up its Thanksgiving
Because
of
lack
of
facilities
for
Day special broadcasts and its
Somebody
still overseas,
Too far to you
reachlove's
by phone;
processing applications, the FCC features highlighting "CBS VicIf you wanna make sure he comes home fast,
placed or extended on temporary Drumbeats
tory Loan Day",
CBS presenteda
and Drumsticks,
GET IN ON THE VICT'RY LOAN!
basis until Feb. 1, 1946, the licenses
half
-hour
open
house
show on Nov.
of
191
stations
whose
applications
And
when back
he getshome
home you'd like to know
Program, conducted by Marlin
for license renewal are now pend- 22. •
That
Arthur
Treacher,
ining. Station list is in Actions of the Hurt and
If youhe'swanna
make sureto stay;
this peace will last
v entertainment by such topcluded
BUY VICT'RY BONDS TODAY!
FCC on page 88.
name
as Frances
Langford,
He's got a big job to finish
LauritzstarsMelchior,
Robert
Alda, *■
Henry in N. Y.
That he can't do all alone,
Chico and Harpo Marx, Tony
ELL
HENRY,
head
of
the
Chicago
press
So as long as we've got 'em good an' licked,
department of American, is in New York. Romano, and Ronald Colman.
You gotta make sure we don't get tricked;
And this is the way to keep 'em licked:
GET IN ON THE VICT'RY LOAN!
Written especially for the Victory Loan Drive
at the request of the Treasury Department
§1
NOW BEING FEATURED ON
&
"MUSICRecord
FOR No.MILLIONS"
8
Evelyn Knight and Mark Warnow's Orchestra
Copyright 131,5 by Broadcast Music, Inc.
Broadcast
580 FIFTH AVENUE
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Music, Inc.
NEW YORK 19. N.Y.

CH!
VAT!
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RFC
(Continued from page 18)
ports not yet assigned to a disposal
agency. Recently RFC took over
from Dept. of Commerce its Surplus Property Office, which handled consumer goods.
All this is confusing, but a new
surplus sales agency, War Assets
Corp., has been formed as a subsidiary of RFC [Broadcasting,
Nov. 19]. The setup is fuzzy at the
moment, but eventually WAC may
take over the entire job of coordinating the sale of war surplus
property. It was conceived as a
streamlining operation to speed up
the movement of goods.
NAB takes the position that
broadcasting offers RFC excellent
opportunity to help move its billions in property. It has offered a
number of specific suggestions
ranging from institutional to fastselling copy.
First NAB proposes a thriceweekly coast-to-coast network program of five minutes or more originating in Washington, using a
"Report to the Nation" pattern.
This series
tell public,
salers andwould
retailers
basic wholefacts
about the overall surplus problem.
It would be designed to prevent the
widespread criticism that developed
from movement of surplus after
World War I.
Informative Type
The program would be of an informative type, explaining what
there is to sell and how the public
can buy surplus items. An informed
public, it is contended, would be
less likely to scent nonexistent
scandals or cry to Congress about
fictional grievances.
On the ground that radio is the
most reliable means of bringing information tothe public, NAB contends it can best tell the surplus
story and tell the public how it can
get information on what Uncle
Sam has for sale.
NAB'sof quarter-hour
second suggestion
is a
series
transcribed
dramas to tell the public about the
"end use"
property
items.
These ofcouldsurplus
be placed
strategical y in desired major market
Basic idea of the discs would be
to develop new uses and new users.

Army to Spend Half -Million for Radio
In Advertising Drive to Aid Recruiting
AT LEAST a half-million of the ball broadcasts scheduled on the
Army's tisingthree
million
dollar will
adver-be networks. They purchased all
budget for
recruiting
games on Mutual and American.
In addition to the extensive use
spent on radio, Clarence L. Jordan,
director of N. W. Ayer & Son, of spots, Mr. Jordan said that the
Philadelphia, told Broadcasting Army may purchase other broadcasts of athletic events later in the
last Thursday.
Crossley ratings on the
"Radio may get more than that," season.
football
broadcasts were in the
heof time
said, "depending
the amount
stations can onclear
for us. high 30's, with a sponsor identifiWe are trying to get every station Saturday.cation of over 16 million every
in the country lined up for spot
"The like
spotnews
announcements
announcements — probably chain more
items thanwillsalesbe
breaks — live and transcribed."
Campaign is designed to appeal talks," Mr. Jordan said. "We will
try and explain the new voluntary
to discharged veterans, those still enlistment
act, how it applies, and
in the service who may reenlist, what it offers.
There is to be no
and all others. At the beginning of
the drive in early November, the high-pressure salesmanship."
N. W. Ayer & Son handled the
agency set out to buy all the foot- enlistment
campaigns for the Army
in 1940-'41-'42. Francis Stiffler is
account
executive.
Maj. Gen. HarFarmers, it is suggested, could be
old Gilbert, director of personnel
told how to buy certain machine
tools for farm tasks and off-season procurement for the Army is Army
occupations. Other examples could
The present budget Congress has
be cited indefinitely, NAB adds. By supervisor.
developing new markets, any harm- allotted extends through June, the
ful effects on existing manufactur- end of the government's fiscal year.
ers and markets would be minimRath Spots
ized. Moreover, employment and
PACKING
national income would be increased. RATH
7
starts
12
to
18 Co.,
spotsChicago,
weekly onon Jan.
the
Third NAB idea is a series of following Los Angeles
and
Texas KRIS
stations:
KHJ
KECA
KFWB
spot announcements on a regional KEEW KRLD KTRH KTSA KXYZ
WRR
KFJZ
basis to be placed by RFC branch KONO. Los Angeles contracts are for 26
Texas,Chicago.
for 16. Agency is Young
offices as they wish, depending on weeks;
& Rubicam,
what they ishavemostto sell.
Here Blanket
radio's
flexibility
helpful.
contracts could be placed for announcements, with copy furnished
right up to the last minute before
AN AVAILABILITY YOU
going mumontimeliness
the airwhen
to provide
needed. maxiThese spots would consist of sales
copy, definitely listing available
items and how to buy them. They
could be used to call attention to
catalog listings. Still more, they
could be effectively aimed at any
type of audience.
That's the NAB story. But RFC
is so busy selling easy-to-unload
capital and consumer items that it
tends to take the short-range view.
It hasn't had time to do much
thinking about the fine points of
advertising, but recognizes that it
can't go on much
with a
come-and-get-it
saleslonger
technique.

SINGLETON RETURNS
TO PORTLAND POST
HAROLD C. SINGLETON has
completedsearchhisLaboratory,
work atHarvard
Radio ReU.,
Cambridge, Mass., and has returned to Portland, Ore., to resumeinghisengineering
consultpractice and his
duties as chief enKGW
Portland,gineer offrom
i which he has
been on leave for
nearlythetworesearch
years
Mr. Singleton for
work.
Mr. Singleton's consulting pracexpanded,
include
work tice,
on being
broadcast
stationwillproblems
such as directive antenna design, allocation problems, FCC applications, and marine radio and radar
installation and service. Alvin Barnard, former chief engineer of
KIDO Boise, Ida. and during the
war consultant to the Navy for
Submarine Signal Co. on sonar and
radar, gliseton in the
associated
withservice.
Mr. Sinconsulting
Carter Expands
CARTER
ter's LittlePRODUCTS,
Liver Pills), New
sponsorYorkof (CarJohn
J.on Anthony,
6 times weekly,
1:45-2 p.m.
Mutual,
increases
its
coverage
Dec.
3of from
10
stations
to
the
full
network
250
stations.
Ted
Bates
Inc.,
New
York, is the agency.
CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS

The

MUSIC

BUILDERS
OUR MESSAGE IS TWO-FOLD -BUT SHORT
Our business is that of creating and producing radio programmes that
SELL. One — we can produce top-notch shows, in English, anywhere in
Canada or the United States. Two — we understand
French-speaking Canada thoroughly, and produce
French radio shows for many leading advertisers. May
we send you a brochure of radio shows available?
Our address
Montreal,
P.Q. is: Keefer Building,
RADIO

BROADCASTING

PROGRAMME PRODUCERS
MONTREAL CANADA
• Telecasting

A weekly half-hour
musical presentation.
Production: A. 0. Coggeshall
Direction: E. A. Rice
Arrangements: Frank D'Armand
For complete details write WGY, Schenectady,
New York, or your nearest NBC Spot Sales Office.
50,000 watts— NBC— 23 YEARS OF SERVICE
Represented Nationally by NBC Spot Sales
GENERAL @ ELECTRIC WGY
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POPULATION OF U. S.
PASSES 140 MILLION
U. S. population passed the
140,000,000 mark about Oct. 1, the
Census Bureau estimated last
week. According to Director J. C.
Capt the population increased by
about 8,330,725 in the years following the 1940 census. This compares
with an increase of 8,894,229 in the
1930-40 decade. U. S. population
in 1930 was 122,775,046; in 1940,
131,669,275.
Increase was due to wartime
gain in births, with fewer deaths
than usual. High year for births
was 1943, when they exceeded
3,000,000. Earlier estimates that
the population would stop increasing about 1990 are being reexamined by the bureau.

Dec. 28 Session Planned
By FM Executive Group
FM Executive Committee, created
Nov. 1 when NAB and FM Broadcasters Inc. were merged, will meet
Dec. 28 at the Palmer House, Chicago. Chairman of the committee
is Walter J. Damm, WTMJ and
WMFM Milwaukee.
Program will include a survey
of progress made since formation
of the NAB FM Dept. headed by
Robert T. Bartley, NAB director
of government relations. Report
will be made for submission to the
NAB Board of Directors at its
meeting in Los Angeles Jan. 3-4.
CJCJ Asks Increase
CJCJ Calgary
applied
creasefrom
from 100haswatts
to 1forkw.,an itin-is
learned
Ltd., Toronto. Radio Representatives

Hereithe

Answer!
You've heard it — "the coming of
peace will bring collapse to war pro
duction centers."
Here's South Bend's answer to that
one — gas, electric and telephone instal ations arestill going up, and South
Bend hums with peacetime production.

Gas
7 Telephone
Electric

September
1944

September
1945

25,119
30,719
31,371

25,541
31,208
31,889

Who's leaving where? We don't know
all the answers, but we do know it's
not South Bend they're leaving! And
we do know that our "Hooperating,"
always terrific, looks better than ever,
too. A copy is yours for the asking.

COLUMBIA
NETWORK

M ] 960 KC
1000 WATTS
BEND

Paul H. Raymer Co., National Representatives
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N. Y. RADIO BUREAU
TO SERVE STATIONS
ESTABLISHMENT of a New
York State Radio Bureau to act
as information service through the
State's
broadcasting
announced
last weekstations
by M. wasP.
Catherwood, New York Commerce
Commissioner, as managers of
stations and resenpublic
reptatives ofvariousrelations
New York
State departments conferred at the
De Witt Clinton Hotel, Albany.
Thomas C. Stowell of Albany,
long identified with radio, theatrical and newspaper work, has been
given antleave
as assist-of
directorfromof histhepostDivision
Public Health Education to serve
as director of the Radio Bureau.
Created at the request of the NAB
Public Relations Committee for
the region which includes New
York, the Radio Bureau will handle information for all State departments and act as a central
agency for contact with broadcasters. It will provide stations with
spot announcements, transcriptions
and other material of timely
nature mentdealing
activities. with State GovernInvitation of the NAB regional
Public Relations Committee, official^ said, was prompted by the
stations'
desire C.toSoule
expand
public
service. Robert
of WFBL
Syracuse, committee chairman,
said "we are anxious to serve the
State in
a constructive
Radio
Bureau
will functionmanner."
in the
Division of State Publicity, Commerce Department.

Col. Meservey to Serve
In Civil Affairs Division
LT. COL, DOUGLAS W. MESERprogram
executiveVEY,andformer
for NBC
the last
six months
military governor of Bremen, Germany, was transferred to War Department headweek for aquarterssixlast
months' tour in
the
Civil Affairs
Division.
He
hopes to muster
out onofhis service
upcompletion
of Col.
this tour.
Meservey
Col. Meservey served in Europe
for 29 months of
his 32 months in the Army. He
left NBC in 1941 to join the Office
of Facts & Figures in Washington
(later OWI) and resigned his post
asactivities
deputy todirector
OWI's radio
enter theof Army.
NOVIK RESIGNS POST
AS WNYC MANAGER
MORRIS NOVIK, general manager of WNYC New York, has resigned effective Dec. 31 coincident
with the termination of Mayor F.
LaGuardia's municipal duties.
Mayor LaGuardia announced
Mr. Novik's
resignationSunday
on his Nov.
regular 1p.m. broadcast
18 onpal WNYC,
York'sto municistation. He New
referred
him as
"a fine official who has established
New York City radio station as
one of the best in the city and
whose war work has been so invaluable and for which the city
has been thanked and praised by
the Army and the Navy and all
agencies
of government."
It is expected
that Mayor-Elect
William O'Dwyer will ask Mr.
Novik to remain in his present
post. However, rumor has it that
Mr. Novik will become Mayor
LaGuardia's radio manager, if and
when the mayor accepts a radio
commitment. Mr. Novik has been
handlingments forthethemayor's
past sixradio
years.assignIt is also known that American
Broadcasting Co. has offered the
mayor the 9:30 p.m. spot on Sundays which is being vacated by
Hollywood Mystery Time, sponsored by Andrew Jergens Co.,
which is reducing its time from
45 minutes to a half-hour.

'Highest' TV Transmitter
Planned for Mt. Wilson
KLAUS LANDSBERG, West
Coast director of Television Productions Inc., announced last week
the
company
would transmitter
construct "thein
highest
television
the world", at an elevation of
5,800 feet, on the summit of Mt.
Wilson near Los Angeles. Television Productions operates experimental television station W6XYZ
at Paramount studios in Hollywood.
Construction is to begin immediately, with operations starting
about Jan. 1. At that time, Mr.
Landsberg
the tostation's
power will besaid,
increased
4 kw.
Company now has an application pending before FCC for a
San Francisco station, to which
programs from Hollywood would
be relayed. San Francisco outlet
would have a 25-kw transmitter
on Mt. Tamalpais and studios in
the Paramount Theatre Building.
The Mt. Wilson station, designed
under the supervision of Mr.
ST. LOUIS
Landsberg and his engineering
staff, will include a transmitter
building with living quarters for
the operating personnel; standby
power plant; transmitter tower
Watts Full
with starting height of 50 feet, HpSOOO
- American Broadcastin Time
plus a 28-foot antenna mast. Provision has been made to increase
Represented by John BLAIR & CO.
tower height to 100 feet.
BROADCASTING
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Report on Rules and Regulations and Standards
Of Good Engineering Practice for
Commercial Television
(See story on page 15)
FCC policy on rules to be adopted
concerning television, covering allocations, operating schedules, multiple ownership, network regulations, sharing of antenna sites,
announcement of mechanical reproductions, and station identification
are contained in this report.
This report
contains tothetheCommission's
decision
seven suggestedwith
rulestelevision
andrespect
regulations
commercial
broadcastconcerning
stations
operating below 300 mc. which were set
forth in tthe
Commission's
orderwere
of Sepe
m
b
e
r
2
0
,
1945,
and
which
the
subject
oral the
argument
on ofOctober
11rulesand and12.of Only
substance
thesein
regulations
is
discussed
this report. The text of the rules and
regulations
the standards of good themselves
engineering andwill
practice
based
upon
regulations
be issued
in tne these
immediate
future.

great sulincrease
aviation
ret of thecreasingly
war,indifficultcivil
ittois find
goingsuitable
to asbea anintenna
sites
that
do
not
constitute
a
hazard to are
air used,
navigation.
antennas
there Ifis directional
much less
flexibility in choosing antenna sites,
thus flictincreasing
the possibility
of conwith airdirectional
navigation
requirements.
Moreover,
antennas
will
have
to
be
located
away
from
with
theandresult
that distortion
prooiemscitiesofin
shadows
multipath
rendering service to cities will be much
greater catethan
where
the antenna
lod in theantennas
citycanitself—
in mostinis the
instances
be located
city
itself
where
no
directional
antenna
is Inrequired.
the second place, the directional
antenna
patternsinstances
proposed highly
by TBA artiresulficial
t in many
service areas with ina good
part of
the station's
signal
strength thebeingservice
did out to stations
sea. Moreover,
area
ofrectethe
antennas
would be no using
larger directional
than that
of a Community
station butto such
stations would beas asMetropolitan
expensive
construct
andTheoperate
stations.
Commission
has
devised
a
plan
which meets the objectives of the TBA
proposal
but doesantennas.
not involve
use
of
directional
Underthe this
plan itvision
willstations
be possible
in New toYorkhaveCity7 teleand
to have as many television stations in
the tryother
cities
throughout
the counas wasspeaking,
proposed
in the
plan.
what
has TBA
beenstations
done
isinGenerally
tothe provide
for
Community
smaller communities where
the
TBA
proposedantennas.
high-powerIn
stationsplanwithhaddirectional
addition,
television stations
have been
located
the
easterndonesomewhat
partin ofthethecloser
Unitedtogether
States inthan
was
original
Commission
proposal
with
the
result
that
in
many
instances
able to
serve
out stations
to their may500 not
uv/mbe contour.
However,
on
an
overall
basis
the
average service
of allUnited
stations
the
eastern
part area
of the
Statesin will
be greater
under
the
Commission
proposal than under the TBA proposal.1
Under vision
the channel
Commission's
only teleNo. channel.
1 will plan
be All
designated
as a Community
of the
other abletelevision
channels
will
be availfor
either
Metropolitan
or
Rural
stations.
However,
the besmaller
Community
stationsin will
assignedcitiesto
these
channels.
Under the rules and regulations the
official vision
standard
of protection
of uv/m
telewill
be thewill,5000however,
contour.
Thestations
Commission
make
every
effort
wherever
possible
permituv/m
stations
to serve
beyond
theirto
5000
contour
but
no
protection
canIn betheaccorded
that contour.
table beyond
below,
are set
forth
the channels
which there
are available
at the sion'spresent
time
under
the
Commisnew
allocation.
The
table
will be
revised
from
timefortotelevision
time depending
upon
the
demand
stations
which
may exist
in the various
cities.
Where
desired
channel itinissuch
area toor use
to usea different
another
channelwith, it must
in anbe area
conflicting
thereshownand that
public will
inconvenience,
necessity
be betterterest,set
served
allocation
forththereby
in the than
table. by the
1 In istheho remainder
of the the
country,
there
difference between
TBA
proposal
tion. and the Commission's allocaChannel Numbers
Total Stations

The allocation plan which was set
forth beras20, Item
in thebe order
of Septem1945,of7 will
discussed
first.
Three
types
stations
wereandproposed:
Community,
Metropolitan,
Rural.
There
was
general
agreement
among
those appearing at the hearing that
this wasvisiona stations
properandclassification
the rules ofwilltele-so
provide.
In
the
order
of
September
20, 1945,
the Commission proposed that channels
1, 12 andmunity stations
13 beandsettheasideremainder
for Com-be
used for
or Rural
stations. Metropolitan
Under this only
proposal
New York
City would
stations
but have
this would four
make television
possible
at leastcal y al one
stationin the
in practiof the
thetelevision
larger cities
country.
Under
industry
proposals
which
had theretofore
been
made
to
the
Com-7
s ion, New York
would have
stationsnotmibut
manytoCityimportant
cities
would
be
able
have
any
television stations.
AterstheAssociation
hearingsuggested
Televisiona different
Broadcast-as«
signment
from that proposed
in the
Commission's
order.
Instead
ofstations,
using
three
channelsthatforonlyCommunity
it1, beproposed
one
channel,
No.
used
for
Community
stations
and
that for
the Metropolitan
remaining channels
used
or Rural should
stations.be
In addition,
pointed
out7 stations
that pro-in
vision couldif beitdirectional
made forantennas
New York
were
employed
in
some
of
the
smaller
Data were submitted in support ofcities.
this
plan.
The
Commission
has
carefully
studied
the tedTBAtherewith.
proposalThe andCommission
the data issubmitof the
opinion
thatstations
it is indesirable
have
television
New
Yorktodepriving
City if7
this
can
be
done
without
other
important
communities
of the
opportunity
ofexamination
having
anyof television
station.
An
the
TBA
proposal reveals that there are several
disadvantages
in attempting
to accomplish thisrectional
objective
by
the
use
of
diantennas.desires
In thetofirst
place,
the Commission
avoiddirecas
much
astionalpossible
the
resort
to
antennas for television. With the
Metropolitan Sales
(U. S. District
Census 1940) Rank
Akron
349,705
Albany,
Schenectady, 2335
431,575
Troy
Allentown,
Bethlehem, 43
Easton
325,142
Altoona
111
114,094
Amarillo
136
53,463
2, 4, 5, 7
Asheville
76,324
Atlanta
25
442,294
2,5, 7,5, 8,12 1
Atlantic
City
100,096
Augusta,
Ga.
87,809
12
Austin
106,193
8,2,6, 10,
Baltimore
1,046,692
11, 1312
Beaumont,
Port
Arthur
138,608
75
Binghamton
145,156
407,851
Birmingham
Boston
2,350,514
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Metropolitan
District
(U. S. Census 1940)
Bridgeport,
Conn.
Buffalo,
Canton, Niagara
Ohio
Cedar
Rapids
Charleston,
Charleston, W.S. C.Va.
Charlotte
Chattanooga
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbia
Columbus,
Ga.
Co'umb'is, Ohio
Cormis
Dallas Christi
Davenport,
Rock
Island, Moline
Dayton
Decatur
Denver
Des
DetroitMoines
Duhith,
Erie
FlDurham
Paso Superior
Fvansville,
Ind.
Fall River, New
FlintBedford
Fort
Fort Wayne
Worth
Fresno
Galveston
Grand
Panids
Greensboro
Hamilton,
Middle- 21
Harrisburg
Hartford,
Britain New
Houston
Huntington,
Ashland. KyW. Va.;
Indianapolis
Jackson
1282466
Jacksonville
Johnstown,
Pa.
Kalamazoo 100
112
Kansas
KansasCitv.City,Mo.;Kans. 1787
Knoxville
Lancaster 91
Lansing 10994
Lincoln
LittleAngeles
Rock 983
Los
Lowell,
Lawrence,
Louisville
Haverhill
Macon
Madison
Manchester TH11837
Memnhis
M-'ami
Milwaukee 3815
Minneapolis, St. Paul 11
Mobile
Montgomery 119
196
New
Haven
Nashville
New Orleans
New York.easteNorthrn New Jersey
Norfolk, Portsmouth,
Oklahoma
Citv
NewnortCouncil
"News
Omaha,
Bl-vffs
P°oria
Philadelohia
Pittsburgh
Phoenix
Portland. Maine
Portland, Or°cr.R. I.
Providence,
Pueblo
Reading
Racine, Kenosha 1
Richmond
Roanoke 1
Rochester
Rockford 1
Sacramento
Saeinaw. Bay City
St. .Tosenh 1
Salt
Lake City
St. Louis
San
Antonio
San
San Die^ro
TVan cisco,
Oakland
San
Jose
Savannah
1
Scranton,
Barre WilkesSeattle
Shrevenort
Sioux
1
South City
Bend
Spokane
Springfie'd,
Sprin<rfield, 111.
Mass.; 1
Holvoke Mo. 1
Springfield,
Soringfield,
Ohio I1
Stockton
burg
Syracuse
Tacoma
Tamna, St. Peters-

857,719
216 621
73.219
200,352
98.711
19«,332
103,215
112,986
4,499,126
789 309
89 . 555
92,478
365,796
1,214.9/13
70 , 677
376,548
174,995
271.513
65,764
384.372
60 683
115>oi
134 039
141,614
272,648
13/1,385
188,554
97 504
207.677
71 , 677
209,873
73,055
510,397
170.,
979
88 003
4*5.357
195, «19
15177,213
,781
634,093
1130,027
518«,191
, 829
110,356
434,408
334,969
74,830
81 ,932
399,477
2*0,537
78,349
700 536
144,906
911,077
93,G97
,303
oog
2"1
540i',7«9
030
' 106,566
287
269
1K9.566
191 ,828
2 898,644
1 99d 060
406 406
69.039
135
711.500
175', 075
355
?4".
674
110.593
411,970
105 959
158,999
153,388
86,991
1 204,488
367,977
319,010
256,268
1,428,525
629,581
452,639
112,225
87,791
147,022
141,370
89,484
394,623
70,514
77,406
79,337
258,352
156,018

Channel Numbers
Metro- munity
Compolitan
4, 7, 9, 13 . .

Total Stations
Metro- Compolitan
munity
1
1
4

11 13
7,7, 10,
11, 13
2,3, 4,6, 5,10,7,129,
11, 13
2,2, 4,4, 7,5, 7,11 9
2,3, 124. 8
6, 8, 10
2, 4, 5, 7, 9
2, 4, 5, 97, 9

2,3,2,13 4,6,4, 8,6,5, 10,
78 12
2,3,10,4,6,125,8, 7,10 9,

2, 4, 5, 7
2,2,3,3, 4,4,6,5, 9,5,8,5, 117,7,10 <i
4,6, 105, 7, 9
4, 7, 11, 13
2, 4, 5, 9
3, 6, 7
2,3, 4,6, 125,10,7 12
3, 6, 8, 10
3, 86, 8, 1010, 12

2,4, 4,5, 7,5, 9,7, 913
2,3, 4,6, 8,5, 7,10 9
2, 114, 5, 7, 9,
13
3, 5, 9, 11
2, i, 5,
4, 9, 11

(Continued on page 84)
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Report on TV Rules
(Continued from page 83)
Channel Numbers
Metropolitan
District
Sales
(U. S. Census 1940) Rank
politan munity
Terre
Haute 11634
83 , 370
Toledo
341,663
Topeka
12360
77,749
Trenton
200,128
Tulsa
65
188,562
Utica,
Rome
68
197,128
Waco
138
71,114
412 5, 7, 9
Washington
907,816
144,822
Waterbury 1208512
Waterloo
67,050
3, 6, 13
196,340
Wheeling
82
Wichita
8662
127,308
Wilmington
188,974
Winston-Salem
124
109,833
Worcester
41
306,194
York
92,627
13
.. 1
372,428
Youngstown 11336
II.
hours a week with a minimum of two
With
respect
to
the
other
rules
and
a day.
The this
Commission willoperatcareregulations which were set forth in the hours fully
scrutinize
with minimum
thesoview
of there
proCommission's
order oftookSeptember
gressively
increasing
it
that
1945, ingtheaction:Commission
the follow-20, will ingbe requirement
a Inmaximum
utilization
of each
channel.
addition,
the
Commission
(1)
Minimum
operating
schedule.
All
commercial television stations will be will give consideration to any proposal
required to operate a minimum of 28 that different minimum requirements
SERVICE

DIRECTORY

FREQUENCY MEASURING
SERVICE
Exact Meo»urem»n»» * of any tim*
RCA COMMUNICATIONS. INC
64 Broid Strut New York 4, N. T.

Custom-Built
Speech Input Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
District 1640

"GEARED TO AM-FM EXPANSION"
Radio Engineering Consultant*
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Washington, Kansas
D. C.City, Mo.
Hollywood, Cal.

MORE RF KILOWATT HOURS
PER DOLLAR WITH
F & O TRANSMITTING TUBES
Freeland & Olschner Products, Inc.
6.11 Baronne St., New Orleans 13, La.
4756 Exclusively
High Power Raymond
Tube Specialists

f SOUND EFFECT RECORDS^
GENNETT-SPEEDY-Q
Reduced
Library Offer
Over 200BasicWrite
Individual
Sound Containing
Effects
For Details
CHARLES MICIIELSON
67 W. 44th St. New York, N. Y.

The
Robert L. Kaufman
Organization Construction
Technical
Maintenance,
Supervision
and Business
for Broadcast
Stations Services

FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
STANDARD
Measuring & Equipment Co.
Phones 877-2652 Enid, Okie

KLUGE ELECTRONICS CO.
Commercial & Industrial
Equipment
No. Alvarado
Los1031Angeles
26, Calif.
/ron E. Kluge Exposition 1741

TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
Radio Towers
Erection, lighting, painting &
Systems Blvd.
6100 Ground
N. E. Columbia
Portland 1 1 , Oregon
C. H. Fisher, Agent Phone TR 7303

AVAILABLE NOW
PRECISION STURNTABLES—
and/orMONI-ASEMBLIES • MODULATION
TORS • REMOTE-POWER AMPLIFIERS
SONIC ENGINEERING CO.
592 Columbus Ave., New York City, N. Y.

ALL TRANSCRIBED ! ! *
H

'30 0u4R1E
*
"A% NowDATE
MUSIC"
availableWITH
for local station
sale
%'"
Audition
Samples
Free
of
Charge <#67 W
WRITE or WIRE CHARLES MICHELSON
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be
established for different types of
stations
sizes. or for various cities of different
The Commission is not making any
compulsory
requirement
at this
time
for
the sharing
of television
channels.
However,
applications
will
be toconsidered
from
persons
who
desire
enter
into
a voluntarychannel.
sharing arrangement
of a television
(2)
Multiple
ownership.
The rule on
multiple ownership is as follows:
(a)
No
person
(including
all directly
persons
under common control) shall,
ormoreindirectly,
own,
operatebroadcast
or control
than
one
television
stationservice
that wouldareaserve
substantially
the
same
asowned,
another
television
broadcast
station
operated,
or
controlled by such person.
(b)
No
person
(including
all
persons
under common control) shall, directly
ormoreindirectly,
own,
operate,broadcast
or control
than
television
station,
exceptoneupon
a showing
(1)control
that
such
ownership,
operation,
or
would vision
fosterbroadcast
competition
among
telestations or provide
a
television
distinct
and separatebroadcasting
from existingservice
services,
and
(2) that would
such not
ownership,
or
control
result
inoperation,
the concentration of control
of television
broadcasting
facilities
in
a
manner
inconsistentnecessity;
with public provided,
interest, however,
convenithat
theence, or Commission
willor consider
theof
ownership,
operation,
control
more than
five
television
broadcast
stations to constitute the concentration
of controlcilities inofa manner
televisioninconsistent
broadcasting withfapublic
sity. interest, convenience, or neces(3) Network regulations. The chain
broadcasting
regulations
are made applicable to television
stations.
(4) Use of iscommon
antenna
Commission
adopting
this
rulesite.inin The
the
form in which it was set forth
the
Commission's
September 20,
1945. The rule ord°r
reads asof follows:
No television license
renewalto ofanya
television
be orgranted
person wholicense
owns, willleases,
or controls
a
particular
site
which
is
peculiarly
able for television
broadcasting
insuita
particular
area;
and
(1)
which
is
not
available cefor
television
linse s; anduse(2) byinno other
comparable
site
is tbeavailable
theother
area;
and
(3)bv
where
exclusive
use
of
such
site
the
or licensee
would stations
unduly
limitapplicant
the benumber
of television
that
can
authorised
in a particular
area ortion
would
unduly
restrict
competiamong television stations.
(5) Announcement
of mechanical
reMechanical
rpnroductions
will
have toorbeproductions.
the
beginning
atannounced
the end ofeither
each atsuch
mechanical
reproduction
or of the pro-is
such reproduction
used. gramNoquiredin which
announcement
will be rewhere
mechanical
reproductions
are
used
for
background
or
incidental
effect, station identification, etc.
(6) Station identification.
Station
identification
announcements,
bothat
aural andon and
video,signing
will beoff reauired
signing
bv
the
stat
i
o
n
.
I
n
addition,
station
identification
announcements
will
be
required
least
eachbyhour
andat
may beonceeither
videoonor theauralhourmeans.
FEDERALCOMMISSION
COA/ri\/rTWTCATIONS
T. J. Slowie,
Secretary
UE Petition Dismissed
DISMISSAL of petition filed by
United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers of America (CIO)
for investigation and certification
of representatives of employes of
De Jur Amsco Corp., Long Island
City, was ordered last week by
NLRB. The board asserted that
155 of 312 eligible employes cast
valid votes in an election Aug. 21,
and that 28 were for and 127
againsttionsthecharging
union.
Union'sinterferobjeccompany
ence and coercion in the election
were overruled. Company makes
potentiometers, electrical indicatmeters.ing instruments and exposure

FCC Modifications
Made in High Band
Navigation Aid Improvements
Affect Allocations
IN VIEW of developments in various types of equipment used as
aids to marine and air navigation
as considered at a recent meeting
of representatives Radio
of FCC Advisory
and Interdepartment
Committee, the Commission last
week announced
several from
minor 25,000
modifications inallocations
21].
to 30,000,000
Plan was firstMayissued May 25 kc.[Broadcasting,
Under modification, Navigation
Aids formerly designated (International Service and U. S. Allocation) in 960-1145 mc band now are
960-1215 mc. Amateur (both International and U. S.) 1145-1245 mc
designation is now 1215-1295 mc,
The former 1245-1325 mc assignment covering Fixed and Mobile
except
Aero under
and Television
under U.International
S., is now
1295-1375 mc with same International Service but U. S. allocation
designated
and
availableas toNon-Governmemtal
television relay.
The former 1325-1375 mc section,
Fixed and Mobile under International
Non-Governmental, FixedServiceandand
Mobile,
including
Aero under U. S. Allocation, becomes 1375-1425 mc and drops
Aero assignment under U. S. diviision. The former 1375-1600 mc
band is reduced to 1425-1600 mc,
retaining Fixed and Mobile under
International
and Governmental under Service
U. S. allocation.
Recent developments in altimeter
equipment have lead to moving of
the air navigation aid band formerly set 3700-3900 mc to 40004200 mc (both International and
U. S.), position occupied in U. S.
by Non-Governmental and which
portion
to 3700-4000service
mc. Theis
relativeshifts
international
Fixed and Mobile except Aero.
Maynard Resigns
GEORGE MAYNARD has resigned fromheNBC's
staff, where
was aproduction
program
director, because of a feeling that
he had been "singled out for union
activity",retaryheof the
said Radio
last week.
SecDirectors
Guild, which recently negotiated
contracts with the networks, Mr.
Maynard charged
during ne-to
gotiations NBC hadthatattempted
get him to quit and had offered
aresignation.
year's severance
pay at
for that
his
He refused
time,
he
said,
but
"when
they
still
wanted me to quit after the negotiations were over, I took four
months' severance pay plus the
retroactive increase due me as a
result of the Guild contract and
resigned." Mr. Maynard will do
freelance production, he said. He
is also
teacher of a class in adbia U. vanced
radio production at Colum-
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German

Film

Sound

Recording

System Offers Depth Illusion
solution used in this cell (nitro
FIRST technical information on the
elecoperation of German broadcasting benzene)trolysisarewouldsuch
occur that
if it excessive
were operated
wavethis,intelligence
frequen-to
and communications equipment, by thecies. half
To
avoid
it
is
necessary
based on enemy equipment seized operate the cell by a higher frequency
by the United States, has been signal modulated
by the Accordingly,
half wave intelligencestage
frequencies.
made available
at the Board
Dept. ofofComoscillator
provides a 170 kca
merce. Publication
the single
signaltor stages
to each
of
six
mixer
modula-is
the 170 kcor signal
department is compiling facts on modulated where
by the
six half gain
wave intelligence bands.
Adjustable
hitherto secret devices for the bene- amplifiers
are
so controlled.
that170 thekc
fit of American industry.
modulation
caneachprovided
be mixer
properly
The
output
of
stage
is passed
Production
ad- through a band pass filter to eliminate
vanced than techniques
those usedmore
in this
modulation
products,
is
country have been revealed in many undesired
fed toserves
one plate
of thetheKerrelectrical
Cell, and
which
to wed
and
cases. The Board points out, cell
systems.source is a high pressure
though, that some products and optical
The light
mercury
lamp passed
givingthrough
monochromatic
processes may also be the subject light
which
aofconvex
of U. S. patents and patent studies lens to the isfirst
ofNicol
a pair
prisms.
Between
the
isNicol
the
should be made before pursuing Kerr Cell. In traversing theprisms
first
Nicol
practical applications.
prism,
the
light
is
plane
polarized
and,
signal were applied tocuttheoffKerrby
A film sound recording system ifCell,no would
said to offer an illusion of auditory the
polarizing beeffectcompletely
of the second prism.
Cell, the
however,
has theof propdepth is described in a report by The eKerr
rty of altering
polarization
light
Lt. H. B. Lee III, USNR, Naval traversing
it
in
accordance
with anlight
applied signal.by Due
to
this
property,
Technical Mission in Europe. It is passed
the
seond
Nicol
prism
is called the Stereophon and was an amount that varies with the im-in
pressed signal. the
Aftermodulated
leaving thelight
secondis
developed by Dr. Carlheing Becker,
prism,
of Thansau uber Rosenheim, Ger- Nicol
focused
the moving
arecorded.
pair ofon lenses
and thenegative
signal isfilmthusby
many.
Lt. Lee describes him as a capaThe film drive system is worthy of
ble German physicist who started mention
becausedue theto possibility
of un-is
even motion,
film sprockets,
development of the idea in 1938. eliminated.
Twoare separate
synchronous
motor
drives
used.
One
drives
the
In 1942 the Nazi government or- film wind and unwind sprockets and
dered him to convert it to an explo- the other drives a transparent wheel
sion power recorder. Work on this over
which thelight.
film Two
passesrubber
to receive
the modulated
idlers
was stopped in 1944 and Dr. Becker keep
up against
this islatter
wheel theandfilminsure
that there
no
was ordered to make high-voltage sprocket
effect
at
this
point.
The
effect
power supplies. He has stated will- of the wind and unwind sprockets is
ingnes to do developmental work sprockets
insulated byandloopstheof transparent
film between wheel.
these
for the Allies. He and his staff of a
speed of the transparent wheel can
dozen are described as thoroughly The
be varied mechanically
usingthea. aproper
varidrive so that
competent, operating a well amountable ratio
obtained.are:
equipped laboratory and machine
Essentialof looping
data on can
the berecorder
Signal Frequency Range — 23 to 10,000
shop,
function.undamaged ,and ready to cycles.
Dynamic
60 db without resort
to
expansionRange
and —compression.
Idea of the Stereophon is to emDistortion
— Lessrange.than 3% over the
dynamic
ploy several mikes during record- whole
Film Noise — 70 db below greatest aming and a like number of loudspeak- plitude.
Film
45 cm/sec.
ers properly placed for reproducSound Velocity
Track —Width—
2.65 mm.
tion, providing a stereophonic impression. Two mikes and speakers
Price Reports German
produce
over one,"very
it isgreat"
stated;improvement
advantage
of three over two is not as great, Observations to Truman
and four over three still less.
REPORT of Byron Price, former
In application three sound tracks Director of the Office of Censorship, based on his mission abroad
are recorded on film. Each is .7
millimeters wide, with three chan- to study relationship between German civil population and the Amernels requiring a track of 2.65 milican Army of Occupation, has been
limeters, al that can be accommo- submitted
to President Truman. It
dated on standard film.
Lt. Lee describes operation of the will be made public in due time
the
President
said at his Tuesday
Stereophone as follows :
news conference.
The
output
of
each
microphone
is
Mr. Price discounted statements
fed
to a low frequency
amplifier capable
that his report was being held up
of23 toaccurately
passingFromfrequencies
from
10,000
cycles.
each
such
amplifier, the signal passes
to which
a pairsplitof because
it contained
oppositely
It is thought
the report"dynamite".
may conthe signalponeconnected,
into
plus diodes
and
minuswavecomtain information on the place
n
t
s
.
T
h
i
s
system
of
half
rebroadcasting
takes
in
postwar
c
o
r
d
i
n
g
i
s
used
because
it
offers
a
very
great advantage in noise reduction. Germany.
Half-wave
datestheback
to 1881.
When latedit positive
isrecording
employed,
non-moduSymphonies
American
sound track is completely SYMPHONIES
FOR onYOUTH,
weekly
45dark without
resort
to "noiseless"
equipment
and
the
amplitude
of
film
noise
minute
series
under
auspices
of Southern Californiastations
Symphony
Assn.,
starts
is almost
zero. Each
half wave signal
is on American
then
amplified
in
conventional
manner
on
Jan.
12.
Proby stagesofhaving
a band-width
of 20 bykc
grammonic
will airAuditorium,
from Los
Philharbecause
the harmonic
introduced
withAngeles
Alfred Audience
WallentheActual
phase modulation
split.
stein,
symphony
conductor.
is
to
be
entirely
composed
of
students.
of
the
light
beam
Intermission
musical
quiz
is
conducted
that
is
Impressed
on
the
film
takes
place
In a Kerr Cell. The characteristics of by Thomas Freebairn Smith.
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FARM SAFETY RADIO
GROUP MEETS DEC. 3
DIRECTORS of the National
Safety Committee
Council's Farm
Safety
Radio
will discuss
plans for the third national Farm
Safety Week at luncheon Dec. 3
at the Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
Everett Mitchell, agricultural
director of NBC central division
and chairman of the Council's
committee,portancewill
emphasize
imof National
Farm theSafety
Week, July 21-7, 1946, as part of
campaign in response to President
Truman's
that theaccidents.
Council
continue itsrequest
war against
Labor FM
(Continued from page 20)
change among
proposed
stations. the union's four
Stock in Amalgamated Broadcasting System is divided in 20%
blocks among Amalgamated Clothing Workers and its joint boards in
New
York, Chicago, Rochester and
Philadelphia.
UAW 10 days ago authorized
expenditure of $400,000 for establishment of the six stations it proposes [Broadcasting, Nov. 19].
The applications, originally filed
a year ago, estimate installation
costs at $110,000 each in Newark,
Chicago, Cleveland, Los Angeles,
and Detroit, and $34,250 in Flint.
Monthly operating costs of $6,700
and revenue of $13,500 were estimated for the stations in Newark,
Chicago, Cleveland and Detroit.
Flint application estimates
monthly costs at $3,240 and revenue at $6,750. Operating costs and
revenue are not estimated for the
Los Angeles station.
The UAW stations would operate 18 hours daily. At least 25%
of programming would be educational and would provide oppormaximumand ofclasses
free
discussiontunity "forto the
all groups
without
discrimination."
ILGW officials said $250,000 had
been set aside for establishment
of its proposed stations, and that
$200,000 more could be borrowed
to carry them over their early
operations. They said the stations,
after selling enough time to make
them
self-sustaining,
would devoteto
the bulk
of their broadcasts
social, cultural, and spiritual programs.
Chicago Federation estimated
that installation of its proposed
FM station would cost $30,405.
There was no estimate of operating cost or revenue. With no commercial programs at the start,
shows would be about 70% musical,
20% educational, and 10% news.
It would operate eight hours daily.
Peoples Radio Foundation Inc.
said the station it seeks in New
York would operate eight hours
daily, with 55% of its schedule
commercial and 45% sustaining.
Programs would include entertainment, educational, fraternal, and
religious broadcasts and news.
Initial cost was estimated at $19,500; monthly operating, at $2,700.

It's The
YIELD
That Counts
In Mississippi, we think in terms of
yields because
we Cotton
live in anacresagri-in
cultural economy.
Mississippi almost double the yield
of
cotton-producing
state.theThe largest
sweet potato
yield per
acre is the largest in 16 years,
and
corn crop
bushelsthe larger
than wasthe 6^/2
1944million
crop.
These tare
cash
crops!
Alert
adverisers find they get a comparable
yield
advertising
dollars spent
in thisonState
of Opportunity.
WJDX — the DOMINANT "Voice
of lyMississippi"
effectively,
efficientcovers this growing
market.

. LAMAR
LIFE INSURANCE
\JACKSON,
COMPANY
MISSISSIPPI- ;

4,955,144
spinning
spindles
VICTORY
...dailyto producing
cloth
wrap aroundcotton
the
world.
Produced
"picker
to bolt" in the from
16-county
WSPA Primary Area.
SPARTANBURG,
CAROLINA
WSPA SOUTH
Home of Camp Crofl
5000 watts Day, 1000 watts Night
950 kilocycles,
Rep. by •Hollingberv
November
26, 1945
Page 85

THERE'S ONLY
1
TRIBOROUGH
BRIDGE
but
WHN REACHES 2 NEW YORKS!
(The population
of WHN's primary coverage
more than
TWICEarea theis 15,398,401,
number of
people in New York City proper.)
WHN
Dial 1050 50,000 watts
> Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—
Loew's Affiliate

KRLD, Dallas, Texas
". . . You have perfected AP
fo an all-time high in radio news
Clyde Rembert
Managing Director.
available through
PRESS 50ASSOCIATION,
Rockefeller Flaxo inc

\\ PACIFIC
?a6 NORTHWEST

KIRO
7%£ *pice*tcUif Statam
50,000 Watts
710 KC
CBS
SEATTLE , WASHINGTON
Represented by FREE & PETERS, Inc

I
m
W
■■
^

TWENTY YEARS
YEAR OF FAITHFUL
A
SERVICE TO AMERICAN
AGRICULTURE MAI
CULTURE MAKES WIBW THE
MOST-LISTENED-TO-STATION
IN
MOST-USTENEC
KANSAS ANAND ADJOINING
STATES.

TheVoice^/Kansas
WIBW in TOPE K A
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Favoritism Alleged
In Mich. Elections
CONTINUING its vigilance on
rules requiring "equal opportunifor political
broadcasts, the
FCC ties"last
week designated
for
hearing complaints charging
WHLS Port Huron, Mich., with
favoring one candidate over another.
The Commission received complaints from rival candidates for
city commissioner during an election last April. One charged the
station with refusing him time on
the ground a script he submitted
was unsuitable for broadcast. Another complaint charged the station with refusing time to "any
candidate"
out of
the first
candidate would
causefearit trouble.
The Commission order designating the hearing is based on the belief that the station granted the
candidate who charged censorship,
Carl E. Muir, time for a political
address about a month before election. This contention has been
challenged by the station. Mr.
Muir won the election.
Hearing is to determine whether
the station's
accept the scriptalleged
offeredrefusal
by Mr. toMuir
and to deny its facilities to any of
the candidates constitute violation
of Section
tions Act, 315 of the CommunicaStations Offered Plan for
Syndicated Promotion
A SYNDICATED PROMOTION
service for radio stations has been
developed by Noble & Swars Inc.
(new name of Walter P. Burn &
Associates, which was taken over
by William Noble and Lawrence
Swars mentfollowing
Mr. Burn's
a few months
back).retireMr.
Swars will soon start on a crosscountry tour to explain the service
to station managers.
Production of the material will
be under the supervision of Hartley
Samuels, who has been a promotion executive at CBS, WHN New
York, Atlantic Coast Network and,
most recently, NBC; and John L.
Fox, former art director of Lennen
& Mitchell, New York. They will
handle the overall planning and will
coordinate the copy and art work.
Production Team
DAN SEYMOUR, announcerpi-oducer, has formed a new radio
program producing team, P. L. S.
Productions, with Tony Leader,
radio director, and Judson Phillips,
script writer. Organization has
offices at 10 E. 43rd St. New York.
H. Philip Minis and Blake Cabot
have joined the script staff headed
by Judson Phillips. You Make
the News a P. L. S. production
started on Mutual Nov. 15, Thursdays, 10-10:30 p.m.
Zuzulo
Job Expanded editor
FRANK
ZUZULO,
with Mutual,
has beentradenamednewsassistant
to Jim laO'Bryon,
directorZuzulo
of public
retinuetionwiths for Mutual.
his tradeMr.news
duties.will con-

Proximity
Possible

Fuse

Proves

Quality

in Large Production
radio proximity fuses, the scientist said, one for spinning projectiles; the other for nonwhirling
projectiles. The first was underby Johns
Hopkins;
the second taken
by the
Bureau
of Standards.
Technical Aspects
Mr. Diamond addressed the meeting on the more technical aspects
of
the fuse. He pointed out, illusDr. Selvidge
Mr. Diamond
trating with slides, that one of
ALTHOUGH THE RADIO prox- the great advantages of the radio
imity fuse is ranked by many as proximity fuse is its wide target
second only to the atomic bomb in area. Radio impulses sent off by
shortening the war, its greatest the tiny transmitter within the
importance to the radio industry nose of the projectile go out in a
probably lies in the fact that its figure eight design, or roughly, in
developers proved quality control the shape of a widened propeller.
in large scale production is possible. electronic
Any object
within
that
area coming
sends back
an echo
This point was brought out by
Dr. Harner Selvidge, head of the and causes the bomb to explode,
spraying the target with killing
Rugged Tube Division of the fragments,
he explained. Chances
Johns Hopkins Applied Physics
of
are increased many times
Labs, speaking in Washington overa hitusual
projectiles because of
last Monday before a meeting of
the Institute of Radio Engineers. the wider target area of the radio
beam. This is true of ground as
The rugged tube is the special well
as air targets, as other type
type used in the proximity fuse
made by Johns Hopkins Labs with ammunition causes great damage
U. S. Bureau of Standards. Harry only upon direct contact, while
the radio proximity fuse causes an
Diamond, chief
of the Bureau's
Ordnance
Development
Division explosion above ground, and peralso spoke.
thousands
"rain" mitsupon
the ofarea.fragments to
Big Scale Production
"The foxhole would have been
Dr. Selvidge revealed that pro- extinct if we had had the radio
duction was on such a large scale
fuse a few years before
that by the end of the war there proximity
added.
were more rugged tubes produced weThedid,"fusehe was
operation
than the entire output of the whole as soon as it was,puthe into
because
tube industry before the war. Each it was one of the few said,
instruments
tube was tested for quality before of warfare that required no special
it left the assembly lines, he said. training for handling. All the
They could not take chances with testing and most of the assembly
was done at the factories. The batduds.
Every tube was centrifuged to
teries,hadsentto inbe ascrewed
separate
tainer,
onto conthe
test its resistance to gravity. So
"rugged" was the tube in final radio unit, the whole then screwed
development, that it reached from into the projectile. That was pracal the knowledge needed
18,000 to 20,000 G, an astronom- for theirtical yuse.
ical figuretational
in resistance.
usual terms of graviWeston Plans
WESTON BISCUIT
Co., New
The Germans had been experi- through
&radio
Holden,
Newthe York,
York,
menting with acoustic proximity may startCalkins
using
after
first
fuses, Dr. Selvidge told the group, of the year to promote the new prodand were greatly interested in
uct, Crack-ettes.
U.S. research along those lines.
In fact, he said, when a group of
German spies landed in this country in 1941, after cross-examination, they revealed that the first
problem they were to solve was:
"Does the U.S. have a photoelectric proximity fuse?"
This country had been working
on the idea of radio-controlled
fuses in projectiles for some time,
according to Dr. Selvidge. In 1940,
the Office of Scientific Research
and Development set the project
into high gear, with Army and
Navy splitting the responsibility
of its development. Signal Corps,
Dr. Selvidge said, did the majority
of Army procurement.
There were two projects on
BROADCASTING
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AFM ruling threatened last week
to disrupt the program of the 15th
annual Christmas party for emof Hartfordin Electric
Co. andployes resulted
an attackLighton
AFM policies and description of
Mr.Planning
Petrillo the
as "despotic".
party, to be held
in Bushnell Memorial Auditorium
Dec. 15 with three professional
vaudeville acts contemplated as
part of the program, Light Co.
President Samuel Ferguson discovered that, when professional acts
appear,cally takes
the 12• auditorium
musicians, automatimembers
of Local 400, AFM. An organist
had agreed to play for the carols
and other singing, it was reported,
and when the union was told that
the orchestra pit would be jammed
with some 2,500 gifts from the
company,
reportedly
plied that spokesmen
union members
could resit
out the party backstage.
Mr. Ferguson told Broadcasting
last Friday that the union rule still
stood but that he would not employ the 12 musicians. He said,
however, he didn't know "what kind
of party we will have".
Expello Changes Name
EXPELLO Corp., Dover, N. H„ will be
knowntiveasDec.Judson
Dunaway for
Corp.Expello
effec1. Advertising
Moths
is handled
M. Mathes
Radio may
be used byin J.near
future. Inc.

— J. N. (Ding) Darling in the Des Moines Register.
Petrillo
Banner & Greif
JACK leased
BANNER,
(Continued from page 17)
from the U. recently
S. Maritimereon FM stations, regardless of
Service where he was lieutenant
whether the AM and FM stacommander and previously public
tions are operated under the
relations director of WNEW New
same ownership.
York, and Ed Greif, formerly feaHowever, this is not to be
construed as interfering with
ture editor of NBG's press department, have formed a public relathe
rights of a local to make
tions firm, Banner & Greif. New
a separate contract for the
company will specialize in radio
services of musicians for FM
publicity and special motion picbroadcasting exclusively.
ture exploitation. Offices are loKindly govern yourselves
accordingly.
cated at 424 Madison Ave., New
York. Phone is Eldorado 5-3510.
James C. Petrillo,
President, A. F. of M.
Sugar Bowl Game
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co., BosMeanwhile
the three nonton,
will
sponsor
the
New
Year's
Day
broadcast
of the
SugarAgency
Bowl game
on network New York stations with
190
American
stations.
is
Maxon
FM affiliates— WHN, (WHNF) ,
Inc., New York.
WQXR (WQXQ), WNYC
(WNYC-FM) — had not been notified of the new AFM ruling as of
We've living in the PRESENT
Friday. Of the three, only WQXQ
With our eyes upon the FUTURE
expected to be affected as WNYCUNIVERSALE
FM hasance" frombeen
clearstudios inin SanHollywood
the given
AFM as"free
a munici1 1 9 studios
Francisco
pally-owned, non-commercial station, and as WHNF broadcasts no
Spacious, Modern, Well Equipped
and geared to meet
live musical programs. The network-af iliated FM stations in the
the coming keen competition
city all suspended operations the
F.M. - TELEVISION - A.M.
weekend before the union's demand
for double employment for dupliUNIVERSAL BROADCASTING
cated programs went into effect
[Broadcasting, Oct. 29] in order
COMPANY
to rebuild their transmitters in
HOLLYWOOD
compliance with the FCC order
6757 Hollywood Blvd.
SAN FRANCISCO
reallocating them to higher freMark Hopkins
quencies.
In Hartford, Conn., another
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

NAB AND NETWORKS
HOLD DISCUSSION
ENCOURAGING progress in
NAB's effort
to have members
all networks
become
Association
was
made at a dinner given last Monday at the Waldorf-Astoria by
Judge Justin Miller, NAB president. Guests were officials repreworks. senting the five nationwide netpresent only
NBC and
areAtAssociation
members.
AreasCBSof
possible
agreementwereon explored
status ofat
network members
the dinner, in which A. D. Willard
Jr., NAB executive vice-president,
participated.
Network guests were: NBC,
Niles Trammell, president; Frank
M. Russell, Washington vice-president. CBS,vice-president
Paul W. Kesten,
executive
and director;
Joseph H. Ream, vice-president and
secretary;
Frankgeneral
Stanton,
vicepresident and
manager.
Mutual, Edgar Kobak, president;
Robert D. Swezey, vice-president
and general manager. American,
Edward J. Noble, chairman of
board; Mark Woods, president.
Associated, Leonard Versluis,
president; inRichard
vicepresident
charge F.ofConnor,
operations;
Roy C. Kelley, sales director.

. . . and another reason why

WTAG IS DEFINITELY THE CENTRAL
NEW ENGLAND LEADER
WTAG locally sponsored programs are always on a big scale. A well trained, live
and imaginative staff creates programs that
click, promotions that sell and publicity in
the three Worcester newspapers, morning,
evening and Sunday, that help to make
WTAG the best bet by far in this big compact market of Central New England.
PAUL n . R A Y M c K CO. National bales Representatives

/ ajS/^—-,

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE WORCESTER TELEGRAM-GAZETTE
5000Watts
C E S T 26,E 11945^/
* 0 INovember
$7^(3
• Page 87

WCKY
the 50,000
watt voice
of Cincinnati

IN PHILADELPHIA

WATTS
✓W 10,000
10,
DAY & NIGHT
Philadelphia's Most Powerful Independent

SELLS! SELL5! 5ELLSJ

CHNS
Halifax
Nova Scotia
The Busiest
Commercial
Radio Station
of the Maritimes
JOS. WEED Qc CO.
350 Madison Avenue, New York
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ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
NOVEMBER 21
(By Comr. Wakefield)
Greater
Peoria
Inc.,
oria, application
111.— Granted Broadcasters
motion
leave Pe-to
amendamendment
new forstation
said
filedfor with
motion and
was
accepted.
Ruth Bradem
Weber Co.,
et alPensacola,
d/b Escambia Broadcasting
Fla.
Granted
leave andto
amend— amendment
applicationpetition
newforwith
station
said
asforfiled
motion
wasCentral
accepted.
Kentucky Broadcasting Co.,
Lexington,
Ky.— Granted
motion
leave to amend
application
for newfor
standard
said amendment
filed with station
motion and
was accepted.
WHEC motion
WHEC Inc.,
Rochester,
Y.—
Granted
forandleave
to amendN. filed
app
l
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
f
o
r
CP
amendment
withMetropolitan
motion was Broadcasting
accepted.
Service,
New Yorkapplication
— Granted motion amendment
for leave to
amend
filed with motion was and
accepted.

Hcnons
OF THE FCC
.NOVEMBER 16 to NOVEMBER 21.
address
relay Class
broadcast
Decisions
station further
extendedII exp.
on temp,
basis
ACTIONS BY COMMISSION
2-1-46.pending
only
determination
license
newal
application,
for
period
endingreNOVEMBER 19
ANNOUNCED minor modifications of WHBI May Radio Broadcast Corp.,
plan of frequency allocations from Newark, N. J. — Granted license renewal
25,000-30,000,000
kc whichwerewas result
released forKVOO
period ending 11-1-48.
Sales renewal
Corp., Tul5-25-45.
Modifications
sa, Okla. —Southwestern
Granted license
for
conferences
betweenAdvisory
FCC andCommittee.
Interde-of
partment
Radio
period
ending
5-1-48.
WFTC
Jonas
Weiland,
Kinston,
N. C.
See story page 84.
—
Granted
license
renewal
for
period
NOVEMBER 21
ending
KVOS
KVOS
Inc., Bellingham,
Frank2-1-47.
Parker,granting
Danbury,
order
petitionConn.—
that
—install
Grantednew
CP trans.
increase
250 wandto Wash.
1move
kw, Adopted
DA-DN
application
for new station
bewithdesigtrans.
nated for consolidated
hearing
applications of TheBerkshire
DanburyBroadcasting
BroadcastWABI
Community
Broadcasting
ServOCTOBER 16
ingandCo., The
ice,
Bangor,
Me.
—
Granted
CP
increase
(Not previously
Corp.
Tarrington
Broadcasting
Inc.,
1 kw to trans,
5 kw, equip.
using DA-N, and make and ordered that the Parker applica- Applications
98.7 mc reported)
changes
American Broadcasting Co. Inc., New
tion be designated
for
hearing
in
conNEW-FM
Washington
Broadcasting
solidated proceedings 6986).
with these other Co,. Washington, Pa.— CP new
York der— Sec.Granted
extension
of permit untion. Channel 54 (98.7 mc), with FM
6,590 stasq.
325(b)recorded
of Communications
Actall applications (Docket
1340 kc
tobroadcast
transmit
programs
to
coverage, WJPA.
$25,300 Proposed
est. cost. Applicant
stations in Canada licensed James L. Stapleton, Jesse Martin Neil mi.
is
licensee
programto andmentoperated
Canadian
ming per mo. to be 91 $69,245.32.
hrs (17%) Legal
comand Broadcasting
Duard K. Nowlin,
which
may bybeL. heard
in U.andGovernS. Har- Jr.
Canyon
Co., andd/bN. Grand
Pratt counsel — E.mercial.D.Total assets
Johnston, Washington.
WHLSmon L. Stevens,
Herman
Stevens
Smith, Flagstaff,
Ariz. —applications
Designated for
for Eng. counsel — George
d/b
Port
Huron
BroadC.
Davis,
Washconsolidated
hearing
ing Co., Port Huron,
Mich. — Adopt1340 kc 250 w unl. ington.
OCTOBER 19
ed ordercaticoanstdesignating
for hearing
appli- new standard station
1400 kc
for license renewal
to determine
(Not previously
1450 kc reported)
issues relating
NEW-AM Aloha Broadcasting Co. Ltd., NEW-AM Arkansas
cations Act. to Sec. 315 of Communi- Honolulu,
Airwaves Co.,
T. 1400
H. — Granted
CPunl.,
new subject
standRaoul
Cortez,
San
Antonio,
Tex.
—
ard
station
kc
250
w
Rock, kcArk.250— CPw unl.
new standAdopted orders (1) dismissing petition to condition that applicant install fre- Northard Little
station
1450
Stock:
for rehearing
filed
by
Austin
Broadcastquency with
and modulation
monitors
in 400
sh common
no par authorized;
all
ing Corp.
and
(2)to ordered
that with
CP hereissued
and
outstanding.
Officers
compliance
FCC
Rules
and
Standtofore
granted
Cortez
be,
conards, as soon as such
Carl Kiehl, pres., 4 andsh
sent of permittee,
kc;
1450 kcequip, is available. stockholders:
(1%); Phillip G. Back, sec, 132 sh
dismissed
proceedingchanged
in orderto to1330show
cause
and vacated
hearing set for 12- NEW-AM Gordon W. Gambill, Hubert 33%;
(33%); Maurice
John F. E.Wells,
v-p and
Moore,
dir., treas.,
33%.
17-45
(Docket
6984).
Humphrey
B. HeywoodValley
and Kiehl
isatformer
chief
eng.
police
radio
FOLLOWING
licenses
sta- W.R. Martin,
T. Russell
d/b Tennessee
station
North
Little
Rock,
now
radio
tions were extended onof standard
temp, basis
supervisor,
National
Fireworks
Inc.,
Broadcasting
Co., standard
Chattanooga,
Tenn.—
only,
for periodlicense
ending renewal
2-1-46, pending
Granted
new
station
1450 Naval Ordnance Plant and Camden,at
determination
applicakcapplicant
250 w CPunl.
subject
to
condition
that
Ark.Assoc.,
Back Little
is member of Robert
T. Wells
Scott
t
i
o
n
s
:
KBIX
KBKR
KBON
KB
ST
KBUR
agency.Printing
KDB KDRO
KEYS KOTN
KFFA KGKB
monitor as install
soon asapproved
such equip,modulation
is avail- &is pres.
and mgr.RockThe adv.
Quapaw
KGKY
KNELKVAL
KNOW
KOVC
KPAB
KPLC
KPLT
KRNR
KSAM
KTBI
Co.
and
operator
Arkansas
Daily
Legisable.
The Erie
Sandusky
Broadcasting
Co. and
lative Digest. He was sec. to state Gov.
KTOH
KVOE KVWC
KWEW
KYCA Lake
Broadcasting
Co., Sandusky,
KYOS WBAB
WBTA
WDWHBB
AN WDBC
and isMoore
ex-cityis pres.
editorBrown
of ArkanO.— Designatedfor fornewconsolidated
hearing in 1937
WDNC
WGAL
WGTC
WIGM
sas
Gazette.
Moapplication
standard
station;
tor
and busgen.
mgr. Est.
Arkansas
WJBK
WKBB
WKBV
WKBZ
WKNY
both
applicants request 1450 kc 250 w Motor Coaches
Coaches,
firms.
cost
WKRO
WMJM
WMOG
WNLC
WOLF
unl.
$15,395.
Proposed
programming
34.5%
WOMI
WOPI
WOSH
WRGA
WSAP
1490
kc
commercial,
25-40% Radio
transcribed.
Eng.
WSTP
WTMC forWTMV
WWSWstations
& aux.were
counsel—
Commercial
Equipment
LICENSES
following
Cumberland
Gap
Broadcasting
Co.
and
further extended
on temp,
only, The Middlesboro Broadcasting Co., Mid- Co.,
Washington.
Legal counsel — Frank
Stollenwerck,
Washington.
pending
determination
licensebasisrenewal
dlesboro,datedKy.—
Designated
for forconsolihearing
applications
new
NOVEMBER
applications,
for period
ending
2-1-46:
KABC
KATE
KBPS
KDAL
KDNT
KFAM
Amendments 16
KFIZ
KFYO
KGFFKLUF
KGFL KMYC
KGLU KMYR
KHMO standardquest 1490station;
kc 250 w both
unl. applicants reKHUB
KLBM
W.
J.
Harpole
et
al
d/b
Borger
BroadE.
Anthony
Inc., Boston
KNET
KOCA
KOCY
KONO
KORE
Channel— CP2
ing Co., and Richard George Hughes, new commercial& TVSonsstation,
KPDN KOAL
KRBC
KRBMKVAK
KRICKVFD
KRLC KVGB
KSAN Borger, castTex.
(60-66 mc)Channel
with ESR3 (60-66
3706, amended
— Designated
for forconsoliKTOK
KTRI
request
mc),
ESRto
dated
hearing
applications
new
KWAL KWBW WABY WACO WAOV standard station; both applicants re- trans,
1515, specify
site. studio site and change
WARM
WASK
WATL
WATW
WAZL
quest
1490
kc
250
w
unl.
WBLK
WBNY WDAS
WBTH & WCBS
1520 kc
WCBS
CP covnew
WCOS
WCRS
aux. WCNC
WDEF
station,Inc.,amended
46.1Springfield,
mc, 12,918 111.sq.— mi.
KOMA application
KOMA Inc.,forOklahoma
City-5 FM
WDWS
WEED
WELO
WEOA
WFIG Granted
change erage,
trans, site. re ant. changes and
CP
increase
WFMJ
WFNC
WFOR
WFPG
WGAU
kw1520 tokc,50 change
kw DN trans,
on presently
assigned
WGH
WGNC WHFC
WGOV WGPC
NOVEMBER 20
site, install
new
WHBQ WGIL
WHDFWGL WHMA
WHDL
WHIT
WHLB
WHLS
WHYN WJHO
WIBG trans, and DA-N.
97.9 mc Network Inc.,
WIBM
WILM
WINC
WJBY
WMTW
The
ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD ACTIONS Portland, Me.— CPYankee
WJLB WJMC
WJMS
WJPA WJXN
mc to
WJSM
WKEU
WKIP
WLAP
WLAV
Channel
50
(97.9
mc),change
change43.9coverage
NOVEMBER
19
WLAY
WLEU
WLLH
mainWMBR
& syn.WMFD
amp.
WCAU delphia— WCAU
Broadcasting
Co.,
Philafrom
31,000
sq.
mi.
to
"to
be
furnished",
WLPM
WMAS
WMBH
studios from make
Boston, Mass., into
license
to cover
CP move
WMFJ &WMGA
WMVA WPAR
WNAB WRAK
WOLS authorizingGranted
Portland,
changes
inTimes
trans,
WOV
aux. WRLC
WPAD
ant. systemMe.,and and
install new changes
equip.
WTHTford,The
Hartford
Inc.,equip.
HartWRDO
WRJN
WRLD
WSAM
Amendments
Conn.—
Granted
CP
install
new
WSBC
WSLB
WSLI amp.
WSPB KRKO
WTEL WAGM
WTOL vertical ant. and change trans, and
WWDC
&
syn.
WATX
The
Regents
of
The
Univer-CP
studio sites
983 Main St. to 555
WGRM
sity of Michigan, Ann Arbor— Mod.
St.JamesfromF. Hopkins
WWDCWPAY.
Capital Broadcasting Co., Asylum
(as
mod.)
to
change
frequency
"to
WJBK
Inc.,
Detroit
Washington
GrantedSees.extension
of 13.61
au- — Granted license to cover CP authoriz- be6-16-46
determined
by FCC", change topower
thority for—waiver
2.53 and
typeonly.
trans,site,to amended
"to be determined",
ing installation
aux. operating
trans, andpower
au- and
change
trans,
to
request
ofof FCC
Rules
so
as
to
permit
operation
t
h
o
r
i
t
y
t
o
determine
extension of time from 12-16-45 to
amp.site,by for
remote
direct Alabama
measurement
of ant. power.
mainsyn.trans,
periodcontrol
endingfromno by WFEB
Broadcasting
Co. Inc., Unity Corporation Inc., Erie, Pa.— CP
later
than 2-1-46,
upon same terms and Sylacauga,
Ala.—
Granted
license
to
conditions
as
present.
tomi.be covdemove 3.55(b)
trans. and
Li- new FM station
WGKV Kanawha Valley Broadcasting cover CPcensee authorizing
ed by FCC ontoandfrequency
4,940 sq.
waiverconditions.
Sees.
673 sq. erage,
mi.terminamended
change
coverage
to
Co., Charleston,
W. basis
Va. — Granted
license
3.60 of FCC granted
Rules;
renewal
on
temp,
only
for
period
WJHO Opelika-Auburn Broadcasting O.—TheCP Messenger
Publishing
Co., station,
Athens,
12-1-45tion thatto it8-1-48
upon
express
condinew
FM
(Metropolitan)
Co.,
Opelika,
Ala.—
Granted
authority
subject
to whatever
ac- to determine operating power by direct 49.1 mc, 8,940 sq. mi. coverage, amendtion may be istaken
uponrenewal.
pendmeasurement of ant. power.
ed to changefromcoverage
toto 13,300
sq.make
mi.,
forby beFCC
license
WJR,
The Granted
Goodwilllicense
Stationto changes
population
444,946
769,000,
Nothinging application
herein shall
construed
as a Inc.,WENH
area
of
Detroit—
in
ant.
system
and
change
findingtion is orby willFCCbe that
operation
of
staauthorizing
change inof fresite to "on a hill South of
in hereof.
public interest be- cover CP quencies,
power and equipment
re- trans,
yond express
terms
Ohio".
KEVR CP
Evergreen
W8XWI
S. Cornish,
Cin- name.lay station, and change in corporate Athens,
Seattle—
increaseBroadcasting
250 w to 10Corp.,
kw,
cin ati,Gus
O.— Present
licenseareaof ofpublic
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

,'nstall
new from
trans,Seattle
and DA-DN,
changeon
trans, site
to Portage
Maury
amended (Vashon)
to changeIsland,
trans, Washington,
site.
Applications Dismissed
RadiOhio
Inc., Portsmouth,
O. — mi.CP
new
FM
mc, 2,273 sq.
coverage station,
(request 44.9
of attorney).
NOVEMBER 21
KMO Carl E.to cover
Haymond,
Tacoma,
Wash.
CP authorizing
changes— License
in aux. trans, equip.
1230 kc
WKVM American Colonial Broadcasting
Corp.,
Arecibo,
R. — Licensenewto
cover CP (as mod.) P.authorizing
standard station.
Alsopower
authority
to determine
operating
measurement of ant. power. by direct
Amendments
Merrimac Broadcasting Co. Inc.,
Lowell, Mass.to —beCP assigned
new PM bystation
frequency
FCC andonto
coverage frequency
to be determined,
amended
change
to Channel
30 (93.9
mc) and trans, site from North And'overAllento Andover,
B. DuMontMass.Laboratories Inc.,
Washington
—Channel
CP new1 (50-56
commercial
TV
station155,onamended
mc) with
ESR
to change frequency
to Channel
5 (76-82
mc), system
ESR to and
172,
make
changes
intrans.ant.
changes
inA. visual
Lloyd
Pixley,
Martha
P.
Pixley,
Milton A. Pixley and Grace M. Pixley
d/b The
Pixleys,
Columbus,
O. — CPsq. new
FM
station
on 48.5
12,500
mi.
coverage,
amended
to mc,change
frequency
"to besq.selected
by changes
FCC", coverage
totosystem
11,690
mi.,
make
in
ant.
and change type trans.
Amarillo
Corp.,(MetroAmarillo,
Tex. po—litan)CPoBroadcasting
n 45.1newmc FMandstation
5,600 sq. ml.
coverage,
amended
to
change
ant.
system.
LeenewBroadcasting
Inc.,
Quincy, 111.—on
CP
FM
station
(Metropolitan)
44.1
mc and
approx.to 15,300
sq.name
mi.
coverage,
amended
change
from
Illinois
Broadcasting
Corp.
to
Lee
Broadcasting
Inc.,from
coverage
to 15,400
sq.
mi.,
trans,111.,site
Quincy
to East
Quincy,
specify ant.
system
and
change type
trans.
American Net Affiliate
Meetings Are Scheduled
STATIONS affiliated with American in the Midwest will meet in
Minneapolis Dec. 5 at the invitation of C. T. Hagman, WTCN,
district representative of the network'sH.stationsNorton
advisory
tee. John
Jr., commitstation
relations manager of American,
will attend the meeting to discuss
general operational problems, programming and other matters of
station-network interest with the
area's broadcasters.
Minneapolis meeting will be followed by one in Detroit Dec. 11
called by H. Allen Campbell,
WXYZ ative Detroit,
representfor Americandistrict
affiliates
in the
Michigan-Indiana-Ohio area. Mr.
Norton has recently returned from
district meetings Nov. 1 in Charlotte called by W. C. Bochman,
WCOS Columbia, S. C; Nov. 5 in
Birmingham called by Henry P.
Johnston, W S G N Birmingham,
and Nov. 8 in Fort Worth called
by Harold Hough, KGKO. Dates
have not yet been set for regional
meetings in the Atlantic and Pacific coast and mountain areas.

PROFESSIONAL

DIRECTORY

MeNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

PAUL 60DLEY CO.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR.N.J.
MO 2-7859

GEORGE C. DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

RadioFrequency
EngineeringMonitoring
Consultant. '
Commercial
Radio
Equip.
• International Building, Washington, D.Co.O.
321 E. Roads
Gregory<rf Boulevard.
•• Cross
the World. Kansas
Hollywood,City,CaU'Mo.

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

JOHN BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializing
Broadcast and
Allocationin Engineering
Earle Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
PAUL A. deMARS
1469 Church St.,ASSOCIATE
N.W., Washin9ton
5, D. C.
Decatur
1234

LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey Bldg. • District 8215
Washington 4, D. C.

Frank H. Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
710 14th St. N.W.
ME. 4477
Washington, D. C.

MAY
and BOND
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
★ ★ ★
1422 F St, N.W., Wash. 4, D. C.
Kellogg Bldg. • Republic 3984

HAROLD B. ROTHROCK
Consulting Radio Engineer
301 N. Greenbrier St.
Arlington, Va.
Chestnut 2267

gAto W. Kay
Consulting Radio Engineers
991 Bridgeport
Broad St.,3,Suite
Conn.9-11
Telephone 5-2055 Lab. Phone 7-2465

WORTHINGTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. WASH.. D. C1319 F STREET N. W. DISTRICT 4127

HERBERT L.WILSON
and associates
Consulting radio Engineers
am fm television facsimile
1018 Vermont Ave., n.w, Whshinstom 8,0.0.

HOLEY & HILLEGAS
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1146 Briarcliff PL, N.E.
Atlanta, Ga.
ATwood 3328

ANDREW
CO.
Consulting Radio Engineers
363 E. 75th St CHICAGO 19
Triangle 4400

RATIONAL 7161 ~
GOMER L. DAVIES
Consulting Radio Engineer
P.O. Box 71 Warfield 9089
College Park, Md.

Jansky
& Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified
Radio TOEngineer*
DEDICATED
THE
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Pre.s Bldg., Wash., D. C

JOHN J. KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Earle Bldg. • NATIONAL 6513
Washington 4, D. C.

WELDON & CARR
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 CONNECTICUT AVENUE
PHONE— MICHIGAN 4151

Guild Pamphlet
UNIVERSAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES
RADIO WRITERS Guild has printed a
29-page pamphlet titled "Credit Bulletin", listingtheyuniondo. writers
and the types
of scripts
nationalfirst
secretaryedition
of Dorothy
the does
Guild,Bryant,
explained
that
the
not
list
the Guild members but that the secondall
D0UGUS 5380
SAN FRANCISCO
edition
to be published next spring
will be expanded.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Equipment Engineering Co.
En«ineerin$ St Installations Of
Radio Stations
1436 Main Street Columbia, S.C.

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS, TEXAS

ROBERT
SHAW
DIXIE B.C. McKEY

|

CONSULTING
RADIO
ENGINEERS
1108 16th Street N. W. Suite 405
Washington, D. C. NAtional 6982
KEAR & KENNEDY
Consulting Radio Engineers
Albee Building REpublic 1951
Washington, D. C.
ROBERT L. WEEKS
CONSULTING429 ELECTRICAL
Russ Bldg. ENGINEER
San Francisco, California
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—Classified Advertisements —
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only— Minimum $1.00.
Situation Wanted 10c per word. All others, 15c per word. Count 3 words for
blind box number. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies
to Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C
Help first
Wanted
Situations Wanted
Wanted
—transmitter
Veteran
class license
hold-for Announcer-program
director.(Cont'd)
Discharged
er
for
and/or
studio
veteran
8
years
network
andand local
exRocky Mountain
1 kw outlet.
State
perience,
including newsconnection
promoeducation
and
experience.
Box
661,
tion.
Desires
permanent
with
BROADCASTING.
progressive
middlewest
or
eastern
station.mumAge$60.0030, starter.
married,Boxone 502,
child.BROADMiniFirst class operator
one kilowatt
NBC
Rocky forMountain
area. CASTING
Box 467,affiliate
BROADCASTING.
News editor-newscaster — young, alert,
Maintenance engineer for network Idaho ambitious;
unusually complete
interested backgood
station preparing
for FM
in 15,000fishing
pop- staff jobgroundorand experience;
ulation
town
with
abundant
managing
small
news dep
a
r
t
m
e
n
t
.
B
o
x
504,
BROADCASTING.
and hunting. Box 468, BROADCASTING.
— 5 production-ideas-disHelp
wanted
— Transmitter
man Michwith Announcer
years 1000
civilian
first class
license
a progressive
ence.charged
Managerveteran.2 talent,
years,
watt experiAFRS
igan
station,
goodat working
conditions.
station.
Handle
publicity,
proSend
your
qualifications
and
references.
motion,
references,
complete
details,
Box 473, BROADCASTING.
transcription.
Available
immediately.
Prefer
New
York
vicinity.
Box
505,
Salesman,
not
to
just
sell
time
but
to
BROADCASTING.
sell radio station
advertising
at Rocky
Network
in rural
area.Mountain
Box 499,
BROADCASTING.
Singer — Baritone,
age 29, six Wants
years genexperience.
contact withannouncing
production
station. Minimum
Announcer immediately. Must be wage—eral
$80.00.
Box
507,
BROADCASTING.
thoroughly nouncing,
experienced
all
phases
annews,
sports,
record
shows,
turntables
controls. willing
Strictly obtain
sober, Ambitious, willing worker, no experiambitious, and
dependable;
ence, but have Immediately.
training. GoodBox voice.
restrictedfiliateoperators
license.
Network$65.00
af- BROADCASTING.
Go anywhere.
508,
Carolina
city
25,000.
Salary
48-hour
week.
If
floater
do
not
apply.
Send
transcriptions,
photo,
references,
Spurns Old Job!writer,
I wantanda probetfull details. Box 520, BROADCASTING. Veteran
ter one!
ducer forAnnouncer,
aprivate
networkto first
outletlieutenant
before thein
Wanted
—
Active
associate
experienced
war,
buck
small
the Army, my stations
year as for
manager
of troop
finance station
proposedmanagement
FM stationtoN.helpY. broadcasting
the American
suburbs,able. Boxpossible
AM outlet also avail- Forces
Network
in
Europe
with
com527, BROADCASTING.
responsibility
for everything
but
selling plete
makes
me a good
bet as program
Situations Wanted
director
or
production
manager
for
a
web
member
or
livewire
independent.
Stationarmedmanager
— Recently
discharged
Of course
I want
enoughand dough
to raise
from
forces;
37;
married;
13
years
that
family
my
wife
I
have
been
commercial
experience;
fully writing each other about, but most
qualified in broadcast
sales, program
and station
important is a chance to do good and
management.
Formerly
vice-president
satisfying
work — I love radio. Box 509,
and
general
manager
of
5000
watt
major
BROADCASTING.
network
affiliate.
Excellent
references.
Box 477, BROADCASTING.
Announcer
—
2 years news,
experience
commerannouncing,
Engineer — Fifteen
years
experience
controlcialpermanent
room
technique.
20^2copywritlng,
years
old.
broadcast,
police
and
marine
radio
deWant
position.
Box
510,
sires permanent situation. Box 483, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineerYear
— Five years broadcast
Two
available—desire
Both locate
have experience.
Available
severalengineers
years experience,
immediately.
Very asbestchief.
of references.
at same station. Box 484, BROADCAST- Box
511, BROADCASTING.
ING.
Voung executive seeks mangership new Need a capable, talented young man to
station. Eight
years experience,
an- assist your advertising, sales or promonouncer,
Retionday!manager?
I'm yourexperience.
man Friday,
every
Diversified
Box
centlyvacation.
enjoyedthrough
threecommercial
years, position
Navymgr.beachhead
Now
wants
with
512, BROADCASTING.
plenty
of
work,
opportunity,
future.
Permanent. Box 485, BROADCASTING. Commercial manager of one of America's most successful
Chief inPetty
desires on percentage
of salarystations,
overwriteavailable
basis,
start
radioforofficer
in advancement.
anydischarged
capacity offering
interest. Wealth
of experiopportunity
College, or willencebuy
in
commercial
broadcasting
inread copyground,well,
excellent
musical
network. Best of refecluding
rences. Boxregional
513, BROADCASTING.
married,
will go backanywhere. Replytypist.Box26, 488,
BROADCASTING.
Veteran,tunityfemale:
wants radioline,opporVeteran
Available
January,
position— station.
with
small
western
ordesires
midnorth of Mason-Dixon
east western
of Mississippi.
23, AFRS experience,
College
graduate,
second
class
phone,
seven
years
experience,
Wellesleyenced in graduate.
Trained
and Capable,
experi- including two with Armed Forces Radio.
writing
and
speech.
alert, excellent references. Box 490, Held managerial position prewar. Prodirector, stationreliable,
managermarried.
with
BROADCASTING.
AFRS.516,gramProgressive,
Discharged
Marine,manager,
21 monthslocalexperience
Box
BROADCASTING.
as commercial
desires
managerial
position
with
local
in
east
or south. erences.
Sober,Can sell,
married, excellent
refKnows what
listenerswrite,
want. announce.
Box 493,
• Big time stations looking
BROADCASTING.
Chief pre-war
engineer experience
— Available 10December
15.
for outstanding feminine
Total
years.
Good
engineering
execuvoice for announcing or drative ability. education.
Progressive Definite
ideas. Married.
Desire permanent
placement
with exmatics should listen to Mars
panding
station.
Box
494,
BROADCASTING^
Dr. I. Q. coast -to -coast
Young
single
man
of
twenty-five
with
broadcast from Montgomery,
excellent
educational,
socialsalesand experibusiness
background
and radio
encnent
e at network
affiliates
permaAlabama, November 26th and
position with
stationdesires
or agency.
December 3rd.
Box 525, BROADCASTING.
Copy
editor,
script
writer,
young,
eager,
.single,
ex-serviceman
desires
radio news
BOX 526, BROADCASTING
job
preferably
In
large
city.
Agency
and
newspaper work also. Box 501, BROADCASTING.
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Situations
Wanted
(Cont'd)
Engineer
Now position
employed
major network,—asdesires
with independent
station
chief
engineer.
Executive
ability
and
experience,
capable,
Box 518, BROADCASTING.sober.
Ex Armytwo Captain,
first class experilicense
holder,
yearsArmybroadcasting
ence, four years
radio experience,
desires engineering
position
with
gressive
station on eastambitious,
coast. Age promarried,
dependable,
can27,
take
responsibilities.
Full
qualifications
ING.
in first letter. Box 519, BROADCASTExperienced
veteran.
2
years
all stations.
roundannouncer,
experience
with local,
regional
Do
production
and
write
copy.
Prefer
middlewest
or west
College
education,
N.coast.
Y
.
Cohen,
325 Riverside
Drive,single.
New Alfred
York,
BA
in radio atbroadcasting,
taught radio
production
N.Y.U., while
produced
and
wrote
for small stations
at school.
Veteran,
south,
west or Ave.,
far west.
York
N.prefer
Y
Eugene67,Vasilew,
2910.
Wallace
New
6writing.
years experience
announcing,
m.c,
Veteran. program
Manager
of Army
overseas
director
another. station,
Held administrative
shippingof
post
with orAFRS.
Married,
31. Seeking
executive
program
affiliation.
Larry
Dysart,
T/Sgt.,
1646
Lucile
Ave., Los
Angeles 26, Calif.
Veteran, perience
radio engineer.
15 years
exconstruction,
nance hi-freq.design,Commercial
firstmainteteleSpeak Japanese
fluently, knowledgephone.Spanish.
Will travel.
Tuscarora,
St. Paul,
Minn. Kawai, 898
Ambitious, experienced announcer:
Navy land
veteran.
Formerly
with Newto EngNetwork
affiliate.northeastern
Wishes
join
staff tion.
of Versatile;
progressive
stadisc
jockey,
sports
news,
etc.
$50.00.
Leo
Mailer,
14
Mayer
St.,
Brooklyn 6, N. Y.
Engineer—
1st
tele,
2nd
phone,
with
yearschief
engineering
years3
as
operator,experience;
MerchantfourMarine.
Flight radio officer, ATC. Desires opening in Chicago
area. ' Wenton
W. Upchurch,
241 Olmstead
Rd., Riverside,
111.
Engineer—
phoneradio
license.
Honorablyin
discharged 1stchief
technician
charge ofperience30FM, radio
transmitters.
ExRadar,
electronics,
annetwork operation.
Dailey, 2618nouncing,
S. 13th
St., Tacoma,JohnWash.M.
Salesman— Young
that, with memlittle
experience,
makevet
ber of yourtel iwill
sales
staff.outstanding
Ambitious,
ing
e
n
t
.
J
u
s
t
started
to
get
feet
wet
in radio Milici,
when joined
Marine
Corps.
Raymond
11
East
93rd
St.,
New
York City.
Veteran staffexecutive,
communication
officersound
with
extensive
personnel,
and
studio
recording
experience
desires
position
preferably
medium
New
England city.
Organized
and sized
conducted
Navy
Dept.
program
"Voices
from Netthe
Fleet" work
recording
to
local
stations.
technical and production experience. Yalespeaks
'33, amateur
20Available
years,
GermanLt.radio
and operator
French.
immediately.
Comdr.
J. M.
Murray, USNR,D. C.1605 30th St., N. W.,
Washington,
Announcer
(veteran).
Presently
free
lancing
network
commercials.
Also,
one
spots
as
actor.
Much
to
offer
station
anywhere. Seeks permanent position
Producer—
"vet-aid"
show,
man-in
street gimmicks
with affiliates.
ReferJack
Sloane, 215 ences—top
Westmen network
23rd St., radio.
New York
STATION MANAGER
6 years successful station management.
1 '/2 years assistant to manager,
50
here. kw station. Have hit ceiling
$9,000.00
share profits. salary minimum or
All negotiations in strict confidence.
BOX 517, BROADCASTING

Situations
(Cont'd)
Announcer
— position
NavalWanted
veteran
available for3*■
permanent
15th December;
years experience;
specialize
ad lib and
platter
shows;
poetry,
"man-onAdams 151620
the-street"
shows.
Write
phone
Pyle,
14th
St.,03
N. sports,
W.,or.
Wash.,
D.JackC,
Stationandmanager
Ten yearsas experience
large
small — stations
manager,
production
continuity, manager.
announcing,Handle
news.promotion,
Consider
stock west,
in lieu
of
part
salary.
Prefer
midor Pacific
states.liaison.
Army
experience southwest
AGF public
relations
Sgt. Edgar
Chamber of Commerce,
Fort Parsons,
Worth, Texas.
Lt. awaiting
discharge
from Marine
Corps
desires
to
enter
broadcasting
past
6 years in Marine
Corpsduty,
spentfield,
communications
and
Radar
haveat
1st class license. Lt. L. E. James, TJSMC,
HQ BN, MT&RC, Camp Pendleton, Calif.
Available now!
Experienced,
sober, with
dependablethatall-around
pleasant voice
sells.announcer
Best references
from people you know. Box 531, BROADHonorably
discharged
veteran,
25, mar-in CASTING^*"
ried with family,
5 years
experience
installation, maintenance, and operat
i
o
n
o
f
Navy
shore
stations,
air-ground
equipment
and allbest
typesNavynavigational
aids.
technical
schools.Graduate
Eager andof willing
to work
at a
position with a secure future. Box 522,
BROADCASTING.
Announcermercial —and news
7 yearsexperience
metropolitan
before comwar.
Navalfer Reserve
honorable
discharge.
Prenorth
or
east.
Fred
L.
Scott,
2451
N Halsted, Chicago, Illinois.
Program-production
man,
top
news
announcer.
Eager
to take
chargestation,
these
departments
in large
or small
offering top salary,
stability
and future.
Eleven ences.
yearsNo "Gestapos",
experience. please.
Perfect referWant
pleasant
to workWirepermanently,
preferablyplace
in west.
Box 524,
BROADCASTING.
Musical-Clock
seeksstation.
permanent
connection on "Emsee"
progressive
Offersby
dependability
appreciatedheads.
program,
sales that
and isengineering
Five years experience writing, producing,ing,selling
and announcing andearlylivemornnews,hillbilly
telephone-quiz
and
recorded
Good Box
adlib.
Family
man. programs.
Top references.
532, BROADCASTING.
Announcing.
Production
— time
Radio with
since5
1939.
Last 2y2Desire
yearsfullparttime
kwwith
Mutual.
station in city
15,000 connection
to 50,000,
preferably innouncing,south
or southwest.
AncontrolSpeak,
board,
public
readproduction,
Spanish.
Aimprove.
little relations.
rusty
on
some
but
can
easily
No desire to become big time,
justly.interested
good home
futurein forCatholic
famiWould like34,toin buy
community.
married.
Childrendisc8
and
4
years.
Non
drinker.
Audition
and details onBoxrequest.
Resident Pacific
Northwest.
514, BROADCASTING.
Engineertions —officer,
Former
air
corps
communicayears
ence, 1December
st classtwelve
license
sinceradio
1938, experiavailable
tenth,
desires
southeast as chief engineer local job
station
or
larger tion.station
with chance for promoBox 515, BROADCASTING.
Positionlege town.
as announcer,
part time in colExperienced,
board.
Just out
of service, cansingle.operate
Box
528, BROADCASTING.
{Continued on page 91)
7£ SCHOOL H
RADIO TECHNIQUE
NEW YORK • CHICAGO
'America's Oldest School Devoted
iExclusively to Radio Broadcasting
Comprehensive Day and Evening
Courses in all phases of Radio
Broadcasting
by Network
Professionals. taught
Moderate
rates.
For Full Details, Request Booklet B.

ROADCASTING

o Telecasting

Census
(Continued from page 16)
retail, wholesale and service lines,
reflecting the level of business activity with total value of retail
sales, service trade receipts, and
wholesale sales and inventory.
Manufacturing statistics program will provide facts on production as well as movements of materials from farm and mine
through various stages of manufacturing upofto manufactures
distribution channels. Census
has
not been taken since 1939 because
of the emergency so the first count
will cover 1946. Present program
includes 130 monthly, quarterly
and annual surveys needed to
measure industrial operations.
Expanded program will furnish
at least on an annual basis facts
needed for industrial operations
during years not covered by a complete census. Five-year complete
counts will be adequate instead of
the present biennial tabulations, it
is believed, when the current surveys are under way.
By early 1946 the bureau expects to make available monthly reports of production, wholesale and
retail sales, service trade receipts
and the quarterly detailed reports
on the labor force. Secondly, it will
have more comprehensive data on
postwarable in 1947
readjustment,
to be census
availand covering
of business, manufacturers and
consumer income for 1946 as well
as sample population census to be
taken in the autumn of 1946.
Currently the bureau is assembling data on the 1945 Census of
Agriculture, which will show farm
radio set ownership by counties,
first such figures since the 1940
decennial census.
Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Chief announcer
— 50 kw metropolitan
station.
9 years production,
diversified
experienceand—
programming,
management.
Looking for anysales
position
with tion
smaller,
friendlier,
progressive
staopportunity
only
by ability.where Best
references.is limited
Please write
fully. I'll answer all replies. Box 529,
BROADCASTING.
Attention
have
all thestation
businessmanager!
you need You
now, may
but
I'm ingthefor before
kind oflong.
salesman
you'll
be adverprayFifteen
years
tising
experience:
A-l
references.
Box
533, BROADCASTING. A-l announcerdisc3 years
experience.
Good
newscaster,
ad-lib.BoxPrefer
midwest,
will gojockey,
anywhere.
534,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer four years, have installed
one BCate withstation..
Technical
school graducollege
mathematical
background.
Two years Desire
development
laboratory
experience.
position
with
progressive
station
or
consulting
firm.
Box 530, BROADCASTING.
Radio
engineer
fromEight
Air
Forces.
First class— indischarged
phone
license.
years
experience
radio.
All phases
of
broadcasting,
also
FM
and
television
training.
Desire
permanent
position
with
progressive station. Box 521,
BROADCASTING.
For Sale
2 Radiotone Transcription Turntables,
new equipment,
burg, Virginia. $390.00, WSSV, PetersTwo
brand
new Amertype
recorgraph
recorders.
Complete
100 rolls
tape.
What dowithyou accessories;
offer? Box
523,
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING

WGN

WINS DISPUTE

OVER
DISSENSION'ADVENTURE9
over who would
control Human Adventure, WGNU. of Chicago scientific drama recently dropped by Revere Copper
& Brass, ended last week with
WGN winning out in its argument
that program should be staff produced.
Adventure will return after a
two weeks absence from Mutual at
a new time, Wednesday, Dec. 5,
9-9:30 p.m. Buck Gunn, WGN program director is program supervisor, assisted by Francis Coughlin, script editor and director and
Morrison Wood, producer. Both
are WGN staff members.
U. of Chicago will continue to
supervise research and clearance
of
final scripts. Now that show is
PROPOSED new home of WHAS Louisville, the Courier-Journal and again
sustaining, Adventure will
Louisville Times and Standard Gravure Corp. is pictured above. Six-story return
to original format of havoffice building and four-story building for mechanical departments are
ing
U.
Chicago faculty member
planned for completion by Jan. 1, 1947, at a cost of more than $3,000,000. act as of"host"
on each broadcast.
Arts, philosophies and humanities
are
to
be
stressed,
rather than
New WHAS
Quarters Included scientific discovery.
In $3,000,000
PLANS for expenditure of more
than $3,000,000 for new buildings
for WHAS Louisville, CourierJournal, Louisville Times, and
Standard Gravure Corp. were announced last week by Barry Bingham, president of The Courier
Journal and Louisville Times Co.
The structure, planned for completion by Jan. 1, 1947, will consist
of two units — a six-story office
building and a four-story building
for the mechanical departments.
Fronting on Broadway and Sixth
St., the buildings will cover approximately 250,000 square feet and
will be air-conditioned. A 165x200foot parking area will be provided.
Mr. Bingham said plans include
both frequency modulation and
television facilities for WHAS.
The Courier- Journal and Times
have purchased new equipment including 24 units of Goss presses
with four folders, equipped with
latest facilities for printing one,

NBC Plans Victory Bond
Programs for Dec. 8
NBC will observe its day in the
"Victory
Bond driveof programs
Dec. 8 withfroman
all-day schedule
all parts of the world emphasizing
the final war loan. Theme will be
"Peace
Is Worth
Paying supervised
For".
Network
programs,
by C. L. Menser, NBC vice-president in charge of programs, will
show dramatically the connection
between the purchase of bonds and
the aims of the drive — rehabilitation, return of troops, investment
in the future, and prevention of
inflation. Network news and special events department will schedule pickups around the world and
present leaders in industry, labor,
armed forces, and agriculture.
Commercial sponsors also have
been invited to participate.
• Telecasting

Building Plans
two, and three colors with black,
Mr. Bingham announced. Standard
Gravure Corp. has purchased two
new presses capable of printing up
to four colors.
Plans for the new structure resulted from a two-year study of
radio,
newspaperwereanddesigned
gravureby
needs. Buildings
Lockwood-Greene Engineers Inc.,
New York, in collaboration with
Joseph H. Kolbrook, Louisville.
Some of the interior layout was
designed by Serge A. Birn &
Assoc., Louisville industrial designers.
Brand Names Research
Expansion
Is Planned
NAB, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Assn. of National
Advei'tisers, and American Newspaper Publishers
will eachto
be invited
to elect Assn.,
one member
the board of directors of Brand
Names Research Foundation, New
York. In addition, foundation plans
to increase its board of directors
from 15 to 25 members as a part
of its program for greater research
and service to business and industry.
Five trade associations whose
membership is largely composed
of branded product manufacturers
will also be selected each year to
name a member
to the
of directors. Foundation
was board
established
in 1943 by leading brand product
manufacturers to study competitive distribution and to provide
information on the economic services of the brand name system.
Helen Reber
HELEN REBER, 49, wife of John
Reber, vice-president in charge of
radio for J. Walter Thompson, New
York, died Nov. 15 in New York.

Freer Confirmed
RENOMINATION of Robert E.
Freer of Ohio for a third term on
the Federal Trade Commission
[Broadcasting, Nov. 19] was confirmed last week by the Senate.
Twice chairman of FTC, Mr. Freer,
a Republican, was first appointed
to the commission in 1935. Term is
for seven years.
Profit average
much above
Advertiser is the sole owner
of a thriving business in the
electronic field. Present capital $100,000 with high
credit rating and good banking connections. More business in sight than I can possibly handle with present
resources. Golden opportunity for a few clean-cut
associates who can invest
upwards of $5,000 each in
corporation. Principals only.
The turnover in this field is
rapid — profit possibilities
enormous.
Box 446, BROADCASTING
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Lea BUI
{Continued from page 17)
for several weeks with members of
the Federal Communications Bar
Assn. Legislative Committee on an
overall revision of the Communications Act. He plans to introduce a
measure either late this year or
early next. Meanwhile, with Petrillo's workslatest
edictfrom
forbidding
netand station
duplicating
AM programs on FM without paying a standby fee or hiring extra
musicians, sentative
thesaid California
Reprehe felt Congress
must take immediate action.
M. M. COLE CO.
Pending before the House Stand823 S. WABASH AVE.
ing Committee are several bills to
amend
the Communications Act.
CHICAGO 5. ILL
These include the Holmes Bill
(HR-1109), a duplicate of the old
Sanders Bill of 1941; the Vandenberg and Dondero Bills; HR-4314
by Rep. Celler (D-N. Y.) giving the
FCC authority over station sale
prices, and HR-3716, introduced by
Rep. Wigglesworth (R-Mass.)
which would require broadcasters
to make their stations available to
virtually anybody who wanted to
make a speech.
Chairman Lea plans to refer
overall radio legislation to his subcom it e oncommunications early
next year. On the subcommittee
Idaho's Most Powerful
are Reps. Bulwinkle (N.C.), chairman; Chapman (Ky.), Priest
(Tenn.), Sadowski (Mich.), Harless (Ariz.), Murphy (Pa.), SulliDemocrats;
tonio van,(N.(Mo.),Y.),
AmericanMarconLabor
Party; Wolverton (N. J.), Holmes
(Mass.), Reece (Tenn.),. Halleck
(Ind.), Brown (0.), Hall (N. Y.),
Republicans.
is text of the Lea
TIP FROM BillFollowing
(HR-4737) :
A BILL
NEIGHBOR
Tocoercive
preventpractice.
control of broadcasting by
It will pay you to consider the vast
it enacted by theof the
SenateUnited
and House
ofof BeRepresentatives
States
possibilities of this great neighAmerica
in
Congress
assembled,
that
the
Communications
Act
of
1934,
boring
market.
We'll
gladly
present facts as well as f igureson how
amended, is amended by inserting afteras
section
American advertisers can profitlows: 505, three new sections, as folably use our network.
COERCION TO PLOYESCOMPEL
NOT WANTEDHIRING
BY EMEMPLOYER
SEC.fully506.coerces,That
any person
who wil-or
compels
or constrains,
who threatens
toperson
Injure having
an owner,control
ope
r
a
t
o
r
o
r
other
of a broadcasting station, or a member
of
his
family,
his
property,
or
his
busiRADIO PROGRAMAS DE MEXICO
nes ; or otherwise attempts to coerce,
compel,
or constrain
such owner,
operatortion,or person
charge
stahis inwill,
to contract
payoforsuch
compensate or toagainst
employ,
hire,
for
employment or hire, or to pay more than
once wifor
services himself
performed,
or onothersecotuontobligate
for
or
ac-or
of the employment
oror hiring
purported
employment
hiring
of
- 5000 WATTS 1330 KC the
^
aof person
or
persons,
or
to
pay.
a
sum
orto other
thing
of value
in lieu
ofin money
failure
employ
a
person
or
persons
excess of the number wanted by the
employer
performance
such thing
service; or to for
pay
any
moneynotorof toother
of value
for
services
be per-to
f
o
r
m
e
d
;
o
r
to
extort
or
to
attempt
^EVD
extort
moneymeans;
or anything
of valuewithby
any such
in connection
televi-on
ENGLISH • JEWISH • ITALIAN radio sion,broadcasting
shall be guilty ofof sound
a felonyor and,
punishable
by
imNational Advertisers consider WEVD conviction thereof,
two $5,000,
years,
by a fineprisonmentofof notnotmoremorethanthan
a "most" to cover the great Metro- oror both.
COERCION TO COMPEL PAYMENT OF
politan New York Market.
TRIBUTE FOR CASTING
USE OFMATERIALS
BROADSend for WHO'S WHO on WCVO
SEC.
507.
That
any
person
who wil-or
*•
*
Vert
Mew
Street
fully coerces, compels or constrains,
WEVD - 117 West 46*
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Back Again
RICHARD SANVILLE,
CBS director on Cream of
Wheat
Corp.'s
threw his
backLet's
out Pretend,
of joint
last week while giving a cue
foj- the show. He did the
same thing last year on the
same show and in same
who injures or by threats attempts to
injureson anhavingowner,
other percontroloperator
a orbroadcasting
station,
oror his
member
ofof his
family,
his
property,
business;
or
who
incites, or by threats attempts toinduces,
induce
or Incite
a
boycott
against
a
third
person or torganization;
or otherwise
empts to coerce, compel
constrainat-in
such
oror person
charge owner,
of such operator,
station, against
his will,
to pay tribute
for the
privilege of sellproducing,
preparing,
manufacturing,
ing, operating,machines,
using, oror maintaining
any
material,
equipment,
used
or intended
usedintended
in radioto
broadcasting,
or so tousedbe ortranscriptions,
used
for recordings,
orbereproductions
mechanical,
chemical,
or
electrical
in any form,
are
so used, or intended
to be which
so used,
either directly
or
indirectly,
in
the
opradio broadcasting
station, orerination of any
the production,
preparation,
performance,
or presentation
ofotherwise
any radio
or
television
program;
or
coerces, tocompels,
oranyconstrains
anotheror
person
impose
restrictions,
compel
any
tribute
upon
the
lawful
production,
preparation,
manufacture,
sale,
operation,
use
or
maintenance
material tendeord to beequipment
so used
or in-of
used, against
the owner,
operator, castingor station,
personor other
in charge
of
a
broadto prevent the use thereof by person,
a broadcasting
station;
or to pay tribute
to any person
or
organization
in
recognition
of a
purported
continuing
financial
interest
inbeena broadcast
for
which
payment
has
made; shall bybe guilty
of a felony
and
punishable
imprisonment
for
not
years,or orboth.by a fine
of notmoremorethanthantwo$5,000,
COERCION TIONTOOF NONCOMPENSATED
PREVENT PARTICIPAEMPLOYES
SEC. fully,
508.requires,
That coerces,
any person
who, conwilcompels,
strains orconstrain
threatens
to operator,
require,
coerce,
compel
or
the
owner
or person having control of a broadcast
station, cagainst
his will,thefrombroadcastbroadasting or permitting
ingcial
over educational
such
station
of a non-commeror cultural
program,
for which
the noparticipants
inothersucharticle
proreceive
moneysuchor service
or thinggram
other
than
theirof value
actualfornecessary
expenses,
and where
owner, ofoperator,
person havingthecontrol
such orstation
neither
pays, gives
northing
receives
any
money,
article
or
other
of
value
on account of such broadcast, shall be
guilty of punishable
a felony and,
thereof,
byImprisonment
aonfineconviction
of not
more
than than
$5,000,two oryears,
not more
or both. for

Expanded Budget
For NAB Proposed
Larger Appropriations Needed
To Cover New Activities
GREATLY increased operating
budget to finance expansion of
NAB functions and personnel
projected with election of Judge
Justin Miller as president, will be
considered
by the which
association's
nance Committee
meets DecFi13-14 in Washington.
With its expanded activity in
1946 the association will require
larger appropriations all down the
line. Merger with FM Broadcasters
Inc., incamewhich
FMBI's and
stations
beNAB members,
creation
of the FM Dept. under Robert T.
Bartley, added additional office
space and facilities. Moreover the
special activities of this department will require additional funds.
Strengthening of the Dept. of
Broadcast Advertising by naming
of J. Allen Brown, general manager of WFOY St. Augustine, Fla.,
as assistant to Frank E. Pellegrin,
department head, [Brdadcasting,
Nov.
a material
increase19],in will
funds.mean
Mr. Brown
will
concentrate on small market station activities.
Moreover the department will
enlarge its retail activity by defurther thethree
Retail
tion Planveloping
started
yearsPromoago.
With conclusion of the one-year
radio ment
experiment
Joske's the
departstore in SanatAntonio
department
will
have
basis
for
intensified retail promotion.
The employe relations activity of
the NAB will receive attention in
1946 under a plan approved by the
board of directors last summer and
reaffirmed at the Oct. 1-2 meeting.
Food Firm Merger
MERGER OF HUNT Foods and
California Conserving Co., two of
the West's oldest food processors,
was ratified by stockholders of
Hunt Food Inc. at a meeting in
Hay ward, Cal. Nov. 19. M. E.
Wangenheim,
formerly president
of California Conserving
Cc
will I
become president of Hunt :o.,Foods,
whose former president, Frederick I
R. Weisman, becomes executive
vice-president of the combined organization. No change in personnel or operational policies of either
company is contemplated.

Oechsner on Trials
FREDERICK C. OECHSNER,
European news manager of UP,
is head of the UP staff covering
the Nuremberg war criminals
trials. Working with him are seven
Il/here "J)un
other members of the UP staff.
R. H. Shackford, chief of the UP
meety/ooper
State Department staff at Washington, isin London directing UP S.J3radsireet'
coverage of preliminary sessions of
the United Nations organization.
Reynolds
UP correspondent who Packard,
has covered
news from
Ethiopia to Germany, reached
Shanghai last week enroute to report the Chinese Nationalist-Communist conflict along the Manchurian border.
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pansion of a television service
TV
across the nation." Expressing
(Continued from page 15)
that the association
respect to television operating gratification
to assist the FCC in reachschedules was a compromise be- was able
ing "this out
all-important
decision",
tween its original proposal and he pointed
that the assignments
that offered by Paul W. Kesten, for
the first 140 market areas are
CBS executive vice-president, at basically those suggested by TBA.
oral arguments on the rules last
"Television is now ready for the
month. Mr. Kesten, whose proposal American
public," said Mr. Poppele.
was given considerable support by "Scores
of manufacturers are exindependent
had dethe construction of
clared that thebroadcasters,
plan to require
six televisionpected to begin
receivers early next year,
hours daily of television program- in all screen sizes and in prices
ming amounted to a notice to pros- ranging from $100 upwards. The
pective licensees to stay out of telepotential in this new
vision unless they had millions of employment
will be immense and many
dollars to carry it. He therefore industry
servicemen
returning
civilian life
advocated that only one hour of trained in electronic tomethods
and
telecasting per day be required un- radar will find in television a madetil set ownership reached 10% of to-order field for their talents.
the homes in the area and that the
"New television stations are exnumber of hours be stepped up as
pected to go on the air late in 1946
proportion of sets increased.
with
a considerably larger number
The minimum of 28 hours per of stations
entering the field durweek decided upon by the Commising 1947 and 1948. It is to be hoped
sion was proposed by both Bam- that by 1950 network television on
berger and TBA. The latter or- a national basis shall have been
ganization, however, had suggested achieved. Certainly within a few
that the rule not take effect until months
network television will be
a station had been in operation six
operation between Washmonths. TBA thought the 42-hour in regularington,
Philadelphia, New York
minimum might be required after
a year's operation. Neither NBC City and Schenectady, N. Y."
nor American objected to the 42- DUNN TO BERMUDA;
hour proposal.
REPLACES RUSSELL
Opposition Voiced
Opposition to the rule on multiple IN A LAST-MINUTE change,
ownership had been voiced at the Assistant Secretary of State James
hearings on the ground it would Clement Dunn replaced Assistant
interfere with television develop- Secretary Donald Russell as chairment. NBC objected to any fixed
of the American delegation
limit on the number of stations and manchairman
of the Britishlicensed to one owner, pointing to American
telecommunications conplans for a video network requirference which opened last Wednesing ownership of seven key staBermuda.
tions. TBA had urged that the rule
Mr.day inDunn
was chosen because he
as written be given liberal con- is in charge of European affairs.
struction.
The British requested the U. S. to
The application of chain broad- provide a chairman for the sescasting rules to television also was
sions. He plans to remain throughopposed by NBC as a step which
out the conference, whereas Mr.
might handicap the new industry. Russell
had planned to return to
TBA thought the rules applicable Washington
after opening
to stations engaged in network the meetings, shortly
leaving FCC Chairbroadcasting should be left in a
man Paul A. Porter, vice-chairman,
tentative status subject to review in charge
[Broadcasting, Nov.
as the art develops.
19].
Pierce Baker, director
The rule requiring use of common of theGeorge
Office
of Transportation &
antenna sites had been generally Communications
State
favored, TBA foreseeing some local Dept., is deputy toPolicy,
the chairman.
problems and NBC expressing satDelegates
in
addition
to
those
isfaction providing the requirement listed in the Nov. 19 Broadcasting
does not apply to structures.
Office of InThe Commission had not previ- are Sigmund Timberg,
ternational Trade Operations,
ously formulated rules governing Commerce Dept.,
and
F. L.
announcement of mechanical re- Lough, assistant chief,Col.Plans
productions, station identification Operations Division, Office of Chief&
or sharing
of channels
had in- Signal Officer, U. S. Army.
vited comment
on thesebut matters.
Staff members, who will handle
Several industry spokesmen op- stenographic,
secretarial
and de-A.
posed
any
requirement
to
"label"
tail work include
Mrs. Ann
use of film in television. The rule Finberg,
Mrs.
Margaret
that station identification be given and Mrs. Virginia G. Siler,Kohlepp
Teleat least hourly and that both aural
communications Division, and
and visual announcements be used Theresa Michaud, Office
of
the
Aswas suggested at the hearings. Sensistant Secretary for Economics.
timent toward channel-sharing was
G Shifts Shows
mixed, with some of the larger PROCTER P && GAMBLE
Co., Cincinnati,
broadcasters opposing it and the today (Nov. 26) moves "Road
of Life",
now
on
NBC
for
Crisco, to CBS,
Mon.
smaller ones favoring it.
through Frl., 1:45-2 p.m., at the same
Commission's action on the allo- time
shifting
"Young
Dr.
Malone"
for
cations was greeted by J. R. Duz from 1:45-2 p.m. to 1:30-1:45 p.m.
"Meet Margaret
McPoppele, TBA president, as having and eliminating
D
o
n
a
l
d
"
,
n
o
w
broadcast
at
that
time.
"swung open the doors for the ex- Agency is Compton Adv., New York.
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Radio Watch
(Continued from page 15)
buying department, United-Rexall.
The proposed New York test
would be the forerunner of a nationwide service "as soon as Federal authority through the FCC
wouldcialgrant
the ofrightbroadcast
of commerapplication
and
sale to sponsors of time at specified
hours," said the application. The
sponsors would be those with products "well-known to the public and
require no descriptive matter such
as soft drink, cigarette and soap
Estimated retail sales prices
companies".
would be $5 for the portable
(pocket) unit, $5 for the office desk
set, 3 inches by 2% x 2, and $10
for the home set. The price range
for other small portable sets which
could be tuned to receive the standard band would vary from $15 to
In addition to manufacture of
transmitting equipment by Ray$45. theon, Belmont Radio Co., receiving set subsidiary of Raytheon,
would manufacture receiving units.
United Rexall Co., comprised partially of Liggett, Owl, United,
Whelan and Rexall Stores, would
sell units along with other trade
channels, application said. It was
estimatedmit er ithe
n Newdevelopmental
York wouldtranscost
$15,000, antenna and studios an
additional $15,000, with overall operating and test costs for three
months amounting to $20,000.
"Raytheon and Belmont have
agreed to add to manufacturing
costs of the receiving set an
amount not in excess of 50 cents
each to subsidize the operation of
the broadcasting station and defray other expenses of the company," itwas Time
stated.Inc. would use
Electronic
a directive beam system located on
top of the Lincoln Bldg. in New
York. Radius of reception would
be about 25 miles. Station would
broadcast continuously 24 hours
daily, using a wire recorder synchronized with Arlington time signals. Mr. Mathias, president,
would be the only stockholder,
holding all of its 151,000 shares.
The service would be a radio
adaptation of the time and
weather reports now provided in
many cities by dial telephone and
with
courtesy sponsorship announcements.
Another offshoot of the plan
would be a home alarm clock service. ature
An electric
clock,in,with
receiver built
wouldmini-be
set off at a predetermined time by
a radio signal on the pretuned
clock receiver. Following the
alarm would come the 15 seconds
of news, time and weather, by
courtesy of the sponsor.
The application
a new de-to
velopmentalseeks
broadcast station
operate in the band between 25 and
30 mc with 2,000 w power, an A-3
(voice) emission. A Raytheon
transmitter is specified.

AMERICAN LAUNCHES
SEVERAL NEW SHOWS
DECEMBER will usher in new
programsniques on American,
and new program
varying techfrom
audience-participation features to
news analyses.
Two afternoon participation
shows, Al Pearce Show and Bride
and Groom, both sustaining, start
Dec. 3 from Hollywood. Programs
will feature new stunts in audience
participation. Elmer Davis and his
news commentary starts Dec. 2
Opening night's
three times weekly.
performance of the Metropolitan
Opera on Nov. 26, four days before
openingnoon ofseries,regular
broadcastafter-on
will beSaturday
first time in 60-year
for
network
history of the opera.
New sponsored programs include
ator,
Drew Pearson, news commentwith
a
for the Frank H. Lee Co.,
contract for 52 weeks, marking a
apof men'shighly
history
new eraparelinadvertising
, usually
Scian
Christi
nature.
seasonal in starts quarter-hour
ence Monitor
news and dramatization of newsg
on Saturday evenings, featurin
Erwin Canhan, editor of Monitor.
On Dec. 1 Texas Co. resumes sponseative matsorship for sixth ofconsecu
y
SaturdaOpera.
n litan
son ionne sAmerica
Metropo
the
of
WARM Transfer
RESULTING from compromise
reached on litigation pending for
in Pennsylvaniain courts
four years stock
holdings Union
involving
e of
Broadcasting Co.,Pa.,license
application
,
WARM Scranton
was filed with FCC last week for
acquisition of control of WARM
WARM
by Martin F. Memelo,
general manager. Settlement in-of
ise
comprom
the
suit through
BroadUnion (49.6%)
purchase124byshares
volves
casting of the
by Lou Poller,
common stock held
licensee treasurer, for sum of
124
Memelo ngalsotwoownsshares
Mr. remaini
$50,000. and
shares
,
Scandale
G.
James
by
are held
brother-in-law of Mr. Memelo. Mr.
against
suit
Poller filed equity
Scandale
licensee, Messrs. Memelo,
in December
and John Memelo
be held
will
stock
Poller
The
1940.
casting.
as treasury stock by Union Broad-

Co-ops File for FM
CoOHIO COUNCIL of Farm agristate Farm
operatives, inbehalf
cooperatives,of Ohio
cultural
Grange,
Bureau and Ohio State
ations with
last week filedFMapplic
to be
ns
statio
FCC for four
Daltonn,, Dunki
located casterinand Lebano
O. rk, LanRejoins discharged
WNYC from
N. SIEGEL,
SEYMOURSiegel
commander
a lieutenant
asyears,
Navy
the
WNYC
rejoined
has
four
after
same
of programs,
New York heas director
to
prior
held
position
when he entered service. May 1941,
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At

Deadline

NAB MUSIC COMMITTEE
NAMED
NEW
NAB BY
MusicJUSTIN
Committee MILLER
named by 'NAB
President Justin Miller will hold its first session in Washington Dec. 6 to cope with Petrillo
situation. Committee, representing cross-section of field, includes: Network: Frank E.
Mullen, NBC; Frank K. White, CBS; Mark
Woods, American; Robert D. Swezey, Mutual.
Affiliates: E. E. (Ted) Hill, WT AG Worcester;
G. Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia; H. Allen
Campbell, WXYZ Detroit; T. R. Streibert,
WOR New York. Clear Channel: James D.
Shouse, WLW Cincinnati; Paul W. Morency,
WTIC Hartford. Regional: T. A. M. Craven,
WOL Washington; J. Harold Ryan, WSPD
Toledo. Small: Clair R. McCollough, WGAL
Lancaster; Marshall Pengra, KRNR Roseburg.
Independent: Wayne Coy, WINX Washington.
Also John Elmer, WCBM Baltimore, chairman,
employe-employer relations committee; Walter J. Damm, chairman, FMBI-NAB executive
committee; John E. Fetzer, liaison for board
on employe-employer relations committee.
FOUR COMMENTATORS NAMED
FOR FURTHER PROBE
SPECIFIC CHARGES against four radio commentators whose scripts were among those of
seven commentators examined by House Commit e on un-American Activities, will be made
in a report to House shortly, Ernie Adamson,
Committee counsel, disclosed Friday. Report
"will tell the House that at least four of these
commentators are worthy of further investigation," said Mr. Adamson. "And it will contain
specificthem.
chargesCommittee
against them."
He refused
name
in October
requestedto
scripts of Cecil Brown, Mutual ; Johannes Steel
and Sidney Walton, WHN New York; William
S. Gailmor, WJZ New York; Raymond Swing,
American; J. Raymond Walsh, WMCA New
York; Hans Jacob, WOV New York [Broadcasting, Oct. 15].
COLOR TELEVISION IN YEAR
WITHIN 12 months color television in the
higher frequencies (above 400 mc) should be
so far advanced that lower frequency telecasting will be outmoded, Paul W. Kesten, CBS
executive vice-president, declared late Friday.
He said net result of FCC's efforts to make
"best possible use of the few television frequencies in the lower spectrum" can be "nothing more than
stopgap."
in higher
frequencies
are athere
sufficientOnlychannels
for
nationwide service, said Kesten statement,
which
"Despite any
interim action,
the dieconcluded:
is cast — hundreds
of television
color
transmitters and millions of television sets
should soon be stamped from it."
Closed Circuit
(Continued from page U)
of thrice-postponed clear channel sessions in
Washington. Answer should come this week.
It is assumed industry will be invited.
U. S. AMBASSADOR Charles Sawyer, who
retires from his Belgian assignment this week,
is expected to return to his Cincinnati home
and to overall supervision of his newspapers
and radio stations, which include WING Dayton and WIZE Springfield. Formerly general
counsel of Crosley Corp., he may run for
Senate.
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FCC APPROVES SALE
OF KID FOR $108,000
TRANSFER of KID Idaho Falls, Ida., to
Idaho Radio Corp. for $108,000 was approved
Friday by FCC. Announcing decision on application for assignment, Commission said it
was satisfied new owners possess qualifications
to operate station in public interest.
Original cost of tangible station property
totaled $58,070,
according
decision,Purchase
and estimated replacement
cost isto $75,000.
price is slightly higher than amount paid by
KID Broadcasting Co. (assignor) for station
in 1944 from Jack W. Duckworth Jr.
Approximately 71% of authorized stock of
$150,000scribedofby Idaho
purchasing
corporation
subFalls residents,
largestis local
stockholders being David Smith, president,
with 30%, and Joseph E. Williams, vice-president, 18%. Remaining 29% will be held by
Radio Service Corp. of Utah, licensee of KSL
Salt Lake City, and four individuals closely
connected with KSL interests.
WEST VIRGINIA GOVERNOR
IS APPLICANT STOCKHOLDER
GOV. CLARENCE W. MEADOWS of West
Virginia becomes a 30% owner of Capitol
Broadcasting Co., applicant for new station on
1240 kc 250 w in Charleston, under amended
application filed Friday with FCC by Spearman & Roberson, Washington counsel. He
would own 75 of 250 shares.
Two other applications are on file for same
facilities, one by James H. McKee, other by
Chemical City Broadcasting Co. Three applications have been designated for consolidated
hearing [Broadcasting, Oct. 29]. Gov. Meadows, who took office last January, was West
Virginia attorney general for five years and
previously was judge of Circuit Court.
People
LT. COMDR. JOHN HURLEY, USNR, out of
Navy after four years, back at WRC Washington as staff announcer.
LT. COL. SAMUEL ROSENBAUM, former
president of WFIL Philadelphia, who headed
Radio Luxembourg during the entire time of
operation by American forces, returned to this
country last week and is on terminal leave.
LT. COL. DOUGLAS W. MESERVEY, just
returned from more than two years of service
overseas and Mrs. Elaine Ewing, of J. Walter
Thompson Co., of Washington, were to be
married in Walter Reed Chapel, Washington,
on Nov. 24. Col. Ed Kirby was to be best man
and Mrs. James Doolittle matron of honor.
LT. FRANK BLAIR, USNR, production manager of WOL Washington before Navy air
duty, returns to staff in charge of special assignments. CAPT. WINTHROP (Bud) SHERMAN, former KMOX St. Louis announcer,
joins WOL after Army discharge.
COL ELROY McCAW, owner of KELA Centralia, Wash., has been discharged from AUS
after
four years'officer
servicein during
which he served
as executive
Air Communications
and, more recently, as special assistant to Brig.
Gen. Harold M. McClelland, Chief of Air Communications. Col. McCaw went on active duty
in 1942, will return to radio interests.

WCOP TO BUILD
INVESTMENT of more than a half -million
dollars mitterforfor WCOP
new studios,
and trans-by
Boston offices
is announced
Cowles brothers, owners. New studios and offices will occupy 24,000 square feet on ground
floor of New England Mutual Insurance Bldg.
and transmitter will be located at Lexington,
Mass., seven miles north of Boston. Since
Cowles brothers bought WCOP last year station staff has been quadrupled. Affiliation with
American began last June 15. Plans contemapplicationoperates
for poweron increase
future.plateWCOP
1150 kc, in500nearw.
STROMBERG-CARLSON BUILDING
CONSTRUCTION work on the $875,000 radio
city for Rochester, N. Y., was started last
week by Stromberg-Carlson Co. Broadcasting jj
center,tions
which
staWHAM will
and house
WHFM,company's
should betwo ready
late in 1946, William Fay, vice-president in
charge of broadcasting, stated. Project will
comprise six large studios, five control rooms
and auditorium seating 400, plus offices.
FM Grants
(Continued from page 4)
Bristol Broadcasting Co. Inc.; Fidelity Broadcasting Corp.; Matheson Radio Co. Inc.; The
Northern Corp.; Templeton Radio Mfg. Corp.;
Harvey Radio Laboratories Inc.; Raytheon
Manufacturing Co.; Massachusetts Broadcasting Co.
Following
are the grants listed by city,
interestof
of applicant,
namestandard
in
stationtypein ofthatstation
order.andTypes
station are indicated by the initials M for
Metropolitan, WPR for Metropolitan Possibly
Rural, and C for Community.
CALIFORNIA
Maryville. Daily
Sacramento
Valley
Broadcasters,
Po. R.
Ontario,
Report,
al, Mrs.M, Jerene
Appleby
Harnish
etILLINOIS
al,Harnish,
C. M,etKFSD.
San Diego, Airfan Radio
Corp.,
Harrisburg, HarrisburgINDIANA
Bcstg. Co., MPR, WEBQ.
Columbus, Syndicate
Theatres Inc., M.
MASSACHUSETTS
Brockton,
C. Co., M, WSAR.
Fall
River, Cur-Nan
Fall
RiverCo.,Pub.
Bcstg.
Greenfield,
Recorder
Corp.,
C.
Greenfield,
John
W.
Haigis,
C,Co.,WHAI.
Lawrence,
Hildreth
& Bcstg.
Rogers Co.,
M,WOCB.
WLAW.
New
Bedford,
Bristol
M,
North
Adams,
JamesB. A.England,
Hardman,M, WBRK.
M.
Pittsfield,
Monroe
MICHIGAN
Benton
Harbor,
Palladium
Pub.
Co., M.
Dearborn,
Herman
Radner,
C,Corp.,
WD3M.
Muskegon,
Ashbacker
Radio Co.,
M, WKBZ.
Port Huron, Times Herald
M.
MINNESOTA
Rochester, Southern
Bcstg. Co., M, KROC.
NEW Minn.
HAMPSHIRE
Claremont, Claremont
M.
NORTHEagle,
CAROLINA
OHIO
Wilmington, Wilmington Star-News Co., M.
Alliance,
ReviewandPub.Koehl,Co., MPR.
M.
Ashland, Messenger
Beer
Athens,
Pub.Harry,
Co., M.C.
Fostoria,
Laurence
W.
Fremont,
Robert
F. Wolfe Bcstg.
Co., C. Co., C, WMOH.
Hamilton,Advocate
Fort Hamilton
Newark,
Printing
Co., M.
Toledo,
Unity
Corp.,
M.
Warren, Nied and PENNSYLVANIA
Stevens, C, WRRN.
Altoona, Gable Bcstg. Co., M, WFBG.
Bradford,
Bradford
Publications,
M.
Harrisburg,
PatriotInc.,Co.,
Harrisburg,
WHP
M,M.M,WHP.
Johnstown,
WJAC
Inc.,
WJAC.
Reading, Hawley Bcstg. Co., M.
Scranton,
Scranton Bcstg.
Broadcasters
M, WGBI.
Sunbury, Sunbury
Corp., M,Inc.,
Wilkes-Barre,
G.Inc.,
Baltimore,
M,WKOK.
WBRE.
Williamsport, Louis
WRAK
M,
WRAK.
CAROLINA
Greenwood, GrencoSOUTH
Inc.,
M, WCRS.
TENNESSEE
Clarksville, William Kleeman,
TEXAS M, WJZM.
Temple, Bell Broadcasting
Co., C, KTEM
WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown, W. Va. WISCONSIN
Radio Corp., C, WAJR
Green
Green Herald
Bay Newspaper
Wausau,Bay,Record
Co., M Co., M.
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ADVERTISING MUST PACE PROGRESS

How
Advertising

Helped

Employment
After Procter & Gamble began its uninterrupted advertisin,
of Ivory Soap in 1882, it became apparent consistent advertising
produces consistent sales. This knowledge, later applied to the
Company's policies,
other advertised
revision in
marketing
and was brands,
followedbrought
in 1923about
by aa Guaranteed
Employment Plan. Procter & Gamble's regular hourly-wage employe s are guaranteed
a minimum
48 weeks'
employment
per
year. Ivory
Soap offers one
of the firstof and
most notable
examples
of the stabilizing influence of advertising on our social order.

In the DISTRIBUTION
advertising

must

again

NOW comes the Distribution Decade. And with this
era will come responsibilities aplenty . . . and new
opportunities for Advertising.
There is ample manpower, money, materials and production facilities to produce goods. There is purchasing
power to consume them. But on Advertising will rest a large
measure of the burden of quickening the flow of merchandise
between producer and consumer,
if we are to avoid widespread
and disastrous unemployment.

be

DECADE

a stabilizing

Doing a straight "selling" job will not be enough. Advertising must not only create demands, but it must also help
stabilize our economy by regulating these demands to meet
our national production potentials.
Agency men with an eye to the future are perfecting
plans for the Distribution Decade — now. So are we
here at the Nation's Station. When you are ready, we will
have much of interest to tell you
of the great 4-State market that
is WLW-land.

WL

W)

ION OF THE CROSIEY CORPORATION J
THE

NATION'S

MOST

force!

MERCHANDISE-ABLE

STATION

Maintains 23 State Correspondents for Colorado News Coverage!
DURING theveloping adistinctive
past ten years
in de-a
localKLZ
flavorhastosucceeded
its newscasts,
flavor which is especially pleasing and recognizable by
listeners in the Denver region.
KLZ gets this flavor by maintaining a staff of lour fulltime news editors and a string of 23 state correspondents in
the Colorado towns shown at the left. Now that the news interest of listeners has shifted from foreign battlefronts to
political and economic developments in their own communities, KLZ is prepared to satisfy this interest while, at the
same time, giving them unequalled national and world coverage through both the AP radio and INS newspaper wires.
KLZ has tailored its service to fit the Denver region in
so many ways that KLZ today would fit no other market;
and, likewise, no other station fits the needs of this region
so well as does KLZ. Advertisers have recognized this fact
to such an extent that more of them, local and national,
buy more time on KLZ than on any other Denver station.

IRE ADVERTISERS-lOCAl AND NATIONAL
IVY MORE TIME ON KLZ THAN IN
INT OTHER DENVER STATION

Affiliated in Management with the Oklahoma
and #fpi', Oklahoma City
[[PRESENTED NA BMlly by THE KATZ AGENCY

The Iowa people who rr listen most" to
eat 5 times more BREAKFAST
FOOD
than
any

those
other

who

WHO

prefer

station!

According to the authoritative Iowa Radio Audience
Survey (1945) — WHO is "listened to most" by
55,4% of the Iowa daytime radio audience, as
against 10.7% for the No. 2 station.
Putting it another way, your commercials may be
heard by more Iowa people, on WHO, than on all
other stations in the State combined.
High power is only a small part of the reason for
this outstanding preference. In its home county,
with two competitive network stations, WHO is
"listened to most" both day and night. The big
reason is WHO's superior programming, superior
showmanship, superior public service. Ask anybody in Iowa!
THIS

ISSUE

WHO
*for Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines
. . . 50,000 Watts
B. J. Palmer, Pres. J. O. Maland, Mgr.
FREE & PETERS, Inc., National Representatives
MUM
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tes and Representative Carlson for their
unsolicited and unprecedented commendation.
6^

"The Voice of Washington" is a product of the newly*
established WOL Washington News Bureau,
directed by Albert L. Warner.
Halt on
WOL

Represented nationally by
The Katz Agency, Inc.

IN

NASHVILLE...

PROSPECTS

for

'POSTWAR
BUSINESS
* Radio Daily Survey r

Prosperous people make prosperous prospects — and Nashville's
population and income increases have outstripped those of the
state and the nation since 1941! Radio Daily Survey rates Nashville
as an A-l postwar city — one of only sixteen such cities in America.
Here— with the help of WSIX — you may find more than a million
potential buyers for your product. Top shows of both American
and Mutual networks guarantee a big, interested audience. Add
it up: market, coverage, audience — and REASONABLE RATES, and
it's easy to account for the buyer-appeal of WSIX!
AMERICAN
MUTUAL

by
5,000 WATTS
980 K. C.

Represented Nationally
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington 4, D. p.
Entered as second' class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.
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■vAAAAAMAAAAAAAA/Va
Closed

Circuit

MBS President Edgar Kobak may not have
known it, but he was almost drafted for Asof State
job now held
William sistant
B. Secretary
Benton.
OPA — Director
Chesterby
Bowles was first choice but sold Administration on his ex-partner in Benton & Bowles,
advertising agency.
BYRON PRICE, ex-censor who made news
last
weekPresident,
with his recently
"inside Germany"
to the
was offeredreport
top
news job at State Dept. He turned it down.
He has been reported slated for various
high positions, including second man in new
Eric Johnston motion picture setup — but here's
best
bet ofnewsweek:editorHe'llbutreturn
AP not as
executive
as headto man.
THE INSIDE ON MAYOR LAGUARDIA—
and itmentmay
be "outside"
announcecould have
been madenowsincefor Broadcasting press time:firstTheSunday
"Little following
Flower" will
on American
end goof
his term of office with weekly 15-minute commentary on current events. Sponsor will be
William H. Wise & Co., New York book publisher. Agency, Huber Hoge & Sons, New
York. Time, 9:30 to 9:45 p.m. Talent cost,
$100,000 for 52-week series.
WORST IS YET to come — in questionnaires.
FCC's and
legal Denny,
lights, both
goadedof bywhom
Commissioners
Durr
delight in
paper work, are talking up quarterly or even
possibly monthly financial, program and other
reports from stations.
AMERICAN BROADCASTING Co. may have
new stockholder soon. Robert Kintner, top
vice-president handling public affairs and
related activities, may acquire 12%% interest released by Ex-Vice-Chairman Chester
LaRoche.
THERE WILL BE FIREWORKS on final
disposition of 740 kc with 50 kw in San
Francisco. FCC last week set for hearing
Brunton
sell KQW has
for
$950,000 Bros',
to CBS.application
Previously toCommission
been importuned to shift KQW from present
740 kc assignment with 50 kw potential to
KSFO San Francisco assignment on 560 kc
with 5000 w regional. KSFO, an independent
owned by Wesley I. Dumm, then would get
740 kc and an open road to 50 kw. Battle for
740 has been waged by two stations for several
years. Commissioners Wakefield, Jett, Wills
wanted to grant transfer conditioned upon
frequency switch in favor of KSFO. Commissioners Walker, Durr and Denny voted
"no" and
it goes to attending
hearing. Chairman
Porter
was
in Bermuda
British Empire
radiotelegraph parley.
ONE POWERFUL farm group, with a strong
lobby in Washington, is seeking to obtain surplus walkie-talkies and handie-talkies for its
membership. RFC reported hands tied until
Army releases transceivers, and noted they
(Continued on page 86)
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comin
Dec. 6: Industry AFM Committee, Hotel
Statler, Washington.
Dec. 7: NAB Employe-Employer Relations
Committee, NAB Hdqtrs., Washington.
Dec. 10-11: NAB Program Manager Organization Committee, BMB Board Room, N. Y.
Dec. 13-14: NAB Finance Committee, NAB
Hdqtrs., Washington.
Dec. 17-18: NAB Code Committee, Palmer
House, Chicago.
Bulletins
STATEMENT of policy was adopted Friday
afternoon by House Un-American Activities
Committee, which will regard all information
it obtains as confidential pending formal investigation. Move is designed to meet criticism
of commentators who say mere fact that their
scripts were being reviewed by Committee
hurt their professional reputation.
ARTHUR GAETH, Mutual correspondent
covering Nuernberg trials of Nazi war criminals, on Friday recorded several minutes of
testimony of Rudolph Hess, who denied
charges he is insane, and rushed them to RCA
Communications for transmission to Mutual in
America, which on ten minutes notice cleared
time and put recorded voice of Hess, followed
by
3:15Gaeth's
p.m. English translation, on network at
NON-SECTARIAN Anti-Nazi League is taking survey of major networks and some local
stations to determine whether proper balance
is being maintained among liberal, conservative and reactionary forces, by newscasters
and commentators.

Business Briefly
CAMAY SWITCH • Procter & Gamble Co.,
Cincinnati, has switched the entire responsibility for Perry Mason Show 5-weekly on CBS
to
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
Program
was formerly handled New
jointlyYork.by
Pedlar & Ryan for Camay soap and DancerFitzgerald-Sample for Spic and Span. Reason
for switch was that Spic and Span will be
plugged
extensively with only occasional
mentions more
of Camay.
SATEVEPOST PRE-GAME SPOTS • Curtis
Publishing Co., Philadelphia, will sponsor fiveminute Post Parade on WHN New York immediately preceding
of the station's
exclusive broadcasts
of 29 15intercollegiate
basketball
games at Madison Square Garden, starting
Dec. 5. Other 14 pre-game spots will be occupied by Basketball Hi-Lites, sponsored by
Buddy Lee Clothes, Brooklyn. MacFarland,
Aveyard & Co., New York, is agency for Curtis; Henry Bach Associates, New York, for
Buddy Lee.
WHITEHALL PLACES • Whitehall Pharmacal
Yorkthrice-weekly
(Hill's coldon tablets),
with JohnCo.,B. New
Kennedy
WFBR,
also starting a 19-week announcement campaign on WIRE WINS WHN WAAT KDKA
WWSW WWVA WMMN WLS WJR WTAM
WFBR KYW WEEI WKRC WJAX WCHS
WGBF WDZ WFLA WGY WOW WHAS.
Agency, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.
BIG WINE SERIES • La Boheme Vineyards
Co., Fresno, Cal.
announcements for (wine),
13 weekssponsoring
on WNEWdailyWKOR
WMCA WOV WHOM New York and WAAT
Newark, Ballroom
plus quarter-hour
of Make
Believe
on WNEWportion
Tuesday
and
Thursday, and portions of Confidentially Yours
on WNEW on Mon., Wed., Fri. At least 80
stations are starting da?ily spots for La Boheme
wine for
New
York.13-week contracts. Agency, Biow Co.,

Changes In Copy Limits Urged By NAB
committee on the Joske clinical radio test.
REVISED limits on length of commercial
copy were recommended Friday by NAB Sales
Hugh Feltis, president of Broadcast MeasureManagers Executive Committee, meeting at
ment Bureau, reported on progress of bureau.
Hotel Roosevelt, New York (see story, page
Arthur Hull Hayes, WABC New York,
chairman of Subcommittee on Standardization
14). After meeting with William S. Hedges,
NBC; Jan Schimek, CBS, and Willard Egolf, of Rate Cards, submitted report on recommendations ofhis committee for uniform size,
NAB, representing NAB Code Committee, the
executive committee voted to recommend to minimum essential information, uniform defCode Committee and NAB Board that on musiinitions of types of programs and announcecal clock, participating and announcement proments, clarity in stating copy limitations, degrams, advertisers be limited to three ansirability ofspelling out all rates and of keeping discounts as simple as possible.
nouncements within any quarter-hour period
and that time devoted to commercials not
Fiveancesample
accordwith the rate
fivecards,
basic prepared
discount informulas
exceed 20% of total program time.
Executive group also recommended that most generally used, were submitted as part
of the report. Subcommittee recommended
commercial time on five-minute news programs
besecond
reduced
from present 90-second limit to 75- that if approved by SMEC the report be submaximum.
mit ed to AAAA Timebuyers Committee, and
Frank E. Pellegrin, NAB Director of Broadifmember
it alsostations.
approves, be printed by NAB for
cast Advertising, reported to the executive
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YOU,
RUN

TOO,
A

CAN

RADIO

STATION!

ANYONE can run a radio station. There are over 900 of them in operation throughout the country
today. You don't have to have much on the ball to throw a network switch or play records and
transcriptions. But running a radio station that feels a community responsibility, a station that tries
to integrate itself into the community, is another thing. Let's take WCHS, for example.
THE city of Charleston, W. Va., like all other cities in the nation, had a juvenile delinquency problem.The whole town talked about it . . . but nobody did anything. Well, we talked about it, too. In fact,
we screamed about it! And then, together with the Junior Chamber of Commerce, we hired a paid
director and converted the WCHS Auditorium (it's the largest auditorium of its kind in West Virginia)
into a gigantic youth center.
THUS the auditorium that housed Bill Tilden playing tennis, Benny Goodman tootling his clarinet,
Jimmy Braddock boxing a sparring partner, basketball games, ice revues and many other attractions,
became (of all things) THE TURTLE SHELL!
WHY the Turtle Shell? Because that's what kids wanted to call it! So now the auditorium is
full of cute bobby-soxers and their boy friends, ping pong tables, pool tables, snack bar, shuffle
board courts, a juke box and dance floor — just to mention a few of the attractions. Once a month a
Turtle Shell Forum is held in which the boys and girls conduct a "round fable" discussion on controversial topics of the day. These forums are so interesting that we even broadcast them.
THE kids have a swell time and we think we are doing our part toward helping solve Charleston's
juvenile delinquency problem. Well, anyway one of the local newspapers finally broke down and
ran an editorial patting us on the back.

WCHS
CHARLESTON,
S000

JOHN A. KENNEDY, Pres.
(on leave U. S. Navy )

on

S80

W.

VA.

• CBS

HOWARD L. CHERNOFF
Managing Director

Kino
SEATTLE

• TACOMA

Prosperous
Producing

over

Farms

$500,000,000

Annually

State of Washington farmers, living on well equipped, electrified,
modern farms make up an exceedingly large, rich market for a variety
of products. A typical farmer with an investment of $12,565 grosses
$7,760 annually . . . and makes a net profit of $2,497. . . about 31%.
And in addition to this profit, which goes largely for merchandise for
himself and family, he also spends $2,423 for feed and supplies . . .
$353 for seed, fertilizer, and spray . . . and $575 for new machinery
and equipment. Yes, the Washington farmer is progressive and prosperous ... a prospect well worth converting into a customer!
KIRO is the only 50,000 watt station in this rich market ... it brings
Columbia Programs to Seattle and the Pacific Northwest.
THE
NORTHWEST'S
MOSTPACIFIC
POWERFUL
STATION

\

jfe^*Ue*tdtct Station
f SEATTLE, WASH.
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50,000 Watts
710 kc
CBS
Represented by
FREE and PETERS, Inc.
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My

Impression of Europe
By MARK WOODS, President
American Broadcasting Co.
(Twelfth of a series by members of the U. S. Mission to ETO.)
IN SENDING a mission of executives of radio and the radio trade
publications to the European Theater of Operations, the U. S. War
Department gave those representatives an opportunity to observe at
first hand the fine work being done
in Europe by the Armed Forces
to establish order out of the ineviwar. table chaos which results from
The type of leadership, beginning with General Eisenhower, his
general officers and down through
the ranks, gives first hand evidence
of the quality of manpower which
brought our country victory over
a powerful
and despicable
nation of Fascist
nations. combiAlthough certainly no men deserve a better right to enjoy the
fruits of victory, peace, home, families, and the appreciation of a
grateful people, most of these leaders are remaining in Europe in
an attempt to solidify the victory
MR. WOODS
so that there will be no repetition
of the last two world-wide catas- easy one and their efforts, together
with those of their civilian assisttrophes.
(Continued on page 69)
This sacrifice is certainly no
Sellers

e Jones timeNew
Co., buyer
BREN
A Duan
VERfor
been in the radio
has NAN,
York,
business for the past 13 years
yet she is young, vivacious, capable
and one of the most popular time
buyers in the industry.
Miss Brennan was born during
the first World War in New York
City. She attended Columbia U.
for about a year, majoring in English. She started in the radio business as a secretary to George Tormey, radio account
executive, for Black ett-Sample & Hummert, New York.
Two years later she
joined the Biow Co.
as secretary to Mr.
Biow. But it wasn't
Represented by Edword Petry Co., Inc. long
before her timebuying
capabilities
were discovered
and
I
she was tantmadeto Reggie
assisIt FOR
Schuebel, then time
buyer for Biow.
They bought time
for one of radio's
pioneer
V
nouncementspotusersan—
Bulova, and in addition for many other accounts.
On July 1, 1942, Miss Schuebel
left Biow and joined the Jones
Agency. On Oct. 12, 1942, Vera
too, joined the agency and became
associated with Miss Schuebel
again and has been ever since.
Under their supervision the following accounts are handled : SweetPage 10 • December 3, 1945

of

Sales

heart Soap, Mennen,
Babo, MuellerMacaroni,
Clark Chewing
Gum.
The girls work as a team on most
accounts.
The auburn - haired blue - eyed
Vera is athletically inclined. She
loves to swim and golf during the
summer. During the winter months
she used to spend most of her weekends ice skating and horse-back
riding, but admitted that business
activities were occupying more of
her time this year. She says that
it has been fun to
work and to watch
the
tripleagency's
in thebilling
last
three years.
spot an-is
n oUse
u n cofements
really comparativelynannew,pointed
Missout,Brenfor
it has been only in
the past five or six
years that clients
have begun to use
tising.
this type of adveron your advertising
Miss Brennan For sure returns this
station which
IA
shares an apartment — investigate
the prosperous industrial and
in Sunnyside, Queens, covers
agricultural
area
comprised
of:
with her mother and Delaware, Southern New Jersey,
of
Pennsylvania,
Maryland
sister Louise, who is associated parts
with another agency, Kenyon & and Virginia.
Eckhardt. Vera's pet is a black
cocker spaniel called Muffin, because 5000 UJRTTS
when she first got him he "was very
Represented by
tinySheandis acurled
up oflikeRadio
a muffin".
member
Executives Club of New York and of
RAYMER
Delta Alpha Sigma Sorority.
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THE STUFF WHICH

SALES ARE MADE

Thoma. Her homey, sentimental verse, in the
Edgar Guest manner, is read with feeling by
Announcer Paul Shannon, and appropriately reinforced byBernie Armstrong, at the console.
Mail-pull and sales from this series prove that
dreams have their substantial side. Braun loaves

Dreams and bread, while poles apart, are two of
man's basic needs. Hence, the weaving of dreams
and the selling of bread are combined, with
conspicuous success, in "The Dream Weaver" . .
a unique KDKA origination which has been
sponsored for the past five years by the Braun
Baking Company, of Pittsburgh.

nourish a considerable portion of KDKA's vast
listenership . . which, since man does not live
by bread alone, is likely to be interested in your
product, too!

"The Dream Weaver" . . a morning quarterhour heard daily, Monday through Friday.,
features the poetry of KDKA's gifted Marjorie

WESTIN6H0USE
KEX

•

KYW

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES-EXCEPT KEX

OF

•

WBZ

RADIO STATIONS
•

WBZA

• WOWO

Inc
• KDKA

• KEX REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PAUL H. RAYMER CO.

eiconie
Colonel

C.

back

to

Terence

Clyne!

ATTENTION, gents, and help us throw a proud and happy salute at a
r\ returning "old F&P Colonel" who actually became a lt. Colonel in the
U. S. Army— our one and only C. Terence Clyne! Entering the Air Force as an
humble Lieutenant in June, 1942, Terry shone as brightly in the Army as he
had in F&P— rose rapidly to Chief of Supply of the Eighth Air Force Service
Command in Europe — won three decorations for outstanding performance.
And now (since November 5) Terry is again hanging his hat in the New
York Office of F&P!
We hope the lightning doesn't strike us for bragging, but we'd like to point
out that every one of our old top-star Service men are now either back at
work or very soon will be. All of them have done better than well with
Uncle Sam. All of them have become even bigger men than when they left.
But back they've come to F&P — and we're darned proud of it, and of them.
So welcome home, Terry, you genuine Old Colonel!
FREE

&

PETERS,

F&P,

inc.

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES :
WSR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
kDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
...
5
...
.
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WJEF-WKZO . . GRAND
RAPIDSKALAMAZOO
KMBC
KANSAS
CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN
.
.
MINNEAPOLIS-ST.
PAUL
WMBD
KSD
ST.PEORIA
LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
.
.
.
IOWA
...
WHO
DESDAVENPORT
MOINES
WOC
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST ...
WCBM
BALTIMORE
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
.
.
.
SOUTHWEST
.
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KEEW
BROWNSVILLE
KRIS
CORPUS
CHRISTI
KXYZ
HOUSTON
KOMA
OKLAHOMA
CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . .
KOIN
PORTLAND
KIRO
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX. SEATTLE
Inc.

Pioneer Radio Since
Station
May, 1932 Representatives
CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan NEW YORK: 444 Madison Ave. DETROIT: 645 GriswoldSt. SAN FRANCISCO: r 1 1 Suffer HOLLYWOOD: 633/ Hollywood ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Franklin 6373
Plaza 5-4130 Cadillac 1880 Sutter 4353 Hollywood 215 1
Main 5667
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They
Like
Program Criticism
Slight, FCC
Reveals
*THE AMERICAN FARMER, renowned for his independence of
thought and action, has told the
United States Government that he
likes American radio — all Ivory
Tower opinions to the contrary
notwithstanding.
And his wife likes it, too.
This is revealed in a document
entitled,
of a Survey
Attitudes "Summary
of Rural People
Towardof
Radio
Service"
released
by
the
The survey, covering farm FCC.
and
small town dwellers, was undertaken by the Division of Program
Surveys of the Bureau of Agriculture. tural Economics, Dept. of AgriculThe survey was organized originally under the joint sponsorship
of industry and the FCC [Broadcasting, July 23],
but somefinancial
industry members
withdrew
support because they contended
Government economists were more
interested in programs than in
station coverage. Questions were
drafted by the Dept. of Agriculture. Chairman of the joint Government-industry committee was
Dallas W. Smythe, FCC chief economist.
2,535 Questioned
Interviews were conducted with
2,535 farm and non-farm families
in 116 counties selected to provide
a cross-section of rural areas.
The actual survey, 141 pages of
single-spaced
prominently intypescript,
the Jan.will14 figure
clear
channel hearings scheduled by the
jJFCC. The study was made after
consultation with Committee 4 of
the FCC committees actively engaged in gathering data for the
scheduled hearings.
Although there is evident in the
Commission's report on the survey's findings a the
certain
reluctance
to acknowledge
startling
clarity of the conclusions, it is obvious
nevertheless that American radio
is doing a job for the rural dweller.
This reluctance is pointed up,
for example, when the FCC states :
"Very
few have
of these
surveyed),
any people
point of(those
reference, either actual or ideal, with
Nvhich to compare present radio
programming; as a consequence,
I they tend to accept the radio they
know as the natural order of
| things."
BROADCASTING
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American
This observation pursues by two
paragraphs the statement that
these same listeners do not indicate "any important
specificneeds
discrepancies between listener
and present day program service".
Here are specific discoveries
made in the survey:
1. The majority of rural listeners "have no great feeling that
present radio programming is inadequate."
2. Rural listeners are generally
not
"highly conscious"
improvements
in programof possible
service.
The suggestions received failed to
show "any crepancies
important
specific
disbetween listener needs
and3. The
present
program
service."
amount
of time
spent in
listening to radio differs widely
among rural people, with three out
of four saying they turn off their
sets at times because of lack of
interest in the programs available
and one-third reporting they do so
often.
4. News and information programs are regarded as the most
valuable service of radio to rural
men. Among rural women entertainment isgiven slightly greater
Grants

Are

Radio

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

In

the
the moreCountry
serious type of program,
such as news and market reports,
When They Listen
religious music, sermons, and farm
WHEN does the rural auditalks.
ence listen to the radio ? The
7. Serials are second only to
survey of radio attitudes of
news among rural women as the
rural
people
found
that
twotype
they failed
would them.
miss
thirds of set owners turn on
most ofif program
their radios
their sets before 8 a.m. and
At the same time, the serial stories
one out of eight before 6 a.m.
stir uptudes"stronger
"partisan
attiOne out of ten turns off his
than any other
programs.
set before 9 p.m.; three out
8. Types of programs which
of ten between 9 p.m. and 10
most commonly create "strong
p.m.; and four out of ten befeelings
rural
listeners ofarerejection"
(1) serials,among
(2) dance
tween 10 p.m. and 11 p.m.
Farm programs find their
music, (3) classical music.
largest audience at noon when
9. Mostradio
rural programming
listeners "seem forto
take
44% of farmers listen.
granted" and "tend to accept the
Twenty-six
per
cent
of
farmradio they know as the natural
ers tune in in the morning,
10% in late morning, 6% in
order
of things."
10. About
one in every four
the
afternoon
and
11%
in
the
evening.
rural homes has no radio in working order. Nearly 90% of those who
have been without radios for five
years would like to have them.
The radio attitude study is one
emphasis
from
the
standpoint
of
value.
of two major surveys assigned to
one
of the four committees charged
5. An "overwhelming majority"
of rural people say they would miss with presenting data for the consideration of the clear channel
news programs most if they had
hearings. The second study, soon to
to go without radio service.
(Continued
on page 84)
6. Generally, farm people prefer

Made
for New
Two Small Towns Get hearings have been completed.
Outstanding
stations authorizedamong
were the
fournewgrants
Four of 13 Permits ;
in two small cities. Two applicants
Hearings Set
in Athens, Tenn., a town of 6,930
population, and two in Ellensburg,
(See table on page 85)
Wash., with only 5,994 population,
FIRST OUTRIGHT grants of were given construction permits.
pending stations
applications
for new
In Small Communities
standard
since resumption
of normal licensing operations were
The possibility that cities of such
size could support two commercial
made
week by the
FCC'. con- stations
was regarded as highly
The last
Commission
authorized
struction permits for 13 local sta- unlikely but it is understood the
tions in cities which have no pri- Commission felt it was compelled
mary service. An additional four
the grants since the freapplications were designated for to make quencies
were available and the applicants possessed the necessary
hearing,
bringing
to
244
the
number of AM applications on which qualifications. Hope was enterhearings have been set.
tained, however, that arrangements might be worked out by the
Last week's actions left the Commission with 398 AM applications grantees whereby only one station
for new stations and changes in would be built in each of the two
facilities still to be processed out communities.
of a total of 674 cases which had
It was recalled that in 1940 the
accumulated by Oct. 8 when licens- Commission authorized two staing practices returned to a peace
tions for Cheyenne, Wyo. (population 22,474) but only one (KFBC)
time basis. A group of 19 applications involving breakdown of clear was constructed. In the same year
channels will be withheld from the Commission granted two approcessing until the clear channel
plications for stations in Las

AM
Stations
Vegas, Nev. (population 8,422)
but only KENO was established.
Also inthor1940,
the Commission
auized two stations
for Salisbury,
Md. (population 12,000) after it
had ordered a daytime outlet off
the air because of alleged financial
irregularities. The two grantees
agreed,
ity couldhowever,
support that
onlytheonecommunstation
and one of the applicants thereupon requested cancellation of its
CP to which
the thus
Commission
sented. WBOC
became conthe
only station in Salisbury.
'Survival of Fittest'
In granting dual operations for
Athens and Ellensburg, the Commis ion is applying
"survival
of the fittest"
theory,thewhich
was
upheld by the Supreme Court in
the Sanders-Dubuque case in 1940.
It appeared fromforthese
that
authorizations
two grants
and more
stations will be made in many other
communities, particularly for FM
stations, with grantees left to work
out agreements as to which shall
exercise his authorization or to
fight it out for survival.
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Radio Allocations
Standard
Agency
Contract Approved
form will be rec- Broadcast Advertising; his prede- RADIO NETWORK allocations
NAB Sales Group Acts boards approve,
om ended for general use.
Continue1
ces or in that post, Lewis H. Avery, plan
Plan beWill
On Plan for Formal
continued
on a revised
While not entirely satisfactory now head
of his own station repre- basis will
after
Dec.
8,
Advertising
to both sides, new form was deemed
sentative organization, and John Council announced theFriday,
when
Recognition
a considerable improvement over Morgan Davis,
NAB
counsel,
sat
details
of
the
new
setup
were sent
STANDARD agency contract the present one. Changes include: with all subcommittees.
radio advertisers throughout the
Extension
of time ofrequired
for from
nodrafted by a joint NAB-AAAA
AAAANelson,
representatives
included tocountry
contract
by a upspecial
com- j
Linnea
J. Walter Thompson
group was approved last week by 14at to14 ticefor
28of termination
days
for programs,
remaining
mittee made
of H.Council
W. Roden,
announcements.
Stations
now
the NAB's
Sales for
Managers
Execu-to permitted to furnish either affidavit or Co.; Carlos Franco, Young & Rubi- vice-president, American Home
tive Committee
submission
cam;
Charles
Ayres,
Ruthrauff
&
certification
of
performance,
if
agency
Products Corp.; Lee H. Bristol,
the NAB Board of Directors Jan. requests,
but unless
requested
prior to Ryan; Frank Silvernail, BBDO; vice-president,
this
shall not
be considered
Bristol-Myers Co.;
Herald Beckjorden, AAAA; George
3-4. This topped a list of advertis- billing,
condition
precedent
to
payment.
Stuarttor, Borden
Peabody,
advertising direcing, research and sales problems
Link, AAAA counsel.
If cancellation
is caused
by "material
Co.
breach"
by
agency,
new
form
calls
for
acted on by the committee Thurs- payment to the station, as "liquidated
SMEC next heard the1 report of
Main difference between new and
day and Friday at the Hotel Roose- station
damages",together
of a fairwithestimate
of
cost
to
Stanton
P.
Kettler,
WMMN
Fairowing
wartime plans is that the number
velt, New York, climaxing a week at the earned rate for amount
mont,mittee
W. Va.,appointed
chairman
programsIf perof special committee meetings.
adver-is
to studyof subcomneed of of public
formed before the cancellation.
stawill service
be askedmessages
to broadcast
Other actions included:
tion performs
the
"material
breach"
an advertising agency recognition reducedtisersfrom
the station
shall
pay
agency
a
fair
estione
every
four
weeksj
bureau,
which
Wednesday
had
incurred
by agency, not to
Approval of plan to submit ad- includemate of cost
to one every six weeks for weekly
agency
commissions.
vertising agency recognition bureau
drafted
a
plan
to
present
the
proto Cancel
every week
secidea to stations for study.
potrict
sal to broadcasters
NAB year.
dis- programs,
formRight
givesin order
station
to cancel
ond week toandonefromeveryone third
meetings early atnext
Approval of analysis of research anyNewbroadcast
to right
broadcast
an- Committee
for
programs
broadcast
three^
also
approved
this
plan
other
program
which
the
station
"in
its
methods covering local station au- absolute discretion deems to be of public and will recommend its adoption four or five times weekly. As in
diences, -with standardization as substitute
importance time
or ofis public
interest."
past, advertisers will be free
not
agreed
forIf by the board. Idea is to prepare a the
goal.
cancellation,
station
shallon pay
any suggested assignment,
half -hour transcribed presentation, toor reject
Decided paid advertising from such
agency
only
amount
of
noncancellable
to
ask for a substitute message
leaving
broadcasters
free
to
make
of
talent,
which
in
no
case
shall
Government agencies is properly cost
be Ifmore
than for
the broadcast
time charge.is not re- their own decision.
or date. Fact sheets will accomacceptable.
material
In addition to Mr. Kettler, this
and advertisers
ceived 96 hours
from station
seven subcommittee
Discussed
includes William will bepanyfreeassignments
before
time (reduced
of broadcast,
to adopt form of mesance bureau. proposed copy accept- days)
shall notify
the theagency
by paid
collectforteleDoerr
Jr.,
WEBR
Buffalo,
and
sage
to
fit
their
program
requiregram
(formerly
station
the
Rejected proposal to declare 2% wire). If material has not arrived at Harold Soderlund, KFAB Lincoln. ments.
discount an industry policy.
least 72 hours in advance of broadcast On Thursday Mr. Avery was named
Council
pointed
out
to
adver(no
definite
time
is
specified
in
present
Discussed need for industry data contract), station has right to produce as a member of this committee to
tisers that their "cooperation will
on
broadcast
advertising
expendisubstitute
program
and
make
its
regreplace
Mr.
McConnell,
who
felt
provide
our
country,
the
radio
intures.
ularforchargetalent.
for time and reasonable that as general chairman of SMEC
dustry and radio advertisers with
Decided to name subcommittees charge
he
should
not
also
be
a
member
of
Station
cannot
be
required
to
broadthree
specific
benefits:
cast for any sponsor
for any without
product a subcommittee.
on sales practices and on prepara- not specified
in the ortocontract,
Furnish
public information
written
consent
suchthechanges.
Frank V. Webb, WGL Fort on "(1)
matters
of pressing
importance
tion of report on Joske's depart- its
Station
must
also
approve
receipt Wayne,
ment store's radio project.
chairman of subcommittee to American business, particularly
and
handling
of
any
mail,
telegrams,
Presiding at sessions was James phone calls, money or material that
(Continued
on
page
84)
(Continued on -page 84)
be called for and is to do so at
V. McConnell, NBC national spot may
agency's
risk,
with
agency
reimbursing
sales manager and SMEC chair- station for expenses.
man.
Time mayfordeduct
stationfrombreaks
which sta-of
five tionminutes
longerany
isbroadcast
setlanguage.
at 30 Benton Sees Private Enterprise
Report on standard agency con- seconds.
Other orchanges
clarify
tracts was submitted by Walter
Members of the subcommittee, in Influencing Worldwide Radio
Johnson,
WTIC
Hartford,
chairman of subcommittee which met addition to chairman, are: Ben PRIVATE ENTERPRISE will
Monday and Tuesday with AAAA Laird, WOSH Oshkosh; Howard have
Benton observes, "In shortwave
much to say about peacetime radio,
role of
private
group. NAB subcommittee recom- Meighan, CBS; Frank V. Webb, international
broadcasting
reprisetheis under
study.
This enteris a
FortKMBCWayne;
Sam
H.(unable
Benmended adoption of revised con- WGL nett,
gardles of the final pattern for much more complex problem. There
Kansas
City
tract form. SMEC approved plan to attend)
administering the
.
is
no
profit
in
shortwave
radio.
and will recommend to NAB board.
The Government must put up the
Mr. McConnell, with Frank outlets.
AAAA group will recommend ac- Pellegrin,
This was imNAB Director of
tion by AAAA board. If both
money.ing Other
are usshortwavegovernments
on an increasing
pmentlicit byin aWilliam
statescale. Technical efficiency grows
Benton, Assistant
from tiredayfrom the
to day.
refield.WeWe cannot
have not
Secretary of State
yet determined how to operate it.
in charge of Pubor who should run and control it,
lic
writing in Affairs,
the Sunday
The State Dept. official said the
Government would progressively
Magazine section
Benton
of the New York
retire from the field of news disTimes for Dec. 2.
tribution and expresses the hope
UP,
AP and
INS will expand
Mr. Benton, former partner in that
their
overseas
services.
Benton & Bowles, New York advertising agency, and more reHe notes,
also,notthatundertake
"the Gov-to
ernment should
cently vice-president of the U. of
Chicago, says, in speaking of the do what private press, radio and
information activity of his divi- motion picture organizations do
sion: "The long-range program of
the Department, not yet drawn up better
that "we do not intend
..."
in detail, will follow the general to Hetakesays
part in any sort of inlines not evolving in the transi'information torace';
but
we propose
depend
tion program. Private initiative neither do ternational
and private facilities can do a very on other nations to speak to the
big part — indeed an overwhelming rest of the world on our behalf.""
Mr. Benton returned only last
proportionnating— abroad
of the
job of dissemiinformation
about Saturday from London and Europe,
had pertinent
been toattending
coniwn for bROADCASTlNG by Sid Hix
Later in the same article, Mr. where he ferences
his program.
"Don't be boffed, Rudy, it's one of those new radio watches!"
America."
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Postwar
Telecasting Given
Go-Ahead
The rules state that metropolitan and that the additional area is preRules Are Issued; stations
rural. It must also be
be protected
be- shown that dominantly
Standards Out in
use of a channel for a
yond the"will
5,000notuv/m
contour and
such
stations
will
be
located
in
such
rural station would not interfere
Short Time
a manner as to insure, insofar as with other stations or prevent the
{Text of TV Rules on page 76) possible, a maximum of television assignment of channels for faciliservice to all listeners, whether
ties likely to be established.
FORMAL inauguration of televiThe rules include classification
rural." Service
, sion in the lower band was given urban or Maximum
of stations, allocation of frequens the green light last week by the
cies, administrative procedure, FCC
, FCC with the adoption of the final
The designation of channels made licensing policies, requirements rei rules and regulations to govern the available for television stations,
lating to equipment, technicians
operation of stations. Standards of according to the rules, will be re- and station
operations.
vised from time to time dependgood engineering practice will probThe Commission's rules specify a
ing upon demand for stations. Dif- 90-day
tests
('i ably
weeks.be issued within the next two
stationsforandequipment
an additional
ferent channels from those desig- of new period
nated may be assigned where it can period of not more than 30 days
Provision for 406 television stashown that public interest will for program tests. Station licenses
; tions in 140 metropolitan districts be
served.
will be issued for one year, with
is made in the Commission's alloca- be Ofbetter
the 13 channel numbers set applications for renewal to be filed
tions of frequencies for the service.
aside
for
television,
metropolitan
60
days before license expiration.
" All are for metropolitan stations stations may use 12. Community
! except 17 which are community.
Requirements
stations
are
given
the
exclusive
use
In 12 of the metropolitan dis- of channel No. 1 (44-50 mc) but
licensing policies require
tricts, the Commission has already any of the remaining channels may thatRulesno onlicense
be issued to a station which has a contract with a
received more applications for sta- also be used. Of the 17 community
J tions
frequenciesto stations provided in the allocations, network which prevents it from or
availablethanand there
it will are
be necessary
penalizes it for broadcasting the
, designate these applications for six are
programs
of any between
other network.
nels otherassigned
than No.the1. use of chan- Term
of affiliation
station
i hearings. Of a total of 142 teleCommunity stations are restrict- and network
j vision applications pending, 80 are
is
limited
to two
ed by the rules to 1 kw effective
from the 12 areas.
peak power
On option time, the rules deny
Metropolitan stations are re- radiatedmum antenna
height with
of 500maxi-ft. years.
licenses to stations which contract
[j1 mum
strictedof under
rules to radiated
a maxi- above average terrain.
50 kwtheeffective
for
more than a total of three hours
The ruleslishment of rural
also provide
i) peak power and an antenna height
network programs within each
stationsforandestabthe ofof four
of 500 ft. above average terrain. availability
of the broadcast
channels No. 2 day. It segments
is further stipulated that
a Higher antennas, where permitted, through No. of13 for
use. A
3 can be used but the Commission special showing must their
"may not be exclusive as
be made to options
network organizaii may require less power in such qualify for a rural station,
proof againsttions andother
may notfromprevent
or hind-or
cases so that coverage will approxi- being required that the area to be
er
the
station
■ mate that provided by use of 50 kw served would be more extensive selling any or all of theoptioning
time
covthan
that
of
a
metropolitan
station
t power with 500 ft. antenna.
ered by the option, or other time, to
other
network
organizations."
right of television stations
!< Preview of Clear Channel Hearings to The
reject programs is affirmed in
the rules which deny licenses where
i Given by FCC to House Subcommittee contracts are entered into which
would prevent a station from reservice.
An
examination
of
the
BIRD'S EYE view of the clear
fusing material it believes to be
channel hearings to begin before maps indicates that about 37% of unsatisfactory
or unsuitable or
the FCC in January, as denned to the area of continental United which would hinder
it from substithe House Appropriations Subcom- States does not receive an accepttuting
programs
of outstanding
able radio signal from any source local or national interest.
m
i
t
e
b
y
the
FCC,
was
made
public last week coincident with the
Rules governing network ownerintroduction in the House of the at Commissioner
E. K. Jett, former
night."
ship of standard stations are genfirst Deficiency Appropriations Bill chief engineer, interjected that
erally applied to television. Rule
for 1946.
57% of the area of the continental No. 3.640
provides that control of
In outlining the weighty volume United States does not receive an more than one station will not be
of work confronting the FCC, acceptable signal daytime.
except where such ownMr. Porter said the Commission permitted
ership would foster competition or
ChairmanticularPaul
parnote of A.thePorter
cleartook
channel
provide a distinct service in the
is
exploring
the
problem
to
deterhearings. Pointing out that 24
interest.stations, under the
mine how many more standard sta- public
Television
channels in the standard band now
tions can be accommodated "not rules,
use their frequencies
are allocated exclusively to a single only under
existing standards but merely cannot
for sound broadcasting, exlicensee for fulltime operation, possibly under new standards." Recept
for
test
purposes
and in conChairman Porter added :
sponding toan inquiry, he said that
nection with visual transmission.
sparsely populated sections, such It is required that the aural trans"There
has
been
great
pressure
in the industry and elsewhere, and as the mountain states, the Southmiterated
er of a station
not bevisual
opwest and some parts of the South
representations that the designaseparately "shall
from the
tion of clear channel frequencies and Southeast are inadequately
may not be the most effective use served. "The map shows great transmitter."
Pratt Elected
of the frequencies. The suggestion white spots where at night they
PRATT,
vice - president,
has been made that perhaps there do not get adequate service and HARADEN
Mackay
Radio
& Telegraph
has
been electedPlanning
chairman
of theCo.,Radio
should be duplication in certain in- even less in the daytime."
Technical
Board,
stances.
Commissioner Jett pointed out the W. R. G. Baker, vice-president,succeeding
General
Electric Co. Other new officers include:
"Wetion feel
great obliga- reference was to primary service Vice-chairman,
Howard
S. Frazier, Nabecauseunder
of thea Congressional
tional Assn.H.of Crew,
Broadcasters;
is a "fading sec- Dr. William
Institute secretary,
of Radio
mandate to insure the fullest and and thatondarythere
signal"
available
at
night
Engineers;
treasurer.Assn.
Will Baltin, Telemost effective nationwide radio on the clear channels.
vision Broadcasters
BROADCASTING
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MR. BROWN
Brown
Quits;
Still an Adviser
RESIGNATION of Walter J.
Brown, vice-president and general
manager of WSPA Spartanburg,
as special assistant to the Secretary was announced last Wednesby Secretary
of State Byrnes,
but daywith
the understanding
that
Mr. Brown would be available for
special assignments that would not
require his full time.
In Washington for the last three
years as special assistant to JusByrnes whileserving
he was
"assistantticepresident",
as Director,
of
Economic
Stabilization
War Mobilization, Mr. Brownand'willof
return to the Spartanburg station
and to his other interests. He has
a 4,000-acre cattle and cotton farm
at Thomason, Ga., 100 miles from
Spartanburg.
At his news conference last Wednesday, the Secretary formally announced Mr. Brown's resignation,
pointing out that he had served
in Washington under him for three
years during the war.
"He has been of greatest assistance to me in every position he
has filled," the Secretary said.
"With deep regret I accept his
resignation because I do not feel I,
should ask him to longer remain
away from his business and other
work he contemplates. He has
promised me, however, that I can
call on him for special assignments which will not require his
full time. I intend to call upon
Mr. Brown attended both the
Potsdam and the subsequent postwar conferences in London with
Secretary Byrnes. As a special advisersumedto the
is pre-to
he willSecretary,
be calledit upon
him."
participate
in other ofmatters
ing toward settling
the peace.lookDonald Russell, Assistant Secretary of State
administration, ispartin charge
owner ofof WSPA,
alongsel is awith
Mr.
Brown.
Mr.
Spartanburg attorney Rusand
also
was
during his with
War Secretary
MobilizationByrnes'
and
Economic Stabilization tenures.'December 3, 1945 • Page 15

Trend to FM
Station Franchise
Tax
Bill Expected
RADIO is steering rapidly in
be
considerably
slowed
down.
the
direction
of FM, FCC
Assessment
on Profits
Rep. Cannon told Broadcasting should give away natural resources
Chairman Paul A. Porter
for
nothing."
Above 25% Invested
that ofthe advertising
"English system
relieves
Rep. Cannon said the FCC has
told the House Appropriaus
interruptions
tions subcommittee during
been nels"busily
FM chanIs Alternative
as fast giving
as they away
can give
them
which sometimes are annoying."
testimony Oct. 22 on the 1946
LEGISLATION fixing a franchise
"But on the other hand, if we away without securing from ConDeficiency
was the
retax on all stations or a federal as- are going to follow the American
vealed lastBill,
week itwhen
gress permission"
to dotheso.ComHe
that before
ses ment on profits above 25% of system," he said, "we should re- contended
Bill
was
reported.
"It
is
my
mission issues any construction
quire the broadcasting companies
invested capital is expected to be
opinion,"
introduced in the House in the next to make some compensation for the permits or licenses for FM stations,
"that
withinsaidtheMr.nextPorter,
three
use
of
the
channels.
There
is
no
Congress
should
be
consulted
befew tolweeks,
it
was
learned
on
Capiyears
we
will have upward of
(Continued on page 72)
reason why the United States
Hill last week.
1,000 FM stations on the air.
There will be a dual system
Determination to present such
legislation is understood to have
for
some time but, ultimatefollowed hearings before the House
Radio Testimony Highlights
ly, I think that most of us
Appropriations subcommittee on
believe that this FM is a suthe 1946 deficiency bill (HR-4805) BY FAR the most informative
perior service
enWhen Rep. Rabaut (D-Mich.) ques[Broadcasting, Nov. 26]. In retirely
supplantandAM willexcept
tioned him as to the propriety of
porting out the bill last Monday from the standpoint of broadcastfor
your
rural
coverage
the full committee recommended
ing that Congress has held in a newspaper ownership, Mr. Porter
where there will be higha slash of 50% in the FCC's re- long time, hearings by the House said a number of conservative
power AM stations giving
quest for $785,000, allowing the Appropriations subcommittee on newspapermen reluctant in the
rural areas their broadcast
Commission but $392,500.
Independent Offices on the 1946 early days to "get their feet wet"
Deficiency Bill (HR-4805) in late have now discovered that stations
Amendment Defeated
October developed some testimony "are more profitable than their
Rep. Richard B. Wigglesworth
to radio,lastit was
"It seems to me," he
service."
(R-Mass.), who has criticized the of importance
closed with release
week dis-of newspapers".
added, "having run a small-town TRANSMITTER RULES
FCC on many occasions, introduced the testimony. Although the hear- newspaper
myself, when a radio
an amendment to the bill during
ings were on the necessity of station in a community say, of CANCELLED BY FCC
debate Wednesday to delete alto- granting the FCC $785,000 for 25,000 or less has to split the ad- CANCELLATION of FCC Orders
gether
the
Commission's
deficiency
sufficient personnel to process more
vertising revenue between the in- 99 through 99-B and 101, which
appropriation, but it was defeated than
1,500 applications, most of the
dependent newspaper
all unliby a 100-87 vote. Mr. Wigglesworth discussion
ent
radio
station,
you andhaveindependa very required registration
had
to
do
with
overall
transmitters andof transmitcharged the FCC was attempting
mediocre
radio
station
in that mitters censed
of amateur licensees, other
to use the deficiency appropriation broadcasting developments. Folthan those held by manufacturers
lowing are some of the pertinent
* * *
for an expansion program, where- developments
:
was announced Thursas a request for a $6,000,000 apChairman Porter told the or dealers,
day by the Commission.
propriation inthe 1947 fiscal year REP. CANNON (D-Mo.), Appro- WHAT
Committee
about
the
hold,
if
any,
Under the wartime measures, I'
has just been filed.
priations chairman, after FCC field."
the networks on independent holders of such equipment were reRep. Clarence Cannon (D-Mo.), Chairman Paul A. Porter had out- of
stations
will
never
be
known
—
at
quiredmission
to register
it withchanges
the Com-in
lined
anticipated
expansion
in
the
Appropriations
Committee
and to report
least officially. It was all off the
man who urged that
the U. S. chairadopt communications field, commented: record,
but
recorded
questions
by
possession.
In addition,
manufac-to
the
cannot afford to anticipate
turers and dealers
were required
ownedBritish
radio system
because ofof Governmentcommercials "We
these developments, or any of their Rep. Rabaut indicated a keen insubmit various reports to the FCC 1
on the air, defended the FCC during requirements. . . . We do not want
terest
on
his
part
about
"local
on hand and disposal
debate on the Wigglesworth amend- to interfere with these develop- stations yielding so much of their onof equipment
it.
ments. We would rather keep time to the national broadcasts".
ment. He asserted that "there have
been greater changes, perhaps, in abreast of progress than to lag be- Mr. Porter expressed the view that
The FCC public notice announcthe field of radio than in any other
ing cancellation of 99-99-B and <
for local exhind it, so we want to provide in "the opportunities
pression have been limited ... to 101, noted that requirements under 1
of our modern developments." He this appropriation as nearly as we
echoed the testimony of FCC Chair- can merely for your current needs. a great degree by the practices of' spect
Orders
through 96-C
with re- 1j
to 96registration
of diathermy
man Paul A. Porter that FM would There is some impression that you the networks because of the high
eventually replace AM broadcast- are
level
of
economic
activity,
and
I
equipment
are
not
affected.
Neither '
reaching out into fields of
does cancellation of the registra- 1
ing, declaring
the tax laws are a fac- tion
of time
before"it itis only
(FM)a question
renders questionable jurisdiction." Replied thinktor inalso
orders
affect
the
requirement
connection with national ad- that any operation of transmitters 1\
"We will be the botobsolete every broadcasting station Mr. Porter:
vertisers, in permitting them to must be pursuant to proper license
tleneck on this development unless
and receiving set in the United
we can move all of these applica- charge off as a business expense issued by the Commission.
States."
charge for advertising." Said
tions— get these basic policies de- this
"The Commission must meet this
Rep. Rabaut:
"We will ...
be glad
think that there have
some information
off theto
and other changing situations," he are hundredstermined, ofand I thousands
of
jobs
asserted.
to interfere
because I think it is one
White Heads NEMA
this
time "For
defersus action
not onlyat involved. . . . We just do not have record,
on the many questions which come the personnel to do the essential of the abuses and will probably call R. L. WHITE, president of Lan- .
ders, Frary & Clark, New Britain,
regularly before the Commission, things without branching out into for vengeance* some
* day."
*
Conn., has been elected president
but defers materially a vast indus- fields where *we have
* *no business."
trial and commercial activity which
of
the National Electrical Manu- ]
WESTERN
UNION
plans
to
refacturers Assn. R. S. Edwards, Ed- (
is of the highest importance at this ON STATION profits, Rep. Ludplace
all
lines
with
radio
relays
wards
Co., Norwalk, Conn., was j
critical time."
low (D-Ind.) wanted to know the eventually, Mr. Porter told the elected &treasurer
and the follow- ;
highest profit made by a station. Committee.
Will Slow Down FCC
ing
were chosen
Mr. Porter said WLW Cincinnati
* * *
W. C.vice-presidents
Johnson, Allis-Chalmers
Mfg.: \ ,\
Chairman Porter had requested was the most profitable to his
Milwaukee; R. W. Turnbull, ,
the $785,000 to employ 501 addi- knowledge. In 1944, he recalled, ON THE BASIS of present esti- Co.,
Edison General Electric Appliance ,
tional personnel between now and
mates the FCC will need $6,700,000 Co.,
showed a gross income of
Chicago; H. E. Blood, Norge 0
June 30 to help process the 1500- WLW
annually
for
its
budget,
Chair$4,000,000
and
earned
about
$2,Division,
Corp., De- e
odd applications now pending. The 800,000 before Federal taxes.
man Porter revealed. Total employ- troit; J. Borg-Warner
National \
House late Friday passed the Dement would be about 1,700. On Vulcanized K.FibreJohnston,
* * *
Co.,
Wilmington,
ficiency Bil , giving FCC $392,500. ON NEWSPAPER ownership June 30, 1940, the FCC had 625 Del., and Everett Morss, Simplex j \,
That will permit hiring only 170 Chairman Porter said in excess of employes and on Oct. 9 this year Mass.
Wire & Cable Co., Cambridge, j
persons, it was learned, and the
the number was 1,165.
job -of processing applications will 200 newspapers own stations.
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.AFRA
Orders
Weatherman
to Join
KSD has been broadcasting per- might be extended indefinitely.
St. Louis Local Informs
sonal reports by the local Weather Higher officials all the way up to
KSD That Official
Bureau chief for more than a dec- the President might be required to
ade.
Reports were dropped during join the union if they go on the air
Must Have Card
the war but were resumed several with public service programs. Included also could be candidates for
weeks
ago,
with Mr. Wahlgren as
AFRA has demanded that a government official must take out a the voice of the Weather Bureau. public office, educators, ministers —
union card if he is to be heard on
Should AFRA succeed in putting in fact every person or group could
the air.
over its St. Louis demand, it is be required to hold an AFRA card
The official is Harry F. Wahl- felt in broadcasting circles, the idea before going on the air.
gren, chief of the St. Louis Weather Bureau. Mr. Wahlgren is heard
on KSD St. Louis in a daily four
to five-minute weather resume.
Notice was sent to KSD by the
board of directors of the St. Louis
AFRA local that Mr. Wahlgren
should join the union if he is to
» broadcast.
George M. Burbach, manager of
KSD, admitted he had received
such a notice from AFRA but said
no decision had been reached pending further study of the notice.
FCC

Engineering

Department

Reorganized inThree Divisions
REORGANIZATION of its Engi- ing Division, Technical Informaneering Dept., with the Broadcast
tion Division, Frequency AllocaDivision enlarged to a Branch to
tion Division and Laboratory DivisionSafety
;
and Special Services
handle the heavy increase in applications, was announced last week Branch comprising Marine and
by the FCC.
General Mobile Division, Aviation
Headed by John A. Willoughby, Division, and Emergency and Mis' the new Broadcast Branch will
cellaneous Division; and Common
consist of separate divisions for Carrier Branch which includes the
standard, FM and television. Domestic Division, International
Named as acting chiefs for the Division, Rate Division and Field
three divisions were James A, Division.
Barr, Standard Broadcast Division ;
Cyril M. Braum, FM Division;
Curtis B. Plummer, Television Division.
Backs
George P. Adair, FCC Chief En- ACLU
gineer, said the "unprecedented "THE ABOLITION of monopolisexpansion" in all isfields
of electrical
tic and restrictive practices in
communications
throwing
a treradio and motion pictures,
mendous burden on the Engineerig press,
which
the rights of the
Dept. and processing of applica- public curtail
to freely read, see and
tions is being retarded by lack of
personnel. Broadcast applications listen," was adopted as one of the
for commercial facilities now total long-range programs to receive the
of the American Civil
I, 523 and similar expansion is tak- support
Liberties Union at a conference
ing
place
in
other
communications,
Nov. 24 in celebration of the
it was noted.
Besides the Broadcast Branch, Union's 25th anniversary.
Meeting also pledged ACLU supthe Engineering Dept. includes the
Field and Research Branch conportdom toof"the
developmentbyof press,
freecommunication
sisting of the Field and Monitorradio and movies throughout the
world."
As aof means
WE Strike Vote
achievement
this goalof aspeeding
session
EMPLOYES of Western Electric of the conference on international
Co. in the New York area author- civil liberties urged the organization to use its influence to have
ized their union, Western Electric
Employes Assn., to call a strike the State Department call an international meeting on this subagainst the company by a vote of
II, 069 to 637. Union executives
ject, fection
withoutof the
waiting
for the
perUnited
Nations
said, however, that no strike call
will be issued until after a meeting Organization which will eventualof affiliates of the National Fedly deal with it.
eration ofTelephone Workers to be
A proposal that the broadcasters
held this week in Milwaukee, at in each community might set up
which a national wage policy is to a committee of leading citizens
be worked out. Union has demanded representing the major groups of
30% wage increase and rejected the community to decide on the
the company's offer of a 15% raise. "right of reply" in instances of
BROADCASTING
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HERE are the men who direct the
operations of the new Broadcast
Branch of the FCC Engineering
Dept., which was reorganized last
week to provide for expansion in
radio and other communication industries. Left to right: Curtis B.
Plummer, acting chief, Television
Division; James A. Barr, acting
chief, Standard Broadcast Division;
John A. Willoughby, FCC assistant
chief engineer and director of the
Branch; Cyril M. Braum, acting
chief, FM Division.
World

Strike Aired
FIRST public discussion of
issues in a strike of union
bus drivers in Tulsa was
aired over KVOO Tulsa
when Ken Miller, news edipersuaded company
anoV^
union tor,representatives
to make
exclusive joint statements
as
part of
regular
news
broadcast.
During
broadcast,
union offered a compromise
proposal which was discussed
extemporaneously on the air
and rejected by the company.
Both sides had been negotiating for three days. Scores of
listeners telephoned KVOO
that the program was the first
complete presentation they
had seen or heard since the
strike halted all bus service
in the city. The discussion
was
of Editor
plan part
to pantsbring
actual Miller's
particiin outstanding
news
events together on regular
news programs.
Delta Network Formed
TWO STATIONS in the MissisDelta region,
dale, sippiMiss.,
and WROX
KFFA ClarkesHelena,
Ark., have linked together to form
the Delta Network. Lines are being
maintained between the two. First
client is Interstate Grocery Co. of
Helena, Ark., who has purchased
King Biscuit Time program, 12:1512:30 p.m.,
Monday-Friday.
Both
stations
are affiliated
with Mutual.
In addition, WROX is a member of
the Mid-South Network.

Freedom

requests
for made
time onto the
answer
leged attacks
air wasaladvanced by Milton Stewart, of
the Commission on Freedom of the
Press, at a morning session on
"Freedom of Press, Radio and MoSuch ofa group
could
decidetiononPictures".
the merit
the request
impartially, he said, satisfying the
asker and relieving the station
manager of the responsibility of
the decision.
Stewart Interested
Mr. Stewart admitted a personal
interest in the subject, as he was
refused time to answer an attack
allegedly made on him by Fulton
Lewis jr. on Mutual because of an
article Mr. Stewart had written on
the WHKC case. Because of the
refusal of WOL Washington, stationcast, originating
Mr. Lewis'
broad-an
to grant him
time for
answer, Mr. Stewart said that he
has filed a petition with the FCC
opposing
license. a renewal of the station's
Clifford J. Durr, FCC Commissioner, said he was not advocating
any new radio legislation at this
time, stating that the present

of

Air

communications, law has few defects that can't be remedied by
vigorous
and power
that theit
Commissionprosecution
has all the
needs to insure broadcasting in
the public interest. If he were adany changes
in thepropose
present law, hevocatingsaid,
he might
legislation giving the broadcaster
immunitycludedfrom
libel or slander
in statements
made inby
others using
the whom
broadcaster's
cilities but over
he has fano
control. Mr. Durr added that he
might also suggest legislation that
would give the FCC licensing power over the networks. This, he
stated, might
morestation
true
freedom
for theprovide
individual
operator who is now sometimes
caught
the policies of the
FCC andbetween
the networks.
A. D. (Jess) Willard Jr., executive vice-president of the NAB,
said that like Commissioner Durr
the NAB is not sponsoring
any legislation at this time. However, he declared, broadcasters are
concerned about a tendency to consider them as common carriers who
(Continued on page 70)
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RMA Is to Prepare
Relay Standards
Proposed Rules for Ultra-High
Frequency Stations Planned
PROPOSED standards for ultrahigh frequency relay stations to
feed unattended satellite broadcast
stations will be written Dec. 11-12
at a meeting
Radio Manu-on
facturersofAssn. the
Subcommittee
Satellite Transmitters, to be held
at the Hotel Philadelphian, Philadelphia.
Behind the satellite project is
the belief among transmitter engineers that hundreds, or perhaps
thousands, of unattended transmitters can be used to fill gaps in
service areas of present standard
AM stations, enable low-powered
stations to cover large metropolitan
areas and eventually permit
shadow-free service by FM outlets
[Broadcasting, Oct. 1].
Relay stations to feed these satellites would operate above 1,000 mc,
either AM or FM, and would be
based on equipment developed for
the military during the war. Engineers familiar with these transmitters will attend the Philadelpia
meeting.
After proposed standards are
drawn for the relay transmitter
equipment the RMA subcommittee
plans to have them tried out experimental y. When experience has
been accumulated, the subcommittee will tosubmit
standards
the FCC.finally-adopted
First day of the subcommittee
meeting will be taken up with
ultra-high frequency techniques.
Proposed standards will be written
on the second day.
Engineers believe it will be possible to operate AM and FM stations jointly, and link them to any
number of AM and FM satellites
by a combination relay transmitting unit.
Chairman of the RMA subcommit e is Howard S. Frazier, NAB
Director of Engineering. Companies to be represented at the
meeting are General Electric Co.,
Westinghouse Radio Corp., Western
Electric Co., RCA, Federal Telephone & Radio Corp., Commercial
Radio Equipment Co. and Paul F.
Godley Co.
British Plan Opposed
PLAN of the Labor government in
Great Britain to nationalize cable
and radio communications into one
systemlessisLtd.,opposed
Cable & Wireholdingby company
now
operating the facilities. The government has a substantial investment in the company, created in
1929 by arrangement with Empire
governments. Nationalization was
recommended early this year at
the Commonwealth Telecommunications Conference. Cable & Wireless Ltd. argues the plan is inimical
to all Empire people and to all
telecommunications users, impracticable and unworkable, and dangerous to foreign concessions.
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Campaign
Is on To Defeat Wood
Bill
be granted time to testify on the favor
of
censorship,"
the
AFRA
Un-American Committee bill.
wire stated.
Dissolution Also
American Federation of Radio
"In our opinion your action
Artists, on Nov. 16, telegraphed transgresses the boundaries of
Is Sought
protests
to
members
of
the
UnCongressional
privileges and by seAN ORGANIZED campaign to American Committee after scripts
lecting a few named individuals
defeat
the
Wood
Bill
(HR-4775)
to
of
seven
commentators
had
been
control radio commentators requested, it was disclosed last out of the many artists who broadcast
and anal[Broadcasting, Nov. 26] got un- Tuesday when Rep. Patterson inysis tonews,
thecommentation
American public,
you
derway last week when representaserted in the Congressional Record editorialize the entire field and by
tives of 13 organizations met in a telegram
signed by the National your action stigmatize those few
Washington
to protest the legisla- Board, AFRA, by Emily Holt, nation.
tional executive secretary, and whose
In ascripts
wire youto demand."
Rep. Patterson
Spearheaded by Rep. Ellis E. George Heller, associate secretary
Patterson (D-Cal.), the groups also and treasurer.
AFRA
pledged
its
support
ing dissolution of the Housein "seekComplan to seek dissolution of the
In the telegram to Rep. John S.
mit e on Un-American Activities"
House Committee on Un-American Wood (D-Ga.), Un-American Comand
assured
the
Californian
"we
Activities, alleging that the Committee chairman and sponsor of the are grateful for your effort toward
mittee seeks to suppress freedom legislation, AFRA said it spoke for this
objective
and
assure
you
that
of speech on the air.
members ofwhothewere
you are faithfully portraying the
at19,000
the violation
right"shocked
of free real
CIO Opposition
desires of the American citspeech
and
the
unconstitutional
exPhilip Murray, CIO president, in
ercise of censorship by the maa letter to Rep. Clarence F. Lea
CIO
President Murray advised
jority action of your committee in
(D-Cal.), chairman of the House demanding
certain
radio
scripts
Rep.
Lea
: "The
whichof hasutterly
freInterstate & Foreign Commerce from designated radio artists who
quently
been theCIO,victim
Committee, declared his organiza- have exercised their legitimate unfair and biased radio interpretation, is unalterably opposed to
tion was "unalterably opposed to
in broadcast- izen."
attempts to censor or gag radio
any step that would require an in- righting ofover employment
stations
and
networks
in
vasion of the rights of radio combroadcasts. Our experience with
such attempted gags as have been
this country."
mentators ascitizens."
"As representative of more than
Threat to Freedom
applied
the
6,000,000 Americans, who share
past
has by
led usradio
to thisstations
policy, inwhich
with other Americans the ownerThe telegram charged the Com- we propose to maintain now and in
ship of the air frequencies and who
mittee's demands for scripts were
have therefore a share in the re- "tantamount to the star chamber
W. Vandercook, NBC comfuture."
sponsibility which is owed by the proceedings which were outlawed theJohn
ator and vice-president
of the
radio industry to the public, the by the Bill of Rights". In certain Assn. of mentRadio
News Analysts,
CIO is most anxious to present its instances the action "threatened
Bill wasto aimpose
"perviews on these issues before your the livelihood of American citizens said thefectlyWood
obvious attempt
committee and before other re- who are privileged to speak as all censorship on commentators and
are in open meeting, on the
the aremembers
of theopposed
Assopublic bodies,"thatwrote
Mr. citizens
air, or in the press without fear or as such ciation
unanimously
Murray. Hesponsiblerequested
the CIO
to the measure. It is the clearest
denial to the right of free speech
and press. Most objectionable is
First Retail Radio Set Price Ceilings the
measure obviously in Section
offhand threat to imIssued by OPA; 100,000 to Be Available 3 whichpose a setis ofan rules
governing
ionated
broadcasts,
those rulesopinnot
FIRST RETAIL set price ceilings all hope of large-scale production
for
the
holidays
has
been
abanon postwar models have been ishaving
been
specified."
doned.
Radio
Mfrs.
Assn.,
in
its
H. V. Kaltenborn, NBC commensued by theistrationOffice
Price for
Adminto threeof firms
six weekly bulletin last week, directed under the
tator, said:radio
"Thelaw,FCC,
is theoperating
proper
attention of its members to the
table-type
receivers,
it
was
disclosed
last week. At the same time latest fact that OPA didn't issue its first body to deal with radio commentators. The Wood Bill has been inestimates placed the number of sets radio set ceilings until three
troduced by the chairman of the
available for the Christmas trade months after V-J Day and just a
month
before
Christmas.
Prices
House
Committee on Un-American
at less than 100,000.
still have to be given to scores of Activities. Its very name makes
Ernest W. Heilman, price execu- manufacturers,
making it impos- this a smear committee. I, togethtive, Housewares & Accessories
er with every other responsible
sible for them to have anything but commentator,
Price Branch, OPA, in notifying
the fact that
regional price executives of the for
a trickle
of sets on dealers' shelves it tries to smearresent
some
time.
some of my fellow
ceilings on the radios and 19 portWar Production Board, shortly commentators by calling for their
able phonograph models, said his
office would issue weekly reports on after V-J Day, estimated that scripts.
soon Congressman
after he tookWoodoverwrote
the
prices allowed. First ceilings, dated three to four million receivers me
chairmanship
this committee and
Nov. 23 but not released by OPA would be on the market by Christ- asked how it ofcould
best
serve
the
mas
and
that
a
goodly
portion
of
until last week, were granted the those would be FM sets. As time country. I replied that the best
Crosley Corp., Cincinnati, for a 5- dragged on and the OPA still service it could perform was to
tube table model; the Noblittfunctioning. I am more than
Sparks Industries, Columbus, Ind., hadn't issued ceilings, the estimate cease
was cut to one million, then to 500,- ever convinced that I was right.
for
three portables,
Karenola
Radio & and
Telev.Trav-Ler
Corp., 000. Now a survey of the manu- It is now seeking to translate unneces ary and unintelligent censorfacturing industry indicates that
Chicago, for two table models. Ceil- less than 100,000
into law. I am convinced that
sets will be priced thereship is
ings also were
issued19 tophonograph
15 manutoo much good sense
facturers for the
and
on
dealers'
shelves
in
time
for
the holiday trade.
models.
among the members of the Interstate
Commerce
Committee to perIndustry
blames
OPA
for
the
Despite efforts to get production
(Continued on page 71)
(Continued on page 71)
moving in time for Christmas sales,
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Married
Natives do it better. They have a way of putting
labels on people and things that define, describe, fit and
identify.
She's a coastal Zulu from South Africa in that picture.
She's married. She wears the kind of headdress that
proves it.

Woman
successful independent in the sixth largest city, has to
run ads telling you :
W-I-T-H delivers more listeners - per - dollar - spent
than any other station in this big five-radio-station town.
And that's a fact.

We have no such sure identification of radio stations.
None of the call letters say, "We're married to our
audience." Too bad.
That's the reason a little station like W-I-T-H, the
ROADCASTING
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k
Tom Tinsley, President

WITH
BALTIMORE, MD.
Represented Nationally by Headlcy-Recd
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We called
the shot T

WKY's
Antenna

System

Conceived

and

by
Designed

Glenn D. Gillett
& Associates
Consulting Radio Engineers
Washington, D. C.

"Independently measured performance within 1% of design prediction
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Lea Bill Approved
In General by FCC
Strong Lobby Out to Defeat
Anti-Petrillo Measure
APPROVAL of the Lea Bill
(HR-4737)
to curb
the inroads
James
Caesar
Petrillo
and hisof
American Federation of Musicians
in broadcasting has been given the
House merce
Interstate
Foreign
Committee by& the
FCC, ComRep.
Clarence F. Lea (D-Cal.), Committee
chairman
and
the
bill's
author,
announced Friday.
Without comment on its constitutionality or other legal phases,
the Commission wrote the Committee giving its endorsement to the
general purpose of the bill, said
Rep. teeLea.
Meanwhile
Commitmet last
week to thediscuss
the
measure [Broadcasting, Nov. 26].
Although no action was taken it is
understood some Committee members thought a change in language
might be beneficial. A favorable
report is expected in a fortnight.
So far no protests have been received by the Committee from the
AFM, Mr. Lea said, although it was
understood that a strong lobby
against the bill already is being
- conducted. With the Committee in
a mood to favorably report the bill,
opponents are said to be working
quietly, buttonholing various Congres men and urging its defeat on
the floor.
Rep. Lea was to leave Monday
for Paris on the preview flight of
the
TWA'sreturning
new Washington-Paris
airline,
in about two
weeks. He said Friday he hoped to
report the bill out on his return.
HR-4737 would make it a felony,
punishable by $5,000 fine or two
years' imprisonment or both, to
force broadcasters to hire more personnel than necessary, compel them
to pay tribute for use of transcriptions, and interfere with the
broadcast of cultural and educational programs where musicians
contribute their services.
RADIO MAKERS PLAN
PART IN OP A PROBE
RADIO SET and parts manufacexpectedSmall
to appear
beforeturerstheareSenate
Business
Committee when hearings get
underway Tuesday, Dec. 4 to investigate the Office of Price Administration, itwas learned Friday.
Radio Mfrs. Assn. does not contemplate appearing as an organization
unless members request it, but several dividual
members
firms. will appear as inSen. James E. Murray (D-Mont.)
committee chairman, announced
Thursday that his committee will
start an "extensive investigation of
OPA price policies and their effects on small business" on Tuesday with Price Administrator
Chester Bowles the first witness.
The Committee has received hundreds of letters and telegrams from
various segments of small business
protesting certain OPA price regu-

APAmendsMembership

Rules;

Stations Can Now Be Associates
THE BOARD of Directors of the what was termed "proper control"
Associated Press will recommend to over applications for membership
ruled out of order since it
the news service organization ac- was
ceptance of broadcasting stations had not been included in the agenda
as associate members.
of the special meeting. Its proThe action was taken Nov. 28 at
poser, Col. Robert R. McCormiek,
Chicago Tribune (WGN) , indicated
a meeting in New York.
that
he
would bring it up again at
Under the amended by-laws, as- the regular
sociate membership in AP is open next April. membership meeting
to other classes of users of news
Membership voted to accept the
than newspapers, with individual
applications for membership of
members
of such into
groupsAP being
ible for election
after eligthe Marshall Field, Chicago Sun
(WJJD) ; Hearst Publications,
group as a whole has been approved Oakland
Post-Enquirer; Eleanor
by the AP membership.
Patterson, Washington
Associate members may not vote Medill
Times-Herald;
Times Publishing
nor the
ciate representatives
members hold office, ofnorassoare Co., Detroit Times. All were for
they entitled to share in the assets full membership except that of
of AP.
who applied for associAmendments designed to put Mr. Field,
atetualmembership
because
arrangements
with contracUnited
the Associated Press by-laws into
conformity with the Supreme Press, made when he had been refused AP membership, prohibit his
Court ruling that admission of
new members should in no way be meeting the AP provision that all
influenced
the competitive
ef- the
local news be turned
over paper's
to AP nationally.
fect of suchbyadmission
on existing
members were approved Wednesday by a special AP membership
meeting called for that purpose. Richardson and Pryor
Meeting, held at the Waldorf- Aboard Lockheed Liner
Astoria, New York, was unaniTWO NETWORK representatives
mousmentsinin their
approving
the although
amend- were
to be aboard the TWA Paris
entirety,
some of the individual clauses were
Sky
Chief,
new Liner,
300-mile-an-hour
Lockheed
Luxury
Monday on
passed with obvious reluctance and
only after John Cahill, of the as- a preview flight from Washington
sociation's counsel, informed the hourParis,
inaugurating
new 17service.
Plane was a scheduled
gathering that failure to accept to
the Government ruling would lead to be christened at Washington
to extended and costly litigation National Airport at 2 p.m. by Mme.
which probably would not change Henri Bonnet, wife of the French
things, anyway.
Ambassador to the U. S., with
Technically, action of the meet- takeoff scheduled for 2:30 p.m.
ing was a recommendation to the Passenger guests of TWA were to
board of directors, who would sub- be: Stanley Richardson, London
sequently formally adopt the manager of NBC; Don Pryor, CBS
amended by-laws as official for the commentator; Reps. Clarence F.
AP. Counsel for the organization Lea (D-Cal.), chairman of House
will immediately take steps toward Interstate & Foreign Commerce
the removal of the Dept. of Justice Committee, and Clarence Cannon
injunctions from AP. A motion for (D-Mo.), chairman of Appropriations Committee; Sidney Maestre,
consideration of an appeal to Congres to revise the anti-trust laws president, Mississippi Valley Trust
so as to permit the AP to resume Co., St. Louis; Postmaster General
Hannegan; Gael Sullivan, Chicago,
second assistant postmaster general; W. A. M. Burden, assistant
lations and trade restrictions, price Secretary
of Commerce; Francis
problems that have arisen in new Lacoste,
plenipotentiary
and reconverting industries, and, of France;minister
Sean Nunan, counselor,
Irish embassy; A. S. Koch, CAA;
in particular,
the
basic
cost-absorption policy, said Sen. Murray. Sen. Henri Lesieur, Air France; Venice
Tom Stewart (D-Tenn.) and Sen. Willicombe,
Larry Hauck,
Kenneth S. Wherry (R-Neb.) , mem- AP; Thomas INS;
Cluck, UP.
bers of the complaint subcommittee,
"agree with me that a broader ap- RADIO DEPARTMENT
proach tothe overall problem is desired," said Chairman Murray.
Sen. Homer E. Capehart (R-Ind.) FOR MARCH OF DIMES
for months has led a virtual one- NATIONAL RADIO department
man campaign in the Senate to in- of the National Foundation for
vestigate OPA, following scores of Infantile Paralysis for the 1946
complaints from manufacturers. March of Dimes drive has been orSen. Capehart returned to his office
ganized with a complete schedule
on a parttime basis last week, fol- of national radio activities, according to an announcement by
lowing an automobile accident in
which he suffered a crushed ankle Howard J. London, national radio
and numerous lacerations and director. George Brengel, recently
bruises.
with American, will be supervisor.
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VTOT until recently did any but engineer;;
* know or care that far too much of a station's power was
being and
wasted
and
objectionable
skywaves,
even intheuseless
engineers
didn't think there was much to be done about
That was before WKY proved that an antenna could be designed and built to squash
down skywaves and concentrate them along
the ground.
The "pancake" radiation pattern produced
by WKY's
revolutionary
double
half-wave
antenna has915-foot
increasedFranklin
signal
intensity 58.5% over conventional quarterwave efficiency at one mile. The intensified
ground wave
has and,
materially
WKY's
effective
coverage
becauseincreased
of the extremely low byangle
of radiation,
the "fading
zone"
caused
interference
of ground
and reflected
skywaves has been eliminated.
To advertisers this all has a very simple and
meaning:
WKY, always
stationis
toimportant
which most
Oklahomans
listenedthemost,
reaching
more
potential
customers
today
than
ever before.

win

915 FEET HIGH AND MORE THAN
A MILLION LISTENERS WIDE
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Oklahoma

City

OWNED AND OPERATED BY OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The Doily Oklahoman and Times — The Farmer-Stockman —
KVOR, Colorado NATIONALLY
Springs — KLZ, BYDenverTHE (Affiliated
Mgmt.)
REPRESENTED
KATZ AGENCY
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OFFICERS and directors of the Assn. of National Advertisers, shown
above after elections at the annual meeting in New York, include (1 to
r, seated) T. H. Young, U. S. Rubber Co., ANA vice-chairman; Paul
S. Ellison, Sylvania Electric Products Inc., chairman; William C. Connol y, S. C. Johnson & Son Inc., vice-chairman; Charles C. Carr, Aluminum Co. of America, retiring chairman. Standing (1 to r) are E. T.
Batchelder, secretary; Paul B. West, president; and the following directors: D. B. Stetler, Standard Brands Inc.; F. S. Ennis, "America
Fore"
Insurance
& Indemnity
F. Apsey
Black & Koppers
Decker
Mfg. Co.;
D. H. Odell,
General Group;
Motors J.Corp.;
RalphJr.,Winslow,
Co. ; W. B. Potter, Eastman Kodak Co. ; H. J. Henry, Johnson & Johnson.
Importance

A compass is designed to do its particular
job — quickly and properly. In radio there
are many programs designed to do a job . . .
but outstanding, of course, is Fulton Lewis jr."America's No. I Cooperative Program."
Time buyers who are sponsoring Lewis
on 184 stations, recognize in him a real
"sales tool" that builds audiences and
creates sales.
A few choice cities are available
at once. Please write, phone or wire to —
Cooperative Program Department
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
1440 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
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of Video

Entertainment
TELEVISION eventually will become the principal form of entertainment in the American household.That view was expressed by
FCC Chairman Paul A. Porter before the House Appropriations
Subcommittee on Independent Offices Oct. 22 during- hearings on
the 1946 Deficiency Bill (HR-4805),
it was revealed last week when
hearing records were released.
Mr. Porter said studies had led
him to believe that in 10 years
television will be a "commonplace
service" in most of the larger
areas and in another 10 years
' you will probably have very severe competition with the motion
picture industry". The film people
are
added."very much concerned," he
"There are millions of people
who so to the movie houses each
week," he continued. "If you have
a good, clear entertainment at
home where you can sit down in
the comfort of your armchair and
be diverted for a period of an hour
or so, it is going to have an impact. It is my personal view that
television is going ultimately to
become the principal form of entertainment."
But getting into television will
be a costly investment, according
to the FCC chairman. He told the
Committee that in a city like
Indianapolis the initial cost would
be about $200,000, and for film and
outside pickups (with mobile unit)
another $50,000 should be added.
"If these applicants in Indianapolis
are prepared to spend upward of
$500,000 over the next several
years in capital costs and development, Ithink they may succeed,"
he said.
_ -Commissioner E. K. Jett pointed
.is .only through TV that
POAD

in Home

Seen by Porter
sports such as football and baseball games may be seen and in
that respect television will have
considerable appeal. He expressed
the view that at the outset "for
perhaps
the next
two years" shows
some
stations will
run continuous
on television "such as you may
find in movie houses". Unless such
programming is allowed while
there is a limited number of receivers in the hands of the public,
"it would cost too much money to
Mr.
Jett. a station fulltime," said
program
He explained the difference between said
"downstairs"
and "upstairs"
television,
the question
of relative definition of the two systems
"could be debated for a long time".
He expressed the opinion that picquality changes
the viewingturedistance
from thewith
screen,
much
as it does in a motion picture
theater.
"For example a high quality
1,000 lines per frame will look
very good when you are close to it
as compared with the 525-line picture," he explained. "However, if
you sit far enough back from the
525-line picture the quality is
about as good as the 1,000-line
John W. Sturdivant
JOHN W. STURDIVANT, 75,
vice-president of Erwin, Wasey &
picture."
Co., New York, died Nov. 25 at his
home in New York after an illness
of several months. He was associated with the agency for twentyseven years. Surviving are his
wife, vMrs.
Alice andBarton
ant; adaughter
son. SturdiNBC has printed in booklet form the
statement
made before
Oct. 11theby FCC
NilesonTrammell, president,
rules
and regulations
for commercial
television
stations.
Booklet
bears
"Television Is Ready to Go". the title
CAS T I N G: . * .Te.1 *ca s ti rug

mop
to move

to Boston

broadcasting

studios.

WCOP, Boston's most progressive radio station
will soon be moving into Boston's most
modern building.
We need this new home. As a Cowles station,
we are growing so rapidly that our old quarters
are breaking out at the seams.
So we're getting ready to set up shop in the
New England Mutual Life Insurance Building.
It's a brand-new, air-conditioned building. Newly
designed ultra-modern studios now under
construction will be a worthy home for the leading
network and local programs which are
zooming WCOP to leadership in New England radio.
If you're a Bostonian, you'll know this new
location: it was Boston's famous Red Cross Blood
Donor Center during the war. If you're not a
Bostonian, you'll have no trouble finding us when we
move. It's the most imposing building in town.

A Cowles Station
Exclusive American Broadcasting Company
Outlet in Boston
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Award Committee
REPRESENTATIVES of radio
advertising and marketing will
serve as members of the committee
on National Radio Awards for 1945
to be granted in conjunction with
the second annual Radio and Business Conference sponsored by the
City College School of Business
and Civic Administration, New
York. Judges serving on awards
committee include Reginald Clough,
editor, Tide; E. W. Davidson, director of customer relations, Sales
Management; Lou Frankel, radio
editor, Billboard; Lawrence
Hughes, New York editor, Advertising Age; Eldridge Peterson,
managing
editor,NewPrinters'
Ink;
Bruce Robertson,
York editor,
Broadcasting; George Rosen,
radio editor, Variety; and M. H.
Shapiro, managing editor, Radio
Daily.

Video

Display,

Telecast

Bout

Seen at Marketing Forum Meet
tion of his company 10 years ago,
PRECEDED by a- display of television progress supplied by RCA when only the power of Amos 'n'
and topped off by a telecast of the Andy kept going a faulty sales and
featured fight from the St. Nich- merchandising set-up, as proof of
olas Arena, received on a number the power of advertising to bring
of RCA video receivers, the final success to an unrenovated business.
session of the First National Mar- But the same advertising approketing Forum, presented by the
company's
Sales Executives Club of New had been priation
putafterintheorder
producedhouse
3.2
York in cooperation with the Ad- times as many sales, he said. He
vertising Federation of America urged the perfection of present
and the National Federation of products before work is started on
Sales Executives, was held Monday new postwar products, stating that
in the Waldorf-Astoria, New York. tomorrow's jam will be valueless if
Charles Luckman, president, today's bread and butter are not
Pepsodent division of Lever Broth- protected first.
The four major tasks of postwar
ers Co., speaking at the opening
luncheon session, cited the situa- selling and advertising were listed

by Clarence Francis, chairman of
the board, General Foods, as rebuilding markets, introducing and
establishing new products, lifting
public demand for goods to new
levels and producing an understanding ofthe American economy
and how
it
works. the
Asking
his audi-of
ence to compare
standards
living "of vethose
nations
where
adrtising is a free and accepted
institution" with standards of nations "where advertising has not
been free to create that divine dishe said: "You
agree
that therecontent," seems
to be willa direct
relation between advertising and
theDeclaring
standard that
of living."
distribution costs
are
not
too
high
but
low "if we
would provide fulltooemployment,
maintain comparable wage rates,
safeguard against business failure
and preserve the American way of
life," Don Belding, chairman of
the board, Foote, Cone & Belding,
stated that it is up to advertising
to sell this idea to the American
people. He advocated that the AFA
or the Advertising Council launch
a nationwide campaign toward this
end, stating that work along this
line
already under way on the
Pacificis Coast.

Blames Manufacturers
John W. Snyder, director of War
Mobilization and Reconversion, reported that have
the nation's
forces, which
been takingarmed
the
major share of all our manufactured products, will have reduced
their demands to about 10% by the
end of the year. He sharply denounced manufacturers who are
holding up distribution to wait for
a more favorable tax situation
next year,
pointing
that "damming up the
flow ofout goods
is increasing the pressure against the
controls that protect us from the
threat of inflation, which is to no
one's interest."
Mr. Snyder spoke at the dinner
meeting, presided over by Bruce
Barton, president, BBDO, at which
with Dubuque's Favorite Station!
the Mutual quiz show, The Better
that the entire Iowa market
Employment
in Dubuque
is high- speed
Half, was presented with guests as
picture has changed. Dubuque is a
er today than during
the wartime
participants. Joseph M. Dawson,
post-war v"must"
peak. New offactories
post-war
ertising plans. in your Iowa adAFA chairman, presided at the
expansion
presentandplants
are
luncheon session. J. Penfield SeiYou can reach this constantly
combining
to increase
Dubuque's
population and
employment.
berling,
president, Seiberling
Rubgrowing market for the sale of your
ber Co., chairmanned
the afternoon
product
through
WKBB
.
.
.
the
Dubuque,
oldest city
favorite station for Dubuque radio
session,
which
was
also
addressed
which
boasts thea 98.8%
nativein Iowa,
born listeners
. . . morning, noon and
white
by George S. Jones Jr., NFSE
in thepopulation,
industrial isfieldforging
with ahead
such night.
president, and Robert M. Hanes,
former president, American Banking Assn.
James D. Carpenter — Executive Vice President
Represented by — Howard H. Wilson Co.
Mass to Be Aired
PORTIONS of a Solemn Pontifical
Mass at Pearl Harbor for men and
women who died in Jap attack and
in war years since will be broadcast on CBS Dec. 7, 3:45-4 p.m.
Broadcast will open with talk by
Bishop James J. Sweeney, Catholic
bishop of Honolulu, who will be
*
followed
by 100-voice choir of
S
M
AFFILIATED B
WITHB
AMERICAN BROADCASTING
COMPANY
"
Kaneohe Naval Air Station.
WK
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The Show of Shows! This is the program that
has been especially prepared to satisfy local and
regional sponsors... a star-studded musical
extravaganza.
A DATE WITH MUSIC is the newest Charles
Michelson production ... a sparkling quarter-hour
musical transcribed series that boasts the
nation's all-time hit melodies. Top ranking
network artists guarantee it radio's
outstanding show of the year.
Write or wire now for costs and audition samples
All offers subject to prior sale

#K

CHARLES MICHELSON, INC
PIONEER PROGRAM PRODUCERS SINCE 1934
67 WEST 44th ST., NEW YORK 18 • Phone MUrray Hill 2-3376.. 5168

Chicago Directors Guild
Names Lee as Chairman
CHICAGO RADIO and Television
Directors Guild elected officers and
adopted a local constitution at their
meeting Nov. 25 at Continental
Hotel, Chicago.
B#urr E. Lee, director of Bachelors Children, was elected chairman; Warren Deem, freelance radio director, vice-chairman; and
Herbert LaTeau, NBC Chicago
staff
Four producer,
members secretary-treasurer.
of the executive
board elected are: Harry Bubeck,
NBC Chicago staff producer;
Philip Bowman, of Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, director of Ma
Perkins; Herb Howard, WLS Chicago staff producer; and Herb
Futran, freelance producer.
WEEKLY broadcasts
Philharmonic concerts onof half-hour
KMBC Kansas
City,
sponsored
by
Aireon
Mfg.
Co.,
Kansas
have been toselected
overseas City,
transcription
Americanfor
forces.

AT MASTER CONTROL, Radio Tokyo's Station JOAK, are U. S. radio
officers, two of whom made the L Day landings in Japan, and who assisted network commentators in the initial broadcasts from the Tokyo
area. Lt. Colton G. Morris of WBZ Boston (second from left), stands
by as Maj. Henry Untermeyer of WABC New York, prepares to sign
the log. Also present are two officers from the USS Cowpens, Lt. J. G.
Frick (extreme left) and Lt. Robert Magill (extreme right).

NO. 1 STATION (5000 WATTS) WITH THE
NO. 1 NETWORK (NBC) in the
NO. 1 MARKET in outstate Michigan
PAUL H. RAYMER CO., Sales Representatives
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Milton Biow Is Honored
By Joint Defense Appeal
MILTON H. BIOW, president,
Biow Co., New York, will be honor
guestnerDec.
12 atbya the
testimonial
dinsponsored
advertising,
publishers
and
broadcasting
vision of the Joint Defense Appealdiat the Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Joint Defense Appeal makes possible the pro-democratic activities
of the American Jewish Committee and the Anti-Defamation
League
of B'Nai
in their
fight against
racialB'Rith
and religious
intolerance.
Membership of the committee
sponsoring the dinner includes:
William S. Paley, Frank Armer,
Alvin merAustin,
Baker,M. MortiBerkowitz,Phil
Herman
Bess,
Michael M. Bleier, Harry Broder,
Himan Brown, Samuel Cherr, Ted
Cott, Arthur C. Fatt, Edwin S.
Friendly, Max A. Geller, Milton
S. Gladstone, Arthur Goldman,
Milton Goodman, Sigmund Gottlober, Henry Greenfield, Laurence
C. Gumbinner, Andrew J. Haire,
Lester Harrison, Stanley Joseloff,
Bernice Judis, Joseph Katz, M. J.
Kleinfield,
R. Kramer,
Lebhar
Jr., N.J. Joseph
Leigh,BertSidney
Raoul Leon, Norman A. Mack,
Nat M. Abramson, Ned L. Pines,
Hal A. Salzman, Sam Schmid, S. 0.
Shapiro, Jules B. Singer, Jack D.
Tarcher, Milton Weill, William H.
Weintraub, C. H. Wolfe, M. M.
Zimmerman.
WEEI School
FIFTH
in theconducted
announcers'by
trainingCLASS
program
WEEI Boston was graduated Friday night,War
composed
12 veterans
of World
2, and ofmembers
are
available for employment. The
course was conducted by Arthur
Edes, educator in the radio field,
under supervision of Fred Garrigus,
directorthreeof
WEEI.assistant
Classesprogram
were held
nights a week, two and a half
hours a night, with training in diction, enunciation, reading of commercial and unsponsored announcements, news reports and analyses,
ad libtioninterviews,
s of announcersandwhoother
may funcalso
double aspartmentproducers.
WEEI
deheads lectured the group
at "mid-term" and General Manager Harold E. Fellows, director of
CBS operations in New England,
made the graduation address.
WEEI, which . conducted four
classes during the war, plans another announcers' school for veterans in January. A SERIES
of articles
appearing
in "Coronet Magazine"
dedicated
to Great
Livingin
Americans
included
Norman
Corwin
the December
issue.
Piece,
entitled
Cameron
Shipp.
win of the Air Waves", was written"Cor-by

INDIVIDUAL
gifts
will inbe three
givenhos-to
mors
than
500Christmas
children
pitals
during
parties
to be
given by "Morning
Ruth Lyons
and program
Frazier
Thomas
Matinee"
on WLW cordofedCincinnati.
Parties
will
be
and broadcast on program. reBROADCASTING
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OLSON,
..♦is

DAVIS
typical

AWARD

WINNER

of Announcing

Talent

AwtilaJdz

GENE EDWARDS
OUxm

WliU

2>aoU

MERRILL WORKHOVEN
Awasid

2nd

For
the second
time inhasfour
Olson, National
WOW's
Production
Manager,
won years,
the H.RayP. Davis
Memorial Announcers' Award, regional station category. This marks Ray as one of the best announcers
on stations affiliated with the National Broadcasting
Company.
WOW's
eightofother
announcers,staff,fiveareof
whom are also
members
the executive
of similar caliber. You can be sure that your
commercials on WOW will always be heard
clearly and distinctly.

rfune

to-

THOMSON HOLTZ

NARBA Meeting
Date Is Moved Up
WITH the clear channel hearings
scheduled to open Jan. 14 before
the FCC, State Dept. plans to move
up the forthcoming North American Regional Broadcasting Conference in Washington from Jan.
15 to the first week of the new
year, it was learned last week.
The conference is being held to
adopt interim allocations pending
a new North American Regional
Broadcasting Agreement (NARBA), which expires on March 29.
The FCC this week is expected
to determine a date most convenient to the Commission. There was
some discussion in official quarters
as to whether the NARBA Conference should precede or follow the
clear channel hearings, since some
problemstional session
involved
have in
to dothewithinternaclear
channels. Unofficially the Commission is understood to favor holding
the NARBA Conference before the
U.
S. clear channel hearings get
underway.
Invitations will go out from the
State Dept. to Canada, Cuba, Haiti,
Mexico, the Dominican Republic,
Newfoundland and The Bahamas
as soon as the FCC fixes a date on
which StatedicationDept.
agreeable. will
Ins are the isconference
be called for Jan. 2, although Jan.
5 also has been considered.
Among the requests to be resolved is one from Cuba for 19 additional frequencies, including
some clear channels [Broadcasting, Oct. 8]. The Bahamas seek
protection
ing, Oct. 29].on 640 kc [BroadcastThe U. S. has recommended that
NARBA be extended a year pending eutcome of the next World
Telecommunications Conference.
Canada recommended a two-year
extension and Cuba asked for a new
agreement immediately. Should the
extension be agreed upon at the
January conference, signatory nations are expected to adopt an interim allocations plan which will,
in part if not in full, take care of
the pending requests.

More

in Case
KBTMJust
Jonesboro,
Ark., is >l
going to be remembered by
at least one listener, "just in
case". Frequently the station
is asked to broadcast announcements ofmissing personsstock.and Onelostsuchor request
strayed came
livefrom a woman whose husband had disappeared.
KBTM's letter explaining
that the first announcement
would be carried in the local
news without charge and
that others would be aired at
the spot-announcement rate
brought this reply: "Thank
you for the letter received today but have found my husand I thank
you your
very !
much. bandWill
remember
station should I ever need
your service again."
Newsmen Sketches
SKETCHES of 14 radio newscasters have been compiled by Rev.
David Bulman, associate editor of
The Sign magazine, into abook
titled Molders of Opinion (Bruce
Publishing Co., Milwaukee, $1.75).
Book contains biographical information, notes on style and analyses
of attitudes toward their work of
following people: Paul Mallon,
Dorothy , Thompson, Gabriel Heatter, Walter Lippmann, H. V. Kaltenborn, Westbrook Pegler, Fulton
Lewis jr., Sumner Welles, Raymond Swing, Drew Pearson, David
Lawrence, John B. Kennedy, George
E. Sokolsky, Walter Winchell.
SIGMUNDLanguage
GOTTLOBER,
director ofis
Foreign
Pressdivision
Institute,
head of radio
and press
for the
Alfred paigE.n to raise
Smith$3,000,000
Memorial
for aFund
new camwing
to
St. Vincent's
Hospital.
Plans
are
underway
to
get
stars
of
entertainment worldradio
to participate
in foreign
country.
ianguage
programs throughout
PETER ment ofSCHOFIELD
of saleshasdepartCKWX Vancouver,
been
elected ployes
president
ofAssn.the ArtCKWX
Benevolent
MillerEm-of
CKWX engineering staff is treasurer.
Betty Ramsey
the officeannouncer,
staff is sec-is
retary and agent.
Calof George,
purchasing

people

listen

to WAKR
than
any

other

to
station

heard in Akron"
■ ^ l MOOf'll' SUMMIR 1945 INDfX 8 A. M. TO 6 P. M.
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A
by

radio
the

RKO

station

is

Companies

RADIO

known
it

keeps

PICTURES

setts
MOVIES
off

the

New

WJJD

The men who make America's movies really know what makes
"boxoffice." And the same smart showmanship that knows
how to make pictures that click goes to work in picking advertising that clicks. RKO Radio Pictures have been advertised
over the New WJJD for over three years. Consistently.
Intensively. There's a lesson there for advertisers who are
looking for sales results. Measured on the results-per-dollar
basis, the New WJJD rates high on the list of best
buys. Those 20,000 watts of SELLING POWER zoom
into a primary coverage area that includes 3,234,059
radio homes. Is there a message you'd like us to leave
for you?
CHICAGO
A 7%Cto&6*Ut *?iekt STATION
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Day Shows Are Led
CITY

KANSAS
IS

A

K

Y

MARKET

PORTER BLDG., KANSAS CITY, MO.

EVERETT L. DILLARD ELIZABETH WHITEHEAD
General Manager Station Director

Pioneer FM Station in the Kansas City Area
Ask for Rate Card
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Marr
By 'Gir
Spot
2ndies'
Reportl Gives
Hooper
To 'Breakfast in Hollywood'
R daytime proMOST gramPOPULA
in November was When a
Girl Marries, with a rating of 8.6,
according to the report of C. E.
listening.
Hooper Inc. on November daytime
4.4,
Average program rating was and
October
with 4.3r in1944.
compared
Average
Novembe
4.6 in
daytime sets-in-use was 16.4, 0.7
less than October, 0.9 more than
availdaytime
a yearableago.
an increase
was 72.4,
audienceAverage
1.9
of 1.6 a from
ago. last report and
year the
from
to When a Girl MarIn riesaddition
the top 10 week-day daytime
st in
included
s
programod (Kellogg:), Breakfa
7.7; Pepper
Hollywo
Faces
Portia
7.4;
Family,
Young's
Life, 7.4; Young Widder Brown,
7.3;' Breakfast in Hollywood
Back(Proctor & Gamble), 7.3; Beaustage Wife, 6.9; Life Can Be , 6.7;
Children
(MWTF),
Helen Trent
Romancetiful, of6.8; Today's
6.7.The three top-ranking Saturday
were Theater of
daytime programs Over
Hollywood,
Today, 7.8 ; Stars
Central Station, 7.0.
7.4;TomGrand
Mix had the most listeners
Grand Central
2.56; women
per set,
tion the most
listeners Staper
John W. Vandercook the
1.42;
set,
most men per set, 0.66; Terry and
the Pirates the most children per
set, 1.24.
identifisponsorJenny
for indexhighest
Tied cation
were Aunt
and
Breakfast in Hollywood (P. & G.),
with an index of 75.0 each.

PET OCELOT is displayed by Wilradio proliamducerH. Hawes,
of Truth former
or Consequences,
atHarbor
the Navy
Staging
Center,
on temporary duty. Pearl

programs were: Kate Smith
Speaks, 7.6 ; When A Girl Marries,
Facets
7.4; Big Sister, 7.1; BePortia
Beautiful,
Can 6.8;
Life Sunday,
6.9; Gal
Life, Our
6.8;
Helen
Children,
6.8; OfBachelor
Trent,
6.7; Light
The 'sWorld,
6.3;
Young Widder Brown, 6.2.
Sunand
Most popular Saturday
Chils were: Hour,
day daytime
dren's Hour,program
8.0; Family
8.0; Grand Central
Station,
7.7;
football (WHN-Sunday) , 7.7; One
Man's Family, 7.7; Electric Hour,
7.3 ; N. y-News,
Y. Philharmonic, 7.3 ; Clem
McCarth
Sunday, 7.3; Nick
6.7.
Carter, 7.0 ; Stars Over Hollywood,
* * *
Canadian Ratings
NOVEMBER DAYTIME program
as released
in Canada
bypopularity
Elliott-Haynes
Ltd., Toronto, on
Nov. 24, nadian
showsorigination)
Soldier's
(CamostWifepopular
English language program with a
ratand sets-in-use
of 18.1Second
ratinging of 21.2.
was Big Sister
with program rating of 16.1, folby The HappyMa Gang
dianlowed origination),
Perkins,(Canaand
Claire Wallace (Canadian origination)to, list the first five programs.
French daytime programs were
led in November by Jeunesse Doree
with
and sets-by
in-useprogram
rating rating
of 40.6,29.4followed
Quelles Nouvelles with program
rating dours,
of Grande
28.6,Soeur
Joyeux
and TroubaLa Rue
Principale
La Metairie
court
(tied and
for fifth
place) . Ran-

Pulse Report
the nightprovidednment
BENNY
JACK time
radio entertai
most
listeners
York
New
with
popular
during November
poputalks were; theKatemostSmith's
noontime
lar weekday daytime feature; the
Children's
and forthe first
Hour tied
Family were
place
Hour
among weekend daytime programs,
report
November
the
to
according
The Pulse Inc. on New York
of
listening.
November sets-in-use were 4%
higher than October, a reversal of
the normal trend as October figures are usually inflated because of
This Nolistening.
World Series
vember listening
was about 10%
above last year's level, which is
explained in part by election night
WVTR on 50,000 w
sets-in-use avlistening
erage waswhen
22% the
above that for the INCREASING its power to equal
comparable Tuesday of October.
the most powerful radio station in
Toping ten
evening
dur- the U. S., WVTR Tokyo, AFRS
November
were:programs
Jack Benny,
in Tokyo,
began12. opera26.3; Charlie McCarthy, 25.3; Mr. key outlet
tion on 50,000
w on Nov.
Army
District Attorney, 23.0; Walter
operated
station
with a
Winchell, 22.3; Bob Hope, 21.3; formerly
Lux Radio Theater, 21.0; Fibber 10,000 watt output. Stepped up
of WVTR has a broadMcGee,
20.7; Fred Allen, 20.7; Al- transmitter
cast tower more than 1,000 feet
drich
17.0. Family, 18.0; Eddie Cantor, tallest.
Most popular weekday daytime estimated to be one of world's
BROADCASTING • Telecasting

PROFIT

/4 *%cdit
5W
# Alexandre Dumas was as colorful
in his writing habits as were the characters he created in his novels. It was
his habit to write novels only on blue
paper, while for poetry his choice was
yellow. Magazine articles were prepared on rose-tinted sheets. Even
special pens were used for each variety
of subject matter. In spite of these
eccentric habits, Dumas pursued his
career with fame and profit.
# Time buyers can learn to their
own profit that Baltimoreans, too, have
a habit. WCBM is identified in the
minds of the Baltimore audience with
the best in music, entertainment and
news, and it is for this very reason
that WCBM has become "Baltimore's
Listening Habit."
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Telecasts About Russia
Are Offered by WBKB
WBKB Chicago is presenting a
series of four television discussions
on the modern history of Russia
conducted by Don Elder, radio
news commentator and analyst.
Series, to be aired weekly — Tuesday 7:30 p.m. CST— highlights
numerous special effects, including
photographs, maps and charts.
Elder will climax series with inside information on the presentday political
Soviet Union andstructure
outline ofhistheviews
on what can be expected in the
future.
Frank Kleinholz, nationallyknownsion artist,
appeared
for the first
time, onNov.televi20,
presenting and explaining backgrounds of several of his foremost
paintings to the WBKB audiences
WBKB was off the air Thanksgiving evening but telecast regularly scheduled program No. 29.
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Radar Jamming Tube's Power
Greater Than Biggest Station
BURIED DEEP in a report on
quency range will be directly afradar countermeasures, released
last Thursday by the Joint Board
Although
mentioned in the
on Scientific Information Policy, fected." itnotwas
Westinghouse
is explosive information on a new pamphlet,
Electric
&
Mfg.
Co.
produced
tube that should set the television the tube. The firm that
also released
industry ahead with rocket speed. information
on
Tuba
project
last
The section of the report titled Thursday.
"Tuba and the German Night
While power is admitted to reach
Fighters", describes a remarkable 50,000 w, it is known to operate on
vacuum tube known as the "resna- much higher power with frequency
tron," tunable over a wide fre- range 500 times greater than the
quency
com- most powerful station operating.
parablerange,
to thewithmostpower
powerful
it has sustained transbroadcasting station in the U. S. In addition,
quality,isthough
width
narrow.at present
"The power output developed by the band mitting
Tuba (code name of the project),"
War story of the tube dates
the report foreseen
states,magnitude
"is ofthat
such un1942, when the German
our back tofighters
were taking such
planning for frequency channel night
a heavy toll of lives, planes and
allocations in the ultra-high-fre- property damage over England.

Lowdown
BARNEY
with
Howard KEEP,
Parent co-m.c.
on the
Hey Mr. Motorist show on
KEX Portland, Ore., was
brought to his knees a few
mornings ago when he
stopped a interview
bantam carwithforthea
curbstone
driver.castTheweekday
program,
broad-at
mornings
11:45, features informal
comments and safety pointers and is handled in cooperation with the Portland
Traffic Safety Committee.
Devices on Allied planes which
airborne injammed theterceptionGerman
radar were proving inef ective, asthe jammer itself provimans
ded a"beam"
could rideoninwhich
directtheto Gerthe
target.
Finally an enormously powerful
jammera thousandfold
was suggested,
withthan"a
power
greater
any previously attained in the
frequencyvolved,range
operation
inwhich in ofitself
was ten
times higher than that used for
frequency modulation and televiIn thisplanes,
way the
ofwould
the
German
their"eyes"
radar, making
be "blinded"
completely,
a powerful electronic fog through
which the Allied fighters could fly
home untrailed by the enemy.
sion."project, known as Tuba, was
The
developed, overcoming tremendous
odds. A resnatron had to be built
that would be tunable over a wide
range of frequencies, to preclude
the Germans modifying their frequencies to combat it. It was also
necessary to modulate the resnatron's
output
withforthejamming.
random
"noise" necessary
Difficulties were overcome, and the
development, sponsored by the U.
S. Army Signal Corps, was made
so practical that the British placed
a large lend-lease order with the
U. S. for a complete jamming system using the resnatron.
Work on Tuba was still in the
blueprint stage in 1943. The first
experimental
test was
thatin was
completely successful
January,
1944. By June of that year the
complete
Germany. system was in use against

Plant Output to Rise
STEADY rise in output from
$17,000,000 in September to
$44,000,000
by next
is indicateda bymonth
reports
fromJune
radio
plants
representing
about
half the 1939 industry, according
to Civilian
Production
tion. The June
rate willAdministrabe about
four times the 1939 rate, but a
third of wartime output. Employment next June is expected to be
2% times the 1939 level and 20%
below the first quarter of 1945.
CFAB
Windsor,
added Pressby
News
service,N. S.,
itat ishas
announced
the PNwirehead-office
Toronto.
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In FM
The

Will

too-

Same

TEMCO

continue

Team

to SET

DELIVERY

RECORDS

Improved
F M Broadcasting Equipment
NOW Being Produced by
Microwave Radar Technicians
TEMCO'S
NEW MODEL 250 BCF
NOW IN PRODUCTION
Normal Rated Output 250 Watts
mm Rated Output 375 Watts
infinity
•> New
New mini
miniature high frequency
tubes
permitting
nghigh efficiency
and perfect
shielding.

^ Til

6160

contract.
under **e
S******
M^P

- -v. to «-

cordis^w*° B^trirati00
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Write for comp/ete ctescripfive data,
and information for filing wi
FCC for license application. prices

Newly designed amplifier
perfect
circuit completely eliminatingbacktankand radiation,
feedradio frequency
potentials from transmitting
frame.
• Built-in center frequency deviation meter calibrated directly in cycles.
• Frequency range of 88-106
megacycles.
Frequency ctnhiliHr
stability -f- 11500
•* FrptiupnfV
5iVi
of assigned
cps
or
better
center frequency.c
CpS Or frequency
feoffor n response
• Audio
± \Vt db 30-16000 cps
(after deemphasis).
•Audio distortion 50-16000
cycles less than 2% RMS.
•Noise level FM db below
dt 75 Kc swing.
• Noise level AM 70 db bef.tow
100% modulation.

RADIO COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
TRANSMITTER EQUIPMENT MFG. CO., INC.
345 Hudson Street, New York 14, N. Y,

RAIBOURN SAYS TV
OUTLOOK CLARIFIED
DECLARING that the FCC allocation of video channels to major
cities has clarified the outlook of
television's future for broadcasters
and manufacturers, Paul Raibourn,
head of the video activities of Paramount Pictures and treasurer of
Allen B. DuMont Laboratories,
said last week that this allocation
"gives mentjustification
their investof even more tojob-producing
capital in television experimentation and production than would
TOUR of ETO with the Broadcasters' mission was de^cTibed by John
E. Fetzer (second from left), managing director of Fetzer Broadcast- formerly have been sound busiing Co., licensee of WJEF Grand Rapids, in address to Grand Rapids
Advertising Club. Shown are (1 to r) H. E. McNeal, club program chairDuMont, he saiaTis, "fully preman and district manager, Shell Oil Co.; Mr. Fetzer; Edward H. Bronparedvision's
to takepotentialities,
advantage
tele' son, manager of WJEF; Wendell L. Patton, club president.
j He ofstated
that on Oct. 7 the company had
^Poidevin, WRJN, Wis.; Frank Moines. Board liaison members, netness.""^-current assets of $2,416,000 and
TlCing-, W*MBR Jacksonville. Large John E. Fetzer, WKZO Kalamazoo;
of adjusted
$2,188,000,
with thearising
busi^stationsj William A. Fay, WHAM Clair R. McCollough, WGAL Lan- cash ness
to conditions
" Rochester ;-J.% Maland, WHO Des caster.
after
the
war's
end.
'These
figures,
he said, include the $1,453,000
cash obtained by financing a year
ago, which is held jft readiness for
video development.
Paramont Pictures has a 37%
interest in DuMont through ownership of the
company's
B stock,
which has
no vole
in electing
the
BRAN
HAM
COMPANY
president
and
vice-presidents
of
the corporation.? ;

EMPLOYE-EMPLOYER
NAB DEPT. PLANNED
RECOMMENDATIONS for creation of a Department of EmployeEmployer Relations in the NAB
will be drawn Dec. 7 at a Washington meeting called by John Elmer, of WCBM Baltimore, chairman
of
the NAB
Employe-Employer Relations
Committee.
Department succeeds the NAB
Labor Committee, of which Calvin
J. Smith, KFAC Los Angeles, was
chairman.
Expansion of labor relations activity within the NAB was recommended by the NAB board at its
August meeting and reaffirmed at
the October session.
Committee
are:* CBS;
Net-'
works,
Frankmembers
K. White,
John H. MacDonald, NBC. Regionals, Howard" La!ne, ! Marshal*
Field stations; Mr.. Smith,., j
stations, Mr. Elmer; H#i*

THE
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WMOB
Mobile, Ala.
KTHS
Hot Springs, Ark.
KFMB ....
San Diego, Calif.
KWKH
. . . ? . Shreveport, La.
WCPO
Cincinnati, Ohio
WTJS
Jackson, Tenn.
WNOX
....
Knoxville, Tenn.
WMC
Memphis, Tenn.
KRIC .....
Beaumont, Texas
KWBU
. . . Corpus Christi, Texas
KRLD . . . . . . Dallas, Texas
WCHS
...
Charleston, W. Va.
WBLK
....
Clarksburg, W. Va.
WSAZ . . . Huntington, W. Va.
WPAR
. . . Parkersburg, W. Va.

Radio Use in Irrigation
Control Is Authorized
USE ofmationradio/ffor
toconifol therelaying
flow of inforwater
in an irrigation
system
authorized last week by thewas FCC.
The Commission assigned a frequency of 35.46 mc for construction
of a station" ;and six portable and
mobile unite to the Garwood Irrigation Co.JIGarwood, Tex., which
operates 28!0 miles of canals and
many miles of irrigation ditches
to serve
about 100 ranches throughout Texas.
Thedio forcompany
substitute rathe slowwillcommunications
now carried on between messengers
travelingmobilebyalonghorseback
the canalsandandautothe
pumping
plants.
A continuous
trol of the
irrigation
system pa-is
maintained by the company to asproper distribution
of the wa-to
tersureto avoid
waste or damage
the
fields
or
canals.
Radiowill
facilitate information to regulate
the flow and distribution of water
in the system.
Join College,
MutualPa., 250 w
WMAJ State
on 1450 kc, is to join Mutual today
(Dec. 3)Jacksonville,
as network's N.283dC,affiliate.
WJNC
250 w
on 1240 kc, joined Mutual Nov. 26.
WRHI Rock Hill, S. C, 250 w on
1340 kc, will join as soon as lines
are installed, and KGCX Sidney,
Mont., 1,000
w onDec.148020.kc, becomes
Mutual
affiliate
BROADCASTING
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THE

MODERN

HOMEMAKER

. . .

Judith Andrews is being talked about these days. But her ears aren't burning, no sir, for people
are saying some mighty nice things about "Judith Andrews — The Modern Homemaker," WGN's
brand new, co-sponsored homemaking show.
The show has a new and refreshingly different approach to an old theme. Neither "soap
opera" nor "school" presentation, it combines the best features of both, with a very definite
continuity and purpose.
We'll admit, under pressure, that Judith isn't exactly any Rosie the Robot but she can
and does help housewives in their daily routine.
The war years, years of women in industry, business and the service, have resulted in a
new kind of interest in home management. Women today are vitally interested in the modern
viewpoint.
Scripted, produced and acted by the best talent in the business, "Judith Andrews — The
Modern Homemaker" is certain to stimulate your radio sales.
A Clear Channel Station
Serving the Middle West

CHICAGO 11
ILLINOIS
Watts
72050,000Kilocycles
Listen
WGN
Eastern Sales Office: 220it's
East 42nd
Street, New and
York 17, N.MBS
Y.
West Coast: Edward S. Townsend Co., Russ Building, San Francisco, Calif.
ib
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added

to KR/V\

I /VISIT

CONSTELLATION

KRNT personal^ V
SRifSS a^0^^^
aft,

emcee of "Thehour Gene
eekday
and aEmerald
quarter
music afternoon
and warm personality
that
J.aper-dooper.
friendly, down-to-earth program

^3
4

30r ASK THE KATZ AGENCY FOR RATES

her h

Fulfilling

a

Promise

, J.

All during the war we promised
an even more efficient Lingo
Radiator when production started
again. While we were busy constructing thousands of steel structures for the U. S. Signal Corps
and Army Air Forces, our drafting boards also were at work for
you. Now, we stand ready to fulfill our promises by presenting a
tried and proved antenna system
to meet your requirements with
maximum efficiency at a minimum of cost and maintenance.
Remember, only Lingo offers you
"6 Extras" at no extra cost.
Write for
Recommendations
The services of our consulting
engineers - are available to you
on such pertinent problems as
proper radiator height, ground
systems, performance expectation, etc. In writing, please indicate location, power and the
frequency proposed.

NG3,O
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Most Set Makers
Endorse FM Plan
One Firm Rejects FCC System
Of Channel Designation
UNIFORM system of FM channel
designation for radio receivers,
probably Nov.
conforming
the plan
adopted
16 by thetoFCC,
may
be recommended for adoption by
all manufacturers at a meeting to
be held in New York Dec. 5 by
the Engineering Dept. of the
Radio Manufacturers Assn. Remittee. ceiver Section -Executive ComInformal polls of manufacturers
by
and by
NAB's FMall
Dept.RMAindicate
thatthepractically
companies are willing to go along
with the FCC system, by which
the first channel (88.1 mc) will be
numbered 201, and upward. RMA
has not completed its industry-wide
poll but the NAB survey shows 13
set makers ready to use the channel number plan in lieu of frequency designations, with only one
firm (Pilot Radio Corp.) rejecting
the number system.
Await Action
Several set makers have endorsed the FCC system but prefer
to await action by the RMA group
before making final decision. One
firm (Belmont Radio Corp.) may
abbreviate the symbol by dropping
the first digit.
Firms indicating willingness to
go along with FCC in their replies
to Robert T. Bartley, NAB FM
Dept. director, are: Admiral Corp.,
Emerson Radio & Phonograph
Corp., Ansley Radio Corp., Magnavox Co., Majestic Radio & Television Corp., Crosley Corp., WellsGardner & Co., Meissner Radio
Corp., the Stromberg-Carlson Co.,
Philharmonic Radio Corp., Freed
Radio visiCorp.,
Teleon & Radio Farnsworth
Corp.

Bank Radio Pays
FIRST FEDERAL Savings
&- Loan Co., Washington,
heavy radio user during war,
adds full hour of music Sundays to Since
WOL 1938
Washington
schedule.
Federal
has sponsored 7:30 a.m. news
on WOL and in past sponsored Wake Up America
Forum. Since 1938, when
firm began radio use, deposits increased from $3,000,000 to $23,000,000 this year.
Account was placed direct.
Cox to Address AER
H. QUENTIN COX, assistant
manager of KGW Portland, Ore.,
will speak on the
15-year service of
his station and
its school of the
air intheconjunction
with
Portland
public
the
first schools
fall meetat
ing Dec.
5 of
the
Washington
Chapter,
Mr. Cox
forAssociaEduca-at
tiontionby Radio,
Dept. of Interior studios. Col.
Harold Kent, past AER national
president, will report on activities
of other chapters and Mrs. Gertrude Broderick, secretary, Federal Radio Education Committee,
will review the recent School
Broadcast Conference in Chicago.
Officers of the Washington Chapter, AER, are Hazel Kenyon
Markel, WTOP-CBS, president;
Belmont Farley, National Education Assn., vice-president; Gertrude Howard, secretary; Stanley
Field,
treasurer.War Dept. Radio Branch,

Pound Indicted
Answer Filed
ANSWER was filed last week by AN EARLY trial for Ezra Pound,
Henry J. Handelsman Jr., Birdye 60, native of Hailey, Ida., on
treason is expected
folHandelsman and William Handels- charges lowingofhis indictment
last Monday
man, trading as The Camera Man,
and Henry J. Handelsman Jr. Inc., by a Federal Grand Jury in WashThe indictment cites seven
Chicago,eral inTradetheCommission
case in whichaccused
Fed- specific ington.
dates between Sept. 11,
15, 1943, on which he
themdio ofand falsely
representing,
in ra- is1942-May
alleged to have made recordings
newspaper
advertisements,
that their cameras were equipped in Rome Radio studios for later
with fast lenses, have appearance broadcast. Recordings, it is
and durability of much higher charged,
of treasonable
nature. Thewere
indictment
alleges that
priced cameras and will take color
pictures with ordinary film and the American-born poet "committed
charged that they failed to make each and every one of these acts
the purpose of and with the
good their offer to give refunds to for
dissatisfied buyers. In their answer, intent to adhere to and give aid
and
comfort to the Kingdom of
respondents
said the
advertisements were made
in good
faith Italy" while Italy was at war with
but that a manufacturer defaulted the
U. S. Seven witnesses, former
under his contract and that Henry radio employes of Italian stations,
J. Handelsman Jr. Inc., agency testified before the Grand Jury.
was indicted in the District
handlingfundedthethousands
advertisements,
re- Pound
of Columbia for treason on July 26,
of dollars to the
1943,
after
the FCC recorded what
public. Answer further contends the
advertisements were never re- was said to be his voice during a
Rome propaganda broadcast.
peated.
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NEW YORK'S MILLIONS HEAR
THREE COAST-TO-COAST FEATURES
NOW

OF FOUR-STAR

IMPORTANCE!

B O X I N G— Blow-by-blow broadcasts of the nation's outstanding boxing bouts direct from leading arenas. Descriptions and commentaries by
veteran sportscasters Sam Taub and Joe Cummiskey.
Carried in New York exclusively by WMCA at 10:00 p.m. .Mondays.

C O N C E RT S— A full season of symphonic music by the celebrated
Seattle Symphony Orchestra under the direction of Carl Bricken. Worldfamed soloists include Szigeti, Milstein, Petri, Piatigorski.
Carried in New York exclusively by WMCA at 11 :30 p.m.
on "concert" Tuesdays.
DANCE MUSI C— Hours of scintillating music by top dance
bands direct from the country's foremost clubs and hotels.
Carried in New York exclusively by WMCA from 10:45 p.m.
to midnight daily.

Just the beginning of a l-o-n-g, l-o-n-g line of surprises WMCA . . . and
Associated . . . have in store for the metropolitan New York market.
Surprises which spell the brand of (1) SHOWMANSHIP that wins over listeners and (2) SALESMANSHIP that moves the wares of our advertisers. Sure,
we'll talk to you about network time . . . and local schedules, too. Just ask
us for availabilities.

BROADCASTING

wmca
FIRST ON NEW •YORK'S DIAL-570
An Affiliate of the
Associated Broadcasting Corporation
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From Spindle Eye
CAPT. SAN FORD T.
TERRY Jr., of the good ship
Spindle Eye, is back on the
job at the transmitter of
WRVA Richmond, Va. He
left the ship just before the
Army decided to send it on
a world cruise. The Spindle
Eye has two powerful broadcast transmitters, two studios,
two controls, radiophoto, radioteletype, telegraph and
recording equipment. The
floating radio city was to
have been used in the Jap
invasion.

International Radio U.
Is Proposed by Educator
ESTABLISHMENT of an "InterRadio Collegeby ofthethePolish
Air"
has been national
proposed
educator,
Professor
Mikolaj
Olekiewicz of the U. of Lublin.
Dr. Olekiewicz, who represented
his country at the United Nations
Education Conference in London,
contends
a "radio
would
provide
a practicaluniversity"
solution
to such problems as teacher and
textbook shortages and lack of
school and university buildings. He
thinks well-known specialists in
the various fields could deliver
POPULAR attire of the season was worn by NBC Correspondent
radio lectures supplemented by cor- MOST
George Thomas Folster when he appeared at the studios of Radio Tokyo
respondence courses.
in civilian clothes. The ensemble, carried Tokyowards by his wife, Helen
Folster, arrived
MacArthur's
correspondents musttheweardaynoafter
more Gen.
insignia,
and was directive
given anthatenvious
examination by other correspondents and broadcast technicians.
IN THE

r/qht doors
for

your

• WHIO offers you a
responsive audience won and held through ten
years of faithful service to Dayton and Miami
Valley.
Good program planning balances Basic CBS programs with the finest local shows, also complete,
reliable news coverage ... a combination that
opens the right doors for your sales message to
the Dayton area.
NEWS: UP, INS, AP plus CBS' BEST
5000 WATTS
BASIC CBS
G. P.Representatives
Hollingbery Co.
HarrySoutheastern
E. Cummings
Representative
WH!
2

Gifts for Vets
A DRIVE for Christmas presents
for returning veterans who will
debark in New York between Dec.
20 and Jan. 1 was launched by
Margaret Arlen, WABC New
York commentator, on her daily
broadcast
starting
23. Presents will be
given Nov.
veterans
who
would not otherwise receive gifts
because they were in transit durArlening pre-holiday
campaignedperiod.
for When
stamps Miss
for
hospitalized veterans, listeners
sent in more than 5,000,000.
Show for One
HALF-HOUR show for the entertainment ofjust one person —
Miss Norma Wood, 25-year-old
Tully, N. Y. music teacher who has
been hospitalized for six months
and faces another three months in
a hospital bed — was broadcast by
WAGE Syracuse in response to a
request
from had
a businessmen's
octet
which she
organized, along
with two church choirs, in addition
to her school duties. Norma Wood
Appreciation Night included a
musical program and tribute to
Miss Wood broadcast from Tully
Central School auditorium and an
interview with the honoree in her
hospital room. Glenn Williams,

SERVICE

WAGE news editor, was m.c. of
the auditorium program, which
attracted a capacity audience, and
Doug Johnson,
local news
handled
the interview
witheditor,
Miss
Wood.
* * *
Comic Books for Hospitals
APPEALS on WROK Rockford,
111., have brought hundreds of
comic books for convalescent infantile paralysis patients in city hospitals. Books are distributed daily.
Speedy Response
ALMOST split-second response
was received on the Ella Mason
WHN New York program Nov. 20
when Mrs. Herbert Carlebach, cochairman of the housing committee of the officers service committee,
made anerans.appeal
rooms requests
for vetOne of theforurgent
was for a blind veteran who had
been granted a scholarship to teach
Spanish to other blind veterans at
Columbia U. No sooner had the
program ended than a listener
phoned that she would open her
Greenwood Lake home for the veteran and his mother, and would
also organize a committee in her
community to find rooms for other
veterans.

111 f*eyW

i Central

Manhattan HiUot^in
. New York • • •
Other Hilton Hotels from Coast to Coast. Chicago:
The
Stevens,
Dayton:House.The C.Daylon-Biltmore,
Los
Angeles:
The Town
N. Hilton, President.

DAYTON, OHIO
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250 AND 1000 WATT FM BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS
are Ott 76e

For many years, HARVEY OF CAMBRIDGE
has built transmitters considered standards of
quality and dependability. Yet, these new
HAR-CAM FM Broadcast Transmitters that are
about ready for release, will be far and away
the finest ever to bear the HAR-CAM name.
Here's why:
As specialists in the manufacture and development of communications equipment, receivers
as well as transmitters, for Commercial, Marine
and Emergency use, we have gained a thorough
knowledge and understanding of all phases of
the industry. This sound background has been
greatly enhanced by the additional skill and
"know-how" gained through war work, parHARVEY RADIO
459 CONCORD AVENUE

BROADCASTING
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Way . . .

ticularly in the development and production of
vital Loran Radar Transmitters and other important communications units. Add to this
improved production facilities and advanced
precision methods of manufacture and you can
readily understand why HAR-CAM FM Broadcast Transmitters will provide the last word in
efficient, dependable and economical transmission.
Now is the time to get the complete story on
these new HAR-CAM 250 and 1000 watt FM
Broadcast TRANSMITTERS.

LABORATORIES, INC
CAMBRIDGE 38, MASSACHUSETTS
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SERVICEMEN

ADDED

TO AGENCY'S STAFF
THREE EX-SERVICE members
of the staff of Needham, Louis and
Brorby, Chicago, recently returned
to the agency, out of 17 lost
to the armed forces. William P.
Bager, former copy chief, assumes
a new post as counselor to copy
and art departments, after three
years service. Marvin Clausen, who
served as a lieutenant in naval
aviation for over three years, becomes account executive on Industrial Food Products Division of
Kraft Foods Co.
Ruth Woodward Cumberland,
former secretary to President
Maurice H. Needham, has returned

to temporary secretarial duties
awaiting the release of her husband, Cpl. Julian (X Cumberland,
from the Army. She served as a
lieutenant with the Marine Corps
Women's Reserve.
In addition, the agency has hired
11 ex-servicemen who are new to
the organization: Lawrence Nolte,
account executive on Swift & Co.
accounts ; Noel Turner, account
executive on Eagle-Picher and Wilson Bros, accounts; Leslie Mather
and Martin Savela, copy department; Jack Sullivan and Russel
Eavey,ert research
department;
RobRayan, traffic
department;
Charles Coleman, proof reader;
John Willoughby, publicity; Vincent Erickson, accounting; Tedd
Mayer, mailing department.

Business
Doubles

More

Than

. . .

G. Hicks
FalUn, Federal
Executive Vicedent
of Peoples
and Loan
Association
of Peoria Savings
During Eight Years
on WMBD
"Names in the News" has
been broadcast over WMBD each weekday morning for the past
eight years, direct from Peoples Federal Savings and Loan Association, its sponsor. During this time, the number of accounts at
Peoples Federal has more than doubled, and the business volume
of this home-financing institution has increased nearly three-fold.
Mr. G. Hicks Fallin, Executive Vice President says: "We feel that
our consistent use of WMBD for the past eight years has played a
principal part in the rapid growth of our association
during this time. It is proof to us that WMBD has a
loyal listening audience,
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OIL PAINTING of '"Weatherknot", mythical pigeon heard on Ross
Mulholland's early-morning musical show on WJR Detroit, is unveiled
by Mark Haas (1), WJR press relations director, and Mr. Mulholland
inandceremonies
the Detroit
Institute byof thousands.
Arts' exhibitOthoof bird
sculptures,at which
was witnessed
Blake,paintings
Detroit
artist, painted the pigeon picture.
BENDIX PURCHASING
TOWSON, MD.9 PLANT
BENDIX Radio Division of Bendix
Aviation Corp. has announced that
it is buying from Defense Plant
Corp. for $1,700,000 the plant it
operated at Towson, Md., near
Baltimore, during the war. Additions and improvements will cost
another $500,000.
When components become available Bendix radio and radiophonograph products will comprise
60% ofume.theAdvance
company's
showingsdollar
of volthe
complete line of 24 models have
justW. been
held. division general
P. Hilliard,
manager, said Bendix turned out
over $400,000,000 in war electronic
equipment.
The will
company's
peacetime payroll
soon exceed
$500,000 a month.

Armstrong Declares FM
Controversy Still Open
CONTRARY to official statements
that the argument over location
of FM is closed, Prof. E. H. Armstrong, FM inventor, declared in
a letter to the editor of the New
York Times that the controversies
"concerning the laws of nature
are never closed until the truth
comes out". Following is his letter
dated Nov., 21, in reply to an article appearing in the Times and
quoting: FCC Chairman Paul A.
Porter
"In your issue of Nov. 18, under the heading 'FM's Growing
Pains,' you report that in reference
to the controversy over the comparative efficiencies of the old and
new FM band that FCC Chairman
Paul A. Porter said he considered
the case closed. I would like to
point outcerningthat
William T. Cavanagh
the lawscontroversies
of nature conare
WILLIAM T. CAVANAGH, 37, never closed until the truth about
them
comes
out.
May
I
express
director of radio for The Black- opinion that this matter will thebe
stone Co., advertising agency, New
York, died Nov. 22. Surviving is discussed on the floors of the
his wife, Sally Cavanagh, formerly technical societies until the facts
timebuyer for the agency.
are established."
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For

our

found
Radio

San

a man

Francisco
who

Station

DAVID

office

believes as we

Representation

II. (Sandy)

we

have

do about
. . ."

SAMDEBERfi

Sandy has had 25 years experience in
advertising covering both printed media
and radio:
14 years in the publication field
11 years in radio —
Sales Manager of KYA, San Francisco
San Francisco Manager for
McClatchy Broadcasting Company
Pacific Coast Manager for a nationally
known firm of station representatives
He is an exponent of "Aggressive Activity"
as practiced by Lewis H. Avery, Inc.

On December 3rd our San Francisco office opens in the Russ
Building, with David H. Sandeberg as Manager.

LEWIS

565 Fifth Ave.
New York 17, N. Y
PLaza 3-2622

H

Russ Building
San Francisco, Calif.

333 No. Michigan Ave.
Chicago 1,4710
111.
ANDover
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The Cannon Roar
IT WAS ONLY a few months ago that the
halls of Congress rang with railings against
European dictatorships. The people were enslaved by the infamous tyrants Hitler and
Mussolini. Liberty and freedom had vanished.
The press was kept, the radio was Government-owned.
Today we witness the spectacle of a highly
placed member of Congress urging Government ownership of American radio — following
the European pattern. The erudite Rep. Clarence Cannon (D.-Mo.), chairman of the important Appropriations Committee, unburdened
himself during committee hearings on the 1946
fiscal year deficiency appropriation, which included astipend for the FCC.
Mr. Cannon is probably the outstandingparliamentarian of the House. He has served
for 12 consecutive terms, or since 1923. He has
been the guiding parliamentary light at the
Democratic conventions of the past two
decades.
But, it is evident, Chairman Cannon has
never been a student of radio, American or
European. He has been exposed to American
radio since its aborning days. He did visit
Britain in 1939 and probably was given one of
those personally conducted tours of the BBC
by
the entity.
BBC for the benefit of the same stateowned
Mr. Cannon's espousal of the British System
(and for Government ownership here) was
unequivocal. He said all that a man needs is
a frequency from the Government and he becomes amulti-millionaire overnight. The Government, he believes, simply hands out one of
these frequencies "worth millions of dollars",
and, presto, we have a new radio tycoon.
Rep. Cannon, great statesman that he is,
doubtless didn't take parliamentary notice that
while radio has prospered during the windfall
years of the war, other industries and services
(newspapers and magazines for example) did
likewise. Fiscal expert that he is, he must have
overlooked also the fact that radio (and the
others) had most of those profits siphoned
off by the excess profits taxes.
And looking ahead a mite, Rep. Cannon
should take legislative note that all broadcasters today are faced with heavy investments
in new services — FM and television. They are
faced with new competition, too, as well as
with the levelling off of our national economy;
that is, if reconversion eventually sets in and
the Petrillos and their like let go.
Mr. Cannon alludes to the vast sums the Government islosing by handing out "gratis" those
frequencies for radio service. He points to the
revenues derived by BBC from its service.
But he's got his bookkeeping mixed. Sure BBC
expenses run $35,000,000 to $37,000,000 a year,
with the income derived from license fees on
receivingandsetsfrom(which
the Britishin public
like),
advertising
radio doesn't
papers
published by the non-commercial BBC. That
income
bill
for wouldn't
a week ! pay American radio's program
Mr. Cannon forgets his geography. The entire British Isles could be lost in the heart of
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Texas. Mr. Cannon might ask any returning
constituent GI whether he preferred the^ BBC
to ouricanArmy
plan. Radio, which was strictly AmerMr. Cannon, we fear, has been buried too
long in his Government statistics and his
parliamentary law. He might try talking to the
people back home about how they like their
radio, rather than listen to the hand plucked
stuff of British career bureaucrats. Or he
might even try listening once in a while.
In reading the hearings on the deficiency
appropriation, it was refreshing to find that
not all members of Mr. Cannon's committee
went along with him, and that FCC Chairman
Porter and Commissioner Jett took issue.
When Chairman Cannon said he favored
Government ownership of radio, Chairman
Porter responded: "I would not like to see the
Government in the radio business".
For Mr. Porter well knows that if the Government takes over radio, it won't be America.
He knows what happened in the Axis countries.
He, like Chairman Cannon, was there, too.
But it must have been under different auspices.
NARBA Yardstick
BECAUSE of the emphasis upon the newer
broadcast services, there may be a tendency
to overlook developments in standard broaddestined
casting, which
breadwinner
forissome
years.to continue radio's
Early next month — probably the first week
in January — engineering representatives of
the North American nations will meet in Washington to consider a Cuban proposal for revision of the so-called NARBA agreement
governing assignments of standard broadcast
channels. Cuba demands rights for stations on
some 20 additional channels now assigned to
other nations signatory of NARBA. The
NARBA agreement would expire on March
29 after five years. Canada has proposed that
it be extended two years; we have suggested
a one-year extension. Cuba wants a new
agreement.
To sultcomply
with Cuba's
proposal would
rein deterioration
of standard
broadcast
service not only in the United States, but in
Canada and Mexico. Existing standard channels in this country already are crammed,
with resultant interference.
Our State Department, of course, is interested in fostering the Pan American Good
Neighbor policy. So are all of us. But it cerwouldn't help
relationsof ifothers
one
nation tainly
is favored
to thethosedetriment
because of violation of fundamental engineering allocation principles.
According to existing logs, Cuba has 115
broadcast stations, of which 52 of all descriptions are in its principal city of Havana. The
Cuban population is less than 5,000,000. Havana has a population of some 570,000. The
United States, with a 140,000,000 population,
has less than 1,000 AM stations. Thus Cuba,
with only about 3% the population of the
United States, has a station population, in
comparison, of more than 10%.
It is to be hoped that when the engineering
delegations of our neighbor nations foregather,
they will not lose sight of the factors of service on an equitable basis to the nationals of
all nations. The per capita distribution of stations certainly should prove a just and mutually acceptable yardstick.

ROBERT) WILLIAM BUCKLEY

ion,h Bob
the Ameri
E toy worked
hiscanwaytradit
throug
colTRUBuckle
lege selling magazines, and then he
worked hisexecutive.
way up to become a top advertising
The boy who used to
s to Pictorialionand Delinea-- t
iption
subscr
peddle
now head
tor is rald-S
operat of Dancer I
ample,of media
Fitzge
New York.
Born in Boston, Dec. 28, 1905, Mr. Buckley
attended Brown U., where he received his Ph. D.
degree. While at Brown he was advertising
manager of the school paper and captain of
the wrestling team — in his freshman year.
Afterate graduation,
he went
to Harvard GraduSchool of Business
Administration.
During his summers he met scholastic expenlishing
ses by selling
Co. Soon magazines
he becamefortopButterick
salesmanPub-of
the college crew that sold the magazines. By
the end of his sophomore year he won a trip,
to New York as a prize for his efforts.
During the New York trip he was offered
the post-graduation job of organizing college
crews of salesmen for Butterick. He went to
that job after he was graduated from Harvard
Business School. While in Detroit for the company, he met
Joe Spadea,
sentative for CBS,
who wasthenso Detroit
sold on repreradio
himself, he got Bob Buckley interested, too.
So on Jan. 1, 1936, he resigned from the
publishing house to join WOR New York,
handling the western accounts at the station
for William G. Rambeau, station representative. Nine months later he was put in charge
of the Rambeau New York office.
Afterman fortwo
CBS years,
in Newhe took
York.a position
Then in as1940sales-he
left radio work to take over the Ludlow TypographHe Co.,
owned by his father-inlaw.
was Chicago,
eager
the company
offered.for the business experience
He stayed there for three years, but in July,
1943,estreturned
to the This
field that
great-a
interest — radio.
time held
he his
became
member of Columbia's sales force in Chicago.
A year later he was appointed assistant sales
manager of CBS western division.
On April 1 of this
year hedirector.
joined DancerFitzgerald-Sample
as media
In this
capacity he handles the radio and magazine
advertising campaigns of American Hom<
Products and Sterling Drugs, accounts averradio. aging approximately $5,000,000 a year ir
On that early trip to New York when h«
became interested in radio through Joe
(Continued on page 48)
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"The
shows are
servicemen
as theyat
land inUSOPortland
fromoke!"
the agree
Pacificthese
war,happy
and are
interviewed
dockside
by
KOIN
Special
Events
chief
Johnny
Carpenter.
Listeners
learned
firsthandat how
War Chest dollars help to support
USO activities
home their
and abroad.
29,
■to***

#mcC

ctcct it* 0 0

RADIO helped to alert the community. . . and to drive home the
urgency of War Chest needs. The
result— 100% -plus subscription of
toughest quota in Portland history.
Much of the success of radio's
contribution was traced to Johnny

;»B tops'-

sincor^M

Carpenter, KOIN Director of Special Events. His was an outstanding
accomplishment as War Chest radio
chairman.
...fan

. St*
Tir. Jo^oS
FREE & PETERS, Inc.

PORTLAND
OREGON
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Respects
(Continued from page U6)
Spadea, he also found another interest. Joe Spadea was tutoring a
tall attractive brownette, Marion
Hedly, in math at the time. She is
now Mrs. Bob Buckley. They were
married in June 1935, and have
two children, Bob 7% and Arthur, 2V2.
Incidentally, Richard Buckley,
partner of John Blair & Co., radio
representative,
is Bob's
This radio business
runs brother.
in the
family.
His athletic ability has held over
from his college days. He can now
brag of a golf score in the lower
80's. Skiing is another hobby. Practically every winter week-end finds
him and young Bob skiing over the
snow-covered highlands not far
from New York City. He taught
his son to ski about three years ago.
In addition to going in for the
sport of it, Bob is also chairman of
the Snow. Information Committee
of the Sno-Chase Club.
For indoor sports, he goes for
bridge, and was once champion
bridge player of Rhode Island.
Other f avoi-ed activities include gin
rummy, backgammon and squash.
'Queen' in New York
"QUEENprogram
for a Day", Miles Laboratories
Inc.
from New York onfromMutual,
Nov. 26 originated
to Dec. 5
where
it
starts
it touris Wade
of theAdvertising
country's
large
cities.
Agency
Agency, New York.

WE'RE

GUESTS at a cocktail party given by Frank M. Russell, NBC vicepresident, honoring David Sarnoff, RCA president, who is in Washington
as a delegate to the Labor-Management Conference, included (1 to r)
Maj. Gen. J. A. Code Jr.; Mr. Sarnoff; FCC Chairman Paul Porter;
FCC Commissioner William H. Wills.
Literary Records
SATURDAY Review of Literature,
New York, is planning a series of
recordings of great literary pieces
to be sold as phonograph records.
Magazine feels this will "overcome
a deficiency in the radio field" by
offering a million records of "good
taste" to the public.
Albert Laughrey
ALBERT LAUGHREY, 32, news
writer of Don Lee Broadcasting
System, Hollywood, and recently
returned from armed services, died
at his Van Nuys, Cal., home on
Nov. 17.

WORKING

Coin Sets for Hotels
CONTRACTS calling for nearly
$8,000,000
radio sets for
have nationwide
been signedhotelby
Coin-O-Matic Hotel Radio & Television, Chicago, according to J. P.
Griffith, vice-president and general
manager. New company, incorporated in New Jersey two months
ago with home offices in Chicago,
will install approximately 35,000
five-tube superheterodyne sets in
hotels throughout country. All sets
will be coin-operated with basic
charge 30 minutes for 10 cents and
two hours for 25 cents. No central
control will be used, with full
range of standard band available.

IN ROANOKE!
Today more than ever before, Roanoke is one of America's bright spots
for radio advertising. Unlike many
communities, Roanoke is a three-higindustry city— steel, rayon, railroads.
It is inconceivable that "post-war readjustments" wil cripple or paralyze
this diversified market.
AND — in Roanoke and Southwest Virginia, WDBJ alone gives you top coverage with only slight competition
from either inside or outside stations.
Your dollar buys more than one-third
or one-half of a chance at the audience
— it buys the audience, at lowest cost!
Write us (or ask Free & Peters) for
complete facts!

CBS

• 5000 WATTS
• 960 KC
Owned and Operated by the
TIMES-WORLD CORPORATION i
FREE & PETERS, Inc., Natl. Representatives
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Anderson to Address
Radio Farm Directors
SECRETARY of Agriculture Anderson will discuss "Farm Radio
Reconversion"
atandDec.Agriculture's
3 session of second
annual
convention, National Association
of Radio Farm Directors, which
opened two-day meeting Dec. 2 at
Stevens Hotel, Chicago. On opening day Lee Hannify, UP farm
editor,Reporting
was to speak
on "TheNews
Job
of
the Farm
From
the
Nation's
Capital"
and
Bill Newton, British Broadcasting
Corp., was to discuss "Farm Radio
Broadcasting— BBC-VS-U. S. A."
to Monday's
Secretaryspeakers,
Anderson,in addition
will be
John Baker, chief, Radio Service, U.
S.S. Dept.
of Agriculture,
on "The andU.
Department
of Agriculture
RFD". Panel discussions are scheduled as follows : "Farm Radio ServinglaceAgriculture
WalKadderly, inKGWPeace",
Portland,
Ore.; Ed Lemmons, WKY Oklahoma City; Ted Mangner, KMOX
St. Louis; Homer Martz, KDKA
Pittsburgh.
"What onConstitutes
Good Farm Service
the Part
of a Radio Station?" Nelson McIninch, KFI Los Angeles; Bill McDonald, KFAB Lincoln; Jim Chapman, WTAM Cleveland; Don
Lerch, WEAF
New York; "Relationship of Commercial
Radio,
USDA and State Extension Service", Dutch Elder, Iowa State College; Al Bond, KIRO Seattle; Bill
Zipf, Ohio State College; Charles
Stookey, KXOK St. Louis.
Larry Haeg, WCCO Minneapolis,
is president of RFD and Herb
retary.
Plambeck, WHO Des Moines, secVoltage Regulators
SYLVANIA Electric Products,
industrial electronic division Boston, has announced three miniature
cold cathode voltage regulators for
65-90 volt operation where currents
range between two and three milliamperes and maximum voltage
variation not exceeding three volts.
Bulbs of the tubes are mounted in
miniature polarized bayonet bases
and enclosed in metal shield color
coated for quick visual identification. Applications include cathode |
ray oscilloscopes, synchroscopes
and other electronic instruments.
Benjamin Memorial
A HENRY BENJAMIN Memorial
Fund, in honor of the late vicepresident
director
DavegoCity
RadioandInc.,
New ofYork,
has
been established as special feature
of the radio industry campaign in
support of the $30,000,000 appeal
of the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies of New York for its
building effort. Campaign started
on Nov. 27 with a dinner at the
Hotel Commodore, New York.
Benjamin
Abrams ofCorp.,
Emerson
Radio
and Phonograph
New
York,division.
has been named chairman of
the
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"BIG TIME"
IN THEIT'S EARLY
MORNING

Star of a new pre-sun-up program
on KFI known as "CORNSHUCKERS
none
other
than oldJUBILEE"
Senator isFishface
whom you've met from time to
time
on radio's
top variety shows.
The fast
and garbled-talking
Senator prefers to be introduced by his
real name
—"Cousin
Elmore"
cent — and from 5 : 30 to 6:00 Vina.m.
daily
out a except
perfectTuesday
mixturehe'sof dishing
humor
and homey philosophy. Naturally
we
had would
a feeling that
"Cousin
Elmore"
listeners sooner or catch
later, onbutwith
frankly
we were stunned to learn that, in
the historysolicited,ofmail response
the station,
the first
unfor his
five weeks on the air topped the
initial count
of any
tainer scheduled
at orothernearenterthis
early hour.
Our
Commercial
ager, George Whitney has Mannow
put a "for sale" tag on the "CORNGet facts
onSHUCKERS
costs from JUBILEE"
the KFI Sales
Department orEdward Petry.
FOLKS BEHIND THE FOLKS
BEHIND THE MIKE

Prior to joining the KFI Staff in
1939, our Auditor, Ann Carlyle,
spent six solid years traveling
around
the world
philosophical research
project.on aWhen
asked
about favorite places, she voted
Indo-China the most interesting
and Southern Italy the most beauEven so, down
Ann isinquite
tenttiful.to settle
the conSan
Fernando Valley where she and
her husband have 52 acres of land
upon which they intend to build.
CLEAR CHANNEL
'MX' B7T
KILOCYCLES MMLM. M. WATTS

Webster, Budlong
To Bermuda Meet
Frequency Allocations May Be
Slated for Discussion
INDICATIONS that the U.S.British Commonwealth Telecommunications Conference in Hamilton, Bermuda, would discuss frequency allocations was seen last
week in the sudden departure by
air from Washington of Commodore E. M. Webster, Director of
Communications, Coast Guard, and
Lt. Comdr. A. L. Budlong, his chief
assistant, for Bermuda.
Assistant Secretary of State
James C. Dunn, chairman of the
American delegation, is understo d to have requested the presence of the Coast Guard communications officers, both experts in the
allocations field. They left Washington Tuesday.
Although frequency allocations
were not on the official agenda, it
was learned that the British Commonwealth delegates wanted to
discuss informally such problems.
Whether the discussions would be
confined to Government and carrier frequencies could not be determined, although it appeared
likely that the overall spectrum
would be taken up informally.
Meanwhile a committee on press
rates, headed by Sir Gurunath
Bewoor of India, was named to
study proposals by the U. S. delegation, submitted by FCC Chairman Paul A. Porter, vice-chairman
of the American group, and those
of the British Commonwealth.
British Commonwealth speakers
agreed in general that the American proposal for a ceiling of 20c
a word between British areas and
the U.S. was not an economic rate.
The United Kingdom promised to
present its own ceiling proposal
later.
The U. S. proposal for a 3c
presstiverate
the the
ultimate
was metas with
responseobjec-by
Commonwealth spokesmen that the
British penny rate (about l%c)
was an instrument of policy introduced during the war and no
change was contemplated. Britain
offered to extend the rate, however, to the entire world. Mr. Portercanpointed
out that sincecompanies
Ameritelecommunications
were privately owned and not naAmerican business
ed to make tionalized,
a reasonable
profitneed-on
its investment and likely could not
compete with the l%c rate.

LAURENCE HAMMOND, producer of
"Keeping
Up With
the Wigglesworths"
for the Sloan
Foundation,
producer of
"America's
Town Meeting"
and radio
director
of
Committee
onC. Economic
DeNBC for LOS ANGELES
v
e
l
o
p
m
e
n
t
,
a
n
d
Millard
Paught,
ciate
Information
director
of
CED,assoare
Represenled Nolionolly by Edword Pelry ond Compony, Inc. co-authors of "The Care and Feeding
of
Executives"
(Wormwood
York
$2.50). Book
Includes Press,
chapters Newon
"How
toa Engage
a"How
Secretary",
PoundShot"
Table",
to Dress"How
Like toa
Big
and similar
subjects.
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mnnflGEmEnTi
ROBERT Mass.,
DONAHUE,
manager
of WLLHIn
Lowell,
since start
of station
1934, isfield,newMass. manager
of
WMAS
SpringDANA
forYankee FITZGERALD,
Network, Is new
managermerlyofwith WLLH.

CONGRATULATIONS
were given
in orderGayleat
the
introductory luncheon
V. Grubb (1), new manager of American
Broadcasting
Co.'s KGO
San Francisco,
with Don Searle
(c), American
vicepresident
In charge
of the towestern
division,
offering
good
wishes
Grubb
and T. B. (Bev) Palmer, newMr.manager
ofcoasttechnical
for theof KGO.
net's
division, operations
former manager
COL. merSAMUEL
ROSENBAUM,
forpresident ofR. WFIL
Philadelphia
who was edirecting
head during
of Radiothe Luxm
b
o
u
r
g
f
o
r
the
Army
war,
will separate
the inservice
early nextHe
year
but
will from
remain
the reserve.
was
promoted
to aawarded
colonelcy
several
weeks
ago
and
was
the
of Merit, as well as decorationsLegion
from
the Duchy
of
Luxembourg,
Czechoslovakia and other European nations.
JOHN D.sistant
SWAN
has WCAX
been appointed
asmanager
Burlington,
Vt.
WCAXofleaving
sevenin years
agojoinas
athetimeHeNavy.joined
salesman,
1942
to
He was captain of a PT boat
on anti-submarine patrol in the Pacific.
JOHN ELMER,
of WCBM
Baltimore, who haspresident
been named
chairman
of newtionsNAB
Employer-Employe
RelaCommittee,
has
called
a
meeting
of7. Full
that committee
committee membership
in Washingtonhas Dec.
not
yet
announced by NAB President
JustinbeenMiller.
WESLEY I. DUMM, operator of KSFO
San Francisco
of Universal Network,andleftpresident
Washington
last
Friday to qureturn
to hissixCalifornia
heada
r
t
e
r
s
a
f
t
e
r
some
weeks
in
the
East. He was accompanied by Mrs.
Dumm.
WHEN Top
A MANTalent
came up on
the stage and asked to take
part in Tennessee
Dance
broadcast
everyBarnSaturday
over WNOX Knoxville, Lowell Blancliard, m.c. was a bit
startled. "Who are you and
what
you do?" he Luther
asked.
"I'm canCongressman
Patrick
from
Alabama,"
replied. "I used to do a spothe
on radio back in BirmingSo he gotreciting
five minutes
on the ham."show,
poetry
and telling jokes. Joining in
the applause
audience, it was from
later thelearned,
were Reps. Sparkman of
Alabama,
Engel ofof Iowa,
Califor-all
nia, and Martin
trip.
in Knoxville on an inspection

JOHN R. HOWLAND, former secretary
ofoperations
Zenith Radioits FMCorp.station
and indirector
of
Chicago,
has been ofreleased
from active
Army
Signal Corps duty but
retaining
his
reserve
as a iscolonel.
has
returned commission
to Zenith largely
in his Heformer
capacity
as
assistant
to
President
Eugene
McDonald.
NICHOLAS ROOSEVELT, assistant to
the publisher
of theexecutive,
"New YorkwhichTimes"
and
radiocludes theliaison
inoperations
of WQXR and
WQXQ
(FM)
New
York, vacation
leaves thison
week
for
about
a
month's
the West Coast, where he maintains a
home.
LT. EDGAR JONES, former assistant
directortion, is back
of thein FCC's
Information
Secthe United
States from
Tokyo
connectedoccupation
with Tokyoactivities.
Radio, He
but was
his
transferderedto because
the ofUnited
States was
a serious
case or-of
"jungle rot."
ROY tonHOFF,
, is father manager
of a boy.of CKWS KingsROBERT
F.
formerIs prodirector ofKLIMENT,
now
stationgramdirector
ofWEBR
WJPABuffalo,
Washington,
Pa.
J. LEONARD
REINSCH,
managing(WSBdif the Cox
Radio WIOD
stations
Atlanta,rector oWHIO
Dayton,
Miami),
is at tion
homeperformed
recuperating
from
an operaexpects to return intoAtlanta
his officeNov.this 16.week.He
ROBERT
O. REYNOLDS,
manager ofof
KMPC
Hollywood
and
president
Southern
California
Broadcasters
has
been appointed
ofAssn.,
the
Los Angeles
Committeemember
of Economic
Development
publicity
division.
CARL BURKLAND,
general
WTOP
in Newmanager
Yorkpiece,ofto
present Washington,
the WTOP ispromotion
Think Sales.
You Know Washington"
to"So CBSYou Radio
EDGAR
KOBAK,
ofweekMutual,
was
confined
hispresident
home last
with
a severe
sinusto condition.
George
Clark,
accountis executive
of Mutual
's Chicago
office
in New York
conferring
with
network
executives
return to Chicago
the and
middleexpects
of the toweek.
SIDNEY
J.
FLAMM,
managing
director
ofat WPAT
Paterson,
speaker
the annual
dinnerwillof bethea Clifton,
N. J., Chamber of Commerce on Dec.
11. His topic will be "The Romance of
C.charge
L. MENSER,
NBC has
vice-president
of programs,
accepted radio
thein
Radio".
co-chairmanship
of the Foundation
national
division of the National
for
Infantile
campaign. Paralysis 1946 March of Dimes
Concert Debut
DAVID STREET, tenor, and
Helen Moore, soprano, will make
their concert debut at Town Hall,
Philadelphia, supported by Luigi
Carnevale and the Pennsylvania
Philharmonic Orchestra. Pair were
discovered in auditions conducted
by WPEN Philadelphia, under the
direction of Norman Land, music
specialist, and Joseph Franzosa,
musical director. Station has been
encouraging young, unknown artists and giving them air time.
Miss Moore and Mr. Street, signed
as a permanent duet with the
WPEN
orchestra, are featured
Melody.
daily on Morning Bouquet ofi.
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McLaughlin's
COFFEE

. . . WMAQ

MANOR
HOUSE
CHOSE...

at 6:30

PM

In 1943 McLaughlin's Manor House Coffee completed plans for a 15 minute radio program. They
wanted to reach the vast Chicago market, the nation's 2nd largest, where 2,855,700 families spend
over $3,500,000,000 annually.
They checked station coverages, time availabilities and then chose — WMAQ, the Chicago station
most people listen to most. Manor House Coffee
has been on the air continually over WMAQ ever
since. Their current program, "The Manor
House Party," is heard Monday thru Friday at
6:30 PM.
WMAQ — morning, noon and night — reaches the
people who listen and buy. Information concerning time availabilities furnished upon request.
The Chicago station most people listen to most
670

ON

YOUR

DIAL

We're

ready now to produce
The removal of restrictions on the production of
broadcast transmitters has caught us right where you
want us . . . ready now to produce the equipment
Both AM and FM transmitters — and other broadcast
equipment — can be scheduled now for delivery as soon as your
order is received. And your order will be handled promptly,
pushed along into its rightful spot on our production chart . . . you
can get complete delivery information on any equipment shown on
these pages by calling Westinghouse at the number shown on the
opposite page.
The tough wartime service demanded of radio, understaffed maintenance programs and parts shortages have all contributed to the extra wear
and tear on transmitters. This is doubly true for the more than 50% of the
nation's AM transmitters that are over 10 years old.
But the war years have brought extra benefits, added gains in Westinghouse
transmitter design. One of these is the "plus" value of station operation gained
through 25 years of AM broadcasting. In addition, Westinghouse now operates
five FM stations — more than any other company.
This shirt-sleeve experience in keeping stations on the air has been used
to build more solid dependability and faithful performance into both AM
and FM broadcast equipment. And we're ready now to produce it for
you. For help in placing your order, wire or phone your nearest
„ Westinghouse office. Or go directly to the Westinghouse Electric
Corporation, P. O. Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. Phone Atlantic 8400.

AM and FM
Consoles

Circuit Breakers

Regulators

1, 3, 10 and 50 kw FM
Transmitters

Transformers

North Carolina's third
largest city in population, second top city in
retail and drug sales.
This growing, spending
community

LT. CLARENCE
(Chic) DOTY in joins
American
as account
spot
sales
department
after executive
three years
with
the
Navy
in
South
Pacific.
ARTHUR
POPPENBERG has resigned.
ORIN R. (Jim) BELLAMY, released
from antthe
firstoflieuten, is nowMarine
on theCorps
sales asstaff
WCKY
Cincinnati.

CHARLES G. BURKE, for two years
sales manager of WJR Detroit, has been
appointed director of operations, with
FRANKLIN C. MITCHELL, former program chief, as assistant.
LEO B. KEEGAN, released from the
Army,
returned to the sales staff of
WHTD hasHartford.

makes
25% of all the nation's
cigarettes. Now it's again
in the hungry consumer
spotlight as the large
Durham Hosiery Mills
and Golden Belt Mfg.
Company start turning
out

IN
CHICAGO
forInc. premier
broadcastBroadcasting
of Sammy Co.,
Kaye's
for
Raymond
Labs
over American
arenet(1"Sunday
tosalesr) manager;
E.Serenade"
R. Peterson,
American
network
salesman;
Robert McKee, assistant
John
Pierre mRoche,
president
of
Roche,
Williams
&
Cleary
agency;
Sammy
Kaye;
Rayond E. Lee, president of Raymond Labs Inc., St. Paul.

DICKdio butWHITMORE,
a newcomer
to rawith inseveral
experience
advertising
the years
agency
field, hasinof
Joined
the
commercial
department
WHBQ Memphis.
replaces LOUIS
who joins He
the
advertising
staff
ofBRAND,
B. Lowenstein
& Bros.,
Memphis.
MILT CARLSON, account executive of
Don Leewo d, is father
Broadcasting
System,
Hollyof boy.
BERT
executive
sales ofLEBHAR,
WHN New
York director
known toof
sport
fansPublic
as Bert
Lee, was guestForum
speakerat
at
the
Administration
York U.ofonadministrative
Nov. 29. He presented
hose for your wife and New
anand analysis
problems
significant trends of radio.
Gal Friday. To dominate LT. some
EDfrom DEVNEY,
on terminal
Army,
hasnowH.returned
toCo.Newto
this market, one station leave
York
office
of
Howard
Wilson
work withwas BILL
CLARK,Marchmanager.
Lt.
does the trick at surpris- Devney
inducted
1942,
last
served
as public
460th Bomber
Group.relations officer of
ingly low rates.
E. C. HUGHES,
with NavyHollywood
discharge, sales
has
returned
to KFWB
staff.
Bois, has
Pa., 250
w on 1230
aWCED
CBS Duoutlet,
appointed
Josephkc,
Hershey
McGillvra
Inc.,
as exclusive
national
sales
representative.
RICHARD
GERKEN,
recentlyyearsdischarged
from
the Navy
service,of
has joined
Newafter
Yorkfour sales
Joseph
Hershey
McGillvra
Inc., staff
station
representative.
CHRIS JENSEN, formerly of KBUR
Burlington,
la., has
joined sales
ment of KHMO
Hannibal,
Mo. departDORIS
formerpromotion
secretaryandof
ROBERTMATHISEN,
LAWS, sales
publicity
director
of KGO
San Franc
i
s
c
o
,
h
a
s
joined
Paul
H.
Raymer
Co.,
that
city, asCalifornia
assistant manager.
to RAY RHODES,
northern
c
B. JAMES RICHARDS, former public
relations
aboardsalesthestaffUSSof KFRC
Saratoga, has officer
joined the
San Francisco.
Owned By
KING HARRIS, with release from Navy
and prior to that with NBC in sales
Durham Herald-Sun
capacity,
has joined
KSFO San Francisco as account
executive.
RICHARD Marine
L. PURCELL,
3
Papers
Merchant
after
38released
months,fromofis
now with
localHesales
department
WEBC
Duluth.
formerly
was
sales
department
of Vacuum
Oilmanager
Co.with
GEORGE
CLIFFORD,
former
/!
of a boyRadio
born Sales,
Nov. 20.Chicago, is
Represented by Howard H.Wilson Co. offatherRegional
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Jordan Marsh Co. Signs
For Newscasts on WCOP
CONTRACTa week
for for
12 quarter-hour
newscasts
52 weeks on
WCOP Boston has been signed by
Jordantive Dec.Marsh
Boston,
10. ItCo.,
is said
to beeffecthe
largest department store contract
placed in Boston.
Jordan's will sponsor the 8-8:15
morning news
news and
the 11-11:15
evening
Monday
through
Saturday. Program content will
be similar to Voice of Washington,
sponsored by General Electric on
WOL Washington. Name for the
show will be chosen within a few
days, and the station is now auditioning voices to handle the broadcasts. Copy will be written by
WCOP's news staff.
R. H. Edwards, vice-president,
signed the contract for Jordan
Marsh Co.; Paul Hoag signed for
Badger & A.
Browning,
the company's
agency;
N. Armstrong
Jr.
signed for WCOP.

BALTIMORE FACTORY
OFFERED FOR SALE
RADIO and radar plant at Baltimore operated by Westinghouse
Electric Corp. has been offered for
sale as war surplus by the Reconstruction Finance Corp. It is described as suitable for production
of radios or other light electrical
equipment and will accommodate
1,280
Laboremployes.
supply is ample, says RFC,
with housing and transportation
facilities improving. Location is
3601 Washington Blvd., in the
Landsdowne section. Site contains
almost 62 acres, including main
factory, boiler house and truck
sealing building. Factory contains
171,000
feet. tools along
Machinesquare
and portable
with other production equipment,
furniture, laboratory, testing equipment and fixtures are on the
premises. Detailed information is
available at the Surplus Property
Division
of RFC's
7th
and Main
Sts., regional
Richmondoffice,
19,
Va.
Also offered for sale by RFC is
the Radio Specialty Mfg. Co. plant
at Portland, Ore., where radio
crystals and small parts were produced. Property has one two-story
building of brick, reinforced concrete and heavy wood construction,
with basement. Total floor area is
15,000 square
General
mation can be feet.
obtained
frominforany
RFC regional office. Specific data
are available at RFC regional offices in Detroit, St. Louis, New
York, Louisville, Cleveland, Seattle,
Los Angeles, New Orleans, Portland, Ore., and Nashville.
Crossland, Davis Get
Farnsworth Positions
APPOINTMENT of George Crossland and Claude Davies as assistant managers of Capehart Sales
Division of Farnsworth Television
& Radio Corp. has been announced
by I. C. Hunter, manager of the
division.
" Mr. Crossland, released from the
Navy on Oct. 2 as a lieutenant, was
district auditor for General Electric Contracts Corp. before joining
Farnsworth in 1939. He was assistant sales manager of the Capehart division when he entered the
Navy in 1942 as an ensign. Veteran
of action in the Mediterranean and
Pacific, he won 10 battle stars.
Mr. agerDavies,
formerly
manof the Fort
Waynesales
Printing
Co. and also on the executive staff
of S. F. Bowser & Co., has been
with the Capehart company since
1929. During the war he was an
expediter in the field for Indiana
and Ohio, to speed up delivery of
material for electronic war equipment.ticlesHeonhas
published
several arbusiness
administration,
salemanship and advertising.
NATIONAL
Councilitsoffirst
English
ers has presented
radio Teachaward
to"forNorman
Corwin,
CBS
writer-producer,
the
most
notable
contribution
the
to the expression
developmentin theof field
newof
formsyearof artistic

AMERICAN
program,
Town
Meeting ofDigest
the Air","America's
sponsored
Reader's
BBDO Newonby
York
until Nov. through
29, will continue
full ingnetwork
startingwillDec.not 6 beas changed.
sustainfeature. Format
GREAT
LAKES
shippers
have
asked
GeneralandElectric,
Westinghouse,
Sperry,
RCA
Raytheon,
as install
manufacturers
of radar equipment,
to
test
instal ationsofon a safer
numbernavigation.
of cargo Tests
ships
for
will purposes
start in the
spring.
TWELVE
World
veterans
were
graduated
Nov. 30WarfromII the
fifth class
for
WEEI announcers
Boston. te be conducted by
B R O AD ofCASTING
radio."
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Twice decorated, Lieut. William M. Wilson saw a lot of
action in a number of major engagements. He served as
Communications Officer on the Staff of Admiral Oldendorf in the now famous battle of Surigao Straits.
We are happy to announce that Lieut.
William M. (Bill) Wilson, who has been on
leave of absence to the U. S. Navy for the
past three years, is back in "civvies" and
back in charge of the New York office of

the William G. Rambeau Company. We
believe that all of Bill's good friends in
the advertising agencies will be as proud
and happy to welcome him home as we
are. Welcome home, Bill!

WILLIAM

G. RAMBEAU
COMPANY
Radio's First Special Representatives
NEW YORK
CHICAGO LOS ANGELES
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J7n
ROCKFORD
ILLINOIS
SJti

WROK
ROBERT S. CONLAN SURVEY
Sunday thru Saturday
MORNING
WROK
Station A
Station B
Station C
Others

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

. 42.1
. 25.1
. 13.2
. 15.1
. 4.5

AFTERNOON
K
A
B
C

. . . 33.4
. .
. 18.3
.
. . 16.4
. . . . 26.1
. . 5.8

EVENING
WROK
Station A
Station B
Station C
Others

.
. .
. .
. .
. .

. . 31.3
. . 21.6
. . 11.3
. . 30.1
. . 5.7

WROK
DOMINATES!
★
NAT'L. REP.: HEADLEY-REED
AMERICAN NETWORK
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WWDC Proves Medium
Acts Fast in Emergency
HELPING restore local transportation service, aiding to combat infantile paralysis, and enlisting
blood donors to save a life were all
part
of
a
recent day's activities
WWDC Washington.
Writing toat
Chairman Paul A. Porter of the
FCC, Ben Strouse, WWDC manager, reported that on Nov. 21 the
station turned over its facilities to
a representative of the striking
transit workers to appeal to union
members to return to work as the
government had taken over the
lines.
Service was back to normal soon
afterwards. The same evening, a
commercial program was cancelled
for a special show in behalf of infantile paralysis sufferers. Late
that night, the station sent out
calls for Type 0 blood to save a
young mother who suffered hemorrhages following childbirth.
Within ce15ived 10 minutes
visits andthe 80hospital
calls. reAt
last
reports,
the
patient
was recovering.
Walker Pays Tribute
To Dr. Robert Neuner
TRIBUTE to the work of Dr.
Robert
FCC Office
specialforcounsel on Neuner,
loan to the
the
Prosecution of Axis Criminality,
who died in Washington Nov. 23,
was paid last week by Acting
Chairman Paul A. Walker.
In a letter to Mrs. Neuner, Mr.
Walker cited Dr. Neuner's published articles as "among the most
reflective expositions of the principles of international law underlying the concept that there are
crimes against nations and peoples
which may be tried and punished
by an international tribunal."
Dr. Neuner
joined ofthe1942Commis ion in November
for
special work on domestic foreign
language broadcast matters. Later
he was assigned to the Common
Carrier Division where he handled
international
lems. He had communications
lectured at Yaleproband
Harvard law schools, U. of Prague
and U. of Munich over a period of
17 years. He came to the U. S.
from Czechoslovakia in 1939 and
became an American citizen. He
was 47.
American Transformer
To Construct New Plant
PLANSican for
a new plant
AmerTransformer
Co. offorNewark,
to be built on Vauxhaull Road in
Union Township, have been announced by President Thomas M.
Hunter.
Mr. Hunter said the site had
been bought through David T.
Houston Co., Newark, and that the
company planned to construct the
first unit of the plant immediately
and moveationsa from
largeNewark
part of tothe Union
operwithin the next year. Entire opera-

Improvements in Facilities Are Planned
By 65 Stations Affiliated With American
WITH THE END of the war, 65
applications ofby two
stations affiliated with American have already provements,
been granted
the
are planning
improvements
in
faFCC.
KMLB
Monroe,
La., is licilities impossible in wartime to
its power from
better their service to audiences 250 w ctoensed to change
1,000 w and frequency
and advertisers, according to a par- from 1230 kc to 1410 kc. KABC
San Antonio has been authorized
tial listrelations
compiled department
by the network's
station
from to shift from 250 w on 1450 kc to
FCC reports and data supplied by 10,000-50,000 w on 680 kc. KABC
the stations. In addition, one new is expected to be operating on its
station, WPOR Portland, Me., will
aboutplanning
Dec. 1.changes,
Of the
join American as soon as it begins new
other power
stations
operation,
probably
by
the
first
of
41
have
already
filed
applications
the year.
with the FCC. Full list of proOf the 65 stations planning imposed changes follows:
Present Facilities
New Facilities - quency
Power quency
Station
Market
Proposed
1150
WCOP
500
1150
Boston,
Mass.
WLAW
Lawrence,
Mass.Pa. 5,000 680
560
Philadelphia,
WFIL
1,000
560
WFCI
R. I. 1,000 1420
1420
1270
WSPR Providence,
810
500 (1 kw) Fre1270
FreSpringfield,
Mass.
710
Syracuse,
N.
Y.
WAGE
1,000 930
620
WTRY
540
50,000*
Troy, N.City,
Y. Mo. 5,000
1,000
550
KCMO Kansas
WTCN
Minneapolis,
Minn. 1 kw250
5,000*
5,000
(5 kw) 1480
1280
10-50
kw*
1
kw-U*
Toledo,
O.
5,000*
WTOL
1230
Buffalo,
N.
Y.
WGR
1
kw
(5
kw)
550
5,000*
1440
WROK Rockford,
500 (1 kw) 1440
55,000*
kw-U
Huntington,111.Kans.
W. Va 1,000
WSAZ Lawrence,
5,000
930
930
5,000*
10,000*
WREN
1 kw (5 kw) 1250
5,000*
1250
(Moved
to
Topeka)
Youngstown, O.
WFMJ Erie,
1450
Pa.
1450
WLEU
5,000*
WLVA Lynchburg,
1230
11,000*
, 000* 610
WSLS
Roanoke, Va.
Va.Va.
1400
5,000
590
Danville,
WBTM
5,000
1240
1
, 000*
Kinston, N. C.
WPTC Augusta,
5,000*
590
1-5
kw* 1390
580
1240
1230
WGAC
KXEL Waterloo, Ga.la.
Will increase height of antenna to . wave length for increased
e for new ground system
WGCM Gulfport, Miss.
to250increase coverage.
KRBC Abilene, Tex.
250
1450
1470
WACO
1450
1230
Waco,
Tex.
WTAW
1150
College
Station,
T
Beaumont,
Tex.
KFDM
560
560
c.
1
kw-D
Portland,
Ore.
KEX
1190
1190
1470
Riverside, Cal.
1 kw-U*
KPRO
1440
5,000
10,000
810
KGO Bakersfield,
San FranciscoCal. 1,000
5,000
KPMC
1,000
1560
1560
1 kw-U*
Las Vegas,Va.Nev. 7,500
KENO Norfolk,
10,000
1400
970
250
810
1340
250
WGH
50,000*
KGA
1510
Spokane,
Wash.
1,000
50,000
250*
WMFJ ElDaytona
1450
250
5,000
10,000
Beach
1490
50,000*
Dorado, Ark.
1400
250
KELD
KNOW Austin,
1-5
kw-U 1450
1,000
Portland,Tex.Me.
WPOR
1,000*
1,000
Toronto
ioio
250
CJBC
CFCF Duluth-Superior
600
600
500
WDSM
Montreal
1230
WWPG Palm Beach, Fla. 5,000
250
1340
WAIR
Will change antenna site to increase coverage considerably.550
WCBS Winston-Salem.N.C.
Springfield, 111.
WPDQ
Greenville, S. Fla.
C.
WMRC Jacksonville,
250
1490
1270
600
WGBS
710
710
Miami, Fla.S. C. 10,000
1230
910
5,000
Florence,
WOLS
930
250
1,000
(D)
610
WRRF Washington,
930
1-5
kw
N.
C.
10-50
kw
City, Tenn. . 11,000
250
WJHL Johnson
5,000 (D)* 910
WSGN
KMLB Birmingham,
Monroe, La. Ala. 250
1230
WSLI
1450
930
50,000*
Jackson,
Miss.
1
kw
DA-U
liio
Mobile, Ala. Tenn. 250
WMOB Chattanooga,
1230
5,000*
250
1400
960
250
1340
Tulsa,
Okla.
1,000*
1,000
10-50
kw
250*
KOME
1370
680
1450
KBST San Antonio, Tex. 250
KABC
1-55,000*kw*
1490
1490
KEEW
1030
Spring, Tex.
kw
910
Brownsville,
Tex. 1-510050kw(D)
1490
KWBU Big
1030
Corpus Christi,
KFBI
Wichita,
Kans.Kans.Tex. 250
1070
500
(1
kw)
5,000*
690
KGGF
690
Coffeyville,
630
1070
WCOL Columbus, O.
change
kw* location
Willto purchase
increase coverage.
4001450foot half- wave antenna and1-10
5,000*
50 kw-U*
WLAP Lexington, Ky.
250
250
1
kw
N
790
1230
11,000*
kw-U*
1240
(Conducting survey for transmitter site to 15improve
kw250*D&N*
D* coverage )
kw
♦Indicates applications already on file with FCC.
tions eventually will be moved, he
CAB Pocket Report
said. Extensive postwar operations COOPERATIVE
of
are being planned, he asserted, in Broadcasting is mailingAnalysis
anticipation of employing approxi- blueprints of a new pocketmembers
report,
mately 1,500 workers.
to contain ratings of all network
The company, founded in 1901, commercial programs, shown by
manufactures transformers, recti- day and hour for both daytime and
programs,
and, in
addifiers, amplifiers and specialty test- evening
tion, to list
all programs
in order
ing equipment, specializing in elec- of their ratings. CAB plans to
tronic equipment and small trans- issue the new pocket reports twice
formers for radio applications.
a month, starting Jan. 7.
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MO ST IN THE

" watch THtt^
Top off your good work on your Payroll Savings Plan
with an outstanding showing in the Victory Loan — our
last all-out effort!
Help bring our boys back to the homes for which they

VICTORY
MAN !
fought — and give our wounded heroes the best of medical care — by backing the Victory Loan! You know your
quota ! You also know by past war-loan experience that
your personal effort and plant solicitation are required
to make your quota.

Sell the NewF.D. Roosevelt Memorial $200 Bond through your
PAYROLL SAVINGS PLAN!
In rallies, interdepartmental contests,
cember wil be credited to you* quota. Every Victory
and solicitations, promote the new Franklin Delano
Bond is a "Thank You" to our battle-weary men overseas
— also a definite aid in making their dreams of home
Roosevelt Memorial $200 Bond ! Better than "cash
come true ! Get behind the Victory Loan to promote
in hand," Victory Bonds enable the buyers to build for
the future — assure a needed nest egg for old age.
peacetime prosperity for our returning veterans,
Keep on giving YOUR MOST to the Victory Loan!
your your
nation,
employees —
and
own your
industry!
^i^j
All Bond payroll deductions during November and De(Sm
The Treasury Department acknowledges with appreciation the publication of this message by
^ JfjjjjS^t
BROADCASTING

PUBLICATONS INC.

is an official U. S. Treasury advertisement prepared under auspices of Treasury Department and War Advertising Council
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SIXTEEN
of more Co.,
than New70 members
Newell-Emmett
York,
haveof
returned
tomonth
their after
formerserving
positions
within
tke
last
with
the armed
forces.and They
include:GILDAY,
RUSS
E
L
K
.
JONES
J.
FRANK
account
executives;AUGUST
GEORGE BLOT,
OGLE, ALradio BERTdepartment;
KING Jr. and WILLIAM
MOST,
production;
NORMAN
D'ESTERRE,
media;
KENNETH
C A G N WILE Y,
CHARLESLIAMS,J.DUFFY
and JOHN
service; FRANK
COVELLOS. RAYand
ROBERT MOND J.PARSONS,
checking;
HOWE,
research;
ALBERT
SANFORD,
accounting,
and
WALTER
SESSE and HOWARD WILCOX, art department.
E.Cincinnati
C. (Jimmy)
KRAUTTERS,
veteran
BLACKHAWK
radio executive,
has resigned
fromty SalesWLWInc. Specialto
join
BREWING CO.
Rieser
Assoc.,- Ernest
Cincinnati&
marketing-advertisagency. He
served ingWLW-WSAI
several
years
as
traffic
manager,
continuitymanager
director,of
buys WOC for 'the general
WSAI and in sales.
For
was two
sales years
managerhe
of WCKY
Cincin-to
nati, returning
the Crosley
zation threeorganiyears Mr. Krautters
QUA&tfU
ago to
headInd.,
the office of Specialty
Fort
Wayne,
Sales.
MAURICE
BOEREZ,
member
the
J. Walter
Thompson a Co.
Paris ofoffice
for
York.many years, has arrived in New
ARTHUR& MOORE,
the
Young
Rubicam, formerly
New York,withtalent
department,
has joined
Kenyon of& radio
Eckhardt,
New
York,
as
member
production staff.
WILLIAM
STEARNS,
head
of his own R.creative
serviceformerly
for agencies
and recently
general
manager
of joined
Theod
o
r
e
J
.
Funt
Co.,
New
York,
has
Norman D. Waters & Assoc., New York,
asment.executive head of creative departLESTER
L. WOLFF,
Lesterof
L. Wolff Adv.,
has beenpresident
named ofhead
the marketing
and Secretarial
advertisingInstitute.
department of Collegiate
PETER ment oKEVESON,
of the copyNewdepartf Lennen
York,
has been
promoted& Mitchell,
to radio copy chief.
LT.
WILLIAM
H.
KEARNS,
after
two
and
a halfTed years
rejoined
Bates with
Inc., the
New Navy,
York, hasas
vice-president and account executive.
MICHAELwithAMES,
after
two and a half
Department
Since 1943, Hooper and Conlan years
Services, hasWarjoined
David O.Special
Alber
surveys have shown that only Assoc., New York, as account executive.
COMDR.
GRAHAM
S.
MASON
joins
WOC delivers the Quad-Cities —
the largest metropolitan area Lewis
director.& Gilman, Philadelphia, as radio
between Chicago and Omaha;
HELEN licityPARKS,
former Philadelphia
member of pubstaff of WCAU
and
and between Minneapolis and more
recently
with copy
Fox staff
& McKenzie
St. Louis. It's the 40th retail Agency,
has
joined
Wheelock Co., Philadelphia. of Ward
market in the nation, with ap- HENRI
BEAUCHAMP has returned to
proximately 218,000 population.
Pedlar sume& handling
Ryan Canadian
Inc., New advertising
York, to re-of
agency's
following
two years
with Frenchaccounts,
forces and
three with
U. S.
Army Intelligence Corps.
YOUNG & RUBICAM, New York, has
placed mentitsunderradio
buying departmediatime
department
headed
by ANTHONY
V. GEOGHEGAN,
vicepresident
in
charge
of
media,
effective
immediately.
Agency
believes
station
relations
is
part
of
media
rather
than
radio department.
JOHN
Detroit
manager
for
GoodC. forBELFIELD,
Housekeeping
magazine
and
formerly
12
years
with
N.
W.Gilman,
Ayer
&Philadelphia,
Son, has joined
Lewis
&
as account executive.
ANDERSON,
DAVIS
New
York,
has
been
elected& toofPLATT,
membership
in American Association
Advertising
Agencies.
HOWARD G. HOPSON
Hopson
Agencyhasat opened
Commercial
TrustAdvertising
Bldg., Philadelphia.
ROBERT
HENTZ,
with
release
DAVENPORT, IOWA Army, has joined Western Adv., from
Los
Angeles, as producer.
Prior to service
B. J. PALMER, President
lumbus, O. John Stovery Agency, CoBURYL LOTTRIDGE, Manager he was with
MAJ. AUSTIN
former prodirectorWest
ofPETERSON,
AFRS
BASIC AMERICAN NETWORK prior togramthat
CoasthasHollywood
storyjoined
editorand
Young
&.
Rubicam,
Tedof
5000 WATTS-1420 Kc.
Inc.
as
vice-president
in
FREE & PETERS, INC., National Representatives Bates
of Hollywood office. He currentlycharge
produces NBC "Kay Kayser's Kollege of
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flGEIlCIES

^

Musical
Knowledge",
replacing
PAUL
chairman
ofOther
the program's
committee.
executive execcomPHILLIPS,
Series
orig- named utive
mit e men are WARREN
inatesapproximately
fromresigned.
Hollywoodfive-year
afternowcompletRadio Executives
Club of JENNINGS,
New York;
ing
tour
of
PAUL
ELLISON,
Assn.
of
National
Adcamps,
bases
and
hospitals
in
the
U.
S.
vertisers; P. J. KELLY, Sales Executives
Tour
70 shows
South also
Pacificincluded
war theater
area. in the Club; HORACE
H. NAHM,
Mail SULLIAdvertising
Service
Assn.;
WALTER
JOHN MESSLER has been appointed
American Assn.
of Advertising
vice-presidentAdv.,andSancopyFrancisco.
chief of Active
Leon Publishers
Agencies;VAN, HARRY
DUNLAP,
Periodicalis
Livingston
Assn. RUTH
C. PERRY
executive
director.
inwas western
advertising
for
20
years,
he
for
nine
years
account
executive
of
LT.
COMDR.
W.
C.
GEOGHEGAN
has
Foote, Cone & Belding, Los Angeles. returned to Lennen & Mitchell,Jr. New
York,
as
account
supervisor,
after
two
FRANKident ofFAGAN,
New
York
vice-pres& Rubicam,
plans forto and a half years in the Navy.
visit
West Young
Coast
early executives.
December
WILLIAM G. IRVING, formerly with
conferences
with inagency
the edNewdirector
York ofTimes,
has beenestablished
appointthe newly
LT.-COL.
JOSEPH
SILL
Jr.,
after
four
and
a
half
years
with
the
Army
and
Lewin Co.,advertising
New York. division of A.
most recently director of information W.community
and education
in the New
India-Burma India,
the- ATOM ADVERTISING Service, New
ater of operations,
York, is new released
agency formed
J. I.
has
returned
as Norden
account &Delhi,
executive
from and
theby M.Army
Brisacher,
Van
Staff,
Losto BERNSTEIN,
after three and a half years,
C.
Angeles.
KUNIN,tisingformerly
with
Argonne
AdverService,
New
York.
Offices
are
at
KAY
LEE,
former
head
of
continuity
475
Fifth
Ave.
Accounts
include
Quality
and issalesnow assistant
at WSLS Roanoke,
Va.,
Labs, Brooklyn;
John's MarketCo., Roanoke radio
agency.director of Houck & Photo
and Electric
(musicing Service
box maker),
New York.Coding Co.
LISETTE
LOPEZ,
formerly
consultant
GEORGE of A.St. VOLZ,
former
on the compilation of French
and manager
Louis manager
Surfacer of&general
Paint
Spanishtion anddictionaries
the EducaCo. Co.,
and isadvertising
Shell
Information with
Division
of the Oil
new
account
executive
with
War Dept.,partmenhas
joined
the
foreign
deGardner Adv., St. Louis.
t
o
f
McCann-Erickson.
R. PROSNIT
and armed
HUBERTforces,K.
E. L. DECKINGER has returned to the DANIEL
SIMON,
released
from
the
Biow Co.,rector. ForNewthreeYork,
as
research
dihave
reopened their atagency,
Timely
yearsResearch
he has & been
Associates
E. 45th
St.,
with Office ofvelopmeScientific
DeNew
York Advertising,
17. Telephone: 70Murray
Hill
n
t
.
B
O
B
GOLDSMITH
has
re4-0286-7.
t
u
r
n
e
d
t
o
the
copy
department
of
Biow
following
the
Army. three and a half years with
Contest
DON BYRON
RANSBURG
hasAdvertising
been ap- NINTH annualTalent
pointed
executive
foron Allied
scholarship competition
Agencies
of
Florida
account
of
State
for
young
Canadian
composers,
of Florida. A million dollar advertising
ducted byAssociation
the Composers,
Authorsconcampaigncount.to Ransburg
includeis former
radio composes
ac- Publishers
of Canada,
will&
advertising
award
its
customary
$750
scholarship
manager
of
Communications
Inc.,
Coral
to
the
Toronto
Conservatory
of
Music
Gables, Fla.
cash awards amounting to $250 to
JULES F. BERNARD has returned to and
winning
contestants after
close of conRoss
Roy
Inc.,
Detroit,
as
production
Army.
manager following release from the Marchtest for31,best1946.musical
Contestmanuscripts,
is conductedon
for
people
under
22
years,
as a cultural
SHERRIS, forAir 15Forces
veteran,joined
and movement
to encourage Canadian
talinS. S.advertising
ent by making
available
to those educational
of outstandingfacilities
merit.
Henry
J. Kaufman & years,
Assoc., hasWashingTo
Entertain
He was "missing
in action" for JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA Inc.,
severalton. months
over Greece.
STORRS
HAYNES,
in the
armed
serv-to Chicago office, and Willie Kissick, manices
for
the
past
year,
has
returned
ager, will entertain
midwestern
the executive
staff Adv.,
of theNewradio
Dec. Club,
14 at Chicago.
aagency
cockment of Compton
York.depart- and tailradio
party ateexcutives
the Tavern
CAPT. SETH DENNIS, released from
American
Covers
Met
the Army
three
and executive
one-half years,
has
joinedafter
account
staff OPENING night at the Metropolitan
of BBDO,
Newthe York.
Opera in inNewits York
On onNov.American
26 was
broadcast
RITA HENNESSY, former editor of network,
8 p.m. announcer,
toentirety
conclusion.
George
"China
and
Glass",
has
joined
the
copy
Hicks,
American
interviewed
staff
of
John
A.
Finneran
Inc.,
New
stars and guests.
York,
and
AL
MAURO,
formerly
with
Normanagency
D. Waters
Inc., has manager.
joined the
same
as production
H. L. BOGART
returnsdepartment
to public ofrela-J.
tions
and
publicity
M.
Mathes
Inc., New York, after 20
months
in Army.
JOHN
D.
SCHEUER,
director of William vice-president
H. Weintraub and&
Co.,
New
York, for
threemanager
years, hasof
been
appointed
general
agency.
FULTON
DENT,National
former Radio
executiveRecords,
vicepresident
York,andofhasscreen
been advertising
named coordinator
ofNewradio
of
tion Picture Advertising Service MoCo..
New York.
W.
D.
HANNAH,Army,recently
discharged
from
Canadian
has
joined
radio
departmentBefore
of Cockfield
Brown
Co.,
Montreal.
enlisting
he was& with
the
RCA Victor Co.,
Montreal.
FARAON
J.
MOSS,
formerly
head
of
his
own
advertising
agency,
released
from
Army
as
captain,
has
joined
The
Shaw Co., Los Angeles, as account
executive.
ELON tising
G. BORTON,of president
of Adverbeen
appointed Federation
chairman America,
of the hasadvisory
"Hungry? No, it's just that I
board ancesponsoring
themovement
Veterans' inGuidi
n
Advertising
Newof like the Alka-Seltzer program on
York.
ALLEN
T.
PREYER,
president
the Advertising Club of New York, was WFDF Flint."
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maintains an aggressive Promotion Department insuring advertisers the best possible results.
Tested types of promotion guarantee sponsors outlets
to all potential customers!
Leading Advertisers know that Detroit is the most
responsive and fastest moving market in the world . . .
and they pick WXYZ because this station completely
covers the Detroit area . . . where there is a market
with a billion dollar buying power.
(Key Station of the Michigan Radio Network)
Affiliated with the American Broadcasting Company, Inc.
Owned and Operated by the
KING-TRENDLE BROADCASTING CORPORATION
1700 Stroh Building
•
Detroit 26, Michigan
Represented by the Paul H. Raymer Co.
BROADCASTING
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On The Service Front
All Surplus

Radio

Must Be Sold
DISPUTE over the surplus radio
and
radarArmy
equipment
"abandoned"
by the
Air Forces
near
Wright Field, Dayton, as reported
by the AP, was clarified last Monday byrelations
Lt. Col.officer
R. V. Waters,
lic
for the pubAir
Technical Service Command.
According to the AP story, ham
radio operators had attempted to
buy some of the equipment but "received no encouragement"
the
AAF, and
the materials werefrombeing
"damaged by the weather".
"All that equipment has been declared surplus," Col. Waters told
Broadcasting, "and the Army
couldn't
or Army
sell 10cis
worth. Asgivesoonaway
as the
finished with it, it is in the hands
of the RFC. Their lack of manpower makes quick disposition imHe said that as to the equipment
possible."
being
damaged by the weather,
all of it is crated, and has been
waterproofed, fungus-proofed, and
tropicalized, made ready for overseas shipment, or just returned
from sideoverseas,
and doa little
Stateweather would
no damage.
"However," he said, "for future reference, it should be made
clear that the overwhelming majority of the Army electronic surplus material is about as useful in
amateur or commercial radio as a
battleship is to a yacht club. There
may be a tube or a switch that
would be useful to a civilian, but
most of it is built for a particular
type plane, or for purely military
purposes. The radios are on very
short range, for communication between aircraft, and would be too
short range for any practical purposes.
"Going forthrough
massor ofa
material
a few that
switches
dozen
he concluded,
"wouldits
cost thetubes,"
Government
far beyond
* * *
worth to anyone."
GI Writers
WOUNDED veterans have formed
a GI Writers' Workshop at Halloran General Hospital, Staten Island. Vets will be given oppories to write,Workshop
produce isandunder
enact radiotunitplays.
the direction of Henrietta Sharon,
a socialtionsworker.
Finished overseas
producare transmitted
throughwave radio.
"Voice of America" short* * *
Marshall Sent to Holland
LAWRENCE MARSHALL, forRepresented by
merly engineer in charge at CBK
Watrous,
Sask., is now attached to
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
the CBC Overseas Unit in Holland,
he assisted in putting Radio
New York : Chicago Detroit where
Hilversum on the air for the
Atlanta : San Francisco : Los Angeles Canadian Army. On the production
staff of Radio Hilversum is S/Sgt.
Wilf Davidson, formerly of CKY
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Through RFC
Winnipeg. Capt. Brian Shellon,
manager of Radio Hilversum, and
before joining the Canadian Army,
manager of CJKL Kirkland Lake,
Ont.,discharge.
is on his way back to Canada
for
* * *
Dodderidge With Bradley
MAJ. WILLIAM H. DODDER- CALLING THE PLAYS for the
IDGE, executive officer in AAF Assam Tea Bowl Series football
training division, on terminal leave, games is Sgt. Jay G. Jackson,
WBNS Columbus, O., now station
has joined
the Veterans Administration as administrative
assistant manager of VU2ZV Chabua, India.
to Gen. Omar N. Bradley. He for- The ASF Assam Dragons took the
merly was on the editorial staff of AAF All Stars 14-6 that day. At
Broadcasting.* * *
the mike for colorful half-time
ceremonies was Capt. Frank Goss,
Good Old Commercials
CBS Hollywood. Engineer was Cpl.
"DIAL DUST" in an October issue Gene Sayet, WIP Philadelphia, and
of the Daily News from Noumea, spotting was Sgt. Mack Fuller, of
KOMA Oklahoma City. Broadcast
featured
a soldier's
commercial
radio.reminiscence
The issueof
1-B India.
network stations in Burmaby and
reached Broadcasting last week. was carried
Author Bruce Collier, program
supervisor of the AFRS station on
Noumea, WVUS, and former com- three-minute broadcasts for the
mercial manager of KFYO Lubrecorders.
Working withusing
RadiowireDiffusion
Francaise,
bock, Tex., lists the probable costs U. S.,
to "advertisers" on the 1000 watter he also assisted in the production
French materials both live and
ifmanner.
charges were made in the usual oftranscribed.
* * #
Sample
on the statement
val Observatory,
Arlingtonis ."Na. .
Spitz
Returns
$3,570 (2040 time signal announce- FIRST LT. WILLIAM
SPITZ,
ments
@
$1.75)."
After
Red
Cross
of Spitz & Webb Adveris question mark, then a note to formerlytising,
Syracuse,
has
returned
auditors: "This account apparently Syracuse on terminal leave fromto
has far exceeded its budget, and the Army. He was in ETO for
it will be necessary for us to take two
working on incendiary
over the firm . . . Suggest . . . bomb years,
developments for the 9th Air
changing
the
name
to
'American
Force.
He
is returning to the
Red Cross — a member of the
agency.
* * *
Mosquito
Network.' radio will be
"Oh, commercial
Radio Record
nice again . *. ." he* dreams
on.
*
RADIO SECTION, Public RelaShannon on Record Flight
tions Office at Camp Crowder has
LT. COL. FRANK J. SHANNON, issued a report on its radio activities to date, showing that the group
former technician at WCAU Philadelphia, was the radio operator of has produced 26 consecutive weeks
the crew of the B-29 which broke of radio entertainment, filling 352
segments, and totalling nearly
the world's nonstop flight record air
Nov. 20, flying from Guam to 92 hours of air time. Stations
Washington. * * *
which have participated are KGGF
KMBC KOAM KVOO KWTO
Col. Finley Gets Bronze Star
WMBH. The section is supervised
LT. COL. MARK FINLEY, for- winning
by Sgt. Ben
K. Park, former
documentary
directorprizeand
mer publicity director of Don Lee
Broadcasting System, Hollywood, production manager of WHA Madison,
Wis.
and now Army public relations officer of Delta Base section, Marseille, France, has been awarded
BBC Names New Head
the Bronze Star. He was cited for
LEONARD MiALL, former head
"superior
ability
in
his
skillful
use
of writing, cinema, radio and still of New York office of British Politiphotographic arts in presenting the
cal Warfare Division and previousstory personnel
of the U. andS. Army's
charge of BBC's
German
Base
operationsDeltato talksly in department,
has been
apthe American
peoplewereand immediate
their Alpointed head of BBC Washington
lies. The reactions
news division. He is scheduled to
and positive, reflecting great credit arrive shortly from London. Mary
upon the U. S. and building pres- Hone will be his assistant. James
tige with a press and radio sup- Dyrenforth, writer of several musical comedies, employed by BBC
pressed by four years of Nazi
will look after BBC interests in Hollywood.
His staff produced hundreds of during war,
tyranny."
BROADCASTING
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FERRY-MORSE
Seed seeds,
Co., Detroit,
vegetable and flower
Jan. 19
18 weekson"Garden
I withstarts
TOM for
WILLIAMS
full CBS Gate"
net1 work, Sat. 9:15-9:30 a.m. Program was
" sponsored
by company
forlast13 February.
weeks on
81
CBS
stations
starting
: Detroit.
Agency Is MacManus, John & Adams,
POPULAR HOME PRODUCTS, New
York (Staze),
startson HENRY
newscasts
NewGLADYork
timesSTONE'S
weekly
forWOR
quarter-hour
I 52three
broadcasts
starting
Jan.
7.
Contract
for
weeks
was
placed
through
Raymond
Spector Co., New York.
BOWMAN GUM Co., Philadelphia (Warren's gum), nouncement
has campaign
started
a spot
anon 150
stations.
, Contracts
range from
Agency: Franklin
Bruck13 toAdv.,52 weeks.
N. Y.
LOS ANGELES
BREWING
Los3 Angeles
beer), on Co.,
Dec.minutes
expands from(Eastside
and renews
forquarter-hour
52 weeks, theto 30five-weekly
recorded onmusical
program Agency
"Mild &
Mellow"
KHJ Hollywood.
Lockwood-Schackelford
Adv., Los An-Is
geles.
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT Corp.,
Los Angeles (Insect-O-Blitz), Dec. 1
started
for 52 weeks
"Voice
of the tions,
Moment"
on 10sponsoring
CBS Pacific
staSaturday cast,
5-5:15
p.m.
(PST).
Besides
dramatic
program
features
Bob
Purcell
as
narrator,
with
Matthews, announcer. Lou HolzerJimis
producer
Los Angelesof Lockwood-Shackelford
agency servicing account.Adv.,
J DAVID
AARONS,
publicity director
Gimbeldress Bros.,
Philadelphia,
is to ad-ofof
Dec. 5 luncheon
panel session
American partTelevision
Society
on "De-on
ment Store Television",
reporting
results of store's
recent from
experience
with
half-hourly
telecasts
a
central
studioout theto store.
some Session
20 sets located
throughwill
be
held
Hotel
Sheraton,
NewTelevision
York, with
FREDat
KUGEL,
publisher,
Magazine,
as chairman.
EDEN
CO., has
New appointed
York (Garden
perfume),
jensof Eden
Adv.
Co.,
New York,
tocampaign
handlePatadvertising
campaign.
Spot
will
start
about
Dec.
10
in
New
York,
Boston
and
Detroit.
POTTER
DRUG
&
CHEMICAL
CORP.,
Medford, Mass
(Cuticura
soap andof
ointment),
will begin
sponsorship
quarter-hour
transcribed
"Romance
You"
effective
Dec.
24
for
52
weeks, andsix
times weekly
on &WEAF
Agency
is Atherton
Currier,NewN. York.
Y.
E. F. KREIN, advertising manager of
Massey-Harris
Co.,
Racine,
Wis.
(farm
equipment),
been appointedmanager.
to new
position of hasmerchandising
JAMESing manager,
H. DALTON,
assistant
advertisbecomes
advertising
manager. Company
appointed
Klau-Van
Pietersom-Dunlap
advertising agency Assoc.,
effectiveMilwaukee,
Dec. 1, withas
A.in R.charge
McGINNIS,
agency vice-president,
account,
and PAUL
NORDLOH
asofaccount
executive.
JAMES rines W.
EBEN,
released
Maas captain, has been from
appointed
I directortions ofofUnited
advertising
public relaAircraftandProducts
Inc.,
Dayton
andof Los
Angeles.
He isstaffs
formerof
member
cityNews.
and radio
Newark Evening
SONG HITS MAGAZINE, New York,
starts half-hour teen-age program,

Sponso

RS

"Campus
on WORbroadcasts.
New YorkPro-on
Dec.
15gramforalmsClub",
to13andSaturday
promote
high school
collegetolerance
students.among
Each
broadcast
will
feature
"Date
withpro-a
Disc", gramwhen
three
students
sing
on
with Enocha record,
Light's orchestra and
out
bywinner
Guildmakes
Records Inc., Newto beYork.put Alan
&Courtney
Coe, Newis m.York.c. Agency is Donahue
PURITY
Chicago,
has
appointed BAKERY
Young &CORP.,
Rubicam,
Chicago,
as agency
for theJan.Grennan
CakewillDivi-be
sion,
effective
1.
Radio
used.
JACQUES
Chicago
(KC Baking powder),Mfg.hasCo.,placed
all advertising
with MacFarland,
Aveyard account
& Co., isChi-to
c
a
g
o
.
A
radio
advertiser,
be expanded in 1946.
NEW BUSINESS for "A Date With
Music",
transcribedinby Charlesquarter-hour
Michelson series
Inc., Boston,
cludes
Everybody's
Dept.on Store,
Fort
Worth,
Tex.,
13
weeks
KFJZ
Fort
Worth, and Lever Bros. Ltd., St. Johns,
Newfoundland
(Green
Label
marg
a
r
i
n
e
)
,
f
i
v
e
weekly
for
26
weeks
VONF
St. Johns.
Nehi signed
Bottlingfor Co..on26
Steubenville,
O., has
weeks sponsorship
of onhalf-hour
transcribedbenville.
"The Shadow"
WSTVCo.,SteuKentuckysigned
Utilities
Paducah,
Ky.,
has
for
8
week
sponsorship
"Hymn Time".on WPAD Paducah of
CALTENE anCorp.
(Drop-O-Lemon)
planning
expanded
advertising
andis
merchandising
campaign
through
Frank counOxarart
Co., Los Angeles. Act is radio advertiser.
EDWARD
New regular
Haven
(departmentMALLEY
store), hasCo.,started
daily series
on WELI
New Havenweather
featuring
records,
time
signals,
and Haven.
chatter. Agency is Lindsay Adv.,
New
MAY tailDIAMOND
Los Angeles
(rejeweler), In isa Co.,
four
pre-Christmas spot
campaign
using-weekweekly
a total
of four
120
live
announcements
on
local stations,
KFAC LosKMPC
KFWB
KECA.
Western
Adv.,
Angeles,
has
account.
H. A. ROBERTS Ltd., Vancouver (real
estate),
is sponsoring
The Beatenon
Track"
stories
by Dick"OffDiespecker
CJOR count
Vancouver
placed direct.six times weekly. AcSOUDACKtions), has FURS,
aucstarted Winnipeg
transcribed(furmusical
programtions.onAgencysixis western
staMcKim Canadian
Adv., Winnipeg.
READER'S
DIGEST
ASSN., Pleasantville,
N. Y., Nov.
29 started
five-minute
program
on KHJtwice-weekly
Hollywoodby
for
13
weeks.
Account
handled
BBDO New York.
CALIFORNIA
FRUIT GROWERS
EXCHANGE, Los Angeles,
has started
spot
announcements
on a isnumber
of& Canadian
stations.
Agency
Spitzer
Mills,
Toronto.
J. H. BARD WELL Co., Toronto (women's work's
clothing),"Constance
Nov. 20Bennett
started Show"
ABC net-on
FOUR TOP
CJBC Toronto.
Agency is Ardiel
Adv.,
Toronto.
MARKETS!
RAY VITE
Ltd.,
Vancouver
(proprihas startedVancouver.
weekly musical programetaonry), CKWX
Central Kentucky
J. J. Gibbons
Ltd., Vancouver. Agency is
FRANKLIN
COURTNEY
ELLIS, formerly head ofpartmentthe
publicKodak,
information
de| WLAP*-e*'"g'Q»; Ky.
of Eastman
hasas assistJoined
Standard
Oil
Co.
of
Indiana
Amarillo
ant director of public relations.
RADIO DEVELOPMENT & RESEARCH
CORP., New
appointed
Lew
| KFDA Amarillo, Tex.
Kashuk
Adv. York,
Co. to hashandle
advertising
for
Magic-Tone
recorder
playback. radio and Chronovox
The Tri-State
S.19 O.started
S. Co.,dally
Chicago (cleanser),
Nov.
announcement
Huntington. W. Va. schedule
on KMPC spot
Hollywood
for six
weeks.
Agency
is
McCann-Erickson,
San
Francisco.
Knoxville
OLD
DUTCH
MILLS
Inc.,
New
York,
(Old Dutch Coffee), Nov. 25 started
I B | R Knoxville, Tenn.
"News With
Ed Herllhy"
on WEAF New
York,
for weekly
Sunday
Contract
weeks
was broadcasts.
placed
Peck Adv.,forNew52 York.
PINEX
CO., Fortby
Wayne (Pinex Cough Syrup), Nov. 27
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

|g|

started
sponsoringthreeClydetimesKitten's
Minute
weekly"Five
WEAF. News"
Contract, for 14 weeks,
wason
placed through Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
GRIFFIN-CUMMINS
Furniture isCo.,using
San
Francisco
curently
schedule
of (retail),
one-minute
spots on KSFO
San
Francisco.
John
Gallagher
Adv.,
San Francisco, has account.
VAN DE KAMP'S Holland-Dutch Bakers
Inc., edLosfive-weekly
Angeles half-hour
(chain), Nov.transcribed
26 startChef"
on KHJAdv.Hollywood
for
52"Mystery
weeks.
California
Agency,
Los
Angeles, has account.
BEST BREWING
Co., Chicago
(EmClub beer),
27 started
52 weeksbassy using
twiceNov.nightly
participa-for
tiondies"inon the
recorded
"Stardust
MeloLos Angeles.
Spot schedule is alsoKFACmaintained
on KECA
KGFJ
KRKD Los
Angeles.
Placement
through
N.
J.
Newman
Adv.,
Losis
Angeles.
PACKARD
Earle onC. Nov.
Anthony Inc., DIVISION
Los Angelesof (cars),
24 started weekly
halfLos-hour
"Stars of
Tomorrow"
on
KFI
Angeles.
AMERICAN EXPRESS Co., New York
(delivery service), Nov. 19 started daily
spot schedule
KMPC The
Hollywood.
tract is forhas13on account.
weeks.
Caples ConCo.,
New York,
EVAN
W.
HAYTER,
former
assistant
of Goodyear
Tire
&advertising
Rubber Co.manager
of Canada,
New .Toronto,
has been
appointed
advertising
managermotedsucceeding
S.
R.
SKELTON,
proto assistant general sales manager.
WILDROOT Co., Fort Erie, Ont. (hair
tonic), American
has started
"Woody
Hermanon
Show",
network
program,

CJBC Toronto and CFCF Montreal.
Agency
A. J. DenneCo.,& Co.,
Toronto.Cal.
LUER isPACKING
Vernon,
(meatschedule
packer),on Dec.
1 KFI
started
weekly
spot
KFAC
KNX
KHJ.
Other
stations
willMaysbe added.
Contracts
are
for
52
weeks.
&
Bennett
Adv.,
Los Angeles, has account.
CHARLEScharge, hBARTLETT,
with
Navy
disas been appointed advertising
and
O'Connor,
Moffat publicity
& Co., Sandirector
Franciscoof department
store.
GRACE BROS. BREWING Co., Santa
Rosa,
appointedto Garfield
&advertising.
GuildCal.,Adv.,hasRadio
SanbeenFrancisco,
handle
will continue
to be
used
along
with
other
media.
CONSUMER DIVISION of Salisbury
Motor Co., Los Angeles (institutional),
has
appointedto Foote,
& Belding,
Los Angeles,
handle Cone
advertising.
CIO Union Is Certified
For Federal Tel. & Radio
NATIONAL Labor Relations
Board has certified International
Federation of Architects, Engineers,Chapter
Chemists & 31,
Technicians,
Metropolitan
CIO, for
representation of shop employes
and salaried non-engineering employes of Federal Telephone &
Radio Corp.,
munication Federal
Labs Inc., NewTelecomYork
City and Nutley, N. J.
NLRB said that in elections Oct.
10, a total of 684 out of 1,550
eligible salaried non-engineering
employes voted for the union, 478
voted against and 70 votes were
challenged, and that of 182 eligible
shop
voted with
for the11
union employes
and 59 100
against,
challenged.

And advertisers get more for their money
when they buy WJW. In Cleveland, Monday
thru Friday, WJW delivers more daytime
dialers per dollar than any other station.
ABC Network ^JV-I wit 5000 Watts
BY HEADLEY-REED
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
NIGHT
D AYCOMPANY
WW
WW M
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PRODUC

TIOnff
i
development
In Oceanside,
L. I. street
Kate
LYNN
A.
McKINLAY,
supervisor
of Smith
Boulevard
will be main
public
service
broadcasts
for
KSL
Lake City,
has been
appointed
and bewillcalled
lead Kate
to 900-foot
private
beach,
towas
Smith
Beach.
Honor
actingSaltprogram
manager.
WAYNE
RICHconferred for her notable war work
ARDS, former from
KSL promotion
man folArmy
as major,
has and philanthropy.
returnedlowingtoreleasestation
as program
finance
JAY JOSTYN, who plays title role on
supervisor.
TED
KIMBALL,
released
Bristol-Myers
Co.,Nov."Mr.28 was
District
Atfrom asNavysupervisor
as lieutenant,
returns
" on NBC,made
awarded
KSL
of public
serviceto a citationtorneyand
an honorary
membroadcasts.
ber
of
the
Youth
Builders
organization,
by the New York Board of
HAL returned
KOLB, released from
the Conn.,
Army, sponsored
has
Hartford,
Educationdents whoto arerepresent
school stutaking high
a constructive
as staff organistto WTIC
and pianist.
stand
on
their
own
problems.whenPresentaGASTON
DUHAMEL,
announcer
of
tion
was
made
informally
Jostyn
WHBQ
Terry andMemphis,
Jerry. is father of twin boys, was
group. interviewed by delegation from
WORTHINGTON
C. MINER, manager
GEORGE sergeant,
EDWARDS,is new
ex-Marine
television department,
is to speakof
master
additionCorpsto CBS
announcing
staff of WPEN Philadelphia.
on
"Television—
A
New
Marketingof
Prior torines,hisEdwards
two years with the Ma- Tool",
Dec. 5 ofat luncheon
meeting
radio atgroup
American
Hotel Sheraton,
New Marketing
York.
WFIL Philadelphia.was with KYW and Assn.
assistant
program
manBOB
McCOY,
afterannouncing
three years staff
in Navy,of BEN FEINER,
ager,
WCBW
New
York,
CBS
television
has
rejoined
isYork
to address
Art
Directorsmeeting
Club
KHMO Hannibal, Mo. U. SCOTT SMITH station,
of
New
at
its
luncheon
Jr., alsoturned treleased
from Navy,staff.has re- Dec. 5.
o KHMO continuity
GEORGEfastest
WRIGHT, known
as "the
ART
discharged from armed world's
has
negotiated
service,PALEN,
has rejoined
year's organist",
exclusive
contract
with
announcing
staff. WWSW Pittsburgh aNBCone Thesaurus.
He
will
record
two
sides of10 asongs
15-minute
record
eachlastmonth.
GARY. LINN has rejoined announcing First
were
recorded
week
staffing ofas petty
KYWofficer
Philadelphia
after
servwith
Wright
recording
tunes
using
both
Navy. to post organ and piano at same time.
MURRAY ARNOLD with
has returned
JACK Nashville,
STAPP, Tenn.,
programhas director
as program
director
of
WIP PhilaWSM
returned toof
ia. ED WALLIS,
posi- that
following
22 months
whiledelphArnold
was inwhoArmy,heldremains
in NewpostYork
and London
with service
OWL
as histion assistant.
KATE SMITH, star of General Foods FM,
TOM hasSTERWART,
director
ofafter
WSM-44
returned
to
station
Corp.
"Kate
Smith
Hour"
and
"Kate
with American Red Cross,
Smith named
Speaks"for onher CBS,
will housing
have a months
nearly two years of which were spent
street
in a new

overseas.
JUD COLLINS
rejoins WSM
as announcer.
He was released
from
Army
as lieutenant
in training
commandandof served
AAF. as pilot
DICK
CAMPBELL,
program
director
of
KOME
Tulsa, inOkla.,
hasof Sister
been
named
city
chairman
Tulsadrive.
Kenny
Foundation
for 1945
JAY
CALDWELL,
production
of WOL
Washington,
is fathermanager
of a
girl, Pamela, born Nov. 18.
BILL HUMBERT,
former
program
r
e
c
t
o
r
o
f
WSAP
Portsmouth,
Va.,
anddi-is
news
editor
of
WOPI
Bristol,
Tenn.,
new announcer at WSAZ Huntington,
W.C. NED
Va.
released
Coast
Guard,NBChasLEFEVRE,
resumeddivision,
post as from
announcer
with
central
Chicago.
PHILLIP
BECKER, before
chief announcer
WTIC
entering
thetoat
Army
inHartford
1942,is now
has been
promoted
captain.
He
in
charge
of
AES
station in Kohrramshahr, Iran.
ART
FORD,on WNEW
conductor ofYork,"Milkman's
Matinee"
has been
made official
m. c. forNewvarious
functions
ofDrive.Alfred E. Smith Memorial Hospital
MARY YorkMARGARET
McBRIDE,
WEAF
New
commentator,
was honored
Nov.
26
at
a
luncheon
at
the
WaldorfAstoria lishers
Hotel,
New York,
byon heroccasion
pubDodd, Mead
of
of &herCo.,Her
newest
book.
"Tunepublication
in for Elizabeth".
broadcast
that
day originated from speakers' table
at luncheon.
W.
C.
PATTERSON,
AAF after
years discharged
service, hasfromrejoined NBCthree
as producer.
STAN SMITH,
withYork,
WGH a
Newport
News andformerly
WNEW New
veteranfare, haofs joined
four years
ofNewsubmarine
warWLIB
York
as
staff
announcer.
PAUL
VON
SCHLICHTEN,
formerly
with
Aircraft,
Y.,
hasEastern
joined
WMCA Terrytown,
New York N.as
personnel
director,
DAVIDSON,
resigned. replacing ERMA
J.rejoined
C. LEWIS, with Broadcasting
Army discharge,
has
System,
Hollywood,Donas Lee
producer.
BENTLY
MORRIS,
threetoyears
armed
has after
returned
KFWBin
Hollywoodforces,
as announcer.
SIDNEYnuity writer,
MARSHALL,
contihas shiftedChicago
to Hollywood
toAttorney"
write film
"Mr. District
for version
Columbiaof Pictures
Corp.
HOMER visionCANFIELD,
NBC western
production
manager,
andFRANK
RubydiRichardson,
secretary
to
MORGAN,Nov.film24 inandRiverside,
radio star,
married
Cal. were
ALAN MANN,
KFWB
Hollywood
announcer, andwere
HELEN REED, station
staff
actress,
Las Vegas,
Nev. married Nov. 30 at
ROBERT
released producer
from AFRSof
Hollywood,WELCH,
and former
NBC
"Jack Pictures
Benny Show",
has
joined
Paramount
Inc.
as
writer-producer-director.
M.
C.
(Jimmie)
GREGORY,
former
early-morning
and sports
announcerpro-of
WAGA gramAtlanta,
been appointed
director andhas production
manager.
LARRY HAMILTON, announcer of
CFBR mBrockville,
Ont., hasandbeen
proo
t
e
d
t
o
chief
announcer
program
director.
He
served
more
than
five
years
overseas with
Army, time
was dis-hn
charged last Canadian
May at which
entered radio.

TO STIMULATE annual campaign for
funds cagoto posed
fightDavid
tuberculosis,
WGN above,
ChiLee Brown,
four-year-old
actor
on
KGN'S
"Funny
as the youngster
portrayed
onPapertheParty",
1946 Christmas
Seal Stamp.
LARRY
KRUPP,
discharged
fromyears,
the
Army
as staff
sergeant
after three
has
rejoined
announcing
Cleveland.
Trained
at anstaffFMof WJW
radio
afterandhe ajoined
army,
heasschool
spentshortly
a yearcombat
half leader.
inthe Europe
front-line
squad
BILL CRONE,
of CHEXKirkland
Peterborough, haformerly
sannouncer.
joined CJKL
Lake as chief
BILL GOODWIN and ART BAKER,
Hollywood respectively,
announcer and m. c.-commentator,
tives in the David O. portray
Selznick detecfilm.
"Spellbound".
KNOX MANNING,
CBS
Hollywood
commentator, has been signed as narrator
of Warner Bros, film, "Ranch in
special events
m.c.
ofCLIFF
AFRSENGLE,
San Francisco,
with announcer
Army disWhite". charge, has resumed work as freelance
JULIUS
HARRY
KUNEY,
formerly
with
WDZ
Tuscola,
111., has joined KMPC
Hollywood
as producer.
JERRY LAWRENCE
has been assigned
m.c. on placing
CBSJACK"Meet
Missus",is re-on
BAILEY.the Latter
tour
with "Queen for a Day" program
on MBS.
FRANKtion of AFRS
SEELEY,Hollywood,
chief of and
editorial
secproducer
ofgirl"Melody
is father of a
born Nov.Roundup",
16.
FRED
DARLING,
RCAF,of
has joined
the released
productionfromstaff
CHEX
Peterborough.
with CJKL
CBC CKNW.He was formerly
BARNEY
GOULET,
production
manager of iCKAC
has been Drama
nomnated foroutstanding
theMontreal,
1945 Canadian
Award
for
services
to
the
Canadian theater.
CHARLESEpervisor of Don
VAUGHAN,
former
day
suLee Broadcasting
Sysdepartment,
has
taken tem,overHollywood,
night script
supervision,
replacing
BETTY LAMBERT, resigned. CLARA
JEAN SMITH has been named day supervisor.
HENRY BARBOUR, continuity editor
of WGN sitiChicago,
has resigned
that po-D.
on. His successor
is WILLIAM
FISHER, tinuiwho
ty editor. has been assistant conMARK Albert
STARBIRD,
formerlyRegina,
of CKBI
Prince
and CKCK
has
joined
Timmlns,theOnt.announcing staff of CKGB
DON INSLEY, program director of CKEY
Toronto andborough, anformerly
CHEX Peterd MARNEof ofCHEX,
SHAUGHNESSY
of traffic department
have announced their engagement.
JACK
STELLING,
formerly
of
WELL
Battle
Creek,
has joined
theOtherWKZO
Kalamazoo
announcing
staff.SMITH
new
staff
members
are
KAY
and
EVELYN
department.BERTRAND in the continuity
WITH close of football season, CBS on
Dec.
8 resumes
"Assignment
Home",
program
dealing
with
of reJ— , d3-3:30
veteransD.m.which
theproblems
uturned
ces in cooperation
withnetwork
the U,pro-S,
Veterans' Adm. Series is broadcast SatTelecasting

HOUJ
FOR

in

ERRIV

PRooumon
1946

DELIVERY

Fedi
STUDIO EQUIPMENT • FM TRANSMITTERS • ANTENNAS AND TOWERS
With production now under way,
Federal will deliver 1 and 3 KW FM
Transmitters early in 1946 . . . delivery
of the 10 and 50 KW following shortly
thereafter . . . featuring the latest in
design, circuits, tubes and technique
for unsurpassed operations in the new
88-108 mc. band.
Available with these transmitters will
be complete associated equipment —
from microphone to antenna — entire
FM Broadcasting Systems . . . supplied
by one experienced and dependable

Federal

Telephone

source— Federal... for more than three
decades a leading contributor to radio
progress.
Federal engineers are ready to consult
with y ou . . . help plan every step of your
installation . . . and then stay with the job
until your station is in completely
satisfactory operation. And Federal
assumes full responsibility for the performance ofits equipment.
Call in Federal now ... be among the
first on the air with the finest in FM
Broadcasting.

and

RadiaCorporation
s°rZ<£J^2. Newark 1, N. J.
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EDWARD
TOMLINSON, NBO
authority
on Inter-American
affairs,
spoke
Nov.
29of Coffee
beforeDealers
the InNational
Con-On
v
e
n
t
i
o
n
Chicago.
Dec.
4
he
is
to
speak
at
El
Paso,
forum of Mexicans and Americans Tex.,
and
then
is to from
go toXEWMexico
City.CityHe Dec.
will
broadcast
Mexico
8both
and candidates
15 on NBC. for
He plans
to Interview
President
In
the
forthcoming Mexican elections.
LEE
WOOD,
former
news
writer
of
KOA
and KFEL
has joined newsroom
staff
of DonDenver,
Lee Broadcasting
System,
Hollywood.
NEWSCASTERS
of
American
western
division are now heard at same time
each day, (Archie)
Monday HALL
through
WILLIAMS
handlesFriday.
two
early morning
newscasts.
CLETE
ROBERTS haswithbeen
given
afternoonevening
segment,
HUGO
CARLSON,
and night periods.
CAL TINNEY,
humorous newsandcom-recently mentator
releasedformerly
from ontheMutual
Army, Nov. 26
startedcasts oseries
of
quarter-hour
n
WJZ
New
York.
Titledis broad"Relax
With
Cal
Tinney",
program
Monday through Friday 6:45-7 p.m.heard
JOE
WJZ
New York
sportscaster HASEL,
recently
with AFRS,
has resumed
narration
of Paramount
erage of football
games. News Reel covLT. WCBW,
COMDR. CBSBOBvideo
EDGEstation
has returned
toYork,
New
aspostdirector
of before
sports entering
and inspecial
events,
he
held
the
service.
JIM
BLAINE,
former
chief
announcer
of WJPA Washington, Pa., is new sports

director of KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo.
LARRY mont,MUNSON,
FairW. Va., joins fr0m
KFBC WMMN
as assistant
sports announcer.
STUART Broadcasting
AUER, formerly
with
Associated
Corp., Isevents
new tostaff.
KFBC announcing and
special
WILLIAM L. SHIRER and HOWARD K.
SMITH, CBS thecorrespondents
who war
are
broadcasting
trials ofbroadcast
the Nazi
at Nuernberg,
acriminals
tiny three-man
booth high above from
the
judges'
bench says
in thethatNuernberg
courthouse.
"the broadcast
booth isSmith
barelymicrophone
large enough
forInthree
people.
The
is
set
the
sill
the bewindow
overlooking
the
court,ofmust
approached
through the
attic of the courthouse."
JOHN FACENDA is replacing ALEXANDER GRIFFINprogram
on Mutual's
co-op Monnews
commentary
day-throARTHUR
u3-3:15
gh-Friday. Grif in is p.m.
on GAETH
his way
toandNuernberg
to
join
LESLIE trials
NICHOLS
on coverage of
war criminal
for Mutual.
MARTIN
BURKE,
released
the
Coast
Guardappointed
after threenewsyearsfrom
service,
has been
editor
of
WWL
New Orleans.
CHET fairsHUNTLEY,
director
of
public
afwestern division,
has quarbeen
assignedfor CBS
news
on weekly
ter-hour seriesanalyst
sponsored
on network
Pacific
stations
by
Kelite
Products
Inc.
(Kenu). He replaces DR. WALLACE
STERLING.
FRED HENRY, director of news and
special events
for AFRS shortwave
operations, San Francisco,
released from
Navy woodas radioensign,
re-enter Hollyas newsis tocommentator.

DOWN
MEMO
LANE
The inter-office memo is no novelty to the radio
executive . . . nor is the BMI MUSIC MEMO.
Now in its third year, MUSIC MEMO is the
radio
to who's and
who transcribed.
and what's what
in BMIman's
musicguide
— recorded
But if you want to keep abreast of current
affairs in music — if you need a ready reference
to timely and interesting program material —
watch for your copy of MUSIC MEMO as it
reaches your desk.
You'll find such features as Reviewing the
Records — Week's Top Tunes — New Record
Releases — Platter Spinner Parade — Notes and
Comment — New Transcription Releases — and
many odd items you should know about BMI
Music.

New News Service
ANNOUNCEMENT of Washington's latest radio news service was
made last week when incorporation papers for Radio Washington
Inc. were filed in the District of
Columbia. President of the new
firm, which will provide spot news
service, transcriptions and direct!
broadcasts for stations, is Gordon
Graham, former chief of the Washington news bureau, WLW Cincinnati. Charles McLean, one-time
Washington correspondent for the
New York Times and Far East
correspondent, is vice-president
and Robert J. Coar, head of Sound
Studios, is secretary-treasurer. Mr.
Graham, who did a daily newscast
from Washington for WLW, will
handlevise newsmicrophone
operations.work and superRACIAL unity
WIP Phila-by
delphia,Commission,
"Hateprogram
Inc.", ofsponsored
Fellowship
hasWriters
been War
sel
e
c
t
e
d
f
o
r
honors
by
the
Board,
being
chosen
as
outstanding
program
for November.
author, received
citation. Caye Christain.
MUTUAL
on
Dec.
ceremony
for
disabled2 broadcast
veterans
War 18,000
IItheir
throughout
nationofasofWorld
they
took
oaths asthemembers
the
Disabledprogram
American
Quarterhour
markedVeterans.
first observance
forth.
of DAV Day, to be annual affair henceFOREIGN servicenowofbroadcasts
Radio-Diffusion
Francaise,
to the
U. S. andParis,
Canada a daily program
schedulegrams areinonEnglish
and
French.
Proair from
8:55-10:45
p.m.
and
feature comedy
news,
music,
round table
discussions,
and poetry.
LIKE WIS
IN CHICAGO

0
GETS RESULTS
IN PHOENIX

If your copy of MUSIC MEMO gels lost
in the mill — let us hear about it.
Broadcast
5 8 0 FIFTH AVENUE

Mutual Co-Op Newscasts
Add 68 Local Sponsors
PREDICTIONS that there would
be a pronounced
slackening
interest in news shows
by the ofradio
audience, with a resulting drastic
decrease in sponsorship of these
programs, have not materialized as
far as Mutual co-op news programs are concerned, B. J. Hauser,
director of co-ops for Mutual, reported last week.
Since Oct. 8, Mr. Hauser stated,
68 advertisers have become sponsors in their communities of Mutual co-op news shows. Cecil Brown
has had 28 new sponsors since that
date; Fulton Lewis jr., 22; Frazier
Hunt,
8; Cedric4. Foster, 6, and Bill
Cunningham,

Key station, The Arizona Network,
KSUN, Bisbee-Lowell-Douglas.
S JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
on;
BROADCASTING
Telecasting
BKTUC, • Tucs

Music, Inc.
N E W Y 0 R K 1 9, IM.Y.

PLANNING to initiate television broadcasting for San Francisco and
|the Bay area within nine months, personnel of KFRC, Don Lee station
[in San Francisco, are getting thorough training in video. Here Chief
Engineer Jim McArdle explains the inconoscope, observed by (1 to r)
Production Manager Mel Venter, Technician Robert Baldwin, General
Manager William D. Pabst. KTSL Hollywood is Don Lee video station.
3| Strikers on WOL
fjjFREEDOM of the airwaves was
Uproven dramatically during the
, latest Washington transit strike.
• WOL's Lou Brott attended one of
njithe labor meetings at which a bus
■ .driver arose and made disparaging
-[remarks about radio and the press,
Recusing them of prejudice against
:pihe strikers. Immediately, Mr.
:jt:Brott sought out the striker, told
ipkrm how management and labor
[jjiad both been offered time on the
air, by WOL and other D. C. staIptions. Management had taken the
IMime, labor had refused. "Now's
|your
Mr. Brott,
:'come chance,"
with me." said
The driver
"went
jm the air at the same time provided an executive of the transit
' company two weeks earlier. The
I'next played
day the back
15-minute
liwas
from program
a wire
!Recorder at a labor meeting, to
the cheers of the strikers.
11 Sinatra Honored
j'FRANK
SINATRA
was theunanii Ihously elected
to receive
first
annual Golden Slipper Unity
inward, according to Morris Sobel,
president of the Golden Slipper
'Square Club, Philadelphia fra-

ternal and charitable organization
sponsoring the award. The singer
will come to Philadelphia Dec. 10
for the meeting of the Golden
Slipper Square Club in the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, at which time
he will receive the gold medal and
silver plaque. The honor will be
bestowed annually for outstanding
contribution in promoting harmony
and understanding among the people of every race, color and creed.

SHAW, LAV ALLY GET
FINANCE BUSINESS
THREE DAYS after resigning
from Leo Burnett Co. Inc., Chicago, Jack Shaw and Norman La
Vally, both account executives,
not only opened their own offices
at 209 S. La Salle St., but also
took over one of the biggest acnts in local radio — Household
Finance couCorp.
The new firm will handle all advertisingruns
for Household,
account which
into six an
figures
annually, and which prior to signing with Shaw and La Vally was
serviced by BBDO. Mr. Shaw also
brought
with him Co.
the account
Lumberman's
Mutual Casualty
which
he
had
serviced
while
with the
Burnett agency.
Mr. Shaw was formerly with
Henri Hurst & McDonald and later
was advertising director for Purity
Bakeriesmer account
Corp. Mr.
La Vally,
executive
on forthe
Hoover Co., Brown Shoe Co., and
A. B. Dick Co. for Leo Burnett, was
at one time Chicago advertising
representative for Curtis Publishing Co., representing Saturday
Evening Post.
PERSONAL Relief for Italy campaign,
which
ships food toandItaly,second-hand
clothing
conductedpackages
on WNYC New has
Yorkbeenon
Lulgl Difant's
program. Promoted"March
10 daysof Opinion"
on the radio,
campaign
producednecessitating
more than another
a shipload of packages,
ship to be chartered.
HARLINGEN

LOWER

Harlingen IS the focal
point
the Lower
Rio
Grande of Valley.
Shipping
junction for outgoing
products, distributing
cengoods, million
retail
centerter for forincoming
a quarter
prosperous
home of KGBS.Valley residents,

COST

HUB OF THE LOWER RIO GRANDE
VALLEY, known as TEXAS' 4th CITY
900,000 acres of the Lower Rio Grande Valley are composed of fertile, irrigated delta soil valued at from
$1,000 to $3,000 per acre, producing more citrus fruits
and
winter
vegetables than any other single section of
the United States.
That's
"Texas' 4thBecause
City" isof a itsfabulously
rich market
for yourwhymerchandise.
central location,
upto-the-minute equipment, and program popularity among
prosperous Valley people KGBS is the logical medium to
carry your message.

Harlingen, Texas
KGBS
Nationally Represented by THE WALKER COMPANY

TW
WITHIN
OF THE
A/ITUIM LISTENING
I KTCMIMn RANGE
D n K1SZ C r\tr
-rue LOWER
I rtlA/rn RIO
n,s\ GRANDE
n n » . ,n w- VALLEV
1/11 I r \/
TWIN FALLS • IDAHO
KOADCASTING • Telecasti

Getting that F-M Antenna
up high notareaonlycoverage
means — but
efficient
it also means lower costs.
Doubling the height of the
antenna above ground is
equivalent to squaring the
transmitter power. Thus, a
250 watt transmitter with a
200 foot tower would equal
a 1000 watt transmitter with
a 100 foot tower. That is
real tialeconomy
in ini-in
transmitter— both
cost and
2 Wmcharger Products will
help
you getat Getter
F-M
Broadcasting
lower costs:
(I) A sturdy,
Wincharger
Towereconomical
to get
your antenna high. (2) An
power'.low cost Winchargefficient,
er F-M Antenna. For full information write or wire us.

I"'
IWMCHARGER CORP. SIOUX CITY lOVtt
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Northeastern Michigan's Only
NBC Station Serving a Triple
Market— Saginaw . Bay City
and Midland
Strategically situated
in the heart of the industrial y rich Saginaw Valley, WSAM reaches more
than 100,000 radio homes in Saginaw, Bay City and Midland. Through
dominant
radioWSAM's
voice
your advertising message
commands the attention of thousands of gainfully employed with
money to spend. WSAM also
blankets the wealthy agricultural
belt which girds this
tri-city area. Northeastern Michigan is
an important market.
Sell it through WSAM.
Stun.
NORTHEASTERN
MICHIGAN S ONLY
NBC STATION

SAGINAW BROADCASTING COMPANY
610 Eddy Bldg. Soglnow, Michigon
NATIONAL
HEADLEYREPRESENTATIVE
- REED CO. —

INTER-HIGH
SCHOOL arequiztwo andnew grade
school spelling
prostarted byquizhalf-hour
WENT Gloversvllle.
N. Y.. asgramsweekly
features.
High-school
quiz
Is
heard
Thursday
'88:30
under
sponsorship
of Peoples
Bank p.m.
ofny of Pulton
Johnstown
andof Trust
Comp
a
County
Gloversvllle,
cities ofBoththetownstwoalsocompeting
high
schools.
are6threpresented
ingrades
spelling
bee
for
5th,
and
7th
aired Tuesday
7:30-8 p.m.
under
sponsorship
of
Gloversville
City
National Bank.school
Both contests
willwillrunbe
through
Awardsscores.
made to the
groups withyear.highest
Sportsbasketball
Schedule and hockey
COVERAGE
games from ofMadison
Square Garden
start
on NBC's
video
station
WNBTof
New
York
on Dec.
9 with
telecast
the
New
York
Rangers
hockey
games,
towinter.
be continued
Sundays
through
the
Basketball games are expected
to be daytelevised
oncompleting
Saturday winter
and Wednesevenings,
sports
schedule.
Video Art
IMPROMPTUstartedart onprogram,
"DrawstationMe
Another",
WCBW New York on CBS
Nov. video
30, 8:15-8:30
p.m. zine
Gurney Williams,
magais m.c,Collier's
and directs
Cledge
Roberts staffof artist,
CBS television
staff
program.
SolYorker
Steinberg
and cartoonists,
Sam Berman,
New
magazine
were guests on first program.
Restyled Newscast
NEW
TYPE ofreducing
news program,
Tomorrow",
pressfeaturing
copy"News
to eyeHv-of
ingrbom conversation
ofand network
major events,
starts on witness
full reporting
American
Dec. 3
in daily 11-11:15 a.m. period. Program
will be events
directeddepartment
by network's
and
special
and news
will sup-

m

A MUTUAL

STATION • Ask the Natter Co.
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network Recounts
Renewal Accounts
CONTINENTAL
CO.,Cake).
New
York
(Wonder BreadBAKING
and Hostess
Nov. 26 renews
for CBS
52 weeks
"Bachelor's
Children"
on
47
stations,
Mon.Fri. 10:45-11 a.m. Agency, Ted Bates
Inc., N. Y.
ANDREW JERGENS Co., Cincinnati.
Dec.
26 renews
Mrs. North"
52Lennen
weeks
full"Mr.
NBCN.& network.
Agency:for
& onMitchell,
Y.
F. W. FITCH CO., Des Moines (shampoo, hair tonic),
Dec. NBC
30 renews
"Fitch
Bandwagon"
on full
network
52L. W.weeks,
7:30-8 p.m.
Agency:for
RamseySunday
Co., Chicago.
ANDREW JERGENS Co., Cincinnati
(lotion),
Dec. Parsons
23 renews onWalter
Winchell
and
Louelia
183 American
stations,
Lennen & Sunday
Mitchell, 9-9:30
N. Y. p.m. Agency:
P. LORILLARD CO., New York (Old
Gold
Dec.
16 renews
Me at cigarettes),
Parky's" for10:30-11
13 weeks
on 134"Meet
NBC
stations,
Lennen & Sun.
Mitchell, N. Y. p.m. Agency:
LEVER BROS, Toronto, renews for 52
weeks light
on soap)Dec.on 3125"Lucy
Linton" (SunTrans-Canada
network stations,
11:45 a.m.
12 noon;
"Big Mon.-Fri.
Sister"network
(Rinso)
on to26
CBS
Trans-Canada
Mon.-Fri. 12:15-12:30 p.m. stations,
Agency:
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Toronto.
PHILCO
receivers),Co.Dec.of Canada,
2 renewedToronto
for one (radio
year
"Radio Hall
of
Fame"
on
Dominion network stations. 23Sun.CBC6-6:30
p.m. Agency: Hutchlns Adv., PhiladelNet Changes
CARTER
Products,
New 3 York
(Carter's
Little tualLiver
Dec.
MustationsPills),
for total
ofadds
250 240
stations
phia.
for
John
J.
Anthony,
Mon.-Fri.
1:45-2
p.m.
Agency:
Ted
Bates
Inc.,
N.
Y.
D. L. CLARK CO., Pittsburgh (candy),
Dec.
2 moves "Mary
SmallSunday
Review"4:30-5on
168 American
sations,
p.m.,
to 5-5:30
p.m. Agency:
Albert P.
Hill Co.,
Pittsburgh.
BRISTOL MYERS CO., Montreal (Sal
Hepatica,Show"
Vitalls),to Dec.
expands
"Alan
Young
the 4division
CBC
Dominion
network
3 stations Pacific
for totalCoast
of 26 stations, adding
Tues.
8:30-9
p.m.,
with
Pacific
Coast
repeat
11:30 p.m.
12 midnight. Agency:
Ronalds
Adv.,toMontreal.

plant foreign
pickup willtypebe offeatured.
news.
Women
commentators
Format will
present
localpermit
newsaffiliated
during stations
first fiveto
minutes.
Sea Stories
WEEKLY dramatic series seeking to
show tion
thatstartedtruth
ficDec. Is1 stranger
on NBC than
as new
evening
program depicts
called episodes
"Out of from
the
Deep".
Program
the
life
ofdiver,
Capt.soldier
Gunnar
H. Carlyle,
deep
sea
of
fortune
and
adventurer.
Tele Shopper
TITLED "The Television Christmas
Shopper",television
half -hourstation
weekly WNBT
program Newon
NBC's
York started
Dec. 2. buys
Built inaround
best
Yuletide
shopping
the city,
program
gives
tips
to
viewers
on
items
for all members of the family. Program
will continue each Sunday until Christmas.
On Russia
PUBLIC SERVICE
feature now heard
Mondayphia is "An
evening
on WCAU
PhiladelAmerican
signed to give Americansin aRussia",
picture de-of
Russia man.through
the
eyes
of
a
countryQuarter-hour
difnotable each series
week presents
who writes
his ownferentscript.
Prizes for Questions
LISTENERS
of cooperative "Ladies,
Seated"
audience-participation
show Dec.Beon
American, will participate starting
3 by contributing questions for the
"Johnny Westinghouse
Olsen — Inquiring
Reporter"
portion.
appliances Impossible
to get electrical
during
be awarded
for questions
used. war will
Travelogue
NEW
TITLE Newfor York,
weeklyformerly
programcalledof
talks about
"Metropolitan
Travelogue"
WOR
New
York, isverbal
"Let's Go".
Philipon Hunter
conducts
sight-seeing
trip
throughout
metropolitan
area. Program
is heard Wednesday 9:20-9:30 a.m.
WINS Dramas
SALVATION ARMY of Greater New
York
starts
series of based
10 quarter-hour
weekly
dramatizations
onon history
and activities
of organization
WINS
New
York
on
Dec.
6.
Opening
broadcast
will
depict
life
of
Gen.
William
founder of the Salvation Army. Booth,
Junior Forum
WTHT Hartford Is now presenting
Allied Arts ;-;f§
weekly
"Junior
TownlocalMeeting
of the
Air"
in whichEach four
high schools
THIS rated
MONTH
Magazine
inauguparticipate.
week
a
different
school
new freewhich
service
to has
small
town
isfromhostschool
for auditorium.
program which originates radio stations
consists
of research
into
any
subject
in
which
news
re'Handles'
and analysts
interested.
Purpose
ofportersservice
is toofare
make
available
THEME
of
time
spots
being
telecast
on
the
research
facilities
the
magazine
WRGB performing
SchenectadydailyIs tasks
how human
who aresuchnot information.
located so as to be
to obtain
hands
depend toablethose
onAlarmthe Clock"
hands gives
of a clock.
Voice
of
"G-E
R.
J.
McDONALD
has
been named
man-of
time at end of proager of the middle
Atlantic
division
gram spot.
Bendix
Appliances
Inc.,
York.
Teen Talent
Bend, Ind.HomeHe will
headquarter
inSouth
New
PUBLIC
SERVICE
WOWO Port
Wayne,program
Ind., isstarted
Saturdayby WILLIAM
J.
McGONIGLE,
president
Veteran ofWireless
Assn., is theof
morning
"Junior
produced father
a boy, Operators
James Gregory.
and
by highJamboree",
school
area written
and featuring
talent students
from thatof JOHN
GUEDEL RADIO
PRODUCTIONS
Traffic Court
Inc., Hollywood,
has been
signed to
group.
supervise
production
of
NBC
"Skelton
WNYC
New
York
series,
"Traffic
Court
Scrapbook"
and
"World
Parade"
proofhourtheonAir",
starts
Dec.
6
for
quartergrams.
Brown
&
Williamson
Tobacco
Thursday
evenings,
conducted
smoking
tobyNewArchibald
Watson, with
countyexperts
clerk ofas Corp. (Raleigh
btivealcy,o)ar,eansponsors.
d W. cigarettes,
A. Shaeffer
Co.,
respecYork County,
M. Seeds Co., Chicago. Agency Is Russell
To Network
guests.
ROBERT JAY BURTON,
head of trie
HALF-HOUR
cowboy and novelty pro- legal
of BMI,
gram, "Western Trails",
developed
by a boy, department
Theodore, born
Nov. is22.father of
CJOR
Vancouver
and
on
that
station
for
months,network.
has been started on G. S. GILL, munications
formerly
WPB ComCBC eight
Dominion
Section andwithpresident
and
general manager
of Cass
County
Audience Participation
Telegraphsales
Co.,manager
Virginia,of Tele111.,
AUDIENCE participation program, has beenphone &named
sur"Brunch New withYork Bundy",
started
on CarlsonplusCo.materials division of StrombergWINS
on
Nov.
26
as
daily
half-hour broadcast.
DURING 1945 season talent of WLW
Cincinnati was booked by more than 40
KLUF Galveston,
Tex.,Co.hasasappointed
Ohio, Indiana,
KenWilliam
G. Rambeau
national county
tucky,fairs
and Westin Virginia
despite tra^l
difficulties..
-representative.
BROADCASTING
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ED HOPPER,rejoined
releasedWHNfromNewAAPYorkas asa
major,
assistanthaschief
engineer.
HOWARD WESSENBERG, released from
the Navy
as
chief
petty officer,
to return to theHe engineering
staff reserve
ofIs WTHT
Hartford.
entered Naval
in
1940.
HARRY B. MILLER has been appointed
vice-president of Langevin
Co., Newof
York, in charge
all broadcasting
stations
audio
ties. Forbeen
14 faciliyears
he
has
with
Mutual in charge
of design,
construction, operation
and
maintenance
ofequipaudio facilities
ment
of
studio,
test and remote
types.
W.
M. ROY,
chief
engineer
of WHBQ
Memphis,
is visitMr.
Miller
mg
allCi
inspecting
stations in the Mid-South area.
PAUL JONES, formerly with WHBQ
Memphis,vision ofisengineering
now in transcribing
department di-of
WOR New York.
PAUL
J.
MOORE,
released
the
Army as major and formerly from
attached
to Signal
ServicehasGroup,
USFET,to central
Frankfort,
Germany,
returned
division
of NBC Chicago as transmission engineer.
RICHARDas sergeant
JOHNSON,following
released40from
the
Army
months
service,
has returned
toHe control
room
staff
of
WCOP
Boston.
served
more
than
two years in Asmara, Eritria and
East Africa.
THEODORE L. BOWES, previously with
Generalment in Washington
Electric Co.andpatent
departmore recently
a radarpany,project
manager
for that com-Co.
has
joined
Stromberg-Carlson
asand patent
researchattorney
division.for the engineering
WILBURvisor at WTIC
G. CLANCY,
Hartford,studio
Conn.,superhas
completed
the RCAcourse
broadcasting
engineers
television
at
RCA Institute,
New
York,
the
RCA
Victor
plant
in Camden,
J., and the Princeton
RCA
research N.laboratories.
GEORGE
E.
DAVIS,
year andDefense
a half
field director with forNational
Committee,
has joined
Universal
Re-as
search
Laboratories,
San
Francisco,
planning and research engineer.
NATHAN has
WILLIAMS,
radio
movedto his20consulting
offices locally
inengineer,
Oshkosh, Wis.,
Algoma
Blvd.

Spending is at a high peak
in Industrial New England.
Not only in the Christmas
season, but all year round
you can expect an imporof thisretail
market's
wealth.tant share
Annual
sales
alone approximate $650,000,000. Reach nearly two
million listeners of this area
thru their favorite station —
WLAW!

BELIEVED to first
of itsNBCtypeorthicon
used forcamera
telecasting,
lens tois
attached
regular
which thisWNBT40-inch
New focal
York length
employed
cover Army-Navy
Philadelphia
Dec. 1. from
With Bausch
rated speed
of f5.6 and
having
back focus game
of 20 Ininches,
lens wasonobtained
& Lomb.
H. LESLIE HOFFMAN, president of
Hoffman
Radio Corp.,mfgr.),
Los Angeles
(raStegall Heads AFN
dio set, equipment
currently
into New
Chicago.
He returnsis MAJ. OSCAR STEGALL Jr., forBasic Station
West York
Coast andin late
December.
merly with Gulf Refining Co.,
A. L. GUNDERSON has returned to the Tulsa, has
been appointed acting
American Broadcasting Co.
engineering
staff
of
KDYL
Salt
Lake
City after nearly four
yearsrank,
in theheNavy.
American Forces NetHolding
officer
was chief ofwork inthe
Europe in absence of Lt.
aboard thewarrant
Indianapolis
two years.
FRANK
engineer
KPO San Col. John S. Hayes, on temporary
Francisco,BARRO^I,
is recovering
fromof emergency
WLAW
duty in" the U. S. Prior to his new
operation.
BEN
PARRISH has returned to KHMO assignment,
Maj.
Stegall
was
exLAWRENCE, MASS.
Hannibal,
Mo., as chiefSignalengineer
ecutive officer for AFN.
discharge
Corps upon
after
three and from
a, halfArmy
years.
Serving Industrial New England
M.Marines;
S. ADAMS,
with release
U. S.
5000 WATTS 680 KC.
has rejoined
NBC from
Hollywood
will present
half-hour
musical broadcast
in an aappeal
for funds
as field supervisor
of
engineering
de- MUTUAL
partment.
JOSEPH
E.
KAYE,
military
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES
to
support
the
Sister
Kenny
Foundareplacement,
joins network studio field
tion to aid infantile paralysis victims
WEED & CO.
engineering group.
on Dec.
Cast ofCrosby
performers will be5, 8-8:30
headedp.m.by Bing
and
Jimmy Dursey and orchestra.
PROMOTIONS IN NBC
ENGINEERING DEPT.
INCREASING demands on the executive personnel of NBC's engiv
neering department have
necessitated aredistribution
of duties
and
four promotions in the department.
George McElrath, formerly in
charge of detailed coordination of
technical operations, has been appointed manager of the engineering department, and will be responThese Two Stations Provide the Only Full
sible for all departmental business
management activities as well as
Coverage of This Rich Pennsylvania Area
technical operations. Edward P.
Cullen will take over position formerly held by Mr. McElrath under
the title of operations assistant to
the manager. William A. Clarke,
formerly manager of technical
services, becomes administrative
assistant, and James Wood Jr. succeeds Mr. Clarke.
Under new arrangement, four
new groups constitute network's
engineering department — radio facilities, audio and video facilities,
director of technical development,
and manager of technical services.

Education by Television
To Be Theme of Session
TELEVISION Broadcasters Assn.
Inc., in cooperation with New Jersey Education Assn. and its subsidiary, New Jersey Visual Education Assn., numbering over 12,000
members, will sponsor a symposium
on first
"Education
Television"
the
postwar by
convention
of bothat
educational groups in Atlantic
City's
Convention Hallof this
week.
A demonstration
television
techniques by high school students
will be presented to show television's possibilities in education.
Dr. Milliard L. Lowery, superintendent of schools, Middlesex
County, N. J., is in charge of the
session. Participants will include MANAGEMENT of CJCA Edmonton are
Prof. Edward C. Cole, head of De- public service club conscious. Gordon S.
partment of Dramatic Arts, Yale; Henry isClubpresident
of held
the Edmonton
and
has
important
Prof. Kenneth G. Bartlett of Syra- Rotary
posts
during
war
bond
drives;
Rolfe
assistant
manager,
is
a director
cuse U.; G. Emerson Markham, ofBarnes,
the Gyrodepartment,
Club. DougandHomersham,
program manager, television sta- production
Hal
Yerxa.
tion WRGB Schenectady; Edward news editor, between them onholdthe three
EdStasheff, of the All City Workshop committeemonton chairmanships
Junior Chamber of Commerce.
A. Shandro,
public relations
director,
in Radio and Television, New York T.is editor
and
publicity
chairman
for
City Board of Education.
Kinsmen Club and. YMffA, -■ ■ —■ the
BROADCASTING .•. Telecasting
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Promotion Personnel
JOHN W.of WMBS
BARNES,Uniontown,
former publicity
director
Pa., hasof
been
appointed
publications
editor
Government
Services
Inc.,
in charge
of
all
publications.
He
also
will
assist
generalforpublic
relations and advertisingin
work
company.
ALBERTager of WSM
E. GIBSON,
promotion
manNashville,
has returned
to station
following
34 months
in Army.
He
served
in
G-2
section
of
80th
Infantry
Division as wellandas with
Second
Army
Headquarters
AFRSAngeles.
New
York,
San
Francisco
and
Los
He was released as captain.
ALBERTA CURTIS,
director
WNEW
York,
isresearch
co-author
of theanof
article New
titledand
"Montclair
Experiences
Attitudes Studies
of Its ResiMarketing.dents", appearing in the Journal of
MILDRED
O'NEILL,
formerappointed
staff writer
for Radiolicity andDaily,
has been
pubpromotion
director of WBYN
Brooklyn. Dec. 3 she starts thriceweekly
quarter-hour
Air", noon
program on"Column
subjects ofof the
interest to women.
LEO
MISHKIN
has
resigned
from
the
press
relations
staff
of
CBS
to
become
radio editor of Cue Magazine.
Post Cards
KELLOGG
Co.'spicture
offer ofseries
a Tomon Breneman
postcard
Breneman's gram"Breakfast
in brought
Hollywood"
proon
American,
so many
requests that sponsor had to withdraw
offer ture
afterBreneman
two weeks.
Postcards
picand onHollywood
stars
who
haverecipe
appeared
program
and
include
for
raisin
nut
bars.
Agency is Kenyon & Eckhardt, New
York.

CHOICE

CHATTANOOGA

WOOD
20th YEAR
CBS
5,000 WATTS DAY AND NIGHT
PAUL H. RA YMER COMPANY
HA 110 HAL REPRESEHTA TIVE5
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^
Borden Show Boosted
POSTAL
grocerystores,
outlets,40
display mailings
material toin800 200
counterplays anddisplays,
three
window
disnewspaper
ads wereof used
WXYZ Detroit
in promotion
Bordenby
Co.
"I've
Got
Your
Number",
twiceweekly ings.
give-away
program using recordCourtesy announcements
were
given
to different
grocery
chain each
and week
independents.
Kenyon
&
Eckhardt, New York, agency for Borcampaign.den's Instant" Coffee, cooperated in
WPAY Leaflet
WPAY
Portsmouth,
O.,
distributed
tocopies
national
agencies
and hasadvertisers
500
of a leaflet containing
excerpts
from talkscerning tofhe employment
local industrialists
con-in
situation
Portsmouth made on recent broadcast.
Title ofment in Portsmouth,
folder is "Industrial
O., Today Employand ToWTOP Booklet
morrow".
GENERAL
misconceptions
aboutmarket
the
city
of Washington
as a postwar
are
corrected
in
"So
You
Think
You
Know
Washington",
spiral-bound
and
amusingly
promotion piece
issued and
by illustrated
WTOP Washington,
CBS
owned
operated
outlet.
WOWO Telegram
TELEGRAM preceded mail piece of
WOWO
Fort
Ind., toof timebu.yers, suggestingWayne,
placement
accounts
inrural-urban
a "market that
representsin bestnation."
50-50
population
Blueprintlowed telegram.
styled market data folder folCar Cards
MARKETland, Cal.,LAUNDRY,
laundry to reported
use radio first
and Oaknow
sponsoring
Sunday
morning
half-hour
musical
program
on
KROW,
is
promoting series with Agency
street carhas cards.
C. Cummings
account.George
Morning Man
LeROY MILLER,
WFIL
Philadelphia
morning
featured
in folder
Issued by man,
station.is Back
of folder
gives
rates.

BACKED
KOMO Washington
Seattle with Series
ELoan
BondsQueen
inbyWestern
Contest, Lorraine Victory
Borley
is saiddate iton contest
be onlyfrom
radioarea.
sponsored
She maycandiwin
trip totion,California,
screen
test consideravisit to major
Hollywood
motion
picture
studios
and
opportunity
to
guest
stars. Sponsord
by Motionbe11
Pictureof movie
Industry,
contest covers
western
states.

WINNERby ofWEBR
combined
promotion
staged
Buffalo
and Czapp,
local stunt
20th
Century
Theater
is
Mary
H.
who
receives
$25 Victory
Bond awarddirector
from
Earl
Hubbard
(r),
advertising
ofRKO'sthe "The
theaterFalcon
whichin recently
booked
San Francisco".
WEBR tures ocarries
radio Lversion,
"Adven-A.
f the Falcon".
to r: William
Schweitzer,
WEBR the
promotion'
"manager;
John
K. Mulvey,
"roving
identified
on Buffalo
streets byFalcon"
Miss
Program Selected
Czapp;
Harry Safety
Petty, Razor
districtCo.,supervisor
of
American
sponsor
of
Falcon
program
on
Mutual,
Tuesday
MUTUAL'S
"You Make
the
News"has 8:30-9 p.m., with 73 station network.
weekly
news-drama
series,
been selected
for studyatradio
for
undergraduate
radio
courses
New
York
U.
Presented
in cooperation
with
NewsWCAO Balloons
weekcause imagazine,
program
was
chosen
bet offers a wide range of study IN A UNIQUE advertising stunt,
for thetical student
and
combines
pracy al elements of radio on each WCAO Baltimore has been flying
program.
Students
program a balloon over the main sections of
through its
entire will
stagesfollowof development.
the city. Marked "WCAO CBS in
Baltimore", the ballon carries
ROBERT
A. MOONEY,
sales
representahuge streamers labeled "The Sign
t
i
v
e
o
f
Station
WHTD,
has
been
elected
of^Good Listening" and "600 on
secretary
of
the
Hartford
Junior
Chamber of Commerce.
Your Dial".

WNAB
BASIC-AMER CAN I N
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
Concentrated Audience in the
Nation's 59th Market
WNAB
programming
is concentrated
the 216,000
Bridgeportpeople
metropolitan
area8100,.
withon
its
and almost
000,000
in
1939
Retail
Sales.
WNAB
coverage isresults.
confined to the area of
maximum
make
you beam 1 WNAB results will OUe STfiXlOH

AVAILABLE IN COMBINATION WITH WATR, WATERBURY
REPRESENTED
BY
R A M BEAU
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been a paramount
ernment control ofreason
radio. for govConsider for a moment Radio
Luxembourg or Radio France permit ing aWinchell or a Pearson or
a Kaltenborn freedom of expression
on the air. Every Sunday night
would in all probability bring its
own international incident with the
resultant severance of diplomatic
relations, and possibly even more
drastic consequences.
The third reason why Europe
lacks a competitive system of radio is a question of its underlying
economics. Europe, with its lower
purchasing power and its extremely low advertising expenditures
as compared with those of the U. S.,
is in a weak position to support a
competitive
system of commercial
radio.
The license-fee system for radio receivers seems to prevail in
all of Europe, including England,
and in my opinion has no bearing
on the subject except insofar as
it may tend to curtail the total
circulation of such receivers.
What then is the answer? Can
we and our allies afford to allow
this vital instrument to be used
again for stimulating a national
spirit which will lead to war?
In my estimation we might as
well permit Germany to rebuild her
vast munitions and chemical plants
and her airplane factories, as well
as resume her research in atomic
power. Our Armed Forces, in reopening German schools, are carefully screening text books, teachers
and professors so as to eliminate
any trace of Nazi activities in
teaching the growing children. The
few newspapers that are presently
being distributed are also carefully
screened by our Armed Forces in
the zones we occupy.
The lesson to be learned is not
only that it is important that the
German radio be kept under our
supervision and that of our democratic allies, but that every European must be taught what every
liberty-loving
citizen of our great
'eases
smaller
than
many
of
our
.Itates and the distribution of the country knows: that to have freedom
one
must
want it; and to
rjiumber
of broadcasting
ces is a major
problem evenfrequenunder maintain freedom requires a fight
as serious and . as desperate as
International agreement.
Second, the all-important ques- any waged in war.
Radio in the defeated countries
tion of international politics has

Mr. Woods
(Continued from page 10)
tants, to carry out their tasks should
be encouraged by appreciation and
understanding on the part of our
people at home.
The trip also gave us an opportunity to observe at close range the
dangers of the tremendous power
of radio as a weapon for both evil
and good.
1 All radio in the Axis countries
was operated under strict governmental control and used as a propaganda weapon. One of the best
illustrationspreciation ofthe
of the
apforceGermans'
of radio was
Itheir failure, although they had
■nany opportunities as they retreated, to destroy powerful stations such as Radio Luxembourg.
Of course, it was obvious that they
^hoped
to recapture
thoseforfacilities
and resume
their use
propaganda purposes.
j At able
firstthat thought
it iswar
inconceivbefore the
there
pras no commercial
system
independent of government in these
countries. At Wiesbaden this matter was the subject of a heated debate after V-J Day as to the desirability ofestablishing a commer•cial, competitive system for Ger;]many in order to convince the peoIple of some of the advantages of
democracy
through competitive radio.
|Examined
However,without
when prejudice
the problemthereis
mre several vital reasons why a
free competitive system is non-existent in Europe, and why such a
system is not at present suitable
in many of these countries. First
and foremost is the problem of the
adjacency of each nation to the
f>ther. All of Europe consists of
fl.6 independent nations, and except for Russia, is compressed into
.% relatively small area. These 16
independent countries with many
differentlects andlanguages,
diacustoms countless
are in most

RELIGIOUS
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in Basic Library
10 NEW NUMBERS
Each Month

TRANSCRIPTION
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of Europe is presently under the
supervision of the Armed Forces,
and I believe they understand the
problem better at this moment than
any private organization. The army
appreciates
radio'sas power
be used forthatharm
lethal canas
atomic force, or for the salvation
of mankind.
Plea to Kidnapers
WNAC Boston was the scene
of a touching broadcast last
Thursday when Mrs. James
Carlan broadcast an appeal
over the Yankee Network for
the return of her kidnaped
six-month-old son. Fred Land,
"Tello-Test" announcer, read
the plea a second time and
urged all listeners to call
Yankee Network News Service any time of day or night
if they had any information
as to the child's whereabouts.
NEW TV SET RELEASE
AWAITED BY WBKB
WHENEVER manufacturers release new television sets, WBKB,
Balaban & Katz video station in
Chicago, will be ready with the type
of entertainment the public is demanding from the
new media,
station officials
signified
Tuesday.
Latest equipment is only half of
the picture, William Eddy, general manager of WBKB, told
Broadcasting.
"Talent will always be the deciding factor in television, just as
it is in clared.
anyThis other
deincludesmedia,"
writershe and
producers as well as professional
entertainers, Mr. Eddy added.
WBKB plans to augment its
staff from time to time with people
who believe in the future of television "as aexecutive
commercial
media",
the WBKB
pointed
out.
Indicative
of
the
station's
program to obtain experienced personnel, was the return this week of
Reinald Werrenrath, who left
WBKB to enter the Navy three
years ago. Mr. Werrenrath came
to Chicago from NBC when Mr.
Eddy took
over acttheasstation
operations. He will
an assistant
to Mr. Eddy, supervising program
and production of new shows
planned by the station. These will
include a number of outdoor remote television programs, sports
events, parades, conventions and
"anything
of interest
Mr. Werrenrath
said.to newsreels",
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Flattop, Mississippi
This is a fine little community on
New Music Show
the GulftisingCoast,
but for peakon adverILLINOIS
Co., Chicago
(Broadcast CornedMEAT
Beef
Hash
and musical
Redl-Meat),
SON—whereresults—perasconcentrate
capita
incomewithinJACK1944
originated
a
new
recorded
show
was
$1,695
compared
the
onNormWMAQ
Chicago
on
Dec.
2,
featuring
national
average
of
$1,166.
Ross as m.c. Show will be heard
WSLI-the
"Double-Return"
station,
Sundays,
11:30-12
noon
CST,
for
52
offers
you
maximum
coverage
of
this
weeks. Agency is Arthur Meyerhoff &
market— at less cost!
Co., Chicago.
Hundredth Horror
broadcast
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ofHUNDREDTH
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sponsoredon ofWGN
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will
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ACLU
(Continued from page 17)
should afford all comers access to
their microphones, which he termed
an utter impossibility. "It is the
responsibility
broadcaster to ofmakethetheindividual
decision
as to what shall be heard on his
station in his community," he
stated, "and we want that responsibility kept there."
Mr. Willard
agreed that the
law, which forbids the broadcaster
from censoring
the
talks requiring
of a political candidate while
him to take all candidates if he
takes any,
should in fairness
exempt the broadcaster
from any
responsibility
for thehascandidate's
remarks.
The station
the right
not to carry any political speeches,
he said, but in a hotly contested
campaign that would not be good
public service.
A third matter of concern to
broadcasters, Mr. "Willard stated,
is the power of the FCC to exercise the power of censorship, forbid en it by the Communications
Act, indirectly through its licensing power. Broadcasters, he said,
would welcome legislation that
would remove their fear of interference by the FCC.
Controversial Time
The radio committee of ACLU
unanimously agreed that the way
to insure an adequate discussion
of public issues on the air is
through a legal requirement that a
certainbe percentage
a station's
time
over ofto issues,
the
discussion ofgiven
controversial
the
committee's chairman, Thomas
Carskadon, reported. The committee's unusual unanimity was
immediately broken, he added,
when it discussed the matters of
time and what hours of the day.
Arthur Garfield Hays, ACLU
counsel, took immediate issue with
this position on controversial issue
time,
describing
it as "appalling".
Expressing
the utmost
opposition
to forcing broadcasters either to
give orsialtoissues,
sellMr.
time Hays
for controversaid he
would
leaveopinion
it all toand"theenlightened
pressure
of public
self-interest". Protests against improper operation should be raised
onlyforwhen
a station's
license is
up
renewal,
he declared.
Dr. Paul Lazarsfeld, director of
Columbia U's office of radio research, suggested
that more
tion be paid
to daytime
serialsattenand
evening comedy programs, which
he said have many times the audiences of forums. He proposed a
continuous audit of such programs
to see how they treated public issues, if at all, stating that the results would probably startle those
responsible into action and that
publicity of the findings might do
what
legislation
Lewis
Frank, can't.
of the National
Citizens Political Action Committee, expressed disagreement with

Mr. Willard's statement that the
broadcaster should bear the responsibility for what goes on the
air. Thelieves NCPAC,
he stated,
bethe law should
prescribe
rigid standards of public service
and icedefinite
servbroadcasts.timesTo for
keeppublic
the public
reminded that the air belongs to
the people, not to the broadcasters,
Mr. Frank proposed a rule requiring every station, not merely at
signoff time but several times a
day, to announce that the air beltion
ongs to everyone
the staoperates onanda that
government
license for public service.

FUTURE OF RTPB
TO BE CHARTED SOON
FUTURE
of Radio
Techni-'
cal
Planningcourse
Board,
industry
advisory group organized several
years
ago atJames
suggestion
of ex-FCC
Chairman
Lawrence
Fly,
will be charted at a meeting to be
called in early January by Haraden Pratt, RTPB board, chairman
and IT&T vice-president.
High praise
for RTPB's
hearings
and studies
leadinghelp
up into
FCC spectrum allocations was paid
by Chairman
Paul Porter
in a letter to Mr. Pratt.
The chairman
voiced the hope that RTPB will
continue to function in close cooperation with FCC on technical
communications problems. He emactivities phasized,
shouldhowever,bethat
confined
RTPB'sto
purely technical aspects, with compresenting their
commercial
aspectspanies
and others
particular
points of view.
FCC, the ochairman
added, is rerganizing and strengthening
its
laboratory and technical facilities
and intends to make all technical
information fully available to the
public as rapidly as possible.
Vice-chairman of RTPB is Howard S. Frazier, NAB Director of
Engineering;
Will Assn.,
Baltin,is TeleviBroadcasters
treastary. sion
urer, and Dr. W. H. Crew, Institute of Radio Engineers, is secre-

Fly Is Chairman
James Lawrence Fly, former
FCC chairman, served as chairman
for the radio, press, and motion
picture session. Much time was used
to discuss the Post Office censorship in the
Esquire
activities of the
Hays case
office,andstate
and city censorship boards, Legion
of Decency and other pressure
groups attempting to influence the
production and showing of movies.
When radio's turn came speakers
had to be limited to two minutes.
This left no time for debate.
In licensing the new channels
available with the development of
FM broadcasting, the FCC should
give apreference
to "newcomers
with
sense of public
responsibility,"
Mr.
Durr
said
in an meeting
address
to the general luncheon
of the conference. Stating that the
FCC trolhad
sought
in conHicks to Ferry-Hanly
of radio
by itsdiversity
AM licensing,
COL. THOMAS EDWARD
he said that it had not been se- LT.
cured, even with 950 AM stations. HICKS, released from the Marine
The four networks take up half Corps, has become a stock holder
of all the time and a much larger in Ferry-Hanly Co., and has been
proportion of evening time, he
elected an officer
and director of
stated, with the control of national
advertisers superimposed on that
the New York
of the networks. This situation, he
agency. From
declared, "is versnot
to di-to
, r%
1933 to 1942 he
ification and toconducive
a free radio
let the people exercise the choice
was
president
Personal
Prod-ofa '
ucts Corp.,
of selection in their listening."
Pointing out that 70% of the
Johnsonson &subsidiary.
JohnFM applicants have been standard
In the Corps, he
broadcasters and 40% newspaper
Col. Hicks
saw service in
owners, Mr. DurT said that the
Marine Aviation
opening up ofversFM
not new
mean stadi- in England and with Marine Night
ification unwill
les these
Fighter
Squadron
531 in the South
tions are operated by "new owners Pacific. During the last year of the
with new concepts." The present war, he was on the staff of the*1
General, Aircraft,
13% of applications from new- Commanding
comers isnot enough, he said, urg- Fleet Marine Force, Pacific.
ing for more public awareness of
the fact that "too exclusive occuClarke Released
pation of the air by one small group
CLARKE,
with joined
release Poote,
from U.ConeS.
to the exclusion of other groups TOM
Corps,San has
can be as effective censorship as Marine
& Belding,
account
executive.Francisco, as assistant to
government
censorship."
Moriarty Moves
Mr. Fly, who
also spoke at the
H. andMORIARTY,
formerly
withof
luncheon, urged international THOMAS
advertising
operations
agreement to break down present D. P. Brother & publicity
Co., hasCal.,
joined
Ryder
&
Ingram
Ltd.,
Oakland,
copy
staff.
barriers to a free worldwide comWRC's Doll House
munications system with direct
circuits connecting all major cen- "THE DOLL HOUSE", WRC's Christmas
to provide dolls for Washingters of the earth and with no re- campaignton's needy
children,
willstartsbe hisrevived"
J
strictions or preferential rates Dec. 3, when
Bill
Herson
broadcasts
from the
corner six-of
favoring any single nation or weekly
14th
&
F
Sts.,
6-9
a.m.
"Coffee
With
regular until
Saturday
group at the expense of others.
beCongress",
discontinued
Sat., feature
Dec. 29will if
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OPA Ceilings
(Continued from page 18)
, delay, alleging that the Governjj ment agency failed to issue ceilings; when ceilings on parts were
; announced they provided no mar« gin for profitable operation, and
. virtually all manufacturers must
u file individual requests for price
adjustments before receiving sets
can be turned out at a "reasonable
profit".
j OPA on the other hand charged
that industry failed to cooperate
by withholding cost-production
\ data necessary to fixing ceilings.
, OPA did issue some parts increase
\ factors in late August but several
. weeks later revised them upward,
; in some instances doubling them.
0 All of the first ceiling prices set
by OPA were for small AM models.
FM receivers are not expected to
1 reach the market in any quantity
before late winter or early spring.
While the major manufacturers
asserted a few weeks ago that the
j OPA ceilings virtually eliminated
I the profitable manufacture of table
s models [Broadcasting, Oct. 22],
the first requests for set ceilings,
. oddly enough, were for table models ranging from 4-6 tubes. Prices
I are from $10.20 to $30. Following
. are the ceilings, including Federal
. tax, announced by OPA:
Crosley:speaker,
Model wood
56-TC,cabinet
5-tube,8y8AC/DC,
x4-inch
6% inches,
2 bands, $30.
(Prior tox 13%
war
I table
Crosleymodel
featured
the Fiver, a 5-tube
at
$19.95.)
Noblitt-Sparks : Model 444-Arvin, 4f| cabinet
tube, AC/DC,
speaker,
metal1
5-3/32 Model
x4-inch
6V2 x 444A-Arvin,
4-1/32
inches,
(] band,
$10.40;
same
specifications
as
444-Arvin,
$10.55;
Model
5■ speaker,
442A-Kent, metal4-tube,cabinet,AC/DC,
4-inch
5 x 6y2 x 37/8
1 inches, 1 band, $10.20.
I6002,
Trav-Ler
Karenola:
Models
5002 and
6-tube,
AC/DC,
5-inch
• bakelite
cabinet,Model
6% x 5000
9% xand
5Ya speaker,
inches,51
band,
$23.15;
6000,
i„ tube,
AC/DC,
5-inch
speaker,
bakelite
cabinet,
6%
x
10
x
4%
inches,
1
band,
IIi$19.25.
Portable phonograph price range was
: ■ from $22.45 to $53.15.

is no such thing as purely objective
news. And what the Wood Bill assumes is that the networks can
abandon their responsibilities in
favor of the news agencies, which
the bill in no way controls."
John Daly, CBS commentator,
had
to say:call "The
Woodfor Bill
marksthisanother
to battle
all
those who hold that 'freedom of
expression'tenance oisf democracy.
essential to The
the mainradio
industry, particularly the radio
news branch, has amply demonstrated its integrity and appreciationcentof responsibility
in theyears
so re-of
and trying crucial
war. The self -regulation that maintained acool head and good taste
under the excitement of immediacy
of news developments during the
war will certainly serve the interests of honest, objective reporting
in peace. The disconcerting aspect
of the Wood Bill is that radio news,
which served the nation so well and
faithfully during the long months
of the war, should now have this
suggestion from a member of Con- FOR THE FIRST TIME ONE NETWORK
gress that it lacks integrity and
good faith. It is hardly a just reWill Blanket the Richest
ward for a job well done."
Representatives of the following
organizations met Tuesday in
Agricultural Market in America
Washington to map a campaign to
defeat the Wood Bill and to seek MISSISSIPPI
VALLEY NETWORK
dissolution of the Un-American
Committee, according to Rep. Patterson: Americans United for a
World Organization, Independent
Citizens Committee of the Arts,
Sciences & Professions, Southern
Conference for Human Welfare,
Natl. Lawyers'
Guild, Natl.LiberFederation for Constitutional
ties,
Natl.
Farmers'
Union,
Natl.
Assn. for the Advancement of Colored People, Natl. Council of Negro
Women, Natl. Negro Congress,
League of Women Shoppers,
Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen,
Alpha
Council,Kappa
CIO. Alpha Non-Partisan

Wood Bill
(Continued from page 18)
Lost Papers Found
i J mit the Wood Bill to reach the floor
i n of the House."
ROBERTcommentary
ST. JOHN's plea on hison
daily
1 1 Raymond Swing, American com- NBC on Nov. 26 for program
medical
: \ mentator whose scripts were among data lost by Lt. Comdr.vital
William T.
1 ,:those requested .by the committee, Foley of the Navy Medical
Corps
15^ said:
"The proposal
of the Wood
brought fast results when Comdr.
Bill suffers,
in my opinion,
from Foley
reported
that
his
papers
had
' two misconceptions. One is that the been returned at 4 p.m. the same
public does not readily distinguish
Letter towasNBC's
information
between a news program and a day.
received
at 9:15
news commentary. The word 'news- department
a.m.
last
Monday,
and
Mr.
John
caster' is already part of the lan- went on the air at 10 a.m. St.Papers
Wire or Write for Details
; ; guage ; so is the word 'commenta- contained data on new type of vitat !tor'.
The radio
public knows
quite
min deficiency disease and were inwell that
a commentator
is giving
v
a
l
u
a
b
l
e
t
o
medical
science.
opinion. It is not true that the networks need to be restrained from
NORTH CENTRAL
, i deceiving the public about this, for
p it has no such interest or intention.
John H. Stenger
misconception
SYSTEM, INC.
ra- BROADCASTING
that"Thewhatsecond
is usually
called newsis JOHN H. STENGER,and amateur
founder of
i-as such is free from opinion. This WBAXdio experimenter,
CHICAGO
1,
ILL.
ST.
PAUL
1,
NEW YORK
I, IN. Y.
Wilkes-Barre, died at his 360 North Michigan Avenue E-622 First National MINN.
Slate Building
Bank Building Empire
£j;is
commonin theanddiscussion
perhaps ofdangerCentral 4894
Cedar 8S79
Longacri .1-4874
- i ous a error
f ree- home in Wilkes-Barre last Monday
a long illness. He was born
jj dom of speech. For the statement after
li of all news represents a choice, and in York, Pa., and had lived in
a choice bespeaks an opinion. There Wilkes-Barre since 1886.
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Folks
Turn First to—
WWL
NEW ORLEANS
50,000
Watts
Clear Channel
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Franchise Tax
(Continued from page 16)
cause
of the "fabulous value" of
FM channels.
Excess Profits Tax
"Anybody
charge
the resources shouldin take
the ofmatter
up
with Congress," he continued. Told
that
excess toprofits
taxes
alone radio's
would amount
an estimated 20 million dollars annually
[Broadcasting, Nov. 19], Rep.
Cannon declared:
"I opposed
of theareexcess
profits
tax. Therepeal
companies
still
making more profits. Why shouldn't they pay the tax?"
Cannon tax,wouldn't
averse
to Mr.
a franchise
he said,bealthough
he explained such legislation must
originate in the Ways & Means
Committee. "If we tax the telegraph lines and the telephone comwhy shouldn't
radio pay a
franchisepanies,tax?"
he asked.
"I realize that anyone in public
life would hesitate to take a position which might be considered
critical of broadcasters because
they're able to assert influence," he
stated. "But some attention should
be given this problem by the FCC
andRep.the Cannon
Congress."
was a member of
the official American delegation
making the maiden flight of the
first trans-Atlantic clipper in June
1939. The Americans were feted at
dinner by the British minister in
charge of broadcasting and were
taken on a conducted tour of the
British Broadcasting Corp. He has
not been in England since. He was
to leave Monday on the first Washington-Paris flight by TWA.
It was learned on Capitol Hill,
following disclosure of the subcommittee hearings, that some Congressmen favor a fixed franchise
tax,
depending
upon This
the station's
frequency and power.
tax presumably would be graduated for
local channels, regionals and clear
channels.
FCC Might Approve Tax
It was understood the FCC
would go along with another group
which
tax on radio's
above favors
25% ofa invested
capital.profits
An comeeffort
to assess
above normal
taxes radio's
was madeinin the House in the late 30's when
the Ways & Means Committee reported out a bill to assess the gross
receipts of stations. The bill died
in the Senate, however.
Rep. Taber (R-N.Y.) questioned
Chairman Porter during the appropriations hearings on the question
of a franchise tax, commenting:
"The railroads, utilities, telephone
and telegraph companies did have
to contribute that kind of a tax
and some people have the idea that
the broadcasting stations would not
be hurt too much if they had to
pay
that kind."
He
addedsomething
that the offranchise
tax was
not Federal but State.
"It fisicult topossibly
little the
more State
difhandle ita from
standpoint in connection with
broadcasting stations than it is in

Problem Develops in Interim
Station Sale Procedure Plan
The applicants are advertising the
A PUZZLER in the FCC's interim contemplated
transfers in newspaprocedure for handling station
pers in their respective cities.
sales developed last week as the
notice on KROY says license
FCC-set time for accepting public of The
standard station is proposed
bids on WHDH Boston expired fortheassignment
to Harmco Inc.,
with no new takers.
Sacramento,
from Royal Miller,
Whileon the
Commission's
Miller, L. H. Penney and
notice
the proposed
sale ofpublic
the Marion
Penney, doing business as
station by Matheson Radio Co. to Gladys
Royal Miller Radio. Purchase price
Fidelity Broadcasting Corp. said under
an agreement dated Oct. 25
bids would be accepted for 60 days
$150,000. Competitive bids will be
from Sept. 24 (date the applica- isaccepted
days from
tion was filed),
thepublished
applicants'
ad- Nov. 14, bydateFCCof forthe60 application.
vertisement,
in a Boston
The
KMTR
case
involves
transpaperber,beginning
in early
NovemferAlcorn
of controlandfromotherMarilynne
Dalsaid bids might
be submitted
ton
stockholders
for 60 days from date of the ad- to Dorothy S. Thackrey of New
vertisement.
York City.
said 747%
purFCC Time Expired
chaser hadFCC's
agreednotice
to buy
Thus the time set by the FCC shares of the 1,000 shares of comexpired several days before the
mon voting stock issued and outtime set by the applicant. Quesstanding, for $375 a share, "subtion is whether bids would be accertain
cepted if filed after the date fixed noticeject tosays
otheradjustments".
bids will be The
acceptable for 60 days from Nov. 9.
by FCC's
but before the dead- The agreement,
line set bynoticeWHDH.
however, stipulates
FCC sources indicated this was that it shall become null and void
one phase
the which
policy toFCCbe said,
cov- unless approved by FCC by Dec.
ered in the ofrules
this is subject to purchasin announcing the proposed pro- 31, buter's option
March 31. to extend the time to
c
e
d
u
r
e
i
n
the
C'rosley-Avco
decision
[Broadcasting, Sept. 10], would be
established to govern procedure in
Lecture at Georgia U.
transfers and assignments. Until then, it appeared, particular
circumstances will be taken into THREE radio executives have
consideration in each case, with the served as special lecturers at the
Schoolduring
of Jourpolicy
suggestedserving
in theas Crosleyof Georgia,
the
Avco decision
a guide Henry W.nalism, U. Grady
autumn quarter. Leonard Reinsch,
rather than a set standard.
director
of
the
Cox
stations,
and
Whichever deadline may be con- radio adviser to President Truman,
sidered final in the WHDH case,
spoke on the President and on the
no competitive
ceived last week. bids had been re- broadcast mission to Europe.
Meanwhile, the FCC inserted Wright Bryan, commentator on
Atlanta and NBC, and editor
notices in the Federal Register WSB
calling attention to the proposed of the Atlanta Journal, spoke as a
Press
Institute guest. Wilton E.
transfer of control of KMTR RaCobb, manager of WMAZ Macon,
dio Corp., licensee of KMTR Los Ga.,
and a duPont award winner,
Angeles, and proposed assignment discussed
broadcasting as a career.
of license of KROY Sacramento.
connection with these other public
services — perhaps not — I do not Snow in September.
know
Taber. about that," added Rep.
Rep. Ludlow (D-Ind.) also displayed keen interest in radio's
profits, asking: "Under the law
which you operate and in your administrative procedure do you take
into consideration a profit of a station? Do you let them make all they
can? That is none of your busi- down South...
ness?" Chairman Porter replied:
"There is some view in the ComCotton is the 16-county
mission, which I share, that stations
with this public franchise making WSPA-Piedmont's largest
money crop. Over 27,500,000
that kind of profit owe something
to the public in the services per- baled -pounds each year are
formed and so we look at their re- produced in Spartanburg
newal applications with that in County alone.
mind." Mr. Porter had testified that
SPARTANBURG,
radio's profit was 200% of depreWSPA SOUTH CAROLINA
ciated plant value, declaring that
Camp Croft
broadcasting "is an enormously pro5000 watt* Day, 1000 Home
watt* ofNight
950 kilocycle*. Rep. by Hollingbery
fitable industry".
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Gen, Cramer; Andrew Haley Form Law
Partnership: Phil Baker Joins Firm
MAJ. GEN. MYRON C. CRAMER returning in 1919 as a lieutenant
and Andrew G. Haley formed a colonel. He was awarded the Ordre
partnership as Cramer & Haley, de l'Etoile Noir of France.
Later commissioned major, Judge
radio lawyers, in Washington effective Dec. 1, the day after Gen. Advocate General's Dept., Regular
Cramer's
Generalappointed
on Dec. 1,Judge
1941. AdHis
ment as retireJudge Army, hevocatewas
Advocate General Army career includes assignments
of the Army. as assistant professor of law, U. S.
Philip M. Baker, Military Academy, West Point, and
a member of Mr. chief of the Contracts Division, Office of Judge Advocate General.
Haley's staff,withis
associated
Lauded by Patterson
the firm. Offices
are in the Earle
Secretary
Patterson lauded
"his
aggressive leadership
and astute
Gen. Cramer Bldg.,
ton 4, D.WashingC.
judgment"
as
Judge
Advocate
GenGen. Cramer, eral.
who received the Distinguished
Mr. Haley, who received his AB
Service Medal and the Legion of degree from George Washington U.
and law degree from Georgetown
Meritert P. from
Secretary
of
War
RobPatterson on Oct. 4 and was U., Washington, has practiced law
praised for "exceptional distinc- in Washington for seven years. He
tion" in solving "difficult, com- was counsel for FCC, 1934-39, after
plex and unprecedented legal prob- practicing law in Tacoma 1928-34.
outbreak of war he enlems" as Judge Advocate General, Following
tered military service as a major,
received his A.B. degree from Wesleyan U., Middletown, Conn., and Judge Advocate General's Dept.,
his law degree from Harvard U. Headquarters, AAF. In September
He practiced law in New York for 1942 he was relieved of active duty
three years and was deputy prose- to become president of Aerojet
cuting attorney for Pierce County. Engineering Corp., Pasadena, C'al.,
In 1916 he was called into Army which
was engaged in wartime
service for patrol duty on the rocket and jet propulsion power
work.
With
the end of the war he
Mexican border, and in the first
World War he went to France as returned to fulltime law practice.
a captain with the 41st Division,
In September 1945 he was appointed adviser on aircraft to the
Senate Special Committee investigating the National Defense Program (Mead Committee). He has
contributed numerous articles to
law reviews, including "The Law
on Radio
Programs",
made
a Senate
document.which was
Mr. Baker received his law degree from Georgetown U. and has
been a member of the bar of the
District of Columbia for 12 years.
Before
Haley's
he
was joining
counsel Mr.
for the
FCC staff
and
other Federal agencies for several
years.
NAB PROGRAM DEPT.
TO BE CONSIDERED
FORMATION of a program deNAB will
considerepadrtametntainthemeeting
to bebe held
Dec. 10-11 in New York by the
Program Managers Organization
Committee, appointed after the
NAB Board of Directors asked for
suggestions
on the subject. Meetroom.ing will be held at the BMB board
Chairman of the committee is
Harold Fair, WHO Des Moines.
Other members are Henry W. Slavick, WMC Memphis; Eugene
Carr, WHBC Canton, 0.; Howard
R. Chamberlain, WLW Cincinnati;
Ralph W. Hardy, KSL Salt Lake
City; Clarence L. Menser, NBC;
Douglas Coulter, CBS.
McElroy Announces
JACK McELROY has been assigned announcer on "Round-TJp
Time",seriesHolly-on
wood-originating sustaining
American.
sting

Goodnow, Hilker Join
Weldon & Carr Office

Mr. Hilker
Mr. Goodnow
ARTHUR GOODNOW, of Westinghouse Electric Corp., and Ross
Hilker, of KSTP St. Paul, have
joined the consulting engineering
firm of Weldon & Carr. Mr. Goodnow was chief engineer in charge
of AM and FM broadcast transmitter development at Westinghouse and Mr. Hilker was technical supervisor of KSTP.
Mr. mourGoodnow,
graduate of was
ArInstitute ofa Technology,
with RCA Marine Division, later
chief engineer of WJJD Chicago.
He joined Westinghouse in 1931
and was audio supervisor at KYW
Chicago, KDKA Pittsburgh and
again KYW when it moved to Philadelphia. Transferred to the Westinghouse radio division, he supervised installation of 50 kw transmit ers at WBZ Boston, WPTF
Raleigh, WBBM Chicago and
KXEL Waterloo. Since last December he has been in charge of broadcast transmitter development.
Mr. Hilker majored in engineering at U. of Minnesota, working
at KSTP and at WCAL Northfield,
Minn., while in school. He joined
KSTP after leaving school, becoming technical supervisor in 1942,
and also was radio engineer for the
state. He carried out construction
of the new KSTP studios and was
in charge of television research. He
is chief mechanical engineer for
Weldon & Carr.

MORE
with
Drum <*P business

EL PASO, TEXAS

WFMJ

Them
Rich i
Mahoning
* Valley
Young Wins Award
PHILIP A. YOUNG, copy chief of
the radio department of N. W.
Ayer & Son Inc., New York, is
winner of the national radio script
Third Market at less cost— affilicontest sponsored by the National Ohio'sate of the
American Network.
Council of the YMCA to promote
greater understanding of other peoAsk HEADLEYREED
ples of the world. Prize awarded is
$500 and a guarantee of production. Young built his script, enWFMJ
titled "Nine September", around a
night encounter on Iwo Jima beYOUNGSTOWN, OHIO »
tween two GI's, a Negro, a Jew,
and a wounded American-educated
Japanese soldier. Play points out
that people, no matter what their
race or creed, are the same the
world over. Judges were Mrs Dorothy Lewis, Co-ordinator of Listener Activity, NAB; Richard McDonagh, manager of script division,
NBC; Dr. Harrison Summers.
American director of Public Service; Peter Lyon, president of the
Radio Writers Guild; Earle McGill, CBS;
producer-director,
with
and Harperformerly
Sibley,
chairman,
International
Committee of YMCA.
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IN PHILADELPHIA

power by direct measurement
ofoperating
ant. power.
WBBL
Grace
CovenantAgt.,Presbyterian
Church,
M. A. license
Sutton,
Va.
— Granted
to covertoRichmond,
CP au-kc,
thorizing change frequency
1450
increase
power
to
'250
w,
changes
hoursity tooperation.
grantedpower
author-byin
determine Also
operating
direct measurement
of ant. power.
KCHD KMAJ Inc., Grand Island, Neb.
— Granted
licensestation
to cover
authorizing new frequencies
relay
to beCP33.74,
used
with
KMAJ;
30.82,
35.82,
37.98
mc; 50 w.
WMRW Textile Broadcasting Co.,
area ofcense tGreenville,
S. C—
for
new Granted
relay
sta-lition t33.38,
o beo cover
used CPwith
WMRC;
frequencies
35.02,
37.62,
39.82
mc,
2
w.
W9XEV Evansville on the Air Inc.,
Glenwood,mentalInd.—
mod. developstation CPGranted
for extension
completion
date
to
1-19-46.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
(By NOVEMBER
Comr. Wakefield)
29
Capitol
Broadcasting
Corp., forCharleston,
W.
Va.—
Granted
petition
leave
toto amend
application
for
new station
show changes in stockholders;
amendment filed with petition was accepted.
WCPO Scripps-Howard
Inc.,
Cincinnati—
Granted motionRadio
for leave
to amend
amendment filedapplication
with motionforwasCP; accepted.
Also granted
petition forsetleave
to inrvene in hearing
12-19-45
applicationteMarion,
of VoiceInd.nowof Marion
for newon
station
WHBU Anderson Broadcasting Co.,
Anderson, Ind.— Granted petition for
leave cleto Publishing
amend application of ChroniMarion, Ind. Co. for new station
New Iberia Broadcasting Co., New
Iberia, La.— Granted motion insofar as
it1-2-46.
seeks
30-day continuance
onstation;
hearing on now
application
for new
hearing
set 12-3-45
continued
to
Copper City Broadcasting Corp.,
Rome, N. Y.—
for continuance toDenied
1-15-46 petition
of consolidated
hearing on Utica and Rome, N. Y., app
l
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
s
n
o
w
set
12-10-45,
and orhearingdate
transferred
to Rome
be heldderedhearing
on
nowbe set,
provided,toto
however,
may
adjourned
Utica
at discretion
officer,to
and that
it shallofbepresiding
adjourned
offices
of
FCC
in
Washington
12-13-45
for
presentationfurther
of additional that
evidence.
Commission
less
than 5 days beforeordered
said hearing notat
Rome,
all
applicants
who
desire
take
testimony
witnessesto proceeding,
shall so tonotify
FCC
and notification
allof parties
and
innamesuch
they
shall
specify
andand address
of each witness
and
matter
facts
concerning
which
it
expected such witness will testify. is

flCTIOllS OF THE FCC
.NOVEMBER 22 to NOVEMBER 29.
ican Red Cross field director for 15 mo.
Decisions . . .
atChalberg
Camp Hood,
11%; Tex.;
John Mildren
ChalbergO'Brien
11%,
ACTIONS BY COMMISSION
teacher;
Smith 6%;agent,
WilliamMabel
Graham O'Brien
20%, insurance
NOVEMBER 23
merchant,
part-owner
real
estate
holdKID KID Broadcasting Co., Idaho
ing
firm.
Est.
cost
$13,850.
Falls, Ida.cision— Announced
adoptionforof vol.
de- NEW-AM McAlester Broadcasting Co.,
approving
McAlester,
new staassgn.to license
fromapplication
KID Broadcasting
tion 250 wOkla.—
unl. Granted
subject
toCP condition
Co.
Idaho
Radio
Corp.
for
$108,000.
permittee
complete
showingto
Assignee
ownedSmith,
by localpres.,
residents,
programsmaketo more
be rendered
prior
including71%David
30%; oflicense
issuance.
Co-partnership
com-oil
Joseph
E.
Williams,
v-p,
18%.
Other
C. E.threeWilson,
operator-mgr.
29% held by Radio Service Corp. of businessposed offor
years
and
announcerUtah, KSL
licensee,
and
four
indioperator
at
KWIL
one
year,
and
P.
viduals connected with KSL interests. Jackson, for nine years in insuranceD.
Philadelphia's
Host Powerful
Independent
NOVEMBER 28
sales supervisory 1450
work.kc Est. cost $14,070.
Garwood Irrigation Co., Garwood,
W. CPR. newFrier,station
Cartersville,
Tex.
—
Granted
land 35station,
two units
50 w Ga.NEW-AM
—
Granted
250 w
portable and four
w mobile
unl.
Permittee
is
owner
Bartow
Herald,
to composeeration oradio
system
for
use
in
opf irrigation system serving Centerville,
Ga.,
half-owner
Enterprise Publishing Co., Douglas, Ga. Est.
100,000 acres.
THERE'S ONLY
cost $11,050.
NOVEMBER 29
NEW-AM
Lowell F.Co.,Arterburn
d/b
Athens
Cancelled
Orders
99
through
99-B
GrantedBroadcasting
CPis new
stationAthens,
250 w Tenn.
unl.
and 101 relating
to possession
of un- —Arterburn
STATUE OF
licensed
transmitters
by
individuals,
publisher-editor
Daily
manufacturers and dealers.
Post Athenian. Est. cost $14,369.
LIBERTY
1230 kc
1490 tr/as
kc Southeastern
James S. Rivers
but
Bremerton Broadcast Co., Bremerton, Broadcasting
Co.,hearing
Fort application
Pierce, Fla. —
Wash.—tion forDesignated
for
hearing
applicaDesignated
for
new station 250 w unl. Firm new station 250 w unl. Consolidatedfor
WM REACHES 2 NEW YORKS!
isleypartnership
composed
of
Bruce
Bartwith
applications
of
Indian
River
(95%),
attorney,
and F. L.whoPruitt,
Broadcasting, Southern Media Corp.,
Kitsap
County
commisisoner
also
(The population
of isWHN's
priFt. Lauderdale
Broadcasting
Co.
Rivoperates
his
own
merchandising,
real
mary
coverage
area
15,398,401,
ers in gen. Joseph
mgr. WMJM.
estate and insurance firm. Est. cost NEW-AM
more than TWICE the number of
P. Ernst,
Worland,
$15,700.
Wyo.—
Granted
CP
new
station
250
1240 kc
people in New York City proper.)
unl. Ernst has been chief engineerw
NEW-AM Central Washington Broad- KONP
KOMO-KJR,
formerlyEst.engineer
KTBI R.KVOS.
cost Verna
$6,060.withS.
c
a
s
t
e
r
s
I
n
c
.
,
Ellensburg,
Wash.—
GrantCP new holders:
station Goodwin
250 w unl.Chase
Officers
NEW-AM
O. Hardin
and
WHN
and edstock
Jr., Hardin
tr/as Athens
Broadcasting
Co.,
pres., 83.33 National
sh (33.3%),
whoE. B.is Crav-p Athens,tion 250 Tenn.
— Granted
CP new R.sta-O.
Dial 1050 50,000 watts
Washington
Bank;
w
unl.
Co-partnership.
ney,
50% Hardin has been movie projectionist
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—
owner sec.-treas.
KGIR, 33.3%33.3%,
KFPY,mgr.50%andKRMB,
amateurof radio
Loew's Affiliate
Last sixalsomonths
1944 heoperadid
40%
KXL,
40% KPFA;
Frances
R.KGIR
Sy- for 27tor.years,
mons,
v-p
33.3,%
35%
KXL,
25%
construction
workClinton
on secret
and com-mgr. KFPY. Est. cost $16,000. special
electronic
equipment
for
Labs.,
Oak
Ridge,
Tenn.
V.
S.
Hardin
has
been
1340 kc
dancingamusement
instructorparkeightmanager.
years, two
NEW-AM The Middle Tennessee years
f
KILOCYCLES I
Est.
$6,550.
BroadcastingCP new
Co., station
Columbia,
Granted
250 Tenn,—
w unl. costNEW-AM
S.Granted
MarvinCPGriffin,
BainStock: ized,500issuedshandcommn
$25
par
author5000 WATTS Full Time1
bridge,
Ga.
—
new
station
since 1944 has
and stockholders: outstanding.
R. H. McKayOfficers
Jr., 250 w unl. Permittee
American Broadcasting Co.
General,
State of Georpres. (287o),
owner
of Sr.,
fire sec.-treas.
insurance been gia,Adjutant
and
is
former
newspaper
agency;
R.
M.
McKay
publisher. Est. cost $11,500. editor and
i Represented Nationally by J
(70%), banker
and C.ownerA. ofRoss,McKay
NEW-AM
Frankfort
Broadcasting
Co.,
Insurance
Agency;
v-p
, John BLAIR & CO. A
cashier, Middle
tion 250 w Ky.—
unl. Granted
Stock: 300CPsh new
$100 stapar
C.(1%),A. Kennedy,
attny. Tennessee
(1%). Est.Bank;
cost, Frankfort,
200and
sh issued
and outstand$8,100.
Diamond State Broadcast Corp., authorized,
ing.
Officers
stockholders:
J.
S.
50 shengineer
(25%) and
subscribed,
NOVEMBER
Applications
Dover, Del.plic—ation fDesignated
1150 kc 23
who
ispres.,
asphalt
attny;
or new stationfor250hearing
w unl.ap- Yager,
Clarence
H.
Fleming,
v-p
(25%
sub.),
NEW-AM
Dorrance
D.
Roderick,
SilKSWO
Oklahoma
QualityAuthority
Broadcast-to
Army
captain
and
farmer;
Roger
Adams,
N. M.Permittee
— Granted isnewnewspaper
station sec.-treas. (5% sub.), president State determine
ing Co., Lawton, Okla.—
250 verw City,unl.
measurementoperating
of ant. power
power. by direct
National
Bank, byFrankfort.
Remaining
publisher
and
owner-operator
KROD.
interest
held
local
business
and
kc
Est.
Also has
men, noneEst.of cost
whom$13,300.
have KFDA Amarillo1230Broadcasting
Pueblo,costCol.,$15,499.
and Odessa,
Tex. filed for professional
Corp.,
other radio interests.
1400 kc
Amarillo, Tex.— 1450
Same. kc
NEW-AM
Glasgow
Broadcasting
Co.,
Indian River Broadcasting Co., Fort Glasgow, Ky. — Granted CP new station
WGOV E. D. Rivers, Valdosta, Ga.—
Pierce, Fla.—plicationDesignated
for hearing
ap- 250 w unl. Stock: 350 sh $100 par au- Same.
250 w unl.
thorized,andis uofficers;
ed and outstanding.
StockAmendments
Consolidatedfor new
withstation
applications
of
holders
Gordon
Brown,
Commonwealth Broadcasting Corp.,
pres., owner Brown Ice Cream Co.; J. Danville,
Southeastern
Broadcasting
Co., SouthKy.—
CP new station 1490 kc
ern Mediacasting CoCorp.,
Ft.
Lauderdale
BroadH.
Webb,
v-p,
partner
in
Ideal
Chevro. Indian
RiverSilver,
Broadcasting
let Co.; Nelle
Vaughan, sec,of former
composed
of:
Douglas
pres.,citrus
150is Kentucky
StateB. Commissioner
Parks;
shgrove
(50%),
who
is
freelance
writer,
Glasgow
Realty
Co.,
42.9A%;
Murrell
and farm owner; T. F. Koblegard, Davis, 14.3%, mgr. National Stores; V.
v-p
dir. Union Carbide(16.7%),
Co.; H. Jones,
J. B. William
Rogers andP. Gillenwaters,
W. H. ConkR. N.(16.7%),
Koblegard,
eachmgr.8.9%;
NATIONAL DESIGN SERVICE
associated
with two sec.-treas.
sons in real estate lin
7.1%,
Fair
Stores.
Est.
$16,200.
and motion picture theaters; A. F. Law- ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD costACTIONS
Consulting Radio Engineers
son (16.7%),
owner-operator Westonphysician
General and
Hospital.
NOVEMBER 26
NEW-AM
Gilbert
H.
Kayner
and
How(Reported
by
FCC
Nov.
28)
AM • FM • TV
ard H. Kayner d/b Ellensburg,
Kittitas Valley WFEB Alabama Broadcasting Co.,
Broadcasting
Sylacauga,
Ala.automatic
— Grantedfrequency
authoritycon-to
— Granted CP Station,
new station 250 wWash.
unl. install
STUDIOS DESIGNED & BUILT
new
Gilbert
Kayner
formerly
ffre POPULAR Station Co-partnership.
trol unit. Radio Station KEEW Ltd.,
owned Ellensburg
Daily
Howardin KEEW
N. Y. C. 96 Liberty St. BE 3-0207
Kayner
radio$15,500.
and Record.
radar work
Brownsville,
Tex. — Granted
authority
Army. Est.did cost,
1129 Vermont
Ave., N.D. C.W. RE-1464
determine
operating
power
by directto
Washington,
NEW-AM
E.
Thomas
O'Brien,
Mildred
measurement
of
ant.
power.
O'Brien
Chalberg,
John
Chalberg,
Mabel
WLEE Thomas Garland Tinsley Jr.,
O'Brien
Smith
and
William
Graham
d/b
Va. — Granted
license 1450
to covBrainerd
Broadcasting
erwCP unl.
authorizing
new WBBL
station
Minn.
— Granted
CP new Co.,
stationBrainerd,
250 w Richmond,
250
exceptauthority
when
operates.kc
unl.
Interests:
E.
Thomas
O'Brien
52%,
Also
granted
to
deter
National AtpreienUtii* JOHN BLAIR I
merchant, wholesale grocer and AmerBROADCASTING
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request
1 kw,ant.change
250
kc 100w unl.,
w. amended to request 1230 amended
trans, and tomake
changes
system.type
George
H. Daniel
Thomas,H. James
J.d/bDavidNorfolk
Broadcasting
Corp.,
Norfolk,
son
Jr.
and
Castille
New
Va.
—
CP
new
station
1200
kc
250
w
D,
Iberia new
Broadcasting
Co., New
La.
amended to request 1220 kc.
—CP
station
1240
kc 250Iberia,
w unl.,
amended
re
ant.
changes.
Fredliam HWeber,
E.
A.
Stephens
and
WilRome Broadcasting Corp., Rome, Ga.
. Talbot d/b Texas Broadcasters,
(Metropolitan)
station8,000on
Houston,
CP new station 1580 kc —48.1CP mcnew andFM coverage
of approx.
500
w questN 15901Tex.—
mi., mc),
amended
to coverage
request
Channel
kckw 1D kwunl.,D. amended to re- sq.
39 (95.7
change
7,641
WTCN Minnesota Broadcasting Corp., sq.
mi., change
trans, site and tospecify
Minneapolis—
CP
change
1280
kc
to
710
population
as
484,929.
kc, 1 stall
kw newN trans,
5 kw Dandto DA-N
10 kw and
DN and
inIndependent Broadcasting Co., Des
change
trans,
site, S.amended
changesGladys
in DA.J. wMoines,
station 940
kc 250
N 1 kwla.—D CPunl.,new amended
to change
Vincent
BarkerreBroadcasting
and
Barker
d/b Freeport
Co., change
power totrans,
10 kwsiteDN,frominstall
DA-N
andto
Des
Moines
Freeport,
111.—
CP
new
station
1400
kc
250
amendedin totrans,
request
1570andkc near Ford, la.
1change
kww D,unl.,
changes
equip,
National
Co. Inc., Chitrans, site.
cagtiono— CPon Channel
newBroadcasting
FM55 (Metropolitan)
sta(98.9
mc)amended
and covNOVEMBER 26
e
r
a
g
e
o
f
10,800
sq.
mi.,
to
LICENSE renewal applications were type
changetrans,
coverage
to
10,400
sq.
mi.,
change
changes in ant. system.
receivedtions:forWTMVfollowing
standardWBTA
sta- KPOW Albert
WDBC
WMBN
Joseph
Meyer,
Powell,
KBST
KTBI KEYS WGRM KRNR Wyo.— Cp change 1230 kc to 1260 kc,
KSRO
250 w and 1 kw, install new
WBWB. KFFA KBON. Also relays KEJO increase
trans, and toDA-N
change site.trans, site,
amended
changeand trans,
620 kc
E.
L.
Barker,
Claribel
Barker,
T. H.
WLBZ
Maine
Broadcasting
Co.,
BanCanfield,
Opal
A.
Canfield
and Charles
goingr, Me.power
— Authority
operat-of station
M. O'Brien
Jr.,
San
Jose,
Cal.
—
CP
new
by directto determine
measurement
kc 5 kw DA unl., amended
ant. power for non-directional ant. D. to change1170name
of M.George
M. Jr.O'Brien
Jr.National
to read Charles
O'Brien
580 kc
Co. Inc., San
TRANSFER
WTAG
Worcester Mass.
Tele- Francisco— CPBroadcasting
new FM55 (98.9
(Metropolitan)
Publishing
Co., Worcester,
station
on
Channel
mc) andto
—wholly
Vol. gramassgn.
license
to
WTAG
Inc.,
coveragecoverage
to be determined,
amended
owned subsidiary firm. Purpose specify
of
13,580
sq.
mi.,
change
is to setsseparate
financial
As- type
trans, siteto from
within
of $165,000
plus cash structures.
to total
$300,35Cal.,mi.trans,
of Sanandpopulation
Francisco
San Bruno,
000
to
be
transferred
to
subsidiary.
specify
as
2,001,544
and
Newspaper
to
receive
like
in
stock.
specify
ant.
system.
Authorized capital WTAG Inc. $500,000.
Application
Dismissed
Legal
counsel
—
Karl
A.
Smith,
Washington.
The American FM Network
York
station
onInc.,
47.9 New
mc,
650 kc
8,840 —sq.CP mi.new(request
of attorney).
KXRO
KXRO
Inc.,
Aberdeen,
Wash.—
Petition to Reinstate
CP
change
1340
kc
to
650
kc,
increase
WHEB WHEB Inc., Portsmouth, N. H.
250
w to 1 kw, install new trans, and
new
to reinstate
application for
site. verticle ant. and change trans, —CPPetition
changeto hours
to
WSB
unl., operation
install DA-Nfrom (750limited
kc).
1230 kc
NOVEMBER 27
TRANSFER KGDE Charles L. Jaren,
Amendments
Fergus
Falls, Minn.
— Vol.to assgn.
from
Charles
L. Jaren
Fergus license
Radio
Network Inc.,station
Boston on—
Corp.
for $50,000.
Fergus
CPThenew Yankee
FM
(Metropolitan)
and stockholders:
Roger Radio
L. Dell,officers
pres. Channel
25
(92.9
mc)
and
coverage
not
(33.3%),L.attny;
Clara Dell,(33.3%),
v-p (33.3%);
specified,
amended
to change
frequency
Harold
Dell,
sec.-treas.
attny.
to
Channel
66
(101.1
mc).
Legal
counsel ■— Fisher & Wayland,
The Yankee Network Inc., Providence,
Washington.
R. I—tionCPon Channel
new FM43 (Metropolitan)
sta(96.5
mc) andto cov1340 kc
erage
not
specified,
amended
request Channel 56 (99.1 mc).
TRANSFER KAND Navarro Broadcasting Assn.,
Corsicana,
Tex. —$25,000.
Vol. assgn.
The port,Yankee
Network
Inc., Bridgelicense
to
Alto
Inc.
for
Half
Conn.
—
CP
new
FM
(Metropolitan)
interest
Broadcasting
isholds
held station on Channel 72 (102.3 mc) coveach
by inJ.Navarro
C.in West,
pres.,.and whoFrederick
erage not specified,
change
10%
interest
assignee,500
to Channelamended
67 (101.3to mc).
Slauson.
Alto
stock:
sh
$100
par.M. frequency
Baltimore
Broadcasting
Corp.,
BaltiMajor
stockholders
and
officers:
P.
mtionore— CPon 48.3newmc FMwith(Metropolitan)
staStevenson, pres., 90 sh (18%); Wesley
3,600 sq.trans,
mi. covM.v-p West,
v-p
and
sec,
28%;
C.
V.
Upton,
erage,
amended
to
change
site
and
treas.,
5%;
T.
C.
Stone,
asst.
from
Baltimore
to
near
Towson,
Md.,
treas. and nessmen.
asst.Totalsec.
All share islocalheldbusi-by and change type trans, and ant. system.
of 140
H.Frederick
Temple, Fayne
Alma Horn
Temple
groupests inaffiliated
orHerald
havingPrinting
inter- andAlfred
Dr.
d/b
KRLD firm.
or with
Times
Deep
South
Radioways,
LakeKumm
City,
Fla.
Co.,
parent
These
include:
T.
C.
—
CP
new
station
1340
kc
250
w
unl.,
Gooch,
D.
A.
Greenwell,
Allen
Merriam,
amended
to
specify
trans,
site.
B. C. Jefferson, E. K. Mead, Ruth F.
Deyon,Varney,
Flynn,C. V.JohnUpton.
W. Legal
RunA. (Metropolitan)
H. Belo Corp., Dallas,
Tex. frequency
— CP new
Clyde A.RoyTaber,
station
between
43.122,700
and 44.3
mc onand
coverageto
counsel — James Lawrence Fly, New ofFM
York.
approx.
sq.
mi.,
amended
max. power
of site
10 kw,from
ant. system
TRANSFER KRND The Bend Bulle- specify
and
change
trans,
Dallas
tin, Bend.,Oregon
Ore. — Vol.
assgn. license
Central
Broadcasting
Co. Noto County to Dallas.
money
involved.
Shift
is
to
separate
Missionary
Society
of
St.
Paul
the
newspaper
frompresent
stationgeneral
and givemanager,
Frank Apostle,
York—amended
CP newto station
H.
Loggan,control
1130 kc site
10New
kw asunl.,
specify
majority
in
new
firm
for
his
trans,
Belleville
Turnpike,
share
J.
Bulletin:in Bulletin.
Henry N. Present
Fowler, holdings
pres., 45 shin Kearney, N. NOVEMBER
28
(30%);
F.
H.
Loggan,
v-p,
10%;
Robert
W.
Sawyer,
sec-treas.,
60%.H. Loggan,
Central
Amendments
Oregon
holdings
to
be:
F.
pres. and sec, 60%; H. W. Fowler, treas., FMHearst
Radio Inc., station
Baltimoreon— 43.7
CP new
(Metropolitan)
20%;
W. Sawyer,
v-p, 20%.
Legal and coverage
of 8,857.6 sq.to mi.,Channel
amendedmc45
counselR.— Fisher
& Wayland,
Washington.
to(96.9change
frequency
mc), system
make changes
in type
Amendments
and ant.
change
trans,trans,
site
from
Baltimore and
to Randallstown,
Md.
The
Eagle-Gazette
Co.,
Lancaster,
O.
— CPed renewequip,station
880
kc
1
kw
D,
amendWJHL
Inc.,
Johnson
City,
Tenn.—
changes. Co. Inc., Cleve- new FM quency(Metropolitan)
fre-CP
to be set by amended
FCC station
and towithonchange
8,000
National
Broadcasting
sq.
mi.
coverage,
lantiond— CPon Channel
new
FM55 (Metropolitan)
sta(98.9 mc)amended
and cov-to ant.Paulsystem.
eracoverage
ge to be determined,
F. McRoy, John H. Searing, Ann
change
to
10,950
sq.
mi.,
change E. Searing
d/b SouthernCarbondale,
Illinois Broadtrans,
specifyant.population
111. —
2,501,475equip.,
and specify
system. as CP new casting
FMFCC Partnership,
station
on frequency
Dixie
Broadcasting
Co.,
Montgomery,
be
set
by
and
coverage
of 6,506fromsq.to
Ala. — CP new station 800 kc 250 w D, mi., amended to change name
BROADCASTING
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TV SHOW OJV WBKB
FOR ACROBAT SHOES
FIRST of a contemplated series
of television shows planned by
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, for
Acrobat Shoe Co., division of General Shoesented
Corp.,Wednesday
Nashville,
was preby Marshall
field & Co. over WBKB Chicago.
Titled Amazing Adventure of
Tumblin volvedTim,aroundtheTumblin
fantasy Tim,
show new
reanimated trademark of Acrobat
Shoes, and a tree ornamented with
Acrobat shoes.
Hornet Appoints Mayers
HORNET MOTORS,
Fresno,
"That's the silent partner of WGAC
facturehas
rs of midget
motorsCal.for (manumodel
airplanes),
appointed
Mayers
Augusta, Ga., they go all out lor
Co., Los Angeles,
to handle The
advertising.
A. Carlin
program promotion.''
GEORGE A.George
CARLIN,
54, editor and
general
manager
of died
United
Features
Syndicate,
New
York,
at
New
York
Hospital Features
Nov. 28. Syndicate,
In his association
with
United
he provided
newspapercastinfeatures
adaptablethe forwork
broad-of
g
,
a
n
d
distributed
many famous columnists.
Col. Kirby to Speak
WPRC
COL. ED sultanKIRBY,
t
to the meeting
NAB,public
will relations
speak Dec.con-5 £ WD R C — F M SB
atPressa luncheon
Club, NewRecord
York. Shopof the Overseas
COLUMBIA
RECORDING
Corp.,willBridgeport (phonograph
records),
start
half-hour
late-afternoon
"Columbia
Record
Shop
With
Martin
Block"
on
Jan. out12 theoncountry.
55 scattered
stations
throughProgram will feature
latest ordspopular
releases oncommentary
Columbia rec-by
with transcribed
Martin
Block.moreProgram
willexpected
be heardto
weekly,
with
stations
beNew added.
Agency
is
Benton
&
Bowles,
York.
Gillette Football Schedule
GILLETTE Safety Razor Co., Boston,
on Newcasts ofYear's
Day will games
sponsoron broadfour
football
three
networks.
On Mutual
schedule calls for
broadcastthe ofGillette
the Cotton
Bowl game at Dallas on 255 stations,
starting diately
at 2followed
p.m.by (EST)
to be immethe
all-star
West
at San
Francisco
onEast279
Mutualgame
stations,
starting
at approxim
a
t
e
l
y
4
:
4
5
p.m.
(EST).
CBS
will
broadcastthetheSugar
OrangeBowlBowlgame.
gameArrangements
and Ameriare canbeing
made to broadcast
games to
American
troops
abroad
through
facilities
of
Armed
Forces
Radio
Broadcasts
were Gillette
arrangedagency.
by Service.
Maxon
Inc., New York,
Paul F. McRoy, John H. Searing, Ann
E Searingcasting Cod/b
Southern
IllinoisJohn
BroadF. McRoy,
Searing, Broadcasting
Ann. to E.PaulSearing
d/b SouthernH.
Illinois
Partnership.
Croghan, station
Santa Monica,
Cal.Arthur
—limited
CP newH.hours,
standard
kc 1
kw
amended to750specify
..tin worn**
trans, site as "To be determined, Los
Angeles County,
California".
NOVEMBER
1450 kc 29
WMAJ Centre Broadcasters Inc., State
College,for Pa.
— License
to cover
CP toas
mod.
newoperating
station. Also
authority
determine
measurement
of ant. power
power. by direct
kc KEEW Ltd.,
KVAL Radio 1490Station
Brownsville,
trans,
equip. Tex. — CP for changes in
IkeJlateit
Amendments
United
Broadcasting
Co., mc,Cleveland
— AIRLINE SCHEDULES
CP
new
FM
station
on
48.5
8,420
sq.
mi. coverage,
amended toto change
AMERICAN AVIATION
site
from Cleveland
Seven trans,
Hills,
TRAFFIC GUIDE
O.,
change
type
trans,
changes in ant. system. and make In use constantly
byandairlines
and PubfreLloyd A.A.Pixley
Pixley,andMartha
qlished
uent airandshippers
travellers.
Milton
Grace P.M. Pixley,
Pixley
revised monthly.
d/b
The
Pixleys,
Columbus,
O.—
CP
new
The
Standard
Guide
to
Air
Transportation
FM
48.5 mc
Timetables — Fares — Routings — Mapa
with (Metropolitan)
12,500 sq. mi. station
coverage,on amended
SUBSCRIPTIONS $5.00 A YEAR
toby change
frequency
to "To
be sq.
selected
(12 monthly volumes and supplements)
FCC",
coverage
to
11,690
mi.,
change lation
trans,
and studio
sites, popufrom
1,022,711
to
995,616,
make
AVIATION PUBLICATIONS
changes in ant. system and change AMERICAN
American Building Washington 4, D. C.
type trans.
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Rules

Governing

Television

SUBPART D— RULES GOVERNING
STATIONS TELEVISION BROADCAST
CLASSIFICATION OF TELEVISION STATIONS AND ALLOCATION
OF FREQUENCIES
§ 3.601quencyNumerical
televisionfor channels
channelsstations.
or frebands set forthdesignation
below are ofavailable
television— The
broadcast
Channel No.
Megacycles Channel No.
Megacycles
1
44-50
7
174-180
2
54-60
8
180-186
3
60-66
9
186-192
4
66-72
10
192-198
5
76-82
11
198-204
6
82-88
12
204-210
13
210-216
§ are
3.602available
Sharing for
of Television
Channels.
— services
Channels other
1 through
and 7 through
assignment
to radiowill
than 5television
upon
a13 showing
that no mutual
interference
result.
§ 3.603.
Community
stations.
—
(a)
A
Community
station
is
designed
primarily for rendering
service
smaller exclusively
metropolitanfor districts
cities. Television
channel
No. to1 istheassigned
Communityor principal
stations.
Channels
2
to
13,
inclusive,
can
also
be
used
for
Community
stations
provided
such use complies with Section 3.606.
(b) The power of a Community station may not excedd an effective radiated
peak
1 kilowatt.
The maximum
height byfor methods
such stations
shall
be 500power
feet ofabove
the average
terrain asantenna
determined
prescribed
inStations.
the Standards of Good Engineering Practice concerning Television Broadcast
mainandstudio
of a Community
be located
in theof city
or (c)
townTheserved
the transmitter
shall bestation
locatedshallas near
the center
the
city as practicable.
§
3.604
Metropolitan
stations.
—
Metropolitan
stations
may
be
assigned
television channels 2 through 13, both inclusive. They are designed primarilyto
to render service to a single metropolitan district or a principal city and to
the(b)ruralMetropolitan
area surrounding
metropolitan
district orof principal
city.effective
stations such
are limited
to a maximum
50 kilowatts
radiated
peak
power
with
antenna
having
a
height
of
500
feet
above
average terrain, as determined by the methods prescribed in Standards the
of Good
Engineering Practice concerning Television Broadcast Stations. Whether higher
antenna mission
heights
are available,
they 50should
be usedeffective
but in radiated
such casespeakthe power
Commay authorize
less than
kilowatts
so that the coverage (within 500 uv/m contour) shall be substantially similar
to thata 500whichfoot would
be provided
kilowatts
and
antenna.
Where itbyis 50shown
that aneffective
antennaradiated
height peak
of 500power
feet
is not tennaavailable,
the
Commission
may
authorize
the
use
of
a
lower
height
anbut
will
not
permit
an
increase
in
radiated
power
in
excess
of
50
kiloThe service
area andof Metropolitan
protected
beyondas
the 5000watts.uv/m
contour
such stations stations
will be will
locatednot inbe such
a manner
towhether
insure, urban
insofaror asrural.
possible, a maximum of television service to all listeners,
(c) The main studio for Metropolitan stations shall be located in the city
or metropolitan
district
with
the station
is associated
and tothethetransmitter should bedistrict
located served.
so aswhich
to provide
the maximum
service
city
or metropolitan
§ 3.605
Licenseesof Rural
of Metropolitan
applicants who Rural
desire tostations.
qualify— as(a)licensees
stations muststations
make ora special
showing to the Commission that they propose to serve an area more extensive
than that
Metropolitan rural
stationin and
that theIn additional
proposed to beserved
servedbyis apredominantly
character.
addition, aarea
showing
must be made that such use of the channel will not cause objectionable interference to otherwhere
television
stations
or prevent
of otherof such
telereasonable
evidencethe ofassignment
the probability
station vision
beingstationslocated
inthere
the isfuture.
(b)
Channels
2
through
13
are
available
for
assignment
to
Rural
stations.
The service area of Rural stations will be determined by the Commission.
The main studio of Rural stations shall be located within the 500
uv/m(c) contour.
§ 3.606 Table Shoicing Allocation of Television Channels to Metropolitan
Districts
the Unitedfor States.
— (a)indicated.
The tableThebelow
forthwillthebechannels
which areinavailable
the areas
tablesetsbelow
revised
from time to time depending upon the demand for television stations which
may exist in the various cities. Where it is desired to use a different channel
in any suchit must
area, beor shown
to use that
one public
of the interest,
channels in another orareanecessity
conflicting
therewith,
will
be better served thereby
than by the
allocation setconvenience,
forth in the table.
(b)
Only
the
first
140
metropolitan
districts
are
listed
in
the
table
below.
Stations in other metropolitan or city areas not listed in the table will not be
assigned
closer
than
150
miles on showing
the samethatchannel
orinterest,
75 milesconvenience,
on adjacentor
channels,
except
uponbetter
an adequate
public
necessity
would
be
served
thereby
or
that
by
using
lower
power
or by
other means equivalent protection is provided.
(c) Persons
enter into atherefor
voluntary
arrangement
of a
television
channeldesiring
may fileto application
with sharing
the Commission
pursuant
to the provisions of Section 3.661(c).
Channel Numbers Total Stations
Metropolitan
District Sales
PopuMetro- munity
Com- politan
Metro- Comation politan
munity
(U. S. Census 1940) Rank
11
Akron
.
35
349,705
Albany,
Schenectady, 23
Troy
2, 4, 7, 9, 11
Allentown,
Bethlehem, 43
Easton
325,142
Altoona
111
114,094
Amarillo 136
53,463
2, 4, 5, 7
Asheville
13225
76,324
Atlanta
442,294
2,5, 7,5, 8,12 11
Atlantic
City
83
100,096
Augusta,
Ga. 135
87,809
Austin
106
106,193
6,2,1, 10,
1211, 1312
Baltimore
13
,046,692
Beaumont,
Port
Arthur
90
138,608
Binghamton
145,156
407,851
Birmingham 75425
Boston
,350,514

Broadcast

Metropolitan
District Sale3
(U. S. Census 1940) Rank
Bridgeport,
Conn. 53
Buffalo,
Niagara
Carton,
Ohio 1151463
Cedar
Rapids
Charleston,
Charleston, S.W. C.
Va. 1278899
Charlotte
Chattanooga
Chicago 762
Cincinnati
16
Cleveland
Columbia
1179
Columbus,
Ga.
133
Columbus,Christi
Ohio 12129
Comus
Dallas
Davenport,
Rock 2767
Island, Moline
Dayton
Decatur
1224426
Denver
Des
Moines
Detroit 596
Duluth, Superior 10572
ElDurham
Paso
Evansville,
Ind.
Fall River, New
FlintBedford
Fort
Wayne
Fort
FresnoWorth
131
13057
Galveston
Grand Rapids
79
Greensboro
Hamilton,
town Middle- 110
Harnsburg
70
Hartford,
New
Britain
2021
Houston
Huntineton,
W. Va.; 92
Ashland, Ky
Indianapolis
24
Jackson
Jacksonville 12866
Johnstown,
Pa. 100
Kalamazoo
Kansas
Citv, Mo.; 112
Kansas
City,
Kans. 1787
Knoxville
Lancaster
9194
Lansing
Lincoln
Little Rock 10998
Los Angeles 3
Louisville
Lowell,
Lawrence, 3345
Haverhill
Macon
137
Madison
Manchester 101
118
Memphis 3837
Miami
Milwaukee
Minneapolis,
St. Paul 1191511
Mobile
Montgomery 12656
Nashville
New
Haven 3139
New Orleans
New York,eastNorthern New Jersey 1
Norfolk, Portsmouth,
Newport City
News
Oklahoma
Omaha,
Bluffs Council
Peoria
Philadelphia
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
Portland, Oreg.
Maine
Providence,
R. I. 3
Pueblo
Reading
Racine, Kenosha
Richmond
Roanoke
Rochester
Rockford
Sacramento
St.Saginaw,
JosephBay City
St. Louis
Salt
Lake City
San
Antonio
San
Diego
San Francisco,
Oakland
San
Jose
Savannah
Scranton,
WilkesBarre
Seattle
Shraveport
Sioux City
South Bend
Spokane
Springfield, 111.Mass.;
Holyoke Mo.
Springfield,

216,621
857,719
200,352
73,219
98,711
136,332
789,309
1,214,943
89,555
92,478
365,796
70 , 677
376,548
174,995
271,513
65,764
384,372
183,973
2,295,867
157,098
115
272,648
188,554
134,385
207,677
97,504
71 , 677
209,873
73,055
502,193
510,397
170,979
455,357
88,003
195,619
151,781
77,213
634,093
151,829
132,027
110,356
126,724
88,191
2,904,596
434,408

Stations
Channel
NumbersCo)
Metropolitan mun
7,7, 10,
11, 1313
2,3, 114,6,9, 10,
115, 7,129,
11, 13
2, 4, 7,5, 7,11 9
2, 4, 8
3,3, 126,6, 8,8, 1010
4,8,12
2, 4, 5, 7, 9
2, 4, 5, 9
2, 4, 5, 7, 9
3, 6, 8, 10
2,4, 4,7 5, 7
1112
2, 4, 7, 9
2,2, 5,4, 105, 7
9, 11, 13
2, 10
3,2, 6,4, 8,5, 10,
7 12
6
2, 4, 1 11
10, 12
2,3, 11,4,6, 8,5,137,10 9

7478,349
, 830
81,932
332,477
250
, 537
790,336
911,077
144,906
93,697
241,769
308,228
540,030

5, 9
2, 4, 5, 7, 9
2, 4, 5, 7
2,3, 4,6, 8,5, 7,10 9
3, 5, 9, 11
6,4,2, 10I,5, 7,6, 97, 10

121,828
1,994,060
106,566
406,406
711,500
135,075
62,039
175,355
245,674
110,593
411,970
105,259
158,999
153,388
86,991
1,367,977
204,488
319,010
256,268

2,3,3, 4,6,6, 10,
5, 71012
113^ 6, 8,8, 10,
12
3, 6, 8, 10
3,12 6, 8, 10
2,5, 9,6, 1211
13
3,4,3, 116,8,5, 7,1013 9, 1
2,2, 4,4, 5,5, 7,7, 99
3,2, 6,4, 8,5, 107, 9,
13
3,11 5, 9, 11
2,2, 4,5, 7,6, 118
4, 9, 11, 13

629,581
452,639
112,225
87,791
147,022
141,370
89,484

munity
1

Total Stations
Channel Numbers
Metropolitan
Sales
District
Metro- Compolitan
munity
(U. S. Census 1940) Rank
1
Springfield,
Ohio 125
77,406
Stockton
79,337
108
258,352
Syracuse
Tacoma
156,018
Tampa,
St. Petersburg Haute
Terre
83,370
Toledo
341,663
Topeka
77,749
Trenton
200,128
Tulsa
188,562
Utica,
197,128
Waco Rome
71,114
4,3,12 5,13 j,
Washington
907,816
Waterbury
144,822
Waterloo
67,050
196,340
3,12 6, 13
Wheeling
Wichita
127,308
Wilmington
188,974
Winston-Salem
109,833
Worcester
306,194
York
92,627
372,428
Youngstown
RULES GOVERNING ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE
television
stations.station,
— Each change
applicant
for a construetiou§ 3.611
permitApplication
for a new for
television
broadcast
in facilities
of any
existing
or television
station license
modification
of licensetelevision
shall filebroadcast
with thestation,
Commission
in Washington,
D. C,or three
copies
oflikeapplications
on
the
appropriate
form
designated
by
the
Commission
and aa
number of exhibits and other papers incorporated therein and made
part thereof. Only the original copy need be sworn to. If the application is
for a construction permit for a new television station, Form FCC No. 330
should and
be filed
for a television
license,station
Form license
FCC No.
331 change
should bein
filed;
for ;modification
of astation
television
or for
facilities of an existing television station, Form FCC No. 333 should be filed.
§ 3.612 Full
— Each
application
shall incontain
disclosures
with disclosures.
regard to the
real party
or parties
interest,fullandandtheircomplete
legal,
technical, tofinancial,
and other
required
be disclosed
by thequalifications,
application and
forms.as to all matters and things
§ 3.613 Installation or removal of apparatus. — Applications for construction
permit orparatusmodification
thereof,of involving
removal apparatus,
of existing shall
transmitting
and/or installation
new transmitting
be filed ap-at
least 60 days prior to the contemplated removal and/or installation.
§ 3.614 ofPeriod
of construction.
— Each
construction
maximum
60 days
from the date
of granting
thereofpermit
as thewilltimespecify
withina
which
construction
of thewithin
station
begin, and shall
a maximum
of six and
months
thereafter
as the time
whichshallconstruction
be completed
the
station ready for operation, unless otherwise determined by the Commission
upon proper showing in any particular case.
§ 3.615 struction
Forfeiture
permits:
extension
time. — is(a)not A ready
conpermit shallofbeconstruction
automatically
forfeited
if the ofstation
for operation within the time specified therein or within such further time as
the Commission
may have allowed
for completion,
and awill
notation
of thein forfeiture of any construction
permit under
this provision
be placed
the
records of the Commission as of the expiration date.
(b) An application (Form FCC No. 701) for extension of time within
which to construct a station shall be filed at least thirty days prior to the
expiration
of suchto the
permit
if the infacts
application
for
extension aredateknown
applicant
time supporting
to permit such
such filing.
In other
cases such applications will be accepted upon a showing satisfactory to the
Commission of sufficient reasons for filing within less than thirty days prior
to the expiration
date.theSuchfailure
applications
upon anotspecific
detailed
showing that
to completewillwasbe granted
due to causes
under and
the
control
of
the
grantee,
or
upon
a
specific
and
detailed
showing
of other
matters sufficient to justify the extension.
3.616 Equipment
tests and station
proof ofin performance.
— (a) with
Uponthecompletion
of §construction
of a television
exact accordance
terms of
the construction permit, the technical provisions of the application therefor
and the erning
rulestelevision
and stations
regulations
and
standards
of
good
engineering
practice
govand
prior
to filing for
of application
fortolicense,
the90
permittee
is
authorized
to
test
the
equipment
a
period
not
exceed
days
:
Provided,
that
the
inspector
in
charge
of
the
district
in
which
the
station is oflocated
beginning
tests. and the Commission are notified 2 days in advance of the
(b) The Commission may notify the permittee to conduct no tests or may
cancel, suspend, or change the date of beginning for the period of such tests
asandandnecessity.
when such action may appear to be in the public interest, convenience,
(c)
Within
the 90-day period
prescribed with
by thisthesection
for prescribed
equipment intests,
field
intensityof measurements
in accordance
methods
the
Standards
Good Engineering
Practice Concerning
Television
Broadcast
Stations
shall
be
submitted
to
the
Commission.
The
Commission
may
grant
extensions of time upon showing of reasonable need therefor.
§ 3.617 inProgram
tests. — (a) with
Whenthe construction
equipment tests are
completed
exact accordance
terms ofandthe and
the
technical
provisions
of the application
therefor,
theconstruction
rules and permit,
regulations
and
standards
of
good
engineering
practice
governing
television
stations,
and
after an application for station license has been filed with the Commission
showing the equipment to be in satisfactory operating condition, the permittee
istheauthorized
program
testsnotin toexactexceed
accordance
the termsThatof
constructiontoin conduct
permit offor
period
30 daysiswith
: located
Provided,
the inspector
charge
thea district
in which the station
and the
Commission are notified 2 days in advance of the beginning of such tests.
(b) The Commission reserves the right to cancel such tests or suspend, or
change the date of beginning for the period of such tests as and when such
action maytheappear
to be in the public interest, convenience, and necessity by
notifying
permittee.
(c) The authorization for tests embodied in this section or Section 3.616
shall ofnotthebe construction.
construed as constituting a license to operate but as a necessary
part
§
3.618
Normal
license atperiod.
— All oftelevision
broadcast,
be issued so as to expire
the hour
3 a.m. E.S.T.
and station
will be licenses
issued forwilla
normal license period of 1 year.
§ 3.619
hicense,bysimultaneous
modification
and renewal.
— Whenof aanmodified
application is granted
the Commission
necessitating
the issuance
license loss than 60 days prior to the expiration date of the license sought
to be modified,
and an (but
application
renewal
of said license
grantedlicense)
subsequent or prior thereto
within 30for days
of expiration
of the ispresent
BROADCASTING
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the modified license as well as the renewal license shall be issued to conform
to the combined action of the Commission.
§ 3.620
license.
— (a)ofUnless
otherwise
directed
the Commission, each Renewal
applicationof for
renewal
a television
station
licenseby shall
be filed
at least 60 days prior to the expiration date of the license sought to be renewed
(Form
FCC
No.
311).
No
application
for
renewal
of
license
of
a
television
broadcast station will be considered unless there is on file with the Commission,
the
information
required
by Sections
by date
and file currently
number shall
be included
in the1.301-1.304,
application.reference to which
(b) Whenever
Commission
regards
application
television
station the
license
as essential
to thean proper
conductfor ofa arenewal
hearingof ora
investigation,
and
specifically
directs
that
it
be
filed
by
a
date
certain,
application shall be filed within the time thus specified. If the licensee such
fails
to file such application within the prescribed time, the hearing or investigation
shall proceed as if such renewal application had been received.
§ 3.621
extensionapplication,
of stationinvestigation,
licenses. — Where
there is pending
before
the Temporary
Commission
or proceeding
which,
after
hearing,
might lead any
to or make necessary
the modification
of, revocation
of, or the refusal to renew an existing television license, the Commission may,
in its ever,discretion,
a temporary
extension
such licenseas :a Provided,
That no suchgrant
temporary
extension
shall beof construed
finding byhowthe
Commission that the operation of any radio station thereunder will serve public
interest,
convenience,
and
necessity
beyond
the
express
terms
of
such
tempoextension ofwilllicense
extensrary
ion of license
in no: And
wise provided
affect or further.
limit theThatactionsuchof temporary
the Commission
with respect to any pending application or proceeding.
3.622 Repetitious
applications.
— (a) Where
an applicant
has beenforafforded
an § opportunity
to bestation,
heard
with
particular
application
television
broadcast
or forrespect
change toofa existing
service
or facilities,a new
and
the Commission
has,
after
hearing
or
default,
denied
the
application
or dismis ed itwith ofprejudice,
for a station
the same theclassCommission
to serve inwillwholenot orconsider
in part another
the sameapplication
area, by
the sameof applicant
his successor
on behalf
for the
benefit
the originalor byparties
in interest,or assignee,
until afteror the
lapse ofof 12or months
from(b) theWhere
effective
date
of
the
Commission's
order.
an appeal has been taken from the action of the Commission
inbroadcast
denying station
a particular
the same
and forapplication,
the same another
area, inapplication
whole or for
in part,
filed class
by theof
same applicant or by his successor or assignee, or on behalf or for the benefit
of the original
position of such parties
appeal. in interest, will not be considered until the final dis§
3.623
Assignment
or transfer ofof acontrol.
— (a)station
Voluntary: Application
for
consent orto for
voluntary
television
permit
or license
consentassignment
to voluntary transfer
of controlconstruction
of a corporation
holding a television station construction permit or license shall be filed with
the Commission on Form FCC No. 314 (assignment of license) or Form FCC
No. 315
of control)
at leastof 60control.
days prior to the contemplated effective date(transfer
of assignment
or transfer
(b)
Involuntary:
In
the
event
of
the
death
legal disability
a permitteein
orcontrol
licensee,
a member ofwhich
a partnership,
or aororperson
directly orof indirectly
of a orcorporation,
is a permittee
licensee:
Commission
be notified
of (1)
suchthedeath
or legalshall
disability,
and in writing promptly of the occurrence
(2) within thirty days after the occurrence of such death or legal disability,
application
on Form FCC television
No. 314 orstation
315 shall
be filed for consent
to involuntary assignment
for involuntary
transfer
of controlof such
of such corporation
to permit
a personor license
or entityor legally
qualified
to succeeddiction overtothethe estate
foregoing
interests under the laws of the place having jurisinvolved.
RULES RELATING TO LICENSING POLICIES
§ 3.631 Exclusive affiliation of station. — No license shall be granted to a
television broadcast station having any contract, arrangement, or understanding,
express or orimplied
withfrom,
a network
organization1
under which
the
station gramiss of any
prevented
hindered
or penalized
for, broadcasting
the proother network
organization.
§ 3.632 station
Territorial
— No license
shall beor granted
to a television
broadcast
havingexclusivity.
any contract,
arrangement,
understanding,
express
orbroadcast
implied,station
with aserving
networksubstantially
organizationthewhich
hinders another
same prevents
area fromor broadcasting
the
network's
programs
not taken
the former
station, or different
which prevents
hinders another
broadcast
stationby serving
a substantially
area fromor
broadcasting any program of the network organization. This regulation shall
not be tweconstrued
contract, arrangement,
understanding
n a station andto prohibit
a networkanyorganization
pursuant to orwhich
the station be-is
granted the first call in its primary service area upon the programs of the
network organization.
§ 3.633 station
Term ofhaving
affiliation.
— No license
shall beorgranted
to a television
broadcast
any contract,
arrangement,
understanding,
express
orprovisions
implied,forwithrenewal,
a network
organization
which
provides,
by station
originalwithterms,
or
otherwise
for
the
affiliation
of
the
the
network
organization
for
a
period
longer
than
two
years:
Provided,
contract, arrangement, or understanding for a period up to two years,thatmaya
be entered into within six months prior to the commencement of such period.
§ 3.634 Option time. — No license shall be granted to a television broadcast
station which options2 for network programs any time subject to call on less
days' notice,
more timeday3thanas aherein
total of three hours3
within each
ofisthandivided
four56 segments
theor broadcast
The ;broadcast
into 4 ofsegments,
as follows : 8 :00 a.m. described.
\o 1 :00 p.m.
1 :00 p.m.dayto
6 :00 p.m. ; 6 :00 p.m. to 11 :00 p.m. ; 11 :00 p.m. to 8 :00 a.m.4 Such options
1 Theworkterm
"networkSee organization"
herein includes
and regional netorganizations.
Chapter VII, asJ,used
of Report
on Chainnational
Broadcasting.
As
used
in
this
section,
an
option
is
any
contract,
arrangement,
or
expressedtheor station
implied,frombetween
a station
and a before
networktheorganization
whichunderstanding,
hinders
scheduling
programs
network
agrees
toprevents
utilize
theor
time
during
which
such
programs
are
scheduled,
or
which
requires
the
to clear
time already scheduled when the network organization seeks to utilizestation
the time.
3 All time
optionsof permitted
under this
sectionin must
be specified
clockuponhours,
expres ed in terms
any
time system
set from
forth
the contract
by the
station
and
network
organization.
Shifts
daylight
saving toagreed
standard
time
or
vice
versa
may
or
may
not
shift
the
specified
hours
correspondingly
as
agreed
by
the
station and network organization.
1 These segmentsstation
are to be may
determined
forconstant
each station
in terms of local time at the
location
remaintime
shifts fromof the
standard to but
daylight saving
or vicethroughout
versa. the year regardless of
(Continued on page 78)
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{Continued from page 77)
may not
be exclusive
as against
networkor organizations
not time
prevent or hinder
the station
from other
optioning
selling any orandall may
of the
covered by the option, or other time, to other network organizations.
§
3.635
Right
to
reject
programs.
—
No
license
shall
be
granted
to
a
television
broadcast station having any contract, arrangement, or understanding, express
or implied,
with atonetwork
organization
whichprevents
(a), withor respect
offered
pursuant
an affiliation
contract,
hinders totheprograms
station
from rejecting or refusing network programs which the station reasonably
believesworktoprograms
be unsatisfactory
or
unsuitable;
or
which
(b),
with
respect
netso offered or already contracted for, prevents the stationto from
rejectinginterest,
or refusing
anysubstituting
program awhich,
in its
opinion, is local
contrary
to the
public
or
from
program
of
outstanding
or
national
importance.
§ 3.636.organization,
Network ownership
stations. directly
— No license
shall be controlled
granted to bya
network
or to anyof person
or indirectly
orstation
underincommon
control^
of
a
network
organization,
for
a
television
any locality where the existing television broadcast stationsbroadcast
are so
few
or related
of such matters)
unequal desirability
(in terms
power, restrained
frequency, byor
other
that competition
wouldof becoverage,
substantially
such licensing.
§ 3.637 Dual
operation.
license organization
shall be issuedwhich
to a maintains
television
broadcast
stationnetwork
affiliated
with — aNonetwork
more than one network of television broadcast stations : Provided, that this
regulation tashall
not beis applicable
if such networks
are not operated simulneously, orif there
no substantial
group of stations
comprising
each such overlap
network.in the territory served by the
§
3.638
Control
by
networks
of
station
rates.
—
-No
license
shall beor granted
to a television
broadcast
stationwithhaving
any contract,
arrangement,
standing,
express
or
implied
a
network
organization
under
whichunderthe
station is prevented or hindered from, or penalized for, fixing or altering
its
rates
for
the
sale
of
broadcast
time
for
other
than
the
network's
programs.
§
3.639
Use
of
common
antenna
site.
—
No
television
license
or
renewal
of
television
to anysuitable
person for
who television
owns, leases,
or controlsina
a particularlicense
site will
whichbe isgranted
peculiarly
broadcasting
alicensees;
particularandarea(2)andno (1)
which
is
not
available
for
use
by
other
television
other comparable site is available in the area;
and
(3)
where
the
exclusive
use
of
such
site
by
the
applicant
or
licensee
unduly limit the number of television stations that can be authorized would
in a
particular area or would unduly restrict competition among television stations.
§ 3.640 Multiple ownership. — (a) No person (including all persons under
common
directlystation
or indirectly,
or control
than one control)6
television shall,
broadcast
that wouldown,serveoperate,
substantially
the more
same
service tarea
rol ed by suchas another
person. television broadcast station owned, operated, or conNo personown,(including
shall,broadcast
directly
or (b)indirectly,
operate, allor persons
control under
more common
than onecontrol)
television
station,
except
upon
a
showing
(1)
that
such
ownership,
operation,
or
controla
would
competition
television
broadcast
provide
televisionfoster
broadcasting
serviceamong
distinct
and separate
from stations
existing orservices,
and
(2) that such ownership, operation, or control would not result in the conc
e
n
t
r
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
control
of
television
broadcasting
facilities
in
a
manner
inconsistent with publicwillinterest,
or necessity
; provided,
however,
that
the Commission
considerconvenience,
the ownership,
operation,
or control
of more
than trolfive
televisionbroadcasting
broadcast stations
concentration
conof television
facilities toinconstitute
a manner theinconsistent
with ofpublic
interest, convenience, or necessity.
RULES RELATING TO EQUIPMENT
§transmitters
3.651 Transmitter
— The rated
powerStandards
and operating
range
ofPractice
shall
be power.
in accordance
with Stations.
the
of Good power
Engineering
concerning Television
Broadcast
§ 3.652 have
Frequencyoperation
monitors.at —theThetransmitters
licensee of each television broadcast staof thetion shall
frequencyin control
of the transmitters. frequency monitors independent
§
3.653
Modulation
monitors.
—
The
licensee of aeachmodulation
televisionmonitor
broadcast
station shall have in operation at the transmitter
for
the
aural
transmitter.
There
shall
also
be
sufficient
monitoring
equipment
the visual signal to determine that the signal complies with the Standards forof
Good Engineering Practice concerning Television Broadcast Stations.
§ 3.654 Required
transmitterof performance.
construction,
installation,
operation,
and performance
the television— The
broadcast
transmitter
system
shall be cerning
in accordance
with theStations.
Standards of Good Engineering Practice conTelevision Broadcast
§ 3.655 Auxiliary transmitter. — Upon showing that a need exists for the
use of vision
auxiliary
in addition
the regular
of a telestation, a transmitters
license therefor
may be toissued
providedtransmitters
that :
transmitters
may be location.
installed either at the same location as
the(a)mainAuxiliary
transmitters
or at another
A licensed
operator shall be in control whenever auxiliary transmitters
are(b)placed
in operation.
(c)
The
auxiliary
transmitters
shall for
be maintained
they may be put
into immediate operation
at any time
the followingso that
purposes:
(1)
The
transmission
of
the
regular
programs
upon
the
failure
of the main
transmitters.
(2) Thefication7transmission
of
regular
programs
during
maintenance
the not
mainto transmitters,
necessitating discontinuanceor ofmodi-its
operation for worka onperiod
exceed five days.
(3) Upon request by a duly authorized representative of the Commission.
(d) The that
auxiliary
shall be tested
once iteachis week
determine
it is transmitter
in proper operating
conditionat least
and that
adjustedto
to the proper frequency, except that in case of operation in accordance with
paragraph
(c) of thethisoperation
section during
week, the(c) test
in that week A may
omitted provided
under any
paragraph
is satisfactory.
recordbe
shall be kept of the time and result of each test operating under paragraph (c).
6measure
The wordof "control"
as used herein, is not limited to full control but includes such
aother
networks. control as would substantially affect the availability of the station to
6
The
word
"control"
is not limited
majority stock ownership,
but includes actual workingas used
controlherein
in whatever
manner toexercised.
7
This
includes
the
equipment
changes
which
may
be
made
without
as
set forth
elsewhere
the Rulesby andthe Regulations
andby the
of Goodauthority
Engineering Practice
or as inauthorized
Commission
letterStandards
or5 bydays,
construction
permit.
Where
such
operation
is
required
for
periods
in
excess
of
request
therefor
shall be in accordance with section 1.365.
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(e) The auxiliary transmitters shall be equipped with satisfactory control
equipment
whichthe will
the maintenance
of the frequency emitted by the
station within
limitsenable
prescribed
by these regulations.
(f)
The
operating
power
of
an
auxiliary
transmitter
be lessshallthanit thebe
authorizedthanpower
the main transmitters, but in nomayevent
greater
such ofpower.
§ 3.656 Alternate main transmitters. — The licensee of a television broadcast
stationnicalmay
licensedalternate
for alternate
main transmitters
a techneedareforbemetsuch
transmitters
is shown andprovided
that thethatfollowing
conditions
:
(a) Both transmitters are located at the same place.
(b) Both transmitters shall have the same power rating.
Both transmitters
shall ofmeet
construction,
and(c)performance
requirements
the "the
Standards
of Good installation,
Engineering operation,
Practice
concerning Television Broadcast Stations.
§
3.657
Changes
in
equipment
and
antenna
system.—
Licensees
of
television
broadcast stations shall observe the following provisions with regard to changes
in equipment and antenna system :
(a)
equipment
be made:
(1) NoThatchanges
would inresult
in the shall
emission
of signals outside of the authorized
channel.
(2)
That
would
result
in
the
external
performance
transmitter
being
in disagreement with that prescribed in the Standardsof the
of Good
Engineering
Practice concerning Television Broadcast Stations.
(b) Specific
authority, upon filing formal application (Form FCC No. 333)
therefor,
changes
: is required for a change in service area or for any of the following
(1) Changes involving an increase or decrease in the power rating of the
transmitters.
(2) A replacement of the transmitters as a whole.
(3)
Change inin the'
locationsystem,
of theincluding
transmitting
antenna. line.
_
(4X
antenna
transmission
(5) toChange
Change
in location
of main
is proposed
studio
a different
city from
that studio,
specifiedif init the
license. to move the main
(6)
Change inin frequency
the power control
deliveredand/or
to themodulation
antenna. system.
(7) Change
(c)
Specific
authority,
upon
filing
informal
therefor,transmitter
is requiredpower
for
a change in the indicating instruments installedrequest
to measure
output, except by instruments of the same maximum scale reading and accuracy.this
.'section or ^in
(d) Otherof changes,
except as Practice
above provided
for inTelevision
Standards
Good Engineering
concerning
Broadcast
Stations
prescribed
by
the
Commission
may
be
made
at
any
time bewithout
the
authority
of the and
Commission,
provided
that
the Commission
shall
promptly
notified
thereof
such
changes
shall
be
shown
in
the
next
application
for
renewal of license.
RULES RELATING TO TECHNICAL OPERATION
§ 3.661forTime
of operation.
— (a) All Each
television
broadcast
stations
licensed
unlimited
time operation.
licensed
television
stationwillshallbe
maintain
a
regular
program
operating
schedule
of
not
less
than
any given broadcast day, and it shall render not less than 28 hours2 hours
programin
service
per
week.
In
an
emergency,
however,
when
due
to
causes
beyond
the
control of a licensee, it becomes impossible to continue operation, the station
may
cease
operation
for
a
period
not
to
exceed
10
days,
provided
that
the
Commission
and the
the radio district
which the
station
is located
shallInspector
be notifiedin inCharge
writingof immediately
after thein emergency
develops.
(b)
The
aural
transmitter
of
a
television
broadcast
station
shall
not beor
operated separately from the visual transmitter except for experimental
test
purposes,
and
for
purposes
incidental
to
or
connected
with
the
operation
of the visual transmitter.
(c) Persons
to enter
into a therefor
voluntarywithsharing
arrangement Copies
of a
television
channeldesiring
may file
application
the Commission.
of the time-sharing agreement should be filed with the application.
§ 3.662 experimentation
Experimental operation.
— toTelevision
broadcast ofstations
may conductof
technical
directedmay
the improvement
technical
operation
such purposes
utilize
a signal: other
than the phases
standard
television and
signalforsubject
to the following
conditions
(a)
That
the
licensee
complies
with
the
provisions
of
section
3.661
with
regard to signal.
the minimum number of hours of transmission with a standard
television
That tonothetransmissions
outsideis caused
of the toauthorized
channel
and(b)subject
condition thatarenoradiated
interference
the transmissions
of a standard television signal by other television broadcast stations.
(c) No charges
either
directforortheindirect
shall orbe transmission
made by theoflicensee
a television
broadcast
station
production
programsof
when
conducting
technical
experimentation.
§ 3.663
inspection. — Thefor licensee
television broadcast
shall
makemis ionStation
the station
inspectionof any
by representatives
of thestation
Comat any
reasonableavailable
hour.
§
3.664
Station
license,
posting
of.
—
The
original
of
each
station
license
shall be posted in the transmitter room.
§ 3.665
Operator
One place
or more
radio-telephone
first
class
operators
shall requirements.
be on duty at— the
wherelicensed
the transmitting
apparatus
of each station
is located
and (Form
in actual
thereofof each
whenever
is being
operated.
The original
license
FCCcharge
No. 759)
stationit operator
shall
be posted
at theof aplace
where broadcast
he is on duty.
The licensed
operator
duty tionand
charge
television
transmitter
the discre-onof
of thein licensee,
be employed
for other duties
or formay,the atoperation
another hestation
orandstations
accordance
with the class
of operator's
license
which
holds duties
byshall
theininrules
and regulations
governing
such stations.
However,
such
no wise
interfere with
the operation
of the
broadcast
transmitter.
§
3.666.
Operating
power:
how
determined.
—
The
operating
power,
and
the
requirements for maintenance thereof, of each television broadcast station shall
be determined
by theTelevision
methods prescribed
the Standards of Good Engineering
Practice
concerning
Broadcast inStations.
§ 3.667
— Theas percentage
of modulation
of the aural transmis-of
sions shallModulation.
be andmaintained
high practice
as possible
transmission
good broadcast
and consistent
in no casewithlessgoodthanquality
85 per
cent nor more
100 peris transmitted
cent on peaksat ofthefrequent
any
selection
which than
normally
highest recurrence
level of theduring
program
under
consideration.
§ 3.668 Frequencyof toleration.
operating
of the auralwithin
and
television— The
broadcast
stationfrequencies
shall be maintained
.002% transmitters
of the assigned afrequencies.
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§ 3.669 Inspection of tower lights and associated control equipment. — The
licensee
of any televisionto bestation
which has
an antenna
antenna supporting
structure
pursuant
to theorprovisions
of section
303 (q) of(s)therequired
Communicationsilluminated
Act of 1934,
as amended:
(a) Shall make a visual observation of the tower lights at least once each
24 hours to insure that all such lights are functioning properly as required.
(b) ways
ShallCommunication
report immediately
or telegraph
to theAdministration
nearest AirStation or byofficetelephone
of the Civil
Aeronautics
any observed failure of the tower lights, not corrected within 30 minutes, regardles of the cause of such failure. Further notification by telephone or telenation. graph shall be given immediately upon resumption of tiie required illumi(c)
Shall
inspectandat automatic
intervals oflighting
at leastcontrol
one each
3 months
all flashing
rotating beacons
devices
to insure
that suchor
apparatus is OTHER
functioningRULES
properlyRELATING
as required. TO OPERATION
§ 3.681
Logs. — Thelogslicensee
of each
operating
and shall
requiretelevision
entries tostation
be madeshallas maintain
follows : pro(a) gramInand the
program log:
(1)
An
entry
of
the
time
each
station
identification
announcment
(call
letters and location) is made.
(2)
An
entry
briefly
describing
each
program
broadcast,
such
as
"music,"
"drama," "speech," etc., together with the name or title thereof and the sponsor'sgram. Iname,
with the time
of the beginning
and ending
complete
prof a mechanical
reproduction,
either video
or audio,of istheused,
the entry
shall showchanicalthereproduction.
exact nature
thereof,is made
and theby atimepolitical
it is announced
as aname
meIf
a
speech
candidate,
the
and political affiliations of such speaker shall be entered.
(3) An entry showing that each sponsored program broadcast has been
announced as sponsored, paid for, or furnished by the sponsor.
(4) Anoriginating
entry showing,
for each program of network origin, the name of the
network
the program.
(b) In the operating log:
entryit ofstops.
the time the station begins to supply power to the antenna,
and(1)theAntime
(2)
An
entry
ofoftheeachtimeinterruption
the program tobegins
and ends.wave, its cause, and
(3)
An
entry
the carrier
duration.
(4) An entry of the following each 30 minutes :
(i) current
Operatingandconstants
of last radio stage of the aural transmitter (total
plate
plate voltage).
(ii)
Transmission
line
current
(iii) Frequency monitor reading.or voltage of both transmitters.
(5) Log of experimental operation during experimental period (if regular
operation is maintained during this period, the above logs shall be kept).
(i)entries
A log required
must be kept ofareallnotoperation
during
the experimental
period.shallIf
applicable
thereto,
then the entries
bethe made
so as to fullyabove
describe the operation.
(c) Where an antenna or antenna supporting structure (s) is required to
be illuminated,
the licensee ofshallsection
make 3.669
entriesas infollows
the radio
priate to the requirements
: station log appro(1) The time the tower lights are turned on and off if manually controlled.
(2)
The
the daily visual
(3) Nature
In thetimeevent
observedobservation
failure of ofa the
towertower
light. lights was made.
(i)
of suchof any
failure.
(ii) Time the failure was observed.
(iii) Time
and Communication
nature of the adjustments,
repairs ornotified
replacements failure
made. of
Station
any(iv)given.
towerAirways
light not
corrected within
thirty(C.A.A.)
minutes and the oftimethe such
notice
was
(v)
Time
notice
was
given
to
the
Airways
Communication
Station
(C.A.A.)
that the required illumination was resumed.
(4) months.
Upon completion of the periodic inspection required at least once each
three
(i)
The
date oflighting
the inspection
and the condition of all tower lights and
associated tower
control devices.
Any adjustments,
the(ii)lighting
requirements.replacements or repairs made to insure compliance with
§ 3.682byLogs,
retentionforof.a— period
Logs ofof television
broadcastlogsstations
retained
the licensee
2 years. However,
incidentshallto beor
involved
in
any
claim
or
complaint
of
which
the
licensee
has
notice
shall br1
retained bythe thesamelicensee
untilbarred
such claim
or complaint
been
by statute
limiting has
the been
time fully
for thesatisfied
filing
ofor until
suits upon suchhasclaims.
§
3.683
Logs,
by
whom
kept.
—
Each
log
shall
be
kept
by
the
person
or
persons
competent to do so, having actual knowledge of the facts required, who shall
sign the log when starting duty and again when going off duty. The logs shall
be made available upon request by an authorized representative of the Commission.
§ 3.684
form. detail
— The that
log shall
be kept
in an for
orderly
suitableof
form,
and Log
in such
the data
required
the manner,
particularin class
station concerned are readily available. Key letters or abbreviations may be
used if proper meaning or explanation is contained elsewhere in the log.
§ 3.685erated, oCorrection
of logs. — within
No log the
or portion
shall provided
be erased,byoblitr willfully destroyed
period ofthereof
retention
the
rules.
Any
necessary
correction
may
be madeportion,
only byinitial
the person
originatingmade,
the
entry
who
shall
strike
out
the
erroneous
the
correction
and indicate the date of correction.
— Roughloglogsor memoranda
may be transcribed
into condensed
but§ in3.686suchRough
case thelogs.original
and all portions
thereof form,
shall
be preserved and made a part of the complete log.
§
3.687
Station
identification.—
(a)
A
licensee
of
a
television
broadcast
station shall
station andidentification
(call letters
cation), at themakebeginning
ending of announcement
each time of operation
and and
duringlooperation on the hour. The announcement at the beginning and ending of each
time ofmentsoperation
by both
auralmeans.
and video means. Other announcemay be by shall
either beaural
or video
(b) Identification announcements during operation need not be made when
toreligious
make such
announcement
would interrupt
a single
consecutive Inspeech,
play,
service,
symphony
concert,
orbe anymadetype
oftheproduction.
such ofeases
the
identification
announcement
atthereof.
first interruption
the
entertainment
continuity
and at shall
the conclusion
§
3.688
Mechanical
reproductions.
—
(a)
Each
program
which
consists
whole orshallin bepartaccompanied
of one or by
morean mechanical
reproductions,
either
orin
audio,
appropriate
announcement
to thatvideo
effect
either
at
the
beginning
or
end
of
such
reproduction
or
at
the
beginning
or
end
of the program in which such reproduction is used. No such announcement
shall be required where a mechanical reproduction is used for background music,
sound effects, station identification, program identification (theme music of
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short duration) or identification ot sponsorsnip ot the program proper.
(b) Theshall
exactbeform
of identifying
is notandprescribed,
but The
the
language
clear
in termsannouncement
commonly
understood.
licensee
attemptand
to create used
theconsists
impression
any
program shall
being notbroadcast
byaffirmatively
mechanical reproduction
of livethattalent.
§ 3.689forSponsored
programs,of announcement
of. — (a) orInother
the valuable
case of each
program
the broadcasting
which money, services,
consideration iseither directly or indirectly paid or promised to, or charged or
receivedgram shallby,make,
any orradiocausebroadcast
station,
the
station
broadcasting
such
to be made, an appropriate announcement that prothe
program
is the
sponsored,
paidany for,political
or furnished
eitheror inanywhole
or in involving
part.
(b)
In
case
of
program
the
discussion of public controversial issues
for which
anyprogram
films, records,
transcriptions,
talent,
scripts,
or
other
material
or
services
<
of
any
kind
are
furnished eitherofdirectly
or indirectly,
to a station shall
as anbe inducement
broadcasting
such program,
an announcement
made both toat the
the
beginning
and
conclusion
of
such
program
on
which
such
material
ororservices
are
used
that
such
films,
records,
transcriptions,
talent,
scripts,
other
material or services have been furnished to such station in connection with
the broadcasting of such program: provided, however, that only one such
announcement
need be made
in the case may
of anybe made
such program
minutes'
duration
or less,
announcement
either atof thefive beginning
or conclusion
of thewhichprogram.
(c) closeThethe trueannouncement
required
by
this
section
shall
fully
and
fairly
disidentity
ofor thepromised,
person oror from
personswhom
by whom
orwhose
in whose
behalf
such
payment
is
made
or
in
behalf
such
services
or other
valuable
is received,
or byfurnished.
whom theWhere
materialan
or services
referred
to in consideration
subsection (b)
hereof are
agent oron other
contractsandorsuch
otherwise
withthea
station
behalfperson
of another,
fact ismakes
knownarrangements
to the station,
announcement
shall
disclose
the
identity
of
the
person
or
persons
in
whose
behalf such agent is acting instead of the name of such agent.
(d) Inmercialtheproductscaseor ofservices,
any program,
other
than
a
program
advertising
comwhichmaterial
is sponsored,
paid referred
for or furnished,
either
in whole or in part, or for which
or services
to in subsection
(b)
hereof
are
furnished,
by
a
corporation,
committee,
association
or
other
unincorporated
the announcement
by this
sectionunincorporated
shall disclose
the name of suchgroup,
corporation,
committee, required
association
or other
group.
In
each
such
case
the
station
shall
require
that
a
list
chief
executive officers or members of the executive committee or ofof thethe board
of directors of the corporation, committee, association or other unincorporated
group
be madecarrying
available
public inspection at one of the television
broadcastshallstations
the for
program.
(e) In the case of programs advertising commercial products or services,
an announcement stating the sponsor's corporate or trade name or the name
ofsection
the sponsor's
be deemed need
sufficient
for the
purposes
this
and ofonlythe product,
one
such shall
announcement
be made
at any
time ofduring
the course
program.
§ 3.690 Broadcasts by candidates for public office. — (a) Legally qualified
candidate. — that
A '"legally
qualified
candidate"
means anyby person
who has publicly
announced
he isnomination
a candidate
nomination
a convention
a political party or for
or for
election
in a primary,
special, orofgeneral
election,
municipal,
county,
state
or
national,
and
who
meets
the
qualifications
prescribed by the applicable laws to hold the office for which he is a candidate,
he may
orso that
electors,
and bewhovoted for by the electorate directly or by means of delegates
(1) has qualified for a place on the ballot or
(2) isineligible
applicable
law tomethod,
be voted
writing
his nameunderon the
the ballot,
or other
and for
(i) byhas sticker,
been dulyby
nominated
by
a
political
party
which
is
commonly
known
and
regarded
as
such,nomination
or (ii) makes
for
or office,a substantial
as the case showing
may be. that he is a bona fide candidate
(b)
General
requirements.
—
No
station
licensee
is
required
to
permit
the
use of its facilities by any legally qualified candidate for public office, but if
any licensee shall permit any such candidate to use its facilities, it shall
afford equal opportunities to all other such candidates for that office to use
such shipfacilities.
Provided,broadcast
That such
licensee
have no power of censorover the material
by any
such shall
candidate.
'(c)
Rates
and
practices.
—
The
rates,
if
any,
charged
all such
for the same office shall be uniform and shall not be rebated
by anycandidates
means,
directly or indirectly ; no licensee shall make any discrimination in charges,
practices,
regulations,
facilities,
or
services
for
or
in
connection
with
service rendered pursuant to these rules, or make or give any preference theto
any
candidate for; nor
public office
or subjectmake
any such contract
candidateor tootherany agreement
prejudice
orwhich
disadvantage
shall have the shall
effectanyof licensee
permitting anyanylegally
qualified candidate for
any public
officesame
to broadcast
didates for the
public office.to the exclusion of other legally qualified can(d) Inspection
of records.
— Everyall requests
licensee for
shall keep andtimepermit
public
inspection
of
a
complete
by or
on behalf of candidates forrecord
publicof office,
together withbroadcast
an appropriatemadenotation
showing
the
disposition
made
by
the
licensee
of
such
requests,
and
the
charges
made, if any, if request is granted.
§ 3.691
— a(a)radioThestation,
term and
"rebroadcast"
means orreception
radio
of theRebroadcast.
program8
thestation.
simultaneous
subsequentbyof
retransmission
of such ofprogram
by a broadcast
The broadcasting
anotprogram
relayed
by
a
relay
broadcast
station
or
studio
transmitter
link is
considered a rebroadcast.
(b)
The
licensee
of
a
television
broadcast
station
may,
without
further
authority of the Commission, rebroadcast the program of a United States
televisionof broadcast
station,
provided and
the the
Commission
notifiedthat
of the
call
letters
each station
rebroadcast
licensee iscertifies
express
authority has been received from the licensee of the station originating the
(c) graNom of anylicensee
a television
broadcastnot station
shallinrebroadcast
proUnitedof States
radio station
designated
(b) above the
without
written
authority
having
first
been
obtained
from
the
Commission
upon
appliprogram.0cation
(informal) accompanied by written consent or certification of consent
of the licensee of the station originating the program.10
8"The
As used
in
this certification
section, program
includesshallany becomplete
programthree
or part
thereof.of
and
of consent
given within
(3) days
any singlenotice
rebroadcast,
butbroadcast
in case
of theseveral
regulartimes
practice
of a rebroadcasting
certain
programs
of
a
television
station
during
license
period,
notice
and
certification
of
consent
shall
be
given
for
the
ensuing
license
period
with
theif
application
for
renewal
of
license,
or
at
the
beginning
of
such
rebroadcast
practice
begun during a license period.
10 By Order section
No. 82,3.691(d)
dated and
effective June
1941,asuntil
further prior
order of the
Commission,
only 24,
insofar
it requires
authority
of the byCommission
foris suspended
theGovernment
rebroadcasting
programs
originated forwritten
that
express purpose
United States
radio ofstations.
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public and to emphasize and exaggerate reports which he thinks
will be helpful to the policies he
advocates and hurtful to those opPrinciple, Local Groups Say
Mr. Chambers asserted that
"KHQ has
length
PROTESTS that approval of the
mer)
in
one
owner
could
possihim."such a fine iswave
and theposingtransmitter
so advanproposed sale of KHQ Spokane to
tageously
located
that
it
affords
"This is clearly a case where to excellent radio service to the largSpokane Chronicle Co. would vioapprove
will be highly
late the principle rule
of and
the threatFCC's objectionable
bly be." the transfer
est area of any station here in the
to serving the public
multiple-ownership
en freedom of expression have been interest," he continued in his let- Northwest ... A large majority of
the people of this area do not want
filed with the FCC by three Spoter, which miwas
s ioner W. H.addressed
Wills. to Com- it controlled by the newspaper mokane organizations.
nopolist that now owns the daily
The Democratic Central Commit"The ownership of the Spokane
tee of Spokane County declared in Review and the Spokane Chrona resolution that W. H. Cowles
Burdett to Palestine
icle," Mr. Chambers
"has newspapers."
owns both the Chronicle and the a complete
monopoly claimed,
on the daily
WINSTON
BURDETT, hisCBSregular
corespondent,seas posthas moved
overservice
of
this
entire
InSpokesman-Review, "the only two newspaper
In Romefromtothere.
Palestine,
to cover
land Empire. He uses that power to current
disorders
He
reported
daily newspapers serving Spokane
from
Jerusalem
for
first
time
on
suppress
many
news
dispatches
that
and
the surrounding
and
and will
remain in Palestine as Nov.
long
warrants.
that consummation
of thearea",
proposed
are of great interest to the general as28, news
sale "would
deprive
the
public
further of that freedom of expression
and unbiased news service to which
the people are entitled . . . and Price Recommends
Changes
would
nugatory
the action
of the ' render
Commission
in adopting
the
In German Radio Supervision
multiple ownership rule . . ."
THOUGH supervision of radio, harm than good. A story circulates
Praises Stations
press and other media of public among the Germans to the effect
"The radio stations have been information and entertainment in that one radio listener who followed the Allied broadcasts
the one source of free, untrammeled Germany has been generally well
the war because they
Price, reported
former Di-to throughout
information for the public," de- handled,rector Byron
gave him hope, has now put away
of Censorship,
clared
Edward
Chambers,
chairman of the Democratic Central President Truman last Wednesday, his receiver because he hears only
Committee, in a letter accompany- need forfered change
exists and he of- condemnation and abuse.
such recommendations.
"We can win converts to democing
the
committee's
protest
of
the
Mr.
Price
recently
returned from
contemplated sale. The resolution
racy only if we again find a way of
said ownership of both Spokane a six-week study of conditions in instilling hope — hope that Germany
Germany. His report was generally again can rise from the dust and
papers "constitutes the same cen- pessimistic
on American efforts to become a respected nation if she
tralization of ownership and control in the newspaper field which reform the German people. He will devote herself to peace and
the Federal Communications Com- stated that intelligence reports "in- tolerance, and decent ways of life."
Mr. Price harshly criticized the
dicate clearly that all of our proparadio. mission has sought to prevent" in
ganda effort to instill a sense of system by which one of four powers
on
the Control Commission can veto
collective
German
guilt
has
fallen
A resolution by the North Side
Indifferent results have been operations, and blamed France for
Grange said munication
"if become
the monopolized
means of com-by flat."
of the operation of Gerproduced by efforts to kindle demo- obstruction
many as an economic unit.
cratic aspirations, he added.
a few owners, the cause of freeMajor recommendation affecting
dom of speech will be nullified to
the
extent that
of that
and broadcasting involved the adminis- CHANGES IN NAB
asserted
the ownership"
Grange group
trative setup. "I am convinced that
considered the proposed purchase better results would be obtained in STANDARDS COME VP
all of these matters (information
"inimical to freedom of speech".
entertainment media)," he CHANGES in the NAB Standards
William Harray, writing as busi- and
"if the Information Control of Practice adopted several months
ness manager of Plumbers and said,
which supervises publica- ago will be considered at a meetSteam Fitters Local Union No. 44, branch,tions,
ing of the NAB Code Committee,
broadcasting and theaters,
Spokane, said sale of the station and which certainly
is a highly im- to be merheld
17-18 at the PalHouse,Dec.
Chicago.
to
Spokane
Chronicle
Co.
"would
portant
arm
of
military
governconstitute the same centralization
Statement on clarification of the
ment, were made an integral part of
of ownership which the Federal the Military
Government establish- standards on length of commercial
Communications Commission has
ment, instead of operating inde- copy will be drafted for the NAB
endeavored to prevent."
Board of Directors, which meets
The proposed
has been
ad- pendently."
Jan. 3-4 at the Roosevelt Hotel,
Move Toward Change
vertised by bothsaleLouis
Wasmer,
Hollywood. Standards do not now
station owner, and the FCC
He added that he had been in- cover five-minute news programs.
[Broadcasting, Nov. 5, 25] under
formed
steps
are
now
in
process
to be discussed
the procedure suggested in the to effect such a change.
willAmong
be a proposals
formula specifying
that
FCC's
Crosley-Avco
decision.
Bids
one-tenth
of
a
program
Discussing
public-influence
activfor the facilities on the same terms
ities as he observed them, Mr. Price be the maximum allowedtimeforshould
comwill be accepted by the Commission said: "The supervision of the Germercials. This would apply to prountil Dec. 30. Thus far, no comgrams
from
an
hour
down
to
man
press,
radio,
motion
pictures
petitive bids have been submitted. and other media of public informa- quarter-hour, possibly to shortera
tion and entertainment has been
In his letter accompanying the
well handled, but some
Democratic Central Committee's generally
Committee
members
Herchanges
seem desirable in view of programs.
bert Hollister,
KANS are:
Wichita,
resolution,
Mr. Chambers
said this
"we
are
in deadly
earnest about
chairman; Edgar L. Bill, WMBD
changing conditions.
and we hope you will not vote to
"Our own propaganda needs to Peoria; Arthur B. Church, KMBC
approve a change of ownership be given an increasingly positive Kansas City; Henry Johnston,
that will be more monopolistic than character, in contrast to the long- WSGN Birmingham; Merle S.
a continuation of the ownership of continued attempt to impress the Jones, WOL Washington; Ed YoGermans of their collective guilt, cum, KGHL Billings; William S.
both KHQ and KGA (other Spo- which
from now on will do more Hedges, NBC; Jan Schimek, CBS.
kane station owned by Mr. WasBROADCASTING
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Sale of KHQ

GATEWAY
TO THE
RICH
TENNESSEE
VALLEY

WLAC
50,000 WATTS
NASHVILLE

*****
TO MAKE SURE of geting the audience of Nova
Scotia's most thickly populated area it is hardly
necessary to stress the fact
that the station is
CHNS
Halifax, Nova Scotia
JOS. WEED & CO.
350 Madison Avenue, New York
Representatives

TRANSCRIPTION
LIBRARY
TO FILL ALL REQUIREMENTS
AMERICAN FOLK
MUSIC
M. M. COLE CO.
823 S. WABASH AVE.
CHICAGO 5, ILL.

SEE PAGE
57

/
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Violates

Duopoly

NL&B Promotes Three ;
Stadelman Becomes V-P
NEEDHAM, LOUIS & Brorby
Inc., Chicago, appointed three new
officers following a meeting of the
board of directors, according to
President Maurice H. Needham.
Otto R. Stadel| man,
treasurersecretaryof the
agency for the
past 20 years,
been appointhas vice-president
ij/t/k ! ed
in charge
of media and markets;
Mr. Stadelman Miss Keo Currie,
director of the
research department since its inception, becomes vice-president in
charge of research; and Max D.
Anwyl, assistant treasurer since
1943,
measurer.was appointed secretaryMr. Stadelman, widely known in
national advertising circles, was
general manager of the Lite Products Co., Chicago, and entered advertising in 1923. He joined Needham, Louis & Brorby in 1925 and
pioneered new techniques in the
purchase of media which emphasize
market coverage at minimum cost.
Both Miss Currie and Mr. Anwyl
joined the agency in 1933.

PROFESSIONAL

DIRECTORY

Jansky
& Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified
Radio
DEDICATED TOEngineer*
THE
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Pre.. Bldg., Wul, D. C,

MeNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
• International Building. Washington, D. C.
• 321 E. Gregory Boulevard, Kansas City, Mo.
• Cross Roads of the World, Hollywood. Calif.

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

JOHN BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializing
Broadcast and
Allocationin Engineering
Earle Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
PAUL A. deMARS
1469 Church St.,ASSOCIATE
N.W., Washington
5, D. C.
Decatur
1234

LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey Bldg. • District 8215
Washington 4, D. C.

Frank H. Mcfntosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
710 14th St. N.W. ME. 4477
Washington, D. C.

HAROLD B. ROTHROCK
Consulting Radio
Engineer
•
301 N. Greenbrier St.
Arlington, Va.
Chestnut 2267

Consulting Radio Engineers
991Bridgeport
Broad St.,3,Suite
Conn.9-11
Telephone 5-2055 Lab. Phone 7-2465

HERBERT L.WILSON
and associates
consulting radio engineers
am fm television facsimiu
1018 VCRUONTAVE., N.W, W*SmHtT0« 9.0.0.

HOLEY & HILLEGAS
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1146 Briarcliff PI., N.E.
Atlanta, Ga.
ATwood 3328

JOHN J. KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Earl* Bldg. • NATIONAL 6513
Washington 4, D. C.

Wronke & Hallicrafters
Personnel1 Are Merged
MAY
and BOND
MERGER of personnel of Louis J.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Wronke Inc., Oak Park, 111., in* * *
dustrial designers and engineers,
with that of Hallicrafters Co., Chi1422 F St, N.W., Wash. 4, D. C.
cago, producers of high frequency Kellogg Bldg. • Republic 3984
radio equipment,
h as been ancrafters. nounced byHalliWORTHINGTON C. LENT
Louis J. Wronke, president of
Consulting Engineers
the Wronke firm,
BLDG. WASH.. D. Cjoins Hallicraft- INTERNATIONAL.
4127
1319 F STREET N. W. DISTRICT
ers as chief mechanical engineer
and director of
Mr. Wronke design. A graduate of the engineering school of the U. of Illinois,
ANDREW
CO.
he has been engaged in radio styling and mechanical designing since
Consulting Radio Engineers
1929, having served as chief drafts3d3 E. 75th St CHICAGO 19
man, assistant chief mechanical enTriangle 4400
gineer, plant superintendent and dijrector of facturing
design
in
radio
manuplants.
j Before the merger of personnel,
WELDON & CARR
the Wronke staff had designed or
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
taken part in designing postwar
lines of radio cabinets for HalliWASHINGTON, D. C.
jcrafters and other radio companies.
1605 CONNECTICUT AVENUE
They also have designed tone arms,
PHONE— MICHIGAN 4151
record changers, microphones,
[hearing aids, and other electronic
•devices, as well as toys and playfground equipment.
UNIVERSAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES
CBS haslisher hareported
that
a
German
pubs approached
William L.covering
Shlrer
Q 9la<tio SngiHeeung r<3onut//a>tti)
and
Howard
K. Smith,
the
trials atnowtoNuremberg
for war
CBS, criminal
for permission
publish
Shlrer's
Last Train"Berlin
From Diary"
Berlin". and Smith's
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

.NATIONAL 7161 "
GOMER L. DAVIES
Consulting Radio Engineer
P.O. Box 71 Wartield 9089
College Park, Md.
Equipment Engineering Co.i
EmiHEERiMt 6> Installations Or
Radio Stations
1436 Main Street Columbia. &&

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS, TEXAS

ROBERT
SHAW
DIXIE B.C. McKEY

|

CONSULTING
RADIO ENGINEERS
1108 16th Street N. W. Suite 405
Washington, D. C. NAtional 6982
REAR & KENNEDY
Consulting Radio Engineers
Albee Building REpublic 1951
Washington, D. C.
ROBERT L. WEEKS
CONSULTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
429 Russ Bldg.
San Francisco, California
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Help Wanted
Help class
wanted
— Transmitter
man Michwith
first
license
a progressive
igan
station,
goodat working
conditions.
Send
your
qualifications
and
references.
Box 473, BROADCASTING.
Announcer
for progressive
let northern
New York.network
Box out539,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted nounceimmediately,
operator-an, first or towns
secondinclass
ticket,within
one of chance
the rbest
Georgia,
good
for
advancement.
Please
write
Georgia.to Radio Station WMLT, Dublin,
Situations Wanted
Experience
saves!
We handle
that stationmentyou ofhave
in mind
commenceapplication
tofromcompletion
of
afterof youit. Savings
are "on the
All
oroperation
anytion,partconstruction
on air".
applicaand
operation
is
our
specialty. Our —experience
is saving
money
let us save money
for
you. Boxfor 132,others
BROADCASTING.
Staff
announcer
and
newscaster
just
dischargedas from
Army
serving
overseas
stationexperience:
managerafter2foryears
APRSas
station.
Civilian
announcer.
Age
27,
married,
2
children.
Prefer
position
on
west
coast,
but
travel. Box 345, BROADCASTING. will
Experienced radio
newswithbroadcaster
and
commentator
familiar
Far East
political inand economic
problems
through
residence
China.
Working
knowledge
ofandwritten
and
spoken
Chinese
language
French.withDesires
in news
stationposition
havingspecializing
wider
dius than present
location.
Box ra474
BROADCASTING.
Chief
engineer
—
Available
December
Total
pre-war education.
experience Definite
10 years. execuGood15.
engineering
tive
ability.
Progressive
ideas.
Married.
Desire permanent placement with exING^ panding station. Box 494, BROADCASTAnnouncercharged veteran,
— production
- ideasexperi- dis5years,
years 1000
civilian
ence.
Manager
2
watt
AFRS
station. Handle
talent,complete
publicity,details,
promotion, references,
transcription.
Available
immediately.
Prefer
New
York
vicinity.
Box
505,
BROADCASTING.
Singer—
Baritone,
age
29,
six
years
general
experience.
contact withannouncing
production
station.Wants
Minimum
wage— $80.00. Box 507, BROADCASTING.
Announcer
— 2 years news,
experience
commercialroom
announcing,
control
technique,
20 copywriting,
'/2 years
Want permanent
position.
Box old.
510.
BROADCASTING.
Need
a
capable,
talented
young
man
assist your advertising, sales or promo-to
tionday!manager?
I'm yourexperience.
man Friday,
everyBROADCASTING.
Diversified
Box
512,
Commercial manager of one of America's most successful
available
onor will
percentage
of salarystations,
overwrite
basis,
interest.
Wealth
of experiencebuy
including
commercial
broadcasting
inregional
network.
Best
of
erences. Box 513, BROADCASTING. refEngineertions —officer,
Former air years
corps radio
communicaexperience, 1December
st classtwelve
license desires
since 1938,
available
tenth,
southeast as chief engineer local job
station
or
larger tion.station
with
chance
for
promoBox 515, BROADCASTING.
Experienced Sports and
Special Events Man
Available
• Although presently employed at 50 kw
station,ket. Prefer
desire change orto west
metropolitan
mar-go
but willexists.
to any sectionsouthwest
where good opportunity
Background includes
sportsspecial
which 14handled
nineyears
haveallallbeenfootball
with
present events
station.of Have
games
for
several
years
for
one
of
country's
first ten teams. Have network experience in
special
events. Knowfootball
all sports thoroughly.
Formerly known
professional
in present section.experience.
HighestWiderefBOX 543, BROADCASTING
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i— Classified Advertisements —
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only — Minimum $1.00.
Situation Wanted 10c per word. All others, 15e per word. Count 3 words for
blind box number. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies
to Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C
Situations
Wanted
Veteran
January,(Cont'd)
position— Available
with small
ordesires
midwestern station.
Collegewestern
graduate,
second
class phone,
seven
years
experience,
including two with Armed Forces Radio.
Held managerial
positionmanager
prewar. with
Program
director,
station
AFRS.
reliable, married.
Box 516, Progressive,
BROADCASTING.
Ex
Army
Captain,
first
class experilicense
holder,ence,two
yearsArmybroadcasting
four years
radio experience,
desires engineering
gressive
station on position
eastambitious,
coast.withAge promarried,
dependable,
can27,
take
responsibilities.
Full
qualifications
in first letter. Box 519, BROADCASTING.
Radio engineer
fromEight
Air
Forces.
First class— indischarged
phone
license.
years
experience
radio.
All television
phases of
broadcasting,
also
FM
and
training.progressive
Desire permanent
position
with
station. Box
521,
BROADCASTING.
Honorably
discharged
veteran,
25,
married with family, 5 years experience in
installation,
and
operation of Navyandmaintenance,
shore
stations,
air-ground
equipment
allof types
of navigational
aids.
Graduate
best
Navy
technical
schools. Eager
willingfuture.
to work
position
with aandsecure
Box at522,a
BROADCASTING.
Position
as
announcer,
part
time
in
college
town. outExperienced,
can
operate
board.
Just
of
service,
single.
Box
528, BROADCASTING.
Woman,
37, lively, attractive;
nationallywithknown;
New York
stationwants
or agency.
Threelocation
years
free lanceduction,writing,
commentator,
propublic relations,
organization:
five years educational
director,
director
commercial
woman's
program
50,000
Chicago station. Available interview De-w
ING. cember 10, 11. Box 535, BROADCAST-

FOR

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Commercial manager of CBS affiliate
desires change.
Canor qualify
for commercial manager
position.
Six traffic,
yearsassistant
experienceman-in
sales, agerproduction,
programming,
script writing,
publicity.
Excellentcommisbackground. Married.
ING. sion preferred.
BoxSalary
536, plus
BROADCASTChief engineer four years, have installed
one BCate with
stations.
Technical
school graducollege
mathematical
background.
Two years Desire
development
laboratory
experience.
position
with
progressive
station
or
consulting
firm.
Box 530, BROADCASTING.
Experienced newspaper
desires
connection
progressiveman
news editor,with
commentator,
orstation
publicityas
director.paperEditor
prize-winning
newsbelieves heof can
prove his worth
to station. 12 resyears
reporter,
editor,
corp
o
n
d
e
n
t
;
f
o
u
r
years
highly
specialized work U. S. Government; publicity,
public
speaking,
contact.
Salary
$125.00
week minimum depending on location.
Age
ING. 36; family. Box 537, BROADCASTAvailable immediately, experienced
woman's commentator, programming,
continuity.
graduate.BoxBackground with College
network stations.
538,
BROADCASTING.
Capable
enough
"employed"
commersalesman
and Fifteen
merchandiser
towriting,
askcial writer,
hundred
a week.
years
servicing,
selling
experience.
War
service
record.
Wish
west or midwest connections.permanent
36 years
old,
married, one child. Box 540,
BROADCASTING.
Producer — program director. Nine years
experience
includeswriting,
production,
directing,Captain
announcing,
acting.Agency
Now
Army
awaiting
release.
preferred.
Box 542.
BROADCASTING.

SALE

Established 250 watt
network

affiliated

Pennsylvania radio
station.

BOX

547,

BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Chief
seeksExperienced
position within pro-all ,
gressiveengineer
station.
phases of tenradio
station operation,
maina
n
c
e
a
n
d
installation.
Past
employersworking
and associates
testify
to ability
the
kind
of
executive
who
getsas
ING.
a job done well. Box 544, BROADCASTStation expecting
manager — chief
engineer. Naval
officer,
January
desires
connection
with
new release,
small
city
where
economy
ofstation
staff ininis
necessary.
Thoroughly
experienced
station management, sales, engineering
and construction. Capable announcer.
First
license.
I'min looking
hard
work class
and
lots
return forfor minimum salaryAvailable
andof itcommission
monthly.
February of15th.$350.00
Box
545, BROADCASTING.
Veteran
available
for
announcing
technical work with good technicalor
trainingence. Willandapply
some commercial
experiengineers
license.
Lewis H. Danforth,for 111
S. Maple
St.
W. Hempstead, L. I., New York.
Army legecaptain
on
terminal
leave,
colgraduate,
years writing,
experiencedesires
announcingmidwest
and6script
position
A.Wise.Hanson,in 1801
Rawleystates.
Ave.,Address
Madison,C.
Veteran awaiting discharge; experience.
8operator;
years civilian,
4 years phows,
army as remote.
control
production
anywhere.
No floater.
Sgt. Virginia.
Norman
T.Go Lewis,
Box 202,
Petersburg,
Announcer peri—enced alnewscaster,
thoroughly
extypes of programs,
one year
night news
editor
and
newscaster,
excellentEdvoice, Blackman,
Harvard graduate,
available soon.
WEEI, Boston.
Veteran
with atonereputable
year radioradiobroadcasting training,
college,28,
desires
announcers
position. Age
good health,
fullySouth
reliable. Robertindustrious
Armstrong,and6242
Bishop, Chicago 36, Illinois.
Experienced
announcer,
veteran.
2
years
all
round Doexperience
stations.
productionwithandlocal,writeregional
copy.
Preferlegemiddlewest
or westAlfred
coast.Cohen,
Coleducation,
single.
325 Riverside Drive, New York, N. Y.
BA
in radio atbroadcasting,
taught radio
production
N.Y.U., while
produced
and
wrote
for small stations
at school.
Veteran,
prefer
south,
west
or Ave.,
far west.
Eugene
Vasilew,
2910
Wallace
New
York 67, N. Y.
6 years experience announcing, m.c.
writing. station,
Veteran. program
Manager of Armyof !
overseas
another. Held
administrativedirector
shipping
post
with
AFRS.
Married,
31. Seeking
executive
or
program
affiliation.
Larry
Angeles 26,
Calif.
Dysart,
T/Sgt.,
1646 Lucile Ave., Los
Chief
engineer-announcer.
Desires
per-or
manentExperienced.
position combination,
chief
CASTING.
operator.
Reliable.
Prefer
midwest or southwest. Box 558, BROAD(Continued on page 83)
HELP WANTED
Outstanding opportunity with one
of Washington's largest Advertisingrick.Agencies,
Kal, Ehrlichhas& openMerRadio Department
ings for aCommercial
Copy ChiefCopyandWriter.
one
additional
Copy
Chief
must
have
excellent
background and experience both
in writing and editing of radio
copy. He must be able to fake
over the entire radio copy deand direct all writing
and trafficpartment
activity.
Copy Writer must have station or
agency experience . . . must be
capable of producing good, hardtisers. hit ing radio copy for retail adverHave these qualifications? Write,
at once, outlining experience and
salary
to Kal,
Ehrlich &requirements,
Merrick, Advertising,
314 Star Building, Washington,
City.
D. C, for appointment
in either
Washington,
D. C. or New
York

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Writer—wants
Working;
years
newspapers,
jtage;
chance10 inman,
radio-television,
N. Y. area. Family
34, reliable.
Copy,
dialogue,
lyrics.
Box
548,
CASTING.BROADHecoraing
producer, veteran.
■Had
staff of director,
20 permen week
transcribing
hours
of programs
for
Army6 Qualipro.
Overseas
managed
AFRS
station.
■0ed
engineer,
built
4
studio
set
ups
for
Army. Will go anywhere. Box 549,
BROADCASTING.
Experiencedprograms
radio actress
leadingin
network
desiresonStraights,
work
South.
Florida preferred.
characters,mercials.
announcing,
narration,
comUnusual educational
and stage
cultural experience.
background
plusHaveexcellent
and radio
also directed
and
children's shows
air.
Some produced
writing
experience.
Superioron refBox 550,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
sports
commentator,
emcee,
special
Awaiting Specialist.
discharge
as Navyevents
Publicman.
Relations
Network,
local
experience.
Play by play
basketball,
football,
baseball;
widespreadcasting,
experience
specialgolf,events
broadhorseracing,
tennis,
et
cetera.cal,Emcee
for audiencegoodshows,ad musiothers. Unusually
liber.
Has ownterestsports
commentary,
human
inprogram available five
for immediate
commercial
yearsPrefer
success story onsponsorship;
this show alone.
staff assignment
with
talent
rangement possible. Able to feecreate,arproduce andfessional
direct
Procontinuitynewandprograms.
commercial
writer encesix
year. Available
Transcriptions,
s on request.
Januaryrefer1 to
■5CASTING^
at latest. Write Box 551, BROADVersatile
network announcer desires
permanentund in sports
affiliation;
back—experience.
formerexcellent
starBoxathlete;
Snotion gropicture
552,
BROADCASTING.
AvailaDle nounJanuary
first years
— producer,
anc
e
r
.
A
g
e
30.
Eight
experience
in major market. Local and network.
Present income $5,000. Box 553, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
with
first classannouncer-producer-writer
licenseearning
desires$100.00
change.a
.Executive
now
week. Box type
554, BROADCASTING.
Young man, 35 years of age, married,
desires position
stationsince
contemplating expansion.withLicensed
1931.
■fi"''-Tieingyears
at
transmitter
before
enterNavy.
Experienced
in
installation
JiAid maintenance
of transmitter
and
Studio
equipment.
Naval
Inpreferred.
materiel,
FM. experience
Los Angeles,all
BoxVHF555, andBROADCASTING.
Announcer
— 14Several
months
ABC
affiliate.
yearsprofessional,
radio dra-of
matics. Can handle
wide
shows.
Baritone
speaking
voice,variety
but sing
tenor (popular, ballad, light
classical),
i Replacedences. byPrefer veteran.
refermidwest Excellent
or east. Robert
JCarlin, 903 E. Whittier St., Columbus.
Ohio.
'Veteran,
radio engineer.
15 years
ex;Snance
periencehi-freq.
design,
construction,
Commercial
firstmainteteleiphone.
Speak
Japanese
fluently,
knowledge Spanish.
Will travel.
Tuscarora,
St. Paul,
Minn. Kawai, 898
Announcermercial—and news
7 yearsexperience
metropolitan
before comwar.
Navalfer Reserve
honorable
discharge.
Prenorth
or
east.
Fred
L.
Scott,
2451
N. Halsted, Chicago, Illinois.
Total
of
eight
years
in
various
phases
"*>f
and operating.
Firstradiophonemaintenance
license. Announcing
fair.
(Will
handle compensation.
combination job Prefer
with proper
pecuniary
midjwest, southwest or Rockies. Veteran.
fBox
557,
IGa.,
Fla.,BROADCASTING.
Ala.:years
Announcer.
lexperience.
old. Also,2y2 ex.yearsin
fselling
time,30copywriter,
letc. Available
immediately.programming,
Box 556,
{broadcasting.
•Veteran engineer, 6 years varied expedience transmitter, studio. 3 years Radar,
Jhigh frequency 1stworkphone.
as radio techniIcian
•Young.in Navy.
Seek permanent Family
positionman.at
Iprogressive
station
with
high
aims. 1030
ExcellentErie,
references.Pennsylvania.
Kenneth Hestor,
5th St.,
Wanted to Buy
Order
letters
for
advertised
onDf your
station
may products
be worth andthousands
dollars
to
your
clients,
liberal
commissions
you. Wefor aremassconfidential, exclusiveto agents
buyers
(of mail —order
particulars
bontact
Mr. names.
Buhl, S.For D.fullCates
ComIllinois.pany, 1930 Irving Park Road, Chicago 13,
BROADCASTING

Peabody Award Entries
Must Be Filed by Jan. 7
ENTRIES in the 1945 George
Foster Peabody Radio Awards
must be submitted by Jan. 7, 1946,
according to the Henry W. Grady
School of Journalism, U. of Georgia, Athens. They should be sent
to Dean John E. Drewry at the
school. Eligible to submit entries
are stations,
networks,
radioperson
editors, listener groups
or any
or organization desiring to direct
the attention of the Peabody board
to a program or group of programs.nation
Listening-post
committees
all over the
also will
submit
entries.
Seven classifications are specified: Programs by regionals (over
1,000 w) aiding public welfare;
programs by locals (under 1,000
w) aiding public welfare; outstanding reporting and interpretation of the news; outstanding
drama; music; educational prochildren's program.
Finalgram;selections
are made by a
U. of Georgia faculty committee
and a national advisory board
headed by Edward Weeks, editor,
Atlantic Monthly. Selections will
be announced early in 1946.
Duncan at WWNC
JOE C. DUNCAN
rejoined the ene ring staf ofhasin WWNC
N. C, after ginservice
the armedAsheville,
forces.
Esso-WBZ Booklet
ANewBROCHURE,
"Esso-WBZ,
Service
toto
is beingof distributed
mark England",
the
beginning
"Esso
Report11th year onpictures
the Boston
Bookleter's" contains
made station.
at 10th
birthday
party
of "Esso
Reporter",of
when
June
Richdale,
vice-president
Colonial
Beacon
Oil
Co.,
presented
plaque toandC. ofS. WBZ-Esso
Young, WBZanniversary
generala
manager,
stunts.
Betsy Briggs Discharged
BETSY BRIGGS, the former Betsy
O'Crotty of from
KNX Los SPARS
Angeles inhasClevebeen
discharged
land after relations
nearly thetwosection.
years She
serviceplansin
the
pubic
to remain in Cleveland and collaborate
with her nouncehusband,
Fred Briggs, anproductions.r of WJW Cleveland, on radio
For composite
Sale
For sale—
250-watt
transmitter,
complete
with
filing
data.
F.O.B. San Francisco FCC
Bay region.
Cost
$3,000—
Price $1,000. Box 541, BROADCASTING^
For saleplete— withPresto
Model
Y
recorder
comextra 75-A
recording
table. Immediate
delivery
$900.00 turnplus
shipping
charges.
Formicroscope
sale— newandPresto
6-N recorder
with
extra feedscrew also used Presto 85-E
amp. Box 546, BROADCASTING.
For sale
— At turntables,
bargain, twoas Western
Electric nished
(IRPI)
formerly Servfurwith World condition.
Transcription
ice, in excellent
Write or
wire Tarns
Bixby,
220
Wall
Street,
Muskogee, Oklahoma.
STATION MANAGER
6 years successful station management.
1 '/2 years assistant to manager,
50
here. kw station. Have hit ceiling
$9,000.00
share
profits. salary minimum or
All
dence.negotiations in strict confiBOX 517, BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

KTBC w Appoints
T-H-S 1240 kc,
KTBC, 1,000
CBS affiliate,
Austin, Texas, has
appointed
Howe-Snowden
Radio
Sales
as Taylorstation
representatives,
Pat last
Adelman,
manager,
announced
week.
Thegeneral
new
station makes a total of 16 represented
by Taylor-Howe-Snowden.
Harrison Back to WHBF
LT. hisCHARLES
has returnedof
toWHBF
positionHARRISON
as staff announcer
from theRockAAF.Island, 111., after his release
Carnation Moves to N. Y.
AFTER 13 years origination from Chicago,by"Carnation
Contented
Hour",
sponsored
Carnation
Milk
onJan.
NBC,7.
Mondays,
moves
to New
Yorkgoes
Percy
Faith,
musical
director,
with
the
show.
Rest
of
talent
is
not
yet
set.
Agency
York. is Erwin Wasey & Co., New
News Analyst to Bank V-P
JOHN J. BARRY, news analyst on
"Frontline Headlines"sponsored
on WBZ-WBZA
Boston-Springfield,
by has
the
National Shawmut Bank of Boston,
beenwaselected
vice-president
ofthetheBoston
bank.
HeGlobe.
also
on
the
staff
of
The announced.
program will be continued,
the bank
SERVICE

WMFM Changes Its Call
Letters For Fourth Time
WMFM OBSERVED its fourth
christening
Dec.station
1 whenchanged
the Mil-its
waukee Journal
call letters to WTMJ-FM.
The change was made in anticipation of eventual duplication of
programs
AM
stationonandWTMJ,
on its theFM Journal
outlet.
The Journal's FM station went
on the air Feb. 23, 1940, under an
experimental grant, and was
known as W9XAO. With the advent of commercial operation of the
stationance itwith became
W55M, ofin naming
accorda new system
stations to indicate frequency and
location. When the FCC discontinued the practice, the station took
the call letters WMFM. The change
Dec. 1 to WTMJ-FM made the
fourth
set of call letters to identify
the station.

DIRECTORY

FREQUENCY MtASUXINC
sex vice
Exact Measurements * of any lime
RCA COMMUNICATIONS. INC
64 Broad Strut New York 4. N. T.
"GEARED TO AM-FM EXPANSION"
Radio Engineering Consultants
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Kansas City, Mo.
Washington, D. C. Hollywood, Cal.
SOUND EFFECT RECORDS
GENNETT*$PEEDY-Q
Reduced
Library Offer
Over 200BasicWrite
Individual
Sound Containing
Effects
For Details
CHARLES MICHELSON
67 W. 44th St. New York, N. Y.
FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS

\
J
I
j

Custom-Built
Speech Input Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
District 1640
MORE RF KILOWATT HOURS
PER DOLLAR WITH
F & O TRANSMITTING TUBES
Freeland & Olschner Products, Inc.
6,11 Baronne St., New Orleans 13, La.
4756 Exclusively
High Power Raymond
Tube Specialists
Robert L.TheKaufman
Organization Construction
Technical
Maintenance,
Supervision
and Business
for Broadcast
Stations Services
Munsey Bldg.
Washington
4, D. C.
District 2292

STANDARD
Measuring & Equipment Co.
Phones 877-2652 Enid, Okla.

KLUGE ELECTRONICS CO.
Commercial & Industrial
Equipment
No. Alvarado
Los1031Angeles
26, Calif.
Myron E. Kluge Exposition 1741

TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
Radio Towers
Erection, lighting, painting &
Ground Systems
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 1 1 , Oregon
C. H. Fisher, Agent Phone TR 7303

AVAILABLE NOW
PRECISION TURNTABLES— and/or ASSEMBLIES • MODULATIONAMPLIFIERS
MONITORS • REMOTE-POWER
SONIC ENGINEERING CO.
592 Columbus Ave., New York City, N. Y.

10.3 HOOPER IN SEATTLE
WRITES OLIVER RUNG HEY, KOL
THE SHADOW
Available locally on transcription— see C. MICHELSON, 67 W. 44 St., N.Y.C.
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Ad Council
(Continued from page 1U)
in the difficult reconversion period,
and on matters affecting the general welfare of all the people;
"(2)ing from
Eliminate
the chaos
competition
for resultradio
time among the various Government agencies and private groups
of national importance. Organizations participating in the Council's
postwar radio allocation plan will,
as in the past, pledge themselves
not to approach national radio advertisers individually for radio
coverage except as allocated by the
Council;
"(3) Prove the wartime lesson
that public service advertising is
good business."
NAB
(Continued from page H)
on Audience Measurement, reported on a Wednesday meeting of his
group with representatives of the
NAB Research Committee to study
the problem of securing for local
station audience research a degree
of standardization which BMB,
CAB, Hooper and others have
achieved in the national field.
SMEC recommended that the Research Committee prepare an analysis of present station research
methods.
Mr. Webb's subcommittee includes Mr. Meighan; Henry I.
Christal, Edward Petry & Co.;
Cecil Beaver, WOAI San Antonio;
Mr. Bennett (absent). Representatives of the Research Committee
meeting with them were: J. C.
Tully, WJAC Johnstown, Pa.,
chairman; Dale Taylor, WENY Elmira, N. Y.; Mrs. Helen Schaefer,
NAB Assistant Director of Research.
After a discussion of the use of
radio by Government agencies on
a commercial basis, SMEC decided
that since the end of the war such
business is properly acceptable
from agencies having advertising
appropriations and buying other
advertising media.
A group of research, sales and
promotion executives were guests
of SMEC at lunch, after which the
group was given a preliminary
showing of a presentation of radio's sales effectiveness.
Copy Standards
A. D. Willard Jr., NAB executive
vice-president, opened the afternoon session with a talk on raising
advertising standards, which was
followed by an SMEC recommendation that the NAB board appoint
a committee looking toward the
establishment of a bureau on copy
acceptance and standards of good
taste for industry guidance. It was
recommended that this committee
include members of SMEC and of
the NAB Code Committee.
SMEC turned down a suggestion
that granting of 2% discounts for
prompt payment of station bills be
recommended as industry practice,
calling it an agency-advertiser
problem.
Group discussed
the practice of combination
discounts
to a
single advertiser whose business is
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Federal

grams of a number of stations.
The survey indicates that this supposition islikewise
The report
pointedincorrect."
to the great >
Is Argued by NAB service
radio performs in bringing
John Morgan Davis, general coun- the outside world to rural areas
sel, and Milton J. Kibler, assistant, and lessening the isolation which
of rural
contends basis
that the
provides
for State's
Federal threat
relief may characterizeis sosuch,muchit was
sugdespite the fact that the State since life. Thisgested,value
rural forpeople
"are not
has stated it will not take this disposed tothatlook
shortcomings
actiontionpending
outcome
the case
sta- in the radio service they have aclitigation. NAB
entersof the
as a friend of the court. Petitions
listeners say
of a number of stations have been theyOnlyhave17%everof rural
lived itwhere
consolidated by the court.
tion
was better than
is now.recepcess
to."
Besides pointing out that the staIt
was
estimated
that
tions have no adequate and speedy rural households were radio9,920,000
owners
remedy at law in State courts or when the survey was conducted;
in equity, NAB observes that the 1,820,000 rural households are
standing of stations with the FCC former owners; 1,880,000 rural
would be jeopardized should the households are non-owners and
State go through with threats to never owned a radio. Ownership is
levy ing
on taxes
station
collect-to highest in the West and lowest in
and property
interest inback
to the report.
FCC Summary
1935 when the law was passed. At South, according
that time the State revenue deFollowing is the FCC summary
partment had ruled that radio, as
a medium of interstate commerce, of a survey of attitudes of rural
was not liable to the intrastate tax. people toward radio service:
Most rural people in the United
States value radio highly. Three
Farm Survey
out of four "farm" and "rural nonfarm" radio owners feel they would
(Continued from page 13)
miss radio very much if it were
be completed, will seek to deter- inaccessible to them. Approximately
mine radio coverage in rural areas.
same proportion of former
The three other committees will the
owners say they miss radio very
offer technical evidence on signal much. Nearly nine-tenths of those
rural dwellers who have not had
strengths and interference.
The survey was undertaken, the radios for five years or more say
they would like to have one. Radio
Commission explained,
"to obtain
information
on the issue
as to has
become a highly valued aspect
whether and to what extent the
of
everyday
in mosta highlv
"rural
clear-channel stations render a pro- homes" which living
radios;
gram service particularly suited to desired one in have
most of those homty
the needs of listeners in rural that
do not.
Radio is valued about equally
The cludsponsoring
committee
inby
rural
owners in each of
es the FCC chief economist and the three radio
major regions of the
areas."
representatives
of
the
Clear
Chancountry, North (including the
nel Broadcasting Service, Regional Northeast),
South, and West.
Broadcasters Committee, Broad- There are no great differences becasters Measurement Bureau,
tween farm and rural non-farm
American Broadcasting Co., CBS,
in this respect alNBC, Radio Technical Planning radio owners
hough the women of each of these
Board (Panel 4), National Council groups tsomewhat
more frequently
of Farm Cooperatives, Division of value radio highly than
do the men.
Statistical Standards of the Bureau Differences in education,
of the Budget, and various experts and age seem to have littleincome,
inment.the field of broadcast measure- on the extent to which ruraleffect
listeners feel they would miss radio
Lessens Isolation
if they had to be without it. Rural
The report was based on answers listeners whose range of available
to a lengthy questionnaire used in stations is low and those whose
interviewing 4,293 principal mem- reception difficulties are many place
bers of the rural households sur- high value on radio about as frethose who have greater
veyed.
While the purpose of the study choice ofquently asstations
and better rewas to show attitudes of rural lisception. Those listeners, both men
teners toward radio, the report and women, who listen to their
shed some light on the ability of radios a good deal are more apt to
listeners to tune in on stations — a value radio highly than are those
who listen only a little.
subjectnicaltocommittees.
be covered
by the
On this
pointtechthe
Radio is valued by rural listeners
report declared:
for the two great functions it
"Neither the amount of reception serves; as a source of news and
difficulty reported nor the degree of other information and as a source
choice among stations bears on how of entertainment and company.
important people say radio is to When asked to explain why they
them. It might be expected also would miss radio if they were to
that people
sta- be without it, most men, especially
tions is very whose
limitedchoice
wouldof more
the farmers, stress its importance
often be unable to find programs as a source of news and informaof interest to them than people
tion. A somewhat smaller number
who can choose among the pro- refer to its entertainment value.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Jurisdiction in Neiv Mexico

Sales Tax Test Case
THREAT of the State of New
Mexico to issue warrants directing
sheriffs to levy upon and sell transmitters, equipment and real property of stations provides adequate
basis for the U. S. District Court,
District of New Mexico, to assert
jurisdiction in the petitions of stations for relief
from claims
the State's
sales tax,
the NAB
in a
brief filed with the court.
Argument
the court's
diction to hearon appeals
fromjurisimp
o
s
i
t
i
o
n
o
f
the
State's
2%
gross
sales tax against radio stations
was heard Nov. 19 at Santa Fe
[Broadcasting, Nov. 26]. The court
at that time postponed argument
on the merits of the appeals until
late January after the State contended itwas not prepared to offer
technical testimony.
The NAB's brief, prepared by
placed by a number of advertising
agencies, which some broadcasters
have objected to as causing accounting and billing problems, but decided a rule against it would be
unfair to some advertisers not to
recommend its abolition as it is a
practice of long standing.
Discussion of need for industry
data on expenditures for broadcast advertising, particularly in
the local field, led to recommendation that NAB Research Committee devise a plan to gather the figures for industry information.
SMEC discussed but took no action
on a suggestion for an industry
policy on amount of time a station
should sell to any one advertiser to
prevent domination of its schedule.
SMEC approved appointment of
a standing subcommittee on sales
practices. Another subcommittee
will be named to assist in the preparation of a report on the Joske's of
Texas experiment with radio ading, now being conducted
under NABvertisguidance.
Distribution
of industry
retail
promotion
booklets to schools of journalism and
other educational institutions for
use in advertising courses was approved.
Dealer Budgets
Group considered advisability of
preparing a presentation on the
value of local radio advertising expenditures by national manufacturers on behalf of their local dealers, forturingpresentation
to manufacgroups.
SMEC two-day meeting was attended by chairman McConnell;
Cecil Beaver, WOAI; John Outler,
WSB; Mr. Christal; Mr. Avery;
Mr. Webb; Mr. Meighan; Lincoln
Dellar, KXOA Sacramento; Paul
Morency, WTIC Hartford; Beverly
Middleton,
Arthur HullWSYR,
Hayes, Syracuse;
WABC New
York; Stanton P. Kettler, WMMN;
John Blair, John Blair & Company;
Odin S. Ramsland, KDAL Duluth;
Mr. Johnson; Harold Soderlund,
KFAB Lincoln; Mr. Davis; Mr.
Willard; Mr. Pellegrin.

< rt.mong rural women, entertainment
is more commonly given as a value
Grants on AM Stations
j of radio than is news, although
Ialmost - as, many women mention
news as mention entertainment. .
iFolio/wing is a list of grants for AM stations made last week by the
, LjL. The tionimportance
the news
func-is Commission. Story on page 13.
of radio to ofrural
people
Construction Permit
demonstrated again when they are
asked what kinds of program they Bainbridge 3. Marvin Griffin
Frequency
1490 kc, 250 watts, unlimited
would, miss most if they had tq go
time (B3-P-3893).
without radio service. News pro- Carters ville W.-R. Frier
Frequency
1450
ke, 250 watts, unlimited
time (B3-P-4064).
grams are mentioned in this con!nection by an overwhelming majority of rural people who now have
radios ; much more often than any Frankfort Frankfort Broadcasting Co.
other type of program. Farm men Glasgow
Glasgow Broadcasting Co.
jand women again exceed rural nonMINNESOTA
farm people somewhat in their emphasis on the importance of news
E.
Thomas
O'Brien,
Mildred
Chalberg, John Chalberg, O'Brien
Mabel
(programs.
men thealsovaluemuchof
O'Brien
Smith, and William
nore often Farm
emphasize
Graham,castingd/b
Co. as Brainerd Broadprograms giving market and
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weather reports, and talks on farming, than do non-farm men. When
Dorrance D. Roderick
tural people who have radios are
j.isked
to name
kinds
of programs
OKLAHOMA
[hey like
best, thethe
pattern
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becomes
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Broadcasting
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people News
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more
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time;
granted
Wilson & P. D. Jackson) of
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maketo more
complete condition
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of
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be
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prior
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and religious
programs,music,
and
issuance
of
license
(B3-P-4027).
jSarm talks are given high preference
TENNESSEE
I'm thiswiredgroup.
Old-time 50music
is pre-of
by approximately
jhe
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the per
farmit cent
group Athens
Lowell
F. Arterburn,
Broadcasting
Co. d/b as Athens
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the and
proportion
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Athens andBroadcasting
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Columbia
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non-farm
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also they
list
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(with
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Broadcasting
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dance
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much events
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sports
than
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a farm
men. Theof program
preferences
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if rural appreciation
non-farm people
indicate
a
of
the
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The
following
applications i designated for hearing:
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of radio
service than is found
jnong
people.
DELAWARE
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Diamond
State
Broadcast
Corp.
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of
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they
don't
care
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most
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tpproximately
two-thirds
of
the
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who reports,
have radios
listening
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oalksweather
marketreport
reports
and
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many
of them
listenj (reek.
tig to Asuch
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several
times
a
majority
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farm are now receiving.
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any
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would
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than
they
not
interested
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the
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now when asked, to name them. more likely to suggest changes are
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suggestion
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by
those
who
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than
are
those
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ttio like this type of program very doconcerning
not compare
presentorthey
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and
would
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if they mean that radio
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not
hear
it,
who
neither
they
are
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a
consequence,
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norwho dislike
such
programs,
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radio they know as the natural order theof
the There
programs
that differences
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dislike
them. Very
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Three
out
of
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households
say
that
they
have
four turned
rural people
having their
attitudes among rural people ofradios
not
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or repaired
their radios
1artisan
serial stories.
off theat report
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they
because
of wartime
shortages.
These
people imare on;
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households
do notalmost
care a forthird
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ofprograms
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highly speaking,
conscious rural
of possible
for over fivethatyearshavehavehadmostno
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Wave Propagation
Will
Help Radio
Details of Military Secret
Are Revealed for First Time
RESEARCH in radio wave propagation and in the techniques of
prediction, carried out during the
war by the Interservice Radio Propagation Lab., Washington, is expected to provide valuable aid in
civilianclosedbroadcasting,
it was distoday.
Details of the IRPL work, herectloofsoerde ianmilitary
a release secret,
by the were
Dept.dis-of
Commerce for publication today.
"Manyowe American
arimen
their lives and
and Allied
the success
of their missions to the accurate
forecasting of radio transmission
conditions," said the release.
Working
general supervision of Dr.under
J. H.theDellinger,
chief,
Radio ards,Section,
Bureau
of
Standand Dr. Newbern Smith of
the same office, propagation experts studied ionospheric and other
data gathered from all parts of the
world. As a result of their research they were able to predict
transmissions. The IRPL served
under the Wave Propagation Comof thewhich,
Joint inCommunicationsmitteeBoard
turn, was
under U. S. Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Work had to do largely with advance predictions of transmission
conditions
in the ionosphere.
IRPL's
primary function
was to furnish
radio propagation information and
predictions to the Allied military
services and to advise them on communication problems of operational
importance.
Among its duties IRPL developed
methods for solving high-frequency
propagation problems, studied wave
absorption in the ionosphere, analyzed traffic data from the propagation viewpoint and correlated
high-frequency
direction-finder
rors with ionosphere
conditions. erA considerable part of the IRPL
work is being continued because of
its importance to peacetime applications. With the cloak of secrecy
lifted, the findings are expected to
be valuable particularly in FM and
television transmissions.
Associated
with IRPLU., areBerkeley,
laboratories at Stanford
Cal.; Louisiana State U., Baton
Rouge; U. of Puerto Rico, San Juan;
Harvard U. and Massachusetts InBoston.
uablestitutehelpof Technology,
also has been
givenVal-by
the Carnegie Institute, Washington,
Dept. of Terrestrial Magnetism,
which maintained observatories at
the U. of Alaska and other places,
centralizing solar and magnetic
data. Fifty stations were operated
by the U. S., Great Britain, Canada,
Australia, New Zealand and Russia, with data centralized in Washington.
commonly gone without because they
felt theytendency
could notforafford
it. households
There Is a
strong
thosefor
whichmorehavealsohadto nolack
radio
five major
years
ormeans
the
other
communication, telephones
and dailyof newspapers.
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People
At

Deadline...

HOPE, FIBBER, THEATER
HEAD HOOPER REPORT
BOB HOPE is most popular program of all
network evening shows according to the Nov.
30 Hooper report which gives his program
rating of 27.9. Other leaders, Fibber McGee
& Molly 25.3; Radio Theater 23.6; Walter
Winchell 23.4; Charlie McCarthy 22.6; Jack
Benny 22.4; Mr. District Attorney 19.8; Fred
Allen 19.2; Abbott & Costello 18.8; Screen
Guild Players 18.5; Take It or Leave It 18.4;
Music Hall 17.5; Eddie Cantor 17.5; Jack
Haley 16.2; Aldrich Family 15.6. (Ratings,
page 30.)
Average evening rating was 9.4, unchanged
from Nov. 15 report and down 0.4 from year
ago. Average sets-in-use was 29.7, up 0.3 from
last report, down 1.1 from year ago. Average available audience was 79.2, up 0.9 from
the last report and up 0.1 from year ago.
BALABAN & KATZ SIGNS
CHICAGO COLISEUM
WKBK, Balaban & Katz television station in
Chicago, has contracted for exclusive video
rights to Chicago Coliseum events for next
five years. Agreement was signed before
WBKB cameras Friday during regular 7:45
p.m. program. Signatories were John Balaban,
station owner; William C. Eddy, television
director of Balaban & Katz, and Leo Seltzer,
Coliseum operator.
VIDEO HEARING SET
FIRST action on television applications since
resumption of normal licensing was taken by
the FCC late Friday in designating all requests
for metropolitan stations in Washington, D. C,
for hearing. Cases consolidated are NBC, Allen
B. DuMont Labs. Inc., Bamberger Broadcasting Co., Philco Radio & Television Corp.,
Scripps-Howard Radio Inc., Evening Star
Broadcasting Co., Washington Times-Herald,
Marcus Loew Booking Agency, and Capital
Broadcasting Co. Petition by NBC for reinstatement of its construction permit, surrendered in 1942 following the freeze, was denied.
TO OBSERVE BIBLE SUNDAY
INTERNATIONAL Bible Sunday, Dec. 9, will
be observed by networks with special broadcasts arranged by American Bible Society.
Paul A. Walker, FCC Commissioner, will
broadcast on American Dec. 8, 7:15-7:30 p.m.
Gov. Ellis G. Arnall of Georgia will be heard
on Mutual, Dec. 8, 3-3:15 p.m. Rep. Charles
A. Eaton (R-N. J.) will speak on NBC Dec.
9, 8:45-9 a.m.
Closed Circuit
(Continued from page U)
operate only on secret military frequencies.
SPEAKING OF SURPLUS, a Grumman
Utility two-engine amphibious airplane has
been purchased out of the Navy Dept. surplus by Comdr. George B Storer, president of
Fort Industry Co. which operates stations in
Ohio, West Virginia, Georgia and Florida.
When five-passenger monoplane — popularly
known in Navy parlance as a JRF Duck —
was purchased, Comdr. Storer stated it was
"for scientific development in radio". He
bought first civilian- jeep made by Willys.
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FOUR NETWORK PICKUPS
FROM ST. PAUL INSTITUTE
FOUR network broadcasts, including a session of Mutual's American Forum of the Air
on
"How Can
We Keep Dec.
Radio 4 Free?"
scheduled
to originate
from are
the
monthly
meeting
of
the
Women's
conducted by the St. Paul Dispatch Institute
and St.
Paul Pioneer-Press (WTCN) and this time
devoted to radio's 25th anniversary. Harold E.
Stassen, former governor of Minnesota, recently a captain in the Navy, will discuss
"Freedom of Radio — An International Necessity", at the meeting, arranged by Dorothy
Lewis, NAB Director of Listener Activity.
Samuel Gale, director of advertising for
General Mills, will speak on "A Sponsor Looks
at Radio"; Frances Farmer Wilder of CBS
on "The Daytime Program"; Mary Margaret
McBride of WEAF New York on "Women and
World Peace'; Esther Van Wagoner Tufty of
WWDC Washington and Associated on "Are
Women
a Secret Weapon
in Washington?"
Other broadcasts
include Behind
the Scenes
at CBS; St. Paul Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Dr. Frank Black, general music
director of NBC, on NBC; Club Matinee on
American; U. of Minnesota Radio Workshop
presentation,
"25 Years Paul.
of • Broadcasting" on
KUOM Minneapolis-St.
PLANS STRIKE VOTE
UNITED ELECTRICAL, Radio & Machine
Workers of America (CIO) completing plans
for strike vote Dec. 13 under Smith-Connally
Act for employes of General Electric Co.,
Westinghouse Electric Co. and electrical division of General Motors Corp., according to
James J. Mantles, national director of organization of the union. Companies rejected union's
demands for $2-a-day increase; union rejected
General Motors' counter offer of 10% rise.
OPTION ON ASSOCIATED
THAT $150,000 loan by Atlas Corp. to
Associated, disclosed exclusively in last
week'stion forBroadcasting,
carries of30-day
opacquisition of control
network,
which ccan
be
extended
only
by
an
rease in loan under final terms reachedinlast week sociated
by president,
LeonardwithA. Floyd
Versluis,
AsOdium,
Atlas president and head of RKO. If option is exercised, Atlas Corp., by advancing another quarter million, would acquire about two-thirds of company. Mr.
Versluis and Roy C. Kelley, executive
v-p of Associated, would hold approximately one-third interest. Close association between network and Liberty Magazine, controlled by Atlas, is expected if
purchase goes through. Atlas also owns
over a million dollars worth of CBS stock,
according
Dec. 31,conversations
1944, financialbetween
statement. toMeanwhile,
Associated and American toward out-ofcourt settlement of former's suit over
"ABC Network" identification are nearing stage where announcement that identification wil be exclusively
may be expected
at any time,American's
in which
.case Mr. Odium probably will help pick
new name for the fifth network.

LES QUAILEY, sports radio director of N.
W. Ayer and Son, Philadelphia, resigns Dec. 3
to join Scholastic Sports Institute, N. Y., as
director of relations bureau.
CHARLES E. SEEBECK named sales manager of WTON, new Staunton, Va., station
on 1400 kc.
WILLIAM H. WARRICK, discharged from
Army as lieutenant colonel, on Nov. 21 joined
Jonathan Conrow, New York, as national ac
count executive.
ROBERT G. HUGHES, who joined Duane!
Jones Co., New York, last October after three
years with Coast Guard, has been appointee
head
agency's
department,
of bothof radio
and copy
publication
copy. in charge
LLEWELLYN HARRIES, manager of sales
promotion division of National Retail Drj
Goods Assn., New York, for two years, on Dec
1 became vice-president in charge of retai
services at Abbott Kimball Co., New York.
JOHNNY NEBLETT, narrator of NBC Th
Pan Alley of the Air and head of his owr
transcription company in Chicago, Dec. 26 is
to marry Angeline Orr, actress.
LT. SHERMAN E. ROGERS, USNR, return;
to Platt-Forbes, New York, as director o:
motion picture, radio and television activities
RICHARD ROSENBLUETH, copy; E. GRAY
SON WEYMOUTH, media; VINCENT GAL
TERIO, research; STEVE RICHARDS, pub
licity, Detroit office; JACK HANSEN, ALEX
ANDER AITCHESON and BERNARD DIEHL
general, have returned from military servic
toYorktheiragency.
positions at Arthur Kudner Inc., Ne\>
ALBERTA ALTMAN, formerly with Office o
War Information, to public relations staff o
John A. Cairns & Co., New York.
WILLIAM A. BARRON JR., director of Gil
lette Safety Razor Co., elected chairman o
the board succeeding S. C. Stampleman, whos
term expires Jan. 1.
LT.
ED DUNNING,
staffs(jg)
of WHN
and WINS formerly
New Yorkwithand sale
dis
charged from Navy after three years servic«
joins
sales staff of World Broadcasting Syster?
New York.
DR. LESTER F. MILES, account executive o
. Maxon Inc., New York, has resigned. He |a
associated
eral
ElectricwithCo.,electronics
account. department of Gerj
TWO TEXAS STATIONS GRANTEl!
CLEARING up a complicated situation whicj
arose five years ago as a result of applies
tions for conflicting frequencies, FCC Fridaj
granted a regional station to WACO Wac<
Tex.; a new local station to Beauford H. Je^
ter, Waco ; an .increase in power to KDNi
Denton, Tex. ; and a new station to True
Kimzey, Greenville, Tex. In all cases excel
KDNT the Commission made the grants sul
ject to condition that transmitter sites are aj
proved by Civil Aeronautics Administration.
BROADCASTING
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ANNOUNCES

ANOTHER STEP FORWARD

IN STATION AUDIENCE MEASUREMENT
with

NIELSEN
RADIO

INDEX

This month, another chapter is added to the
WLW story of progress in station audience
measurement. Now — when FACTS about
coverage and listening are increasingly vital,
WLW wherebecomes
first radio
to make the
available
to itsstation
clients,any-its
management, and its program department,
the Nielsen Radio Index . . . mechanical
measurement of minute-by-minute listening
in an accurate cross-section of homes in the
WLW Merchandise-Able Area.
This iswardtheFACTUAL
fifth time-buying
step in WLW's
march toinformation:
1940 — Merchandise-Able Area established
1941 — Hooperatings adopted
1942 — Cost Allocation System developed
1943 — First rural coincidentals
1945— NIELSEN RADIO INDEX adopted

This is the NieBfen Audimeter, which recmds every
dial change, every ■jinute of
listening, 24 hours away, year
in and year out. It measures
FACTS . . with perfect «curacy.

With thetionalstart
of theabout
new listening
year, thisinaddiinformation
the
WLW area will enable us not only to show
you theured byWLW
storyyardsticks,
more accurately
standard
PLUS measnew
yardsticks never before available to us . . .
but also to improve station operation and
programming beyond even the high standards for which the Nation's Station is famous.

WLW
)
NEW YORK
CINCINNATI CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD
ATLANTA

One of the many ways radar can serve aviation is by enabling the pilot to "see" through fog and darkne

Radar-

a "Moving

Road

Pilots can now have an accurate radar "roadmap" of the earth below— showing landmarks
and major details of terrain. Radar will make it
a whole lot safer to fly at night or in stormy
weather— as well as in broad daylight.
This is only one of the many possible uses for
radar. For example, on shipboard, radar will
"see" icebergs or islands many miles away— day
or night— and will thus enable ships to avoid
them. Radar will provide man with an amazing
new "sixth sense"— and will be used in a great
many ways that are yet to be discovered.

map"

for Flying

RCA research and engineering have played a
leading role in the development of radar . . . the
same research that goes into all RCA products.
And when you buy an RCA Victor radio or
television set or Victrola, made exclusively by
RCA Victor, you enjoy a unique pride of ownership. For you
know, if ofit'sitsan kind
RCA that
it is science
one of
the finest
instruments
has achieved.
Radio Corporation of America, Radio City,
New York 20. Listen to The RCA Show, Sundays, at4:30 P. M., E.T., over the NBC Network.

HOW RADAR WAS BORN
During RCA experiments at
aSandy
radio Hook
beam inwastheshotearly
out 1930's,
to sea.
Men listening with earphones
discovered that this beam produced atone upon hitting a ship
that was coming into the New
York harbor.
Later on the question arose,
"If radar could 'hear' couldn't it
be made to 'see'?" So the viewing screen — or scope— was incorporated into radar. This scope is
an outgrowth of the all-electronic
television system that was invented and perfected at RCA
Laboratories.

fa
Waltzing away \»

P^YTIME

audienCes/

WOR's fun-filled
family quiz...
the

better

half

matinee

4:00 to 4:30 P.M., Mondays through Friday

Yes, it's the same riotous, rollicking quiz-show
that stacked up high ratings in the evenings —
now translated into a click WOR daytime feature! It's the program that once pulled 25,000
local requests for a party booklet in 14 weeks
— now a natural for home-product advertisers
who want to reach women at one of the most
sales-responsive hours of the afternoon.
"The Better Half Matinee", with Tiny

Ruffner piloting the fun and knitting the commercials into the stunts, is putting even further
gloss on a tried and found-terrific formula.
If you haven't heard this daytime edition of
"The Better Half", we urge you to catch it
this week on the air, or on a WOR audition disk.
If you have, we suggest you call PE 6-8600 today, while there is still room for sponsors on a
participating, fifteen-minute or half-hour basis.
* Saturdays, too, starting December 8

Another show that makes sales grow from wor
MUTUAL

1440 Broadway, New York 18

WITH

VVU*S

MS
EMINGTON
GOT

HELP...
A

DOCTOR

The postmark said "Remington, Indiana!' The letter was from a wife
and mother. The story she told us got immediate attention.
"Our small town" she wrote, "of 869 people and all the farm families
in this area just don't know where to turn. You see, we have no doctor.
Can youInvestigation
help us?" showed not only Remington but also two neighboring
villages had no doctor. WLS went to work. A broadcast explained the
plight of the community.
Then things moved quickly. A Chicago physician, just out of the Navy, heard
the plea and contacted WLS. He was interested in a rural practice. WLS arranged
a meeting between him and Remington officials. Now Remington has a doctor.
He and his family have entered into the friendly life of the community.
His wife is a 4-H Club leader, and their two daughters have joined the school band.
Folks in Remington don't have this worry any more. There's a doctor
on the job . . . because WLS was on the job. We're glad we could help. And we're proud
our listening friends have so much confidence in us that they come to us
with their problems.
For 21 years we've been a part of their daily living, serving their educational,
spiritual and entertainment needs. We've helped them in their business,
with daily market and other farm reports. That's why they consider WLS
their friend and neighbor . . . almost as one of the family. When our
listening friends need help, they come to us . . . and they get it.

- (ZClum GAmml ^StaXam.
50,000 watts, 890 KC, American Affiliate. Represented by JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY. Affiliated in Management with KOY, Phoenix, and the ARIZON
NETWORK— KOY, Phoenix, ★ KTUC, Tucson ★ KSUN, B/sbee-loweH-Doug/os

SELL
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Miller A. Welch, Mgr.
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Lexington,Affiliate
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Howard
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Affiliate Mgr.
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GOOD
BUYS

WCMf
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Circuit
Closed
too lightly
reports
A.DON'T
PorterTAKE
graduating
to White
Houseabouttop Paul
secretariat. With crush of executive activity, folks
in high places feel talented FCC chairman could
give President Truman a real lift. No inkling
yet what will eventuate, and it may be he
simply will be borrowed for short period and
take leave from FCC.
PAUL D. P. SPEARMAN, spokesman for the
regional broadcasters, several months ago told
Dallas Smythe, FCC chief economist, that he
could predict the first 10 programs of the rural
dwellers'
propersurvey
sequence.
When
the
FCC choice
releasedin their
the rural
summary,
it developed that Attorney Spearman had made
good — 100 percent. He was reared on a farm.
LOOK FOR an airing of the dual-band receiver issue soon, with a prominent upstate
New York broadcaster blasting two prominent
manufacturers with allegation that their policies obstruct progress of FM development.
DECISION on projected acquisition of control
of Associated Broadcasting Co. by giant Atlas
Corp., headed by Floyd Odium, may come within next 10 days.
are checkingoperations
closelyOdium
and headvisers
has sought
counsel
and advice of many figures in broadcasting,
including the veteran M. H. Aylesworth, first
president of NBC.
BIGGEST BLAST yet on FCC scrutiny of programs is in immediate offing. Many months
of secret study, including examination of
records of some 300 stations now on temporary
license, will culminate in report soon to FCC
which will hit like bombshell.
WITH UNPRECEDENTED hearing burden
facing
not onlybyFCCvirtue
but legal
and engineeringpractitioners,
of proceedings
three
deep at FCC, as well as two running simulfield,their
manypresentations
lawyers figureandthey'll
have to adtaneously inlib
hold
them down to the bone. Moreover, difficulty of
travel and getting hotel accommodations will
make the going tough, and many practitioners
feel they may find themselves due in three
places at same time.
IF REPUBLICANS take House in 1946 as predicted by Chairman Herbert Brownell Jr.,
plans call for sweeping investigation of virtual y al present agencies, with emphasis on
FCC. Here's
setup: Minorityslated
Leader
Joseph
Martin the
of Massachusetts
for
Speakership. Rep. Richard B. Wigglesworth,
ajso of Massachusetts, to head special committee to investigate FCC, bringing in top-notch
Boston lawyer as general counsel.
RADIO MANUFACTURERS "burning" under
letdown by Bureau of Census, Dept. of Commerce, over supplying OPA with financial figures which were given in belief they were confidential and for Dept. of Commerce use only.
Census Bureau assured Radio Manufacturers
A*sn. questionnaires would be submitted for
approval before going out. They weren't.
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Upcoming
Dec. 13-14: NAB Finance Committee, NAB
Hqrs., Washington.
Dec. 17-18: NAB Code Committee, Palmer
House, Chicago.
Dec. 28: NAB FM Executive Committee, Palmer House, Chicago.
Jan. 3-4: NAB Board of Directors, Roosevelt
Hotel, Hollywood.
Bulletins
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York, will
combine its NBC programs Burns & Allen,
8-8:30 p.m., and Dinah Shore Show, 8:30-9
p.m. into full hour of special programming for
Christmas on Dec. 20. Scripts worked out by
writers from Benton & Bowles, New York,
agency for Burns & Allen show for Jello, and
Young & Rubicam, New York, handling Dinah
Shore, for Grapenuts Flakes.
HEARING of suit filed by Associated Broadcasting Corp. in Chicago against American
Broadcasting
over useto ofJan."ABC
Network"
identification, Co.
postponed
24. Settlement
expected, with rights to signature going to
American.
HOLIDAY shopping series, including descriptions and on-the-spot interviews with shoppers
from all parts of country, will be featured Dec.
14 on a special broadcast on Mutual, America
Goes Christmas Shopping.
WINS New York was to broadcast talks by
principal speakers at Fifth Annual Nobel Anniversary dinner at Hotel Astor, 10-11 p.m.
tonight.

Briefly
ness
PBusi
& G CHANGES
• As result of poor showing
in tests conducted on CBS since Aug. 21,
P & G has
dropped
Vic andof Sade,
of radio's
oldest
serials,
in favor
Jack one
Smith
show.
Latter program takes over 13 stations carrying Vic & Sade, bringing total of 72 stations
for
P & G's Oxydol. Agency, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
WINX APPOINTS • WINX Washington,
Washington Post station, has appointed Headley Reed Co. as national representative, shifting from Forjoe & Co.
WALGREEN BUYS SHOW • Walgreen Co.,
Chicago, on Dec. 8 began half-hour Weekend
Reporter on WGN Chicago, 8:30-9 p.m. Saturdays. Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago, placed 30week contract.
CHEMICAL SHOW BEGUN • Consolidated
Royal Chemical Corp., Chicago, now sponsoring
Bob Elson- on the Century, five-weekly, 7:057:20 p.m. CST over WIND Chicago, from eastbound Twentieth Century train. Arthur Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago, placed 13-week contract.
PRO GAME SPONSORED • Wilson Sporting Goods Co., Chicago, will sponsor pro football game Dec. 16 or 23 on American from j
Cleveland. Harry Wismer, Johnny Neblett to
handle tising,
play-by-play.
Agency, U. S. AdverChicago.
FARM-HOME CANCELLED • EFFEC
TIVE today, American cancelling Farm and
Home Makers, sustainer for past 18 years
retaining only Saturday portion of show. Club
Matinee, now 12:30-1 p.m. CST, moves to old
Farm
Matinee time.
spot. Two new sustainers will take
TANGEE IN CANADA • George W. Luft
Co., New York (Tangee lipstick), has started
new advertising campaign in Canada for 1946.
Sammy Kaye's
Tangeeweekly
Time,onhalf-hour
radio
program,
continues
six Canadian
stations. Agency is Export Adv. Inc., New
York.

NAB Employe-Employer Plan Is Drawn
of negotiations, conforming to modern trend
PATTERN for operation of Dept. of EmployeEmployer Relations in NAB was drawn Fri- in labor relations, was conceded to be industrywide need. Effect of approaching increase in
day at first meeting of new NAB EmployeEmployer Relations Committee at association number of stations by as much as 1,000 within
headquarters, Washington.
or two was deemed important factor.
Armed with $60,000 budget for department, yearPresent
at meeting, besides Judge Justin
NAB will scan list of outstanding labor rela- Miller
and A. D. Willard Jr., NAB president
tions specialists. Department is to be in opera- and executive
vice-president, respectively,
mittee.tion before year end. It replaces Labor Com- were: Small stations: John Elmer, WCBM
Friday meeting agreed industry must offer Baltimore, committee chairman; Harry Le
united front in employe-employer matters. All Poidevin, WRJN Racine; Frank King, WMBR
segments of industry offered suggestions on Jacksonville. Networks, Frank K. White, CBS;
type of service desired, ranging from legal John H. MacDonald, NBC. Regionals, Howard
guidance and aid in negotiations to research
Lane, Marshall Field stations; Calvin J. Smith, I
assistance. Particular need was seen for com- KFAC Los Angeles. Large stations, William |
plete statistical data for all types of broadcast A. Fay, WHAM Rochester; J. O. Maland, WHO
Des Moines. Board liaison members, Fred W.
employment.
Agreement was voiced that labor relations Borton, WQAM Miami; Clair R. McCollough,
problems will become more serious as national WGAL
Lancaster. John E. Fetzer, board
labor situation develops. Improved handling liaison member, did not attend.
ROADCASTING
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Salesman
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KTOK'S complete exploitation of audience-building technique has won wide recognition. By
reaching a concentrated audience of
895,801 people consistently, KTOK
does a super salesman job on the 876 million dollar
effective buying income. What KTOK is doing
for other leading advertisers, it can do for
you . . . it's a "selling" station with super
audience-impelling advantages. That's
why KTOK is a super buy for you
-at LOW COST!
*50 WATTS — 1400 K.C.
Affiliated with
AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO., INC.
KEY STATION
OKLAHOMA NETWORK
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WFIL and Philadelphia's landmarks— like William Penn's statue
atop City Hall — are linked together
in the minds of Philadelphians.
There is good reason for this
psychological simile. For whenever
and wherever people gather for important civic or business events, you
will find WFIL. This ubiquitous coverage for re-broadcast on "This Week
in Philadelphia" and the direct broadcasts of many special events has given

WFIL a preferred position as an
integral part of Philadelphia life.
WFIL's spirited translation of
"broadcasting in the public's best interest" has created a public service
personality that also pays off for
advertisers in listener response and
loyalty.
Better check now with WFIL or
the Katz Agency for proof of how
WFIL can influence more listeners in
the nation's third largest market.

WFIL
PHI

560

KC

LADELPHIA

Represented Nationally
by THE KATZ AGENCY
OADCASTING
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The

ginny

so

does

simms

"Johnny

show

Murray

There are milkmaids . . . and milkmaids.

the best in radio entertainment is second

But you've never seen one like this before. Five feet, five inches of shining loveliness ... a blues-chasing smile . . . and a voice
that plays havoc with your heartstrings.

nature at CBS-in-Hollywood. It means local
KNX shows like Johnny Murray Talks It

That's glamorous Ginny Simms — Borden's
milkmaid on KNX every Friday evening.
The way Ginny sells a song (and Borden's
products ) brings listeners crowding to loudspeakers from coast to coast.
What's more, the Staten Island listeners
sway to the same sweet beat as folks on
Catalina. KNX's top-skill brand of production guarantees that. Making the most of

Over get genuine network polish at singlestation cost.
Johnny is one of those "bests" we mentioned—as all Southern California (and
Smart & Final, Ltd., Johnny's sponsor for
seven years ) will agree. He is also radio's
most voracious bookworm. The "early
birds" who catch this bookworm on KNX
weekday mornings like the unusual facts
and fiction that come to light when Johnny
"talks it over."
Ginny and Johnny lead a conga line of
sterling KNX shows past the microphone
every week. To find out which are available
(and suited) to carry your sales message
to Southern California audiences, call us or
Radio Sales. Able KNX production experts
will take it from there.

LOS ANGELES
50,000 WATTS

Palace Hotel, San Francisco 5 • Columbia Square, Los Angeles 28
Represented by Radio Sales, the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS

Columbia's

Station

for

All Southern

California

Talks

Feature

of

the

Week

18 shows
per week

on

WWDC

Rep. Patrick gives Bill Herson pointers on radio technique.
A NEW KIND of radio success family on the air — he was afraid
story is coming to light on WRC
atmosphere"
woulda "stuffy,
result. political
Not only
has he
Washington when numerous Con- that
gres men are divulging on Coffee found them to be "swell guys", he
With Congress that they are radio has also found many to be comalumni, graduated into the Cappetition in the know-how of radio.
itol.
One of the recent Coffee With
When
WRC's
Timekeeper,
Bill
guests, Congressman
Herson, thought up the idea of Congress
Luther Patrick (D) of Alabama,
having breakfast every Saturday had
been
a
morning man himself
morning 8:15-9 with a Congress(Continued on page 85)
man— and putting him and his
Sellers

of Sales
broke up and he joined NBC as antime-s
nouncer-producer in 1937. Five
fewk radio
of the
ONEbuye
rs
to
brea
into
Who'
ond
tt
Who is Raym
Evere
yearsernlater
he became
NBC'sThe eastproduction
manager.
latnt
side
n,
-pre
Nelso vice
in
Tru-Blu Beer is one of the charge of radio and television for
ter part of that same year — 1942 —
m
les
Char
M.
Stor
Co.,
New
York.
he
joined
WOR
New
York
as
directop beverages in Washington,
Mr. Nelson was bom Feb. 12,
tor tualof daytime
programs
and MuD. C.
as supervision
of television
1907, in Cleveland. He attended activities.
One
year
later,
1943, he
Baldwin-Wallace
U.
where
he
reAnd what does Tru-Blu
over his present position with
his LL.B. Since he wasn't took
Charles
M.
Storm.
depend on in radio to keep its 21 yearsceivedold
at the time of graduMr. Nelson Tintex
buys radio
for
sales going full speed ahead?
ation, he couldn't
law. He
and time
Sears
decided
that practice
he
Roebuck. He is
That management uses
law andintertook
WWDC exclusively. They put wasn'tested inreally
one of television's
pioneers
and has
on 18 shows per week!
acourse
postat- Columbia
graduate
used the medium for
the
following
acHere's another performance
U., majoring in harcounts:
Esquire
record in the favor of aggreswriting. mony and scoreMagazine, Park &
Tilford cosmetics,
sive and imaginative proNBC
In high school he
Real Story, Official
gramming.
participated
in
sumD
e
t
e
ctiv
e,
Click
mer stock. At 18 he
If you've got something to was producing light
Magazine,
I
BASIC
Clothes, etc.Casual
sell down our way . . . take an- opera. From then on
His hobby outside
other look to see that WWDC
his career carried
him into various
of radio
televi-is
WILMINGTON,
DELAWARE
Kay
f STATION
is on your schedule.
sion, he and
reveals,
fields. As a reporter
his 33 - foot cabin
for Cleveland Press,
cruiser S e a - J a y ,
he helped solve a
named after his 4%- Outstanding listener loyalty in the
crime case and thus
year-old daughter rich industrial and agricultural area
joined
the
Pinkerton
Carole's initials.
Detective Bureau as
The Nelsons were married in it covers — Delaware, Southern New
WWDC
an operator. A few months later he 1939.
of Pennsylvania,
She was the former Betty Jersey, parts
switched over to the Wm. J. Burns
assurance ofandsalesVirginia
results.— is your
Stern. Mrs. Nelson is a blues-singer Maryland
Detective Bureau.
the big sales result
In addition to his detective duties and has a program on WINS New
station in Washington, D. C. he announced on WCLE, now York.
AND
5000 UIHTTS DAY
WHKK Akron. He also worked for
NIGHT
Ray Nelson
is vice-president
American
Television
Society and ofa
WJAX
WTAM
WHK
WJW
among
Represented nationally by others and was program manager member of Cleveland Opera Clubs,
Sales Representative:
of WEVD. When 22, he organized Westchester (New York) Opera
WEED & COMPANY a band, touring the country until Guild and Manhattan Island Yacht
PAUL H. RAYMER
he arrived in New York. The band Club.
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erchandise
How else can a Radio Station stay in business? What other
justification for its sponsors — than to sell merchandise or services of its sponsors?
For 20 years here at WSM, we've been selling merchandise
through our 50,000-watt clear channel. You know a lot of our
sponsors — and they have been with us a long time — entertaining and selling. They reach an audience of 5,000,000 folks
who have the WSM habit. They'll lend a friendly and enthusiastic ear to your program — when it comes to them over their
old stand-by WSM.
NASHVILLE
HARRY STONE, Gen. Mgr.
DEAN R. UPSON, Comm. Mgr.
EDW. PETRY & CO., lVatl. Rep*.

50,000 WATTS
650 KILOCYCLES
CLEAR CHANNEL
N. B. G. Affiliate

ONE

OF A SERIES PRESENTING

THE

MEN

WHO

MAKE

FREE

& PETERS

SERVICE

Two years, Hendrix College
One year, KFRU, Columbia, Mo.
Three years, U. of Mo. (B.A., B.J.)
Two years,
field, Mo.KWTO-KGBX, SpringFour years, KSD, St. Louis
Three years, F.B.I.
Freesince& October,
Peters (Chicago
Office)
1945

He says
crime pays!—

Joe
Is that a muffled scream you hear, the thud
of a dagger striking home? Then call
for Joe Evans — and when you need some
national radio spots as well, Joe can fix
that Evans
for youis too
case you're
Joe
an !oldIn radio
man whomystified,
for the
past three years has been handling radio
public relations for the F.B.I., as well as
doing regular Bureau investigations. Now
that he's an assistant account-executive in
our Chicago Office, we predict that you're
going to like Joe Evans as much as we
do — and that's saying a good deal !

Free

&

Pioneer Radio

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WJEF-WKZO . . GRANDKALAMAZOO
RAPIDSKMBC
KANSAS
CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN . . MINNEAPOLIS-ST.PEORIA
PAUL
WMBD
KSD
ST.
LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
IOWA . . .
WHO
. . DES
MOINES
W0C
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST BALTIMORE
,..
WCBM
WIS
WCSC
CHARLESTON
COLUMBIA
.
.
.
SOUTHWEST
.
..
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KEEW
BROWNSVILLE
KRIS
CORPUS HOUSTON
CHRISTI
KXYZ
KOMA
OKLAHOMA
CITY
KTUL
.*t . . TULSA
.
.
.
PACIFIC
COAST
.
.
.
KOIN
.
PORTLAND
KIRO
SEATTLE
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX. Inc.

loss!

In the F.B.I., banks, radio stations, newspapers, mail-order houses, etc., etc., etc. —
F&P is constantly searching all over for
exceptionally promising men. We believe
you will agree that we have, and have
always had. the top men in this business.
That's why we know we'll be able to give
you as good service for the next, thirteen
years as we have for the past thirteen —
and why we also know we'll continue to
lead the field, here in this pioneer group
of radio-station representatives.

Peters,

iic.

Since May, 1932 Representatives
Station

CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan NEW YORK: 444 Madison Ave. DETROIT: 64$ Griswold St. SAN FRANCISCO: 1 1 1 Sutter HOLLYWOOD: 633/ Hollywood ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Franklin 6373
Plaza 5-4X30 Cadillac 1880 Sutter 4353 Hollywood 2151
Main 5667
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Commission

Sets

Its

problems can be better handled in
Washington, both from the standpoint of its own experts and private consultants. Even where hearings are to be held in the field,
itat stated,
"it is contemplated
that
the discretion
of the presiding
officer evidence on substantial engineering questions will be heard
in Washington either before or
after the session in the field."
Arrangements Can Be Made
As to the effect of holding simultaneous hearings on engineering
counsel representing numerous
clients, the Commission said it was
impossible to avoid setting for
hearing on the same day two matters in which a particular consulting engineer is retained. "However,"stantial
it observed,
all subengineering"since
questions
will
be heard in Washington, it is be-

Heaviest
mentslievedcanthatbe appropriate
made so thatarrangeit will
be possible for the consultant to
testify
both proceedings."
The inCommission
added that it
made every effort to separate hearings tp accommodate attorneys
representing various applicants
but found it impossible to avoid
conflicts with respect to legal counsel and that in some instances the
same law firm is scheduled to appear in taneous
as many
hearings. asIn three
these simulcases,
however, it pointed out, the firms
involved have at least three members admitted to practice before the
Commission.
Arranging its schedule ,on the
premise that no hearing on a sinapplication
should
consume
more glethan
one full
hearing
day,
allowing for direct testimony and
cross examination, the Commission

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY
Schedule

urged parties to prepare their cases
to adhere to the time alloted. Requests for postponements for a
specific
of time, itin declared,
will
not period
be entertained
view of
Many in Field
the crowded condition of the hear(Schedule on page 37)
ingflictdocket
and hearings.
the inevitable conwith other
THE HEAVIEST schedule in its
"Accordingly,"
the Commission
history was set by the FCC last
ruled, "if for good cause shown it
week with the adoption of a threeappears
a case
cannot
month calendar beginning Jan. 1
heard on that
the date
specified
in thebe
Ito consider 268 applications for
attached
calendar,
it
will
be
restandard, FM and television servmoved from the calendar for reice previously designated for hears
c
h
e
d
u
l
i
n
g
a
t
a
subsequent
date,
ing. An additional 17 cases will
which probably could not be before
be heard this month.
The schedule provides for five
To facilitate processing of the
sets of hearings to run simultanApril 1946." cases heavy
"uhprecedentedly
volume" theof
eously in Washington and the field,
broadcast
scheduled,
with proceedings to be held on
Commission
also
announced
tem'Saturdays generally as well as
porary modifications in its hearing
other week days and with a memprocedure
(see
page
87).
These
ber of the Commission to preside
provide that petitions to intervene
when hearings are away from the
and motions to enlarge the issues
capital.
be filed- within 15 days after the
Outstanding in the calendar is
have been made public and
.a provision for five days beginning FCC Opens [Financial Files issues
that proposed findings of fact and
Jan. 14 for the important clear
conclusions
generally need not be
Probers filed unles specifically
Ichannel hearings, bearing out in- To Clear Channel
directed by
idications that these proceedings
the
Commission.
If successful, the
will be recessed for further ses- NEW PRECEDENT was estab- "the Commission has determined to changes may be adopted
as regular
lished last week by the FCC when make available to representatives
sions at a later time (see story
page 37). However, even the clear it decided to throw open its station of your group the basic data that procedure.
Radio
lawyers
were
generally
channel deliberations were not per- financial files, not heretofore avail- you request which are in the Com(Continued on page 87)
able for public inspection, to the
mission's
possession.
You
will
thus
[mitted
to
interfere
with
the
proin a position to make whatever
Igram to consider broadcast appli- Clear Channel Broadcasting Serv- bestudies
and tabulations therefrom
ice for preparation of data to be
cations, three sets
of hearingsat
Circuit Riders
Ibeing scheduled
in Washington
used for the clear channel hear[the same time.
ings next month. (See story on thatTheyou action
desire." was expected to
FIVE
MEMBERS of the
arouse opposition, since the annual
page
18.)
Field Hearings
FCC cuitwill
be broadcast
riding thecases,
cirIn responding
to a request from financial report form supplied by
to
hear
I In announcing the schedule, the Louis G. Caldwell, counsel for the stations and networks carries a
under the schedule adopted
| Commission declared that in all clear channel group, for prepara- specific FCC notation that the data
I hearings to be held in the field
tion by the Commission from its
by the Commission for Janconfidential
and inspection
will not be"
financial files of exhibits to be used are
February will
and preside
March.
available
for public
in
Ii the
Commissioner
preside
Comm. uary,Walker
immediately
assume tofull
control"willpf at the hearings, the Commission individual form and that the statisat hearings in Texas, Kansas
I the proceedings, including the said certain data already are availtics will be used for composite
and Arkansas. Comm. Denable in tabulated form. As to the breakdowns so that the identity of
| handling of all motions, making
ny's travels will take him to
individual respondents will not be
the
Commission
deJ arrangements for any pre-hearing remainder,
clared itdid not have the material divulged. The Commission has been
conferences, and making any necWest
Virginia, ConnecticSessary or desirable adjustments in processed and did not have a suf- collecting
the data annually since
Pennsylvan
ficiently large staff to undertake 1937. Within the last year, efforts
the
hearing
schedule."
Georgia, S" °- ~
I For example, it was explained,
have been made by Commissioners
project".
lin the case of 17 matters scheduled "this extensive
Wakefield's
Comments
to
make
all
financial
reports
availand
- CrWa'
zona,
I in Dallas, Tex., over a period of
for public inspection but no
"Although, in general, this ma- such able
Durr goeland
■ three weeks the Commissioner
rule has been issued.
terial isnot available for public inComm
It is understood that FCC
IIments
designated
"will make announce
arrangespection, the Commission's
and subsequently
provide that
such material rules
may dobe
at committee sessions
■ the scheduling during those same made available in the Commission's spokesmen
• three weeks of a number of those discretion," said the letter from on preparations for the clear channel hearings last summer initia11
■proceedings in the Texas communi- Acting
Ities which are involved rather than field. Chairman Ray C. Wake- proposed
be thrown thatopentheforfinancial
public re^
•in Dallas."
"Since the data you request are tion by all parties. Mr
I The Commission pointed out that related
to issues in the hearing and however, on behalf
[lit
hold hear- upon the
Hingswasin notthe possible
field onto applications
tions thatbasis
you ofneedyoursuchrepresentadata for declined, on the r
■involving substantial engineering a proper presentation of your cial stateme^'
questions because it feels such case," Mr. Wakefield continued,
c
Commissi"
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268 Applications
Will Be Heard;

House Labor Bill
To Affect Petrillo
HOUSE CONSIDERATION of a
bill to give President Truman his
requested authority to set up labor
fact-finding
boards isofexpected
this
week after members
both Houses
of Congress tossed into the hoppers several more proposed measures, some of which would affect
James Caeser Petrillo and his
American Federation of Musicians.
On Wednesday Rep. Mary T.
Norton (D-N. J.) introduced a bill
(HR-4908) giving the President
authority to set up fact-finding
boards in labor disputes and prohibiting work stoppages pending
hearings and recommendations by
the boards. A similar bill was introduced Thursday in the Senate
by Sen. Allen J. Ellender (D-La.).
In a special message to Congress
last Monday President Truman
asked for legislation authorizing
him to establish fact-finding boards,
following principles of the Railway Labor Act. Such an act would
be
effective,industries,
he wrote,for "in
such
widespread
example,
as steel, automobile, aviation, mining, oil, utilities and communications." Mr. Truman said he did not
intend to make the list exclusive,
but his emphasis on communications indicated that the Chief
Exeetrtrve had radio in mind as
necessary to the public interest.
Several bills were presented
earlier last week by Sen. E. H.
Moore (R-Okla.), while in the
House. Rep^ Howard Smith (D-Va.)
introduced? a joint resolution (HJRes. 280) to create a joint commit e of Congress to study and
recommend labor legislation. Rep.
Smith also sponsored (HR-4875)
for investigation of labor disputes
While the Norton and Ellender
bills were designed to cover the
overall labor situation, either would
(Continued on page 91)

NAB Starts Small
Stations Activities
To Cope With Music Situation Allen Brown Is Assistant Head
INDUSTRYWIDE handling of the
mally that leadership was vital and Of Broadcast Advertising
radio music situation developed for that the industry must act in the EXPANSION of NAB service to
small stations has been started by
the first time Thursday when interest of all its segments.
Discussion of FM disclosed the
groups representing all segments
of Broadcast Advertisof broadcasting met at the Hotel feeling that the Petrillo ban on its Bureau
ing with the addition Dec. 1 of J.
Statler, Washington, under aus- dual AM-FM musical broadcasts Allen Brown, former general manager of WFOY St. Augustine, Fla.,
pices of the NAB. It was the inithe develtial session of the new Industry would seriously
opment of FM handicap
broadcasting
at a as19].assistant director of broadcast
Music Committee appointed Nov. time when this class of stations was advertising under Director Frank
24 by NAB President Justin Miller. in its infancy. On behalf of FM it E. Pellegrin [Broadcasting, Nov.
Harmonious discussion of the was pointed out that after all FM
Brown is conducting a study
music problem by groups represent- stations are broadcasting stations, of Mr.activities
of the NAB Small
ing industry segments that face not a special breed, and the AMwidely diversified interests was in FM distinction is disappearing, Market Stations Committee in prepitself regarded as a helpful step, both appealed to the same audience.
aration for the series of small marDuring discussion on the pending
ket station conferences to be held
since networks, their affiliates,
clear-channel, regional, local and Lea Bill (HR-4737) to curb the during the NAB district meetings
FM stations approach the AFM AFM, it was pointed out that the during the winter and spring.
situation from viewpoints that fre- proposed
law would beandof great
benMr. Brown also is making a spotefit to broadcasters
musicians
quently are antagonistic.
check survey of methods by which
Possibility that Judge Miller will alike, in that it would tend to pre- station salesmen on small outlets
vent the union from forcing certain are paid. Under consideration is a
meet within a month or two with
James C. Petrillo, AFM president, demands on stations.
of management practices
The bill is designed to protect study
was hinted after the meeting.
among small market stations based
Modernizing of industry ap- stations against demands for hir- on the experience of successful
proach tolabor relations was invesingsarymoreto carry
musicians
than are necesduring the last 25 years.
out program
work. operators
tigated, aprocedure in line with
Helen A. Cornelius, former asthe current national trend in em- Likewise it would serve as protecsistant director of broadcast adtion, according
to the
ploye-employer negotiations.
vertising, has been named special
for those
stations
whichdiscussions,
want to
Fear Feather-Bedding
broadcast local school bands and counsel on retail broadcast advertising to the NAB.
Since atSeptemCommittee members voiced con- orchestras
as public
serviceby feahas been
NAB,
tures but are
prohibited
the joiningber 1944whenshe Lewis
cern over the series of maneuvers
H. Avery was
AFM
because
the
school
organizaby Mr. Petrillo to expand featherdirector
of
broadcast
advertising
tions are not union.
bedding without regard for industo aid in organizing and planning
try needs or ability to pay. It was
Stops Coercion
clinical test in San Ansuggested that broadcasters now
It was further explained that the the Joske
tonio, where the department store
face the prospect of the most seri- bill would stop the AFM practice is completing a one-year laboratory
forcing stations to employ
history.ous labor relations in industry of
on the value of broadcast advertising.
union musicians as platter turners experiment
The industrywide committee, op- and would eliminate the Petrillo
Miss
Cornelius
erating somewhat similar to the
fee assessed for her own counselingwillandre-establish
advisory
group that handled copyright mat- "unemployment"
use
of
musical
transcriptions.
which she closed to take
ters with ASCAP some years ago,
besides Mr. Miller and business
active
part
in
Government
work
looked over the music situation as A. Present
D. Willard Jr., NAB executive during the war and will headquara whole with the idea of a uniform vice-president,
were
:
Frank
R.
Ruster
in
New
York
after
Jan
1.
She
policy to govern all negotiations
sell, NBC; Frank K. White, CBS;
secretary of the board of the
and procedure. It was agreed infor- Keith Kiggins, American; Robert isAdvertising
Federation of America.
D. Swezey, Mutual; E. E. (Ted)
she contacted merHill, WTAG Worcester; T. R. Last winter
chants
and
stations
the
Streibert, WO.R New York (clear country on the NAB throughout
district meetchannel) ; Paul W. Morency, WTIC
ing
circuit.
She
has
worked
closely
Hartford. Regional: T. A. M. with the Radio Dept., Sales PromoCraven, WOL Washington; J.
tion Division, of National Retail
Harold Ryan, WSPD Toledo. Dry Goods
Assn.
Three
subcommittees
dealing I.\
Small
:
Clair
R.
McC'ollough,
WGAL
Lancaster ; Marshall Pengra, with broadcast
were
KRNR Roseburg, Ore. Indepen- named at the Nov. advertising
New York
dent: Wayne Coy, WINX Wash- meeting of the Sales29-30
Managers Exington; John Elmer, WCBM Balecutive Committee [Broadcasting,
timore
Dec. 3] in addition to those already
ployer(chairman
Relations Employe-EmCommittee) ; announced.
They were:
Walter Executive
J. Damm Committee).
(chairman, FMNAB
Ratethur Card
Standardization
— ArHull Hayes,
CBS, chairman;
William Doerr, WEBR Buffalo;
Halsey Welcome
K. K.land; JHackathorn,
. Kelly Smith, WHK
CBS. CleveBROADCAST
official
welcome ofonNewDec.York
14 toCity's
AdSales
Practices
—
John
Outler,
miral William F. Halsey Jr., will
chairman; Lincoln Dellar,
be carried by WNYC and WOR WSB,
Odin RamsNew York. Both stations will KXOA Sacramento;
Duluth;
Craig Henry
Lawbroadcast his arrival at LaGuardia land, KDAL
rence, Cowles
stations;
Field, 11-11:15 a.m. WNYC will Christal, Edward Petry & Co.
carry the City Hall ceremonies at
Joske Clinical Test — Cecil Beatime Mayor LaGuardia will
WOAI, chairman; Arthur Hull
3 ting by Sid Hix which
Admiral Halsey with a Hayes,ver, CBS;
Lewis H. Avery, staan AFM present
scroll making him an honorary
tionWTIC.
representative; Walter Johncitizen of New York.
son,
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Steps Are

Taken

I

High

Court

FCC Is Reversed
In Ashbacker
Decision
By BILL BAILEY
(Text of Majority Opinion on
Page 81)
THE SUPREME COURT has
ruled, in a decision which ostensibly takes WJEF Grand Rapids,
Mich., off the air after 11 months
of operation, that the FCC must
hear all mutually-exclusive applications before making grants. The
opinion is expected to have an impact on development and licensing
of FM and television stations in
congested areas.
In a 5-2 decision last Monday,
the highest tribunal reversed the
FCC's
of a E.license
WJEF,Y.
owned grant
by John
and toRhea
Fetzer, also owners of WKZO Kalamazoo, and sustained the appeal
of Ashbacker Radio Corp., licensee
of WKBZ Muskegon. Both applicants had sought 1230 kc with 250
w power. The Commission granted
the Fetzer application and designated the Ashbacker plea for hearing [Broadcasting, March 19,
Oct. 22]. The Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia sustained
the FCC.
A 25-day period is allowed by
the Supreme Court for petitions
for rehearing, after which a mandate is handed down. At the Commis ion it was learned that no
plans for rehearing petition are
under consideration.
The opinion, written by Associate Justice Douglas, and concurred
in by Chief Justice Stone and Asso-

Rules
Hearings
ciate Justices Reed, Murphy and
Burton,
held that are
"where
two
bona
fide applications
mutually
exclusive the grant of one without
a hearing to both deprives the
loser of the opportunity which
Congress
to give
The
FCC had chose
contended
thathim."
hearings
in all cases of conflicting applications werestandpoint
"unsound
tical
as wellfromas aa praclegal
standpoint."
Justice Frankfurter, who wrote
the much-quoted network regulations decision of May 10, 1943 on
the composition of radio program
"traffic", handed down a dissenting
opinion, with Justice Rutledge concurring. But the dissenters held
that
of the
case is"theto proper
return itdisposition
to the Commis-

Radio Has Its Day
■IN ONE SIMPLE, plain-spoken opinion the
, Supreme Court last week cleared up much of
the confusion surrounding FCC licensing procedure which is of vast import to the hundreds of applicants for stations or better faI cilities in all mass radio fields who await FCC
action. Wherever multiple applications of a
mutually exclusive character are involved —
| whether they be AM, FM or television — the
pFCC
hold a public
hearing. Itfacility
can't
I grant must
one applicant
for a particular
and set others for hearing.
I The momentous ruling came in the Ashbacker-Fetzer case. Ashbacker, operator of
WKBZ Muskegon, had applied for a new frequency acouple of months after Fetzer had
applied for the same local facility in Grand
Rapids. The Commission granted Fetzer's application without hearing (the station now is
WJEF). Ashbacker was set for hearing. The
I Court of Appeals sutained the FCC. The Supreme Court, in the opinion written by Associate Justice Douglas and concurred in by five
of the seven sitting justices, reversed the lower
1 jcourt and, of course, the FCC. It found that
since Fetzer had been given the assignment,
and WKBZ couldn't by the Commission's own
BROADCASTING
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Mr. Segal

Mandatory
well issue thaorization onspecial
auconditionservice
that such
authorization would give WJEF no
priority on the 1230 kc channel, it
was said. Should such action be
taken, however, Paul M. Segal of
Segal, Smith & Hennessey, who
appeared for Ashbacker before the
Supreme Court, said he would take
immediate legal steps to protect
his client pending determination
by the Commission after a full
hearing of both applications.
Grant 'Illegal'
"The opinion
holds that the
WJEF grant was illegal," said
Mr. Segal. "A
servicebe au-ilthorizationspecial
likewise would

Justice Douglas
sion with direction that it modify
its order so as to assure an appropriate hearing of the Ashbacker
While the opinion appears to
automatically
application." cancel the WJEF
license, it was understood that the
Commission likely will issue a conditional special service authorization, permitting WJEF to continue
operations pending final decision
after hearing de novo on the apns ofthe pointed
Fetzers and
backerp.licIattiowas
out Ashthat
the Supreme Court opinion stated:
"The Fetzer application was not
conditionally granted pending consideration of petitioner's application", leavingaction.
a possible loophole
for modified
In that respect the FCC might

in Court
admission, operate on it simultaneously, the
hearing "becomes an empty thing".
Thus, for the third time the highest tribunal has overturned the FCC on the issue
of proper hearing. Even the dissenting minority
— Justices Frankfurter and Rutledge in a
separate opinion written by the former — concur ed in the majority view that there should
be an appropriate hearing. The majority went
beyond the hearing issue by observing that the
FCC has no procedure requiring an application to be filed within a certain time. Therein
it suggests the FCC should have a deadline so
a hearing date can be set and not be disturbed
by late-comers.
John E. Fetzer, the successful applicant and
operator of WJEF, finds himself legally as a
sort of innocent bystander. Implicit irt the
Court's ruling is a recall of the WJEF license
and a competitive hearing for the facility.
It would appear too harsh to deprive Grand
Rapids listeners of the station's service, and
probablycedurethewherein
court's
may permit
proWJEFmandate
can continue
operating
under a special service authorization.
Broader application of the court's decree,
however, will apply to all future proceedings
where competitive applications are involved,

The Court's opinion constitutes
a precedent in radio jurisprudence.
It is the first case in which the
high court had authorized a writ
of certiorari for a private radio
legal."
litigant. In two other instances
during the last several years the
Court has reversed the FCC — in
the WCPO Cincinnati (ScrippsHoward)
and breakdown
the KOA Denver clear case
channel
litigation. In each instance the Segal
firm represented private litigants,
Mr.
Segalandhandling
ScrippsHoward
Ashbackerthecases
and
Philip
J.
Hennessey
Jr.
the
KOA
case.
While the facts in the Ashbacker
case are important the broader application of the opinion will have
a direct bearing on future FM and
television development, as well as
that of standard broadcasting.
A hearing is mandatory, under
the Court's ruling, in all multiple
application
situations
(Continued
on page involving
88)

An Editorial
or where the demand for assignments exceeds
the supply. It means the FCC must hold hearings and follow the usual procedures. That may
slow down somewhat the Commission's already
clogged dockets, but it is the legal way and it
assures all applicants of their day in court.
This marks the first time the court ever
has granted a review to a private litigant in
a radio case. All in radio owe a debt to Grant
Ashbacker and to his counsel, Paul M. Segal,
for undertaking the litigation and bringing it
to successful fruition.
Already critically shorthanded, the decision
points up again the need for adequate staff
on the Commission. This is not to say, however, that the FCC couldn't use its present
personnel
to betterthatadvantage.
It has been
dent for months
the Commission
staff evihas
been devoting almost endless man-hours on
program studies, proposed new questionnaires
on economics and programs and other pursuits which if not outside the FCC's legal
scope, are at least borderline. There are about
300 standard stations on temporary license —
most of them because of so-called program
studies, due to the misguided notion that proconcern.grams and profits are the Commission's main
December 10, 1945 • Page 17
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Will

Hearings on Jan. 14
Present Vital
Problems
By JACK LEVY
(Clear Channel Applications
page 76)
IS THERE any sense in maintaining a Class 1-A clear channel if it
is limited in coverage by virtue
of 50 kw peak power?
In all probability this will be the
question around which the enormously important clear channel
hearings, scheduled for Jan. 14,
"regardless",
For the
FCC will havewillto revolve.
decide, from
the
evidence presented at these proceedings, whether exclusive clear
channels are in the public interest
and, if they are, whether the public
would not better be served by giving them substantially higher
power.
While precise information is
lacking it is felt in some quarters
that the hearings, already postponed three times, will get under
way as scheduled, but will run
only five days, during which
time key exhibits will be presented. Then, it is presumed, the
Commission will recess for 60 or
possibly 90 days, to allow the various parties in interest to analyze
the exhibits and collate other
data.
May Last Months
It is likely that when the hearings are resumed, there will be
several months of testimony and
examination. In addition to the
Commission's own experts, the
main participants -will- be the Clear
Channel Broadcasting Service, representing the Class I-A stations,
and the Regional Broadcasters
Committee, favoring breakdown of
clear channels on technical as well
as economic grounds.
The clear channel proceedings
constitute the third time in the
last decade that the issue has
come before the Commission. On
each occasion the protagonists of
retention of clear channels have
been represented by the CCBS
(formerly Clear Channel Group),
with Louis G. Caldwell, Washington radio attorney, as chief counsel and Edwin W. Craig, president
of National Life & Accident Insurance Co., operating WSM Nashvil e, as chairman.
The regional group in the past
has functioned under several different names, and in each case
with Paul D. P. Spearman, Washington radio attorney, as chief
counsel. Chairman of the regional
group is John Shepard 3d, chairman of the Yankee Network, with
such persons as T. A. M. Craven,
vice-president of Cowles Broadcasting Co. and former member
of the FCC; Walter J. Damm,
WTMJ Milwaukee; Ed Craney,
Page 18 • December 10, 1945
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KGIR Butte;. Campbell Arnoux,
WTAR Norfolk, *and Hoyt B.
Wooten,bers of the
WRECcommittee.
Memphis, as memThe Clear Channel group, if
it relies upon past arguments, will
urge retention of clear channels
as the only reliable means of providing adequate service to rural
and remote listeners. Moreover, it
will point out that power in excess of 50,000 w is used extensively in other countries (our Army
has used stations of 400 kw in its
own war operations) ; that FM,
restricted as it is in coverage, cannot conceivably provide adequate
service to sparsely populated
areas, and that breaking down of
the clear channels would deprive
a substantial segment of the napopulation ofit good
service.tion'sMoreover,
has radio
been
argued that duplication of clear
channels in the United States
would make available to our neighbor nations in the hemisphere additional assignments on those
channels, thus curtailing service
within our own borders.
Regional Group Arguments
The regional group, on the
other hand, can be expected to
project technical studies designed
to show that shared operation of
clear channels with appropriate
directionals, can provide highly
concentrated coverage to more
people than exclusive use Qf clear
channels. Power in excess ~of 50,000 w, they have argued, would
tend toward monopoly in broadcast
service and become a serious economic threat to the existence of
local and regional stations. That
FCC

Makes

VITAL issues will confront the
FCC next month when opposing
interests battle to keep intact or
divide the number one highways of
radio — the exclusive clear channel
frequencies. The clear channel
hearings, scheduled to begin Jan.
14, will take voluminous evidence
from industry and government exprovided by I-A
stationsperts toon service
rural areas.
has been the story in the past.
Considerable attention will be
directed to the part FM is destined to play in the future nationcoverageupon
pattern.
cannotwide
be relied
for anIf FM
adequate
rural and remote service, then AM
stations, with substantial power,
strategically located, should be
called upon to provide that service. In past years, speculation has
centered locaround
complete
realation of clear achannel
stations,
providing sigfor
their
arbitrary
asnment to locations from which
theyice could
provideareas"optimum"
servto extensive
not otherwise
covered adequately. It is possible
that such a plan will be discussed
during the proceedings, perhaps to
be projected by the FCC engineeritself. of the FCC, of
Alling staff
members
course, maintain that they will
enter the proceedings with an open
mind. But the trend obviously has
been toward a multiplicity of
smaller
*Mdio. Several
members units
of the inCommission
openly
espouse such a policy. The FCC
actions of the past several years
bear witness to that philosophy.
But because there is so much
at stake in the way of service to

23

Total Brought to 197
Since Peacetime
Licensing
(See table page 92)
ANOTHER 23 conditional grants
for new FM stations were authorized last week by the FCC, bringing the total number of FM grants,
issued since peacetime licensing
was resumed, to 197. All but nine
went to applicants having interests
in standard stations.
Simultaneously, the Commission
designated 30 FM applications for
hearing, consolidating 15 requests
for stations in the Cleveland-Akron
area, seven in the Providence-Pawtucket area, and eight in the Indianapolis area. Eleven applications in Boston, which had been
designated,
ing in March are(seescheduled
page 37).for hearLast week's actions left the Commission with nearly 500 FM applications stil to be processed. Thus
far, 238 cases have been granted
or set for hearing. Additional ap-

Issues

Channel

Conditional

that
public which
residesportion
outsideof the
of urban
areas,
the Commission is moving cautiously before determining future
policy.
The FCC Economics Division
will have available the results of
two extensive studies: (1) a survey which the Division of Program
Surveys, Bureau of Agricultural
Economics, has completed in 106
rural counties [Broadcasting,
Dec. 3] and (2) a coverage survey
started last June by the Census
Bureau of a sample 90,000 farm,
non-farm and small town families.
The CCBS is to present the findeach inofgs of "three
which technical"
is headedcommittees,
by a representative of the Commission.
These committees are preparing
maps, hgraphs,
charts
&nd other
ibits in support
of studies
on exdetermination ofsatisfactory
signal,
objectional interference, and scope
of various signal strengths.
The economic and the engineering ment
studies
compleeach are
other.intended
If thetotechnical
committees find that a certain clear
channel station provides a primary
service within a certain radius the
agricultural
should indicateandhowcensus
many surveys
people,
particularly outside the primary
service area of the station, regularly listen to that station and
whether it fulfills the purpose for
which it is given a favored frequency.
One of the purposes for which
stations
channels is to areserveassigned
the ruralclearaudience
and it is to this purpose that the
hearings are mainly directed.
These (Continued
stations are onsupposed
page 90)to offer
FM

Grants

plications are being prepared for Inc.; United Garage and Service
processing
and it'swillexpected
that ora Corp. ; International Union, United
sizeable number
be granted
Automobile, Aircraft and Agriculdesignated before Jan. 1.
tural Implement Workers of AmerAs with previous conditional
ica (UAW-CIO); WGAR Broadgrants, the Commission action
castingTelair
Co.; Scripps-Howard
Raguarantees the applicant that he Broadcasting
dio Inc.;
Inc. Co.; Cleveland
will receive a license but withholds
the frequency assignment pending
Applications
fromT. theSimmons;
Akron
were: Allen
further engineering examination. area
The procedure, however, enables Summit Radio Corp.; United
the grantee to proceed with pre- Broadcasting Co.; The Akron RaCorp.; Knight Radio Corp.;
liminary plans forandpurchasing
stu- Telairdio Co.
dio equipment
to arrange
other details for the establishment
Applications
area from
were: ProvidenceThe Outlet
of his station. Proposals of appli- Pawtucket
cants regarding transmitter power Co.; Cherry & Webb Broadcasting
and
antenna
height
are
still
under
Co.; Providence Journal Co.; A. A.
review.
The Yankee Network
All of the grants made last week Schechter;
Inc.; Colonial Broadcasting Co.;
were for smaller cities, where fre- Pawtucket Broadcasting Co.
quencies available
from H.Indianapolis
tions received.
Most exceed
of themapplicawere areaApplications
were : The Wm.
Block Co. ;
in eastern states. Previous grants Evansville on the Air Inc.; WFBM
were trallargely
in thestates.
southern, cen- Inc.; Scripps-Howard Radio Inc.;
and western
Indiana Broadcasting Corp.; CapiApplications designated for heartol Broadcasting Corp. Inc.; Uniing were: Cleveland
area — United
versaldianapolis
Broadcasting
Co. Inc.
Inc.; InBroadcasting
Co.; NBC;
WJW
Broadcasters
BROADCASTING
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How

do

Homing

You've probably read of the almost incredible
of speed-flying done by homing pigeons. Some have
known to cover 1,000 miles in two days. But the
,that always fascinated us is their ability to hit
home roost right on the nose.

feats
been
thing
their

The ability to hit anything right on the nose doesn't seem to be given to humans. We usually need facts. We
usually have to figure things out. The "instinct" to be
right just isn't there.
And that's why we're glad we've got the kind of
radio facts that make smart time buyers get on the
itiome beam and turn to W-I-T-H in Baltimore.
JROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Pigeons

do

it?

For the facts show that this successful independent
produces the greatest number of listeners per dollar
spent in this five-station big town.
If you'd
in Baltimore, W-I-T-H
belongs
at theliketoptoofget
yourhome
budget.

WITH
Baltimore, Md.
Tom Tinsley, President • Represented Nationally by Headley-Reed
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Television's Place
Rural Survey Pros and Cons Argued In Education Told
"WHY WOULD IT MAKE A DIFFERENCE TO YOU
Both Sides in Agreement
Teachers Advised to Expand
(If Your Radio Gave Out)?"
That Broadcasting
Training Through Television
Is Vital Force
DESPITEtentialsits
limitlessasset,
poFigure 1 *
as an almost
educational
"IT PROVES our contentions".
television can do no more than the
"It
doesn't
prove
anything".
educators will permit, which will
That roughly is the reaction of
the pros and cons to the findings
not be a great deal if their apof the Dept. of Agriculture survey
proach to television is no better
of rural radio attitudes, the first Would miss the radiothan it has been to sound radio,
members of the New Jersey Visual
Government study of its kind.
40 Education Assn. were told Dec. 1
For the NEWS* *
Both sides agree with the overall conclusion that radio has beduring a symposium on "Education
come a vital force in the lives of
through
Television"
presented
their Atlantic
City meeting
throughat
For NEWS AND ENrural
people
—
farmers
and
nonthe
cooperation
of
the
Television
farmers alike. But it appeared last
TERTAINMENT
Broadcasters Assn.
week
opponents
onents that
of thetheclear
channelsandwillpro-be
Pointing out that only 6% of the
nation's classes use radio today,
sharply divided in their interpretaFor ENTERTAINMENT
Prof.
Kenneth G. Bartlett, director
tion of the findings when the quesof the Radio Workshop of Syracuse
tion of radio service to rural listeners— the basis on which the exU., urged his audience to fight to
Because listening
clusive frequencies are assigned —
overcome the "natural inertia" and
is discussed at the forthcoming
"cultural lag" of educational instiis a habit
tutions by taking vigorous action
clear channel hearings.
toward the use of video education
Proponents of the clears are
in
their
own communities.
generally satisfied with the outNew Methods
come of the survey but find fault
with the approach. They question Would not miss the radio
G. Emerson Markham, manager
the use of general questions to determine program popularity, ex- * The shaded and cross-hatched bars each total to less than 100% because the of TV station WRGB Schenectady,
pressing extent
doubt that offulllistening
measure-to answers
9% of the menanswers
and 8%not ofclassified
the womenhere.were not ascertained. Less than expressed little hope for any plans
ment of the
1% gave ofmiscellaneous
that educators
might are
makewilling
for tele-to
big network shows is thus obtained. * * Including weather and market reports, and other information.
vision unless they
For example, they inquire, does
abandon the traditional methods of
classroom and lecture hall and to
asking the average person whether
he listens to a variety program NEWS and entertainment programs are valued highest by rural listeners, begin thinking in terms of enterdisclose whether he listens to a as shown by the above chart reproduced from the report on the Dept.
tainment. What is needed, he said,
specific show enjoying a high urban
survey on Attitudes of Rural People Toward Radio Serv- is an instinct for showmanship, a
rating? Would the average person of Agriculture
ice. The chart shows that news is most important to the men in the knack of "emotionalizing content."
know
Agreeing that educators have not
add. what a variety show is?, they rural areas while the women attach more importance to entertainment. "done
right" by radio, Edward
Implication?
Mellinger, director of broadcasting
There was, some said, an impliat
Rutgers
U., expressed the opinFigure 2 *
on in therural
questions
ion that despite the skill, imaginaers incatithe
areasthatcan listenhave
tion, effort and money that broadRURAL NONFARM PEOPLE
any kind of service they want, de20 30 40
spite coverage limitations. The
ming,castersradioareisputting
still notintodoingprograma good
educational job. Television will
study now being carried on by the Would miss the radio—
shoot even wider of the mark, he
Census Bureau, it was contended,
said, if educators accept what is
will show that a large part of the
rural audience is not satisfied with
given them or become aggressive
For the NEWS* *
only in their demands for time
the type of reception it is getting.
The clear channel proponents say
without offering competent and efForTERTAINMENT
NEWS AND ENthe survey supports the findings
that time.fective proposals for the use of
made in the public surveys of Dr.
Forest L. Whan for WHO Des
A group of New York City high
school students, members of the
Moines as to the popularity of netFor ENTERTAINMENT
work programs in farm areas.
All-City Radio and Television
However, they add, they objected
workshop,tories", onreenacted
'Food Facto any issue program popularity
e of the
Because listening
Live In series
as itCBShad World
done We
for
being introduced into the clear
is a habit
channel discussions.
television. Edward Stasheff, director
of
television
development
for
Spokesmen for the regional stathe New York schools, said that
tions declared the survey proved
such programs provide a partial
their contentions that clear chananswer
to the previous criticisms,
nel stations billed their programs
for urban appeal to the neglect of Would not miss the radio
showing what can be done in combining showmanship, the impartrural dwellers. These are the pro- * Each set of bars
adds to less than 100% because the answers of 8% of each
grams, they claim, which are shown
ing of information and the train- I,
ing of pupils in television technique
by the survey to be of the least group were not ascertained. Less than 1% gave miscellaneous answers not classified
interest to rural listeners.
* * Including weather and market reports, and other information.
which how
also television
included
a Symposium,
GE film showing
In support of their contentions,
works, was arranged by Dr. Mil
they point to the high positions
L. Lowery, superintendent of
given religious music in the cate- IMPORTANCE of news and information to farm listeners, as distinct lard
from nonfarm people in rural areas, is shown in this chart which re- schools of Middlesex County, N. J.
g
o
r
y
o
f
programs
"liked
best."
They
Baltin,Prof.
secretary-treascall attention to the listening of
flects findings of the attitudes survey. "Farm people," says the report, and Will
urer of TBA.
Edward C
old time music, market reports and "are more
Cole,
of
the
Yale
School of the
likely
to
mention
their
dependence
on
radio
for
news;
non(Continued on page 100)
farm people more often speak of its value as a source of entertainment." Drama, served as chairman.
BROADCASTING
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WE'RE
BLUSHING!
r AN ASIDE
LOYALEVER-WIDENING'
LISTENERS
L CIRCLE TOOF OUR
• Of course, we like to get letters from all you
listeners. But when you write so often and say such
nice things about our programs we're embarrassed.
We're blushing so hard we can't think of anything
to say except "Thank you!"
• It's encouraging to know you enjoy the many
new programs we've put on the air since WPEN has
been owned and operated by The Evening Bulletin,
the largest evening newspaper in America. We're
planning other programs of special interest to
Philadelphians. We think you'll like them.
i R O AD £ A S T I N G • Telecasting

950
WPEN . . . the Station
for Philadelphians
and WPEN-FM—a PLUS Value
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
HEAD LEY- REED COMPANY
New Francisco
York • •Chicago
• Detroit
San
Los Angeles
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Public

Service

Isolated Northern Areas
Depend on Radio
As a Friend
By PVT. PERRY E. HILLEARY
On Leave as General Manager of
KINY Juneau
IT WAS one of those mean Alaska
winter evenings in 1944. Early that
afternoon a plane had taken off
on a 700 mile flight from Anchorage to Juneau. About an hour out
of the capital city bad weather
closed in suddenly.
Searching desperately for emergency fields, he called CAA, and
asked them to contact KINY.
KINY interrupted its programming to ask residents of the yet
uncompleted airstrip to show all
light possible. Although the area
was in total blackout, field em-

Comes

First

opened blacked-out
windows,ployes
and ignited
emergency flares
about the runway. With only drops
of fuel remaining, the plane came
in for a successful landing, saving
all 13 passengers and two crew
members.
This was a type of public service
shared by all Alaska broadcast stations. Called upon daily for equally
dramaticments,and
impressive
the radio
stationsannouncein this
northland perform a public service
seldom equaled by broadcasters
anywhere.
Because communications are
primitive and inadequate throughmuch of here
the has
territory,
radioout listener
come the
to look
upon his friendly station as not
only a source of entertainment, but
actually a vital part of everyday
life. The Alaskan has come to de-

in Alaska

pend on his station.
Since emergency messages are
broadcast immediately, in addition
to a regularly scheduled period
each ingday,
listenershours.
keep tuned
durall broadcast
Fishermen
out of Ketchikan might hear an
announcement from KTKN similar
to this: "Attention . . . Joe Doaks
... onwas thetaken
gasboat
wife
to the'Dorry'.
hospital Your
this
evening. It's not serious, but please
come
as soon
as possible."
Chancesto town
are Joe
is listening,
but
just
in
case
he
isn't
there's
another fisherman nearby toalways
rush
him the news.
Interior listeners of KFAR Fairbanks, might wake some morning
toSourdough
hear this Jim
announcement:
at North "Will
Fork
please go to Intersection and see if
Pete is alright. He hasn't been

YES SIR ! Washington has a habit of keepits wartime
growth. What's
more ing ...
it keepspopulation
right on growing!
This time economists and population
experts say 7 ,380,000 by the end of the 5th
post-war year ... a cool million and a half
by the 10th year.* That's a lot of buying
power in one of the nation's richest markets.
Through station WRC you can reach this
post-war Washington market quickly and
inexpensively and talk to the hundreds of
thousands of listeners who have made WRC
Washington's favorite station. Whether you
prefer a planned spot campaign or a program of your own featuring the famous NBC
Parade of Stars, WRC can sell for you in
Washington. Your first trial will prove it.
•We'll be glad to moil you facts and figures on request.
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FIRST in WASHINGTON

Represented by NBC SPOT SALES

heard from for more than a
A noon news period may begin
with this : "Will residents of Circle
clear
plane
month."
which aleftpathway
here at for
11:30Weins'
this morning. Mrs. Williams and newborn
babySeldom
are enroute
do you home."
hear complaints
of programming technique. One of
the oddities of Alaskan radio listening is a preference for symphonic and light classical music.
Normally expecting hard working
trappers and miners to prefer hillbilly or jazz, the newcomer is
usually shocked to hear an old
Sourdough talking of how he liked
last evening's Shubert's "Unfinished Symphony",
or "Kostelanetz's
interpretation
of the
"Indian Love
An Alaskan wants news, and lots
of it. And he wants to know what
his friends are doing. Tundra
Topics on KFAR is as much a part
ofCall".
outlying community life as any
small-town newspaper. Written to
talk, it specializes in telling every
body that Pete-the-Prospector is
well, working
venturing for thathard,
lost and
vein still
of gold
Similar programs are conducted on
the other stations, styled after
hometown newscasts of states ra
dio stations.
Fishing News
Probably one of the most impor
tant contributions to listener
friendship by KINY and KTKN
is their daily fish market landings
and quotations. By these, thousands
of fishermen determine where to
sell at the best price, when to dock
to avoid congestion and delay, and
where the best catches are being
made.
Other radio programming, however, differs little from small independents "outside".
Contributing
enjoyment has beento Alaska
the U. S.radioArmy.
Early
in
the
war,
Armed
Forces
Radio Service began sending the
four
stationsplugs)
"dehydrated"
(less
commercial
network shows.
Most popular broadcasts from the
nation's major networks were tran
scribed in Hollywood and air ex
pressed northward in regula
weekly
shipments.
did critica
GI Joi
appreciate
it? HisAndonly
comment was, "We kinda miss th<
The four commercial stations re
commercials."
sponded immediately to the serv
ices' call for help ... by enter
taining troops, selling War Bonds
keeping morale high in those darl
days of 1942.
Listener appreciation is probablj
best exemplified in this statemenl
by one of the passengers on that]
disaster:
airplane which came so close toj
"You folks are to be commende<
for your unselfish public spirit. Al
though
just oneby ofyourthe sti;
estimableminelivesis saved
tion, I'd like to speak for the othe
in saying: We regard your em
ploye-family
partalways
of ourbe fam
ily. Our heartsas will
opei
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• SAN FRANCISCO

• HOLLYWOOD

Nimitz, Lewis and Sheehy
Discuss Merger on WINX
PUTTING their views on the air,
Dec. 2, 9:30 p.m. via WINX Washington, Fleet Adm. Chester W.
Nimitz; John L. Lewis, United
Mine Workers president; and a
former Navy chaplain, the Rev.
Maurice S. Sheehy, strongly opposed merger of the Navy with
other armed forces.
During the discussion, "Symposium of Sea Power", Mr. Lewis
said
that "the
threatnot ofhover
military
dictatorship
should
over
this land." Adm. Nimitz expressed
the view that development of the
Navy's striking power "should not
be interrupted for the sake of administrative amalgamation in the
name of undemonstrated economics." "If the Navy is absorbed, it
loses
its identity,"
said education
Dr. Sheehy,of
now head
of religious
Catholic U. in Washington.

AWAITING the premier performance of Ralston-Purina's full-hour
Opry House Matinee, on Mutual Nov. 17, are (1 to r) : Claire Cari-Cari,
Gardner Advertising; J. F. Kircher, Gardner account executive; Charles
H. Brown, producer; Ade Hult, v-p Mutual, Chicago; Charles Claggett,
v-p of Gardner Advertising; Hal Chase, advertising manager, cereal
division, Ralston-Purina Co.; Arnold Carlsen, Mutual salesman; and
Maurice Malin, Ralston Purina advertising manager.
KOCY Is Host
KPRO Offices
NEW OFFICES
have Cal.,
been completed
City was host Nov. 20
KPRO
Riverside,
andpresident,
providefor toKOCYMrs.Oklahoma
PeggyonYoung,
quarters
for
W.
L.
Gleeson,
town
'queen'
Mutual chosen
"Queenout-offor a
and four staff members.
Day" program the previous day.

everybody knows

WBIG
means good broadcasting

Columbia affiliate
greensboro, n. c.
represented by hollingbery
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AMERICAN LEAVES
MERCHANDISE MART
AMERICAN
Co.'s
Chicago divisionBroadcasting
expects to vacate
its executive
in the
chandise Martoffices
by Dec.
31, Merwith
publicity, legal, station relations
and other business and production
departments moving into the Civic
Opera Building.
The new offices on the 16th floor
of the Opera Building will occupy
10,000 square feet of space and
will also house the sales promotion,
research, network sales, co-op sales
and national spot and local sales
which were moved to the 23rd floor
of the Opera Building last May.
Remaining in the Mart will be
the engineering and programming
departments, Ed Boroff, vice-president in division,
charge indicated.
of American's
central
All space
on the 18th floor of the Mart will
be relinquished and program departments now housed there will
move to the 19th floor where net
studios are located. Move was made
when Merchandise Mart refused to
renew lease which terminates Dec.
31, 1945. Mr. Boroff said it is expected that all departments in the
Civic Opera Building offices will be
readytion byforJan.business
and in opera1.

BETTER PUBLICITY
FOR BANKS IS URGED
"WE MUST take stock and re
double our efforts to develop public relations programs which will
produce
real results,"
J. Lowell
Lafferty,
president
of the
National retiring
Financial
Advertisers
said at the 30th annual convention
of the financial group at Hot
Springs, Va. He was succeeded in
the presidency by Dale Brown, of
land.
the National City Bank of Cleve
Edwin B. Dooley, director of
public information of General
Foods Corp., New York, spoke on
"The Functions of Corporate Pub
lie Relation s". President-elect
Brown, in his inaugural address,
listed as one of the objectives for
banks
in thetheyears
to "see
to it that
publicahead,
understands
more about the banking business.'1
PW Subsidiary
PRESS WIRELESS has organized
a subsidiary, the Press Wireless
Manufacturing Corp., the company
announced last week. A. Warren
Norton is president of both firms
with Ray H. de Pasquale, who has
been director of P W manufacturing, as vice-president and general
manager of the new branch. Exec
utive and sales offices of the new
company will be at 1475 Broadway
Manufacturing
and labora
tories
will be on plants
Long Island
KPMC Plans
WITH plans calling for estimated
$100,000
building
Bakersfield,
Cal., broke costs,
groundKPMC
for its
new
ultra-modern
executive officesbroadcasting
on Nov. 29. studios and
ROADCASTING
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WMT is Eastern Iowa's "listening post." From Joan Davis
to Andre Kostelanetz . . . from morning 'til night . . .
WMT is the most popular station in Eastern Iowa because
(I) WMT is Eastern Iowa's only CBS station, (2) WMT has
the largest daytime primary area of any station in the
state, at Iowa's best frequency — 600 KC with 5000
Watts. Remember that markets are people . . . and
Iowa's population is about evenly split between industry
and agriculture ... all with a steady, spendable, dependable income. If you keep your eye on Eastern Iowa, you'
see that WMT is a "must" by popular demand alone.
WMT's story is a big one to tell — an important one to hear.
Contact your KATZ AGENCY man at once.
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It happened

on

NBC

1921
When the Twentieth Century was in its teen-age,
Eddie Cantor was already a famous star of such
stage shows as Morosco's "Canary Cottage,"
Ziegf eld's "Midnight Frolic," and The Shuberts'
"Make It Snappy. " Eddie was one of the first
great stars to appear before a microphone —
when the radio industry was not yet one year old.
Eddie's Story is the Story of American radio,
now celebrating its 25th anniversary.

~

1926
Cantor made his first network radio appearance
November 2, on the historic "Eveready Hour,"
over a group of stations which two weeks later
became the nucleus of the National Broadcasting
Company network. In 1931 he became an NBC regular
— star of the famous Chase and Sanborn Hour.

• When Bristol-Myers offered Eddie Cantor the opportunity to speak to millions every week over NBC, Eddie
accepted it eagerly. He put into those thirty weekly
minutes all the skill acquired during years on stage and
screen and all the energy which carried him to the top in
those fields. But he put in something more, too. When
war came he pioneered in entertaining at military hospitals. He was determined that there should be no lonely

soldiers lying forgotten in hospitals. He fought wartime
juvenile delinquency with Americanism — emphasizing
the advantages that are the birthright of every American
boy and girl. So effective were his messages that his services were sought by — and willingly given to — ParentTeacher Associations and educational councils all over
the country.
• Last year, aided by his sponsor, Bristol-Myers, Eddie

The Story of Eddie

Cantor) NO. 7 OF A SERIES

1940
Now a star of motion pictures — ever since
the enormously popular screen version of
his stage hit, "Whoopee" — Eddie inaugurated
his radio series for Bristol-Myers on NBC.
In December, 1942, the show reached a
peak Hooper rating of 23.4, with an average
rating of 20.5 for the winter season.
1945
Today Eddie is a perennial NBC favorite.
The Eddie Cantor Show — with
Harry Von Zell, Bert "Russian" Gordon,
Leonard Sues and his orchestra and
Thelma Carpenter — begins its sixth
consecutive season on NBC for BristolMyers — to the delight of an estimated
20,000,000 Cantor fans.

devoted his program to collecting 1,500,000 Christmas
gifts for wounded servicemen hospitalized in this country.
This year he set his goal even higher — 2,500,000 gifts —
so
that every
Christmas
time."Yank who gave" may be remembered at
• Eddie knows that his Wednesday night NBC show
does something for him that none of his stage or screen
successes can accomplish. It takes him directly into

National

millions of American homes. He sees the NBC network
as a friendly chain of armchairs stretching from the
Atlantic to the Pacific.
• Eddie Cantor and NBC are a natural team. Eddie's
great genius as an entertainer and his ability to touch the
hearts of his fellow Americans belong on the network that
can give him the finest facilities to reach the greatest
number of listeners.

Broadcasting

Company

America's Ho. 1 Network

\ M
IA Service
rm of Radio

Counter

No.

1 STATE

In salaries and wages, North Carolina paces the South!
According to latest available Department of Commerce
figures, pay envelopes here contained nearly 430 million
dollars, leading the next-ranking Southern state by more
than 92 million dollars and nearly doubling the average
for all nine other Southern states. Another proof of North
Carolina's buying power!

iIS

INA'S

CAROL

With 50,000 Watts, at 680 k.c. — and NBC — Station WPTF
is by long odds the No. 1 radio salesman in North Carolina.
Let us send you the complete facts and availabilities. Or
just call Free & Peters!
50,000 WATTS
— NBC
RALEIGH,
N.C.
^^^mj^^3 Free & Peters, Inc., National Representatives
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Radar

Whipped

One

Of Enemy's Powerful
listener can beWeapons
determined by radio
By MARY ZURH0RST
receivers equipped with direction
THE tleFABULOUS
story of the that
lit- finders. Since the echo that radar
David countermeasures
receive from most targets is
overcame the Giant radar was units
weak, relatively little power
brought to light when the Office of rather
is required to cover up that echo
Scientificment, andResearch
and
Developby
sending
out a jamming signal
the War and Navy
frequency as the raDepts. jointly released information on the dars.same
Also, radars have difficulty
on thementhighly
secret
RCM
developin
distinguishing
between actual
and operation.
targets and free falling strips of
metallic foil.
Because
of
the
similarity
between commercial radio operation
It was knowledge of these radar
and the typetermeasures— signal
used in transcoun- weaknesses which contributed to
a sustained
the successful electronic warfare
mitting signal — RCM development carried on in the second half of the
will probably
have far
in- Pacific war — in island invasions
fluence on progress
in thegreater
industry
and over Japan — and in the Medithan radar. The radar signal em- tions.
terranean and European operaploys pulsetermittent
transmission,
or
an
insignal sent out, echoed
Countermeasures were of especial value during the Normandy
by
object,scope.
and "bounced" back invasion,
to thean radar
when the Allies not only
Demonstrations
bombed out many of the Wurzburg
radars
along
coast, but also
For the first time, the Navy jammed out thetheefficiency
of those
opened mentaltobase onreporters
its
experiremaining
sets.
All
of
the Chesapeake and feints were used, such manner
as
demonstrated the power of the two vessels or planes using onecoun-or
RCM program that ruined the Gerures that made them appear
man's billion dollar radar invest- to be a wholetermeasfleet
or formation of
ment, and threw the monkey planes, and in the opposite
manner,
wrench into Japanese radar plans. a fleet or umbrella of air cover
beUsing the actual Jap radar
coming lost to the Germans
shack captured on Attu, and a through means
of
the
electronic
Wurzburg radar unit taken from
the Germans, the Navy and civilian fogRCMof RCM.
undoubtedly saved the U.S
scientists allied to the project, forces based
in England 450 planes
showed the effects of allied coun- and 4,500 casualties.
In cold fig
t
e
r
m
e
a
s
u
r
e
s
t
h
a
t
jammed
the
raures,
this
amounted
to a saving of
dar sets of the enemy.
approximately
$150,000,000
in one
With electronic echoes bouncing theater alone.
back from Navy planes flying overSo
important
were
radar
head, the enemy radar scopes termeasures in the Pacific coun
that
showed
the familiar
was made a fleet-wide activ
spikes resembling
fine "pips"
blades orof RCM
ity,
with
every
combat
ship
in
the
grass indicating an object within fleet self-protecting with RCM
range. Then the planes turned on
the electronic jammer which had equipment.
Involved in the research on the
one of two results. Either the basic
were the National Defense
line bisecting the scope became per- project
of Scifectly uniform and flat, or the ResearchentificCommittee,
Research and Office
Development,
"pips" spread over the entire scope, War and Navy
Depts., and many
blurring it completely, and causing commercial
electronic firms.
theThis
objectelectronic
to be lostjamming
in the device
"grass".is
WFIL,
Fellowship
Group;
known
by the code
name "carpet".
Other methods
of jamming
include
"window" — strips of metallic tape Airing Tolerance Series
fromaluminum
a plane — foil
and ribbons
"rope" PHILADELPHIA FELLOWSHIP
—dropped
400 foot
Commission
suspended by parachutes.
case" of sevenwilltop present
members "Show
of ra
The same results were demon- dio,
motion picture and music in
strated byRCM equipment in a de- dustries as part of the Within Ou
stroyer escort anchored in the Bay. Gates series presented with the co
Although German radar had a operation
of WFIL Philadelph
head start on the Allies, we de- each Sunday morning.
veloped countermeasures much
Program started Dec. 9 with
earlier than either the Germans or dramatization
of the life of Gugliel
the Japanese, and subsequently, mo Marconi. Series is part of Phil
not only overcame their radar, but adelphia Fellowship Commission'
also got the most use out of our daily work to promote unity anc
own radar equipment.
understanding and to eliminate
prejudice, discrimination, quota
Really Powerful Station
and segregation. Radio scrip
Because radar is really a power- writers at all local advertising
ful radio transmitting station, agencies and stations have playe
capable ofmendousbeing
at tre- a part in putting the show to
distances,heard
its direction
John Scheuer, WFIL pro
and location in relation to the gether.
duction head, is producer.
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SOME

OF

THE

REASONS

OUTSTANDING PROGRAMS
WIN RECOGNITION
Recipient of four awards for outstanding
public service and achievement in 1945,
WTAG enjoys an enviable record unequal ed inbroadcasting history, which
reflects
the
quality Award,
of WTAG's
creative ability. These four, The scope
Varietyand Plaque
The
Peabody Award, The duPont Radio Award, and The Billboard
Award were presented to WTAG in recognition of such enterprising creationsweek
as "Worcester
internationally
after weekandby thethe World,"
OWI to rebroadcast
promote a
better understanding between peoples of the United Nations.
And
then there
Marching back
Home,"to
a program
which isis"When
helpingJohnny
hundredsComes
of servicemen
the sort of work they like best. A third, "Gardening for
Victory," helped These
Worcester
in gardening
accomplishments.
are butlead
a fewtheof state
the programs
which
offered a wealth of entertainment and up-to-the-minute news
in addition to great public service. There's never a dull
moment on WTAG, where big-time programming is always
the order of the day.
LOCAL PRODUCTIONS
WIN HIGH FAVOR
The Evening Review, a local participation show, 6:30 to 6:45 p.m. which
Hooper surveyed this year, drew a
rating of 18.1, nearly twice as high as
the next three stations combined. Results
ofphenomenal.
a survey covering
the one had
o'clock
local ofnews29.8are aseven
more
Here WTAG
a rating
opposed
to ratings of 1.2 and 2.1 and 0.6 for network commentators
over the other three stations— conclusive evidence that WTAG
local productions rank first with a big majority in Central
New England.
LEADING ALL STATIONS
IN LISTENING PREFERENCE
"Tune wordtoin Central
WTAG" Newhas England
become homes.
a byAnd no wonder. Listening preference
has long been centered on this big
time station. Each successive Hooper
Listening Index has indicated an ever-growing audience both
in thethatafternoon
and stations
evening heard
— a larger
in fact
than
of all other
in the audience
area combined.

IMSS
W^^Z f
Mfe^O'y*
w^^v^/.AfSU

WTAG'sinfluence
drawingin apower,
creating
strong
selling
market therefore,
whose per isfamily
buyinga income
is $4,061 or 10.3% above the national average.
PAUL H. RAYMER

CO.

National

WHY
DEALERS FAVOR WTAG
FOR RESULTS

First in listener
preference,
it's atological
conclusion
that the
quickest way
reach
and sell the responsive Worcester market
is through WTAG. Year after year retail
merchants cash in on WTAG's solid
popularity — and there is an exceptionally high percentage
of renewals. One advertiser, using 52 weeks, is in his 14th
consecutive year on WTAG. Both national and local advertisers have long since discovered the punch and pulling
power
of Worcester's
any indistributor
which station
exerts theleading
greateststation.
sales Ask
influence
Central
New England. The answer will be WTAG. They recognize
that WTAG's influence is a potent factor in the sale of the
products they handle.
WTAG CONSISTENTLY
LEADS IN RATINGS
Facts are convincing and Hooper Ratings
show that WTAG maintains a wide
margin of leadership over other stations
heard in the Worcester area. Daytime
quarter-hour ratings, Hooper Survey
December '44 to April '45, are typical. WTAG's average
quarter-hour rating is 9.0. Station B is 5.2, Station C is 3.2
and Station D is 2.2. Even in the lowest quarter-hour period,
the WTAG rating is higher than that of the other three
Stations combined. Of the 40 quarter-hour daytime periods,
WTAG has the highest rating in 30 of them. Astounding
figures indeed, and decisive evidence that WTAG holds an
impressive edge in audience attention with Central New
England consumers.
WTAG PREVAILS
What do the foregoing facts reveal?
Simply this, that listeners, both day
and night, have shown a decided
preference for WTAG programs and
features, and that WTAG leads, by
far, as an effective advertising medium
in Central New England. Scoring first in Concentrated
Listening Habits, first in Big Station Programming, first in
Hooper Ratings and first in Dealer Influence, WTAG rightfully becomes the first choice of thoughtful
Of advertisers.
Sates Represenfatives/^jy^
WORCESTER
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Merry

Christmas from WHB!
Our
"present" to ofWHB
advertisers is
the
fine Hooperatings
shownstocking-full
in the table below..
.Advertiser
orin agency,
like thedoing
business
1946 withyou'll
WHB—
station
with
"agency
point-of-view"...where
advertiser is a client who must getever"
his
money's
in results. inSwing
along
with the worth
happy medium
the Kansas
City area!
For WHB Availabilities/phone DON DAVIS
at any ADAM YOUNG office:
NEW YORK CITY,
. . . Street
LOngacre 3-1926
West18 42nd
CHICAGO, 25511. East
.
ANSt. Dover 5448
Washington
SAN FRANCISCO.627 4
SUtter 1393
Mills
Building
LOS ANGELES,448 13
Michigan 0921
South
Hill
Street
KANSAS CITY, Scarritt
6 Building HArrison 1161
KEY STATION for the KANSAS STATE NETWORK
KANSAS CITY
Station Station Station Station
HOOPER INDEX WHB Station
E
D
c
B
A
May thru Sept. "45
WEEKDAYS
A.M.
MON.
fftl. 23.1 26.5 19.7 10.6 13.1
5.5
8 A.M.-lTHRU2 Noon
WEEKDAYS
P.M.
14.8
1.7
MOK.
THRU
FBI.
9.5
19.9
23.4
29.6
12 Ho*n-6 PM.
SUNDAY
11.8
2.6
12 AFTERNOON
Noon-6 P.M. 16.2 34.7 20.5 13.8
7.9 2.0
SATURDAY
20.6 17.2
DAYTIME
29.6
21.9
SA.M.-GP.M.
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TIPPLING MICE AT AFN-REIMS
Un-Mouselike Antics of Champagne-Drinking
Rodents Put Station in Uproar
an announcer
AFN men at Reims have found day
walkedas into
the control forboothAFN,to
that their studios, famous the make
her first station break. The
world over as the only broadcast- break consisted of a blood-curdling
ing establishment with 9,000,000
which sounded as if Miss
bottles of champagne in its cellars, scream
Plank were auditioning for one of
also lay claim to harboring his- the
ghosts
Sanctum. Sol-to
tory'smice.largest
collection
of has
dediers in theon Inner
area accustomed
ranged
Behavior
of mice
orthodox station breaks,
been attributed to the fact that more
to the studio in jeeps and
they have been brought up on a rushed
to aid a damsel in distress.
diet of Champagne Brut Pommery trucks
Following
this episode, the mice
1936, the kind that lies in puddles
were tion
largely
but still
stadirectly
reports exterminated,
that a few are
Mice under
are notAFN-Reims.
only born blind,
but manage to spend the large part left, and ratories
if wantanyanyexperimental
laboguinea pigs with
of their life
thatdissipating
condition. Emboldened byintheir
diet, Bright's disease, requests should be
the staggering little armies march mailed with a Pommery Chamacross the studios in rollicking
pagne bottle top to AFN-Reims,
throngs, usually in broad daylight. France.
One day, a mouse whose pet pastime was jumping on the turn-table
and using it as a merry-go-round, FRAZIER WILL OPEN
happened
jump on the
tion Pleaseto program.
He Informawas still ENGINEERING OFFICE
going around when Dorothy Plank, HOWARD S. FRAZIER, NAB dia British civilian starting her first
rector of engineering, has submitted his resignation,
R. K. Adams Heads NBC
Dec.
31, effective
to open
W
'
'
%
practice
as a
Program Development
Broadcast
consulROBERT K. ADAMS, discharged
at 1730tant,I withSt.offices
NW,
from the Navy as a lieutenant commander, has joined NBC as direcWashington.
He
will remain with
tor of program development. He
will build programs for network
from the idea stage through their
actingsomedijg time
NAB as for
first broadcast, calling on production, script, and other departments
neering
comeTi&rector
Mr. pleFrazie
te a numberr of projectsoftounderto form production units.
way in the department, such as the
Before entering service Mr.
enginee
Adams was active in radio acting NAB bookbroadca
tion.ring handnow in st
prepara
and script writing, appearing in
and writing for many leading proMr. Frazier's practice will include broadcasting station mangrams. He also appeared on the
agement and property
organizational
stulegitimate stage as actor and direcdies, broadcast
appraisals,
tor, and ran his own summer the- advertising
rate
studies,
program
ater. While in the Navy he wrote
market
and produced Meet Your Navy and policy recommendations,
and merchandising counMeet Admiral Downes, and wrote evaluation
sel
to
manufacturers
of
station
Sky High
Jam- equipment. Helen Jean Morris,
boree, whichandwereFlight
heardDeck
on NBC.
NAB engineering secretary since
He
will
start
his
network
duties
immediately.
retary.
1941, has resigned from NAB and
will continue as Mr. Frazier's secSupport Drive
Before joining NAB Aug. 1, 1942
SISTER
KENNYparalysis
FOUNDATION
Appeal Mr. Frazier was RCA sales engifor
infantile
victims
started
neer in charge of Navy contracts
its 1945 drive
on As- and prior
sociated Nov. 21withwhena broadcast
Rosalind Russell
to that had been owner
appearedpaign inbroadcast.
a "Let's
Polio"national
cam- and manager of WSNJ BridgeBing Sock
Crosby,
chairman
for
drive,
did
his
annual
ton,
N.
J.
of traditional
songs
He will continue as chairman of
onbroadcast
a tionspecial
program
forChristmas
the
foundathe Radio Manufacturers Assn.
on
Mutual
on
Dec.
5,
and
on
Dec.
8theNBCcampaign
presented
special byprogram
on until
Satellite
Transsponsored
Leaf Shore
Gumfor subcommittee
mitter Standards
the project
Co.,
Chicago,
and other
radio featuring
entertainers.Dinah
WHN New is complete [Broadcasting, Dec.
York
carried
talk by onMrs.EllaLawrence
NAB representabett for
Mason Tibpro- 3] andtive onserve
Radio asTechnical
Planning
gram on the
Dec. drive
4.
Board where he is vice-chairman
Jerome Kern Honored
as
well
as
chairman
of
Panel 4
PRUDENTIAL
Insurance Program,
Co. of America,
(Standard Broadcasting).
Electric
Co.combined
Advertising
ASCAP
and
CBS
to
bring
full
hour
of Jerome Kern music on CBS on Sun- LEON HENDERSON, former OPA chief.
day,poser.Dec. Program,
9, in broadcast
memory 4:30-5:30
of late comp.m., Marquis Childs, United Feature synditime
usually occupied
by Prudential
cate columnistand onGeorge
American's
"Memo
and Electric
Co. programs,
included to America",
Hicks,
AmeriBing land,
Crosby,
Nelson
Eddy,
Judy
Garcan war correspondent,
will replace
Hildegarde,
PatriceJackMunsel,
Dinah
Shore,
Frank
Sinatra,
Smith
and
Raymond
Swing
on
his
American
cotion Dec. 31operativeto program
Jan.while
11. he is on vacaEarl Wrightson.
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Strike-Bound Newspaper
Airs News Over WAY
WPAY Portsmouth, 0., added six
newscasts daily six days a week,
sponsored by the Portsmouth
Times, when the paper's International Typographical Union employes went out on strike.
W. A. Pepper, WPAY news editor, got the assignment on four of
the six shows. Times staff members
supplied the material for the newscasts,Miriam
which included
women'ssonews with
Gee, Times
ciety editor, and Mr. Pepper;
comics, handled by remote control
by WPAY Manager Paul Wagner,
who is recuperating at his home
after an operation, and summaries
of editorials and columns in addition to straight newscasts.
Eugene Carr, director of radio
for the Brush-Moore Newspapers
Inc., publishers of the Times, was
assigned to help handle the broadcasting schedule.

Revoking

of WORL

License

Too Severe, Attorneys Argue
IN VIEW of previous decisions,
While vigorously contending that
revocation of the license of WORL there
was no effort to conceal inBoston because of alleged concealformation, counsel for the station
assert
that in a number of cases
ment of ownership would be "much
too severe" a penalty, "particularly involving admitted falsehoods and
since there was no proven wrong- deception "derelictions were overlooked by the commission and no
doing" on the part of its principals,tended attorneys
con- punishment whatever was meted
in briefs forfiledthewithstation
the FCC
out."
In
the Honolulu Broadcastrequesting oral arguments.
ing Co. case, decided in 1938, in
whichcurethe
to seDenial
of the ofstation's
applicaconsentapplicants
for transferfailed
of control,
tion for renewal
license was
recom ended in a proposed decision they argued, license was renewed
on a finding that public interest
charging misrepresentations in fi- had
not been adversely affected by
nancial
reports[Broadcasting,
filed with the
mission
Oct. Com29]. the transaction and that the faThe station is owned by Harold
cilities had been substantially imA. Lafount, former member of the
proved by the new ownership.
Federal Radio Commission, and
Pointing out that under Mr. LaSanford H. and George Cohen,
leadershipto WORL
risen
counsel for Arde Bulova interests. fount's
from obscurity
a high hasranking

Air Sales
"ONE AIRPLANE, and
charge teneit,
please."heard
WSB Enid
lisrs in Atlanta
Day on a Monday morning
broadcast suggest this procedure for Davison-Paxon's
store, her sponsor. Four listeners took the advice immediately after the show, and
bought
themselves
coupes" at the
store. "Er-

position among Boston stations
from the standpoint of listener attraction, there
counsel declare:
"In the
instant case,
is no evidence
that the public interest has been
adversely affected by the present
ownership; but on the contrary
. . . the record shows that since
1937 WORL has steadily improved
in every respect and is today rendering a highly meritorious program service
in the City
publicBroadcastinterest."
In the
Panama
case,thedecided
in 1942,granted
counseling Co.added,
Commission
renewal
of
license
upon
a
showing
IN NASHVILLE...
that the station rendered a public
service although the record in the
case contained "unparalleled inAgain staninces of concealment."
the Ocala Broadcasting
Co. case in 1942, the briefs stated,
the Commission condoned similar
irregularities because of evidence
that the station was performing a
satisfactory service.
In its exceptions filed with the
Commission, the station claims the
proposedcount of thedecision
take acpublicfailed
serviceto provided
listeners under the present operation. "The record shows and the
decisions should include findings,"
the briefbillings
stated,havethatincreased
the station's
weekly
from
$904 to $6,200; that its Hooper
rating rose from 8.4% in the mornto 14.2%
1941 toin 1943
and ingfrom
9.4%from
to 12.3%
the
Prosperous people make prosperous prospects — and
afternoon.
Nashville's population and income increases have outFurther,
the
brief
continued,
stripped those of the state and the nation since 1941!
WORL is tied for first place in dayRadio Daily Survey rates Nashville as an A-l Postwar
time listening in Boston, it regularly donates time to at least 70
city — one of only sixteen such cities in America. Here —
local and national organizations
with the help of WSIX — you may find more than a million
and regular time to numerous govpotential buyers for your product. Top shows of both
ernment agencies, it regularly preAmerican and Mutual networks guarantee a big, interested
outstanding programs
beaudience. Add it up: market, coverage, audience — and
halfsents
of community
betterment,in and
has received the McNinch Award
REASONABLE RATES, and it's easy to account for the
for public service.
buyer-appeal of WSIX.
Finally, the brief concluded, the
Commission erred in finding that
AMERICAN
the applicant
or itsfalse
officers
intentionally submitted
or deceptive
reports
or
knowingly
misrepreMUTUAL
5,000 WATTS
its financial
affairs
"and
further sentederred
that the
applicant
980
K. C.
cannot be entrusted with the responsib lit es ofa licensee."
Hazel Louise Leach
HAZEL LOUISE LEACH, 39, wife
of Herbert Leach, announcer with
KSUN Lowell, Ariz., died Nov. 4
in Fairmont, Ind. Hazel Louise, as
Represented Nationally by
she was known to radio audiences,
was a pianist on KSUN, KBND
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
Bend, Ore., and WGRC Louisville.
BROADCASTING
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•inThethe *"Listener
Diary"shows
surveythatof listening
habits
WNAX area
most WNAX
listeners tune directly to this station and stay tuned
to it. 74 per cent of the audience of the average
WNAX program is inherited from the preceding
WNAX program. 18.5 per cent are listeners
who have just turned their radios on; 7.5
per cent come to WNAX from other
stations.
The flow of audience away from
WNAX to other stations is inconse'
quential.
And the
that "stays
WNAX
is byaudience
far the largest
audienceput"of onany
radio station in this section.
This same "Listener Diary" survey proves
this fact by showing WNAX leadership in 87 per
cent
week. of individual quarter-hour programs during a
WNAX has the knack of giving its listeners the
kind of programs they want to hear . . . programs
that make them set their dials at 570 KC and leave
them there.
BIG AGGIE says: Ask the nearest KATZ
man to give you the details of the WNAX
"Listener Diary."
"Industrial Survey"
WNAX IS AVAILABLE WITH KRNT AND WMT AS THE MIDSTATES GROUP. ASK THE KATZ AGENCY FOR RATES.

570
on the dial

ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

SIOUX

A &w(e& Station
CITY
: YANKTON
Represented by the Katx Agency
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BLANKET BUGABOO
WAS THREAT IN PAST
WANT TO get an antenna site approved by the citizenry of the surrounding community who dread
"blanketing"
tions? Just getof antheir
FCC favorite
engineersta-to
offer testimony that the blanketing
bugaboo is a relic of radio's distant
past.
That's what happened when Raytheon Manufacturing Co., Wr.ltham, Mass., got into some difficulty with residents of Falls
Church, Va., where Raytheon
wanted to erect an FM and television tower. At a hearing last
week conducted jointly by the Town
Planning Commission and the
Town Council,, Michael J. Sannella,
attorney; Albert W. Carr, assistant chief engineer of Raytheon, and
Curtis B. Plummer, acting chief of
of the Television Division of the
FCC's Broadcast Branch, testified.
Raytheon proposed to erect a

DISTINGUISHED visitors at the BMB booth at the annual meeting of
the Assn. of National Advertisers in New York, and their host are
(1 to r) : Joseph Allen, assistant vice-president, Bristol Myers Co.; Paul
West, ANA president; Hugh Feltis, BMB president; D. B. Stetler, advertising director, Standard Brands, and chairman of the ANA radio
committee; Harold Stephenson, advertising manager, Canada Starch
Co., Montreal.
modernistic transmitter house and
fied this would be no serious proba 300-foot unsupported steel tower.
lem. Approval ensued.
After residents expressed their
WOR Welcomes
main concern — whether the station ENTIRE program
"Gambling's
cal vClock"
on
WORofwelcome
New
Yorkto the
wasMusidewouldard disrupt
reception
of
standoted to an official
first
broadcasts, FM and television returning
troops
from
the
China
the-on
arriving
on
TJSS
A.
W.
Greely
— Messrs. Carr and Plummer testi- Dec. ater
5 in New York harbor.

PARLOR

MAGIC

Myrtle Labbitt's "Homechats",
after a solid ten-year run, is a morning institution in thousands of Greater Detroit homes. Myrtle's program
is probably one of the most unique
and informally simple shows in the
country . . . homey as a parlor rocker,
smart as a new Spring bonnet.
"Homechats" is just another sample
of CKLW programming that sends
listeners merrily off to pay cash for
things on dealers' shelves. PROOF?
On a recent food recipe-request
campaign placed on nine nation-wide homemaker programs, our
own "Homechats" show clocked second on the list in low net costs
per inquiry . . . and, mind you, five of the 9 stations were 50,000
watters! How'd you like CKLW to sell YOUR wares that way for so
little? For fast facts, write our Executive Sales Office, now!
J. E. CAMPEAU, Managing Director
In The DETROIT AREA, it's
5,000 Watts
at 800 kc.
day and night

CKLW
ADAM J. YOUNG, Jr., INC., Nat'l Representative
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Mutual
Broadcasting
System

Holiday Ad Season
Arrives in N. Y.
Some Stations Report Business
Up; Others See No Effect
ALTHOUGH some New York independent stations report an increase in business due to the approaching
tain that time isholidays,
so others
sewed upmain-on
long-time contracts that the periodic toholidaybuyadvertisers
been able
much of it.haven't
WEAF WABC WHOM WOV
reported that they have not been
influenced
by the
holidayhasseason
flux at all.
WMCA
had inno
appreciable change from last year
but arrived at its usual 10% increase about this time of the year.
WNEW revealed merely that busiWOR however,
40%
"up". increased
duringness wasNovember
1945 over the
same month in 1944 with approxicontracts.notNewonlybusi-to
nessmatewasly 42 new
attributed
Christmas season but to the fact
that manufacturers have new products and are using the medium to
hypo them. Such products as baby
carriages, lighters, etc., are again
using
time onseason
the for
station.
Christmas
WQXR has
started with the following: Spot
announcements by the New York
Telephone Co., in an effort to curcivilians'tolong-distance
toll
calls intail order
enable returning
servicemen to phone their families.
Spot announcements by Peterson's
Tobacco Shops,
Department Store, Bloomingdale's
plus the five stores
who are sponsoring Christmas
Shopping News for six weeks. New
York stores sponsoring the series
are:
Inc., Ovington's
Gift
Shop, Cartier
The Tailored
Woman Inc.,
Charles
and Rogers Peet Scribner's
Co. Benson Sons,
& Hedges
has
extended sponsorship of Symphony Hall to five nights from usual
three, for the six weeks of the preholiday season. Arthur Kudner Inc.,
New York, is the agency.
WINS has Bloomingdale Dept.
Store through H. W. Fairfax, New
York, using two spot announceper day for Toy
the pre-holiday
season.mentsFordham
Co., New
York, has
also
started
a spotas campaign on the station direct,
well
as Adam Hat Stores through Bu
chanan & Co., New York.

Safety Campaign
ADVERTISING COUNCIL, New
York, has announced plans for an
expanded accident prevention program to be promoted throughout
1946 in cooperation with the Na
tional Safety Council. It is the
largest peacetime public service
project to be undertaken by thei
Council. Carleton Healy, vice-presi
dent of Hiram Walker & Sons, will
serve as coordinator. Volunteer
agency is Foote, Cone & Belding
Chicago, represented by Fairfax
Cone, chairman, executive commit
tee;
dent, Leo
and H.LeeRosenberg,
Plummer. vice-presi
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

MATRON

IN

MOBILE

OR

NEWLYWEDS
IN

NEW

ORLEANS

Folks

turn

first

to

WWL
NEW ORLEANS
THE GREATEST SELLING POWER IN THE SOUTH'S GREATEST CITY
50,000 Watts ★ Clear Channel ★ CBS Affiliate
Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency, Inc.

InFMtooThe
Will

Same

TEMCO

continue

to SET

Team
DELIVERY

RECORDS

Improved
F M Broadcasting Equipment
NOW Being Produced by
Microwave Radar Technicians
TEMCO'S
NEW MODEL 250 BCF
NOW IN PRODUCTION
Normal Rated Output 250 Watts
Maximum Rated Output 375 Watts

B.
Streetlor*

•New miniature high frequency tubes permitting
shielding.
high efficiency and perfetf

,rders
. w. co«pT-eIr^a el»til*(*i necessary

Cordis

„,^9lot» d

Write tor complete descriptive data, prices
and information for tiling with
FCC for license application.

9 Newly designed amplifier
circuit completely eliminattank radiation,
feedhack ingand
radio frequency
potentials from transmitting
frame.
• Built-in center frequency deviation meter calibrated directly incycles.
• Frequency range of 88-106
megacycles.
•Frequency stability ±1500
cps orfrequency.
better of assigned
center
• Audio frequency response
± )Vz db 30-16000 cps
(after deemphasis).
•Audio distortion 50-16000
cycles less than 2% RMS.
• Noise
± 75 Kclevel
swing.FM db below
• Noise level AM 70 db below
100% modulation.

RADIO COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
TRANSMITTER EQUIPMENT MFG. CO., INC.
345 Hudson Street, New York 14, N. Y.

FCC

Hearings

for

First

SCHEDULE of hearings during the first three months of 1946 on 268
applications for standard, FM and television facilities is shown in the
accompanying table. Dates provide one day for each application consolidated for hearing. Where proceedings are to be held outside of
Washington, name of the commissioner who is to preside is shown.
Name of applicant, FCC docket number, date and place of hearing,
and presiding officer follow:
A
Air Capital Bcstg. Co., Wichita, Kans. (6977), March 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
19, Wichita,
Kans., Comm.
Walker Feb. 8, 19, 20, D. C.
Albany18, Bcstg.
Co., Albany,
N. Y. (6946),
Altoona
Bctsg.
Co.,
Altoona,
Pa.
(6697), Feb. 28, March 1, Altoona, Pa.,
Comm. Denny
American Bcstg. Corp. (WLAP), Lexington, Ky. (6973), Feb. 18, 19, 20, D. C.
Amphlett
Printing Co.,
Mateo, Calif. (6954), Jan. 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26,
San Francisco,
Comm.San Durr
Arkansas
Comm. Democrat
Walker Co., Little Rock, Ark. (6731), March 22, 23, Little Rock,
Arkansas-Oklahoma Bcstg. Corp., Ft. Smith, Ark. (6834), January 28, 29, D. C.
Associated
socket. Electronic
Comm. DurrEnterprises, Woonsocket, R. I. (6857), March 1, WoonI Atlantic
Bcstg.
Co., Savannah, Ga. (6815), Feb. 14, 15, 16, Savannah, Comm.
Denny
Atlantic Coast Bcstg. Co. (WTMA), Charleston, S. C. (6975), Jan. 30, 31, D. .C
Augusta
Comm.Chronicle
Denny Bcstg. Co. Savannah, Ga. (6872), Feb. 11, 12, 13, Savannah,
B
Bakersfield
Bcstg.
Co.,
Bakersfield,
Calif.
(6951), Jan. 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26,
San Francisco, Comm. Durr
Bamberger Bcstg. Service, Washington (7014), Jan. 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 28, 29,
30, 31, Feb. 1, D. C.
Bay Comm.
State Beacon,
Wills Brockton, Mass. (6843), March 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, Brockton,
Beaver County Bcstg. Corp., Beaver Falls, Pa. (6925), Jan. 14, 15, 16, D. C.
Bell, Edgar
Beloit
Bcstg.T.,Co.,Peoria,
Beloit,111.Wis.(6919),
(6964),Feb.Feb.28, 7,March
8, 9, D.1, 4,C. 5, 6, 7, D. C.
Berkshire
Comm. Bcstg.
Denny Corp., Danbury, Conn. (6897), February 6, 7, 8, Danbury,
Blue Ridge Bcstg. Corp., Roanoke. Va. (6937), Jan. 28, 29, 30, 31, D. C.
I Blum,Comm.
Bernard
Durr Lee, Waterbury, Conn. (6854), Feb. 25, 26, 27, Waterbury,
Booth
Radio
Stations, Grand
Flint, Mich.
March13, 1,14,4, 15,5, 6,D. 7,C. D. C.
! Booth Radio Stations,
Rapids,(6923),
Mich. Feb.
(6957),28, Feb.
|I Booth
Booth Radio
Stations,
Lansing,
Mich.
(6927),
Jan.
14,25,15,26,16,27,D.28,C. March 1, 4,
Radio
Stations,
Saginaw,
Mich.
(6805),
Feb.
5, 6. 7, 8, D. C.
|! Borger
Bcstg. Pihl,
Co. Borger,
Tex.
Feb. 1, 15,
2, Dallas,
Walker
Bradford
Bemidji,
Minn.(7005),
(6847),
16,Jan.D. 4,C.Comm.
Bremerton andBroadcast
Co., Bremerton,
Wash.Feb.(7011),
D. C.
I Bristol
Boston,DurrMass. (6989), March 11, 12, 14, 15, 18, 19, 20, 21,
22, Bcstg.
Boston,Co.,Comm.
Broadcasters
Inc.,
San
Jose, Cal. (6929), Jan. 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, Fresno, Comm.
Wakefield
I Bcstg.DurrCorp. of America, Indio, Cal. (6876), Jan. 31, Feb. 1, Riverside, Comm.
Burlington-Graham
12, 14, 15, 16, D.Bcstg.
C. Co., Burlington, N. C. (6826), Feb. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11,
C
1 Calcasieu
28, D. Bcstg.
C. Co. (KPLC), Lake Charles, La. (6664), March 25, 26, 27,
California
Broadcasters,
Cal. (6950), Jan. 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26,
San Francisco,
Comm.Bakersfield,
Durr
Capital
Bcstg.
Co.,
Washington
(7015),
Jan. 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31,
I Feb. 1, D. C.
Capital
Corp., Little Rock, Ark. (6730), March 22, 23, Little Rock,
Comm.Bcstg.
Walker
Bcstg.D. C.Co. (WRAL), Raleigh, N. C. (6967), March 8, 11, 12, 13, 14,
1 Capitol
15, 16,
[ Capitol
Comm.Bcstg.
DennyCorp., Charleston, W. Va. (6837), Jan. 3, 4, 5, Charleston,
Capital
City
15. D. C.Bcstg. Co., Des Moines, la. (6711), Feb. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14,
Capitol
15, Radio
D. C. Corp. Des Moines, la. (6712), Feb. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14,
Caprock
Bcstg.
Lubbock, Tex. (6810), Feb. 25, 26, 27, 28, March 1, 4, 5,
6, 7,Adelaide
8, D. C.Co.,Lillian,
Carrell,
Wichita, Kans. (6982), March 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18,
19, Wichita, Comm. Walker
Cascade
Bcstg.
Co.
(KTYW),
Yakima, Wash. (6953), Jan. 21, 22, 23, 24, 25,
26, San Francisco, Comm. Durr
Cedar Rapids Bcstg. Corp., Cedar Rapids, la. (6888), Feb. 11, 12, 13, 14. D. C.
Central
Bcstg. Co., Madison, Wis. (6940), March 29, 30, Madison, Comm.
Wakefield
Central
Bcstg. Corp., Corpus Christi, Tex. (6910), Feb. 4, 5, Dallas, Comm.
Walker
Central
California
Fresno,
Comm. Broadcasters,
Wakefield Berkeley, Cal. (6933), Jan. 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8,
I Central
D. C.Illinois Radio Corp., Peoria, 111. (6920), Feb. 28, March 1, 4, 5, 6, 7,
I Central Kentucky
ington, Comm. Bcstg.
Wills Co., Lexington, Ky. (6908), March 25, 26, 27, Lex■ Central
Louisiana
Bcstg.
CVirnm. Wakefield Corp., Alexandria, La. (6733), Feb. 28, Alexandria,
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Months

of 1946

Charlotte
Denny Bcstg. Co., Charlotte, N. C. (6825), Feb. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, ll, 12, 13, 14,
15, D.Bcstg.
C. Co., Savannah, Ga. (6816), Feb. 14, 15, 16, Savannah, Comm.
Chatham
Chattahoochie Bcstg. Co., Columbus, Ga. (6821), Jan. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, D. C.
Chemical
Bcstg. Co., Charleston, W. Va. (6838), Jan. \ 4, 5, Charleston,
Comm.CityDenny
Chesapeake
RadioFla.,
Corp., Annapolis,
Md. (6959),
Jan. 21, 22, 23, D. C.
City
of
Sebring,
Clear Channel (6741),Sebring,
Jan. 14,Fla.15, (6696),
16, 17, Jan.
18, D.7, C.8, 9, 10, 11, 12, D. C.
Cleveland Bcstg. Co., Cleveland (6917), Jan. 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, D. C.
Coast
Ventura Co.,System,
Ventura, Cal. (6024),
(6839), March
Jan. 28,11,29,12,Ventura,
Columbia
13, 14, Comm.
15, 18, Durr
19, 20,
21, 22,Bcstg.
Boston, Comm. Boston
Durr
Columbus
D. C. Bcstg. Co. (WRBL), Columbus, Ga. (6819), Jan. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
Constitution Publishing Co., Atlanta (6802), Feb. 25, 26, 27, 28, March 1, 4,
5, 6, 7,Iddo
8, D.K.,C. Bogalusa, La. (6894), Feb. 25, 26, 27, Bogalusa, Comm.
Corkern,
Wakefield
Crescent Bcstg. Corp., Shenandoah, Pa. (6883), Jan. 21, 22, D. C.
Cumberland
Gap Bestg. Co., Middlesboro, Ky. (7001), April 1, 2, Middlesboro,
Comm. Wills
Cur-Nan
Co.,
Brockton, Mass. (6845), March 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, Brockton, Comm.
Wills
D
DailyDenny
Telegraph Printing Co., Bluefield, W. Va. (6961), Jan. 21, 22, 23, D. C.
Danbury Bcstg. Co., Danbury, Conn. (6896), Feb. 6, 7, 8„ Danbury, Comm.
Davis, Howard W., McAllen, Tex. (6860), Feb. 6, 7, 8, 9, Dallas, Comm. Walker
Daytona Beach Bcstg. Co. (Roderick T. Peacock, Sr., tr/as), Daytona Beach,
Fla. (6901), Feb. 16, 18, Daytona, Comm. Wills
Daytona Beach Bcstg. Co., (Wade R. Sperry, Edgar J. Sperry and Josephine
T.Comm.
Sperry,
Wills.d/b as), Daytona Beach, Fla. (6902J, Feb. 16, 18, Daytona,
DeHaven,
and Oates, Salinas, Cal. (6931), Jan. 2, 3,' 4, 5, 7, 8, Fresno,
Comm. Hall
Wakefield
Diamond
State Flint,
Bcstg. Mich.
Corp., (6956),
Dover, Del.
Jan. D.3, C.D. C.
Drolich Bros.,
Feb. (7012),
13, 14, 15,
Dumont Lab., Washington, (7016), Jan. 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31, Feb.
1, D. Radio
C. Corp. (WDNC) , Durham, N. C. (6209), March 8, 11, 12, 13, 14,
Durham
15, 16, D. C.
E
EastComm.
Tenn. Wills
Bestg. Co., Knoxville, Tenn. (6906), March 29, 30, Knoxville,
Eastern Carolina Bcstg. Co. (WGBR), Goldsboro, N. C. (6867), Feb. 25, 26,
27, 28,
D. C.Preston, Md. (6887), Jan. 24, 25, D. C.
Eastern
ShoreMarch
Bcstg.1, Co.,
EctorComm.
CountyWalker
Bcstg. Co., Odessa, Tex. (6944), Jan. 21, 22, 23, 24, Dallas,
EdistoComm.
Bcstg.Denny
Co., Orangeburg, S. C. (6801), Feb. 18, 19, 20, 21, Orangeburg,
El Paso Bcstg. Co., El Paso, Tex. (6874), Jan. 30, 31, Dallas, Comm. Walker
Elgin Bcstg. Co., Elgin, 111. (6962), Feb. 7, 8, 9, D. C.
Emmerich, J. O., Bogalusa, La. (6893), Feb. 25, 26, 27, Bogalusa, Comm.
Wakefield
Emporia
Bcstg. Co. Inc. (KTSW) Emporia, Kan. (6981), March 11, 12, 13,
14, 15,Bcstg.
18, 19,Co.,Wichita,
Comm.Fla. Walker
Escambia
Pensacola,
(6849), Feb. 18, 19, 20, Pensacola, Comm.
Wakefield
Evening
Star Bcstg. Co., Washington (7017), Jan. 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 28, 29,
30, 31, Feb. 1, D. C.
F
F. M. Radio and Television Corp., San Jose, Cal. (6928), Jan. 2, 3, 4, 5, 7,
8, Fresno,Television
Comm. Wakefield
Farnsworth
and Radio Corp., (WGL), Ft. Wayne, Ind. (6796), Feb.
21, 22,Associates,
25, 26, 27,Montgomery,
D. C.
Fayette
W. Va. (6817), Jan. 17, 18, D. C.
Federated Publications, Lansing, Mich. (6806), Feb. 25, 26, 27, 28, March 1,
4,
5,
6,
7,
8,
D.
C.
Fidelity Broadcasting Corp., Boston (6990) March 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19,
20, 21,
22, Boston,
Comm.(6790),
Durr Jan. 7, 8, 9, 10. 11, D. C.
Flamm,
Donald,
New York
Fort Orange Bcstg. Co. Inc., Albany, N. Y. (6947), Feb. 18, 19, 20, D. C.
Ft. Lauderdale Bestg. Co., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. (6935), Feb. 11, 12, Miami,
Comm. Wills
G
Gazette Company, Cedar Rapids, la. (6830), Feb. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15,
D. C. Vallejo. Cal. (6243), Jan. 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, San FranGibson,
Luther
cisco, Comm.E..Durr
GlensComm.
Falls Wills
Bestg. Corp., Glens Falls, N. Y. (6702), Jan. 3, 4, 5, Glens Falls,
GlensComm.
Falls Wills
Publicity Corp., Glens Falls, N. Y. (6853), Jan. 3, 4, 5, Glens Falls,
Golden Gate Bcstg Corp. (KSAN,), San Francisco, Calif. (6949), Jan. 21
22, 23,Walter
24, 25,A., 26,Tipton,
San Francisco,
Durr15, 16, 17, 18, D. C.
Graham,
Ga. (6918),Comm.
Jan. 14,
GrandDurrCanyon Bcstg. Co., Flagstaff, Ariz. (7000), Feb. 4, 5, Flagstaff, Comm.
GreatComm.
Northern
WillsRadio, Inc., Glens Falls, N. Y. (6852), Jan. 3, 4, 5, Glens Falls,
Greater Huntington
Radio Corp., Huntington, W. Va. (6842), Jan. 7, 8, Huntington, Comm. Denny
{Continued on page 38)
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Greater Peoria Radio Broadcasters. Inc., Peoria, 111. (6709), March 25, 26,
27, Peoria, Comm. Wakefield
Gulf Wakefield
port Bcstg. Co., Pensacola,
Fla. (6850), Feb. 18, 19, 20, Pensacola, Comm.
,
H
Harvey
Radio
Lab.,
Boston
(6997),
March
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19, 20, 21,
22, Boston,
Hazelwood
Inc. Comm.
(WLOF).DurrOrlando, Fla. (6864). Feb. 11. 12, D. C.
Hazelwood Inc., Deland, Fla. (6704), Feb. 19, Deland, Comm. Wills
Hughes,
WalkerRichard George, Borger, Tex. (7006), Feb. 1, 2, Dallas, Comm.
Huntington
Bcstg. Corp., Huntington, W. Va. (6841), Jan. 7, 8, Huntington,
Comm. Denny
I
Illinois
Valley Bcstg. Co., Peoria, 111. (6710), March 25, 26, 27, Peoria, Comm.
Wakefield
IndianWillsRiver Bcstg. Co., Fort Pierce, Fla. (7010), Feb. 13, 14, Miami, Comm.
J
James F. Hopkins Inc., Ann Arbor, Mich. (6230), Feb. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, D. C.
K
KAIR Bcstg. Co., Wichita, Kans. (6979), March 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19,
Wichita, Comm. Walker
Kaliher, RusseU E., Bemidji, Minn. (6848), Feb. 15, 16, D. C.
Katzentine, A. Frank, Orlando, Fla. (6705), Jan. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, D. C.
Kentucky Garvice
Bcstg. Co., Lexington, Ky.- (6909),, March 25. 26, 27, Lexington,
Kincaid,
Comm. Wills D. Lexington, Ky. (6909), March 25, 26, 27, Lexington,
Klein, William L., Oak Park, 111. (6963) Feb. 7, 8, 9, D. C.
KOVO
Bcstg. Co.San(KOVO),
Provo,(7013),
Utah March
(6739),27,Mar.28, 4,29,Provo,
KQW Transfer,
Jose, Cal.
D. C. Comm. Denny
KTOPComm.
Inc., Walker
Topeka, Kans. (6980), March 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19, Wichita,
KVOM Inc., Marshall, Tex. (6707), Jan. 28, 29, Dallas, Comm. Walker
L
LakeWakefield
Erie Bcstg. Co. Sandusky O. (7004), March 22, 23, Sandusky, Comm.
Lee 20,
Bros.21, Bcstg.
San Bernardino, Cal. (6812), March 18, 19,
22, 23,Co.D. (KFXM),
C.
Long 11,Island
12, 13,Bcstg.
14, 15,Corp.D. C.(WWRL), Woodside, N. Y. (6831), Feb. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
Longston, Jessica L., Burley, Ida. (6879). March 6, Burley, Comm. Denny
Lynchburg
Va. (6870), Feb. 25, 26, 27, 28,
March Bcstg.
1, D. C.Corp. (WLVA), Lynchburg,
M
McClatchy
14, 15, D.Bcstg.
C. Co., Modesto, Cal. (6827), Feb. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13,
McKee,
Comm.James
DennyH., Charleston, W. Va., (6836), Jan. 3, 4, 5, Charleston,
McKeesport Radio Co., McKeesport, Pa. (6926), Jan. 14, 15, 16, D. C.
McXaughton, F. F., Peoria, 111. (6713), March 25, 26, 27, Peoria, Comm.
Marcus
Loew Booking Agency, Washington (7018), Jan. 21, 22, 23, 24, 25,
Wakefield
28, 29, 30, 31, Feb. 1, D. C.
Marshall Bcstg. Co., Marshall, Tex. (6706), Jan. 28, 29, Dallas, Comm. Walker
Massachusetts
BostonDurr(6996), March 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19,
20, 21, 22, Bcstg.
Boston,Co.,Comm.
Matheson
Radio
Co.,
Boston
21, 22, Boston, Comm. Durr(6991), March 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19, 20,
Meadville Tribune Bcstg. Co., Meadville, Pa. (6898), Jan. 23, 24, 25, D. C.
Methodist Radio Parish, Flint, Mich. (6958), Feb. 13, 14, 15, D. C.
Metropolitan Bcstg. Service, New York (6791), Jan. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, D. C.
Middlesboro
Bcstg. Co., Middlesboro, Ky. (7002), April 1, 2, Middlesboro,
Comm. Wills
Midwest Bcstg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis. (6795), Feb. 21, 22, 25, 26, 27, D. C.
Mitchell
G. Meyers,
(6844),
March 4,Reuben
5, 6, 7,E.8,Aronheim,
Brockton, Milton
Comm. HWillsMeyers, Brockton, Mass.
Mitchell
G.
Meyers,
R.
E.
Aronheim,
and
Milton
H. Meyers, Waterbury, Conn.
(6855), Feb. 25, 26, 27, Waterbury, Comm. Durr.
Moline Dispatch Publishing Co., Moline, 111. (6891)
Montana
Bcstg.1, &4, Television
28, March
5, 6, 7, 8, Co.,
D. C.Anaconda, Mont. (6808), Feb. 25, 26, 27,
Monterey
Bcstg. Co.,
26, SanBayFrancisco,
Comm.SantaDurrCruz, Cal. (6952), Jan. 21, 22, 23, 24, 25,
Muscatine Bcstg. Co., Muscatine, la. (6890), Feb. 11, 12, 13, 14, D. C.
Muscogee Bcstg. Co., Columbus, Ga. (6820), Jan. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, D. C.
N
XBC, Washington (7019), Jan. 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31, Feb. 1 D. C.
Neff, Iberia
A. C, Bcstg.
Savannah,
14, 15, 16,
New
Co., Ga.
New (6640),
Iberia, Feb.
La. (6766),
Jan. Savannah,
2, 3, D. C.Comm. Denny
New 22,Mexico
23, D. Bestg.
C. Co., Albuquerque, N. M. (6142), March 18, 19, 20. 21
New 6,Mexico
7, 8, D.Pub.C. Co., Santa Fe (6803), Feb. 25, 26, 27, 28, March 1, 4, 5,
Nevada Radio & Television Co. Reno (6813), March 18. 19, 20. 21, 22, 23, D. C.
Newark
Newark,O. N.(6960),
J. (6190),
Nied and Bcstg.
Stevens,Corp.,Warren,
Jan. 21,Jan.22, 7,23,8, D.9, 10,
C. 11, D. C.
Northern
D. C. Bcstg. Co., Wausau, Wis. (WSAU) (6794), Feb. 21, 22, 25, 26, 27,
Northern
Boston,Corp.,
Comm.Boston
Durr (6992), March 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,
Norwich Bcstg. Co., Norwich, Conn. (6858), Feb. 28, Norwich, Comm. Durr
O
Observer Radio
burg, Comm.Corp.,
Denny Orangeburg, S. C. (6763), Feb. 18, 19, 20, 21, OrangePage 38 • December 10, 1945

Odessa Bcstg. Co., Odessa, Tex. (6943), Jan. 21, 22, 23, 24, Dallas, Comm.
Old Walker
Dominion Bcstg. Corp., Lynchburg, Va. (6936), Jan. 28, 29, 30, 31, D. C.
Old Pueblo Bcstg. Co., Tucson, Ariz. (6903), Feb. 6, 7, Tucson, Comm. Durr
Orangeburgburg,Bestg.
Corp., Orangeburg, S. C. (6764), Feb. 18, 19, 20, 21, OrangeComm. Denny
P
Palm Beach Bcstg. Corp. (WWPG) Palm Beach, Fla. (6822), Jan. 7, 8, 9,
10,Bcstg.
11, 12,Co.,D. Pensacola,
C.
PapeWakefield
Fla. (6851), Feb. 18, 19, 20, Pensacola, Comm.
Parker, Frank, Danbury, Conn. (6986), Feb. 6, 7, 8, Danbury, Comm. Denny
Patriot Co., Harrisburg, Pa. (6884), Jan. 21, 22, D. C.
Peninsula Basin
Bcstg. Bcstg.
Co., Salisbury,
Md. Tex.
(6886),
Jan. Jan.
24, 25,21, D.22,C.23, 24, DaUas
Permian
Co., Odessa,
(6942),
Comm.& Walker
Peterson
Co., Lexington, Ky. (6907), March 25, 26, 27, Lexington, Comm.
PhilcoWillsRadio & Television Corp., Washington (7021), Jan. 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 28,
29,
31, Feb.
D. C.
D. C.30,Bcstg.
Piedmont
Corp.1, (WBTM),
Danville, Va. (6938), Jan. 28, 29, 30, 31,
Piedmont Carolina Bcstg. Co., Reidsville, N. C. (6833), Feb. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
11, 12,John
13, 14, 15, D. C.
Plummer,
Wakefield L., Bogalusa, La. (6892), Feb. 25, 26, 27, Bogalusa, Comm.
Plymouth
County
Brockton, Mass. (7008), March 4, 5, 6, 7
Brockton,
Comm.Bcstg.
WillsCorp.,
Pulitzer
Pub. Co.
(KSD),
St. Louis (6809), Feb. 25, 26, 27, 28, March 1,
4, 5,Bcstg.
6, 7, 8,Service,
D. C. Mobile, Ala. (6880), Feb. 21, Mobile, Comm. Wakefield
Pursley
Queen City Bcstg., Cincinnati (6972), Feb. 18, 19, 20, D. C.
RadioD. Corp.
C. of Cedar Rapids, Cedar Rapids, la. (6889), Feb. 11, 12, 13, 14,
Radio Sales Corp., Twin Falls, Ida. (6878), March 7, Twin Falls, Comm. Denny
RadioComm.
Service
DennyCorp. (KSEI), Pocatello, Ida. (6865), March 8, Pocatello,
Radio Station KEEW, Ltd., Brownsville, Tex. (6861), Feb. 6, 7, 8, 9, Dallas,
Comm. Walker Station WOPI, Bristol, Tenn. (6661), Feb. 25, 26, 27, 28,
Radiophone
March 1,Bcstg.
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, D. C.
Raytheon Co. Boston (6998), March 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22
Boston,
Comm.
Dun- Miss. (6966), March 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, D. C
Rebel Bcstg. Co., Jackson,
Recording Devices (6787), Jan. 10, 11, D. C.
Red River Valley Bcstg. Corp., Sherman, Tex. (KRRV) (6862), Feb. 6, 7
8, 9, Dallas,
WalkerAbilene, Tex. (5968), March 25, 26, 27, 28, D. C
Reporter
Bcstg. Co.Comm.
(KRBC),
Reynolds, Donald W., Ft. Smith, Ark. (6835) Jan. 28, 29, D. C.
Rivers, John M. (WCSC), Charleston, S. C, (6939), Jan. 28, 29, 30, 31, D. C
Roanoke
March Bcstg.
1, D. C.Corp. (WSLS), Roanoke, Va. (6869), Feb. 25, 26, 27, 28
Roderick,
WalkerDorrance D., Odessa, Tex. (6945), Jan. 21, 22, 23, 24, Dallas, Comm.
S
Sabine Area Bctsg. Corp., Orange, Tex. (6823), Feb. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12,
13, 14,Richard
15, D. T.,
C. Banning, Cal. (6877), Jan. 31, Feb. 1, Riverside, Comm.
Sampson,
Durr
San Bernardino Co., San Bernardino, Cal. (6811), March 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,
23, D. C.
Sandusky
Bcstg. Co., Sandusky, O. (7003), March 22, 23, Sandusky, Comm.
Wakefield
San Jacinto Bcstg. Co., Houston (6725), March 25, 26. 27, 28, D. C.
San Jose Bcstg.
cisco, Comm.Co.,
DurrSan Jose (6955), Jan. 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, San FranSan Denny
D.Juaquin
C. Bcstrs., Modesto, Cal. (6832), Feb. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
Savannah Valley Bcstg. Co., Savannah, Ga. (6873), Feb. 13, Savannah, Comm.
Scripps-Howard Radio, Cleveland (6916), Jan. 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, D. C.
Scripps-Howard
Radio (WCPO),
Cincinnati (6971), Feb. 18, 19. 20, D. C.
Scripps-Howard
30, 31, Feb. 1,Radio,
D. C. Washington (7022), Jan. 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 28, 29,
Seaman & Collins, El Paso (6875), Jan. 30, 31, Dallas, Comm. Walker
Shenandoah
March 1,Valley
4. 5, Bcstg.
6, 7, 8,Corp.,
D. C.Harrisonburg, Va. (6804), Feb. 25, 26, 27, 28,
Skagit12, Valley
Bcstg.
Co.,
Mt.
Vernon, Wash. (6829), Feb. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11,
13, 14, 15, D. C.
Smith, Joe L., Jr., Charleston, W. Va. (6677), Jan. 17, 18, D. C.
Smith, N. Pratt, Flagstaff, Ariz. (6999), Feb. 4, 5, Flagstaff, Comm. Durr
Smokyville,Mountain
Bcstg. Co., Knoxville, Tenn. (6905), March 29, 30, Knox.Comm. Wills
Southeastern
Wills Bcstg. Co., Fort Pierce, Fla. (7009), Feb. 13, 14, Miami, Comm.
Southern
Wills Media Corp., Coral Gables, Fla. (6934), Feb. 11, 12, Miami, Comm.
Southern Utah Bcstg. Co., Cedar City, Utah (6759), March 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,
23, D. C.Paul D., Jackson, Miss. (6965), March 8, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, D. C.
Spearman,
Star
Bcstg. Co., Pueblo, Colo. (6814), March 18, 19, 20, 21, 22. 23, D. C.
Stuart Bcstg. Co., Knoxville, Tenn. (6968), March 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, D. C.
Sun
Country
Tucson, (6912),
Ariz. (6904),
Syracuse Bcstg.Bcstg.
Corp.,Co.,Syracuse
Jan. 3,Feb.
4, D.6, C.7, Tucson, Comm. Durr
Templeton
Comm. Radio
Wills Mfg. Corp., Boston (6846), March 4, 5,
7, 8, Brockton,
Templeton
Mfg. Corp.,
20, 21, Radio
22, Boston,
Comm. Boston
Durr (6995), March 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19,
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Texas Bcstrs., Houston (6724), Jan. 25, Dallas, Comm. Walker
Thomas,
Durr Harold, Waterbury, Conn. (6856), Feb. 25, 26, 27, Waterbury, Comm.
Thomaston Bcstg. Co., Thomaston, Ga. (6818), Jan. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, D. C.
Thompson Bcstg. Co., Altoona, Pa. (6698), Feb. 27, 28, Altoona, Comm. Denny
Times-Herald,
(7020), Jan. 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31,
Feb. 1, D. Washington
C.
Times Pub. Bcstg..
Co., Erie,
Pa. (6900),
23, Feb.
24, 25,9, Torrington,
D. C.
Torrington
Torrington,
Conn. Jan.
(6895),
Comm. Denny
Tri-State Bcstg. Corp., Evansville, Ind. (6922), Feb. 28, Mar. 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, D. C.
Tri-Countyburg,Bcstg.
Corp.,
Orangeburg,
S.
C.
(6800),
Feb.
18,
19,
20,
21, OrangeComm. Denny
U
United Bcstg.
Denny Comm.
United
Bcstg. Co.,
Co., Ogden,
San Jose,UtahCal.(6885),
(6930),March
Jan. 5,2, Ogden,
3, 4, 5, Comm.
7, 8, Fresno,
Wakefield
United15, Bcstg.
Co.,
Montgomery,
Ala.
(6828),
Feb.
4,
5,
6,
7,
8,
11,
12, 13, 14,
D. C.
Unity Bcstg. Corp. of Mass., Boston (6994), March 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18,
19, 20, 21, 22, Boston, Comm. Durr
Valdosta Bcstg. Co., Valdosta. Ga. (6863), Feb. 11, 12, D. C.
Valley Bcstg. Assn., McAllen, Tex. (6859), Feb. 6, 7, 8, 9, Dallas, Comm. Walker
ValleyD. C.Bcstg. Co., Pomona, Cal. (6633), Feb. 4, 5, 6, 7. 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15.
ValleyWakefield
Bcstg. Co., Stockton, Cal. (6932), Jan. 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, Fresno, Comm.
Vancouver Radio Corp. (KVAN), Vancouver, Wash. (6566), March 11, Van
couver, Comm. Denny
Ventura Bcstrs., Ventura, Cal. (6840), Jan. 28, 29, Ventura, Comm. Durr
Virginia Bcstg. Corp., Roanoke, Va. (6969), Mar. 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, D. C
Virginia-Carolina
Bcstg. Corp., Danville, Va. (6797), Feb. 21, 22, 25, 26, 27,
D. C.
VoiceDenny
of Augusta, Savannah, Ga. (6871), Feb. 11, 12, 13, Savannah, Comm
W
Wabash Valley Bestg. Corp., Terre Haute, Ind. (6924), Feb. 28, March 1, 4
7, D. Syracuse
C.
WAGE5, 6, Inc.,
(6792), Jan. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, D. C.
Walmac Co., Corpus Christi, Tex. (6911), Feb. 4, 5, Dallas, Comm. Walker
Watson,
Penn
Thomas
(WGTM), Wilson, N. C. (6866), Feb. 25, 26, 27, 28,
March 1, D. C.
WCAX Bcstg. Corp., Burlington, Vt. (6793), Jan. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, D. C.
WCLS Inc. (WJOL), Joliet, 111. (6983), March 29, D. C.
Weiland, Jonas, Kinston, N. C. (6868), Feb. 25, 26, 27, 28, March 1, D. C.
WGCM Bcstg. Co., Biloxi, Miss. (6881), Feb. 22, 23, Biloxi, Comm. Wakefield
WHEC Inc. (WHEC), Rochester, N. Y. (6948), Feb. 18, 19, 20, D. C.
Wichita
Bcstg.Comm.
Co., Wichita,
18, 19,Beacon
Wichita,
Walker Kans. (6978), March 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
Wichita
Bcstrs.
(KWFT),
Wichita
Falls, Tex. (6970), March 8, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15, 16, D. C.
Wichita
Bcstg.
Co.,
Wichita,
Kansas
(6976), March 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19,
Wichita, Comm. Walker
Wilson, P. C. Canton, O. (6915), Jan. 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, D. C.
Winslow, H. C. Meadville, Pa. (6899), Jan. 23, 24, 25, D. C.
Wisconsin
Bcstg. Co., Madison, Wis. (6941), March 29, 30, Madison,
Comm. State
Wakefield
WJIM8, D.Inc.,
C. Lansing, Mich. (6807), Feb. 25, 26, 27, 28, March 1, 4, 5, 6, 7,
WJPS Inc. Evansville, Ind. (6921), Feb. 28, March 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, D. C.
WLEU Bcstg. Corp. (WLEU), Erie, Pa. (6913), Jan. 3, 4, D. C.
WLOX
Bcstg.Dayton,
Co., Biloxi,
Miss. (6882),
WOOP Inc.,
O. (6824).
Feb. 4, 5,Feb.6, 7.22,8, 23,11, Biloxi,
12. 13. Comm.
14. 15. Wakefield
D. O.
WRAW transfer Reading, Pa. (6785) March 1. Reading, Comm. Denny
Wren Bcstg.
(WREN),Savannah,
Topeka, Ga.Kan.(6974),
(6703),Jan.Feb.30.2131,22,D.25.C.26, 27, D. O.
WSAV
Inc. Co.
(WSAV),
WTAW(6760),
— Agricultural
March 25, &26,Mechanical
27. 28, D. College
C. of Texas, College Station, Texas
Yankee Network, Boston
Boston, Comm. Durr

March 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,

Price Takes Film Job
COMMERCIALS OUT
BYRON PRICE, former director
Year's Series on WIBC
of censorship, last week was ap— To Carry No Plugs —
pointed vice-president of Motion
and DistribuCONTRACT for a 52-week series Picturetors of Producers
and will be in
of twice-weekly 15-minute pro- charge ofAmerica
the Hollywood office.
grams with no commercials was
reported last week by WIBC In- President Eric Johnston, announcdianapolis.
ing the appointment, said the HolStation Manager George C. Biglywoodveprogram
would include
lopment of research
looking de-to
gar said the contract was signed
with Marilyn Fur Co., Indiana- improved techniques, expanded use
polis, with the understanding that- of movies in education and in decourtesy acknowledgments at bevelopment of "enlightened laborginning and end of each show
relations".offered
Whento theJ.
would be used instead of commer- management
job was previously
cial messages.
A. Krug, former WPB chairman,
Entitled Religion Versus War, Mr. Johnston said_the salary would
series will present a clergyman or be $75,000 a year. Mr. Price went
prominent layman on each broad- to Europe last September as Presicast in a discussion of the power
Truman'sconditions
special representativedent
to study
in occupied
of religion in preventing war. Seiries was conceived by Elmer areas. His report was released
Nov. 28 [Broadcastiing, Dec. 3].
Frankel, local advertising man.
BROADCASTING
• Telecast in

BEFORE an American mike, the kind he will talk into weekly beginning
Jan. 6, New York Mayor Fiorello H. LaGuardia, who leaves office Jan. \,
discusses his contract as a network commentator for Liberty magazine
[Closed Circuit, Dec. 31 with Mark Woods (seated), American president, and Edward J. Noble, chairman of the board of the network.
used chiefly
to announce
special
LaGuardia Net Program articles
or stories
in the current
issues of Liberty. They will be
to a2%network
minutesruling.
in accordSponsored
WHEN
FiorellabyH. 'Liberty'
LaGuardia limitedance with
steps down as mayor of New York
at the end of this month he will
An interesting
Liberty'son
sponsorship
of angle
the ofMayor
begin a new career as a radio American
arises from the fact that
commentator
on
American,
effective Jan. 6, under sponsorship of the
magazine's
stock majority
is held byof thethe Atlas
Corp.,
Liberty Magazine.
considering purHis unrestricted comments on which ischasecurrently
of control of Associated
national and international affairs
which inas Sepwill be aired Sundays, 9:30-9:45 Broadcasting
tember beganCo.,
operations
the
p.m. over 198 American stations. fifth coast-to-coast
network
Liberty has a 52-week contract at currently suing American overanduseis
a reputed figure in excess of $100,- of "ABC" identification.
000, with two one-year renewal
Mr. LaGuardia will originate
options.
of his broadcasts from the
ler,
New Agency
York. is Warwick & Leg- most
network's
studios in New York,
Following a conference with where he has
since last
Mark Woods, American president, May a monthlybroadcast
on WJZ,
and Edward J. Noble, board chair- the network's keyprogram
station
in Newhe
man,
Mayor
LaGuardia
announced
York.
When
he
is
out
of
town,
on Dec. 2 that he was entering the will be picked up from wherever
radio field. At the same time Mr. is. Guests will be heard on thehe
Woods said: "Mayor LaGuardia
time to time, "parwill be a great asset to Amer- series from
ticulthe
arly any oneMayor
who declared.
doesn't agree
with
me,"
Announcement
of sponsorship
ican radio."
was made Thursday in the Mayor's
office at New
York's City
Hall. theIt Mac M. Wilkins Is Victim
followed
a conference
between
Mayor, Paul Hunter, publisher of Of Heart Ailment at 45
Liberty; Edward Maher, its editor; MAC M. WILKINS, 45, senior
Mr. Woods; Paul Warwick, agency
president; Lester Malitz, agency partner in the firm of Mac Wilkins,
Cole & Weber, advertising business
vice-president
tive who will beandin account
charge ofexecuthe counsel company of Portland and
program for the magazine.
Nov. 24of indeath
his Porthome. Cause
was
Asked how much money he would Seattle,land died
receive, Mayor LaGuardia said coronary occlusion. He is survived
that was sometthing which con- by his widow, Ruth Wilkins, a son,
cerned him, the network and Fred daughter and grandson.
Vinson (Secretary of the TreasWith Arlyn Cole, Mr. Wilkins
ury). He added that his contract
the advertising counsel firm
was with the snohsoring company, formed
in 1931. He was a member and
director
of the Oregon Advertising
following
the
Mavor's
approval
of
the magazine as his sponsor.
a member of Pacific Counsel
Mr. Hunter also declined to Club,
of the American Association of
name the figure, but when asked Advertising Agencies, chairman of
if $100,000 would be about right, the Oregon state chapter of AAAA,
Mr. Maher renlied that would be
a member of the AAAA radio
low. Mr. LaGuardia now receives and
committee, in addition to numerous
$25,000 a year as mayor of New other civic affiliations. The firm
York.
remain personnel
unchanged.and policies will
Program commercials will be name,
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Denmark

Boasts

Up -to- Minute Studios
At Copenhagen Are
In V. S. Pattern
By CPL. IRWIN WINEHOUSE
AMERICAN RADIO has given
birth to a fullgrown offspring. Accepting radio in the U. S. as the
criterion to be followed, the Danish
Government officially opened the
new home of Radio Copenhagen in
October. Known as "Broadcast
House" and built at a cost of 15
million kroner ($3,000,000), this
magnificent structure boasts of the
most tiesmodern
broadcasting
facili-or
ever seen east
of New York
west of Hollywood. Begun in 1937,
"Broadcast House" was not comWHILE ON LEAVE from his duties as writer-producer of AFN
Paris, Cpl. Winehouse was one of
the few Americans to witness the
opening
of "Broadcast
Copenhagen.
He was so House"
impressedin
with "the newest development in
radio on the Continent," that he
immediately airmailed the accompanying story to Broadcasting.
pleted until the last German had
been sent back across the border.
Government owned and operated,
Radio Copenhagen began rather inconspicuously back about 1923 in
one room of the Post Office, and
today it compares favorably with
the best to be found anywhere in
the world. Inside "Broadcast
House" which covers an entire
city block, are thirteen scientifically perfect studios, ranging from an
announcer's stand-by studio overlo king apalatial garden to a studio-auditorium with a seating capacity of 1,100. "Broadcast House"
is complete to having its own commissary where some of the famous
foods of Copenhagen are served.
Constructed by a Danish engineer and utilizing Standard Electric equipment, Radio Copenhagen
operates through two transmitters
(100 and 10 kw.) and five relay
stations. A complete coverage is
obtained of the four million inhabitants of Denmark who listen on
approximately one million sets.
For the privilege of commercialfree radio, Danish listeners are
taxed $2 per year with the entire
revenue given to "Broadcast
House" for Onits complete
expenses.
a budgetoperational
of about
$2,000,000, tainmethe
very best
in enternt isavailable
to the
radio
audience in Denmark.
Although musical programs comprise 70% of the broadcast schedule, few records are used, since
discs are practically non-existent
on the Continent today, and special contract given all musicians
workinghibitsatthe "Broadcast
recording ofHouse"
any prolive
musical shows. As a result, three
full orchestras are included in the
staff. The top musical show of the
week is provided by a 90-piece
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Facilities

Danish Government's "Broadcast House'

FCC Okay Asked
For
KOIN Sale
Field to Pay $493,967 Before
Adjustments Are Made
PROPOSED sale of KOIN Portland, Ore., to Field Enterprises
Inc., Chicago, for $943,967 (beforemitted
adjustments)
has been
subfor approval
of FCC,
which last week "advertised" the
contemplated
in accordance with the transfer
open-bidding
policy
cision.
suggested in its Crosley-Avco denotice, published
theCommission's
Federal Register,
said C. W.in
Myers,
Josephine
Hunt,
E. Myers and KOIN Inc.,Gertrude
trustee,
propose prisestoall ofdeliver
to Fieldshares
Enterthe
1,000
Class A common stock and at leastof
950 of the 1,000 shares of Class B
common stock, plus whatever other
B stock they can reacquire at the
selling price.
Purchase price of $943,967 would
be increased by amount of increase
in net worth of KOIN between
Aug. 31 and accounting date, plus
"certain expenses" involved in
prosecution of applications pending before FCC. Price would be
decreased "to the extent of any
sum credited on the purchase price
of any Class B stock remaining
subject to contract of sale to
A $100,000 Treasury note has
been derplaced
in escrow,
of purchase
price isandto remainbe paid
others."
upon delivery of stock on closing
date, which the buyer will fix
within 10 days of FCC approval.
Negotiations looking to the sale
of KOIN had been in progress for
some time, but approval by the 32
employe-stockholders was necessary before the agreement could
be closed [Broadcasting, Oct. 29].
Mr. Myers, president and general
manager, owns 65% of the stock,
with the rest of Class A (voting)
stock held by his wife and by Mrs.
Hunt, widow of C. Roy Hunt, former manager. Employes hold 411
of the 1,000 shares of Class B
(non-voting) stock.
The station, a CBS outlet, operkc with 6605,000
w full-50
time atesandon 970is seeking
kc with
kw. Field Enterprises owns and
operates
WSAI
CincinnatiWJJD
as wellChicago
as theandMarshall
Field newspapers and publications.
FCC's notice gave prospective
bidders 60 days from Nov. 16 (date
the application was filed) to apply
for the facilities on the same
terms. It said the applicant would
advertise the proposed sale in a
Portland newspaper, as suggested
in the Crosley-Avco decision.

One of the control rooms.
symphonyrection of orchestra
under
the di- dire need for microphones are just
Eric Tuxen. Broadcasttwo other difficulties which the diing each Thursday night from the
rectors must surmount in presenting radio fare for their audience.
huge -dome-shaped studio-auditorium, the Danish Radio Sym"Broadcast
House",of radio
phony Orchestra plays before a inWith
Denmark
has come
age.
studio audience which has payed Whether government ownership
20c apiece to witness a musical and the lack of competition will retreat that was unobtainable
sult in standardization and a certhroughout the occupation. Tickets
tain amount of self-satisfaction
for the program are placed on sale remains to be seen. As one directwo days before the broadcast, and
tor
"Your own conscience is
are completely sold out within a a poor said,measure
of your actual achalf -hour.
complishments." Bethat as it may,
Radio programming at "Broad- the Danish people can be justly
cast
House"
does
not
stop
with
the
proud
of
their
"Broadcast
scheduling of a symphony. Slowly which stands as a monumentHouse"
to a
new and more extensive productions country that could not be crushed
are being undertaken. At the mo- under the German boot. In "Broadment, however, a shortage of eleccast House" the Danes have demontrical power in Copenhagen has restrated the initiative to provide the
sulted in the suspension of broadbest
where the mediocre might
cast operations from 9-12 each have been
accepted.
morning. This combined with the
Fox Anniversary
Desist Order
R. L. SWAIN TOBACCO Co., TENTH anniversary of Fox AmaDanville,
was orderedlastby week
Fedteur Hour, sponsored on WMCA
eral TradeVa.,Commission
New York by Michaels Brothers
to cease and desist from alleged furniture
store, Brooklyn, will be
misrepresentations concerning its
Dec. 10, 9:30-10 p.m.
Pinehurst cigarettes. Forbidden broadcast
Program will feature Broadway
representations include: that the and
radio
who won their
cigarettes are endorsed or approved first laurels star,s
on series. Placed by
by the medical profession; contain Advertising Trade Service Inc.,
no irritating properties; will cause New York since origination,
no cough, wheeze or throat irri- series is usually heard from the
tation; will create no "sour, stale Brooklyn Fox Theater. Anniveror disagreeable odor" when smoked
program theater.
will originate from
in a room lacking fresh air; will WMCAsarystudio
Students Take Over
lessen the stain on the fingers or
STUDENTS of Cleveland public schools,
teeth resulting from cigarette
who
have
been studying
in throughout
various rasmoking, and that substitution of
Mrs. J. T. Shirer
dio
schools
city,departments
took
overof for
complete
operation
Panax Quinquefolium (ginseng) MRS. J. T. SHIRER, mother of the
of
WHK
Cleveland
a
day
on Nov.
for glycerine in the manufacturing William L. Shirer, CBS commen- 16. from post of general manager
tator, died Nov. 26 at her home in through neering,
dutieswriting,ofproducing,
announcing,planning
engiprocess removes irritating properties from the smoke or keeps cigar- Cedar Rapids. Survivors besides and promoting. Event is to occur anettes fresh longer than ordinary William Shirer are another son,
nual ypetroienafford
students
working
exce as well as direct appreciation
John, and a daughter, Josephine. of the profession.
cigarettes.
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GATES is your dependable source of supply for all
Radio Transmitting Equipment— no matter how simple or how elaborate. Because we specialize exclusively
in Transmitting Equipment, we are prepared to give you
detailed engineering service, plus quality products
second to none.

If you are planning to build a station from the ground
up, let us help you develop your plans most effectively.
And if your need is only for an occasional replacement
item, we are eager to serve you too.
For all your Equipment needs— today, tomorrow, or
whenever— call on GATES.

Write for Details About the
GATES Priority System for Prompt Post-War Delivery

A Typical GATES- Designed Station
Radio Sfaiion WRLC, at Toccoa, Go., is owned and operated by
R. G. le Tourneau, world-famed designer and builder of heavyduty, precision machinery. When the Station was bui\t, GATES
was invited to handle the entire engineering and installation.
WRLC is only one of many stations engineered by GATES. These
complete installations are made possible because GATES manufactures literally everything in Radio Transmitting Equipment.

French

Continued

Video

Work

Despite War, Observer Reports
FRENCH television experimenta- talked seemed not "to have done
tion by no means came to a halt any work with color broadcasting,
during the war, according to a nor did they seem to think that
color television was very interestU.
expert'slastreport
madeS. public
week, which
but it was
still
g," he reported.to lagging French
lags behind American.
In incontrast
The expert, F. C. McLean, who interest in color broadcasting is rewas attached to the Psychological
cent U. S. progress in the field.
Warfare Division of Supreme Al- Last October Paul W. Kesten, CBS
lied Headquarters, reported on the executive vice-president, told the
state of television development by FCC that full-color television in the
a subsidiary of the giant Compag- higher frequencies was already an
fact [Broadcasting,
nie de Compteurs of Montrouge, accomplished
France, metering equipment manu- Oct. 15].
facturer, and by the studios of
At the laboratories of CompagRDF Paris.
nie Francaise de Television, subsiMajor phase of television in
diary of the meter-making comwhich the French seem to have
bine,
McLeanand saw
tions ofMr.black
whitedemonstra400, 450
made little if any progress is color
transmission, the observer said. and 1050 line television systems,
French scientists with whom he the latter on a cathode ray tube of

15 inches diameter. He described
the quality of the 1050 line picture
Busy Signal
as "very good, even up to the
CKSF Cornwall, Ont., had a
corners". The 400 line projection
recovd-breaking response
was on a screen six by four feet in
when it broadcast the local
a small theater.
Films and a live scene from the
Kiwanisin Club's
first radioA
auction
late November.
studio were shown Mr. McLean on
both the 450 and 1050 line systems.
total ofceived2,496
calls
were reat the local telephone
The "increase in entertainment valexchange. Although 10 speue of the 1050 line picture was most
cialstatelephones
been apinmarked,"
reported.
All transmisl ed at CKSF hadstudios,
sions werehe sent
over wire
circuits.
p
r
o
x
i
m
a
t
e
l
y
1
,
0
0
calls
could
Mr. McLean stated that the 1050
not reach the station. In a
line systems required a minimum
band width over the wire circuits of
single cehour,
reived— more 687thancallsonewere
a min12 mc, but a 15 mc band width was
ute for the 10 operators.
preferred.
Local and national clients
French experts told Mr. McLean
contributed 287 articles for
they hadsions withmadea carrier
successful
transmis-of
auction, and every one was
frequency
sold. In addition, nearly
150 mc which seemed to him to be a
$1,000
cash Club.
was donated to
"rather low frequency". The French
the
Kiwanis
insisted,
however,
that transmissions
on
that
frequency
had
been
satisfactory.
At studios of RDF, which are situated in a large apartment building about 400 yards from the Eiffel
Tower, Mr. McLean found industrious preparations to resume telecasting which was interrupted
when Germans destroyed part of
the
equipment,
including the Eiffel
Tower transmitter.
Mr. McLean got "contradictory
replies" whento resume
he askedtransmissions.
about RDF's
intentions
Seme RDF personnel guessed the
operation would begin by Christmas; others were less optimistic.
Mr. McLean's own conclusions were
that television, if it were resumed
withinup two
years,
"surely
start
on 450
line would
transmissions
and
that
although
the
1050
line
transmissions are well ahead, they
are not yet ready to be put into
Duringmansthetransmitted
occupation,
the Gerpictures
for
service."
troop hospitals
from
the
RDF
instal ation, Mr. McLean reported.
The Eiffel Tower transmitter was
"in some way tied up with the
German
air warning
system," washe
said.
He thinks
the transmitter
used to jam Allied signals.

Norton Elected
A. WARREN NORTON, president
of Press Wireless, New York, was
elected president of Press Wireless
Manufacturing Corp., New York,
newly-formed subsidiary of Press
At its opening twenty years ago,
and eager listeners throughout Kansas
Wireless, at a meeting of the corWIBW was dedicated to the service of
and adjoining states. Because they apporation's directors Dec. 1. Ray H.
American agriculture ... to farmers,
de Pasquale, director of manufacpreciate
our
sincere
services
in
their
instockmen, and small town residents whose
turing
for Press "Wireless,
terests, they are quick to follow the purelected vice-president
of the was
corlivelihood revolved around the producporation,
whose
formation
is exchasing
suggestions
of
WIBW
advertisers.
tion and distribution of farm products.
pected to facilitate expansion of
growing
manufacturing
activities
Can you use such wholehearted buying
Unwavering adherence to this policy
of Press Wireless.
Main executive
has won us millions of staunch friends
response?
and sales offices will be at 1475
Broadway, New York. Manufacturing plants are on Long Island.
Three in ETO
WWRL Woodside, L. I., is represented
in the radio and entertainment
depart-by
forces: Ralph
in ETO
three ofment oitsf thestaffarmed
members
Kisch,
former
announcer,
now
with
^
W
Frankfurt; Hal Graves, announcer,Radionow
WIB
KCKN,COLUMBIA'
Kansas City
S OUTLET FOR KANSAS i
LUPY
with APN,
and
Max
H.
Wessels,
of
staBENGeneral Manager
tion's sales and
(HPRESEnTED 8r CAPPEf! PU BLI CATIG .<S INC
INC. NEW YORK. CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY, SAN FRANCISCO
now touring
ETO program
with a department,
camp show
unit of "Up in Central Park".
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How

We Made

These

\ickk E/gfctf \aithful
We are in love with these fingers.
When we were younger, we'd never
know, from one hour to the next,
whether the object of our affections
would reciprocate— or switch us off.
But things are different now. In the
mornings, every weekday, and on
Sunday afternoons, for instance, these
fingers are throwing the other boys
over for us.
Oh, how they love to tune in
the morning!
More and more fingers are twisting
their radio knobs from other network
stations to ours in the morning — and
not twisting away again!
Two weeks after we put on a special
promotion drive, the average ratings of
all our morning shows were the highest
of the four networks.
This is no shipboard romance. Right
now — 10 months after we promoted our
morningshows— their average ratingsare
still higher than those of other networks.
Somewhat the same thing happened
on Sunday afternoon. Special promotions induced millions of new listeners
to sample our fare, and they stayed

with us. Ratings climbed for all programs— and today they're still up!
Why are they so true to us?
First, because ABC programs are getting so much better that folks prefer
to be faithful.
Second, because we tell people to be
faithful! Instead of putting all our
advertising and promotion weight
behind single, disconnected programs,
we promote whole "blocks" of contiguous programs. And time after time
results prove that this sort of promotion pays off.
22,000,000 jingling pockets
Now ABC offers you the greatest network
opportunity in America. 22,000,000
ABC families,* with92% of the nation's
spendable income jingling i:i their pockets, will hear your message ct a surprisingly reasonable cost. In feet, if you'll
compare Xactual
findABC
thzt
Network
costs rates,
43.7% you'll
more than
per
-hour, while Network Y
costsevening
28.7% half
more!
*Night-time coverage. This figure continues to climb
with steadily improving station facilities.

7 reasons why ABC
American

Broadcasting

is attracting America's
1. ECONOMICAL RATES — Network X costs
43.7% more then ADC per evening halfhour. Network Y costs 28.7% more.
5.
2. REACHES 22,000,000 FAMILIES... who
have 92% of the nation's spendable 6.
income.
3. EXPERT PROGRAM SERVICE available
if and when you want it.
4. EFFECTIVE AUDIENCE PROMOTION 7.

Broadcasting

. . .
Company

Leading Advertisers
which builds bigger, more loyal audiences.
GOOD WILL through public service programs that give an unbiased, complete
picture of vital issues.
ENTHUSIASTIC COOPERATION of the
194 member stations for the beneO of
advertisers.
PRACTICAL TELEVISION — program
building on an economical basis.

Company
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Farm
Survey
Willard, Kaye Use FCC
Document Against
Durr, Benson
(See Other Story This Issue)
FREEDOM of radio was freely
debated last Tuesday night on the
MBS American Forum of the Air,
with two broadcasting protagonists
using the[Broadcasting,
FCC's own farmDec.sur-3]
vey report
to answer charges that radio isn't
sufficiently
free and isn't satisfactory to farmers.
With Theodore Granik as moderator, the Forum pitted A. D.
Willard Jr., NAB executive vicepresident, and Sydney M. Kaye,
Broadcast Music Inc. general counsel, against FCC Commissioner
Clifford J. Durr and Elmer A. Ben-

Basis of Freedom
Debate
son, chairman, Executive Council, along with their expressed satisfacNational Citizens Political Action
tion with the programs they hear.
Committee. Broadcast originated
After Commissioner Durr had
from the St. Paul Auditorium as quickly
shifted the discussion into
the number of writers, actors and
guest
of thethe Women's
Institute.
During
free-for-all
oratory musicians employed by stations —
did not
over
the extentpointed
of radio's
freedom
Mr. Benson
out that
the which Mr.thoseKayehiredreminded
sponsors
farmers, 18% of the population, include
Mr. Benson told of a bysurvey
by the—
get only 9% of the national income. National Council of Farm CooperHe said farmers lack proportionate
atives. This survey, he said, showed
right to tell their political and that 57%
felt carry
clear-channel
staeconomic story on the air.
tions did not
satisfactory
Cites Satisfaction
farm programs, 43% said there
Mr. Willard jumped into that were too few agricultural information programs,
and were
48% said
comopening
by referring
mercial programs
crowding
farm survey,
which tohe thefeltFCC's
was
farm programs
into
less
desirable
slanted against radio. He cited the listening
time.
high regard farmers have for
Mr. Kaye said these figures were
broadcasting as a source of news
and information and as a source in conflict with the FCC's own
of entertainment and company, findings, and with listening habits

* AUSTIN
TEXAS

KTB€
Announces

the Appointment

of

TaY LUR-j-|uWE -S NtfWDE N

AS

NATIONAL
Effective

REPRESENTATIVE
Dec.

affiliated

1st, 1945
with

Columbia
Broadcasting System
590 Kc.
*5,000
Watts
by F.C.C.
._
...
, , Day
...
' , *Permission
Now under granted
construction
*1,000
Watts
Night
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of the farmer, adding that the FCC
found the farmer has no complaint
with broadcast service.
Commissioner Durr voiced his
oft-expressed criticism of daytime
serials, and said the FCC survey
ranks serials seventh among women,
16th among men, yet the farmers
said it was the program they liked
least. He argued the people are not
getting what they want when serials
occupy so much time on the air.
Quote Survey
When
the
couldn't quoted
agree
on serials, debaters
Mr. Willard
from the FCC survey to show that
serials stand second only to news
in the list of programs both farm
and rural non-farm women would
miss most if their radios failed
them.
Mr. Benson, discussing freedom
of the air, said broadcasters should
not have the right to determine
what types of programs should go
on the air, to the exclusion of the
Government. Mr. Kaye asked if he
would like the Government to dictate programming, Mr. Benson replying that the Government
is thein
most democratic
organization
dustry.
this country and not private inMr. Willard said freedom will
vanish ments
if withthefreedom
Government
experi-by
of speech
getting
a
toehold
on
the
press
or
radio.
A serious problem was seen by
Commissioner Durr in what he
called a concentration of broadcast
revenue sources. Mr. Willard
pointed out that there are 800 individual ownerships in the 900station broadcast station structure and that he knew of no network company that had fewer than
100 advertisers, with the average
tisers.
station having 100 to 125 adver-

Monopoly Fears
Mr. Benson
was inhisa
fearWorrying
that a handful
of men
dozen or fewer advertising agencies could control most of the choice
network time. He called this private censorship but Mr. Willard
countered that it really is public
censorship because every station,
agency, or advertiser is completely
dependent on the goodwill of the
public,
to which
is trying
to sell
merchandise
and itwhich
it is trying
to please with its programs.
When Mr. Durr contended that
a heavy share of broadcast revenue
is national,tration, with
of concenMr. Kayedanger
explained
that
network broadcasting is a national
medium attracting national advertists. tisers who can afford expensive arThe old favorite about the air
belonging to the people haunted
Commissioner Durr and Mr. Benson, the casters
latter
worrying
broadclaim the
right lest
to deprive
people of air. Mr. Kaye explained
that nobody owns the air, broadcasting merely being the creation
of a wave in the air, such as shouting or shining a light beam. Regu• •
(Continued on page 48)
BROADCASTING
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Station KGW's newest morale-building, public service program,
which takes its name from the sign greeting returned veterans at
the Portland Air Base Separation Center, is the answer to widespread interest in the processes of discharging military personnel.
Once a week on-the-spot interviews with Oregon veterans of the
Fourth Air Force take listeners through the twelve divisions of the
Center from record checking to chapel termination ceremonies.
This timely, popular program is produced and conducted by Frank
Coffin, KGW chief announcer, assisted by Ted Hallock, veteran of
30 missions over Germany as a bombardier.
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Television's
GENERAL ELECTRICS MicroTel relay— first 2000-megacycle
in history operation
—heralds
a newradio
era relay
in network
that will bring television and FM
to more people at less cost;
O This simple relay, which eliminates connecting wire lines and
costly right-of-ways, consists of a
low-power
microwaveFM FMreceiver,
transmit er, amicrowave
and a highly directional transmitting
and receiving antenna system which
gives each watt of transmitter power
the effectiveness of approximately one
million watts. The system is simple,
economical
and provides unattended operation.
O Today, General Electric is testing
a Micro-Tel link between the studio
and transmitter
great television station WRGBof itsin Schenectady
— a distance of 12V2 airline miles.

RELAY

first microwave

Soon,
the world's
televisionby
microwave
relay — first
equipped
G. E. and operated by the International Business Machines Corp. —
will be added. This relay will extend to New York, Philadelphia
Baltimore,
tional
links and
will Washington.
follow . . . forAddi
tele
vision programs, full fidelity chan
nels for network broadcasting
facsimile channels, and multiple
business machine channels —
multaneously in both directions
0>work
Further
of this netcf
and expansion
the establishment

link

others will bring television, broadasting, and business
machine services tocsmaller
communities.
© Whether your requirements are
for Micro-Tel relays, complete television broadcast stations, or IntraTel tricsystems,
look to General
for your equipment.
Plan Elecnow
tobroadcast
visit Schenectady
to
study
G-E
facilities. Wednesdays
and
"open "How
house" todays.
WriteFridays
for thearefolder
Get
To Schenectady," or ask your G-E
broadcast equipment representative to help you plan your visit.
Electronics Dept., General Electric
yany, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

Authentic Guide to Television Programming
Write
for
the
new
by Judy
Dupuy. Published
by General Electric.book
$2.50"Television
per copy. Show
Address:Business,"
Electronics
Department,
General
Electric Company, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

Receiving
and receiver
General Elect.fi
experimentalonfenno
Micro-Tel
link in forSchenectady,
extreme
antenna issimplicity
only 2 feetof ininstallation.
diameter. The horn t|
For earliest possible delivery of your broadcast equipment, place your order now.

GENERAL

Wk

ELECTRIC

AM

• TELEVISION

♦ FM

Survey Debate
(Continued from page Uh)
lation
is necessary, he said, to
avoid interference.
When Mr. Benson said this
country has more political democracy and less economic democracy
because it has better understanding
in the political field, Mr. Willard
suggested he could thank radio for
that political understanding. Mr.
Kaye added that this country has
the best informed and most independent public in the world, largely
due to its private radio system.
Mr. Durr agreed, but said he was
quarreling with radio as predominantly an advertising medium of
big business and urged diversity
in control of programs and sources
of revenue. He voiced concern over
the fact that 70% of FM applications come from existing standard
broadcasters, with 40% of all applicants being newspapers and
only 14% newcomers in the FM

'Radio Is One Great Hope of World,
Stassen Tells St. Paul Women's Meet
WITH CAPT. Harold Stassen, haueser, general chairman of the
Mary Margaret McBride, Samuel Institute, Dorothy Lewis, coordinator listener activity, NAB served
Gale ofsionerGeneral
Mills,andCommisClifford J. Durr
A. D. as ^chairman of the two sessions
held
in
the afternoon and evening.
Jess Willard of NAB as principal
speakers,
the
Women's
Institute
of
Workshop Drama
St. Paul last Tuesday presented a
The audience, comprised largely
tribute to radio in celebration of
its 25th anniversary before an audi- of matrons,
applauded enthusiastically the dramatization
by the
ence of 15,000 in St. Paul's city radio workshop,
auditorium;
U. of Minnesota
Introduced by Mrs. F. K. Weyer- of "Twenty Five Years of Broadting in the McBride
Northwest"
and
as casMiss
described
field applying for stations who are wept
the: suffering of people witnessed
not newspapers.
recent European tour. Miss
How would you force people to during
McBride made an eloquent plea
apply for an FM station if they that
the human race raise itself
didn't
wantpublic
to, Mr.service
Willardprograms
asked. abqve level of ants to achieve
He cited
understanding for sake of
in St. Paul last week — 225 hours better
of news, information and cultural its own existence.
Twin City Stations KSTP
and religious programs on six sta- WTCN
tions.
WCCO KUOM WLOL

THE

TRUTH

YOU'VE PROBABLY
OVERLOOKED . . .

CONCERNING

OKLAHOMA

NETWORK

Did you know that you can use 7 top market stations for approximately HALF THE
COST of stations?
any two Yes,of theOklahoma's
powered
OKLAHOMAhighestNETWORK
reaches
a
BIG
segment
of
Oklahoma's
ing power . . . more audience at a lower cost!buy-The
OKLAHOMA NETWORK Stations have DOMINANCE in
their markets — most of them ALL OF THE TIME! Use
allthe 7network
stationsrate!... or as few as three, and still get
One Contract — One Contact — One Statement!
AMERICAN BROADCASTING
CO., INC., AFFILIATES IN
OKLAHOMA
ROBERT D. ENOCH
MANAGING DIRECTOR
APCO TOWER, OKLAHOMA CITY 2, OKLA.
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KADA — Ada
KBIX — Muskogee
KCRC -Enid
KGFF —Shawnee
KOME-Tulsa
KTOK — Oklahoma City
KVSO — Ardmore

WMIN joined
with fiveexamples
major net-of
works in bringing
radio entertainment before the
audience. Talks by Francis Farmer
Wilder of CBS, Mr. Willard, Mr.
Gale and cast of Glub Matinee highlighted afternoon session. Mr. Gale
said: "Responsibilities of radio
sponsors go beyond interest in
selling effectiveness of commercial
'messages. General Mills' policy,
recently formulated after 21 years
of broadcasting,
is toandrender
maximum public service
to expand
markets for benefit of the producer
rather than to take business from
At evening session Capt. Stassen
competitors."
declared
radio is one great hope of
a world seeking to live in peace.
A free radio for all the world,
Capt. Stassen said, will eliminate
distrust, prejudices and existing
ignorances between all people.
MBS American Forum of the
Air
from the evening
44). originated
meeting
(see separate story, page
Other programs originating
from St. Paul included sustaining
CBS Behind the Scenes and Those
Websters, Dr. Frank Black, guest
conductor of KTCN concert orchestra; addresses by E. L. Hayek,
KATE, director 11th NAB district,
and Esther Van Wagoner Tufty,
WWDC Washington.
Microscope Men Meet
DR. JAMES HILLIER, RCA laboratory scientist, described the
magnifying
particle
of atomic
structure toofa a size
180,000
times
greater than the original specimen,
before members of the Electron
Microscope Society of America,
meeting at Princeton University
Nov. 30-Dec. 1. Perry C. Smith,
RCA Victor Division design engineer, presented a paper describing
the electron microscope accessories
which will be built by his company.

HEALTH BY RADIO
WSAV V-D and TB Campaign I
Termed Successful '
"RADIO PROVED its worth" in
the recent health campaign in
Savannah, according to Dr. Clair
Henderson, director of SavannahChatham
Countyon Health
after abroadcast
WSAV. Dept.,
In order
to
"reach
the
masses",
public
health officers secured a minimum
of six transcribed spots daily on
WSAV,transcribed
supplemented
by quarterhour
programs
by. the
U. S. Public Health Service, and a
round-table
discussion
on tuberculosis and venereal
diseases.
Response was highly successful
in the campaign to get the public
to have blood tests and X-rays, said
Dr. Henderson. Approximately 75,000 persons were X-rayed and had
blood tests, in response to the suggestions on WSAV. It is expected
that the radio campaign by the
Public Health Service may spread
to othercessful
cities,
the sucreaction following
in Savannah.
BROADCASTING
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MARK F. Courier-Journal
ETHRIDGE, publisher
Louisville
& Times,of the
ope
r
a
t
o
r
s
o
f
WHAS,
returned
to Washington
last
week
after
observing
national
elections in the Balkans as special State
Dept. pend
envoy.
his findings
deeventualUpon
decision
ofrecognition
U. S.mayto give
or withhold
diplomatic
of
governments
arising
from
Balkan
elections.
W. T. CRUICKSHANK, manager of
CKNX Wingham,
Ont., hasof been
appointed publicity
chairman
1946
International
Plowing
Matchnextto the
be held
in Huron County,
Ont.,
October.
This ingwillmatchbe since
the first internationalexpected
plowto attract farmers1941fromand allis parts
of
North America and some 200,000 spectators.

f

ing System,
are inmeeting.
Chicago Mr.for Weiss
MBS
board
of directors
will attend
New York
annual board 1
meeting
of
Television
Broadcasters
Assn. before returning to Hollywood
headquarters
in mid-December.
EDGARaddress
KOBAK,
president and
of Mutual,,
will
theAdvertising
advertising
course
of
the
Club ofselling
New
York
on
Jan.
28,
a
postponement
Dec. 3 made necessary because he from
had
to be board
in Chicago
tual
meeting.on that date for Mu- ,
FANNEYcipal attorney,
NEYMANis inLITVIN,
FCC prin- !
Garfield
Washington,
recuperating
from Hospital,
surgery
recently
performed.
Her
husband,
Dr.
Philip
Litvin,
a
major
in
the
Medical
Corps,
now
is
on
terminal
leave
and
shortly is to retire from Army service.

O

OFF CAMEandtheir
coatsSmith,
as Frank
Stanton, director,
CBS vice-president
and general
manager,
J. Kelly
stationM.Present
relations
spokeWilson
informally
CBS
affiliates Ga.;
in a Frank
meeting
at New WGST
Orleans.
were,
from left,
Cobb, toWMAZ
Macon,
Gaither,
Atlanta;
F.
C.
Sowell,
WLAC
Nashville,
Tenn.;
Earl
Winger,
WDOD
Chattanooga;
W.
H.
Summerville,
WWL
New
Orleans,
CBS
andB. Wooten
Stanton;(topJohnof head),
M. Rivers,
Charleston,
S.advisory
O, CBScouncil;
advisoryMessrs.
council;Smith
HoytThad
WRECWCSC
Memphis;
C. H.
Crutchfield,
Charlotte;
Holt,
WMAZ;
Tom WBT
Holbrook,
WWL. Sessions
were WAPI
held forBirmingham;
two days. Frank Crowther,

Z

Y
i
MARKET
PORTER BLDG., KANSAS CITY, MO

EVERETT L. DILLARD
ELIZABETH WHITEHEAD
(General Manager Station Director

Pioneer FM Station in the Kansas City Area
Ask for Hate Card
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GENE WILLIAMS,
manager toofhisKPRO
Riverside,
Cal., from
has returned
after recovery
heart attack
in desk
late
W.August.
T. meKEMP,
formerly
in
sales
departn
t
o
f
Morten
Milling
Co.,
division
Tex-O-Kan
Flour
Mills,
Dallas,principal
is nowof
assistant
to
W.
J.
HARPOLE,
owner and operator of KVOP Plainview,
Tex. eral
He months
was discharged
from Army sevago.
KENYON BROWN, general manager of
KOMA Oklahoma
arrived in Washington last week City,
for conferences
with
FCC officials.
KOMA
was granted
construction permit
last month
to increase
power from
5 kw to 50an kw.FM Station
viously had received
grant. preJAMES
SHOUSE,Cincinnati,
vice-president
of
the
CrosleyD. Corp.,
inbeencharge
of broadcasting
(WLW),
has
appointed amemberannual
of advisory commit-on
Radiotee forandsecond
Business to Conference
be held next
spring
under
sponsorship
of College of
City of New York.
LT.
COL.
LESTER
LINDOW,
former
manager
ofthisWFBM
Indianapolis,
has
returned
to
country
after
14
months
in ETO. lationsHe officerhasinbeen
publicsincerethe deputy
Berlin area
occupation and will report to Radio
Branch,tions,Army
Bureau furlough.
of Public Relaafter a 45-day
WILLIAM
O'NEIL,
president
and general manager of WJW Cleveland,
has
been appointed
director
of March
radio ac-of
tivities
committee
for
1946
Dimes campaign.
LEWISgeneral
ALLENmanager,
WEISS,andvice-president
and
WILLET
BROWN,
vice-president
assistantH.
general
manager
of Don LeeandBroadcastBook Preview
HIGHLIGHTS from the foreword of
Capt. Harry
Butcher's
book,were"My dramaThree
Years
Eisenhower",
tizWith
ed on "Coming
Attractions"
on WNEW
New York
on Dec. program
9. Capt.
Butcherdent in Washington.
was formerlyBookCBSwillvice-presibe published early Son
next Isyear.
Married
JOHN
VINCENT
HOGAN,
son
the4
president
of WQXR New
York,in ofDec.
married
Madeleine
Miller
Tulsa,
Okla. Youngeras AAF
J. V. staff
Hogan sergeant.
was recently
discharged

GENERAL MILLS INC.
EYES SPORTS FIELD
POSSIBILITY that General Mills
Inc. may
again ofenter
the sports
field
on behalf
Wheaties
was
seen last
week
as
media
department of Knox Reeves Adv. Inc.,
St. Paul, reported it had started a
survey oftermine
national
marketswould
to de-be
what stations
available for broadcasts of major
and minor league baseball.
Mrs. Elizabeth Reeves, agency
president, said stations were being
approached on behalf of General
Mills, which dropped Wheaties
baseball
broadcasts
in 1941coverage,
as result of network
war news
but no results of survey were released. A spokesman said no conhave been signed
tionstractsor baseball
clubs, with
and stathe
entire project was described as
"future" and depending "entirely
General
upon
costs Mills
and pioneered
time". in sports
broadcasts
olis in 1933.overFirstWCCO
year Minneapcompany
spent $20,000 for sports coverage
on WCCO, WHO Des Moines, and
WOC pany
Davenport.
In 1937sponsorship
the comintroduced dual
of sports, splitting budget of
$681,000 to make sportscasts one
of
best revenue
sources.
Whenradio's
the sportscasts
were dropped,
Wheaties was in 93 markets.
WEST VIRGINIA Network is offering
newspaper
version heard
of its over
"Washington
Report"
program
ofstyle
the ofregional
Columnseries.willfacilities
follow
Sunday net.evening
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

MUSKOGEE,

*7^e CaCcf Station

From
Muskogee
. . .
KBIX serves a retail area comprising approximately 250,000 population ... a wholesale
area of over 500,000 population. Annual retail
sales of Muskogee alone are over 25 million
dollars. Located at the fork of three main rivers,
KBIX's market is rich in agriculture, with such
products as spinach, peas, beans, cotton, and
corn. A top ranking potato market, cattle, and
poultry, too — KBIX is the listened-to station in
this area!

250 WATTS

affiliated with AMERICAN BROADCASTING

CO., INC., OKLAHOMA

1490 KC.

NETWORK

and

RESPONSIBILIT
American

Radio is an established responsibility. It offers to

voyagers who sail the charted and uncharted seas of expression abeacon by which to steer and achieve.
That American

Radio easily excels is a tribute to the free

enterprise of a freedom-loving people and their mania for
expression. And, most important of all, those who listen shape
its pattern. That the manner of American

Radio should be

AM, FM, Television or of things yet to come, is merely a
matter of mechanics.
Fort Industry Company

stations have long since accepted the

fascinating responsibility of American Radio in a far-reaching
broadcasting service to Toledo, Lima and Zanesville in Ohio;
Wheeling and Fairmont in West Virginia; Atlanta in Georgia;
and Miami in Florida. These cities key important area markets,
whose people look to Fort Industry stations for the pattern of
broadcasting service which they themselves have shaped.
If it's a Fort Industry station* listeners and advertisers bank on if!
THE

FORT

INDUSTRY

COMPANY

WSPD
WGBS
W A G A
WWVA
5.000 Watts and NBC 10,000 Watts and American 5,000 Watts and American 50,000 WoHs ond American
TOLEDO, OHIO
MIAMI, FLA.
ATLANTA, GA.
WHEELING. WEST VA.
WHIZ
250 Watts and NBC
ZANESVILLE, OHIO

IF

IT'S

A

pORT

WMMN
5,000 Wotts and Columbia
FAIRMONT, WEST VA.

INDUSTRY

WLOK
250 Watts and NBC
LIMA, OHIO

STATION'

YOU

CAN

order. Such a question was that ringer, "What
kind of programs on the radio don't you care
that?"
anything about? Why don't you careofforAgriculBureau
the
that,
despite
But tural
and
fair
a
Economics — which conducted
L
:
it honestly —
laudable survey and reported
found that rural people do like American radio.
The endorsement implicit in the survey is
The People Speak
to say the least, in the FCC release.
THAT SURVEY conducted by the Division of tempered,
Whether this is by design, and for a purpose
Agriculof
Bureau
the
of
Program Surveys
yet clear, has not emerged. At all events, it
tural Economics, Dept. of Agriculture, and not
is refreshing to note that Americas rural
en- dwellers
released in summary by the FCC, was
— "who are not inclined to think of
titled, "Attitudes of Rural People Toward
themselves as being in a position of judgment
Radio Service".
the kinds of programs that should
Someone ought to do a piece on the attitude beregarding
on the air" — do have sufficient judgment to
of Government people toward Government
inspire the following comment (taken from
surveys.
majority of rural radio ownIf you read the FCC release covering the the survey) ers—:have n"A
o feeling that present radio prosurvey [Broadcasting, Dec. 3] you may have
noted, as we did, an attitude or two on your
It's a hardgram ing isinadequate".
pill to swallow for those in high
of the release's
on thenot part
attitude
an for
own:
who have been telling the people that
places
own
his
believe
to
example,
author,
itself. listeners don't like American radio— to be reeyes after he had scanned the survey
who rightthe people
This attitude was apparent especially in
eouslybuttedsaybythey
do. themselves,
the circuitous attempt that was made in the
don't like
FCC release to prove that people That's
not
serial stories because they do.
exactly the situation, but after wading through
Worth Supporting
one almost arrives at such a puzthe verbiage
didn't have
certainly
zling paradox.
NT TRUMAN
PRESIDE
for
his proposal
when he made
mind
The best bet is to get a copy of the survey radio in major
ss,
Neverthele
disputes.
labor
is a settling
and forget the summary report. The survey
his proposal would prove of great benefit to
workmanlike and intelligent job. The summary
It warrants
and to radio.
public,g support,
in- the
true
it followsradio's
is workmanlike and are
because
report on thegent, wel survey
unstintin
tel i enough, but the workmen
democratic and typically American processes.
unions
labor
let
would
diPresident
the
In brief,
applying their intelligence in a different
rection.
barred and
and employers fight it out, no holds fight
would
the best man win, when the
may
That's
good?
it
is
or
bad
ing
programm
Is
great deany
to
whether
,
interest
public
determine
the
to
not affect
what the FCC set out
afwere seriouslywould
not.
publiclaborinterest
If the however,
gre .fected,
the subject fell within its purview ersor have
and management
The survey established what broadcast
Federal
a
to
controversy
their
submit
to
have
been saying all along— that programmingit. fact-finding panel before labor could strike.
must be good, or the people would rejectBut The panel would make public the facts and
this.
settlement on the
opinion
The survey, we state, establishedreleased
let public
of those
facts.force a
by basis
the SUMMARY on the survey,
In
terms
of
broadcasting,
a Jimmy Petrillo
the FCC, contends that people have no basis no longer could deprive a network
and all its
the strong implicaof comparison— leaving
stations of musicians without warntion, consequently, that the interviewee affiliated
ing— or without
stating Onhisthecaseotherto hand,
the Gova good
know had
wouldn'tcause he never
ernment and the public.
the
it. if he saw it, be- Government
seenthing
would not be meddling into every
In one place, the SUMMARY on the survey little local labor dispute when the parties felt
states: "Most rural listeners seem to take radio it would be better for them to fight it out on
their home grounds.
programming
Not that thisfor isgranted."
an unusual circumstance,
ThatmentCongress
weary inof bills
labor-managewrangling wasis evident
introduced
since most Americans take everything from
last
week.
Rep.
McCormack
(D-Mass.),
Maairplanes
Government agencies to streamlined
jority Leader, promised to call up this week
for granted, but it is unique that no such the Norton
Bill
(HR-4908)
which
gives
the
editorial comment is made in the survey itself. President what he seeks. Similar legislation
The FCC release observes that rural lis- was introduced in the Senate. The President's
teners "are not inclined to think of themselves
message specifically covered communications,
as being in a position of judgment regarding which, of course, embraces broadcasting, as a
the kind of programs that should be on the critical industry.
air". This virtue, commended to the attention
The President's proposal is far from a comof some in our Government who are more
plete answer toActthe
country's
laborhasproblems.
The Wagner
— which
already
become
sensitive to their own critical qualifications,
belies itself — for the survey itself establishes unglued
in
vital
places
—
needs
fixing. laws
Labor's
total
exemption
from
the
anti-trust
rethat most rural people like American radio.
quires review and legislative realignment.
Since that is the case, they listen to it be- More lively labor committees in Congress, less
cause they like it— and not because they find union-dominated and less politically conscious,
it deficient.
could be performing the service expected of
them
making Truman
the legislative
shoea fit.
In
other
words,
you
don't
go
to
the
theater
But byPresident
has taken
long step
to shalce hands with the usher.
toward solution of the immediate problem
There was evident throughout the preparawhich is becoming increasingly vexatious
tion for this survey an endeavor on the part
strikes. For radio, where contiof FCC representatives to draft questions of daily — numajor
ity of public services is the life blood, the
Truman plan is admirably suited.
the you - don't - like - American - radio, do-you?
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ROBERT TAYLOR BARTLEY
s agodcastotersmergeInc.,
decided a few
FM
and week
NAB AM
WHEN
with both
and Broa
FM handled by
try ranks
association, indusDepa
one industryned trade
rtment
FM
NAB
an
for
were scan
es
of broadphas
all
iar
with
tor
famil
direcng.
casti
Inevitably the selection was Bob Bartley,
who had been deep in both NAB and FM
is someactivities for some years. Mr. Bartleyserved
thing of an FM pioneer, having 3d, Yan-as
to John Shepard
executive secretary
kee Network president, and later as Yankee
vice-president.
with Mr. ShepThe name FM is synonymous
ard, who for years has operated FM outlets
was secin New England. Later Mr. Bartley
retary-treasurer ofAmerican Network, prors
Broadcaste
FM
of
and
hookup,
FM
to join NAB
Inc. He jectedresigned all three postsActivities
and
in 1943 as Director of War
later Director of Government Relations.
over the modernMr.isticBartley
FM Department inherited
the presides
office suite now
from FMBI at 1730 I St., N. W., Washington, eight blocks from NAB headquarters.
However, he'll soon have to share some of his
spaces (by Washington standards)
wide-open
with NAB overflow as the trade association
expands.
an old habit with Mr.
Wide-open spaceshe arespent
the first 23 years
assorted Texas spots, among them
life inbecause
ofBartley,
Waco, Dallas
Corsicana,
Bonham,
Ladonia,
or two others where he put
a hundred
and
Birthplace was
up briefly in a selling episode.started
to school
Ladonia (May 28, 1909). Hewho lived some
disat Bonham and like others
school,;
the
to
tance away he rode horseback
young'
for
facilities
parking
provided
which
strians.
',
eque
At Highland Park High School, Dallas, he
on the football team, but it was
back
played
the inglorious role of blocking back. By the
time he entered Southern Methodist U. at
and anyenoughstifffootball,
had played was
Dallashow thehecompetition
among the Lone
ders.
Star tossers and their forward-passing gridAt SMU he took the business-stenographic
course, working odd hours on the books of a;
local gas appliance firm. After two years at
the university, he ran into a good business
opening and dropped scholastic pursuits for
a run-down
him
finance. filling station that a bank helpec
Business was good, after he got the place
organized, and his father got interested, buyinf
another station some blocks away. After sh
(Continued on page 56)
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WWSW's control room log record shows four Pittsburgh
department stores reached the metropolitan
Pittsburgh audience with 494 minutes of program time for a typical week in 1945. In its program planning
WWSW — the station that believes in balance — rates public
service first, for public service is the yardstick of a
station's value to its community. Pittsburgh's department stores, shopping centers for this great metropolitan
area, work hand in hand with WWSW's public service policy

WWS W, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa. Represented by forioe and Company

Respects
(Continued from page 5-4)
months the younger Bartley sold out
at a nice profit and took over manof his father's
He
sold it twoagementmonths
later, station.
doing nicely on that enterprise.
Knowing the gas appliance business, he took a job with Lone Star
Gas Co., selling appliances in towns
served by the utility. That utility
angle is significant in his career.
When sales got tough after the
1929-30-31 market slump he set out
for the nation's capital and promptly got a job as executive secretary to the Public Utility Holding
Company inquiry conducted by the
House Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce, serving under
Dr. Walter M. W. Splawn, special
counsel for the committee.
Out of that investigation came

the basis for the Communications
Act of 1934, the Securities & Exchange Commission Act and the
Western Union-Postal merger.
When Dr. Splawn was named an
Interstate Commerce Commission
member, he took Mr. Bartley along.
When the FCC succeeded the old
Radio Commission in 1934, Mr.
Bartley was named Director of
the Telegraph Division, headed by
Commissioner Irvin Stewart. The
division system was abolished by
the FCC in 1937 and Mr. Bartley
moved over to the Securities &
Exchange Commission as a securities examiner. Then he got the offer from Mr. Shepard in 1939 and
his career has been strictly radio
ever since.
Mr. Bartley married Ruth
Adams, of Washington, in 1936.
They have two children — Jane, 7,
and Buck, 4. He is a member of

We're

Good

At

Links!
Solid
Forging
When a station has well-nigh unhreakahle ties with
many local advertisers — that's the tip-off to the
station's selling power!
For instance, the Fargo Foundry (of all things, to
get results from radio!). Without a break in ten
years, gram,
WDAY
has the
broadcast
Fargo toFoundry's
proevery week,
year around,
the Red River
Valley.
But Fargo
only one steadily,
of eighteen
who
have Foundry
been withis WDAY,
from "locals"
ten to
twenty-three years! Give you any ideas?
WDAY,
N. B. C

inc
z

FARGO, N. D.
970 KILOCYCLES . . . SOOO WATTS
FREE & PETERS, INC, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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Delta Chi fraternity and University Club. Favorite pastimes are
horseback riding and gardening.
He
is
Church. a member of the Christian
Many have known Bob Bartley
for years without learning that he
is a nephew of Speaker of the
House Sam Rayburn.

Television Remotes
Planned
by CBS
CBS, whose video programming
has been largely confined to studio
programs, will begin picking up
remote programs within the next
week ballor games
so, from
starting
with basketMadison
Square
Garden, vision
Ben program
Feiner,
assistant
teledirector
of CBS,
said Wednesday at a joint luncheon
meeting
the Art Directors
and the ofArchitectural
LeagueClubof
New York. Within 60 to 90 days,
CBS hopes
to have
mobileparades
equipment ready for
telecasting
and similar events, he reported.
on present limitations
of Reporting
television programming
imposed
by lack of studio space, prewar
equipment and the like, Mr. Feiner
said many of these problems would
be solved, within the next few
months. He cited the new image
orthicon tube as an example of
technical progress already made.
But it will only be with the advent
of
full large-screen,
color pictureshigh
that definition
the art
director will really come into his
own in video production, Mr. Feiner
stated,
pointing
out that
the present black
and white
pictures
on a
screen nine by twelve inches make
the selection of costumes that blend
the setting a matter KG
ofproperly
minor with
importance.

SURPLUS SALES PLAN
IS UP FOR REVISION
REVISION of the system of selling surplus wartime electronic
equipment will be considered Tuesday at a meeting of Surplus Property Administration
and officials
Reconstruction Finance Corp.
with Radio Manufacturers Assn.
formallysales
recommended
thatSPAthehaspresent
plan, by
which 230 electronic manufacturers
act as sales agents for RFC
[Broadcasting, Nov. 26], be
dropped. As policy-making agency,
SPA advised RFC to abandon the
plan but Sam H. Husbands, RFC
director, withheld action at RMA's
request.
Wholesale dumping of electronics
surplussult if by
wouldwere
rethe speculators
agency system
dropped, RMA contends. Political
pressure is being brought by two
syndicates to get large quantities
of electronics surplus, RMA says.
SPA took the position that the
surplus disposal contracts do not
protect adequately the Government's sales
interests toin veterans,
failing tostates,
proReturns to Gillette
vide direct
cities and other subdivisions. The BRIG. GEN. WILLIAM A. BARRON Jr. has been elected acting
230 agents work on a cost-plus chairman
of the board of Gillette
basis, tenwhich
d is illegal.some SPA officials con- Safety Razor Co., Boston, effective fj
Jan. 1.as Hechairman
succeeds atS.expiration
C. Stample-of
man
Leary Retires
AL LEARY, veteran Canadian the term of office, April 16. Gen.
broadcaster, has retired as general Barron was with Gillette as director before being commissioned in
manager and commercial manager
of CHUM Toronto [Broadcasting, 1942. During the war he was chief
of staff of the First Service ComNov. tion12]
and hasbecause
gone toofLaheart
Jolla,condiCal.,
mand, Boston.
for six months for a complete rest.
attended by more than 1,000
He has sold most of his interest DINNER
peopleDec.from9 atallHotel
over Commodore,
the country New
was
in CHUM, remaining a director. held
by the industries
radio, music,
refrigeration
On returning to Toronto next York,
and
allied
division
of
the
spring
he plans
Federation
Jewishmarked
Philanthropies
advertising
agency.to open a radio New
York. ofDinner
opening ofof
division's$30,000,000
drive in behalf
of federation'
current
campaign
for
Present to Sibelius
ing
fund hospitals
and budget
needs
ofagencies.
itsbuild116I
affiliated
and
welfare
A PHOTOGRAPHIC copy of the
0
original manuscript of "Origin by
Fire" was presented by the American Broadcasting Co. to Composer Jan Sibelius on his 80th
birthday, Dec. 8. Mr. Sibelius , had
sent the original work to Breitkopf
THWEST
?a? NOR
and Hartel Music Publishers in
\\ PACIFIC
Leipzig. However when the allied
bombing destroyed the plant the
manuscript became a war casualty.
Americancovered thatBroadcasting
Co. disthe Boston Symphony
KIRO
Orchestra in 1938 had performed
the piece and it had been necessary
then to transmit portions of the
^2s£ 0?xie*tcUcf Station
work from Leipzig by radio photo
after the copies of them had been
50,000
710 Watts
KC
lost in regular shipment. With the
assistance of Associated Music
CBS
Publishers, a complete score has
SEATTLE . WASHINGTON
been put together, photographed
Represented by FREE & PETERS, Inc
and sent to the Finnish master.
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Time

CALL

Buyers!

ON

WEAF
New York
WBZ & WBZA
Boston, Springfield
WGY
Schenectady
KYW
Philadelphia
WRC
Washington
KDKA
Pittsburgh
WTAM
Cleveland
WOWO.
Ft. Wayne
WMAQ
Chicago
KOA
Denver
KPO
San Francisco

FOR

SUGGESTIONS

• Looking for a time buy that's just your dish? Then give your order to
"Spot." Of course he may not always be able to serve you the exact time
you were eyeing— NBC Spots go too fast for that. But you can count on
"Spot" to suggest the best available period in the house— to help you
select a buy that will get results — and to show you the way to results
you can figure in dollars and cents.
Call on "Spot" today for suggestions on any one or every one of
NBC's 11 sales-leading stations in 11 sales-leading markets. Sales-leading
because: 1. They broadcast to 55% of the radio homes in the United
States. 2. They are in markets where buying power is 34.2% higher than
the country's average. 3. They broadcast the finest programs on the air
to every corner of these rich markets.

NBCSP

T

SALES

New York, Circle 7-8300 . . . Chicago, Superior 8300 . . . San Francisco, Graystone 8700
Washington, Republic 4000 . . . Cleveland, Cherry 0942 . . . Hollywood, Hollywood 6161
Denver, Maine 621 1 ... Boston, Hancock 4239

HARTFORD
FARMS

of

HARTFORD,
MICHIGAN
THE LARGEST FLOWER BULB
GROWERS IN AMERICA
Will enter the retail market in
the immediate future, using 100
a tat ions on a 13 to 26 week
schedule.
HARTFORD FARMS
MERCHANDISE
Has been retailed to th-e American puhlfc by every leading
nurseryman in the country. Literally tens of millions of Hartbulbs have
uford
ted to theFarm exterior
and contribinterior
beauty of the Americwn home
in every state of the union.
HARTFORD FARMS
PRICE
Will be consistent with a common sense, direct mail offer;
your listeners will not expect an
express truck to deliver a ton of
landscaping material for $1.00,
but what they do expect to receive they will receive.
HARTFORD FARMS
GUARANTEE
Will be specified in our a
tising order to you as 1
unconditional.
J. C. VAN LIEROP, PRESIDENT OF HARTFORD FARMS,
SAYS:
"We're
going
intosame
the policy
retail
business with the
we have used for years in our
wholesale trade. This policy is
simply a matter of giving good
service, top quality and an honest guarantee of value received."
FOR MORE DETAILS
WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE
Hi
LEO

BOULETTE
AGENCY

THREE RIVERS, MICH.
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GEORGE M. BENSON, Navy lieutenant
released
week after
33 months
ice as radarlast officer
with Pacific
fleet,servhas
joined
the Mutual
sales Before
organization
in
an
executive
capacity.
the service he had been easternentering
sales
manager
of
the
Blue
network
for
18
months
seven yearsand onprior
NBC tosalesthatstaff.had served
JAMES F. BROWN, recently released
from Army Signal hasCorpsjoinedas John
captain,E.
simnang.
s
a
e
,
o
a
r
e
g
a
c
s
o
t
f
n
Be
e lre
Aworrmkyed cieanrs f1r9e4e0l,anchee
announ cagon,s.Miaimni, CahnidNew Orleadition to sIenllinagd,Brown odnlealpsoromwoitliloennhtaanf-o-r
stati tive firm. repres.u Co.,
rWGN»i»Chicago
RICHARD
PHILMr. Brown m
trafficLIPS,department
f
leave,
returned employe
after onfourmilitary
years
service has
in Navy.
JACK
QUINN,
after
four
years
overseas
with
has joined the sales staff of
CKMO RCAF.
Vancouver.
MILTON
SEROPAN,
released fromto the
Merchant
sales staff Marine,
of KPO has
San returned
Francisco. the
BOB
BAKER
has
joined
KWG Stockton.
Cal.,
as accountresigned.
executive
replacing
LES JACOBSEN,
WMFF Plattsburgh, N. Y., has named
Joseph clusive
Hershey
Inc. as exnational McGillvra
representative.
JAMES FRANCIS DELANEY, released
from service
as captain
and joined
tank comander in Third
Army, Plains,
has
staff
of mWFAS
White
Y.salesHe
succeeds
GEORGE
PLONER, N.resigned.
MIKE
accounthas executive
KUTA CASSIDY,
Salt Lake City,
returned toat
the station followiicengin14Army
monthsas overservseas combatspondentcorre.
He was
heard
Mutual
"Army onService
FORREST
Forces".
has
returnedH.oftoBLAIR
local
sales
KOIL
Omahastaffafter
two
years service
In
Navy.
He
was
KOIL regional salesin
Mr. Cassidy
officeingbefore
enterarmed
forces.
WARD
commercial
manager INGRIM,
of KFRC former
San Francisco
and
for tenwork, hyears
withthe the
Donstaff Leeof John
netas Joined
sales
Blair
&
Co.,
Chicago.
Ingrim
has
been
a major In Army.
WILLIAM B. FABER, formerly with
Headley-Reed
Co., from
New theYork,Armyandafter
recently discharged
four tionyears
on Dec.service,
3. rejoined organizaCHSJ ada,St.1000 wJohn,
New kc,Brunswick,
Canon 1150
appointed
Adam
J. representative
Young
Jr. Inc.,Inhasasthe
exclusive
national
U.
S.
effective Jan. 1.
ALLAN CORMACK, released from U. S.
Navy
special communications service,
has ficreturned
manager. to CBS Hollywood as trafJACK ageBRUMBACK,
r of CBS secretary-treasurer
Radio SanSalesFrancisco
division,ofmanhas
been elected
San
Francisco
Mllline Club.
WPAT Paterson,
N. J., has Inc.,
appointed
Joseph
McGillvra
New
York, as Hershey
station representative.
PHIL
STEITZ,
Mutual
Chicago
network
salesman,
has
Joined WBBM
Chicago
local
department.
Joining
Mutualsales
he was
with NBC Before
Spot Sales.
TOM M. RAY, Los Angeles manager of
Katz
Agency, publishers'
stations'
representatives,
resignedand
associated with has
his father
in tothebecome
auto-

agency business.formerly
Succeeding
him
is S. J.mobileREULMAN,
of Katz
Agency
and for past
managerChicago
of W. office
F. Coleman
Co., year
Los
Angeles (publishers' representatives).

Chi-

KORET CO-OP SHOWS
START IN FEBRUARY
KORET OF CALIFORNIA, San
Francisco, manufacturers of women's
their distribu-of
tors sportswear,
are startingand sponsorship
their first venture in big-name talin a transcribed
quarter-hour
show ent titled
Show Stoppers
once a
week on 160 stations throughout
the country on varying starting
dates from Feb. 2 to 9.
Show, packaged by Music Corp.
of America, dramatizes events leading up to the moment when the star
"stopped
will host the
the show".
program JimeachAmeche
week.
Stars scheduled to appear include
Hildegarde, Eddie Cantor, Jack
Benny, Frank Sinatra, Rudy Vallee, Barry Fitzgerald, Bob Burns,
Hazel Scott and others. Program
also will use nationally known people other than stars of radio, stage
and screen, such as boxing champions,
writers, etcfamous
. playwrights, songCo-operative show, sponsored
dually by Koret of California and
its distributors locally, is an openend transcription designed to allow
local commercials in the 160 outlets. Paul Dudley will write and
produce
conjunction withShow
AbbottStoppers
Kimballin Co.,
New
York,
agency
handling
the
Contract is for 26 weeks. account.

Television Society
POST-HUNT display Is proudly made FULL MEMBERSHIP meeting of
by
Ralph
Hollars,
WWNC
Asheville,
N.buckC, hesalesman,
181 lb.neareight
point American Television Society will
bagged inof area
Asheville.
be held Dec. 13 at 8 p.m. at the
City.
GuestsPlaza
addressing
the group
York
Hotel, New
Barbizon
Cordele, Ga., Celebrates
WMJM-MBS Affiliation will be: Noran Kersta, NBC teleIN CELEBRATION of the affilia- vision manager, speaking on "Aption of WMJM Cordele, Ga. with
proval of Image-Orthicon TeleviH. Cuff, general
Mutual, Nov. 26, advertisers of managersion";of.Samuel
WABD New York,
the city and surrounding county
joined in a sponsored special sec- "Use of Film Transcriptions —
tion of the Cordele Dispatch pro- Actual Live Talent Studio Broadclaiming the event. Six-page paper
casting in Television Broadcastcarried four pages of local ads
ing"; Paul Mowery, American dibordering
a
week's
schedule
of
the
r
e
c
t
o
r of television, "Latest Prostation, in addition to two news
gram Experiment of American Telpages, devoted mostly to radio news.
Bob Emery, director of
Regular edition of paper ran WOR Newevision"; York
television and)
president of Television Producers;
complete
story
of
"M"
Day,
when
station joined Mutual in the Cor- Assn., "The Brownstone Theateri
delia Hotel.
and Television."
For Top Availabilities and
Prompt, Accurate Service in Omaha
Call
New York
iderbilt 6-4542
Boston
aboard 4677
MUTUAL

WEED Chicago& CO.
Randolph 7730

KBON
t4W
BROADCASTING

Detroit
Randolph 5382
San Franciseo
Yukon 1899
OMAHA
• Telecastin

RADIO'S

HILARIOUS

COMEDY

OF DOMESTIC

LIFE

Year after year voted among radio's top comedy
teams, EASY ACES is one of radio's great comedy
shows. Says Fred Allen, "Goodie Ace is America's
greatest wit". Says Frank Fay, "Jane Ace is the best
comedienne in the land". Everybody knows them.
Everybody loves them. Now for the first time available to local and regional sponsors in a series of
transcribed quarter hours.
W*E or h
its

HOH>YWOOD

RITE FOR
/AILABIUTIES
mil

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting
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RGEnCIES

CHICAGO
5000 WATTS 560KC

THE ONLY
CHICAGO
STATION
WITH 24
HOUR NEWS
SERVICE
UP— PA— INS

0$M
1
ViaCHICAGO
CUBS
BAS' 'ALL FOR 1945

National Representative
250 PARK AVE., NEW YORK
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NORTON
Angeles
manager W.of MOGGE,
J. WalterLosThompson
Co., and
a pioneer
Invice-president
western adv
e
r
t
i
s
i
n
g
,
h
a
s
been
elected
ofwiththe Navy
agency.release,
JOHN hasA. PRIVETT
Jr.,
rejoined the
agencytive.as MARGOT
account
service
representaMALLORY,
former Newfashion copywriter
of Stern
Bros.,
York,
has
been added
as fashion
and
foods copywriter.
LT. COMDR. LEE RINGER, for past
three years assigned to Navylations,public
rewelfare and
recreation
duties,
now
on
terminal
leave,
to the hasLos returned
Angeles
agency
name.
Hebearing
goes hisInon
inactive
duty
late December.
JUNE BEAVAN, forVictmoerrliya,ofhaCJVI
s joined
Frontenac
Broadcasting
Agency,
Toronto, as continuity
Lt. Comdr. Ringer editor.
DAVE
MCMILLAN
has been appointed
vice-president
and ofgeneral
Grant
Advertising
Canada,manager
Toronto.of
MITCHELL,
vice-president
J.HARRY
Walter
Thompson
Co.
who
has
beenof
in charge oftotheChicago
Detroit with
office,return
is being
transferred
FRED
FOYpost from
military vice-president.
service to hisof
former
of
Detroit
Detroit
of agency
will continue
handle office
the Ford
account,
but underto
auspicesstead of ofChicago.
agency's New York office inMAX andG. a HOLLAND,
after
two
years Howard
Indischarged
the Army,
has
returnedcago, as account
to half
Malcolm
Adv.,
Chiexecutive.
A
non-commissioned
officer,
he
was
attached
to
Infantry
Nuremberg.Headquarters, Third Army, at
PAUL
O.ensign,
MICHELSON,
released
from
Navy
has been
named
copy
chiefcy.ofasHe will
Knollindivide
Adv.,
West between
Coast agentime
Francisco and Los Angeles offices. San
HELEN
D. ofHALL,
formerly with Research
Institute
America,
been appointed
accountOakland,
executiveCal.,under
by hasAd
Freed
Adv.,
Oakland.
Accounts
her supervision
are
Hersch
Coast
Millinery Stores, Crescent
JewelersAgency.
and
Louis-Barton-Foster
Insurance
CECILbottHACKETT,
radio
director
of
AbNew York,
leaving
for West Kimball
CoastCo.,in about
three isweeks
to
supervisepers",recording
of "Show
Stoptranscribed
series
to
be
spontions. sored by Koret Of California on 160 staNAT York,
A. BENSON,Joined
formerly with BBDO
New
Wendell P. has
Colton Co.,theNewcopyYork.staff of
CALHOUN, former
copy andwriter
atDONALD
McCann-Erickson,
New the
York,
re-as
cently
discharged
from
Navy
ensign,
has
rejoined
agency
as
a
group
head In creative department.
WILLIAM BITTEL Jr. and WILLIAM
GRESSLEY,
recently
discharged
from&
the
Army,Newhave
rejoined
KenyonmanEckhardt,
York,
as
account
ager and member of production staff,
respectively.
DONALD
MAGGINI
been appointed director
of motionhas picture
operaYork. tions for Kenyon & Eckhardt, New
G. PRATT, the
recently discharged
asCURTIS
a colonel
joined Youngfrom
& Rublcam,Army,NewhasYork,reas vice-president
supervisorin of1942.accounts. He enteredand service
RUFUS the CHOATE,
from
Navy, hasrecently
rejoined discharged
Donahue
& Coe, New York, as vice-president.
MURRAYrector of Compton
BOLEN, West
Coast
radio
diAdv., vice-president.
Hollywood, has
been named as agency
CORNWELLof JACKSON,
Hollywood
vicepresident
J. Walter
Thompson home
Co.,
is in conference.
New York
for three-week
office
NIEL
HEARD,
account
executive
Garfield & Guild, San Francisco, hasof

FIELD STAFF OF BMI
TO MEET DIRECTORS
BROADCAST MUSIC Inc. Board
of Directors, at its regular meeting
will hold additional
conferences with BMIsessions
fieldof staff
members Dec. 12 in New York City.
Following the conferences, the
Board,ousfield
and heads will
of vari-be
BMI men
departments
guests
at
a
dinner
held
at the
Waldorf-Astoria that evening.
BMI field representatives in New
York today (Dec. 10) for their
annual conferences are: Roy Harlow, director of station relations;
Ralph C. Wentworth,
BMI'sGlenn
repre-R.
sentative in the South;
Dolberg, from West Coast; Al W.
Marlin, Central West; Linwood
M. Pattee, Middle West, and James
L. Cox, eastern representative.
Board meeting, under the
chairmanship of J. Harold Ryan,
WSPD Toledo, president, will be
attended by John Elmer, WCBM
Baltimore; Carl Haverlin, MBS;
William S. Hedges, NBC; Leonard
Kapner,
WCAE; PaulPittsburgh;
Miller, NAB
Morency, Justin
WTIC
Hartford; C. W. Meyers, KOIN
Portland; J. Leonard Reinsch,
WSB Atlanta; Joseph McDonald,
American; Frank K. White, CBS.

#
been shifted to Los Angeles and appointed manager
of theSTEVENS,
agency's acting
office
in that city.
J. GAY
manager,
has been made service director.
JOSEPH CHARBONEU,
formerly
McCarty
Co., Los Angeles
agency,of The
has
Joined Robert F. Dennis Inc. as account
executive.
RAY CLINTON,
withtwodischarge
from
Coast
Guard after
years
service,
has
production
manager
Philipresumed
J. Meanyas Co.,
Los Angeles
agency.of
WILLIAM
Signalrelease
Corps public relationsA. WOOD,
officer, with
from
Army ganhas
rejoined
Raymond
R. MorCo.,
Hollywood,
as
publicity
and
public relations director.
FEDERAL
New York,officesplansat 385to
move to newADV.,
and enlarged
Madison
Ave..
New "York,
in 1946.
RUSSELLsistant
O'BRIEN,
for early
13of years
asadvertising
manager
National
Biscuit
Co.,
has
joined
account
Benton & Bowles, New York. staff of
GEORGE ROMAN, released as chief art
director
fromof Tactical
Doctrine Warfare
Training Division
Army Arsenal,
Chemical
Service,
Edgewood
Md.,
and
formerly
with Philadelphia
Evening
Bulletin, has
opened
The
Roman
AdBaltimore. vertising Agency, 17 E. Saratoga St.,
JAMES
G.
LAMB
Co.,
Philadelphia,
has
changed
to Lamb,
& Kean
and
movednameoffices
to 1616SmithWalnut
St.
JERROLD C. ARNOLD, former partner
in Logan & Arnold,NewLos York
Angelesagency,
and BOB HOPEElgin
ShowBenny headand Jack
has
appointed
talent for fourth
annual two-by
vice
-been
president
andE. hour lineChristmas
Show sponsored
director
of
Paul
Newman Co., Los Elgin National Watch Co. on CBS
Angeles. timeHe manager
is one-of stations, Dec. 25, Tuesday, 4-6
LosBeaumont
Angeles office& p.m. (EST). Lineup includes Don
ofHohman
and Coast
has Ameche as m.c, Vera Vague,
been in West
Simms, Alan Reed, The
advertising for 20 Ginny
Charioteers, Arthur Rubenstein.
CHARLES H. Ken Carpenter is assigned anGARDNER, released
nouncer. Louis Silvers is musical
years.
Mr. Arnold
from Navy
lieu- director, with Carroll Carroll sutenantascommander,
has
returned
to
p
e
r
v
isor ofwriters. Earl Ebi takes
Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
production for J. Walter
MELVILLE H. SMITH Jr., who has been over
Thompson
Co., agency servicing
co-director
of agency
with Jr.,Mr. creative
Lamb,
and
G. KEAN
is in conjuncstaff KENNARD
head, are new
principals
in firm. account.
tion with Broadcast
40th anniversary
of Elgin
LAURIS
K.
TISCHLER,
advertising
National
Watch
Co.,
and will be
manager
for
J.
W.
Robinson
Dept.
shortwaved
to
overseas
servicemen
store, is now account executive at Jere as well as released in this country.
Bayard si&gned to Assoc.,
Los Angeles.
He is asretail and
fashion accounts.
HENRY
L.
SPARKS
has
been
appointed
Adv.
capacity.Co., New York, in an executive
manager
of publication
media of Young
& Rubicam,
under ANTHONY
V. B. ARTHUR D, TALBOTT, formerly with
GEOGHEGAN,
vice-president
in charge
marketingon department
offor
media.
Sparks
hasof been
Y&R the
and recently
active service ofwithBBDO
the
15 inyears,
mostdepartment.
time with
as space
Navy,
joins
Agricultural
buyer
media
For
past
Research
Inc.,
New
York,Advertising
as account&
executive.
year
he
has
been
account
executive
on
Swan Soap account.
ROBERT chargedG.fromSPENCER,
recently
disNavy
and
former Sales
publicity director
for
Houbigant
Corp.,
New
York,
has
rejoined
company
asdirector.
advertising manager and publicity
TOM
with Navy discharge,
beenDENTON,
appointed
ofhas Geyer,
Cornell & Hollywood
Newell, Newmanager
York.
He succeeds MEL WILLIAMSON, resigned.
ABBOTT willKIMBALL
Co., New York
agency,
office atservices
425 establish
Bush
St.,SanofIn Francisco
January.of
Agency
account
Koret
California,
San Francisco (women's
apparel
designers).
DONALD
BARR, formerly
vice-president
ofmarketing,
Birds Eye-Snider
in chargeInc.,of
joins post
YoungInc.,
& Rubicam
inheadquartered
an executive
Jan.
4. He willoffice.
be
in the Hollywood
LEE
JACOBI,
former
public
relations
managermerce, ofhas joined
SeattlestaffChamber
Comof Mac ofWilkins,
Cole & Weber, Seattle.
CAPT.
STEPHEN
E.
GEGUS
returned
"/ hadthoseto move
upstairs since I started
after three and a half years service with
spot announcements
on
armed forces has Joined Friend-Sloane
WGAQ
Augusta,
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Allied

Arts

MAJ.director
EDGARof Radio
L. FELIX,
Ipave as
Coverageon Reports,
has
returned
to
the
U.
S.
after
service in Pacificofficer.
theater
Corps
allocations
HeandasIsisSignal
onexpected
terminal
leave
until
March
5
to
return to his radioin suspension
survey operations,
which
his fourhaveyearsbeenof war
service. during
HAROLD E. KARLSRUHER, general
manager visioofn, has Reconstruction
Dibeen promoted Finance
to eastern
regional
sales manager
Emerson
dio & Phonograph
Corp.,of New
York. RaPHILIP
WAGNER
been appointed
advertising
and Radio
saleshas promotion
agerYork
for Zenith
Corp. RALPH
in areaman-O.of
New
and
New
Jersey.
MOREL
is
new
radio
sales
manager
for
New sYork
and similar
New Jerey,LIN.is assigned
JAMESpostbecomes
F. inMCLAUGHH.
E.
SWEENEY
parts
and
manager
Jersey.years.All
have service
been with
firm inforNewseveral
RUDY
TOLMAY,
after
three
years
Marine Corps, returns to his former with
po-

ONE

sition as Columbia
Recording Corp.
district
Baltimoremanager
territories.for Philadelphia and
ASSOCIATED
Music Publishers
Inc.,
New
York, haswithextended
music
licensing
agreements
KDTH
KFAB
KFOX
KJBS
KLPM
KOIL
KTEM
WABY
WALB
WBCM WDNC WHAS WHDH WJAR.
L. A. WHEELOCK,
central divisionformanof equipment
Sylvania agerElectric
Products,tubehassales
added duties
as western
manager,
supervising
equipment
tube
sales
activities
for
mid-west
and far western territories.
JUSTIN
J. CALLAHAN,
broadcast now
and
communications
sales engineer
with
Telephone
RadioNov.Corp.,26.
Newark,Federal
Is father
of a boy& born
COL. ROBERT
released
from AAFH. andFREEMAN,
prior to hisrecently
Army
careersion ofchief
engineer Telephone
of the radio& TelediviInternational
graph
Corp.,
has
been
appointed
sales
manager
of
pulse
time
modulation
radio
equipment
and
systems
of
Federal
Telephone & Radio Corp., an IT&T af-

OF HIGHEST

INCOME

filiate. PTM system is a radio technique by which
multiple
telephone conversations or radio
or television
procan be radio
transmitted
simultaneously overgramssame
frequency.
JOSEPH search
M. director
GOLDSEN,
formerly
reof Nejelskl
& Co.,
New
York,
management
counselingin
firm,
has
been
elected
vice-president
charge
JOHN R.of P.operations
FRENCH ofJr.,company.
formerly DR.In
charge Manufacturing
of personnel research
at Harwood
Co., Marion,
Va.,
has
joined
NejelskiCompany
& Co. hasto moved
direct
training
programs.
to 162 East 38th Street, New York.
ALLEN A. FUNT RADIO PRODUCTIONS, New York,
syndicater ofthat"Funny
Money gramMan",
has
prowill beKechikan,
heardannounced
on Alaska,
KINY starting
Juneau
and
KTKN
this
month.
Negotiations
were
made
by
Northwest Radio Adv., Seattle.
SCHULBERG
&
RUBINE,
Hollywood,
has been appointed by Ward Wheelock
for "Re-by
Co. to handle public relations
sponsored
CampbellquestSoupPerformance",
Co. on CBS.
GEORGE C. TANTY, with Crosley Corp.
for
14 years
merchandise
managerareas,In
middle
westas and
Pacific
coast
southwest
appointed
has been
sales
manager.
INWOOD
SMITH regional
is new
dismanager
regionaltrict sales
Working with
him Inwillcentral
be PHILIP
W. PUGH, named promotional manager.

MARKETS

« AMERICA

— AMARILLO

!

INCOME FROM CATTLE
$41,600,000
INCOME FROM OIL AND GAS
$194,097,850
INCOME FROM WHEAT
$75,000,000
LARGEST CARBON BLACK
PRODUCTION IN THE WORLD

FACTS AT A GLANCE
• KGNC's 376,650 population
has over 397 million dollars effective buying income.
• $3,420.00 per family.
• $900.00 per capita income.
• The station which has influence
is wealth ii KGNC.

Taylor J-Jowi Snowdj n
AMERICAN BROADCASTING
LONE STAR CHAIN
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THE FAMILY STATION
IN THE GREAT PANHANDLE

KGNC
AMARILLO
TEXAS

ROBERT J. McINTOSH, released as
captain
active duty
central
district AirfromTechnical
ServicewithCommand.
Chicago, plani. to return to WGRC
Louisville
upo.ii separation
from service. He previously
handled play-by-play
of Tri-City
Heaccounts
has been
executive basketball
officer andgames.
chief
of presstions section,
ana radio
ATSC. branch, public relaERNIE PEELER has been assigned to
dally mid-afternoon
newscast on KPRO
Riverside,
Cal.
WILLIAM B. SEARS returns to KUTA
Salt Lakedirector.
City as special
and
sports
has events
beenas radio
with
Knox-Reeves, San HeFrancisco,
director.eran, shifts
NELSON
HALL,
service
vetto KUTA
from KVNU Logan,
Utah. as newscaster
GORDON
WILLIAMSON,
released
from
as flight
lieutenant,
has returned
toRCAF
Edmonton
as sports
editor
and CFRN
commentator.
BILL agerSLOCUM
specialof events
manCBS, Slocum
isJr.,father
a girl ANNE
born
Dec. 1.of Mrs.
Is former
GILLISton andofNBCnewsrooms
New York.of CBS WashingDOUGLAS
EDWARDS,
is fatherParis
of acorrespondboy born
Dec. ent1 forinCBS,
Atlanta.
MILTON
CHASE,
Far
East
authority
of
WLW
Cincinnati,
7 addressed
in Lexington,
dinner
meetingKy.of Dec.
American
War Dadsa
AUSTIN
FENGER,
special
events editor
of KSFOnewsSanandFrancisco,
will be speaker at annual convention
ofFrancisco,
CaliforniaDec.Cattlemen's
Assn. in San
14-15.
WILLIAM
L.
SHIRER,
CBS
correspondentcriminals
covering Nuremberg
trials
of Nazi
war
infromGermany,
concluded
his
broadcasts
Nuremberg
Dec. 9
and is enroute home to this country
for Christmas.
TED HUSING and his assistant, JIMMY
DOLAN, will broadcast the Orange Bowl
game between the U. of Miami and
Holy
CrossSafety
on NewRazor
Year'sCo.,DayBoston,
on CBS.
Gillette
the
sponsor.
Agency is Maxon
Inc., Newis
York.tiveItOrange
will Bowl
be Husing's
tenth
consecubroadcast and seventh
under Gillette sponsorship.
FRANKsion newsLa chief
TOURETTE,
western divinamed
editor of ofthe American,
1946 editionhas ofbeen
the
"Scoop".Francisco
San
Press Club's annual
CLIFFORD
EVANS, WLIBhis New
York
news
commentator,
broadcast
Jan. 1 to drops
devote fulldailytimenewsto
his duties
cial events. as director of news and speMERRILL
MUELLER, NBC Pacific
and
European
of honor atwar a correspondent,
farewell party wasgivenguest
Greenwich,
veteransDec.of
World
War is1Conn.,
and
2 byon the
Thursday,
6. Mueller
to leave
for
London on
Dec. 10 to join the NBC news bureau
there.
BILL
HART, Nov.
sportscaster
of WCAU
Philadelphia,
27 married
Gunkle of Schenectady,
N. Y. Omar
KNOX MANNING,
caster, is narrator CBS
on theHollywood
Warner newsBros,
short
Spangled City",
which film,
relates"The
story Star
of Washington,
D. C.

SBA Award
SPORTS BROADCASTERS
Assn. at its regular meeting Dec.
17 will present to Princeton U. its
second annual award for the
college or university with the 1
football broadcasting facilities.
Ken
Fairman,
graduate manager
athletics
at Princeton,
will acceptof
award to be presented by Bill
Slater,
SBA topresident.
Last Associ
year's
award went
Notre Dame.
ation,tionmade
up
of
network
and
stabroadcasters, meets for lunch
each
Hotel, Monday
New York.at Great Northen
BROADCASTING
• Telccastin

760 Kc.
2500 W.

FOR

FULL

COVERAGE

OF

HAWAII

For 23 years, KGU has given continuous broadcasting
HONOLULU

service — the best programs and the biggest names in
radio — to the ever expanding Hawaiian market.*
* CIVILIAN POPULATION — 502,1 22
Territorial Board of Health Estimates, July 1, 1945

RETAIL SALES

NBC

IN

1944
$386,426,009
1945 (9 Mo.) . . $318,913,557
Based on Sales Tax Collections
THE

PACIFIC

SINCE

1931

Affiliated with
THE HONOLULU
Represented by
fd
7
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SURPLUS

TRANSMITTER

50,000

WATTS

(Medium Frequency)

r\ISEII-l\l'l!ITED
RCA TYPE, 50E high fidelity, broadcast transmitter, complete with console control panel. Frequency
range between 550 and 1600 kilocycles, for operation from 2300 volts, 50 cycles, 3 phase, 3 wire
power source.
AVAILABLE with frequency determining parts, including 2 RFA type TMV-1298B crystal units for
850 KC operation. Slight modification necessary for
60 cycle modification.
INSPECTION REQUIRED on tubes and transformers to determine possible damage due to shipment.
ON DISPLAY in Washington, D. C. Call or write
to: Chief of Electronics Branch, OSP — RFC, 811
Vermont Avenue, N. W., Phone: Executive 3111.
If you desire, credit terms can be arranged.
Reconstruction Finance Corporation
A Disposal Agency Designated by the Surplus Property Administration
811 Vermont Avenue, N. \T.
Washington, D. C.
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Spoiisors

$A

Bessemer,DesAla.;Moines;
Younker's
Dept. Store,
Goodyear
Dept.
a 17- KRNT
started(Borden's
hasYork
Coffee),Newcampaign
Instant
Co.,
BORDEN
Store, WPAG
Ann Arbor;
Union Mo.;
Naspots,
of
41-station
city,
tional
Bank,
KWTO
Springfield,
tions
local A. D. Norton Jewelers, WENT Gloversand complete
participa
live
KECA
are:
included
Stations
programs.
ville,
N.
Y.;
Allen
Dairy
Products,
WGL
WBZ
WCOP WXYZ Fort Wayne, and Stations WLEE WKLA
WFBR WWJ
WBAL WGAR
WGN
WJW WTAM
WNAC WCAO
KBIZ WFAS KFOR KGMB. For
WLIB KOIL
WQXR WWSW
^fNEW
WOR
WABC
WISN
"Adventures
inquarter-hour
Christmastreetranscribed
Grove",
WCAU
WIP
WIBG
WPEN
WAAT
series
offor 15juveniles:
WEBR
WGR
WIBX
KQV
WCAE
WJAS
shows
Goodyear Dept.
WMBR
WBNS
WOOL
WLW
WCPO
Store, WPAGStore,AnnKGLOArbor,MasonMich.;
WJAX KMOX WOL WINX WMAL. More kels
City, Merla.;
Agency is Ken- Belk'sDept.Dept.
will be added.
stations
Store,
WOLS
Florence.
York.
New
Eckhardt,
&
yon
S.
C;
Miller
&
Payne,
KFOR
Lincoln,
ONTH,
ALBUM-OF-THE-M
New Neb.; Rucker-Rosenstock Dept. Store, I
RECORDChernow
accountwill with
placed Radio
York,
WSSV Petersburg, Va.; Stone & Thomas,
be used.
Co., Newhas York.
WWVA Christmas
Wheeling, Tree",
W. Va.15 For
"Santa's
A. PLUDO,
WILLIAM
quarter-hour
juvenile
shows: la.;
Searsand Roebuck
Co.,
publicity,- Magic
and vice-presi
of salesformer
dent in charge
KBIZ Ottumwa,
stations &WKBV
vice-presi
executive
named
has been
WTAL
KMYC
KPHO
WFAS.
sing,
advermerchandi
of
denttiisnincharge
ndYork.
Stores HENRY W. DOYLE has been elected
of AdamI. Hat
publicity
SCHULTZ,
MAXWELL
New g aconsultan
Inc.,
and advertising
mant, has been
named a secretary-treasurer
business
ager of Inter-American
Orange-Crush
and ROBERT
of the company,
director
Co.,
subsidiary
of OrangeCrushinternational
Co.
Headquarters
are
Chicago.
directordent.of real estate, be- AMR
TANKOOScomes,a vice-presi
Co., Brooklyn (AMR
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York, lighter CHEMICAL
Quid),
is nowrecorded
sponsoring
"Songson
"House
program
Mutual
purchased
has
by
Bing
Crosby",
program,
ns.
WNEW New York,
Sun. 12-12:15
p.m.;on
Productio
fromonMaxwell
Mystery"started
ofProgram
in Jan. 1945 participations
Mutual
on
Alma
Bettinger
y
our
Gen- York.
quarter-hprogramseries.
as five-weekl
WQXR Agency,
New York;
spots
on WHN
New
Foods
packas
purchased
eral
Ellis
Adv.
Co.,
New
York.
, switchin September
ageng to fromhalfMaxwell
DONALD
B.
THURMAN,
former
lieuspot
morning
Saturday
-hour
i
tenant
colonel
with
the
Army
Air
Toasties.
Post New
for
York. Agency is Benton & Forces,
Bowles,
has joinedof the
marketing
coun-of
cil department
Standard
Oil Co.
ART
METAL
WORKS
Inc.,
Newark,
will
He will procedures
assist in co-ordinasponsor
aforyuletide
on fulllighters
CBS New Jersey.
tion of marketing
and adnetwork
Ronsonsalute
cigarette
vertising
programs
of foreign
and lighter
accessories
on Christmas
mestic
affiliates
of
the
company.and doday. Titled
"Christmas
Musicade",
proSOCIETY, New York (Book
sponsor's
to date ofGROLIER
and willmentgram is world.
include
toplargest
stars show
of entertainKnowledge),
Dec. 4 started sponsor-on
ing RodNewHendrickson,
Burgess
Meredith
willannual
con- WEAF
York, Tues.,philosopher,
Thurs., Sat.,
duct
program.
Company
plans
radio
presentations
of
this
type
several
8:45-9
p.m.,
for
52
Agency, Flanatimes
a business
year on holidays
when
Ronson
gan Adv. Agency, weeks.
New York.
reaches
peak
for
gift
purposes.
TOBEY,
advertising
manager
Agency is Cecil & Presbrey, New York. ofWILLIAM
& Strauss,
New York,
has
EMERSON DRUG Co., Baltimore, has beenAbraham
appointed
sales
promotion
a
g
e
r
.
I
n
his
new
capacity
he
willman-be I
acquired
two
products,
Tips,
a
breath
sweetener,
and
Nips,
an
antacid,
forresponsible
for
all
phases
of
advertismerly manufactured
by R. advertising
I. Runner
newspaper,
magazine, held
radioing,and including
television,
duties formerly
Co., Wheeling.
Present
plans
for
1946
are
not
completed,
but by DOROTHY
tired Dec. 1. E. SWENSON, who reare expected
to
include
radio,
accordagency.ing to McCann-Erickson, New York, HELLER BROS., New York (Juicy Gem
CURT A. ABEL, released as major in oranges),
starts19, participations
in "DoroDick"
program
WOR
New
six times onweekly.
Spots
the Army,
DEL AFIELD,
for- York thyonand Dec.
merly with and
BentonJ. P.& Bowles,
have been
are
considered
for
other
local
stations.
appointed
associate
merchandising
manAgency
is
Hill
Adv.,
New
York.
agers with General
Foodsreleased
Corp., from
New CONSOLIDATED EDISON Co., New
York.
AAF asJAMES
major,D. NORTH,
has rejoined
General York, ponaign to include
Dec. 10 radio
startsforintensive
camimprovement
Foods
as
assistant
merchandising
manager.
of lighting
in Jeffe,
homes, vice-president
stores and fac-in
t
o
r
i
e
s
.
E
.
F.
WALTER BAKER Co., Dorchester, Mass. charge of sales, said better lighting
(Baker's
DeLuxforCocoa),
has extended
help check oncrime
its
contract
participations
three would
NEW BUSINESS
KYWwave.Philadelphia^!
times
on the
Godfrey
includes: Elizabeth Arden, New York
programweekly
on WABC
New Arthur
York. Company
(Pat-A-Pak),
through breaks
Blaker weekly
Adv., New:
also
sponsors
cut-ins
twice
weekly
York,
four station
for
every
other
weekWLW
on WTIC
WEAF
WBZ
WBZA
KOMO
WWJ
KPO
KFI
four
weeks;
American
Home
Products:
WRC. Agency is Benton & Bowles, New Corp.,
York.
New
York
(Hill's
Cold
Tablets).!,
through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New Me
JEAN SCHUTTER CANDY Co., Chicago three
York, daysquarter-hour
"Musical
Clock"
weeks; (Hammer
Herman
(Old
Nick,
Bit-O-Honey),
sponsors
Basch & weekly
Co., Newfor 19York
"Fred only,
Waring11-11:30
Program"
onfirstChristmas
(Continued
on
page
66)
Day
a.m.,
Waring
program
sponsored
since Schwimmer
NBC started
daytime
series.
Agency,
Scott,
Chicago;
Carl
F. Kraatz, account&
executive.
S & Wcisco (food
FINEproducts),
FOODS onInc.,Dec.San31 Franstarts
sponsorship
of Rex
Miller's quarter-hour
thrice-weekly
commentary
on
39 stat
i
o
n
s
o
f
Pacific
Coast
Don
Lee-Mutual
network.
Contract Van
is forNorden
52 weeks.& Agenis Brisacher,
Staff.
San cy Francisco.
PURPLE
BLADES
Inc.,
San
Francisco,
iscampaign
starting inlargest
consumer
advertising
of firm,
with Gard & Guildbe history
as agency
representative.
Radio fielwill
used.
NEW LOCAL sponsors and stations to
sign
transcribedInc.,Christmas
shows syndicated
of Kasper-Gordon
Boston,
include
following
for Dickens'
"A
Christmas Harrington
Carrol", half-hour
one-time
program:
Jewelers,
Columbus, O.; R. L. Ziegler Co., WCOL
WJJD
BROADCASTING •

SOUND

EQUIPMENT

- preeisionizetl —mechanically and electronically -/or finer performance

@utten6ead
H ere's the proof: A typical prouction line frequency pattern is reproduced
jbove. Lay a straight edge on the reference
ands at the inside and outside of the record,
i[ote how closely all intermediate frequencies
• shown in increments of 500 cycles from
,000 to 10,000 at the outside — actually hold
flat tolerance close to ± ldb. Note, too, that
large percentage of the intermediate frejiencies hold this tolerance to 8,500 cyles
lid beyond.
I This is actual performance, mind you. Yet
(iirchild cutterhead specifications — superb

'PenfantHtutce t&at exceeds
as they are — only promise a flat within ±
2db to 8,000 cycles.
This cutterhead test is typical of the superb
overall performance of the Fairchild Portable
Recording System: Precision control of the
33-3 rpm and 78 rpm turntable speeds eliminates all "WOW". Evenness of speed is obtained bya carefully calculated loading of the
drive mechanism to keep the motor pulling
constantly; by careful alignment of all drive
parts that might cause intermittent grab and
release; by carefully maintained machine tolerances in all moving parts. And unlimited

SfcecCfceatcwa

frequency selection — from 4,000 to 10,000
cycles with an available boost of 0 to 20 db —
compensates for brilliance-loss at the slower
33.3 rpm speed and for response-deficiencies
of disc material, line or speaker by electronically boosting the higher frequencies from
4,000 on up to 10,000 cycles. Likewise, the
bass from 20 to 100 cycles can be boosted for
comparable reasons, with no effect on highs.
For further Fairchild Portable Recorder
information address: New York Office: 475 10th Avenue, New York 18; Plant: 88-06
Van Wyck Boulevard, Jamaica 1, N. Y.

Sponsors gj&
(Continued from page 6A)
Brand
fur
process),
participations
weekly
on Ruth
WellestwoNason
program
weeks
Kelly
Inc.,forNew13
York; through
Pure Food
Co., Mamaroneck.
N.weekly
Y. (Herb-Ox
bouillon
cubes),
three
participations
inthrough
Ruth Welles
program Inc..
for New
13 weeks
J. M.
Mathes
York;
G.
Washington
Coffeeone-minute
Refining Co., Morris Plains, weekN. J.,
Jour
ly for three weeks announcements
through Ruthrauff &
Ryan, NewstationYork;
Confectionsfor Inc.,
Chibreak
throughcago, Ollan
Adv., weekly
New York. 30 weeks,
MARK C. BLOOM, Los Angeles (gas
serviceing twice-weekly
stations), Dec.
18 starts
sponsormorning
quarter-hour
program
on
KHJ
Hollywood.
Contract
isLosforAngeles,
52 weeks.has Raymond
account. Keane Adv.,
PAUL side,CRISS
FOOD
MARKET,
Cal., inticipatlate
November
startedRiverparion In weekly half-hour
news
and
recorded
musical
program,
"Fontana Hour",Include
on KPRO
Riverside. Store,
Other
sponsors
Mickels
Tontana
Co.,
Ray E.Liquor
DowdJ. &Morris
Son
(building Motors
contractors),

(electrical appliances).
November,
contracts a
Placement direct.
LURGEtail,JEWELRY
Co.,appointed
Los AngelesRobert
(reF. Denniswholesale),
Inc., Loshas Angeles,
to handle
national
advertising.
KING tail).JEWELRY
Los Angelesthrice(reDec. 3 startedCo.,sponsoring
weeklycal transcribed
quarter-hour
"MusiContractMilestones"
is for on52 KMPC
weeks. Hollywood.
Agency is
Raymond Keane Adv., Los Angeles.
NATIONAL
DRUG
&
CHEMICAL
Co.,
Montreal (CBQ cold tablets),
has started
one-minute
spots
on
40
Canadian
stations. Agency is McKim Adv., Montreal.
OXO (Canada) Ltd., Montreal (food
concentrates),
has onstarted
five-minute
children'snadianprogram
a number
of Castations in French
and English.
Agency is McKim Adv., Montreal.
TAYLOR
AUTOMOBILE
Co.,
Los
Angeles (used cars), in mid-November started
sponsoring
weekly
quarter-hour
"Bill
Cunningham—
News"
KHJ Hollywood. Contract
is for on52 hasweeks.
A. W.
Stowe Adv.,
Los Angeles,
account.
HOTELcisco, haMARK
HOPKINS,
San
s startedschedule
using thrice
dailyFranspot
announcement
on KSFO
San
Francisco.
Honlg-Cooper
Co.,
San
Francisco, has account.
IDEAL
Corp., Newon York
(PersonalPUBLISHING
Romances magazine),
Dec.
10 starts "The Subject is Love" on

OFFICIALS of Whitehall Pharmacal Co., New York, makers of Anacine and sponsors of "Ellery
Queen"a broadcast
on CBS, wereconjunction
guests of with
Ruthrauff
& RyansalesInc.conference
and CBS
when
attended
a supervisors
in NewtheyYork.sales
Shown
(1 to r)MissareinGertrude
Del Dunning,
Ruthrauff
& Ryan;Nikki
L. Bernegger,
Whitehall
manager;
Warner,
who plays
Porter on
"Ellerydepartment.
Queen"; R. G. Rettig, Whitehall advertising manager; Watson Lee, CBS
sales
and commentary,
"Confidentially
WNEW New York for quarter-hour three music
Yours",
KROW Oakland.
Contract
times
weekly. reading
Program love
features
is for PUBLICATIONS,
52 onweeks.
ard Menken
poemsShep-by LEAN
New
(Two
world's outstanding poets. Contract to Six Magazine), will start aYork
spot announcement campaign two-week
and use
placed direct.
participating
on Feb.
Station
SEARS ROEBUCK & Co., San Francisco, schedule
as yetshows
has not
been 7.made
up.
placing
has startedprogram
sponsoring York.
Agency is Friend-Sloane Adv., New
six-weeklydirect,
quarter-hour
KNOX GELATIN Co., Johnstown, N. Y.,
boughtthreeparticipations
Yankeeon
of has
Network
times weeklyon and
WOR
New
York
"Food
and
Home
Forum"
program
campaign
to end Dec.five
31.times
Agencyweekly
is Ken-in
yon
&
Eckhardt,
New
York.
NOVA SCOTIA LIGHT & POWER Co.,
Halifax,gramsison CHNS
using Halifax
five-minute
proto telldailyofplans.
warperformancedirect.
and postwar
Accounttime placed
HOWE
manager
of Lever MARTYN,
Bros. Ltd.,advertising
Toronto, has
been
We Are BMI. . .
elected a director of the company, Pepsodentada.Co.,
and
Birdseye
Food
of
CanjoinedMcKim
Lever Adv.,
Bros,Toronto.
in 1940,
shifting Hefrom
HIT TUNES
OF THE MONTH
McCORMICK'S
Ltd.,
London,
Ont.
(biscuits), has started
transcribed
programsSunday
on aquarter-hour
number of
Canadian
A STRANGER IN TOWN (Stevens)
nell,
Eastmanstations.
& Co., Agency
Toronto.is McConBURNILL'S BOOK STORE, Toronto,
AFTER ALL THIS TIME (Chelsea)
has started thrice-weekly
spot announcements on CKEY Toronto.
Account placedToronto.
by Frontenac BroadcastARE THESE REALLY MINE? (Campbell-Porgie)
ing
Agency,
BICK
&
OSTOR
Co.
Ltd.,
Montreal
COME CLOSER TO ME (Melody Lane)
(Blue River diamonds and wedding
rings),nals onplans
to useof spots
and time
siga number
Canadian
stations.
EASY STREET (Vanguard)
Agency is McKim Adv., Montreal.
PAULed general
I. NEDERMAN
has
been
appointESCUCHAME (LISTEN TO ME) (Pemora)
sales manager of Roma Wine
Co., cial
Sanrepresentative
Francisco. forHe firm
has forbeenseveral
speINTO THE NIGHT (BMI)
HOTEL
FAIRMONT,
San
Francisco,
JOSE GONZALES (Valiant)
with opening of new Tonga Room is
years.
usingule onheavy
schedKSFO spot
San announcement
Francisco. Placement
MORE THAN YESTERDAY (Marks)
is through
Brisacher, Van Norden &
Staff,
San Francisco.
NEVER TOO LATE TO PRAY (Seneca)
D & D SOAP Co., Oakland, Cal., has
nameddle account
Ad Freed
Adv., Oakland,
hanTELL IT TO A STAR (Indigo)
for Gleam,
new soapto productwill
"based beon tested
an atomic
principle".to
Radio
in
California,
THE MOMENT I MET YOU (Embassy)
expand with distribution.
CRESCENT JEWELERS, Oakland, Cal..
WALKIN' WITH MY HONEY (Republic)
has
news signed
programfor on52-week
KQW sponsorship
San Jose, Cal.,of
by Carrollreturned
Hansen, from
stationMarine
news editor
WAITIN' FOR THE TRAIN TO COME IN (Block)
recently
overseas service. News summary of Corps
week
is
scheduled
Sunday
5:30-5:45
p.m.
Agency
is LEY
Ad Fried
Adv., Oakland.
These Song Hits are among the nation's current favorites . . .
BILLINGS
Restaurant,
Los
Angeles,
the better musical programs will spot them frequently with live
Nov.
26
started
using
total
of
106
spot
announcements
onfourKFACweeks.
Los Angeles.
performances, on records and transcriptions.
Contract
is
for
Adolphe
Wenland Adv., Los Angeles, is agency.,
BROWNING KING & Co., New York
THERE'S A BMI HIT FOR EVERY TYPE OF SHOW
(men's clothing), Dec. 9 started new
Sunday
Celebrity
Al
l3um",
onprogram,
WORLomax,"Lomax
Newsportscaster.
York.
Progratn
features
Stan
Con
tract
for
13
weeks
was
placed
through
Ray-Hirsch & Waterston Co., New York.
BOND STORES Inc., New York (Bond
Clothes), Dec.
4 startedp.m.
WOR three
New times
York
newscasts
at 11-11:15
weekly.
Contract
for 52 weeks
placed
VIA
through
Neff-Rogow
Inc.,
New
York.
Broadcast
Music,
Inc
BLUE RIBBON Ltd., Winnipeg (food
products)
started stations,
a musical flash
quiz anon
12 western hasCanadian
U y \ 5 8 0.
FIFTH. — AVENUE
■ NEW * sYORK 19,N.Y.
nipeg.
^ — > ^^^^^
—
nouncements
stationsof and
daily
newscasts on ona 7number
stations
Agency is Cockfield Brown & Co., WinBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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practice

with

Relays

and

Keys

—
|

..

b
(Leff fo righi) The operator punches Ihe problem
data on tape, which is fed into the computer. The
solution emerges in the teletype receiver. Relays
which figure out the problem look like your dial
telephone system.

In designing the gun-control systems
which shot down enemy planes, Army
ballistic experts were faced by long
hours of mathematical calculations.
So Bell Laboratories developed an
electrical relay computer. It solved
complicated problems more accurately
and swiftly than 40 calculators working in shifts around the clock.
Resembling your dial telephone system, which seeks out and calls a telephone number, this brain-like machine
selects and energizes electric circuits to

correspond with the numbers fed in.
Then it juggles the circuits through
scores of combinations corresponding
to the successive stages of long calculations. Itwill even solve triangles and
consult mathematical tables. The
operator hands it a series of problems
with the tips of her fingers — next
morning the correct answers are neatly
typed. Ballistic experts used this calculator to compute the performance of
experimental gun directors and thus to
evaluate new designs.
BELL

TELEPHONE

EXPLORING AND INVENTING, DEVISING AND PERFECTING FOR CONTINUED

In battle action, Electrical Gun Directors are, of course, instantaneous.
Such a director helped to make the
port of Antwerp available to our advancing troops by directing the guns
which shot down more than 90% of
the thousands of buzz bombs.
Everyphone day,
Bell bySystem
telecalls areyour
speeded
calculators
which use electric currents to do sums.
Even now, lessons learned from the
relay computer are being applied to
the extension of dialing over toll lines.

LABORATORIES

IMPROVEMENTS

AND ECONOMIES

IN TELEPHONE SERVICE

ROGER
announcer
of WADChas
Akron, ADAMS,
withto station
forpost14 years,
returned
WADCforces.
after release
from
armed
Announcer
Horace norman, in aaf for four
years,vicereturns
to
station
following
serrelease as does KARL OSBORNE,
overseas
half years.as paratrooper for three and a
CAPT. TOM
GEOGHEGAN,
fromDOLAN
theannouncing
Army
Nov. staff
30, hasre-of
rejoinedleased
the
WMAL
Washington,
American
station.
He is known
on WMAL,
the air heas Tom
Before
joining
was
inDolan.
the
radio
division
of
Ruthrauff
&
Ryan,
Chicago
and combat
St. Louis.correspondent
In service, forhein
was
overseas
the "Fighting
later, producer
with
AAF AAF",
Office andof Radio
Productithe
on in Washington.
JACK
BENNY,
sponsored
on
NBC
by
American
Tobacco
Co. for
cigarettes,
announced
Dec.toLucky
2 thatStrike
he
will
give
$10,000
in
prizes
people
who
write in 50 words or less why they
"Can't Stand" him. All listeners are

N. Y., has been notified by RCAF that
he mayberg beinternational
called aswarwitness
Nurem-He
crimesin atearly
trials.
was Italian
prisoner of war
part
ofcampwar,inrecaptured
and
sent
to
German
1944 following escape attempt
upon
Italian
capitulation.
At
German
camp he was placed
In officers,
charge ofSwissall
contact
GermanYMCA
Legation, with
Redand Cross,
and atrocity
British
authorities
observed
several
incidents.
TREVOR
SCHOFIELD,
former rejoined
lieutenin Canadian
CFRN ant Edmonton
asarmy,
head ofhascontinuity
department.
FRANKreturned
J. TATE,
in ArmyColumbus,
since 1942,
has
to WCOL
O.,
asSouthcontinuity
director.
In
he set onup Emirau.
WVMB,service
Armedin
Forces Pacific,
Radio station
NICK GEARHART,
formerly of WBOW
Terre
staff
of WOAIHaute,
San joined
Antonioannouncing
upon discharge
from Navy,
where
he
was
radar
technician. BILL SHOMETTE, WOAI anManila. nouncer now in Army, is with WVTM
ELWOOD
announcer
Philadelphia,STUTZ,
is father
of a boy.of WIBG
JOHN RUSHWORTH, after four years
in Navy, has returned to WEEI Boston
in chargesistant in ofproduction
sound effects
and as asdepartment.
ED American
STEVENS, networks
formerly in with
Mutual
and
Los
has
joined Alaska.
announcing staff ofAngeles,
KFAR
Fairbanks,
WILLIAM J. REDDICK Jr. has been apnix, Ariz.pointed music director of KPHO PhoePAT
program
director toof
WDAS STANTON,
Philadelphia,
is scheduled
leave tureforscenario
Ireland
to
write
motion
picfor the Eire Government.
FELIX MEYER,
nationally
known
conreturns totwoWFIL
moreductor,
than
aPhiladelphia
halfhis years
inafterNaval
Reserve.
He and
resumes
post
asmusical
WFIL director
musical ofdirector
and
programWFIL-FM.
ALBERT
NBC arrived
producer
and
director
ontoCREWS,
leave,
has
en routehead
Biarritz
where department
he inwillParisbe
branch
of the radio
at the Army's Biarritz American U.
ADELE turesHUNT,
of women's
feaon WPAT editor
Paterson
and conductor of station'smain"Hunt
for Happiness"
speaker
meetingat
ofprogram,
Nationalwas League
Of Pen atWomen
Paterson
on Dec.for8.Women
Topic inwasRadio".
"The
Ideological
SGT. JACKof Motif
MILLING,
formerN. program
director
KAVE
Carlsbad,
M., has
been
appointed new program director
of AFN-Berlin.
FRED
COE, NBC television producer, is
father
Nov. 29.of a boy, John Hayden, born
JIM CONWAY, in the Navy for three
years,
has returned
announcing
staff. to WBBM Chicago
BOB HORN,
on WIPjazzPhilalphia, anddisc
his jockey
partner
con- |
certdepromotion
at
the inPhiladelphia
Academycluded iofn Esquire
Music, 1946
Nate Jazz
Segall,
areBookin- |
Year
biographies.
CAPT. WALT SHELDON,
formerPhilasadelphia,sistantisprogram
backdirector
in U. ofS. WCAU
after three [|J
(Continued on page 70)

PRODUCTIOnJeligible
forintothe$2,500
awards,firstwhich
will$1,500be outfit overseas, has beenJf
placed in 120
divided
prize,
was Inwritten
second,
$1,000
third,
and
50
awards
of public
while Mr.libraries.
Kosut wasBookoverseas
ETO,
$100
each.
Prizes
will
be
paid
in
class
and
was
published
by
a
German
antiNazi
printer
in
Alsfeld,
Germany.
GforVictory
Bonds.
No
time
limit
was
set
the contest. Contest is a personal BOB BRENNAN, discharged from the
mattersor,and
is
not
being
run
by
sponMedicalas Corps,
has rejoined WPRO
according to Ruthrauff & Ryan. Army
Providence
announcer.
New York,
rette account.agency in charge of ciga- RICHARD MULCAHY, with release from
HAL KOSUT,
Paterson
an- Navy,
junior has
writer.joined KECA Hollywood as
recentlyWPAT
returned
to station
after threenounceryears
in the service,
was BERT WINN, former program director
Oakland, Cal., after completnotified
last Way",
week that
book,of "Wehis of KROW
Prepare the
combathis story
ing year's
service awaiting
in Hawaiian
Islands,
inOWICalifornia
overseas isre-assignment
by the State Dept.
FORBES
ANDERSON,
new
to
radio,
has
been appointed
farm
director ofFRANK
KWG
Stockton,
He replaces
KOZELUH, Cal.
resigned.
DICK
teaming
with
MARVIN McKNIGHT
FISHER and isHENRY
TAYLOR
in writing scripts for the CBS "Jack
Carson Show".
TOMMY
WILLIAMS, announcer
WPTF
to sta-inof
Army. tionRaleigh,
after two N.andC, a returns
half years
LT. ROBERT Le MOND, former CBS
Hollywood
is now
E
manager
andannouncer-producer,
AFRS
officer in charge
WAV
Radio
Tokyo.
His engagement
to KAYof
SHAFFER,
formerly
of
CBS
Hollywood,
has been announced.
GEORGE HOGAN, discharged from the
ofNavy,WORhasNewrejoined
York. the announcing staff
T
'
GEORGE
BARTHOLOMEW,
afterreturned
three
N
years
in Marines,
has
IS
to his service
oldrector. position
aswhoCBS has
assistant
diLEE
VINES,
served
the
Army
for two years, rejoins CBS inas
NG
staff
announcer.
I
ND
RALPH
ALLINGER,
releasedAlbany,
from N.NavyY„
and new
formerly
with WABY
HA
isPlains,
announcer
with
WFAS White
N.
Y.
JOAN
SCHNEIDER,
who
was only
womanassigned
announcer
during war, WFAS
hasworkbeen
to tospecial
*Y
M
production
in
assistance
RAN
KALER, WFAS program director.
YOU
TED SCHNEIDER,
recently WHN
discharged
from
Navy, is ofrejoining
New
York the
asming,manager
daytime
programreplacing WAYNE HUTCHINSON.
^
BERT FLEISHMAN,
conductor of early
SflBE
morning
"Chatter Box"
on
WFNC
Fayettesville,
N.fromC, program
is soliciting
BUSSS
Christmas
packages
listeners
for
distribution
at
local
Veterans
Hospital.
tt
wa
o
fi
Christmas
day
program
is
scheduled.
„Be the ra
AL ERSKINE,
recently
from
cessary to reac
Royal
Canadian
Corps discharged
of theSignals
after
three
years,
has
rejoined
announcing
staff
of
CKMO
Vancouver.
xx
yo
*y
money-s
d
k
l~
in
e
you
th
w>
v bte State,
d d°
PEDE WORTH, KENNETH ACKERfor it'- t)Soon W
MAN andleased BOB
recently rebetter too by-pass
by Vthe ^**
**
theFRANKLIN,
armed forces,
^AVP.
joinedfromthe announcing
staff ofhaveKQWreSan Francisco.
SILVIA RICHARDS, writer of CBS
"Suspense"
signed andby
Warner Bros,scripts,
to work hason been
adaptation
busy^
, .he
rest
ra
eT
Ul
sv
a
ui
e
Lo
screenplay
Crawford. of "The Secret", to star Joan
dingAr
ed.
ART
DALY,whererecently
0f Kentucky mbinta
THERE'S ONLY
Argentina
he wasofreturned
inInter-Amerchargefromof
da
radio icanforAffairs,Coordinator
T&e're not dishing out Bnocoi
has
joined
American
Hollywood production staff.
BEN
GAGE, show,
formerreleased
announcer
on Army,
NBC
EMPIRE
STATE
BUILDING
Bob Hope
from
books, gents1
but
married
Esther
Williams,
swimming
champion
and
film
actress,
in
Westwood, Cal., Nov. 25.
FRANK Hamilton,
R. KIRTON,
formerreleased
operatorfromof
CKOC
has
been
WHN REACHES 2 NEW YORKS!
RCAF
after
two
years
service
and reurned to station in charge of transcription tlibrary.
mary coverage
15,398,40],
(The than
population
MARSHALL
at isKUTA
more
TWICEareaof theisWHN's
number pri-of
Salt
City SMALL,
after ofAAFback
service,
now
chiefLakeannouncer
station.
PAUL
people
in
New
York
City
proper.)
COBURN returns
to KUTA
announcingproduction
spot
from
sports
assignment
with KVNUNetwork.
Logan, Utah, and Intermountain
WHN
H.B.C
DEN, previously with REGINALD
KWK KSD HARWWL
S
T
Dial 1050 50,000 watts
N
KALL,
is
new
KUTA production manE
S
REPRE
ager.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—
RICHARD
Loew's Affiliate
announcing GREENE,
staff of recent
WJTN addition
Jamestown,to
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WOAI announces the addition to its staff of Mert Emmert as Farm and Ranch Director. Brought up on a farm,
WOAI
Mr. Emmert balances practical
experience with scientific
training. He holds a B.S. in
I
Agriculture from Kansas State
College, and has demonstrated
his ability in radio as agricultural director
for leading radio stations.
WOAI, with its 50,000 watts and clear
channel, covers one of the nation's most
important rural areas with programs directed especially to the interests of the
farmer and rancher.

This expansive territory includes the Rio
Grande Valley citrus groves; the extensive
truck farms of the Winter Garden; the
Hill Country, world's greatest wool and
mohair center; the Turkey Triangle, leading in the production of the famous broad'
breasted, baby-beef turkey, as well as other
poultry; millions of acres planted to cot'
ton; and a great ranching empire, rich
with fine herds of Hereford, Brahma, and
Guernsey, Holstein and Jersey Cattle.
Service to listeners is what gets and
holds attention. And WOAI is constantly
improving its service to the backbone of
our economy — the people who work with
the good earth.

mm
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PBODUCTIpn^

(Continued
from Inpage
years
the Army
China.68)He is
awaitingwithdischarge.
SHERWOODnouncing sLORENZ
from an-to
taPhiladelphia.
f of WIP shifts
Philadelphia
that of WFIL
BOB
WALTERS
hasPhiladelphia.
joined announcing
staff
WPENWMAJ
He was
formerlyofhe with
Statestaff.
College,
Pa.,
where
helped organize
FAITH gramHAWKINS,
member
of
the
prodepartment
of
KYW
Philadelphia,
and
daughterdirector
of GORDON HAWKINS,
educational
Westing-W.
house
network, and ofSgt.theSamuel
Jones,phiaAAF,
Dec. 8. were married in PhiladelART GILMORE, with release from Navy

as lieutenant,
plans to re-enter Hollywood radio as announcer.
HANK GIBSON has been signed comedy
writer on NBC "College of Musical
Knowledge".
DUKE NORTON,
former
from Army,
has radio
joinedactorKPROreRiverside,leasedCal.,
as announcer.
EDDIE PARKS, former radio partner of
FRANK charFAY,
comedian, bywithPine-Thomas
Army disge has been
Productions
for signed
lead part in film version of CBSCLINE,
"Big WGN
Town". Chicago sound
ROBERT
effects manfrom
on service
militaryandleave,
has beento
released
returned
WGN.
GEORGE KLEY and BUCK FRANDOLIG, both
releasedannouncers
from service andKOTA
formerCity,
parttime
Rapid
S. D., have joinedat station
as fulltime
announcers.
PIERRE WEIS released from the Army,
rejoins sales
department
of Lang-Worth
Feature
Programs
Inc., New
York.

Another WHAM service to the 140,518 farmers of
this rich Western New York farmland
6^30 to 6:55
Every morning except Sunday
with
TOM MURRAY
WHAM Farm Director
and
MAX RANEY
Tom Murray interviews County Agent and a
and his Hi-Boys
successful area farmer.
MUSIC . . . ENTERTAINMENT . . . NEWS FOR
FARMERS DIRECTLY FROM THE FARM FRONT
. . . FRIENDLY CHATS WITH AND BY
SUCCESSFUL FARMERS
Another one of the programs that build WHAM's
listening audience . . . that help make

_ ™
New V„.i
w Y0f* ""A
Nethe
V
^esiem Affiliated
with
NATIONAL BROADCASTING CO.
50,000 Watts . . . Clear Channel . . . 1180 on the Dial
Rochester, N.Y.
Nat. Representative, George P. Hollingbery Co.
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toof materiel
officerandin Bizerte
in chargea
radio, radar
sonar; Young,
captain,mand,Air
ServiceDayton,
Comserved Technical
at Wright Field,
as officer and
in charge
of radio D.countermeasures
at
Washington,
C,
International Branch screening radioin
and radar requirements
for foreignsaw govKelley, a lieutenant,
acinernments;submarine
service in AsiatictiveanddutySouth
Pacific theaters.
GENERAL TELEVISION & Radio Corp.,
Chicago,
has Corp.,
been purchased by PortaProducts
talblestock
is included.Pittsburgh. All capiHOWARD
HARVEY,
KXOK
Louis
engineer,
returned
to theasSt.civilian
station
after
two has
and
a half with
years
technician
in radar
the Bureau
ofPacific
Ships,for U.16 months.
S. Navy. He was in the
JACK POND, released after 18 months
in the Royal
Canadianmaintenance
Navy, has staff
reengineering
of CKEYjoined theToronto.
A. N. TODD, formerly chief operator
of CKOC charged
Hamilton
andCanadian
recently Navy
disRoyalyears
after nearly fromthree
service, has
been appointed
chief
engineer in chargework and
of allinproduction
remotes,
charge oftranthe
operation scription
staff.
WALLYneer on military
PHILIPS, leave,
WGN hasChicago
returnedengi-to
the station engineering department.
ROGERS MAJESTIC Ltd., Toronto, has
been
designated Hallicrafters
factory representative
in
and Canada
Amperex for
electronic tubes. receivers
BILLing staff
ELSHEIMER Omaha.
returns to more
engineerthan
three yearsof KOIL
he has been inForArmy.
Free Press Efforts
OVERSEAS PRESS CLUB has
appointed
committee
on the freedom of thea press
to cooperate
with
the efforts made by all agencies
to promote the freedom of the
press in all lands. The committee
will approach the subject from
the angle of. the working foreign
correspondents
well asoperators.
the publishers and radioas station
The committee includes Sonia Tomara, New York Herald Tribune,
Thomas B. Morgan, WOV New
York;
W. W.NBC.
Chaplin and H. V.
Kaltenborn,
Fairchild Oscillator
TRADE secrets of conductors of record
are revealed by Illona Kenney in
DETAILS of a test oscillator, a de- shows
an article titled "Meet the Disc Jockeys"
vice to aid operation of military magazine.
in
the
January issue of "This Month"
radar equipment, which is adaptable
to commercial broadcast and amateur uses, have been announced by
Fairchild Camera & Instrument
Corp., Jamaica, N. Y. Coincident
with the disclosure, Fairchild also
announced that on Dec. 1 general
offices and all manufacturing facilities will be located at 88-06 Van
Wyck Blvd., Jamaica. The test
oscillator, used for checking specific transmissions, was an aid to the
armed forces during the war in separating enemy broadcasts from
can cover Ohio's Third Market al
their own. It can be used in radio You
and
television
laboratories and by less cost. American Network affiliate.
amateurs.
Ask HEADLEY-REED
STANLEY
C. REYNOLDS,
Navy,
has returned
as chiefreleased
engineerfromof
KPROed withRiverside,
Cal.
Reynolds
development
of VT fuseis creditwhich
fires
by radar
firing shells
of atomic
bomb.and played part in
WILLIAM
J.
HALLIGAN,
president
Hallicrafters Co., Chicago, will directof
new
amateur
activities
sectionradioof
Radio Manufacturers Assn. partsHimselfdi-a
licensedvision.amateur
operator,
will
head Halligan
section
devoted
to
promot
i
o
n
o
f
amateur
interests.
W. T. BROWN,
Los
Angeles
president,
and H.viceWOLLENBERG,
SanA.
Franciscoident ofvice-presMr. Halligan
Langevin
Co.,
engineering
firm and aremaker
of
broadcast
audio office
equipment,
York
for head
conferences.in New
JOHN
ROBERTSON,
control
operator
WADC Akron, O., has returned to hisat
post with
stationpilotfollowing
AAF.
He was
for two release
and a from
half
BOB
ROYALL,
control
engineer
years. Raleigh, N. C, returns to thatof
WPTF
post
AAF. following three years service in
E.
FINLEYin charge
CARTER, formerly vicepresident
Sylvania of industrial relaElectrictions of Products
Inc.,
York, vicehas
been Newnamed
president
in charge
of engineering.
HOWARD L.ARDSON,RICHformer
manager
of personnel administration,
succeedsrector him
as diofMr.industrial
relations.
Carter
was assistant
chief
engineer
of the
radio vdivision
of
Sylania for a number
Mr. Carter
of years
before-in radio development
that
was and
engaged
for General
Electric
Co.
is a mem-of
a director of theHe Institute
Radiober andEngineers.
KILBOURNE
CULLEY,H. EDWARD
L.
PHILBRICK,
NORMAN
YOUNG,to and
JOHN
P. KELLEY
have returned
eng
i
n
e
r
i
n
g
s
t
a
f
of
WEEI
Boston.
Culley
served
in Navy Amphibious
Forces;
Navy,andwasassistant
officer
inPhilbrick,
charge ofalsoRadioin the
Tunisia

POLICE DEPT. of New York City has
ordered
75 "walkie-talkies"—
two-way
portablement forradio
from the
governusesetssets—
onlastpatrol
motorcycles
after
testing
Monday
with
motorcycle and two radio patrol cars.one

WFMJ

YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO
BROADCASTING
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IT'S

NEVER

A

MATTER

OF

LUCK-

^SYLVANIA!

TAKE THE
"LOCK-IN"
1 It is "locked" to socket — solidly.
2 •—It has
direct connections
lowershort,
inductance
leads and
fewer welded joints.
3 also
Metalacts"Lock-In"
as shield locating
between lugpins.
4 head
No topwires
cap eliminated.
connection

IT can never be a hit or miss
proposition when it comes to
radio tubes manufactured by
Sylvania Electric.
Beginning with the raw materials
that go to make Sylvania tubes,
you'll find Sylvania chemical and
metallurgical laboratories testing
every part — experimenting to discover
new and better materials — new
alloys, new compounds for further
improving Sylvania Radio Tubes.
With highly sensitive apparatus,
measurements are made to determine
power output, distortion, amplification, fidelity. Better, more faithful
reproduction of your broadcasting
programs is assured, when receivers
are equipped with Sylvania tubes!
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC., Emporium, Pa.

SYIMNIA

ELECTRIC
MAKERS OF RADIO TUBES; CATHODE RAY TUdES; ELECTRONIC DEVICES; FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES. ACCESSORIES; ELECTRIC LIGHT BULBS
SROADCASTING
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new
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buys
AM

this

transmitter

39,000 hours is a lot of satisfactory service on anybody's calendar! And only fifteen
minutes lost in four and a half years is an outstanding record ! With this background
of satisfaction, the Bremer Broadcasting Corporation ordered its new 5 kw transmitter from us — a Collins 21 A.
Reliability is a Collins tradition. It is accomplished by thorough, competent engineering and the use of the best components, operated conservatively. The 2 1 A, like
other Collins transmitters, amply fulfills every requirement of an exacting management and operating staff. An illustrated bulletin is available on request.
Write us regarding your requirements for AM and FM transmitters, amplifiers,
and studio equipment. Collins Radio Company, Cedar Rapids,
Iowa; 11 West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y.

FOR BROADCAST QUALITY, IT'S . . .

PRomonon

Just

a

Simile
Ordinarily a pup and a
slipper would have nothing in common with a radio station. But WMMN is
not an ordinary radio station— hence they do.
In much the same intimate, friendly manner
that a pup takes a slipper
to his master, so does
WMMN take advertising
messages to its listeners.
It is this intimate,
friendly relationship with
a host of real people that
gives you the tremendous
advantage at WMMN of
One of America's Greatest Direct Response AudiAsk a Blair Man
Columbia Network
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Promotion Personnel
RALPH STODDARD, formerly in sales
promotion
for
CBS warand.KJBS
Francisco priorelectronics
to the
and untilSanfor
recently radar
inspector
the
Navy,
has
joined
the
promotion
and
publicity
staff
of
KGO
San
Francisco,
handling audience promotion.
ARDEN
SWISHER,
merchandising
manager E.of WNAX
Yankton,
S. D., has
been
serviceappointed
managersalesof
The
Group Mid
(WMT-State
KRNT
WNAX). partment
Newunder dehis
supervisionordinate will
cosales effort
between advertiser,
jobber, salessentative,reprebroker
and retailer in each
city. Swisher will
headquarter
in Register & Tribune
Mr. Swisher
Bldg., Des Moines.
EVERETTrector ofS.McClatchy
PETERSON,newspapers
promotion anddiMcClatchy
Broadcasting
Co., five-week
has ret
u
r
n
e
d
t
o
his
desk
following
study tion
of programs
newspaper
and radioBRADLEY
promonationally.
RITER, promotion
editor,RAYMOND
is now on na-H.
tional
tour,
with
RHODES,
promotion
to make similar
visits research
to variousanalyst,
cities.
COMDR.
ERNEST
LEE
JAHNCKE
Jr.,
recently
returned
from
overseas
duty
with
the Navy,
has rejoinedof theAmerican.
station
relations
department
Graduate
of U.wasS. recalled
Naval toAcademy,
Comdr. Jahncke
service
into Feb.
1941
from
his
post
asmanager
assistantof
JOHN
H.
NORTON
Jr.,
station relations department of the Blue
Networkeran of invasions
when it wasof Normandy,
part of NBC.southVetern France, Lingayen
and Okinawa,
Comdr. Jahncke
formance of dutyhaswithbeenthecited
Navy.for perTED ence
OBERFELDER,
manager ofofAmeriaudipromotion
department
weeks. can, is in Minneapolis for about two
JULIAN
GARSON,
given leaveto
by
Army,recently
has returned
CKOCCanadian
Hamilton,
new
special
events appointed
department.director of
LLOYD
WESTMORELAND,
dischargedhasA. from
RCAF after 30 recently
months
service,
as promotionreturned
director.to CKOC Hamilton
ANGUS M.turning to KOIL
NICOLL,Omaha,
servicehasveteran
rebeen apmanager
succeed E.pointedW.sales promotion
MALONE who
first toof
year
News joins
Service,International
Chicago. Events Photo
DAVID G. WOOD, formerly with J. J.
Gibbonsgary, hasLtd.,
agency,
been advertising
named andheadpublicity
of the Calredepaorganized
rtment of CFRNpromotionEdmonton.
HELEN
MONDELLO,
recently
discharged
from
the WAVES,
is new Philadelphia.
addition to
promotion
staff of WPEN
Sky Promotion
KYW Philadelphia
is using airplane
mediumdoorofgatherings
promotion
at all Plane
public trails
outin area.
banner circles
readingthe "KYW
— 25th
Year In
Radio",
city
and
concentrates
particularly on area where crowd is
centered.
campaign
began Nov. 17Sky-promotion
at Penn-Army
football game
and
the remaining
on U.continued
of Penn for
schedule.
Sky stuntgames
will
be repeated Mummers'
on New Year's Day draws
when
traditional
thousands to central cityParade
streets.
Taylor-Howe-Snowden Party
OFFICIALS OF 16 stations represented
byChicago,
Taylor-Howe-Snowden
Sales,
were atguests
of Radio
theChristmas
station
representatives
its annual
party
for
Chicago
radio
executives,
Friday,
Dec. include
7, at A.theR. Hebenstreit,
Ambassador
West.
mgr., Guests
KGGM
Albuquerque;
Archie
Taylor,
mgr.,
KRGV
Weslaco,
Texas;
George
Johnson,
KTSA
San
Antonio;
Ray
Hollingsworth,
KGNC
Amarillo:
Robert
Enoch,KCRC
KTOKEnid,Oklahoma
City;
Lou Lindsey,
Okla.; Judge

^
Landis,
KFYO
Locke, KFDM Lubbock,
Beaumont,Tex.;Tex.;Blackey
Alex
Keese,
general
manager
Taylor-HoweSnowdenner; AliceRadioHyde,Sales,KayTedof Gamron,
Taylor, partEve
Erickson
the Chicago
office, office:
Tom
Peterson, ofmanager
of Chicago
Clara
Simmons,
Tracey-Locke-Dawson
of letter contest conducted by
Agency, Santa
Dallas,Fe,Tex.;
Ivan
Head,Maxine
mgr., WINNER
KFRO
Longview,
Tex.,E.onH. "What
Radio
KVSF
New
Mexico;
Means
toatMe",Harmon
Capt.
(c),
Eddy,
mgr.,
KGFF
Shawnee,
Okla.;
Pat
patient
GeneralKeltner
Hospital,
Adelman, mgr., KTBC Austin, Tex., accepts Victory Bond award
from
KFRO
President
James.
R.
Curtis
(r).
Melvin
and
John
Connally,
ass't
mgr.,
KTBC.
A
similar party was held in New York E. Palmer, commercial representative of
Nov. 30,tisers,with
adver-as station, participates in ceremony. Conagency andseveral
networkhundred
executives
conjunction
promoCraft
Shop
ttestion of wasthein25th
anniversarywithof radio.
guests.
JAMES
D.
SHOUSE,
vice-president
of
Crosley Cincinnati
Corp. inMayor
chargeJamesof G.broadcastPanhandle Folder
and ing,
other
notables
participated
inStewart
halfMARKET DATA
folderhason been
Panhanhour
program
on
WLW
Cincinnati
Dec.
d
le-Plains area offileTexas
dis1 opening the Craft Shop of the WLW
tributed by KVOPandPlainview,
Tex. FigMailbag cinnati
Club department
in thestore.
McAlpin
Co.,
Cinures
on
income
buying
power
and
Articles made population characteristics are included.
by shut-in
bers are on andsalehandicapped
in the CraftclubShop,mem-all
Ad
Reprints
proceeds
going toinmakers.
Club Minabelle
now has WESTERN ELECTRIC Co. series of ads
10,000 members
40 states.
in BROADCASTING
historycompiled
of musi-in
Abbott,
"Postmistress",
airs
"Mailbag
cal Instruments has onbeen
Club" showpublication
Saturday onfor WLW
and edits booklet
monthly
listeners.
formresearch
and offered
throughdivision.
firm's
electrical
products
Salesroad Tickets
Title is "Grace Notes".
WOR
New
York
has
printed
and
mailed
Atomic
Contest
tothroughout
advertisingthisagencies
countryandandadvertisers
Canada MORE THAN 400 replies were received
by H. B. Kenny, news editor of WSSV
3,200
facsimile
railroad
tickets
"Issued
by WOR,
New
York—
That
Great
Amer- Petersburg,
in contest
to get lisSalesroad".compares
Letter accompanying
teners'Va.,
suggestions
solving
ticketsicanseries
station to a for
bombbestproblem.
A $10forprize
was atomic
offered
answer.
train,
"for
with
every
tick
of
the
clock,
WOR
dependably
cannonballs
its way
Illustrated Booklet
along
clear
tracks
of
sound
into
the
ILLUSTRATED
booklet
on
WGBF
homes of hundreds of thousands of
listeners in 16 of the greatest sales- Evansville,
Ind.,
"Second byGuessers"
program
is
accompanied
producing cities
in America
ticket" to listen in on commentary"guest
proStation
News today."
gram.
Biographical sketches
are
inc
l
u
d
e
d
o
n
commentators
heard
on
proNEWS atedand
gossip
of
owned
and
operstations as wellin asfour-page
recordingpromodiviTrade Letter
sion itional
s contained
issued Corp.,
monthlySanby FranUni- BUSINESS
news about WFAS White
gram.
versaltabloid
Broadcasting
Y., is now presented
by stacisco.tratedTitled
"The news
Universal"
andpromoillus- Plains,tion inN.twice-monthly
with
spot
pictures,
and Display
clients.trade letter to
tional sheet carries news on KSFO 300 timebuyersWING
KPAS tions
KXAKWID-KWIX
as wellSanas Francisco.
shortwave AusstadisplayDayton,
of products
advertisedby
over WING
O., was prepared
tin Fenger, news
is pubedi- FOOD
t
tor-in-chief, with commentator,
Edith
stationton FoodforTrades
November
Assn. meeting of Daylicity department
assignedJamescopyof chief.
Brand Quiz
Football Dinner
Canton, O., Nov. 20 held first,
QUESTIONNAIRE
titled to"Market
Bas- WHBC
annual
football
awards dinner
for Stark; ™
ket Quiz"mationand
designed
bring
inforCounty area. Trophy
was presented
helpful to grocery
ers and consumers
has beenmanufacturdistributed school
of "most
valuable
player"
and
individual
gifts
were
given
players.
throughoutfacturers ofcountry
by
Grocery
ManuAmerica Inc., New York, as
WABC Folder
aspring
follow-up
of
campaign
started
last
POPULATION
of
New
York
City
(and
toscriptive
inform
labeling. public on good de- their preference for WABC programs)
is the theme of "Thisfolder
is New York".;by ™«
Safety Awards
amusingly
WABC as thepresented
first of a series issued
about its
CKOC
Hamilton,
Ont.,
is
presenting
"fabulous
home
town".
three shields for annual competition
among
Hamilton
schools
"to
stimulate
interestbroadcasts
in safety" ofin conjunction
with
daily
Hamilton
Police
Safety
Club byconducted
each
morning
before
school
Sgt.
Fred
Eddenden
of
Hamilton police force.
Tobacco Story
ILLUSTRATED
storyprepared
folder onby tobacco
industry has been
WRRF
Washington,
N.
C.
Theme
of "Good
as
Gold" lonialrefers
to
use
of
tobacco
times for legal tender. Presentin coinarea iscome from "the bright leaf" grown in
Flying Reporter
WEOA Evansville,
Ind., has prepared
booklet ductitled
"Hangaraviation
Flying",reporter,
introi
n
g
J
.
C.
Kerlin,
and
his
program
of
same ofname.
Photo vateandand commercial
comments onthe
future
priville are included. flying at EvansDaily Highlights
IN ORDER to serve editors with last- "You've been calling all the play:
minute
program information,
press department
has institutedMutual's
a new wrong. No wonder WFDF Flin
service
highlightto news
on atClosedCircuit ofbroadcast
affiliates
3:45
wouldn't let you broadcast."
p.m. daily.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

ROUND-UP
of information
hotels,
tours,
and will
otherbeonvacation
and travelcruises
facilities
featured
on new grams
seriesentitledof "Travel
WMCA New
proand York
Resorts".
Broadcasts,
a.m. by John presented
Lewis and daily,
Barbara 8:15-8:30
Homer,
[ Station
are openwillto provide
participation
for mailsponsorship.
information service to accommodate
inquiries
j casts.
that cannot be absorbed during broadWPAT Chooses Students
FOLLOWING
auditions
of more
than
5,000 high school
students
at WPAT
Paterson,lected fromN. asJ., many
15 teen-agers
were high
seNew Jersey
• schools ment
to Radio
form Company
the new Junior
Achieve-by
sponsored
WPAT. Group will take over production and "The
form High
cast ofSchool
station's
youth
Reporter",
■I■ ofprogram
Saturdays.
Group
is under
advisorship
Sidney
J.
Flamm,
WPAT
managing
J director;
Mrs. Webbe,
Elsa Cosman,
business
manager;
program director,
and Dave TedGolden,
publicity
director.
Christmas Party
' OVER tend1,000the Zella
childrenDrake
are expected
to atHarper-WIBG
'■1 Philadelphia
Christmas
party
for orphans,
to
be
held
Dec.
22
at
Erlanger
Theater, Philadelphia. Listeners to Zella
Drake Harper's
programs3,000
on WIBG
have
giftsMayor
plus
I) provided
fruit and more
candy than
for youngsters.
'/Bernard
Samuel
of
Philadelphia
is
to
introduce asSanta
Clauseverat annual
pI■)sponsors.
planned
largest
presentedparty,by
Grocery Series
INTERVIEWS originating in a different
p grocery store each broadcast, titled
j weekly
"Meet Your WOWO
Grocer",Fortare Wayne,
heard thricesponI sored by ona local
dairy, wholesale grocer,
■ and prepared
meat director
maker. Show
features Jane Weston,
of WOWO
"Modernannouncer,
Home Forum",
assisted bywitha
staff
in
interviews
shoppers and grocers in stores carrying
f sponsors' products.
News From Outside
NEWS
goes
weekly from
from theCJCAoutside
and world
shortwave
VE9AI westEdmonton,
to Canada's
NorthArctic
regions
each
Saturday
j night. A 90 minute program has been
' started
again by theThestation
wartime
CJCAto after
"Hello,a
the
North"blackout.
has been
revised
include
I.dand
messages,
news,
actual
voices
of
friends
relatives
in Edmonton, and request
musical
numbers.
WNBT Telecasts
SERIES
of 15 films,started
producedDec.by 6Yaleon
University
iWNBT
New Press,
York, NBC video
outlet.
T.Programs
re-create
events
of outstanding importance in American
history
,j(from
Columbus
to
Appomattox.
WNBT
Ton Dec. 2 also telecast newsreel devoted

entirely
women. Titled
"The Woman
Speaks", toinnewsreel
presented
activities
Amemrican
life. women's
Editors Broadcast
MORENew THAN
30 editors and metpublishers
ofstudios
ofJersey
WPAT newspapers
Paterson on Dec.at 4theto
formulate
plans
a weekly radio
program on stationfor tentatively
entitled,
"Columns
Right",
in
which
they
will
participate
actively.
Program,
to start
early sustainin January. ing, is scheduled
Public Health
WPEN Philadelphia in cooperation with
Dunn Shoe Co. and E. L. Brown Agency,ries oPhiladelphia,
has started
new sef weekly public
service aprograms
on public
health
and hygienic
practices.
Initial
presentation
deals
with
cancerbeprevention.
All local institutions
will
given
opportunity
to
present
their story.
Preventive Medicine
of presented
dramatic programs,
atSERIES
Home",
by NBC
in "Doctors
cooperation with the American
Medical
Assn.,
starts
on
the
network
Dec.
15, 4-4:30
p.m.
Program
deals
with
preventive
medicine,
new
medical
research
and
modern treatment of illness.
Christmas Series
REVIVING the story of Christmas, its
legends, music, poetry, and lore, WPRO
Providence
started
Candlelight" on Nov.
30, to"Christmas
continue
through
Dec. 24.
Storyteller
is Leo LaPorte,
WPRO
announcer.
To the People
WEEKLY started
quarter-hour
public service
program
on American
Pacific
stations rate".Dec.Gov. Warren
9 is "Report
to the Electoof
California
and
state executives
Oregonon and
ington were to ofappear
intialWashprogram.
With Basketball
WITH Baltimore has secured exclusive
rights
to
Friday
of home
games of Baltimore broadcasts
Bullets, professional
basketball
team.to Play-by-play
aired 10:05 p.m.
conclusion. will be
Program Resumes
PRESENTED
forof fourth
year
NaParents
and byTeachers andtional
NBCCongress
public
service department,
"The workBaxter
to netDec. 15, Family"
1:30-1:45 returns
p.m. (CST).
War Music
MUSIC written during the war years is
featured tioonns", new"Music
of half-hour
the Unitedseries
Naheard on WLIBweekly
New York.
Sports
BOTH ballhome
andtwo Schedule
out-of-town
games
of
local Hannibal,
high basketschools
will
be
carried
by
KHMO
Mo.for
Schedules
include
30
broadcasts
1945-46 season.
Quotation Quizleading up to
DRAMATIC
famous sayingsSKETCHES
are featured on weekly
half-hour
program
"What DidListeners
They
Say?"
CJOR sayings
Vancouver.
write inoncorrect
for prizes.

'Album' Leads
HOOPER ratings of Nov. 30
showed
American
Familiar Music
had theAlbum
largestof number
of women listeners per listening
set with 1.67. Boxing Bout (T.
IN CANADA'S
Larking vs. N. Moran) had the
THIRD MARKET
most men listeners per set with
1.29, and Lone Ranger the most
children listeners per set with 0.90.
l|1000 WATTS
WAPI Reprint
J GOING TO 5000
WAPI Birmingham,
Ala., has
tributed reprints of address
made dis-by
Maj. Jack
Yauger,
director Development
of BirmingREPRESENTED BY
ham
District
Industrial
Corp., before Sales Executives Club on
WEED and Co.
"How Birmingham Faced Reconversion".
ADCASTING
• Telecasting

WRC Dolls
FIRST DOLLS for WRC's "Doll
House" campaign children
for Washington's
under-privileged
were presented by Mary Margaret Truman,
daughter of the President. Miss
Truman stopped by the Doll House
on her way to classes at George
Washington U. with twin dolls,
which Bill Herson, WRC Timekeeper, promptly named "Mary"
and "Margaret".
Masquerade Replaces
EFFECTIVE Jan. 14 General
Mills replaces Hymns of All
Churches on NBC with Irna
Phillips and Carl Webster package
Masquerade 1:45-2 p.m. (CST)
from Chicago division. Program
gives General
Mills solid
hourLight,
daytime serials with
Guiding
asToday's
other Children,
three. Woman in White
WABD Officials Heard
SAMUEL H. CUFF, general manager of WABD New York, DuMont video station; Phillip Fuhrman, WABD sales manager, and
Louis A. Sposa, WABD manager
of program service department, addres ed the Merion Park Civic Association at Cynwyd, Pa., last
Friday. Wallace Orr, vice-president
of N. W. Ayer & Son, chairman of
the association's program committee, presided.
Detujork Accounts
New Business
STERLING DRUG Co.. New York, on
Dec.
10
starts
52 weeks,
"Rise &
Shine"
on 39 Donfor7:15-7:30
Lee
Pacific
Mon.-Wed.-Fri.
a.m.stations,
(PST).
Agency:
cago. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, ChiNet Renewals
PEPSODENT Co. of Canada, Toronto
(toothpaste),
renews "Bobnetwork
Hope
Show"
on 27 Jan.
CBC 1 Dominion
stations,
Ruthrauff Tues.
& Ryan,10-10:30
Toronto.p.m. Agency:
ELECTRIC AUTO-LITE Ltd., Toronto.
Jan.
Haymesstations,
Show" Sat.on
26 CBC5 renews
Dominion"Dicknetwork
8- 8:30 p.m. Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Toronto.
PHILCO
Corp.,Dec.Philadelphia
refrigerators),
2 renewed (radios,
for 52
weeks
"Philco
Radio
Hall of6-6:30
Fame" p.m.on
American
stations,
Sun.
Agency: Hutchins Adv., Philadelphia.
PETER PAUL Inc., Naugatuck, Conn.
(Choclettos, Charcoal Gum), Jan. 6 refor 52 weeks,Pacific
"Sam stations,
Hayes — News",
on 14newsAmerican
Sun.
9- 9:15Norden
p.m. &(PST).
Brisacher,
Van
Staff, Agency:
Los Angeles.
ASSOCIATED DENTAL SUPPLY Co..
San
Francisco
Parker
toothpowder),
Dec. 2(Painless
renewed
forLee52 Pacific
weeks,
"Band
Concert",
on
7
Don
stations, Sun. 11-11:30 a.m. (PST).
Agency:
McCann-Erickson, San Francisco.
CARTER
PRODUCTS Inc.,
New Fidler
York
(Arrid),
Jan.
Jimmie
for 52 weeks on6 renews
181 American
stations,
Sun. 9:45-10 p.m. Agency: Small & Seiffer, N. Y. Net Changes
BEKINSgelesVAN
& storage),
STORAGEJan.Co.,6 expands
Los An"Rememberto(moving,American
Hour"
on western
6 American
Cal.
stations
stations
and shifts from Sun. 11:30-12 noon
(PST)cy: A. toE. Sun.
4:30-5
p.m.
(PST).
AgenBrooks Adv., Los Angeles.
WM. NEILSON Ltd., Toronto (candy)
has started quarter-hour transcribed
programon "Singing
Sam" five times
weekly
CKEY Toronto.

You cannot cover the
tremendous New York
market without using
WBNX, because . . .
WBNX reaches
speaking
speaking
persons
speaking
speaking persons
persons
persons
STRENGTHEN your present
New York schedules with

2,450,000
1,523,000
1,235,000
660,000

Jewish
Italian
German
Polish

WBNX. Our program department will assist you in
the translation of your copy.,
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CASH - IN-THEHAND
lime

|4

Now is the time to sell
in the "Heartland" area. Bumper
crops have swelled farm incomes.
Food processing plants and factories are going full speed. KGLO
offers the best, most complete coverage of this prosperous market.
Sell your product by telling your
message to the 293,080 radio families listening regularly to KGLO.
Efficient merchandising service given by KGLO will help you.
Use KGLO and WTAD
Quincy, Illinois
A Natural Combination

kglo
MASON cxir^l
<^_y owa
1300 K.C. 5,000 Watts
CBS Affiliate
Weed & Company, Rep.
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Myles Loucks to Accept
Post With Pa. Distributor
MYLES L. LOUCKS, former managingcastersdirector
the 1FMjoins
BroadInc., onofJan.
the
Careva Co., York, Pa. as south
centralvaniaPennsyldistributor
for StrombergCarlson Co. receivers.
A former newspaperman, Mr.
Loucks was
named managing
director of FMBI
upon its creation
two
ago.
Mr. Loucks H e years
coordinated
the organization's presentations
during the allocations hearings before the FCC last year as head of
the FMBI Washington office. Mr.
Loucks submitted his resignation
last summer upon completion of his
mission, but the board prevailed
upon him to remain until after a
merger with NAB was effected. He
is a brother of Philip G. Loucks,
Washington communications attorney, former managing director of
NAB and FMBI general counsel.
School Contest
SPELLING contests and quiz prostudents of N.Johnstowngrams,andpitting
Gloversville,
Y.,
against each other, are being conducted weekly by WENT Gloversville. Spelling bee, broadcast Tuesdays 7:30-8 p.m., sponsored by City
National Bank of Gloversville, is
for fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth
grade students, and cups will be
presented to winning grades at con14. Inter-high
school test's
quizend, May
program,
broadcast
Thursdays 8-8:30, is sponsored by
Peoples Bank of Johnstown, and
Trust Co. of Fulton County of
Gloversville. Person submitting
best question for use on quiz each
week will get a dollar in war
stamps; series will continue
through May 16. Faculty members
will help supervise both spelling
contests and quiz shows.
A-N Game Telecast
ARMY-NAVY games Dec. 1, telecast by NBC on a three-station
network, was seen by what is probably the largest group of fans ever
to witness a grid classic. Thousands in New York, Philadelphia
and Schenectady saw the game
through video. It was sponsored by
the Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia.

Clear Channel Applications
(See Clear Channel Story This Issue)
Following Is a list of applications pending before the FCC for assignment on
Class I-A
(clear)applications
channels andfor forI-A Class
I-B (duplicated-clear).
As of November
there
assignments,
which would result
in breaking30
downLegend:
ofwereClear40D-Day,
Channels,
and
91
for
I-B
assignments:
Sunset,D-NL-Limited,
S-Sharing, SH-SharingN-Night,
Hours,LS-Local
U-Unlimited,
Day andDA-Directional
Night use. Antenna,
CLASS I-A U. S. CLEAR CHANNELS
KC (Dominant Station KFI Los Angeles)
L-KFI.Broadcasting640 Co.,
General
Atlanta (New), 1 kw, DA, from LS to LS at Los Angeles,
KTBS,DA-D-N.
Shreveport, La., change freq. from 1480 kc, inc. power from 1 kw to 5 kw,
650 KCchange
(Dominant
Station1340,WSMinc. Nashville)
KXRO, Aberdeen, Wash.,
freq. from
power from 250 w to 1 kw.
660 KC Dearborn,
(DominantMich.
Station
WEAF1 kw,New D. York)
Suburban
Broadcasters,
(New),
KOWH, Omaha, Neb., inc. power from 500 w to 10 kw, change hrs. of op. from D
DA-D-N.Ore., change freq. from 970, inc. power from 5 kw to 50 kw, DAKOIN,toD-N.U.Portland,
KSKY, Dallas, Tex., inc. power from 1 kw to 50 kw.
(Dominant
Station Md.,
WMAQ (New),
Chicago)
United Broadcasting670Co.,KC Inc.,
Silver Spring,
1 kw, L.
750 KC (Dominant Station WSB Atlanta)
KPAS,
Pasadena,
change
freq.
from
1110
kc,
changes
in
DA
Arthur Portland,
H. Croghan,
Monica of(New),
L-WSB, 1 kw.to U. for D-N use.
KXL,
Ore., Santa
change
op. from
Davenport
Broadcasting
Co., hrs.
Davenport,
Iowa L-WSB
(New), 250 kw, D.
770 KC (Dominant Station WJZ New York)
WCAL,rel. Northfield,
Minn.,
change
hrs.
of
op.
from
S-KUOM to D (facilities to be
KUOM).inc. power from 1 kw to 50 kw, change
WEW,DA-N.St.by Louis,
hrs. of op. from D to TJ,
KOB,
Albuqueraue,
changefromfreq.1 kwfromto 1030
inc. power.
KXA,DA-N.
Seattle, iiic. power
10 kw,kc, change
hrs. from L to WJZ to U,
KECA, Los Angeles, change freq. fr. 790 kc, inc. power from 5 kw to 50 kw, new
DA, D-N.
820 KC (Dominant Stations WFAA Dallas— WBAP Ft. Worth)
WKAT,
DA-N.Miami Beach, change freq. from 1360 kc, inc. power from 1 kw to 50 kw,
Crescent Broadcast Corp., Philadelphia (New), 1 kw, D.
KOL, Seattle, change
from 1300 Station
kc, inc. WCCO
power from
5 kw to 50 kw, DA, D-N.
830change
KCfreq.(Dominant
Minneapolis)
KWKW,
Pasadena,Broadcasting
freq.Co.,fromSanta
1430 Ana,
kc, inc.
power
from kw,1 kwD. to 5 kw.
Orange
County
Cal.
(New),
The High Point Enterprise, Inc., High Point, N. C. (New), 51 kw,
D.
840 KC (Dominant
WHASConn.Louisville)
The New Britain Broadcasting
Co., NewStation
Britain,
(New), 1 kw, D.
870 KCchange
(Dominant
Station WWL New Orleans)
KTBI,change
Tacoma,
hrs. Wash.,
of op. from
U freq.
to L. from 1490 kc, change power from 250 w to 1 kw,
880Co.,KC Lancaster,
(Dominant Station
WABC New
York)
The
KDYL,Eagle-Gazette
Salt Lake City,
change freq.Ohio
from (New),
1320 kc,1 kw,
inc. D.power from 5 kw to 10 kw.
DA, D-N.
Farwest
Broadcasting Co., Bellingham, Wash. (New), 1 kw, U.
KGA,DASpokane,
for N. change freq. from 1510 kc, inc. power from 10 kw to 50 kw, change wr
890 KCCorp.,
(Dominant
Statins WENB
Bay Cities Radio
Santa Monica
(New), Chicago
1 kw, D.— WLS Chicago)
(Dominant
Kaw Broadcasting,1020Inc.,KC Topeka
(New),Station
1 kw,KDKA
D. Pittsburgh)
1040 KC (Dominant Station WHO Des Moines)
Northern Ohio Broadcasting
Company, Amherst,WTAM
Ohio (New), 1 kw, L-WHO.
1100 KCinc. (Dominant
KJBS, San Francisco,
power from Station
500 w D-N. U, toCleveland)
1 kw D, 500 w N (L).
The Bethlehem's1120Globe
Co.,
Bethlehem,
Pa.St. (New),
250 w, D.
KC Publishing
(Dominant
Station
KMOX 250
Pottsville Broadcasting
Co.,
Pottsville,
Pa. (New),
w,Louis,
L. Mo.)
1200
KC
Dominant
Station
WOAI
San
Antonio,
Norfolk Atchison,
BroadcastingKan.,Corp.,
Norfolk,
Va.from(New),
250kc, w,inc.D. powerTex.)from 250 w tc
KVAK,
change
freq.
1450
1 kw, changeFalls,
hrs. change
of op. from
U to 1290
D. kc, and hrs. of op. from D to L.
WHLD,
WEMP, Niagara
Milwaukee,1210 change
freq.freq.fromfrom
1340 kc,WCAU,
Inc. power from 250 w to 10 kw, DA|Mich
KC
(Dominant
Station
Hobart Stephenson, Centralia, 111. (New), 1 kw, D. Philadelphia)

WJR Dividends
DIRECTORS of WJR Detroit have
voted a quarterly dividend of 35
cents per share and an extra yearend dividend
cents, both pay-of
able Dec. 13of to25 shareholders
record Dec. 5. The regular dividend
is the 40th quarterly payment on
common stock which was split two
for one a few months ago.
BROADCASTING
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CLASS I-A FOREIGN CLEAR CHANNELS
690 KC (Canadian)
| KGGF,from Coffeyvllle,
Kan.,
from 500 w, 1 kw-LS to 1 kw, change hrs.
S. H. to U, DA— inc.
D-N. KCpower(Mexican
730
. WWDC, Washington, D. C, change freq. from Frequency)
1450 kc, inc. power from 250 w (with
100 w Broadcasting
synchronous Co.,
amplifier)
to 50 kw,(New),
DA — 500
D-N. w, D.
Durham
Inc.,Shelby,
Durham
Western
Carolina
Radio
Corp.,
N.
C.
Liberty Broadcasting Co., Pittsburgh (New), (New),
1 kw, D.250 w, D.
740 KC (Canadian)
ArkansasBroadcasting
Valley Broadcasting
Co.,
Fort Smith, 5 Ark.
(New),
kw,U, DA-N.
U, DA-N.
Radio
Inc.,
Hot
Springs
1 kw,1 from
KSFO,to 50SankwFrancisco,
change
freq. from(New),
560 kc,kw-LS,
inc. power
1 kw, 5 kw-LS,
D-N,
DA—
D-N.
KQW,
SanFlorida
Jose, Broadcasting
Cal., change power
from 5 kw(New),
to 50 lkw,
kw, changes
in DA for D-N use.
Central
Co.,
Orlando
U,
DA.
Angel Ramos, San Juan (New), lkw, D.
800 KCS. (Mexican)
The
Border
Broadcasting
Co., Dillon,
C. (New),
D.
Dixie
Broadcasting
Co., Montgomery
(New),
250 w, 1 D.kw,(New),
Chambersburg
Broadcasting
Co.,
Camden Broadcasting Co., Camden,Chambersburg,
N. J. (New), Pa.
1 kw, D. 1 kw, D.
860 freq.
KC (Canadian)
KOAM,fromPittsburgh,
Kansas,
change
from 810 kc, change power and hrs. of op.
1
kw
D
to
5
kw,
TJ,
DA-N.
WNEL, San
Juan,Tex.,
P. R.,change
changefreq.freq.fromfrom14901320kc,kc,inc.DA,power
D-N.
KNOW,
Austin,
250 w D-N to
D and 1Texas,
kw N, change
DA-N. freq. from 1440 kc, and powerfrom
KGNC,5 kwAmarillo,
from 5 kw D and
1
kw
N
to
5
kw
D-N,
DA-N.
Wisconsin Broadcasting System, Inc.. Milwaukee (New), 250 w, D.
900 Birmingham
KC (Mexican)(New), 1 kw, D.
Courier M.Broadcasting
Service, Inc.,
Wayne
Nelson, Rockingham,
N. C. (New), 1 kw,
D.
990 KC (Canadian)
Oklahoma
Television
and
Broadcasting
Co.,
Tulsa
(New),
Wichtex Broadcasting Co., Wichita Falls, Tex. (New), 1 kw,1 D.kw, DA-N, U.
1010 KC (Canadian)
Santa
(New), 1 kw,Ind.D. (New), 1 kw, D.
Warren Clara
Davis,Broadcasting
Yeager, and Co.,FordSanInc.,JoseBloomington,
1050
KC
(Mexican)
San Mateo County Broadcasters, San Mateo, Cal. (New), 250 w, D.
WADC, Akron, change freq. from12201350KC kc,(Mexican)
inc. power from 5 kw to 50 kw.
WGAR, Cleveland, Ohio, inc. power from 5 kw to 50 kw, DA — D-N.
1570
KC
(Mexican)
Central Valley
Radio, Freeport,
Lodi, Cal. HI.(New),
Kenneth
G. Zweifel,
(New),250 1w,kw,D. D.
1580
KC (Canadian)
Harold
H.
Thorns,
Durham,
N.
C.
(New),
1 kw, 500U. w, TJ.
Texas Broadcasters,
Houston
kw-LS,
Frank
R. Gibson, Lake
Charles,(New),
La. 1(New),
1 kw, U.
CLASS I-B CLEAR CHANNELS
680
KC
WLAW,
Lawrence,
Mass., inc.(New),
power fromw, D.5 kw to 50 kw.
Herman
Radner,
Dearborn
Jose
Quinones.
San
Juan,freq.250
P.from
R. (New),
kw, U.from 500 w N and 1 kw
WMPS,D Ramon
Memphis,
Tenn.,
change
1460, inc.10 power
to 5 kw N and 10 kw D, DA-N. 710
KC
KMPC, Miami,
Los Angeles,
inc. power
50 kw,
D-N, DA — D-N.
WFTL,
inc. power
fromfreq.10from
kw to10128050to kc,kw,
WTCN,10 kw,Minneapolis,
change
from
inc.change
powerDAfromfor 1D-N.
kw, 5 kw-LS, to
D-N.
WHB, Kansas City, change freq. from 880, power from 1 kw to 5 kw and hrs. of
op. from D to TJ, DA — D-N.
810 KC
KGO,
SanKansas
Francisco,
inc.
powerfreq.fromfrom7!/2 to148050 kc,kw, inc.
installpowernew from
tr., and1 kw,DA 5forkw-LS,
D-N.
KCMO,DA-N,
City,
change
to 10 kw, 50 kw-LS, DA-N.
le A. S. Abell Co., Baltimore [The Baltimore Sun] (New), 1 kw, U. DA.
le News and Observer Publishing Co., Raleigh (New), 1 kw, 5 kw-LS, U, DA-N.
940 KC
CTJOM,
University
S-WCAL
to D. of Minnesota, change freq. from 770 kc, and hrs. of op. from
IKLPM,D andMinot,
change freq. from 1390 kc, inc. power from 1 kw-DN to 5 kw
1 kwN. N,D.,DA-N.
WMIL Broadcasting
Co., Milwaukee (New), 250 w, D.
Independent
Broadcasting
Co., Des MoinesHI. (New),
TJ.
Midwest Broadcasting
(New), 250500 w,(New),
w, 1 D.kw-LS,
Bluegrass
Broadcasting Co.,
Co., Mt.Inc.,Vernon,
Versailles, Kentucky
1 kw, TJ.
(Continued on page 80)

More

people

listen

to WAKR
than
any

other

heard
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LUC KM AN IS NAMED
V-P OF LEVER BROS.
CHARLES LUCKMAN, president
of Pepsodent Co., on Friday was
named executive vice-president of
Lever Bros., Pepsodent parent company. He assumes
the new
duties
Jan. 1 in Boston.
His reerbusiness
castarted ago
over
12 years
when he joined
olive-Peet- PalmCo. in
Colgate
the advertising
transferred toLater
the
Mr. Luckman department.
sales department,
he rose within less than two years
to divisional manager in charge of
soap sales in six states with headquarters in Cincinnati.
In 1935 he joined the Pepsodent
Co. as sales manager. The following year he became vice-president
inpresident
charge ofinsales,
chargeand ofin 1937
sales viceand
advertising. The next year he was
named vice-president and general
manager,ident, then
vice-pres-In
and in executive
1943, president.
July 1944 Lever Bros, purchased
the Pepsodent Co.

IF HE
WANTS IT,
HE'LL GET IT!
Maybe you think of a farmer as a
man who saves pennies in a coffee
can. Well,boxin full
Iowa ofhe'sWar
got aBonds
safedeposit
and plenty of cash money besides!
He's one of the world's best customers now — onefor ofanything
the world's
best prospects
that
can be made or sold!

The financial status of Iowa farmers isspect.worthy
of anybody's
reFor instance,
tbeir average
income year - before - last was
$7,672. In 1944 they had at least
a 20% increase. This year and
Boston Symphony Visits next, what with the call for allHome
of Its Sponsor out food production . . . well, make
own guess at the amount
THE BOSTON SYMPHONY Or- your
chestra paid its annual visit (and set the figure high) !
to the home of its sponsor, Allis- But even with a Park Avenue inChalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee,
come, our prosperous Iowa farmWis., to commemorate the 80th
ers aren't looking for big-town
birthday
of
Jan
Sibelius,
Saturday,
type
radio
programs. What they
Dec. 8.
is what
they'vetoalways
had
The weekly broadcast over want
and
will
continue
get from
American Broadcasting Co. was
notable for several reasons. Mayor their favorite station, KMA —
John L. Bohn greeted the or- hours daily devoted to their own
of music and to authoritative
chestra and announced prelim- type
news and farm-information broadinaryservance
plansnextforyearMilwaukee's
obcentencasts— spoken by friends and lifenial of its founding, ofand thea message
long neighbors.
was read on the broadcast from
Mr. Sibelius, residing in his native Listeners must approve of KMA's
Finland. Dr. Serge Koussevitzky, policy, because they send us twice
lettersreceives!
as any other station
conductor of the Boston Symphony, asin many
this area
had
previously
announced
he
would
fete the Finnish composer during KMA's story is that of a true farm
the season by presenting all of his station. Send for it— or just call
major works. The climax, coming Free & Peters.
on his birthday, Dec. 8, included
the Symphony Number 2 and Finlandia,est compositions.
two of the composer's greatAs ancepart
of the special
performin Milwaukee,
Chicago
radio
KMA
and trade editors were guests of
the Allis-Chalmers company.
AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.
Connet Returns to KGW
PAUL H. CONNET is one sailor
who had to leave the Navy to board
a ship. The former commercial
manager of KGW Portland, Ore.,
who has returned after 40 months
in the service, spent his Navy hitch
as a chief specialist in the recruiting division, and didn't hoist a seabag beruntil
his discharge
freed him
for a trip into SeptemAlaska.
He rejoined KGW Nov. 20 as sales
manager.

The No. 1 Farm Station
in the No. 1 Farm Market
152 COUNTIES
AROUND SHENANDOAH, IA.
Free & Peters, inc.
Exduiive Notional Reprumiaitvcf
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Canadians Plan
For FM Allocations
Broadcasters Recommend CBC
Designate 88-102 mc Band
By JAMES MONTAGNES
CANADIAN broadcasters are
turning their attentions to FM.
Studies for power and antenna
heights in population centers of
Canada, permissive duplication of
AM programs
stations
operated by sameon FM
owner,
gradual
adoption of FM, use of similar FM
frequencies as in the United States
were some of the recommendations
made by the Canadian Association
GOD SPEED THE PLOW!
of Broadcasters to the board of
governorscastingofCorp.theat Canadian
Broad-in
Ottawa late
November. The CAB made seven
s p e c i fi c recommendations and
pointed out that these could not be
taken individually, but were dependent on each other.
Vastly significant to the economic
CAB recommended:
wealth
of
a
great
portion
of
KFI's
That
the same 100 channels
Primary Area is Southern Califor(88-102 mc) as in the U. S. be set
nia's agriculture
industry.
endeavor,
flourishing
under This
the
aside for Canadian FM broadcasteternal sunshine, is big business
ing, and that 20 of these be reserved
representing an investment in land
for educational broadcasting. This
and
equipment
that
is
well
past
the
would
be most economical as most
billion dollar mark. Moreover, the
set design is done in the U. S. Freannual value of crops produced
quenciesbeissuedsotostaggered
Canadianas staruns around 734 million dollars
tions should
not
which means a heavy purse of
to
interfere
with
U.
S.
stations near
spending money for the 131,000
the international boundary.
persons engaged in the business.
Station KFI has long recognized
Four-Letter Calls
the worth of making friends with
Licenses
should applying,
be grantthe agriculture industry and to this
ed to any for
FM FMlicensees
end has, for five consecutive years,
and
others
should
be
granted
licenpresented the "KFI Noon Farm
ses as in the public interest. Call
Reporter"
p.m.) in the (daily
interests12:00-12:15
of the soil.
letters
should
be
of
four
letters.
Now a nationally recognized radio
Simultaneous broadcasting of the
feature, the program is headed by
same program on AM and FM
an able
young Though
fellow named
should be authorized, but should be
son Mclninch.
he was Nelnot
permissible, rather than obligatory.
born to the industry, Nelson has
Satellite transmitters are to cover
energetically tackled the job of
finding the right source for latest
small
centers of population or gaps
accurate information on every
in normal service
due to pe-in
phase cess.
of Hisagriculture
with
high
succuliarities of FM areas
transmission
program guests range
some areas. A policy should be
from the unheralded growers of
adopted on the question of maxijuicier oranges to our Secretary of
mum power, antenna height, and
Agriculture, Clinton P. Anderson.
Nelson also spends much time in
resulting
service area on demothe field fraternizing with farm
cratic principle and to serve the
greatest public interest.
groups to draw out the industry's
problems
and minds.
afix KFI'sThe callresult
lettersof
"We recommend each population
in individual
center where a station is economiall this fervent activity on the part
cally possible or proposed," the
of ouras "Reporter"
is that a exists
good
will
strong as Gibraltar
CAB stated, "should be studied by
between agriculturalists and KFI
a
committee
consisting of repre— a factor that has a dollars and
sentatives from the Dominion Bucents value for every advertiser on
reau
of
Statistics,
Association of
the station. In fact, a recent listener
Canadian Advertisers, Canadian
surveyern ofCalifornia
farm families
in
SouthAssociation
of
Advertising
Agenshowed that KFI
cies, CBC and CAB, and a definite
stood head and shoulders above all
normal
wholesale
service
area
be
Los Angeles competitors on both
determined for that center. This
a daytime and night-time basis.
would then be converted to effec(A report
felicitous
situationimportexist-to
ing ot KFIthisonthatoentire
is ofcolumn.)
sufficient
tive power and antenna height
deserve
maximums necessary to obtain the
urban strength of 1000 microvolts
per metre, and rural strength of
640
■ WATTS
50 microvolts per metre within that
KILOCYCLES JL^w
ML ML
service area.
"This
powerbe and
antenna heighteffective
would then
announced
NBC for LOS ANGELES
by
the
licensing
authority
Represented Nationally by Edward Pelry and Company, Inc. maximum for the center and anasop-a
portunity given for public hearings
of objections to the figure chosen.
Once the ceiling for effective power
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WJNC

Dedication

Ceremonies

EXECUTIVES attending dedication ceremonies of WJNC Jacksonville,
N. C, affiliated with eastern North Carolina regional Tobacco Network
and Mutual, included (1 to r, kneeling) Leland B. Nelson, sales manager, WGBR Goldsboro; Lester L. Gould, manager, WJNC; Ray Reeve,
program director, Tobacco Network; Fred Lake, Walker Co., national
representatives of Tobacco Network; (standing) : Harry G. Bright, general manager of WGBR and secretary of Tobacco net; Lewis N. Howard,
president of Tobacco net and of WHIT New Bern and WJNC; Allen
Wannamaker, manager of WGTM Wilson and treasurer of Tobacco
Network; Paul Moyle, commercial manager, WPNC Fayetteville; Fred
Fletcher, manager, WRAL Raleigh; Philip F. Whitten, general sales
manager, Tobacco net. Dedication program included address by Rep.
Graham A. Barden (D.-N. C.) and a banquet.
and antenna height is fixed for each of Canada, including: Harry Sedggiven center, all stations licensed
wick, CFRB Toronto, CAB chairin that center, irrespective of
man of the board; Glen BannerToronto, CAB president; A.
whether they are publicly or pri- man,
vately owned, should be permitted Gauthier, CHLT Sherbrooke, CAB
to go to the maximum if they so vice-chairman; W. J. Blackburn,
CFPL London; H. B. Burgoyne and
B. C. Burgoyne Jr., CKTB St.
A five year study period is sug- W.
Catherines, Ont.; H. F. Dougall,
gested to require stations to use CKPR
Fort William, Ont.; W. A.
desire."
the maximum permitted.
Duffield, CKY Winnipeg; T. DrumAM broadcasting in any area mie,
CHSJ St. John, N. B.; F. H.
should not be dropped until nine Elphicke,
CKWX Vancouver; Gerry
out of ten listeners in that area
have turned to FM.
Gaetz, CKRC Winnipeg; J. Humphreys, CJCH Halifax; Phil LaThe CBC board of governors londe, CKAC
Montreal ;M.W. Lefevre,
C. Bormeeting, receiving this brief from rett,
CHNS
Halifax;
the CAB board of directors, was the
Montreal; F. A. Lynds,
first at which the new chairman, CHLP
N. B.; A. A. MurA. Davidson Dunton [Broadcast- CKCW phy,Moncton,
CFQC Saskatoon;
R. A.
ing, Nov. 12], presided.
Rice, CFRN
Edmonton;G. Joseph
The meeting with the CBC board Sedgwick, Toronto, CAB counsel;
of governors followed an off-the- Ralph Snelgrove, CFOS Owen
record meeting of Canadian broad- Sound, Ont.; Harry Dawson, Tocasters with CBC General Manronto, CAB engineer; Ken Soble,
ager Augustin Frigon. Attending CHML Hamilton; and Lyn Spenwere broadcasters from all parts
cer, KCAC Montreal.

5000

NBC

WATTS

IN RICHMOND
BROADCASTING

VA
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WMFR

Moves

to New

Quarters

is

NEW STUDIOS and offices of WMFR High Point, N. C, were opened
Nov. 28 with a special broadcast in which local civic organizations as
well as station personnel participated. One of new studios is pictured
above. Designed by Gary Davis, WMFR engineer and program manager,
headquarters are on eighth floor of Security National Bank Building,
next door to building where basement studios formerly were maintained.
WMFR, an American affiliate operating with 250 w on 1230 kc, celebrates 10th anniversary this month. It is owned by J. E. Lambeth family
with Mrs. Helen M. Lambeth, a partner, as manager. The Lambeths also
operate WGBG Greensboro.
RCA May Market Video Receivers
\ By Spring, Store Admen Are Told
RCA hopes to have television and of the Army-Navy game, telecast expressly for the gathering by
transmission equipment ready by
summer and to start putting video WNBT, NBC's video station in
receivers on the market in the late New York.
spring, T. A. Smith, executive of
"Noness store
in the that
next expects
ten yearsto docanbusi-do
RCA Victor's engineering products
division, said Tuesday at a meet- without television, intra-store or
ing of several hundred department on the air," David Arons, publicity
store advertising and display exec- director of Gimbels-Philadelphia,
utives who also heard reports of the told the group. When merchandise
demonstration of intra-store tele- was shown by models, fashion-show
manner, shoppers evinced interest,
vision at Gimbels-Philadelphia.
The group was entertained at but sales were not increased. But
cocktails by W. L. Stensgaard & when the use of the goods was
Associates, creators of the window demonstrated, there was an immedisplays used by the store in condiate sales effect, he said. A demonnection with the video experiment,
stration of hair-styling resulted in
which were on exhibit. Session, record business for the store's
held at the McAlpin Hotel, New beauty salon, he stated.
York, also included a 20-minute
Mr. Arons reported that the 10video program, including movies of minute
program length used by
the GimbePs television operation Gimbels seemed about right, but
Picture of the power of

WNAB
BASIC-AMERICAN IN
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
Concentrated Audience in the Nation's 59th
You may not set the world on fire, but w
Nation's
59th Market anda for
hot-spot
on yi
Programming
Bridgeport
trated $100,000,000
audience;of, abysure-fire
most
in Retailroute
Sales.to your share of
AVAILABLE IN COMBINATION WITH WATR, WATERBURY
RE P R ES E N T E D BY RAMBEAU
ROADCASTING
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added his conclusion that in a few
years
when the has
novelty
store television
worn ofoffintrafive
Richard Hubbell's
minutes will be the maximum for
this type of video commercial, with
two minutes probably adequate.
Demonstrations were more successful than entertainment, he said, reporting
questionnaire
distributed atthatthea store
showed 25%
PROGRAMMING
of the women wanting more merchandising. That may have been a reflection on the quality of the entertainment, he added. Survey showed
that 70% of those answering were
ANDDIRECTION
PRODUCTION"
seeing
television
for the first time,
he said.
that "stores
will that
sell
ACTING
timePredicting
on a cooperative
basis and
manufacturers of consumer goods
will develop traveling shows, props
ADVERTISING
and
for intra-store
Mr. films
Stensgaard
declaredtelevision,"
that teleBROADCASTING
vision inthe store "will pay its own
way by direct sales, increased
WRITING
traffic and better dispersion of
traffic throughout the various floors
and sections of the store.
DESIGNING, ETC.
"But, most of all," he concluded,
it will pay out "because of its ability to do a more interesting visual
Iff f T
Not since the early days of JUJI
demonstration that is most COn,hearing
. to the, . senses
, „ of sight
& and there
been orsuchRf'°
a i,sf
glowing
II I *■I
vincing
*e mov',es
/>IIT
those
havinghasas IfVWI
John K.combined."
West, public director of opportunity
the necessary for»Know
How"
RCA Victor, who presided at the Television now presents. The
meeting, said that the first video crux of Television's developsets this Company will put on sale ment problem at this stage is
sell- ,he PROGRAM— and in TELEunits, $500.
be the lower-priced
will from
V™"™?™™1"0
t"? HILL
A MURRAY
rning
-it i. under
j. j-i.
i to x-about
imarketi i. ...
PRODUCTION,
Richard Hublo illustrate
the$200potential
. ...
BOOK
for
these
sets,
he
a survey l0.date
„ ,,
i cited,
be" notonon'yeverybrings
BVWIk
phaseyouof upfhe
made by Elmo Roper which re- WOrk, but outlines potential near-future dethe popu- velopments as well,
ported that while
lation have
never80%seenof television,
Technica| limitations and possibiii,ies are
53% want to buy sets when they detailed from the all-essential program standCanIn get them
point. Writing— acting— directing— advertising—
his discussion of pick-up and tttt~ftZiJ£tt\*
transmission equipment for tele0f the subjects covered,
vision, Mr. Smith described
the SO selected
. photos illustrating specific pro-K.T
telecast of the Army-Navy game auctions and production
problems provide in
as an example Of what the video themselves a highly valuable course of inaddiIn draw„
,,
.
tion,
numerous
easily
understood
the Arts lineprinciples
latest ofproduction
in thisiuusfrate
^ructionvivid|y
the ings
effectiveness
audience may of expect.
the newCitingimageorthicon
tube,
which
got
its
first
and
problems.
real workout that day, Mr. Smith The first book of ifs kind TElEVISION
said its sensitivity surpasses that programming & production will serve
of any Atcamera,
or motion
pic- asing anof age
invaluablepages
guide and $3inspiration to
ture.
MadisonStillbquare
harden,
($3 25 eomfor_
in Television's
to parieipate Priee
all who aim 2(j7
flni-HpTifo- eign).
fimmrp was
At Marli«nn
tnro
he
reported,
the
camera
cussed on the brightly lit boxing
***%mmr%u
ring
any change, ^^^flTi COMPLETE
swungandtothen,
showwithout
a celebrity
in the *^^K|Mp4 All THEN Til*1
audience,
getting both pictures
equal clari
ty.with ^llMffifiM
DATA '
ATS Sales Meeting WmB^^^ak
iS^R^
AMERICAN Television Society will hold WMHl lp*^ Techniques —
a panelsetsdiscussion
on retailing
tele- MUfJ^^fcjBt^
hoth Here and
vision
at a luncheon
at the Hotel
K^PtHeSHmI Abroad.
Sheraton,
New
York,
ontelevision
Dec, 11, Dave
C i>;:3Biy
Wagman,
radio
and
sales
"^1^
manager, Bruno-New York Inc., will be YOUR BOOKSELLER HAS IT ^Nfe,
N^Bk
chairman. radio
Speakers;
David departDavis, m^M
• ■ • °f =>«"<» coupon today I ^^^^P
manager,
and &Maj.
television
•
ment,
R.
H.
Macy
Co.,
New
York;
■
Albert
Arnold ;! Dept.
MURRAYBR-125,
HILL BOOKS, Inc.flV< •
ConstableM. manager,
&Berg,
Co.; vice-president,
Lawrence
chandise
FrederickMoore,
Loesermer& I 232 Madison
Ave., New Yorkl6, N. Y. ■
Co■ Rush a copy of Hubbell's TELE- I
Christmas
Nickels
^xi-cTcm™
c^ao/^»t
4. had
i. early
, in iS; v/.SJ?£k,PR£G£AMM,ING.i
DUCT
enclosed
($3.25
forCHRISTMASacwhere
SEASON
starts
■ ON. ptui□\=\ $3*send
c Q (no
DAJiD«P5°"
* forforeign
this J■*
Vancouver
CJOR has
a Nickel
amount
postage
Club
for
nine
years.
Started
when
News■
c
O
D
's
)
caster Dick Diespecker thought some ;
listeners
might to want
to contribute
■ Name
, ■
small
amounts
the
Vancouver
fare
Federation
for
Christmas
cheerWeifor ■;
■;
needy
children,
the
CJOR
Nickel
Club
;
Street
is now an annual institution, with i
j
membership
opensenseto ofall humor,
who have
"aa :I City & State , _
kind
heart,
a
and
*
nickel".
are acknowl- !
edged on Allthe contributions
air.
£•
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SPONSOR, STAR, agency and press get together backstage following
the labor victory show Truth or Consequences in Chicago. Left to right
they are: Gil Ralston, director of nighttime radio for Procter & Gamble;
Ralph Edwards, creator and conductor of show; Murray Bolen, Hollywood manager of Compton Agency; Jack Ryan, NBC Chicago press mgr.
CCNY Plans Awards
PLAQUES and certificates of
merit for creation of outstanding
commercial radio programs and
promotion campaigns will be awarded broadcasters, advertisers, agencies and program producers by
New York City College at Second
Annual Radio and Business Conference scheduled next spring by
the
college's
BusinessA.
Administration, School
says Dr.of Robert
Love, headandof conference
the school's director.
evening
session
Deadline for entries is Jan. 31,
1946. Details may be obtained from
Dr. John Gray Peatman, chairman
of the awards committee, at CCNY,
17 Lexington Ave., New York 10,
N. Y.

RWG Contract
THREE-YEAR PACT with Radio
Writers Guild, Hollywood chapter,
has been signed by American
Broadcasting Co. covering network's nine Hollywood newswriters.
Contract, retroactive to Nov. 1,
sets minimum of $271 monthly for
starting newsmen, with increase to
$300 after year's service. Other
features include five-day, 40-hour
week, time and a half for overtime
and three weeks vacation with pay.
Sam Moore, RWG president, and
Margaret K a 1 i s c h represented
guild in negotiations with Don
Searle, American western division
vice-president, and Don Tatum,
network attorney.

SINCE

'THE BEGINNING OF
RADIO IN CHATTANOOGA

CBS

5,000 WATTS

best job

DAY AND NIGHT n.Chattano
' oga
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
First in Chattanooga
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Clear Channel Applications
(Continued from page 77)
WCPL, Chicago,
inc. power
power from
from 5 10kw1000
to 50KCkw, DA— D-N.
KOMO,
Seattle, inc.
1030to 50KC kw, DA-N.
KARM, Fresno,in DA.
Cal., change freq. from 1430 kc, req. facilities of KOB, Albuquerque,
Port changes
Wayne Broadcasting Inc., Ind. (New), 1 kw, D.
Fred
Jones
Broadcasting
Co., Tulsa
(New), 1250
U. 50 kw,power
DA-N.
KWSC,D, 1Pullman,
kw N andWash.,
hrs. change
of op. freq.
from from
S-KTW, kc.
to U. from 5 kw D-N to 5 kw,
KFRE, Fresno,
Cal., change freq. from10601340KC kc, inc. power from 250 w to 1 kw.
KROY,
DA-N.Sacramento, Cal., change freq. from 1240 kc, inc. power from 250 w to 5 kw,
Deep
South
Broadcasting
Corp.,freq.Newfrom
Orleans
kw, 50from
kw-LS,250 U,w DA.
WNOE,DA—
New
Orleans, change
1450 (New),
kc, inc.10power
to 50 kw,
D-N.Publishing
Palladium
Co.,
Benton
Harbor,
Mich.
(New),
250
w,
D.
Myles H. Johns, Milwaukee (New), 1 kw, D.
1080 KC
WINN, Louisville, change freq. from 1240 kc, inc. power from 250 w to 1 kw N and
5
kw
D,
DA—
D-N.
Mid-America
Louisville(New),
(New),10 kw,
1 kw,U. 5DA.kw-LS, TJ. DA— D-N.
Lake Superior Broadcasting
Broadcasting Corp.,
Co., Duluth
1090 KC
KTHS,DA-N.West Memphis, Ark., change power from 1 kw, 10 kw-LS, to 25 kw, 50 kw-LS,
KEVR, Seattle, Washington, inc. power from 250 w to 10 kw, inst. new trans, and
1110 KC
DA for D-N.
Rahall
(New),1 kw,500 U.w, D.
Bay CityBroadcasting
BroadcastingCo.,Co.,Inc.,BayNorristown,
City,1130Tex.KCPa.(New),
San Diego Broadcasting Co., San Diego (New), 1 kw, DA, U.
Syndicate Theatres, Inc., Columbus, 1170
Ind. KC(New), 500 w, D.
Finley-McKinnon
San Diego
(New), 5 kw, DA, U.
Valley BroadcastingBroadcasting
Co., San JoseCo., (New),
1190 DA,
KC 5 kw, U.
WOWO, Ft.County
Wayne,Broadcasting
Ind., inc. power
from 10 kw N.to C.50 (New),
kw, DA-N.
Davidson
Co., Lexington,
250 w, D.
KEX, Portland, Oregon, inc. power from
5
kw
to
50
kw,
DA-N.
1500 KC
San Jose Broadcasting
Jose,Mich.
Cal. (New),
(New), 2501 kw,w, DA,
Methodist
Radio Parish, Co.,Inc.,SanFlint,
D. U.
1520
KC
Calumet Broadcasting Corporation, Hammond, Ind. (New), 5 kw, D.
to 50U.kw, DA-N.
inc. power
City, Eugene,
KOMA,
Radio AirOklahoma
Ways, Inc.,
Ore.from
(New),5 kw1 kw,
inc. power from 100 w, 250 w-LS.
kc,
1420
from
freq.
change
R.,
P.
WPRP,to 1 Ponce,
kw, 5 kw-LS hrs.
1550 KC
Atlanta
Radio
Enterprises,
Inc.,
Atlanta
(New),
10
Thomaston
Broadcasting Inc.,
Co., Atlanta
(New),(New),
10 kw,kw,
U. w,U. DA.
Associated
Broadcasters,
Indianapolis
250
James
Shreveport
(New), 2o0 jw\
w, U.
FrankDA
H.A. Noe,
Ford,"N
Shreveport
-(New),freq.250from
1560 KCU.1240 kc, inc. power from 250 w to 50 kw,
WSOC, Charlotte, N. C, < "
The Times Picayune Publishing Co., New Orleans (New), 500 w, 1 kw-LS-U.
Used Car Dealers Off
War Declaration, Bonds BECAUSE
methods
Theme of WEAF Shows of operationof byunsavory
southern
SPECIAL programs on the fourth California used car many
dealers, KFAC
anniversary of America's declara- Los Angeles
starting
Dec. 3 eliminated that type
of sponsor
from
NBC's
Victorytion of war
Bond ondriveJapan
wereandpresented
the station.
New
automobile
dealon WEAF New York Dec. 8.
ers will continue to be welcome,
Using network's slogan for the according to Calvin J. Smith, staday,
Worth the
Paying
tion manager.
that car
alRay "Peace
Barrett isopened
stationFor",at
though withinHethedeclared
law, used
5:30 a.m. with a plea for continued dealers super
tactics
purchase of bonds. Don Lerch, on could not meet salesmanship
with station policy.
Moderncast a transcribed
Farmer program,
interviewbroadwith
the farm family buying most
bonds during war. Special program
of Treasury Dept. bond songs highlighted Morning in Manhattan, and
special music was also featured on
Adelaide Hawley program and
Jack
Rod Hendrickson onArthur
his Thisshow.
Business
of Living
gave a history
of
the
fourthof anniversary of our declaration
war,
and Frederick W. Gehle, chairman
of the New York State War Fisummarized
sultsnance
of the Committee,
bond drive
on Music re-of
Manhattan.
NORTHERN FLORIDA*!
• SendRADIO
for "BUT"
BEST
Pierre Van R. Key
VAN R. KEY, 73, music critic,
editor
of
the
"Musical
Digest",
and
a
frequent music commentator on the
radio, pital,
diedNew York.
Nov. 28Mr.atKeySt. was
Luke'sdirector
Hosofnumerous
many radio
made
radioprograms,
appearancesand ashadspeaker.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin;

Opinion in Ashbacker Case
See Story This Issue
hearing, petitioner
haveits
Following is the full text of Atamplethis opportunity
to showwillwillthatbetter
operationthe public
as proposed
the majority opinion of the Su- serve
interest
than
will
preme Court of the United States the grant
the Fetzer
application
in Ashbacker Radio Corp. vs. FCC, authorized ofJune
27,the1944.
Such grantatas
does
not
preclude
Commission
decided on Dec. 3. The opinion, de- a later date from taking any action
livered by Associate Justice Doug- which it may find will serve the
In (WEEU),
re: BerksReading,
Broadlas, was concurred in by Chief Jus- public interest.
casting Company
tice Stone and Justices Murphy, Pennsylvania,
(1941); In
Evening8 FCCMichigan,
News427 Association
Eeed and Burton. Associate Jus- re:(WWJ),The Detroit,
8 FCC
tice Frankfurter delivered a dis(1941); (KYOS),
In re: Merced
] senting opinion, concurred in by 552
Company
Merced,Broadcasting
California,
Justice Rutledge. Associate Justice 9 Petitioner
FCC 118, 120 (1942)."
a notice ofconstrucappeal
Black did not participate as is his from the grantfiledof the
custom in cases involving the FCC the
tion permit inof Columbia,
the CourtFetzer
ofasserting
Appeals that
for
District
because his brother-in-law, Clif- it was a "person aggrieved or whose
Durr, is aJustice
member Jackson
of the action
interestsof aretheadversely
affected"
Commission
withinby the
the
Ij ford
FCC. J.Associate
meaning
of § 402(b)
(2)motion
of theto Act.2
V took no part, being on special as- The
Commission
filed
a
dismiss thetheappeal
wantcourtof tojurisdicp Nazi
signment
in Nuremberg
on the
part
offor thewas
enterWar Crimes
trial.
ttionoutain iton. This
motion
withopinion.
The
case
isgranted
here which
on a
The opinion follows:
petition
for
a
write
of
certiorari
The
primary
question
in
this
case
we
granted
because
of
the
importance
is whether structanion permapplicant
for
a
conof
the
question
presented.
it under (48 theStat.Federal
Our chief problem is to reconcile two
Communications
1064, provisions
§ 309(a)it where
the excluComII1 47ing
U.to S.which
C. § he151)isActisentitled
grantedbythe§ 309(a)
hearmis ioofn has before
sive applications.
The mutually
first authorizes
|| ofhaving
the before
Act,1 itwhere
the
Commission,
the Commission
examination"
two applications
which
application "upon
for a station
license
IJ are
mutually
one ofto angrant
it if the Commission dewithout
a hearingexclusive,
and setsgrants
the other
\ for
hearing.
termines
that
"public
interest,
conv
e
n
i
e
n
c
e
,
o
r
necessity
would
be
served"
In March,
1944,
the
Fetzer
Broadby
the
grant.3
The if,second
provision
casting
Company
filed
with
the
Comof
§
309(a)
says
that
upon
examinamis ion aan application
for authority
tion of such
an application,
Com[![ construct
new Michigan,
broadcasting
stationto
mis ion does not
reach such athedecision,
at Grand
to operate
"it
shall
notify
the
applicant
thereof,
on
1230 limited
kcRapids,
with
250
watts
power,
unshall
fix
and
give
notice
of
a
time
and
time. In May
1944, acted
beforeupon,
the place for hearing thereon, and shall
Fetzer application
had been
afford
such
applicant
an
opportunity
' petitionerthority tfiled
an application
for freau- to be heard under such rules and reguo change
theWKBZoperating
lations as it may
It -is thus
jj gon,
quencyMichigan,
of its
station
ofwith
Muske-250 plain that
309(a)describe."4
notto only
the
from
1490
kc
Commission § authority
grantgives
licenses
II watts
power,
unlimited
time,
to
1230
withoutcants a right
a hearing,
but
also before
gives applikc.
The
Commission,
after
stating
that
to
a
hearing
their
the simultaneous operation on 1230 kc, applications are denied. We do not
and Muskegon
"wouldto think it is enough to say that the
■ atresultGrandin Rapids
intolerable
interference
power ofon the
Commission
to interest,
issue a
■ both
applicants,"
declared
that
the
two license
a finding
of public
applications
were upon
"actually
exclusive."
convenience
orof two
necessity
supports
its
I The
Commission
an examination
grant
of
one
mutually
exclusive
.1i of
the data
Fetzergranted
application
and supapplications without a hearing of the
porting
it in June
1944 other.
For if thethe grant
onestatutory
effec,] without a hearing. On the same day
other, ofthe
the Commission
designated
petitioner's
totivelya precludes
hearing which
Congress
has
3i application
for hearing.
Petitioner
there- right
accorded
applicants
before
denial
upon filed
a petition
hearing,
re- their applications becomes an emptyof
hfh ' hearing
relief for
directed
against
the grantandof other
the Fetzer
application.
The thing. We think that is the case here.
Commission denied this petition, stat- The Commission in its notice of hearfljr ing,
on petitioner's
application
stated
"The Commission has not denied thated ingbythethe
application
"will
not the
be grantCommission
unless
issuesof
application.forIt hearing
has desig-as listed above
are determined
in favor
rl, petitioner's
nated
the
application
required by Section 309(a) of the Act. the applicant on the basis of a record
duly
and
properly
made
by
means
1 Sec. 319structionrelates
to applications
con- a formal hearing." One of the issuesof
permits. But
since such for
applicattionions licenses
are in substance
applications
for
sta- read2 Theas follows:
relevant provisions of § 402(b)
v. Federal
Commis ion, 67 F.(Goss
2d 507,
508) theRadio
Commis"Artner appeal
be taken,fromin thedecisions
mans
i
o
n
i
n
such
cases
uniformly
follows
the
hereinaftermayprovided,
procedure
to the United States
tion licenses.prescribed in § 309(a) for sta- ofCourtthe ofCommission
Appeals
for
the
District
of
lumbia in any of the following cases: Co"(2)
any other
person aggrieved
or whoseByinterests
are adversely
affectei
by any decision of the Commission granting or refusing any such application."
3 Sec.sion, if public
307(a) provides, interest,
"The Commisor ne-to
ces ity wil be convenience,
served
thereby, shall
subject
the
limitations
of
this
chapter,
grant
to any applicant therefor a station license
provided
for
by
his
chapter."
KOIN
4 Sec. 309(a) reads as follows:
"If tionupon
examination
of anyfor applicastation
license
thelicensereIt takes an informed
newforal oramodification
of a orstation
the
Commission
shall
determine
that
public beinterest,
or necessity
community to do
would
servedconvenience,
bythethe issuance,
granting
thereof,
it
shall
authorize
renewal,
or modification thereof in accordance
a community job.
with saidmissionfinding.
In the eventof the
Comupon examination
anydecision
such
application
not reach
PORTLAND, OREGON
with respectdoesthereto,
it shallsuchnotify
the
applicant
thereof,
shallplace
fix andfor give
noCBS Affiliate
tice
of
a
time
and
hearing
thereon,
and shallto afford
such applicant
anrulesopportunity
be heard
FREE & PETERS, Inc., Nat'l Rep.
and regulations
as itunder
may such
prescribe."
ROADCASTING
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listed
determination
"the
extent was
of anytheinterference
whichofwould
result tifrom
the simultaneous
operao
n
"
o
f
petitioner's
proposed
station
and Fetzer's
station. that
Since simultaneous
the Commission itself stated
operation
of the two stations
would re-to
sult
in
"intolerable
interference"
both,ries aitburden
is apparent
that
petitioner
which
cannot
be
met. car-Toto
place
burden ona rehearing
it is in effect
make that
its hearing
on the
grant
the competitor's
license
than aofhearing
on may
the merits
oftheitsrather
own
application.
That
satisfy
letter of the law but certainly notstrictits
The orFetzer
not conspirit
intent."3
ditionallyapplication
granted pendingwas consideraapplication.
Indeed
alitigation
staytionofof petitioner's
it was
pending
the
outcome
of this
courselicense
the
Fetzer license, denied.
like any Ofother
granted
by
the
Commission,
was
subj
e
c
t
t
o
certain
conditions
which
the
Act
imposes asthat
a matter
of law. We asfullyIt
recognize
the Commission,
said,
Is
not
precluded
a laterit date
from taking any action"atwhich
may
5 The laCommission
recognizes
in itssuchregu-ret
i
o
n
s
t
h
e
desirability
of
hearing
lated mattersted caatses. Bythe §same
time47 orCodein Fed.
conReg. Cum.solidaSupp.
it is 1.193,
provided:
"In fixing
dates
for ashearings
the Com-enso far
deavmoris(a)
toifixon wil ,onthe
same
datepracticable,
for separate
hearings
all
related
matters
which
involve
the same
applicant,
or arise
of theseparate
same
complaint
or allcause;
and (b)out
for
hearings
on
applications
which
by reasonrequested
of the privileges,
terms,
or conditions
present conflicting
claims
of
the
same
nature."
And
Supp. byit §is 1.194,
provided:47 Code Fed. Reg. Cum.
"Theits Commission,
upon
motion,suchor
upon
ownbestmotion,
will,to where
action
will
conduce
properof
dispatch consolidate
of businessforandhearing
to thethe(a)
ends
justice,
any
cases
involve
the same
applicant
orcause,arisewhich
from
theapplications
same
complaint
or
or
(b)
any
which
reason ofditions
the requested
privileges,
terms,conflicting
or con-by
present
claims of the same nature."

find
will obtains
serve theanypublic
licensee
vestedinterest."
interest Noin
any frequency.6
The
Commission
for
specified
reasons
may
revoke
any station license pursuant to the procedure
prescribed
by § of312(a)
and mayon susgroundspend theandlicense
in the any
manneroperator
specified theby
§ 303(m). It may also modify a station
license
if in itsthejudgment
"such action
will promote
public interest,
conand necessity,
sions of thisvenience,chapter
* * *orwillthebe provimore
fully complied
with." § 312(b).
And arelicenses for broadcasting
stations
limiteding subject
to three
years,sametheconsiderations
renewals beto
the
and
practice which affect § the307(d).
granting
ofin original
all thoseapplications.
instances the licenseeButis
given foreanfinal opportunity
to
be
heard
beaction cancando beto taken.7
the Commission
Fetzer itWhat
can
do to anycationlicensee.
As the Fetzer
applihas been granted,
petitioner,
therefore,
presently who
in theseekssameto disposplaicteioannasestablished
a isnewcomer
broadcaster. By the
granter hasofbeenthe placed
Fetzer under
application
petitiongreaterearlier.
burden than if its hearing hada been
Legal theory
isdifferent.
one thing.ForButwe theare pract
i
c
a
l
i
t
i
e
s
a
r
e
how difficult it is for a newcomer toldto
make sary the
comparative
showinglicensee.
necesto Broadcasting
displace
an established
Peoria
IllinoisNo
Broadcasting
Co., 1 F.Co.C. and
C. 167.
suggestion
is made here
son
8 F. asC. inC. 8Mathe427F. orC.
The Radio
EveningCo.,NewsInc.,Association,
(Continued on page 8i)
6 See §§ 301, 304, 307(d), 309(b)(1) of
the
"The policy
of theanything
Act isinclear
that Act.
no person
is to have
the
nature of a property right as a result of
the granting munications
of a Commission
license."v. Sanders
Federal Bros.
ComRadio Station, 309 U. S. 470, 475.
7 For the regulations of the Commission
governing
these procedures
see 47(revocaCode
Fed. Reg.
Supp.1.402§ 1.401
, §1.359Cum.
(modification),
§ 1.411 tion)and
§ and
1.412§ (suspension),
§ 1.360
(renewal) .
KCMC
EXARK ANA
AMERICAN
• MUTUAL
USA-

Texarkana's only radio outlet, delivering a primary coverage to 239,330
people in the 4 States Area.
For information
and Frank
availabili-O.
ties, write or wire
Myers,
Manager
KCMC,
Texarkana, V. S. A.

Resources — Agriculture,
livestock production and
marketing, railroads, 52 industrial plants, adequate
retail and wholesale markets, and a vast supply of
high quality natural gas
from nearby oil fields for industrial and domestic uses.
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Miss
Gertrude
Batten,
Barton,CityScanlon
Durstine & Osborn, Inc.
New
York
Dear
Gert:
Last
summer
I
be afraid to
step out of the used
radio tostation
of thebecause
awful
reckless
drivers
whizzin'
and downup
Charleston's
streets . . .
but
it's
allnowbeen
changed,
it's even why
safe
for
you
come
andto
visit down
us now
.in'. . andof speaksafety,
I this
like
toit's think
that
all
on
count ac-of
t h e "Traffic
Court" program we
broadcast
a week. once
The
Municipal
Judge conducts
down
here
a special
session of court
everyday inThurswhich
all
the traffic
violators
for
the week appear. We transcribe the
whole
thing
and programs
broadcast used
it laterto that
night
. . . anthe
last
more
than
hour
but
last
week
court session lasted ovly 19 minutes. Anthe
officialtionofdropped
the inAmerican
last example
weekBar andAssociasaid
that
thisbe was
a togood
what
could
done
make
peopleofanother
more
safety
conscious
.
.
.
just
WCHS public service.Yrs.,
Algy

On The Service Front

'Humidity House'
Breaks Monotony
"THIS
Humidity
To
troops inisIndia,
China, House."
Burma and
even Tibet this is the signal of a
break in the monotony of the Far
Eastern service,
tertainment they often
have. the only enHumidity House is Radio Station
VU2ZV, "at the crossroads of Asia
on
the air".
is the station
only Armed
Forces
Radio ItService
with
listeners in all four countries. The
signal from the little station in
Assam, India, reaches boys in the
ATC winging their way over the
Hump, GI'sin snaking
clearings
Burma through
operatingjungle
the
railway, a lonely group of engineers
"sweating
it
out"
along
the
Ledo Road, staff officers meeting
at headquarters in Chungking, and
Delhi. The jobs sound interesting.
They can be pretty dull after six
months, a year or two or three.
But from 6 a.m. to midnight,
Humidity House brings the needed
relief with sports broadcasts, transcribed Hope, Benny, Fibber McGee, and other top Stateside shows,
news,
and
"live" entertainment.
Among special
features is the
Assam Society for the Prevention
of Discrimination Against Idaho
Porcupines, with GI membership
WCHS
up in the hundreds. It was T/4
Charleston, W. Va.
MackArmy
Fuller's
growingitem
out onof
an
Newsidea,Service
porcupine persecution. He is the
program director, performing the
same job
homa City.he held at KOMA OklaBALTIMORE'S
"Commercials" include such
stunts as that used for insect precautions. "Calling all mosquitos!
Calling all mosquitos! To Barney's
. . .upTent. . 17.
his
net
. takeThe allsucker's
you wantgot and
drink all you take . . . His blood's
on the house. Calling all mosHumidity
staff,headed
when
last
heard House's
from, was
byquitos!"
Capt. Frank Goss of KNX Los
Angeles. Corp. Pat Bishop, news
editor, is from KFI-KECA Los Angeles. Station manager is Corp.
c
Jay
Jackson,Columbus.
ex-senior T/4
announcer
of WBNS
Fuller
of KOMA Oklahoma City is program director. Newsman and musical director is Ray Owens, who
played
trumpet
B
orchestra.
Frankin Jimmy
Soares, Dorsey's
theater
and radio actor in San Francisco,
handles administrative details and
announcing. T/5 Gene Sayet, control man with WIP Philadelphia,
is engineer. * * *
m
Jackpot at Crowder
TWO GI's of the Camp Crowder
(Mo.) Radio branch hit the jackwhen 11 of their
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM showspot lastwonweekprizes
in the radio
contest sponsored by the Seventh
JOHN ELMER GEORGE H. ROEDER Service Command, comprising 9
President General Manager
states and about 50 radio productions weekly. Servicemen are Sgt.
FREE & PETERS, Inc.
Ben Park and Cpl. Jeroam Stagg.
Exclusive National Representatives
Sgt. Park is former .production
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LAST LOOK at Berlin before heading homeward are these Army
PRO-ites on the steps of the Olympic Stadium (1 to r) Lt. Col. Barney Oldfield, formerly
with Lincoln;
KFABKFOR-KOIL
Omaha and
Lt. Robert Schulberg, Warner
Bros, publicity, New York and
Hollywood, and Lt. George E.
Fuller, former announcer, WFBR
Baltimore. All three are with 82nd
Airborne Division and conducted
the radio and press campaign to
save Division for regular Army.
Division returns in January.
manager of WHA Madison, Wis.,
and Cpl. Stagg wrote scripts for
Hollywood Mystery Playhouse,
John Nesbitt's Passing Parade and
Frank Fay Show. They are responsible for writing, producing
and directing shows from Camp
Crowder for service and civilian
listening,
commercial
outlets in the through
area. Among
the shows
are: Willie Williams P.V.T., Jubilee
Time, GI Storyteller, From an
Army Chapel, and others.
* # *
Kaner in AFRS Job
WALTER
KANER,
publicity
rector of WL1B
New York,
is nowdihandling publicity for the AFRS
in the Japan-Korea area.

In The Public
Service
Wheel Chair Search
JOE BROWN, m.c. of the Saturday morning kid show on WRVA
Richmond, was "middle man" in
satisfyingteners. Athe
requestsVa.,of detective
two lisNorfolk,
had sought his aid in finding a
wheel chair for a 14-year-old polio
victim. Next day, when he went to
Norfolk to rehearse the show, he
conferred with the detective and
the boy's mother. The talks were
interrupted by a telephone call
from a regular listener at nearby
Ocean and
View,wanted
Va., whoMr.hadBrown
a wheelto
chair
help
get rid
Forty-one
minutesher later,
withof theit. aid
of the
Norfolk police department, the boy
was sitting in* his*wheel
chair.
*
Fire Victims Aided
CONTRIBUTIONS t o t a 1 i
$2,221.02 have been received in the
campaign being conducted by
WMAL Washington and the Wash'
ington Evening Star to reimburse
the family of 18-year-old Billy
Ryan for ses iloss
of clothing
and posons in a fire
which destroyed
their Washington home. Billy, who
saved the lives of five members of
his family by carrying or leading
them to safety or "pushing them
out the window", as he described it,
was
interviewed
on WMAL's
line Edition
program
at 7 p.m.Headthe
day of the fire.
Found by WGTM
SUCCESS of Lost and Found PI
Column on WGTM Wilson, N. C
is becoming even more pronounced iDoi
in its ninth year. Last week the ill
program
of a wallet
containingreported
$85 andlossimportant
pa
pers. Two days later a farmer re
turned it with all contents intact
He declined the reward, said he
was glad he had been listening to
the program. A few days late
someone lost $750 and valuable pa
pers. The next morning a cab driver
brought
tained tothethewallet
station.and all it con

Service Show on KGMB
NEWS oficemenspecial
interest isto being
servand veterans
broadcast
daily
over
KGMB
Honolulu in the program Stars and
Stripes
Started
Nov. 26,
minute News.
newscast
is aired
by fivethe
middle Pacific edition of the Army's
daily newspaper, Stars and Stripes. In Southern New Eng
Handling program are Sgt. Bill
Baldwin, former announcer with land People are in th
KSO and KRNT Des Moines and
Habit of Listening 1
Sgt. Gordon
writer San
for
KIRO
Seattle Davis,
and KFRC
to WTIC
Francisco. KGMB is also making
the show available to KHBC
Hawaii and KTOH Kauai.
Army Show in Oahu
NEW RECRUITING show, The
Army Takes the Air, has started
for troops in Hawaii. Weekly series originates from Fort
Shafter,ation of Oahu,
cooperKGMB through
Honoluluthe and
the
U. S. Army Recruiting Office. Lt.
James DeWolfe is producer. The
program features military marches,
popular and semi-classical music.
ROADCASTING
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Support

Praised by War
HIGH PRAISE for radio's promotion of "Victory
sales came
last week
from TedBond
R. Gamble,
National Director of War Finance, as
networks and local stations ex|1 tended themselves in the bond
' drive's closing days.
"Radio'sspotsupport
aboutLoan
the
i brightest
in thewasVictory
i1 Drive,"
he
told
Broadcasting.
Mr. Gamble was enthused about
airways filled with cogent argupi ments teners
whyshould America's
radio the
lisbuy bonds before
drive's deadline last Saturday.
Last day of the drive saw NBC
keying all sustaining programs
and most commercials to bond promotion. Additionally the network
broadcast a 2-5 p.m. show exclusively for the bond drive, featuring
pickups from affiliates, and a 12
o'clock midnight to 12:55 a.m. Sunof "victory dances"
acrossdaythepickupnation.
Other networks had devoted
nearly full days of bond drive time
earlier in the campaign: American
on October 29, opening day of the
drive; Mutual on Armistice Day
and CBS on Thanksgiving.
Meanwhile, local stations, cooperating with national and local
War Finance committees, boosted
bonds as enthusiastically.
On Saturday one of the features
of NBC's all-bond day was General of the Army George C. Marshall, former Chief of Staff, who
was guest speaker on Our Foreign
Policy, at 7:15 p.m.
The same day American emphasized Victory Loan sales on Piano
Playhouse, Correspondents Abroad,
Don McNeill's
and
Mother
programs.Breakfast
CBS Club,
plugged
;et(t!bonds on Grand Central Station,
Crime Photographer, Report to the
^Nation, Mayor of the Town, and
the Treasury Band Stand. Mutual's
^Sports Parade, Leave It to the
Girls, Art Mooney's orchestra, and
toLet'sbondFinish
sales.the Job also gave time
Meanwhile, the Treasury an-

of Victory

Loan

Finance Head
nounced that originations during
the Nov. 11-17 period, just compiled, showed a big jump over the
previous week, especially in spots
and one-hour programs. Among
originations were: Treasury Salutes, 2,936; Music for Millions,
3,059; Sports Personalities Speak,
2,575; Industrial Leaders Speak,
2,173; Crosby recording, 2,647.
Roundup of spots showed 47,205
regular length announcements durthe week,In upaddition
10,000 there
from were
the
week ingbefore.
1,030 two-minute spots, 725 quarter-hour programs, 340 half-hour
programs and 93 one-hour programs, to mention a few of the
categories.
Although the drive officially
closed at midnight Saturday, sales
results will not be known until after Jan. 1, War Finance headquarters reported. Reason is that all
bonds and stamps purchased during the rest of December will be
added to the total drive sales.
With the Victory Loan Drive
concluded, the Treasury opened a
new campaign to sell bonds as
Christmas gifts. Lt. David Levy,
USNR, Chief of the Radio Section,
sion, saidTreasury's
his officeWarhadFinance
preparedDivi-25
station breaks, 25 30-second and
25 one-minute announcements promoting bonds as Christmas gifts.
The announcements started yesterday and were to supplement the
thrice-weekly Treasury Salute transcriptions which will be continued
at least until next July 1.
A total of $300,000 worth of
bonds was sold on the Quiz Kids
show Dec. 2 which was staged in
the ballroom of the Mayflower
Hotel, Washington, D. C. The
broadcast omitted commercials, featured the famed Quiz Kids matching wits with four Senators: Ball,
Minn.; Murdock, Utah; Stanfill,
Ky., and Taylor, Idaho. Admission
to show was by bond buying.

Eid Predictions
PREDICTIONS of Leif Eid, NBC
Washington commentator, on his
Dec. 3, 6:05 p.m. broadcast, about
key naval posts, came true Dec. 4
when Fleet Adm. Chester W. Nimitz replaced Fleet Adm. Ernest
J. King as Chief of Naval Operations, and Rear Adm. Dewitt C.
Ramsey, Commander in Chief of
Pacific
Fleet, was appointed VicePaid erseastern
Carolinatobacco
farmOperations, sucfor 1944 North
flue-cured
crop totaling
391,244,945
pounds. Chief ofceedingNaval
Adm. Frederick J. Horn.
GET
YOUR
SHARE
OF
THIS
PROSPEROUS
MARKET
American Honored
NOWI WE CAN HELP
YOU. IN RECOGNITION
of American
BroadWrite Today for Further Information
casting Co. cooperation
with Hollywood
Canteen services, directors presented
special award certificate to network.
WRRF
George
manager
newsroom,Lewis,
accepted
award ofon Hollywood
behalf of
1000 WATTS
network.sentedSpecial
preto Louellaawards
ParsonsalsoandwereHedda
Americancanteen
commentators
who
FORJOEYork& COMPANY,
• Chicago Natl,* Representative*
Philadelphia Hopper,
greatly assisted
in its program.
'BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

New Farm Committee
Of NAB Holds Meeting
NEWLY
Commit-of
tee of theCONSTITUTED
National Association
Broadcasters, Agricultural Directors Committee, aimed to offer suggestions to the NAB on how agribroadcasting conveniently
can be extendedcultural
and improved,
met in Chicago Dec. 4-5 following
the second annual convention of
the National Association of Radio
Farm Directors Dec. 2-3, Stevens
Hotel, Chicago. Committee consists
of Larry
WCGOPlambeck,
Minneapolis, Haeg,
chairman; Herb
WHO Des Moines; Bill Mosier,
KJR Seattle; Layne Beaty, WBAP
Fort Worth; Art Page, WLS Chicago, andGroupBillwas Drips,
cago.
joined NBC
by C.Chi-E.
Arney Jr., secretary-treasurer of
NAB, who came in from Washington for the closed meeting.

Your Advertising Talks to
23% Greater Buying Power'

Nearly $2V2 million is spent
annually in the Tri-Cities
retail drug stores. And the
greater portion (52.9%) of
Tri-Cities drug sales originates on the Illinois side, in
the Moline-Rock Island
zone.
(1940 census)

Sec. Anderson Praises
Radio's Aid to Farmers
HIGHLIGHT of the second annual
convention, National Association of JUUtlBf.
Radio Farm Directors, held Dec. ROCK ISLAND MOLINE, ILL. DAVENPUfiT, IA.
2-3 at the Stevens Hotel, Chicago
1270 KC 5000 WATTS
[Broadcasting, Dec. 3] was the
BASIC MUTUAL NETWORK
tribute to the radio industry by
Affiliate:
Rock Island ARGUS
Secretary of Agriculture Anderson
"for the magnificent job that farm Howard H. Wilson Co., Naf'l Representative*
radio broadcasting has done during
the war". Mr. Anderson pointed out
that farm broadcasters have assisted in reaching farm families
with the interpretation of policies
of the Dept. of Agriculture in securing all-out food production and
bringing information to farm people on thesearch andwork
of agricultural
reexperimental
stations.
He added that there is an important job ahead for broadcasters
in assisting agriculture in the reconversion period.
Election of officers was held at
the Monday
Herb Plambeck, WHOsession.
Des Moines,
was
named president; Bill Mosier,
KJR Seattle, vice-president; and
Layne Beaty, WBAP Fort Worth,
secretary-treasurer. Approximately 65 members were present.
'SHU DIM
KFMB is doing
Store Starts Television
THE FAIR, one of Chicago's loop
job
in San Diego.
department stores, on Dec. 7
launched
the
first
of
a
13-week
373,000
persons
series of television shows on
90%withinof county
are
15
milestotalof —our
WBKB
Chicago,
titledFridays
Let's Goat
T ele shopping
. Telecast
antenna. To sell your
7:30 p.m. CST, shows are designed
story effectively, sell
to aid shoppers in making their
San Diego from
selections by dramatizing the rouWITHIN.
tinementsactivities
of
numerous
departwithin the store. Format for
shows presented before Christmas
will specialize in the display of
suitable holiday gifts. Beulah
Zachary,
WBKBthe staff,
will produce and ofdirect
programs.
Signed With Autry
CASS Martin,
COUNTYJerryKIDS,
consisting
Fred
Scoggins,
andDallas,
Bertof
Dodson,
and
featured
on
WFAA
have
been Gene
signedAutry
for permanent
spot
on CBS
show. William
Wrigley Jr. Co., Chicago, is sponsor.
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$650,000,000
Annual Retail Sales
in the
WLAW Market
A guide to buying habits
. . . WLAW, Lawrence,
Mass., serves nearly two
million listeners in Industrial
New England. Its 5000 watt
signal completely blankets
the prosperous trading
areas of Lawrence, Lowell
and Haverhill.
Basic Station
American Broadcasting Co.
WLAW
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
WEED & CO.

MANY PRODUCTS FOR
MANY ADVERTISERS

WAOV
Vincennes, Ind.
Cow Cabin Brand Foods
GEORGE E. HALLEY
TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
HOTEL PICKWICK, KANSAS CITY 6, MO.
I ARTHUR ft. CHURCH PRODUCTION
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Ashbacker Opinion
(Continued from page 81)
C.workable
552, thatadjustments
it may be sopossible
to make
thatTheboth
applications can be granted.
Commission
concedes
that
"these
applications are actually
The can
applicattoions are for
aexclusive."
facilitySincewhich
be granted
only
one.
the the
facility
has
been
granted
to
Fetzer,
hearing facility
accordedno petitioner
concerns fora
license
longer available
a grantcal ed.unless
thedesigned
earlier asgrant
is reavailable Ahearing
frequency
becomesone byfor thean
Commission's
action orin modification
substance oneof
for
the revocation
an outstanding
license.
So it would
seem
that
petitioner
would
as a
matterless ofofthelaw precise
the sameprovisions
burdencarryregardof the
notice of hearing.
Itgranting
is suggested
that the
Commission
byconcluded
the Fetzer
first
that
the application
public interest
would
be
furthered
by
making
Fetzer's
service
atconclusion
the earliestis only
possiblean
date. Ifavailable
so,from
that what
inference
the Commission
did.
There
is
no
suggestion,
let
alone a
finding,
the public
Commission
demands byof the
interest that
were theso
urgent
as
to
preclude
the
delay
which
would
be occasioned
a hearing.
The public,
not necessity
someby private
interest,
convenience,
or
governs
the
issuance
of licenses
underherethe with
Act. But
we
are not
concerned
the
merits.8
ThisCongress
involveshasonlygranted
a matterappli-of
procedure.
cants aright
tostation
a hearing
on their
app
l
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
s
f
o
r
licenses.8
Whether
that is wise
policyby orthewhether
the pro-in
cedure
adopted
Commission
this caseWeis only
preferable
for ustwoto
decide.
hold isthatnot where
bona fideclusive tapplications
are
mutually
exof onethewithout
aofhearing to bothhe grant
deprives
loserchose
theto
opportunity
which
Congress
giveIn him.
Federal
Communications
Commis-309
v. Sanders
Bros.we Radio
Station,
U.station
S.sion470,
476-477,
held
that
a rival
wouldof suffer
injury other
bywhich
the grant
a licensetoeconomic
to anstation
had
standing
under eral
§ 402(b)(2)
of theCommission
Act. Inappeal
FedCommunications
National
Broadcasting
Co., conclusion
319 U. S.v.
239,
we
reached
the
same
where anwould
application
had been
granted
which
create such
interference
on thesee as channel
given
an
existing
liceninPetitioner
effect tois modify
earlier
license.
at leastof asthetheadversely affected
by
the
action
Comon in this case
were the
tants toryinrightmis ithose
cases.as While
the protesstatu-on
of
petitioner
to
a
hearing
its application
has
in formmatter
been preserved, ithas asnullified
a practical
substantially
by the grantbeenof
the Fetzer application.10 Reversed.
Mr. Justice
andtheMr.consideraJustice
Jackson
took noBlack
tion or decision
ofpartthisin case.
_ 8 Seesion v.Federal
Communications
Commis-309
Broadcasting Co.,
U.9 Apparently
S. 134,Pottsville
145-146.
no
regulation
exists
for orderlyplicatadministration,
requires
anwhich,
apion befor a filed
frequency,
previously
app
l
i
e
d
f
o
r
,
to
within
a
certain
date.
Nor is there any suggestion that petitioner's application,waswhich
was infiled
after
not filed
good shortly
10 A Fetzer's,
license
to operate
a station
isfaith.req
u
i
r
e
d
i
n
addition
to
a
permit
to
construct
one.
As
respects
an
operating
license
§ 319(b) provides:
the completionor ofcontinued
any station
for"Upon
the construction
construction of which a permit has been
granted,pear to andthe upon
it
being
made
to apCommission
that
all
the
terms,
and andobligations
forth
in conditions,
the met,
application
permit
havesetor
been
fully
and
that
no
cause
circumstance
orCommission
first comingsinceto
the
knowledgeofarising
ofthethepermit
the
granting
would,makein the
the
judgment
ofof thesuchCommission,
operation
station
against shall
the
public
interest,
the
Commission
issue
a licensefor tothethe operation
lawful holdersaidof
said permit
station.
Said license shall conformof gento the terms ofof saidthepermit."
For the eral yregulations
governing
such Supp.
applications
seeItCommission
47 Code
Fed. Reg.
Cum.
§ 1.357.
was
concededceeding
on oral
argument
that
in entitled
that
propetitioner
would
not
be
intervene
to
challenge
the
propriety
of
theto
grant of the construction permit to Fetzer
without a hearingtion.
on petitioner's
'«* "applica-V

Television

Ready

On
Expansion
FCC Commissioner
Paul A. Walker
told the 57th annual convention of
the National Assn. of Railroad and
Utilities Commissioners at Miami
Beach lastmercialWednesday
television willthatsoon"com-be
ready
to
move
ahead"
that FM
"is on the verge
of anand expansion
so great that it may soon rival or
even surpass" AM broadcasting.
Discussing "The com unFuture
of Tele-by
ications as Affected
War
Developments",
he
said
is not visionary to predict that "Itin
the future television as well as facsimile may be combined with
telephony. Two people talking longdistance may be able to see as well
as hear each other. Or if we call and
fail to get an answer we may,
by means of facsimile, convey a
message which the party called will
find at his telephone when he returns. These operations are technically possible now. Further experimentation may effect econmies which will bring these servof all."
As icesa within
resulttheofreach
military
research,
he000 said,
frequencies
as
highwhereas
as 30,mc may now be used,
before
the
war
the
FCC
"licensed
stations having frequencies from
10 kc to more than 400 mc." Out of
this expansion, he declared, are
coming "techniques and facilities
which will greatly
munications andimprove
providetelecombetter
service to the people".
Improved Equipment
Improvements in transmitters,
receivers and highly directional antennas for use on the higher frequencies, Mr. Walker said, will permit transmission, with low-power
transmitters, of "radio, telegraph,
telephone
types along
of sig-a
nals acrossandtheother
country
direct route of relay stations, say
30 miles apart, instead of sending
them over wires strung on closely
"By this
systemFM it oralsofrequency
wiM be
spaced
poles."
possible
to send
modulation broadcasts, radio photos, television and facsimile transmis ions," he asserted.

to Move,

FM

Verge—
Walker
Commissioner Walker
said development of the handie-talkie "holds
great promise
for
mobile
cations for the masses of communiour people". He predicted a service permitting passengers on trains to
talk long-distance "at rates which
the average citizen can afford" and
said ittheis same
"not atservice
all inconceivable"
that
may become
available to passengers on air liners "in the not too distant fuTwo-waywithvoice
combined
radar,communication
he declared,
"can
make
land
transportation conture".
it isradar
today".an
He pointedsiderablyoutsafer than
that by
airplane
pilot
lost
in
a
fog
"can
know if he is approaching hazardous terrain" and, ships lost at sea
can detect the approach of other
ships and determine distance to
shore. "Eventually," he said,
"trains, buses, and taxicabs may be
equipped with radar."
BBC to Have One Video
Station to Serve All
DESPITE fanfares of a few weeks
ago, the
television
tor, new
MauriceBBCGorham,
has directold
newsmen that only one uniform,
national television public transmission is planned. Studios will be at
Alexandra Palace in London. He
said separate programs for the
provinces cannot be arranged. The
transmitting range is not expected
to be more than 40 miles.
Mr. Gorham, former director of
BBC's North American, AAF and
"Light"
programs,
saidwillthatbe prewar television
receivers
able
to
pick
up
the
televised
Frederick Laws of the shows.
News
Chronicle, commented that the
Ministry of Information as well as
the Lord President of the Council,
had a finger in the new television
pie. While praising the Gorham appointment, Mr. Laws charged that
government officials without unders
t
a
n
d
i
n
g
sibilities areoftelevision's
now in the future
saddle.pos-|

In peace, as in war, this densely populated area of DIVERSIFIED industry
continues its steady pace of producing steel, coal, pottery, clay products,
chemicals and glass. . . NO RETOOLING— NO RECONVERSION. There
are 437,600
SPENDERS in Southwestern Pennsylvania —JOHNSELLLAUX,themManaging 0]ce<
through
WJPA.
MUTUAL NETWORK
For further details on Friendly Group Station, write
SPOT SALES, New York. Chicago, San Francisco, Los Angeles
WSTV WFPG WJPA WKNY
STEUBENVIUE.O.. ATLANTIC CITY WASHINGTON. PA., KINGSTON,
BROADCASTING

•

Feature
(Continued from page 10)
on WBRC Birmingham. Within
two minutes
Rep.stride.
Patrick was backon inthe hisair old
He recited poetry; he called for
such transcriptions as "Birmingham Jail" and commented, in his
best ad lib manner, "I know the
guy who wrote that — and he spent
plenty
of timeswapped
in that chatter
jail." with
He also
Bill Herson on the matter of commercials but he couldn't read one.
He isn't a member of AFRA!
High point of the broadcast was
a telephone call. A Patrick fan
from Birmingham was listening
and she wanted her "all time favorite morning man" to recite "Aat the
Foot ofon thetheBed",
aSleeping
standard
number
old
Patrick program.
Transition
The Congressman described his
"graduation"
from Hemorning
to Congressman.
decidedmanhe
was the best known and most popular personality in the district.
But he never campaigned on his
own program. In fact his election
was announced just before he took
over a final program, but, he says,
he never even then referred to it.
I Rep. Patrick not only stole the
show on NBC broadcast, but he
also took over even to signing on
and off with his old famed "sign
on":
"This world we live in
Is mighty hard to beat
You get a thorn with every rose
5 But ain't the roses sweet?"
Other radio veterans who've
changed jobs and gone to Congress
include Sen. Glen Taylor (D), who
started off to fame and election at
,KSEI Pocatello, Ida.; and Sen.
Arthur Capper (R) of Kansas,
who is in both the radio and lawmaking business (he owns WIBW
Topeka as well as KCKN Kansas
3Jlay
City).onHethecelebrated
birth show andhis he80thdevoted
most of the broadcast to remin[iscing about his radio ventures —
[how he went into it first against
the advice of business colleagues
[who thought "I was crazy. It would

Immediate

Market for 18,700,000 Radios

Seen by Mansfield,
THERE is an immediate market
for 18,700,000 radios, Frank Mansfield, director of sales research of
Sylvania Electric Products, reported last Wednesday. Basing his
figures on a survey made immediately before V-J Day, he said that
while people had become slightly
more conservative since V-E Day
in their estimates of what they
would buy when it was available,
60% of present set owners planned
immediate purchases of new radios.
The three-quarters of the people interviewed who had decided
what they will pay for their new
sets indicated a trend toward
larger sets in the higher price
range, with more than half expecting to pay $100 or more and less
than 10% expecting to buy sets
for
less materializes
than $50. "Ifalong
the radio
market
those
lines we can expect the average
price will allow plenty of margin
for the inclusion of FM and television in the new sets," he said,
never amount to anything," they
said.Congressman Karl Stefan (R)
of Nebraska was another veteran,
a former news commentator and announcer on WJAG Norfolk, Neb.
There have been "amateurs" too
— who readily admit that radio
was a. big factor in getting them
to Congress. Richard Harless (D)
ofsewed
Arizona,
told Mr.
Herson,
"I once
up every
Arizona
station
for
a half hour campaign speech.
After that speech not a single
competitor had a chance — I was
practically
in." Guffey, the speechSen. Joseph
making vania,Democrat
frombeliever
Pennsyl-in
is another firm
the power of radio. Said Sen. Guffey to Mr. Herson: "Wilson might
have put
the League
Nations if he across
could have
made hisof plea
on the radio. And I would be willing
to bet anything that William Jennings Bryan (a Guffey hero) could
have been elected President if the
voters had been able to hear him
on the radio."

ifliHrpiS
IROADCASTING

• Telecastin

Sylvania Executive
pointing out that the prices which
the public has in mind are not
necessarily a true indication of
what they will actually spend.
Radio Rooms
Pointing out that about 40% of
the new sets will be additional
rather than replacement sets, Mr.
Mansfield reported that while 88%
today's
sets
inof the
livingradio
rooms,homes
only have
33% have
sets in the bedrooms, 18% in the
kitchens and 8% in the dining
rooms. Radio retailers ought to
think in terms of radio rooms rather
than radio homes, he stated.
Only three
peopleminds
interviewed hadout
madeof uptentheir
what brand of set they intend to
buy, Mr. Mansfield said. Of those
who have decided, 46.8% named
Philco as their choice; 13.4% RCA;
9.9% tric;Zenith;
General
Elecwith the 8.6%
remainder
scattered
over a number of other brands.
Tone was the leading consideration
in the selection of a receiver, he
reported,
76%. by
Appearance wasnamed
second,bynamed
62%
and price third, namely by 47%.

SuCCC44{ul IDEAS
PREMIUM
. . and the Robbins Company has
an outstanding reputation for proideas thatpremium
result inpromotions.
resoundinglyducingsuccessful
Before the war Robbins had engineered promotion plans for many
of America's
largeston users
premi-of
ums . . . based
long ofyears
knowing what will succeed and knowing how to make them succeed!
Today the ingenuity and skill of
Robbins craftsmen are serving the government's needs for
—to the extent
thatmilitary
Robbinsemblems
is the
country's tinctive
largest
manufacturer
disinsignia for
the Army, ofNavy,
and Marine Corps.
Tomorrow, Robbins ideas in metal
will
programs
to newspark
highs,your
with premium
timely, interesting,
appealing
designed
for
success! Wepromotions
will be glad
to discuss
your
you
now. postwar
Estimates requirements
and designs with
submitted
without
Robbins obligation.
catalogue. Send for the new

Japs' Private Opinions
Ideat In Mctof
Aired by Allied Radio
ATTLEBORO. MASSACHUSETTS
UNDER
THE
"FREE-AIR"
policy of Jap broadcasting supervised
by Allied Headquarters Information and Education Section, sidewalk interviewers now are buttonholing random Japs for their first
chance in history to air private
views, according to information
from the occupation zone last week.
Allied
Headquarters
sponsors a 15-hour
radio daynowdesigned
"to give complete news coverage
and explanation
directives and to giveof all
voiceAllied
to sound
Japanese political and reconstruction thought",
it was reported.
The
15-hour
day includes
only three
hours and 15 minutes of entertainment, but even that amount is listening gravy
Jap radio
fan. Before
the forwar thehe could
hear
only two hours and 45 minutes of
entertainment, including music.
Some programs which Allied
Headquarters
are Round
Table of the sponsor
Air, featuring
Jap
leaders presenting their notions of
reconstruction; Now It Can Be • J
Told, history dramatized in the
March of Time technique; Man in
the Street, the sidewalk interviews;
Woman's Hour and Farm Hour.
'Guild' Honored
UNITED STATES STEEL Corp.
"Theatre Guild of the Air" on
American has won a plaque award
from the Association for the Promotion of International Understanding, publisher of This Month
magazine, to be presented during
Dec. 16 broadcast. Award is for
program's "distinct contribution
to the general excellence of radio
fare". Agency is BBDO, New York.
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55.4%
of all Iowa radio families
"LISTEN MOST"

to

WHO
10.7% to Station B!
- •
50,000 Watts
Des Moines
FREE & PETERS, Inc.
Representatives
Serving a market
of two million Minnesotans who demand, deserve and get the best in ,
radio!
65 DIFFERENT
PROGRAMS DAILY!
MINNEAPOLIS . ST. PAUL MIMMWntS
AMERICAN
Broadcasting Co.
FREE & PETERS
Natl. Reps.

Hoof**-

^

- 5000 WATTS 1330 KC

ENGLISH • JEWISH • ITALIAN
National Advertisers consider WEVD
a "must" to cover the great Metropolitan New York Market.
Senrf hr WHO'S WHO on WEVD
WEVD -U7 West 46th Street Hew Yet*. It Y.
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Inspect Files
(Continued from page 15)
secrecy and that the data was desired only on an anonymous group
basis. Paul D. P. Spearman, counsel for the regional station group,
likewise refused the proffer on
similar grounds.
It was reported that the four
Commissioners present last Wednesday— Commissioners Wakefield.
Jett, Denny and Wills — voted unanimously on the clear channel prowhich went beyond the Caldwellposal,request.
Mr. Caldwell, in a letter dated
Oct. 31, pointed out that the clear
channel hearing order sets forth a
number
of issues
which depend'
large part
consid-in
erationsupon
for theireconomic
determination.
He recalled that at the last clear
channel hearing in 1938 the Commission staff prepared a number of
exhibits containing economic data,
but the statistics were based upon
one year'squestedoperations.
then re-of
that a large Henumber
statistical exhibits be prepared by
the Commission covering separately as many years since 1937 as the
Commission has information available (1938-1944
the data
be madeinclusive)
availableandtothat
all
parties prior to the hearing.
Included in the request were such
items as an analysis of revenue,
expense and other income items of
broadcast stations, as well as average revenue and expense; similar
information by class of station,
time designation and network affiliation, broken down as to indicate income and expense items for
stations affiliated with each network; that expense items for stations with net sales of $25,000 or
more be shown to reflect an accurate picture of net broadcasting
revenues; average items by size of
metropolitan district and by revenue group; by channels and authorized power; by states and
broadcast regions; by metropolitan
districts; for stations not located
in metropolitan districts; by size
of place and by revenue group; for
stations on regional channels; by
frequencymunity;
group;
size of comnetwork affiliation,
with
those affiliated with NBC or CBS
in one group and with MBS or
American in another group ; by stations affiliated with regional networks only in a third group and
non-network stations in a fourth,
and by time designation (i.e., unlimited high power or other limited
and day, or parttime).
Investments Later
A second broad request covered
analysis of net revenues from
broadcast services and other financial data (a) for all networks (including stations owned or managed
by CBS, NBC and American) and
independently-owned stations; and
(b) for stations by class of control
(network or independent) and by
class of station (clear channel, 50
kw, unlimited).
Mr. Caldwell said that in addition to these data, there were other

Godfrey Teener Too
WITHIN A QUARTERHOUR after Arthur Godfrey
aired a request on his daily
WABC New York program
for pianos for the Teen Canteen of Mamaroneck, New
York, three pianos were donated. In appreciation, members of the club presented
Godfrey with a plaque stating: "BeGodfrey,
it known
Arthur
havingthatproven
himself a real groovey character with plenty on the ball
and in general a right guy,
we hereby proclaim him to
be an honorary member of
the Mamaroneck Teen Caneconomic presentations of importance, such as exhibits with respect
teen."
to investment
in broadcast properties. He said a request for the investment
data
is not
being later.
submitted now but will
be made
The clear channel group, Mr.
Caldwell continued, is giving consideration tothe question as to the
type of information
concerning an analysisto ofrequest
programs
of stations, and that when a decision is reached
on this, the Commis ion wil be advised.
Other exhibits are important to
the hearing, he added, but cannot
be prepared
because the
commit e s of thenowCommission
working
on various
engineeringtheirmatters'
have
not yet completed
work.
These exhibits related to earnings
and expense data for stations, depending upon their locations with
respect to broadcast service and
signal strength and to coverage in
terms of area and population of
broadcast stations. Requests covering such statistics will be presented,
he concluded.
In its reply, the Commission suggested that rMr.
arangements with Caldwell
Dallas W. make
Smythe,
the Commission's chief economist,,
on data already prepared in the
form requested. As to the data
which would be prepared from inspection of theasked
Commission's
.files,
Mr. Wakefield
that the,igroup
indicate to the Commission what
representatives Mr. Caldwell would
like to nave authorized jto examine
the material. He said appropriate
arrangements would be' made.

JOHN CREUTZ WILL
START OWN OFFICE
JOHNant director
CREUTZ,
of the formerly
Radio & assistRadar
Division, War Production Board,
will open his own office next week
as a consultant
engineer. He will
represent clients
inof thestandard,
preparation
and television FM
ap
plications and de
sign specia
transmit
ting equipment
for manufacturers. His offices
will be in Room
Mr. Creutz
328, Bond Bldg., 1404 New York
Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C
phone
Mr. Republic
Creutz had2151.been with WPB
nearly three years, entering the
agency in 1942 as chief of the
transmitter section of the R&R Di
vision,. in which capacity he direct
ed all ; production and distribution
of transmitters for nonmilitary use.
In 1944 he became chief of the
divisions domestic and foreign
branch, passing on all applications
for new stations and expansions
under the WPB freeze orders. He
was made assistant director of the
division in June 1945, having con- ti
trol of production and distribution
of military and nonmilitary radio
and electronic equipment.
Prior to joining WPB, Mr
Creutz was associated for six years
with the engineering firm of Paige
& Davis, Washington. Previously
he was chief engineer for WIBA
Madison, Wis. He studied engineer
ing at the U. of Wiconsin, receiving
his degree in 1931. He has been
interested in radio since boyhood
Church Shows Criticized
CHURCH groups were told to in
ject
"showmanship"
into
their
radio
during
a public
relationsprograms,
roundtable
sponsored
byl,^
the Buffalo Council of Churche
Nov. 30. Adviser was C. Robert
Thompson, director of WBEN Buf
falo, who said: "Religious group
can't expect stations to give timely,
to church programs that haven"
been well-planned."
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Kirby Claims BBC
Did Not Cooperate
'Position, Prestige, Pension'
Main Concern, He Says
IF COL. EDWARD M. KIRBY,
Iformer chief of the Radio Branch
Of the War Dept., ever writes a
book, it will probably be titled, he
says, "How to Build Anglo-American Relations in Spite of the BBC".
Amplifying
at a
I(.luncheon
addresshis atremarks
the Overseas
Press Club last Wednesday, Col.
iKirby said that the trouble with
I.the BBC is that its personnel is
concerned primarily with the three
LP's — position, prestige and pension. Speaking as a civilian for the
Srst time in five years, Col. Kirby
charged that the BBC was uncooperative, lethargic and "out of
touch with its listeners".
'Uncooperative'
When the Allied Radio Service
SHEAF was first set up," he
"the,theBBCcombined
would Allied
not cooper!.ijigaid,
Isite with
serve ce.
[IJfed"When
the Miller
Allied Band
Radio program
Service
the Glenn
ill the BBC the Home Service car'jaed it for it.a short
time and comthen
er;ancelled
The listeners
plained that the Americans had
' withdrawn this popular feature,
n i&ctually, we had nothing to do with
okts withdrawal. The BBC merely
1 »ave the explanation
had
J:hecked
the listenersthatandtheyfound
j.;hat the program was unsuitable
* lorLauding
English theears."
role of Army radio
' |itI istheimpossible
fronts, Col.to Kirby
assess said
the that
trer'mfnendous
job'that
radio
did.
It wasup
particular value in keeping
~;he
morale,
spiking
the "chunk"
rumors
ind
giving thein boys
a little
)f home.
jI Col. Kirby's
address
was
djljreceded
by an brief
informal
account
j|iven by Hugh Baillie, president of
Dr&nited Press, of his recent trip
MKhrough the Orient during which
iq'Je
interviewed the Mikado, Gen.
= Viae
ihek.Arthur and Gen. Chiang Kai-

Changes in Hearing Procedure in Broadcast Cases
Because of the unprecedentedly heavy volume of hearings in broadcast cases which are scheduled for the near future, the Commission
is desirous of simplifying its hearing procedures as much as possible. With this end in view the Commission has made the following changes in its hearing procedures which will be effective until
further notice.
1. Petitions to Intervene. — Petitions to intervene must
be filed with the Commission not later than 15 days after
the issues in the hearing have first been made public. Any
person desiring to file a petition after such 15 days must
set forth the reason why it was not possible to file the
petition within the prescribed 15 days. Unless good cause is
shown for delay in filing, the petition will not be granted.
2. Motion
Enlarge
— Motionsnot tolater
enlarge
issues
must beto filed
with thetheIssues.
Commission
than the15
days after the issues in the hearing have first been made
public. Any person desiring to file a motion to enlarge the
issues after such 15 days must set forth the reason why it
was not possible to file the motion to enlarge the issues
within the prescribed 15 days. Unless good cause is shown
for delay in filing, the motion to enlarge the issues will
not be granted.
3. Proposed Findings. — In general, parties will not be
required to file proposed findings of fact and conclusions of
law with the Commission unless they are specifically directed to do so by the Commission. The non-filing of such
proposed findings where there is no direction by the Commission that they be filed will not constitute a waiver by
the parties of any rights. Any party not directed to file
proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law may do
so if tionhe before
desires
notifying
the Commission of his intenthe by
record
is closed.
The Commission will study carefully these temporary modifications in broadcast procedure. If any hardships result, appropriate
changes will be made. If these changes prove to be successful, the
Commission will give consideration to adopting them as part of its
regular procedure in broadcast cases.
Schedule
(Continued from page 15)
receptive to the new procedure, recognizing that time for filing petitions must isbeto shortened
if "the
Commission
handle efficiently
its huge case load. The relaxation
of the requirement to file proposed
findings unless specifically directed
was particularly welcomed.
The Commission schedule includes al 244 standard applications
which had been designated for hearing, nine television applications,
and 11 FM applications in the same
category. The television cases, all
for stations in Washington, D. C,

M Nobel Anniversary
wf HN New York will cancel a full
'Admirable Job'
" jJ tour
commercial
commitments
THE HEARING schedule isor theof first
time other
than a
sued last week by the FCC
'residential broadcast to air the
ifth Nobel anniversary dinner
won the approval of radio
liven by the Nobel Anniversary
lawyers generally. Eliot C.
Committee Dec. 10, 9-10 p.m. Sen.
Lovett, eral
president
of the FedCommunications
Bar
II William Fulbright (Ark.) is
jhairman of the dinner. Two forAssn., sonaldeclared:
perler Nobel prize winners, Sir Norreaction to "My
the elaborate and comprehensive
lan Angell and Pearl S. Buck, will
hearing schedule announced
le principal speakers. Wilhelm M.
on Dec. 5 is that the Comf)e Morgenstierne, Norwegian Ammission has done an admirjassador, also will speak. Atomic
able job. I would never have
(ge message written by Prof. Alert Einstein will be read on the
thought that a schedule could
be devised with such a minifcoadcast, whose theme is "The
mum of possible conflicts.
jtwrwin,
Pinning CBS
of the
Peace".
Norman
The members of the Bar
writer-producer, will
Jfldress the dinner on the part radio
should be grateful."
an play in winning the peace.
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WLW
700 ON YOUR DIAL

THE NATION'S
MERCHANDISE-ABLE
STATION

were designated for hearing less
than a week before the schedule of
hearings was announced.
-''Cases set for hearing this month
are: Dec. 10, Utica ObserverDispatch Inc., Utica Broadcasting
Co. Inc., Midstate Radio Corp.,
Ronald B. Woodyard, Utica, N. Y.,
and Copper City Broadcasting
Corp.,
N. Y., all for use of
1450 kcRome,
frequency.
Dec. 17, Fred 0. Grimwood, for
station in Bloomington, Ind.
Dec. 19, Nashville Radio Corp.,
Tennessee Radio Corp., Tennessee
Broadcasters, J. W. Birdwell, Capitol Broadcasting Co., and Murfreesboro Broadcasting Service, all for
standard
facilities in Nashville,
Tenn.
Dec. 19, Voice of Marion and
Chronicle Publishing Co., Marion,
Ind., and Booth Radio Stations Inc.,
Logansport, Ind., for use of 1230 kc
frequency.
Dec. 21, Louis Wasmer Inc.,
Spokane, Wash., on application for
transfer of control of KHQ.
v
KXL Coverage
EASTERN playing tour of University of Oregon basketball team
will be accompanied this month by
KXL Portland unit which will
cover games by direct wire. On
sunrise-sunset operation, KXL
has obtained special permission
from FCC for coverage of games
for four nights. Unit is headed by
Rudy
editor. Lachenmeier, KXL sports

It is not the amount of noise
you make that counts in radio.
It's what you say and how well
you put it over that matters.
There tionsarethan more
staCHNSpowerful
in Canada
but none with better equipment.
For Rates: Apply Station Director
CHNS • BROADCASTING
HOUSE, Halifax,
or Nova Scotia
Joe Weed, New York City
GATEWAY
TO THE
RICH

CBS
AFFILIATE

TENNESSEE
VALLEY

WLAC
50,000 WATTS
NASHVILLE

«
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High Court
(Continued from page 17)
the same facilities. This will tend
to delay the start of FM and television on a large scale in metropolitan areas where applications
exceed the number of available
channels, it was pointed out.
So far there are 11 areas in
which more
applications
for than
television facilities
are on file
there are frequencies [Broadcasting, Dec. 3]. This means the Commission must hold hearings in each
of these instances before any
grants are made. Where facilities
do not exceed applications, however, grants can be made without
hearings if applicants meet all
requirements.
As of last Thursday Commission
records showed that television applications exceed available channels in the following cities: New
York, Los Angeles, Philadelphia,
Detroit, Pittsburgh, Cleveland,
Washington, Baltimore, Providence,
Harrisburg and Lancaster. Before
the year is out several other cities
may be added to the list for which
hearings must be held, inasmuch
as to date applications on file equal
the number of available frequencies, and other applications may be
filed.
In secondary markets there are
sufficient FM and television facilities to accommodate present demands, but in virtually all leading

metropolitan areas, hearings must
be held. This is particularly true
of New England where already
there is a dearth -of FM channels,
despite the fact that the FCC
made 10 additional channels available in that region.
Possible need for procedural
changes was seen in the Supreme
Court decision in the Ashbacker
case. "Our chief problem," wrote
Justice
Douglas,of "isSection
to reconcile
two
provisions
309(a)
where the Commission has before
it mutually exclusive applications.
The first authorizes the Commission 'uponplicatexamination'
of an ap-to
ion for a station license,
grant it if the Commission determines that
interest,
venience 'public
or necessity
would con-be
served'
by
the
grant.
The
provision of Section 309 (a)second
says
that if, upon examination of such
an application, the Commission
does not reach a decision, it shall
notify the applicant thereof, shall
fix and give notice of a time and
place for hearing thereon, and
shall afford an opportunity to be
heard under such rules and regula"It tioisns it may
thusprescribe'.
plain," the opinion
continued, "that Section 309(a)
not only gives the Commission
authority to grant licenses without
a hearing, but also gives applicants a right to a hearing before
their applications are denied. We
do not think it is enough to say
that the power of the Commission

r. . in this fertile GREAT LAKES' market
Geographic conditions make
WMAM the only station plainly
heard at all times in Northeastern
Wisconsin and Upper Michigan. Located
at 570 onthisthestation
dial (adelivers
time buyer's
dream),
one of the
strongest signals of any 250 watt station
country-wide ! You virtually receive 5000 watt
coverageMichigan
at 250 wattor Northeastern
rates ! You can't
cover
Upper
Wisconsin
with any other one station! Our Hooper sur/ey
proves that — send for complete information.
$
Marinette WMAM
Wisconsin
BRANCH STUDIOSi Iron Ml., Mich. • Sturgeon Bay, Wis
JOSIFH MACKINi General Manager
Representatives: Howard A. Wilson Co. • Chicago • New York* San Francisco • Hollywood
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Costly Remote
ARTHUR F E L D M A N,
American London correspondent, who has been attending the auction of furniture, fixtures and bric-a-brac
of the German embassy in
London and including in his
broadcasts glowing stories of
prices and descriptions of the
articles sold, cabled New
York that he, too, had succumbed to the temptation to
buy. "I just bought a tiger
skin rug that must have been
the pride of the Nazi bigwigs," he said.
gorgeous,
but it cost
$88."It's
In all
my 15
years of broadcasting, this
was the most expensive remote I ever covered."

of^t
the same burden regardless of the
precise provisions of the notice
Considered significant was the
Court's comment: "Apparently no
hearing."
regulation exists which, for orderly
administration,
requires previously
an application for a frequency,
applied for, to be filed within a
certain date. Nor is there any suggestion thatwaspetitioner's
tion, which
filed shortlyapplicaafter
Fetzer's, was not filed in good
Time Limit Seen
From that language is expected
to come from the FCC new regu
lations fixing a time limit for the
faith."
filing of applications for the same
facilities. Although there was no
formal word from the Commission,
pending
study
of the
opinion andcomplete
discussions,
it appeared
likely that the FCC might adopt a
regulation allowing possible 60
days for the filing of competitive
applications.
In its concluding statement the
opinion
"While tothe a statutory
right ofsaid:
petitioner
hearing
on its application has in form
been preserved, it has, as a practical matter been ' substantially
nullified by the grant of the Fetzer
application."
The 1.357
Courtof cited
Section 319 (b) and
the Com
mission's
& Regulations.
Justice Rules
Frankfurter
held thatfrai
since the FCC and similar Govern
ment agencies "deal largely with
the vindication of public interest) at
and not the enforcement of private
rights," the Supreme Court "ought fa
not to tions,imply
hampering
restricnot imposed
by Congress,
upon the effectiveness of the ad
ministrative
process."of the present;
"The disposition
case seems to me to disregard
these controlling considerations, if
the Court now holds, as I under
stand it so to do, that whenever
conflicting applications are made at
for a radio license the Communi
cations Commission must hear all
the
applications
dissenting
opinion.together," said the
Commenting
that which
"we must
assume that an agency
Con
gress has trusted discharges its
trust," the dissenting opinion said ff

to issue a license on a finding of
public interest,
necessity supportsconvenience
its grant ofor one
of two tions
mutually
exclusive
applicawithout a hearing of the
other. For if the grant of one
effectively precludes the other, the
statutory right to a hearing which
Congress has accorded applicants
before denial of their applications
becomes an empty thing. We think
thatTheis the
here."that since the
Courtcaseheld
Commission itself stated that simultaneous operation of the two
stations on 1230 kc would result
in "intolerable interference" to
both, "it
is apparent
that petitioner carries
a burden which
cannot be met. To place that burden
on it is in effect to make its hearing a rehearing on the merits of
its own application. That may
satisfy the strict letter of the law
but certainly not its spirit or intent." In a footnote the highest
tribunal said "the Commission
recognizes in its regulations the desirability of hearing such related
matters at the same time or in
consolidated cases."
Newcomer Position
Grant of the Fetzer application
places Ashbacker in the position
of a newcomer, the Court found,
commenting:
"Legal
theory is one
thing. But the
practicalities
are
different. For we are told how
difficult it is for a newcomer to
make the comparative showing
necessary to displace an established licensee." was made in the
No suggestion
TRANSCRIPTION
Fetzer-Ashbacker case that "it
♦
may be possible to make workable
LIRRARY
adjustments so that both applications can be granted," said the
TO FILL ALL REQUIREMENTS
opinion. "Since the facility has
been granted to Fetzer, the hearing accorded petitioner concerns a
AMERICAN FOLK
license facility no longer available
MUSIC
for a' grant unless the earlier grant
ishearing
recalled,"
the
opinion
added.
"A
designed as one for an
available frequency becomes by the
Commission's action in substance Im. M. COLE CO.
one for the revocation or modifica823 S. WABASH AVE.
tion of an outstanding license. So
CHICAGO 5, ILL.
it would seem that petitioner
would carry as a matter of law
BROADCASTING
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he FCC did not shut off Ash,oacker without a hearing by the
mere grant of facilities to Fetzer.
It bears repeating that the appli:ation of both presumably received
:areful scrutiny by the Commission
oef ore action was taken."
Administrative practice indicates, said the dissent, that where
;here are conflicting applications,
;he Commission has granted some
without hearing while setting
jthers for hearing "where the
public interest
so demanded".
opinion
listed such
cases for The
the
past five years which showed the
following: 1941 — 49 conflicting applications, 14 granted without
learing, 2 granted after hearing;
1942 — 52, 1 granted without hearng, 2 after hearing; 1943 — 5, none
granted without hearing, 1 after;
L944 — 14, 2 granted without hearing, 1 after; 1945—69, 5 granted
without hearing, 8 after hearing.
W Even though the Fetzer applicaion has been granted, the Comnunications
gives "considerible
scope forActadjusting
the prior
jjrant to Fetzer so as to give to
!p;he public the benefits of reconciling both the Fetzer and the Ashpacker applications if the hearing
jphould develop considerations not
|iiisclosed by the prior scrutiny of
FheingCommissio
view. n," said the dissentIn the instant case, Justice
ter held, "the restrictions
l^rankfur
|>f
the hearing
granted to Ashpacker the burden of establishing
jphat the grant of a license to it
lyould not interfere with the simulI aneous operations of the proposed
S^etzer station." But since the Coml.nission had apparently already
d that simultaneous operoncludewould
I
result in "intolerable
ition
nterference", its order for heare the oppor, ng "seems
foreclosstill
to
tunity that should
be open
er."
|1
Ashback Frankfurter concluded:
I' Justice
trlt may be wise policy to require
eslhat the Communications Commisiiiion should give a public hearing
[Ior all multiple applications before
granting any. But to my reading
Jf the has
Communications
Act, ConIjress
not expressed
this
'rolicy."
Thomas Released
"'OHN
A. THOMAS,
released
as
returned
to BBDO,
New byYork,Navy,as
.Ecount executive.

RADIO HELD BOON
TO WAR VETERANS
"BEST MEANS to educate the
public
on the
veteran's Administraproblems,"
Gen. Omar
N. Bradley,
tor of Veterans Affairs, said at a
news conference last Thursday in
New York, "is through radio and
He announced that the VA,
movies."
about Jan. 15 will appoint a man
to handle recreational problems of
veterans in hospitals.
"Radio," the general said, "has
a large-scale information job it
can perform to keep our veterans
advised of the rights and benefits
to which they're entitled. Radio
programs such as Assignment
Home (which returned on CBS
Dec. 8), news commentators and
audience participation programs
can show them what the Veterans
Administration and other Government agencies are trying to do for
veterans. Radio can do another important job for veterans in hospitals and rest homes by providing
high quality entertainment."
Book Campaign
PHIL COOK,
participationconductor
program on WABCof daily
New York,
has
started
another
"Send
a BookBooksto
Cook"
campaign
on
his
program.
received from listeners will be sent to
army tiodebarkation
centers
for distribun,vilian
to hospitalized
servicemen
and cishut-ins.
Fitch Renews
P.shampoo
W. PITCH
Co., Des Moines
(Pitch
and brushless
shave cream),
Dec.
3
renewed
for
52
weeks
"Fitch
Bandwagon"
on 146 NBC stations, Sun.
7:30-8
p.m. Agency
Davenport,
la. is L. W. Ramsey Co.,
WPAT Offers Trophy
WPAT Paterson will present a trophy
to theing largest
New number
Jersey High School collectfor wounded veterans ofin Christmas
New York gifts
and
New Jersey hospitals. Bob Bright, cond
u
c
t
o
r
o
f
"The
Bandstand"
on various
WPAT,
isschools
presenting
a
committee
from
daily on his program to tell of
progress intributed campaign.
Gifts will be disby school committees.
New to Wesley
ALICE
GILBERTSON,
formerly with
Gimbelof Bros.,
new addition
staff
Wesley isAssoc.,
New York.to copy
Compton
to Geare-Marston
COMPTON,
ofBATES
Strategic
Servicesformerly
and priorwithto Office
that
for
17
years
with
McCann-Erickson,
joins
Geare-Marston
Inc.,
for plans and contact work.Philadelphia,
McNeil Transfers
ROBERT A. McNEIL, formerly with
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
Duane Jones Co., New York. shifts to
WOR Party
1 1 1 1 1 [ 1 1 1 11 r [ 1 11 1 1 1 11 1 r i SPECIAL hour and a half program of
entertainment for children of Bellevue
Hospital,
York, will
be presented
Dec. 22 inNew hospital
auditorium
and
heard
on
WOR
New
York,
2:30-4 p.m.of
T
S
Theodore
C.
Streibert,
president
R
jf onFI
WOR,
said
station
will
make
Christmas
your dial
party an annual affair.
in
Brownell
on 'Meet Jr.,
Press'chairman
BROWNELL
San Francisco
ofHERBERT
the Republican
National Committee,
will be Mutual
guest of panel
honor discussion
on "Meet prothe
Press",
gram of outstanding
on broadcast
of Dec. issues
14. of the day,
Artists Sign WMCA
KSFO
ASSOCIATED
ArtistsnewGalleries, New York, American
Dec. 12 starts
idea
quiz
program,
"Mental
Marathon",
WMCA
New
York.
Contestants
infamous
week-on
Uniyersal's Outlet
ly
mental
art
race
will
be
a
Americanfield
artistandplustwoperson
drawnvolunfrom
for
related
audience
teers.
Prizes
of
original
works
of
Northern California
will
be awarded.
Program
throughart
Norman
B. Furman
Adv., placed
New York.
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Half of WHN Personnel
Back From War Service
MORE than . half of the 50 or so
employes of WHN New York who
left the station to enter the armed
forces have returned to their former posts and at least 10 more are
expected back before the end of the
year, Herbert L. Pettey, executive
director of WHN, said last week.
Veterans who will return this
week include Robert G. Patt,
sales promotion manager; Theodore Schneider, daytime program
supervisor; Aime Gauvin, announcer; Herman Ross, program distribution, and two engineers, Allen
Ferres and Sanford Alper.
Stating that the station is welcoming back servicemen who were
in its employ when they joined the
armed forces, Mr. Pettey said:
"This has created a serious disbut ifemployes
it's humanlyplacement
possibleproblem,
present
will be retained and utilized by the
station."
Avery Representing KROY, WFBC
KROY Sacramento, 250 w on 1240 kc,
has
appointed
Lewis
H. Avery effective
Inc. as
national
salesorganization
representative
Dec.
1.
Avery
has
also
been
named
Greenville,
S. C, 5000to wrepresent
on 1330 kc,WFBC
effective
Jan. 1.
WOV Ad Series
AVingSERIES
ofandcartoon
drawn byIn
Fuller
depictingads,a incidents
lives oftoon radio
timebuyers;
second
caron individual
WOV
programs,seriesandbased
a third
of institutional
ads
based
on
the
2-market
story
which
station's
advertising
featuredtrade
the
past
two
years, planned
willhascomprise
paper for
advertising
by newspaper
WOV New
York
1946.
Metropolitan
beadvertising
continued.for particular programs will

TOM LEWIS RETURNS
AS Y&R RADIO HEAD
COL. TOM LEWIS, who was vicepresident in charge of radio at
the Hollywood office of Young &
Rubicam when he entered the
Army in 1942 F-orces
to head Radio
Armed
Service,
will re-in
join the agency
January
president asandvice-a
member ecutive
of thecommittee
exand plans board,
in entire charge
of radio. He will
make his headCol. Lewis
quarters in HolGordon Cates lywood.
will continue as
vice-president and general manager of the radio department, and
Harry Ackerman remains vicepresident in charge of radio prooperations.
Col. gram
Lewis
joined the agency in
1936 as a radio producer. Prior to
joining Young & Rubicam, he was
director and script writer of WGY
Schenectady, where he also created
an artists service and originated
the "Joe and Eddy" comedy act.
He has also been program director
of WTAM Cleveland and program
manager of the Cleveland division
of NBC.
JAVEX Co., Toronto (cleanser) Dec. 31
starts
transcribed
quarter-hour
"Easy
Aces"
weeklyAgency
on a isnumber
Canadianthrice
stations.
MacLarenof
Adv. Co. Ltd., Toronto.

'DETAILED MEASUREMENTS— FOR YOU,
MR. ADVERTISER"

SIOUX FALLS, SO. DAKOTA
1140 K C — 5000 WATTS
KSOO National Representatives
HOWARD
H. WILSON CO.
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Clear Channel
(Continued from page 18)
to the large secondary service areas
— the vast "white spaces" on the
coverage maps — signals approaching those which the metropolitan
stations provide to their city listeners.
FCC spokesmen hold there are
still large areas in the nation which
receive no service whatsoever during the daytime and only secondary service at night. They argue,
therefore, the need for improving
rural facilities and with existing
and prospective licenses scrambling
for clear channel frequencies, as
evidenced by the record number of
applications pending before the
Commission (see page — ), a reexamination ofthe present
tions to determine
what allocaaction
shouldtions be
taken
on
these
applicais called for.
While it will be many months
from the time the hearings have
been concluded before decisions will
be made, it is possible through the
process of elimination to anticipate
the directions which will be considered. First of all, there is no
possibility
increasing That
the number of clearof channels.
is a
matter
of
international
-agreement.
Under the Havana treaty, there are
59 clear channels assigned primal^
ily to high power stations. Twentyfour of these channels (Class IA)
are protected within the borders of
the U. S., six in Canada, six in

Mexico, and one in Cuba.
The remaining 22 clear channels
are shared among the various countries according to engineering
standards which are less rigid than
the standards which apply to the
24 clear channels. Priority of use
of specifically designated clear
channels for each country is recognized. However, under the provisions of the treaty each country
may use any or all of these 50
clear channels as well as the remainder of the broadcast band provided technical conditions with respect to interference make such use
practicable.
Distribution Question
With the standard band limited
as it is and with the present demand tiforonablefrequencies,
questhat the needs ofit theis rural
areas could be solved even if all the
59 clear channels set aside under
the Havana agreement could be
used channels
at night were
in the geographically
U. S. — unless
the
distributed in the most efficient
manner to reach the rural populations. However, such a prospect
appears to be hardly practicable.
If,.,the program service of the
clear channel stations fills the
needs of: the rural areas then the
problem, is -one of determining
•whether the signal strength is adequate to deliver programs. That
raises a second question: What
about higher power? Section 3.22
of the Rules & Regulations for
standard broadcast service stipu-

l"Now, let's be like Mommie and Daddy and listen to WJW"
There's a GROWING audience in Cleveland that keeps
WJW on top. Mornings and afternoons throughout the
week.. Monday thru Friday.. WJW delivers more daytime
dailers per dollar in Cleveland than any other station.
ABC Network
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5000 Watts

lates that Class I and II stations — weather and crop reports, market information, news of agricul
shall be limited to 50 kw. The Feddevelopments, etc. The ability
eral Communications Act also di- tural
rects the Commission to provide a of the clear channel stations to
fair, efficient and equitable distri- bring such service to the secondbution of channels and power.
ary areas will be revealed by the
Since the Commission first form- listener surveys and will contrib
ulated its rule limiting the power formulated.
ute to the determination of policies
of stations, a Senate resolution was
No doubt, efforts will be made to
adopted affirming this principle and
there has been no sentiment from inject FM, and possibly television
into the hearings. Opponents to any
Congress to modify its position.
Radio lawyers believe, however,
allocations would be exthat the Communications Act is change pecinted to point
out that FM develsufficiently broad to permit the
opment
may eventually provide
Commission to change its rules and service to an estimated 10,000,000
that the Senate document would people outside the daytime and ^
not be cluded
binding
it shouldthatbesuper
con- 20,000,000 outside the nighttime I
from the ifevidence
primary
Com-£,
mission, service
however, areas.
will Theprobably
power would be justified.
Increase of power beyond 50 kw limit such discussions as it is diraises other problems. The long-ex- ting earlyrectingrelief
its energies
get-*
for thetoward
secondary
"experimental"on operation
of WLW tended
Cincinnati
500 kw service areas and will not be disposed to letting the hearings run
from 1934 to 1939, it will be rethan reason
necessary.
called, brought a storm of protests longer
Another
for settling the;
from stations outside the WLW
50 kw primary service areas that clear channel problem as soon as
their markets were being invaded. possible has to do with the dispo-(
It was this experience in high pow- ition of many applications pending
for the duplicate use of the clean
er that precipitated
olution on the subject.the Senate res- channels. Also, within the last few
weeks WOAI San Antonio, Class1
Plan Fair to All
IA station on 1200 kc, has applied
While the lifting of the 50 kw for 750 kw power.
Examination of the applications
limitation might thus accentuate
the problem of insuring equitable involving clear channels shows e
distribution of channels, it is be- considerable number for Class IA
lieved that some plan could be channels for fulltime 50 kw stations. Consideration of these wil;
worked out, using power in excess
of 50 kw, that would be fair to all be postponed until the hearings
stations and at the same time ex- have been held and policies deter
tend service to the rural areas.
mined. Processing of application;
Should the clear channels be for other clear channels wiL L
broken down? Industry views di- probably
deferred pending t LL
ofnotthebehearings.
verge sharply on this question but outcome
Determination of issues involvec ln]
the Commission fervently contends
in the proceedings will be necessary es
it hasject an
openbe mind
on theby suband will
governed
the before the agreement made at Hal 8
testimony presented.
vana, known as NARBA, which ex j
Last of the clears to be broken pires on March 29 next, can bi \
down was 850 kc which reduced the renewed. Recommendations fo m
changes in the agreement
will na;bj ^e,
number of IA stations from 25 to discussed
the signatory
24. As a result of this change, the tions meet when
in
Washington,
probablj
!e
dominant station, KOA Denver, is
January 1946. The signator; .]
now protected to its 500 microvolt, in
countries
are
U.
S.,
Canada,
Cuba
n
50% skywave contour and if other
Dominican Republic, Haiti 54
IA's were broken down they would Mexico,
and the Bahamas fa
probably be similarly protected. Newfoundland,
This means that if there were any An interim allocations plan is likelj tii
duplication of an east coast clear of a new treaty. Invitations for th
channel it would have to be in the conference are being sent out b |
West Coast and vice versa.
the State Dept.
Duplication of clear channels
provides for more stations but does
it result in extending rural service?
Engineers point out that if the
clears are duplicated the maximum
protection would be to the 500 microvolt, 50% skywave contour
which would eliminate a potential
listening audience now outside this
contour. The extent of this skywave interference on secondary
service should be determined by
the listener surveys.
Equally important to bringing
radio to the rural areas is providing a program service particularly
suited to the needs of the rural audience. While farm folk enjoy the
top rated network programs as
well as the city listeners, their
needs include special fare which
play a vital part of their daily lives
ROADCASTING
• Telccasti

McAndrews Released
Eight Transfer Applications Filed: MAJ. ROBERT J. McANDREWS,
leave as advertising
Two Cover Press Interest Separation on military
promotion manager of NBC,
EIGHT applications have been Dec. 3]. Royal Miller, Marion Mil- and
was released from the
ler, I. H. Penney and Gladys W. Hollywood,
filed with FCC for voluntary aslast Wednesday. He is
signment of license and transfer Penney, partners composing Royal Army
planning
to
return to the Coast.
Miller
Radio,
desire
to
sell
radio
of control, of which two request
reorganization to separate news- interests because of attention now Just returned from a round-theof their other individual world
flight onradiothe commentators
"Globester",
paperThree
interests
station formal
oper- required
accompanying
interests. President of Harmco is on
ation.
casesfrom
constitute
trip, Maj. McAndrews has
Hattie Harm, sole owner of KARM beentheliaison
petitioning
following
previous
disofficer
for
the AAF
closure of transactions.
Fresno, Cal. Clyde F. Coombs, viceRadio Production, WashWorcester Telegram Publishing president, is KARM vice-president Office ofington
headquarters.
Co., licensee of WTAG Worcester, and general manager. Harold B.
Frasher, secretary - treasurer, is
proposes
with
Commission
consent
to transfer assets of WTAG and KARM treasurer. Each is one-third
WTAG-FM to new subsidiary firm, owner of assignee.
Colgate to Place
WTAG Inc., in exchange for stock
Applications filed in behalf of
in that company. Coincident with three assignments previously an- COLGATE - PALMOLIVE - PEET
spot new
anseparation of financial structures,
nounced are for KMTR Los An- Co., Jersey City,
nouncementstarts
campaign for
Worcester Publishing will appoint
geles, WDGY Minneapolis and product, Colgate liquid hand cream,
KGHF
Pueblo,
Col.
Edward E. Hill, WTAG general
of year, through Shermanager, and Robert W. Booth,
KMTR transfer, entailing sale after manfirst
& Marquette, New York.
treasurer and 20% owner, as vice- for approximately $450,000 of conpresidents of WTAG Inc.
trolling stock by Gloria Dalton and
owned by Stuart Investment
Consent to similar reorganiza- other individuals to Mrs. Dorothy is
Co.,
principals
are Charles
Thackrey,
Neiv
York
Post pubttin,ion islicensee
soughtof byKBND
The Bend
BulleF.
Stuart
and inhiswhichbrother,
Capt.
lisher
and
owner
of
WLIB
New
Bend, Ore.,
Stuart. Stuart Investment
by transferring KBND to new York as well as now of KYA San James
also
owns
KFOR
Lincoln
and
firm, Central Oregon Broadcasting Francisco, is companion transac- KOIL Omaha.
tion
to
acquisition
by
Mrs.
ThackCo. Frank H. Loggan, KBND genColorado Publisher Gifford Philrey of KYA [Broadcasting, May
eral manager, would acquire 60%
lips is $300,000 purchaser of KGHF
Oct. 15]. Both were reported Pueblo,
interest in Central Oregon Broad- 21,
Col., as president and
casting by exchange of interest in negotiated at same time.
financial
of proposed new
First independent U. S. station, licensee, backer
newspaper with Henry N. Fowler WDGY
Colorado Broadcasting
is
sold
for
$301,000
by
and Robert W. Sawyer, majority
Co.
[Broadcasting,
Oct. 1]. State
stockholders and president and Mae C. Young, widow of late Dr. Senator Curtis P. Ritchie,
present
George
W.
Young,
station
founder,
secretary-treasurer
respectively.
from operation
Latter would divide minor interest to Twin Cities Broadcasting Co. owner, causeretired
of ill health,
according be-to
in proposed licensee. No money is [Broadcasting, Oct. 29]. Assignee
involved.
application.
Charles L. Jaren, with FCC approval, sells KGDE Fergus Falls,
Minn., to Fergus Radio Corp., for
$50,000. Fergus Radio, is owned
equally by two brothers, Roger L.
and Harold L. Dell, and Clara Dell,
wife of latter. Both are attorneys.
Consent also is asked for assignof license
KAND BroadC'orsicana, mentTex.,
from ofNavarro
c
a
s
t
i
n
g
C
o
.
to
Alto
Inc.
Consideration involved is $25,000. Navarro
president and half-owner, J. C.
West, is 10% owner of assignee.
Other half interest in Navarro is
held by Frederick Slausson. Prin•~*0l % ooo
cipals inAlto, all local businessmen,
are: P. M. Stevenson, president,
18%; Wesley M. West, vice-president, 28%; C. V. Upton, vicepresident and treasurer, 5%, and
T. C. Stone, assistant secretary and
assistant treasurer. Of total 500
shares in Alto, 140 are divided
among group identified with KRLD
'25'u
H5.000 t»
Dallas and parent organization,
Times Herald
Individuals are:Publishing
T. C. GoochCo. 94%
Drug Sales Hardv,areSalc.
owner Times Herald; John W. Runyon, KRLD president; Clyde A.
Taber, KRLD secretary; Roy
Flynn, KRLD chief engineer; D. A.
Greenwell, vice-president KRLD ;
Uars>
Allen Merriam, director KRLD; B.
Income (thou**"*,f do
1st m
C. Jefferson; E. K. Mead; Ruth F.
DeVarney and Mr. Upton. Legal
counsel of Navarro is James Law4th in
rence Fly, former FCC chairman.
Voluntary assignment of license
9tVi in General * Kan^se Sa
of KROY Sacramento, Cal., is rePer Cap"LlMerc
Income
quested from Royal Miller Radio to
Harmco Inc., involving consideration of $150,000 [Broadcasting,
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Labor Bill
t (Continued from page 16)
ie applicable should a strike be
ailed against radio. A fight was
haping up over the weekend in the
louse Labor Committee over the
Jorton bill, but Democratic Leader
IcCormack of Massachusetts
.greed to bring it before the House
'or a vote this week after Rep.
Sugene Committee
E. Cox (D-Ga.)
of the
itules
and former
hairman of the House Committee
o Investigate the FCC, declared he
Vould call up the bill if the "leadership does not".
Meanwhile
the House Interstate
\ Foreign Commerce Committee
Vas tightening up the Lea Bill
HR-4737)
to curb Petrillo's
delands
of broadcasters
[Broadcastng, Dec. 3, Nov. 26]. The Comlittee plans to report out the measure lateofthisChairman
week or Clarence
next on theF.
tturn
,ea (D-Cal.) who made the initial
'WA Washington-Paris flight.
Sen. Moore's bills include the
ollowing: S-1641 to amend the
Rational Labor Relations Act to
iHiive the NLRB closer control over
rork disputes; S-1642, which
rould provide for an annual free
lection of officers of all labor
mions, require unions to make
ublic their financial activities and
eport them to the Bureau of
labor. ^Statistics. This measure
^ould affect the AFM, of which
ilfilr. Petrillo has been president for
Sveral years.
_S-1643 would prohibit the closed
iiop and make it unlawful for
nions to force membership on
orkers; rather an employe would
ecide for himself whether to join
union or not. S-1644 would make
areats or violence in labor disutes a felony, punishable by a
:sklO,000 fine or 20-year prison term
Mr both. S-1645 would withhold
nemployment compensation from
H'/rikers unless such strikers were
Dreed against their own will to
base work.
r S-1646 would include labor
bunions in anti-monopoly laws, and
iitp-1648 wouldganizationsprohibit
labor or-to
from contributing
;el'b]itical campaigns.
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Carman Runyon Given
Armstrong Radio Medal
ARMSTRONG MEDAL of the Radio Club of America has been
awarded to Carman Randolph Runfor his
exam-to
pleyonofJr.,what
one "inspiring
man, devoted
his art and skilled in the handling
of its apparatus, can contribute
to the welfare of all." He has contributed to radio the multi-spark
synchronous gap transmitter, the
crystal-controlled frequency-modulated telegraph system, and the
single signal radio telegraph
receiver.
"Starting in 1935 at amateur
station W2AG," the citation further states, "he
built the
100 rac
frequency
modulated
transmitter
from which he conducted hundreds
of demonstrations whose flawless
perfection initiated the renaissance
in broadcasting which has now
reached the ends of the earth."
Aids Food Drive
CLIFFORD EVANS, WLB New
York director of news and special
events, assisted the "Food for
Friendship"
underPost,
the
auspices of organization
the New York
formed to aid the needy in France,
by having transcriptions cut, appealing for support. Two transcriptions, one one-minute and the
other two-minutes, featuring
Charles Boyer, were distributed to
all New York independent stations.

KOEPF TO MANAGE
FORTS D. C. OFFICE
THE FORT Industry Co., operator of stations in Ohio, West Virginia, Georgia and Florida, has
appointed Lt. Comdr. John Koepf,
USNR, as manof the
jflRV ager
o m d of-r.
fice.
WashiCngton
H|^^r\
. HBp Koepf
Fort
the pates
joiningantici
Indus2,try1946.Co. on
WF
Jan.
• :gi . ;VrMk K| hasComdr.
stabeen Koepf
tioned in the SpeComdr. Koepf cial Devices Division of the s Of-in
fice of Research and Invention
the Radar & Communications Section of the Navy, located in Washington. Prior to his tour of duty
with the Navy, Comdr. Koepf was
associated with Procter & Gamble,
WLW Cincinnati, Keelor-Stites,
advertisicinnatingPost.agency, and the CinAssociated in the Washington
office of the Fort Industry Co.
with Comdr. Koepf is Maj. Glenn
Boundy, chief engineer of the
company.
The Fort Industry Co. is active
in the development of FM and
television facilities.
Miss Gillies Returns
ELSIEice in GILLIES,
year'sformer
servSPARS,
hasfollowing
returned
position
as
traffic
managerEllatoof Perala,
KGW
Portland,
Ore.,
succeeding
resigned.

Grants for New FM Stations
(See story on page 18)
CONDITIONAL grants for 23 new FM stations were authorized last
week by the FCC. Construction permits will be issued following examination of engineering data. Following is the list of grants:
Station
Type of FM
Metropolitan
possibly rural
Community
CALIFORNIA
Metropolitan
E.Peninsula
F. PefferNewspapers, Inc.
possibly rural
ILLINOIS
Quincy
RockfordNewspapers,
Broadcasters,Inc.Inc.

Youngstown
Youngstown
Bethlehem
Lancaster
Meadville
Uniontown
York
Huntington

MARYLAND
The Monocacy Broadcasting
Co.
MASSACHUSETTS
The
Haverhill
Gazette
Co.
North Shore Broadcasting Co.
Washtenaw
BroadcastingMICHIGAN
Co.
John
P. Norton
NEW HAMPSHIRE
NEW YORK
James
The TroyBroadcasting
Record Co.Co. Inc.
OHIO
WFMJ Broadcasting
WKBN
Broadcasting Co.Corp.
PENNSYLVANIA
The Bethlehems'
GlobeCo.Publishing Co.
Peoples
Broadcasting
H.Fayette
C. Winslow
Broadcasting
Corp. Co.
Susquehanna
Broadcasting

WJZ to Drop Olman
WJZ New York has notified Lourent Co., New York, maker of
cologneafter
for Dec.
men, 9 that
itSwagger,
will not a renew
the
Val Olman program which the
company has sponsored on the station seven nights a week, 11:30midnight. Official explanation
states the station intends to use
the time for more diversified dance
band pickups. However, station
has received complaints because the
programs consisted almost exclusively of music published by Bradley Music Co., a BMI affiliate
headed by Chauncey Olman,
brother of the band leader.
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Community
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan

Metropolitan
Metropolitan
possibly rural
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan

Decca Dividends
DIRECTORS of Decca Record .:
Inc., New York, on Dec. 4 declarec
a regular
quarterly
dividend
30c
per share
on capital
stock "
company, and an extra dividend
30c,
Dec. 15.
29 to stock
holdersbothof payable
record Dec.
TAJ.
Thompson
Is
Father
C.tor ROBERT
stationof adireci
of WBEN THOMPSON,
Buffalo, is father
girl C
Mary Jane, born Dec. 3.
Back released
at WBENfrom AAF
BILL MAYNEW,
major,
has returned
announcim
staff
Buffalo. Heto served
in Pa
cine offor WBEN
three years.

WLW Sales Meet
WLW Cincinnati will hold its
of a
regular semi-annual sales meeting
Jan. 4-6 in New York. One of topics
nportanl
empireinembracing
15 COUNTIES
expected to be discussed is WINS
4 STATES in
New York sale.
2 NATIONS.
Silen on Tour
BERT SILEN, manager of Pacific operaKROLD
the ' influential" station in
Pfister Names Ramsey
El Paso covers it ALL.
PFISTER
Associated
Growers
Inc.,
El
Paso,
111.,
has
placed
account
for
corn
hybrids with L. W. Ramsey Co., Davenport, la.
V-P has been
COL. RICHARDHobbsH. HOBBS
of Chicago office
ofnamed
Irwintisingvice-president
Vladimir
agency. & Co., export adverROADCASTING
• Telecast

tfew Outlet in Bermuda
Hated to Open March 1
>EW station in Hamilton, Bermuda, probably on 1260 kc with 1
w power, will be opened about
[arch 1 by Bermuda Broadcastlg Co., according to Hon. H. J.
ucker Jr., vice-president. Station
ill follow U. S. operating policies,
rith Cole E. Wylie, manager, now
i New York contacting sponsors,
tation has named John Blair &
iompany as representative. Comany will accept liquor advertising
iter 9 p.m. Mr. Wylie was viceresident and general manager of
.Vescoast Broadcasting Co., Wenatchee, Wash., and vice-president
f KVOS Bellingham, Wash.
Frank Marx, American Broadasting Co. technical advisor, will
versee final engineering details.
Officers of company are: Sir
loward Trott, president; Mr.
tucker; J. E. Pearman, secretaryreasurer. They also are directors,
Jong with H. D. Butterfield and
Ion. John W. Cox.

New Tube, Simpler Circuit Will Cut FCC SETS HEARING
KQW TRANSFER
FM Transmitter
Cost, GE Contends ON
HEARING on the proposed transfer of KQW San Jose from the
GENERAL ELECTRIC postwar and
simpler circuits than prewar
Brunton brothers and C. L. Mclow-power FM transmitters, em- FMThetransmitters.
Phasitron
tube
which
is
Carthy to CBS was ordered by the
g a new anda new
simplified
cirweek to begin Dec. 17 at
cuit builtbodyinaround
modulator
an ordi- 10FCCa.m.lastbefore
nary receiverlarger
tube, than
was proposed
tube called the Phasitron, will be only slightly
Commissioners Clifford J. Durr, E. K. Jett, Charles
sold at less than prewar prices, in originally by Dr. Robert Adler of
some cases as much as 10 per cent Zenith Radio Corp., who built the R. Denny, and William H. Wills
less, the company announced last first laboratory tubes and circuit. in Washington.
week. Shipments of the first trans- In the further developments of ing.Both transferor and transferee
mitters are expected about March tube and circuit for postwar trans- had petitioned for an early hearmitters designed to meet the new
1. The 250-watt transmitter will
Negotiations for the sale of
sell for $3,950, the 1-kw transmitter FCC frequency tolerance regula- KQW
to CBS for $950,000 cash
tions
for FM stations, basic imfor ter$7,800
and the 3-kw transmitprovements were made by Dr. F. were completed last June [Broadfor $11,950.
M.
Bailey
and
H.
P.
Thomas
of
the
casting,areJunePresident
25]. Principal
Reduction in price is made pos- GE tube and transmitter divisions.
holders
Ralphstock-R.
sible partly by the new design,
The tube permits direct crystal Brunton, Sherwood B. Brunton,
which employs fewer tubes and control
a single circuit, GE
fewer circuits, and partly by the engineersusing
Brunton. Mr. Mcexplained, pointing out and MottCarthy,Q.vice-president
general
equipment
reservation
plan
introthat
this
means
that stations will manager, owns 9% of and
stock.
duced by GE during the war years,
their new assignpermitting efficient planning of not strayments in from
CBS,
which
now
owns
and
operates seven stations, reportedly
higher frequencies.
transmitter production in accord- In the new the
circuit,
they
said,
moduwants
its
own
key
station
in
San
ance with a known demand, James
independent of frequency Francisco because of the competiMcLean, sales manager of the control.lation isThere
is
less
distortion
tive situation there. KQW, operattransmitter division, explained.
a lower noise level in addition
ingingonan740increase
kc withto 5,000
w, isKSFO
seekCalling the new circuit and and
to more stability, and the circuit is
50 kw.
Phasitron tube development "rev- extremely simple, with fewer pos- San Francisco, former
CBS affiliFree Radio Adopted
olutionary" and "as important to
sible sources of trouble.
ate,cility
also iswith an50 applicant
the faas the introduci FREE RADIO and press amend- FM broadcasting
engineer's
standpoint,
kw. KTRHforHouston
of the crystal control was for Mr.From
Davidansaid,
the purpose
of the is dominant
station
on
740
kc.
ment to the UNRRA appropria- AM tionbroadcasting,"
W. R. David, new modulator tube is to make postion bill was adopted late Thursday by the House. Introduced by sales manager of GE broadcast
Gillis Returns
sible the introduction of compara- JAMES P. GILLIS,
equipment,
said
that
its use simmilitary
tively wide phase excursions at from NBC for two andon a half
) ctep. Herter (R-Mass.) the amendyears,inleave
has
plified
transmitter
maintenance
beaudio
rates
in
a
crystal
controlled
returned
to
network
as
salesman
the
!I aereby
nent provides:
"The
President
is
c
a
u
s
e
i
t
operates
with
fewer
tubes
requested to endeavor,
radio frequency carrier voltage. national spot sales division.
I ;hrough appropriat channels, to
"acilitate
to recipi- COMMERCE EXHIBITS
;nt
countriesthe ofadmission
properly accredited
nembers of the American press GERMAN RECORDERS
and radio in order that they may
oe permitted to report without cen- TWO MODELS of captured magsorship on the utilization and disnetic tape recorders used extentribution of United Nations Resively in German propaganda and
lief and Rehabilitation Adminis- intelligence operations are on disWSGN's extensive
play at the U. S. Department of
tration supplies and services."
broadcast coverage;
Commerce, Washington.
The machines are the TonBuy in Bond-Charteris
plus an active promotion
schreiber Models b and bl which
(RUDYa group
VALLEEof stockholders,
and Leslie Charteris,
iwith
department, assures a
chased interests of Anson have
Bondpur-in were seized by American Army intelligence teams. Technical reports
sponsor of superior pro'Bond-Charteris
Enterprises, unit.
Hollywood
ifllm
and
radio
production
Name
were made availJias been changed to Saint Enterprises on theablerecorders
why
last week by the Dept. of
'Inc. Mr. Charteris is president. Firm
WSGNgram isvalue....That's
.
ownsradio
and and
produces
for
films. "The Saint" series Commerce, one report at $2 per
copy and another at $1.
Reports to Los Angeles
Other reports will be ready soon.
MA J. ROBERTer-producer ofDon
M. LIGHT,
formerreturnwritLee-Mutual,
Reports
may be obtained at room
PLACED ON A PEDESTAL
from ETO, has reported to AFRS 1316, Dept.
of Commerce Building,
Los ingAngeles.
Washington, D. C. The models are
The May
throughstatistics
September
edition of Hooper
just 1945
released,
on
display at room 1319 in the
building.
show WSGN'S LOG LISTED
FOR UNUSUAL
Boylston hasto been
WRVA added to
7 Out of 10 Programs with an 11.7
PERFORMANCE IN IDAHO?
LOUISE Miss
BOYLSTON
continuity staff of WRVA Richmond.
HatingencesorFromBetter
Heard toby 6:00
LocalP.M.
Audi8:00 A.M.
Shifts to WENT
PATRICIA FARRELL, formerly with
Barlow Adv., ter Syracuse,
new conTW/AI SYMBOLS OF GREATER BIRMINGHAM
at WENTis Gloverville,
N. Y. tinuity wriXmas
Party
RADIO
CLUB Christmas
of New
York willEXECUTIVES
hold its annual
party
on Dec.
20Ralph
startingSlater,
at noon
Roosevelt
Hotel.
Mutualat
hypnotist, will entertain.
Wilson Rejoins Federal
JOHN
J. WILSON,
from York,
AAF,
has
rejoined
Federalreleased
as associate director
ofAdv.,
publicNewrelations.
AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.
Place on KMOX
JOE
FRANKLIN
MYERS
Industries,
St.
THE
NEWS-AGE-HERALD
STATION
Louis
(candies),
signedsponsorship
with KMOXof
KSEI
St. Louis
for 52hasweeks
Represented
by
Headly-Reed
live
talent
program,
"Sweetest
Story
POCATELLO • IDAHO
Ever Told", effective Dec. 23,
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J in LOUISVILLE

WINN
BASIC STATION

years
profitable

of

peach fuzz
Each year over 2 million bushels . . .
10% of all the peaches produced in
the whole South. . .picked in Spartanburg County alone!

SPARTANBURG,
WSPA SOUTH CAROLINA
I Home of Camp Croff
950 kilocycles. Rep. by Hollingbery

1

Muit Contact
M>
wsoe
Saii^uttf, Md.

*t -^metica'i
One e*
Tin Station}
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
MARYLAND COVERAGE NETWORK
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Co. Inc.,mobile
Worcester,
portable
station.Mass. — Same for|
570
KMTR KMTR Radiokc Corp., Los Ans— Transfer Dalton
control Alcorn,
licenseeReedcorp.!1'
from geleMarilynne
E. rCallister,
GloriaJ. Dalton,
J. and
F. T. William
O'Con-l1
flcnons OF THE FCC
ner,
Edward
O'Conner
V.
O'Conner
to
Dorothy
S.
Thackrey
Involves
747.5 consideration
sh of 1,000 shof issued
.NOVEMBER 30 to DECEMBER 6_
outstanding,
perandsh
amountassets
determined
on $375
difference:
N. J., and Chambersburg Broadcasting plus
of
current
and
liabilities
at
time
Decisions . . .
Co.,
Chambersburg,
Pa. —applications
Designated for
M. D. Alcorn holds 10 sh:
consolidated
hearing
for of(1%),transfer.
ACTIONS BY COMMISSION
to
transfer
half;
R.
E.
Callister.
new
stations
800
kc
1
kw
D.
transfers
all
122.5
sh;
Gloria
Dalton.
NOVEMBER 30
940 kc
transfers
allall 50075 sh;sh; J.W.F. TV.
DESIGNATED for consolidated hear- Vernon
MidwestRadio
Broadcasting
Co. and
Mt. president,
O'Conner transfers
transfers all
&
Television
Co., Mt.
O'Conner
15 sh and with
ingtioapplications
for
commercial
TV
stan
s
i
n
Washington,
D.
C:
Bamberger
Vernon,
111.
—
Adopted
orders
designatE.
J.
O'Conner
transfers
all 25 sh allandi5
Broadcasting
System
Inc.,
Capital
SallieRemaining
Fonda Dalton,
minor,
ingtionsfor bothconsolidated
hearing
applica- sh.
Broadcasting
Co.,
Allen
B.
DuMont
Lab.
requesting
940
kc.
Midwest
interest
held bysellsArthur!
Inc., The Evening Star Broadcasting •seeks 500 w D, Mt. Vernon 1 kw D.
C.
Farlow,
v-p,
5%;
Leona
20%,
Co., Marcus
Loew Booking
Agency,
Na- C. A. Kaufmann1240andkcJohn F. Clarkson and Willard Fonda, 0.25%. Farlow,
Legal
countionaltr/as
Broadcasting
Co.Times
Inc.,
Eleanor
sel—
Greenbaum,
Wolff
&
Ernst,
New
Patterson
The
Herald,
Broadcasting
New- York.
Phllco Radio & Television Corp., d/b Newberry
1130 kc
ber y, S. C, and
Robert LexCo.,Ensley,
Scripps-Howard
C. — Adopted hearing
orders designels are availableRadio
in area.Inc.AtFour
same chantime Laurens,natingS.for consolidated
WDGYof Mae
Young,
Executrix
Commission denied
of Nationalof
GeorgeC. W.
Young,
deceasedof
cations for new stations 1240 kc appli250 w estate
Broadcasting
Co. forpetition
reinstatement
Minneapolis
— Vol. assgn.
license
to Twin
its CP.
unl.
Cities
Broadcasting
Corp.
for
$301,000.;
1340
kc
DECEMBER 5
Stock shofcommon
Twin Cities
Broadcasting:
Broadcasting Co., Tuscon, 5,000
BECAUSE of unprecedented heavy Ariz.Catalina
$100 par authorized:
— Adopted orderfor designating
for 600 sh issued and outstanding,
all held
volumesionof announced
broadcastcertain
hearings,
Commis-for hearing
new station with
1340
changes
kc 250 wapplication
unl.;application
to be consolidated
by Stuart
ator KFORInvestment
KOIL and Co.,
whichowner-operis to pay
simplification
in hearing procedures
as hearing
on
of
Old
Pueblo
to petition
to
intervene,
motion
to
en$290,000
for
additional
2,900
sh.
Broadcasting Co., previously designated Cities officers (principals in StuartTwin
large issues isandon proposed
Infor hearing and requesting same faciliof changes
page 37. findings. Text ties.
vestment) are: Charles T. Stuart, pres.;
James Stuart,
v-p; treas.;
J. Lee Assignor
Rankin, legal
sec.
1400 kc
DECEMBER 5
A.
Koenig,
James Valley Broadcast Co., Huron, Albert
(Reported
by
FCC
Dec.
6)
counsel — Segal, Smith & Hennessy,
KPAS Pacific Coast Broadcasting Co., S. D. tion— forDesignated
new stationfor1400hearing
kc 250applicaw unl. Washington.
AssigneeGreen,
legal Martin
counsel- i
Pasadena,
Cal.
— Granted
license renewal
Kirkland,
Fleming,
NEW-AM
George
Burne
Smith
and
V.
Ellis,
Washington.
for
period
ending
5-1-48.
H. McLean d/b Gateway Broadcasting
KVGB
KVGB
Inc.,
Great
Bend,
Kan.
1240 kc
CP newto
— Granted license renewal for period Co.,
stationMaryville,
1400 ofkcTenn.
250 —w Granted
unl.
subject
ending
approved
frequency
and L. KROY
Royal Gladys
Miller, W.Marion
WMLT 8-1-47.
George T. Morris et al d/b installation
H.
Penney,
PenneyMiller.
d/b
modulation
monitors.
Dublin Broadcasting
Co.,opinion
Dublin,granting
Ga. —
1450 kc
Adopted
memorandum
Royal
Miller
Radio,
Sacramento,
Vol.
assgn.
license
Harmco
Inc.Cal.—for
application
for
vol.
assgn.
license
from
NEW-AM
Camden
Radio
Inc.,
CamGeorge T. Morris, Wilmer D. Lanier and
stock: 2,500
com— Adopted
memorandum
opin-re- $150,000.
mon $100Harmco
par authorized;
150 shshequally
issued
J. NewtoncastingThompson
ionden,andArk. order
petition
Stockpres.,
divided
Co. to George d/bT. Dublin
Morris Broadand J. ordered
instatemengranting
t ooff application
for for
CPfor new
and and
among:outstanding.
Hattie Harm,
100% owner
grant
application
Newton caThompson
d/b
Dublin
BroadF.v-p;Coombs,
KARM
sting Co. Consideration of $13,100 is station 1450 kc 250 w unl. subject to KARM;
mgr.Clyde
and
HaroldEachv-p,
B. isFrasher,
that applicant
will
be re- gen.
paid W.terestD.in assignor
Lanier forpartnership.
his one-third in- conditions
sec.
-treas.,
KARM
treas.
topart-acquiredasto install
approved
modulation
q
u
i
r
e
4
0
sh
additional.
Assignee
NEW-FM The Trustees
of Columbia monitor
soonsite asandpossible
and thatbe
ners
sell
to
devote
more
time
to
indiproposed
ant.
construction
University,
New
York
—
Granted
CP
for
new noncommercial educational FM approved by CAA.
vidual interests.
Legal counsel— Hogan|-Cf
Washington.
station
tobyoperate
on frequencies
to be Bennitt
NEW-AMd/bGeorge
Bennitt Broadcasting
and Russell & Hartson,
1340 kc
Fayetteville
assigned
Commission,
with
effective
radiated power eauivalent to 20 kw with Co., Fayetteville,
Grantedconditions.
CP new
WMSA N.TheY. —Brockway
Co.,
South
1450 Charles
kc 250Ark.—
wM. unl.;
ant. height of 500 ft above average ter- station
Massena,
License toAlso
coverauthority,
CP auof
NEW-AM
Dale, Concord,
rain.
thorizing
newoperating
station.
N.
H.—
Granted
CP
new
station
1450
kc
NEW-FM
State
University
of
Oklato
determine
power
by
direct
250
w
unl.;
conditions.
homa, Norman —educational
Granted CPFM forstation
new
measurement of ant. power,
1490 kc
noncommercial
1350
kc
on frequency
to
be
assigned
by
ComTelegram
Publishing
Co.,
Salt
Lake
mission; conditions.
City, and
James orders
B. Littlejohn,
Ogden,for KGHF Curtis P. Ritchie, Pueblo, Col.
NEW-FM StateBoard
of Supervisors
of Utah—
Adopted
designating
—casting
Vol. assgn.
licensefor to$300,000.
Colorado Broad-!
Louisiana
University
and Agriculhearingfacilities
applications
both
requesting
Co. Inc.
ture & Mechanical
College,
Baton same
1490
kc
250
w
unl.
Broadcasting
stock: 30,000 sh Colorado
common E
The
Covington
News
Inc.,
Covington,
Rouge — Same. 1240 kc
par authorized;
7 sh stock
issued holdings:
and outGa., and eastern
JamesBroadcasting
S. RiversSystem,
d/b Southstanding. Officers and
East noGifford
NEW-AM
Tri-Cities
Broadcasting
Co.,
Phillips,
pres.,
is
financial
Florence.
Granted CP new station Point, Ga. — Same.1570 kc
backer,at allpurchases
1240 kc 250Ala.—
w unl.
times is 25,000
to holdsh 51%for or$300,000
more
NEW-AMM. Robert
and Barker
Vincentd/b S.Freeport
Barker Broadcasting
and Gladys Co.J. ofand stock;
Charles
Alfred
Johnson,
v-r
George
Clark W.d/bRounsaville
Elizabethton
and
treas.;
Arthur
A.
Brooks
Jr.,
sec;
and
Kenneth
G.
Zweifel,
Freeport,
111.
Broadcasting
Co., station
Elizabethton,
L. Jr.;
Malmsten,
asst.
treas.;Jr.;Samuel
Granted CP new
1240 kcTenn.
250 —w —Designated for consolidated hearing T.Alfred
Jones
James
B.
Grant
Alice
unl.;
conditional
upon approval of applications
same fa- G. Johnson; Truman A. Stockton Jri H
cilities 1570 kcboth1 kwrequesting
D.
trans, site
and towers
All now hold a share except MalmstenJ
1340 kcby CAA.
is principal owner Golden Press p.
Tentative Calendar . . . Phillips
NEW-AM
Clyde
W.
Anderson
and
Joe
Inc., Golden
and Lakewood,
Col.
T. Van Sandt d/b Florence BroadcastDECEMBER 10
signee
sells because
healthAsing Co.. Florence,
Granted CP
Legal
counsel—
Fisherof &poorWaylantf
Consolidated
Hearing
new station
1340 kc 250Ala.—w unl.
Washington.
Rome,
N.
Y.
1400 kc
mc
Southeastern Massachusetts BroadREQUESTING
standard
sta- William G. H. 99.7
Finch, NewnewYork—
castingNew
Corp. andBedford,
Bay State
tion 1450 kcInc.,250 wCPUtica,
unl.:new Utica
Observering
Corp.,
Mass. Broadcast— Adopted
Dispatch
N.
Y.;
Utica
CP,
as
mod.
authorizing
FM Mod
station,
for
change
frequency
from
45.5
orderingdesignating
for
consolidated
hearBroadcasting
Co.,
Utica;
Midstate
Ramc
to
Channel
59
(99.7
mc),
change
dio Corp.,
Utica;CityRonald
B. Woodyard,
1400 kc applications
250 w unl.for identical facilities Utica;
type
trans,
and
install
new
ant.
system.
Copper
Broadcasting
Corn
.
WGHF
reserved.
Rome,
N.
Y.
Inland Radio Inc., Ontario,
Ore.NEW-AM
Amendments
250
w— Granted
unl. CP new station 1400 kc
Central New York Broadcasting Corp.
DECEMBER 6
Applications
DECEMBER. . 3.
Syracuse,
N.
Y.
— CPmc,new6,800FM sq.(MetropoliGRANTED
applications
for
23
new
FM
tan)erage,
station,amended46.3
covwere filed for renewal
stations
and designated
for hearings
30 ofAPPLICATIONS
to change ant. mi.system.
license
of
following
standard
staother ties.applications
for
new
FM
faciliBamberger
Broadcasting
ServiceTV Inc..
tions:
WBAB
KGKB
KOTN
KYCA
See
table
page
18.
New
York
—
CP
new
commercial
staMission Broadcasting Co., San Jose, WIBM
KPLC WIGM WODJ
WKBB WNBZ. Also
tion, Channel 6to (96-102
and ESR
Cal.
— Adopted
order fordesignating
1246, amended
change mc)frequency
to
W9XMTWEIHP. WEII
R. Mallory KDAS.
& Co. Inc., Channel
hearing
application
new stationfor relays
7d by FCC,
(174-180ESRmc)to or3146,to change
be aswith applications
of Golden
Gate BroadIndianapolis
— Mod.TV CPstation,
as mod.for authors
i
g
n
e
izing
new
exp.
extencasting
Corp.
(KSAN).
California
Broadtrans, and make changes in ant.
casting Corp., Bakersfield Broadcasting
sion completion date only from 12-15-45 type
system.
Co., Monterey
Bay Broadcast
Cas- to Philco
3-15-46.
Bamberger— Broadcasting
Service Inc..
cade Broadcasting
Co. Inc. Co..
(KTYW),
Radio
&
Television
Corp.,
PhilWashington
CP new4 (78-84
commercial
TV
adelphia— Licenses
toTVcoverrelay
CPs stations
author- station on Channel
Amphlett
Co., Luther E.Co. Gibmc) with
son and SanPrinting
Jose Broadcasting
izing
new
exp.
ESR
to
be
determined,
amended
to
W10XAF W10XAE W10XAD.
800
kc
changeESRfrequency
to specify
Channeltrans,
5 (76-82
WTAG-FM
Worcester
Telegram
PubNEW-AM The Border Broadcasting
mc),
to
1496,
site
l
i
s
h
i
n
g
C
o
.
Inc.,
Worcester,
Mass.
—
Vol.
and
specify
ant.
system.
Co., Dillon,
CP for new assgn. license to WTAG Inc.
station
kcS. 1C—kw Granted
D; conditions.
Philadelphia
News Inc.^Phila
WBEE Worcester Telegram Publishing delphia
Camden 800Broadcasting
Co., Camden,
— CP newDailycommercial
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;lon, Channel
9 (180-186
ESR 8770.7,
imended
to request
new mc),
Channel
and
5SR
;ystem.of 865 and make changes In ant.
WATL J. W. Woodruff tr/as Atlanta
Sroadcasting
Ga. — CP
;Hange
kc Co.,
to 1380Atlanta,
kc, increase
v
kw.1400 install
and DA-N250re
:! »,ndto 5change
trans,newsite,trans,amended
in DA Inc., Springfield, 111.
I[ changes
Radio Springfield
-!.—
CP mcnewor FMother(Metropolitan)
station,
t!6.7
availableamended
frequency
4 md 8,050 sq. mi. coverage,
to
Ljhange
name
of
applicant
from
ComInodore Broadcasting Inc. to Radio
i Springfield Inc.
Block Co., Indianapolis—
j]lie,
3PThenewWm.FMsq.H.(Metropolitan)
station, 43.7
j ;ype 9,316
trans. mi., amended to change
DECEMBER 4
560 kc
P KFDM Beaumont Broadcasting Corp.,
j| sw,
Beaumont
Tex.
—
CP increase
1 kw toand5
installtrans,
new site
trans,
and Beaumont.
DA-N
n change
from
IjTex., to 1.6 mi. W. and 2.2 mi. S. of
' Drangefield, Tex. 1220 kc
WADC Allen T. Simmons, Tallmadge,
:<0. — CP 5 change
to 1220 kc,trans,
injtsrease
kw toand501330
kw, kcinstall
-and
change
trans,new
site(Facilifrom
LHorthtDA-DN
of
Akron
to
Granger,
O.
ies of WGAR requested).
Amendments
: W2XJT William B. Still tr/as Jamaica
(Radio & Television Co., Jamaica, N. Y. —
"License
coverTV CPstation,
as mod.,amended
authoriz-re
ing newtoand
exp.
emission
power.
National
Broadcasting
Co.
Inc.,
land, O.—Channel
CP new
commercial
TVClevestation
4
(66-72
mc),
ESR
8120.
amended
to
change
ESR
to
not
specijfied,
;changeschange
in ant.type
system.trans, and make
Radio Station WBIR Inc., Knoxville,
J.'Tenn.
newmc FMand (Metropolitan)
station— CP
onto 45.1
sq. mi.,
amended
change
name 3,230
of applicant
from
American
Broadcasting
Corp.
Radiosystem.
Station WBIR Inc., and changeto
ant.
Woodrow standard
Miller, Sanstation
Bernardino,
Cal.
1240 kckc and
250
w—CPunl.,newamended
to request 1450
omit request
for
facilities
to
be
relinquished by KFXM of KPRO
(Contingent
grant of application
to changeon
frequency).
Applications Dismissed
KENO d/bMaxwell
& Laura Belle
Kelch
NevadaKelchBroadcasting
Co.,
Xas
Vegas,
Nev.
—
CP
change
'970 kc, Increase 250 w to 1 kw1400andkc in-to
■stall new
trans.,
ant.
and
ground
system. (Request &of Sons
applicant).
Inc., TVProvidence,
31.E.I. —Anthony
CP new commercial
station,
Xhannelquest of10attorney).
(186-192 mc), ESR 1215 (ReDECEMBER 5
Amendment
Pittsburgh
House, Pittsbtion,urgh— CP46.5 mcnewRadio
FM Supply
(Metropolitan)
staand
8,400
sq.coverage
mi. coverage,
amended
to
change
11,400
sq.
mi.,
change
type
trans,
andto
make changes in ant. system.

Cosgrove Says OPA
Impeding Progress
Pricing Policies Discourage
Manufacturers, He Claims
OPA was charged with impeding
reconversion of the radio industry
by R. C. Cosgrove, president of
Radio Manufacturers Association,
in an address at a luncheon of the
Radio Executives Club of New
York Dec. 6.
Scarcity of radio set parts has
delayed set manufacture, said Mr.
Cosgrove. Although War Production Board had said the way was
clear after V-J Day for producseveral million
will betion of fortunate
indeedunits,
if a "we
few
hundred thousand radio sets are
actually manufactured before
Christmas,"
Mr. inCosgrove
reported.
Main delay
the component
parts program, he charged, was
due to OPA pricing
"which
discouraged
most policies
manufacturers
from aggressively pushing their
development and production of
peacetime
components."
Mr. Cosgrove
declared that labor
and other costs had risen by
greater dustrypercentage
the parts
than in most inother
elementsinof the business and that ''months
elapsed without
any price nature
determination of an acceptable
to manydiscussing
. . . manufacturers."
When
plans for manufacturing transmitters, Mr. Cosgrove mentioned that Mr. Petrillo's
recent edict might "be a determent
in some people's
He also
revealed
that six plans".
radio sets
out
of 1200 had so far been price tagged
by the OPA this week.

Hunt Foods Expands
HUNT FOODS Inc., San Francisco, Dec.
414 expanded
"What'sstations
Doin' Ladies?"
on
American
20 American westernPacific
stations, Mon.to thru
Fri.
2-2:25
p.m.
(PST).
Agency
is
Young
&
Rubicam, San Francisco.
Bel-Tone Shift
DICK dentEL ofWELL
has been
made Corp.,
presiBel-Tone
Recording
Hollywood
(record
mfgr.).
Hebecause
succeedsof
Jack
Elliott
who
resigned
radio and film commitments.
Back in Hollywood
MANN
Lerinen HOLINER,
& Mitchell, vice-president
accompanied byof
Glenn
Wheaton,
writerreturned
on CBSto "Frank
Sinatrawood
Show",
has
Hollyheadquarters
after
several
weeks
inprogram
New York.
With
Dec.
19 broadcast
shifts
from
New
York
Hollywood. Sponsor is P. Lorillard Co.to
Sweeney Is Father
KEVIN
SWEENEY,
western
division
sales promotion
manager
of American
before joining
the Navy,
andProductions,
now associated
with
Fletcher
Wiley
Hollywood,
Nov.
28. is father of a boy born
SERVICE

Hallicrafters Board
BOARD of directors of Hallicrafters Co., Chicago, was increased from three to seven members at the annual stockholders
meeting Dec. 3. New board members are J. DeForest Richards,
president of the National Boulevard Bank, Chicago; James C.
Cardwell, chairman of the board of
Cardwell Westinghouse Co., Chicago; Leo J. Doyle, president of
Doyle, O'Connor & Co., Chicago,
and Henry C. Forster, retired president of Radio Speakers Inc., Chicago. Reelected to the board were
William J. Halligan, president of
the firm; R. W. Durst, executive
vice-president, and J. J. Frendreis,
secretary-treasurer.

DIRECTORY

FREQUENCY MEASURING
SERVICE
Exact M»oiurtm«nt» * at any fim*
IU COMMUNICATIONS, INC
64 Bread Strut New York 4, N. T.

Custom-Built
Speech Input Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
District 1640

"GEARED TO AM-FM EXPANSION"
Radio Engineering Consultants
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Kansas City, Mo.
Washington, D. C. Hollywood, Cal.

MORE RF KILOWATT HOURS
PER DOLLAR WITH
F & O TRANSMITTING TUBES
Freeland & Olschner Products, Inc.
611 Baronne St., New Orleans 13, La.
4756 Exclusively
High Power Raymond
Tube Specialists

r SOUND EFFECT RECORDS ^
Murray Joins ASCAP
DICK MURRAY will leave his
GENNETT*$FEEDY-Q
Reduced
Library Offer
present post as head of the ParaOver 200BasicWrit*
Individual
Sound Containing
Effects
For Details
mount and Famous Music companies, subsidiaries of Paramount
CHARLES
MICHELSON
Pictures, Jan. 1 to join ASCAP
«7 W. 44th St. New York, N. Y.
as executive assistant to John G.
Paine, general manager of the society. Mr. Murray, whose new salary
FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
is reportedly $35,000 a year, has
not been assigned any definite duties but will generally assist Mr.
STANDARD
Paine, who is spending an increasMeasuring & Equipment Co.
ing amount of his time traveling
Phones
877-2652
Since 1939 Enid, Okla.
on ASCAP business. Mr. Murray
will work closely with Herman
Greenberg who continues as asTOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
society. sistant general manager of the
Radio Towers
Erection, lighting, painting &
Ground Systems
Lyon Signs
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
LYON gelesVAN(moving,& storage),
STORAGEon Dec.
Co., 6Losstarted
AnPortland 1 1 , Oregon
for 52 weeks,
"Meet the Missus",
on p.m.
CBS
WCKY
C. H. Fisher, Agent Phone TR 7303
Pacific
(PST). stations,
Agency isThurs.
BBDO 2:30-2:45
Los Angeles.
Appoint Buchanan
"A DATE
PRODUCERS
RELEASING
Hollywood (motion
pictures),
hasCorp.,
appointed
YOU HAVE
Buchanan
&
Co.,
New
York,
to
handle
the 50,000
advertising.
Charles M. Amory is account executive.
watt voice
Write "Maisie"
TRUE
BOARDMAN
Forrest
Barnesin WITH MUSIC
are collaborating
withandArtie
Phillips
writing
the
CBS
of Cincinnati
Two "Maisie"
Resign scripts.
RENE BOZARTH,
programdirector
director, and
Ruth
musical
managerMiller,
of KGFJ
Los Angeles,- traffic
have
resigned.
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The
Robert L. Kaufman
OrganizationConstruction
Technical Maintenance,
Supervision
and Business
for Broadcast
Stations Services
Munsey Bldg.
Washington
4, D. C.
District 2292
KLUGE ELECTRONICS CO.
Commercial & Industrial
1031Equipment
No. Alvarade
Los Angeles 26, Calif.
Myron E. Kluge Exposition 1741
AVAILABLE NOW
PRECISION TURNTABLES-and/or ASSEMBLIES • MODULATION
MONITORS • REMOTE-POWER
AMPLIFIERS
SONIC ENGINEERING CO.
592 Columbus Ave., New York City, N. Y.

with the 21
jewel movement
CHARLES MICHELSON
67 W.44th SI..N.Y.18. MU 2-3376-5168J
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RMA
Engineers
Reject Number Use
Advise Frequency Designation
In Sets for Upper FM Band
USE of frequency designations for
the upper FM band in new radio
receivers was recommended Wednesday by the RMA Receiver Section, Engineering Dept., at a meeting
in
New
York.ideaThewasFCC-NAB
channel number
rejected.
The action represents the unanimous opinion of engineers, looking
on the problem from a purely technical and scientific aspect, according to Dorman D. Israel, receiver
section chairman and vice-president in charge of engineering and
production of Emerson Radio &
Phonograph Corp.
Committee decision will be taken
up in January
by thewhich
RMA'sis exreceiver set division,
pected to make a recommendation
for guidance of set makers in building receivers tuning the upper FM
band.
The engineering group did not
go into the listener or commercial
angles of set manufacture, since it
was acting under a directive from
the RMA board to make an engineering recommendation. The engineers felt that since the frequency designations are scientifically fixed, whereas channel numbers or other designations are purely arbitrary, a frequency numbering plan was preferable. The action
was unanimous.
FCC on Nov. 16 adopted a set of
channel designations covering the
upper FM band [Broadcasting,
Nov. 19]. NAB previously had conferred with FCC on the plan, designed to simplify tuning by listeners and to provide for possible
expansion of the band.
Surveys of set manufacturers by
RMA and NAB had indicated overwhelming sentiment among set
makers in favor of the channel
numbering system. Final choice
rests with individual manufacturers.

RCA
NBC

Makes

5,000,

UTILIZES NEW SOUND AIDS
Latest Acoustical Developments Are Used
In Equipping Net's New Studio 6D

Patents Available
FIVE THOUSAND patents owned
by RCA have been made available
by the company for listing in the
Register of Patents Available for
Licensing.
The U.Register
was established in the
S. Patent
Office
last June 1 under direction of Secretary of Commerce Henry A.
Wallace.
All patents owned by RCA are
made available under terms of the
corporation's standard licensing
agreements as a result of this action, according to the Department.
The RCA agreements include righxs
under patents owned by General
Electric Co., Westinghouse Electric
Corp., graph
American
Telephone
TeleCo. and others.
These &rights,
of course, cover only the extent to
which
licenses.RCA has the right to grant
RCA's patents mainly cover
acoustical
developments
employed
in NBC'sandnewapplied
Studioon 6Dit broadcast receiving sets including
inLATEST
New York.
Rear wall
of stage are
is wholly
reflective,
television, phonographs, broadcast
are "diffusispheres" which, placed at random, prevent discrete reflections. transmitting apparatus, transmitDrapery helps control acoustical conditions on stage for proper microting and receiving apparatus for
commercial use, tubes and sound
phone balance. Control and clients' booths are adjacent.
motion picture devices.
The Register was established to
aid manufacturers in finding new
products for reconversion and for
future years. Secretary Wallace
expects many useful inventions
which might
dormant many otherwise
years to remain
be brought
into early use as a result of the
Register. The list now includes
some 9,000 patents.
The Department says inquiries
concerning patents listed by RCA
should be addressed to the corporation'sPlaza,
generalNewoffices
feller
Yorkat 20,30 N.RockeY.

OPERA BROADCAST
GIVEN 4.2 RATING
BROADCAST of the opening of
the Metropolitan Opera season Nov.
26 to which American devoted its
full schedule from 8 p.m. on, was
given a 4.2 rating by the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting. Rating covers the 8-11 p.m. time during
GM Radio Continues
which
the opera broadcast attracted
ALTHOUGH General Motors
an average of 13.8% of the listenCorp., Detroit, is cancelling its
ing
audience. An average of 30.2 c/<
newspaper and magazine advertisofduring
radio thehomes
sets-in-use1
ing due to the strike, the company
threereported
hours. Texas
Co.,
will maintain its institutional raNew
York,
sponsors
of
the
Satur-on
dio advertising, such as the Genday afternoon opera broadcasts
eral Motors Symphony of the Air,
American,
alsoissponsored
on NBC, Sunday 5-6 p.m. through
mier. Agency
Buchanan the& preCo.,
New York.
Kudner Agency, New York, and
John W. Vandercook, on NBC SatWashington Evening Star
urday 5:30-5:45 p.m., through D.
(WMAL Washington, American
P. Brother & Co., Detroit. ComAffiliate) said in an editorial that
pany is also maintaining sponsor"radio as entertainment reached a
ship mofentsain connection
series of spot
new level of achievement" with the
with announcethe labor
opera broadcast.
"The premier
problem in various cities, through
broadcast
of a Metropolitan
openCampbell-Ewald Co., Detroit.
ing . . . was in itself a news event,
notably
attractive
as
a
fragment
of
CBS Promotes
SAWTOOTH-SHAPED ceiling
reflects sound and
. . . The excitement of the
proper history
CBS has sent out a mailing piece on direction and reflection of the diffusely
whole occasion came over the ether
fluorescent lighting. Studioaids6D inreplaces
"Assignment
Home", Saturday
series,
8G, which will be used for other purposes. It was built
picturing
the returning
veterantheat doctor,
home, old NBCtheStudio
that will not be forgotlooking
visiting
supervision of 0. B. Hanson, NBC vice-president and chief in a tenmanner
soon. Everybody who shared in
going to forwork,a Job.
etc. Piece
opens up Into under
architectural
Nixon,
M.
George
by
was
design
Acoustical
engineer.
the performance deserves congrataasposter
"Assignment
"The acclaiming
Biggest Show
in Town".Home" supervision by W. A. Clarke, and equipment by C. A. Rackey.
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ulation."
SIDE WALL opposite the control booth has acoustical treatment applied
in irregularly shaped surfaces, with the intervening reflective space
covered with random-spaced diffusispheres. Major portion of the flat
rear wall is treated over with a rockwool blanket covered by a perforated
asbestos board. Studio, air-conditioned, is 30 by 67 feet and seats 227.

PROFESSIONAL

DIRECTORY

LABS: GREAT NOTCH, N.J.
OFFS:
UPPER.
MONTCCAIR, N, 0.
* SA£ie-M0*m4MII.2-1»S».-

GEORGE C. DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

There is no substitute for experienc
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

JOHN BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializing
Broadcast and
Allocationin Engineering
Earle Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey Bldg. • District 8215
Washington 4, D. C.

Frank H. Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
710 14th St. N.W.
ME. 4477
Washington, D. C.

HAROLD B. ROTHROCK
Consulting Radio
Engineer
•
301 N. Greenbrier St.
Arlington,2267
Va.
Chestnut

g*t* IV. Kay
Consulting Radio Engineer*
991Bridgeport
Broad St.,3,Suite
Conn.9-11
Telephone 5-2055 Lab. Phone 7-2465

WORT H IN GTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. WASH.. D. C1319 F STREET N. W. DISTRICT 4127

HERBERT L.WILSON
ANO ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
AM FM TELEVISION FAC3IMUI
1018 Vmmont Ave., N.vt, WiswMToa 9.0.0.
.NATIONAL 7161 •-

HOLEY & HILLEGAS
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1146 Briarcliff PI., N.E.
Atlanta, Ga.
ATwood 3328

ANDREW
CO.
Consulting Radio Engineers
363 E. 75th St CHICAGO 19
Triangle 4400

GOMER
L. DAVIES
Consulting Radio Engineer
P. O. Box 71 Warfield 9089
College Park, Md.

DIXIE B. McKEY
ROBERT C. SHAW |
CONSULTING
RADIO ENGINEERS
1108 16th Street N. W. Suite 405
Washington, D. C. NAtional 6982

WELDON & CARR
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 CONNECTICUT AVENUE
PHONE— MICHIGAN 4151

I Consulting Radio Engineers ^
' Equipment Engineering Co.
s.
W»SHINGT0N,4,D.C
Pickens St. Columbia, 19, S.C.
• O 4 o • o

REAR 8C KENNEDY
Consulting Radio Engineer*
Albee Building REpublic 1951
Washington, D. C.

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS, TEXAS

ROBERT L. WEEKS
CONSULTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
429 Russ Bldg.
San Francisco, California

Colton & Foss, Inc.
Electronic Consultants
• WASHINGTON, D. C. «
927 15th Street NW, REpublic c

ey
& Bail
Jans
AnkyOrganization
of
Qualified
Radio
Engineers
DEDICATED TO THE
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
nmmercial Radio Equip. Co.
International Bulldlnr. Washington, D. C.
32 1 E. Gregory Boulevard, Kansas City, Mo.
Cross Roads of the World, Hollywood, CaM.

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
PAUL A. deMARS
ASSOCIATE
1469 Church St.,Decatur
N.W., Washington
5, D. C.
1234

JOHN J. KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Earle Bldg. NATIONAL 6513
Washington 4, D. C.

MAY
and BOND
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
★ ★ ★
1422 F St, N.W., Wash. 4, D. C.
Kellogg Bldg. • Republic 3984

[Universal _™
Research
laboratories

9Bi ft Mason
HILL CIRCLE
Streets \■I
SANDOUGLAS
FRANCISCO
—
5380 ■
-I

insult ants ■
Ktiio engineering Consultants
John Creutz
Congulting Radio Engineer
328 Bond Bldg. REpublic 2151
Washington, D. C.
ROADCASTING

Broadcast — Allocation ft Field Service
GILLE BROS.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1108 Lillian Way Phone: GLadstone 6178
HOLLYWOOD 30, CALIF.
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Situations
Wanted
(Cont'd) or
Veteran
available
for announcing
i— Classified Advertisements —
technical
work
with
good
technical
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only — Minimum $1.00.
trainingence. Willandapplysomeforcommercial
experiSituation Wanted 10c per word. All others, 15c per word. Count 3 words for
engineers
Lewis H. Danforth, 111
S. Maplelicense.
St.,
blind box number. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies
W. Hempstead, I,'. I.. New York.
to Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C
News neer.
writer
who
can
double
as
engiFirstintelephone
license.with12 years
Help Wanted
radio,
combination
press
Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
services.six Midwesterner,
29, married.
Station
manager
—
chief
engineer.
Naval
Help
wanted—
Transmitter
man
with
Anything,
anywhere
considered
immediJanuarynew release,
defirst class
license
a progressive
Mich- officer,siresexpecting
ately. Wynn, 318 West 60th, Los Angoodat working
cityconnection
where with
economy
ofstation
staff ininis
Send igan
yourstation,qualifications
and conditions.
references. small
necessary.
Thoroughly
experienced
geles.
Station
manager or assistant — 8 years
Box 473, BROADCASTING.
station
management,Capable
sales, engineering
programming,
conAnnouncer
for progressive
and construction.
announcer. actual experience
tinuity,inducted.
sales manager,
manlet northern
New York.network
Box out539, First
ager
when
Agegeneral
36, married.
class
license.
I'm
looking
for
hard
BROADCASTING.
work
and
lots
of
it
in
return
for
miniAvailable
1st
January.
Sgt/Major
in
mum salaryAvailable
and commission
Wanted—
veteran
with located
first classin monthly.
Army.560,Position
must be permanent.
license
forWarlocal
AM station
February of15th.$350.00
Box Box
BROADCASTING.
state
capital
of
midwestern
state.
State
545,
BROADCASTING.
salary requirements, marital status, and Recording director, producer, veteran. Veteran wants job as copy writer with
previous experience. Box 566, BROAD- Had staff of 20 men transcribing 6 hours commercials,
advertising agency
radio station.
Spot
CASTING.
news,orhave
music
religious
of programs
per week
for
ArmyQualipro. continuity, what
you.or Midwest,
Engineer, copy
managed
AFRS
station.
announcer
neededwriter
for and
ideal beginning
southern Overseas
especially
Michigan,
preferred.
Referfied
engineer,
built
4
studio
set
ups
for
ences. Box 561, BROADCASTING.
networkexpected.
station.BoxWrite
fully, stating Army. Will go anywhere. Box 549,
salary
569, BROADCASTBROADCASTING.
Engineer.likeJust
releasedposition
from service.
ING^
Young
man,
35
years
of
age,
married,
Would
to contact
in the
Radio
script
writers two
— TheradioAmerican
desires position
withLicensed
stationsince
contemeast. Technical school graduate, exLegion
will
employ
script
plating
expansion.
1931.
writers
full
time.
Must
be
World
War
p
e
r
i
e
n
c
e
d
i
n
design,
construction,
mainCASTING^
transmitter inbefore
entertenance and FM. Box 562, BROADII veterans and have experience. Give Nine ingyears
Navy. atExperienced
installation
and maintenance
of transmitter
and Brothers — Veterans. Experienced in radio
full details,ploymentexperience
andThepresent
em- studio
i
n
first
letter.
American
equipment. NavalFM.experience
Legion, Public Relations Division, 777 in materiel,
Graduates
Radioprogram
Instituteon
Los Angelesall announcing.
ofstation
Chicago.
One
had own
Meridian, Indianapolis, Indiana.
preferred. BoxVHF555, andBROADCASTING.
affiliated
with
Forces
Operator-announcer,
New
York
FM
staTotal of eight years in varjous phases Network.
Work well
asAmerican
team. Familiar
tion
WGYN.
Apply
Room
5808,
Seventy
with six
all phases
ofinstruments.
radio entertainment.
Pine Street, Between Ten and Twelve First
of radio
and' operating.
phonemaintenance
license. Announcing
fair. Play
musical
Available
A.M.
notice. Box 563, BROADCASTING.
handle compensation.
combination job'Prefer
with proper
pecuniary
mid- short
Wanted
— Topnotch announcer. $60.00 Will
southwest or Rockies.
Veteran.
Control circuit and studio control deper
La. week, 40 hour base. KMLB, Monroe, Box 557,west,BROADCASTING.
Ful timea orspecialty.
project basis.
motesigner.control
Box Re564,
BROADCASTING.
on6 years
terminal
leave, colCan youClock
announce?
lib A-l MorningAlarm
Show? AdNewscast?
Must be Army legecaptain
graduate,
experience
ann
o
u
n
c
i
n
g
a
n
d
script
writing,
desires
Attention!
Want
a
writer?
A
producer?
sober,
reliable.
Permanent.
$75.00
and
in 1801
midwest
Someone willing to work hard? Young
room. Give references. Box 579, BROAD- W
A.position
Hanson,
Rawleystates.
Ave.,Address
Madison,C. woman
is
CASTING.
wouldWillliketravel
poe
.
sitionproducer,
on progressivewriter
station.
Hammond
Electric
Organist
who
can
awaiting4 discharge;
experience.
anywhere.enced University
degree,dramatic
experidouble
Man or Veteran
musical,
interview,
8operator;
years civilian,
years
army
as
control
woman. asBox singer-announcer.
580, BROADCASTING.
Now
remote. shows.
Go anywhere.production
No floater.shows,
Sgt. Norman
employedSoliddualtheater
networkbackground.
sound effects.
Top
flightsalary,
newscaster,
Liberal
talent network
fees. Boxquality.
581, T. Lewis, Box 202, Petersburg, Virginia, Box 565, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING.
Salesman or woman.
Only$100.00
station
city.
weeklyin
contactIf earning
us. Box less582,thanBROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Producer—
program
director.
Nine directyears
experience
includeswriting,
production,
FOR
SALE
ing,Captain
announcing,
acting.Agency
Now
Army
awaiting
release.
preferred. Box 542, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer-announcer.
Desires
permanentExperienced.
position combination,
chief
operator.
Reliable.
Preferor
midwest
or
southwest.
Box
558,
BROADCASTING^
Naval
available Feb.new1, FM
1946 stafor
positiontion.officer
as chief
Prefer
west orengineer
southwest location.
Box
559, BROADCASTING.
Established 250 watt
Experienced
radio news broadcaster and
commentator
familiar problems
with Far East
political inand economic
through
residence
China.
Working
knowledge
ofandwritten
and Desires
spoken position
Chinese specializlanguage
French.
network affiliated
ing
in
news
with
station
having
radius
than present location. Box wider
474,
BROADCASTING.
Chief pre-war
engineer experience
— Available 10December
Total
years. execuGood15.
engineering
education.
Definite
Pennsylvania radio
ability. Progressive
ideas. with
Married.
Desiretive permanent
placement
expanding
station.
Box
494,
BROADCASTING.
station.
WANTED TO BUY
250 Watt Radio Station
We9t or Midwest
Send complete details
BOX 568, BROADCASTING
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Situations Wanted (Cont'd) f
Formeryearsstation
from ]§
two
in themanager,
Pacific,justseeksbackopportunity
at
station
in
small
or
mediumsized .community.
pro- |1;fl
Auction,
programming,Management,
scripts. Write
Box
571, BROADCASTING.
f
Announcer — Ex-Navy Lt. with some ex- t
perience
available
at
once.
Excellent
f'
voice, considerable sales experience, fe
Writing ability. University graduate, I
married,
dependable, good appearance. J1
Ralph
Illinois. B. Reid, P. O. Box 489, Elgin, $i
Electronics
soon
be releasederationfromfor engineer,
war work,
Invitesto responconsidfilling
permanent,
sible,
engineering
position.
BEE
degree.
Experience inAvailable
broadcasting
and first.
UHF
techniques.
February
Address
R. E. Springfield,
Patterson, 377Ohio.East Madison Avenue,
Veteranrienceengineer,
6 years 3 varied
expetransmitter, studio,
years Radar
high cfrequency
workphone.
as radio
technii
a
n
i
n
Navy.
1st
Family
Young. Seek permanent positionman,at4
progressive
with highHestor,
aims. 1030
Excellent station
references. Kenneth
E. 5th St., Erie, Pennsylvania.
Chief Engineer
— 11 Complete
years. Graduate
gineer.
31, father.
charge ende i
velopment,
installation,
operation,
driver,
not
a
theorist.
Box
572,
BROAD
CASTING.
Just got permanent shore duty. Desire
to resumegressive radio
announcingExperience
at prostation immediately.
iy2
years
CBS
affiliate.
Familiar
with
all
Will
travel.phases
James radio
Honig,broadcasting.
294 Union Ave.,
Brooklyn,
New
York.
■
Radio
class license
radio operator,
telegraphhaveandsecond
telephone.
One
year's
experience
as
telegraph
operatorvery little experience
atofficer.
radio Willing
telephoneto
Ex-Merchant
Marine
ING.
go anywhere. Box 573, BROADCASTContinuity
directorand
— Capable
of supervising department
copy desires
changeBROADCASTING.
forwriting
greatertopnotch
oppor
tunity.
Box 575,
Special
events
man
—
All
sports.
Dis
chargee
lookingpreferably
for permanent
with station
in largeposition
city
Also,
capable
of
doing
all-around
staff
work. commercial
Family man—
years of age
—3
years
radio23experience.
While
overseas with American
Forces Network
handled first
bull fight Ifbroadcast
American
interestedin
contact Boxradio
578, history.
BROADCASTING.
Commercial
manager.
Desire
Discharge
veteran sales
with experience.
newspaperchange.
and
radio
advertising
Best
ofitself,
references.
Sales
record
speaks
for
invite interview
and investiga
tion. Minimum
compensation
$6,000. I
prove
my
statements.
Box
576,
BROADCASTING.
Veteran New York announcer— Producer I ipp
must move
southcontract
or west expires
due to Jan.
wife's "
health.
Current
Wire collect
for particulars.
Box 577,1.
BROADCASTING.
Experienced New York production man|
desires
programin directorship
in another
town.
Degree
radio, tenfor years
in the | M
business.
Wire collect
particulars.
Robert N.Mann,
York,
Y. 333 Riverside Drive, New1
First class
radiotelephone
license.
teur
W5JLT.
Three years
Navy31 Amaradio
technician
program.
Married.position
yearsin
old.
Desire
permanent
southwest.
James
W.
Birdsong,
P.
O.
Box 444, Mt. Vernon, Texas.
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RADIO TECHNIQUE
NEW YORK e CHICAGO
America's Oldest School Devoted
Exclusively to Radio Broadcasting
Comprehensive Day and Evening
Courses in all phases of Radio
Broadcasting
by Network
Professionals. taught
Moderate
rates.
For Full Details, Request Booklet I.
OADCASTING
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Jett Clarifies FCC Position on FM;
Reiterates Loiver Band Use Temporary
TO CLEAR up confusion resulting that FM operations in the lower
from reports in other publications band will be continued only until
as to a possible change in FM upper band receivers are generally
policy, FCC Commissioner E. K. available. He emphasized that in
Jett told Broadcasting last week recent published correspondence
he had made no statement to any- with Dr. 0. H. Caldwell, editor,
one in regard to shifting the FM Radio & Television Retailing,
allocations back to the old band or which apparently gave rise to erthat he had commented upon the
roneous reports, he was referring
advisability
to the "continued temporary
band FM sets.of manufacturing two- only
use" of the 44-50 mc band until FM
Commissioner Jett reiterated receivers
are available in the upper
band.
Commissioner Jett issued the folPARSONS PROMOTED
lowing statement:
"Dr. Caldwell wrote to me on
BY NBC RECORDING
and urged that the ComWILLIS B. PARSONS, assistant Nov. 8 mission
the complete
shutdown
of'delay ordering
the 44 mc
channels
sales manager
of
NBC's
Radio
Recording Division has been appointed for some time
or
possibly
a year
to the newly-created post of man- or so — until FM experience and
deager
of
Thesauvelopment has fully progressed on
rus & Syndicated
the
new
channels
—
and
television
Sales, Robert
Friedheim, de- really needs this 44-50 mc band.'
partment mana- He stated that 'such a course would
ger, announced parallel the Commission's recently
last week in con- very wise action with respect to
nection with a re- television wherein you authorized
operation on the presecutives. alignment of ex- its continued
familiar television channels
Charles W. while entpermitting
experimentation
Mr. Parsons Hicks Jr., for 10
Situations
Wanted (Cont'd)
lvailable
immediately,
experienced
the :
higher frequencies.' In my
years
programN. in
follows
joman's
commentator,
programming,
reply
I
advised
Dr.
Caldwell as
manager
of
WSOC
Charlotte,
6t xmtinuity.
?round with College
network graduate.
stations. BoxBack538, C, has joined the department as
I BROADCASTING.
manager of recording sales. He sucAs you about
know the
£ Dperator
— Firstpreferably
class license,
125 Commission
applications has
for
Walter B. Davison, who has granted
|3o
anywhere,
south. veteran.
Donald resignedceeds to
new
FM
stations
in
addition
to projoin
Capital
Records.
viding
new
assignments
forSinceexisting
|;3rienen,
Wisconsin. 970 School Place, Green Bay,
licensees
and
permittees.
there
Bert Wood,
formerly
a producerabout 500tomore
applications
it
Wanted to Buy
director
in the
department,
has isarereasonable
that byseveral
hundred
will This
beassume
approved
thein
been named program manager.
Wanted—
Complete
equipment
for
250
end
of
1945.
should
result
watt
AM station. Box 567, BROAD- Morris W. Hamilton of the depart- the construction of a large number
CASTING.
ofenable
stations
1946, which
will
ment staff has been named associate
thewhetherduring
Commission
tofrequendeterhandling
special
producmine
the
existing
it I Two Radiotone Transcription turn- producer,
cies
should
be
continued
or
turned
tion assignments.
over
1 1cables, slightly used, $250.00. WNEX,
assureto youtelevision.
that we Atdo anynot rate
intendI canto
Norman Cash, recently a lieuteni- 1Macon, Georgia.
the presentavailable
band until
ant in the army, has joined the de- closeice is generally
J;1i'.plete
For Sale—
Presto
Model
Y
recorder
comin
the servnew
extra 75-A
recording
partment as program director and band.
- table. with
Immediate
delivery
$900.00 turnplus Donald Mercer,
a
former
Army
crj:'6 --8-N
shipping
charges.
For
Sale
—
new
Presto
recorder withalsomicroscope
ex- captain, as sales supervisor, replac"In this connection it will be
tra feedscrew
used Prestoand 85-E
^i1 amp.
Box 546, BROADCASTING.
ing Ward Barnes who is leaving on noted that the foregoing conforms
Miscellaneous
a survey of the southwest.
with ticethe
Commission's
of Sept.
4, 1945: public noWanted gentlyto needed.
rent,Station
wire laying
plow,
urWSPA,
SpartanThe
Commission
that
burg, S. C.
equipment formayoperation
notrecognizes
be with
presently
American Boosts Loan
available
the
AMERICAN devoted a total of 17 radiated
powerwill specified.
Accordingly,
licensees
be
permitted
to
opSPORTSCASTER— WANTS
hours and five minutes to special
with less power
such
PERMANENT ENGAGEMENT
time
aserate materials
and until
equipment
programs
designed
to
support
the
are
obtainable.
Moreover,
until
such
BACKGROUND
Victory Loan Drive during the time as it appears that receivers for
Age — Thirty
period from Oct. 28 through Dec. the new
bandpublic
are generally
able to the
and ownersavail-of
Education — University
8. This time is exclusive of more
existing receivers
have
had thethem
opService — 3y2 Years Army Officer
p
o
r
t
u
n
i
t
y
t
o
adapt
or
convert
than
200
Victory
Bond
announcenew band,
licensees
will also
Experience Newspaper Sportsments, allocated by the War Ad- tobe the
permitted
to
continue
operation
writer; tionalBroadcasting
Internaexisting
assignment
in the
vertising Council,and
madecooperative
on net- onold their
League Baseball Games,
However,
when receivers
work sustaining
American League Hockey
and band.
converters
are available
for the
Games, Big Time Wrestling,
upper
programs.
will be frequencies,
terminated. dual operation
General Sports and News.
Should be of interest to stations
"Insofar
am aware, there is
who may be thinking of vigorously
Publishers Okay ASCAP no thought asof Icontinuing
entering
sportsorganizations.
field or strengthenband
ing present
MORE than 80% of the 44-50 mc for FM after FM the
receivers
A letter, wire or phone call, nampublisher members of ASCAP have are generally available to the pubing an appointment
at yourto you,
consigned agreements authorizing the
venience, without obligation
lic in the upper band 88-108 mc.
society to handle television rights
topreciated.
discuss personally, will be apCommission
anto their music, ASCAP reported Moreover,nounced asthe
recently
as last week
last
week.
Returns
from
writer
Thank
interview.you for granting me an
members, however, have not yet that the band 44-50 mc would be
reached the 80% figure required assigned to Television (CommuBOX 570, BROADCASTING
by th e ASCAP bylaws.
nity) stations."
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting
iVoice of America'
Curtails Service
INCE NOV. 1, "Voice of Amer:a", U. S. international shortwave
roadcasts
to Europe,
have discon-to
nued direct
transmissions
ortugal, Belgium, The Nethermds, and the Scandinavian counries,
with thethese
Stateactivities
Dept.'s
rder intolinecurtail
rom large scale war operations.
of America"
programs
re"Voice
now beamed
in 18 languages,
iss than half as many as during
le war. Spot news operations of
he shortwave radio stations of the
nterim International Information
lervice have also been severely cut,
10 that HIS now sends out little
pot news from America except to
Jermany, Austria and Japan.
Streamlining
war-time
oprations
to longfromrange
program
;eared
for
peace
has
meant
a
drasic reduction in the force of HIS,
■o a placement office has been set
ip by HIS Labor Management
Committee at 250 West 57 Street,
tfew York, for radio executives and
irganizations interested in obtainng services of former overseas
>ranch owners who were engaged
n radio work of all types.

Philco Show to Coast
PHILCO RADIO Corp. Sunday
program on American, Radio Hall
of Fame,lowingwill
New York and,
folthe Jan.leave6 broadcast
after a broadcast from Chicago on
Jan. 20, will originate from Hollywood for the remainder of the
winter. Program will be broadcast
from a number of other cities
across the country before returning to New York about April 1.
Personnel of Hutchins Adv. Co.,
New York, agency in charge, will
accompany show to the Coast.
Plan to visit other cities is designed largely for the benefit of
Philco distributors and dealers,
who have placed orders for $110,000,000 worth of products, before
June 1946, an increase of 43%
over 1941,
company's
best Hall
previous year.theAfter
the Radio
of Fame returns to New York it
will continue on American from
that city, the agency stated, denying rumors that it was to be
dropped in the spring.
Shea Rejoins WNEW
BILL SHEA, recently discharged from
AAF as captain, has returned to WNEW
New York as member of continuity department. Keeshan Returns
LT. JOHNchargedW.from KEESHAN,
recently
disthe Navy, & has
rejoined
Birmingham, Castleman
Pierce,
New
York,
ment. as manager of the traffic depart-

WANTED
Manager for
Television
Station
The man we're looking for
will have had several years
experience as the manager of
a successful radio station in
a large metropolitan center.
He'll know programming . . .
talent . . . production — as
well as the commercial and
management side of broadcasting. He'll be long on energy, ideas and imagination
and probably very short on
television
supply that.experience.
For the We'll
right
man this is a ground-floor opin a tremendous
new industry.portunityWrite,
outlining
your experience
in
detail.
gotiations in confidence, Ne-if
you wish. Our organization
knows of this advertisement.
BOX 574, BROADCASTING
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WHAT KIND OF PROGRAM WOULD YOU MISS MOST
WMOB MOBILE SOLD
Survey
FARM PEOPLE
RURALPEOPLE
NONFARM
(Continued from page 20)
TO J. L., OFG. WMOB
N. IVf/iVN
PURCHASE
Mobile
religious programs among the first
0
80 from
S. B. Quigley by J. Lindsay
five types of programs in the
Nunn and his son, Gilmore N.
"liked best" category. Aside from
news, the programs most preferred
Nunn, matedforlast week.
$250,000,
was consum-is
are those least obtainable from the
The transaction
subject to FCC approval.
high powered stations, they assert.
The Nunns now operate WLAP
The regional group further
Lexington, Ky.; WBIR Knoxville;
points to findings in the survey relating to relatively low interest of
WCMI Ashland, Ky., and KFDA
rural listeners in classical music
Amarillo. The younger Nunn recently returned to active direction
and serial programs. These findings, they contend, prove that
of theing beenradio
properties
farmers require a distinctive kind
released
from after
Army havAir
of programming.
Transport Command with rank of
The regional spokesmen feel that
major.
WMOB has been in operation
the survey was a fair one and emsince 1939 and is an American
phasize
that
they
have
never
objected to its formulation under
outlet.
Mr.
Quigley
is in appliance
the automotive finance
and radio
auspices of the government.
business,
in
addition
to
his
station
The study,
officiallyPeople
entitledToward
"Atownership.
The 250station
operates on
titudes of Rural
1230
kc
with
w.
RadioDivision
Service,"
was prepared
Fisher & Wayland, counsel for
the
of Program
Surveysby
the licensee, and Dempsey & Kop
of the Bureau of Agricultural Ecolovitz, counsel for the Nunns, con
nomics. Dr. Angus Campbell, who
was acting head of the division
templateposedcompliance
with bid
the pro
prowhile Dr. Rensis Likert was in EuFCC advertising
Tope, and Dr. Patricia Woodward
cedure enunciated in the AvcoCrosley decision.
directed the study. Reprints of the
report will be available for general Sports broadcasts
distribution in a few weeks at the
Now Radio
division headquarters in the South * This question
followedare bytabulated
"What other
kindcharted
of program
would you
miss?" Withycomb
to both5% was
questions
here.discussions,
Not
areof programs
mentioned
Adviser To Sun Papers
Agriculture Building, Washington. Answers
byruralless nonfarm
than
in
either
group;
talks
and
2%
farm
people,
4%
of
music, stories,
2% and 1%3%;anddance
2% and
3%; DONALD WITHYCOMB, former
classical
music, people;
1% andpopular
3%; mystery
2%; music,
humorous
episodes,
and 2%.
general
manager
WFIL head
Philaofj
FBIS Ends Operations *1%* Kind
not specified.
delphia and
more ofrecently
Because of Money Cut DIFFERENCES in program taste between farm and nonfarm rural lis- the international division of Amer
teners were determined by the attitudes survey through inquiry as to what
CREATED five years ago to enican, has
named'
radiobeen
ad
able government agencies to keep other kinds of programs would be missed most. As shown by this chart,
abreast of foreign radio propa- religious programs, weather reports, old-time music, and farm talks
viser
and
consultare
considerably
more
important
to
farmers
than
to
other
rural
people.
ganda activities, the Foreign
antmoreto the
BaltiSun papers
Broadcast Intelligence Service
FIVE PROGRAMS CHOSEN AS "LIKED BEST"
it was announced
ceased operations last Wednesday.
last week. The
The Commission ordered the servnewspapers are
FARM PEOPLE
ice suspended after the House reRURAL NONFARM PEOPLE
duced the FCC national defense
new
AM station
funds to $465,000.
i
20 40
applying
on 850 kcforwith
Was to Have Folded
Mr.
Withycomb
1,000
w fulltime,
Established as a war agency,
as well as for £
the FBI'S was to have automati- News broadcasts
metropolitan
FM
station.
cally folded up two months after Religious music
Mr. Withycomb is headquarter
the end of hostilities. It had been Oldtime
ing in Baltimore and is spending
music
continued temporarily at the reconsiderable
time in Washington in
quest of the State Dept., however,
which has been interested in main- Market reports
connection with processing of the1
applications.
Before
joiningidentified
Amertaining the operation. Despite the
programs
ican last year,
he was
request, the House cut the FCC ap- Religious
with international radio operations
propriation by $930,000, ordering Farm talks
of Coordinator of Inter-Americah
FBIS liquidated. Later the Senate
Affairs. He was station relations(
restored it and last week both Quiz programs
manager of NBC during the tenure
houses adopted a conference re- Entertainment programs
port, making the reduction $465,of M. H. Aylesworth as president. |k1
000, leaving only enough funds to Talks, discussions
liquidate the FBIS. The Radio InBMB Membership 65% ?
Dance music
MEMBERSHIP in the Broadcast; S.j
intact. telligence Division budget was left Serial stories
Measurement Bureau Inc., New| eal
Although the Commission disYork, now comprises 65% of
closed it was notifying its 275
all U. S. commercial radio stations,,
employes their services were being Complete plays
with a total of 580 stations signed) L
terminated Dec 10 strenuous ef Semi-clasjical music
as members. Recent subscribers
forts were being made by the
are WATT WSAV WOLS WBT
State, War and Navy Departments Sports broadcasts
KGGF WHB KFNF KVSO KSAL
to save the operation. A State De- Brass bands
WEST WGAL WORK WGY.
partment spokesman said these
agencies had great need of the
RWG Elects
service. It was expected the quesBURKE of American Broadr
tion will be definitely determined KINDS of programs "liked best" are not necessarily regarded as most EDWARD
casting
Co.,
San
been
chairman Francisco,
of RadiohasWriters
early this week.
important, as shown in this chart from the report on the radio atti- elected
Guild,ing year.
San Other
Francisco
chapter,
forRobert
comofficers
include
tudes
survey.
A
comparison
with
Fig.
4
reveals
that
a
greater
proporReidy Appointed
freelance writer, vice-chairman,
tion of rural listeners choose religious music from the standpoint of Mullen,
JOHN J.Inc.,REIDY,
for 10hasyears
Margo
Atwood
ofrecently
American,completed
execuSchick
New
York,
beenof with
appreference than from that of importance. Quiz programs also rank and
tive
secretary.
Guild American
p
o
i
n
t
e
d
s
a
l
e
s
promotion
manager
the
negotiations
and NBC
higher in popularity among rural people than in importance.
company.
on contracts with
covering
news writers.
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OPA
Retail Ceilings on 35 More
Sets
nut cabinet, 6% x 9 ¥2 x 5% inches,
544-A
Arvin,
5-tube,
5-inch
speaker,
er
Increase
Factor
High
plastic, ivory cabinet, 611/32 x $19.75; Model 1553R, 5-tube, 55 29/64 x 9 11/16 inches, $15.65; inch
For Condensers
speaker,
plastic,x walnut
cabinet, 6% x 10%
5% inches,
Model 664-Arvin, 6-tube, 5% -inch
Is Allowed
speaker, plastic, walnut cabinet, $19.25; Model 2553R, 5-tube, 5'WELVE radio manufacturers 7 19/64 x 6% x 12 inches, $25.60; inch speaker, plastic, ivory cabinet,
ave been given retail ceiling prices
Arvin, 6-tube, 5% -inch 6% x 10% x 5% inches, $20.20;
n 35 table model receivers, Office Model 664A-plastic,
ivory cabinet, Model 1554R, 5-tube, 5-inch speakf Price Administration announced speaker,
7 19/64 x 6% x 12 inches, $25.90;
er, plastic, walnut cabinet, 6% x
Model
6002-Silvertone,
4- 9V2 x 5% inches, $19.25; Model
'riday.
This
makes
authorizations
or 41 models to be manufactured inch speaker, metal cabinet,4-tube,
5x6% 2554R, 5-tube, 5-inch speaker, plastic, ivory cabinet, 6% x 9% x 5%
■|r
the first
threebefore
hav- x 4 5/32 inches, $10.55; Model inches,
$20.20.
ig 15beenfirms,
authorized
a week
6050-Silvertone, 6-tube, 5% -inch
Sonora Radio & Television Corp.,
Broadcasting, Dec. 19].
speaker, wood cabinet, 8% x 14%
Earlier in the week OPA allowed x 7% inches, $29.35.
Chicago— Model RBU176, 5-tube,
Regal Electronics Corp., New 4-inch speaker, plastic, ivory cabiarther price increase factors for
net, 7 x 10 11/16 x 6 9/32 inches,
ertain parts and gave other relief York — Model L46, 6-tube, 5-inch
> manufacturers. Increase factor speaker, wood cabinet, 5% x 7 x $22.40; Model RBU 207, 5-tube,
ar variable condensers, which had 11 inches, $26.30.
4- inch speaker, wood cabinet, 8%
een pegged at 13.5%, was boosted
Frank Rieber Inc., Los Angeles — x 11% x 6% inches, $29.95.
) 16.5%
Model Hodges, 5-tube, 4-inch
Teletone Radio Co., New York —
speaker,
plastic cabinet, 7 x 11 x 7 Model
100, 5-tube, 5-inch speaker,
t-Lastone,week's
authorizations,
exi§pt
were for
AM sets using
inches, 2-bands, $31.20.
wood, walnut cabinet, 7% x 11% x
Sheridan Electronics Corp., Chi- 7 inches, $27.55; Model 111, 5-tube,
£ or DC power, all one-band exjpt where specified. Following are
cago— Model 1543F, 4-tube, bat- 5- inch speaker, wood, walnut cabile ceilings allowed:
net, 7% x 10% x 6Y2 inches, $27.55;
tery, 5-inch speaker, plastic, walnut
cabinet,
6% x 10% x 5% inches, Model 113, 5-tube, 5-inch speaker,
' Garod Radio Corp., Brooklyn —
[odel 5A-1 Walnut, 5-tube, 4Yz- $19.75; Model 1544F, 4-tube, bat- wood, walnut cabinet, 7% x 13%
ich speaker, plastic cabinet, 5%
tery, 5-inch speaker, plastic, wal- x 6% inches, $29.40.
10% x 4% inches, $24.50; Model
A.-1 Ivory, same specifications ex§>t color, $25.9l0; Model 5A-2, Britain Withholds Demands for 200-mc
line specifications except two-tone
ireen color, $26.60; Model 5AU-1
/alnut, same specifications, $25.60 ; Markers Pending Tests in Washington
[odel 5AU-1 Ivory, same specifi- THE BRITISH Commonwealth has Ceylon, subject to agreements with
itions, $27; Model 5AU-2, same agreed not to push its demands to various governments.
Jecifications, plastic two-tone col- use the spectrum, 200-225 mc, for
Both the U. S. and British Comr, $27.50; Model 6AU-1, 6-tube, aviation radar markers following
monwealth agreed not to support
•inch speaker, Catalin cabinet representations by U. S. delegates or approve efforts
by their respecat
the
Bermuda
Telecommunica'ith
tive companies to prevent or ob57.55.handle, 7 x 11% x 6% inches,
tions Conference, which ended
struct establishment of direct cirGlobe Electronics Inc., New York last week.
Britain and Canada had
cuits between the U. S. or British
-Model 500, 5-tube, 5-inch speaker, proposed an international aviation Commonwealth and other countries.
ood-leatherette cabinet, 12 x 12 x marker system that would elimiCeiling
between the U. S.
nate three American television and Britishrates
[inches, $25.70; Model 551, 5-tube,
Commonwealth will be
i-inch speaker, Catalin two-tone channels, an amateur band and 30 cents or 1 shilling. As for press
abinet 5 Ms x 8 % x 5% inches, Government fixed and mobile serv- rates a ceiling of 6% cents or 4RD
ices [Broadcasting, Sept. 3].
06.40; Model 601, 6-tube, 5-inch
upon, no rate already
weaker, wood walnut cabinet 14 x
As a result of representations by was agreed
the ceiling to be increased.
M 9 inches, $29.10.
FCC Chairman Paul A. Porter, below
The
signatories
approved private
Industrial Electronic Co., Berkeof the U. S. delega- point-to-point channels for the
R Cal.— Model 5-051-A, 5-tube, vice-chairman
tion,
and
Maj.
Gen.
Frank
E.
press
communications
principle.
lastic, fungicide treated cabinet, Stoner, Army Signal Corps, chair- U. S., the United Kingdom
and
Yz x 10 x 5 inches, $20.20.
man of the Conference Technical Canada will permit direct recepInternational Detrola Corp., De- Developments Committee, Canadian
t
i
o
n
o
f
multiple
address
press
radio
•oit — Model 568-20, 5-tube, 5-inch and British delegates agreed to a communications. Australia, New
oeaker, metal and wood, leather- series of tests between the British Zealand,
Africa, Indian and
rvered cabinet, 12 x 7 x 7% system in the 200-mc band and the the UnitedSouth
Kingdom on behalf of
4ehes, 2 bands, $27.35.
U.
S.
equipment
designed
for
use
Mason Radio Products Inc., in the 1,000-mc band. These tests her colonies will arrange for reception through telegraph adminingston, New York — Model 45-1, will be made in Washington as
istrations, position of southern
tube,
5-inch
speaker,
plastic
cabisoon
as
possible
and
a
report
on
Rhodesia
reserved.
m, 10% x 6Vz x 6% inches, results will be submitted to both
Should the United Kingdom Gov:23.45; Model 45-2, 6-tube, 5-inch sides by Jan. 31, 1946.
ernment desire to open direct radio)eaker, plastic cabinet, 12 x 7 In any event it is understood the
telegraph
coun7% inches, 2-band, $28.25.
FCC will not agree to any allocatries
with
whichcircuitsU.withS. any
companies
Molded Insulation Co., Philadeltion that would adversely affect may have exclusive
arrangements,
the
three
television
.
channels
in
lia — Model RS-1, 5-tube, 4-inch
U. S. Government will use its
»eaker, plastic cabinet with round- the 200-mc band or the amateur the
good offices with the companies and
II117.60.
edges, 8% x 4% x 5% inches, band, 220-225 mc.
the
governments
concerned to meet
State
Friday announced termsDept.
of anlateagreement
signed these requests. '
Montgomery Ward, Chicago —
Chairman Porter, in his closing
odel 1503 Airline, 5-tube, plastic- by the U. S. and British Common- address
before the Conference last
wealth on rates, etc. to become
alnut cabinet, $17.81 ; Model 1504
>irline, 5-tube, plastic-ivory cabi- effective no later than April 1, 1946. Tuesday, declared the agreement "is
Signatories agreed to retain a document to proclaim". He as':jt,
$17.97.
jwoblitt-Sparks
Industries, Inc., radiotelegraph direct circuits to
serted: "It represents many signifitmumbus, Ind. — Model 544-Arvin, the United Kingdom, pending furcant advances in the broad objective
of
establishing
a more efficient
llube, 5-inch speaker, plastic,
thercuitsstudywere asauthorized
to needs. for
NewSouth
cirillnut cabinet, 6 11/32 x 5 29/64
1911/16 inches, $15.40; Model Africa, Jamaica, Palestine and system of world wide communicaOADCASTING
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TWO VETS JOIN STAFF
OF WAR
'BROADCASTING9
TWO
veterans joined
Broadcasting's editorial staff
Monday,sitiononefrom which
returning
to thetaken
pohe had
military leave.
Fred Fitzgerald, who left the
publication in August 1942 for
service in the Army, returns as
associatebook. editor
of the 1946
Year-in
While in service,
he was
intelligence and public relations
work with the AAF, as technical
sergeant.
Edwin H. James, who joins the
editorial
of Broadcasting's
New
York staff
bureau,
before the war
was a reporter and editor of the
Los Angeles City News Service.
He enlisted
as an1942
infantry
private in October
and was
commissioned a 2nd lieutenant in
July 1943. In 1944 he served with
the Army Ground Forces as a
combat correspondent in the
South Pacific, subsequently being
assigned to Public Relations Section,
General Area.
Headquarters,
west Pacific
He was Southacting
executive officer there during the
Southern Philippines, Luzon and
Borneo campaigns. Ending the
war
as a assignment
major, Mr. was
James'at final
military
the
Pentagon
Bldg.
in
Washington.
He holds the Bronze Star.
BIDS UNNECESSARY
FOR MINORITY SALE
PURCHASE
of Wilmer
D. Lanier's
one-third interest
in WMLT
Dublin,
Ga.,
by
George
T.
Morris
J. Newton Thompson, the and
two
other partners, for $13,100 was approved by the FCC last week in a
memorandum opinion.
Action assigns license of WMLT
from Messrs. Morris, Thompson,
and Lanier doing business as Dublin Broadcasting Co., to Messrs.
Morris and Thompson, doing business under the same name. Since
no real change in operation of the
station is involved, the opinion said,
the application need not be handled
through
10]. the open-bidding procedure
announced
the FCC's CrosleyAvco
decisionin [Broadcasting,
Sept.
WMLT operates on 1340 kc with
250
showsw.totalCompany's
assets of balance
$27,701.78 sheet
and
net worth of $12,732.60, book values.
Proposal for voluntary transfer of
license was dated Aug. 1, and the
applicationmission Sept.
was7. filed with the ComFlamin-Noble Suit
SUIT ,of Donald Flamm, former
owner of WMCA New York,
against
Noble, chairman of theEdward
board ofJ. American,
who
purchased WMCA from Mr. Flamm
and subsequently resold it. to Nathan Straus, has been set for hearing onpremeFeb.
New York
SuCourt. 3Suitin charges
that Mr.
Flamm was forced to make the
[sale
fraud through
on the partillegal
of Mr.duress
Noble. and
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FRED M. THROWER NAMED
AMERICAN VICE-PRESIDENT
FRED M. THROWER Jr., who resigned ih
October 1943 as vice-president in charge of
sales, Blue network, to accept a naval reserve
commission, has been elected to a corresponding post by American Broadcasting Co., Mark
Woods, president, announced late Friday. John
H.
Norton Jr.,was
manager
stationsin
department,
electedof network's
vice-president
charge of stations. C. P. Jaeger, vice-president
in chargesence,ofbecomes
salesvice-president
during Mr. in
Thrower's
charge ab-of
creative sales, a new post. Murray Grabhorn,
former assistant general sales manager, will
direct activities of station sales, a new department. New network operations alignment calls
for four vice-presidents — Keith Kiggins, Robert Kintner, Nicholas Priaulx, and Charles
Rynd, to act as principal assistants to Mr.
Woods.
UE STRIKE VOTE SET
FOR 750,000 WORKERS
STRIKE VOTE among 750,000 United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers (CIO) employes of General Electric, Westinghouse and
General Motors Electrical Division will be conducted Dec. 13, the union announced Friday.
Despite outcome of the vote, however, the
union will not authorize a strike before end of
this year.
Albert J. Fitzgerald, UE general president,
announced the decision at UE's New York
headquarters. Mr. Fitzgerald charged that the
three big electrical companies have tried to
force the union to strike before Christmas.
Meanwhile, results of a vote Thursday among
workers at GM plants under contract to UE
showed "overwhelming"
union
members
of a company offerrejection
for wage byincreases
of 13% cents per hour, the union said.
GM SPOT CAMPAIGN
PRESENTATION
of General
case in
current strike is being
offered Motors'
to 70 stations
in 30 GM plant cities in form of spot campaign,
Campbell-Ewald, Detroit, company agency, reported. Announcements include one-minute
dialogs, and one-minute and 50-iwrd narrations. Some stations reported rejecting account.
GM has cancelled $5,000,000 in product advertising.
HIGGINS JOINS NAB
MAJ. HUGH M. HIGGINS, chief of the Overseas & Liaison Division, Office of Information
Services, Army Air Forces, will join NAB
Dept. of Broadcast Advertising in charge of
sales promotion. He entered Army in 1942
from NBC Washington, where he was sales
promotion manager. Third assistant to Frank
E. Pellegrin, department head, may be named
soon. (See story page 16).
HARRY MARBLE effective today (Dec. 10)
was to become central broadcaster on CBS
World of Today 6:45-7 p.m. Monday through
Friday. Program, which assumes new format,
will use three transcribed reports from abroad
on occasion.
NORMAN CORWIN, BING CROSBY,
FRANK KINGDON, FIBBER MCGEE &
MOLLY and FRANK SINATRA were among
25 individuals receiving Page One Awards of
1945, given by Newspaper Guild of New York
at its annual Page One Ball.
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RCA BOARD ELEVATES
SEVERAL TO VICE-PRESIDENCIES
DR. C. B. JOLLIFFE, vice-president of RCA
Labs, and former FCC chief engineer, elevated
to vice-president in charge of the Laboratories
Div., Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA president,
announced Friday afternoon following RCA
board meeting.
E. W. Engstrom, RCA Labs, research director, and E. C. Anderson, commercial manager, were elected vice-presidents in charge of
their departments. Five officials of RCA Victor
Division were elected vice-presidents. They
are: Josph B. Elliott, in charge of home instruments; Meade Brunet, in charge of engineering products; L. W. Teegarden, in charge
of tubes; J. W. Murray, in charge of Victor
records; J. H. McConnell, general attorney.
Thompson H. Mitchell, vice-president and
general manager of RCA Communications, was
elected executive vice-president.
NETS TO DECIDE
BMB MEMBERSHIP ISSUE
DECISION on network participation in audience survey by Broadcast Measurement Bureau is expected before end of year, it was
learned Friday after net representatives met
with BMB finance committee. Conferees were
Edward F. Evans, American; Harper Carraine, CBS; Robert Schmid, Mutual; William
S. Hedges and H. M. Beville Jr., NBC. Meanwhile, second in series of educational meetings
for agencies was held at BMB headquarters,
New York, Thursday. Hugh Feltis and Paul
Peter? of BMB, explained usefulness of forthcoming reports.
POPPELE KEEPS TBA JOB
J. R. POPPELE, chief engineer of WOR New
York, was reelected president of Television
Broadcasters Assn. Friday at annual meeting
of the Board of Directors in New York. All
other officers were also reelected, as follows:
Vice-President, F. J. Bingley, Philco Radio &
Television Corp.; Secretary-Treasurer, Will
Baltin, Assistant Secretary-Treasurer, O. B.
Hanson, NBC. Ernest H. Vogel, Farnsworth
Television & Radio Corp., was elected a director of TBA to succeed Lewis Allen Weiss,
Don Lee Broadcasting System. Mr. Poppele
and G. Emerson Markham, General Electric
Co., were reelected as directors.
MBS WAR CRIMES SCOOP
MUTUAL scored a beat on conviction
of Japanese Gen. Yamashita, when pronouncement ofdeath sentence was put
on network from Manila at 1 a.m. Friday. Lt. Col. A. A. Schechter, AUS Retired, Mutual director of news and special events and former radio officer on
Gen. MacArthur's
staff,when
alertedRobert
all sta-A.
tions Thursday night
Stewart,
network's
ent, arranged
for Manila
broadcast.correspondStewart
formerly was private under Col. Schechter.
Mutual's
exclusive
marked
first
broadcast of war crimes trial and verdict.
For his alertness Correspondent Stewart
got special
Walla
Walla,bonus
Wash.by wireless. He's from

People
COL. DONALD BEELAR, on leave from hi
resident partnership in Kirkland, Fleming,
Green, Martin & Ellis, Washington radio at,
torneys, returned to the law firm last week
after four years in the Army Air Forces. Ht'
has been attached to Boiling Field Army Ah
Base in office of Directorate of Air Communications. He retains his colonelcy in the Armj
Air Forces Reserve.
JUDGE JUSTIN MILLER, NAB president
spoke on CBS Sunday 11:05-15 a.m. in obser
vance of Universal Bible Sunday.
SHIRLEY SNYDER, daughter of GLENN
SNYDER, vice-president and general manage;
WLS Chicago, is to be married Dec. 12 to WIL
LIAM HERBERT GRAFFIS, film writer, a
bride's parents' Chicago home.
WILLIAM McILVAIN, back from Navy, be
comes timebuyer of Leo Burnett Co., Chicago
Jan. 1, succeeding PAULINE WATROS wh
will move to Hollywood with husband.
JULIET LEDNER, former account executive
with Theodore J. Funt Co., New York, nov
with
Seidelcapacity.
Advertising Agency, New York, h
similiar
BRYAN HOUSTON has returned to Young i
Rubicam as member of plans board afte:
relief from Army as colonel. He was OP/
Director of Rationing until March 1944, whei
he entered Army and became Assistant Direc
tor, Public Relations, War Dept.
FRED HOFFMAN promoted to manager o
news bureau of WWDC Washington. DORII
ZALKIND
LESSER is becomes
added to news
staff. writer. NANC1
MADGE TUCKER, writer-director of Ameri
can's Coast-to-Coast on a Bus, and Williar
Burke Miller, former manager of NBC publi
service department, just back from oversea
military duty, were married last week a
Marble Collegiate Church, New York.
ELMER DECKER, former advertising an
sales manager of Pioneer Gen-E-Motor, Chi
cago,
been Agency,
named Chicago.
production managei
Burton hasBrowne
ALLAN CURNUTT has been appointed man
ager of WOSH Oshkosh, Wis. He was for
merly on sales staff of WTMJ Milwaukee.
ROBERT W. BOOTH, who left Army as caPj
tain after five years service, has returned t
WTAG Worcester, Mass., as assistant man
ager. system
He served
last three years in air de
fense
of Hawaii.
NAM ANSWERS STATIONS
COMPLAINTS
by southwestern
radio station'
that broadcasters
had been excluded
froii
National Association of Manufacturers' flyini
press tour to inspect Texas, Oklahoma indus
trial reconversion, brought answer Fridai
from NAM. Tour, which began yesterday, in;
eludes representatives of papers which owi
stations; networks would not be interestei
since junket is regional only; radio would fin
trip hard to cover because of limited facilities
and news services will supply coverage to sta
tions, NAM explained. Meanwhile, NAM sai
it would begin series on American Jan. 5, Sat
urdays, 7-7:15 p.m., alternating 13-week pe
riods with U. S. Chamber of Commerce, wit!
program titled It's Your Business.
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WEEI,

BOSTON

for first use of radio to
broadcast direct from
scene of disaster

Portable transmitter truck (WTAT) sent to White
River Junction by WEEI to restore communication
between
northern
and southern
New England in
the disastrous
Vermont
flood of 1927

KMBG
OF

KANSAS

CITY

Free & Peters, Inc.

SINCE

1 928

*

BASIC

CBS

STATION

FEW ARE THEY who can appreciate the full
comprehensiveness of broadcasting's service to
tile home, community and nation— for as imposing as one station's contributions may be, the complete story is the sum total of efforts in all communities, large and small.
The first sound of broadcasting's voice, as we know
it today, was in public service— bringing election returns
into homes as fast as ballots were counted. Such was
the start of broadcasting at
the turn of the Twentiesrolling down the pages of the
past quarter - century like a
giant snowball.
In November, 1927, hysteria swept New England. The
word spread from mouth to
mouth that the whole north
country had been wiped out
by floods. With
wire down,
communication facilities
WEEI recognized a desperate
situation and did something
about it.
The station's
portable
truck
was rushed
intosound
the
flood area. An antenna was
hung from the top of the flagpole on the White River Junction's school building, and several batteries, collected from
home-set owners, provided
the extra power needed to
relay the signal to Boston.
By reporting that only one
person (not hundreds) had
died, fears were quieted and
order restored. Attention was
called to a gasoline shortage, and emergency supplies
rushed into the flood area. WEEI then chartered the
safest routes for farmers to use from Vermont to
Boston, thereby preventing a stoppage of milk deliveries to metropolitan consumers.
For the first time in radio's history, an attempt had
been made to broadcast news from the scene of a disaster. But this is only one example of the myriad
ways radio has served in times of need!
KMBC, since its beginning as one of the pioneer
middlewestern broadcasters has built a cherished reputation for public service. In 1938 its mobile unit
provided the lights to guide rescuers in a coal mine
cave-in at Moberly, Mo. An important role, too, was
taken by KMBC to relieve suffering in severe blizzards.
Such is the American System of Broadcastingmultiplied hundreds-fold in all parts of the land!
FOR

MISSOURI

AND

KANSAS

1A7HAT happens to a meat ball on a hamburger griddle is roughly what has happened toWKY's radiation pattern— it has been
squashed down and spread out.
WKY's revolutionary new 915-foot Franklin
double half-wave antenna has done it; squashed
down useless skywaves and spread them out
along the ground, tipping signal intensity
58.5°o at one mile over conventional quarterwave efficiency. The power wasted by the latter in skywaves is put to work along the horizontal.
In risking nearly $250,000 on this new antenna and other transmission facilities, WKY
demonstrated both its practicality and amazing
efficiency. From now on, antenna design takes
its place along with power and frequency as :
vital coverage factor.
And WKY with its radiation squashed dowi
and spread out is, by a bigger margin than ever
before, the station that covers Oklahoma best

Oklahoma
915 FEET HIGH AND MORE THAN
A MILLION LISTENERS WIDE

City

OWNED AND OPERATED BY OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO
The Daily Oklahomon and Times — The Farmer-StockmonKVOR,
Colorado NATIONALLY
Springs — KLZ, BYDenverTHE (Affiliated
Mgmt.
REPRESENTED
KATZ AGENCN

ft

Affiliated in Management with the Oklahoma
Publishing Co., and WKY, Oklahoma City
REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY

7 0 5161

Every school day since 1936, WLS has used
its facilities to increase the educational
opportunities of Midwest school children
In 30,000 classrooms in eight states, one
million youngsters group around their
radios daily and listen to "WLS School
Of the schools tuning in, 75% are rural—
47% one-room schools, 28% village
schools.
Time."
"School Time" lessons in geography,
music, health, and current events are designed to give rural children increased
educational advantages. In its ten years,
"School Time" has won approval from
leading educators throughout the nation
Inspiration and information for rura
pupils fits naturally into the general pattern
of WLS public service. Whether it be assist
ance to an individual, aid to a community
or service to the growing family of Midwest farm listeners, WLS responds promptly
effectively, continuously.
People of Midwest America depend upon
WLS for entertainment, for such business
helps as the market reports, for fulfillment
of their spiritual and educational needs
They
living.have confidence in us ... a confidence
built up in 21 years of service to bettei

The WLS Educational Department is under the direction of Arthur C. Page,
Associate Editor of Prairie Farmer and Farm Program Director of WLS.
A former rural teacher, Virginia Pickens, B.A., University of Syracuse,
and B.Ed., New York State Teachers College, conducts "WLS School Time."

50,000 watts, 890 KC, American Affiliate. Represented by JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY. Affiliated in Management with KOY, Phoenix, and the ARIZONA
NETWORK — KOY, Phoenix ★ KTUC, Tucson ★ KSUN, Bisbee-lowe//-Doug/as

r

/

Your

for

OLD

Sales

New

Plan

England

selling habits need reconverting, too . . .

a change of pace to meet a changed economy and new buying habits.
Effective radio selling isn't based on the hit-ormiss method. Today, to effectively SELL New
England requires the use of a medium

which

enjoys the greatest local acceptance.
The Yankee Network via its locally accepted
stations thoroughly covers these New

England

buying centers. Each of YANKEE'S 23 hometown
stations hits the spot where it does the most good.
rfccefiUutce it THE YANKEE NETWORK'S *?*ocHdatto*t

THE

YANKEE
NETWORK,
Member of the Mutual Broadcasting System

inc.

21 BRQOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON 15, MASS.
Represented Nationally by EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
Wished every Monday, 63rd Entered
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Number)matterpublished
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March 14,
1983, »t Post
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D. C, Inc.,
under 870act National
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THAT REPORTED impending promotion of
FCC Chairman Paul A. Porter to White House
as assistant to President Truman can be
stricken from the records. It was in cards and
discussed in highest places, but concluded
finally that it was more important to retain
him in highly important FCC post, particularly
during critical licensing and expansion period.
Attractiveulation.
outside
offershe may
set off
Chances are
will have
remain
at specFCC
until present work load is fully under control —
which will entail at least a year.
WHEN POWEL CROSLEY Jr., ex-owner of
WLW Cincinnati and Crosley Corp., begins
promoting his new midget car early next year,
he'll
otherH.motor
take
notice.makeRalph
Jonesmanufacturers
Co., Cincinnati,
headed by C. M. (Chip) Robertson Jr., is Crosley Motors agency with substantial record not
only in network but in spot. Radio expected
to do bulk of exploitation job.
KFBB GREAT FALLS, Mont., CBS regional
outlet, will change hands soon. F. A. Buttrey,
present owner and chain food store operator,
has entered tentative contract to sell to Fred
Birch, head of building construction company
and civic leader, for slightly under $300,000.
Papers now being drawn for FCC.
MUTUAL will sign up with NAB shortly. So
will stockholder stations such as WOR, WGN
and Yankee. ABC also indicates interest. CBS
and NBC already are members. Network fees
may be reduced. Rub is whether network
members of board will be continued.
PLENTY of action indicated at MBS for
1946. Well-heeled with 25% budget increase
for programs and personnel given him by
board earlier in month, President Edgar Kobak
is shooting
next development.
year as network's
biggest
expansionfor and
Next
board meeting will be March 5-6 when Mr.
Kobak will present plans for reorganization,
probably combination of old-line and cooperative operation with no owned outlets.
DON'TlaborLOOK
for director
appointment
of NAB's
new
relations
until early
next
year.
It's
likely
proposition
will
be
considered
by NAB board at its Jan. 3-4 meeting
in Los
Angeles, at which pattern will be set and employer-employe relations committee headed by
John
ward. Elmer, WCBM Baltimore, can move forLOOKS LIKE NAB convention, slated for
"early
spring", indicating
is indefinitely
postponed
with prospects
nothing
before again
fall.
ODT
still pressure
doesn't want
with
GI travel
still onbigandconventions,
hotels generally
can't accommodate
NAB's had
1200nod,
minimum
quirements. New Orleans
but NABreSecretary
C.
E.
Arney
Jr.
can't
get
to firstat
base on accommodations. If no convention,
(Continued on page 102)
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at deadline

oming
Upc
Dec. 17-18:
NAB Code Committee, Palmer
House, Chicago.
Dec. 20: Transfer of KQW San Jose, Cal. to
CBS, before FCC. Room 6121 New Post
Office Bldg., Washington, D. C, 10:30 a.m.
Dec. 28: NAB FM Executive Commitee,
Palmer House, Chicago.
Jan. 3-4: NAB Board of Directors, Roosevelt
Hotel, Hollywood.
Jan. 30: RMA Board of Directors, Stevens
Hotel, Chicago.
Bulletins
WAR and Navy departments have sent a communication toBudget Bureau asking that Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Service of the
FCC be transferred to the War Dept. as of
Jan. 1 and that FCC continue the operation
until that time. Commission ordered service
liquidated as of Dec. 13 after House refused
to grant necessary appropriations. Actual
monitoring operations ceased Dec. 5.
FRIDAY afternoon meeting of representatives
of Western Electric Co. management with
those of the Western Electric Employes Assn.
will be resumed this afternoon (Dec. 17) at
WE headquarters
York.if their
Union'sdemands
members have authorizedin New
a strike
for a 209<- increase are not met. See earlier
story, page 94.
FCC QUESTIONED CLOSELY
MEMBERS of House Appropriations Subcom it e on Independent Offices understood
to have questioned FCC delegation closely last
week when Commission appeared in executive
session to support budget request of $6,000,000
for fiscal year ending June 30, 1947 [Broadcasting, Dec. 3]. Entire Commission headed
by Chairman Paul A. Porter, was closeted with
Congressmen in all-day session. Indications
were economic-minded subcommittee would
recommend the $6,000,000 figure be pared.

efly
iness
BusDROPS
KNOX
NEBBS Bri
• Knox Co., Los!
Angeles (Cystex) will drop The Nebbs on
Mutual 4:30-5 p.m. Sunday following Jan. 6
broadcast. Substitute not announced but company will continue sponsorship of Sunday
afternoon 4-5 hour on network. First half -hour
is occupied by Murder Is My Hobby for Mendaco.
wood. Agency, Raymond R. Morgan Co., HollySTERLING SHIFT • Sterling Drug, New
York, transfers Double Danderine hair tonic
from Co.
Sterling
Products
R. L. Watkins
division,
effectiveDivision
Jan. 1.to Advertising
for product in 1946 includes two of Stella
Dallas programs on 137 NBC stations, Monday through Friday 4:15-4:30 p.m. Agency,
Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample, New York.
FRIGIDAIRE ON CBS • Frigidaire Division,
General Motors Corp., Dayton, Jan. 13 starts
for 52 weeks Frigidaire Hollywood Star Thv
Theater on full CBS network, Sun. 2:30-3 p.r,
Agency, Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y.
DIGEST FOR HALL • Hall Bros., Kansa
City (Hallmark greeting cards), Jan. 13 start?
for 52 weeks Readers Digest-Radio Edition or
full CBS network, Sun. 2-2:30 p.m. Agenc.,
Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y.
SMELLOVISION
DEVICE zationtowithtransmit
in synchronitelevisionodorsbroadcasts
has
been developed by Hans E. Laube, Swiss
engineer-chemist who has experimented
with synchronizing smells with motion
pictures. Details remain secret, Mr.
Laube revealing only that it works on
electronic principles. Smell transmitter,
he said,vision
is broadcast
operatedstudio.
by oneSmell
man receivers
in telewhich are added to each television receiving set are capable, he said, of producing more than 2,000 different aromas.

Standard Stations Exceed 1,000 Mark
THE NUMBER of standard commercial sta- to 10 kw, with directional antenna for daj
tions authorized in U. S. passed the 1,000 and night use. Dominant station on channel
mark Friday when the FCC granted eight con- WBAL Baltimore. Chief owner of KEVR
struction permits for new stations.
A. W. Talbot. Minority interests are held bj
Commission actions brought to 40 number
Robert
S. McCaw
are
Seattle
business and
men. R. R. Groninger. Al
of grants made since resumption of normal
licensing operations Oct. 8. Then there were
Corpus Christi, Tex., was given spe
961 commercial stations; total now is 1,001. cialKWBU
to operate daytime for a peric<
However, previous grants included four in two of sixauthority
months
on 1030 kc with 50 kw power
small communities which could hardly sup- Dominant station
on channel is WBZ Boston
port more than one station each [Broadcasting,
KWBU
had
previous
six months authoriza
Dec. 3]. Last week two more grants were for
frequency.at 1030 kc and has applicatior
made for stations in Brawley, Cal., a town of tion theto operate
11,718 population.
second grant for local daytime station oi
Outstanding among actions were three in- 730A kc,
assigned to XEQ Mexico City undei
volving use of clear channels. A construction
international
agreement, was authorized t<
permit was issued to KEVR Seattle, operat- Western Carolina
Shelby, N. C
(ContinuedRadioon Corp.,
page 102)
ing on 1090 kc, to increase power from 250 w
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The age-old story of Christinas ... of Praneer and
Vixen and St. Nicholas — of Scrooge and Tiny Tim — of
Good King Wenceslas . . . never fails to produce maximum response from listeners young and old.
With 5000 watts on 590 kilocycles — with timely programs and aggressive promotion — WAGA assures maximum response to your sales message in the South's
most outstanding market . . . Atlanta.
WAGA
ATLANTA
5000 Watts on 590 Kc American Broadcasting Company.
Represented by Headley-Reed.

SEATTLE

• TACOMA

COMMERCIAL
One

of the World's

Great

FISHING

Fishing Areas

BROADCASTING
The Weekly Jelp' Newsmagazine of Radio
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and
Circulation Offices: 870 National Press Bldg,
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone: ME 1022
IN THIS ISSUE . . .
RCA Fires Blast at Color TV
15
U.LaGuardio
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Seek Treaty
Parley__ 1615
Radio, atHitsNARBA
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NAB Not to Boost Assessments 16
FM Equipment Costs Show Wide Range 17
Gillett Sees Need for 5-kw FM Transmitter 17
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In Seattle alone more than 80,000,000 pounds of fresh and frozen fish,
including salmon, halibut, herring, various cods, sole, crab, and oysters
will be landed in 1 945. In addition, more than 5,000,000 cases of canned
salmon, valued at about half a billion dollars will be distributed from
Seattle throughout the world. Seattle is the outfitting center for most of
the Northwest Pacific and Alaskan fisheries and fleets ... in round figures,
25,000 fishermen, most of them from Washington and Northern Oregon
. . . operating approximately 1 3,000 craft.
KIRO is the only 50,000 watt station in this rich market ... it brings
Columbia Programs to Seattle and the Pacific Northwest.

I

j3i£,0?'Ue*tcUcf, Station

f SEATTLE, WASH.
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LOOK

TO

NASHVILLE...

Manufacturers and retailers looking toward postwar prospects in the
South have their eyes on Nashville ... for Nashville has set the pace for
the South with four years of record-breaking gains in population, income
and retail sales. It is Tennessee's only A-l city, and one of sixteen A-1
cities in the nation. The rich Nashville market area, with over a million
prosperous buyers, is covered adequately and economically by WSIX —
Nashville's outlet for both the American and Mutual networks . . . We
will be glad to furnish full particulars on request. Write us — today!

WSIX

offers:

1. Top shows of both American
and Mutual networks which
guarantee an unusual share of
the radio audience in this area.
2. A powerful signal at low
frequency — your assurance of
a wide coverage at a very low
cost per radio listener.
Add it all up — entertainment,
coverage and reasonable rates
— WSIX has what it takes to
put across your sales message.
AMERICAN
MUTUAL

5,000 WATTS
980 KILOCYCLES
Represented Nationally by
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
OADCASTING
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WLOL

announces

the

appointment

NORMAN

as

general

and

of

BOGGS

manager

vice-president

Effective January 14, 1946

WLOL

• MINNEAPOLIS-ST.

PAUL

• BASIC

MUTUAL

Feature
of the
COMMEMORATING the fourth
anniversary of Pearl Harbor,
WSYR Syracuse, Dec. 7, presented
a special V-Bond program, emphasizing the unique role many
Syracusans played in World War
II. Titled We Interrupt This Program . . . , hour show presented
among other Syracusans, former
WSYR announcer Lt. Bernard
Stapleton, believed to be the first
Like House Afire
SPEEDY is the word for the
comeback of WCNC Elizabeth City, N. C, following
the fire which completely destroyed the transmitter house
and equipment Nov. 16. On
the morning
Dec.the6 station was backof on
air.
While off the air, a new
transmitter house was built
and installed, a new console
installed, and other technical
equipment given a complete
going over. Three of the days
were spent waiting for FCC
permission
to resumemanager,
operation. Edd Harris,
pushed the work along, aided
by Grether Bros, of Norfolk,
and C. Ross Askey, WCNC
chief engineer.

Sellers

Week

Lt. Stapleton (I) interviewi
Capt.
Lillyman
to raise an American flag over conquered Tokyo, and Capt. Frank
Lillyman, reputedly first American
t# land in Europe on D-Day. They
interviewed each other.
Others from the city to broadcast on the show were Brig. Gen.
LeGrand A. Diller, public relations
officer with Gen. MacArthur since
1941; Vadeboncoeur, WSYR commentator, who is said to have first
used the expression, "Remember
Pearl Harbor";
Gen. general
Pedro DelValle,
Marine Corps
who
commanded the artillery at Pearl
Harbor; and several Syracusans at
Pearl Harbor interviewed by
NBC's Jim Wahl, who was at Pearl
when the base was attacked.
of

Wilmington
Delaware

Sales

ACK of all trades, master of duties in that position are many
many is a thumb-nail de- and varied. She buys radio time
n ofBeatrice
Gumbin- for
accounts.writing
She doesby
mosttheof agency's
the commercial
ner, radioscriptiohead
of Lawrence
C. Gumbinner Advertising Agen- herself, including radio scripts, as
well as spot announcements. She
New York.
A cy,fourth
generation New Yorker, personally services the clients on
Bea was born in the city in 1915. detailed campaigns.
Miss Gumbinner at present is
She
attended
finishing
school Mrs.
for Wharton's
handling
radio for
Norwich Pharmacal
athenyearleft and
a half,
because
she
Co., Lyons Cigadidn't like it and
r e 1 1 e spies."and
"Pupthe agency,
joined New York U.
for a half year.
she
reveals,
is
exAs a youngster,
several radio
more
accounts pecting
to use
when other children
in 1946.
played at being
Virginia*
Represented by Edward Petry Co.. Inc. nurses or doctors,
Her
hobbies
inBea pretended she
clude horse-back
was an advertising
riding and dogs. She
& nigW
executive. She grew
I
owns a smooth
haired terrier called
up to hood
see dreams
her childKFOK
come
Boy. He is 10 years
true.
old and has been
When she left
with her since he
school in 1934 she
was seven weeks old.
BEATRICE
Knitting, too, occujoined
her brother's
advertising
agency
pies some of her
as "assistant to the
spare
time.countless
During
the war she knitted
office
boy."
Eventually,
she
worked
m BASIC
up to the position of stenographer. sweaters and socks for soldiers. She
She left the agency for two years also knits her own stunning tailored
but couldn't
stay away
and re-to suits.
turned to become
assistant
GORDON GRAY. General Mqr
She is a member of the RaRepresented by
Harry
Deutsch,
then
radio
director
HE IV IN DRAKE, 5»ahonMqr
dio Executives Club of New
of the agency. In 1939 when he left
BASIC AMERICAN;
York
and
the
Tumble-weed
Ridthe agency,
Bea istook
and Her
beMUTUAL NETWORKS
raymebI
came and still
radiooverhead.
ing Club in Bayside.
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Broadway

Hosiery

Shops

Prove

It!

Broadway Hosiery Shops, whose modernly appointed stores are located throughout Northern
New Jersey, must have complete coverage in America's fourth largest market. So, in August, 1929,
these famous shops hought six 15-minute, livetalent programs per week over WAAT.
For SIXTEEN years "The Broadwayites", Vocalists and Orchestra, have aired their smart interpretations of current musical "hits" in 5,012
consecutive programs! And now, having just renewed for the 17th uninterrupted year of broadcasting over New Jersey's First Station, The Broadway Shops continue to delight hundreds of thousands of listeners with 6-half-hour programs every
week, because they know:

WAAT
more

delivers
listeners

in America's
than

any

including

per

4—

other
all

dollar

Largest

Market

station—

50,000

watters!

•Jf-Do you realize this market
contains over 3Vz million
people; more than these 14
cities combined: Kansas
City, Indianapolis, Rochester, Denver, Atlanta, Toledo,
Omaha, Syracuse, Richmond,Hartford,Des Moines,
Spokane, Fort Wayne.
(National Representatives: Radio Advertising Co.)
DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR
IOADCASTING
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NEW

JERSEY'S

BEST

RADIO BUY
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THE WASHINGTON POST STATION

WASHINGTON,

D.

C.

Announces

the

appointment

HEADLEYNEW

YORK
SAN

of

REED

CHICAGO

DETROIT

FRANSCISCO

CO

ATLANTA

LOS ANGELES
as

National

Advertising

Representatives
EFFECTIVE
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JANUARY
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ONE

OF

A

SERIES

MEN

THE

PRESENTING

WHO

MAKE

&

FREE

PETERS

SERVIC

MANAGER, SAN FRANCISCO
OFFICE
FourCompany
years, University of California
Eleven years, Commercial Credit
Free & Peters since September, 1935

Bless our

souls — it's
A. Leo
One of the things we have always aimed
at here at F&P is the acquisition of men
whose general business experience would
qualify them to understand and really
assist in the problems of business men.
So when Leo Bowman decided he wanted
to join up with F&P, we grabbed him
(and his business experience) for our
Chicago Office, where he served two years,
before we sent him back to his home town
as Manager of our San Francisco* Office.
That's a typical example of the reason why
all of our top-notch men are more than
walking rate-books. Among us, we share
many years of varied experience in radio,

Free

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CIWC.fliNATI
KDAL
DuLUTH
WDAY INDIANAPOLIS
FARGO
WISH
WJEF-WKZO . . GRANDKALAMAZOO
RAPIDSKMBC
KANSAS
CITY
WAVE
LOUISV.LLE
WTCN . . MINNEAPOLIS-ST.
PAUL
'WMBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST.SYRACUSE
LOU 1 3
WFBL
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO .......
DES
MOINES
WOC
........ SHENANDOAH
DAVENPORT
KM A
. . . SOUTHEAST BALTIMORE
...
WCBM
WCSC
...... CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KEEW
BROWNSVILLE
KRIS
CORPUS
CHRISTI
KXYZ
HOUSTON
KOMA
OKLAHOMA
CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . . .
KOIN
PORTLAND
KIRO
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX. SEATTLE
Inc.

Bowman!

advertising, financial organizations, newsautoutilities, department
papers, industries,
motive
etc., etc., stores,
etc. When
you ask us for an opinion or some information on almost any problem — or about
any industry — we can usually get a
more or less expert answer for you from
our own organization.
Free & Peters believes that the best contact
the radio industry can maintain with you
agencies and advertisers is to offer you
the daily services of the best, most experienced, most capable men obtainable.
That's the way we work in this group of
pioneer radio-station representatives.

&

Pioneer Radio

Peters,

in.

Since May, 1932 Representatives
Station

CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan NEW YORK: 444 Madison Ave. DETROIT: 645 Grhwold St. SAN FRANCISCO: 1 r 1 Sutter HOLLYWOOD: G^i Hollywood ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Plaza 5-4130 Cadillac 1880 .
Franklin 6373
Main 5667
Sutter 4353 Hollywood 2151
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Fires
Blast
at Color
Television
ent. Most CBS demonstrations have
was placed beside one of the new
Columbia Counters employed
slides or film.
receivers
wartimeWhat
CBS
will
do
to
counter
the
Button,
Button
improved possessing
tube. As the
lights
were
Claims Made
RCA barrage may be known within
brightened
in
the
room,
the
RCA's President Sarnoff in
two weeks, when the former has
war receiver continued to showpost-a
addressing guests at the
Sarnoff
scheduled its first public demonPrinceton demonstration compicture with high definition and
By By
stration of the discoveries it anBRUCE ROBERTSON
pared color
in relation
clarity;turethe
pre-war
receiver'sindispicnounced before the FCC in October.
video with
buttons
added to toa
darkened
and became
tinct.
Oct. 15].
1CA-N
.-NBC AND CBS, who don't [Broadcasting,
coat.
He
agreed
that
the
comBoth RCA demonstrations were
fee eye-to-eye on television, have conducted
bination makes a better prodMostduced ovivid
pictures
proby beamed radio, not by
owered their siege guns to point
n the direct
viewingweremodels.
uct, but added,
"Onlythink
thosethatin
Hank range and are fighting in line.
the button
business
Transmissions
of
black
and
white
fee open now.
Sarnoff Speaks
they've made a new suit of
were made from WNBT New
: Lastquietly
week, inplanned
a presentation
Addressing the assembled guests
clothes by the addition."
was
behind that
the York, NBC's station atop the Ematt the demonstration, Gen. Sarnpire State Bldg., to Princeton Inn,
penes,
RCA took
a group ofN. se-J. a distance
off, president
said: built a
of 47 miles. The color
pcted guests
to Princeton,
"Our
researchof RCA,
men have
and
white
were
brilliant
enough
to
was transmitted from RCA
there engineers of the manufac- video
be
seen
in
a
fully
lighted
room.
practical
all-electronic
television
Laboratories
to
the
Inn,
two
and
.uring company demonstrated color one-half miles.
RCA engineers said this advance system for the transmission and
reception
of
excellent
pictures
Stereoscopic pictures in color was made possible through develop- black
and white. There is everyin
ment of improved Kinescopes.
during the demOther important stories concern- were introduced
reason
why television should go
onstration. The three-dimensional Black and white images were retig telecasting may be found on
produced on screens as large as a ahead as a service to the public."
effect was attained by use of spehges: 22, 26, 30, 82, 99.
He pointed out that the FCC had
cial polarized camera filters with newspaper page and, according to
spectators viewing the images observers, were as faithful in re- allocated
frequencies
for commercial television.
He said
further
production as present-day motion technical
elevision on the mechanical prin- through polarized glasses. Draadvances in the art would
matic effects employed to highlight pictures.
iple and improved black-and-white
adeo on the electronic principle. t^e three dimensional feature inThe demonstration, conducted by be forthcoming from the laboratories, but asserted that to await
pictures of cigarette smoke Dr. E. W. Engstrom, director of
j|*hey
black— that
and floatingcludedtoward
the camera lens, research at the Laboratories, those developments would be denyWrite isconcluded
ready for that
the home
creating: the illusion at the receiv- showed the differences between pre- now. ing the art to the American public
fblor is five years away.
ing end that it was drifting into
war and present video reception.
Kesten Counters
the room.
In this observation, of course, he
A pre-war receiver equipped with
Paul W. Kesten, CBS executive
The televised pictures in black a 12-inch tube and a mirror top
(Continued on page 101)
pee president, who did not attend
pe demonstration, countered from
ewmonstration
York immediately
with:answer
"The
is a splendid
A Parley
the Columbia challenge of April U.S. May Seek Treaty at NARB
44 that all manufacturers focus Meet Takes On Added Mexico, Cuba, Haiti. Dominican made its demands at the Third Ineir technical skills on perfecting
Republic, Newfoundland and the
ter-American Radio Conference in
Bahamas.
lor television. We are delighted
Importance as Cuba
Rio de Janeiro last September, it
Last Friday the FCC informally was expected it promptly would acknow
that
one
of
the
country's
Demands
Changes
Ig manufacturers has gone so far
cede to the suggested date. Whether
urged the State Department to reiward color television in the high
By SOL TAISHOFF
tain the conference on an "interim Mexico would agree to such short
requencies."
agreement" level, with any excep- notice appeared questionable, but
tions to the five-year-old treaty to State Dept. officials are hopeful the
I Of RCA's five year estimate, Mr. A FULL DRESS "treaty conference" of North
American
nations, be accomplished through diplomatic other nations will accept promptly.
lesten
commented,
a veryto to consider
afe estimate.
It is"That
from isthree
revision
of the so-called
exchanges. This would obviate the
The Havana Treaty became effecbur years longer than we believe "Havana Treaty," controlling need of Senate ratification and
tive on March 29, 1941 for a fivestandard broadcast allocations would hold only until a formal con| will take."
year
period. It resulted in800the ofshiftamong
the
North
American
nations,
f
e
r
e
n
c
e
i
s
held.
This
was
proposed,
jlons
RCA's
move,Gen.despite
by Brig.
David protestaL. Sarn- is possible in Washington in early it was learned, on the ground that some ing900of approximately
standard stations then theon
fr that he did not wish to engage January, it was learned authorita- insufficient time remains to prepare the air in the United States and
I an altercation with those who
tively last week.
for a full-scale treaty revision by provided for substantially increased
jelieved color television would come
early January even if reduced to clear and duplicated facilities for
Originally planned as an "engi- minimum
At the State Canada, Mexico and Cuba.
[this
evening
or
tomorrow,"
presession, toforconsider
de- Dept. it waschanges.
iously was intended to answer the
mandsneering"
of Cuba
additional
said final determinaAcquiescence to the Cuban de!BS contentions that the network standard band facilities, the projtion as to whether a new treaty
mands would result in serious comad experimented successfully with
ected conference may take on full oi- an interim agreement would be
lications to standard
broadcast
olor video in high frequencies.
service
in pthe
United States
and
sought
will
depend
upon
developdiplomatic
status,
in
view
of
the
ments
this
week.
The RCA demonstration of color expiration of the Havana Treaty
possibly in Canada and Mexico, ent Princeton was conducted in the on March 29 under its own terms.
Only Canada Has Replied
gineersantennas
pointed out.
direc»igh frequencies. It was conducted Tentatively, the conference— likely
tional
wouldUsebe ofentailed
ti the mechanical principle, using to run two weeks — is scheduled for
Thus far, only Canada has re- in virtually every instance, but it
winning filters of the basic hues. the first week in January. Such
plied and has agreed to the early was recalled that following the
^ these respects, it compared with a proposal has been made tele- January date. Because Cuba was 1941 reallocation necessitated by
le demonstrations heretofore preinstrumental in forcing the orig- the Havana Treaty, a number of
g
r
a
p
h
i
c
a
l
y
b
y
the
State
Dept.
to
nted by CBS. RCA used live tal- the signatory nations — Canada,
inal engineering conference, having
{Continued on page 100)
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LaGuardia
Mayor Tells People
They Can Rely
On Newscasts
By EDWIN H. JAMES
THE SPECTER of a pudgy forefinger waggling in front of its face
haunted the New York press last
week after Mayor Fiorello H. LaGuardia, long-time angry critic of
newspaper policies, gave tit-fortat tozinefour
writers newspaper
who baitedandhimmagaDec.
7 on Mutual's Meet the Press.
Scarcely three questions had been
fired at the Mayor when newspapermen listening in knew by the
trajectory of his replies that Radiophilelooking
LaGuardia's
eyes
were
through pouting
sights which
were zeroed in on his favorite target. Radiomen comfortably sat
back to hear him larrup the press,
praise radio.
Lawrence E. Spivak, editor of
the American Mercury, drew the
Mayor's first
which ricochetted
toward
Newfire,York
publishers.
Asked
Mr.
Spivak:
to have put the fear "...
of God youintoseem
the
City Hall reporters and their edi-

Praises

tors . . . Can you explain why?"
"Oh, I don't think I put' the fear
of God into the reporters," said
the Mayor. "Their publishers did
The Mayor's complaint: Somethat." where between his office and the
printing press stories have become
distorted.
the facts straight,
and they"I give
(reporters)
get it
straight, and they report it
straight, but when I read it in the
papers
isn't thatThompson,
way." grayBridleditomniscience
Dorothy
haired
of the column
world: "... the idea that the
publisher comes down and looks at
every newspaper story and slants
it . . . It's nonsense. It's slanted
by the reporter, if it's slanted at
"That," said the Mayor, "hasn't
been my experience." Columnist
Thompson stood her ground. "I'll
tell all."
you how I know," Mr. LaGuardia continued. "I know what I told
the reporters. I know that the reporters have reported it accurately,
and I happen to know the views of
theThepublishers
of theMiss
papers."
explanation,
Thompson
said, did not satisfy her, but before
she could pursue the point, Tex
McCreary,
York leave
Mirror staffmanonetime
now onNew
terminal

MBS SCHEDULES 70,000 MI. HOOKUP
STANDARD OIL Co. (N. J.) and of wire and radio hookups, believed
associated companies will sponsor to be the most extensive special
a Christmas morning program of fe'vents program ever broadcast.
conversations between American More than 60 radio engineers will
servicemen who are still abroad be used to make the various necesand their families at home. Prosary connections.
gram will be broadcast on Mutual
Bill Slater will m.c. on the pro10:05-11 a.m. Christmas morning.
commercials
keptThe sponsor's
free of sales
talk and
Two-way ofconversations
betweenin will be gram.
members
our armed forces
will be completely institutional in
England, France, Germany, Ha- tone. Marschalk & Pratt, New
waii, Guam, Philippines and Japan York agency which handles the
and their families in various points Esso Reporter broadcasts, is in
in the U. S. will make up the pro- charge of arrangements on this
gram, involving some 70,000 miles Christmas day broadcast.

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"He's gone surplus property nuts! He just can't resist a bargain!"
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as a lieutenant colonel in Army
public relations, interposed. "Have
you
asked. ever been misquoted?" he
strong.
The Mayor's affirmative was
"When?" asked Mr. McCreary.
The Mayor's answer was this time
a wild shot: "Oh, yesterday and
maybe tomorrow morning."
Talk swung then
the Mayor's
understanding
of theto responsibilities
of
a
free
press.
Said
"A
free press must be a truthfulhe:press.
Icannot
(have)survive
said that
a
democracy
without a free
pressright
. . to. that
an news
ownercolumns
hasn't
the
use the
in order to inject his particular
views on any particular issue or
FromLewis,
PM'scamemanaging
John
the next editor,
poser:
subject."
How can the people protect themwho useof
freedomselvesof against
the "publishers
press as freedom
falsehoods?"
"Very elementary, Doctor Watson," cracked the Mayor. "Not buy
their
papers."
"Yes,"
said Mr. Lewis, "but a
lot of us are like Will Rogers. All
we know is what we read in the
papers; so how do we know what
the"Listen
truth is?"
to the radio," said the
ebullient Mayor.
Newspaperman McCreary was
not sure the truth could be found
on the air.
he said, appointed
is "at the
mercy
of Radio,
a politically
Federal
commission."
What
wanted to know was: Could hea
system a operating
underoffer
control
such
commission
betterof
guarantee of freedom of expressing an idea than a competitive
"Yes,"
Mayor, "because
after all said
the thecommission
is the
creature of law, and law is enacted
by the representatives of the people
in Congress . . . And the fact remains, sir, that if I get up and
make a statement
— attack
any individual — that radio
commission
will force that station to give an
equal time ... to an opponent. If
a newspaper makes a false statement with a great big eight-column
headline,
wrong,a you'll
find aboutand10 it's
daysall later,
little

Press

bit of a column: 'We're very sorry
to say that we were in error.' And
nobody
find it."
Next can
question
was : Will Mr. LaGuardia give opponents a chance
to answer whatever charges he iQ
makes
his Liber%-sponsored
ABC showon which
begins Jan. 6? an
"Why, of course," he said.
"On your
asked AnJ «
nouncer
Bill program?"
Slater.
"Why,
of course."
Mr. Lewis
wanted to know if thelasi
radio tostations
—Mayor
whichthought
"aren't that
supposed
havt|ca:
editorial policies" — should adop
them.
"I don't know about a statior) nt
having an editorial policy," said fa;
the Mayor. "I know one network nc
that's going to have expression oij er
opinion of one individual aftei
Jan."And1."that
. will be free expression
will"I'llit, tell
Mayor?"
askedit Mr.
the world
will,"Lewis
saic
the Mayor.
w
NAB Not to Boost
Membership Dues;;;

EMBARKED on a program great j P
ly
broadU iqu:sti
castexpanding
stations, its
NABservice
will beto able
operate next year without increasJ ge
ing dues to be paid by the memberi Ihuems:
ship.
jeal
This fact developed during th* lio
Dec. 13-14 meeting of the associa ipe;
tion's finance committee at Wash n
ington headquarters. The commit! :ide
tee will recommend to the boarc —
of directors that present dues b«nr
continued in 1946.
|&L
Operating
budget of the
NAlFf
will
be considerably
increased^
should
the board accept
committer
recommendations.
It will
totaj ^
about $650,000 for 1946. The asso 0
ciation was able to operate thi g8
yearofwith
a surplus program
despite open|
ing
the expansion
Octj ^>re
1 with naming of Judge Justii ^
Miller as president and A. D. Will ^
lard Jr. as executive vice-president m
The board will meet Jan. 3-4 in Lo u
Angeles.
New services already in opera) pra
tion include the expanded Depart jenf
ment of Broadcast Advertising |ei)
under Frank E. Pellegrin. J. Allei )res
Brown, former general manager oj|e
Sawyer Resigning
WFOY St. Augustine, Fla., is servjjfj
CHARLES bas adoSAWYER,
U.
S.
Amsmall market stations and Hugkai
r to Belgium, announced ing
Thursday after a conference with M. Higgins, recently of Army Ai ^
President Truman that he would Forces, is in charge of sales pro[ori)
third assistantis toin charg
resign shortly to resume private motion.
of retailA advertising
be ap ,ap(
law practice in Cincinnati [Closed pointed in the near future. )Wl
Circuit, Nov. 26]. Mr. Sawyer,
New activities are planned b; nar
who took the diplomatic post in
Dept.
of Public
10%
1944, operates WING Dayton and the
which
is under
directionRelations
of Ed hold
WIZE Springfield, O., as well as ward M.
Kirby,
public
relation
phy.
several newspapers in Ohio. He
retained by the NAB. Th)i]t
formerly was vice president and counsel
department will be expanded i H
general counsel of the Crosley Washington
and New York to pro nitt
Corp., Cincinnati,
was Demo- vide more extensive facilities fo Roo<
cratic NationalandCommitteeman
from Ohio for several years.
(Continued on page 86) 'ion
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Investment
Required for FM Surveyed
ment means that it is possible for "will cost substantially less even
FCC Finds Equipment ownership
in the FM band to be under postwar conditions than the
Costs Less Than
estimates made for such equipment
widely dispersed.
"Nothing
In 1944
the old 42-50costs
mc band
for inthe1944."
six
thy for the would
future beofmore
free unhealspeech in Estimated
(Table of Costs Page 86)
and open and fair discussion of major items of broadcast equipment
for
a
250
w
station
ranged
^EQUIPMENT for an FM station public issues than to allow the control of this new FM broadcasting from a minimum of $6,420 to a
;an be purchased at prices rang- to become
concentrated in the maximum of $14,500, or a median
ing from $6,420 to $85,110, depending on power of station, and can hands of a few people," he con- of $9,508. The items include transje delivered by manufacturers in
tinued, expressing hope that many
mitter, antenna (excluding supive to fourteen months from date newcomers would be attracted to
structures), (wire
controllines),
con)f order, according to a survey FM to provide diversified service
sole, porting
remote pickup
to the country.
,ast week by the FCC.
turntable
and
monitor.
Median
estiIn addition to the major items
mate for a 1 kw station is $14,758,
Results of the survey were reeased simultaneously by Sen. Glen of equipment, Sen. Taylor listed for 3 kw $17,858, for 10 kw $27,308,
the
following
additional
factors
and
for
50 kw $80,558.
EL Taylor (D-Ida.) who requested
;he study be made for the Senate
Estimated
250 ofw transSmall Business Committee. Sen. COST of equipping FM stations,
mitter rangedcosts
fromof aa low
$3,800
Taylor declared the findings should surveyed by FCC, was reported to a high of $5,940, or a median of
mcourage small businessmen to en- last week to be less than popularly $4,500. For a 1 kw transmitter the
%er:antsFM toandfileurged
prospective
and Well within reach of median is $9,200, for 3 kw $12,300,
for licenses
whileapplifre- believed
small business, farm, labor and for 10 kw $21,750, and for 50 kw
juencies are still available.
other groups.
The median estimate for three
$75,000.
Costs Less Than Realized
selected items of broadcast equipbe considered in plan"The survey reveals," he said, which ningmust
(transmitter, antenna and
a station: real estate, studio control ment
console) for 1 kw station
'that isthefarcostlessofthan
equipping
a sta;ion
most people
and transmitter furnishings, tow- was given by the FCC survey as
er construction, and engineer and $12,700, as compared with the aver-ealize,
that the
radioreach
broadcasting
s well and
within
of small attorney fees.
estimate of General Electric
jusiness enterprise, farm groups,
Based on reports received last Co. inage 1944
for the same items of
:ooperatives, labor unions, and edu- month from principal equipment $20,000. On a 3 kw station the curmakers, the survey reveals that the
rent median estimate is $16,350 as
:ational institutions."
limiting time factor in establishing
to the 1944 average cost
Pointing for
out that
istimates
costmanufacturers'
of principal an FM station is the transmitter de- compared
of
$26,250;
on 10 kw $25,800 comlivery
date.
Initial
deliveries
on
:quipment for a 250 w station averpared with the 1944 price of $30,ige less than $10,000, to which old orders will be made between 000; and
on
50 kw $79,050 comnust be added such expenses as January and August but an order
pared to $102,000.
The Commission survey showed
for
a
250
w
transmitter
placed
last
•eal
estate,
construction
and
stulio furniture before a station can month cannot be filled until June, considerable variation in delivery
jperate, Sen. Taylor said, "this it was shown.
dates givenfacturers.
by Onlytransmitter
manu-to
two were able
ow cost for the static-free, high
Principal Items Cheaper
make delivery on November orders
'idelity FM transmitting equipPrincipal items of equipment for for 250 w units before next June
operating a station in the new while a third cannot fill orders beELLIOTT ROOSEVELT band,
fore early 1947.
the Commission pointed out,
FP OF NEW STATION
CALL LETTERS will be assigned
Shortly to a new 250-w station on FCC Requirements Create 'Real Need'
5L450 Camden
kc, granted(Ark.)
Dec. 6 Radio
by the FCC
FM Transmitter, Gillett Says
jso
Inc. ForBy 5-KW
GLENN D. GILLETT
a reasonable transmission line effi1[Broadcasting, Dec. 10], in which
Consulting Radio Engineer
ciency an effective antenna height
'Elliott Roosevelt, son of the late
of about 800 feet must be securel
'President,
is
a
5%
stockholder
and
before
the
for a
DUE
especially
to
the
FCC's
rules
Vice president.
for metropolitan stations a real metropolitanFCCFMrequirements
station can be
W. E. Hussman, former business
need
for
a
5-kw
met
with
a
3-kw
transmitter.
FM transmitter
'nanager of Texarkana Newspapers
A 5-kw FM transmitter, with a
has now developed. permissible
r]nc,
News-Times
overload capacity of
Do., EltheDorado,
Ark., andPublishing
the New
A metropolitan 10%, would give a maximum availt^ra, Hot Springs, and vice presiable
power
of
5.5 kw. This value
FM
station
is
redent of Arkansas Dailies Inc.,
quired to radiate is the geometric minimum between
Memphis advertising agency, is
the
3
and
10-kw
transmitter rat20
kw
from
an
ef!eifpresident and 45% stockholder of
ings now offered commercially.
fective height of
;he Camden firm. B. T. Fooks, head
A
3-kw
transmitter
will cost in
500 feet, or less, the neighborhood of $12,500
)f a soft drink manufacturing firm
and a
)earing his name, a 20% holder,
if no 500-foot ele- 10-kw transmitter about $22,500.
Mr. Gillett
vation
is
avail['also a vice president. Leon Wilson,
On
this
basis
a
5-kw
should
cost
able. In much of the United States about $16,500.
« 'ormerly of the News-Times Pubbe difficult to find sites where
|3 ishing Co. and Southern News- itanwilleffective
The increased cost of operating a
antenna elevation of
papers Inc., Hot Springs, is 7%
10-kw transmitter as compared to
>wner and director-treasurer; La- more than 500 feet is available.
a
3-kw
transmitter will run between
nar Smead, Camden attorney, owns
The average maximum antenna
.0% and is secretary. Other stock- gain proposed for turnstile an- $5,000 andpending on$10,000
per year,
dethe hours
operated;
Ill lolders are Dr. R. R. Dobbins, local
tennas commercially available is
a 5-kw transmitter should
physician, 3%, and J. D. Reynolds, about 5. Usually, the transmission whereas
>il man, 10%.
line efficiency between the antenna cost on the same basis only between
Mr. Wilson said firm incorporated and the transmitter will run in the $2,000 and $4,000 more a year to
vith $10,000 in stock and that Mr. neighborhood of 80%. Thus a operate than a 3-kw.
If we assume that half the
loosevelt
power of 5 kw is reion in full.had paid his subscrip- transmitter
quired. With this antenna gain and metropolitan FM stations allocated
JROADCASTING
• Telecasting

MR. NEFF
WALTER J. NEFF, partner in
Neff-Rogow, New York advertising agency,sales
untilmanager
last November,
and former
of WOR
New York, died suddenly Dec. 9 on
his farm at East Otis, Mass., of a
heart attack.
Mr. Neff had disposed of his
interest in Neff-Rogow to his associate, William Rogow, former
WOR salesman, last November and
had retired to his farm, Neff Acres,
in the Berkshires. The funeral was
held last Wednesday at Lee, Mass.
One of the best-known figures on
the commercial side of radio, Mr.
Neff was a native of Detroit. He
had started in radio in 1922 as a
Desinger troit.with
In 1924the hepioneer
joinedWWJ
WAHG,
broadas
York,
New
WABC
now cast
director and in 1926, with the
he launched
late
WMSGTexas Rickard,
official mouthpiece of
Before
Garden.
Madison Square
an an1928 as director
in program
joining WOR
nouncer, he was
York. He became
of WMCA
head
of WORNewsales in 1934.
Neff-Rogow was launched in
s.
two WOR executive
1936 by the speciali
zed largely in
The agency
are
radio. Among its top accounts
Abraham & Straus, Brooklyn; J.
Newark;
W. Beardsley's Sons,
Bond Stores, New York; Filtrex
N. J.; Joseph MarCo., Elizabet
tinson & Co.,h, New York; Melville
Sears RoeYork;Young's
New
Corp.,
Shoe buck & Co. Boston;
Hat
New isYork.
Stores,
Mr. Neff
survived by his wife,
Claire, who was his secretary while
at WOR, and a son.
in Area One, and that there are as
many
the
United more
States in
who the
couldrest
effectof such
savings mitter
by the
insteaduseof ofa a10,5-kwthe transtotal
saving would amount to about
three-quarters of- a million dollars
initially, and as much more each
year thereafter. That ain't hay.
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Time-Change
Headache
progress was made in attacking the
Affiliates of NBC, ABC problem.
Independents
will be invited to join
with affiliates.
Launch Separate
Similar
sentiment
has
been deCampaigns
veloping among other affiliate
NATIONWIDE attack on the day- groups at meetings with officials of
light saving time headache, sched- other networks. From one of these
uled to recur next April when a
the roundup queslarge number of cities will advance meetings came
tionnaire, which was drafted indetime an hour, began to take shape
pendently ofthe American affiliate
last week as two unconnected cam- group.
Third Plan
paigns got under way.
First step was agreement of
The
questionnaire
explains that
American affiliates in District 2
an effort to seek a solution of the
of the network, meeting in Detroit, inproblem
group was surveying
that the problem must be ap- affiliates the
all networks to obtain
proached from a national view- industry ofdata
point. They decided to start con- From this materialandmaysuggestions.
be devised
tacting other network affiliates to a formula for national handling
of
bring them into a coordinated drive. daylight
The questionnaire
Second action was circulation of asks if thesaving.
community
remains
on
a roundup questionnaire on the standard time the entire year or
subject by a group of NBC affili- uses daylight saving time in the
ates. This questionnaire has been summer; if station is satisfied to
sent to all network affiliates.
have its schedule conform to New
National Basis
change allin network
time; if prostaThe American affiliate group — York tionCity's
would prefer
grams to be broadcast on standard
Network Stations Planning & Advisory Committee — met at the call time regardless of time status at
of H. Allen Campbell, WXYZ De- place of origin; if station has lost
troit, the chairman. Daylight time revenue in the past because of dayoccupied a good share of the seslight time; population and radio
sion, culminating in the suggestion homes in primary area ; suggestions
that Mark Woods, American presi- for handling of the time change
dent, meet with other network he^ds
to give the affiliates the benefit of problem.
A third plan was in the discustheir combined thinking on the subsion stage in Detroit last week,
ject. Mr. Woods attended the meet- where suggestion was offered that
ing,
along
with
other
network
all
stations
in the city get together.
executives.
A meeting had been planned by DeThe American stations felt that
troit stations last October but it
one big network affiliate group, op- never was held.
Network executives agree that
erating on a national basis, would
be able to make its voice heard. Past the problem is messy for affiliates,
complaints about network opera- but explain that it is difficult for
tion on daylight time during the them to operate on standard time
summer were unorganized and little when New York and Chicago go on

Court

Rules

Licensees

Retain Control
LICENSEES are bound, by law,
to retain full control over programs, U. S. District Court foxNew Mexicothe has ruled.
In a summary judgment in the
suit of Albuquerque Broadcasting
Co., licensee of KOB, against the
Board of Regents, New Mexico College of Agriculture & Mechanic
Arts, Judge Colin Neblett ruled
that KOB could not legally grant
the college demands for specific
blocks of time. His decision is exaffect time-brokerage
stationspected towhich
are committed andto
allocate specific blocks of time to
former owners.
Appeal Likely
Attorney General Clyde C. McCulloh of New Mexico who, with
Harry L. Bigbee, asistant attorney general, represented the college, said an appeal likely would
be filed. W. Theodore Pierson of
the Washington law firm, Pierson
& Ball, represented KOB, assisted
by Sen. Carl A. Hatch (D-N.M.)
Page 18 • December 17, 1945
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of Programs
and A. T. Hannett of Mechem &
Hannett, Albuquerque.
Judge Neblett ruled that under
the Communications Act and FCC
rules and regulations KOB as a
licensee "has the sole and exclusive
right and duty to exercise its independent judgment and discretion
to control, supervise, and direct the
use
and
operation"
in the public interest.of the station
The KOB case is one of several
in which stations have assigned
blocks of time to either former
owners or others. Under the summary judgment the assignment of
such time blocks is contrary to law
and to FCC regulations. Other stations believed affected by the ruling
are those which sell blocks of time
to brokers.
In 1920 the college started KOB
and operated it until 1931, when
the station was leased to the
Journal Co., publisher of the Albuquerque Journal, but the college re(Continued on page 9U)

Is Studied
daylight saving time. They take
the position that the public governs the situation, and they suggest that the confusion is basically
due to the fact that metropolitan
centers are not on uniform time.
Affiliates are getting seriously
concerned as they draw plans for
spring operations. Free from the
time-change mess since 1941, they
now see what they are up against
when programs must be juggled in
April. The profitable participating
programs in the early hours of the
day will be hit hard by the time
shift in cities not on daylight time.
Sponsors buying the dinner hour
periods often object to an hour shift
in their time, and affiliates are
quick to explain that many of them
didn't return to the station in the
autumn during past years.
Equally annoying is the summer shift of children's programs
from 5-6 to 4-5 p.m. in standard
time thercities,
out of throwing
gear. schedules furPerhaps 80% of the stations in
Kansas

Farmers

SEMI-ANNUAL snarl for broadcasters, agencies and sponsors came
up before war when many cities
switched from standard to daylight
time and back again. Recurrence
is due in spring now that wartime
clock advance in time has been
dropped. Stations looking over
spring plans
suddenlyMove
find issadunder
situations developing.
way to bring
together
affected
terests, with net affiliates providinginmain impetus.
the country are adversely affected
•by the time juggling, some managers believe. Revenue loss often
reaches as thhigh
25 to 35%.timeFur-on
ermore, sale ofasprogram
a 52-week basis becomes difficult
when spring
and autumn adjustments are necessary.
Two main approaches to daylight
saving are under consideration.
First is the possibility of enacting
legislation, national or state, speciuniformityif inalltimethethenation
year
round.fyingThus
switched
to
daylight
time
in
April,
(Continued on page 94)
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Radio

Does Unqualifiedly Good Job
THREE out of four adult listen- men plan their daytime activity so
ers in Kansas believe that radio is they may hear certain programs, it
found.of From
halfandto women
threedoing an unqualifiedly "good job," is
fourths
both men
accordingdience of 1945
to thestudy
Kansasconducted
Radio Aufor arrange to be home certain eveWIBW Topeka. The survey has
nings of the week to hear programs
just been published by WIBW. It they like.
was conducted by Dr. F. L. Whan,
In analyzing
U. of Wichita.
ences, Dr. Whan program
finds a prefersteady
The Whan figures confirm gen- high interest in news broadcasts
eral findings of the FCC that farm- and programs featuring comedians.
ers are pretty well satisfied with
decrease in interest
their broadcasting service and that Ain significant
audience
and with
vathey prefer newscasts above all
riety shows isparticipation
indicated, along
other
program
types
[Brdadcastconstantly
fallng
interest
in
serial
ing, Dec. 3].
increaseclassical
in inA preliminary survey of the drama;terest significant
in complete drama,
Kansas audience was conducted for and old-time
music
and
devotionals.
WIBW by Dr. Whan last winter.
Good Listening in Morning
It covered postwar plans of Kansans and listening habits. The new
Some sentiment was shown
survey is based on later study of against serial dramas, with both
6,383 homes during April and May. men and women indicating there is
Gradual increase in Kansas lis- too much such radio fare. Figures
the 1942by war-year
low range from 3.9% of farm women
figure tening
is sinceshown
the figures,
to 14.4% for urban men.
though average listening is still objecting,
In their attitude toward spot ansomewhat under the pre-war figure
nouncem nts, itwas found that a1
of 1940. The study shows that farm
women listen 4.71 hours a day, men any thespecific
half-hour audience
period li3.38; village women listen 4.20 two or early
threeevening
times the
as large as atis
hours,ten 4.72menhours,
3.30;menurban
women
lisother periods of the day. Howevei
3.52.
daylight hours the audience^
Age of listener does not greatly isduring
changing from one set
affect the amount of time the aver- of constantly
homes to another; during eveage adult listens on weekdays,
ning,
shift
is
not so pronounced.
though middle-aged women and
Thus, says Dr. Whan, the total
older men reported the greatest number
of
homes
reached byin a th«
se-!
amount of listening. The adult au- ries of announcements
dience is found nearly equally uni- morning or afternoon may not be
form at all times, from the stand- much smaller than the numbei
point of age of listener. At any
anhour an important segment of each reached by anouncementslike
in the series
evening.of This
type of audience is listening to the dience.
is
especially
true
of
the
farm
auradio,
FromDr.a Whan
third tofinds.a half of the
Fewer(Continued
than 3.1%
of
all
queswomen and a fifth to a third of the
on page 95)
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Iowans
buy

5

than

who

^listen

times

those

more

who

. . . there' s 5

most"

to

WHO

TOOTHPASTE

prefer

times

as

any

other

many

of

station!

'em!

f | iHE facts are clear. Any advertiser can use
"Station B" in Iowa, if he wishes, but he'll
get an average of only one-fifth of the listenerpreference that's accorded WHO.
The 1945 Iowa Radio Audience Survey shows
that WHO is "listened to most" by 55.4% of
the Iowa daytime audience — as against 10.7%
for Station B.
Superior programming, superior showmanship,
superior public service have given WHO more
listeners than all other stations heard in the
state, combined. Ask anybody in Iowa!
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*for Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines
. . . 50,000 Watts
B. J. Palmer, Pres. J. O. Maiand, Mgr.
FREE & PETERS, Inc., National Representatives
December 17, 1945

Broadcasters

Posed

TRAGEDY which befell General Patton in Germany
stunned millions of Americans, but it struck with full
impact for this group of broadcasters. This picture
was made on the steps of the George Hotel in Paris
on Aug. 18, during the broadcasters mission to ETO.
The camera of Mark Woods, ABC president was used.
The meeting was impromptu — Gen. Patton was entering the hotel as the broadcast mission, which had
lunched with Brig. Gen. Paul Thompson, chief of the
Army'srope,Information
Division
Euwas leaving. AandnewsEducation
conference
quicklyin was
arranged, short-snorters were signed and stories were
FM Shifts to
Stations Will Broadcast
To Fewer Listeners
Than Before War
FM WILL make its debut in its
new spectrum location in two
weeks — with a smaller audience
than it had before the war.
A spot check of FM licensees,
conducted last week by Broadcasting, indicates that the majority will make the Jan. 1 deadline set by the FCC for the commencement of regular operations
in the high band (88-108 mc).
Many of the stations will continue
to broadcast in the old 42-50 mc
band; some will switch over entirely to the new band, even though
the number of listeners will be
practically nil.
A number of stations which had
been shut down for the changeover
to their new frequencies will resume
broadcasting with neither an audience to listen nor receivers available. They expect that many of the
owners of low band sets will have
their receivers converted to tune
in their stations but there was no
indication that manufacturers
would produce converters for the
limited number of old band sets in
use.
While no effort was made to inquire into program plans, in view
of the delicate situation caused by
the Petrillo
duplication of liveedict
musicprohibiting
on FM stations
operated by standard broadcasters,
it was learned that a number of
stations are considering using recordings only as long as the FM
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With Patton in Paris

told during a pleasant, unscheduled half-hour. Shown,
bottom row (1 to r) : ABC President Woods, Leonard
Reinsch,
Cox Radio
and WFAA
PresidentDallas;
Truman's
radio adviser;
MartinStations
Campbell,
Gen.
Patton; Justin Miller, NAB president; Clair R. McCollough, Mason-Dixon Group ; John E. Fetzer, WKZO
Kalamazoo.
row (1 S.to Wilder,
r) : Col. WSYR
Ed Kirby,Syracuse;
escorting officer; Back
Col. Harry
William S. Hedges, NBC vice president; Jack Alicoate, dent;Radio
Daily; Broadcasting;
Joseph H. Ream,Robert
CBS D.viceSwezey,
presiSol Taishoff,
MBS vice president and general manager; Morrie
Novik, WNYC New York.

High Band in
EXISTING FM stations are required to begin regular operations
on the 88-108 mc band by Jan. 1.
Despite difficulties in obtaining
equipment to effect the changeover,
most stations will meet the deadline. Some will abandon the old
band
entirely and will have few
listeners.
audience is limited by unavailability
of receivers. Network owned staof changeovertionsandare still
have innotprocess
announced
their
plans when they resume operations.
Set Production Lagging
Progress
of receiver
turers in producing
FM manufacsets was
behind that of broadcasters in
switching frequencies and of equipment manufacturers in turning out
converters for dual operation. A
number of stations were able to
obtain equipment to start operations in both bands weeks ago.
Others are planning to start
equipment tests within the next
two weeks.
It appeared probable that FM
sets in volume would not be available until spring at the earliest.
OPA price ceilings, labor troubles,
technical difficulties in producing
sets for the new band were given
as the principal reasons delaying
production. One large manufacturer has produced a few sets for
demonstration purposes but has
been able to furnish dealers only
dummy models. Prices on FM sets
are still undetermined.
Although existing FM stations

Two Weeks
were supposed to have begun equipment tests by Dec. 1 on the high
band, FCC reports indicated that
not more than 10 of the 53 licensees and permittees were able to
meet that deadline. Difficulty in obtaining equipment for the conversion has delayed most of the stations,tensions.
necessitating
granting
of exMost stations
indicated,
however, they would be on the air

within a few weeks after the Dec.
1 date.
From direct inquiries to stations and from information given
the Commission, it appeared last
week that the following stations
will be operating in the high band
by Jan. 1 or soon afterward:
WEAF-FM, New York NBC
station.
WHNF ate ofNew
WHN.York, FM affiliWBAM ate ofNew
WOR.York, FM affiliWQXQ ate ofNew
WQXR.York, FM affiliWGNB
Chicago,
FM affiliate
of WGN.
WWZR
Chicago,
Zenith Mfg. Co. owned by
WPEN-FM Philadelphia.
KYW-FM Philadelphia.
WBZ-FM Boston.
KDKA-FM Pittsburgh.
WHEF Rochester, FM affiliate
of WHEC.
WHFMate of Rochester,
WHAM. FM affiliWMFMate of WTMJ.
Milwaukee, FM affiliKOZY
DillardKansas
station.City, Everett
KMBC-FM Kansas City.
WELD Columbus, FM affiliate
of WBNS.
WMLL Evansville, Ind., FM
affiliate of WEOA-WGBF.
WDRC-FM Hartford.
WTIC-FM Hartford.
WTAG-FM Worcester, Mass.
WABW Indianapolis, owned
by
Inc. Associated Broadcasters
WDUL Superior, Wis., owned
by WEBC Springfield,
Duluth, Minn.Mass.
WBZA-FM
WOWO-FM Fort Wayne, Ind.
WEHS
Chicago,
of WHFC
Cicero,FM 111.affiliate
In addition, two developmental
(Continued on page 93)

President Given Power

to Reorganize

FCC as Congress Passes Revised Bill
REORGANIZATION of the FCC
the FCC,
Deis possible under a revised Reor- reorganize
posit Insurance
Corp., Federal
U. S. Tariff
ganization Bil (HR-4129), passed
or
Veterans
Adminislast week by Congress and giv- Commission
he must submit a separate
President Truman
pow- plan fortration, each.
can be inersingto revamp
the entirebroad
executive
cluded in an overallNonereorganization.
and independent offices branch of
Administration forces won anGovernment.
other victory in a provision which
¥nder the bill — a compromise
reorganizationdaysplanafter
efbetween the McCarran bill (S- makes any
fective 60 Congressional
1120) and Manasco bill (HR-4129), it is submitted unless both Houses
the President may not limit the pass a concurrent resolution in oppowers of quasi-judicial agencies
(such as FCC) but generally he position.
Under the McCarran bill, as rewould be given approximately what
ported by the Senate Judiciary
he requested last summer.
Committee, the FCC and 13 other
Exempt from reorganization are agencies were exempt, whereas the
the Interstate Commerce Commis- original Menasco bill provided that
sion, Federal Trade Commission, separate reorganization plans must
for the FCC and sevSecurities & Exchange Commis- be submitted
eral other agencies.
sion, National Mediation Board,
National Railroad Adjustment
The Senate passed the measure
Board, Railroad Retirement Board Thursday after similar House action. Whether the President plans
and the civil functions of the Army
an FCC reorganization is not
Corps of Engineers.
known,
although
he had asked that
Should the President desire to no
agencies
be exempt.
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BROADCaSTI NG
Tho Weekly j^Newimagoiitu of Radio
/RECASTING

QliAlUmcui
SUBSCRIPTION
RATES
32 WEEKLY ISSUES
*
10 Giit Subscriptions $35.00
5 Giit Subscriptions 20.00
2 Giit Subscriptions 9.00
1 Giit Subscription 5.00
1946 YEARBOOK Number Included

Spider

kills

snake

with

web!

It seems the snake made a pass at its natural prey in

did you know that this station delivers more listenersper-dollar-spent than any other outfit in this big fivestation town ?

the web. . . . got caught in the silky mesh and couldn't
get out. Then the spider went to work on that snake
. . . and really tied him up!

It's a fact . . . and there are facts that prove it. Glad to
show them to you . . . particularly at budget time.

That was a whale of a news story a couple of years ago.

That's another example of the way that many times
the little guy hangs one on a big fellow.
We've got a little radio station down here in Balti( more. It's the successful independent, W-I-T-H. But
BROADCASTING
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WITH
BALTIMORE, MD.
Tom Tinsley, President

Represented Nationally by Headley-Rced
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PUBLIC, GIMBEL'SVIEW VIDEO RESULTS
Though TV Aids Shoppers,
Store Concludes Improved
Technique Disappoints Equipment Is Needed — —
THE PUBLIC feels that television FINAL summary of lessons learned
is a marvelous postwar dream come by Gimbel Brothers-Philadelphia
true, but viewers of the display at from its intra-store television exGimbel's
store in inPhiladel. 23-Nov.
14 [Broadcaspteirnigm,enDtecO.ct10]
was released
last
phia wereDept.
disappointed
actual
Gimbel's
chief
conclusion:
production technique. These results week.
were pointed out in a report just Before stores may get the most
released on an RCA poll conducted dollar value out of television, teleon the experiment, reputedly the quipment must improve.
No insurmountable engineering
first of its kind. The test ran from
problems are in the way, however,
Oct. 23 to Nov. 14.
Over 250,000 people viewed the the report stated. Chiefly needed
display,
from the 20 the
RCA store.
telesitesOf are larger
screenswhich
and more
tive cameras
requiresensi-no
located throughout
those answering questionnaires, elaborate lighting. When these be88.9% consider store television an that intra-store
come available, Gimbel's can
thinksbe
aid to shopping.
Closethetofirst
70% time
in- economically and television
dicated that it was
successfully operated.
they had seen television.
Looking Forward
Merchandise was shown as it actually appeared on counters, and
For
better
merchandise prowas also shown in use to demonmotion,ofGimbel'scolor
lookstransmission.
forward to
strate what purposes it could serve
the customers. As to the length of perfection
Merchandising
experts,
acute to
the show, a majority thought it color value in salesmanship,
were
was "OK." A majority preferred limited in their choice of items to
more diseentertainment
than merchan- be presented in the black and white
displays.
during the
the experts
experiThe answer to the question of transmissions
ment. But although
whether the expense of television winced at these restrictions, customers seemed not as critical.
is justifiedtermined by
sales,salescanstatistics
be deonly when
One conclusion
question persistently
asked
are available.
after
experiment
Telesites were specially built, was: What was ofthethe cost
of the
unlighted enclosures, containing 20 demonstration and what relation
toRCA40 folding
chairs.andGimbel's
and did the cost have to sales?
used radio
newspaper
reported the question
ads, car cards, displays, direct mail, wasGimbel's
hard to answer. Without quotbooklets and other media to pubing
figures,
the
store described the
licize the display. RCA engineers
"abnormally high." Reasupervised the installation, serviced cost as
sons were: (1) had
Neither
Gimbel'sin
receivers, handled all operation.
nor RCA-Victor
experience
the use of the new medium, and
The pollchandisewasshows, including
used only four
on merhair (2) equipment available for the test
the ailments of old age,
shows, one for curtains, two for suffered
pots and pans, one for hats, and needed careful and consistent checking to operate smoothly.
three toy shows. There was also a
straight entertainment show, Uncle
The store listed three main mistakes which were made in the exWip. Telecasts were shown every
periment: Insufficient time was
half hour on the half hour.
given to rehearsals; (2) too few of
"Arming" the personnel around the
demonstrations
illustrated what
the telesites with answers to pos- the merchandise did
a cussible questions of the video view- customer; (3) not every for
item shown
ers, RCA prepared questions and
answers, including:
was priced.
When will RCA have a home
television set on sale? Perhaps
WLIB Wins Award
within six months.
AWARD by American Association
What will it cost? Perhaps $200 of
the United Nations for best
for a table model . . . $300 for a
by aof New
York Francisco
indepenconsole with radio . . . $400 for coverage
dent station
the San
a large screen console television Conference
was given Friday to
radio-phono combination. Prices, as WLIB Brooklyn.
Clifford Evans,
yet,What
are size
indefinite.
picture? The $200 and WLIB director of news and special
$300 units will be direct view . . . events, accepted
at an association meetingcitation
^at Town
Hall.
$400
highlighted its coverage of
screen.will
. . . project picture onto a WLIB
the
conference
with
daily
program
Is a special antenna required?
report turedonlate San
feaProbably. . . .
news Francisco
and a guestwhich
speaker
Will they be sold on the install- who explained what conference
ment plan? Yes.
meant to him as an individual
Will Gimbel's
When
will RCA carry
radio them?
sets beYes.on citizen.
sale? Within a couple of weeks.
Home receivers capable of receivWill RCA produce Walkieing color telecasts seem unlikely for
Talkies? Probably — but not for six some years yet. The possibility is
months or so.
idea at the mo.. .
What about color television? just a ment.laboratory
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Candle in the Windoto * * manksgifong in the Heart
qhnstmas dandles., to spbolize the Spirit of
ttdliness and (Bood Will, ©n the long road
totoard human understanding, radio toill help mold
the toorld communitg to the promise and purposes
foretold of old., at the jfirst Christmas.
; Wutintfioose Mio

Stations 3nc

1915

mmi

J, WOR vice president Maddux (seated) smilingly comments on new contract as sales director Gene Thomas looks
on. In moment he will release "flash" that alerts all departments to cooperative follow-through on new show.

£

3 "The slant is this . . ." Publicity chief Charlie Oppenheim (center) approves as Murry Salberg, trade news editor,
tells how story on new show will break in trade press.
Marjorie Sable slants story for newspapers.

0 Noted for its razor-sharp engineering standards, WOR's
master control room gets show on air with perfect precision.
Just checking up as Charlie Thropp pulls vital plug is Charlie
Singer, assistant chief engineer.

Norm Livingston (right), director of program operations, analyzes audience advantages of time-period selected.
Daytime program director Gene King (left) points out
WOR's excellent competitive standing through the years.

O The commercial's transcribed. Here, studying it
for timing, pace and performance is WOR's executive
producer and editor, Bob Simon (right). Continuity
writers Keith Thompson and Lois Green assist.

Chain-link
poises

the powerful

*T Sponsor's show will cash in on WOR's steady, continuing barrage of magazine, direct mail and newspaper advertising. Joe Creamer, advertising and promotion director,
scans recent work with assistant, Lenore Hershey.

departmental

resources

at WOR

of a great station
behind

every week during the 52 weeks of every year, approximately51 new and renewal contracts are signed by sponsors
and their agencies for WOR, New York. Almost immediately
following the signing of any one contract, a "flash bulletin,"
or pink sheet, is sped on its way to the desk of every WOR
departmental head. The moment a pink sheet is received,
the silent but ceaseless activities of more than a hundred
variously trained and gifted WOR specialists are directed at
making the WOR sponsor's program one of the most economical, audience-building advertising ventures of his career.
WOR herewith presents, in words and pictures, a portion of

cooperation

every

sponsor's

show

the chain-link cooperation that plays a major part in making
WOR commercially-sponsored shows outstanding favorites
among thousands of people in one of the greatest listening
territories on the Eastern Seaboard.

WOR
that power-full station
at 1440 Broadway, in New York
MUTUAL

MUTUAL

PART of audience of 15,000 at meeting of Women's Institute of St.
Paul, into St.radio,
Paul'swithcityCapt.
auditorium,
is pictured
Program
paid
tribute
Harold Stassen,
Maryabove.
Margaret
McBride,
Samuel Executive
Gale of General
Mills, FCCA. Commissioner
Clifford J.~Durr,
and
NAB
Vice-President
D. (Jess) Willard
as speakers
[Broadcasting, Dec. 10]. Radio officials and entertainers participated.
Belief

FIRST
IN

WEST

STATION
MICHIGAN

On January 4 WKBZ goes MUTUAL!
This change to MUTUAL joins WKBZ with the other
Western Michigan stations — WKLA, Ludington; WATT,
Cadillac and WTCM, Traverse City. A 100% MUTUAL
GROUP.

WKBZ
MUSKEGON,
Ashbacker
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MICH.

Radio

Corp.

Video

Belongs

Upstairs

Prompts Recall of Application
tensive information are convinced
EXPRESSING the belief that "the
proper place for television is in that the mplace
television intransis ion is morefor properly
the
the
higher band
of frequencies,"
Metropolitan
Television
Inc., New higher band of frequencies, namely
York, last week withdrew the ap- from 480 to 960 mc."
plication for a New York video
The belief that "color television
station to operate on Channel 8, is the ultimate objective for public
162-168 mc, it had filed in 1940. service" was expressed by Mr.
Company, owned jointly by two
who stated
that "cerNew York department stores, Hirschmann,
tainly, the coloration
of nature
will
Abraham & Straus and Blooming- ■be demanded instead of monodale Bros., expressed its intention
chrome, once such coloring is availto conduct experiments in the freable for broadcasting."
quencies between 480 and 920 mc.
Commenting
Metropolitan's
CBS
Company operates WABF New action, Lawrenceon Lowman,
York, an FM station which has vice-president in charge of telebeen on the air since November
vision, said:
1942.
"Ever since CBS first proposed
full color television in the higher
Color Ultimate Objective
frequencies
we have felt that deA letter to the FCC, written by
partment stores in particular
I. A. Hirschmann, vice president of would be quick
to appreciate the
Metropolitan, expressed agreement
with a Commission order pointing tremendous
tials of thismerchandising
new medium. potenClear
out that "the 13 television chan- pictures in full color, for instance,
nels which are available for tele- will show the consumer at the
vision below 300 mc are insufficient
receiver, not only the patto make possible a truly nation- television
tern of a garment, but the color
wide and competitive television and texture
the fabric, reveal
system." The letter continued that the detail andof design
to optimum
from
the
inception
of
the
FCC's
advantage.
Metropolitan
Television
allocation studies, Metropolitan has
congratulated
on its accubelieved that television belonged in is to ratebe appraisal
of
color
television
as,
the higher frequencies.
in Mr.ultimate
Hirschmann's
own
words,
"This opinion is reflected by the 'the
objective
for
public
fact that in 1940 we applied for
Channel 8, 162-168 mc, which was
then not mercieven
for comMrs. Anna Ayer Fry
al use anddesignated
whose propagation
service.' "
characteristics had long been in- ANNA
AYER FRY, 69, widow of
vestigated by the physicist, Dr. Wilfred W. Fry, former president
Frank G. Kear, who acts as engi- of N. W. Ayer & Son, and daughter
neering consultant to the com- of Francis Wayland Ayer, founder
pany," Mr. Hirschmann wrote. of the firm, died Dec' 9 at the
"Our technical staff has pursued
Hospital, Philadelthe study and on the basis of ex- Pennsylvania
phia, after a short illness.
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KFAB

is the

let of the

Columbia

Broadcasting

serving
Council
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only out-

the

System
Omaha-

Bluffs

area.

THE BIG
FARMER STATION
OMAHA
1110 kc - 10,000 watts LINCOLN
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FALL
More

BUILDS

PROMOTION
intensive

market

"GATEWAYiTO

coverage

THE

than

RICH

ever

before!

TENNESSEE

GREATER

WLAC

AUDIENCE!

Retailers
PEACE

ON

1945 fare ui V-£ and

EARTH

Vayi . . .

1946 will bring back to radio men like the Army Hour's
Captain Zimmermann — men of meritorious service, to give
you and your accounts that same type of service.
WEMP's program department, good during the war, is now
better than ever!

WEMP

MUwamk

AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
C. J. Lanphier
Howard H. Wilson & Co.,
General Manager National Representatives
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Knock

Professional

Wrangling on Television Plans
sets "on the basis of
THREE New York retail store ex- television
ecutives raised sharp objection to pride of possession, as we now sell
the profusion of professional disMr. Winer and Mr. Dingivan
cus ion of telecasting's present and
requested set manufacturers
future plans, which they said was both
our
furs."
to give
strong consideration to the
leaving thewildered.potential
customer
bebeauty
of instruments
they asbuild.
The executives spoke at Their customers
want looks
well
a panel meeting of the American as technical quality.
Television Society, Dec. 11 at New
Mr.
Moore
was
less
interested
in
York's Sheraton Hotel.
"There's been too much talk by style.
One
thing
which
buyers
should
men who know too much about
guaranteed is proper servicing
color telecasting and the third di- be
for their sets, he insisted. Free
mension,"
said
Lawrence
Moore,
service
should be provided for
merchandise manager of Frederick future frequency
changes. Further,
Loeser feredCo.an ordinary
"A consumer
being
ofis entitled
television set a prospective
whether buyer
a receiver
will workto
will decide to wait until he can get know
his home. For that purpose tests
one which has color and third di- inshould
be conducted in his home to
establish whether a set would work
Create
Consumer
Demand
there
or,
if not, what additional
mension."
As Mr. Moore, J. M. Winer, equipment would be needed to make
president of Dynamic Electronics it work.
Chairman of the panel was Dave
Inc., New York, and James J.
Dingivan,
vice-president
and gen- Wagman, radio and television sales
eral manager
of Arnold Constable,
manager of Bruno Inc., New York.
Manville, research consee it,objective
the television
main
now is toindustry's
create a Richard sultant,
presided at the meeting.
consumer demand for receivers
which
are
already
off
the
drawing
boards.
"I think," said Mr. Dingivan, CBS Cancels TV Plans
"that we should do more talking For Garden Basketball
together before we do more talking
PLANS OF CBS to televise basketball games from Madison
to Mr.
the Moore
public." believes that demonstration telesets are needed now Squareuled to begin
Garden,
originally schedhave
in stores to clear the buying pub- been postponedlastuntilWednesday,
for
lic's mind of misconceptions about such remote pickupsequipment
can
be
put
the quality
of telecasting,
to stimushape. Apparatus acquired by
late a purchasing
urge that
may into
be near the bursting point when CBS before the war has been used
television laborareceivers actually reach the mar- in thetorynetwork's
during the war years and a
ket.
preliminary
test
from
the Garden
theMerchandising
three stores willmethods
use to sellwhich
sets Dec. 8 proved it unsatisfactory.
Cancellation of the remote pickdiffer. Dynamic Electronics will
what otherwise
pursue the blue-stocking trade of would upshaveeliminates
duplication
video
Manhattan, concentrate on high- coverage of been
the
basektball
games
priced sets, said Mr. Winer.
as
NBC
is
also
televising
them.
It
Arnoldlevel,Constable
also keep CBS out of what
willMr.aimDingivan's
at the same
selling may
might have been an embarrassing
necessity for explaining the duplication as the network recently proNo Dec. 25 Commercials
against duplication of
NO COMMERCIAL English lan- broadcaststested
by public officials on two
guage network broadcasts in Can- or more networks.
ada on Christmas Day — that policy
has been decided by Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. and will apply
to both Trans-Canada and Do- MILLER IS CHAIRMAN
minion networks, while CBC Eng- OF PARALYSIS DRIVE
lish-language owned stations will MARCH of Dimes campaign will
not use any commercial broadcasts open
Jan. 14 and close Jan. 30,
at all that day. Decision does not
President
Roosevelt's
birthday,
affect CBC French network or in- with
Justin Miller,
NAB president,
dividual CBC French stations in
as
chairman
of
the
National
Radio
Quebec, where only those periods
required for special broadcasts will Division Committee, according to
be claimed for network time. CBC Basil O'Connor, president of the
will present special Christmas Day National
Paralysis. Foundation for Infantile
schedule for all its stations.
Co-chairmen are: Edgar Kobak,
Christmas Plans
MBS; Clarence Menser, NBC;
GENE
EMERALD,
variety
program
m.c.
Adrian Samish, American; Davidoffor KRNT
Des Moines,
isthrough
campaigning
son Taylor, CBS. Radio promotion
presentation
established
agencies war
toof gifts
children
of servicewill
include transcriptions featurmen
who
were
casualties.
Station
also plans servicemen and veterans hosing name talent, announcements
and live network programs.
pital parties.
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1*
A parade of nationally known advertisers have
found KXOK to be the key to the rich MidMississippi
0* Valley pocketbook. In these days of
readjustment from war to peacetime economy,
it is even more important to make every advertising dollar declare dividends.
More than 100 National and Local Advertisers
have bought postwar advertising insurance on
St. Louis' only 5,000 watt full-time station.
Ask a KXOK or a JOHN BLAIR representative
for complete details.

1

ST. X
LOUIS
1, MO.
OK
K
630 KILOCYCLES • 5,000 WATTS— FULL TIME
AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.
Owned and Operated by the St. Louis Star-Times
Affiliated with KFRU, Columbia, Mo.
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BOGGS IS APPOINTED
NEW WLOL MANAGER
NORMAN BOGGS, sales manager
of WGN Chicago, has resigned to
become general manager of WLOL
Minneapolis, effective Jan. 14,
Ralph Atlass, treasurer and controlling
stockholder of WLOL, announced last week.
Mr. Boggs has been with WGN
since 1937, starting as salesman,
and was appointed sales manager
in February 1945, after heading
the WGN New York sales office for
four
years.whoHe resigned
succeeds because
E. S. Mit-of
tendorf,
ill health. Mr. Mittendorf was formerly general manager of WIND
Chicago and became manager of
WLOL in 1943. He plans to return
to Arizona where he has a home
and business interests.
WLOL, operated by Independent
Merchants Broadcasting Co., operates on 1330 kc with 1 kw and
has applications for 5 kw and an
BE

SURE

TO

BACKSTAGE at the opening broadcast of Exploring the Unknown,
broadcast from Mutual's Longacre Theater are (1 to r) : Sherman H.
Dryer, producer; Robert D. Swezey, Mutual vice-president and general
manager; Norman A. Schuele, advertising manager of Revere Copper &
Brass Co., sponsors; Maubert St. Georges, president of St. Georges &
Keyes, agency owning show. Program is heard Sunday 9 p.m. (EST).
FM grant pending before FCC
radio," Mr.Mr.Atlass
which Mr. Atlass said are expected Northwest
clared. In appointing
Boggs de-as
to be acted on in the near future. general manager of the MBS affiliate, Mr. Atlass said the station was
"We cision
regret
Mr. and
Mittendorf's
deto retire
are deeply
obtaining "one of the most successgratefulship he for
the quality
of leaderful young executives in the inbrought
to WLOL
and
dustry."
INCLUDE

STAFF REALIGNMENT
AT YOUNG & RVBICAM
YOUNG & RUBICAM, New York,
has realigned
depart-of
ment assignmentsits sotalent
that some
its radio executives will be able
to devote more time to creation of
show ideas and program development work. Reorganization, according toidentHarry
in chargeAckerman,
of radio vice-presprogram
operations,
is
as
follows:
Hobe Morrision
and Robert
Weenolsen will handle all service
on all accounts except those involvdaytime radio.
Mr. handled
Weenolsenby
will ingsupervise
accounts
Program Managers William Forbes
and Max
He radio
will also
become talentWylie.
man and
contact
on the Bristol-Myers operation, replacing Len Holton, who has been
freed of all service activities to become a partvelopmentof group.theCyprogram
dePitts also
joins the development group. Mr.
Morrision will be talent supervisor
on accounts handled by Joe Moran
and George McGarrettt, program
managers.
Mary Hanrahan will handle all
talent operations on daytime radio,
transcriptions and spots. Jimmy
O'Neill, recently returned from the
service,
story consultant
and will
also
be isa member
development
group. of the program

SALES DRIVE BEGUN
BY WESTINGHOUSE
INTENSIFIED campaign has
been started by Westinghouse to
boost sales of home appliances,
with Roger H. Bolin, advertising
manager for Westinghouse Electric
Appliance Division, announcing
five appointments to his staff.
J. R. Clemens, formerly in charge
of product advertising, except for
the East Springfield, Mass., plant,
and J. W. Endriss, formerly a staff
member of the advertising department, were named assistant managers of appliance advertising.
Others named were: E. J. Hegarty, houfor
25 years
with Westingse in sales,
advertising
and proBeaumont and the rest of the rich Sabine area is
motion, new manager of sales training;
K.
A.
Donelson,
formerly
in
one of the most favored spots in the U. S. so far
charge of advertising budgets and
records at Mansfield, O., headas permanent industries and employment are
quarters, new operations manager;
concerned. Dairying, shipping, lumber, conJ. G. Baird, associated with the
struction, rice, and oil industries — which have
company's store modernization program, new sales promotion manbeen turning^ut-w^trrime needs — will continue
ager.
almost iden&al production^ for peacetime, keeping
Woulfe Elected
The^585 million dollar effective income rolling in.
HENRY F. WOULFE has been
elected vice-president and general
Get ybur jshare by using the station covering all of
manager
the Pepsodent
division
Beaumont, Orange, and Port\4rthur— KFDM!
of Leverof Bros.
Co., succeeding
Charles Luckman as operating
head of the division. Mr. Luckman
is now Bros.
executive
vice-president
Lever
Mr. Woulfe
has beenof
C. B. LOCKE, GEN. MGR.
D. A. CANNAN, EXEC.
VICE-PRES.
with Pepsodent since 1927.
EPRESENTEI
will bybroadcast
INC. KYW nualPhiladelphia
Christmas concert
inmates an-of
Easternphia andState
Penitentiary
in
TAYLOR-fjuwE-SNOWDEN /^it^^t.
the County
Prisonyear.
at PhiladelHolmes• AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.,
burg for 12th
consecutive
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Leading Advertisers know that Detroit
is the most responsive and fastest moving
market in the world . . . and they pick WXYZ
because this station completely covers the
Detroit area . . . where there is a market
with a billion dollar buying power.
WXYZ maintains an aggressive Merchandising Service Department insuring that
advertised products are adequately supported.

(Key Station of the Michigan Radio Network)
Affiliated with the American Broadcasting Company, Inc.
Owned and Operated by the
KING-TRENDLE BROADCASTING CORPORATION
1700 Stroh Building
•
Detroit 26, Michigan
Represented by the Paul H. Raymer Co.
BROADCASTING
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'S

SEASON

GREETINGS

As the holiday season approaches, we bid
farewell to the year that is past with thankfulness for the definite and encouraging
progress it has brought. Such success as
has fallen to our lot, we owe to the many
advertisers whom

we have had the privi-

lege of serving; and we take this opportunity to express the hope that the services
we have rendered them may also have
contributed to their success. With the hope
that the New Year may be for all of us a
year of continued progress, we extend to
our advertisers and their agencies, and to
all who may chance to read this, our sincere wishes for a joyous holiday season.

SPOT
WSB
WBAL
WNAC
WICC
WBEN
WGAR
WFAA
WBAP
KGKO
KARM
WJR
WHTD
KPRC
WDAF
KFOR
KARK
KFI
WHAS
WLLH
WTMJ
KSTP
WSM
WSMB
WTAR
KOIL
KGW
WEAN
WRNL
KSL
WOAI
KQW
KOMO
KHQ
KTBS
KGA
WMAS
WAGE
KVOO
KFH
WAAB
THE

RADIO LIST
NBC
Atlanta
Baltimore
NBC
Boston
MBS
MBS
Bridgeport
Buffalo
NBC
Cleveland
CBS
NBC
Dallas
Fort Worth
NBC
ABC
Ft. Worth, Dallas CBS
Fresno
Detroit
CBS
Hartford
MBS
NBC
Houston
Kansas City
NBC
ABC
Lincoln
Little Rock
NBC
Los Angeles
NBC
Louisville
CBS
Lowell-Lawrence MBS
Milwaukee
NBC
NBC
Mpls.-St. Paul
Nashville
NBC
New Orleans
NBC
NBC
Norfolk
ABC
Omaha
NBC
Portland, Ore.
Providence
ABC
MBS
Richmond
Salt Lake City
CBS
San Antonio
NBC
CBS
San Francisco
NBC
Seattle
Shreveport
NBC
NBC
Spokane
ABC
Spokane
CBS
Springfield
ABC
NBC
Tulsa
Syracuse
Wichita
MBS
CBS
Worcester

TEXAS QUALITY AND
YANKEE NETWORKS

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
EDWARD

PETRY & CO.
INCORPORATED
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES
DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO

THREE VETS APPLY
FOR NEW STATION
THREE veterans of World War
II — all radio veterans too — are
incorporators of Radio Asheville,
which Dec. 10 applied to the FCC
for authorization to construct a
250 w station on 1450 kc at Ashevil e, N. C.
Paul H. Chapman, Greenville,
S. C, who was with WFBC Greenville, prior to his four years of
Army
service,be isstation
president-treasurer
and would
manager. Zeb
Lee, Asheville, vice president, was
announcer of WISE Asheville and
WPTF Raleigh, prior to entering
the Army, in which he served in
the radio phase of public relations.
He would be program director.
Obra W. Harrell, back as engineer
at WAGA Atlanta, after service in
the Navy, is secretary and would
be chief engineer.
Call letters of WCRA are requested andABC.
the applicants proposes to use

OFFICIALS of Chicago Pure Milk Association were guests of WLS
Chicago at a luncheon marking 500th broadcast of Pure Milk News on
the station. Shown (1 to r) : Seated, Arthur Moore, editor, Prairie
Farmer; Art Lauterbach, manager, Pure Milk Assn.; Lloyd Burlingham,
news commentator on the show; Wilbur J. Swayer, president of association. Standing: Peter Cooke, WLS sales department; Glenn (Pop)
Snyder, WLS vice-president and general manager.

Boston .... Pop. 794,600*
Milwaukee Pop. 618,000*
Jersey City Pop. 301,200*
Hartford . . Pop. 190,000*
Total 1,900,800
WO

A I Daytime

Primary

A re a

Pop ... 1,916,500*

In any market, it's the folks that count
— the potential customers for the
goods you want to sell!
Outweighing in number the combined
population of Boston, Milwaukee,
Jersey City and Hartford are the prosperous Texans who have their homes
in WOAI's daytime primary area — a
50,000 WATTS
CLEAR CHANNEL
NBC AFFILIATE
MEMBER TQN
The Powerful
Advertising
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section in which WOAI has been the
dominant radio voice for nearly 25
No wonder, then, that in the great
years.
Central and South Texas market
WOAI continues to sell more merchandise tomore people than any other
station — at a lower cost per sales!

NEW FILM STUDIOS
BEING CONSTRUCTED
CONSTRUCTION
modern radio center for WILMof aWilmington,
Del., was started last week.
George Sutherland, WILM general manager, said new quarters
will include general offices, sales
and promotion offices, client and
audition rooms, rehearsal rooms
and music library, news rooms and
studios, and are expected to be
ready
by Feb.
1. New
equipment
of latest
RCA technical
design,
he said, will be installed.
First-floor space and a large, twofloor auditorium in the Wilmington
Odd Fellows' building have been
secured. Observation windows centered off a large reception room
will permit constant view of all
studio operations. Another feature
will be an observation gallery looking down intostudio.
the large
audienceparticipation
Facilities
and
space for FM broadcasting also are
provided.
WILM, basic
Mutualon 1450
outlet in Wilmington,
operates
kc with 250 w power. It has applied to FCC for, 10 kw power.
N. Y. State Radio Group
Has Promotion Meeting
NEW YORK STATE Radio Bureau last Monday at the Roosevelt
Hotel held a discussion on the type
material it is sending out to New
York stations anent promoting
state government activities. It was
suggested that identification of
only.
state officials by name be eliminated
and officials referred to by titles
NYSRB was originally set up
after a meeting between Gov.
Thomas
Deweycommittee
and the ofNABDistrict
public relations
2, headed by Robert Soule, WFBL
Syracuse. Bureau is part of the
state publicity organization under
the Dept. of Commerce. Thomas C.
Stowell is director of the radio
bureau. Harold Keller, deputy Commis ioner of Commerce, heads all
state publicity.
Following were present at the
luncheon:
M. P.ofC'atherwood,
Commissioner
Commerce; State
Mr.
Keller; Mr. Stowell; Mr. Soule;
John McNeil, WJZ; Arthur Hull
Hayes, WABC; George Lewis,
WHN; Murray Jordan, WLIB;
Morris Novik, WNYC; Leon Goldstein, WMCA; Henry Greenfield,
WEVD; Ted Scott, WNEW; Mrs.
Eleanor Sanger, WQXR; Tony
Provost, WEAF.

International Greetings
FOR the 11th year, WMAL Washington and the American BroadOAI
casting Co. will broadcast the International Children's Christmas
Party,
presenting
the embassies and children
legationsfromin
Washington sending Christmas
Represented Nationally By
greetings to their lands. Joe Kelly
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
of Quiz Kids will be m.c. of the
show, 2:45-3:30 p.m., Dec. 21,
from Wardman Park
Influence
of the Southwest broadcast
Hotel, Washington.
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In the public interest, key government officials . . . Governor . . . Mayor . . . Attorney General . . . whatever their
office . . . are invited to report to the people who elected
them, by the New WJJD. Not as politicians— as public servants. And the more than 10,000,000 who live within our
coverage area have every inducement to listen.
For each Wednesday, the New WJJD takes a choice parcel
of time, gives it top talent and production, and devotes
it to the fine public service series "Know Your Public
officials",Voters.
broadcast in cooperation with the Illinois League
of Women
Note that, please: choice time . . . top talent . . . top
production. That's what the new ownership of WJJD
gives to all its public service shows. 16 percent of our
total operating schedule now goes to programs "in the
public interest."

known
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20f000 WATTS OF
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THE NEW
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Delay

on

OPA

Price

Factors

Eliminated, Bowles Declares
SPEEDY handling of price factors
Asked about failure of manufacfor radio -receivers has eliminated
turersdutcotprovide
the expected
ion for the holiday
trade, proMr.
delay in set production attributed
Mansfield said that after the war
to Governmentministrator
redChestertape,
OPA
AdBowles said there was a lull due to cancellation
last week.
of war contracts. Army priority
for
morale radios consumed quanAnsweringcomplaints
that
OPA
is not getting out price lists fast
tities of components, he explained,
enough, Mr. Bowles said that parts affecting all manufacturers. Labor
and sets were priced last October. difficulties and other problems contributed tothe delay.
OPA is giving practically weekly
service to manufacturers who reSome
1945
comparatively close toprices
1941areprices,
Mr.
quest prices, he added.
Mr. Bowles referred inquiries Mansfield said, though comparison
about adjustments in pricing to is difficult since only one small factory is turning out the same line
Harvey C. Mansfield, assistant director of the Consumer Goods Di- produced before the war. Others
vision. Mr. Mansfield said that con- are making different models, with
stant adjustments are needed as
ments due tocomponent
technicalimprovelessons
manufacturers of parts and finished style changes,
receivers make changes and im- learned during war experience. Few
provements intheir lines.
expensive consoles are coming out

FOR

THE 23RD

YEAR

IN AN

CELEBRATING

because
said. of the wood shortage, he
Mr. Bowles said that prices for
export lines will be in line with
comparative domestic prices.
Emerson Radio & Phonograph
Corp., New York, will deliver 100,000 sets to dealers by Jan 1, according to Benjamin Abrams, president. After OPA approval of
prices the previous week Emerson
shipped 30,000 sets. Prices range
from $20 to $40, with production at
a rateuled toofreach
2,50010,000
a daya day
and during
schedthe first quarter of 1946.
Stewart-Warner Corp. will have
at least 10,000 plastic table models
in dealers' hands before Christmas,
according to F. A. Hiter, senior
vice-president. Production of 5,000
sets a day is contemplated.
GOVERNOR
and Mrs.soldRaymond
Baldwin
of Connecticut
$199,025 inE.
Victory Bonds in a ten hour radio-telephone
campaign
conducted
at
the studios of WTIC Hartford Friday, Dec.
7.

CONSECUTIVE

INDUSTRY
IT'S 25TH

ANNIVERSARY

WHN

EXTENDS

TO

FRIENDS

.. .

IT'S MANY
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Farnsworth Production
Now Booked for 1946
PRODUCTION at Farnsworth
Television and Radio Corp.,
Fort Wayne, Ind., will run at capacitybooked,
throughE.1946A. on
orders the
already
Nicholas,
firm's president, has reported to
stockholders.
In his report, Mr. Nicholas
quoted a net profit of $500,845,
after estimated taxes, for the six
months ended Oct. 31, compared
with $592,921 for the corresponding period last year. Profit decline,
it was said, resulted from termination of virtually all of the company's war contracts.
Mr. Nicholas
said that despite
the sudden end of the war the
company's reconversion program
was begun without delay. According to another announcement from
the company,
the branch
Farnsworth
Chicago distribution
has moved
from 540 North Michigan Ave. to
new offices and showrooms in suite
535-B of the American Furniture
Mart, 666 Lake Shore Drive.
WRAW Transfer Probe
Is Scheduled for March 1
FCC HEARING on proposed transfer of control of Reading Broadcasting Co., licensee of WRAW
Reading, Pa., to WGAL Inc.,
licensee of WGAL Lancaster, and
Keystone Broadcasting Corp.,
licensee of WKBO Harrisburg, is
scheduled
March 1 Denny.
at Reading, before Commissioner
Proposed transfer would give
President and Manager Raymond
A. Gaul's 28.57% interest in
WRAW to WGAL for $50,000 with
Mr. Gaul remaining as manager
for five years for total of $47,500;
similar interest of Harold O.
Landis, secretary-treasurer, would
go to Keystone for $50,000 [Broad16]. Steinman,
John F. Steinman and casting,
J. JulyHale
who
already own 21.43% of WRAW
stockers each,
in WGALare principal
Inc. and stockholdKeystone,
and therefore with their families
would acquire ultimate control of
Reading Broadcasting Co. The
Steinmans also are identified with
WORK WDEL WAZL WEST.
FCC Commissioner Wakefield last
week granted a petition for waiver
of rules to accept late the written
appearance of applicants in the
case.
Philco's War Story
PHILCO Corp., Philadelphia, has
issued an illustrated bound book
titled Philco Service at War . . .
The Story of Division.
Philco's Training
Installation
Volume andis
dedicated to the men and women
of the division and their "fine record of achievement." Starting with
the
books"Philco
follows Recruiting
through theProgram,"
war and
ends with letters of appreciation
for
the job is"Well
"Personnel"
listed done."
the nameUnder
and
hometown
division. of every worker in the
BROADCASTING
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Jack Benny

World-famous Zion National Park with its great
White Throne, shown here, is just one of Utah's
spectacular scenic attractions that people everywhere want to see. Tourist trade, in the last prewar year, was worth approximately $30,000,000
to Utah. It should grow far beyond that figure in
the great travel years ahead, and add further
strength to Utah's economic soundness.
Local Advertisers Knoiv
KDYL

Brings Results

Whatever the source of Utahns' income —
whether from tourist trade
or mining or farming or
manufacturing — they all
have this in common: a
preference for the NBC
shows and the local features brought to them bv
KDYL. That's why this
station gets results for advertisers.

Hooper on Coast
Hope Second, McCarthy Third
In NovemBer Ratings
JACK BENNY was the favorite
artist with Pacific Coast listeners
during November, according to
the November Pacific report of C.
E. Hooper Inc., which gave him a
ratingondofwith27.6.
sec25.3BobandHope
the wasCharlie
McCarthy
Show
was
third
with
22.6.
Report shows an average evening audience rating for November
of 8.4, an increase of 0.2 from
October and 0.7 less than that for
November 1944. Average evening
sets-in-use was 31.1, up 0.6 from
October, down 2.7 from a year ago.
Average evening available audience
was 76.3, an increase of 1.5 since
October, an increase of 0.4 from
a year ago.
Average daytime audience rating
was 3.5, down 0.1 from October,
down 0.6 from a year ago. Average
daytime sets-in-use was 15.0, a
gain of 0.5 from October, a gain
of 0.4 from a year ago. Average
daytime available audience was
67.5,
0.6 from
from up
a year
ago. October, up 1.5
Following the three leaders, the
remainder of the first 15 programs
in order of the Pacific Coast ratings are: Fibber McGee and Molly,
22.1; Fred Allen, 21.8; Great Gildersleeve, 21.2; Walter Winchell,
19.2; Mr. District Attorney, 17.8;
Screen Guild Players, 11 A; Blondie, 17.0; Radio Theater, 16.0;
Bandwagon, 15.5; Aldrich Family,
15.5; Hildegarde,
Leave
It, 15.3. 15.4; Take It Or
Sylvania Electric
Buys Products
WabashInc.,
SYLVANIA
New York, has acquired the
Wabash Appliance Corp., Brooklyn, manufacturers of photofiash
and incandescent lamps. Wabash
is merging Jan. 1 with the Wabash
Photolamp Corp. and Birdseye
Electric Corp. to become a whollyowned but independently-operated
Sylvania subsidiary. Personnel,
products and brands remain unchanged.

More

listen

to WAKR

any

other

heard
National Representative: John Blair & Co.
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U. S. Programs Still Top
Ratings List in Canada
U. S. NETWORK PROGRAMS
lead in popularity in Canada according to December national radio evening
of Elliott-8.
Haynes
Toronto,report
Fibber McGee
andreleased
Molly Dec.
remain
Canada's favorite program with
rating of 37.6 and sets in use at
47.0, followed by Edgar Bergen
and Charlie McCarthy with rating
of 33.7, Radio Theater with rating
of 32.8, Album of Familiar Music
23.0, Bob Hope 21.0, Bing Crosby
Music Hall 20.7, Treasure Trail
20.6 (Canadian origination), NHL
Hockey 19.4 (Canadian originaWaltz Time 17 .4, and Green
tion). tion),17.2
Hornet
(Canadian originaFive leading French-language
shows
are Railliement duforRireDecember
with rating
of 37.1
and sets in use 50.3, followed by
Un Homme et Son Peche 34.8,
Secrets du Dr. Morhanges 30.9, En
Chantant dans le Vivoir 30.4 and
Cafe Concert 29.7.

people

than

WW

"BEACH UMBRELLA" silhou
ettedna ofagainst
the sky isCorps
the antenU. S. Marine
radar
portableheadunit,
designed
for
use. Weighing onlybeach400
pounds, the unit can be dismantled
and packed in four 100-pound cases.
It was developed by Westinghouse.
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Several changes are impending in Omaha broadcasting. The net
result will be more and better programs for all listeners in this area.
WOW congratulates the stations involved and
wishes them unlimited success.
At the same time — now that radio adverRADIO STATION
tising dollars MUST count WOW calls your attention to the fundamental principle of radio advertising: AUDIENCE is ALL-IMPORTANT.
r
wow.
When you consider the Omaha Market, reOMAHA, NEBRASKA
member the equation above!
590 KC • NBC • SOOO WATTS

KODY
L

* NBC IN NORTH PLATTE
Owner and Operator of

\

A1

PLAQUE was presented by Campbell Arnoux, general manager of
WTAR Norfolk, to Coach Bill Story
of Granby High School football
team, quetstate
a ban-to
at whichchampions,
WTAR wasat host
the team and their parents. Check
for $1,355, contributed by sports
fans, was presented Mr. Story by
Blair Eubanks, WTAR announcer.

We're
NOT
Sticking
Our Neck Out
when we say the best way to make
your
ring are
is to 8,000,000
tell 'em yourof
story cash
over register
WIP! There
'em
in theVoice.
signal Our
area sponsors
of Philadelphia's
Pioneer
know it
— ask any one of the 165!
V*S EVt
610 K.C.
MUTUAL'S 3rd MARKET AFFILIATE
•
Represented Nationally by GEO. P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
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CBC Board Denies
New U. S. Net Ties
Opinion Favoring Review
Is Drawn in CBS Case
NO NEW AFFILIATIONS with
United States networks will be
permitted by Canadian Broadcasting Corp., it has been ruled by
CBC board of governors, according to an announcement made on
Dec. 7 by A. D. Dunton, new CBC
chairman, in connection with denying CJAD Montreal affiliation for
CBS programs.
CJAD,for new
English-language
station
Montreal,
operated by
J. Arthur Dupont, former CBC
commercial manager in Quebec,
was to have shared the CBS franchise with CKAC Montreal, with
CKAC stressing musical programs
which could be adapted to French
announcements and CJAD carrying English variety programs from
CBS.
The CBC board has decided that
the whole
questionwith
of U.Canadian
S. network affiliations
private stations be reviewed and
no new affiliations be permitted.
Mr. Dunton stated that English
listeners in Montreal will not be
deprived of CBS programs but did
not state which station would
carry these. The CBC stations in
Montreal, CBF and CBM, share
with CFCF Montreal the NBC and
American Network franchises.
CKAC has the CBS franchise.
CJAD officially opened Dec. 8
despite the CBC ruling on which
its entire program schedule had
been planned. It is equipped with
1,000 wmit er oNorthern
transn 800 kc, usesElectric
RCA Victor
record library, and Press News and
British United Press news services.

RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
IS CITED BY MILLER
FREEDOM of religion and freedom of radio walk hand-in-hand,
Judge Justin Miller, NAB president, said in a talk delivered on
CBS Dec. 9, 11:05-15 a.m. in connection with Universal Bible Sunday. Take one away from the other,
hethewarned,
"and weofshall
walk into
entrapments
tyranny
and
oppression.
has given
Man"Theof microphone
God entire nations
for the
his
parish," Judge Miller said. The
sick, the shut-ins, the blind and the
halt are now in attendance at Divine Service even though they be
bed-ridden. Those in remote places,
those above the earth or below it—
these, too, are within hearing of
Guthartz Stipulation
God's Word at the switch of a radio
dial.
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION announced last week that
"We have but to look to Europe
to see what havoc the state-in- Max L. Guthartz, also known as
spired broadcasts of hate and unGuthart,
under Engisevtruth brought upon a woe-begone Max eral
firm namestrading
including
people who now desperately need
neering Radio Co. and Eng. Radio
our help and sympathy in their Co., Brooklyn, had agreed to quit
climb back to Christian ideals and
that his radio devices
practices. Here in America every representing
have any favorable effect on
radio tower strives to be a Tower will
radio
receptivity.
Stipulation also
of Babel in reverse. It strives to covered several other
preach the same language of truth
representations, amalleged
ong which miswas
and brotherhood. It strives to per- a claim that a scalp preparation he
offers is an effective remedy for
meate the leavening bread of toler- baldness.
ation, in bringing together men and
women of diverse backgrounds, religions, economic and social status
■WJNO
through common denominators of
interest and aspiration."
Signed With Autry
'Vifiere "Dun and
CASS Martin,
COUNTYJerryKIDS,
consisting
Fred
Scoggins,
andDallas,
Bertof "Hooper and
Dodson,
and
featured
on
WFAA
Bvadstreet "meet
have
been Gene
signedAutry
for permanent
spot
on
CBS
show.
William
Wrigley
Jr. Co., Chicago,
is sponsor.
Nylon &Certificates
L.of BAMBERGER
WOR
New
York toCo.,
andall Newark,
of R. employes
H. owner
Macy
&lastCo.,weekissuedentitling
slips
WOR
them to purchase a
pair ofstore.
nylon During
hose eachcigarette
at Macy's
New
York
shortage
WOR employes
were given cards entitling them to cigarettes.
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RAIN

or

SHINE
...The
front

WEATHER
page

is

NEWS!

Each weekday at 11:10 a.m., KSD
presents a non-commercial broadcast by H. F. WAHLGREN, Director of the St. Louis Office of the
United States Weather Bureau, who
reports
up - to - the IN- minute
official
weather forecasts
PERSON.
These exclusive daily broadcasts
originate
at Mr. Wahlgren's
the New Federal
Building, and desk
typifyin
KSD's continuing efforts to accord
the most comprehensive treatment
to every subject which may be classified as NEWS.

Director H. F. WAHLGREN, St. Louis Office of the United States Weather Bureau

KSD is the NBC basic station
for St. Louis; it is 225 miles to
the nearest other NBC basic
outlet. KSD is the only broadcasting station in St. Louis with
the full service of the Associated Press — the AP
news wires plus the PA radio wire. KSD is recognized
throughout its listening area for its high standard of
programming and advertising acceptance. To sell
the great St. Louis Market, use "The Combination
that Clicks"— KSD-NBC-AP.
BROADCASTING
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KSD
ST.
LOUIS
• SSO
KC
Owned and Operated by the
ST. LOUIS
POST- DISPATCH
National Advertising Representatives
FREE
&
PETERS, INC.
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CBS Will Record Foreign
Reports for News Series
PICKUPS from abroad may be
justified when the importance of
the news over-balances the poor
qualities of signals from abroad,
according to Paul White, news and
special features director of CBS.
In revamping the World Today
series, broadcast on CBS Monday
through Saturday, 6:45-7 p.m.,
EST, the network has announced
that all domestic pickups will of
course be live, adding: "Some
foreign pickups may also be live —
when the quality of the signal at
broadcast time or the importance
of the story justifies it. However,
arrangements will be made to record foreign reports before and at
the
when thea reversal
signal isinbest."
This time
represents
CBS
policy, which heretofore has permitted the use of recorded broadcasts on the network only under
emergency conditions.

FOOD BROKER FINDS
RADIO GETS RESULTS
ONE food broker who uses radio,
Kuehn-Hall Co., St. Paul reports
surprising success with Grocery
Store Grab Bag over KSTP.
Aired five days a week, from different Twin City grocery stores and
transcribed, show is done by Randy
Merriman, KSTP mc who recently
completed a USO tour in the Pacinouncing.
fic theater, with Glenn Harris anThe pair, together with a recording engineer and full transcription equipment, move into the
stores about 2 p.m. daily, and
spend about an hour interviewing
customers, make a quarter hour
transcription and play it back at
THAT'S SMOKING, southern style, with Prince Albert. Pipes and cake 5:15 p.m. the same day.
are
of Grand atOleWSM
Opry'sNashville.
20th birthday,
with over
hours
Four products get top billing on
on thein honor
air, celebrated
Harry Stone,
WSM3,900manager
program, Skippy Peanut Butter,
cuts the cake. Onlookers (1 to r) : Roy Acuff, Duke of Paducah, Minnie the
Brite-ize
Cleaner, Dromedary GinPearl, and Ken MacGregor, Wm. Esty & Co. account executive for R. J.
ger Bread Mix and Rumford BakReynolds Tobacco Co., show's sponsor.
ing Powder, all distributed locally
by Straight
the Kuehn-Hall
firm. are almost
commercials
always eliminated,
with
lib in-to
stitutional and mentions adfound
be most effective as products are
AS ANOTHER YEAR GOES
distributed to persons interviewed.
Store banners, special product displays, windowHostess"
cards andwhoa special
"Kuehn-Hall
assists
ROLLIN' ALONG
performers on each show are among
the merchandising ideas contributing to the effectiveness of the prohas assigned
tail gram.
man toSponsor
contact
stores anda deset
up
displays
in
advance.
In
addition
to effectiveness in selling sponsored
products, show acts as outstanding
merchandiser and good will builder
with local merchants. It has proven
particularly effective in introducing
products not stocked by local stores.
Southwell to WCBW
JOHN SOUTHWELL, former
television director of Young &
Rubicam, New York, once with
BBDO, New York, has joined
WCBW, CBS video station, as a
program director. Capt. Bob Beneretired atformer
cameramandick,andAAFdirector
WCBW,
has
returned to station as director of
mobile operations. Jerry Faust,
engineer-actor, has joined WCBW
staff as an assistant director.
WCBWball telecasts
started
of basketfromseries
Madison
Square
Garden Dec. 12, with Bob Edge
handling commentary.

Tay lorJ-|owe Snowde n
1340 0N yoUR DIAL
AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO., INC. • LONE STAR CHAIN
VOICE OF THE SOUTH
PLAINS
OF TEXAS
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Feely Appointed
FRANK J. FEELY, manager of
Western
Products Electric
Shops inCo.'s
New Specialty
Jersey,
has been named manager of the
company's electronic components
manufacture. These manufacturing operations will be moved into
a new plant to be built in 1946 at
Allentown, Pa. Mr. Feely, with
the company 25 years, has been
responsible for much of Western
Electric's
production
of radar
other
electronic
equipment
for and
the
armed forces since 1942.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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NBC

Syndicated
Network-caliber

Programs...
Shows

that Build Local Prestige

NBC Syndicated Programs have a great record of building great audiences in
cities throughout the nation because they're powered by the same top quality of
talent . . . writing . . . direction . . . that's packed into NBC's great network shows.
And each client gets exclusive rights to his show in his sales -territory . . .
shares the expense with other advertisers in non -competitive areas.
That's what makes the cost so small it's almost negligible.
No wonder NBC Recorded Programs are picked for prestige . . . sought -out for
sales ... by national advertisers who want to spot certain markets . . . regional
advertisers whose distribution nixes the use of networks . . . local advertisers
who want network -caliber shows for a nominal cost.
With such outstanding programs as The Playhouse of Favorites, The Haunting
Hour, Art Van Damme Quintet with Louise Carlyle and 5-Minute Mysteries,
no wonder so many advertisers will welcome, look and leap at IDEA: 1946.
WRITE,

WIRE

OR

PHONE

FOR'aUDITION RECORDS.

THE PLAYHOUSE OF FAVORITES ... a prestige program with a solid commercial appeal . . . presents vivid
dramatizations of the world's favorite stories . . . such as
Dickens' Tale of Two Cities . . . Melville's Moby Dick . . .
Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice. Stories of adventure,
haunting romance, sparkling comedy, are vehicles for
famous stars like Will Geer, Wendy Barrie, Frances Hefflin.
Schedule: 1 half-hour a week. Now available: 52 weeks
of broadcasting.
THE HAUNTING HOUR . . . builds regular listener-tingling
interest with original psychological mysteries . . . thrillers . . .
crime crusade themes. It creates true-to-life characters, presents sociological and psychological problems. Top-flight
writers originate imaginative scripts for such big radio -and stage names as Eddie Nugent, Jean Gillespie. Each story
complete in itself. Schedule: 1 half-hour a week. Now available: 52 weeks of broadcasting.
ART VAN DAMME QUINTET WITH LOUISE CARLYLE . . .
a jet-propelled musical that "jumps with rhythm right out of
this world." Pop songs . . . jazz classics . . . memory tunes . . .
hits . . . interpreted by Art Van Damme and his famous swing
accordion . . . Louise Carlyle with the warm, vibrant voice
loved by millions of nation-wide network listeners . . . and a
solid-sending quintet. Schedule for this traffic-stopper: 3 quarter-hours week.
a
Now available: 26 weeks of broadcasting.
5-MINUTE MYSTERIES . . . packs all the appeal of a lengthy
mystery program into 300 hair-raising seconds, for the sponsor
who wants more than a spot announcement but less than a
quarter -hour of radio time. New complete -in -5 -minutes scripts
by top writers are played by stars recruited from network
shows. An original delayed-solution technique offers unusual
commercial advantages. Schedule: Three five-minutes a week.
Now available: 87 weeks of broadcasting.

NBC

AMERICA'S NUMB

ING DIVISION
£ Of ftf COftOeD PROGRAMS

Cwrntin Jftaar'ica RCA flW*' Radio C'ty' New Yorfc * ch>cago • Washington • Hollywood • Son Francisco

WELCOME BACK to New York office of Free & Peters is extended
Ewart M. Blain, discharged as artillery captain after 34 months in
Pacific, by President H. Preston Peters of stations representatives firm.
Shown (1 to r) are Jones Scovern, New York sales manager; Mr. Blain;
Art Barry, also back from Pacific after service as lieutenant commander;
Mr. Peters; Terry Clyne, who served in Germany as lieutenant colonel.

YOU can tell a good station when you hear
one. And so can the 1,200,000 people we cover
every day with Eastern Iowa's only CBS programs .. . which means that WMT is Eastern
Iowa's most popular station for low-cost sales.
You're missing a terrific sales opportunity if
you're missing WMT on your schedule!

Extension of Farm Broadcast Activity
Is Urged in Resolution to NAB Board
to theexamine
theof
EXTENSION of agricultural in farm broadcasting;
of extending
serviceover
radio
broadcasting
to
agriculture
broadcasting activities within the possibilities
stations.
NAB was urged at the Dec. 4-5 commercial
4. Totionestablish
for aconvenience
stameetingtors ofCommittee,
the Agricultural
Direcmanagement,
guide
for ofdetermining
qualifications
of competent
held in Chicago
agricultural
broadcasters.
5. To examine the NAB Standards of
[Broadcasting,
5]. Thelaying
com- Practice
as they apply to agricultural
mittee passed a Dec.
resolution
broadcasting.
out
a
program
for
immediate
acIn
addition,
your committee
maintion.
tainturaland extend
services of totheagriculbroadcastingtherecommends
ultiBack of the resolution was the
mate establishment
of:
An agricultural
committeeDistricts
memberof
expressed desire to bring about for1. each
of
the
Seventeen
closercialrelationship
among farmers,
commer- the ersNational
Association
Broadcastfarm broadcasting,
to work with
station ofmanagement
areas.
U. S. agencies and farm groups as in 2.theTo respective
plan for
establishmentdirector.
withwell as advertising agencies and
in the NAB,
of anthe agricultural
station management. Higher level
Members
of
the
committee
folof farm broadcasting is sought,
low :Larry Haeg, chairman, WCCO
along with use of the medium to Minneapolis;
Art
Page,
WLS
Chipromote understanding of farm
cago; Bill Mosier, KJR Seattle;
Bill Drips, NBC Chicago; Herb
problems.
The following
program
was
recPlambeck,
Des Moines;
om ended to the NAB board of Layne Beaty, WHO
WBAP Ft. Worth.
directors :
1. The preparation
of a stressing
brochure theon
agricultural
broadcasting,
factors
contributing
to
a
well-rounded
and
completestations;
agricultural presentation
service by
'Kyser Kollege' First
broadcasting
COLGATE - PALMOLIVE - PEET
toand
bepossible
prepareddistribution
for usesuch
by tomanagement
advertising
KayKnowledge
Kyser'sonKollege
of Musiagencies,
listeners and others interested Co. cal
NBC was
first
in 2.farm
broadcasting.
Tothedevelop
closer
working
relations full program to be broadcast from
with
U.
S.
Dept.
of
Agriculture,
American military base during
other
governmentaland agencies
dealing an
the period of World War II, the
with
agriculture,
agricultural
education andinstitutions
research. of National Archives of the U. S.
3. To arrange
periodic
regional
dis- Government has announced. Trancus ions or clinics,
bringing
together
broadcasting
management,
farm
cription offirst broadcast on Feb.
broadcasters, representatives
of the radio
U. S. 26, 1941, sfrom
the Marine base at
Dept.talofagencies
Agriculture,
other
governmendealing
with
agriculture,
San Archives
Diego, Cal.,
has been requested
institutions
of
agricultural
education
by
for
Agency
and ersresearch,
farm andorganizations,
farm- is Ted Bates Inc.,posterity.
and ranchers
others interested
New York.

KATZ AGENCY has all the details— contact them at once
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Texas is one of the greatest states in
importance. A vast industrial development is underway, comparable to
Texas' great cattle, farming, sheep
raising, citrus, shipping, mining, and
oil and gas activities.
So great are distances in Texas that
folks in the Panhandle can be skiing
in sub-zero temperature .when grapefruit is ripening under an 80 degree
sun in the Rio Grande Valley. Covering this vitally rich Southwest market,
which includes an important part of
Oklahoma, is the Lone Star Chain.

OADCASTING

• Telecasting

In addition to being economical and thoroughly effective, the
Lone Star Chain is flexible. The chain consists of seven outstanding stations, but arrangements can be made to carry
your programs on two or more of the basic stations plus any
combination of the supplementary stations. Another advantage of the Lone Star Chain is that your program can be
tailor-made for Texas. And this is important, if you want real
results.
THE LONE STAR CHAIN
805-6 TOWER PETROLEUM BLDG., DALLAS, TEXAS
TELEPHONE RIVERSIDE 5663
CLYDE MELVILLE, MANAGING DIRECTOR
REPRESENTED BY

Total Population Served 6,481,300
This comprises
Oklahoma; 72% of38.5%
New ofMexico;
89% of Texas.
Total Effective Buying income $5,861,757,000
Representing 90% of Texas; 74%
of New Mexico; and 29% of
Oklahoma.
Total Dwellings 7,764,984
Total Radios
7,788,578
Urban Radios
656,920
Rural Non-Farm Radios 244,079
Rural Farm Radios 287,579
Retail Sales $2,628,805,000
Representing 89 'A % ofand Texas;
27%
of New Mexico;
of76%Oklahoma.
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Results
tell
the

story..

The results enjoyed by the scores
of local sponsors of FULTON
LEWIS, jr., are a success story that
would fill a book. ... On 184
stations from Atlanta to Yakima
FULTON LEWIS, jr., is doing an
outstanding job for America's
greatest variety of advertisers . . .
a job that has gained for him the
title of "America's No. I Cooperative Program." For immediate
availabilities in a few choice spots
— wire, phone or write . . .
Cooperative Program Department
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
1410 Broadway. New York 13. N. Y.

BRIG. GEN. LUTHER L. HILL, now on
Inactive
status asBureau
reserve ofofficer
former director
PublicandRelations, War ofDept.
[BROADCASTING.
Oct. tive22],post with
is to Cowles
return Broadcasting
Jan. 1 to execuand Cowles newspaper interests. ItCo.is
reported
he may head
operations.of
JACK HEINTZ,
formerradiomanager
WCBS Springfield, 111., released from
Navy as lieutenant
_^__„„
. after
two and a half
^flPm^k
vears
has
been service,
appointed
^■B ,
manager
of KTMS
Santa Barbara.
Cal.
LOUISresucceeds
' Mr. Heintz
1 -'-m W^W F.He KROECK,
fHBv
was manager of
WCBS for five years
and prior to that
commercial m a nJEMMY
BARBER,of
Mr. Heintz ager.
sistant manager
for
eight
years asKGVO Missoula,
to
move
to
resigned
has
Mont.,ern California.
proto re-entersouthHe plansfields.
duction and writing
CLIFFORD
COMMISSIONER
FCC
C..J.
S.
Charleston,
in
speak
will
DURR
The
the
of
auspices
the
under
17
Dec
His
Committee.
New Southbe Lecture
topic will "Business and the New
of KEX
manager
general
J B CONLEY,
the
8 addressed
Dec. Forensic
Portland,
South".
Institute
Valley
teOre'.,
Williamet
of Oregon SubUniversity
held jectat wasthe"This
Business of Broadcastfor Mu-inattorneya neck
EMANUEL DANNETT,g from
New
York. tjuryual, isatrecuperatin
Neurological Institute,
ing".
CARL
HAVERLIN,
Mutual
vice
president
inNew charge
station
relations,
leaves3
York the
forof NAB
the
West
Coastmeetings.
on Jan.
to attend
district
GEORGEgram A.and commercial
CROMWELL, manager
former pro-of
CHSJ St.pointedJohn,
N. B., hasHe been
apstation
manager.
succeeds
L. C. RUDOLPH.
W.CHNSC. BORRETT,
managing
director
of
Halifax,East"
has continuing
issued his fourth
book "Down
stories
heToldpresents
air onClock".
program "Tales
UnderP. over
the
Town
WALTER
SPEIGHT
Jr.,
generalnetworks
manger of WATL inAtlanta,
and aagencies
New visited
York early
last
week
and was in Washington
Thursday
and
Friday
on
FCC
business.
FRANK E. PELLEGRIN, NAB Director
of Broadcast
Advertising,
conducted a progress
study last
of week
the Joske
department
store
radio
clinic
in
San
Antonio.
month testClinic
periodwillDec.complete
31. its 12JUDGE
ROY
HOFHELNZ,
owner
KTHT Houston, was host to a group ofof
Washington
radiotheofficials
execuDec. 5, duck.
with
piece deandresistance
Texas tiveswild

WILLIAM
DOLPH,Cedarexecutive
vicepresident
ofB. WMT
and
head
of William
B. Dolph Rapids
Enterprises,
and
Mrs.
Dolph,
will
leave
about
Jan
10 for an extended trip to Guatamala,
Costa clude
Ricabusiness
and enterprises
Mexico, which
will incontemplated
in those countries.
MERLE
JONES,
Cowles
Broadcasting
vice-president
and left
generalDec.manager
ofCo. WOL
Washington,
16 for
Commit-on
Code
NAB
of
meeting
Chicago
tee
He
will
remain
for
the
-week
meeting.
network business in addition to NAB
LT DAVID E. TOLMAN, on leave fror
the law firmweekof returned
Segal, Smith
&civilian
Hento his years
nes ey, last more than three
status after
oi
Navy
service
as
a
reservist.
EARL H. GAMMONS, director
of CBS
last
work
to
returned
office,
Washington
week
after a siege of influenza.
DONALD FLAMM, founder of WMCA
the motoroftransNew York, has entered
is president
Sales portCo.,industry.
worldHe selling
agencydelivery
forLinna
motor
drive
wheel
front
new
coach
and
land
yacht
manufactured
Oneonta-Linn Corp., Onecnta, N. Y. by
president
MutualHospital
KOBAK,General
EDGAR
Dee
visited Halloran
ofof congroup
a
12 where hevalescentaddressed
sellart
the
on
servicemen
following
ingdischarge.
themselves toMr.employers
Kobak D.leftC,Ne^oi)
their
13 for Washington,
York Dec.
to Nev.
returning
is
and
trip,
aYorkbusiness
Dec. 17 or 18.

KFXJ Studio Dedicatioc
Is Planned for Jan. 13
WITH extensive remodeling an<
construction of studio facilitie
nearing completion, KFXJ Gram
plans formal dedi
Junction,
cation of Colo.,
its new theater studi
Jan.
Johi
Vivian13.andColorado
Edgar Governor
Kobak, presi
dent of Mutual, are slated to pai
ticipate.
Modernization program include
addition of three studios. One o
these is an ultra-modern auditoi
ium studio with walls of speci£
design utilizing
polycylindrical
fusers.
A new Reuter
pipe orgadii
has been bought and new recordin
facilities including four Presto an
two RCA turn-table units hav
been installed. Expanded office f £
cilities will be available on groun
floor of new studio building, int
which the program and news d(
partments will move Jan. 1.

Something you learn
from experience on
WNAB
BASIC-AMERICAN IN
BRIDGEPORT/ CONN.
Concentrated Audience in the Nation's 59th Market
It's
as simple
asprogramming
A-B-C. When toyoua basic-network
add ihe basic elements
of sound
local59th
inalmost
America's
largest
metropolitan
marketthe schedule
with itsis
SIOO.000,000
in annual
retail sales,
result
AVAILABLE IN COMBINATION WITH WATR, WATERBURY
REPRESENTED
BY RAMBEAU
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We should like to send you
a copy of our 40-page
book "28 Business Leaders
Plan for Louisville.'*

The

Louisville

Radio

Station

Times
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Orchid for Guess-Who?
I IT HAS NOT been the custom of this journal
Ito say nice things about Commissioner Clifford
J. Durr of the FCC. Mostly because we disagree with most of his viewpoints he has ex' pressed about American broadcasting.
We may be feeling the holiday spirit prematurely this year. At all events, it's a pleasure
to observe the Commissioner's honesty and consistency.
He practically never says anything with
which we agree. That is consistency.
He practically always says out loud what
he conjures in his secret mind. That is honesty.
Both virtues dignify him as a gentleman.
Both virtues are worthy of emulation.
Now, if we could conjure up some way of
leading him out of the wilderness and of converting him to the righteous cause which is
Radio by the American Plan our satisfaction
would be complete (well, nearly). For his holiday reading we commend the BBC editorial on
this page, and perhaps President Truman's
"Radio as free as the press" letter of last July.
A REVISED Government reorganization bill, which would empower President
Truman to regroup, transfer or merge
independent agencies, has been devised
by House and Senate conferees. FCC
now is among agencies which can be
reorganized only under a separate legislative proposal. But it is not exempt.
Whatever administration leaders may
have in mind, it is to be hoped nothing
will be done to remove FCC from its
independent status to a political one
under some other department or agency.
Wise Council
IN THE FOUR months that have elapsed
since V-J Day when the last enemy of democracy capitulated, all the world has learned that
emergency
ing down ofconditions
arms. didn't stop with the layIn radio that has been clearly demonstrated.
While certain wartime restrictions have been
relaxed or eliminated, the changeover to a
peace-time economy is still ahead.
Thus the decision of the Advertising Council
to continue its voluntary allocation activities,
perpetuating the splendid plan developed perforce during the war, is a welcome one.
Sponsors will be provided copy which they can
iccept or reject. Most of the peacetime public
service messages will continue to originate
trom within the Government.
The service which the Council performed
luring the grim years, in sifting through mul;itudinous requests and releasing them on spe:ific, scientific schedule, relieved broadcasters,
sponsors
and Government
>f conversation
and conflict.of many man-hours
Even though the grueling war pace is over,
ve hope all in radio will get behind the peaceime Council operations with the verve and
/igor the effort deserves. The job done under
ts auspices is one of the unsung phases of advertising's contribution in the great struggle.
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Busy as a BBC?
THE FOLLOWING is an Associated Press dispatch from London, dated Dec. 5:
"The cost of the British Broadcasting Corporation for the year ended March 31, 1945,
wasThe$17,155,252.00."
cost of American broadcasting system —
including four major networks, five regional
networks and 875 standard stations — during
1944 was $185,025,760.00 (FCC figures). In
other words, American broadcasting costs considerably more in one month to operate than
the BBC expends in a year.
And what does this expenditure mean? It
means jobs — for writers, producers, musicians,
performers, announcers, executives, for all
manner of personnel employed in the art.
Moreover the figure, based on some 26,000
fulltime employes, does not include the thousands of executives, timebuyers, producers,
script writers, announcers, musicians and technicians employed by advertising agencies,
sponsors, program producers, transcription
firms and other industries which actually are
an integral part of the American system.
Is this, then, a system of broadcasting to be
condemned — the system that attracts listeners
through its virtues, and not through a tax?
Is this a system to accept without challenge
the
loosely-phrased
uninformed
of such
as Chairmanand Cannon
of thecriticism
House
Appropriations Committee?
It was Chairman Cannon, whose frequent
statements on full employment are well known,
who said he preferred a state-owned system
like the BBC to a private-owned system of
broadcasting like America's. Did he know
that he was speaking against the very principles he has expounded?
And even more intriguing than such a comment from a man in such a position is another
dispatch, in which Harold J. Laski, chairman
of the Executive Committee of the Labor Party
in England, describes British radio as "a part
of Mr.
big Laski
business."
goes on to say that the BBC is
stunted
by
a
of "for beheaven's
let
no one of anypolicy
importance
offendedsake,
to the
slightest
British degree."
listeners for years have complained
about the dullness of the BBC program fare.
Now there's a new basis of complaint, according to Wireless World. With the European war
over eight months, says this technical journal,
"complaints as to the poor quality of BBC
transmissions are coming in thick and fast
from
many that
partsthose
of thewhocountry."
The journal
continues
have tolerated
six
years
of
wartime
conditions
are
now
patience with a system that sometimes"outfailsof
even to afford intelligible speech."
Excessive use of recordings — another wartime hangover — also is cited by Wireless World.
"The greatest asset of broadcasting is its power
of presenting living actualities and failure to
exploit this power is a psychological error
of the first magnitude."
We can be thankful that in this nation,
where free radio is practiced, offense is withheld from no one, regardless of the relative
measure of his importance. Free radio is a
check and balance against the evils of that
importance. Free radio can speak without
favor — and it can give meaning to the wellknown economic principle that employment
means prosperity.

LEONARD HAROLD MARKS

Y asconscious
FULL
greaterof
new and swell
it sweepsof ontheto surging
radio
asMarks,
Harold
horizons,sistantLeonard
to the general counsel of the
FCC, is traveling with the tide: In less than
three years with the Commission, this persontaken
he is not
man —assignme
able youngheavy
nts yetand30 —hashas become
on some
one of the ace radio lawyers in the government.
As anyone
who sat other
in at proceedings
the Crosley-Avco
transfer
or numerous
would
have observed, Leonard Marks is alert, concise,
impressive. His presentations are complete; his
approach efficient. He knows his law and his
radio. And he has a broad understanding of the
He feels that radio has grown up a great
problems.
deal in the last decade and that the time has
arrived to give tangible recognition to that
growth. He believes that licensees generally
have developed an increasing recognition of
theirdio asresponsibilities
as the
of ra-so
a social force has
beenimportance
demonstrated
often in recent years.
Mr. Marks thinks the Communications Act
of 1934, under which present policies are based,
could stand some clarification in light of the
changes that have taken place since the law
was enacted. He points out that revocation of
a license as penalty for violation of the rules,
while infrequently imposed, is a much more
serious thing today than when the law was
written and that perhaps a system of fines,
with provision for court review, would be
fairer and just as effective.
Prices paid for stations today, he adds,
would have been considered fantastic by the
framers of the Communications Act. The Crosley-Avco case is a conspicuous example, he
points out. Yet, the Commission must be guided
by a 1934 law in passing on transfers. Revision
ofdatethepolicy
Act for
mightdealing
well with
incorporate
station an
sales.up-toLeonard formance.
Marks
has
a
record
for
perBorn in Pittsburgh March fine
5, 1916,
he was second in his graduating class at
the U. of Pittsburgh where he took his A. B.
in 1935 and where he was elected to the
Hall of Fame as a member of Omicron Delta
Kappa, scholastic fraternity. He majored in
political science, writing a thesis on outmoded
parliamentary practices in Congress.
Aspirations for a journalistic career found
expression in college activities. He was managing editor of both The Life, college yearbook,
and The
monthly magazine.
In addition, he Panther,
became associate
editor of the
Pitt
News, the college newspaper. Incidentally, he
paid his college expenses by adapting campus
jokes for industries and selling them to trade
(Continued on page 56)
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• Charles Dickens' "Christmas
Carol" is probably the best loved and
most familiar Christmas story in the
English language. In millions of
homes, it has become a Yuletide
habit to read aloud the story of Tiny
Tim, Bob Cratchit and Old Scrooge.
• Habits are usually formed from
the repetition of pleasant experiences.
That's why WCBM has become
"Baltimore's Listening Habit" and
the same reason applies to the pleasure that we, at WCBM, derive from
the Christmas habit of saying to you
with Tiny Tim, "God bless us
everyone."
U1CBIT1
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

John Elmer
President

Free & Peters, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives

George
H. Roeder
General Manager

KANSAS

IS

CITY

A

Y
o
MARKET
PORTER BLDG., KANSAS CITY, MO.

EVERETT L. DHLARD ELIZABETH WHITEHEAD
General Manager Station Director

Pioneer FM Station in the Kansas City Area
Ask for Rate Card
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Respects
(continued from page 54)
magazines for two dollars an item.
In 1935 he entered the university law school, graduating in 1938
with ingafirststraight
A average,
finishin his class
and receiving
the Order of Coif for meritorious
achievement. His treatise, "The
Law ofgood
Tenancy
Entireties"
was
enoughby the
to haunt
him
later in a court case which he lost
when his opposing counsel referred
to it for a significant citation.
Appointed a faculty fellow upon
graduation, Mr. Marks squeezed in
an hour a day teaching at the university for the next four years
while getting
law ex-&
perience withhis
the practical
firm of Reich
Miller. After an apprenticeship of
six months during which he tried
a case a day as defense counsel appointed by the court, he went to
work on commercial cases. He handled many cases turned over to him
by other lawyers, particularly
those involving labor and taxation
cases. His experience in this field
has given him a high appreciation
of the value of specialization —
something he believes cannot be
given tooernment
muchadministration.
emphasis in govMr. Marks headed for Washington in July 1942 when he joined the
legal division
OPA. He 1943
trans-as
fer ed to FCC of
in February
senior attorney in the Law Dept.,
becoming
of the1944.
New HeFacilities Sectionchiefin June
was
promoted to his present post in
March 1945. Last year he gave a
course in Law of Domestic Relations at National U., a subject
which, as a young bachelor, he relates with amusement, he is eminently qualified to teach.
One of these days, Leonard
Marks is likely to join the busy
ranks of Washington radio lawyers
who sion
practice
before
rather than
underthe it.CommisBut it
would not be surprising if he later
enters the field of politics. He
was raised in an atmosphere of
politics, his father having been
"town constable" in a local Pittsburgh ward for some 35 years. As
a boy, he helped in getting out the
votes, driving people to the polls,
organizing campaigns. While a student he attended both national conventions.
At home in his apartment in the
Dorchester House, Mr. Marks may
be found on an evening reading
from the works of Charles Lamb,
his favorite author. For lighter
reading, he particularly enjoys the
"Tut and Mr. Tut" stories of
Arthurtennis.
Train. For exercise, he
likes

Prefer to Attend
TELEVISION will keep few
people from attending major
sports events when they are
telecast, judging by the
United Press "The Man in
the
Grandstand"
question
Dec. 11.
Of the replies,
most
indicated they would prefer
to see the game itself, with
two indicating they might see
fewer
games
wouldn't
stay away
most butof the
time.
ANDERSON NAMED
NEW WKBZ MANAGER

Mr. Anderson Mr. Ashbacker
GRANT F. ASHBACKER, owner
and general manager of WKBZ
Muskegon, Mich., announced last
week ardthat
he had appointed
LeonA. Anderson,
Western Union
superintendent at Grand Rapids,
to take over general managership
of WKBZ on Jan. 1.
Mr. Ashbacker, continuing as
president of Ashbacker Radio
Corp., licensee of WKBZ, said he
plans to devote
to de-in
velopment of a newhisFMtimestation
Muskegon,
a construction permitforhas which
been issued,
and
to develop
better
facilities
and secure increased power for WKBZ.
now operating with 250 w. Other
plans,
he said,station
includein installation
of another
that area
and setting up of Western Michigan Network
a business
basis."
Network
now "on
operates
from WKBZ
with lines to WKLA Ludington and
WTCM Traverse City.
Mr. Ashbacker won a Supreme
Court decision two weeks ago in his
efforts to secure 1230 kc with 250 w
for his Muskegon station, now on
1490 kc [Broadcasting, Dec. 10].
In addition to WKBZ, Mr. Ashbacker owns half interest in Ludington Broadcasting Co., licensee
of WKLA.
Mr. Anderson, new WKBZ general manager, was Western Union
manager
at Muskegon
in 1935-36.
For the past
three months
he has
been at Western Union executive
offices, New York, working on a
new system
for revision
and issu-to
operating
all WUance ofoffices
in theinstructions
U. S.

BBC Spends 17 Million
Miss Noble Married
BRITISH Broadcasting Corp.
spent £4,288,813 ($17,155,252) in MISS JUNE NOBLE, daughter of
the year ended March 31. Of that Mr. and Mrs. Edward John Noble
total £1,474,612 went to artists, of New York, was married Dec. 8
speakers and other program talent ; to Lt. David Shiverick Smith,
£452,295 for performing rights; USNR. Mr. Noble is chairman of
£68,621 for news royalties, and the the board of American Broadcastrest for engineering, taxes, rents.
ing Co.
BROADCASTING
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Lokktj

KUOA
SOLID

COVERAGE

OF

at KAMO

5\000
OVER

Yes, when your sales-message is directed to
the 1,220,958 people in the KAMO*LAND
market area, you're going into the homes,
stores and offices which control annually over
$200,000,000 in buying power ... a "rosecolored" sales-picture, indeed!
You see, KUOA is the ONLY radio station
in its primary area which reaches easily into
over 200,000 radio homes in four great states —

LANDS

MARKET

WATTS

ONE

MILLION

CUSTOMERS

Kansas, Arkansas, Missouri and Oklahoma!
Through the voice of KUOA, then, your
products or services will get "first call" in the
radio homes of this rich market area — resulting in your ultimate goal — INCREASED
SALES. Let KUOA help you develop this outstanding market.
A 5000

WATT

STATION

The Voice of... *

KUOA
National Representatives:
The Walker Company
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Siloam Springs, Arkansas
5000 Watts -1290 kilocycles
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DICK
HARDING,
recently
released
fromof
AAF, has
been Barbara,
made
sales
manager
KTMS
Santa
Cal.
Before
tering the service
In 1942 he manager
was enfor
seven
years
sales promotion
of
the
Indianapolis
Star.
WALTER
GRAU,can RedforCross
more field
thandirector
two yearsin Alaska,
Amerihas joined KTMS as account executive.
WILLIAM pointedT.sales KILDUFF
has been
aprepresentative
of WSAI
Cincinnati.
Navy.
served 42 months Hein

Plans
Earle C.areAnthony
Co.'s
new FMfor station
rapidly nearing
be located
at thecompletion.
crest of Mt.It will
Wilson,
about
half a mile from the world-famous
Wilson
Observatory.
The proposed
FM station
will consist
of three
buildings to be constructed at a
cost of $126,000 including techequipment.asWhen
sonnical
was selected
the siteMt.forWilthe
new FM gine rstation,
KFI's
Chief
EnBlatterman extensive
and Curtis Masons, H. L.conducted
measurements throughout the
area. Their interesting findings
were presented at an open hearing
on FM and Television held by the
FCC in Washington early this
year. We can modestly say that the
Commission was pleased with
these
gentlemen's effortsthewhich,
the
first byof
such way,
tests torepresented
be made at an altitude
of 5,728 feet and at 43.7 and 100
megacycles. Seymour Johnson has
been appointed FM and Television
Facilities Engineer.
A LITTLE FUN
IN THE MORNING

Jack Latham who reports the doings in the movie capital on KFI's
daily
program called "Hollywood
Fan Magazine"
day 10:30 a.m.)(Monday
droppedthruby Frithe
other day with a bright one. When
RKO's star, Walter Slezak, made a
guest appearance on "Hollywood
Fan
Magazine"
he threwhe
the boys
into arecently,
panic when
stated his greatest ambition as an
actor was to play the life of sixteen
year-old Sonny Wisecarver!
CLEAR CHANNEL
640
"WJT
KILOCYCLES MblL H-'T
JL WATTS
NBC for LOS ANGELES
Represented Nationally by Edward Petry and Company, Inc.
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GEORGEsalesman
E. HALLEMAN,
Howard
Wilson Co.,of
Chicago, for two
years,
joined spot
the
NBC has
Chicago
sales
department.
He
replaces
RUDI
NEUBAUER
who
moved
to network
sales.
GERVIS BRADY
has
Mr. KUduff
Canton,joined
O., asWHBC
sales
representative
following
release
from
Navy
as
PT
boat
commander.
COLLINS
BELL
also
is
new
sales
representative
for
station after discharge from Army
as sergeant.
BERNARD
been added
sales
staff ofCOONEY
KVOA hasTucson,
Ariz. to
HUGH
McCLUNG
Jr.,
released
from
the
Army as lieutenant,
the staSan
Francisco
office of W.hasS. joined
Grant Co.,
tion
representative.
BILL DURBOROUGH and BOB ROGERS
have been
tooftheKFXM
sales and
licitynardinoadded
San pubBer,department
Cal.
HERMAN
MAXWELL,
formerly
with
WOR
New
York
sales
staff,
has
returned
to station
executive
ing two andas aaccount
half years
in the followNavy.
HUGH
J.yearsSTUMP
in Navy
forcommander
three and
ain half
as
sub
chaser
North
Atlantic
and
Southwest
Pacific
and released as lieutenant (s.g.) has been

Allied

Arts

JAMES M.department
VICARY, formerly
with the
research
ofYork,Crowell-Collier
Publishing
Co.,
New
and
before
that with Benson
& Benson,
research
organization,
Princeton,
has
opened
office at 551 Fifth Ave., New York, anto
offer hiscutioservices
design and
exen of market inandthe opinion
surveys.
L. GORDON
DISTRD3UTING
Co.,
Syracuse,New
has beenYorkappointed
distributor
in
central
state
Emerson
dio & Phonograph
Corp.,for New
York. RaA.
R.
SORENSON,
formerly
on
sales
staff of Westinghouse Electric Corp.
and Frigidaire
of General
Motors Corp.,radio
has division
been
placed
in Inc.
charge
ofPittsburgh
home
sales
of
Lear
in
area.
NORMAN C. MACDONALD has been
promoted ofto the
vice-president
generalof
manager
NewCorp.YorkForandbranch
Crosley
Distributing
five
eastern regional
sales manager,
heyearsis
succeeded
in
that
position
by
SHERMAN
A. BISHOP,
merchandise manager In
eastern
sales district.
added nati.toHe formerly
sales staffhad ofbeenWKRC
with CincinWMPS
Memphis.
MILTON
SEROPAN,
with
release
from
Merchant
Marine,
has
returned
to
San Francisco as account executive.KPO
VERN leasA.e, has rejoined
LINDBLADE, with Army reaccount executive. KFAC Los Angeles as
DON
STALEY,
recentlysalesreleased
the
has rejoined
staff of from
KPO
San Navy,
Francisco.
ROBERT
H. WESSON,
program
man- 1
a
g
e
r
o
f
KGO
San
Francisco,
on
Jan.
becomes sales representative of KGO
and American
San Francisco. He has spot
been sales
within KGO
since
Sept. 1942.

J$

MUSIC BROADCASTERS Inc., Salt Lake
City, has foracquired
exclusive
franchise
Salt Lake,
OgdenMuzak
and
Provo. New wired music firm Is principallymercial
owned bymanagerJACK
BURNETT,
comof
KTJTA
Salt
Lake
City.
OthersDAVID
interested
are FRANK
CARMAN,
SMITH,
GRANT
WRATHALL
ers of KUTA. and JACK POWERS, ownROBERT REICHENBACH, for three
years publicity and Missouri
public relations
diRecruiting
for Army's
Districtrectorand
prior
to that motion
salesdirectorpro-of
KMOX
Louis,
has been St.appointed
Hollywood division
director
of Universal Recording
Co.
He formerly opera
t
e
d
h
i
s
own
record1 n g firm
Louis.
At onein timeSt.
promo-of
thei owasn sales
manager
Mr. Reichenhach CBS work
Pacific
and priornet-to
that ing,associated
Western AdvertisCoastwithpublication.
JOHN
W.PacificBODNAR,
formerly
RCA
retail
contacts
in
New Yorkhandling
has been appointed manager
ofstate,
FM
Radiotail &radio Television
Corp.
chain
ofHead-reset
and
service
stores.
quarters are maintained in Riverside,
Cal. UNGER returns to Frederic W.
ALVIN
Ziv Co.cagoorganization
Chioffice to open asJan.manager
1. He ofserved
three merand
a halfmanager.
years in Army, is forZiv sales
CLINTON M. FINNEY, former president
of Associated-Muzak Corp., New York,
and itssignedaffiliated
companies,
has con-rethe firms
sultingand will
capacityserve
following
winterin vacaEDWARDservice,
J. NOONAN,
released
from
armed
hasat reopened
hisSt.,market
research
serviceEngland
157 area.
FederalDuring
Boston,
for
New
war
he was specialCorps,
agent serving
with Army20 Counter
Intelligence
months
in ETO.
HALLICRAFTERS Co., Chicago, has
opened
the sales offices
showrooms
for
its section
Echophone
divisionandinSquare
the Diana
Court
of
Michigan
Bldg.
Location
is
headquarters
for
PAUL
ECKSTEIN,
Echophone
sales
manager:
ROBERT ofH. CAMPBELL,
manager
home radio midwest
division, sales
and
Williamsment of Export
Assoc.,headed
exportbydepartEchophone
T. F.
WILLIAMS.
NUMBERtion,1,"Telectronic
Volume News",
1 of a newto publicabe published Corp.,
periodicallyNew
by Television
Film
Industries
just
been issued. Founders ofYork,
the has
company
Cody.
publishing
the
magazine
are
George
Cole, Walter J. Lynch and George H.D.

MM

the 50,000
watt voice
of Cincinnati
BROADCASTING
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FASTEST

GROWING

AUDIENCE

AFTERNOON

IN INDIANAPOLIS

Proof that WIBC's rapid rise to top position in Indianapolis
afternoon listening audiences is no "flash in the pan" is
the steady climb this station has earned since April.
In this period, WIBC, and only WIBC, has enjoyed a consistent month to month gain totaling 8.1 . Good programming, and an alert consciousness of the public interest have
combined to make WIBC "tops" in listeners' favor, and
"tops" in advertising investment for this area.
Ask your Blair man for further facts.
JOHN BLAIR & CO., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

MUTUAL'S

OUTLET

IN INDIANAPOLIS

CALIFORNIA CHANGE,
FRUIT
GROWERS(Sunkist
EXLos Angeles
oranges),to promote
in a $900,000
mid-winter
campaign
navel
oranges,
making extensive use of radio alongis
with ly.other
Groupincluding
onadvertising
Dec.spot17 media
starts nationala radio
schedule
announcements
and
participation
in
programs
on more
than 30 stations in leading eastern
and
midwestern
educational slantmarkets.
and the Utilizing
familiar slogan,
"Best forpaignJuice
and
Every
Use",
camcontinues through February.
Foote, Cone
services
account.& Belding, Los Angeles,
LUFT TANGEE (Canada) Ltd. (lipsticks),vertising
plans tocampaign.useFirm
radionowin 1946
adsponsors
Sammy stations.
Kaye "Tangee Time"
onhalf-hour
six Canadian
BRIDGEPORT Brass Co., Bridgeport,
Conn.,
is developing
national
for Aer-A-Sol
bombcampaign
followingNewsalesEngland
testsinsecticide
inmarkets.
New York,
and
Radio Chicago
will be
used.
SOIL-OFF
MFG.
Co.,
Glendale,
Cal.
(paint cleaner),
appointed
Frank
Oxarart
Adv., LoshasAngeles,
to handle
advertising.
Largest
portion
of
advertisradio.ing budget will continue to be used for
BEN HUB PRODUCTS Inc., Los Angeles
(coffee),
after a for
two nine
monthweekslapse,heavyon
Feb.
18 resumes
spot announcement
campaign
onAgency
app
r
o
x
i
m
a
t
e
l
y
5
0
western
stations.
is Foote, Cone & Belding,
Los Angeles.
NATIONAL
STEEL
CONSTRUCTION
Co., Seattle, has appointed Botsford,
Constantine
& Gardner,
Seattle, to handle water
advertising
forRadio
its automatic
electric
heaters.
will be utilized
along
with
other
media
Oregon, Idaho, Montana inandWashington,
Utah.
COMDR. Oil
R. C.Co.,McKEE
rejoined
Standard
Indiana, hasas assistant
advertising
manager
after
four
and
half years
Navy service in Europe, onePacific and Washington.
REPUBLIC
Corp.,publicity
New York,
toexploitation
coordinatePICTURES
advertising,
and
activities,
has appointed
MILTON SILVER
as executive
assistant
todirector
STEVE ofEDWARDS,
newly
advertising and appointed
publicity,
EVELYN KOLEMAN, publicity man-

Spons

oRsjj

ager;DENNIS
BEATRICE CARLIN,
ROSS, exploitation
manager;
advertisingart
manager,
NICK de MANCZUK,
departmentandmanager.
RECORD-ALBUM-OF-THE
MONTH,
New
York, through newly appointed agency,
The Chernow
Co.,
New
York,
is
planning campaign
networkSpecific
show
and New
York tospotinclude
campaign.
plans
aroundwillJan.be 15.worked out by the agency
CHARLESbutionF.manager
CUSHING,
distriBryantformer
HeaterBeverly
Co.,
has joined
Payne ofFurnace
Co.,
Hills,antCal.,
as
vice-president
and
assistgeneral manager.
LORENZO
CELLA, former
vice-president of eastern
of asRoma
Wine
Co.,
has
assumeddivision
dutiesVinyards
president
ofCalifornia.
newly formed
Cella
MAJ. JOHN B. CELLA, Co.within
release from
forces, will be associated witharmed
his father.
Angeles a(auction
ofEDDIE
used MEYER,
airplanes),Losfollowing
test Is
using heavy schedule
of daily
spot area
ann
o
u
n
c
e
m
e
n
t
s
o
n
six
Los
Angeles
stations. List includes KGFJ
KIEV
KXLA KFOX KMTR KFAC, with a 60minutegram onSunday
proKFAC. recorded
Advertisersmusical
Production
Agency,
Los Angeles,
account.
E. J. BRACH
& SONS, hasChicago
(candy),
effective broadcast
Dec. 27 cancels
the
Thing",
past year"Swing's
on 11 p.m.
Mustationsoriginates
Thursdays
9:30-10
CST. tual
Show
from
WGN
Chicago. Company has no plansHillat Blackett
present
for
Co., another
Chicago.W.show.ZIVAgency:
FREDERIC
Co.,
Cincinnati,
announced following new business has
for
52 weekly
episodes
of transcribed
halfhour
"Boston
Blackie"
series:
Masey's
Jewelry Store, on KQW San Francisco,
placed through McCann-Erickson; Mas-

Xhe further they fly,
the feebler they become
r . , fifty miles may make
them strangers . . . close to
home
robust
and
welcome.they're
Radio has
its local
loyalties, too. People in Canton, Ohio listen more
to WHBC . . . this area's clearest signal ... a strong,
friendly voice for your sales story. WHBC can
help you tap this 286 million dollar market . . .
59th in U. S. metropolitan tabulations. Come in . . . WHBC, Canton calling . . . come in AND
SELL! Represented nationally
by BURN- SMITH CO., Inc.
words

LOUISVILLE
Home of the
fenfucAy Der&y
n

BROADCASTING COMPANY
Represented by
BROADCAST SALES COMPANY
New York and Chicago
HOMER GRIFFITH COMPANY
Hollywood & Sam Francisco

HARRY McTIGUE
General Manag*
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1000 WATTS
FULL TIME

|

ter Cleaners
Dyers, 52Pa.;weekly
episodes on WDProducts,
AD& Indiana,
Stillicious
Chocolate
through Meland
&
Hobbs,olis;Minneapolis,
on WLOL andMinneapstations
KTAR
Phoenix
KXOA
Sacramento, Cal.
HOOTdio City,GIBSON'S
PAINTED
StuCal. (western
dancePOST,
pavilion),
Dec.
5 started
half-hour
remotesponsoring
broadcasttwice-weekly
on KPAS
Pasadena,
Cal. Twice-weekly
half-hour
recorded music
program and two
dally
quarter-hour
seriesAgency
also areis Hammel
being used&
onHammel,
that station.
Los Angeles.
F.fromS. RCAF,
MCCARTHY, joined
recentlyCanada
discharged
Dry
Ginger Ale Ltd.,hasToronto,
as advertising
manager.
FRONTENAC BREWERIES, Montreal,
has started
morning
and evening
news-to
casts week-ends
on CFCF
Montreal
give
weather
reports
to
ski
enthusiasts.
Agency is Vickers
Benson,
Montreal.
ALLCOCK
LAIGHT&goods),
& WESTWOOD,
Toronto
started
weekly ski(sporting
newscasts and hasinterviews
with skicountexperts
on CKEY Toronto. Acplaced direct.
LILLIAN ROHRT, recently with Royal
Norwegian
Air Force,
appointed advertising
assistanthassalestobeenmanager
HEDLEIGH
T. VENNING,
general
of
Shirriff's
Ltd.,
Toronto
(food
products).
J. A. SIMARD & Co., Montreal (Blue
Mountain coffee),
is starting spot Queanstations. nouncement
Agencycampaignis onF. H.seven
Mayhurst
Co., becMontreal.
R.
BROWN,Armyrecently
discharged
from W.Canadian
as lieutenant,
has
rejoined Canada Packers Ltd., Toronto
(meat products), as advertising manager.
NEW ACCOUNTS
Date Withby
Music",
transcribed for
series"A produced
Charles cludes
Mlchelson
Inc., New NewYork,-York,inKay
Preparations,
one weekly for 13 weeks on WMAS
Springfield,Diamond
Mass., and Goods
followingCo., local
sponsors:
five
weekly for 26 weeks Dry
on KTAR Phoenix,
Ariz.;
Mierow's
Jewelry
Store,
two Wash.;
weekly
for
26
weeks
on
KMO
Tacoma,
Gold
Medalon Baking
one weekly
13 weeks
WARM Co.,
Scranton,
Pa.; Thefor
Borden
Co.,
two
weekly
for
26
weeks
KTSM El Paso, Tex.; Melim Service on&
Supply for
Co., 52KGUweeks;
Honolulu,
T. H.,Brewone
weekly
Falls52 City
ing Co.,
two weekly Falls
for
weeks
on
WIRE
Indianapolis;
City
Brewing
Co., one weekly for 52 weeks on WPAR
Parkersburg,
Va.; for
Falls52 City
ing Co., one W.weekly
weeksBrew-on
WJLSing Co.,Beckley,
W. Va.;forJackson
three
weekly
52
weeksBrew-foron
weekly
52WWLweeksNew onOrleans
WNOE andNew oneOrleans;
The
Big
Jack
Manufacturing
Co.,
one weekly
for
52 weeks
on WOPI
Bristol,
Tenn.:
Clearweave
Hosiery
Stores,
two
weekly
til forbid on WPEN Philadelphia; The
Highland(Continued
Dairies, two
weekly62)til foron page

Horace
NStovin
AND COMPANY
•
RADIO
STATION
I REPRESENTATIVES
I
•
offices
MONTREAL • WINNIPEG
TORONTO
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Seef

FM

Broadcast

TRANSMITTER

MODEL 250 BCF
88-108 MEGACYCLES
TEMCO proudly presents this outstanding achievement in FM engineering— the result of 10 years of pioneering in custom-built, superlative
communication equipment.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE TEMCO 250 BCF
vanced concept which maintains a
• Normal rated output power 250
watts. Maximum rated output
high degree of center frequency
stabilization without introduction
power 375 watts.
of distortion.
• Continuous monitoring of the carrier frequency by a center fre- • Peak efficiency and great dequency deviation meter calibrated
pendability are obtained by the
directly in cycles.
use
of exciter.
new miniature V-H-F tubes
in
the
• An exciter unit — heart of the
transmitter — characterized by tun- • Improved design in the IPA and
ing simplicity accomplished by emeliminating
radiaploying only 4 stages to raise the PA stages
tion, feedback,
radio tank
frequency
primary oscillator frequency to the and high
voltage
potentials
from
carrier frequency.
the
tank circuits and transmitter
frame.
• A new circuit of technically ad*A limited quantity of the TEMCO Model 250 BCF will be available for
January delivery. Orders will be filled in rotation as received. ACT NOW.
Place your order at once.
NOW ON DISPLAY FOR YOUR INSPECTION.
Phone or wire for an appointment.

RADIO COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
TRANSMITTER EQUIPMENT MFG. CO., INC.
34S Hudson Street, New York 14, N. Y.
BROADCASTING
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*WaTTS 5000, 600 K.C.
DAY AND NIGHT

CoLUMB
BASIC OUTLET

'A 6th
MERICA
'S
CITY

(Continued from page 60)
bid
on KMAC
Womens
Clothing,San oneAntonio;
weekly Rusan's
for 26
weeks wellonBros.KHQ
Spokane,Co., Wash.;
MaxFurniture
one weekly
for 26 weeks on WMAZ Macon,
Ga.;
San 26Joaquin
three Cal.weekly
for
weeks onBaking
KFRE Co.,Fresno,
TIEKNEY, Corp.,
formerlyandwithfor Lehn
&KEGINA
Fink Products
past
year with (cosmetic
Affiliated
Products
division
American HomeofProducts
Corp.,beenNewappointed
York),
has
to directtisingtheprograms
advercosmetic linesof
ofthe company.
T.P.U.
CREAMS,
Los
cream),Angeles
on Jan.(foot1
starts
twice-weekly
participation
"Norma Young'sin
Miss Tierney
KHJ
Happy
Homes"
Contract
is forLos 52Angeles.
weeks.Hollywood.
Agency onis
Western Adv.,
HAL (institutional),
ROACH STUDIOS,
Cal.
on Jan.Culver
6 startsCity,a
schedule of weekly
transcribed
ann
o
u
n
c
e
m
e
n
t
s
o
n
WJZ
WMAQ
KHJ
WENR. Contracts are for 26 weeks.
Western
Adv.,
Los
Angeles,
has
the
account.
MENTHOLATUM
Co.
Inc.,
Wilmington,
Del. (Mentholatum), on Jan. 1 expands
"Mentholatum
on 39
Don
Lee PacificMountaineers"
stations,
Mon.-Wed.Fri.
10:30-10:45
a.m.
(PST)a.m.
to (PST).
Mon.
through
Fri.
10:30-10:45
Agency
New York.is J. Walter Thompson Co.,
CURTIS PUBLISHING Co., Philadelphia,
will use one-minute spots and fiveminute
showsWithto Eisenhower"
promote series
"My
Three Years
starting

STUDYING
TERMS
bring
Ferry-Morse
Seed
Co. "Garden
Gate"
proCBS onthat
19, is the
Sherwood
ofWilliams,
MacManus,
& Adams
agencygramforbackCBStoaccount;
andJan.director
looking
onof (1educational
to r):Reekie
Tom programs;
star John
ofKeesely,
show;
Lew
Levine,
assistant
Nick
manager of program sales; and John J. Karol, CBS sales manager. Program CBS
wil
be on network on Saturday, 9:15-9:30 a.m.
Friday one-minute
announce
in Dec.ning Post15 and
issuewritten
of the bySaturday
Eve- through
ments
WHN10 WINS
WLII
Harry
New YorkonJan.WNEW
on30, Dec.
to iscontinui
C. Butcher, naval
aide Capt.
to General
through
1946.
Agency
Newell
Eisenhower,
on
67
stations
Dec.
12-14.
Emmett
Co.,
New
York.
"Listening
on American
de- DONALD S. FROST, after recent dis
vote entire Post"
quarter-hour
Dec. 12willto the
charge
from Navy
as lieutenant,
article.ment Campaign
for the37 daily
ten-installseries
also
includes
newsbeen appointed
assistant
directorof ofBrisha:
ad
Agency is BBDO
York. la. vertising
and market
research
W. A. papers.
SHEAFFER
Co., New
Madison,
tol-Myers
Co.,
New
York.
Before enter
(pens, pencils, inks), Dec. 16 started Rubicam,
ing Navy Mr.
with ofYoung
<S
New Frost
York, was
as head
sponsoring
newprogram
NBC half-hour
"Sheaf- research department
and
later inmarke
traffi
fer
Parade"pianist.
starringvocalist
Carmen
Cavallaro,
is department.
Gloria
Foster. Max Featured
Hill, commentator,
SOUTHERN Fla.FRUIT(growers
Distributors
Inc
presents
news summary Orlando,
of oranges
cut-inChicago,
fromfive-minute
Chicago.
tangerines),
has
appointe
Co.,
handles Russel
account. M. Seeds grapefruit,
Lyon Inc.,Company
New York,startsto ban
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS S. Duane
its advertising.
pa
Corp., New York, started Monday die
ticipations
Dec.
18 New
on theYork,Bessiefive Beatt
program
on
WOR
ttme
weekly,
10:15-11
p.m.
Further
rad
plans are being considered.
CAROLENE PRODUCTS Co., Litchflel
111.,
begin series
sponsorship
Jan. Wit
7<
new will
interview
"Shopping
the
Missus,"
thrice
weekly
3:30-3:'
p.m.
(CST)
on
WBBM
Chicago.
Broa
cast
fromstores
Chicagothrough
and outlying
grocery
facilitiesret;CI
WBBM mobile
unit, show features
Johnson's interviews with housewi
doing
shopping.
Contract
52 weeksher wasdaily
placed
by Henri,
Hurst fo
McDonald,
Chicago.
THE
FAIR
STORE,
Chicago
ment store), has signed with (depart
WBK1
Chicago, television station, for thre
month
presentation
of
Friday
7:30-7:4
p.m.
"Let's
effectiv
Dec.
SeriesGo isTeleshopping,"
merchandise presents
tion 7.experiment.
LOS ANGELES NUT HOUSE, Los Ange
les (retail), Jan. 7 starts sponsorin
daily
participation
in combined Protec
"Sun
rise
Salute"
and
"Housewives
tive League"
programs
KNX Holly
wood.
Contract
52on weeks.
(Continuedis for
on page
64) Firr
tUe 10.
FOUR TOP
MARKETS!
Central Kentucky
0H...
mp0PUlMl
Amarillo

9 th >n Genera

1 Merchandise

I KFDA AmnriUo, Tex.
The Tri-State
llUm I Huntinetn,
Huntington. W. \ i
Knoxville

I W B I R Knoxvdle, twin.
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YOU

A

-

BUT

MAY

BE

JAVELIN

YOU
OR

ABLE

253

CAN'T

TO

FEET*—

BROAUCAST

CHICAGO

CAST

INTO

FROM

WESTERN

DETROIT

MICHIGAN!

Even signals from 50,000-watt giants in "outside"
cities fail utterly to penetrate the area of fading
around this section. Regardless of anything you
hear to the contrary, no "outside-the-wall" station
can deliver a substantial coverage of Western
Michigan listeners to its advertisers.

The best available coverage of Western Michigan is
through the CBS combination of WKZO in Kalamazoo and WJEF in Grand Rapids — each with
bell-clear signals in its particular market, and both
at a bargain rate per thousand radio homes. Let
us give you all the facts — or just ask Free & Peters!

The indisputable fact is that this rich market can
be really covered only through local stations.

* 253 feet 4'/2 inches: record set by Matti Jarvinen, Finland,
June 18, 1936.

ZO

4

WK

BOTH OWNED AND OPERATED BY FETZER BROADCASTING COMPANY
FREE & PETERS,
tOADCASTING
• Telecasting

INC., EXCLUSIVE
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SponsoRS

A

MERRY

You've made

CHRISTMAS
it a great one for us

IT'S MUTUAL . . . PITTSBURGH, PA.
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WHITMAN PIANO Co., Los Angeles (readding to local scheduleprogram
on Jan.
6 startstail),weekly
recorded
music quarter-hour
on KFAC Los Angeles.of
Firm also uses
six
weekly
spot
announcements on that has
station.
The Tullis Co., Los Angeles,
account.
SOUTHERN
PACIFIC campaign
Co., Sanis Francisco, in a continuing
using
10 one-minute
spot
announcements
weekly
on
KMPC
Hollywood.
Contract
is for 13 weeks. Agency is Foote,
Cone
&STANDARD
Belding, San
OIL Francisco.
Co. of California, San
Francisco,
10 started using thricedaily
spot Dec.announcements
KFAC
Los Angeles.
Contract hasis fortheon52account.
weeks.
BBDO
San Francisco

(Continued from page 62)
also sponsors participation five times
weekly
"Art Bakers
Notebook"
KFI
LosinAngeles.
is Brisacher,on
Van Norden
& Staff,Agency
Los Angeles.
SAFEWAY STORES, Winnipeg (chain),
has started
quarter-hour
program "Aunt
Mary"Account
on CKYmorning
Winnipeg
five
weekly.
placed
by J.
WalterdaysThompson
Co., Montreal.
PROVINCIAL TRANSPORT Co., Montrealweather
(highway buses),
has started thricedaily
and highway
Detivork Rccouiits
broadcasts
on CJAD
Montrealinconditions
and
will
broadcast
sudden
changes
weather
affecting
highway
service
on
emergency
New Business
schedule.
Account placed by Stevenson
& Scott, Montreal.
GRACE BROS. BREWING Co., Santa S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Brantford.
Ont. (flooronpolish),
7 startsnetwork
"Qui
Rosa, town
Cal., Jan.
weekly byquarferSuis-je?"
6 CBCJan.French
hour
gossip6 onstarts
commentary
Herb stations
Caen, columnist
the San
Francisco
Vickers & Mon.
Benson,9:30-10
Montreal.p.m. Agency:
Chronicle,
on
KPO
San
Francisco
for
52San weeks.
Agency is Garfield & Guild, S. & W. FINE FOODS, San Francisco.
Francisco.
24 starts
52 Leeweeks,
"Rex Miller
JACKSON'S
NAPAhasSODA
Co., Charlie
Napa, Dec.
—News",
on 39 forDon9:15-9:30
Pacific
Mon.-Wed.-Fri.
p.m.stations,
(PST).
Cal. (beverages),
started
Agency:
Brisacher, Van Norden & Staff,
Arlington's
weekly
quarter-hour
"TakSan
Francisco.
ing incisco.
the Contract
Town"is for
on KFRC
San
FranAgency W. A. SHEAFFER PEN CO., Madison, la
is Ralph G. Cahn Co., 52Sanweeks.
Francisco.
pencils), Parade"
Dec. 16 onstarted
for
ATLAS withBREWING
Co., Detroit,
has 52(pensweeksand "Sheaffer
142 NBC
signed
WJBK
Detroit
for
schedule
and
CBC
stations
Sun.
3-3:30
p.m.
of13 spot
Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
foreignannouncements
languages. in English and Agency:
POPULAR HOME Products, New York
FOOD
FAIR STORES
Inc.,
Philadelphia,
(Stazemusical
dental variety
adhesive), Jan. 19onstarts
has
resumed
intensive
local
advertising
new
full
with release of rationing restrictions. American network forprogram
52 weeks, Sat.
Firm is now using Sunday 4-4:30 p.m. 9:30-10
a.m.
Title
of
program
undecided.
Agency: Raymond
Co., Dayton
N. Y.
"The Haunting
Hour"for on52 KYW
delphia. Contract
weeksPhilawas GENERAL
MOTORSSpector
Corp.,
placed
division), Jan. 6 starts for
delphia. through J. M. Korn Co., Phila- 52(Frigidaire
"Hollywood
Air Theatre"
SALERNO-MEGOWEN BISCUIT Co., fullweeks
network
2:30-3 N.p.m.onY.
Agency:CBSFoote,
Cone Sun.
& Belding,
Chicago,ber" on replaces
"Songs You
RememWGN
Chicago,
Mon.,
Tues.,
Net
Renewals
Thurs.,
Fri., Milt
10-10:15
p.m.Trio(CST)
with
transcribed
Herth
program.
CARTER PRODUCTS, New York, on
Agency, Schwimmer
& Scott,
Chicago.
Jan. on6 renews
for stations,
52 weeks Jimmie
Fid42 PRODUCTS Inc., Los Angeles (hair ler
American
9:45-10
oil,
shampoo),
Dec.
2
started
sponsoring
p.m York.
(EST).
Agency:
SmallSun.& Seiffer,
New
five-weekly
station
break
announcement
schedule on KNX Hollywood. Contract FORD MOTOR Co., Dearborn, Mich..
is forAngeles,
52 weeks.
Dec. 1 renewed for 13 weeks "Ford SunLos
has Hillman-Shane-Breyer,
account.
day Evening
full American
OLSAN'S FURNITURE Co., Riverside, network
Sun. N.Hour"
8-9Y. p.m.onAgency:
Kenyon
& Eckhardt,
Cal.,
currently
is
sponsoring
"Hi-Ho
Show",
weekly
remote
broadcast
from
BRISTOL
MYERS
Ltd.,
Montreal
(Sal
stage of Riverside Theater, on KPRO
Riverside.
Vitalis),26Jan.
1Dominion
renews "Alan
Young workShow"
CBC8:30-9
netBLUE MOON FOODS Inc., Chicago, ef- Hepatica,
stationsonTues.
p.m. with
fective DProtective
ec. 31 participates
in "Sunrise
"House- midnight.
repeat to Pacific coast 11:30 p.m.-12
League"
Montreal. Agency: Ronalds Adv. Co.,
Salute"wives'
shows Contracts
six
daysand
WBBM
Chicago.
forweekly
13 weekson MILES LABORATORIES Inc., Toronto
placed Chicago.
by Reincke-Ellis-Younggreen & (Alka Seltzer), Jan. 5 renews "National
Finn,
Barn Dance"
on 26 CBC Dominion
netROBERT
Toronto
work stations
p.m. Agency:
BrownSat.& 9-9:30
Co., Toronto.
departmentSIMPSON
store),Co.,Dec.
18 (chain
starts Cockfield
"Christmas
Carols Community
Singing"
BRANDScoffee,
Ltd.,Tenderleaf
Montreal
from
its Toronto
seven
On- STANDARD
(Chase & Sanborn
sixstore
days on9:10-9:30
a.m.
tea), Jan. 6 renews for one year "Edgar
Agencytarioisstations
Lockefor Johnson
Co., Toronto.
Bergen andTrans-Canada
Charlie McCarthy
J.and C.salesBUMBERG,
former
advertising
stationsShow"
Sun.
promotion
manager
of Ajax on8-8:3028son CBC
Agency: J. Walter ThompCo.,p.m.Toronto.
Tire
&
Rubber
Corp.
and
Westminster
Tire Corp.,
has been released STERLING DRUGS Inc., Windsor, Ont.
from
AAF asNewstaffYork,sergeant.
(Bayer Aspirin), renews on Jan. 1 for
WOLCOTT
Los Angeles
(retail on
one 3yearCBC"Secrets
Dr. Morhanges"
Frenchdu network
stations
jeweler), new& toCo.,radio,
Dec. 7 started
Tues. 8-8:30
p.m. Chicago.
Agency: Dancer-Fitzsponsoringby Van
six-weekly
quarter-hour
gerald & Sample,
newscast
Des
Autels
on
KFAC
Los
52 weeks.
AgencyAngeles.
is The Contract
Tullis Co.,is Losfor Angeles.
NBC Xmas Video
KELLY KAR Co., Los Angeles (used
cars),
adding
to
heavy
local
schedule
CHRISTMAS
programson its
on video
NBC
Dec. 5 started for 52 weeks sponsoringon TWO
television
were
presented
five-weekly
transcribed
repeat of AgenRay- station, WNBT New
mond
Swing
on
KECA
Hollywood.
York,
Dec.
9.
"The
cy is The Tullis Co., Los Angeles.
Strange
Dinner",Cousins
adaptedin
from the Christmas
story by Margaret
MONROE
W. GREENTHAL,
released this
month's issue of Good Housekeepfrom
theofArmy,
has been
appointed
director
advertising,
publicity
and
ing
Magazine,
told
the
story
of
a modern Scrooge. "The service
Television
Christmas
exploitation
program,
gavefor
New York. for United World Pictures, aShopper",
preview public
of popular merchandise
the
family
now
available
in
leading
deJIM
DOLEN,
Los
Angeles
(used
car
p
a
r
t
m
e
n
t
a
n
d
gifts
stores.
dealer), is sponsoring schedule of 21
daily one-minute
transcribed
spot
announcements on local stations KXLA
NBC Speakers
KFVD trKRKD
Con- RAYMOND F. GUY, NBC radio faciliactstwoare for60-minute
52KGFJweeks.KIEV
FirmKMTR.
alsorecorded
sponties
engineer,
the New EngiJersors
Sunday
seyneersStateand Land
Boardaddressed
of Professional
programs
on KFVD.has Smith,
Surveyors
onbroadcasting
television,
FM and
international
&musical
McCreery,
Hollywood,
account.Bull Thursday,
13. Doris ofAnn,NBC,
assistant
FRONTIER
(po- employmentDec.manager
also
tato chips),FOODS
Dec.
3 Corp.,
startedPhoenix
sponsoring
spoke
Dec.
13
on
broadcasting
opporthrice-weekly
quarter-hour
newscast
on
tunities to patients in the rehabilitation
KOY Phoenix. Contract is for 52 weeks. wing
the Army's Staten Island Area
Agency is Garfield & Guild, Los Angeles. stationof hospital.
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&

7Hi6
THAT
FM

MT-

THE

SYSTEM

REVOLUTIONIZES

BROADCASTING

A combined

achievement

of Zenith Radio

Corporation

and General

Electric Company

• Direct crystal control
• One crystal
• Modulation independent of
frequency control
^^^\

—

\ m1£wM
• Less distortion
- ^. ill J If
• Lower noise level
g| A l^MM fl
• Greater frequency stability rt 1 1 II Zt 11 I
• Fewer tubes
U H AIM '
• Fewer circuits and controls/^Nn

If ?/''■■ V ! \\"

Call your atG-Eoncebroadcast
sales engineer
for the facts
W. C. JAEGER
H. L. PERDIUE
J. E. HOGG
City, Ave.
N. Y. 710Seattle,
140Boston,
FederalMass.
St. New
570 York
Lexington
Second Wash.
Aven
J.Atlanta.
M. COMER
F.
R.
WALKER
M.
L. PRESCOTD. i
Ga. Cleveland, Ohio Washington,
' Spring St., N. W. 4966 Woodland Ave. 806-1 5th St.. N. '

In addition, G-E offices are located in all principal ci'Wt
GENERAL

B

ELECTRIC

CASH -IN-THE-

PRODUCTIOnJLORETTOtelevision
BROPHYstation
of ft
the WABD
staff of New
DuEBERLE
T.has SHIELDS,
from
service,
returned
toreleased
KFXM
San Mont
York
addressed
the
radio
workshop
Bernardino,
Cal.,
appointed
program
director.
for a ongroupsubject
of theof College
of New
year, he InwasArmy
radioGround
directorForces
at Camp
television
Dec. Rochelle
12. Miss
graduated
from
New
Rochelle
Anza, Cal.nouncerPAUL
C. LYNDE,
an- Brophy
with station
beforeformer
entering
in
1944
and
is
one
of
the
youngest
dir
e
c
t
o
r
s
i
n
television.
AAF,
returns
as
production
manager
and
chief troop
announcer.
Hesquadron
was pilot
in18 DICK DE FREITAS, WHN New York
Aleutian
carrier
for
announcer,
is father of a boy born
months.
Dec.
8.
HOWARD CLANEY, announcer on Bayer DON HYDE, Naval Reserve lieutenant
Co.
"American
Album
of
Familiar
and
Pacific
veteran,
is new announcer
Music"
on NBC,
won second prize
at at WOWOwas with
Fort WHK
Wayne,Cleveland.
Ind. He forAnnual
Exhibition
in13thJamestown,
Pa., for ofhisAllied
blackArtists
and JANE merly
C. HILEMAN succeeds WALTER
white painting called "Confusion on a A. BOWMAN
in
continuity
licity post at WMMN Fairmont,andW. pubVa.
French
Road."
LEROY
SHIELD,
former division
director andof FRANCIS
HARDEN,
announcer
music
for
NBC
central
WGST Atlanta,
Ga., is father
of a boy.at
previously
in
same
post
in
Hollywood,
has beencontractor
transferredfor totheNewnetwork
York as BEN
SLACKTucson,
resumesAriz.program
direction
at KVOA
been onof
music
to KTAR
Phoenix Heuntilhas return
that city.
He succeeds H. LEOPOLDin loan
HOWARD
PYLE,
KTAR
program
manSPITALNY,'
who
was
fined
$1,000
and
suspended
from
his New
contracting
dutiesof DEN, ageracting
and war KVOA
reporterprogram
CLARKdirector,
HAYfor
a
year
by
the
York
local
post of music director. WALLY
AFM
rules. for alleged violation of union resumes
JOHNSON,
inex-Marine
NBC San Francisco
newsroom andannouncer
joins
LT. Navy
HOWARD
MILLER,
andsergeant,
writer.to VERthe
following
threereleased
and a from
half KVOA NONas YOUNG
has
been
added
staff
years' Galesburg,
service andHI., former
ownerWINDof as announcer, writer and classical music
WGIL
has
joined
consultant. DON GRAHAM, former
Chicago as program director.
Boston
announcer,
is
new
member
anBILL
man for&
nouncing staf as also is JEAN BARRY.
RALPH HAWES,
EDWARDS,former
m.c. idea
for Procter
DICK
WARNER,
announcer
at
WGST
Gamble
"Truth
or Consequences"
Ga., is father of a girl.
programandonCo.returned
NBC,
hastobeen
released from Atlanta,
Navy
program.
ANN HERBERT
new member
of continuity
staffwasof iswith
KIRO
Seattle,
CAL TINNEY,
cowboy
humorist-philosoShe formerly
KIDO
Boise,Wash.
Ida.,
pher, returns to American network in and
KJR
Seattle.
a co-operative
programweekly
"Relax With p.m.
Cal CLEVE G. STILWELL, formerly of
Tinney,"
times
CFNB Fredericton, N. B., has joined
with a livefiverepeat
at 11:15 6:45-7
p.m. effec- CHSJ
tiveturesJan.of Charlie
7. Program
Chan."replaces "Adven- rector. St. John, N. B., as program di-

here in the heart of the corn belt.
Bumper crops have swelled farm
incomes . . . food processing plants
and factories are going full speed.
Hooper Station Listening Index
shows that WTAD overwhelmingly ketdominates
rich Quincy
with morethe listeners
thanmar-aL
other stations in the area com
bined! WTAD listeners are respon
sive . . they can buy . . Let WTAD
tell them your sales message!
Use WTAD and KGLO
Mason City, Iowa
A Natural Combination

9UINC " unois
930 K.C. 1.000 Watts
CBS Affiliate
The Kab Agency, Rep.

DAILY PROGRAMS IN

A MUTUAL STATION • As/c the Wa/ker Co.
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WITH his
niece, Betty
writer
of KOMO
Seattle,Mears,
Gen. continuity
Jonathan
M. Wainwright
poses
after
ex-in
eriences as aonprisoner
ofwithreleating
theRoss
JapsMcanConnell,
interviewpstation
KOMO
news chief, during
Seattle Victory Loan appearance.
TOM ELVIDGE, head of the continuity
editorial
department
for WBBM-CBS
Chicago, has
resigned effective
Dec. 10
to become
headChicago.
of continuity
acceptance
for
WGN
Inwillheading
new
department
at
WGN,
he
work
with
WILLIAM
FISHER,
WGN
continuity
editor. Succeeding him at WBBM Is
ROBERT
HARTMAN
fore entering
Navy. who held post beDON REBER,
former
announcer
KOVO
Provo, Utah,
has been
appointeesat
program director of KVNU Logan, Utah.
FRANK HARMS, formerly with WMC
Memphis,
RAYMe.,HUTCHISON
from
and
BOB additions
TREVOR
ofWCSHWFBRPortland,
Baltimore
are new
to announcing staff of WITH Baltimore.
CHARLES PICKENS, staff pianist at
WHBC tionCanton,
O.,Navyhas service
returnedoftothree
stafollowingROBERTS,
years. JAMES
released from
AAF ingasstaff.captain, joins WHBC announcBILL O'HALLORAN,
combat
for Stars & isformer
Stripes
with 44thre-to
InfantryporterDivision,
new addition
continuityservicestaff
of WOW
Omaha.North
Behe(nowwas
with KGNF
Platte,fore Neb.
KODY).
DAVE
ZIMMERMAN,
senior
announcer
of WWJ Detroit, has returned to station
after
fourin years'
service infrom
the
Army. nearly
Heto wasfirst
ETO, advanced
private
lieutenant
and won
Bronze
Star.
DOROTHY
GORDON,
"Youth Forum"
on WQXRconductor
New York,of
spokeing ofonthe"Radio
and College
Youth" Elementary
at a meetHunter
School Parent & Teachers Assn. Dec. 11
THEODORE
G.
SCHNEIDER,
night manager
of WHNfromNew Navy
Yorkformer
and
recently
discharged
after
three
years
service,
has
rejoined
station
as chieftionsannouncer
and
daytime
operamanager.
AIME
GAUVIN,
recentlyto discharged
from Army,
has returned
WHN New
York
as announcer.
LARRY ALGEO, program producer at
WRGB,tion inGeneral
Electric will
television
Schenectady,
addresssta-a
luncheon
of AmericanandTelevision Societymeeting
on programming
pro
(Continued on page 69)

,5000, WATTS ..DIRECTIONAL OVER .MEW VO
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"Hal"

Renollet talks each morning
to 1,119,400 farm and
ranch

families

They don't
but mail
from
25 states
and all
2 listen,
Canadian
provinces
proves
a lot of57%them
do. populaThat's
importantthatbecause
of the
tion is rural in KOA's vast bailiwick.
Arid the varied fare "Hal" Renollet
servel them suits not only cattlemen and
ranchers but proprietors of the small,
rich
farms
"sure-crop"
—
that V-2
of allin thetheirrigated
land area
in the
U. S. which is within reach of KOA's
50,000-watt signal. Mail from the womenshowsandthathandicraft
the recipe's,
makingfolk, too,hints
ideashomethat
Hal dishes out are more than welcome.
^Vhat they like best is that Mr. Renollet is one of them. Core of many a
broadcast is a transcribed interview,
made at stock show, farm or ranch. On
this and many counts, "Mile High
Farmer" is a unique farm radio service,
and it pleases . . .

--No wonder
First in PROGRAMS

KO

As

First in LISTENER LOYALTY

FIRST!

FIRST

in DENVER

First in COVERAGE
First in POWER
and, for all these reasons . . .
FIRST IN DEALER PREFERENCE
(Ross-Federal figures prove it)

50,000 watts 850 KC
Represented by NBC SPOT SALES

ROADCASTING
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There 1$ An Audiodisc And An Audiopoh
For Every Recording Need
AUDIODISCS have all of the features essential to high fidelity recording.
A superior lacquer is applied by a unique process that gives a flawless
surface. In cutting, the thread throws well and there is no static. In playback, whether at once or in the future, there is low surface noise. Their
playback life is unequalled. There are six types of AUDIODISCS:
RED LABEL tops all accepted quality standards REFERENCE permits extreme economy in testfor
Double-sided in 6V2", 8", cuts, filing and reference recordings. Double10", professional
12" and 16"use.diameters.
sided in 10", 12" and 16" diameters.
SINGLE FACE RED LABEL brings new economy MASTERS for choice copies (pressings) after
to16"applications
requiring but one side. 12" and electroplating.
or single face in 12",
diameters.
1314" and 1714"Double
diameters.
YELLOW LABEL, Double-sided blanks of uni- BLUE LABEL best discs at low cost. Thin aluminum base, same recording lacquer as profesform qualityunnecessary.
and "wide Sizes
latitude."
adjustments
as RedExtra-fine
Label.
sional AUDIODISCS. 6V2", 8" and 10':
All AUDIODISCS are manufactured on aluminum base— and glass base too, except
for the 6V2" and Blue Label type.
AUDIO DEVICES. INC.. 444 MADISON AVE., N. Y. C.
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AUDIOPOINTS
Audiopoints, made by
skilled craftsmen, are
available in three types of
recording styli and three
types of playback points.
Cutting and playback
points are matched to give
finest performance.
RECORDING POINTS
SAPPHIRE NO. 14, for profe
ols,
designed
throw No finerio give
made.proper thread
STELLITE NO 34, professional
type.
severalCutshours.quiet, shiny groove for
DIAMOND-LAPPED STEEL NO\ 50,
cuts a fine, quiet groove, gives
from 15 cortoding tim30e. minutes actual rePLAYBACK POINTS
SAPPHIRE NO. 113, finest obtainmumable.disc Complete
wear. fidelity and miniBENT SHANK NO. 154, for heavy
pickups. SHANK STEEL NO.
STRAIGHT
151, for light pickups.
Audio's resharpening and
repolishing services give
real economy in the use of
AUDIOPOINTS, Nos. 14,
34 and 113. Consult your
local dealer.
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PBODUCTIOnffi

(Continued from page
duction Dec. 19 at the 400 Club, New
York.
Topic anIs Idea."
"Building a Television
Show
HARRYtionFrom
C.
LEVIN,
starelations chief former
for OWI,regional
has been
appointed
headthe ofVictory
New York
radio Coldejartment
of
Clothing
jsction, conducted for overseas relief
>yection
the Inc.,
UnitedNew National
Clothing
ColYork.
OM HANLEY, sound technician of
ion
Lee
Broadcasting
rood, is father of a girl System,
born Dec.Holly2.
ILL RODDY
KING, havereently
dischargedandfromEDDIE
the Army,
joined KPO San Francisco as anouncers.
RANK
KENT, staff
PEN Philadelphia
beforeannouncer
enlisting inof
beir shows
Army, for
is now
producing
regu-w
AFN
Munich,
athree
100,000
tation. He reports
hort-waving
shows station
to the may
U. S.soon be
IOY
LaPLANTE,
former released
announcerfromof
Philadelphia
heSTFILArmy,
is father ofjusta boy.
■EONARD
McLAIN,
organist
WCAU
hiladelphia, has resigned ateffective
ICHARD
SANVILLE,
CBS director,radio
has
ieen
appointed
in charge
iroduction
course
at Newof the
York U.
adio workshop.
HARLES Navy
POWERS,
recently director
discharged
rom
and formerly
idio the
shows at Young
& Rubicam, Newof
ork,
has
joined
production
departlent of American.
DRIENNE
AMES,
WHN
New
York
comlentator, will write a column called
Between
and Me"starting
for theJan.new1.
ascinationYoumagazine,
OB SUTTON,
released
Navy,Min-re)ins
production
staff
offrom
WCCO
polis.
He
has
been
in
Navy
since
P41.
JACK NADEAU,
former staff
WCCO
anscription
librarian,
rejoins
in
roduction
ischarge. department following Army
HUCK
LUEDKE
and
BRAD
WILLIAMS,
ischarged
new WILLIS
writers
ith KUTA veterans,
Salt Lakeare City.
LANCHETTE,
also
released
from
serv:e and isformer1;^
with announcer.
KGVO Missoula,
font.,
new KUTA
OU
MARSH,
program
director
/MRN Marion, O., has returned to thatat
ost
avy. following 22 month's service in
RIC PAIGE, announcer at WMRN
O., Dec. 1 married
Sue Delsanoarion,
of Willoughby,
O.
OGER
STONER,
program
directorof ofa
fJXN
Miss.,
is father
Irl. Mrs.Jackson,
Stoner,
the staff
former
Rosaleaat
rewett,
was
one
time
violinist
WTO Springfield, Mo.
LANDSBERG,
television
direc>rLAUSof W6XYZ,
Hollywood
television
ationInc.,operated
by Television
Producons
subsidiary
of
Paramount
Picires
rences.Inc., is in New York for video conATRIA
LINDEN,
formerly
with
WPAT
iterson, N. J., and KTSA San Antonio,
now Monday
presentingthrough
woman's Saturday
views of theon
iws
OAI San
Antonio.
AJ.
WARREN
WADE,
on
terminal
andCorps,
a halfhasyears
serveaveWNBT
in after
ArmyNewthree
Signal
York, NBC video returned
station,
executive producer.
/SGT.
KREUCHEN,
after AFRS
three
ars in JACK
area operating
ations,
isPacific
now Loscompleting
transcripons
at
AFRS
Angeles
to
be
sent
Tokyohe onwillconditions
here.
With
dis-in
arge
resume
radio
work
ollywood.
OB
CUNNINGHAM,
recently
released
om the Navy as lieutenant with pub~ elations
office,
has returned
to
rBBM
Chicago
aswho chief
announcer.
ARVEY
CAREY, becomes
has hisbeen
acting
that position,
assistant.
RBYYorkCUSHING
has rejoined WNEW
TO;w years
inproduction
Army. department after
5RRY WARD, m.c, of American daily
ries,
Ladies?",forhasannual
been
med "What's
generalDoin'
chairman
lvation
Army Christmas
Toy Hancamign
for eleven
western states.
ing
Salvation isArmy's
dio
campaign
LYNN participation
CHURCH,
ter-in
orialprogram
public director
relations
forofofficer
KFRCand KYA
in;er Francisco.
ROADCASTING

Sports From Air
USEFULNESS of a helicopter in
broadcasting sports events is being tested by Army Radio Station
WVTM, Radio Manila, which may

For

Fastest

Delivery

use plane in covering Philippine
Olympics
Dec. 21-31.
neath helicopter
are (1Shown
to r) beLt.
Harold Salkin, Brooklyn, supply
officer, Headquarters, AFRS; Announcer Fred Barr, formerly of
WWRL Woodside, N. Y., and
KROD El Paso; Publicity Director
Jessie E. Stearns, formerly of CBS
and WLS Chicago; Freddy Fitzsimmons, baseball star, now civilian
instructor for Army in Manila.

RALPHwriter
ANDRIST,
Navy veteran,
is now
news
with WCCO
Minneapolis.
PAT
FLAHERTY
has special
been
appointed
director
of
news
and
events
at
KPRC Houston.
VAN DES
AUTELS,
former
chief
specialist of recruiting division, Navy, has
returned to KFAC Los Angeles as newscaster.
JAMES
officer ofMcNAMARA,
90th Divisionpublic
assaultrelations
forces,
with Army asdischarge
returns to KMTR
Hollywood
newscaster.
SAM HAYES,
NBC named
Hollywood
commentator, has been
anFarmers
Honorary
State Farmer
by Future
of
America
in
California.
He
was
presented
with
gold
charm
for
work
in
behalf
of
this group
andmuch-needed
for publicizing
their
efforts
to
raise
food
during war years.
GEORGE
HICKS, American
ing Co. commentator
famedBroadcastfor his
D-Day broadcast
Normandy
invasion, is writing ofbookthe about
the war.
ROBERTgeant, haC.s beenS CHALK,
ex-infantry
ser-of
added
to
news
staff
WIBC
Indianapolis to handle state and
city news.
HORACE
HAMMACHER,
morning
news
editor
WOW andOmaha
beforeBAKER,
Coast
Guardtimeofservice,
HAROLD
one
WOW
night
editor
and
leased Navy lieutenant (s.g.), have rerejoined station's
news destroyer.
staff. Both served
for a time
on same
JAMES returns
HEALY, ex-tank corpsman in
Army,
news
editor. to WHBC Canton, O., as
MAURICE STARRELS and BOB COTTINGHAM Los
have Angeles
been assigned
radio for
reDept.
Americanporters tonewsroom
in Police
Hollywood.
JIMMY
and byCHARLES
have beenBRITT
assigned
Mutual JORDAN
to cover
description
of New
Year's
Day Cotton
Bowl
football
game
at
Dallas,
Tex.
ERNIE SMITH and MEL VENTER
are
named
to
cover
East-West
game
at
San
Francisco.
Gillette
Safety
Razor
Co.,
Boston, sponsors both contests on MBS.

• Telecasting

SHIP EARLY IN DAY! Thus you avoid end-of-day
pile-up at airports. Early shipment often means same day
delivery to points from 500 to 1000 miles away. From
coast-to-coast overnight.
YOUR SHIPMENT travels 3 miles a minute between
airports with special pick-up and special delivery at both
ends in all major U. S. towns and cities. Rapid air-rail
service to 23,000 other domestic points. Service direct by
air to and from scores of foreign countries.
TYPICAL RATES shown in box are, on an average,
10V£% lower than prewar
TYPICAL RATE CHART
rates. As Air Express operations have increased in efficiency, savings have been
passed on to the shipper, making this service a better business buv than ever.
WRITE TODAY for interesting "Map of Postwar
Town" picturing advantages of Air Express to community,
business and industry. Air Express Division, Railway Express Agency, 230 Park Avenue, New York 17. Or ask for
it at any Airline or Express office.

0E75 7WeRE F/RSTPhone AIR EXPRESS DIVISION, RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY
Representing the AIRLINES of the United States
December 17, 1945 • Page 69

WRNL

Sells

TECHIIICflL^

I

Merchandise

NIGHT & DAY
910 KC
EDWARD MTRY & CO., INC NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

3" dial makes this precision
instrument easier to read than
a stop watch. And it's easier
to operate, too . . . simply push
one button to start, another
to stop, and a third button to
reset to the starting point.
The Thompson Stop-Timer is
accurate to 1/5 second. And
it's made for years of constant
use, by the makers of the precision movements for Western
Union Clocks. Write for prices.
h c THOMPSON
CLOCK CO.
BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT
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LYLE
chief
engine r otof KUTA
Saltformer
Lake& City,
who
resignedWAHLQUIST,
join
McNary
Wrathall,
Washington
consulting
engineering
firm,calhas
returned
to KUTA
aswithtechnidirector.
WENDELL
stationago,
since beginning
of BELL,
operation
seven
years
is
appointed
chief
engineer.
EARL STEVENS
is
new
transmitter
enLYNN JOHNSTON now heads
recordinggineer.department.
J.Electric
C. FARLEY, associated
with York,
Sylvaniafor
Inc., manager
New
20 years, Products
most recently
of the
program sistanplanning
department
ast to the general
manager andof the
radio division,
has been
appointed
cont
r
o
l
e
r
o
f
the
radio
tube
division,
with
headquarters at Emporium, Pa.
MAJ.
JOHNleaveL. WILDERMUTH,
now
terminal
after Corps
five years
serviceon
with
Army atSignal
engineering
laboratories
Fort
Monmouth,
N.chiefJ.,
and
Detroit,WADC
has been
appointed
engineer
O. He formerly
had
been atwith
WBNSAkron,Columbus,
O.
ARTHUR
WLIB New FASKE,
York and chief
in radioengineer
since 1926,of
has resigned.
He
formerly
was
ident of a corporation
formedvice-presoperate
WLIB S.until
station
wasto own
sold
toofand New
Mrs.
Dorothy
Thackrey,
publisher
York Post.
GEORGE R. LARSEN, recently with the
Army Signal
engineeringN. J.,
laboratories at FortCorps
Monmouth,
has
joined
the Marion N.Electrical
Instrument
Co., Manchester,
H., as development
engineer. Firmprehensive
has catalogue
prepared
a new comillustrating
and
describing
Marion
line
of standard
and
hermetically
sealed
electrical
indicating
instruments.
Catalogue
will
be
available
Jan. 15.
ED LARK,KPROwithRiverside,
release from
has
joined
Cal.,Navy,
as chief
operator.
ROBERT
SCHUETZ,has discharged
Navy as lieutenant,
returned to from
NBC
Hollywood as assistant
construction
sup
e
r
i
n
t
e
n
d
e
n
t
a
n
d
is
in
charge
of
construction of network's new studio wing.
ROBERT
completed
civil serviceCALLEN,
war workhaving
assignment,
has
rejoined gineNBC
rs staf . Hollywood recording enGEORGEneer of WCOA
E. (Bert)Pensacola,
MEAD, chief
Fla., engiand
partner
inforEscambia
Broadcasting
Co.,
applicant
new
station
in
is father of a girl born Dec. that
4. city,
LYMAN Minneapolis
SWENDSON engineering
has returnedstaffto
WCCO
following
four year's
service withcolonel.
Army.
He
was released
as lieutenant
GEORGE CULBERTSON rejoins staff as
studio technician
following
Army
dis-in
charge. He alsoSMITH,
enteredSignal
the Corps
servicevet1941. LEWIS
eran, resumes studio technician post.
FRANKern Electric
J. FEELY,
manager ofProducts
WestCo. Specialty
Shops in New Jersey,
has been appointed
manager ofponentscompany's
electronic commanufacture.
operations
willconstructed
be movedManufacturing
into year
a newat
plant to bePa.
next
Allentown,
DuMONT development
Labs., Passaic,of
N.ALLEN
J., hasB.oscillograph
announced
five-inch
Typefrom208-B,
incorporating
improvements
experience. Instrument succeedswarType
208.

RALPH REYNOLDS,
NORMAN
CLIFF services
JOHNSON
return DUNfrom
armedofCAN andforces
staff
KRNT Des
Moines.to engineering

NEW General Electric Phasitron tu
totransmitters
be used in [BROADCASTING,
company's postwar
10], is displayed
gineering
assistant byin Louise
GE tubeGaus,
divisioiienf
EDWARD
G.
EIDAM,
consulting
engf.
neer and former chief telephone engi
neer for Stromberg-Carlson Co. who
will
resign
Jan.
1
after
more
than
years
with dinner
the company,
given <Aa
testimonial
Dec. 4 inwasRochester.
Topmiller Returns j
C. H. TOPMILLER, chief engineer of WCKY Cincinnati, has r<Jturned to his post after service
overseas with OWL He served about
two
yearsengineer.
as chief
radio
Psycho
logical
Warfare Branch,

Allied Headquarneanters,Theater,
and
Mediterramore recently has
served
Manila.
Other inreturning
servicemen are
WilliamandHeitzmann
Roy
Batteau, eng:
neers
;
Tommy
Mitchell,
sales
staff
Sid Ten Eyck, announcer; John
Murphy, editor of news departmenl
and
of publicity.
Ex-GI;
added director
to the station
staff are
J
Bellamy,
sales;Davis,
Stantion
and Meredith
news Matlocl
depart
ment.
Meanwhile,
Yule Message
WCKY news
announcerRex
since Davis,
19
has resigned to accept a position
CHRISTMAS
GREETINGS
to
the
British
Commonwealth
and
Empire
will
be
news department of KMOX St,
aired this first postwar Christmas from the
London bynounced byKing
George VI,
it is an- Louis effective in January. Befo
the
Canadian
Broadcasting
joining
Mr. Davis
Corp., with the CBC networks carrying nouncer WCKY,
for WFBE,
now wasWCOPan
the King's message at 10 a.m. EST from
London.
Cincinnati,
for six
and fo'or
two
and a half
yearsyears,
had sung
BECAUSEpapers,of International
many requests
from newsNews a Service
will CBS as Franklyn Stewart. In priinaugurate
within
10
days
daily
radio
vate life he is Frank Zwygart; Mrs.
column
composed
of radioclients
news and
personalities
for daytime
and Zwygart and their two childrer
evening
remain in Cincinnati until th(
column topapers.
24-hourINSbasis.plans to expand will
end of the spring school term
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

How

Fixed

are

you

for

Vitamin

A?

Carrots are ank excellent source of Vitamin A and Vitamin
A improves vision, promotes growth.
Many advertisers are getting their business Vitamin A from
the ^eetute, which improves their sales vision and definitely promotes growth.
The ^edcKC with its 42 primary counties is the only
combination of stations that properly can cover the California Central Valley plus Western Nevada.

fMSNQ • KMJ
mmim - kern

what the IBeeUne IS ... not a regional network but a group of long established key stations, each
the favorite in its community . . . combined for national
spot business.
See the McClatchy ^celcHC rate listing, first under
California in Standard Rate and Data.

PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
National Representative

McClatchy Broadcasting Company
SACRAMENTO,
CALIFORNIA

ADCASTING
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tions accounts to include Fairchild and
LT.
SHERMANwithE. theROGERS,
after
two
subsidiaries.
years
filmsthree
and
ARTHUR
LYCETT
returned
copy
motionservice
picture branch training
of the Navy,
has department
of N. service
W.has Ayer
& Son,toFRED
New
rejoined
Platt-Forbes,
New
York,
as
moYork,
following
release.
tion picture, radio, video director.
TUTON
rejoins
business
development
HUGH
McKAY,
advertising
and
public
BUNBURYC. radio
These Two Stations Provide the Only Full
relations executive formerly with Insti- staff, RICHARD
partment and HARRY
GROOMI.de-all
tute tions,
of Public
Relaplans-merchandising
department,
Coverage of This Rich Pennsylvania Area
upon
release
from
armed
forces.
where
he
org a n i z e d Research
Brand LT. CAROLINE ROBBINS, for past yea.
Names
relations for U. S.
Foundation
and
act- assigned to public Naval
Terminal Shipyard
Is1a a
ed as advertising
rector of BrewingdiCal.,
lease and
after with
t h r ree ej
Industry Foundahas been
namedtion, executive
years
active
has joined service,
Frank
vice
- president
Maxon
Inc., Newof
V
York.
O x a r a r t Co., Lopublic
relations
andas'
Angeles agency,
JACK STARR,
leased from Navyrepromotion
Mr. McKay
Priored toto the
beingdirector
shiftfollowing service of
West
threee r 1years
and forEbembu.g | . • Gollillin WFBC^ALTOONA
^#Jumo"' / §
Coast she was ad-e of icer
y KXOK,
sports
announcer with WTAM m KMBC
has
. \ I
of network radioministrativfor
joined Gardner Advertising, St. Louis.
Lt.
Robbins
Navy
CLARKE
R. -BROWN,
radioMemphis,
director ofis
tions Public
divisionD.RelainC.
Hollidoyibufg • /
Lake
- Spiro
Shurman,
Washington,
P.„oge.l \
father
of
a
boy,
Chris
T.,
born
Dec.
6.
entering
service she wasInc.,associ• Cretion Spring ^ / .
ated
with Dwight
SUSSMAN & SUGAR, New York, has Before
^ ^Roaring
g I
public
relationsFolsom
counsel. New
been canelected
membershipAgencies.
in Ameri- York
Assn. of toAdvertising
WALTER
WARE,
of
the
copy hasstaffbeenof
Duane Jones Co., New York,
JOHN G. FOGARTY
has
returned
appointed television director.
Wind be- ^
BOTH STATIONS ARE SOLO
toLT.
partnership
in
C.
C.
Fogarty
Co..
formerl '
Chicago, following three and a half BERNARD
IN COMBINATION RATE
withRubicam,
Kudner PAGENSTECHER,
Agency,York,hasasjoined
years
New
accountYoungex
executive.in service. He will be account &ecutive.
FOR NETWORK AND SPOT
MORGAN, formerly
LT. HAROLD
J. HUBERT,
terminal
leave
from Army
Ground onForces,
has BREWSTER
Gen.
opei
joined F. B. Hubert
ation Eisenhower's
and overseas staff
with ontheSHAEF
OWI before
National Representatives
Advertising
Co.,
that, has
joined Compton
Adv.,
New
Grand Rapids,
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
York,
as
director
of
program
develop
Mich., asandaccount
ment. He will be in charge of new
executive
head
New
York,
Chicago,
Detroit,
Atlanta,
San
Francisco,
Los
Angeles
programsMr. forMorgan
agency. Prior to oversea
radio division. He
j ofpreviously
I
had and
been
&duties
Son, New York. was with N. W. Aye
with Detroit
MARY
SACHUK,
formerly with WLAW
other tions
midwest
staand agencies.
Lawrence, Mass.,
joinedas J.asslstan
WaltiThompson
Co., Newhaschief
York,
JOHN P. GILBERT,
to
Linnea
Nelson,
time buyer.
discharged
from
Navy
after
a
year
JOHN
E.
FRAZER,
formerly
of
the
edi
and ten
months,
torial bureau of N. W. Ayer & Son
joins
M. H. York,
Hackettas
New York, has been appointed associat
Co., New
Mr. Hubert
copy director.
general
Prior Lrto Armymanager.
career
FRANKtheO'CONNOR,
discharged
Mr.
from
Army andCo.,recently
formerly
with J
Walter
Thompson
has
joined
Coast radio office of Ted Bates Inc,West
RICHARD L. WERDEN, former assistant McCANN-ERICKSON,
New York,
has
space
of Norman
D.appointed
Waters concluded an associate-agency
arrange
Assoc.,andbuyer
NewtimeYork,
space
buyerhas forbeenagency.
ment
with
Publicidad
Augusto
Ellas
Mexico City. Details were agreed
JOHN
EASTMAN,Artillery
discharged
from S.A.,
during visit
by LUIS G. DILLON
Royal
Canadian
as captain
vice-president
of McCann-Erickson.
after
overseas,
rejoined
Mc- upon
Connell,service
Eastman
& Co.,hasToronto.
EDWARD
J.
MOLONEY,
head ofThomp
crea
tive department of J. Walter
CLIFFORD
S. WALLACE,
recently re- son
Co.rived inoffice
in Sidney,
Australia,
arleased
from
service
as
lieutenant-colonel
New
York
last
week
for
severa
m charge Army,
of public relations
for First
Canadian
joined Baker
Ad- months visit with American clients.
vertising Agency, has
Toronto.
BOB
KNAPP, radio& Scott,
writer and produce:ha;
at Schwimmer
JAMES
L. MALONEY,
advertisfrom AAF to theChicago,
agency.
manager
Rubber
Co.,in returned
mg ing
manager
of Seiberling
I viceformer
- president
STOCKWELL
&
MARCUSE,
charge of advertis- agency, has moved office from 2026DetroiNa
ing anddisingmerchanBank Bldg.Bankto larger
for Frank1407 Industrial
Bldg. quarters a
fort Distilleries
and tional
account
executive
MORLEY
H. ex-serviceman,
COLLINS, formerhasManitoba;
with
Dancer
Fitzeditor
and
joined
geral - Sample, has
joined
New Gourlay^Adv.
production department
of O'Brien -.
.^Canadian agency.
York office the
of Ruthrauff & Ryan
BROWNTformer
retail advertisexecutive.as ac-in HARRY
manager,
New York
Herald
HARRY countMAUS,
has ingjoined
Pedlar
& Ryan,
NewTribum
York
Coast
Guard
for
two
HALLAS
KENYON,
formerly
with
Comp
years,
has
returned
to Russel
M.
Seeds
B Co.,
ton
Adv.,
joins
Noyes
&
Sproul,
Ne
York,
as
art
director.
Chicago, as
Mr. Maloney
vice
charge- president
of copy. in l.iam
KENNON
JEWETT,
copy
chief
of
Wil
H. Weintraub
Co., New York
been
elected vice& president.
LT.
DON
releasedCo.,by Chithe has
JOHNArndt
R. SWAIN
joined John Falk
Army,COL.
has
joinedCOLVIN,
Leo Burnett
ner
& Co.,hasPhiladelphia.
c
a
g
o
,
a
s
account
executive.
Previous
to
military
service
he wasNorthadvertising
MARELLOAdv.,is new
member
manager
Hoover
Canton,for ofDOROTHY
Morton Schwartz
Philadelphia
O.,
and 20wasofyears.
with thatCo.,organization
nearly
PACIFIC
ADVERTISING
Assn.
Will
RICHARD
BAILEY,Camera
public & relations
conference
in PhoedirectormentforCorp.,H.Fairchild
Instru- hold nix,itsAriz.,mid-winter
Jan. 11-12
inclusive. CHARLES
has
joined
G.
M.
Basford
A.
STORKE,
secretary-treasurer
KTMS Santa Barbara, Cal., is PAA preso
Co., New York, to handle public rela- ident.
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SERVICE

Performance is the key word
for the great days ahead!
Broadcasters can look with
confidence to Lingo Vertical
Radiators for every AM application. Our long record
of efficiency and stability
during and before the war
proves that Lingo is the ideal
radiator for any station. Remember, only Lingo offers
you
the
"6
* at no
extra cost. WeExtras"
are prepared
to serve you now and make
delivery to fit your plans!
* These1. Are
the Lingo
Moderate
Initial"6 CostExtras'"—
2. Optimum Performance
3. Low Maintenance Cost
4. 5 Years Insurance
5. 50 Years Experience
6. Single Responsibility
WRITE FOR
RECOMMENDATIONS
The services of our consulting
engineers are available to you on
such pertinent problems as proper
radiator height, ground systems,
performance expectation, etc. In
writing, please indicate location,
power and frequency proposed.
JOHN E. LINGO & SON, INC.
EST. 1897 CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY

VERTICAL
LINGO
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delphiaOrchestra
Orchestraperform.
and theTalented
WPEN SymCOMBINING
four and
separate
chilinto a full hour
a halfbroadcasts
audience
drenphony
appearoriginated
as guest
soloists
on folks
proparticipation program, new idea in
gram
before
young
programming
started on2:30-5
CBS p.m.
Pacific(PST).
sta- audience at University of Pennsylvania
tions Dec. 9, Sunday
Stories Dramatized
"Money renceonas m.c,
the isLine",
Jerry Law-seinitialwithhalf-hour
PRODUCED in cooperation with Junior
ries."Your
FeaturingHope
five Chest"
soon-to-be-wed
League,
"High
has
couples,
follows
started
by Adventure"
WWL
New program
Orleans.
Sewith Jimmy Wallington as m.c. Third been ries
dramatizes
children's
books
and
stories,
is
aired
in
Saturday
morning
program
is "Answer
Auction", 25-minute
quiz
show
with
contestants
bidding
spot.
for their questions. Harry Mitchell is quarter-hour Jobs
m.c. nerFinal
five-minute
segment,
"Win- IN COOPERATION forwithVetsVeterans Adra I
All",
features
winners
precedingTake three
shows, with
$200 from
cash and U. S. Employment Service, WCOT
jackpot.
George Allen,
tor ofducesColumbia
Pacific program
network, direcpro- Montgomery, Ala., is presenting dailj
series.
quarter-hour "Veterans
welcome
andveterans.
secure Program"
positions
New on WPEN
returned home
service
Children
at Zoo
SIX
new
programs
have
been
started
by
WPEN Philadelphia during past week. FROM
the National Zoological Park
Recorded classical music series "Phila- WMAL Washington is now presenting
delphia
Philharmonic"
is
heard
Monquarter-hour
"Sunday
at andthe young
Children
day through Saturday. Late evening sters
with are
mostinterviewed
original reaction
toZoo"the
Monday through
Fridaypresents
series "Cont Midnight"
salon, animals receive prize.
concert andversation aoperetta
music and selectSports Show
ed verse program,
and prose.heard
Juvenile
"Heigha.m.- WEEKLY Overseas
resume ofoverseas
sports inby Canad;
De-Ho"
7:05-8
now isviabroadcast
Fosteand
weekdays,
is
patterned
after
column
of
Hewitt
CBC
Dominion
same name
for high
school
folk in Evening
Bulletin.
Prizes
for
guessing
top
international
service
fornetwork
Canadian
tunes of the week are awarded on six troops.
included.Interviews and question box ar
weekly "BradySecond
Beats Series
the Band".
WINS Characters
SECOND
13-week
series
of "Candles
in NEW TWICE-WEEKLY program "Ar
the
Dark"
religious
program
on
WNEW
You
a
Character?"
on WIN
New York will be devoted to customs New York Dec. 13. Loustarted
Dahlman
inter
and
Protestant
Church. views
a variety of characters on eacl
broadcast.
First practices
period dealtof with
Jewish customs
and
lore. New
Mass Broadcast
Knowledge"
starts series
Dec. 20 "Candles
and will beof
MASSMonastery
from thein Grotto
presented
tant Councilin ofcooperation
New York with
City. Protes- MIDNIGHT
the
Franciscan
WashlniEvi
Junior Forum
ton
will
be Washington.
broadcast Christmas
over
WMAL
Mass
will b
PRO anddents on public
con views
of highwillschool
stu- described by a priest.
problems
be heard
onnew "Junior
Town
Meeting
of
the
Air",
Shorts mystery seseries to be aired weekly starting FAST-MOVINGMystery
10-minute
Jan. tor i10s to bybe KYW
Philadelphia.
Moderaries, "Retribution",
started
can
Pacific
stations
on
Dec. on5. Amerl
former
Supreme
Court
JusticeuledOwenThursday
J. Roberts.
Farm Show
9:15-9:45Program
a.m. is schedCOUNTY farm agents, organization
Ski Series
and farmers
appearp.m.onprogram
"RFD 1070",
NEWSties andof equipment
the ski world,
activi- Saturday
1-1:30
heard neo
WIBC
Indianapolis.
notes skiareclub
commented on bylines",Chuck
WrightHartford,
on "Ski Conn.,
Headnew
WTHT
program heard
Monday,Snow
Wednesday
and
Friday
evenings.
conditions,
weather
forecasts
and
transportation
WBKB Shows Varied
information is included with interviews.
WBKB Chicago brought subject
Hockey Broadcasts
from housing to pleas fo
SUNDAY
home
hockey
games
the ranging
aid forcamera
polio last
victims
New York
Rovers
in the
EasternonofAmavideo
week. before
In an th
teur
Hockey
League
started
WHN
New
YorkendsDec. March
16 as sustaining
feature.
terview Dec. 11 with Joe Wilson
Series
6.
Station
also
broadcasts
home games
of NewHockey
York commentator, Conrad (Connie
Rangers in National
Professional
League.
Hilton,
president
of Hilton
Hotela
of America,
discussed
plans for
OPA Benefits
housingof si1th
HOW OPA
functions
con- leviating
uation. Thethe 8 nation's
p.m. portion
business,
labor,and
and helps
returning
veteran sumer,
in fight
against
inflation
is told evening's
telecast
presented
spe
in new Money"
dramaticstarted
series "The
Most for cial plea for support of the aSiste
Your
on16 Associated
Broadcasting
Corp.
Dec.
as
weekly
Kenny
National
Foundation.
Pro
Sunday evening quarter-hour.
gram titleda And
They Shall ofWalkth
On American Pacific
featured
demonstration
WITH a mythical
"Dinty's
Theater
ResSister
Kenny
technique
for aiding
taurant" asprogram
locale, new
weekly
half- polio patients. Johnny Neblett,
hour variety
on Garay,
Amero:
icanofstations
Dec.Francisco
5.started
Joaquin
So the Story Goes, was guest or
owner
San
Copacabana
weekly Wednesday telecast o:
Club, netportrays
is Dinty. himself, and Berton Ben- the
Treasury Hour, sponsored by th<
Light Views of News
Treasurybond
Department
Victory
sales. to help boos
ALAN
SCOTT,
recently
discharged
Naval
commander
Philadelphia previously
and WGN with
Chicago,WCAU
will
discuss
day'sMutual
news inseries
humorous
Toronto Meet
vein
in the
a new
"Once
Over Lightly",
Radio Executives Club ii
day-Fridaystarting
1-1:15 p.m. Dec.
spot. 17 in Mon- TORONTO
holding
its
Christmas
luncheon onspeake
Dec
Children's Symphony
20willat beKingLomeEdward
GreeneHotel.
who Guest
will
describ<
SCHEDULEDadelphiato Children's
extend Symphony"
into May, "Philforthcoming
establishment
of
Academ:
was 19].
of Radio
Arts and
staff ofradi(thi
aired
by WPEN
Philadelphia
for hour
first
first
Canadian
schoolintroduce
for teaching
time Dec.
as Saturday
broadcasting [BROADCASTING, Nov
program.
On 8 alternate
weeksmorning
the PhilaBROADCASTING •

WCAU
again demonstrates its true value
and the great power of radio . . .
w

OF MBOE
United D3PJETK3KT
States &^lo?ncntServ^
AREA OFFICE
1405 Locust Street,
Philadelphia - Pennsylvania.
November 7,

WCAU Broadcasting Company
1622 Chestnut 3,Street
Pa.
Philadelphia
Gentlemen:

EXAMPLES
OF WCAU
LEADERSHIP
IN PUBLIC
SERVICE

Service .
The .est recant eentr ibution
gthe
weekly "Jobs for Veterans" progr an. gggffiy XaoaieeA
eighty veterans v,ho have ^J^J^'the Talue of this
have been ^"f^K'i, "interest both
broaleast.
ffie^s^°are^ibltlnE in the
I wish to ^ress the gratitude ^^g™^
vitaTpXses of its program
M^'^STS
Cordially yours,
rson
Andector
Levy Dire
Area

SERVING VETERANS: "Jobs For Veterans." SERVING COMMUNITY HEALTH: "Crusade for Better
Drinking Water." SERVING YOUTH: The "Career Forum.' SERVING INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS: "An American in Russia."

WCAU
50,000 WATTS • CBS AFFILIATE
PHILADELPHIA'S
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W. JOHNSON, released from Aany
, half
as major
following
four
a
service,
has and
Joined
KVOO
Tulsa,years
Okla.,
as promotion
and
merchandising
manager.
He
succeeds
BILL
McCLARIN,
as account
executive.now with sales staff
ED
EGEN,
division
assistant salesAmerican
promotionwestern
manager,
has
been dionamed
o'f newly created
stuaudienceheadpromotion
department.
NORMAN
las AircraftNELSON,
Co., Santaformerly
Monica, ofCal.,Dougand
one-time manager of that firm's Cairo,
Egypt,mer office,
has
taken
over
Egen's
forduties.
ART DONEGANin Newof American's
publicity
department
left last
week
for brief
tour of NewYork,England
stations
and
newspapers.
BEN
GEDALECIA,
formerly
with
as chief of the evaluations division OWI
and
acting chief of the policy office, has
beentor appointed
associate
research
direcof tative
American,
in charge listener
of all qualiresearch, studying
tions and program
content, testing reactele-

opinionvisionpolls.programs and conducting public
LEONARD
GROSS,
discharged
from
the Army,
Jan. recently
1 rejoinsdirector.
KPO San
Francisco
as public
service
GEORGE W. WALLACE has returned
to NBC's advertising and promotion dethe Army. partment after three years service in
HAROLD
former promotion
manager
ofSTORM,
WNAX
Yankton,
S. D., and
later
with
Glenn
L.
Martin-Nebraska
has joined
WOW promotion
Omaha
as assistant
toCo.,BILL
WISEMAN,
chief.

POPULATION
* - POPULATION
- - 73,327
14'/3% OF TOTAL STATE
BUYING
POWER"
$90,265
27'/4* OF TOTAL
STATE- INCOME
RETAIL
SALES"STATE - RETAIL
- $40,580
22f.* OF TOTAL
SALES

Columbia Broadc

STRATEGICALLY LOCATED ... AT THE CROSSROADS OF THE ENTIRE SOUTHWEST . . . ALBUQUERQUE IS THE MAJOR AIR, HIGHWAY AND
RAIL CENTER, AS WELL AS THE GREAT WHOLESALE CENTER BETWEEN KANSAS CITY AND LOS
ANGELES AND BETWEEN DENVER AND EL PASO.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BY

CHARLES ERBLAND, former Navy hoscorpsman, Canton,
is now promotion
manapital
ger of WHBC
O.
MARY KATHERINE
CAVANAUGH,
puband public has
relations
of NBC licity
Washington,
written director
article
on Stratovision
titled
"Plying
Television" appearing
in January issue of
"Skyways"
magazine.
WILLIAM
RUSSELL
released after three years WILLISON,
with AAF, has
joinedtionthedepartment.
WMAL Washington promoMANNER in KMOX
which Book
KMOX St. Louis
has met the wartime challenges of community serviceprepared
is relatedand indistributed
"No Stronger
Link",
book
the CBS owned and operated outlet.by
Leadingtion canwith
have statement
a stronger "No
link radio
with stathe
people
it serves
than a common
interest
in
their
community,"
book
presents
step
the part
played byby step
KMOXthrough
in civic war
leadership.
Mystery
Briefs
Aissued
MINUTE radio
mystery
folder has been&
Rubicam,to New
Yorkeditors
agencybyforYoung
Centaur
Co. division of Sterling Drug Inc., sponsor of "Molle
Mystery
Theatre"
onstoryNBC.to
Folder
contains
short
mystery
be solved by reader.
Drug News
WGBF
and WEOA
Evansville,
conjunction
with Charles
Leich Ind.,
& Co.,in
wholesale
drug firm,
twice-of
monthly news
letteris publishing
for druggists
Indiana, matiIllinois
and onKentucky.
Inforon is included
drug-sponsored
programs. KMBC Story
STORY-STYLED folder describing
"Probably
most
of byAmerica's
big
towns"City.thehasTraveling
been typical
prepared
KMBC
Kansas
imaginary
route
through portant
city,features
reader
informedof KMBC.
of imand isrelation
Television Folder
SURVEY of advance of color television
is presented by CBS in new booklet
titled "CBS Demonstrates Full Color
Television
in the
Radar onFrequencies."
Reproductions
of articles
are included with
TV screen CBSviews.video
'Quiz Kids' Paper
MONTHLY
tabloid
"The Ex-QK
Resupublished
Cowanme" is&being
Co., Chicago,
forby andLouisaboutG.
graduates
of
"Quiz
Kids"
program.
per is being mailed to radio editors. PaWINS Sport Clubs
FORMATION of 35 clubs in New York
toannounced
interest juveniles
sports New
was
last weekin clean
by WINS
York
as part ofWeekly
its "Sport
Cluboriginated
of the
Air"
program.
show,
by
one-time coach,
Olympicis
gamesGene
athleteSchoor,
and university
heardingSaturday
10:30-10:45
a.m.,
prominent sports personalities.featurCrossley Scrapbook
CROSSLEY Inc. has issued a scrapbook
called "Ratingitis", an amusing collec-

WINDOW display pictured above will be
featured by 12,000 stores from coast to
coast ctoasts of Orange,
advertise Sugar,
New Year's
Day broadand Cotton
Bowl
football
gamescontest
and byEast-West
collegi
ate
all-star
Gillette
Safer
Razorthree
Co. onnetworks.
total of nearly 600 stations
and
tion of clips,
quotesratings.
and cartoons
tioning
Crossley
To quotementh
foreword,
spent on "Somehow,
publicity, thewithout
name ahaspenngo
WTAG Trade Paper
TWO
COLOR
four
page published
trade pape
"Listen
Here"
is now
around."
WTAG
Worcester,
Mass.,
for
distribution
tonotes
local about
clientslocal
andmonthl
ager.
cies. Personal
advet
tisers
are included.
Barn Dance Folder
BARN DANCE broadcasts are as good
Philadelphia as in Chicago and Nash
ville
says onWFILHayloft
Philadelphia
"Th
Lowdown
Hoedown",inthefolde
describing value
in textof and
vertising
WFILpictures
program. ad
CHUM Magazine
CHUM Toronto
is printing
a monthl
news andmagazine
tostation
listeners
also to fordrugdistribute
and food
industries.
Publication
is titled
The
Retailers
Friend",
and "CHUI^
carrii
slogan "Radio News
Advertising
Service Pre-Sells!'
NEWS-LETTER is now prepared eacl
weekday
WHBQ Memphis
for pres
entation
toby luncheon
loca
organizations.
Late newsmeetings
copy is ofbriefei
and printed just before noon hour.
Letter Opener
WHBQ Memphis
sendingplastic
out lette
as
promotion
piece
ais clear
opener
with "Opening
magnifying
is inscribed
the blade.
Way toHandl
Mem
WBNS Ratings
phis
Markets."
HOOPER
RATINGS highlight promotio
folder prepared
by WBNS
Columbus1
comparing
morning,
afternoon
and eve^"
ofningarea.standing with two other station
WBNS
BETTER /
PRODUCES
OWLV
CBS OUTLET
CENTRAL
OHIO'S

TAYLOR
NEW YORK

- HOWE - SNOWDEN
RADIO SALES
CHICAGO DALLAS AMARILLO
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ASK ANY BLAIR
MAM OR US
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AND

IN COVERAGE...

More and more people in Southern California
are tuning to KM PC for the latest news of
the hour, for the most complete sports events
coverage on the Pacific Coast and for its
varied musical entertainment.
KM PC, one of the nation's leading independents, isproviding better and better entertainment for the four and one-half million people
residing within its Southern California coverage area.
KMPC 5939 Sunset Blvd., LOS ANGELES 28
Represented nationally by Paul H. Raymer Company

IONG BEACH

710
ON YOUR DIAL
THE WEST'S GREATEST
INDEPENDENT

SAN DIEGO

Radio

Farm

Directors Officers

PRESIDENTIAL gavel of National Association of Radio Farm Directors
is handed over by Larry Haeg, WCCO Minneapolis, retiring president,
to President-Elect Herb Plambeck, farm editor and war correspondent
WHO Des Moines, at second annual meeting of association this month
in Chicago [Broadcasting, Dec. 10]. Others (1 to r) : Bill Moshier
KJR Seattle, new vice-president; Layne Beaty, WBAP Fort Worth
new
'secretary-treasurer;
Baker, chiefClinton
of USDA
radio servic
Speakers
included SecretaryJohnof Agriculture
P. Anderson.

BLAW-KNOX
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American Broadcasting Co. Is 'ABC
Associated
Name
'ABS
of "ABC"— asNow
its network
desi
AMERICAN
gets theChanges
"ABC"
tag; use
Associated
becomes
Associated
nation. A week later Associat
Broadcasting System, which may filed a motion for a temporary in
to restrain American froi
be Out-of-court
abbreviated tosettlement
"ABS." of Asso- junction
using the symbol until the cou
BroadcastingBroadcasting
Co.'s suit was
delivered
its opinion.
against ciated
American
continued
— first toThisNov.hearin
7 an
then to Dec. 3. On Nov. 30, at
Co. over
use
of
the
"ABC
network" identification was announced torneys for both networks ap
last week in a joint statement by peared before Judge Michael Igo
Mark ican,
Woods,
presidentA. ofVersluis,
Amer- to plead a further continuance oi
and Leonard
grounds that neither was pr
president of Associated. American the
to argue the case. The cou
reportedly paid Associated $25,000 pared
then
hearing.set Jan. 25 as date for th
for the symbol.
A stipulation by both parties for
dismissal of the suit is expected to
be filed in Chicago early this week. Runyon & Guggenhein Tt
Associated originated the suit
last Aug.
before Rapids,
Federal Mich.
Dis- Form Radio Video Firn cai
trict Court 10in Grand
RUNYON & GUGGENHEIM Eripe
The court dismissed it, acknowl- terprises,
new Hollywood firm sp< coi
edging
the
defendant's
contention
cializing
and televisioi
that it (American) was not doing productionsin forradio
United States an
business
in
Michigan
and
thereAmerica, has been established M
fore the court lacked jurisdiction. LatinJack
W. Runyon and Robei \^
Associated countered by carry- by
ing its arguments to U. S. Federal Guggenheim Jr. Firm also handle ^
Court in Chicago on Oct. 2, asking
development
and business
agement.
Headquarters
are at man}™
633
that American be enjoined from idea
Hollywood Blvd. Telephone i
Hempstead 4133.
Mr. Runyon, until recently, hel
United Nations Meeting
as director of radio for Co;
DAVID SARNOFF, RCA presi- post
ordinator
of Inter-American Af
dent, served as chairman at a panel fairs, Hollywood
He was for
discussion on international com- merly New York office.
radio director o
munications held Friday at Town Ted Bates Inc., and
Buchanan
Hall, New
York,American
under .the Assn.
aus- Co. Prior to that he was for 1i
pices of the
radio director of the forme
for the United Nations. Panel par- years
ticipants were : Alfred J. McCosker, Lord & Thomas. Mr. Guggenheim
Mutual chairman of the board; released from Navy as lieutenan
Lyman Bryson, CBS director of most recently had been in charg 0,
education; Robert Saudek, man- of broadcasting censorship on Wes1 ;j
ager of ABC public relations; Coast for Office of C'ensorshii \
ClaudeeralJaegger,
AP assistant
Prior to Navy service, he was pro I
manager; Harry
Flory, genUP ducer
of KNX Hollywood. Previous ^
foreign news editor and director ly,
he had been an associate prof .
of communications.
ducer of 20th Century-Fox.
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* May tober,through
1945 averageOc-

3
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iThat "O.K." on KTOK is really significant, beause listening surveys prove that we have a high
percentage audience — at all times — in this highly
[concentrated market (44 per cent of Oklahoma's
copulation). Super programming, of course, is
he drawing card. Tuning in KTOK is an increasngly contagious habit. Let us show you the facts
>n KTOK! Audience, results, and LOW COST!
» WATTS
1400 KILOCYCLES

*

^illll

Oklahoma City

TAYLOR-|-|oWE-SNtf*
DADCASTING

• Telecasting

Affiliated with
American Broadcasting]
Company, Inc.
Key Station of
Oklahoma Network
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ISTIC
PESSIM
ABOUT

fiE£
yjTL£*l
(Ky.)'.
e that
Hkt?
But wbforat
With a »»meJ*.o
theLomBVille Ira bope-rt
WAVErC instance: Here
b89/aCf /fl concentration of
*°U'U
buyingof
more ^ry
^AxX%^lhe -ore
remainder
power than ^
And we're
Kentucky «Tb"^oW price bethe power to reac Hope.
w
eot settlementyosu asmore.
SbaU we tell
LOUlSVlttrS

H»«onal r

KEYS
Corpus Christi, Tex.
Lowe's Drug Stores
GEORGE E. HALLEY
TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
HOTEL PICKWICK, KANSAS CITY S, MO.
AN AITMUI » CHUICH MOOUCnONl
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Peter Hand Brewery Co.
Moves Account to BBDO
PETER HAND BREWERY Co.,
Chicago (Meister Brau beer) moves
from Mitchell Faust Adv. Co., Chicago, to Batten, Barton, Durstine
& Osborn, Chicago, effective March
1. Account, which has an estimated
local billing of a quarter of a million dollars annually, now broadcasts six half hours weekly and
two quarter hours six times a week.
Shows and their latest Hoopers are
as follows: Crime Files of Flamond, 9.6; Country Sheriff (no
Hooper yet) ; Mystery House, 6.9;
Bulldog Drummond, 8.5; Casa
Cugat, 1.2; all half hours on WGN
Chicago; Easy Aces, 6.7, WGN
quarter hour show; Casa Cugat
(no Hooper available), quarter
hour 6 times weekly on WKZO
Kalamazoo; and Boston Blackie,
3.9, half hour, WMAQ Chicago.
Effective Dec. 29 Boston Blackie
will move from WMAQ to WGN,
replacing Bulldog Drummond,
which is being taken over as network show by Turns. Mitchell Faust
has handled the account for approximately 1 years and as a result of the showing of programs it
is expected that the shows will
continue as they are under the new
agency.
No Congressional Action
Likely on Copyright Bill
LITTLE hope of Congressional
action on a bill to amend the copyright laws by requiring protection
on acoustic recordings played on
juke boxes was seen on Capitol
Hill last week. The bill (HR-3190),
introduced last May 11 by Rep.
Buckley
"by request",
languishes (D-N.Y.)
in the Patents
Committee where no action is scheduled.
Rep. Buckley, declining to identify those who requested he introduce the measure, said he did not
plan to push for action, although
he has received several inquiries
lately regarding the legislation. The
bill would demand the copyright
laws by striking out a portion excluding reproduction of musical
composition "by or upon coinoperated
where
admission machines"
is charged except
to the places
where such machines are operated.
The Buckley Bill would make it
unlawful to use, without permission of the copyright owners, any
copyrighted musical composition
for
"acoustic recording
recording" thereof
or of
any anduplicated
on a disc, film, tape, wire, record
or other device or to "publish or
vend"
such recordings
acoustically
to the public
for profit. The
measure
also would prohibit reproduction
of acoustic orrecordings
on "any
transmitting
communicating
apparatus",
without
copyright
owner
permission and payment of fees.
THOMAStum"J.program
LIPTONon Inc.,
Sanc-its
CBSon"Inner
breaks
mystery
Christmas
night to format
present tradition
Helen Hayes
in a halfhour narration
of "The
Littlest Angel",
9-9:30
p.m. New
on CBS.
Rublcam,
York.Agency is Young &

NEW general manager of WBBM Chicago, Frank Falknor, is seer
(1) at a WBBM party with (1 to r) Jane Stockdale, supervisor of Those
Websters; Gene Autry, who later was guest on Websters show; Norm
Heyne, assistant radio director, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago.
International Communications

Should

Be Under One Organization, Says Porter
FCC CHAIRMAN Paul A. Porter
the single
circuits to eachto ofretain
the three
countries
is convinced that U.S. international permitted
The Bermuda Conference vil;
communications companies must be
"integrated" into one organization. result in "great savings" to usees
That's his personal view based of international communications,
on a 12-day British Commonwealth- he added. Agreement signed by
U.S. Telecommunications Confer- delegates, yet to be formally rat
ence in Bermuda [Broadcasting, fied by the foreign departments
the British Commonwealth of N
Dec. ence10],
he told— athenews
conferlast Monday
he has tions and the U.S. State Dept., b
held since
he became first
Commission
comes effective "on or befo
chairman Dec. 21, 1944.
Mr. Porter said the Bermuda
Chairman Porter said he did
1, 1946."
think radio
communications wou
Conference
"represents
the great- April
est advancement
in international
replace cable, particularly aero
communications since the establish- the
Atlantic, as suggested befo
ment of direct radio circuits." The
Senate Interstate Commer
Conference accomplished: (1) di- the
subcommittee
on international co:
rect communications to principal munications early
this year. T
points wof
the
British
Commoncommittees
on
cables
at the Berealth of nations, and (2) a rate
muda Conference recommended
pattern that represents downward modernizing
the
underseas
systems
adjustments, he declared.
Mr. Porter elaborated on the with submarine repeaters and
operations.
signed agreement, as announced variaplex
Recommendations should 1*
Dec. 7 by the State Dept., declar- made
at
the
next world telecoming that the "old system of the
munications conference looking totight British communications polwards standardizing teletype equipicy of monopoly has been abanment, the FCC chairman said. H(
doned." That was brought about,
he explained, by understandings told about a demonstration conducted in Bermuda by Maj. Gen,
between the delegates.
the standpoint
the Frank E. Stoner, in which comU.S."From
and commercial
carriersof and
munications were established alexternal communications policy,
most immediately with Manila
we achieved at Bermuda every- London, Washington and othei
thingcessions
possible,"
were allheonesaid.
way."The
We conhad points.
nothing to offer or trade with."
Clark Tours
Mr. Porter said he didn't know
just how integration of American RAY CLARK, chief newscaster
carriers should be accomplished, and director of special events of
but he felt personally that the WOW Omaha, has completed a
U.S. must effect some sort of a
speaking
29 citir
unification. He said Canada has a five-week
in five states
in the tour
WOW of area,
privately-owned company while in lating experiences as WOW w
the British
Empirepublic
telecommunications are under
ownership. correspondent in the Pacific. H
moreaddressing
than threeschool
appearHe said he was "more convinced averagedances daily,
an
that ciestheand the
conservation
of
frequencollege
audiences
in
addition
to hi
most effective use of
evening
speeches.
In
almosl
cables are desirable. Domestically regular
the cities he conducted his Noon
international communications are all
day Forum by direct wire to WO^Y
—
the
series on which he had re
competitive;
internationally
they're
not," he added.
his visits with more
The U.S., he said, agreed to only ported
300
Midwest
duringthahi
one circuit each to Australia, New four months servicemen
overseas.
Zealand and India, now served by tour was arranged for theSpeakin
Victorj
both RCAC
Loan drive in response to requests
man Porter and
said Mackay.
the FCC Chairsoon from
civic
and
patriotic
group:
would hold hearings to determine who
which of the two companies will be ences.wanted to hear his war experi
BROADCASTING
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NETWORK

FOR

TELEVISION

Coaxial

Cable

Bell System coaxial cable carried television
of the Army-Navy football game from
Philadelphia to New York on December 1.
This was an experimental preview of long
distance television by cable.
Beginning in January, coaxial cable
between Washington and New York will
be regularly scheduled for experimental
television use.
Each coaxial tube, with present amplifying and terminal equipment, can transmit
BELL

TEL

Link

in Initial

Tests

a television signal, or 480 simultaneous
telephone messages. For several years the
Bell System has been using coaxial cable to
carry telephone conversations over certain
intercity routes. Within the next few years
upwards of 7000 miles of coaxial cable will
be constructed.
The Bell System is installing a network
of facilities suitable for television which will
ultimately span the country from coast to
coast and from north to south.
PHONE

SYSTEM

CM,

SEEING RED
British Set Makers Eager
— For BBC Green Light □
"AMERICA will step in and beat
us"
if no green light
is given says
for
set manufacture
in Britain,
Charles Harmer, British television
industry spokesman. He promised
television sets costing between $120
and $160, with price cuts at the end
of the first year. Manufacturers
are ready for the domestic and export market, he stated, if only the
government gives its o.k.
Director General of the BBC W.
J. Haley, said that he was still
not certain when television broadcasting would resume in England.
He blamed the shortage of men
and equipment for current delays
in production.
SERVICE

IMPROVED HEALTH
BROADCASTS URGED
NEED FOR showmanship in programming health broadcasts, which
currently. .feature
"paper-crackling
doctors
. still talking
about the
common
cold
in
the
same dull ofway,"
was
urged
upon
a
conference
the
New York Tuberculosis and Health
Assn. Dec. 12 by Seymour Siegel,
program director for WNYC New
York.
Mr. Siegel, recently released
from Navy service, said that upon
renewing his association with
health broadcasts he got the feeling: "This is where I came in."
He stated that "imagination, progood writing"
essential ductioninand health
programswereif
health authorities wanted to keep
listeners tuned in.

DIRECTORY

: FREQUENCY MEASURING
SCR ViCC
Exact Meo»urem»nt» » of any t'mt
RCA COMMUNICATIONS, INC
64 Imi Strut New York 4, N. T.

Custom-Built
Speech Input Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
District 1640

"GEARED TO AM-FM EXPANSION"
Radio Engineering Consultants
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Washington, Kansas
D. C.City, Mo.
Hollywood, Cat

MORE RF KILOWATT HOURS
PER DOLLAR WITH
F & O TRANSMITTING TUBES
Freeknd & Olschner Products, Inc.
6,11 Baronne St., New Orleans 13, La.
4756 Exclusively
High Power Raymond
Tube Specialists

SOUND EFFECT RECORDS A
QE N RETT'S
PEE Containing
DY-Q
Reduced
Library Otter
Over 200BasicB Individual
Sound Effects
rile For Details
CHARLES MICHELSOIV
«7 W. 44th St. New York, N. Y.

The
Robert L. Kaufman
OrganizationConstruction
Technical
Maintenance,
Supervision
and Business
for Broadcast
Stations Services

FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
STANDARD
Measuring & Equipment Co.
Phones 877-2652 Enid, Okla.

KLDGE ELECTRONICS CO.
Commercial & Industrial
Equipment
No. Alvarado
Los1031Angeles
26, Calif.
ron E. Kluge Exposition 1741

TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
Radio Towers
Erection, lighting, painting &
Ground Systems
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 1 1 , Oregon
C. H. Fisher, Agent Phone TR 7303

AVAILABLE NOW
PRECISION SETURNTABLES—
and/orMONIASMBLIES • MODULATION
TORS • REMOTE-POWER
AMPLIFIERS
SONIC ENGINEERING CO.
592 Columbus Ave., New York City, N. Y.

PENN FURNITURE
SOLD ON BOTH STATIONS
WFBG- WJAC
THE SHADOW
Available locally on transcription— see C. MICHELSON, 67 W. 44 St., N.Y.C.
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STATE directors of the Northeastern Region, Association for Educatio
by Radio, met Dec. 8 at Hotel Sheraton, Newark, home of WAAT Newark, with Irving R. Rosenhaus, station president and general manage
as host. Present were (clockwise) Max J. Herzberg, principal, We
quahic High School, Newark; Miss Luella Hoskins, Red Cross; Dr. (
A. Nolan, supervisor, business and distributive education, Wilmingto
Del.; Miss Ruth Doerr, radio assistant, Philadelphia public schools; M
Rosenhaus; Mrs. Gertrude Broderick, U. S. Office of Education, secretary of Federal Radio Education Committee; Robert Hudson, second vice
president, AER, and education department, CBS; Mrs. Frances Pierr
WAAT; Robert Beede Macdougal, AER Northeastern Region presider
and director of educational activities, WAAT; Edmund A. Cortez, U.
New Hampshire; Leon Levine, assistant director ©f education, CBS.
Microivave Relay System Is Requestei
For New Chicago and Milwaukee Lin)
CONSTRUCTION of a microwave Barrington, 111., another just aero
Illinois border from Wilm
radio relay system between Chi- the
cago and Milwaukee to handle tele- Wis., the third near Prospect, Wi
vision, sound radio programs or
Station antenna towers 120 fe
long-distance telephone calls was high will insure clearance for t
proposed last week by American straight-shooting microwaves sin
Telephone & Telegraph Co., which level. along the route is fai
filed application with the FCC for ground
authority to build and operate the
system on an experimental basis.
The company announced that the Many in Benny Contes
system, which it hopes to have HEAVY response to the $10.0
ready for tests by the spring of "I Can't Stand Jack Benny" c
1947, would cost $500,000. Plan is test, announced by the comedian
Lucky Strike show on NI
for initial
employment
of the sys-in his
tem for television
transmissions
Dec. 2, was reported last week
letters
from listeners poured in
cooperation with telestation WMJT
Milwaukee or with other television a 25,000-per-day-clip. By midwe
broadcasters who may want to use nearly 150,000 eager customers h
it during experimental stages. joined the scramble to lambast t
First experiments
on fre- comedian and, incidentally to t
quencies in the 4,000willmc berange.
for one of the Victory Bond priz<
AT&T expects such systems to be Contestants must tell in 50
fewer words why Benny is th<
important to future communica- anathema.
Benny is putting
tions in combination with the nation-wide network of coaxial cables money for the prizes.
now being laid. Currently another
radio relaystructionsystem
is under
between New
York conand
Boston. The company predicted
that Bell System television networks would consist of inter-connected coaxial cable and radio relay channels.
The Chicago-Milwaukee relay
system,isheditbeforeiscompletion
hoped, willof abe projfinect to link Chicago with eastern
cities by coaxial cable.
AT&T reported the Bell System
proposes to add 1,500 miles of coaxial cable yearly to its services.
Terminals for the Chicago-Milwaukee relay system will be at the
Illinois
distance Bell
centerTelephone
in ChicagoCo.'sandlongat
the
Wisconsin
Telephone
Co.'sradio
toll
building in Milwaukee. Three
repeater stations will be built at "Dis guy should use WFDF Fh
25-mile intervals between, one at
during the rainy season."
BROADCASTING
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finch

faxogram

New York City
Nov.27, 1945
TELEFAX ILLUSTRATED NEWS
New FM - FAX Station
N earing Completion
"Skyrocket" Antenna Erected
for WGHF, New York
There is now visible evidence of an entirely new
kind
of
post-war
whichin may
be seen from the broadcasting
sidewalks of station,
New York,
the
vicinity of 10 East 40th Street. Here Capt.
W. G. H. Finch, USNR, has erected an antenna
that resembles a skyrocket on top of one of the
city's
highest
buildings. Crowds
have paused
view this
new phenomenon,
with questions
rangingto
from developments of the atomic bomb to projected
trips to the moon.
This antenna was developed for Capt. Finch by
Dr. Andrew Alford, past chairman of the antenna
committee of the Institute of Radio Engineers.
From it, Finch's
new and
FM facsimile,
station WGHF
broadcast
both audio
which willis
radioed writing
—
newspapers,
magazines
and il-to
lustrated bulletins sent, complete with pictures,
homes within a radius of 50 miles.

Illustration at top shows a Faxogram which can be written out like a telegram and illustrated with
photos or sketches, and dispatched complete in a minute or two between fixed or mobile points, as
by telephone or police radio. By telefaxing to a special stencil, it is now possible to have hundreds
of received copies struck off quickly by copying machine— halftones included. The Air Press illustrates
how newspaper features
can beandbroadcast
8'/i" x 11", canfullybeillustrated,
all sorts
newscartoons, toandhomes;
printeda sheet
advertisements,
broadcast with
in about
two ofminutes!
The time is one month nearer when Finch Facsimile Telefax equipment will be sending— at high speed
—printed or written and illustrated messages between any two points on the earth which can be
connected by either a radio circuit or a wire. The Finch patent structure has been declared the
strongest and most comprehensive in Facsimile. Write for particulars.

automatically
selj-sync/nionizina

inch

jitistin facsimile

ZH TELECOMMUNICATIONS, INC., PASSAIC, N. J. • NEW YORK OFFICE: 10 EAST 40th STREET, NEW. YORK 16, N
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HEY! HEY!
are you ready for the
SALES
HARVEST
ON
WHBQ
W. H. BEECUE
PLACE YOUR PRODUCTS
among
the Popular National
Brands featured daily
YOUR MUTUAL FRIEND
^S. MEMPHIS, TEN N.

WHflQ
BOB ALBURTY, GENERAL MGR.
mted by RAMBEAU
JEW YORK CHICAGO HOLLYWOOD

TRANSCRIPTION
LIBRARY
TO FILL ALL REOUIREMENTS
AMERICAN FOLK
MUSIC
M. M. COLE CO.1
; 823 S. WABASH AVE.
CHICAGO 5, ILL

TWIN FALLS • IDAHO
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Massachusetts

Stations

Argue,

COX THANKS

RADIO

WITH conclusion
of the
Victory
DRIVES*
AIDING
FOR campaign,
What Is Construction Permit? Loan
H. Quentin
Cox,
consultant to the Radio Section of
WHAT constitutes a construction permit is granted, the construction the Treasury's War Finance Division, has extended
will be commenced within 60 days
permit?
to stations
and
This question is raised by WCOP
networks
a warm
the granting
thereofthat. . ."Section
Boston in a petition filed with the of WLAW
contends
tribute
for
their
FCC defending its right to build a
of the Communications Act
efforts on behalf
transmitter house and an antenna 319(a)
of 1934 requires the issuance of
of Mr.
the eighth
base in anticipation of authority a construction permit before conCox loan.
left
struction of a station is begun and
to increase power and move its
Washington
last
transmitter site. A competitive sta- prohibits the Commission from isWednesday
witjh
Mrs. Cox anjfl
tion, WLAW Lawrence, which is
a license
also seeking higher power, has
tionsuingpermit
has unless
first beena construcgranted.
their
infant boy.
charged that WCOP is in violation The finding by the Commission that
driving
of the Communications Act by public interest will be served by
Mr. Cox
Portland,backO r e.,to
commencing operations without a the erection of a station, it holds,
southern
route. He has
construction permit.
precedes the construcIn a motion to dismiss the "necessarily
tion contemplated by the appli- beeni theon leave since Aug. 13 as5
assistant manager of KGW Port-]!
WLAW complaint, Philip J. HenIn support of its complaint, land.
He is a director of the Pa- J
nessey Jr., of Segal, Smith &
Hennessy, counsel for the Cowles WLAW submitted photographs cific Advertising Assn. and vicepresident
of District 3, PAA.
the progressbuildings
of construcstation, points out that the pre- showing
transmitter
and
In adding his tribute to that by
liminary work done by WCOP at its tower
cant."tion onfoundations
at
the
new
Ted
R.
Gamble,
National Director
new site at Lexington is to gain
time in the event the permit is WCOP site. The WCOP application, of War Finance [Broadcasting,
it claimed,disclosed
is "at byvariance"
with Dec. 10], Mr. Cox said:
granted. If the permit is not is- evidence
these photosued he declares, the loss will be
"Cooperation generously givdh
stations and
graphs.
The WLAW complaint and the by all broadcasting
station's.
during the Victory Loan
Necessary Prerequisite
WCOP answer are being studied networks
drive
proved
to
be
an
Acquisition of the site, the mo- by the Commission. A decision on factor in the campaign. important
I would
tion explains, was a necessary pre- the case pletiison of engineering
expected uponexamination
the' com- like to thank all who have donated
requisite to an application for in- of the WCOP
their
time
and
facilities
to tile
application, filed
creased power inasmuch as a
Sept. 24. It appeared probable Radio Section, making possible
definite location must be specified that
the issue in question will be broadcasting's notable service
for the erection of a directional definitely
ruled out.
"Records gathered by the Rac o j
antenna. But if there had been a
Section show that the industry s
building on the site suitable for
support of the Victory Loan esta h
housing a transmitter, it argued,
Mutual Benefit
it could not be held that construc- CHICAGO was assured of one lished a new record in the use
Treasury-prepared materials,
tion of a station had "begun."
program remain- fitting conclusion to the series
Erecting a building which "may largeingproduction
eight Bond campaigns.
through
1946
as
Mutual
Beneor may mitnot"
be used concrete
for a transfit Health and Accident Associa"NAB's role in keeping stations
er or installing
foottion, Omaha, Neb., renewed its informed
of industry participati
Freedom
of Opportunity program
ings
which
"may
or
may
not"
be
used for antenna towers, it held, over full Mutual
of great value in bringnetwork, for third has ingbeen
about successful conduct of the
cannot mean "construction of a ra- successive year effective January
dio station." It recalled that in 13. Ralph Rosenthal, account ex- wartime financing program."
numerous cases existing structures
of Arthur Meyerhoff &
have been used for housing trans- Company,ecutiveChicago,
program CBC Restriction Settled
mitter and supporting antenna and would switch fromsaidFriday,
and that the Commission has never 7:30 p.m. CST to Sunday, 9-7- CONTROVERSY between Canad
suggested that permittees could
CST, effective after the ian Broadcasting Corp. and De
not use such structures on grounds 9:30 p.m.
28th broadcast. Freedom of partment of Justice regarding th<
construction was started before the Dec.
Opportunity,
which is sold as a CBC carrying reports of disturb
permit was issued.
package,
produced and aired ances in penitentiaries, one oJ
The motion further asserts that from
WGN is Chicago.
Dan Orth is which was banned from broadcasl
WLAW's complaint offers no basis the sales executive for Mutual.
by Department of Justice, has 1
for participation in any proceedcleared by Davidson Dunton, nev
ings
on
WCOP's
application.
The
CBC chairman, in an announce
ACR Net Figures
statement by Hildreth & Rogers AMERI
ment on Dec. 7. He stated that it
CAN CABLE & RADIO future
Co., licensee of WLAW, that it is
there would be no restric
applying for an increase from 5 kw Corp. and solsubsidia
ries show a con- tion on carrying of news by CBC
idated net income
of $1,474,527 on penitentiary disturbances. De
to 50 kw and that it proposes to after
operating expenses, mainte- partment of Justice had insisted oi
cover the same area as WCOP is
nance, depreciation and provision
not only "insufficient to constitute for taxes
stoppingdisturbances
newscast inin order
pre!
during the first nine vent
the petitioner a party in interest in months of 1945.
otherto peni
is slightly teniaries
the WCOP application", the motion below the net of Figure
where
inmates
had
radios
concludes,viously a"but
the petition
ob- same period of $1,487,069 for the
n attempt
to hinderis and
1944. Gross opWNB1 Doubles
delay and obstruct action on the 649,521 erating revenue of ACR was $14,WNBT, NBC video station in New Yorl
this
year
compare
d
with
Dee.
10
started
on a 6-daltj
WCOP
weeklyair operating
schedule,
doubling
In its application."
complaint to the FCC filed $14,987,352 last year for the nine 17time>/2 hour
in less than
a yeai
period. Radiotelecommunica- Sports onfromtheMadison
Square
by Geo. 0. Sutton, counsel for Hil- month
tion revenues increased from partly responsible for increase.Garden ar
dreth & Rogers, WLAW asks that $2,381,0
CBC
Shortwave
76 to $3,137,136, due pri- CANADIAN BROADCASTING Corp. he
the WCOP application for increase
y to reestablishment of direct added a third frequency to its dail
of power from 500 w night, 1 kw circuits marilwith
a number
Euro- shortwave
day, to 5 kw day and night be
pean
December broadcasts
began CKCXto Europe
on 15.19and i:
countries and Japanof and
to from
designated for hearing. It points an increase
7
a.m.
-4
p.m.
EST.
Transmission
d
volume
of
commerare
tuned
to
Europe
in
English,
FreEcr
out that the WCOP application
cial messages.
11.72 ismc,used
3-6 7p.m.a.m.-2
German,
Dutch
and Czech.
states that "If the construction
mc,
p.m., CKNC,
and CEO1".£
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Please send BROADCASTING for 1
Year (52 Issues and 1946 Yearbook
Number) as my Christmas Gift to:

Name
AddressCity

State.

.
tame
Address

City_L

State,

3ity

City

State.

' Name
AddressCity

Bend BiU t0

___State

-

BROAE«STI

NG
/EtECASTING
1946 YEARBOOK Number Included

FIRST CLASS
Permit
No. 1208-R
(Sec. 510.P.L.&R.)
Washington, D. C.
REPLY CARD
BUSINESS
~
No Postage Stamp Necessary If Mailed in The United
—POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BYBROADCASTING MAGAZINE,
NATIONAL PRESS BUILDING,
WASHINGTON

4. D. C.

Music...

Our

carries

Christmas...

Common
a real

Heritage

meaning

for

1 945

/7\ eck the halls with boughs of holly, fill the
JLs air with joyous song — Christmas, 1945!
And what a Christmas it will be — the first real
Christmas in five long years.
A Holy day as well as a holiday, its celebration
at times reverent, at times gay, Christmas has
a two-fold significance — commemorating the
birth of peace, and celebrating the seasonal customs of many people. The ordinary festivity of
a usual Christmas season takes on added glow
with the happy reunions of family and friends.
Music has
sion of the
have been
it becomes
out them.

always been the most natural exprestrue Yuletide spirit. Hymns and carols
handed down through the years until
impossible to imagine Christmas with-

Our heritage of song gives everyone the means
to share and spread the brotherhood and fellowship of Christmas.

OADCASTING
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KOIN

*/n ffce
Cause"
Peop
PORTLAlNe's OREGON
,
CBS DAffiliate
FREE & PETERS, Inc., Natl Rep.

• MORE PEOPLE
LISTEN
• MORE PEOPLE
BUY *
CKRC
WINNIPEG - CANADA
THE DOMINION NETWORK*
They

Like

Our Style
We say, with apologies to none,
that we sincerely believe WAIR
to be one of the best sales-producing stations in the entire south.
There is an intensity of popularity
in the large area we cover.

NAB
(Continued from page 16)
stations lations
andpolicy.broaden the public reAmong projects understood to be
under consideration is the opening
of a Hollywood liaison office. This
would meet complaints of West
Coast broadcasters that they are
thousands of miles away from an
NAB office,sociationwith
contact. little personal asRefurnishing of the New York
office of NAB is under consideration. Present facilities are described as inadequate and the association hquarters.
as long desired to provide modern
Expected within the near future
is appointment of a recognized
labor relations expert to take
charge of the authorized EmployeEmployer Relations Dept. The NAB
board last February directed the
formation of such a department
and reaffirmed its action at its Oct.
meeting. A budget of $60,000
is1-2authorized.
Addition of an FM Dept. following merger with FM Broadcasters
Inc. does not involve a serious
budget problem since FM station
membership is financed under the
merger agreement. Since they are
generally operating at a loss, however, they pay only the $5 monthly
minimum. This subject may come
before the board meeting.
With some 800 members on its
rolls, NAB anticipates further expansion of the list as new stations
are granted in the AM field along
with grants in FM, television and
other new branches of the broadcast art.
Committee members who attended the two-day meeting were:
Campbell Arnoux, chairman,
WTAR Norfolk; Clair R. McCollough, WGAL Lancaster, and John
J. Gillin Jr., WOW Omaha. NAB
executive staff was represented by
President Miller and SecretaryTreasurer C. E. Arney Jr.

Frank G. Smith
FRANK G. SMITH, 71, founder
and retired head of Smith, Sturgis
& Moore, Inc., New York advertising agency, died Dec. 9 at his home
WAIR
in New York. Mr. Smith was assisWinston - Salem, North Carolina
ant
to J. Walter Thompson of J.
Representative: The Walker Company
Walter Thompson Co. for 10 years
prior to forming his own firm,
Smith, Sturgis & Moore. He leaves
a widow and a son, William Phillip
Smith, who is radio director of
Charles W. Hoyt Co., New York.
lite. £oteU
Aiken Rejoins KOIN
AIRLINE SCHEDULES
FRED AIKEN
returnedPortland.
to the engiAMERICAN AVIATION
n
e
ng syears
taf has
of KOIN
Ore .
TRAFFIC GUIDE
after
threeritechnical
In sergeant,
the Marinehe served
Corps.
A
master
In use queconstantly
by
airlines
and
fre20
months
In
the
Pacific.
travellers. PubNedick's Sponsor
lishednt airandshippers
revised and
monthly.
The Standard Guide to Air Transportation NEDICK'S STORES INC., New York
TimetabU*
—
Fare*—
Routing*
—
Ma.pt
(restaurants)
sponsorsgames
broadcasts Madiof all
collegiate
basketball
J5.00supplement*)
A YEAR
son SquareDec.
Garden
on WHN from
New
York
(12SUBSCRIPTIONS
monthly volumes and
starting
12.
National
invitation
championship tournament broadcast on
AMERICAN AVIATION PUBLICATIONS WHN In March will also be sponsored by
Agency: Weiss & Geller, New
York
American Building Washington 4, 0. C. Nedick's.
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Costs of FM

Equipment

(See Story on Page 17)
The forfollowing
manufacturers'
equipment
costs
various tables
size FMshow
stations
and probableestimates
delivery ofdates:
High
TABLE I
Estimated Cost of Major Broadcast
Property
Items
for
250-watt
FM
Station
November 1945
Estimate
Low950
Median
Estimate
Estimate
208
3.250650
Transmitters
(includingEquipment
Patent Royalty)
450
Antennae
' (excluding
Supporting
Structure)
830
$5,940860
850
$3
,
800
Control
Consoles
1,700
Remote Pick-up (Wire Lines)
165
$41,800
, 500
Turntables
600
Monitors
TOTAL
$14,500
75
' Estimates for 2-bay antennaeLow
only.
Estimates
for
one-bay
antennae:
$9,508
$6,420
High
Median
1,500
Source: Replies to FCC telegrams of November 5 and2,000
17, 1945 requesting estimated cost of
specified equipment for FM stations of varied powers. $500
Compiled by the Accounting, Statistical and Tariff Department, Economics Division.
Estimated Cost of Major Broadcast Property Items for 1000-wati FM Station
November 1945
Low
Median
Estimate
Estimate
Transmitters (includingEquipment
Patent Royalty)
Antennae
1
(excluding
Supporting
Structure)
83075
2,250
Control
Consoles
6-bay
1,850
Remote
2-bay
$9,200
165
TurntablesPick-up (Wire Lines)
$6,500
TOTAL
$14,758 $20,010
1 Estimate ■ 4-bay antennae only. Estimate for: $10,020
Low
3700
4200
1700
Median
HHigh
3250
4200
$3500
Source:
Replies
to
FCC
telegrams
of
November
specified equipment for FM stations of varied powers. 5 and 17, 1945 requesting estimated cost
$950
Estimated Cost of Major Broadcast
Property1945Items for 3000-watt FM Station
November
High
Median
Estimate Estimate
Equipment
Estimat
Transmitters
(including
Patent
Royalty)
Low
Antennae
' (excluding Supporting Structure)
Control Consoles
83075
6-bay
1,850
208
Remote Pick-up (Wire Lines)
2-bay
$8,900
Turntables
$12,300
4.200
2,250
165
450
Monitors
850 $14,917
600
3,000
1,800
800
TOTAL
Estimate fo
860650
' Estimate for 4-bay High
antennae only.
$17,858
$12,420
3750
$24,427
Low
Median
1700
3250
4200
specified equipment for FM stations of varied powers d 17,$35001945 requesting est mated cost
(Continued$950on page
Bence Aids Williamson
ROBERT BENCE hasnouncer-as istantbeen
anJames B. Mackenzie
toDud assigned
Williamson,
JAMES BOYDELL MACKENZIE
m.c.
on
"What's
the
Name
of
That
Song?" onHaines
Mutualto stations.
55,
art director of Lewis & Oilma
New York
advertising agency, Philadelphi;
CONNIE
HAINES,
featured
vocalist
on
died
last Wednesday in the U. of
NBC Abbott
show, and
has will
received release &fromCostello
that
series
Pennsylvania Hospital after a long
fulfillcalassignment
in
a
New
York
musiillness.
He is survived by hij
comedy,
as well
asovera club
date.
Robert
Matthews
takes
as singing
widow,
Mrs.
Esther Mackenzie am
star
on
Abbott
&
Costello
show
with
Jan. 3 broadcast.
two
daughters.
A son inwas1944.killei
in action
in the Pacific
Thompson to Hollywood
EDGAR
THOMPSON,
released
from
Navy
with
rank toof service,
lieutenant commander
News Showthe lighte
and
prior
editorEarlof NEW SHOWLighter
Milwaukee
Journal, hasradiojoined
Ferris
&
Assoc.,
side of theandemphasizing
news
of the veinday—— callei
in
and public relationsHollywood,
firm. publicity humorous
whimsical
CBS Additions
"Once Scott
Over starts
Lightly"
and
featurlni
Alan
Dec.
17,
five
time,
CHARLES DOUGLAS, released from weekly, 1-1:15 p.m. on Mutual replac
Navy with
rank of tolieutenant
com- which
ing "Mr.
and Mrs.on Dec.
Reporter"
terminated
14. serie
mander, has returned
Hollywood
engineering
staff. HaroldCBS Peary
Lee
Shepard,
Lawrence
Weston,
Vern
TaschNew
Musical
ner,
also withdischarged
release fromfrom
Navy,Marine
Ben- NEWEST musical called "Motor Cit
net
featuring
Samuelchorus
Benavlean
Corps Black,
andstaffJerryof Columbia
Beranek, from
specialre- Melodies"
Orchestra,
the had
Don itsLarge
research
U.,
have
guestCBS,vocalists
premiere Progra
Dec.
turned to network technical staff
onoriginates
4-4:30
p.m.
Saturdays.
on WJR Detroit.
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Do

you

sell

in

Canada?

Is your job merchandising . . . you should have a new look at the rich, stable
Canadian market! Is your job radio time buying . . . you should review the facilities
for reaching this rich responsive market!
And when you think of Canada, remember that the one province of ONTARIO
REPRESENTS MORE THAN 40% OF CANADA'S BUYING POWER! Remember,
too, these additional factors . . .

INFLUENCE ! CFRB is Canada's
most influential station . . . this is a
FACT and not a boast. As the most popular station and that with the biggest
coverage, CFRB is in a position to influence more people . « . more sales. This
is demonstrated by the number of advertisers who send their messages over
CFRB. Check the list . . . we'll be glad
to send it.

POPULARITY! People know
CFRB as the station where their favourites are! This reputation has been built
up over years of maintaining a policy
of widely varying programmes . . . most
of the shows, by actual listenership ratings, most of the people want to hear.
Added to this is the fact that CFRB is the
basic CBS outlet in Toronto.

First for ENTERTAINMENT!

3ADCASTING

• Telecasting

COVERAGE!
n,„f
CFRB's coverage are clearly shown in
the reports of the Bureau of Broadcast
Measurement, of which this station is
a charter member. Check these reports
. . . CFRB has the largest primary coverage of any station in Ontario, largely
concentrated in the rich, thicklypopulated, southwestern area. And
CFRB operates on 10,000 watts, day and
night.
For 'further information, write CFRB,
Toronto, or contact Adam J. Young Jr.,
Incorporated, New York, Chicago
1 000 WATTS
OF SELLING POWER

860

K C TORONTO

First for INFORMATION!

First for INSPIRATION!
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Costs of FM Equipment
(Continued from page 86)

Covering I

Ohio's
7
3rd Market
At less cost with WFMJ — American
Network
Ask HEADLEYREED
WFMJ
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO
IN PHILADELPHIA

WATTS
10,
✓W 10,000
DAY & NIGHT
Philadelphia's Most Powerful Indepe

r

MDB
UUULSELU! 51115]

C H N S
The Key Station of the
Maritimes
Is your first choice for broadcast results in Halifax and the
Maritimes. Ask your local
dealers.
or JOE WEED
350 New
Madison
York Ave.

John BLAIR I CO.
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Estimated Cost of Major Broadcast
Property1945Items for 10.000-watt FM Station
November
High
Median
Low
Estimate Estimate Estimate
Equipment
Transmitters
(includingSupporting
Patent Royalty)
208
AntennaeConsoles
' (excluding
Structure)
Control
$18,500
056
1,850 $21,750 $254,200
800
3,000
650
450
2,250
165
1,800
860
TOTAL
850
$22
,
020
$27,308 $34,566
1 Estimate for 4-bay antennae only. Estimate
for: 6-bay
2-bay
LowMedian
$950
$3500
1700
3750
High telegrams of November
3250 4200
Source:equipment
Replies forto FCC
specified
FM stations
of varied powers. 5 and 17, 1945 requesting estimated cost of
EstimatedJCosl of Major Broadcast
Property1945Items for 9-watt FM Station
November
High
Median
Estimate
Estimate
Low
Estimate
Transmitters (includingEquipment
Patent Royalty)
Antennae
1 (excluding Supporting Structure)
$70,000
Control
Consoles
1,850
830 $75,000
450
4,200
2,250
208 $75,600
800
Remote
Pick-up (Wire Lines)
1,800
Turntables
3,000
16575
650
Monitors
860
850
6-bay600
2-bay
TOTAL
1 Estimate for 4-bay antennae only. Estimate for: $73,520 $80,558 $85,110
3750
Low
Median
4200
$3500
$950
High
3250
Source:equipment
Replies forto FCC
telegramsof varied
of November
specified
FM stations
powers. 5 and 17, 1945 requesting estimated cost of
Estimated Cost of Major Broadcast Property (i.e. Transmitter; Antenna, excluding
supporting structures and control console) for FM Stations by Power
General Electric— 1944
Survey, November
■
Median 1945
Estimate
LowFCCEstimate
Average
Estimate
Estimate
Power
for
Selected
Items Average
for
Selected
Items
for
Selected
Items
for All Items
250
W
12,700
13 KW
$8,000
$5,580
11,580
KW
16,350
8,280
33,250
26,250
$20,000
$42,000
25,800
30,000
21,180
74,285
79,050
5010 KW
KW
102,000
136,530
72,680
Source: Replies for
to FCC
November
17, 1945 ofrequesting
specified
FM telegrams
stations ofofvaried
powers.5 andEstimates
General estimated
Electric incostHowof
to Plan anequipment
FM Station, 1944.
TABLE VIII
TABLE VII
Estimated Delivery Dates of Orders for
First Delivery Dates of FM Transmitters
FM Transmitters
November Placed
1945 During
Estimated
DeNumber
Manufacturers
January
1946
1
2
livery Date 250w lkw of 3kw
lokw 50kw
February 11 21 3
March
April
1946
1
May
1
April
2
1
June 2 2 2 1
May 2 113
2
June
July
1 1 July
August
1
September
111
August
September
11
October
1
November
November
1
1 11 21
Early 1947
1947 111 1 Early
June
Middle 1947
1947
Source:vember 5Replies
to1945FCCrequesting
telegramsestimated
of No- Source:vember 5Replies
to1945FCCrequesting
telegramsestimated
of Noand 17,equipment
and 17,equipment
cost
specified
for FM stations
of varied
cost of powers.
specified
for FM stations
of
variedof powers.
CBS Pay Raise
NEGOTIATIONS on 20% .
increase agreement effective Jan.
1, 1946, have been completed by
CBS Hollywood and Screen Office
Employes Guild, covering office
employes of KNX, Hollywood network outlet. Contract also includes
union shop provision, 15% adjustment for those earning in excess
of10%new minimum wage scale, with
increase on promotions and
an improved vacation clause. About
109 employes are involved.

Lyons Renews Plea
For Sale of WNYC
Says Responsible
Offered
$2,000,000 Firm Hag
IN A LETTER addressed to the
New York City Board of Estima
on Dec. 13, James J. Lyons, president of the Borough of the Bronx
renewed his plea for the sale of
the municipally owned station
WNYC,
for $2,000,000 to a "respon
sible concern"
made
that offer. which he said had
The to"responsible
ferred
is Theodoreconcern"
Newhousere
publisher of a number of newspapers in Long Island, New Jersey
and upper state New York. In
April 1945, Mr. Lyons originall
proposed the sale of WNYC, to
the board which was then consid
ering the executive budget of fiscal
year 1945-46, but the proposal was
defeated,
11-5. his proposal for the j
In renewing
sale of the station, Mr. Lyons suggested the elimination of the $99,180
appropriation in the budget fdr
WNYC.
"The offer has been renewed Ijy
the same responsible concern," his
letter continued. "I do not know
what the attitude of the incoming
administration is on the operation
of a city-owned radio station. Pe
sonally, I feel that there is no mo
reason for a municipality to ope
ate a broadcasting station than
operate a newspaper. The Federal
Government does not operate fa
broadcasting station. I do not think
any state or any other city operafc
a broadcasting station.
"The proposal affords ample tin
to broadcast any essential ci
business. The station and all othi
stations would be available to trie
mayor in cases of emergency. The
bidder for the station also agrees
to re-employ all persons now em
ployed
station
WNYC." that his
Mr. onLyons
suggested
proposal not be added to the calen
dar until Jan. 1946, so that tto
new
er it. administration might consid
KQW Hearing
FCC HEARING on the proposed
purchase of KQW San Jose by CBS
scheduled to get under way today,,
last week was postponed by the
Commission to Thursday, Dec. 20,
at 10:30 a.m. Reason for postponement was not given, but it was
known that Clifford J. Durr, one of
the four commissioners to hear the
case, has a speaking engagement in
Charleston, S. C. tonight. Proposed
sale would transfer KQW from
Ralph R., Sherwood B. and Mott
Q. Brunton and C. L. McCarthy to
CBS forcasting,$950,000
June 25, Dec.cash10]. [Broad-

Zenith Convention
ZENITH RADIO Corp. distributors' convention will be held at the
Edgewater Beach Hotel in Chicago Dec. 18-19, according to H. C.
Bonfig, Zenith vice president in
charge of sehousehold
radio. Reprentatives from 77 distributors
will
AFRA Expands
attend, and will be shown the com- AFRA is planning to take over
plete line of Zenith's new models. the offices adjoining its New York
"Every set," said Mr. Bonfig, "has headquarters at 2 W. 45th St.,
been
doubling
includecompletely
research re-engineered
developments toof nearly
Work will
start its
soon.present space.
the past five years."
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

The

WNEW

MAKE-BELIEVE
with

BALLROOM"

MARTIN

WNEW

BLOCK

'Ballroom'

Leads

For Period's Ratings
AccoTding to the September Pulse
report. WNEW's (N. Y.) "MakeBelieve Ballroom" during the acrossthe-board hours of 10-11:30 a.m. and
5:30-7:30 p.m. has a better average
rating for the 14 quarter-hours than
any other station in its area during
the same period.
Current average ratings for the
other four leading N. Y. stations are:
WABG. 3.4; WEAF, 3.4: WOR, 2.7;
WJZ..2.6. WNEW's

}t's another

favorite

NEW
EN

THOUSAND

ROADCASTING

BLOCK

One Greatest
of America's
Salesmen

*The November Pulse shows
on even better picture.

is 4.4.
VARIETY-October 24, 1 9451

program

YORK

MARTIN

on—

22, N. Y

WATTS — ONI THE
A I R T W E N T Y -FOUR
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR AND COMPANY
• Telecasting

HOURS

A DAY
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DECEMBER 21
KHQ Louis Wasmer inc., KGA Louis

"Now Iovei
can WGAC.
catch theAugusta,
10:55 newsGeorgia
broadcast
FOR
SOLID SELLING
IN
SAN FRANCISCO

KSFO
UNIVERSAL NETWORK'S
KEY STATION FOR
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
MARK HOPKINS HOTEL

IN A CITY
WHERE RETAIL
SALES AVERAGE
S1.835.00
PER CAPITA
JOHN W. DOWNING. Prr,
CHARLES J. TRUITT, Mr.
RADIO PARK* SALISBURY, MD.
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
MARYLAND COVERAGE NETWORK
NATIONAL DESIGN SERVICE
Consulting Radio Engineers
AM • FM • TV
STUDIOS DESIGNED & BUILT
N. Y. C. 96 Liberty St. BE 3-0207
1129 Vermont
Ave., N.D. C.W. RE-1464
Washington,
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RcTions OF THE FCC
DECEMBER 7
Applications
WJWC Columbus Broadcasting Corp.,
.DECEMBER 7 to DECEMBER 13.
area
of
Columbus,
Ga. — License
station. to cover
filed withMexico
motion Publishing
was accepted. Co., CP new relay broadcast
1060 kc
Decisions
The ment New
KROY
Miller Radio, toSacramenSante toFe, amend
N. M.— Granted
ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD ACTIONS leave
to, Cal. — Royal
CP250 change
1060 newkc.
applicationpetition
for CP;for increase
w to 51240kw,kc install
DECEMBER 4
amendment
filed
with
petition
was
actrans,
and
DA-N
and kcchange trans, site.
(Reported by FCC Dec. 10)
1340
cepted.
Booth
Radio
Stations
Inc.,
Saginaw,
Transportation
Communications
Lansing, Grand
Rapidsfor and
Mich. WAIR WAIR Broadcasting Co., Winice Inc., itGuilford,
N. C. — Granted Servau- —Granted
petition
leaveFlint,
to amend
Salem, N.C. — CP trans,
install new vertiy to construct
cal ant. and ston-change
for CPs
new
stations:
portable thormobile
stationsfive forportable
purposeandof applications
1380 kc site.
amendments
filed
with
petitions
were
developing
Urban
Mobile
Service
in
genaccepted.
eralcies vicinity
Broadcasting
Stockton,to KSWO Oklahoma Quality Broadcast156.17Unitsandof Guilford,
mc;N. C. 10FrequenCal.Valley
— Granted
motion Co.,
for leave
Okla. — CP250 change
emission.
will156.29
be installed
inw;taxi-A3 amend
1150 kcing Co.,to Lawton,
1380 kc, increase
w to 1
application
for CP;removed
amendment
N.cabsC. of Blue Bird Cab Co., High Point, accepted
kw, change
hours
operation
fromDA-DN,
D to
and
application
from unl.,
hearing docket.
install
new
trans,
and
Yellow
Cab
Company
of
Missouri,
Kanand
change
trans,
site.
WRAW
Raymond
A.
Gaul
and
Harold
149C
kc
sas
City
—
Granted
applications
for
one
Landis, transferors, WGAL Inc. and
land station and one portable mobile O.Keystone
Corp.,petition
trans- KBST The Big Spring Herald Broadstation
inpurpose
Class IIof experimental
servferees,Broadcasting
Reading, Pa. — Granted
ice for Service.
developing
Urban
casting Co.,increase
Big Spring,
Tex.and— Mod.
CP
Mobile
Frequency
156.17
mc;
changes
for
waiver
1.382(b)lateof Commission's
so asSec.to accept
their written authorizing
landGeorge
stationS.50 Myhaver
w, portabletr/as
mobileGranite
25 w. Rules
in trans,andequip.,
forpower
installation
new
appearance
in reordered
application
for waived
trans- trans,
extension
commencement
fer
of
control;
said
rule
dates.mc
Stages, Peterborough,
N. H. — Granted
accepted written appearance of pe- and completion 100
applications
for one land
and and
titioners.
one
stationstation
with
E. Anthony & Sons Inc. (Bristol WHP Inc., Harrisburg, Pa. — CP new
units portable
in Class mobile
II experimental
servicesix Broadcasting
Co. Inc.),without
Boston —prejudice
Granted developmental broadcast station on frefor purpose ofFrequency
developing 39.14
Highway
Mo- motion for dismissal
mc; land
near 100 mc,
of Utica
application
for new FM station.
stationbile Service.
50 w.
sion andquencyspecial
for 250
FM. w, special emisObserver-Dispatch
Inc., Utica,
Amendment
DECEMBER 10
N.amendY. — application
Granted petition
for
leave
to
Danville Broadcasting Co., Danville,
for CP; amendment
(Reported by FCC Dec. 11)
Ky. — wCP unl.,
new amended
standard tostation
1340 kc
filed
with Thepetition
accepted'.Camden. 250
KLCN
Harold authority
L. Sudbury,to Blytheville,
WCAM
Citymotion
ofwasCamden,
Ark.
—
Granted
determine
N.
J.
—
Granted
for
extension
of
quency requested
to 1230 kc change
with 100fre-w,
operating
power
by
direct
measurement
time
within
which
WCAM
may
file
its
DECEMBERkc 10
of W2XCS
ant. power;
conditions.
exceptions to time
Proposed
Decisionto and
of FCC,
Columbia
Broadcasting
extended
in- WEW The St.770Louis
temCPInc., New
York — Granted
licenseSys-to and ordered
cluding
1-7-46.
FCC
on
own
motion
exSt.
cover
authorizing
new
experimental
to 1-7-46 toto other
Louis — CP from
increaseD 1tokwunl.,
toUniversity,
50install
kw, hours
TV
station;
conditions.
Subjectwhichto involved tendedintimeproceeding
file theirparties
ex- operation
new
changes
in
frequency
assignment
trans,
and
DA-N
and
change
trans,
site
ceptions.
may
in Docket
from St. Louis to Blackjack, Mo.
ACTIONS BY COMMISSION
6651. result
Power from
1 kw proceedings
visual and aural.
1450 kc
DECEMBER 13
WINS Hearst
Radio
Inc., New compleYorkGranted
mod.
CP
for
extension
Inc., Indif
ADOPTED
order permitting
oralof Rules
argu- ana,WD Pa.AD — Indiana
tiontionsdateas FCCto 2-28-46,
subject shall
to condiMod. station
CP Broadcast
as mod.
ment
on
proposed
new
Part
16
chief
engineer
deem
new
standard
1450 authorizing
kc 250 W
&Service,
Regulations
Governing
Railroad
Radio
necessary
to
determine
that
DA
pattern
unl.,
for
installation
new
trans,
and
issued byis set
Commission
11-14-45.
is obtained
maintained,
and subchanges in ground system.
argument
12-20-45.
Further
ject further and
to express
condition
that Oral
ordered
that
new
Part
16
shall
not
beAmendments
permitteeplaints ofshall
satisfywithin
legitimate
comcome effective until further order of Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp.,
blanketing
250 mv/m
contour, lation.
including
external
cross modu- Commission.
D. andC, — coverage
CP new FMto station
Raytheon
Manufacturing Co. — experiGrant- Washington,
(Action
taken
11-30-45).
frequency
be asWATX The Regents of University of
ed specialmental authority
signed,
amended
to specify
frequency
Class II stationfor tomobile
be operated on
Michigan,
Ann
Arbor
—
Granted
mod.
CP
as
to
be
determined
by
FCC,
coverage
aboard SSducting
Kalakala
for
purpose
of
conauthorizingcationalnew
non-commercial
eduas 13,700 sq.withmi. FCC
or suchStandards,
area as shall
experimentation
andequipment
develop- conform
FM station, to change freand
ofto radar
quency
from 42.1change
mc to power
"to befrom
deter-50 for usement iinn application
radio aids
commercial
ma- trans, site in vicinity of Wheaton, Md.
m
i
n
e
d
b
y
FCC",
rine
navigation.
Covers
90
day
period.
George
Bennitt,
Russell
Bennitt
and
kw and mined",
type trans,
be detertrans,toandsite"toextension
locally
andof
Hal Douglas d/b Fayetteville Broadcastfor approval change
of ant.,
Tentative Calendar . . . standard
ing Co., station
Fayetteville,
new
1450 kcofArk.Hal
250— CPDouglas
w unl.,
completion date to 6-16-46.
to add name
DECEMBER 11
DECEMBER 17
toamended
partnership.
(Reported by FCC Dec. 13)
Fred
O.
Grimwood,
Bloomington,
Ind.
National
Broadcasting
Co. Inc., ChiGRANTEDcompanies
applications
of following —CP 1490 kc 100 w unl.
ago— CP new
telephone
for experimental
on cChannel
4 commercial
(66-72 mc) TVwithstation
ESR
DECEMBER
19
Class II stations
for development
and
Consolidated Hearing
2380,
amended
to type
changeauralESRtrans,
to "not
testing
of General
Mobileequipment
radiocom-in
specified",
change
and
munication
systems
and
omit
request
for
facilities
of
W9XZV
O.G.E.Strasburg
Richardson,d/b R.Voice
W. Widdel
and and changes in ant. system.
proposed Wisconsin
Highway and
Urban Co..Mobile
S.Marion,
of wMarion,
Services:
Telephone
one
Ind.
—
CP
1230
kc
250
unl.
H.
L.
Corley
tr/as
Corley
Radio
&
land
station,
Glenmore,
Wis.,
and
one
Inc., Marion standard
Sound Service,
portable mobile station with 12 units Ind.Chronicle
stationTrinidad,
at 1240 Col.
kc —100CP w newD,
— CP Radio
1230Publishing
kcStations
250 w Co.unl.Inc.,
to be iganoperated
in
Green
Bay
area;
Michamended
to
change
requested
power
to
Booth
LogansBellt Detroit
Telephone
Co.,
land sta- port, Ind.— CP 1230 kc 100 w unl.
hourstrans.
operation to unl. and
one one
portable
changew, type
biletion astation
with and
75 units;
Indiana moBell interveners.
Other participants— WHBU WCPO, 250
DECEMBER
12
Telephone diCo.,
one
land
station,
InConsolidated Hearing
nd one
portable
staW6XYZ
Television
Productions
Inc.,
tion withofan25apolis, aPennsylvania,
units;
Bell mobile
Telephone
Nashville
Radio
Corp.,
Nashville,
Tenn.
Los
Angeles
—
CP
change
trans,
Company
one
land
Los
Angeles
to
Pasadena,
Cal. site from
—CPA. G.1450Beaman
kc 250 wandunl.T. B. Baker Jr.
station
at Pittsburgh
with
a and
portable
mobile
station
and
58
units
also
APPLICATIONS
were
filed
in
behalf
land
Philadelphia
Broadcasting Co., Nash- of following
standard stations
for license renewal:
portablestation
mobileatstation
and 160 with
units:a d/b Capitol
ville, Tenn. — Same.
WJEF
WBBZKSAN
WMOBKWEW
KYSM WMOG
WIBX
E. E. and
Murrey,
Tony
Sudekum,
Harben WITH
New JerseyNewark,
Bell Telephone
Co., onemobile
la"d Daniel
J.
B.
Fuqua
d/b
Tennessee
station,
and
a
portable
WTAQ
WBT.
Also
for
experimental
WPTZ W3XPH
W3XE W3XPD
W3XPETV
Broadcasters,
station phowith
100land
units;stations.
New York
Telekc 250 w unl. Nashville, Tenn. — CP 1240 stations:
W3XPF
W3XPG
W3XPI
W3XPK
n
e
C
o
.
,
two
New
York
and New
Rochelle. N. Y.and(toa beportable
oper- J. W. Birdwell, Nashville, Tenn.— W3XPL
W10XPR. W10XPA W10XPB W10XPC
atedstation
simultaneously),
mobile
with
6
units:
Southern
kc
Bell Telephone
& Orleans
TelegraphandCo..portable
a land Cecil N. Elrod, Cecil N. Elrod Jr. and WCAZ Superior990Broadcasting
Servicekc
station
at New with
Inc.,
Carthage,
111.
—
CP
change
1080
mobile
station
17
units,
and
aKo
S.
D.
Wooten
Jr.
d/b
Murfreesboro
to
990
kc,
increase
250
w
to
1
kw,
inland
station
at
Atlanta
with
Dortable
Broadcasting
Service,
Murfreesboro,
stall
new
trans,
and
vertical
ant.,
mobile station: Pacific Telephone & Tenn.— Same.
change studio
and W trans,
site from
Telegraph
two portable
DECEMBER 20
Carthage
to iy4480-508
mi.
tions for SanCo., Francisco
area. mobile stamcof Carthage.
KQW San
Jose, Cal.—Foundation
Transfer control
ACTIONS
MOTIONS
Television Productions Inc.,
Pacific
Agricultural
Ltd areaW6XLA
(By DECEMBER
Comr.ONWakefield)
of quencyLosfrom Cannel
Angeles —11 CPand change
fre6
licensee,
from Sherwood
B.R. Brunton'
Mott
Q.
Brunton
and
Ralph
Brunton
12 (204-216
asMcCarthy
Individuals
and
trusteesBroadcasting
and C L mc)
to 480-508
mc, for
add FMaural
trans
(Reported by FCC Dec. 7)
with
special
emission
with
50
w
to
Columbia
Crescent
Broadcast
Corp.,
Shenandoah.
type visual trans.
Inc. To be held before Comrs and change
Pa. — Granted motion for leave to amend System
(Continued on page 92)
application for new station and amend- Durr, Jett, Denny and Wills.
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PROFESSIONAL

DIRECTORY

GEORGE C . DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg.
District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Jansky
& Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified
Radio TOEngineer*
DEDICATED
THE
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Prew Bldg, Wufa., D- C

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
smmercial Radio Equip. Co.
t International Building. Washington, D. C.
|32l E. Gregory Boulevard, Kamas City, Mo.
(Cross Roads of the World, Hollywood, Calif.

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

JOHN BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializing
Broadcast and
Allocationin Engineering
Earle Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

|RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
PAUL A. deMARS
ASSOCIATE
469 Church St.,Decatur
N.W., Washington
5, D. C.
1234

JOHN J. KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Earle Bldg. NATIONAL 6513
Washington 4, D. C.

LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey Bldg. • District 8215
Washington 4, D. C.

Frank H. Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
710 I4thSt.N.W. ME. 4477
Washington, D. C.

MAY
and BOND
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
* * *
1422 F St, N.W., Wash. 4, D. C.
Kellogg Bldg. • Republic 3984

HAROLD B. ROTHROCK
Consulting Radio
Engineer
•
301 N. Greenbrier St.
Arlington,2267
Va.
Chestnut

fa* Radio
IV. Engineers
Kay
Consulting
991Bridgeport
Broad St.,3,Suite
Conn.9-11
Telephone 5-2055 Lab. Phone 7-2465

WORTHINGTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. WASH.. D. C1319 F STREET N. W. DISTRICT 4127

HERBERT L.WILSON
and associates
Consulting Radio Engineers
am fm television facsimile
1018 Vermont Ave., n.w.; Washington 9, 0.0.
.NATIONAL 7161 "

HOLEY & HILLEGAS
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1146 Briarcliff PI., N.E.
Atlanta, Ga.
ATwood 3328

ANDREW
CO.
Consulting Radio Engineers
363 E. 75tfi St. CHICAGO 19
Triangle 4400

GOMER
L. DAVIES
Consulting Radio Engineer
'. O. Box 71 Warfield 9089
College Park, Md.

DIXIE B. McKEY
ROBERT C. SHAW |
CONSULTING
RADIO ENGINEERS
1108 16th Street N. W. Suits 405
Washington, D. C. NAtional 6982 ,

WELDON & CARR
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 CONNECTICUT AVENUE
PHONE— MICHIGAN 4151

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
Consulting Radio Engineers
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Columbia 8544

k

REAR & KENNEDY
Consulting Radio Engineers
Albee Building REpublic 1951
Washington, D. C.
Colton & Foss, Inc.
Electronic Consultants
• WASHINGTON, D. C. •
927 15th Street NW, REpublic 381
BROADCASTING

Universal
HILL CIRCLE
Research
ineNOB& Mason
Streets
■laboratories
dowlas
* Division of Uiiversa| Broadcasting CompS380
tRadio Engineering Consultants
John Creutz
Consulting Radio Engineer
328 Bond Bldg. REpublic 2151
Washington, D. C.

• Telecasting

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS, TEXAS
Broadcast — Allocation & Field Service
GILLE BROS.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1108 Lillian Way Phone: GLadstone 6178
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.

Consultins Radio EnsmegRS
Equipment Engineering Co.
Colorado Building • Washington/*, D.C.
600 Pickens St. • Columbia,I$S.C.
O • O • O • O
ROBERT L. WEEKS
CONSULTING429 ELECTRICAL
Russ Bldg. ENGINEER
San Francisco, California
WILLIAM E. BENNS
Consulting
Radio Engineer
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA
830 Gregg St. Phone 7342
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Hon. Vincent Bliss
Earle
Inc.
£21
WestLudgin,
Chicago,
III.Wacker Drive
Dear Vince:
I justhascan'tthatfigure
out what
"Miss
580"
I haven't
gotI'm. this
.prejudiced
. 'course
abutlittle
last .week. .
the boss
decides to give
aparty.
"580 Well
Club"
wea club
hadn'tparty
had
sin
the cewarbefore
and I
just
didn'tauthink the
m would
hold allditoriuthe
would want to
IEvenwasthough
right.
all day,toit
itrained
seemed
me that nearly
aU000 ofclubthemem50,bersgetwere into
tryin'
to
the
'Courseparty.
there
■weren't
many therethat
but
about
as much3 times
as I
do
kind
of a (I'm
little
fella)
started
come
in theanddoorsaid . she. . took
onecomelookbackatto
the
crowd
would
and visit some other time when we
so busy580". . must
. yes sir,
Iweren't
work sometimes
a charm
onthink
these "Miss
women around Yrs.,
here.
Algy
WCHS
Charleston, W. Va.

San Diego ranks
3rd in California
and KFMB ranks high
in listening favor with
the 373,000 who live with15 miles of our antenna. Cover San
Diego the right
— cover it
from within!

Tic C-« "
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 90)
Amendments
WNOE
James
Noe,
Newkc,OrleansCP
change
1450
kcA.Install
to 1060
Increase
250
w to move
50 kw,trans,
newNew
trans,
and
DA-DN,
from
Orleans
toamended
approximately
2
ml.
NE
of
Ama,
La.,
to
change
name
of
applicant
fromOklahoma
WNOE Inc.
to James & A.Mechanical
Noe.
Agricultural
College, Oklahoma
City—PMCPstation
new noncommercial educational
with
assignment
to be 22specified,
amended
to
request
Channel
(91.9
mc),
emission
as Times
special Publishing
for PM and Co.
powerof ofWichita
10 kw.
Falls, Tex.46.5— CPmc, new12,800PMsq.(Metropolitan)
station,
amended
change Publishing
name mi.fromcoverage,
Howard Falls,
toto Times
Co.Rheaof70
Wichita
frequency to Channel
(101.9 mc) and specify studio location.
DECEMBER 13
APPLICATIONS were filed in behalf
offor following
experimental
TV stations
W2XEM
Also license
forWEGW
relavrenewal:
broadcast
stationsW3XWT.
KEJJ
WEGX
WEHN WNPT.
680 kc
KABC The Alamo Broadcasting Co.
Inc., San
Tex.— Mod. increase
CP, as
mod.
foretc.,Antonio,
change
frequency,
power
for
extension
completion
date from 1-9-46 to 4-9-46.
920 kc
KVEC The Valley Electric Co., San
Luis
Obispo,
Cal.—
920 and
kc, increase 250CP wchane"
to 500 1230
w, 1kc kwto
LS,
ant. install new trans, and vertical
960 kc
KROW
KROW
Inc.,
Oakland,
Cal.—
CP
increase
1
kw
to 5 kw,
install
trans,
and DA-N.
trans, new
site
from Oakland
to Sanchange
Francisco.
Gould, Kuff Form New
Agency in Baltimore
PURNELL H. GOULD and I. Harold Kuff have formed a new advertising agency in Baltimore. Both
were recently released from the
Army. Mr. Gould, with rank of
major,
up Networks
the Mosquito
Pacific set
Ocean
for and
the
Armed Forces Radio Service while
in the Army. He was later named
chief of the broadcast service section at AFRS Hollywood. Prior to
the war he was commercial manager of WFBR Baltimore, and previously with WBAL.
Mr. Kuff is a former advertising
manager
Bros, Asdepartment storeof inHecht
Baltimore.
Sgt.
Kuff in the Army, after service
overseas, he was transferred to the
40th Infantry Special Service Section to supervise all entertainment
and recreation. Occupancy of the
agency's
quarters,
2100 St.Jan.Paul1.
St.. Baltimore,
is expected
Consulting Practice
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, who has
resigned as NAB director of engine ring, wil operate a general
radio management consulting practice
not an engineering
tice asandincorrectly
indicated pracin a
headline announcing his entry into
business [Broadcasting, Dec. 10].
He will handle station management
and organizational studies, station
appraisals, rate studies, program
policyket evaluations
recommendations
as well asandservemar-as
merchandising consultant to equipment manufacturers. Mr. Frazier is
serving NAB in an advisory capacity until projects now under
way are completed.

GET ACQUAINTED luncheon given by Gayle V. Grubb, new manager!
of KGO San Francisco, was attended by many Bay Area radio execu-L
tives, including: (seated, 1 to r) Russell Horgan, KYA assistant man-Jeipi
KFRC manWilliam(1 Pabst,
manager;
McCarthy,KPOKQWmanager.
C. JohnL. Elwood,
ager; ager;
Standing
to r) Jerry Akers,
manager; Phil
KSAN manager; Stanley Breyer, KJBS commercial
Lasky, KROW manager; Glenn Shaw, KLX manager; Mr. Grubb; Ray
Hamilton, KSFO manager. Luncheon was at Commercial Club.
Chicago Talent Exodus ANDERSON & ASSOC.
Management Club Topic RADIO CONSULTANTS
FORMATION of the consulting
CHICAGO— exodus
RADIO'Sof greatest
headache
top talent radio engineering firm of H. V
and programs to New York and Anderson & Assoc., with offices
Hollywood, was discussed Dec. 12 in New Orleans and affiliated
at weekly
luncheon meeting
Raquarters in Wash
dio Management
Club. ofGuest
ington, last
was week
an
nounced
Speaker
Linnea
Nelson,
chief
timebuyer for J. Walter Thompson
by
V. Ander
son,H. executive
Co., New
York, stated
that more
Chivice-president
cago broadcasters
must offer
Baton
Rougeof
than "just
Broadcasting Co
wishes
to keepAFRA
existingscale"
talent.if it
"Afteris just
all,"people
she stated,
and inganconsultant
engineertalent
trying "radio
to get
foi
ahead, and so far New York and
the
decades.past twc
Mr. Anderson
Hollywoodments." As aoffer
the
most
induceremedy she suggested
Mr. Andersor
development of more local talent has established headquarters
at 715 nid;
American Bank Bldg. (Raymond
and programs.
M. dentLewis
Goodkind,
vice
presi0111)
in
New
Orleans.
Effective
and treasurer of Goodkind, Jan. 1 the firm will affiliate with
Joice & Morgan, Chicago agency, Chambers & Garrison, new. Washsaid that Chicago radio should
ington consulting engineering firm
Mr. Anderson went on inactive
build "more and better transcripstatus
last September after three
tion
shows"
as
one
possible
solution to problem. Harlow Roberts,
a half years in the Navy with
club president, pointed out that and
rank of lieutenant commander. He
"there are more employed radio participated in developmental work
people in Chicago than any time in connection with airborne radar
since 1938 and that many good at the Navy laboratories at Massa
shows are available to replace those chusetts Institute of Technology
and in Philadelphia. He also servec
that have moved on."
for
a year
in the
Pacific.
Mr. aboard
Andersoncarriers
will continue
Deplores FBIS Demise
ABOLITION of the FCC Foreign his supervision of WJBO Bator,
Rouge, as well as its FM station
Broadcast Intelligence Service be- WBRL.
cause Congress cut the Commission's
national
defense
appropriation for the 1946 fiscal year, was
Johnson Sales Up
deplored on the floor of the House
last Wednesday by Rep. John C. ERSKINE JOHNSON, Hollywood
Kunkel (R-Pa.). He termed the news reporter, broadcasting Mon
Congressional action, due to House day through Friday, 4-4:15 p.m. a
co-op program, has been
pressure, as "short-sighted and asoldMutual
locally by 126 stations, B. J,
actually dangerous to national welfare." Every other principal power
manager
of thedepartment
network's*
cooperative
program
has a monitoring service, even Hauser,
larger than that of the U. S. before announced last week. This makes
Mr.
Johnson's
program
the
its
liquidation,
"If thison ranking Mutual co-op show,second
Mr.
country
hopes hetoasserted.
participate
Hauser said, passed only by the
even and
equalwithbasisRussia,
in international affairs
Great news commentary of Fulton Lewis
which is currently sponsored
Britain and the other major pow- jr.
on 187 Mutual stations
ers," he declared, "it is vitally locally
Mutual
co-op
necessary to continue this monitor- reached
a new station
total ofsales
584, have
Mr
Hauser said.
BROADCASTING
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FM Shifts
(Continued from page 20)
tations W3XL Washington, D. C,
nd W2XRY New York — have
•een operating in the high band
or some months. The Washington
tation, which has abandoned the
Id band, estimates that at least
00 receivers in the Capital can
une in the frequency. Everett Dilard, owner of W3XL and KOZY
Kansas City, explained that there
re a considerable number of Hallirafter sets in the area which enpmpass both the old and new
knds and that some old band sets
iave been converted by their own:: s, most of whom are engineers
uployed by the government.
Small Audience
A number of stations have been
iterating
opern;ions withor will
less soon
of anbeginaudience
flan tion.
the WDUL
Dillard
experimental
staSuperior, Wis., owned
the Head of the Lakes Broadisting Co., which claims to have
o:en the first to shift to the high
jfjnnd, has been operating since
<£ ;pt. 5 with only a handful of sets
its area. The station operates
tfpfily on its new 92.3 mc frequency.
£ OZY will also operate exclusively
on the high band.
1 The Stromberg Carlson station,
iWHFM Rochester, was apparently
tie first to begin dual operation,
starting broadcasting on 98.9 mc
with 50 w power on Oct. 15 while
continuing on the old band at 45.1
crfp.. It has been gradually stepping
up its power and expects to reach
ts full 20 kw assigned power by
midsummer. The company has been
tieing in broadcasting operations
with receiver development.
Closely following WHFM in
high band broadcasting was the
Milwaukee Journal station,
WMFM, which began testing on
9^.3 mc with 500 w power on Oct.
19. It had expected to reach 3 kw
power last week.
1 Two other stations began testing on the high band shortly after
they received their new FM assignments which were issued Sept. 12.
These were WEHS Chicago, owned
by WHFC Cicero, 111., and WABW

First Radar Grant
FIRST grant for civilian application ofradar was issued
last week by the FCC. The
Commission authorized Raytheon Mfg. Co., New York,
to conduct experiments
aboard the SS Kalakala, a
ferry operating on Puget
Sound, Wash., to determine
the value of radar for commercial marine navigation.
The authorization is for 90
days.

Indianapolis, owned by Associated
Broadcasters Inc.
While most stations will get on
the air around the first of the year,
some will probably require more
time to effect the changeover or
will be delayed because of weather
conditions, as in the case of
WMTW Mt. Washington, N. H.,
which tioniss at itshampered
by site.
icy conditransmitter
Some
stations, which have been silent
during conversion, were unable to
set a date for resuming operations.
Others reported they had not yet
received promised deliveries of
equipment and were uncertain when
they could begin. In a few cases,
stations said their conversion was
under study.
Westinghouse Plans
Characteristic of replies to inquiries on progress in meeting the
Jan. 1 deadline was the answer of
Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.,
which owns five FM stations
(WBZ-FM KYW-FM WBZA-FM
KDKA-FM WOWO-FM). The
company reported that it received
an extension of time in meeting
equipment
experienced sometests,
delayhaving
in obtaining
crystals. However, it expected to
begin tests by Dec. 15.
Westinghouse is installing converters and will be on dual operation at the Jan. 1 deadline for program
operations.
tinue on that
basisIt asintends
long asto itcon-is
permitted. As with other stations,
the company will be unable to start
high band broadcasting in full
transmitter power or authorized
antenna height but expects to
reach its assignments within six
60T A JOB TO DO months.

\*

1

Nary Promoted
E. R. NARY, veteran of 30 years
sei'vice with Westinghouse Electric
Corp., and lately manager of manufacturing for Baltimore divisions,
has been appointed assistant to
Westinghouse Vice President
Walter Evans. He will be concerned with operations of the inelectronics and
visiodustrial
ns in Baltimore
and x-ray
the homediradio division at Sunbury, Pa.

284th for Mutual
KGCX Sidney, Mont., 1000 w on
1480 kc, joins Mutual Dec. 20 as
the network's 284th outlet.
• Telecasting

Lea Plans to Report Out Bill Aimed
Toward
TAKING
HEARTCurbing
from House
passage eof
the
Hobbs
anti-rackte ring bil (HR-32) Wednesday,
despite stiff opposition from labor
forces, Chairman Clarence F. Lea
(D-Cal.) of the House Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee
this week plans to report out his
bill (HR-4737) to curb James
Caesar Petrillo's activities in
broadcasting.
Returning Dec. 9 from Paris,
where he was a guest on the first
TWA Washington-Paris flight, Rep.
Lea called a subcommittee meeting
last Thursday to work on strengthening his bill [Broadcastiing, Dec.
10]. Although House action before
Christmas recess isn't likely, in
view
Truman's
urgentup
requestof President
for authority
to set
fact-finding boards in labor disputes, Mr. Lea said he hoped to
report out HR-4737 this week.
Congress plans to recess on Friday,
returning about Jan. 3.
Tests on labor legislation in the
House last week left both sides
claiming victories when the Rules
Committee presented rules to bring
up the May-Arends bill (HR3937) to repeal the Smith-Connally
Act and abolish the National Labor Relations Board, and the Hobbs
bill (HR-32) to include labor
unions in the anti-racketeering law.
The May-Arends bill rule was defeated Tuesday 20-182.

Petrillo's
On Wednesday,Activities
however, the
House by an overwhelming voice
vote, adopted the rule to bring up
the Hobbs
bill. House
leadersnotindi-be
cated the Hobbs
bill would
taken up, however, until after Congress had acted
on the AtPresident's
fact-finding
legislation.
his news
conference Wednesday the President expressed hope that the bill
would be passed by Christmas.
Leaders of Congress were not so
optimistic.
Proponents of the Lea bill to curb
Mr. Petrillo's hold over broadcasting were whelming
heartened
the overvote on theat Hobbs
bill
rule. It indicated, they pointed
out, that the House is eager to
protect legitimate
businessracketeers.
and organizations from labor
A1943similar
bill
passed
the
House
in
but died in the Senate.
Craig Board Member
EDWIN W. CRAIG, vice president
of WSM Nashville, and president
of the National Life and Accident
Insurance Co., Nashville, last
Wednesday was elected a member
of the board of directors of the
Institute of Life Insurance. At
meetingtoria,held
at the
Waldorf-AsNew York,
public
relations
were termed ;'a major function of
top executives."

:CrARtL
Leo
"Ifs your cooking again! Why don't you get
your recipes from WJWs 'Woman's Page'?"
People never get SICK of listening to WJW because we follow tested
RECIPES in programming. That's why mornings and afternoons
throughout the week . . . Monday through Friday . . . WJW delivers
more daytime dialers per dollar in Cleveland than any other station.

Joseph Hershey McGillvra, Inc.
National Representatives
SROADCASTING
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Nearly
2,000,000
Listeners
. . . more people than live in the
entire state of Rhode Island! Day
and night WLAW sells to these
residents of Industrial New England— a responsive market where
annual retail sales alone approximate $650,000,000.
WLAW
LAWRENCE, MASS.
5000 WATTS 680 Kc.
Basic Station
American Broadcasting Co.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
WEED & CO.

is quick and easy when you're
staying at The Roosevelt— just
a short stroll from key business centers, shops, theatres.
And Hilton service assures
your comfort. Rooms with
Bath from $4.50.

ELT
EL
TV
OOHSOE
R Carpenter, General Manager
Dean
Madison Ave. at 45th St., New York.
; Other Hilton Hotels Include
\Chicago: The Stevens; Dayton:
iAngeles:
The Dayton-Biltmore;
Los
The Town House
C. N. Hilton, President
DIRECT ENTRANCE TO GRAND CENTRAL TERMINAL
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N. M. Case
{Continued from page 18)
tained the license. In 1935 the FCC
wrote the college that after reading the contract for lease there
was "serious doubt of the legality
of the entire transaction".
When the station's license came
up for renewal the FCC designated
it for hearing. Meanwhile the college contracted to sell KOB to Albuquerque Broadcasting Co., headed bydentT.of the
M. Pepperday,
Journal Co. also
The presiFCC
granted consent to transfer in
June 1936.
Contract Terms
Under terms of the sale contract
the college was to have been given
one hour daily, non-cumulative
time, a half -hour before 6 p.m. and
the other half-hour after 6 p.m.,
particular
be selected at thebroadcast
option oftimethetocollege.
Another clause in the contract,
however, provided that licensee
would have complete control of operation and unlimited supervision
of programs.
On June 30, 1945, the college
regents transmitted a demand to
KOB for these periods: 8:30-9 p.m.
daily except Monday and Thursday; 5:30-45 p.m. daily except Sunday; 10-10:30 a.m. Sunday in addition to 2V2 hours per week already being utilized under the sale
contract.
KOB, through Pierson & Ball,
filed complaint in the New Mexico
Federal District Court for declaratory judgment charging (1) the
station could not legally accede to
the demands, and (2) the contract
did not give the college the right
to make demands.
Holding
was nofacts"genuine issue" asthatto there
material
and
no controversial question, the court
issued the following declaratory
judgment:
1. That the30,demand
of the
the scheduling
defendant,
1945,
ofdatedits June
programs
forby for
specific
time that
was
rightfully
refused
the
plaintiff;
under1934,the.asFederal
Communications
Act
ofrules
amended,
and
under
the
and regulations,
restrictions
conditions
made and imposed
upon and
the
plaintiff
by
the
FCC,
the
plaintiff
has
the
sole and itsexclusive
right judgment
and duty
toand exercise
independent
to control,
supervise,Station
and
directdiscretion
and
operation
KOB
inthe theuse interest
of the oflistening
public gramsandand allocate
to choose
and
select
protime will
for thebestbroadcast of programsof the
which
serve
the
interests
listening
public,
and
is
prohibited
by
law
from
assigning
said
right
or
delegating
the
said
duties
voluntarily or involuntarily, directly or
indirectly,cluding ttohe defendant.
any person or party, in2. Th^t
the plaintiff
underto itsbroadcast
license
from
the
FCC
is regulations,
obligated
under
the rules,
terms
and
restrictions
imposed
upon
it
by
the
FCC,
snd demand
that hadof thethe plaintiff
acceded
to
the
defendant
for
specif o time as set forth in said demand
undertiff date
of June
30, 1945,
the plainhave
violated
its duties
under itswou'd
license.
3.
That
the
defendant
is
withoutto
right imder the contract annexed
Dlaintiff's
complaint
andplaintiff
markedto "Exhibit A" toperiod
reauireor the
turn
over
anv
periods
of time
the
defendant
elects
to
demand
without
furnishing
advance
information
on
the
orosram
to he broadcast
and without
recognising
it l<s the
and
dutv
of the that
n'aintiff
undersole itsrightlicense
from the FCC to exercise its independ-

LEGION of Merit is presented Col.
Edward M. Kirby (1) by Maj. Gen.
Alexander Surles at the War Dept.
Col. Kirby
citedconduct
for "exceptionallywas
meritorious
in the
performance of outstanding services as chief, Radio Branch, War
Dept. Bureau of Public Relations,
from
1942 relations
to Sept. 1945."
He
is nowMaypublic
counselor
in New York and Washington.
Electric
Western
Workers Ask Aid
Sympathy Strike of Telephone
Union Members Possible
POSSIBILITY of a sympathy
strike speading among members of
the National Federation of Telephone Workers was seen last week
as Western Electric Employes
Assn., representing 16,000 Western
Electric Co. workers in New York
and
New after
Jersey,rejecting
enlisteda NFTW's
support
renewed
company offer for a 15% wage increase.
WEE A members voted Nov. 28 to
strike unless their demands for
20% raises were met. Last week
WEEA solicited help of NFTW
with which it is allied, and forthwith Joseph A. Beirne, NFTW
president, sent a telegram from
his Washington, D. C, headauarters to C. G. Stoll, Western Electric Co. m-esident, requesting a
meeting. Much hinged on the outcome of the meeting, which was
still in progress as Broadcasting
went to press.
The company announced its renresentative at the meeting would
be Stanley Bracken, vice president
in charge of manufacturing, and
not President Stoll. Union representatives were Mr. Beirne, Frank
J. Fitzsimmons, president of
WEEA,
and
York attor nev Henr"
for the Maver,
union. New
Under its own rules the telephone
workers union will make an effort
to settle the differences before cassympathv
strikesworkers.
among its 47
localsingand
250,000
R. C. agerOSTRANDER,
former has
sales joined
manof KPPY Spokane,
Cline
Advertising
as account
executive.Service, Boise, Ida.,
ent judgment as to the time when defendant's programs shall be scheduled
and broadcast
tening public. in the interest of the lis4. Anyafterparty
at any time hereapply formayconsequential
hereinFederal
in accordance
the termsrelief
the
DeclaratorywithJudgment
Actof
of June 14. 1934.
the plaintiff
in 5.thisThatbehalf
expended. recover its costs

Time Change
(Continued from page 18)
there would be no problem. Opposition to daylight time generally
comes from farm groups, boards
of education and theatrical interests, and this opposition would be
loud if legislation were sought.
Second suggestion is that the
NAB, ANA and AAAA study the
problems as a whole and draw up
an integrated program. Operation
of radio on standard time, just as
railroads do in summer, has been
suggested.
NAB Board on Record
NAB board last October discussed the question and went on
record as favoring all efforts to
attain uniformity in time.
With two network affiliate groups
now working separately to arouse
industry sentiment, the subject is]t»
expected to remain alive during the i"1
winter
interval.after a quiescent four-year|n
Representing American affiliates
at theing in network's
meet- Vi!
Detroit lastDistrict
week, 2besides
Mr. Campbell, were: Leonard A.
Versluis, Hy M. Steed, WLAV
Grand Rapids; Stanley R. Pratt,
WSOO Sault Ste. Marie; Harry
McTigue,
WINN Louisville;
O'Hara, WMAN
Mansfield,J. 0.;M
Jack Kelly, WCOL Columbus; William M. O'Neil, Lawrence Webb,
WJW Cleveland; Robert Sampson, w
WSAI Cincinnati; Howard Lane
Marshall Field stations; Artfl-M
Shawd, WTOL Toledo; Marshall |e,
L. Rosene, WSAZ Huntington, W.f111
Va.; Hugh A. Giesel, WBCM Bayi
City,
WHOT1
SouthMich.;
Bend;FordJohnBillings,
R. Atkinson,^
WHBV Anderson, Ind.; Robert T.
Mason, WMRN Marion, O.; Howard Loeb, WFDF Flint; Herman
Radner, WIBM Jackson; Fred W.
Wagenvoord, WJIM Lansing; Phil
Wood, WFMJ Youngstown; Dan E
Jayne, E. P. Mills, WELL Battle
Creek; J. P. Williams, WING Dayton;field;Adna
Karns,McConnell,
WIZE SpringC. Bruce
Rob
ert E. Bausman, WISH Indianapolis; George Smith, WWVA
Wheeling; S. Bernard Berk.
WAKR Akron; Mark Woods, John
H. Norton Jr., Otto Brandt, Archie
Grinalds,
Ted Oberfelter, American network.

Marshall Field First
MARSHALL FIELD & Co., Chi
cago, holds
top priority
for television equipment
for intrastore
use manufactured by General Electric, George S. Peterson, districtlj^
manager for
GE last
electronics
department revealed
Thursday.
During the war General Electric
adopted a plan of accepting orders
for
and postwar
Marshalltelevision
Field wasinstallation
first to
enter into a contract. Store officials
said nostore detailed
for intravideo have plans
been made
yet,
media
a sales tool.interest in the eai"'
but theyas indicated
BROADCASTING
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IN SHARP
FOCUS
ity is
ilanced SeaTlPAYROLLS
PERMAtie
WSAV
NBC

i^ROMINENT agency executives at the annual meetfig of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies
ptuncil, held Dec. 11 in Chicago, included (1 to r):
Arthur R. Mogge, vice chairman of the Central Com-

mittee; Fred R. Gamble, A AAA president; Richard
Compton, A AAA chairman; Fairfax Cone, chairman
of Central Committee; Sid Wells, AAA A secretary;
Hugh Feltis, BMB president.

WSAV
SAVAN NAH

Whan Survey
New Allocation Plan Draws
(Continued from page 18)
}i>ned agreed on any one suggesiji>n for the improvement of radio
[]< rvice, though 77 different items Full Support, Young Declares
tvire mentioned by one or more of AS A RESULT of wartime results,
vertiser's job is to sell both his
iHe 5,276 persons answering the advertising has become an instru- company and
his products and the
Lplestion.
ment for social as well as private part both play in serving the
L iFour out of 10 answered "yes" ends in peacetime, James W.
THE MARK
fivhen
some there
announcements
chairman of the AAAA public.
"Advertising which performs a
OF ACCURACY,^
Uinoy asked
them,if but
was little Young,
Council,
declared
at
the
Advertispublic
service
will
enable
the
ad[agreement.
more onthanany1.7%
ing Council's
vertiser to sell more products," he
Lille women Noagreed
singleof Chicago
SPEED AND
Tuesday.annual meeting in
programs imijommercial
as
annoying
and
Mr. Young was prevented from declared, provingandpublic cited
INDEPENDENCE
health and housing
i nore than 1.8% of the men agreed.no attending
by illness. His speech as examples.
IN WORLD WIDE
Richard Compton, chairman of
I Asked to name specific commer- was read by Charles G. Mortimer,
L ial announcements, the following advertising director, of General AAAA, said advertising had helped
NEWS COVERAGE
Foods
and
chairman
of
the
AAAA
to preserve Government during the
jrvere found most annoying, in this Executive Committee.
war and that its job today was to
|sirder: Rinso White, Lucky Strike,
First major project outside of preserve industry. Afternoon ses|lifebuoy, Super Suds, Whizz, Den- Government
for the council came
Unitari Press
of radio and media panel with
pyne,
pills,Oxydol,
Staley'sHelzPig from the National Safety Council Otto sionStadelman,
iamma,Carter's
Nutrena,
vice-president
of
[,ierg's, Pepsodent, Duz, Lady Es- of Chicago, which enlisted its help Needham, Louis & Brorby as chairther, Pepsi Cola, B. C. Headache, in "making a fullscale attack on
man, discussed the Chicago radio
j!wan, Philip Morris, Sweetheart the frightful death rate from pre- situation.
ard. Highest percentage figure was
ventable accidents."
Ray
Jones, executive chairman
jk$% of annoyed women listeners
Treasury Assignment
of Chicago AFRA, told members
n'vlio
mentioned
Rinso
White,
or
radio employed more peo"The Advertising Council is un- Chicago
; .7% of all women listeners.
today than in 1938. He said,
derway," Mr. Young asserted. "It isple only
E By types, those who objected "Our first big
natural for good radio
has come talent to gravitate
to New York
VRE NOW SPONSORING
[mentioned, in order: Singing com- from Secretaryassignment
of the Treasury
mercials; liquor, wine or beer; "all Vinson who has asked us to take and Hollywood where both salary
PROGRAMS
on WOL
kommercials";
soap advertise- over completely the direction of
opportunities
greater."
Cone, ofareFoote,
Cone &
[-itfents; serial stories, "too many promotion for the Treasury's long andFairfax
to
sell
the
Washington
market
Belding, presided over the meeting
ommercials";
patent medicine;
... 5th in DRUG STORE sales
bac o ; transcribed
commercialsto-; range program of peacetime bond as chairman.
...
7th
in
FOOD
STORE
sales
itamins; jazz music. Highest perc- selling."
Three important lessons were
entage figure was 3.3% of an- learned
by
advertising
agencies
as
of all U.1945S.Surveyof
cities Buying
* Powei
loyed women listeners, or 1.3% of a result of war experience, he said CAB CHANGES PLAN
'Sales Management
.11 women listeners, who mentioned He described them as power of
dovuiei
Station
inging commercials.
vertising when all its forces comld OF ADMINISTRATION
Of Kansas farm families, 42.9%
its effectiveness in solving GLEN BANNERMAN, president
are having reception difficulties bine;
important national problems;
of the will
Cavith stations heard regularlv; fig- knowledge that for business, as for and general
nadian Assn. manager
of Broadcasters,
WOL
ire for village families is 39.3%, an individual, best public relations not be reappointed when his cur'THE VOICE OF WASHINGTON'
or urban families 30.9 %. Having is public service.
rent term ends Feb. 28, after five
no difficulty are 34.2% of farm
Single exception to the last ex- years as the first paid CAB presiample, he declared, is network
dent. CAB is returning to its for'amilies,
of villaere
families
vnd
50.5%38.5%
of urban
families.
Re- broadcasting. "In this form the admer system of honorary president
vertiser
becomes
a
producer
of
the
torting they haven't
noticed recepand permanent secretariat. Officials
OF THE NATION
ion difficulty
with stations
heard medium itself, and as such he ac- gave
no explanation of the change.
AT s™^
GRE
quires
some
of
the
responsibilities
•egularly
were
22.9%
of
farm
™
Duringadopted
Mr. Bannerman's
amilies, 22.2% of village families and interest of a medium owner. CAB
the ethics tenure
code;
and 18.6% of urban families.
The public standing and goodwill standardized stations rate strucof the medium is in his hands."
tures; developed standard method
I•east
I Theone-fourth
survey points
out that
Mr. Young said the council has of measuring coverage, resulting in
of tfie state
in day-at
asked advertisers to support it with formation of the Bureau of Broadjjme
and
one-half
the
state
in
lighttime lies outside the primary a continuation of a modified version
cast Measurement; developed betervice area of any station. No of the wartime allocation plan, and
ter relations among industry elelear-channel
station
of
any
type
ments, and brought closer relations
that
"the
response
is
overwhelmwithin Kansas and the nearest
U. S. broadcasters through
favorable." said the radio ad- with
lear is in a different time zone.
Mr. ingly
Mortimer
NAB.
ROADCASTING
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Effectively
WJHP
JOHN H. PERRY ASSOCIATES

CARRYING ALL CBS MAJOR PROGRAMS

M THROUGHOUT
i : V J)
the tpjjpnr^
Folks
Turn First to—
WWL
NEW ORLEANS
50,000
Watts
Clear Channel
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BMB Study Ready
BMB TECHNICAL Research
Committee has approved bids
on editing, coding-, tabulating
and mailing
the first bu-by
reau study asfor submitted
Industrial Surveys Co. and
Reuben H. Donnelly Corp.,
and has recommended their
acceptance by the BMB board.
Committee authorized the
BMB staff to proceed with the
completion of details on the
proposed contracts, prior to
board action.
NAB Group Plans
Study of Standards
Proposed Revisions on Agenda
For Code Committee Meet
REVISION of the NAB Standards
of Practice, drawn up at the Aug.
6-7 NAB Board of Directors meeting, will be considered Dec. 17-18
by theing at NAB
Code Committee,
meetthe Palmer
House, Chicago.
Up for argument will be properning
osals to revise
the standards
govnews broadcasting.
Proposed
are further restrictions on advertising copyfixing
in five-minute
broadcasts,
the limit atnews75
seconds. E. R. Vadeboncoeur, vice
president of WSYR Syracuse and
chairman of the NAB Radio News
Committee, will offer committee
views on news standards along
with ideas he has developed in his
experience as a newscaster and
commentator.
Recommendations to the NAB
board will be considered, especially
in connection with exceptions to the
Standards of Practice section covering commercial programs and
length of commercial portion, including participation programs. A
recommendation may be made on
five-minute newscasts. Also up for
discussion will be reports of the
Small Market Stations Committee
and the Sales Managers Executive
Committee.
Hitchhiker and cowcatcher plugs
will be considered. Possible recommendations covering this subject
will be considered. Meeting agenda
winds up with general discussion of
the standards and suggestions for
further revision.
Chairman of the committee is
Herbert Hollister, KANS Wichita.
Other members are Edgar L. Bill,
WMBD Peoria; Arthur B. Church,
KMBC Kansas City; Henry P.
Johnston, WSGN Birmingham;
Merle S. Jones, WOL Washington ;
Ed Yocum, KGHL Billings; Jan
Schimek, CBS; William S. Hedges,
NBC. Attending
headquarters staf willforbetheA. NAB
D. Willard
Jr., executive
vice public
president;
Edward M. Kirby,
relations
counsel; Willard D. Egolf, special
counsel. Board liaison committee
consists of Paul W. Morency,
WTIC Hartford, chairman; Hugh
Terry, KLZ Denver; Campbell Arnoux, WTAR Norfolk.

RFC

Retains

Surplus

Agents

But Plans Improved Handling
of publications. Tak
SALES plan for war surplus radio RMA partdirector
also were Nathan L. Sil
and electronic equipment, which ing
verberg and Charles E. Cohn, of
Surplus
Propertyto revoke,
Administration
had
threatened
will be Standard Arctutur.
the joint committee represent- g
retained on a modified basis. Ac- ingOn SPA-RFC
are: Stuart K. c
tion wasference
takenbetweenlastexecutives
week at ofa conthe Barnes, executive director, Office |a
Radio Manufacturers Assn. and of Defense Supplies; R. C. Mc
SPA along with Reconstruction Curdy, assistant director, SPA
Finance Corp. RFC is U. S. sales Electronics Division; W. E. Vnagency
surplus producer and zicker, RFC assistant treasurer
consumerforgoods.
G. A. Schwarz, assistant to director of RFC Office of Surplus PropRMA and U. S. officials were
erty; C. F. Baldwin Jr., executive eH
named members of a joint commit- assistant
to Mr. Husbands.
tee which will screen the 230 manwill appoint a commit
ufacturers now acting as private teeMr.of Wells
five
all seg
agents for RFC. These firms have ments of the representing
radio industry to be
been warehousing, inspecting, re- committee members.
A sixth mem
and selling
radio aequipwill represent communications
ment forpairingRFC,
receiving
10% ber
interests which have agent con Itis;
sales commission. Details of the tracts.
agency
inspected.contracts also will be reDanger of Dumping
WAJR Wins Promotion
Revocation action was dropped Award Given by Gillette
b
when RMA pointed out the danger
picture on page 76)
that large syndicates would obtain WAJR (SeeMorgantown,
W.
Va.,
gave^i,
quantities of radio equipment and best local promotion to broadcasts
dump it minded
on thatthethemarket.
re- of 1945 World Series, sponsored
highly RMA
technical
Gillette Safety Razor Co. onL
items must be handled by experts by
Mutual, according to results of| eoj
and that a government-operated contest
in which WAJR received
sales system would be inefficient
prize — a portable
typewriter.
and produce less revenue. Manu- firstAdditional
prizesftIf
facturer agents now inspect and re- were awarded merchandise
to: WEBR WIBX
pair
equipment.
WIBC
CKLW
WAZL
WJEJ
WHB
RFC had received complaints
that cities, civic agencies and vet- WHK
WEIM
CKOC
WGRC WHEB KTHT WCSC L"
erans were having difficulty obtain- WIPMutual
that promotion
RMA actually
remind- activities ofreports
the stations, based on
edingthatsurplus
U. property.
S. regulations
a kit provided by the MBS audi
give such purchasers priority be- ence
promotion department, was
fore surplus ever reaches manu- more consistent
and showed higher
facturer agents. Radio surplus
has been small thus far but enor- degree of showmanship than in pre- ie.ii ■
vious
years.
Average
Series
mous quantities, running into bil- Hooper rating of 26.2 World
was highest
future. lions, may be released in the near ince 1942
Sam H. Husbands, RFC director, declared he favored continu- Westinghouse Electric
ance of the RFC-industry program
on a more efficient basis.
Makes 5 Appointments
Bond Geddes, RMA executive FIVE APPOINTMENTS withinl»les
vice president, presented the argu- the advertising department o
ment for retention of the agent con- Westinghouse Electric Corp.,1
tract plan in the absence of A. S.
O., have been made tel
Wells,man Wells-Gardner
Co., chair- Mansfield,
as initialadvertising.
step in preparing
for ex-'
of the RMA Reconversion
tensive
Appointments
Committee. Other RMA represen- include J. R. Clemens, assistant
tatives at the conference included: manager of appliance advertising,
M. F. Balcom, Sylvania Electric
advertising,
Products, RMA tube division in charge ofandproduct
sales training; P.
chairman; Ernest Searing, Inter- promotion
W. Endriss, assistant manager of ted
national Resistance Co., parts di- appliance
advertising,programs,
in chargeconof en
line advertising
vision; W. J. Halligan, Hallicraft- full
ers Co., set and transmitter divi- sumer education and the advertis-' \
sions; L. W. Teegarden, RCA; R.
and promotion of insecticide \
B. Kennett, Tung-Sol Lamp Works; ing
dispensers; E. J. Hegarty, man )f 1
J. G. Mayer, Hallicrafters Co.; A. ager of sales training, in charge
L. Milk, Sylvania Electric Prod- of development of production, and lion
ucts; J. J. Clune, National Union testing of wholesale and retail sales
Radio Corp.; E. H. Fritschel, Gen- training plans; K. A. Donelson
eral
Electric Co.;
manager, office manager^
man, Belmont
RadioHerman
Corp.; KrissG. E. operations
advertising department; and J
Oliver, P. B. Rawley, Raytheon ofG. Baird,
sales
manager ,Jvel
Corp.; Fred F. Ball, Crosley Corp.; in charge of fullpromotion
line sales promo
F. S. Boland, Federal Telephone & tional
activities
for
department
and er,
Radio Corp.; James D. Secrest, furniture stores.
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jlMA Group Sets Future of Shortwave in U.S.
Satellite Standard
\.CTUAL test by a broadcasting Expected To Be Decided Soon
tation of a satellite transmitter THE FUTURE of international worked out. Many proposals have
led to the station by a 2 w FM re- shortwave broadcasting from the been submitted to the State Dept.
ly circuit on an ultra-high fre- U. S. likely will be determined There are divergent views as to
uency, using equipment developed shortly, but all indications point to how this medium shall be controlled, programmed and owned.
uring the war, is foreseen as a re- continued operation of the nation's
mit of action taken last week by
privateauspices,
licen- One thing is definite. The State
%e Subcommittee on Satellite shortwave
sees underoutlets
State byDept.
Dept.
has
assembled
enough that
evidence to convince
its officials
with the Government purchasing
transmitters
acturers Assn.of the Radio Manu- program time.
international broadcasting must be
William B. Benton, assistant continued "in the interests of the
Engineering wrinkles in this
orm of unattended transmitter, by Secretary of State in charge of
of theDept.
Unitedhopes
States".
The State
to carry
yrhich coverage of standard broad- Public Affairs, met in New York peoples
est stations could be greatly in- Friday with the seven licensees of
reased with a minimum of inter- the country's 36 shortwave outlets. out its project in a five-point proerence, were worked out at the Don Francisco, vice president of J.
(1) Through news and feature
ommittee meeting held in Phila- Walter Thompson Co. and former gram:
which can legitimately fall
elphia. Leading transmitter en- director, Radio Division, Office of work,
to
the State Dept. Large areas in
gineers were present.
Coordinator of Inter-American Afvarious
withfairs,
submitted
to
the
licensees
a
Three Bands Proposed
out the parts
regularof the
newsworld
wire arereports.
proposal for future operations.
In
these,
State
Dept.
hopes
to
disAt a conference of industry leadThree bands are proposed for reseminate news.
ay signals to unattended satellite
ers with State Dept. officials Thurs(2)
Through
broadcasting.
was learned that the State
ransmitters. These are approxi- Dept.day itfeels
4,955,144
(3) Through motion pictures.
this country must take
mately 950-960 mc; 1750-2100 mc; all steps possible
State Dept. proposes to supplement
to overcome in activities
.650-7000
mc.
Of
these,
the
second
of
the
film
industry;
other
countries
the
distortions
and
spinning
spindles
>and is believed to be the one most
about America. Con- plans to produce some shorts to
)ikely to be selected by engineers, misconceptions
sidered one of the most important augment private production.
hough ultimate development of the
VICTORY
(4) Through libraries in all
potent media in this program
trt may make the highest band ofandeducation
is radio.
parts of the world. In. Italy there
lesirable.
...daily
is a great demand for material in
cloth to producing
wrap aroundcotton
the
British Plans
Equipment for satellite relays is
the
U.
S.
library,
now
conducted
i^eing tested in the laboratory of
world.
Produced
from
"picker
Already Great Britain has an- under State Dept. supervision.
to
bolt"
in
the
16-county
jJme manufacturer,
but tests.
further denouncedservice
elaborate plans
for worldWSPA Primary Area.
(5) Through
exchange
stuvelopment awaits field
wide news
and broadcasts.
dents; in 1946 State
Dept. ofexpects
te Two sets of engineering stand- Russia, likewise, has been stress- 10,000 students
from foreign lands
SPARTANBURG,
ards are proposed. First covers the
ing propaganda, particularly by to attend schools in America; in
; satellite Control Channel (SCC), shortwave
broadcasting.
SOUTH CAROLINA
return
10,000
Americans
will
atHome of Camp Crofl
■ncluding high-frequency transmittend schools in other countries; by
How international broadcasting
5000WSPA
watts Day, 1000 watts Night
1 er and high-frequency receiver and shall be accomplished still must be 1947 the goal is 20,000 students. .
'heir
antennas,
including
the
signal
950
kilocycles,
Reo.
by
Hollingberv
letween the main broadcast station
'ransmitter delivered to the satellite Bob Hope Voted Best in Fame Poll;
' ontrol transmitter. Second, set of
' tandards covers the satellite broad- Allen? McGee? Crosby Tied for Second
cast transmitter itself, which picks UBIQUITOUS Bob Hope, who for Amos and Andy (NBC), George Burns
Allen (NBC) (tied).
:'up this relay signal and rebroad- the
past five years has apparently and GracieMaster
of Ceremonies
'tasts it to the listener.
amused
more
radio
editors,
colBing CrosbyBob(NBC);
Harry Von Zell
'■'ifThese
standards are
umnists and critics than any other (CBS-NBC);
Hope (Popular)
(NBC).
experimenters
at for
the guidance
present
Male Vocalist
;tate of the art.
comedian, has been voted "ChamBing Perry
Crosby Como(NBC);
Dick Haymes
pion of Champions" again in Mo- (CBS);
O H ° L
(NBC).
15-20 Mile Range
tionpoll,
Picture ' Daily's
10thannounced
annual
Male Vocalist
(Classical)
fame
it
was
John
Charles
Thomas
(NBC);
Nelson
Relay transmitters could be operJames
(CBS).
ited successfully up to 15 or 20 Dec.Hope12. not only was voted the Eddy (CBS);
VocalistMelton
(Popular)
niles with only 2 w power, using highest program classification in Dinah Female
Shore
(NBC);
Jo
lighly directive antennas.
(CBS); Frances Langford (NBC).Stafford
Female Vocalist (Classical)
The committee felt that power of the poll — "Champion of Chamatellite transmitters themselves
pions"— but won the choice of Gladys Swarthout (NBC); Patrice
Munsel
(CBS); Lily Pons (guest performances).
best
comedian.
His
Pephould come within four ranges: America's
sodent show was voted the best
Commentator
',.0-50 w continuously variable; 50- comedy program of 1945.
H.
V.
Kaltenborn (NBC); Raymond
I i50 w; 250-1000 w; 100-5000 w.
in some classifications Swing (ABC); Lowell Thomas (NBC).
Attending the meeting, held at areWinners
Sportscaster
as follows, listed in the order Bill Stern (NBC);
LiMe Hotel Philadelphian, were: of their
ratings in the poll:
Harry Wismer (ABC).Ted Husing (CBS);
j loward S. Frazier, NAB, commitChampion of Champions
Symphonic
OrchestraSymphony
ji.ee
WestNew Boston
York
Philharmonic
Bob Hope
Fred Allen
iftfn chairman;
Electric; R. L.H. Lindsay,
E. Littlejohn,
Fibber
McGee(NBC);
and Molly
(NBC),(NBC).
Bing Symphony
(CBS);
(NBC).Symphony (ABC); NBC
(NBC)Edgar
(tied);Bergen-Charlie
Lux Radio TheaLffFIL Philadelphia; Paul F. God- Crosbyter (CBS),
Mc- Fred Waring
Daytime
Program
; ey, Paul F. Godley Co.; I. R. Weir,
Carthy (NBC) (tied).
ShowParty
(NBC); Breakfast
III. B. Fancher, J. F. Wilcox, GE;
Most Promising Star of Tomorrow
Club (ABC);Dramatic
House
Program(CBS).
LOjirtis B. Plummer, FCC; Ogden
Jack Smith (CBS); Jo Stafford (CBS),
Lux
Radio
Theater
Theater
Marlin Hurt (CBS) (tied); Danny O'Neil Guild on the Air (ABC); (CBS);
i;li'restholdt,
Nils Oman,
Thompson, J.CBS;M. Young,
RCA;L. E.E. (CBS).
Comedian
ter (Helen Hayes) (CBS). Textron TheaComedy Show
. Coxey, E. M. Ostlund, Federal
Bob Hope (NBC); Fred Allen (NBC):
THE
(NBC),
Bob (NBC);
Hope (NBC);
Fibber(NBC).
McGee and
elegraph & Radio Corp.; W. H. Ed
CharlieGardner
McCarthy
(NBC)Edgar
(tied);BergenJack Molly
Fred Allen
LUCKY FELLOW,
(NBC).
irster, Philco Co.; G. H. Winter- Benny
New
Program
Idea
HE HAS A
Comedienne
i ute, Sperry Gyroscope Co.; Ross
Request
RESERVATION
a Day Performance
(Mutual). (CBS); Queen
velle, WWDC Washington; R. H. Joan Davis (CBS);
AT THE
(NBC). Fanny Brice (CBS); For Best
News
Job
in
Radio
in
1945
augherty, AT&T. Messrs. Fan- Grade Allen Comedy
CBS — For V-E Day, V-J Day, Japanese {
ler, Wilcox, Thompson and Ost- Fibber McGee andTeamMolly (NBC); surrender
and President Roosevelt's
nd were guests of the committee. Jimmy Durante and Garry Moore (CBS); death.
December 17, 1945
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i— Classified Advertisements —
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only — Minimum $1.00.
Situation Wanted 10c per word. All others, 15c per word. Count 3 words for
blind box number. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies
to Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C
Help Wanted
Wanted (Cont'd)
RadioSituations
operator,
class license
Can youClock
announce?
lib A-l Morning
telegraphhaveandsecond
telephone.
One
Alarm
Show? AdNewscast?
Must be radio
sober,
reliable.
Permanent.
$75.00
and
year's
experience
as
telegraph
operator —
very little experience
atofficer.
radio Willing
telephone.
room.
Give references. Box 579, BROAD- Ex-Merchant
Marine
to
CASTING.
go anywhere. Box 573, BROADCASTHammond Electric Organist who can ING^
double asBox singer-announcer.
Man
or
58u, BROADCASTING.
Commercial veteran
manager.
Desire
Discharged
with experience.
newspaperchange.
and
Top flightsalary,
newscaster,
advertisingSalessales
Lioeral
talent network
fees. Boxquality.
581, ofradioreferences.
record
speaks Best
for
BROADCASTING.
itself.
Invite
interview
and
investigaSalesman
or woman.
Only$i00.00
station
in
tion. Minimum compensation $6,000. I
city.
If
earning
less
than
weekly
prove my statements. Box 576, BROADcontact us. Box 582, BROADCASTING. CASTING.
Help
— state
Top flight
newsman
for Veteran New York announcer — Producer
small wanted
eastern
station.
Not
necessarily allinterested
but health.
must move
southcontract
or west expires
due to Jan.
wife's
Current
man with
aroundin commentator
news background,
Wire collect
for particulars.
Box 577,1.
either newspaper
orperradio.month
Excellent
op- BROADCASTING.
p
o
r
t
u
n
i
t
y
.
$
2
0
.
0
to
start.
Tell
accompanied by Ex-Navy lieut. desires position to start
photo.allBoxfirst591,letter
BROADCASTING.
career. Called to active duty upon
Chief engineer—
With
reasonablesouth-ex- radio
graduation
University.
perience fodetails
r 250 wattandstation,
Studied MedillNorthwestern
School of Journalism.
east. Write
references to Age
26, mmarried.
Can
write
news,
proBox 594, BROADCASTING.
otion or publicity.
Excellent
Transmitter
operator
— with
firstAtlanclass
edgediscpopular
music
slots
me as knowlpotential
jockey
or
transcription
music
license
for
local
station,
Central
tic state. Good working conditions.
NYC,NYCCalifornia,
Arizona. Available
interviewor now.
Write details to Box 595, BROADCAST- man. Prefer
ING^
Here'sis aanxiously
young, ambitious,
soberinmanrawho
seeking
a
start
Help
wanted
—
We
need
man
for
newly
and security for his
created
— director
of specialin family.dio forBoxhimself
583, BROADCASTING.
events, asposition
part our
staff expansion
going regional.
Should
be
aDle
do
inAnnouncer,
2
years
experience
on staff
telligent interviews, recognize
events
permanent
position.
having
showmanship
possibilities,
andbe work. Desires
cializinBox
g in news,
special
events Speand
doone daily
personality
program.
Will
dramatics.
584,
BROADCASTING.
of most imporcant positions in our
station.
Send
personal
details,
experifirst.
Program
ence, recording to WGAC, Augusta, Ga. Available January
tor-assistant
manager.news,
Ten
yearsdirecAnnouncer
— events.
For commercial
disc
showsor
perience.
Announcing,
staff
man-exand
special
Audition
platter
agement,
NBC-MBS
traffic,
production,
music,
all
phases.
Now
employed
but
personal
interview
required.
Wire
Bob
make
change
since present
job
Shack,
Cheyenne.Production Manager, KFBC. wish
offers totailsnofirst
further
advancement.
All Box
deletter.
Best
references.
Situations Wanted
585, ersBROADCASTING.
Present
employknow of this ad.
Experience
saves!
We handle
that sta- Promotion: Veteran, 27, B.S. degree,
tionmentyouofhave
in mind
commenceapplication
tofromcompletion
of married. Eight years newspaper experipublicity
advertisoperation
afterof youit. Savings
are "on the
air". All
or anytion,part
on
applicaing ence,
copy;nectionincluding
some
radio
copy.andDesire
conwith station,
agency.
Executive
and operation
is our ability,
specialty.construction
Our experience
is saving
supervised
Army
section
of 25
Now in east. Box 587, BROADmoney for others — let us save money for men.
CASTING^
you.
Box 132,immediately,
BROADCASTING.
Available
experienced Announcer — Now employed network afwoman's
commentator,
programming,
Specialty news,
continuity.
graduate.
cialfiliate.
announcing.
Controlsports,
boardcommerexperiground with College
network stations.
BoxBack538,
ence,
platter
Available
two
BROADCASTING.
weeks. Box
588, shows.
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer
seeksExperienced
position within pro-all Sports column, play-by-play: Honorgressive
station.
discharged two
volunteer
arnbulance
phases oftenaradio
station operation,
main- driver.ablyPrevious
years commercial
nce and installation.
Past
employannouncing,
sportscasting
basic neters
and
associates
testify
to
ability
as
work
spot.
Essential
background
and
the
kind Boxof executive
who gets- connections for building fast-moving,
a jobworking
done well.
544. BROADCAST
enlightening
sports
entertainment.
ING.
Michigan
A.B.;
transcription available;
Young man,
35 years
ofstation
age, married,
excellent
recommendations.
Will go
desires
position
withLicensed
contemanywhere. Box
589, BROADCASTING.
plating
expansion.
since
1931.
Talented,
dependable
young
man
with
Nine ingyears
at
transmitter
before
enterone year expecting
copywritingto experience.
Third
Navy. Experienced
in installation
get first Prefer
soon.
and maintenance
of transmitter
andall license,
Some
announcing
experience.
studio
equipment.
Naval
experience
but will consider all offers.
in materiel,BoxVHF555. andBROADCASTING.
FM. Los Angeles southeast,
preferred.
Box 592, BROADCASTING.
Station
manager
or
assistant
—
8
years
Experienced
announcer
actual experience
programming,
conary 1st. Presently
employedtoavailable
as chiefJanuantinuity,inducted.
sales manager,
general
mannouncer. years
Desire change
metropolitan
ager
when
Age
36,
married.
market.
Six
experience
in news,
Available
1st
January.
Sgt/Major
in
events,
color, and Box
commerArmy.
must be permanent. special
cials. Highestsports
references.
593,
Box 560,Position
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING.
Veteran
wants
job
as
copy
writer
with
Announcerwriter:
Served
abroad
Ameradvertising
agency
radio station.
Spot
ican Red Cross.
Twoat years
commercials,
news,orhave
music
religious
announcer,
writer
5000 commercial
wattexcellent
basis
continuity,
what
you.or Midwest,
NBC
station.
College
degree,
especially
Michigan,
preferred.
Referreferences,
voice
TX.
Available
immediences. Box 561, BROADCASTING.
ately. Box 590, BROADCASTING.
Engineer.likeJust
releasedposition
from service.
Pep up sales with network
Would
to contact
in the Newswise?
newsman in or heading
your news deeast. Technical
school
graduate,
experienced in design,
construction,
main- and specialpartment— writing,
events. 2^4announcing
years NBC news
plus
tenance
and
FM.
Box
562,
BROADfour yearsencedsmall
stations
—
spells experiCASTING^
programming.
Excellent
referBrothers
—
Veterans.
Experienced
in
radio
ences.
Box
596,
BROADCASTING.
announcing.
Graduates
Radioprogram
Instituteon
ofstation
Chicago. One
had own
5 years
with
Forces Announcer-sportscaster,
perience 250 watt to 50,000MC.watt.
ProvenexNetwork.affiliated
Work well
asAmerican
team. Familiar
abilityence,and
voice. adProduction
experiwith
all
phases
of
radio
entertainment.
news,
sports,
lib,
straight
live
Play
musical
Available shows
Interested in your
offer. Boxa specialty.
597, BROADCASTING.
short sixnotice.
Box instruments.
563, BROADCASTING.
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Situations
Wanted just(Cont'd)
Former
station manager,
back from
two years
in
tire
Pacific,
seeks
opport
u
n
i
t
y
a
t
station
in
small
or
mediumsized community.
Management,
production,
programming,
scripts.
Box 571, BROADCASTING.Write
P. I. Stations,
available
soon, fully
exmail-pull
announcer,
for
one
of theperienced
best
known
hillbillyandMCshows
inwork.country.
Also
sports,
news
staff
5
years
experience.
25
years
old.
Would
like to help position
boost yourformailmyself.
and
make598,permanent
Box
BROADCASTING.
New and ences.
expanding
stations build audiAnnouncer-producer-copywriter
now available,
thoroughly experienced
in all ming.
phases
radio, including
programRestricted
references.
Employed
network permit.
affiliate.BestConfidential.
Box
599, BROADCASTING.
Commercialdesires
manager
of 1000 manager
watt, CBSor
affiliate,
commercial
station
manager
position.
Six
years experience. Box 600, BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
24,
married,
college
gradu-50
ate, two stations.
years experience
leading
kilowatt
Can write,at direct
and
produce.
Easy forgoing,a permanent
ea'sy talkingjobsortin ofa
soul
looking
busy
esfetern
station.
Transcription
request. Box 601, BROADCASTING. on
Lonely?
Experienced
announcerdelivery
with
college todegree
and smooth
wishes
correspond
with progressive
program
director.
Object—possibilities.
permanent
position
advancement
Box 602, with
BROADCASTING.
Former tative
executive inavailable.
station represenUnusual
background organization
in radio and advertising
over cypast
22
years.
Network
sales,program
agenradio
director,
spot
and
sales. Also,licationsix
years
with
leading
pubselling
space.
Age
48,
good
personality.in Excellently
qualified
for
sales
connection
radio,
agency
radio
or
ING^^
account work. Box 603, BROADCASTVeteran,phonesingle.
Firstyears
classtransmitter
radiotelelicense.
Three
experience,
including
standard
and
FM
transmitters.
Handle
remotes,
recordings,
master
control
and
studio
shows.
Two
Louis Halpern,
North years
Third college.
St., Phoenix,
Arizona. 807
Naval officer (electronic specialist)
available Jan. 1 Navy
for position as transto 50
kw. AM mitteror engineer.
FM. Considerexperience
any location
for
good
position.
L. J. Kraehmer,
S. Carpenter St., Chicago
20, Illinois.8311
Program
director
or topnotch
announcer.
experience.
31, family
Seek9 yeare
permanent
association.
$60.00man.to
start.
Being
replaced
by
returning
eran.
Charles
Haaser,
44
Main
St.,
Wethersfleld, Conn. vetFirst class
radiotelephone
license.
Amateur W5JLT.program.
Three years
technician
Married.Navy31 radio
years
old. Desire
permanent
positionP. in O.southwest.
James
W.
Birdsong,
Box
444, Mt. Vernon, Texas.
Ambitious veteran, 25, with musical
and theatrical
background
desires position withnouncingfuture
in department.
production,
ano
r
publicity
Colarmy 4thexperience.
Adolph N.Trillilegeng, 10and4 East
St., New York,
Y.
SPORTSCASTER— WANTS
PERMANENT ENGAGEMENT
BACKGROUND
Age — Thirty
Education — University
Service — 3V2 Years Army Officer
Experience — Newspaper Sportswriter;tionalBroadcasting
Baseball InternaGames,
American LeagueLeague
Hockey
Games,
Big
Time
Wrestling,
General Sports and News.
Should be of interest to stations
who may be thinking of vigorously
entering sports field or strengthening present organizations.
A letter, wire or phone call, naming an appointment
at yourto you,
convenience, without obligation
to discuss personally, will be appreciated.
Thank
interview.you for granting me an
BOX 570, BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Versatile
copywriterexperience
with varied
bus!tc
ness, medium-sized
advertising
join
or pay.
largewants
agencj
where
ideas
and
ability
3l/2
yean
AAF.
Chicago
B. J. Gross
5508 Hyde
Park, preferred.
Chicago.
Experienced
York production
mar
desires
programNew
directorship
in anothei
town.
Degree
in collect
radio, tenfor years
in the
business.
Wire
particulars
Robert N.Mann,
York,
Y. 333 Riverside Drive, Nev.
Just
got permanent
shore duty.atDesire
togressive
resume
radioimmediately.
announcing
pro
station
Experience
IV2
years
CBS
affiliate.
Familiar
witl
all
phases radio
broadcasting. Will
travel.
Brooklyn,James
New Honig,
York. 294 Union Ave
Engineer-writer.
mailed
reFirst class Dossier
license.
12services.
years onradio
Six in quest.conjunction
pressAnything,
Mid
westerner,
29, married.
any
where,
West 60th,immediately.
Los Angeles.Mario Wynn, 31
Announcer
—
Ex-Navy atLt.once.
with some
perience
available
Excellentex u
voice,
considerable
sales
experience
Writing ability. University
graduate
married,
Ralph B. dependable,
Reid, P. O.good
Box appearance
489, Elgin
Illinois.
Electronics
engineer,
soon
be re-;
leased
from
war work,
invitesto respon
consideration for filling
permanent,
|
sible, engineering position. BEE degree!
Experience
in broadcasting
and UHI*
techniques.
first1 r:!cjM
Address
R. E. Available
Patterson, February
377Ohio.East Madi-1
son
Avenue,
Springfield,
Announcer
years man;
at news, com 4
mercials,
ad— Three
lib,
land
or New
York;family
references. NewBox Eng-i
606; eco
BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager available Feb.i
experienced,
prefer commission onlyi tai
Box
607, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — 3 years experience. 30 year^
old. Southeast
Available immediately. Box 614, only.
BROADCASTING.
(Continued on page 99)

WANTED
Manager for
Television
Station
The man we're looking for
will have had several years
experience as the manager of
a successful radio station in
a large metropolitan center.
He'll know programming . . .
talent
. . commercial
production — andas
well as. the
management side of broadcasting. He'll be long on energy, ideas and imagination
and probably very short on
television experience. We'll
supply that. For the right
man this is a ground-floor opin a tremendous
new industry.portunityWrite,
outlining
your experience
in
detail.
gotiations in confidence, Ne-if
you wish. Our organization
knows of this advertisement.
BOX 574, BROADCASTING
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RMA

Discounts
CIO Hold-back
Claim
be
in
a
position
to
profit by delay,
the
charges,
had
in
its
own
stateAuthorizes Parts
ment put some of the blame on actually production was impossiOPA slowness. They said set makDelivery; Union
ble until late November. OPA Regers could not have started deliverulation 599, they noted, prohibits
Sees Wallace
ies until late November, when first shipment of sets until OPA prices
By RUFUS CRATER
OPA set prices were issued, be- have been issued, and requires the
cause of OPA regulations prohibit- manufacturer to affix retail price
tEPLYING to union charges that
ing the manufacturer from ship- tags.
iroduction and delivery of goods
ping
sets before he received OPA
ire being deliberately held back by
firstTheypartspointed
prices out
were that
issuedOPA's
two
■lectrical manufacturers, Radio
months after V-J Day; that another
Manufacturers Assn. spokesmen prices-. Rushing by Plane
month
or
six
weeks
were
required
I leclared last week they had no
Meanwhile, OPA late Friday an- before individual adjustment were
E vidence of any such hold-back and
nounced that parts manufacturers secured ; that the formula for pricjjlidRMA
not believe
union's thecharges.
ing sets was not received until
Hi
officialstheascribed
delay may deliver under old orders until Oct. 30,
and that
the first
set prices
Jan. 15 at ceiling prices in effect were issued
the week
of Nov.
23.
j'n
delivery
of
radios
primarily
to
prior
to
Dec.
3,
1946.
Move
was
to
JOPA pricing delays, noting that expedite parts delivery to set mak"Therefore,"
they
declared,
"raajjnited Electrical, Radio and Madio
set
makers
could
not
start
deers, said OPA.
hine Workers (CIO), which made
livery until the latter part of NoNow manufacturers are rushing
sets by airplane in an effort to
Fact that manufacturers, now
Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
catch some of the Christmas mar- that
production is possible, are
ket, the RMA spokesmen declared. vember."
They said they doubted, however, the
"rushing
sets trade
by airplane"
Christmas
was seen foras
xperiencemotion,announcer,
production,
prothat
the
manufacturers
would
be
copywriting,
sales.Present
Promoted,
lirectedrtion,Summer
Theater.
poevidence
of
industry's
to getas
able
to
catch
much
of
the
holiday
jewelry
sets to the public asdesire
quickly
ent earningscostume$8000.
Wifesalesman.
intricate Prespart trade.
ificialworking
program,
but
wants
no
ofA UE-CIO delegation, putting
Senators Absent
Wifechoral,
finishedgleepianist,
or;anist,status.
vocalist,
clubLittle
di- into effect a resolution adopted possible.
XBector.
producing
UE-CIO said union employes of
last month by union representa- Westinghouse,
Theater Experienced
Guild Amateur
Radio Plays,
GE, GM, and RCA
merchandising
tives from 76 cities [Broadcastb-kxecutive
kimall wear, experience
jewelry, cosmetics.
Pering, Nov. 19], met with Secretary comprised the delegation which
lifr.-nanency rather than spring board. of Commerce
met
with
Secretary
Wallace. Sens.
Henry Wallace last
Tuesday to present their charges James E. Murray (D.-Mont.) and
'Sales
M. Mead (D.-N.Y.) were
":deas tojobsell.wanted
Ability with
to sellgood
them.station.
Know and demand "immediate investiga- James
listed in a union release as attendtion of the electrical industry."
ing
the
meeting, but authorities
The meeting with Secretary Wal- later reported
fears in radio. 30 years old, married
the Senators were
nan. Make an offer. Box 612, BROADlace preceded by two days a strike unable to be present.
+3ASTING.
Mead
vote conducted by UE-CIO among and Murray head the Sens.
Commercial
man
of
twenty-five.
Excommittees
its
estimated
200,000
members
in
perience
network
affiliates.
Desires
perwhich
UE-CIO
asked
to
be
asnanent
or agency. General Electric Co., WestingReferences.position
Box 610,station
BROADCASTING.
signed to the requested investigahouse Electric Corp., and General
Newscaster
—
Seeking
permanent
news
tion— the Special Committee to
Motors (Electrical Division) in Investigate
Derth inin well
majorknown
market.
14 years experiDefense
mce
stations.
AFN plants
throughout the U. S. First Program and thethe National
md
BBC. Honorable
discharge.Also,Family
Senate Education
nan. tion.Experienced
stage,
radio
producreturns
late
Friday
indicated
overly.
and Labor Committees, respectivewhelming support for a strike.
CASTING.Best references. Box 609, BROADUnion officials previously agreed
Wanted to Buy
UE President Fitzgerald, reno strike would be called in 1945
porting on surveys he asserted the
Wantedtop — price.
Field Boxintensity
meter — will [Broadcasting, Dec. 10], explainjay
586,
BROADCASTunion
made in several cities, said
ING.
ing
"the
time
for
a
strike,
if
it
Drder
letters
for
products
advertised
results
"prove
question
comes, is when such action aids of a doubt thatbeyond
tens ofthethousands
mif your
station
may clients,
be worth andthousands
dollars
to
your
liberal
UE
rather
than
the
companies."
of
radios,
refrigerators,
electric
jommissions
toagents
you. Wefor aremassconfidenIn the conference with Secretary
ial,mailexclusive
buyers Wallace,
other electrical appliAlbert J. Fitzgerald, UE- irons and
>f:ontact
order
names.
For
full
particulars
ances
could
have
been
placed
on
—, 19Mr.
D. Cates
general president, said delay
30 IrvingBuhl,ParkS.Road,
ChicagoCom-13, CIO
in
delivery
of
electrical
goods
could
the
market
prior
to
Christmas."
:ipanyll
.
He said "in numerous instances
not be fastened on the union be- companies
Wanted
— New no
or make,
usedls
recorder
fairly
nch discs,
type andforcon-16
cause UE-CIO "has not had strikes rapidly and areare,producing
ation. Box state
611, BROADCASTING.
in many cases,
in the electrical industry."
For Sale
storing their products rather than
UE-CIO Charges
"or ter.
sale—Purchased
RCA new
250-D1939,
250 used
watt two
transmitplacing them on the market." But
years.
iMs
been
kept
in
standby
service.
Best
most cases, he declared, "the
UE-CIO contended "the electri- in
!50
made by RCA in S. C.
have deJfty.watt
Box ever
604, BROADCASTING.
cal industry has engaged in a de- appliance manufacturers
liberately held back production,
liberate hold-back of radios, wash- falsely blaming
itVo
Radiotone
Transcription
turnshortage
of parts
;ables,
slightly
used,
$250.00.
WNEX,
ing machines, refrigerators and
Mkcon, Georgia.
other appliances from the Christ- to 'labor trouble' or conversion difCjr
Sale
—
new
Presto
6-N
recorder
with
iflcroscope and extra feedscrew also
mas trade" because "for every doltfied Presto 85 -E amp. Box 546, BROADlar of profit from products sold dur- ficulties."
CASTING.
Gifts for McNeill
ing
1945, manufacturers will make
'or Saleplete—withPresto
Yrecording
recorder turncom- four times
as much in 1946 be- CHRISTMAS RUSH is on for Don
extra Model
75-Adelivery.
iSbble.
Immediate
Box
605,
cause
of
the
repeal
of
the
excess
3ROADCASTING.
McNeillas of
American's
Club
postmen
staggerBreakfast
in with
:lewRadiotone
Turntables,
tax."
equipment,Transcription
$390.00, WSSV,
Peters- profits
big
sacks
of
gifts
from thousands
"In
addition,"
Mr.
Fitzgerald
burg,
Virginia.
of
fans.
Accumulation
thus
far inConsidering
full timelowregional
sta- said, "because of their campaign
cludes books, pens, glassware,
nationalsale
network,
frequency.
to abolish
OPA
price ceilings,
elecif.,lon,
sponsible
principals
only.
Box
608,
trical
manufacturers
are
holding
money clips, cigarette lighters,
tOADCASTING.
back their products now, hoping pastry, ducks, turtles, and a threeMiscellaneous
Articles of value are
anted
to rent, wire laying plow, ur- to RMA
reap huge
profits itlater."
contended
is apparent piece zoot-suit.
turned over to charity and
ntly 8.needed.
Ifirg,
C. Station WSPA, Spartan- that although manufacturers may being
relief organizations.
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New TV Recording
Machine Discussed
American Television Society
Hears Report From Cuff
TELEVISION programming on
both coasts was discussed by four
authorities at a monthly meeting of
the American Television Society
Dec. 13 at the Barbizon-Plaza
Hotel,
New York.of a new, and as yet
Development
unnamed, machine to record, visually and audibly, television programs, was reported by Samuel H.
Cuff, general manager of DuMont
station,chineWABD
Marecords on New
a 16York.
mm film.
One use for it which Mr. Cuff envisions is reproduction of programs for widespread distribution
throughout the country.
Lessons Learned
Bob vision
Emery,
of TeleProducerspresident
Assn. and
television director of WOR New York,
summed up lessons he had learned
from the Brownstone Theater productions. Big problem, he said, is
to find a cast which knows both
radiogoodand writers
stage acting.
"If you've
got
and material,
you
don't need complicated camera
work," he said.
Mr. Landsberg spoke of the
necessity of holding television audiences' attention for long periods,
a techniqueordinated
madeprogramming.
possible by coThe problem
of
injecting
commercials into television
programs
was discussed
by
Paul
Mowrey,
rector of television for AmericandiBroadcasting Co.
Benson & Rixon Names
BENSON
Co., Chicago
has placed& RIXON
advertising
accountclothier,
with
Sydneyto S.be -Lovitt
Co., Chicago. Radio is
said
considered.
A. A. Porter Resigns
ARTHUR A. PORTER has resigned as
managing
director of Canadian
tute ofsiPublic
a Gallup Instisubdiary, to headCo.,Opinion,
research
Leo Burnett
Chicago department
agency. of
Howard Joins Browne
FRANCIS
HOWARD,
formerly and
of MerrillviKremer
Inc.,promotion
Memphis,
preously with sales
of American
in New York, department
has joined
the
copy
department
of
the
Burton
Browne Advertising Agency, Chicago.
New on WBBM
TWO new public service programs have
been
addedreturned
on WBBM Chicago.
"Your
Chicago"
15 3:30-3:45
p.m.,
presented in Dec.
cooperation
with
Chicago
Park
District.
"Wake
Uo
and
Live" dramatizing
of Chicago
needy,
is aired withproblems
cooperation
of 200
social agencies.
Pontius Returns
DON PONTIUS, member of Mutual
Chicago
sales
until entering
service in 1943, Goodman
hasstaffreturned
as successor
to Charles
in MBS
Chicago
co-op office.
sales. Goodman shifts to west
coast
Joins Lovitt Co.
JAMES
M. Home"
STEINMAN, broadcast
owner of for"I
Want
a
short time on WCFL showChicago,
has joined
Sydney S. Lovitt Co., Chicago agency.
Tie-innewspaper colWBT CharlotteVetdaily
umnseadrverappearing
the Charlotte
wil be tied inin with
a weekly Ob-15minute
program
"Veterans
Available"
as partemployment.
ofentitled
the station's
drive
to aid veteran
British Music
SERIES of recorded musical programs
"English Music
Hall," designedof
toentitled
give Americans
vivid and
cross-section
British
dance music
specialties,
starts on WNEW New York, 6-6:30
p.m. on Dec. 23.
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NARBA Parley
(Continued from page 15)
stations in this country suffered
ruinous interference largely from
Cuban stations. In several instances
it became necessary for the stations
to assist the Cuban licensees
through provision of consulting engineering advice and even of equipment.
The Cuban proposal submitted at
Rio takes cognizance of the directional situation. The precise position of Cuba is not too clearly
projected in this proposal, but it is
construed as an indication that
Cuba not plicated
only assignments
"demands"
dubut the
expects
assistance from stations in the
United States and possibly Canada
in the way of equipment and installation.
its "demands"
forAfter
the setting
score offorthassignments,
the
Cuban proposal, translated from
Spanish, reads:
Insofar as the use of the said
channels requires
expensive
instal ations uofseful only
for the that
specific frequency
the station
will use
it,
the
Cuban
Administrano justification
to compeltionitsfindsbroadcasting
the
construction
of such station
installation
unless the
stations
would
be
prothrough RegionalwithAgreementected
ts or understandings
the
neighbor nations with which it
would
have
to
share
these
chann e 1 s, economically reasonable
length of time, against changes.
Prior to the Rio conference, proposals had been made for extension of the North American agreement, but Cuba protested on the
ground that she did not have adequate facilities [Broadcasting, Oct.
8]. Altogether, Cuba asked for new
assignments on some 20 additional
channels, mainly below 1000 kc,
most of them with power of from
15 to 50 kilowatts. Canada had proposed a two-year extension of the
North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement (NARBA) and
the United States a one-year extension. Cuba insisted, however, upon
a new agreement.
Little Chance of Unanimity
During the last fortnight it has
become evident that there is little
chance of unanimous agreement on
extension of the treaty under its
present terms. As a consequence, it
has been concluded that it would be
desirable to work out a revision of
the treaty with a view to extension
for a normal five-year term. Such
a revised treaty would require ratification bythe Senate.
Thus, instead of naming an engineering delegation, made up
largely of FCC technical representatives for the conference, it would
mean that President Truman would
be called upon to appoint a formal
delegation at policy level. Both the
-State Dept. and the FCC would be
represented on the delegation. FCC
Chairman Paul A. Porter presumably would be an American member and possibly
chairman.
mis ioner E. K. Jett,
then ComFCC
chief engineer, was a top figure at
the Havana conference in 1937 at
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Eisenhower Named
NAMED last week as a member of the three-man committee by President Truman
to make a fact-finding study
of the General Motors labor
dispute was Milton Eisenhower, president of Kansas
State College and former
deputy director of OWI in
charge of administration.
Brother
of General
"Ike", long
Mr.
Eisenhower
has been
identified with radio, both
with OWI and previously
with the Dept. of Agriculture
where he was director of information. He figured prominently in the creation of the
National Farm and Home
Hour program
ment on NBC ofinthe1928departand
frequently appeared on the
program.
which the treaty was drawn and
logically would be on the American
delegation.
The State Dept. probably would
be represented by an assistant secretary, most likely William L. Clayton, who is in charge of Economic
Affairs. George P. Baker, director
of the Office of Transport & Communications Policy, probably would
be a delegate
or topdeWolf,
technical
viser. Francis Colt
chief ad-of
the Telecommunications Division,
and Harvey B. Otterman, assistant
chief, in immediate charge of
NARBA affairs, unquestionably
would be advisers. George P. Adair,
FCC chief engineer; John A.
Willoughby, chief of the Broadcast
Branch, and Marion H. Woodward,
chief of the FCC's International
Division, also are likely selections
as key advisers.
The conference agenda probably
will be devised this week, assuming acceptances are in. Invitations
then will go out telegraphically. It
is not expected that the agenda
will go far
beyondOther
the proposal
advanced by Cuba.
signatories,
of course, will have an opportunity
to present proposals. The original
plan for the engineers conference
was to adopt an interim agreement,
probably embodying the present
NARBA, with amendments to take
care of the immediate needs of the
signatory nations. That limitation
as to scope still is likely.
Both the FCC and State Dept.
are anxious to have the treaty discussions completed prior to the
openingings on ofJan.the 14.clearBecause
channelof heartime
element occasioned by the March
29 expiration of the original treaty,
the department is desirous of completing the sessions as quickly as
possible fication
to before
procure
Senate date.
ratithe expiration
In addition to the Cuban proposal, the Bahamas Government
has advised the department that it
wishes to be assured of its retention of the 640 kc channel, which is
a clear I-A frequency used in the
United States by KFI Los Angeles.

It made no further proposals.
Cuba, in its proposal [text in
Mutual's
Oct. 8 issue], asked the right to
MUTUAL
has Best
sent to 17
radio
use
kc channel
a I-Aby
editors a list of what network
basis.theThe690frequency
now ison used
CBF Montreal with 50 kw and by
believes to be its top susKGGF Coffeyville, Kan., using 1 kw
shows for
tion by taining
editors
for consideralisting in
day and 500 w night. Cuba also
poll of best radio programs
asks for four channels with power
for
past
year.
Total
of 17
up to 50 kw, four with 20 kw, two
programs of all types have
with 10 kw and four with power
been
listed.
from 500 to 5,000 w in the standard
band below 1000 kc as well as assignments above 1000 kc.
gional occupied by WWJ Detroit;
WSPA Spartanburg; WORL Bos
Channels Asked by Cuba
ton; KJR Seattle; KPRC Houston
Specific channels sought by Cuba, WPEN Philadephia; WAAF Chi
together with U. S. stations now cago,
Denver.) as 96<f
960 and
kc — KFEL
same conditions
assignedclusivetoof stations
each frequency
exof other but
nations
on the continent are :
kc.
(Regional occupied
byOakland;'
WBRCj ,"'
Birmingham;
KROWWSBT
New Haven;
Sou*
690 kc as clear channel by Class WELI
I-A station with 50 kw.
Bend;
KMA
Shenandoah,
la.:
580 kc with from 5 to 10 kw with WDBJ Roanoke.)
directional antenna. (Regional oc1030 kc — same conditions as 950, 'p
channelplus
— dominant
stacupied lando;
by KMJ WILLFresno,
WDBOKSAC
Or- kc. (Clear
tion WBZ Boston,
synchronizec
Urbana,
Manhattan; WIBW Topeka; KALB WBZA Springfield, Mass.; KOB
Alexandria, La.; WTAG Worcester, Albuquerque, now holding specia
service authorization on 770 kc, and
WIAC
San W.Juan,
Charleston,
Va.) P. R.; WCHS KWBU
Corpus Christi, Tex.)
1060 kc — same conditions as 9501.;
600 kctional.up(Regional
to 20occupied
kw with
direcby KFSD
— dominant station KYW channel
Philadelphia.)
San Diego; WICC Bridgeport; kc. (Clear
As to the following channels
WMT Cedar Rapids; WCAO Baltimore; WSJS Winston-Salem;
askswith the
rightofto some
Class 500
II sta-to
KSJB Jamestown,
N. D.; WREC Cuba tion
power
Memphis; KROD El Paso.)
5,000 asks
w using
directional antennas
640 kc, 50 kw outlet as Class II but
for assignments
on only
of the seven channels speci
station with directional and protec- four
tied:
tion provided under NARBA standards. (Clear channel — dominant
660 kc WEAF
(clear channel
dominant
New —York,
plui
station KFI Los Angeles, plus day- station
time or limited time WOI Ames, KFAR Fairbanks, Alaska, anc «
la.; WHKK
man, Okla.) Akron; WNAD Nor- KOWH
daytime Omaha
stations.)and KSKY Dallas"
730 kc — same conditions as 640.
670
kc
(Clear
channel occupied frc,.
by
WMAQ
Chicago.)
(Clear Mexico
channel City,
— dominant
station
720 kc (clear channel occupied; 0!,
XEQ
plus daytime
WPIK Alexandria, Va.)
by WGN Chicago.)
740 kc — same conditions as 640.
760 kcWJR
(clearDetroit
channelplus
dominant
station
KGU
Honolulu.)
(Clear
channel
—
dominant
stations
in U. S. KTRH Houston; KQW
San Jose, Cal.)
770
kc
(clear
channel
—
dominant
[01(
800 kc — same conditions as 640. station WJZ New York, plus day
(Mexican-Canadian clear channel.) time stations WLB Minneapolis
860 kc — Class II station with WCAL Northfield, Minn.; WEW;
power limitation of 20 kw. (Clear St. Louis, and limited time KXA
channel with CFRB Toronto as
880 kc (clear channel — dominant ; ieit
dominant station, plus KTRB Mo- Seattle.)
station WABC New York, plus day
desto, Cal., and WSON Henderson, time
WHB Kansas City.)
Ky.,910daytime.)
kc — same conditions as 860.
890 kc WLS
(clearandchannel
stations
WENR— dominant
Chicago,
(Regionalmond; occupied
WRNLla.; RichWSUI Iowa byCity,
KLX
Oakland; KPOF Denver; KFKA plus
daytime
WHNC
Henderson1
'ath
lit
Greeley, Colo.; WABI Bangor, Me.; N. C.)
WFDF Flint; WCOC Meridian,
are
underway
for
the
establish-;
eei
Miss.; WGBI Scranton; WQAN PLANS
School groups
Listeners
■ Ul"
of listener
Scranton; WJHL Johnson City, ment
throughout
the nation for from
the newschools
ABC .}
Tenn.; KRRV Sherman, Tex.; series,
"Symphonies
for
Youth,"
start-1
ing
on
Jan.
12.
Los
Angeles
publio
KALL Salt Lake City, and KVAN school system is distributing materiaj
Vancouver.)
and information to schools. Progranj1: Hei"
be broadcast
Los 1-1:45
Angelesp.m.Phil-!
920 kc — same conditions as 860. will
Orchestra,by Sat.
(Regional occupied by KARK Little harmonicAdopt
European Schools
VOLUNTARY
"adoption"
of
fourMarths
Euro*,,,,
Rock; WGST Atlanta; WBAA pean
schools by listeners to the
West Lafayette,
Ind.
;
WJAR
ProvDeane
show
on
WOR
New
York
wai 0litIli
idence; KFPY Spokane; WMMN announced last week. Plan to contribut<
food, clothing and school supplies to
Fairmont, W. Va.; KFXJ Grand the
schools
was
suggested
initially
members
the radioE. audience
hacbj lle•
Junction,
Colo.; KFNF
heard ofDr.theof Howard
Kershner,whoofchair
doah, la.; WTTM
Trenton; ShenanWBBB man
overseas
committee
th< ril
the Children Federation, describ(
Burlington,
lion, S. D.) N. C; KUSD Vermil- Save
conditions
of Europe'sare children.
School:
to
which
supplies
now
being
sen
950 kc — Class II station with are at Gamvik, Norway; Calais, France Iti
maximum power of 10 kw. (Re- Meppel, Holland; and Houffalize,gium. -,MTBelROADCASTING
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RCA Television
(Continued from page 15)
was countering the contention of
CBS that television should await
full development in color before
oeing offered to the public. CBS
tias demonstrated its color video,
asing the mechanical filter principle, in many exhibitions since 1937.
J The Princeton demonstrations,
Ix>th of color and black and white,
""featured live talent.
I RCA, Gen. Sarnoff told the gathering, will not be satisfied with
'[:olor television
until itsystem
has per-of
fected an electronic
transmitting consonant with the
v quality now evident in black and
j vhite transmission.
J, Gen. Sarnoff
the mechanical systemsaid
for that
reproducing
j:olor pictures is essentially the
.jiame as that which the motion picture industry tried out and abandoned in 1911.that he did not wish
X Protesting
,|;.:o carry on a controversy with those
^'who
television
vill bebelieve
ready that
tonightcoloror tomorrow
norning," he said. "We haven't
idded color to television. We've
idded television to color."
Acknowledging that there will be
f ibsolescence, both in transmitting
find receiving equipment, with the
[Sr ogress of the science, he comJ'iiented: "We do not fear obsolescence— we welcome it. That is why
7American industry continues to refI earch
Using andas toan make
exampleprogress."
a television
f eceiver that cost $250, Gen. Sarfioff said that the obsolescence
T actor in such an instrument over
[i period of five years would cost
^:he
owner hour,
less than hetwohascents
perating
servicean
fj rom
two or moreif stations.
Gen. Sarnoff, when asked why
tf'here were so few television applications on file with the FCC,
j aid the answer was simply one of
tpaoney. He predicted, "No broad'jtaster will get rich on television in
;;he
years."
howver,nextthatfivethere
wouldHe besaid,reward
tyn time for those who could afford
o survive the five year development period.
Transmitters in 1946
It was announced by Frank M.
'olsom,in RCA
vice pres3ent
chargeexecutive
of the Victor
Diision, that new television translitters will be available in the
utumn of 1946. Television home
eceivers, he said, would begin comig off the RCA lines in the spring
f 1946. Consoles will provide
•^tandard and FM reception, world
'ideTheshortwave
video, he added.of
Princetonanddemonstration
olor video employed a directional
earn transmitter and parabolic an3nna. The power was 1/20 of a
ratt, noted by the engineers as innitesimal when compared to 50
w audio transmitters now emloyed. Low power output was
{^'•scribed
to thetubedevelopment
of a
Jf v electron
refined during
rtime experimentation. The carfrequency employed was 10,00 mc, 20 times higher than any
OADCASTING
• Telec:

NAB PROGRAM DEPT.
PLAN BEING DRAWN
FORMAT for the proposed NAB
Program Department, developed
last week by the NAB Program
Managers Executive Committee at
a two-day meeeting at the Hotel
Roosevelt, New York, will be submit ed to Judge Justin Miller, NAB
president.
Meeting a demand among station
groups for association assistance in
programming, the new department
would be staffed by competent personnel and operate with a budget
of perhaps $40,000. Recommendation is to be submitted by President
Miller to the NAB Board of Directors at its Jan. 3-4 meeting in Los
Angeles.
Named to complete work on the
departmentmittee:plan
Harold was
Fair,thisWHOsubcomDes
Moines, chairman; Ralph W.
Hardy, KSL Salt Lake City;
Eugene Carr, WHBC Canton, O.;
Henry W. Slavick, WMC Memphis,
ex-officio member.
heretofore used in telecasting.
Cameras employed the new
Image Orthicon tube [Broadcasting, Nov. 12] which is 100 times
more sensitive to light than the
pre-war camera tube employed by
RCA. Mr. Folsom told visitors, "It
'sees' by candlelight, and can pick
up any event or scene that the
human eye can see comfortably. It
makes possible round-the-clock program ing of special events."
The newest RCA cathode-ray
tubes were used. The fluorescent
screen on which the image appeared in black and white is backed up
with a very thin coating of aluminum which acts as a mirror preventing los of light inside the tube.
This principle, engineers stated,
improves
contrast. picture brilliance and
Receiving sets employing this
equipment will cost from $200 to
$300, it was announced by Mr.
Folsom. They will possess screens
ranging in size from 4% by 6
inches to 6 by 8 inches. The allwave receivers, to be produced in
consoles after early manufacturing
is under way, will cost $500 and
will be equipped with a 16 by 22
inch screen, he said. The receivers,
with no moving parts, will be as
simple
operate as today's audio
sets, he tonoted.
Meanwhile, NBC has plans under way for expansion of their television operations, it was announced
to the Princeton guests by Niles
Trammell, network president. The
WNBT transmitter in New York
will be modernized. Stations will be
built in Washington (1946), and
later in Los Angeles, Cleveland
and Chicago, if FCC grants
licenses. A New York -Washington
network will be operated in 1946,
Mr. Trammell said, and between
New York and Boston in 1947.
Present coaxial cables that are being laid, it was contended at the
meeting, are adequate for black and
white, but do not provide a channel

wide enough for color in motion.
Mr.tureTrammell
visualized
a funationwide network
television
system which used not only coaxial
cable buttions automatic
radio relay
staand Stratovision.
He used
"Stratovision" in his comment — a
word coined by Westinghouse Radio
Inc. to designate the new airborne
transmission relay system upon
which it is experimenting in cooperation with the Glenn L. Martin
Co., manufacturers of airplanes.
RCA's executive vice president
in charge of the laboratories, Dr.
C. B. Jolliffe, said that in the lower
frequencies allocated for commercial transmission, transmitters can
be built to operate with at least
5000 w up to 33 mc. New antennas
can be built, he observed, to make
the effective power of 5,000 w
transmitters the equivalent of 20
to 50 kw output.
L. W. Teegarden, general manager of the RCA Victor tube and
equipment department, said the
followingfactureschedule
for tube :manuhad been established
seven
inch tube, available April 1; 10
inch tube, March; 15 inch tube,
July 1.
KSUN Shift Approved;
Three in Pending File
CONSENT was granted by FCC
last week to voluntary assignment
of license of KSUN Lowell, Ariz.,
from Copper Electric Co. Inc. to
Carleton W. Morris as individual.
No money is involved.
At same action Commission
placed tionsinof KELD
pendingElfileDorado,
the applicaArk.,
KXA Seattle, Wash., and KFQD
Anchorage, Alaska, for transfer of
control and voluntary assignments
of license until such time as the
Commission adopts procedure rules
contemplated
AVCO-WLW
decision, or untilbyapplicants
indicate
an "election to follow procedure
outlined in Public Notice of October 3, 1945." Notice relates to
WLW transfer and proposed transfer procedure.
Eyeing
SEVERAL
nationalWaring
accounts in the
Midwest are interested in the idea
of sponsoring
NBC's mosttheexpensive daytime property,
Fred
Waring program, according to an
NBC Chicago spokesman. Reputed
to cost the network $18,000 a week
as a sustainer, program is being offered on a participating basis, each
day to be sponsored by an individual advertiser. Thus each advertiser could sponsor Waring for
about $500,000 a year, instead of
the $2,000,000 a year total for both
time and talent for the package.
Waring contract, expiring Jan. 1,
will be renewed at least until February on the month-to-month option
provided in the contract.
Marr CBS Attorney
NED
MARR,
released commander,
from Navy with
rank
of
lieutenant
has
been
appointed
resident
attorney
CBS Hollywood. Prior to service,
he wasfor
associated with Los Angeles District Attorney's of icCounsel's
e. City Attorney's
staff and
with County
department.

'I' Out of 'Irate'
SIMPLIFIED rate card
which station officials say
will
take the
"i" out ofhas"irate"
for busy
executives
been
prepared
by KVOO
Tulsa.to
The
new card
is designed
show at a glance the cost
of time periods
from clasannouncements toantohour,
sified according
cost per
number of periods bought
and part of day in which they
come. Station officials say
with their new card a timebuyer will not be required
"to perform
mathematical nip-upsmental
to figure
out
how much time he will get for
how much money."
Taylor Chairman
DEEMSdent of TAYLOR,
and named
presiASCAP,
lastcomposer
weekcommittee
was
chairman
of
program
the RoosevelttheMemorial
Concert to forbe
given
under forauspices
of the
Nationalat
Foundation
Infantile
Paralysis
the Waldorf-Astoria,
New York,
Jan. 30.
Levaur Appointed
SAMUEL B. LEVAUR, for the past 18
years electrical
associatedappliance
with the
country's
major
organizations,
has
been receivers
appointed ofsales
manager for
television
Laboratories,
Passaic. Allen B. DuMont
Sun Bowl Broadcast
NEW YEAR'S
Day andfootball
between New Mexico
Denvergame
U. from
the Sun
Bowl
atPlay-by-play
El Paso willdescription
be broadcast
on
ABS.
will be broadcast by Larry Munson.
Wise Starts& Drake
WILLIAM
Co. Inc.,
York
(booksH.andWISEmagazines),
on Jan.New6
starts for 52 weeks Galen Drake on approximately 35 ABC stations, Sun. 3:153:30 p.m.
New
York. Agency: Huber Hoge & Sons,
WBYN Sustainer
NEW
WBYN SUSTAINING
Brooklyn on program
Dec. 17, starts
featuringon
"Songs for You" by Dick Edwards, refrom Program
Naval Aviation,cently
and newdischarged
to radio.
will
five times
asbe heard
sustaining
feature.weekly, 10-10:30 a.m.
Dynamic Spots
DYNAMIC
ELECTRONICS,
N. announceY. (Pfanstiehl
Needles)
started
ment
campaign
on Dec.ona spot
1,thethree
times
weekly,
for
13
weeks
New York stations: WQXR WLIBfollowing
WOV.
York.
Agency: Sternfield-Godley Inc., New
Venezuelan Office
EDWARD Inc.,
W. H.NewLUMSDEN
of McCannErickson
York, hehas
left for
Caracas,
where
will
a branch Venezuela,
office for company.
This open
will
be McCann-Erickson's
eighth office in
Latin
America
that field
11 yearssinceago.company entered
Sodus Starts on WQXR
SODUS CREAMERY Corp., Long Island
City,
is
starting
Concert"
WQXR1. New
York"Luncheon
weeks
startingforon
Jan.
Program
willfor12:45-1
be52 heard
dally
noon
quarter-hour,
p.m.
is Charles W. Hoyt Co., N. Y. Agency
Joiner Honored
COL. TALLEY D. JOINER, N. W. Ayer
&hasSon,beenPhiladelphia,
awarded
theaccount
Legion executive,
ofconduct
Merit
for
exceptionally
meritorious
in
the
performance
of
outstanding
service. Col. Joiner until Sept. 1945
when tiveheofficer
joined
was execuand thelateragency,
deputy
of Office of Dependency
Benefits.director
Brass Rail Shows
BRASS RAIL Inc., New York (restaurants),
started
"Melodieson ofNov.
Old 30,
Vienna"
on WQXR
5:25
p.m. New
andnouncementsYork
one-minute
spot 5:05anFridays
and
Saturdays
station. Agency: Blackstone Co., N. onY.
Quaker Co.,
Subscribes
QUAKER OATS
Chicago,C. Neilson
Is now
subscribing
to the Arthur
Co.,
Chicago,
index
service.
Company's
service
will
be
based
on
expanded
Neilson sample
ning Jan. 1. of audlmeter homes beginDecember 17, 1945 • Page 101

People

At

Deadline...

BARTLEY HEADS FIRM
SEEKING HOUSTON STATION
ROBERT T. BARTLEY, director of the NAB
FM Dept., is president and treasurer of KHTN
Corp. station
Inc., Houston,
applicant
for a on5 kw610fulltime
in that city,
operating
kc.
He is owner of 750 shares of common stock,
1 preferred. Gerald Harrison, vice-president,
holds 150 preferred. T. Benjamin Adams, holding no stock, is secretary.
Mr. Harrison was Yankee Network station
relations director up to 1944. He now is owner
of 10% preferred stock of WMAS Springfield,
Mass., and WLLH Lowell. Carl S. Wheeler, no
business connection, holds 150 shares of prefer ed in KHTN Corp. His mother, Gertrude
A. Wheeler, has 299 shares of preferred. She
owns 40% of preferred stock of WMAS and
WLLH. Albert S. Moffatt holds 150 preferred
shares of KHTN Corp. He owns 10% preferred
and all common stock of WMAS and WLLH.
ELECTRICAL EMPLOYES
VOTE IN FAVOR OF STRIKE
UE-CIO headquarters in New York announced
Friday Smith-Connally strike vote among
200,000 electrical appliance employes of General Electric Co., Westinghouse Electric Corp.
and General Motors Corp. (electrical division)
in 16 states on Dec. 13 had resulted in overwhelming "yes" vote in favor of strike action
(story on page 99). Union said voting totaled
strike. UE-CIO
94,343 favoring
with
112,993
in telegrams Friday
to Westinghouse and GE
negocontinuous
in
"engage
to
requestedtiationfirms
s to arrive at a satisfactory agreement
to the union's demands for the $2 a day wage
increase."
RADIO LUXEMBOURG
TO RESUME COMMERCIALLY
RADIO LUXEMBOURG returns to commercial operation about Jan. 1, Jacques LaCourGayet, managing dh-ector of Compayne Luxembourgeoise de Radio-Diffusion, original owner,
announced in New York Friday. U. S. Armed
Forces returned station to private owners Nov.
11. M. LaCour-Gayet said station "will be very
glad
accept
American advertisers,"
"I amto full
of admiration
for Americanadding,
radio
and its beautiful programs." Radio Luxembourg, now on 100,000 w, returns to prewar
200,000 w power when equipment is available.
Closed Circuit
(Continued from page -4)
least one network — NBC — is pondering holding
its own parley of affiliates.
WATCH House Committee on Un-American
Activities for investigation of complaints that
of churches
"out
inFundamentalist
cold" so far as group
competing
with otherareProtestant groups for station time is concerned. This
despite fact that Third U. S. Circuit Court of
Appeals sustained WPEN Philadelphia when
Fundamentalists sought to compel station to
sell them time [Broadcasting, Oct. 22].
TELEVISING Congressional sessions may be
nearer than many realize. J. Harrison Hartley, director of special features, television department, NBC, in Washington last week
browsing around Capitol, conferring with
Congressional
and checking
ties of necessaryleaders
installations
for TV possibilipickups.
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RADIO NOTABLES ATTEND
GRIDIRON CLUB DINNER
PROMINENT broadcasting executives and
commentators were guests of the Gridiron Club,
famed Washington journasistic organization,
which held its first dinner since the spring of
1941 Saturday night, at the Statler Hotel,
Washington. President Harry S. Truman was
honor
guest.
guest list were:
Barry Spartanburg,
Bingham,Among
WHAS
WalterJr.,Brown,
WSPA
S. G.; Louisville;
Gardner Broadcasting
Cowles
John
Cowles,
T.
A.
M.
Craven,
Cowles
Co.;
William
B.
Dolph,
WMT
Waterloo;
Marshall
Field,
Marshall
Field
Jr.,
Marshall
Field
Enterprises;
Earl
Gammons,
CBS; Earl Godwin,
Ray
Henle,
commentators;
Robert H.Richard
Hinckley,Harkness,
KALL Salt
Lake
City; WOL
Jack Howard,
Scripps-Howard
Radio;
Merle
S.WMAL
Jones,
Washington;
Samuel
H.
Kauffmann.
Washington; Capt. John A. Kennedy, USNR,
West caVirginia
Network; WBEN
RobertBuffalo;
E. Kintner,
Amerin; A. H. Kirchhofer,
Sen.Mutual.
Wlllard
F. Eugene
Knowland,
KLX Oakland;
EdgarRadioKobak,
F.
McDonald,
Zenith
Corp.;
Eugene
Meyer,
WINX; EdwardPaulJ. A.Noble,
Barnet
Nover,
commentator;
Porter,American;
chairman,
FCC;
Stanley
Resor,
J.
Walter
Thompson
Co.;
Frank
Russell, NBC; David Sarnoff, RCA; William J. Scripps,M.
WWJ
Detroit;
CarletonGroup;
D. Smith,
J. H. Steinman,
MasonNiles
Dixon
T. O.NBC;
Thackrey,
WLIB
New York;
Trammell, NBC;
Albert
L. Warner,
WOL; Mark Woods, American.'
BARBER HEADS MMA
WALTER C. BARBER, Compton Adv., New
York, last week was elected president of Media
Men's Assn. of New York. Others elected:
Daniel Pykett, of Arthur Kudner Inc., first
vice president; Sidney Schaefer, Buchanan &
Co., second vice president; Robert Erath,
Kenyon & Eckhardt, treasurer; Harold
Stearns, Duane Jones Co., secretary; William
Schink, G. M. Basford Co., sergeant-at-arms ;
Harry Parnas, Cecil & Presbrey, and Archer
Beyea, Export Adv. Agency, executive board
members, and Daniel Gordon, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, executive board chairman.
GITTINGS SUCCEEDS EGAN
THEODORE R. GITTINGS, assistant vice
president of Western Union since 1943, last
week was elected vice president in charge of
public relations, succeeding Joseph L. Egan,
who become president Dec. 15.
RADIO AT WHITE HOUSE?
WHITE HOUSE will have complete
radio-television studio facilities under a
plan sent to Congress last week by
President Truman seeking $1,650,000 to
enlarge and improve the executive offices.
The plans, while not divulged in detail,
would provide for an addition to the West
Wing of the Executive Mansion which
would include an auditorium studio acoustically treated for radio with lighting
sufficient for television pickup and other
electronic innovations for aural and video
broadcasting.
There would be seating accommodations for 300. It is assumed that in addition to broadcasting it would be used
for news conferences and group gather, in lieu of thenews
President's
office.ingsImproved
facilitiesOvalalsoRoom
are
understood to include adequate booth accom odations for direct network pickups
and broadcasts from Executive Office. J.
Leonard Reinsch, radio adviser to the
President and managing director of the
James M. Cox stations, is believed to have
participated in drafting of the radio
studio plans, along with representatives
of major networks.

JUSTIN MILLER, NAB president, was ad
mitted Friday to the bar of the U. S. Cou
of Appeals of the District of Columbia, ove:
which he presided as associate justice before
resigning to accept NAB post.
EDGAR KOBAK, MBS president, visited Sec
retary of Commerce Henry Wallace last Friday
primarily
on postwar
business development. He was
to confer small
with President
Truman
Saturday morning.
E. R. NARY, with Westinghouse 30 years, last
week was named assistant to Walter Evans,
vice
president in charge of radio and related
activities.
NATHAN HALPERN, formerly executive
sistant to Cass Canfield, director of U. S. ffi;
formation
Service,
appointedin New
executive
sistant at CBS
headquarters
York. asCARLYLE E. YATES, recently discharged
from the Navy with the rank of lieutenant
commander and formerly assistant to the general counsel of RCA, has been appointed as
sistant general counsel of NBC. Edmund Son
hami, recently Army lieutenant who before
war was engaged in private legal practice h
attorney. field, has been named NBC senfcr
copyright
WILLIAM B. LEWIS, vice-president and ]
dio director of Kenyon & Eckhardt, New Yo;
elected to board of directors.
KENNON
JEWETT,
Williijir
H. Weintraub
& Co., copy
New chief
York,ofappoin^
vice president.
NICHOLAS GASSAWAY and EMIL M
MARK, formerly account executive and copj
writer,
respectively,
with new
Michel-Cather,
N
York, resign
to establish
agency, Gas|i
way, Mark & Co., 238 Water St., N. Y.
1,000 STATIONS
(Continued
from page i)
President is Lee B. Weathers, who has sub
stantial interest in Shelby Daily Star. Re
cently, WPIK Alexandria, Va., started opera
tion as daytime station on this frequency.
A new regional station for Austin, Tex., wia
granted to Austin Broadcasting Co., for opei
ation on 1300 kc with 1 kw power, unlimite
time. Grant was made possible after Raqi
Cortez, who had been granted daytime statibi
on this frequency for San Antonio, agreed t
accept 1350 kc. President of Austin compan;
is John B. Connally, who holds 50% interes
Remaining stock is held by 10 others
The forCommission
alsofordesignated
tions
new stations
hearing. 10 applies
New
station
authorizations
Broai!
casting
Marietta,
1490 were:
kc,
250Marietta
w,N. unlimited
Western Co.,
Carolina
RadioO.,Corp.,
Shelby,
C, 730 K
250
w,1300daytime;
Austinunlimited,
Broadcasting
Austi
Tex.,
kc, Daniels,
1 kw,
DA 1490
forCo.,kc,
nighttm,
use; Mrs.
Lois
Brawley, Cal.,
250 1
unlimited;
Broadcasting
Corp.
of
America,
Brawl
e
Cal.,
1300 Airwaves
kc, 1 kwCo.,day,
500 Little
w night,
unlimite
Arkansas
North
Rock,
Ark.,
14CC
kc,
250
w,
unlimited;
Southwest
Broadcasting
Pulaski,
Va., 1230
250 w,Marshfield,
unlimited;Wis.,Dairyland
Broadcasting
Servicekc, Inc.,
1450, K I
250 w, unlimited.
Designated
for
hearing
were
:
Kankakee
Daily
nal Co., Kankakee, 111., 1320 kc, 1 kw, daytime; Joui
Sui
land
Broadcasting
Co., El Paso, with
Tex., El1340Pasokc, Broa250 '
unlimited,
toandbe Seaman
consolidated
casting
Co.
&
Collins,
seeking
san
facilities
in same locality;
Southeastern
Broadcastsi
System,
Sanford,
Fla.,
kc, 250onw, application
unlimited
be
consolidated
with 1400
hearing
Hazlewood
Inc.,
scheduled
for
Feb.
19
inPa.,Delancoi
Fla.); Peoples
Broadcasting
Co., Lancaster,
solidated
with1270
Lebanon
Broadcasting
Co.,Peninsul
Lebano
Pa.,
both
for
kc,
1
kw,
daytime
only;
Broadcasting
Corp.,Broadcasting
Coral Gables,Co.,Fla.,
consolidat
with
Everglades
Ft.
Lauderda
unlimited.
Fla.,
and Paul Brake, Miami, all for 1450 kc, 250
BROADCASTING
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WLW
ANNOUNCES

ANOTHER STEP FORWARD

IN STATION AUDIENCE MEASUREMENT
with

NIELSEN
RADIO

INDEX

This month, another chapter is added to the
WLW story of progress in station audience
measurement. Now — when FACTS about
coverage and listening are increasingly vital,
WLW wherebecomes
first radio
to make the
available
to itsstation
clients,any-its
management, and its program department,
the Nielsen Radio Index . . . mechanical
measurement of minute-by-minute listening
in an accurate cross-section of homes in the
WLW Merchandise-Able Area.
This iswardtheFACTUAL
fifth time-buying
step in WLW's
march toinformation:
1940 — Merchandise-Able Area established
1941 — Hooperatings adopted
1942 — Cost Allocation System developed
1943 — First rural coincidentals
1945— NIELSEN RADIO INDEX adopted

This is the Nielsen Aiidinjeter, which rec&ds every
dial change, every minute of
listening, 24 hours allay, year
in and year out. It measures
FACTS . . with perfect accuracy.

With thetionalstart
of theabout
new listening
year, thisinaddiinformation
the
WLW area will enable us not only to show
you theured byWLW
storyyardsticks,
more accurately
standard
PLUS measnew
yardsticks never before available to us . . .
but also to improve station operation and
programming beyond even the high standards for which the Nation's Station is famous.

WLW
)

Why

Exacting

Chose
50 -M

RCA

Equipment

3C22's

Transm ith

12 Triodes — Two in Modulator Stage
and TwoaBHvffiplmeHH|e— Supersede Six Tubes
Required in Previous 50- KW Transmitter Design

TV TO ONE has higher standards for tube
1 1 performance than RCA transmitter
designers: and any tube— especially a new
design — has to be mighty good before
these top-flight engineers will consider it.
In designing the new BTA50-F 50-KW
transmitter, RCA transmitter engineers had
these major objectives:
1. They wanted SIMPLICITY
9C22's with their air-cooled radiators and
high power capability reduced the number
of tubes required and provided the convenience and simplicity of air cooling.

for a 50-kw, high-level, class-B-modulated
transmitter with its attendant high efficiency.
Push-pull tubes in both the modulator
and r-f output stages provide conservative
and efficient operation.
3. They wanted DEPENDABILITY
The
big rugged
of the
9C22's-C
are built
to last.filaments
Each tube
in class
telephone service is capable of a maximum output of 38 kilowatts. Therefore,
operating a pair conservatively at 50 kilo-

watts' output provides dependability plus.
4. They wanted ECONOMY
Four 9C22's cost less than the six tubes
used in the former transmitter design and,
incidentally, take less filament power.
Whatever your problem, transmitters or
tubes, AM, FM, or Television, it will pay
you to consult your nearest RCA broadcast specialist. Or write to RCA, Commercial
Engineering
Section 62-101,
Harrison, N. Department,
J.

2. They wanted EFFICIENCY
9C22's proved to be particularly suitable
Hie Fountainhead of Modern Tube Development is RCA

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
TUBE DIVISION • HARRISON, N. J.
LEADS THE WAY . . In Radio . . Television . .
Tubes . . Phonographs . . Records . . Electronics

more

on

the

same
subject

Mutual

More people live in those portions of the 7 great
states covered by WOR (18,399,713), than live
in the combined cities of Chicago, Los Angeles,
Detroit, Pittsburgh, San Francisco, and St. Louis.

More money — 26 billion dollars — was spent in
1944 by people in WOR's territory than the combined
goals set for the 7th and 8th War Loan Drives by the
United States Treasury Department.

More homes in the WOR area have radios than
America's largest selling national magazine has
buyers. Our digit deliverer, Miss Ochs, will remind
you that we're talking about 4,704,675 homes.

More stories of how WOR has successfully sold
goods rest in WOR's files than in the files of any
other one station in the United States. The number,
we keep repeating, is exactly one hundred and six.

LISTENERS

SEND

NICKELS,

IJIMES

AND

DOLLARS

HIS LEFT LEG, paralyzed by polio for
20 months, two-year-old Donald Bresson was taken
from his farm home to a hospital in Rockford, Illinois,
to use an orthopedic walker given to the hospital by
WLS Christmas Neighbors Club. Lifted into the walker
for exercise twice each day for eight months, Donald is
back home now, walking unaided and looking forward
to Christmas with a normal child's anticipation.
Nurses at the hospital tell us that without benefit of
the walker given by WLS Christmas Neighbors Club,
Donald would never have learned to walk

Each year since 1935, generous listening friends have sent to the
WLS Christmas Neighbors Club money providing wheel chairs,
inhalators, incubators, and other needed equipment for 593 hospitals and other child caring institutions in 17 states and Alaska.
1945 donations give promise of equalling 1944's S27,000.00. With
this money portable blood pressure machines and fracture beds
will be added to the regular gift list.
This kind of help to those less fortunate is possible because of
listener confidence in WLS— The result of continuous, reliable
service by WLS to individual, family, and community in the
rur,al Midwest. WLS serves business needs by frequent weather
brings educaand market reports, farm problem discussions . . .entertainment
tional programs into rural schools . . . provides
these folks like . . . links inspirational programs with practical
demonstrations of Christianity.
WLS Christmas Neighbors Club is but one example of WLS
and its listening family combining to foster better living for
Midwest America.

(ZClzaJb CAamnd 1Station
Represented by JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY. Affiliated in Management
50,000 watts, 890 KC, Amer Affiliate.
NETWORK — KOY, Phoenix, ★ KTUC, Tucson * KSUN, Bisbee-lowe/.-Dougd

shopping so tough? Or was it the fact that you could not find what you wanted?
Christmas shopping or news-hunting — it's easier and better if you have a choice.
INS furnishes radio news-casters with the greatest variety of news and human
interest news-features. It is written so that it can be read aloud without change or
simply and easily edited to fit time limitations or regional interest when desired.
You can make a selection, give to your daily newscasts the same distinction,
character, individuality you like to show in your personal Christmas gifts.

INTERNATIONAL

NEWS

SERVICE

BROADCAST

INC..

at deadlinel

Business
J
FranKQW Sanpurchase
not acquire
CBS
SHOULD
$950,000
at
Bruntons
cisco from the
of FCC
price (see story, page 16) because
n on network ownership, there
policybe declaratio
will number of bidders including Marshalls
Field Enterprises and possibly personage
high in Democratic party ranks.
interAmerica'sprobably
to many s ofproblems
THE ANSWER
national communication
will be found in a comprehensive report which
has been prepared for the State Dept. by^rof .
Arthur W. McMahon of Columbia U. Prof.
McMahon spent several months studying
have
knotty problem and his recommendations
been accepted favorably— 4n most particulars
—by William B. Benton, Asst. Secretary of
State. Prof. McMahon fawrs private participation in international broadcasting and appointment of a committee, to be chairmanned
by an FCC official, to set up program for
operation.
WQXR AND ITS FM adjunct, WQXQ New
York, shortly will have new executive. Lt. Col.
John S. Hayes, former WOR production chief,
who directed AFN operations for the Army
in ETO until recently, will join the New York
Times stations as station manager shortly having procured Army release last week. Post is
new one and he will report to Elliott Sanger,
WQXR executive vice president, who will
devote primary attention to policy level matters, along with John V. L. Hogan, president.
FATE of Fred Waring morning program on
NBC, started six months ago as experiment,
rests with American Meat Institute Board,
meeting Dec. 28 in Chicago. If AMI directors
approve twice-weekly sponsorship of 11-11:30
a.m. series, NBC keeps it sustaining other
three days, otherwise show likely goes off.
MID-JANUARY may see departure from
Treasury's War Finance Division of two key
figures — Ted R. Gamble, National Director,
and Lt. David Levy, Radio Section Chief.
LT. COL. TEX McCREARY, ex-New York
Daily Mirror staffer, now on terminal leave,
trying to interest at least one network in news
service which he proposes to organize. His
last Army job: Conducting flying circus of
reporters and photographers to scenes of best
stories in Pacific.
NAB PRESIDENT Justin Miller won't be
seeing James C. Petrillo, AFM president, until
after holidays. He wants across-the-table
meeting with music czar, but parley postponed because Mr. Miller has Board meeting
on schedule plus district meetings upcoming
— and AFM head wants to spend holidays in
Chicago.
LIKE HIS predecessor, President Truman is
conversant with AFM-radio tribulations. He
collided with it while in Senate and has shown
(Continued on page 88)
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De{. 28:
NAB FM
Committee, PalExecutive Commit
FM Executive
Dec. 28:mer NAB
House, Chicago.
Jan. 2-3: Indiana Local Broadcasters Assn.,
Indianapolis.
Jan. 3-4: NAB Board of Directors, Roosevelt
Hotel, Hollywood.
RMA Board of Directors, Stevens
30: Chicago.
Jan.Hotel,
Bulletins
of CBS EuroEDWARD R. MURROW,of chief
London office, and16
pean staff, in charge
who rejoined CBStwoNov.years
Davidson Taylor, program
s after
as director of
abroad in Government service, elected network
dividing responsibilitys
vice-presidents Friday,
supervise
for all CBS broadcasts. Mr. Murrow broadcast
s,
n
nal and discussio
educatio
news,
.
Mr. Taylor all other programs
Music Camp, InterDIRECTOR of National one-man
against
will wage president. war
lochen, Mich.,
Dr. Joseph
James C. Petrillo, AFM
so anretreat,
Michigan music
Maddy, of
nounced Friday after he had been ordered to
m
board
e
appear before the AFM executiv
why he should
Chicago Jan. 15 to show cause
Dr.
be expelled from union. Union charges
Maddy's work is "detrimental" to AFM.
Cross Secseries,Bill
Jan. 5onstarts
CIO
Downs,
3:45-4 p.m.
CBS Saturday
tion-CIO
former CBS war correspondent, to conduct
"impartial interviews" with CIO personnel.
DRUGGISTS TO HANDLE RADIOS
ROBBINS, wholesale drug disMcKESSONtributors serving some 30,000 retail stores, and
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. through its reoutlets will distribute
line ofin
raphs.RCA's
radiostail and radio-phonog
Tablenewmodels
$25-$75 price range to be introduced early
next year. tribution
Also companies.
may be handled by mass dis-

Six Commercial TV
PERMANENT assignments in the new low
television band for the existing six commercial stations and the 10 experimental stations
were announced Friday by FCC, together with
procedure
to be followed
in shifting
of assignments to conform
with new
allocations.
Fourtan stations
of six which
existingmust
commercial
metropolichange frequency
were notified they must go off air by March 1
and return with regular programs by July 1
on new assignments. Amateur service will shift
March 1 from 56-60 mc to 50-54 mc.
The Commission explained all commercial
assignments announced were for metropolitan
stations with their existing powers and antenna heights. Changes in assignments of experimental stations were made to prevent inter-

Briefly

start• U. S. Army weekly
ARMY BUYING 600SPOTS
five times ment
ing Jan. 7 uses in stations
announce
ng
recruiti
for three weeks
except affiliates of ABC
campaign. All stations
three Armyand Mutual which carried at least
ts will benefit.
broadcas
sponsored football
Agency, N. W. Ayer & Son, New York.
FAWCETT ADDS • Fawcett Publications Inc.,
Digest and True MagaNew York (Magazine
, renewed World News Roundup thrice
zine)has
weekly on WEAF New York, through April
spotfiveannounce1, 1946.ments on 13Company
stations
for True and
stations sponsors
for Today's Woman magazine. Agency, McCann-Erickson, New York.
• Daintee ProdDAINTEE NAMES HILL
other
J. (Brite-Aid and Adv.,
ucts Co., Paterson, N. has
Hill
appointed
household products),
New York, to handle grocery store products.
Radio may be used.
TINKLETONE PLANS • Precise Electronics
Co., New York (radio sets), has appointed.
advertising
York, to handle
Atom Adv., Newto use
radio in March to plug
Firm expects
newest model called Tinkletone.
SNIDER SPOTS • Birdseye-Snider, New York
daily
(Snider condiments), on Jan. 3 starts
Sunrise Salute and
participation in combiifed
HollyKNX
on
League
Protective
Houseivives
wood for 13 weeks. Agency, Benton & Bowles,
New York.
Ci
ADM. FARLEY PROMOTED
REAR ADM. JOSEPH F. FARLEY, commu
Tru
nications expert, nominated bythePresident
of Coast Guard
becomeof commandant
man torank
with
full admiral, succeeding Adm
Russell R. Waesche, who retires Jan. 1. Adm
56, has been identified with ofCoast
Farley,
his
Guard-Treasury communications most
Coast Guard tenure, which began in 1912. H<
has been Coast Guard-Treasury delegate to
l conferences
many internationa
Board oi
figure onon communiimportant
cations and was ons.
War Communicati

Stations Assigned
ference to commercial stations, to achiev
uniformity of licensing where the same equip
ment is used experimentally and commerciall
or to remove televisioi
by the same licensee,
operation from frequencies assigned to othe
services.
without disturbance, FC
effectthischanges
procedure:
setToforth

change fre1. Existing stations that must
quency will go off the airtoontheorairbefore
return
and
1946,
1,
March programs on or before Julywith1,
regular
1946 on their new assignments.
2. The amateur service will change from
the frequency space between 56 and 60
(Continued on page 88)
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THE GREATEST SELLING POWER IN THE SOUTH'S GREATEST CITY
50,000 Watts ★ Clear Channel ★ CBS Affiliate
Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency, Inc.
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(4
in her purse she

ging in women's
When a man goestorumma
purses, he's likely get some surprises. Or,
as emcee Jerry Lawrence proves to the delight ofMeet the Missus audiences, anything
found such oddities
is possible. Thus far ahe's
as smoked tripe, hand grenade and a
stuffed chipmunk. But that's not all .in. . the
By far the most interesting item
handbags of a quarter-million women who
each year comprise the studio audience
alone of Meet the Missus is a half-billion
dollars in buying power.t And this is only
J2S
the buying power of women who
see the show. In addition
,j actually
to them . . .
More ladies listen to Meet
the Missus than to any local
women's program on the Pacific Coast*

I COLUMBIA

J NETWORK
% {'Pacific

by the Idea

TEE

Network

IS

MISS

carries a half-billion dollars
Monday through Friday, rain or shine, holiday or washday-the ultra-glamour of Earl
Carroll's (where the broadcasts originate),
the gag questions and gimmicks, the unrationed laughter and deep-down sentiment
of Meet the Missus on the Columbia Pacific
Network make it a housewives' "must".
In person or on the air, Meet the Missus
delights the lady with the purse— that allpowerful lady who does most of the Pacific
Coast's family buying. And it pleases sponsors ofeverything from quick-frozen foods
to floor wax, too. So much so that one advertiser voluntarily announced: "...our sales
results are ample evidence that you have
an outstanding show."
A call to us or Radio Sales will get you
an introduction to the Missus and (as soon
as an availability opens up) get your product an introduction to the purse-powerful
audience of Meet the Missus. Why not call
us or Radio Sales now?

^Computed on $1,922 per capita effective buying income for Los Angeles, Sales Mana gement "Survey of
Buying Power" (May, 1945).
^Pacific Network Hooper ratings (September, 1945).
A DIVISION OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Palace Hotel, San Francisco 5 • Columbia Square, Los Angeles 28
Represented by Radio Sales, the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS

RADIO STATION

RUIFL
Serving the TampaSt. Petersburg area,
in Florida

of
Feature
A WAR-END friendship was renewed early this month when Gen.
Jonathan M. Wainwright, hero of
Corregidor, made good his promise
toa boy.
visit Arizona, where he lived as
He made the promise to Howard
Pyle, program director of KTAR
Phoenix, who represented NBC,
KTAR and the Arizona Broadcasting System as a war correspondent,
as they were flying home after witnessing the Japanese surrender
ceremonies on the U.S.S. Missouri
and the surrender of Lt. Gen.
Yamashita, Jap commander in the
Philippines, in northern Luzon.
Gen. Wainwright's
Arizonaon visit
included
an appearance
Mr.
Pyle's Report to the People of Arizona, a state network feature; a
meeting with Gov. Sidney P. Osborn, accompanied by Mr. Pyle; a
party at Williams Field near Phoenix, and a 325-mile flight which
gave him a view of his old Fort
Grant
he hadn't
in 50 home,
years. which
Mr. Pyle,
the seen
first
civilian broadcasters to land on the

appointment of

Charles

G

Baskerville

as manager.
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Week

3 Little Words'
on

WWDC
4

k

'

FANCY western riding crop was
WainJonathan
presentedwright byGen.
Pyle, M.program
Howard
during
director of KTAR Phoenix, general
a radio interview when the
made a visit to Arizona.
the
Atsugi airstrip near Tokyo, wasplane
only radio man aboardht thefrom the
bringing
Pacific toGen.
the Wainwrig
U. S.

of Sales
station
) earmo, Erw
H.
(Err nie38-y
Shoold
saleins all departments of a radio adverC,
MIage
DYNAman
of WBBM Chicago, to produce results fortheanstation's
g
has been telling the boys
tiser whilewithimprovin
Ernie
its audience,
prestige
g Michigan Avenue everant since believes.
alon
1941 that the most import job
"We
put
fully
as
much
effort
into
"Three Little Words" (that will
a salesman can do is a good job of producing and servicing a local
do a lot for your sales) is on Sundays
show or a local spot campaign as
public relations.
at 4:15 P.M., EST, on WWDC and
No prophet, but now enjoying we would if it were a network
the fruits of his pre-war predic- production. The salesman is the the entire Associated Network.
tion, Ernie is prepared for the fu- advertiser's chief contact with the
"Three Little Words" is a live
ture with a long list
station
ent. If heandhasthelet talthe show featuring Ted Alexander, a
of satisfied clients
"easy money" of singer, who has long been a Washnow on the air with
through
his appear-He
wartime accounts
inWBBMmost equally
and long
an list
alterfere with his
ancington
es at thefavoriteHotel
Mayflower.
maintenance of the
was formerly a Kay Kyser soloist.
of accounts to whom
respect and good will
He is backed by the unique organ
he had to regretfully
of advertisers hard
style of Len Friendly, with poetic
say "No" when they
interludes by Willis. Conover. The
hit by wartime
rebegged
time.
strictions, hehas lost
result is a fifteen-minute show that {»
"It hasfor always
himself a friend and
swooning.
has
both bobby-soxers and matrons |
seemed to me that
there is no such
a "It
future
leh
may customer."
be of interest to know that
thing as a lost acFor sale as a package on the en
our own sales staff tire network, or locally on a co
count. For this reason, even when we
has actually spent
operative
basis. Write or wire Be
more time and money
city. WWDC,
weren't able to satisStrouse,
Washington 6,
D.
C,
or
Weed
8b Company in youi
in keeping vertisers
our satisfied
adfy local advertisers'
requests
for time,
that we continued to
during the war when
ERNIE
contact them and
we had little time to
keep! them interested
than before Pearl Harbor when
some of the sell,
in radio. Today, as drop
shoe was on the other foot,"
off, these hethe declared.
institutional accounts
A native Chicagoan, born July
people are still anxious to get on
WWDC
1907, and educated in Chicago
job 3,
air." radio salesman's big
public
schools,
Ernie
has
been
an
the"The
only for the advertising salesman from the day
today and I speakstaff,
the big sales result
is to offer he walked out of Senn High School
men on our sales
the proper solution to the radio with a diploma in 1925. He started station in Washington, D. (
with the Chicago
problems a great many accounts
adman, andTribune
moved astoa clasNew
Represented nationally by
from war- York tosifiedjoin
will face as they move
the
advertising
staff
time to peacetime production. sales
l
of
the
Tribune's
famed
Ocean
successfu
a
of
The secret
(Continued on page 82)
WEED & COMPAQforce is the ability to coordinate
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KOZY
Kansas City's Pioneer FM Broadcast Station
1

W3XL
Washington D. C.'s Pioneer Developmental FM
Broadcast station on the 100 Megacycle Band
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Back in 1938, the makers of Gulden's Mustard
decided to test the effectiveness of radio for promoting the sale of their product. WTIC and the
wealthy Southern New England market were
selected for the experiment. That test has resulted in a mutually profitable association of
seven years standing, for Gulden's is today the
favorite mustard of Southern New England.
A quality product, a superior sales medium,
and an above average market form a combination that is just about impossible to beat. Gulden's Mustard, WTIC, and Southern New England are a case in point.

DIRECT ROUTE TO
SALES IN
Sout6en*t Ttetv £tuptcut<i
The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation
Affiliated with NBC
and New England Regional Network
Represented by WEED & COMPANY,
New York, Boston, Chicago,
Detroit, San Francisco and Hollywood

War

Advertising

Over

100%
Sales for Peace
Advertiser discovers, after cutting of promotional budget,
that he
made a mistake and decided to carry KPRO
through had
the reconversio
n and retooling period because of
its tremendous farm audience.
TOO will find that
the large VALLEY OF PARADISEYOUaudience
of KPRO will
get results for you.

KPRO
Time

Brings
Product

» Menft6er
£5r.W». CeUr°

,nne that the B0vv,a telephone ™ tW> and »•
£ P.—^
fc - you
^e "Tie had not ^iBine our "Wd change

^ very,l listening indireotiy
F00S ^Clsion

Studios in
Riverside and
San Bernardino,
California

Those Who

Know

Use

KPRO

For availabilities consult Adam Young, Jr., Joe McGillvra or Duncan Scott
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ONE

OF A SERIES

MEN

THE

PRESENTING

WHO

MAKE

FREE

& PETERS

SERVICE

TelegFeraphR. Operat
Two years,Santa
R. or,
Advertising Staff,
Eleven years,
St. Louis Post-Dispatch
Copyrighted Newspaper
Two years,
Features
Sales Staff, Radio
Four years,
Station KSD, St. Louis
York Office)
(New 1943
Free & Peters
since Feb.,

lore'' pleasehere comes

Jones
Despite his
Yes, friends, alack and alas.
cherubic face, the character depicted above
is both a gin rummy hound and an
amateur golf champion. Also, we hasten
years of successto add, he had seventeen nce
ful advertising experie even before
coming with F&P (including four years of
top-notch work in local and regional sales
cracker-,
at KSD) and is really one of theU.S.A.
...
the
jack radio time salesmen in proved
himself
long
All in all, Jones has
to be one of your most valuable F&P
"Colonels" !
Yes, we
most valuable", as
stated ! Here at F&P, Jones Scovern and
your

Free

&

Scovern!

all the rest of us have some rather original
conceptions of radio-station representation
— which include the idea that we represent
.your interests to the same extent as those
'of the radio stations we serve. Because
the
we "sell" youfully
d that ifthose
convinceand
iwe arestations
stations
if
,
right
[understand your needs — then you, and the
stations, and F&P will all be more successdoingful,it!and enjoy life a lot more while we're
Too good to be true, you think? Well, give
show you,
us a ring and see if we can't
here in this pioneer group of radio-station
representatives.

Peters,

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
IND1ANAI0LIS
WJEF-WKZO . . GRAND
RAPIDSKALAMAZOO
KMBC
KANSAS
CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN . . M1NNEAP0LIS-ST.
PAUL
WMBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST.
LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA ...
WHO
DES
MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KM A
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST BALTIMORE
...
WCBM
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WpTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ '
ROANOKE
.
.
.
SOUTHWEST
.
..
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KEEW
BROWNSVILLE
KR,S
CORPUS HOUSTON
CHRISfl
KXYZ
KOMA
OKLAHOMA
CITY
KTJL
■
•
TULSA
uniM
. . PACIFIC COAST PORTLAND
..
K?*S and. WRIGHT-SONOVOX.
. ...... SF.ATTLE
Inc.

ih.

Since May,
1932 Representatives
ion
Pioneer Radio Stat
Bid g.
Madison A ve. DETROIT: 645 Gr, ■oUSt SAN FRANCISCO: 1 1 1 Sutter HOLLYWOOD: 633 r Hollywood ATLANTA: 322 Palmer
CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan NEW YORK: 444 5-41
Mam 5667
30 Cad.Ilac l:
Plaza
Sutter 4353 Hollywood 2151
Franklin 6373
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Nets, Affiliates
Feel
Double
Petrillo
Blast
unavailable in certain cities will
erating
conditions,
indicating
that
More Musicians, No not stand up as the union now is to him "normal" means music per- of Gen. Eisenhower, have been accompanied bymilitary music which
formed only by AFM members.
"willing and ready to service all
Overseas Music
if strictly inNo analysis of network musical the new AFMterpreted,edict,
of
these
stations."
That
goes
for
would eliminate. Mr.
Canada as well as the U. S., he programs from abroad was availAFM Demand
Fry also
pointed
out
that if ap- I
added.
able as Broadcasting went to press, plied
to international programming
The musicians-for-every-station but network spokesmen informally generally,
By Bruce Robertson
prohibition
on musical
expressed the opinion they were so
JAMES CAESAR PETRILLO,
few in number their absence would programs from abroad would seriCONTINUING
a
campaign
to
president
of the American
ously hamper radio's effectiveness
on overall protion of Musicians,
fired aFederadouble tighten his grip on radio, James have little effect
promotingas internagramming of networks. These as a means
tional ofunderstanding,
music,
blast at radio last week in demands C. Petrillo, AFM president, has statements apparently
overlooked
no translation, has played
on the major networks and affiliate added two more demands to net- the regular exchange of broadcasts needing
stations.
works. He has banned pickups of
in cooperation with the an important part.
He forbade the networks to foreign music (except Canada) ef- conducted
Raises Social Problem
British Broadcasting Corp. and
fective Dec. 31 and told networks carried
broadcast any musical programs
affiliates not now employing land. in this country and EngOn trillothehas raised
domestic
front, ofMr.social
Pefrom abroad (except Canada) ef- that
a problem
musicians must hire them. Netfective Dec. 31.
Many of these are not primarily and economic responsibility
of
works
expected
to
toss
latest
deHe ordered the networks to "do
musical programs but would lose
dividual broadcasters as well in-as
into lap of newly-formed much
of their effectiveness if inci- the issue of employment for AFM
something" about the fact that of Industry mandsMusic
Committee.
independent stations receiving netdental music had to be eliminated, members. If the union's figures are
work programs, only 275 employ
Stephen Fry, program director at correct,
there are three network
staff musicians while 411 do not.
American
operating without employnetworks' head- BBC'sters inNorth
He wants musicians employed in demand reached
New York,
said. headquarMr. Fry affiliates
ing
live
for every two
quarters
shortly
after
his
previous
every station affiliated with any communication forbidding pickup reported that he had requested that do musicians
employ them. Those not
major network.
BBC
counsel
to
approach
the
AFM
employing musicians obtain their
of music from abroad. In that letter Petrillo said the war is over and with a request for an explicit defi- musicalworks programs
International Questions
and records. from the netnition of musical pickups, pointing
there's
no
longer
any
need
for
such
In addition to his latest demands,
Mr. Petrillo's first demand— that
many addresses of internetworks cease broadcasting music foreign programs. He commented out that national
{Continued on page 85)
importance, such as those
from abroad — is expected to have it's time to get back to normal opinternational repercussions. It
came on the
of the StateinformaDept's.
program
for eve
a world-wide
Meeting for Jan. 4
tion dissemination which includes, Jett Calls NARBA
Chief Engineer George P. Adair,
among other things, fostering the Technical Meet Precedes notified the North American na- and
General Counsel Rosel H.
exchange of radio programs betions signatory to NARBA (Cantween this country and others (see State Dept. Conference
Hyde would meet with representaada,
Cuba,
Mexico,
Haiti, Dominican
Republic,
Newfoundland
and
story on page 76).
f industry
Jan. 4 "toat disCalled for Feb. 4
cusstives omatters
to be onconsidered
the
the Bahamas) that the sessions
Officials of the major networks
engineering conference
were surprised by the double blow. RECOGNIZING the importance of would be held in Washington the forthcoming
No formal comments were avail- clearing up hemispheric standard first week in- January. Last Thurs- relating to the North American
day, the State Dept. sent telegrams Regional Broadcasting Agreeable, but it appeared likely that broadcast allocation problems before expiration of the "Havana
Petrillo's demands for musicians
Importance of the conference is
next
March,
both
the
State
ifi every network affiliate would be Treaty"
PREPARATORY to the North
tossed to the new Industry Music Dept. and the FCC went into action American Regional Broadcasting stressed in the FCC announcement,
last
Thursday,
arranging
a
prebecause
of the possible effect even
Committee named by NAB PresiConference
in Washliminary engineering meeting of Engineering
of partial compliance with the
dent Justin Miller. That commit- representatives
ington
Feb.
4,
Commissioner
E.
K.
of
U.S.
stations
on
ment." demands upon standard staI tee held its first session in Washoutstanding author- Cuban
operations in this country.
Jan. 4, to be followed by a confer- Jett ityofon FCC,
i ihgton
international communica- Cuba tion
10]. Dec. 6 [Broadcasting, Dec.
ence of North American representhas "demanded" new assigntions,
has
called
meeting
of
indusa
t
i
v
e
s
i
n
Washington
on
Feb.
4.
ments on some 20 additional chanI In identical letters to the presiWashington
Full impact of the NARBA meet- Jan. try4. engineers
mainly below 100 kc, and
Possiblein effect
on U. forS. most ofnels,them
dents of the major networks, the
with power of from
AFM chieftain asserted that affiliing, mands
precipitated
by
Cuba's
debroadcasters
of
Cuba's
demands
for
for
additional
standard
lltes which do not now maintain broadcast facilities, apparently was some 20 additional channels makes 15 to 50 kw and all of them reconference. Mr. Jett
quiringFollowing
protectivethedirectional
anf itaff musicians "should employ live not felt in either until after the iturgesimportant
1941 NARBA
those planning to attend Jan. shiftover,tennas.many
ijnusicians if they are to continue State Dept. moved toward calling 4 conference
stations suffered
to notify him.
io receive network programs." He a full-dress "treaty conference" in
intolerable interference from
laid he would "be happy to call a Washington for early January
which did not com|i*ieeting of the four chain com- [Broadcasting, Dec. 17]. The FCC to these nations advising them the Cubanply stations
standards
lilanies some time after the holidays promptly interceded at the State conference would begin on Mon- specifiedwithin engineering
the
agreement.
llio discuss the entire matter."
Dept.,
urging
a
technical
conferday,
Feb.
4
in
Washington.
Every
effort
is
being
made to
I In the meantime Mr. Petrillo
ence looking toward an interim
Simultaneously, the FCC an- hold the Feb. 4 session within the
Suggested the network heads might agreement to obviate Senate ratinounced last Thursday that Com- limitations of an engineering confication, because of lack of time in
mis ioner E. K. Jett, who has had
ference, rather than a formal
^cooperate
by advisingmustthese
stations that something
be done
done
which to prepare for a conference broad experience in international treaty meeting. The expectation is
executiveonagreement
conferences and who participated that an{Continued
|;to remedy this situation." He said of plenipotentiary proportions.
page 78) may
the argument that musicians are
The State Dept. previously had in the drafting of NARBA in 1937;
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Touche!
IT TOOK a member of the
press tovisionhitsituation
the network
teleon the head.
Last week, following the RCA
color demonstration at Princeton, a newspaperman summed
it up thusly: "CBS says
'we've got color but we won't
show it.' RCA says 'we'll
show it but we haven't got
it.' "
TV

Standards

Are

Adopted
by FCC
TECHNICAL standards to govern
television operation were adopted
by the FCC last Wednesday at its
final meeting of the year. The
Standards of Good Engineering
Practice Concerning Television
Broadcast Stations covers 26 pages
of text, in addition to 10 charts and
drawings. Applicants and engineers may obtain the Standards
from the FCC.
The Standards, along with Rules
and Regulations Governing Television (and all other services) will
be published in full text in the
Broadcasting 1946 Yearbook Number now in production, which will
appear in early 1946.
Subject to revision as progress
is made in the art, the Standards
are based upon the best engineering
''ata available, including evidence
t hearings, conferences with radio
ngineers, and information supllied by equipment manufacturers
jtnd television station licensees,
j they are complete in themselves,
' /supersede
the Commission
out, andor
previouspointed
standards
/policies concerning television.
/ The Commission said that while
/ the Standards provide for flexi/ bility and indicate the conditions
to whichpected they
apply, deviation
"it is notfrom
exthat material
the fundamental principles will be
recognized unless full information
is submitted as to the need and
reasons
therefor." cover 12 sections
The Standards
which include definitions, transmission requirements, typographical
data, interference determination,
field intensity measurements, transmitter location, antenna systems,
transmitter design, and studio
equipment. Sections 13 to 20, which
include approved transmitters and
monitors and television broadcast
application forms, are to be supplied.
The Standards are virtually the
same as those proposed by a joint
FCC-industry
engineering
conference and submitted
last summer
for
the
Commission's
approval
[Broadcasting, Aug. 6].
Spiegel Appoints
SPIEGEL NECKWEAR Co., New
York, has appointed Stuart Bart
Adv., New York, to handle advertising. Firmnouncement
maycampaign
usein spot
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CBS

May

Need

New

Station

-Kesten
PayMakeCosts
HelpOfficials
To Network
Plea at FCC Hearing
To Be Allowed to Acquire KQW San Jose
OWNERSHIP of another station loss. Pyramiding costs heretofore
may be needed, CBS Executive Vice have been cushioned by expansion
President Paul W. Kesten told the of the medium, he explained.
FCC last Thursday, to help mainOwnership
tain the company's operations.
ber of stationsof —a "reasonable
provided it numfalls
Appearing at a hearing in be- short of monopoly — adds greatly
half of Columbia's proposed pur- to the economic stability of nethase of KQWthatSansigns
Jose,areMr.evident
Kesoperation,"toMr.buy Kesten
ten cdeclared
CBS workproposes
KQW, said.
now
that broadcasting operations are its affiliate, from Ralph R., Mott
going back to normal. And, he
added, at normal level there is a C.Q., L.andMcCarthy
Brunton 'and
The
SherwoodforB. $950,000.
threat of operating at a loss be- hearing was held before Commissioners Clifford J. Durr, Charles
cause "circulation" has reached
the ceiling. The present 32 million R. Denny Jr., E. K. Jett and Wilradio homes, he said, approaches
liam H. Wills.
the ultimate.
Frank M. Stanton, CBS vice
Replacement for WBT
president
general ismanager,
said
if the and'
application
granted
He said CBS. which owns seven
plans to apply for a change
stations and 45% of another, is inCBSfrequency
from
740
to
not seeking to raise the ceiling on with 5 kw day and night, and560thatkc
its station ownership but is seeking if this change is not permitted
to replace
WBTagoCharlotte,
sold sev- CBS would prosecute an applicaeral months
(for $1,505,000)
tion for 50 kw on 740 kc. He said
under FCC network regulations. the company
also would ask that
CBS, he said, will need the revenue
be station.
designated as a San Franfrom another station if operations KQW cisco
return
to "normal".
He said CBS did not need any
Importance
of San Francisco as
return on its investment
a news center — especially with the immediate
possibility of its selection as United but did expect KQW to show a
Nations headquarters — was cited
"Two or three" prospective manby Mr. Kesten as one reason an profit.
owned station is needed in that station agersare
for KQW
a CBS-owned
being asconsidered,
Mr.
area. He said he could understand
Stanton
declared,
adding
that
"he
the Commission's viewpoint in not will
certainly be a Pacific Coast
wanting one organization to own
too many stations, but that it is manD. whoW. knows
the
Bay
area."
CBS vice
important for the public interest president inThornburgh,
charge of Pacific Coast
that big news centers be covered operations, would
have
supervision
adequately. San Francisco, he said,
KQW. Mr. Thornburgh was
is vitally important in long-range over
scheduled to appear at the hearing
planning.
but
became
ill in New York while
Pointing out that 1944 was the
route to Washington.
peak year for revenue, he said if en Mr.
Stanton
said CBS planned
income dropped to the 1941 level
(Continued on page 73)
the network would operate at a

RESIGNATION of John Morgan
Davis as general counsel of NAB,
submitted some time ago, was accepted Thursday
by President
Justin Miller.
Mr. Davis
asked to
be relieved of his post to devote
full time to his law firm in Philadelphia, Davis & Short. He will
stay atnamed.
NAB Labor
until a aspects
successorof has
been
the
Law Dept. will be shifted to the
new Employe-Employer Relations
Dept.
now getting
under way,
a director
to be named
soon. with
Mr.
Davis joined NAB Aug. 9, 1944.
He had been
Philadelphia broadcasting sincein1929.
Study

of Agency

Recognition Slated
PRESENTATION of pros and cons
coveringnitiona bureau
proposed
within agency
the NABrecogwas
worked out last Tuesday at a meeting of a subcommittee of the Sales
Managers Executive Committee.
The NAB
presentation
be laid before
the
Board ofwillDirectors
at its
Jan. 3-4 meeting in Los Angeles
(see ingroundup
page 20). story on board meetCost of operation, which might
run $25,000
a year,aspects.
is discussed along orwithmoreoperating
If the board endorses the recognition project and the script, a 30minute dramatization will be prepared. meetings
This will agive
those toat offer
district
chance
their views after hearing the idea
argued both ways.
Attending the subcommittee
meeting at NAB headquarters in;
Washington were : Stanton P. Ket- 1
ler, WMMN Fairmont, W. Va.
chairman; Harold Soderlund, KFAB
Lincoln; Lewis H. Avery, head of
Lewis H. Avery Inc., representatives, and former NAB Director of
Broadcast Advertising; Muriel
Reger, New York script writer.
Frank E. Pellegrin, NAB Director
of Broadcast Advertising, along
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix with J. Allen Brown and Hugh M.
Wo Ma'am we haven't any parts yet. This is what your new radio will
Higgins, assistant directors, participated.
look like though!"
• Telecasting
BROADCASTING

FCC
Announces
FM
Conditional Grants itdo isso.found in the public interest to
In several instances, the ComAre Made for 32
pointed out,channels
"there appears
a lack ofmission
sufficient
to meet
FM Stations
the probable need for assignments.
ADOPTING the new channel num- When the demand grows in these
is usually possible to rebering system to designate station areas, it allocate
channels from adjacent
frequencies, the FCC last Wednes- areas where
the demand is less
day announced a tentative allocation pattern for the U. S. providing
for more than 1500 metropolitan MORE than 1500 metropolitan and
and rural FM stations. The plan rural FM stations, in addition to
does not include community allo- an indeterminable number of comcations, aCommission expert exmunity outlets, are provided in a
plaining the number of such chan- tentative allocation plan devised by
nels available is "undeterminable" the FCC. Channel numbers are
if but that they will provide for at those adopted by the Commission
I least several thousand additional to designate station frequencies.
stations.
Simultaneously, the Commission
where service may already be
made 32 more conditional grants and
sufficient. As a result, a lack of
for FM stations, bringing to 229 channel listing for a particular lothe total number of authorizations
cality does not necessarily mean
since the resumption of normal li- that ia channel cannot be made
censing. In addition, three appli- available there, should the need
cations for stations in the Ft.
Wayne, Ind., area were designated develop."
The Commission said the plan
for hearing, bringing to 43 the does not include community stanumber of cases to be heard.
tions,sidered
becausepractical
"it hasto notestablish
been con-a
The FM allocation plan was
pattern for staj characterized by Chairman Paul basic tionsallocation
of this type." Nevertheless,
! A. Porter as an effort to show what the Commission
is anxious to enJ is possible in a rough way rather
courage applications for this type
ii than as a hard and fast policy to of station from broadcasters who
I be applied in authorizing stations, fear the designation "community"
j 'beHe made
emphasized
will carries the implication of a small
from that
the departures
plan wherever
station. Commission engineers deConditional FM Grants
Following is a list of the grants:
Interest in Standard TypeStation
Grantee
of FM
Station
CALIFORNIA
Sacramento
McClatchy
Broadcasting
Co.
Metropolitan
Lincoln
Sacramento
Metropolitan
San
Bernardino
The Brothers
Sun Dellar
Co. ofBroadcasting
San Bernardino
Metropolitan
San
Bernardino Lee
Co.
Metropolitan
Riverside
The Broadcasting Corp. of America
Metropolitan
possibly rural
ILLINOIS
Community
Brookfield
George M.111.IvesBroadcasting Corp.
Carbondale
Southern
Metropolitan
Community
Evanston
North
Shore
Broadcasting
Co.
Inc.
Kankakee
Kankakee
Daily Journal
Metropolitan
Mt. Vernon
Midwest Broadcast
Co. Inc.
Metropolitan
Keystone
Printing Service,
Waukegan
Metropolitan
INDIANA
Shelbyville
Shelbyville Radio, MASSACHUSETTS
Inc.
Metropolitan
Fitchburg
Mitchell
G.H. Myers,
Reuben E. Aronheim &
Metropolitan
Milton
Meyers
Holyoke
The
Corp.
WMAS,Hampden-Hampshire
Inc.
Springfield
MICHIGAN
Community
Wyandotte
Wyandotte News NEW
Co. HAMPSHIRE
Manchester
Metropolitan
Harry M. Bitner NEW YORK
Corning
W. asA.TheUnderhill
and
E.
S.
Underhill,
Jr.,
d/b
Metropolitan
Evening Company
Leader
Community
Dunkirk
The
W. H.Printing
Greenhow Co.
Metropolitan
possibly rural
Ithaca
Rural
Cornell
University
Rural
St.Palladium-Times,
Lawrence
Broadcasting
Corp.
Metropolitan
Inc.
ID■Jl/Ogdensburg
if 1 Oswego
Onondaga
RadioCo.Broadcasting Corp.
Metropolitan
Syracuse
The Brock way
Metropolitan
1 I Watertown
The Cincinnati Times StarOHIO
Co.
Metropolitan
j\ Cincinnati
possibly rural
Cincinnati
WLW
The
Crosley
Corp.
Metropolitan
/incinnati
L.
B.
Wilson,
Inc.
Metropolitan
WCKY
Cincinnati
WJJD
Buckeye
Broadcasting
Co.Inc.
Metropolitan
Cincinnati
WNOX
Metropolitan
Scripps-Howard
Radio,
PENNSYLVANIA
illentown
Tork
The three FMfollowing
applicationFs
Northeastern Indiana
ng Co.Network,
Inc., all Inc.;
for Fort Wayne, Indiana.
IADCASTING
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Allocation
clare vides
a community
station
proconsiderably better
coverage
than an AM local facility and as
good as the usual regional station.
The probability that many applicants may bethus
assigned
community channels,
increasing
the
number of available metropolitan
channels in an area, was revealed.
Ten community channels, it was
explained, may provide as many as
five such assignments in some
cities, depending on demand for
such facilities in the area.
The Commission plan takes into
account cities where there are no
standard stations and applications
for FM stations from these areas.
It provides that the number of
FM channels shall be 50% to 100%
above the number of standard stations in each city or market area.
The Commission noted that only
a few natedchannels
been desigfor a numberhaveof small
cities,
particularly in the West, anticipating that this would supply the
probable demand. However, it was
pointed out, more channels are
available if the demand develops.
Allocation Plan Basic
The allocation plan uses as a
basis an effective radiated power of
20 kw and antenna height of 500
ft. above araaverage
terrain.
The same
seption of stations
on the
channel,
the
Commission
said,
"varies from that required by ground
wave interference (principally in
the Eastern U. S.) to the separation required for freedom from
tropospheric interference 1% of
the time or less (principally in
western
areas)."
The Commission
conceded the
probability that many of the service areas which are being determined for these cities may be greater or less than that provided by
the 20 kw power and 500 ft. antenna height and interference more
or less than now considered. In
many cases, it declared, it is likely
that the service areas will be
smaller than that provided by this
power and antenna height.
The plan of allocations was
worked out some time ago, it was
learned, and, was used as the basis
for designating applications for
FM stations in Area II for hearing. A plan of allocations for Area
I (New York, southern New England and Middle Atlantic' states)
was adopted two months ago
[Broadcasting, Oct. 29] when the
Commission accepted the CBS
proposal for assigning frequencies
in New York, Philadelphia and
other eastern cities. Except for
"a little juggling," it was explained, the allocations for Area
I are unchanged.
It was admitted there are "hot
potatoes" in the plan but it was

Proposals
pointed out that the proposal is
flexible and can be adjusted to
meet station demands. If necessary,
Commission engineers asserted, the
number of available metropolitan
and rural channels in Area II
could be substantially increased.
Grants and hearing designations
authorized last week left the Commission with still approximately
500 FM applications to be acted
upon. A total of 272 applications
have thus far been given conditional grants or set for hearing.
FM Allocation Plan
Channels available for FM stations in various cities are listed in
the following table:
280
Gadsden)(Includes
Anniston
Bessemer
See
226, Birmingham
228, 230,
Bessemer) (Includes
Birmingham
232, 234
Decatur
Dothan
267,
269
251
249
See Anniston
Gadsdenville
Hunts
Montgomery
231,
250, 263
271, 273
Mobile
258,
260,
Muscle Shoals
277
244,
246
(See also Columbus, Ga.)
275
221, 223
Opelika
Selma
Sylacauga
(See also Talladega)
Talladega
273
(See also Sylacauga)
Tuscaloosa
ARIZONA 254, 256
Globe
221,
223
229,
245, 231
247, 249,
Lowell
Phoenix
251,
253
Preseott
225,
Tucson
233, 227
235
237,
239, 241, 243
Safford
238, 240
Yuma
ARKANSAS
249, 251
Blythesville
El (See
Doradoalso Jonesboro)
277,
Fort
Smith
267,
269
241, 279
243
Helena
Hot Springs and Hot
271,
273, 275
Jonesboro
Springs N. P.
268,
270
(See Rock
also Blythesville) 257, 259, 261,
Little
263,
221 265
Pine
SiloamBluffSprings
245, 247
CALIFORNIA264, 266, 268
Bakersfield
226,
228
232,
234 274,
ElChicoCentro
Eureka
270,
230, 272,
232
Fresno
276,
278
223, 233,
225, 235,
227, 237,
229,
Los(Metropolitan
Angeles District) 231,
239,
247, 241,
249, 243,
251, 245,
253,
255,257,259, 261
222, 224
Marysville
Merced
257
230, 232
Monterey
Modesto
Palm Springs
Redding
269, 271
261
232,
234,
236
Riverside
271,
273, 275,
273, 275
Sacramento
280
277,
279
Salinas
San
222, 224,
277,
279 226,
San Bernardino
Diego
221,
227,
228, 223,
230 225,
231,
San(Metropolitan
Francisco-Oakland
District) 229,
237, 247,
239, 233,
241, 235,
243,
245,
249,
251,
253,
255
263,
265
Jose
San
Luis Obispo
222,
224
Santa
274,
276,
Santa Barbara
Maria
234,
236 278
258,
260
Santa
StocktonRosa
267,
269
238,
240
242,
Visalia
Tulare
259 244
Watsonville
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lor Filings
Policy
Deadline
Adopts
FCC
the
sion. California Railroad Commishas
Westinghouse.
Ten
applicants
have
on
Commissi
the
far,
Thus
Cut -Off Date For applied for the remaining nine
designated 40 FM applications for
A second set of standard hearchannels, it stated, adding, "It de- hearing,
in Bos-in
thosestations
including
ings, beginning Jan. 3, will be held
Boston Hearing
are for
ton. The others
sires the fullest possible competiin
Glens Falls, N. Y., to consider
tion
for
the
channels
and
seeks
the
eProvidenc
Akron,
,
Is Invoked
Cleveland
the
fullest information concerning the Pawtucket and Indianapolis areas. three applications for new stations
250 wFalls
unlimited.
AppliNotices of issues to be heard on on 1450cants kc,
applicants."
A NEW POLICY of setting dead- qualifications
are Glens
Broadcasting
Lists ofFourthe Issues
chansix
the
for
ons
lines for the filing of additional
seven nelsapplicati
Corp.,
Great
Northern
Radio
Inc.,
cket
ce-Pawtu
in Providen
have
to be considered with
applications
The Commission said it is de- been mailed out and applicants in and Glens Falls Publicity Corp.
cases scheduled for hearing was
Commissioner
William
H.
Wills,
sirous of making the Boston hear- tified.other cities will shortly be no- former Governor of Vermont, will
announced by the FCC last week.
"of maximum usefulness in its the
The practice was invoked for the tasking of
assigning these valuable
Third Group
In connection with consolidated
first time in an announcement by channels."
It declared it wishes to
scheduled for standard preside.
the Commission inviting "the full- give "every encouragement" to vet- proceedings
Also
during
the first week in
inCommission
the from
availcompetition"
erans and other newcomers inter- applications,
establepossible
vited testimony
others, be- January is a third group of hearFM channels
in thefor Boston
ested
in
entering
the
broadcast
sides
the
applicants,
which
would
ings
to
be
held
in Charleston, W.
area, where consolidated proceed- field.
assist it in reaching decisions.
Va., to consider three applications
ings have been scheduled beginning
for
new
stations
in that city to
Originally,
11
applications
for
Applicants
for
standard
service
March 11. Commissioner Clifford J. FM stations in the Boston area to be heard at California hearings, operate on 1240 kc, 250
Durr, presiding, will hear 10 had been designated for hearing beginning Jan. 2, are FM Radio Applicants are James w H.unlimited.
McKee,
applications already filed for a
of these— Bristol Broad- & Television Corp., San Diego; Capitol Broadcasting Corp., and
maximum of nine frequencies. but one casting
Co. Inc. — has withdrawn. Broadcasters Inc., United Broad- Chemical
City
Broadcasting
Co.
Prospective applicants were given The remaining
Commissioner Charles R. Denny,
applicants are CBS,
sting Co., both
San Jose;
De- former
until Feb. 9 to enter the hearings. Yankee Network,
Raytheon Mfg. Haven, caHall
FCC general counsel, will
and inOates,
Salinas;
Ashbacker Ruling
Co., Unity Broadcasting Corp. of and Central California Broadcasters Inc., Berkeley (KRE). Each
Mass.
of International
In cast
eachhearings
of the
It was
explained
at
the
CommisLadies (subsidiary
Garment Workers
Union), of the applicants is seeking a new preside.
the standard
Commissionbroadwill
sion that the deadline procedure Fidelity
station
on
1370
or
1380
kc
which
receive
testimony
on eight issues
Broadcasting
Corp.,
Northwas applied in the Boston cases
as
follows:
(1)
qualifications,
(2)
ern
Corp.,
Matheson
Radio
Co.,
requests
a
change
in
frequency
because it was desirable to have Templeton Radio Mfg. Corp., Mass- from 1400 to 1380 kc and increase
primary service coverage, (3) proa "cut-off" date for interrelated
gram service proposed, (4) possible
achusetts Broadcasting Co., Har- in power limifrom
w to 1 kw,Valley
unted. A sixth250applicant,
applications
three given
monthsof advey Radioissues
Labs. were
Inc. listed by the
interference with existing stavance notice since
had been
the
Four
Broadcasting
Co.,
Stockton,
pre(5) possible conflicts with
hearings. The same practice will Commission
consideration at
viously consolidated with this servicestions,proposed
in other appliprobably be adopted for future the hearings. for
These
are:
(1)
qualgroup,
was
removed
from
the
hearFM hearings, it was indicated.
cations,gineering
(6) compliance
enof the applicants, (2)
ing as a result of its amendment
standards,
(7) with
possible
Only the Boston cases have been character ofifications,the
program to request 1420 instead of 1380 kc. conflicts with regulations
of Civil
scheduled but 30 other FM appli- service, (3) area proposed
Aeronautics
Administration,
(8)
The
California
hearings
will
be
and population to
cations have been designated for be served, (4) determination
on held atsided Fresno
and will be predetermination on comparative basis
hearing.
over
by
Commissioner
Ray
which applica- C. Wakefield, a former member of as to which applications should be
The Supreme Court decision in comparative
tions should bebasis
granted.
the Ashbacker case [Broadcastgranted.
ing, Dec. 10] had little to do with
the Commission's action, it was
said. In ruling that competitive
applications must be given hear- Three Sales Halted for Ignoring Rule
ings before grants are made, the
Text of the order follows:
court had commented: "Apparent- ANNOUNCEMENT of FCC's pro- assignments placed in the FCC's
ly no regulation exists which . . .
pending file involve KXA Seattle, At a meeting
posed rulemethodrequiring
the open-bidof the Federal
cations Commission
held at Communiits offices
Anchorage, Alaska, and in Washington,
requires an application for a freding
of handling
station KFQD
quency, previously applied for, to transfers and assignments found KELD El Dorado, Ark. FCC said of December, 1945;D. C, on the 13th day
it was deferring action pending WHEREAS,
The
Commission
its debe The
fileddeadline
within apolicy
certainwilldate."
six
pending
transactions
being
cision in the matter of Powelin Crosley
of the rule contemplated Jr., transferor,
probably
along lines set out in the adoption
and
Aviation
Corporanot apply to standard applications processed
tion,
transferee
(Docket
No.
6767)
anin
the
Crosley-Avco
decision
or
unrule — and at least three being held
nounced that it was considering proand was not included in notices of up
til the parties elect to follow that
for failure to follow the plan.
posed
new
rules
and
regulations
preissues mailed out on cases schedscribing procedure
to be followed
The proposed rule, announced suggested procedure.
cases involving
the assignment
of licensein
uled for hearing. It was explained
or transfer
that the calendar set for standard Dec. 14, is based on procedure sugse s; and of control of corporate licenMay
Call
Hearing
gested by the Commission in its
WHEREAS, The Commission is of the
procedings allows insufficient time Crosley-Avco
While the Crosley-Avco decision opinion
decision last Septema proposedsuchnewprocedure
rule, Sec-— i
for a "cut-off" date.
tion appears
1.383,thatprescribing
did
not
specify
the
number
of
adber
[Broadcasting,
Sept.
10],
rewhich
in public
an appendix
to conthis
Other FM applications desvertisements
required
of
appliquiring
public
advertisement
of
Order
—
may
serve
interest,
venience and necessity; and
ignated for hearing will probably
cants,
the
formal
rule
would
reproposed
transfers
and
assignWHEREAS,
The
Commission
is
of
the
not be heard befo'e the first part
quire two advertisements a week opinion that it will best conduce to the
ments and calling for a 60-day wait- for three
of May, it was disclosed, as the
weeks. Submission of a proper dispatch of business and to the
ing
period
for
submission
of
comfull schedule
by themonths
Comthat
all interestedto percopy of the advertisement, setting ends ofsons bejustice
an opportunity
file
peting applications.
mis ion for theadopted
first three
andtogiven
toargue
appear
before
thethe Com
notice on The
Oct. Commis3 that, forth terms
of the proposed
trans- briefs
mission
orally
whyadopted
pro-or
of 1946 precludes additional pro- pendingsion served
action
and
noting
that
competing
issuance
and
adoption
of
a
posed
rule
should
not
be
ceedings during this period. Most
it should
adopted in the form
applications may be filed on the why
in thisbe Order;
of the field hearings, it was point- formal rule, it would defer action same
terms, would be required proposed
NOW,
THEREFORE,
IT IS ORDERED
ed out, will also require further on any subsequent applications un- along with
the
application.
That uponteresteda persons,
written
of beany held
inless the open-bidding plan was folhearings to receive engineering
oral request
argument
before
the
Commission
en tobanc
atthea
The
applicant's
advertisement
testimony. These are to be held in lowed.
must
be
published
in
a
daily
paper
date
to
be
designated,
as
why
Washington and will keep the
No active opposition was re- of general circulation in the com- proposed rule should not be adopted or
Commission busy for the month of
it should not be adopted in the
ported last week, but most sources
munity in which the station is lo- why
form proposed
inargument
this Order.
Such re-;
April at least.
agreed it was too early for reaction
cated. FCC also would advertise quest
on or for
beforeoral January
15, shall
1946, beby filed
any
The Commission pointed out that to crystallize. FCC said a hearing
person
desiring
lo
appear
and
each
such
objections to adoption of the the terms; under the interim pro- request shall be accompanied by a brief
its allocation report of Oct. 26 in- on
cedure this has been done in the
dicated apossible maximum of 10 rule would be called if requested in
APPENDIX
by Jan. 15. A brief must Federal Register, on a one-time
metropolitan
channels the
in the
Bos- writing
Section
1.383— Assignment
and trans-foq
be submitted with the request.
ton area, including
existing
fer of control.—
(a) Applications
basis.
station (WBZ-FM)
owned by
Applications for transfers and
(Continued on page 86)
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Ever

see

A Tiglon is half tiger and half lion. And the one up
there was in the Central Park Zoo in 1938. Its mother
was an African lioness. Its father a Siberian tiger.

a

Tiglon

?

per-dollar-spent than any other station in this five-station town.
Facts to prove it are available.

It's a little of this and a little of that, that so often
makes freaks. And we're using that unusual animal to
prove a point for W-I-T-H, the successful independent
radio station in Baltimore.

W-I-T-H doesn't give you a little of this audience and
a little of that audience . . . but it delivers more listenersBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

WITH
BALTIMORE, MD.
Tom Tinsley, President

Represented Nationally by Headley-Reed
December 24, 1945 • Page 19

Cost Is Half Million
City TV
Finds
Philco
number about 190, reduced by the
esof
costating a Data Filed With FCC Shows Monthly amount of air time originating in
A Glimpse attablisthe
hing and oper
New York and Philadelphia, plus
metropolitan television staadministrative staff and stage detion was provided last Fri$61,500
of
g Budget
signers, carpenters, painters,
day as Philco Radio & Television ment forOperatin
a "master television sta- technical equipment — cameras, film make-up artists and assistants.
Corp. filed data withionthe FCC comtion"
would
cost
$250,000
to
$300,Studio
Site Undetermined
pleting its applicat for a video 000 excluding grounds, buildings scanners, microphones, synchronizstation in Washington, D. C.
ing generators, etc. — $171,300.
Studio
site
not would
been de-be
and
antenna
structures,
and
that
is $167,281
constructermined.hasTransmitter
Philco estimated initial installa- technical operating expenses would Next tionitem
of buildings.
Linkforequipment,
tion costs at $528,423 and monthly be around $350,000 a year for furniture,
located
in
Arlington
County,
Virand two mobile camera
operating costs at "$61,500 and 56 hours per week not counting units would cost an estimated $79,The amended application, preupwards,"
the
latter
figure
not
tak580.
Other
installation
costs:
ing into account such costly items
Visual transmitter $32,500 ; aural ginia. pared by Reed T. Rollo of Kirkas talent. Estimated monthly rev- HOW MUCH does it cost to estab- transmitter
Fleming, Green, Martin &
$12,137; antenna sys- land,
enuemumwasestimate
"not known."
The
miniEllis, Washington law firm, and
lish
and
operate
a
television
statems
$19,995;
studio
lighting
$34,on operating costs
tion? Philco Radio & Television
Raymond
M. Wilmotte,
and modulation
would run to $738,000 a year.
ton, consulting
radio Washingengineer,
Corp. estimated last week that its 000;
monitorsfrequency
$1,630; acquisition
of land
proposed Washington station would (already purchased) $10,000. Three points out that Philco has actively
Other Estimates
television
cost $528,423 to install and "$61,500 studios, six studio cameras and participated
ment for 13 inyears,
having developstarted
Philco's operating estimates, an- and upwards" per month to operate, four mobile-unit cameras would be operation
of experimental station
not counting talent costs.
used.
ticipating
37%
hours
of
programW3XE
in
Philadelphia
in
1932
and
ming per week, compare with CBS
Philco asks assignment of Chan- WPTZ Philadelphia as a commerestimates of $3,191,000 a year for
nel 4 (66ingtontostation,72 which
mc) forwould
the Washcial
station
in
September
1941.
42 hours a week [Broadcasting, talent and assuming the eight-hour
be the
The company proposes a monthly
Oct. 15]. In October 1944, James program day is divided equally southern terminus as well as an schedule
of 54 hours of outside
D. McLean, sales manager of tele- between live talent and film, all initiating station in the firm's highvision transmitting equipment of originated at the station.
frequency relay system connecting pickups; duct100
hoursof motion
of studiopicture
proion; 10 hours
General Electric Co., estimated on
Costliest item in the installation New York, Philadephia, and Wash(Continued
on
page
76)
ington. Operating personnel would
a prewar price basis that equip- proposed by Philco would be studio

Los Angeles
NAB Board of Directors, meeting
at the Hotel Roosevelt, Los Angeles, Jan. 3-4, will approve a
vastly expanded program designed
to meet rapid progress of broadits services.casting operations and improve
A tentative agenda has been prepared for the first board meeting
since the Oct. 1-2 session in Washington at which Judge Justin
Miller was inaugurated as president and A. D. Willard Jr. as executive vice president. It covers
the entire range of broadcast functions and brings before the board
new activities which have been in
the formative stage and are ready
for final approval.
Big Budget
NAB headquarters officials,
armed with the biggest budget in
history, believed about $600,000,
will submit reports covering association committees and departments. Work of the past year will
be reviewed and plans for 1946
outlined.
Attending the board meeting
from headquarters will be Judge
Miller, C. E. Arney Jr., secretarytreasurer,rector ofFrank
E. Pellegrin,
broadcast
advertising,diand Edward
M.
Kirby,
public relations counsel.
The board meeting will be followed by a series of NAB district
meetings starting Jan. 7 in Los
Angeles and ending Feb. 8 in
Memphis. A second series of meetings is tentatively scheduled to
start March 18 in Minneapolis and
end March 29 in Cincinnati. Plans
for other meetings have not been
Page 20 • December 24, 1945

NAB
Meeting
to Map
formed, with prospects good for
arranged but will be held sometime
in April. (See district meeting acquisition of new members in 1946
schedule this page).
as the industry expands. Also in
the West (Los
Coast Angeles,
for the members
sight is theas prospect
nonABC MBSthatandsuchYankee
firstGoing
threeup meetings
San Francisco, Seattle) will be the in the network field, and WOR New
NAB quartet attending the board York and WGN Chicago in the
session. They will return to Wash- station group may join during the
during a 10-dayJan.gap25,in Mr.
the
schedule.ingtonResuming
Willard will join the party in place year. Westinghouse Problem
Conversations have been held
of Mr. Kirby. The itinerary covers
Omaha, Denver, Dallas, Tulsa and with officials of Westinghouse
Memphis.
Radio Stations Inc. since resignation of that group from the board
Membership of NAB is at an alltime high, the board will be in- last autumn. No indication has

Expansion
IMPENDING new era in broadcasting finds NAB building up staff
to keep pace with industry progress
and growth. Plans for year will
come before NAB board of directors Jan. 3-4, with all departments
geared for stepped-up service to
broadcasters. New president, Justin Miller, will present association
projects
review
ress sinceto heboard
tookandoffice
Oct.prog1.

been given as to the possibility that
Westinghouse will return to the
fold. Westinghouse resigned on the
ground that NAB had improperly
presented the early history of
NAB District Meetings
broadcasting in its 25th Anniversary promotionwith
and other
because
16th District (S. Cal., Ariz., N. M.) Roosevelt Hotel, Hollywood,
dissatisfaction
phasesof
of association activity.
7-8. (N. Cal., Nevada, Hawaii), Fairmont Hotel, San
15th Jan.
District
In its discussion of membership
Jan. 10-11.Ore., Alaska), Hotel Olympic, Seattle,
the board will consider the matter
17th Francisco,
District (Wash.,
of dues paid by various classes of
14-15.(Iowa, Neb., Mo.), Fontenelle Hotel, Omaha, Jan.
members. Prospect at the Finance
10th Jan.
District
Committee budget meeting Dec.
25-26.
13-14 [Broadcasting, Dec. 17] was
14th District (Mont., Col., Wyo., Idaho, Utah), Brown Palace
that
an increase in dues would not
Hotel,
Denver,
Jan.
28-29.
be necessary
despite heavy
13th District (Texas), Baker Hotel, Dallas, Jan. 31-Feb. 1.
in departmental
budgetsexpanand
12th District (Okla., Kan.), Tulsa Hotel, Tulsa, Feb. 4-5.
other sionoverhead.
6th District (Ark., La., Miss., Tenn.), Peabody Hotel, Memphis,
Among other subjects in this
Feb. 7-8.
Tentatively Scheduled
category will be status of network
11th District (Minn., N. D., S. D., Wis., Mich., in part), Hotel
membership, bringing up the perNiccolet, Minneapolis, March 18-19.
ennialmembership
problem of on
automatic
network
the board.
8th District (Mich. exc. 2 cos., Ind.), Pantlind Hotel, Grand
Status
of
FM
members
acquired
Rapids, March
21-22.in part), March 25-26 (no site selected).
9th District
(111., Wis.
with
ered. merger of NAB and FM
7th District (Ky., O.), Hotel Gibson, Cincinnati, March 28-29.
Broadcasters Inc. will be consid4th District (D. C, Va., W. Va., N. C, S. C), Cavalier Hotel,
As of Dec. 13 NAB membership
Virginia Beach, Va., April 11-12.
Others to be held in April.
totaled(Continued
865, including
648 AM
on page
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"KENMORE".BlockNEARPrint FREDERICKSBURG.
Linoleum
for WRVA by CharlesVIRGINIA
Smith

ME OF WASHIVSTGH'S SISTER .
Fredericksburg, just fifty-five miles north of Richmond in the Mother State of Virginia, is the site of many
interesting old homes which date back to the Revolutionary and War Between the States eras. Among these is "Kenmore",
built by Colonel Fielding Lewis for his second wife, Elizabeth (familiarly known as "Betty"), only sister of
George Washington. "Kenmore", long a rendezvous of fashionable Virginians during the middle of the
eighteenth century, is especially noted for the beautiful ornamental plaster work on the ceilings of some of its rooms.
Now restored, the mansion contains relics and furniture associated with the Washington and Lewis families
.... a perpetual link between the glories of the Past and the promise of the Future. This
link, too, is the cornerstone of WRVA's policies. Our pledge of service is bound to the future
by our respect for the past .... and our pride in being an integral part of a State So rich in history, so rich in destinv.
50,000 WATTS .... NIGHT AND DAY
STUDIOS IN RICHMOND AND
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA
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Above: Outside the transmitter building on Saipan
Right: The Western Electric 50 KW transmitter.
EVER
hear 50of KW
KSAI?
It's onby Saipan
Electric
installed
the O.W.— aI.Western
to wage
psychological warfare on the Japs. Using a four
element directional antenna— giving an effective
signal of 250 KW— it did its primary job most
efficiently.
But KSAI did another great job, too. One day a
crippled B-29— its navigating equipment smashed
—"homed" on the station's powerful beam and
rode it to safety. Army orders quickly came through:
"Keep that station on the air 24 hours a day!"
Around the clock, KSAI kept going— with only
six hours a month allowed for maintenance. Requests from lost nyers for "position" dropped from
an average of 140 per day to a mere 20. In four
months alone, KSAI was credited with saving 20
Superforts, 200 flyers and equipment worth more
than $15,000,000.
Certainly this Western Electric installation paid
big extra dividends!
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Buy all the Victory Bonds you can— and keep them I

Western

Electric

BUGABOOS PLAGUE FREE NEWS
Experts Agree Communications Face Same
— Sovereignty Threats as Statesmen
change. Language difficulties, he
FREEDOM of world communications under UNO was debated by said, are critical.
Question No. 3, concerning press
a panel ofsociation
five chieftains
radio atand a press
asDec. 14 and radio support of UNO, was
conference of the American Assn. brushed off quickly. A free press
for the United Nations at Town and radio, said Mr. Bryson, could
not oblige itself to support any
Hall, New York.
Gist of the debate: The same cause. Its obligation was to disseminate the truth as it saw it.
bugaboos of national sovereignty
Much the same answer was given
which plague the statesmen of
UNO's
rise to question No. 4, involving the
dark andparticipating
ominous amongnations
the news
and press' responand information experts of the Americansibility tradio's
o tell the story of Ameriworld.
can democracy.
Said Mr. Starzel: "If it means
The panel was composed of RobI ert Saudek, director of public re- propagandizing, the answer is 'no.'
If
it means giving true accounts of
diSchechter,
A.
A.
lations, ofABC;
jjj rector
news and special events, the function of our government, the
' Mutual; Lyman Bryson, director answer is 'yes'." Good or bad, reI of education, CBS; Frank Starzel,
orts on what
goes honestly,
on in Washington pmust
be given
he said.
31 assistant general manager, Associi ated Press, and Harry Flory, for- Mr. Flory enthusiastically agreed.
{\ eign news manager and director of UP, he said, would hardly underwrite aproject to gild a report of
| communications, United Press.
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, president government function which, in
of RCA and chairman of the board truth, should be unfavorable to the
U. S.
of NBC, presided.
Association had ready for the
panel a tailored set of four ques- Wide 16- mm. Film Use
tions: (1) Should UNO insist upon
freedom of communications as In TV Seen by Thomas
vital to the maintenance of world WHEN TELEVISION eventually
understanding? (2) How can replaces radio, 16-mm. motion picAmerican radio and press associatures will supplant present elections contribute most to the extrical transcriptions, predicts Jochange of constructive stories
seph A. Studios,
Thomas,Hollywood.
president of Telethroughout the world? (3) How
film
can the press and radio of the
"Motion
pictures
will be made of
world contribute to general under- events in the news spotlight and
standing and support of UNO? then will be edited and broadcast
(4) Should
radio and obligation
the press as-to by television," Mr. Thomas said.
sume a continuing
of 16 mm. camera coverput before the world the operation "Low agecost
and projection will give it a
of the U. S. form of democracy?
preferred position over 35 mm.
One of the questions, the panel Also, the narrow gauge film is nonconcluded, was misleading, others combustible
and therefore may be
vague.
sent through the mails and otherSaid AP's communications-wise
wise shipped at lower cost." He said
Mr. Starzel
: "It is relinquish
hopeless to their
sug- several advertising firms had ingest that nations
quired at Telefilm Studios about
having 16-mm. commercials made
sovereignty of communications." He for
telecasting. The firms expect
stated his opposition to the adoption of resolutions on this subject to make 16-mm. films of their factories and products to supplant oral
which were "platitudes incapable commercials,
he revealed.
of What
realization."
Mr. Saudek wanted to hear
was a definition of "freedom of
Ekins Threatened
ommunications."
news commentator of
was
that it might His
havesuggestion
different H. R. Ekins,
Syracuse, said last week
neanings in different countries. No WSYR
that
he
had
received threats of
me answered his request.
harm to himself, wife and
In response to question No. 2, bodily
stops or eases up
oncerning world-wide exchange of child, unless hecriticism
of particionstructive stories, Mr. Schechter on his panalleged
t
s
i
n
labor
troubles.
lad a brisk reminder: Exchange of the charges, saying he Hehasdenies
tories between U. S. news agen- taken either management's or not
laies which are free and competiside in the disputes.
Police
ive and agencies abroad which are cars arebor's patrolling
the area around
;overnment-owned
or
governmentontrolled is sometimes difficult. his Syracuse home.
Hr. Schechter's implication was
Merton V. Emmert
llfhatU. aS.foreign
agency'swould
selection
news offering
be fre-of MERTON V. EMMERT, 29, farm
[uently determined within the rigid and ranch director of WOAI San
restrictions
of a foreign govern- Antonio, died suddenly Dec. 12 in
ment.
San Antonio. He was formerly
| Mr. Bryson pointed to another with WLW Cincinnati and WEAF
Lactor which, particularly in ra- New York. Mr. Emmert is survived
dio's case, would hamper free ex- by his widow and three daughters.
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Reviews
Alter FTC
Reece Bill Would
modify
such
orders when necessary,,
five-year
legislative
fight
that
led
Want Advertising Aid to the food, drug, and cosmetic
2 — Of interest primarily to the
amendments
to
the
FTC
Act
in
In Fight to Amend
drug, and cosmetic industries
1938. A subcommittee composed of food,
elimiMeasures
designed tojurisdicthe following Representatives will are provisions
technical
nate
tion"the between
FTC "dual
and the Food
conduct the hearings: Sadowski
By WALLACE WERBLE
Editor, Food-Drug-Cosmetic Reports
(D-Mich.), chairman; Rogers (D- and Drug Administration, which
Rabin (D-N.Y.), Reece, has primary jurisdiction over food,
BACKERS of the Reece bill to Fla.),
labeling
O'Hara
amend the Federal Trade Commis- (R-Ill.). (R-Minn.) and Howell drug,
result ofandthecosmetic
1938 Food,
Drug, asanda
sion Act are campaigning for supCosmetic
Act.
The
situation
is comProvisions
port from advertising, including
licated, but FTC critics
charge
Broadly speaking, provisions of that the pCommission
has stepped
media and agencies as well as advertisers, inpreparation for House the Reece bill are divided into two into FDA's field by trying to reguInterstate and Foreign Commerce
late labeling via its jurisdiction
subcommittee hearings on the parts
l_Of: interest to the advertising over advertising.
measure, scheduled to begin Jan. industry in general, particularly to
The "review provision" of the
28.
its members
who FTC,
may have
FTC Act, which affects all
tions with the
are transacchanges present
The measure, HR-2390, was inadvertisers,
requires Circuit Courts
troduced in the House last Feb- in the court review provisions of to uphold the Commission's findoriginal act which would give
ruary by Congressman Reece (R- the
ings of fact if supported by eviTenn.), member of the Interstate Circuit Courts the power to look
dence. The trend of judicial deciand Foreign Commerce Committee into the facts supporting FTC
sionslishedintherecent
estabdoctrineyears
that has
the courts
who took a leading part in the cease and desist orders and to

everybody knows

WBIG
means good broadcasting

Columbia affiliate
greensboro, n. c.
represented by hollingbery
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SUPPORT of advertisers is sought
by backers of the Reece bill
(HR-2390), which would eliminate
overlapping of FTC and FDA and
change review provisions of the
FTC Act. Wallace Werble, editor of
"Food - Drug - Cosmetic Reports,"
presents herewith an analysis of
how
the Reece bill would affect advertisers.
cannot
Commission's
findings disturb
as long the
as FTC
has been
able to produce evidence to support its views.
Critics
of the Commission cite
Circuit Court decisions in recent
years
FTC orders
in whichon appeals
the judgesfromadmitted
that,
if they had the power, they might
have reached conclusions differing
from those
mission basedupon
the which
order. the ComIn recent decisions Circuit
Courts have said that the prevailing judicial
doctrineprohibits
on administrative
procedure
them j!
from revising — toning down — the
prohibitions
contained
in FTC
orders even when
the courts
may
feel that the Commission has been
unduly severe.
In a general way, the review
provisions of municathe
Com-a
tions Act ofFederal
1934 and
number of actsministrative
governing
other
adagencies are similar
to those in the FTC Act. Mr. Reece,
who, as a temember
of the Commerce
House In- j
rstate and Foreign
Committee,
participated
in
consideration of the acts creating
the
FCC, Securities and Exchange
Commission, and other like laws,
contends thatcommitteestheir
turned fordrafting
examplesub-to
the original FTC Act when it came 1
to writing
in courtFirst
reviewChanged
sections. 1
First Passed,
Since the FTC Act, which established the pattern, was the first one
passed,
contends
snouid beMr.theReece
first one
changedthatandit
then, if necessary, consideration
could be given to amending the review provisions of the FCC and ,
other laws which were based on tne j
original FTC pattern.
For a number of years there
have been pending before Congress
a group of bills which would change
the administrative procedures employed by ail government agencies,,
particularly the quasi-judicial,:
quasi-legislative agencies lute FTC,
FCC, and SuiC. One of these meas-i
ures, the old Walter-Logan bill,
passed both houses of Congress
Dut was
vetoed by the late President Roosevelt.
Mr. Reece argues that, while the
administrative procedures of various agencies have much in common, it would be wiser to tackle
each agency in a separate bill.
To correct with
the FTC-FDA
"dual
jurisdiction"
regard to foods,
drugs, and cosmetics, Mr. Reece
would (Continued
amend the onFTCpageAct69) to in-
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PERSONALITY
£ACH of the Oklahoma Publishing
Company's four powerful merchandising factors has developed a distinct
and vigorous personality which reflects
itself in sales. Combined into a single
selling unit their individuality paves the
way for a complete job of advertising
and distribution that postwar manufacturers and distributors demand in such a
diversified market as the vast Southwest
provides.
1. Skilled craftsmen, whose efforts earned for The Daily Oklahoman a 1945 citation for excellence of typography, make-up
and presswork in the Annual Ayer Exhibition, make the
Oklahoman and Times the Southwest's favorite newspapers.
2. Network caliber programming, production and showmanship
have earned for WKY the distinction of being the station
most Oklahomans listen tc most . . the station most advertisers turn to to move merchandise off dealer's shelves.
3. Three times in a row, four times in all, Mistletoe Express
Service has received top award of the National Safety Council as the nation's safest inter-city commercial fleet. In 1945,
Mistletoe's
city classification.
pick-up fleet was named second in the United
States in this
4. It is a rare occasion when the entire Farmer-Stockman can
be assembled in the office. Farm kitchens, plowed fields and
stock feeding pens are far more familiar to Farmer-Stockmen
editors than are upholstered office chairs. Farm visits form
the basis for Farmer-S'cckman direction.

*
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MISTLETOE

EXPRESS

OKLAHOMA

PUBLISHING
COMPANY
THE DAILY OKLAHOMAN * OKLAHOMA CITY TIMES
THE FARMER-STOCKMAN * MISTLETOE EXPRESS
WKY, OKLAHOMA CITY * KVOR, COLORADO SPRINGS
KLZ, DENVER (Under Affiliated Management)
REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY

FARMER-STOCKMAN
BROADCASTING
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THE

SOUTHS
No.

1

STATE

N orth Carolina exceeds every other Southern state both
in value of manufactured products and in cash income to
farmers. On the former, North Carolina does nearly three
times as much as the average of the nine other Southern
states — and on the latter, nearly twice the Southern average. Isn't this the kind of Southern Market you are seeking?
1

and
WPTF

IS

RALEIGH

■

NORTH
CAROLINA'S

No.l
SALESMAN!

With 50,000 Watts, at
WPTF is by long odds the
Carolina. Let us send you
abilities. Or just call Free

680 k.c— and NBC — Station
No. 1 radio salesman in North
the complete facts and avail& Peters!

— NBC
50,000 WATTS
N.C.
RALEIGH,
<a
4ME|Sy3" Free & Peters, Inc., National Representatives
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Skelton Show
RED SKELT0N was formally welcomed back on NBC andRed placed
through
Corp.
& Williamson Tobaccocomic
sponsored by Brown
sample hors d oeuyres
Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago. Watching
San
KPO
manager,
John Elwood,
at post-broadcast party are (1 to r) :president;
Sidney N. Strotz NBC
Francisco; Freeman Keyes, SeedsJohn
Guedel
John
president,
Guedel,
president;
Western Division ,vice
Radio Productions executive producer of Skelton show.

WGST Temporary License Is Extended
As Pickard-Calhoun Pact Is Cancelled
furtherwithout
complied
with.
GEORGIA School of Technology contract
This actionbe not
is taken
prejudice
towhatever
a fair rights
adjustment
or settlement
of
adweek
last
(WGSTvised theAtlanta)
the
said
stockholders
FCC it has cancelled its may
have,of the
subject
to the approval or
consent
FCC.
to the Sam
obligations
Clarence Calhoun
group,Pickardwhich
The application stated that the
formerly managed the station. The other
to the agreement were
Commission had ruled WGST notifiedparties
of the cancellation
would have to free itself from the and thatorally
no
have been
alliance or lose its license. The made since thepayments
issuance of the prostation's temporary license was imposed
decision
on
Sept.
20.
It was
mediately extended to Feb. 18.
declared that the UniverIn filing a new application for further
sity "will not undertake to negotithe insame
(920 setkc) bywithadjustment or settlement
the Dec.frequency
18 deadline
the with atetheany other
parties
the agreeCommission, the station submitted
ment
and
said toparties
first
evidence that the Board of Regents obtain the until
approval or consent of
renounced its contract with South- the FCC to negotiate a settlement
ern Broadcasting Stations Inc. of whatever rights said parties
which had been held illegal [Broad- may have under the agreement."
Sept. 24, Nov.
19]. Theby
The "rights" alluded to are the
contract casting,
required
payments
station's equipment, ownership of
WGST of 15% of gross income which
has been questioned, accord
from sale of time over a period of
ing to the Commission's decision.
seven years.
Mr. Pickard is a former member
of the old Federal Radio CommisSanta Exposed
sion andMr.
a one-time
of CBS.
Calhoun vice
is anpresident
Atlanta
HOWARD
JONES, announcattorney.
As principals
Southern Broadcasting,
they informerly
er ofhide
WIP behind
Philadelphia,
can't
even
white whiskmanagedment which
WGST
an agreeers and a heavy cold. Mr.
the under
Commission
held
Jones was costumed as Santa,
amounted to domination of the stawith a mike hidden in his
tion. A subsequent contract to free
magic
interviewing
the station of this domination was
kiddies onwand,
the Eavesdropping
also ruled illegal.
With
Santa
Clans
program
As part of its new application,
in Gimbel's toy department.
filed by Reed Rollo, counsel, the
station included a resolution adoptOne youngster
listened
tively to "Santa"
Jonesattenand
ed by the University Board of Rethen turned on a know-it-all
gents shortly after the Commission
issued its proposed decision to reexpression
which
the an-to
nouncer caught
fast enough
vokelution
the station's
hoist
theasmike
as high
over
declares: license. The resohis
head
possible.
Up
piped
Resolved,
By
the
Board
of
Regents
of
the
University
System
of Georgia
that
the
ruling
FCC having
the
the
with: You're
"Aw, youthe ain't
SantaboyClaus!
guy
contract
withof the
the stockholders
ofmadeSouthern
Broadcasting
Stations
Inc.
legally
who gives the money away on
Impossible
of
performance,
the
Board
hereby
approves
the
action
of
its
WGST
Radio Committee in directing that said
the Renuzit program."
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WOW, due to its nearly ideal frequency of
590 kilocycles, used with 5,000 watts,
CAN be HEARD clearly within a one
hundred mile radius* of its transmitter.
WOW is LISTENED to because it is a
basic NBC station, furnishing the top radio entertainment of the day, supported
by first-class local features and NEWS.
These are reasons why WOW gives you
the BIGGEST AUDIENCE an advertising dollar will buy in the Omaha trade
territory.

(T'
f above,
4 basedTA
The chart
by compe.
tent radio engineers,
showson computations
how Cr
much MORE
power
is needed to lay down a millivolt signal 100
miles at frequencies higher than 590 kilocycles. The
frequencies shown are approximately those of other
full-time stations in the Omaha area.
"WOW's ^-millivolt contour actually roaches out nearly 200 miles!

5 Diesel generators (1 1 kw, 1
5 kw, 3 100 kw)
10,000 sapphire playback cutting
'TRITON' TRANSMITTER FOR SALE
needles
1 Motorola FM transmitter
RFC Selling Quantity of Radio Equipment
(OWI value, $1,000)
From Surplus War Stocks
1 FM link transmitter (OWI
Transmitter on Triton Maris was value, $1,200)
SECOND high-power broadcast
transmitter was declared war sur- valued by OWI at $67,700. It is 4 complete turntables (2 Presto
plus last week and turned over
to be in good condition. L, 2 Presto 6A)
to Reconstruction Finance Corp. reported
RFC is anxious to move equipment
1 800-1500 kc Westinghouse tunfor public sale. It is the 50 kw on the ship, now piling up dockage
ing unit
Enormous
quantities of tubes,
Western Electric transmitter for- costs at Richmond, Cal., shipyard.
merly operated by KSL Salt Lake From it comes a long list of radio fixed condensers, resistors.
City and installed by OWI on the equipment which OWI valued at a
propaganda ship Triton Maris total figure of $113,855. RFC plans STATION REQUESTS
[Broadcasting,
5] withoutput
Do- to have the equipment dismantled
herty
circuit addedNov.to bring
and placed on display. Among INCREASE IN CANADA
items on ship are:
up to 130 kw.
RETURNS filed in the House of
First
high-power
transmitter
9 Western Electric amplifier con- Commons at Ottawa show that 170
offered for sale by RFC was placed solettes
applications
staon display at Rosslyn, Va., last
2 19 A/TRC1FM antennas
tions, both AMfor andbroadcasting
FM, television
week. Bids will be closed this week
22 tricmicrophones
(6
Western
Elecand
facsimile
stations,
have
been
by RFC. It is an RCA 50 kw 50E, velocity)
633 A dynamic, 16 RCA 74B made in eastern Canada since.
never used [Broadcasting, Nov.
January 1944.
4 Hallicrafter receivers
26].
Sale
is
being
handled
by
RFC's
Data were obtained by John Dief 5 receivers, other types
Richmond, Va., branch office.
enbacker,
Conservative memberProgressive
for Lake Centre,
who
also asked this data for western
Canada [Broadcasting, Nov. 12].
There were 87 applications for AM
TO
NASHVILLE
. . .
stations, 71 for FM stations, 9 for
television and 4 for facsimile. While
the report did not give data as to
how many applications had been
allowed, a number of the applicantsceivedlistedtheirarelicenses
known andto have
reat least
one is on the air at present.
Among those applying are
many mentnewspapers,
some adepartstores for
television,
ber of AM
stations
for FM numand
television licenses, and a number
of radio representatives and CBC
officials for both AM and FM.

Borez Is on Brief Leave
From JWT Paris Office
MAURICE BOREZ, head of J.
Walter Thompson Co.'s office in
Paris, office
will befor inthethenextagency's
New
York
few weeks.
Mr. Borez kept the Paris office open
throughout the time the Nazis occupied France. He admitted, however, that little advertising, if any,
was done during that period.
Mr. Borez says French advertisers are buying time on Radio
Andorra located in Andorra between Spain and France, which
broadcasts in French and Spanish, and Radio-Monte-Carlo,
whichin
broadcasts
in French. Radio
Paris is government controlled and
allows no commercials. It is expected that when supplies become
more
many using
of Mr.radio.
Borez'
clientsplentiful
will resume
LOOK

Manufacturers and retailers looking toward postwar prospects
in the South have their eyes on Nashville ... for Nashville
has set the pace for the South with four years of recordbreaking gains in population, income and retail sales. It is
Tennessee's
city, andmarket
one area,
of sixteen
A-l acities
the nation. TheonlyrichA-lNashville
with over
millionin
prosperous buyers, is covered adequately and economically
by WSIX — Nashville's outlet for both the American and Mutual
networks. ... We will be glad to furnish full particulars on
request. Write us — today!
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WSIX Offers:
1 . Top shows of both American
and Mutual networks which guarantee an unusual share of the
radio audience in this area.
2. A powerful signal at low frequency— your assurance of a wide
coverage at a very low cost per
radio listener.
Add it all up — entertainment, coverage and reasonable rates —
WSIX has what it takes to put
across your sales message.

Georgia Institute
FIRST Georgia Radio Institute
will be held in spring at Henry W.
Grady School of Journalism, U. of
Georgia, under auspices of Georgia
Assn. of Broadcasters and the
Journalism School. Leading broadcasters wil be invited. Georgia association committee will go over
tentative program in January, includes Wilton E. Cobb, WMAZ
Macon; John Outler, WSB Atcross. lanta; Jack Williams, WAYX Way-

Fan Letter
FANS of WCOV Montgomery, Ala., take their fandom
seriously. To the station, adcame this dressed
letter:"Attn. Manager,"
"I would like to buy a
stock
station.or part interest in this
AMERICAN
'T also would like to get a
MUTUAL
job
at this trainer.
station
as "With
a working
controlkindness
operator
regards, I |
5,000 WATTS— 980 KILOCYCLES
"Your Very Truly.
Represented Nationally By
am "P.S. I also like for this
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
station to become a ' more
powerful station."
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

Especially for HEAVY DUTY
Industrial Applications
This high power industrial tube built
by Federal is the result of the widening use of induction heating for heavy and with the inherent reliability and
applications... especially designed for exceptional qualities that characterize
every tube in the extensive Federal line.
the purpose... built to meet the exactHere is another instance where
ing demands of severe operating conditions.
Federal's long experience and leaderFederal's 9C23 is a tube that can
ship in tubeto electronic
design' andprogress.
construction
contribute
And
stand the gaff... with extra ruggedness
for stamina... heavy duty filament for it is a good reason to see Federal first
long life and high power output . . . for industrial power . . . rectifier . . .
transmitting tubes.
Remember — "Federal Always Has
Made Better Tubes."
Federal

Telephone

Technical
Maximum Data
Ratingsforft rType
Maximum9C23
Frequency
of
20
Megacycles
DD CC Plate
Voltage .. .. 15,000
. 4.0 volta
amperes
Plate Current
. 25 kilowatts
Plate
Dissipation
.
.
.
Filament
Voltage
.
.
.
.
22
amperes
Filament Current . . . . 82 volts
Overall Length . . . 19% inches
...
water
Type of Cooling . . .

and Radi<xCorporation
Newark 1, N.J.

THE OUTSIDE

AUDIENCE

IS MIGHTY

INTERESTED

on the Pacific Coast, too !
IN THE OUTSIDE MARKET live half the radio families on the Pacific Coast.
These families are good customers — they account for approximately half of the
more than Eight Billion Dollars spent in retail sales on the Pacific Coast each year.
You can't sell 'em if you don't tell 'em and they

nine out of every ten radio families on the Pacific

(the Outside Audience on the Pacific Coast) can't
hear your sales message if you aren't on Don Lee.
For only Don Lee completely covers both the inside

Coast live within 25 miles of a Don Lee Station.

and outside markets. A 276,019 C. E. Hooper co-

tically as much Pacific Coast regional business as

incidental telephone survey (the largest ever made
on the Pacific Coast) proves that conclusively.
You see— only Don Lee has enough stations (39)
to deliver both the "inside" and "outside" in this
1,352 mile long mountainous market (the other 3
networks combined have only 29 stations). In fact,

So give both markets a break next year— place
your radio show on the network that carries practhe other 3 networks combined — DON LEE.
Example from Special C. E. Hooper Survey
ABERDEEN-HOQUIAM, WASHINGTON
Morning
SHARE OF AUDIENCEEvening
47.3%
STATION
65.1%
56.2% Afternoon
20.8%
Don Lee Station KXRO
33.6%
Most popular competing station
31.4%
Other examples to follow

The Nation's Greatest Regional Network

NAB

the

one

• •••WORKING
ON THE
RAILROAD?

Represented by KATZ AGENCY
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PROMOTES NEWS CLINIC IDEA
Series Starts With Indiana Broadcasters
January 2-3 in Indianapolis
Scheduled to represent NAB
SERIES of radio news clinics day.
are John Morgan Davis, general
tentatively planned for 1946 will counsel,
and Milton J. Kibler, asopen Jan.
3 when seminar
NAB will
consistant general counsel.
duct
a
one-day
for
the
President of the Indiana associaIndiana Local Broadcasters Assn.
tion is D. A. Burton, WLBC Munas part inof Indianapolis.
that group's Jan. 2-3 cie, with 0. E. Richardson of
meeting
WJOB
Hammond and WSAR
The clinic idea was first tested
as secretary. The Jan.
Nov. 16 at Springfield, 111., when Lafayette,
will be devoted to asbroacast stations in that state par- 2 meetingsociation
matters. Site of Indianticipated in a meeting conducted
by the NAB [Broadcasting, Nov. nounced.apolis meeting has not been an19]. Reaction was favorable,
NAB News Committee has inbringing national interest in the
vited state groups to request news
clinicing ideas
planandas hearing
a means proposals
of exchangclinics.
clinics are open to all
for stations The
in a state regardless of
strengthening of station news NAB
membership.
staffs and improvement in presentation.
E. R. Vadeboncoeur, vice-presi- PRICE LAUDS RADIO
dmanent ofof WSYR
and chair- DURING CENSORSHIP
the NABSyracuse
News Committee,
PRICE, retired Director
and Arthur C. Stringer, NAB di- BYRON
rector of promotion and committee of Censorship, last week in his
final
report
to the President,
secretary, conducted the Springfield
Mr. Stringer
con- praised the way in which radio and
duct theclinic.
Indianapolis
clinic,willwhich
the press kept the secrets of the
will be open to all stations in the war, especially keeping the "beststate.
kept" scientific secret, the atomic
The Indiana local group also has bomb. The "two-year voluntary
on such news was effecasked NAB to conduct an employe- blackouttive," he said.
employer relations forum the same
"The value of the self -censorship
"rested
not alone Mr.
on aPrice
few said,
spectacular
General Motors Starts program,"
achievements . . . but on the continuous day by day restraint by
New Program on Mutual
GENERAL MOTORS Corp., De- stressed
editors
and
broadcasters".
the
importance of aButradiohe
troit, which recently dropped all
advertising except that on the air and press free from dictatorial
[Broadcasting, Dec. 10] last week citizens to a reducing
"American
state of intellectual
increased its radio expenditure by censorship
starting a new twice-weekly proIn his 154-page report, Mr. Price
gram on the full Mutual network of
282 stations. New series, titled lauded radio
and the press for forThis Land of Ours, which will cost slavery." bearance under censorship, which,
the motor manufacturer some he maintained, he considered necessary only under the stress of war.
$8,000 a week for time alone, will
feature Henry J. Taylor, columnist
and commentator.
Edward B. Marks
Series is designed to inform the
listening public on social and eco- EDWARD B. MARKS, 80, music
nomic trends and new developments publisher
composer
and founder of the and
Edward
B. Marks
Corp.,
in industry. Program, placed
through Kudner Agency, New New York, died Dec. 17 in the
York, on a 52-week contract, will Nassau Hospital, Long Island. Mr.
be used for institutional advertis- Marks' firm was the first major
ing, at least until the culmination publishing house to pull out of
of the UAW-CIO. strike which has ASCAP to join BMI during the
currently tied up production at ASCAP-BMI fight in 1941. Firm
has a five-year renewal contract
GM plants.
effective,
Jan. 1, rights
1945, with
'BMI
for performing
to Marks
Going With Truman
catalogue.
Mr.
Marks
was
the
ser of many popular songs.comHe
PRESIDENT
S. Truman's wrote potwo
books: They All Sang
Christmas tripHarry
to Independence,
Mo., will
be covez-ed
by the
four and They All Had Glamour. He
major
networks.
Leaving
by plane
was vice president of the Music
Christmas morning will be David Publishers Protective League. He
Brinkley, NBC; Bryson Rash, leaves
a widow, a daughter and two,
ABC; Bill Downs, CBS; Charter sons.
Heslep, MBS. They will return
the following Friday. The PresiCoffee Groups
dent will be heard on all networks PAN-AMERICAN
COFFEE Name
BUREAU and
Christmas Eve at 5 p. m. in a Joint Coffee Promotion Committee, New
promotional
activiholiday message as he lights the York, tiesareand expanding
have
appointed
Tom bureau,
Fizdale
New York,
public relations
national Christmas tree on the toInc.,direct
and Inc.,
handle
White House grounds.
the
J. M.advertising.
Mathes
Newpublic
York, relations.
handles
BROADCASTING
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procedure I don't know whether
we'll be able to produce a good recbig problem,Several
it waslawyers
noted,
is One
interventions.
expected tervtoene in cases
find that
they must
inin which
they are
not actually listed on the calendar,
thus facing
possibility
of con-he
flictingtheengagements.
One said
didn't
think "anybody will know
ord."
before the hearings start, what the
issues pected
actually
are." Another
exmany petitions
to intervene
to be filed late — and to be accepted
—forbecause
filing. of the short limit on time
"They send the issues to the
parties, and outsiders may not
know whether they can intervene
not," said must
another.
"Thewithin
petition15
toor intervene
be filed
days from the time the issues came
out, and you don't even know when
theOneissues
came out."that the schedule lawyer
called fornoted
him to appear in
three hearings — outside of Washington— in a ofsingle
Because
of shortage
time,month.
he contended,
he will have no opportunity to prepare for any but the first unless
he prepares
all three
before starting
out. Lawyers
practicing
were considered
especially
hardalone
hit,
particularly when they must ap-«
pear in several cases.
'Out of Line'
CKN
"Completely out of line" was anothereratverdict.
gives number
no consid-of
ion to the "Itlimited
attorneys and engineers who are
PAVE
THE WAY
handlingtions. It will
a vastbe number
impossibleof applicafor any
one oftionour
clients
get the ofattenhe deserves, tobecause
thl
proximity
of hearing
dates Probably
and the
Shortage of
attorneys.
the FCC will have to rearrange the
schedule, though maybe if they take
engineering testimony in Washing-:
ton they won't get as bogged down
FOR
YOU
as OnI think
they will."
the credit
side, boosters of the
Your sales road .can be a smooth one, paved
plan
pointed
outof that
with greater sales and greater profits ... if
the
necessity
muchit eliminates
travel by
you aSPe KCKN in Kansas City. Because
witnesses who otherwise would
KCKN
for theyour
listeners'
have to income
to Washington.
tasj^^ofprograms
Greaterexclusively
Kansas City,
radio
ation ofproposed
findings ofElimfact
sales talks hit home with the metropolitan
also
was
seen
by
some
as "a good
listeners who tune in on KCKN for the kind
thing" which "should have been
entertainment they enjoy.
done long ago and should be made
permanent."
fault
with otherSeveral
phases who
of thefound
plan
So, without the rate penalty of out-state
considered the streamlining of procoverage,
you
may
tell
and
sell
Kansas
City's
NINE HUNDRED MILLION DOLLAR
c
e
d
u
r
e
a
helpful
move
which
would
hearings.
not
jeopardize chances of fair
market — through KCKN.
"It's a good job— better than
nearest CAPPER office will give you
lities.
thought
could do,"
another they
enthusiast.
Manydeclared
who
criticized the plan said they could
understand the FCC's viewpoint
and
thought the Commission
"should
be complimented
on undertaking
handle so large a volume of work
expeditiously."
Others felt
BEN LUDY, GENERAL MANAGER, KCKN. KANSAS CITY. . . WIBW, TOPEKA
satisfactory schedule
coulda more
have
ELLIS ATTEBERRY, manager, KCKN, Kansas city
been arranged if attorneys had
been consulted in advance, and
some declined to pass judgment yet
CAPPER PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
because "the question is whether
CHICAGO 1: lOO NORTH MICHICAN AVENUE CENTRAL S977 the Commission will act as quickly
NEW YORK 17: 420 LEXINGTON AVENUE MOHAWK 4-3260
KANSAS CITY 6: 30O WALTOWER BUILDING VICTOR 3864 ing
afterthethehearings
hearings"schedule.
as in undertak
EAN FRANCISCO 4: 1207 RUSS BUILDING DOUGLAS S220
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Hearing Plan
Lawyers Laud, Condemn
FCC Calendar Arouses 1, with five sets of hearings run- hearings
py Commission
attention
are under
way. while the
in WashingVaried Comments
ton andninginsimultaneously
the field [Broadcasting,
Lawyers,
although
divided on
Dec. 10]. Petitions to intervene and
practicability of the calendar,
From Bar
motions to enlarge the issues must the
agreed
it
would
keep
them
be filed within 15 days after the overtime. Most thought theyworking
By RUFUS CRATER
could
issues
are made public, except for
REACTION of attorneys to the good cause,
keeper they
up, would
but manybe able
wondered
whethand
proposed
findings
to
give
each
FCC's record-setting
conclusions of law gen- case proper attention. Some becalendar
of hearings three-month
ranged last of fact erallyandwill not
be
required.
lieved the FCC would have to reweek from forthright approval to
vise the schedule.
outright condemnation.
FCC 'All Ready'
said they were
"The schedule will be bound to
"Abominable," one attorney told "allFCCreadyauthorities
to handle
three hearings
asserted one attorBroadcasting. "A good job," de- simultaneously
in Washington
and break ney.down,"
clared another. In carefully qualiAnother,pointed
expressing
a simi-it
lar belief,
out that
fied words, others characterized two in the field." They said they
deliberately scheduled the field "doesn't take into consideration the
the
schedule
as
a
good
thing
—
if
it
works.
hearings so that five commission- necessity for preparing proposed
ers would usually be available in decisions and final decisions" and
The calendar, reportedly devised
Examiners within the
under the supervision of Commis- Washington.
the plan "becomes a kind of
Commission
probably will preside said
sioner Charles R. Denny, former
empty shell" without proposed
over most Washington hearings.
findings, arguments, briefs, excepgeneral eratcounsel,
calls
for
considion of 268 applications for AM,
A huge volume of work — approxetc. Another
wouldn't ven-of
ture ations,
guess
as to effectiveness
FM, and television service in three
imately 1,000 other broadcast apmonths of hearings beginning Jan.
plications, for example — will occu- the hearings because "with this

One of the most significant steps in modern education by radio is the
WBZ "Teachers' Radio Workshop"., conducted each Summer for
teachers in the Boston area. It is a cooperative project by Westinghouse Station WBZ and the Massachusetts Department of Education.
Regular evening classes are held over a period of several weeks.
Station experts in all aspects of broadcasting impart intensive, professional training to a large class of teachers concerned with the use of
radio for in-school listening.
Teachers are given a comprehensive grasp of the fundamentals of
radio. Supervised examinations at the end of the course make the
teachers eligible for college-credits, increased salary. Morning prodaily. grams, coordinated with the "Workshop," are broadcast to schools
Another phase of WBZ's extensive educational activity is the
"Massachusetts Plan," jointly sponsored by the State Department of
Education and Westinghouse Stations WBZ and WBZA. It is a special
26-week broadcast-course for teachers. . currently based on the program "Our Foreign Policy," with supplementary broadcasts by prominent educators. This course likewise qualifies teachers for credits,
and is state-wide in scope.

—WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc—
KDKA
• WOWO
• K E X • KYW
• WBZ
• WBZA
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES-EXCEPT KEX

• KEX REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PAUL H. RAYMER CO.

City
FM Allocations
(Continued from page 17)

WAKR

AKRON'S
ALL

DAY

More

people
to

other

heard

LONG

listen

WAKR

than
any

STATI0N

to
station

in Akron*

• C. E. HOOPER SUMMER 1945 INDEX 8 A, M. TO 6 P. M.

Ba4.cc Station.
AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.
5000 WATTS ' DAY & NIGHT
Weed- & Gc
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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Channel No.
COLORADO 222, 224
Alamosa
Colorado
265,267,
269,271251,
Denver Springs
245,
253, 247,
255, 249,
257, 259,
Durango
261,
226, 263
228
Greeley
Grand Junction
230,
232
276, 278
LaSterling
Junta
233, 235
273,
275, 277, 279
Pueblo
272, 274
CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport
Danbury
(Includes Danbury)
265,
267, 269
See Bridgeport
Hartford
226,
228,
234,
236 230, 232,
(Includes Meriden)
Meriden
See
Hartford
263, 271, 275,
New Haven
277, 252
279
New
London
250,
Waterbury
Stamford
222, 224. 261, 273
DELAWARE
Wilmington
264, 266, 268
Bridgeton, (Includes
N. J.)
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington 221,
229, 223,
231, 225,
233, 227
263, ,
265, 267, 269, 271
233,
235
DaytonaMyersBeach
Fort
233, 231
235
Fort
Lauderdale
229,
267,
Gainesville
240, 269
242, 244,
Jacksonville
246,
248
225,
227
Key West
237,
Lakeland
238, 239
240, 242,
Miami — Miami Beach
244, 246,
Ocala
250,
252 248
Orlando
258,
260,
262
Palm
PanamaBeachCity
250,
275, 252
278
Pensacola
225,
227,
226, 228 229
Augustine
St.St.Sarasota
Petersburg
221,
223, 225
241,
Tampa
Tallahassee
271, 243
273
227,
229, 231
West Palm Beach
254, 256
Albany
GEORGIA
226, 228, 230
Athens
261, 253,
263 255,
251,
Atlanta
257,
259 237
Augusta
233,
235,
Brunswick
221,
269, 223
271
Cedartown
(Includes
Dalton)
Columbus
242,
244,
246
(See
also
Opelika,
Ala.)
Cordele
254, Cedartow
256
Dalton
See
and
Rome
276
Dublin
266, 268
Gainesville
222,
224
LaGriffin
238,
MaconGrange
270, 240
272, 274, 279
262,
Moultrie
265, 264
267
Rome
253,
255,
Savannah
249, 251 257, 259
Thomas ville
Toccoa
249
Valdosta
236, 234
238
232,
Waycross
West Point
Boise
271,
273,
275
268,
270
Idaho
Nampa
257,
259
LewistonFalls
267,
269
277, 270
279
PocatelloFalls
Twin
Wallace
Aurora
(Includes Joliet)
Bloomington
243
Cairo
Carbondale
Carthage
259, 261
Champaign
Chicago
See Urbana
221,
223,
229,
231, 225,
233, 227,
235,
241.
253, 245,
255, 247,
257, 249,
259,
261
254,
256
See St.Chicago
Louis, Mo.
See
See
271 Chicago
234, 236
* Eligible for community channel.
BROA

Harrisburg
Herrin
Jacksonville
Joliet
Kankakee
Mt. Vernon
Peoria
Quincy
Rockf
ordDavenport,
Rockalso Island
(See Iowa)
Tuscola
Springfield
Urbana
(Includes Champaign)
Waukegan
Anderson
Columbus
Connersvill
Elkhart
Evansville
(Includes Henderson
Owensboro,
Ky.) and
Fort Wayne
Hammond
Indianapolis
(Includes Anderson)
Kokomo
Lafayette
Muncie
Marion
Richmond
Shelbyville
South
Bend
Terre
Haute
Vineennes
West Lafayette 111.) IOWA
Ames
Boone
Burlington
Cedar
Rapids
Clinton
Davenport
(See also
Rock Island,
Decorah
Des
Moines
Dubuque
Fort Dodge
Iowa
City
Mason City
Marshall
town
OttumwaCity
Sioux
Shenandoah
Waterloo
KANSAS
Spencer
Atchison
Dodge City
Coffeyville
Emporia
Garden City
Great
Bend
Hutchinson
Kansas
City
Lawrence
Pittsburg
Manhattan
Salina
Wichita
Topeka

Channel No.
259,
261
255,~257
278,
280
See
Aurora
243
265
222,
224,
249,
251 226, 228
273
264
267, 252
269, 276
250,
258, 260, 262
276, 224,
278 228,
222,
230, 232, 226,
234
236,
238,
240
263, 225,
265 227,
223,
229,
231,
233,
235
268,
270
272,
274
254
277,
279
275
221
267,
242, 269
244
271, 273
246
237
233, 235
257
241,
279 243
266, 268
225,
227 267
269,
263, 272
265,
256,
258,
260
253,
245, 255
247
230,
239
257,
259
274,
238, 277
240, 242
274,
276, 278
241,
249, 243
251

264,
266
276,
278
221,
223
269, 271
225, 260
227
258,
237,Mo.Kansas
239 City,
See
277, 279
222,
238, 224
240
253,
255
273,
241, 275
243, 246,
249, 251
KENTUCKY
Ashland
See Huntington,
Bowling
242,W. 244Va.
Harlan Green
240, Evansville,
248
Henderson
See
Ind.
Hopkins
ville
Lexington
250,
252
272, 260,
274
Louisville
258,
262, 264,
Ind.
Owensboro
266, Evansville,
268, 270
See
Paducah
Winchester
245, 278
247
276,
LOUISIANA
Alexandria
Baton
Rouge
261,
263, 245
265
241, 243,
Lafayette
247,
249
Lake
MonroeCharles
277,
279
New Orleans
254,
256, 228,
258 233,
224, 226,
Shreveport
235,
244, 237,
246, 239
248,
250, 252
MAINE
Augusta
Bangor
r
226, 228, 230
Lewiston
232, 224
234, 236, 23f
Portland
222,
261,
Presque Isle
240, 263,
242 265
MARYLAND
Baltimore
253, 273,
255, 275,
257, 277,
259
261,
279
Cumberland
256, 262
(Continued on page 38)
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THE

WELCOME

is always

MAT

out . . . .

You'll be a welcome guest in the WSM
listening area. Five million people will
be glad to know you, as they are cordial
to those who have used WSM

during

the past 20 years and are still at it.
And while you're visiting, you'll be
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FM Allocations
(Continued from page 36)
City 251Channel Ni
Frederick
Hagerstown
Olney
Salisbury
MASSACHUSETTS
•221.
227,
229. 223.
231, 225,
233, 235,
(Includes Waltham)
Fall(Includes
River New Bedfo 264,
243. 266
245, 247
Fitchburg
Greenfield
241
Haverhill
Holyoke
(Includes Springfield 238,
244, 240,
246, 242,
248
239
Lawrence
237
Lowell
New
Bedford
See
Fall
River
268
North
PittsfieldAdams
Salem
Springfield
Waltham
West
Yarmouth
Worcester
260, 262, 274, 276
MICHIGAN 277,
Ann
Arbor
273
Battle Creek Kalamazoo)
Bay(Includes
City
250,
252
(Includes
Benton
HarborSaginaw)
Cadillac
244
Calumet
Dearborn
223,
225,
227,
Detroit
(Includes
231, 241,
233, 235,
tiac, Royal
Oak Ponand
239,
Wyandotte)
247 243,
260, 262
East(Includes
LansingLansing)
Escanaba
Flint(Includes Lapeer)
226, 228,
Grand Rapids
232,
278 234
Ironwood
Jackson
Battle
Creek
Kalamazoo
East Lansing
Lansing
Flint
Lapeer
279
Ludington
Marquette
Muskegon

Pontiac
See Detroit
Port Huron
272,
274
See Bay
Detroit
Royal Oak
See
City
Saginaw
Sault
Saint
Marie
233,
Traverse City
237, 235
239
See Detroit
Wyandotte
MINNESOTA
Duluth
(Includes
Fergus
Falls Superior, Wise 22 1 22::
Hibbing
Mankato
222, 224 248, 250,
244,
Minneapolis
265, 246,
267,
(Includes St. Paul)
273,
275, 269,
277, 271,
279
Moorhead
257, 259
(See
also
Fargo,
N.
D.)
Northfield
238,
240
234, 236
St.St.Rochester
Cloud
252, Minneapolis
254
Paul
See
Virginia
228,
230
Willmar
245,
227,
229
Winona
229,
231
264,
MISSISSIPPI237,
236,
Clarksdale
Columbus
253,
Corinth
Greenville
257,
Greenwood
Gulfport
Hattiesburg
242,
268.
Jackson
276,
272,
Laurel
246,
McComb
272,
Macon
Meridian
277,
225,
Natchez
Tupelo
Vicksburg
Cape(SeeGirardeau
Cairo, 111.)
Clayton
Columbia
Hannibal
Jefferson City
Joplin
Kansas
KansasCityCity,(Includes
Kan.)
Poplar
Bluff
St.St. Joseph
Louis,
(Includes Clayton)

Billings
Bozeman
Butte
Great
Falls
Helena
Kalispell
Miles City
Sidney
Missoula

MONTANA

239,
241
243,
245
248,
256, 250
258
252,
254
260,
235, 262
237
264,
230, 266
232
NEBRASKA
Fremont
(See also Omaha)
Grand
Hastings
263, 235
265
KearneyIsland
233,
226, 228
Lincoln
245,
247, 249. 251
Norfolk
254,
256
North
Platte
222, 223,
224 225, 227,
221,
Omaha
(See also Fremont)
229,
234, 231,
236 271
Scottsbluff
NEVADA
Boulder City 255, 257

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Claremont 271
Keene
* 279
Laconia
259
Manchester
269,
Mount
Washington
251,
Portsmouth 249 253,
NEW JERSEYSee New York
Alpine
Asbury
Park
Atlantic
City
See Wilmington,
Bridgeton
Del.Philadelphia
Camden
See
See
TrentonYork
Ewing City
Township
Jersey
See
New
241, 243
See New York
Newark
New
Brunswick
St.246Louis
Paterson
Trenton
242
Ewing (Includes
Township)
Zarephath
274
250, 252, 254, Albuquerque NEW MEXICO
258, 260, 262 Gallup
245,
247, 249, 25
278
Carlsbad
221,
223
237,
239
Clovis
238, 240
Hobbs
246,
248
254, 256,
Las Vegas
Roswell
233,
235
Santa
Fe
258,
260
276,
278
Tucumcari

SIOUX

FALLS,

SO.

NEW YORK
221,
229, 223,
231, 225,
233, 227,
235,
259,
264,
Auburn
See Syracuse266, 272
Batavia
Brooklyn
241,
243
Binghamton
242,
244 York
See New
Buffalo
(Includes
221,
223,
225, 227,
Niagara
Falls)
229,
231,
233,
235,
Coram
237,
239
See
New
York or
236
Corning
nels
cticut chanpossibly neCon(See
also
Elmira)
Dunkirk
Elmira
277, 279
(See also Corning)
Freeport
245
Glovers
Hornell ville
260
Ithaca
258, 267
Jamaica
Jamestown
Kingston
Massena
226, 228
Middletown
Newburgh
Mt.cities)
Vernon
See New York
Newnumerous
York (Includes
229, 231, 233, 235,
adjacent
237, 223,
239, 225,
241, 227'
243,
221,
245,
247,
249,
251,
253,
255,
257,
259
270
Niagara
Falls
Ogdensburg
See
Buffalo
260, 262
Oswego
Olean
272,
274
Plattsburg
Troy
Poughkeepsie
Rochester
245, 247, 249, 251,
Saranac Lake
253,
255
Schenectady
See
237, Albany
239
222,
224,
226, 228,
See
Albany
(Includes
Auburn)
Syracuse
230, 234,
232, 234
Watertown
Utica
250, 252,
254
256,
265
West
New Brighton
See New
New York
White
See
York
WoodsidePlains
See New York
NORTH CAROLINA
Asheville
Burlington
267
Eligible for community channel.
(Continued on page 40)

DAKOTA

1140 K C - 5000 WATTS
National Representatives
HOWARD H. WILSON CO.
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THE

A

NEW

SIZE

OF

MARKET

SYRACUSE!

addition to being a much richer market than it ever was before
the war (Average per family buying power backlog presently about
$6,500 in bank savings and War Bonds) , Detroit is also now a much
larger market!
Best estimates place the population increase since 1940 at about
225,000. This is equivalent to the number of people in Syracuse, N. Y.,
or
Omaha,A recent
Neb. And
most of
"newcomers"
are Real
staying
Detroit!
spot check
by these
members
of the Detroit
Estatein
Board, in various sections of the city, showed that practically no
home owners and very few of those who were renting anticipated
leaving Detroit.
Remember this important population bonus when making plans
for your activity in this great market. Remember also that WWJ
is the preferred radio station in the Detroit market.

900,000 EMPLOYED!
The U. S. Employment Service
recently reported that 828,000
people were at work in the
Detroit area in September.
Other sources reveal that the
number of hourly paid factory
workers increased 70,000 from
September to November 1, 1945!

WWJ

Associate FM Station WENA

IROADCASTING

• Telecasting

NBC Basic Network

America's Pioneer Broadcasting Station — First in Detroit
National Representatives
THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
Owned and Operated by 7he Detroit News
December 24, 1945 • Page 39

City
FM Allocations
{Continued from page 38)
KANSAS
IS

CITY
A

K

Y

MARKET
PORTER BLDG., KANSAS CITY, MO.

EVERETT L. DILLARD ELIZABETH WHITEHEAD
General Manager Station Director

Pioneer FM Station in the Kansas City Area
Ask far Hate Card
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Grants PassFalls
LaKlamath
Grande
Medford
Pendleton
Portland
(See Wash.)
also
Vancouver,
Roseburg

272,
238,
240,
242
226, 274
228
276,
278
230, 223,
232 225, 227,
221,
229, 231, 233, 235,
237,
239, 241, 243
267, 269
245, 247
PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown
236, 238, 240
Bethlehem(Includes
and Easton) 234,
264,
266
Altoona
See Pittsburgh
Beaver
Falls
See
Allentown
Bethlehem
246Jamestown
See also
Bradford
Olean,
York New and
See Pittsburgh
Butler
Clearfield
See DuBois
DuBois
(Includes Clearfield) 248, 250
Easton
ErieAshtabula,
(Includes Ohio)
Glenside
Greensburg
See Philadelphia
237,
239
Grove City
Harrisburg

Charlotte
264, 266, 273, 275
(See also Gastonia)
Concord
(See also Salisbury)
262
Durham
Elizabeth City
270
Fayetteville
Gastonia
(See also Charlotte)
259
Goldsboro
Salem) (See also High 251, 253, 255
Greensboro
Point and WinstonGreenville
265 243
Hickory
241,
Henderson
HighGreensboro
Point (Seeandalso
258 278
249,
Winston-Salem)
Kinston
225, 227
New(See• oBernalso New Bern) 229
Raleigh
Jacksonville
(See alp Kinston)
252,
235, 254
237, 239
Roanoke
Hazleton
Rocky Rapids
Mount) (See also 272, 274
Rocky
MountRapids)
(See also 277,
Indiana
Roanoke
Salisbury
279
258, 260
260
Johnstown
269
Lancaster
Washington
274,
276
Lewistown
Wilmington
222, 224
261
Wilson
221, 223
Meadville
See
Sharon
New
Castle
Winston-Salem
(See
also
See
Sharon
Point)
Kensington
See Pittsburgh
Greensboro and High 241, 243, 245, 247 New
Philadelphia
242,
244, 254,
246, 248,
Pa.)
Glenside, N.Pa.,(Includes
Camden,
J.)and
250,
258, 252,
260, 262, 256,
264,
Bismarck NORTH DAKOTA
222, 224, 226, 228 Pittsburgh
(Includes
(Includes
266,
274, 225,
276 227,
221, 223,
New
Kensington
1> -Til's
Lake Mandan)
Beaver Falls and Butler, 229, 231, 233, 235
Reading
Minn.)
v ee also Moorhead,
Potts ville
Grand Forks
236,
238, 240, 242 Scranton
226,
228, 265,
230, 232
Jamestown
245,
247
Mandan
279
See Bismarck
271, 263,
273, 275, 269,
277,
(Includes Wilkes-Barre) 261,
Minot City
249,
251
Valley
275
Sharon
(Includes
Warren
253, 255, 257, 273,
268, 270
andMeadville
Youngstown,
&Castle)
& NewOhio
State College
Sunbury
Akron
(Includes Tallmadge) 236, 238, 240
252, 254
Alliance
242, 244, 246
257, 243
259
241,
Uniontown
(Includes
Canton)
Washington
Ashland
277,
279
264,
266
Ashtabula
Wilkes-Barre
See Scranton
See
Erie,
Pa.
Williamsport
275
Athens
York
243
221, 237,
223 239, 241,
235,
See
Canton
239, Alliance
241,
Cincinnati
247,
249, 243,
251, 245,
253,
(Includes Hamilton)
RHODE ISLAND
See Providence
222, 224, 226, 228, Pawtucket
Cleveland
255
Providence 254,
256, 258, 270,
(Includes Lorain)
230,
272, 278
221, 232,
223, 234
225, 227,
Columbus
229,
231,
233,
235
SOUTH
CAROLINA
257, 259, 261, 263, Anderson 278, 280
Dayton
(Includes Springfield) 265
Dover
Charleston
Findlay
East Liverpool
Columbia
(See also Sumter)
Fostoria
Conway
231
Freemont
Florence
268
Hamilton
Greenville
225, 227,
Lima
(See
also
Spartanburg)
See Cleveland
Greenwood
240,
242
Lorain
Mansfield
Rock
Hill
238
276,
278
272,
274
Marion
Spartanburg
221, 223
Newark
268,
270
(See
also
Greenville)
(Includes Zanesville) See Huntington,
277, 279
Portsmouth
(See also Columbia)
Va.
SeeW.Wheeling,
Dayton
SOUTH DAKOTA
Aberdeen
253, 279
255
W. Va.
Tallmadge
Pierre
277,
See
Rapid Falls
City
221,
223,
225, 227
249, Akron
251, 253, 255 Sioux
Toledo
262,
264,
266,
268
(Includes
Freemont)
Vermillion
258,
260
Warren
269, 271, also
Watertown
237,
239
Yankton
270,
272
Wooster
248,
250
See Sharon. Pa.
Youngs town
TENNESSEE
See Newark
Zanesville
Bristol
(Includes
269, 271, 277, 279
Johnson
City and
OKLAHOMA
Kingsport)
Chattanooga
Ada
271,
273
246
235, 237, 239,
Ardmore
223City
(Includes
Elk City
Clarks
ville Cleveland) 233,
Bartlesville
241, 256
243
Cleveland
Enid
238, 240
254,
263
Cookeville
See
Chattanooga
268,
270
Jackson
Lawton
Johnson
City
Muskogee
275,
277
221, Oklahoma
225
234,
236
See
Norman
See
Bristol
Knoxville
230
Oklahoma City
See
Bristol
253, 255, 257, 259, Kingsport
222,
224, 226, 228,
(Includes
Ponca
City
Memphis
& Norman)
261, 263, 265
222, 224, 226, 228,
Okmulgee
250,
280
Ponca City
See Oklahoma
Tulsa
235City229,
242,
244or 231,
TEXAS
227,
233,
Abilene
245, 269,
247 271
Amarillo
267,
Albany
Austin
238,
246,
248
Beaumont
271,
273,
275
253,
255
Astoria
269, 280
Big
Spring 242,
244
Baker
Brady
227,229
254,
256
Bend
257
Coos Bay
222,
224
Brownsville
Harlingen
and
237, 223,
239 225, ',
263, 265
McAllen and(Includes
Weslaco) 221,
Corvallisalso Albany)
{Continued on page i2)
The(SeeDalles
Eugene
* Eligible for community channels.
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Station KGW had as its radio
guests during 1945 some of the
most prominent leaders in the fields
of sports, stage, radio and theatre
entertainment and of the armed
forces. These names constitute only a
partial list of those who appeared before the KGW microphone. This public
service is emphatic proof of KGW's recognition of the importance of listener interest
in contemporary occurrences, a policy that
continually shapes the programs of this progressive choice of Pacific N.W. radio audiences.

■
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FM Allocations
{Continued from page 40)
City
Channel No.
Brownwood
258,
260
College Christi
Station
233,
236
241,
243,
Corpus
247, 256
249 245,
254,
226,
228,
2:(o. 2.!'2 ,
235,
237
225, 241,
227 243, 262,
239,
279
Galveston
267, Brownsville
269
See
Harlingen
Houston
251,
253,
255, 257,
259,
262
Huntsville
229, 231
272,
274,
276, 278
Kilgore
(Includes
Longview and Tyler)
Laredo
227,
229
See
Kilgore
Longview
Lubbock
226, 225
228
Lufkin
221,
Midland
273,
275
McAllen
See
Brownsville
Palestine
264, 234
266
Pampa
232,
Paris
258,
260
Pecos
277,
279
Plain
view
262,
264
Port Arthur
223,
227
231, 263,
233 265, 268,
San
San Angelo
Antonio
261,
270,
Sherman
268,270272, 274, 276

FOR

Sweetwater
Temple
Texarkana
Tyler
Vernon
(See also Kilgore')
Victoria
Waco
Waxahachie
Cedar City
Logan
Ogden
Price
ProvoLake City
Salt
VERMONT

Burlington
Rutland
St.Waterbury
Albans

VIRGINIA
Charlottesville
(Includes Staunton)
Covington
Danville
Fredericksburg

THE 23RD

YEAR

IN AN

CELEBRATING

253,
255
250,
280 252
223,
226, 242
222,
224
278,
280
222,
224Dallas an
See
Fort
Worth
See
Brownsville
249, 251
221,
223
273,
275
265,
277, 267
279
269,
271
245, 247,
253,
255, 249,
257, 251,
259,
261, 263
230, 232
243
234,
246, 241
248
SeeD. C.Washington'
276, 278
221,
SeeD. 223C.Washingtor

Harrisonburg
Lynchburg
Martinsville
Newport
(See alsoNews
Suffolk, anNorfolk,
d Portsmouth)
Norfolk
(See
also
Newport
News,
Portsmouth & Suffolk)
Petersburg
Portsmouth
(SeeNorfolk
also Newport News,
Richmond & Suffolk)
Roanoke
Staunton
Suffolk

CONSECUTIVE

INDUSTRY
IT'S 25TH
WHN

EXTENDS

TO

FRIENDS

.. .
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271. See laalso
nd, Ore. Port234,
267, 236
269
265, 277, 279
WEST VIRGINIA
Bluefield
(Includes Welch)
222, 224, 226, 228,
Charleston
Clarksburg
230 247, 249, 251,
245,
(Includes
Fairmont and 253
Morgantown)
Fairmont
Huntington
(Includes Ashland, Ky.) 273
232, 234
Logan
See Clarksburg
Parkersburg
Morgantown
261,
WelchOhio)
Wheeling
See Bluefield
(Includes Steubenville, 259, 261, 263, 265
Williamson
WISCONSIN
262, 264
Ashland
253,
255
Eau
278,
Appleton
Fond
duBayLac
GreenClaire
266, 280
268
See Madison
Greenfield Township
Janes
ville
LaCrosse
Township)
Madison
(Includes Greenfield
Manitowoc
258, 260
249,
251
Marinette
237, 224,
239
Medford
222,
226,
Milwaukee
230, 232,
234, 228,
236,
240,
242,
272,
274 244, 246
Oshkosh
276
Poynette
RacineLake
Sheboygan
Rice
267,
269
257,
254, 259
256
Stevens Point
245,
247
See
Duluth,
Minn.
Superior
233,
235
Wausau Rapids
Wisconsin
241,
243
WYOMING
Casper
247, 241,
249 243
Cheyenne
239,
Powell
251,
253
Rock
Springs
221,
223
Sheridan 255, 257
* Eligible for community channel
Walla
Walla
Wenatchee
Yakima
Beckley

242, 244, 246, 248,
250,
252, 229
254, 256
225,
227,
See Charlottesville
See
Newport
News,Portsmouth
Norfolk
and
WASHINGTON
Aberdeen
264,
Bellingham
276, 266
278
Centralia
Everett
272, 262
274
260,
Longview
273, 258
275
256,
Olympia
268, 270
Port Angele!
Pullman
238,
240
242, 224,
244 226, 228,
Pasco
222,
Seattle
230, 232,
234, 236,
238,
240, 225,
242, 227,
244
221,
223,
229,
231
254
Spokane
Tacoma
246, 248, 250, 252,

ANNIVERSARY
IT'S MANY

232,
234
268,
270
231,
233
222, 224

WBNS, WCHS, WOOD
CONTEST WINNERS
WBNS Columbus, O.; WCHS
Charleston, W. Va., and WOOD
Grand Rapids, Mich., will receive
plaques for outstanding skill and
ingenuity in exploiting the marriage of Linda, heroine of the daytime serial,
First onLove,27
sponsored
via Linda's
transcription
midwestern stations by Kroger
Grocery & Baking Co., Cincinnati.
Station diencepromotion
for auwas conductedcontest
Oct. 18-Nov.
14,
coinciding
with
a
letter
on Kroger coffee promoted contest
by the
program and through the local
Kroger stores.
In addition to the plaques awarded stations, individuals responsible for promotion will receive
Gruen watches. They are: Jerome
Reeves, WBNS; John Sinclair Jr.,
WCHS; Lenore Little, WOOD.
Honorable mentions were awarded WIRE cinnati,
Indianapolis,
CinWOWO FortWLWWayne,
KDKAson. Entries
Pittsburgh,
WIBA Madiwere submitted
by 20
of the 27 stations carrying the program. JudgesJames
were Lewis
Billboard;
Owens Frankel,
Radio
Daily;
Bruce
Robertson,
CASTING.
Schulz Is Father BroadJOHN
SCHULZ,
born
18. salesman
& Son,Dec.
Chicago,
is fatherof McKinney
of a boy
Deming to Kudner
KEL DEMING, formerly with copy deaFoote,
rtment of Campbell-Ewald
Co. San
Detroit, and phas
Conethe& SanBelding,
Francisco,
joined
office of Kudner
Agency. Francisco
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

the mniinuLii
WANT

THE

THINGS.
Who said the Engineer doesn't want goodlooking equipment? Or who said the Manager
doesn't give a hang for efficiency? People may
have believed that once— but no more.
Which explains why the new GATES Equipment
is all built for engineering efficiency plus modern,
streamlined appearance. A GATES-equipped
Station is a joy to work with— and a pleasure to
see. You, too, will like the looks— and the opera-

IS

SAME

..AND

WE

GIVE

IT

TO

THEM!

tion— of the new GATES Transmitting Equipment.
Write for details about it. And ask about the
GATES Priority System for Prompt Post- War Delivery! Gates Radio Co., Quincy, III.

THE
GATES
TRANSCRIPTION
TURNTABLE
DESIGNED
FOR
EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE
You get heavy, rugged construction without sacrificing
precision performance, when you install this outstanding
turntable; which gives you instantaneous speed change and
"wow" free reproduction. This turntable is designed for
hardest, most exacting use— combines harmonious, modern
appearance with the best standards of performance.
RROORiSS RC PORT
GATES is now in full production
on civilian equipment and can
make prompt delivery on many
popular items.

WHITE TODAY FOR Of TAILED BVUBTIN
EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS
OF RADIO

OUINCY, ILLINOIS ^phone-9^ 2-0198
TRANSMITTING
EQUIPMENT SINCE 1922

mmflccmcnTSi
PAUL A.ferred withPORTER,
chairman,
conPresidentFCC
day and reported
onTruman
resultslastofMonthe
Anglo-American
Communications
Conference in Bermuda
early inas theU. month,
which
he
had
attended
S.
vice
chairman.
was nomight
comment
onto
reports
thatThere
Mr. Porter
move
the White
House
as
Presidential
assistant [CLOSED CIRCUIT, Dec. 17].
JAMES
D. SHOUSE,
Crosley Corp.
(WLW
Cincinnati)
president
general
manager,
nowvicein London
to and
support
the
plea
for
Cincinnati
as
UNO
home
site,
Ishavethemade
only twotoptrips
broadcast
executive
to Europe
since theto
war. He wasandthereotherabout
shortwave
radioa year
affairs.ago on
DONALDcast executive
WITHYCOMB,
veteran
broad-to
now radio
adviser
Baltimore
Sun
papers,
applicants
for
both AMlishedand
FM headquarters
facilities, hasin estabtemporary
Baltimore and isNewdividing
time between
Baltimore,
York andhis Washington.
1ST LT.
THOMAS
N. DOWD,
the Marine
Corps
since
Sept.
1942
andin who
has
served inturned toSaipan
andof Tinnan,
relaw
firm
Pierson
&hasBall,
Washington
attorneys
specializing
in
radio.
During
his
leave
he
was
made
a partner in the firm. F. CLEVELAND

HEDRICK
Jr., formerly
special
ant toDivision
the Attorney
inArmy
the assistAntiTrust
and
onGeneral
active
duty
with
Selective
Service
during
the Pierwar,
also
has
become
a
member
of
the
son & Ball firm.
HORACE torneyL., was stricken
LOHNES. withWashington
ata severe
in-is
fluenza attack last
Thursday
and
under
treatment
at
the
Carlton
Hotel.
He
also
has
suffered
recurrence
of
a
foot ailment.
DONALD
THORNBURGH,
CBS
vicepresident tivitiesin, is in charge
of WestHospital
Coast sufacNewkidney-bladder
York
fering fromhe awas
attack
with
which
stricken
while
bound
from Los Angeles to the East Dec. 14.
He was
to have participated
a hearingtion before
Dec. 20 onbyin acquisiof KQWthe SanFCC Francisco
CBS.
VICTOR
A.
BENNETT,
vice
president
and national
managertripoftoWAAT
Newark,
is on sales
business
London for about
aa month.
EDGAR
KOBAK,
president
of
MBS,
received a scroll from the Governor hasof
Georgia appointing
lieutenant
colonel andhimaideande honorary
camp of
the governor's
staff formed for the defense of the state.
COMMISSIONER
and
Mrs.
E.
K.
Jett theon
Dec. 18time.became
grandparents
for
third
Their
daughter,
Mrs.
Joseph
Burk,
Army captain,
gave
birth towifeaWashington.
7of lb.an daughter
at Garfield
Hospital,
WILLIAM B. SMULLIN, owner of KIEM

DuMont Names Cramer
LEONARD F. CRAMER, vicepresident and director of Allen B.
DuMont Labs. Inc., Passaic, N. J.,
since 1942, has been appointed
director of newly
established television broadcasting division,
according to announcem ntyb
Dr. Allien B. Dupresident
of firmMont, which
operates
WABD
New York and
Mr. Cramer W3XWT Washington. DuMont
is now completing construction of
new commercial studios in John
Wannamaker Store, New York,
which will provide four-camera
operation.
Eureka, Cal., is father of a girl.
QUINCEY BRACKETT, president of

K F H • Wichita

WICHITA

Invents

40

AMERICA'S
Three months after VJ Day, Wichita is still
America's
"Top Sales
And less
of Wichita's
60,000 peaktime
war; City!"
workers,
than 13%
have applied for unemployment benefits. The
reason
?
Wichita's
war
plants
and
subcontractors
have swung swiftly into peacetime manufacture
of many products ... no less than 40 of them

Ways

to Stay

"TOP SALES CITY"*
new inventions of patented improvements of
pre-war designs.
goodmoving.
ways to Another
keep payrolls
andThat's
retail40sales
way hasrolling
been
the sales job being done by KFH, that selling
station of Kansas' Richest Market!
* Sales Management's Analysis of "Selected Sales Cities."

KFH
WICHITA
Wichita is a Hooperated City
CBS • 5000 WATTS DAY AND NIGHT
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LEMOINE
WHEELER,
commercial
manager
oftoC.WHEC
Rochester,
N. Y.,
has
ni'i
ERCi
Comm
returned
station
following
release
from
Navy
as
lieutenant
commander.
He entered service in Dec. 1942.
FRANK FENTON, captain in AAF since
July 1942, has resumed histion aformer
posiexecutives account
with the
New ficeYork
sales
ofonati.f WLW
Heinsaw Cincinactive
service
several
Pacific campaigns.
G. T.returned
C. (Tom)to FRY
has
ABC
sales
busin e s sdivision
development
department after
three
years' heservice
with which
Marine
Corps
from
released
as major.was
Mr. Fenton
KROY Sacramento.
Cal., has sales
appointed
Lewis Avery Inc., as
national
representative.
ANNIEmer musical
LAURIE
QUARTERMAN,
fordirector
of WCSCmanager
Charleston, S. C, is now traffic
of
station.
RALPH
L.
SIS
SON,
account
executive
ofJessica
WSPDMarie.
Toledo, O., is father of a girl,
DONALD H. TELFORD, released from
Navy meras postlieutenant,
has returned
to for-of
as commercial
manager
KIEM
Eureka,
Pass., Ore.
He wasCal.,in and
serviceKUINfour Grants
and a
half years.
FRANK
SHEEHAN,
member
of
the
sales
staff
of KJR Seattle
before Navy service,
has returned
to station.
3. MACKENZIE
Chicago office of CBSWARD,
Radio manager
Sales forof three
and acago half
joined Jr.the Inc.Chioffice ofyears,
Adam hasJ. Young
WILLIAM chargedCRAWFORD,
disfrom theas account
Army, recently
hasexecutive.
rejoined
WOR New York
LOUISE HODDAP succeeds MARY V.
DOTY,
resigned, Ky.
as traffic manager of
WINN Louisville,
ROBERT
R. ofSOMERVILLE,
assistant
sales
manager
Mutual
a year
andof
previously with the sales for
department
CBS, has joined ABC as account executive.
WINX Washington, D. C, has appointed
Headley-Reed
Co. as national advertising representative.
GEORGE
KLAYER,Co., formerly
with
George
Hollingberry
New York,Petrey
has
joined
the
sales
staff
of
Edward
& Co., New York.
KFUN Las
Vegas,Co. N.as M.,
has appointed
Homer
Griffith
exclusive
national
sales representative.
Vick Expands
VICK CHEMICAL Co., New York
(Vaporub, Vatronol, etc.), Jan. 19
will expand network for Break the
Bank\ from two stations — WGN
Chicago, WOR New York— to the
full Mutual network following 13week test. Broadcast Sat. 9:30-10
p.m., series, is placed through
Morse International, New York.
Sterling Shift
STERLING DRUGS, New York,
sponsor of Amanda 11-11:15 a.m.
and Second Husband 11:15-11:30
a.m., five times weekly on CBS, may
drop these daytime serials for
sponsorship of Bride and Groom
on ABC effective after first of
year.
Danceris -agency.
Fitzgerald - Sample,
New York,

Owens-Corning Plans
OWENS-CORNING
Fiberglasmaterials),
Corp., To-is
ledo
(thermal
insulating
summereducational
advertising
campaignto
ofplanning
consumer
material
tie-In ancewith
campaigns
of firms.
home appliand
public
utilities
Radio
suggestions
distributed. are included with material
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Business
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'
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r
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"»' veterans
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that
Jets, is A. " ,s a fact that The
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and men ai^^f^dfel J^W. fhere "a^8' Pities
* ™anMastics
t Managefnl^^dous
r

R- D.SCOTT JCCUrefUtUreWe arf u
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anager
ureXpan
s10n
program
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n,t^s than
Ne.if in a *eries of me$sa9e$ abo utP'^/or
Lo„isvi„e

We should like to send you
a copy of our 40-page
book "28 Business Leaders
Plan for Louisville."
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The
Radio

Louisville
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^ Fastest Growing

Big City in the East

^ Great Industrial Center
^ Diversification

Insures Progress

^ Great Shipbuilding

Center

A Great Port with a Great Future
WBAL, Baltimore— 50,000 Watts— NBC Network
One of America's Great Radio Stations
NATIONALLY REPRESENTED BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc.

MM

Dear Santa:
IF you can deduce how two (AM and FM) can
live as cheaply and as happily as one . . .
IF you can get eight television stations on four
channels . . .
IF you can find an FM assignment in New
England . . .
IF you know what to do with international
shortwave stations . . .
IF you can find a way to explain American
broadcasting to Congressmen . . .
IF you can find a way to explain Congressmen
to American broadcasters . . .
IF you know of a program opening for an
FCC friend of ours . . .
out what to do about clear chanIF younels . . figure
.
IF
you've
solved
to keep transfusions
music the lifeblood of radio withouthowrecurrent
...
IF you know how to hike sales without hitching ... or handle cows without catchers . . .
IF you can develop standard radio time . . .
IF you agree that an Association is known
by its men, as vice versa . . .
IF you can solve the paradox of The Hat talking through a man . . .
IF you can figure out a state-owned broadcasting system that is free . . .
IF you can tell lawyers how they can be three
places at once . . .
IF you can define public interest . . .
WE have an interesting
Proposition
For you !
FM Misnomer
FOR THE guidance of the hundreds of applicants and prospective applicants for FM
stations, the FCC has compiled a tabulation
of available assignments for trading areas
throughout the nation. There are some 1500
assignments enumerated for metropolitan stations; none for so-called community stations.
The list is not a hard and fast allocation. It
is designed simply to show possible combinations for particular markets. There will be
deviations dictated by prudent engineering
I based upon supply and demand.
The FCC faces many baffling problems in
breaking this new ground. One has been the
dearth of applications for "community" staI tions.
seem to want
rural
stationsAll because
they "metropolitan"
connote largeror operations corresponding to regional and perhaps
high-power assignments in AM. The "community"
however,carries
seemstheto stigma
be an un-of
touchablestation,
waif which
' being simply a precinct operation.
Engineers tell us the average FM community
station will have coverage and signal intensity
far superior to the average Class IV AM station, commonly called a local. It is in the lowest
installation and overhead class.
Then why not label the so-called "community" station a "local". The 400-odd locals
in AM, for the most part, have gotten along
very well. They are important entities in their
cities or towns. They don't suffer from the
local clasification. They wouldn't in FM either.
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Award to the Wise
that more
by the publicity toreleases
WE SEEhave
radio stars and
been made
awards
pubHeavens, to thebeyond
programs, and even,, forby perform
ances
duty during 1945.
of departments
the calllicity
In this particular instance, the awards are
radio edibased upon the ballots cast by As"600a matter
of
critics".
tors, columnists and than
fide
bona
20
fact, there are less newspapers; editors,radio
we
editors on American
about it and
mean, who listen to radio,to write
devote their full talents it. Many of those
[copy
voting in these polls are "junior staffers"
copydesk
boys] or in some instances, bedeviled
editors, who are ordered by the slot man to
paste up the daily radio logs.
Of course, the results of these polls provide
fine fodder for the publicity silos. What usually
salient facts as
goes
these :unmentioned are such
America's
second
who placedin one
Allen, comedian
1945,
poll asduring
popular
mostFredbeen
had
on the air only four weeks in that
year when the ballots were counted.
Bing Crosby, who was top vocalist, had no
regular program of his own throughout the
year, did appear as guest a few times. He was
still a juke box hero, but it wasn't radio.
It is recalled, also, that the late Graham
pioneer air reporter, was still placMcNamee,
ing third as a sportscaster in many of these
polls three years after his untimely death and
five years after he had dropped air work altogether.
Ireene Wicker was winning awards on her
children's programs two years after she had
ceased broadcasting.
In one instance, a woman's group conducted
a nationwide poll to select the best programs
for young listeners. Our reporter, calling the
of that particular coast-to-coast enchairman terprise
for a story on the results of the
balloting, was told the results were not ready —
"the committee has not voted yet". The committee was comprised of three women.
None of this is to imply that the champions
are not champions, that the blue ribbons do
not dangle from the proper lapels — it is but to ,
wonder.
On a recent nationwide poll, one network was
awarded first prize for the best V-J day coverage— a story that was covered on ALL networks by pooled broadcast. Who thinks up such
things anyway?
We, by the way, have conducted our own
poll. We find that there are now 178 awards
made in radio. Most of them are on the talent
level. Few of them recognize the great virtues
of broadcasting which make it a dominating
cultural influence in our lives today. Too few
of them acknowledge the concept that broadcasting is audible journalism — painting in
broad strokes for the ear, as does the press
for the eye, a daily portrait of the world in
which we live.
EVENgle responsible
THOUGH voice
there inhasn't
been ofa sinsupport
the
Wood Bill to gag radio by legislative proces es, the threat lingers. Someone in high
office should deliver the coup de grace to
this most iniquitous Un-American thrust
and expunge it forever from the Congressional prints.

ERNEST FREDRIK WERNER
ALEXANDERSON
velopments have been
mades innotabl
the eU. de-S.
of radio'
many
T that
FACmay
d to Swedish-born Ernst
be trace
on's
r
ik
nders
Fredr
Werne
Alexa
early
flair for languages.
Son of a professor of languages at U. of
Uppsala and later U. of Lund, Sweden, Dr.
Alexanderson,
engineer German,
of General Electric now
Co., consulting
learned English,
French nicalandU. inLatin
as
well
as
Swedish.
At
Berlin, after graduating Techfrom
Royal tricalTechnical
U.
in
Stockholm
as
an
elecand mechanical engineer, he came across
an English copy of Alternating Current Phey General
Electric's
Steinmetz no—mena, band
was able
to readDr.it. Charles P.
The volume made such an impression that
the youthful engineer, then a student of Professor Slaby, a creator of the once-important
Slaby-Arco
of radio and
communication,
resolved to comesystem
to America
seek work with
Dr. Steinmetz.
Dr. Alexanderson, now 67, has secured 300
patents in radio telephony and telegraphy, television, motors, generators, and allied fields,
averaging a new patent approximately every
seven weeks for some 35 years. In 1944 he won
the Edison Medal, awarded annually by the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, for
"outstanding inventions and developments in
the radio, transportation, marine, and power
field." King Gustav V gave him the Swedish
Order ofceived thetheMedal
Northof Star,
he has
also re-of
Honor andof the
Institute
Radio
Engineers
(1919)
;
knighthood
of the
Polish Order of Polonia Restituta (1942);
the John Ericsson
Medal offorradio
outstanding
contributions to the field
engineering
(1928)
and
the
Cedergren
Medal
for
electrotechnical authorship (1944). In 1934 he was
elected to the Royal Academy of Science of
Sweden, the body which bestows the Nobel
prizes in science, and in 1940 his name was
listed on a "Wall of Fame" honoring foreignborn citizens
who have
made notable contributions to American
democracy.
When Dr. Alexanderson arrived in the U. S.
in 1901, he went to work as a draftsman for
C & C Electrical Co. in New Jersey, joining
GE in 1902. An assignment to build a high
frequency alternator for Prof. Reginald A.
Fessenden, one of the pioneer radio experimenters, resulted in his delivery of a practical
alternator which, on Christmas Eve in 1906,
enabled the Fessenden station at Brant Rock,
Mass., to transmit "the first broadcast in
(Continued on page 50)
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Respects
(Continued from page 48)
history."
With improvements,
this
machine became
the famous Alexanderson alternator, which assumed
reliable trans-Atlantic radio communication and brought Guglielmo
Marconi, father of radio, from Europe to Schenectady in 1915 to witnes a demonstration. The Britishcontrolled Marconi Co. sought exclusive use of the machine. To keep
it from falling into foreign hands,
government officials encouraged
formation of the Radio Corp. of
America; GE backed the new firm
and Dr. Alexanderson became its
chief engineer in 1919.
Meanwhile, he had developed

many other radio improvements,
including a tuned radio frequency
receiver system providing selective
tuning; the magnetic amplifier;
multiple tuned antenna; anti-static
receivingtionalantenna
the directransmittingandantenna.
He
has also devised radio altimeters,
and his studies in the polarization
of radio waves are credited with
explaining certain phenomena in
radio direction finders.
His magnetic amplifier, which he
correctly foresaw as useful for
trans-Atlantic telephony, was made
obsolete by his electronic amplifier,
which applied to radio telephony
the vacuum tube improvements
worked out by Dr. Irving Lang-

'•Howard's

and

Me

Wf LLSOITID!"
H
80T
How many stores, would you say, have broadcast
over one station, five days a week, every week of
every year, for 20 years — two decades? That's what
Howard's Clothes For Men has done, over WDAY!
You can't blame us for taking pride in the number
of local accounts which we keep for years, years and
years! Ain't you convinced, yet?
suits, and wisely quit if they don't get them!
Howard's is only one of eighteen "locals" who have
been with WDAY, steadily, from ten to twenty-three
years! Ain't you convinced, yet?
WDAY,
N. B.C

wc
z

FARGO, N. D.
f70 KILOCYCLES . . . SOOO WATTS
m PETERS, INC, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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muir and Dr. W. D. Coolidge, GE
research scientists. With the new
More Radios Soon
tubes it became possible to build
GREATLY increased suppowerful transmitters for high freplies of durable goods, radio
ncies; the principle
is the basis
and other household appliof modern queradio
broadcasting.
ances in particular should be
During the first World War,
available
dealers'
when German subs were cutting
within
theon next
few shelves
weeks,
cables and German stations were
the Commerce Dept. predicted
blanketing
the
Allies'
wireless
last
week.
To
date
these
transmission, Dr. Alexanderson
items have been reaching
and his assistant, Harold H. Beverconsumers in only a small
age, later chief research engineer
trickle. Complexity of proof RCA, ceiver.
evolved
the
anti-static
rereattention
was S. at-S.
movalduction
of the processes
excessandprofits
tracted to hisWidework
when the
tax Jan. 1 with consequent
George Washington, carrying Presholding off the market of
ident Wilson to the Peace Conferfinished goods were cited
ence, kept in touch with America
by
telephone
among causes of the shortNew radio
Brunswick
station.through the
From derson
1919dividedto his
1924time
Dr. between
AlexanGE and the Radio Corp. He personally superintended construction
Delays Action
of powerful radio stations in Swe- FCC
den, Poland, England, Hawaii, In Ashbacker Case
California, and Long Island.
In the next few years he did Supreme Court Mandate Seen
outstanding
pioneer
work in teleBy End of This Week
vision, staging
in Schenectady
the NO
FCC action on application of
first home reception of television Ashbacker
Radio Corp., Muskegon,
(1927-28) and the first theatre Mich., will be taken until after
video demonstration (1930). Tele- the Supreme Court issues a manvision was broadcast regularly
date in its decision reversing the
from Schenectady during 1928.
of a toconstrucThe mechanical method made Commission's
tion
permit andgrantlicense
WJEF
images crude, but some remarkable Grand Rapids.
The
corporation
distance records were achieved. has applied for special
serviceon
The features of D. W. Griffith, mo- authorization to operate WKBZ
tion picture director, were trans- 1230 kc.
mitted from Schenectady and recogPaul M. Segal of Segal, Smith
nized in Los Angeles. The face of
who won the SuProf. August Korolus of Leipzig & Hennessey,
preme
Courtpetition
case, filed
the after
Ashwas televised from Schenectady to
backer
a week
Berlin. A rectangular figure was Supreme Court's decision
was
relayed back to Schenectady from handed down Dec. 3 [BROADCASTAustralia.
Earlier, on June 5, 1924, Dr. week. ING, Dec. 10], it was learned last
Alexanderson had sent over RCA
Mandate This Week
stations the first trans-Atlantic
facsimile — a hand-written greeting
Under
25-day period which the
to his father. In 1931 he obtained high courta allows
for filing reheara patent disclosing the principle of
ing petitions,
theweek.
mandate
exfrequency modulation as applied to
pected
late
this
Untilisthen
the transmission of pictures.
the FCC will take no action either
With the separation of GE and against WJEF or on the WKBZ
RCA in 1932, he devoted himself
John E. and Rhea Y. Fetzer,
to the power applications of elec- petition.
tronic science, such as power trans- owners of WKZO Kalamazoo, were
mission with direct current, and granted a CP on 1230 kc for WJEF
continued his interest in short- in June 1944. At the same time
wave phenomena and television. He the FCC designated for hearing
has produced a long list of inven- petition of Ashbacker to change
fields. tions in the power and control the WKBZ frequency from 1490 to
the Fetzer grant
Born Jan. 25, 1878, in Uppsala, 1230 kc. It was attacked,
and reson of Prof. A. M. Alexanderson that Ashbacker
scision
ulted in the
Supreme
Court's
deand Amelie von Heidenstam Alexthat where there are conanderson, hemarried Miss Edith B.
the granting
CommisLewin of Rome, N. Y., in 1909. She any. sion mustflicting
hearapplications
all before
died in 1912. He married Miss
Gertrude Robart in 1914 and they
Should the Commission issue a
have
No. 1 four
hobby.children. Yachting is his special service authorization to
WJEF
to continue operations pendIn 1923 radio led to the return
ing its final decision after hearing
of his son, Verner, then six, who the two applications, Mr. Segal
had been kidnaped. A caretaker at said
he would oppose such action
a lake resort recognized the youth in court.
from a description broadcast by
WGY, GE station in Schenectady. honorary degrees of Doctor of SciDr. Alexanderson is a member
ence from Union College, Schenecand former president of IRE, a
fellow of the American Institute of
tady (1926)the and
PhilosRoyalDoctor
U. ofofUppsala,
Electrical Engineers, and holds Swedenophy from(1938).
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CT
TO ATTRA
TENER*
LISafter
Nineteen hours every day, KDYL offers really sistently day after day, week
week. It spares
outstanding radio fare. That takes top-notch pro- no effort to provide what these people want, augmenting the greatest shows in radio as presented
gram ing— smooth teamwork between the station and the network — teamwork that can come
by the NBC Parade of Stars with local productions that please.
only from many years of broadcasting experience.
Advertisers
naturally benefit from this exThrough twenty-three
years, KDYL has learned how
perience, this "know how." To reach consumers
to keep its fingers on the en- in the rich, alert Utah market, consider the adtertainment pulse of this area.
vantages of using the popular experienced station. For availabilities and additional information,
It knows what Utahns like —
what they will tune in conphone, wire or write
JOHN BLAIR & CO., National Representative
THE
ROADCASTING

STATION
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MOST
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TO

MOST
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PftODUC

TIOnffi

M.production
P. (Bob) director,
WAMBOLDT,
easternto
will ABC
transfer
Hollywood
Jan.
15,
becoming
the
netproduction
manager,
repoctingrwork's
toWest Coast
J. DONALD
difor WILSON,
ABC western
division.ector oHef production
will be succeeded
in New
York
by
LT.
COL.
HOWARD
L.
NUSSBAUM, who
left post
assistant
proof theofArmy.
then
Blue Network induction
1941 manager
to enter
W.
RICHARD
NEHER,
former
member
of the production Moines,
staff of has
WHObeen
Des
appointed
program
director
WHBC
Canton, O.,of effective
Jan. 1. peHe
will and
sur
v
i
s
e
a
l
local
ming.
network programORIN mer TEVROV*
script writer for-on
CBS
"Ma
Perkins"reshow, has
leased frembeen
Navy as
lieutenant.
REG MILLER has
returnedt le astochief
KJR anSeMr. Neher
releasefor afrom
lieutenant.nouncerHefollowing
served
threeNavy
and asa
half years in Pacific. FRANK PERRY,
released tinuifrom
ty staf . Army, joins KJR conJUDY
BRENT,
Hollywood
comedienne,
has been
signed forradio-film
role in
You cannot cover the
Columbia
film
"That
Texas
Ranger". anHARRY noVON
ZELL,
Hollywood
uncer, isfather of a girl born Dec. 11.
EDDY
DTJCHIN,as featured
released pianist
from Navy,
has
tremendous New York
been
NBC
"Kraftcsigned
Music
Hall"CARMEN
with Jan.
3onbroada
s
t
.
H
e
replaces
CAVALLARO,
now star of his own weekly NBC show
sponsored by W. A. Shaeffer Co.
market without using
BOB SIEVERS, staff announcer at
WOWOing the Fort
before
Navyfrom Wayne,
in Feb. Ind.,
1942, has
has returned
beenenter-released
service
and
WBNX, because . . .
to station.
ROBERT
BURGER
duties as L.
program
directorhas
ofresumed
WCAX
Burlington,
Vt.,
following
release
WBNX reaches
AAF
as administrative officer with from
rank
of captain.
GENE atWILLIAMS,
vocalistO., and
disc
•
jockey
WSPD
Toledo,
is
father
of a boy. Terry Gene.
WIGGINS,
merly with MAULDIN
WAIM
Anderson,
S. C,for-is
2,450,000 Jewish speaking persons VIRGINIA
new
addition
to continuity
department
of
WCSC
Charleston,
S.
C.
Other
new
of thatanddepartment
include
1,523,000 Italian speaking persons members
SADIE BATTLE
BETTY
JERVEY.
ADRIAN
MUNZELL
has
been
appointed
1,235,000 German speaking persons musical director at WCSC.
ED
with isMutual
and STEVENS,
AmericanwithInformerly
Hollywood,
new
660,000 Polish speaking persons announcer
KFAR Fairbanks,
Alaska.
ELMER
MUSCHANY,
production
man•
ger of KXOK
elected avice
presidentSt. ofLouis,
the hasRadiobeenCouncil
of St.
Louis.
STRENGTHEN your present
STAN STOLLER,
one
time
sports
mentator with WDNC Durham, N.com-C,
and KZRM nouncManila,
has joined
the anNew York schedules with
ing staf of WWDC
Washington.
GORDON HODGSON,
recently
released
from Royal
Canadian
Navy patrol,
and comm
a
n
d
o
f
a
ship
on
Atlantic
has
WBNX. Our program dereturned
to the production department
of CJOR Vancouver.
partment will assist you in
AL REUSCH
has
been
appointed
prodirector and chief announcer of
CKMO gramVancouver.
STAN
CATTON,
producer
of
CBR
Vancouver, offormer
hasCBMbeen
appointed
the translation of your copy.,
chief announcer
Montreal
succeeding
TERENCE
O'DELL,
now
freelance announcer.
MAURICE E. WEBSTER, released from
the Navyturns to the
as lieutenant
commander,
reannouncing
andIn producCBS
service
he wastion staffin ofcharge
ofHollywood.
all technical
training for Navy's
communications officers
a". Navy
vard U. Communications School, HarHAL
BOHM,
WGN
announcer
on military leave, hasChicago
returned
to the
S0Q0 WATTS DIRECTIONAL OVER NEW YORK station.
CARLTON
FREDERICKS,
WHN
New
York nutrition expert and conductor
of dally half-hour program, has been
cited
as
"The
Young
Man
of
the
Month"
'frteupn. j&npiutge 'Station. in the January issue of pic Magazine.
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EDUCATIONAL RADIO
CONTEST PLANS SET
ENTRY BLANKS for the 10th
American Exhibition of Educational Radio Programs, May 3-6, are
being distributed by the Institute
for Education by Radio, Ohio State
U.Feb.Entries
must be submitted by
1.
Exhibitors will be classified in
three groups: national networks
and organizations; regional networks and organizations and regional and clear-channel stations
(5
to
50
kw) (less
; localthanorganizations
and stations
5 kw). A
first-place
and
an
honorablermention award will be made for each
type of exhibitor in each of the
following program classes:
Religious,social
agricultural,
cultural,
problems, women's,
personal
and family problems, public issues
(forums, etc.), news interpretation
(not straight news reporting), interpreting civic and service organizations, furthering internationunderstanding,
children's
(for
out-ofal -school
listening),
programs
designed for in-school use in primary grades, grades,
for in-school
use inin
intermediate
and for
school use in junior and/or senior
highEachschools.
entry will be judged as an
entire series rather than as an individual program. A recording of
amusttypical
program butin submission
the seriesbe submitted,
of more than one recording in a
given series is not encouraged. Ex
hibit fee is $2, with an additional
$2 for each additional recording
submitted in any series. Award
winners will be given special notice
in Education on the Air, 1946, the
proceedings of the Institute, which
will be published by the university,
Entry blanks may be secured from
Institute Director I. Keith Tyler,
Ohio State U., Columbus.

IRA
back from
war duties
with ASHLEY,
OSS in London,
has resumed
his
directorship
of
"Grand
Central
sponsored by Pillsbury Mills on Station",
CBS.
BILL
FRAKER,
announcerto theat station
KDKA
Pittsburgh,
has returned
following
three
years.release from Navy. He served
WALLY
Salt LakeWILLIAMS,
City and formerly
released with
from KSL
the
Army, rhas
been
appointed
musical
ector of KUTA Salt Lake City. diTODD RUSSELL, Canadian comedian,
new
m.c. onprogram
Pharmaco
Inc. "Double
oris9:30-10
Nothing"
on Mutual.
Sun.
p.m.
ERNEST de la OSSA, NBC personnel
director,
has
been
elected
vice
chairman of the New York Personnel Management Assn. Previously
he was ofmember of executive
committee
the
group as well as program chairman.
RICHARD
JAMES
has
returned
WQXR
New inYork
as including
announcer service
afterto
three
years
Army,Rhineland.
in France
and the
WALT MURPHY, announcer at WINN
Louisville,ductionKy.,manager.hasJAMES
been BOOTH
named proand
EDWIN
veterans,
are
new KALLAY,
announcingbothstaffArmyadditions.
JAMES L.of STIRTEN,
program
manager
ABC centralformer
division
and
released telast
week anDOinted
as Marine assistant
Corps lieu-to
nant, has been
E.charge
R. BORROFF,
vice president in
of central ABC
division.
JACK tainGARRISON,
former Division
Army capand in 66th Infartrv
for
four
years,
has returned
to New
announcing
staff
of
KA/roX
St.
Louis.
to
staff
is HOWARD DORSEY. formerly with
AFRSter and
Tokyo. in one of first groups to enBEN
ALEXANDER,
released
from Navy
as lieutenant, and prior
to service
NBC
Hollywood
announcer-actor-writer,
sumes his portrayal
of Ben Waterfordreon NBC "Great Gildersleeve".
t>pnnis DAY, former feature singer on
NBC "Jack
Benny program
Show", and
now Los
assigned to AFRS
section,
Angeles, tenanhas
t (j.g.). been promoted to lieuDON returned
STANLEY,
released
from Navy,
has
to NBCBOB
Hollvwood
anreplacing
CAMPBELL,as now
freelance nouncer
announcer-actor.
r-ORDON
released
following
three
years PHILLIES,
withto AFRS
in South
Pacific,
ba«
returned
Donas sound
Lee
Broadcasting
System,
Hollywood,
technician. Equity Library Theater
Plans Dramatic Series
PLANS are underway to package
ON NIP'S NETS
a new dramatic air show for Actors
I Jap Radio Is Americanized
Equity Assn., to be called Equity
'
Under Ken DykeLibrary Theater of the Air.
RADIO GFs in the Japanese area Thomas L. Stix and J. G. Gude,
of
New York, have been assigned
are Americanizing
works and stations, Nippon's
accordingnet-to as co-producers and business man
agers
of the venture, with proceeds
word last week from Brig. Gen.
Ken R. Dyke, former advertising going to support of Equity Library
and promotion manager of NBC, Theater Fund. Mr. Stix and Mr.
now
Gen. MacArthur's
to develop
-hourto
and information
chief. education orGudehourexpect
dramatic
show aforhalfsale
Commenting on the "radio situa- a sponsor.
tion," Gen. Dyke wrote Broadcast- unknown
Equity Library
Theater,It assists
acting talent.
previ
ing: "It isradio
certainly
an interesting
one [the
situation],
and one ously was supported by private do
which is great fun to play around nation and stage plays in various!
with,"
wrote.
Japanese
radio tohe date
leaves"Thea lot
to be public libraries.
desired when compared with stateMutual Review
past year
will beDay pre-on
side stuff. We have already in- REVIEWsented ofon Mutual
Christmas
augurated aFarm & Home Hour, "1945 in Review", 9:30-10:30
p.m. Program will standing
present
narrative
form out-by
a daily women's program, a politievents ofin year
as reported
cal forum, novations
and whicha are
few attracting
other in- Mutual correspondents.
Tom Lewis
great interest among the Japanese FLYING OFFICER TOM LEWIS, RCAF
officiallymissing
presumedon dead
afteri
radio public. Strangely enough, isbeingnow reported
raid
they had no programs of this type Hamburg
Marchstaff31,of1944.
HeaWinnipeg,
was onon
the
technical
CKY
before or during the war."
before Joining the RCAF early in 1943
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All of these stars have recently appeared on this
popular participating program.
ien
rhese advertisers are proving the selling power of this scripted
Air-"I Record show Colgate Dental Cream • Palmolive Peet Corn>any • Pond's Cream Garret Wines • Aragon Ballroom
American Express Company • L. B. Hair Oil • Milani Food
'roducts • Madera Wines • The Trocadero • Mission Pak.

5939 Sunset Blvd.— Los Angeles 28— Calif.
ROADCASTING

FULL INFORMATION
AT YOUR PAUL
H. RAYMER
CO. OFFICE
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CHICAGO
5000 WATTS 560KC

CHICAGO CUBS
BASEBALL FOR 1945
National Representative
>:
OllQ
.PiMNEW
ty>k
250
PARKnfAVE.,
YORK
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FCARLETON
has been
, Boston,
appointed inbyMcVARISH
H. B. Humphrey
charge
of radio Co.,
re-in
search, promotion and
merchandising
agency's
radio
department.
Just& resigned
from the
Interim
Research
IntelliStaff
of State Dept.
as assistant
chief
ofgence branch
distribution
for research
and
analysis
offorOffice
of had
Strategic
Services,
McVarish
14
years
been
director
of
merchandising
and
research
for Yankee Network.
LT. COMDR.
B. B. hasBANKS,
on terminal
leave
from asNavy,
New York,
account joined
executive.Hill Adv.,
JOHN Burnett
M. WILLEM,
research
Leo
Co., New
York, director
has beenof
appointed account
executive.
KEITH STEVENS, composer-conductor
of
CBSWheelock
"Request
Performance"
for
Ward
Philadelphia,
Dec.
15 married
Peg Co.,
McCartney
ofyears
Sydney,
Australia,
whom
he met
twoactivities
agoin
while
heading
OWI
radio
that area.
EDWINlicity CURTAIN,
prewar
radiohaspubof BBDOafter
NewfiveYork,
rejoinechief
d the
the agency
years
ice
with
Army,
the
last
twowasservwith
Chinese leasedCombat
Command.
Hp
reas lieutenant colonel.
SYLVAN
TAPLINGER,
radio
director
of
& Geller,
aWeiss
boy born
Dec. New
18. York, is father of
CHARLES F. JUNOD, recently released
from thejoinedNavy
as lieutenant,
Esty
& Co., NewhasYork,reas account William
executive.
ALBERT
CLOUGH,
recently
from
the Army,
has rejoined& discharged
the radio
department
of Donahue
Coe,
New
York.
GEYER,
CORNELL
&
NEWELL,
New
YorK,
handles
foreign advertising
and hasnowmade
arrangements
withforeign
Irwin
Vladimir
&
Co.
under
which
advertising
facilities will be made available.
TOM
DENTON,
released from
the Navy
as lieutenant
commander
account
executive
with H.andW.formerly
Kastor
& Sons,
Chicago,as has
joined
Geyer,
Cornel & Newell
head
of
the
radio
partment of the Hollywood office. deEARL G.rector of Grey
THOMASAdv.,resigns
as
radio
diNew York,developto devotementfullandtime
to
promotion
merchandising of new parto stations.ticipation program to be made available
WYLLIS pervCOOPER,
suisor with ComptonchiefAdv.,program
New York,
has
been and
appointed
head
of agency's
television
motion
picture
departments.
DISQUE,Cooper
assistant
prohead,BRUCEsucceeds
as chief
programgram supervisor.
LEN
McKENZIE,
radio writer
with
BBDO ofNewCompton
York,
joins New
theformerly
radio
department
Adv.,
York.
JACK ager FOY
has
been
appointed
manChicago
officefrom
of Craig E.
DennisonR.of theI.Adv.,
shifting
LARSON
andresigned.
BEN Buffalo
RUBIN
ofoffice.
Chicago
staff,
have
WILmanager.LIAM TANNER continues as Buffalo
LT.
GERARD
J.
CASSEDY,
recently
out
ofCastleman
Navy, has& returned
to Bermingham,
count executive.Pierce, New York, as acPHILcal SNYDER
has beenCoastnamedAdv.,musidirector of Pacific
San
Francisco.
AUBREY
C.
MENDLE,
discharged
from
AAF and formerly
withHugo
San Scheibner
Francisco
agencies,
has joined
Inc.,
LosJ. Angeles,
as account
executive.
SELIG
SMITH,
after
more
than
three
years
the Navy,MARIE
has joined
agency
as
artinfashion
director.
HORNBECK,
former
editor of Seattle
Times
and director
women's activities'
The
Portlandof Oregonian,
has beenof
placedlic relations
in chargeforof agency.
publicityCOLLETTE
and pubLISTMAN, formerly of I. Magnin's,
women's
apparel
shops,
has
Scheibner as fashion consultant. joined
ANDREW
C. KELLY,
former
copy
writer
of Smith
& Drum,
Los
Angeles
and
previous
to
that
West
Coast
manager
ofservice,
Tom Flzdale
Inc.,appointed
national
publicity
has ofbeen
Los
Angeles
manager
newly established
offices
of
James
Houlihan
Adv ,
Oakland, Cal. He is temporarily head-

Bull
& McCreery
Adv., Hollywood, as
timebuyer
and secretary.
WILLIAMcharge has been
RALSTON
with Armyaccount
dismade assistant
executive
Los
Angeles.of Foote, Cone & Belding,
BILL HUNTER with release from Coast
Guard hasof been
executive
Allied appointed
Advertisingaccount
Agencies, Los Angeles.
BOOKER-COOPER,
Los
Angeles
agency,
moves to 1235 W. Sixth St. on Jan. 1.
ARTHUR
C. RICHARDS,
director
ofVaronica
Paul Winans
Adv.,wereLos radio
Angeles,
and
Warenick
married
Nov.
28.
LAURIEtisingK.manager
TISCHLER,
adverof J. W. former
Robinson
Los Angeles
department
store, Co.,
has
joinedgelesJereagency,Bayard
& Assoc.,
Los Anas
account
executive.
JERROLD
ARNOLD,Losformer
partner
of Logan &C. Arnold,
Angeles,
has
been appointed
president
and An-dirgelesector oagency.
f Paul E. vice
Newman
Co., Los
LESTERAAF A.hasFRIEDMAN
withBrisacher,
release
from
returned
Van Norden & Staff,
San toFrancisco.
CARLW. Ayer
J. EASTMAN,
N.been
&firstSon,viceSanvice-president
Francisco, hasof
electedChamber
Francisccof president
Commerce.of San
MARTIN
MURPHY,
released fromSection,
service as captain
with Intelligence
18th
formerly& Ryan,
with
CentaurAirborne
Co., hasCorps,
joinedand Pedlar
New York.
Returned
to media
department
of
P&R
is
GENE
WAGGAMAN
after four years as Navy lieutenant.
WALTER
BARBER
Compton
Adv.,
New York,C. has
been ofelected
president
ofOtherMedia
Men'selected
Assn.include
of NewDANIEL
York.
officers
PYKETT
ofSIDKudner
Agency,Buchanan
first vice&
president;
SHAEFER,
Co.,
second
vice
president;
ROBERT
ERATH,
& Eckhardt,
treasurer,
secretary.
and H. A.Kenyon
STERNS,
Duane Jones
Co.,

quartered at 1061 9145.
S. Flower
phone is Prospect
Kelly wasSt. atTeleone
time
rector.CBS western division publicity diD. E. LONGMORE,
McKim
Adv. Ltd., hasvice-president
been appointedof
manager ce dingofJ. J. the
Montreal office
GALLAGHER,
issuc-retiring.offices
Longmore atformerly
waswhomanager
ofandMcKim
Vancouver,
Toronto
London, England.
KATHRYN-ANN
IDEAS,by
Vancouver,
Is newADVERTISING
agency
started
KATHRYN Canadian
MASSIE,
who hasfor
been
western
radio
severalin
years,
andBrown
ANN & STOCK,
formerly andof
Cockfield
Co.,
Vancouver,
prior
thatdepartment
with eastern
agenciesto and
stores.Canadian
JAMES
WASHER
after
three
a half
years service with Army hasandreturned
to Donahue
& Co.,
New York, as assistant account
executive.
DAN RODGERS, formerly with Raymond
Spector
New theYork,creative
as media director, hasCo.,
joined
T. Howard
Co., New
York. staff of E.
GEORGE
SMITH,
formerly
with toStandardProcter
Brands, New& Gamble
York, andCo.,prior
that
with
Cincinnati,
has
joined
Foote,
Cone
&
Belding,
York, as assistant account executive.New
JANE
ALSTYNE,andformerlv
with
LennenL. VAN
& Co.,
Mitchell
J.theWalter
Thompson
has joined
copy
staff of Franklin
Bruck
Adv., New
York.
KENNETH development
R. McMATH, department
member of theof
business
N.beenW.transferred
Ayer & Son,
to NewPhiladelphia,
York officehasof
the agency.
LEW ice VALENTINE,
returned
from
and now Chicago,
assistant isradio
directorservGrant
serving
m.c.of
on MarsAdv.,Candy
Thursday
nightas ABC
show
"Curtain Time", for which Grant
is agency.
WALTER
McCREERY,& McCreery,
executive Hollypartvetner ofwood,Smith,
eran, has (Jack)
returnedDAVIES,
to KSL Pacific
Salt Lake
and MEL Bull
ROACH,
office
manager, LAWSON
City, assigned to newsroom.
have
returned
to
their
headquarters
following feresix
weeks
of
New
York
conSAM
TAUB,
WHN
New
York
sportsnces with clients.
caster, rethas
been
elected
recording
ary of theSTEPHENSON,
Boxing
Writers
Assn. secWILLIAM WINTER, with release from MALVINA
Washington
Navy after
three
years
service,
has
rejoined Ray Carr Adv., Portland, Ore.
correspondent
West Virginia
Networktoand standby
severalfor newspapers,
has been
GAIL ofWRIGHT,
formerly
on publicity
staff as Washington
staff
Tayton Co.,
Los Angeles,
has added
of daily
ABC "News
ofp.m.Tomorjoinedles agency,
John asFreiburg
& executive.
Co., Los Angerow" program,
11:05reporting
Miss
BESSof representative
Stephenson
specializes
acLYMAN,
formeraccount
publicity
director
tivities of Mrs.
Trumanin and
Margaret
WINN
Louisville,
also
has
been
added
to
Truman.
agency as account executive.
DAVE
BOBBINS
has
returned
to
CKOC
JAMES
F.
ROWE,
with
release
from
Hamilton with
as news
editor 8th
afterArmy.
service
Marine
CorpsJ. asWalter
combatThompson
correspondent,
the British
has Joined
Co. as as majorTRUERE,
former announcer at
publicity director for Las Vegas Cham- BOB
WPDQ Jacksonville,
Fla.,- is now S.newsC.
Commerce.
Agency's Los Angeles reporter
at WCSC Charleston,
officeber ofservices
account.
FREDERICK MANESS, chief announcer
RICHARD
B.forces,
KRUEZER,
with release
from
armed
has
joined
Albert
at
WCOS
Columbia,
S.
serving four
years in staff.
AAF C,as before
pilot, Joins
Frank-Gunther
Law, and
San artFrancisco,
newscasting
production manager
director. as WCSC
specialpresented
events
HENRY W. WELSH Adv., Los Angeles, atHARRY
KOIL PECK,
Omaha,director
Dec. 12of was
has changedCo. agency
name to WelshHollander
A. M. HOLLANDER
has Key-Man
key by Omaha
Junior
Chamber
of
Commerce
for
his
work
as
genbeen food
and
household
account
speeral chairmanSalvage
and publicity
cialist for year andin agency
a half. production
VIRGINIA for Wartime
Drive. chairman
BLANKENHORN,
department, assumes
added duties as DICK CROMBIE, newscaster, returns to
KJR Seattle
after
Navy
release. Heserved
was
copywriter.
rank years.
of lieutenant,
JACK
L. ADAMS,
formerly
withDavis
Zeller-& aviator
three andwitha half
bach Paper
Joinedagency.
Beaven
Adv., Co.,
Los has
Angeles
RAYMOND
SWING,
ABC
commentator,
been elected chairman of the board
WILLIAM
for fourassignyears ofhas Americans
with
FBIments andonV.priorSHAFTNER,
counter
espionage
Organization. United for International
to
that
associated
with
San Francisco
radio and publicity
R. MURROW,
CBS
commenhas
joinedas account
Gerth-Paclfic
Adv., work,
San EDWARD
, is back
inSun.
London
for p.m.
his
reguFrancisco,
executive.
lartatorbroadcast
1:45-2commentator,
and
WILLIAM
SHIRER,
CBS
R.B. Miner
B. STRUBLE,
radio
director
of
Dan
returned
to
New
York
for
his
Dec.
16
Co.,
in
Chicago
for
two
weeks
broadcast
after
seven
weeks
covering
onAngeles
agencyheadquarters
business, returns
Jan. 3. to his Los war trials in Nuremberg.
RALPHfromH. Army
WHITMORE,
on ofinactive
duty
withfiverank
major
Welch Appoints
after
approximately
years
service,
JAMES (candy),
O. WELCH
Co., Cambridge,
has
joined
The
Tullis
Co.,
Los and
Angeles
Mass.
has placed
agency, count
as production
manager
acwith Charles
W. Hoytadvertising
Co., New
executive.
Before
joining
the account
York.
service
he
was
a
CBS
Hollywood
account
executive.
Places Account
GEORGINARadio
SMALL,
editor byof NATIONAL
MFG. Corp.,
afWestern
News,former
published
filiate of Doehler
Metal Sterling,
Furniture111., Co..
Homer
Griffith Co.,
placedandaccount
forfurniture
new linewithof
kitchen
dinette
representative,
has Hollywood,
rejoined station
Smith, has
Hirshon-Garfield, New York.
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Why

ABC

Right

Track

When we started in television, we knew that to make a
success of it we had to establish a basic pattern in order
to build television that was above all practical. In outline,
it was something like this:

is on

the
{oH»&t

in Television
tation of proved, successful, economical radio shows with
assured listening audiences is the industry's best bet in developing practical television.
4 Shows should be televised on regular weekly schedules,
just as they are in radio, in order to build and hold
television audiences.

1 the
America's
lot to do with
radio
success advertisers
it is today.hadBy a competing
amongmaking
themselves
for larger audiences, they made programs increasingly
The Plan Really Works !
better, with the result that they, the public and the radio
industry all benefited.
How far that philosophy has taken us in just the past
few months is best told in trade reviews of ABC video
2 Advertisers and their agencies will play just as imporshows. Some of them are on this page. Read them closely.
tant a part in commercial television. For that reason,
What they say, in effect, is that in ail types of video
the best approach to television is from the standpoint
of making it a practical, economical medium for advertising.
programs — audience participation, children's shows,
night baseball, special events — ABC is not only on the
3 The logical place to begin the development of television
is with what has already been learned about listening
right
track, who
but want
off totoa getgoodintostart
as well.on That's
why
advertisers
television
a practical,
audiences. New and costly experimental work in new
economical basis are getting set on ABC today.
types of programs will play its part. But right now the adapIn the Schenectady area, enjoy special ABC Christmas television programs December 21, 24, 26, 27 and 28 at 8:00 p. m. on Station WRGB.
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CLIFF
GORSUCH,
KDKA station
Pittsburgh
engineer,lowing
hasrelease returned
fol- '
from forthe33toArmy
as lieut
e
n
a
n
t
.
H
e
served
months,
was
in CBI and Africa.
WALTER
WIDLAR,
project
engineerIndus-for
the
Med-Rad
divisiontries,
of Black
since Nov. Cleveland,
1944, has
been eral
appointed
managergenthat division.
Forof
10 years
he
was
relay facilities
engineer
for during
WGAR
Cleveland,
which time he
worked on ultrahighbilefrequency
mobroadcasting
equipment.
In 1942
he
was
granted
leave to become
member of laboraMr. Widlar
tory staff of Columbia
U.
Division
of
War
where
he collaborated in workResearch,
on sonobuoy
anti-submarine
equipment.
D. C. BIRKINSHAW has beenandappointed
superintendent
H. W.in
BAKER has been engineer
appointed engineer
chargesionofstationtheof Alexandria
Palace televi-is
the
BBC.
Telecasting
expected to commence next Spring.
GEORGE
recently discharged
as RCAFturned toRITCHIE,
wireless
mechanic,
CKY
Winnipeg
as studiohas con-retrol operator.
G.Television
M. GARRO-JONES
is
chairmangroupof
Advisory Committee,
appointed matibyon E. J.British
Ministerto ofcounsel
InforWilliams
British television industry and coordiThe

NAME

Band

,^
nate work ofpartmentsvarious
government
de. Plans are being
completed
by group
to resume
tend service
beyond telecasting
London area.and exFRED years,
M. HALL,
in Navytheservice
four
has joined
staff forof
KGAKgin broadcasting
Gallup, N. early
M., scheduled
to For
bein
January.
aNoumea,
year andNewa halfCaledonia,
.with AFRShe station
had beenat
technician
fore the war.with WWDC Washington beCLAUDE WILLIAM VANCE Jr., four
year Army
veteran,Charleston,
is new control
erator at WCSC
S. C. opGEORGE
HAGERTY,
Signal
Corps
captain
stationed
in
China,
and
C. RODER,
lieutenant
withCHARLES
Signal
Corps
in
South
Pacific,
have
rejoined
the technical staff of KYW PhiladelWALTERturned to engineering
CARRUTHERS,staff recently
rephia.
of Don after
Lee
Broadcasting
System,
Hollywood,
completing
Navy
engineering
research
assignment in San Diego, has been
named head research
of network's
newly created
electronics
department.
WILLIAM chargedR.fromMcNILLIN,
recently
disthe
Navy,
has rejoined
NBC castengineering
engineer. department as broadPAUL
ALEXANDER
member of
engineering
staff of isWINNnew Louisville.

W-E Co. Dividend
WESTERN
ELECTRIC
Co. board
Dec.
11
declared
a dividend
of 50c onona
share 31on toIts stockholders
common
stockof payable
Dec.
record
on
Dec. 26.

of the Midwest!

"Dance
on, other
with Whoopee
listeners onthanand any
show on John!"
the air!heard
* by moreAndSunday
over
150,000 people attend Whoopee John's dance engagements in balllisteningdates,
areaWhoopee
every year.
booking roomson throughout
the air WTCN's
and on dance
John Toaddshis solid
recordings to his terrific score.
Another midwest winner withDeccaan
enthusiastic sponsor!
* Whoopee John
His nearest competitor
is the New York
Philharmonic
over —CBS8.7withHooper
an 8.4rating.
Hoop
IOTJ£
er.
(and Wisconsin) audience demands, deserves and GETS the best in radio!

MINNEAPOLIS ♦ ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA
uj j OLfa
AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.
FREE AND
PETERS
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ALLEN CHOSEN HEAD
OF AM A IN NEW YORK
GEORGE H. ALLEN, manager
and secretary of Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting, has been
elected president
of the New York
chaptercanofMarketing
AmeriAssn. Mr. Allen
served as vice
president
director inin 1945,
1944,
and was first
chairman of the
radio - discussion
in - warMr. Allen time
group.
Other officers chosen were: Donald E. West, director of market research for McCall Corp., vice president; Caroline E. Aber, McCall
Corp., chapter secretary, and
Douglas Taylor, McKinsey & Co.,
reelected treasurer.
New Arno
directors
for two-year
are:
Johnson,
directortermsof
marketing research and media for
J. Walter Thompson Co.; Victor
Pelz, managing director of the traffic audit bureau; Carl H. Henrikson Jr., associate director of research, J. M. Mathes Co.

KFBC SCORES
Again Takes on Big Basketball
Schedule in West
KFBC Cheyenne is again broadcasting an intensive schedule of
basketball games, sold on a cooperative basis, six sponsors to a
series, between 30 or 40 sponsors
in all. On Dec. 6 the station broadcast a pre-season
game
between
Wyoming exhibition
and Brigham
Young U., two top contenders for
BigIn Seven
honors. season play the
the regular
station will broadcast 16 Wyoming
U. games by direct wire from Salt
Lake City, Provo, Logan, Denver
Fort anceCollins
and Boulder,
the bal-at
of the games
being played
Laramie, home of the university.
In addition, there are 24 high
school games both home and out
of town, and 15 or 20 additional
games
Ft. Francis
E. Warren
and thefromAmerican
Legion
games
of Denver. KFBC will also broadcast 10 or 12 games from the
National AAU basketball tourna
ment in Denver the latter part of
March.
Schedule involves 4,000 miles of
travel for the KFBC crew, includ
ing William C. Grove, KFBC
arrangeKLZ Starts New Series manager,
ments and making
doing thethe
engineering
play-by-play
announcer,
On Farming January 11 Blaines, formerly with KTUL Jimmie
Tulsa
"A NEW DAILY public service among other stations; and Larry
program devoted exclusively to the Munson, formerly of WM1N Min
advancement of farming as a busi- neapolis, another play-by-play mike
man. Aggregate cost is approxi
a way Friday,
of life"Jan.will11.start
on KLZness andDenver
The mately $30,000.
Farm Reporter will be coordinated
and directed by Lowell Watts, graduate of Colorado A & M, holder of
CJBQ
Authorized
Belleville,
Ont., is new 250
six-month scholarship in practical wCJBQstation
licensed to operate on
farm radio at WLW Cincinnati,
and just released from AAF, after 1230 kc, with A. M. Haig, recently
six
months as a prisoner of war in RCAF group-captain, as licensee.
Germany.
Station is expected to be on air
Program will be heard Monday- in May, using Northern Electric
Friday 12:30-12:45 p.m., followed equipment. CJBQ will be repreby aing tonewscast,
scheduled
accord-as Toronto. sented by H. N. Stovin & Co.,
farmer time
preference
shown in a KLZ poll. Mr. Watts
will use a wire recorder in addition SPECIALmit e on SENATE
investigating
comenergy
has requested
to the KLZ
mobile unit
on-the- copy of Dec.atomic
13
script
of
Mutual's
"You
farm
broadcasts.
Farmfor Service
Make thecus ionNews"
program,
an
atom
dis, for permanent record.
Program continues on KLZ 6:1530-a.m., with both programs sustaining. Dedicatory program for the
new series will be held Jan. 10 at
Denver's Cosmopolitan Hotel, with
"But It's sti/l true that
Secretary of Agriculture Clinton
/bre/off us if ufo repeat — '
Anderson, Governor of Colorado
John Vivian, and Dr. Roy Green,
president of Colorado A & M, as
series -ALL the. vicit
HROD
guests. Carpet Promotion
ALEXANDER SMITH & SONS CARPET
Co., Yonkers,
plans extensive
advertisingN.campaignY., during
1946. Output
is expected
to bebudget,
75% ofnot1941yetproduction.
Most
of
finally
determined,
publications but
local
radio isgoes
beingtotested.
Rectifier
DEVELOPMENT
of a a new
half-wave
high vacuum
rectifier,
miniature
tube
said
toin abe2% capable
of handling
20,000
volts
inch
bulb,
was
announced
last week by National Union Radio
Corp., ported
Newark,
N. J. designated
Corporationas the
rethat the tube,
N. U.tion1Z2,
was well-suited
forat line
applicaas a quhalfwave
rectifier
freas for circuits.
application in
other formsencies asofwellrectifier
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BUFFALO'S GREATEST
REGIONAL COVERAGE
Allied

Arts

WALTER
ADDISONadvertising
WATSON manhas
been agappointed
er ofHethe heads
Hoffman
Radio
Corp.,
Los
Angeles.
new
department,
which will handle
all advertising,
sales
promotion,
merchandising,
publicity,
publicties orelations
andis house
organ
activif
firm.
He
former
advertising
manager
and director
of Mfg.
publicCo.relations
for
Packard-Bell
Radio
was
just
released
from
AAF
after
threeHe and
aMORT
half GREEN
years service.
writer,at and
FOSTER, producer,
WNEWGEORGE
New
York, havependentresigned
to start concern.
an indepackage
production
NATIONAL
RADIO
Records,
New
York,
has
changed its avoid
name confusion.
to the N.FirmC.
Rorabaugh
will continueCo.,toto publish
monthly NRR
Spot Radio
Advertising Reports. Ownthe same.ership, operation and address remain
BRITISH TAILERS
RADIO
TELEVISION
Assn. has& issued
a bookletRE-to
assist veterans
to
start
retail
radio businesses. Booklet awarns
against
ofwhichpurchasing
repair
servicemistake
actually
has
no
license
to shop
sell
sets
andwork.
may H.do A.onlyCURTIS,
maintenance
and
repair
association
secretary,
explained
that
only
disabled
men and former retailers who had to
close tain
shop during the war can now obcenses. priorities for new retail sales liPILOT Radio Corp., Long Island City,
N.vinylite
Y., plans new records
line ofunder
non-breakable
name of
Pilotone plastic
for consumer trade.
THIS MONTH magazine, which has
been cialawarding
monthly plaque
forshows,
spemeritonlyto award
outstanding
radio
will not
plaques
to network
shows,
sponsored
or
sustaining,
but
also once
a month
to an outstanding
local
station
show.are Stations
throughout
North
America
eligible
to
submit
their programs for possible prizes.
HELEN FARRELL MOUNT has resigned
as executive secretary of Radio DirecAmerican

AMERICAN
BROADCASTING
COMPANY
STATION
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torsriageGuild,Dec. New
following
her mar11 toYork,
Charles
A. Perkes,
Paticific
on Co. Coast manager of Parry NavigaFORMAL
presentation
of
annual
awards
by the New York Film Critics Circle
will
made20 onoverPhilco's
of
Fame"be Jan.
ABC. "Hall
John
McManus
ofbe m.c.
PM, onchairman
of will
theT.
Circle,
will
show
which
feature tributes to movie high spots
of 1945.
BUREAU of Advertising (ANPA), San
Francisco,
moved to enlarged
quarters at 240hasMontgomery
St. CHARLES
P. HIRTH,
releaseddepartment
from Navy ofandUnited
form
e
r
l
y
i
n
research
States
Savings
& toLoan'staff.
League,
Chicago,
has
been
added
MAJ.
STEDMAN CHANDLER,
in
Washington,
D. C, currently
is said
to serving
return
bureau1946. in executive
capacity
beforeto
Jan.
BOB DRUXMAN,
formerAlaska,
program
director of KINY
released
from
Army, Juneau,
isinnowcharge
associate
editor
of TidetheMagazine
of radio.
CHARLES
D.sales(Ginger)
has
been
engineerMORGAN
electronic
and named
industrial
divisions
ofof Marshank
Sales
Co.,
Los
Angeles,
maker
of
highfrequency radio equipment.
L.of the
R. Kenrad
O'BRIEN,division
formerof sales
Generalmanager
Electricmanager
Co., has been
appointed
general
sales
of
the
radio
tube division of Raytheon Mfg.receiving
Co.
HAL TATE, one time Chicago bureau
manager
of BROADCASTING
andWBBMradio columnist
WMAQ Navyand Seabees,
Chicago
before toonentering
has
returned
Chicago.
Jan.
leaves for Hollywood to handle 15moviehe
publicity.
SAMUEL
B. manager
LEVAUR, informer
RCA-Victor
New York,
last
weekdistrict
wasvisionnamed
sales
manager
for
telereceivers
of
Allen
B.
DuMont
Labs.

Is Third Net to Join Move

Pressing Action on
THIRD network affiliate group has
joined the movement to bring about
concerted action to check resumption of the semi-annual shift by
networks to daylight saving time
in the spring and back to standard
time in the autumn. Unanimous
expression by affiliates of ABC at
a meeting in Minneapolis has been
sent to the NAB and to John H.
Norton Jr., ABC station relations
manager.
Similar action had been taken by
ABC affiliates, District 2, at a
meeting in Detroit [Broadcasting,
Dec. 17]. Sentiment in favor of
united action has been developing
among other network affiliate
groups. United Front
E. L. Hayek, of KATE Albert
Lea, Minn., NAB director for District 11, acting on behalf of the
affiliate group, notified NAB and
Mr. Norton
of the Minneapolis
action. ABC affiliates
in the area are
contacting other network stations
in an effort to develop a united
front against twice-yearly schedule
shifting by networks.
Mr. Hayek's letter follows:
"From the discussion at our
meeting held here in Minneapolis
I believe you realize that there is

Time Shift Problem
no doubt in the minds of the stations in this district as to the importance ofthe network remaining
©n standard time. I will not attempt to outline the arguments
that were
them
all. advanced for you know
"The problem is a serious one
for both of us and you will recall
that the stations were unanimous
in asking that we express ourselves
requesting that the network remain on standard."

Rocks of Wrath
THERE WAS A SLIGHT
stoppage
on a CBC Dominion network
Service
Show program
on Dec. Ex10.
Listeners all over Canada
wondered,diencebut
studio ausaw itthehappen.
An
unidentified drunk threw a
five pound rock through a
windowtreal atstudio.theTheCFCF
rock Moncame
hurtling into the studio,
caused a commotion and an
eight second stop. Then the
hurt.
show went on. Nobody was
COL. STRONG BACK
IN LAW PRACTICE
COL. GEORGE E. STRONG, who
has been on active duty with the
Army Air Forces since April 1941,
last week returned to his private
law practice in
Washington,
specializing in radio
and administrative law. Col.
Strongrly a member
was form-of
the elaw
firm of
Holland & Strong
'mm* in the Woodward
Bldg. He was
Col. Strong
placedafter
on inactive
duty
having
served as com
manding officer of the procurement
district of Army Air Forces in De
troit, and during his entire World
War II service was assigned for
the entire time in the Detroit area.
He served as industrial relations
officer in the Detroit area in con
nection with war plane manufac
ture, as well as in intelligence and
public relations. A pilot in the last
war, hecalled
was ato major
the reserve
when
active induty.
Col. Strong is the son of the
former congressman from Kansas
and began radio practice some 20
years ago — before the creation of
the
original Federal Radio Commission.
^'CTlM^f Of

WNAB
BASIC-AMERICAN IN
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
Concentrated Audience in the
Nation's 59th Market
WNAB
programming
is concentrated
Bridgeportpeople
metropolitan
area$100,withon
itsthe 216,000
and almost
000,000
in
1939
Retail
Sales.
WNAB
coverage
isresults.
confinedWNABto theresults
area willof
maximum
make you beam
I

OU€ StfiXlOM > • .Tb
AVAILABLE IN COMBINATION WITH WATR, WATERBURY
REPRESENTED
BY
R AMBEAU
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PAIRS of cotton bolls, termed the
"white have
gold"been
of themailed
Arkansas
River
Valley,
to Industry
representatives
by KOTN
Pine
Bluff.
Ark. beSeeds
from according
the "KOT'N
Bolls"
may
planted,
to inclosed
card, which
also suggests
"Through
the
medium
of station
KOTN plant
the seeds
of sales success."
Ford Series Cards
CARDSing distributed
for musicweekly
store bydisplay
ABC areto be110
affiliates Calling
carryingattention
"Ford Sunday
Evening
Hour".
to
guest
artists
on
series,
cards
carry
line,
"Great
artists on the air — Great records in your
home". calls
Gummed
give times.
individual
station
and labels
broadcast

community
in community
province andin largest
isolatedcomining
rding to folder.
HumorousCanada,
drawingsacon the adventures of explorer Flintabatty Flonatin,
of the prospectors'
novel,
complete hero
brochure.
Agency Is Host
FOOTE,
CONE
& BELDING,
New York,
was
at Ted
a reception
honoring
SmithhostandAstoria
Collins
atKate
the
Waldorf
in New Dec.
York.17 Agency
handlesgramthe
"Kate
Smith
Sings"
proeffective Jan.for4, General
when it Foods
takes
over advertising
Corp.'s merly
Instant
Postum
which& Rubicam
was forhandled
by
Young
[BROADCASTING, Aug. 6, 1945].

SINGLE Cincinnati
OFFER of"Western
a postcardJamboree,"
picture ofbrought
"Uncle 13,383
Tom"requests
(Tom Moore),
of
WCKY
from
33to m.c.
states,
Canada
and advertising
British Westagency
Indiesrepresentatives
in three days. and
CountWCKY
ultimately
grew examining
38,193.
Cincinnati
personnel
the mail
are (1Stokes,
to r) Palmer
George &Moore,
WCKY sales manager;
Robert M.Advertising;
Fleming,
radio
director,
Haehnle
Jim Bellamy,
WCKY sales
staff; Dinerman;
Bill Dawes, Walter
WCKY Haehnle,
studio supervisor.
KMOX Tradition
Christmas Legends
Kansas City and WTBW Topeka.
TRADITIONAL
Christmas
broadcast
of KCKN
Kan.,
last
mailed
colorfulCustoms
bookchimes
and
midnight
service
from
St.
"WhereweekOur
Christmas
Genevieve Church, St. Genevieve, Mo., Come letFrom".
PieceChristmas
was inserted
within
on KMOX
St.
Louis,
symbolizes
holiblue
folder
with
theme
and
day to many
listeners
in thatby area,
ac- message, "For your greater enjoyment
cordingthis
to folder
prepared
station.
Broadcast
year
will
mark
not
only
of
the
coming
Christmas
Season".
10th anniversary
anniversary ofof KMOX.
program but also
Grid Dinner
20th
WPEN Philadelphia
and inThefeting
Evening
Bulletin
were
co-sponsors
CFAR Folder
high
school
football
champions
atcitya
dinner
at
the
Bellevue
Stratford
Hotel
. CFAR FllnscripFlon,
Man.,
has
Issued
a
delast
week.
Presentation
of
Bulletin
cup
foFlin
lder relating
the name.
min- and individual emblem pins was broad, Prospectors
ing town oftive who
Flon how
gottheits
cast over WPEN.
staked
copper
Novelty Card
claimsin the
in 1914 named
it afterhada charac1 them.
ter
among NOVELTY direct mail card has been
Flin only
Flon book
is nowthey third
largest
distributed by CKCW Moncton to anOUR MESSAGE IS TWO-FOLD — BUT SHORT
Our business is that of creating and producing radio programmes that
SELL. One — we can produce top-notch shows, in English, anywhere in
Canada or the United States. Two — we understand
French-speaking Canada thoroughly, and produce
French radio shows for many leading advertisers. May
we send you a brochure of radio shows available?
Out address
Montreal,
P.Q. is: Keefer Building,
RADIO
BROADCASTING
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Promotion Personnel
RICHARDcharged REDMOND,
recently
disfrom AAF
as major,
has
joined Mutual
as advertising
directorrein network's
sales promotion and research department.
ALF
T. PARKES,
discharged
as flight
lieutenantrecently
from RCAF,
has
joinedton, NCKCW
MoncB., as director oft.iopublic
ns. In RCAF relahe
was recruiting
motion officerprofor
the Maritimes,
and
later
personnel
counselling
at Moncton officer
and
Reykjavik,joining
Iceland.
Before
RCAF
he had been
in advertising
and
public
relations
work
in
Winnipeg
and with CKRC
Mr. Parkes
Winnipeg
Yorkton. and CJGX
LOU SPECXOR,
threewriter
yearsandin speCanadian Armywriter
as for
script
cialzineevents
for Army
newsmagaKhaki,
has
been
appointed
publicity director
of CHML Hamilton. He
was ingnews
service.editor of CHML before joinSPENCER
yearspostin
air
branch GREEN,
of Navy, forhas three
resumed
as promotion
KJR
Seattle. and publicity manager of
LT. ROBERT
G. PATT,
out of Navy,
joins promotion
department
WHNreNew York
supervisor
of salesofpresentTHONY
ationsasandcontinues
research.
ROBERT
F.
ANas station
promotion,
audience
promotion
and advertising
head.
NATHANIEL
MARKS, copy
editor in
NBC
press department,
boy, Kenneth
Burtin, bornis father
Dec. 18.of a
ROLANDrelations
TRENCHARD,
director hasof
public
of WAAT Newark,
been named
chairman
ofthetheNewark
public Kirelations
committee
of
wanis Club.
nounce new Monday through Friday
program"We're
"She inShall
Music".for Card
states
the Have
doghouse"
not
personally
announcing
new everyone
program
although CKCW
felt sure
knew about the program designed "as
a relief from drama."
Pennants
GUMMEDandpaper
pennantsof containing
photos
autographs
recordingrepersonalities are being sent
upon
st to listeners
of "950
Club", daily
record queshow
of WPEN
Philadelphia.
Personal Messages
MIMEOGRAPHED on varied colors of
paper,
of Christmas
from Donpacket
Lee-KHJ
Los Angeles messages
personwork. alities has been distributed by the net10 Biggest
THE TEN biggest news
stories of 1945 were selected
by Richard L. Tobin, director
of news for American BroadCo., in a Association
speech before thecastingAlumni
of the graduate schools of
Columbia
rankings, University.
in order were:Tobin's
The
atomic bomb, defeat of Germany, defeat of Japan, death
of Franklin D. Roosevelt,
death or disappearance of
Adolf Hitler, postwar upheavals in Orient, South
America and Europe; the
United Nations Organization,
including the San Francisco
Conference, postwar strike
wave, defeat of Winston
Churchill by British socialists, war crimes trials at
Nuremberg.

COLUMBIA
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BUFFALO'S
50,000

WATT

STATION
DAY and NIGHT
BUFFALO
BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO, NEW YORK
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Listeners to the Sunday broadcasts
of
NBC Symphony
heardthe Arturo
Toscanini recently
conduct
the world premiere of "Overture
tonuovo-Tedesco.
a Fairy Tale" The
by Mario
Castel-is
composer
one of the five distinguished
Judges
the "KFI-HOLLYWOOD forBOWL-YOUNG
ARTISTS
COMPETITION"
airing Mondays at 9:30 p.m. now
He
and his colleagues
mentalists (al underhearagethe25)instruwho
are appearing
concertthebroadcast series and inwillthe select
winner to solo in Hollywood Bowl
during the 1946 Season of "Symphonies Under the Serving
Stars" with
Leopold Stokowski.
with
Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco as
Judges are: Julian Brodetsky,
EudiceLouisShapiro,
Dr.
WoodsonEmanuel
Curtis.Bay and
CHRISTMAS COMES TO
HOLLYWOOD

On the day after Thanksgiving,
more than half a million Angelenos lined Hollywood Boulevard
tobiggest
witnessproductions
one of the
city's
— thefilmopening
of Santa Claus Lane. A mile-long
parade of floats (carrying NBC
stars exclusively) brought throattearing cheers from spectators.
KFI's
entry shell
in thisbuilt
lush onevent
a swan-like
a 16wasft.
flat bed truck, and we overheard a
local wit remark that our job
carried enough silver lame to dress
every chorus line in America. An
immense
a glittering
line
of copy"KFI"subtlyandreminded
the
throng that the celebrities appearing
in
the
spectacular
parade
are
heard over this station.
640 MT FT
3CYCLES ImM
JL WAT1

NBC for LOS ANGELES
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CHOOSING
phone numbers,
numbers
from list names
of autoandlicense
"LicenseSt.Quiz"
program
sponsored
on
KXOK
Louis
by
Milton
OU Co.
awards
moneya question
prize to person
answering
when correctly
phoned.
Money rectly
increases
when
question
is
ListenerOlian
needAdv.,
notincor-St.be
tuned in toanswered.
program.
Louis,6-6:10
placedp.m.52 week
contract for Mon.Fri.
program.
World Roundtable
WORLD-WIDE roundtable discussion by
MBS
correspondents
"What1 9:30-10:30
We Pace
in 1946"
will be airedof Jan.
p.m. on "American
Forum Forum
of the modAir".
Theodore
Granik,
regular
wil introduceHillman
show and
whichAlbert
will
bring inerator, William
Warner
from Cunningham
Washington, from
CedricBoston.
Foster
and
Bill
Cecil
from NewLeslieYork,
Mallory
Brown Brown
from London,
Nichols
and
Arthur
and
DonGaeth
Bell from
from European
Tokyo. continent
Entertain Veterans
TWO
ABC programs
and present
the WJZspecial
New
York Victory
Troop will
shows
from
veterans'
hospitals
on
Christmas
day.
"Breakfast
Club",
sponsored by Swift &fromCo. TJ.andS.Philco
will broadcast
Naval Corp.,
Hospital at Great
Lakes,by111.,Procter
and "Glamour
Manor",
& Gamble ham
Co., sponsored
will
broadcast
from
BirmingGeneral
Hospital
inWJZSan
Fernando
Valley,
Calif.
The
Troop
is currentlyin onWashington,
tour of ArmyVictory
Navy hospitals
D. andC.
area.
WMCA Program
NEW YORK, New Jersey and Connecticut
GI's
in
Tokyo will be
heard masincelebrations
theirBerlin
ownon and
transcribed
WMCA NewChristYork
Christmas day 3:30-4:30 p.m. Titled
"Christmas
Overseas",
program
winds
upof thestation's
annual
visit to far corners
world
to deliver
from men
overseasChristmas
to their greetfamiliings
es in this
country.
New on WPAT
FIVE
new programs
to begin
on WPAT
Patersonscheduled
in January
are
"Student Jurymorrow",Trials",
"Citizens
of Toboth
teen-age
programs;
"Community shop
Sing of the Year","Columns
featurWrite",ing barber
round table quartets;
forum of newspaper
Pearson Period
WILLIAM H. WEINTRAUB, New
York, advertising agency for Lee
Hats, sponsors of Drew Pearson,
Sunday, 7-7:15 p.m. on American
raised the question that the sponsor had an option with the network for the first available time
opening up on Sunday evening.
But when sociation
Mayor
aswith theLaGuardia's
9:30 slot was
announced the agency questioned
the allotment of the time to another
sponsor. However, network pointed
out that commitment for the time
with the Mayor was made prior to
option contract on the Drew Pearson show. Lee Hats is still looking
for another time period.
G-M on 282
GENERAL MOTORS Corp., Detroit (institutional), Dec. 21 started This Land of Ours on 282 Mutual stations, Mon. and Fri. 1010:15 p.m. Agency is Kudner Agency Inc., New York.

GE VIDEO PRODUCER
STRESSES PLANNING
LARRY ALGEO, senior producer I
at General
television station, Electric's
WRGB Schenectady,
told
members of the American Television
Society
how
to
build
a
television show at a luncheon meeting
Wednesday at the 400 Club,
editors; "Lest We Forget", which will last
New
York.
originate
from
Paterson's
CommunityVeterans Service Center.
Preparation, he said, was the key
Army Recruiting
to good television production. To
the most out of television, a
PROGRAM urging men to enlist in the get
which he said was more
army, entitled
Peace,"21, medium
started
on WNEW"WeNewGuard
York theon Dec.
flexible
than the stage, less flexible
9-9:30tionp.m.
Broadcasts
are
inrecruiting
cooperawith
southern
New
York
than the motion pictures, a proand induction district of the Army.
ducer must carefully plan his show
Air Charades
well before the first camera rehearsal.
NEW QUIZ
for audiencestudios
particihas SHOW
started
Television producers, he said,
Winnipegpation and
is beingat CBC
aired weekly onin
moviemen heforsaid,
exCBC
Trans-Canada
network.
"Let's
Play may wellample.lookMotionto pictures,
Charades"
is
acted
out
by
the
orchestra
an-d with
sound-effects.
Audienceprizes
mem-in have developed to a high degree
the
bers
guess
name
and
receive
war saving
stamps. suggestions.
Listening audience
sends
in charade
Those perfection of cutting, lighting and
used
win
prizes
of
war saving certifi- pace, perfection which can be apcates.
plied also to television.
New MBS Series
RCA Raises Wages
NEW FUN-SHOW
series titled
"Smile
Time",
featuring
Steve Allen,
starts Wendell
on MutualNobleDec.and31 RCA VICTOR last week an
in quarter-hour Mon. -Fri. 1 :30-l :45 p.m. nounced a salary increase of 10%
spot.
Program asis part
one of network'sto bring
year- for the majority of its workers,
end
changes
improved
broadcasting offareplanto listeners.
and a new minimum wage. In
effective Dec. 15, apply to
Christmas Show
tedcreases,
all
|RCA Victor salaried employes
NBC
VIDEO
station.
WNBT
New
York,
presented special Christmas program to whom increases could be granted
Dec. 23ents".
titled
Pres- without wage negotiations. The
Program"Musical
featured Christmas
music,
ballet,firstfamous
ofclassical
theproduction
Nativity
minimum semi-monthly rate for
and
completepictures
television
all employes is now $50, and a 10%
of Prokofieff's "Peter and the Wolf".
increase has been granted to all
those earning up to and including
$378 monthly.
ELLIOTT TRAPPED
Kellogg Considers
WOR Newscaster Liberated
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek, Mich
By Stout-Footed Friend
is considering new net program for
through Kenyon & Eck
MELVIN ELLIOTT, WOR New placement,
hardt, New York. Firm is now
York ingnewscaster,
knew
the
meansponsoring
three others series.
of real frustration recently
when he heard substitutes for himOverseas Records
self on his own programs, pinch- GIs STATIONED overseas will receive
Yuletide with
recording
of voicesof ofWNEW
their
hitting because he was locked in families
compliments
his
apartment
York.
Titled
"Living
Christmas
the studios. and unable to reach New
Cards", discs after
will bebeing
sent played
to soldierson
Mr.cast isElliott,
first broad- immediately
Christmas Day on three special proat 7 a.m.whose
for Mentholatum
Participations
Co., discovered that he was locked JUICY
grams. GEMparticipation
ORANGESj sponsorship
New York, hasof
into his 56th Street, New York, started
& Dick",
weekdays
8:15 a.
apartment at 6:15 a.m. on Dec. 11, on"Dorothy
WOR
New
York
for
13
when he tried to leave for the sta- Hill Adv., New York. weeks through
tion. Repeated attempts to open
the door failed. Telephone calls to
the building superintendent and
locksmith failed. Even a climb up
a ladder on the terrace of his topfloor apartment leading to the roof
resulted in disappointment when a
trap
him. door — also locked — stopped
Mr. Elliott phoned the station
and a substitute was used on the
early broadcast and again at 10
a.m. on the Popular Home Products Inc. broadcast. Mr. Elliott
went back to bed in despair, but
woke up at 11 a.m. with an idea.
He telephoned a friend, Gil Kriegel,
announcer of WQXR New York.
Mr. Kriegel has strong feet. He
arrived at 11:15 a.m. and after
two healthy kicks from the outside,
the lock gave way and Mr. Elliott Joseph Hershey McGillvra Inc.
National Representatives
emerged, a free and grateful man.
BROADCASTING
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MESSAGE FROM HOME
WKY Sponsored Program Sends
■Voices OverseasCHRISTMAS
and ones
New atYear's
greetings from loved
home
are
being
recorded
for
Oklahoma's
servicemen overseas by WKY.
Plan
is a projectmandos
of WKY's
Women Com-by
program, sponsored
Oklahoma Natural Gas Co., and
directed and produced by Julie
Benell. Arrangements have been
made with military officials to have
the recordings flown to the men
overseas.
Families and friends of servicemen are invited weekly to the
broadcasts, to luncheon, and then
to record their messages. Expenses
are paid by Oklahoma Natural Gas
Co. As an added feature, Miss Benell will also play recordings from
servicemen to their families. The
Women Commandos program is
broadcast 15-minutes Monday-Friday, and will continue on the air
as Women's
time duties. World following war-

Response

to Sponsored

Greater
Than
SPONSORED
television
shows are
already beginning to win greater
audience response than sustaining features, Fran Harris, video
director
Ruthhauff &for Ryan,
Chicago, believes.
T el e v to
i s i ogive
n's
ability
visual dimension
to sound offers
unlimitedtunities foropporbetter
exploitation of
"hard - to - sell"
Miss Harris products, she declares, and cites
as an example a broadcast over
WBKB, Chicago television station,
for Acrobat Shoe Company, which
was presented directly to Chicago
schools.
"Here the audience was able to
see the features pointed out in the
announcements, and the ability to
REVOCATION ASKED give action to the product itself
said. particularly effective," she
FOR KABCS PERMIT was
Educational Field Open
PETITION asking the FCC to revoke its construction permit to
"A
field which should attract
KABC San Antonio and to prohibit
sponsors in the near future
Alamo Broadcasting Co., licensee, many
is
the
program, which
from using transmitting and other not onlyeducational
can be entertaining, but
equipment acquired from CIA, In- contribute information and culture.
dustrial de Mexico, S. A., former
"The widely accepted concept of
operator of XENT Nuevo Laredo, ideal
education— knowledge which
Mex., was filed last week with the an immature
absorbs almost
Commission by Norman Baker, unconsciously mind
close contact
former operator of KTNT Musca- with a mature from
one is being given
tine, Iowa, and president of the
practical application on many ChiMexican firm.
cago television shows, particularly
Mr. Baker, who served a term
presented by the Chicago
I following conviction on charges of those
Board
of Education.
[using the mails to defraud, asked
Such
as The Battle
the FCC to conduct hearings to de- of the programs
Books, Health Habits,
termine whether the Alamo comThe
Air
Age,
Fire
Prevention
pany acquired its transmitting
and other educational subjects
equipment "in a lawful and proper which
were presented by the Board
manner" and whether applicant of Education
all lend themselves
"disclosed all pertinent facts" to
the FCC in its application to op- to a variety of commercial uses.
erate with 50 kw on 680 kc [Broad"Insurance companies, food and
casting, May 1, 1944; July 17, drug
accounts have in television a
1944] ; that the hearings be con- great new field to teach safety,
ducted in Nuevo Laredo, Laredo, better living, better diet and a
multitude of other subjects which
Tex.,
Antonio
"or such toother
places San
as shall
be requisite
the need visual as well as oral interascertainment of all true and perpretation," she explained.
Miss Harris
said students who
' tinent facts."
The old Federal Radio Commis- view television programs are ension ordered KTNT off the air
thusiastic intheir response to this
some years ago after complaints
medium, and pointed out the
had been made that Mr. Baker was new
advantages of educating them as
using his station to promote a wage-earners of tomorrow to look
"cancer cure". He later was con- upon television as a practical mevicted in a Federal court in Ardium of advertising.
kansas on charge of using the
"A recent series of programs
mails to defraud. In his petition to produced
an experiment
comthe FCC, the former broadcaster
bined bothaseducation
and advertisalleged that an employe of XENT
ing,"
she
continued.
"Sponsored
sold the equipment to KABC with- the American Gear Co. basketballby
out his knowledge and that of ma- team, Chicago's representative in
jority stockhilders.
the National Basketball League, the
programs are presented in the
Larus Renews
interest of developing means for
LARUS
&
BROTHERS
Co.,
Richmond
better young Americans
(Chelsea and Edgeworth tobacco), Jan. creating
through
'8& renews
for 52Canadians"
weeks "Guyon Lombardo
channels. improved educational
His
Royal
167
ABC
stationswick & Legler,
Tues. 9-9:30
N. Y. p.m. Agency: War"All of the Chicago public
BROADCASTING
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to
schools 'Sustaining'
cooperate in the challenging adventure. The weekly telecasts
are prepared by different schools,
with teachers and students participating. The Admiral Radio Corp.
has also recognized the value of
television to introduce an item with
a wide price range.
At Own Expense
"Heretofore most commercial
AM stations have presented public
service programs at their own expense. This particular type of program has an even greater advan-

tage for commercial sponsorship in
television,"
Miss aHarris
She described
recent said.'
broadcast
of a demonstration of the Sister
Kenny method for treating infantile paralysis, And They Shall
Walk as a type of educational
program that attains its greatest
effectiveness through television.
"We at Ruthrauff & Ryan feel
that ingthemarkets
opportunities
expandas well asforeducating
great numbers nf people through
television
are time
unlimited,"
Harris. "The
is not toosaidfarMiss
off
when commercial sponsorship will
make notpossible
programs
whichlimited
canbe produced
on the
budgets of the television stations
themselves."

The C.E.l
P^

the nose"
"ofor
wa
n Economic
ThesCommittee
Development said that post-war employment
in the South Bend area would be
122% — as compared with 1940.
As this city swings into its mighty
job of turning out peace-time products
— to fill its tremendous backlogs of
orders — it's easy to see that the
C.E.D. was correct! Employment is
already hitting the level predicted,
and going UP.
The "Hooperating" of WSBT is figure
magic, too! It simply fascinates us —
so
like aeveryone
see much
it. Shallthatwe we'd
mail you
copy? to

COLUMBIA
NETWORK

SOUTH

BEND

960 KC
1000 WATTS
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an exchange of greetings between
members of the armed forces and
their families in this country.
NETS FEATURE HOLIDAY PROGRAMS
The speech of President Truman
Dec. national
24, 5-5:30Christmas
p.m., whentreehe onlights
Spirit of Thankfulness Marks First Peace
the
the
-Observance of Christmas
White House grounds, and that of
FIRST peacetime Christmas in featured on all networks and sta- King George VI to the British Emtions. Dickens' Scrooge will be porpire on Christmas day will be
five years will be observed by nettrayed by artists varying from broadcast to the world.
works and local stations by a domifamous
charnant mood of joy and thanksgiv- Lionel Barrymore's
acterization on the CBS Noxema
ing, although program schedules
Co. Mayor of the Town
will not differ in any marked de- Chemical
Pigeon's Progress
(Dec. 23) to the American Negro
gree from wartime observance.
SOMETHING NEW — or
players'
presentation
of
Spokesmen for networks and Theatre
somethingcations old
in communilocal New York stations report that Scrooge on WNEW New York
strolled— casually
into
23).
a definite increase in musical pro- (Dec.
Broadcasting's
Washington
Onetime commercial programs on
grams and domestic pickups this Christmas
office
last
Tuesday.
It
was
a
day will include Elgin
year denotes the only difference in
Western Union boy with a
Nationalvariety
Watch program
Co.'s annual
tworadio's peacetime observance of the hour
disinterested
pigeon
perched
holiday.
on CBS,
on his shoulder. As it was a
In contrast to famous choral titled Two Hours of Stars, featurcarrierbirdpigeon,
we asked theif
ingture
top-flight
radio
and
motion
picthe
was carrying
groups grams,
featured
on
special
proartists; Ronson Art Metal
Prudential Insurance Co., Works' half-hour
message or the messenger.
music
and
drasponsor of The Family Hour on
The explanation was simple,
program,firstChristmas
Musi-of
CBS, presented a 100-voice chorus cade onmaticCBS,
ifwalking
not enlightening,
in a series
$1,000,000 Pen Plan
up F Street,"Heandwasso
in special
Christannual broadcasts, and a special
REYNOLDS INTERNATIONAL of itsmasemployes
music
broadcast
on
Dec.
23,
was
I,
so he got on my
one-hour program of Christmas
Pen Co., New York (two year
WHN New York featured 500 music
shoulder." The pigeon had no
on
NBC
4-5
p.m.,
sponsored
pen), plans to allocate $1,000,000 and
comment.
Cummer Co. and Charles H.
for promotion in 1946 according to orphan children in a community by
Chemical Co., in place of
Chicago office of Maxon Inc., sing Dec. 22 from the Hotel Edi- Phillips
daytime
New York.wereTwobroadcast
children'son that time. serials usually heard at Gen. Collins Appointed
agency appointed to handle ac- holidayson,parties
count.
ABC on Dec. 21 and 22, from
Church services of all denomina- Army Information Head
tions will be broadcast, including LT. GEN. J. LAWTON COLLINS
KOOS Renovates
Hollywood and Washington, D. C.
STUDIOS
and
executive
offices
of
KOOS
special
masses and choirs, and the last week was appointed to succeed
The
Washington
program,
InternaCoos Bay, Ore., located in the Hall
Mutual broadcast of Pon- Maj. Gen. Alexander D. Surles as
Bldg., tionare underundergoing
complete
renovational Children's Christmas Party, annual tifical
direction
of
Hal
Shade,
High Mass from St. Pat- director of information for the War
is
an
annual
event.
manager.andIn office
addition
to plans
revamping
of
rick's
Cathedral, New York, on Dept. Gen. Surles, who has been
studios
space,
call
for
Dramatizations
of
the
Nativity
Christmas Eve.
enlarged
and
new
program
department.
director since August 1941, has
and Christmas portraits will be
New technical equipment is included.
Mutual inaugurated a new pro- been assigned to special duty with
gram idea Dec. 18 with a two-way the office of the Chief of Staff.
choral and greetings exchange beGen. Collins has served as Chief
tween members of the U. S. ConStaff of Army Ground Forces
gress and the British Parliament. of
since late August, after his return
from
ETO where he was comMilitary Pickups
Serving
mander of the 77th Corps throughthe invasion and the drive
GI pickups from overseas still acrossout the
Continent. He holds the
hold a prominent place in network Distinguished
Service Medal with
programs
this
year,
with
broadThe Third Largest Market
two Oak Leaf Clusters, Silver Star
casts
emphasizing
the
GIs'
manner
with
Oak
Leaf
Cluster, Legion of
of celebrating
the holiday
as mem- Merit, Bronze Star,
and English,
bers of the Army
of Occupation.
in the
On upDec.
NBC featured
pick- French and Russian decoration.
from 22,
a returning
troop aship.
Poll
ABC has pickups planned from THE U. S. isOpinion
overwhelmingly
opposed
Fourth Richest State
training according
to analy-by
Paris, Berlin, Munich, and Switzer- to military
sis
of
unsolicited
letter
received
land; Mutual is presenting a spe- "America's Townon Meeting"
this subject.following
George
cial broadcast from Tokyo Dec. 24 recent broadcast
Jr., moderator, reported that
•
with members of the 9th Division V.89%Denny
opposed
military
training.
Mail
inletter from high school and colparticipating in a dramatization of
lege cluded
students.
the Nativity story for their families at home, and including messages for the hope of peace by GenWCOL
erals Eisenhower, MacArthur and *****
McNarney, and Admiral Nimitz.
COLUMBUS
Mutual on Christmas will have
man-on-the-street interviews with
policemen, telephone operators, bus
In the old days they fired a
drivers, and others engaged in
The Listening Habit of Central Ohio
work that keeps them on the job
gun from The Citadel in
on the holiday. Another Mutual
Halifax,
the time. Nova Scotia, to tell
idea was the presentation of six
leading New York department
— •—
store Santas as guest contestants
Today
the population
listens
on
Helbros
WatchDec.Co.'s23. Quick as
Represented by
to CHNS
for the time.
a Flash
program
Standard Oil Co. (New Jersey)
NOTE: They Still Fire the Gun
THE HEADLEY-REED CO.
will sponsor an hour broadcast on
Keeping Up the Old Traditions!
Mutual Christmas day with a
70,000-mile radio and shortwave
Traditions,
MuchHowever,
Business.Don't Get
hookup between America and seven
overseas points, designed to bring
CHNS DOES— Try It.
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Mackay Proposes Press
Messages at Low Cost
A COMMUNICATIONS service to
supply U. S. news to the rest of
the world at the lowest costs in
communications history will be begun by Mackay Radio and Telegraphtained.
Co., if Mackay
FCC filed
approval
is obapplication
with the FCC last week to establish rates of approximately onethird cent per word on the new
service.
From Mackay's
transmitters
in New high-power
York and San
Francisco the company proposes
to blanket the world with U. S.
news for simultaneous reception at
authorized press receiving points.
Boostercific stations
Europe adequate
and Paareas wouldin insure
radio reception of American news
in remote countries at all times.

The

New

TEMCO
T'l

High

FM

Fidelity

Broadcast

TRANSMITTER

MODEL 250 BCF
88-108 MEGACYCLES
TEMCO proudly presents this outstanding achievement in FM engineering— the result of 10 years of pioneering in custom-built, superlative
communication equipment.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE TEMCO 250 BCF
♦ Normal rated output power 250 vanced concept which maintains a
watts. Maximum rated output
high degree of center frequency
stabilization without introduction
power 375 watts.
of distortion.
♦ Continuous monitoring of the carrier frequency by a center frePeak efficiency and great dequency deviation meter calibrated
pendability are obtained by the
directly in cycles.
use of new miniature V-H-F tubes
in
the
exciter.
♦ An exciter unit — heart of the
transmitter — characterized by tun• Improved design in the IPA and
ing simplicity accomplished by emeliminating
radiaploying only 4 stages to raise the PA stages
tion, feedback,
radio tank
frequency
primary oscillator frequency to the and high
voltage potentials from
carrier frequency.
the
frame.tank circuits and transmitter
• A new circuit of technically ad*A limited quantity of the TEMCO Model 250 BCF will be available for
January delivery. Orders will be filled in rotation as received. ACT NOW.
Place your order at once.
NOW ON DISPLAY FOR YOUR INSPECTION.
Phone or wire for an appointment.

RADIO COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
TRANSMITTER EQUIPMENT MFG. CO., INC.
345 Hudson Street, New York 14, N. Y.
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Spohsors

LOMA
LINDA FOOD
Arlington,
Cal. (Ruskets
breakfastCo.,food),
Jan. 7
starts sponsoring
"BurrlttperWheeler
Commentary",
three
times
week onby—
10 CBS Pacific stations. Packaged
Fletcher
WileyIs also
Productions,
quarterhour series
sponsored
twiceweekly
by
Wllco
Co.,
Los
Angeles
(Bif
insecticide,
Clearex glass),
on 52sameweeks.
station
list.
Contracts
are
for
Elwood J.bothRobinson
services
accounts.Adv., Los Angeles,
PARAMOUNT
PICTURES
Inc., schedHollywood,
Dec.
24
sponsoring
ule of 10 Hollywood.
spot starts
announcements
weekly
onweeks.
KMPC
Contract
is
for 52
Buchanan & Co., Los Angeles,
has account.
GRACE BROS., Santa Rosa, Cal. (G. B.
beer), Dec.
starts for 52 weeks
sponsoringfeaturing
weekly30 quarter-hour
program
Herb Caen,onchatter
SanKPO Francisco
Chronicle
columnist,
Francisco. Other West Coast radioSanis
planned.
Agency is Garfield & Guild,
San Francisco.
B. F. TRAPPEY'S
SONS,potatoes),
New YorkFeb.(de-5
hydrated sliced sweet
starts
sponsoring
twice-weekly
halfhour program
on
KHJ
Hollywood.
Contract is for 26 weeks. Samuel C. Croot
Co., New York, has account.
FREDERIC eight
W. ZIV
acquired
new Co.,localCincinnati,
sponsors has
for
transcribed
quarter-hour
series "Sincerely
Kenny
Baker."
EMERSON DRUG Co., Baltimore, sponsor of "Vox
Pop"program
on CBSMayfor1. Bromo
Seltzer,
will drop
Agenson,cy forNewEmerson
York. Drug is McCann-ErickFRANKLIN
RESEARCH
Co.,
Philadelphiaman & (waxes,
polishes),
has named
Chicago,
handleGoldaccount oGross,
f consumer
packageto division.
SUNSET OIL Co., Los Angeles (petroleum
products),
in
addition
to
"Raymond Swingand— Commentator"
on KECA
Hollywood
KFMB
San
Diego,
Dec.
13 startedon using
30 spot
announcements
weekly
KJBS
San
Francisco
and
KROW Oakland. Firm on Jan. 7 starts

^
sponsoring
Raymond
Swing Agency
five times
weekly on KEX Portland.
Hillman-Shane-Breyer,
Los Angeles. is
SEARS ROEBUCK & Co., Los Angeles
(institutional),
Dec.spot25 announcement
starts for 30
days
or moreon using
schedule
KECA
KHJ stations
KNX KFIto
KFWB
and
will
add
other
list.
Agency
is
The
Mayers
Co., Los
Angeles.
LOS
ANGELES
FEDERAL
SAVINGS
LOAN
ASSN.,
Los
Angeles,
In
a
10 day&
campaign
during
re-investment
period,
on Dec.ment27schedule
starts onvaried
KFACspotKHJannounceKFOX
KFVD.Angeles.
Agency is Darwin H. Clark Adv.,
Los
STEVE ecEDWARDS,
former
tor of Republic
Picturespublicity
Corp., Newdi-of
York, rhas
been
appointed
director
advertising
and publicity.
FLORENTINE GARDENS, Los Angeles
(night soring
club),five-weekly
on Dec. 19 started remote
sponbroadcast
ofrestaurant
Carlos quarter-hour
Molina
and orchestra wood.
from Contract
on
KECA
Hollyis forHollywood.
13 weeks. Agency
is Ted Factor Adv.,
LEKTROLITE Corp., New York (cigarette lighters),
Dec.on8 WBBM
startedChicago,
"John
Harrington—
Sports"
Saturday
5:15-5:30
p.m.
is Hirshon-Garfleld,
New (CST).
York. Agency
WILSON SPORTING
GOODS Co.,football
Chisponsored on
American
game cago,
between
Washington
Redskins
and Cleveland
Rams isplayed
CleveDec. 16.Chicago.
Agency
U. S. atAdvertisinglandCorp.,
ARMY
RECRUITING
SERVICE,
New
York,
Dec.Blue-Gray
29 will sponsor
ongame
Mutual
annual
football
Cramton
Bowl, Montgomery,
Ala. Play-byat
by-playHodges
description
will beSlater.
broadcast
Russ
and
Tom
is N. W. Ayer & Son, New York. Agency
VAN RAALTE Co., New York, sponsor
of "Breakfast
with Dorothy and
and Dick"
"Brunch
with
Dick"102
onand
WOR
Newnylons
York,InDorothy
hascontest
announced
winners
of
on programs to find name conducted
for new

this is

WOOD
20th YEAR

STATION
Chattanooga

CBS

PAUL H. RA YMER COMPANY
NA TIONAL REPRESENTA TIVES
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5,000 WATTS
DAY AND mGHT

Van
rish Raalte
& Co., nylons.
New York.Agency is Amos ParSEARS12 started
ROEBUCK
Co., Olean,
Dec.
sponsorship
for 52 N.weeksY..
of Martin
'
Agronsky,
American
co-operative show,Olean.
Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.
a.m.
on WHDL
Local stores8-8:15
of Sears
also
sponsor
show
on
WOLS
Florence.
S. C, and WGCM Gulfport, Miss.
LABICHE CLOTHING Store, New Orleans, Is sponsoring
tran"Easy Aces" quarter-hour
series five-weekly
on
WWL scribedNew
Washburn
Adv. Orleans. Agency is Mel
AGNEW-SURPASS
SHOE
STORES,
Brantford, Ont. (chain),
has appointed
Ronalds
Adv.,
Toronto,
to
handle
account.
REO MOTOR Co. of Canada, Toronto,
has
appointed
McKlm
Adv.,
Toronto,
as
agency.
KELLOGG Co. of Canada, London, Ont.
(cereals),MERS ashasadvertising
appointedandA. promotion
M. SUM- ,
manager.
Summers Windsor,
was formerly
Sterling Products,
Ont. with
HOME
(gasolineOILandDISTRIBUTORS,
startedVancouver
hockey
broadcasts
on oil),
CKMOhas Vancouver.
Accouver. count placed by MacLaren Adv., VanIMPERIAL
Co., Montreal,
has started TOBACCO
six daily announcements
five daysnadianweekly
onAgency
a number
of Castations.
Broadcasting, Montreal. is Whitehall
DAWES BLACK HORSE BREWERY,
Montreal,
has started "Singin'
Sam"
six
Agencydaysis weekly
Stevensonon & CJAD
Scott, Montreal.
Montreal.
N. W. HOPKINS,
director
of
public
lations for Continental Motors Corp.resince 1942,
has ofbeen
appointed Headvertising
the company.
formerly haddirector
been with
Campbell-Ewald
Co.
PRC PICTURES
Inc.,
New
York,
has
pointed Buchanan &campaign.
Co., New Company
York, ap-to
handle
advertising
country.
uses spot announcements throughout
JOSEPH
A.Cosmetiques,
DANILEK, former
manager
ofgeneral
Tussy manager
comptroller
and
of
Elizabeth
Arden,
and comptroller of Helena Rubenstein
Inc., aghas
been
appointed
sales
maner of Affiliated
New Home
York,
cosmetic
division Products,
of American
Products.
JACK SHAW, AAF veteran with 44
months'of service
who and
has handled
sportscasts
Portland
San forFrancisco
football
games
this
season
Associated
division
of
Tide
Water
Associated
Oil
Co., hasfor been
appointed
director Oil.of
publicity
Tide
Associated
He
will work
with Water
HAROLD
R. DEAL,
manager
of
advertising
and
sales
promotion.

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET
TorontoHalo(Palmolive
soap,renews
ColgateonCo..toothpaste,
shampoo),
Jan.
"Les
Joyeux
Troubadours"
onMon.-Fri.
5 CBC 1
French
network
stations
11:30 a.m.
-12
noon;
for
Cashmere
Bou-1
quet products
firm
renews
on Jan.
"La Mine
d'Or"Tues.
on 48:30-9
CBC p.m.
French
network
stations
Agency:
Spitzer & Mills, Toronto.
CARNATION Co., Toronto (Carnation
Milk), renews
7 for
year "ConHour" ononMon.29Jan.CBC
Dominion
worktentedstations
10-10:30
p.m.; netand
on
Jan.
1
renews
for
one
year "Le
Quart
d'Heure
de
Detente"
on
French network stations Tues.7 CBC
and
Thurs.
10:45-11 a.m. Agency: Baker
Adv., Toronto.
KRAFT
CHEESE Co., Toronto, Jan. 3
renews
to July
18 "Kraft network
Music Hall"
on 27 CBC
Thurs.Trans-Canada
9-9:30Co., p.m.
Agency:sta-J.
Walter tions
Thompson
Toronto.
LEVER BROS., Toronto (Lux), Dec. 31
renewsatre" ofor
one
year
"Lux Radionetwork
Then 25Mon.
CBC 9-10
Trans-Canada
stations
Agency: J.
Walter Thompson
Co.,p.m.
Toronto.
CAMPBELL
Co. Ltd.,
New year
Toronto, Jan.SOUP
1 renews
for one
"Jeunesse Doree" on 3 CBC French network
stations
Mon.-Fri.
12-12:15
p.m.
Agency:
Cockfield Brown & Co.. Toronto. BROS.,
LEVER
Toronto (Sunlight soap),
Jan.
1
renews
on 5 1:30CBC
French network "Tante
stationsLucy"
Mon.-Fri.
1:45 sonp.m.
Agency: J. Walter ThompCo.. Toronto.
LEVER BROS., Cambridge, Mass. (Rinso),
Jan. 1onrenews
for 52 weeks
'n' Andy"
NBC stations
Tues. "Amos
9-9:30
N.p.m.Y. (EST). Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan,
NATIONAL BISCUIT Co., New York,
Feb.News",
18 renews
"Rex Miller
—Mon.-Fri.
on4:15-4:30
39 for
Don 52p.m.
LeeweeksPacific
(PST). stations
Agency:
Botsford,
Francisco. Constantine & Gardner, San
PUREX Co., Los Angeles, Dec. 16 rewed for 52 Lee
weeksPacific
"Rex Miller
— News",
on 39 neDon
stations
Sun
9:15-9:30
p.m. (PST).
Agency: Foote.
Cone & Belding,
Los Angeles.
CANADIAN MARCONI Co., Montreal
(receivers^
tubes), Jan.
6 renews
"Star37 CBC
Trans-Canadadustand Serenade"
French onnetwork
stations
Sun.
7:30-8
p.m.
Agency:
Cockfield
Brown
&
Co.. Montreal. Net Change
BEKIN'S VAN & STORAGE Co., Los
Angeles,on Jan.
expands "Remember
Hour"
6 ABC 6 Cal.
to 10 Sun,
ABC
Pacific stations
and stations
shifts from
11:30-12 noon
4:30-5 p.m.
Agency:
Brooks(PST)
Adv.,toLosSun.Angeles.
Yankee Entertains
YANKEE Network
"Thanks
America"
program
entertained
300 tohospitalized
veterans Dec.
18 at Boston
Ad Club.
Party luncheon was held at Hotel Statler. Yankee
Cities"Dec. ap-22
before"Quiz
woundedof Two
veterans
at CamppearedEdwards,
Tax FreeCapeSetsCod.
BRITAIN'S
of the Hugh
Treasury
Chancellor ofSecretary
the Exchequer
Dalton, hassiblestated
he plans
to purchase
effect if poselimination
of
the
tax 1
on
radio
receiving
sets
intended
the blind. New 1946 sets rated at for15
pounds $14.or $60 have purchase tax
about

Renewal Accounts
J.Conn.B. (Williams
WILLIAMSshaving
Co., cream),
Glastonbury,
Jan. 6
renews
for
52
weeks
"William
L.network,
Shirer
and
the
News"
on
full
CBS
Sun. 5:45-6Co.,p.m.
Thompson
N. Y.Agency: J. Walter
EVERSHARP
Chicagofor (pens,
pencils), onJan. 2Inc.,
renews
52 weeks
"Maisie"
full
CBS
network,
Wed.
9:30-10 p.m. Agency: Biow Co., N. Y.
J(insulating
OHNS-MANVILLE
York
WFMJ
products),Corp.,
Dec. New
24 renews
for
5262 weeks
"Bill
Henry Mon.-Fri.
and the News"
on
CBS
stations,
8:55-9
N.p.m.Y. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co..
STERLING
DRUGJan.Inc.,
New forYork52
(Ironized Yeast),
1 renews
weeks work,"BigTues. 8-8:30
Town" p.m.
on Agency:
full CBSPedlar
net| The Rich Mahoning Valley2
& Ryan, N. Y.
KELLOGG
Co.,
Battle
Creek
(breakfast
food), Dec. 31 renews for 52 weeks
"Breakfast11:15-11:30
In Hollywood" on ABC,
Mon.-Fri.
yon
& Eckhardt, N. Y.a.m. Agency: Ken- Ohio's Third Market at less cost — affiliSEALTEST Inc., New York (milk, ice
ate of the American Network.
cream), Show"
Jan. 3 renews
for stations
52 weeks Thurs.
"Jack
Haley
on NBCAgency:
9:30-10
p.m.
(EST).
McKee
&
Albright, Philadelphia.
Ask HEADLEVREED
LEVERbuoyBROS.,
(Lifesoap), Jan.Cambridge,
3 renews forMass.52 weeks
"Bob Burns
Show", repeat
7:30-8 p.m. (EST),
with
Coast
p.m.
WFMJ
(PST). West
Agency:
Ruthrauff 6:30-7
& Ryan.
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO K
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ROBERT HAYDON JONES, partner and administrative head, Alley &
Richards
Co. Boston
honor guest
at agency's
RitzCarlton Hotel,
Boston.office,
Guestswasincluded
(1 to r):
Mr. Jones;party
A. N.in Armstrong Jr., WCOP Boston general manager; George Steffy, vice president, Yankee Network; Roy H. Marks, WEEI Boston local sales manager; Marjorie Carter, NBC Spot Sales; M. L. Tyler, New York
Herald-Tribune and WOR New York; Elmer Kettel, NBC Spot Sales.
Are U. S. Advertisers Ready
For
10,000,000 Customers?
that these appeals will have to be
By LEO M. FREMONT
changed because he himself has
MORE THAN 10,000,000 service- changed.
men and servicewomen are returnThe change will be temporary
ing to the These
ranks people
of thehavenation's
most; it may extend years for
consumers.
been for
the
has been wounded,
away from advertising, sales mes- or whomanhaswhobecome
emotionally unsages and radio commercials from stable.
Dne to five years. Few advertisers
Generally speaking, habits of the
nay recognize the fact that their average
returning veteran are
advertising can be doubly potent pretty much
the same. However,
if it falls in line with the thoughts
some interesting excepand desires of these 10,000,000 there tare
i
o
n
s
,
a
s
related
to advertising.
lew consumers.
In 1942 and 1943 there was a
When the soldier gets his disso-called "less
harge he's a "free" man. No sol- flood
brandsof ofthecigarettes
comingpopular"
to the
Idier will ever want to be "talked men
overseas.
Today,
the dislike
down" to. He won't want his think- for these brands is almost
uniing created for him; he'll want to
versal. There is a strong possibildo his own planning. Our commerity that this dislike will carry over
cials in radio must recognize the
civilian buying habits. But
inaturity which men have gained into
smart advertising copy should be
while in the Army.
able
to
cash in on the fact that
Be aware of the fact that "inthese
so-called
popular"
stinctive
desires"
in
the
average
brands were there "less
first when
they
veteran have not changed. He counted
most, without actually
still wants a home, a wife and a
saying
so.
family — he wants a steady job, a
car in the garage and as many of
That "Meat Product"
the comforts of life as he can obThen there is the case of a welltain. But he has been away from
these things for so long; he has „known meat product, which has
been under duress and strain; his become the soldier's word for all
emotions have run the gamut so similar meat products. It would be
unwise assumption on the part
often, that his response to "certain ofan the
packer to trade on the use
appeals" clearly points to the fact of its product
during the war by
the Army.
The soldier has gone without so
much, so often — that his sense of
preferring
things,
things
that thegive"better"
him more
for the
his
time, effort and money, will become
a partualsofstarthim.
When
these
individworking for a regular
salary again, they may become
budget-conscious — not budgeting
for necessities, but budgeting so
they can have more luxuries — combeen ever
looking
forwardtruthto.
Moreforts he'sthan
he wants
in advertising. He will demand
everything be served up to him
on an impartial platter. He is prejudiced against inferior products
he has seen and used in Europe,
plumbing,
'He shouldn't have cancelled his bad
to ours. The typewriters
veteran hasinferior
found
broadcast dver WFDF Flint"
IROADCASTING
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that
American-made
superior
in every way.products are
out toaccessories,
buy he'll
be When
lookingheforstarts
products,
etc., that were on the market when
he
left Advertising
home. But theyshould
won'tstep
all bein
there.
now and teach the veteran that the
new things developed by industry
and manufacturers during the war
years are actually better. He will
be definitely unfamiliar with the
new products that research has developed; he won't know that the
substitutes
his
money. now give him more for
Gadget Conscious
The Army, with its hundreds of
new time-saving gadgets, has
made the veteran gadget-conscious.
The walkie-talkie, wire and film recorders— many new ideas and new
ways of doing things have been developed in the automotive field, the
shoe
industry
— these
"new"explained
things
must be pointed
up and
to
him. more
He'll economical
be looking way.
for the
shorter,
It's no secret that 86% of the
money
to- soldiers
in theis
Europeanpaid
theater
of operations
sent back home, in the form of
War Bonds, allotments and insurance. The veteran has definitely become savings-conscious. There is a
tremendous opportunity here for
banks and savings institutions and
insurance companies.
Without exception, when it
comes to food and drink, the one
thing the American soldier has

LEO FREMONT joined the Army
in March 1942, when he left his job
as publicity
promotionNetwork,
director for the and
Arrowhead
Duluth (WEBC WMFG WHLB
WEAU). At 22 he was probably
one ofworkthepromotion
youngest
regionalin netmanagers
the
country. His last Army duty before
release last month was directing
program
department's
cial" section
of the Paris "commeroffice of
American Forces Network, promoting GI spot campaigns.
missed most overseas is milk. The
Army has provided ice cream of a
sort overseas in recent months,
but it's nothing to compare with
the rich American-made product.
All dairy products are on the veteran's list of things he wants. Good
advertising will pay off for the
smart dairyman.
The shedding of the uniform, be
it Army, Navy, Marine, Coast
Guard or Merchant sailor, will be
aof great
day inMenthe will
lives beof millions
veterans.
heading
for new suits, new shoes, white
shirts and colorful neckties. Servicewomen wil be spending millions
of dollars
refurnishing
robes. It all
points to their
more wardsales
for
stores
of
this
type
— and
cream of those sales will
fall theto
the advertiser who slants his copy
in the right direction.
The emphasis cannot be placed
(Continued on page 82)

winged

The further they fly,
the feebler they become
1 . . fifty miles may make
them strangers . . . close to
home
robust
and
welcome.they're
Radio has
its local
loyalties, too. People in Canton, Ohio listen more
to WHBC voice
. . . thisforarea's
signal ...
a strong,
friendly
yourclearest
sales story.
WHBC
can
help you tap this 286 million dollar market . . .
59th in U. S. metropolitan tabulations. Come in . . . WHBC, Canton calling . . . come in AND
SELL! Represented nationally
by BURN- SMITH CO.. Inc.
words

CANTON

MUTUAL NETWORK

1000 WATTS
FILL TIME

SINGLE STATION MARKET
IN THE 48 STATES !
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BALTIMORE'S

c

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
GEORGE H. ROEDER
JOHN ELMER
President
General Manager
FREE & PETERS, Inc.
Exclusive National Representati\

$650,000,000
In Annual Retail Sales
. . . within
mv/m con-of
tour! TheWLAW's
BUYING.5 HABITS
1,902,591 residents of Industrial
New England develop through
their LISTENING HABITS — and Station WLAW, serving this lucrative
market, is their guide to richer
living.
UJLfiUJ
LAWRENCE, MASS.
5000 WATTS 680 KC.
Basic Station American Broadcasting Co.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
WEED & CO.
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SOLLY ANNIVERSARY
KJR
Garden Expert Nears
Tube's
tron
Vital Cavity Magne
7,048th
Broadcast
History Described by Raytheon
CECIL
SOLLY,
British-born
DEVELOPMENT of the cavity
tity, but quality of the product. By
den expert, who conducts Sollygar-on
magnetron tube from a laboratory war's end more than half the mag- the Air
nights weekly on KJR
netrons produced in the world had Seattle, five
freak
to the
on Dec. 31 reaches his
of modern
radarmass-produced
was described heart
last lines.
come from Raytheon's assembly 7,048th sponsored broadcast in 16
week as war-time wraps were
of broadcasting.
Meanwhile, new developments in years
lifted from this hitherto "top se- radar
keeps him busy off the
called for variations in the airTheas job
cret" enterprise.
well as on, and he cites
tubes.
More
than
50
types
of
magThe agency principally responsiit: 22,233 requests
netrons are in use now. They range figures toforprove
ble for engineering
mass-progarden booklets offered
duction technique bythewhich
these from the smallest, weighing one received
on
his
broadcasts
; 16,089 letters revital tubes were supplied at a pace and a half pounds and delivering
ceived from listeners and person2,500 peak w at 2,500 volts, to the
with production
of
less
troubleally
read;
15,290
telephone
calls for
some radar parts was Raytheon biggest, weighing 14 pounds and
personally anManufacturing Co., Waltham, capable of delivering 1,500,000 w garden information
swered; 156throughout
gardenthelectures
de30,000 volts.
Mass.
livered
Northwest.
story. Last week Raytheon told the at War-time
uses of microwaves
Born
in
1896,
Mr.
Solly
worked
Early radar sets suffered a
being and
applied
to peace-time
largest
seedWar
houseI.
chronic weakness: the best tubes are
detection
direction
applica- with Carter's,before
World
tions. And Raytheon predicts that inAfterEngland,
then known were of insufficient
three
years
in
military
servother microstrength to produce the high fre- the magnetron
ice, including 11 months in the
wave types offerandpossibilities
for American
quencies which scientists knew
Expeditionary
Forces,
were needed to operate the sets useful devices undreamed-of so far. returned to Carter's, then came heto
with practical efficiency. What they
the U. S. in 1924. He worked with
wanted were tubes capable of gen- NEW PROGRAM USES Henderson Seed Co. in New York
erating and detecting radio energy RECORDER PICKUPS until 1929, when he went to Seat frequencies of 3,000 million
attle and opened his garden procycles. In 1940 British scientists at NEW TYPE of documentary news
gram. Each successive sponsor has
England's
U.
of
Birmingham
were
kept
the
show for more than two
program,
Hot
Off
the
Wire,
utilizbidden by the British Admiralty to
ing the war-born wire recorder, years. It is currently heard at
started Dec. 16, 10:45-11 p.m. 9:45 p.m. Monday through Friday.
devise
such
a
tube.
Before
year's
end they had succeeded; the cavity CST, on WBBM Chicago.
magnetron was at last a fact. Next
Prepared by WBBM special
Contempt Hearing
problem was how to build it in events department the show was
tested Dec. 8, using six separate JUSTICE PIERRE F. CASquantity.
wire-recorded
pickups.
Program
That
was the ofproblem
whichwhom
bepresiding in Superior
set researchers
Raytheon
featured interviews with a 105- GRAIN,in Montreal,
reserved judgthe company had meanwhile as- year-old former slave; member of Court ment
following
the hearing of a
signed to work with the radiation Dutch underground; Dutch Minis- motion to fine President
James C.
ter to U. S.; Santa Claus; Secre- Petrillo and the AFM for contempt
laboratory at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. By fall of 1941
taryson; aofnylon
Agriculture
Clinton
Anderof
court
for
alleged
violation
an
salesgirl, and Pauline interim injunction by placingof the
Raytheon
magnetrons per was
week making
and that17 quantity
Carbone, center of stormy British"unlove mixup. The record- Tic Toe Cafe,forMontreal,
only by day and night production. American
musicians.on the
Counsel
ed interviews consumed nearly for Ticfair list"
Seventeen per week were not
Toe
Cafe,
which
instituted
nine
minutes
of
program.
enough by thousands. In December
[BroadJim Hurlbut, special events chief the contempt Nov.proceedings
1941, the U. S. Navy allocated
26], also asked that
funds to Raytheon for a plant de- and writer of the show, said mem- Montreal casting,
Guild
of
Musicians,
affisigned to produce 100 tubes per
the staff
station's
liated with AFM, be fined for concialbers ofevents
will news
cover and
all speoutday. In May 1942 the company betempt.
Defense
counsel
contended
standing
news
events
in
Chicago
gan operations at the plant.
the Guild had not violated the inFrom the bright new factory 100 for program material.
terim injunction, that Mr. Petrillo
tubes emerged each day, each tube
and the AFM had not been sumrepresenting 100 man-hours of
moned to appear before the court
precision machine work, additional
and, in any event, were beyond the
hours of individual processing and
Raising a Calf
court's jurisdiction.
testing. It became plain that unless
HAL DAVIS, radio publicity
manufacturing techniques imdirector of Kenyon & Eckproved remarkably, magnetron
hardt, is mailing daily postRacket in Augusta
would become
the
tiny,
but
uncards to radio editors reWHILE GOING from house to
breakable bottleneck in the entire
porting on the progress of
house collecting funds which she
radar program.
Allen La Fever in lifting
claimed to be under the auspices
Phoebe the calf. Based on
It was Percy L. Spencer, then
of WGAC Augusta, a young
Raytheon's
director
of
research,
the
old
saw,
"If
you
lift
a
woman
was arrested last week for
who developed a mass production
calf every day you will be
system which eliminated precision
obtaining money under false preable
to
lift
a
cow,"
the
17tenses. The 21-year-old
told
tool work and almost overnight exyear-old farm boy lifts
housewives
she was woman
collecting
panded plant capacity from 100 to
Phoebe every day, on Saturfunds
for
the
station
to
give
to
an
more than 1,000 daily. The new
days doing audience
the liftingatbefore
the studio
CBS
process was called lamination.
Augusta
widow
"in
urgent
need
broacast of County Fair
of
money." andOne called
housewife
Machines now stamped the consuspicious
J. B. became
Fuqua,
sponsored by Borden Co.,
s' out of thinandsheets
station manager, who sent police to
whose agency is K. & E.
copper, thenfigurationstacked
brazedof
the
block
in
which
the
woman
was
Stunt
is
in
its
third
month
the stampings to form a solid mass.
and as of last week Allen,
operating
her racket.
She has been
The process of making the magnereleased
under
bond.
who
weighs
150
pounds,
was
tron body had become automatic.
still getting Phoebe off the
Assembly lines were installed so
ground despite her increased
that two operators now did the
REGULAR
broadcast
of "America's
poundage from 75 to 163.
Town
on onAmerican
on Dec.
work that 15 had done. Automatic
27 will Meeting"
be General
telecastElectric
WRGB Schenectady,
processes improved not only quanwhere program
will originatevideothatstation,
night.
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FOR
IN

YOUR
AUSTIN

with

BUSINESS
.

KNOW

With reconversion and labor problems
becoming important factors in your business expansion plans, it will be well worthwhile to look to progressive Austin, where
post-war business already has the green
light all the way.
The Committee for Economic Development report on war production centers,
dated October 6th, indicates that Austin
has reconversion well under way, with little or no major unemployment problems,
and labor trouble at a minimum. The state

RADIO
STATION

m

.

for Sales Results

capitol and diversified industries bring the
average per-family income in Austin well
above that of the rest of the United States.
This means your business will find a thriving market here.
To sell this market, KNOW has the
"Know How." Hooperatings for KNOW —
the oldest, best established station — show
it leading Austin's other station by a wide
margin at every period, day or night.
In your future expansion plans, go forward— with Austin and KNOW.

We will be glad to send you complete information on the j
Austin Market and our brochure, "The Austin, Texas *
Area," at your request.
AMERICAN,

KNOW
New York
ROADCASTING

STATE

MUTUAL

NETWORKS

WEED & CO., Representatives
Boston . . . Chicago . . . Detroit . . . Hollywood
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AND

TEXAS

STATION
San Francisco
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Hope, McGee, Skelton
Lead Hooper Ratings
BOB HOPE, with a rating of 34.0;
Fibber McGee & Molly, with 28.3,
and Red Skelton, with 24.8, are the
top three programs as far as audience goes, according to the Dec. 15
report workof evening
C. E.commercials.
Hooper Inc. Skelton
on netrating, computed as it is broadcast
too late for a telephone check in
the East, is in the nature of a welcome home from military service
and may not indicate the standing
of his program a few months hence.
Average evening audience rating
v/as 10.1, a gain of 0.7 from the
Nov. 30 report, a gain of 0.3 from
Dec. 15, 1944. Average evening
sets-in-use was 31.9, up 2.2 from
the last report, up 1.4 from a year
ago. Average available audience
was 80.1, up 0.9 from the last
report, up 1.0 from a year ago.
First ABS program to receive a
Hooper rating was Adam Hats
Fight of the Week, which rated
2.2.
After Hope, Fibber and Skelton,
top rating programs were: Charlie
McCarthy, 24.7; Jack Benny, 24.4;
Screen Guild Players, 24.2; Radio
Theatre, 22.8; Walter Winchell,
22.0; Mr. District Attorney, 21.8;
Fred Allen, 21.5; Eddie Cantor,
19.9; Take It or Leave It, 19.0;
Truth or Consequences, 18.7 ; Abbott and Costello, 18.5; Amos V
Andy, 18.4.

Spindle Eye, 10 kw Radio Ship, Serves
Army as Roving Communications Center
At present, the ship is
"SPINDLE EYE", 10 kw radio facilities.
Hokaido covering Christmas
ship, is performing yeoman service at
activities
of occupation troops
as the Army'smunicationsroving
com- there.
center off radio
the Japanese Islands and the China Coast.
The Spindle Eye will be in Tokyo
Just returned from a test trip on Harbor
for the January war crimes
the Spindle Eye, Lt. Col. Jack trials. At all times she will be
Harris, radio public relations chief standing by to go to any spot in
for Gen. castiMacArthur,
Broad-of the Pacific where needed.
ng last week of thetoldsuccess
Has Two Studios
the
ship, from
whose three
signal plus
has been
re- ' The ship has two studios, one for
ceiving
to four
other for aboard,
recordplus ratings. "On one of our tests broadcasting,
ing. There are the
six recorders
from
Col. Harris
wire, two film, two acetate, one
"RCA Korea,"
in San Francisco
said said,
the two
which has gyroscopic equipment
signal was good enough for a five ofdesigned
especially for recording
plusTherating."
Five
is
studio
quality.
ship was planned originally during heavy seas.
as the master control for coverage
Equipped
mission andfor
for both
filing voice
press transcopy,
of the invasion of Japan, replacing
the Spindle Eye can file a record
the Apache munas
the
Army's
com300 words a minute. Hal Boyle, AP
ications ship.
correspondent, now in Japan, writunder MacArthur's
GHQOperated
Public Relations
and serviced
ing mateon the
ship,andcalled
the ultiin press
radioit facilities
by a Signal
der Capt. Corps
Phillipdetachment
Finney, unthe for news coverage.
The ship is also doing hundreds
Spindle Eye, while in Tokyo Harbor picks up the signal from Radio
recordings, accordTokyo and beams it back to the of "hometown"
to Col. Harris. Format of the
States. First Lt. Sheldon Weaver, disc inghas
now changed to include
ofneer.WSM Nashville, is chief engi- entertainment, such as music and
talent, as well as regional group
interviews. They will be only on
Tests
tral and were
South made
Chinaalong
CoasttheandCen-off request.
Stations desiring recordKorea, sections that are potential
ings may send requests to the Ranews spots, and which are not
dio
Branch,
lations, WarBureau
Dept. of Public Reequipped with other radio or press
Capt.merly withLansing
Lindquist,N. forWSYR Syracuse,
Y.,
has replaced Col. Harris as radio
public relations chief in Japan.
Col. Harris, prior to entering the
Army, was director of news and
special events at WSM Nashville.

ecUonL

From the only
station that can
oj//

g've you complete
coverage
of the
HUDSON
CIRCLE

50,000 watts

2 3 years of service

Represented nationally lll|"Y SCHENECTADY,
b.y NBC Spot Sales J J ^1 | GENERAL %
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Letter to the Editor
EDITOR, Broadcasting: ,
May I once more ask space to
bring to the attention of every
broadcasting station and official
the fact that today as never before
they MUST stand together, they
MUST work for the common good
of the public, and they MUST not
let fascist-thinking congressmen,
orwithanygovernment
others, try to throttle radio
form of censorship.ownership or any
Radio in North America is being
conducted in an excellent fashion
generally
as a means
of spreading ideas,and,both
educational
and
entertaining, stands foremost
among methods of communication.
It is rabid congressmen like
Cannon and some others who are
ever on the alert to change not
only radio, but other forms of
American industry and institu
tions to conform more closely to
some foreign government.
level-headed,
business
manA insane,
a city
or small town,
who
is a respected citizen, a law abiding
man, may open a radio station, or|
buy a station, only with the thought!
in mind always, that the govern-|
ment will not give him a license
longer than one or two years. He
may tie up fifty, a hundred,
two hundred thousand dollars
a radio station, but he still has no
assurance that he will be licensed
longer than the one, or two years
No matter how honestly, how sin
cerely he managed his station, oi
how dear to the listeners heart hi;
station is, he still is afraid to
make too great investment because
he is afraid that he will make
some little slip up, or mistake
that will cost him his license. Tht
very least the FCC can do is t<
license radio stations for at leasl
five years, and if, in the mean
time, that station has knowinglj
or willingly violated some rules o
the commission, then force 3 Oi
sale,
license. or refuse him a furthethl
Most certainly a radio statioi
is no more or less than a news
paper of the air, and so far
cluttering the air with beer an<
pill advertisements as Brothe
Cannon has said, the radio cer
tainly
should have the same righ
as a newspaper.

KOBAK RIBBED
MBS
— Employes
President 'Surprise'
With Song—
WHEN MBS President Edgar Kobak, in rectors
Chicago
a boarda dinner
of dimeeting, for
attended
of the network's
staff
he
got
an
expected surprise and showed un-he
appreciates a joke as well as the
next person. Some MBS employes
at one end of a long table were indulging in a bit of harmony and
Mr. Kobak heard only the word
"Mutual" in the song. When the
The greater majority of radi
vocalists obliged with full-throated station
owners and managers ar
three-part
heard: harmony, this is what he inherently honest. They want
cater to the public and give publi
M is for the money that they don't service. ... If many of our repre
UT isispay
for the
the tiring
usual hours
bunk we're
fed. will
sentatives
members
C'ongres "S
spend andmore
time oftrying
for
each day.
U is for the same old thing we said "actually" serve their constituent: Srt
instead
of
running
around
A is for the — 's that we work for
L Put
is forthem
the place
we'll go they
some spell
day country and visiting foreign coun p
all together
. . . MUTUAL.
tries, to bring back
that ai
and "isms"
un-Americai
The U.bestS. damned
network in the un-democratic
A.
we would all be better off by far.
Manager,
N. L. Royster,
The sang was an off-the-elbow
improvisation by Marie Karlstrom,
sales department, and Jean Scor- Florence, S. C. Station WOLS.
sone, MBS promotion artist.
Dec. 7, 1945.
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T-H-S Radio

Party in Chicago

ONE OF the year's
parties intheir
Chicago
was managers
given by TaylorHowe-Snowden
Radiolargest
Sales radio
to introduce
stations
to the
Chicago radio industry. More than 550 invitations were issued; more
than 700 persons attended. Party was at Drake Hotel.

IN THIS GROUP are (1 to r) Raymond Hollingsworth, manager of
KGNC Amarillo; Elaine Miller, Grant Advertising, Chicago; Tom Peterson, manager, Taylor-Howe-Snowden Radio Sales, Chicago; Dale Miller,
account executive, Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago.

GUESTS at the party included
(1 to r) Rudi Neubauer, network
salesman, NBC Chicago; Margaret
tVylie, timebuyer, J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago; George Johnson,
i (manager of KTSA San Antonio.

Join WPIK
STAFF additions to WPIK Alexandria, Va., new daytime local
operating on 730 kc [Broadcasting, Nov. 26] include Announcers
Norman Wess, from WMAL Washington, and Charles Warren, from
WOL Washington; Herbert DuBarry, music librarian and staff
musician, from WTOP Washington; Jerry Baker, traffic manager,
Army veteran; Fran Owen, morning man, formerly with W3XO,
Washington FM station now
owned by WINX, and Libby
Lingo, director of publicity, formerly with advertising department of S. Kann's Sons, Washington department store. Studio technicians are Herbert Taylor and
Ray C. Peterson, both service veterans. Transmitter engineers are
Arnold Haun, veteran, and Kenneth F. Immel, formerly with
TWA. Bill Smaz, previously with
WRC
Washington, is supervisor
of technicians.

CJAD Carries CBS
CJAD Montreal, which began
broadcasting Dec. 8, is now carrying a number of CBS English-lanTree Lighting
guage network shows, including RE-LIGHTING
Dec.
of world'sin largest
Christmas
tree
was 21described,
broad], several formerly carried only by
castciscooriginating
fromcarried
KSFOon SanABS Franstudios
and
staI Montreal's CBS outlet CKAC.
t
i
o
n
s
,
a
s
well
as
AFRS
stations
overseas. Program
also towasMexico,
released
via
ICJAD, however, has not been per- shortwave
facilities
Central
Imitted a CBS franchise [Broad- America, South America and CaribDescriptive
narrative
about
r casting, Dec. 17] following decision the 364bean area.
tree ofwhich
waswas336written
years
at thefootbirth
Christ,
I of CBC governors not to give any old
by
Norman
Kramer
of
KSFO.
Austin
[more U. S. network affiliations to Fenger, station news editor and direcindependent stations. It is undertor of special events, was narrator.
ADV.,bonus
New York,
declared
Istood CJAD is now carrying CBS aFEDERAL
Christmas
for
allhas personnel
with company
prior recently
to Nov.
15, 1945.
programs
as English-language
out- Military
personnel
returned
et for CKAC,
which primarily
bonus. service also have been given full
arries French-language programs. from
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Reece Bill
(Continued from page 2U)
THE WSAM TRIPLE
elude specifically the definition of
"labeling" as it now appears in the MARKET WILL AGAIN
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. At
present
amendmenttheto 1938
the FTCWheeler-Lea
Act says
that the Commission does not have
jurisdiction over labeling, but does
not specifically define the word.
IN '46
While the food, drug, and cos- BE TOPS
metic industries all have an interest in the "dual jurisdiction" problem, it is the proprietary drug industry which is primarily concerned with it. Shortly after the
enactment of the 1938 Food, Drug,
and Cosmetic Act, the FDA issued
a list of "suggested" warning
statements which it required proConcluding a merry, prosperous
prietary drug manufacturers to
use.
Christmas trading season, WSAM
looks forward to even greater prosSometime later, the FTC began
throughout its workers
tri-city area
ordering proprietary
drug manu-in
1946. perity
Thousands
perma-in
facturers to include warnings
nently
located and ofgainfully
employtheir advertisements — or as an
ed will be in WSAM's triple market
alternative to include the warnings
—Saginaw,
Bay your
City,advertising
Midland.
They'll all hear
on their labels. If they included the
warnings on their labels, they
messagenant radiothrough
voice— the
WSAM.area's domiwould not have to put them in advertisements, but would have to
NORTHEASTERN
MICHIGAN'S ONLY
say in all advertisements — radio
NBC STATION
as well as printed — "Caution: Use
only asIndirect
directed".Regulation?
Proprietary drug lawyers charge
SAGINAW BROADCASTING COMPANY
that this is an indirect way of reg610 Eddy Bldg. Saginaw, Michigan
ulating labeling via advertising.
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVE—
They point out that no advertiser
HEADLEY-REED
CO.
will buy tential
time consumers
or space
to
warn
poagainst use of
his product
certain
circum-is
stances andunder
that the
consumer
adequately
protected
if
the
CUT THE COST OF
ing is placed on the label. Forwarnthis
reason,tend,proprietary
drug faced
men with
conadvertisers, when
HANDLING YOUR
the alternative of putting warnings
in ads or labels, choose the latter.
Proprietary men also claim the
PREMIUM RECommission in some instances is
insisting on warnings which are
SPONSE AS MUCH
different from those which the
Food and Drug Administration reAS ONE THIRD!
quires. A number of prominent radio advertisers — Bromo-Seltzer,
Write and tell us how many
Stanback, B-C, and Miles — are currently engaged in a series of cases
premiums you expect to send
with FTC involving the Commission's insistence
that warnings
the firms they
add
out by the end of your camthree words
to the
paign, what your premium is
now have on their labels — warnand whether you make a
ings which apparently have at least
charge to the consumer for it.
the tacit approval of FDA.
We can then tell you by how
much your costs can be cut,
British PoU
and it won't cost you a cent
A POLL by Dr. George Gallup of
to find out!
British listeners found that 40%
of the listeners were entirely satisOur plan calls for the cofied with the BBC or governmentowned system of broadcasting. Of
operation ofyour present ful44% complainants, 12% commented
fillment house, so please do
on dullness and poor quality; 11%
not delay in telling us about
said system was "too highbrow"
and 9% said "not highbrow
your problems.
enough". Of those questioned 16%
said they either do not listen to the
NAMES UNLIMITED, INC.
radio or do not own sets.
75 E. Wacker Dr.
25 W. 45 Street
Chicago 1, III.
CBS EMPLOYES last week received a New York 19
Christmas bonus of one week's pay.
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Veterans Complete

Announcing

Course

T

DON'
BE

FOOLISH
ABOUT

WISDOM

(Ky ^

eral manager; Vernon Gaskins (ex-Coast Guard)
Arthur Edes, class instructor; Harold Broder (exNavy) ; Bernard Reinherz (Army) ; Joseph Garland
^ed settle^-JgS
(Army) ; Robert Schneider (Army) ; John FarrelH
Kentucky.
£
r9 reallyte
(Army).
now class
seeking
for thehospitals
graduates, whoWEEI
enteredis the
fromjobsmilitary
^antisWAVbB more
in
the
Greater
Boston
area.
All
are
New
Englandersi
ing Area,vrhere nthefar.
except Mr. Schneider, of Brooklyn; Mr. Gaskins,
buying power than Kentttcky
of Clarksburg, W. Va., and Mr. Winter, of Minneapolis. Station plans another class soon.
flung
rema.nd^^^
combined.
A
part of
nician Stewart C. Parsons, engiwithout P»^e9!a"J
tUat almost
neer of WMBH Joplin, Mo. and
Wisdom: In
KTUL
Tulsa. All have had over
20 months overseas.
prove he'8 smart.
Gen. Thompson
Urges AFRS
Col. Brisson Released
L0UISVIL^S-^
Continuation Overseas, in U.S. LT. COL. FREDERICK BRISSON
head of the Army Air Forces Office;
RETENTION of Armed Forces Ra- is also providing 151 radio shows of Radio Production, has been reto more than 200 broadcast
leased from service after four
dio Service facilities by the govern- weekly
ment was advocated by Brig. Gen. stations outlets. An average of years with the AAF. He has also
been
serving
staff of General
130,000
copies
of
AFRS
producPaul W. mationThompson,
chief
of
Infortions are flown overseas each of the Army onH. the
and Education Division of
H. Arnoldfollowing
at headmonth.
ASF, European Theater.
quarters,
Washington,
Included in forward plans of tour of duty in ETO. Col. Brissona „
Gen. Thompson, recently in
Hollywood for inspection of AFRS AFRS are war casualties in hospi- was recently decorated with the
operations, pointed out that this
tals in United States. A "bedside Legion of Merit for outstanding
service will play an important part network"tenerswill
the AAF. He returns
provide programs
hospital liswith AFRS
by serviceto with
his home in Beverly Hills,
in the education program for occu- means of sound
systems run on a soon
pation forces around the world and daily broadcast schedule
Cal.,
to
resume
activities in the
Well motion picture industry.
especially for the peoples of Eu- over 100 hospitals in thebasis.
rope.
U. S. are
now receiving pressings of AFRS
Comdr. Smith Returns
High Standards
COMDR. C. ALPHONSO SMITH,
a weekly
basis equivHe stated that AFRS network programs
alent to 17 onhours
of transcribed
en- assistant information director at
operation in Europe has maintertainment for each 7 days.
FCC in 1937-38, has returned to
the highest standards
raEquipment,
coordina-of States on temporary <duty at Navy
dio tainedentertainment
during theof war
tion with the designed
Surgeon inGeneral
Dept.
five years active duty ?«
and was a major factor in main- the Army, will enable bedridden lis- in WestafterIndies
Pacific.
taining morale of the American solteners to select four separate types He expects shortlyandtoSouth
be placed on fi
dier
overseas.
"It
is
imperative
that
of
programs
continuously
from
spethis service and the same high
inactive list. Comdr. Smith's last )»
cial listening devices, ranging from foreign
standard be continued at least dur- "hushatone"
assignment was as comreceivers that lie flat
ing the occupation period because against pillows,
vance manding
Base, officer
Fiji.of U. S. Naval Adto familiar dial
of the tremendous part it plays tone apparatus. These
installations
both in education and entertain- are now underway.
Bronze Star to Fogel
* * *
ment of our men away from home
LT. COL. IRVING FOGEL, re
and
for the emphasized.
European people," Gen.
Five Leave WVTM
cently
releasedandfromEducation
radio branch
Thompson
Information
Di pi
Simultaneously with statement FIVE HIGH point men left WVTM vision
Allied
Forces
Headquarters
Manila
and
the
Army
last
week.
of Gen. Thompson, it was revealed
that the Army and Navy through S/Sgts. Ray Carroll, Merle Sinders and Headquarters Mediterranear
efforts of Maj. Martin H. Work, and Sgt. Jerry Kaufherr are vet- Theatre,
and has been awarded tht inn
all three having Bronze Star for meritorious
Commandant,
provided
suffi- served eransatof AFRS,
AFRS stations of the achievement in connection witl
cient funds for have
expansion
of AFRS
activity at full quota indefinitely. "Jungle Network" in New Guinea. military operations. Col. Fogel i; KM
In addition to AFRS Los Angeles Sgt. Carroll was formerly an- co-owner of Technical Research 0: ^
America, firm specializing in tran
with WIP Philadelphia scriptions
headquarters employing approxi- and WHOPnouncerHopkinsville,
and record playing equip ^
Ky. Sgt.
mately 300 military and civilian
personnel, shortwave offices in New Sinders was WVTM's chief engi- ment in United States and Europe
York and San Francisco will conneer. Sgt. Kaufherr was anGamble Is Honored
nouncer with WGN Chicago and TED R. GAMBLE,
in daily operation, with
director
ihi8 LAIR nearly tinue
War
Finance
Divisionnational
of Treasury
Depto
1500 hours of news, special KBUR Burlington, la.
been awarded
The
Poor Bichan
Other two released are Sgt. has
events
and
sportscasts
a
week
now
Club's
Gold
Medal
of
Achievement
Y
AN
MP
CO
W
to Roger
W. Clipp,FhUadel
presifo
being beamed via 20 shortwave James G. Hughes, former General 1945,
dent according
of the club
and WFIL
REPRESENTING LEADING RADIO STATIONS transmitters. AFRS headquarters Electric Co. employe; and TechROADCASTING
• Telecaitin
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phia.
GRADUATES of WEEI Boston's first announcers
class for veterans, fifth in a series of announcers
classes conducted by WEEI [Broadcasting, Dec. 3],
are pictured with station executives and class directors: (1 to r) James Bronssdon (ex-Navy); Leroy
Wires (ex-Navy) ; Paul Winter (ex-Coast Guard) ;
Guy Aylward (ex-AAF Cadet) ; Fred Garrigus,
WEEI director of veterans affairs; Charles Wilson
(Army Engineers) ; Harold E. Fellows, WEEI genOn the Service Front

WK MO

Is Winner

'In CBS Promotion
KTSA and WREC Runnersup
In Awards to Affiliates
WINNERS of CBS $25,000 affiliate station promotion contest which
began Sept. 16 and ended Nov. 17
| were
last director
week byof
Thomasannounced
D. Connolly,
CBS program promotion. WKMO
awardedpromo$10,j.j'Kokomo,
000 for. theInd.,bestwasall-round
jltion. For second best, KTSA San
JjAntonio received $5,000. WREC
Memphis got $2,000 for third.
Other winners each of which received $1,000 were: WTAG Worcester, best use of guest-critic recordings; WHUB Cookeville, Tenn.,
best use of star recordings ; KTUC
Tucson, best use of local announcements; WDNC Durham, N. C, best
use of newspaper advertising;
WJR Detroit, best use of posters;
WGAR Cleveland, best use of carcards; WWL New Orleans, best
use of billboards, and WREC
Memphis,
best use of movie trailers.
Special Citations
Special commendations, without
cash awards, in the all-round classification were voted to WGAR and
WWL, both of which won cash
prizes in other categories.
1 Contest judges were Robert Col] lins, N. W. Ayer & Son, chairman ;
j Linnea Nelson, J. Walter Thompson
rijbo., vice chairman; Frank Silver1 hail, BBDO; Carlos A. Franco,
lYoung & &Rubicam;
C. T.Buckley,
Ayres,
fr Ruthrauff
Ryan; Robert
;^ Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample; William Dekker, McCann-Erickson;
John Hymes, Biow Co.; Leonard
T. Bush, Compton Adv., and Francis Barton, Benton & Bowles.

make WMAM the only
audible station during many
SOME of the approximately 3,000 gifts distributed last Saturday to about
1,000Zella
dependent
orphans
wards at a are
children's
by
Drake children,
Harper and
WIBGandPhiladelphia
picturedpartyabovegivenin
WIBG's colorfully decorated show-window studio. Listeners to Zella
Drake and
Harper's
WIBGcarols
programs
contributed
the gifts.
show,
Christmas
were part
of the annual
party.Movies, a stage

Publisher's WSRR
Ownership
Given Official FCC Approval
OWNERSHIP of the only station
Population of Stamford is larger than the 25,000 or less communin a city by does
the community's
only
ity. Figures in 1940 placed it at
newspaper
not necessarily
constitute concentration of control 61,215 and of the retail trading
of news disseminating media, the zone at 112,000. Mr. Gillespie presented data showing, however, that
FCC held, in effect, last week by
newspapers had a larger
granting voluntary assignment of outside
circulation
Stamford than the
WSRR Stamford, Conn., by Ste- Advocate andin that
New York staphen Rich Rintoul to Western
Connecticut Broadcasting Co. Price ford. tions have wide audiences in Stamwas $161,000.
The case aroused widespread interest in both the radio and news- Berk Is Appointed VP
paper fields, in that the Commission's decision was expected to set By Foote, Cone, Belding
a precedent for similar future COL. HARRY A. BERK, on termicases [Broadcasting, Oct. 15].
nal leave from the Army and formerly assistant to the chief of the
Kingsley A. Gillespie, 14% owner
redistribution division of the WPB
and publisher
of
the
Stamford
Advocate, is 51% owner of WSRR. and president of Harry A. Berk
New York, advertising and
Richards Is Chairman The Commission's vote was 6-1, Inc.,
Commissioner C. J. Durr dissent- public relations firm which will be
dissolved early next year, has been
]]FLETCHER D. RICHARDS, presiing.
The
Gillespie
family
owns
the
dent of Campbell-Ewald Agency, Advocate.
appointed vice president in charge
rjjNew York, has been named chairDuring hearings on the proposed of the new international division of
3 man of the Advertising Agencies assignment
Cone & Belding.
in early October, Mr. Foote,
Plans for entry of agency into
'j dancer
Division Center
in the $4,000,000
Memorial Gillespie testified that eventually international
Fund Campaign.
field were
resign as business man- announced lastadvertising
The Center is to provide an inte- he would
week. First overto devote
rated "university" for cancer fulltimeager oftothethenewspaper
seas office will be opened in Lonstation. He told the
caching and research on an in- FCC that the newspaper
don, with all European operations
and sta- directed
;ernational level. Mr. Richards'
from there. Col. Berk will
tion
would
be
operated
as
separate
\rst task is to organize soliciting
competitive entities, that the make his headquarters in the agen)f funds from members of the ad- and
cy's
New
York office,
station
would
not
depend
on
the
,' irertising profession.
between
officestravelling
in this
newspaper for local news coverage frequently
and that advertisers would not be country and overseas.
Back at KFRC
sold space and time in combinaWooding Joins L & M
PARKERhasGAYMAN,
released
from the tion.
EDMUND WOODING, former associate
Army,
the announcing
itaff of KFRCrejoined
San Francisco.
director
withjoined
J. M.theMathes
Co.,
Action of the Commission major- copy
York, &hasMitchell,
copy staff
ity bore out the philosophy of FCC ofNewLennen
Humburg Is Father
New York.
James Pettigrew
U3MAND
HUMBURG,
technician
of
Chairman
Paul
A.
Porter,
exXFRC San Francisco, Is father of a girl.
pressed in October before the JAMES forPETTIGREW,
Wireless,56,diedpurchasing
Acme Places
House Appropriations subcommit- agent
at his homePress
in Massapequa,
L. I.Dec. 18
\CME
BREWING
Co.,
San
Francisco,
tee
[Broadcasting,
Dec.
3],
when
DePalma
to Lewin
ias started sponsorship of Darrell Don- he said: "It seems to me . . . when A. PAUL DE PALMA,
lell's caquarter-hour
news- a radio station in a community, Atherton & Currier, Newformerly
KFRC Agency
San thrice-weekly
Francisco.
Contract
York, with
has
s for 52sts onweeks.
is Brlsacher,
Van say of 25,000 or less, has to split Joined A.countW.executive
LewinandCo.,director
Newark,ofascopy
acporden & Staff, San Francisco.
and
plans.
the
advertising
revenue
between
Open Agency
On
Research
Staff
the independent newspaper and in- JOHN S. COFFEY, after three years with
JOHN tising
H. agency
HOEFER
& Co.,H. new
dependent radio station, you have
with John
Hoeferadverand
prior
that research
with Campllames
W.
Dleterlch
Jr.
as
principals,
a very mediocre radio station in the Navy
bell SoupandCo.,
has tojoined
deif■ifflces
111 openat 303
In SanSutterFrancisco
ment of Doherty,
Clifford
& ShenSt. Jan. 26 with that field."
field," New partYork.
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hours of the day in this important market area . . .

WMAM
Marinette • Wisconsin
BRANCH STUDIOS IN
STURGEON
• WIS
IROW M MACKIN,
T.BAY• MICH
JOSEPH
Mgr.
Nal'l Representatives:
Co.
Chicago,
New York, SaoHoward
Francisco,A. Wilson
Hollywood
HEY!

HEY!

are you ready for the
SALES
HARVEST
WHBQ
ON
W. H. BEECUE
among
PLACE YOUR PRODUCTS
the Popular National
Brands featured daily
YOUR MUTUAL
FRIEND
MEMPHIS,
TENN.

ted by RAMBEAU
NEW YORK CHICAGO HOLLYWOOD
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BUFFALO WEATHER
Net Stations Broadcast
Continuous Reports —
NETWORK affiliated stations in
Buffalo met the emergency situation brought on there by a record
60-inch snowfall from Dec. 14 to
Dec. 18 by broadcasting continuous
weather reports, news, cancellations of organization meetings,
storm warnings, and other information throughout the four days.
Stations broadcasting the public
service features were WGR (ABC),
WKBW (CBS), WBEN (NBC)
and WEBR (Mutual).
WBEN reported that more than
2,000 individual storm items, including announcements appealing
for snow shovelers and milk deliveries, were broadcast on its station,
and over 3,000 telephone calls concerning questions about school
openings, bus and trolley service
and work schedules were answered
by station's personnel.
WEBR's
chiefat engineer
Clark
remained
the stationJohnall
night on Dec. 15 to be on hand for
the opening of the station next
morning, and Tony Fink, night
news editor, broadcast intermittent
storm bulletins for a period of 17
continuous hours. John Boothby,
production manager, wrote scripts
for special programs and presented
them on station when participants
on regular programs were unable
to reach studio.

Committee

Asks 20% Commercial

Limit

In Neivs, Participation, Variety Series
to be held next fall.
REVISIONS in the NAB Stand- convention
Date for the convention has. not
ards of Practice concerning com- been
set.
copy were drafted
Dec. 1718 at themercialPalmer
House, Chicago,
Attending the conference were
Mr. Hollister; Edgar L. Bill,
by the NAB Code Committee.
WMBD
Peoria; Merle S. Jones,
Using the theme "better results WOL Washington;
Yowith
less
copy,"
the
eight
members
KGHL Billings,Edward
Mont.; Jan
of the committee, with Herbert kum,
Schimek,
CBS;
William
S.
Hedges,
Hollister, KANS Wichita as chair- NBC; Willard D. Egolf, NAB specman, proposed that commercial copy
and Edward M. Kirby,
be reduced on participating, news, NABial counsel,
public relations counsel.
and variety shows to within 20%
of total air time.
More Effective
Strike Is Set Jan. 3
Five-minute news programs, the At Western Electric
committee recommended, should
not contain more than one minute Sympathy Support of Regional
of commercial copy.
New York Walkout Feared
"By improving
STRIKE of 16,700 employes of 21
commercial
copy, andthe bywriting
judiciousof Western
Electric
in Northuse of less commercial time on the
Jersey plants
and New
York,
air, sponsors will contribute greatly sourceern ofNew equipment
for
the vital
to radio entertainment and do a Bell Telephone System, has
been
more effective
job," Mr. Hol- set for Jan. 3 by the executive
lister told the selling
committee.
board of the Western Electric EmThe present nighttime copy reployes Assn.to strike came last Tuesquirements adopted by NAB should
Decision
apply to daytime programming as
day after the union had rejected a
renewed
company offer to raise
well, the committee felt. Its recommendations wil be passed on to wages 15%. The union demands a
the NAB Board of Directors for 30% wage rise.
As his own union polished its
approval before being submitted
in preparation for action,
for inclusion in the revised code armor
Frank
J. Fitzsimmons, president
which will be adopted at the NAB of WEEA,
sought reinforcement.
To 47 locals of the National Federation of Telephone Workers,
parent body of WEEA, he sent
telegrams requesting support.
Sympathy Strikes Feared
Possibility that its support might
come in the form of sympathy
strikes posed a threat to major eledustry. ments of the communications inNo official company statement
was made after the strike was
called. Company sources, however,
indicated that Western Electric had
felt its counter-offer was generous
and would await developments.
In support of its counter-offer
of 15% wage increases, the company pointed out that such a raise
would place wages at a level 57%
above those of January, 1941, and
that weekly take-home pay would
average 10% above wartime levels.
White House Show
SPECIAL quarter-hour CBS
broadcast Jan. 7, 3:15-3:30 p.m.,
will feature Mrs. Harry S. Truman
from the White House, when she
joined by Mrs. Franklin D.
And the "CLEVELAND CLAMBAKE" is just one of the fine WJW isRoosevelt,
Cornelia Otis
programs that HAS the listener interest it deserves. Mornings and Skinner and Actress
Star Elizabeth
afternoons throughout the week . . . Monday thru Friday more people Taylor in a Screen
salute to all women
listen to WJW than any other regional station. And . . . WJW delivers
in annual March of Dimes
more daytime dialers per dollar in Cleveland than any other station. aiding
campaign. Mrs; Truman will be
presiding at a tea for chairmen
of the women's division of National
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis.
Rejoins KPO
CAPT.rineHAL
WOLF, released
Mathe from
announcing staffCorps,of has
KPO rejoined
San Francisco.
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TOKYO MOSE

TOKYO MOSE, otherwise Sgt. Hy
Averback, former assistant production manager of KMPC Hollywood, plays records used by Tokyo
Rose and broadcasts on facilities
she formerly used. Like Rose,
Mose aims shows at GI's but sells
recruiting, the Army's education
program and VD prevention
troops in Japan and Korea. He is
heard 2-3 p. m. Monday through
Saturday on WVTR Tokyo and the
18-station Armed Forces Radio
Network for which WVTR is key.

Rehearing Is Granted
Bamberger TV Request
REHEARING was granted last
Wednesday by the D. C. Board of hi
Zoning Adjustment on the appeal
of Bamberger Broadcasting Service, New York, from a board ruling last October that it could not
build a television tower over 200
feet high on a proposed transmitter
site in the nation's capital.
Rehearing will be held Jan. 16

ABC Bowl Pickups
FOUR
one post-game
broadcastpre-game
will be and
included
in ABC
coverage of the New Year's Daj
Sugar Bowl football game in New
Orleans. Shows surrounding the|ro
game are: Dec. 27 10:30 p.m
Harry Wismer will introduce sport
personalities; Dec. 28 10:30 p.m
Joe Hasel, from New York, wil ^1
devote Your American Sports Pagt ISn
to'
game;willDec.broadcast
30 11:15another
"p.m., per
M
Wismer
sonality show; Dec. 31 10 p.m,
Mr. Wismer will be m.c. at part o
New Orleans mid-winter Sport
Assn. dinner. At 9:45 p.m., Jan. 1
after the game, Mr. Wismer wil
broadcast presentation of trophie lfl0
to outstanding players. Broadcas tell
of the game between Oklahoma A fn
& M. begin
and St.
Mary'sp.m.of ItCalifornu
will
at 2:45
is one o
the Gillette Cavalcade of Sport:
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

Joske Year Long Test Ending;
IContinued Radio Use Foreseen
the NAB department and
JOSKE'S, nationally known San advising
Antonao department store, con- aiding in preparation of reports.
It
consists
of Cecil Beaver, WOAI
radio's San Antonio,
chairman; Walter
power cltoudes its year-long
sell goods test
for ofretailers
on Dec. 31, winding up a scientific Johnson, WTIC Hartford; Arthur
broadcast advertising campaign Hull Hayes, WABC New York;
conducted at suggestion of the Mr. Avery. This group will work
NAB.
with a subcommittee of leading rei Though the store has not di- tailers.
vulged 1946 plans, it is believed
[the advertising budget will provide
continued use of the broadcast me- Million Receivers
dium on a substantial basis.
Actual results of the test await In '46 Is G. E. Goal
a report from Ernst & Ernst, audi- 25% FM Is Production Goal
ts, who will complete examinaion of the store's records when its Set by Dr. W. R. G. Baker
iscal year closes Jan. 31. Already A MILLION RADIO receiving
he firm has examined records for sets, at least 25% of them FM, is
he first nine months of the year.
production goal which General
When audited statistics are avail- the
Co. would like to reach in
able they will be analyzed to reveal Electric
1946,
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, vice
omparative sales in 1945 and president
of electronics
L944, along with advertising break- operations, insaidcharge
Thursday.
iowns for the two years. Several
To
reach
it,
the
company
would
nonths will be required to complete have to run the distance like
a
linic reports, which will be issued sprinter. Dr. Baker thinks the
n sections.
charley-horses of reconversion befuddlement may bring the sprinter
Consumer Survey
down short of the tape.
Year end consumer survey will
uncertain outlook
ilso be made, similar to a study forDr.1946Baker's
was characteristic
of the
nade when the test got under general tone of reports delivered
vay last January. This survey will by GE executives, including Presihow any possible changes in condent Charles E. Wilson, at a press
umer attitudes as a result of scien- conference
marked by managetific use of the medium. Key perment's references to the reconversonnel of the store will be sursion
delays
encountered
veyed in January to determine and those whichalready
may be reasonably
their attitude.
expected for next year.
By the end of 1945, GE will have
1 During the year Joske's store
jsed over 30 quarter-hours per
about 30,000 radio receivweek along with five five-minute shipped
ers, allproduction
of them istableabout
models.
periods and announcements. This
ent
1,200Presper
day.
In
its
early
reconversion
I,schedule
was
expanded
in
November to include over a dozen more plans, the company had expected to
quarter-hours as well as a half- be producing five times that many
lour program.
units by mid-December. Reason for
Original clinic idea was con- the slow production: Labor strife,
ceived by Lewis H. Avery, former government pricing policies and re\TAB Director of Broadcast Advertooling
problems have
delayed production al along
the line.
ting and now owner of the representative firm of Lewis H. Avery
By tioncomparison
with
which the company thehadproducrosily
{Inc. Representing NAB in the experiment since Mr. Avery opened envisioned at war's end, current
his firm has been Frank E. Pelle- and likely future production figtrin, who returned to the NAB
ures look gloomy, Dr. Baker said.
Broadcast Advertising Dept. as director after Army service.
WGHF Starts Soon
I Mr. Pellegrin spent the week of FACSIMILE
transmissions on a
Dec. 10 in San Antonio observing
results of the test. He is now pre- daily basis will begin in about 30
submitted into days on WGHF, new FM-facsimile
the NABparing areport
Boardto ofbe Directors
station operated by Finch
Telecom[Broadcasting,
Nov.
Los Angeles Jan. 3-4 and to dis- 19]. Feature munications
of the new station is
trict meetings during the winter
a
skyrocket-type
antenna
[Broadand spring.
casting, Nov. 26]. Capt. W. G. H.
Out of the 12-month experiment Finch, president,
said facsimile
will come a large fund of informa- will
be
programmed
daily at the
;ion on the use of radio by retail- close of sound broadcasts.
ors. Results of various forms of
radio rendition will be provided as
Review
well as conclusions on effective RESUMES ofRecord
in phonographof
;ime of day, type of audience, record industry,activities
guest10 records
appearances
top disc
makers,
top
of week,
oower of sales and institutional new
releases
behind-the-scenes
inopy, etc.
terviews withandmusic-makers
and pubA subcommittee of the Sales new Sunday
lishers are featured
on
"Disc
Digest,"
afternoon
show
by
Robert
anagers Executive Committee is Q. Lewis on WHN New York.
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

KQW Hearing
(Continued from page 16)
to spend around $300,000 a year
for programming
program with
person el at KQW asandcompared
an estimated $150,000 to $160,000
the station now spends.
Earlier, William B. Lodge, CBS
director of general engineering,
pointed out that Columbia is the
only oneworks thatof hasthe nofourowned
majorstation
netin San Francisco.
An exhibit was introduced by
WMBG
the FCC showing that American
Richmond, Virginia
owns four stations; NBC six, and
CBS seven plus 45% of WAPI BirWishes
Everyone
mingham. CBS stockholders also
own 88% of WCAU Philadelphia.
It waswork pointed
the nethas no voiceoutin that
the operation
anb a
of WAPI, and when asked whether
he had control over WCAU, Mr.
Kesten
: "Unqualifiedly,
no."
Afterreplied
a discussion
of the comparative number of stations owned
u
In^
thisWMajor
Market
MBG
by the major nets, Mr. Kesten
raised the question of whether the
Commission "has the responsibility" to equalize networks' station
ownership. Is it necessary, he counNBC IN RICHMOND, V A.
tered, "to bring or
the weakest
5000 WATTS
the strongest,
adversely,up orto
drag down the strongest to the
level of the weakest? The number
of stations owned by a network is
a measure of the competitive organization .. ., and the end product of competition is better proForesees Radical Changes
gramming."
When Commissioner Denny cited
FCC rules relating to network
ownership of stations, Mr. Kesten
said there probably would be
enough radical changes in radio
in the next decade to make it necessary for FCC to review many past
considerations.
Mr. Stanton declared that CBSowned stations operate "pretty
much as individual units," with
broad policies being determined in
New York in meetings with the
station managers. He praised the
public service and programming
record of CBS stations, and lauded
their "extra-curricular activities"
in public service.
Ralph R. Brunton, president of
SELL
Pacific Agricultural Foundation
Limited, licensee of KQW, said the
MANY PRODUCTS FOR
present owners had been in radio
for 21 years and wanted to retire.
MANY ADVERTISERS
He said this applied particularly to
himself, since he suffered a "fairly
bad heart attack" four years ago.
If FCC
the proposed saledoesn't
to CBS,approve
he explained,
another purchaser would be sought.
He said KQW now originates "very
KTUL
few"
programs
at San which
Jose. the
He
considers
the station,
Tulsa
Bruntons bought in 1934, as servVick's Products
ing the entire Bay Area rather
than San Jose alone, he added.
Julius Brauner, CBS general attorney, appeared for the network,
E. HALLEY
TEXASGEORGE
RANGERS
LIBRARY
and Georgeferors.B.HarryPorter
for the transM. Plotkin,
FCC
HOTEL
PICKWICK,
KANSAS
CITY 6, MO.
assistant general counsel in charge ^tXSAN ARTHUR B. CHURCH PRODUCTION
2C3
of
litigation,
represented
the
Commission.
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\\ PACIFIC
?a6 NORTHWEST

7&g 'pxcctuUcf Station
50,000 Watts
710 KC
CBS
SEATTLE , WASHINGTON
Represented by FREE & PETERS, Inc

WLW
700 ON YOUR DIAL
THE NATION'S
MOST
MERCHANDISE-ABLE
STATION

IN CANADA'S
THIRD MARKET
1000 WATTS
GOING TO 5000
REPRESENTED BY
WEED and Co.

Warn.
1ST. LOUIS
5000

Watts

Full Tl

American Broadcasting Co.
Represented by John BLAIR & CO.
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NAB Meeting
(Continued from page 20)
tions, 42 active FM stations, 2 networks, 2 television stations, 171
associates (applicants for licenses,
transcription firms, equipment
manufacturers, representatives and
similar groups).
Important on the agenda is the
report
the Employe-Employer
Relationsof Committee
and the new
NAB Employe-Employer Relations
Dept. A $60,000 budget for the
department was approved by the
board earlier in the year and pattern for the operation was drawn
up Dec. 8 at a meeting of the commit e in Washington. Committee
chairman is John Elmer, WCBM
Baltimore.
The department will be functioning by the time the board
meets. President Miller and Mr.
Willard will start operation by
setting for
up complete
a fact-gathering
Need
statisticsunit.on
labor and production, along with
other important reference material,
to augment service of the Labor
Dept. has been recognized for
some time. With funds available,
the work of developing a source of
information can proceed pending
selection of top personnel. A leading specialist in the labor relations
field will be sought for the No. 1
department post but prospect for
selection of such a person before
the board meeting was not bright
though one or two staff members
at the No. 2 level may be on the
job by that time.
Of significance is the fact that
broadcasters will be able to offer a
united front in its labor relations.
Prospect of an unsettled national
labor situation emphasizes the need
for a coordinated approach.
Industrywide cohesion in coping
with the music situation is closely
related to the new department,
though the Industry Music Committee named by President Miller
covers all affected groups, whether
NAB member or non-member.
Changes Proposed
Proposals to revise the NAB
Standards of Practice, adopted at
the Aug. 6-7 board meeting, are
to be studied. Both the Code Committee (see story on page 72) and
the Sales Managers Executive
Committee have recommended
changes in the standards. These
changes would cover commercial
copy on five-minute newscasts as
well as participating and sunrise
programs. Hitchhiker and cowcatcher plugs have been discussed
at meetings of both committees
and will come before the board.
Proposal to set up within the
NAB an agency recognition bureau will be considered. The subject was discussed by a subcommit e in Washington Dec. 18.
Plans to resume annual NAB
conventions will be taken up, with
prospective plans for an autumn
meeting. (See story on page 85).
President Miller will submit a
report on the Capitol Hill situation,
covering prospects for passage of

CORNER CONFAB participants are (1 to r) Dee Mower, Mutual salesman; Joe McGillvra, host; Russ Tolg, BBDO timebuyer; Gene Fromherz,
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample timebuyer, at cocktail party held in Chicago
at Tavern Club Dec. 14 by Joseph H. McGillvra Co., station representative.
the association aid
the Lea Bill to outlaw labor rack- members mandinthatprogram
operations.
ete ring by the AFM along with
The board will hear a review
other bills of interest.
New FM Dept. progress is to be of broadened service now being;
reviewed, based on a report to be given by the Dept. of Broadcast
submitted following a meeting of Advertising, headed by Mr. Pellethe FM Executive Committee at grin. J. Allen Brown, former general manager of WFOY St. Augusthe Palmer House, Chicago, Dec 28.
tine, Fla., Mr.
tookPellegrin
over Dec.
1 as
Mr.- Kirby, as public relations assistant
in charge
counsel to the association, is ex- of small tostation
activities.
He
is
pected to recommend broadening of
a survey
of Small
Marthe department at headquarters, conducting
ket
Stations
Committee
activities
along with similar branching out in as well as pay of salesmen.
New York. Opening of a Holly- Hugh M. Higgins joined the departwood liaison office is proposed to
ment Dec. 10 as an assistant. He is
give West Coast members a closer in charge
of promotion. Mr. Pelassociation contact. Better facililegrin will hold meetings of small
ties in New York are desired.
market stations during the NAB
Extension of farm broadcast ac- district sessions, along with meettivity will be on the agenda, followings of sales managers. He will reing the Dec. Directors
4-5 meeting
of the
port on the J oske department store
Agricultural
Committee.
clinic in San Antonio, scheduled to
This group recommended quick ac- wind up Dec. 31. He spent the week
tion on a program designed to raise of Dec. 10 in San Antonio going
the level of farm programming over the clinic with store and station executives.
and bring into closer association
agencies, farmers, broadcasters and
Tax Case Reports
Government. Naming of an NAB
agricultural director was proposed.
Winding up the board agenda are
Hugh Feltis, president of BMB, reports covering the New Mexico
plans to report on progress of the tax litigation over a gross sales
joint
agencycoverage.
to provide figures on tax which the State claims can be
broadcast
applied to stations by classifying
as intrastate operations
A special committee on program them
awards will report on the plan to Hearing on merits of the case
slated
in
late January by the U.S.
set up an Academy of Radio Arts
& Sciences. Committee members District Court for the District of
New
Mexico.
Meanwhile the court
are William E. Ryan, KFI Los
Angeles, chairman; Harry R. is considering its jurisdiction to
Spence, KXRO Aberdeen; Hugh B. hear the case. Status of network
Terry, KLZ Denver; William B. membership will be taken up durSmullen, KIEM Eureka, Cal.
ing consideration of a possible
Original project was proposed by amendment to the by-laws.
the Lee-Losh publicity firm in Los
Directors will be elected by the
Angeles, which operates the Oscar
districts durproject for the motion picture in- eighting theeven-numbered
district sessions. These dis
dustry. The radio proposal was de- tricts, with
present directors, are
scussed
cribed as by"bewildering"
dis- 2d District (N.Y., N.J.), Kolin
the board inwhen
October
Hager,
WGY
Schenectady; 4th
but some portions of the idea were District (D.C., Va.,
W. Va., N.C,
deemed worthy of study.
S.C.),
Campbell
Arnoux, WTAR
The board will go into a pro- Norfolk; 6th District
(Ark., La.
posal by western mayors that Miss., Tenn.), Hoyt B. Wooten
broadcasters assist in providing WREC
Memphis; 8th District
housing for veterans. Other media (Ind., Mich.),
John E. Fetzer
and organizations will be asked to WKZO Kalamazoo;
10th District
assist veterans.
(la., Mo., Neb.), John J. Gillin Jr., tent.
The Program Managers Execu- WOW
Omaha; 12th District (Kan., oph(
tive Committee will have in shape
a proposal to set up a new Pro- Okla.), William B. Way, KVOO fed
gram Dept. with a budget of Tulsa; 14th District (Col., Utah
perhaps $40,000. Format was con- Ida., Wyo., Mont., S.D.), Hugh B
sidered bythe committee at a meetKLZ Denver; 16th District
ing held Dec. 10-11 in New York. Terry,
(Ariz., So. Cal., N.M.), William B
The project meets an oft-heard de- Ryan,
KFI Los Angeles.
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[Raibourn Denies
Anti-Trust
Charges
no surprise. He had known, he
TV Retarded by U. S. JUSTICE Dept., in suit filed last said,
that an investigation by the
week in New York Federal Court, government had been underway for
Movie Interests,
charged an international cartel several months.
Although refusing to admit flatly
Suit Alleges
dominated by U. S. motion picture
he welcomed the suit, he
DEXIAL of charges by the Govern- interests had conspired to retard that
said itshiminitiation
of large-screen tele- make
unhappy.certainly did not
ment that U. S. motion picture in- development
vision. Among defendants, Scoterests had conspired to retard de"We
see
in the suit a chance
phony
Corp.,
Paramount
Pictures,
velopment of large-screen
vision was made
in New York telelate Television Productions, General for us to go ahead and improve our
Precision
Equipment
Corp.
Paul
last week by Paul Raibourn, presi- Raibourn of Television Produc- Break-up
equipment of
in America,"
said.
the cartel,he whose
dent of Television Productions Inc.
tions was "amazed" that his firm dominant movie interests have re^nd head of television activities for
strained his company from exploitParamount Pictures Inc.
hadn't been questioned about Scoing its inventions, would, he said,
phony Ltd. Skiatron principle.
Jpresident
On the other
hand,
Arthur
Levey,
come
as
an agreeable relief.
Arthur
Levey,
Scophony
president,
of Scophony Corp. of welcomed court action.
Mr. Raibourn first heard of the
America
was
not
"unhappy"
over
e suit filed Tuesday in New York
government's action, he said, when
he read of it. At week's end, Mr.
ederal Court by the Dept. of Jusce naming Paramount, Television willing and able to develop and Raibourn, still reportedly unserved
the Scophony patents and by the government of notice of
roductions, Scophony Corp., Sco- exploit
ony Ltd. of London, General Pre- inventions in this hemisphere on the suit, said he was "amazed to
sion Equipment Co., its president, terms favorable to the Scophony learn from the press that we are
arl G. Hines, and Mr. Raibourn. Corp. of America. Mr. Levey, presi- charged with hindering the dedent of SCA, in a news conference development of television because of
The civil action seeks to: (1)
eak up the alleged conspiracy, after the filing of the suit, identi- a small interest in . . . Scophony."
Wartime developments of radar,
fied these "other interests" as
) free patents and licenses aselectronics and television, he said,
"prominent
financial
concerns,"
rtedly
long
frozen
by
the
monopotwo
of
which
he
said
had
offered
istic cartel.
have made obsolete the original
The United States Government to ante up $4,500,000 to exploit may
supersonic
of Scophony.
Scophonydrawn frompatents,
but
had
withcharged
that
Scophony
Ltd.
oblarge
sums ideas
of money
spent by "The
govpot upon learning
;lined between 1937 and 1939, basic of the stringstheattached
ernments
during
the
war on the
to
SCA
by
patents on the "Supersonic" and Television Productions and General Scophony Skiatron principle have
'Skiatron" systems of television,
so far failed to produce a successitiese systems, it was alleged, op- Precision.
ful method of applying it to teleEffect Charged
iate with light sources, not unlike
vision," he added.
dose used in motion picture pro"Television
would have
of the conspiracy alleged laughed at us scientists
ection, making possible the pro- in Effect
had we at any time
the
suit
was
to:
(1)
postpone
(jction of televised images on
haveitthein poscreens as large as those in movie development in this country "of an claimed Scophony
sibilities indicatedto for
the
important advance in the television
heaters.
newspaper
publicity
in
the last few
art," and (2) delay the "opening
Enlarged Through Mirrors
of a new field of public entertaini In other systems, notably the
Mr. Raibourn said it was "amazment and education," according to
tost popular one which used the Wendell Berge, assistant attorney
ing" that no representative of the
ithode ray tube, the image may general in charge of the anti-trust days."
Dept.
ofwith
Justice
discuss
me had
the "seen
questionfit ofto
division
of
the
Department
of
; enlarged only through use of Justice.
irrors, the complaint alleged. Loss
or our acTo Mr. Levey, the suit came as Scophony'stivities in possibilities
: brilliance inherent in optical
connection therewith."
agnification has retarded comercial development of large:reen
ated. television, the complaint Clear Channel Group Seeks Third Party
In 1942, the complaint charged,
elevision Productions, General To Prepare FCC File Data for Hearings
recision, and Scophony Ltd.
Mr. Caldwell had asked that the
irmed Scophony Corp. of America, NEGOTIATIONS were in progress
hose stock the three corporations last week for employment of a Commission prepare exhibits and
vn or control, to hold American "third party" to prepare data from make them available to all parties
to Scophony Ltd. patents the FCC's confidential station finan- before the hearings, explaining that
hdghtsinventions.
cial files for use in the clear chan- the clear channel hearing order
sets forth several issues which
nel hearings in January.
The defendants agreed, it was
leged, to divide the world by Louis G. Caldwell, counsel for depend in large part upon economic
mispheres for commerce in teleBroadcasting Servfor determination.
sion equipment. The eastern Clearice, Channel
who requested that the data be considerations'
The tain
Commission
replied that cer-in
data
already
misphere was Scophony Ltd.'s
said[Broadcasting,
the FCC's af- tabulated form butaretheavailable
FCC has
firmative decision
iliwick, the western hemisphere, made available,
processed the rest and its staff
Revision Productions' and Gen- Dec. 10] was interpreted as mean- not
is not large enough to undertake
ing that the job of preparing the the
al Precision's.
task.
The complaint charged that to
wouldparty
be handled
"through
ite Television Productions and exhibits
some third
who would
not
Information requested included
sneral Precision have failed to violate the confidential pledge."
such items as analysis of revenues,
He said neither his clients nor expense and similar data on broadake a serious effort to exploit
ophony products and have pre- his firm want access themselves to
cast stations;by "average"
class of figures;
station,
nted Scophony Corp. of America confidential information, but that information
om granting licenses under these they had made an effort to secure time designation, netwoi-k affilia{ Itents to their competitors in the a disinterested outsider who would
tion,
etc.,
and
analysis
of
net
revetion picture and electronics be recognized as reliable and trustnues and other data for all netds.
works and independently owned
worthy to do the job. He said negotiations were in progress but stations and for stations by class
ther interests, unidentified in
of control and class of station.
i£ suit, were said to be ready, had not been completed.
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State Dept. Requests Information
Fund,
grams
the
stations.
$8,500,000 Sought for
The Bloom Bill would provide
Foreign Radio
Congressional authority for such
operations and the appropriations
would make the money available.
By Operation
BILL BAILEY
STATE DEPT. has requested
$44,500,000 of Congress for the
Philco
1947 fiscal year to carry out a pro(Continued from page 20)
gram of international information,
Col. Macy
it was learned last week as plans
film. Sixty percent of programs
Mr. Ogilvie
for creation of the Office of Interwould be commercial.
national Information & Cultural Afin September by ExecuProposed weekly programming
fairs were made public. The pro- abolished
tive Order.
would include 55% adult and 11%
gram would be on a 10-year basis.
children's
entertainment; 15% eduOf the $44,500,000 approReplacing
the
Interim
International Information Service, which
cational, most of which would be
priation, $8,500,000 would be used
was
set
up
by
President
Truman
in cooperation
govhe abolished OWI and OIAA, produced ernment
departments and with
agencies;
STATE
DEPT.
$44,500,- when
the Office
of
International
Infor000 for new
Officerequests
of International
13%
news;
3%
religious;
3%
pubation & Cultural Affairs will be
lic service.
Information & Cultural Affairs, in- headed mby
William T. Stone, now
"In order to provide the best
cluding $8,500,000 for radio. Rep.
director Affairs.
of StateJohn
Dept.'s
Office of television programming service for
Bloom (D-N. Y.), House Foreign Public
E. Peurifoy
Affairs Committee, chairman, will has
the Washington audience, certain
been named deputy director.
of the programs in this proposed
press his bill (HR-4982) authorizThe
new
organization
becomes
ing State Dept. to purchase or rent
Jan. 1. Ferdinand Kuhn, schedule will be brought by relay
necessary broadcasting facilities. . effective
New York asserts,
and Philadelphia,"
who has been director of HIS, will from
the application
adding that
to private
when Dec.
that inoriginations of infor broadcasting, $17,000,000 for return terim
organizationlifeexpires
31. Washington
t
e
r
e
s
t
i
n
New
York
and
Philadel-f iln:
Latin American relations, $13,000,As now planned the new agency
may be relayed to those points
000 for information and $6,000,000 will be composed of five functional phia
"For
instance,
Know
Your
for other purposes.
divisions and five area divisions. It remote tours of Washington, City
proBloom to Seek Action
will be responsible directly to Wilgrams produced by governmental
liam
B.
Benton,
Assistant
Secrebureaus,
Supper
at
the
Press
Club
Meanwhile Rep. Sol. Bloom
— all are conceivably just as inn
tary of State.
(D-N. Y.), chairman of the House
teresting to the television audience^ iila
Ogilvie Heads Division
Foreign Affairs Committee, will
Heading the Radio Division will in other cities . . ."
press for Congressional action on
Spot News Events
his bill (HR-4982) authorizing the be John
W. G.
Ogilvie,-Col.
former
radio director
of OIAA.J. Noel
State Dept. virtually to go into the
Remotesuchspot-news
wouli
include
events aspickups
Presidentia|hora
radio,turenewspaper
and motion pic- Macy, head of Westchester Broadbusiness.
casting Co., licensee of WFAS messages, arrival of important
in Washington, debatek,,,
To carry out its plans for spread- White Plains, N. Y., and newspa- personages
ing the gospel of America to the
per publisher, will be director of or the vote on important legislatior |ue
and publicity. Col. Macy in Congress; Congressional hear
four corners of the earth [Broad- press
been on duty in the War Dept.
casting, Dec. 17], State Dept. has
press conferences.
Bureau of Public Relations. He ings;
would be authorized, under the was
Specifiedwith
programs
the first executive officer of the produced
Bloom Bill, to:
the aidinclude
of the show
Dept Uri
Women's
Army
Auxiliary
Corps
(1) Provide for the preparation
of
Education
primarily
for viewin
and dissemination abroad of infor- (later the WAC) when it was orin the schools;
women'au
mation about the U. S. through
led .by,ana informal
homemaking
John Begg will head the motion forum
press, publications, radio, motion ganized.
thority; studio programs conducted Bri;
pictures and other information pictures
functional
division;
Herand child psy
Brickell, exchanged persons, by pediatricians
media, and through information schell
animated cartoons fol
and Richard Heindel will be in chologists;
centerssions supervised
by
U.
S.
mislowed
by
studio
shows
for children
charge
of
libraries
and
institutions.
and consulates abroad.
news summaries and televised pre
Area division chiefs will be: views
(2) Rent, utilize, or lease and European
of
coming
attractions;
week
Eric Bell- ly visits to governmental depart
operate existing facilities for prep- quist; Far operations,
Eastern, George Tay- ments
and
Congress
;
m
u
s
aration or dissemination of inforlor; American republics, William
mation, and to purchase, rent, con- L. Schurz;
comedies; public exhibits of auto iff,p.li!
occupied countries, mobiles,
furniture, food, etc.; audi
struct, improve, maintain and op- Henry
P. Leverich; Near Eastern ence-participation
erate facilities for radio transmis- and African,
quiz programs
to be named.
sion and reception, including the
club previews ; aviatio lARF
Three assistants to Mr. Stone, night
i .l
shows;
boxing,
wrestling,
jto,
leasing
of
real
property
both
withof radio, press and mo- ball and other sports events;basket
in and without the continental in charge
tele
tion pictures, also are yet to be ap- vised street-corner interviews
limits of the U. S. for periods not
to exceed 10 years.
Mr. Benton has stressed that the weekly Hobby House; motion pic jj
pointed.
telecast; Sunday religiou
State Dept. would be given vir- State Dept. would supplement, tures
tual carte blanche to employ cer- rather than replace, existing radio, services direct from churches.
Philco's
application wa
tain personnel without Civil Serv- press and motion picture services. filed
Marchoriginal
22, 1944.
ice approval, purchase any equip- He met Dec. 21 with the seven liment necessary in its program and
cennational
se s of theshortwave
nation's
otherwise promote its campaign.
outlets36 tointerdisA staff of some 2,000 will be
CKCW Plans
cuss future international broadneeded, with about 400 assigned to
casting, but no decision was CKCW Moncton, N. B., will shi:
duties abroad, it was learned. This reached. It was indicated, however, assignment from 250 w on 1400 1 ftaa
compares with the 13,000 employed that the licensees would not be
5,000 w on 1220 kc early in 194
by both Office of War Information averse to continuing the present toStudios
remain at MonctoflsiW
and Office of Inter-American Af- plan whereby the State Dept. pur- with newwilltransmitter
fairs before those agencies were
chases al time outright and pro- stalled at Cherryfield. being
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Sponsors Renew
Fourteen on NBC
FOURTEEN NBC programs have
joeen renewed by their sponsors for
j52 weeks starting in late Decemroer or early January. They include:
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City. Can You Top This? for
Palmolive Brushless and Lather
Shave creams, Sat. 9:30-10 p.m.
■ .\gency is Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
Colgate
- Palmolive
Co.'s
udy
Canova
Show for- Peet
Palmolive
oap and Colgate Tooth Powder,
at.
ates 10-10:30
Inc. p.m. Agency is Ted
Colgate
- Palmolive
Co.'s
olgate Sports
Newsreel- Peet
for Shave
ream, Fri. 10:30-11 p.m. Agency
Sherman & Marquette, N. Y.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.,
finston-Salem, Grand Ole Opry for
rince Albert tobacco, Sat. 10:30!L p.m. Agency is William Esty &
o., New York.
Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
ittsburgh, Westinghouse program,
un., 2:30-3 p.m. Agency is Mcann-Erickson, N. Y.
E. I. du Pont De Nemours & Co.,
r Wilmington, Cavalcade of Amera,
p.m. Agency is
EDO,Mon.N. 8-8:30
Y.
{National Dairy Products Corp.,
j. Y., Sealtest Village Store, for
*altest Ice Cream, Thurs. 9:30-10
ijm. Agency is MeKee & Albright,
piladelphia.
Standard Brands, N. Y., One
fan's Family for Royal Desserts
nd Fleischmann's Yeast, Sun.
:30-4 p.m. Agency is J. Walter
'hompson
N. Y. Fred Allen
StandardCo.,Brands
'fcow,
for Tender
Leaf Sun.
Tea 8:30and
lue Bonnet
Margarine,
m.p.m. Agency is J. Walter ThompBristol-Myers Co., N. Y., Mr.
•strict Attorney for Ipana and
jjitalis,
Wed. Clifford
9:30-10 &p.m.Shenfield,
Agency
> Doherty,

Standard

Transmitters

Approved

ically an amendment to the
TO AID present and prospective
Standards of Good Enginering
applicants for new standard sta- Practice
Standard
tions, the FCC last Tuesday made BroadcastConcerning
(Revised to
public a list of approved trans- June 1, 1944,Stations
the
Commission
exmitters and other equipment. Thirand will be included in
teen models of transmitters, rang- the next plained,
reprint
of
the
Standards.
ing in power from 100 w to 50 kw
Subsequent lists will be published
are included.
as new equipment is approved, it
The list of equipment is theoret- was indicated.
Thetionsequipment
listedthe below
has been approved
the ofFederal
CommunicaCommission
publication
currentbyStations
issue
Standards
Engineering
PracticesinceConcerning
Standardofin the
Broadcast
(Revised
to ofJuneGood1,
1944).Standard
This equipment
will
be
included
the
next
reprint
of
the
Standards.
Broadcast Transmitters:
Collins
100/25051 kw
w
Federal
1-D
Gates
300-G
250lkww
165-A
BTA-250L
RCA
RCA
BTA-1L
RCA
5kw
BTA-5F
RCA
BTA-10F
5010lkwkw
BTA-50F
RCA
G.E.
BT-20-A
250 w
G.E.
G.E.
BT-21-A
G.E.
105 kw
BT-22-A
BT-23-A
G.E.
50 kw
BT-25-A
Frequency Monitors (Standard broadcast):
RCA
311-AB
Approval #1462
Automatic Frequency Control Units:
Westinghouse
Westinghouse
UL-4392
Type LK-1
RCA
Automatic Temperature ControlTypeUnit:LK-2
Valpey
Type CBC-O
Manufacturers of low temperature coefficient crystals:
Vacuum Tubes for last
radio stage:
Manufacturer iteType
Amperex
257
Amperex
228-R
Heintz-Kaufman
343-R
RCA
TW-150
Taylor
893A-R
W.E.
232-BA
WL-473
Westinghouse

STIRTON APPOINTED
BORROFF ASSISTANT
ED R. BORROFF, vice president
in charge of American Broadcasting Co. Central Division, Chicago,
announced appointment of James
L.
Stirton
\-\ Bristol-Myers Eddie Cantor Show
tive Jan. 1.as hjs assistant, effecplr Sal Hepatica and Trushay,
Mr.
former program
•;Ted.,
9-9:30 N.p.m.Y. Agency is Young managerStirton,
for the division, is on
: Rubicam,
terminal
leave
from
Marines,
MB. T. Babbitt Inc., N. Y., Lora in which he has servedthesince
'nawton for Bab-O, Mon.-Fri. 10- 6, 1944. From April through July
No|>:15N. a.m.
vember, 1945, he was attached to
Y. Agency is Duane Jones
the Third Marine Corps Division
on Guam as second lieutenant.
G&G Plan Board
He succeeds Merritt R. (Mac)
Schoenfeld, now in the New York
ARFIELD & GUILD, San Fran- ABC
office. He first joined NBC
sco, has set up a planning board
» supervise all of the accounts in 1929 as a member of the artist
;rved by southern California of- department, leaving in 1937 to
his own talent managing
ies of agency. Board comprises form
organization. He returned to
. Niel Herd, vice-president in NBC
in
1939 to manage its Chicago
large of Los Angeles office; Richartists'
service, continuing until
•d Berggren,
copy
chief,
Los
Andes; Sidney Garfield; Walter January 1942 when NBC and the
uild, and David Bascom, copy Blue were divorced at which time
ief ,. San Francisco.
he was appointed program manager for the ABC Central Division.
Appeal Answered
Wismer Honored
'PEAL
forMarine
aid for
a veteran
HARRY
WISMER,
ABCby sports
blinded
bya fire
enemyofat the
ac>n:rchant
and
hospitalized
by
his
has
been
nominated
Futuredirector,
Magame inwaswhich
childrenof
by the
rished,
made his
fromtwoaudience
Chamberzine, ofpublished
Commerce,
asU. oneS. ofJunior
na(Xtual's
"Opinion
Requested"
broadt
i
o
n
'
s
1
0
outstanding
young
men
under
35 years of age. Mr. Wismer will broad»t,$100.
Dec.Listening
16. Studioaudience
audiencehadchipped
Day.
raised
cast Sugar Bowl game on New Year's
fal to $674 by Dec. 20.
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KSEI
POCATELLO • IDAHO

Table75 B Watts
TablePowerA RatingTable 1
1000
5000
2500
10000
10000
125
5000
2500
500
Wayne Coy Is Appointed
WINX General Manager
WAYNE COY, assistant to
Eugene Meyer, publisher of the
Washington Post, last week was
appointed general manager of
WINX Broadcasting Co., effective
We Work Today
Jan. 1. He will retain his position
with the Post, in addition to his
station duties. Before going with
for the Northwest's
Limitless Tomorrow
the Post sistant
Mr.to President
Coy was special
asRoosevelt.
Prior to that time, he was an Indiana newspaperman.
PORTLAND, OREGON
The Washington station is owned
CBS Affiliate
and operated by the Post, which
FREE & PETERS, Inc., NaflRep.
also owns and operates W3XO, FM
station in Washington. W3XO, in
operation since 1938 as an experimental station, was recently pur7& SCHOOL
chased from Jansky & Bailey, consulting engineering firm. WINX
has applied to the FCC for license RADIO TECHNIQUE
to construct a commercial FM station in Washington.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO
America's
Devoted
Hines to WHK
Exclusively Oldest
to RadioSchool
Broadcsttmg
JACOB
HINES
has beendepartment
appointed inof
Comprehensive Day and Eveniag
charge
of continuity
Courses in all phases of Radi*
WHK
Cleveland.
local music
work. He has been active in
Broadcasting
by Network
Professionals. taught
Moderate
rates.
Brethauer Appointed
:or
Full
Details,
Request
BeeJae* ft.
ROBERT
BRETHAUER,
released
from
Navy
and
assistantof purchasing
NEW YORK 20, N.Y.: RADIO CITY, RXG.
agentjoined
for formerly
Chicago
Board
has
sales,of traffic
and Education,
sales serv- CHICAGO 4, III.: 228 S. Wabash Av
ice department
ABC Chicago.
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M. M. COLE CO
823 S. WABASH AVE.
CHICAGO 5, ILL

WCRY
the 50,000
watt voice
of Cincinnati

WD1C

Special (fijjt
10 Gift Subscriptions S35.00
5 Gift Subscriptions 20.00
2 Gift Subscriptions 9.00
1 Gift Subscription 5.00
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NARBA
(Continued from page 15)
be worked out to continue NARBA
on an interim basis pending the
writingvising
of adjustments
a new treaty
to take and
care de-of
Cuban requirements and any other
interim business which may arise.
a two-year
proposed from
Canada has
extension
of NARBA
March
29, 1946. The United States had
proposed a one-year extension.
pressed for considCuba, however,
eration of its demands.
Formal invitations for the Feb.
supplementing the tele4 session,sent out
last nations,
Thursday will
to thego North gramAmerican
out
by
mail
forthwith,
it
was
learned.
The FCC, following consultation
with the State Dept., designated
Commissioner Jett, himself the
former Commission chief engineer,
to handle the preliminary conversations. Jett
It waswillexpected
Commissioner
head the
FCC
group
at meeting
the Feb.take4 onsessions.
Should the
treaty
aspects, it was presumed FCC
Chairman Paul A. Porter, as well
as Commissioner Jett, would be
delegates.
Cuban Proposal
The Commission announcement
was supplemented with the Cuban
proposal submitted Sept. 14 at the
Third Inter-American
ference held in Rio. Radio Con[This
was published
full text proposal
in BROADCASTING
Oct. in8,
1945. A breakdown of the specific
channels sought by Cuba, together
with U.S. stations assigned to each
frequency,
Broadcasting were
Dec. 17,published
1945.] in
The full
text calling
of the Commission's
public
notice
conference
follows : the Jan. 4
Commissioner E. K. Jett, the
Chief Engineer and the General
Counsel of the Commission will
meet representatives of industry on
Friday, January 4, 1946, to discuss
matters to be considered at the
forthcoming engineering conference relating to the North Amerment. ican Regional Broadcasting AgreeThe only proposals which have
so far been submitted by countries
signatory to the North American
Regional Broadcasting Agreement
are those of Cuba, a copy of which
is attached, and the proposal of the
Canadian Government for an exof the years.
period This
of thenotice
agree-is
ment tforensiontwo
for the purpose of inviting the
assistance of engineers and others
able to give technical assistance in
the consideration of the questions
raised by the Cuban proposals. It is
hoped that through this means the
Commission's representative who
may be designated
to assist ofin formulating the viewpoint
this
country at the conference will be
better
bility. prepared for that responsiThe meeting which will be held
in Room 6115 at 10:00 o'clock, Friday, January 4, will be concluded

GREATLY IMPROVED black-and-white television receivers were demor.
strated by E. W. Engstrom, RCA vice-president in charge of Princeton*^
N. J., laboratories, at Princeton. He explained points of superiority.
Lemmon Advises Government Subsidies

To Help U. S. International Station^
stated, should
handled and
ft- u
PROBLEM
of maintaining
Ameri-at nanced
by the beindividual
station^
can international
broadcasting
operators.
"There
should
be
the
the high
level the
of efficiency
devel- same freedom of listening, the same a*™
oped during
wartime years,
without resorting to government choice of programs offered by com] jj
ownership of U. S. shortwave sta- peting broadcasters international^ &
tions or placing an undue financial
we inhethesaid.United
States hav<
burden on individual broadcasters, that
at home,"
Government
conj ia'
can best be solved by Government trol should be confined to scripts ,i
subsidies similar to those granted of broadcasts dealing with matter? &
transoceanic airlines, Walter S. of the country's international poliiLj.
Lemmon, president of World Wide cyStatewhich
Dept.
should be submitted to th« ipl™
Foundation which operates five
shortwavecastitransmitters,
told
BroadThe
subsidy,
he suggested,
well cover physical
costs of migh;
oper ™int(
ng last week.
His own organization, he said, wave
ating transmitters
and maintaining
the
short
be figure< #k
would prefer a wholly free situa- on a basis of power and
as
an
incentiv
tiontional
since itundertaking
is a non-profit
and able educato get for the shortwave broadcasters t st
ample support broadcasts
for its international
and strengthenin
their improving
international
signals. Th \W
educational
without keep
recourse to public funds. He pointed subsidies
would
empower
the Gov »
out, however, that commercial ernment to ask that broadcasts b| lW
broadcasters ternational
who pioneered
in
inbeamed
to
parts
of
the
world
broadcasting field at covered by the usual station openno cr^
considerable expense to themselves tions, Mr. Lemmon said. l,
inaskedthe toprewar
not beof
resumedays
the should
entire cost
«6
maintaining the accelerated pro- PAY OF SALESME1 «J
SURVEYED
BY
NAIZ
gram of international broadcasttoday.ing from America that is necessary PAYMENT of incentive commis n
"The profits of such companies sions has been found the most e: irp.
means of compensatin; ™
as NBC and CBS, for example," fective
he said,tions "come
from broadcasting,
their opera- salesmen, judging by preliminai ibi
in standard
results
of
conducts:
which must now also support their by F. Allena survey
Brown, being
assistant
dire arn
of
the
NAB
Dept.
of
Broadca
experiments with FM and tele- tor
Advertising
charge of sraa eat*
stationsin activities.
Programming,
Mr. Lemmon market
In many cases a 15% commi lrp
vision."
sion onaccounts
collections
a sale j{
on that day subject to call for later man's
has from
been satisfaj
sessions if found necessary or advisable. In order to aid in the ar- tory. Main objection has been tl quito
pay higher
of salesmen
som ^Jtl
rangements for the meeting and fact that
is much
than that
the disposition of matters to be times
brought up, interested persons are other key personnel. °_
requested to notify Commissioner
Combined salary and commissk
E. K. Jett of their intention to par- has been effective at some statior xE
ticipate, by letter, on or before prefers
was indicated.
Anotherwithstatit
straight salary,
fiy «a,
January 2, 1946. In this connection, itweek
at Christmas. Slidii Pf
information is requested as to iden- scales bonus
of commissions
are effecti f.L,
tity of persons who will appear, by at another
outlet.
office or position, and if the appearance is in a representative capacity, the identity of the persons or
Tyson W.
Returns has
(j.g.)fromIRWIN
firms in whose behalf they will LT.
the Navy toTYSON
O. S. Tyson H
appear. It is further desired that turned
Co., New York, as account manager.
persons desiring to attend the
Atlas Appoints
meeting indicate in their responses atlas canning
Co., New York, i
appointed
Modernadvertising.
Merchandising B Me
their main points of interest.
reau
to
handle
scheduled to be used after firstRadio
of ye>
BROADCASTING •

Rcnons
OF THE FCC
.DECEMBER 13 to DECEMBER 19station 250 w unl. Permittee is KPRO
ecisions . . .
licensee.
1320 kc
DECEMBER 13
Kankakee
Daily Journal
Co., KankaACTIONS by COMMISSION
k
e
,
1
1
.
—
Designated
cation for new stationfor 1 hearing
kw D. appliORDERED
that upon
writtenoralrequest
1340
kc
any
interested
persons,
argu;nt be held before Commission en
Broadcastinggranting
Co., EIpetition
Paso,
at a dateruleto concerning
be designated,
as to requesting
Tex.Sunland
— Adopted
lyncbeproposed
procedure
that order
its application
for with
new
station
be
consolidated
for
hearing
followed
by
FCC
in
passing
upon
msfers
of control
oradopted
assignments
of two
conflicting
applications:
ElCollins,
Paso
ense
should
not
be
in
form
Broadcasting
Co.
and
Seaman
&
tlined.
both seeking
1340 kc 250 ofw unl.;
before Such
1-15-46.request shall be filed on Broadcasting
dered that Co.
application
Sunlandor-be
for same proceedings.
facilities
DECEMBER 13
designated
for
consolidated
(Reported by FCC Dec. 14)
1400 kc
TRANSFERvol. assgn.
KSUN licenseLowell,
Ariz.— James B. Rivers
d/b Southeastern
ranted
fromNorris
Copper
Broadcasting
System,
Sanford,
Fla. —
ectric
Co.
to
Carleton
W.
as
Designated
for
hearing
to beset consolidividual. No money involved.
dated
with
Deland
hearing
2-19-46,
Central
Broadcasting
Co.
Inc.,
Johnsapplication
for
new
station
250
w
unl.
wn,
Pa. — Granted
use
1450 kc
11 letters
WARD authority
for new tostation
NEW-AM
Dairyland's
Broadcasting
anted
11-5-45.
Service Inc.,
Marshfield,
Wis. — Lloyd
GrantedL.
Fred O. Grimwood, Bloomington, Ind. CP
station
250 w unl.
Adopted
orderanddenying
for re- Felker,newpres.,
sh (20%),
is localvp, businsideration
grant petition
of hearing
application
nes man. Dr.40Lyman
A.
Coops,
20%,
r-17-45.
new station
without
set Is pres. Marshfield
Clinic.
Dr. Karl
Doege,
vp,A. Kraus,
20%, vptreas.,
Marshfield
Clinic.H.
|,i KELD
Radio
Enterprises
Inc.,
El
DoCorinne
20%,
associated
do, Ark. for
— Placed
in pending
filefrom
ap- with L. L. Felker in business. George
I ication
transfer
of N.control
F. Meyer, sec, 20%, will be gen. mgr.,
H. Barton
to Wilfred
McKinney,
is business
mgr.WIGM.
Medford Clinic & Hos;nding
adoption
of
rules
contemplated
pital, operator
IT: .dicates
AVCO andecision,
or
until
applicant
NEW-AM
Arkansas
Airwaves Co.,
election
to
follow
proJ 1-3-45.- cure outlined in Public Notice of North
for new Little
stationRock,
250 wArk.—
unl. Granted
Carl Kiehl,CP
KXA
American
Radio
Telephone
Co.,
pres.,
4
sh
(1%),
has
been
radio
v
i
s
o
r
f
o
r
National
Fireworks
Inc. superNaval
isattle,
Wash.
—
Placed
in
pending
file
Plant.
Phillip
G. Back,
sec,
! replication for assignment of license Ordnance
33%,
is
with
Robert
T.
Scott
om American
Radio adoption
Telephoneof Co.rulesto adv. agency. John F. Wells, vp,& Assoc.,
treas.,
;■ Jntemplated
XA
Inc., pending
is
mgr.,
part
owner
Harry
by AVCO decision or until 33%,
Lange &33%,Co.,is CPA
firm.
MauriceMotorA.E.
ipplicant
indicates
an inelection
toNotice
fol- Moore
mgr.
Arkansas
ifw
procedure
outlined
Public
Coaches.
! 10-3-45.
Peninsular
Broadcasting
Corp., Corp.,
Coral
[KFQD file
Anchorage,
Alaska
—vol.Placed
in Gables,
Everglades
Broadcasting
pnding
application
forWagner
assign.
i laska
cense
from
William
J.
tr/as
Fort
Lauderdale,
and Paul
Brake, MiBroadcasting
Co.
to
Midnight
a
m
i
,
F
l
a
.
—
Designated
for
consolidated
hearingstation
these1450applications
each seeking
unE rules
Broadcasting
Co. pending
kc 250 w unl.
contemplated
by AVCOadoption
deci- new
ijpn
or tountil
applicant
indicates
anin NEW-AM — Mrs. Lois M. Daniels, Brawlection
follow
procedure
outlined
ey, Calunl.
. — Granted
CP for for
new 3V2station
mblic Notice of 10-3-45.
250 wlbeen
Mrs. mgr.
Daniels
yrs.
GRANTED
petition
filed jointly
by KFRE.
has
office
and bookkeeper
ve/FIL-FM
Philadelphia
FM
stations,
WIP-FM
WCAU-FM WPEN-FM KYWNEW-AM
Marietta
Broadcasting
Co.,
:{M,
tothesecancel
waiverto Sec.
3.261lesspermitMarietta,
CPholding
for newa third
station 250is wO.—
unl.Granted
Each
jng
stations
operate
fequired
sixstations
hours toper
day,
and to than
perinterst
Mildred
Chernoff,
pres.,
who
lit
these
be
temporarily
inIs in WSAZ;
sales andMelva
program
depts. of WPAR
berative
whilesubject
converting
to higher
and
G. Chernoff,
Fequencies;
to condition
that sales
and program depts.
of WCHS,vp,andin
etitioners resume
service
by
1-1-46.
Howard
L.
Chernoff,
sec.-treas.,
730 kc
work. aging director of West Virginia manNetNEW -AM
Western
Carolina CPRadiofor
DECEMBER 13
torp.,
Shelby,250
N.w C—
Granted
few
station
D.
Lee
B.
Weathers,
by FCC Dec. 18)
tes.,
50 sh Co.,
(17%),
is partShelby
owner Daily
Star KQW (Reported
Pacific Agricultural Foundation
Kiblishing
publisher
fcar
and
15%
owner
of
permittee.
Jean
Ltd.,
San
Jose,
Cal.
— Commission
on its
own
motion
continued
hearing
V. Schenck,
3%, isCo.sec.-treas.
and
toSherwood
12-20-45 B.on Brunton
transfer
of alcon-setto
art
ownerHoltLilyvp,McPherson,
Mills
(threads
and 12-17-45
trol
from
et
Ems).
sec.-treas.,
f%,
is vpis Star
Henry Lee Columbia Broadcasting System Inc.
Feathers
12% Publishing.
owner.
DECEMBER 14
1030 kc
(Reported by FCC Dec. 18)
(KWBU The Century Broadcasting Co., WMBR
Florida
Broadcasting Co.,
,'orpus authority
Christi, Tex.—
Granted
specialkc Jacksonville, Fla. — Adopted
orderindesigfcrvice
to operate
onat 1090
ithLS 50Corpus
kw fromChristi
local
sunrise
Boston
nating
application
for
hearing
consolidated
proceeding
with
applications
for
6
mo.
period.
of
Thomaston
Broadcasting
!omr. Durr voted1090forkc hearing.)
Woodruff, J. W. Woodruff Jr.,Co.;
and J.E. W.B.
d/b as ColumbusBroadcastBroadKEVR Evergreen
Broadcastingincrease
Corp., CartledgecastinJr.
:attle,
Co.; A.g Co.; Chattahoochee
Frank Corp.
Katzentine;
Palm
0 w to Wash.—
10 kw, Granted
install newCPtrans,
and BeachingBroadcasting
(WWPG),
and
A-DN, change 1230
trans,kc site.
City of Sebring, Fla.
DECEMBER
17
NEW-AM
Howard
R.
Imboden
tr/as
by FCC Dec. 18)
mthwest Broadcasting Co., Pulaski, WGST(Reported
Georgia School of Technology,
mi.i.— Granted CP1270for kcnew station 250 w Atlanta,
Ga.
—license
Orderedforthatoperation
temp, ex-of
t
e
n
s
i
o
n
o
f
Peoples
Broadcasting
Co.,
Lancaster,
WGST
be
further
extended
from
12-18-45
l.,diem
and Lester
P. Etter Broadcasting
and H. Raymond
not later18 than 2-18-46.
DECEMBER
.aibanon,
d/bPa. —Lebanon
Co., for period ending
Adopted
orders
designatANNOUNCED
list
of
technical
broadg for hearing
both applications, recast
publica-of
vesting 1kw D.1300
tionEngineering
of equipment
current approved
issue
of since
Standards
kc
Good
Practice
Concerning
Broadcast Stations (Revised
JNEW-AM
Co., Standard
■astin,
Tex.—Austin
GrantedBroadcasting
CP for new staas of77)6-1-44).
page
will
beEquipment
included in(seenexttable
reIpn
1
kw
unl.
DA-N.
Owned
by
group
print of Standards.
■Connally,
Army andpres.,Navyis veterans.
John TenB. TRANSFER
WGYN
Muzak Radio
50%
owner.
Ithers each hold 5% interest.
Broadcasting
Station
Inc.,
New
York
Granted transfer of control licensee—
INEW-AM
ica,
Brawley,Broadcasting
Cal.— GrantedCorp.CP offorAmernew corp. from Muzak Corp. and Charles E.
IROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Merrill to Radio Sales Corp., Muzak
Corp. nand
Merrill. Consideratapproximately
o be Charles
paid by E.transferee
for per
333 sh:
1/3
shbookistiovalue
$333 par
44 is shown ofin which
deficit shares
amountas ofof 12-31about
$14,000.
Alohalulu, T. Broadcasting
Co. Inc., HonoH. —KHON
Grantedfor authority
use
call letters
new stationto aut
h
o
r
i
z
e
d
b
y
Commission
11-21-45.
Evan Lou
Evans,PollerJames
F. Koch,
P. J.
McCall,
andCo.,James
J. Curran
Pottsvilleorder
Radiogranting
Pottsville,
Pa.
—d/b
Adopted
petition
WGAL requesting
thatbe designated
application forofof
Pottsville
Radio
Co.
hearing, and ordered that application
be designated
for with
hearingapplication
in consoli-of
dated
proceeding
Miners
Broadcasting
for new
station and
mod. licenseService
of WAZL.
John W. Grenoble, Joseph L. Maguire.
John T.guire d/bMaguire
Kenneth Service,
F. MaMiners and
Broadcasting
Pottsville,
Pa. — inAdopted
order designatingingforwithhearing
consolidated
proceedRadio
Co. applica-of
tion ffor
or newPottsville
and application
application
WAZL
mod.station
license,
Miners
Broadcasting
Service
for newof
station in Pottsville.
LICENSESextended
for onfollowing
stations
furtemp,
basisrenewal
only,
pendingther determination
license
applications,
KALE KDYL forandperiod
aux. ending
KFAC 3-1-46:
KFBB
KFGQ
KFHKGCUKFJZKGGM
and aux.KGHF
KFOX KGLO
KGB
KGBX
KOIL
KGVO KOB
KHSL KPMC
KID KITKRGVKMO KRIS
and
aux.
KOL
KRLD KTFI
KRNT KVOA
KSCJKVOR
and KWBR
aux. KSRO
KUOA
KYA
KXYZ
and aux. WADC
WATR WDOD
WBAL
and
WBT
WDGY
WDRC aux.and
WDSUWBBR
andWFBC
aux. WFBM
WEBC
and
aux.
WEVD
aux.
and
aux.
WFBRaux.andWHBL
aux. WHIO
WFIN WHKY
WHAZ WHLD
WHBF
and
WIBA WINS
and aux.and WISH
WJAS
WJDX
WJHP WKAT
aux.andWKNE
WKST
WLOL
WMRO
WNAC
aux.
WNBF
WNBZ
WNEL
WOL
and
aux.
WOOD
and aux.aux.WSAI
WORCmainWORKand WPDQ
WRR
and
synch,
amp.
WSKB
WSMB
WSPR
WTAQ
WTCN
WTOC WWVA WXYZ and aux.
WMLL Evansville on the Air Inc.,
Evansville,
— Present
further
extended onInd.temp,
basis license
only, pending
determination
license
renewal
application, notinlater
than 3-1-46;
subject
changesresult
frequency
assignment
whichto
may
from proceedings
in Docket
6651.
WOWha, Neb. Radio
Station WOW
Oma— Commission
onto provisions
ownInc.,motion
ordered
pursuant
Sec. 1.362that,
of Rules
& Regulations,
WOWof
file within
30 dayslicense.
application for renewal of present
1090 kc
KTHS Radio Broadcasting Inc., Hot
Springs, Ark.for— Designated
for1 kwhearing
Nnew10
kwapplication
LS to 25 kw CP
N 50increase
kw LS, install
trans,dio to and
moveArk.trans, and stuWest DA-N,
Memphis,
1220 kc
Norfolk Broadcasting Corp., Norfolk,
Va.
—
Designated
for hearing
application
CP new station
250 w unl.;
site to
befor determined.
1230 kc
ANNOUNCED decision and order disMarietta Broadcamissing
sting Co., forapplication
new ofstation
250
unl.
at Marietta,
becauseandwithofgranted
deathw
of owner,
Virgil V.Ga.,Evans,
application of Fred B. Wilson and Channing Cope
d/b station
Chattahoochee
Broad-on
casters for new
at Marietta
same facilities.
Grant isbefore
made with
provision
that
permittee
construcshall specify
meets tionapproval
of FCCtrans,
and site
CAA. which
Dorrance
and Pueblo
Radio Co. Inc.,D. Roderick
Pueblo,
Col—
Designated
for consolidated
hearing
Roderick
application and that of Pueblo Radio Co.,
both 250
requesting
with
w unl. new station at Pueblo
1340 kc Sentinel Co.,
NEW-AM Parkersburg
Marietta,
CP new station
250 w unl. O.— Granted
1360 kc
NEW-AM
A.
V.
Tidmore
tr/as Pottsville CPBroadcasting
Co., Pottsville,
—
Granted
new station
500forw five
D; Pa.site
tohas
bebeendetermined.
Tidmore
yrs.
vp, sec.1430and kcgen. mgr. WFMD.
WLAK S. O. Ward tr/as Radio Station
WLAK. Lakeland, Fla. — Adopted order
grantingcationpetition
to designate
its applifor CP change
assignment
1340
(Continued on page 80)

"No thanks,
a few dropsoverof thai
new skinlady,lotionjustadvertised
WGAC. Augusta, Georgia." |

EASTON, PA.
Phlilipshurg, New Jersey
NBC -Mutual
FOR
IN
SOLID SELLING
SAN FRANCISCO

KSFO
UNIVERSAL
NETWORK'S
KEY STATION
FOR
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
MARK HOPKINS HOTEL

Special LfiQt
10
5
2
1

Gift
Gift
Gift
Gift

Subscriptions $35.00
Subscriptions 20.00
Subscriptions 9.00
Subscription 5.00
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 79)
kc 250 w tosolidated
1430proceedings
kc 1 and
kw unl.,
in consaid
application designated
for ordered
hearing
consolidation
with
applications
hereto-in
fore set for hearing of Cattahoochee
Broadcasting
Co., Muscogee
Broadcasting Co., Columbus
Broadcasting
Co..
Thomaston
Broadcasting
Co.,
A. Frank
Katzentine,
Palm
Beach
Broadcasting
Corp.
and
city
of
Sebring.
Fla,
Further
ordered that bills of particulars issued
in thesecludeproceedings
be amended to inWLAK.
1490 kc
WAZL Hazleton Broadcasting Service
Inc., Hazleton,
Pa. — Adopted
to
show
cause
ordering
anorder
opportunity be afforded
WAZLthatshould
to show
causebe
atmodified
hearing
why
its
license
not
asandto specify
kc in that
lieu
of 1450 inkcso this
furtherbe1490ordered
hearing
matter
consolidated
with
hearing
on
applications
of
Pottsville Radio Co. and Miners Broadcasting
Service.
DECEMBER 19
WDEF tWDEF
Co.,renewal
Chata
n
o
g
a
,
T
en . — Broadcasting
Granted
forWSLB
period St.
ending
8-1-47. license
Lawrence
Broadcasting
Corp.,
N. Y. — Same. Station
WDASOgdensburg,
WDAS Broadcasting
Inc., Philadelphia
— Granted
newal for main aux.
trans, license
for periodreending
WSRR 8-1-47.
Stephen R. Rintoul. Stamford,
Conn. —order
Announced
of decision
and
(Comr.adoption
Durr dissenting)
grantingcense application
forRichvol.Rintoul
assgn. lifrom
Stephen
Western
Broadcasting Co.to
forANNOUNCED
$161,000.Connecticut
additional
grants for
for
32 new FM stations
and designated
hearing cithree
applications
for FMmakesfal
i
t
i
e
s
.
S
e
table
page
17.
This
total
of 230 conditional grants since
October.
WKBW WGR Buffalo Broadcasting
Corp.,tion Buffalo,
N. making
Y. — Announced
adopfinal withdenycertainof decision,
changes,prejudice
proposed
findings
ing,
without
to
further
proceedingsplicatioalongns for the
linesrenewal
indicated,of the
apof WKBW and WGR. In order tolicenses
make
such further
proceedings
possible.
Comgranted applicant
temp,
licenses
for bothvidedmission
stations
for three
months,
prothat
within
30
days
applicant
files with
statement
whichoverestablisheseratithaton oFCC
it
has
full
control
op-eff stations
no furtherwith
fect is being
givenandagreements
Churchill
Tablernacle
which
were
part
of FOLLOWING
issues in proceedings.
oralhas argument
on order
matter,
Commission
announced
that
itsRailroad
rules
andRadio
regulations
governing
new
Service
be
finally
effective 12-31-45.
ADMINISTRATIVE
DECEMBERBOARD17 ACTIONS
W9XMT dian pP.olis— Granted
R. MaUorymod.& CPCo. authorizInc., Ining new experimental
TV tostation
for
extension
completion
date
3-15-46.
WIOXDportable,
Philco area
Radioof &Washington,
Television
Corp.,
Philadelphia
— Granted
license
coverand
CP New
for onnewYorkexperimental
experimental TVtoonly;
relay
station,
basis
conditions.
Same
for
WIOXAE WIOXAF.
ACTIONS
ON
MOTIONS
ByDECEMBER
Comr. Denny13
(Reported
by FCCCo.,Dec.Orangeburg
18)
The ObserverCorp.,
Radio
Broadcasting
Tri-County
Broadcasting
Corp.,
Edisto
Broadcasting
Co.,
Orangeburg,
S. C—nowOrdered
advancement
of
hearing
set
Feb.
18-21,
1946,
at
Orangeburg,
to
Feb.
6-9.
The Torrington
Co.,
Torrington,
TheBroadcasting
Danbury
Broadcasting Co., Conn.;
TheParker,
Berkshire
Broadcasting
Corp.,
Frank
Danbury,
Conn.
Ordered6-9,continuance
of hearing
nowDan-set—
Feb.
1946,
to
March
18-20
at
Voicebury andof March
Augusta21 atInc.,Torrington.
The Savannah
Augusta
Chronicle
Broadcasting
Valley
Broadcasting
Co., Co.,
Augusta,
Ga.
— Ordered that
hearing
set
on
these
plischeduled
cations set Feb. 11-13,
1946,dates
at apSa-at
v
a
n
a
h
b
e
on
same
Augusta.
ACTIONS
MOTIONS
ByDECEMBER
Comr.ON Walker
14
WTAW
Theof Agricultural
& Mechanical
College
Texas,
College
Stationap-—
Granted petition
foramendment
leave to amend
p
l
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
f
o
r
CP;
filed with
petition
was
accepted.
Tennessee Broadcasters, Nashville,
Page 80 • December 24, 1945

Tenn.— Granted petition to accept late
amendment
re application
for new
station; FCC waived
rules and
accepted
applicant's
written
appearance.
Blue noke,Ridge
Broadcasting
Corp.,
RoaVa.— Granted petition to amend
application
for newandstation;
amend-rementmovedwas fromaccepted
application
hearing docket.
Fred O. Grimwood,
Bloomington, Ind.
—Granted
in parton motion
for continuance of hearing
application
for new
station;
hearing set 12-17-45 continued
to A.3-4-46.
Frankmotion
Katzentine,
Granted
leaveOrlando,
to amendment
amendFla.—
applicmotion
ation for newforwas
station;
filed
with
accepted.
WTOL
Community
Broadcasting
Co.,
Toledo,
O. — Granted
petition forproceedleave
to intervene
in consolidated
set 12-19-45
for enlargement
of
issues ingstiotherein
designated
upon
applicans of VoiceCo. ofInc.Marion
and Chronicle
Publishing
of
Marion,
Ind.
KHQ Louis Wasmer Inc., KGA Louis
Wasmer,tition Spokane,
Wash. — Granted pe-on
applicationsfor continuance
for renewal ofof hearing
licenses set
12-21-45;
continued
same Marion,
to 2-19-46.Ind. —
The Voicepetition
of Marion,
Granted
to
dismiss
without
prejudice
application forCo. new
station.
Centraltown, Pa. —Broadcasting
Inc.,
JohnsGranted
request
for
exten-its
sion of time within which to file
opposition
to
petition
of
WWSW
Inc.to
for
hearing
or
rehearing
and
leave
intervenecasting inCo. application
matter of forCentral
Broadnewpetitioner
station;
extendedfile time
within which
may
opposition
to position
of
WWSW
Inc.
to
and
including
12-17-45.
was taken
by Comr.
Denny Dec.
7,(Action
announced
by
FCC
Dec.
17.)
Greater Huntington Radio Corp.,
Huntington,
W. Va.—
Granted formotion
for
leave except
to amend
application
newfor
station
as
to
specification
ant.
site.
Request
with
respect
to
ant.
site wascant. (Action
dismissed
at request
of appliwas taken
by Comr.
Dec. 14, announced
by FCC
Dec. Denny
17.)
Tentative Calendar . . .
JANUARY 4
COMMISSIONER
E. K. Jett,of FCC,
chief will
engine r and general
counsel
meet
with
industry
representatives
discuss matters to be
considered toat
forthcoming
engineering
relating to North
American conference
Regional
Broadcasting
Agreement.
Persons
intere
s
t
e
d
i
n
participating
are
requested
notify2. Comr. Jett by letter on or beforeto
Jan.
Applications
DECEMBER. . 17.
APPLICATIONS were filed in behalf
of following
standard
stations
for
cense
renewal:
WCLO KVAL.
KVCV Also
WAIMforliWJOB stations
WMPC
KGFJ
relay
WBLR
KBQA
KWIR
KEIQ
KABG
WEIV WEIT KEHO
KEHP
WAUW. WEKR were
APPLICATIONS
filed
in
behalf
oflicense
relay renewal.
stations KIDN and WJOT for
610 kc
WSGN The Birmingham News Co.,
Birmingham,
Ala. — Vol.trans,executrix,
control
from
Ruth
Lawson
Hanson,
and
C.
B.
Hanson
Jr.
and
Henry
Johnston,
executors
underto will
of LawVic-P.
tor
H.
Hanson/
deceased,
Ruth
son Hanson,
HenryJr., P.James
Johnston,
Clarence B. Hanson
E. Chappell
and
Harry
B. H.Bradley,
trustees
under
will
of
Victor
Hanson,
deceased.
covers WJOT. No money is involved.Also
920 kc
WGST Georgia School of Technology,
Atlanta—signedCPWGST,forfiledfacilities
in namepresently
RegentsasofFor theAnd University
System
ofof Georgia,
On
Behalf
Of
Georgia
School
offacilities
Technology.
Alsoassigned
CP fortoauxiliary
presently
WGST.
Licenses
are requested
to iscover
both
CPs.
In addition
authoritypower
requested
tomeasurement
determine
operating
by direct
of ant. power.
960 kc
KFVS &Oscar
C. Co.,
HirschCapetr/as
Hirsch
Battery
Radio
Girardeau,
Mo. — CPcrease 2change
kc to 960
50 w to 1 1400
kw, install
new kc,trans,inandWSBT
DA-N, ThechangeSouth
trans,Bend
site.
— CP trans,
increaseandTribune,
1 kwmaketo
5South
kw, Bend,
installInd.new
changes DA-DN. 970 kc
KOINtrol fromPortland,
Ore.— Josephine
Vol. trans, Hunt.
conC. W. Myers,
Gertrude
E. Myers
and KOINInc.Inc.,fortrustee, to Field
Enterprises
proximately $943,967. Class A stock: ap-C.

FCC Hiatus
UNLESS
there are FCC
unforeseen developments,
will
be in virtual recess until Jan.
3, when it holds its next
scheduled regular meeting.
Christmas will
and not
New permit
Year's
holidays
preparation
of
agenda
for
the Dec. 26 session. Last
Wednesday the Commission
sought to clean up much of
its agenda. In addition to the
usual docket,
it issuedapproved
32 conditional FM grants,
tentative allocations for FM
stations by cities and trading
areas,tion to and
gave offinalgoodsancstandards
engineering practice for television.
W19%.Myers
G. E.Class
MyersB.
KOIN 64%,
Inc.,Hunt
trustee35%,100%
WDAK
Ga.— Voluntary
assgn.
licenseColumbus,
from L. J. Duncan,
Leila A.
Duncan,
Rawls,
H. Al-A.
len, AllenasJosephine
M.Valley
WoodallBroadcasting
and Effie
Margaret
Pill
d/b
Co. to
Radio
Columbus
Inc.
L.
J.
and
Duncan,
E.82%H. Allen
andforJ. $164,000
RawlsL. selltoA.
combined
interest
A.
M. Woodall,as David
E. Dunn
and
Howard
stockholders
in Radio
ColumbusE. Pill
Inc. 2,000
sh common
and
2,000 sh lumpreferred
stock
Radio Cous are divided
in likein proportion:
each
500 bsh,
A. M. Woodall,
Rufus M.
Lackey
Ernest
each, M. and
A. Pill
and D.H. S.Black;
Durden;200 100sh
sh, DavidWGAA.
E. Dunn.
Woodall
is partowner
is half-owner
Durden
isBlack
third-owner
WSFA,D.
ofWBML.
which
H.
E.
Pill
is
chief
owner.
E.transaction
Dunn is involving
8% ownerWRLD;
WSFA.seePart
below.of
1370 kc
WFEA
Manchester,
N.
H.
—
Vol.
license
from H. M. Bitner to WFEA assgn.
Inc.,
owned
involved.entirely by1400Mr. kcBitner. No money
KTOK fromOklahoma
City—to Vol.
O. L. isTaylor
KTOK assgn.
Inc..
oflicense
which Taylor
1490 kc99.8% stockholder.
WRLD from
West L.Point,
Ga.'— Vol.Leila
assgn.A.
license
J. Duncan,
Duncan, Josephine Rawls, Effie H. Al" M.as Valley
WoodallBroadcasting
and Margaret
A.to L.Pilllen,J.Allen
d/bDuncan,
Co.J.
L. A. Duncan Co.andPart
Rawls
d/b Valley involving
Broadcasting
of
transaction
WDAK;
see
above.
E. H. forAllen
retires
selling
her
10%
interest
$1,000
to
L.
A.
Duncan
and J. Rawls. A. M. Woodall sells
10%
and M. equity
A. Pillinsells
($1,000)($3,000)
and increase
WDAK.8%
1590 kc
WBRY American Republican Inc.,
Conn.—
increaseand1 kwmaketo
5Waterbury,
kw, install
newCP trans,
changes
in DA-DN.
Amendment
North Jersey Radio Inc., Newark, N. J.
—43.5CP mcnew andFM coverage
(Metropolitan)
station
of98 19,851
sq.change
mion ,
amended
to 8,150
request
mc,trans,
coverage
to
sq.
mi.,
site
from
nearN. Morris
Plains,typeN. J.,trans,
to West
Orange,
J.; change
and
population
and
change
name
applicant
The Jersey
EveningRadio
News Publishing Co
tofromNorth
96.5 mc Inc.
WBAM
ServicemcInc.,toBamberger
New
York—43Broadcasting
CP(96.5change
from
47.1
Channel
mc), make
changes
in
trans,
equip.,
install
new
ant.,
specify
coverage
as
9,860
sq
andWBCA
request
Metropolitan
stationCo Incmi
Capitol
Broadcasting
Schenectady, N. mc,Y.— install
CP change
from
44.7
and mcant. toand101.1specify
coveragenewas trans
6,589
sq. mi.
WJAX 5Citykw ofD Jacksonville,
Increase
1 kw N to 5 Flakw —CP
DN
install DA-N.
1340 kc
Robert
W.
Rounsaville,
Cleveland,
Tenn.— Authority to determine operatpower by direct measurement of
ant. ingpower.

V. S. PROGRAMMING
ABROAD ADVOCATED
NECESSITY of continuing ade
quate shortwave broadcasting
schedules to pump U.S. news and
cultural information around thd 14!:
world was emphasized by William i
T. Stone, director of the Office o]
International Information and Cul
tural
in a Dec.
round-table
dis
cussionAffairs
over NBC
15.
Participating with other official;
of the State
"Our InternationalDept.
Informationon Policy,"
Mr
Stone said that his office contemplated reduction of the heavy wartime shortwave schedules, but recognized the essentiality of continuing
an adequate program to keej
news.
other nations informed of U.S

Bell System Will Test
Highway
Servicera
EXTENSIVE Phone
trials of mobile
diotelephone service to make pos^
sible voice communications betwee:
vehicles on three intercity highway
routes or boats on adjacent waterand anySystem
telephone
to thewaysBell
were connected
planned
last week by Bell. Highway routes
are between Chicago and St. Louis
via Ottawa, Peoria and Springfield
111.; between New York, Albany
and
and between New
York Buffalo,
and Boston.
Applications for the first trans
mitting and receiving stations tc
serve the Chicago-St. Louis route
have noisbeen
filed withCo.FCCSimilar
by IlliBell Telephone
ap
plications for the other routes wil
be made soon, the company re
ported.
BROADCASTING
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PROFESSIONAL

DIRECTORY

GEORGE C. DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

ey
&. Bail
Jans
AnkyOrganization
of
Qualified
Radio
Engineer*
DEDICATED TO THE
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Frew Bldg., Wtuh., D. C

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

-7--

Radio Engineering Consultant!
Frequency Monitoring
ommercial Radio Equip. Co.
International Building. Washington, D. C.
321 E. Gregory Boulevard, Kansas City, Mo.
Cross Roads of the World, Hollywood, Calif.

RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

JOHN BARRO N
Consulting Radio Engineers,
Specializing
Broadcast and
Allocationin Engineering
Earle Building, Washington 4, D.
Telephone NAtional 7757

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
PAUL A. deMARS
ASSOCIATE
469 Church St.,Decatur
N.W., Washington
5, D. C.
1234

JOHN J. KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Earle Bldg. NATIONAL 6513
Washington 4, D. C.

LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey Bldg. • District 8215
Washington 4, D. C.

Frank H. Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
710 I4th St. N.W. ME. 4477
Washington, D. C.

MAY
and BOND
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
★ ★ *
1422 F St, N.W., Wash. 4, D. C.
Kellogg Bldg. • Republic 3984

HAROLD B. ROTHROCK
Consulting Radio Engineer
•
301 N. Greenbrier St.
Arlington, Va.
Chestnut 2267

Consulting Radio Engineer*
991Bridgeport
Broad St.,3,Suite
Conn.9-11
Telephone 5-2055 Lab. Phone 7-2465

WORTHINGTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
INTERNATIONAL. BLDG. WASH.. D. O
1319 F STREET N. W. DISTRICT 4127

HERBERT L.WILSON
and associates
Consulting Radio engineers
am fm television facsinilt
1018 Vermont Ave.. N W, Washington 8. 0.0.
rational 7161

HOLEY & HILLEGAS
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1146 Briarcliff PI., N.E.
Atlanta, Ga.
ATwood 3328

ANDREW
CO.
Consulting Radio Engineers
363 E. 75th St CHICAGO 19
Triangle 4400

GOMER L. DAVIES
Consulting Radio Engineer
P. O. Box 71 Warfield 9089
College Park, Md.

DIXIE B. McKEY
ROBERT C. SHAW |
CONSULTING
RADIO ENGINEERS
1108 16th Street N. W. Suite 405
Washington, D. C. NAtional 6982

WELDON & CARR
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 CONNECTICUT AVENUE
PHONE-MICHIGAN 4151

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
Consulting Radio Engineers
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Columbia 8544

KEAR 3C KENNEDY
Consulting Radio Engineer!
1703 K St. N.W.
REpnblic 1951
«. C.

Colton & Foss, Inc.
Electronic Consultants
• WASHINGTON, D. C. •
927 15th Street NW, REpublic 3883
IIROADCASTING

Universal R0VAL V. HOWUBO, Director
nCaBalwII
Pine&
Streets
hill circle
1 nob Mason
flpcparrh
Laboratories
* Division of Universal Broadcasting Company
Radio engineering Consultants
John Creutz
Consulting Radio Engineer
328 Bond Bldg. REpublic 2151
Washington, D. C.

• Telecasting

Colorado Building • Washington,4,D.C. q
600 Pickens St. • Columbia,.9,S.C,
o«o«o#o#

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS, TEXAS

ROBERT L. WEEKS
CONSULTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
429 Russ Bldg.
San Frandsco, California

Broadcast — Allocation & Field Service
GILLE BROS.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1108 Lillian Way Phone: GLadstone 6178
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.

WILLIAM E. BENNS
Consulting
Radio Engineer
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA
830 Gregg St. Phone 7342
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Customers
(Continued from page 65)
too strongly on the advertising potentialities inthe household appliances field. Housing projects, and
homes built by the veterans themselves with loan help under the
GI Bill of Rights will create a
terrific demand for appliances of
all sorts. And add these thoughts:
he'll
new radio
foundwant
out aFrench
and because
German he's
radios are in many cases inferior to
ours; he'll want a new stove because he'llcooked
be a lover
fancyof
foods and
dishes,of lots
cakes,
and cookies; and he'll
want a pies
refrigerator.
Diversion and recreation will
appeal to him more strongly now.
Such accounts as summer resorts,
fishing rendezvous, travel agencies
or places of amusement can gain
much trade from the returning
veteran
and thehasveteran's
The veteran
had littlefamily.
or no

FCC Asks Prompt Response by Stations
To Preliminary Reports on Revenues
The request is for a
ANNUAL
for analysis
ofFCC'S
station
broadcastcall revenues
for of the year. report
revenues, to be followed onby station
the detailed
the calendar year was dispatched preliminary
Dec. 20 to all licensees with the re- report.
"It is considered desirable," said
quest that they be submitted "as
FCC's covering
letter, on"that
soon as possible" after the close the
the Commission
be informed
the
question of revenue from sales of
opportunity
for
personal
possession of things of value while in time by the broadcast industry for
the Army. Everything has been the year 1945 as soon as possible
GI. Accent the instinct of posses- after
of thewereyear."
Senttheeachclosestation
two copies
sion in the copy of such accounts
the preliminary report form of
as real estate, jewelers, and auto- ofstation
revenues
with
the
request
mobiles. "Own your own home,"
"jewelry is not only a gift, but a that one be returned not later than
Jan. nue19.from Stations
life-long
investment,"
sales of with
stationtotal
timerevefor
own automobile,
the "drive
new your
1946
the year of less than $25,000 or less
models have these new features."
than
an
average
of
$500
weekly
if
Cleanliness, time savers, appefor less than a complete
durability,
modernity,
fam- operated
ily tizers,
affection,
courtesy,
economy,
year were advised to fill in only the
total amount of revenue.
sports,have
hospitality,
these
appeal tobeautifying
the veteran.—
"Since this schedule is designed

PoUUdudifl
IS A

HUGE

WORCESTER
MARKET-

jeuen

taAXf&l thou* 4f04l thUiil /
AND ONE OF THE MOST STABLE AND PROSPEROUS IN THE NATION
Measured in terms of population, Metropolitan Worcester
numbers 522#607.* This exceeds the urban populations of
such great cities as Cincinnati, Kansas City and St. Paul. It
leaves behind the metropolitan populations of Rochester,
Akron, Dallas, Seattle or Newark.
Now look at the buying income. In 1944 it was $4,594
per family, or 10.3% above the national average. And
Worcester is diversified with over 500 industries within its
compact trading area which helps to keep pay roll peaks
on an even keel the year 'round.
The Worcester Market is one no thoughtful advertiser
can overlook — a market dominated by WTAG, which is
acknowledged by listeners, distributors, dealers and Hoopers
as Worcester's No. 1 radio station, with creative facilities
and equipment to match its big coverage.
* Massachusetts State Department, Dec. 1945

PAUL

H.

RAYMER

CO.

National
WTAG

Sales Representatives/^^J^T
WORCESTER

Congressional Carols «
IN REAL HOLIDAY spirit,
six U. S. Congressmen and six
members
British voices
Parliamentof thejoined
over Mutual Dec. 20, 11:30
a.m. in a carol sing. The two
groups
apiece andsang
then two
joined carols
in an
across-the-ocean double sexette of "Silent
Night".
gressmen include:
HarryCon-L.
Towe (D-N. J.), Leslie C.
Arends (R-Ill.), William S.
Hill (R-Col.), Frank Fellows
(R-Me.), Paul W. Shafer
(R-Mich.), Harve Tibbott
(R-Pa.).

only to give the Commission a pre ^
liminary
the broadcas
industry,"report
the ofcovering
lette ™
stated, "the respondents are re
quested not to wait for a final audi
of the books before submitting thi
report
Data requested include revenm jj
from networks; nonnetwork sale;
to national and regional advertis
ers and to local advertisers, an<
incidental revenues, with ordinar
commissions deducted.

Shomo
(Continued from page 10)
Times edition which died when thi rir
depression made luxury liners
permanent
part toof New
York'she sky
line.
Returning
Chicago,
wa| ina
head
of
the
Tribune's
loop
advertis'
ing office until 1931, when he movefiei
over to the Herald-Examiner,
An opportunity to hit the roaJqui
for McFadden Publications an :ce
see something of the Midwesfrs
caused him to sever connection
with the Examiner. In 1937
walked
into
Kelly Smith's
and walked
out withofficea jo
asWBBM
salesman.
After working on CBC rad
sales for Kelly Smith until 194C§i(t
he was promoted to eastern sale
manager in New York for WBBM
remaining there until Septembe
1944, when he became sales man;
ager for the CBS owned
operated Chicago outlet.
a "joinal
er"Ernie
and confesses
belongs tohe noisn'tclubs,
though his favorite hobby is people
with
golf and squash running ii
close order.
He resides in Evanston with hi:
parents and two children, Albert, 5
and Mary Louise, 10. He is di
vorced, single, satisfied.
Rightthrough
now, rose
he views
sales
world
coloredtheglasses
as public demand for war restrictec mi
items continues to grow. But wheijba
the economic scales shift from sell
ers
offersmarket
this bitto ofbuyers
advicemarket
to menErni*
an(
women considering radio sales as
career: Good public relations
long-range. And successful sales
lations.
manship depends on good public re

580 KC
OWNED
AND OPERATED .BY THE WORCESTER
TELEGRAM-GAZETTE 5000WattS
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Transfer,

Assignment

Requests Are Filed With FCC
IANSFERS and assignments fig- respectively own 200 shares of each,
e in seven applications accepted and David E. Dunn of Montgomery
r filing last week by the FCC. owns 100 of each. Mr. Woodall also
ations involved are WRLD West owns an interest in Northwest
)int, Ga., and WDAK Columbus, Georgia Broadcasting Co., licensee
x.; KTOK Oklahoma City; WFEA of WGAA Cedartown; Mr. Black is
anchester, N. H.; WSGN Birming. half owner and president of Georgia
tm and relay station WJOT; Broadcasting Co. (WBML Macon);
OIN Portland, Ore.
Mr. Durden has a one-third interest
Reorganization of Valley Broad- in Montgomery Broadcasting Co.
isting Co., licensee of WRLD and (WSFA Montgomery, Ala.), of
Mr. Pill is chief owner; Mr.
'DAK,
proposed,
withA.,L.andJ. which
Dunn is 8 1/3% stockholder in
uncan andis his
wife, Leila
s sister-in-law, Mrs. Josephine Montgomery Broadcasting.
awls, taking over operation of
WDAK operates on 1340 kc with
4/RLD, and Allen M. Woodall, 250 w power; WRLD, on 1490 kc
[rs. Margaret A. Pill and others with 250 w.
iking
KTOKuntaryapplication
volimbus over
Inc. WDAK as Radio Coassignment of involves
license from
Messrs. Duncan and Woodall and O. L. Taylor
to
KTOK
Inc.,
Okla[esdames Duncan, Rawls, Pill and
homa City, a new corporation in
ffie H. Allen, mother of Mrs. DunMr. Taylor holds 99.8% of
an and Mrs. Rawls, are partners in which
Enoch, station manle present Valley Broadcasting stock. ager,Robert
and Leonard H. Savage own
p. Mr. and Mrs. Duncan, Mrs. 0.1% each. Contract provides for
tllen and Mrs. Rawls propose to
who is executive genell their combined 82% interest Mr. Taylor,manager
of KGNC KFYO
6r $164,000 to Mr. Woodall, David KTSA eralKRGV,
to make the assignj.Dunn and Howard E. Pill, three
ment in return for 1,000 of the authorized shares of capital stock in
''["ft
the Inc.
stockholders in Radio CoI iAmbus
Inc. and assumption by
< Mr. and Mrs. Duncan and Mrs. KTOK
KTOK
Inc.
of liabilities including
!3a wis would continue to do business a $50,000 note.
Station is on 1400
ji| Valley Broadcasting Co. in kc with 250 w.
liberating WRLD. Mrs. Allen is re^
Terms
of
the
agreement
siting from the Valley Broadcast- assign license ofWFEA
the station from
ing partnership and seeks to trans- H. M. Bitner to WFEA Inc., owned
fer her 10% interest to Mrs. Dun- entirely by Mr. Bitner. No money is
isjajan and Mrs. Rawls, while Mr. involved.
Bitner formerly was
;• Woodall and Mrs. Pill want to sell publisher Mr.
of Pittsburgh Sun Teledlliheir
respective
10%
and
8%
ingraph
and
director
in Pittof Publishiferests in WRLD and increase their
ing Co. and owns 30%
WFBM
jifauity in WDAK. Mrs. Pill would Indianapolis. WFEA operates on
c'Weceive $2,400; Mr. Woodall $3,000; 1370 kc with 5 kw power.
itMrs. Allen $1,000.
Under terms of the will of Victor
l\ Stockholders in Radio Columbus
Hanson, who died last March
Jitihclude Mr. Woodall, Rufus M. H.
application has been filed for
ttLjjackey of Birmingham, and Ernest 7,
of 1,235 of 1,500 outstandIlP. Black of Macon, each of whom transfer
ing shares in Birmingham News
p|olds 500 shares of common and Co., licensee
of WSGN, from Ruth
JilOO of preferred stock; Mrs. Pill Lawson
Hanson, executrix, and
,nd H. S. Durden of Montgomery C. B. Hanson
Jr. and Henry P.
Johnston, executors, to themselves
and
James
E.
Chappell
and Harry
Snow in September.
B. Bradley as trustees under the
will. Worth of the stock is estimated at $617,500. On 610 kc, the
station operates with 5 kw local
sunset ferors
andand transferees
1 kw night. are
Sameinvolved
transin WJOT relay application.
KOIN Portland application seeks
approval of the sale of the station
by C. W. Myers, Josephine Hunt,
Gertrude E. Myers and KOIN Inc.,
down South
trustee, to Field Enterprises Inc.
for
approximately $943,967 [BroadCotton is the 16-county
casting, Oct. 29]. Mr. Myers owns
64% of Class A stock, Mrs. Hunt
WSPA-Piedmont's
largest
money crop. Over 27,500,000
35%, and Mrs. Myers 1%. Thirtybaled - pounds each year are
two employes own 411 of 1,000
shares of Class B stock. Field Enproduced in Spartanburg
terprises, in which Marshall Field
County alone.
owns 100% of preferred and Class
SPARTANIUR6,
A stock and 80% of Class B, is
WSPA SOUTH CAROLINA publisher of the Chicago Sun and
Home of Camp Croft owner of WJJD Chicago and WSAI
Cincinnati. KOIN operates on 970
kc with 5,000 w.
BROADCASTING
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Lea Bill to Get Action
Soon After Mid- January
HOUSE ACTION on the Lea Bill
(HR-4737) to curb James Caesar
Petrillo and his American Federation of Musicians will be asked by
Rep. Clarence F. Lea (D-Cal.), its
author and chairman of the Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, immediately
after Congress
the second session
of the 79th
convenes Jan. 14, Rep. Lea said
last week.
Delay of legislative drafting
clerks in rewriting certain provisions of the measure, coupled with
other pressing legislation prevented
committee action before the holiday
recess Friday. Mr. Lea said, however, he would ask his committee
to report out the bill shortly after
the second session opens. Congress
recessed Friday until Jan. 14, before the Committee could consider
the rewritten
ing, Dec. 17]. measure [BroadcastNew York Test
TIME OUT Co., New York (Time
Out liquid breath sweetener) , will
start 60-day spot campaign on five
New York stations including
WEAF WJZ WABC WOR on Feb.
1. Fifth station had not been selected last week. About five announcements are expected to be
used on each station a day. Aerency
is Dudley Rollinson Co., New York.

Wishing You A
MERRY
CHRISTMAS

WCHS
Charleston, W. Va.

Signs Full MBS
WILLIAMSON CANDY CO., Chicago, effective Jan. 13, will sponsor
new mystery show, format yet unan ounced, Sun. 4:30-5 p.m. on full
Mutual network. Aubrey, Moore
& Wallace, Chicago, is agency.
Firm is slated to drop present sponsorship of "Famous
Jury effective
Trials"
Fri.
p.m. on ABC,
Feb. 9-9:30
1.
Compiling Glossary
GLOSSARY of radio terms and
definitions is being compiled by the
NAB to clear confusion on the
meaning of many words commonly
used in the industry. Action was
taken by Edward M. Kirby, NAB
public relations counsel, after a
government economist had asked
for clarification of the term "spot
broadcasting."
have of
beena
asked to send Stations
in definitions
number of radio terms.
Comfort Mfg. on ABC
COMFORT MFG. Co., Chicago
(Craig - Martin toothpaste) will
sponsor special broadcast of ABC
"Club Matinee" 1:30-2 p.m.
(CWT),gram willonbe repeated
Christmasto ABC
Day. West
ProCoast and Mountain stations at
5:30 p.m.Adv.,(CST).
Junkin
Chicago.Agency is McNew J-W-T Time Buyer
FRANCES
YOUNG,
secretary
to Alfred
Crapsey,
sales
manager
of KPO
San
Francisco,
has
joined
J.
Walter
son Co., San Francisco, as timeThompbuyer.

(n California's
city,
KFMB reaches
90% of the San
Diego tion.County
373,000populapersons
within 15 miles of
antenna . . . listening
to KFMB only for the
nary
ABC shows.
(Ameri) network
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— Classified Advertisements —
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money order* only — Minimum $1.00.
Situation Wanted 10c per word. All others, 15c per word. Count 3 words for
blind box number. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies
to Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C
Help Wanted
Help wanted—
Top flight
newsman
for
small
eastern
state
Not necessarily interested
in station.
commentator
but
man'
all around
news Excellent
background,
either with
newspaper
opportunity. $letter
20 .or0 perradio.
month to start.
Tell all first
accompanied
by
photo. Box 591, BROADCASTING.
Program
director
—
For
250
watt
network
station. Midwestern city, 90,000. Complete
but expect
.top and
results. responsibility
Send transcription,
picture
complete information. Box 621, BROAD- .
CASTING.
Sales managermetropolitan
— Progressivenetwork
250 watt
middlewest
station seeks job
sales supervision
manager capable
doingaggressive
and
selling.
Send
picture
and
tell
all.
Box
BROADCASTING. 622,
Combination
announcer work
- operator
needed for
by
pro-li-is
grepreferred.
s ive loctransmitter
al, southeast.
First
class
cense
Good
pay
and
working
conditions.
supply
brief job history. Write Please
Box 630,
BROADCASTING.
Station
manager
who
has
first phase
class
ticketbroadcasting
and is familiar
with every
of
including
programs,
sales
and public
relations.
Must be staff.
able
toThousand
operate
small inversatile
wattwithstation
town of 7000
people. Salaryvancementstarts
at
$350.00
with
adased on economyAn ofunusual
operation and sales bproduction.
opportunity minfor
alertBROADCASTING.
experienced adistrator. Box 631,
Chief plenty
engineer—of Want
good, forreliable
man,
experience,
fast
growing
250 watter
in middlewest.
Send
qualifications,
personal
information,
and
salaryingexpected
in
first
letter.
Announcability
preferable
for
occasional
shift. Write Box 633, BROADCASTING.
Continuity
chief — station
Progressive
gang
building gressive
progressive
continuityquality
chief, work,
one needs
withand provol-no
ume
production,
long
hair.
Man
or
woman
acceptable.
Small town, midwest,
network
Job
info and affiliate.
picture
prontopaysto $35.00.
Box 634,SendBROADCASTING.
College
graduate
to
gather
community
news
in New
England citycooperation.
for radio
broadcast.
Full
Must
knowweekly
localnewspaper
news
and with
how opporto get
it.
$45.00
at
start
tuniaffiliate.
ty to become
newscaster
with net-of
work
Send
complete
resume
education
and experience. Box 635,
BROADCASTING.
WMAJ
at
State
College,classPa.license.
wants young
engineer
first
Write
orportunlty.
phone with
immediately.
Grand opporLacrosse, news
Wisconson
isThein need
ofweWKBH,
awantcompetent
editor.
man
mustwriting
be capable
of doing
local
reporting,
and
one
newscast
daily.
Situations Wanted
Chief engineer
seeksExperienced
position within pro-all
station.
phases of tengressive
radio
station operation,
maina
n
c
e
a
n
d
installation.
Past
employand associates
to ability
the ersworking
kind oftestify
executive
who getsas
INg" done well. Box 544, BROADCAST Newswise?
sales your
with news
network
newsman inPepor up
heading
department—writing,
announcing
news
and
special
events.
2\\
years
NBC
plus
four yearsencedsmall
stations—
spells
experiprogramming.
Excellent references. Box 596.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-sportscaster,
5 years
expertence and
250 watt
to Production
50,000MC.watt.
Proven
ability
voice.
experience,a news,specialty.
sports, adInterested
lib, straight
live
shows Box
In your
Offer.
597, BROADCASTING.
P. L Stations,
available
soon,
fully
experienced
mall-pull
announcer,
MCshows
for
one
of
the
best
known
hillbilly
in country.
Alsoexperience.
sports, news
and staff
work.
5
years
25
years
old.
Would like to help position
boost your mall and
make
Box 598,permanent
BROADCASTING. for myself.
Commercial
manager
available only.
Feb..
experienced,
prefer commission
Box 607, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Newscaster — Seeking permanent news
berth encine in well
majorknown
market.
14 years experistations.
AFN
and BBC. Honorable
discharge.Also,Family
man.
Experienced
stage,
radio,
production. Best references.
Box
609,
BROADCAS
TING.
Are
youLt.looking
for a goodwishes
investment?
Navy
just
released
start in
radio.sity andGraduate
Northwestern
student
Medill
School
ofUniverJourn
a
l
i
s
m
.
A
g
e
26,
family
man.
Can
write
news,
publicity,
promotion
and
handle
disc jockey
shows.
Prefer
NYC,
Califvieworninow.
a or Arizona.
Available
NYC
interAn investment
in thisto your
man
will
soon
pay
extra
dividends
station
anddesires.
will Box
give 615,
him BROADCASTthe start in
radio
he
ING^
Program
tion man.director.
Writing,Experienced
announcing,producnews,
sports,
play-by-play,
acting, directing,
alarm
clock
emcee.
University
degree.
Former
newspaper
editor.
Age
34,
wife,
child. Lieutenant
USNR,
two
overseas, Commander,
ready for discharge.
Box years
617, BROADCASTING,
Newscaster
— Network,
networkCanaffiliate
and
indeDendent
experience.
write
own
shows. Box 618,
BROADCASTING.
Naval
officer experience,
available January.
6 years
broadcasting
culminating
iy2 years asmanagement.
Interestedpart-inin
position
manager,
possibly
owner, of 30.promising
local. BS,
married,
Box 620,southern
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-Saleman,
continuity,
production. Can handleEight
all phases.
Small
stationence.preferred.
years experiSuccessful
local,
national
sales
record.
Good publicity
promotion
ideas.623,Terrific
mail puller.and$65.00
week.
Box
BROADCASTING.
Marine Corps
Lieutenant
awaiting
discharge desires
toclassenter
broadcasting
field. Have
1st
license,
maintenance,
operating
and
administrative
experience
and good announcing voice.
Box 624, BROADCASTING.
Outstanding
— Comic-pioneer
ofsnappy
radio ad-libber,
drama.radioLongactor
stage
experience
—■
single,
can
produce
own
plays.
Clever
at
originating
plots.
Narrator-newscaster.
Want
job
with
package show,scription,agency
or station. Tranphoto. Address
BROADCAS
TINGBox
. 626,
Radio
engineer
discharged
from
Army.
Fifteen
years broadcast
experience.
First
phone,ble anysecond
telegraph
license. Capatechnical
assignment.
Army
tenure
consisted
technical
supervision
nineteen
stations.references.
Desire west coast.
Family. Best
BROA
DCASTINGBox
. 627,
Topnotch
announcer
—
Broad
experience,
news, sports,perience.general.
Local network
exsalary. Age
28.
References. Permanent,
Box 629,goodBROADCASTING^
South Pacific
wants
to sit
down.
I am isfoot
not soldier
looking
for provide
money.
What
that operation
will
me
withI want
valuablea job
station
exa Please
disc ofwrite
my voice 632,
I'd
like you ADC
toperience. Ihave
hear.AST
BRO
INGBox
.
Majortivenetwork
producer
Aknowledge
tendesires
year ofexecurecord
indicatessalesdauctiposition.
thorough
proo
n
,
s
a
l
e
s
and
promotion.
Character and tioned.
integrity
have
been
unquesVeteran
World
War
II.
Sgt.
James
A. Thomas,
628 >/2 N. Plymouth.
Los Angeles
4, California.
Jr.
radio
producer.
Discharged
veteran
looking for opportunity
In agency radio
department.
knowledge of allPrefer
phases Chicago.
of radio. R.HaveE.
Locke^MSO N. Lotus Ave., Chicago.
Naval
officer
(electronic
.specialist)
availablemitterJan.
1 Navy
for position
as transengineer.
experience
to 50
kw.
AM
or
FM.
Consider
any
location
for
good
position.
L.
J.
Kraehmer,
S. Carpenter St., Chicago 20, Illinois,8311
Electronics
soon
be releasederationfromfor engineer,
war work,
invitesto responconsidfilling
permanent,
sible,
engineering
position.
BEE
Experience inAvailable
broadcasting
anddegree.
UHF
techniques.
February
first.
Address
R.
E.
Patterson.
377
East
Madison Avenue, Springfield, Ohio.

UNO

Plans

Powerful

Station:

Officials
recommended that tht i i
Cincinnati'
UNITED
NATIONS Proposes
Organization stations
Shouse
should not come under thf. ese
is planning
its
own
autonomous
raof either the FCC ondio station in the U. S., answering jurisdiction
any communications body. Fre
to no tions
government
quencies
may
undent
organization. or communica- the
Berne Bureaube ofallocated
Telecommuni
Last Monday UNO authorities
to avoid interference
prepared a document on the rights cations
Should any
of frequenj|e,a
and privileges of the organization cies
otherduplication
communications
diffi
within the zone of the new world cultiesor arise,
Mr. de Wolf presuma
peace
headquarters.
Included
in
the
recommendations was a stipulation bly would be liaison between th|teJ
FCC and UNO on problems con rta
that UNO reserve the right to es- cerning
U. S. broadcast stations
tablish its own sending and receivThe shortwave facilities doubt we
ing station.
less
would
be for the use of UNO i
Autonomous Body
members who could reach the en
According to Francis Colt de tire world simultaneously on anj it
announcements or information for
Wolf, State
Dept.Chief,
Telecommunications Division
authorities world consumption.
The FCC has received no worcfe
now attending the UNO preparatory conference in London discussed of the proposed station, Earl Mini I
possibilities of a station with State derman, FCC Director of Informa (R1
Dept. officials before leaving for tion, told Broadcasting last week: is
London. It was recommended that As the UNO is without precedent! it
the organization have both ^oint- there are no rules governing sucl
to-point and shortwave facilities an organization's communication
within the headquarters zone.
facilities. Under the Communica
tions Act, no one may own anc
operate a station within the U. Si aid
Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Ex-serviceman — 27 years old, married — unless an American citizen. Conl
would
like
announcer's
position
in
Los
however, may be asked fo
Angeles
experience
network vicinity.
station Has
with hadstudio
programs,on gress,
legislation
turntables,
network
co-ops,
etc.the Ready
tion within authorizing
the U. S. a UNOi sta|i fi
toWritebeginJameswork
after
first
of
year.
F.
Tunis,
7419
Lankershim
Decision
in January
Blvd., No. Hollywood, Calif.
Versatileness, copywriter
with
varied
busiAlso
in
the
document
drawn u} ill
advertising experience
to
join medium-sized
or pay.
largewants
where
ideas and ability
3y2agency
years in London last week were provifii
AAF.
Chicago
B. J. Gross, sions for "unimpeded and
5508 Hyde
Park, preferred.
Chicago.
over all its territories t|t
Ambitious veteran, 25, with musical transit"
. . . accredited representatives o:
and theatrical
background
desires
position withnouncinfuture
in department.
production, Colan- radio, press, and motion pictures
The UNO Preparatory Commis
armyg or publicity
AdolphN. Trilling,lege104andEast
4thexperience.
St., New York,
Y. sion decided to postpone at leas,
Hold
first
class
radio
telephone,
2nd
until
when the assembl;
class radiotelegram
class
A amateur
li- meets January
again, selection of a specific n\
censes. Five years
experience
repair,
factory etesting
radar
work,
USMC.
Prefsite for the world organization.
rence for East
700 Oakland
Place,coast
New station.
York 57,Kramer,
N. Y. of James
D. Shouse,
the Crosley
Corp.,vice-presiden
Cincinnati, ^
Engineer—
Army
officer
just
released
from service desires connection with in charge of broadcasting, accom
progressive
station.
Experienced
in
Sigworkamateur.
for five Seeking
years with
10 panied by Mayor James Garnelc^j,
yearsnalasCorps
radio
transStewart and Walter Eberle, Cin
mit ernounce.
or control
room
work,
could
an- cinnati
Hold
first
class
phone
license,
Chamber of Commerce pres
married, where.
28 Write
yearsGordon
old. Will
locate anyident, flew to London last week tAar
M.
Parks,
3936
Lower Beaver Road, Des Moines, Iowa. present a formal invitation to th
Wanted to Buy
Commission to place UNO head jj
quarters in Cincinnati. Mr. Shouse rst,
Wanted
tosouthwest.
buy — 250 watt
station
in midwest
or
Give
complete
dewho suggested the move, citei
talls. Box 625, BROADCASTING.
proximity of the Bethany Trans
Wanted
WesterninputElectric
D-151070WHAS
cab- mitters,
inet for —speech
equipment.
owned by the Government
Louisville.
and operated by Crosley for th
State
Dept.
He pointed out that th; jj
2 Radiotone
Transcription
Turntables,
Bethany Transmitters are power
new
$390.00, WSSV,
Peters- ful
burg, equipment,
Virginia.
to reach all of th
Unitedenough
Nations.
For
sale—
RCA 1with
kw transmitter,
type
1-C,
complete
modulation
and
It was understood, however, tha
frequency
monitors.
Also,
two
125
foot
self
supportingBox steel
towers. Available San Francisco is being given seri
immediately.
628, BROADCASTING
ous consideration
by the prepara
Miscellaneous
tory
commission because
it rank 3a(j
third as a world communication
center and has other advantages
ATTENTION SERVICEMEN!
To aid servicemen seeking radio jobs, BROADCASTING will
accept situation wanted classified ads at no charge. Thirty words
maximum. Two insertions. Sign name, rank and give address.
ROADCASTING

• Telecastin

NAB CONVENTION
Meeting in Central U. S.
Likely for Fall
N NAB convention next fall in
ije interior of the country is the
•esent outlook, although the time
id place remain undetermined.
This was the word from F. M.
assell, NBC Washington vice■esident and chairman of the
AB Special Convention Commite, after canvassing prospects last
ek. Officials of the Office of De[nse Transportation have indited that load
the peak
trans-in
rtation
shouldpostwar
be over
rly September. The suggestion,
wever, was that if the convenP) in is held, it should be in the
) dwest area, relatively equidisjirit from all points.
Mr. Russell, after conferring
|:th his committee colleagues,
t. igh Terry, general manager of
i JL Denver, and Harry Spence,
Y.LRO Aberdeen, Wash., both mem\i?s of the NAB Board, concluded
jiit they would shoot for latter
lart of September or early October,
lie probable sites are Chicago or
Ipveland — the latter because of
municipal auditorium which
ild house the convention and disys. convention — which would be
The
: first in two years — would have
anticipated attendance of 1500
1800. The previous alltime high
s between 1000-1100 in 1944. But
;h the emergence of FM, televin and other services, it is felt
ftjle attendance will reach a new
tc|ijl-time peak.
,4 1 Petrillo
Jj {Continued from page 15)
J*. Petrillo has forbidden AFM
Members to perform on any telefipionbeenstation
agreements
iive
reached.until
He has
ordered
networks and independent stations
■fjl pay standby fees or hire two
i[taffs if they duplicate AM programs on FM stations,
j So far efforts to halt the muI'icians'
czar Clarence
have beenF. futile,
al;Jlough Rep.
Lea (D"''ijal.),
chairman
of
the
House
In>; irstate & Foreign Commerce Com1 littee, will press for action short■|l after the New Year on his bill
rJlHR-4737)
to curb Petrillo's inf >Sads in broadcasting,
f Mr. Petrillo and his union in the
past
expressed
philosophy
i ihat ithaveis wrong
for athestation
to get
m through the use of network and
recorded music without employing
Me musicians locally. He has as
|«t been unable to control the
|rty)adcast
of recordings.
The AFM
fitrike against
record manufacturftm
demonstrated
that
even
»itng production of new records stophad
title effect on broadcasters, who
fent on using the records that had
wen made during the years preeding the strike.
But when it comes to networks,
rae situation is quite different.
When a network affiliate station
nd the local AFM union have been
BROADCASTING
• Tclec

Chicago

Radio

Newsmen

Open

Fight to Obtain Equal Rights
CHICAGO radio news editors took and management.
their first step Dec. 18 to obtain
At the meeting were: Bob Hurequal privileges with newspapers leigh
WGN;and EverettandHolies,PaulJimBrines,
Hurlbut
Don
by organizing the Chicago Radio
News Assn. at a luncheon at the Kelly, WBBM-CBS; Bill Ray, John
Merchandise Mart.
Thompson and Basket Moss,
Instances where radio newsmen WMAQ-NBC; Connie O'Dea,
have failed to receive equal facilities WENR-ABC;
Julian Bentley,
in covering national events were WLS; Bob Ward, WJJD; Jim
Dale, WIND; Roy Brubaker,
discussed. The New York to Lon- WMBI;
James Bormann, AP;
don inaugural flight of United Airlines, with five newspapers and only Charles Ahrens, UP; George Gilotti
and
William
Brons, INS.
one radio outlet represented, and
the refusal of Navy public relaAll
Chicago
stations wereto the
intionsviewsto permit
wire-recorded
vited to send representatives
at the Adm.
Halsey interpress next meeting,
to
be
held
early
in
conference were cited.
January. The group will meet
Ray Elected
weekly until constitution and byBill Ray, NBC news director,
laws are drafted, monthly thereChicago division, was named tem- after.
porary
president,
empowered
to
The
grouptherecommended
action
name two committees of five. One to eliminate
volume of releases
committee will nominate permanent from publicity bureaus which, in
officersond willsubject
and the sec- most cases, are unacceptable for
draft toa vote,
constitution.
broadcast purposes. By drafting a
The association was formed for policy outlining the needs of radio
the sole purpose of representing news departments, publicity men
radio as an industry on national would be able to "angle" their rewith greater results, the
news events and not as a bargain- membersleasesagreed.
ing agent between radio newsmen
unable to agree on a contract and
the local has called on the national
organization for assistance, the
AFM has considerable power.
Usual procedure is for AFM to
ask the network not to supply musicaltion.programs
to the refuses
particular
staThe network
to comply,
pointing
out
that
to
do
would be to breach its contract withso
the station. The AFM then withdraws all remote musical pickups
from the network, keeping them
from the one station by keeping
them from the entire network. On
some occasions the union has gone
further and withdrawn studio suscommercial
caststaifromning andtheevennetwork
as a broadmeans
of exerting pressure on the indito an agreementvidualwithaffiliate
the tolocalcomeunion.
When previous agreements have
been reached between the networks and the AFM, affiliates and
non-affiliates have been known to
make remarks about being "sold
downthatthetheriver."
They would
have pointed
out
networks
rather
increase the ante to the AFM than
face the threat of several weeks
without musical programs, particularly commercial musical programs.
For that, among other reasons,
the networks may be expected to
show no reluctance in handing this
AFM problem over to the Industry
Music Committee for solution. Certainly, they point out, it is an industry problem. It is unfair, they
contend, to make demands upon
affiliates
and not upon non-network stations.
The following list of states, with
the number of network stations
employing musicians and those
that do not, was compiled by the

AFM and attached
the networks:
Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia—
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Jersey
Hampshire __ ,
New
New
Mexico
New
York
North
North Carolina
Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode
Island
South
Carolina
South
Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

to the letters to
with
1 without
137
3
0
9
11
24
3
47
4
2
0
4
0
8
18
6
19
0
8
886
9
13
4
95
4
5
836
3
5
11 39
6
178
8
2
106
12
0
6
271
0
2
3
2
0
51
19
14
3
257
1
21
7
6
3
1198
22
4
0
1120
2
11
11
3748
4
0
3
6
109
8
4
8
126
0
2

NAB Reports Shifted
WEEKLY NAB Reports published
by the trade association will have a
Friday evening deadline instead of
Thursday as heretofore, reaching
most members Monday morning.
Edward M. Kirby, NAB public relations
later publicationcounsel,
date willsaidgivethe opportunity
for
complete roundup of the week's
activities.

from all of us
at WRC
Best wishes

Christmas
and a Happy
a very
^ for
and Prospierous
| Merry
New Year

FIRST in WASHINGTON
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Sales Halted
(Continued from page 18)
consenttion permit
to theor assignment
construclicense
for ofana station
AM, FM,
television
broadcast
for consentortoother
the transfer
of control orof
a corporation
holding
such
a
construction permit or license
shall F.C.C.
be filedNo.with
the Commission
on Form
314
(Assignment of License) or F.C.C. No.
315 (Transfer
Control). Each
cation shall beofaccompanied
by aapplicopy
of a proposed
notice in awhich
formnotice
prescribed by theor Commission
the
licensee
permittee
shalla week
cause forto
bethe published
at
least
twice
the
filing3 weeks
of suchImmediately
applicationfollowing
in a dally
newspaper
of community
general circulation
publ
i
s
h
e
d
i
n
the
in
which
the
station is located. The notice shall state
the terms
and conditions
of thethe name
proassignment
or transfer,
of the posed
proposed
assignee
or transferee,
and, further,
that anytheother
personupon
depurchase
facilities
the application
samesiring toterms
and thisconditions
may the
file
anFederal
to
effect
with
Communications
Commission
within
60
days
from
the
date
of
the
first publication of the notice, which
datein.shall
be expressly
forth thereUpon receipt
the set
application,
the
Commission
itselfof will
Issue a similar
public notice
stating
the
terms
conditions of the proposed sale andandstating
that others
maysamefile facilities
competing applications for theand
same terms
conditions. upon the
(b) tionNowill action
on
any
suchCommission
applicataken
by thefrom
for
a periodbeduring
of 60which
days
the date
of filing,
time
any
personthe
desiringsameto purchase
facilities
upon
termsapplication.
andtheconditions
may
file
a
competing
In
case ofbe such
competing application,thetoit
shall
necessary
execute only
so muchfor ofthetheapplicant
application
SERVICE

form
as relates— F.C.C.
to the proposed
assignee
or transferee
No.
II.
andIf Form
No. 315,Form
Partapplication
III. 314, PartIs
(c)
no
competing
filed
during will
thisconsider
60-day the
period,
the
Commission
original
application upon Its merits and will
grant tionItof the
if itapplication
appears fromandansupportingexaminadata
Interest
served
thereby,public
otherwise
it willwillbe be.
designated
for
If, during
such Is60-day
period,hearing.
any other
application
filed,
all such applications
will then
considered
simultaneously
uponbe their
merits,
and
if,
upon
such
consideration
itor appears
that
the
proposed
assignee
transferee selected by the licensee Is
the ferbestwouldqualified
and that the transinterest, theotherwise
Commissionbe Inwillthegrantpublic
the
original
application
If the Commission iswithout
unable a tohearing.
make
such tiona ofdetermination
upon considerathe several andapplications,
the
original
application
all competing
applications
will
be
designated
for
hearing,
to beto heard
in a among
consolidated
proceeding,
determine
other
things
which
of
the
applicants
is
best
qualified to operate the station in the
public
(d) If,interest.
at the conclusion of such
hearing,
is of the
opinion thatfereethe
theselectedCommission
proposed
assignee
or istransby the
licensee
the
best
qualified
and
that
the
transfer
otherwise
inbetheentered
public granting
Interest, theanis
order
will
original
application.
the
the However,
opinionIs the
thatif best
one
ofCommission
the otherIs ofapplicants
qualified
and
that
a
transfer
is
otherwise In the public interest, an order
will be entered
denyingthatthe theoriginal
application and stating
Commisto an assignment
license sion's
or consent
construction
permit or ofto the
the
transfer of control ofto thesuchcorporate
licompeting
applicantcense or permittee
will be given provided
the
licensee or permitee and such com-

DIRECTORY

FREQUENCY MEASURING
SERVICE
Exact Measurements * of any time
RCA COMMUNICATIONS. INC
64 Breed Strut New York 4, N. T.

Custom-Built
Speech Input Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
District 1640

"GEARED TO AM-FM EXPANSION"
Radio Engineering ComultanU
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Mo.
Washington, Kansas
D. C.City, Hollywood,
Col

MORE RF KILOWATT HOURS
PER DOLLAR WITH
F & O TRANSMITTING TUBES
Freeland & Olschner Products, Inc.
6,11 Baronne St., New Orleans 13, La.
4756 Exclusively
High Power Raymond
Tube Specialists

SOUND EFFECT RECORDS

The
Robert L. Kaufman
OrganizationConstruction
Technical
Maintenance,
Supervision
and Business
for Broadcast
Stations Services

GENNETT*SPEEDY-Q
Reduced
Library Offer
Over 200BasicWrit*
Individual
Sound Containing
Effects
For Detailt
C1TARLES
MICITELSON
67 W. 44th St.
New York, N. Y.
FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
STANDARD
Measuring & Equipment Co.
Phones 877-2652
Since 1939 Enid, Okla

KLDGE ELECTRONICS CO.
Commercial & Industrial
Equipment
No. Alvarado
los1031Angeles
26, Calif.
Myron E. Kluge Exposition 1741

TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
Radio Tower*
Erection, lighting, painting &
Ground Systems
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 1 1 , Oregon
C. H. Fisher, Agent Phone TR 7303

AVAILABLE NOW
PRECISION SETURNTABLES—
and/orMONIASMBLIES * MODULATION
TORS • REMOTE-POWER
AMPLIFIERS
SONIC ENGINEERING CO.
592 Columbus Ave., New York City, N. Y.
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Hayes to Chicago
GORDON HAYES, assistant
sales manager of WTOP
Washington, CBS owned and
operated outlet, transfers to
Chicago this week to join
CBS Radio Sales western division, reporting to Wilbur
Edwards, CBS Radio Sales
managerment is effective
in Chicago.Jan.Appoint1. Mr.
Hayes has been with WTOP
since April 1943 and before
that was 10 years with Washington Daily News, the latter
three as advertising manager.
peting
enter within
into and
file
with the
theapplicant
Commission
30 days
from
date
of suchof order
alicense
contract
for
the
assignment
the
construction
or orthepermittee,
transfer ortoof
control competing
of thepermit,
licensee
such
applicant
same terms and conditions as upon
stated theIn
the
or uponas such
otheroriginal
terms application
and conditions
the
parties and
may conditions
agree upon theand Commission
which new
terms
shall find to be in the public Interest.
(e) The
provisions
this section
shall
not apply
to the offollowing
cases:
(1) where there
reorganization
corporation
whichis a holds
a licenseof ora
construction
permit;
involving
change in beneficial ownership; (2)no
where there is an assignment from a
decedent to his executor or administtrartaotrorortofrom
the executor
or successor.
adminishis however,
duly
appointed
This section,
shall apply
to an
assignment
or transferto from
executor or administrator
heirs,antrustees,
orassignment
third persons;
(3)
where
there
is an
an individual
viduals tofrom
a corporation
ownedor indiand
controlledvidualsbywithout
suchanyindividual
change inor inditheir
respective
Interests or stockholders
from a corporation to the
trol ing sindividual
uch corporation when therecon-is
no change in their respective interests;
orthat(4) does
any other involve
assignment orchange
transferin
the
actual not
or beneficialanyownership
of
the licensee.
I.T.&T. Income
CONSOLIDATED net income of
$5,085,104 for the first nine months
of 1945 was reported last week by
International Telephone and TeleThe corporation's
incomegraph
for aCorp.similar
period last year
was $5,743,398.

Second Station Granted
To Marietta, O., in Weel^
SECOND new local station wa
granted by FCC last week for
Marietta, O., community of 14,500
population,
Parkersburg with
Sentinel approval
Co. applicaof
tion for facilities of 250 w and un
limited hours on 1340 kc. FCC pre
vious week approved request of
Marietta Broadcasting Co. for 250
w on 1490 kc in Marietta.
Parkersburg Sentinel Co., pub
lisher of Parkersburg- (W. Va.)
Sentinel, is affiliated with News
Publishing Co., Wheeling, owner or
controller of several regional news
paper firms including Evening;
Journal Publishing Co., Martins
burg, which is applicant for loca
station
Marietta
Broad-pl
casting onCo.1490is kc.
owned
by Howard
L.WestChernoff
, managing
Virginia
Network,director
and Miloi 11
dred and Melva G. Chernoff.
Commission authorized new sta
tion at Pottsville, Pa., on 1360 k<
with 500 w daytime for A. V. Tid
more trading as Pottsville Broad
casting Co. Mr. Tidmore for fiv<
years
had Frederick,
been general
of WFMD
Md. managei

Marietta CP Granted
Chattahoochee
G r o u jr
AN APPLICATION for a new sta
tion was dismissed last week a
the result of the death of the ap Q]
plicant
a grantwhowas had
madecom '
another and
applicant
peted for the facility. The action re
suited
from
the
death
of
Virgi ^
Evans, former owner of WSP^
|u
Spartanburg, S. C. [Broadcasting,
Oct. 15], whose application for j
station
Marietta,
Ga.,ofwasChatta
con 16
sidered inalong
with that
hoochee Broadcasters which re
quested the same facilities. Chat
tahoochee was given the grant
operate on 1230 kc with 250 v
power, provided its proposed sit
meets the requirements of the FC(
and the Civil Aeronautics Admin
istration.
C. E. HOOPER missed his own Christ
mas epidemic.
party last Wednesday, victim of thUJ's
flu

OOKING OVER the crowd at a Christmas party given by cast of
7oman in White serial in Chicago are (1 to r) William Weddell, assistant
lies manager, NBC Central Division; Irna Phillips, author of the show;
erb Futran, producer; Carl Wester, head of Carl Wester Agency, which
indies the Woman in White program.
Streamlined

Procedure

for TV

learings Is Proposed by FCC
P RE-HEARING conference are disposed of in reasonable time.
The Washington cases are exrich may have far-reaching efpected to set the precedent for the
rts on the handling of multiple
plications for television stations handling of consolidated television
applications.
They are the only
the same locality has been called
cases to be designated for hearing
•airman
Dec. 28Paulin the
offices
of
FCC
A. Porter.
and the only cases scheduled for
The procedure used in
While the meeting will be speci- hearing.
ally concerned with the eight these cases will doubtless apply to
least half the approximately
jplications
for stations
Wash-to at
150 video applications in the Comrton, hearings
on whichin are
mission files. In nearly a dozen
gin Jan. 21, it is regarded as
actically
that the
pro- cities, including New York, Chicago
dure to becertain
established
in these
and Philadelphia, applications exceed frequencies and will require
oceedings will be adopted for all
;ies in which video applications hearings.
Applicants
in Washington
ceed available frequencies.
Applicants for television in
Called by Plotkin / Washington
are NBC, Bamberger
^he conference was called by Broadcasting Co., Philco Radio &
irry Plotkin, FCC assistant gen- Television Corp., Evening Star
al counsel, to discuss the possi- Broadcasting Co. (WMAL), Allen
^ ity of simplifying the hearing B. DuMont Labs Inc., Scrippsocedure, and particularly the Howard Radio Inc., Capital Broadpulation by the applicants of
casting Co. (WWDC), and Marcus
i-tain
incontrovertible
facts. nine
The Loew Booking Agency. FCC allocammission
had scheduled
tions provide four frequencies for
ys for the hearings, allowing one the Capital.
y for each of the nine applicaWithdrawal of the Times-Herald
originally filed. One of the application was ascribed by Mrs.
plicants, the Washington Times- Patterson in a petition filed with
raid, owned by Mrs. Eleanor
pressure of her newstterson, withdrew from the field the FCCpapertoand other
interests.
Howt week.
ever, it is understood
that belief
Only legal counsel of the appli- that the service will eventually
its for the Washington stations move to the higher frequencies enre invited to the conference,
tered into her decision not to compete for the frequencies at this
iding credence to the belief that
time.
5 Commission is anxious to effect
At least two other applicants
real screening of testimony,
airman Porter has exhibited in- have withdrawn in the last few
est during various hearings in weeks, feeling that television is
;eding up procedure.
boundwithdrawal
to move "upstairs."
Since
The calling of the conference the
of Metropolitan
lows by less than two weeks the Television Inc., New York, owned
option by the Commission of by two large department stores
inges in hearing procedures to [Broadcasting, Dec. 17], S. Filene
:ilitate handling of the heavy & Sons, Boston department store,
ledule of cases during the first has also left the field.
•ee
of 1946. simplification
It appeared
dentmonths
that further
Christmas
1 be needed if the hundreds of ABC
checksDec.
to 19allpresented
employes
who had bonus
been
pplications still to be processed with
company
year or more.
rfiOADCASTING
• Telecasting

WKBW, WGR Must Cancel Time Lease
With Tabernacle Within Thirty Days
BUFFALO Broadcasting Corp., station. Negotiations already are
licensee of WKBW and WGR Buf- underway in that direction.
The Commission said it would
falo, N.Y., must cancel its lease for
time to Churchill Tabernacle permit filing of a new application
within
30 days, or lose its licenses looking towards licensing to the
day.
in 90 days, the FCC ruled Thurs- Buffalo Broadcasting Corp. of present facilities of either station, proThe Commission made final, with
vided itis shown that if the license
minor alterations, its proposed find- is granted, Buffalo Broadcasting
would
have "exclusive use and coningsingsfollowing
four
years
of
hearand study [Broadcasting,
trol of the station."
Sept. 17]. Under the ruling,
licenses of both stations are extended temporarily for three months
providing the licensee files with the LaGuardia To Add
FCC within
30 days
the decision becomes
final after
a statement
Sunday H. LaGUARDIA,
Broadcast
FIORELLO
who
establishing
that
it has of"full
controltionsoverand the
operation
the
staas
Mayor
of
New
York has station
broadno further effect is being
cast on the city-owned
given the agreements with the WNYC each Sunday noon since
the beginning of the war, will conChurchill Tabernacle."
Multiple Ownership Question
tinue his weekly "messages to the
people"
oftirementthat
city atafter
In addition to the contract issue,
from office
the his
end re-of
there is a question of multiple the year. New series will be broadownership. Under the duopoly regcast on WJZ New York, 12-12:25
ulation (Section 3.35) Buffalo
each Sunday starting Jan. 6,
Broadcasting must dispose of one p.m.,
under sponsorship of June Dairy
Products Co., New York.
has been set for some
NLRB ORDERS VOTE timeContract
but was not signed pending
ON AFRA AT WIBA completion of the Mayor's negotiations for a nationwide evening seAN ELECTION within 60 days to
ries, according to John McNeil,
determine whether employes of manager
of WJZ, key station of
WIBA Madison, Wis., want to be ABC network
which will carry the
represented for collective bargain- LaGuardia Sunday evening series
ingtion ofpurposes
by
American
Federasponsored
by
Liberty magazine
Radio Artists (AFL) was
Dec. 10]. upIf anordered last Thursday by the Na- [Broadcasting,
other
network
had
the
tional Labor Relations Board. Rec- Mayor nationally, hesigned
might have
om endations ofa trial examiner, preferred to do his local
program
who conducted hearings July 31 in
on that network's New York outMadison, were sustained.
let,
Mr.
McNeil
explained.
The
AFRA lost its appeal, however,
has already become a WJZ
to include salesmen and office em- Mayor
he broadployes in its unit. One salesman feature,
cast lasthowever,
spring on since
the station
the
who does a 15-minute program last Thursday
of each month.
daily and
a
continuity
writer
(clasAmount
of
the
Sunday
noon
sified as office employe) who also contract was not divulged, but it
does a daily program were included was learned that the contract runs
as parttime air employes. NLRB for 52 weeks, with the first 26 weeks
found that WIBA, licensed to non-cancellable. Program will origBadger Broadcasting Co., during
inate from the LaGuardia home in
1944 "sold radio advertising valued Riverdale, with Milton J. Cross as
at approximately $294,000, of announcer. Both sponsor and stawhich approximately $146,000 rep-,
that neither will
resented receipts from the sale of in anytion havewayagreed
censor the Mayor or
national advertising."
limit histional analyses
of civic and naaffairs.
Except
for two and
janitors,
musicians, technicians
supervisors,
AFRA sought to include all em- SPONSORED TV SHOW
ployes in its unit. The NLRB held,
however,
that AFRA's
desire em-to FOR DUMONT STUDIO
include salesmen
and office
NEW TELEVISION program will
ployes in the same unit with an- start on DuMont television station
nouncers
"clearly
does
not
conform
New York, originating in
to the well-established bargaining WABD
under construcpattern with respect to radio sta- the telestudios
tion in the JohnnowWanamaker
Store
when studios are completed later
tion employes."
this winter or early next spring.
FC&B Appointments
Program, to be broadcast Monday
GEORGE
former assistant
man- through Saturday and tentatively
ager of theSMITH,
new
products
development
entitled Television Parade, will be
department
of
Standard
Brands
Inc.,
has
been ofappointed
assistant
account sponsored by not more than 30
executive
Foote,
Cone
&
Beldlng,
New York. Jack Laemmar, released from manufacturers throughout the
Navy asjoinedlieutenant
commander, Chicago,
has re- country on a participation basis.
are being solicited by
as assistantFoote,toCone
Stuart& Belding,
Dawson, manager Sponsors
Anderson,
ofcontinues
radio department.
Genevieve
Lemper
York
agency.Davis & Piatt, New
as time buyer for office.
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People
At

Deadline

CAESAR'S LEGIONS
SEEK THE WORLD
(See Lead Story, Page 15)
RELEASE late Friday by NAB of letter from
J. C. Petrillo, AFM president, banning overseas pickups of music effective Dec. 31 had
immediate repercussions in certain official
quarters. Possible cancellation of Army plans
to pickup transcribed programs from Japan
for home morale purposes as well as to broadcast a New Year's musical greetings from
overseas troops was seen as one immediate
result.
Text of the Petrillo letter, dated Dec. 5,
follows :
possibly waived
recall its
thatobjections
during theto
war"Youthe will
Federation
network broadcasts of programs emanating
from foreign countries, even though music for
these programs was furnished by musicians
who are not members of the American Federation of Musicians.
"We considered this a necessary wartime
measure to promote goodwill and good relawith other countries, and we're very
happy to tionships
cooperate.
"However,
that getthe back
war toisnormal
over, weas
believe
that wenowshould
rapidly as possible. Therefore, will you kindly
discontinue the broadcasting of any musical
programs emanating from foreign countries,
effective Dec. 31, 1945.
"This, ofof Canada,
course, where
does not
apply to are
the
Dominion
the musicians
members of the American Federation of Musicians."
TV STATIONS
(Continued from page 4)
mc. to the space between 50 and 54 mc.
on March 1, 1946.
3. Stations assigned channel No. 2 (54-60
mc) may not begin operation before
the 56 to 60 mc. frequency space is vacated by the amateur service on March
1, 1946.
4. The same procedure outlined in 1, 2
and 3 will be applied to experimental
stations except that there will be no date
set for return to new assignments.
Following are frequency assignments:
COMMERCIAL
Old
Location. Licensee and Call Letters
No.4 ment
Chicago, Balaban & Katz WB
WCBW (66-72 mc
New York, CBS
mc
New York, DuMont Labs. WABD (54-60
(76-8245 mc
WNBT (66-72
New York, NBC
mc;
Philadelphia, Philco WPTZ (60-66 mc
Schenectady, General Electric WRGB (66-72 4 mc.
EXPERIMENTAL
Chicago, Balaban & Katz W9XBK (66-724 mc
4
Cincinnati, Crosley Corp. W8XCT (66-72_mc
NewPassaic,
York N.& J.DuMont Labs.
(76-82
W6XAO (54-60 mcmc
1-os Angeles, Don Lee
Springfield Twp., Pa., Philco W3XE • '60-66 3 mc
Los Angeles, Television Prod. W6XYZ (76-82 5 mc
W9XZV
2 mc
Chicago, Zenith
W3XEP (54-60
6 mc
Camden, N. J., RCA
(82-88
Iowa City, la., U. of Iowa W9XUI (44-50 mc)
(210-216
and mc;
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BBM ADOPTS SPOT CHECK
CANADA'S
Bureau ofgathering
BroadcastdataMeasurement will discontinue
by the
continuing study, substituting one-time spot
check system covering all Canada at one time,
BBM directors made this decision to keep on
a standard with BMB, and after consulting
BMB and other agencies. BBM favors the mail
ballot and will use this in obtaining its spot
check. BBM has 57 Canadian station members,
60% of total, and expects 6 more early in new
year; 42 Canadian agency members; 10 U. S.
inagencies;
U. S.) 47 advertisers; 8 representatives (3
EDWIN F. STEVENS DIES
EDWIN F. STEVENS Jr., 44, executive vice
president and general manager of Decca
Records, vice chairman and director of World
Broadcasting
System,of and
executiveRadio
vice Corp.,
president and director
Brunswick
Northern
Music
Co.,
Sun
Music
Co.
and
ence Williams Music Co., died Dec. 20 atClarhis
Scarsdale, N. Y. home. He was one of founders
of Decca Records, serving as vice president
and director since its organization in 1934. He
entered record business 20 years ago.
FCC STAFF INCREASE
PASSAGE last week by Congress of deficiency
appropriation of $392,500 for FCC for the
remainder of 1946 fiscal year will permit
limitedcastexpansion
to handle
matters. On ofbasispersonnel
of original
requestbroadfor
$785,000, Commission had contemplated increase of 501 persons — 52 to Broadcast Branch,
Engineering Dept.; 10 to Broadcast Branch,
Accounting Dept., and 28 to Broadcast Division, Law Dept. Increase of 11 was planned
for License Division. Overall increase of 170
now planned.
WOW MUST FILE
RADIO STATION WOW Inc., licensee of
WOW Omaha, must file application for license
renewal within 30 days, according to FCC
order. Action was taken in accord with decision of U. S. Supreme Court [Broadcasting,
June 25]. That decision on litigation involving
station ownership and control, reversing decision of Nebraska Supreme Court, stated FCC
must decide license issue before any action
can be taken on station property issue.
FIZZ FIZZLED
FOR 5,981 broadcasts listeners to AlkaSeltzer Newspaper of the Air on Don
Lee Pacific have heard the closing commercial featuring Alka Seltzer tablet
fizzing in water. Fred Shields, announcer,
fills electric percolator with water, plugs
it in, checks it. Then as he is about to
make final announcement, he picks up
glass by its wire handle, fills it with
water and at proper moment drops in
tablet. On Dec. 13 routine was carried
out
he announced,
now, smoothly
ladies anduntilgentlemen,
listen "And
to it
fizz!"
Fred
swooped
the
glass
in front
of mike but his face froze in horror.
He
had forgotten to put in water!

MAURICE B. MITCHELL, sales promotionpublicity director, WTOP-CBS Washington,
becomes WTOP sales manager succeeding
WILLIAM D. MURDOCK, resigned. GORDON
HAYES, assistant sales manager, moves to
Chicago office of CBS Radio Sales. Mr.
Mitchell's successor unnamed.
MAJ. GEN. FLOYD L. PARKS, back from
ETO as Chief of Staff, Combined Airborne
Forces, and Commanding General, First Allied
Airborne Army and Berlin District, named War
Dept. public relations director succeeding COL
R. ERNEST DUPUY, acting director since
October.
Gen. Parks,(seeserving
the director of information
story under
this issue)
is in
charge of all Army news and pictures in U. S.
MARK UPSON,
Sales Division, Procter &manager,
GambleEastern
Co., Cincinnati,
promoted to general sales manager. E. C.
MOFFATT, Western Sales Division manager,
moves to Eastern Sales and PAUL R. PARRE TTE,ceededinMr. Moffatt.
charge of Los Angeles office, sucJACK HANSSEN,
ArmyArmies,
Hour now
announcer with First former
and Third
handling radio publicity for Surplus Property
Administration. Before entering service he was
program director of KYSM Mankato, Minn.
CHARLES J. ZELLER Jr., sales manager,
United Broadcasting Co., Chicago, to GuentherBradford
director. & Co., Chicago agency, as radi<
DAVID B. SMITH, director of research
Philco
Corp., elected vice-president in charge
of engineering.
Closed Circuit
(Continued from page 4)
keen interest since assuming helm. He probably would favor showdown sometime soon.
RED TAPE IS holding it up, but Reconstruction Finance Corp. has seven-figure advertising budget
dulyshare
ok'dofdown
the line.
will come
in for
fund when
RFC Radio
feels
there iscast.merchandise
that
can
be
sold
by
broadFuller & Smith & Ross is advertising
agency for war surplus sales unit.
SHORTLY AFTER turn of year Census Bur
eau will start releasing first radio set own
ership figures since 1940 decennial census
New data to cover number of farms posi
ing sets as of Jan. 1, 1945. Data, by counties
toagebeavailable
released bydriblet-wise
April. with complete pack
CONTRARY TO press speculation that ht
had
fired asOfficer,
Gen. Douglas
PublicbeenRelations
Brig. Gen.MacArthur'
LeGrand
A. Diller, now in U. S. on leave, will returr
to his Tokyo job in mid-January. Gen. Dille
now planning news coverage Japanese, wai
crimeswho trials.
Gen. himMacArthur
men
were with
at Bataan. doesn't fir<
BBC, WHICH now airs both heavier type pro
grams of talks and symphonies and lighte:
entertainment such as popular music ani
comedy, reportedly preparing new prograi
series of another stripe — to compete with con
mercial radio stations operating from the Cor
tinent. Latter said to worry officialdom of BBC
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

WGY,

Schenectady

the
for pioneering
of radio dramatics

found new planes
make-believe
WORLD of through
THEof expression
the medium of radio
ng.
broadcasti If only for the countless hours
of enjoyment provided shut-ins and those far off
the beaten track of everyday life, radio can be justly
proud of its accomplishments in dramatics— daytime
and night as well.
Broadcasting arrived on the scene back at the turn
of the Twenties with the novelty of the medium itself as the tune-in incentive to the inquisitive listener.
It was realized, however, that programming on a
day in and day out basis would soon lose its luster
existing only in wonderment.
What could
lend than
itselfthebetter
to radio's
single dimension of sound
challenge
of dramatics?
Limited only by the ingenuity of the human mind,
radio was quick to appreciate its potentialities. On
August 3, 1922, the WGY (Schenectady) Players,
radio's first dramatic group, presented Eugene WalWolf"
a full length performance
lastingter'stwo"The and
a halfin hours.
Beginning the next month, radio drama became a
weekly feature on WGY with
Broadway favorites dramatized—
The Garden of Allah, Secret Service,
The Passing of theThird Floor Back
and nearly 200 others. Orchestra
entre, acts and general theatre
routine were followed. As in the
photograph above, the whole
cast simulated the sound of trotSINCE

1928-BASIC

CBS

STATION

field

ting horses (long before the days of sound effects) in
the exciting climax ofThe County Fair. Note the lamp
shaded microphones!
The history isofstar-studded
WGY as onewith
of America's
pioneer
broadcasters
accomplishments.
Television, which is coming into its own as the
broadcasting industry enters the second quartercentury, looked to WGY for its first programming
attempt in dramatics. On September 11, 1928, station manager Kolin Hager arranged for WGY to
transmit the dialog and sound effects while the short
wave station W2XAF carried the picture signals.
To compare such early day efforts with the finished productions of today again exemplifies the
broad advancements of American broadcasting in
the few short years of its existence. KMBC's unique
Joanne
weekdayis now
program
of fashion
news setTaylor
to dramatics
in itsseries
13th continuous
year of pleasing Heart of America listeners. The
CBS Radio Theatre remains year after year as one of
radio's
top preferred
programs.
be
tempted
to say radio
dramaticsOnearealmost
here towould
stay.

KMBC
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*F you are using any network except NBC,
you have a wonderful opportunity for
spot-broadcasting in Iowa. In this state, one
station — WHO — is "listened to most" by
more people than all other stations combined.
Five times more peop'e in Iowa "listen most"
to WHO than listen most to any other station
—55.4% for WHO, as against 10.7% for
Station B, daytime.
Boiled down, this means that you can do the
most profitable advertising job in Iowa only
by using WHO. If not with network, then
with spot broadcasting. For further information, get in touch with Free & Peters — or
survey your dealers in Iowa. Your dea'ers
won't
have statistical data, but they'll know
the facts!

*for Iowa PLUS ♦
Des Moines
. . . 50,000 Watts
B. J. Palmer, Pres. J. O. Maland, Mgr.
FREE & PETERS, Inc., National Representatives
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lor it assures advertisers today a
greater listening audience than ever before.
WDEL, located in Wilmington, Delaware — one of the fastest
growing industrial cities in the east — thoroughly covers Delaware,
Southern New Jersey, parts of Pennsylvania, Maryland and Virginia. This is a section, which, because of its strategic location,
transportation facilities and industrial diversification faces a great
and prosperous future. Your advertising dollars are wisely spent in
this sales-producing area. Inquire now about its profit possibilities.
Represented by

RAYMER

NBC

BASIC

NETWORK

Atomic Bomb Explosion
from actual photograph

A

Product

of

TENNESSEE

VALLEY

POWER

The same Tennessee Valley power which made the Atomic Bomb possible
has made Nashville one of the nation's leading manufacturing centers for
many modern industries. . . . Today, this low-priced power offers still more
opportunities for further industrial developments. The Nashville market is a
rich one, contacted through WSIX, the station that covers more than a million
potential buyers for your product — at a low cost per radio listener.

WSIX gives you all three:
Market, Coverage, Economy
•
AMERICAN
MUTUAL
•

Tennessee's

5,000 Watts -980 K.C.
Represented Nationally by
THE KATZ

AGENCY,

NASHVILLE

TENNESSEE

INC

Published every Monday, 53rd Entered
issue (Year
Book class
Number)matterpublished
by Broadcasting
Publications,
as second
March 14,in February
1933, at Post
Office at Washington.
D. a. Inc.,
under 870act National
of March Press
3, 1879.Building, Washington i, D. C.

BROADCASTING

QoT^Jg^hI
COORDINATED drive toward solution of daylight time operation of networks, with War
Time now abolished, expected to take another
big stride when ABC Station Planning & Advisory Committee meets in New York Jan.
10-11 to map out industry-wide campaign. Committee members called together by H. Allen
Campbell, general manager of WXYZ Detroit
and Michigan Radio Network, will be briefed
on plan to contact broadcasters in their own
districts toward maintaining universal radio
time on standard basis, eliminating spring
schedule shifts.
ONE OF radio's indefatigable veterans — John
Shepard 3d, chairman of Yankee Network —
is taking
it easy under
orders.organizChairman of Regional
Stationsdoctor's
Committee,
ing case for clear channel hearing Jan. 14,
he delegated assignment while resting on West
Coast. He spent summer at Thousand Islands
and
may notfor return
to active policy direction
of Yankee
some weeks.
THERE'LL
another1946healthy
increase
Mutual outletsBE during
in single
stationin
towns. Now there are approximately 185 such
outlets on the 281-station network. The single
station-single market total probably will eclipse
225 next year.
NOW THAT die is cast on television, with
allocations regulations, standards and even
hearings accounted for, look for dropping of
some applications offset by filing of new ones.
Many applicants wanted to get foot in door
for priority purposes, then look around, others
held off until rules were set.
RADIO eyes turned toward result of prehearing conference on Washington, D. C, television applications scheduled last Saturday at
call of FCC Chairman Paul A. Porter, preparatory to Jan. 21 hearing. Eight applicants
for television outlets in Capital City were to
confer with FCC head and staff attorneys and
engineers in hope of shortening hearing by
stipulating exhibits and testimony and by seeking expression of intent from counsel for eight
applicants seeking- four facilities available.
Conference
originally
called at because
chairman's
office for Friday,
but postponed
of Porter's
absence
due
to
heavy
cold
during
most
of week.
ANY
IDEAstation
that transfers,
FCC's proposed
"auction
rules for
following
patternsale"of
Crosley-Avco decision, will become effective by
default, can now be dispelled. Several Washington law firms, acting on instructions from
clients, will file opposition briefs and be prepared for oral arguments. In a nutshell, they
feel it is unconstitutional because it will prevent citizens from disposing of private property
as they see fit.
WHEN NAB Board meets in Los Angeles
Jan. 3-4, there will be at least two of 25
members missing — F. M. Russell, NBC Washington vice president, and T. A. M. Craven,
vice president of Cowles Broadcasting Co. Mr.
Russell won't(Continued
be there because
on page stork
70) arrival is
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ng
Jan. 2-3:Upc
Indianaomi
Local Broadcasters Assn.,
Columbia Club, Indianapolis.
Jan. 3-4: NAB Board of Directors, Roosevelt
Hotel, Hollywood.
Jan. 23-26: IRE winter technical meeting,
Hotel Astor, New York.
Jan. 30: RMA Board of Directors, Stevens
Hotel, Chicago.
(FCC hearings, page 70.)
Bulletins
DECISION not to acquire control of Associated Broadcasting Co., but to convert its
loan of $150,000 into stock in fifth nationwide
network organization, made by Atlas Corp. last
week with expiration of 30-day option. Three
groups negotiating with ABS for further
financing for network, with probability control
will pass to successful bidder, leaving Leonard
A. Versluis, founder of ABS, with only a small
interest. Atlas reportedly interested in ABS
as investment, but not desirous of becoming
involved in management problems. Matter
should be finally settled by Jan. 15, according
to Garey, Desvernine & Garey, attorneys handling transaction.
PRESIDENT
TRUMAN'S
to nation on legislative
program radio
will report
be delivered
Jan. 3 at 10 p. m., and consume about half -hour.
It will originate in Oval Room at White House
and be carried by all networks. White House
cautioned address is not to be confused with
annual message to Congress, to be made after
body reconvenes Jan. 14.
ITS MOBILE camera equipment now in working condition, CBS will initiate series of remote video pickups for WCBW New York,
starting New Year's night by telecasting
basketball
games from Madison Square Garden.
THREE-WAY LABOR UNIT
TO BE FORMED BY NAB
NEW Employe-Employer Relations Dept. of
NAB goes into formal operation with new
year. Three-section department is planned,
with assistant directors in charge of music,
talent and technicians.
Program calls for coordinating of mass of
information in NAB files on contracts, wages,
working conditions and other pertinent data.
Slated for this task is Milton J. Kibler, NAB
assistant general counsel, who probably will
move to new department. Sample contracts for
guidance of stations in employe relations may
bo developed. Mr. Kibler would be on No. 2
executive level in department, operating as
one of three assistant directors.
NAB has approached Ivar Peterson, assistant general counsel of National Labor Relations Board in charge of the Review Section,
with offer of an assistant directorship. Understood he is favorably inclined. Third assistant
director may be named soon.

ss Briefly
Busine
MOORE
ON ABC • Benjamin Moore & Co.,
New York (paint), March 2 starts Betty
Moore on 150 ABC stations, Sat. 11:30-11:45
a.m. Agency, St. Georges & Keyes, N. Y.
SHOW OFFERED CENTRAL • Radio presentation including musical show offered to
New York Central Railroad by its agency,
Foote, Cone & Belding, New York.
FC&B APPOINTED • United Wallpaper Inc.,
Chicago, Varlon Division, has appointed Foote,
Cone & Belding, Chicago, to handle its advertising. May use radio.
PEABODYS' SIGNED • International Milling
Co., Minneapolis, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons,
Chicago, has already signed The Peabodys,
new five-weekly transcribed comedy on 45 stations
haveannounced.
been selected butstarting
stationJan.list7. hasMarkets
not been
SCHUTTER MAY SWITCH • If negotiations
with Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago, on behalf
of Schutter
Candyof Co.,
Chicago (Bit
for
sponsorship
Counterspy
over O'Honey)
ABC go
through, program expected to switch from
Wednesday
9-9:30
p.m.
(CST)
to
Sunday
4:30-5 p.m. (CST).
NEW CHICAGO AGENCY
JIM WARD and WILLIAM FETTERMAN
announced consolidation Friday of two advertising agencies, firm to be known as Ward &
Fetterman Adv. Agency, with offices at 188
W. Randolph St., Chicago. Mr. Ward formerly
operated Jim Ward & Co. Mr. Fetterman recently resigned as vice president and sales promotion manager of Goldblatt Bros, department
store, Chicago, and had formed an agency.
GE DENIES LYONS' CLAIM
WHEN Leonard Lyons' column in the New
York Post last Friday stated that color television sets made for CBS by General Electric
were "prohibitively" priced at $3,150 for a
10-inch model, $5,900 for the 18 x 24 inch, GE
promptly wired Lyons for a correction, calling
his item "misleading because prices quoted are
not those which the public will pay but refer ed to handmade laboratory models. First
FM sets cost about $2,400, GE explained,
"while those eventually placed on sale cost
little more than ordinary radio receivers."
Similarly, "colored television receivers when
placed on the market will compare favorably
with black-and-white television receivers."
BING DUE JAN. 3
DESPITE reports Bing Crosby will not re
turn to Kraft Music Hall, J. Walter Thomp
son Co., agency for account, on Friday had
received no word from singer he will not appear as scheduled Jan. 3. If he does not fulfill
his contractual
obligation, sponsor will seek
court
order.
BROADCASTING
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WCHS

IS

ON

THE

AND BROTHER,

WHEN

WARPATH!

WE GO ON THE WARPATH,

WE COOK WITH GAS!

OVER a year ago, the Federal Government sent one of their doctors here to help clean up the
public health situation in Charleston and Kanawha County. On December 1st the doctor submitted his
resignation and withdrew in protest at the lack of cooperation he received from our city and county
health departments. The story made page one of both local papers a couple of days but no one seemed
to do anything about it.
ON December 4th, WCHS invited the citizens of Charleston to attend a mass meeting three nights
later in the WCHS Auditorium. That night we kicked out our Old Farm Hour, which has been a feature
of this station for the past nine years, and we were rewarded when more than 2000 civic-minded people
came to the WCHS Auditorium to voice their opinions. We even had the doctor who resigned and the
Mayor here to debate the thing in public and answer all questions and charges.
RESULTS? The group elected four prominent citizens to meet and select a larger committee who
will be empowered to do something about this serious public health crisis.
NATURALLY we made a lot of enemies among the city and county officials because we forced
them to drag a lot of awful looking skeletons out of the closet. Now we just don't go around courting
fights, but this is the type we enjoy and when we go on the warpath on a civic issue — BROTHER,
WE COOK WITH GAS!

WCHS
CHARLESTON,
SOOO

JOHN A. KENNEDY, Pres.
(on leave U. S. Navy )
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HOWARD L. CHERNOFF
Managing Director
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SEATTLE
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NATURAL

• TACOMA

OWNERSHIP

SCENIC

GRANDEUR

The Pacific Northwest is famed for its home-ownership. Before the war,
Seattle's home-ownership was 15% above the national average. Its
present record is even more impressive. 55.8% of Seattle's homes now
shelter owners. Seattle's citizens are substantial and well-to-do with
the third highest income, per capita, of any major city in the United
States. They enjoy living and recreational facilities found in few other
parts of the world.
KIRO is the only 50,000-watt station in this rich market ... it brings
Columbia Programs to Seattle, Tacoma, and the prosperous surrounding country of the Pacific Northwest.

SEATTLE, WASH.
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THE
NORTHWEST'S
MOSTPACIFIC
POWERFUL
STATION
50,000 Watts
710 kc
CBS
Represented by
FREE and PETERS, Inc.
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WFIL and Philadelphia's landmarks— like William Penn's statue
atop City Hall — are linked together
in the minds of Philadelphians.
There is good reason for this
psychological simile. For whenever
and wherever people gather for important civic or business events, you
will find WFIL. This ubiquitous coverage for re-broadcast on "This Week
in Philadelphia" and the direct broadcasts of many special events has given

WFIL a preferred position as an
integral part of Philadelphia life.
WFIL's spirited translation of
"broadcasting in the public's best interest" has created a public service
personality that also pays off for
advertisers in listener response and
loyalty.
Better check now with WFIL or
the Katz Agency for proof of how
WFIL can influence more listeners in
the nation's third largest market.

^A/^F
PHI

0/L meanS r
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THE ONLY STATION
LOCATED
3
id gityIN THE
A top ranking agricultural market —
KBIX is the station folks in this area
listen to! Spinach, peas, beans, cotton,
corn, potatoes, cattle, and poultry are
a few of the industries which bring
over 25 million dollars annual retail
sales to Muskogee alone! Covering this
rich area, KBIX is the only station
located in the 3rd City, 3rd Market in
Oklahoma! Fit KBIX into your radio
schedule now for outstanding results!
affiliated with AMERICAN BROADCASTING
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NETWORK and
BROADCASTING

WCSC

thinks

CBS

Good as CBS public service programs are (and we think
they're tops) we need more than the best in network programs to keep WCSC the number one civic and entertainment force in Charleston. We need locally planned, locally
produced programs. Programs that reach the heart of
Charleston. We think we have them.
Take WCSC's historic broadcast from a hospital ship in
Charleston harbor on V-J Day. This was the first time, to
our knowledge, such a broadcast had ever taken place— anywhere. It highlighted not only the human interest of a
hospital ship, but the fact that this ship and three other
hospital ships were tied up in Charleston harbor.
And WCSC is proud of Charleston harbor. During the
war, its enlarged facilities were an important factor in the
movement of material to the war-fronts. With peace here,
Charleston harbor is bustling with traffic. Out of Charleston
move vast quantities of cotton, tobacco, forest products,
manufactured steel and textiles. Into Charleston come ferti-

is

tops,

BUT.

. . !

lizer materials, chromium and other ores, bananas and
canned goods. And in Charleston harbor the Navy will base
a fleet of destroyers.
Altogether, that's a mighty pretty picture. It's a picture
of a busy, prosperous American community. And WCSC
thinks it's worth crowing about.

:
CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA
John M. Rivers, Owner
Represented Nationally by Free & Peters

Feature

of

NEW PLANE, the Flying Rooster,
purchased by WIBW Topeka to
augment its public service.
AN AIRPLANE, christened the
Flying Rooster, has been bought
by WIBW Topeka, to give a boost
to expansion
of the station's
public service, particularly
its farm
coverage.
A two-passenger
De Luxe
lorcraft
with a cruising
speedTay-of
95 to 100 miles per hour, the plane,
according to General Manager Ben
Ludy, was selected for its ability
to land and take off from small
enclosures. It can easily transport
WIBW's wire-recording equipment.
Gene rector,
Shipley,
farm servicechief
diand Pug Marquardt,
engineer and a licensed pilot, have
covered 24 counties in the past
eight months and have made 160
farm recordings to bring the voices
of
farmers
WIBW's
ruralKansas
audience
via theto magnetic
wire recorder. In the past, distant
counties have been reached by
chartered plane.
Sellers

the

Week

READY for action are (1 to r):
Gene Shipley, WIBW farm service
director, and pilots Hilton Hodges
and Pug Marquardt, also WIBW
chief engineer.
Lt. Hilton Hodges, who has returned to WIBW after three years
in the Navy, has more than 1,500
^rfp-^
hours flying time to his credit and
license.
pilot's
commercial
a
has
He and Mr. Marquardt will pilot
the Flying Rooster, which was !to reach two!
named after WIBW's trade-mark.
iprofitable \

of Sales
|markets... use i
vertising department.
tor
, store
just
er ,and ofai-t
sman
sale
Then
he
resigned
to
form
a
majCOWBOY
onskeepCy
occupatiare
thedirec
a few
or art studio and for the next six
Young has pursued on his years specialized in mail order art.
me account executive At the end of 1943 he joined Jackbeco
to
way
and radio director of Hill Adv.,
son Co., as Distillers.
an accountHe executive
New York.
on National
handled
Born in Walla Walla, Washing- the company's radio spot campaign
ton, which is 75 miles from his for G and D Vermouth.
Nov. 1, 1945, Cy
home,
33,000-acre
ranch ina Black
Foot
took over his present
Valley, Mont., Cy
position with the
Hill Co. He is regrew boy.upHe asadmits
a cow-he
sponsible for the ra-of
dio advertising
has never outgrown
S
Juicy Gem Oranges.
that
part
of
his
life
TON
and still owns all
E
ISE
ThetheYoung's
— Aushe P
was
former
trappings
—spurs.
saddree Conley
have
Represented by Edword Petry Co.. Inc. the
chaps and the
been
married— eight
He dle,
attended
U.
years.
They
have
of Mont, and matwo children, KenI
jored
in
matheman
e
t
h
,
8
,
and
Karen,
tics.
KFOK
4. Karen is frequentHis first business
venture was working
ly used as a adsmodelby
in magazine
inin aBitteroot
general Valley,
store
her father.
Mont. He eventually
Hunting and fishbecame half-owner.
CY
hobbies.
He indulges
ing are Cy's
favorite
Cy
stayed
with
the
some fancy duck hunting up
store for two years, then it burned in
in
Brewster.
Occasionally
he flies
down. The next day he hopped a
pN
NBC
up to Montana to get in some
HAZtfT
freight to Chicago.
He claims that he caught
There he went to work for But- fishing.
52 fish
G0R00N GRAY, General Mqr
trip. in three hours on his
ler Bros., a national wholesale last
Represented
Penns by
house, in sales promotion and adMELVIN DRAKE, 5tat-.cn Mqr
Cy is a member of the National
vertising. He was with the comBASIC AMERICAN;
Radio Advertising Co.
pany ten years, finally in New York Art' Fraternity, Delta Phi Delta
MUTUAL NETWDRK5
as head of the firm's fashion ad- and Sigma Nu.
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7/u Voice of the- Va£teu< of Pa/u<dti&~

A M 1 1 1 AT i C WITH
f^AMf IIC AM SROADC A$TIM0 CO

KPRO

^Riverside
& San
'Bernardino, Ca^
1000 WATTS,
FULL TIME.

1:
(f~T~)OPULATION
1940 Area
census,
584,321Riverside
within and
0.5 San
MV
contour — 1946Primary
estimateArea,
649,826.
embraces
Bernardino Counties, together with the Easterly part of Los Angeles
and Orange Counties, lying within KPRO's 0.5 MV area.
Other than KPRO there is only one advertising medium that covers the
Valley of Paradise completely, viz., a 50 kilowatt outside station 60 miles
away. Los Angeles is 60 miles from Riverside and San Bernardino, about
the same distance as Milwaukee is from Chicago, or Baltimore is from
Washington, D. C. Few advertisers try to cover Washington from Baltimore— likewise it is not profitable to try to cover this great agricultural
region of Southern California from Los Angeles. The Valley of Paradise,
heart of agricultural Southern California, is completely surrounded by high
mountains — thus outside stations fade here the same as this station fades
in Los Angeles.
SO, FOR COMPLETE COVERAGE OF OUR LARGE AGRICULTURAL
VALLEY, INCLUDE KPRO IN YOUR NEXT ADVERTISING BUDGET
BUY KPRO in combination with KROP, Brawley, Cal.
KPRO has no exclusive representative but any of the representatives listed below can supply you with availabilities and can give
you information relative
to N.KPRO's
market.
New York,
Y.
Chicago, 111.
San Francisco, Calif.
Adam
Young,
Adam Washington
J. Young, Jr.
A. ScottBuilding
Company
11 WestJ. 42nd
StreetJr.
55 East
Street Duncan
627 Sutter
Mills
Andover
5448
1393
Longacre 3-1926
Los
Angeles,
Calif.
Joseph366Hershey
Joseph35 Hershey
McGlllvra,
Inc. 408Duncan
A. Scott
MadisonMcGlllvra,
Avenue Inc.
EastState
Wacker
Drive
Pershing
Square0921Company
Building
5282
Michigan
Murray Hill 2-8755
KPRO - Riverside, Calif., Tel. 6290
San Bernardino, 480 5th Street, Tel. 5157
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The Georgia Sports Network, originated by Jim
W. Woodruff, Jr. and operated by WRBL, Columbus, has exclusive broadcast rights every
year
both toat allhomeUniversity
nd outofofGeorgia
town. football games,
THESE

THRILLING

FANS

LINE!

A broadcast
from WATL,
Atlanta, and
associate stationcrew
of WRBL,
gives thorough
exciting coverage of every play, with sportscaster Stan Raymond doing play-by-play.

GAMES

STATIONS,

GEORGIA

ARE

CARRIED

SPONSORED

OVER

BY ROYAL

SEVENTEEN
CROWN

GEORGIA

COLA

The Georgia Sports Network SELLS Royal Crown
Cola, to the Georgia team, also!

Preparation makes "know-how" ! Stan Raymond spent
ten days living with the Georgia team and coaches bethe seasonButts,
started.
to right)Carroll
"Ears"Thomas,
Whitworth,fore Wally
Charlie(LeftTreadway,
Elmer Lampe, of the coaching staff, and Stan Raymond.
(Team trainers in white shirts.)
THE STATION THAT STOPS BEING BETTER, STOPS BEING GOOD. WE'RE GROWING
BY LEAPS AND BOUNDS IN GEORGIA— WE HAVE BIG EXPANSION PLANS, TOO!
WRBL
Columbus, Georgia
(CBS)

WGPC
Albany, Georgia
(CBS)
Represented Nationally by GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY

ROADCASTING
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WATL
Atlanta, Georgia
(MUTUAL)
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ONE

OF A SERIES

PRESENTING

THE

MEN

WHO

MAKE

FREE

& PETERS

SERVICE

4 years, Phillips Andover Academy
year, University
Wisconsin
21 years,
Strom Ball ofBearing
Mfg. Co.
2 years, Union Trust Co.
5 years,
years, Partner,
City Nat'lMacFarlane
Bank & Trust
Co.
& Holley
4 years, President, Kalva Venders, Inc.
Free & Peters (Chicago Office) since
April, 1942

Move over,
v
lads, it's—
John
"It's anbefore
ill windthethatWar,
blowswhen
nobody
Just
the good."
WPB
clamped restrictions on metals and blew
John
Cory's
companyand out
of business,
also blew
a talented
valuable
man intoit
radio advertising. For years we'd known
about John's real business ability, so we
grabbed him on the certainty that he would
soon become a very great asset to both you
and us. And he did. And how!
Yes, we really mean "to both you and us."
From years of experience in serving agencies and advertisers (plus the fact that
many of us were trained on your side of
the desk) we know the daily beating that
people like you have to take. We know

Free

&

Pioneer Radio

A.

Cory!

the hours you have to waste with halfeducated outsiders. We know the glad
relief of finding a representative who
understands your own needs from your
own
angle.of And
that'smenwhywhoourwere
outfittriedis
composed
business
and tested even before they came with us.
Radio today is a business and a science —
not a promotion. We believe the best way
to sell radio is to make available to every
conceivable prospect a thorough, honest
and accurate presentation of facts as they
pertain to each particular case. If that's
your idea,
certainly
something for you,too,herewe've
in this
group ofgotpioneer
radio-station representatives.

Peters,

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
W'SH
INDIANAPOLIS
WJEF-WICZO . . GRANDKALAMAZOO
RAPIDSKMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN . . MINNEAPOLIS-ST.PEORIA
PAUL
WMBD
KSD
ST.
LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . DES
. . MOINES
WHO
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
.
.
.
SOUTHEAST
...
WCBM
BALTIMORE
WCSC
...... CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
.
.
.
SOUTHWEST
.
..
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KEEW
BROWNSVILLE
KRIS ..... CORPUS CHRISTI
KXYZ
KOMA ..... OKLAHOMAHOUSTON
CITY
KTUL
TULSA
.
.
.
PACIFIC
COAST
.
.
.
KOIN
PORTLAND
KIRO
SEATTLE
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, Inc.

iic.

Station Representatives
Since May, ia*2 ■*■
CHICAGO: 180 N.Michigan NEW YORK: 444 Madison Ave. DETROIT: 645 Griswold St. SAN FRANCISCO: r r i Sutter HOLLYWOOD: 653/ Hollywood ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Franklin 6373
Plaza 5-4130 Cadillac 1880 Sutter 4353
Hollywood 2151
Main 5667
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Year
in Its History
by networks and stations. New erican Assn. of Advertising Agenstudios, new transmitters, increased
cies has undertaken a four-point
to improve advertising.
poWer, expanded staffs all are defi- program
One
of the chief aims is better
nite assurances.
Radio's
new construction program
will run
well copy. While only a few commercials
above $100,000,000.
might be considered objectionable,
those few, the AAAA pointed out,
In New York, the opinion was reflect
the entire industry,
that radio
from strongly
compe- despite on
the fact that radio and
tition butwon't
will suffer
be more
agencies as a whole have striven
imbedded in the minds of the Am- for
good taste in commercials and
erican public, as an advertising
medium during 1946. The same
Amongvailed networks
the feeling
preholds true in Chicago and the West programs.
there should
be little
Coast. In Canada, broadcasters an- fear from thatother
competing
media,
ticipate the biggest year in their
it was generally agreed
history, with new commercials go- although
that the sales and promotion deing on the air.
partments must be more alert than
Agencies and stations are work- in the past few years.
ing together to present the highest
type of advertising copy. The AmNEW YORK

Increased Billings Expected, Although
Time Will Be at Premium
RADIO'S FIRST peacetime year in half a decade looms as
the brightest in its 25-year history, but it's going to be a
year of hard work.
That's the consensus of broadcasters, advertising agencies,
representatives
and networks.
There'll be new business
onstation
the horizon
and tightening
up
of old schedules.
all out for public service programs
As business gears for its first next year. During the war the public became service-minded through
peacetime
year since
1941, there's
; a mad scramble
for station
time. thousands of Government messages
Agency timebuyers say their big- and civic programs, designed to
help win the war by spurring on
is finding
tiesgestfor difficulty
1946. For
the firstavailabilitime in the home front.
the
however,stations
more
Elaborate construction programs
than nation's
1,000 AMhistory,
commercial
are expected to be in full operation will be undertaken in early 1946
by mid-1946.
The FCC is granting commercial
FM construction permits, urging
LOOK TO THE FUTURE
By PAUL
PORTER
(Other year end stories on pages
Chairman,A. FCC
16, 17, 20, jO, 56, 58, 59, 60, 6b, 69.)
Written for Broadcasting
broadcasters to get going with this
BROADCASTERS do not want to indulge in reminiscence and
new art. Television proponents are
consider the great accomplishments of 1945. It is rather the habit
rushing transmitters in the hope
of this industry to look to the future. To prophesy the develof serving up sight-and-sound beopments ahead ball
for equipped
1946 re! fore many months are gone.
quires acrystal
Conservative estimates place the
with radar and other devices
number of stations — AM, FM and
for penetrating the invisible.
TV— at 2,000 by the end of 1946.
This much is certain: 1946
While many of these outlets will
tivity.
will be a year of great acnot be operating on anything like a
large commercial scale, nonetheless
We at the Commission
not a few broadcasters hope to cash
hope to lished
seeand FM
really estab; in on the first FM advertising dolunderway
on a
lars ere another year rolls around.
large scale during the new
Stiff Competition
year.
Television
likewise
Station representatives and
should experience great
broadcasters to a man are firmly
strides. From the standpoint
of the regulatory agency, it
convinced
that
radio's
job
will
be
, one of stiff competition. During the
is our aim to develop more
explicitly certain standards
jwar accounts came by the scores,
of technical performance, as
j There was no merchandise to sell
\ but manufacturers knew the value
well as service.
|throughout
of keeping wartime
name-brands
Once the backlog of accuproduction.alive
mulated broadcast applications has been disposed of,
Newsprint — a wartime casualty
— will be back in full production.
we likewise hope to be in the
Newspapers are planning heavy
position to give the industry
campaigns to woo radio's clients
prompt and efficient service
Mr. Porter
to the printed page. In spite of all
on matters pending before
this competition there is nothing
the
Commission. Other probbut the greatest optimism on the
lems to be resolved include international broadcasting, the wider
radio front. Indeed, many adverdevelopment of multiple press transmission, the implementation of
tisers are insisting on 52-week conthe great achievements in the common carrier field at Bermuda
tracts, beginning in the new year —
and the development of standards and policies for new services such
just to be sure of station time.
as the urban and highway mobile services and other special and
safety services.
Radio's surplus dollars — if there
be any — will go back into providAll in all, 1946 gives, promise of the beginning of an important
ing better service to listeners. Most
new era in communications and will be a busy, exciting year.
networks and stations are going
BROADCASTING • Telecast]

By BRUCE ROBERTSON
A GENERALLY optimistic outlook
for advertising on the air during
1946 was
reflected by agencies
radio executives of advertising
and
station representatives in New
York, queried by Broadcasting last
week.able forWith
productsand availsale tomore
the public
with
a pent-up obtainable
demand
goodsyears,
unduring thefor war
there is bound to be more advertising and radio is bound to get its
share of the increase. That is the
way the thinking generally runs.
Tempering this cheery view were
several statements pointing out
that 1946 v/ill bring increased competition from printed media which
expect to have ample paper in the
coming year to take care of all the
advertising they can secure and
who, after three years of turning
down business, are going to be out
full force for all the lineage they
can sign up. But the consensus in
New York was that even this increased competition will do no more
than level off slightly the upward
curve of time sales.
More Money Available
"The
comingfor year
will bringandbet-as
ter business
advertisers
a direct result better business in
radio," maintained Bob Buckley,
assistant to Mix Dancer, of Dancer,
Sample. "More
toFitzgerald
spend on & advertising
seems money
to be
the outlook for next year. Our accounts will be using more and more
spot campaigns and network
Radio will have a bigger and
better year in 1946 because so many
December 31, 1945 • Page 15
shows."

advertisers are still waiting to buy
available time. Radio time has
been tight during 1945 but the
moment any time opens up it will
be grabbed up by those advertisers
who have been waiting patiently to
use the medium, said Betty Bruns,
timebuyer of Ted Bates. She
pointed out that advertisers who
have been using radio, such as Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, were still interested inbuying more time in the
coming year. Same firm is bringing
out a new product, Veto, a deodorant, and is planning to use a
national spot campaign.
Carlos Franco, station relations
manager of Young & Rubicam, said
1946 "should bring about a determination of FM as well as television." He predicted a "going to
work" feeling in radio for 1946
"since advertising as well as products and services will be in a competitive position."
is my belief,"
"that
AM"Itbroadcasting
as itheis said,
at present
will be the predominant force, and
we should expect another successful radio year in network as well as
local
advertising."
Business
is and will continue to
be good, prophesied an official at
Donohue & Coe. He revealed that
agency's
MGM account
planning to increase
its spot was
campaign
in the coming year just as soon as
time was made available on stations. He also admitted that some
accounts that had never used radio
before, such as Southland coffee,
Atlanta, were, for the first time
currently planning radio spot
campaigns.
Newell-Emmett Co. looks for
"full reconversion in the immediate
future," according to Blayne R.
Butcher, the agency's radio director. He feels that "1946 should see
many clients, who have been handicap ed by lack of materials, eyeing
radio with an awakened interest."
The agency predicts that clients
"will undoubtedly
sibilities much morescanin radio's
relationpos-to
sales than during the war years."
Billings Up 25%
Optimistic outlook for 1946 was
expressed by Harry K. McCann,
president
McCann-Erickson.
think 1946of will
be an excellent"I
year," he said. "The first quarter
may start slowly with labor difficulties and reconversion problems,
but after the first quarter I think
we'll get squared away for an
excellent
year." visualized 1946 as a
Mr. McCann
year of his agency's continued use
of radio which, he said, "we feel
strongly
is a productive
Biggest problem
of radio medium."
use now,
he said, was scarcity of available
time.
Frank Headley, president of
Headley-Reed Co., reported that
1945 billings of his company were
up 25% over 1944 and predicted
that 1946 will top this year by
about 20%, while 1947 will reach
still higher levels. His prediction
is based, he said, on a year-afteryear increase of 20 to 25% over
the previous year and on the fact
Page 16 • December 31, 1945

MORE

CULTURAL PROGRAMS
By HENRY A. WALLACE
Secretary of Commerce
Written for Broadcasting
DURING the year 1946, I feel sure, we are going to see developments in radio broadcasting that will greatly increase the range
and quality of its services to the public. Not only will such improvements as frequency modulation, television, and facsimile
broadcasting be brought into wider use, but cultural and informational programs will be developed to cover
a greater diversity of subjects and appeal to a
wider audience.
We have only begun to realize the immense
possibilities of this medium as a means of bringing ideas and information to the citizens of a
democracy. The growing popularity of radio
forums, addresses, and specialized informational
talks serves to emphasize that radio is no longer
thought of merely as a device for bringing entertainment into the home — important as this funcWallace
tion has been in making life more pleasant and
raising the cultural level of the nation. It is now
possible to have open and nation-wide discussion of important
political and social problems so that all of our citizens may have
the facts and arguments on all sides of the dominant issues
of the day.
As a consequence of this development, the radio broadcasting
industry has taken on a serious responsibility. Under its control
is a powerful instrument that can, if properly used, bring enlightenment to the public or, if improperly used, become the voice of
special interests. I urge the American broadcaster to remember
this responsibility and to make the most of his opportunity to
bring ideas and information to all our citizens so that our democracy can function as it should in the atmosphere of free and
open discussion. If the full potentialities of the radio are realized,
we can demonstrate that science and technology can aid us, and
not defeat us in our effort to maintain sound government and a
sound society in this complex century.
that advertisers will go all out to
recapture the public market after
years of devoting themselves to war
products. Orders already on hand
indicate menthat
has com-be
ced in 1945thisandtrend
it should
accentuated in 1946.
William K. Dorman, radio manager of John H. Perry Assoc., reported 1945 business nearly 50%
higher than in 1944 and said that
the outlook is even better for 1946.

New merchandise on the market,
plus people who have not been able
to buy many needed things, should
equal a great year for advertising
and for radio, he believes.
William Esty & Co. expects reconversion, from the advertising
point of view, to be relatively painless in 1946. The agency will retain
its present air shows through the
year and will add several spot cam-

paigns. "We're pretty happy about
1946," said a spokesman.
Less optimistic, Jones Scovern of
Free & Peters predicted that time
salesmen will have to hustle hard
next
to equalandthis
volumeyear
of business
thatyear's
they
can consider themselves lucky if
the 1946 total does not fall behind
that of 1945, let alone duplicate
the 25% increase experienced this
year over 1944. Availabilities are
still tight, he said, and with space
available once more advertisers and
agencies will not be inclined to
fight for spots as they have during
the
However,
he thinks
that war1946period.
will still
be a very
good
year
for
spot
provided
the
station
representatives are willing to get
out and sellnecessaryinduringa the
way lastthatfewwasyears.
un19451946
was apparently
"much better"
thanOverall,
1944 and
will
be better than this year, according
to Paul Senft of George P. Hollingbery Co. Spot business for some
of the larger stations fell off during
the last few months, he said, but
only because of an increase in local
business that left these stations
with no time open. With radio sets,
refrigerators and other electrical
equipment
to dealers'
shelves, and returning
with automobiles
again
on the market, to mention only a
few products which have not been
availabledicted a general
for someincrease
years, forhe spot,
predespite renewed competition of
printed media.
CHICAGO

By FRED SAMPLE
WITH THE
biggest
spot and
national business
in their
history,
Chicago radio stations, agencies
and representatives predict even a
bigger and more prosperous 1946.
Despite the severe loss of prestigegramsas many
proand talentoutstanding
shifted to New
York and Hollywood in the last
year,
continue into thebe
the hubChicago
for radiowilladvertising
Midwest because most of the management and production
headquarters of clients
are located
there.
Talent and production costs, too,
are lower in Chicago than either
New York or Hollywood.
Generally agency and station
executives were most optimistic
about 1946. While they admit that
virtuallyments werealltaken
the choice
in 1945time
and segwill
continue sold throughout 1946,
agencies,gram working
prodepartments,withare station
developing
new types of ear-catching programs in the heretofore less valuable periods.
Dearth of Time
About the only thing that will
prevent
radio infrom
ing a farChicago
better year
1946enjoythan
1945 will be a dearth of time. Nearly
every
agency
timebuyer
had
the
same story — "We have the money,
our clients want to go on the air;
Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid
(Continued on page 59)
"I understand Benrus is looking for talent!"
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Number
of
2,000 Before End
Of Year Seen

Stations

May

Double

RADIO— A DOMINANT FORCE
By JUDGE
JUSTIN
President,
NAB MILLER
Written for Broadcasting
BROADCASTERS look forward to the new year fortified both by
improved technology developed in the stress of military crisis and
by new methods of bringing culture and entertainment to the
American audience — an audience that has enjoyed the finest broadcasting in the world.
FM, mentstelevision,
other developare emerging facsimile
from the and
laboratory
into the
field of commercial broadcasting. Again America
is taking the lead in introducing these newest
products
Those ofin the
whomscientist's
rests genius.
the responsibility of
maintaining this free radio system look back to
the trying war months with pride as they recall
the performances of American radio in time of
crisis. They are pleased that all elements in the
Judge Miller national
have recognized radio's efforts to
fulfill its life
obligation.
The NAB enters the new year with the strongest organization
in its history. All departments have been or are being re-equipped
to meet the growing needs of an expanding industry; new departments are being added as the need arises.
All progress brings problems — difficult problems for which
frequently no precedents exist. NAB is preparing to anticipate
and to meet these situations as they develop. Broadcasters again
pledge their time, their energies and their hearts to the people of
the United States, a nation which has come to depend upon American radio as the dominant force in preserving its democratic way
of life.

By FCC
By JACK LEVY
THE YEAR 1946 may well see the
largest expansion yet recorded in
the history of radio.
The aggregate number of broadcast stations in the various categories, including standard, FM and
television, can be expected to
double during the year. That means
there will be around 2,000 stations
operating
before 1946 comes to a
close.
Television will be firmly established during 1946 on a commercial
basis. Network operations on a
limited scale should get under way
by summer. It is possible that 50
television stations will be on the
air or nearing completion as the
year ends.
FM Real Challenge
FM will become a real challenge
to AM in 1946 in the field of sound
broadcasting. At least 500 FM stations should be completed or under
construction during the year.
The number of standard stations
should approach the 1,200 mark by
the end of 1946. Final action on
revised Rules and Standards for
about 250 competitive applications October on rules and regulations noncommercial
FM remain to be
scheduled for hearing during the and standards for television that
first quarter, involving new staequipment would not be available formulated. As there are but 20
tions and changes in facilities, can for a year [Broadcasting, Oct. 15]. channels allocated for a nationwide
The coming of 1946 was preceded educational FM network, different
be expected by the year's end.
The foregoing represents the by major preparations for pro- standards will be required. These
outstanding broadcast developjected expansion. Since V-J Day, will be issued within a few months.
No one can predict, however,
ments foreseen for 1946 by FCC the Commission issued its Rules
authorities in the light of applica- and Regulations and Standards of when the standards will be pretions received, preliminary actions Good Engineering Practice for
sented for color and high definition
taken, grants issued, proceedings both FM and television. Only the black-and-white television in the
scheduled, and plans projected.
They represent minimum indications of things to come. A substanRadio Highlights, Headlines : 1945
(Major Events of Year as Chronicled in Broadcasting)
possible.tially larger expansion is quite
(See
issues of Broadcasting nearest each date given for full details)
There is one controlling factor
in 1946 expansion: the ability of
manufacturers of broadcasting and Jan. 1— Radio enters its 25th annicast Measurement Bureau Inc.
receiving equipment to get their
with many events Jan. 8 — Radio during 1944 conproducts into the hands of stations scheduledversarytoyear commemorate
upwards of $66,000,000 of
art's time andtributedtalent
and listeners. A recent FCC sur- accomplishments.
to war effort
vey [Broadcasting, Dec. 17], Jan. 1 — Maj. Glenn Miller, orches- through OWI Radio Bureau allocashowed that the majority of mantion
plan,
according
to George P.
tra leader and radio personality,
ufacturers wil not promise delivery
lost in Europe after Ludlam, chief, Radio Bureau.
on new orders for FM transmitters presumed
plane in London Jan. 13 — Gross time sales* of Blue
until the latter half of the year and having15 boarded
Network (ABC) during 1944
to precede orchestra to totaled
that the higher power units will Dec.
representing
France
to
play
for
American troops. increase $41,356,129,
not
be
generally
available
until
of 66.3% over 1943 gross
Subsequently reported missing.
1947.
of
nearly
$25,000,000.
3— House Select Committee to Jan. 15 — Paul A. Porter, publicity
Difficulties are also being encoun- Jan.
FCC ends hectic twotered in production of FM receiv- Investigate
of Democratic National
year life with clear bill of health director
ers but there are indications that to
during President RooseCommission, but with recom- Committee
a few large companies, at least,
velt's
fourth-term
campaign,
conmendations for sweeping revision
firmed as new
chairman
of FCC,
j will have models ready for delivery of Communications
Act.
by Spring. The availability of com- Jan. 5 — NAB 1945 convention ten- succeeding James Lawrence Fly,
to practice law.
' bination
willFMdetermine
just
tatively scheduled for first week in who resigned
how soon sets
existing
broadcasters
16 — FCC announces spectrumMay cancelled by war edict against Jan.
wide allocations above 25 mc to
abandon the old band entirely.
In television, the equipment fac- large group meetings.
provide vast space for development
tor will likely be more controlling Jan. 5 — Hugh M. Feltis, who spark- of new services following war. Proed drive for standard audience
in the establishment of stations
posal would move FM from 50 mc
than in the case of FM. It was in- measurement plan for radio, named area to 84-102 mc, but with 90
(Continued on page 5 A)
Heated during the hearings last president of newly-created BroadROADCASTING
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in 1946
upperandfrequency
between 480
mc
920 mc. range
This development,
it appears, perimental
is definitely
in theawait
exstage and must
further proof of practicability.
Despite a big dent in its case
load, the Commission still had approximately 1,as0 0 applications
still
to be acted upon
the year ended,
new applications having been filed
almost daily during the closing
months of 1945. A good portion of
these will be granted during the
first few months of 1946 while
others, especially television cases,
will be designated for hearing.
Aside
from there
expansion
broadcast services,
are ain number
of major developments in the offing
for 1946 ofcasters.vital
interest toarebroadMost significant
(1)
the forthcoming North American
nations ferbroadcast
ence to consider engineers'
revision of conthe
Havana Treaty; (2) possible extension of the North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement
(NARBA) for two years during
which time extensive preparatory
work will be in progress looking
toward formulation of a new
treaty vision
which
includeon teleand FM;may(3)welldecision
the
issues to be presented at the clear
channel hearings beginning Jan.
of the status
of14;the(4) 540clarification
kc frequency.
World Conference
During 1946 there will also be
a world telecommunications conference which will undoubtedly have a
bearing upon each of the broadcast
services,
particularly international
broadcasting.
The coming year should see a
clarification by the FCC of its position with respect to renewal of
licenses, since there are at present
several hundred expired licenses
on temporarysuf iciency ofpersonnel
extension. toWhile
pass inon
renewal applications has been given
as the ostensible basis for issuing
the temporary continuances, it is
no secret that the Commission has
kept an eye on programming.
The year finds FM starting off
as a brand new service, with actual
operation in its changed spectrum
location to bring out whatever imperfections exist. While the engineering standards formulated for
the service are accepted it is possible that adjustments in the standards
be required.problem,
This, however, ismaya continuing
not
only with respect to FM but to
other radio services as well.
Lastly, the status of the FCC
itself may undergo some change as
the result of passage by Congress
recently [Broadcasting, Dec. 17]
of a measure giving the President
broad powers to reshuffle governSeparateunder
legislationmentwouldagencies.
be required
the
bill
to
reorganize
the
Commission
and should the Chief Executive
make such a recommendation extensive hearings will be required.
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Petrillo
Problem
Ready
for Showdown
last week
ERS
AST
BROADC
POSSIBILITY of showdown in
considered AFM President
NAB Girds for Fight as Situation
music situation developed last week,
James Caesar Petrillo's
with networks and stations looking
latest edicts as putting the
into steps necessary in case a strike
em
trymusic probl on an indus
Becomes Industry-Wide
should eventuate. Negotiations
wide basis, not for any single eletwo
month
trip
to
Italy.
Press
association
reports
said
the
with foreign groups for musical
s
on
with
Mr. Soria, who also is in the CBS programs were shelved and State
latedradio'
due to mentbe alone,
formu
by thepositi
NAB Petrillo letter on overseas programs
Board of Directors in their meet- was sent to NAB. Actually, the let- production department, returned Dept. feared music czar's orders
to the heads of the four with a number of sample recordings would interfere with diplomatic
Los page]
Angel. es this week [see majorter went
networks.
storying- inthis
prepared
for use
on sta- dickerings. NAB President Justin
tions here.byIn RAI
exchange
he planned
Although NAB President Justin
At the NAB board meeting, PresMiller would like to meet with Peident
Miller
will
be
prepared
to
to
send
sustaining
and
commercial
trillo but has no indication if or
Miller has been treading water until he can meet with Mr. Petrillo, present a detailed report on de- programs to the Italian networks. when it can be arranged.
velopments in the music situation
the course of events of the past since he took
BBC Officials in Washington
office Oct. 1. Just
week appeared to make it essential
Meanwhile, it was learned that dium wave transmitter for the
when he will meet with AFM Pres(Other Petrillo stories on pages
ident Petrillo remains uncertain, BBC officials had gone to Washing- U. S. in Frankfurt, and that it
toncetode iask
Dept. to interbut it appeared
week the
also bring trouble for the
38, 61, 65, 69.)
(
n the the
ban State
on broadcasts
from might
ference would belastdelayed
by conMr.
Office of International Information
for the industry to state its posioverseas.
The
edict
affects
many
Miller's
attendance
at
NAB
district
Affairs by causing fortion. Industry eyes also turned
shows, most prominent of which and Cultural
eign nations to retaliate by banning
toward Congress and particularly meetings.
As a direct result of the Petrillo are Atlantic Spotlight on NBC, Sat- American broadcasts.
the Lea bill (HR 4737) for posurdays 12:30-1 p.m., and TransMark Woods, president of ABC,
1 sible relief, but a strong segment order, negotiations between Amerfeels it is time for a showdown even
ican and Italian networks were re- 1 p.m. atlantic Call on CBS, Sundays which he said would not be affected
ported being shelved temporarily.
at the risk of a musicians' strike.
assertedthathe ABC
had writThe State Dept. was reported immediately,
ten Mr. Petrillo
will
Parleys had been arranged for the
Record Fill-ins
worried
over
possible
detrimental
"continue
in
the
future
to
broadpromotion
and
exchange
of
proji In event
of
a
strike,
it
was
coneffects
of
the
Petrillo
ukase
on
U.
S.
Cast
a
number
of
foreign
programs,
grams
between
American
and
sidered probable that networks and
stations alike would fill in with Italian networks, by Dario Soria, efforts to establish better relations particularly those necessary to
American representative for the with foreign powers. One diplo- promote harmony with our former
transcriptions and recordings, as two
matic source thought the ban might Allies." Where these are musical
networks, Radio Italwell as a cappella choirs and pos- iana Italian
Audizoni Italia. Mr. cause trouble for a special mission programs, he said, ABC hopes to get
sibly pickups of non-union musical SoriaandhasRadio
just
returned
from
a
leaving this week to set up a me- AFM permission to broadcast them.
groups. Possibility of formation of
a new musicians' union within the
CIO— AFM is affiliated with AFL
— was not overlooked since overtures toward that end have been AFM
Demands
on Agenda
for NAB
made in the past.
An AFM strike would mean that New Employe-Employer interests. The board will go over NAB district meetings, the 16th
the major networks would have to
plans for the new NAB Employe- District to be held Jan. 7-8 at the
Employer Relations Dept., already Roosevelt In Hollywood. They will
abandon, at least temporarily, their
Group
Works
With
embarked on fact-finding functions.
policy against use of recorded projoinedof bybroadcast
Frank advertising.
E. Pellegrin,
Miller on Plans
grams on network time. This rule
The department was authorized by be
director
was waived during the war in cases TWO-PLY order of James C. the board early in 1945, with a $60,District meetings will be given
of important news reports that could Petrillo, AFM president, banning 000 budget approved. President complete reports of the board meetMiller and Executive Vice Presinot be handled by regular pickups.
ing, along with
detailedduring
plans the
for
dent A. D. Willard Jr., are combing association
ABC and Mutual long ago relaxed foreign musical pickups and deoperation
their bans on recorded broadcasts.
manding musicians at all network the field for a top-notch labor re- year. President Miller will go on to
affiliates, dominates the agenda of
Second Demand Unnoticed
San Francisco for the 15th District meeting Jan. 10-11 at the
Cause of the latest flareup in the NAB Board of Directors, meetthe music situation was Mr. Peing Jan. 3-4 at the Roosevelt Hotel, HEAVY lineup of business for Fairmont Hotel, San Francisco, acHollywood.
NAB board meeting became a lot headquarters.companied bythe three others from
trillo's
demands
[Broadcasting,
Dec. 24] that the networks after
Sudden outburst from Petrillo heavier last week as impact of
Dec. 31 broadcast no more musical will be discussed at length by the Petrillo edicts became clear. Music
On to West
programs from abroad (except board but will not push aside the now is No. 1 problem facing board.
Mr. Kirby
will
to Wash-1
from Canada) and that they "do heavy agenda covering current NAB President Justin Miller, op- mgton
after
the return
San Francisco|
something"
the fact
that staff
only NAB operations and plans for
erating without benefit of board meeting, the other
three
continuing
275
network about
affiliates
employ
heavy
expansion
of
association
acpolicy
or
directive,
will
tell
what
to Seattle for the 17th District!
musicians while 411 do not. He
tivities [Broadcasting, Dec. 24].
he has done to date and ask board meeting Jan. 14-15 at the Hotel
wants every network affiliate to em, Left Thursday
counsel on the situation. Top man Olympic, Seattle. They will return^
ploy musicians.
Washington during a 10-day gap
While the ban on broadcasts from
Headquarters contingent of NAB to head new employe-employer re- to
in the schedule, when Mr. Willard!
lations department is sought.
overseas was front-page material left Washington Thursday for the
will join Messrs. Miller and Pelfor newspapers, the more important West Coast, planning a stopover
legrinand
for themountain
swing through
for the Friday meeting
demand — employment of musicians ofat Chicago
western
states. midFM
Executive
Committee
at
the
lations
specialist
to
head
the
deby affiliates
noticed.—Mr. went
Petrillopractically
advised unthe Palmer House. In the party were
Mr. Pellegrin will hold two sespartment. An appointment is exsions at each of the district meetpected in the near future.
presidents of the major networks Justin Miller, NAB president, and
ings— sales managers and small
C. E. Arney Jr., secretary-treashe would
be
"happy"
to
call
a
meetKey
to
NAB's
handling
of
the
market
He is slated to
ing of network representatives to
urer. Edward M. Kirby, public re- music situation has been the main- make thestations.
entire circuit of district j]
lations counsel, leaves Washington
discuss the problem. In the meant
e
n
a
n
c
e
o
f
a
united
front.
The
board
by plane.
time heopesuggested
"co- Jan.In 1reporting
the entire labor rela- gatherings.
Sa'es managers will discuss the
rate by advising that
thesethey
stations
to the board on the will reviewsituation
and go into steps
that something must be done to music employment situation, Presi- taken tions
proposed
rate cardby forsince
Petrillo
handed
down
mats,standard
approved recently
the
dent Miller is working with the
remedy this situation," thereby rerecent edict.
newing his oft-repeated implied guidance of the Employe-Employer theFollowing
Sales
Managers
Executive
the board meeting,
tee. Five suggested forms Commitsuitable
i threat of punitive action against Relations Committee, an industryMessrs. Miller, Arney and Kirby to timebuyers are to be reviewed.
wide advisory group named in Nov- will
the networks through "secondary
attend the first of a series of
(Continued on page 53)
; i boycotts."
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Faultfinder
When scientists want to check the interior structure
of metals they use an X-ray camera.
You'd think they'd be as big as atom smashers. But
they're not. They're tiny, as you can see.
To do a big job right on a big thing . . . size is not
always the answer. The war proved otherwise.
And to get big audiences at a low cost in radio, you
need not necessarily call on the big and glamorous
station-call letters.
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

W-I-T-H, the successful independent in Baltimore,
is authority for that.
In this five-station town it's the little fellow . . .
W-I-T-H . . . that delivers the greatest number of
listeners for the lowest-cost-per-dollar-spent.

WITH
Baltimore, Md.
Tom Tinsley, President • Represented Nationally by Headley-Reed
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Sarnoff

Foresees

'Radio
RCA Head Sight'
Says War Era
Gave
Progress 10- Year Boost
BRIG. GEN. David Sarnoff, president of RCA, looked into the future
last week, saw rosy electronic
visions of radar and television developments in
1946 which will
begin "the era of
radio
Thesight."
feverish
scientific
o gress in thep r war
ears,
said
RCA's
president in a
yearend report,
has "given
longGen. Sarnoff range
radio vision
to
mankind."
same scientific energy, appliedThein
peace, may well provide mankind
with rewards "much richer and far
more
productive"
"conquest
of people
(or) lustthan
for territorial
expansion" provide.
War-busy scientists revolutionevery phaserevolution
of radio. "In
that izedscientific
will 1946
become continually more apparent to
the public as secret weapons are
freed for application to everyday
use," Gen.
ments and Sarnoff
services said.
which "Instruin the
normal course of events might not
have appeared until 1960 should
therefore be in use before 1950."
TV Activity
Television, he pointed out, has
been made practical for the home.
By the end of 1947, he predicted,
after equipment production is in
gear, "considerable activity in television broadcasting may be expected."
Refinements in electron tubes, of
which RCA alone has developed
more than 150 new types, open the
door to radio vistas undreamed-of
a few years ago.
"The electron tube, which extendedworld,
man's range
of hearing
around the
now enables
him
to see distant events and people far
beyond the range of the human
eye,"
Gen. the
Sarnoff
said. miracle of
Radar,
mystery
war, will lend its ghostly, yet helpful hand to peacetime air and seamen, introducing new safety factors into navigation through
weather conditions once thought
perilous, he said.
In the welter of scientific
research, Gen. Sarnoff sees a
chance for untroubled peace, a
hope for fruitful survival. "Today
American ingenuity is at the forefront. Here is the great opportunity for youth. Encouraged to
pioneer in research and to follow
science as a career, it will furnish
the try
leadership
unsurpassedtoinmake
everythisrealmcoun-of
science . . . Our national security,
our progress in peace and our future
as a nation depend upon science,
which has lifted war and peace
into a new dimension by the annihilation ofTime and Space."
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CBS STRENGTHENS PROGRAMS
Taylor, Murrow, New Vice Presidents, Plan
Long - Range Schedules

Mr. Murrow
WITH ELECTION of Edward R.
Murrow as vice president in charge
of public affairs and Davidson Taylor as vice president in charge of
all programs
other than Dec.
public 24],
affairs [Broadcasting,
CBS has begun long-range planture. ning to augment its program strucMr. Taylor last week announced
formation of a new production unit
to give special attention to comedy
programs. Irving Mansfield, for
four years producer of the Fred
Allen Show, joins the unit Jan. 1,
reporting to Mr. Taylor.
Mr. Murrow, who served as chief
of CBS European operations for
eight years, returns to London in
February for about three weeks to
wind up his affairs there, before
settling down in his new executive
post. Upon his return to the U. S.
he will supervise all news, special
events, educational and kindred
broadcasts.
One of Columbia's top commentators for several years, Mr. Murrow will relinquish all newscasts
except his mSunday
afternoonOil comentaries for American
Co.,
Baltimore, which he continues until
the contract expires Aug. 11, 1946.
Account is handled by Joseph Katz
Co., Baltimore.
Mr. Murrow joined CBS in 1935
Fleetwood 90%
PHILIP MORRIS & Co., New
York (Fleetwood cigarettes), Dec.
31 starts 30 programs weekly on
five New York stations with a total
of six and a half hours time on
each station weekly. Stations carrying 15-minute and half-hour programs include: WEAF, 11 programs; WJZ, five programs;
WABC, three programs; WNEW,
five programs; WOV, six programs.
Contracts are for 13 weeks. Ninety
percent of the advertising budget
is being used for radio. Agency is
Cecil & Presbrey, New York.

Mr. Taylor
as director of talks and education
after serving as assistant director
of the Institute of International
Education. Since 1937 he had been
European director of CBS, headquartering inLondon.
Mr. Taylor returns to the network after overseas civilian service with the Information Control
Division, U. S. forces. He became
affiliated with CBS in 1933 and
served successively as announcer,
director, producer, director of music and assistant director of programs before entering Government
service in 1943. He formerly was
with WHAS Louisville.

Woods Pays Honor
To Net Advertisers
"FOR RADIO, as for the nation,
1945 was a convulsive year of
tragedy
and exultation,"
Markin
Woods, president
off ABC, said
a yearend
ment.serted,ABC,feltstatehethe
as"deepest gratification" in "helping to bring
the
country
through
to the end of a
great conflict:
Di- 1
rectly, byutilizing
our facilities and Mr. Woods
talents to spread
messages that
helped to curb inflation, sell VicBonds and
keep war
workers
on thetoryjob;
indirectly,
by carrying
news back from the battlefields to
theMr.mainWoods
streetsgave
of America."
special credit
to ABC's advertisers whom he
characterized as "the life-blood of
American commerce" for bringing
programs of "comfort, enlightenment
and comedy
to the people."
They with
placed
sales
ABC$40,000,000
in 1945. of gross
For 1946, ABC has great plans,
he said. ABC expects to expand
its operations in television, research, programs and sales.
Colgate Campaign
COLGATE - PALMOLIVE - PEET
Co., New York, has started a test
campaign in southern markets for
new product Veto, a deodorant.
Firm expects to start a national
spot
for Inc.,
Veto New
in March
throughcampaign
Ted Bates
York.

LaRoche, Former ABC Vice Chairman,
Heads Sherman K, Ellis & Co. Board
CHESTER J. LaROCHE, former Ellis reported. The agency will
vice chairman of ABC, last week continue operation of its present
became chairman of the board of offices at 247 Park Avenue, New
Sherman K. Ellis & Co., New York York,
and 141 West Washington
and Chicago. On Jan. 1 the agen- Boulevard, Chicago.
In assuming his new duties, Mr.
cy's name
& Ellis
Inc. will become LaRoche LaRoche said the agency's plans
for future operations contemplate
Longing executive,
prominentMr. asLaRoche
an advertiswas two objectives: (1) To find new
associated with Young & Rubicam ways to lower the cost of selling
for 19 years, the
business'
last six as presi- goods,
right toandsell (2)
goodsto explain
at a profit.
chair"Business leadership in the fumandent
of theand board.
ture will depend largely on the
One ofers ofthethefoundWar skill and ingenuity exercised by individual companies to operate profAdvertising
itably," said Mr. LaRoche, "plus
cil, he wasCoun-its
their
ability
a good citifirst chairman
zen's concern towithshowcommunity
and
and served in that national
problems
.
.
.
There is no
LaRoche capacity two conflict between good business and
Mr. LaRoche
citizenship."
he said, "has in its
became one of theyears.
principal stock- good"Business,"
a force of great social
holders of ABC at its formation advertising
as
well
as
economic
importance.
and was vice chairman of the net- The possession of this power
brings
work.
with it the responsibility to use it
Change
in
the
Ellis
Agency's
wisely.
The
advertising
agency
has
name with the inclusion of Mr.
LaRoche as board chairman involves an unparalleled opportunity to
no other personnel changes, Mr. help business management fulfill
this responsibility."
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The Oklahoma

Publishing Company
the Appointment

Announces

of

CAPTAIN

P. A. SUGG,

MANAGER

OF

USNR

STATION

WHY

Effective January 1 , 1 946

r
V^APTAIN P. A. SUGG
comes to WKY directly from the U. S. Navy where, since 1940,
he was engaged in radar and electronic development and in
the establishment and operation of the Navy's gigantic electronic training program.
At the outbreak of the war he was assigned to the staff of
Admiral Chester W. Nimitz, Commander-in-Chief of the Pacific
Fleet, and thereafter played a major role not only in the
development of radar itself but in the establishment of methods
and schools for the training of thousands of men in its
operation and maintenance. At war's end he was Commander
of the Navy's only school in this country for airborne electronic training at Corpus Christi, Texas.
Prior to entering the service, Captain Sugg served eight
years in various technical capacities with the National Broadcasting Company in San Francisco, six of them as control
supervisor for the western division.
With the constantly increasing technical complexities of
radio already being multiplied by the arrival of FM and television, the Oklahoma Publishing Company feels fortunate in
securing a man of Captain Sugg's technical background combined with manifest organizational and executive abilities to
fill this important position.
WKY embarks on the new year and a new radio era with an
experienced and able pilot at the helm.

WKY

• OKLAHOMA
NBC Network

•

CITY

930 Kilocycles

Owned and Operated by the Oklahoma Publishing Company
The
Oklahoman
Farmer-Stockman
KVOR, DailyColorado
Springsand KLZ,Times
DenverThe (Affiliated
Mgmt.)
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY
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Asch
Irks
Cosgrove
and
Vice
Versa
but I have had it with me and have
flying through the air that did not agree that it was "good talked
RMA Feud Starts was
they could have for nothing, if they work." He wrote to Mr. Asch Oct. about it.to a number of people
had the proper receiver. That same 2, stating
head) : (under an RMA letter"I wonder if you realize that the
philosophy is going to apply in FM.
Over Advertising
majority of radio sets will not
Keep
up
the
good
work!
I
think
"Unfortunately,
I have been vast
have
because the cost
Claim for FM
we'll do something along the same away from the plant, almost con- of setsFMwithin them
FM will be about $60
stantly, since receiving your letter retail, and more
By ROBERT K. RICHARDS
lines
here."
than
of the
Mr. Cosgrove, who was addressed of Aug. 28th, regarding your ad- industry's volume is half
THERE ARE raised eyebrows
below this
vertising campaign on FM sets, level?
among members of the Radio Man- in his capacity as RMA president,
ufacturers Assn. because there's a
"Your statement to the efi*ect
suspicion that the association pres- THIS STARTED IT —
that if you buy a new radio withident, R. C. Cosgrove — who also is
out FM you obviously will have an
executive vice president of Crosley
obsolete
Corp. — has his letterheads mixed.
this
is notradioso. is misleading because
It all began Aug. 28 when If You Buy
WBCA Schenectady, one of the few
"Crosley,
turers, willlike
haveallFMotherin manufacits radio
independent commercial FM stamodels
that
are
priced at a level to
tions placed a half -page advertise- A New Radio GENERAL
ELECTRIC ^ ^ «» • H. iii j 1- -*M" provide for this service.
nt in that city's daily
Gazette. in m A MB ■
"I am wholeheartedly supportThe meadvertisement
proclaimed
w & A
STROMBERG-CARLSON ^
bold
headlines:
"IF
YOU
BUY
A
ing the FM butprogram,
NEW RADIO WITHOUT FM Without FM
me wrong,
I think sothedon't
kind getof
that you are doing is
YOU'LL OBVIOUSLY HAVE AN
ZENITH ^( ^ ( t s it v. M advertising
detrimental to the industry. What
OBSOLETE RADIO."
is the sense of confusing people
Tear-sheets of this advertiseFHIlCO fm ^ i^, w »■
„, and telling them that unless they
ment were sent to leading radio
get a certain type of radio set they
\M III RCA
manufacturers by WBCA's owner^ in, hi, will have an obsolete model when
manager, Leonard L. Asch. The adYou II FREED-EISEMANNs ^
vertisement quoted some of these
n
over
halfhave
the industry's
H
•
1
i
de* t
will not
FM in it? production
manufacturers (note facsimile).
"Frankly, I think the advertising
Comments Sought
ill-considered and damaging. I
Obviously MOTOROLA^ ^ ^ ^ ( ^ ^ f ' , ^ i s i is
Amongclosure those
to whom
endon't know whether the companies
was addressed
were the
Comdr.
IROADCASTING MAGAZINE ^
ul»
h
"i
25H,
1
you
have tisement
identified
adver-as
E. F. McDonald, president of
reported thein your
program
Zenith Radio Corp.; Ray H. Manyou
have
outlined
it,
or
whether
nave
son, president, Stromberg-Carlson
you have just taken excerpts from
"H* (P. I P«Bert.rftpUe^AM^ictj*
, cWrmtn of ft. F.Cpeu!Ur
.C.l m.d«fw !cU.k)i#™I
t pUm Hut ft*>>.fomF.C.C. [UI7..M
Corp; E. Patrick Toal, sales manFM^Brt-Wty
ptfh.pi
without having a relaager, General Electric Co.; Frank
RADIO DAILY ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ # , „, cis ft. .ft. «■,» «v»J statementstionship to the
purposes for which
M. Folsom, executive vice-president
you are using them.
of RCA in charge of Victor Divian
DR.
"If
you
have
this advertising
w.
R.
fc^ui
wnj
'Z?£JS™t&
-MM.
sion; and to Mr. Cosgrove.
money to spend, it seems too bad
About 20 others who received
PAUL W. KESTEN. IXICimVI Vt« MHIMNT. CIS
it can't be spent in a constructive
Mr. notAsch's
communication
either
did
comment
or their observaObsolete
MARK WOODS, HllfOlHT uc ( , M< Tfe. „, m „ .
Mr. Crosgrove signed himself as
tions were not available.
president of RMA.
Mr. Asch's letter of transmittal
At
this point a rumbling of
NILES
TRAMMELL,
phsidint
NK
was dated Aug. 29. It asked for
rf hcW , M ii. ^ discontent
within the RMA began.
comments. Comdr. McDonald of
Radio!
And
Mr. Asch got mad.
Zenith responded Sept. 17:
He had by this time received
enclose .and. .
written comment from Mr. Folsom
is "The
one ofadthewhich
most you
constructive
way." on his series: "... I con(RCA)
forceful
a day. Itadsisthat
goingI'vetoseenmakein many
your
sider it very (Stromberg-Carlson)
well done"; and from :
Manson
public stop, look, and listen.
MONTGOMERY WARD | ^ ■ J t.ri - nw K Mr.
"...
I
am
referring
this to our Sales
"Thecan public
one hates
thing tothatdo the
Division and am sure they will be
is toAmerimiss
something. That is why they bought
greatly interested in this new camshortwave sets even though they
paign which
and from
PaulyouW. have
Kesten,started";
execu
WBCA broadcasts smooth FM programs 16 hours daily
didn't use the shortwave. They
MUTUAL IROADCASTI NG SYSTEM AFFILIATE
(Continued on page 52)
didn't want to miss something that
LEADING

FIGURES

MR. ASCH
[R. COSGROVE
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IN FM

ADVERTISING

COMDR. McDONALD

MR. PORTER

CONTROVERSY

MR. KESTEN
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as

in

but,

1944...

dear

sirs,

we

could

SO, TO BEGIN . . .
WOR, in 1945, carried— is carrying— more spot business than any
other major station in New York.
More specifically- WOR repeatedly carried more spot business
than all other major New York stations combined.
Turning another figure-freckled page gingerly, we might add :
That month after month, for every month during the years 1944 and
1945, more advertisers used WOR exclusively than used
any other major New York outlet.*

* According to National Radio Records

we do NOT think that the recent
eclipse of the moon in
mid-December, or the continuin
absence of the little old lady who
used to sell lavender at 45th St.,
near Madison, in New York, ha:
any great bearing on these facts.
We think the reasons are tha
shrewd spot advertisers from
Portland (Maine) to El Paso km

s

so

in

far

..

back!

. . . that no station covers New York, and 15 of America's other great
cities, quite as intensively, economically and productively as WOR.
. . . that no station has been used alone as often
as WOR to make markets for new products, and
solidify and extend markets for old ones in one of the
greatest listening territories on the Eastern Seaboard.

. . . that, since its founding in 1922, WOR's unique personalities and intimate methods of programming have so cultivated
the confidence and warm friendship of the majority of the
18,399,713 people in WOR's 7-state area, that spot selling
works more quickly — and stays working longer — on

that power-full station wor
at 1440 Broadway,

in New

York

MUTUAL

AAAA

MUTUAL

Since 1926, Twenty years ago, WKBZ has been MUTUALLY growing with WESTERN MICHIGAN.
In 1946 WKBZ starts growing with the MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM. We open the radio gateway to 300,000 people in Western Michigan, 150,000 of them in
the GREATER MUSKEGON AREA.
With WKLA, Ludington; WATT, Cadillac and WTCM,
Traverse City, WKBZ, MUSKEGON makes Mutual 100%
in WESTERN MICHIGAN. The only primary coverage in
Western Michigan comes from these four stations. Join
your forces with Mutual and WKBZ in 1 946.

WKBZ
MUSKEGON,
FIRST
IN

STATION

WEST
EST.

Ashb acker
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MICH.

MICHIGAN
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Announces

Four-Point.

Plan to Improve Advertising
High Calibre Personnel, Public Understanding
Stressed; Better Copy Content Also Is Aim
am sure, that it needs to be better
By FREDERIC R. GAMBLE
understood by the public. It plays
AS WE ENTER the New Year, a great part in distributing the
broadcasters may be interested in goods and services of American insome of the things the agencies
dustry, but like all selling, of which
are attempting to do through the it is a part, it is often not popular.
AAAA,
which
Maybe
people
will never cheer
have a bearing selling and advertising,
but ifabout
they
on radio.
understand the dynamic part it
There are four plays in making our economy prosperous they will look on it, I am
major
which areas
we arein sure, with
more favor.
working
toward
improvement: (1) activities
devoted
A great will
part beof our
energyduring
and*":
Future personnel; the next year to the carrying out of
(2) fact finding; these programs. In this, we will
and welcome the cooperation
(3) content of need
of the broadcasters.
Mr. Gamble
advertising;
understanding (4)of
public relations of advertising and Television May Result
the agency business.
In Better Movies— Pierce
Future Personnel
VIDEO and motion picture theatres
We are interested in getting the will be able to live together in
highest possible calibre of future harmony without too much diffipersonnel
have some toplans
unculty, according to Cameron G.
der way forand attempting
do this
television expert of Genin an organized way instead of by Pierce,
eral Electric. During an open forthe hit-or-miss methods of the past.
um meeting of Southern California
Whether this will succeed or not re- Theatre Owners Assn., Mr. Pierce
mains to be seen, but we are making said television's competition may
a serious effort.
tures. result in better motion picOur work in this area involves even
Besides covering adaptation of
clearing houses for returning
to film industry, he voiced
agency veterans and people re- video
belief
that television will command
placed by veterans; cooperation
with advertising clubs and other at least one billion of the three
local organizations on the guidance billion dollars in advertising money
of veterans who are interested in spent yearly. Because of cost involved, networks that span the
advertising. Looking still farther
will be mostly radio relay
ahead, we vertihope
to draw
ad- country
sing the ablest
youngintopeople
instead of coaxial cable, he said,
of the future. The kinds of minds explaining that booster stations at
we have and the facts we work with horizon distances across the counare the two major factors in the
try cost approximately $1,000 a
quality of the advertising we mile while coaxial cable cost is
estimated
at $3,000 a mile. Mr.
produce.
Henceforts in we
our ef- Pierce estimated that film theatres
the arefieldredoubling
of fact finding,
be equipped to bring television
where we have been active for many can
special events and other programs
years. One of the newest and most to patrons at a cost between $25,000
important developments in radio is and $75,000. He reminded that
the Broadcast Measurement Bu- it takes approximately $350,000
reau, in which we are cooperating just to install televising equipment^ ;
with NAB and ANA. Its first re- in a video station.
ports should be nearly ready to
publish before the end of 1946.
Service Resumed
Objectionable Content
MACKAY RADIO & TELE
Co. will resume personal
Improving
content
adver- GRAPH
tising is one the
of the
mostof difficult
message service to passengers and
jobs. There is only a small per- crews of ships at sea throughout
centage of objectionable material, the world effective at midnight
but it tends to lessen the effective- Dec. 31 when restrictions on ship
ness of all the rest of advertising to-shore communications are lifted
Lee Pierson, president of
by
people'stastes.
confidence
andundermining
offending their
What Warren
American Cable & Radio Corp.
can be done about this small per- parent corporation of Mackay, an
centage of objectionable advertising nounced last week. At the same time
is a real
of theasbroadcastpowerful coastal transmitting
ers andproblem
advertisers
well as three
stations owned by Mackay, but
agencies. There is some indication leased
U. S. Coast Guard
that we gether
maytowardbea able
to work
to- during tothe the
war, will be returned to
solution
of this
private operation. Stations are at
I.; Palo Alto, Cal
problem.
Everyone in advertising feels, I Amagansett,
and Hillsboro,L. Ore.
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GLOOBITY

ABAAfl

ABAAfl

WUX

A MARSHALL
FIELD STATION - REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
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Austen M. Curtis
AUSTEN MANSFIELD CURTIS,
research engineer of the Bell Telephone Laboratories, New York, the
first man to hear spoken words
transmitted across the Atlantic via
radiotelephone in 1915, died Dec.
22 in the South Orange, N. J. General Hospital. He was 55. Born in
Brooklyn, Mr. Curtis joined the
United Wireless Co. in 1907. In
1912 he was placed in charge of radio operations on an expedition up
the Amazon River for the Brazilian
government. In later years, Mr.
Curtis was engaged in research in
voice-operated devices. He leaves a
widow and two daughters.
KELLOGGKellogg
Co., Renews
Battle Three
Creek, Mich.
(Gro-Pup dog food), Jan. 1 renews for
52fullweeks
"Kellogg's Mon.-Fri.
Home Edition"
on
ABC
network,
11:30-11:45
a.m. For
Pep
cereal "Superman"
Kellogg Jan.
1 full
renews
for
52
weeks
on
Mutual
Mon.-Fri.
Also fornetwork
Pep cereal
Kellogg5:15-5:30
on Jan.p.m.1
renews wood"foron 52fullweeks
"Breakfast
in HollyABC
network
11-11:30
Agency is KenyonMon.-Fri.
& Eckhardt, Newa.m. York.

Gloves for Replies
A PAIR of gloves is being
sent to each timebuyer, network executive, etc., who reto a questionnaire
seekingpliedinformation
on preferred
types, size and color of gloves,
according to Dale Robertson,
general manager of WENT
Gloversville, N. Y., who sent
out the requests last August
in cooperation with James H.
Casey Jr.,Assn.
secretary
of the
National
of Leather
Glove Mfrs., Gloversville. Mr.
Robertson said he had hoped
to sendforeallChristmas
the gloves
bebut thatout this
proved impossible. Six or
eight dozen pairs have been
mailed, he said, and the rest
will be sent out shortly. A
holiday greeting card from
WENT and Mr. Robertson accompanies the gloves.

YES SIR! Washington has a habit of keeping its wartime population growth. What's
more ... it keeps right on growing
This time economists and population
experts say 1,380,000 by the end of the 5th
post-war year ... a cool million and a half
by the 10th year.* That's a lot of buying
power in one of the nation's richest markets.
Through station WRC you can reach this
post-war Washington market quickly and
inexpensively and talk to the hundreds of
thousands of listeners who have made WRC
Washington's favorite station. Whether you
prefer a planned spot campaign or a program of your own featuring the famous NBC
Parade of Stars, WRC can sell for you in
Washington. Your first trial will prove it.
•Well be glad to mail you facts and figures on request.
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Sugg, Former NBC Control Supervisor
On West Coast, To Be Manager of WKY
APPOINTMENT of Capt. P. A.
Sugg, USNR, former NBC West
Coast technical executive, as manager offective
WKY
City, last
efJan. 1, Oklahoma
was announced
Saturday by Edgar T. Bell, secrer and general manager of Oklahomaretary-treasuPublishing
Co.,
owner and operator of the station.
Capt. Sugg succeeds Gayle V.
Grubb, who last month joined KPO
San Francisco as manager.
Capt. Sugg was released by the
Navy recently after five years of
continuous service specializing in
electronics and radar. Prior to 1940
ho was with NBC in San Francisco,
serving six years as control supervisor in charge of technical network operations for the western
division.
One of the
in theSugg
development ofpioneers
radar, Capt.
was radio-radar officer of the batCAPT. SUGG
tleship
California,
of the first
men-of-war
to be one
radar-equipped
and which was sunk during the
Pearl Harbor attack. Later he was
attached to the staff of Adm. Chester W. Pacific
Nimitz, Fleet,
commander-in-chief
of the
and organized
and commanded the Pacific Fleet
Radar School at Pearl Harbor.
Supervised Training
After several important assignments regarding radar development and establishment of electronic training programs in Naval
schools and other universities and
colleges, he was assigned to the
headquarters staff of the Naval
Air Technical Command with rensibility ofsupervising
all naval aviation spoelectronic
training.
When the war ended, Capt. Sugg
was commander of the Naval Air
Technical Center at Corpus Christi,
Tex., the only stateside naval school
training men for operation and
maintenance of airborne electronic
equipment.
Mr. Bell, in announcing the appointment, said: "We have chosen
Capt. Sugg
important
sition not for
onlythisbecause
of pohis
proved ability as an organizer and
executive, but because the increasing complexity of the technical end
of station management requires a
man of his technical background."
Dr. Arthur Korn
DR. ARTHUR KORN, pioneer in
development of photo transmissions
by wire and radio, died Dec. 21 in
Jersey City Medical Center at the
age of 75. At the time of his death
he was engaged in research in physics for The Times Telephoto Equipment Inc., New York. He became
an American citizen early this
year. Surviving are his widow, and
a son.
BROADCASTING
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1945
Still within the second
year of The Indianapolis News ownership and management, we look back
upon 1945 pridefully . . . but gratefully.
For the progress and growth of
W I B C during the past twelve months
could not have been possible without
the splendid support of advertisers and
agencies who have given us their constantly increasing recognition.

1946
At the start of 1946
. . . ready to move into our new and
larger quarters in The Indianapolis
News building ... we extend our cordial greetings, and express our gratitude, to all of you.
We can look ahead to 1946 inspired
to continued growth by that splendid
support given us in 1945.

WIBC
&¥ie tfitetitwitt/w/eb *Afew4 SWaHon,
JOHN
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Intensive Video Research
Planned by English Firm
INTENSIVE research in television
and related fields will be undertaken by Electric & Musical Industries Ltd., of England, Alfred
Clark, chairman of the firm, assured stockholders during a recent
meeting.
Mr. Clark reviewed contributions
which his organization had made
to the British war effort in the
electronics fields, told stockholders
the company intended to "reap the
fruits"fore theofwar
its pioneering
beand of its work
scientific
discoveries during it. The concern,
composed of Gramophone Co. Ltd.,
Columbia Gramophone Co. Ltd.,
Marconiphone Co. Ltd., and Parlophone Co. Ltd., produced many
electronic devices during the war.

SEA AND AIR LANES SAFER NOW
Radio Navigational System Is Developed
By American, Produced in London
A RADIO navigational system, equally cold shoulder from the
said by its developers to be the British Air Ministry.
Under sponsorship of Decca,
"most accurate and reliable" in the
world, promises to introduce new however, laboratory developments
safety into commercial air and sea of the device continued in England
in Hollywood. By the time of
lanes, countaccording
last week. to a London ac- and
the Normandy invasion, the
Existence of the new device, British Admiralty had accepted it,
called the Decca Navigator, was installed it on units of the fleet
revealed after lifting of wartime which landed the British Army
secrecy by Sir Cyril F. Entwistle, in France.
chairman of the Decca Record Co.,
In its latest form the system
of London, (unconnected with the operates on low-frequency conDecca Record Co., of the U. S.)
tinuous wave carriers of synchronized radio transmitting stations.
Originally conceived by an AmeriThe receiver weighs 30 pounds,
can,
William
O'Brien,
of
Chicago,
the system was rejected in 1939
indicates the position
by the U. S. Navy and Civil continuously
plane or ship on two meters
Aeronautics Authority and got an of
which give readings that corres-

DUBUQUE
Is the Market to Watch
Industry
booming
oldest
city, isoffering
you inan Iowa's
alert,
prosperous market. Dubuque's
98.8% native born white population, its expanding industries and
new factories all contribute to the
importance of this Iowa market in
the heart of the wealthy corn belt.

*
in Iowa

You can reach this important
market for the sale of your products through. .Dubuque's
favorite
radio station
. WKBB! Listener
preference for WKBB runs as high
as 4 to 1 . . . WKBB is first choice
with Dubuque listeners morning,
noon, and night!

James D. Carpenter — Executive Vice President
Represented by — Howard H. Wilson Co.

pond
a grid overprinted on
standardto maps.
Movements of the ship or plane
in which a receiver is operating
result in a corresponding movement of the two indicators. The
system, according to Sir Cyril,
will operate at any altitude, regardles of static interference.
United States Officials
Laud 'Ce Soir en France'
CONGRATULATORY messages
to the French Minister of Information and to M. Jean Guignebert,
director of Radiodiffusion Francaise, French national network,
were sent
by U.
Department officials
Dec.S.21State
on the
first
anniversary of Ce Soir en France,
radio program which has been devoted to development
of FrenchAmerican
cultural relations.
William
Benton,
Assistant
Secretary of State
in charge
of public
affairs, and Werner Michel, chief
of the radio program bureau of
the State
InternationalDepartment's
Information Service,
took
occasion to laud international radio's partbetween
in buildingthe constructive
relations
two countries.
Ce Soir en France was begun
soon after the liberation of France
as acal 15-minute
politiand editorial roundup
trends inofFrance.
The show originally was relayed to
French people over transmitters
of the American broadcasting station in London and over Voice .of
America transmitters from the
U. S. Last November the program
was lengthened to 30 minutes.
Winners of Canadian
Awards Are Announced
COMPOSERS, Authors and Publishers Assn. of Canada last week
announced winners of five $100
awards for serious musical composititions: Jean Coulthard Adams,
of Vancouver, for "For Etudes for
Piano"; Minuetta Borek, Calgary,
for "New York Suite"; Alexander
Brott, Montreal,
for "War
and
Peace";
F. L. Harrison,
Kingston,
for "Night Hymns on Lake Nipigon," and Oskar Morawetz, Toronto, for "Sonata Tragica."
Special $50 prize was awarded to
Jocelyn Binette, of Weedon, Quecomposition
was bec,onlywhose four
minutes "Nocturne"
in length
and therefore disqualified in the
regular competition which was conof 15-minute
length finedorto compositions
longer.

Success Story Booklets
SERIES
stories is of
beingbroadcasting
compiled bysuccess
Hugh
M. Higgins, assistant director of
the NAB verDept.
of Broadcast
Adtising, in charge
of promotion.
The stories, narrating instances in
which sponsors and industries have
used the medium successfully, will
DWE
B
AFFILIATED
WITH
AMERICAN
BROADCASTING
COMPANY
B
be published
WK
let form. by the NAB in bookPage 30 • December 31, 1945
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"As Regularly
As Clockwork"
Charles V found relaxation from his cares as
tion of the Baltimore market will find that
Roman Emperor and King of Spain in his
WCBM "synchronizes" with their needs. The
hobby of clock repairing. It was his daily habit
reason for this is easy to understand. Baltito visit his large collection and to regulate and
moreans, "as regularly as clockwork," set
set each clock to the correct time.
their dials to 1400 kilocycles. Consequently
WCBM has truly become "Baltimore's LisRadio advertisers seeking the daily attentening Habit."
S attentate & ^UteniHf 'Ztcukt

UJCBIT)
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
John Elmer
President

BROADCASTING
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free & Peters, Inc.
Extlustv National Representatives

George
Roeder
General H.
Manager
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IN THE

KANSAS

CITY

PUBLIC

Teeth Returned
CASE of the missing false teeth
was solved by WJPA Washington,
Pa. in response to a plea from
Mrs. Earl Amos, who had left
them with a dentist to be worked
over. The dentist, planning to mail
them to Mrs. Amos, absent-mindedly dropped them into a package
box in front of a downtown store.
On its 12:30 newscast WJPA
broadcasternoonanMrs.appeal
that aft-to
Amos andreported
WJPA Manager Bob Kliment that
her dentures had been returned in
good condition.
Tricycles Donated
MEMBER of a sorority that
wanted to buy a tricycle for the
therapy ward of a Fort Wayne
school for
childrenPlease,
mentioned oncrippled
One Moment
WOWO
Fort Wayne
man-on-thestreet program,
that none
could be
found. A few hours later three tricycles had been offered the station
and a painter had volunteered to
ating.
re-paint any that needed re-decor-
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SERVICE
School on KFRU
A FLU epidemic in Columbia, Mo.,
may result in a regular public
school hour on KFRU Columbia.
School authorities expressed a desire for such a series following
KFRU's service when the schools
were closed for four and a half
days. Within an hour after schools
closed, the station offered its facilities and thereafter two programs were presented daily, one
15-minute and one half-hour spot.
All school programs were given
double-A priority in spot promotion andwas
newscasts,
listening
high. and student

Health Meeting
WHEN velopepublic
healthW. crisis
ded at Charleston,
Va., with
the resignation of the county
health officer early this month,
WCHS Charleston asked the retiring officer, Dr. E. W. Langs, to
speak on a special broadcast.
WCHSing in thethenstation
arranged
a mass where
meetauditorium,
Dr. Langs, who had been sent to
Charleston by the U. S. Public
Health Service in 1944 to make a
survey and recommend changes in
the local public health program,
and the Mayor of Charleston and
other officials told their stories.
More than 2,000 persons attended.
Representatives
local social
med- t
ical society andof the
various
agencies and civic groups were J
present and endorsed proposals to I
consolidate the city and county
health departments. WCHS ManageritiatedHoward
L. ChernofF,
the mass
meeting, who
said in-it
was so successful the station may
makeactivities.
the forum a regular part of
its

Santa's Aide
THANKS to WCSC Charleston, S.
C, Santa Claus visited five children
whose father had told them Saint
Nick would be too busy to get
around to them this year. The
father, a Charleston painter and
carpenter, had been out of work
for over two months and it looked
like a bleak Christmas awaiting
his children, who ranged in age
from 17 months to 13 years. WCSC
learned
and wentof onthethefamily's
street situation
with an
interview with the father. As a result, he got a job and listeners sent
toys, tionclothing
NEW WMOX HOME
for his children.
•:< and* cash* to the staStation Goes on Air Feb. 1 I
Housing Problem
— From Modern Building
IN DENVER, where even realtors NEW STATION in Meridian,
can't find a place to live, KLZ is
tackling the problem with good re- Miss., WMOX, will be housed in a
sults. For 15 minutes every Tues- $500,000 building just purchased
day evening, Mack Switzer, KLZ by the Imes Radio Interests, ownspecial events announcer, puts veters and operators of the Mid-South
erans on the air, stating their hous- Network. Three-story building will
ing problems. Special attention is have both studios and offices of the
given servicemen who have had to station, with studios having modern acoustical facilities sound
sleep in hotel lobbies and in Denver's Union Station. Program is treated by Stokes Engineering exWincharger
foot
getting results.
verticalperts. A new
antenna
will be 245erected
* * *
south of Meridian.
'Bungalow for Joe'
Thereand are
for FM stuWHK Cleveland, in cooperation
for provisions
television productions.
with the Veterans Information The diosWMOX
building, according to
Center is broadcasting Bungalow General Manager Bob McRaney of
for Joe designed to present the the Mid-South Network, will repreplight of returning servicemen
sent an expenditure of nearly a
with no place to live. Bernard S. million dollars. The station will go
Goldfarb, assistant director of the on the air around Feb. 1. It will be
Information Center, presents the
affiliate. Edgar Discher
latest information on the housing ais Mutual
engineer, and Gene Tibsituation and will interview vets. bett,chief
formerly
station manager of
Prominent civic heads will be
WELO ferTupelo,
Miss,
is transi
n
g
t
o
WMOX
as manager.
guests.
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STARS ARE ALWAYS

SHINING OVER ^^^fe/^^-VIA

^

^

"

ks..

Spea

WMT and Kate Smith go over in a BIG way . . . for here
in Eastern Iowa, WMT is the only station that brings to
1,200,000 people those top-notch CBS programs. No
wonder WMT is the most popular station in Eastern Iowa
with the largest population coverage* of any station
in the state. Take a look at your schedule, and be sure
that WMT has a prominent spot to insure your complete

*****

coverage of this important "high test" sales territory.
* 2.5 fliv. contour
Contact your KATZ AGENCY man at once for complete presentday market data and current availabilities.
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CALLING NEBRASKA
Cornhusking Bee-Line Leads
To Radio Tokyo ■
NEBRASKA
turned out in "cornhuskers"
full force at really
Radio
Tokyo during the holidays for their
"hometown" recordings. WJAG
Norfolk, Neb. requested recorded
interviews with boys from that
area now in Tokyo section. Radio
Section of GHQ Public Relations
sent out a call. When none turned
up, the section wired every divion theover
IslandNebraska
of Honshu.decided
GI's
from sion all
the call was for them, too, so there
was a veritable pilgrimage of Nebraskans to Tokyo. Total was 119
men, some of them having taken a
30-hour train ride.
Radio Section Chief Lansing B.
Lindquist of WSYR Syracuse moforces and arranged
minutebilizedrecorded
interviewa twofor
each. 1st Lt. Hugh Kees of KOH
Reno, Cpl. John Abromitis and Cpl.
Pat Morreale handled engineering.
Production men were 1st. Lt. Lee
Jones of NBC, 1st. Lt. Leonard
Schmitz and 2nd. Lt. Vic Campbell
of WGY Schenectady. Interviewers,
including
Rad Hall,
Sgt.
Bob
DeLaneyNBC's
of WFBL
Syracuse,
S/Sgt. Charles Norwood of NBC,
Sgt. John DeYoung of WISH Indianapolis and Frances Cooke of
American Red Cross worked in relays to get recordings done.
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Radio

Gets

Results

for Local

Lewis Luck
LUCK of George Lewis,
ABC Hollywood newsroom
chief, wonrights
the tonetwork
exexclusive
broadcast
1946 Santa Anita (Cal.)
Derby and Handicap, $100,000 turf classics to be run
Feb. 23 and March 9. Summoned by trackresentativesofficials,
repof four major
networks were told to work
out their own plans for the
races, either exclusive for
one or catch-as-catch-can for
all onclaveeach
voted to feature.
draw lotsCon-on
an exclusive basis. Mr. Lewis
won for ABC.

Advertisers, Transfermen Told
POWER of radio advertising for average local advertiser should
the average local advertiser was make careful use of radio for part
praised by Henry M. Burgeson, vice of his advertising
and sales promotion budget.
president of Lyon Van & Storage
Co., Los Angeles, in an address at
"Just to get our thinking
the Southwest Warehouse and straight, let's remember that you
can use radio in several ways. You
Transfermen's
San Antonio. Assn. convention in can build or buy a program of your
In a frank discussion of adver- own. You can have "Your Moving
tising media, Mr. Burgeson pointed Hour," with songs, stories, hillbilly singers, a good selection of
out that even in these times when
his firm is oversold on storage suitable phonograph records,
straight
news or sponsorship of a
space and local and long-distance
event. Such a promoving services, prudent policy is local sports
gram
will be yours alone. When
to advertise
consistently. He4% re-of people hear
it they will think of
vealed that approximately
you, and they will hear a lot of
Lyon larly
Van's
sales are' After
regu- your selling story.
investedgross
in advertising.
tising. We told listeners that if
years of trial-and-error testing,
Type of Program
would tell us the name of a
firm now gives approximately 80%
"This is the type of program we they
of advertising budget to radio, 10% built
person
was going to move,
Lyon over the Pacific store orwho
to newspapers, with 5% each to Coast forNetwork
ship, we would give the
of the Mutual person furnishing
consumer magazines and trade Broadcasting System.
lead a nice
We use pie plate of Pyrexthekitchen
publications. Electric signs, high- lovely Lois January to bring
ware.
news
If
we
actually
booked
the
the
way signs, special painting on
to West Coast listen- person who gave us the tiporder,
warehouses are handled through a of tomorrow
on
this
ers.
This
program
has
been
on
the
special budget.
would receive an entire
air less than a half a year, but we prospect
custard cup set of Pyrex.
"I am a confirmed believer in the are
well pleased with the progress six-piece
"Gentlemen,
you would be surpower of broadcast advertising," it has shown.
how well this premium idea
he
"Lyon
has used
"Bear in mind we use this net- pulled prised
for
us.
We have actually
radioemphasized.
for a number
of years.
We
to cover all our had well-to-do women
send their
have stubbed our toes and bumped outlets, workbutsimply
same type of show chauffered cars down to the Lyon
our noses, but we have learned a might well the
be
built
by
your
local
bit each year as we have gone radio station. Our program has a office to pick up their premiums.
was very small for obtainalong. I am convinced that the little music, a little heart-throb in The cost
the lead and the order. The
letters from listeners, a spice of lead inggift
27c work
and theoutsec-a
philosophy and quite a bit of low
ond 36c.cost
Youus can
pressure sales talk handled in an premium lead that is equally efinformal conversational manner.
fective. The point I emphasize here
"However, if your budget does
advertisingas you
as carenot permit the use of your own is to test
fully and your
as frequently
can.
Try
to
learn
what
is
working
for
program,
you
can
buy
one-minute
spots next to a popular program on you and how to improve your batyour local station. You may say,
"What good is a minute?" Yet a Placing
tinglesaverage."
through BBDO
Los Anminute, entirely devoted to selling
, in addition
to its constant
would enable you to get over a radio geadvertising,
Lyon Van &
strong story of your services. A Storage Co. is a regular user of
minute can easily contain all the newspaper space in California, Oreinformation you would put into
and Washington, with small
a brief telephone contact with a space goncartoon-type
ads.
prospect. Here my Scotch ancestry
is showing up — on a minute spot
Eckhart
Fire
you can cash in on an audience CHARLES ECKHART
Co., Los
built up by the preceding program
and the audience waiting to hear Angeles, phonograph record procthe
program that follows your anwill continue
nouncement.
tionsessing
in a plant,temporary
setup operauntil
"There
is
one
other
way
to
use
new
quarters
are
established,
folradio. That is what broadcasters
lowing afire
caused an estimated
$50,000which
damage.
call a "chainbreak." This is a quick
sales message spotted between the
most popular local or network proWorldwide Coverage
grams. Itis very brief, usually less
for covering leading sportthan forty words, but it drives PLANS
ing events not only in this country
home your firm name and basic
but outwherever
throughsales theme.
the world they
were occur
announced
for
"We use a consistent schedule of
chainbreaks on nine stations scat- 1946 by Bill Stern, NBC sportstered from San Diego to Seattle. director. Robert Friedheim, manaWe believe for their relatively low
ger of NBC's
Recordingis now
Division, said thatRadio
the division
cost,
these
are a very good investment.
completing
expansion
and
improveof plant facilities to provide
you ask
did thison better mentquality
service.
man"Perhaps
Burgeson
get 'How
so sold
A
number
of and
new faster
programs
for
radio?' Well, I'll tell you. Several
years ago we worked out a little 1946 release are in preparation, he
merchandising idea to check the said, pointing out the increased demand forgrams""bright
pulling power of our radio adversince V-J new
Day.types of proBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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We manufacture ch,
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We should like to send you
a copy of our 40-page
book "28 Business Leaders
Plan for Louisville."
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By January 15 we will be in our new
location in downtown Cincinnati. New
studios with Polycylindrical walls . . . new
offices and a new opportunity for service
to Greater Cincinnati.
Yes, it's the new WSAI! Watch us! Join us!
In Cincinnati, it's OUT move!

Music — Hit or Run?
THE NEW YEAR is as good a time as any
to reappraise the music situation. If precedent
holds, you can circle Jan. 1 on your new calendar as the beginning of another 365 days of
uncertainty, misgiving, shadow-boxing and intrigue, with the star performer the omnipresent
James Caesar Petrillo.
Since Oct. 1, when Justice Justin Miller took
over the NAB presidency, there has been considerable redeployment and scenery-shifting.
Mr. Miller, having been reared in jurisprudence, wanted to get all of the evidence in. He
appointed a strong committee to work with
him. He wanted to sit across the table from
Petrillo before embarking upon his course.
The redoubtable Jimmy — never one to overlook breaks — hasn't had time to see Mr. Miller,
it appears. He had to spend the holidays in
Chicago and clear away other business.
But Jimmy found time enough to (1) bar
dual AM-FM broadcasts unless there's a 100%
standby; (2) forbid broadcasts of musical
programs from abroad (except Canada) ; (3)
serve notice on the networks that they must
"do something" about those affiliates which
don't employ
orchestras
(implying
secondary boycottstaff
penalties)
; (4) order
expulsion
proceedings against Dr. Joseph E. Maddy, of
the Interlochen (Mich.) Music Camp, because
the educator had the temerity to challenge
his authority.
Previously, of course, Jimmy had hobbled
television by barring all musical-video programs until he makes up his mind. The FM
ban means the new broadcast medium will be
retarded until His Musical Majesty lifts an
eyebrow or otherwise condescends to permit
that which the Federal Government already
has decreed.
Here is a man who has defied the President
of the United States, the Congress, the military, the FCC, and, of course, the people. He
has gotten away with it because, as the law
stands, no law can touch him.
These newest edicts — summoning of the network presidents to do something about affiliates, the FM and television bans and the overseas pickup termination — all occurred after
the
NAB'sJimmy
president
office. demands
Could it
be that
wants assumed
his maximum
on the table before he sits down with President
Miller? Does he want the networks, who are
-most vulnerable, to be beaten down so the bargaining wil be redueed to virtual acquiescence
in advance?
The pattern is clear. Jimmy wants a four-way
thinkssqueeze
he has onit. radio before he negotiates. He
There are just two ways, as we see it, to
meet these latest thrusts. One is by legislation, but that takes time and forbearance.
The other is the time-honored method of fighting it out.
The NAB Board meets this week in Los
Angeles. The networks will be there. The networks have most to lose first. It takes courage.
But there will never be a more propitious time.
The demands will become more, not less, onerPage 38 • December 31, 1945

ous as time passes and newer radio services
flower.
Radio can survive without live musicians for
quite a spell. Because of the innate sense of
fair play that animates America, the public
will be on radio's side.
It's time for the showdown. It's a radio-wide
problem, involving stations, networks, adverand agencies.
the orbedrock
case of
whethertisersradio
will runIt'sitself
again knuckle
under to a tyrannical labor boss.
For tender-hearted broadcasters (and for
high-riding Petrillo) we commend a reading
of the case history of AS C AP versus Radio.
Also Chamberlain at Munich.
1946: "Do It Better"
RIDING HIGH in pace with all other media,
radio is on the threshhold of the new year —
its first peacetime start in the last five —
with all outward signs of another recordsmashing spurt through the calendar.
Actually, radio is colliding with its year of
greatest trial.
Income may well eclipse the $325,000,000
net sales figure which likely will be reached
for 1945. More people will have been gainfully
employed with higher wages than for any
other year. There will be all the earmarks of
highly successful operation.
The results of the annual survey in this
issue depict a bigger and better year for radio
in every department. Business already committed supports that conclusion.
But where will the overhead go?
Most established AM stations are looking
toward substantial investments in FM operation. In the major markets they are confronted
with even heavier investments for television,
too. Newcomers by the hundreds in FM and
by the scores in television are queueing up or
are already in before the FCC.
There will be more radio advertising dollars, but they will be spread over a greater
number of outlets; if not in 1946, then in 1947.
Overheads, because of greater plant requirements as well as the inexorable stepping up
of labor demands, will increase. And not to be
overlooked is the unlimbering of the big guns
of competitive printed media. Newspapers and
magazines have been storing up broadsides
against the day that paper rationing would
end. That day is here.
Has radio been too complacent, too apathetic
to these danger signs in these bountiful years?
It's true that business has come easily with
the demand exceeding the time supply in no
few ers,
instances.
that many
who startedIt'sfromtruescratch,
have broadcastdelegated
authority down the line and are caring for
"policy" level matters only these days.
Radio, we hear from every side, did a powerful job during the war. But intermingled
with the kudos has been the constant bleating about overcommereialism on the air — not
in any other medium. Radio can't thrive on
past performances. But you can bank on the
pressure groups not permitting the public to
forget the synthetic commercial issue.
All in radio — old-established operations and
newcomers alike — have a big job just ahead.
There's plenty of room for improvement in
radio's service. Any service that can't make
progress becomes moribund.
Broadcasters should enter 1946 with one
firm resolve: "Do it better."

CLAIR REUBEN McCOLLOUGH

ger of the Mason Dixon
Radio
Group,manacan
general
CLAIR
usuallyR. beMcCOLLO
found UGH,
where daily problems
are the thickest whether they be those of
the stations he directs or the broadcasting
industry in general.
Born in York, Pa., July 1, 1903, his family
soon thereafter moved to Lancaster. At 13,
Clair began
carrying newspapers
Lancaster Intelligencer.
During his for
prepthe school
days at Franklin-Marshall Academy, Laner he toiled and
in theas aIntelligencer's
circulationcastdepartment
school correspondent
and then entered the Mergenthaler School,
Brooklyn, N. Y., where he studied the intricate
phases of newspaper mechanical equipment.
Upon the completion of this course, he matriculated to Pennsylvania State Teachers College.
During his college years he worked as a reporter and then as editor of the late afternoon
sports edition of the Intelligencer. Following
his graduation, McCollough entered the advertising department of the Lancaster NewspaInc., where he assumed an executive positionpers,in 1927.
Sees Radio Possibilities
At thisbilities opoint
the possifradio. Clair
His began
desire toto grasp
understand
the
new medium was given impetus when the In1929.
telligencer's publishers acquired WGAL in
Their initial venture having proven successful, they purchased WILM Wilmington, Del.,
in 1931. Clair transferred to that city. Later
in the same year WDEL Wilmington, was obtained, doubling his managerial responsibilities. Following a year in Wilmington managing WDEL and WILM, McCollough moved on
to York,
Pa., where he supervised the installation of WORK.
While dividing his time between Lancaster,
Wilmington and York in 1932, a CP was
granted for Hazleton, Pa., and Clair succe ded in getting WAZL on the air by late
December. In 1935 permission was granted for
the construction of WEST Easton, Pa., and
soon Clair was in that city with the station
going on the air in early 1936. In 1939 WKBO
Harrisburg,
Pa., was acquired adding further
responsibilities.
When the FCC's "duopoly" order became
effective in 1944, it was necessary to dispose
of the controlling interest in WILM Wilmington. The proceeds of the sale were converted
into an interest in WRAW Reading, Pa. In
June of this year negotiations for the purchase
(Continued on page 4-0)
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MEMBER - THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OP REAL ESTATE BOARDS

MEMBER ■ THE OREGON ASSOCIATION OP REAL ESTATE BOARDS
Board
XRS— 1945
.Mildred Keeney
F.C. McGowan
Harold Rogers
David B. Simpson

OFFICERS— 1945
Reade M. Ireland, President
Geo, F. Crow, First Vice-President
Wm. W. Barendrick, Second Vice-President
Sanford E. Norby, Third Vice-President
Philip Horstman, Secretary
Oscar Pederson, Treasurer

Wm.B. Shively
fELCH

Vice-President, K 0 I N
Portland 4., Oregon
Dear Art:
Today for the first time in almost ten years the audien
at one of our weekly luncheon meetings spontaneously st
to applaud a speaker who was not either a National Off i
member of Congress, or state governor,
most unusual tribute to a speaker we
So, no wonder President Ireland wish
you the Board's appreciation of the talk you gave at
today's meeting. We have heard all kinds of people
try to sell Oregon to the Oregonians, but not one of
them has come within miles of you
When Oregon does realize the full benefits of "Tourists
Unlimited",
Art
Kirkham. it will be largely due to the efforts of
Gratefully yours
Executive Se#etary
LWBsmmc

PORTLAND,
mm

NATIONAL

OREGON

REPRESENTATIVES
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Respects
(Continued from page 38)
of the remaining WRAW stock
were completed.
During these years, Clair has
been occupied in industry affairs in
addition to his multiple duties of
station management. His early insight into the necessity for a united
effort by all broadcasting stations
caused him to become and remain
a strongation advocate
for close co-operwithin the industry.
An active member of NAB,
Clair is currently a director-atlarge
previouslyfrom
servedthe onThird
the
board and
of directors
District. He is a member of the
legislative committee and in the
past served on the music copyright,
labor and other committees.
Clair is presently a member of
the NBC Stations Planning and
Advisory Committee and was first
president of the Pennsylvania
Broadcasters Assn. with its long
record of guarding against adverse
radio legislation in the Keystone
State. He made the trip to Europe
with the U. S. Broadcast Mission
last fall.
He firmly believes there is no
substitute for loyalty and proceeds
on the tutheory
loyalty toisthat
rerned in direct that
proportion
in which it is given. One of his
cardinal principles has always been
an enthusiasm for local autonomy
by each Mason Dixon station. Practical y al management and other
station personnel is the product of
development
within the organization.
In spite of a working schedule
that calls for a long day at the
office when in Lancaster, Clair is
active in civic and charitable enterprises as an officer and board
member of the Welfare Federation,
St. Joseph's
Hospital,
PublicAssn.
Library, Community
Concert
and others. He has been associated
with numerous financial campaigns
and is currently chairman of the
Annual United Drive of the Welfare Federation, War Chest and
Pennsylvania War Fund.
Clair is a Rotarian, 32d Degree
Mason, Shriner and member of
various fraternal, athletic and social organizations. His wife is the
former Velma A. Dilworth and the
couple have
Constance, 10. He one
is andaughter,
ardent sports
fan and hunts, fishes, golfs and
gardens.
MutuaFs Best 17
MUTUAL has sent to radio editors
a list of what network believes to
be its top sustaining
for con-in
sideration byeditors shows
for listing
poll of best radio programs for past
year. Total of 17 programs of all
types have been listed.
Charge Account Spots
RADIO
not been
by manyJ.
stores tohassolicit
chargeusedaccounts,
Gordon Dakins,
manager
of credit Retail
management
division
of
National
Dry Goods Assn., reports in article in
December
issue
of NRDGA's
monthly
"Promotion
Exchange."
he
con-in
storesannouncements
whichBut,do use
ithave
the formtinues,of"thosespot
been well pleased with the results."

Kesten Sees Public
Experts Confused
ROUNDUP
its analysts'
predictions ofon international
and
domestic
trends
for 1946by
was released last week
NBC. Like the public, the
17 experts are confused. But
one thing was clear: NBC
commentators suffer no cenprognostications;sorshiptheyon their
disagreed
among
themselves on the future of
Europe,
Asia,
UNO,
the
atom
bomb and the U. S. economy.
Rosenbaum Returning
To
COL. Philadelphia^Practice
SAMUEL R. ROSENBAUM,
former president of WFIL Philadelphia, who has just been relieved
of active duty in the Army following a two-year
nounced last weekoverseas
his returntour,to anthe
practice of law in Philadelphia. He
will specialize in
public relations
and labor
tions. Officesrelawill
be at 1828 Land
Title Bldg., Broad
& Chestnut
Streets, shortly
after the first of
the year.
Col. Rosenbaum,commanding
who was Mr. Rosenbaum
the
officer of Radio Luxembourg during
the time of its allied operation,
entered the Army in 1943 and at
that time resigned both as president of WFIL and as vice president and counsel of Bankers Security Corp., Philadelphia, with
which he had been associated since
1926. In 1918-20 he was Assistant
U. S. Attorney in Philadelphia and
from 1920 until 1924 served as
Assistant Solicitor of Philadelphia.
Col. Rosenbaum, who was decorated by the U. S., French, Belgian
and Luxembourg Governments, will
retainsionhis
reserve officer's
termination
of hiscommisArmy
service upon
in January.

Wish
as Must
Mandate
Broadcasters
Offer New *f
Ideas, Says CBS Official
By PAULVice W.President,
KESTEN
Executive
CBS
TODAY'Smand forunprecedented
denew radios — public
estimated
atmandate
many tomillions
of
sets
—
is
broadcasters as wella
as to manufacturers. Theufacturer
man-can
fulfill tionhiswith obligametal,
wood and plastic.
The broadcaster
must meet his
with something
more plastic even
Kesten
thanthe plastic
with
high art—
of the spoken
word,
music the
and creative
drama. idea, the flow of
The public's increased demand
for radio expresses, at least indirectly, its approval of the job radio
did during the war. If we are to
keep this approval, however, we
must continue to deserve it. The
radio audience has changed since
1940; changed in character and
changed in composition. It is a
better - informed audience, more
aware of and more interested in
world affairs than it was five
years ago. It includes, or soon will,
millions of young men who learned
in distant parts of the world a
new appreciation of American
radio.
Recognition
kind
of audience
must, ofinthismy newopinion,
enter into any intelligent planning
of broadcasting's future programs
and policies.
It is a healthful fact that the
public
of that
the war-born
technicalknows
advances
are now
available to radio. We at CBS have
long been
FM,must
because of itsconvinced
superior that
quality,
eventually replace AM broadcasting. Public insistence on the improved system should hasten the
removal of any obstacles yet reing in thesame
path way,
of itsincreasing
development. Imnainthe

Haynes Sells
PAUL HAYNES,
Montreal, has
sold his interest in the Canadian public knowledge of the existence
vastly improved television should
research firm of Elliott-Haynes ofdiscourage
any tendency within the
Ltd.,terToronto
and
Montreal,
Walindustry
to delay its introduction.
Elliott announced at Toronto.
High
definition
in full
There will be no change in com- color has already television
from the
pany name or policies, but a new laboratory. Public emerged
demand
can
move
national rating report on radio
programs to supplement the pres- it swiftly from commercial draftingtion lines,
boards,andthrough
ent1 day and evening regional reinto thebusy
home.producports will be started early in the
new year. In addition, the comLehn & Fink Drops
& FINK PRODUCTS CORP., New
pany also will issue a revised and LEHN (Hinds
Honey & Almond Cream),
improved edition of the twice- York
will dropFri."Blind
monthly Radio Time, which lists Francis,
8 p.m.Date"
over with
ABC, Arlene
after
in confor all subscribing stations every Jan. J8 show.
nection with Cancellation
recent switchcameof account
program and sponsor. Company Erickson,
from William
to McCannboth Chief
ofEstyNewIsCo.York.
'Fire
Guest
will expand staffs at both offices.
Myles Leckie, Toronto, statistician, ED
WYNN
will
resume
his
Chief
consecutive
was elected vice president at the character as guest on four "Fire
Star onTheatre"
annual meeting at Montreal, and programsfectivofe Jan. 6,"Texaco
9:30
p.m.
CBS.
Restefformat bywillTexas
remainCo.,same.
Ernest Comte, Montreal, was ofShowprogram
is(Texaco),
sponsored
New&
York
through
Buchanan
elected secretary-treasurer.
Co., New York.
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The

New
High

FM

TEMCO
Fidelity

Broadcast

TRANSMITTER

250 BCF
88-108 MEGACYCLES
TEMCO proudly presents this outstanding achievement in FM engineering— the result equipment.
of 10 years of pioneering in custom-built, superlative
communication
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE TEMCO 250 BCF
•Normal rated output power 250 vanced concept which maintains a
watts. Maximum rated output
high degree of center frequency
stabilization without introduction
power 375 watts.
of distortion.
•Continuous monitoring of the carrier frequency by a center fre• Peak efficiency and great dequency deviation meter calibrated
pendability are obtained by the
directly in cycles.
use
of new miniature V-H-F tubes
•An exciter unit — heart of the in the exciter.
transmitter — characterized by tun• Improved design in the IPA and
ing simplicity accomplished by emeliminating
radiaploying only 4 stages to raise the PA stages
tion, feedback,
radio tank
frequency
primary
oscillator
frequency
to
the
and high voltage potentials from
carrier frequency.
the
frame.tank circuits and transmitter
•A new circuit of technically ad*A limited
quantity
250 BCF
will be available
January
delivery.
Ordersof the
will TEMCO
be filledModel
in rotation
as received.
ACT NOW.for
Place your order at once.
NOW ON DISPLAY FOR YOUR INSPECTION.
Phone or wire for an appointment.

RADIO COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
TRANSMITTER EQUIPMENT MFG. CO., INC.
345 Hudson Street, New York 14, N. Y.
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John S. Hayes Is Named
Manager WQXR-WQXQ
JOHN S. HAYES, just released
from the Army as lieutenant colonel, has been named station manager of WQXR
and its FM affiliate, WQXQ New
York
Circuit, [Closed
Dec. 24],
it was announced
last Wednesday.
He will assume
his new duties
Feb. 1.
Col. Hayes beCol. Hayes
careergan hisatradio
WIP
Philadelphia. He later became assistant program director of WOR
New York, a post he held until
1941 when he joined the Army. In
1943 he was assigned to American
Forces Network, Armed Forces
Radio Service stations in ETO. A
few months later he was made
AFN manager. He holds the Legion of Merit, the Bronze Star,
French Croix de Guerre, and the
Order of the British Empire.

fanniiBCifli j

LLOYD C. SMITH has returned to KWK
fflflnflCE
St. Louis as resenational
salesreleased
service from
repntative. He has been
mEmjjjl
Navy as 1943.
lieutenant, In service since
February
PHILIP
G.
LASKV,
manager
of
KROW
KOMA
Oklahoma
City,
has
been
named
Oakland,
at invitation
radio chairman isforhisthethird
Mile-O-Dimes
CLAUDE OLSON, formerly with sales
board of Cal.,
education
and as ofpartlocalof campaign.
successive
staff of tCKRC
Winnipeg,
Man., has reyear in thatThisappointment.
ed to station
following
school
system's
occupational
guidance
program,
is
giving
a
series
of
talks
on
as Army urnService
Forces
major. five years
T. A. M.Broadcasting
CRAVEN, vice
radio before senior classes of various Ccwles
KAY
CONLIN,
traffic
manager
Co., president
Washington,of
high schools.
Philadelphia, has resigned. Sheof WPEN
is to
his trip
to Los
Angeles tomeet-atJOHN
H. York,
McNEIL,playedgeneral
manager
of cancelled
marry
Lt. Jack Dougherty in February.
tend
the
NAB
board
of
directors
WJZ
New
Santa
Claus
Dec.
ing
Jan.
3-4,
because
of
transportation
CHARLES
KENNED
li,
former
account
22the atAdvertising
annual Christmas
party
given
by
because of hislater
required
presexecutive of WLS Chicago, has joined
Women of New York crisis and
ence in Washington
the same
KECA Hollywood In similar capacity.
Inc.
York'sWomen.
Salvation Army week nary
in engineering
connectionconference
with FCCon prelimiHome atfor New
Working
JOHN S. McNEILL. released from Navy
Havana
allocations scheduled Jan. 4.
as lieutenant,
HAROLD
A. Bulova
LAFOUNT,
general
man- Treaty
count executivehasof been
KMPCappointed
Hollywood.acCOMMISSIONER
WILLIAM
H.
WILLS
adgeenrt ooff the
stations
and
presiSince
joining
armedRoyal
forcesCanadian
in 1941 Airhe
WORL
Boston,
has
removed
his
of
the
FCC
last
week
was
elected
to
a
has
been
in
Army,
headquarters
term on the board of trustees
Force and U. S. Navy.
New
York 17. offices to 564 Fifth Ave.. ofsix-year
U. ofernor of the
Vermont.
He iswasa one
formerof three
govstate
and
BONNIE
JAMES
D.
SHOUSE,
vice
president
of
new
trustees
elected.
BARKER
asWARD
traffic succeeds
manager MARLENE
of WWDC
Crosley
Corp.
(WLW has
Cincinnati),
in
Washington.
charge
of
broadcasting,
been
elected
HUGH
B.
TERRY,
manager
of
KLZ
a member of the board of trustees of Denver, in addition to attending NAB
TOBACCO
NETWORK,
Mutual
Cincinnati
Music,He replacing
groupcardin No.
North5 effective
Carolina,Jan.has1.regional
Issued
board CBS
of directors'
willdirectors
confer
the late Dr. College
Carlcollege
R. ofHiller.
has years
been with
western meeting
division
rate
WJNC
stockholder
in
for
several
while
in
Hollywood
during
first
week
of
Jacksonville
and since 1943 he has contributed for January.
ber of chain. Is new and seventh memWLW
an
annual
$1,000
scholarship
for
ED BORROFF,
president
award
by college
FORJOE & Co.,
New YorkWeststation
repand hisareABC
newto vice
associate,
JAMESin
young vocal
student.to an outstanding Chicago,
resentaN.tive, has opened
make
a
business
JAMES M. LEGATE, general manager of L.trip STIRTON,
fiwood.
ces at 1223
Highland
Ave.,Coast
Holly-ofto New York, Jan. 2.
Telephone
is
Hillside
6038.
LARRY
WIOD ondMiami,
has
been
elected
to
a
sectermofas Better
member Business
of the board of
KRASNER,
radiorecently
trade publicadirectorsChamber
tions sales former
executive
released
Atkinson Named
Miami
of Commerce. Division,
from
Army,
has Besides
been appointed
Pacific
Coast
manager.
New
York
and
DR.
CARROLL
ATKINSON,
radio
direcDON
S.
ELIAS,
executive
director
of
Hollywood,
firm
also
maintains
offices
tor
of
New
Jersey
State
Teachers
ColWWNC
Asheville,
N.
C,
is
chairman
of
burgh.
leges in 1939-41,
has
joined
the
public
Jones
KCMJ
Manager
arrangements committee for dinner relations
in
Chicago,
Philadelphia
and
Pittsdepartment
of thecorporation.
Key Sys- CLINTON JONES, for past eight
honoring
Lt.alsoGen.for Robert
Eichel-of
tem, Oakland.
Cal., transit
berger
annual L.dinner
LEE, West Coast sales System,
manaAshevilleandChamber
Is Married
yearstor of CBS
division
direc- GENEger of W.Associated
scheduled
for Jan. 17 ofandCommerce
of which U.nowS. LT. NATHAN Son STRAUSS
news western
broadcasts,
Hollywood,
3rd,of son
of
has resigned to Broadcasting
devote full time to
Comptroller
General
Lindsay
C.
Warren
Nathan
Strauss,
president
WMCA
has
resigned
to
personal
interests,
Including
co-owneris guest speaker.
San Bernardino,
FRANKship of KFXM
DOUGHERTY,
formerly Cal.In
KENYON BROWN, general manager of
J&w®^
'* become
manager
shows for net.<*>jjgfr
generalof charge work,oftakesparticipating
his
post.
f
1
KCMJ Palm
Arthur Bittong
'mHhIr
Springs, Cal. Co*^'Wr
owned by Dick ARTHUR BITTONG, 68, rememMr. Discing Attorney
McBain,
sta- of the bereearly
d by thousands
'King Cheerio'
~jL
^oy
anc* theDonald
days ofas radio,
died on
frank Bow,
Dec. 20 at his home in Upper
is scheduled
'd/^McT JlI tol'on start
Gets his man....
WHBC staff memDarby, Pa. Mr. Bittong had been ill
tions inoperamidMr. Jones January.
Mr.
ber and prominent
months with heart ailJones had also for eight
He organized the CheerCanton attorney,
previously been assistant to Fox Up Clubment. on
Philadelphia
donned a war correCase, former CBS western division in 1925. More WCAU
than 50,000 members
director of public relations and joined the club in seven years. Surspondent's uniform
. flew
to the Pacific
special events. Prior to network
viving are his wife, Mamie, and a
. . . and brought
back. . the
recorded
voices
affiliation, he was radio director step-daughter, Mrs. Dorothy Southworth
of
New York. Funeral was
and producer of Glasser-Gailey &
of "home-town" members in the armed
Co., Los Angeles agency. George in Oakland cemetery, Philadelphia.
forces. Local interest keeps Canton lisIrwin, currently in charge of radio
teners tuned to
for Robert F. Dennis Inc., Los AnLewis Returns
WHBC ... and
geles agency, has been named sales DRAPER LEWIS, released from the
manager
of
KCMJ.
Army,
Jan.
7
his former
posiyour sales story
as staffreturns
writer towith
CBS under
Roberttion Landry.
gets friendly
attention.
Albertson Elected
FRED M. ALBERTSON, partner
in the Washington law firm of Dow,
Lohnes & Albertson, has been elected chairman of the Washington
CANTON
Section, Institute of Radio Engineers. He has served as acting
chairman for the past term. Lynne
M. Semby, former NAB director
of engineering, now with the Army
Signal Corps, was elected vice
chairman and George P. Adair,
FCC chief engineer, was chosen
secretary-treasurer.
BASIC
WOV Rebroadcast
STATION
IN
numerous Day
requests
WOV RESPONSE
New
Yorkbroadcast
onto Christmas
preMUTUAL NETWORK
sented
repeat
of
"Mr.
Colombo
Discovers
America," 5-6 p.m.integration
Program
depicts
Italian-American
into American
society.
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• . • with Don

Goddard

7:30—7:45 a.m.
12:00 noon— 12:15 p.m.
Monday through Saturday, WEAF

1946 is certain to be another year of
history-making events . . . War Criminal Trials . . . United Nations Meetings . . . Atomic Power . . . and the
many unsolved problems, domestic
and foreign, left by the war. But, good
or bad — national, international or local
— Don Goddard will continue to bring
j NBC's Key Station ♦ New York
ft

50,000 watts ■ 660 kc.
Represented by NBC SPOT SALES

BROADCASTING

• Tclccastin

to his loyal WEAF audiences complete
and unbiased news reports.
Don Goddard's popularity
no news to sponsors
Since 1939, Don Goddard has been presenting his friendly, sincere and always
authoritative newscasts to an everincreasing and ever-loyal audience.This
intense listener loyalty has translated
itself into sales for satisfied sponsors.
"WEAF Market" and "New York"
synonymous
There's little need to tell you about the
world's richest market. All the adjectives and all the market data we could
dig up would hardly do justice to the

vastness, the richness and the potentiality oi the New York Market. And
from the first day, WEAF (the oldest
commercial station in America) has
been so closely identified with the area
it serves that listeners have long recognized itas the "Voice of New York."
Is he available?
As we go to press, Don Goddard,
WEAF's senior newscaster, is scheduled to become available for sponsorship at 12 noon, Mon.-Wed.-Fri., effective December 31. However, by the
time you read this, some alert advertiser
may have snapped him up.
*
*
*
Why not-Tcall us and find out?
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copy added
writers.to CATHREEN
MEYERS
G # VICTOR
and VANCEofficePID-of has cy asbeen
art department.
GEON
ofLOWRIE
the Minneapolis
AGEnCIES
::'||
McCann-Erickson,
have
been
electformerly
of KLZstaffDen-of
ed vice presidents. KARL E. KAUFMAN, PAUL ver,BRITTON,
Angeles
merchandising
director,group
has headed
been as-by Raymondhas joined
Keane Los
Adv.,
signedHis
to an former
account
ALFRED ALBERTS
is newas artcopywriter.
director.
Pidgeon.
duties
are
assumed
by PAUL LAIDLEY, in Navy since early LESTER HANNAH, formerly of J. Walter
1943,
just
released
as
lieutenant.
DELFrancisco,agency
has es-in
BERT J. COOK,
account executive in Thompson tablishCo.,
ed his ownSanadvertising
in the
Bldg. AcofMinneapolis,
agency. transfers to Chicago office that city counts
includeMonadnock
Mohawk Petroleum
MILTONlicity headSAMUEL,
Coast pubCo., SanSanFrancisco;
O'Rourke
of
Francisco
of Young West
& Rubicam,
ar- Products
hats);California,
Eastside Winery
Co., Lodi, (Castle
Cal.
ives in NewforYork
Jan. 1 atwithagency's
head TERroffice
conferences
LESLARKIN, releasedandfromformerly
Navy asof
GOTTLIEB, agency publicity chief. BILL
lieutenant-commander
Chicago,
has agency,
joined asFrank
Oxarart
Co..
BERNARD
J. GROSS,
departLos Angeles
head
ofHARVEY,
research
ment manager
ofservice,
Meyer former
Both Co.,
Chi- and
survey
department.
BILL
cago,
newspaper
joins
Leo
Burformer
advertising
and
public
relations
tivenettJan.Co., 2.Chicago, as copy writer effec- director of Title Insurance & Trust Co.,
Los
Angelesaccount
recently executive
released fromof Navy,
DAVID JACKSON,
formerAdvertising
Toronto office
becomes
same
manager
Financial
Co.J. agency.
ofHaegerty
Canada.of& Montreal,
has joinedas L.vice
Assoc.,
Toronto,
DAY dioFOSTER,
northwest
freelance
rapresident.
producer,
has Joseph
been apCULP & BOOKER is new firm name of GerberwriterCo.,
pointedandradioPortland,
director ofOre.,
R.
agency.
Earl
R.
Culp
Co.,
Los
Angeles
agency,
effective
Jan.a 1,halfHOWARD
BOOKER,
Foster
formerly
wasdirector
public forrelations
and
special
events
KGW
for
year
and
account
executive,
and KEX Portland. Prior to that he
becomes Hill
partner.
Offices are islocated
at had
437
St.S. WILSON,
Telephone
beenOre.,
program director
of KORE
3159. S.JAMES
with Mutual
release KRLC
Eugene,
with KSLM
KUJ
in variousandcapacities.
from tionArmy,
director.has Joined staff as produc- SWAFFORD
&
KOEHL
Inc.,
New
York
CHARLES A. STEPHENSON Jr., and name
Cleveland,
changes& its
corporate
Koehl, Landis
Landan
Inc..
JOHN A.chargePRIVETT
Jr.,posts
with asNavy
dis- and
haveof resumed
account
Jan.
1.toCHARLES
K. SWAFFORD
resigns
as
director.
ALBERT
E.
KOEHL
remains
executives
J.
Walter
Thompson
Co.,
Los
Angeles.
LEON
THAMER,
released
as
president
and
director.
A.
A.
LANDIS.
president
from Navy as lieutenant, and MARGOT vice
moves to inNewcharge
York ofas Cleveland
secretary
MALLORY,
of Kahn's
Dept. office,
and director. JOHN R. LANDAN, acStore, Oakland,formerly
Cal., have
joined agen-

count executive, becomes vice president
and director.
TED
PATRICK,
president,
Adv..
New
York,vice
resigns
toexperimental
joinCompton
Curtis
Pub.
Co.
Jan.
1
to
do
work on new magazines.
COL. JOHN D. WITTEN, discharged
from erlyArmy
afterwithfourInstitute
years, andfor formBusiness associated
Administration,
been appointed
manager
of researchhasdept.,
Young &
Rubicam,
New
York, reporting
to DR.
GEORGE
H.
GALLUP,
vice
president
and director of research.
KAY tive ALBERT,
account
execuof Garfield
&former
Guild,
San Francisco,
has
joined
Hugo director.
Scheibner
Inc.,
in that
city,staffas offashion
TOBY
LEE,
formerly
head
of
continuity
at WMIN Minneapolis, has joined Earl
Avery Advertising Service, San Francisco.
HENRY
HULL,
formerlyrecently
with
Young
&FREMONT
Rubicam
andForce,
more
aradiocaptain
in
8th
Air
joins
the
departmentOtherof N.newW. additions
Ayer & Son,
Philadelphia.
at
Ayer's
include
LT.
DON
SHOLL,
from
Navy,
copy 3d,
department,
PETER toLAUCK
from Navy,andto LT.
art
department as buyer.
CHARLES M. GARVEN, after three and
a halfwithyearsAthens
with Messenger,
the Army and
before
that
joined
Ray-Hersch
& Waterston,
NewhasYork,
as
account executive.
JESSICA WEST, formerly with William
Esty & Co.,
McCann-Erickson,
and
Elizabeth
Arden,
has been
appointed
coordinator
ofAdvertising
fashion
merchandising
with
Federal
Agency,
New
York.
UNITED AGENCY, Portland, Ore.,
plans
to open a public relations office
for
next clients
month.in Washington, D. C, within

Chicago Agency Becomes
Reincke, Meyer & Finn
EFFECTIVE Jan. 1 the firm of
Reincke, Ellis, Youngreen and Finn,
Chicago advertising agency, will
be known as Reincke, Meyer,
Finn Inc. Established in 1907 and
located at 520 North Michigan
Ave., the firm is headed by Joseph
H. Finn, chairman of the board;
Wallace Meyer, president; Charles
A. Reincke, secretary and treasurer.
Amos B. Reincke, firm founder,
died nearly two years ago. Mr.
Frank Ellis has not been actively
associated with the firm for 15
years, and C. C. Youngreen, vice
president, died two years ago.
Nelson A. Shawn
NELSON A. SHAWN, radio director of the Arthur Meyerhoff
Co. Agency, Chicago, for the past
10 years, died Dec. 22 of a heart
attack at his home in Evanston.
Mr. Shawn supervised and conducted such shows as Freedom of
Opportunity,
First during
Line andthe Service to the Front
war
and his latest program was Island
Venture over CBS for P. K. Wrigley Co. He was a member of
ASCAP and composer of many
popular songs. Surviving are his
wife, Iris Gawan-Stobe Shawn; a
son, Nelson E. Shawn, USNR; his
parents, three brothers and one
sister. Before becoming associated
with Meyerhoff, Mr. Shawn was
with NBC for five years in charge
of personal appearances. He was
born April 19, 1898 in Chicago.
Funeral was held last Monday.
S-W-T Plan
J. M. MATHES
Inc.,bonuses
New York,to its
has staff
distributed year-end
on basisployes ofwho have
two been
weeks'withsalary
for emorganization
for
or longer,
as part
of a threephaseafitsyear
program
of extra
financial
Employes
with benemore
than 16fortionalemployes.
months
service
received
addibenefits through payments under
profit
sharing
trust
plan.
Pension
plan
provides
minimum of old
$40trust
per
month
to employes
have four
been
employed 65byyears
company whoat
least
years.
KMYR Pickup
KMYRlet, is sending
Denver, pickup
Col., independent
outunit
to Elof Paso,
Tex.,
coverage
Sun
Bowl for
New play-by-play
Year's Day game.
; SHIPYARDS
V 1

Advertising Committee
POURdio are MEN
knownappointed
in raamong widely
members
to a new committee of the U. S.
Chamber of Commerce Domestic
Distribution Dept. in its expansion
of service to the advertising industry. They are Frederic R.
Gamble, president, American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies,
New York; J. Harold Ryan, vice
president, Fort Industry Co.,
licensee of WSPD Toledo; Frank
Stanton, vice president and general manager, CBS; Niles Trammell, president, NBC. Lt. 0. John
Davis, USNR, is advertising specialist to handle the expanded program.
named towere
the departmentOtherscommittee
Frank
Braucher, president, Periodical
Publishers Assn., New York;. Vernon Brooks, advertising director,
New York World-Telegram; G. R.
Cain, Chicago; G. D. Crain Jr.,
publisher,
Chicago; G. Advertising
E. Frazer, Age,
president,
National Transitads, Chicago; Edwin S. Friendly, general manager,
The Sun, New York; Myles Standish, Standish-Barnes Co., Providence, R. I.; Charles E. Sweet,
Capper Publications Inc., Topeka;
Frederick L. Wertz, president,
Window Advertising Inc., New
York. Chairman of the subcommit e is Leonard W. Trester, vice
president,tising Co.General
OutdoorwillAdverThe group
meet
Jan. 29 at the Waldorf-Astoria,
New York. Charles M. Isaac is
manager of the Chamber of Commerce's Do m e s t ic Distribution
Dept., which serves retail, wholesale, and service industries.
ON AIR for WWDC
three andService
a half months,
weekly erans"
quarter-hour
"JobsWashington
for Vet- "WFDF Flint says we gotta win
program
of WWDC
has
given
information
on more
20,000 local jobs to as many
veterans.than
the peace."
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574 A Market Street
San Francisco, Calif.
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333 No. Michigan Ave.
Chicago 1,4710
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STEWART WAR RADIO
HEAD OF REALTY CO.
APPOINTMENT of Jack Stewart,
former Baltimore and Kansas City
station executive, as radio director
of the more,
Tower
Realtyentry
Co., into
of Baltiwhich plans
AM,
FM and television fields in that city,
was
announced
last
Friday
by
Karl
Realty.
F. Steinmann, president of Tower
Mr. Stewart, a veteran of 25
years agerin of radio,
manWCAO wasandgeneral
of WFBR,
Baltimore network outlets. He
managed WCAO from 1927 through
1930 and headed WFBR for the following four years. Mr. Stewart
afterward
served for five years as
City.
general manager of KCMO Kansas
Tower Realty already is an applicant for a metropolitan television
station in Baltimore, pending since
March 1944. It is understood the
company contemplates filing for
both AM and FM facilities in the
near
future.Bldg.
Studios are planned in
the Tower

PRODUCTI
HOFF Jreplaces ^f
WILL OSBORNE
LEE CHADWICK, for two and a half CARLOn
musicalShow"
director
of Jan.
NBC 3 "Abbott
years
program
of toWWNC
Ashe-as- asCostello
broadcast.&
ville, N. sistaCnt to George
hasdirector
resigned
become
W. Linn, publisher of GINNY SIMMS, with
star
of
CBS
"Ginny
Linn's Weekly Stamp News, Sidney, O. Simms Show", has been named national
chairman ofCancer
women's
radio division for
EDDIE
been appointed
Society.
chief of BIRNBRYER
writers at WSMhas Nashville,
Tenn. American
He alsovisewill
creationsuperand RAY SINGER,
isco-writer
father ofonboy.NBC "Jack
development
of new Haley
DICK Show",
father
ofMACK,
boy. Hollywood producer, is
shows
and
program
ideas in addition to LEE PHILIPS. WCAE Pittsburgh anprograms
nouncer toreleasedstation.
from AAF as lieutenbroadcast. Acurrently
former
ant, returns
freelance
CHARLES A. McMAHON, released from
network writer
eveningon the
Navy, andreturned
W. R. toJOHNSTON,
programs,
the Tenn.
announc-exhas
been hestaff
onlately
theof Marine,
ing staff has
of DON
WNOX THOMPSON,
Knoxville,
London
ROBERT
released
Navy as commander, has rejoined
OWL
ROBERT L. FID- from
NBC
Hollywood
as
night
program
superreplacing ROBERT MacGREGOR
direc- EADIE,visor,named
tor oprogram
f WIOD Miami,
Mr. Birnbryer LAR,
manager of
acceptance.
Fla.,ed director
has beenof Miami
elect- network continuityassistant
BILL
CORCORAN, production
chief announcer,
Exchange Club for 1946.
been appointed
director hasof
KIRO
Seattle.
JOHN
SCHEUER,
production
manager
FRANCES ofLANGFORD
has beencommittee
named
ofcitation
WPIL from
Philadelphia,
has received
entertainment
Junior
of Trade,toa chairman
Philadelphia,
his Board
contributions
to provide network"
radio programs
formilitary
AFRS
further cause for
of democracy.
"bedside
in
111
WTON To Start Soon
BILL DRURY and ED STARR, disc- hospitals.
WARREN,of head
of San
transcripsigned. jockeys of WPEN Philadelphia, have re- CHARLES
tioncisco, is department
KFRC
Fran- WTON, new Staunton, Va. stafather
of
a
boy.
JANE
women's iscommentator
tion, will go on the air in FebELVIA ALLMAN, who portrays Mrs. Ken
WCAU READ,
Philadelphia,
ill with jaun-of Niles
dice.
ruary, operating with 250 w
onwasNBCmarried
"Abbott
& Costello
Show,"
to
Jerry
Baylor
power
on 1400 kc unlimited hours,
Dec.
1.
NAM LUPO,
commentator
WAAT
Newark,woman's
played Mrs.
Santa Clausat
Charles
P. Blackley, owner and
on Christmas
Day
to hospitalized
cripgeneral manager, announced last
pled children
insentNewark
area. Letters
ll
EU
toreadSanta
Claus
in
by
children
were
week. John E. Lingo & Son Inc. is
IS. pp&l
on her daily program.
erecting radiator
a 184-footantenna
tubularfor steel
JOEL ALDRED,
released
as squadron
vertical
the
leader
in
RCAF,
has
joined
the
CBC
announcing staff at Toronto.
station. Mr. Blackley has named
EVE MYLER, formerly in charge of JACK BECK assistant director of news Fulton
King,
former
announcer
ABC Hollywood
depart-Lt. broadcasts, CBS western division, Hol- WWVA Wheeling, W. Va. andof
has resignedmusic
and isrights
to marry
Robert ment,Craig.
lywo d, hasCLINTbeenJONES
namedwhodirector
suc-to more recently with AFRS stations
ceeding
resignedPalm
FRANK charge,
GALLAGHER,
with asArmy
dis- become general
in Puerto Rico, program director
manager
of KCMJ
has been signed
featured
Springs,
Cal.
(See
story
page
42).
vocalist on NBC "Sheaffer Parade."
CONNOLLY returns to WCAU of
salesWTON.
manager.Charles E. Seebeck is
DEANE MOORE, former announcer of JOSEPH
Philadelphia
as
director
of
news,
publicity and special
eventsyearson inDec.Navy.31
KHJ Hollywood,
has joined KROW Oak- after three
land, Cal.
and a half
released
as lieutenant
PIERRE ANDRE has been assigned an- He was mander.
Stern's 10 Best
RUDY BLOOM,
who has combeen
nouncer
on
ABC
"Symphonies
for
Youth,"
filling that
post, heads station's new TEN best sports stories of 1945
department.
ing Jan. weekly
12. 45-minute series start- research
WES
MEARS, after 32 months in Navy, FRANNY
the opinion of Bill Stern, NBC
sports iscommentaWIBGMURRAY,
Philadelphia,
father of indirector
has
of sports, were, in order:
girl.tor of BARETTE
Los resumed
Angeles. post as announcer at KFI aPAUL
has
returned
as
news
The
World
Series,
the Army-Navy
WILLIAMducer of net's
KARN,"Smilln'
NBC Hollywood
proeditor
of
CBC
Montreal
studios
after
football
game,
the Kentucky
Derby,
Ed McConnell being on loan to CBC International
Show,"
is
father
of
a
boy.
Service
overseas.
Navy-Notre Dame football
BRUCE BUELL, announcer of KHJ MURRAY YOUNG, WHK Cleveland the
game, the Rose Bowl football
Hollywood,
has instarted
orien-at commentator, has returned to station game,
radioto forconduct
veterans
the sale of Hank Borowy to
following
10,000 countries
mile four where
month heairmade
trip
Herbert tationWallclassesSchool.
to
13
European
GEORGE AFRSDVORAK,
for three
yearson 108 transcriptions for rebroadcast and the Chicago Cubs, return to bigwith
expeditionary
unit
took
1200
feet
of
color
film.
time
competition
of former memGuadalcanal,
has returned to KFI Los GENE CLAUSSEN, former editor of
bers of the eminearmed
forces, the
preAngeles
as announcer.
Mast,
Maritime
Service
publication,
has
n
c
e
o
f
the
football
TED HARDEN,
former
WWL production
New Or- joined the news staff of WMT Cedar team, the disputed Army
leans
announcer,
is
now
play
by
Hank
Rapids,
la.
manager at KUTA Salt Lake City.
JACKice newsF. editor
NEWMAN,
before Army
serv- Greenberg in the sixth game of the
PAUL
LONG andfromJOHNAAFE. FERGUSON,
ofnews
Muskegon
both released
after three Muskegon,
has been named
editor Chronicle,
of WKBZ World Series, and Dan Toppings'
Mich.
transfer of his football team from
yearsingservice,
have
returned
to
announcstaff of KWKH Shreveport, La.
AUSTAD,
newshascommentator
of the National to the American
MARY HELEN RAIES has been added MARK
WWDC
Washington,
been
released
toAkron,continuity
department of WADC from
Army. He served for four years League.
O.
in Armythe Intelligence.
MARGE
SHELDON,
transcription
clerk
WOLFE,
released from
Marines as
at WGL Fort
Wayne, writer.
Ind., hasMARY
been HAL
captain,
has Water
returned
to sportscasting
m
of Tide
Associated
Oil Co.
named
Report On Scripts
SCHNEIDERcontinuity
is new transcription
clerk. staff
SHELLEY
MYDANS,
who
with
hus- REPORT on several radio comIRIS
PARKER,
former
secretary
at conFBI
band upon
Carl was
captured
by theherJan.
Japamentators whose scrips have been
nese
the
fall
of
Manila,
2
office
in
Salt
Lake
City,
has
joined
City. tinuity department of KSL Salt Lake begins new> ABC news program for analyzed will be made to Congress
Represented by
women
titled
"Time
for
Women",
Mon.when
Second
Session convenes Jan.
Fri.
4:30
p.m.
Repatriated
after
two
PHIL
ROLL, is announcer
WWDC years internment she returned to PaWashington,
now chief atcontinuity
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
c
i
f
i
c
i
n
Nov.
1944
as
correspondent
and
14
by
House
Committee on Uneditor.
has husband
just returned
from
She and American Activities,
Ernie AdamNew York Chicago Detroit JACK OWENS, m.c.-singer on NBC "Tin her
haveMagazine,
been Japan.
photo-reporting
team
for
Time
producer
of
son,
committee
counsel,activities
said. RePan
Alley
of
the
Air,"
will
be
starred
Atlanta : San Francisco
Los Angeles in Universal short film "Sing and Be new program.
port
also
will
cover
B. McFADDEN,
released
from
ATC
revived Communist Party in U. ofS.
Happy,"
talent. one of a series featuring radio asTOMcaptain,
has
rejoined
the
news
and
Committee requested scripts of
MAURY
WEBSTER
and BOB resumed
MOON special
events Hedepartment
NBC inas seven
commentators several weeks
with
from Navy
news writer.
first joinedof NBC
1934.
posts release
as announcers
at CBShaveHollywood.
ago.
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Sponsor

SELL
MANY PRODUCTS FOR
MANY ADVERTISERS

WMAZ
Macon, Ga.
Participating
GEORGE E. HALLEY
TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
HOTEL PICKWICK, KANSAS CITY 6, MO.
^tDAN ARTHUR B. CHURCH PRODUCTION

LEAF GUM
Co., Chicago,
in 1946expencampaigndiplans
advertising
turenotunocemlargest
anedate
nt at first according
annual salesto convention.
Firm
sponsors
"Tin
Pan
Alley
of the include
Air" on radio
147 NBCand stations.
1946
plans
new
media.
Agency
is Bozell & Jacobs,
Chicago.
COLUMBIAN
EMPIRE
FOUNDERS
Inc.,
Vancouver,
Wash.,haveandplaced
Gaietyadvertising
Theatre,
Portland,
Ore.,
accountsaccounts
with
United
Agency,
Portland.
Both
include
extensive
use of
radio.
F. L. JACOBS Co., Detroit (automotive
partsingand
accessories,
automatic
wash-acvendors),appliance
has placed
cmachines,
ount for its major
division
with MacManus,
John & Adams,
Detroit. Householdplans
appliance
and promotion
include advertising
use of all
media
on national scale.
ROBERT E. JOHNSON has returned to
his post as director of advertising and
publicity
of United Airafter
Linesmore
at firm's
Chicago headquarters
than
two years with
tel igence of iceNavy
r. as air combat inMAXWELL I. SCHULTZ, executive vice
president
and assistant
to ELIAS
TIG, president
of Adam Hat
Stores, LUSNew
York, has been named to direct company'sdasheryoperations
for
broadening
haberlines
to
Europe.
Company
will
add
sales representatives
in keyagencies
Europeanandmarkets.
VICK CHEMICAL Co., New York (proprietary),days
has started
newscasts six
weeklyquarter-hour
on CHML
Hamilton, natiOnt.
Agency is Morse Interonal, New York.
CAPT. DEANAAF, LANDIS,
been onnamedterminal
ofleavethefrom
advertisinghasdepartment
of head
The

These Two Stations Provide the Only Full
Coverage of This Rich Pennsylvania Area

j^*"

%

Windbn ^

V

BOTH STATIONS ARE SOLD
IN COMBINATION RATE
FOR NETWORK AND SPOT

National Representatives
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
New York, Chicago, Detroit, Atlanta, San Francisco, Los Angeles J
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geles. Contract
is forAdv.,52 weeks.
Agency
is Garfield
& Guild
San Francisco.
BARRY'S
JEWELERS,
Glendale,
Cal.
(retail),LoshasAngeles,
appointedto handle
RaymondadvertisKeane
Adv.,
ing. Currentlynouncement
usingschedulea onheavyKIEVspotGlenanCal., firm will
expandstations.
to include
other dale,southern
California
TRUMAN
DOYLE cleaning),
METHOD, hasLos started
Angeles (rug,
carpet
using
total
of
26
spots
on
KFAC
Los
Angeles
for 4 weeks.
Dean Simmons
Adv., Hollywood,
has account.
HOLSUM BAKERY Co., Fort Wayne,
Ind.,age ofisinter-city
sponsoringhighplay-by-play
coverschool basketball
games on WGL Fort
Wayne.
AMERICAN NATIONAL BANK, Denver,
for ninth
news dailyconsecutive
Fulton Lewisyearjr.Jan.on 12KFELreDenver mondforKeane52Adv.,
weeks.
Agency is RayDenver.
ALLISON-KAUFMAN Co., Los Angeles
(diamond Keane
rings), has Losappointed
Rayhandle mond
nationalAdv.,
advertising.Angeles,
Extensiveto
campaign
to promote
"luckyspotforever
ring" is being
planned with
radio
included.
DEE'S
JEWELERS,
San
Bernardino,
Cal., placing direct,
has started
spot
announcement
schedule
on KPRO
Riverside, Cal., for 52 weeks.
NEHI Corp., Baltimore (Royal Crown
Cola), announcement
Jan. 1 starts schedule
using six- weekly
spot
KFI
Los Angeles.
Contract for 52on weeks
placed through BBDO New York.

|A
Maytag
Co.,
Newton,
under
BRADT,and vice
presidentla.,
chargeR. EDA.of
sales
advertising.
He insucceeds
RICHARDSON,
now
in
Chicago
for Farm
Journal.
JOHN
MILES,
discharged
from
RCAF,
has been appointed advertising manager
of Great West Life Assurance Co., Winnipeg.
WELDON
O.ofYOCUM
has been
appointed directorCo.
advertising
for AmericanMarietta
(consumer
and
industrial
paints),
and
eight
divisions
in
U. S.
and
Canada.
He has
advertising
manager
of Sewall
Paintbeen
& Varnish
Co.,
aGroup
subsidiary
in
Kansas
City
and
Dallas.
uses spot radio.
BORG-WARNER
Corp., Norge
division,as
has
appointed
HOWARD
L. CLARY
assistant
general
sales manager.
He post
has
been
sales
promotion
manager,
now
assumed
by ELLIS
REDDEN.
E. J.
RANKER
assumes
new post
of director
of market
research,Norgereporting
to HOWARD E. BLOOD,
president.
E. R.
BRIDGE,
refrigeration
sales
manager,
new merchandise manager. Advertising,is
sales promotion,
sales training,
licity and public
have pubbeen
consolidated
under relations
C. H. MacMAHON.
TURCO PRODUCTS Inc., Los Angeles
(Tay—
household
ed Davis
& Beavencleaner),
Adv., has
Los appointAngeles,
IIetuiork Rccoimts
to handle
advertising. Radio will conmedia. tinue to be used along with other
Renewal Accounts
MELVILLE SHOE Corp., New York,
operator
of John
Ward
and Thorn
McAn
FISHER FLOURING MILLS Co., Seatretail
shoe
chain,
announced
last
week
election of three new vice presidents: Nichol's
tle, Dec.Radio
31 renews
52 weeks
Parade"for on11:15-11:30
14 ABC "Bob
PaGEORGE DICK,chandising;
in EDWARD
chargeW. ofHEMPHILL,
shoe mercific Agency:
stations, Mon.-Fri.
a.m.
(PST).
Pacific
National
Adv.,
inJ. charge
of
hosiery
merchandising,
and
BRENT WELLS, in charge of sales Seattle.
RAINIER BREWING Co., San Francisco,
promotion.
1 renews
for 52 Cal.
weeksstations
"Murder Tues.
Will
C. A. SWANSON & Co., Omaha, to pro- Jan.
Out",
onp.m.9 (PST).
ABC
mote
new
product,
Swanson's
Ever
Fresh Turkee
Haft'sis sponsoring
(half turkey"Little
for 9:30-10
& Co., Los
Angeles. Agency: Buchanrn
smaller
consumer),
Song
format Shop"
is used.on WOW Omaha. Contest QUAKER OATS Co., Peterborough, Ont.
(cereals), onon 29Jan.
4Dominion
renews network
"Those
Websters"
CBC p.m.
KING'S
Co., thrice-weekly
Los Angeles stations
Fri. Toronto.
9:30-10
Agency: Spit(retail), JEWELRY
is sponsoring
zer & Mills,
quarter-hour
recorded
"Down
the
MusicalalsoMile"
ona thrice-weekly
KMPC Hollywood.
Firm
uses morning
five-on WHITEHALL
Ltd., Walkerville,PHARMACAL
Ont. (Anacin),(Canada)
Jan. 2
minute
early
newscast
renewsCBCfor Dominion
52 weeks "Ellery
29
networkQueen"
stationson
KNX,
Hollywood.
Agency
is
Raymond
Keane Adv., Los Angeles.
p.m.,
delay Young
to Pacific&
coast 7:30-8
12:30-1
a.m.withAgency:
MODERN
REALTYbrokers),
ASSOC.,newlyLos organAnge- Wed.
Rubicam.
Toronto.
lesized,(realhas estate
appointed
Walter
Carle
Adv.,
CONTINENTAL
CAN
Co.,
New
York
Hollywood,
to radio
place along
advertising which
(packaging and plastic products), Jan.
will
renews Club"
for 52onweeks
"Continental
media include
in southern
Californiawith
area. other 5Celebrity
CBS network
Sat.Y. 10:15-10:45 a.m.fullAgency:
BBDO
SMITH knitting
& WILLIAMS,
New York (stockmachines),
to useto N.MANHATTAN
SOAP Co., New York
spot ingcampaign
sometime plans
in Spring
Soap), Dec. 31 renews for
promote
seal indicating
free" 52(Sweetheart
nylon
made Newby"seam
machines.
weeks "The onStrange
Romance
of
Agency stockings
is Hazard Adv.,
York.
Evelyn
full Agency:
CBS
network
10:30-10:45
Duane
WM. NEILSON Co., Toronto (candy), Mon.-Fri.
Jones Co.,Winter"
N. Y. a.m.
has
started
"Singin'
Sam"
transcribed
quarter-hour
CHML Account
Hamil- LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge (Swan
ton, Ont., fiveprogram
days onweekly.
Soap), Show"
Dec. 31onrenews
for 52network,
weeks "Joan
placed
direct.
Davis
full CBS
Mon.
IVEY
FURNITURE
Co.,is using
San Bernardino,
cam, N. Y.p.m. Agency: Young & RubiCal., placing
direct,
dailyKPRO
spot 8:30-8:55
announcement
schedule
on
CELANESE
CORP.fabrics),
OF AMERICA,
New
Riverside. Cal. Contract is for 39 weeks. York
(Celanese
Jan. 2 renews
ATLANTIC
BEACHN. AMUSEMENT
AREA,
for
52
weeks
"Great
Moments
in
Music"
Atlantic
Beach,
C,
to
promote
year
on
full
CBS
network
Wed.
10-10:30
p.m.
round resort has signed for weekly ten Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
minute period
of "Pleasure
Portrait",
recorded
music
program,
WPTF GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Schenectady,
Raleigh, dance
N. C. Contract
is for 52on weeks.
Jan.
13 weeksMon.-Fri.
"House Party"p.mon
148 CBS14 forYoung
stations,
AMERICAN
DAIRY
ASSN.
has
started
Agency:
& Rubicam, 4-4:25
N. Y.
Sunday
afternoon
variety
series
on
Texas
Stategeneral
Network
ofis presented
16 stations.in CURTISS CANDY Co., Chicago, Dec. 29
Farm
and
news
renewed
for
52
weeks
"Warren
Sweeney
addition to western musical selections. and
the Sun.
News"11-11:05
on fulla.m.CBSAgency:
networkC.
and
Agency
isPACKING
Campbell-Mithun,
Chicago. la. L.Sat.Miller
Co., Chicago.
RATH
Co.,
Waterloo,
(Black
Hawk announcements
products), Jan. weekly
28 starts ANCHOR-HOCKING
GLASSand Corp.,
Lan11KHJ
transcribed
caster, O. (Anchorglass
King
52 weeks. Agency,on Ovenglass),
Jan. 3onrenews
forFire
52network
weeks
Young Hollywood,
& Rubicam,forChicago.
"Hobby
Lobby"
full
CBS
CHEVROLET Dealers of Southern Cali- Thurs.
9:30-10
p.m.N. Agency:
William H.
Weintraub
& Co.,
Y.
foonrnKFI
ia, Los Angeles,
with
daily
newsc
a
s
t
s
KMPC,
Jan.
7
adds
KGB
Net
Changes
San bell
DiegoEwald for
Agency, CampCo., 52Losweeks.
Angeles.
GENERALSatina,
FOODSPostum),
Corp., NewJan.York7 starts
(LaBETTY
FOODchips),
PRODUCTS,
San France,
FranciscoLOU(potato
Jan. 2 starts
for 52fullweeks
"The
SecondMon.-Fri.
Mrs. Burton"
using
thrice-weekly
participations
in
on
CBS
network
2-2:15
"Art Baker's Notebook" on KFI Los An- p.m.,cy:replacing
"Two on N.a Y.Clue." AgenYoung & Rubicam,
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Allied

Arts
f$
tRBAN A. HOHMAN of Muzak Corp.. to new gecompany.
Both
been to-of
for have
a Broadcasting
number
J New
sales has
executive
with York,
Scott former
Radio Labs.,
been • years, firstther in business
with Northern
jpointed
sales
manager
in
charge
of
Co.,
Timmins,
where
Cooke
was
genew Jersey territory for Muzak Corp.
eral manager ofandtheCarrgroup
a station
manof stations
ANADIAN RADIO BUREAU, Ottawa, ownedager ofbyoneNorthern
Broadcasting,
3-operative radio agency of Canadian again when Cooke bought CKCL andto
roadcasting
stationsofproducing
lews with members
Parliamentinterand form CKEYmercialinmanagerAug.of 1944.
CKEY.Carr was comoing
featuresfromon Senate
Ottawaoffices
happenings,
asarliament
moved
in the
PHILIP G.pointedCALDWELL
has
been apsales
manager
of television
Bldgs.
to
quarters
in
the
ank of Toronto Chambers, 108 Sparks transmitter
equipment division
in the
t. Telephone at new address is 5-6322. of General Electric
OHN Hollywood,
GUEDEL hasRADIO
PRODUC- Co. electronic de'IONS,
taken additional
partment. He will
be responsible
for
pace
at
1637
N.
Vine
St.
as
headquarers for KEITH McCLEOD, director of sale
of television
transmitters,
studio
IBC
"Red
Skelton
Show."
IENNETH
C.
PRINCE,
released
from
equipment apparatus,
and facJavyRadio
as lieutenant,
has been Equipment
appointed simile
will
headquarterplantat
>yTrade
PartsInc.,
& Electronic
Schenectady
Show
Chicago,
as
general
until
commercial
nanager
and legal
for parts
ind
equipment
showcounsel
scheduled
May groupterofdivision
transmit13-16
at Hotel Stevens,
Chicago. Show
to Syracuseis
2orp.
has
established
offices
at
221 N. moved
LaSalle St.
where
new
G-E Mr. Caldwell
Electronics Park
LT. terminal
COL. WEBSTER
F. SOULES,
now project
is sales
now manager
under construction.
on
leave from
Army Signal
has
been
of aircraft andHe
Corps, has been ap- marine equipment.
pointed
sales
manBUDDY
BASCH,
recently
discharged
of ElectroVoiceager Inc.,
micro- from huethe& Coe,
ArmyNewand York,
formerlyandwithwriter
Dona-of
phoneturer. He will
manufacwork
and entertainment
colfrom South Bend. several umnsradio
for
magazines
and
newspapers,
joinedfirm,
Banner
& Greif,executive.
New York
Ind., plant.
He en-in has
tered service
publicity
as
account
1940,
did work
develop-on GOULD-MOODY Co., New York, anmental
nounces
guarantee
onaluminum
its proarmored
force
vefessional10-year
qualityrecording
Black Sealblanks.
hicle
appainstantaneous
ComratusHeandradio
installapany
states
that
technological
advances
tion.
previously
give
assurance
that
atmospheric
condihad
been
with
tions,
moisture,
dampness
and
old
age
Col. Soules
Northern
States17 will not affect the blanks.
Power Co. for
JOHN
GUEDEL,
head
of
John
Guedel
years.
Hollywood, has
COLONIAL FILM PRODUCTIONS,
Cul- Radio Productions,
a two-month-old
ver City,visionCal.,
currently
building
tele- adopted
Cradle, Evanston,
111. boy from The
film
library
service
for
advertisers, has appointed
Gene Grant & inCo.,11
Hollywood,
as sales representative
western states.
Service Front
NATIONAL RADIO PRODUCTIONS has
been formed
at Toronto
by Jack
owner
of CKEY
Toronto,
and Cooke,
Dann
Carr, son,radio
director
of Vickers
BenLegion of Merit Award
agency.
Cooke is&ofpresidentOffices
andadvertising
Carraregeneral
manager
new LT. COL. JAMES L. WILLIAMS,
firm.
at
444
University
Ave.,
deputy
of Public Relations,
Toronto, with branch office to be Office ofdirector
Military Government for
openedduceinopenMontreal.
Company transcripwill proend
productions,
tions and scripts
and Carr
represent U.leaveS. Germanycount(U.S.),
and
withformer
M. acH.
producers
Canada.
Vickers & inBenson
to devote will
full time Hackett Inc.,executive
New York advertising firm, has been awarded the
Legion of Merit for his outstanding
4Mr. D. A.' Filmed
services
as Adjutant General,
WITH screen version of Mr. Dis- Headquarters,
trict Attorney scheduled to go becil for Germany.U. S. Control Counfore cameras in February, Colum* * *
bia Pictures Corp., Hollywood,
now has six sets of motion picMaj. Thompson in Japan
tures based on radio shows. In- MAJ. HERBERT W. THOMPcluded are <;Crime Doctor" series,
SON, former production manager
now in its seventh opus, "The of KFXM San Bernardino, Cal., is
Crime Doctor's Honor" and "The now writing and directing a halfWhistler," number five, "Murder Is hour weekly program over AFRS
Unpredictable," now in production. station, WVTR Yokohama.
Second and third in the "I Love a
Mystery" series are in preparation
Col. Kerr in VA
—"The Devil's Mask" and "The
Coffin." Film version also will be COL. FRANCIS R. KERR, former
made of the Night Editor series. chief
the deputy
Army'sdirector
Exchangeof
Film series preceded the Blondie Serviceof and
radio show. Both are based on Army Service Forces
Special Services Division, has been named head
ChicperYoung's
syndicated newspastrip characters.
of Veterans Administration Special Services Division, in charge of
TEENAGERS Band, featured on NBC
recreation and entertainShow"beenandsigned
directedfor veterans'
by"Hoagy
JimmleCarmichael
Higson, has
ment, athletic, library and chaplain
forthcoming
cal short film.Paramount Pictures musi- services.
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Radio Phones in Moving
Vehicles in Philadelphia
BELL TELEPHONE Co., Philadelphia, has announced plans for a
series of experiments directed toward the eventual hook-up of telephones in moving vehicles with the
regular telephone system.
The center of the new system
will be a radio station atop the
phone
building.a
When company's
the stationmidtown
is completed,
limited number of radio telephones
may
in automobiles,
trucks beandinstalled
other vehicles.
Bell officials say each mobile
radio-telephone will have a number
similar to usual telephone numbers.
In calling a telephone-equipped car
from a regular telephone, the caller
would be connected with a special
operator who would send out a
radio signal which would be heard
or seen in the specially equipped
car.Experiments will begin after the
first of the year and the first radiotelephone system
go into
opera-if
tion fometime
in will
the fall
of 1946
tests are successful.
RICHARD WILLIAMS, who made 211
appearances
onDec."Quiz23, Kids,"
from foreprogram
fiveofficial
daysretired
behis sixteenth
birthday,
ret
i
r
e
m
e
n
t
a
g
e
for
ABC
program.
Since
his
first
appearance
on
program
in
Oct.
1941,
he
has
failed
to
be
among
top
three
scorers
four
and has
record
foronlyQuizappearances.
Kid times
contestants
with set61
consecutive
TWO uledvaudeville
schedfor "Ladies appearances
Be Seated," aresponsored
by Quaker
Oats
Co.,
Chicago,
five
afterweekly 3:30-4
on appearances
ABC. Broadcasts
will
benoonsPlymouth
made
duringTheater,
Dec.
31
at
Worcester,
Mass.,
Jan.
3
through
Jan.
9
at
Adams
Theater, Newark, N. J.

WE

HAVE
GONNA
NO
around n» **» in the
)'when
rightTrading
bere
there,9
iKy.
Louisville
Aouradver.
IC^at
PICN
everything
«^
inQUStry,
more
Users) want:
al1 *°
"■ow6yfB5of"Kentucky
remainder
*
usecomthe
bined! Be8ld^%o take our propower
necessary^
grainshave
to
oUrp.cnic9,
rates,
we<d
to r,l^likeju8ta8
wWeb folks say bhey \

in
i9! .!ie ^th -, and ge«ing
LOUISVILLE*^

.970 K.C
CHOICE
IN
CHATTANOOGA

WOOD
20th YEAR
CBS
5,000 WATTS DAY AND NIGHT
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY
NA TIONAL REPRESENTA TIVES
v—

m p I) AUDIENCE
) PUBLIC SERVICE
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Promotion Personnel
OSCAR
of research,KAXZ,
will CBS
teachat associate
aCity
courseCollege
indirector
radioof
audience
research
New
York various
starting techniques
Feb. 13. Course
will
present
used
measure radio audience behavior andto
reactions.
Special
emphasis
will
beto
placed radio
on useboth
of these
techniques
study
as
an
advertising
medium and as a means of social communication.
BILL licity
KELLEY
has returned
to after
pubstaff service
of WCAE
three years
withPittsburgh
AAF.
MITZI KORNETZ,
WTAG
Worcester, publicity
Mass., hasdirector
resignedof
to direct
Greater Bos-of
ton radio
Communityactivities
Fund. of Successor

For Americans at least, this is the
first peaceful New Year in four
years. But four years of heartache,
anxiety and sacrifice have left a
deep impression on our people
which
be easily erased. comThe
pre-war can't
spirit
placency isonlyof comfortable
a fond memory,
and we face another year with our
highest hopes of a better future
somewhattainties ofclouded
the uncer-on
today. Atbymidnight
Monday the bells will ring . . . the
will blow
. there'sthe tolandbe
anwhistles
hysterical
gaiety. . over
which would be truly convincing
if it our
weren't
general
feeling
that
worldfor— alike
the proverbial chainlink.
— is Asonlya public
as strongservant,
as the
weakest
the radio
industry
is
fully
cognizant of the responsibility resting
with us individually and as a Nation. May we continue to have the
strengthgetherand
to workof all.
toin the courage
best interests
BETTY AND THE BOYS

JAMES M. STEWART, released from the
Navy after
40 months'
service, N.hasC. re-as
turned to WGBG
Greensboro,
chief engineer.
LES
BOWMAN,
CBS
western
division
chief engineer, in addition to attending
Radiotion willInstitute
of
Engineers
convenconfer andwith investigate
network executives
intelevision
New York
FMunder
and
research
projectsto now
way
before
returning
headquarters in late January. Hollywood
NELSON
NICHOLLS,nowformer
WCAE
Pittsburgh
on terminal
leave
after engineer
four years service
as radio
officerice, is towithreturn
Navalto Airstation
Transport
Servin January.

GORDON with
LEE, CKRC
former announcer Man.
and
operator
has returned
to station Winnipeg,
from Air Force
service overseas and replaces GORDON
WOODWARD
as studio
ward is now with
CFAR engineer.
Flin Flon.WoodSYLVANIA ELECTRIC Plant at JohnsPa., hastheresumed
operations.
During thetown, war
plant tube
served
as feeder
of specialized
electron
mounts
for
proximity
fuze
tubes.
Peacetime
operationproduction,
will be complete
radioexhausting
receiving
tube
including
and finishing.
EDWARD P. BERTERO and HERMAN
M. GURIN, former officers in the Navy,
have rejoined NBC as development engineers.
TOM reSUTTON,
of CBM asMontal, has joined formerly
CJAD Montreal
chief
engineer.
Betty Russell, the singing emcee
FRANK
B.
McISAAC,
formerly
of
proofexcept
"Curfew Club"
Midnight
gram staff ofstaffCBHof CBA
Halifax,
has joined
is the(12pin-up
girl
transmitter
Sackville,
N. B.
for someTues.)
five thousand
servicemen
JACK
in the South Pacific. The way the
Malta HAWKINS,
where he recently
was in returned
service from
with
gal vocalizes
RCAF,
engineering staff
cordings isoutwithof commercial
this world andreof CBL hasand joined
CJBC the
Toronto.
R.charge
E. SAMUELSON,
vice
in
makes response
a big hit from
with G.I.'s. Heavyremail
of engineering
for president
Hallicrafters
questing tunes keeps overseas
Betty on a
Co.,
Chicago,
has
been
named
chairman
of the marine
of Radio
Manufour hour record hunt daily.
facturers As n. section
Transmitter
Division.
SAMUEL
NORRIS,
vice
president
and
CLEAR CHANNEL
sales
manager
of the Phillips
Amperex Co.,
Division
ofYork,North
American
New
has ofreturned
KILOCYCLES Mm M M. WATTS
six weeks
illness. to his desk after
C. P. (Tex) SWEENY has returned to
NBC ice engineering
department
in the
Navy from
which heafterwasserv-reNBC for LOS ANGEIES ■leased as lieutenant
commander.
Represented Nationally by Edward Petry and Company, Inc PHILIPdent of American
SPORN, executive
vice Service
presiGas & Electric
Corp., has
awarded Institute
the Edisonof
Medal
of thebeenAmerican
Electrical
"for his contribution to theEngineers
art of economical
and dependable
power generation
and Jan.
trans-23
m
i
s
i
o
n
.
"
H
e
will
receive
medal
during
winter
convention
of
AIEE,
to
be held in New York Jan. 21-25.
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WTAGtionismanager.
PHILIP
JANSEN,station
promo-in
JansenR. joined
1940.
JACKtor ofZINSELMEIER,
for a year
drug merchandising
for direcWLW
Cincinnati,
has
been
promoted
to manager ofsidiary
Specialty
Sales,
a
WLW
specializing in distribution sub-for
manufacturers.
GENT, resigned. He replaces LOU SARR. B. HAMILTON has joined the CBC
press and
information publicity department at Toronto.
Gillette Ads
MANYing usedof bytheGillette
advertisementsRazor
now Co.,
beBoston, in newspapersSafety
and magazines
draw
attention
to
Gillette
"Cavalcade
ofprograms
Sports"sponsored
on ABC and other sports
nationwide newspaper byseriesfirm.is One
designed
to help
build
audienceof for
GilletteSquare
Friday
night
broadcasts
Madison
Garden has
fights.
publication
schedule
been Extensive
resumed after
several
WGST Photos
years.
WGSTlet showing
Atlanta,photographs
Ga., has printed
a bookof activities
during party
given
by station
for 40,000
listeners
lastPark.
September
at Lakewood
Amusement
WBZ Exhibit
EXHIBIT of Japanese civil and military
souvenirs
collected
by Colton
Morris,
director
of special
eventsin G.ofstation
WBZ
Boston, is being
shown
foyer.
"Chick"
Morris
formerly
Navy lieutenant commander, served wason
staff tofion of Japan.
AdmiralHe Nimitz
occupa-up
assistedduring
in setting
broadcast
surrender
aboard USS of
Missouri.
Display ceremonies
later will
be moved
Springfield flowing displaytoatWBZA
local etore.
WEEI Tradition
STORYers' Carols"
of Christmas
weekWEEI"Commutis related
Boston
in new promotion
folder.by Station
talent
each ingday
of
that
week
leads
group
singat
Boston
North
Station,
a
holiday
broadcast
tradition
started
by
WEEI
and
the
Boston
&
Main
Railroad
seven
Christmases ago.
KTUC Music
DURING
Christmas
week
KTUC
Tucson,
Ariz.,
presented
daily
three and
half
hour programs
of public
holiday
musica
for
shoppers
via
street
address
units
installed
on district.
various buildings
throughout
business
WMT Appeals
IN COOPERATION with American
Legion, WMT Cedar Rapids, la., conductedso"Holiday
for Veterans"go
campaign
thatCalls
veterans
home given
by telephone.
Moreto bethancould
was
to
hospitals
used$5,500
for
calls.

KSL BEGINS DEPT.
OF PUBLIC SERVICE
IN AN EFFORT to raise the
standards of production and proof publicLake
serviceCity,broadcasts, KSLgram ing Salt
has
started a new department, titled
Department of Public Service. Station has also eliminated the classification "sustaining time" in favor
of Headed
"public service
time."W. Hardy,
by Ralph
KSL program director, the new department is charged
with supervision of all
non-commercial
time.
The plan sets up, under Program
Manager Lynn A. McKinlay, a
supervisor of commercial broadcasts and a supervisor of public
service broadcasts. Producers and
talent form a common pool equally
at the service of the two production
supervisors.
All requests for studios, announcare channeled
throughers, talent,
the etc.,
operations
manager,
Richard Ashard.
Unique feature is that when
time has been cleared for a public
service drawn
program,
time ofis withfrom the that
schedule
commercial availabilities. Commercial
programs no longer take precedence.
The public service director is
also to ligious
go and out
and showgroups
civic, how
reeducational
the station can help in putting over
their projects.
properly handling
need
for"Bycommunity
service each
through
study of the best radio techniques
in point," said Mr. Hardy, "the
assignment of professional producassistance,follow-through,
and the all-toooften tion
neglected
we
are holding our audience factor
high and obtaining real results
from our 'non-commercial' sponABC Forecast
ABC will present an hour program of
New
Year's predictions featuring
in combination
dramatic-variety
from all walks ofshow
life on Jan. 1,leaders
10-11
Program, bytitled
'46",
bep.m.
conducted
Drew"Forecast
Pearson
whosports,
will
sors."
introduce
authorities
in
business,
movies and television, atomic energy,
labor and management,
veterans' probeconomy,lems, theatre,
publicforeign
health affairs,
and UNO.business

BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
DIO STA?,V..
STINOIWUSE RA

Higgins Invited
ANDREW J. HIGGINS, head
of Higgins Industries, has
announced plans to send engine rs to Omaha to "look
over the situation," in response to a telegram sent by
John J. Gillin Jr., president
of WOW Omaha, and other
business leaders asking him
to consider re-locating Higgins Industries in Omaha.
When Mr. Higgins announced liquidation of his
huge New Orleans boatbuilding business, WOW
news editors recalled he had
always had "a sentimental
interest"
in Nebraska,
where
he was born,
and Omaha,
where he spent much of his
boyhood. The
invitationtelegraphed
resulted and the
Chamber of Commerce followed through with technical
material when Mr. Higgins
replied he was "seriously interested" inthe idea.
Waters Appointed
BUSS WATERS,
from the comCanadian
Army,manager
has released
mercial
ofbeen
CFORappointed
Orillia, Ont.for
He
was
formerly
credit
manager
eastern
of McColl-Frontenac
Oil Co. Ontario
Atkinson Returns
RAY
ATKINSON,
years inas
RCAF, hasengineer.
returnedfor tothree
Vancouver
program
Smith Is Father
LOWELL
SMITH,
production chief of
Smith,
Bull
is father of &a McCreery,
girl. Mrs. SanSmithFrancisco,
is the
former
Nancy
Deshon
of KFWB Hollywood.
Joins F C & B
JOYCE
CONTINI,
formerly
Gailey &Cone
Co., &LosBelding,
Angeles,LosofhasGlasserjoined
Foote,
Angeles,
as account executive.
Mungham recently
to CFOR discharged
DICK
MUNGHAM,
from
wirelessOnt.,airas gunner,
has
joined RCAF
CFOR asOrillia,
announcer.
Beth Freeman Transfers
iBETH FREEMAN, former space buyer
and Angeles,
media directorJoined
of West-Marquis,
Jere
Bayard
&Los
Assoc., Loshas Angeles,
in similar
capacity.
Boyle
Released
JIMMY BOYLE, a member of American
Forces turNetwork
news-room,
to civilian life
after two has
years re-of
overseas nedduty.

PEOPLE
who makeKSFOthe news
tell their
own
San Francisco
whichstory
nowandonrecords
important
civic
proceedings
meetings
for
delayed
broadcast
as a are
publicheard
service.as Both
sides
ofTypical
questions
discussed.
this meeting
type of onnewsexposure
programof
is school ofboard
the existence
of forbidden
school
frat
e
r
n
i
t
i
e
s
a
n
d
sororities
and
also
ng to discuss proposed increase of meetstreet
car ifares.
ABC Sustainers
FIVE
new sustaining
programs startcrimeon
ABC
21, featuring
shows onandJan.musical
variety andtwocomedy
programs.
Programs story,
are "Fat
Man",
half-hour
8:30-9Screen
p.m.,
"IActorDealWilliam
indetective
Crime",
featuring
Gargan,
9-9:30
p.m..
"Forever
Tops",
musical
program
with
Paul Whiteman's orchestra, 9:30-9:55
p.m., "Jimmy
Gleason's
Diner", Gleason,
comedy
show
with Jimmy
and Lucille
10-10:30
p.m., andto beanother
half -hour
comedy program
announced
later.
Participation Awards
WEW St.gram,Louis
Gostation
to Town"
proheardyears
on"Let's
that
forfor nine
consecutive
andmorebroadcast
12
years,
has
awarded
than
$1,198,000
credit certificates
according
toin F.gifttionD.and
Anderson,
owner
of
participashow.spot,
In Monday
through
Friday
morningranging
program
gives
contest
prizes
from
foods,
hats,
dresses
and
theatre
tickets
to
auto
grease
and brake adjustments, accordingjobsto
participating sponsor.
Veterans Assistance
TO
ASSIST twoemployment
readjustment
ofauspices
veterans,
weekly City
programs
under
ofAffairs
Sacramento
and County
Veterans
Committee
have
started
on KXOA and KROY Sacramento,
Cal.
"Assignment:
Civilian",panel
half -hour series on KXOA,
by local
expertsfeatures
in various discussion
phases of
Botsford Returns
DAVID
BOTSFORD
after two
and
a halfreturned
years
withto Botsford,
OWIJr.,Overseas
Branch,
has
Constantine
& Gardner, San Francisco. As editorial
chief
of OWI-Army
team
he served
in India andpsychological
northern Burma.
Avoset Names Agency
AVOSET,
Inc., Sanhas Francisco
(Avosetdairy product),
Botsford,
& Gardner,named
San Francisco,
toConstantine
handle advertising.
Shasta Names
SHASTA
WATER Cosby
Co., &SanCooper,
Francisco,
has
appointed
San
Francisco, to handle advertising.
Appoint
Agency
ADEL PRECISION PRODUCTS Corp.,
Burbank,
Cal., has appointr-d
Roman, Hollywood,
to handleWookey
adver-&
tising.

BASIC-AMERICAN
BRIDGEPORT, CONN
You may 59th
not setMarket
the world
on fire, onbut your
we cansales
makemap.the1
Nation's
hot-spot
Programming
of, abysure-fire
anda for
Bridgeport
mean!
trated mostaudience;
route
to
your
share
of al$100,000,000 in Retail Sales.
AVAILABLE IN COMBINATION WITH WATR, WATERBURY
REPRESENTED
BY RAMBEAU
BROADCASTING
• Telecs

veteran affairs. Questions and problems
of veterans and their families are feaKROY. tured on "The Veteran's Counsel" on
CBC Veterans Series
FOURans andPROGRAMS
designed with
for vetertheir
dependents,
mation on all topics
of interest toinforthis
audience,worksarethroughout
now aired
on
netCanada. CBC
Tuesdays
eastern porCanadians
hear
"Repat
Reter" andStreet";
western Thursday
Canadian
listeners
hear
"Civy
evenings
Greg
Clark
is
heard
with
answers
questions
in by veterans; Fridaytoin
evenings
thesentadventures
rehabilitating
themselvesof isveterans
aired in
"Johnnyof veterans
Home Show,"
serial
returninga todramatized
civil life.
Debates on Air
TO
LET
the
citizens
of
Hamilton,
Ont.,
in on what goes on at the meetings
of the cords
citydebates
council,
CHML
Hamilton
rethe city
council, edits onthemthe andfloorairsof those
of
greatest interest. Designed to increase
in the history,
public" mind
local
CHML analsoappreciation
has startedof
aWhere
SundayI Live."
afternoon
program "This Is
known civic
items Anecdotes
are included.and little
NBC Sustainer
NEW SUSTAINING
programon "Honeyin Newtimes
York"weekly
starts
NBC a.m.on
Dec. 31mo nfive
9:05-9:30
replacing
"Ed
East
and
Polly."
Program
spotlights
presents themhoneymoon
with gifts, couples
includingandbridal
issuitem.c.at Waldorf-Astoria. Durwood Kirby
Employe
InterviewsStar Journal
FORMAT
of Minneapolis
and
Tribune
afternoon
on
WCCO
Minneapolis
havewithprograms
beenmenrevised
towomen
include
interviews
returned
from armed
forcesandto
papers. discussions,
"Junior Forum",
school
continue.junior high
Man About Town
DESCRIPTION
and isthings
seen each morningof inpersons
New York
given
byon Bill
Leonard
as
"man
about
town"re"Thissumed by WABC
Is New NewYork"Yorkprogram
in Monday
through Friday
p.m. spot.
Customs3:15-3:45
Featured
FOLKLORE,
tradition,
habits and
cuss of America
from colonial
untiltomtoday
are
featured
in Dec.
newdays29,series
started
on
WLIB
New
York
Sat.by
3:30-4
p.m.
Programs
are
presented
New York U. Radio Playhouse.
Name the Show
GIFT CERTIFICATE for new Motorola
radio
is Without
prize offereda Name",
for best name
for
"Show
afternoon
half la.hour
featuremusic
onSaturday
WMT
Cedar
Rapids,
Recorded
show
is for college Ongroup.Housing
HOUSING shortage problems and soluare discussed
on series
"A Placestarted
to Live".
SundaytionsWorcester,
afternoonMass.,
WAAB
inService.
cooperationon
with Worcester Veterans
NEW BOOK by Raymond Swing, titled
"In thelishedName
of &Sanity",
will York,
be pub-in
by Harper
Bros., scripts
New
the spring.
Book includes
of the
ABC
commentator's
broadcasts
on theon
atomicsubject,
bomb, and
two aofforeword.
his speeches
same
Swing
is
heard weekly
on co-operative
times
on ABC. broadcast five
Esquire Winners
HOUR-LONG broadcast featuring winn
e
r
s
o
f
Esquire
Magazine's
poll
will
be aired
on annual
ABC. Duke
Ellington
and hisJan.band16 will
receive
gold
award,
Woody
Herman's
orchestra
the
silver
award.too,Orson
is m.c. King
Cole Trio,
will beWelles
honored.
Anniversary
Show
SEVENTY-FIFTH
B. F.3
Goodrich Co. will anniversary
be celebratedof Jan.
when tectentire
cast
of
ABC
program
"DeCollect" p.m.
flies toshowAkron
toGoodpresrich
ent iandts 9:30-9:55
atL. aCollyer,
employes
party.
John
president
and
chairman
of
the
board
Goodrich,
will make
addressby asGoodrich
part ofof
the
program,
sponsored
and placed
through
BBDO, New York.

What

a

Gent!
With this, our last Broadcasting advertisement for
the year, goes a heap of
respect for this gent
Nineteen Forty-five. He
took much — he gave
more. May the peace
which he initiated blossom into the full fragrance of happier living.
Condemn him if you must,
but forget not the trials
that were his. On such
reflections measure the
good of his days and set
a course that is charted
all the way with markers
set by the unselfish who
bled for the principle of
free men.
Ask a Blair Man
Columbia Network

f RIRM0NT, W.Vfl,
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THE VOICE OF MISSISSIPPI

Construction
Crescendo
A 100 per cent increase is good,
but a 237 per cent increase hits
a high note
importance.
sissippiofconstruction
awardsMis-in
September
showed
a
cent increase over the same237monthper
of 1944 and a 135 per cent gain
over theswingprevious
month.
The can
upin a large
measure
be attributed
to industrial
and
public engineering contracts.
Wise advertisers will take constructive advantage of the expanding market in Mississippi
America's State of Opportunity.
WJDX — the DOMINANT "Voice
of Mississippi"
efficiently covers this effectively,
growing market.
Own^ end Op«r.f»d »y
LAMAR
LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY
JACKSON. MISSISSIPPI

years of
profitable
peach fuzz
Each year over 2 million bushels...
10% of all the peaches produced in
the whole South ... picked in Spartanburg County alone!

SPARTANBURG,
WSPA [SOUTH CAROLINA
Home of Camp CroH
5000 watt* Day, 1000 watt. Night
950 klkcyclM, Rep. by Holllnsbery
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FM Controversy
{Continued from page 22)
tive vice-president, CBS ". . . the
quotes are wonderfully convincing"; and from Paul A. Porter,
chairman, FCC "... I believe that
your whadvertisements
are worthile in stimulating listener
appeal
for thisHarold
type ofM. broadcast
service";
from
Coulter, manager,
audience
promotion,outstanding
Mutual, "Your
ads are certainly
in the
broadcasting
business."
Meanwhile, on Oct. 17 Mr. Cosgrove, using RMA stationery,
dropped
a note to Comdr. McDonald insitwhich
his poion on WBCAhe adre-stated
and concluded:
"I am attaching a photostatic
copy of the avertisement, and I
wish you would write me frankly
if you support this type of adverif you inauthorized
self to tising,
be andquoted
support ofyourthe
statement as it appears in this advertisement."
McDonald to Cosgrove
From Comdr. McDonald to Mr.
Cosgroveof Oct.
on Oct.
"I havealready
your
letter
17th.24:I have
seen the advertisement sponsored
by Station WBCA in Schenectady.
Mr. Asch has shared with me your
letter to him of Oct. 2, and I must
say to you that I cannot agree with
your letter to Mr. Asch on the
basis that you are speaking for
the industry when, in reality, you
are voicing a personal opinion.
"I am a radio manufacturer, the
same as Crosley, but, unlike Crosley, I have always been sold on
FM. Therefore, the views expressed
by you to Mr. Asch do not coincide
with my own. I can understand
that, in a diversified activity such
as your own, your views may be
divergent from ours who specialize
in only ceiver
one manufacturing.
thing, that is radio re"I amwillcognizant
of theof fact
there
be millions
sets that
sold
without FM today, but this does
not alter the fact that there is
truth in Mr. Asch's statement as
it affects the public in the future.
Certainly I can see no objection
to a statement which endeavors to
enlighten the public. If ever a
group of manufacturers has misled
the public on certain important
facts which they should know, it
has been the radio and television
manufacturers. You can hardly
blame a broadcaster for expressing
his convictions when the public
are in as confused a state on
both FM and television as thev
are now. I approve of Mr. Asch's
advertising
But bv that. . ."time, on Nov. 18 to
be specific, RMA President Cosgrove had turned over the whole
matter to the National Better Business Bureau Inc., Chrysler Bldg.,
New Yorktained i—n a with
letterthe tofollowing
Edward con-L.
Greene,
general
manager
of the
NBBB:
"Here's an interesting advertisement which I feel is very detrimental to the radio industry.
"It may be that you will care

'QUEEN' ALMOST LOSES THRONE
WHKC Offers Free Tickets to Broadcast — Finds
Program Booked as Stage Show
MUTUAL'S Queen for a Day sor would avoid considerable ex(P&G-Alka Seltzer) now on a
The Mutual program recently
nationwide barnstorming tour, almost lost her throne in Columbus, played before 16,000 as a free attraction aYork,
t MadisonbutSquare
Ohio, where the program originated
den, New
duringGar-its
Dec. 17, 18 and 19.
As a result of announcements on Boston stay was offered as part of
stage bill,
with paid admissions.
the network, WHKC, MBS outlet a When
pense." Queen for a Day played
in the Ohio capital, followed
Chicago,
Dec.
27-28, it originated
through with courtesy announce- from WGN's main
audience studio
and was open to the public without
tickets. ments urging listeners to write for charge.
Two days before the scheduled
appearance
WHKC McLEAlS BRITISHER,
free tickets Mutual
would notnotified
be available.
The show would originate from ENGINEER DECLARES
the RKO Palace Theatre as part
of the stage bill.
Editor,
Broadcasting:
I'm sorry
to keep pestering you
Carl M. Everson, WHKC general manager, immediately sent with letters of "correction" about,
particularly,
European matters, but
letterssandoflisteners
regretswhoto had
several
thourequested
on page 42 of Dec. 10 Broadcasting, in the article on French teletickets, but by that time most of
the harm had been done.
vision, I'm sure you will find that
"Had we been notified in time the U. S. expert mentioned, Francis
that Queen was a vaudeville act, C. McLean, is a Britisher! Mac
won't ever
be mada about
but if thereat
we would have refrained from giv- was
real it,Britisher
ing it local
exploitation,"
he de-is SHAEF, he was it. I should know.
clared. "We feel
that the show
produced for a listening audience He was my boss there, and we had
and that it should be open to the too
many "discussions"
radioabout
for the
me
public wherever it is presented. BBChearvs.himAmerican
called American.
WHKC has been placed in a very to McLean
was chief engineer of
embarrassing
position."
Walter A. Wade,
vice president PWD-SHAEF from the inception
of A. A. Wade, Chicago, agency of SHAEF until June or July of
1945, when he was relieved by H.
representing
Miles Labs.,
Biggar. Both these men are
sor, said the theatre
bookingco-sponwas a J.BBCP. engineers,
loaned by the Cor"test" to determine which of the
poration for the SHAEF Psychoor paid admission
logical Warfare operation.
—twowasways
most— free
successful.
Mac's a swell guy, and this is
"The cost of bringing Queen to
to say too.
the BBC has some swell
different cities is very great," he just
engineers,
explained, "and by taking theatre
Don V. R. Drenner
engagements we felt that the sponEx-PWD-SHAEF Engineer
Dec. 11, 1945
Anti-Commercial
RCA Salary Increases
PETITION signed by 11 California RCA den,VICTOR
of RCA.
CamN. J., hasDivision
announced
aemployes
general
individuals urging Congress and wage increase
earning New
up rates
to for
andwentsalaried
Including
$378
FCC literally to make radio a pub- month.
into ofeffect10%Dec.ina
lic utilitycastersandaccess deny
15 and represent increase
to FMpresent
licensesbroadhas earnings
of
these
employes,
ing a minimum monthly rateestablishof $100.
been referred to House Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee
after its presentation by Rep. King
(D-Cal.). Petition "deplores" profits made by broadcasters "failure
of many stations" to operate "in
the public
interest" and offers program for legislation.
to take some action in connection DAILY PROGRAMS IN
Mr. Greene forwarded this correspondence, with recommendations
with
it." his.
indicating
own concurrence
with Mr. Cosgrove, to the Schenectady bureau of the NBBB.
And there it stands. Except that
Mr. Asch has said he has been notified by Philco Corp. not to quote
their releases in any of his forthcoming advertisements — and has
added that he would continue to SOOO WATTS DIRECTIONAL OVER .NEW J
use Philco quotes nevertheless.
meetMeanwhile,
in ChicagoRMA's
Jan. 30.board will
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Eavesdropping
REACTIONS of four small
children to the Christmas
morning exchange of gifts in
their home were recorded —
without the youngsters knowing it— by WOWO Fort
Wayne on portable recording
equipment concealed in the
home on Christmas Eve. The
recording was played back as
of WOWO's
a highlightafternoon
Christmas
programs.
NAB
(Continued from page 18)
"hey present station information
a a manner convenient to timeuyers.
If the NAB board approves the
lan for presentation covering pros
,nd cons of an agency recognition
iiureau within the association, the
•roject v/ill be submitted to the
sales managers [Broadcasting,
'Dec. 24].
Mr, Pellegrin will explain sales
lelps and sales promotion assistance now given by the expanded
Dept. of Broadcast Advertising.
Worksheets helpful to local salesnen will be ready in time for presentation at the meetings. Progress reportpartmenton storetheradio
Joske's
declinicNABin San
Antonio will be made by Mr. Pellegrin [Broadcasting , Dec. 24] .
Standard contract form approved
t*y the Sales Managers Executive
Committee is outlined.
Small market station representatives will be told about the department's new activities on their behalf, including a preliminary report on a survey of station salescompensation
conducted
Allen men's
Brown,
assistant
directorby F.of
broadcast advertising [Broadcasting, Dec. 24] , presented by Mr. Pellegrin. Retail sales worksheet will
be reviewed, along with status of
FCC wartime regulations covering
employment of combination men.
Mr. Pellegrin will offer a proposal
that small market stations lacking
publicity personnel submit news of
station activities to a central
agency such as the NAB for distribution to the trade press.

Western

Electric

Strike Would

Campaigns Violating
Industry Ethics Cited
WARNING has been issued by
NAB against two campaigns purportedly in violation of industry
ethics and practices. Marva Mfg.
Co., Chicago,
is said
have contacted stations
on atoper-inquiry
basis on behalf of cosmetics named
for Marva Louis, wife of the boxer.
NAB has invited the manufacturer
to use radio advertising at card
rates.
G. I. Handicraft Contest Committee, New York, operated by
Popular Science magazine, is said
by
to have
contacted
stations
in NAB
an effort
to get
free time
for
announcements on a contest.

Paralyze Telephone System
CREEPING paralysis of a large
Strike vote among the memberwas taken last Nov. 28. The
part of America's nervous system strikeshipD-Day
set by Frank J.
—wasitsthreatened
telephone last
communications
week as chief— Fitzsimmons, was
president of WEEA,
of Western Electric Employes and other members
executive
Assn., on the eve of a scheduled board two weeks ofagothe after
the
Jan. 3 strike against 21 WE plants union's refusal to accept a renewed
in New York and northern New
Jersey, announced their tactical company offer to raise wages 15%.
plans
to spread
strikes
other unions
to reinforce
theiramong
wage
Benzinger Returns
CHARLES BENZINGER, for two and a
demands.
half
years
AAF, has returned to
The union's plan: Slow but in- his former with
with CBS as assistant
exorable strangulation of U.S. com- to the trade post
editor
in the publicity demunications with sympathy strikes
against telephone companies across partment.
the nation. Obvious result of such
a maneuver, if successful: Virtual
silence on U.S. telephone circuits,
serious dislocation of many U.S.
industries, including network radio,
which depends on telephone service.
Company Silent
Confronted by the union's deterplan, management
of West-its
ernmined
Electric
kept mum about
projected defense, issued a single
statement:an "The
companyto reopen
would
MEET
welcome
opportunity
negotiations looking toward an
amicable settlement."
To the union, "amicable settlewould mean
a company
to meetment" its
demands
for a offer
30%
WHO DO THE BUYING
wage increase.
Announcement of the union plan
came from Henry Mayer, attorney
for the union, who said that at the
WHIO will introoutset of the strike picket lines
would be thrown around telephone
duce you to Dayton and
buildings in New York and New
Jersey "where WE equipment is in
use." Virtually
telephone exMiami Valley homechange uses WE every
equipment.
The union plans to send pickets
makers
to Western Electric plants outside
the immediate strike area, notably
When household buying subjects
those at Hawthorne, 111., near Chicago; Point
Breeze,
near
Baltimore;
Haverhill,
Mass.,
and
Long
come up over bridge tables and at
Island City.
club
teas, do Dayton and Miami
Union's hope is that workers at
picketed telephone headquarters
Valley women have your story
and other WE plants will refuse
to cross picket lines.
straight? You can reach "the girls"
Aid of the giant National Fedwith your sales message over WHIO,
eration of Telephone Workers,
with a 250,000 membership in 47
the local station with the largest
locals spread throughout the
country, will be enlisted by WEEA.
listening audience.
Mr. Mayer said it was possible
sympathy
strikes
of
NFTW
workers would break out after the
NEWS: UP, INS, PA plus CBS' BEST
WEEA call for help.
Approximately 200,000 other
5000 WATTS
telephone workers, members of
BASIC CBS
other unions, will be solicited by
WEEA for assistance, Mr. Mayer
G. P. Hollingbery Co.
said. Among these would be employes of certain of the New York
HarryRepresentatives
E. Cummings
Southeastern
and New Jersey exchanges where
Representative
WEEA will picket initially.
W
H
J2
Western Electric Employes Assn.
claims membership of nearly
19,000 workers in the 21 New York
and New Jersey plants which will
Philadelphia's
directly affected by the projected
Most Powerful
Independent bestrike.
DAYTON, OHIO
BROADCASTING
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Highlights
Truman on TV
[Continued from page 17)
channels as against 40 for new
services. Television given dual
PRESIDENT
State
of the NationTruman's
speech
"downstairs-upstairs" setup.
to
both
Houses of Congress,
Jan. 16 — FCC makes provision for
shortlysion convenes
after the
second14, will
ses"walkie-talkies"
in settingRadiocomaside 10
on Jan.
mc band for Citizens
be jointly picked up by CBS,
munication Service eventually to
NBC, and DuMont New York
enable average citizen to talk with
television stations WCBW,
office or home on private frequency
WNBT, and WABD, respecallocations.
tively [Closed Circuit, Dec.
Jan. 16 — War Production Board or17].
Telecasts
reach
ders virtual freeze of broadcast
New
York
via the will
new coaxial
construction in policy coordinated
cable laid by the New York
through FCC because of wartime
Telephone Co. between New
conditions.
York castand
Washington.
Jan. 18— St. Louis Post-Dispatch
will mark
first time Telethat
launches drive to networks to elimtelevision
has
ever
been used
inate middle commercials in news
in Congress. Pick-ups are
broadcasts and meticulously select
planned as the President
news program sponsors. Campaign,
leaves the White House, enwhich took on connotation of anti
ters Congress, and addresses
"plug-ugly,"
waged
throughout
the
two houses. Personnel
year with repercussions nationwide.
and
equipment
being conJan. 26— WINS New York sold by
tributed by CBS,are NBC,
and
Hearst Radio Inc. to Crosley Corp.
DuMont.
Special
installations
(WLW Cincinnati licensee) subare
being
made
in
the
Capitol
ject to FCC approval, for $1,700,for the pick-ups.
000, plus $400,000 in time exchange
for Hearst newspaper space.
Jan. 26 — Nation's networks and War Loan campaign, again nearly
stations contributed $11,250,000 in reaching total effort of all other
time, talent and facilities to Sixth media combined, according to
Treasury War Finance Division
report.
Jan. 30 — more
Radio'sthanweekly
increased
18% inpayroll
1944
over 1943, with average broadcasting salary up more than 9% from
$55.75 to $60.52, according to FCC
analysis.
Jan. 31 — Four major network time
sales of $126,333,000 during 1944
achieve alltime high, increasing
21.2% over preceding year.
Feb. 7 — Recapture of Manila by
MacArthur troops heralded on air,
highlighted by broadcast over NBC
by Bert
Silen, Manila,
special who
eventshad director of KZRH
been
in internment camp for 37 months.
He
began
his
broadcast:
"Hello,
NBC. As I was saying when I was
so rudely interrupted over three
years
a month Labor
ago — ."Relations
. . . powerful 5000 watt
Feb. 7and
— National
station of Industrial New
Board examiner finds threat of reprisals implicit in edict of James
England, reaches a reC. Petrillo, president of American
sponsive market of
Federation of Musicians, on platter-turnerAssn.
jurisdictionofcontroversy
nearly two million peowith National
Broadcast
ple. Potential customers
Engineers & Technicians, and orfor your product . . . the
ders NBC and Blue (ABC) to
recognize NABET as bargaining
loyal listeners of WLAW
spend approximately
agent.
Feb. 8— AT&T announces it can
$650,000,000 annually
provide program transmission
channels to meet present and future
for retail goods. Are you
needs of FM for both high-fidelity
getting your share?
relay by wire lines or by radio.
Basic Station
Feb. 9— Miami Herald buys halfAmerican Broadcasting Co.
interest in WQAM Miami for approximately $250,000; Newark
News acquires WBYN Brooklyn
WLAW
for $300,000, both subject to FCC
approval (subsequently authorized).
LAWRENCE, MASS.
Feb. 11 — James C. Petrillo, AFM
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
president, orders stoppage of all
WEED & CO.
musical television programs to continue until further notice. Later
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eals in NewBlueYork(ABC)
for decree to compe
declares
he isofstudying
ques- NABET
NBC pand
tion of use
musicianswhole
on video
on platter-turners,to bargain
regardlesswitlvt
threats
of
reprisal
by
AFM.
12— Death of Franklin D. Roosevelt'
programs.
Feb. 12 — FCC begins processing April
"first
radio news
President,"
stuns
nation
which
gets
by radio.President
Radio handle
first group of stations to go on
news itswith
dignity.
Harr;J
three-year licenses since extension tragic
S.
Truman
goes
to
nation
by
radio.
Reinseh,
managing
director
of normal licensing period from Leonard
Cox radio
stations,
at President.
White House as pero
two years.
sonal
adviser
to
new
Feb. 19 — Shrouds of censorship April 12- FCC tightens up on program
policies by issuing
which have kept from public gaze six
pendingtimetemporary
reports
on licenses
failureprotiU
full truth about radar pulled aside devotestations
as much
to sustaining
as
applications
indicated.
Subs
by Great Britain. British technical grams
publication, Wireless World, re- quently,
temporaryscores
lists offorother
same stations
reason. placed
17— Philco network
Corp., Philadelphia,
deibei
development
radioloca-in April
tion andcounts
hitherto
secretof elements
cates multi-relay
for television
tween
Washington
and
Philadelphia
its operation.
heralded
as
forerunner
of
nationwide
tele
Feb. 21— Establishment of 1,000,000 vision relay networks.
18- -FCCdesigned
issues toproposed
rulescontro
w station in Mexico to provide April
regulations
tighten
over ownership of stations, policy person
practically national service in re- nel
filing arguments
of annual setfinancial
state
public
and
contiguous
Latin-Ameriments.and Oral
and subse
can areas proposed by Emilio quently
postponed.
President Truman
names Charle;
Azcarraga,
ico City. president of XEW Mex- April
G.LouisRoss,23—Post-Dispatch,
Washington
correspondent
for Si
ascontacts
press and
secretary
Feb. 21 — teFCC
orders public
hearings
toHear-de- also
in
charge
of
radio
clear
r
m
i
n
e
c
l
e
a
r
channel
station
policy.
ance.
J.
Leonard
Reinseh,
who
served
ing thrice way
postponed
and press secretary for four daysas
get under
Jan. 14,and1946.last scheduled to radio
named
"radio
adviser"
largely
because:
Feb.
Apache, onfamedLuzonradiooperations,
ship, movesre- Washington
newspaper
corps opposed
dio man handling
press relations.
in with26 —layinginvaders
April 23 — cancellation
Presidential ofcoverage
by ra
half-million network
wordsbroadcasts
of pressandcopymorebackthanto entailing
commercials,
United States. Maj. A. A. Schechter, pub- bates on talent and incidental
expenses1
lic
relations
officer
on
Gen.
MacArthur's
win
high
praise
from
Government
leader
staff, directs traffic operations.
and nation's
Cost dollars.
estimated at be
Feb. 27— NAB Board of Directors calls tween
I1/? andpress.
3 million
2 — WBTto Jefferson
Charlotte, sold by CBS
foi
upon
networksandtocross-reference
eliminate "cow-catcher," May
"hitchhike"
$1,505,000
ments at earliest possible date. announce- surance
Co.,approved
operatorsby Standard
ofFCC).
WBIG Life
Greens-;In
March
1
—
Edward
J.
Noble,
chairman
of
boro
(later
American
Broadcasting
Co., filesCourt
counter-for May 7— American broadcasters whip intc
suit inforNew$1,000,000
York State
Supreme
total victory in Europe aplibel
in $2,925,0000
damage action as proaches.
Elaborateof plans
made
for- by
suit
of
Donald
Flamm,
former
owner
mal proclamation
via radio
WMCANoble.New York, which was acquired byof President
Truman
withvictory
all networks
Mr.
t.>
pool
coverage.
March 3 — George Henry onPayne,
68, who May 7— United Nations Conference in San
served
FCC,
gets under way with 480 radio
New Yorkfor ofnineheartyearsailment.
He haddiesbeenin Francisco
executivesferenceandcoverageemployes
registeredEstimated
for convice-president
of
Finch
Telecommunicaand clearance.
tions Inc. for preceding year.
half-million
dollars
in out-of-pocket exMarch
5
—
Broadcasting
Yearbook
survey
penses
involved
in
coverage.
shows nearly
8,000 radionearly
employes
May by8--With
formalTruman,
proclamation
of V-E
forces,
representing
30% inofarmed
total Day
President
developments
affecting
radio break
fast. Voluntary
personnel.
March
10—
Third
Annual
duPont
Awards
sorship
provisions
governing
program
types
for
achievement
in broadcasting
wonH. byV. dropped with steps taken for immediate
WJR
Detroit,
WTAG
Worcester
and
opening
of
new
broadcast
services
such
as
Kaltenborn, NBC news commentator.
FM and television.
March 12 in— 60,000
w onbroadcast
transmitter
May
16— above
FCC allocates
all segments
of
mounted
sections
17
Army
trucks
respectrum
25
mc
except
that
portion
ptoward
orted in vanguard
ofStation
American
troops ments.
from
44-108
mc
embracing
controversial
driving
Berlin.
subsequentFM and low-definition television assignly used for broadcast purposes in ETO.
March
12—closer
FCC check
Chairman
Paul A.programs.
Porter, May 18 — New Code of Wartime Practices
predicts
in
station
radioByron Price,
issued embodying
l y Director sweeping
of CenEmbarks
plan for which
30-day speedbe ofgranted
serv- covering sorship
ice on all onapplications
He placed
and newspapers
without
and 90-daycanspeed
where onrevisions.
equal footing
for radio
first time.
hearing ishearing
necessary.
20 — Minnesota
poll ofSunday
public Tribun,
opinion
March 65%
12 — Vast
radio receiver
market willin May
conducted
Minnesota
which
of predicted
present
radio
families
shows that byaverage
citizen, at a ratio
o
buy
new
sets
following
war
in
than two to one, prefers his radi'
survey
bybasedSylvania
Electric Products
Inc. tobetter
his telephone.
Survey
on
31,000,000
of
36,000,000
May 21— KYA San Francisco and KMTR
families in country owning sets.
March 14—nominated
Charles R.by Denny,
FCCRoosevelt
general
(Continued on page 56)
counsel,
President
for
FCC who
to succeed
Commissioner
T. A.pres-M.
Craven,
resigned
to
become
vice
of Cowles Broadcasting
Co. Denny,
38, isH.identsucceeded
Rosel
Hyde. as general counsel by
March tions15 ordered
— NBCto eliminate
owned andall operated
stamiddle
commercials fromconsistent
news programs
originated
by
network,
with
St.
Louis
Post-Dispatch campaign.
March 20—
Georgeinclude
FosterWTAG
Peabody
Public
Service
Awards
Col. Edward
M. ofKirby,Public
chief,Relations;
RadioWorcester:
Branch,
Army
Bureau
Raymond Swing,
commentator;
WLWFred Cincinnati;
Cavalcade
ofHuman
America;
Allen:
Telephone
Hour;
Adventure,
PhilartistsLaGuardia
series; ; WNYC
New York harmonic
and youngMayor
WIBX
Utica:
KOIN
Portland;
KVOO
TulsaWFBL
Syracuse;
KMOX
St.
Louis—
latter
four for special citations.
March tisers
30 —contributed
Stations,$162,000,000
networks inandtimeadvertalent forcordingwar
messagesby during
1944, andac- M. M. COLE CO.
to estimate
NAB,
following
formula
adopted
by
Media
Committee
823 S. WABASH AVE. 1
War 1943.
Advertising Council. Figure was 8%of
over
CHICAGO 5, ILL
April
11
—
National
Labor
Relations
Board
asks U. S. Second Circuit Court of ApBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

& Baiofley
sky
JanAn
Organization
Qualified
Radio
DEDICATED TOEngineer*
THE
OF BROADCASTING
SERVICE
National Pre.. BldBn Wamh., D. C.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

.'ommercialBuilding.
RadioWashington,
Equip. D.Co.C.
(International
> 321 E. Gregory Boulevard, Kansas City, Mo.
» Cross Roads of the World, Hollywood, Calif.

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

JOHN BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer^
Specializing
Broadcast and
Allocationin Engineering
Earle Building, Washington 4, D.
Telephone NAtional 7757

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
PAUL A. deMARS
ASSOCIATE
1469 Church St.,Decatur
N.W., Washington
5, D. C.
1234

JOHN J. KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Earle Bldg. NATIONAL 6513
Washington 4, D. C.

LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey Bldg. • District 8215
Washington 4, D. C.

Frank H. Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
710 I4th St. N.W. ME. 4477
Washington, D. C.

MAY
and BOND
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
★ ★ ★
1422 F St, N.W., Wash. 4, D. C.
Kellogg Bldg. • Republic 3984

HAROLD B. ROTHROCK
Consulting Radio
Engineer
•
301 N. Greenbrier St.
Arlington, Va.
Chestnut 2267

Consulting Radio Engineer*
991 Bridgeport
Broad St.,3,Suite
Conn.9-11
Telephone 5-2055 Lab. Phone 7-2465

WORTHINGTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
INTERNATIONAL. BLDG. WASH.. D. C1319 F STREET N. W. DISTRICT 41 Z7

HERBERT L.WILSON
and associates
Consulting Radio Engineers ,
All FM TELEVISION FACSIMILE
1018 VIRMONT AVE.. N Vt.WMHIMT0i9.aa
RATIONAL 7161 ■*

HOLEY & HILLEGAS
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1146 Briarcliff PI., N.E.
Atlanta, Ga.
ATwood 3328

ANDREW
CO.
Consulting Radio Engineers
363 E. 75th St CHICAGO 19
Triangle 4400

L. DA VIES
GOMER
Consulting
*adio Engineer
Warfield 9089
P. O. Box 71
College Park, Md.

DIXIE B. McKEY
ROBERT C. SHAW |
CONSULTING
RADIO ENGINEERS
1108
16th
Street
N.
Suite 6982
405
Washington, D. C. W.NAtional

WELDON & CARR
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 CONNECTICUT AVENUE
PHONE— MICHIGAN 4151

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
Consulting Radio Engineers
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Columbia 8544

KEAR & KENNEDY
Consulting Radio Engineert
1703 K St. N.W.
REpublic 1951
Washington, D. C.

0W1RD. Director
Universal _
nCaCdlbll Pine
Streets
hill circle
nob
1 & Mason
Rpcparrh
Laboratories
X Division ol Universal Broadcasting Company
Radio Engineering Consultants

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS, TEXAS

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring

Colton & Foss, Inc.
Electronic Consultants
• WASHINGTON, D. C. •
927 15th Street NW, REpublic 3883
BROADCASTING

John Creutz
Consulting Radio Engineer

328 Bond Bldg. REpublic 2151
Washington, D. C.
• Telecasting

Broadcast — Allocation & Field Service
GILLE BROS.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1108 Lillian Way Phone: Gladstone 6178
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.

39Co. q
ering
Engine19
mentEnuuwu

M COLORADO insuBuiLOINU
Em$im££*3 Qq
oColumbia,IS;S.C.
g Radi•• WaSH1N«T0N,4,D£.
l4P
600 PickensltinSt.
Uo»OIOtOI
ROBERT L. WEEKS
CONSULTING429 ELECTRICAL
Russ Bldg. ENGINEER
San Francisco, California
Consulting
WILLIAM E. BENNS
Radio Engineer
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA
830 Gregg St. Phone 7342
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Horace
NStovin
AND COMPANY
•
RADIO
STATION
REPRESENTATIVES
offices
MONTREAL • WINNIPEG
TORONTO

WCR¥
the 50,000
watt voice
of Cincinnati

NORTHERN FLORIDA*!
REST RADIO "BUT"
• Send for Bwtafls •

MUTUAL
NETWORK
Note On
WMOH!
Over 160,000
Radio Homes In
.5 MV/M Area!
WMOH
Hamilton, Ohio
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Highlights
(Continued from page 5i)
Hollywood
for
approximately
$1,000,000
sold
to Mrs. Dorothy
Thackrey,
president
and
publisher
of
New
York
Post,
andto FCC
Ted
O. Thackrey,Mrs.
her husband,
subject
approval.
Thackrey
is
principal
owner of WLIB New York.
May
— FM is service"
expected obtainable
to become in"finest
aural 25broadcast
present state ofreport.
art, according to FCC's final
allocations
May
28—
CIO,
through
its
New
York
branch
of United Office & Professional Workers
of America,
begins large-scale personnel.
organization of network
Committee
gets underand wayagency
at CBS.
May
28
—
WPB
eases
antenna
and
controls
broadcasting
inbuilding
slight
thawing doubled
ofaffecting
wartime
equipment
freeze.
allows
production
of
tubes
forAlsocivilian set replacement.
May
U. S. against
Supreme FCC
Courtto forprivate
first time
grants28—gant.
review
litiWKBZ FCC
Muskegon,
Mich.,
is applicagranted
reviewtionfrom
ruling
granting
for same facility to applicant at
Grand Rapids,
while setting Muskegon application for hearing.
June
4
—
Radio's
biggest spends
customer,$11,000,000
Procter
& Gamble, Cincinnati,
a year tufor
alone,amount
with talent
expendi-to
res of antimeequal
according
first published
of premier radio account made by study
Broadcasting.
June
affairs ofandElliott
second 11son— Radio
of President
formerRoosevelt,
head of
Texas Statetinental
Network
defunct TransconBroadcastingand System,
hit front
pages tioand
Congress,
after
expose
of
negotian of $200,000
from
president
of settledA for
&loanP $4,000.
groceryJohn
firm,Hartford,
subsequently
Elliott
placed
on inactive duty as brigadier general
in
Army AirfluencForces,
denies
late
President
ed his business transactions. inJune
11
—
33
stations
in
major
markets
set
toanniversary
shift network
affiliatesnetwork
June 15monopoly
— second
of FCC's
rules prohibiting
contracts
for more
than
two-year
period.
Mutual
winds
up
with
267
NBC, stations;
151. Blue with 196; CBS, 153.
June 13 — publican
William
Wills, former
ReGovernorHenry
of Vermont,
nominated
by President
Truman
to succeed
Gov.on FCC.
Norm
a
n
S
.
Case
for
seven-year
term
Gov. Wills subsequently confirmed. Gov.
Case enters
Washington Juneprivate
30, afterlaw11 practice
years onin FCC.
June
18— Crosley
Corp., including
WLWto
Cincinnati
and shortwave
adjunct, sold
Aviation Corp., aeronautical holding company, for $22,000,000 subject to FCC approval.
June 21—ingtonEugene
Octaveserved
Sykes,for 69,12 Washattorney
who
years
asRadiochairman
and
member
ofsuccessor
both Federal
Commission
and
its
dies in Washington of heart disease. FCC.
June
Sale of toKQWCBS Sanfor Francisco
Brunton25—Brothers
$950,000 cashby
negotiatedaction is sequel
subjecttotosaleFCCof approval.
TransWBT
Charlotte
by CBS.
June
payson tribute
Gen.
Dwight 25D.— Radio
Eisenhower
return totoUnited
States, accompanied
by CBS
Capt.Washington
Hari-y C.
Butcher,
USNR,
former
vice-president
and his naval aide during
European campaign.
June 27vis—ion aAllocations
telend FM settleddispute
by FCCbetween
with allotmnent
ent of 88-106
mc television
band and asassigned
FM's permahome
with
44-88
mc"upstairs"
band for
immediate use, as well as
channels.
June
29
—
FCC
creates
opinion
on controversial
publicprecedent
issues ininvolving
UAW-CIO
and WHKC
Columbus.
Effect
of ruling, which
states broadcasters
should
"make sufficient disctime
a nonriminatory basis,available,
for full ondiscussion
.clause
. ." allin butNABcancels
"controversial
issue"
should
not besaidsolditcode,
for which
discussionholdsof time
such
issues. FCC
should.
July
9— PresidentcitesTruman,
Broadcasting,
Americanin letter
radio asto
"in good hands" and
sayspress."
it "must
maintained
as theforces
urgesbe
"regulation asby free
natural
of Hecompeti. .— ."Associate
July
JusticeforJustin
U. S.t14ionCourt
of Appeals
DistrictMiller,
of fiveCo-of
lumbia,
selected
as
NAB
p
resident
for
year term beginning Oct. 1.
July
16— Survey
of keyindicates
United States
and
Canadian
markets
fall-winter
businessMainprospects
foris time
radioshortage
unusuallyon
bright.
difficulty
major networks and affiliated stations in
top markets.
July 16 — President
Broadcasting
evokes Truman's
praise from letter
all seg-to

general
manager president
of WBT Charlotte.^ namet;
executive
sistant to vice
President Justin andMiller.chief as?
Radio brings
Jap surrender
toAug.. meet10 — Potsdam
demands,
bringing offer
first
word to waiting world of war's end.
Aug.
10
—
First
tour
of
broadcast
execu
fives
to warof theatre
getsof under
wayLondon
with
departure
NAB
Presidentdelegation
Justinadviser
Miller15 toandforPresident
J. Leon
ard
Reinsch,
radio
Truman, head delegation which spends
days in war theatre.
Aug.
With V-JStory
Day,of secret
atom
bomb 13—
is revealed.
atomicofenergy
is told to public.
Byron
Price,
Director
of
Censorship,
praises
both
radio
and
press
for
atom bomb development
and cooperation
keeping of onsecret.
Aug. mal14 —Japanese
President
Trumanas announces
surrender
radio sets for-off
victory celebration.
Aug. la24nd to—embrace
FCC extends
band forchannels
New Eng-beadditional
causesupply
demand under
for10 facilities
exceeds
available
former
allocations.
Northeast
thus provided
with
80 originally
commercial
FM
channels
instead
of
70
set.
Sept.
war putsretain
emphasis
onlevellocalas
news 3but— End
newsofcommodity,
ratings
high shows.
primary
news
survey
Sept.
5 — Pope
Pius XII, U.in extraordinary
half-hour
S. Broadcastto
Mission
to audience
Europe,forwith
expresses
American
radio
spreadinggratitude
gospel of
good andbility foplaced
uponworld
radiointo
greatcommunity
responsir
uniting
of peaceful nations.
Sept. 6 — FCC formally announces plan to
adopt
Crosley-Avco
"opennewbid"procedure
policy onis
station
transfers
until
established.
Sets Sept.
6accord
as deadline
on
transfers,
which
must
with
bid
procedureor orCongressional
be held up action
until new
new
regulations
emrs it to exercise
jurisdiction over
prices in powetransfer
of stations.
Sept.
6
—
In
its
first
proceeding
for alleged
violation
of Section 15 ofcomplaint
Communications
Act, FCC
againstadWDSU
Newmonition tdismisses
Orleans
but
issues
strong
hat stations
are notto instrument
a
l
i
t
i
e
s
f
o
r
giving
advantage
one
politiothers.cal candidate for public office as against
Sept. 8pean— warU. theatre
S. Broadcast
returnsMission
to U. toS. Euroafter
30-day tour covering
milestime.with approximately 75 hours 12,323
of flying
ments of radio and advertising. Former Sept. 12— Rules and regulations for FM
issued byof engineering
FCC. Followed
week
Gov.
James M. Cox of Ohio callsDavid
it radio's broadcast
by adoption
standards
"Emancipation
noff, president Proclamation."
of RCA and chairmanSar-of later
stations. to allocation and operation of FM
NBC, describes it as "an inspiration to all relating
broadcasters
. . ."shows American Tobacco Sept. 13—gine rNationwide
strike
of ofNABET
enJuly for
23 — Lucky
Analysis
t all owned
stationswith
NBC and
Co.,
Strikecigarette
cigarettes,
keeps
in ABC ends s aafter
25y2
hours
resumption
forefront
of
popular
field
through
of
negotiations
on.
new
contract.
heavy
concentration of radio advertising,
spending
14— Subscription Radio Inc., proposed
competitors.less advertising dollars than its Sept.
"quarter-in-slof
entertainment
service,
as home
William
presiJuly 23 — Leonard
A. Versluis
announces
dent
andsuspends
founder,
takesCompany
overBenton,
as previously
Assistant
formation
of
Associated
Broadcasting
Corp.
Secretary
of
State.
(laternationwide
Associated Broadcasting System) as
new
New applied
York. for three FM frequencies in
tions Sept. 16. network to begin opera- had
16 — Associated
Corp.
July 30gram— Charles
I. BBC,
Siepmann,
formerworking
pro- Sept.
executive
of
revealed
gets
under
way messages
as fifthBroadcasting
national
network
for FCC on program analysis disclosure, Truman
with
inaugural
from
President
and
FCC
Chairman
Paul
A.
precipitates
controversy
on FCC'sstudies.
au- Porter.
thority to engage
in such program
July
30—
Capt.
Harry
C.
Butcher,
naval
Mark Woods,
president
of Ameri-diaide to Gen.
resigns
vice Sept. can20 —Broadcasting
Co.,operation
resumeswithactive
president
of CBSEisenhower,
upon release
from asactive
rection of network's
Chester
Navy umeduty
totitledundertake
writingYearstwo-volJ.headLaRoche,
vice
chairman
and
executive
diary
My
Three
with
duringduties.
precedingMr. year,
dropping
all
Eisenhower.
Book
prepublished
in selected
executive
LaRoche
installments
in
Saturday
Evening
Post,
quently
resignedTime
and Inc.
sold his 12%% subsestock
with
Capt.
Butcher
paid
record
sum
of
interest,
as
did
$175,000 for magazine rights.
Aug.
2—Corp.,
FCC approves
sale of Cincinnati,
$22,000,000 Sept. ar24ds of—goodRulesengineering
and regulations andforstandcommercial television stationspractice
issued by FCC.
toCrosley
Aviation
Corp.including
by 4-3 WLW
vote.
Aug.
2
—
FCC
creates
precedent
in
issuing
Oct.
1
—
Two
of
nation's
top
newspapers
financial data
rules onandpolicy-making
regulations, which
also Philadelphia Inquirer and Boston Herald-—
require
personnel.
Traveler — complete transactions subject to
Financialtracts reports
and
other
business
conFCC castapproval
for acquisition
of broaddeclared
closedCommission
to public inspection,
stations.fromInquirer
purchased
WFIL
but
with
proviso
can
open
Philadelphia
Litacquired
Brothers
for $1,900,such records upon written request.
000.
Herald-Traveler
WHDH
ton from Matheson Radio Corp. Bosfor
Aug.^
6plan
— Westinghouse
disclosestransmitters
"stratovision"
whereby
airborne
would
relay
television,
FM
and
other
$850,000.
Oct.
2—
Official
Washington
and
official
broadcast
services
interlacing
transmission
pay tribute
to Justiceof Justin
from
to plane,
anchored broadcasting
Miller, inaugurated
as president
NAB.
coursesplane
at 30,000
feet. flying
FCC authorizes
tests.
President
Truman
recognizes
achievements
in
letter
to
newbroadcasting's
executive. |
Aug. tion
7 — Wartime
freeze
on
radio
construcequipment relaxed by FCC with es- Oct. 8— With backlog of more than 1,000
for new
FM task
and
tablishment of 60-day "thaw"
ing which applications
for allperiod
typesdur-of applications
television
stations,
FCC standard,
embarksforupon
stations
be brought
of awarding
authorizations
postwar
consideredcaneffective
Oct. 8.up to date to be era
of
broadcasting.
Broadcasting
survey
Aug. of7— Ethics
NAB Board
of Directors
devises indicates expenditures
in FM,1946$38,000,000
will approximate $42,000,000 for
substitutes
"Standards
for AM construction
and
$30,000,000
ofCodePractice."
A. andD. (Jess)
Willard,
former television,
or grand total of $110,000,000.for
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RADIO'S POSITION
In Peace Stressed
By Noble
EDWARD J. NOBLE, chairman of
the board of ABC, issued a reminder that with war's end a new
obligation had settled on America.
"Peace," he said, "must be earned
not by wishing but through clear
thinking
and hardhe work."
Broadcasters,
said, have "a
specialsues still
mandate
the is-of
standingto inclarify
the way
real peace on earth . . . the underlying responsibility has to do with
presenting (on the air) leaders of
thought and action whose ideas will
most effectively show our citizens
how to live tranquilly in the comnations."
Radio'smunity ofjob
of keeping America
informed is three-fold, Mr. Noble
said: (1) To tell stories which
will fire the imaginations of all
Americans;
"a watchful eye on (2)
thoseTo keep
elements,
both
official and private, which seek to
serve personal rather than national interest," and (3) to "keep
the common touch with the people."
"If we try to blend the joyous
celebration of the end of the war
with devotion to the idea of peace
and its propagation throughout the
land, we may someday review this
era with pride in the fact that
radio helped give understanding
when the nation needed enlightenment," he said.

i-Jct.
Cuba revealsof demands
high•?tandard
ower 8:—assignments
somebelow
20 for
additional
band frequencies
1000 kc,
•esultir.g ferinence of steps
toward
engineering
Cycle Calendar
North
American
nationscon-inof
WashingtonHavana
to work
outandmodification
BASED on 13, 26, 39 and 52
so-called
Treaty
extension
of
North
American
Regional
Broadcasting
week
sponsorship cycles, conAgreement, which expires March 29, 1946.
tract date computation cal»Oct.
8
—
Survey
by
Katz
Agency,
New
York,
endar for new year has been
reveals
listeners
prefer or15-minute
distributed by The Katz
newscasts74%to ofthose
of shorter
longer
length. news
Great andmajority
— 64% — prefer
Agency,
representastraight
commentaries.
tive. Thestation
copyright
feature
Oct.
in fight for
band 12—vs.Opening
low bandgun television
firedhighat
is printed in color on heavy
hearingsdent Paulwhen
CBS
Executive
Vice
Presistock,
suitable
for
placement
Kesten declares flatly full color
on wall or under desk glass.
television
"upstairs"
fact
and proposes
formula isproblem.
foraccomplished
temporary
solution
of
allocations
Television
Broadcasters
Assn.
proposes
plan
whereby
55 metropolitan
districts
American
reportedly paying
television
stationssystem.
through would
use ofgaindirec-62 reached
Associatedwith$25,000
for symbol.
tional allocations
Dec.
14
—
Number
of
standard
commercial
i announces
Oct. 17— AFMban President
C. Petrilloof stations in United States passes
1,000
on dual James
broadcasting
mark for first permits
time whenforFCCnewgrantsstations,
eight
musical
programs
on
FM,
as
well
as
standconstruction
ard
stations,
with
comments
by
all
in
radio
bringing
total
to
1,001.
that
announcestransfers
adoptionusingof open
proretarded.FM development thereby would be Dec. 14posed— ruleFCCon station
method.
Callsbefore
for briefs
andrulepossible
Oct. 22 —ofPresident
Truman's
radio
car. bid
capable
maintaining
telephone
or
radio
oral
arguments
making
final.
communication
to any part revelation
of globe, is Dec. 17 — Complete radio studios and pickup
described
facilities
at Whitefor House,
including
lightingas
its existence.graphically
Car in usein first
since 1942. of and
acoustics
television,
disclosed
Oct.
25
—
FCC,
in
record-breaking
day,
President
Truman
seeks
$1,650,000
engrants 64 new FM stations and designates
largetativeand planimprove
executive
offices.toTenincludes
studio
seating
300,
for hearing
231or for
applications
forfacilities.
new standard
stations
modified
Also
which
would
be
used
for
news
conferences
adopts CBS basic allocation plan for FM and
groupsetup.
gatherings, as well as
radio other
and video
metropolitan
stations
in Areawhich
1 (northimmediate
effect
is to Dec.
19 —pattern
FCC forannounces
tentativeforallocachange east),
assignments
of 22 ofexisting
stations.
tion
U.S.
providing
more
Oct. ing30 of— 43.8
President
Truman's
audience
ratthan
1500
metropolitan
and
rural FMsystem
starepresented
30,820,000
adult
t
i
o
n
s
.
I
t
adopts
channel
numbering
listeners
andRoosevelt
98.4% holds
of setsall-high
in use.record,
Late instead of arbitrary use of station frePresident
quencies.
79%Truman
on warbrokemessage
night ofrecords
Dec. Dec. 24— AFM President James C. Petrillo
9,rating
1941.64.1
all daytime
unleashes double-barreled blast at radio
with
demandingprograms
(1) no from
furtherabroad,
broadcasts
ment at 9 rating
a.m., Mayfor 8.V-E Day announce- musical
effectiveof
Nov.
4
—
Worldwide
recognition
of
role
Dec.
31;
(2)
ordered
networks
played
by
American
broadcasting
given
about affiliates which todo "do
not
during 4-10,
observance
of national25thradioanniverweek something
employary staff
musicians,"
implying
"secondNov.
commemorating
boycott
restrictions."
Foreign
ban
sary of radio.
evokes
violent
criticism
from
nation's
Nov.
7 — Another
in radio's news press aslatiinterfering
international
coverage
reached milestone
with
President
ons and otherwisewithimpeding
good will.reformally
dedicating
newCapitol.
Radio NewsTruman
Gal- Dec.
31 — ofDoubling
thepredicted
number ofduring
broadcast
l
e
r
y
i
n
Senate
wing
of
stations
all
kinds
1946
Nov. 19 — Elmer Davis, former director of if production and labor doesn't break
OWI, announces
return
as
radio
commendown.
With
1,000
standard
stations
or authorized
and granted,
severalaltatorseries
effectiveof Dec.
startingon thriceweekly
news 2,analyses
ABC.for hundredreadyFMlicensedstations
conditionally
Davis
offered
to
advertisers
at
$1,500
experts
predicted
at
least
500
FM
stations
one
completed stations
during year,
with Addiposfor allbroadcast,
three. $2,500 for two, and $3,000 should sibbely 50 television
on air.
tional 20possible
standard total
stationsto also
predicted,
Nov.
19 — Billof Musicians
to make practices
certain American
Federation
a
felony
swelling
approximately
because
of onslaughts
of Jamesin Caesar
Petrillo
against
radio introduced
House 2,000.
by
Chairman
Clarence
F.
Lea
(D-Cal.),
of Interstate
and Foreign
Commerce
To Use Radio
bill (H.R.
4737) Compredictmittee.
ed early inPassagenewof session.
SCOTLAND COFFEE, Atlanta,
Nov. 20tisers— votesAssociation
of
National
Adverto establish
Radio Government
Council as Ga., is planning to use radio for
separate
division
to study
its advertising camregulations,
network
lems and talent
costs. policies, union prob- first timepaign ineffective
early in 1946.
Nov.
21
—
New
television
allocation
plan
Agency
is
Donohue
& Coe, New
adopted
by FCCof expands
service,
carrying
York.
out objectives
proposal
made
by
Television
Broadcasters
Assn.
It
gives
New
York, Chicago
andassigns
Los additional
Angeles chanseven
channels
nels to 33eachotherand cities.
Signing Expected
Nov.
26
—
Government
ownership
of
radio CONTRACT
between American Oil
supported by Chairman Clarence Cannon
(D-Minn.)mit e in debate
of Houseon Appropriations
ComCo.
(AMCO)
and ABC for sponsorFCC
appropriations
ship
of
Professor
Quiz, Thurs.
for
year. farmer reveals he likes
Nov. new30 — fiscal
American
7:30-8
p.m.
effective
after the first
American
radio
in
survey
titled
"Summary
of a Survey of Attitudes of Rural People of the year is expected to be signed
early part of this week. Agency
Toward
Radio".
SurveyDepartment
made by ofDivision
of Program
culture, andService,
released
by rate
FCC. first,
News Agriand is Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
information
programs
with
serials3 —second
among
women.
Doubles Schedule
Dec.
Supreme
Court
rules inallfivemutually
to two WBKB, Chicago
television
station2 in-of
opinion
that
FCC
must
& weekly
Katz,telecasting
effective schedule
Jan.
exclusive applications beforehearmaking
grants Balaban creases
by
—setthatothers
it can't
grant
one
application
and
hourstimeof live
originations,
for hearing
same facility
is five
doubling
on air.studio
Majority
of time
sought.
Decision
came action
inif appeal
of WKBZ
will
be
used
experimentally
in
conjuncMuskegon
from
FCC
granting
new
tion with localwillreceiver
manufacturers.
station
Grand Rapids.
Opinionof Commercials
be increased
from two
expectedtotoWJEF
have impact
in licensing
FM
areas. and television stations in congested to three minutes.
Dec.
13 — Equipmentat for
station from
can NBC "University of the Air" program
be
pricesan FMranging
$6,420purchased
tobe$85,101,
depending
upon
power series
Foreign
has beenby
selected"Our
as basis
for a Policy"
special course
and
can
delivered
in
five
to
14
months,
University
of Maine credit
Extension
according
vision.
Full
university
will Di-beto
ness survey.to joint FCC-Senate Small Busi- the
given teachers
for coursein understanding
which Is designed
Dec.
— Tangle inBroadcasting
network titlesCo.terminated
current
with 13American
becoming assist
Seriesandstarts
with
Oct.
"ABC" andits Associated
Broadcasting
Corp. world
13, WRDO
1946,problems.
broadcast
will
beaffiliates.
heard
changing
title
to
"System''
and
becomon
WLBZ
WCSH,
NBC
ing "ABS". Out of court settlement
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V. L. CLARK CHOSEN
FOR GAMBLE'S
VERNON
L. CLARK, DesPOST
Moines
lumberman,
becomes
National
rector of War
Finance
for Dithe
Treasury,
succeedingThursday
Ted R. night,
Gamble, who resigned
effective Dec. 31. Mr. Gamble, who
directed sale of 157 billions in
Federal securities, returns to Portland, Ore., where he operates a
theatre chain. Mr. Clark has been
executive manager of the Iowa war
finance committee.
Gamble's Secretary
direction
of Praising
the bond Mr.campaigns,
of the Treasury Fred M. Vinson
said he "has served his country in
wartime truly with distinction. The
story of war finance is a saga of
mass sales that broke all records.
Gamble's talent for organization is
best exemplified by the thousands
of able leaders he attracted into
the war bond campaign throughout the country."of Lt. David Levy,
Resignation
war finance radio director, in the
near future has been predicted.
CBS Drops Drama
FOLLOWING objections received
from affiliates, CBS Dec. 22
Ohio'sNetwork
Third Market
dropped radio dramatization of the You
less can
cost. cover
American
affiliate.at
Broadway
play
"Family
Portrait,"
the lead roles of which represent
Ask HEADLEY-REED
the mother and brothers of Jesus
during events leading up to the
WFMJ
Crucifixion. Under sponsorship of
Textron Inc., Textron Theatre sub"A ChildstarIsof Born,"
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO
which MissstitutedHayes,
series,
had previously broadcast. Objection by Catholic groups had formerly stopped road circuit of
"Family Portrait", radio version of LIKE WIS IN CHICAGO
which Miss Hayes also had not
favored. Textron agency is J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York.
Emerson Replaces
EMERSON DRUG Co., Baltimore,
starts Jackie Coogan Show, combining comedy and drama, in 141
CBS stations on April 29, replacing Vox Pop which Emerson drops
on April 22 after a five-year association. New program will continue to promote Bromo Seltzer and
has been selected as a summer show
for the company, occupying the
8-8:30 p.m. spot on Monday night.
Agency
Erickson,forNewEmerson
York. is McCann-

GETS
RESULTS
IN TUCSON
CBS. Affiliated with The Arizona
Network— KOY, Phoenix,
KSUN, Bisbee-Uwell-Douglos.
JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY

WNEW Seeks 50 kw
WNEW New York last week filed
application with FCC for increase
of power from present 10,000 w on •™
GREAT
OF THE ™s
NATION
1130 kc to 50,000 w on same
frequency, clear channel on which
KWKH Shreveport, La., is now
dominant outlet.
Schlitz Sponsors
SCHLITZ BREWING Co., Milwaukee,
Jan.
30
will
half-hour
program on sponsor
full
ABCspecial
network
comting city centennial.
Program
will originatememorafrom
WEMP Milwaukee
9:30-10
p.m.
featuring
entertainment
llrlltlNtll NAriOHAllV
world
celebrities. Agency is McJunkin
• T l»w*t» Mt«T 4 CO. IMC
Adv., Chicago.
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THROUGHOUT
THE DEEPlSOUIH
Folks
Turn First to— v

50,000
Watts
Clear Channel

m OF ACCURACY,
SPEED AND INDEPENDENCE IN
WORLD WIDE NEWS COVERAGE
UNITED

Gto. t. Hoir,nsb*r,

PRESS

EL PASO, TEXAS

KILOCYCLES
J
5000 WATTS Full Timr
American Broadcasting Co.
Ik Represented
John BLAIRNationally
& CO. by
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CBS Plans Early
TV Color Showing
Yearend Review Cites 1945
Service; Predicts Expansion
CBS ended 1945 with one eye looking happily back upon successful
operations in radio's "most eventful year,"mistthe
other itpeering
optiical y into what
hoped would
be an equally eventful future. Reason for CBS's wall-eyed vision at
year's end: Ifmemberin1945
were worth
reg as a year
of atom
bombs and the President's death
and war's
1946 might
less
worth ending,
remembering,
whenbe theno
time came, as a year of application
to peaceful use of some of the techwar. nical miracles man had made for
In a yearend review of its
progress in 1945, the network decided that in "no preceding year did
radio have messages of such import to deliver to the millions it
serves." In 1946, the messages
might not be so violent as those of
1945, but big news would be made
m the means of delivering them.
Proclaiming itself "the outstanding
contributor (in 1945) to the advancement of improved, high-frequency television,"wereCBS inannounced
that invitations
the mail
for an early 1946 press showing of
high-definition
color
television
broadcast from its new transmitter
atop the Chrysler building in New
York.
CBS New York and Chicago FM
stations, WABC-FM and WBBMFM, although
temporarily while
suspended from broadcasting
transmitters and antennas are being rebuilt, will resume broadcast
on new frequency bands, the report stated.
CBS'sof past
theAmong
tabulation
total records
hours of was
air
time it devoted to the war effort
from Dec. 7, 1941 to Sept. 2, 1945.
In that period eight hours of every
16-hour radio day were assigned
to broadcasting
information,
ization and morale
programs.mobilThe
accumulation of 10,586 air hours
during that period accommodated
a total of 58,603 broadcasts, of
which 26,163 were sustaining and
32,440 commercial. In the course
of those programs 73,066 mentions,
messages, dramatizations and announcements of the day-to-day
urgencies of war were made.
In the midst of its involvement
with aiding the war effort, CBS
found the energy to grow. During
the first eight months of 1945, the
network added 12 stations to its
roster of affiliates: WCMI KERN
WKRC WKIX KSO WJEF KTOH
WFEA KOTA KGKY KSCJ and
KTYW. A contract of affiliation
with another, WPAY Portsmouth,
O., becomes effective next March.
Lyman Directs
PETER
formerandpublic
director LYMAN,
for KOMO
KJR relations
Seattle,
has joined Mac Wilkins, Cole & Weber,
Seattle, leasedas fromradio
director.
He
was
reas lieutenant
mander afterNavy
four years
service. com-

BACK from the South Pacific in time for the Christmas party for en
ployes of KTSA San Antonio, Capt. Ward Wilcox, USMCR, static
salesman, is welcomed back to KTSA by station executives. Show
(1 to r) : Commercial Manager Rex Preis; Capt. Wilcox; General Mai
ager George Johnson; Chief Engineer Bill Egerton.
Set Makers

See 1946 as Banner

Year

OPA Difficulty Eased, Says Cosgrov
MANUFACTURERS look to 1946
1946 asprogress
"destined
one sees
of marked
in tr
as a year of hard work, possibly the beCorp.,
busiest in the history of the radio bringing of finer living and
comforts
to
American
horn*
industry, marked by progress and
through television and radh
prosperity.
R. C. Cosgrove,
200,000 TV Sets
vice president and
Although not yet in "its ultima
general manager
of perfection,"
of the turing
Manufac-of state
"technically
readybasis
to television
goas forwai
a commercial
soon z
Crosley Division
Corp., on
transmitters can be installed an
dio Mfrs. ofAssn.,
president
Ra- receivers distributed," he declare
He estimated 200,000 video se1
and vice president will
go to consumers in 1946 an
in
charge
of
sales
Mr. Cosgrove of Aviation Corp., said that "with the steady exter
sion of transmitting facilities . .
said impetus
al- I can foresee an output of at lea
ready evident promises
to project
the industry into the busiest year half a million sets during the ir
it has ever had.
dustry's actual first full year <
production." He noted that produ
"End-production has been de- tion
"will not be substantially ur
layed because essential parts have
der said,
way until
not been available," he asserted. he
expectsspring."
to be Farnswortl
among th
"This, in turn, was due to months first broadcasters
to provide vide
of delay by OPA in setting prices
on those
Unex- broadcasting facilities, "transmitt
pected workessential
stoppages parts.
have sharply
ing visual programs by mid-194(
reduced manufacturing efficiency." supplementing its established soun
Brighter Picture
station
in Fort development,
Wayne, WGL." M
Television
But trial
now,picturehelooks
added,brighter.
the "indusNicholas
said,
"willin proceed
con
The currently with, but
no way sup
OPA is now slowly arriving at plant, the production of FM an
what manufacturers needed in the
regular AMcommunications
receivers." Progress
beginning and, today, a fairly sat- transport
for raili
isfactory
program
has
finally
deways
and
highways
also
was
fore
veloped, which could, however, have
been developed three months ago." seen.Ernest H. Vogel, Farnswort
Mr. reason
Cosgrove
said forward
"we haveto vice president in charge of sale
every
to look
"pent-up buying power, mil
1946 with anticipation, optimism said
of new homes, highly im
and hope" and that "all of us are lions
getting adjusted to the idea that proved products and a generall
. . . through cooperation for peace- prosperous outlook" indicate
time living, we can make the year heavy consumer
in 1946.demand for dur
that lies ahead one of unprece- ableHe goods
declared that television
dented prosperity."
E. A. Nicholas, president of
Farnsworth Television & Radio the next year will come into its ow:
as a practically new market."
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Chicago
Performing Mayor
(Continued from page 16)
time."
IT
HAPPENED following
finding
of
sOnea question
agency spokesman declared:
the
speech
of Donald
Mc! 'We anticipate the biggest year in
Arthur,
candidate
for mayor
hur history as advertisers get the
of
Dalton,
Ga.
The
station
iL-o-ahead on production."
was WBLJ, same city. Mr.
Hub Jackson, timebuyer of the
McArthur delivered his camhandles
Russel M. Seeds Co., which Tobacco
paign address,
and then
the
announcer,
Ed Craig,
stepped
the Brown & Williamson
to the microphone and stated,
said: "Our national
account,
Corp.
billing in 1945 was handicapped
"The preceding has been a
only by restrictions of time and
political performance."
paid McArthur
Mr.
won the camspace." pacity
Thebusiness
agency
anticipates cain 1946.
paign, announcement n o t withstanding.
Walter A. (Jeff) Wade of Wade
the
Adv. Agency, with oneinofMiles
largest radio accounts
Labs., Elkhart, Ind., said Miles is sales manager of WLS, said a
able now to meet civilian demands great many farm advertisers were
and that by the second half of 1946 setting up radio appropriations and
would undoubtedly increase its ra- that
it was still "a question of finddio budget.
ingturnavailable
time"Indicative
for them ofto the
reMargaret Wiley, timebuyer of J.
to the air.
^Walter Thompson Co., said in- station's optimistic attitude about
creased business will depend upon 1946 is the number of new accounts
"J availabilities for anticipated spot now on the air which are not directly slanted at its huge farm
a £ campaigns for many clients.
Arthur Meyerhoff, president of audience.
"O.nly 20% of our advertising
"Meyerhoff Agency, declared that
would was farm accounts in 1945," Mr.
national business
p|!beany duelacktoofunavailable
time and re- Freeman commented, "and we are
ma- carrying more ABC network time
of
because handles
productionMeyerhoff
jiistricted
I terial shortages.
than ever before."
tj
network
accounts
of
P.
K.
Wrigley
Majority of agency and stationth:Co. and Mutual Benefit Health & representatives
feel that possibility of reduced excess tax allepLife Insurance Co., Omaha.
l
o
w
a
n
c
e
s
w
i
l
not
afdirector
ff George Stanton, media
fect the business "materially"
outlook in 1946.
of will
McCann-Erickson,
Lou Goodkind, of Goodkind, Joice
lot
depend on what stated:
happens "Ato
Chicagoground
will conI the automotive industry." Agency's & Morgan,
nue to be said
a proving
for
'^'largest
accountsandareInternaStand- radio, tiparticularly
daytime shows.
1 ' ard Oil radio
of Indiana
offers
tional Harvester Co. McCann-Erick- He pointed out that the city
for new
4 son's radio budget in 1945 exceeded unlimitedin opportunity
the
transcription
and
ff $1,000,000 and is expected to be business
serial fields.
larger in 1946.
"We
admit
we
cannot
compete
New Shows Planned
with New York and Hollywood for
Ed Borroff, vice president and name talent which is demanded for
general manager of ABC central nighttime radio," said Mr. Goody< division; Harry Kopf, vice presi- kind. "But Chicago still leads the
inii dent and general manager of NBC field in the number of daytime network shows where the story and
of central division, and H. Leslie Atm lass, vice president of CBS central not the name is important."
in division, are planning new origiif] nations from Chicago next year,
th- American plans some new audience
WEST COAST
def participation types, NBC variety
M and comedy, while CBS will devote
|l considerable time on WBBM, its
By DAVID GLICKMAN
Chicago outlet, to public service
features.
MORE than $4,000,000 in national
spot business
origArt Harre, general manager of and regional
inated on the Pacific
Coast during
WJJD, said constant improvements
year
and
immediate
outboth technically and in production this past
look for commercial radio is even
of local shows is expected to pay
off with increased business in 1946. brighter for 1946. This was
gleaned from check-up with West
His station's
business
duringspot
1945 and
was national
highest Coast broadcasters, sponsors,
in its history.
agency timebuyers
station representativesand
who conservatively
Ernie Shomo, sales manager of
WBBM, explained that radio needs predict an increase of better than
25%tic note
during
1946. Not a pessimisan "elastic"
minuteto buy
to enable
was voiced.
one who wants
time everyto get
Pacific
Coast
is following
on the air. "We have had to say national trend in radio
its domination of
'no' to scores of advertisers and other media. To keep
this Number
with the tremendous public demand
for merchandise restricted during One place, the broadcasting industhe war it will still be a question
try mustitfight
the advertiser's
dollar,
was forcautioned.
It was
of putting out the SRO sign with- pointed
out that the Pacific Coast
out
making
enemies,"
he
asserted.
Charles M. (Chick) Freeman, is expanding faster than any other
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section of the country in the na- 9nttuW\t&M«hket
an estispot picture,
matetional
of 20%
increasewithgiven over
1944 regional figure.
Althoughadvertising
aggregateon the
of West
preChristmas
Coast by retailers was considerably
under due
last toyear's
for all
media,
lack offigure
merchandise,
this is compensated for by growing
use of radio from all business
classifications. Most active local
and regional advertising agencies
fhe POPULAR Slalio"
reporthadthefor largest
ever
an earlylistyeartheystarthaveof
new accounts. Budgets of many
strictly Pacific Coast accounts are
being increased from 20 to 50%.
In many cases, division of appropriations ismore favorable to radio
than ever. Many are advertisers
N»lion*l Representative 10 HN BLAIR J
who were forced out of other media
throughverted the
Now conto radio,wartheyyears.
are portioning
a large chunk of their advertising
budget to that medium.
Radio Users Growing
West Coast agencies servicing
national accounts in some cases
Every national advertiser
are waiting year-end approval and
wanting results in the
go-ahead on recommendations
Maritime Provinces
which will bring new accounts to
of Canada
regional, spot or network radio,
should make sure that his
either in the Pacfic Coast or westschedule includes
ern states area. Pending client approval to budget recommendations,
agencies were reluctant to release
CHNS
proposed
accounts. schedules on new or old
Halifax, Nova Scotia
Station executives contacted by
JOS. WEED
CO. York
Hollywood office of Broadcasting
350 Madison
Avenue,6iNew
reportedtions or very
few year-end
terminations.
Spot expiraorders
Representatives
slated to begin in early 1946 are
mounting with only hitch being
time availability. Time already sold
or reserved precludes any possible
let-up or slump. Discounting the
customary Hollywood hyperbole,
this condition will continue to prevail for many months to come.
Short-term contracts are being discouraged. Trend is toward 52 week
contracts.
Although agency folks have always looked upon San Francisco
as spot radio headquarters of the
West Coast, both Seattle and Los
Angeles are continuing to more
than hold their places in the radio
dollar spectrum. A heavy volume
of new business will be placed from
those cities during the coming year.
Increased Budgets
TWIN FALLS • IDAHO
Practically every Los Angeles
has beany importance
agencycomeofspot radio
conscious in camaccounts
Many
paign
planning.
will double spot coverage and for
expandCoastotherarea.territories
first timePacific
outside
Agency
men were very chary about talking
in terms of money, but in most
were definite that
every interview
accounts
will increase budgets.
adformerly devoted
Others, which
to black
and white vertising
as wellappropriations
as other media,
will branch out into regional network or spot radio in new and
(Continued on page 60)
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West Coast
(Continued from page 59)
selected markets. Some confided
that taxes will play an important
part in advertising appropriation
decisions and therefore clients are
waiting on Congress before going
ahead with plans. Schedules of
others are in a state of confusion.
Consensus is that emphasis will
be on straight sales-minded copy
with budgets being tied more closely
to sales volume. Radio during 1946
will do a merchandising job and
be geared as an aid to the salesman. As such it will play an important part in supplementing
sales organizations. Institutional
advertising, it was opined, will
taper off, except for those clients
who have consistently used that
type of copy in prewar days.
Religion continues as a heavy
buyer of radio time from the West
Coast, with every account contacted announcing increased budgets for 1946. There will be greater
activity on the part of cosmetic
accounts during the coming year,
with many from the West Coast
expanding out of that area into extensive national campaigns. Several such campaigns are in the
making to break early in 1946,
using both network and spot radio
time.
Transportation Buying
Food product concerns and chain
drug stores will continue to be big
users of spot radio on the West
Coast. Not to be forgotten are the
West Coast manufacturers of
soaps, cleansers, cleaning fluids
who have ear-marked heavy appropriations for radio advertising.
They will continue to use newscasts, participation programs, or
sponsor full quarter-hours several
times weekly on local stations as
well asleum firms
regional
Petrohave innetworks.
many instances
already contracted for time that
will carry them through 1946. All
are doing straight selling jobs.
Motion picture exhibitors as a
whole will be heavier users of radio
and have set aside increased appropriations for same during 1946.
Many firms returning to the air

WHN REACHES 2 NEW YORKS!
(The population
of WHN's primary coverage
more than
TWICEarea theis 15,398,401,
number of
people in New York City proper.)
WHN
Dial 1050 50,000 watts
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—
Loew's Affiliate
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are luxury
accounts
and business
will advertise on radio
for future
although commodities are not
available at the moment. Not to be
forgotten is transportation — air
lines, railroads and bus services
which continue as heavy radio time
buyers.
It is interesting to note that
more than 100 advertisers are
sponsoring 263 quarter hours of
West Coast regional network time
per week. These are divided
among Don Lee Broadcasting System, NBC Pacific, ABC Pacific.
CBS and Associated Broadcasting
System, with programs originating
from San Francisco and Hollywood. Some of these advertisers are
national while others are strictly
regional. Several use additional
spot radio to supplement regional
network coverage. West Coast conues as a testing
severaltinnational
accountsground
beforeforgoing
transcontinental.
Although no particular trends
were predicted, agency account
executives and sponsors were
unanimous in that advertisers will
continue to use types of programs
or spots fitted to respective needs.
It was reminded and reiterated
that much advertising money that
formerly went to newspapers is
now directed to radio, but the
broadcasting industry has a fight
on hand to keep this type of
business.
Shouldering blame with stations
for crimes committed in the name
of commercial radio, West Coast
agency ments
executives
which remainlisted
to beimprovemade.
Radio must take a fresh slant on
programs with an eye open for
better techniques of production and
presentation. New ideas, originality and greater variety in programs are more necessary than
ever. A pinch of subtlety can be
employed with desirable effects.
Lengthy, hackneyed and repetitious
commercials are unnecessary and
increasingly nauseating to listeners, therefore better creation and
handling of commercial copy are immediately imperative.
CANADA
By JAMES MONTAGNES
NEW ADVERTISERS are planning Canadian radio campaigns.
Advertisers who have done little in
radio during the war are now at
work on enlarged campaigns, and
many Canadian
and American
advertisers on Canadian
stations are
expanding their commitments for
the early part of 1946. This is the
consensus among Canadian station
operators,
advertisers andrepresentatives,
agencies as surveyed
from Toronto.
The coming year looks the best
ever to all those contacted. None
had a pessimistic word. Strikes and
possibleure inunemployment
not figestimates anddid bookings
already contracted for. Only deter-

shows also are increasing
Canada.
Most advertisers and agencies
expect to spend more money on,
radio advertising in Canada in
1946, with wartime restrictions
lifted and excess profit taxes being
eased to 60% in 1946.
The new year also will see sev
eral low power stations go on the j,
air in Canada, some new 5 kw
stations, and will see more than a jja
dozen stations increase power to
5 kw. Equipment is gradually coming more freely from the factories
Many stations plan more powerful
transmitters during the early
months of 1946. Increased rates
and ample advertising are in the v
books for most of these stations.
No Commercial FM
Canadian radio has no worries;
about commercial FM and television. There are no FM or televi
sion stations in operation yet, only
three experimental low power FM
transmitters being operated in
Montreal and Toronto.
Largest
loss inwill1946be tothe Canadian broadcasting
large
volume of Government sponsored dat
advertising, especially for Victory
Loans, the last of which sold in
October. Some Government advertising is continuing, especially in
connection with rationing, price
ceiling, coal and housing shortages,
and employment. Government de
partments in those fields are still
on the air with regular daily and
short term paid campaigns.
Automotive advertising has not
been a big factor in Canadian radio
for somecationsyears,
present
indiare that and
neither
American
automotive shows will be piped in
nor Canadian shows originated for
at least the first half of the year.
Automotive production is still only
a trickle in Canada.
Generally speaking, Canadian
broadcasting industry looks forward to a bigger year in 1946 than
in 1945, which was a record
breaker. Just how much money is
to be spent in radio advertising in
the early part of the new year is
difficult to predict, as there are no
figures on annual expenditures
available. Estimates based on authoritative guesses lean towards
about $10,000,000 being spent in
1945 on time purchased on stations
alone, and of this about $3,000,000
is network time.

CHECK for $1,000 and a letter explaining itis an award in the CBS
$25,000 affiliated station promotion
contest [Broadcasting, Dec. 24]
brought
faces
of WDNC pleased
Durham,looksN. toC, the
Manager
J. Frank Jarman and Promotion
Director Dee Johnson. WDNC won
the .award for best use of newspaper advertising.
rent to more Canadian radio adrtising waunsettled
s in the heavy
industries, vewhere
automotive
strikes
will
keep
car
manufacturers out of radio in a big way for
the early part of 1946.
Better Standards
There is a definite tendency to
better shows and more listenable
commercials. Stations and advertising agencies are doing a big job
along this line. Many advertisers
are finding their copy turned down
by individual stations because it
does not meet the standards set by
the stations.
There will be a scramble for
good time on all Canadian stations
in the next few months, with most
of the best daytime and all the
good evening time sold practically
across the Dominion. Agencies are
finding it more difficult to get the
right
stations.bookings for clients on more
On networks there is a growing
tendency for Canadian originated
shows. CBC reports that more than
half the 1946 network shows will
be of Canadian origination, and
the number of sponsors is growing.
The CBC Dominion network has
nearly all its choice evening time
sold, but is not yet in a position
where it will become a daytime
network.tisers areAmong
adver-to
a numbernetwork
who plan
come on for the first time early in
the new year. The new sponsors
include industrial and financial
organizations.
Local Business Up
Local advertising is holding up Retains Electronic Aids
U. S. COAST GUARD will retain
well, stations report, with an in- electronic
detection devices in
creasing number of sponsors wanting time. Local business is expected
to increase early in the new year. peacetime
cials saidoperations,
last week. USCG
After offithe
Representatives and transcrip- Coast Guard reverts to the Treastion firms report a record number
ury Dept., probably in January, the
of new recorded shows booked for service
will make use of radar and
the first half of 1946. Agencies say
that advertisers are finding better radio devices in navigation, in
grade of transcriptions now avail- rescue operations, for locating iceable in Canada, through increased
smugglers
and wildimportation by a larger number of
life bergs,
poachers.
The and
CoastfishGuard
was
firms of U. S. produced syndicated transferred
shows. Tailor-made transcribed Navy Nov. 1,from1941.Treasury to the
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PRE-HEARINGS MEETINGS SLATED
Presentation of Evidence for Clear Channel
-Sessions to Be Considered IN PREPARATION for the clear representatives of stations, netchannel hearings to begin Jan. 14,
works, industry associations, radio
a series of meetings will be held lawyers and consulting engineers
during the next two weeks to plan will attend the hearings. Prior to
presentation of evidence at the five- the original May 9 date scheduled
day proceedings. An agenda for for the proceedings, appearances
the hearings is expected to be ready had been filed with the Commission
next week.
licensees of 53 stations, three
The three technical committees by
major networks, one regional net
which have been preparing engi- and three farm organizations.
neering reports for the hearings
will hold meetings Jan. 7, 8 and 9. AFFILIATES OF ABC
None of the studies assigned the
committees has been completed but ASKED TO BACK FM
it was learned that preliminary ASSERTION that the radio indata will be offered.
dustry should quit worrying about
A fourth committee, assigned
its nose in probable futwo major economic studies, will bloodying
ture
wrangles with James Caesar
present a complete report of a sur- Petrillo over
FM broadcasting was
vey of radio attitudes of rural lis- made last week by Mark Woods,
teners conducted by the Division
of ABC', in a message to
of Program Surveys of the Dept. president
all ABC affiliates.
of Agriculture [Broadcasting, Dec.
"We do not believe that the radio
3]. A second study, being conducted industry
draw back from
by the Bureau of the Census to FM becauseshould
of Mr. Petrillo's edict,"
determine coverage of rural areas he said. "That
edict
is but one
by clear channel stations, was still phase of an overall problem
which
being tabulated last week but the involves the broadcasting industry
essential findings were expected to as a whole. The problem must be
be ready for presentation at the met and solved by the entire inhearings.
Before the hearings get under
AFM's
has
way, informal conferences will be dustry."
that pocket-sized
broadcasters Caesar
must hire
held by committees representing ruled
double
the
number
of
musicians
the two major industry groups needed on any simultaneous AMconcerned — the Clear Channel FM show.
Broadcasting Service and the ReSaid Mr. Woods, in his letter to
gional Broadcasters Assn. The
believe that evenCCBS plans to hold brief sessions affiliates:tually "We
FM will be the principal
ato day
or
twobefore
the
hearings
medium
of
broadcasting,
particudevelop a general program for
in urban areas." He urged
presenting its views on the issues. "everylarlylocal
and
regional
affiliate
At least two representatives from to apply for FM and to become
aceach of the 16 member companies
tive in itsthrough
developments."
of the group will appear at the
Only
establishment
of
hearings. Chairman of the group
FM,
he said,of "can
there between
be an
is Edwinville. W.Chief Craig
of
WSM
Nashequalization
facilities
counsel is Louis G. the networks and provision for adCaldwell, Washington attorney.
ditional program services."
The regional broadcasters, represented by a working committee
under the chairmanship of John Capt. Chamberlain Back
Shepard 3rd of the Yankee Net- At CBS Technical Post
work, plans to call informal meetB. CHAMBERings soon to devise a procedure for CAPT. LAIN,ADOLPH
after more than three years
submitting evidence. The RBA has
with
the
Navy,
has
returned as
a membership of 101 stations. Paul
in the CBS engineerD. P. Spearman, Washington at- chief engineer
ing
department.
Before
joining
torney, isits counsel.
in 1931, Capt. Chamberlain
Engineers from the member sta- CBS
service as a radiotions are likely to offer testimony had seen Navy
second class; engineer in
for the clear channel group, with charge man,
of
field
operations
for WGY
Andrew Ring, Washington consult- Schenectady; chief engineer
and
ing engineer,
directing
the
presengeneral
manager
of
WHAM
Rochtation. Dr. G. W. Pickard and Paul
ester;
vice
president
and
technical
F. Godley, consultants, are ex- director
of Buffalo Broadcasting
pected to handle engineering testi- Corp.
mony for the regional group.
At CBS he was responsible for
Testimony on the economic design, installation, operation, and
studies will probably be given by maintenance of many phases of
Dr. Angus Campbell and Dr. broadcast equipment, some of
Rensis Lickert of the Dept. of Ag- which has become "standard gear"
riculture, who had charge of the here and abroad. He was concerned
rural attitudes survey, and Dr. with planning and supervision of
Ross Eckler, assistant director of station modifications and constructhe Census Bureau, in charge of
tion, including the transmitters at
the coverage survey.
in Hollywood, WashIt is likely that several hundred CBS outlets
ington, New York and Boston.
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AFRA ACCUSATIONS
ARE DENIED BY WJOB
ACCUSATIONS by Ray Jones,
executive secretary of AFRA Chicago that two employes of WJOB
Hammond, Ind., were dismissed for
"union activity" were denied by
O. E. Richardson, station manager.
Mr. Richardson said that the two
men
were "merelyStanley
replacements"
for announcers
Davis,
Frank Reynolds and Elmer Harkness, all released recently from the
services.
"We were just living up to the
GI Bill of Rights in guaranteeing
these boys their old jobs. We have
no contract with AFRA and the
two men (Ted Carr and Gene
Sheppard) were "in the process of
joining AFRA when they were notifiedsonofsaid.
theirMr.release,"
Mr. has
RichardSheppard
been
retained. Mr. Carr has found other
employment.
Shidel Returns
LT. COL. FREDERIC C. SHIDEL
Jr. returned Dec. 28 to his former
position as studio engineer at NBC
central division, Chicago, after five
years of military service. Col. Shidel
served as staff officer with Signal
Corps, November
Supreme Headquarters
from
1943 to May AEF
1945,
in charge of preparing plans for
AEF radio and radar equipment.

Zenith-FCC Data
Scheduled for IRE
DISPUTE between FCC and Zenith Radio Corp. over frequencies
for FM operation will come before
the Washington Section, Institute
of Radio Engineers, at its regular
meeting Jan. 14, to be held in the
Potomac Electric Power Co. auditorium, 10th and E, NW, at 8 p.m.
Edward W. Allen Jr., assistant
chief of the FCC's technical information division, and C. W. Carnahan, of the research staff of
Zenith, will discuss "Very High
Frequencyticularly Wave
Parinthe 50 Propagation
to 100 Megacycle
Region,"
presenting
results
actual measurements of signalsof
over various distances in this portion of the radio spectrum.
Andalusia Tests
Mr. Allen's presentation, including results of tests at Andalusia,
Pa.,
be the first have
time these
FCC willmeasurements
been
publicly discussed in detail.
Zenith has contended FM would
be
if leftFCCin
the "hopelessly
100 mc bandcrippled"
exclusively.
countered that tests show the
"exact
opposite" of more
Zenith'spower
claimsis
that substantially
required for FM operations in the
higher
Fred band.
W. Albertson, chairman of
the IRE Washington Section, will
preside.

CLEVELAND CLAMBAKE
A tasty
bit of listening that garnishes the
WJW air- waves every afternoon, Monday thru Friday, from 1:30 'til 2:00.
Cleveland Clambake is a sales haymaker with a rating at its time of
day second to none in Cleveland . . .
ABC Network

5000 Watts
DAY AND NIGHT
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V
Balaban & Katz and GE
Negotiations
NEGOTIATIONS forComplete
the installation of a General Electric FM
transmitter were completed last
week by Balaban & Katz and GE
representatives pending approval
by
of application
a full-in
timeFCCcommercial
FM for
station
Chicago. Announcement was made
by William C. Eddy, director of
television and FM for Balaban &
Katz andWBKB.
of firm's Chicago video
station
The GE transmitter is of new
type embodying phasitron circuit,
claimed to be as fundamentally
important to FM as the introduction of crystal control to AM. Contract also calls for delivery of a
four-bay FM circular antenna of
latest design. Proposed FM operation is minimum 15 hours per day.

UE Says W estinghouse, GE, GM Strike
inevitaoie; Union Heads Meet Jan. 5
A STRIKE of over 200,000 em- strike employes of the three comployes of General Electric Co.,
panies voted for Dec. 13.
Westinghouse Electric Corp., and
The union stated that its position in regard to General Electric
General Motors (electrical division) appeared inevitable, accord- C'o.'s offer of a conditional 10%
ing to a statement by the UE-CIO wage increase was a rejection of
Union on Dec. 26 following a meet- the offer, but declared that the
ing of the coordinating committee union stood ready to resume negotiations upon the decision of the
of the three
unionandcon-a
ference boardscompanies'
in New York
to make an unconditional
conference of union leaders with company
and
adequate
for aincrease.
cents-perthe Labor Dept. in Washington.
hour wage andoffersalary
The union stated that the coordinating committee decided that
all local unions be advised to com- Veterans Seeking
plete immediately all their prepa- Houston Facilities
rations for a strike. A special
meeting
general
executive ofboardthehasUE-CIO
been called
for Group Files Application Asking
Jan. 5 in New York to consider the Present KTHT Band
SEEKING the present facilities of
KTHT Houston, which has applied
for a change in frequency and inSERVICE
DIRECTORY
creased power, a group of veterans,
including two newspapermen, has
filed an application with the FCC
under thecasting Cname
Custom-Bui It
o. of Veterans BroadFREQUENCY MEASURING
Principals are M. H. Jacobs, who
Speech Input Equipment
SERVICE
was Washington correspondent of
U. S. RECORDING CO.
Exact Mtaturtmtntt » of any fim»
■the Houston Post before the war;
1121
Vermont
Ave.,
Wash.
5,
D.
C.
Douglas Hicks, formerly on the
RCA COMMUNICATIONS. INC
District 1640
staff of the Houston Press; and
$4 Broad Strut He* York 4, H. T.
Tom J. Harling, former salesman
for the Poole Piano Co. All were
officers during the war.
MORE RF KILOWATT HOURS
"GEARED TO AM-FM EXPANSION"
PER DOLLAR WITH
Grant of the application, which
Radio Engineering Consultants
F & O TRANSMITTING TUBES
is contingent on KTHT vacating
its frequency, would provide a fifth
Freeland & Olschner Products, Inc. station
for Houston and its only
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
6.11 Baronne St., New Orleans 13, La. independent
outlet. The existing
Raymond
4756
four
stations
are affiliated with the
High Power Tube Specialists Exclusively major networks.
The veterans
group would take over the studio
and
transmitting
equipment
of
SOUND EFFECT RECORDS
KTHT.
The
Robert L. Kaufman
KTHT
has
requested
a
change
in
GEN
N ETTLibrary
* SPEEDY-Q
OrganizationConstruction
frequency from 1230 to 790 kc and
Reduced
Offer
Over 200BasicWrit*
Individual
Sound Containing
Effects
Technical
Maintenance,
increase
in
power
from
250
w
to
5
For Detaih
Supervision
and Business
for Broadcast
Stations Services
kw. Licensee is Texas Star BroadCHARLES MICIIELSOI*
c
a
s
t
i
n
g
C
o
.
,
owned
by
Roy
Hofheinz,
67 W. 44th St. New York. N. Y.
former county judge, and W. N.
(Dick) Hooper, Houston oilman.
Messrs. Hofheinz and Hooper have
FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
KLUGE
ELECTRONICS
CO.
also
formed the Louisiana BroadOne of the
best inequipped
Commercial & Industrial
casting
Co., requesting a new
stations
the nationmonitoring
standard
station
in New Orleans on
STANDARD
Equipment
1031
No.
Alvarado
1580
kc,
Canadian
clear channel,
Measuring & Equipment Co.
Los
Angeles
26,
Calif.
with
5
kw
power
employing direcPhones 877-2652
ron E. Kluge Exposition 1741
tional antenna for day and night
Since 1939 Enid, Okla.
Ayj
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
AVAILABLE NOW
FTC
Radio Towers
WILLIAM/resA. Heads
PRECISION SETURNTABLES—
and/ orMONIASAYRES of Kansas
Erection, lighting, painting &
MBLIES • MODULATION
becomes chairman of the Federal
Ground Systems
TORS • REMOTE-POWER
AMPLIFIERS
Trade Commission Jan. 1 for the
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
SONIC ENGINEERING CO.
Portland 1 1 , Oregon
third time, through the annual ro592
Columbus
Ave.,
New
York
City,
N.
Y.
C. H. Fisher, Agent Phone TR 7303
tation of the office among the five
members.
He succeeds Ewin L.
Davis of Tennessee. Commissioner
Garland S. Ferguson of North
Carolina becomes vice chairman,
SCHEDULING TWICE WEEKLY
succeeding Mr. Ayres. Col. Charles
H. March was
vice chairman
Writes BILL HUNT, WSFA
until his death in1945August,
at which
time Mr. Ayres took over the
office.
Commissioner Ayres, a Democrat,
THE SHADOW
has been a member of FTC since
1934. He is a former Kansas Conavailable locally on tranrcrlption — see C. MICHELSON, 67 W. 44 St., N.Y.C
gres man and attorney.
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NAB Plans SurveyL
Of Small Market^
Proposes To Study a Stationp'
In Each of 17 Districts
MANAGEMENT
study 5,000
of smaF1
market
stations (under
w irj .
community of less than 50,000) wil
befuture.
undertaken
in the NABfc
nearF*
Arthur byE.NABStringer,
director of promotion, will go into*"''
the field to make detailed study of9'*
districts.
one station in each of the 17 NATJi'01
lastStudy
autumnwasby originally
NAB Small proposed'
Market
Stations Committee. When the
field work has been completed he
will prepare an analysis of each
station, possibly
overallproject.
conclusions covering with
the entire
Strictly anonymous, the station
reports will go into standards of
practice, employe - employer relations,
interest
programs, sales
nationalpublic
and local
advertising,
methods, program and engineering
practices, rate policy and structure,
daily routine of manager and staff,
promotion and publicity, importance
of station to community and area.
No reference of any sort will be
given
that might
the stations
studied.reveal identity of
J. Allen Brown, assistant director
of broadcast advertising, is compiling preliminary results of a survey
of salesman compensation practices
among small market stations
[Broadcasting, Dec. 24]. Results
of this study will be presented to
small market station groups at the
NAB winter district meetings by
Frank E. Pellegrin, director of
broadcast advertising. He also will
report
on tentative
management
study. plans for the
CLOSE SPONSORSHIP
ISSUE IS MYSTERY
NATIONAL ECONOMIC COUNCIL, New York, a private antilabor group, refused to discuss a
report published in PM, New York,
that they were about to sponsor
Upton Close, radio commentator.
According to report Mr. Close in
his personal newsletter, Closer
Ups, saidwere
that "Americans
of the
Right"
quietlytimecollecting
funds
to obtain radio
for him
beginning in January. He said that
"only $20,000" was lacking and
made forea theplea
the remainder beNew forYear.
In the same issue Mr. Close said
the
whosein purpose
"has
been theto NEC,
keep alive
this country
the spirit of private enterprise, as
distinct from the curse of totalitarianism .. . will end once and
for all this business of a network
getting politically pressured should
it sustain my program, or sponsor
getting frightened when a few
communist cells have their members write him postcards that they
are going to boycott his toothpaste
or Asleadyetpencils."
none of the networks has
Close. getting request for Upton
admitted
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ership and operations aii
Future should be in the hands of pri^
State Deot. Studies Shortwave
companies.
Associated Broadcasters said
assist private charge of broadcasting, wrote that present licensees should own, conlacrnahon Report Makes enterpriseprise.""inFurther,itstoefforts
to break "it should be expanded."
down barriers to its expansion
Four Proposals
trol, operate
and after
programthe interAssociated Broadcasters comnational stations
war.
mented: "... shortwave broadabroad" and finally, it is not the
For Peacetime
casting
should
not
be
curtailed
.
.
.
Westinghouse
proposed
that
"priDepartment's
intent
to
"try
to
rival
vate industry should own and opINTERNATIONAL shortwave or outdo the efforts or expenditures the quantitative level should be
these stations" competitively
.roadcasting will play a leading of other countries in informational frozen at the wartime maximum but theerate"control
of the stations and
until
later
developments
may
jus4Ejj nillion-dollar
-ole in the State
Dept.'s
44%their
programs
should
continueof our
for
activities."
Former
activities
of
the
Office
of
permanent world- War Information and Office of
a
while
in
some
department
tify further expansion."
vide information service, which
Westinghouse
Radio Stations
ormally begins Jan. 1, William Inter-American Affairs will be wrote: "It is our present opinion
On financial support Crosley
3. Benton, Assistant Secretary of absorbed by the Office of Inter- that U. S. international broad- Government."
sponsored pronational Information & Cultural
casting should be expanded after said commercially
State revealed Friday at a news
grams not only should be permitted
inference in Washington at which Relations, which succeeds the In- the war . . . during the immediate
terim International Information
le formally announced creation of
but
"encouraged."
NBC period."
stood with (Brig. Gen.)
Associated Broadcasters apof about 60% in perihe Office of International Infor- Service. son eCuts
proved commercial programs, but
David Sarnoff
for some version of
l of OWI and OIAA between postwar
mation & Cultural Affairs [Broadfelt
the Government should comJuly 1, 1945, and June 30, 1946, a singlesidizedprivate
casting, Dec. 24].
government-subbroadcasting
entity.
pensate stations for time devoted
At the same time the State Dept. will be effected. On July 1 the two
goodwill to the rest of
released, for Sunday publication, a agencies employed 5,782 persons at
CBS, through Paul Kesten, tothe"selling
world". Westinghouse wrote
a
hybrid
system:
the
135-page memorandum prepared home and abroad, he said. By June proposed
that
in
the
immediate postwar peGovernment
would
own,
control,
will have been reby Dr. Arthur W. Macmahon, con- 30 the ducnumber
riod the Government should suped to 2,490.
and operate enough international
i-[ sultant on administration to the
port
shortwave
broadcasting,
but
850 in Shortwave
State Dept. and professor of pobroadcasting
"to ex- that later and gradually
support
pres its views transmitters
officially to listeners
?jvlitical
science,
Columbia
U.,
folwould
come
from
advertising.
Approximately
850 broadcasting,
will be em- throughout
!, lowing a nine-month study of inthe world";
the otherto
stations would
be returned
ployer, in shortwave
J ternational information. Dr. Mac- as compared
World Wide,
receives
contributions which
from various
sources,
with
1,325
private ownership and
tf mahon was assisted by Haldore 1945. Radio activities of onOWIJulyand1, genuine
control,
the
ownership
and
oper• i Hanson of the State Dept.
contended
that
"if
international
merged
broadcast stations are to be pribeing so divided
if evolved
Mr. Benton
no plan
had beenof inOIAANewhaveYorkbeenandphysically
San Francisco. could beation supported
without"that
greatit
vately owned and controlled they
for thesaidfuture
operation
John W G. Ogilvie, former radio strain on any single licensee."
should be supported by whatever
director of the OIAA heads the
j' the
nation's
39
shortwave
outlets,
particular
Other
licensees
indicatedownership
a "gen- licensee canmethod
now licensed to seven private cor- new radio department of the
work the
out individual
providing
eral desire"
for private
porations. He said that the inter- Office of International Information
national shortwave operations
under themahon
prewar
system,commented.
the Mac- the programs and methods of operCultural Affairs.
memorandum
would continue status quo until & Mr.
ation are in would
the public
Benton outlined a nine-point Mr. Lemmon was quoted as saying Mr. Lemmon
chargebyinterest".
theit. GovJune 30.
ernment for time used
program, mentary
which
includes
supplehis
corporation
believed
that
ownMacmahon Proposals
service to news agencies,
Dr. Macmahon, without making radio and motion pictures. He refer ed to shortwave broadcasting
recommendations, submitted four
proposals for peacetime operation as <;an activity in the 1947 program
of international broadcasting: (1) which deserves special mention beFIVE YEARS
cause of the magnitude of the opera private,
limitedalldividend
tion in which
licenseescorporawould
relative to other
Dr. ation
Macmahon
urged activities".
that the
merge their present holdings, entity to operate stations under State State Dept. "take the initiative in
OF THE BEST
Dept. supervision; (2) Government setting up a working group under
chairmanship of the FCC . . .
ownership; (3) mixed Government- tothe resolve
this
problem
during
the
private operation, with Government operating its own trans- summer
IN FM PROGRAMS
of 1945".
On Feb.
19, 1945, the Special
mitters and private industry handling its own stations; (4) split Committee on Communications, set
private ownership (as before the up by the State Dept. and headed
FOR five years WGFM, the General Electric
war) with Government-owned by FCC Chairman Paul A. Porter,
Frequency Modulation Station in Schenecequipment divided among present approved these recommendations :
tady, has been broadcasting distinctive musi"1. Direct shortwave broadcasts
licensees,
according
to
their
opcal programs. Because full fidelity transmistions.
originating in the U. S. should be
sion
is possible only with locally originated
continued after the war on a daily
has not been will
decided
whetherto basis.
live talent programs, WGFM has specialized
the•'ItGovernment
continue
in broadcasts of this character. As a result,
"2. Facilities, both as to quantity
operate, maintain and program the
radio transmitters in its possession, and quality, should in general be as
listeners in the Capital District of New York
or whether these activities should good as those of any other country."
State have had access to a wealth of full-color
An engineering subcommittee,
be conducted through 'public or headed
entertainment available only to those who
Commissioner E. K. Jett,
private corporations," said Mr. Ben- submittedby recommendations
on Oct.
have, during the war years, been fortunate
ton.atio"The
future controlradioand isopern of international
now 23, 1944, Dr. Macmahon's memoenough to have FM receivers. For the best in
randum
revealed.
being studied in the Department and
programming for Frequency Modulation
recommendations will be made to
Dr. Macmahon cited views of libroadcasting, look to WGFM.
the President and Congress within
censees,
taken
from
heretofore
confidential files, as follows:
the n^.xt few months.
Walter S. Lemmon, president,
FREQUENCY MODULATION STATION
"Meanwhile it is essential to con- World
Wide Broadcasting Corp.:
tinue the operation of shortwave
radio from this country, on a scale "We believe that U. S. international
much reduced from that of wartime broadcasting should be kept at
years, using 18 languages instead about its present quantitative level
WGF
of the 40 used in wartime, and immediately after the war and then
as the world needs may
broadcasting for nighttime listen- expanded
indicate the wisdom of such a course
Theers only."
Assistant Secretary declared
ELECTRIC
action." Corp., of which James
it is the State Dept.'s aim to "avoid ofD. Crosley
WGFM -60
Shouse is vice president in
competition with private enterBROADCASTING
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WfeWorks

Stress

Public Service
MAJOR NETWORKS view 1946
with optimism, although admitting
that competition will be stiff.
There's a of
general
creation
new tendency
programstowards
next
year, emphasis on merchandising
and licpromotion
and increased pubservice.
William S. Hedges, NBC vice
president in charge of planning and
development, predicted that 1946
will be a good year for broadcasting. He pointed advertising
out that the comes
"bulk
of broadcast
from the manufacturers of consumer merchandise" who have
found through long experience that
"advertising
the cheapest
and
most effective ismethod
of securing
distribution and most advertisers
of consumer goods have found
broadcast advertising to be the
cheapest and most effective method
of advertising."
A "tremendous increase in audience" through the sale of receivers
in the "millions of new homes to
be established" and additional sets
in present radio homes will be
swelled further as many women return from war activities to their
homes, Mr. Hedges said.
Progress Ahead
"A
year
progress"
is foreseen ofby substantial
James V. McConnell,
national manager of spot sales for
NBC, for the 11 stations his department represents. These stations have well-laid plans for postwar programming and are in a
good position to capitalize on the
continuing trend toward the sale
of local programs. Advertisers
using spot radio for the first time
during the war period "have become convinced of the medium's
many advantages and its effectiveness as a sales tool and will continue to give it a major place in
their
advertising
Mr.
McConnell
believes.schedules,"
With advance
sales already indicating a successful year, he predicted that all
phases of spot radio — programming, promotion and sales — will
become increasingly important
throughout
the country during
1946.
Optimistic outlook for 1946 network sales was held by John J.
Karol, network sales manager of
CBS. "Fortunately," he said, "netNATIONAL DESIGN SERVICE
Consulting Radio Engineers
AM • FM • TV
STUDIOS DESIGNED & BUILT
N. Y. C. 96 Liberty St. BE 3-0207
1129 Vermont Ave., N. W. RE-1444
Washington, D. C.
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Promotion,

in New Year
work
had advertisers
very few 'war
babies' radio
and most
continue to hold their valuable time
franchises. It is already apparent
that the network time situation
will continue very tight during
1946, and we look forward to a
greater broadening of the broadcasting band from a sales standCBS, he said, has "observed . . .
an increase in sales during Saturpoint."
morningforandsuccessful
afternoon.network
There
is stillday room
broadcasting during the early
morning and later evening hours
as well as room for development
during
morning."
Elmo Sunday
C. Wilson,
research director of CBS, predicted improvements in research in 1946. Nationwide reporting on total stationaudiences
well as measurements
"more refined
and
more asextensive
ofin program
audiences"
will be facts
1946, he said.
Fred M. Thrower, ABC vice
president in charge of sales, stated :
"With ofmanufacturers
throes
reconversion leaving
behind, the
the
unprecedented public demand for
goods of all description will soon
be matched with unprecedented
supplies. Advertising to channel
that demand toward specified brand
names is as necessary and as certain as production
itself."of general
Frank
Marx, director
engineering for ABC, also expects
1946 to find that network actively
entering both FM and TV, with
ABC
sta-tions ofapplications
both kinds onin file
NewforYork,
Chicago, San Francisco and Los
Angeles. The FCC will probably
act on the FM applications first,
but Mr. Marx hopes that ABC will
have at least one TV station installed and operating by the end
of 1946. In the standard broadcast field, he said the network has
applied for permission to increase
the power of KGO San Francisco
to 50 kw and to install a directional
antenna to improve its service.
A plan to effect closer liaison between ABC and its affiliated stations by frequent district meetings
of station men with members of
the network's
station relations
department has already
been started
and will be pursued during 1946,
John H. Norton Jr., vice president
in charge of stations for ABC,
stated. Meetings covering all phases
of broadcasting — promotion, sales
and begeneral
operating policies —
will
held frequently.
Reporting
on
Mutual's plans
for
promotion and research
for 1946,
Robert A. Schmid, vice president,
welcomed
return toof sales-perdollar
as the"a yardstick
worth of
all forms of advertising." He said
that "cost-per-thousand listeners
actually
is radio's
measure delivered
of its part (which
in making
sales
possible) will outweigh in importance prestige and other 'ersatz'

flcnons
OF THE FCC
-DECEMBER 20 to DECEMBER 27KAIR Broadcasting Co. Inc., WichitaMC
Decisions .
Kan.Methodist
— Same. Radio Parish Inc., Flint
ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD ACTIONS Mich. — Granted motion to amend appli new
DECEMBER
cation;
amendmentapplication
filed withas ~amend
motior jate
(Reported
byBroadcast
FCC 14Dec.Inc.,
26) Indi- was
ed wasaccepted
removedand from
hearing docket.
WDAD
Indiana
WCAE
WCAE
Inc.,
Pittsburgh—
Denies
a
n
a
,
P
a
.
—
Granted
mod.
CP,
authorizing
for leave to ofintervene
new standard station, for installation petition
applications
WREN etin alhearXoi
new trans,
and ischanges
ground Sees.
sys- ing
useWLVA
ofon 1250
kc.
tem. Permittee
grantedin waiver
Broadcasting Corp
3.55(b)
and 3.60 of Rules & Regulations; Lynchburg,Lynchburg
conditions.
Va. — Granted
fo
leave
to ofintervene
inBroadcasting
hearingpetition
on appli
DECEMBER 18
cation
Virginia
Corp!
(Reported
by
FCC
Dec.
26)
for
new
station
at
Roanoke,
Va.
WAIR WAIR-Salem, N.Broadcasting
Co., WinsWSUN CityFla. of— Granted
St. Petersburg,
C. —andGranted
new vertical tonant.
change CPtrans,install
site leave
Petersburg,
petitionhearfoStpsi
to intervene in consolidated
hi
to South Stratford,
Winston-Salem.
ing
set
March
8,
11-16,
1946,
DECEMBER 26
tions of WDNC WROL etc. re applica
(Reported by FCC Dec. 27)
WICC
The
Yankee
Network
Inc.
WHTBdega, Ala.Voice
of Talladega
Talla- Bridgeport,
Conn. — and
Granted
petition foi |jers
*K
— Granted
licensestation
toInc.,cover
to intervene
for enlargement
authorizing
new standard
1230 CPkc leave
250 w unl. termine
Also operating
grantedpower
authority
todirect
de- ofpolitan
issues
re
applications
of
The
Metro
'
Broadcasting
Service,
New
York
by
and Donald Flamm, New York, set foi
measurement
ofSees.
ant. 3.55(b)
power. and
Licensee
granted& waiver
3.60 ofis hearing
Jan. 7-11,Broadcast
1946. Corp., Dover
Diamond
Rules
Regulations;
conditions.
Del.—
GrantedState
motion
for continuance
W2XJT
William
B.
Still
tr/as
Jamaica
of
hearing
on
application
from
Radio Television Co., Jamaica, L. I., to 2-4-46.
N. Y.— Granted
license
to
cover
CP
auSouthern
Media
Corp.,
Coralleave
Gables
thorizing new experimental TV station Fla. — Granted petition for
on Channel
13 (210-216
mc),
A5 visual.
emis- amend application for new stationt<
sion
and
special
for
FM,
400
w
100 w aural, unl. License is granted amendment filed with petition was ac
subjectmenttowhichchanges
in frequency
assign- cepted.
Glens Falls Publicity Corp., Glens
may6651result
from
proceedN. Y.application
— Granted petition
leave
i
n
g
s
i
n
Docket
and
upon
an
exp. Falls,
to amend
for new forstation
basis
only;
conditions.
filed
with petition
was was
acANNOUNCED correction of frequency amendment
cepted
and
amended
application
for newland Radio
station
from hearing docket.
Inc., granted
Ontario,Dec.Ore.,5 to250In-w removed
WIP Pennsylvania Broadcasting Co.
unl. Correct
frequency
is
1450
kc,
instead of 1400 kc.
petitionproceeding
for leave
toPhiladelphia
intervene —inGranted
consolidated
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
now
set Jan.
7-11, 1946; issues
re appli-j mhi
cations
of
Metropolitan
Broadcasting
ByDECEMBER
Comr. Denny
Service
Donald Flamm were amend
18
and and
enlarged.
(Reported
by FCC Dec.
26)Logans- edPaul
D.
P.
Spearman,
Jackson,
Miss hi:
Booth
Radio
Stations
Inc.,
— Granted petition
forstation
leave
to amend
port, Ind.prejudice
— Granted application
petition to fordismiss
application
for
new
and
appli
without
new
cation
was removed
fromreasonable
hearing!
station.
docket, provided
that within
ByDECEMBER
Comr. Durr21
time his
petitioner
shallamendment
file with Commis-1
sion
proposed
specify(Reported
by
FCC
Dec.
26)
ing proposedPalm
frequency.
Luther petition
E. Gibson, Vallejo,without
Cal.— WWPG
Beach Broadcasting
Granted
Corp.,forPalmleaveBeach,
Fla. — Granted
peti-i
prejudice
applicationto fordismiss
new station. tion
to
intervene
hearing
onSr. applications
of Roderick
T.in Peacock
ByDECEMBER
Comr. Walker
21
tr/as
Dayton
Beach
Broadcasting
Co., and
R. Sperry etCo. al d/b Day
by FCCBroadcasting
Dec. 26) Co., ton
BeachWadeBroadcasting
The (Reported
Wichita Beacon
FM Radio & Television Corp., San
Wichita,to Kan.
— Granted
petition
for Jose,
leave
amend
application
for
CP;
Cal.
—
Granted
motion
leave to
amendment filed with motion accepted. amend application for
new forstation.
Tentative Calendar .
JANUARY 2
approximations of effectiveness of
George
H.Daniel
Thomas,H. James
J. d/b
Davidson
Jr.
and
New
wartime years."
Iberia 1240
Broadcasting
Co.,Castille
New Iberia,
La.
Mutual's station relations depart- —CP
kc
250
w
unl.
ment forsees "intense activity" in
CONSOLIDATED
HEARING
Fresno,
Cal.
1946
"as
a
result
of
the
FCC's
FM Radio & Television Corp., San
granting facilities in markets not unl.
now served by the network, Carl Jose, Cal.— CP 1370 kc 500 w N 1 kw D
Haverlin, vice president in charge Broadcasters
Jose, Cal. — CP
kc 1 Broadcasting
kw DNInc.,unl.SanDA-DN.
of that department, stated. Point- 1370
United
CP 1380 kc 250 w unl.Co., San Jose,
ing out that 47 of the 281 Mutual Cal.—
Oates, Salinas, Cal.
stations joined the network dur- —CPDeHaven,
1380 kcHall
1 kw& unl.
ing the past year, Mr. Haverlin DA-N.
Central California Broadcasters Inc.,
revealed that new station additions Berkeley, Cal.— CP 1380 kc 1 kw unl.
are contemplated in at least 25
JANUARY 3
CONSOLIDATED
markets,
"in line out
withits Mutual's
Charleston, W.HEARING
Va.
policy of rounding
national
REQUESTING
1240 kcBroadcasting
250 W unl.:
coverage and giving the advertiser James H. McKee,CPCapitol
maximum coverage at the lowest d/b
Corp.;Chemical
Gus ZaharisCityandBroadcasting
Penelope Zaharis
Co..
Charleston, W. Va.
Robert A. Schmid, Mutual vice
CONSOLIDATED HEARING
possible
Syracuse
Broadcasting
Corp.,
Syrapresidentcost."
in charge of promotion DA-N.
cuse, N. Y.— CP 1260 kc 5 kw DN unl.
and
WLEU WLEU Broadcasting Corp.,
dollarresearch,
seems tosaidusthatto "value-perbe the one Erie,
Pa.— CP 1260 kc 1 kw N 5 kw D
factor in which advertisers will be unl. DA-N.
most interested and so it will be
intervenor.— The Yankee Netmeasured in our research and Otherwork Inc.,participant
4
stressed in our advertising and Bruce BartleyJANUARY
and F. L. Pruitt d/b
Bremerton
Broadcast
Wash.— CP 1250
kc 250 wCo.,unl. Bremerton,
BROADCASTING
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promotion."

States. We anticipate that after a
little interval of grumbling, this
FOUR TOP
PRESS ANSWERS PETRILLO LETTER
edict will be obeyed as meekly by
the
broadcasters
as
all
of
Mr.
le'
MARKETS!
'New York Times' Attacks 'Irresponsib
Petrillo's previous edicts have been.
Central Kentucky
Dictatorship; Others Make Comment
We likewise anticipate that Congress will do nothing to curb Mr.
'UBLICATION of James C. Pe- and if they do not meet him more
power.
rillo's letter prohibiting interna- than half way, no matter how ex- Petrillo's
"The
next step, doubtless, would
revewith
t
r
a
v
a
g
a
n
t
h
i
s
demands,
he
can
actogether
pickups,
ional
Amarillo
be
for
Mr.
Petrillo to prohibit all
cuse them of 'not bargaining in
ation of his demand for employnonmusical programs, whether they
nent of musicians by network affiiates, brought down upon the AFM good"Again,
faith.' Mr. Petrillo has the originate in this country or not,
oresident's head the wrath of many power to force any musician into on the ground that they deprive
The
his union — again by the threat of American musicians of a livelihood
A Amarillb, Tex.
eading newspapers.
| KFDTri-State
Said the New York Times in an boycotting both him and his emfflVlfll Huntington, ft'. Yii.
which they are entitled."
editorial Dec. 26:
ployer— and thereby prevent him to The
Star c o m ". . . Once more Mr. Petrillo de- from making a living unless he mented: Washington
"Mr. Petrillo on a number
I111 ft 111 AthlanJ, Kr.
Knoxville
cides what music the American peo- joins and knuckles under to Mr. of previous
occasions
has
demonple can and cannot hear. ... He Petrillo's authority. Finally, Mr.
capacities,
Petrillo is immune in his capacity and therestrated hisisdictatorial
doesn't
a hoot leaders
for the hopes
more than a little
United give
Nations
for ofa as a labor leader from the anti- reason
I W B I R Knoxville, Tenn.
to
suspect
that
he rather
trust and anti-eonspiracy acts, from enjoys the role. Certain the
greater exchange of cultural pro- the Federal
courts,
rritrd by The John E. Pi
Anti-Racketeering Act,
grams among the nations. All he
and the Administration
cares for is more jobs for the mem- and from other laws which less doCongress
not
object,
or,
if
they
do
object,
bers of his particular union, and, privileged citizens must obey.
are not willing to do anything
with his mercantilist mind, he im"Will Mr. Petrillo's latest ukase about.
programaccordance
will cre- at last sting Congress and the Ad"The only inference is that Mr.
ate agines
them.thatInthisfurther
ministration into re-examining its
with this aim, he now insists that labor legislation and its labor Petrillo is not interested in goodall radio stations not employing
will and good relationships with
musicians must engage regular
other nations in peacetime if that
'Washington Daily News'
staffs of instrumentalists regard- policy?"
entails
anything which might even
less of whether or not they need
In an editorial titled "So Spake
resemble nonunion comthem.
Caesar," the Washington Daily remotely petition
from abroadof Musicians.
with the
News on Dec. 26, commenting on American Federation
Quotas on Immigration
the
ban
on
broadcasts
from
overPerhaps,
in
this
situation,
the
"In regard to his ban on foreign
said: "If Caesar had ruled us President and Congress will be
musical servesprograms,
Mr. Government
Petrillo ob- from seas,
the beginning of our nation, moved to deal with Mr. Petrillo and
that the Federal
others like him. But the chances
JOHN W.
Pro.
imposes quotas on immigration. He we'd have been shut of a lot of for- are
that they will continue to do
CHARLES J, TfitBTIVMy.
eign art and other stuff. We'd never
insists that his union is merely folimported
the
Englishman's
lowing the same course, although it have
RADIO PARK* SALISBURY, MD.
has to do it in a different manner love of liberty; nor the French- nothing."
man's cooking;
nor
the Italian's
because of the inherent power of appreciation
RMA-RFC Meet to Revise
of
beauty;
nor
the
MUTU*
radio to 'affect American employ- Swede's benefits to health; nor the
War Surplus Sales Plan
ment from a distance.'
HARYUND COVERAGE NETWORK.
"It is nothing new for Mr. Pe- Dutchman's cleanliness; nor the JOINT committee of Radio Mfrs.
sense
of
courtesy.
That's
tril o to assume the powers of Gov- aSpaniard's
Assn.
and
Reconstruction
Finance
It never kept
ernment. He already established the lot of hobbledehoy.
leader out in front of his Corp. will meet in mid-January on
private power of taxation when aduesunionpayers,
operation
of the
manufacdid
it?
he successfully imposed an excise
turer agent
salesrevised
plan by
which
already rules the tunetax on every musical record made, land"Caesar
is disposing of war surplus
of America. Now he feels he RFC
electronics
property.
Revision
of
totreasury.
be paid . directly
into his union's must conquer the whole musical
..
world.
If
you
hear
a
loud,
ripping
agency
setup
was
adopted
a
fort"Mr.vatePetrillo's
pri- noise, that will be our music-lovers
night ago [Broadcasting, Dec. 17].
dictatorship, irresponsible
we may assume,
The 230
jointmanufacturer
group will screen
list
of
agentsthe now
at
Caesar's
toga.
They're
is perfectly satisfactory to Con- tugging
gres , to the Administration and not likely to submit supinely to his handling
electronics anditems.disposing of surplus
rule by ear."
to the Supreme Court. Not only dictatorial
The New York Herald-Tribune
have they done nothing to curb his
of the RMA section of
power, but among them they have on Dec. 26 said "No one quarrels theMembers
committee are M. F. Balcom,
in fact conferred these powers with the desire of 'the little chief
Sylvania
Products,
out union
for theand138,000
upon him. Mr. Petrillo has the to lookbers of his
man andElectric
representing
the chairRMA
to see memthat
power to ruin any radio station by
tube
division;
W.
J.
Halligan,
Halli'his
boys
eat.'
The
question
is
one
boycotting it. He can order his mu- of attitude and of method. In at- crafters Co., set division; George
sicians not to work for it. He dethere seems to be some slight E. Henyan, GE, transmitter di; rives a large part of this power doubt titude
vision; Ernest
Searing,Co.,Internaas to whether the interests
from the Wagner Act, which forces
tional
Resistance
parts
people or of 138,000
the broadcasting
networks
to nego-no ofof 140,000,000
Arthur F. Gilson, Stromthem come first. Stated differ- division;
tiate with him and
him alone
berg-Carlson, amplifiers and sound
matter how fantastic his demands
ently, do the 138,000 eat at the ex- equipment division.
pense of or in the service of the
or how anti-social his course.
country as a whole? In method, the
"The uously
mereignored
factorders
that heof contemptthe War question is far more grave. Are the Publication of Manual
Labor Board and defied decisions laws of the land to be made by To Be Resumed by NAB
of the National Labor Relations duly-elected representatives in Con- PUBLICATION of the NA
Board (with regard to jurisdiction
gress assembled or by extra-legal Manual of Broadcast Advertisover
example)
discontinued during the war,
The torialWashington
Post in an edi- will being,resumed
does 'platter-turners,'
not count againstforhim.
There
by Frank E. Pelleis nothing in the Wagner Act which fiat?" said:
of broadcast
adversays that any labor leader has to
"Just at the moment when the grin, director
t
i
s
i
n
g
.
I
n
preparation
is a section
come before the NLRB with clean rest of us were invoking peace on
a series of articles on use
hands. He can still use the board earth and goodwill, Mr. J. Caesar covering
of radio by the brewing industry.
to force the broadcasting companies Petrillo sent his Christmas message The articles appeared in Modern
to 'bargain collectively' with him, to the citizens of these United Brewery Age.
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Situation Wanted 10c per word. All others, 15c per word. Count 3 words for
blind box number. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies
to Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C
Help Wanted
Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
First affiliate
class operator
one kilowatt
relations
counsel-producer.
ExNBC
Rocky forMountain
area. Public
perience
includes
writing,
directing,
announcing,
emphasis
on
news
and
special
Box 467, BROADCASTING.
Thorough
knowledge
all phases
College
graduate
to gathercitycommunity
ofevents.
station
operation.
Programming
and
news
in
New
England
for
radio
promotion a specialty. Four years Army
broadcast.
Must know Full
localnewspaper
news and cooperation.
how to get radio PRO. Box 637, BROADCASTING.
Promotion-production.
Experience
hvit. $45.00tunity to weekly
at
start
with
opporwriting,
announcing,
become
newscaster
with net-of eludes
work affiliate.
complete resume
emphasis
on and
newsdirecting,
and special
events.
education
andSendexperience.
Box 635. BCS
degree,
thorough
knowledge
all phases station relations. Box 638,
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING.
Wanted— Outline
Traffic manager
by and
Indiana
Announcer wants work in college town.
station.
background
ex5000 watt
station. Box
Audition
perience in detail. Give references and Experience
disc.
Excellent
references.
639,
salary
requirements.
Box
646,
BROADBROADCASTING.
CASTING.
Announcer-producer.
Five
years
exCommercial
continuity
writer
who
can
produce good volume of selling copy for
perience news,Acecommercials,
ing, writing.
sportscaster,ad lib,
playact-by
all typesmentsofand businesses.
Spot announcefootball, baseball. Married, sober,
programs. Steady
position. play
dependable,
references.
AvailWPAG, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
able Januaryexcellent
10. Box 640,
BROADCASTING^
LaCrosse, news
Wisconsin
isThein need
ofWKBH.
a
competent
editor.
man
programming
andoperations
organist
we want must be capable of doing local Production,
experience
in over
allfurnish
reporting, writing and one newscast ofwithRadio
Network.
Will finished
own
da
ily.
Hammond
Organ.
Just
eight
WMAJ at with
State first
College,classPa.license.
wants young
with American Forces Network
engineer
Write months
as
producer
and
organist.
Available
1
or phone immediately. Grand oppor- February
ING.
1945. Box 643, BROADCASTtunity^
Wanted
immediately
— Two WHNC,
experienced
Girl with plenty know-how
announcers.
Radio Station
Hen- Available—
in radio. Publicity-promotion
presentaderson,
N. C.
tion-copy.initiative
5years on and
majorenthusiasm.
stations;
imagination,
Producer
—
by
live
station
in
excellent
Prefer
west.
Box
645,
BROADCASTING.
market,
to
handle
musical
and
other
production. Prefer
one within
who hasstation
had Chief engineer— Desires change, now
considerable
experience
employed
as chief furnish
1000 wattrecommendastation. 30
itself. Person
who
qualifies
for this tions.
and
married.
Box 648,WillBROADCASTING.
position
has
unusual
opportunities.
Send
qualifications
and
references
to
Majortivenetwork
producer
Box 649. BROADCASTING.
sales position.
A tendesires
year execurecord
indicates dauctionthorough
knowledge Characof proSituations Wanted
,
s
a
l
e
s
and
promotion.
Staff
announcer
and
newscaster
just
ter
and
integrity
have
been
unquestioned. Veteran World War II. Sgt.
discharged
Army
serving
A. Thomas,
6281/2 N. Plymouth,
overseas Civilian
as from
stationexperience:
managerafter2foryears
AFRSas James
Los Angeles
4, California.
station.
announcer.
Age
27,
married,
2
children.
Ex-serviceman
—
27
years
old, married —
Prefer
west coast, but will would like announcer's position
in Los
travel. position
Box 345, onBROADCASTING.
Angeles
vicinity.
Has
had
network
station
with
studio
programs,on
Commercial
available only.
Feb., turntables, network co-ops,experience
etc.
experienced, manager
prefer commission
toWritebeginJamesworkF. after
the Ready
year.
Box 607, BROADCASTING.
Tunis, first
7419 ofLankershim
Program
director.
Experienced
producBlvd.,
No.
Hollywood,
Calif.
tion man. Writing, announcing, news, Announcer, veteran, single, dependable,
sports,
play-by-play,
acting, directing,
alarm clock
emcee.editor.
University
good appearance.
Littleoverexhospital station
Former
newspaper
Age 34,degree.
wife, good voice,perience at small
child.
Lieutenant
Commander,
USNR.
seas. Graduated
3 months'
CBS Boston
announcers
school.veterans'
Prefer
two years overseas, ready for discharge.
starting
small
station.
Bob
Box 617, BROADCASTING.
Schneider,
227 .
South 2ndWillSt.,travel.
Brooklyn
11, N. Y
Newscaster
— Network,
networkCanaffiliate
and
independent
experience.
write
I need a job
age 26,
own shows. Box 618 , BROADCASTING. married,
justurgently.
released Navy
from Lt.,command
Naval officer experience,
available January,
6 yearsin position desires
start
in radio.
Gradubroadcasting
culminating
ate
Northwestern
University
and
studied
IV2 years management. Interested in at Medill School of Journalism. Was
position
as manager,
possibly
called to active
upon ingraduation
owner,
local.partBS. and
got duty
the
radio I
married,of 30.promising
Box 620,southern
BROADCASTING.
hopednever
for. Can
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news, publicity
Have
excellent
knowlAnnouncer-Salesman,
pro- and promotion.
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popular
music
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duction. Can handle allcontinuity,
phases. Small
possible disc jockey. Hard worker, mesober,as
stationence.preferred.
Eight national
years experiSuccessful
local,
sales
willing
to
learn
and
desirous
of
getrecord.
Good publicity
promotion
tingcuritahead
in family.
radio and
seIdeas. Terrific
mail puller.and $65.00
week.
ynifaorormyArizona.
Preferproviding
NYC,
Calif
o
r
Available
NYC
Box 623. BROADCASTING.
terview now. Box 636, BROADCASTING.inRadio
engineer
discharged
from
Army.
Fifteen years broadcast experience. First
Wanted to Buy
phone,ble anysecond
telegraph
license. Capatechnical
assignment.
Army
Order
letters
for
advertised
tenure
supervision
may products
be worth and
thousands
nineteenconsisted
stations.technical
Desire west
coast. onof your
dollarsstation
to toyour
clients,
liberal
Family.
Best
references.
Box
627,
commissions
you.
We
are
confidenBROADCASTING.
exclusivenames.
agentsForforfullmass
buyers
South Pacific foot soldier wants to sit of mailtial,order
particulars
down.
am isnota Joblooking
for provide
money. contactpan—y, 19Mr.
D. Cates
30 IrvingBuhl,ParkS.Road,
ChicagoCom-13,
What I Iwant
that will
me with valuable station operation ex- Illinois.
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e
r
i
e
n
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e
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I
have
a
disc
of
my
voice
I'd
purchase
— One equipment
kilowatt
like you to hear. Please write Box 632, Wanted
transmitter,to also
all other
BROADCASTING.
for radio station. Box 647, BROADCASTING.
Veteran,
23,
contacts
in
entertainment
field, wants Job station, chain, agency,
For Sale
public paper.
relations office,experience,
magazine, public
newsFor
salecomplete
— RCA 1with
kw transmitter,
type
relationsently indoingWell-rounded
Army.
Bio
available.
Pres1-C,
modulation
and
free lance Buddy
writing Basch.
news- frequency monitors. Also,
two Available
125 foot
papersEnd
and magazines.
self
supporting
steel
towers.
771
West
Avenue,
New
York
City
25.
immediately. Box 628, BROADCASTING.
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IRE WINTER MEETING
JAN. 23-26 IN IV. Y.
TECHNICAL sessions on standard
broadcasting, FM, television, radio
navigation
aids, military
applications of electronics,
radar,
and
other electronic issues are included
in the agenda for the 1946 winter
technical meeting of the Institute
of Radio Engineers, to be held Jan.
23-26 at the Hotel Astor, New York.
Edward J. Content, WOR New
York engineer, chairman of the
committee arranging for the meeting, announced that Dr. Frank B.
Jewett, president, National Academy of Sciences, will be the principalquetspeaker
the annual
banJan. 24.atEdgar
Kobak,IREMutual
president,
will
be
toastmaster.
FCC
Chairman Paul Porter will address
the
president's
luncheon president,
Jan. 25,
honoring
the incoming
Dr. Frederick B. Llewellyn. Lewis
M. Clement, vice president in
charge of research and engineering, Crosley Corp., will be master
of ceremonies at the luncheon. Maj.
Gen. Leslie R. Groves will speak
Jan. 23 at a joint evening meeting
of the IRE with the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
More than 120 companies have
reserved exhibit space for the radio
engineering show adjoining the
meeting headquarters.
Robinson to FC&B
HUBBELL ROBINSON Jr., former vice president in charge of
programming with American and
prior to that vice president and
director of radio with Young &
Rubicam, New York, has joined
Foote, Cone & Belding, New York,
asof radio.
vice president in overall charge
Sale (Cont'd)
New DieselFor
generating
sets
for your
auxiliary
power
supply.
Capacity
62.5
KVA,
50
kw,
240
volt, Write
4 wire
150details.
amp.,
60Box cycles.
Priced
low.
for
641, BROADCASTING.
Western mitterElectric
352E1two1000setswatts
complete with
new transtubes
perfect
open for inspection.
$4,000. Boxcondition
642, BROADCASTING.
Miscellaneous

Novik, New Yori ^
Stations Honorec
Wartime Work Is Praise
By Retiring Mayor
MORRIS NOVIK, who retires Jai p
1 as director of WNYC, Nei
York's city-owned station, we jay
presented with a stopwatch Thur^
day by the Radio Committee
New York, group of station sped;
events directors who, under M
Novik,
coordinated
civ
service
for
city's radio's
broadcastei
during the
warthe years.
Mr. Novik will produce Fiorelllior
LaGuardia's broadcasts on AB
and WJZ New York, both serie jj,
starting Jan. 6. He will also be a<
tive in the public service field
radio, working with non-profit 01
ganizations,
Presentation
Da\j|ess
Driscoll,
WOR was
newsmadeand byspeci
features director, at the Lotcjmd
Club. Mr. LaGuardia awarde jra
certificates of merit to the follow )lf]
ing stations
for their wartiir
work
in disseminating
goverr
mental orders and information
WABC WEAF WJZ WOR WMC. HI
WNYC
WNEW WQXR
WH| seei
WINS WHOM
WOV WBNI01
WBYN WLIB.
Certificates were also awarde! \m
the following individuals: Artht
Hull Hayes, general manage
WABC; Thomas Velotta, direct<
of special events, ABC; Mr. Dri
coll ; Leon Goldstein, vice presidei
in charge of special events, WMCA ^
Jo Ranson, director of public relf
tions, WNEW; De Lancey ProvosJPR
general manager, WEAF; Euger
Thomas, sales manager, WOfi
Mr. Novik; Sylvia Davies, assi
tant to the director, WNYC
Arthur
Sinsheimer, radio
directowh
Peck Advertising
Agency,
served as liaison between th, k\i
agencies and the stations
The Mayor praised cooperatio
of the effort
radio and
withcontrasted
the nation's
fense
it witd
the attitude of the newspapers.
DON STALEY,Rejoin
withKPONavy discharg
has rejoined
KPO Leonard
San Francisco
count
executive.
Gross, a wit
release from Army, has rejoined sts
tion's
public
service
department.
Hi
Wolf, asreturning
KPO
announcer.from service, rejoir

0 CHIEF ENGINEER capable of taking complete charge engineering department 5 kw midwestern network affiliate. Must be
thoroughly experienced in all phases of operation maintenance and
new construction with proven record as chief or assistant of 5 kw
or larger station.
Ability to handle men and get along with others necessary. Permanent position with unusual future if you qualify. Please give full
particulars about yourself including education, previous experience,
salary expected and when available. Enclose snapshot. All replies
confidential.
BOX 644, BROADCASTING
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Congress on the Air?
necessitate holding up some important bills
Reprinted from the Washington Post
for the weekly radio debates. And how would
Issue of Dec. 25
discussed over the air be seTHE QUESTION of congressional broadcasts the billslected?toWho be
would be permitted to speak while
las come up again with reports that the Joint the Senate
or
the
House proceedings were on
Committee on the Organization of Congress
air? Certainly the Senate would have to
'nay recommend a weekly radio program en- the
;itled "Congress in Action." Proceedings of the give up its rule of unlimited debate on these
Senate, under this plan, would be broadcast
A WEEKLY broadcast of Congress on either
,jvery Wednesday night and those of the House
night will be recompvery Thursday night. We should like very Wednesdaymended orshortlyThursday
after Congress convenes Jan.
tnuch to see a program of this sort succeed,
14
by
the
Joint
Committee
on Reorganizafor we think that the people ought to know
tion, according to published reports in Washmore about what their representatives in Conington.
Sen.
Robert
M.
LaFollette
Jr., (Pgress are doing. But we do not see much hope
chairman, and Rep. A. S. (Mike) Monof achieving that objective, or of benefiting Wis.),
roney (D-Okla.), vice chairman, have been
either Congress or the public, through the pro- readying their report for full committee conposed weekly broadcasts.
sideration early in the second session. Herewith is an editorial from the Washington Post,
Chief among the dangers that special night
sessions for broadcasting would encounter is operator of WINX and W3XO, FM experimental station, on the proposed Congressional
that of special staging. Congress would be special broadcasts.
under great temptation to put on a show.
Oratory would doubtless be encouraged in
preference to simple business-like debate. We occasions. Otherwise one of its few demagogues
do not see how either house could perform would be likely to get the floor and hold it during the entire time of the broadcast.
naturally under these circumstances, and we
Consideration of this proposal, it seems to
do not believe that the public is interested in
us,
must
start with the fact that much of the
seeing Congress put on special performances
work of Congress is unglamorous routine.
for the sake of making a good impression.
Presumably an effort would be made to Many of the issues it debates on the floor are
broadcast those debates in which the public technical and dull from the viewpoint of the
would be especially interested. But that would average radio listener. In broadcasting the proPriorities Section Set Up
IIn RFC Regional Offices
[PRIORITIES sections have been
[set up in the 31 regional offices of
\the Reconstruction Finance Corp.
|to expedite sale of surplus elecequipment to priority
claimantstronics
and veterans.
Applications
from all governmental agencies,
veterans and nonprofit institutions
are sent to RFC in Washington
where effort is made to locate desired products.
This office freezes the goods and
sets prices no higher than those
offered at any trade level at time
of disposal. If applicant accepts
Iterms, regional office orders the
goods shipped to him directly without agent commission. Veterans
must be certified by Smaller War
Plants
RFC. Corp. before applying to

•

•
An Editorial
ceedings of an ordinary session, therefore, the
problem would be to acquire and maintain an
audience. We suspect that a debate on appropriations for the ICC or renewal of the warpowers acts would be quickly turned off for the
sentiment-dripping serials and fantastic dramas to which radio is so largely devoted in the
daylight hours. Undoubtedly this is why the
reformers suggest special night sessions of
Congress that could be broadcast. But the spec;al sessions would run into so many difficulties
and create such a scramble among 96 members
of the Senate and 435 members of the House
for the privilege of getting on the air that the
result might be to discredit Congress instead
of boosting its stock in the eyes of the people.
It might be feasible to broadcast occasional
sessions of either house in which there is great
public interest, such as the Senate debate on
the United Nations Charter. In that case the
appearance of putting on a special show would
be minimized and speaking time might reasonably be allocated by the committee in charge
of the bill. Such undertakings would be wholly
different from weekly broadcasts. We are inclined to think that if weekly congressional
broadcasts are to be undertaken, the time
could be most usefully devoted to specially arranged radio debates on issues before Congress
or to weekly reports on the doings of the legislative branch by one or more of its members.

Wakefield Sees Expansion of Spectrum
Opening Neiv Vistas in Communications
RECENT discoveries involving the directions other than the direction
use of the higher regions of the toward which the circuits are
radio spectrum will profoundly beamed." The signals are picked
alter our national life and may up, amplified and beamed on from
"make of us one people of one one station to another and in this
world," FCC Commissioner Ray C. way, he said, a large number of
Wakefield predicted last Friday be- telephone,
simile andtelegraph,
television teletype,
circuits faccan
fore aregional meeting of the Am- be handled
simultaneously.
erican Institute of Electrical Engine rs in San Francisco.
Commissioner Wakefield deThe tremendous developments in
scribed "stratovision" as a "somecommunication techniques, stimuwhat more speculative communicalated by wartime research, he said,
tion
development" than the radio
will have at least as much effect on relay beam,
multiplex transmission, or pulse time modulation.
our daily lives as the previous developments of the telephone and Whether airplanes flying in circles
telegraph.
in the stratosphere will provide
coast-to-coast relay transmission,
Microwave Experiments
on relative ecoExpansion of the usable radio he said,nomicdepends
considerations as compared
spectrum from 30,000 kc to 30,- with the relay beam and coaxial
000,000 kc, Mr. Wakefield declared, cable.
Hendon Named
makes possible enormous increases
"One of the most interesting
radio services generally. As an features of this stratovision operaCLAUDE J. HENDON, with Gen- inexample
of
the
new
services
which
tion," he observed, "is that the
eral Electric Co. since 1927, has
been appointed a commercial vice can be established through the same planes which are used as recan also be used to broadcast
president, succeeding E. H. Ginn, ultra-high frequency microwaves, to thelaysareas
beneath them. One of
retired. Mr. Hendon becomes mem- he pointed to the "beamed radio
the
problems
of FM and television
relay"
for
which
five
companies
ber
of
president's
staff,
reporting
have
already
received
experimental
with their
relatively short
disto E. 0. Shreve, vice president. Mr. authorizations.
tances of transmission
has been
Ginn continues as advisor until
This development, he explained, how to reach the rural listeners in
July. A. L. Jones, commercial vice
involves erection of low-powered the wide open spaces. This broadpresident heading Rocky Mountain radio
stations at intervals of 20 or
casting from airplanes may be an
district, also retires following 41 30 miles
large cities and answer to that problem."
years' service. His duties will be employingbetween
a
new
type
of
highly
divided among W. B. Clayton, Den- directional antennas which can GORDON M. COLWILL, former manaver area; R. M. Alvord, Salt Lake
ger of the
supply Graybar
department
the
section
Electricinsupply
Co..
City area, and A. S. Moody, Butte,. beam "a bundle of radio circuits Detroit
New York,
hasofofbeen
appointed
Mont., area. All are commercial from point to point without wast- sales
manager
the
firm.
He
transfers
vice presidents.
ing the power of the transmitter in to New York headquarters.
BROADCASTING
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Spadea to Manage CBS
Detroit Network Sales
JOSEPH R. SPADEA, who joined
CBS last February as account
representative in Detroit, following 26 months with the Army Air
Forces, on Jan. 1 becomes manager of the Detroit office of the
CBS network sales department.
Previously, Mr. Spadea had spent
nearly a decade in Detroit as
manager in that city for Scott,
Howe, Bowen and the Edward
Petry Co., station representative
firms.
Richard E. Elpers, recently discharged as major in the Transportation Corps and previously
with CBS in Chicago for 12 years,
will
join
Mr.
staffyear.in
Detroit after theSpadea's
first of the
Gladys Hall to NAB
GLADYS L. HALL, secretary to
Capt.
Harry S. vice
Butcher,
formeron
CBS Washington
president,
Jan. 2 joins the NAB headquarters
staff as secretary to A. D. Willard
Jr., executive vice president. She
was secretary to Mr. Butcher from
1932 until he entered the Navy in
June 1942 as naval aide to Gen. Ike
Eisenhower, remaining at the CBS
Washington office during the war
as secretary to Earl Gammons,
who
Capt. of
Butcher's
duties.assumed
Since return
Capt.
Butcher she has been assisting him
in preparation of his book My Three
Years With Eisenhower, now apng in serialPost.form in the SaturdaypeariEvening
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'Girl Marries' First
In Hooper Daytime
WITH a rating of 8.6, When a
Girl Marries led the list of weekday programs in December, according to the December daytime network report of C. E. Hooper Inc.
In second place was Portia Faces
Life, with 8.5; Ma Perkins (CBS)
was third with 7.9.
Average daytime sets in use were
17.8, or 1.4 more than November
report, 2.4 more than last year.
Average rating was 4.8, compared with 4.4 for November and
4.7 for December, 1944. Average
daytime available audience was
73.4 in the current Hooper report,
an increase of 1 over the last report and 2.1 more than a year ago.
Highest sponsor identification
index went to Aunt Jenny with
75.5. Grand Central Station had
the highest number of women listeners per listening set: 1.45.
County Fair had the most men
listeners per listening set: .79.
Terry and the Pirates had the
most children listeners per listening set: 1.26.
Others in the top ten weekday
programs were in order: Breakfast in Hollywood (Kellogg) 7.8;
Romance of Helen Trent (MWTF)
7.8;
7.7;
YoungPepper
WidderYoung's
Brown Family
7.7; Breakfast in Hollywood (P & G) 7.7;
Our Gal, Sunday 7.7; Stella Dallas
7.3, and Big Sister 7.3.

San Diego County is
important on any
marketing map . . .
and KFMB
is important in covering
this
concentrated market
from
"within."
373,000 15persons
within
miles liveof
out antenna.
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NEW

YORKERS ARE LISTENING MORE
Women
1 Fan1
Of RadioNo. Columi
Pulse Survey Shows 1.3 Seasonal Upswing
'Minneapolis Tribune' Repor
On Readership Survey
For Average Quarter-Hour Sets-in-Use
V/ OMEN over 21 are the most av
SURVEY of radio listening in Ballroom, 6.3.
In Philadelphia Pulse analyzed readers of a newspaper's radio cc 01
New York by The Pulse Inc., personal interview radio statisticians,
according to a readership
sets-in-use for the umn, of
showed an increase in average quarter-hour
the Minneapolis Sundc
November-December period this vey
Tribune, conducted under the
quarter-hour sets-in-use in Decem- year as 22.9 compared with Sep- rection
of
the U. of Minnesol
ber. The increase, described as a
tember-October 20.4 and Novemseasonal upswing, was 1.3 over
journalism department.
ber-December 194 , 20.2.
November. In the week studied,
The survey, with interviewe
eveningin shows,
by quarterthe December rating was 24.8, hourToprating,
Philadelphia
were: representing cross-sections
compared with 23.5 for November Lux Radio Theatre, 27.8; Fibber adults over 21 and minors betwe^T'
and 23.2 for December 1944.
and 21, showed that readers!^
McGee, 26.5; Charlie McCarthy, of12 the
radio column, approximate:
Pulse also reported a special sur- 24.3; Jack Benny, 24; Bob Hope, three
by 10 inches, e:
vey of foreign language listening 22.5; Fred Allen, 20.8; Your Hit ceeded columns
that of any other news <j
Parade,
19.5;
Aldrich
Family,
19.5;
in New York. An analysis of the
on the same page. Of tho
Davis, 18.3; Burns & Allen, picture
flow of audience to foreign lan- Joan
questioned 36% of the women,
guage listening from 9 a.m. to 6 17.5.
of
the
girls,
22% of the boys ar
Daytime
shows
in
Philadelphia
p.m. was made for the quarter16% of the men said they read tl
hour preceding tune-in to the for- were rated as follows: Kate Smith column.
eign language programs and for Speaks, 12; Life Can Be Beautiful,
In other surveys, the Minnesot
the quarter-hour following the pro- 11.7; Helen Trent, 11.5; Ma Per- Poll,
sponsored by the Tribune an
kins, 11.3; Our Gal Sunday, 11.2; Minneapolis
grams.
Star-Journal, four li
Results
Breakfast
Club,
10.9
;
Aunt
Jenny's
that
news
first place and mi
Stories, 7.8; Second Husband, 7.8, sic secondtakes
in the preference
Survey showed that in the quar- and Two on a Clue, 7.7.
ter-hour before the foreign lanDaytime shows Saturday and Minnesotans ; that Radio Theatre §p
guage programs, 42% did not lis- Sunday were rated: Football KYW the favorite program; and that 49' m<
ten, 52% listened to the same for,- Saturday,
of those questioned
said they prefe1
19.8; Children's
eign language on another station 14.8 ; The Electric
without advertising
an) aditc s
Hour, 13 ; Hour,
Billie programs
30% prefer them with ads, whi
or to another foreign language, and Burke, 10.5; football
WIBG
Sun6% listened to English language
day, 10; Family Hour, 8.5; foot- 19% said it made no difference an§oint
programs. In the quarter-hour fol2%In "didn't
order ofknow."
preference, types
ball WCAU
8; Let's
lowing foreign language listening Pretend,
7.5; Saturday,
The Shadow,
7.5;
were listed as followslouii
78% did not listen, 16% listened Nick Carter,
7.5; Westinghouse programs
to the same foreign language on Program, 7.5, and New York Phil- News 40%; music 35%; dram J:
harmonic, 7.5.
another station or to another for19%; comedy 16%; quizzes 14%
eign language, and 6% listened to
church 8%; educational 6%; othejidit
English language programs.
types 2% (some indicated more thaj he
Pulse reported that much Eng- WORKERS GET CUT one). Music was definite preferend StJi
of
those in the 21-29 age brack« or
lish language listening in foreign IN AGENCY PROFITS
(64%). Popularity of church pre ian
language homes is to children's EMPLOYE PARTICIPATION in grams
increased from 1% in thjhai:
strip shows in the late afternoon profits of Lennen & Mitchell, New
21-29 age group to 12% in
and to record programs as well as
provided in a plan an- groups over 50 years.
to the usual daytime serial. Pulse York, is nounced
last week by President
Those questioned in the Min
concluded that much of the English
nesota Polls representing
listening is done by members of the Philip W. Lennen.
cross-section
of Minnesota adultsjuj
The plan provides for issuance
foreign language household other
than the housewife.
of two classes of stock : The A com- ranked favorite programs in thiT
mon stock, profit participating, is order: Radio Theatre; Cedri
Highest quarter-hour listenerat a nominal price to of- Adams; Fibber McGee; Bob Hope
ship of top shows in New York being sold
ficers and key employes of the ad- Take It or Leave It; Kate Smith
was also reported by Pulse. Evevertising agency on a pro rata Information Please; Hit Parade
ning show ratings were: Jack
while the B stock, carrying Charlie McCarthy; Jack Benny
Benny, 26.3; Charlie McCarthy, basis,
voting
rights,
will be held by the Town Meeting of the Air.
21.7; Lux Radio Theatre, 21.7; four major stockholders,
In the poll on radio advertising
nen,
Robert
W.
Orr, Ray Mr.
Vir LenDen, women were 51% for shows with
Fred
Allen,
20.7;'
Aldrich
Family,
20.7; Eddie Cantor, 20; Bob Hope,
and Mann Holiner. The firm's net
19.3; Your Hit Parade, 19; Fibber profits,
after paying a dividend on
McGee,
17.7; and Durante-Moore, the capital
17.
stock, will redound to
the
benefit
of the Class A stockSal
Daytime
quarter-hour
ratings
holders.
were: Kate Smith Speaks, 7.3; Big
Employes
who
later
leave
the
Sister, 7.3; Life Can Be Beautiful, firm must sell back their shares at
FOR LOS ANGELES
7.3 ; Helen Trent, 7.1 ; Ma Perkins, the then-current value and the reNOW
6.8; Our Gal Sunday, 6.8; When a
maining stockholders may then buy
Girl Marries,
6.3; Aunt
shares on a pro rata basis.
Stories,
6.1; Portia
FacesJenny's
Life, these
A block of the shares will be held
KXLA
6.1, and News by Clark (WABC), in.
the agency treasury for future
6.1.
SAME STATION
sale to rising members and as an
Quarter-Hour Ratings
additional attraction for prospects
SAME SPOT ON YOUR DIAL
of
exceptional
ability
who
may
be
SAME TOPNOTCH
Saturday and Sunday daytime
BUT PROGRAMS
ratings were: Army vs. Navy foot- added to the staff.
With four major executives holdball game, 15.7; Notre Dame vs.
Great Lakes football game, 8;
ing the voting stock, the perpetuity
NEW CALL LETTERS
of management is assured, regardChildren's
Hour,Philharmonic,
8; Nick Carter,
KXLA
less of retirement of anyone of the
8;
New York
7.3;
The Electric Hour, 7; Family key administrators. The four execuhave been principals in the
Hour,
7 ; One Believe
Man's firm fortives many
years.
Family,7 ; The
6.3, Shadow,
and Make
BROADCASTING
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ut ads, 26% fox- programs with
jiipds; men were 47% for programs
•ithout, 34% for programs with,
lixty-one percent of those in towns
^ere for programs without, twentyour percent for programs with,
'arm vote was evenly split. Those
n the youngest age group (219) indicated highest preference
or no advertising (59%), while
HJi&ose in the oldest age group (over
jT'O) were second with 57%.
If In a Christmas poll, questioners
f ound that 76% thought children
|lnilaus;
hould be19%
taughtthought
to believe
Santa
theyin should
] iot, and 5% were undecided.
iijLmong graduates of grade schools,
Jl% thought children should be
j aught there is a Santa Claus and
J:3% were opposed; high school
1 .raduates, 77% for and 17%
J, .gainst; college graduates, 80%
jfor, 17% against. The rest in each
4jvroup were undecided. Eighty-seven
percent said as children they beRADIO IS THANKED
mt CANCER CENTER
ijMEMORIAL CANCER CENTER
Wpund, New York, has made a public statement of gratitude to the
M'adio
industry
support
given
mm radio
to theforfund.
Statement
lit minted out that nation-wide sup! tort by radio had been given to the
i :'und
ranging to
fromhalf30-second
anil;-louncements
-hour programs.
| Mrs. Dorothy Lewis, NAB coit )rdinator of listener activity, heads
ii ;he radio committee of the fund,
: with Helen S. Sioussat chairman
lUpr CBS, Margaret Cuthbert chairman for NBC, and Elsie Dick
jrjhairman for Mutual.
6 Among those who have participated in radio broadcasts for the
; fund are Mayor F. H. LaGuardia,
|i|nd Commentators Elsa Maxwell,
Chase, Alma
Kitchell,
i jlka
taide Hawley,
Margaret
Arlen Adeand
FiPharlotte Adams. Revere Copper &
Mirass, New York, devoted a half^ilour program to the campaign and
donated
broadcast.$5,000 at the close of the

Murdock Is Named WOL
"Sales Program Manager
WILLIAM D. MURDOCK joins
I W OL Washington as sales pro. rram manager Feb. 4 after 13
, rears as sales manager of WTOP
I Washington. According to WOL,
I ;he newly created post has grown
; >ut of the station's "heavier acI'sent on programming."
Maurice B. Mitchell, WTOP sales
| nomotion and publicity manager,
I )ecomes sales manager of the CBS
* Washington outlet Jan. 1 [Broadsting, Dec. 24].afterMr.his Mitchell
I oined the castation
release
\ rom the Signal Corps early this
ear. Prior to Army service, he was
newspaper work, with the Ganett newspapers, and on the ad versing staffs of the Rochester Demoat & Chronicle and the New York
imes.
ROADCASTING

Free American

NOW a movie actor, Clete Lee (r),
former announcer of KIDO Boise,
Ida., is nouncershown
with KIDO
Art LeTourneau
duringAn-a
visit to the station. Mr. Lee, who
left KIDO to enter military service, was discharged in Hollywood
and signed
Pictures. UnderbytheInternational
name of Byron
Keith, he is given third billing in
"The Stranger."
'XMAS GIFT'
Petrillo Outlines Reasons
For Latest Demands
PAUSING in Chicago to drink a
glass of beer with blind musicians
attending the ninth annual party
of AFM Local 10 and Local 208,
AFM President James Caesar Petrillo gave his reasons for giving
the radio industry its most unusual
Christmas greeting.
"We're just protecting American
interests from foreign competition," he declared.
"Look are
at the
tariff laws.
Manufacturers
always lobbying in Congress to keep
cheap material out of the country.
Why the hell should musicians be
suckers?"
Mr. Petrillo went on to explain
why radio must render unto Caesar
the things Caesar feels are Caesar's: "There was a time when a
lot of foreign concert artists used
to come to America, make a lot of
dough, and then go back to Europe.
They laughed at the union. But,
brother, they're all in now."
"I'll tell you where a lot of the
bangs I get come from — there are
900 radio stations, 300 owned by
the
asserted.
time press,"
I make ahemove
against "Every
radio,
the press goes after me. You won't
hear musicians saying anything."
Of the union's future, he said,
"It looks good. The fact they go
out on strike in the recording matter for 27 months without anyone
drawing a string across a violin
shows
it's some
a strong
organization.
That cost
of the
big band
leaders $100,000 and they did not

squawk."
Franklin S. Owen
FRANKLIN S. OWEN, 48, vice
president of Kenyon & Eckhardt,
New York, died suddenly at his
home in Short Hills, N. J., on Dec.
25. Mr. Owen joined Kenyon &
Eckhardt in 1939. He had been
in advertising for 26 years, since
his graduation from Harvard U.
in 1919. He was formerly vice
president of Williams & Cunningham Agency, Chicago.
• Telecasting

Radio Can Offer More

Toward Future World Unity, Says Paley
By WILLIAM
we have opportunities to foster
President, S.CBSPALEY
tolerance and understanding
EVERYONE who saw at first hand —unity,
nationally and internationally.
how radio was used in Europe dur- We have opportunities to keep the
ing the war must necessarily have
and entertained audiit influence his thinking about the best informed
ence informed
theand world
even better
infuture of radio in
entertained.
We have
this country.
opportunities to make strides and
What most of us
show advances in these fields bethink of as pricause of the very strength of our
marily amedium
system of broadcasting. It will be
o f entertainment
strong as long as it is free.
and ment I enlightensaw used,
Seattle Stations
by our enemies,
as a very
effecMr. Paley
tive instrument
Sub for Newspapers
of Our
evil. use of the
Radio Only News, Advertising
same instrument was also very ef- Medium During Strike
fective. But, since we were fight- SEATTLE stations have come to
ing to restore civilization in large
areas of the world and to reinstate the fore in public service during
freedom among millions of enslaved current newspaper printers strike,
extending into its seventh
people, we believed we used it as now
an instrument for good. The fact week.
Stations have been deluged with
is that we, and the enemy, had a
for spot time with theatres
powerful
weapon
hands — asdemand
the dangerous
weaponin our
of controlled
well as department stores, speradio.
cialty shops and other retailers
The subtle, devious, persistent
as many announcements
techniques of controlled radio, by buying
daily as available on KEVR KIRO
which masses of people can be led KJR KOL KOMO KRSC KXA.
Retail stores, already heavy time
to do and believe what a few other
people want them to do and believe, buyers, have expanded use of local
have never been used in this coun- radio 50% since Seattle has been
try. For that reason alone, it is without daily newspapers. Stations
difficult for American listeners —
by moving
features
make room
for retaillocalstores
and
and broadcasters — to conceive that tocooperated
theatres.
Word
went
out
that
rethey
might
ever
be
used
on
our
stations.
es of sold out
conditions
station timegardlwould
be made
available
Free Competition
need for extra adOurries system
of broadcasting
car- in event serious
vertising developed.
with it automatic
safeguards
KOMO advertising
is carrying
specialcovering
classiagainst any broadcaster who would
program
direct his operations for selfish real fied
estate,
lost
and
found,
houseends or in an unfair and autocratic
for sale and exchange.
manner. There is the free com- KOL holdhasarticles
a cards
daily with
obituary
petition
among
stations
and
netKJR
sends
news column.
of the
works constantly striving for the day to major department
stores.
ear of the listener and there is the
servright of the listener to register his Ship movements
icemen's familiesofhasinterest
been tostarted
likes and dislikes by "tuning in" or on KXA KIRO. Latter station has
"tuning out." Then again there is also augmented its classified Swap
the great
goodwhosense
of thethatAmerShop program.
ican people
realize
any andKIRO
points up all its newscasts
form of controlled information is a
calling attention to them
firm but definite step away from by
day. In have
some been
inour democratic form of life. But throughout
stances fivethe
newscasts
these safeguards are not enough if lenghtened to quarter hour. KEVR
the broadcasting industry is to be- emphasizes local news on the hour
come complacent or neglect the
hour. Stations are working
high degree of responsibility it every
in close cooperation to publicize all
must bear constantly.
community
and civic events.
In my opinion, the American
As example, broadcasters went
system itableof andbroadcasting
has
a
credall
out
to
publicize
Victory Loan
commendable record of
public service. Many glowing pages appearance of NBC Truth or Consequences, Gen. Wainwright's apwere added to the record during the
pearance,
Loan queen
war. It took the war, however, to
test,
Lucky
BondVictorynights.
They conalso
reveal how big radio really is; how banded together
in
appeal
to
citiimportant its role can be in the
zens to invite stranded servicemen
years that are just ahead. If we
private
over Expanding
Christmas
are to admit the value of our past, into
and New
Yearhomes
holidays.
we cannot deny the increased re- newsroom staffs, stations have
sponsibility ofour future.
I believe that American radio has taken over regular news channels
police,
hospitals,
coroner's
more to offer than it has yet con- covering
meetings
additributed, not only to our own people, office,tion union
as a public
service,andareingiving
but to the people of the world. More both sides of printers strike with
than any other group or industry, progress of settlement.
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NAB ASKS THREE YEAR
LICENSES FOR FM STATIONS
NAB FM Executive Committee, meeting Friday at Palmer House, Chicago, decided to file
petition with FCC seeking revision of existing
FM license applications from one to three
years and to request set makers to submit definite figures on number of receivers released
and areas in which distributed. Robert T. Bartley, NAB FM Dept. director, was chosen to
contact set makers.
Mr. Bartley said he hoped manufacturers
would submit figures to NAB research department rather than private accounting firm.
Committee approved FCC action on channel
numbering of FM frequencies.
Present were Mr. Bartley; Walter J. Damm,
WTMJ Milwaukee, chairman; Gordon Gray,
WSJS Winston-Salem; Paul W. Morency,
WTIC Hartford; Les Johnson, WHBF Rock
Island;sent,Wayne
Coy,NAB
WINXpresident,
Washington;
Justin Miller,
and C. ab-E.
Arney Jr., secretary-treasurer. John Shepard
3rd, Yankee network, and Frank Stanton, CBS,
were
culties.absent because of transportation diffiCRNA NAMES COMMITTEES
TWO committees were named Friday to nominate candidates for office in the new Chicago
Radio News Assn. and to draw up a statement
of aims. Radio news editors and special
events men are members. Committee to
designate offices and nominate candidates includes Don Kelley, WBBM, chairman; Jim Bormann,
PA; statement
Con O'Dea,of WENR.
Committee
draw up
aims and
eligibilityto
includes Julian Bentley, WLS, chairman;
Charles Ahrens, UP; Jim Dale, WIND; Everett
Holies,tion of WBBM;
Robert Hurleigh,
Elecofficers scheduled
Jan. 9 atWGN.
Merchants
& Mfrs. Club. William Ray, NBC news chief,
is temporary president.
Closed Circuit
(Continued from page 4)
expected at his house. Comdr. Craven has prior
Washington commitments relating to FCC allocations and hearing activity.
NAB will announce this week new chief counsel to succeed John Morgan Davis, of Philadelphia, who resigned to resume law practice
in Philadelphia [Broadcasting, Dec. 24]. New
attorney expected to be former law associate
and friend of NAB President Justin Miller.
LITTLE is being said publicly, but contending
forces at clear channel hearing Jan. 14 are
burning midnight oil preparing cases from
opposite sides of technical and economic radio
outlook. Regional group has aligned some 200
stations who have contributed four times their
standard hourly rate with Paul D. P. Spearman
as chief counsel, with Paul Godley and Dr.
G. W. Pickard as consulting engineers. Clear
channel group has Louis G. Caldwell as chief
counsel with
Andrew D. Ring as chief engineering witness.
MAJ. ARTHUR W. SCHARFELD, now on terminal leave from Army after nearly two years
abroad in American Military Government, rejoins his radio law firm of Loucks & Scharfeld
within fortnight. He rejected proposals from
Army that he return to ETO or move to Pacific
with increased responsibility.
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WESTERN ELECTRIC
COUNTEROFFER REPORTED
WESTERN ELECTRIC Co. late Friday reportedly attempted to avert scheduled Jan. 3
strike of 19,000 workers by offering new
counterproposals to Western Electric Employes Association's demands for 30% wage
increase. Report, from union sources, not confirmed as Broadcasting went to press.
Henry Mayer, union attorney, said Frank J.
Hamil,ing withWEunion
personnel
director, called
a meet-an
representatives
and made
offer "slightly
one — a reply
15%
wage
rise. Mr. better"
Mayer than
said earlier
union would
over weekend but he doubted offer would be
acceptable.
COLLEGE CODE RATIFIED
REPRESENTATIVES of 19 student-operated
college radio stations met Saturday in New
York to ratify codes of practice which will
regulate broadcasting on Intercollegiate Broadcasting System. Stations of IBS operate with
low power, are heard only in college buildings.
Codes set standards of news presentation, business quality.
ethics, engineering operations and broadcast
FORD'S SPECIAL AD
FULL-PAGE four-color Life magazine ad
boosting special Christmas show on Ford Sunday Evening Hour (ABC Dec. 23, 8-9 p. m.)
cost the motor maker about two-thirds as much
as show itself. Tariff for the Life ad, $13,775;
for show (including talent and time), approximately $20,000.
'ADVENTURE' RETURNS
WGN
Chicago's
dropped24
by Revere
Copper Human
& BrassAdventure,
on MBS Nov.
and replaced
by
Exploring
the
Unknown,
turns to MBS as sustainer Jan. 2. Producedreunder auspices of U. of Chicago, show will be
heard 7-7:30 p.m. (CST). First show titled
to"Atlantic
America. Migration", story of immigration
MORE THAN 1,300,000 gift packages were
distributed to sick, wounded and disabled servicemen at Christmas as a result of Eddie Cantor's
radio drive, according
John Stelle,
national commander
of Americanto Legion,
joint
sponsor of campaign.
FCC HEARING SCHEDULE
Jan. 2: Hearings
begin
before Cal.FCCon Commisin Fresno,
Central
Californiasioner Wakefield
AM applications.
Jan.
2:
Hearings
begin
in
Washington
on
Louisiana AM applications.
Jan. 3: Hearings
begin Falls,
before N.FCCY. onCommissionercationsWillsfor AMin facilities
Glens
appliin Glens Falls.
Jan. 3: Hearing
in Washington
onBroadcasting
AM application
of
Diamond
State
Corp., Dover, Del.
Jan. 3: Hearings
begin beforeW. FCC
sionercatiDenny
Va. onCommisapplions for inAMCharleston,
facilities
Shift to Huntington,
W. Va. inJan.Charleston.
7.
Jan. 3: Hearings
begin
in
Washington
on
from Syracuse,
N. Y. and Erie,appliPa
for use ofcations1260
kc.
Jan. 7: Hearings
begin
in
Washington
on
applimont cations
for usefrom New
of 620York,kc. New Jersey and VerJan.applications
7: HearingsfrombeginGeorgia
in Washington
and Florida.on AM

\

LT. COL. DeQUINCY V. SUTTON, FCC hea.
broadcast accountant, on leave for nearly foa
years with Army Signal Corps, returned tc
Washington last week and now is on termina
leave. He served in Mediterranean and Euro
pean from
theatres
nearly Hethree
years,forrising
rank
lieutenant.
reported
duty ath<
FCC, remaining in Signal Corps Reserve.
L. L. COLBERT, vice president of Dodge Divi
sion, Chrysler Corp., Detroit, and recently gen
eral
of company's
Chicag(He
plant, manager
elected president
of DodgeDodge
Division.
replaces H. L. WECKLEY, vice president anc
general manager of corporation and presiden
of Dodge Division since 1943, who will devott
full time to parent company.
WILL H. OLDHAM Jr., released from Navj
as lieutenant, resumes duties as WLW Cincinnati director of grocery trade relations. Witr
WLW since 1939, he joined Navy in 1942 anc
served aboard carrier USS Marcus Island.
HOYT ALLEN, master sergeant in Army, re
joins radio department of Benton & Bowles
New York. Ted Barash, former Navy lieutenant, returns to agency and will do contacl
work on Best Foods account.
HARRY W. PASCOE, who left WAAT Newark in fall of 1941 to join Office of InterAmerican Affairs, has returned to station at
night program superviser.
MAJ. WILLIAM E. ROWENS Jr., former
production manager of WSOC Charlotte
named officer-in-charge of the Armed Forces
Radio Services' 18 stations in Japan and Korea.
ROBERT MELLIN, former general manage)
of Bourne Music, joins BMI Jan. 1 in executive
capacity in professional department.
WILLIAM B. CASKEY, assistant manager of
WFIL Philadelphia, about mid-January joins
WPEN Philadelphia executive staff as liaison
officer between station and Evening Bulletin,
licensee,
between station and N. W. Ayer
& Son, itsandagency.
KOMA TO GET 50 KW,
DIVIDING 1520 KC CHANNEL
FCC last Friday
as finalsubsequently
its recommendations of lastadopted
September,
"modified, for solution of interference problem
involving KOMA Oklahoma City, WKBW Bufstations.falo, KGGF Coffeyville, Kan., and foreign
Commission granted temporary authorization to KOMA to operate 1520 kc 5 kw unlimited, non-directional antenna, until completion
of directional antenna and issuance of confrequency struction
to 50permitkw.to increase power on saiie
Station's original application requesting a
denied.
shift to 690 kc, frequency used by KGGF, was
Application of KGGF for license renewal
granted
for period toending
station authorized
increaseNov.from1, 11946
kw and
day
500 w night to 1 kw day and night directional.
KOMA sought change in frequency because
of objection by TGW Guatemala City to interference in its primary coverage area [Broadcasting, Sept. 10] and WKBW which operates
on same frequency with 50 kw and a directionativities
l to protect
nightime acinterfere KOMA.
with CBFPresent
Montreal.
BROADCASTING
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The Enemies of Sleep at
WDAF

City Star's
the Kansas
Nighthawks
adioByDept.,John
KansasPatt
City Star)
UNE in for WDAF, The
Kansas City Star's Nighthawk's, the Enemies of
p." is the announcement eagerly
Slee
That
awaited by thousands of radio fans
each evening. It is the voice of the
"Merry Old Chief," Leo Fitzpatrick,
chief nighthawk of the flock whose radio sets are their wings.
Of all the 500-odd broadcasters in
the country, the Kansas City Star
claims to be second in installing one
of the well-known 500-watt transmitters, and the first of them to begin
broadcasting on a regular schedule.
Trial experiments were made early in
February of 1922 through the makeshift apparatus of the Western
Company of Kansas City
telephone transmit
sound
tel
to

Oh! Here we are
Nighthawks
full
The Merry orchestra
Old Chief (right)
(left^ initiating the
microphone with the -The_
Professor,
Carlton in_Coon
the Coon-Sanders
newofsession._
members
air on June 5, 1922, with a dedication
to the people of the Middle West.
Regular concerts were given on Monand itday,wasWednesday,
a sourceandof^Friday ni| ' '
that the

Jack Dempsey, Ed "Stranglerl Lewis,
Yvon D'Arle. ~~

~"

in

at
he
ts
F
ar inland that
been heard in England,
reported
by
J. H. D. Age.
Ridley Also,
of London, in The Wireless
A.
E.
Berlyn
heard
WDAF
on
January
>rities,
some
of
in11th
in
Birmingham,
England.
renown, have appeared.
Hawaii, Cuba and Porto Rico arenAmong them are William Jennings
e
WDAF was Bryan, who spoke twice from WDAF, nightly represented in radio audience.
There
have been over two hundred
le Star officially took the Mme. Schumann-Heink, Cecil Arden,
letters from these dependencies alone.
In Hawaii there have been any number of favorable reports, among them
A. F. Costa, postmaster of Wailuku,
who rates the station among the California stations in respect to clearness.
Two letters report that Alaska has
heard WDAF many times. Every
province of Canada, every state in the
United States, every part of Mexico,
every country of Central America, all
are
in WDAF's
of itsrepresented
invisible audience,
in. therecords
form
of telegram,
sonal call. letter, post card, or perThere is nothing unusual in the
transmitter. It is a standard WesternElectric 500-watt installation, whose
main claim to fame is its radiation. It
puts from 9 to 11 amperes into the
antenna.
Probably the most interesting thing
about WDAF is its practice of broadcasting from all over town. In all the
Leo J. Fitipatrick.
editorOldof the
Kansas
City
"Star." snapped
inis action.
He is —more
large places of entertainment in Kanfamiliarly
known aa radio
the Merry
Chief
of
the
Nighthawks.
Here
he
caught
singing
one
of his many accomplishment*
sas City microphones have been in-

en-
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IT!

the new 1000 watt Frequency-Modulation

broadcast transmitter*

Using the Armstrong Dual Channel
Direct Crystal Controlled Modulator
Ordering
Other REL FM Broadcast Equipment Available for
Cat. No.
250 Watt FM Broadcast Transmitter. _549 A-DL
3000 Watt FM Broadcast Transmitter. .51 9 A-DL
10,000 Watt FM Broadcast Transmitter. .520 A-DL
Speech Equipment
Cat.
603 — Studio Speech Console, Table type, 6
604 — position.
Station Speech Console, Table type, combined with Cat. 600 Monitor and transmitter
desk control.
Monitoring Equipment
Cat.
600 — Monitor.
FM Station Frequency and Modulation
SIMPLE
STABLE
EFFICIENT PERFORMANCE
ifthisWrequipment
invilr yourin intprction
ofa
our
plant.
VUit
u«production
during
«'
l.lt.r.
U
In
Mr
Trrhniral
Mwl/nic
th. Hotel 4. to, Ian. 2.1 Ian.

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW FOR EARLY DELIVERY!

M. V MICHIGAN
fT> * Co.. In
■21)10 I. rami Hiv.r A»<-.
Detroit, Mich.
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Sales Representatives
PACIFIC COAST
MIDWEST
Neely Enterprises
REL»I2 Equipment
Sales,Blvd.Inc
N.Chicago,
Mirhifc-nn
111.
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